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Political battle stalls

higher ed '84 budget
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Robert LaRochelle. physical plant electrician, is hoisted to the

roof of the Fine Arts Center to install lights. See page 9 of the
Other Voice for the center's entertainment schedule.

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will be
operating without its Fiscal Year 1984

budget until a struggle between the

Legislature and the Board of Regents of

Higher education is settled, but UMass
officials say they are satisfied with the

expected appropriations for the year.

John DeNyse, Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance said he does

not know when the regents and the State

Senate Ways and Means Committee will

approve budgets for each school in the state

higher education system, but UMass has at

least enough money to operate through
September.

"We got an interim allocation against

what will finally be appropriated to us,"

DeNyse said. "Essentially, with some
degree of difficulty, we'll be able to get

through September. The interim allocation

enabled th*» Commonwealth's higher

education employees to receive their end of

the summer pay on time.

The total budget for higher education is

already set, but according to Ralph
Whitehead, assistant to President David C.

Knapp, "the regents have one set of dollars

allocations for each campus in the state.

Ways and Means have another, and the

difference is that Ways and Means
allocation would provide $1.1 million more
for Amherst campus."

DeNyse said "the University can always

get by" with the regents allocation, but "it

would be much more beneficial to the

University to have the larger allocation."

Whitehead .said the extra $1.1 million in the

Ways and Means budget is "critically

needed."
The budget for the entire state higher

education system was set by the

Legislature at $400,791,990 in June, ac

cording to Sharon Kennaugh, director of

State Relations at the University.

The University's share of that budget will

most likely be the $114,938,727 ap-

propriated by the Senate Ways and Means
Committee, State Sen. John Olver, D-
Amherst, a member of the committee, said.

"The regents are taking the position that

they are the ones who should be allocating

the money," but "the language of the

budget is clear that the money is allocated

according to a schedule approved by the

Ways and Means Committees," Olver said.

James R. Martin, chairman of the Board
of Regents, said the regents "make
allocations according to a specific formula,

related to the total sum" appropriated for

the Higher Education System.
Martin, who said he is "indirectly in-

volved" in negotiations over individual

school budgets, said those negotiations are

at "a delicate stage," and the governor's

staff is working to bring the two sides

together.

But Olver said Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
"appears" to be supporting the regents

because he "got into a position where he
made committments to people at

Southeastern Massachusetts University

and there had been discussions as to where
the money should come from."

"The crux of the problem is that the

governor's people think that UMass has

done extremely well," because it has the

largest budget, Olver said. "When people

go looking for money they look to UMass
Amherst."

Susan Lane of the Governor's Office of

Educational Affairs, said "everyone has

been involved in the process to resolve the

issue," but said she could not elaborate

further.

Administration greets new year with chaos
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The division of Academic Affairs at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst is experiencing its worst
shortage of administrative officers and staff since the

resignation of former Vice Chancellor and Provost Loren
Baritz 18 months ago.

News analysis

During the last four months the office of Academic
Affairs and Provost has undergone these changes:

• Last week acting Provost Dean Alphange, who held the

position since Baritz' resignation, resigned "in the best

interest of the University," leaving the chief academic
administrator's position vacant.

Alphange's resignation followed a dispute with Duffey

involving the appointment of the chairperson of the home
economics department. Alphange said he was sorry for the

abruptness of his resignation, but felt he could not serve

the University best in the capacity of acting provost.

• Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey last Thursday reopened

the search for a permanent vice chancellor and provost. He
made this decision after reviewing the search committee's

final candidates. UMass lost its first choice candidate to the

University of Tennessee.

A memorandum circulated by Frederick Byron, dean of

the faculty of natural sciences and mathematics in the

College of Arts and Sciei.ces, stcongly criticized Duffey's

action.

"It is my strong suspicion that this (Duffey's reopening

the search) is all a set-up and that David Bischoff, dean of

the school of physical education, (and acting deputy
provost), will seize power by the end of next week," wrote

Byron. "But I feel utterly helpless to do anything about it.

All I can do is sit and watch, since our chancellor pretty

much does things his own way."
The search tor the permanent vice chancellor and

provost will be conducted by the original search committee
with appropriate substitutions for those faculty members

with other committments this semester, Duffey said.

•Johnnetta Cole, associate provost for undergraduate

education, accepted a one year teaching appointment as a

Russell Sage Visiting Professor of Anthropology at Hunter

College. Cole is one of the most popular administrators on

campus, especially with students.

• With the return to the full-time faculty status of Esther

Terry, former associate provost, the academic affairs staff

is now down to five members, led by Bischoff.

The administration will attempt to fill the void of staff

positions in the academic affairs office. Usually, a series of

temporary appointments can keep any office in the

Whitmore Administration Building functioning since the

administration at UMass is experienced with this kind of

management system.

Historically, searches at UMass can take anywhere from

four months to two years. No one in the adminstration has

any idea how long it will take to get the positions filled.

The unfortunate reality is that UMass was the closest it

has been in the last four years to having six top ad-

minstrative positions filled.

King to receive honorary degree after all
r

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Members of the class of 1983 will long

remember their graduation. Students clad

in black robes sat under beautiful May skies

and listened to various speakers address

the issues of the day — employment,
education and responsibility.

As the ceremony went on, graduates

awaited the awarding of an honary degree

to former Governor Edward J. King. It has

always been a long standing tradition for

the University of Massachusetts to award

an honorary degree to the Commonwealth's
outgoing Governor.
The graduates, faculty and parents in

attendance were shocked when Chancellor
Joseph D. Duffey announced that the
UMass police had received two phone calls

threatening Kings lile the morning of

commencement, and that the former
governor had been advised to leave the
ceremony at Alumni Stadium.
Now with the intention of continuing its

tradition, UMass will award King his

honorary Doctor of Laws degree, Duffey
said last week during an informal luncheon
with student leaders.

"We have to do this right this time,"
Duffey said. "The most appropriate time
(to give King his degree) will be during the
dedication of the Graduate Research Center
to former UMass President John Lederle.

"

The GRC is scheduled to be dedicated Oct.

5. Lederle served as president in the 1960s.

About one week before the graduation,

several students began to organize a

demonstration against King, claiming that

he had always worked against students and

UMass in general. "Demonstrate with

dignity" the posters which appeared across

campus read.
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Racism is man's gravest

threat to mun — the m^aximum
of hatred for the minimum of
reason.
— Abraham Joshua Heschel
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New faces in the crowd
GeneralEdplan approval is goal
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Things will not be easy for Fern L.

Johnson this year, but she said she is

looking forward to the "challenge".

Johnson was named acting associate

provost for undergraduate eduation this

summer, replacing Johnetta B. Cole. Cole

is on leave for the year while serving as a

Russell Sage Visiting Professor of

Anthropology at Hunter College in New
York.

In recent years, there has been . strong

demand by faculty, administrators, and

students for a change in the current C. D,

and E distribution (core) requirement

system. The association provost's main
responsibility recently has been to look into

ways of either improving or changing the

current system that has been in effect since

the late 1960s, and replacing it with a so-

called General Education Plan.

"One of my high priorities will be in the

continuation of. and I hope the final

proposal of a general education plan."

Johnson, who is also an associate professor

of communication studies, said.

A major problem besieging the Faculty

Senate last spring, when it took up

discussions on a General Education Plan,

was that very few professors could agree on
what constituted a "coherent" philosophy.

As a result of disagreements in what a

General Education Plan should be, the

Faculty Senate set up a General Education

Council and charged it with the respon-

sibility of continuing discussions on a new
curriculum.

Johnson is on that council, which has 22

members.

The council will look at what should be a

"viable and valid introduction to General

Education," she said.

The toughest "challenge" will be in

"finding a particular program that fits the

faculty here," she said. "The key this time

around will be to communicate at the

department level very early." Keeping
everyone involved in the discussions is a

high priority of Johnson's.

Another issue to which Johnson will

devote a good deal of her time is the

Learning Disabled Students Curriculum

Task Force. The Task Force is being put

together "to investigate the diagnosis of

learning disabilities and to make recom-

mendation of ways of accomodating

students," she said.

CollefiM photo bjr Dave DcHbcr

Fern Johnson

Since coming to the University in 1974,

Johnson's administrative appointments

have included serving as honors program
coordinator, chair of the College of Arts and

Sciences curriculum committee, acting

...replacing Johnetta Cole

director of the University's rhetoric

program and director of graduate studies

for the department of communication
studies.

Reshaping faculty goal of new dean
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Murray M. Schwartz
...new dean, humanities and fine arts

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

incoming Dean cf Humanities and Fine Arts in the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences Murray M. Schwartz arrived at

the University of Massachusetts in July full of promise.

"I feel very hopeful about UMass," Schwartz, 40, said.

"I look on this as an opportunity to help reshape one of the

strongest faculties in the country'. I see my main respon-

sibility as helping to define the importance of humanities

and fine arts not only at the University, but in the com-

munity as well."

Schwartz will be in charge of the 20 departments in the

faculty of fine arts and humanities, including English,

history, philosophy and foreign languages. He also plans

to teach.

While Schwartz said he is still getting to know the

University and plans no immediate changes, he noted

overcrowding of language classes as a priority describing

attention.
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David E. Leonard
...acting dean. College of Food and Natural Resources

Faculty reductions confront new dean
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A reduced budget this year will challenge the recently

appointed dean of the College of Food and Natural

Resources, David E. Leonard.

Leonard, 48, who came to the University a year ago as

the assistant dean, said he hoped to "maintain quality

programs in all of our teaching and research departments."

The college now faces the third year of a level funding

base, a proposal which granted the school additional

resources from provost reserve funds in its first two years

"with the intent that in the third year we could live within

the budget, " he said. However, of 12 vacant faculty

positions for the fall, only four have been able to be filled,

Leonard said.

I^eonard said he was concerned that by asking professors

to pick up additional loads, the already high student-

teacher ratio, particularly in the division of Hotel and

Restaurant and Travel Administration, would close out

students from classes.

"We want to maintain classroom commitments for the
fall semester, " he said. "It will be difficult, but it's a fine
group of faculty to work with, and students.

"It would be nice to have funding and additional created
programs,

" he added, noting there may be an opportunity
to seek additional funds from the University, though
perhaps not this year.

Leonard has also been the associate director of the
Agricultural Experiment Station (AES) and the director of
a cooperative exchange since coming to UMass. He was
formerly a professor of entomology at the University of
Maine in Orono and the associate director of AES there as
well.

Leonard, a native of Greenwich, Connecticut, received

his Ph.D. in zoology— entomology from th" niversity of

Connecticut, in addition to a M.S. in entomology and a B.S.

in plant science.

LconaiiJ was appointed acuiig Uean „u.^ -i, rfcpla^.:.(,

Dean Daniel Padberg for a year. Padberg will be teaching

in the faculty of agriculture and resource economics.

"There is an awareness growing quickly around the

country on the importance of language study. More
students want language classes than we can provide space

for," he said. "There is a legitimate demand and we can't

meet it. I'd like to see increased support in that area of in-

struction."

Schwartz holds a B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. in English and
has had psychiatric training, two fields he often integrates

in teaching and publishing.

"I'm very interested in relations among disciplines, and
being a dean allows me to engage in planning, discussion

and involvement in many different disciplines," he said.

Schwartz said the quality of the faculty, the promise of

the University and the physical beauty of the Amherst
area drew him to the campus. He comes to UMass from
the State University of New York at Buffalo, where he

was the dean of colleges, the director of the Center for

Psychological Studies of the Arts and a professor of

English and psychiatry. Schwartz was appointed last

Febi^ary by a search committee to replace outgoing dean
Jeremiah M. Allen.

Amherst College
elects president
By ALICE R. KLINGENER
Collegian Correspondent

The search has ended and beginning June 1, 1984,

Amherst College will have a new president.

Dr. Peter Pouncey, a professor of classics at Columbia
University, was elected chief admiistrator by the Amherst
College Board of Trustees on July 29. He will succeed G.
Armour Craig, who has been acting president of Amherst
College since the death of President Julian H. Gibbs last

February.
"We're delighted to have found for the presidency of

Amherst a teacher, scholar and administrator who has
demonstrated his dedication to undergraduate education
within a large university context," George B. Beitzel,

chairman of the college's Board of Trustees, said.

British-born Pouncey, 45, joined Columbia's department
of Greek and Latin in 1967, and in 1972 was appointed the

ninth dean of Columbia College. At the age of 34, he was
the youngest dean in the college's history.

Pouncey took his undergraduate degrees in philosophy

from Heythrop College, England, in 1960 and in classical

literature and ancient history and philosophy from Oxford
in 1964. He received an M.A. from Oxford in 1967, and a

Ph.D. from Columbia in 1969.

Peter R. Pouncey
Photo courteay of Amhcrtt College

...Amherst College president-elect

UMass' cost and quality
improving enrollment
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

I'he entering class of 1987 at the
University of Massachusetts boasts higher
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores and
an increase in minorities over last year's
class. And the trend could continue
because of the school's increasing
reputation and low cost, David G. Taggart,
director of undergraduate admissions, said
last week.
"The academic profiles (of incoming

students) are considerably higher than in

the past," Taggart said. "It's a buyer's
market. The differential in cost . . . and
feedback from, secondary school counselors
show the student realization of the quality

of education available here."

This year, the University received 16,820
applications, a 22 percent increase over
1982. Of the 11,055 students accepted, 4100
have enrolled. Their average SAT scores,

470 verbal and 520 math, are a combined 25
points over those of last year's entering
class.

"Students are applying to more schools

than in the past (six or more) which may
account in some way for the rise of ap-

plications we have here." Taggart said,

noting many of these applications may be

"phantom applications" where the student
never intends to enroll at the University.
"They (the phantom applicants) have more
opportunities at other schools, where they
are more sought after students." he said.

UMass will be looking towards its

"emerging reputation " and low cost to
compete for applicants with private colleges
in the future, Taggart added, citing that the
number of high school seniors has already
decreased 7 percent since 1979. A "worst
projection " has been made, he said, that the
decline will reach 42 percent by 1995.

"Somewhere along the line, we've got to
feel the drop-off (of college applicants). But
with costs rapidly rising in the private
sector and a conservative stance on
financial aid, the current administration
enhances the hand of the public sector."

Taggart said minority enrollment, up 7.5
percent this year from 219 to 311 students
in the entering class—a total increase of 49
percent since 1981— is largely due to
recruiting efforts. In addition to minority
programming and an equal access task
force, new programs to discuss student
retention issues and follow up on minority
progress have also contributed to minority
growth on campus, he said.
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As leaves turn red in autumn, so does the

red tape at Whitmore. But the Smooth
Opening Task Force is here to help.

"We try to anticipate any questions

students may have," Sarah Hamilton,
chair of the task force composed of ad-

ministrative heads, explained. "This year
we're all set (for a smooth opening)."

The task force has made available the

following information:

• There will be an "express drop" from 9

a.m. to 3 p.m. today only in the Student
Union Ballroom for students who want to

drop a course.

• Add/drop forms will be available in the

following locations: the Music and Reading

Colleiriui photo hy Dave Dvabcr

Room, Campus Center Concourse; Herter
Hall lobby; and the main corridor of the
School of Management. The deadline for

adding or dropping a course is Sept. 26.

• Pass/fail forms are available in the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences Information and
Advising Center, room E-20 Machmer
Hall. The deadline for returning these

forms is also Sept. 26.

• The registrar's Office will be open this

week for registration purposes only. All

forms should be returned to the main lobby
counter in Whitmore.
• The Records Office will be closed this

week.

- TRICIA YACOVONE

Ling to head Relations and Development
Twoyear search for vice chancellor

closes with in-house appointment
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Deidre A. Ling, a six year employee

of the University of Massachusetts, was
appointed vice chancellor of University

Relations and Development by Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey in June, ending a two year

search for the Amherst campus' first chief

public relations officer.

Ling was not recommended by the search

committee. Duffey rejected the search

committee's recommendation, and chose to

appoint Ling, because he said he felt she

was a better choice. Ling withdrew from
the search following being appointed

Assistant Chancellor last October.

"It is the chancellor's place to make the

final decision, " Duffey said.

"The growing number of University

alumni, prospective students and their

families, colleagues of the Commonwealth
and special friends of the University has

never been greater," he said. "I am con-

fident Dr. Ling will provide the leadership

necessary to launch this important new
venture."

Ling, 39, must now receive the final

approval of the UMass Board of Trustees

before assuming her new duties and

receiving the vice chancellor's $60,000

annual salary. The Trustees are scheduled

to meet Thursday and Ling is expected to

get their approval, Duffey said.

Ling has already begun to meet with the

staff directors in the division of University

Relation and Development, and has

outlined a strategy she said should enhance

the appearance of UMass. She has

prepared a long range plan, outlining the

next five years of the department, that will

be presented to the Trustees.

"Without question this is a growing
area," Ling said. "The University un-

derstands the need for effective externa)

relations."

Ling will continue to serve as the

chancellor's chief of staff, and will also

monitor the newly created office of

Institutional Research in addition to her

duties as vice chancellor. She also plans to

teach a course on women and management
this semester for the Women's Studies

program.
Ling began her career at UMass in

January, 1978 as director of freshman

admissions, receiving an annual salary of

$23,000. Since that time, she served as

dean of admissions for two years and then

as dean of Academic Support Services.

F"'ollowing the resignation of former
Chancellor Henry Koffler in May, 1982,

acting chancellor Loren Baritz asked Ling
to serve as acting assistant chancellor.

"My career opportunities (at UMass)
have come by circumstance and hard

work," Ling said. "I have been fortunate

because of some of the reorganization which

has taken place in the administration."

UMass nearly lost Ling last May. when
she was offered the position of vice

president for Student Affairs at the

University of Arizona. Ling was nominated
for the position by Koffler. who left UMass
to become president of that school.

"Chancellor Koffler knew I was in-

Collcfian photo by Drew Oficr

Recently appointed to vice chancellor for University Relations and
Development, Diedre Ling discusses embarking on this new career.

terested in an executive committee
position," Ling said, "but when I was of

fered the position here (of assistant
chancellor) I decided it was best for me to
remain. I am comfortable at UMass.

"

Ling received her B.A. in philosophy
from the University of Rochester, an M.A.
in English from the University of Rhode
Island and a Ph.D. in English from Tufts.

' Ling's experience prior to UMass is in the

area of admissions. She served as assistant

director of admissions at the State

University of New York at Stony Brook
from 1974 to 1978. and was an admissions

counselor prior to that. She was also a

teaching assistant in the English Depar-

tment at Western Michigan University.
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Averill on the way out

Barry Averill

Collfipan phntii by Davr I>eub«r

.r(»Hi^ing Health Services head

By ANNE McCRORY
CoUepan Staff

A search committee was appointed over

the summer to begin selection of a new

director of University Health Services

(UHS). Barry Averill, director of the facili-

ty for eleven years, will be resigning in

January.

"I'm leaving on a positive note," Averill

said last week. "I love working with the

students. They keep you on your toes, ask-

ing questions no one else would think to

ask. I'll miss the University. ..(but) it's time

for a change."

Averill will be leaving the program of

27,000 subscribers to become executive

director of the 55,000 member Michael

Reese Health Plan in Chicago.

Larry Benedict, assistant vice chancellor

for Student Affairs and chair of the search

committee, said the panel was looking for a

"high level" individual to direct UHS, a

facility that combines student health care,

a health maintenance organization, the

Valley Health Plan, that serves University

staff memliers and the community.

We're expecting a lot of people to apply,"

he said. "UHS is one of the top five college

health facilities in the country. It's a

prestigious, well organized health service."

Benedict said the committee hopes to

find someone with experience in running a
college health facility, not necessarily a
medical doctor, who has also dealt with a
comprehensive health service. UHS has

dental, eye care and mental health ser-

vices, he said, whereas some colleges have
only basic cold care units.

The $40,000 to $60,000 a year post in-

cludes planning and administering all UHS
activities, establishing policies and super-

vising University health and safety prac-

tices, as well as developing service con-

tracts with the Valley Health Plan,

Amherst Medical Associates and Hamp-
shire and Amherst Colleges. The position

was advertised over the summer in various

professional journals, newsletters and
newspapers, including the New York
Times.

The search committee, appointed by Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis
Madson, includes UHS personnel Thomas
McBride M.D., medical director; Diane
Wolfe, director of community health educa-
tion; and Donald Robinson, director of en-

vironmental health and safety. Diedre
Ling, recently appointed vice chancellor of

University Relations and Development,
students Harris Pastides and Karen Sirum
and a yet to l)e named graduate student are
also on the committee.

Conference Services director foresees growth
Quality, new services draw clients ^' ^^^
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Elizabeth A. Dale of Hadley, interim

director oi University Conference Services

(UCS). was appointed director of that office

July 3, a year after the previous director

had resigned.

University Conference Services, located

in the Campus Center, generates between
$1 .5 and $2 million in revenues annually and
Dale said she looks forward to her future

with the office.

Dale said she has already instituted many
changes in policy since taking over in July,

including the creation of Gold Key service

and opening the lines of communication to

the rest of the Iniversity in order to form a

working partnership with the various

academic departments on campus.
"Gold Key Service is a higher level of

service for those clients who expect more
than just our basic coverage, " Dale said.

"We plan better menus, such as gourmet
items. And of course, we charge more for

this type of service."

For the University's academic depart-

ments, UCS tries to work out high quality,

low budget conferences that will satisfy the

clients, Dale said. This past summer UCS

took over some of the advertising and

marketing responsibilities for the athletic

department's Summer Sports Camps in

order to boost attendance, she said.

UCS also feels it has an obhgation to

students. Dale said. The office runs a

Student Assistant Coordinator program
which brings students into the office to

work with conference coordinators on the

planning, booking and running of various

conferences.

"The students are put right into

professional situations and receive ex

cellent experience which enables them to

move right into the busine>s world after

they are graduated, ' Dale said.

Dale said UCS also offers a consultation

service to student groups that want to plan

conferences but can't afford the cost of

going directly through the office.

The office's biggest competition. Dale
>^aid. comes from the New F^ngland Center

and Dartmouth College, both located in

New Hampshire. She said she feels UCS
ha.s the edge over these two facilities

because of its central location in New
England. But she said UCS has increased

both sales and marketing activities to go

after a national clientel.

"I'm looking forward to the future," Dales

said. "I can see a strong picture of growth
over the next few years."

Elizabeth A. Dale
director of
University

Conference
Services

Collririan photo by Brian Sullivan
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^ Meal Times & Locations

WORCESTER, HAMPSHIRE

LuncSi

7 '-00 am to lO'-SO am
11:15 am to 2:00 pm

4:00 pm to 6:i0 pm

n

yy.

FRANKLIW, BERKSHIRE [Uonday though ffUday]

Lunch--- 10:30 am to 2:00 pm

VlnneA. 4:00 pm to

{SatuAday and Sunday]

SAunch 10:30 am to
ViyintA 4:00 pm to

7:00 pm

2:00 pm
7:00 pm

WELCOME
from

UNIVERSITY

FOOD
SERVICES

CAU-A-S^NV:

5-2626

WORCESTER AND HAMPSHIRE
COMMONS

(L-TH€_
weeKeiiDGR

As an alternative to
Sunday night, dine at
the WEEKENDER. Food
is extra special and
the' cost is only a
little extra with
your I.D. card.

4:30 P.M. to 7:00 P, M.

HAWPPEW {Uonday thAOugh Fnxjday)

KoiheA Vi/ine/u 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm

•V-

l^ti
In three locations:

WORCESTER open 7 AM - A PM

WHITMORE open 7 AM - i PM

HAMPDEN open 8 AM - Midnight

•:•:•:•
•"••.'«

Serving lull breakfast, grilled items, and snacks. Take-

o^rbakerv offers pastries and decorated cakes to order.

IF YOU ARE NOT ON A MEAL PLAN YOU CAN

PU^vLHASE MEAlS SEPARATELY OR BUY STRIP

TICKETS.

Cash Prices Sj^p^pRicis
Breakfast $2.00 5-Day Breakfast Strip i 9,00
Lunch $3.50 5-Day Lunch Strip 115.75
Dinner »'4.50 5-Day Dinner Strip t20.25

5-Day Kosher Dinner »2'*.75

Open 7 da y s

a "we e k
The convenience store— a good
place to pick up those little
foodc and s'jr.dry items.
Kanpden and Franklin also
offer hot coffee, doughnuts
and sandwiches

.

m

m

:•:••.

.:•..!•

U

Hours: Worcester and Franklin
Kanpden

8 AM - 9 PM

7 AI* - 9 PM
•-•-•

.•:•:•" -•:•;• W-^-i^^-ii^ •:.. •=:: mMMy

Regents' standards
won't harm UMass
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Because of the high academic profile of the
incoming class of 1987, Director of

Undergraduate Admissions David G.
Taggart last week said he felt the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
would "not be affected that much" by the

proposal for minimum admissions standards
passed by the Board of Regents last spring.

The proposal, which underwent major
revisions before being passed and later

endorsed by UMass President David C.
Knapp, states its criteria are interim
standards and subject to review by in-

dividual state colleges before going into

effect. Taggart said the UMass president's

office, which oversees the three University
campuses, will convene a meeting this fall

to discuss any further changes in the

requirements; such proposed changes will

then be incorporated in a total University

statement to the regents.

"There have been enough alterations in

(the policy) as it stands (now) to allow us a

great deal of flexibility in terms of how to

deal with incoming students and the
requirements," Taggart said.

"The standards are nowhere near as rigid

as when originally proposed," he added,

noting the requirements are only minimum

standards, and ones the new entering class

ail would have passed.

The standards, as approved last May,
include a sliding scale that would enable
high class rank to offset low Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) scores and vice versa,

as well as 16 academic units to be phased in

through 1987.

"It raises some serious issues in high

school curhcuh'.m developments," Taggart
said ot tt'.e courses to be required of all

applic Jit rhey are: four years of English,

three oi mathematics and two each of

natural science, social science and a foreign

language.

The revised standards also include

exemptions for older, disabled and
educationally disadvantaged students.

The original proposal set minimum cut off

points for both SAT scores and class rank,

allegedly harming the chances of ac-

ceptance for minorities and students who do
not test well, while students from com-
petitive high schools would suffer from the
rank requirement. No exemptions were
included in the draft.

The standards will be used by the state's

nine four-year public colleges and UMass,
though community colleges will be exempt.
Statements from the colleges should be
completed this fall to enable im-
plementation of the policy by January 1,

1984 for the admission of next year's class.

New judicial hearing policy

limit student rights
By WILLIAM HOPKINS
and JOHN O'CONNELL
CoUeg^an Staff

Revisions in the Residential Education

Judicial Procedure made by a University

of Massachusetts Housing Services

committee over the summer will change
the composition of hearing boards and
limit students' rights to representation at

hearings.

Judicial Board hearings are held to

resolve disputes between students or to

judge students charged with violating

rules and regulations governing student

conduct.

Assistant Director of Residential

Education Larry Moneta, who chaired the

Housing Services committee, said the

changes were made because "students

were being used as pawns" between two
sets of trained advocates at hearings.

Moneta said he feels the new policy, which

must be approved by the UMass Board of

Trustees, will result in quicker resolution

of disputes while preserving due process

for students.

According to the new policy, students

are permitted to bring advisors to

hearings, but the advisors may not

"address or otherwise substantively

direct the participation of the accused
student."

Hearing boards will now be chosen by
the area governments instead of the

student attorney general, and resident

assistants and community resource
assistants will no longer be permitted to

sit on hearing boards.

There will now be two appeals boards,

each serving East and West residential

populations respectively. Appeals boards
will be composed of three students and
two housng services staff members, in

stead of three housing staffers and two
students as was previously the case.

Directing Attorney Charles DiMare of

the Legal Services Office (LSO) said he is

concerned the new policy is unfair. With
student advocates denied a voice in

hearings, a foreign student who speaks

little English or a first year art student in

a dispute with a senior legal studies major
would be at a disadvantage, he said.

Despite his reservations, DiMare said

LSO is not planning to try the con-

stitutionality of the {)olicy in court unless

student's rights appear to be violated.

"Any new policy should be given a

chance," he said.

DiMare also noted that "student input

was only involved at a very late point in

time," and "only after students made
demands."
Acting Student Attorney General Dakin

Ferris said the housing Services com-
mittee had originally proposed more
drastic changes in the policy. The com-
mittee's original revision removed the

double-jeopardy clause and dropped two
sanctions, "Warning or Censure" and
"Admonition", leaving "Reimbursement
for Damages" as the least severe punish-

ment allowed for guilty students. The
committee also wanted to ban attorneys
from hearings, Ferris said.

After the Student Government
Association protested, Ferris met twice
with Director of Housing Services Joseph
Zannini and had those provisions

restored.

('ollrKian photu bv l(a«id l>ruhrr

A University student consults the financial aid office computer for a
listing of her financial awards.

Aid reqires draft registration
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The Office of Financial Aid at the

University of Massachusetts mailed out

14,000 letters this summer to remind male
students they must register for the draft to

receive their aid awards this fall.

Arthur Jackson, director of the office,

said that although awards were sent out

before the Solomon Act became law July 1,

the law is now in effect and students must
complete a form verifying their Selective

Service registration.

"To receive funds, (male) students must
avoid by whatever regulation the gover-
nment sets, while fighting to either support
or overturn it," he said, noting 10,000
students had already complied. "Students
should be advised they really have no
choice— it's a very, very severe
requirement."
Jackson said "it may present problems

later" if students do not return their forms
and that objectors should seek counseling

and make their views known to their

elected officials.

"We encourage students to come in and
ask questions concerning the legality of the

law," he said.

The Solomon Act took effect two months
later than originally planned, Jackson
added, because of an injunction by a

Minnesota judge, who said the law con-

flicted with the Constitutional right against

sell incrimination. The injunction was
overruled by the Supreme Court, although

another hearing is scheduled for the fall.

"It's a controversial issue," Jackson said,

noting University officials were "in op-

position" to the act last spring. "There's no

clear decisions, no overwhelming
majority."

Though financial aid statistics at UMass
will not be available until the end of the

month, Jackson said the University will be

receiving $42 million in federal aid this

year, which is about the same as last year.

State funding increased to $3 million, in-

cluding the Board of Regents
Massachusetts State Scholarships, which
increased in amount from $300 to $500 each.

Institutional funds bring in another $3
million for students, he said.

Last year 23,684 undergraduate and
graduate students applied for financial aid,

of whom 21,551 were determined to have

some need and 17,033 were granted some
form of aid. Freshmen entering in 1962

received an average award of $2365.

Current fmancial aid requirements will

cease to exist and must be rewritten in

1984, Jackson also said, noting it will be

election year.

"It is important that students and

parents put input to elected officials (who

will set the requirements) for the next four

years," he said.""^ 1 "¥"¥T 1 "I I J J
added, because oi an injunction by a years, he said.

Blue Wall has new strategy Munchies beinff renovatedBy BRIAN SULLIVAN In addition. Bourret said the choice of -LfX M.1.1V/ All. V/O 9J\^KM.M,^ X V/J.lVr C4» t/V/\J.By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Patrons of the Blue Wall should prepare

themselves for several changes in the next

few weeks, the most noticable of which will

be the addition of women to the bouncer

staff.

Mary Bourret, supervisor of the Blue

Wall, said she plans to begin hiring women
for the security staff starting today and said

she sees no problems in using women as

part of the security staff.

"I will treat them the same as I treat any

of the other bouncers, " Bourret said.

Any bouncer who cannot handle the

physical end of the job—changing kegs—or
who doesn't help out when another bouncer

is in trouble would be fired, she said.

In other changes, Bourret said plans are

underway to upgrade the entertainment to

make the bar more competitive with other

area clubs and bars, which will begin this

Friday with Robin Lane and the Chart-

busters.

In addition. Bourret said the choice of

bottled beer will be greatly enlarged to

include many American as well as foreign

brands.

She said there are also plans for pool

tournaments, a jazz and blues night, bar

stools and a more current selection of

movies.

"We want to really upgrade the ap-

pearance of the place," Bourret said, "and

go after the off campus crowd by bringing

in as many national acts as we can and by

specializing in certain types of en-

tertainment on the same nights each week
to attract a loyal following."

But not everything will be new, Bourret

said. The Blue Wall will continue its

tradition of Monday night football with free

popcorn and drink specials as well as

Tuesday comedy nights and free movies on

Wednesday. She also said the wide screen

television will be turned on promptly at 1

p.m. every weekday for the soap opera
addicts.

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The Hampden Snack Bar has a new look.

Or will have a new look, when it's finished.

The snack bar, located below the South-

west Munchies Store, will also have a new
name. The renovations, which include the

purchase of new furniture and cooking

facilities, will so change the appearance of

the popular hangout that "it shouldn't be

called just Munchies," said Marie Cap-

padona, director of Food Services. A
contest will be held this fall to choose the

new title.

The new dining room will include a foot

high, carpeted platform in the back corner,

and booths will replace tables to seat

patrons throughout the area. Draperies,

instead of shutters, will add color and

"create a mock Roman shade effect;" new
light will "brighten the place up. It was
getting old and tired (after 20 years,)" she

said.

Cappadona said she hoped the dining area
would be ready to open today in order to
accomodate students' returning to school;

cold foods and beverages will be sold in the
games room until the cooking facilities are
complete. The new facilities, which will

include a restructuring of lines to provide
faster service, will hopefully open in the
next two weeks, she said.

Funds for the renovations, which will

cost $20,000 for the furniture alone, were
included in the food service department's
budget last year. A full estimate was not
available.

Plans to refurbish the Worcester Snack
Bar will be in the works this fall, as a result

of a student market research study con-
ducted last year "to determine what people
really want from Food Services."

We want to create the kind of food
services and environment people want to

see." Cappadona said. r
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The sign outside

the Alumni Association Building
carries a message of good feeling

to returning students.

UMass student engineers
granted computer system
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts School of

Engineering will soon be receiving 20

computer terminals, including an IBM 4341

processor and CAD/CAM machines, to aid

students and faculty researchers alike in

manufacturing and computer aided design

projects. UMass was one of 20 schools to

receive the International Business

Machines corporation (IBM) grant for the

$2 million system, for which 120 schools

applied.

"UMass will be at the forefront of

engineering schools by having an advanced

curriculum by the use of this machine." said

Richard Giglio, head of the industrial

engineering department.

"It (the new computer) is not something

you will never see." he said. "We plan to

work it into various courses where it's not

used now."

The computer will be used chiefly by the

industrial and mechanical engineering

departments, who made the grant proposal,

but may also incorporate electrical

engineering, art and interior design

because of its extensive graphic

capabilities. Giglio said. "There wUl be a

number of interesting uses that we didn't

even anticipate," he added.

The grant proposal described the

departments' joint program, long range

plans, curriculum and proposed uses for the

computer, Giglio said.

"They like«i the program we already

had," he said. "We're going uito a much
heavier use of computer graphic displays.

The computer will improve the education

students get in this area."

The new system's capabilities out-

distance those available on other
engineering department computers, such as

the Siber, Giglio said. Its duties include

scheduling, planning and controlling

production, and coordinating machine tools.

Giglio said computer corporations offer

the grants as a result of their concern with

American productivity and quality of

manufacturing and seek to acquaint

students with their systems to improve this

state of productivity.

The University received the grant in

June and the system should arrive by
January, Giglio said. IBM could deliver the

computers "by next month if we asked

them" but the University must first allocate

space for the system and establish main-

tenance contracts, he said.

UMass track star drowns
By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

John C. Wright, 21, a University of

Massachusetts hurdle champion and men's

track team captain, drowned August 1 at

Puffer's Fond while swimming with a

friend.

Wright, a native of Dorchester, had
planned to graduate in January with a

degree in political science.

After running indoor and outdoor track

for four years, two of them as captain, and

winning both the indoor and outdoor New
England collegiate high hurdles last season,

Wright had planned to try out for the

UMass Minutemen this season as a

defensive back or wide receiver.

Wright set a New England record (13.7

seconds) in the 110 meter indoor high

hurdles at Bates College last February, and

won the 1983 New England championships

in 110 meter high hurdles with a time of

14.32 seconds.

Wright's athletic accomplishments go

back to high school, where he earned a spot

on the 1979 Boston Globe All-Scholastic

track team, but his activities on campus

were not limited to sports. He was a

resident assistant in Washington Upper

dormitory and a student counselor, as well

as a photographer for Nummo News and

the Collegian.
Track coach Ken O'Brien said he was

initially stunned by the news of Wright's

death, but eventually came to terms with it.

"It'll be tough to do a lot of things without

recalling him in some way because he was

so involved in so many things, " O'Brien

said. "He was warm and sincere, and he

related to people of different age groups

equally well."

Gay Douglas, head of residence of

Thoreau dormitory, where Wright lived

last fall, agreed.

"He was a very beatiful person, well-

liked by most people in the dorm, " she said.

Wright's death ws ruled an accidental

drowning by the Hampshire County

medical examiner.

IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUTARMY ROTC?

It's the perfect time

You re a freshman, right ' And you want

to make college a real learning experience

'

Well ROTC can add a valuable

dimension to your college education A
dimension of leadership and manage-

ment training And that'll make your
"

degree worth more
ROTC offers scholarship and

financial opportunities, tcxi

Plus, the opportunity to graduate

with a commission and

begin your future as an

officer.

For more informa-

tion, contact your

Professor of Military

Science

ARMYRdt.
BEAaYOUCAMBE.
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TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

Super Prices ^ ^^
Sellmg at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE

Rte. 9,401 Russell St., Hadley

Wednesday, September 14 3 8 p.m.

Thursday, September 15 11 am 4 p.m

MASTERCARD. . .VISA. . .ACCEPTED

RVM Associates.

No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RVM Sales Corp.
^^t^^0y^*^k^^^^^>^^^F^^^^^^^^^^*^*^*^^^*^*^*^*^V^
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Contact

James C. Mahoney
545-2321 /2322

over Room Size

Dorm Rugs to

Choose From!

at Below Cost Prices!

4x6 6x9 and larger!

RUG STORE

t
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Ain't it nice to work under pressure without blowing up.

Pols bicker over
AG appointment
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The failure of Student Government Association

presidents to appoint permanent student attorney

generals over the last two years has weakened the office,

acting Attorney General Dakin Ferris said last week.
Ferris was appointed acting attorney general by the

Undergraduate Student Senate Coordinating Committee
on June 8, after a late- semester attorney general search
process was cancelled.

"The attorney general's office has become so political

that the responsibilities are not taken care of," Ferris said.

There have been "eight or nine attorney generals or acting

attorney generals over the past four years so that there's

no continuity," he said.

"The University is always dealing with different people,
so (thev feel) thev can basically not pay any attention to
the office," he said. Ferris, a junior political science major,
described the student attorney general's position as

"judicial liason of the student government to the
University."

SGA co-President Tom Ahem said he did not choose a
permanent attorney general from the recommendations of

a search committee last spring because "there was no last

Senate meeting because of lack of quorum" to approve his

decision.

Ferris said former acting Attorney General Elizabeth

Hill told him just before the meeting that the search had
been invalidated "on affirmative action guidelines," and
Ahem was going to appoint her as attorney general

permanently.
Ahem said the attorney general search was cancelled

because of "a shortage of applicants" to the position, and he

felt keeping Hill over the summer would maintain some
continuity in the office.

Neither affirmative action rules nor a shortage of ap-

plicants is a valid reason for cancelling the attorney

general search, Ferris said, because "there were more
applicants than they've had in recent history," and Hill

"did nothing with this office to increase Third World
representation."

An example of the administration's lack of attention to

the office, l-'ems said, was a Housmg Services committee's

revision of the Residential Education Judicial Procedure

(see related story p 5). The Housing Services committee
began making the revisions in early spring, but the at-

torney general's office was never consulted until revisions

were finished. However, Ferris succeed^jl ip restoring

some basic students' rights that had been removed in the
revision .

"Different attorney generals have different ideas so the

administration doesn't know where the office stands," and
they ignore it, Ferris said.

Cops prepare for return of student drivers

HAMPSHIRE MILL. HADLEY 586-641

1

"Whether or not an officer was the cau^e ofan acci-

dent is not the issu£ so much to u^. We're worried
about the possible accidents that could put us or our
vehicles out of work. When that happens, the student

suffers. It's like that cliche — You're right, but dead
right. — that's the kind of things we want to avoid.

"

— Sgt. Dave Grader, UMass Police

^^^^l7»TrT''''T»'''

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Most people who drive with the police do so in-

voluntarily. Most people who make a cop swerve his

cruiser, drive backward, squeak around a corner and go in

the other direction on the wrong side of the street end up

in either the hospital or the cruiser.

Most people who encounter the police, in this area

anyway, end up with the University police department.

Coll«ffUn pboto by Oa*c Dtabtr

S^. Dave Grader explains the layout of the

course before demonstrating how it should be

done.

which is now testing a new way to keep people out of
cruisers and hospital beds.

Sergeant Dave Grader of the UMass pohce rested

against the tailgate of the small brown pickup in Southwest

parking lot 21 and pointed to 100 fluorescent orange safety

cones arranged in funny geometric lines. He commented

on the performance of the officer across the way bobbing,

weaving, and screeching through them.

"He's a very good driver," Grader noted, marking his

scores on a clipboard. "On the course ten times, and only

made four mistakes." He glanced for a moment at the

other parking lot where a dented yellow van lay stuck on a

curb, and then looked back at his driver. "They learn," he

shrugged.

Grader and patrol officer Cheryl Sponburgh have been

certified by the National Safety Council how to drive bet-

ter this summer — in vans and cruisers, defensively, safe-

ly, and efficiently.

Grader and his peers looked gooa. They even had good

working tans.

They should have. They had been out in the sun since Ju-

ly, testing and retesting officers until they did everything

right. Sometimes the eight or 10 repetitions were enough;

if not, an officer was back behind the wheel, training for

unusual driving situations which aren't always so unusual

to a con.

Surprisingly, a lot of what they learned isn t your

average Smokey and The Bandit highway sidewinding.

(Shoot, good buddy, even Burt had to learn a proper three

point turn.) So each officer had to stay within a time block,

completing the test — with faults — between a maximum
of 2:45 and a minimum of 1:45. "It doesn't matter so much
how fast you do it as how well you do it," Grader said.

"Whatever mistake you make is the equivalent of an add-

ed five seconds." The test was also designed to be done

perfectly within the time period.

•Whether or not an ollicer was the cause of an accident is

not the issue so much to us, " Grader noted. "We're

worried about the possible accidents that could put us or

our vehicles out of work. When that happens, the student

suffers. It's like that cliche—'You're right but dead

right'— that's the kind of thing we want to avoid."

('ollepa* photo by Dave Deuber

Police cruiser dodges cones in the obstacle

course designed to test and improve driving

ability.

Grader and Sponburgh tested groups of six people

during three day periods including one day-long classroom

period, and two days of field training before the actual

test, which had five runs—the best and worst of which

were eliminated during scoring to receive an average

score.

Best of all, to fee payers, the cost of the program was
nothing. Officers were paid salary during the tests, and

other officers made up for their absence. Even the cones,

which would normally cost $10 each to rent, were loaned

by Northeast Utilities.

"It's both enjoyable and enlightening," Officer Jim

Turati said after completing his training and testing. "I've

been driving for 20 years, and found out I've had to brush

up on a few skills I never thought I'd lost. Sometimes you

can pick up little bad habits without noticing.

"

Of the officers tested, according to Grader, only five

remained for remedial training.

"We're getting there," he said. "We should always be on

the other side of the accident— prevention.

"
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Student businesses offer service, experience
By TAMI BORTON
and JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Student controlled businesses and co-ops

at the University of Massachusetts provide

goods and services at low cost and offer an

opportunity for students to become in-

volved in real business experience.

"What is fairly unique (about the UMass
system) is the variety, from an auto shop to

a sporting goods store, to a photo co-op and
food services, " Katja Hahn d'Errico,

coordinator of the Economic Development
Office (EDO).
"The primary responsibility of this office

(EDO) is to assist and support student

businesses and to help students create

businesses and operate in a democratic,

non-profit manner,"d'Errico said.

Student controlled businesses must be

non-profit so they can offer the lowest

prices possible, d'Errico said, but at the

same time, "you don't want to run them in

the black."

To aid in that,the EDO provides

assistance in accounting, marketing ser-

vices, and organization and development,

d'Errico said. The 21 interns who work in

the office get real experience working in

different business situations, "and they

learn also to engage in a democratic

decision- making process," she

said. d'Errico brings good experience to

her position as EDO coordinator. She was

hired in July from Squash Trucking of

Seichertown, a worker-owned collective

she helped found in 1972. Squash Trucking

has for many years been one of the pur-

veyors of the People's Market and Earth

Foods co-ops.

Only three student controlled businesses

— People's Market, Student Note Service

and copy center, and the Recycling Center

— stayed open all summer, and, many
others will be opening a little late, but

d'Errico expects all 23 businesses to be in

operation this fall.

"I'm very curious and very excited for

when they come back." she said.

The Peoples Market is the oldest (10

years) and on of the strongest student co-

ops. Located across from Earthfoods in the

Student Union Building, it is open week-

days form 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on

Wednesday to T.p.m. Volunteers are

welcome and receive $2 of food credit per

hour of work.

Earthfoods is open weekdays 11 a.m. to 3

p.m. providing vegetarian lunches to the

University community. Volunteers, who

are important to the program's success,

receive a free meal for an hour of work.

Union Records Unlimited, located next to

the Hatch in the Student Union BuUding,

jsells records, tapes, concert tickets and

accessories at low prices. Business hours

are Monday through Thursday 10 a.m. to 3

p.m. and Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The Student Federal Credit Union is the

largest student run credit union in the

country. It is federally chartered and offers

many of the same services ofered by

regular savings banks. Students, members
of their families and University employees

can take advantage of its high interest rates

on savings and low interest rates on loans

by paying a one-time $1 membership fee

and depositing a minimum of $5 in an ac-

count.

The student Auto Workshop, located in

the Campus Center Garage, offers space,

tools, professional assistance and an op-

portunity to learn auto mechanics skills to

members who wish to do their own auto

maintenance and repairs.

The Sporting Goods Co-op sells athletic

equipment and clothing to students at

affordable prices. Stuents may volunteer to

help run the co-op, which is open from 10

a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays.
The University Photo Co-op, located

across form the Student Union post office

offers low cost film, paper, chemicals, and

film processing, and serves as an op-

portunity for students to learn about

photography and business.

Marcia Faragher
Engineer
"1 have increased my read

ing speed from 227 words
per minute to 1,064 words
per minute with increased

comprehension Because of

my increased reading speed
and comprehension, I can go
through the daily mail,

newspapers and other read-

ing materials much more
rapidly.

John Futch.

Law Student
"With 60 briefs a week,

the average student

takes all week to pre-

pare for class. In an
evening, I'm finished

"

Chris Hanburger.
Professional
Athlete
"Reading dynamically is

as challenging and
stimulating as reading

an offense It is a tre-

mendous technique for

gaining understanding

on my tight schedule
"

William Proxmire.

U.S. Senator
"The single most dif-

ficult problem for a

senator is to be in-

formed in all kinds of

ways. And I find that

this course has just

helped me enormously
it's meant that I can

read a great deal more
material ..."

All it takes is one free lesson and you can zip through your reading a lot faster. In fact you can cut your reading

time almost in half! Hard to believe? Put us to the test. Come and discover the secrets to easy speed reading,

better concentration, greater comprehension. These copyrighted techniques are taught in over 300 cities

throughout the U.S. No gimmicks. No obligation. It's easy. It's fun. It works.

Increase your reading speed as much as

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS-

UU/oS

LOCATION
University of iVIassachusetts

Campus Center Rm. 903

9-13
9-14

Tuesday 5 PIVI and 7 PM
Wednesday 3 PIVl, 5 PM, and 7 PM

Choose the Day and Time Most Convenient for You

Reservations Are Not Necessary

For Further Information call: (617) 237-3722

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
PHONE: 1-800-272-3585

the 4th annual

everything you need
to make yourself feel

at home sale.

;

Lami
Desk Lamps, Wall Lamps, Table
Lamps, Floor Lamps, Hanging
Lamps, Bed Lamps, Pin Spots,
Hi Intensity Lamps, Clamp Lamps,

.

100 Watt Swing Arm
Red Black White Brown Beige

Reg. 21.95
NOW 16

TAPESTRIES^^^T^
Bedspreads^O^^^5

Wal 1 <^^t^^^^^^
Hangings^^l^^^^H
Hundreds to ^M/'^W^tM^^J
choose from ^^V^%iJy

^^Ey^^<;

SAVE J^^M mS^
2po^mmi

RUG
Cotton Weaves
Straws, Naturals

SVipes, and
Oriental

STARTING AT
795

BAMBOO SHADES
All sizes for windows or room dividers.

ART PRINTS
Matisse, Picasso, Moriet, Renoir and others!

RECORD CRATE KITS
Made of all natural wood, two great sizes.

PILLOW LAP DESK
Perfect for car, home, or dorm.

WASTE PAPER
BASKETS 1.95

GLASSWARE
Save By the Dozen 890
SOLID COLOR MUGS 1.88

BEER MUGS 1.19

HOOKS, HANGERS, WINE
GLASSES, TEA KETTLES,
COFFEE MAKERS, BASKETS,
SOAP DISHES, WINE
RACKS, WINDOW SHELVES,

SA VE 20%

NOW 7^^

Sale ends Oct. 2

Open 10-6, Mon-Sat

OPEN FRI. TIL 9:00

SUNDAY 12-5

Downtown Amherst A Store-full of Ideas

Teaching awards
honor profs
By ANNEMcCRORY
Collegian Staff

UMass psychology Professor Richard P. Halgin,

chemistry Professor Earl J. McWhorter and accounting

Professor Richard H. Simpson have received the 1983

Distinguished Teaching Award. Three graduate students

also received the award.
The award, given to honor outstanding classroom

teaching, has been given annually to three professors since

1962. A panel of 23 department heads, students and alumni

select the winners, who receive a certificate at Com-
mencement.

Professor Halgin has taught courses in clinical and
abnormal psychology since coming to the University as a

department lecturer and assistant director of the

Psychological Services Center in 1977. He has also served

as director of undergraduate studies, chief undergraduate
advi<Jor, and member of the board of directors for the

Office of Internship. Halgin received Faculty Research
Grants in 1980 and 19H2.

Professor McWhorter, a second time recipient of the

award, has been teaching organic chemistry courses at

UMass since 1954. He is a member of the American
Chemical Society.

Professor Simpson, a UMass graduate, has been at the

University since 1967, teaching financial reporting. Last

year he received the "most inspirational teacher" award
from the UMass chapter of Beta Alpha Phi, the accounting

honor society. He is currently the coordinator of masters in

accounting students.

Susan Keys, a teaching associate at UMass since 1981, is

one of three graduate students to win the award. She has

been conducting research on higher order structure of

chromatin for her masters in zoology, which she plans to

receive this month.
Carolyn Schmelcke has been a teaching assistant of

microeconomics and macroeconomics at the University

since 1978. She received her M.A. from UMass this spring

and will receive her Ph.D. in 1984. Her dissertation will

discuss "Women in Industrial Trade Unions, the Gains and
Losses, 1%8-1980."

Paul Vasconcellos, an instructor this past year for

"Theory and Practice of Interviewing and Counseling," has

been a teaching assistant at UMass since 1980. He is the

cluster coordinator for the Orchard Hill/Central

residential area and a therapist for UMass psychological

services. He is a candidate for a PH.D. at the University.

CC spruced up
By ANN McCRORY
Collegian Staff

An estimated $100,000 facelift at the University Store,

an $1,800 new office constructed in a former study area and
a new menu at the Top of the Campus Restaurant will

greet students returning to the UMass Amherst campus
this fall.

New carpeting throughout the store and additional

shelving comprise the cost estimate of the University

Store renovations, said Bill Harris, director of the Campus
Center. Departments in the store have also been
rearranged.

The new office, built for the sales department of Con-

ference Services, is located on the ninth floor of the

Campus Center in part of an area formerly used for study
space. Controversy over the proposed office arose last

spring when students protested that the office would
reduce the already scarce amount of study space on
campus for commuters.

Harris claimed the space was being poorly used at the

time, and that the new smaller area would accomodate just

as many students as before.

"The two couches plus the two tables are still there and
students still use the space." he said last week.

The new menu at the TOC. scheduled for distribution

today, will include only aesthetic, and not culinary

changes. But the prices will remain the same.

Water shortage nil
There is "absolutely no chance" of a repeat per-

formance this fall of a water shortage which sent

University of Massachusetts students home in the fall of

1980. Stan Ziomeck of the Amherst Public Works
Department said last week.
"The town of Amherst has an adequate water supply to

maintain both campuses and the community." he said.

Cookout wins award
The "World's Largest Barbecue", served to 8.134

University of Massachusetts students in the spring of 1982,

has brought the school more recognition than just a spot on
Evening Magazine.
The UMass Department of Food Services won second

place in the National 10th Annual Menu Contest this past

summer in the special events category for residence halls.

The menu, served to the crowd in three hours, included
barbequed chicken, baked beans, tossed salad and assorted
dressings, brownies, potato chips, watermelon, vegetable
and tofu kabobs, pickles, ice cream sundae cups, popcorn,
dinner rolls and beverages.

First prize in the category went to the University of

Northern Colorado's "A Touch of Class " menu, a dinner for

3.000 that featured five kinds of hors d'oeuvres and ice

carvings.

The contest, sponsored by the National Association of
College and University Food Services and judged by a

panel of experts at Appalachian State University in Boone,
N.C., drew 99 entries in five categories.
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Bus riders may see new routes, insurance rebates
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Transportation Advisory Committee is now
studying possible auto insurance rebates

for UMass bus riders and alternative bus
routes to area bars and supermarkets,
according to acting committee Chair Bennie

HiUiard.

Milliard said plans for a shuttle bus to

major grocery stores for commuters and

late buses to bars have a "very good"

chance of implementation, while the in-

surance rebate needs further study.

Late bus routes to bars were proposed as

"a safety measure." HiUiard said, and also

"because of the enforcement of the alcohol

drinking and driving laws."

The committee, made up of students and

parking and transportation officials,' is

"very enthusiastic." Milliard said. "They
(officials) are eager to hear us and willing to

act ' on projects "within reason."

"Money is the critical issue," Milliard

said. The committee is "exploring different

ways of coming up with other funding so we
can add routes without cutting others."

Another project, insurance rebates for

car owners who use public transportation,

has been approved by the Massachusetts

insurance commissioner, Milliard said.

Drivers who use public transportation in

Boston get a 10 percent rebate, he said.

"The idea behind it is that because we are

not driving our vehicles, the insurance risk

is lower, and we should get the 10 percent

rebate that's offered in other places."

Milliard said.

Student Government Association co-

President Tom Ahern said he revived the

Transportation Advisory Committee,
inactive for at least two years, in response

to student polls taken during his election

campaign with Charlene Allen last spring.

"When we went around dorms and
apartments campaigning to see what people

want, we found they wanted alternative

bus routes," Ahern said.

Voting members of the committee include

five undergfraduate and two graduate
students, one designee of the chancellor and

Welcome Back Students

Special Purchase of Fashion Jewelry.
Reg. $10 to $30

Now $5°°

(with this ad)

9/1/83-9/30/83

.m:\vi;i.i;k

on the common, amherst. 253-3986

CT^e ^Cectzonlcd Genter
32 PLEASANT STREET NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHUSETTS 01060 (413) 586-2270

€» AM/FM Mini Stereo

cassette player with liteweight

headphones

• Tone Control

• Metal Tape Capability

• Cue 8- Review
• Protective Autostop

Play your portable

out loud with

Amplified Speakers

©SANVOMSP20

SALE $49.00

SAVE $20.95

one designee of the Parking and Tran-
sportation Committee. The Director of

Balanced Transportation and Parking, the

Transit Operations manager and one
student administrator of the bus system,
elected by the bus drivers, sit on the
committee but do not vote.

Milliard, a senior University Without
Walls major and staff member of the

Commuter Area Government, said the

committee "will elect a permanent chair-

person from our ranks when we seat the
complete committee".

The committee is "particularly interested

in sophomores and juniors" to serve, "so

they can serve for at least two or three
years," and establish continuity on the

board, HiUiard said.

Plans for a shuttle bus to ma-
jor grocery storesfor commuters
and late buses to bars have a
"very good" chance for im-

plementation, while the in-

surance rebate needs further

study.

— Bennie HiUiard, acting chair

of the UMass Transportation

Advisory Committee

i<
'A CONVICTION IS

developing among Christian

college students today. It's a con-

viction that savs, 'Hev, if other

people can assert their beliefs on
campus, then why aren't we Chris-

tians doing the same?'"

—Josh McDowell

HORSES
Op*n pottur* and ?

Stollt QvollobI*

7 mInutM from

University

K»osenQbl«
549-6467
(•voning)

K( JSi Is .1 mn-c-in-a-collcgc cari.fi i.'\pt.iiciKc,

involving up to 25,000 students and tacuitv . Held

in Kansas (
'.iiy, Misscniri, trom December 27, 198V

to January 1, 1481, the conterence will involve

learning how to make an eternal mark for (
".hrist.

Speakers will include;

• Killv (iruhani

• BillBright
• Hlisabcth Klliut

• Cr.twforJ I. !>»???•>

Contact: Mark and Joan Wade
G 16 North Village

Amherst, MA 01002
413-549-0172

KC83
C ampus Ollicc • C .ampus Crusade for C^hrist

Arrowhead Springs • San Bernardino, C.A 92414

714i H86-S221,cxt SWO

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
CloMd Wadnaaday*

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
253-7836

AIRSHOW
Sunday S*pt. 46

Roindot* Sot. S«pt. 24
Showtime i :00 p.m.

extra events start 0:00 am

LaFleur Airport

- Northampton
564-1660 for info

(next to the Foirgrounds)

Tickets on soie ot Airport

Aduits $4.00 odovonced soie

S5.00 doy of show

6-12 yr oid S2.00 odvonced soie

$0.00 doy of show

Feoturing uitrolights, vintoge oircroft, rides, modei

pione show, skydivers, oerobotics ond more

Deer, Hotdogs, Homburgers, Sodo, etc. ovoiiobie

Maybelline*

"Your Best Look For Fall"

$2.39
reg.

$3.00

KISSING SLICKS ^
.30 FL. OZ. ^

$2.39
reg. $3.00

MANICURE NAIL COLOR BROW & LINER

5 FL OZ. PENCIL <1 99
NET WT. 05 OZ. ^ *'*'

reg.

$2.35

BRUSH/BLUSH il

NET WT. .3 OZ.

Students seeking dorm rooms
face only normal delay

$1.99
reg. $2.75

ULTRA-SLIM
LIPSTICK

NET WT. 05 OZ.

SHADOWS TEN

NET WT .32 OZ.
$3.99

reg.

$5.75

Located in the Campus Center

Open
M9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Thur, Fri 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE "

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

It will be a "regular, normal crazy year"
in the Housing Assignment Office, beginn-

ing with the task of housing homeless
students, office coordinator Gerald Quarles
said last week.

Currently only students who were not

guaranteed housing or who paid their bills

late are without rooms, Quarles said, ad-

ding he expects all students to be housed in

the next several weeks.

The homeless have been divided into

several groups and assigned times to

report to the office. High priority students,

such as first year and foreign students and
those living far away were scheduled to

begin reporting to the office last Saturday,

while upperclass students with presumably
"higher cope levels" will report throughout
this week.
Students will be assigned rooms random-

ly as spaces open up. "No shows" will be

recorded beginning tomorrow at noon.

One hundred and fifteen "swing spaces"

will provide an alternative to those who
cannot be assigned a regular room im-

mediately. Set up in dormitory lounges and
former student rooms now used for other

purposes, the spaces provide ample fur-

niture and are assigned only on a voluntary

basis. Students can ex()ect to live in the

spaces from four to six weeks and must
note they must accept a regular room when
it is assigned, whether or not it is in that

dorm.

Last year, 175 new students and 250
juniors and seniors arrived on campus with
no place to live. Temporarily, 46 were hous-

ed in the Campus Center Hotel and 100
were sent home — the University allows

students living within a 40 mile radius to

commute — until 250 to 300 "no shows"
were recorded several days later. Within
two weeks, everyone was housed.

While similar measures will be taken this

year until everyone is housed, Quarles said

students with extreme circumstances will

be given special consideration.

"Last year we read in the Collegian

about a couple who were camping out in a
tent (on campus) because they had no place
to live," he said. "We had them come in

when we heard about it."

Despite the run around during the first

weeks of school, Quarles said students are

usually satisfied with the way things work
out.

"Everyone feels fairly treated when they

reflect upon it," he said.

Off campus vacancies low
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The off campus housing situation looks

"pretty bleak" for the fall. Joanne

Levenson, director of the off campus

housing office, said last week.

"There is not enough housing for every

student that wants to live in Amherst," she

said. "There's a lot less housing stock

available than a year ago."

Levenson said the vacancy rate,

projected to be between 1 and 3 percent, is

"towards the 1 percent," with most
vacancies occurring in the Belchertown,

Sunderland and North Amherst areas.

Housing is "very expensive" this year as

well, she said, estimating an average ex-

pense of $210 plus utilities for one person.

Last year, houses for sale flooded the

market, Levenson said, but many were
rented because of high interest rates. This

year, interest rates are down and "the

houses are gone," she said.

Levenson noted the only housing con-

struction currently underway in the area

was for luxury units.

4-
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DACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
PICK UP YOUR FREE STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

AT ANY HAPCO AUTO PART STORE
ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE

AMHERST
NEEDS
534 Main St. 256-6414

BELCHERTOWN 9 Main St. 323-7887

HADLEY99 Russell St. (Rte. 9)586-6464

"Serving the Students

with 15 convenient locations

visit our store nearest you

HADLEY
99 Russ«ll StrMt

Pr#-Mix Windsh^ild Wash Solvent i

This coupon entitles bearer to a free gallon of pre-mix windshield I

I wash solvent with every $10.00 purchase.

I Offer good thru Sept. 30, 1983. One Coupon Per Customer,
j

j
ONLYj^T534jy[A|N SJ^^fJ^

BELCHERTOWN
9 Main StrMt

923-7887

AMHERST
&34 Main Street

266^14

TURNERS FALLS
131 Avsnu* A

883-9633

GREENFIELD
11 Oliv* StrMt

774-4388

SOUTH DEERFIELD
127 Main Straat

886-3731
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$5. Off coupon

I great way to say

jWELCOME BACK
Bellydancers

Singing Messengers

& Balloon Deliveries

Call 666-7664

expires Sept. 30, 1983

I i

I
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Campus
Card.

Welcome, University of Mastachusettt students!

No matter what your schedule or workload is, you can

now do your banking at a nearby X-Press 24 There's

only one card that lets you do all your regular banking

at more than 435 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts
- the BayBanks X-Press 24'" Card

To get your card, )ust visit our Amherst Office, 75 East

Pleasant Street, today Look for us in the green and white

tent there

You 11 receive Free Campus Gifts when you open your

account

TkySomething Better

THE MINIIHIUHII DEPOSIT
IN OUR NEW GASH ACCOUNT ISA

NICE ROUND NUMBER.

The plain truth is, a checking account can
be a good deal when you maintain the

minimum balance.

But, if you drop below the minimum, it's

not as good because you get charged.

That's why Shawmut has created the

Cash Account. Here's how it works: Instead

of using checks to get cash, you simply use

your Shawmut Card. (Eliminating checks
lets us eliminate the minimum balance.)

What's more, your Shawmut Card is good
at dozens of locations across Massachusetts.

You only pay one dollar a month for ser-

vice, and 25 cents every time you use your

Card. So, by using your Card only when
you need to, you control your service

charges, not the bank.

So, stop at your local Shawmut Hamp-
shire County Bank office and open your

Cash Account. Because if you've been look-

ing for a better way to bank with less

money, we've got your number.

Shawmut
Bank of Hampshire County.NA
Look tous for direction.

Vriiitit-r Mill y ,|i..il lliMiMiif I I Mill I

I

ENFIELD, CT
MIDDLETOWN, CT
HAMDEN, CT
WATERBURY, CT

"x"^

ORIGINAL
RIVETED

Levis
Regular Denim
Straight Leg

JEANS

FRYE

V
Vt---<,. ALL

QUALITY! All Tlie Time!
Bob's, Growing by Lowering Prices!

OPEN:
Mon-Wed & Sat 10-6 mc
Thurs & FrI 10-9
New Sunday Hours: 11-5!

' 1983
Bob s

19.95
Reg.

$119.

All sizes 4-10

9 styles

THIS WEEK ONLY
with purchase

of other

boot

CLOGS V3 OFF
SANDALS 20-60%

OFF
BIrkenstock

Jackets up to 50% off

Briefcases 10% off

HEARTFELT LEATHER
103 N. Pleasant Downtown Amherst

10-6 Tel. 253-5135

OPEN COURSE LIST
Collegian i3

AFROAM 101 INT BLACK STUDIES I

AFROAM 102 BLACK RHETORIC
AFROAM 111 SURV OF ARICAN ART
AFROAM 112 INTRO CLAY & PLASTER
AFROAM 115 A-A DNCE THEA WKSP I

AFROAM 132 1619 TO CIVIL WAR
AFROAM 133 RECONSTR TO PRESNT
AFROAM 151 CULTURE & LITERATURE
AFROAM 155 REV CONCP AA MUSC I

AFROAM 157 BIBLIOGR&RES AFRO AM
AFROAM 190B COMPOSTN-STYLE&ORG
AFROAM 212 SCULPT-SHEET METAL
AFROAM 217 CONT BLK IMAGE MK
AFROAM 234 HARLEM RENAISSANCE
AFROAM 254 INTRO AFRICAN STUDY
AFROAM 264 FOUND BLK ED US
AFKOAM 290D RAC AM TV-1950 PRSNT
AFROAM 318 BLK MUSIC & TH
AFROAM 331 LIFE OF WEB DUBOIS
AN SCI 101 INTRO AN SCI

ANTHRO lOOA INTRO TO GENERL ANTH
ANTHRO lOOB INTRO TO GENERL ANTH
ANTHRO lOOC INTRO TO GENERL ANTH
ANTHRO 102A INTRO TO ARCHEOLOGY
ANTHRO 102B INTRO TO ARCHEOLOGY
ANTHRO 103A INTRO PHYSICAL ANTH
ANTHRO 103B INTRO PHYSICAL ANTH
ANTHRO 104A INTRO CULTURAL ANTH
ANTHRO 104B INTRO CULTURAL ANTH
ANTHRO 104C INTRO CULTURAL ANTH
ANTHRO 105 INTRO LING ANTH
ANTHRO 197A SPTPC-FOOD&CULTURE
ANTHRO 206 CULTURE THROUGH FILM

ARTHIS 100 SURVEYANC-MED
ARTHIS 111 SURV OF AFRICAN ART
ARTHIS 115 INTRO TO VISUAL ARTS
ASTRON 100 EXPLORING UNIVERSE
ASTRON 100 EXPLORING UNIVERSE
ASTRON 100 EXPLORING UNIVERSE
ASTRON 100 EXPLORING UNIVERSE
ASTRON 100 EXPLORING UNIVERSE
ASTRON 100 EXPLORING UNIVERSE
ASTRON 103 ASTRONOMICAL OBS
ASTRON 103 ASTRONOMICAL OBS
ASTRON 113 THE SOLAR SYSTEM
BOTANY 100 INTRO BOTANY
BOTANY 100 INTRO BOTANY
BOTANY lOlA GENERAL BOTANY
BOTANY lOlB GENERAL BOTANY
BOTANY 175 GENETICS & EVOLUTION
BOTANY 225 PLANT KINGDOM
BOTANY 226 NEW ENGLAND FLORA
BOTANY 226 NEW ENGLAND FLORA
CHEM 101 GLN CHEM NON-SCI
CHEM 107 ENGINEERING CHEM
CHEM 107 ENGINEERING CHEM
CHEM 107 ENGINEERING CHEM
CHEM 111 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 111 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 111 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 111 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 111 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 111 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 111 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 111 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 112 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 112 GENCHEMSCI
CHEM 113 CHEMICAL PRINCIPLES
CHEM 250 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CHEM 261A ORGANIC NON-MAJOR
CHEM 263A ORGANIC LAB-NON MAJ
CHEM 263B ORGANIC LAB-NON MAJ
CHEM 264 ORGANIC LAB-NON-MAJ
CHEM 267 ORGLAB-MAJ
CHINSE 120 NON-INT ELEM CHIN II

CHINSE 120 NON-INT ELEM CHIN II

CHINSE 120 NON-INT ELEM CHIN II

CHINSE 126 INTENS ELEM CHIN I

CHINSE 126 INTENS ELEM CHIN I

CHINSE 126 INTENS ELEM CHIN I

CHINSE 153 CHIN LIT-POETRY
CLSICS 100 GREEK CIV
CLSICS 102 ROMAN CIV
CLSICS 103 ELEM GRK&ROMAN MYTH
CLSICS 224 GREEK MYTHOLOGY
CLSICS 305 ROMAN MATERIAL WORLD
CLSICS 326 EGYPT&INDO-IRAN MYTH
CLSICS 328 RELGNS OF GREEK WRLD
COINS 102 COMPUTER & SOCIETY
COMLIT lOlG BRAVE NEW WORLDS
COMLIT 143 JAPANESE LITERATURE
COMLIT 153 CHIN LIT-POETRY
COMLIT 201 B UTOPIA & ANTI-UTOPIA
COMLIT 202B AVANT GARDE FILM
COMLIT 302B AVANT GARDE FILM
COMLIT 302C MOTHERS AND LOVERS
COMLIT 302D WOMEN & MASS CULTURE
DANCE 113 MODERN DANCE I

DANCE 113C MODERN DANCE I

DANCE 114B MODERN DANCE II

DANCE 120 BALLET I

DANCE 120C BALLET I

DANCE 120D BALLET I

DANCE 121B BALLET II

DANCE 130 JAZZ DANCE I

DANCE 130D JAZZ DANCE I

DANCE 131B JAZZ DANCE II

DANISH 126 ACCEL ELEMENTARY DAN
DUTCH 110 ELEMENTARY DUTCH
EDUC H 392D SEM-SOC ISS ED:RACSM
EDUC H 392E SEM-SOC ISS EDiSEXSM
EDUC H 392F SEM-SOC ISS;ANTISEM
EDUC H 392G SEM-SOC ISS:HNDCPSM
EDUC H 392H SEM-SOC ISS.HETROSEX
EDUC I 354 INTRO FUTURE STUDIES
EDUC I 377 FOUND MULTICULT ED
EDUC I 378 SURVEY OF CHILDS LIT

EDUC I 391J SEM-DEL SERV HIS COM
EDUC I 391K SEM-MULTI-ART EL SCH
ENGL 115A MINRTYIMAG/FILM&LIT
ENGL 125 MSTRPCS OF W LIT

ENGL 134 LIT AND REALJiy ,

^ J

023650

023862
024046
024258
024290
024436
024614
024795
024973
025157
025335

025872
026056
026111
026234
026412
026593
027133
027311
029680
038053
038477
038655
038833
039253
039431
039619
039790
040212
040393
040571
040759
040937

084850
085393
085571

094368
094334
094300
094279
094245
094211
094635
094570
094813
103450
103426
104147
104626
105046
105672
105884

105949
128117
128298
128353
128329
129228
129197
129163
129139
129286
129252
130758
130724
131445
131835
132289
132467

132645
132899
133120
133366
133780

140745
140800
140779
141018
140981

141042
141319
144040
144228
144406
144943
145486
145664
145842
147103
161741

162373

162551
163214
163395
164236
164537
164715
185567

186107
186466
186644
187187
187365
187721

187909
188620
188989
196186
196542

228420
228446
228462
228488
228501
242173
242351
242539
242717
242733

273108
273352
^4112.

TUTH 2.30-3.45

MWF 1.25

TUTH 11.15-12.30

MWF 9.05-11.15

MWF 9.0511.15

TUTH 1.00-2.15

MWF 10.10

TUTH 2.30-3.45

MWF 12.20

MWF 2.30

TUTTH 12.30-3.45

TUTH 19.00-21.30

MWF 9.05

W 19.00-21.30

TUTH 1.00-2.15

W 2.30-4.25

TH 19.00-21.30

MWF 2.30

TUTH 8.00

MW 1.25

M 19.00-21.30

TH 19.00-21.30

MW 9.05

TU 19.00-21.30

TUTH 2.30-3.45

W 19.00-21.30

MW 11.15

W 19.00-21.30

TUTH 1.00-2.15

MWF 9.05

MWF 10.10

W 19.45-22.15

MW 11.15

TUTH 11.15-12.30

MWF 11.15

MWF 1.25

TUTH 2.30-3.45

THTH 9.30-10.46

MWF 11.15

MWF 10.10

MWF 9.05

TH 19.30-21.30

TU 19.30-21.30

TUTH 2.30-3.45

MWF 10.10

MWF 12.20

MW1.25
TUTH 2.30

TUTH 9.30-10.45

TUTH 1.25

Tu 9.05-11.00

M 1.25-3.20

MWF 1.25

MWF 8.00

MWF 12.20

MWF 11.15

TUTH 12.20

TUTH 10.10

TUTH 9.05

TUTH 8.00

TUTH 2.30

TUTH 1.25

MF 10.10

MF 9.05

TUTH 11.15

TUTH 9.30-10.45

MWF 9.05

MWF 11.15

MWF 9.05

W 1.25-4.25

F 1.25-4.25

TU 1.25-4.25

W 1.25-4.25

MWF 9.Ut)

MWF 1.25

MWF 11.15

MTUWTHF 11.15

MTUWTHF 10.10

MTUWTHF 1.25

MWF 10.10

MWF 9.05

MWF 9.05

TU 2.30

TUTH 9.30-10.45

MWF 10.10

MWF 11.15

MWF 1.25

TUTH 2.30-3.45

MW 12.20

TUTH 1.00-2.15

MWF 10.10

MWF 10.10

TU 2.30-5.30

TU 2.30-5.30

TUTH 1.00-2.15

TUTH 9.30-10.45

MWF r2.2O-3.2O

BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
MWF 2.30-4.25

TUTH 8.00-9.55

BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
TUTH 12.20-2.15

BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
MWF 12.20

MWF 2.30

BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
TU 19.00-21.30

W 9.05-12.05

TUTH 2.30-3.45

TU 18.30-21.00

BY ARRGT
TUTH 2.30-3.45

MWF 10.10

TUTH. 1.00-2.15

ENGL 201

ENGL 202

ENGL 202

ENGL 202

ENGL 202

ENGL 203

ENGL 221

ENGL 271

ENGL 272

ENGL 272

ENGL 272

ENGL 273

ENGL 273

ENGL 273

ENGL 279

ENVDES 305

ENVDES 315
FNVSCI 301

FRENCH 111

FRENCH 120

FRENCH 120

FRENCH 120

FRENCH 120

FRENCH 120

FRENCH 120

FRENCH 120

FRENCH 241

FRENCH 244
FRENCH 244

FRENCH 246
FRENCH 247
FRENCH 249
FRENCH 249

FS&N 101

FS&N 101

GEOG 145

GEOG 155

GEOG 290E
GEOG 355

GEOG 360

GEOG 363

GEOG 370

GEOG 388

GEOG 390B
GEOG 391B
GEOL 100

GEOL 101

GEOL 101

GEOL 103

GEOL 103

GEOL 105

GEOL 320
GERMAN 111

GERMAN 111

GERMAN 120

GERMAN 120

GERMAN 120

GERMAN 120

GERMAN 120

GERMAN 120

GERMAN 126

GERMAN 230

GERMAN 230

GERMAN 230

GERMAN 230

GERMAN 230

GERMAN 232

GERMAN 232

GERMAN 235

GERMAN 237

GERMAN 238

GERMAN 240

GERMAN 240

GERMAN 240

GERMAN 240

GERMAN 250

GREEK 126

GREEK 230

GREEK 310

GREEK 391

GREEK 393

HEBREW 101

HEBREW 101

HEBREW 201

HEBREW 201

HEBREW 211

HIST 331

HIST 334

HIST 337

HIST 341B
HIST 344

HIST 346

HIST 349C
HIST 349M
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HOM EC
HOM EC
HOM EC
HOM EC
HOM EC
HOM EC
HOM EC
HOM EC
HOM vr
HUMDEV
HUMDEV
HUMDEV
HUMDEV 380

ITAL 230

ITAL 246

ITAL 324

ITAL 371

MAJOR BRIT WRITERS
MAJOR BRIT WRITERS
MAJOR BRIT WRITERS
MAJOR BRIT WRITERS
MAJOR BRIT WRITERS
BIBLE MYTH/LIT/SOC
SHAKESPEARE
EARLY AM LIT
AMERICAN ROMANTICISM
AMERICAN ROMANTICISM
AMERICAN ROMANTICISM
AMERICAN REALISM
AMERICAN REALISM
AMERICAN REALISM
INTRO AMER STUDIES
DYN OF HUM HABITA
GRAPHIC COMM I

INTRO ENV HIOLOCJY
FRENCH READG KNOWL I

ELEMENTARY FRENCH II

ELEMENTARY FRENCH II

ELEMENTARY FRENCH II

ELEMENTARY FRENCH il

ELEMENTARY FRENCH II

ELEMENTARY FRENCH II

ELEMENTARY FRENCH II

FRENCH RIX; KNOWL III

INTERM FICTION
INTKKM FICTION
INTERMKl) INTENS
inermed:soc sci
intermei):humanities
intermedihumanities
strug(;le for f(K)d
struggle for f(x)d
physical environment
intro to human geog
natural disasters
climatic environment
economic ge(xiraphy
land use control
urban spatial orc^nzt
department seminar
into to geomorphology
sem cartography
modern geologic cncp
physical geology
physical geology
intro oceanography
intro oceanography
geology and man
petrology
elem rdg german i

elem rdg german i

elementary german
elementary german
elementary german
elementary german
elementary german
elementary (jerman
inten elem german
interm reading germ
interm reading germ
interm reading germ
interm reading germ
interm reading germ
intermediate german
intermediate german
business german
germ social theor i

scientific german
interm reading germ
interm reading germ
interm reading germ
interm reading germ
free conversation
intens elem classicl
intrmed mod greek i

clsicl greek poetry
sem-new testament
sem homer
elem mod hebrew i

elem mod hebrew i

intermed hebrew i

intermed hebrew i

hebrew bible
engl hist 1688-prsnt
tudor-england
victorian england
vietnam & cambodia
history of canada
MOD CHINA 20th CENT
HIST OF CHRISTNTY
EUR MAR HIST TO 1850

355 THE CARIBBEAN
359 BRAZIL 1822-1970

370 CONTEMPORARY AM HIST
371A AMER MIL EXPERIENCE
374 US CONST HIST I

US SOCIAL HISTORY
THE SOITH IN AM HIST
US DIPLOMTIC HIST II

CITY IN MODERN US
A SURVEY OF WW II

COMP HIST WOMEN 19C

SEM-INT H.EC AS PROF
FASHION MKTG
EC PROB OF FAMILY
CONSUMER ECONOMICS
SEM-OBSERV IN HOMEC
MAN & CLOTHING
DYNAMICS OF COMMUNITY
APPAREL DESIGN II

CURRICULUM & METH
HUMAN EXPER P LOSS
HUMAN DEV IN INFANCY
RES METHDS IN HD
HD IN ADULTHOOD
INTERMED ITAL I

INTENS INTERM ITAL
INTRO TO LIT
ADVANCED GRAMMAR

376
378
381

382
386
388
191

265
280
285
291

A

355
370

373

215
300
373

276960 MWF 9.06

277330 TUTH 1.00 2.15

277306 MWF 10.10

277398 TUTH 1.00-2.15

277364 TUTH 9.30 10.45

277754 MWF 12.20

278085 MWF 9.05

278441 TUTH 11.15 12.30

278687 MWF 12.20

278653 TUTH 11.15 12.30

278629 MWF 11.15

278899 TUTH 11. 15- 12.30

278988 MWF 12.20

278954 MWF 10.10

278920 MWF 12.20

294976 TUTH 20.(M) 21.30

295150 TH 12.20

298637 TUTH 11.15 12.30

322216 MWF 11.15

322664 MWF 9.05

322931 MWF 1.25

322907 MWF 1.25

322876 MWF 12.20

322842 MWF 12.20

322753 MWF 10.10

32272 MWF 10 10

24438 MWF 10.10

324852 TUTH 11.15 12.30

MWF 10.10

MWF 9.05 11.00

324886
325060
325248
325450
325484
332172
332148
343157
343335
343513
343872
344056
344234
344412
344593
344771
344983
350926
351134
351100
351582
351558
351760
352601

361121
361090
361456
361422
361391
361367
361511
361480
361870
362054
362177
362143
362119
362088
362389
362355
362567
362745

362923
363107
363165
363131
363199
363377
367729
368084
368440
368628
368806
370154
370120
370544
370510
370722

378013
378372
378550
378738
379001
379182
379360
379548
379726
379904

380442
380620
380989
381163
381341

381707
381888
382062
382517
387559
388393
388995
389357
389535
389713
389894
390073
390285
411196
411552
411730
411918

412095
412273
412451
412639

TUTH 11.15 12.30

TUTH 11.15 12.30

TUTH 2.30-3.45

MWF 3.35

MWF 9.05

TUTH 9.30-10.45

TUTH 11.15-12.30

MWF 9.05

TUTH 9.30-10.45

TUTH 2.30 3.45

MW 2.30-3.45

MWF 10.10

F 1.25

W 1.00-2.15

TUWTH 2.30-4.25

MWF 9.05

MW 12.20

TUTH 1.25

TUTH 1.00-2.15

TUTH 11.15 12.30

TUTH 8.00

MW 10.10

MWTH 1.25

MWTH 11.15

MWTH 11.15

MWTH 10.10

MWTH 9.05
MWTH 8.00

MWTH 1.25

MWTH 12.20

MWF 11.15

MWF 8.00

MWF 12.20

MWF 11.15

MWF 10.10

MWF 9.05

MWF 1.25

MWF 9.05

TUTH 2.30 3.45

TUTH 9.30-10.45

MWF 1.25

MWF 9.05

MWF 11.15

MWF 10.10

MWF 12.20

W3.35
MWF 12.20

MWF 10.10

MWF 2.30

MTUWTHF 2.30

BY ARRGT
MWF 12.20

MWF 11.15

TUTH 11.15-12.30

MWF 10.10

TUTH 9.30-10.45

MWF 10.10

TUTH 1.00-2.15

TUTH 11.15 12.30

MW 1.25

TUTH 1.00-2.15

TUTH 2.30-3.45

MWF 1.25

W 2.30-5.15

MJVF 10.10

MWF 11.15

MWF 2.30

MWF 11.15

MWF 12.20

TUTH 2.30 3.45

TUTH 9.30-10.45

TUTH 9.30-10.45

TUTH 11.15-12.30

TUTH 11.15-12.30

TUTH 4.00-5.15

M 12.20-2.15

MWF 10.10

TUTH 9.30-10-45

TUTH 1 00-2.15

W 10.10-12.05

MWF 9.05

MWF 9.05

W 8.00

MF 10.1(M2.05

TU 4.00-7.00

TUTH 9.30-10.45

W 19.00-21.30

TUTH 8.00-9.15

BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
BY ARRGT
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The Library System

The library system consists ot Goodell Library, the 28-story

University Library Tower, two science branch libraries, a mu-

sic library, antJ several reacJing rooms. The card catalog is in

Goodell. transferred there along with other library materials

and services in 1970 after discovery ot detects in the brick fac-

ade of the University Library Tower. Begin any library search

in Goodell.

Goodell Library

Located opposite the Old Chapel this library is between South

College and Bartlett Hall. It contains the University library

system card catalog; reference materials and staff: a book col-

lection of about 75,000 volumes, all current periodicals in the

social sciences and humanities, and backfiles since 19o5 of

1,200 of these titles; more than 1 ,000 000 microforms; newspa

pers; a basic law collection; the most frequently used federal

and state publications and the government documents office;

the interlibrary loan, and library director s offices; course re-

serve materials; and about 400 study spaces.

University Library Tower
The Tower entrance is on the east side of the building, facing

the campus pond The Tower contains less heavily used mate-

rial in the social sciences and humanities: the University ar-

chives; special collections and rare books; the library business

office; and about 500 study spaces on the 2t)th floor and on the

perimeter of book stack tloors It does not contain card cata-

log or reference services. The collection in the Tower is usually

accessible to anyone with a UMass or other Five College photo

ID or a resident borrowers card with a photo II). Others

should inquire at the desk at the Tower entrance.

Physical Sciences Library

Situated on the 2nd floor of the Graduate Research Center, the

Physical Sciences Library includes materials in engineering,

chemistry, mathematics, water resources, computer srierct,

food technology, wood technology, physics, astronomy, and

related fields

Morrill Biological Sciences Library

Located on the 2nd floor ot Morrill Science Center, this library

contains biological and geological material.

Music Libra, y

The Music 1 ibrary in Room 140 ai the Fine Arts Center,

houses book', .ind (ournr'' relating to musu and a noncirculat-

ing collection ot thematic indexes, scores, and recordings, -js

well as music listening equipment

Catalog Information

Card Catalog

The capj catalog on the 5th floor entrance level of Goodell Li-

brary lists the book and journal holdings ot the Universitv li-

brary system, including branch libraries and reading rooms.

There are separate catalogs tor art hival m.iteri.ils and govern

ment publications. The card i.it.ilog is divided into two sec

tions. The Author Title catalog contains i ards tor n.imes ot

persc>ns and agencies considered to he authi>rs ol publications

as well as title cards tor nmst works in the collection The Sub-

)ect C atalog contains cards indicating the subiect areas ot pub

lications: to find the exact terms used consult Lihunu i'' Con
^r«»ss ^uhh'i't Hciuiin>i-- on tables near the card catalog.

Pioneer Valley Union List of fournal and Serial Holdings

This microfiche publication lists periodicals in the LIMass sys-

tem • Amherst, Boston Worcester! and in other major collec-

tions in the Pioneer Valley alphabetically by title, with loca-

tions, call numbers and volumes held

The librarians at the Reference Desk in Goodell will gladly

provide assistance in using these catalcigs and in Icuating li-

brary materials and intormation.

Locating Books and Periodicals

Books and periodicals listed in the card catalog are arranged

according to the Library of Congress classification scheme.

Each item has a unique call number, a cc^mbination of letters

and numbers, appearing on its label and on the upper lefthand

corner of its catalog cards The call numbers may also include

special location designations, which show, for instance,

whether a publication is in one of the branch libraries. How-
ever, the card catalog will not indicate whether a book or peri-

odical is in Goodell Library or in the Tower; other records

must be consulted for this information.

Books in Goodell

These are listed by call number in a red-covered, multivolume

computer printout, on tables near the Reierence Desk. Books

are shelved on four levels, in the front of the building.

Books in the Tower
Books not listed by call number in the Goodell printout are in

the Tower.

Periodicals in Goodell

Recent, unbound issues of all social sciences and humanities

journals are shelved in the Current Periodical Room. Goodell

50t). Backfiles of 1,200 selected titles are bound and shelved on

the 2nd floor, three flights down the stairs near the card

catalog. Some titles are in microformat; these are shelved in

the Microforms Room, Goodell 410. Both bound and micro-

form journals in Goodell are des gnated in the Pioeiecr Va//r,v

Uniott List by the location UMAS-UNIV and the phrase "vol-

umes held since 1965 or later in Goodell"; they are also listed

in a single blue-covered computer printout kept near the Ref-

erence Desk.

Periodicals in the Tower
All UMAS-UNIV periodicals not shown in the Pioneer Valley

Union List or the blue-covered computer printout as being in

Goodell are shelved in the Tower, in the book stacks.

University Library schedules
A
B-BJ
BL-BX
C

D
E-F
G

H-HL

HM-HZ

J
K
L

General Works
Philosophy, Psycholog^y

Religion

Includes Archaeology, Genealogy, and
General Biography
History (General and Old World)
History (American)
Geography, Anthropology, Recreation,

and Physical Education
Social Sciences (including Economics
and Business)

Sociology, Social Psychology, and
Social Problems
Political Science

Law
Education (including UMass theses and
dissertations)

L-«'V£ik..' .- ,i- \A- .X :,>• • ''^'''^

Kote: aiv.Tu nrc rubj«i-t to change. r«ij the Unlver -Ity lor conflnuclon.

•. - p.».

ItoiMtay. September 12

Tueaday. Septe^er 13 - Friday, Septeabcr 16.

Saturday. Saptg»b«r 17 - Tuesday, Noveaber 22

Goodell Library
%encral Building Houra
DocuMDta (545-276S)
Interlibrary hovt (54S-055J)
Reteraace (SAJ-OIJO)

To-,>ei Section of the University Library
General Building Houra
Archives (54^-2780)
Art CoUectloo

':peclcl Collections (545-0274)

•ITOO - 6:00
.8:00 -10:00

Noaday-Tlwrsday
a.». p.a .

8:00 - U:00b
8:30 - 10:00
8:30 - J:00
8:00 - 10:00

Friday
a. a. P»-

Wedoetday, Noveabcr 23

Thursday , Novifjber 24

Friday, Noveaber 2S

Saturday, Noveaber 26

f'inddy, Noveaber 27

Honday , Novenber 28 - Thursday, Dcceaber 1. ,

Friday, Decrnber 2

Saturday, Decvabcr 3

Sunday, Dececbtf: 4

Honday

.

'i -aber i - Thursday, Deceaber 22

^Goodell Library
'>Tower Section of the University Llbrnry

8i00 -

8:30 -

9:00 -

8:00 -

8:30 -

12:00n

4:30
10:"0
12:>'Qb

i:00

8:00 - 10:00
8:30 - 5:00*^

8:30 - 3:00
8:00 - 10:00

8:00 - 10:00

8:30 - 4:30
9:00 - 3:00
8:00 - 10:00
8:30 - 3:00

Saturday Suaday
a.a.

10:00 -

CLOSED
CLOSED

10:00 - 6

^:00

00

10:00 - 12: lOa

l:30p- 9: to

CLOSED
10:00 - 9:

10:00 - 6:00
CLOSED

12:00d- 6:00
10:00 - 6:00

CLOSEU

10:00 - 12:

Q.USED
4:00p- 10:

10:00 - 12:
' CLOSED

0
Ob

.8:00 - 6:00
CLOSEU

.8:00 - 6:00
10:00 - 6:00
.2:001.-12 :00a

.8:00 -12:00n

.8:00 -10:00
10:00 - 6:00
10:00 -17:00n

Monday-Thuisl iv

a. a. t_:^_^

Friday

J*"-

Friday, Deccaber 23

Saturday. December 24 - Honday, Deceaber 26

8:00 -

8:00 -

- P ••

12:00a
12:00a

8:00 - 12:00a
8:00 - 12:00a

Saturday

10:00 - 12:00a'
10:00 - 12:00a*

Sunday

10:00 -

10:00 -

12:00b
12:J0b

.8:00 - 6:00

. (XOSED

Hicroforaa (545-0130)"^nTcludcs Circulation (545-2622). Current Periodical Rooa (545-2622), Bound Periodical looa (545-0420),

anJ Reairve (S43-2358).
'Voruai-nts, Interlibrary Loan. Reference, Archives, Art Collect loo, and Special Collectlona are open the houra liatad under

September 17 - Noveaber 22. All other departaents arc open the general building houra.

<On evenlng:i and %icekeads, contact the leference Departnent for assistance.

*rhese HbrarJe?. will open at 8:00 a.n. on Saturday, Dereaber 17.

M
N
P-PQ

PR-PZ

S
T
U
V
Z

»i ,i.J(. .c.Ai. ^ 'Ir.Cts

P.'aday. 3epteBber^2 -

Saturday, Septeabcr 17

Sunday. Septeaber 18

Music
Fine Arts
Language and Literature (Classical,

Romance, Germanic, Slavic, Oriental,

African), Drama and Cinema,
Linguistics

Literature (American, British,

Germanic)
Science (mostly housed in Morrill Bio-

logical and Physical Sciences Libraries)

Medicine (including Nursing and
Public Health

Agriculture (Many works tioused

Technology '" BiologicaJ and Phys-

»#•!•* o • '<"*' Sciences Libranes)
Military Science

Naval Science

Bibliography, Library Science

Tiiiny Septeaber 16 ftw-
p.a .

5:00"

CLOSED
CLOSED

.iatjrd»v

Honday, Septeaber 19 - Tuesday. Noveaber 22

Wednesdsy. Noveaber 23

Thursday. Noveaber 24

Friday. Noveaber 25
Saturday. Noveaber 26

Sunday. Noveaber 27

Monday. Nov.abcr 28 - Friday, Deceaber 23

Saturday, Deceaber 24 - Honday, Deceaber 26

Eaception :

Friday. Deceabet 16

8:30 - 11:00 8:30 - 5:00 8:30 5:00

'•>

1:00f - 9:jO
8:30 - 5:00

CLOSED
9:30 - 5:00

CLOSED
l:00p- 9:00

CLOSED

8:30 -11:00

8:30 - 11:00 8:30 - 5:00 8:30 - 5:00 1 :00v - 9: '0

HUSIC LIBKART (545-2870)
Monday. Se)'i.eabcr 12 - Friday, Septeaber 16 8:30 - 5:00
Saturday, Septeaber 17 - Sunday, Septeaber 18 CUISED
Honday. Septerber 19 - Tuesday, Noveaber 22

Collegian photos by Dave Deaber

Tours of Goodell Library and the

University Library Tower leave from
the lobby of Goodell weekdays at

10:30 a.m., 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. during
the month of September. Other times

can be made by appointment with a
24-hour notice by calling the Goodell

Library reference desk, 545-0150.

8:30 - 9:00 8:30 - 5:00 10:00 - 5:00 l:00p - 9.

Wednesday, November 2 3

Thursday , Noveaber 24

Friday, Noveaber 25

Saturday. Noveaber 26
Sunday, Noveaber 27

Monday. Noveaber 28 - Friday. Deceaber 23

Saturday. Deceaber 24 - Monday. Deceaber 26

E»ception :

Honday. October 10

PHYSICAL SCIENCES LIBRARY (545-1370)
Monday, Septeaber 12

Tuesday, Septeaber 13 - Thursday. Sept. 15

Friday, September 16 - Friday. Deceaber 23

Saturday, Deceaber 24 - Monday, Dereaber 26
Exceptions :

Wednesday, Noveaber 23
Thursday . Noveaber 24

Friday. Deceaber 16

8:30 - 5:00
CLOSED

8:30 - 5:00
CLOSED

l:00p- 9:00

CLOSED

l:00p- 9:00

8:30 9:00 8:30 - 5:00 10:00

Reierence

The 5th lloor ol Cioodell houses the none rculatin^ reference

collection Reference librarians are available most of the time

the library is open to help in usinj; this material and the card
catalogs, as well as to provide many other kinds of assistance

in making use of the library system

Special Collections and Rare Books
Noncirculating rare and fragile materials, unusual editions,

and individual manuscripts are kept in this area on the 25th
floor of the Tower, and are made available for use in its read-
ing room. Room 25b3.

General Information

Bicycles, Drink, Food, and Pets are not permitted in the li-

braries.

Calculators may be borrowed, on surrender oi your ID card
in Goodell Library at the Reserve Desk on the oth floor, at the

Ciovernment Documents Desk on the 4th floor, and at the sci-

ence libraries.

Change for one dollar bills is available at change machines in

Goodell outside the C irculation Office, Room 512, and in the

Tower on the mam floor near the Circulatu>n Desk

Elevators in the Tower are programmed so that only 3 and 5

stop at all floors. Take the first elevator which stops, and use

the stairs for adjacent floors.

Handicapped Persons who need special assistance should in-

quire at the t in ulation C^ttice. Goodell 512 Spec ul apparatus
tor the use t>t partially sighted persc»ns is available in the

Tower lnc|iiire .ii the Tower Circulation Desk

Lost and Found in Goodell is located in the I ibrary Office,

Room 514 on weekdays and at the Circulation Desk evenings

and weekends In other libraries, inquire at the Circulation

Desk,

Photocopying Machines (coinoperated) are located in

Cjoodell on the oth, 5th and 2ncl floors: and in the lower on
the main floor. A branch of the University Copy Center on the

5th floor of Cioodell provides a part-time copy service.

Restrooms in Cioodell are located on the oth 4th and 2nd
flcHirs; and in the i ower cm main, 7, 10 13. lt>, N 22, 25, and
2t>. There aie facilities for handicapped persons in the Tower
on the miin floor only.

Smoking m the I\>wer is permitte-d only in Room 2t>04 on floor

2t) \i) ^moking IS permitted in Cioodell

Study Areas in Goodell are on the 6th floor and on the 2nd
floor, and in the Tower on floor 20 and on the perimeter of

each book stack floor.

Study Carrels in the Tower are assigned by academic depart-

ments most often to graduate students and faculty who are

heavily involved in library research.

Telephones m CmoJell (both c.impus and pufWic I .ire on the

4th floor In the I ower there .uc cimpus plumes in the eleva-

tor lobbv on <ill book stack floors and on the main floor near

the exit control desk, public telephones are also near exit con-

trol

Typewriters ,ire provided in the Tower near the C irculation

Desk ni.iin floor

5:00 l:00p -9-0

8 .00 - 5 00
8 :00 - 9 00

CLOSED

8 00 - 5 00
CLOSBI

8 00 -11: 00

8:00 - 11:00 8:00 - 5:00 10:00 5:00 12:00n -11:00

Resources and Services

Archives

Located on the 25th floor of the Tower, this collection con-

tains several groups of personal and historical manuscripts, as

well as material related to the University of Massachusetts.

Art Collection

All art books and journals are shelved in a noncirculating col-

lection or 'he 9th floor of the Tciwer. For hours of access check
the schecjle of library hours, available at the circulation

desks.

Audiovisual Department
This department in Goodell 308 supports classroom instruc-

tion by distributing audiovisual equipment and films to faculty
members, and by producing audiovisual instructional material
for them. Enter from outside the building, at the southwest
corner loading dock.

Audiovisual Reserve

On the 6th floor of Goodell, this section houses ccturse-related

audiovisual materials, and the necessary viewing and listening

equipment.

Computer Search Service

Inquire at the Reference Desk. 5th floor entrance level of

Goodell, or at the appropriate science library for an estimate

of charges and inforirmation on computeri^ed literatu re

searches of bibliographic and information data bases in the sci-

ences, social sciences, and humanities.

Computer Terminals

In the Tower, computer terminals linked to the University

Computing Center are available for use on the 7th floor.

Five College Libraries

UMass students, staff, and faculty have direct borrowing

privileges at the main libraries of Amherst, Hampshire. Mount
Holyoke, and Smith Colleges. Material thus borrowed may be

returned directly, or to Goodell Library

Government Documents
This collection includes official puolications of the United

States. United Nations, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Most of these materials are not listed in the main card catalog,

but are accessible through special indexes. Consult the docu-

ments librarians. Goodell 416. about the use of this collection.

Instruction in Library Use
Course-related library sessions are conducted fcir graduate and

undergraduate classes, at the request of instructors; inquire at

the Reference Desk, Goodell.

Law Collection

A core collection of noncirculating le^al materials is shelved

on the 2nd floor of Goodell and listed in a blue-covered com-
puter print out available th^re and at the Reference Desk on

the 5th floor.

Library cards

UMass student, staff, and faculty IDs serve as library cards.

Five College patrons and other Massachusetts residents seek-

ing borrowing privileges should appK at the Circulation Of-
fice, Cioodell 512.

Loan Period

Books circulate for four weeks. Unless they have been re

quested by another borrower, books may be renewed by mail

(U.S. or campus), by phone (three-item limit per call), or in

person at the library from which they were borrowed. Forms
for book renewals are available at the circulation desk in each

library. Periodicals do not circulate.

Recalls

Books are subject to recall after two weeks if requested by an-

other reader, and at any time if needed for Reserve.

Reserve Books
Reserve materials circulate for time periods varying from two
hours to several days. A photo ID is required to use these ma-
terials. They must be returned to the desk from which they

were borrowed — in Goodell Library, to the Reserve Desk on
the 6th floor, Goodell 615.

Book Returns

Books may be returned to the library from which they were

borrowed or to Goodell Library. After hours there is a book

deposit box at the Goodell entrance: do not use this to return

Reserve books or interlibrary loans.

Maps
A collection ot approximately 100,000 sheet maps—geological

and topographic, demographic, and historical— is housed in

Room 269, Morrill Science Center.

Microforms

Microtext copies ot newspapers, selected periodicals, govern-

ment archives, and many other types ot research materials are

in the Microforms Room on the 4th floor of Goodell along

with reading and printing equipment.

Newspapers
Current issues of selected foreign and domestic newspapers are

shelved in the Current Periodical Room. Goodell 506. Some
backfiles of these, and a number of other newspaper titles, are

available in the Microforms Room.

Interlibrary Loan

Facultv and graduate students may apply at the Reference

Desk. GocKleli. to obtain research materials not available in

the University of Massachusetts library system. Undergradu-

ates may use interlibrary loan service only for materials within

the Valley area.

Library Orientation Tours

Tours of Gocxiel! and the Tower are given several times a day

at the beginning of each semester, and at other times by ap-

pointment, inquire at the Reference Desk, Goodell.

Library Directory

Archives

Audiovisual Department

Audiovisual Reserve

Biological Sciences

Library

Central Serials Record

Circulation Desk

Goodell

Tower

Copy> Center

Government Documents

Information

Interlibrary Loan

Library Instruction

Library Office

Library Tours

Lost and Found

Map Room

Microforms Room

Music Library

Morrill Library

Newspapers

Periodicals

Current

Bound

Physical Sciences Library

Reference Desk

Renewals

Reserve

Special Collections

Location (Goodell unless Phone
otherwise designated)

25th floor. Tower 545-2780

Room 308 5-2454

5 2458

Room 615 5-2358

Morrill 214 5-2674

RcH>m 503 5-0738

Room 512 5-2622

Main floor. Tower 5-2138

Room 508 5-2622

Room 416 5-2765

Reference Desk. 5-0150

floor 5 (entrance level)

Room 612 5-0553

Reference Desk, floor 5 5-0150

Room 514 5-0284

Reference Desk, floor 5 5-0150

Room 514 5-0284

Morrill 269 5-2674

Room 408 5-0150

Fine Arts Ctr. 149 5-2870

Morrill 214 5-2674

Room 506 5-2622

Room 506 5-2622

Room 206 5-0420

Grad. Res. Ctr. 5-1370

2nd floor — lowrise

Fkmr5 5-ia§»

Room 512 5-2622

Room 615 5-2358

25th floor. Tower 5-0274
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OPEN COURSE LIST
ITAL 372 ORAL ITALIAN 426701 MWF 1.25 POLSCI 101 AMERICAN POLITICS 642828 TUTH 11.15

JAPAN 120 NON INTN EL JAPAN H 429076 MWF 1.25 POLSCI 171 A POLTCS & LITERATURE 644804 TUTH 9.30 10.45

JAPAN 120 NON INTN EL JAPAN II 429042 MWF 9,05 POLSCI 280 INTO TO PUBLIC POLICY 645737 TUTH 1.00-2.15

JAPAN 126 INTENS ELEM JAPAN 1 429343 MTUWTHF 1.2S• I'OLSCI 302 AMERICAN PRESIDENCY 646092 TUTH 1.00-2.15

JAPAN 126 INTENS ELEM JAPAN I 429319 MWF 10.10 POLSCI 305 LECJISLATIVE PROCESS 646270 MWF 9.05

JAPAN 135 JAPANESE ART&CULTURK 429589 TUTH 2.30 3.45 POLSCI 316 COMPAR L(X:AL GVT 646458 MW 1.00-2.15

JAPAN 143 LITCLASSICL&MEDIKVL 429767 TUTH 1.00-2. 15 POLSCI 319 STATE GOV & POLITICS 648648 TUTH 11.15 12.30

JAPAN 326 INTNS INTERM JAl'AN 1 430302 MTUWTHF 11.15 POLSCI 320 PUB ADMINISTRATION 647022 MWF 10.10

JAPAN 375 INTRO JAPAN LING 430483 TITH 9.30 10.45 POLSCI 320 PUB ADMINISTRATION 647056 MW 3.35-5.00

JS 201 INTRO TO JOURNALISM 432100 TUTH 9.30 10.45 POLSCI 337 GOV & POL OF CHINA 647593 MWF 1.25

JS 290B EDITORIAL ISS/ETHK' 432281 TUTH 11.15-12.30 POLSCI 360 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 648379 MWF 9.05

JS 320 HIST OR AM JOURNALISM 433693 MW 9.05-11.00 POLSCI 360 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 648345 MWF 1.25

JS 392A SEM ADV RITG INVEST 434681 TUTH 18.00-21.00 POLSCI 360 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 648311 MWF 10.10

JS 392B SEM ADV RIT(; BUXIPHY
.

434869 M 18.(K)-21.00 POLSCI 370 ANCIENT POL TH()U(;HT 648735 TLTH 11.15-12.30

Jl'DAlC lOlA THK JKWISH PKOPLK 1 437419 TUTH 9. 30-10. 4f. POLSCI 370 ANCIENT POL TH0U(;HT 648769 TUTH 1.00-2.15

JIDAK ' 101 B THE JEWISH PEOPLE I 437590 TUTH 11,15-12.30 POLSCI 374 ISSUES IN POL THRY 649163 MWF 10.10

JIDAK lOlC THE JEWISH PEOPLE I 437778 MW 11.15 POLSCI 380 POL WELFARE POLCY/US 649333 TUTH 2.30-3.45

JIDAK ' 301 BIBLE AND ARCHEOUKJY 440381 TUTH 1.00-2.15 PORT 120 ELEM PORTUGUESE II 661513 MWF 10.10

JIDAK' 39<)H HOLCK'AUST IN GERM LT 440569 MWF 12.20 PORT 190A INTRO BAZILIAN LIT 661872 MWF 1.25

JIDAK' 3y2A SEM BLACKS & JEWS 440747 M 19.00-22.00 PORT 230 INTERMEDIATE PORT I
662056 MWF 11,15

JIDAK' 394A SEM BIRTH/ZIONST MVT 440925 TU I'H 2.30-3.45 PORT 240 INTERMEDIATE PORT 11 662234 MWF 11.15

LAT AM 380 FIELD RESEARCH 444377 BY ARRGT PSYCH lOOA ELEMENTARY PSYCH 667307 TUTH 11.15-12.30

LAT AM 392D SEM BIBLK) LAT AM ST 444555 TUTH 4.00-5.15 PSYCH lOOB ELEMENTARY PSYCH 667488 TUTH 9.30-10.45

LATIN 126 INTENS ELEM LATIN 446832 MWF 8.00-9.55 PSYCH lOOC ELEMENTARY PSYCH 667666 MWF 1.25

LS&R 201 MAN AND LEISURE 466094 MWF 11.15 PSYCH lOOD ELEMENTARY PSYCH 667844 MWF 9.05

LS&R 205 INTRO TO OUTIXX)R REC 466272 MWF 1.25 PSYCH lOOE ELEMENTARY PSYCH 668028 MWF 8.00

LS&R 230 GROUP LEADERSHIP 466450 TUTH 9.05-11.00 PSYCH lOOG ELEMENTARY PSYCH 668060 TH 1.00-3.30

LS&R 232 PRIN OF ARBORICULT 466638 TU 9.05 PSYCH llOA PSYCH AS NAT SCI 668387 TUTH 1.00-2.15

LS&R 241 OUTD<X)R REC POLICY 466840 MW 12.20-2.15 PSYCH HOB PSYCH AS NAT SCI 668599 TUTH 2.30-3.45

LS&R 250 INTRO ENV INTERP 467024 MWF 2.30 PSYCH HOC PSYCH AS NAT SCI 668777 MWF 1.25

LS&R 371 LEISURE SERV PROG 467383 TUTH9.30-10.45 PSYCH 130 INT PSY TRNSFR STU 669139 MTUTH 2.30-5.30

LS&R 376 PHIL & PSYCH LEIS 467749 W 2.30-5.30 PSYCH 150A PSYCH SOCIAL SCI 669317 MWF 9.05

LS&R 390D RECREATN ECON & MKTG 467927 MW 8.00-9.55 PSYCH 150B PSYCH SOCIAL SCI 66498 TUTH 11.15-12.30

MATH 104A ALG/ANAL GEOLATRIG 482448 MWF 10.10 PSYCH 150C PSYCH SOCIAL SCI 669676 TUTH 1.00-2.15

MATH 107 ANAL GEOM 483737 MWF 12.20 PSYCH 150E PSYCH SOCIAL SCI 669896 TUTH 2.30-3.45

MATH 107 ANAL GEOM 483795 MWF 1.25 PSYCH 240B STATISTICS IN PSYCH 670300 MWF 1.25

MLSK 100 APPRECIATION INTRO 564193 MWF 3.35 PSYCH 240C STATISTICS IN PSYCH 670570 MWF 11.15

MUSIC 100 APPRECIATION INTRO 564224 TUTH 2.30-3.45 PSYCH 241 METH INQRY IN PSYCH 670847 TITH 1.00-2.15

MUSIC 101 LITERATURE OF MUSIC 564402 MWF 10.10 PSYCH 308 PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN 671592 TUTH 11.15-12.30

MUSIC 1 1 1 THEO SURVEY-NONMAJ 564949 MWF 2.30 PSYCH 315A COGNITIVE PSYCH 671958 TUTH 1.00-2.15

MUSIC 112 HARMONY I
565123 MWF 9.05 PSYCH 315H COGNITIVE PSYCH 672132 TUTH 9.30-10.45

MUSIC 112 HARMONY I
565181 MWF 1.25 PSYCH 318 PSYCH OF LANGUAGE 672310 TUTH 9.30-10 4^

MUSIC 112 HARMONT I
565157 MWF 9.05 RUSS 110 ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN I 701.525 MWF 9.05

"PHIL 100 INTRO TO PHIL 609430 MWF 11.15 RUSS 110 ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN I 701517 MWF 9.05

PHIL 100 INTRO TO PHIL 609406 MW 10.10 RUSS 120 ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN II 701680 MWF 1.25

PHIL 100 INTRO TO PHIL 609375 MW 12.20 RUSS 240 INTERMED RUSSIAN II 702220 MWF 12.20

PHIL 110 INTRO TO LOGIC 610392 MWF 9.05 RUSS 250 RUSSIAN CULTURE 702408 TUTH 9.30-10.45

PHIL 110 INTRO TO LOGIC 610423 MWF 2.30 RUSS 255 MSTRPCS OF RUSS LIT 702589 TUTH 1.00-2.15

PHIL 160 INTRO TO ETHICS 610669 MWF 10.10 RUSS 311 RUSSIAN CONVERSATION 703129 TUTH 9.30-10.45

PHIL 160 INTRO TO ETHICS 610724 TLTH 1.00-2.15 SLAVIC 197A SPTPC-ELEM SLOVAK 707628 MWF 2.30

PHIL 160 INTRO TO ETHICS 610693 MWF 11.15 SOCIOL 102 AGE.SEX.KNSHP IN SOC 709638 MWF 10.10

PHIL 160 INTRO TO ETHICS 610782 TUTH 9.30-10.4S• SOCIOL 102 AGE.SEX.KNSHP IN SOC 709604 MWF 9.05

PHIL 160 INTRO TO ETHICS 610758 MWF 2.30 SOCIOL 104 URB LFE & INDST SOC 710299 MWF 11.15

PHIL 161 PRBLM SOCIAL THOUGHT 611267 MW 10.10 SOCIOL 105 SELF. SOC & INTER REL 710477 MW 11.15

PHIL 310 INTERMEDIATE LOGIC 611746 MWF 10.10 SOCIOL 106 RACE.SEX & SOC CLS 710867 TUTH 11.15

PHIL 320 HIST OF ANC PHIL 611924 MWF 2.30 SOCIOL 106 RACE.SEX & SOC CLS 710833 MWF 12.20

PHIL 382 PHIL APPRCHS TO SCI 612043 MWF 12.20 SOCIOL 107 CONTAMERSOC 711520 TUTH 9.30-10.45

PHIL 391B SEM PHILOSPHY OF LAW 612182 TUTH 1.00-2.15 SOCIOL 107 CONTAMERSOC 711499 MWF 12.20

PHYSIC 100 PHYSICS FOR POETS 615554 MWF 2.30 SOCIOL 109 POPULATION & ENVIRONMT 711732 TUTH 2.30-3.45

PHYSIC 100 PHYSICS FOR POETS 615520 MWF 10.10 SOCIOL 110 GEN INTRO SOCIOLOGY 711944 MWF 1.25

PHYSIC 116 RELATIVITY 615732 MWF 11.15 SOCIOL 110 GEN INTRO SOCIOLOGY 712005 TUTH 2.30-3.45

PHYSIC 119 PHYS APPLD TO CON PR 615910 MWF 1.25 SPAN 120 ELEMENTARY SPANISH 11 735647 MWF 11.15

PHYSIC 141 PHYS-LIFE SCI MAJ I 616128 MWF 9.05 SPAN 120 ELEMENTARY SPANISH II 735582 MWF 11.15

PHYSIC 141 PHYS LIFE SCI MAJ I 616097 MWF 8.00 SPAN 120 ELEMENTARY SPANISH li 735493 MWF 10.10

PHYSIC 142 PHYS-LIFE SCI MAJ II 617205 MWF 10.10 SPAN 120 ELEMENTARY SPANISH II 735702 MWF 12.20

PHYSIC 161 GENERAL PHYSICS I 617742 MWF 11.15 SPAN 230 INTERMEDIATE SPAN I 736423 MWF 11.15

PHYSIC 161 GENERAL PHYSICS I 617776 MWF 12.20 SPAN 230 INTERMEDIATE SPAN I 736481 MWF 12.20

PHYSIC 162 GENERAL PHYSICS II 618853 MWF 1.25 SPAN 240 INTERMEDIATE SPAN II 737241 MWF 11.15

PHYSIC 162 GENERAL PHYSICS II 618887 MWF 2.30 SPAN 240 INTERMEDIATE SPAN II 737259 MWF 12.20

PHYSIC 181 PHYSICS I 620321 MWF 10.10 THEATF. 100 INTRO TO THEATER 757241 TUTH 4.00-5.15
PHYSIC 185 FRESHMAN COLLOQUIM 620656 M 4.40 THEATP. 100 INTRO TO THEATER 757217 MW 3.35-5.00
PHYSIC 197A SPTPC-POLLUTION 621018 MWF 1.25 THEATF. 110 PERFORMANCE MGT 757429 BY ARRGT
PHYSK : 197B SPTPC-ENR(]Y ALTRNTVS 621199 MWF 1.25 THEATH. 120 BEG TECH IN DRAMA 757607 MWF 10.10
PHYSIC 263 GENERAL PHYSICS III 621377 TUTH 11.15 12.30 THEATP. 140 BEG TECH IN PERFORM 757843 TUTH 8.00-10.45
PHYSIC 283 PHYSK:S III 621945 MWF 12.20 THEATR 160 BEG TECH IN SCENCG 758051 MF 9.05

PLSOIL 100 BASIC PLANT SCIENCE 634273 MWF 9.05 WOST 201 FOUNDATIONS OF WOST 774463 MWF 9.05

PLSOIL, 105 SOILS 634451
L'J."a^.?.""^'''' WOST 301 FEMINIST THEORY 776164 TUTH 1.00-2.15

POLISH 110 ELEMENTARY POLISH I
641539 MWF 9.05 ZOOL 101 INTRO ANIMAL BIOL(XiY 778459 TUTH 1.25

POLISH 230 INTERMED POLISH I
641898 MWF 10.10 ZOOL 102 INT AN BIOL/ACI MAJ 778873 TUTH 1.00-2.15

PCJLISH 250 INTRO TO POLISH PPL 642072 TUTH 2.30-3.45 ZOOL 103 BIOL OF SOCIAL ISSUE 779293 TUTH 1.00-2.15

K>LSC 101 AMERICAN POLITICS 642797 MW 10.10
ZCX)L 104 HUMAN BIOL(X}Y 779471 TUTH 9.30 10.45

Z(X)L
Z(X)L

190D INTRO BIOLOGY I

235 INTRO PHYSI0L(X;Y
779659
780286

MWF 11,15

MW 9.05

STOP & EAT and then SHOP... Z(X)L 245 HUMAN GENETICS 780618 MWF 11.15

ZOOL 276 HUMAN ECOLOGY 780799 TUTH 11.15-12.30
YOU LL SAVE TWICE — once with our coupons & ag^in by not ZOOL 339 HUM ANATOMY&PHYSIOL 781339 MW 10.10-12.05

shoppinq v^nen ycu rp hungry — A practice which consumer
advisors agree results in higher grocery bills — so before you
SHOP - MOP at r/!cM.ini.s .ind SAVE WITH THESE COUPONS.

BREAKFAST
r
I

I

I 2EQQS
I 2 PANCAKES
2STraP8BACON

• 2 SAUSAGE UNKS

WTTM TMM COUPONMR UEAKFIST SPICIAL

2fo,<3.99For
pf««ant coupon wttvn ord«flno
Coupon .npirat W2V83

••rvMl All 0«y, AnyttaM.

LUNCH
JUMBO BEMMJOA BURGER
6 oz. )utcy chopped teal on • loastad

rail, wmnma wtth full onim o4 onion

WITH TMM COUPON

M.99
P1«aa« pff>n< coupon wtt*n o«}«rlno

Coupon •vplra* WZSAS
a«r««d 11 A-M. toCIOM C

DINNER wrrx TMMcouroM

VBAL CUTLET 0N4MER
V*«l eutl««, amothttrcd In lomale
Muc«, tapped wtt»t chwa and —rrad
wHh frvneh frt«« and toaaad Qsrdan

MiMl Rag. U M

2 For '5.95 or

^ ww for on«
P^*m»a pr*««n< coupon wtMtn ontortnQ

Coupon aiplra* amiKi
arvad 11 AJi. tolOr.M C

»« TNItS
tmiOR cmzDit tMcomrrt

2-4 PM 20% ALL GfTMER TNIEt 10%

ttWm TO
Bu^ci«rro^« SHOT

Rrrc •, HAOLVY/AMMcnrr ealiiipbce 25

Fli. ft SAT

24NRS.

The above is an incomplete listing!:, for further information contact the CASIAC
office at 545-2191

new & used records

on two floors

586-5726

or

584-3130

the area's largest

selection of imports

Ip's & 45's

weekly sales on Ip's, cassettes

and blank tapes

we now carry compact discs, titles by

Genesis, Peter Gabriel, King Crimson,

Van Morrison, Dire Straits and more

213 MAIN STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MA
. u «£ i. w » c w tt tt ': -.1 s» -^ -,» ;;^T^ l-ir-'- •%• •;--.-
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First week schedule unveiled
Controversy shadowsplanning r

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

A controversy this summer between
University of Massachusetts students and

the staff of the Student Activities Office

(SAO) over planning of the University's

First Week program has resulted in a con-

current "students altemativ«»" program
called Diversity Week.

Diversity Week will feature three films,

"Norma Rae", "Portrait of Theresa", and

"I don't have to hide" (a film about

women's eating disorders); an "El

Salvador Teach-in", and an introductory

workshop for first year ^ay and lesbian

students, according to Barbara Brodley,

who helped coordinate the event.

Diversity Week programming was
originally proposed by students for First

Week, but was rejected by SAO staff for

being "too political," Brodley said.

Brodley and other student represen-

tatives resigned from the First Week Plan-

ning Committee during a July 27 meeting

as a result of the dispute, but SAO staff

and students had never agreed to the pur-

pose of First Week since the committee

began meeting in early July, she said.

First Week's $7,500 budget comes from

Program Support Funds, distributed by

Dean of Students William F. Field's office.

Though students outnumbered staff at

all planning committee meetings, Brodley

said SAO Program Unit Director Irene

Van Schyndel and SAO Director Randy

Donant ignored the votes of a majority on

the committee for several programs, say-

ing they were too political, and would not

be accepted by Dean Field.

First Week is "supposed to be upbeat.

very general in nature — students getting

to know what opportunities and organiza-

tions exist for extra-curricular activities,"

Donant said last week. "The University did

not see this as a program that would deal

with international affairs."

Brodley claims that the rejected pro-

grams have more than political value, the

El Salvador teach-in will feature "all view-

points," and "Portrait of Theresa" "is

really relevant to women everywhere, not

just the Cuban revolution. It hardly

discusses the Cuban revolution at all,"

Brodley said. The People's Gay Alliance

workshop, is "important to establishing

tolerance in general," she said.

While First Week is mainly for first year

students, Brodley said it is also geared for

returning students. "We wanted to have

some programs for older students, who
might be interested in something that's

educational or cultural," she said.

Both Brodley and Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan ex-

pressed concern that Donant and SAO
staff were taking too much control over the

planning of student programs.

Donant said the Smooth Opening of Cam-
pus Committee, an administrative commit
tee, "set the parameters of the program,"

and he decided the appropriateness of cer-

tain events "based on the University defini-

tions of First Week."
Donant said he and Sullivan "are going

to sit down and come up with a group of

people" to decide what is "appropriate"

for future First Week programs.

Noting that First Week planning "went
really smoothly" last year, Brodley said

students "will try again (next year). If we
keep trying, hopefully we will eventually

have more input."

But theshowgoes on. . .

By AUCE R. KLINGENER
CoUegian CarrespomteQt

A $1700 fireworks dwplay )Mt nigfatt

blAsted oti the start of First Week, a five

day f>rqsr«m of entertainment and In-

foraiatioQ to welcome ctudeots to the

Unlver»i4;y of Mjuwaehtts^kt*.

£v«iits wSI contajwe today tiurovyfa

TkmwiMy in w i^Soei to aeqiuAtot aim
•H^kMETts m^h Vidvtiftitf «et{yj|NNi and
4MMl^ iiy>or ^ » n^bucii^ and mkxtilnlB^
wv^Qimmi,^ «aid Inme Vm 8di|ttdei.

peo$t9m dir«<;tor«iih» StudentA«mitlM
Qffoe. 1^ fvMli^s IHSeo ooil bt INNr

hes b*en ooMmtod ^ llw tHodmii
Adivmtfs OHIee'e firat WmIk Fhas^

T9t$i^» event* indode the t^wm S«e
^ybexr, ft otmrnfy rrvtte, M oBMi on the

Wbrmey tewn (Qfanflin Caster i&n^ fi^or If

it rttfafes)> slid # tntii <liBiOiit tlM Cilx^iHift

the dance Is fl. AU o^her fini Woefc
ev«irt«««£rBe.

Tber» will be ongoingevents on enxapue

ftU w««li. To^ through TlnEredi^. the

VfU*a$ Outing Club will foe giving e«ioe
ridee on the campus pond, and tte UniuB
Video Center wffi foe hcMieg m
exhibitkm* known« Video SidfF«ra&. t%e
exhfi»tion will Utttiian mo^ art, utd
ittforma^on programs on theUMaM<>iUe
System, located in the Student Usdon
BnUrooBB «nd outside the Hateh

.

Twnorrow, Wednesday and Thuradsiy

the UMoss Sports Parachute Club wiil he

holding parachute jumps onto the Uaigis

VMiid) at noon sharp.
^"iliiii -iim I mi I

' ---.--. -.-^- ....

Tomorrow's activities will include the

appearance of nume Abel Slivas, a former
student of Marcdl Marceau. He will

perform at noon in front of Prankhn
Dining Commons, and at 1 p.m. by the

student Union, as part of First Week's
Bovix^ Artfarts program. At 8 p.m.

hn^^^ Ken WebbMr wiO cast his q>eU
over hia aitdienee in the Student Unloo
BaiJroott.

On Wednead^. magician Michael Wakl
wiU astoMiXi iu»d ajttttzc at noon in tttmt of

HiGmpi3dli» Diai&g CommAiis, and at 1

p.Mu% tiM Slwjmit Unk»l, At 6 p.m.

^nm wlB he an AJiK>-Cari)foean Dance
8hn% o» the ¥im Arli Center Pi«».
featuring Eno Wnaiiingtun and the

Bwoidale Dancersand Onmmoerti.

Stttdenta ««a gathM^ N^comation <rt the

Reiarral Fair to he hiid from 10 a.m, to S

B4». Thursday on Mmi iibrsiy lawn. The
fiidb- Is an Hf^ttmHf for flegislered

Student Oigiidsatto groups and cvtofm
afsoite* to dii^tribi^ inlennation about

ihemaeiv«a to interested studenu.

Ifiainlormatioci w81 also foe distrjBwted

foy the **lttBiater of Mii&iformatJon-« the

j^«ln«hiid of comedie partcnem Tum
Momv, tfitndtts,the£KirwiUbeheidin

the Stodrat IJnion Bafinxuan.

Thursday's Roving Artist is singer and
SMgwriter Judy F^an, who will perlorm

at noon m £nmt <tf Worceator Dinii^

Commons and at 1 p.m. <m the libriry

lawn. Thursday evening at the HaCdb
there will be a Video and Jaaas Happiming,

consisting of mi award-winning video

performance «eid a show by the J. B.

Wyker Quartet. The video tape, by
UMass graduate Hawiey Uussey, is called

•^TheGirlsTape," . , J

HAMPSHIRE BUSINESS MACHINES
SALES TYPEWRITERS SERVICE

321 -R Main Street (corner of Main & Dickinson)

Amherst 549-6177

CLIP THIS COUPON
10 DAY SUPER SPECIAL

AIR CLEAN, OIL AND RIBBON

I
For table typewriters 5 years old or under

j over five years - free estimates
• OFFER EXPIRES 9-3Q« $14.95 I

J

f

e
a
t

u
r
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n

9

RED BARN
STEAK
HOUSE

SIRLOIN STEAK
FILET MIGNON
SIRLOIN TIPS

LOBSTER PIE

PRIME RIB
All entrees include garden salad, assorted

rolls & butter, choice of rice pilaf, baked

potato.
Fine dining in an

atmosphere which savors

the quality of a country
Amherst setting.

Clubs, social groups and
special functions are

always welcome.

529 BELCHERTOWN ROAD
RTE. 9 AMHERST

RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED

253-9928

s

o

u

p
s

t

a
i

Enjoy evening
entertainment, favorably
priced coctails in our cozy
Hayloft Lounge.

i Planning Sessions for students

)
interested in Spring '84

i internships

i begin SEPTEMBER 19.

\

\
For more information contact:

(
OFFICE OF INTERNSHIPS

S 16 Ciirry Hiclis 546-0727

Town water reserves appear to bs

AdEQUATE For tIie FaU ANd should remain

so, pRovidEd WE Avoid extravagant

USAqE.

You CAN liElp TO ASSURE tIiat OUR Supp-

ly doES NOT bEcoME dEplETEd by obsERv-

iNq tIie FollowiNq:

- TaIiE bRIEFER skowERS
- Turn oFF TAps wIien not In use

- Report water IeaUs to:

HousiNq Maintenance OFTice (9-0920)

OR, PhysicAl PUnt (5-0600)
— Barry Simon

ENERqy CoORdJNATOR
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Q shopping event:

!

<g88ga888888?«s«»i»2S>s>5=Wii^s.«a8888&j3888<i«^^

pa- fe-rSoh. 33 jn ain street
northainpton

586-41^2

This COUpOri

cards-;stationerv- gifts -Posters •

t 14 Hour Film

Processing Sorvico

7 daysa wooli*
*ask for details

12 exp. $3.49

24 exp. $6.09

36 exp. $8.99

Passport photos - $5.00 + tax

Inquire about our other services

THorne, Mar.et
[f|3 p|^tO ^JZ!!:^,

586-8417
>^150 Main Street
* Film. Processing. Cameras. Etc.

'Jjilf WSE^

HANIiAN

^^TVAAMPTON TRAD,^,^,
^,^

Denims
Suedes
Beadeds
Tux Tails

Vintds^e Si Natural Fibre

Clothiers
THOMNCS MARKET 1 SO MAIN ST
NORTHAMPTON MA O I 0«0

NEW/RECYCLED/VINTAGE
Low Prices Large Selection

Wools Cottons

Leathers
^'"**

Hats Earrinas

19<0's Fitted Jackets

Hundreds of Sweaters 8- Skirts

From Basics to Outrageous
Come while the pickings at its best

till 9:00 PM Thurs.

CHG
SNOWFLAKE DESIGN BOAT -NECK
SWEATER 100% WOOL IN RED&
WHITE AND NAVY & WHITE
$65O0

PLAID SHIRT 100% COTTON
$41.00

BY JEFFREY BANKS

THORNES MARKETPLACE
SECOND FLOOR ISO MAIN STREE

S84 790I OPEN SUNDAYS I2S

M

Bock towork
Kit

dock to school ^

Open Thursdays 'til 9 ana
Sundays 12-5Cock to

CSSCNTIALS
THORNES MARKET. 150 MAIN ST.. NORTHAMPTON

Monday, September 12, 1983, iColiegJan 19

^hompton
o shopping event I

^1^ ^ '4-

it Books
•k Beautiful Cards
it Records Et Tapes
it Posters & Prmts
• Stationery

it Specie/ Gifts

it Calendars

and crystals, jewelry, incense. .

Open until 9 PM Weeknights Sundays 12-5

Thornes Market 150 Main St.

Northampton 2 FloorS Full 586-6304

IVolif-liop

^NNPIETE LINE OF MATERNITV .

a.

Q
Z

TEL. 4H '>8b43Jl

Artnorv St Nortluiinptoii Nl.isv

r
I

I

I

BAck TO School

SALE
^'THE ORIGINAL''

DANish School BAqs
20% oFF TliRii Sept. 1

8

In STOck ITEMS onIy

Harlow
Luggage, inc.

157 Mam St. Northampton Massachusetts 01060

iNllflltXICtor-IY (H f I

free nail analysis pkis $7 oil tiisl manicura
lof an appt call

'^f,' <fJJ^

'/<f</u '/f/iyt n luii

i

V /

THE SCULPTED NAIL
Individually sculpted nails for

carefree beauty with the length and

strength you want and the look so

natural only you will know.

THE NATURAL NAIL
Specialists in warm oil and sudsy

manicures, natural buff manicures,

full linen and silk wraps, Juliet wraps.

Tuesday thru Saturday

FOOT
BEAUTIFICATION

NAIL ARTISTRY

i

KEAKDSLEY'S ^^S^W) Main St.JUK
Northampton/586-2e99

Tres Bon!
Rediscover the areas

finest French restaurant.

Lunch, Dinner, Sunday Brunch

Dinner reservations suggested.

Cafc-RcstauraintJ

*^*t^,^^*^^t^*.^4t**^^nn^*'^1^»^^*M>*^H*t*1^—t*^*•*^.*.*^M•^m*^.*

Professional

Typing • Typesetting • Composition

Quick Printing & Xerography Services

We Also Have Specialized Services

Wedding Invitations

Business Cards

Special Event

Flyers & Cards

10% Student Discount
with Student I.D.'s

Copies

Unlimited
29 Main St., Northampton, MA

584-4203 (Next to Fitzwilly's)

R F T7 T E R
Y E T

__/

VINTAGE CLOTHING
56 Main St. N'ton Downstairs

trcToo
=s>

CedarCk^
Open Thursday nights til 9 and Sundays 1 2-5

THORNES MARKETPLACE 1 50 MAIN STREET. NORTHAMPTON, MASS 584-3860
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What's everyone
on campus

about!

Writers, ph^^itoifraphers,

business staffand
composition persons needed

Floor Tronds

1
Many colors and styles

to choose from!

Complete with finished edges!

Csrtain floor doslgns
eopyrlghtod by
Armstrong

DISCOVER

lVER

l^'^.^'-
cot-^>

^i^^i^^
ASK FOR DETAILS ON PAYSAVER'S

MIDEO
RENTflLS...

NO MBMBERSHiP REOimtB>!

DISCS: $tPER DAY

TAPES: $2**^** DAY

MlDEOlYlflCHINE
RENTALS... DISC & TAPE !

«)

THE ONE ANDONLY
WM 5
WALKMAN* STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER

OUR REG. LOW_ 89.90
SPECIAI,

RICE 69"

L

SAVE $20.00 THRU SEPT. 30th

• Minia'urp stereo cassellp player in metal case,
available in silver or black

• High quality featherweight MDR 30B
headphones supplied

• Counter menial flywheel contributes to steady
cassette tape travel even when the unit is in motion

• two headphone lacks limited quantities

Teclmics gj AKAI

COUPON

I

ESS & more

!

^^^
.^. ^^ .^^. COUPON .10% OFF I

'any stereo component!
I EXCEPT SALE ITEMS I

WITH THIS COUPON
I ^*'

EXPIRES SEPT. 30. 1983 <^5«m^V^

NORTHAMPTON -

Hamp Plaza, Rte. 5

HOLYOKE- 1504 Northampton St.. Rte 5

WEST SPRINGHELD - Century Plaza

SPRINGFIELD - 1340 Boston Rd.

«

ALL CATALOG PROCEEDS

DONATED TO UMTED

CEREBRAL PAI^YOF

WESTERN

MASSACHUSETTS

OPEN DAILY
10AM-9PM

SUN. NOON-5PM

©li^lFiyiTia
^ AMHERSrS NEWEST

FULL-TIME

MICROCOMPUTING

STORE INCLUDING

RENTALS AND SALES
2G6 N. PLSRSflNT 51 F1MH£RST,MR.0I002

253-5673

Apple, Franklin, Commodore, Corona Microcomputers

Epson, Comrex, Daisywriter Printers

Hayes Modems, O'Sullivan Modular Computer Furniture

Magazines, Supplies, Software

• •••••GRAND OPENING SPECIAL^ • • • • •

Hazeltine 1421 80 col. Terminal w/Acoustic Modem

$499 and $529

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
I

VSOMEONE
YOUKNOW

FORGOTTOARRANGE
FORPHONE SERVKE,

nUHIM
WHERETOOa

UMass Campus Center

9th floor

September 6-September 16

10:00am-6:00pm

Hampshire Mall

Hadley
Through September 16

10:00am-9:3{)pm

It could happen to anyone -

even you.

Somehow, in all the excitement

of moving, you forget to arrange for

telephone service in your new dorm

room or apartment.

That's why New England Tele-

phone is setting up special locations

where you can arrange for phone

service now. If you have a phone, you

can save time and money by taking

it with you when you move.

So tell all your friends without

phone service where to go. Someday

they'll thank you for it.

New England Telephone

1983

FALL SEMESTER

Registration Day - Undergraduate. Graduate. Stockbridge

Monday
September 12

First day of classes

Tuesday
September 13

Holiday

Monday
October 10

Monday class schedule will be followed

Tuesday
October 1

1

Friday class schedule will be followed

Wednesday
November 9

Holiday

Friday

November 11

Counselling period begins (classes not suspended)

Monday
November 14

Counselling period ends

Saturday

November 19

Thanksgiving recess begins after last class

Wednesday
November 23

Classes resume
Monday

November 28

l^ast day of classes

Friday

December 16

One half reading day

Saturday

December 17

F'inal examinations begin 1:30 p.m.

Saturday

December 17

Last day of final examinations, semester ends

Friday

December 23

Final grades due 12.00 noon

Wednesday
January 4

Associated Dates*: Rosh Hashanah September H 9. Yom Kippur

September 17

MWF: 13 13 13 TUTHS: 13 13 12

I INTERNS WANTED
Hilltop Health Club, a multi-faceted

fitness facility in the Orchard Hill

Residential Area, is seeking interns for

the fall sennester.

Interns should possess:

Knowledge of holistic health issues

Knowledge of principles & practices

or cardiovascular fitness

Knowledge of weight training skills

andequipnnent

Leadership and organizational skills

Complete job description & applica-

tions available at B-30C Baker House,

Orchard Hill Residential Area.

Application deadline - Sept. 20, 1983

BOOKSHOP
The widest selection of

journals and foreign

magazines in the area

and we're open evenings

'til 9 pm for your

browsing pleasure.

FitteJMew,
^.v

38 Pleasant St. Northampton

584-0374

'* • - - - ,*.:^
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SPECIAL STORE HOURS

Monday 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Tuesday 9:00 am to 9:00 pm

Wednesday 9:00 am to 9:00 pm
Thursday 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Friday 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

Saturday 11:00 am to 4:00 pm
Mini Store will be open
Mon - Fri 7:30 - 10:00

Sat and Sun
8:30 - 10:00

16 Month Desk Calendar

Bic Value

3 Pack 99'

T^
*.baO FAiO

c^l.iLjCiMjDAE

Americas
Best-Selling
Dictionary

Websters
New

Collegiate
Dictionara

Amtell
August 1983

December 1984

STUDENT
DATE BOOK

More than ISO.OMI .nlrirs. Ov«-r I'M.WKt pri-cKc drfinilums.

22.(MMl nrv% wiirdv jnd m<^inillK^

27,000 rxjmplr> ^hnwinxappniprijif word usj^f.

rh* Ulrsl riichlii in ihc famous ( ollrjQafr scriv^,
die mosi Mnddy approved dirtionancs for home oHicr and school.

Webster's New

Collegiate Dictionary

Sale Priced $12.95

FREE Student Date Book
with the purchase

of Pentel 3 pack @ 2.49

contains 1 Rolling Writer

1 Sharplet Automatic Pencil

1 See Thru Marker

Pentel Quicker Clicker
\

Pencil lead 12 pack and

Refill Eraser 2.49

2.69 reg. 4.20

16 Month Wall Calendars

4.29 reg.5.80

3.69 reg. 4.80

2.49 reg. 3.30

Carter

Highlighters

75*

each
assorted

colors

Located in the

Campus Center

at the University|ji^

lof Massachusettst>l

UNIVERSITY
STORED

^

r

fr?S
o o

OO
o g
o Q^3

Quality Stereo Systems from $299

Maxell XLII-Ws for $2.49 each,

10 for $24 (through Sept.)

A wide selection of car stereos-

expert installation.

Sony's awesome new compact
disc players.

Twenty-nine incomparable loud-

speakers. Two sound rooms in

which to compare them.

Knowledgeable staff and a fully-

equipped, factory-authorized

service department on the

premises.

Choose from the area's finest

selecvun of high-technology (but

not necessarily high-priced) hifi.

ADC
AR

Audio Technica

Avid

Boston Acoustics

BSR
B&W

Celestion

Concord

dbx

Denon

Discwasher

Dual

Empire

Fried

Hafler

Harman/Kardon

Jensen Video

JVC
Maxell

Mobile Fidelity

Nitty Gritty

Onkyo

Ortofon

Pioneer

Pyramid

Sheffield Lab

Shure

Sonus

Sony

Stanton

TDK
Teac

Telarc

Thorens

'^(i

WHERE ELSE!

omid Music
92 King St., Northampton •584-9547 •M-S 10-5:30, Th. 'til 9
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PUDLIC NOTICE
2 DAYS ONLY

selling At Th*

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley ;.n^-

HOTEL
SURPLUS

M8.00 fiTr

AND UP

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS ^SS.OC^^i^
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00
FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00

Be Early For Bes. Selection FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new, factory

sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection. Bring your car,

truck or station wagon Wr will load for you SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

SALE - WEDNESDAY - SEPTEMBER 14 2-6 p.m.

THURSDAY - SEPTEMDER 15 10-4 p.m.

MASTERCARD.. .VISA...CASH & CARRY

50 to 607o OFF NATIONALLY ADVERTISED TOP OF THE LINE

Twin - Full - Queen & KinR Sizes Available - Warranty when purchased in sets.

Monday, September 12, 1983 iCollegian 25

Collripan photu bt Drrw ()|Cier

Student reclines by 10 foot, 1,100 pound
sculpture by UMass student Stephen Oakley. The
sculpture will be dedicated at noon tomorrow,
highlighted by introductions by Chancellor
Joseph Duffey and Dean of Humanities and Fine
Arts Murray Schwartz. Music and balloons will

accompany the event.

Style, Fit, & Comfort

-

Naturally!
for women and men

The Best for You in Natural

Fiber Clothing and Bedding

„jGoocl
Things^COLLECTIVE INC^^

Corner of Mam & Pleasant Streets • ^»orthampton

> Mon. Sat. 9:30-5. Thurs. til 9; Sun. 12 5 • 5B&M(B

^loofidi

REALITY SALE
ANd bmNq

TO STORE foR disCOUNTS

6 Nfw ComWs
For The PrIcc o^ *> ANd

25% Off All BArk Issue

Comics In Srock

oonannce ^mornict
HAMpshiRE MaU, HAdUy, Mass

(417) 986-8773^

opENiNq IN September at

tIie HolyoliE MaU at iNqUsidE

RENT A VCR
or Videodisc

_ Player

for only 9.95 " **"^ INCLUDES 1 MOVIE RENTAL
deposit required

HuNdREds of TItIeS to choose fROM^
iNcludiNq recent reIeases, foREiQN, ANd

AMITSUBISHI cUssic filivis^M "l^t^^s'^
RfSil,anasoruc _____

/Advanced 1/ided

Old, new come alive in 5 colleges

mu.>>>_>mt»»*i»u>>nfi)mt A Photo Essay bv Dave Deuber

kV».»»»

The Five College Ex
change Office (E-27
Machmer) will be open to-

day through Sept. 23.

Deadline for registerin

for 5-College courses is

Sept. 23.

Classes at Mt. Holyoke
College (top left) and the

University o^
Massachusetts begin Tues-

day. Classes at Ambers
College (center left) bega
Friday while courses
began today at Hampshire
College (center right).

Smith College classes

began Sept. 7.

For more information on

the Five College exchange
system, call Daphne Reed
at 545-2191.

«m»r» - •
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»>

CoUcfimn photo br Davr Deober

Scott Saltzman, foreground, and JeffNorris file off-camjnis
hoicsing forms in search of living arrangements in the nearby

9 East Pleasant Street

s- VA :-;0C2
4' 3-549-5863

200/0 OFF OIM

ALL PACKS
by: DIAMOND BRAND

aribou
COMPLETE LINEOF TENTS,
SLEEPING BAGS. XCSKIS
AND CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

^aii
NTAINL E RING

RUGBY
SHIRTS

V
s35 95

GOOD SELECTION
RUGBY SHORTS
AND PANTS

wv&ovarsji

•N THE CARRIAGE SHOPS

nvvrMVVMMm
^^ 9 East Pieasani Sfeei

AmhefSl, MA 01002

413 549 5863

ON ALL DAY
PACKS

i

area. J ii

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

A

Sac4 ^ ScAmI Sfoeccai^

3 subject notebook (1 20)

5 subject notebook (200)

legal pads

filler paper (200)

mounting tape

soap di$lie'> 'uuthbrush holders

Colgate toothbrush

distilled water (gallon)

light bulbs 40/60/75 watt

extension cords 6 ft.

pens

regular

price

1.99

3.35

.95

2.25

1.89

SALE

price

1.19

1.89

.59

1.29

1.49

.35

.39

.89

.69

1.29

.19

available at COLLEGE
DRUG 4 MAM STREET AMHERST Ptiom 2S3-2S23.

o.o --j^davs; *-« Si!.; 9-3 Son.
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>^

Superbad

JULY 11^ HAf^B'l A-

by G.H.

3e:uLiisic3> nJar
a>Tic-5/

t^P lb inJ ^t^K ' "^

After The Fall

UP C>N YA ujh£n /a

by R. Miller

/5^.>1A5l / ujHEtie

THIS iSN'

HEY/

IT'S ^epnEMSFnL,

LE"AS£ IXPiRED;

}

YA 6-0 A^aJ^V Pen. Tcoo

DAYIN -v^OmTMS and

Wilson Low

5/Wf /?/:£

T«e r &OT iont m-t TJ swwj

^OyWOJ (JOOO TO Mt r WAi
6t"'w(; e«eitf TiftEDOF
L'-fL-fe HOUSE. OHJ •'Mt
ASTt(\OiO-

ABC YOU ^ODlWGOoyoi/
ivwow Aiuy'MiuG ^BovT
ioi- 0} >

MOT REAtur Z.MiiE

iWk
vj^ij^ f^l : ^J

^

^nX//.
//f/^vW-^

T je ^"i f

h"fin i« ,•11.

ptN

by C.C. McFly

L,«l»' V\tt
!^

[»(A /'M'.ff

.A

Valley Girls By Alice K.

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie

or ••/»l.i€A/$ FV»oA<pt«
pfjMvOAtHEJt.- TUW£

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited h> Mur^^iirel Furrur and I rude Jaffe

ivm I MX ^n|rir> limes Stnduair

Coming Soon ^

ACROSS
1 Sentence
shortening abbr

5 Holy pilgrimage

9 Marina sight

13 Detection device

15 Buck tollower

16 That say
17 Fireplace

18 Grain used in

brewing
19 Saliva Prefix

20 Peaceful

22 Dining room
o' a sort

24 Fly

26 Rows of people
27 Servant from

Calcutta
30 British antique

spoon
.M Kind of dancer
IS Small drums
«) Weslcn

Hemisphere gp
.)9 Take an oath
40 Storehouse
41 Alto

42 Army div

43 Speaks foolishly

44 That s fine'

45 Perfuming
instruments

46 Mountain in

Thessaly

47 Dinah

50 Decorative stamp
52 Pining

56 Rift

60 Field

61 Rivals

63 Aunt in Baden
64 Dessert

65 Eye part

66 Former name of a

Northern highway
67 Ancient Italian

name
68 European

bfackbird

69 Byway

DOWN
1 Units of energy

2 Weight allowance
3 Hebrew month
4 Rerun time

5 Radio man
6 Ancient Biblical

kingdom
f Kansas Senator

8 Small amounts
9 Accident
10 Chinese
11 Stem of a plant

12 R.ngs
14 Gambling mecca
21 Oriental

23 Signs of a

smash
25 Lariats, in

Latin America
27 Culture medium
28 Chess action

29 Eager

31 Grow quieter

32 Certain runners
33 Locks
36 Symbols of

strength

3/ Regretf.jl sound
38 Bean of many

uses
41 Certain gathering

place

43 Prepare as an

orange
Make
Item at the

little red

schoolhouse
Israeli dances

49 Not hidden
51 part

(perform)

53 Egg Lat

54 Tear asunder
55 Poetic

contraction

57 Ancient Peruvian

58 Musiai or Laurel

59 Word on a wall

in the Bible

62 Gal of song

45

47

48
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GRAPHICS STAFF
MEETING
Thursday Night

7:00 p.m.

DINING COMMONS

LUNCH
(Irilled Ham and Cheese

Sandwich
Royal Zucchini Beef

Parmesan

DINNER
Oriental Stew

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce
FrTiit Plate

with Banana Bread

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Grilled Cheese
on Wheatberry

BASICS DINNER
Mexican Vegetable Bake
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Weather

Sunny and warm, chance

of afternoon showers.

TODAY'S

PUZZLE ANSWER

«W
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Office and X-Press 24 locations:

Franklin County
Greenfield: 91 Main St.. Office;

Cherry Rum Plaza-471 Bernardston

Rd.: Food Mart -229 Mohawk Trail

Turners Falls: 101 Avenue A
Whatelv: Rte. 116. Intersection

Rtes.5& 10

Hampden County
Af^awam: A^jawam Shopping
Center- 51 Springfield St., Office;

Feeding Hills Center-Rte. ')? and

So. West field St.

Chicopee: 751 Meadow St., Office;

Fairfield .\1all-.591 Memorial Dr.,

Office; Chicopee Center-49 Center St.;

Westover-James St. & Memorial Dr.

East Longmeadow: 21 No. Main St.,

Office; 251 Shaker Rd.

Holyoke: 1H.'^2 Northampton St.,

Office; Downtown Holvoke-Steiger's.

259Hi«hSt.;Holyok.MalIat
InjjIeside-WhitinK Farms Rd.*

Longmeadow: Longmeadow
Shops-670 Bliss Rd., Office

Ludlow: 119 VVinsor St.. Office;

Ludlow Shopping Center-Corner of

Center and Cherry Sts.*
*

Palmer: Palmer Center-510 N.

.Main St.

Southwick: Rte. 57 & College

Highway

Springfield: Offices; Baystate

West-Baybank Tower. 1500 Main
St.; Drive-up Bank-Off East Court

St.; East Spnngfield-599 Page
Blvd.; East field Mall- 16.55 Boston

Rd.*; Forest Park-590 Sumner Ave.;

Indian Orchard-187 Main St.; Lib-

erty Heights-9 Libcar St.; Pine

Point-315 Boston Rd.; Plaza-

Springfield Shopping Plaza- 1287

Libertv St.; Sixteen Acres Shopping
Center-1918\VilbrahamRd.;
Springfield North-3065 Main St.;

Upper State Street-555 State St.

X-Press 24s only; 491 Allen St.. cor-

ner of Plumtree Rd.; 415 Copley St.;

511 East Columbus Ave.; Gateway
Plaza-455 Breckwood Blvd.; Memo-
rial Industrial Park-275 Cottage St.

at Industry Ave.; Springfield Bus
Terminal- 1776 Main St.; Springfield

College-Woods Hall. Alden St.

West Springfield: Century Shop
ping Center-225 .Memorial Ave..

Office; 982 Riverdale St. at Morgan
Rd.;7:i5WestfieldSt.(Rte. 20)

Westfield: .30 Elm St.. Office;

Drive-up Bank-Off School St.;

Northside-82 N. Elm St.. Office;

Westfield Shops-27,3 East Main St.

Wilbraham: 1 Crane Park Drive,

Office

Hampshire County
Amherst: 7,'- K. Pleasant St., Office;

U. Mass. .Amherv; .,«'wnian Center*

N. Amherst: Kmr-. <• Park Shop-

ping Center. Montague Kd.'

'

Belchertown: Ktes. 202 and 9.

Federal St.

Easthampton: 52 Main St.. Office

Hadley: Hampshire .MJl-Kte. 9

Northampton: 297 King St .

Office; Thornes Marketplace-
1,50 Main St.

So. Hadley: South Hadley Shop-

ping Center-liOl Newton St.

Southampton: Town Line Plaza-

10 College Highway

•Not available 24 hours

"Coming soon

BaySanks
H,i\ [•l,iiik \';illc\ iriisi Cnnipain

HavBank hirst KHslhampiun \ A

MrmtMT- IDIC

Everyplace Card.
As you can see, BayBanks X-Press 24s

are all over the place, from Greenfield to

Longmeadow. And our list is Rowing all the

time. So no matter where you are in Western

Massachusetts, 24 hour banking is almost

always only minutes away

If you have a BayBanks Card, you'll enjoy

the convenience. If you don't have one, just

visit your nearest office of the BayBanks.

We'll give you everything you need to open an

account. And we'll show you how easy banking

can be when you can do it all over the place.

C«U«giM pk«l« bj Draw 0(i*r
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Diverse population marks UMass

Monday, September 12, 1983. iCoJii^giiin 3a

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

At the University of Massachusetts,

numbers mean diversity.

And diversity means distinction.

"Perhaps the most important charac-

teristic of our student body is its diversity,"

said Tim Rinehart, director of the Academic
Support Services Office. "Paradoxically,

what distinguishes our students is that

.here is no single, distinguishing feature; it

is their diverse backgrounds, talents, in-

terests. And we're proud of this. We

believe our students gain from it and learn

much from one another's differences."

And differences are aplenty.

Of the estimated 19,000 undergraduate

students at UMass, there are 10 men to

every 9 women. Eighty four percent of the

students are Massachusetts residents; 14

percent come from N.Y., N.J., Conn., and a

few other states; the remaining 2 percent

come from 20 foreign countries.

The majority of students are between IH

and 21 years old; 13.5 percent are between

22 and 25; 6.5 percent are over 26. The

number of older students continues to grow

and services for them are increasing as

well. An 'over 25' Club exists, as does a

local chapter of the Vietnam Veterans

Association and a child care center for the

children of older students.

Minority first year students entering in

the fall of 1982 numbered 219. This year the

number is 311, jumping from 5.1 percent of

the total entering class last year to 7.6

percent this year, a 42 percent increase

overall. The actual numbers are probably

higher, Rinehart said, because it is not

required that entering students identify

themselves as minorities, which include

black, non-hispanic; Cape Verdean; Asian;

Parifir Islander; American Indian/Alaskan

Native; Hispanic; Non-Resident Alien. (See

accompanying chart)

About half of the responding students

identified themselves as Roman Catholics.

Protestants number 17,5 percent, Jews,

14.5 percent, others, 5.6 percent. About 13

percent reponded no preference.

About five and a half percent of the

entering first year student population is

handicapped.

Compiled from statistics for this year's

entering class, these facts provide a close to

accurate picture of the total UMass
population, a 'diverse' group if there ever

was one.

RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE
4,100 ENTERING FIRST YEAR STUDENTS*

TOTAL MINORITY STUDENT UNDERGRADUATE
ENROLLMENT*

PcmnUc*

M
t»%

NONRESIDENT ALIEN

ALASKAN NATIVE'AMEIIK AN INDIAN

CAPE VEROEAN

1.)%

A8IAM. PACIFIC ISLANDER

BLACK. NON-HISPANIC

% I7.t«

U.t«
IS.4%

1
(.•%
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ON-CAMPUS
JOBS

VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE

and
TRAINING

WANT
YOU

If you are an upperclassman or a graduate student, we will train you to

discuss the financial needs of your University with its alumni.

Telefund will pay $4-6 an hour for your time a few evenings a week. You will talk

to alumni from all walks of life, from every type of profession about the

University Alumni Fund.

Telefund is located at Memorial Hall.

Stop in and pick up an application or call us at 545-3509 if you have any questions.
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Thousands march on Capitol

CollrKlan photo b; Jo«h M«.r«r

The lines extended for miles for those thousands who participated in

the recent march on Washington for jobs, peace and freedom.

Goal of Asian leader:

upping minority grads
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

The main source of traffic on the second

floor of the Graduate Research Tower An-

nex isn't near the elevator or the informa-

tion desk but in front of Dr. Judy Toyama's

office, the kind of place people are always

bopping in and out of, trading news, pick-

ing up this or that form, stopping to chat,

arranging later meetings, or just standing

around, waiting to be seen.

Judy Toyama always seems to find the

time. She seems to have no other choice.

The director of the Minority Graduate Stu-

dent Recruitment Office is, in short, the

person to reach if you're a minority student

interested in grad school.

Most minority grad applicants eventually

find the path to her office at one or more
points during the application process,

whether they need help combing through

financial aid requirements or juggling work
schedules to make time for classes — all in

step with the main purpose of the office —
to gain acceptance to grad school.

Toyama is realistic. The University of

Massachusetts, she points out, had little

more than a scarce number of minority

students five years ago, when then dean

Paul Preier decided there were too few

minorities in the UMass grad programs.

Toyama, who was then an assistant pro-

fessor in the sports studies department

started working part-time for the office

two years later, and turned the job into a

full-time position.

The track record is good. Toyama's of-

fice, under her own direction and efforts of

eartier directors — former Provost Carol

Lamb and Ting-Wai Tang, notably — has

upped the minority graduate student

enrollment figures fitim leas than 1 percent

five yean ago to the 1983 figure of 8 per-

cent (500 students) of the graduate school

peculation, which is hi|^i«r than the

undergraduate school percentage.

The School of Education has the largest

number of minority students, and Toyama
is working to diversify the minority con-

tingent to make graduate professors and

their department heads more aware of

their presence on campus.

"At first, we had a little trouble making
some people aware of just how many
minoniies mere are on campus," she said.

"It's amazing what you find sometimes,"

she added, as she recalled receiving the

results to a questionnaire given to teachers

a few years back to gauge the number of

minorities in their classes.

"In response to the question 'How many
Native Americans do you have in your

class?' one professor wrote me back, '18.' I

thought that seemed a little high, so I ask-

ed him how he came to have that high a

number. He said, 'Oh, I just asked how
many of them were bom in the United

States!'" She rolled her eyes in disbelief

"That's part of the thing we're trying to do

here — help out students and make their

peers more aware of who they are in the

community."
Toyama is quick to point out that the of-

fice addresses the needs of not only Asian

and black students, but of less numerous
groups like Portugese, Cape Verdean,

Hispanics, Native Americans, and Middle

Eastern students.

"We're trying to get groups that are not

normally represented in certain schools to

apply to other schools," she said, noting for

instance, that many Asians belong to the

techn<dogical fields, while many blacks and

Hi^Mtnics belong more to social science

programs. 'To give you an example, if you
don't have Asian-Americans in English

Literature, you don't have an American
litavture that reflecte AtiuhAmmkaxis."

If anything paasfea wMiiii^ mact year,

diough, Toyama wants it to be to place less

emphasis on standardized admission pro-

cedures for the graduate school, ai^lied on

a cultural bans. In other words, "Toyama

believes too many peof^ don't realize stan-

UMass studentsjoin others in

march forjobs, peace, freedom
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

On August 27th, students from the

Uriversity of Massachusetts were among
the 250,000 marchers who traced the

footsteps of the Rev. Martin Luther King,

Jr.'s historic march on Washington D.C. in

1963 to demand equal rights, jobs, peace

and freedom. While some went to relive the

tumultuous events of the past, others mar-

ched to share in the dream for a better

future.

This year the march was different,

although the denuinds for jobs, peace and

freedom were the same. While the 1963

march was used as a plea for equal rights

and opportunities for black Americans, the

1983 march will be remembered as an at-

tack on the policies of the Reagan ad-

ministration. Many speakers spoke of the

necessity to create a wide-ranging grass-

roots political coalition to defeat President

Reagan in the upcoming 1984 presidential

election.

"We're fired up — we won't take it

anymore! Send them back to Hollywood,"

said Rep. Walter Fauntroy, D-District of

Columbia, one of the sponsors of the

march.

"Twenty years ago, we came as in-

dividuals. We came back as organizations,"

said Andrew Young, mayor of Atlanta, and

one of Martin Luther King's lieutenants or

the original march. "There were many
women here then, but no women's
organizations; many Hispanics, many
members of organized labor, many han-

dicapped, but none nearly so organized as

they are now."

For the people that marched, there seem-

ed to be as many causes as there are colors

in the spectrum — and balloons of different

colors were used to separate these groups
during the march to the Lincoln Monu-
ment.

"This is history repeating itself, just a
new generation," he said.

"This is just an outing though. I don't see

it as a political thing...Three years from
now we'll see what this nuirch did or didn't

do. A holiday for MLK (one of the demands
of the marchers) is good symbolically, but it

is nothing compared to the real issues, like

jobs. This march may just be pacifying peo-

ple."

Other students had different views on

the march and its ramifications.

"However, the march unnecessarily

focused on President Reagan as a target.

You can get a liberal Democrat in office

and that won't necessarily change the in-

credible inequity that exists today. Jobs,

peace and freedom won't be achieved just

by getting rid of Reagan," Ferris said.

So while some went to relive history, and
others went to plan for the future, no one

may be able to agree on the successes and
the failures of the march, becau.se everyone

had different expectations. But most seem-

ed to agree with Michael Branch, an
18-year-oId student in the Boston Upward
Bound program for disadvantaged

students, who came "to be more enlighten-

e<l, and to simply gain some inspiration

from something that happened long ago."

"I hope the youth of today really unders-

tand what happened on August 27th, then

and now," he continued "and that they

continue to strive for ideals as high as his

were. America should know that there are

great men like King, who can use non-

violence to demonstrate, and help to

achieve unification of people of all ethnic

backgrounds."

Judy Tiqri

director. Minority Graduate Student Recnutment

dardized tests could be misleading in show-

ing the intelligence or potential of minority

students. "Students at the 80th percentile

on a standardized test nriight have higher

percentiles within their own cultural

group," she said. "This has to be realized,

in order to give the minority student a fair

chance," she said.

And minority students, less ver))al

before, now hank expressed an interest in

forming a minority grad students associa-

tion. Toyama wants to see it go through.
As for the tob?

"When the question becomes one of me
becoming bored," she said, smiling, "then
I'll leave."
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Speaking out on issues

Two leaders view human relations
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
and MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

The elimination of racism

and discrimination of

minorities at the University

of Massachusetts is not

complete, say two ad

ministrative officials, but

UMass can be proud of the

work it has done.

Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson said racial incidents

continue on campus.
"I'm not as optimistic or

encouraged as certain others

on campus. There are biased

people in the world - young

as well as old. I wish I could

be more optimistic as others

but — I don't understand —
what troubles me is that I

see college students

repeating the acts of bit-

terness 1 saw 20 years ago

when I went to school."

But University efforts are

for the better.

"Some changes have been

positive, but not much.

We're doing better.

Minority enrollment in this

year's freshman class is 311;

that's 7.5 percent of the

entering class. This summer
we had a program where 80

*
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Dennis L. Madson.
Collcipmn photo by Dave Deubcr

"repeating the actt of bittemestt"

minority students were able

to stay here for sue weeks,

taking classes and going

through orientation. There
were discussions on careers

and career choices. They
feel like veterans up here.

"This is good. Hopefully

people will get to know each

other as human beings,"

Madson said.

Dean of Students William

Field said racism and sexism

were particularly important

and are priority items

because they are so deeply

rooted in American history

. and culture.

"I don't believe

everybody's going to deal

with all those things with

equal energy, but I think the

University has done a

creditable job in dealing

with racial discrimination.

"It's not done.

"In terms of admitting the

admission of students, we do

strong affirmative action

recruiting. It's a commonly
accepted goal. There is no

intention to discriminate by

class or race here.

"I think the University

can almost be proud of what

we've done. We've tried.

There's been no foot-

dragging. We're not perfect,

but we've tried.

Field commented on the

increase in Asian and Asian-

American students.

"It's an exciting thing. It's

new, exploding. We've
accepted blacks and we've

accepted Hispanics. Now
we're accepting more
Asians," Field said.

William Field...

CollrRian photo by Drew Ogicr

"proud of what we 've done"

"The University ad-

ministration — from staff to

bottom — accepts the

elimination of racial

discrimination and the in-

troduction of positive

programs to promote
civility."

Madson said the work is

positive but must be con-

tinuous. "You have to keep
after these programs. We
know we can't change
someone's soul — we want
to eliminate at least overt

behavior, overt racism."

BACK-to-
school sale

Sale15.99 Sale 16.99 Sale29.99
«»fl 18,t» Men s Nike 'Court Maste'
lu-cut basketball shoe Canvas upper
-ubber compound snip White biaci"

fouths Court Master
^eg 17 99 Sale 14 M

R»fl. tS.M. Mens N.ke" iJouri Press
li-lop basketball shoe Canvas upper
rubber compound 5oi<- White black
Voulhs Court Press
Fleg 18 99 Sale ISM

Reg, 34.99. Mens Nik. -

lo-cui basketball shoe
Leather upper herringbone sole tor

Sure slops Whiter royal

Volcano hi-top shoe
Reg 39 99 Sal* 34.9«

Hampshire Mall JCPenney

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to^ choose from

approved

Located in the Campus Center

rfl^rJts ^'.UNIVERSITY
STORE
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The dreams
of many
of this nation 's

unemployed and poor
were kept alive

during the Washington
march.

Collcfimn photo bv Joah Meyrr

Center provides resources forwomen
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Emphasizing the need for different women to work

together is one of the major goals of the University of

Massachusetts Everywoman's center, according to the

center's outreach coordinator.

"We are all working together as women and we all have

to come together as women," said Aquila Ayana
The Everywoman's center, located in Wilder Hall,

provides free, year-round counseling and a variety of

programs designed to meet the aeeds of women in the five

college conmiunity.

Some of the programs the center offers include a

Violence Against Women Program, individual and couples

couseling, support groups, a Resource and Referral

Program, a Third World Women's Program, a Working

Women's Task Force, and the Poor Women's Task Force.

"The center is a multicultural, multiracial center. We are

always conscious of having a diversified staff, " she said.

Such a diversified staff enables women "of different class

backgrounds, race, religion and cultures to work

together," she said.

The staff is composed of 11 professionals and 120

volunteers and interns. The center employs the largest

staff of any women's center in the region, Ayana said.

The staff was enbroiled in turmoil last year following the

notification of the termination of three women's contracts.

The three women, Mary Wentworth, Malika Jones, and

Marianne O'Leary subsequently levied charges against the

center. Some of those charges focused on the center's

alleged lack of committment to poor women in the area.

"Morale was low at that point. Some of the staff was

divided. It was difficult to work around office politics,

"

Ayana said.

Over the summer those problems were put behind the

center and now there is a "central focus again," that being

towards helping women, she said.

"We may not know all the answers to people's questions,

but we know where to find the answers," she said.

The center is open year-round Monday, Tuesday,

Thursday, and Friday, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m., and Wednesday 12

p.m. 7 p.m.The center's phone number is 545-0883. The

center also has a 24-hour crises hotline, for victims of

violence, 545-0800.

Agencyphone listings
Amherst provides a number of services and

argftAisatioas aiding the women's community. Titt

fojiowlng is a partial list of their names and telepiiOM
numbers:

UniTttmity of MasmcbiiMttt

Pofiee Emergency $45-3111

24-U«ur Rape Hatfine $45-2677

The&verywomaA'aOnter 945-0883

Ev«i7womim's Kotlise for 5^-0600
VietlnasclVioIesee

Orebar4HWC«ittrai 64M82S
Women's Aim

Northeait Women's Cenier &«Sr0290

Third World Womofl'a Center 546>6648

Southwest Women's Crator 5460626

Women's Studies Program

ChOdcare Office

Lesbian Union

Affirmative Action Office

Women's Issue Team

(Student Center for

Educational Research and
Advocacy)

Amherst

Women's Center at Amherst
Cdlege
(14 Gr<^venor House)
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New Third World
Office director
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Slipping a check in the mail is what most people do when
the old alma mater asks for help. (That's most people, now.

not all. Graduates of Harvard, for instance, seem to have a

propensity for donating whole buildings.)

Anyway, UMass alumni are different. They get up and

come back.

Sherwood Thompson is an alumnus, thank you, class of

'74, School of Health Sciences, who is now the new director

of the Office of Third World Affairs.

He has only been in town two weeks. He has yet, in fact,

to formally meet with members of the Administration or

even his predecessor.

Thompson has been observing as much as he can about

Third World student activities, and has been drafting plans

forOTWA.
"1 want to incorporate the objectives of this office with

those of the entire campus so we can benefit from what

Third World students have to offer to the school. I want

them to use every outlet they possibly can here, and not

forget about the importance of their heritage in that en-

deavor."

Thompson's specific ambitions are due in part to his

experiences at UMass. A co-founder of Nummo News, a

Third World newspaper (subsidized by the Student

Government Association and student fees), Thompson was

also a Collegian reporter and the second Black Affairs

editor. An activist in political groups, he was also the host

of a public affairs show on WMUA.
Part of his returning to UMass is his desire to transfer

what he has learned on campus in the diverse UMass
atmosphere, "to continue in manner reflective of my
sensitivity and experience in Third World extracurricular

activities."

But, if pressed, Thompson would rather keep that part

to himself, insisting. "I don't want to be judged on my
resume, I want to be judged on whatever level of

professionalism and effort 1 bring to this job."

"To make Third World students more aware of their

leadership potential, to make them aware of their own
heritage, and assure them that they can have an effect on

the workings of this university is my goal."

sroNsoRi.i) nv: i lusr wii k im.anninc commi i m i

Sherwood Thompson...
"profeaaionatism and effort"

Campus
Card.

Welcome, University of Massachusetts students!

No matter what your schedule or workload is, you can

now do your banking at a nearby X-Press 24. There's

only one card that lets you do all your regular banking

at more than 435 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts

- the BayBanks X-Press 24'" Card

To get your card, just visit our Amherst Office, 75 East

Pleasant Street, today. Look for us in the green and white

tent there.

Youll receive Free Campus Gifts when you open your

account

TtySometfiingBettor
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Sale ends Sat., Sept 1 7, 1983.

A ^JEAL DJ^UG STORE & SO MUCH MORE!
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cnool

FILLER
PAPER

10V2x8"-200 Count
Stock-up now and save'

Regularly 90^

590

70 Count
Single Subject

SPIRAL
NOTEBOOK

8'x10'
Aegularfy 69if aacti

2».690

1" PRE$SBOAilD
BINDER or

FLEX BINDER
By Acco

Rmgulmrly 1.57

1.49

ERASERaMATE
EPIC PEN
By PaperMate

A great reftltabie. erasdabte ink

pen for sctxxji

A 2.98 VmHi9i

1.29

^""^RITE BROS.
PAPERMATE

PENS
10 Pack

Regularly 1.49

1 00
mmmmmwmmmmmimifimmf^fmmimmmmm

Health & BeautySpecials

ioduc'WW vo"

Sale good at this store only

AIM
TOOTHPASTE
6.4 oz. Mint or Regular

Regularly 1.74 each

1.29 EACH

REACH
TOOTHBRUSHES

Adult, Ycutli or Child

1.39EACH

Aeltv* Prolacnon »*f«Ki la«A Makw

tumcracn ^ iii«»<.»o

TYLENOL
EXTRA STRENGTH
CAPSULES

100 s

4.69
SURE DEODORANT

Regular or Unscented

• ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY ^ ^^
6oz Reg. 3.19 2-49

• ROLL-ON ^ Jt€%
t Soz Reg. 1.99 | .49

• SOLID
2oz Reg. 2.39 1 .99

AMHERST 256-0422
University Drive at Rte. 9
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Grad student activist

seeks to 'wage peace'
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

During the late 1960s and early 70s, when
anti-war demonstrations were the norm on

many college and high school campuses,

Felice Yeskel, then a high school student,

was usually in the middle of things in the

middle of New York City, marching for

peace and freedom and civil rights.

More than a decade later, campuses are

empty of protesters; demonstrations

against 80s issues like selective service

registration or financial aid cuts seem to

pale against the efforts of a more vehement
generation. Thirty-year-olds who
weathered sit-ins and tear gas attacks say

students seem to prefer listening to Michael

Jackson to reading about nuclear missile

deployment.

Some demonstrators put the past behind

them and became stockbrokers. Some, like

Felice Yeskel, continue lobbying for peace.

Yeskel strives for world peace as well as

peace within society. She is as philosophical

as she is allowed to get in the face of reali-

ty, but never worries that her battles are

not valid. To Yeskel, fighting and strain-

Felice Yeskel..

Collegiui photo bjr Umve Dcnber

"men went out to wage war,

now women go out to wage peace"

ing, for the education of society on such

issues as feminism or violence against

women or homosexuality is as such of a

paradox, she reaons, as trying to make peo-

ple think.

A member of such organizations as

Women's Pentagon Action, a feminist anti-

military group; a supervisor in the lesbian

and gay counseling collective; and a

member of an Office of Hunum Relations

task force on heterosexism, Yeskel is con-

sidered a leader in the women's communi-
ty. She has been seen as a catalyst for

change and success of not only women's
concerns but other civil libertarian fac-

tions.

She is most widely known for her par-

ticipation in peace demonstrations, most

notably and recently the Women's Peace

Encampment at Seneca, N.Y., where
hundreds of women gathered to protest the

storage of Pershing and Cruise missiles,

scheduled to be deployed later this year.

Yeskel cancelled a trip to Europe to

attend.

"That experience was very important to

me personally," she said. "We as a group

drew a lot of attention toward the

weapons, and that was very good for the

group of us but it especially drew a healthy

resiTonse from me as that (deployment) is

what I'm fighting for and will continue to

fight for."

Opponents of Yeskel and her peer often

view her feminist efforts as too dramatic,

too vehement, even narrow-minded.

This does not bother her.

"That's the whole idea of a demonstra-

tion," she explains. "The demonstration,

the theatre aspect, the whole ritual is as im-

portant as the demonstration itself.

Women have the power to fight for what
we believe in and make changes. We have

done so in the past, and we'll con^^inue to do

so."

"I've always been concerned about justice

and freedom," the 30-year-old graduate

student and directorial assistant of Dwight
House said, noting that her interest in

feminist issues sparked as an undergrad at

the University of Rochester, where a

women's discussion group talked about

their lives and roles as women. "It (the

feminist movement) finally made sense to

me about society and the roles of women,"
she said.

She picked up a copy of a letter she had

submitted to a feminist publication. "It was
like living in a war zone," she began,

describing the atmosphere of the peace

encampment, ".
. . it was like being part of a

global feminist network. . .

Yeskel took a minute to summarize the

significance of the peace encampment.
"When Dr. Helen Caldicott had a patient

who was doing badly, and when she told the

relatives the condition of the patient and
they didn't show emotions, she would send
therr to a psychiatrist. She says people

who aren't stopping business as usual, who
are numb, are blocking what's happening.

It's the same thing with the peace en-

campment. People are still there. Every
day women are still fighting against having

those missiles there. To go on with

'business as usual' is. is— unfortunate."
Yeskel is earnest in her intentions. She is

blunt, sometimes controversial, always
willing to speak.

"For their own sakes," she says, "it is

very important that women become em-
powered, to themselves, of themselves, for

the betterment of the society."
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University of Massachusetts

Student Federal Credit Union

oFFers you. • .

• Share Accounts

• Low Minimum Balance

• Share Draft Accounts

• High Interest Rates

• Share Certificates

• Travelers Checks

• Money Orders

• Food Stamps

• Automatic Payroll Deduction

Come w ANd cNecIc out our low

STudfNT loAN RATES

Join Your Credit Union Today!

314 Student Union Building

545-2800

Mon-Thurs 10-3 Friday 10-4

Now accepting student volunteers

m
m
m
m
m

m
m
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New England Language Institute

25 Main Street, Northampton MA 01060 USA (413)584-3956

EVENING FOREIGN LANGUAGE
S«pt . 6-Oct. i4 Oct. 3 \ -D*c. 9

AVa hrs. twic* w**kly - 6 wks. $140.

13 Languages

INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM
S*pt. 1 2-Oct . \4 Oct. 24-D«c. \6

g HWfl Poiiy
Classes focus on developing oral language skills and cross-

cultural awareness. The staff is composed of experienced,

professional language teachers. Class size 4-8 students.

Accredited.

cmi^
Everything you need

in lingerie.

"

100% cotton molded
seamless bras

The Cotton Glossies

by Lily of France

Interested in having a

lingerie party? Call us

for more information.

233 N. Pleasant Street, Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst 549-6915
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VICTIM ASSISTANCE RESOURCE DIRECTORY

The following Is a listing-by type of victlmization-of those agencies and groups on campus which Identify thtms.lves as Providers of relevant serv.ces.

This information is current as of July 1982. For additional information, call the Office of Human Relations (5-0851).

I. RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT Vn. PHYSICAL ASSAULT AND VERBAL HARASSMENT

Crisis

Counselor Advocates/EWC
Medical Care/UMS
University Police

Mental Hualth
Ombudsman's Office

Counseling/Assistance

Counselor Advocates/EWC
Counseling and Career

Development Services

Gay Counseling Collective

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Newman Center

Problem Pregnancy
Counseling/UHS

United Christian Foundation
University Police

IL SEXUAL HARRASMENT/DISCRIMtNATION

Crisis

Affirmative Action Office

Employee Assistance Program
Everywoman's Center

Gay Counseling Collective

Legal Services Office

Mediation Project

Mental Health/UHS
Northeast/Sylvan

Sexism Program
Ombudsman's Office

Orchard Hill Women's Center
Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

Southwest Women's Center
Title IX Ombudscommittee/

School of Education
University Police

III. RACIAL HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION

Counseling/Assistance

Counselmg/Assistance

Counselmg and Career

Development Services

Everywoman's Center

Gay Counseling Collective

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Title IX Ombudscommittee/

School of Education

United Christian Foundation
University Police

Working Women's Task Force/

EWC

Crisis

Affirmative Action Office

Bilingual Collegiate Program
Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and
Minority Students

Dean of Students Office

Employee Assistance Program
Legal Services Office

Mediation Project

Mental Health/UHS
Northeast/Sylvan Racial

Awareness Program
Office of Third World Affairs

Ombudsman's Office

Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

Third World Women's
Advocates/EWC

United Christian Foundation
University Police

IV. ANTI-SEMITIC HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION

Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and
Minority Students

Counseling and Career

Development Services

Everywoman's Center
Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Third World Women's

Advocates/EWC
United Christian Foundation

Crisis

Anti-Semitism Trainer/

Housing Services

Anti-Semltism Trainer/

Student Activities

Dean of Students Office

Employee Assistance Program
Hitlel

Legal Services Office

Mediation Project

Mentat Health/UHS
Ombudsman's Office

Univeisity Police

Counseling/Assistance

Anti-Semitism Trainer/

Housing Services

Anti-Semitism Trainer/

Student Activities

Counseling and Career
Development Services

Dean of Students Office

Hlllel

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS

V. GAY/LESBIAN OPPRESSION

Crisis

Dean of Students Office

Employee Assistance Program
Everywoman's Center
Gay Counseling Collective

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Ombudsman's Office

Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

United Christian Foundation
University Police

Counseling/Assistance

Counseling and Career

Development Services

Everywoman's Center

Gay Counseling Collective

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Newman Center
United Christian Foundation

VI. HANDICAPPED OPPRESSION

Crisis

Affirmative Action Office

Employee Assistance Program
Legal Services Office

Menta Health/UHS
Office of Handicapped Affairs

Ombudsman's Office

Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

University Police

Counseling/Assisfance

Counseling and Career
Development Services

Dean of Students Office

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Newman Center
Office of Handicapped Affairs

Educa tioni Training!Advocacy

Counselor Advocates/EWC
Counseling and Career

Development Services

Educator Advocates/EWC
Employee Assistance Program
Health Education/UHS
Legal Services Office

Men Against Violence Against

Women/EWC
Northeast/Sylvan Sexism
Program

Orchard Hill Women's Center

Self Protection Training for

Women/University Police

Southwest Women's Center

Staff Development/Personnel

University Police

Women's Issues Team/SCERA
Women's Studies Program

Education/Training Advocacy

Counseling and Career
Development Services

Everywoman's Center
Legal Services Office

Northeast/Sylvan Sexism Program
Orchard Hill Women's Center
Psychological Education/

School of Education
Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

Service Action Team
Southwest Women's Center

Staff Development/Personnel
Student Activities Office

University Police

Women's Issues Team/SCERA
Women's Studies Program

Educalion/Training/Asjvocacy

Affirmative Action Office

Afro-American Studies
Anti-Racism Team/SCERA
Center for Racial Studies

Horace Mann Bond Center
Legal Services Office

Minority Employee Coalition

Northeast/Sylvan Racial

Awareness Program
Office of Third World Affairs

Psychological Education/

School of Education
Service Action Team
Staff r^veiopment/Pe sonnel
Staff T'ainina/Housing

Services

Student Activities Office

Third World Women's
Advocates/EWC

United Christian Foundation

EducationlTraininglAdvocacy

Anti-Semitism Trainer/

Housing Services

Anti-Semitism Trainer/

Student Activities

Hlllel

Jewish Faculty and Pro-

fessional Group
Judaic Studies
Legal Services Office

Psychological Education/

School of Educa^fon

Service Action Tafim

Staff Development/Personnel

Education/ Training/Advocacy

Legal Services Office

Orchard Hill Women's Center
People's Gay Alliance

Speakers Bureau
Psychological Education/

School of Education
Service Action Team
Southwest Women's Center
Staff Development/Personnel
Staff Training/Housing Services

Student Activities Office

United Christian Foundation
Women's Studies Program

Education/Training/Advocacy

Legal Services Office

Office of Handicapped Affairs

Staff Development/Personnel
Staff Training and Awareness

Program/Housing Services

Student Activities Office

Crisis

Dean of Students Offic
Employee Assistance Program
Legal Services Office

Mediation Project

Mental Health/UHS
Ombudsman's Office

Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

United Christian Foundation
University Police

Counseling/Assistance

Counseling and Career

Development Services

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
United Christian Foundation

University Police

Education/Training/Advocacy

Escort Service/SGA
Legal Services Office

Staff Development/Personnel
University Police
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Affirmative Action Office

303 Whltmore
53464

Afro-American Studies Department

New Africa House
5-2751

Anti-Racism Teani

SCERA
422 student Union
5-0341,5-0342

Anti-Semitism Trainer

Housing Services

108 Berkshire House
5-1961

Anti-Semitism Trainer

student Activities

416 student Union
5-3604

Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)

Wilder Hall

M967
Centdf f( • Ha';lal S»ut?it-!» (';RS(

Moc'i- Hc'j.«

S.xitn>v<ii,i -^esidertia; L/ji'e^s

5-0472

Central Women's Center

Wheeler Basement

Committee for Collegiate Education

of Black and Minority Students

(CCEBMS)
New Africa House
5-0031

Counseling and Career Development
Services (CCDS)

Berkshire House
50333

Counselor Advocates
Everywoman's Center (EWC)
Wilder Hall

24 hours/5-0800

Dean ol Students Office

227 Whltmore
5-2684

Educator Advocates
Everywoman's Center (EWCj
Wilder Hall

5-0883

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

University Health Services

5-0350

Escort Service/

student Government Association

Student Union
5-0341

Everywoman s Center (EWC)
Wilder Hall

&0883

Gay Counseling Collective

student Union
5-2645

Health Education
University Health Services
549-2671

Hlllel Foundation
302 Student Union
5-2526

Horace Mann Bond Center
School of Education
Library

50327

Jewish Faculty and Pro
fessional Group

Chair; 5 3121

Judaic Studies
740 Herter Hall

5-2550

Legal Services Ofdce
922 Campus Center

5 1995

Mediation Protect

127 Hasbroucl<

52462

Medical Care
University Health Services
549 267 T

Men Agaisl Violence
Against Women

Everywoman s Center (EWC)
Wilder Hall

50883

Mental Health Services/

University Health Sen/ices

127 Hills North
5-2337 or 549-2671

Minority Employee Coalition

215 New Africa House
Chair 5^31

Newman Center
North Pleasant Street

5494300

NortheastTSylvan Racial

Awareness Program
Northeast/Sylvan Student Affairs

103 Johnson House
5-0290

Office of Handicapped Student

Affairs

231 Whitmorp
5-0892, 5-06«5

Of'ice of lr>ird World affairs

308 Studsnt Union

6 2517

OmbuOvmf n's Office

82^ Cbrr ^s Center
5 1)86

•

Orcharl Hill Women's Center

112 Field Do'm
5<X)77

People's Gay Alliance

Campus Center
5-0154

Problem Pregnancy Counseling/

University health Se' vi>. s

549-2671

Psychological Educ)::on

School of Education

479 Hills South
5-3619

Residential Area Staff

Housing Services

108 BerKshire House
5 1960. 5 1566

Service Actio'i Team
123 Berkshire House
5-2621

Southwest Women's Center

Southwest Residential College

5-0626

Staff Development/
Personnel

167 Whltmore
9 00 am -2 00 p.m.

5-2031

Staff Training

Housing Services

108 Berkshire House
5-1960. 5-1566

Student Activities Office

Student Union
5-3604

Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA)
422 Student Union
50341, 5-0342

Third World Women's Advocates
Everywoman's Center (EWC)
Wilder Hall

5-0883

Title IX Ombudscommittee
School of Education
Chair: 5 0273

United Christian Foundation
428 Student Union
5 2789, 5-2661

University Police

Dickinson Hall

Emergency 5 31 11

Business 5 2121
RAPE HOT LINE 5 2677

KCOPS

Wonieii 3 Issues Iflam

SCERA
422 Student Union
5(1341, 5 0342

Women s Studies Piogi.ini

208 Baitlett

5 1922

Working Women s Task Force
Everywoman s Center (EWC)
Wilder Hall
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Duo works for "people" issues
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

For Judith Davis and Grant Ingle it all comes down to

helping people to help themselves.

Davis, coordination of the Office of Human Relations,

and Ingle, process consultant, are, in Ingle's words, "trou-

ble shooters for people problems." Ingle said, "The 'mis-

sion' of this office is to increase the ability of the Universi-

ty to anticipate and address human relations issues effec-

tively."

Both Davis and Ingle said explaining the office's role on

campus can get bogged down with professional jargon and

peoples' misconceptions of the office, but they said they

act more of a consulting team with individuals, small

groups, offices and departments to "find ways of improv-

ing the system they are part of," Davis said.

"We provide a neutral territory to which various parties

and sometimes opposing parties can talk about their pro-

blems and work toward a solution," she said.

They organize meetings, help produce reports and give

their clients access to decision makers. In a way, they con-

tinue the work begun 10 years ago as the Resource Net-

work. Davis began with the network and Ingle joined the

office in 1976. The network was technically disbanded

then reformed last year as the Office of Human Relations

during the Year Toward Civility. The two stayed with the

office in the same capacities doing the same kind of refer-

ral, coordinating and consulting work. The only change

was switching supervision from the vice chancellor for stu-

dent affairs office to the chancellor's office, and the addi-

tion of a full-time secretary.

The two have been responsible for compiling a victim

assistance directory (see p. 8), developing a Jewish

Awareness/Anti-Semitism Task Force, convening

meetings of agencies which respond to racial crisis and

training administrators and faculty on sexual harassment.

The office was also the force behind several public

forums last year dealing with human relations issues and

special projects including creation of a Campus Center

Human Relations Committee which "put human relations

issues on the agenda" of Campus Center leaders and

workers.

"Just by reconnecting people, a number of long standing

problems can be over quickly," Ingle said.

Davis said, "As long as services are localized and

separated, they are not as effective as if they were in-

tegrated.

"Essentially we're networking people. We're a free-

fioating team that can reach across campus picking out

people needed to address problems of human relations,"

Davis said.

Coll«ffiui pho4o bj Drew Opcr

Grant Ingle and Judy Davis of the Office of Human Relations are consultants in "trouble

shooting" for human relations issues.

Davis and Ingle said the name of the office leads to

misconceptions about them.

"It's almost a minsomer. People think we're a big office

with a big staff. They think we handle specific incidents

directly," Davis said.

"We look at a department or agency and say, 'What do

you need here to solve this problem;' we set up the

problem-solving process," Ingle said.

Davis added "which the client can use again to solve

other problems."

Ingle said their office has a major responsibility to

"model ways of addressing problems before they become
crises. Much of what we do is prevention. You see a pro-

blem down the road and ask 'How can the University get

ready for this? We see a minor incident and ask do we go

in now or do we wait for major incidents to arise on cam-

pus?"

Davis said the future does not hold any specific human
relations issues but the office is gearing up for several per-

sonal goals.

The two hope to "change an 'unrealistic notion' that 'a

campus should be free of human relations conflict' to one

that 'a campus address human relations conflicts creative-

ly and competently'," Davis said.

The two also hope to work on "ism equity," the demand

for equal/comparable resources to address each of the

"isms", so that by addressing one others can be addressed

similarly.

Davis and Ingle also see a need to shift the institution's

emphasis on students as the source of human relations

problems to one that includes staff, faculty, and ad-

ministrators.

Upon the talents

of the person,

and the

quality of

the materials, ^^iR^idd^

depends the beauty and the

character of the finished piece.

We invite you to

be a critic.

We specialize in

food.

on the Boltwood Walk,

103 N. Pleasant Street

Downtown Amherst

253-5927

qNTERNATIONAO.
GA^^LERIES

Print and Poster

SALE

buy two prints

get the third one

the people who originated the

Student Union art print

exhibition are now holding their

sale in two locations

thru Sept. 18

c^mherst Northampton
Carriage Thornes
Shops second floor^

549-1398 586-3964
* low prices*
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Leisure Time
TREND SETTERS
ONLY 17.95

Sizes

S-M-L-XL
Purple

Raspberry

Teal
Special Opening Week Hours

Mon 9-5

Tue 9-9

Wed 9-9

FH^r mSTORED
Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

QnmVERSITY
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AUGIES
TOBACCO SHOP

"the Tobacco and Magazine Shop
of Amherst"

108 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Complete lines of:

Pipes & Pipe Accessories

Tobacco -

imported/domestic for pipe or cigarettes

Cigarettes -

imported/domestic (including Indonesian clove)

Full range of domestic & imported cigars

Magazines, Paperbacks &- Monarch notes

Newspapers

Mass State Lottery

Candy and sundry items

Mass souvenirs

Now Featuring: Hot Coffee to go

Open 7 days a week
Mon - Sat 6:30 - 9:00

Sunday 6:00 - 6:00

253-7896

UNnttiiittniKHHtiiMiniiiniiiindii

UMass Jewish community
Thriving, Living, Rebuilding
BY MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

The UMass office of B'nai B'rith HiUel is

too small for its contents. Aside from
boxesand brochures and religious an-

nouncements to be sent out, books,

magazines, and newspapers are stacked all

over the place. The bulletin board is full;

posters proclaiming "There Is A Place For
You In Israel," and "Peace Is The Zionist

Way" dot the walls. Rabbi Saul Perlmutter
keeps having to interrupt the interview to

answer the phone. It is two weeks before

the beginning of school.

He looks a little tired, and happy. It's

been a long year for him and other members
of the Jewish community here and the new
semester offers hopes of an end to the

trouble Jews on campus have had in the
past.

What follows is not an article on anti-

Semitism.

It is an article on a community thriving

within itself on the UMass campus and
wanting to thrive with the whole UMass
community — Jewish and non-Jewish.

Perlmutter has been acting rabbi at Hillel

for almost ten years. He's 33, looks 23, and
says he'll probably stick around for a while.

He likes the challenge of enlarging the

roster of Jewish community activities and
encouraging Jews of any sect within the

religion — orthodox, conservative,

reformed — to participate in Hillel ac-

tivities. And he is well liked. ("Aw, he used

to be a lot less laid-back," winked visitor

Robert Goldman during the interview, "but

he's a cool guy now.")

Hillel is a Registered Student
Organization (RSO) which does not pay any
dues to anything but itself. It has a student

council which is elected by UMass students

which makes policy and does academic

planning for Jewish students. Perlmutter is

an advisor. While some HiUel chapters may
have more of an alliance with the B'nai

B'rith foundation in Washington, UMass
chooses not to. Perlmutter's salary is paid

by the national foundation, and he is chosen

by students and faculty.

Perlmutter has seen the Jewish com-

munity grow and change during the past

ten years.

"When I came here," he recalls, ticking

off examples on his fingers as he spoke,

"there was no kosher meal line, no Jewish

grad group, no organized Jewish faculty

g.u ip on campus, not much of a communal
feeling, even."
Now, Perlmutter nods, "there's a stress

on just having fun together." Another

major change, he says, is the students'

concern for doing things for other people.

"We've visited nursing homes, raised

money for the United Jewish Appeal..."

Perlmutter goes on to list basically the

whole September calendar of Hillel, in-

cluding religious services as well as films,

plays, lectures, even intramural sports.

"We have at least 200 people a week
participating in Hillel activities,"

Perlmutter said.

Besides a Hillel chapter, many campuses
have a Chabad House, which has no formal

or contractual allegiance to Hillel, and
provides an atmosphere serving the needs

of Jews who prefer a more orthodox

manner of worship (though Jews of all sects

and non-Jewish students are welcome). It

can be considered the more mellow, if you
will, of the two.

The UMass chapter is located in a jcute

brick Tudor on North Hadley Street near

Southwest. It is an old house, secluded,

with 12 rooms. It houses up to four students

a semester (no housing discrimination here,

Jews and Gentiles are welcome); it has a

room where services are held, presided

over often by Rabbi Deren. "Chabad" is a

Hebrew acronym for Wisdom, Under-
standing, and Knowledge.
The physical seclusion of Chabad House

doesn't carry over into the attitudes of its

members, who are just as concerned with

and involved in their community; as

longtime resident Dan Seigel says: "We're
encouraging Jews to identify with their

historical roots. Hillel is more broad in that

it doesn't push so much for a religious

identity. At Chabad, we're pushing more of

an orthodox philosophy."

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Open Mon. 9-5

Tues. Wed. and Thur. 9-9
Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-3

TEXTBOOK REFUND POLICY
If you purchase an incorrect title you may return it for a refund

within seven calendar days of the first day of classes.

Thereafter, incorrect titles may be returned within 48 hours of

purchase providing the book is new and unmarked.

1. Textbooks from dropped courses may be returned during

the month of September for the Fall Semester and during the

month of February for the Spring Semester. Returns must be
made within 48 hours of dropping a course. You must present

your receipt and a copy of your drop form dated and validated

by the Registrar. Any new books must be unmarked. Summer
School and Wintersession books may be returned during the

first week of classes only.

2. Keep your receipt. Refunds on textbooks cannot be made
unless the register receipt accompanies the book.

3. Do not mark your book if you think you may have to return

it. A return will not be allowed if the book is in an unsatisfac-

tory condition. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE A RE-
FUND AT ANY TIME.

4. Always have your current I.D. available. This is required

any refund transaction.

for

5. All defective books (caused by the publisher, i.e. missing

pages, etc.) will automatically be exchanged at any time during

the semester in which they were purchased.

Used books will be bought during the week of finals each
semester.
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Thornes Marketplace, 150 Main St., Northampton

5 floors, 40-1- Unique Shops and Restaurants,

in Downtown Northampton

Open Daily 9:30-5:30, Sunday noon to 5 pm.

Thursday until 9 pm.
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Flat Latex
Wall Paint

I
Easy clean up

$M9
Reg
15.9S

lOal

spred
latex

,

ename

Latex Semi-Gloss
Paint Reg. 19.99

walls or woodwork

$12.99,

Room
DaRKeninG
winoow
SHBoes

,

37M ahMle

$2.99
Cut (kMvn to MM.
No «xtra charga

Rte..9, Hadley. MA
Store Hours:

M-Th8at8am-6pm Fri8am-9pm,

OFF
411

Bfetlflif
4

iFttaat

CIGARETTES
Regular carton $9.20

. ^ ^%«% ^v^'-r^ ^xtansionCords
$4 99 JSTJZ a^outi^^vi.

Reg. 9.49 ^O^ . '^V guards liva out»fti.

Ivory Of Brown.

Ljonosr cordt availaMe.

•"•UtrTrarItt

2*

All Purpose
STORAGE BOX|
24"x13"k10"

your choice $1 ^99

MKv'i;. I

HI.INTINSITY O
DESK LAMP /' \

$7.88^
Homiltor^

lncand*»c«rtl d«tk lamp

wj»h hi 'o^ iwrrch,

bulb ond chrom*

i'/a Qt. Teakettle

Durable, aluminum whistling

kettle with push-button flip cap.

IlifU Bwratr

•t rut*
WMtClM

lltra fllMk
Ctock w/M*y

ndpnXac 4

Asa IS ti
Syray Baaiitl
DOttl. / 2

1

-'

Smootti
durable
finish on
interior or

exienoi
surlaces

1

Cdois

4-PMk •J{.

Ufktiiibt

75W 3570? 100<^
35 7641
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THE "HEW"
MUSIC GALLEKY

CELEBRATES IT'S

S GRAHDOPEHIHG
I SUNDAY, SEPT. 11, 1983 FROM 1 TO 6 P.M. g

? ^
^ New owners Richard and Michelle Briere invite you to 9'

ft stop by and meet the factory representatives fronn J

f several equipment nnanufacturers, as well as the new S

I
staff, RudI Weeks, Bob Cummings, Micki Rhyne, Jeff

^
S Bonzek, Steve Kareta and Kate Hinkel. i

SPECIAL PRICES ALL WEEK LONG!

ROLAND & KORG KEYBOARDS
HAMER & DEAN GUITARS AND BASSES

ALL GUITAR STRINGS - $3.50 PER SET

ALL DRUM STICKS - $3.00 PER PAIR

AND A SPECIAL BONZEK GUITAR DISPLAY!

We'll all be looking forward to seeing you at

THE MUSIC GALLERY
Rt. 9, Hadley

(Right next to Carburs Restaurant)

ffci^^GiP^^cS* (?fvia^<»-<C5=6 tfyCa^Ci)-^^^ (??rwO--^i?5 (2TCi^O^-C5^ (fJvSh.t^.-^::^ <f5vi>.<»^

This Fall We've Got It All!! ^^B^
OW 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops I

Northampton - next to Iron Horse I

POSTERS Di^irr^c
Largest Selection Ever BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
covttr walls, furnltura, windows

from $7.96

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

INDIA
PRINT

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS £r BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
Earrings. Ear Cuffs. Rings, etc.

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

INDIA SHORT — OUIDTQ - A RO
PRINT SLEEVE |-OnlrllO H.UW

20% - 50% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Sunday 12 - 5 pm

Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm
Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

HEIXANTILC
AMHMST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

Colgate^%
Colgate Gel 4.6 oz.

Colgate 5 oz.

1.09
Pepsodent Brush OU

Med or Hard Reg. 1.25

*cdi»Tm<fi^ .KKSsnBSvf •

Aqua Fresh 6.4 oz 1.29
Reg. 2.13

1.69
Reg. 2.74

2 oz. Secret

unsc. or reg.

Right
Guard
5 oz.

Bronze

Arrid XX

1.50 "°"^ 1.85
reg. /unsc. Reg-

3.07

your choice

2.50
each

12 oz

Boil n Soak

2.19
Reg. 2.89

Flex Care
12 oz.

2.55
Reg. 3.37

Contac
10's

2.00
reg. 2.60

Tylenol 50's

2.19

Reg. 4.17

Trac II 9's

1.45
Reg. 2.22

6+1 Free

Good News

Health and

Beauty Aid

SPECIAL
VALUES

SPECIAL
VALUE

J £r J Powder

1.39
Noxzema

60Z.

Oil of Olay

3.99
reg. 6.51

ONE^DAY

One-A-Day
Iron IOC's

4.00
Reg. IOC's

3.50
Mineral 6C's

3.75

oneQday

Essential

1.50
your

choice

7 oz.

Silkience Shampoo
or Conditioner

.15 oz. Blistik

50*

Nistik

1.89 Stay Free

30's

Carefree reg or deod 3C's

2.35

?::ilZ\% ,. ,,
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"People have to teach each other that the myths about
homosexuals — that we lead lonely lives, that our only motiva-^^^^^^ tion is sexual, that we're mentally sick, or that we're a lower ^^^la^^^^^"^^^^^
level of psychological development according to the interpreta-
tion ofFreudian theory — are just untr^ie.

"

Gay and proud but not 'out'

iColle^ian i3a

Editor's note: Because of the possible

repercussions of this article several of the

quoted sources requested anonymity and it

ivas granted.

By TRICIA A. YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

Steven Pineo says he does not like to

frequent "straight" (non-homosexual) bars
because if he dances with someone he wants
to dance with, he risks receiving stares,

mutters or even being thrown out.

Ken Paulsen felt the same way at his

summer job. "At work, I had to keep in the

closet. I couldn't join in the heterosexual

conversations but I wanted to say

something, so I changed the names and the

places to avoid trouble," he said.

D D D

Although the Kinsey Report states that

one in every ten Americans is homosexual,
homosexuality has been historically

closeted or evaded by the social majority of

this nation. In fact, declaration of

homosexuality is called "coming out of the

closet," or in the gay community, simply
"coming out."

"I've been conditioned into thinking that

being gay is something to be ashamed of. It

makes me feel uncomfortable because I'm

unprepared to accept that role," said Brett

Becknell, a straight male, given the

hypothetical situation of being incorrectly
labelled homosexual.

Sheila Newman, after experiencing being
mislabelled a lesbian, said she felt offended
and angry at the time.

"I felt offended because the term was
used in a bad way. I felt angry not because
that being a lesbian is bad, but because
people weren't accepting relationships I had
with my women friends. It made me feel

that I shouldn't be as close to my women
friends as I want to be." she said.

Affects both communities

Homophobia is a problem which affects

both the heterosexual and homosexual
communities, and each community has its

own way of dealing with the problem.
To answer some of the homophobic

harassment, homosexuals interviewed said

they'd ignore the attack or confront the
issue.

Paulsen said, "I could either ignore it or
say something derogatory back, which
serves absolutely no purpose."

Pineo said, "I deal with it the best I

can.... it depends on how confronted I am."
Both agreed that prejudice was due to a

lack of knowledge about the homosexual
lifestyle.

"At work, I had to keep in the closet.

I couldn 't join in the heterosexual con-

versations but wanted to say
something, so I changed the names and
the places to avoid trouble.

"

Educating the plurality

"It's a prejudice that people have to

overcome and this can only be achieved

through education... but then there are

^ome on c^ownto^^
I

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS
(opEN \m. nItes tII 9:00)

some people who will never get educated,"
Paulsen said.

The most important obstacle to dispel is

misinformation and generalization about
gays and lesbians, they agreed.

"Homosexuals are just as diverse as

straight |}eople. Not everyone is a

stereotypical gay or lesbian," Pineo said.

"People have to teach other people that

the myths about homosexuals — that we
lead lonely lives, that our only motivation is

sexual, that we're mentally sick, or that

we're a lower level of psychological

development according to the in-

terpretation of Freudian theory — are just

untrue," Paulsen said.

Pat Carter said this labelling "only

isolates people. Everybody's different, so

generalizing just tends to get in the way of

helping people get along."

Homophobia is a problem which af-

fects both the heterosexual and
hom,osexual communities, and each

community has its own way of dealing

with the problem,.

Dealing with one's homosexuality

"Coming out of the closet" and making
the necessary adjustments can often be
difficult, many homosexuals agree.

Counselling avenues open through the
Everywomen's Center at the Lesbian/Gay
Men Counselling Collective at the
University of Massachusetts, offer referrals

to other groups and additional services to
their counselling.

"Almost every (lesbian) case that comes
in is concerning homophobia on one level or
another, " said Suzanne Slater of the EWC;.
Among these problems are a loss of friends

or important people in the life of a lesbian

who has recently come out, a lesbian

mother's concern on how to protect her
children from prejudice, fear of loss of

custody of her child, the fear of losing a job

or job advancement and problems couples
have dealing with the pressure of having to
be secret, and dealing with the absence of

social structures which make the lesbian

couple feel they have a withdrawal of

support from society, she said.

John Grae of the Lesbian/Gay Men
Counselling Collective, believes
homosexuals coming out need to talk to

someone at either of the organizations.

"People wonder if they're the only ones
like this. You don't find out unless you talk

to someone. This is where labelling comes
in. This can put a restriction, but it also

makes you feel like you belong," he said.

Grae said his organization provides help

for "people not knowing their own sexutil

orientation because they were brought up
in a straight world which says it is wrong."

y

Diamonds

Colored Cemstones

Watches

Pewter

Professional Repair & Appraisa

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

26 Main St. . Amherst • 253-7615
Across from the Town Hall

For

BREAkfAST^ LuNch

AND NOW DINNER
HoMEMAdE Desserts, pRcsk Fruits & SaIacJs

DAily SpECiAls & Muck MoreI

Stop In - You'll Love Our Cooking!

OpEN Every Day 9 AM - 9 PM
At TkE LiqkTS in NoRTk ArnksRST $49-6647
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JOBS
For: EcoNOMic an6 SocIaI JustIce

MASSACHUSETTS
FAIR SHARE

The lARqEST STATEWidE ciriZEM ACTION ORqAMizATioN.

Has opENiNq For poliricAl fvnd RAisiNq, ouTREAck, &
cItizen lobby buildiMq.

HeIp shApE IflAZARdoUS WASTE. ENERqy & OtIiER policiES IN

This STATE. WILL TRAIN.
PAY $199 - 229 + PER WEEk

HOURS 2-10 PM
CALL 986-8717 aFter 10

m^lLIIIIIHHIIIIimillllHlllll MIMIMIIlllllll

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH!

AmIicrst ChiRopRAcxic HeaItIi Center
is offERINq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $29.00 TOWARds AN iNITIAl CkiROpRACTJC EXAMINATION
ANd Free enroUment In our Low BAck WeUness School

by AppoiNTMENT oNly - CaU 296-6700

Dr. VlRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.
Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

1 90 UNivERsiTy Drive at Rte. 9 (on tIie buslJNE)

ChiROpRACTIC is COVEREd by most major hEAlTh INSURANCE,
AuTOMobiU Personal Injury PoUcies, ANd WorUman's Compensation.

Plumbleys

LEAPIN LEPRECHAUNS
IPS HALFWAY ST. PAT'S DAY!

THURS. SEPT. 15

NO BLARNEY IPS SURE

TO BE YOUR LUCKY DAY

- IRISH MUSIC
HUNGRY

"^^

Plumbleys
olf I he common'^

Amhrrst Center • 25 v^58^

HIUBAND
PLUMLEY'S IN

WEBSTER LOUNGE

Daily 11:30 -

Webster Lounge

open till one

Sanday

Brunch 10-2

Happy Hour

Mon-Fri 4-6

Wednesday

4<lonng

75^ Domestic

Beer

We pour 12 oz.

Draft

EverythimgElm

Strom

X

No one said it was going to be easy.
No one said developing an ''awareness''

for others' sensitivities while attending
the University of Massachusetts was go-
ing to be easy. Hell, it's hard to escape
bigotry when you've grown up with it and
have been socialized in a racist, anti-

Semitic, homophobic, sexist society. It's

hard to accept people for who they are
and not what they are. It's especially hard
when you have to leave UMass and return
home where others have not been expos-
ed to the different cultures that make up
our campus.

But we make the best of it. We say
'woman' when we talk about females over
18. We avoid derogatory slang depicting
one's race, sexual preference or religious

affiliation. We unite on the March on
Washington. We're together in our
movements of peace. We are united
against bigotry in whatever form it takes.

At least we'd like to be. These would be
ideal situations.

The education has to start now, while
we're still living here...together.

<»»*»»»»»***#»»»»»»*#»»»»»»»*»»»»»»»»»#»»»»»»»»»»»»»#^##^^»^^^^^^^^^^^^jjjjjn

College Supplies
of all kinds

Greeting Cards,
Stationary

Newspapers &>

Magazines
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Mandatory RSO Workshops
The Student Activities Office will be conducting workshops
for all RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en-
trusted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at-

tempted prior to your being able to initiate any financial
documents. Workshofw will be held as follows:

Groups Date Time

SATF Fimded Groups 13 Sept. 2:30-3:30
Student Controlled Bus. 14 Sept. 3:30-4;30
Stockbridge 20 Sept. 2:30-3:30
Residential Areas 21 Sept. 3:30-4:30
Student Controlled Bus. 27 Sept. 2:30-3:30
SATF Funded Groups 28 Sept. 3:30-4:30
Greeks 4 Oct. 2:30-3:30
Any Groups 5 Oct. 3:30-4:30
Any Groups 12 Oct. 3:30-4:30

CC Rooms

805
904
174
174
174
804
168
168
804

If you cannot make any of the scheduled meetings for your
particular g^oup, attendance at any one of the sessions will
suffice. The sessions will review the financial responsibilities
and requirements placed on RSO officers.

li|||iHHM|||iHII|||iiHHi|||)M(|^^
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We at Spirit Haus would
like to welcome you and
we're looking forward to

serving your needs
Choose from our large selection of:

Domestic & Imported Wines,

Complete Selection Liquors, and as always our

ice cold selection of Domestic and Imported Beers
• Bottle Returns
• Ice
• Party Supplies ^Birif:ga«$

Open 10 am - 1 1 pm
253-5384

Rt. 9 Amherst
ilNll#ll|||l|INl||IIIH||||||lMl||#l|||||||lltt^^^^^^
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BACK

STEREO RECEIVERS
^ ^TFTEZi:'

U Ml 111 1

i£J
199

JLJ J=

Teclinics 20 WAH RECEIVER PIONEen BELT TURNTABLE

PiOnCGt 303 45 Watt "Receiver 139

TOChniCS SA210 25 watt Receiver 139

MdfdntZ 3100 44 watt Receiver 179

BOS6 550 50 Watt Receiver 199

Technics 410 45 watt Digital Receiver 199

Harmon Kardon 460 ^R'ece^,"eT'"'^' 259''

LUXman 3055 55 watt Receiver 399

JVC RX80 ''0 ^3tt Receiver With AQQ99
U f V iiAWW

Qraphic Equalizer OW
Akai R30 35 watt Receiver 199

BOSe Spatial 100 watt Receiver 599

Scott 350 45 Watt Receiver 269

Akai R42 eo watt Receiver 349

TURNTABLES

Technics B100 eeit lumtable 59

Akai D2 10 Semi Auto Direct Drive 79

Technics BSOO Automatic Beit Drive 99

Akai Q310 Quartz Direct Drive 119

Sony PSLX2 Semi Auto Direct Drive 119

Technics BL3 Unear Tiacking 149

Technics QSOO Quartz Direct Drive Automatic . 149

Technics SL6Progrqmmable Linear Tracking. . . 2«5«7

PORTABLE STEREO

Panasonic AM/FM Cassette

Pan<)SOniC RX SIOQ Oeljxe 4 speaker AM/FM ^mms
'^"""^*'"' Stereo Cassette Box I»»»

Panasonic R^5050 AM/FM Stereo Cassette SifPAgs
r Hiiu«viiiv

g^^ ^.^^ Graphic Equalizer 199

Hitachi 9000 3 piece am/fm
iiiiwviii

stereo Cassette
169'^

Panasonic RXC45 3 piece am/fm stereo
" Cassette Box With Graphic ^qq99

Equalizer IJ'v

Panasonic RXSeOO super box am/fm
I w""***""^

Stereo Cassette With 4 Speakers fiAMi

CAR STEREO
Jensen 6x9 duo cone speakers 29

ROadStar 6920 6x9 Three way Speaker 39

Maxima mdash am/fm cassette 49

Clarion set under Dash Cassette 59

ROadStar 264? in Dash AM/FM Casette 59

Jensen 6x9 coax speakers 49

Genesis 135 car speaker System 149

Jensen 210 S watt in Dash AM/FM Cassette . .
,
139

PtOneer KPA400 Supertuner III In Dash iQQ99
AM/FM Stereo Cassette \09

Jensen 51210 watt Auto Reverse Dolby OOO^^
With Electronic Scan Tuning ^99

Pioneer KEX20/GM5 am/fm stereo AeQ99
Cassette With Matching Amplifier Ovv

& Big Sound

AUDIO TAPE
TDK D-60 Cassette (Limit 3) .89

TDK SAC90 Cassette (imit 3) 2.49

Maxell UDXL11C90 (Limit 3) 2.89

Fuji Metal C90 Limit 3) 4.99

WALKING TYPE STEREO
Empire Mlm stereo Headphones 18*'

Panasonic F44 amfm stereo ^.„
"Walking Radio" £.1

KOSS KSP Mini Stereo Headphones 29*'

Sanyo MG-10 WalkmgType
Qgj

' Stereo Cassette **}§

Panasonic J11 l^alklng Type -Q95
Stereo Cassette »»

Panasonic FM stereo cassette 79*'

Sony WM3 Walkman Cassette 109"

Sony 310 "Recording" Walkman Cassette ... 1 19"

CASSETTE RECORDERS

1«iJ!

:ci m of>:

Panasonic eoe Metal Dolby Cassette

Akai HX1 Dolby Cassette

Pioneer CT20 DoH./ -B" cassette . . .

.

Technics 227X DBX Dolby cassette .

,

Dolby Cassette

w
139"

Mr
Pioneer CTS -check Rated* Dolby Cassette .... 189

Technics 245 dbx Doiby b&c 299

Akai 51 Computer Controlled Cassette tW

Harmon Kardon 401 3 Head Dolby cassette 699

COLOR TELEVISION

19 Inch Color TV

$31999
RCA 19" Electronic Tuning Color TV 339

Sony 12" Trinitron Color TV 369

Hitachi 19- coior tv (419.99) 369*'

Sony 1916 19" Trinitron Color TV (469.99) 449"

Quasar 25 mch Color console TV (549.95) 499"

Sony 19 inch Remote Control Color TV 599

Hitachi 25 mch Remote Control Color TV eOQM
Cable Ready (699.99) DW

Sony 26 inch Color Console TV (899.99) 799"

Panasonic 26 inch stereo Console 000»9
Color TV (999.99) OJJ

VIDEO RECORDERS
Panasonic 1265 2-4-68 hour vhs
recorder with program timer, ^^Q^^
remote pause control *TWw

Panasonic 1320 2-4-6-8 hour vhs
recorder. Features cable ready tuner, re-

mote control. 14 day timer, visual search CQQ99
and freeze frame. Our best VHS value! . . www
Panasonic 5400 vhs recorder
Lightweight portable with remote control 7QQ99
and visual search I ww

599
95Sony SL5100 eetamax. 7-day pro-

gram timer, Betascan

Panasonic PK-600 coior video
camera with electronic viewfinder, 6:1 OQQ97
Zoom Www

Quasar VK731 Color video camera
with electronic viewfinder, 2-speed elec- CQQ97
tronic zoom, auto iris control www

m ^Pl^ ^H^ SINCE 1961

he Sound Compan
SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave at the X 736 3626 CHICOPEE Fanf.eld Mall near Caldor^ 593-5330 AMHERST 201 N Pleasant Street 256-0744

OPEN THURSDAY and FRIDAY tvtNlNGb 0<"" f -.-, f .-.m,,,, !,i 9 30 P v Op-n Su^duv ' ; 5 p v v.,,, ', .-. . !

''"''>..
«. Fr. n 8 Sat 1

S 3C
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LET THE COMPETITION SEE STARS

Converse® Fast Break

Nylon and leather basketball sneaker.

Hi, Reg. $39.99

NOW $30.00
Low, Reg. $36.00

NOW $26.00

Converse® All-Star'

Canvas basketball sneaker.

Reg. $19.99

NOW $15.00

Converse® LA '84'

Nylon and suede Jogger.

Reg. $24.99

NOW $19.00

The Converse® stars.

Olympian has a winning team of stars.

High performing, quality stars

that are great in the long run.

COnVERSG Men's sizes 6!/2- 12

\X/s thriveon competition.
j
—:1A V Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

UMass football is ready
Simeones, Jenkins head

up offense, defense is solid
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team minus the dynamic two-time All

American Garry Pearson and rll the in-

juries that decimated the team last year

opened up their 1983 season Saturday

night against the University of Toledo,

healthy and looking for their sixth Yankee

Conference title in the last seven years.

Since 1977, UMass has won or shared

five of the last six Yankee Conference

championships. And head coach Bob

Pickett and company would love to add

another this year.

The 1983 edition of Minuteman football

looks to be an exciting one. One in which

Massachusetts has experienced players at

key positions.

Sophomore Jim Simeone, already a

veteran, will start at quarterback. Among
the fleet targets he has to throw at are his

junior brother Bob Simeone and senior tri-

captain Gary Freker.

The backfield is solid with senior Rich

Jenkins finally emerging in his own right

along with Duckworth Grange and Jim

Rice.

The defensive secondary is tops with tri-

captain Grady Fuller, Glenn Holden and

Chris Woo<l and Jim Shay.

"Our players came back in excellent con-

dition." said Pickett. "The guys really

lifted over the summer and are very

strong.

"We had some concerns with the offen-

sive backfield, offensive line and some

spots on defense." But the coaching staff

feels that they have plugged up the holes.

UMass was concerned with the running

back situation because Demo Drougas is

out for the year and Minutemen had to do a

bit of shuffling to fill in.

Jenkins and Rice were moved to fullback

while Duckworth Grange and Frank Fay

were promoted to tailback.

"The team was tremendously disap-

pointed in Demo not playing," said Pickett,

"but we stabilized the situation by moving

Rich Jenkins from tailback to fullback."

None of these backs, though, are a Garry

Pearson. And none are expected to be.

"We haven't dwelled on it (Pearson

loss)," explained Pickett, "We have just

gone ahead. It's 1983. We have to establish

our own identity.

"We'll be a more balanced football team.

We were dependent on him before. Now
we'll be dependent on a lot of other people

and it v/ill make our team better."

At quarterback, UMass has the luxury of

three quality players. Barrett McGrath and

Simeone have both started games last year

and Mark Tabor has varsity experience.

Simeone, who became a, starter in the

eighth week last year, is solid. Seniors

Tabor and McGrath are the backups.

The offensive line is young with two

sophomores and three juniors. Center Ken
Runge and guard Tom McEvilly are return-

ing starters. Transfer Vince Reppert from

Syracuse, Don Day and Peter Borsari

make up the rest of the line.

The defensive line, shattered by injuries

last year returns Todd Comeau, a second

team Yankee Conference pick in 1982,

Dave Cavanaugh, and Craig Lesinski, last

year's leading tackier.

Peter Tracy, a transfer from Navy, Ken

Johnson, who missed all of last year with

an injury, and Scott Rose, injured early last

year will make up the rest of the front line.

Mike Favreau will be opposite Lesinski at

linebacker.

The secondary is one of the most ex-

perienced parts of the team. All the

starters from a year ago are back. Glenn

Holden, All-Yankee Conference, returns

with Chris Wood at cornerback. Seniors

Grady Fuller and John Shay return at safe-

ty-

Fuller led the team in interceptions a

year ago and was a second team Yankee

Conference pick.

"Defensively, that is where we will show

the greatest improvement," said Pickett.

"I feel that you have to have a good defen-

sive football team to be a good football

club.

"We're cautiously optimistic. The

players have great hopes. It's whose will-

ing to make the sacrifices that'll make the

difference," said Pickett.

The first goal in mind for the Minutemen

is to win a berth in the NCAA Div. I-AA

Pkoto rourtciy of Sporti Information

The fate of UMass football will be in the able hands of sophomore Jim
Simeone this season.

playoffs, by winning the Yankee con- UMass, along with Boston University,

ference title and the automatic berth that are rated as co-favorites in the coaches pre-

goes along with it. season poll.

"In order to do anything, we have to win

the Yankee Conference championship to

have the opportunity to do something

else," said Pickett.

CollefT'*" photo by Dav.^ i)rutH*r

Duckworth Grange (26) bowls em over in an early pre-season inter-squad scrimmage at Alumni Stadium.

"I don't put a lot of stock in it (poll),"

said Pickett. "We're going to work as hard

as we can and let the chips fall as they

may."

UMass will have to work hard in '83 due

to the fact that they havt' only four home
games and seven on the n)ad this season.

"Most teams play l)etter at home,"

Pickett admitted, "Hut we have played well

on the road and I expect this to continue.

We are not really travelling far.

"We do have a tough beginning with

Toledo, Holy Cross and Harvard."

Holy Cross is at home followed by the

Crimson on the road. Rhcxle Island comes

into Amherst for Homecoming, followed by

Delaware, who were runnersup in Div.

I-AA last year and two home games with

Maine and BU.

Then it's on the road again to finish out

the season with four road games in C^onnec-

ticut, Lehigh, New Hampshire and at Nor-

theastern.

The Minutemen opened at the University

of Toledo last Saturday. The results

weren't available at press time. Complete

results will be in tomorrow's Collegian.

Toledo is the only 1-A school on the

schedule. The Rockets went 6-5 last year in

the Mid-America Conference. Quarterback

Jim Kelso and Capus Robinson, his favorite

target give Toledo quick strike capability.

UMass has played Toledo only once

before and defeated them 28-14 at home in

1976.

Holy Cross comes to visit on Saturday

and whether the Minutemen are 1-0 or 0-1

you can be sure the young Massachusetts

football team will be ready to play.
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Kayvan Khatami, the second leading scorer for UMass last year,

prepares to receive the ball during training camp workouts last week.

X

Open daily 1 1 am - ?

256- 6147
256-6146

175 University Drive
(next to Price Chopper)

Delivery help needed - must have own car
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UM athletes named
All-NE, AU-American
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The sport actions didn't stop at UMass
with the coming of summer. Several

athletes were honored and some coaching

changes were made. Here is a summary of

the summer activity.

MEN'S LACROSSE - UMass placed

two players on the North squad, coached by

UM mentor Dick Garber, as part of the an-

nual North-South game. Midfielder's Tim
Cutler and Paul Fogarty were honored. In

the All-American selections, Cutler and

defenseman Barry Cain, the team MVP,
received Honorable Mention awards. UM
finished 5-10 last spring.

BASEBALL - Chris Waszczuk was

selected to the All-New England squad.

Waszczuk, who led the team in hitting

(.344) and five other categories, was also

named as the MVP for the 1983 squad.

Andy Connors and Tony Presnal were

elected co-captains for the 1984 season.

Connors plays third base and Presnal is a

left-handed pitcher.

SOFTBALL - Jackie Gaw was named
first team All-American for the second con-

secutive year as catcher. Gaw was the

team's leading hitter (.461) last year.

Shortstop AUyson Rioux was named se-

cond team All-American. Rioux and Gaw
were both members of ASA National

Champion Raybestos at the National

Sports Festival and Rioux was a member

of the silver medal United States Softball

team at the recent Pan-Am games.

Four Minutewomen were named All-

New England. Gaw, Rioux, pitcher Lynn
Stockley and second baseman Missy Oman
were honored.

MEN'S BASKETBALL - Edwin
Green, who was elected MVP of the

1982-83 team, and Donald Russell were
members of the Atlantic 10 All-Star team
which competed in Spain last spring.

Russell and Green were also elected co-

captains 1983-84.

Al Wolejko, 33, the head basketball coach

at Smith Academy in Hatfield, was ap-

pointed an assistant men's basketball

coach. Wolejko joins Mark Shea as assis-

tant coach.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Barbara
Stevens, head women's basketball coach at

Clark University in Worcester, is the new
UMass women's coach.

Stevens has led her team to the NCAA
Division III Final F'our for the past two
seasons. Clark had a 123-42 record over the

past six years.

FOOTBALL - Garry Pearson, the two
time All-American who holds every rushing

record here at UMass, was cut by the Seat-

tle Seahawks this summer. Scott LaFond
left the Buffalo Bills camp after the second

exhibition game. Tom Murray was cut by

the Cleveland Browns. Pearson, Murray
and LaFond all graduated last year.

No excuse to miss a home game
HOME FIELDS: So you can never use

the excuse, "I didn't know where they

•vere playing?" here is where the fall

sports teams will hold their home games:
football — Alumni Stadium, men's and

women's soccer — Boyden Field, field

hockev — NOPE, women's tennis —

NOPE, men's tennis — Boyden, volleyball

— NOPE (except for tournaments and

those are held in Boyden), men's and
women's cross-country — NOPE, men's

and women's golf — Hickory Ridge goif

course .

AKDY'S PIZZA
We/come Back Students

# / Pizza in Amherst

HOW STARTING

DELIYEKY!

Friendly Dining Atmosphere

Complete Dinner Menu
Wine and Beer Served

Grinders MfriJ>:

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Beer
Budweiser 12 oz. cans $9.95 + dep. cse.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $9.95 + dep. cse.

Molsons Golden Ale $3.75 + dep. 6/pk.

$14.59 + dep. cse.

Heineken 12 oz. bots $4.35 + dep. 6/pk.

$16.50 -f dep. cse.

Wines
Paul Masson
Burg., Chablis, Rhine, Rose $3.99/1.5 L

Folonari Verona red/white r $5.99/3 l

Freixenet Gordon Negro Sparkling Wine. . . $5.95/750 ml

Liquors
Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 l

Virgin Island Rum 80° light or dark $5.99 l

Kahlua Coffee Liquer . $11.99/750 mi

All Beer and Wine Specials are

Always Cold for your Convenience
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''The crowd (at hmne) helped us last year.—^-^——

—

We had a U-1-2 record at home, " said Gettler. "/ '—
have tried to establish a tradition that we don't lose at home."

UMass soccer is looking to win
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's not important to head coach Jeff Gettler what other

people predict that his University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team will do this fall. He wants them to do just one

thing. Win.
For the past few years, the Minutemen have done more

losing than winning. But with thr arrival of Gettler last

year, the team became more competitive. They didn't have

the greatest record last year, 7-8-2, but they weren't

blown out either.

And so this year, people are expecting more from the

1983 edition of the Minutemen. With ten seniors and the

addition of some freshmen and transfers, UMass is

definitely an improved team. But Gettler just wants them

to win.

"We're shooting for the best season ever at UMass. We
want more than 10 wins," said Gettler. This year UMass
has the potential to do just that.

"We're a lot better this year. We have improved all

over," said Gettler.

The leader of the pack will be two time captain Kevin

Flynn, a midfielder. Flynn, a senior, is looked upon for

leadership and Gettler hopes to see him score some.

More scoring will be expected from senior frontliners

Fritz Pike and Kayvan Khatami. Pike is a center forward

and Khatami, who was the second leading scorer last year

for UMass, plays out on the wing.

The defense will be anchored by senior Frank Neffinger,

the team's best defensive player according to Gettler. Nef-

finger and Simon Ostrov, who spent three years at URI,

are transfers.

Freshman and first year players are expected to con-

tribute a lot, notably back Peter Geeded and scorers Paul

Serafino and Luigi Romeo. Tom Uschok will be at midfield

after starting every game last year as a freshman.

Sophomore Mike Belino will also be in the midfield picture.

He missed his freshman year with a broken collarbone.

The goalie situation is up in the air at press time. Gettler

has nine goalies in camp and none have a clear advantage

at this time.

So on paper, the problems that beset UMass last year —

a lack of depth, weak goal tending and forward line —
seem to have solved.

"We're better," said Gettler, "but we still have to do it

Photo rourtriv of Sporta Information

Senior captain Kevin Flynn of the UMass soccer team will be one of the keys as the Minutemen

attempt to register a winning season.

on the field." The Minutemen take to the field tomorrow

night for their opener at Boston University. After visits at

Southern Connecticut (2nd in Div. II last year), UNH. and

the Cornell tournament, UMass plays nine of their next

ten games at home.

"The crowd (at home) helped us last year. We had a

4-1-2 record at home," said Gettler. "I have tried to

establish a tradition that we don't lose at home, and make
it tough for the other teams that come to Amherst."

Among the teams that will come to Boyden Field, Yale,

Rutgers, URI, Hartwick and Boston ('ollege. who played

in the NCAA tourney last year, will In* the toughest.

The Massachusetts men's s(x:cer team, ranked ninth in

the 1983 New England preseason poll, have a simple job.

Win

Minutewomen to use sister power

*7 think we're going to be competitive but

we're not going to be great/' Banda said.

"There are better teams and we have a

tougher schedule. Everyone has improved
more than ws, although we're still good.

"

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

As coach Kalekeni Banda helps the young University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team get ready for open-

ing day September 17, he is putting his faith in two sisters

to guide the team to victory during the season.

The team lost four senior captains to graduation last

year and with them went their leadership and All-

American play. With the opponents improving and becom-

ing stronger for the season, UMass needed to fill some big

shoes and Banda feels that sisters Christine and Ellen

Taggart are the ones that can lead the team.

No one nnsben th#* ri»n*»b1#' «pnior Starev Flioni>.

Photo conrtciy of Sporta Information

a speedv midfielder, off the ball.

"I think we're going to be competitive but we're not go-

ing to be great," Banda said. "There are better teams and

we have a tougher schedule. Everyone has improved more
than us, although we're still gwxl.

"The surprise of the camp has been Ellen Taggart,"

Banda said. "She looks good and if she keeps up with in-

tensity, she'll make the difference in the team."

Ellen, a sophomore, contributed two goals last season

and saw action in the quarterfinal loss to Central Florida

due to the absence of leading goal scorer Debbie

Harackiewicz, who was out with an injury. This year she

will play a more important part in the team.

Last season with the help of All-New England and All-

American captains Jackie Gaw and Nina Holmstrom, and

fellow captains Natalie Prosser and Debbie Pickett, the

team reached the quarterfinals of the NCAA Champion-

ship at Central Florida. It was a group Banda called "uni-

que". Although Holmstrom and Prosser will be assistant

coaches to Banda this season, an onfield leader is needed.

"If she (Ellen) can pick up the pieces from Nina and

Jackie and come in and do the job, that would be great."

Last season junior Christine Taggart had six goals,

seven assists and 13 points for the most assists and points

on the team.

"Christine Taggart is probably the leader," Banda

noted.

"I think those two sisters are added incentive. If they

don't play then we're in trouble."

Banda will l)e counting on Lori Stukes and Mary Szetela

in the defensive picture. For the second con.secutive year,

Stukes was selected to the All-New England team.

"Mary Szetela is tough. Her leadership on and off the

field will be very much needed. Lori looks exceptionally

good. She's ready to break out as one of the b€«st players in

the nation."

The goaltending situation is the only unsettled part of

the team. Tammie P^aston who started the majority of

games last year is not returning. Guard duties will be up to

sophomore Laurie Webber and three contending

freshmen.
Senior Stacey Flionis, one of two seniors on the team,

and Deana Denault will anchor the midfield for the

Minutewomen.
"Stacey is an exceptional player. She's got all of the skill

and right now she's the fastest girl on the U'am with the

ball. Her speed makes her the number one player in the

mid-field."

After a few weeks of hard pre-season practice, the

Minutewomen will take the field playing defensive ball on

Saturday in their opener when they host Plymouth State

qt Ro\fHpr
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Gazelles held off at final four
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^ Templepounds UM, Penn

State nips UMin OT, 7-6

Photo courtesy of Sports Information

UMass All-American defender Carol Prog^lske moves to catch the
ball in a women's lacrosse game last spring. Despite Progulske's fine
defensive efforts, UMass finished 4th in the nation.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

"It just happened to be one of those days
you hope you never play," Pam Hixon,

coach of the UMass women's lacrosse team,

said of the NCAA Division I semi-final

game against Temple, last May.

The 10-4 loss eliminated the defending

champions from a shot at their second

consecutive title. It was the team's worst
defeat all season. The loss was only the

second one of the season, however it was
the most important game.

"We just happened to be flat and Temple
played very well," Hixon said. "We were
not as together as we could have been as a

whole team."

The following day in a consolation game
with Penn State, the Gazelles were
determined to go out in style. Despite Penn
State winning 7-6 in overtime, last year's

national champs went out the way they
wanted to.

"We came back with the fortitude and
toughness we've had in the past," Hixon
said. "We left the nationals letting people
know we're quality. With a couple of breaks
we could've won. It was one of our best
games all season," she said.

UMass had tied Temple during regular

season play, 4-4 here in Amherst.

UMass went on top in the semi-final 1-0

on a Tish Stevens goal (Pam Moryl assist)

but Temple roared back with five unan-
swered goals before Linda Haytayan scored
with thirty seconds left in the first half to

make it 5-2, Penn State.

UMass closed to within two, 6-4, on goals

by Stevens and Haytayan, but with 4:43 to

go in the game, the Owls broke loose with
three goals in 2V2 minutes and went on to

win.

In the consolation game with Penn State,

UMass scored four unanswered goals after

a Nittany Lions score. Haytayan and Moryl
had two each and UMass led 5-2 at the half.

Penn State closed to within one after

scoring on two of four penalty shots in the

second half. With 1:58 to go, Penn State
got the equalizer and sent the game into

overtime.

Penn State scored first in the six minute
overtime but 13 seconds later Haytayan
made the score 6-6. Laurie Gray gave Penn
State the winning goal 11 seconds later and
the 7-6 win.

After the tournament, three UMass
players were selected to the all-tournament
team. Rita Hubner, Carol Progulske and
Moryl got the honors as well as being
selected as All-Americans.

Moryl was the team's leading goal scorer
with 40 goals, 11 assists for 51 points.

Hubner, who graduated in May, held her
ground in front of the UMass net and
Progulske was the Gazelle's top defender.

"What made that team successful was
their ability to play as a unit," Hixon said.

"They played with intelligence and as a unit
instead of playing player for player. And
that's what made it rewarding for us to go
as far as we did. It was a challenge and the
team really picked up the challenge," she
said

.

Dudweiser 1 2 oz loose con

S9.95&Dep
Rolling Kock 42 oz refill

$10.00 &Dep
Durgundy

Sebostloni & Choblis

1.5 S4.75
French

Dlonc de Dlonc Wine 750 ml $2.99
Lobotts

Deer & Ale 6 pk $3.30 & Dep

20% OFF
All Deer G Wine
Making Supplies

Deck's Light & Dork

$4.15 6 pk & Dep
Old Mr. Boston

P*pp*rmint Schnapps

i Lit*r S6.35

Almoden Mt. Wines
1.5 Liter $4.75

KohluQ 500 ml
$7.65

VODKA 60 proof

1 Liter $4.99

C & C LIQUORS
61 Moln St.

(across the street from Plumbleys)

Off Campus Fr*« D*liv*ry % 1 5.00 minimum
ALL SPECIALS IN STORE ONLY T*l. 253-309
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Veteran field hockey team returns
Experiencedoffense anddefense to bolster UMass

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

E.S.P. is something the 1983 edition of

the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team has plenty of.

No, the Minutewomen will no' be reading

their opponents minds with extra-sensory
perception. However, they will overpower
the opposition with Experience, Strength

and Power.
The experience will come in the hands of

eight seniors and a handful of juniors. Two
vacancies, at the most, will be filled by in-

coming freshmen.

"Just look at the personnel who are

returning," coach Pam Hixon said.

"They've come back in the best possible

shape they could. It's the last year for a lot

of them and they want to go out with a

bang.

"

The defense seems to be in good hands.

Seniors Carol Progulske, Nancy Goode,

Chris Coughlin and junior Andrea Muccini

will anchor the backfield during the season.

"The defense is relatively intact from last

year, " Hixon said. "Those four players will

see the most action in terms of defense.

There's new people behind them but right

now they (veterans) probably have the

most experience and will do the best job."

The goaltending duties are well in hand

with senior Patty Shea returning. Shea

kept the Minutewomen's opponents

scoreless for 14 out of 20 games dating back

to 1981. She should have no problems

handling the net duties this season but if

she does, Hixon is well prepared for it.

"In goal, this year I have the luxury of

having a number of goalies to choose from.

Unless Patty doesn't have a good pre-

season and the other goalies have a good
preseason, Patty will see the most action.

"If the first weeks are any indication, yes, we'll have a very

strong team, " said Hixon.

I eonrtesj of Sport* iBformatioa

Pam Moyrl and a Northwestern opponent spar off in a gwne last year.

UMass hosts NW in their season opener tomorrow at 4 p.m. at NOPE.

"There's three other people vying for her

job. That's nice because it keeps everyone

on their toes."

The team will also have Chris Kocot back

after missing last season with a broken

ankle. Transfer Maura Coughlin, who was

ineligible to play last season, will also add to

the lineup of experience the Minutewomen
have this season.

Strength is also something this team is

no* 'acking in. Although last year was
considered a rebuilding season by Hixon,

the team recorded a 15-4-1 slate while

reaching the first round of the NCAA
Championship only to bow to Iowa 1-0 in

double overtime.

This year the team is strong and healthy

all around from playing all summer. Shea,

Progulske, senior Patty Smith, junior Pam
Moryl and sophomore Megan Donnelly saw

most of the action playing at the U.S. Field

Hockey team tryouts this summer.
"We accomplished our goal last season,"

Hixon said."l think this year we have one of

the stronger teams at UMass. We had

people from j.v. move up and that's given

us depth.

"If the first weeks are any indication,

yes, we'll have a very strong team."

And the Minutewomen will be a very

powerful team.

"We lost a lot of scoring power last year.

We have a lot more scoring power this year

just from what I've seen. We have the

people who have the potential to score."

One of those is Donnelly, who was voted

first team All-American last year. Senior

Sue Packard has improved and is playing

her best hockey since coming to UMass,
according to Hixon. Diane Kobel and

Martha Lozeau are playing well and will be

seeing more action around the net this year.

"They've improved a lot," Hixon com-

mented on the Minutewomen as a team.

"We are definitely a threat to score which is

something we lacked."

The Minutewomen open up a challenging

slate tomorrow against Northwestern at

4:00 at the NOPE Fields. North CaroUna,

Temple, Old Dominion and Connecticut are

just a few of the powerhouses UMass faces

this year.

Field hockey training camp long and hard
"Someone asked me what I do besidesfield

hockey. I said, 'Eat and sleep. ' It was true.

It was a simple life, and one with great

definition. Get through. Do well. Every day.

And there was nothing else besid£s that

struggle.
"

— Michele Dolan

By MICHELE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

It is hot, even in the morning. I'm up at 8 a.m. for a 9

a.m. practice. I get on my bike and ride to the NOPE
field. I don't think my body is ready for another day, but

before I allow myself to think of it, I am stretching

and warming up with the team again. I am ready. Fve got

to be ready. And this is only the first of three sessions, so

i don't think ahead either. It is one at a time.

During the first week of preseason practice (from

August 24th to the 28th), the University of

Massachusetts women's field hockey team went three

sessions a day. After the warm-up of stretching, running

and footwork, we did conditioning drills. We rotated in

small groups to three stations from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

for drills that worked on shooting, defense and stick-

work.
At 12:00 we went swimming to rejuvenate our tired

and sore muscles. At 2 p.m. we met again for another two

hour session with the whole team together for passing

and defensive drills. At 6 p.m. we'd be back for a session

of scrimmagn^g. The scrimmage was the culmination of

the day's work, emphasizing the plays we had worked on

earlier. Finally, we'd weight train or run, on alternate

days.

That week someone asked me what I do besides field

hockey. I said, "Eat and sleep. " It was true. But it was

also the most wonderful feeling at the end of every day,

to know that I had made it. It was a simple life, and one

with great definition. Get through. Do well. Every day.

And there was nothing else besides that struggle

It was amazing how water had become so very im

portant. When the coach said "Get water" it was enough

to draw us to jog over with what energy we had. I

remember realizing that no matter what anyone could

offer me then, all I wanted was water.

During the next two weeks (from August 31st to

September 9th), we had double sessions. The workouts

never got less intense, but despite the fatigue everyone

felt, we kept pushing.

On September 4th, we went to Springfield College to

km

Mary Cazzetta moves in on goalie Sue Bell in pre-season workouts.
Collcfiwi photo b; David Dcabor

scrimmage against their team. We played hard, as

always. It was an unofficial scrimmage and we didn't play

regulation time, but it was a chance to use everything we
had gotten from the past two weeks of endless training.

Playing field hockey at UMass is a commitment. It is a

lifestyle. We may rest for a while, but we know that we

will be back on the field for practice the next day, and

that the best is expected of us. That is the kind of

program we have.

Playing on the team is also a matter of pure choice,

which makes one wonder why we subject ourselves to

such hard work. The answer is easy to see. For me, it is

easy to feel. It is the relentless effort that everyone out

there puts forth. It is the shouts of encouragement from

teammates that echo inside you when you feel tired, and

make you go on. It is a drink of water that spurs you on.

It is the simple acknowledgement that all you are

working for belongs to you and the people around you. It is

that you are there because you want to be. It is that

everyone is together. That the women at UMass want to

be the best. And that they will be.

Editor's Note: Michele Dolan is a sophomore field

hockey player it UMass trying out for a varsity position.
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STUDENT UNION
OPPOSITE THE HATCH

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 9am-11pm

SAT.-SUN. Ipm-IIpm

R<K>M
RATES:
(PRO-RATED)

POCKET BILLIARDS
POCKET BILLIARDS
PING PONG
DARTS
BOARD GAMES

1.75/HR/rABLE TIL 5

1.25/HR/TABLE AFTER
.75/HR/rABLE

.75/H RATABLE

.25/HR/GAME

UPCOMING
TOURNAMENTS HJilUJ

ASSOCIATION OF
COLLEGE
UNIONS
INTERNATIONAL

TOURNAMENT
BACKGAMMON
VIDEO GAMES
POCKET BILLIARDS

IF NECESSARY:
POCKET BILLIARDS
DARTS
FOOZEBALL
TABLE TENNIS

PLACE

CC 917
GAMES ROOM
GAMES ROOM

GAMES ROOM
GAMES ROOM
GAMES ROOM
NOPE

DATE

WED. OCT. 19

WED. OCT. 26

SAT. OCT. 29

SUN. OCT 30

WED. NOV. 9

SAT. NOV. 19

SAT. DEC. 3

TIME

7:00 PM
9:00 AM

11:00 AM

1:00 PM
7:00 PM

1 1 :00 AM
10:00 AM

ALL ABOVE ARE FOR UMASS CHAMPIONSHIP WINNER WILL REPRESENT
UMASS AT ACUl REGION I TOURNAMENT AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY, FEB. 25-26, 1984
— $2.00 REGISTRATION FEE.
• MUST BE UMASS STUDENT AND ENROLLED DURING 2ND SEMESTER (SPRING).
• MUST REGISTER BY NOON OF DAY PRIOR TO TOURNAMENT START.

ewi
EVERY WED. AT 7:00 PM

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING SEPT 21

START PLAY SEPT. 28

TOURNAMENT DEC 3

WINNER TO REPRESENT UMASS AT
REGIONAL I COLLEGE BOWL

REGISTRATION & QUESTIONS
CONTACT MARTY IN THE
GAMES ROOM 9-1 MON.-FRI.

TheVarsity Sport of the Mind

Volleyball to be young but skilled

Freshman
Debbie Cole

is all concen-

tration in a
preseason

workout with

the women 's

volleyball

team at

NOPE.

ilegan jMii by fto«< /kuhr

No seniors on squad that hosts

UMass Invitational this weekend

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Seniors are usually the backbone of

every college team. They are your

leaders, the experienced ones. More often

than not, a team with no seniors is in a

rebuilding stage. How much can you
expect from them?

Coach Elaine Sortino's University of

Massachusetts women's volleyball team
lost three starters from last year and this

year they have three juniors, three

sophomores, four freshmen and no seniors

on their 1983 roster.

Hut the six upperclassmen all have

game playing experience — there are

three starters back — and all four fresh

men have participated in junior Olympic
competition. This team will be no slouch.

"We're doing things now in practice,"

said Sortino. "that we just started doing

at the end of last season. The kids we
brought in have all played volleyball in

good, established programs." And the

upperclassmen all have vital college

experience.

Thus, Sortino and assistant coach Sara

Bonthuis hope their team can attain some
high goals. Sortino hopes that the team
will finish with a .700 winning percentage

or better, make the finals of the MAIAW
state championships and qualify for ECAC
play in November.

Juniors Patti Grant, Joanne Siler and

Kirsten Smith head up the veteran part of

the squad. Grant, a setter, has been more
consistent than ever and K. Smith is

improved.

Siler, who was the team MVP in 1981,

sat out last year with an arm injury. The
way she's playing in training camp "if you

did.i't know she hurt it, you could never

tell. It's a miracle," said Sortino.

Sally Maher, Ann Ringrose and Ijcslie

Smith return for their second year of play.

Significant contributions from Ringrose

and L. Smith, slowed by an injury early in

camp, are expected.

Maher. a starter last year, is hitting the

ball very hard and looks really good.

The freshmen can definitely hold their

own. Ellen Deady and Micki Barys were
All Globe last fall and both played in the

junior Olympic
Susie Grant. Patti's sister, and Debbie

Cole were All- State in Connecticut and
both played in the junior Olympics, too.

"Their skill level and experience show
in their play. We've never had that

before," said Sortino. It's exceptional for

freshmen.

The Minutewomen open their slate

Wednesday night at American Inter-

national College (AIC) of Springfield.

UMass will host two tournaments in-

cluding this weekend's UMass invitational

and travel to five others including tough

Division I tourneys in Delaware and

Hofstra.

"We have a very tough schedule for a

Division I team," said Sortino. Still UMass
plays many Division I schools. UMass also

plays valley rivals Smith and Mt.

Holyoke.

Without seniors and with a young team,

UMass has high hopes and good talent to

hopefully make 1983 a successful season.

After two weeks of triple sessions and
with the talent assembled, UMass hopes

to drastically improve on last year's 25-27

record.

101 ^
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^^Who loves ya! Baby?''

We do

Welcome Back Twofers
2 for 1 St. Pauli Girl Bottles

for September

Plu8 Our Original

twofers & hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm Proper ID a MUST iQ-midnight
^

57 N. Pleaeant St.

253-5141

• AHHOUHCING
KAKATE

CENTER

We are proud to announce our moving to a new larger loca-

tion. Conveniently located just 5 minutes from UMass (on the

bus route)

460 W«st Str*«t (rt 116) South Amhorst (top floor)

Same high quality instruction in the most advanced exercise

program ever devised. Sofo, modom, offoctlvo.

Featuring: Larry Kelley #3 ranked fighter in U.S.A.

Donna Kelley #1 female fighter in New England

KARATE: total body conditioning plus the skill of self defense

K.H.F.C.: A step above the rest!

586-6816

KARATE
Hoolth Fitnoss Contor
460 West St (Rt 116)

South Amherst
586-6816
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Sept

Oct.

Nov.

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

Cartoon by Steve Anderson

Sept

Oct

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY

13 NORTHWESTERN 4:00 11

20 BOSTON COLL^^-GE 4:00 14

23 North Carolina at 15

Springfield Coll 7 30 19

24 VERMONT 100 22

29 PROVIDENCE 330 25
29

1 at Spnngt.eld 11:00 Nov 2

4 at Yale 3:00 ^

8 at Maine 1100

at

at

Northeastern .3:00

Temple 3:00

Old Dominion at Temple .1:00

HARVARD 3:00

New Hampshire 1200
DARTMOUTH 3:00

RHOPE ISLAND 1:00

Boston Univ 6:30

CONNECTICUT 11 00

Coach: Pam Hixon

Sept.

Oct

.Monday, September 12, 1983, jCoJie^ian lib

UMass Fall snorts schedules

JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALl,

30 HARVARD 3:00

9 A.I.C 130
16 BROWN 1:30

21 BRIDGTON ACADEMY 3:00

6 at Connecticut 1.00

Coach: Steve Telander

14

16 17

20
24

28
30

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

at American International 7:00

UMASS INVITATIONAL 9:00am

at Lowell 6:30

at Central Connecticut

Tourn 9:00am-

at Holy Cross 6:30

UMASS CLASSIC 6:00pm

VARSITY FOOTBALL

Sept

Oct.

Sept

1 UMASS CLASSIC 9:00am

4 at Mt. Holyoke 7:00

7^8 at Southern Connecticut Tourn. 5:30

12 NEW HAVEN 7:00

14-15 at Delaware Tournament

21-22 at Vermont Tournament

26 at Smith 7:00

28-29 at Hofstra Tournament

2 SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT 6:00

5 MAIAW at MIT.
9 SPRINGFIELD 7:00

12 NORTHEASTERN 1:00

Oct

Nov

Coach: Elaine Sortino

Sept.

JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY

22 at Mt. Holyoke 4:30

1 at Springfield 12:30

4 at Yale 4:30

11 at Smith 3:00

19 HARVARD 4:30 q,
21 3PRINGFIELD 4:00

25 DARTMOUTH 4:15

29 RHODE ISLAND 2:30

5 CONNECTICUT 12:30

Coach: Paula Petrie

10 at Toledo 7:30

17 HOLY CROSS 1:30

24 at Harvard 1:30

1 RHODE ISLAND 1:30

8 at Delaware 1:30

15 MAINE 1:30

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS

15 at Tufts 3:00

1

7

at Rhode Island 1 00

21 VERMONT 3:30

26 SPRINGFIELD 3:30

28 at New Hampshire 3:30

1 at Smith 3:00

6 at Northeastern 4:15

8 9 ECAC Tournament

1 1 CONNECTICUT 3.00

13 HARVARD 3:00

15 MAIAW at Holy Cross

18 at Holy Cross 3:30

28-29 New Englands at Harvard

Coach: Pat Stewart

MEN'S VARSITY TENNIS

15 RHODE ISLAND 3:00

17 VERMONT 2:00

21 at New Hampshire 3:00

24 DARTMOUTH 2:00

28 at Connecticut 3:00

29 at Westfield St 3:00

30 ECAC Champ, at Princeton

1 ECAC Champ, at Princeton

4 ARMY 3:00

10 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 2:00

12 CLARK 3:00

15 at Albany St 1:00

Coach: Bob Szlosek

22 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 1:30

29 at Connecticut 1:00

Nov. 5 at Lehigh 1:30

12 at New Hampshire 1:00

19 at Northeastern 1:00

Coach: Bob Pickett

MEN'S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY

16 BOSTON COLLEGE 3:30

30 at New Hampshire/Rhode Island/

Connecticut/Providence 3:00

8 at Dartmouth/Connecticut/

Williams 3:30

15 Lowell/Northeastern

at Franklin Park Boston. 12:00

22 Atlantic Ten Conf. Champ.
at W. Virginia Univ.

28 St. John's/Rhode Island/

St. Joseph's/Manhattan at

Van Cortland Park -

New York City 3:30

5 New England's at Franklin Park-

Boston
12 ID4A's at Lehigh

Coach: Ken O'Brien

Sept.

Oct.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

Sept

Oct.

Nov

WOMEN'S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY

16 BOSTON COLLEGE 4:00

24 at Rhode Island Invitational .12:00

1 at Rutgers Invitational

6 at Northeastern 12:00

15 at Holy Cross Invitational

22 at New Hampshire/Rhode Island/

Vermont 1:00

29 NEW ENGLANDS

5 ECAC

Coach: Julie LaFreniere

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER

13 at Boston University 7:00

16 at So. Connecticut 3:00

21 at New Hampshire 3:00

24-25 at Cornell Classic— UMass/
Cornell/Brooklyn Coll /

Cleveland St 6 00 8 00

1 VERMONT 12:00

5 YALE 3:00

7-8 UMASS INVITATIONAL-UMASS/
ST JOSEPHS/RUTGERS/
N ADAMS ST 12 Noon 3:00

11 PROVIDENCE 3:00

14 RHODE ISLAND 3:00

19 at Connecticut 3:00

22 HOLY CROSS 11:00

26 WESTFIELDST 2:00

29 BOSTON COLLEGE 1 :00

2 at Springfield 7:30

6 at Maine - Portland 1:00

8 HARVARD 2:00

12 HARTWICK 2:00

Qoach: Jeff Qettter

WOMEN'S VARSITY SOCCER

17 PLYMOUTH STATE 2:00

24-25 at SUNY-Cortland Tourn.

28 BROWN 3:00

1 at Vermont 1 30

4 CONNECTICUT 3:00

1

1

at New Hampshire 3:30

13 SPRINGFIELD 3:00

16 SUNY-CORTLAND 1 00
19 at Dartrrwuth 3:00

22 at AdelphI 2:00

23 George Mason at AdelphI . . 1 2:00

25 at Harvard 2:30

28 at Boston College 7:00

Coach: Kalekeni Banda

MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER

30 at Connecticut 3:00

8 at Dartmouth 1 1:00

12 AMHERST 3:30

18 at Holyoke CO 3:30

29 WILLIAMS 2:00

3 at Springfield 7:30

5 at Amherst 10:00am

8 HARVARD 2:00

Coach Kevin Welsh

Cartoon by Steve Anderaon

Sept

Oct.

VARSITY QOLF

WOMEN'S

23 at Springfield 100 Sept

12 at Yale Invitational 9 00

8 9 ECAC at Dartmouth 900
15 at Mt Holyoke/Springtield

College 1 00 Oct

18 AMHERST 100
21-22 at Mt. Holyoke Invitational 12:00

Coach Jack Leaman

MEN'S

10-11 at Army Invitational

20 at Rhode Isl'ind Invitational 1:00

26-27 New Enjiands at Concord, MA
29 at Willia if 100

2 3 TOSK' TOU^^NAMENT
14 15 Atlantic Ten Conf Champ

at Philadelphia, PA

Coach Ed Vlach

MEN'S & WOMEN'S

Activities

Flag Football*#*

Ultimate Frisbee#*

Tennis singles

Track and Field

Cross Country*

Ice Hockey#$

Bowling$

Racquetball#

Badminton Singles

One on One Basketball

Three on Three

Foul Shooting*

Swimming
Basketball*

Co-Rec Soccer#*

Volleyball*

Entry Date

9/15

9/15

9/15

9/26

10/3

10/3

10/6

10/17

10/6

10/18

11/16

10/18

11/16

11/28

9/15

10/17

"".liiS>*' Lab""" . .

w-or-'^f-
•l^

fii-i.

^l

.^ "\.

:^!^r^
'yiK

Laoki^^iUL

BudweiseE
KING OF BEERS®

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

* Co-Rec available

# Health Clearance forms required
x * ^ •

A $10 non-refundable re-entry bond required within 48 hours of forfeit

$ Non-refundable Entry Fee is required ^ . *u

League schedules and other important information will be handed out dunng the

mandatory Manager's/Player's Meeting. Meeting time and location will be available

from the IM office (5-2693) prior to the meeting.

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES

starting Date

9/26

9/26

9/22

10/4

10/13

10/17

10/12

10/26

10/17

10/25

11/28

10/26

11/16

2/1/84

9/26

10/31

Manager/ Player's Meeting

9/22, 9/23

9/22, 9/23

9/15

10/13

10/17

10/6

12/13. 12/14

9/22, 9/23

10/26, 10/27
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IluMi gel ill on tlic gn)und tl(K)r in our iiiKk'i"i;r.uliuik' otticvr

coiiiniLssioiung pn)grani. \bu coiild sum pkuiiiing on a Guxvr like llu

men in tills lul have. And also hiive some gixiu achiuiUiges liki':

liiniing SKK) a montli during liie seh(K)l \ear

As a &iesliniaii or sophomore, you could compleu* your kisic

li\iining during two SL\-vveek summer

sessions and eani moiv tlian $11(K)

during e;ieh session

)unioi> r.uii nioa* llian Sl^XK) dur-

Vou c;ui take 6x1* chiliiui thing k-ssoiis

Vouiv commissioned u|X)n gradiuition

it you'iv l(H)king to nuAe up quick!). l(K)k into tlie Marine Coq)s

undi'i>;i"iuluaie otficer commissioning pn)grani. Vou could start oti

nuiking moiv liuui Sr.CMK) a year

iiig one a-n-week summer session

Wanttqmave
vpgmckly?

Maybeyou can beone ofus.

\

\

See your Officer Selection Officer, 1stLt Auman when he visits your campus, or
call him at (203) 722-2168.

FRI. 9/16
RCUMnez)m LAME^
CHARTBUSTERS

• Z

SAT. 9/17
American Legends...

Muddy Water's Band^

UQ5/JanWORLD TOURS w/j

The ROLLING STONES, ERIC CLAPTON, BOB DYLAN

and JOHNNY WINTERS . . . DON! MISS THEM!

MAURICE RAYMOND
of the BLUSHIiNiG BRIDESFRI. 9/23

& Tl>c Loi>cly Boys
IN A KNOCKOUT TRIBUTE TO The Rolling Stones

FRI. 9/30

29 Years ago Tonight, the Tragic Ride...

LOOK-A-LIKE/ FILM /ROCK with the

CONTEST I ^^^ I

SfftJf0ffS

ROCKIN' BLUES & SOUL
with the RAJUN' CAJUNSAT. 10/1

BUCKWHEAT ZYIXCO

^f~IURs. i MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

^URpf^l I TUBS. COMEDY NIGHT
^ICHt.. I wed. free FILMS!

Fallgolfoutlook
UMass linksters look ahead
with hudding team
By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

golf team is ahead of the pack. The
Minutemen spent this weekend at the

Army Invitational. Results were not

available at press time.

What was available was the fact that

UMass looks to have a strong team this

year and a young one.

"We are looking for better things (this

year)," said coach Ed Vlach. "We picked up

a few kids who look to be assets to the

team. Now. it looks like we'll have five or

six strong people. We are a much more
balanced team than we've been in years

past."

The lineup that went down to West Point

was a balanced one. Leading the team was
senior captain John Courig, back after

service in the Army, and who is really

coming into his own, said Vlach. Courig,

junior Tyler Shearer, >»nd sophomore Alan

Vorce were joined by lAfo freshmen, James
Ryan of Springfield and Tim Smith from

Syracuse, N.Y.
Vlach held tryouts for the West Point

slots during the middle of August. Two
notable players that missed the trip were

sophomore Brian Fitzgerald, who played at

number one at times last spring, and

sophomore Bill Meade.
The two should make the regular squad

after school starts.

"It looks to be a good year," said Vlach.

"I'm looking forward to it."

Women's golf hurting for

players, return only three
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Jack Leaman's University of

Massachusetts women's golf team is

hurting. On one hand, the team lost New
England and state champion Marlene
Susienka to graduation along with Nola

Eddy and Susan McCrea. On the other

hand, he only has three players left on his

team.
The team needs new players badly.

Anyone interested in trying out for the

team contact coach Leaman in his office at

Boyden 228.

Returning for Leaman's linksters are

Jane Egan, Judy Guzy and Teresa Collins,

Guzy was the number two player last

spring and Leaman hopes she can pick up
some of the slack from Susienka's

graduation. Egan was the fourth player.

Collins has improved a lot over the

summer according to the coach.

UMass finished third in New England
last spring mainly on Susienka's per-

formance. It will be tough to do that

again. The Minutewomen have a very

younp tram and the outlook isn't good.

"Golf is kind of a prep school game,"

said Leaman. The team plays at Hickory

Ridge, also Amherst's home course.

The bottom line is, according to

Leaman, the need for some more players.

"There are golfers here at UMass. It's

just a matter of finding them," said

Leaman.

University Store's

Textbook Annex
for all of your course books - new or used

ANNEX HOURS -

Opening^ Week

Monday 9 am - 5 pm
Tuesday 9 am - 9 pm

Wednesday 9 am - 9 pm
Thursday 9 am - 9 pm
Friday 9 am - 5 pm

Saturday 10 am - 3 pm

Located in the

Physical Plant Building

University of IVIassachusetts
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Hot h Sour Soup
Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Ravioli

Beef with Green Pepper

Chicken Fried NoodlesBUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunc**

11:30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

MENU
Sweet ft Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chinese Bart)equed Pork

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chicken Wings

loncheen Special Cr Take-Out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun Thurs 11:30 am 10 pm
Fri C» Sat 11 30 am - 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rta 9. Amherst

06-0251

Campus
Card.

Welcome, University of Massachusetts students!

No matter what your schedule or workload is, you tan

now do your banking at a nearby X-Press 24 There's

only one card that lets you do ail your regular banking

at more than 435 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts

the BayBanks X-Press 24" C ard

To get your card, |ust visit our Amherst Office, 75 Fast

Pleasant Street, today LcH>k for us in the green and while

tent there

Youll receive Free Campus Gifts when you open your

account

nySomething Better

eXting
ADC'S

fl

flv[nuf
American food, spirits

and entertainment

B-
THE BUS

pizza, hot dogs
hamburgs, salads

C-
SKINNY COYOTE

traditional Mexican

-

Vietnamese food

dedicated to providing

fine dining

the intimate bar

with entertainment

o//of

The Avenue Restaurants
Thornes Marketplace

1 50 Moin St.> Northampton

UMass harriers
are optimistic

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

A young, but experienced University of Massachusetts

men's cross-country team opens their season Friday in

their (ytdy home meet of the season against a veteran

Boston College squad.

Coach Ken O'Brien has four of his starting five return-

ing this fall. Captain Rick Doiron, the number one runner

a year ago, is back along with number two runner Rod

LaFlamme.
"We drew a tough opener," said O'Brien, "but the

team has done quite a bit of running over the summer."

Boston College is ranked fifth in the New England pre-

season poll. UMass is ranked ninth.

Helping out will be juniors Jim McPhee, John Panccion

and juniors Peter Larry and Jack Marinelli who rounded

out the top 7 last year.

The harriers have nine races, few of which will be dual

meets. UMass went 2-3 last year in dual meets.

Among the racers on tap for the Minutemen are the

Atlantic 10 championships at .West Virginia and the New
England championships in Boston.

"Hopefully, we'll move up a notch at the AtlanticvlO

(from last year's fifth)," said O'Brien, "but Penn State,

West Virginia, Rutgers and St. Joseph are all returning

runners too. They're very strong."

O'Brien is confident of improving in New England.

"I anticipate great improvement. We finished 11th last

year but McPhee and Panccion were injured just before

the meet," said O'Brien. UMass should have finished 4th

or 5th according to the coach.

Friday's Boston College meet will start and end at

NOPE. The meet starts at 3:30.

Frosh dominate

women runners
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's tough in inter-

collegiate athletics with

freshmen. Sometimes they

work out great and fit right

in. Sometimes they don't.

That's why it is difficult to

say what kind of year the

University of

Massachusetts women's
cross-country team will

have this year.

The lady harriers are

returning only two let-

termen and the majority of

the rest of the team will be

freshmen. Hopefully, they'll

have enough talent to fill in

the holes caused by gradua-

tion.

Juniors Maureen O'Reilly

and Kim Baker return from

last year's 1-5 team. They

will be the leaders on this

young squad.

Tops among freshmen
should be Sally Howes from

nearby Frontier Regional

and Deidre Doyle from

Mohawk Regional. The rest

have potential, but it's hard

to know what to expect.

The women open up on

Friday in their only home

meet of the year against

Boston College. It will be a

tough battle because the

Lady Eagles have been

undefeated for the past two

years. The women's meet

will start at 4:00 and the

meet will start and finish at

the NOPE fields.

UMisO-7vsB.Hens

More predictions
Last year in the Yankee Conference —

Maine
Boston U.

UMass
UConn
URI
UNH

3-2-0

3-2-0

3-2-0

3-2-0

2-3-0

1-4-0

7-4-0

5-6-0

5-6-0

5-6-0

7-4-0

4-6-0

USA Today picks experienced BU to take the crown and

Sports Illustrated picks Maine vrith BU close behind. USA
Today tabbed BU, UMass and Maine as conference

powers and called UConn a slepper. See page 16 for the

Collegian's picks.

UMass has traditionally

had success with their

football program except

against a few teams, some of

which are on this year's

slate. UMass holds a 16 12

advantage over Boston

University, 30-21-2 ad-

vantage over UConn, and a

29-12-3 record over New
Hampshire.

Umass leads in their

series against Maine, 23-5-1.

Maine didn't score a point

against UMass from 1970 to

1976. And when Maine beat

UMass last fall, it was their

first win since 1965.

Here is how UMass stacks

up against the rest of their

1983 slate: Toledo (1-0, UM).

URI (28-27-2. UM). Nor-

theastern (7-6-1. UM).
LeHigh (0-1, UM). Holy

Cross (16-14-4. HC) and

against Delaware. UMass is

0-7.

For interested trivia

buffs. Amherst College

holds a 42-10-5 advantage in

their series over UMass,

which started in 1881. They
haven't met since 1946, a 6-6

tie.

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1 Marksmanship - instruction in basic rifle marksmanship. Includes range and safety pro-

cedures, firing positions, techniques of firing, competitive firing and record qualification,

(fall & spring semester)

2 Bay State Rangers - intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tac-

tics, patrolling, land navigation (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leader-

ship reaction courses, field problem tests, physical conditioning, and practical leadership

experience, (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military

and social life of an alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a

parade and attend a home football game, (fall semester)

4. Field Training Exercise tC Fort Devens - weekend visit to an active Army post, orienta-

tion to life on a military installation with enphar.is on visiting facilities (museum, com-

missary, rx, family quarters, troop billets, open mess) and an introduction to M-16 famili-

arization firing ."uid the sport of land navigation, (fall semester).

5. Mountaineering - instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and

rock climbing t .chniques . Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual

climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exercise (fall S. spring semester)

6. Cold Weathc^r Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4»j-day winter survival school in

Brunb*/ick, Maine. Instruction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible

vegetation, terrain association, snowshoeing, emergency signaling, and land navigation.

(intersession)

7. Lolor Guard - Participate in area parades and with University Band at home football

gamer. Incl-ades precision drill, the meUiual of ariris , amid movements with colors, (fall

semester)

8. Physical Readiness - a structured program designed to progressively improve individual

conditioning. Includes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group condition-

ing activit-ies, amd fitness tests, (spring semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive Ijnd navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiar-

ization land navigation cmarse and ending with a lauid navigation course that will challenge
the most competent navigator (fall semester)

For I'-lore Information Contact;

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTO.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

k

i

i

* Sports Notes*
The annual United Way tennis tournament will be held

on September 15-18 at Amherst College. There will be A
and B divisions in men's and women's singles and doubles
as well as mixed doubles.

To encourage student participation, the student entry

fee this ypar is $5 for singles and $8 per doubles team. Col-

lege students should bring their school ID's. High School
students need not show proof.

Entries can be picked up at Fenton's in Amherst and at

Racquetworks in Northampton.

it it it

A network of six Massachusetts radio stations will bring

live coverage of University of Massachusetts football to

fans across the Commonwealth this fall.

The Minuteman's eleven game schedule will be aired on
WTTT/1430 in Amherst, WSPR/1270 in Springfield,

WBRKyi340 in Pittsfield, WRSI/95.3 in Greenfield,

WORC/1310 in Worcester and WUMB/91.9 in Boston.

Tim Ashwell returns for another season as play by play

voice of the Minutemen. Ashwell is also the radio voice of

UMass basketball. Howard Herman will again provide col-

or commentary.

• • •

Tryouts for the Men's Gymnastics team will be held

from September 12, today, through Sept. 17 from 3-6 p.m.

at the Boyden Gymnastic Facility.

it it it

Anyone interested in Women's gymnastics contact

coach Ken Anderson in Boyden 219 as soon as possible.

Call 545-0815 or stop by between 1:30 and 2:30, Monday
through Friday.

• •

FALL BASEBALL - There will be a meeting for all

new candidates on Monday Sept. 12, today, at 4:40 p.m. in

Boyden 249.

Collcfiaa photo by DMrid Dcub*r

Goalie Jamie Firmage dives to save the ball in pre-season workouts with the men's soccer

team. Firmage was one of nine goalies that were in training camp.

Graduation doesn't hurt tennis

Emerson wins award
Bruce Emerson, of Rockport, MA., one of the most

versatile members of the 1983 UMass baseball team has

received the Dennis DellaPiana Memorial Trophy for

Dedication. Courage and Sportsmanship. Emerson, the

starting shortstop in 1982, was one of UMass' top pit-

chers in '83 in addition to assuming the role of designated

hitter.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Graduation didn't take a big bite out of the University of

Massachusetts men's or women's tennis teams and both
look optimistically towards the fall.

Coach Bob Szlosek's men's team returns four of their

top five singles players from last spring. Steve Jordan, at

number 2. Stuart Goodman, at number 3. Nick Julian (4)

and Rich Zindgren (5) are the top returnees for the

Minutemen this fall.

Besides coping with the loss of Neil Mackertich (1),

UMass, who finished sixth in New England last spring,

must tackle a challenging slate that includes Army,
UConn. Dartmouth and Clark.

The men's team hosts Rhode Island at the Boyden ten-

nis courts on Thursday in their season opener at 3:00.

The women's tennis team, under the leadership of Pat
Stewart, returns three of their top five singles players

from last spring. Elizabeth Sullivan (2). Chris Frazier (4),

and Trish Sullivan (5) head up the Minutewomen squad.

The top doubles team of Maureen Hanlon and Wendy
Scheerer are also back.

The women, who open Thursday at Tufts, hope to top
their fine 7-4 record from the spring. To do it they have to

beat the likes of Northeastern, Harvard and Holy Cross.

The Minutewomen's first home match is against Ver-
mont on Sept. 21. Besides hosting the Catamounts, the

women also host UConn. Harvard and Springfield. The
women play at the NOPE courts.
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WELCOME BACK
Two T.V.'s

TIME OUT
Free

Popcorn

Amherst's Biggest Little Bar
Happy Hour Daily 4 - 7

Super Sandwiches 11:30 - 1:30

37 N. Pieascmt Street

Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Conver. it Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm

the
mini Qfnro

^ See us first for ALL your
.^ports and athletic equipment

• Nike, Adidas, Pony and Converse

1 Sport Shoes
Wilson, Prince, Spalding Tennis Equipnnent

CCM and Cooper Hockey Equipment

• Racket Re-stringing and .^%

Skate Blade Sharpening '""•'
jg^

. . .plus more ^tm

No matter what your athletic
''

•

equipment needs — see. . .

FENTON'S
377 Main St Amherst
Open Monday thru Friday 9-5:30

Saturday 9-4

ATNLETie

SUmJES
2S3-3973 Sf
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Massachusetts— Connecticut: spirited rivalry

This is the first in an

occasional series about
UMass rivalries.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Colle^an Staff

There are rivalries and then there are

rivalries. There is the Boston-New York
baseball rivalry, one of the oldest and most

bitter in the country. The Cowboys and the

Redskins don't particularly care for each

other and the Celtics and the 76ers are not

pals.

And then there is the University of Con-

necticut. To athletes and fans of the

University of Massachusetts, UConn is a

name to be respected and/or hated.

For years, UMass and UConn have been

the closet rivals. Through the sixties and in-

to the early seventies, these two members
of the Yankee Conference have staged in-

tense athletic contests. More often than

not, UMass and UConn were battling it out

for the championship.

With the demise of the Yankee Con-

ference in the mid 70's, except for football,

some of the polish surrounding the rivalry

dimmed. UConn went big time and joined

the Big East. UMass joined the Eastern 8,

later to become the Atlantic 10.

Still, the football team, both soccer teams

and the field hockey team have the utmost

respect for those Blue and White Huskies

from Storrs and possess a great desire to

beat them.

For Bob Pickett and his Minuteman foot-

ball team, the Yankee Conference still lives

and now gets an automatic bid into the

NCAA Div. I-AA playoffs.

UConn-UMass games are very hard

fought battles. In 1981, the Minutemen
traveled to Memorial Stadium and came
from behind to beat UConn and propel

them selves back into the YC picture.

In 1982, the injury wracked Minutemen
made seven changes in the starting lineup

including moving fullback Tom Murray to

middle guard (defense) and starting

freshman quarterback Jim Simeone. Si-

meone, on the games first play, almost

teamed up with his brother Bob for a

touchdown bomb.

And for the third year in a row, Garry

Pearson saved his best for when the

Huskies were in town, rushing for 215

yards, a new school record. Pearson and

both Simeone's are from Connecticut.

In the last six years, the football Huskies

have won just once over the Minutemen, in

1979.

However, in men's soccer, UConn has

had Massachusett's number for the last

few years. UConn nipped the upstart

Minutemen 2-1 in 1981 enroute to their se-

cond NCAA soccer crown.

But in 1982, here in Amherst, UMass
almost toppled the defending champions.

Although UConn spent most of the time in

UMass' end, UM scored on two fast breaks

to take a 1-0 and later a 2-1 lead. They led

2-1 and the unusually large crowd started

to count down as the clock rolled under a

minute.

UConn's pressure was intense and with

just 26 seconds to go, Matt Addington tied

it up.

UMass captain Senior Kevin Flynn just

happens to be from Connecticut.

In 1981, only one thing stood between

Pam Hixon's undefeated (17-0-2) field

hockey squad, ranked first in the country,

and the National crown. It was the pesky

4th ranked Huskies, who had earlier in the

season tied UMass.
On their home field, UConn took advan-

tage of UMass mistakes, controlled the

game and handed the Minutewomen a 4-1

loss.

Last year, UConn was the "opportunist"

and took a 2-0 win over the stickers. Due to

that loss, UMass drew Iowa in the NCAA

playoffs — the winner to face UConn. Iowa
won 1-0 in overtime.

In women's soccer, UConn and UMass
are as close as rivals for the National crown
can be. Last season, UConn finished 4th in

the nation, UMass was 5th.

The Huskies stole a 1-0 double overtime

win from the Minutewomen last fall and
the hard play was typical of the two teams.

The two squads do respect each other

and early in training camp two weeks ago,

the two scrimmaged against each other

here in Amherst.

Both coaches told their players to take it

easy, but still the players got carried away
at times.

Connecticut and Massachusetts. It's a

rivalry fueled by pride, sportsmanship, per-

sonnel (14 football players are from the

Nutmeg state), respect and the drive for

athletic competion.

It will continue in Amherst and Storrs

this year and the next and the next.

Daring Yankee Conference
picks - UMass nippingBU
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Making predictions is the easiest way I

know to get people mad at you and the

easiest way to be proven wrong.
However, undaunted and unafraid, I ivill

attempt to predict what will happen in

usually unpredictable Yankee Con-
ference. Most of the teams are close in

talent, but someone has to win.

MASSACHUSETTS - The Yankee
Conference title will come down to the

game on Oct. 22 at Alumni Stadium when
Boston University comes to town. With a

strong defense, experienced secondary,

UMass should be able to keep BU at bay

providing that Jim Simeone and company
produce enough points on the scoreboard.

Targets Bob Simeone, Gary Freker and
backs Rich Jenkins and Duckworth
Grange should provide Massachusetts

with ample offensive power. The home
field advantage will make the difference

for UMass. PREDICTION - first, 4-1.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY - Coach Rick

Taylor and his Terriers have 37 of the 44

regulars from last year returning. Jim
English is solid at quarterback in his third

year and Paul Lewis leads the Terrier

ground attack.

BU has an experienced defense, but

that won't be enough to overcome

Massachusett's home field advantage.

PREDICTION - Second, 4-1.

MAINE — Lorenzo Bouier is gone

along with nine starters from the defense.

The Black Bears should have gone to the

NCAA's last year, but even with the

return of QB Rich LaBonte and HB Paul

Phelan, it's just not enough for Maine.

This team will be spoilers or with a little

luck could be in the hunt. PREDICTION
- third. 3-2.

RHODE ISLAND - The Rams will be

a tough, tough fourth place team. With a

strong defense led by pre-season All-

American Tony Deluca, URI could go

somewhere, but Dave Weinke is a rookie

quarterback and URI's depth is suspect.

PREDICTION - fourth, 2-3.

CONNECTICUT - UConn returns two
starting quarterbacks Larry Corn and
Rob Trivella and although first year coach

Tom Jackson has 18 starters back, Con-

necticut will miss out. The Huskies are

always tough and the teams will have to

watch out. PREDICTION - fifth. 2-3.

NEW HAMPSHIRE - The poor

Wildcats lost twenty-one lettermen last

year and Curt Collins, who led the team in

rushing and receiving last year, won't be

enough. UNH won't win many games,

especially in the Yankee Conference.

PREDICTION - sixth 0-5.

SIGN-UP nanv SMCP SIGN-UP
NOW l''«^l-'» '>">^' MOW

Co-ed Fitness Centers

at 2 ON-CAMPUS LOCATIONS
NOPE and BOYDEN GYMS

Featuring 34 New Omnikinetic Exercise IVIachines
* unlimited use during open hours

Open to Students

$45. per semester ""^^"'^y ^"^ s*^"

COME IN FOR A
FREE WORKOUT

during open hours

* Strength Training

* Aerobic Fitness

* Free Testing

* Weight Control

(burns more calories than jogging)

For more information

call: 545-1555

call between 8:30 am - 9 pm M-F (weekends 10 am - 3pm)

Open: Monday - Friday

7 am - 9 am Boyden
7:30 am -9 am NOPE

Noon - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

7 pm - 9 pm (NOPE only)

Saturday 2 pm - 3 pm

•'*- 7"r.

Todd Comeau (32)

makes sure this

Boston College

Eagle stays ground-

ed as Steve

Foreman moves in

to help on the tackle.

UMass no longer

plays BC du£ to

scheduling dif-

ficulties on the part

of both schools.

f'hutii ourteaty ufSpurts Informatu'ti

^^W

overlooking Cafe Square

Hampshire Mall Rt. 9 Hadley

584-6937

DINNER and MOVIE
$5.50

- Available Anytime -

Choose from the following entrees and get a FREE PASS to the

Hampshire 4 or Mt. Farms 4 Theatres
(Pass Valid Anytime Sunday Thru Thursday)

- BAKED COD FILLET -

Served with Potato or Vegetable, Salad, Roll and Butter

- VEAL PARMAGIANA -

Served with Spaghetti, Salad, Roll and Butter

- TURKEY DINNER -

Served with Gravy, Potato, Cranberry Sauce, Salad, Roll and Butter

- CHOPPED SIRLOIN -

Served with Potato or Vegetable, Salad, Roll and Butter

- CHEESE OMELETTE -

Served with Salad, Potato, Toast or Muffin

Can we build one for you?

p«:kle

UfSHTVtyE

I/APOOTED SWISS
COLE SLAW
COGNED BEEF
RUSSIAN DQESSIN6

Design your favorite sandwich and bring us the blueprinf'we'll build it

to exact specs. We're the sandwich engineers at

THE ANHERST DELICATESSEPi
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-631

4

ftatsUe^

. . .where all foods are

cooked to order. . .fast!

Horn* of th* 69'

V4 lb. Homburg^rl

i

Choose from a list of over 40 items including:

Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Hot & Cold Grinders,

Seafood, Salads, Specialty Sandwiches

and an assortment of side orders including potato skins,

tacos, onion rings, chili, and fried vegetables.

FKEE DELIVERY: (4 pm-clos*)

coil 256-065e
400 HusMll St. (Kt«. 9)

near the new Super Stop & Shop
on the Amherst/ Hadley line.

Snumwoy's
WollpQpef & Point Store

Everything you need for

your room or apartment.

320 College St. - Amherst

TeL 256-6750 6-6 Doily
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DRINK SPECIALS AT (EtfarlU B
1 Pray Street, Amherst, MA 549-5403

cljnrUe'fl 1

foo^tortt^inK

Super Hdppy Hour Diiily 3-6 pM
"2 for 1" JUMBO DRINKS

(Everything but Bottled Beer)

FREE MUNCHIES

goolfood&tihnK

MONDAY
Molson Night

99 ' Bottles of Molson Golden Ale

75 ' Molson Ale Draft

$4.00 Pitchers

TUESDAY
Pizza and Beer Night

For $4.95 you get a Pitcher of Domestic Draft (Pabst or Miller)

or Carafe of any wine and a Cheese Pizza

(a $8.90 value)

(while kitchen is open)

(add for additional items)

SURER NIGHT SPECIALS

(8 p.m. until closing)
WEDNESDAY

Double Trouble Night-"2 for 1" Jumbo Drinks

(everything but bottled beer)

THURSDAY
Strohs Night
95 ' bottles

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Come in & Check Out Charlies

SUNDAY
Dollar and a Penny Night

Any Low Shelf One Shot Drink $1.01

(regularly $1.50)

We are open daily, 7 days a week, from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. We serve lunch, dinner, and we also have a late

night menu, featuring pizza and sandwiches. Check out our daily food and drink specials. Come to our

Happy Hour for "2 for 1" Jumbo Drinks and Free Munchies every day (3-6 p.m.)

Charlie's is a nice place to drink, the place where friends meet.

Pool table, video games, dartboard, jukebox, two color T.V.'s.

We make homemade pizza, even the dough is made in our kitchen.

Come check us out!

J

HOT TUBS
UTOPIA SPAS

HOT TUBS

A CoivipLETE ThERApEuric & ReUxatIon pAciliTy

• SpECiAl SriidENT Rates

• Hot Tub WhiRl Pool SpAs

• IsoLation TanU

(Sensory DeprIvatIon TAwk)

• ThERApEUTIC MASSAqE

• SUNTAN LOUNQE RoOM

• AU-NaturaI NoN-AlcohoUc

ReFresIiments

/
• Warm & CoMpoRTAblE Lounge

Area wjtIi Wood Stove

• A cIean, saFe ANd supERvisEd

ENVIRONMENT

• EAch AREA wiREd FoR yOUR

OWN Favorite music or souNds

• ANd Much More

A DivisioN oF Stress MANAqEMENT Inc.

LocATEd AT 17$ UNivERsixy DrIve

NEXT TO STAditM Uquor In tIie PrIce ClioppER MaU
OpEN EvERydAy 11:00 am - 1:00 aw

PliONE 25J-SPAS caU For reservation or just WAlk In

TAKE A DEEP BREATH AND RELAX!!!

Boyden, Hicks, NOPE schedules
Effective September 13 to December 15,

1983

Facilities are primarily for the use of

students, faculty and staff. Limited use is

permitted by spouse/dependents and
guests. All participants must present a cur-

rent validated UMass I.D. card or recrea-

tion activity sticker when entering in-

tramural recreation areas. Copies of this

schedule and further information may be

obtained at the intramural office, 215
Boyden, 545-2693, Mon.-Thur. 8:30

a.m.-9:00 p.m. and Friday 8:30 a.m. -5:00

p.m.

••NOTE*** When facilities are not

utilized for recreational activity, classes, in-

tramural competition or varsity practice is

scheduled. All facilities closed Thanksgiv-

ing, November 24, 1983.

BOYDEN POOL ^

CLOSED: Nov. 5, 15. 19, Dec. 3, 10 for swim meet

Nov. 30 from 7:30 PM 9:30 PM
Dec. 11 untU 4:00 PM

Lap Swim Mon. through Fri. 8 AM -9 AM
Lap Swim Mon. through Fri. 11 AM 1 PM
Open Swim. ..Mon. & Wed. 7:30 PM-9:30 PM
FamUy/Open*. Friday 7:30 PM-9:30 PM
Up Swim Saturday 12 PM-2 PM
3pen Swim. ...Saturday 2 PM-5:30 PM
^pen Swim....Sunday 12:30 PM-7:30 PM

•NOTE: Family swim is open to all

University personnel possessing a valid

•ecreation activity sticker.

BOYDEN GYMNASIUM
:L0SED: Sept. 16 1 PM-10 PM Varsity Volleyball

Sept. 17 8 AMIO PM Varsity Volleyball

Sept. 30 1 PM-10 PM Varsity Volleyball

Oct. 1 8 AM-10 PM Varsity Volleyball

fonday through Friday 12:05 PM-1:10 PM
londay through Friday 2:15 PM-9:30 PM
aturday 10 AM-5:30 PM
unday 12 PM-7:30 PM
'Effective October SI

londay through Thursday 2:15 PM-5:30 PM
•riday 2:15 PM-9:30 PM

BOYDEN EQUIPMENT ROOM
Monday through Friday 7:30 AM- 10 PM
Saturday 10 AM-6 PM
Sunday 12 PM-8 PM

BOYDEN BOWLING ALLEYS
CLOSED: Oct. 8, 9, 10. Nov. 11. 12. 13. Nov. 25-27.

Monday through Friday 4 PM-10:30 PM
Saturday 12 PM 7:30 PM
($1.00 a string, FREE shoes with UMass
I.D.)

BOYDEN AUXILLIARY GYMNASIUM
CLOSED: November 10, 24

Tuesday and Thursday..? PM-9;30 PM
BOYDEN WEIGHT/UNIVERSAL ROOM
Monday through Friday 2:30 PM 9:30 PM
Saturday 10 AM 5:30 PM
Sunday 12 PM-7:30 PM
BOYDEN RACQUETBALL/SQUASH

COURTS
Mon., Wed., Fri 12:05 PM-9:30 PM
Tuesday, Thursday 11 AM-5:30 PM
Saturday 10 AM-5:30 PM
Sunday 12 PM-7:30 PM
***NOTE: Reservations may be made

during the week, one day in advance, in

person, in 215 Boyden, Monday through

Thursday from 8:30 AM-9:00 PM and on

Fridays from 8:30 AM-5:00 PM. Courts are

not reserved on weekends. Playing time is

45 minutes. A court should open up every

15 minutes.

CURRY HICKS

CURRY HICKS POOL
CLOSED: Oct. 8. 9. 10, Nov. 11, 12. 13. and 23-27

When Home Basketball games are scheduled

Open Swim Monday through Friday 11:30 AMI PM
Family/Open Swim* Monday through Friday

•NOTE: Family swim is open to all

University personnel possessing a valid

recreation sticker.

CURRY HICKS TRACK
CLOSED: For basketball practice and games

Mon.. Wed., Fri 8:30 AM 4 PM
Tuesday and Thursday

OR With Permission of instructor

CURRY HICKS UNIVERSAL
CLOSED: Saturday, Sunday and holidays

Mon., Wed., Fri 11 AM-2 PM
Tuesday and Thursday! 1 AM 1 PM

NOPE

NOPE POOL
CUISED: Oit. 8, 9, 10

Nov. 11, 12, 13, 24

Early Bird Swim.M, Tu, W. F

Early Bird Swim,..Th

Theraputic Swim...M thru F

Theraputic Swim.Tu & Th

Open Swim Tu & Th

Family/Open* Sat & Sun

7 AM 8 AM
7 AM « AM

7:30 AM 8 AM
8 AM 9 AM

7 PM 7:30 PM
7:30 PM 9:30 PM

12 PM 2:30 PM
2:W PM 5:30 PM

•NOTE: Family swim is open to all

university personnel possessing a valid

recreation sticker

NOPE EQUIPMENT ROOM
CLOSED: Oct. 8, 9, 10, Nov. 11, 12, 13 and Nov.

2327,

Monday through Friday...! 1:15 AM 5:30 PM
7 PM 9:30 PM

NOPE GYMNASIUM
CLOSED: Oct. 8 10, Holiday

Oct. 12 Varsity Volleyball

Nov. 2. 9, 12 Varsity Volleyball

Nov. 11 13 Holiday

Nov. 23-27 Thanksgiving

Monday through Friday... 8 PM 9:30 PM
Saturday and Sunday 12 PM-5:30 PM

Recreational i^'ees

Faculty and staff, graduate and continu-

ing education students may purchase

recreational stickers at Hoyden ticket of-

fice, room 255, Monday through Friday

from 8:30 AM to 12:00 PM and 1:00 PM to

4:30 PM; at Boyden 215 Monday through

Friday from 8:30 AM-4:30 PM; from
Boyden/NOPE building supervisors on Fri-

day from 5:00 PM- 10:00 PM and from

building supervisors or at equipment issue

counters on Saturday and Sunday during

recreation activity hours. Host meml)er

must show current recreational activity

sticker before purchasing a guest pass.

Unauthorized use of the facilities may sub-

ject person to trespassing notice from
Department of Public Safety.

This schedule published by

Intramural Office

"Boyden Building, Room 215
545-2693, 545-0022

ID gets you football admission

Admission to Alumni
Stadium and the games of Bob
Pickett and the University of

Massachusetts football team is

FREE to all students with a

current I.D. All home games

including Saturday's game
against Holy Cross start at

1:30 p.m. No alcohol can be
brought into the stadium.

Admission to the other fall

sports is also free.

SPECIAL STORE HOURS
Mon 9-5 Tue&Wed9-9 Thur&Fri9-5 Sat 11-4

SPECIAL^ TEXTBOOK

Welcome Back!
After eveiy fun

time, eveiY special

hoIidaY. we're here

to process your film!

Photopatio uses only Kodak paper

and chemicals for consistantly good
results on every print we develop (the

Kodak name on the back of each

print is your guarantee of quality).

And our value can't be beat Only 19C

per print (plus the developing charge)

for FAST OVERNIGHT service on
color prints and Ektachrome slides.

Convenient

Mini Store
Hours

M-F 7:30 am-IOpm
Sat £r Sun 8:30 am-10 pi

Located in the

Student Union

ANNEX
Hours

Located in the

Physical Plant Building

Mon Fri 9-5

Tue. Wed, Thur 9-9

Set 10-3

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Locatad in th* Campus Cantar

Second Set of Prints 1/2 Price!
Order two sets of lustre-luxe finish prints from an original roll of color

print film (1 10, 126. 35mm or disc) and the second set is only 1/2 price!

Huny In and pick up your coupon at the Photo counter.

Compare and Save:
12 exp

(C 110/126)

24 exp
(C-I10/I3t,)

36 exp
(CI 35)

FOTOMAT

CALDOR'S

$4.95 $7.71 $10.47

$3.69 $6.39 $ 8.99

PHOTOPATIO $3.28 $6.01 $ 8.79

Price comparison made July 1983

Located in the Campus Center

QyUNIVERSITY
ihllSTORE^

and the Mini Store

Open Mon 9-5 Tue & Wed 9-9

Thur & Fri 9-5 Sat 11-4
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Miller or LlteRefins $9.95 +$i5o

Lite loosecans $51."O + $1.20

Molson $13.50 +$1.20

StrOh 12 PC. cans $4.90 + .60

Bud 12oz.cans $9.95 +$1.20

Bud Light Refms $9.65

BUSCh cans $9.35 $1.20

Barbells Soave, Bardo., Valp VJ. 5151

Colony $3.59

Gallo Premium 3l $5.45

Rossi 15L $2.99

Almaden 3l $6.29

Calif. Cellars 3L $5.99

Masson i5l $3.99

Sebastian! sl $5.85

C. Mist 175 $12.49

Mohawk Vodka or Gin 1 75$7.95

Seagram 175 $12.95

Popov Vodka 175 $9.95

Bacardi Rum 175 $12.49

Roberto Rum 175 $9.15

Old Crow Bourbon 175 $11.50
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guide to haute
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This ain'tno
disco:JoeyD's^^
tries to upgrade

its image P, 4
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Ar least 30 minures of uninterrupred hits every

hour The Police. XTC. Stray Cots. Eddie Grant.

A format that cooks.

If you like your music hot, you'll love The Hot Spot.

4§

Could you pass the salt, Reggie?
Curing the munchies with a sense offlair in theAmherst area

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Given the decidedly modest (read: depraved) savings ac-

count balances most of us are struggling to maintain, it's

difficult to see beyond that next box of Price Chopper Mac

& Cheese let alone an honest-to-goodness "dinner-out" at

a local restaurant. But sometimes a great opportunity

necessitates a great expenditure - like getting to know

the Cleopatra that sits next to you in Shakespeare, for in-

stance. There's nothing like a cozy table, an elegant en-

vironment, and an expensive meal to give that 'ole court-

ship ritual an added push. So if your looking for a nice

place to really thin out that billfold, but get what you pay

for, here's a few suggestions:

Amherst Chinese Food
Amherst Chinese is settled on 62 Main Street, a store

front or so down from Plumbley's, and offers the best

Chinese food that you're likely to find in Amherst. It's

even all-natural to boot. Try their luncheon specials. For

reservations, call 253-7835.

La Raclette

Not P'rench but Swiss cuisine is featured at La Raclette,

located on Boltwood Walk in Amherst. La Raclette has

lots of daily specials and great homemade desserts. The

Sunday brunch is reportedly excellent. For reservations,

call 253-5297.

oth»r voicf pholo h> Itrew Oifier

Judie's: the new glassed-in patio makes it a great place to see or be seen.

Judie's

Situated between Delano's and Barselotti's on South Plea-

sant Street in Amherst, Judie's is probably the town's

most well-known eatery. Judie's specializes in P>ench

cuisine but you'll have no difficulty in reading the menu.

The food is distinct and the prices as well. The front patio

of the restaurant has just recently been glassed-in making

the area a great place for beautiful people to see or be

seen. Try Judie's new sit-down bar for great Pina Col-

adas. For reservations, call 253-3491.

The Lord Jeffery Inn

Located adjacent to the Unitarian Church on the Amherst

Common, the Lord Jeff is a full service country inn that

features "classic" American fare in a genuine American

Colonial environment. The Lord Jeff might be just a bit

too stuffy for a casual dinner, but if you insist, a coat and

tie is recommended. For reservations, call 253-2576.

Plumbley's Off the Common
Another coat-and-tie place situated on 30 Boltwood Walk

(just around the comer from the Lord Jeff). The

restaurant is really quite beautiful inside and out if you're

into Victorian Revival and even if you're not. The entrees

are traditional, varied and not bad at all. Prices vary bet-

ween $7 and $12, which is pretty reasonable. Aside from

the food, Plumbley's Pub (located in the basement) is a

great place to quaff down a few cocktails after a flick at

the Amherst Cinema. For reservations, call 253-9586,

Carbur's Restaurant

Located on Route 9 in Hadley (the Northampton PVTA
bus stops here regularly), Carbur's claims that it is "The

Place For Ribs." But it's no hype, the prime rib is ex-

cellent, though the decor of the place is a bit tacky. What

you really should check-out is their two-fer happy hour in

the upstairs lounge. The atmosphere is much cleaner,

there's lots of free munchies (chicken wings, no less!), the

tunes are always hopping (they make their own tapes), and

the mixed drinks are always perfectly mixed. For more in-

formation, call 586-1978.

Jack August's Original House of Seafood

You might think it odd to find a restaurant that sj)erializes

in fresh seafood so distant from any appreciable body of

water. And I'm not sure how Jack August's does it (a

Lear Jet express from Gloucester, perhaps?), but the food

is always fresh and always delicious. And the prices are

even reasonable: starting at $4.25 for their basic seafood

plate, to $11.95 for Alaskan King Crab. You'll be hard-

pressed to find a better seafood restaurant in the entire

Pioneer Valley and I'll even venture to say West of Route

128. Jack August's is located on Bridge Street in Nor-

thampton, right across from Roz's Place. For reserva-

tions, call 584-1197.

/
other »oie» photo bjr Drew Ogitr

Plumbley's Off tbc Common: great eats in a Victorian setting.

Fitzwilly's

Located a few store fronts up from Jack August's, on the

opposite side of the street, is one of the more trendy

eating and drinking establishments in Northampton. If

you've got any sort of an allergy to Boston Ferns or aver-

sions to brass tubing, pass this place over. If such an am-

bience doesn't disturb you particularly, you might want to

sample an entree from a menu that includes everything

from crab legs to quiche. For reservations, call 584-8666,

Greenstreets

I honestly have never eaten at this place, but for what it's

worth I've pressed my nose up against the glass front on

numerous occasions and it looks rather chic inside. F>om

what friends have told me, Greenstreets specializes in

French and Swiss cuisine, they have a decent champagne

bar, a neat outside courtyard, and an excellent Sunday

brunch. Try their veal dishes! Greenstreets is located on

8 Green Street (where else) in Northampton, adjacent to

the gates of Smith College. Call 584-8791 for reservations

and more information.

Packard's
The home of the stuffed potato in Western Massachu.setts,

Packard's feature's barbequed chicken, burgers, ribs,

steaks, seafood and salads. The back dining room is the

definite attraction here; it's a renovated movie theater. If

you come to dance, you'll find the juke to be nicely stocked

with all your favorites. Packard's is located on 14 Masonic

Street in Northampton. For more info., call 584-5957.
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Joey D's: Stayin' Alive
Route 9 nightclub gets a second

chance undernewmanagement

By LISA MOSLEY

When I sat down to write this story, my
initial reaction was to satarize, rip apart
and just generally rag all over the now
defunct Joey D's. But that would hardly be
fair, especially since I never managed to

set foot inside the place.

Oh, I'd heard plenty about the steamy
Rte. 9 hotspot: the Calvins-only dress code

and enough throbbing bass and flashing

lights to give even a combination
Motorhead/Zaxon freak sensory overload.

Well, for all you poor souls who've been
without inspiration or motivation since the

dynamic disco closed its doors last winter,

chin up! In the very samt building, a brand

new, but I suspect very similar "rock and
dance club" (that is indeed the new term
for disco among the nouveau chic, isn't it?)

will soon spring to life.

This time around, though, the building

will also house a restaurant and caterer.

All three facets of the establishment will be
owned by Bob Ross, a 23-year-old graduate
of UMass.
This may seem like an ambitious project

for someone so young, but Ross is convinc-

ed that his age makes him more sensitive to

the wants of college-aged patrons.

According to Ross, the establishment will

be called Justin Ryan's Meeting Place, and
should, if all goes according to schedule, be
open sometime in October.

Ross has dedicated the restaurant, which
will be located downstairs, to sports fans.

The food will be short order — potato skins,

nachos and such — and no dish will cost

more than $4.00. The focal point of the

restaurant will be a 50-inch screen on
which sporting events and an occasional

movie will be televised.

Ross hopes that the restaurant, which he
has dubbed the "Kickoff Lounge" and
plans to carpet with artificial turf, will at-

tract townspeople as well as students.

Ross wouldn't disclose details about the

disco, except to point out that the disc

jockey would play ail audience requests.

Hmm. We shall see.

The catering service, which will also be
located in the building, will be availablefor

weddings, semi-formals and parties. Ross
feels that there is a demand for this type of
service in the area.

According to Ross, Justin Ryan's will

open as soon as the Amherst selectmen ap-

prove the transfer of the licenses.

f^

AP Laser Photo

What a workout! Now it's off to the Kickoff Lounge for a frosty brewskie!

If You Love Music. • •

90084

TALKING HEADS
Speaking Inlbngues

NEIL YOUNG
and the Shocking Pinks

EVERYBODY^ ROCKIN'

TOM TOM CLUB
Close To The Bone

^h v.. ^

4l0t''>" iiiSinaA lYIiiiii " ->

1-23916

TOM TOM CLUB
Close To The Booe

CASSETTE

4-23916

M5G40M
MSG4013 JACKSON BROWNE

LAWYERS IN LOVE

Come to

FOR THE RECORD
(located in Faces, downtown Amherst)

60268

includes cQ
Tender Is The Night

Amherst's Most Complete Record Store featuring -

all the ne^ir releases as Mrell as our comprehensive
selection of ROCK, CLASSICAL, JAZZ, SOUL,

FOLK, REGGAE, ETC. on LP and cassette. Lots of

12^' Dance records. Imports, Cut-outs, 45^s, and
lots more. • •

You'll find the Music You Want at FOR THE RECORD

CASSETTE

Albums pictured
on tale

S«99 «ach
LP or cassette

thru 9/18
Fridays 'til 9
Mon-Sat IO-6,

Sunday ll-S

A response to revolutionary ideas
Third World Theater

opens its fallseason

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

The Third World Theater Series will open its fall theater
season with an original production of "Stepping Into

Tomorrow," by Yolanda King, daughter of the late Martin
Luther King Jr., and Atallah Shabazz, daughter of the late

Malcolm X, at 8 p.m. Oct. 15 on Bowker Auditorium,
Stockbridge Hall.

The play will be performed by Nucleus Incorporated, a
Nev York- based theater group organized by King and
Shabazz, and will initiate the Third World Theater Series'

fifth year.

King and Shabazz will also conduct a workshop entitled,

"Changing the Face of Theater: The Next Step," at 2 p.m.

Oct. 15 (that same afternoon) at Smith College.

According to Roberta Uno Thelwell, director of the

theater series, the workshop is in response to King and

Shabazz's fathers' revolutionary ideas.

"They've taken their fathers' ideas into the theater and

used them as an educational tool," she said.

The second production, "Do Lord Remember Me," is an

original play written by James DeJongh of the City College

of New York.

The musical "employs traditional black spirituals and

work songs and really speaks to and incorporates black

church and history and experience," Thelwell said.

Thelwell said DeJongh had interviewed black men and

women who had been slaves prior to 1865 during the

Depression as part of a WPA oral history project.

"These are the actual living words of many slaves," she

said.

Horace Boyer, professor of music at the University of

Massachusetts and a noted gospel singer, composer and

arranger, will direct the music.

Performances of "Do Lord Remember Me" will be held

on Oct. 27, 28 and 29, Nov. 3, 4 and 5 in Hampden Theater.

All shows begin at 8 p.m.

Auditions for the five members of the all-black cast will

be held at 6 p.m. Sept. 19, 20 and 22, in Bowker
Auditorium. Only those with strong singing ability or

experience need audition, Thelwell said. Call 545-0190 for

more information.

The last production of the series' season is a one-man

show entitled, "ABC: American-Born Chinese," by

"Charlie" Chin, a songwriter, poet, musician and Broad-

way actor of Chinese descent.

The play is a collage of monologue and music that relates

the history, joy and sorrow of being Chinese-American.

The show will be presented at 8 p.m.. Dec. 2 in Bowker
Auditorium.

All Third World Theater Series shows are $2 for

students and $3 for non-students.

I'hnti) hv ( arni RoorgK

A scene from And The Soul Shail Dance, a previous presentation of the Third World Theater

Series.

cer presents 2500 chances
your fatherneverhad

Rntcr the ParkcrTopof the-

C^lass Swccpstalccs and you could

win something that can give you a

real advantage in life.

Your ownTexas Instruments

home computer

While you're at it. pick up

something better to write with.

too. A Parker Jotter ball pen.

Its microscopically-textured

ball grips the paper to help prevent

messy blobbing and sldpping.

And it writes up to rive times

longer than most ball pens.

Look for sweepstal<es entry

forms and details at your college

bookstore. But do it soon. With

over 5(X) computers to win, this is

one sweepstal<es worth entering.

Wliile you still have the chance.

^ PARKER
!. : I iittr thi r.irl- n Ii >p( ,t the ( Liss S^v(rp^t.\l.t"; nopuichnsc i^ ix-ecvsiry V mc) wht-rc prohjhtnl All i iitiio iniist Ix- rcn ivtd iidlirt r tikinOitobfr 15. 1'j&i OISJRt TPIX.
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Women's film festival

other voice photo bv Drew Ogicr

Robin Lane, reunited with her old back-up band The Chartbusters,
will kick open the fall semester on Sept. 16 in the Blue Wall.

NORMA RAE (7 and 9 p.m.)

PORTRAIT OF THERESA (9 p.m.)

September 14

Student Union Ballroom

JULIA (7 and 11 p.m.)

THE CHILDREN'S HOUR (9 p.m.)
September 29
Rm. 101 Campus Center

W'

LADY SINGS THE BLUES (6 p.m.)

A PORTRAIT OF MAYA ANGELOU
(9:15 p.m.)

September 22

Rm. 101 Campus Center

MY BRILLIANT CAREER (7 and 11

p.m.)

A WOMAN'S DECISION (9 p.m.)

October 6

Rm. 101 Campus Center.

Sponsored by Commuter Area Government, Women's Leadership Project, SGA
President's Office. Ticket prices are $2 for each double feature. F^or further informa-

tion, call 545-2145.

PERSONALIZED STYLE HAIRCUTS
$7:00

(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 9/30/83 C

Please Call for an Appointment

Styles by Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst, MA/549-5610

C/}

<
_i
3
Vi
2
Oo
UJ
LU

Specialists for All

Your Travel Needs

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES

• HOTEL RESERVATIONS
• CHARTER PACKAGES • TICKETRON

CAR RENTALS

• CRUISES
• AMTRAK

Campus Center (2ncl Floor)

U. of Moss, Amherst, 01003
545-0500

HISTORY OF UPC PRODUCTION
Re-inventing the tradition daily.

DATE ARTIST

9/30/77 TOM WAITTS
10/13/77 GEORGE BENSON
2/12/78 RANDY NEWMAN
3/1/78 ELVIS COSTELLO/ WILLIE ALEXANDER
3/5/78 HOLLY NEAR
3/10/78 ROBERT GOFIDON
3/15/78 J GEILS
4/1/78 DEXTER GORDON
4/9/78 DAVID BROMBERG/MAR'A MULDAR
4/23/78 TOWER OF POWER
5/1/78 ROBERT PALMER
5/6/78 DEC SPRING FESTIVAL
9/20/78 POUSETTE DART BAND/LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
9/29/78 DAVID JOILANSEN
IO/B/78 PATTI SMITH GROUP
11/6/78 TALKING HEADS
11/16/78 THE RAMONES
11/30/78 BETTY CARTER
12/5/78 HALL& OATS
2/21/79 THE KINKS
3/12/78 MUDDY WATERS
4/6/79 RENAISSANCE - ("un, -II..I

5/12/79 SPRING CONCERT
THE GRATEFUL DEAD & PATTI SMITH

7/20/79 RICKIE LEE JONES
10/3/79 VAN MORRISON
10/22/79 SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY & T(4E ASHBURY JUKES
10/28/79 BONNIE RAITT & THE LAMART CRAUSTON BAND
1 1/9/79 TliE MOTELS & THE SINCEROS
lI/n/79 TALKING HEADS
12/11/79 HOLLY NEAR
2/14/80 TAJ MAHAL
2/20/80 JERRY GARCIA
2/24/80 PAT METHENY
2/27/80 DAVID BROMBERG
3/6/80 THE KINKS
3/13/80 LENE LOVICH
4/29/80 UTOPIA

Everyone welcome.

Get Involved.
J

VENUE DATE ARTIST VENUE

FAC 5/3/80 GQ TAC
CAGE 5/10/80 SPRING CONCERT Stadium

FAC ALLMAN BROTHERS & BONNIE RAITT
SUB 9/29/80 BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS (.\in.xll. 1 Cage
FAC 10/9/80 JEFF BECK Cage

10/26'80 ROBIN LANE & THE CHARTBUSTERS SUB
FAC 11/2/80 SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY & THE ASHBURY JUKES FAC
SUB 12/6/80 MONYAKA & LOOSE CABOOSE SUB
FAC 2/ 1 9/8

1

JAMES TAYLOR FAC
FAC 2/20/81 ANGELA BOFILL Bowk»»r

FAC 2/22/81 THE OUTLAWS FAC
Stadium 2/27/81 DAVID BROMBERG SUB
FAC 3/1/81 BOOMTOWN RATS FAC
SUB 3/18/81 NRBQ SUB
Cage 4/9/81 MCLAUGHLIN. DIMELOA. DELUCIA FAC
Bowkei 4/22/81 RAY CHARLES FAC
Hatch 9/26/81 BARRERE, CLAYTON, GRADNEY & HAYWARD FAC
FAC 10/4/81 DAVID GRISMAN SUB
FAC 10/18/81 HMMY CLIFF FAC
FAC 10/29/81 JORMA KAUKONEN SUB
SUB 1 1/6/81 STANLEY CLARK/GEORGE DUKE FAC
FAC 12/4/81 DAVID JOHANSEN FAC
Stadium 2/12/82 JAMES TAYLOR FAC

2/15/82 J. GEILS FAC

FAC 2/27/82 JOAN ARMATRADING FAC

Cage
FAC

3/1/82 KING CRIMSON FAC
3/15/82 U2 Bowker

FAC 4/2/82 MILES DAVIS FAC

Wall 4/30-5/2/82 POND SERIES

FAC 9/17/82 SANTANA Cage

FAC 9/23/82 JIMMY CLIFF/PETER TOSH FAC

9ire 10/3/82 CHICK COREA/PACO DELUCIA FAC

FAC 10/21/82 JOE JACKSON FAC

FAC
SUB
FAC
FAC
FAC

10/28/82 THE FOOLS Wall

11/16/82 THE ENGLISH BEAT CC
11/21/82 CLOUDS WITH CLYDE CRINER SUB
10/16/82 MITCH CHAKOUR/URBAN RENEWAL Wall

2/12/83 JB HUTTO Wall
2/17/83 PHIL COLLINS FAC
2/23/83 thf: nAMONFS SUB

1 £»M^
. Room 406, S.U.B.

l^^4-1^ '^%L h i

Amherst College Music
PETER SERKIN, PIANO
Sunday, October 2

PAILLARD CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Guy Touvron, Conductor

Tuesday, October 25

RICHARD STOLTZMAN, CLARINET
IRMA VALLECILLO, PIANO
Tuesday, November 8

FOLGER CONSORT
Wednesday, December 7

HIROKO YAJIMA. VIOLIN
CAMERON GRANT, PIANO
Saturday, March 3

LYDIA ARTYMIW, PIANO
Wednesday, March 14

D'ANNA FORTUNATO. VOCAL
VIRGINIA ESKIN, PIANO
Saturday, April 7

NEW YORK NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE ROGERI TRIO
Saturday, February 4 Sunday, April 29

All concerts will begin at 8:15 p.m. and will be held at Buckley Recital Hall,

Amherst College. Tickets are $8 and $9 and are on sale at the box office 45 minutes

before curtain time. For more information, call 542-2195.

t

PREPPY MINT
ICE CREAM

Righieous Preppies wouldn i De caught dead

eating the wrong llavor ice cream We ask you, what

could be cooler than Preppy Minf

Peppermint flavored pmk and green ice cream wit>-

swirls o' mint flakes Good taste treat' OO Main C» AmUar<.«

BASKIN-RODBINS

XCE CREAM STORE

off the common
253-9774

BACK*TO*SCHOOL

VIDEO SPECIALS
DISC PARTY
c^ACKAGt

S-jQOO
• X^ piiiS tax

Rent a disc player overnight and receive one movie
rental FREE. (Deposits required on rental merchandise;
MCmSA/CASH.)

SALE 5229.*^
[CA DISC PLAYER SJT 090

Auto feed, Pause, FFW.
With disc player purchase
receive a FREE disc rental

club membership.

TDK SUPER AVILYN ^^-,.
20 NHS 59

BLANK TAPE

Be sure to have tape on hand to record your favorite TV

shov\/s while back to school or out fo'r the evenmg.

Smith College Music
MUSIC TEUTONICA:
Germany
8 p.m., September 10

Sage Hall, Smith College

Early Music of

JANET LYMAN HILL, VIOLA
8 p.m., September 18

Sage Hall. Smith College

ROBERT MILLER, PIANO
8 p.m., September 25

Sage Hall, Smith College

A PROGRAM OF WALTZES
Konrad Wolff, piano

8 p.m., September 30

Alumnae House, Smith College

THE SMITH COLLEGE CHAMBER OR
CHESTRA
Philipp Naegele, Director

8 p.m., October 9

Sage Hall, Smith College

A CONCERT OF AMERICAN
CHAMBER MUSIC
8 p.m., October 23

Sage Hall. Smith College

THE FIVE COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
Dennis Burkh, Conductor
8 p.m., October 27

John M. Greene Hall, Smith College

FERNANDO LAIRES. PIANO
8 p.m., November 4

Sage Hall, Smith C'ollege

AUTUMN SERENADE: THE SMITH
COLLEGE GLEE CLUB AND CHOIR
8 p.m., November 6

Hills Chapel

CHAMBER MUSIC
3 p.m., November 13

Sage Hall, Smith College

MOVIE RENTAL — CLUB MEMBERSHIPS
NEW IN THE AMHERST - HADLEY AREA?
Gome In and ask about our VHS and disc club memberships.
Best selection of movies VHS and disc in the area. New releases

coming in monthly! Members receive reduced rental fees No
deposits required • 10 %llscount on software and more!

th.VIDEO fiCUSE inc.
Specialists In Home Video Entertainment

Hampshire Mall. Rte. 9 Had ley. MA 413-58&-9400

creative tee-shirts

CUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
^ T-Shirts ^ Painters Caps t^ Jackets

^ Baseball Hats ^ Sweatshirts

^ Greek Lettering

TirLETTERING WHILE YOU WAIT
ir QUANTITY DISCOUNT

Fraternities

Sororities

Clubs & Teams

Hampshire Mall 586-9205 Hadley

'^Amherst's Center

ffer Blank Tapes''
)

SPECIALS I

SONY ULX90 High Bias Cassette

$2.69 each
J

FUJI DR90 low noise, I

3 for $4.99

1

FUJI FRIIC90 High Bias
J

$2.79 each f

SONY LNX 60 low noise j

3 for $3.99

1

SONY LNX 90 low noise j
$1.59 each

J

i

• Best Prices in town on TDK & Maxell tapel

• Full Selection of audio accessories

• Good Deals in Walkman types by Sanyo & Panasonic

• Audio Sales & Service

• Free Estimates

• Home of the "Wizard of Wires"

UNDEROROUND SOUNP, INe.
71 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

Tel. 253-9507
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Fine Arts Center
EVITA
Tuesday, September 27,

Wednesday, September 28

HOUSTON BALLET
Wednesday, October 5

CLEVELAND QUARTET
Friday, October 14

ALAN MARKS, PIANO
Wednesday, October 19

MISHA DICHTER. PIANO
Sunday, October 30

MAURICE ANDRE, TRUMPET
Sunday, November 13

RIDGE STRING QUARTET
Friday, December 2

RAMSEY LEWIS. KEYBOARD
WYNTON MARSALIS, TRUMPET
Sunday, December 11

DIANA WALKER LEUCK, SOPRANO
Friday, February 3

MUMMENSCHANZ, Swiss mime-mask
theater

Tuesday, February 7

BALLET GRAN FOLKLORICO DE
MEXICO
Wednesday, November 2 GUARNERI STRING QUARTET

Saturday, February 11

STAN GETZ, SAXOPHONE
ASTRUD GILBERTO
Thursday, November 3

STEPHANIE CHASE, VIOLIN
Thursday, March 1

LES BALLET JAZZ DE MONTREAL
Friday, March 9

JEAN-PIERRE RAMPAL, FLUTE
Friday, March 30

PHILLIP JONES BRASS ENSEMBLE
Sunday, April 1

MURRAY LOUIS MODERN DANCE
COMPANY
Thursday, April 12

CONCORD STRING QUARTET
Wednesday, April 18

JOHNNY GRIFFIN, SAXOPHONE
CHICO FREEMAN, SAXOPHONE
Friday, April 27

JUDY COLLINS
Saturday, May 12

Seating in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall will begin thirty minutes prior to performance time.

The Fine Arts Center box office is located at the main entrance to the Concert Hall. Box office hours are Monday - Friday 12 noon

to 4 p.m. and one hour before performances. Tickets will go on sale at the box office for each event three weeks before the perfor-

mance date.

For more information, call 545-2511

Department of Music and Dance
EARLY MUSIC FACULTY CONCERT
Tuesday, September 13

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

CHARLES-DAVID LEHRER, OBOE
NANCY LEHRER, OBOE
DOROTHY ORNEST, PIANO
Sunday, September 25

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

ESTELA OLEVSKY, PIANO
8:15 p.m., Tuesday September 27

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College

LONDON SERPENT TRIO
Thursday, October 6

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FRANK MORELLI, BASSOON
NADINE SHANK, PIANO
Tuesday, October 11

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

MULTIBAND POPS
Friday, October 21

FAC Concert Hall

LAURA KLOCK, HORN
Sunday, October 30
Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FIVE COLLEGE CHAMBER SOLOISTS
Ronald Steele, Conductor
Wednesday, November 2

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

UNIVERSITY WIND ENSEMBLE AND
CHAMBER CHOIR
Friday, November 4

FAC Concert Hall

FACULTY BRASS QUINTET
Monday, November 7

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

SALVATORE MACCHIA, STRING
BASS
ROBERT STERN, PIANO
Wednesday, November 9

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

JAZZ ENSEMBLE I

Jeff Holmes, Director

Tuesday, November 15

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

UNIVERSITY WIND ENSEMBLE
AND BRASS CHOIR
Thursday, November 17

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

CHORAL UNION AND CHAMBER
WINDS
Tuesday, November 29

First Congregational Church of Amherst

UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY BAND
Malcom W. Rowell, Jr., Conductor
Wednesday, November 30
FAC Concert Hall

MADRIGAL DINNERS
December 1-3, 8-10

6 p.m.. Campus Center
Reservations required

Admission fee

OPERA WORKSHOP
Dorothy Omest, director

Sunday, December 4

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Horace Clarence Boyer, Director

Monday, December 5

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FIVE COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
Dennis Burkh, Conductor
Wednesday, December 7

FAC Concert Hall

YOUTH WIND ENSEMBLE
Malcolm W. Rowell, Conductor
F^riday, December 9
7 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

JAZZ ENSEMBLE II

David Sporny Director

Monday, December 12

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

UNIVERSITY CHORALE AND BRASS
CHOIR
Wednesday, December 14

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

Photo Courteay of Fine ArU Center

The Swiss mime-mask troupe Mummenschanz will present its unor-
thodox approach to mime at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 7 in the FAC Con-
cert Hall.

-University Ensemble-

Photo Cowtcoy Fine ArU CeaUr

Evita, the Tony award winning musical depicting the rags-to-riches
life story of Evita Perone, opens the Fine Arts Center '83-'84 Season at
8 p.m. September 27 and 28 in the FAC Concert Hall.

The Spring Recital and Concert Series is presented by the faculty and student ensembles of the Department of Music and Dance at

UMass. All recitals and concerts listed above begin at 8 p.m. and are free of charge except where noted. For further information,

caU 545-2227.

University Gallery Herter Gallery

THE END RESULT OF CONSTRUC-
TIVIST THEORY By Jim Roche, on

display from September 24 through Oc-

tober 28. A series of thirteen drawings

which depict a step-by-step visual transi-

tion that begins with a swastika and ends

with a grid.

WHAT'S RIGHT IS RIGHT: WHAT'S
LEFT IS WRONG By Jim Roche. On
display from September 24 through Oc-
tober 28. A series of assemblage sculpture

created s|>ecirically for University Gallery

exhibition is comprised of thirteen wooden
sculptures and the form of Christian road-

side crosses that are brightly painted with

fundamentalist religious slogans.

RECENT GIFTS: PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM THE PERMANENT COLLEC-
TION By various artists. On display from
September 24 through October 28. A
diverse selection of six photographic port-

folios donated to the University collection

of 20th century works on paper during the

past year.

FRED SANDBACK The artist will create

several installation works expressly for the

University Gallery and will exhibit approx-

imately forty prints from November 6

through December 18.

THE PRINTS OF BARNEIT NEWMAN
On display from November 6 through

December 18. A comprehensive exhibition

of abstract expressionism: 43 lithographs,

etchings, and aquatints.

FOLT^DATIONS SHOW
September 6-22, All Galleries

THE FIRST YEAR
September 6-22, Gallery I, Gallery II

NATIONAI. SMALL WORKS COMPETITION
September 19 - October 14, Gallery II

MEDIEVAL ART SHOW, sponsored by

UMass History Department
October 7-9. Gallery 11

FIVE SOVIET ARTISTS, working in

Massachusetts. New York, and Paris

Octol;)er 18 - November 2, Gallery I, Sun
Gallery

MICHAEL ZIDE PHOTOGRAPHY
October 18 - November 2, Gallery II

THREE COLUMBIAN
PHOTOGRAPHERS
November 7-22, Gallery I, Gallery II

ROMARE BEARDEN, including a film in-

terview with Bearden
November 30 - December 22. Gallery I, Sun
Gallery

LINDA HORVITZ POST
December 4-22, Gallery II Photo Courtetjr Kin* Arti Center

The University Gallery, located in the Fine Arts Center, is open to the public

Tuesday through Friday, 1 1 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday, 2 p.m. to 5

p.m. For more information, call 545-3670.

The Herter Gallery is located in the North Unit on the first floor of Herter Hall.

Admission to all gallery events is free. For more information, call 545-0976.

The Fine Arts Center Chamber Music Series will feature the
Cleveland Quartet at 8 p.m. on Oct. 14 in the FAC Concert Hall.

-Third World Theater-
RAND THEATER CURTAIN THEATER

SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER
November 1, 4, 8, 10, 12

ARMS AND THE MAN
November 3, 5, 7, 9, 1

1

THE HOMECOMING
October 13-15, 19-22

SHADOW OF A GUNMAN
In Reportory with

BEDTIME STORIES
December 1-3, 7-10

TIS A PITY SHES A WHORE
March 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17

OF MICE AND MEN
May 3, 4, 6,9, 10, 11, 12

Tickets for Rand Theater productions are $3.50 for the general public and $2.50

for students and senior citizens.

Tickets for Curtain Theater productions are $2.50 for the general public and $1.50

for students and senior citizens.

The University Ensemble Theater box office is located in the lobby of the Rand
Theater in the Fine Arts Center. It is open from 12:00 to 4:00 p.m. and one hour

before curtain. For more information call 545-3511.

UPC Productions

ROBIN LANE & THE CHARTBUSTERS
Friday, September 16

Blue Wall, $3

THE LEGENDARY BLUES BAND
Saturday, September 17

Blue Wall, $4

STEPPING INTO TOMORROW
by Yolanda King and Atallah Shabazz
October 15,

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

DO LORD REMEMBER ME
by James DeJongh
October 27, 28, 29, November 3, 4, 5

Hampden Theater, Southwest

ABC: AMERICAN BORN CHINESE
by Charlie Chin

I)ecember 2

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

All Third World Theater Series presentations begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3.00 for

the general public and $2.00 for students. For reservations and further information,
call 545-0190.
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No mace like home: WMUA's efforts to relocate

:h age! In a time when familiarity with

is considered infinitely more valuable

the Classics, and one computer pro-

ems to be worth more than an MFA,
rtistically inclined and trained seems

By LISA MOSI

Cur§e this hi

the latest softw

than proficienc

gramming coun
the future of t

uncertain at bei

Even establislBid sectors of arts and music are being

pushed to the wayside by a society that looks toward the

Silicon Valley as Mecca. At first glance, this would appear

to be the fate JtUMass' now homeless radio station,

WMUA. You krffr the old plot: the Engineering Dept.

wants more space, radio station is occupying said space,

radio station loses space, Engineering Dept. gets space,

and all the micrc^ips live happily after after, right? Well,

ry of WMUA's relocation is a bit more

hat.

Stepchew, chief engineer (oops! Maybe
having his title changed...) at WMUA,
Engineering had decided as early as

not exactly. Th^

complicated thai

According to

he should see al

the Department
1976 that it would need additional space for academic use

in Marston Hall.

"WMUA was notified of this in December of '79," said

Stepchew.

It was not until last spring, however, that the Campus
Center Administration proposed that WMUA move into

the basement of the Campus Center.

The actual move from Marston Hall (where, by the way,

the station has been located since the building was con-

structed in 1954) did not take place until this past summer,

though. Stepchew said that the station will eventually

move into the "102 Complex" (rooms 101 - 107) in the

Campus Center.

The only thing that stands in the way of WMUA and its

new studios, however, is money. Or, more accurately, the

lack of it.

After plans were drawn up for the new studios, Step-

chew said that bids were taken from twelve area contrac-

tors. It was after the bids were received that 'MUA's
management began to realize that its estimated bill for the

relocation - $58,000 - was painfully low. A more accurate

figure for the forty-five day construction project, said

Stepchew, is $88,000.
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stepchew pointed out that WMUA, which is nonprofit

and therefore cannot finance the building itself, has

amassed only $35,000 toward the construction thus far.

According to Stepchew, the money has come from

"various sources, including the provost's office and the

Engineering Department."

The University Administration wants the rest of the bill

to be footed by the SATF, according to Stepchew.

Academic affairs sources could not be reached for com-

ment.
Financial problems are not all that have plagued 'MUA

these past few months. The recent telephone workers'

strike caused the station to go off the air for most of the

summer. Stepchew said that WMUA was to take up tem-

porary residence in the WSYL studios. Unfortunately, the

day phone service was to be installed in the temporary

studios, the workers went on strike.

Stepchew said that he hoped that WMUA would be back

on the air by Sept. 2, but at this writing, dead air is all one

hears upon turning the dial to 91.7.

Despite the many headaches that relocation has caused,

Stepchew and the 'MUA staff are optomistic about the

future of the station, especially in its soon-to-be home!

When 'MUA finally does move into the Campus Center

(between November and January, Stepchew hopes) they

will be much more visable to the student population than

they were in Marston. This new accessability should lead

to a greater interaction between the station and students,

especially student groups and organizations. There is even

talk among the 'MUA staff of trying to get the station

piped into the Campus Center (hear! hear!).

For now, the staff of WMUA can only hope for a great

future at new studios in a convenient location. In the

meantime, though, they have no permanent home, and are

in the dark about where the money for one will come.

What's a rock and roller to do?

V

SAVE ON

Emm
DURING NATIONAL

RADIO r^
MONTH

)

;>^rssSSSSf'f^!SSSSSSSSSSSf!S8SS^SSf?!SSSSS^^

2 eggs

2 pancakes

2 strips of bacon

or links of sausage

bottomless cup of coffee

all for just

$2.

Mon.-Thurs. 6ani-3pin

Fri. & Sat. 6ain-5pin

Sunday 7am-5pni

We Buy Used Reccxds

AL-BUMS
Now Open in Amherst!

Lovvest Prices on
New, Used, and

Imported Records

Hours:

M-F10to6
Sat9to5
Sun12to5

Rte. 116* Sunderlan
Tel. 665-7969

1

FCR gets new general manager WFCR September
Program Schedule

WFCR general manager, Joan Rubel.
other voire photo b; Drew Oficr

By LISA MOSLEY

The vast majority of University students probably don't
associate excitement with classical radio stations, but for

those involved in or just interested in UMass' noncommer-
cial WFCR (88.5), a new thrill is in the air.

The cause of this exhiliration is the appointment of Joan
Rubel as general manager of WFCR, a National Public

Radio member station that was founded and is supported
by the Five College Consortium.
The appointment was announced by Miriam Williford,

associated provost for continuing education here at the
University. Williford described Rubel as being "commit-
ted to high quality radio." Said Williford, "I am very ex-

cited for the future of WFCR. Joan Rubel... will help

WFCR reach its full potential."

Such enthusiasm, it seems, would suggest some sort of

changes looming ajiead for the station, which currently

devotes 60 percent of its air time to broadcasting locally

performed classical music. The station's format also

features daily locally-produced news programs that in-

clude art and music news and stories of area interest.

Staff produced speciality programs include Third World,
French and Spanish music and information shows. Radio
drama, some of it locally produced and some syndicated, is

also aired.

UNIVERaiY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE GREAT MEW SEASOn
1983-84

SUBSCRIBE now fit SAVE UP TO50%

ORCHESTRA
Boston Symphony

Seiji Ozawa. conductor
Warsaw Philharmonic
Misha Dichter piano

Springfield Symphony
Jean Pierre Rampal. flute

DAMCE
Houston Ballet

Complete Sleeoinq Beauty
Company of 44with)
orchestra

Murray Louis Modern Dance
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal

EVITA
Broadway

M usical on Tour JAZZ
Stan Getz/Astrud Gilberto
Ramsey Lewis /Wynton Marsalis

Johnny Griffin /Chico freeman

VARIETY
Judy Collins

M ummenschanz
Ballet rolklorico de Mexico

CHAMBER
Guarneri String Quartet
Cleveland Quartet
Springfield Symphony
Maurice Andre, trumpet

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

rive College Students Half Price

Tor More Information

* MASTERCARD/VISA ORDERS;
(413) 545 2511

Box Office: Mon.Trl. 10a.m. to 4p.m. ^
Fine Art,-^ Center Concerl Hall

According to program director Joan Wilbur, no
possibility of changes for the campus based station would
be discussed for a few weeks. Rubel, too, declined to talk

about her plans for the future of the station, saying that
she would be spending the next several weeks familiariz-

ing herself with the station and its procedures.
Rubel was chosen by a search committee from among 74

applicants. It's easy to see why Rubel stood out in the
eyes of the committee. She is a graduate of Harvard
Business School Executive Management Program and the
New School for Democratic Management in Madison,
Wisconsin.

In addition to her extensive experience in many aspects
of radio, ranging from management to production, Rubel
has also been involved in the public service sector. From
1974 to 1977 she was project director for the Dane County
Project on Rape and was a research assistant for the

Equal Rights Division of Wisconsin's Department of In-

dustry, Labor and Human Relations from 1973 to 1974.

What makes Rubel just about perfect for the job,

though, is her exj)erience as station manager for WORT in

Madison, Wisconsin, for Madison, like Amherst, is a town
that is the home of a large university (U-Wisconsin).

Rubel, who assumed her duties on August 29, replaces

former 'FCR general manager Robert S. Goldfarb, who
left the station last June to become chief executive officer

of Eastern Public Radio Network.

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

Music, TliEATRE, Dance instructjons

REqisTRATioN ENds pRidAy Sept. 16

OldChApEl »4$-0!^19

Campus
Card.

Welcome, University of Massachusetts students!

No matter what your schedule or workload is, you can

now do your banking at a nearby X-Press 24. There's

only one card that lets you do all your regular banking

at more than 435 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts
- the BayBanks X-Press 24"" Card

To get your card, just visit our Amherst Office, 75 East

Pleasant Street, today Look for us in the green and white

tent there

You II receive Free Campus Gifts when you open your

account

TfrySometfiingBetter
w^^TWW^wr

Monday: 6 a.m. Daybreak*
7 a.m. • Morning Pro Musica*

12 p.m. - Outlook -f

1 p.m. - Spectrum

+

1:30 p.m. - Reading Aloud -f

2 p.m. Pedal Point*

5 p.m. - All Things Considered +
6:30 p.m. - Washington Week in Review -f

7 p.m. - Portraits in Blue*

8 p.m. - New York Philharmonic*

10 p.m. - Earplay +
11 p.m. - Music For Night People*

2 a.m. - sign off

Tuesday: 6 a.m. - Daybreak*
7 a.m. - Morning pro Musica*
12 p.m. - Outlook -f

1 p.m. - Soundings +
1:30 p.m. - Reading Aloud »

• 2 p.m. - Pedal Point*

5 p.m. - All Things Considered +
6:30 p.m. - The Secret Garden -f

7 p.m. - Jazz at the Institute*

8 p.m. - Music Mountain*
10 p.m. - Firing Line-f

11 p.m. - Music F^or Night People*

2 a.m. - sign off

Wednesday: 6 a.m. - Daybreaks*
7 a.m. - Morning Pro Musica*
12 p.m. - Outlook •

1 p.m. - Focus -f

1:30 p.m. - Reading Aloud +
2 p.m. Pedal Point*

5 p.m. - All Things Considered +
6:30 p.m. - Horizons +
7 p.m. - Valley Folk*

8 p.m. - Specials*

10 p.m. - Bill of Rights

+

10:30 p.m. - About Books and Writers -f

1

1

p.m. - Music For Night People*
2 a.m. - sign off

Thursday: 6 a.m. - Daybreak*

7 a.m. - Morning Pro Musica*
12 p.m. - Outlook +
1 p.m. - BBC Science Magazines-
1:30 p.m. - Reading Aloud -f

2 p.m. Pedal Point*

5 p.m. - All Things Considered

+

6:30 p.m. - Kidword +
7 p.m. Milestones*

8 p.m. - Netherlands Concert Hall*

10 p.m. - Studs Terkal Almanac -f

11 p.m. - Music For Night People*

2 a.m. - sign off

Friday: 6 a.m. - Daybreak*
7 a.m. - Morning Pro Musica*
12 p.m. - Outlook

+

1 p.m. - Under The Sun +
1:30 p.m. - Reading Aloud -f

2 p.m. Pedal Point*

5 p.m. - All Things Considered -f

6:30 p.m. - Cambridge Forum +
7 p.m. - Banish Misfortune*

8 p.m. - Baroque and Beyond*
10 p.m. - Sir Gawain -»-

11 p.m. - Music For Night People*
2 a.m. - sign off

* denotes music programs
+ denotes news and information programs

LOOK FOR THESE GREAT FILMS"^ THE AMHERST CINEMA THIS FALL:

King of Hearts

Harold fir Maude
Zelig

Angeio My Love
Rebel Without A Cause
Gregory's Girl

Casablanca
Mon Oncle DOUBLE FEATURES!!

Catch-22 ONLY $2.50

Thousand Clowns
Tess
And nrrany more!!

Newly Renovated!!

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
253-5426
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WELCOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

Coffee Shop
Monday through Friday

7 am - 5 pm
Offering a Variety of Menu Itenns

• full Breakfasts • Salads
• Grill Items • Snacks

Located Outdoors on the 3rd Floor Terrace

11:30 am - 2:00 pm/Monday - Friday

Weather Permitting

QUICiqE lUNCH
Tenth Floor of the Cannpus Center

MONDAYFRIDAY 11:30 am-2 pm

DLUEVML
BAR Monday-Friday 11:15 ann-1 ann

Saturday 6 pnn-1 am

The Hottest Friday

Happy Hour in Town
^ Valid ID Required to Purchase Alcohol

DLUEVML
CAFETERIA

Monday-Friday 11:15 am-2:00 pm
New York Style Deli

Hot Entrees Prepared Daily

TOP of the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Luncheon: Monday-Friday/11:30 am-2 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations, Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Ask about the T.O.C. Dinner of the Month Club

Lounge Hours:
Monday-Friday/11:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am

CAMPUS CENTER CATERING
Personalized Attention • Flexible Service

Off Prennises Catering. . .call 545-0418

Monday, September 12, 1983

WEICOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

and

hatch
So Much to Enjoy

under One Roof

SALAD T^E OUNCE
Salad Bar Monday - Saturday

1 1 :30 am - 2 pm
'MM^^^^^^M

9eli fiorden
Sandwiches
& Deli Meats
Monday - Saturday

11:30 am - 2 pm

Deli Carryout
Monday - Friday

3 pm - 6 pm
Saturday

11:30 am - 4 pm
i- * /x <-•'« '^ ''> •'^ < ''^

tlie MINUTE
Li4NEA Quick Breakfast

Lunch or Snack
Saturday - Sunday (7 days)

8 am - 10 pm

*Ja ^ucbina
^^^ Serving a Variety of

Pasta Dishes, Pizza,

and Italian Specialties.

Featuring the PASTA BAR:
the Pasta of Your Choice Topped
with Our Delightful Sauces

Lunch: 11:30 am - 2 pm Monday - Friday

Dinner: 5 pm - 11 pm Saturday - Sunday

Ttie
^SS^S^:

A Large and Surprising Monday - Friday

Selection of 11:30 am - 11 pm
Wine & Beer, Sat and Sun
in Bottles or on Tap 5 pm - 11 pm

Stop by the Food Service Information Booth
on the Campus Center Concourse

Barselotti's gets itself a new look
By DOUGLAS MUISE

It wasn't until the first semester of my junior year that I

first ventured into Barselotti's downtown. By now, I was
a whiz at the Tron game in Time Out and I bore my lumps
from the plumbing-studded stratosphere of the Drake
with pristine dignity, but on 'the gang's' frequent
downtown bar binges the raucous front of Barselotti's was
always carefully side stepped. From what I could make
out through the haze of the front door, Barselotti's had a
lot more in common with another watering-hole —
Dastardly Dan's — than any other bar in town. It was a
local haunt, and that meant trouble for a smart-assed,
know-it-all college kid like myself.
But soon my fears will be no more.
Judie's, that chic dispensary of haute cuisine to the

Amherst community, has just recently bought-out "Bar

sie's" and the future of the little bar looks more promising
than ever.

"It's a totally new concept," said Judie's owner Judy
Teraspulsky. "Rather than rebuild, we intend to

memorialize the place."

According to Teraspulsky, the flavor of the original

Barselotti's will still be preserved: all of the trophies,

photos, and other assorted memorabilia will remain.
However, the scuzzy smoke-infested aftertaste you've
come to associate with the bar will be gone forever.
Renovations will include the insertion of a large plate-

glass window in front, several smaller windows along the
left alley wall, an array of sit-down booths beneath the
windows (each with its own minijuke box), a new bar top,

along with the installation of an expansive MTV video
screen.

"Barsie's" will also start serving food. The new menu

will feature such oddities as Sausage on a Stick, Chicken
on a Roll, Barbequed Ribs, and Barselotti's Original Bak-
ed Beans, as well as a variety of fresh-baked desserts.
Prices for these goodies will run between $2.25 and $3.00.
A new take-out service will also Ik* initiated, said

Teraspulsky. "There's a real lack of good tiike-out in town
and the new Barselotti's will c^ter to jjeople who want to
be in and out more quickly," she said. Food and liquor will

be served until 9 p.m., after which Barselotti's will open
for its regular bar business.

"The new Barselotti's will aim at attracting a higher
quality of clientele, professional types during the day look-
ing for a quick bite and kids at night looking for a fast

l)eer," she said.

Teraspulsky remarked that the Barselotti legacy stret
ches back a remarkable fK) years. "Not loo many people
know that Barselotti's was the first l)ar in town to get a li-

quor license aft<»r the end of Prohibition. I think that alone
makes it worth saving."

The new Barselotti's will of)en on Septeml)er 11.

The new Barselotti's: high tech meets high trash.

othf r voire photo by Drew 0|per

r^xxxx>c<xxxxxxxxxxxji[xx>coc<xxxxxxxxx>; ^o«fxxxxxxxxxx r^

and (^uitarLUork^hap

AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR: GIBSON, GUILD, G&L, OVATION
RiCKENBACKER & YAMAHA GUITARS, ROLAND & POLYTONE AMPLIFIERS

USED GUITARS BOUGHT & SOLD
• ACCESSORIES FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS AT DISCOUNTED PRICES

LARGE SELECTION OF MUSIC FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

o
o
o
o

LOCATED IN AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS J ^ [
233 NO PLEASANT STREET. AMHERST 549-1728 i?

^oocxxxxx^i; Xx^ocrxxxxxx i^^xxx;>txxxxxxxxx xx:>o<c«rxxxxxx xx;^

[iiiiiiiiiiiimmMiiiiii iiiiiiii, p^,,^^^

Free.
A MOVIE RENTAL ( VHS or BETA)

To Students and Faculty with this od and college I.D.

We rent ond sell VCR'S.

VIDE€ STUDIO 19

US

(N«it lo CulhtMrlaml Farms)

109 Russall SIrMt. (Routs 9) Hadlsy, MasMchusattt

B BSBB
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191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-3534

Open 7 days

a week
Sale ends Sun. Sept. 18

FOSTEX
Medicated Cleansing Bar

3.75 oz

rag. $2.65

$1.59

SEA
BREEZE

regular or sensitive formula

,^ 10 oz.

."R $1.99

SALE

!

ONE-A-DAY
plus IRON

60 tablets

$2.59
reg. $3.99

Barnes Hind

WETTING SOLUTION
2oz.

$1.99
reg. $3.75 1

VWCtn
Sclutim

reg. $4.15
1/

FLEX SHAMPOO or CONDITIONER
1 1 il_ 15 02.

r

}

2/$3.00

VISIT OUR
NEW, ENLARGED
STATIONARY
DEPARTMENT!
We have everything

for your back- to

school needs.

8Vix11

FILLER
PAPER 170 ct.

79
5 Subject

NOTEBOOK
200 sheets

$1.88

8x11

REPORT
COVERS

4/$1.00

BIC

(

STIC

\ PENS
///

^^ blue, red, black/ y.^|HH or green / .J,J^ll^

ooo^

!^er| "*^^
5/$1.00«,.. 3.,^

reg. 35* ''P^^BooT'''^

.r-

li'ij

xj

Dennison

HI-LIGHTERS
assorted colors

2/99^

ERASERMATE
refillable

79

reg. 75* ''eg- $175

IHlBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBiBIBIBII
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The Sub

33 K. PleaHant St., Amherst

Welcome Back Students
DeluiouH HandwirheN Nerved with the fineHt quality deli meatH

and frewh vepetablen. For a treat try one of our tanty Tuna.

Chicken, Kgp or Crab Salad SandwicheH served on nyrian or

Hubroll.

FREE BOWL
OF CHILI

«llh •v«ry whoK rcfiular

o> doub** maal tub
purchatad

COUPON

549-5160

PIZZA
Lg.

Plain $500
Onion $6 00
Pepper $6.30
Pepper & Onion $7.25

Mushroom $6.95

Olive $6.75
Salami $6.75

Sausage $6.75

Pepperoni $6.75

Hamburg $6.75

Anchovies $6.75

Pastrami $6 75
Ham $675
Bacon $6.75

Two-way comb. $7.65
Three-way comb. $8 45
House Special $10.60

Sm.
$2.75
$340
$3 60
$4 00
$3.85
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$4.25
$4.70
$5.85

SPAGHETTI
With Sauce $2 60
With Sausage $2.90

With Meat Balls $2.90

GRINDERS
Lg. Vi

Salami $2.70 $1.65

Meatless $2.55 $1.50

Genova Salami $2.95 $1.85

Meat Ball $2.95 $1.85

Sausage $2.95 $1.85

Tuna Fish $3.35 $2.05

Ham $2.95 $1.85

Italian $2.95 $1.85

Roast Beef $3 50 $2.20

Pastrami $3.50 $2.20

Ham & Egg $2.95 $1.80

Pepper & Egg $2.95 $1.80

SALADS
Tossed Salad

Greek Salad

$205
$2.50

Lg. Sm.
Extra Cheese $1.40 80<
Extra Meat $1.90 $1.00

"Somebody still cores about
quality''

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
Tel. 549-1311 Tel. 253-9051

65 University Drive

Amherst, Mass.

Highlights

of the

New England

Artist

Festival:

A photo essay

Bj Drew Ogier

The MTenth uinual New En^and Ar-
tist FestiTal was held at UMaas on June 4
and 6. The featiTal, which haa preTiousiy
been held in Northampton, was held in

and around the Haifia Mall and the Fine
Arts Center. The featival wi aponaored
by the UMasa Arta Extenaion Senrice.

liJJjJU
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$14 million inventory onsale thisweek only!

Guaranteed loivest prices!

Technics Save $31!

Technics belt-drive turntable, pitch control, lighted strobe

AkaiD210 direct-drive, auto-shutott turntable Save $56' $79

Pioneer quartz -locked, direct-drive, automatic

turntable Save $36' $129

Save $62/ pr!

Acoustic Research 2-way bookshelf speakers

EPI TE-100 new version of EPIs all-time top-rated

speaker Save $52/pr' Ea. $99

OHIW K2 2-way speakers, coherent design for spacious. 3-

dimensional sound Save $132/pr' Ea. $159

Celestion D-110 rave-reviewed bookshelf speaker. ULTRA
tweeter Save S62/pr' Ea. $169

334 Panasonic Save*

Panasonic RQJ55 personal stereo cassette player with

headphones

Sanyo MG34D personal stereo cassette player with Dolby'

.

AM/FM tuner, and headphones Save! $89

JVC CQ2 deluxe personal stereo cassette player with Dolby"

and headphones Save $62' $98

Akai SXR7 powered speakers, lust plug your walkperson into

them for room-filling sound New> Pr. $69 $99 JVC Save $71!

JVC KDV-1 1 Dolby' cassette deck, great sound,amazing price'

Teac V-306 Dolby' cassette deck Genuine Teac quality at

a budget price! Save $71' $149
Technics Dolby' B&C and DBX cassette deck, LED meters

solenoid controls, much more Save $8 V $199

Save $51!

Deluxe cordless telephone. 700' range, pushbutton dialing

PhoneMate 800 auto phone answering machine, built-in

voice synthesizer New' $79

$99 .——...•.- Save $81!

Marantz R220 20 watt per channel Af^/Ff^ stereo receiver

TDC 1 500 AM/FM stereo receiver, automatic fine

tuning Save $80! $69

Pioneer SX303 45 watt per channel AM/FM stereo

receiver Save $51' $159

Onkyo TX-31 audiophile-quality 43 watt per channel receiver

Servo-Lock tuning Save $151! $199

$99 Panasonic Save $26!

Panasonic full-size portable AM/FM stereo cassette recorder

4 speakers

Sanyo C2P component-style portable AM/FM stereo cassette

recorder, detachable 2-way speakers Save $40' $129

JVC RC770 full-size portable AM/FM stereo cassette recorder

with Dolby". 4 speakers, and more Save $31' $139

$199 Save $100!

Deluxe 13 color TV. automatic fine tuning

Samsung CT505LD 19" color TV auto fine tuning, auto

color Save $100' $269

Panasonic 3013 13 color TV. cable-ready pushbutton

tuning Save $81' $289

tech hifi

$369 JVC JKNSKN moisiBtJt PH.»mm. Save $169

Expertly-matched stereo system with a Pioneer 25 watt/

channel receiver, Jensen 820 loudspeakers, a JVC LA-100
turntable, and a Pickering 220E cartridge One of the best-

performing systems we've ever offered at this price'

Our $479 sale system has a top-rated Marantz R1 000 stereo

receiver with 25 watts per channel* and an elegant walnut

grain wood cabinet, high-efficiency Technics 3-way
speakers, and a Pioneer turntable with an Audio Technica
AT97 cartridge Save $212! $449

Like your music loud and clean? Here's your system - priced

nght' This $749 sale system has a JVC RX-44 digital

receiver with 50 watts per channel and a 5-band equalizer,

high-output EPI 1200 3-way speakers (with massive 12"

woofers), and a Sony PSLX2 direct-drive turntable with an

Audio Technica AT98 cartridge Save $386' $749

Pickering ultra-light stereo headphones, regular and walk-

person plugs Save! $9.99

BASF PRO II premium-quality C-90 cassette Save' $2.99

Stanton Model VI deluxe, ultra-light stereo headphones,,

regular and walkperson plugs Save $7' $16.99

Koss PI 9 high-performance ultra-light stereo headphones,

regular and walkperson plugs New' $19

DiscWasher record cleaning system Save$4 5t' $11 .99

Proftiicts "I Itits otter wvrr &p'ptfi?d Ib' m artvane Due tv untotvst'en

LircifmsMnres alt 't^msmttftiotbi' in stock in »U states Wpwf'hpftappvfo

if,f.np laiiHNu k% wherp posvft/*^ or oHvi a comparatih- 'frm at ortu*!

.^vrrKi.t Thank yin' for y^uif patronage atHi tind^rstandtrKj Ptiwof rat'n^)s

>nh- fl nhms ?0 ?OkHl 1^ pn tutp simulal*Ht arnl moasurt*i1 diagonally

Srtr'Njs shown frnrtt mtrf. nationally adyrrtisetl va'wc W*' wsr^vt' thv rtqhl

to cOfri»il nvsptiniK At parlnipatuHj Teih Hiti stores

tlltisUalHfns rrwy no/ hf ('»( . ' •* ohms

We Will Not Be Undersold.
1 5 East

Marshall's Plaza,

VISA

Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100
Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

4

Fall '83
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Back to School Issue, Fall '83

UMass and Five College news
in four sections:

News, Living, Sports and an ail-new *Other Voice'
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UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE

WEEKDAY SCHEDULE
eHective

Sept. 12, 1983-May25, 1984
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eflective

Sept. 12. 1983-May 25. 1984
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AUDIO

FREE

$169.

Turntable

w/purchase

of a home
reclever

LA MIA
PIZZA

FREE

SMALL
CHEESE

PIZZA

w/any

large pizza

BK0 in conjunction with

The Rite People
proudly presents

The RITE CARD
the ONLY Student Discount Card

not coupons — discounts!

These discounts are exclusive for Rite

Card holders and are good every time
you visit or call for deliveries. Just
present your Rite Card with your
UMass or one of the other college ID's

and you save, save, save over and over
and over again all semester long.

Unlimited Use
Yield

Unlimited Savings
The Rite Card not only en-
titles the owners to save
unlimited amounts of $
money $ but also instantly
qualifies them for our week-
ly drawing for a

$50 CASH PRIZE
that's RITE
each week

we will draw a different Rite Card
number and present a crisp new $50
bill to the winner. Winning names and
numbers will be published in the Col-

legian classifieds under THE BITE

The
Rite

Booklet
available

outside
Univ.
Store

JUSTIN
,

RYAN'S
(formerly Joey D's)

27 ounces

;
ofDEEK
ONLY

Thursday
nites &
Sunday

afternoons

WHOLE
WHEAT
PIZZA

20% OFF
ANY
LARGE

ONE ITEM

PIZZA

The MassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

Available next week only at

Campus Center Concourse
outside the University Store. Stop by and get a

Free Rite Card Booklet
listing all the discounts & locations. Total cost of this

unlimited value: ^^i^, vi^,^$4.75 for the card, 25* for Uncle Sam]
with each card purchased you also recieve a free hat & key chain
courtesy of MUler ^^

Save on Dinners, Stereos, Subs, Pizzas, Music, Beer 8t Much Mor«>
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Budget office director

demoted, cites sexism
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The Associate Director of the Office of

Planning and Budget claims her job

description has been changed and she has

been "stripped of full supervisory

responsibilities" because of a sexual

discrimination charge filed by her against

tiie University of Massachusetts.

Rosemarie Strother, who filed the charge

against the University with the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination, and the Federal Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission last

May said Paul Page acting associate

director of the Office of Planning and

Budget "presented me with a new job

description (over the summer) which is in

my opinion a demotion."

The "demotion" is a result of the charge

filed last May in which John L. DeNyse.

vice-chancellor for Administration and

Finance, was specifically named, Strother

said.

Page had "no comment" about the

"demotion" claim of Strother.

DeNyse said it is "a personnel matter and I

just won't talk about it."

Strother said she did sign the new job

description gfiven to her by Pa^e, but did so

"under protest" on the advice of her lawyer.

Strother, who has been the associate

director of the Office of Planning and

Budget since 1979 and a University em
ployee since 1966, was passed over for the

position of acting director of the budget

office last March.
The position was given to Page, then

director of Financial Affairs in Whitmore,
and a "less qualified man" for the job,

Strother said.

Since she filed the discrimination charge,

Strother said DeNyse has stayed away
from her.

"I would have expected him (DeNyse), to

come to me and talk about things. That has

not happened," she said.

Strother assumed the position of acting

director of the office last November after

Marie Reid, then assistant chancellor and

director of the office announced she was
resigning her position, effective in January.

Reid cited racial discrimination as her

reason for leaving.

The position of acting director of the office

is a temporary one because a permanent

person will be named to the position after a

search is conducted, Strother said.

Strother said she is unclear as to what
other kind of action the University may
take against her.

Colleipui photo b.T David Deubcr

Ed Washington of Pennsylvania uses his dolly to tote his daughter's

appliances into her new Southwest dorm room.

Provost search resumes

Future bonding legislation

could raise student fees

"Selling bonds is like taking out a mortgage... the only way to pay off the

Building Authority is through student fees.
"

— Charlene Allen SGA co-president

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Student fees at the University of

Massachusetts could go up next semester if

a bill favored by University President

David C. Knapp gets special approval to be

considered in this legislative session.

Student Government Association (SGA) co-

President Charlene Allen said last week.

The bill, which would raise bonding, or

borrowing, ceilings to $100 million within

the UMass Building Authority to help pay

for renovations on the Curry Hicks Cage, is

"part of a whole package of legislation

which Knapp has asked the Governor to

file," Allen said.

Paul Gosselin, chair of the Undergraduate

Student Senate Public Policy Committee,

said the $2.3 million project planned for the

cage "amounts to a $15 to $20 fee increase,"

but the University cannot make the

renovations without the legislation.

Selling bonds is "like taking out a mor-

tgage" on new construction, Allen said "the

only way to pay off Building Authority

bonds is through student fees" the building

is then owned by the state, she said.

The legislative session resumed Monday
and will end in November. If the Governor

doesn't file Knapp's proposal, "it will have

to go through a late filing procedure, which

is rather difficult," and renovation may be

put off until next year, Gosselin said.

Renovation plans for the Cage include a

new cover for the dirt floor, a new ceiling,

new bleacher seats, a new indoor track,

improved lighting and a removable wood
basketball floor.

Other parts of Knapp's proposed
legislation would "extend Building

Authority purview to Worcester and
Boston," to allow for construction at those

campuses, Allen said.

Gosselin said this would affect student fees

"in the long run," because students at the

Amherst campus could end up helping pay

for projects like a "huge, multi-million

dollar" parking garage on the Worcester

campus.

Allen and Gosselin said the Governor

appears to have turned Knapp's proposal

down too late to file it in this legislative

session, but Susan Lane from the Gover-

nor's Office of Educational Affairs said last

week she could not confirm or deny this.

By JILL LANG
and ANNE McCRORY
Collegian SUff

Dean of Physical Education David C.

Bischoff has been named interim acting

provost to replace former acting provost

Dean Alfange, who resigned last week.

Assistant Chancellor Deirdre Ling said

Monday.
Ling said Chancellor Joseph Duffey

"would be moving fairly quickly" to fill the

acting provost position, for which Bischoff

has been the only candidate identified.

"It is incorrect to assume that he

(Bischoff) is the only one under considera-

tion for this post," Ling said. "There are

several other candidates, all within the

University."

Ling declined to say whether these

candidates are from within the ad-

ministration itself.

The new acting provost will serve until a

permanent provost is found, which could be

up to a full year. Ling said. The post was
officially vacated by Loren Baritz in June,

but Alfange took over as acting provost last

winter.

US demands
compensation
By HARRIS JACKSON
Associated Press

The United States demanded compensation from the

Soviet Union on Monday for the 61 Americans killed in the

Soviet destruction of a South Korean airliner as a pilots'

boycott of flights to Moscow took hold in p:urope and

NATO governments prepared to bar thi- Sovu-t airline

from their airports.

Meanwhile, a third body believed from the wrerkage of

the downed jumbo jet was found on Japan's northernmo.st

coast, and the Kyodo news agency reported the plane did

not crash for more that 12 minutes after one or more of its

four engines was hit by a heat seeking missile from a

Soviet fighter.
.

The U.S. demand for compensation was pre.senled in

Washington by John H. Kelley, an acting assistant

secretary of state, to Oleg Sokolov. second ranking

member of the Soviet Embassy staff, but Sokolov refused

to accept it.
. . ,r r ,u

Kelley also tried to give Sokolov a note on behall ot the

South Korean government demanding compensation for its

A nationwide search to find a permanent

replacement was initiated at that time and

culminated this summer with final in-

terviews and recommendations to the

chancellor, who must finally appoint a

candidate. By the time a final selection had

been made, however, Duffey 's choice had

already accepted a position at the

University of Tennessee.

Last week Duffey announced the search

would be reopened, which entails reposting

advertisements for the position and

soliciting new applicants. Finalists from the

last search can reapply but are not being

considered exclusively. Ling said, because

quality applicants who were not available at

the time of the original search may be

available now.

"One would hope to get the best possible

talent available at this time," Ling said.

Considering qualified applicants may
have obligations that would not allow them
to come directly to the University, Ling
said she projected the target date for a new
provost for the end of the year. The acting

provost would assume all duties until that

selection is made, she said.

Inside:

American Cup series hits the

waves p. 11. 12

New Riders on the road again

p. 7

Orchard Hill walkway under
lights p. 3

The majority ofus are

for free speech only

when it deals with those

subjects concerning
which we have rvo in-

tense coninctions.

— Edmund B. Chaffee
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World and National News
Soviets expelled

and called spies
WASHINGTON (AP) - The State Department

disclosed Monday that two Soviet diplomats were expelled

from the United States last month as alleged spies, and

charged that a U.S. diplomat expelled Monday from the

Soviet Union had been mistreated.

The two Soviets were identified as i uri Petrovich

Leonov. an assistant air attache at the embassy here, and

Anatoly Yevgenyevich Skripko, another attache at the

embassy. Both were declared persona non grata "for

engaging in espionage," said Alan Romberg, a State

Department spokesman.

Skripko was declared persona non grata on Aug. 17. The

action against Leonov was taken two days later.

A State Department official, who spoke only on con

dition that he not be identified, said the decision to an-

nounce the expulsions was made because the Soviets

disclosed the expulsion of a U.S. diplomat, Lon David

Augustenborg, on spying charges.

Augustenborg was vice consul at the U.S. consulate in

Leningrad. His wife Denise also was declared persona non

grata.

Also, the expulsions of the two Soviet envoys preceded

the Soviet downing of a South Korean airliner carrying 269

people on Sept. 1. which has caused a serious deterioration

in Soviet American relations and prompted worldwide

criticism of the Soviet Union.

* Soviets
citizens who were killed, but Sokolov rejected it also.

State Department spokesman Alan Romberg said the

United States would "continue to press the Soviets to meet

their clear obligation under international law to pay

compensation to both the United States and Korea."

The pilots' ban, begun F>iday in Britain, was joined by

pilots in Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark.

Finland and Sweden, cancelling 13 of the 27 weekly flights

into Moscow from NATO countries.

Pilots of Air France, which operates six flights a week,

were to join Tuesday, and the West German Lufthansa,

which operates the remaining seven, said these would be

halted Thursday.

But the government of neutral Switzerland delayed

deciding whether Swissair pilots could suspend their four

weekly flights to the Soviet capital, and Finland's state

railway began adding extra passenger cars to its two daily

trains to the Soviet Union.

Most of the pilots were observing a 60-day boycott

agreed on last "Tuesday by officials of the International

Federation of Airline Pilots Associations.

Twelve of the 16 NATO governments began calling in

Soviet ambassadors to inform them that they would refuse

landing permission to Aeroflot. the Soviet airline, for two

weeks starting Thursday.

But four members of the alliance — France, Greece,

Spain and Turkey — refused to take part. And the Danish

pilots' association proposed that the pilots' boycott be

reduced to two weeks also. It said a two-month boycott

"primarily will hurt Western airlines, and it could

jeopardize Soviet route allocations."

Japan, which banned Aeroflot charter flights last

Friday, was preparing to join in the ban on all Soviet

flights. Foreign Minister Shintaro Abe told the visiting

Irish foreign minister, Peter Barry.

^o/77e on c^owntoi^^
^

There's no place like downtown Amherst, Massachusetts.

Romberg said the United States is "vigorously

protesting the physical mistreatment" of Augustenborg.

He refused to elaborate on the matter, and went no further

than to say that Augustenborg was a junior officer at the

consulate.

The U.S. official who spoke on condition that he remain

anonymous said Skripko was caught handing money to

someone for a classified document he had just received.

Roberts crusading
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — Tulsa evangelist Oral Roberts is

urging viewers of his television program to send in for

packets of "anointing oil" so that he can heal them.

Roberts said Sunday that he and his son, Richard, will

hold a healing crusade at Oral Roberts University on Oct.

20 23.

In the meantime, he asked listeners to write "for small

packets of anointing oil." He displayed a packet about the

size of a postage stamp.

"Send for these packets and tell me where you hurt,"

Roberts said. "When 1 pray for you on Oct. 2. you may
anoint yourself by placing a drop on your forehead or the

affected area of your body," he said.

Roberts told viewers he will depend on the Holy Spirit

for the healings.

God always responds to prayers made in that manner,

Roberts said, "but not always right away."

Hemorrhoids cured
PEKING (AP) — A 400 year old prescription for

hemorrhoids has proved % percent effective for thousands

of sufferers and officially designated as a cure, the English-

language China Daily newspaper reported.

The newspaper described the cure as an injection of

insect secretions on Chinese sumac leaves mixed with

Chinese crystal salt, and said it was used on 40.000

patients.
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Students having
housing hassles
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Students temporarily living in the Campus Center Hotel

are happy with their rooms, in spite of complaints against

the University of Massachusetts Housing Office and the

thought of moving their crates and boxes again.

Only students who failed to pay their bills by the due

date or were not guaranteed housing do not have perma-

nent looms and are currently living in "swing spaces," the

hotel, or have been sent home to commute, according to

Gerald Quarles, coordinator of the Housing Assignment

Office.

One homeless student is a sophomore from Weston, was
academically withdrawn over the summer because of an

unpaid lab fee, and lost his housing.

The student, who didn't want to "make too many
waves" by being named, said the Housing Office was
unhelpful at first.

"They (Housing) are almost avoiding to guarantee

anyone housing. And they're not encouraging anyone to

be assertive."

The student said neither hotel rooms nor "swing

sapces" were mentioned as temporary solutions to his

situation until he got tired of "living out of his car" and

complained to the Housing Office. Quarles said first year

and foreign students, and those who live far away would

be given priority. Upperclass students are familiar with

the opening of school, and have a "higher cope level" he

said.

"I'm supposed to have a higher cope level, but I was
hysterical," the student said.

CollecUii photo by Drew OgirrI oiiecuB pnoio by l>r«w (>girr

Students patiently bear the long lines and heat that are common at the begrinning of the
semester.

Paula Stashis, however, is content with her living ar-

rangements in the hotel. "I have air conditioning and a
nice color television," she said. "I'd rather live here than

in a dorm, especially when the University is paying for it,"

she said.

"What really stinks, though, is knowing that it's only tem-

porary, and I'll have to lug all of my stuff across campus
again," she added.

Stashis, a sophomore from Topsfield, said she didn't

sign her housing contract card, so she lost her room
assignment. "It's my fault, I didn't think of it."

Thomas Wigmore, a sophomore from Hingham, said the

students without housing were victims of a confusing
system.

At the end of the semester during room choosing,
students have "so many different things U) fill out, and
they have to run be^een the dorm and Whitmore to hand
in forms," he said.

He suggested that the Housing Office should require
students to sign one housing contract card to last for their

freshmen and sophomore years since they must live in

dorms during those years.

Quarles was unavailable to reply to the students' com-
ments.

Exhibitionists, voyeurs plague Lincoln Apts.
Task force confronts voyeurism

by MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

The coordinator of an Amherst neigh-

borhood task force formed to take legal

action against peeping toms will meet today

with a lawyer from the Legal Services office

and a member of the University of

Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) to draft a document to

address the problem.

Barbara McGlynn, leader of the com-

mittee, and SGA co- President Charlene

Allen will meet with a lawyer to draft a

formal document intended to initiate

change of the town by-laws regarding

voyeurism. The document will be presented

to Amherst selectmen and the UMass
board of Trustees upon completion.

The document is in response to what
McGlynn and her supporters term "unsatis-

tory" actions of the UMass police in

Dunishine one of their officers accused of

exposing himself to residents of the area

bordered by Lincoln Avenue, Sunset

Avenue, and McClellan and Beston streets.

Where he has been spotted most often has

been at the Lincoln Apartments. Because

the apartments are located on university

than Amherst
bring charges

property, UMass rather

police are obligated to

against the officer,

ine man nas oeen lermmaiea lor

engaging in activity unbecoming an officer.

The present Amherst policy follows

Massachusetts General Law in charging

peeping toms with merely trespassing or

engaging in disorderly conduct.

McGlynn, a 27-year-old university employee

and two-year resident of Amherst, has been

considenng legal action since mid-July

when she and her committee began meeting

weekly to discuss ways to assist police in

capturing the suspect.

"To change the policy would require consent

of the Hampshire County district attorney's

otlice, ana i ttunK mey ve aeciaea not lo

press charges because it was agreed the

man would receive psychiatric treatment

within six months," she said. "I want
something to be done now."

McGlynn is supported by her neighbors
and other members of the university

community, most notably the
Everywoman's Center, which encouraged
action from adl Amherst residents in helping

to bring attention to the matter last

summer.

Police receive 23 complaints since Jan. '82

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

The peeping torn incident resulting in the

accusation and subsequent arrest of a
University of Massachusetts police officer

this month may have been the most
publicized occurence of that sort, but not

the first, as Amherst and UMass police

have received at least 23 complaints since

January of 1982.

Most complaints came from residents of

the Lincoln Apartments located on the

UMass campus across from the Southwest

Residential Area, and described a man
whom they said was a white male about 156

pounds, who wears a ski mask. He is said

by residents to knock on doors a«d win-

dows, look in, expose himself, and mastur-

bate in firont of witnesses.

Though the last incident occured in mid-

June, palke are stiil fiddh^ complaints

from residents who say tj^ have seen the

man around the area since then. Other

residents say there are actually two exhibi-

tionists.

Both UMaas police and a small number of

reaklents have stM they could not be ab-

sure that tile man was a univenjity, solutely

police officer, and though many still believe

this view, the unnamed officer has been
pinpointed and terminated,

UMass police have been following the

events closely since the autumn of 1981.

Police had continued work on the problem,

but continually received more complaints.

Interest in the case hei|rhtened this past

summer when more events were reported
— the last in mid-June — and a community
task force committed to finding and pro-

secuting the man met with community
police to air their dissatisfaction with the

treatment of police.

Police responded by meeting with the

residents privately and assuring them
strategies for cm>turing the suspect would
be developed. In an interdepartmental

meswy, Chief Donald N. Mais upped the

force's efifort in attempting to capture the

su^)ect by recommending a more stringent

patrol of the area.

Also at this time, resid^ts disagreed

with the police who said at one time the

profile of tbe su^>ect did not match any of
the descriptions readents hod given him.

The case is now still at the attention of

the police, who are still working with
residents in attempting to wrap up the pro-

blem.

Orchard Hill/Central path

to see lights, get paved

('olleician photo hv David Druhr

r

An unidentified dad assists in unpacking in Southwest Sunday.

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

A "main path" to Orchard Hill and Cen-

tral Residential Area dormitories, current-

ly unpaved and unlighted, will In? lighted

probably and praved l)efore the winter.

Student Government Association co-

President Tom Ahern .said Monday.
Ahem said he reached "a verbal agree-

ment" with Vice Chancellor of Administra-

tion and P'inance John DeNyse that the

path, which begins at the Rhododendron

Garden behind University Health Services

and goes up the hill to the right of the

Chancellor's House, would be lighted and

paved "for .safety rea.sons."

DeNyse said he is working on getting

some temporary lighting ff)r the path, "and

also to see if it is possible to do a little

regrading." A pave<i walk is a "long-term

po.ssibility," I3eNy.se said, but he could not

guarantee that it would happen.

"It's a direct line from Orchard Hill to

main buildings (on campus) and it should lie

taken care of," Ahern said. The path "is

dangerous to walk on, especially at night

and during the winter when you can slip

down," he said.

DeNyse said he "is trying to see if there

is anything we can do to improve that

path."

The path, which is surrounded by trees

and completely dark at night, is unpaved

except for long flat stones, used for steps,

placed at uneven intervals up the hill.

Physical Plant workers removed the path's

one light last year "to force studet\ts not to

use the path," Ahern said.

Ahern, who used to live in Field dor-

mitory in Orchard Hill, said the path's con-

dition has l)een a source of complaints from
Orchard Hill residents for at least two
years, but the University has never done
anything to improve it "because it wasn't
an official path."

"In Orchard Hill, when we went out cam-
paigning (for the SGA presidency) Uist spr-

ing, it (the path) was the major complaint,"
Ahern .said.

Students using the path yesterday, who
would only say they were from ('entral and
Orchard Hill dorms, said lighting and pav-
ing the path is "a good idea," because the
path is "a quicker way" from campus to

dorms in Orchard Hill and some parts of
Central Residence Area.

"Within reason," DeNyse said, "traffic

patterns on campus do dictate where paths
will be."
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WOMEN'S FORUM
Wirmen 's Forum is a weekly listing ofup-

coming events relating to women's issues.

Notices should be sent to the Women's
editor, care of the Collegian, IIS Campus
Center, before the Friday preceding the

event.

The Educator/Advocates of the

Everywoman's Center design and imple-

ment educational programs in the five col-

lege area and in the local communities. The

program is now seeking volunteers in-

terested in conducting community educa-

tion around issues of violence against

women. Credit may be available. For more

information call 545-0883.

The New Song Library is a collection of

feminist and other progressive political

songs. Assistants are needed to help with

collecting and cataloging music, resear-

ching requests, expanding services and

fundraising. For more information contact

Johanna Halbeisen 586-9485.

Wednesday — Norma Rae and A Por-

trait of Theresa, the first in a series of films

designed to celebrate the richness and
diversity of women's lives will be presented

as part of the women's Film Festival at

7:00 p.m. in the Student Union. Admission
is $2 for the double feature.

Saturday — The New England Learning
Center for women in Transition presents

Debbie Fier and Annie Hassett in concert

at 7 p.m. at Guiding Grange on Chapman
St. Greenfield. Tickets are $3.50 and $5.00

and are available at Food for Thought in

Amherst.
There are two hotlines available on cam-

pus for aid to victims of rape or other

violence. The 24-Hour Rape hotline is

545-2677. The Everywoman's Center
Hotline for victims of violence is 545-0800.
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RED BARN
STEAK
HOUSE

SIRLOIN STEAK
FILET MIGNON
SIRLOIN TIPS
LOBSTER PIE
PRIME RIB...

All entrees include garden salad, assorted^

rolls & butter, choice of rice pilaf, bakea
potato.
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Fine dining in an
atmosphere which savors

the quality of a country
Amherst setting.

Clubs, social groups and
specialfunctions are

always welcome.

Enjoy evening
entertainment, favorably
priced coctails in our cozy
Hayloft Lounge.

University Store's

Textbook Annex
for all of your course books - new or used

ANNEX HOURS -

Opening Week

Monday 9 am - 5 pm
Tuesday 9 am - 9 pm

Wednesday 9 am - 9 pm
Thursday 9 am - 9 pm
Friday 9 am - 5 pm

Saturday 10 am - 3 pm

Located in the

Physical Plant Building

University of IVlassachusetts
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ALL THE
INFORMATION
YOU NEED,

^^UST A PHONE CALLAWAYI

IDD is a teleplionc or walk-it; referral
center which n.aintains information on

University related subiccts, froi.. Aca-
demic policies to Lus schicdulcb, and
Campus events.

TIPS is a library of i.;ore than 2Cii

recorded cassettes <.ith infori.iation

about the University academic programs,
health related iter.s, and many other
ti'pics.

Keep up with Current Euents. Call "T/FS" at

54 r^ 1540 atui ask for tapes

' 1532 Daik Weather Report

1515 Daik' (\in)/)(/,s liiK'tUs
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Tolorlionc Dirixtor. , rosidencr- linlls anii solectei. (.ff-

ronpus locdtions.

EDITORIAL/OPINION

I

An open letter to our readers;

. Whether you're a new student seeing the campus and the Collegian

for the first time or you're an old pro at living at UMass, we'd like to

introduce you to the Collegian, and tell you a little about why we're here.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is the independent student

newspaper of the University. We're here to provide the public services

normally associated with newspapers, such as informing and educating

our readers, and allowing all members of the community the chance to

express their opinions in an open, public forum. Therefore, everyone is

encouraged to let us know how you feel. If you want to say something,

write an editorial. If you want to make a comment on an issue, or respond

to something already printed in the paper, send a letter to the editor.

Students, faculty, staff persons, and residents of the five-college area are

all part of our general readership, and therefore, are all encouraged to

speak their mind openly and freely.

Our purpose:
- to report news of campus, 5 college and community activities, and to

present news summaries of national and international news
developments of interest to the University community.

- to offer "news analysis" of news developments
- to express student, faculty (and other) opinions
- to offer students the opportunity to acquire newspaper experience

and skill in writing, reporting, and photography as well as knowledge of

the advertising, circulation, business, graphics and production aspects of

newspaper work.
- to support the best traditions of the University
- to record the history of the University
- to disseminate information of and about the University to all in-

terested parties outside the scope of the immediate college community
- etcetera, etcetera

It will be noted that we neither claim nor want to be a gripe sheet,

humor magazine, or partisan organ for any faction. Our main purpose is

to impartially and objectively record the news. Expression of student,

faculty and staff opinion is provided through the editorial page, and we
encourage letters from readers as long as they are typed, signed and do

not violate the laws of libel or decency. We reserve the right, of course, to

comment editorially either on the content of letters received or on the

conduct of campus affairs in general.

It should be remembered that the Collegian is not a student action com-

mittee, and cannot be held responsible for correcting all campus ills. We
will certainly oppose any action contrary to the best interests of the stu-

dent body and our other readers, and will ''sound off" when we feel that

any such actions have been contemplated or taken. However, we need

your help. Any time news developments occur that are of interest to the

University community, let us know about it — either in writing, in person

or bv phone. We're very accessible and open to suggestions.
^ ^ - the Editors

^\T 1^ INHERENT iNM WISlWN CHARACT^ TO HANDLE AlVKltV WI1>< A BCENDOP OPTIMISM

P^ MUMOR— NOW.SHUr UP!'

Welcome to

"ZooMass"
W^come to the Z(X)!!

This is an expression that those of us who are

returning students have heard on many occasions,

and one which I am sure that those of you who are just

starting out on your journey through the UMass

menagerie are bound to hear many times l)efore you

graduate.

To be sure, at times, life on the UMass campus can he

hectic, what with classes cutting into a very heavy social

schedule, the need to cram for the next morning's test

conflicting with the need to wander down to the local

watering hole to down a couple of cool brews with the rest

of the pack, and the need to sit down and finish that term

paper (it was only due last semester for Pete's sake) pull-

David B. Miner

ing at your need to get it on. But to refer to good old

UMass as "the Zoo" or "ZooMass" is, I feel totally un-

justified and uncalled for, in fact, whenever 1 hear those

expressions used, my feathers get ruffled and the hackles

on my back rise up and I want to let out a probosidian

bellow.

Feeling the way I do, I decided to make it one of my
summer projects (sic) to try to track down how these ex-

pressions came into popular usage.

So, one fine summer afternoon I dropped in to see an old

friend of mine. Dr. Pollard Grimalkin Uolittle, who just

happens to be one of the most renouned experts in the

field of interspecies communications.

"Jocko," I said (all his friends call him that. "I'm

^^^^"'"sed. Some idiot just called my sch(K)l "the Zoo" and

I'm angry. Can you tell me how this term came about?

Placing his beaverskin tophat firmly on his brow,

straightening his pale blue ascot, and picking up his walk-

ing stick (JcK'ko was a throwback to the Victorian age), he

uttered a single word "Rosebud".

"Rosebud?" I said, baffled. "The last time I heard that

word was the last time I saw (citizen Kane, and I didn't

think the Prof, was referring to Orson Wells' sled,

especially when it was the middle of the summer ancJ there

was not any snow on the ground!

"Rosebud", he repeated once again in his soothing tone

of voice. "Consider the rosebud. A l)eautiful work of art to

some. Others look at the rosebud and only think of the hid-

den thorns. You, my friend, see only the thorns, while I

see the l)eauty.

"Take your getting uptight over the expression

ZooMa-ss. You only think of it as a term of ridicule, while I

think of it as a term of endearment."

"This university was founded 120 years ago as an

agricultural college. Closely linked, in those olden days, to

agriculture, was the field of animal studies, Zoology, from

whence we get the term zoo. Sometimes, misinformed per-

sons linked the study of animal husbandry with the study

of wildlife, zoology, and used them interchangably.

"Mass Aggie, as it was called then, kept large herds of

animals (there are still large numbers of interesting

animals and programs dealing with domestic livestock

located at Stockbridge School, directly across from Com-
monwealth Avenue), and I am sure that in the misguided

usage of the day, the misconception that there was a zoo

here came ab(jut.

"Therefore, my young friend, I don't think ZooMass is a

derogatory phrase; rather, I think back to the history of

the university's founding and say 'you're right'."

Put that way I couldn't help but stop feeling the sting of

the phrase ZooMass and see the beauty of it.

So the next time someone comes up to me and refers to

the University of Massachusetts campus as "the zoo," I'll

just smile and say "you're right", — but you better be

smiling when you say it.

David B. Miner is a Collegian staff member
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SupplEMENTAl HcAlrh BeneFIts

For UMass StucIents
The health benefit plan supplements services covered under the Stu-

dent Health fee provide comprehensive coverage at reasonable cost.

Coverage: Coverage is for medically required hospitalization and

specialty services not available on campus, extended mental

health consultation and emergencyaccident and sickness

while the student is away from campus.

Eligibility: All students paying the health fee may enroll.

Cost: $120 for 12 months (9-1-83 to 8-31-83)

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's Office at University Health

Services.

Deadline: September 15th for undergraduate students.

October 15th for graduate students.

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS,
549-2671

uhs
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SrudENT DEpENdENT

HEAlrb BeneFit PIan
Coverage: This plan includes all services available to students

under the Student Basic Health Plan and the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan. This is comprehensive
coverage.

Eligibility: Dependents of students enrolled in the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan.

Cost: $175 for the Fall Semester, regardless of number in the
family.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's office at Uniwersity
Health Services.

Deadline: September 15th

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS
549-2671
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EIGHTchapters OF
BABYLONIAN HBTORYFOR
TOMORROW'S EXAM
AND CATHY'S WAITINC

Y

M

YOUCANDOm
It gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson and you can do it— handle all the

work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life.

You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today and that's just the start. Think of the time,

the freedom you'd have to do the things you want
to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead

have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read

for today's active world— fast, smooth, efficient.

Don't get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically

increase your reading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free

lesson. Make the college life the good life. With

Reading Dynamics you can do it.

<5.

>SL

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
Location

University of Massachusetts

Campus Center Rm. 903
Choos« th« Day ond Tim* Most Conv»nl*nt For You

Reservations Are Not Necessary
For further information coll (617) 237-0722

9-13 Tuesday 5 PM & 7 PM
9-14 Wednesday 3 PM, 5 PM & 7 PM

rw

Arts
iCollegian 7

New Riders have
become old hat
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
Monday, September 5

Hanger One

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

What is the role of a reviewer? I wonder whether it is my
place to evaluate the politics of the performers or just the

performance as it stands. Obviously, the reviewer should

remain impartial. But one subject that always forces me to

write about the performers politics: the direct harrass-

ment of people as individuals by making them overly self-

conscious about the way they look, act, or exist.

And so it was with the new New Riders of the Purple

Sage. Playing beautiful songs like "Crazy Little Girl,"

dedicated to "all those crazy little girls in the audience and
the men who are crazy enough to stay with them," and
asking things like "Who's here to get laid?" singer John
Dawson was only leading up to the latest in NRPS hit, "If

You Want to Know How a Women Makes Love Look at

the Way She Dances." Oh \x)y. And the worst part of it

was that men in the audience were reacting positively to

the idea.

About the performance. The new New Riders feature

the bass player from the Fugs and the drummer from It's

a Beautiful Day. &)od deal. These guys are professionals,

and so it was with violin and guitar player Rusty Gauthier.

On the other hand, lead guitarist Allen Kemp had no
energy and kept the ensemble from really leaving the

ground. Musically the first four or five songs were pretty

good but after that things went down hill. Problem?
Songwriting. Dawson hasn't written a good song in ab<jut

six or eight years and so they relied on the oldies to pull

through. In some cases this worked out, like on "Glendale

Train" and "Lonesome L.A. Cowboy" but songs like "Dir-

ty Business" were pretty bad. I guess they can't space out

like they used to. The worst though was a cover of "Friend
of the Devil," which Dawson co-wrote. They added
nothing to the song; it sounded like a straight cover. At
least when Robert Hunter plays it you can really sense his

contribution.

I've seen NRPS twice in the past seven years: the first

time they were amazing the last, terrible. It was outdoors
and Dawson was so burnt that he was saying "it's really

great to be playing in here tonight." It was daytime out-

side. I'm beginning to wonder if the only way to save
NRPS is to dump Dawson.
As if all this wasn't enough, there were two bands on

before NRPS, one good the other terrible. Yankee
Rhythm is a tight C&W band that plays basic cowboy
ballads, lovesongs, heartbreak numl:)ers — the whole bit.

They were pretty entertaining. Borderline on the

otherhand was a Marshal Tuckeresque band who were
pretty awful.

Q EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
I I't/H f vflyi' WiHiil

Be a part of the

largest daily

college paper in

New England
Join

the Collegian staff

Orientation

7 p.m. Wednesday

Collegian business

officeRm 113

Campus Center

New Riders of the Purple Sage: oldies pulled 'em
through.
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Getto the answers faster.

With theTI-55-n.
Whiit you need tn r.iekic

the hij^hcr m;ithematics ot a

science or cnyinccrinjj ciir-

riciiluni arc nn)rc tunctions -

more tuncrions than a simple

sikle-rule caiciilator h<«,s.

Enter the Tl-55-11. with

112 powerful tunctions. You

can work taster and more

accurately with the TI-55-11,

because its preprogrammed

NHt TiA). In.rrtimrnr.

to perform complex calcula-

tions - like detinite intef^rais,

linear re^jression and hvper-

holics - at the touch ot a

hiittim. And it can also he

programmed to do repetitive

problems without re-entering

the entire formula.

Included is the CaLuLit<n

Decisi(m-\iakmf> Sourcehiok

It makes the process oi usint;

the TI-TT II even simpler,

and showv von how to u.se al

the power of the calculator.

C iet to the answers taster

I.er aTl-SS-II

show \oii how.

. la.Mci.

Texas
Instruments
Creating useful products

and services tor vou.

•••••••••••••
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SPECIAL STORE HOURS
Mon 9-5 Tue&Wed9-9 Thur £f Fri 9-5 Sat 11-4

^ ^v -
-

tyf-r—^ 7~,—I ,-J.
XlWelcoma Backi -

SPECIAL^ TEXTBOOK
Hours

Located in the

Physical Plant Building

Mon Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed, Thur 9-9

Sat 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Open Mon. 9-5

Tues. Wed. and Thur. 9-9

Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-3

TEXTBOOK REFUND POLICY
If you purchase an incorrect title you may return it for a refund

within seven calendar days of the first day of classes.

Thereafter, incorrect titles may be returned within 48 hours of

purchase providing the book is new and unmarked.

1. Textbooks from dropped courses may be returned during

the month of September for the Fall Semester and during the

month of February for the Spring Semester. Returns must be

made within 48 hours of dropping a course. You must present

your receipt and a copy of your drop form dated and validated

by the Registrar. Any new books must be unmarked. Summer
School and Wintersession books may be returned during the

first week of classes only.

2. Keep your receipt. Refunds on textbooks cannot be made
unless the register receipt accompanies the book.

3. Do not mark your book if you think you may have to return

it. A return will not be allowed if the book is in an unsatisfac-

tory condition. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE A RE-

FUND AT ANY TIME.

4. Always have your current I.D. available. This is required for

any refund transaction.

5. All defective books (caused by the publisher, i.e. missing

pages, etc.) will automatically be exchanged at any time during

the semester in which they were purchased.

Used books will be bought during the week of finals each

semester.

This Fall We've Got It All!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

Bamboo

BLINDSPOSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.96

RUGS €r MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots off comfortable cotton

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
Earrings, Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc.

CLOTHING SALE

pmrr TANK TOPS - 4.50

r^T slTeC; T-shirts - 4.50

20% 50% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Sunday 12 - 5 pm

Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm
Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

MEI2CANTILC
A'^^-^ST CARRIAGE rMO»«

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

SUPERIOR PIZZA
. UMass Students

Favorite Pizza

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY
549-0626

delivery Mon-Sat 5? Sun 2?

Welcome Back Students
Special

91. OFF I

any 2 item
j

large pizza
j

I
good until Sept. 20

|

! validate coupon when ordering J

j

50*^ off"
i

I any 2 item
}

I
small pizza |

I good until Sept. 20
j

I validate coupon when ordering I

located next to N. Amherst Post Office

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Collegian ^

Atjp IN fu^m' OF -niwe

lo-veAR HIGH fom. „,,

,

OH THflT's^Ay&T-me

NOVOC/^IWe ...VW WON'T Be
(\Pie TV (HM io\jR jm,
M0inH,Uf*)0R1DN&Ue

Superbad by G.H.

UirM ALL THE-

canIT flOJPe

After The Fall

THIS IS A TP^ICKV
SlTu^TiorO... to I WAIT

Fo«^ ISMfY\Ar€LTo a>mi
5AOC SCfoaf I P€UD€
oonrat To Live,.

.

by R. Miller

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

OK, THAT*. ONE
LARGE PEPPtROM
PIZ^A UITH EXTRA
CHEESE.

VHAT?...AH,NO VE
ONLY EXCEPT CASH . .

.

LOOK, L DONT CARE
IF \Tb 5IWSEMILLM

Valley Girls

OUR DRIVER. WILL
DELIVER IT TO
XOV IN ABOUT
30 MiNUTE5...

LRlNG.i] GREAT
pitZ-A ...COULD
YOU SPEAK UP I CAN
HARDLY HEKR YO\J

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie

/:.. A/0 •• ©l/C-A/r/A/" t^M
LiVr. /OU'LL HA>JB TO

efFxce... Q^umi

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b> MarKurcl VdrrvLT and Irudf Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Is adjacent to

6 Admin aide
10 Shaper tor shoes
14 Fend off

15 Narrow wooden
strip

16 Wide spouted
pitcher

1

7

Metric measure
18 Teller of

tall tales

19 Set to work
(with in I

Prehistoric site

near Salisbury.

Eng
Tne former Persia

Feature of some
jackets

Away, in a way
26 Analyzed

grammatically
Park.

Colorado

Pan of a

monogram
Author Andre
Theatrical

39 Put into cipher

41 My ;;

Gather
43 Blackmore s

Lorna
44 Preminger
46 Prevailing

standard

20

22

23

24

30

32

33

35

IMm Ion ^ntcr(r> I imrs StndHilr

47 M Zola
49 General courses
51 City in

Northern

Australia

54 Riviera resort

56 Water, m Madrid
57 Test for gold

63 Raggedy Ann e g
64 Historic Spanish

river

65 Does office work
66 Central USSR city

67 Nothing in Paris

68 Set up
69 Back talk

70 Scottish loch

71 Loading areas

DOWN
1 and the

Man byGBS
2 Type of sugar

3 Capable of

4 Gull like bird

5 Record covennri

6 Steve or Mel

7 Canonized
8 Adult male deer

9 Intention to haim
10 Judge James

Hardy m the

movies
11 Cognizant (of)

12 Automobile style

13 Rive' of cen
England

21 Garden borde'

25 Most
advantageous

26 Multicolored

27 Pan of A
28 Wealthy Sp
29 do not a

prison make
Lovelace

31 Act as usher

34 Heroic one
36 Shoniy
37 Encircle

38 Sweet potatoes
40 Prefix with

tasse
42 Narrow mountain

pass
45 Terms of office

48 Advanced student

50 Had a siesta

51 Ornamental
borders

52 Marketplace of

old Greece
53 Holds sway
55 Religious images
58 Award for an off

Broadway piay

59 Beginner

60 Energy cartel

61 Margin tor a

derby winner

62 Mansions Abbr

1 ? 3 4 5

Til

6 7 8 9

75

10 11 1? l3-

14 15 16

17 18 19

?0

P
?r"

7?

PPP
?3

?6

40

ITP
30

4?

P3?

P 7i

35 37 31

39

4S 50

43 44 45

I
55

49

46

52 53

47

51 I 54 ^^^^H
56 57 58 59 60 61 6?

63 64 65

66 67 U

69 70 71

, 1

GRAPHICS STAFF
MEETING
Thursday Night

7:00 p.m.

DINING COMMONS

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Cranberry Sauce
Tomato Torte

DINNER
Rotini with Tomato

Meat Sauce
Roast Pork

Gravy, Applesauce
Silver Palate Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Cranberry Sauce
Tomato Torte

BASICS DINNER
Golden Carrot Bake

White Sauce
Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce
with Tofu and Mushrooms

Weather

Mostly cloudy with a
chance of occasional rain or
drizzle today, tonite and
Wednesday. Highs
Wednesday 60 to 65.

TODAYS
PUZZLE ANSWER
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

57:00
(with this coupon!

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11 50 Long Hair
Exptr«« 9/30/83 C

Please Call for an Appointm«ni

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
Amtvitt MA S4S&eiO

Hvpercurriiula

"Hypercurricula, " a
listing of events held at the
University of Massa-
chusetts and surrounding
area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are
listed only on the day they
are taking place. An-
nouncements must be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"
forms available in the Col-

legian offices, 113 Campus
Center, and returned to the
office by 3 p.m. the Friday
before the event. All sub-

missions should be written

in a similar style as they ap-
pear in the paper

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIHIinilllMMIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinilUllillllllllUlllllllllllllli:

I
Town water reserves appear to Be |

I AdsQUATE For tMe faU ancI should remain |

I so, pROvidEd WE Avoid EXTRAVAqANT |

I
USAqE. I

You CAN llElp TO ASSURE tIiAT OUR SUpp- |

ly doEs NOT bEcoME dEplETEd by obsERv- i

iNq tIie foUowiNq: |
- TaIiE bRIEfER skoWERS |

- Turn off TAps whEN not In use |

- Report water IeaIis to: |

HousiNq Maintenance OfficE ($-0920) |

OR, PkysicAl PIant (9-0600) |— BARRy Simon |

ENERqy CoORdlNATOR
I

BlIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIHIIIilllllHIIIIIMIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlit

Tues. 13«
1

f/[St?%

VIDEO SIDEWALK
CANOE RIDES

PARACHUTE JUMP - NOON
HAIGUS MALL

MIME-
ABEL SILVAS

NOON - FRANKIN D.C.

1 PM - STUDENT UNION
HTPNOTIST

•9-m.

' 'Hypercurricula"
notices not submitted on
the standard form and not
submitted by the Friday
before the week the event
will take place will not be
run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-
not guarantee printing of
all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be
given to UMaaa organiza-
tiona.

THE FILM "THE
CHOSEN," - starring
Robby Benson and Max-
imilian Schell will be shown
free of charge at 7:30 p.m.
in the Student Union
Ballroom. The presentation
is sponsored by the B'nai

B'rith Hillel Foundation and
is the first in a series of free

films.

FIVE-COLLEGE EAR-
LY MUSIC FACULTY
CONCERT - "Musica
Teutonica", a concert of the

early music of Germany,
will feature five-college

music and dance faculty.

Free! 8 p.m., Bezanson
Recital Hall in the Fine Arts
Center.

Try
The

Collegian

Classifieds

They
Work
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Getdownto business fester.

Withthe BA-35.
If there's one thing business

stiidenrs hrive always needed,

this IS It: an atiorJahle, busi-

ness-oriented calculator.

The Texas Instruments

BA-35, the Student Business

Analyst.

Its built-in business

formulas let you perform

ci>iiiplic<ited finance,

accounting and statistical

functions - the ones that

usuall\ require a lor of time

and a stack o{ reference Kx^ks,

like present and future value

( 1*>H1 Tr».i* ln»tntmrnr>

calculations, .imortizations

and balloon payments.

The BA-i5 means you

spend less time calculating,

and more time learrung. One
keystroke takes the place

of many.

The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get

a hook that follows mivst

business courses: the Busmes.s

Analyst GuideUntk. Business

professi>rs helped us write it,

to help yi>u get the most out

of calculator and classroom.

A powerful ci>mbination.

Think business. With

the BA-35 Student

Business Analyst. ^
Texas

Instruments
Creating useful products

and services ft)r you.

USED ACADEMIC
PAPERBACKS

OVER 20,000 IN STOCK
ALL SUBJECTS

Save IMoNEy on UsecI Books
AT

'.V.

The VAlUy Book Shop
CARRiAqE Shops

Downtown AmIierst
Open 10-9:70 Mon-FrI, 10-5 Sat

12-4 Sun 949-6092

Mandatory RSO Workshops
The Student Activities Office will be conducting workshops
for all RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en-
trusted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at-

tempted prior to your being able to initiate any financial
documents. Workshops will be held as follows:

Groups Date Time

SATF Funded Groups 13 Sept. 2:30-3:30
Student Controlled Bus. 14 Sept. 3:30-4;30
Stockbridge 20 Sept. 2:30-3:30
Residential Areas 21 Sept. 3:30-4:30
Student Controlled Bus. 27 Sept. 2:30-3:30
SATF Funded Groups 28 Sept. 3:30-4:30
Greeks 4 Oct. 2:30-3:30
Any Groups 5 Oct. 3:30-4:30
Any Groups 12 Oct. 3:30-4:30

CC Rooms

805
904
174
174
174
804
168
168
804

If you cannot make any of the scheduled meetings for your
particular group, attendance at any one of the sessions will

suffice. The sessions will review the financial rosponsibilities
and requirements placed on RSO officers.

1
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Crews prepare for Cup Finals
Collegian ii

NEWPORT. R.I. (AP) - A key member
of Liberty's crew claimed Monday that
Australia II's radical keel was a "trick" that
should not be permitted in the America's
Cup finals that begin Tuesday.
The Aussies downplayed the accusation,

and syndicate head Alan Bond exuded
confidence that he would fulfill his

"magnificent obsession" with breaking
America's 132-year stranglehold on the
Cup.
Meanwhile, crews of both 12-meter

yachts remained on land, putting the
finishing touches on the boats and going
over final details. Liberty skipper Dennis
Conner played golf.

Moderate winds of about 15 knots were
expected for the start of the best-of-seven

series on Rhode Island Sound. Australia II

performs best in moderate winds, while

Liberty, a heavier and longer boat, should

have an advantage in stronger breezes like

those expected Wednesday.
On virtually the eve of the showdown

Furey is champ
The Josh Billings attracts some of the best bicyclists,

canoeists, and runners in New England and the
University of Massachusetts has had a hand in supplying
one.

Pittsfield's Eileen Furey. 21. a UMass student who is

taking this year off. was phenomenal as she won her third

straight Iron Woman title (that's doing all the events).
Furey posted a time of 3:08:42 good enough to finish 128
out of the 500 teams in the race.

with Australia II. Liberty navigator Halsey
C. Herreshoff clung to his contention that
the keel, with wings that extend outward,
is a "peculiarity" under international 12-

meter rule's.
•

"It is a trick, and the trick is an unfair
advantage to the challenger." he said,

adding that the keel "shouldn't be there."

There virtually was no chance that
Australia II's winged keel would be barred
from the current America's Cup.

SPORTSNOTES
Anybody interested in trying out for the

UMass women's basketball team must at-

tend a meeting Thursday Sept. 15, at 7

p.m. in Boyden 249.
• • •

All candidates for the UMass women's
golf team must attend a meeting in 223
Boyden at 4 p.m. tomorrow, Sept. 14.

• • •

Any Stockbridge students interested in

playing soccer must attend a meeting on
Sept. 14, tomorrow, at 4:30 in 249
Boyden.

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION
Music, TkEATRE, Dance Instructions

REqisTRATiON ENcJs pRidAy Sept. 16

Old CIiapeI »4$-0>19

UNIVERSiTY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE GREAT MEW SEASOM
1983 84

SUBSCRIBE MOW Sf SAVE UP TO50%
ORCMESTRA

Boston Symphony
Seiji Ozawa. conductor

Warsaw Philharmonic
Misha Dichter piano

Springfield Symphony
Jean-Pierre Rampal flute

DAHCE
Houston Ballet
Complete Sleepinq Beauty
.Company of 44with)
orchestra

Murray Louis Modern Dance
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal

EVITA
Broadway

M usical on Tour JAZZ
Stan Getz/Astrud Gilberto
Ramsey Lewis /Wynton Marsalis

Johnny Griffin /Chico Treeman

VARIETY
Judy Collins

M ummenschanz
Ballet rolkloricode Mexico

CHAMBER
Guarneri String Quartet
Cleveland Quartet
Springfield Symphony
Maurice Andre, trumpet

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

ive College Students Half Price

Tor More Information

«f MASTERCARD VISA ORDERS:
(413) 545 251 1

Box Office: Mon. Trl. 10a.m. to 4p.m %
FineArl )ncert Hall

IFSOMEONE
YOUKNOMf

FORGOTTOARRANGE
FORPHONE SERVKE,

TEUHHVI
WHERETOGa

UMass Campus Center
9th floor

September 6-September 16

10:00am-6:00pm

Hampshire Mall
Hadley
Through September 16

10:00am-9:30pm

It could happen to anyone

-

even you.

Somehow, in all the excitement
of moving, you forj,'et to arrange for

telephone service in your new dorm
room or apartment.

That's why New Kngland Tele-

phone is setting up special locations

where you can arrange for phone

service now. If you have a phone, you
can save time and money by taking
it with you when you move.
So tell all your friends without

phone service where to go. Someday
they'll thank you for it.

^) New England Telephone

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIED
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

Baby blue Volkswagen Bug no rust 1971

80,000 miles one owner well maintained

253-7396

HELP WANTED

Earn $600 or more each school year.

Flexible hours. Monthly payment for plac-

ing posters on campus. Bonus based on

results. Prizes awarded as well.

800-526-0883

2 Coordinators wanted for womens
leadership project. Experience with ad
ministrative, organizing, communications,
womens issues required. 10 hrs/week, 3.^
hr. Applications: 422 S.U.B. Deadline:
9-16, 5:00 pm Affirmative Action/Equal Op-
portunity Employer. Info: 546-0341

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rocl<, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment
and serious attitude essential. Vocals
helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock
band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for four yr old. Afternoons call Carolyn
253-3162

People's Market, a cooperatively run

whole foods market now taking applica-

tions for hiring for fall semester 83. Work
involves minimum 10 hrs. weekly atten-

dance of mandatory weekly meetings and

committment to cooperative work. Peoples

Market is an affirmative action equal oppor-

tunity employer. Work study and nonwork

study UMass students can apply. Applica

tions available at Peoples Market in S.U.B^.

and must be returned by Fri. Sept. 16 3 PM

PERSONALS

Aerobic Experience free demo 9/19. Mon
& Wed 6-7, 7-8 PM 549-5258

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples, Family Therepy.
Pyschological testing. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 546-0041

WANTED TO RENT

Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-
sal space in Amherst/Hadley area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.
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SPORTS WRITERS — There will be a meeting

for anyone interested in writing for sports

tonight at 7 p.m. at the sports desk. Beats will be

discussed. Five College students welcome.

More Sports on Page 11

UMass grounded against Rockets
Mistakes give the edge to

Toledo - UM has four turnovers
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

To be sure, there are better ways to open

a football season.

Ask the 1983 University of

Massachusetts football team that flew to

Toledo to take on the Red Rockets in the

opening game Saturday and come crashing

home after a 45-13 devastation at the hands

of the Red Rockets.

After a summer fvill of weightlifting and

three weeks hitting nothing but tackle

dummies and teammates, the Minuteraen

finally got to hit someone for real. The
problem was the defense was doing ail the

hitting.

The UMass offense failed to get on track

and the defense was feared to pull double

duty, staying on the field 33:22 while the

offense occupied the ball for only 16:17.

The UMass line of tackle Ken Johnson,

noseguard Peter Tracy and end Dave
Cavanaugh lined up for 78 plays, including

65 running plays, as twelve different Toledo

players rolled up a combined 334 yards on

the ground.

Defense set up the first UMass touch-

down when All-Yankee Conference cor-

nerback Glenn Holden came up with a

fumble on the Toledo 25 yard line.

Sophomore quarterback Jim Simeone (10

for 23, 1 interception, 1 TD) hit senior tight

end Gary Freker for a 14 yard gain. Duck-

worth Grange took the ball to the one yard

line before senior Rich Jenkins took it over

to give UMass a 7-0 lead that they held

after one quarter.

That would be it offensively for the

Minutemen, discounting a meaningless

touchdown late in the fourth quarter.

UMass turned the ball over four times,

three of which lead to Toledo touchdowns in

the second and third quarters.

After Toledo scored on the second play of

the second quarter, problems started for

UMass. First, Simeone was intercepted at

the 48 yardline by Al Maguire who returned

the ball to the UMass 21 yard line. The
UMass "D" stiffened and Toledo settled for

a 34 yard field goal by Ben Lee and Toledo

had a 10-7 lead.

Then Simeone was hit while looking to

pass and coughed up the ball and the Red
Rockets recovered on the UMass 44 yard

line. Quarterback Jim Kelso lead his team
to paydirt in just six plays and the

Minutemen found themselves down 17-7 at

halftime.

Toledo opened the second half with three

touchdowns before the quarter was half

over and UMass was staring at a 38-7 deficit

midway through the third quarter.

After UMass (rffense staUed on their first

possesion of the second half, punter Jim

Sears fumbled the snap and took a one yard

loss on his own 29 yardline. Kelso hit

Johnny Tucker with a swing pass to the

UMass eight yard line. John Walker went

over the right side three plays later and the

Toledo romp was on.

On their next possesion Toledo drove 38

yard on three plays and then took ad-

vantage of another Sears fumble on a punt

snap and drove 33 yards on seven plays and

the game was out of reach.

There's no way UMass head coach Bob
Pickett could be pleased with the results oi

the 1963 season opener, but obviously there

is room for improvement.
"We have to get better," said Pickett,

now in his sixth season as top man in UMass
football. "We must eliminate our mistakes.

We made too many big errors against

Toledo. We must achieve more balance in

our attack."

This is a football team that was picked to

finish no worse than second in the Yankee
Conference in preseason polls and was
chosen as a co-favorite with Boston

University in the coaches poll, a logical

question arises. Was Toledo that good or

was UMass that bad?

"I'm not dwelling on this loss," said

Pickett. We are still very positive about

this season. "We feel we played a fine

football team in Toledo."
Toledo may be a good team but chances

are they're not 32 points better than the

Minutemen.
"We are a young football team," said

Pickett, "and I know we are going to im-

prove. I can think of no better time to start

the improvemnt than this week."
This week its Holy Cross at Alumni

Stadium Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

AP Laacrphoto

Workers clean the hull of 12 meter yacht Australia II in preparation

for today's America's Cup series in Newport. Covers strung behind the

rudder hide the Aussie's secret keel. See story on pg. 11.
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Rich Jenkins scored from one yard out to giye UMaaa a shortliTed 7-0

lead early in Saturday's loss to Toledo.

Field hockey hostsNW
A veteran University of Massachusetts

field hockey team wiU play host to a tough

Northwestern team in their season opener
this afternoon at 4 p.m. at NOPE.
The stickers are an experienced team all

around. Senior goalie Patty Shea, Carol

Progulske, Chris Coughlin and Nancy
Groode make up the defense. Pam Moyrl
and All-American Megan Donnelly lead a

top-notch offensive line.

Last year, UMass nipped Northwestern

1-0 in overtime.
Tonight, the men's soccer team will

travel to Nickerson Field and a 7 p.m.
date with Boston University in the
Minutemen's season opener.

Coach Jeff Gettler will field a strong
team led by Kevin Flynn and Fritz Pike.

Josh Billings - A team
event for solo athletes
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

LENOX — The waiting is the worst part

of the day.

At Sunday's Josh Billings triathlon,

consisting of biking, canoeing, and running,

the canoeists and the runners are forced to

play the waiting game as they wait for their

teammates in front of them to finish.

The Josh is a team relay race. The annual

Berkshire event is in its seventh year and is

patterned after the great Iron Man
triathlons consisting of a 26 mile marathon,

a 2.4 mile swim and a 130 mile bike race.

There was a race like that on Cape Cod this

weekend.
But I was part of the Three D's at the

Josh, which is the biggie among team
triathlons in Western Massachusetts and

New England.

As part of the canoeing team, I waited at

the launch for our biker, my father, who
would paddle the short canoeing course

with me.
It was hot and humid and as the first

rider finished, the nervous feeling of an-

ticipation and fear grew in my stomach.

The fear wasn't of our leg, the actual

canoeing isn't that hard. It was the fear that

one of the teams in our class would build up

too big a lead for our canoeing and running

legs to overcome.

The first handoff was made and then the

first pack of ten to twenty bikers came in

and handed off their wristbands (batons)

and the launch area was filled with dust and

people running, dropping their canoes in

the water.

More and more packs came in and more
and more boats left. Two boats in our class

left and the area was beginning to thin out a

bit.

Soon the feeling of fear turned to

frustration and I realized as did many
around me, that we were way behind and

there was almost nothing we could do to

change that.

Out on Stockbridge Bowl, where the

canoeing was held, the water was choppy

and the sun was hot. We handed off to my
brother at the runner-canoe exchange and

he could only catch one runner in our class

to give us a third place finish in The Family

Class. He, too, had seen the others go by

him.

Still, even without a win, the excitement

of the relay race is better than just a simple

canoe or road race. Triathlons are unique.

Bikers, canoeists and runners like them
because it gives them an opportunity to

participate on a team with sports that are

traditionally solo sports.

Some teams have more fun and design

their own unilorms and invent snazzy new
team nicknames. There is 55 trophies given

out in eleven classes but the rest of the 500

teams go home satisfied. For most, it's not

the trophies that count (most just gather

dust at home unnoticed). It's the com-

petition. And the Josh seems to draw some
of the best.

Author's Note: The author has been
participating in triaihlons for the last three

years.
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UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey (right) speaks during the dedication of "Playfully Nodding to

Its Fall," a sculpture by student artist Stephen Oakley (second from left).

Student sculpture dedicated
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

A free-standing sculpture by student artist Stephen

Oakley was dedicated in a noontime ceremony Tuesday

with balloons music and remarks by University officials.

The sculpture, entitled ' Playfully Nodding to Its Fall," is

located on the west Oibriry) side of the campus pond.

Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts Murray Schwartz

called the sculpture a "celebration of community efforts,"

and a "testament to the community that surrounds and

created it."

"This sculpture is al « a perfect counterpart to the

library," Schwartz said. "It (the sculpture) symbolizes

durability, composition, balance, and it lasts forever."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey called the sculpture and its

dedication part of an "age old activity of creative spirit."

"There is an old tradition of people taking pride in

Amherst," Duffey said.

"The restoration and well-being of our community is in

the hands of all of us," he said. "It is things like this that

help us to better stand together as a community."

The ceremony was originally planned as an unveiling,

but vandals ripped the protective plastic off the sculpture,

and spray-painted grafitti on the lower part of the

sculpture. Oakley iwed laquer thinner to remove the

damage.
Oakley said the vandalism was more of an inconvenience

than anything else.

"It was inevitable," he said. "I'm just glad it came off so

easily."

"Playfully Nodding to Its Fall" is Oakley's sixth large

sculpture and his first piece nude of steel. It is ten feet

hii^ and weighs 1100 pounds.

"This scvilptuLre is geometric, hard and industrial,"

Oakley said. "But I feel this can be part of the landsci^

instead of alienating it"

He added that the sculpture is supposed to rust, and the

strength of the sculpture will not be weakened by the rust.

Oakley received $2950 from the UMass Arts Council to

cover his expenses. Oakley built the sculpture at the

UMass foundry, and moved it to its present site with the

help of the Physical Plant.

Senate will meet tonight
By JOHN OCONNELL
Collegian Staff

With only half the usual number of

senators expected to attend tonight, the

first meeting of the Undergraduate Student

Senate this semester will be small but

should be exciting according to senate

Speaker Chris Sullivan.

Besides endorsing the actions of the

Summer Coordinating Committee, which

assumes the duties of the Senate during the

summer, the Senate will decide on dates for

fall nate elections, consider a motion to

support a state-wide coalition for legislative

reform, and possibly vote on two con-

tradictory motions concerning the ap-

pointment of a student attorney general.

"It's going to be a busy meeting," Sullivan

said. "Only 40 of 80 or 90 senators will be

left after the loss of graduating senators,"

Sullivan said, "but the members we do have

are core members who will stay active until

elections."

Sullivan said the Coordinating Committee

spent $9,491 out of a possible $10,000 in

student money this summer.

"I think we did all right," Sullivan said.

He added that the Senate would probably

approve the committee's actions with little

debate.

Planned dates for fall .senate elections are

October 6 and 7, but Sullivan said he was

not sure the Senate would approve the

dates.

A motion to support a state-wide initiative

petition for legislative rules reform will be

presented by Public Policy Comnuttee

Chair Paul Gosselin. Gosselin, who works

to get student interest bills passed by the

legislature, said he is lobbying to put the

reform petition on the state ballot in

November.

"Right now, we have extreme difficulty

getting anything to the floor, to simply get

a vote on them, the way the rules are set

up," he said.

"I know for a fact that a lot of our bills

would have passed if they could have been
voted on (in the legislature)," Gosselin said.

The petition has been stalled because
State Attorney General Francis Bellotti has

questioned its legality, but if a State

Supreme Judicial Court allows the petition

to appear on the Fall ballot, it will probably
pass, Gosselin said.

Most of tonight's meeting will be taken up
in debate over two motions concerning the

status of the student attorney general, a

source of Student Government Association

(SGA) controversy in recent years. SGA
co-President Tom Ahem said he is "baffled

and angered" that a motion calling for him
to appoint a permanent attorney general

will come up before his own motion ap-

pointing six members to an attorney

general selection committee.

"I suspect everything will come to a boil

tonight," Ahem said.
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Conti replaces

Alfange as new
acting provost
By DAVID MUNIZ
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey Tuesday named Samuel Con-

ti, dean of the University of Massachusetts Graduate

School, new acting provost and vice chancellor for

academic affairs.

"He was an excellent choice," Duffey said of the ap-

pointment. "I look forward to working with him."' Con-

ti replaces Dean Alfange, acting provost since former pro-

vost Loren Baritz announced his resignation last fall.

Deirdre Ling, assistant chancellor, was incorrectly quoted

in Tuesday's Collegian as saying David Bischoff, dean of

the School of Education and acting deputy provost, had

been named interim acting provost. Bischoff, as deputy

provost, merely assumed the duties of interim acting pro-

vost upon Alfange's resignation.

Duffey, however. Tuesday appointed Bischoff ass(K-iate

to the chancellor. Bischoff will assist Conti as he moves

from the Graduate School and will assume general ad-

ministrative duties along with Professor Bonnie

Strickland upon leaving his post as acting deputy provost,

Duffey said in a memo announcing the appointment.

Conti said his new position will take priority over his

post as dean for the moment.
"Right now, the provost is taking a priority over

graduate affairs, but it (graduate affairs) has a very com-

petent staff, as does the office of the provost. Hopefully,

neither department will have problems." he said.

Conti, wiio has been at the University since 1980, is in-

volved in many activities. They included: member UMass
Executive Council; chairman. Federal Relations Commit-

tee. Member, Chancellor's Long Range Planning Com-

mittee. Advisory board. Institute for the Advanced Study

in the Humanities at UMass. Advisory committee,

Polymer Research Institute at UMass; director, graduate

professional opportunities program, U.S. Department of

Education at UMass.
As acting provost, Conti will serve only until a perma-

nent provost is found, for whom Duffey reopened a nation-

wide search last week.

"I cannot say when we will have a replacement because

we have to find the right person," Conti said. "Finding

the right person takes time.

"There are good candidates and there are outstanding

candidates for the job," he added. "The University

deserves an outstanding provost because we have such an

outstanding staff."

Duffey wines and

dines new staff
By DAVID MUNIZ
Colle^an Staff

The invited guests were treated to hot and cold hors

d'oeurves, munching on stuffed mushrooms, crudites and
petits fours.

Beneath overcast skies, the newest faculty and staff

members of the University of Massachusetts minted and

got to know each other better and Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey, — still fairly new to the University himself - pick-

ed up the tab.

Some 200 UMass staff and faculty members Tuesday at-

tended the chancellor's annual reception for new person-

nel.

The guests in Duffey's backyard included those faculty

and staff who have joined UMass since January, 1983.

Along with red and white wines, guests sipped punch

and apple cider beneath the green and white tents set up

behind the house.

Karl Stephan and his wife recently came to Amherst

from Texas. When asked if they were eryoying

themselves, Stephan said "Yes, we're having a

wonderful time. Amherst is very nice we are very h^py to

be here." His wife nodded in agreement.

Other guests at the reception echoed the Stephans' sen-

timents. But Richard Robinet, a new member of the

Physics department, seemed to be the only guest not hav-

ing fun. His main complaint: "The food is terrible."

The entire event was catered by "Campus Catering,"

though exact cost estimates were not available. But an in-

voice tacked to a bulletin board in the chancellor's kitchen

said the wine cost $517 - a small price to win over the

hearts of the newly arrived.
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Marines keep aggressive peace in Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - U.S. Marines

received White House approval Tuesday to

call in air strikes and British jets buzzed

Beirut, roaring in over Soviet ships

shadowing the U.S. fleet. Syria warned of

a new Vietnam, and the Kremlin said the

Marines were preparing to seize Lebanon.

No U.S. air attacks were ordered, but the

United States appeared poised for deeper

military involvement in Lebanon's civil

war.

Two British Buccaneer fighter-bombers

flew a rooftop sweep over Beirut in a show

of force for the multinational
peacekeepers. They thundered in from the

island of Cyprus, flying over U.S. and other

ships off Beirut.

The Western warships were shadowed

by a Soviet missile frigate, the Leningrad-

sky Komsomelets, and a Soviet radio in-

tercept ship, which were both spotted

about two miles away from the U.S. air-

craft carrier Dwight D. Eisenhower.

In battlefield action, Syrian-backed

Druse militiamen launced a three-pronged

attack on the strategic mountain top town

of Souk el-Gharb, held by units of the

Lebanese army.

State-run Beirut radio said the soldiers

were "heroically countering the attack"

and claimed the rebels suffered heavy

losses in lives and equipment. It gave no

casualty figures.

The Lebanese army has been locked in

battle for the past four days with the Druse

militias at Souk el-Gharb, located on a

mountain ridge nine miles southeast of

Beirut.

Loss of the town and a road junction to

the south would allow the rebels to link up

A Marine Harrier Jet hovers above the deck of the USS Tarawa during excercises Tuesday.

Other U.S. warships are anchored off the coast of Lebanon to serve as a peacekeeping force and
President Reagan agreed to let Marine Commanders in Beirut request air strikes from the U.S.

Fleet.

AP Lascrphoto

with other Druse and Shiite Moslem
militias in the southern suburbs of Beirut,

on two sides of the 1,200 Marine force

guarding the international airport.

President Reagan agreed to let Marine

commanders in Beirut request air strikes

from the U.S. armada off Lebanon if they

are needed to defend the peacekeeping

force or if threats to Lebanon's army en-

dangered the Marines, White House

spokesman Larry Speakes said in

Washington.
The 1,200 Marines on shore are backed

by 2,000 Marines who arrived on Monday
on ships posted off the Lebanese coast.

Conservatives urge
more sanctions
WASHINGTON — Senate conservatives broke with

President Reagan on Tuesday and called for further

sanctions against the Soviet Union if Moscow remains

unrepentant for the destruction of Korean Air Lines Flight

007.

Among those sanctions under consideration are

suspension of arms control talks with the Soviets unless

they retract a threat to shoot down U.S. reconnaisance

planes, and a reduction in the number of Soviet diplomatic

personnel.

Senate leaders of both parties had sought a quick,

unanimous vote for a resolution condemning the Soviet

Union for the Sept. 1 attack in which 269 passengers,

including 61 Americans, were killed.

The resolution, backed by both Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr. of Tennessee and Minority Leader Robert C.

Byrd. Jr., of West Virginia, is scheduled for debate and a

vote on Wednesday.

Agfreement had been reached with the White House on

the language of the resolution which said the "cold-blooded

attack... will rank among one of the most infamous and
reprehansible acts of aviation history."

But Republican Sens. Jesse Helms of North Carolina and

Steve Symms of Idaho and other conservatives decided

those words weren't strong enough.
Helms and Symms introduced a resolution which would

call on Reagan to recall the U.S. ambassador to Moscow for

urgent consultations, expel aU but a handful of Soviet

diplomats in the United States, demand the withdrawal of

all Soviet military equipment in the United States, and

demand a public apology and reparations for the victims of

the air attack.
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Pope visits

Austrian village

urges peace
MARAZELL, AUSTRIA

— Pope John Paul II visited

an idyllic Alpine village

Tuesday where he urged the

faithful to pray for victims

of violence and expressed

sadness over the Soviet at-

tack on a South Korean
airliner that killed 269 peo-

ple.

The pope ended his four-

day Austrian visit by paying

homage at the grave of

Hungarian Cardinal Jozsef

Mindszenty, a symbol of

anti-communism in the
1950s, before returning to

Vienna.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Wells Fargo security guard

nets $7M in Conneticut heist

The Pope departed from
his prepared texts to men-

tion the victims of the Sept.

1 air disaster. He spoke at

the end of an outdoor mass
for 5,000 priests, nuns and
friars.

The pope also visited a

14th century chapel
dedicated to the Virgin

Mary and knelt for a minute

of prayer at Mindszenty's

red marble tomb in a

gesture of support for the

church in the Soviet bloc.

WEST HARTFORD,
Conn. (AP) - A WeUs
F'argo armored car guard

pulled a gun on his partner

and boss, tied them up, gave

each an injection and then

carted at least $7 mUlion in

cash to an auto and fled,

police said Tuesday.

The heist late Monday was
the biggest since $11.1

million in cash was taken

from a Sentry Armored
Car warehouse in New
York City nine months ago.

The FBI put out a

nationwide alert and state

and federal arrest warrants

were issued for Victor M.
Gerena, 25, a New York City

native who had been
working at the West
Hartford depot of Wells

Fargo for less than a year

and a half.

The robbery occurred

after the truck was unload-

ed. Police said Gerena pull-

ed a gun on his partner and
driver Timothy Girard, 21,

and depot security manager
James McKeown, 25.

Gerena threatened to

"blow McKeown's head
off," police Chief Francis

Reynolds said. However,
they apparently were
unharmed.
No other Wells Fargo

employees were in the one-

story dep)ot at the time.

The driver and manager
told police they were bound
and had coats thrown over
their heads.

Gerena said he "was go-

ing to give them a shot that

would put them to sleep,"

Reynolds said, and "both
men felt Gerena administer

a needle to their arms."
Both got drowsy, but that

could have been due to ex-

haustion and the iryections

might not have worked, he
said.

FBI special agent Daniel

Mahan said Gerena loaded

several money bags into a
car and might be trying to

flee the country.

Students accidently shot in California school
COMPTON, Calif. — Five shot was seriously injured "It's my understanding

students shot and wounded
in the hall of their high

school on the first day of

classes were bystanders

who got in the way of a gang
war, authorities said

Tuesday.
The students were hit

Monday when two or more
youths fired at members of a

rival gang who had fled

down a hallway at Manuel
Dominguez High School,

police said. One of those

and two others remained

hospitalized Tuesday.

Six youths were booked,

with four released to their

parents and two turned over

to juvenile authorities,

pohce investigator Dwight
Dobin said. Two weapons
were recovered, but police

would not describe them.

Police released few details

because the suspects are

juveniles.

that this was a continuation

of a fighting incident that

happened over the
weekend," said Superinten-

dent Ted Kimbrough, the

head of the Compton
Unified School District.

Kimbrough said two of

those arrested were
students at the school.

He described all of the vic-

tims as good students. Two
were cheerleaders and one

was on the student council.

Arrested couple

says marijuana

is holy herb
SPRINGFIELD - Court

officers wheeled in 103

pounds of marijuana
Tuesday as testimony
opened in the trial of a

Monson couple who say that

in their church, marijuana is

the "body and blood of

Christ."

David and Christine

Nissenbaum, both 35, were
arrestee March 20, 1981. on
charges of trafficking,

possession of marijuana with

intent to distribute and
cultivation of marijuana.

The Nissenbaums argue
that smoking marijuana is

part of the worship in their

church the Ethiopian Zion

Coptic Church.

Nissenbaum did not ad-

dress the jury Tuesday. But
he told Judge William

Simons before jurors en-

tered the room: "I am a

simple man. I Have told the

same truth since the day I

was arrested."

"Intent is the issue,"

defense attorney Linda
Thompson told a Hampden
Superior Court jury during
opening arguments for Mrs.
Nissenbaum, her client.

Nissenbaum, who says he
is a minister of the church,

is acting as his own lawyer.

He told Judge William
Simons on Monday that

marijuana is the "body and
blood of Christ."

Ms. Thompson told jurors

that authorities "would
want you to infer," Mrs.
Nissenbaum's guilt based on
the quantity of marijuana
confiscated.

Workers file

petition against

bus company
"It is immoral and illegal and we intend to

vigorovLsly pursue the fight against them and their

jrractices.

"

— Dick Courtney

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Drivers, dispatchers, cleaners, and trainers of the

Pioneer Valley Transportation Authority (PVTA) buses

filed a petition last week in an attempt to preserve what
they feel is an infringement of their constitutional right to

unionize, officials of the union representing them said

yesterday.

EHck Courtney, organizing director for local 1459 of the

Commercial Workers Union, affiliated with the AFL-CIO,
said employees of the PVTA, which serves the greater

Northampton and Amherst areas in public and private

charter service, last Friday filed the petition with the Na-

tional Labor Relations Board, charging their operators.

Western Massachusetts Bus Lines, with unfair labor prac-

tices.

Courtney said attempts to unionize have been thwarted

by bus company officijils who through policy changes and

firing procedures have violated fair labor practices.

Western Mass. Bus Line owner John Herlihy and dispat-

cher Charles McNeil were unavailable for comment.

"It (the treatment of PVTA employees) is immoral and

illegal and we intend to vigorously pursue the fight against

them (Western Mass. Bus Lines) and their practices,"

Courtney said in a phone interview Tuesday.

Four employees-Nicole Sumner, John Singler, Gordon

Holzhauer, and Tom Lederle have been laid off from their

jobs since the inception of the dispute early this fall, a

move Courtney describes as "a deliberate attempt to

single out men who are active on the union organizing

committee."

Holzhauer, a two year employee of the PVTA, said he

works more than 60 hours a week, is considered a part-

time employee, and "that some people I have trained have

ended up getting seniority over me because all of a sudden

the bus lines decide that because we're unionizing, they

can put anyone in our places."

He added that he and his suspended co-workers have

tu-ged their peers to boycott their bus routes, thus making

those persons in management positions assume driving

responsibilities. "We want to show them how valuable we

are and how we deserve benefits."

Currently, Courtney and his supporters are waiting for

a decision to come down from the Labor Relations Board,

a decision that, according to Courtney, will be able to

release the results of the loyalty survey. They will pursue

matters after that decision.

,<iir^iin ;>A^'(" Int l>ii\id Druttrr

Stvdents take time ovi between classes to sit doum on the cement facade next to the Fine Arts Center

New office provides info on University
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
CoUegian Staff

The office of Institutional

Research and Planning
(IRP) recently formed to

provide an ongoing self-

study of the University of

Massachusetts.

"Institutional planning and
research are very related,"

said Robert DeLauretis,

recently appointed director

of the office. "The purpose

of institutional research is to

understand what outcomes

are being achieved and what

resources are being con-

sumed to achieve them, so

we can make appropriate

academic and fiscal

decisions, he said.

According to DeLauretis,

supplying the Office of

External Affairs with data

necessary to provide UMass
with a positive image is an

important aspect of his job.

"When there's no in-

formation decisions tend to

"When there's no information decisions

tend to be more emotional and less ra-

tional. But if we can show the legislature

that we're doing a good job here. . .,we can

support our budget requests.

"

-Robert DeLauretis, Director,

office of Institutional

Research and Planning

be more emotional and less

rational. People go on witch

hunts. But if we can show
the legislature that we. re

doing a good job here, that

our faculty is productive in

their research and
teaching...we can support

our budget requests."

The information gathered

by IRP will also be used to

help the administration

allocate funds equitably, and

will be utilized as a basis for

planning for the University's

future.

DeLauretis said he was
working on a developmental

plan to help meet these

goals.

The information gathered

by IRP will also be used to

help the administration

allocate funds equitably, and

will be utilized as a basis for

planning for the University's

future. DeLauretis said he

was working on a

developmental plan to help

meet these goals.

"It's a five-year plan,

because I think it will take

that long to get the office to

function the way I want it

to. This office has a support

function (to the Univer
sity)." he said.

DeLauretis intends to

circulate his report among
the deans, via the provosts.

Deans will have the option of

passing the report along to

their departmental heads.

Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey recently appointed

DeLauretis from a field of

194 applicants following a

comprehensive four-month
search chaired by Professor

Richard Giglio that began

last March.
DeLauretis served at

Rutgers University in a

similar capacity for 10 years.

He has also worked for

Brookdale Community
College in Lincroft. New
Jersey, the American
College Testing Program,

and the University of

Medicine and Dentistry of

New Jersey. He did his

undergraduate work at

Villanova University and

received a Ph.D. in

Mathematical Psychology

from Purdue University.

UMass told to stop Tillson coal storage

Collcfian photo bv i*»vF iiiu(mt

The University of Massachusetts has been ordered to stop using the Tilson Coal area because it

pollutes a nearby brook.

By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Conservation Commission over the

summer issued a cease-and-desist order against the

University of Massachusetts delivering coal to the Tillson

Farm Coal Pile, Conservation Commission Chairman

Carl Carlozzi said.

"We would like to work it out with the University

without recourse to the courts," said Carlozzi an

associate professor of Forestry and Wildlife Manage-

ment. University officials were not available for com-

ment.

The order is the latest action in the controversy bet-

ween the town and the University concerning pollution

seeping into Taylor Brook from the coal pike used to heat

the University. The pile is 20 years old and contains

18,000 tons of coal at its low point.

"There is no fish life left in Taylor Brook and there is a

marked reduction of aquatic insects. Evidence points to

the coal pile," Carlozzi said.

F'armers dowstream first complained about water pro-

blems from the brook in the late 1970's, said Peter

Westover, a commission staff member. In August 1979,

the State Division of Water Pollution Control took water

samples from the brook; the firm of Tigh and Bond did

further studies in 1982 and 1983, as did environmental

science classes at the University. These latter studies

"did confirm the contamination of Taylor Brook was

emanating from the coal pile,", Carlozzi said.

A permanent solution to pollution from the coal pile

will take four or five years., C-arlozzi said. The options

include changing the delivery site or having the coal

transported to the University by truck from Springfield.

Another possibility is to have a liner put under the pile.

The Conservation Committee has seven members who
serve staggered three-year terms and are appointed by

the Town Manager.
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Naturalcookery techniques
Learn to prepare creative meals which are both delicious

and high in nutritional value with Theresa Nassar, owner

and operator of the newly reopened Harvest Tyme Natural

Foods in West *^p»-'itrf'^IH. Ms. Nass?r whose baking and

cooking technique been featured on 22 Alive, will hold two

Saturday cooking workshops in her bakery September24

and October 1 from noon U 5 p.m.

Cost of the two Saturdays is $29. For more information,

contact Credit FreWorkshops, Division of Continuing

Education; 545 0475.

Minority Gradworkshops

The office of Minority

Graduate Student
Recruitment is offering

two workshops as follows:

Tues. Sept. 13- Going to

Graduate School, for

minority juniors and
seniors. This workshop

will be held in the
Graduate Research Center
(GRC) room A-221 at 3:00

p.m. and 7 p.m.

Wed. Sept. 14- Orien-

tation for incoming
minority graduate
students, held at 7 p.m. in

GRC room A-221.

Jazz Ensemble auditions
Any UMass student interested in auditioning for the Jazz

Ensemble should sign up for one of the following times at

the music department. Fine Arts Center room 252:

Tues. Sept. 13 2 p.m.— 6 p.m.

Wed. Sept. 14 2 p.m. — 6 p.m.

Thurs. Sept. 15 2 p.m. —3:30 p.m.
^

Auditions will include sight reading and some im

provising.

For further information contact Jeff Holmes or David

Sporny in that department.

Fac Sen meeting cancelled

The meeting of the Faculty Senate scheduled for

September 15, 1983 has been cancelled because it con-

flicts with a meeting of the UMass Board of Trustees in

Boston.

The regular meeting of the Faculty Senate scheduled for

September 29 will become the first Senate meeting of the

new academic year and will include the same agenda from
the cancelled meeting.

Police arrest Amherst driver

University of Massachusetts police arrested a 19-year-old

Amherst resident Tuesday and charged him with driving

while intoxicated after he was found near his car. which
was in a grass area 80 feet from the intersection of

Massachusetts Avenue and University Drive.

Police cited Michael A. Horowitzxfor failure to use care in

turning and not having a license in possesion. He was
arrested at 1:14 a.m.

In other police news: UMass Police responded to a call

from the Pierpont dormitory, where a small fire was ex-

tinguished on the fourth floor and a hash pipe was con-

fiscated. Police said the fire was caused by a shirt that was
thrown on a hot lamp and not by the hash pipe.

The Fine Arts Center was broken into between 9 p.m.
and 8 a.m. Sunday night, police said, but nothing was
found missing. Damage to a window was $20.

Hillel offers courses

Hillel is offering a series of one-credit courses. To
register, bring Registrar's add-drop form to Hillel — Room
302, Student Union — by the add-drop deadline. The
courses are:

THE PROPHETS REVISITED - FROM SAMUEL
TO ISAIAH: Emphasis on the historical, literary and
ethical dimensions of the major prophets.

HEBREW FOR BEGINNERS
HEHKEW FOR BEGINNERS PLUS
INTERMEDIATE HEBREW: Focus on con

versalional skills

BIBLE WITH MEDIEVAL COMMENTARIES: Rashi,
Ibn Ezra and Nachmanides will be used as well as later

Chassidic commentators.

itarnwr

of ©pportmtitifB
Opportunities are
abounding at the Col-

legian.

Join 1/-S at our Introdv/:-

tory Meeting at 7

tonight.

Rm. lis
Center.

Campus

l'ollein*ii photo by Drew Ogitr

A member of the UMass sports Parachute Club descends behind the library in a jump Tuesday.

Sticker amnesty til Sept 23

Parking decals from 1982 1963 will be honored in then-

assigned lots through Sept. 23 only (Campus Center
Garage excluded.) Effective Monday, Sept. 26, only 1983-

1984 decals and/or permits will be honored, and
refotlations in all areas will be strictly enforced.

Checks available next week

Financial award checks will be available from 9 a.m. to

3:30 p.m. in the Bursars Office in Whitmore Hall on the

following schedule:

September 21 A—L only

September 22 M— Z only

A current I.D. is required to receive checks. Award
checks will still be distributed after those dates in the

Bursar's Office.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS.

THIS
FORYOU %?e on (Jowntcw

There's no place like downtown Amherst, Massachusetts.

'

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSfTTS AT AMHERST

KING OF BEERS?

ANHf USFR BUSCN INC 'ST LOUIS

THE GREAT riEW SEASOPi
1983 84

SUBSCRIBE MOW 6f SAVE UP TO50%
ORCMESTRA

Boston Symphony
Seiji Ozawa, conductor

Warsaw Philharmonic
Misha Dichter piano

.Springfield Symphony
Jean Pierre Rampal flute

DAPiCE
Houston Ballet

Complete Sleeoinq Beauty
Company of 44withi
orchestra

Murray Louis Modern Dance
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal

EVITA
Broadway

N usical on Tour JAZZ
Stan Getz Astrud Gilberto
Ramsey Lewis /Wynton Marsalis

Johnny Griffin /Chico Freeman

VARIETY
Judy Collins

M ummenschanz
Ballet rolkloricode Mexico

CHAMBER
Guarncri String Quartet
Cleveland Quartet
Springfield Symphony
Maurice Andre, trumpet

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

r Ive College Students Half Price

Tor More Information

(f MASTERCARD VISA ORDERS:
(413) :^ .5 ^511

tk)» orricc: Mon. rn lOa m fo 4pm

^
I
FmeArtsCenter Concert Hall

I UNIVERSITY Of- MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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VotUfiatt photo hy Jim Hottm

Irrigation sprinklers on the varsity soccer field create a watery mist on Tues-

day afternoon.

ICASIONOWOFFERS i

STUDENTAID.
We at Casio figured you could use a

little help this semester (not to mention a

few extra bucks>r6o we're offering a $5
rebate on our FX-98 and FX-910 solar pow-

ered scientific calculators, which regularly

sell for $29.95.

The FX-91 is a wallet sized unit with

48 scientific functions. The FX-98 is credit

card size with 42 scientific functions

Both feature an 8 digit mantissa with 2

digit exponent.

I

f '5

I
I

I

I

I

Both feature fractional calculations (a

function not found on many comparable
units). So now you can work with fractions

without having to convert to decimals.

And since both units incorporate a

powerful solar cell that can operate in very

low light, they'll not only save you time and
energy, they'll save you from ever having

to buy batteries.

The FX-98 and FX-91 also come with

a free application manual, "Strategies for

Scientific Calculating," which will save you
work by showing you shortcuts for using

your calculator

So if you think you could use a little

student aid this semester, take advantage of

our $5 rebate offer And bring a Casio to

class.

Where miracles never cease

—CASIO $5.00 Rebate Certificate
VALID AUGUST 15-OaOBER 15, 1983

Here's how to get your $5 00 rebate:

Purchase one or more of either an FX 91 or FX-98 Solar Scientific Calculator and send us for each

calculator purchased

1 Both box flap ends which indicate the model number of product purchased

2 The ORIGINAL dated sales receipt indicating purchase was made between August 1 5 and October

15,1983
3 The warranty card

4 This properly completed coupon
BE SURE YOU INCLUDE ITEMS 1 THROUGH 4 FOR EACH CALCULATOR PURCHASED
Mail all of the above items to Casio Scientific Rebate Program Box 1353 Unionville. CT 06085

*5

Name.

City

J\ddress..

-State. -Zip.

This coupon and all necessary material must be postmarked no later than midnigrit OctotDer ,30, 1983 Models other

than those listed are not eligible tor retale All proofs of purchase become the property of CASIO and none will be

returned Requests mailed to any other address will experience processing delays Void where prohibited, taxed or

restricted by law Promotion not open to dealers or retailers This order form may not be reproduced m any shape or

term Otter go(xl in U S A through pariinoatina retailers only Pieaseallow6-8 weeks tor rebate wnn

I
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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AIRSHOW
Sunday S«pt. 46

Roindot* Sot. S*pt. 24
Showtim* i :00 p.m.

•xtro •vents start 6:00 am

LaFleur Airport

- Northampton
564-1660 for info

(n*xt to th* Fairgrounds)

Tickets on fol* Qt Airport

Adults S4.00 odovonc^d solo

$5.00 doy of show
6-12 yr old S2.00 QdvQnc#d solo

$0.00 doy of show

Footurlng ultrollghts, vlntogo oircroftr ridos, modol

plono show, skydlvors, oorobotlcs ond moro

Door, Hotdogs, Homburgors, Sodo, otc. OYOiloblo

Senator ElEcrioNs
NoMiNATioN pApCRS ARE
AVAiUbU For aU UNdcRqRAduATE

STUdENT SENATE SEATS - AT IeAST

ONE SEAT PER dORM. NoMINAtIoN

PAPERS ARE duE pRldAy,
September 27Rd by f pm,

sliARpI Women ANd MiNORiTy

STUdENTS ARE ENCOURAqEdl
For more iNfoRMArioN, plfAsi sec Gov't AfFAiRs, 420
SUB OR $4>-0741

&i^ Zlj' ;th^ ^yUj^^^z£^:i^
At'.

k%

Retail Price

Oh Pascal! 17.95.

wntc

)J%

xs^

Statistics - Freedman 21 .95

Microeconomics - Mansfield 20.95
Income, Employ. & Econ. Growth -- Peterson' 19.95 ....

Intro. Lectures on Psychoanalysis - Freud 4.95 .....

Jewish People, Jewish Thought - Seltzer 15.95

History of Western Music - Grout

French Review for Reading Improvement
Confessions of St. Augustine -- trans. Warner 2.50 i

.

Democracy in Amenca -- de Tocqueville 3.50 i

.

Norton Anthologies Discounted 50%
Norton Critical Edictions Discounted 50%
Caaseirs Foreign Lang. Dictionaries Discounted 50%

Our Price

. . . 9.00

.. 11.00

..10.50

. . 10.00

..2.50

.. 8.00

"^

1^ ^^gddhn>^rne»(ji'

• ••*. 1*.
NEW BMKS AT WU VHCI

Down the rmaip at

71 N. PleSMUit St.. Amhcrat
Open: Mon.. Tuca.. Wed., Sat.

10.«

Thar*.. A Fri. lO-fl

A Small Sample of our Wide Selection and Fabulous Prices

We also carry Shakespeare, Bronte, Hawthorne,
-^ Yeats, Milton, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Orwell, Mumford,

Plato, DuBois, Brown, Conrad, and many other

classical and popular authors and titles in all

isubjects. Everything in our store is Discounted 50-70%

PEUGEOT
Challenge 12 speed

229.95

- *^jO i*-' « . A ,^, f.

f^)'^VCf^J^^ Adventure'^^
129.95

SAVE up to 50%
Swimming Wear by SPEEDO

Running Shoes by
NIKE • ETONIC • NEW BALANCE

Tennis Racquets & Balls

! Assorted Sports Equipment

Raleigh Record
4«9v95- 1 79.95
Raleigh Olympian
^45:95^ 205.95

BM1\ATA
80SE 469r95- Sale 165.95
90 44&T95- Sale 172.95
100 -34^:95- Sale 209.95
1200 599 .95 Sale 499.95

Takara Custom 12 speed -199.95 Sale 139.95

Mongoose save $10
any Royce Union save $20
any Raleigh save $10

(A

O
(A
(A

O
<

Helmets OGK
Helmets Brancale
Kryptonite Locks
Water Bottle & Cage
Cycling Gloves
Zefal HP Pumps
Tires - All Sizes

Bicycle Touring Shoes

special 29.95
special 19.95
special 24.95
special 1.89
special 8.95
special 9.95
Half Price!

Half Price!

THURS. 10-8
FRI. ^ 10-8

f^a/otoft

SAT
SUN.

10-6
12-6

*^S^^^«S^!S*SS3^^;S^g^^SSSS^SgS«ISg:SSSi*::H:S\wwl%
AMHERST* IE. Pleasant Street/ 549-6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St. 7584- 1016
GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall / 773-5572

I
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PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

Music, TliEATRE, Dance Instructions
;

REqisTRATioN ENds FRJdAy Sept. 16

OldChApEl »49^-0»19

Drivers NMd^d IMMEDIATELY
for delivery of Coil^glon.

Non-work study.

Contact Ray Beauchemin or ^

X Gerard Harvey at Collegian Office
J

J Campus Center Rm 1 13 545-3500

4-

Special low college rate^

for campus pick up of

( Itgoes to ycxirhead

)

Startin . 19
Please enter my subscription to The New York Times:

FaU Term FuU Year

Weekly (Mon - Sat) 18.25

Weekly and Sunday 34.75
Sunday Only 16.50

Please make checks payable to:

Ron Huberdeau, PO Box 959 Amherst, Ma 01004 Tel. 253-7009

38.50
74.50
36.00

Name. Phone.

Address

sss

•:•:*

i!*?%

:i:^*VS

• , •

• . •

w<

Meal Times & Locations

a'ORCESTER, HAMPSHIRE

&tcafe^a,i^ I'OQ <m to 10:30 am

iandi 11:15 am to 2:00 pm

V-uineA 4:00 pm to 6:30 pm

FRAWKLIN, BERKSHIRE [fJionday tkAcagh ffUday]

Lunch 10:30 am to 2-00 pm

VinneA 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm

[SatuAday and Sunday]

B-ULncJi 10:30 am to 2:00 pm
VinneA 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm

HAMPPEW {Monday thAOugh Fxlday)

Ko6kzA VinneAi 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm

WELCOME
from

UNIVERSITY

FOOD
SERVICES

CAU-A-MENU:

5-2626

Housing shuffle on
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The reassignment of Housing Services staff being fully

implemented this semester after two years of planning

and debate, should make the system more efficient and
raise the quality of staff training, according to Housing of-

ficials.

Director of Housing Services Joseph A. Zannini said

that assigning housing staff according to clusters and east

and west sides of campus, instead of dormitories and

residential areas, will "bring services more efficiently to

students with more quality in terms of training and staff."

The east side of campus includes Northeast, Sylvan, Or-

chard Hill and Central residential areas, and the west side

includes Southwest residential area. Clusters are groups

of two or more residence halls, or one large residence hall

(a Southwest tower, for example).

Joseph Battista, area director for Orchard Hill/Central

area, said the new plan has changed "nothing" in his area,

which has been clustered for six years. The difference

with the new plan is that now most residence halls on cam-
pus are clustered bringing uniformity to the system, he
said.

Each side of campus will now have an assistant director

for residential education, who will "insure that residence

halls complement the academic purpose of the

institution." according to West Side Assistant Director

for Residential Education Charles Durant.

Durant said he will plan programs on academic and
social issues, as well as social and leisure activities, and
"make sure there are sufficient materials and personnel to

run the programs.
The reorganizing plan has encountered student protest

since it was unveiled in spring semester 1982, but Zannini

said it has been modified by a "committee of area govern-

ment students, live-in and professional staff," in answer

to those protests, and is ready for full implementation.

Women on screen
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

A film festival designed to show the diversity of womens
lives and the full scope of roles and situations they en-

counter begins tonight with the showing of Norma Roe
and aPortrait of Theresa in the Student Union Ballroom.

The festival will run through the month of September

and will feature eight films.

This week's films are part of Diversity week, and alter-

native to First week activities and is being sponsored by

the Women's Leadership Project.

"So much of media and television today only portray

women in specific roles either as superwoman. or little

dolls who get what they want by being cute," said Karen

Carmichael of Brown Woman's Leadership Project, one of

the sponsors of the pogram.

"All these films show women in their entirety as compe-

tent and exciting people as well as honoring their

achievements,"(she said).

Tonight's films will be shown at 7 p.m. and again at 11

p.m. and Portrait ofTheresa will be shown at 9 p.m. about

a woman in Cuba after the revolution.

On September 22, the Festival will introduce a pair of

films about two prominent black female artists. Lady
Sings The Blues is the story of the famous blues singer Bil-

ly Holiday, and A Portrait of Maya Angelou is an hour

long documentary on the famous poet.

•.«.. ".v. V

WORCESTER AIJD HAMPSHIRE
COMMONS

-TH£
weeKeriDGR

As an alternative to
Sunday night, dino at
the WEEKENDER. Food
is extra special and
the cost is only a
little extra with
your I.D. card.

4 : 30 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.

i^^

IF YOU ARE NOT ON A MEAL PLAN YOU CAN

PURCHASE MEAlS SEPARATELY OR BUY STRIP

TICKETS.

Cash Prices

Breakfast. . . ,.i2.00
Lunch t5.50
Dinner $4.50

In three locations:

WORCESTER open 7 AM - A PM

WHITMORE open 7 AM - A PM

HAMPDEN open 8 AM - Midnight

Serving full breakfast, grilled Items, and «"*^''»
* ^^;*;*"

ourbakery offers pastries and decorated cakes to order.

STRIP PRICE';

5-Day Breakfast Strip i 9. 00
5-nAY Lunch Strip $15.75
5-DAy Dinner Strip $20.25
5-Day Kosher Dinner $24.75

Open 7 da y

s

a -we e k
The convenience store— a good
place to pick up those little
foods and sur.dry items.

Hampden and Franklin also
offer hot coffee, doughnuts
and sandwiches.

Hours: Worcester and Franklin--
Hampden

— 8 AM— 7 AI!

9 PM

9 PM
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s SPECIAL STORE HOURS I

Mon9-S Tue&Wed9-9 Thur & Fri 9-5 Sat 11-4 1

SPECIAL

TEXT
Hours

Located in the

Physical Plant Building

Mon Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed. Thur 9-9

Sat 10-3

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Cantor

University Store's

Textbook Annex
for all of your course books - new or used

ANNEX HOURS -

Opening Week

Monday 9 am - 5 pm
Tuesday 9 am - 9 pm

Wednesday 9 am - 9 pm
Thursday 9 am - 9 pm
Friday 9 am - 5 pm

Saturday 10 am - 3 pm

Located in the
Physical Plant Building
University of Massachusetts

Art Supplies

STUDENT
PROFESSIONAL

FINE ARTS
DRAFTING
ENGINEERING
PHOTOGRAPHY

Open
Mon 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

"?hr^r ^^UNIVERSITY
Fri 9-5

Sat 11-4 _„^^MSTORE^
Build

your own
bookcase
with our

cut-to-size

lumber for

as low as

$15.75

It's easy with our own pre-cut shelves,

spacers, hardboard backs and shelf corner

clips. See models In our store. From $15.75

to over $30.

CUT-TO-SIZE SHELVING PIECES
10"x12"

10"x18"
10"x24"

10"x30"

10"x36"

.75

1.13

1.50

1.88

2.25

10"x42"

10"x47"
12"x12"

12"x18"

12"x24"

2.63

2.99

.90

1.35

1.80

12"x30"

12"x36"

12"x42"

12"x47"

2.25

2.70

3.15

3.60

Kt-ii|. 111)11

PARTICLE BOARD
SHELVING

For desk tops, table tops,

or work benches

%"x12"x96" $3.89

%"x12"x120" $4.85

%"x12"x144" $5.83

iVloorc^
PAINTS
A

FinMi

•Benjamin Moore
Stains and Paints

• Minwax Stains
• KV Shelf Hardware
• Cement Blocks

• Metal Table Legs

Computer to link 5 colleges

Collegian »

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The director of Hampshire College

library services is supervising a project

which, upon completion, will computerize

and connect the libraries of the five col-

leges.

Gail Carpenter, director of the program,
said the computer link will probably be

operational late next year, even though the

Hampshire College library already has

their computer, and the University of

Massachusetts library is expected to get

theirs in January.

The new system will be the result of

three years of planning. Carpenter said,

and will initially cost between $1 million

and $'Z million. The system will make all the

resources of the five college libraries

available on a single computer terminal,

she said.

"Students and faculty already have ac-

cess to all our materials, in terms of bor-

rowing," Carj)enter said. Now reference

will be simpler, because the libraries will

share one record for each file, and have a

file telling the user where they can find a

copy of the material they are seeking.

Carpenter said the initial cost of about $2

million would only pay for the hardware

and software, and that in the future, more

money would be needed to pay for staff and

operational costs.

The initial funds for the program came
from private grants.

Carpenter said the process of loading

files from four libraries (Hampshire's has

been done) will take at least another full

year, even though all five libraries will have

their systems set up in three months.

Other advantages to the system are the

fact that the reference work will l)e shared

and that com{)Uters are easier to edit with

and organize a card catalog, Carpenter

said.

"And of course, it's going to make fin-

ding anything much easier." she added.

Women rely on sterilization

NEW YORK AP - American women who
practice birth control rely most often on

sterilization of themselves or their male

partners, with the pill the second most
common method, according to a nation-

wide survey of women aged 18 to 24.

Results of the survey suggest that 11.6

million couples depend on sterilization of

either the male or the female. Some 10

million women use birth-control pills.

An analysis of the survey questionnaires

indicates that 33.4 million women use some

form of birth control. The condemn is the

third most popular method, with some 4V2

million couples relying on it.

Approximately 2.3 million women use

RIDs: 1.9 millinn usp the diaphragm.

More than three million sexually active

women do not use any form of birth con-

trol.

SuppUiHENTAl HEAlrh BeneFIts

For UMass StucIents
The health benefit plan supplements services covered under the Stu-

dent Health fee provide comprehensive coverage at reasonable cost.

Coverage: Coverage is for medically required hospitalization and
specialty services not available on campus, extended mental

health consultation and emergencyaccident and sickness

while the student is away from campus.

Eligibility: All students paying the health fee may enroll.

Cost: $120 for 12 months (9-1-83 to 8-31-83)

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's Office at University Health

Services.

Deadline: September 15th for undergraduate students.

October 15th for graduate students.

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS,
549-2671

Now when you buy any pair of stylish, comfortable Dexter

men's or women's shoes you get this handsome, durable high

qualitv nylon sport bag — FREE (while supplies last).

MsMm^ shoes
* The Village Common, Amherst

(.ollcrian plM>to b; Dave Deuber

Mike Abbateaaa, a senior English major, opens a new account

at Bay Bank as more customers wait in line.

Non-Journalism
Majors:

You Can do it too!
Be a part of

the largest daily college paper

inNew England

Join the Collegian Staff

7 Tonight

Collegian business office

Rm. 113 Campus Center

Mandatory RSO Workshops
The Student Activities Office will be conducting workshops
for all RSO Group Treasurers and Officers who have been en-

trusted with organizational funds. Workshops MUST be at-

tended prior to your being able to initiate any financial

documents. Workshops will be held as follows:

Groups Date Time CC Rooms

SA'l'l"' Funded Groups 13 Sept. 2:30-3:30 805
Student Controlled Bus. 14 Sept. 3:30-4;30 904
Stookbridge 20 Sept. 2:30-3:30 174
Residential Areas 21 Sept. 3:30-4:30 174
Student Controlled Bus. 27 Sept. 2:30-3:30 174
SATF Funded Groups 28 Sept. 3:30-4:30 804
Greeks 4 Oct. 2:30-3:30 168
Any Groups 5 Oct. 3:30-4:30 168
Any Groups 12 Oct. 3:30-4:30 804

If you cannot make any of the scheduled meetings for your
{^articular group, attendance at any one of the sessions will

suffice. The sessions will review the financial responsibilities

and requirements placed on RSO officers.
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foWM WATER RCSCIIVCS AppCAR TO bc |

AdfouATE For tIic faU And skould remain |

; so, pRovidEd WE Avoid extravagant
|
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I

You CAN llElp TO AfSURE tIiAT OUR SUpp- |

ly doES NOT bEcoME dEplETEd by obsERv- I

iNq tIie FollowiNq:

I - TAkE bRIE^ER skoWERS

i - Turn off TAps wkEN not in use

I - Report water lEAks to:

I HotsiNq Maintenance OfficE {9-0320)

I OR, PkysicAl PUnt (9-0600) ,— BARRy Simon |

ENERqy CoORdiNATOR I
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VIDEO SIDEWALK
CANOE RIDES

PARACHUTE JUMP - NOON
HAIGUS MALL
MAGICIAN -

MICHAEL WALD
NOON - HAMPSHIRE D.C.

1 PM - STUDENT UNION

AFRO
CARMEEAN
DANCE SHOW

First Year Students:
Find out

what's really going on on campus I

T

^i
*t/

- "^ .» •/Rock on down to the Collegian /

Introductory Meeting y

at 7 tonite A^

Dusmess omce
Rm. 113

Campus Center Jo i

The Institute for
Fu-alegal Training

works.
So do its graduates.

Four months of intensive trainine can
add market value to your college degree.

A sampling of jobs our graduates hi>ld:
LEGISLATIVF RISEAKCHFR, MUNTCIPAL BOND PARALEGAL

REAL ESTATE MARKETING DIRECTOR,
ESTATES & TRUSTS LEGAL ASSISTANT. ENERGY SPECIALIST
ANTITRUST SPECIALIST, CORPORATE BENEFITS PLANNER

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SPECIALIST

• Through our corporate contacts, our national search team
and our computerized placement service, we have placed over
5,000 of our graduates m law firms, banks and corporations
nationwide
• You can specialize in one of seven areas of the law
• Ail courses include training in computer applications to legal
practice

• If we cannot secure a job for vou in the city of your choice, we
provide a substantial tuition refund
• Financial aid and housing are available

TakeChai^At 22.

See our resource book on law-related careers at your
placement office.

To learn mure, call collect:

(215) 567-4811 Or. return
the ct)upi)n

THE INSTITUTE
Fa^ PARALEGAL
TF^NING
rhilddelphia
Houston

I
Mail this coupon to

I

I

RUMA
The Insltlule tor Paralegal Training
19?6 Arch Sireel. Philadelphia. PA 19103

Please send a tree copy of your cataiogu*.
Philadelphia L ; Houston

Name

Address

City _

College.

PMorw

Stat* . Zip.

(11 o< gfad I

^P'^sen! phon«) (home phone)

In most jobs, at 22

you're near the bottom
of the ladder

In the Navy, at

22 you can be a leader.

After just 16 weeks
of leadership training,

you're an officer You'll

have the kind of job
your education and training prepared
you for, and the decision-making au-
thority you need to make the most of it.

As a college graduate and officer

candidate, your Navy training is geared
to making you a leader. There is no boot
camp. Instead, you receive professional
training to help you build the technical
and management skills you'll need as a
Navy officer r- — •

This training is

designed to instill

confidence by first-

hand experience. You
learn by doing. On
your first sea tour,

you're responsible for

managing the work of

up to 30 men and the

care of sophisticated

equipment worth
millions of dollars.

It's a bigger chal-

lenge and a lot more
responsibility than
most corporations give

you at 22. The rewards
are bigger, too. There's

a comprehensive package of benefits,

including special duty pay. The starting
salary is $17,000 -more than most com-
panies would pay you right out of college.

After four years, with regular promo-
tions and pay increases, your salary will

have increased to as much as $31,000.
As a Navy officer, you grow, through

new challenges, new tests of your skills,

NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O Box ,5000, Clifton. NJ 07015

n I'm ready to take charge. Tfell me more
about the Navy's officer programs. (0G)

.Namo_

Address.

City

First ll'jpasr Pnnll Last

-Apt #_

State. -Zip.

—I and new opportunities
to advance your edu-
cation, including the

possibility of attending
graduate school while
you're in the Navy.

Don't just take a
job. Become a Navy
officer, and take charge.

Even at 22.

tCollege/University.

Affe. -tYear m ColleKe. .GPA_

LMajor/Minor.

Phone Number _^
(AreaCodpp Best Time Co Call

This IS for fienerat rwruitment information You do not tiave
to furnish any of the information requested Of course, the
more we know, the more we can help to determine the kinds
of Smvy positions for which you qualifv

Navy Officers
Get Hesponsibility Fast.

EDITORI^
»CQllegKui 11

Mmm

e-^-vi

Russians are not to be trusted
In

one short murderous moment, a Soviet pilot not
only shot down a Korean Airlines 747 Jumbojet
and killed 269 people, but he also shot down any

reason for the nuclear freeze movement to continue its
existence. He also gave a greater boost for the smaller,
yet more credible Peace Through Strength movement.

Is there any reason left on earth to think we sould
enter into such a risky freeze based on mutual verifiabili-
ty with such lying murderers? No, not now or ever.
Reductions, yes; but a freeze which would only give the
Soviet barbarians an advantage in nuclear weaponry
should be unthinkable.

Steven P. Barrett

One of the sweet-sounding arguments used by the
nuclear freeze advocates is that the Russian people don't
want war. Who, however, in this, and past administra-
tions ever said the Russian people wanted war with the
United States? No one.

The Soviet dictatorship, however, does believe in the
final showdown between the Communists and the
Capitalists. They are now, and have, been preparing
their nation for war. What else could explain their
massive arms build-up, extensive civil defense systems
and cowardly paranoia?
When a burglar walks down a crowded street, he

doesn't show off his tools he conceals them, and most
often in a very cautious manner.
This particular paranoia should help explain to the

world why the Soviets are terrified of true and honest
verification, and why they shot down the civilian airliner.

But this is no excuse for cold-blooded murder.
According to Soviet General-M^or A.S. Milovidov, "A

thermonuclear war would be fatal to capitalism.
Marxist-Leninist teaching on war and politics is ap-
plicable to the nuclear age." Milovidov gave this state-
ment in 1975 while serving as Faculty Head of Marxist
Leninist Philosophy at the Soviet Union's foremost "war
college," the Lenin Military-Political Academy.

In 1972, Milovidov edited a publication titled The
Philosophical Heritage of V.I. Lenin and Problems of
Contemporary War. In it was a phrase which should
enlighten nuclear freeze advocates: "Nuclear war has
not* ceased to be an instrument of politics, as is claimedI:

Letters

by the overwhelming nuyority of representatives of
pacifist antiwar movements in the bourgeois world."
("emphasis mine)

Several examples of using the threat of nuclear war by
the Soviets come to mind. In 1962, the Soviets under
Nikita Khruschev successfully blackmailed President

Kennedy into agreeing not to make any further effort to
overthrow or undermine Castro's regime in Cuba in ex-
change for removing the nuclear missiles on that island.

What may have seemed like a small concession then has
now come back to haunt us in a very big way.
Would it surprise anyone to find the Soviets placing

nuclear missiles in Nicaragua so they could blackmail us
into backing off on our committment to placing the Per-
shing II and cruise missiles in Western Europe? An-
dropov would have to be completely daft not to even con-
template it. The timing of the Sandinista takeover, in-

creased Soviet presence in Central America, American
promises to place the Pershings and cruise missiles in

Western Europe, and massive peace rallies (orchestrated
by and for the benefit of the Soviets) in America and
Western Europe is just too coincidental to miss.

Many people are unaware, simply naive, or worse, in-

tellectually dishonest about the tnie nature of the Soviet
government. It is a brutal dictatorship whk:h views the
world as a massive chess game to plot their schemes to

permanently checkmate the Uited States. If they should
ever accomplish this feat, the whole world will be turned
into a massive Gulag Lest anyone forget, the Soviet
government, ever since its takeover in 1917, has killed

over one hundred million of its own people through
purges, concentration-labor camps, etc.

This recent episode of shooting down an unarmed
airliner should dispel any doubts about the warlike
nature of the Soviet government. It just doesn't give a
damn about human life. It has brutally repressed its own
populace, and others abroad. It exports terrorism, and it

practices terrorism at home. According to reports about
the average Russian's view about the incident, it appears
as if the propaganda apparatus of the Soviet government
is working very well.

The Soviet Union is totally unlike most civilized na-
tions; and we had all better get used to it. In many
respects, it isn't even civilized.

Steven P. Barrett is a UMass student

A little courtesy would help
To the Editor,

This morning a strange thing happened. I was slammed
in the head by a heavy wooden door and then accused of
not appreciating how 'nice' someone had just been to me
for holding the door.
It started out like a typical morning. I went to buy some

coffee before starting work. My hands were full of things
to carry as I left the Whitmore dining shop. I assume it

must have looked like a help-needed situation. But
Whitmore is well built for using elbows to open exit doors.
You just push.
This morning however, I was treated to some 'social

politeness.' Someone walking briskly in front of me turned
slightly, must have assumed that I needed help and
therefore, he 'should' hold the door for me. Only he didn't

bother actually to hold the door open long enough. He
seemed too busy to be concerned over such details. I was
halfway through when he let it go.

It smacked me heavily on the forehead and chest. He
turned briefly, unconcernedly. "I'm sorry," he said and
immediately turned away again. He continued walking,

waiting neither for a reply to his door slamming behavior

or even to see if, in fact, I had been injured. My response

was directed to his back. I briefly said, "It would have

been better if you hadn't held the door."

A short moment later I came out of a temporary shock.

The dripping coffee staining my skirt made me realize my
head hurt badly and was possibly bruising. I also realized

that this person, so nattUy dressed in a white shirt, tie,

gfrey pants was busily into his own isolated world. His
sense of social duty was a half intended, unconcerned act.

In so doing he had actually 'attacked' me.
"Excuse me, excuse me," I called several times to get his

attention. "I don't think you realize what you did."

He turned on me angrily. "Yes, 1 do know what I did. I

won't be nice the next time!" he growled.
"That's not the point...," I tried to say.

"That is the point," he insisted, cutting me off sharply and
immediately disappearing into the safety of the stairwell
doors.

I was left with a soggily dripping bag, a bruising forehead
and the incredible smack of utter unconcerned rudeness
slapping across my face.

This man seemed to be dressed as an administrator- -one
who represents the University and the State. The way in

which he dealt with me was childishly defensive and small.
I am appalled that anyone should act in such an impolite
and unprofessional manner, much less one who pretends to
such respectability.

Did the Chancellor's "Year of Civility" end last year?

W. Sydney Stem
Acting Co-Coordinator
Offlce of Internships

Lifeguarding -

fun in the sun?
Most people seem to think that spending the

summer as a lifeguard would be a dream come
true. What could be more relaxing than sitting

back and basking in the sun, day after day? What could be
more rewarding than being a friendly, but firm role model
for several hundred cute, charmingly mischievious tykes?
And what could possibly be more glamorous than perching
on a guardstand wearing mirrored sunglasses and
coconut-scented suntan oil while suavely twirling a whis-
tle? Nothing, right?

Well, to be quite honest, lifeguarding was a dream. To
l>e more specific, my fourth summer at a ritzy, private pool
club was a terminaJ, waking nightmare.

. Mining splinters out of a toddler's left foot was dis-

quieting. Scattering Ajax around the women's room the
way Peter Pan sprinkled magic fairy dust was distasteful.

And scraping mashed French fries off the snack bar's con-
crete floor with my bare fingers was absolutely disgusting.
But worse, far worse than performing all of these
despicable tasks was constantly having to fend off the
various ghouls that inhabited this particular swim club:

Elizabeth Luciano
The Blue-Faced Baby: This diminutively sized, decep-

tively innocent-looking creature is obsessed with trying to
extract pure oxygen from pool water. Not realizing that it
has been equipped with lungs as opposed to gills, the Blue-
Faced Baby will determinedly plunge itself to the depths
of the baby pool, (affectionately dubbed "the cesspool"). It
continues to submerge against the express wishes of its
parents and despite frequent interruptions by the
lifeguard. Clever Blue-Faced Babies have been known to
remain underwater just long enough to alarm everybody,
then lift their faces above the water surface with expres-
sions of jollity.

The Thing thai Wouldn't Grow Up (Female): This sac-
carinely adorable ogre is recognizable by her Tracy
Austin-type ponytails, which she pulls very tightly, so as
to snnooth out the little lines around her eyes. Thanks to
tennis and aerobic dancing, she is admittedly in very good
shape. However, the Thing that Wouldn't Grow Up car-
ries this to extremes by galavanting around in miniskirts
and drinking Shiriey Temples. Her favorite periodical is

Seventeen, despite the fact that she passed that milestone
birthday a qiuirter of a century ago.
The Thin{f that Wouldn 't Grow Up (Male): This demon is

harmless, but can often become extremely annoying. He
wears nylon bikini bathing suits nine sizes too small, which
cut off the circulation in his legs. He staggers under forty
pounds of solid gold neck chains. Not noted for in-
telligence. The Thing that Wouldn't Grow Up will play ten-
nis until he drops from exhaustion and has to be packed in
ice to prevent his internal organs from frying. In three
feet of water, he will saunter up to the female lifeguard
and ask, a la Steve Martin and Dan Aykroyd;
"If I drown, will you give me mouth-to-mouth?'

'

"I couldn't -I have trenchmouth," is the polite reply.
"It might clear up," This nervy fellow will suggest. The

best way to discourage the Thing that Wouldn't Grow Up
is to tell him, whether it be fact or fiction, that you have
Herpes Simplex I.

The Terrifying Trustee: With the exception of one or
two very nice people, the Trustee sees him or herself as be-
ing equal in importance to George Washington and God.
Although the Trustee believes him or herself to be witty,
friendly, fun-loving and astute, in reality, he or she is bor-
ing, arrogant, stupid beyond belief, and usually just plain
obnoxious. Hardly a paragon of virtue, the Terrifying
Trustee is a petty thief who delights in stealing
Fudgesicles from the snack bar.

Although I've successfully defended myself against all

of these fiends and savages, the horror has yet to wear off.

I sleep fitfully, and my roommate says I mutter,
"Stop running! One bounce on the diving board . You're

benched for ten minutes." in my sleep.

At least I have a decent tan.

Elizabeth Lucian is a Collegian columnist.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include
the writer's address and telephone
number, which will not be published.
Please type double spaced at 67
characters per line. Due to space limita-
tions and the volume of mail, we regret I

we are unable to acknowledge un- I

published letters. All letters are subject
to editing for clarity and length.
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USED ACADEMIC
PAPERBACKS

OVER 20,000 IN STOCK
ALL SUBJECTS

Save Money on UsecI Books
AT

ThE VAlUy Book Shop
Carriaqe Shops

Downtown AivihERST

OpEN 10-5:50 MoN-pRi, 10-5 Sat

12-4 Sun 549-6052 ^

®WTW^^^WMM&
9 East Pledsaiil Street

Aditiersf. MA 01002
413 549 5863

,''W'

1@ X ©FfF ON
ALL PACKS

D I DIAMOND BHAND
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I

I
COUPON EXPIRES 9 30 V=7
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WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTHI

AmUerst ChiRopRAcric HeaItIi Center

is oFfERiNq a

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $2^.00 TOWARds AN iNmAl CkiRopRACTic Examination

ANd Free enroUment in our Low BacU WeUness School

by APPOINTMENT ONly - CaU 256-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

1 90 UNivERsiTy DrIve at Rte. 9 (on tIie busliNE)

CklROpRACTic is COVERcd by MOST MAJOR llEAlTk INSURANCE,

AuTOMobiU PersonaI iNJuRy Policifs, ANd WorUman's Compensation.

Welcome Back!

After every ftin

time, eveiy special

holiday, we're here

to process your film!

Photopatio uses only Kodak paper

and chemicals for consistantly good
results on every print we develop (the

Kodak name on the back of each
print IS your guarantee of quality)

And our value can t be beat Only 19C

per print (plus the developing charge)

for FAST OVERNIGHT service on
color pnnts and Ektachrome slides

Second Set of Prints 1/2 f

Order two sets oflustre-luxe finish prints from an original roll of color

print film (110. 126, 35mm or disc) and the second set is only 1/2 price!

Huny in and pick up your coupon at the Photo counter.

Compare and Save:
; 0/126) (C 110/135)

J6 exp
«C 135)

$10.47FOTOMAT

CALDORS

PHOTOPATIO
Pnce comparison made July 1983

$4.95 $7.71

$3.69 $6.39 $ 8.99

$ 8.79$3.28 $6.01

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

and the Mini Store

I

SZ zs zs zs zc 2z: zz zs

uhs StucIent DepencIent

HEAlrh BeneFit PUn

L

Coverage: This plan includes all services available to students

under the Student Basic Health Plan and the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan. This is comprehensive

coverage.

Eligibility: Dependents of students enrolled in the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan.

Cost: $175 for the Fall Semester, regardless of number in the

family.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's office at Unlwersity

Health Services.

Deadline: September 15th

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS
549-2671
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All .itms mim lovtlv qittj fof Chnstmas Wtflflings Showtri AnnivtfMn««

Hotidivs Homt Wirmtngt at » Sutpfrsi

SAVE BIG
50%-70%off

»rrsng«nnms «nt Own milH ")is yiai «iin CommonwMliri Dulnbulifig Co

I vnowsiM ouiWI griniiog ut ceaucrt pricts on luggigi Mgs «i«c»onici

cameras and various gtti ilams

Direct from the factory prices .... SAVE! SAVE!

* * • CAMERAS it * *
Ittm & Dascnplton Suq LisI Your Prici

DISC CAMERA, motor driven lor Kodak

Disc Film 49 95 20 00<

DISC CAMERA motor driven w/llash - tor

Kodak Disc Film 59 95 26 009

SALE

* * * LUGGAGE ***
nam A Dascripiion

TRAVEL BAGS Llama Skin Metal Zippers

shoulder strap, ideal tor many uses

SHOULDER BAGS, several compartments

uni-se> leattier cratted. great 74 95 23 DO

GARMENT BAGS, ideal lor men or women 84 95 29 00

BRIEFCASES & LEATHER PORTFOLIOS tor

sctiool or business 110 00 28 00

LEATHER WALLETS a great gin idea 25 00 10 00

BACKGAMMON deluie model, lalt lining.

lully padded 59 00 15 00

LUGGAGE shoulder bags, tote begs, gym
bags, garments SAVE- 70S

°''i'^:>^''

/o Off I
* • MISC. « •

nam i Dascriplion Sug List Your Prtct

40 PIECE SOCKET WRENCH SET industrial

quality 62 95 18 00

INDUSTRIAL PLIER SET. many many uses 49 95 15 00

CARVING SET professional quality 64 95 18 00

STEAK KNIVES 8 piece set. surgical steel M 95 16 00

ELECTRIC SHAVER, cordless, perfect lor

travel 29 95 18 00

BEAR RUG. lor home or doriK 45 00 18 00

THIS WEEK ONLY

SHOP NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

* * * ELECTRONICS * * *
nam A Dascrtpiion ^ Sug list Your l*rtca

CASSETTE TAPES IPkg of 10) 44 00 19 00

STEREO HEAD PHONES with adapter lor

use with portable or home stereos 19 95 9 00

MINI-SPEAKER SYSTEM make a walking

stereo or cassette into a desk lop stereo 19 95 9 00

STEREO FM/AM with detachable walking

stereo cassette player w/headphones 119 00 59 00

WALKING STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER with

headphones 49 95 23 00

WALKING STEREO AM/FM RADIO with

headphones 49 95 20 00

WALKING STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER
with headphones 59 95 28 00

WALKING STEREO CASSETTE w/FM radio

& headphones 69 95 29 00

SPONSORED BY

WMUA
91.1 FM

tiaA-A

TIME

9-3

DATi:

LOCATfON
CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE

)

DIRECT FROM FACTORY
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES
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Arts
Artlines.,,

Amherst College will hold auditions for William
Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew at 7:30 p.m.

tonight and tomorrow night in Kirby theater, on the

Amherst College campus. Scripts are available for perusal

at Kirby Theater and Frost Library Reserve Desk. For
further information, call 542-2277.

The Jewish Community center, located on Main Street in

Amherst, will host ballet and jazzercise workshops
starting Sept. 26. Ten week beginner, advanced beginner,

intermediate and pointe level classes will be offered at

costs of $28 $66. The Jazz exercise classes, some of which

will be held at the Unitarian Meeting Hou.se on N. Pleasant

St., will cost from $20 $26. For further information, call

256-0160.

The UMass Department of Theater will hold open
auditions for Harold Pinters The Homecoming between 7
and 11 p.m. this evening in room 204 of the Fine Arts
Center. Anyone wishing to audition must sign up for a time
slot. Sign up sheets will be posted outside the main offices
of the Department of Theater. For further information,
call 545 3511.

The Third World Theater Series will hold auditions for Do
Lord Remember Me on Monday and Tuesday. September
19 and 20. The play which will be performed Oct. 27. 28. 29
and November 3. 4, 5 in Hampden Theater, calls for an
ensemble of Black performers; two women and three men.
For further information, call 545-0190.

Ray Ellman's *•Urban Mask #1" (at rigrM). is

part of the UMtus Smallworks '^.7 exhibition that
will be shown Sept. 19 - Oct. 15 at the Hampden,
Herter, and Student Union g^alleries.

For further information, call 545-0976.
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It gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Readins
Dynamics lesson and you can do it— handle all the

work college demands and still have time to enjoy

college life.

You can dramatically Increase your reading speed
today and that's just the start. Think of the time,

the freedom you'd have to do the things you want

to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead

have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read

for today's active world— fast, smooth, efficient.

Don't get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically

increase your reading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free

lesson. Make the college life the good life. With

Reading Dynamics you can do it.

m

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
9-14 Wednesday 3 PM, 5 PM, & 7 PM
9-15 Thursday 1 PM, 3 PM, 5 PM & 7 PM

^

Location

University of Massachusetts

Campus Center Rm. 903

Choose the Day and Time Most Convenient For You
Reservations Are Not Necessary

For further information call: (617) 237-3722

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAIIICS

'.:;•
••:<••
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TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Open Mon. 9-5

Tues. Wed. and Thur. 9-9

Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-3

TEXTBOOK REFUND POLICY
If you purchase an incorrect title you may return it for a refund

within seven calendar days of the first day of classes.

Thereafter, Incorrect titles may be returned within 48 hours of

purchase providing the book is new and unmarked.

1. Textbooks from dropped courses may be returned during

the month of September for the Fall Semester and during the

month of February for the Spring Semester. Returns must be

made within 48 hours of dropping a course. You must present

your receipt and a copy of your drop form dated and validated

by the Registrar. Any new books must be unmarked. Summer

School and Wintersession books may be returned during the

first week of classes only.

2. Keep your receipt. Refunds on textbooks cannot be made

unless the register receipt accompanies the book.

3. Do not mark your book if you think you may have to return

it A return will not be allowed if the book is in an unsatisfac-

tory condition. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE A RE-

FUND AT ANY TIME.

4. Always have your current I.D. available. This is required for

any refund transaction.

5. All defective books (caused by the publisher, i.e. missing

pages, etc.) will automatically be exchanged at any time during

the semester in which they were purchased.

Used books will be bought during the week of finals each

semester. *

Know the Score
Read the Sports
BOSTON GLOBE SPORTING NEWS NY. TIME!

Red Sox,Yankees;
UMASS Minutemen,
Celtics, Patriots,

BruinSjWhalers,

Located in the Student Union

, . Open M-F 7:30 am - 10 pm|
triB Sat - Sun 8:30 - 10 pm

mini store

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massa-

chusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed on-

ly on the day they are taking place. An-

nouncements must be submitted on

"Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian offices, 113 Campus Center, and

returned to the office by 3 p.m. the Friday

before the event. All submissions should be

written in a similar style as they appear in

the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-

ted on the Stan ard form and not submit-

ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due

to space limitations, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-

ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

HENRY A KISSINGER IS COMING!!!
- There will be an open meeting tonight to

discuss and organize a protest against Kiss-

inger's appearance in neighboring Dart-

mouth College, N.H., Sept. 23. 7 p.m.,

Campus Center 803.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - 8 p.m.

for beginners, 9 p.m. for all others. Com-
monwealth Room, Student Union.

1

RED BARN
STEAK X mmmi
HOUSE

SIRLOIN STEAK
rILL I MIOi\C^i\

"V 529 BELCHERTOWN ROAD
SIRLOIN TIPS \ RTE 9 AMHERST

\reservations
LOBSTER PIE NT accepted

PRIME RIB ^ "^^''^*

All entrees include garden salad, assorted

rolls & butter, choice of rice pilaf, baked

potato. 1
Fine dining in an »

atmosphere which savors "

the quality of a country „ Enjoy evening
Amherst setting, p entertainment, favorably

Clubs, social groups and i priced coctails in our cozy
special functions are * Hayloft Lounge.

always welcome, r

%

fSi*
This Fall We've Got It All!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

Bamboo

BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
cover walla, furniture, windowa

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
Earrings, Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc.

INDIA
PRINT

INDIA SHORT
PRINT SLEEVE

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

T-SHIRTS - 4.50

20% - 50% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

MEI^ANTILC
AMHMST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

Wednesday, September 14, 1983, Collegia' 16

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

HIOH&CHCXt

VWveGOTA
mrnHJUrOf
HOtOCdNH..

I

UXTKlN&UKeA
scoepewNo

UNGH

/

SUfWSeTHflT/iOlt
5AY,

WOULPVW
WNP RVCINO

IHeCTTHeR

Superbad by G.H.

JH 19-71 F^P^ Ti*t A^My.
. , .

HIS 6U)G*c I^K^ECJ

THE f^hJ« , .

After The Fall by R. Miller

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

SEfi^'
OR THe

AOV£/VTUR£S
or

MICKEY TRlTPeR

CniCKtr J NLfOKMT
t« SniTK VHATi
YtM AOORUSnX
DfLIVERY

CCVIBMOTI AK HMD ON CxinSIE ] vnOCO-
rOUK SECOND connmR,o» wi HT

ACH^nELEONX
R£A80VT.YET7

(VIOCOfI } VFlRMATIVl
HCANTYNUAWIL APPOR
TO 8E A WHITE OM UORY
STUOUfT OCCunCA HWSE

Iukmtjorwucmb I look, i nuixT
WH.L HAvi row niiA
TXH lH^aMTJemll
MBYaWn«NKM««U

DON°'r CAR( WHAT
rOWRE SnOKIMG-

HEr ZinSZE QUICK •

VHATS (MfK E»ACT
LANOINO COOROCMTtS

LOCATED AT IM TOMBCM)
MM Errrrsa lanubwu
BE KAMDMIT SCATTERED
OX TXE <ftl.^(Mm \.HJH

IIMMDT ) PMMf m f

yi oo»rT HAve one
i"n CAaiNC mon
OUTER Sf^E

AND COULD YOU
MAKE THAT HS m»
UTES> Wl \A»rr 8E

TKlTIM

Valley Girls By Alice

SUE SEJ-SKI -1.

M/»K£ Your \

ACQiJMHTANCiiJ

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie

/^ ^ ^•

HOU3IN&

Office

Vi4lTiM<,

/

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Miled by Maritarrl larriir and Trudr Jaffe

i««i 1

1

. s>iitfM'slr

ACROSS 50 Part ol a set 13 Very small

1 La Milan 52 Western gear animal Var

opera house 53 Capital of the 18 Biblical kingdom
6 With, in Avignon Transvaal 22 Distinctive

10 Special 57 Hook Prefix quality

pertormance 58 Having fun 24 Appearance
14 Ot partot 60 Certain midpoint 25 Penh

the day 61 Greenland 26 Pro —
IS Turnei 62 Site tor 27 Unique person
lb Take ~— viewot high living'' 31 Having tun

17 Kinds of >un 63 Golfer Patty 32 dedeux
19 Change homes 64 Pack compactly 33 A Webster
20 Liberal 65 Golfer ..im 34 Small combo
21 Flimsy sttuclure 35 Prefix with

23 OI''cecopy for present

short 37 Hollows
24 Subject ot 38 River to the

much religious art Baltic

25 Debate side DOWN 41 Chinese
28 Parts ot a cwl 1 Kind ot rug 42 Dance
29 Matinee hero 2 tome bend by G'^g
30 A Reagan tome 44 Lon-; uilled

32 Look at, as a Brigadoon wader
crystal ball 3 Make tor it 45 Small shoesiie

36 Great Barrier 4 Uses a certain 47 Measure as

Island beam depth
37 Certa.n horses 5 In a wide awake 48 Eastern princess

39 The usual manner 49 Odd Couple
40 Newlyweds 6 Alaskans name
42 Once more 7 Forefronts 51 Rider s tee

43 Start ot a 8 Tolkien tree 53 Prefix meaning
(airy tale 9 Falls of a kind fire

44 Debate side 10 Having tun 54 Laugh to Pierre

46 Polloi preceder 11 Earthward in 55 Amazon cetacean
47 More like a poetry 56 Matured

peacock 12 Add tun 59 Carson

1 ? 3 4- 5

1
18

6 7 « 9 10 11 1? 13

u 15 16

17

P

19

?0

ii ?7

i

?1 w
?3

P
7«

41

I
37

?9

33 P30 35

36

45

39

40

1
63

51<7 % 49

43 46

PP
S4

50

S?

1

Tr"*

56

b7

1
60 61 67

63 64 65

Graphics Poste-up

Trainee positions available

No experience necessary

Apply at

Collegian Graphics Department

Room 113 Campus Center

Thursday at 6:00 p.m.

Graphics Meeting
Thursday at 7:00 p.m.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Italian Hoagie
Egg Roll

Soy Sauce, Due Sauce

DINNER
Diplomat Sandwich
Roast Top Round of

Beef/Au Jus Chili

Cheese Puff

BASIC LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Egg Roll

Soy Sauce, due Sauce

BASIC DINNER
Fried Shrimp Dinner

Cocktail Sauce
Chili Cheese Puff

Weather

Cloudy and cool through
Thursday morning, with the
sun breaking through by
Thursday afternoon. A
chance of occasional rain or
drizzle through Thursday
morning. High temperature
will be in the low to mid 60's

and overnight low tem-
peratures will be in the
upper 40*9 and 50's.

TODAY'
PUZZLE
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topics.

Interested in the Arts?

Read This!

Y^in^av be diolSa for a 9 credit tuition-free opportunity <n Arts Manage-

^rantTacr^ course, fall 1983 followed -/ a 6 credit pract.cum, spring 1984.

INTRODUCTION TO ARTS MANAGEMENT

Marketing and Public Relations Presenting Arts Evema

Fundraising Working with Boards and Volunteers

Arts Grantsmanship Audience Developnrient

Membership

eliaibilitv .... Sophomore, Junior and First Year Graduate Students

ACTIVE Participant in Presenting Arts Programs on

Campus Must be Interested in Continuing Participation

in Arts on Campus after 1983/1984 Academic Year

Applications Enrollment limited to 10 students. Now available at Arts

Council Office, 125 Harter or AES, Tower Library

I
Deadline. . • September 19, 5:00 p.m. Notification September 23

This course is instructed by the Arts Extension Service, Division of Continuing Ed

bpportunlty for student enrollment is made possible by the University Arts Council

I
contact Arts Council Office (545-0202) or the Arts Extension Service (545-2360)

f

»»- ^^ «' -'t ,11

Topic-Focused Groups
Foil Semester 1963

Relationship SIciii-Duiiding Group
Learn the art of meeting others and developing friendships

Mondays 3:30 - 5:00

Stress Monogement Group
Presents effective coping techniques to decrease and

manage anxiety

Wednesday 3:30 - 5:00

Duiimio Group
A group for women who binge-purge

Wednesdays 3:30 - 5:00

Exploring Intimocy:

Developing Meaningful Relationship
Examines common communication and intimacy

problems that hurt relationships

Tuesdays 3:30 - 5:00

Self-Esteem Group
Learning to stop self-cnticism and allow self-confidence

to grow
Tuesdays 3:30 - 5:00

Mental Health Division • University Health Services

Register from September 12 to September 00. For Informo-

tion, or to opply for o group, coll 545-2007, or come to Men-

tal Health Service, 127 Hills North, University of

Massachusetts.

Wednesday, September 14, 1983,

Come see our
Desk Lamp Sale
in process through

Sat. 9/17 while supplies last

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

AUCTION
Thursday evenings 6:30 p.m.

Students -

Why Pay Top Price

for used furniture and other items

you need and can't find. Go where
the dealers go, Jackson's Auctions'

on Thursdays. See you there.

Prtvtow 3t30 p.m. 'tN 6:30 p.m. Day of Sd«

FOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
Itt. 9, N«dl«y, Most.

JUM JACKSON, AvcTiOMfn

iCollegian n

A lack ofwind halts the

America's Cup series races

AF l,aserphnlo

The American 12 meter yaclit, Liberty (US40) and Australia II (KA-6)
jog for position at the start of yesterday's America's Cup races off
Newport.

NEWPORT,R.l. (AP) -
Liberty and Australia II.

who waited 18 months for

the ripht to battle for the

America's Cup, were laid up
one more day Tuesday when
winds proved too light to

start their best of seven

series on Rhode Island

Sound.

Now scheduled for

Wednesday, the race was
postponed after officials

twice attempted to start it,

but failed to ^et the
necessary wind.

The 12 meter yachts ac-

tually did begin to race at

12:10 p.m. EDT. but the

wind shifted immediately

after Liberty took a two
second lead and officials had

to make a course change.

After waiting nearly two
hours, skippers Dennis

Conner of Liberty and John
Bertrand of Australia II

moved toward the line with

hopes of getting under way,

but the winds slipped to 5-7

»« -•*»

IFSOMEONE
YOUKNOW

FORGOTTOARRANGE
FORPHONE SERVia

TEUHIM
WHERETOGa

UMass Campus Center

9th floor

September 6-September 16

10:00am-6:00pm

Hampshire Mall

Hadley
Through September 16

10:00am-9:30pm

It could liai)pcn to anyone

-

even you.

Somehow, in all the excitement

ofmovin.t,'. you for.^et toarran.ue for

telephone service in your new donn

room orapailment.

That's why New l^nK'land Tele-

phone is setting up special locations

where vou can arrange for phone

service now. If you have a i)hoiie. \<)u

can save time and money b\- taking

it with you when you mow.
So tell all your friends without

phone service where to go. Someday
they'll thank you for it.

^Q) New England Telephone

knots. The America's Cup
Committee, which according

to the rules had uniti 2:10

p.m. EDT to start the race,

raised the final post

ponement flag at that time.

The race was to start in

generally northerly winds of

8 10 knots. Under the 5 7

knot conditions the race

probably could not have
been completed within the

five hour, 15 minute time
limit.

The National Weather
Service forecast windy
conditions for Wednesday
with rain likely and tern

peratures in the tJOs.

The post ponement left

Australia II, with its radical

winged keel, still an un-

proven factor against U.S.

competition. The boat

compiled a 48 6 record this

summer against six foreign

challengers.

Liberty posted a 34 16

mark in eliminating two
other U.S. boats in summer-
long trials.

The United States has

never lost a series in the

competition, which began
when the schooner America
beat a fleet of British ats

around the Isle of Wight in

1851. American boats have

won 74 of 82 races in the 132

years of the competition.

Australia II, installed by

British bookmakers as a

slight favorite to win the

Cup in the 25th defense by

the Americans, was the

center of controversy most

of the summer. The New
York Yacht Club, holder of

the Cup, tried to havet an

international body declare

that the boat exceeded the

12 meter limit because of its

unusual keel.

The NYYC dropped its

protest late last month, just

days before the Inter-

national Yacht Racing Union
was to consider a request to

have its Keel Boat Technical

committee take up the

question.

That same week, the

NYYC was accused by the

Australian syndicate of

trying to have the head of a

Dutch tank testing firm sign

an affidavit saying Ben
liexcen had help with the

design of the 12 meter yacht
when he was in Holland
having models tested in

1981.

Under America's Cup
rules, boats must be dsigned
by citizens of the par-
ticipating nations.

UMass Sports

tryouts being held
Anyone interested in trying out for the UMass

women's basketball team must attend meeting Thursday

Sept. 15 at 7 p.m. in Boyden 249.
• • •

All candidates for the UMass women's golf team must

attend a meeting in Boyden 223 today. Sept. 14, at 4 p.m.
• • •

Any Stockbridge student interested in playing soccer

must attend a meeting today, Sept. 14, at 4:30 in Boyden
249.

• • •

The women's swimming and diving team organiza-

tional meeting for those wishing to tryout for the team is

Friday, Sept. 16 at 4 p.m. at the NOPE pool. Tryouts

will take place the week of Sept. 19. For any questions,

contact coach Valerie Turtle, Boyden 221, 545-0093.
• • •

AH candidates interested in trying out for the women's
Softball team must attend a meeting on Monday Sept. 19

at 6:30 p.m. in room 153 in NOPE.
• • *

Wrestling tryouts will be held on Monday Sept. 19 and
Tuesday Sept. 20 in the Boyden wrestling room at 4 p.m.

Tryouts for the UMass wrestling team will be held on
Monday Sept. 19 and Tuesday Sept. 20 in the Boyden
wrestling room at 4 p.m.

• • •

Anyone interested in being a manager for the men's

basketball team is asked to attend a meeting on Monday
Sept. 19 at 4 p.m. in the basketball office at Boyden 222.

If you have any questions, call the office at 545-2610.
• • *

Anyone interested in being a manager for the women's
basketball team is to call the coach, Barbara Stevens at

545-2610 or stop by at 220 Boyden.

Football stops boy
JUSTIN, Texas (AP) - Kyle Burns, a IS-year old,

straight-A student, is repeating the seventh grade because

he thinks it will help him become a bigger, better football

player.

His father agrees with him, but his mother doesn't. Linda

Burns calls the move "academic suicide."

"If he gets hurt, or something goes wrong, it's been a

wasted year," she said. "He always has been a good

student. And he's so much bigger than the kids he's

playing with now; he's a monster. He could hurt

someone."
But school officials say there's nothing they can do to

prevent the youngster from staying back.

At 5 foot- 11 Vz, and 155 pounds. Burns already is as big as

most of the varsity players at Northwest High School,

where he wants to play football someday- The aim is for

Burns to help Northwest win more games and get a shot at

a college athletic scholarship.

• ^
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At leosr 30 minutes of uninrerrupred hits every

hour The Police. XTC. Stray Cots. Eddie Gront.

A fornnot thot cooks.

If you like your music hot, you'll love The Hot Spot.

Collegic^n 19

AP Laacrphoto

Chicago Cubs catcher Jody Davis reaches for
the ball as Montreal's Tim Wallach slides safely
across the plate during yesterday's game.
Wallach scored on Terry Francona's hit to right
field. The Expos were tied with the Phillies go-
ing into yesterday's game. Tomorrow, the pen-
nant races will be examined in the Collegian.

What Do You Want
From College?

Gymnastic Tryout
Tryouts for the men's

gymnastics team will take

place for the remainder of

this week from 3 p.m. to 6

p.m. in the Boyden Gym-
nastics Facility. The final

day to try out for the team
will be Saturday
September 17. For more
information contact coach

Roy Johnson in Boyden
building room 219.

Anyone interested in

trying out for women's
gymnastics can contact

coach Ken Anderson in

Boyden room 219 as soon

as possible. Call 545-0815

or stop by between 1:30

p.m. and 2:30 p.m., Mon-
day through Friday.

Alan Bates Cf Genevieve Bujold

KING OF HEARTS 7:00

plus

Bud Cort &- Ruth Gordon

HAROLD er MAUDE 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHEBSt

Adventure?
Add it To Your Schedule.

If you're looking for a challenge,

look to Army ROTC and find out what
excitement is all about. You'll get the

mental and physical challenges provided

by Army ROTC adventure training pro-

grams . . . orienteering, survival training,

white water raft trips, and a lot of other

sports you've probably never tried before.

Army ROTC . . . live with a challenge.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LEAD
For More Information Contact:

Contact

James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

Baby blue Volkswagen Bug no rust 1971

80,000 miles one owner well maintained

253-7396

1974 Audi 100LS 4 dr-4 spd-PS-PB 25 mpg
good cond 545-1387 1-596-6885

1968 VW Bug Solid floors,

exhaust. Dependable. $600.

dy)

AM/FM. New
256-8088 (An

CASSETTES

Cassettes for sale - all new $3.00-$6.00

Rolling Stones, Who, and many others

546-6666

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR SALE

Complete new materials for Architec-

tural Drawing class good deal call Joyce

549-0496

Honda Passport a small motorcycle goes

up to 50 mph excellent condition new
750.00 sale price 400. 253-7665 evenings

HELP WANTED

2 Coordinators wanted for womens
leadership project. Experience with ad-

ministrative, organizing, communications,

womens issues required. 10 hrs/week, 3.35

hr. Applications: 422 S.U.B. Deadline:

9-16, 5:00 pm Affirmative Action /Equal Op-
portunity Employer. Info: 545-0341

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment
and serious attitude essential. Vocals

helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8 .

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for four yr old. Afternoons call Carolyn

253-3162

People's Market, a cooperatively run

whole foods market now taking applica-

tions for hiring for fall semester 83. Work
involves minimum 10 hrs. weekly atten-

dance of mandatory weekly meetings and
committment to cooperative work. Peoples
Market is an affirmative action equal oppor-
tunity employer. Work study and nonwork
study UMass students can apply. Applica-

tions available at Peoples Market in S.U.B.
and must be returned by Fri. Sept. 16 3 PM
Kitchen help wanted: work in exchange
for meals. Contact Paul or Gary at 253-9071

Housecleaning, Childcare (12, 8 yrs.)

Weds. 1:30-5 pm/$16. experience,
references. 253-7840

Dependable students needed for

newspaper delivery in dorms. Early morn-
ing. 7 days a week. Call 253-7009

Students to sell ice cream flexible hrs

good pay call aft 7 pm 549-2731

Work for a Change on hazardous waste,
acid rain and consumer protection.

MASSPIRG. the states largest public in-

terest lobby, is hiring permanent and pdu
time staff for public education and fund
raising. Opportunities for travel and ad-

vancement. $135-225/week plus l)enefits.

Hours 2-10 M-F. Will train. Call Jill 256-6434
9-2

Part time farm help wanted for after-

noon work. Opportunity for good hourly

wage near UMass. Call 549-0016 tietween

7^^M
Part time work for caring people needed
immediately in Northampton /Amherst area

to do light housekeeping chores for the

elderly. Flexible hours. Interviews will be
held locally. For appointment call Profes-

sional Care, Inc. collect 733-1132 EOE

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom & shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2098

LOST

Reward leather Jacket lost 9/12 Alpha

Mu frat sentimental value $50 to finder no

questions asked please call 549 7666 Joel

PERSONALS

Aerobic Experience free demo 9/19. Mon
& Wed 6-7, 7-8 PM 549-5258

Jacques Strappe: Welcome homel Happy
20thl XOXO S & M
Jon Green: Welcome Homel I know you'll

love it as much as I do I Good luck you
mellow engineer! Lots of love, Mel

SABINA: Just because you turned 20 on
Aug 9th doesn't mean you don't get a per-
sonall I love you! XOXOLID
Beaner, Jordonesbasiment, Solin, Roger,
Elaine, Charliepumpkin, Dougwug, Jon- I

love you all I II Here's to usi XOXOMEL

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples, Family Therapy.
Pyschological testing. Psychological Ser-

vices Center 545-0041

ROOMMATE WANTED
2 roommates needed come to 140D Britt.

Manor after 6 PM
Roommate wanted, studious type Cliff-

side Apts. $130/month 665-4644

Looking for male to share apt in
Southwood $115 month must be willing to
share expenses callffi6:Q622_

by Bausch

adjusting call Bruce 549-2878

WANTED
Someone to translate a short letter to

Greek please call Carol 256-6387

WANTED TO RENT

Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-

sal space in Amherst /Hadley area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.
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Minutewomen outlastNWl-0
Breakawaygoalstandsup forVM
Stickers face OhioState tomorrow
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team started its season on a positive

note as they shut out the Northwestern

Wildcats, 1-0 yesterday at NOPE.
Coach Pam Hixon feels her team played

well, despite some first game "jitters."

UMass scored the game's wily goal on a

breakaway in the first half. Junior forward

Pam Moryl took a pass from forward Sue

Packard, and shot it past Northwestern

goalie Robin Clark. From that point on, the

game turned into a series of exchanges

between the two teams.

"After that goal we hung back, and that is

not our usual philosophy," Hixon said.

Statistically, the Wildcats outplayed

UMass, according to Hixon. Northwestern

outshot UMass by 11-6, and UMass was also

outnumbered in corners, 16-13.

"We panicked on defense, and allowed

them too many opportunities," Hixon said.

Minutewoman goalie Patti Shea, who has

been having trouble with her back, "played

great" Hixon said. "She was quick and on

top."

The most exciting play of the game came

at 30:00 in the second half. Shea and the

rest of the Minutewomen defense had faced

a flurry of shots from the Northwestern

offense and Shea came out to make a sliding

save. The ball deflected to a stick of a

Wildcat forward, and as the shot headed for

the net, defender Nancy Goode made a

lunging stick save, thus preserving the

shutout.

"Nancy played well, especially in the

second half," Hixon said.

The Minutewomen defeated Northwestern

by the same score last season, although the

win last season did not come until 6:09 in

overtime.

"It's nice to start the season with a win,"

Hixon said. "But we have to get over these

early jitters, and learn to play under

pressure. Towards the end of the game, we
were playing bash-ball instead of passing

like we should.

Hixon has a what she termed a "veteran

squad" playing for her this season.

"I plan to use the sub rule to my ad-

vantage, and play as many people as I can,"

she said.

Thursday, the Minutewomen will take on

Ohio State, on the NOPE field, at 3 p.m.

This game does not appear on the athletic

schedule.

The last time UMass played Ohio State, a

Big Ten team, was two"l expect that we'll

play well against them," Hixon said.

BU knotsUM soccer
on controversial goal
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

There is a familiar expression in the

sports world - "Tie is like kissing your

sister". Well, the UMass men's soccer

team got a peck on the cheek at the hands

of Boston University last night as both

teams battled to a 2-2 tie at Nickerson field

in Boston.

The artificial turf led to a fast-paced first

half in the season opener for the

Minutemen. UMass controlled the game
early using crisp, sharp passes. At 21:57 of

the first half, the dominance paid off as

John Brigham took a Fritz Pike pass and

deposited it in the net for the first goal of

the season.

BU came back after the UMass goal and

put some pressure on the defense, but

junior goalie E)onald Donahue responded

and held the Terriers scoreless in the first

half.

Boston University finally registered a

Terrier goal on the scoreborad at 51:49 of

the second half. Midfielder Greg Cuddy
knotted the game at 1-1 with an assist from

Tom Bianco. But less tJian three minutes

later, that would change.

Once, again, it was Brigham and Pike do-

ing the damage for the Minutemen.
Brigham found Pike in the center of the

field about 30 yards away from the goal.

Pike then laid a picture-perfect pass to

senior forward Kayvan Khatami, who
promptly gave UMass a 2-1 lead by skid-

ding a shot on the artificial lurf, and the

ball didn't stop until it hit the back of the

net.

It looked like UMass was on its way to

victory number one when, at 62:57, a ques-

tionable call went against the Minutemen
as one of the players was called for pushing

in the penalty area. UMass argued but to

no avail and Terrier midfielder Greg Swan-
son knotted the game at 2-2 on a penalty

kick. The pace was kept up to its frantic

level but neither team could score and the

game went into overtime.

BU took charge in both 10 minute over-

times, out shooting the Minutemen 7-2, but

Donahue played well in the nets and kept

BU at bay. By the time the final whistle

blew, two tired teams walked away with a

2-2 tie.

Donahue was the star for the Minute-

ment in their season premeire, stopping 7

BU shots - while playing the entire game,

110 minutes long. Brigham and Pike also

played well, Brigham scoring a goal and an

assist and Pike adding two assists.

All in all, this can be considred a moral

victory for the Minutemen. It looks like

they had the game if it weren't for the con-

troversial penalty kick. The Minutement

finished at 3-7 on the road last year, so an

opening day tie with a tough BU team can't

be all bad for coach Jeff Gettler.

UMass, ranked ninth in the New
England preseason polls, won't see their

home field until the first of October, when
they take on Vermont. Until then its

Southern Connecticut as their next foe on

the 16th. UMass won't be looking for

another kiss from good ol' little sis — heck

no, they want a btUe action.

Think you've got troubles?
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

And you thought you had problems. Ha.

Consider the situation of second-year

University of Massachusetts men's tennis

coach Bob Szlosek is in.

It was bad enough when Stu Goodman,

last years' prized freshman recruit, and

potentially this season's top player was

hospitalized for ten days this summer with

a virus and by doctors' orders will not be

able to compete intercollegiately for

UMass until next spring. Pile on the fact

that, one, Steve Jordan, last spring's

number two singles player, had a shack

that he was constructing collapse on top of

him, putting him out of action indefinitely

Two, Rich Lindgren, the number foui

singles player was ruled academicall}

ineligible. And three, doubles specialist

Dave Salem cannot compete due to clasi

conflicts. Considering this, it is easy tc

understand Szlosek's peril. Hey, lessei

men would be prime candidates for th(

funny farm.

The number one singles pip;, jr at thf

present moment is Dave S' iger, las

years' number seven singles player. Th(
rest of the lineup is in the air. The firs

match is today on the Boyden courts

against the University of Rhode Island a
3:00 p.m.

CoiWciu HMto by Darid IWaWr

Senior Diane Kobel moyes in on Northwestern'8 Amy Kekeisen in the

Minutewomen's 1-0 opening day win at NOPE yesterday.

Spikers hope to junk

the opening jitters
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's a natural thing that every athletic

team experiences at the start of the year. It

can ruin your season opener or help you to

overcome.

Nervousness or the jitters, as some peo-

ple say, can affect a team's perfonnance on

opening night.

Coach Elaine Sortino hopes her young

volleyball team are more excited than ner-

vous as they travel to Springfield to take

on American International College tonight

at 7 p.m.

"I really don't know what to expect from

AIC," said Sortino. "We beat them last

year. They were good close games at the

Central Connecticut tourney and they have

most of their squad back."

It looks to be a battle.

UMass is not without their leaders,

however. Although the starting lineup is

not cast in stone (in other words it's still up

in the air), three players look to start

tonwrrow for the Minutewomen.

Juniors Joanne Siler, Kirsten Smith and

setter Patty Grant (the team has no seniors

on the roster) should be the base for the

team's 5-1 setup (five hitters or spikers and

one setter).

The rest of the positions are up for grabs

as Sortino will attempt to find six players

that blend well together.

"We look good. In our scrimmage
against Mount Holyoke, we were playing

well," said Sortino.

Another spiker that will probably see

plenty of playing time is sophomore Sally

Mahar, a real powerful player. And
chances are that one of the four freshmen

on the squad will grab a piece of the action.

However, Sortino is confident in all her

players and their play. "I feel that we have

10 players, any one of whom can play (at

any time)," she said.

Defensively we're picking up more balls

than last year. We're touching and block-

ing more. That's a good sign." Overall,

we're stronger than we've been."

The Minutewomen won't have much of a
chance to rest as they host their own
UMass Invitational this Friday and Satur-

day. Among the teams at the tourney will

be Occential College from California.

Although their a smaller school than
UMass, volleyball enthusiasts have to be
wary of California volleyball. It's tough.

Tough for AIC and the rest of the Invita-

tional field is that UMass has recovered

from pre-season ii^juries. Leslie Smith and
Ellen Deady previously on crutches are off

and running.

"We are all healthy and strong," said

Sortino. She attributes some of that to

UMass' early morning weight training (7

am) and hopes that the training will help

the Minutewomen in early morning
tourneys.

The coach hopes that their strength and
the poise of the team can overcome the

first night jitters and topple AIC to start

their season without a hitch.
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Administrator

could leave
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Rosemarie Strother says she still

receives the same pay for performing the

duties of the Associate Director of the Of-

fice of Planning and Budget despite cur-

rently handling the duties of a staff assis-

tant making less than half her salary.

Strother, who filed a sexual discrimina-

tion charge against the University of

Massachusetts last May, said the new job

description given to her by Paul Page, ac-

ting director of the office of Planning and
Budget, requires her to perform many of

the duties previously handled by last year's

budget director's staff assistant.

Strother's current salary, $43,300, re-

mains intact despite being given, in her opi-

nion, a "demotion" by Page over the sum-
mer. Her "demotion", she said, is the

result of the discrimination charge filed by
her which specifically names John L.

DeNyse, vice-chancellor for Administra-

tion and Finance.

The staff assistant to last year's Office of

Planning and Budget's Director Marie
Reid, received $17,500, Strother said. Page
was unavailable for comment and verifica-

tion.

Strother said she feels her current situa-

tion utilizes a "poor use of resources" and
has "completely and totally demoralized"

her.

"I try to make nayself useful, I used to be

very involved...but (the University) has

done nothing but kick me," she said.

"I prefer to stay at the University. I've

put 17 years of my life into it. But, it n\ay

be impossible for me to stay on," she said.

Strother's situation parallels that of

Reid, who announced last November she

was resigning as director of the office, ef-

fective ill January.

Reid cited racial discrimination as her

reason for leaving.

At the time, Duffey convinced Reid to

take a leave of absence for one year, while

still receiving her full pay. Heavy criticism

was subsequently levied against the

Chancellor when Reid said she would take

the leave, but probably would not return to

the office.

Many professors, particularly faculty

senators, expressed outrage at Duffey's

granting of Reid her pay when she would

not be performing any of the functions in

her job description.

Strother claims her new duties are "a

very major difference" from her previous

responsibilities which included writing the

first draft of the operating budget of the

University.

Currently, her major duty entails the

distribution of allocated trustfunds, a func-

tion which Reid's staff assistant performed

last year, at a considerable lower pay scale,

Strother said.

Reknowned hypnotist Ken Weber performed before a packed house
at the S.U.B. Tuesday nig^ht. Weber put on a startling and entertaining
show which included ESP demonstrations as well as the hypnosis of 12

UMass students. Weber kept the students on stage for an hour and
twenty minutes, during which time he convinced them that they were
too hot, too cold and too sleepy. He also made one student a martian,
another a pac-man and one a "Greek god.'* He administered electric

shocks, convinced the girls on stage that they had lost their belly but-
tons, and then made them believe that the entire audience was naked.
The show was greeted extremely enthusiastically by the crowd, who
showed their appreciation through loud and frequent applause.

CoUcfiaB pketoa by Drew 0|hcr

Few *no-shows'

leave UMes
in the street
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

An unexpectedly low number of "no
shows" at the University of Massachusetts
resulted in a large amount of students be-

ing without housing, a Housing Official

said Wednesday.
"A lot more students showed up this

year," said Joseph Zannini, executive

director of Housing Services, noting there

were 235 "no shows" last year as opposed
to 160 now. He said he thought that as a
result of this decrease there are approx-

imately 200 students still without housing,

but he could not give an exact amount.
However, Zannini said all of the students

the Housing Office had contracts which
now have housing, while those who came
late, didn't return their housing contract

cards, or didn't pay their bills on time, have
problems.

"We've been able to deal with all the

students that were cleared by the Universi-

ty, and had gone through the procedure,

and those we had a contractual respon-

sibility to," he said.

The third and fourth year students are

without housing because in the spring they

had planned to live off-campus. Now, he
said, "they found that none is available.

They have the money but there is no
room."
However, Zannini said these students, or

at least the third year students, should be
taken care of by Friday.

"We certainly want to see if we can help

them even though we have no contractual

responsibility. They may not appreciate it

(the situation and its temporary solutions),

but at least they can stay at the

University," he said.

"We have housed all the freshmen who
wanted housing, and all sophomores with

which we had no contractual respon-

sibilities except for 40 sophomore males,"

Zannini said.

Zannini said the temporary solutions to

the housing problems are living with

friends in off-campus apartments, in a
hotel while looking around for vacancies, or

in "swing spaces." Swing spaces include

rooms on the fourth floor of the Campus
Center Hotel, rooms shared with R.A.s

who would receive extra pay for their

hospitality and rooms to be shared with

other students. These students would
receive a small rebate for their troubles.

Thirty students out of the original 60 are

still in the Campus Center Hotel, and
should be there for another week, Zannini

said. He said he did not know how many
students were without swing spaces, and
said Friday the Housing Office would have
a good estimate of the juniors without

housing.

SGA still searching for A.G.
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

In its first meeting of the year, the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate picked up where it left off last year, —
debating over procedure for appointing a student At-

torney (General.

With only 25 of a possible 90 Senators present at the

meeting, sharp debate centered on whether Student

Government Association co-President Tom Ahern should

appoint acting Attorney (jeneral Dakin Ferris to the posi-

tion permanently, or whether Ahem should instead re-

open the Attorney (General selection process and choose a

permanent Attorney (ieneral from that committee's

recommendations later in the fall.

The Senate was supposed to have approved Ahem's
choice for permanent Attorney General at its last meeting

of the spring semester, and senators last night debated

the reasons why Ahem never made his choice from the

recommendations of a search committee at that time.

A motion by SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche calling for

Ahem to appoint Ferris permanent Attorney GJeneral was
protested by Ahem, former SGA President Jim Murphy
(now a commuter senator) and many other senators for

two hours, but was eventually passed by a vote of 14-0.

Ahem's supporters, including the entire Third World
Caucus, walked out of the meeting when the Senate decid-

ed to vote on the motion.

SGA co-President Charlene Allen, a member of the

Third World Caucus, said the caucus walked out, because
"we felt that the tactics used were inappropriate and
disrespectful."

Murphy said he thought Nitzsche's motidn was "a back-

door move to force the president to make a decision."

But Nitzsche said he made the motion "because I think

it's important to have a permanent attorney general."

Ahem said he plans to appoint a permanent attorney

general, but only after another search process is com-
pleted. The Senate will vote on Ahem's motion which ap-

continued on page 5
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World and National News
Mideast sfiife continues as druse artillery batters town

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Druse artillery set a Chris-

tian militia stronghold in the Chouf Mountains ablaze

Wednesday, but the Islamic militiamen failed in another

attempt to drive the Lebanese army out of a mountaintop

town overlooking the U.S. Marine base in Beirut.

As Saudi and U.S. diplomats tried in Damascus to ar-

range a cease-fire in the 11-day-old resumption of

Lebanon's civil war. Syria and radical Palestinian factions

vowed retaliation if U.S. planes intervene in support of the

Lebanese army.

In another civil war development, the Christian radio

station charged that Druse militiamen massacred 84

Christians last Friday in the mountain town of Maasser el-

Chour. Druse leaders denied the claim, and it was impossi-

ble to prove or disprove it.

The Druse artillery pounded Mechref, a hilltop

stronghold of the Christian Phalange Party's militia lOVz

miles south of Beirut, with an intense barrage at midday.

A large fire and thick columns of smoke could be seen an

hour later.

Mechref overlooks the coastal highway from the capital

to south Lebanon, and the Phalangist have a major bar-

racks in a high school there. But it could not be learned if it

was hit.

Earlier Wednesday, the Lebanese army's U.S.-trained

8th Brigade held fast to the mountaintop town of Souk el-

Gharb, which commands the U.S. Marine zone at Beirut's

international airport.

Soldiers there said they defeated a three-prong Druse

onslaught during the night, inflicting heavy losses in lives

and equipment on the militiamen. It was the fourth day of

attacks on the town, which also is within range of Presi-

dent Amin Gemayel's suburban palace and the nearby

residence of U.S. Ambassador Robert S. Dillon.

Since capture of Souk el-Gharb would give the Druse

another position from which to attack the U.S. Marines,

there was speculation that it could become the first test of

President Reagan's new policy, announced Tuesday,

allowing American naval and air support of the Lebanese

army if an attack on it posed a threat to the Marines.

Digest
By the Associated Press

New private student loan program

ready to go at Brandeis University

Uiree convictedofmurder, theft in hold-up

GOSHEN, N.Y.

Three radicals who
denounced their trial as a

charade were convicted

Wednesday of murder and

robbery in the $1.6 million

Brink's armored car hold-up

in 1981 in which two police

officers and a guard were

kUled.

Judith Clark. 33. David

Gilbert, 38, and Kuwasi

Balagoon. 36, boycotted the

proceedings and were not in

court when the verdict was
announced.

Boston boastsnewslogan
BOSTON (AP) - "I love

Boston" didn't make it. Nor
did word plays on baked
beans and scrod. As of

Wednesday, the city's new
slogan is "Boston: Bright

from the Start."

The phrase was picked

from 57,760 entries in a

2V2-month long campaign to

come up with a catchy name
for the city in five words or

less.

Regina Hersey. 27, who
edits two newsletters for a
small publishing house,

stammered with excitement

when her slogan was unveil-

ed at a news conference

Wednesday at the Copley

Plaza Hotel.

"I didn't expect this at

all," she said, with a non-

stop broad smile. "I'm just

awestruck to be here.

"I hope it will convince

my boss that I'm a good
headline writer."

Mrs. Hersey, who is

Austrian and moved to

Boston four years ago with

her American husband,

receives $5,000 for her ef-

fort.

The jury deliberated only
2Vz hours before finding the

defendants guilty on all

charges.

The foreman of the jury

stood and pronounced
"guilty" 21 times, finding

each of the three guilty on
three charges of murder and
four of robbery.

The defendants face up to

25 years to life in prison

when they are sentenced

Oct. 14.

After refusing to par-

ticipate in most of their two-

month trial, the defendants

gave closing arguments
Tuesday and labeled the

robbery a just act in their

"war" for black liberation.

But Kenneth Gribetz, the

Rockland County district

attorney, said. "Politics has

no place in this court. We're
guided by the laws of the

state of New York and not

barbarism."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Student

Loan Marketing Associatk>n, the nation's

largest investor in student loans, an-

nounced Wednesday it has picked Brandeis

University for its first commitment to

provide financing for non-insured loans.

The association, also known as Sallie Mae,
said it will provide Brandeis, located in

Waltham, Mass., with a $2.5 million line of

credit to make loans under the university's

innovative tuition prepayment plan.

The tuition prepayment plan at Brandeis

enables parents to borrow funds to prepay

the full four-year cost of a college education

and freezes that cost at the tuition rate in

effect during their children's freshman

year.

Brandeis will make loans to parents using

the $2.5 million line of credit. The loans,

which will be made at an llVi percent fixed

interest rate, will be repaid over eight

years in monthly installments.

Sallie Mae President Edward A. Fox said

additional lines of credit may be offered to

other colleges and universities with similar

programs.

Cardinal Medeiros returns to

coronary care unit after angina pains
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BOSTON (AP) — Cardinal Humberto
Medeiros, 67. moved back to a coronary

care unit at St. Elizabeth's Hospital early

Wednesday after feelmg pains in his left

shoulder, and physicians diagnosed his

condition as angina.

He was treated with nitroglycerin when
an electrocardiogram showed some changes

in his heart rhythm, according to Frank
Sidlauskas, a spokesman for the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Boston. The
cardinal was resting comfortably afterward

and was free of symptoms, Sidlauskas said.

Medeiros was scheduled to be released

from St. Elizabeth's Hospital later this

week, but Sidlauskas said that no longer

seemed likely.

Several times since the start of the

summer, church officials have denied the

cardinal was considering retirement.

Medeiros had been moved to a regular

ward Tuesday while recovering from a mild

heart attack he suffered early last week.

The cardinal has diabetes and hyper-

tension. It is his sixth hospitalization in the

past 18 months.

Born Oct. 6, 1915, in Arrifes, the Por-

tuguese Azores. Medeiros came with his

parents as a teen-ager to Fall River. Mass.,

where he was later ordained a priest.
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SupplEMENTAl HEAlrb BeneFIts

For UMass StucIents
The health benefit plan supplements services covered under the Stu-

dent Health fee provide comprehensive coverage at reasonable cost.

Coverage: Coverage is for medically required hospitalization and

specialty services not available on campus, extended mental

health consultation and emergencyaccident and sickness

while the student is away from campus.

Eligibility: All students paying the health fee may enroll.

Cost: $120 for 12 months (9-1-83 to 8-31-83)

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's Office at University Health

Services.

Deadline. September 15th for undergraduate students.

October 15th for graduate students.

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS,
549-2671
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Topic-Focused Groups
Foil S«m#st«r 1963

Relationship Sl^ill-Duilding Group
Learn the art of meeting others and developing friendships

Mondays 3:30 - 5:00

Stross Monogomont Group
Presents effective coping techniques to decrease and
nnanage anxiety

Wednesday 3:30 - 5:00

Duiimio Group
A group for women who binge-purge
Wednesdays 3:30 - 5:00

Exploring Intlmocy:

Dovoloping Moonlngful Roiotionship
Examines common communication and intimacy
problems that hurt relationships

Tuesdays 3:30 - 5:00

Soif-Estoom Group
Learning to stop self-criticism and allow self-confidence
to grow
Tuesdays 3:30 - 5:00

Mental Health Division - University Health Sorvlcos
Register from Soptombor 12 to Soptombor 30. For Informa-
tion, or to apply for a group, coll 345-2337, or como to Mon-
tol HoQith Sorvico, 127 Hills North, Unlvorslty of
Mossochusotts.
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Mike Carpenter, a
bicycle club racer at

the University

ofMassachusetts,

stretches on a
cannpus lawn before

his workout.
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YomKippur: a Jewish day of atonement
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

For the Jewish people, it is a day of

atonement, a time for forgiveness for sins

committed before God and against one

another. It is Yom Kippur, and it begins

Friday evening.

"Yom Kippur means 'day of atonement'

(in Hebrew)," UMass Hillel Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter explained. "The notion of

repentance is not only to feel sorry but to

resolve to act differently. Although it's a

serious holiday, it's not sad.

"It enables us to start a new year with a

clean slate."

Yom Kippur falls on the 10th day after

Rosh Hashanah. the Jewish New Year,

UMass survey

shows problem
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The eating disorder, anorexia nervosa, is a

potentially serious problem at the

University of Massachusetts, according to a

random survey of four hundred female

undergraduates conducted last year.

Based on how the individuals said they felt

about their weight, eating habits and diet,

the survey taken by Karen Comstock, a

former graduate student, roughly forty

percent said they felt they were over-

weight.

An even more alarming statistic was that

eighteen percent met the criteria for

Bulimarexia, a sub-category of anorexia

characterized by massive food binges and

then followed by self induced vomiting to

purge the body of food in order to stay t hin.

The survey agreed with similar ones taken

at other Universities around the country,

said Diane Wolfe, Director of Health

Education at the University Health Ser-

vices.

"This is the first survey of this kind taken

here and I would say the numbers are very

high, "she said.

A Bulimia group for women who "binge-

purge" is starting up this month at UMass
out of the Mental Health Division of Health

Services.

The experience of anorexia, which now
effects over 500,000 women in the United

States was the subject of a film shown

Wednesday in the Student Union ballroom,

called I Don't Have to Hide.

About thirty women and a few men at-

tended the film and some stayed after to

take part in discussions about it and the

problems of anorexia which is now the

fastest spreading psychosomatic disease in

the United States, according to the film.

The film, made by a former anorexic,

explored the private world of a bulimic,

following her disease from its beginnings in

childhood to its worst point a^an adult and

her efforts to cope with the terrible internal

problems that no one knew about.

Although the subject of the film solved her

eating disorder by attending group

therapy, most of the participants in the

discussions felt the film did not provide

answers or a cure, but rather only

illustrated the cause and the effects.

Most of the discussion revolved around the

shame associated with anorexia and the

problems with getting help.

that begins 10 days of repentance.

"It's a day that is traditionally observed

by fasting and meditation," Perlmutter

said. "People look at their lives and assess

where they are and where they would like

to be."

All holiday services, sponsored by Hillel,

are free and open to the public, except for

the "Break-the-Fast" for which there is a

$2.50 charge, payable by noon today at the

Hillel Office; room 302 Student Union

Building, or the Kosher Dining Commons
in Southwest Residential Area. The meal
v^rill be served in the Commonwealth Room
of the Student Union Building, and all

other activities will take place in the

Ballroom.

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES, YOM KIP-
PUR 1983

7 p.m. F^'riday Kol Nidrei service

10 a.m. Saturday service

3 p.m. reading and discussion. Book of

Jonah
4 p.m. group exercise, "Looking back,

looking ahead"
5:30 p.m. Neilah service

7 p.m. "Break-the-Fast" following above
service.

*Lemon law*wouldgive fullrefund

Conflict to be

discussed at

teach-in tonite
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

The conflict in Central America will be

the focus of a teach-in at 8 p.m. tonight in

the Student Union Ballroom at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts. Participants include

Charles Clements, an American doctor

who practiced his profession behind

guerilla lines in El Salvador.

Other speakers include Janet Schneck of

the North American Congress on Latin

America and Colonel Samuel Dickens of

the Council for Inter-American Security.

The U.S. Department of State is sending

Peter Sarros, a representative of the

department's Central American desk.

"This is a good opportunity for people to

hear both sides justify their positions on

U.S. involvement in El Salvador," said

Peter Brown, program director for the

UMass Commuter Collective, who is spon-

soring the teach-in. About 70 percent of the

program's $1,800 cost came from fundrais-

ing, he said.

Clements is a former pilot who flew in

the Vietnam war. He graduated from the

University of Washington School of

Medicine in 1980, and has been working

behind rebel lines in El Salvador for a year.

The teach-in is part of a series of events

for five college students that is exploring

the role of American aid and involvement

in Central America. Earlier in the week,

the parents of John Horman, who disap-

peared in Chile during the 1973 rightest

coup that brought Augusto Pinochet to

power, spoke at Smith College. The film

"Missing," based on the Horman episode,

was also shown.

Other events to come include a panel at

7:15 p.m. today at Hampshire College and

the Chilean folk Singer Daniel Viglietti at

7:30 p.m. next Monday at Amherst Col-

lege.

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

A consumer rights protection bill passed

by the Massachusetts Senate Wednesday
could give consumers a full refund on new
cars if approved by the governor later this

year.

Tagged as the "lemon law," the bill

would provide a full refund of the purchase

price, if the same defect on the car was
repaired three times, or if the car had been

in repair for 20 or more days.

After one of those conditions is met, the

consumer would then be able to file a writ-

ten complaint with the manufacturer. The
manufacturer would then attempt to

resolve the matter; if the resolution were

unsatisfactory, the consumer would then

be entitled to sue the manufacturer.

The bill, sponsored by Rep. John Olver

(D-Amherst) and the Massachusetts Public

Research Interest Group (MassPlRG) was
passed by a voice vote and must go through

further routine enactment votes in the

state Legislature before it can be submit-

ted to the governor for approval.

"This is clearly a consumer-related bill

that will give an option to someone who has

purchased a new car that simply can't be

prepared," Stan Rosenberg, an aide to

Olver said, adding that the senator had

been pushing for the bill since its inception.

Many area car salesmen favor the bill —
Bob Cahillane, of the Northampton

American Motors dealership, for instance

said, "It protects the consumer — we back-

ed it" — but some note that the bill is not as

necessary as it might seem.

Alan Kalisch of Hampshire Toyota in

Northampton said, "It's alright with me,

but honestly, I can't see that it is going to

help us out much. Not only do Toyotas have

very few problems, but more specifically.

I'd like to see the law with more s{)ecificia-

tions — like if a person's cigarette lighter

breaks down three times do they get a new-

car? Now that's extreme, but. . .

."

Some dealers have clearly not thought

about the law that much.

"Yeah, 1 suppose it's okay," said a dealer

from Baggeta Honda in Northampton who

declined to give his name.
"We have a one year 12,000 mile

guarantee, though, so I guess it wouldn't

affect us much."

Liberals few,

survey says
Students at the University of

Massachusetts are shifting towards a more

conservative political stance, according to a

survey conducted last spring by the

Student Affairs Research and Evaluation

Office.

Asked about their political views, only 24

percent of the first year students said they

were liberal. Some 20 percent of the

students called them.selves con.servative,

and 56 percent said they were middle-of-

Ihe road.

The majority of students surveyed when
entering UMass in 1979 endorsed the

legalization of marijuana, whereas one- half

or less of the other samples taken since

have agreed that marijuana should be

legalized.

The (randon sample) survey of first year

students was based on questions from an

annual survey from the American Council

on Education given to entering UMass
students. Some 320 students participated

in the survey.

Joe Lenkarski, a
Physical Plant

mason, chisels away
at an old concrete

pillar. The concrete

pillar will be replace-

ed by the brick one

pictured on the

right side of the

photo.

CoUtyxan pHolo fry Drew Ogurr
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Clothes taken
Umass Police reported three arrests Wednesday, and a

theft of clothing valued at over $300.

A basket of clothes was taken from in front of Gorman
dormitory Saturday, but reported yesterday.

Two of the arrests were on default warrants for motor

vehicle violations, and the third was for driving while in-

toxicated. William K. Batchelder, 27, of Conway, Mass.,

was stopped on Massachusetts Ave. at 1:08 a.m., and

charged with DWI and speeding.
- GREG BROWN

Applications dueFri.

The deadline for submitting applications for the Oct. 15,

1983 Graduate Record Examination is Friday, Sept. 16,

1983. The fee is $29 for both the General Aptitude Test

and the Special Subject Test. The Graduate Management

Aptitude Test will be given on Oct. 22, 1983. The deadline

for applying for this exam is Sept. 19, 1983. For additional

information, contact J.S. Toyama at 545-3424.

Zoe Tamerlis to speak

Zoe Tamerlis will speak on "Curfew: USA," a political

motion picture which she has written, in which she por-

trays the protagonist Una Horn, at 10:30 tonight in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Tamerlis will speak following a panel discussion. "The

War in Central America."

Trustees voting today
The University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees is

scheduled to meet at 2 p.m. today at the Waltham
Experiment Station, and its tentative agenda will include

moving on the appointment of Dr. Deirdre Ling to the

position of vice chancellor of University Relations and

Development, and the awarding of an honorary degree to

former Gov. Edward J. King.

The Trustees are also expected to consider granting

tuition waivers for exceptionally talented students, and

discussion into the continued financing of a remote sensing

project by UMass scientists is also scheduled.

University officials said yesterday that the meeting is an

important one because of the budget battle between the

Board of Regents and the legislature. The Trustees are

expected to develop a strategy to ensure that UMass will

get its share of the higher education budget.

The Trustees are also slated to discuss personnel action

for several staff members, and a long-range plan for

University Relations and Development will also be con-

sidered. Several faculty members will also be considered

for tenure.

"Bay State Basics" to

help new students

Secretary of State Michael Joseph Connolly recently

announced the availability of a new booklet prepared by his

office to give direction and assistance to college students.

The booklet entitled, "Bay State Basics 101, A Student
Guide to Living in Massachusetts", is a reliable and helpful

source of information on state government that provides

answers to many questions students may have living in

Massachusetts.

The 28-page booklet is organized according to 18 areas of

interest. The subject areas, ranging from obtaining

financial aid to the dates of state holidays, are indicative of

the concerns and questions of many college students.

Watch outforhotspots
The Physical Plant advises that care should be taken

when walking or parking over steam manhole covers,

which can be hot. The covers found on roads, sidewalks, in

parking lots and grassy areas give access to underground
steam transmission lines, and other equipment that give

off heat and vapors.

WMUA show on CMe
"Chile: Democracy betrayed" will be aired at noon on

Sunday. Sept. 18 on WMUA, the University of

Massachusetts student radio station.

The one-hour documentary is a narration focusing on the

1973 coup in Chile. The report will include testimony from

persons involved in the coup, and listeners will be informed

of developments that have occurred since the coup.

Rep. atF.S.O. today
A representative of the Social Security Administration

will be in the Foreign Student Office. 239 Whitmore today,

to take applications for Social Security numbers for new

foreign faculty members, researchers, and students.

To apply, one must appear with visa documents and a

passport. Those with the J 1 visa should report between 9

a.m. and noon, and those with the Fl visa will be seen

between 1:30 and 4:30 p.m.. Those unable to report today

can apply for a number through the office in Northampton

or Holyoke.

MassPIRG joins new U.S.PIRG
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Student's from the University of Massachusetts chapter

of the Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG) united with members from 26 other state

PIRG chapters this summer to form a national

organization, U.S.PIRG, based in Washington, D.C.

Ron Lavigne, chairperson of the UMass chapter of

MassPIRG, said the creation of a national PIRG shows "the

ability of students to be organized and to represent

common concerns that all citizens face, both in

Massachusetts and around the country."

Lavigne said U.S.PIRG will "help in passing certain

pieces of legislation" through the federal government and
"starts the opportunity to lobby on national issues."

MassPIRG. which lobbies mainly for consumer and en-

vironmental issues, has grown quickly in the last year,

Lavigne said. Students at six colleges voted to establish

chapters of MassPIRG on their campuses last year, raising

MassPIRG's membership to 17 chapters with over 50,000

students, he said.

Along with MassPIRG's growth last year came two major

lobbying victories passage of the bottle bill and a

Massachusetts "Superfund" to clean up hazardous waste

sites around the state, Lavigne said.

"We want to continue that growth this semester so we

can continue to do the work we've done with the bottle.

bill," he said.

U.S. PIRG will now concentrate on passing a national

bottle bill now in the Senate, Lavigne said. Pushing

legislation that would require creation of a national system

for recycling bottles and cans will take a lot of time and

effort. Lavigne said, "but it's a lot easier than having to

pass it separately around the country."
,
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points members to an attorney general search committee
next week.

Ferris was appointed acting attorney general by the

SGA Coordinating Committee on June, after Ahem decid-

ed that the recommendations of a search committee last

spring were invalid because of "a shortage of applicants."

"It's important that we appoint a position like this that

we do a good recruiting job," Ahem said.

Nitzsche replied that "the proper process was
followed," by the search committee last spring. He also

reminded senators that it took almost until the end of the

semester to appoint all the members to the search commit-
tee at that time.

Ahem said he intends to start another search process,

despite the senate vote, since the final decision on At-

torney General appointments are ultimately his.

"Naturally, I consider the Senate's vote valuable. I

know how a lot of people feel, and I'll be talking to a lot of

senators about this," Ahern said. "But while this goes on,

nobody's job gets full consideration."

In other business last night, the Senate appropriated

$2,000 to help sponsor a Pow Wow presented by the

UMass American Indian Students Association, to be held

this weekend at the campus pond.

Delivery from: Sept. 18 - Dec. 14

Please till out torm and return with chieck made payable

to: RON HUBERDEAU
P.O. BOX 959
.M4HERST, MA 01004

?-7 7009 PAYMENT MUST PRECEDE
"*

DELIVERY START DATE

WOtCESTEK 1 HAMPSHIRE'
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IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUTARMY ROK?

It s the perfect time.

You re a freshman, right? And you want
to make college a real learning experience'

Well ROTC can add a valuable

dimension to your college education A
dimension ot leadership and manage-
ment training. And that'll make your

degree worth more.

ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too.

Plus, the opportunity to graciuate

with a commission and
begin your future as an
officer.

For more informa-

tion, contact your

Professor ot Military

Science

ARMYROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

For more

information contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

Parking Lot Sale

Saturday
Sept. 17th
9:30 AM
4:00 PM

Close out on
cleats - sneakers - running shoes

FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

377 Main St., Amherst 253-3973

Retail Price Our Price

17.95 9.00

21.95 11.00

20.96 10.50

19.95 10.00

4.95 2.50

15.95 8.00

Oh Pascal!

Statistics - Freedman
Microeconomics — Mansfield

Income, Employ. & Econ. Growth - Peterson . .

.

Intro. Lectures on Psychoanalysis -- Freud

Jewish People, Jewish Thought -- Seltzer

History of Western Music -- Grout

French Review for Reading Improvement

Confessions of St. Augustine -- trans. Warner 2.50 1 .25

Democracy in America - de Tocqueville 3.50 i .75

Norton Anthologies Discounted 50%

Norton Critical Edictions Discounted 50%

Casseirs Foreign Lang. Dictionaries Discounted 50%

Xlky^3fSi^9h^
<\

^ NEW BOOKS AT HMf nU

DowB Uic nunp M
71 N. PiMauit St.. AMkorat

OiMo: Mon, Tnw . Wed, Srt.

Than.. A Fri. 10-S

A Small Sample of our Wide Selection and Fabulous Prices

We also carry Shakespeare, Bronte, Hawthorne,

. Yeats, MOton, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Onwell, Mumford,

Plato, DuBois, Brown, Conrad, and many other

classical and popular authors and titles in ad

subjects. Everything in our store is Discounted 50-70%

University Store's

Textbook Annex
for all of your course books - new or used

ANNEX HOURS -

Opening Week

Monday 9 am - 5 pm
Tuesday 9 am - 9 pm

Wednesday 9 am - 9 pm
Thursday 9 am - 9 pm
Friday 9 am - 5 pm

Saturday 10 am - 3 pm

Located in the

Physical Plant Building

University of Massachusetts
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CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK!
HP11C

$75.00
org. List 90.00

Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools

Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP- lie Slim-line Programmable Scientific

HP - 12C

$99.00
org list 120.00

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-15C with its

powerful functions and advanced

programmability eliminate your most tadious

calculations.

Matrix op>erations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert /delete editing

RPN logic, Continuous Memory, and

liquid-crystal display CP="

HP15C

$99.00
org list 120.00

iFallBlBBl

I! TTTlMr """" ij^

riasOMAi

o I A i n

HP - IOC

$59.00
org list 70.00

Hewlett-Packard's lowest-priced

programmable ever! The new HP- IOC
scientific calculator can make problem
solving easier with:

70 Program Lines, Conditinal Branching

Built-in Trigonometric and Statistics Functions

RPN Logic, Merged Keycodes
Continuous Memory
Liquid-Crystal Display

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-16C can

save you time with its built-in functions and

advanced programmability

Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal

conversions and operations

Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program lines or 101 16-bit data registers

Sets word size, 1's and 2's complement, unsigned modes
Floating-point decimal mode
RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and liquid-crystal display

(EE) pq pn (?q pq fiq pq pq (Tq r-l

pq pq P'4 F>] pn m pq pq fxin
[Tj n BP pq pq 1'

1 foq rq pq ( -1

HP16C

$99.00
org list 120.00

OPEN Men 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Thur 9-5

Fri 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
SMSTORED

eapin Leprechauns *^

It's Halfway St. Pat's Day!

^Thurs. Sept. 15^

Representatives St Prizes from

Guiness Et Harp
Guiness d- Harp $ 1. 75

Irish Music 9 pm - / am
Hungry Hill Band

Webster's Lounge in Plumbley's

Restaurant Open Daily

11:30 ann - 10:30 pm

Webster Lounge
open 4 pm - 1 am

Valley's Best

Sunday Brunch

10 am - 2 pm

Happy Hour

Mon - Fri

4 pm - 6 pm
Wed. 4 pm - closing

niK
oil the common

AmluT^r C 'enter • 2S'^-^S,Sh

75' Domestic Beer
We pour 12 oz. draft

Everything Else

50^ off!

Thursday, September 15, 1983, Collegian
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ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON. MASS

Western Mass. Premiere Daily at 7:00 & 9:00

IH^M^.

"A SUPERBLY ENTERTAINING AND
STUNNINGLY ORIGINAL HUM SURPRISE."

'ONE OF
THE GRANDEST
ENTERTAINMENTS
OF THE SEASON."

iR •'-». PETER GnEEN/WWAY

\*rf!l:itf.li:L*lt1^mikJ!l4«lllJr1

Boyden Bowl

FREE DOWLING
Clip this ad for one free game

(when you bowl one game at $ 1 .oo i^eprular price)

Good Friday's and Saturday's Only
Boyden Ten-Pin Lanes (at Boyden Bfisement)

One free game per customer only .

Op)en Bowling:
Mon-Fri 4-10:30 pm Sat 1-7:30 pm

BIN 187 n« st.« amlierst

F\ne dining in an
atmosphere which savors

the quality of a country
Amherst setting.

Clubs, social groups and
special functions are

always welcome.

RED BARN
STEAK
HOUSE

SIRLOIN STEAK.
FILET MIGNON.
SIRLOIN TIPS
LOBSTER PIE
PRIME RIB
All entrees include garden salad, assorted

rolls & butter, choice of rice pilaf, baked
potato.

Enjoy evening
entertainment, favorably
priced coctails in our cozy
Hayloft Lounge.

Interested in the Arts?

Read This!

You may be eligible for a 9 credit tuition-free opportunity in Arts Manage-

nnent: a 3 credit course, fall 1983 followed by a 6 credit practicum, spring 1984.

INTRODUCTION TO ARTS MANAGEMENT

topics Marketing and Public Relations Presenting Arts Events

Fundraising Working with Boards and Volunteers

Arts Grantsmanship Audience Development
Membership

eligibility Sophomore, Junior and First Year Graduate Students

ACTIVE Participant in Presenting Arts Programs on

Campus Must be Interested in Continuing Participation

in Arts on Campus after 1983/1984 Academic Year

Applications Enrollment limited to 10 students. Now available at Arts

Council Office, 125 Harter or AES, Tower Library

Deadline. .
. September 19, 5:00 p.m. Notification September 23

This course is instructed by the Arts Extension Service, Division of Continuing Ed

Opportunity for student enrollment is made possible by the University Arts Council

contact Arts Council Office (545-0202) or the Arts Extension Service (545-2360)

This Fall We've Got It All!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

Bamboo

BLINDSPOSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
Earrings. Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc.

INDIA
PRINT

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

INDIA SHORT — QUIRTQ - 4 RO
PRINT SLEEVE |-OniniO - H.UU

20% - 50% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

Dally 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton • Thurs Night til 9 pm

MCl^/iNTILE
AMHEtST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES
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HA^IMGAn OMGl
*TME HAPPENING U.MASS DANCE CLUD"

TTEHVUlRSoSlElPTtS

j^.

museum a/wv^Aa

^ ZisfgOE PI2AFTS 8-^

SAT 9//7 12ERLIM AiRUFT^
fRetTHAFTS ^-9

USED ACADEMIC
PAPERBACKS

OVER 20,000 IN STOCK
ALL SUBJECTS

Save Money on UsecI Books
AT

ThE VaUex Book Shop
CARRiAqE Shops

Downtown AmNerst
OpEN 10-1^:70 Mon-FrI, 10-7 Sat

12-4 Sun ;49-60;2

KE ZS a:s zs 2S zs zs zz zs

I

uhs StucIent DepencJent

HeaItIi BeneFIt PIan
Coverage: This plan includes all services available to students

under the Student Basic Health Plan and the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan. This is comprehensive
coverage.

Eligibility: Dependents of students enrolled in the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan.

Cost: $175 for the Fall Semester, regardless of number in the

family.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's office at Uniwersity
Health Services.

Deadline: September 15th

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS
549-2671
3c zg 3g -ag ^aa Jgzz zs zg
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8.30 PM -1.00AM
RACK- A-DISC

ADMrSSION $1.00
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SPONSORER
J

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Open Mon. 9-5

Tues. Wed. and Thur. 9-9
Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-3

TEXTBOOK REFUND POLICY
If you purchase an incorrect title you may return it for a refund
within seven calendar days of the first day of classes.

Thereafter, incorrect titles may be returned within 48 hours of
purchase providing the book is new and unmarked.

1. Textbooks from dropped courses may be returned during
the month of September for the Fall Semester and during the
month of February for the Spring Semester. Returns must be
made within 48 hours of dropping a course. You must present
your receipt and a copy of your drop form dated and validated
by the Registrar. Any new books must be unmarked. Summer
School and Wintersession books may be returned during the
first week of classes only.

2. Keep your receipt. Refunds on textbooks cannot be made
unless the register receipt accompanies the book.

3. Do not mark your book if you think you may have to return
it. A return will not be allowed if the book is in an unsatisfac-
tory condition. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE A RE-
FUND AT ANY TIME.

4. Always have your current I.D. available. This is required for

any refund transaction.

5. All defective books (caused by the publisher, i.e. missing
pages, etc.) will automatically be exchanged at any time during
the semester In which they were purchased.

Ijc^-j books will be bought during the week of finals each

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy
Tobacco
Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film

Film Processing

Docks
Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks
Paper

Newspapers
Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcom
Umbrellas

Many other items available

545-2528

Located in the

Student Union*

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
8:00 am to 10:00 pm

the

mini Store

EDITORIAL/OPINION

RANDOM NOTES
As the leaves be^in to turn color, the campus once

again comes alive with its diversified masses. The
>buildings are filled with excited chatter as

everyone gets reaquainted with University lifestyle. The
new semester fills the air with anticipation. "That
gorgeous person in last years' Econ. class may finally

notice me!", "This time I'm definitely going to make
Dean's list!", "Starting now, I'm going to party 'till I

drop!" Last year's inaccessible is confidently considered
obtainable this time round. As students return or arrive

for the first time, mixed feelings surround the campus.
Freshmen observe their environment nervously, wonder-
ing how they will ever find Marston Hall by 9:05 the next
morning. Sophomores knowingly commiserate on the D.C.
food, and Whitmore's mistakes. Juniors relax, sigh, and
ready themselves for another semester, for the first time
seriously considering visits to Goodell. Seniors frantically

battle or admission to that silly Rhetoric class of final E
core somehow forgotten but needed to graduate in May.
The Campus Center buzzes with welcome activity once
more, as students, faculty, administrators, and other state

employees eagerly prepare to face the chaos and good
times another semester at UMass will bring.

— by Anneke Shuman

Letters
Peaceful coexistence a must
To the Editor,

The collective rage of the American people versus the

Soviet Union for the downing of the Korean passenger
airliner is finally diminishing. While perhaps bolstering

our sense of nationalism, it is vital that the careful student

of international affairs not be swayed by the anti-Soviet

hysteria.

Rather than being convinced, as Mr. Reagan would have
us believe, that this is definite proof of Moscow's wret-

chedness, I would like to advance an alternative

proposition. While in no way minimizing the gravity of the

incident, could it be that the jet was destroyed because

decent American-Soviet relations have been destroyed? In

other words, in a Cold War continuously fanned by the

self-serving media of each of the superpowers into a state

ol perpetual tension, tnen weapons come to replace

dialogue. The energies of hatred flowing so profusely

toward the Soviet Union would be far more beneficial if

transformed - for when have relationships based on con-

tempt ever produced good? The planet's very survival

hinges on peaceful co-existence.

R. Jay Allain

Instructor of Sociology
Fisher Junior College

War Powers Act is ignored

A real freshman orientation
The UMass tour guide had given too many tours

that day to groups of confused freshpersons

who hadn't much of a clue of what was going on at

the University. He was tired of pointing out the same
buildings and rattling off the same facts and figures, and
during his last tour he decided to let his cynicism gjet the

best of him, and do something different.

Instead of telling the new students meaningless bits of

information, he would tell them some of the things he had
learned in his seven years as an undergraduate, so they

Josh Meyer
could avoid some of the traumatic experiences he had to

endure in that first and most formative year of his

academic career.

"First of all, DO NOT look skyward at the tall

buildingfs or stare at the video TV programs in the Cam-
pus Center for a prolonged period of time. — people will

take you for either fools or freshmen, and you will be ap-

proached by members of crazed, fanatical cults out on

recruitment drives.

- don't buy tickets to any UMass football games,

schedules for the five-college bus service, or passes to

ride on the Campus Center escalator. These are all

FREE, and people are just trying to take advantage of

you.
- when dealing with any members of the administra-

tion, if you don't get what you want immediately, jump
up and down, yell and scream, and ask to see the person

in charge. They'll think you are obviously right, and

they'll do whatever you ask of them.
- always, but always, get everything in writing, even if

your advisor says you don't have to worry about it. On
this campus, take nothing for granted or you're liable to

get screwed in the end.
- when asking for directions, beware of people telling

you to go towards the Campus Center miniature golf

course or bumper car arena, or anything else that sounds

absurd. They don't exist.

- don't bother to go to the Dining Commons early on

days when they advertise roast beef or chicken cutlets

(pucks). If they always seem to be out of them, that's

because they never really had them in the first place.

They just neied you to use up your meal plan. Also, those

machines they use at the DC's to "verify your status" do

nothing at all. They just figure that anyone stupid

enough to wait in line that long for food that bad must

have really paid for it.

- student ID numbers are given out arbitrarily, and

mean nothing. They only separate those with numbers

from those without them.
- the computer at Whitmore is never "down" or out of

order. Staff persons are just sick and tired of students

who don't have a clue, and wait in line an hour to ask one

stupid question.

- always take a shower in the dorms in your sneakers -

in the past, many contagious diseases have been spread

through the shower stalls.

- "Better late than never" DOES NOT WORK with

professors, if you enter or leave late, they'll remember
you. If you don't go at all, chances are they'll never

know. .

- nobody can leave class, walk to lunch, eat, and make it

to their next class on time, so tell your professor that

when you walk in twenty minutes late.

- core divisions are non-existent categories. Not one

person on campus can tell you the difference between a

"C" and a "D" core; the administration just needed to

keep some staff people busy over the summer making im-

aginary distinctions.

- "Back-to-school" sales at local stores are almost

always twice as high as their regular prices. Merchants

know that students need to, and will, buy something of

importance no matter what the cost. They don't have a

choice.

- most withdrawn library books were either stolen

'

years ago, or never catalogued in the right place at the

beginning, so don't even try to find them.
- don't worry about not having a key to a dorm. When

encountering security personnel, smile confidently, and
as you walk briskly by, jangle any set of keys you might

have. They'll never even think twice about it as you pre-

tend to run for the elevator.
•- and last, but definitely not least, cheer up! No matter

how trying your first few weeks may be at UMass,
remember that everybody here is really trying to help

you, and that when you look back on it, it just may be the

best year of your life. And if it seems that nothing at

UMass works the way it should, just think of the PVTA
bus service — despite how complicated a job they have to

do, they always come through. Or think of the swans on

the Campus Pond — why would they stay if this place

was so bad?

And remember that there are many others who are in

the same boat as you, and just as anxious to meet people.

So don't be shy — just say Hi!.

• With that finished, the tour guide let out a small

chuckle of amusement, and looked over the group of

now-confident, but still new students. "Don't worry," he

said. "I was just kidding. It's not nearly that bad. Most of

what I said isn't completely true in the first place. Just be

a little more observant of what goes on around here than

you would have been if I hadn't told you about this

stuff."

As the group scattered, one of the students could

swear he heard the tour guide offer a pretty young co-ed

the opportunity to see the "top-secret" recreational

palace and gambling casino on the 28th floor of the

Library tower. He started after the couple, to ask the

guide if it really existed. Then he stopped, snickered to

himself, and walked away in the other direction.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

To the Editor,

I quote from the War Powers Resolution, Title 50 U.S.

Code 1976:

1. President's Executive Power as Commander-in-Chief;

Limitation.

The Constitutional Powers of the President as Com-

mander-in-Chief to introduce United States Armed Forces

into hostilities, or into situations where imminent in-

volvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the cir-

cumstances, are exercised only pursuant to

( 1

)

a declaration of war
(2) specific statutory authorization, or

(3) a national emergency created by attack upon the

United States, its territories w possessions, or its armed
f(HH:es.

2. Congressional Legislative Power
Under article 1, sectM>n 8, of the Constitution, it is

specifically provided that the Congress shall have the

power to make all laws necessary and proper for carrying
into execution, not only its own powers but also all other
powers vested by the Constitution in the Gk)vernment of
the United States, or in any department or officer thereof.

Violations: Lebanon, El Salvador.

The Sovereign Power of the United States rests with its

People.

Ken Tomkinson
VeroBemch

Florida
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Tlieii get in on the gn)und fl(x)r in oiir undergraduate officer

commissioning pn)gram. V'ou could start planning on a career like tlie

men in this ad have. And also havie some great advantages like:

Earning $1(X) a month during the sch(X)l year

As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic

training during two six-week summer

sessions and earn more than $1100

during each session

Juniors earn more than $19(X) dur-

ing one ten-week summer session

You can take free cKilian flying lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

If you're looking to moive up quickly, look into the Marine Corps

undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off

making more than $17,000 a year

nmttqmove
mqidddy?

Maybeyou can beoneofus, ^^=^

Duck Rock:
it'sbody music
DUCK ROCK (Island Records)
Malcolm McLaren

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Bfalcolm McLaren likes to stir things up. In 1974 he

formed the Sex Pistols and punk rock was bom.
McLaren's musical exploits (which also include activating

Adam Ant and BOWWOWWOW) are paralleled with

equal iconoclastic consequence in London's mod fashion

scene, where, along with Vivienne Westwood at World's

End Boutique, McLaren was the first to "do" leather and

studs, zippers and pirate shirts and ripped, knotted

clothing. What McLaren does and plays and wears in Lon-

don today, the youth of America will be sold on in two

years, and adopt with feverent (albeit hollow) enthusiasm,

no matlier how much Elvis Costello bitches.

McLaren's latest musical endeavor (some would say ex-

ploitation) is encapsulated on his new LP Lhick Hock.

McLaren's conception of rock music as ultimately

pagan/spiritual led him to such varied climes as Peru,

Zululand, Columbia, Appalachia and even the South

Bronx in search of...(pause) The Beat. Armed with what

looks like the Primal Tunebox (complete with fake fur,

feathers, and antlers), McLaren collaborated with musi-

cians from around the world. He mixed rap music and

merengue with webo and scratch, jump rope chants with

square dance calls, and then laced it up with the slick

World's Famous Supreme Team d.j.'s and their buffalo

girls who call in on the ray-dee-oh.

DiuJc Rock's music is almost hypnotic. It is people music,

body music, stuff that anyone who listens to can "hear".

The variety in the cuts, both in musical content and in

origin, serves only to affirm McLaren's musical premise.

Duck Rode crosses artificial barriers and reaches for

something universal in the music.

Yes, the music. Different cuts will strike your fancy.

Besides the best-known "Buffalo Gals" and "Double

Dutch", other prominent songs are "Jive My Baby Jive"

(sung by Zulus), and "She's Looking Like a Hobo".

Some of Dvck Rock is funny. Zulus, who were delighted

by McLaren's Sex Pistol stories, sing:

A Sex Pistol

That 's what I am
I punk it up

I'm a Sex Pistol Man
in both Zulu and English simultaneously.

As a boy-wonder, McLaren has a few flaws. Self-

restraint is obviously not his strong suit. In some bits of

the Latino songs (particularly "Merengue") his exag-

gerated treatment of lyric twists the songs into almost far-

cical dimensions. For one who claims such noble aspira-

tions, any such hint of ridicule, even if self-aimed, is unfor-

tunate. In addition, the attitude McLaren displays on the

lyric-cum-explanation sheet in Dtu^ Rock is blandly

derogatory and even chastening toward the "spiritless"

Northern Europeans, whose musical traditions are

pointedly not represented on the album. If the scope of

Durk Rock is as international as moLaren claims, then

why deny its power to those who must come by it second-

hand?

These are minor (and perhaps even intellectual, God for-

bid, flaws which have little to do with the quality of the

music. EK) try some Dttcfc Rock for a digestable change of

pace. Just don't expect to be able to sit still while you
listen; for, as McLaren sings on "Merengue":

"Don't be frightened...

Moving's so contagious..."

SEVEN CHAPTERS
OF PHILOSOPHY

FORTOMORROWANDA
ROCKCONCERT TONIGHT

^m^
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See your Officer Selection Officer, 1stLt Auman when he visits your campus, or

call him at (203) 722-2168.

YOUCANDOm
It gets down to what you want to do and what you have to do. Take the free Evelyn

Woods Reading Dynamics lesson and you can do it - handle all the work college

denrwnds and still have time to enjoy college life.

You can dramatically increase your reading speed today and that's just the start.

Think of the time, the freedom you'd have to do the things you want to do. For

twenty years the ones who get ahead have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to

read for today's active world - fast, smooth, efficient.

Don't get left behind because there was too much to read. Take the free Evelyn

Wood Reading Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically increase your reading

speed and learn about advanced study techniques in that one free lesson. Make the

college life the good life. With Reading Dynamics you can do it.

l»»»J •»Tl

Free Introductory Classes on Campus Today -

Location
University of Massachusetts
Campus Center Rm. 903

9-15 Thursday 1 PM, 3 PM, 5 PM, & 7 PM
9-16 Friday 11 AM & 1 PM
9-17 Saturday 11 AM & 1 PM
Choose the Day and Time Most Convenient
For You Reservations Are Not Necessary
For further information call: (617) 237-3722
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Reunion Tour • Jorma and Jack

NOT TUNA
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In Spr( '<iald • November 3rd. ^
Tickets on sale Next Week ^
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I Town water reserves appear to Be
|

I AdEouATE foR tNe faU AMd sNoiild remaIn I

i so, pROVidEd WE Avoid EXTRAVAqANT |

I USAqE. I

i You CAN IfElp TO ASSURE tIiAT OUR SUpp- |

I ly doES NOT bECOME dEplETsd by obsERV-

I
iNq tNe foUowiNq:

I
- TaUe bRIEfER skoWERS §

i - Turn oFf TAps whEN not In use |

I
- Report water IeaUs to: |

I HousiNq Maintenance OfficE {f-O^lO) |

I
OR, PhysicAl PUnt (9-0600)

|

I — BARRy Simon I

I ENERqy CoORdJNATOR I
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JUST For ThE Fun oF It!
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^

There's no place like downtown Amherst. Massachusetts.

NOW YOU CAN ROLL

WITH THE BEST!

(j^l$ Jlolkotn
Blended Virginia Cigarette Tobacco
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SORORITY

RUSH
Skpt 21-28

Main keatlrk inclides

Friendship

Social activities

AcADi:.VIIC ASSISTANCE

Home like atmosphfj^e

Leadership development

CoMMlMIV INVOLNEMENT

Register Now on the
Campus Center Concourse

•>»——••—•••—•*» [>——
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMaM organizations.

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING - The Music Theatre Guild will be having

their first organizational meeting of the semester. Topics

to b^ discussed are the Fall show, "Grease," financial

status and activities for the year. 7 p.m., Campus Center.

ZAMIR MEETING - A meeting for all those interested

in working ZAMIR, the Israeli radio show on WMUA
(91.1 FM). 7:30 p.m., Hillel Office, Rm. 302 Student

Union.

YOM KIPPUR BREAK-THE-FAST - Deadline to sign

up and pay $2.50 for the Yom Kippur Break-the-Fast is 12

noon at the Hillel office or at the Kosher Dining Commons.
Hillel Office, Rm. 302 S.U.
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EXCITING 1983
MINUTEMAN FOOTBALL
^HOME OPENER - Sat. Sept. 17

1:30 P.M. Kickoff

UMASS vs.

HOLY CROSS
CRUSADER
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Superbad by G.H.
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After The Fall by R. Miller

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

Hbr OOMT wORRr
ASOUT IT, KE£P
THE CHANGE
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THOUiANO DOLLAR BILL?
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1 AM MONiTORiMO

I LUV LUCY
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JUST IGNORES ME.

Valley Girls By Alice

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie
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DAILY CROSSWORD MUZZLE
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ACROSS 45 Hehos 17 Legendary City

1 Downs 46 avis 22 Mark of

6 Kind of alarm 48 Some cargo ships distinction
1 1 Lordly lodgings 49 Parisian pal 23 The merchant of

13 Delight, 50 Unreactive Venice
by Roberl 52 with It' 24 Certain cooked
Sherwood 53 SwashbucKle clam

15 In reality 54 In reality 28 Forefathers
18 Event setting 58 Kind of type 31 Motor attachment
19 A way the 59 Uniform feature 33 Pouch

wind blows 60 Amerran artist 35 —Whales
20 With great John 36 There are keys

appetite 61 Puts up to these
21 Defeat a bridge 37 Nips in the bud

contract DOWN 38 Renter s sign

22 Affectionate
. Most lacile 39 Commonly

demonstration 2 Roost for a 40 French salad
25 Nevada resort roasf ingredients

26 See 19 Across 3 Ditto 41 Type of build

27 Imbue with spirit 4 Wood sorrel 42 Glassmaking
29 Royalty, in Madrid 5 Had a date with material

30 Exactly 6 round 44 Easy mark
32 Someone (Shoots) 47 Soviet

(belonging to 7 Hurly burly cooperative
another) 8 1 have but one 51 Poi base

34 One of a pair to lose 53 Very dry. as
35 Thompson of 9 As yet champagne

"Family 10 Whatnot 55 Sociable'
36 fvletaldisk 1 1 Makes the grade tieverage

38 Milksops 12 Barren 56 Fed agcy in the
42 Douglas 14 Play parts news
43 Turn turtle 16 Antagonist 57 Summer shade

^H 1 iHI^I'' 7 8 <) )0 ^^^^1
i^^^fn ^^^1

15 16 1719 HH^°

•i4 ^s St, s;

ss HH'''*

^^^^bO ^^^^l**' ^H

Graphics Poste-up

Trainee positions available

No experience necessary

Apply at

Collegian Graphics Department

Room 113 Campus Center

Tonite at 6:00 p.m.

Graphics Meeting

Tonite at7:00p.m.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on roll

Spinach Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Baked Chicken
Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce
Sausage Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables

andTofu
Baked Chicken
Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Today and tomorrow sun-

ny and cool high in the mid
and upper 60s. Tonight,

clear and cool, low in the

40s.

Maine — Mostly sunny
Thursday, highs in the 50s

north to 60s south. Mostly

clear tonight, lows in the

308 north to near 40 south.

TODAY'S
PUZZLE ANSWER
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ATHLETIC TRAINER
Amherst College seeks a (stu-

dent) for the fall season. In-

dividual must be dependable
with first aid background and
taping experience. Contact
Joseph Stanitis - 542-2363 days

The UMass Chorale is

looking for

A FEW GOOD MEN
and some outstanding women,
For auditions and information

come to rm. 277

Fine Arts Center

Thurs. 15th 1-2:30

Fri. 16th 2:30-4:30

or call 545-2227

Thurs.

f/(S-D*l?

VIDEO SIDEWALK CANOE RIDES
PARACIIUTIi .JUMP - NOON

LIBRARY l,AWN

REFERRAL VIDEO & JAZZ
FAIR HAPPENING

llbrsrjr laws ffcat«tiiigi

(rain location- hawlcy hoaacy**
atvtfcat anion *«tlic glrla tape**

baUraam)
alaa appearing {.b. ^irykcr qnartct

•«tlic nlnlatcr af the hatch
nilalnffarmatlan** student anion
10 a.ni.-3 p.m. 8 f

SI NCI M- lUDY POLAN

NOON - WOR(:iiSTi;R !).{

1 I'M - LIBRARY LAWN

the 4th annual

everything you need
to make yourself feel

at home sale.

.

Lami ttUWlrt>tt«Mi»

Desk Lamps, Wall Lamps, Table
Lamps, Floor Lamps, Hanging
Lamps, Bed Lamps, Pin Spots,
Hi Intensity Lamps, Clamp Lamps,

100 Watt Swing Arm
Red Black White Brown Beige

Reg. 21.95
NOW

TAPESTRIES^^
Bedspreads^O
Hangings >^|^
Hundreds to ^^/' w!
choose from ^^w\\hi
200^M^

RUG
Cotton Weaves,
Straws, Naturals

S*ripes, and
Oriental

STARTING AT

795

BAMBOO SHADES
All sizes for windows or room dividers

ART PRINTS
Matisse, Picasso. Monet, Renoir and others!

RECORD CRATE KITS
Made of all natural wood, two great sizes.

PILLOW LAP DESK
Perfect for car. home, or dorm.

WASTE PAPER
BASKETS .1.95

GLASSWARE
Save By the Dozen 890
SOLID COLOR MUGS 1.88

BEER MUGS 1.19

HOOKS, HANGERS, WINE
GLASSES, TEA KETTLES,
COFFEE MAKERS, BASKETS,
SOAP DISHES, WINE
RACKS, WINDOW SHELVES,

SA VE 20%
A/OW/2®^

Sale ends Oct. 2

Open 10-6, Mon-Sat
OPEN FRL TIL 9:00

SUNDAY 12-5

Downtown Amherst A Store-full of Ideas

Thursday, September 15, 1983, iCoilegJan is

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight
sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

dietsi Call UHS
549-2671 ext 181.

Starts Sept. 29.

Preregistration by
Sept. 27.

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION
Music, TIfEATRC, Dance iNSTRUCTioNS

REqisTRATioN ENds FRidAy Sept. 16

OldCkApEl ;4»-0»19

POSTER CONTEST
INTERNATIONAL GALLERIES

1) J Posters For $10.

2) LoCaI yEAR ROUNd SERVICE

J) Over 1 ^00 iMAqEs

4) FramInq ANd MATTiNq AT low prIces

AMHERST
CARRIAGE SHOPS

949-1798

vs.

STUDENT UNION
POSTER SALE

1) 7 Posters For $11.

2) 9 dAys oNly

7) 600 iMAqES

PLACE YOUR VOTE AT
INTERNATIONAL GALLERIES

SPECIAL STORE HOURS
Mon9-5 Tue&Wed9-9 Thur & Fri 9-6 Sat 11-4

SPECIAL

TEXTBOOK
Hours

Located in the

Physical Plant Builc::ng

Mon Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed, Thur 9-9

Sat 10-3

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Canti *

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IS consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Audi 100LS 4 dr-4 spd-PS-PB 25 mpg
good cond 546-1387 1-596-6886

1968 VW Bug Solid floors. AM/FM. New
exhaust. Dependable. $600. 256-8068 (An-

dy)

1977 Camaro 6 cyl. auto PS PB good
cond. $2695 call aft. 7 666-2125

81 Omni AM-FM stereo, rear defroster,

Rusty Jones - Brian 253-9879, 256-0453

CASSETTES
~

Cassettes for sale - all new $3.00-$6.00

Rolling Stones, Who, and many others

546-6666

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjoclteys and hands from dorm parties

to rrwjor concerts guaranteed 256-0739

Midrange Productions - Professional

Disc Joclceys Reasonable Rates 253-3980

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS #99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

Bruce Lee Enter the Dragon Mon 9-19 7, 9,

11 CCA. $1.50

FOR SALE

Honda Passport a small motorcycle goes
up to 50 mph excellent condition new
750.00 sale price 400. 253-7666 evenings

Couch Chair & Bar good condition best

offer call 549-5619

Refrig - 7 cu ft Early model G.E., good
cond. Works great. Used in dorm for 2

semesters. $100 549-7719

Moped excellent condition great for school

$400 or best offer 549-2628 Paul

Sanyo Refrigerator dorm size $40. Col-

umbia 10 speed bike $80. Yamaha Guitar

acoustic $40. Soundesign Stereo System
includes 8 track recorder, AM-FM Radio,

turntable. Call 549-4370

FOUND

In 106 Hint - eyeglass case. Call Dave at

546-5611 and describe contents. Please

claim, as I will feel guilty about keeping it!

HELP WANTED

7 Coordinators wanted for womens
leadership project. Experience with ad-

ministrative, organizing, communications,

womens issues required. 10 hrs/week, 3.35

hr. Applications: 422 S.U.B. Deadline:

9-16, 5:00 pm Affirmative Action /Equal Op-

portunity Employer. Info: 545-0341

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment

ar>d serious attitude essential. Vocals

helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attKude

pro's only. Call 54^4003 after September 8 .

Experienced reliable childcare sought

for four yr old. Afternoons call Carolyn

253-3162

People's Market, a cooperatively run

whole foods market now taking applica-

tions for hiring for fall semester 83. Work
involves minimum 10 hrs. weekly atten-

dance of mandatory weekly meetings and

committment to cooperative work. Peoples

Market is an affirmative action equal oppor-

tunity employer. Work study and nonwork

study UMass students can apply. Applica-

tions available at Peoples Market in S.U.B.

and must be returned by Fri. Sept. 16 3 PM

Kitchen help wanted: work in exchange

for meals. Contact Paul or Gary at 253-9071

Pert time farm help wanted for after-

noon work. Opportunity for good houriy

wage near UMass. Call 549-0016 between

7-9 PM
Dependable students needed for

newspaper delivery in dorms. Eariy mom-
ing. 7 days a week. Call 253-7009

Students to sell ice cream flexible hrs

good pay call aft 7 pm 549-2731

Work for a Change on hazardous waste,
acid rain and consumer protection.

MASSPIRG, the states largest public in-

terest lobby, is hiring permanent and part

time staff for public education and fund
raising. Opportunities for travel and ad-

vancement. $135-225/week plus benefits.

Hours 2-10 M-F. Will train. Call Jill 256-6434
9-2

Part time work for caring people needed
immediately in Northampton/Amherst area

to do light housekeeping chores for the

etderiy. Flexible hours. Interviews will be

held locally. For appointment call Profes-

sional Care, Inc. collect 733-1132 EOE

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice

Msss Fsir Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-

ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225+ /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am ^^
Earn $600 a semester, enjoy home cooked

meals, call 546-2150 ask for John Mac

On campus non work study M-F morn-

ings 7-12 AM start now call 546-5669

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom & shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2098

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 400F good condition $600 paul

549-2628 after 6

MRS. MOPED

Boy we're finally back. No more Ma
Bell no more Route 96 no more
lonliness. I love you always - Trycle

PERSONALS
~

Nomination papers are available for all

undergrad senator seats in 420 SUB.
Nominations are due 9/23 at 3 pm, sharp.

Women and minority students are en-

couraged!

DAVID
The semester is finally here.

As long as we don't procrastinate too
much we should do well I Thanks for a

wonderful summer. I love you. Jill

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples, Femily Therapy.
Pyschological testing. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 546-0041

ROOMMATE WANTED
2 roommates needed come to 140D Britt.

Manor after 6 PM
Roommate wanted, studious type Cliff-

side Apts. $130/month 666-4644

Looking for male to share apt in

Southwood $115 month must be willing to
share expenses call 256-0623

Room available in Brittany Manor for

two responsible females call Jackie
256-0037 keep trying

Looking for mature female roommate
to share 2 bedroom apt. in Sunderland no
pets $175. a month plus utilities call

549-6448

SUNGLASSES

High guallty Raybans by Bausch a
Lomb. Great for skiing, ethletic ac-
tivities and general wear low price free
adjusting call Bruce 549-2879

WANTED
~

Someone to trsnslate a short letter to

Greek please call Carol 256-6387

WANTED TO RENT

Muaical Group seeks large heated rehear-

sal space in Amherst/ Hadley area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.

Room wanted Sunderiand preferred

666-3104
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UMass spikers Fly high to

shutoutAIC in season opener
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - They were flying up 1-91 last night.

After a stirring win over American International College

(AIC), the University of Massachusetts women's volleyball

team was flying high.

All they did was take on AIC — A team that UMass had
to struggle to beat last year. All they did this year was
crush them enroute to a 15-3, 15-4, 15-4 straight sets vic-

tory (best 3 of 5 games).

"We crushed them," said a very happy head coach

Elaine Sortino. "We looked terrific out there. Everybody
looked good."
Massachusetts put together one of those nights in which

everything just fell into place. The serving was there. The
defense, blocking, transition, and passing was all working
at full tilt.

And when AIC picked up the ball and started many of

the nights long rallies, it was UMass that disappointed the

good-sized AIC crowd by winning the rally.

After all, how can you cheer for a team that only scored

1 1 points all night?

It was UMass that earned the cheering this night. The
Minutewomen started an experienced lineup. Junior set-

ter Patty Grant along with soph Leslie Smith, soph Sally

Mahar, soph Anne Ringrose, and juniors Kirsten Smith

and Joanne Siler gave AIC lots of trouble.

And when Leslie Smith moved to the back row, speedy

little Debbie Cole came in, served well and played great D.

"We picked up a lot of balls and the blocking was
great," explained Sortino. "Leslie (Smith), Kirsten (Smith
— no, they are not related) and Jo (Siler) were a wall

(blocking)."

And the offense was nothing to sneeze at either. Grant
served seven straight points in the first game and Cole

served six in a row in the second game. Mahar also woke
up one AIC player when she spiked a ball off the girl's

face. The ball sailed high up in the air.

Not as high as UMass is now though.

"They're flying," Sortino said after the match. "We're
psyched for Friday. We're ready to host the tourney."

The Minutewomen will host their own sixteen team
tourney, the UMass Invitational, on Friday and Saturday

in Boyden gym.
After two weeks of triple sessions and another week of

practice, to come out and dominate AIC has the spikers,

owners of a spotless 1-0 record, ready and willing to play.

That's if they ever come down.

Orioles, White Sox and who-knows-who

in theNL in Une for pennants

AP Laacrphoto

John Shelby of the Orioles slides in with his se-

cond stolen base despite Red Sox's Ed Jurak. The
Sox slid out of the race early.

By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The "locals" from Boston have been buried, and as the

dirt settles on the Fenway Park tombstone, the only solace

comes with watching the Captain finish with class, Boggs
winning the crown, and rejJizing that this year at least

they didn't wait until September to break our hearts.

So, while Haywood and Jean exchange dirty looks with

Buddy, Baltimore proves it can win without Earl Weaver,

the White Sox run away and hide, and the National

League divisions are up for grabs.

The Orioles are five games up on their closest challenge,

the Detroit Tigers. BUly Martin's return to the Yankee
soap opera has made New York no better than third at this

point, seven back, while Milwaukee doesn't seem to have

the gusto and Toronto fades away.
Baltimore will probably hang on as Detroit doesn't have

the personnel or experience to pull off the upset. The O's

didn't see Weaver ranting and raving on the dugout steps

but did see pitcher premier Jim Palmer do a stint in the

minor leagues. They pulled together as good teams will

during the period that they should have unraveled.

Milwaukee never should have traded Gorman Thomas to

Cleveland, therefore giving away one of the Brew Crew's

top fence busters. Don Sutton hasn't panned out as

counted on and unlike Baltimore, the Brewers couldn't

persevere when Sutton started losing and their top man
Pete Vuckovich went down with injuries.

The Blue Jays were fun to watch and wonder about but

they slowly lost their hopes. Manager Bobby Cox and his

platoon system worked and made fans realize that there

are now two gfxxl Canadian baseball teams, but Toronto

never was quite the same after Dave Winfield killed the

seagull during warm-ups last month.

Not much can be said alx)ut the A.L. West, except that,

barring the sudden reappearance of Mrs. O'Learys cow,

the Chicago White Sox have their tickets set for the

playoffs. Chicago has a new slogan, "Win.iing Ugly Is the

Miracle On 34th Street." Very appropriate.

Chicago has wide variety of offensive weapons from
Ureg Luzmski and Carlton Fisk to Tom Paciorek and Ron
Kittle. This complements a pitching staff that features
five starters in double figures with wins.

The Royals, pine tar or no pine tar, have been on a
steady slide for a while and this race was over before any
stretch drive began.

On the other side of the standings, the National League
East has provided baseball with another dream race. No
less than four teams have flip flopped within two games of
the top and the title be there for whoever gets hot. Besides

World Champion St. Louis, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and
Montreal are all a breath away. The parity, i.e., mediocrity

of the four teams has caused the bunching. While each has

plenty of talent, none has been able to win consistently.

The Cardinals basically have the same team. The return

of Lonnie Smith from drug problems and consistent play

of (jeorge Hendrick have brought the champs back from

drifting away last month.

With Gary Carter, Andre Dawson, Tim Raines, and AI

Oliver, the Expos are formidable enough. They also have a

17, 15, and 14 game winners in Steve Rogers (perhaps the

best hurler in the N.L.), Charlie Lea, and Bill Gullickson

respectively but have no big lead to show for it.

The Phillies, meanwhile, have been in chaos all year,
with general manager Paul Owens coming down from the
front office to manage and star Mike Schmidt's slumping
batting average as concerns. Still the Phils have managed
to win enough.

Pittsburgh was probably the least figured to be alive at

this stage when the season began. The Pirates though
have unveiled another close knit team that could carry

them to the playoffs as in the case of the '79 "We Are
Family" team. The Pirates have gotten a big lift from
rookie pitcher Jose De Leon, who has four times gone over
five innings with no-hitters. They suffered a giant loss in

batting leader bill Madlock, out with a torn muscle.

The West is again a two team race and Atlanta has
again slumped, allowing Los Angeles to slip into first. The
questions this year are that if the Braves can rally back
like last and if the Dodgers kids can handle stretch
pressure.

The Braves have not only lost their lead but also
superstar Bob Horner with a broken wrist. All-everything
Dale Murphy will have to pick up the slack and even Chief
Nagabuchi's war dances on the dugout may not save the
Braves.

On the other hand, the Dodgers will have to prove that
their young talent is unyielding in late September, early
October. It's up to Mike Marshall, Greg Brock, and Steve
Sax among others. Luckily, Sax has learned how to throw
trom second to first again and is placing well. I^ewcomer
Rick Honeycutt also is a big plus and his pitching success
or lack there of will be a big factor, while veterans Bill

Russell, Steve Yeager, Burt Hooton, and Pedro Guerrero
are the ones that have to show late season cool and con-
fidence. More than ever, level heads rather than level play
could make or break L.A.

Photo coartcay of Sporta laforaution

Kirsten Smith was part of a wall that shut
down AIC as UMass won their season opener last

night.

Ohio St. at UMass
The University of Massachusetts field hockey team will

finish their Big 10 swing when they host Ohio State today

at 3 p.m. at NOPE. UMass defeated Northwestern,
another Big 10 school, in their season opener, Tuesday,
1-0.

Iowa, yet another Big 10 team, ended the
Minutewoman's year last fall with a 1-0 double overtime
win in the national quarterfinals.

Coach Pam Hixon expects that her veteran team, one
with seven seniors, will play well against Ohio State.

UMass hasn't faced the Buckeyes in over two years.

Liberty leads 1-0
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) Liberty and skipper Dennis
Conner outsailed Australia II and its winged keel Wed-
nesday, winning the first race in the 25th defense of the

America's Cup as the challenger suddenly lost speed on the

final turn.

It was the race anticipated all summer, and despite the

final margin of 1 minute, 10 seconds, for much of the

overcast afternoon it was one of the most intense battles in

Cup history.

There were six lead changes, and the predicted patterns

didn't hold. The American defenders outsailed Australia n
on the pivotal fourth leg, upwind where the challenger's

keel was supposed to be an advantage. But the Aussies

caught Liberty on the fifth leg, downwind, where the

defender's speed was supposed to be the difference.

The race was decided heading for the sixth and final leg of

the 24.3- mile course.

The two boats were engaged in a fierce gybing duel, with

Liberty ahead at the fifth mark, when Australia II veered

off and stopped almost dead in the water as her crew

struggled to drop the spinnaker for the race to the finish.

By the time the Aussies recovered, Conner was 35

seconds ahead, too much for Australian skipper John

Bertrand to make up over the last 4.05 miles.

The time for the winner was 3 hours, 26 minutes, 55

seconds. That put Liberty up 1-0 in the best-ofseven

series, which Conner has predicated he will win in four

straight.
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Parents claim racism stalls repairs
BY MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Students and faculty with children at the

University of Massachusetts claim a "subtle

racism" is preventing the completion of the

renovations and opening of a University

day care center.

The center has the largest percent of

minorities than any other center in the

area, said David Zuccalo, director of the

North Village Children's Center.

Zuccalo said 50 famUies have been going

without child care for two weeks while

renovations continue past the September 6

opening date.

Zuccalo said the University, which

Speed traps to

be publicized
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts police will

begin taking a new approach toward cat-

ching speeders this fall: they plan to

broadcast the locations over local radio

stations.

The orojfram. which could start as early

as next week, is what the department feels

is a positive, up front approach to motor

vehicle and pedestrian safety.

"It's our job to provide a s^e environment

for pedestrians," said Director of Public

Safety Gerald O'Neil. "However, safety

shoud be of concern to everyone."

O'Neil said the department believes that

if radar locations are known then drivers

become more safety conscious, thus

lowering driving speeds. In 1982 the

University police investigated over 275

trafic accidents and approximately 900

persons were stopped for speeding, he said.

The department's main concern is

Massachusetts Avenue, he said. However,
officer locations will change daily with

public complaints. The officers are now
better equipped to handle speeders since

obtaining several new hand-held radar

units. O'Neil said.

"There are several roads which have

been improved. Since they are in such good

condition they can encourage speeding.

With 24,000-plus students in such a small

area, risks concerning pedestrians are

great. With new equipment and this

program we hope to minimize the risks."

The stations which will carry the an-

nouncements are still unknown. Those

interested in broadcasting police radar

location may call Robert Joyce at 545-0893.

supervises the center through the child care

office, "has not been too responsive' to the

Cfnier's situation.

Parents had to be repeatly told the center

would not open on time, he said.

"Many parents have spoken to me and to

my staff, and said that the lack of

responiveness is rooted in some (Subtle)

racism," he said.

Marie Reid, former director of the Office

of Planning and Budget, and whose son and

niece are supposed to attend the center,

said other parents are thinking of filing a

grievance against the University 1 because of

crowded staff working conditions and
because two and thiee year olds "have so

many strange oeople babysitting them"

that they are getting confused, she said.

"There are a lot of hispanic and black

people using the center. I don't know if

that's why we're being dumped on or

because ther are a lot of students there

also." Reid said.

No one in the administration, physical

plant, or housing services was available for

comment.
Zuccolo said parents have been taking

their children to work and some to classes.

"It's very stressful. Single parent families

are really hurting," he said. Some parents

are sharing time by taking turns missing

classes or work, he said.

Zuccalo said he had to hire plumbers who
are arking overtime in effort to complete

the renovations.

!5*^

I

Collegian photo by Drew Ogier

UMass parachute Club member Larry "Peak" Alston descends near

the Campus Pond during a demonstration yesterday •

Cage renovations still in works
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Architects designing the renovation

plans for the Curry Hicks Cage at the

University of Massachusetts revealed

Thursday the final scheme to University

administrators, physical education
department personnel and Student
Government Association (SGA) leaders.

The Boston-based firm of Childs, Ber-

tram. Tseckares and Caaendino. Inc.

proposed a March 1984 constructk>n date

for the estimated $2.3 million project. The
plans are as follows:

A two-story addition will be built to the

south side of the building, to include an

exterior ticket window, an entrance foyer,

a trophy case and concession stand.

Bathrooms and locker rooms will be

situated on the right side of the addition,

with offices and locker rooms on the left.

Open walls will lead into the Cage itself.

Three sets of unfolding bleachers and one

movable set will seat 4,000-plus patrons

inside the Cage; seating on the mezzanine

level will be replaced and moved forward to

provide better sight lines. The ceiling will

be painted and a concrete slab, sythetic

surface and movable wood floor will cover

the current dirt and gravel base. A syn-

thetic track wiU circle the floor.

While a new entrance will be built for

concert-goers at the Cage, architects noted

frequent removal of the new floor could

"I didn't know all the reasons because the
physical plant is beyond my con-

trol...Whitmore is the only one to put
pressure on people." and they have not
done so, he said.

Zuccalo said some parents have called

Whitmort' for assistance, but only those
people who work in the administration
building received a response, he said.

Reid said the administration "is trying to

be cooperative. 1 don't know if they have
that many options. 1 just hope something
gets done," she said.

Zuccalo said the parents were reimbursed
for the unavailable day care they paid for.

but "that still doesn't solve the problem.
They still need daycare." he said.

LongRange
Plan reworked
By TAMl BORTON
Collegian Staff

A "reworked version" of the University of

Massachusetts' long range plan was
recently submitted to University President

David C. Knapp.
The announcement was part of an

opening school speech given by Chancellor

Strickland, associate to the chancellor.

The most important part of the new plan,

according to the speech, is a Campus
Planning Council to be appointed soon

which will assess "the goals and objectives

for the campus as a continuing process,"

Duffey said. He also asked the department

heads and vice Chancellors questions he had

about faculty to student relationships.

enrollment, demand for courses within

various departments, classroom availability

and scheduling, Strickland said.

Pointing out the these are not questions

to be specifically addressed by the new
plan, Stickland said the major revisions

deal with the academic aspects of the

proposal rather than student affairs or

administration and finance.

The reworking of the plan came at the

request of the Massachusetts Board of

Regents to present "a more detailed ver-

sion" of the plan submitted last spring by

former Provost Loren Baritz, Strickland

said.

Using suggestions of the regents, Duffey

worked with members of the Faculty

Senate, which must approve the new plan,

to complete the revision, she said.

Chancellor Duffey was unavailable for

comment as to the status of the plan, but he

said in his speech Wednesday that although

UMass President Knapp has received the

plan, it will be subject to debate before final

approval by the regents.

Strickland said she was unsure whether
the plan will have to be approved again by

the University Board of Trustees. Copies

have been distributed to the board and

other constituencies, incfuding the Student

Senate, she said.

cause damage, so that most likely not many
conerts will be held there, they said.

H.J. Littlefield, director of facilities

planning at UMass, said objections to the

fee were simply a reflex of any group faced

with such an increase.

"This fee increase won't hit for almost

two years if it goes through, which I

suspect it will. This gives those who will

begin paying for this facility the op-

portunity to enjoy it." he said.

Littlefield said he suspected the plans

would reach approval from the Building

Authority and would go to the Board of

Trustees for deliberation and debate by I

early November. v«.
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Sorry folks! Because of technical difficulliea last night in

the production of the massachusetts Daily Collegian, we
are not able to bring you an entire edition. Watch for a full

paper Monfuy.

IT Corp. ffles

treatment plans
BOSTON (AP) - The IT Corp. of California outlined its

plans Thursday for a $50 million plant to treat more than

150,000 tons of hazardous waste a year in the central

Massachusetts town of Warren. ....
Two documents filed with state officials revealed that

the company plans to build on about 200 acres of land it

hopes to lease from the Massachusetts Turnpike Authon-

ty about midway between Worcester and Sprmgfield.

Robert Buck, a spokesman for Stop IT, said his group

was still determined to block construction of any plant in

Warren.
"In principle, the whole concept of a toxic waste treat-

ment plant is not a good one," he .said, adding that he

would prefer to see industry reduce the annual production

of waste at the source.

Despite the local opposition, company officials said they

had settled on the Warren site and are not considering any

alternatives, primarily because the Warren site offers

direct access to and from the Turnpike over a restricted

private road.

"This action today represents a significant commitment

by IT Corp. to move ahead with the next phase of the

Massachusetts facility," John Schofield, senior vice presi-

dent, said at a Boston news conference.

Schofield said the company would persist even though it

is being sued by the town of Warren and Stop IT. The

company also has not yet reached agreement with the

Turnpike Authority on a lease price, and Schofield said the

two parties were far apart.

The papers filed Thursday with the state Department of

Environmental Management and the Hazardous Waste

Facility Site Safety Council, begin a lengthy approval pro-

cess.

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

Music, TliEATRE, Dance instructions

REqisTRATioN ENcIs FRidAy Sept. 1

6

OldCkApEl »4»-0»19

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE GREAT riEW SEASON
1983-84

SUBSCRIBE now Sf SAVE UP TO50%
ORCHESTRA

Boston Symphony
Seiji Ozawa conductor

Warsaw Philharmonic
Misha Dichter piano

Springfield Symphony
Jean Pierre Rampal flute

DAMCE
Houston Ballet

Complete Sleepinq Beauty
Company of 44withi
orchestra

Murray Louis Modern Dance
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal

EVITA
Broadway

M usical on Tour JAZZ
Stan Getz Astrud Gilberto
Ramsey Lewis /Wynton Marsalis

Johnny Grifrm/Chico Treeman

VARIETY
Judy Collins

M ummenschanz
Ballet rolkloricode Mexico

CHAMBER
Guarneri String Quartet
Cleveland Quartet
Springfield Symphony
Maurice Andre trumpet

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

rive College Students Half Price

For More Information

&e MASTERCARD VISA ORDERS:
(413) 545 2511

Bo« Office: Mon. Trl. 10a.m. to 4p.m ^
FineArts Center Concert

'AiiA'-H^Jjt

LU
ycampuTER
R
H
5

37 Bufram Rd Pelham (TIR

ES3-SG73

AMHERST'S NEWEST
FULL-LINE

MICROCOMPUTING
STORE INCLUDING

RENTALS AND SALES

TERMINAL RENTALS

HAZELTINE
80 column
12" Monitor

Cursor Control

Numeric Keypad
$150. PER SEMESTER
Or purchase at special

sale price of $499./ $529.

COMMODORE
40 column

12" B&W T.V.

Cursor Control

Graphics in local mode
Use as a Terminal,

microcomputer or T.V.

$135. PER SEMESTER

Above rental prices do not include sales tax,

deposit, or optional delivery fee.
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Qt D^Qutiful Aiumni Stadium Amherst for

EXCITiNG 1983
MINUTEMAN FOOTBALL
^HOME OPENER - Sat. Sept. 17

1:30 P.M. Kickoff

UMASS vs.
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Alcohol consumption questions raised

University Health Services,police

sponsor alcoholawareness seminar
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

On Jarmary 17, 1976, S9-year-old John

Mott walked into the Milford Keg in

Milford, and between 6:30 and 7 p.m.,

dmuned six White Russians, six glasses ofa

comtnnation of vodka, Kahltui and milk.

Bartenders asked him to leave when he

became unndy. He complied. An hour later

he was seen at a tavern across town, where

he ordered and was served rtwre drinks.

He climbed into his car around 10 p.m.

but did not arrive home before he

sidesuriped pedestrians Joseph Samino and

his 9-year-old son, John, cau^ng injuries to

the father and immediate death to the boy.

Samino got up and raced across the street

to obtain help while Mott sat in his

auicmiobile, intoxicaed at a level more than

tvrice the legal limit.

On July 25, 1977, 17-year-old Thxmas

Theole walked into Gordon's Liquors in

Waitham and emerged with a six-pack of

beer sometime late in the afternoon. He then

wenX home, ate dinner, and left, to meet some

friends. D u,ring this time he drank three or

Coltegi— gr«>liic by Rkk H—cocli

fcmr beers and entered his car. Shortly

thereafter, he struck and killed Professor

David Zilberman, S9, of Waitham, who was

bicycling down Crescent Street.

Described later in court documents as

"youthful and beardless," Theole did not

shmu an identification card proving he was

of the legal drinking age, then 18.

The drinking age in Massachiusetts has

since then risen to 20.

Who is at fault? Theole and Mott? The

bartenders or counter attendants for serv-

ing them? The parents of Theole, who was

then a minor?

Local bartenders attending an alcohol

education and awareness seminar held

yesterday at the Blue Wall were concern-

ed. And curious, because more and more

victims, the court dockets show, are suing

not just their defendants, but package

stores and drinking establishments.

The Theole case, for instance, established

a legal precedence stating that liquor

stores can be held responsible for injuries

sustained from the sale of alcoholic

beverages to minors, a decision upheld in

August by the Massachusetts Supreme

Judicial Court, which awarded Zilberman's

widow, $200,000.

Approximately 40 local tavern owners,

bartenders, bouncers, waiters and
waitresses attended the seminar offered by

University Health Services (UHS), which

has been presenting the workshop for the

past three years.

Chief Donald Maia and Lieutenant Dave

Janowski of the Amherst Police Depart-

ment and Carlene Riccelli, coordinator of

Alcohol Education at UHS, briefed and

quizzed the group on enforcement issues,

blood alcohol levels, ways to contend with

alcoholic behavior and other difficult situa-

tions, such as "shutting off' the liquor in-

take of a person who has imbibed too heavi-

ly-

The discussion began with Jankowski

reviewing something that interested

everyone: legalities, which are as follows:

•Anyone drinking, transporting, or pur-

chasing alcoholic beverages be 20 years of

age, but persons 18 years of age or older

may serve liquor.

• The altering of licenses is punishable by

a $500 fine and up to five years in the state

penitentiary.

Those are the main offenses. What seem-

ed to trouble the group was where the

responsibility lay in stopping someone from

Collegian photo by Ann Lamery
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*lnmy opinion, tavernshave a duty

not to servepeople who are intoxicatedorminors,

l)ecause any amount can be dangerous,

"

-LLDaveJankowski

Amherst PoliceDepL

drinking, whether it is their business to do

so and what part they play in ensuring that

they are protected from lawsuits.

That can be pretty ambiguous. Say Mom
and Dad decide go out for a couple and br-

ing along their 16-year-old son, who, in the

opinion of the father, is old enough to

drink, and is the recipient of a few tall

ones, compliments of Dad. Say a college

senior walked into the Blue Wall with his

new first year student roommates and slips

them a few beers after buying three at the

bar? Say someone passes by the bouncer all

right but looks a little young to the

bartender, or say a person has done drugs

before coming in and is put away after only

one drink?

The solution, Jankowski said, is many
times just as ambiguous as the situation. In

most situations, the bartender or server is

protected.

"If the bartender or bouncer has a

reasonable belief that the person is legal

than it is pretty hard to prosecute them.

But that's not the issue as much sometimes

as what the bartenders should do. In my
view, taverns have a duty not to serve peo-

ple who are intoxicated or minors, because

any amount can be dangerous."

•^
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Meal Times & Locations

WORCESTER, HAMPSHIRE

Sxzdiiast 7:00 am to 10:30 am

LuncM --11:15 cm to 2:00 pm

V^nntn. 4:00 pm to 6:30 pm

9"%

FRAWKLIN, BERKSHIRE [Monday thwagh TfUday)

Lunch- 10:30 am to

VinrnA. 4:00 pm to

[Satu/iday and Sunday]

Stanch 10:30 am to
V-innzA- 4:00 pm to

2:00 pm
7:00 pm

2:00 pm
7:00 pm

WELCOME
from

UNIVERSITY

FOOD
SERVICES

CAU-A-MENU:

5-2626

weeKeriD€R

••:.:•. ••:•:•. ••:,

WORCESTER AIJD HAMPSHIRE
COMMONS

As an alternative to
Sunday night, dine at
the WEEKENDER. Food
is extra special and
the cost is only a
little extra with
your I.D. card.

¥

4 : 30 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. m

HAWPPEW {Monday through TfuAay)

Ko&hcA VinMAi 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm

...... \^^

IF YOU ARE NOT ON A MEAL PLAN YOU CAN

PURCHASE MEAlS SEPARATELY OR BUY STRIP

TICKETS.

Cash Prices

Breakfast t2.00
Lunch »3.50
Dinner W.50

>*^..

In three locations:

WORCESTER open 7 AM - A PM

WHITMORE open 7 AM - A PM

HAMPDEN open 8 AM - Midnight

STRIP PRICE".

5-Day Breakfast Strip » 3.0Q
S-Day Lunch Strip tl5.75
5-Day Dinner Strip J20.2S
5-Day Kosher Dinner i2^.75

Open 7 da y

s

a ^e e k
The convenience store— a g'ood

place to pick up those little

foods and smdry iteis.

Hampden and Franklin also

offer hot coffee, doughnuts

and sandwiches.

Serving full breakfast, grilled items, and
f;f|^«- J^^*'

ouriakery offers pastries and decorated cakes to order.

Hours: Worcester and Franklin-
Hampden

- 8 AM
- 7 AI^

9 PM

9 PM

¥
¥
:^J

¥

^
^^MMMMMMMMMMMM^MMm¥M^
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Effects of acid rain are being tested
By WILLIAM HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Acid rain is a problem world-wide.

In Athens, ancient Greek architecture and outdoor

sculpture is being rapidly eaten away by acid rain after

surviving thousands of years intact. In New England,

many lakes, streams and reservoirs are becoming so acidic

they can no longer support life.

At the University of Massachusetts, an Acid Rain
Monitoring (A.R.M.) Project has been monitoring PH and
alkalinity in 1173 bodies of water across the state, about 25
percent of the total number of Massachusetts water
bodies.

A preliminary report released in June by Paul J.

Godfrey .director of the Water Resources Research Center,

based on April samples taken by approximately 800

volunteers in the project, indicates 82 percent of the

streams, lakes and reservoirs sampled are sensitive to acid

precipitation to some degree. Twenty percent of those are

considered "critical," based on low alkalinity reading

according to the report.

When the "buffer" of alkaline particles in surface waters

is depleted by acid particles, the water's PH drops rapidly

and fish and other aquatic life is threatened, Godfrey said.

He said the situation is "critical enough that something

ought to be done." Most of the acid particles that fall on

Massachusetts come from industrial centers to the south

and west, he said. Godfrey said he advocates congressional

action to alleviate the problem.

"ft's hard to say what kind of leeislation (is needed

because of political problems)," said Godfrey, but he said

he favors a 50 percent reduction in acid deposition from 36

pounds per acre to 18 pounds per acre. This would require

a 50 i>ercent reduction m emissions, he said.

I

The UMass Chorale is

looking for

A FEW GOOD MEN
and some outstanding women,

For auditions and information

come to rm. 277

Fine Arts Center

Thurs. 15th 1-2:30

Fri. 16th 2:30-4:30

or call 545-2227

.*••*•••••••
Reunion Tour - Jorma and Jack

HPT TUNA
AND

AND THE

in Springfield • November 3rd.

Tickets on sale Next Week
j i^ Tickets on sale Next week ]

Godfrey said he plans to release further preliminary

reports this fall and winter, with a final report due next

summer.

The June report listed 229 bodies of water in the sample
as "critical," 206 as "endangered," 250 as "highly sen-

sitive," 271 as "sensitive," and 217 as "not sensitive" to

acid rain.

Samples collected are sent to 75 laboratories at colleges,

water treatment plants, private businesses and industries,

and the Environmental Science Department of the

Audubon Society. The results are compiled by the A.R.M.
project.

A Laboratory Quality Assurance program is being used

to ensure reliability of results by sending "blind samples"

of known PH to laboratories for analysis, Godfrey said.

The program is similar to that used by the Environmental

Protection Agency(EPA), but is "more stringent than the

EPA's," he said.

The conclusions reached in the June report of the

A.R.M. project have been questioned by an Amherst
Record columnist.
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Town water reserves appear to bE |

AdEOUATE foR tIiE faU ANcI sIflOUld REMAIN |

so, pROvidEd WE Avoid EXTRAVAqANT
~

USAqE.

You CAN hElp TO ASSURE tIiat OUR Supp-

ly doES NOT Become dEplETEd by obsERv-

iNq tIie FollowiNq:

- TAkE bRIEfER skoWERS
- Turn oFF TAps wkEN not in use

- Report water lEAks to:

HousiNq Maintenance OfficE (9-0^20)

OR, PkysicAl PIant (»-0600) |— BARRy SImon I

ENERqy CoORdlNATOR I
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In an article appearing in the August 17th edition of the

Record, columnist Mike Rosenthal, an A.R.M. volunteer,

alleges that conclusions about conditions in some Hamp-

shire County waterways were released without supporting

data; that some samples he had taken had been lost and

that the "endangered" classification for the east branch of

the Mill River was based on an April sample which was

lost. He also alleges that there is a lack of scientific review

of A.R.M. results.

Rosenthal also questioned the validity of using "critical"

or "endangered" classifications based on a single month's

data, without a biological survey to determine the effects

of acidity on marine life.

In a lengthy rebutul appearing in the Record two week

later. Godfrey admitted losing Rosenthal's April samples

and basing the April classifications on incomplete data,

attributing this to a lack of staff.

Godfrey defended his classification system, saying

"scientific literature shows that water bodies with 0-2

mg/1 of alkalinity are in a very precarious or critical

position," but he did not directly address the lack of

scientific review.
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Our Price

9.00

11.00

10.50

10.00

2.50

8.00

Retail Price

Oh Pascal! 17.95.

.

Statistics - Freednrian 21 .95 .

,

^M Microeconomics - Mansfield 20.95.

.

lnconr>e, Employ. & Econ. Growth - Peterson 19.95 .

.

Intro. Lectures on Psychoanalysis - Freud 4.95 .

.

Jewish People, Jewish Thought - Seltzer 15.95 .

History of Western Music - Grout

French Review for Reading Improvement

Confessions of St. Augustine - trans. Warner 2.50 1 .25

Democracy in America - de Tocqueville 3.50 1 .75

Norton Anthologies Discounted 50%

Norton Critical Edictions Discounted 50%

Cassell's Foreign Lang. Dictionaries Discounted 50%

't>^^fiS^^/«W&'
I

|a SrTwII Sample of our Wide Selection and Fabulous Prices

We also carry Shakespeare, Bronte, Hawthorne,

, Yeats, Milton, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Orwell, Mumford,

Plato, DuBois, Brown, Conrad, and many other

classical and popular authors and titles in all

subjects. Everything in our store is Discounted 50-70%
While supplies last!

DowB Ui« rmnp at

71 N. Plcuant St.. Amkent
Open: Mob.. Tucs.. Wed.. Sat.

10-C

Tkan., A Fri. I0.«

The Collegian Photo
Department will be offer-

ing an orientation session

for new photog^'aphers at

8 p.m. Wednesday and
Sunday. Be a photojour-

nalist at New England's
largest daily newspaper!
Serious inquires only.

For more information

545-3500

contact

Drew Ogier Photo Editor

Dave Deuber Assc. Photo Editor

Location to be announced

!^ Mikon ^ kIwi ricoh cninonpcntax kodakcanon
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THE UTlJUL-SrARTEAM.

Q PUTON A UMFORNt.
fbmtes

. . .where all foods are

cooked to order. . .fasti

Horn* of th* 69'

V4 lb. Homburgorl

^M ^ «5S •itsS'fe. i, -. :^'diitU' ?* *^^-^^*'' «_;^

Choose from a list of over 40 items including:

Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Hot Cr Cold Grinders,

Seafood, Salads, Specialty Sandwiches

and an assortment of side orders including potato skins,

tacos, onion rings, chili, and fried vegetables.

FREE DELIVERY: (4 pm-clos*)

coll 236-0656
400 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

near the new Super Stop & Shop
on the Amherst/ Hadley line.

Headline news
-a half-hour daily newsshow -

seel^ people
withvideo experience.

Volunteers, Writers,

people with ideas.

Meeting:

7:30 p.m.Monday
C.C.Room 802

This Fall We've Got It AMI!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

Bamboo

BLINDSPOSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

1 Ffanh Robinson 2 Gnts
Gresnam 3 Bob Ueeker 4

Ray NdschKe 5 Ben
Davidson 6 Tommy
Heinsofin 7 John Madden
8 Billy Martin 9 Sieve
Mrerak to Oick Butkus tt

Boog Powell 12 Koichi
Numazawa t3 Jim
Shoulders t4 Matt Sneli 15

Deacon Jones 16 Mickey
Spillane 17 Don Carter 18

Boom Boom Geotlnon 19

Marv Throneberry 20 Bubba
Smith 21 Jim Honochick 22
Lee Meredith 23 Red
Auerbach 24 Rodney

Dangertield 25 Dick Williams

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
ABEER.ANDUESS.

BEDSPREADS
cov«r walla, fumltura, windowa

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lota of comfortabia cotton

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Starling and Gold Hllad

JEWELRY
Earringa, Ear Cuffa, Ringa, ate.

INDIA
PRINT

INDIA SHORT
PRINT SLEEVE

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

T-SHIRTS - 4.50

20% - 50% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

<: 1983 Millar Brewing Co. Milwaukee. Wl

Dally 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

/HERCANTILE
AMHMST CARKIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

' Interested in the Arts?

Read This!

, olMna^^ngibino^ 9 credit tuition-free opportunity in Arts Manage-

ment: a 3 credit course, fall 1983 followed by a 6 credit practicum, spnng 1984.

INTRODUCTION TO ARTS MANAGEMENT

Marketing and Public Relations Presenting Arts Events

Fundraising Working with Boards and Volunteers

Arts Grantsmanship Audience Development

Membership

Sophomore, Junior and First Year Graduate Students

ACTIVE Participant in Presenting Arts Programs on

Campus Must be Interested in Continuing Participation

in Arts on Campus after 1983/1984 Academic Year

Enrollment limited to 10 students. Now available at Arts

Council Office, 125 Harter or AES, Tower Library

Deadline. . . September 19, 5:00 p.m. Notification September 23

This course is instructed by the Arts Extension Service, Division of Continuing Ed

Opportunity for student enrollment is made possible by the University Arts Council

contact Arts Council Office (545-0202) or the Arts Extension Service (545-2360)

topics.

eligibility-

Applications.

^
9 East Pleasant Street

Amhersf, MA 01002
413 549 5863

:@ 7o ©WW ON
ALL PACKS

by: DIAMOND BRAND

COUPON EXPIRES 9 30
C^VS
aribou

OlIN t AINt t KIN(_,
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American Indian Students'

Assoc, to hold pow-wow

Collegian 7

CentralAmerica to be discussed

BY ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

An inter-tribal powwow with

representatives from all over the eastern

United States and Canada will Uke place on

Saturday and Sunday at the Campus Pond

and will include various Indian ceremonies,

dances, foods and crafts.

The powwow, whichis being sponsered

by the American Indian Students'

Association at the University of

Massachusetts, is free and open to the

public. The day will begin at approximately

n oon on Sartutday with the blessing of the

circle of participants of a pipe ceremony by

the meaicine man, Jane Colen, a

representative of the association, said.

"A powwow is a kind of tradition when
Indians get together and visit and socialize.

have religious ceremonies and dances,

Cohen said. "It's also a way for Indians to

raise money to get across the country and

to different powwows."

The Indians will raise money by making

crafts and baking goods to sell she said.

After sharing their crafts with others, they

will display beads, leather work and

carvings. Fry bread, soups and corn on the

cob are among the foods they will sell, she

said.

Music and dancing are another part of the

tradition tb» T ndians will share. According

to Colen, acircledance is usually performed

at a pow wow with non-indian natives

welcome to participate as well as Indian

natives. Four dance contests will be held.

Two drumming groups will be performing

throughout the weekend. The Mashpee

Drummers will be performing on one large

drum with three to six men. The Young

Blood Drunwners will also perform.

"One of the prposes of it (the powwow) is

to show that there are still Indians that live

with traditional values and have respect for

motherearth," Colen said. "It's a good thing

for outsiders to come to, and we encourage

it because it's just plain fun."

Nationally known Indian leader Mark
Banks will speak at the powwow on the

problems Indians face in American society.

He will also speak about his brother Dennis

Banks, founder of the American Indian

Movement who has recently been granted

sanctuary in New York.

John Peters, executive director of the

Commission on Indian Affairs in

Massachusetts, will also be at the powwow
to lead the religiou s ceremonies.

In the case of rain, the powwow will be

held inside the Campus Center Auditorium.

As part of the week-long five college

conference on the "U.S. and the Crisis in

the Caribbean," several events will be held

this weekend at Hampshire College.

"The War in Central America: The Role

of the United States and the Reality of the

Situation" will be the topic of a roundtable

discussion to be held at 7:15 p.m. tonight in

the Main Lecture Hall.

"Morazon," a film from a liberated area of

El Salvador, will be shown at 4 p.m.

Saturday in the East Lecture Hall.

The slide show presentation "Women and

Women Artists in Nicaragua" will be given

at 7:30 p.m. in the East Lecture Hall.

On Sunday, Carlos Fuentes will speak

about "Chile, Ten Years Later" at 7:30 p.m.

in the Main Lecture Hall at Hampshire

College.
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eating place

Speedy Lunch
11.30-2:30—Orders Prepared Immediately^

Served with a Cup ofSoup
only $2.40

MONDAY—Ham Sandwich on Rye
TUESDAY—Tuna Salad on White

WEDNESDAY—Turkey Breast on Rye
THURSDAY—Chicken Salad on White

FRIDAY—Egg Salad with Chopped Bacon
//

* TAILGATE SPECIALS
Located next to new Super Stop Cr Shop on Rt. 9

Open 24 hrs Fri & Sat, 3 a.m. - weekdays

y—

w

«
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SORORITY

RUSH
Su , 21-28

Main featlrl includes

Friendship

Social activities

Academic assistance

Home like atmosphere

Leadership development

Community involvement

Re^ster Now on the
Campus Center Concourse

Advanced Level

Italian Renaissance

Gastronomy & Jocularity
Instructor: Edward Ernest DcLuca, Ph.D. iPhenmnenal Diversionaryl

liOCation: DeLuca's in South Hadley, formerly the Riverboat.

Prerequisites: Hunger. lOl; and/or Thirst. 101; plus one graduate level

course in either Amusement. 201; Laughter. 210; or Good Times. 220.

Format: Empirical Study. Groups of two or more preferable; Independent

Study permissible — ifyou remember to bring something back for your

friends!

Course Description: A popular place, relaxing, rambling, and full of life

and the aroma of homemade Italian dishes. In addition to regular course

offerings, there's Live Entertainment and Dancing Friday and Satur-

day nights from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. The definitive spot for eating,

drinking, and advanced merriment, with friends — or the whole dorm!

Class Meetings: Any day of the week. Monday through Sunday.

Section I: Lunch Section III: Dinner

Mon — Sat,

11:30 a.m. — 2:30 p.m.

Section II: Brunch
Sunday,
11:30a.m. — 3:00 p.m.

Mon — Thurs,

5:00 p.m. — 9:00 pm.

Fri and Sat,

5:00pm. - 10:00pm.

Sunday,
3:00 p.m. — 9:00 p.m.

Required Reading List: Long, and oh, so tempting! A menu that includes

a great variety of salads, appetizers, pasta, and entrees from Lasagna

and Veal Parmigiana to Chicken Modena and Filet of Sole Adriatic©!

Optional Reading List: Shorter, but just as delectable! A complete menu
{or DeLuca's authentic Pizza Parlor, located right inside the restaurant!

Attendance: Required often, but TakeOut accommodates those students

unable to keep up with their studies in person.

Correspondence Course: Isn't modern education wonderful — pasta and

sauces, all ready for you to pick up here, and cook wherever and

whenever you want!

Orientation: Monday through Fridayfrom 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., orSatur-

daif nights from 10:00p.m. to 1:00a.m. at Deluca's Happy Hours, where
specially priced drinks and hearty, on the house foods will be served.

Registration: Informal. Just hop on your bike, in your car, or on Deluca's

oirn bus, stopping regularly at The Green in South Hadley!

Credit: Lots. From friends who'll thank you forever for introducing them to

one of the truly inspiring facets of college life.

Tuition: F'riced to order! Anywhere from $1.95 for the undergraduate soup

and salad, to $9.95 for the graduate level dinner.

Graduation: None. An ideal course for the professional student - a

lifetime of hedonistic study!

Alvord Street

South Hadlev, MA 01075

(413) 534 4911

^/L^re
DELUCft'S

RESTAURANT A PASTA SHOP
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EDITOBIAL/OPINION
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Lines, lines, and more lines
flrst week of a new semester is

no vacation. Waiting an hour an
Alas, the

certainly

i a half in Bartlett Hall to add a Modem Novel

class is bad enough. But to Anally find out that the stu-

dent who has shared the wait with you, has filled the last

empty seat of your class, well, that can make you pull

your hair out.

Anyway, not to waste my ninety minute day dream, I

step towards the desk of instructors, which suddenly

resembles a murder jury which has not found your future

favorable. I decided to step to the far right of the table

and take my chances with the instructor there. Not
because he is the only one free, but because he appeared

younger than the rest, and if nothing else, has not gone

throt^ registration for twenty years previous. I hoped

in fact, that it was his first registration and that he was a

anxious to find me a course as I was to find one.

Marc S. Magerman
However, such was not the case, When he finally took

his head out of a closed course list and acknowledged me.

I almost forgot why I was there. My initial hope proved

to be true, for he was younger then the rest of the panel.

In fact he looked so young that I imagined him on a

merry-go-round with a baseball cap on his head, eating

a hot dog at the fair.

But unfortunately for me in this case, young did not

mean enthusiastic, nor helpful. After pleading my case

and insisting my diploma would not arrive without the

novel class, this instructor bent about as much as a stone

wall. "The class is closed. There are no seats left. You
can take it up with the course instructor," he said. Ap-

parently not overly concerned about my suspended

graduation, he proceeded. After I realized that I was no

better off than when I woke, but before I realized to ask

him about other possible courses, this juror was sealing

the fate of an innocent freshman who had hoped to get

her name on the list for Major British Writers. How do

ou like that? He does not acknowledge me for minutes
(J.

and then seconds after my brush off, he had already

sentenced another to more waiting on lines.

On the stone wall outside of Bartlett Hall I heard

laughing and reminiscing. I overheard one wonum tell

her friend about how lucky she was to get every course

she had pre-registered for. As 1 looked down I noticed I

had almost ripped several pages out of my fall course

book. Why, I shuddered, is it never that easy?

Folding back the crumpled pages, I found the informa-

tion needed about Modem Novel; the time, the room, and

the professor. The professor had a name I could not pro-

nounce, but I assumed he would be understanding. His

office on the top floor looked vacant of students, at least

from down the hall. And sure enough, it was vacant, of

everyone. All the sign read was "In Class."

But perhi^s the day would not be wasted. After all the

class was meeting that morning. I would sit through

class and then plead with the man to let me in. I ran

throu^ campus so fast that I was not even aware of the

stifling humidity. Drenched with perspiration I arrived

in the classroom. It had already seemed as though the

morning had went on for days. I craved rest and thought

I was at the final obstacle from a bus ride home and

sleep.

The class was empty but for one student probably in

the same boat as I. As I approached him though, I realiz-

ed I was mistaken. This student was just searching for a

quiet place to nap. While the class filled and the perspira-

tion under my arms began again, I simply put my head on

the desk in exhaustion. The professor arrived and no

sooner did he set his syllabis on the table, did a mass of

students beat me to him waving their add-drop forms.

"Hold it," yelled the professor. "This course is

overenroUed already and will be taught again in the spr-

ing. No more ads."

A lot of good the spring course does me now, I thought.

Accepting this as the final rejection to my entrance into

Modem Novel, I picked up my course book, left the

building, and grabbed the next bus home to sleep.

Marc S. Magerman is a UMass student

RANDOM NOTES
As I enter my freshman year in college, I cannot help

but think how different my college experiences v^rill

be from the experiences of those who entered col-

lege in the late 1960's or early 1970's. I also cannot help

but think how different my generation is not only from

people who went to college during the Vietnam War, but

also different from all other generations before us. We do

not have any uniform fads or customs among us. We do

not have a dance. In the twenties there was the Charleston

and in the sixties there was the Twist. We do not have a

particular singer or music group who we all like. In the fif-

ties there was Elvis and in the sixties there were the

Beatles. We do not even have one particular style of dress.

We are a generation of nonconformists.

Some of us like punk, while others like disco, while still

others like hard rock. Some of us like blue jeans and tee

shirts, while others like new wave styles, while still others

might like to be adorned by an alligator or two. We have

got a lot of courage! We do and say what we want and

what we believe in.

When it comes to politics I do not think many of us are

ultra conservative or ultra liberal. 1 think we are a little

more realistic about how government affairs work than

students in the late sixties and early seventies. We realize

that the government cannot do away with defense and

focus the entire budget on social programs. However, we

realize that social programs and the defense of our coun-

try are both important for the welfare of our citizens and

that they should both be treated as two very important

issues. You see, we can see both sides of an issue because

we are individualists and our vision is clear.

We have so many choices ahead of us. The women of our

generation have more opportunities than women ever had

before. A whole world is open to them.

Women no longer have to get married oy thirty and they

do not have to give up their job if they get married. The

men in our generation treat women much more as equals

than men in previous generations have. Because we are in-

dividualists and stand up for what we believe in, as a

generation we are going to be a great asset to the adult

community. I suppose that back in 1965 I nrmde a wise

choice when I decided to be bom, because I could not have

chosen a better generation to be a part of.

— by Ronda Applebaum

. — \

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. x\ll letters are subject

to editing for clarity and length.

Many groups
common place

The masses of students who comprise the lifeblood

and reason for the existence of UMass are diverse

to the point of incredulity. This is one of the Univer-

sity's strengths, for as a public institution, it should serve

the public. Sometimes the variety of groups, cults, causes

and lifestyles overwhelms. Consider the following:

There are the smokers, jokers, and midnight tokers.

This crowd is not as big as it used to be. One of the sub-

groups of this crowd, the White Line Fevers, is growing as

a blizzard of snow sweeps American noses. The gentle

smell of Cannabis wafting out of the BOC, Bottom of the

Campus, issuing up from the vents and tunnels, and
generally drifting out of various other obscure places on

campus, is the hallmark of this group.

Brooke States
Opposite the above mentioned group are the drinkers.

They start out at Plumbley's, hit the Drake (upstairs and

down), move on through "Barsies", Time Out, Judies,

Delanos, The Pub, Dastardly Dan's, TOC, Blue Wall,

Mike's, and if they are real men, (and women); Seven O's

for last call. Some go astray during this migration and

wind up in Northampton at the Red Lion Diner, where

there is no booze but lots of coffee, and great company on

the night shift. The survivors hit the Lord Jeff bar for a

Bloody Mary the next moming, scaring the staid patrons

right out of their Brooks Brothers underwear.

Then there is the crowd that is taking 42 credits with 12

more on overload. These poor pasty people can be seen

furtively staring from their rooms, buying black market

caffeine pills, and pulling ten all-nighters in a row. About

twice a semester they sneak out for fun, before the

crushing weight of guilt and duty drags them back to the

books - like salmon to the spawning grounds.

The aim and wish of these three groups is to l)e like this

one; you know, the people who major in Bio-Chem and

Pre-Med, party every night all night, always pre-register,

get the classes they want, and graduate right on time with

a 4.0. One former colleague in the higher education pro-

cess told me that she did not party on two nights of her

whole last semester. Both of the nights were religious

holidays. Yet she got out on time with a 3.5. Then there

was my freshmen year roomate. I came home from an all

nighter at six in the moming. Opened my tower room

door, and found his grinning face looking up at me with a

bottle of Bacardi 151 rum, dark. When I asked him why
he had consumed half a bottle this early in the moming he

told me he was getting ready for his eight o'clock class.

'Ere the sun rose he walked down the hallway to the

elevator, rock steady and one rum bottle less. Such people

should be the first to have their genes placed in

laboratories so that the best of the human race can be

preserved.

We have jar heads, sprout heads, and dead heads,

funkateers, and disco'ers, punk rockers who are walking

advertisement for Walter Dyer leather. There is the

Hatch crowd and the Coffee Shop crowd. Never shall they

meet except when one place runs out of french fries or cof-

fee.

There are those of us who are taking years to graduate.

In sympathy with our addled minds the University calls us

non-tr^itional rather than older students. It sounds

much better to say that when some kid asks if you come

with the building.

There is the pool room crowd. Some of them have never

left it. Others think up inventive ways to stay there, like

trigonometry or physics independent study, sociological

raps on crowded areas, or investigative reporting of false

measurements of pool cues. We have the Poor Richard's

crowd and the Joey D's crowd, (the only thing worse then

a man without a country is a clientele without a bar.)

There are politicos who sit behind many tables wearing

nmny hats for many causes and speaking with many

tongues - some of them forked, and others tied in knots.

(In faimess, most of the causes are good and the people

dedicated.) There are pontificating preachers who palaver

their puerile pap to crowds about twice a year. (In

faimess they are not bad people, but ?&!$ wide of the

mark, as Mao Tse Tung once said.)

Finally there are those without whom life at UMass
would be boring, such was one of my old roomates. He
had a gilded framed copy of a Patty Smith poster above

our fireplace. He once got a live band to play at our house

on Saturday night, then announced it in the Blue Wall at

Friday happy hour, to make sure we would have enough

people for a party. He once told me that he could not

decide to follow the Pope or Mick Jagger, but when Some
Girls came out, it was no contest. After every sort of

debauchery known to man he would put on a suit on Sun-

day, and go to church. When he came back to visit from

Boston he hitched up Route 2 with a tennis racket. When 1

last talked to him he had just woken up in a strange room
in Southie with a stranger in the next bed, and the walls

covered with Elvis Costello posters. His last memory was
of doing lines on a bathroom shelf in Brookline. May such

a person rest in peace. So all right lets roll, and HEY
HEY HEY. lets be careful out there, huh?

Brooke States is a Collegian Columnist
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Arts
Trailers by Aii4y

Gordon

Welcome back, movie buffs. Not a bad summer for film,

eh? We had such raucous comedies as Mr. Mom and Easy

Money heck, a whole bunch of other pisser flicks for small

children and people with hurting intellects. Actually,

there were a few decent films: Vacation and Trading

Places were funny; Blue Thunder, War Games and the

r^xxxxxxxxxx >jxx)<>cooogoc<xxxxxxxxxxxx,*'C<x>rxxxxxxxx :'^

new Bond flick were well-paced actioners; there was The

Draughtsman's Contract and The Return of Martin

Gverre; and on a smaller scale, the beauty of Tender Mer-

cies and Local Hero. Nothing really overwhelming, but

not bad overall.

The fall should have some good offerings, most of which

, will be previewed here in TRAILERS during the coming

weeks. Late fall is generally the season the studios release

their quality films. For you freshmen, the places to catch

flicks in the area are as follows: The Hampshire 4 and

Mountain Farms 4 - both located in the respective Hadley

malls - show first-run commercial films, with bargain
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR: GIBSON, GUILD G&L OVATION
RiCKENBACKER & YAMAHA GUITARS, ROLAND & POLYTONE AMPLIFIERS

USED GUITARS BOUGHT & SOLD
• ACCESSORIES FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS AT DISCOUNTED PRICES

LARGE SELECTION OF MUSIC FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

C
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LOCATED IN AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

233 NO PLEASANT STREET. AMHERST

;'E 549-1728
N'XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XX xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx^ocMrxxxxxxx^rj"
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Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
CkMsd Wednodayt

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm
BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2S3-7836

twilight shows and midnight movies on Friday and Satur-

day. They are accessible by the Northampton bus, as are

the Calvin, Academy of Music and Pleasant St. Theatres

in Northampton. The Calvin changes it's policy every

other wek but right now they're running second-run

features. The Academy and Pleasant St. (and it's smaller

off-shoot. The Little Theatre) show revivals, foreign and

more obscure films. The Amiierst Cinema, on Amity St.

off of Pleasant in Amherst Center, runs double bills for

$2.50. Usually good ones. Then there's the Majestic in

Easthampton, but we won't go into that now.

Presently of interest in the area is John Sayles' new
film, Bahy It's You, starring Rosanna Arquette and my
high school buddy (no joke) Vinnie Spano (here looking a

lot like Ivan LendJ) at the Pleasant St. and Mountain
Farms Theatres. "Betrayal" also at the Hampshire Mall.

The Academy has The Draughtsman's Contract and
through Saturday the Amherst Cinema has the awesome
double feature of King ofHearts and Harold and Maude.
Coming to the A.C. areBogey Ao\xh\e-hi\[,Angela My Love,

A Thousand Cloums and Zelig. Coming to the Academy on

September 30 is truly bizarre Liquid Sky. It involves tiny

aliens who land on the roof of an androgynous New York
model's apartment and feed off of a chemical secreted in

the brain during orgasm. It's wild! Go see it.

TRAILERS TRIVIA: Director John Landis always
plants hidden jokes in his films. Many are recurring; A
bogus film titled See You Next Wednesday pops up in Ken-
tucky Fried Movie, American Werewolf and Trading
Places. This week's question: How does Landis allude to

Animal House in his Twilight Zone episode? The first cor-

rect answer will receive an 8x10 glossy of Pia Zadora with

a silly grin. Good luck!

SALE
antiques, furniture,

miscellaneous

Sept. 17 & IS
10-3

Harris Mtn. Rd.

Granby
2 mi east of Atkins

off Bay Rd.

467-9398

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

dietsi Call UHS
549-2671 ext 181.

Starts Oct. 5,6

Preregistration by
Sept. 27.

»
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Alan Bates €r Genevieve Bujold

KING OF HEARTS 7:00

plus

Bud Cort €f Ruth Gordon
HAROLD €r MAUDE 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERSf

^o/77e 00 c^owntoi^^

There's no place like downtown Amherst, Massachusetts

Some of our classrooms

aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - instruction in basic rifle marksmanship. Includes range and safety pro-
cedures, firing positions, techniques of firing, competitive firing emd record qualificatioa
(fall & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tac-
tics, patrolling, land navigation (night and day), rappe].ling, airmobile operations, leader-
ship reaction courses, field problem tests, physical conditioning, and practical leadership
experience, (fall & spring semester)

<

3. Orientation Ttip to West Point - weekend visit to US>4A with a look at academic military

and social life of an alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a

parade and attend a home football game, (fall semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - weekei).! visit to an active Army post, orienta-
tion to life on a military installation with eit^ihaiUs on visiting facilities (museum, com-
missary, FX, family quarters, troop billets, open mess) and an introduction to M-16 famili-
arization firing .ijid tlie sport of land navigation, (fall semester).

5. Mountaineering - instruction in rope meuiagemRnt, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and
rock climbing t,caniques. Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual
climb';. Includes a bivouac and overnight exercise, (fall & spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4»j-day winter survival school in
Brun.s<^ick, .Maine. Instruction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible
vegetation, terrain association, snowshoeing, emergency signaling, and iemd navigation,
(intersession)

7. Lolor Guard - Participate in area parades and with university Band at home football
gamer. Includes precision drill, the manual of arnis , and movements with colors, (fall
semester)

8. Physical Readiness - a structured program designed to progressively improve individual
conditioning. Incluues conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group condition-
ing activit- i.es, and fatness tests, (spring semester)

9. land Navigation - Progressive Ijnd navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiar-
ization land navigation course and ^.nding with a leuid navigation course that will challenge
the most ^om^:)etf>n^ navigator uali senvtoter)

For Mr re Information Contav.t;

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

Senator ELectIons
NoiVliNATioN PAPERS ARE
AVAlUblE For aU UNdERqRAduATE

STUdJENT SENATE SEATS - AT IeAST

ONE SEAT PER doRM. NomInAtIoN

pApERS ARE duE pRldAy^

SeptemBer 27Rd by 7 prvi^

shARpI Women ANd mInorIty

STUdENTS ARE ENCOURAqEd!
For more iNfoRMArioN, pIease see Gov't AFFairs^ 420
SUB OR 949-0741

RED BARN X /^Ai^fSV %^-
^^

STEAK
HOUSE

SIRLOIN STEAK. . .

.

FILET MIGNON
SIRLOIN TIPS X KTI 9AMMhRST

LOBSTER PIE N^ ac ctpth)

PRIME RIB ^ '^^^'^^'^

All entrees include garden salad, assorted

rolls & butter, choice of rice pilaf, baked

potato. ;
Fine dining in an »

atmosphere which savors "

the quality of a country „ Enjoy evening
Amherst setting, p entertainment, favorably

Clubs, social groups and i priced coctails in our co^y
special functions are ' Hayloft Lounge,

always welcome. >
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There is. One free Evelyn Wood ReadTns
Dyrtamics lesson will prove it to you. Today tal<e

the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can
dramatically increase your reading speed in that

one free lesson.

Why let the responsibilities that college

demands deprive you of enjoying the college life?

With Reading Dynamics you can handle both-

all the reading you re expected to do and know,

plus still have time to do vi/hat you want to do.

Today you can increase your reading speed,

dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics

lesson, you've got nothing to lose but a lot of

cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics.

Now you know there is a better way Take the

free lesson and kiss your "No-Snooze" goodbye.

¥
¥

m<

Location SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
University of Massachusetts 916 Friday 11 AM & 1 PM
Campus Center Rm. 903 9-17 Saturday 11 AM & 1 PM

Choose the Day and Time Most Convenient For You
Reservations Are Not Necessary

For further information call: (617) 237-3722

M
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B EVELYN WOOD REAPING DYNAMICS
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INTRODUaNG
CALGARYCANADIAN BEER.

Calgary Canadian is a rich, hearty-tasting beer brewed from the heart of Canada's

world-famous Conquest Barley Malt. Ask for it at your favorite watering hole.

>ipniU'(1 by Mflict Bri'winq Co"ip<i"v. Milwauhpo, Wl 198*

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH!

AmIierst CkiRopRACTic HcaItIi Center

is oFfERINq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $29.00 TOWARds AN iNITIAl ChlROpRACTIC ExAMiNATJON

ANd Free enroIIment in our Low BacU WeUness School

by APPOINTMENT ONly - CaU 256-6700

Dr. ViRqiNJA D. Harper^ D.C.
Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

190 UNJVERsiTy DrIve at Rte. 9 (on tNe buslJNE)

ChiROpRACTIC is COVEREd by most major kEAlTk INSURANCE,

AuTOMobiU PersonaI iNJuRy PoUcies, ANd WorUman's Compensation.

Friday, September 16, 1983

Hvpercurriiula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of Massa-
chusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are

listed only on the day they

are taking place. An-
nouncements must be sub-

mitted on "Hjpercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian offices, 113 Campus
Center, and returned to the

office by 3 p.m. the Friday

before the event. All sub-

missions should be written

in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

Friday

YOM KIPPUR SER-
VICES AT CHABAD -
Tradiational Kol Nidre and

evening services with

Chassidic style and en-

thusiasm where the people

are friendly and all are

welcome. 6:30 p.m., Chabad

House

YOM KIPPUR SER-
VICES — Kol Nidre Ser-

vice. 7 p.m., Student Union

Ballroom.

Saturday

YOM KIPPUR SER-
VICES AT CHABAD —
Traditional morning af-

ternoon and evening ser-

vices followed by break the

fast. For a Yom Kippur
you'll cherish join us at

Chabad. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m..

[^habad House.

YOM KIPPUR DAY
SERVICES - 10 a.m.

Morning Service; 3 p.m.
Discussion, Book of Jonah; 4

p.m. Group Exercises
"Looking Back/Looking
Ahead;" 5:30 NeUah Ser-

vice; 7 p.m. Break-the-Fast

(sign up by noon, 9/15).

Student Union Ballroom.

Sunday

SUCCAH BUILDING -
Meet in front of Hillel Office

to help build the Succah. 10

a.m., Hillel Office, Rm. 302
S.U.

WINE AND CHEESE -
A get-together for Jewish
grads, older undergrads and
working folk to meet and
plan fall activities. 8 p.m., 46

Main Street, Amherst Ctr.

SHOE
BIN

Friday, September 16, 1983
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed

HXXie, WtltKR? I bm YOU
ACJ066 flC WOM /MP...Mat, V%
aECN Germo uf -me NERve raR

501^ »Rr OF ^yUC/H^
iOKP KJCCVOH, i|\M M>li /

Superbad by G.H.

mJ'lCE-F^TTY &CCO ATTWAT.

HE- citPNi^T fscAUze lAJnepe-
<i:f- Uvlt-b H& u^lIU7 MeeT""-

After The Fall

w£i-L, I <:an't WORRY'

ABOUr )5H/V^AEL NJOu/,

r/g (fd^TO f/NDUSA

PLtKCe TO UVE-

a

'Wyv

by R. Miller

HtfL^ IT IS... WOMAN
bv;AfsJr<> Two (^pcywATES

^0,0 A (v^ONTH e^soi.

rousr B€ A ^ATCH.

<3

>jWvJk<^ X_^^^ )

^vi^C\ v^^^^

'-l!l' J^'^pZZ

Wilson Low

CVIOCOH ) MAGWETO&RAVO-
ELECTRO OVERLOAD. AMTTN-
LlAi ueCORD iYJTEM HAJ
SHORTED ALL E.>KRTH VIDEO

Htr viDcon BABY rou cAin
YOVrvf faOT TO LEAVE THE
CHAnELEON SCREEN ON

(cniCKtY TMfPt^] AH.Sui[t

COMnWNtCATIONi EMERGEMiy.
CLOMNC. ALL NON-tSStNTIAL
POWER UNI Ti

^-'-iT-iiit

I THINK I BETTER 3E GO-
ING. YOU iECM TO BE HAV-
ING AN EARTHQUAKE

by C.C. McFly

OH HY &AWO. WMY DO rOU LOOK

SO HORRIBLE ALL OF A SUDOENT

LtVmwTJHtY THAT'S NOTHING,
YOU iMOULD SEE HIM riRST
THIM&IN THE nORNlWG
UIM3tE3r RESE-NT THIS

Valley Girls

aceuPOH A riMB rHBUe vJem
iy4D UTTte e«L5. THET^VED

ct/TtofHwtTHAimoFarmii
&>YS Attn GliaS— UHDLlWf

THBIR e^SAHO HBADeO fOK.

rue HILI6, ro aecoMe

By Alice

Quentin

r s»yo»vco UP At>
THC

Vsh n. pleasant St., antherst

by Mark MacKenzie

. . AT LEAir t'A/i

TO -TMC ItlfiHT- school!y
.y^y

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l-.dilrd b> Mar^arrl l-iirriir und I rude Jaffe

1

5

10

14

ACROSS
Latin love

Diets, in away
Contend
successfully

Half. Prefix

15 Alaskan
16 Carry out an order

17 Tfiornas or

He ace
18 Cai.vansary
19 butlfie

Lonely Heart'

20 ;.ikean mean
descent pilferer''

23 Fisti stories

24 Extinct bird

25 Garrison barracks

28 Pilgrim Miles

33 Kind of angle

34 Type of belt

35 Classic car

36 Dry cleaner s

concern''

40 Steep
41 Certain tide

42 Borgnine, to

friends

43 Classifier,

in a way
46 Some vegetables
47 Female red deer

48 Circumstance
49 Uncomplicated

configurations?

ivat Ills \NKrlr\ limfs >tndiialr

55 Exploit

56 Teetfi Comb
form

57 Tobacco kiln

59 Do a gardener s

ctiore

60 Eroded
61 USciti;en

62 Dart game brews
63 Parade or

refiearsal

64 Cfiallenge

26

27

DOWN
1 Nav officer

2 Ground grain

3 Prefix with bus
4 Curls

5 Attacfi

6 Hebrew letters

7 Sonora Indian

8 Malayan title

9 Marks of a
martyr

10 Autfiorof

Lord Jim

"

11 Woodwind
12 Await judgment
13 Ogle
21 Engages

22 A long time

25 It Happened
One Nigfil

director

Lands
Mince pie

ingredients

28 Stogie

29 Pound down
30 Goddess of peace
31 European finchi

32 Firemen's needs
34 Dirk of old

37 Contemplated
38 Sfiort andto

tfie point

Arboreal

ampfiibian

Speaks
bombastically

45 King, in Pai.s

46 Street urctiins

48 Sfieep sfielteis

49 Ring, .is a bell

50 Resort sigfit,

at times

51 Trappings

52 Being Sp.

53 Vishnu
incarnation

54 River through

Flanders

55 "— Diavolo."

Auber opera
58 Three, in Trieste

39

44

12 3 4 & 9 IJHlO ^' 7 13

1" 1"
His "

Ih "
1"-'J™ M n llH^

Pi
34

16 Rr pr 39

^41
43 [44"

^^^™' 51 52

_M"
> 11

53 " 1'
^|bO 1"
1" "

5i&€ «UA5-rfl mn, an
OFm PP6>T...\H KNOW, A6 I KCALi,

iOUOHClCOHHU^MUJFlO
cuPTP rowr w yajR nwoJUM
urfi£\^6A*u^wnG0rr
MP..

Weather

Today will start sun-

ny, clouding by af-

ternoon , highs in
60'sT.)mmorrow, forget
it.

TODAYS
PUZZLE ANSWER

nr ul\f[Ol s

N^
1
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a
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FOUR SEASONS
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

SPECIALS
LABATTS bts $11.50

MOLSON GOLDEN bts $11.99

MOLSON BRADOR bts $12.99

BUDWEISER cans $9.99

LITE cans $9.99

BUSCH bts $8.99

STROHS cans $9.99

CARLING BLACK LABEL $6.99

VODKA 1.75 $7.99

GIN 1.75 $7.99

RUM 1.75 $9.99

PICCALA COFFEE LIQUEUR 1.75 $5.99

HENRI PHILLIPE PEPPERMINT
SCHNAPPS 1.75 $8.99

HENRI PHILLIPE MELON LIQUEUR. .750. . $4.99

MATEUS ROSE & WHITE 750 $3.69

ELMO SPUMANTE 750 $2.99

MAY WINE 750 $2.99

FREIXENET CORDON NEGRO 750 $4.99

We will take your cans and bottles with a smile.

No quantity too large.

qC, we DELIVER ^^^-

^^ 584-8174
^Oa

Attention Wine Enthusiasts: We really know our wines
and someone is always here who can help you. Come see
our huae selection.
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USED ACADEMIC
PAPERBACKS

OVER 20,000 IN STOCK
ALL SUBJECTS

Save Money on UsEd Books
AT

ThE VaUex Book Shop
CARRiAqE Shops

Downtown AmIierst

Open 10-9:70 Mon-FrI, 10-» Sat
12-4 Sun M9-60»2

:|c:|c:ic:|c:|e:|c4e:|c:|c:ic:|c:fc:|e:|c%9ic:|e:|c:|c9ic4c:|c:|c:|c:|e:|c^:|c:)c9ie:|e)|c4c:|(^9|e:^
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BACK
FRIDAY, SEPT 16

CJIIVIPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

8.3GPM-1.G0AM

RACK- ADISC ^
ADMISSION §1.00

J
SPONSORER

•X

•X"

•x-

•x-

UMASS FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES|^
^^ ^U^U *A»*^ ^A. ^Um^m^ -^ -J^ -f^«^^^.^ ,T«,^ ,^ ^». ,V. - 1. ^M^ ,J-^^ ^t^ ^3^^^ ^M. .A, ^M^ ^^ ^U^^^U^^^^^^ ^If^ ^^^P^^^P ^^ ^^ ^T^P•^^*^*^^^F^^ ^P*p ^^ ^F ^^^Fn*^^^F^^ ^r^P^^^T^P ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

University Store's

Textbook Annex
for all of your course books - new or used

ANNEX HOURS -

Opening Week

Monday 9 am - 5 pm
Tuesday 9 am - 9 pm

Wednesday 9 am - 9 pm
Thursday 9 am - 9 pm
Friday 9 am - 5 pm

Saturday 10 am - 3 pm

Located in the

Physical Plant Building

University of Massachusetts

I

JEW*.

/ hope I copied down the addrpss right'

f

A 3 a^iDIT COURSE FOR

PEOPLE WHO WAW TO KNOW

THEIR RiGirrs

TALOfi' BY THREE ATIORNEYS

FROM 'niE Li-JIAL SERVICES

OFFICE AT UMASS....

nJROLLMUTr LIMITED -

SIGN "1' NaV AT ROOM 434

OF 'HIE STUDFKT UNION.

CLASS MEETS TUES 4:30 - 7:30

FOR FURTHER INl'ORMATIOM

CALL 545-0341 cxt . 7

COURSE LISTING: IXXJC P 391 H

FIRST MEETING 9/20/83
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 80'..

Rhetoric Exemption
Exam

The Rhetoric exemption Exam will be given on

Wednesday,
September 21, 1983

7-9 p.m.
Bartlett 61

The test is open only to students who entered as

freshmen prior to Fall 1982 or transfers who wil! be

juniors before Fall 1984. This is the only time this ex-

am will be given this semester. Bring student l.D. and

a pen. J

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Open Men. 9-5

Tues. Wed. and Thur. 9-9

Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-3

TEXTBOOK REFUND POLICY
If you purchase an incorrect title you may return it for a refund

within seven calendar days of the first day of classes.

Thereafter, incorrect titles may be returned within 48 hours of

purchase providing the book is new and unmarked.

1. Textbooks from dropped courses may be returned during

the month of September for the Fall Semester and during the

month of February for the Spring Semester. Returns must be

made within 48 hours of dropping a course. You must present

your receipt and a copy of your drop form dated and validated

by the Registrar. Any new books must be unmarked. Summer

School and WIntersession books may be returned during the

first week of classes only.

2. Keep your receipt. Refunds on textbooks cannot be made

unless the register receipt accompanies the book.

3 Do not mark your book if you think you may have to return

it A return will not be allowed if the book is in an unsatisfac-

tory condition. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE A RE-

FUND AT ANY TIME.

4. Always have your current l.D. available. This is required for

any refund transaction.

5 All defective books (caused by the publisher, i.e. missing

pages, etc.) will automatically be exchanged at any time during

the semester in which they were purchased.

Used books will be bought during the week of finals each

semester.

FREE

'^en^JVUaumC

ContfJimanu. of

Jim VnNwvlty Slwf \ \
Univiirtfiir •( im»»ch<t<rHt ft Mufftm'ti

-, ,
,

-.... t... -, X. '.-/.

Pick up your copy at

the front of the store

Open M-F9-5Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED
AIRSHOW
Sunday Sept. 16

Hoindote Sot. Sept. 24
Showtime i:00 p.m.

extra events start 6:00 am

LaFleur Airport

- Northampton
564-1660 for info

(n«xt to th» Foirgrounds)

Tickets on sal« est Airport

Adults $4.00 odovonc^d sol*

$5.00 doy of show

6-12 yr old $2.00 odvoncod sqI»

$0.00 doy of show

Footurlng ultrolights, vlntogo olrcroft, rldos, mofJ»l

piano show, skydlvors, oorobotics ond moro

Door, Hotdogs, Homburgors, Soda, otc. ovoiloblo
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THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPUS

.Vlull

IaIiK .UK HI

I'n »ui\ims

.l|s( >

.n.iiLihk-

in^*

4^

TWO AROUIND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR

Departs in January from Ft. Lauderdale,

Florida, with stop» in South America,

Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle

in September with stops in the Orient, South Asia,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

^p^>rlsl>rl^l h\ ilu- I niMTsiiN ot I'liishurnh. VriiisKi .11 Si.i >>tk-rs siii'li-iiis .1 Micurun lull

MiiR-NiiT .iiaikinii ptoj-iMiii .iiul Mi|ipi)nM)>; liclil cspti uiu i-v Ihis uiu- vciiunht. full

iridiJ ixpi-ricncc is available to qualified •.luikni> from all aiirtililtil lolkgcs ami

uiiivcTNirifs

Mori' ili.m ()0 \<i\.i>^i- ril.iiiil iini\iTMi\ iiiiiftN l.uulu ilr.ivMi troni tin- liuMTMn < M

I'lltshurjih .iml mluT k-.ulin^' iiiii\tiMin.s .iu^iiriih J b\ mmiiii^ m\a cxpitis

Optional ii>iiis. iikIikIiiih v|x-<.ial loiirs iiiin ilii- l'iiipk-> Kipuhln. ol (lima, availahk-

Si-mi'stiT at V-a ailmits siuiIciun withoui rfj;arM id mlnr. ravi'oi i n-i-il Ttu' s s / >iii\tyi' 1^

luilv air (.oiulilioiR-d, IH.(K») t( Ills ri-nisk-ii>.l m I ilniia ami hiiill 111 Amrm a

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of

Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 1 5260, or call toll free

(800) 894-0195 (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

Two-Tone

Rugby Shirt

$22.95

Located in the Campus Centei

Open M-F 9-5 ^,UNIVERSITY
Sat 11-4 mSTORE^

JLIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Beer
Budweiser 12 oz. cans $9.95 + dep. cse.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $9.95 + dep. cse.

Molsons Golden Ale $3.75 + dep. 6/pk.

$14.59 -t- dep. cse.

Helneken 12 oz. bots $4.35 + dep. 6/pk.

$16.50 + dep. cse.

Wines
Paul Masson
Burg., Chablis, Rhine, Rose $3.99/l .5 L

Folonari Verona red/white $5.99/3 L

Frelxenet Gordon Negro Sparkling Wine. . . $5.95/750 mi

Liquors
Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 l

Virgin Island Rum 80° light or dark $5.99 l

Kahlua Coffee Liquer $11 .99/750 mi

All Beer and Wine Specials are

Always Cold for your Convenience

FViday, September 16. 1983
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Topic-Focused Groups
Foil S#mMt*r 1963

Relationship SIciil-Duilding Group
Learn the art of meeting others and developing friendships
Mondays 3:30 - 5:00

Stross Monogomont Group
Presents effective coping techniques to decrease and
manage anxiety

Wednesday 3:30 - 5:00

Dulimio Group
A group for women who binge-purge
Wednesdays 3:30 - 5:00

Exploring intimocy:

Dovoioping Mooningful Rolotionship
Examines common communication and intimacy
problems that hurt relationships

Tuesdays 3:30 - 5:00

Soif-Estoom Group
Learning to stop self-criticism and allow self-confidence

to grow
Tuesdays 3:30 - 5:00

M^ntol H«Qlth Division - University Heoith Services
Register from September 12 to September 00. For informo-
tion, or to Qpply for o group, coll 545-2d37, or come to Men-
tol Heolth Service, 127 Hills North, University

jjenDGKUssPlosie
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON MASS

Western Mam. Premiere Daily at 7:00 & 9:00

**A SUPERBLY ENTERTAINIMG AMD
STUNMINGLY OmGIMAL HLM SURPRISC.'

^"Dfd^uii
•OMEOf
THE OftANOfST
ENTERTAINMENTS
Of THE SEASON."

• •••• AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE •

H
T̂HE HAPPENING U.MASS DANCE CLUD'

Mossochusetts.

"J

* tit tkf'A.AA.K^M^ *

/nyset/m dCr^kbrs^ JHB SIOHS

FREE URdFTS e til 9 |/^
DoLfBu: DfUMK^ 9iiLio • . *

^'AT- 9/17

tnpcuia/a^^t^cf^y^ college (^g«T4 ! ^^v.i^^\

Pos. ID ^^CjKJK^^. lg'5 OK' ^S 5 ~^2.Bo y.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEn
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1968 VW Bug Solid floors. AM/FM. New
exhaust. Dependable. $600. 256-8088 (An-
dy)

1977 Camaro 6 cyl. auto PS PB good
cond. $2695 call aft. 7 665-2125

81 Omni AM-FM stereo, rear defroster.

Rusty Jones - Brian 253-9879, 256-0453

Karmann Ghia Conv. new paint top good
cond. best offer 527-7740

1967 1225 Volvo Wagon mint condition
$3,500 617-544-7438

1974 VW Bug excellent condition 545-2690
(Mike Kajen)

'

71 Plymouth Fury excel, cond. 4 dr. ask-
ing 900 527-5310

71 VW Squareback exc. cond. mech.
body ok. Brand new radials-$400. call Judy
256-6948 or 256-6173

CASSETTES

Cassettes for sale - all new $3.00-$6.00
Rolling Stones, Who, and many others
546-6666

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-07^

Midrange Productions - Professional
Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates 253-3990

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99
SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-
casions. Paul 256-1393

Bruce Lee Enter the Dragon Mon 9-197, 9,

11 CCA. $1.50

FOR SALE
~

Honda Passport a small motorcycle goes
up to 50 mph excellent condition new
750.00 sale price 400. 253-7665 evenings

Couch Chair Cr Bar good condition best

offer call 549-5619

Refrig - 7 cu ft Early model G.E., good
cond. Works great. Used in dorm for 2

semesters. $100 549-7719

Moped excellent condition great for school

$400 or best offer 549-2628 Paul

AKC german shorthaired pointer pups.

Good markings & disposition. Shots.

549-0382

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -

$12. If interested please call 549-5033 Mon
5-7 PM e THurs 3-5 PM only

FOUND

In 106 Flint - eyeglass case. Call Dave at

546-5611 and describe contents. Please

claim, as I will feel guilty about keeping iti

HELP WANTED

2 Coordinators wanted for womens
leadership project. Experience with ad-

ministrative, organizing, communications,
womens issues required. 10 hrs/week, 3.35
hr. Applications: 422 S.U.B. Deadline:

9-16, 5:00 pm Affirmative Action /Equal Op-
portunity Employer. Info: 545-0341

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment
and serious attitude essential. Vocals
helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for four yr old. Afternoons call Carolyn
253-3162

People's Market, a cooperatively run

whole foods market now taking applica-

tions for hiring for fall semester 83. Work
involves minimum 10 hrs. weekly atten-

dance of mandatory weekly meetings and
committment to cooperative work. Peoples

Market is an affirmative action equal oppor-
tunity employer. Work study and nonwork
study UMass students can apply. Applica-

tions available at Peoples Market in S.U.B.
and must be returned by Fri. Sept. 16 3 PM
Dependable students needed for

newspaper delivery in dorms. Early morn-
ing. 7 days a week. Call 253-7009

Students to sell ice cream flexible hrs

good pay call aft 7 pm 549-2731

Work for a Change on hazardous waste,
acid rain and consumer protection.

MASSPIRG, the states largest public in-

terest lobby, is hiring permanent and part

time staff for public education and fund
raising. Opportunities for travel and ad-

vancement. $135-225/week plus benefits.

Hours 2-10 M-F. Will train. Call Jill 256-6434

%2
Part time farm help wanted for after-

noon work. Opportunity for good hourly

wage near UMass. Call 549-0016 between
7-9 PM
Part time work for caring people needed
immediately in Northampton/Amherst area

to do light housekeeping chores for the

elderly. Flexible hours. Interviews will be
held locally. For appointment call Profes-

sional Care, Inc. collect 733-1132 EOE

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice
Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-
ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225 -(- /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am
Earn $600 a semester, enjoy home cooked
nr>eals, call 545-2150 ask for John Mac

On campus non work study M-F morn-
ings 7-12 AM start now call 546-5559

Teach in MASSACHUSETTS Complete
employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts-plus latest open-
ingsl. $6.00 Betterway, P.O. Box 2153,

Dept. 35, Centen/ille, MA 02634

Work in exchange for home-cooked
meals. Sorority needs four persons for

lunch and dinner. Contact Kappa Kappa
Gamma at 549-0539 after 5 PM
Paid position available for kitchen posi-

tion at Kappa Kappa Gamma: 3.50 for 25
hrs. per week. Contact 549-0539 after 5 PM
The Commuter Area Government is hir-

ing 3 student advocates for the fall. Posi-

tions are for 10 hours/wk. Experience with
organizing, communications, social issues

preferred. Applications available at 404 Stu-
dent Union. The deadline is 5 PM Sept 22.

We are an affirmative action equal oppor-
tunity employer. Info 545-2145

Now hiring for student-run vegetarian

restuarant collective. Students will work
10^15 hours per week for $3.50 hr Man-
datory non-paid hours include management
work and Monday night meetings. A two
semester committment is required. Work
study/non-work study OK. Third World
and minority students are encouraged to

apply. Applications available at the Ear-

thfood's Kitchen in the Student Union, are

due by noon Sept. 21

.

Housecleaning. childcare (12, 8 yrs)

Weds 1:30-5 pm/$16. experienced,
references 253-7840

Part-time work-study: leadership skills,

knowledge of arts, deadline 9/20 545-2882
for application information

Experienced shoe salesperson part time

apply in person only Matthews Shoes 39 So
Pleasant St Amherst

"Button Up" is looking for a button
maker. Graphic arts background preferred.

Contact Donna Estabrooks 423 Student

Union Building (545-0341 /x28). Applica-

tions close 9/22

SGA Communications is presently taking

applications for both typesetting and
graphic arts positions. Experience prefer-

red. Contact Donna Estabrooks or Kelley

Riley in 423 Student Union Building

(545-0341 x28). Applications close 9/22.

The Collegian has a few work-study posi-

tions available immediately. Apply Room
113 campus center 8:45-3:45

HEY. HEY, PAULA KOSTKAII

1970 Honda 3eOCB good condition but

needs some work only $200. after 8 pm
Brad 545-2150

1980 Suzuki GN400X 3000 miles in ex-

cellent condition only $700 Paul 546-8571

PERSONALS

Nomination papers are available for all

undergrad senator seats in 420 SUB.
Nominations are due 9/23 at 3 pm, sharp.

5 Women and minority students are en-

\ couragedl

S MJ Welcome to UMassI Love you KJB

( To anyone looking for Lynn Eisenberg

? and Anne Maynard, we have changed loca-

I
tions. Feel free to contact us at 666-4278

1 "Herbie" - Luv your bum Happy 24th Bir-

S thday See ya "Miss"

{ EXERCISE your way to fitness Free in-

( troductory class Sept. 19 7-8 PM rm 174 CC
; 20.00$ for 10 wks for info call Kathleen

} Moore 256-6449

i __=_^=
\ PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples,
Pyschological testing,

vices Center 545-0041

Family Therapy.
Psychological Ser-

ROOM WANTED

I'm desperate I One homeless male stu-

dent needs room in an apartment. Will

share room and expenses. Call Steve
253-7438

ROOMMATE WANTED

Happy Birthday, twenty at lastll Love you

mucho, Mitch Baby

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom & shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2098

MOTORCYCLES

Room available In Brittany Manor for

two responsible females call Jackie

256-0037 keep trying

Looking for mature female roommate
to share 2 bedroom apt. in Sunderland no

pets $175. a month plus utilities call

549-6448

SUNGLASSES

High guallty Raybans by Bausch €r

Lomb. Great for skiing, athletic ac-
tivities and general wear low price free
adjusting call Bruce 549-2879

WANTED
Women interested In Ultimate Frisbee
come to Southwest playing fields Mon
Sept 19 3:30 253-3635

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-
sant, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Honda 400F good
549-2628 after 6

condition $600 paul
Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-
sal space in Amherst/ Hadley area. Call
549-4003 after September 8.
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Minutemen hope to slay Crusaders

V- .^i»»*<»*v

Bob Simeone will be part of the UMass offense
important game at Alumni Stadium at 1:30.

Photo courtesy of Sports Information

that hopes to topple Holy Cross tomorrow in an

By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts football team
takes the field tomorrow afternoon (1:30 p.m.) at Alumni
Stadium for their 1983 home opener against Holy Cross,

one thing is certain. There's no where to go but up.

"We have to get better," UMass head coach Bob Pickett

said after the 45- 13 drubbing by the University of Toledo

last Saturday night. "We are a young football tea.n and 1

know we are going to improve. I can think of no better time

to start the improvement than this week."

If the Minutemen plan on pursuing a berth in the Division

1 AA playoffs which goes to the Yankee Conference

Champion, a bad performance against the Cross, a non-

conference opponent, could come back to haunt them later

in the year.

It may be premature to start talking about playoffs but

when you play in the Yankee Conference, where a tie for

the conference championships has become expected, non-

conference games become the basis for the selection of a

conference representative.

What makes a victory over Holy Cross even more
important is the fact that the Crusaders hung a 14-3 loss on

the Yankee Conference preseason favorite Boston
University.last week. ^
Last year Holy Cross rolled over the Minutemen 27-14 in

Worcester and the main man for Holy Cross, quarterback

Peter Muldoon, is back for his senior year. Last year

Muldoon grabbed game MVP honors with a 10 for 14, 123

yard, two touchdown performance.

"Peter Muldoon is a complete quarterback," noted

Pickett, "He's a threat all over the field."

The Crusaders lost their best runner, Andy Clivio, to

graduation but head coach Rick Carter was blessed with a

sophomore transfer from Louisiana, Gill Fenerty.

Galloping Gill, as the Holy Cross PR people have dubbed
the 5'H" 190 lb back, ran for % yards on 25 carries and
scored both touchdowns for the Crusaders against BU.
"We thought they had a good running back last year in

Clivio. They may have even gained a step forward with

Fenerty." said Pickett.

As far as the Minutemen are concerned, the offense must
move the ball more effectively and cut down on mistakes.

Five of the six touchdowns Toledo scored came after

UMass mistakes and none of Toledo's six touchdown drives
were more than 52 yards.

The Minutemen haven't loss the first two games of the
season since (as David Lettermen would say) the late

1950's and coach Carter knows his Crusaders will have to
play well to best UMass.
"After losing three in a row last year and sustaining a lot

of injuries they made position changes and won three of

their last four," said Carter. "They did an amazing job and
I'm sure they'll be just as prepared this year."

UMass stickers win
again 1-0 over Ohio St.
BY JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team recorded its second win and
shut out of the season as they defeated the

Lady Buckeyes of Ohio State yesterday, 1-

0.

The lone tally of the game came at 29:00 in

the first half. On a set corner play, forward

Sue Packard crossed the ball to forward

Patti Smith, who shot the ball past Buckeye
goalie Jacqueline Kelly.

UMass outshot and outpassed Ohio State,

but could not come up with more than one

goal.

"You have to remember that this is a low

scoring game," coach Pam Hixon said.

"Right now, we're scoring enough to win.

We have the opportunities. We just have to

get it in the net. It is a gradual process,"

she said.

At the 21:00 mark, the Minutewomen had

passed their way to the Ohio State Circle

and were awarded a series of penalty

corners. Forwards Pam Moryl, Packard

and Smith all got off hard shots, but the

Buckeye defense held strong.

Ohio State cleared the ball, and played it

downfield for a few moments, but a series of

passes from the backfield to forwards Chris

Kocot and Moryl brought the Minutewomen

within striking distance once again.

"Part of our game plan was to distribute
the play of the ball, and we did that really

well, today," Hixon said.

Each time the Buckeyes thought they
were on their way downfield, backs Andrea
Muccini. Chris Coughlin, Nancy Goode and
Carol Progulske fed pass after pass to the
UMass forward line.

"We were on track offensively," Hixon
said, "and we held to our game plan. We
just have to finish it off in the circle."

The opportunities kept coming and going
but UM couldn't convert. With ten minutes
left in the game, Moryl took a pass from the
backfield, and broke away from the rest of
the pack. Forwards Moryl, Kocot and
Diane Kobel headed toward the Buckeye
goal, with Moryl in charge of the ball. As
Moryl reached the top of the circle, the
referee called Kobol offsides, Hixon argued
the call, and the crowd reacted strongly, all

to no avail.

"That was definitely a potential scoring
opportunity," Hixon said. "But we still

played around them, and that was our
intent."

For the last ten minutes of the games,
Ohio State kept all of their players in the
circle, using all their strength to keep
UMass from scoring again.

The minutewomen next play Boston
College on Tuesday. Game time is 4 p.m. at

the NOPE playing field.

Pam Moryl outruns her Ohio SUte opponent in the Minutewomen
1-0 win at NOPE.

Runners host finalhome meet

Liberty outsails Australia II
NEWPORT. R.I. ( AP)

Liberty skipper Dennis

Conner aught A astrailia II

Kju \Mtr wind shift and blew it

away on another to catapult

into a commanding 2-0 lead

Thursday in ih 25th defense
of the America's Cup.

Australia II,

protested the

however,
race, con-

tending that Conner im-
peded the challenger's

progress by illegally
crossing it's path on the
fourth leg of the six-leg

course.

By MARTIN E. MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
and women's cross-country teams will find
ideal running conditions awaiting them,
along with their opponents from Boston
CoUege, as they open their 1983 campaijras
today at NOPE.
The men wiU take off at 3:30 on a five mOe

course beginning and ending at NOPE.
Captain Rick Doiron, will lead an ex-
perienced squad that includes Rod
.^aFlamme, Jim MacPhee and Jack
Mart nil 11.

Freddy Braz of BC holds the Umass course
record of 25:30 (1981). Despite his absence,
UMass has to be apprehensive of a fairly

solid BC team that includes a freshnuin
sensation by the name of Jose Rocha.
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House to vote on bill

linking funds to draft
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Collcfian Pkoto by IJrew Ojfier

A Native American woman dressed in a traditional costume does a
ceremonial dance at this weekend's pow-wow by the Campus Pond.
Story, Page 3.

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts House of Represen

tatives this week will vote on and probably

pass a bill which will deny state scholarship

aid to male students who fail to register

with the Selective Service, according to

Rep. James Collins, D- Amherst.

Collins said the bill, filed by Rep. Walter

DeFillipi, R-West Springfield, "ties $8

million in new slate scholarship money
which will become available next semester

to registration for the draft."

The bill is a state-level version of the

Solomon Amendment, which already makes

$163 million of federal financial aid awards

conditional on male Selective Service

registration.

The bill was originally filed in the spring,

and was twice recommended for rejection

by the Joint ('ommittee on Education, said

Collins, who co chairs the committee with

Sen. Gerald D'Amico, D-Worcester.

The House voted 99 47 to overturn the

committee's recommendation on Sept. 13,

and Collins said "the likelihood is yes" that

the bill will pass in the House.

"The reason new life was breathed into it

is because the U.S. Supreme Court has put

a temporary holding order on a (Minnesota)

District Court ruling," which last spring

challenged the constitutionality of the

Solomon Amendment, Collins said.

Collins said representatives are also

angered by recent U.S. Marine casualties in

Beirut and the deaths of 269 persons killed

when a Soviet jet fighter shot down a

Korean Airlines 747 over the Sea of Japan.

"The legislators who support the bill want

to send a strong message to the Soviet

Union" that the U.S. intends to keep a

strong defense, Collins said.

Collins said he thinks the bill is "patently

unconstitutional" he<-ause it "punishes

people administratively without allowing

them their day in court."

"Those rights are what we built a strong

military for in the first place," Collins said.

"1 think we're sending the wrong mes.sage

to the Soviet Union."

Collins said he will be leading the fight

against the bill on the floor of the House,

and D'Amico will oppose it in the Senate.

Paul V. "sselin, chair of the

Undergraduate Student Senate Public

Policy Committee said his committee has

been lobbying members of both chambers
to vote against the bill.

Gosselin said the committee will con

centrate on lobbying the Senate, where he

feels they will be more successful.

Zannini claims freshmen
will get housed eventually
By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Correspondent

F>eshmen turned away from the Housing

Office last week now have spaces reserved

for them by the director of housing.

Executive Director of Housing Services

Joseph Zannini said Thursday that all

freshmen were placed in either permanent

or "swing" spaces, but several freshmen

who visited the Collegian offices vented

their anger at not being housed.

Zannini, who in Thursday's Collegian was

quoted as saying "We have housed all the

freshmen who wanted housing," now says

his office after holding a meeting on Sept.

10th for students without housing.

"We indicated to freshmen students that

we didn't have housing, that we couldn't

place them at that time," Zannini said.

The freshmen were instructed to return

to the Housing Office at a later date, at

which time they would receive housing.

According to Zannini, the freshmen without

housing are those who have not yet

reported back to the Housing Office.

"We would be happy to talk to these fresh-

men and find out what happened," he said.

Gerald Quarles, coordinator of the

Housing Assignment Office said Zannini

had ordered several spaces made available

for the freshmen in question, spaces to be

assigned as soon as they report back to the

Housing Office.

Inside:
Humberto Cardinal
Medeiros mourned by

Pope John Paul II while

doctors question his

death, p. 2

Democratic cadidate for

the presidency Gary
Hart to visit

campus...again, p. 3

Mt. Holyoke College

grad returns for political

filming, p. 9

Australia II - not

drowning in American

waters, p. 13

Minutemen blanked by

Holy Cross, p. 16

A great life has

passed into the tomb/

And there awaits the

requiem of winter's

snows
, —Louis H. Sullivan

, .

' lOth lor students without nousmg. .iwu.^...k v,...v^.

Buses to remain at Haigis Mall another year
/TTvTi A iir A r«rr<iini T-» f n h*> r*>— rniit«»H thrnnah narkina Int dFi

By VIRGINIA WARFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

Buses and regular traffic will not be

returning to the Campus Center Circle

this year because construction on a

baghouse for the University of

Massachusetts' campus power plant will

not be finished until next summer.
According to Robert Hildreth, Physical

Plant engineer in charge of the $4.5 million

project, work on the baghouse is on

schedule, and the system should be in

operation next June.
Hildreth said the baghouse is a small

building designed to remove the particles

of fly ash that are emitted from the plant.

The particles, which are about the

consistency ot talcum powder, are too big

to be collected in a furnace and are carried

out as smoke into the air.

"Whenever you burn coal or wood you get

this fly ash," he said. "We estimate about

500 tons is produced per year."

The baghouse will take out the particles

of ash so there will be no visible smoke

from the plant, which will consequently

cut down on polution.

Construction of the baghouse, which

began last spring, has forced traffic to the

Campus Center Circle and parking garage

to be re— routed through parking lot 65.

The Campus Center bus stop has been

temporarily moved to the Haigis Mall for

convenience.

Hildreth said the University is under

court order to build the baghouse and
eliminate the pollution.

"Our progress is being watched very

closely by the court," he said.

The project is being funded by the state

and the actual construction is done by the

State Division of Capitol Planning and
Operation.

After ten years of planning and financing,

the contract of the project went out tu bid

last fall. It was awarded to the contractor

with the lowest bid.

Director of Planning, H. Jackson Lit-

tlefield said there has been no change in

the original budget.

"The contractors bid on a fixed price." he

said, "and unless any unusual conditions or

problems arise there should be no change
in the price or budget."

Hildreth added some minor corrections

may be made after the project is finished

next spring, but the baghouse should be in

full operations by June. Buses and traffic,

he said, should be returning to the Campus
Center Circle in the summer.

^%
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Collrfrian phntu by Drew Oifier -

Construction workers place beams along the

outside wall of the baghouse being built next to

the campus power plant to control the particles

emitted by that plant.
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World and National News
Cardinal Medeiros dies Saturday

Popemourns passing

VATICAN CITY AP -Pope John Paull II on Sunday

expressed his "deep personal sorrow" over the death of

Cardinal Humberto Medeiros, the Roman Catholic ar-

chbishop of Boslon.

The pontiff sent two messages of condolence, one to the

archdiocese of Boston and the other to Archbishop John

R. Roach, president of the u.s. National Conference of

Catholic BishoDS. the Vatican said.

Medeiros.67. died Saturday after heart surgery in

Boston.

"As I extend my condolences to the beloved archdiocese

of Boston that he Medeiros served with such intense

pastoral zeal. I impart my apostolic blessing to all who

mourn in Christian hope," the pope said in his message to

the archdiocese.

The pope is not expected to name Medeiros' successor

immediatelty. After the death of a top prelate, teh

Vatican normally observes at least a two month mourning

period, and considers suggestions from the country's

bishops and Vatican delegate, before naming a successor.

Cardinal JohnP.Cody of Chicago died on april 25, 1982,

but the f)ope did not name his successor. Cardinal Joseph

L. Bernardin, until July 8.

Medeiros' death reduced the number of Roman Catholic

cardinals to 132. of whom 19 are under the age of 80 and

eligile to take part in papal election

AP Laserphoto

HUMBERTO CARDINAL MEDEIROS
dead at age 67

Cause ofdeath a mystery
Physicians who cared for Cardinal Humberto Medeiros

said his death puzzled them and an autopsy failed to

reveal the cause of the cardinal's death.

"We've all seen patients die who you didn't expect to,"

said Dr. Joseph Stetz, a cardiac surgeon who attended

the cardinal all Friday night and Saturday morning.

"But in this case everything looked normal. That's what

is so crazy about this thing," he said.

The 67—year— old cardinal suffered cardiac arrest at

6:35 a.m Saturday, 17 hours after surgery. On Friday he

underwent six hours of surgery to repair a leaky heart

valve and improve the blood supply to his heart.

Members of the medical team said they could think of

nothing that could have been done differently to prevent

cardiac arrest.

It was considered possible that doctors were unaware of

the extent of Medeiros' heart disease because he did not

complain and may have minimized the importance of

chest pain.

"My suspicion is that Hie Emminence was probably

having angina pain and minimizing it, maybe 'walking

through it. Dr. John 0. Pastore, the cardinal's car-

diologist, said Saturday.

"It wasn't until Sept. 6 that I was sure that he was really

having angina," he said.

He added that previous tests had not indicated that

Medeiros had suffered a significant "silent" heart attack,

probably years earlier, that had damaged his heart.

Soviets search for airliner; warn Japan to stay away
WAKKANAI. Japan (AP) — A Soviet search vessel

lowered a small yellow submarine Sunday into in-

ternational waters where the downed South Korean

airliner is believed to have crashed and warned a Japanese

patrol boat to stay away from the area, the Japanese navy

said.

In Edinburgh. Scotland, the editor-in-chief of the Soviet

Communist Party newspaper Pravda criticized his nation's

military for the six-day delay in acknowledging that one of

its fighter jets shot down the airplane.

However the editor, Victor Afanasyev, interviewed by

the British Broadcasting Corp. insisted the atUck was

justified, and that the Soviet Union would never apologize

or compensate the victims."Any apology or compensation

would amount to an admission of guilt on our part, and we

do not regard ourselves as guilty. " he said.

In the Sea of Japan, the 15.000-ton Georgi Kozumin

opened a hatch near the bow and lowered the sub into the

waters, said Rear Adm. Masayusho Kato of the Japanese

Maritime Safety Agency. Three men boarded the un-

derwater craft before it submerged, he said.

The Georgi Kozumin signaled by flag to the Japanese

vessel Rebun to "move north" away from the Soviet search

zone. 25 miles north of the tiny Soviet island of Moneron,

off Sakhalin's southwest coast, Kato said.

He said the submarine was different from one used in

two previous Soviet dives.

The zone is dominated by at least 23 Soviet vessels,

including the 8,200-ton guided missile cruiser

Petropavlovsk.

Digest NewHampshire town

By Associated Press haSpinkjail Cells

Harvardstudents create
artificialchromosome
Two youthful Harvard
University researchers have

created what they contend is

the first man-made
chromosome, a possible tool

in determining why genetic

disorders strike humans.

"This artificial chromosome
eventually will be im-

portant, we hope in finding

out what things go wrong,

as they do. in genetic

disorders such as Downs
Syndrome," a researcher,

Dr. Jack W. Szostak. 30, of

Montreal, said Sunday.

"You can always argue

about what you can call a

chromosome and what you

can't." he added, referring

to questions other scientists

have raised about what he

and his colleague. Andrew
M. Murray, have created.

"What we've made does not

behave perfectly. Normal
chromosomes are inherited

with very good fidelity. The
one we've made is oc-

cassionally lost, in the sense

that when a cell divides, one

of the two daughter cells

does not inherit the artificial

chromosome.

MILFORD. N.H. - So

far, the comments about

Milford's pink jail cells are

coming more from outside

the cells than from in them,

says Patrolman Jerry

Breeyear.

But, although the results

aren't in, poUce eventually

hope the color helps them

handle rowdy prisoners,

says Breeyear.

"Statistics may eventually

be gathered," he said, then

added tongue— in—cheek,
"Maybe our local paint

stores had a special..."

Police Chief Steven Sexton
ordered the cells painted

pink several months ago
after he heard about a

theory that color affects a

person's mood. Pink, he was
told, has a claming effect on

hostile or agitated inmates.

The cells, which were
silver, also needed painting,

said Breeyear.

Reviews from the

prisoners, who usually

remain in the small cells

under 24 hours, are mixed.

Breeyear added, "Most of

the comments we get are

from the outside."

EnglishLoony wins
guming championship

Referendummay cut

legislators'power

Retired truck driver Ron
lioony truly earned his name
over the weekend, removing

his false teeth and touching

his lower lip to his nose to

capture his sixth straight

world gurning cham-
pionship.

"We've all seen patients die

who you didn't expect to,"

said Dr. Joseph Stetz, a

cardiac surgeon who at-

tended

AP Lascrphoto

Maureen Reagan embraces her father Presi-

dent Reagan upon his return from Camp David,

Maryland, where he and the first lady spent the

weekend.

BOSTON AP - The
dispute over a referendum
that would restructure that

would restructure the

Legislative to cut the power

of the House and Senate

leaders goes before the

state Supreme Court

Monday.
'Ihf ( ualition for

Legislative Reform lost the

first round of this long battle

when Attorney General

Francis X. Hellolti refuse<i

to certify their initiative

petition. The coalition

appealed

The first i.ssue before

Justice Paul J. Liacos on

Monday is a request for

preliminary injunction that

would allow the sponsors to

go ahead gathering
signatures until the court

decides whether Bellotti was
right.

Thomas R. Kiley. Bellotti's

top assistant, said the at-

torney general doesn't
object to an injunction.

However, Bellotti's office

will argue to have his ruling

upheld. That larger issue

may be considered by the
full vourt later.

The petition is a lengthy
proposed law that would
curb the powers of the
presiding officers in the

HOu.se and Senate over
committees, the flow of

legislation and patronage.

Clarification

In photograph on page one of Thursday's Col-

legian, the women were incorrectly referred to.
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SomeKJ. teachers

end their walkouts

About 1,000 Teachers in

Warwick R.I., were ex-

pected to report for orienta-

tion Monday, but it was

unclear whether 640 strik-

ing teachers in Pawtucket

would obey a judge's order

to end their week — long

walkout.

The Warwick Teachers

Union on Sunday rejected

the school department's

latest offer of a three-year

contract with raises of 6

percent in the first year, 7.6

percent the second and 7

percent in the third.

Clyde D. Bennett. War-

wick school superintendent,

said the contract also would

have afforded "othodonttire

coverage in the first year

and prescription coverage
in the third."

Despite the lack of a con-

tract, Bennett said he was
optimistic teachers would
report for orientation on
Monday as they were
ordered to do Friday by a

Superior Court judge.

Talks failed to produce an
agreement on Friday bet-

ween school officials and the

Pawtucket Teacher's
Alliance which is letting in-

dividual teachers decide
whether to heed another
judge's order to begin
teaching 8,700 students.
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Trustees raise pay scales for administrators
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

WALTHAM The University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees authorized Thursday pay-scale increases for

senior University administrators and approved a plan

designed to improve University relations and guide future

development.

The pay scales approved by the Trustees set new
minimum and maximum possible salaries for three top
campus administrators, but did not change anyone's
present salary.

Under the new guidelines, the chancellor's minimum
salary would be $75,000 and the maximum $95,000, while

the University vice president would make between $55,000

and $75,000, and University deans would make from

$52,000 to $72,000.

Andrew. Knowles, chairman of the Trustee's Budget and

Gary Hart returns to UMass

Financial Affairs, presented the new pay scales for ap

proval. but he left the meeting without disclosing previous

pay scales. No exact figures were available on campus

either. However, former student Trustee Jim Murphy said

the new figures represented an increase of approximately

$10,000 in the chancellor's pay scale. The other pay scale

raises are probably similar, he said.

Trustee and Financial Affairs Committee member Stan

Kurzman said the increases were necessary "to keep the

quality of administrators at the level we would like it."

"The only way to attract top level educators is with the

hard dollars, unfortunately," he said.

The Trustees also confirmed Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey's appointment of Deirdre A. Ling as vice chancellor

for University Relations and Development, and approved

the University Relations and Development Organizational

Plan, which covers all three UMass campuses.

"The development plan may well be the most important

thing we do in the next 20 years," said Trustee John

Sweeney.
Ling said the plan will "define the goals and objectives

for the University in the area of development and public

relations as well as alumni relations."

UMass President David C. Knapp said the plan will

"expand the funding base of the University" through

alumni contributions and research involving business in

the University.

i he irustees also allocated $125,000 from the Trustee

Reserve to the Remote Sensing Center, which collects data

from satellites and processes it for use by private

businesses.

Sweeney said the center receives data from sensor-

mapping satelhtes. which can detect "anything from fish in

the sea to minerals in the ground."

"Our University has found the better way to utilize that

information," Sweeney said. "We need to keep the

University ahead, and get companies to buy that service."

The grant provides $75,000 to keep the center going until

January, Knowles said, and $50,000 "to study the

feasibility of remote sensing as a business venture."

"If we don't have anything to propose by January, we can

shut the center down," Knowles said.

By RICHARD HANCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Sen. Gary Hart, D, Colorado, will return

tomorrow to the University of

Massachusetts for the second time since

announcing his intentions of seeking the

Democratic nominations for president in

1984. Hart last visited UMass in March,

speaking out against Reagan administration

policies in central America and slating that

his administration would instigate a "180

degree (reverse) in policy toward Latin

America." Hart also expressed his

dissatisfaction with the reagan record on

educaiton. Calling it a "NATIONAL
SCANDAL."

Hart campaign organizers on campus
have said that their candidate will reaffirm

his commitment on these issues, and will

also be actively recruiting student

volunteers for the upcoming New Hamp-
shire presidential primary, the nation's first

official primary race.

Hart feels it is his responsibility to contact

students directly to address their concerns

and to stimulate active participation in the

primary process, they said.

David Nelso, a student coordinator for the

Hart campaing, considers this visit to

UMass a special one. calling it a "Unique

opportunity for UMass .students to have

access to a presidential candidate."

"The senator was impressed with the level

of awareness of the UMass student,"

Nelson said, "He finds organized en

counters with students a challenge."

Hart will speak at 4:00 p.m. tomorrow in

front of the Student Union Building. He
will make a brief statement, followed by a

question and answer seeion. After the open

open forum. Hart will meet with student

leaders.

Part - time students will get

degree program in spring
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A new part-time students' degree

program is expected to be ready for spring

pre-registration, according to Dean of

Students William Field.

The program was proposed to begin this

fall, but the Faculty Senate has not yet

approved it. The major recommendations

have been agreed to by everyone, but

financial details must still be worked out.

Field said.

The new program is a "redefinition of

what a part-time student is." Field said.

According to the final report of the Task

Force on Part-Time Students, a part time

student is "any student registered for 11

credits or less." Admission standards and

degree requirements will be uniform for all

students regardless of full-time or part-

time status, the report stated.

"The new program wUl allow equal access

to all areas of the University except the

Division of Continuing Education and

graduate programs," Field said.

Continuing Education students may
apply to the University degree programs as

part or full-time students. However, they

must complete the last 30 credits in

residence as University degree- seeking

students, according to the Task Force

report.

Like full-time undergraduates, part time

students must complete all degree

requirements in 10 semesters.

"For students engaged in part time

study, 12 credits will be considered

equivalent of one semester. Students in-

volved in part-time study must complete

their last 60 credits in five years," the

report stated.

Collcinan Phutu b* Jim Powers

A National Guardsman is lowered to earth in a simulated helicopter

rescue at the Northampton Air Show held at Lafleur Airport Sunday.

Native Americans pow-wow at Campus Pond

Collcfimn photo by Drew Oper

Three Native Americans dance in traditional clothing as part of this

weekend's pow-wow on the Campus Pond.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Native Americans from all over the

eastern United States and Canada came Ui

the University of Massachusetts this

weekend for the first inter-tribal pow-wow,

performing their music and dances and

selling hand-crafted jewelry, art work and

food.

According to Thelma Griffith-Johnson,

director of the Office of Affirmative Ac-

tion, the pow-wow went well. The purpose

of the pow-wow was to bring together the

Native Americans and increase the numk)er

of Native American students at UMass,

which now stands between 290 and 300,

Griffith-Johnson said.

"We wanted to let the Native American

community understand that the University

of Massachusetts would welcome them,"

she said. "Also, we want to try to en-

courage Native Americans to send their

children to this campus."
The teepees and tents were set up next to

the campus pond in one large circle. While

drummers and dancers equipped with head

dresses and multi-colored feathers, per-

formed in a roped off area in the center of

the circle, other Native Americans sold an

assortment of handicrafts. Everything

from beaded jewelry to porcupine and qiiill

jewelry to portraits made in sand to pain-

tings of burning tobacco in order to ward

off evil spirits was sold at the pow-wow.

One vendor, Richard Page (Running Spr-

ings) was pleased with the outcome of the

pow-wow.
"Being the first time (at UMass) I can't

say that I'm disappointed with the crowd,"

Page said.

Seneca Indian Don Sundonn from Buf-

falo, New York disagreed.

"I haven't sold anything here and it was
not worth my while to come," he said. "I

figured at least a good attendance for the

singing and dancing."

Only a small number of people observed

the dancing and singing on Saturday. The

sunshine brought out more people on Sun-

day in time for an entertaining dance con-

test and a final circle dance in which

everyone was invited to participate.

"This is my first time being here," seven-

year-old Donny Marhefka said about his

first encounter with the Native Americans.

"I thought they were going to chase me
around."

"I think it's just perfect for me," six-

year-old Marti Andrews said about the dan-

cing. "I was dancing. I hei you it would be

hard work, though."
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Hospital holds

events to educate
By RISA FRKEMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton will hold a

series of events to commemorate National Emergency
Medicine Week, which is being celebrated this week.

The events are being offered in cooperation with the

i American College of Emergency Physicians, which is

coordinating the third annual national celebration.

"The hospital's emergency department provides an

especially important community and regional service,"

Willis H. Brucker, CDH administrator said.

"Coupled with the responsiveness of our area Emergen-

cy Medical Technicians (EMTs) who serve on area am-

bulance and fire department services, our communities

are much safer and healthier places in which to live."

"There are basically two goals for Emergency Medicine

Week," Nick Costa, director of Development and Com-
munity Relations at the hospital, said. "They are to honor

all emergency care professionals and to educate and to

make the public aware of the level of skills available in

order to rescue and save lives."

Brucker said that the hospital's emergency medical ser-

; vices organization "remains committed to maintaining

high standards of care. We're pleased to salut*' them and

provide educational events to the public during National

Emergency Medicine Week."

Public events range from a demonstration of the

emergency medic^ transfer helicopter to a free blood

pressure screening this F^riday from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the

Outpatient Department Lobby at CDH. City and hospital

officials will take part in a drunk driving demonstration

today from 9 a.m. to noon at LaFleur Airport in Nor-

thampton. Special training sessions in the Heimlach

maneuver, used to save choking victims, are scheduled for

Tuesday and Wednesday at 9 a.m., n(M)n, 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.

in the Outpatient Department of CDH. There will also l>e a

demonstration of the steps used to save a heart attack vic-

tim Thursday at 7 p.m. in Conference Room A of the

hospital.

Co-sponsoring s(>ecific events with the Cooley Dickinson

Hospital are Hampshire ('ounty REACT, New England
Life Flight. Easthampton Savings Bank, and the Hamp-
shire County Emergency Medical Services Association.

Inc.

//
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A member of the Student Activities office files papers at Thursday's

Referral Fair in front of the Student Union.

Student groups seek members
By DAVID MUNIZ
Collegian Staff

As part of this week's ongoing "First

Week" events, a referral fair was held

Thursday on the lawn outside the Student

Union Building.

Delphin Quarles of the Student Ac-

tivities Office called the event a complete

success. The event was organized by the

First Week planning committee.

"The fair had two main purposes. It

gave students an opportunity to talk and

meet with representatives of various

organizations, and it also gave the depart-

ments an opportunity to show who they

are and what they do," she said.

With over 45 tables exhibiting an array

of activities and organizations, there was
something for everyone.

"It was pretty interesting, just seeing

all of the different groups, and finding out

about them was fun," said Sara Frankel,

one of the many students who attended

the fair and whose hands were filled with

colorful pamphlets and papers.

Representatives from different clubs

also voiced contentment.

"It's really great being mixed in with a

lot of other organizations," said Dave
Kumlin of the University of

Massachusetts crew team. "I've gotten a

lot of people interested in the sport."

Margaret Reiley, of the Emergency
Medical Technician (EMT) program was
stationed behind her resuscit-Anne doll.

"People stop by asking about courses in

CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation). It's

gotten a good response," she said.

At the hang-gliding exhibit, students

could buy raffle tickets for a stereo. Bren-

ton Blake, a member of the club, voiced

optimism for this year's club.

"We are psyched for a really good year.

There's going to be a lot of new peonle

this year," he said, noting the "over-

whelming" response from students in-

terested in joining the club at the fair.

The weather was good, with the skies

sunny and clear, and just a hint of autumn
in the air.

Women's Forum
W<ymen 's Forum is a weekly listing ofup-

coming extents relating to women's issues.

Nott.ces sh/mid be sent to the Women's

editor, care of the Collegian, US Campus
Center, before the Friday preceding the

event.

The Valley Women's Voice, the only

feminist monthly news journal in Western

Massachusetts, is now seeking volunteers

and interns to work in all facets of produc-

tion. Areas needing help include writing,

editing, graphic arts, typesetting, layout

and production, advertising or ad-

ministrative support. For more informa-

tion call 584-2479.

Monday — Jan Pahl, of the Department

of Sociology, University of Kent at Canter-

bury, will speak on "Distribution of Income

in the Family" at 4:15 p.m. in Wright Hall

Common Room, Smith college. The pro-

gram is being sponsored by the Project on

Women and Social Change.

Wednesday — The Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom will

hold its first meeting of the year at 6:30

p.m. in room 811 of the Campus Center.

Thursday — The Women's film festival

continues with Lady Sings the Blues, at 6

p.m., and A Portrait ofMaya AngeUm, at

9:15 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus
Center. Admission is $2 for the double

feature.

There are two hotlines available on

campus for aid to victims of rape or other

violence. The 24-Hour Rape hotline is

545-2677. The Everywoman's Center

Hotline for victims of violence is

545-0800.
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Women's center
needs volunteers
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

In an effort to raise community awareness around issues
of -ape, battering and social attitudes harmful to women,
the Everywoman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts is now recruiting volunteers and interns.

The Educator/Advocate Program of the center is seeking
"students and non-students who are committed to change"
in respect to educating people on the issues of violence
against women, said Martha Tapia, education coordinator
for the center.

Educator/advocates design and implement educational
programs and activities in the five college area and in the
local community.

Training is provided and academic credit or letters of

reference may be obtained.

Educator/advocates comprise "quite a variety of

students" from fashion marketing to English Literature to

the social sciences. Most of them are, however, upper level

students, she said.

Educator/ advocates also research and update pertinent

information related to issues of rape, battering and societal

attitudes harmful to women.
The center, which is University funded and offers many

services to area women, also has a number of other
positions open for volunteers.

The counselor/advocate program is seeking people in-

terested in crisis intervention counseling.

The counselor/ advocate program began in 1976 to assist

victims of rape, battering and other forms of sexual

assault.

The basis of the counselor/advocate program is an
emergency on-call system providing coverage year round.
Interested individuals in either the Educator/Advocate
Program or the Counseling/Advocate Program may obtain

detailed information and applications at the Everywoman's
Center located in Wilder Hall.

Writing course offered
The Southwest Residential

College is offering a course

titled "Diggin and Data
Gathering," designed tc

teach students how to

research and write term
papers. The three credit

Bibkt class available

course meets Tuesdays from
6:30 to 9 p.m. in the fifth

floor lounge of Coolidge

dormitory. Carol Ozier can

be contacted at 549—4600
for more information.

English Professor Lee
Beatty announces an added

section of her class, "The

Bible: Myth, Society and

Literature." The course

listed as English 203, will

meet MWF at 2:30 p.m.

"It's really not a gut,"

Beatty said, noting the

reading is simple but the

course covers a lot of

"territory."

"It's really of lifelong

value everyone agrees

it's useful to know the

basics," she said in reference

to the course.

ATHLETIC TRAINER
Amherst College seeks a (stu-

dent) for the fedl season. In-

dividual must be dependable
with first aid background and
taping experience. Contact
Josepli Stanitis - 542-2363 days
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Interested In the Arts?

Read This!

^SlnrS^^iigibinora 9 credit tuition-free opportunity in Arts Manage-

ment- a 3 credit course, fall 1983 followed by a 6 credit practicum, spring 1984.

INTRODUCTION TO ARTS MANAGEMENT

tonics Marketing and Public Relations Presenting Arts Events

Fundraising Working with Boards and Volunteers

Arts Grantsmanship Audience Development

Membership

eligibility Sophomore, Junior and First Year Graduate Students

ACTIVE Participant in Presenting Arts Programs on

Campus Must be Interested in Continuing Participation

in Arts on Campus after 1983/1984 Academic Year

Applications Enrollment limited to 10 students. Now available at Arts

Council Office, 125 Harter or AES, Tower Library

Deadline. . . September 19, 5:00 p.m. Notification September 23

This course is instructed by the Arts Extension Service, Division of Continuing Ed

Opportunity for student enrollment is made possible by the University Arts Council

contact Arts Council Office (545-0202) or the Arts Extension Service (545-2360)

Panel discussion focuses on US
policy in Centa'al America
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

Two different views on what is happening

in Central America and what the role of the

combatants have been killed in the last

three years. The only thing that has

changed is that the Salvadoran army has

learned to bury the dead," she said. Shenk

said that voting was compulsory by law in

El Salvador and people had to have proof

United States is were presented during a they voted. "I know gueriUas who voted."

panel discussion Thursday night at the she said

Senator EIectIons
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AVAiUbU For aU uNdERqRAcJuATE

STudENT SENATE SEATS - AT IeAST
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shARpI Women ANd iviiNORiTy

STudENTS ARE ENCOURAqEd!
For more InFormatIon, pIease see Gov't AFFairs, 420

SUB or >4»-0741

University of Massachusetts.

Two of the panelists supported United

States aid to El Salvador, and felt that the

United States was advancing democratic

aims. Two did not.

Peter Sarros, a U.S. State Department

foreign service officer, began the

discussion.

"United States policy has four broad

areas. They are: support for democratic

human rights, support for economic rights,

support for dialogue and negotiations, and

military assistance," he said.

"We have tried to deal with those on the

left who would be willing to test the popular

will in elections" Sarros said.

Janet Shenk, who has traveled to El

Salvador and worked in Ecuador from 1971

to 1975, disputed Sarros.

Opposition to the present government in

El Salvador sUrted out as an electoral

attempt to change power, she said. When
that was thwarted, opposition then moved

to civil disobedience, which was met with

repression from the government, Shenk

said.

It was only in 1980 and 1981, when all

other forms of change had been stifled, that

large scale armed resistance began, she

said.

"I have been to El Salvador three times in

the last twelve months with United States

delegations. The view is different from

inside El Salvador. Fourty thousand non-

Doctor Charles Clements, a Vietnam war

veteran who spent a year in a rebel-held

zone in El Salvador treating civilian

casualties, also differed with Sarros. He
compared the recent Salvadoran elections

to elections held in Mississippi before the

civil rights movement.
Colonel Samuel Dickens, a speaking

consultant for the American Security

Council, was interrupted by applause in

support of Cuba's role in Central America.

Dickens said that the core leadership of the

Nicaraguan leadership was trained in Cuba.

"There is little discussion about exiled

Nicaraguans who are trying to take back

the revolution and put it in the hands of

democracy," he said.

The United States supported rebels, who
are in El Salvador and Honduras, were
attacked by Shenk, for trying to overthrow

the Nicaraguan government.

"There is more freedom in Nicaragua

than Honduras. In Nicaragua there is an

opposition newspaper; they do not have

that in Honduras," he said.

Sarros said that the Nicaraguan gover-

nment was practicing repression and they

were exporting "revolution without

frontiers". He called on the Nicaraguan

government to hold elections.

"We have sent 610 million dollars in

economic assistance to the region, 120

development projects, and only $196 milUon

in military assistance," he said.

Weight control classes offered
A nine session class on weight control is

being offered by the l-niversily Health

The class meets Wednesdays^e^vices.

to 7 p.m. in the Health Education office

The phone number for that office

S49-267.

IS

from 4:30 to 6: p.m. and Thursdays from 5

Teachers needed for colloquia
The East Area Colloquia program is can be contacted for more information at

l<x)king for students to teach one credit 545 — 0290.
collo(|uia for course cmiit Kathryn Henry

Library tours leave Goodell daily
Tours of Goodell Library and the Library Tower leave the lobby of Goodell weekdays

at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 and 2:30 p.m.

Biologicalscientistspeaks today
Dr. Peter Alpert from the Biological

Sciences Department of Stanford
University will speak on "Physiological

Ecology of Dessication Tolerance" today at

4 p.m. in Room 203 of Morrill Science

South. Coffee will be served.
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Jackson should run for office
Let's get one thing straight right now-Jesse Jackson has

about as much chance of becoming president as Charles

Manson has of becoming the Pope. I know it, you know it.

Jackson himself knows it. So why should he run?

Before I tell you why. let me say that although it

shouldn't matter. I am White. Yet I look at this issue from

the perspective of an American, concerned about the

future of American politics. Also, in all honesty, if Jackson

runs, I doubt I'll vote for him.

Reuven Carlisle
The main reason I feel Reverend Jackson should run for

the presidency is Black morale. So far. Reverend Jackson

has sparked voter registration and political motivation

among Blacks ( especially in the South) such that this

country hasn't seen since the 1960s. To a large number of

Blacks, Reverend Jackson represents the rejuvenation of

Lhe spirit and drive that was so effective in the 60s, yet

which has been rather dormant for a good decade or so.

The second and most tangible reason for a Jackson

candidacy is Black voting. Both supporters and critics of

Jackson acknowledge that if he announces his candidacy

the number of voting Blacks will increase from 8.2 million

in 1980 to over 12 million in 1984. After about a decade of

relatively little action in the areas of political, social, and

economic progress for Blacks, that seems like a good way

to get the 1980s moving.

5 you, like myself, were one of the 300.000 who marched

for jobs, peace, and freedom in the swealtering 96 degree

heat of Washington, D.C.,last August and heard Reverend

Jackson's voice ring across the Lincoln memorial grounds

in its fiery, motivating tone, you know what I'm talking

about. When his voice thundered with "There's a freedom

train a comin', but you've got to register to ride," I knew

from the looks on hundreds of faces, both Black and White,

young and old, that he truly had a following. They really

believe in him on the g^ass roots level.

It seems the greatest fear people have of a Jackson

candidacy is the splitting of votes which would guarantee

Ronald Reagan an easy re-election in 1984. Yet it is im

portant to understand that even if every Black in the South

and a good number of Whites voted for Jackson, the

maximum amount of electoral votes Jackson could ever

dream of winning is less than 200 in about six states. That's

out of a national total of more than five thousand-not much

bargaining power and he knows it. The only damage

Jackson would incure would be the nervous breakdown of a

few KKK members.
Now what about Reverend Jesse Jackson on a personal

basis? The 41 year old illegitimate child of a teenager was

one of the only Blacks in his segregated South Carolina

hometown to go to college. This is where he became the

quarterback for the football team and President of the

Student Body. Later he joined the ministry in which he

worked with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and was a

participant in the civil rights movement.
Jackson soon became head of "Operation Breadbasket"

a self help organization in Chicago. This experience laid the

groundwork for his extensive understanding of our

economic system. Jackson was one of the first civil rights

leaders to advocate economic equality. He is directly

responsible for contracts between major U.S. corporations

and the Black community amounting to over one billion

dollars. In addition to the economy. Reverend Jackson

stresses a bond between the family, school and God. Yet he

does have a conflict with the issue of abortion, because he

is morally opposed to it. yet recognizes a woman's right to

control her body. Simply. Reverend Jackson beat the odds

and believes other people. Black and White can do the

same with guidance, support, education, and direction.

Now in all honesty I have a few problems with Reverend

Jackson, such as his harsh words directed toward the

Democratic party, without which progress for Blacks

would have been slowed to a crawl even in the 1960s. Also I

don't like his separation from other civil rights leaders

because it causes tension between a minority which needs

its unity.

In short, I'm not saying Reverend Jackson is the best

person for the job of the presidency, yet I do believe that a

Jackson campaign would inspire voter registration and

political motivation among Blacks that would bring great

credit to the American political process. As one prominent

Black politician said about a Jackson candidacy, "Some

people say may the best man win, I say may the greatest

cause endure." The Reverend Jesse Jackson represents

that cause.

I believe it is important for children to see both Black

and White people running for the most important office in

the free world-on equal terms. If they don't see a Black

presidential candidate in 1984. when? If they don't see the

Reverend Jesse Jackson, then who?

Reuven Carlyle is a UMass student.

Letters

To the Editor,

I am writing in response to Mr. Barrett's article,

"Russians Are Not To Trusted "(CoUegian Sept. 14. 1983).

ThereThere is no debating zhe fact that the Soviet

government is one to be deplored and distrusted; but that

has nothing to do with arms control and the nuclear freeze.

In his article Mr. Barrett correclqy assesses from deep

research and the use of key sources that"A thermonuclear

war would be fatal to capitalism." Well, that can be taken

one step further; a thermonuclear war would be fatal to

everyone.

According to the U.S. Dept. of Defense, we have 10,000

nuclear warheads as opposed to the Soviets' 8500. It

appears that Mr. Barrett has been a victim of President

Reagan's rhetoric, lies told by our president to make us

believe that the Soviets are militarily superior to us.

The nuclear freeze is one that can be verified by American

satelites, so relying on Soviet misinformation would not be

a problem. What Mr. Barrett advocates is a massive

military arms build— up which would only increase

diplomatic tension and open up the possibility of a nuclear

war. As Mr. Barrett points out, nuclear superiority did

not help us in 1962- -nor wUl it help us in 1983.

In closing, I would just like to add that if being a nuclear

freeze advocate associated myself with the Soviet Union, I

would as a God— fearing American withdraw my view.

Gary Klein

Southwest

To the Editor,

We wholeheartedly support any effort to enhance the

cultural awareness of the students at UMass. This

weekend's Pow Wow on the campus lawn was a fine way to

enrich the students in the ways of the Native American
culture. We are appalled, however, that the organizers of

the event did not consider that 15 percent of the students

who contribute to the SATF fund which was funding half of

this event, were not able to attend. This is due to the fact

that Saturday was Yom Kippur, the most holy day of the

Jewish year.

We should hope in the future that other RSO groups are

not as negligent meeting the varied cultural needs among
the sutudent body at UMass. „ .^ Ken Levinson

Dode Levenson
SGA senators

Flight 007
needs answers
The recent tragedy of the downed Korean airliner is

begining to read like a James Bond novel. High— security

military bases, electronically enhanced intelligence

recordings, and secret nuclear missile tests could all be

found gracing the pages of a new Bond thriller. Unfor

tunately. flight 007 did not have the miraculous abilities of

escape that agent 007 possesses, which means the world is

going to have to cope with the fact that 269 inncx-ent men,

women, and children have been killed in an incident over

which they had no control.

John Gilman
This Soviet action certainly warrants some sort of

response on the part of the world, but the actions to be

taken need to be arrived at in a rational and deliberate

manner. To arrive at a decision in this manner, the clouds

of controversy surrounding the incident must be cleared.

What the world needs are answers to a number of

unanswered question.s. First and foremost, what was the

Korean 747 doing there at all? Why did the airliner fail to

respond to Soviet radio transmissions? Why did the Soviet

Union fail to contact American or Japanese air traffic

controllers before firing on the jet? Why did American

intelligence operations fail to react to information con

firming the Soviet's stepped up air defense activity?

There are too many questions, too many unknowns in-

volved for anyone to make an intelligent decision con-

cerning this henious act, but nonetheless the cries for

action ring louder than the calls for information.

This is not the time to be calling for sanctions, for com

pensation, or for pubUc apologies. The propoganda war

that is now going on between the United States and the

Soviet Union can only obscure the facts, and perhaps bury

them forever. A propaganda victory on our part will do

nothing to help ease the pain of the relatives of the 269

victims, nor will itcreate an atmosphere by which

tragedies of this sort can be prevented in the future. Our

response has been premature, and some might say

selfSserving. Certainly this administration looks on

gleefully whilepeople call for an end to the nuclear freeze

movement, more money for the MX missile, and a tougher

stance towards Soviet expansion in Central America. This

incident does not clearly illustrate that the Soviets are

blood— thirsty, uncivilized, lying. barbarian,

war—mongers, and those who think that it does are just

adding to the hysteria.

Could the plane have picked a worse time to fly over the

soviet bases'.'The Russians had planned a nuclear missile

test for that very evening; certainly they were going to be

very sensitive to violations of the airspace over the test

site. The presence of a U.S. surveillance plane in the area

earlier could only have heightened the tensions. It is quite

easy to imagine a Soviet military officer overeacting under

such circumsatnces, especially when flight 007 did not

respond to radio communications. Let us hope our military

officers would not be guilty of the same mistake if the

situations were reversed.

This does not absolve the Soviets for their behavior, nor

does it do anything for the people whose loved ones were

on that flight. But the whole world is not in agreement

with the United States as far as what actually took place on

the night of September 1st. If the United Nations Security

Council vote on the resolution condemning the Soviet

Union is a good barometer of world opinion, then the fact

that the United States was barely able to whip into line the

nine votes necessary to pass the resolution indicates that

the world is waiting for more information before deciding

where the blame lies. Before we start labelling people as

dupes of Soviet propaganda, we had better take a long look

at our own information amchine. The facts are not in yet

and truth is not out. The wise man does not form an

opinion until he has his facts straight, the same should

hold for any nation.
, . ^., n.. c»..^«„*
John Oilman is a UMass Student.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

to editing for clarity and length.

^
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Arts
A rare and unsentimental

perception of Greek history

ELENI
By Nicholas Gage
Random House, 470 pages, $15.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Nicholas Gages memoir/biography Eleni

is subtitled 'A Savaee War. A Mother's

Love, and a Son's Revenge: 'A Personal

Story.' This is perhaps the clearest possible

explanation for this complex and ex-

cruciating recollection and reconstruction of

the brutal effects that the Greek Civil War
of the 1940's wrought upon a small

mountain village.

Gage, a former investigative reporter for

the New York Times, was born Nikole

Gatzoyiannis. His early childhood (in

the'40's) was spent with his mother and

sisters in Lia. a village in the Mourgana
mountain range near the Greek/ Albanian

border. His father, Christos, had

emigrated to Worcester. Massachusetts,

and only rarely visited his family in Greece,

leaving the care and upbringing of the

children to his wife. Eleni.

To understand Eleni's situation (and thus

Gage's book) one must be aware of the

traditional, patriarchal structure of Greek
society. In Lia. as in much of Greece, a

woman goes from her father's roof and rule

to her husband's and has no choice in the

arrangement. Initiative and the ability to

take care of one's self are not cultivated in

females; the rigors of farming and child-

rearing occupied these women while their

husbands were on the road as tinkers and

peddlers for most of the year.

Christos showered his family with gifts

enough to make them the wealthiest people

in Lia. Eleni had to deal with the envy and

resentment of poorer women, who saw her

good fortune as a kind of betrayal. In the

tiny village rage built up slowly, and small

slights and inequities were remembered.

The ill will of these women would grow to

have tragic significance as the village, and

the world, went to war.

The outbreak of WWII made com-

munication with Christos in America

unreliable. Increasingly, Eleni had to brave

her neighbors' displeasure and think for

herself in order to feed her family. The

independence she developed was to become

even more necessary as WWII led into the

bloody Civil War between the communist

and nationalist forces.

Throughout the long, bitter years of the

struggle. Eleni, trapped in an occupied

zone, dreamed only of bringing her children

to safety in America. Her earlier wealth

was played against her in the communist-

controlled Lia, making her life very dif-

ficult. Through famine, conscription,

torture, and even death, Eleni's dream of

freedom became an obsession. Ultimately,

her children were saved, but she was not.

Gage and his sisters emigrated to the

United States in 1948 to live with their

father. Gage seemed to assimilate; he

received his M.A. and became esteemed in

his field. But nagging doubts and a great

sorrow would not allow him to forgive or

forget his mother's murderers. His own

love and rage festered over the years and at

last drove Gage back to Greece to pin down

the events that led to Eleni's death.

The result is this personal history that is

not. as many such books are, marred by

undue sentimentality or unfocused

historical perceptions. Gage's exacting skill

Nicholas Gage's Eleni: All in the Family

as a reporter prevents his emotions from

taking the helm, and it is this emotional

reticence that makes EJleni all the more
poignant. One can feel the power of time

and anguish behind this work, and it is

disturbing. Eleni is as valid as it is moving,

and stands as a worthy contribution to

biographical literature.

Located in the Campus Center
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Arts
The making of a revolutionary

Zoe TamerUs challengesAmerican stereotypes ofthe terrorist
By DAVID JONES
Collegian Correspondent

Curfew: USA , a 35mm independent film is now shooting

scenes at different locations in the Five College area. The
film, portions of which have already been filmed in New
York City and Central America, is set for inter-commercial

distribution next year and is being made from a scrip-

t/novel written by it's star Zoe Tamerlis. Tamerlis is a

graduate of Mount Holyoke College and a veteran of in-

ternational films such as the critically acclaimed cult film

Ms. 45.

With Curfew: USA, Tamerlis has set out with the help of

people around the world to make a film "independent" of

the constrictions of Hollywood.

"We consider ourselves a precedent for struggling

filmmakers," explains Tamerlis.

"We own all our own equipment, yet we work almost

entirely with volunteers. People and organizations have

given money in many denominations, also their time and

resources. As in the film itself, commitment is total, with

all one is, does, and has."

The film itself exists as a study of various levels of

commitment both in front of and behind the camera.

Although the progression of the film's plot could be

compared to a Hitchcock-like political thriller, the action

draws from a deeper source than that of the conventional

thriller; it's fueled by the increasingly more potent moral

choices that each of the characters must make, eventually

leading them from mere slogans to direct actions. In the

same way, the makers of Curfew have also made moral and

political choices that have resulted in the direct action of

the making and writing of this film.

The plot of the film serves to make this clear. Una Horn

(played by Zoe Tamerhs) is a feminist actress from the

U.S. who travels to a Latin American country called San

Federal. Although there are definite parallels to El

Salvador, the country stands as a universal theoretical

proving ground in which two women. Una and Bianca

IVralta (who is tentatively set to be played by Bianca

J agger) are by conscious choice pitted against one another.

Bianca is the wife of the President of San Federal and her

choice is that of evil, destruction, and underhanded

methods in dealing with the insurgency in her country.

Una chooses to help the guerillas by distributing medical

supplies and prophylactics to the "free territories." But she

IS. kidnapped by guerillas and. in a confrontation with

Bianca's army which had used Una to find the rebels, she

inadvertently kills an American adviser. Una acts in a way

that furthered the aims of the guerillas, but hers was an

act of fear and chance, not of conscious choice. The rest of

the story traces how a naive but concerned woman like

Una is changed by the necessity of responding to in-

creasingly strong moral challenges: to take an action based

on conscience.

Una is asked to join the guerillas, but she opts to return

to the U.S. The State Department wants her not to confess

but to become an informer, and so she takes a stand and

decides not to talk. This impresses her interrogator Aldous

Tate, himself an aging Sixties radical, and he falls in love

with Una. Meanwhile, news arrives that Bianca will be

arriving as the official envoy of San Federal to sign a pact

treaty whereby neutron weapons will be sent to her

country to wipe out the people of the insurgency — but not

the foreign industrial installations. Together Una and

Aldous decide to take the final step — the assassination of

Bianca. After this decision is made, Una travels to her old

college in search of conspirators.

This part of the script, a strong critique of the American

Left, is being filmed locally. The scene, code named

"Diogenes. " will be shot at Mt. Holyoke College, and

concerns a confrontation between Una and a group of

Zoe Tamerlis brings things into focus on the set of Curfew:USA. Portions of the film are set to be

filmed on location at Mount Holyoke College.

radical lesbian feminists whom Una challenges to advance

their beliefs into action. The women are eager to help until

they find that the potential target is a woman, whereupon

they back down, and Una becomes enraged. The film-

makers are looking for volunteers to help in filming this

scene. Amateur and professional actors and actresses are

urged to contact the casting department immediately at

the number given at the end of this article. These and

other scenes, some possibly to be filmed at UMass, will be

built around the volunteers that are chosen.

Another scene that has already been filmed locally

features the former singer/songwriter of Kaspar Hauser

David Wildman, and his new band. Rapture of the Deep.

Wildman has written music that will appear in various

parts of the film. This scene, shot at the Mt. Holyoke

College amphitheatre, depicts the band playing with their

backs to an empty stadium as Una slowly descends the

steps behind them. Through alternate shots of Una and

band members singing the words to "Dancing in the

Wasteland," a connection is made between Una's revolu-

tionary consciousness and the similar consciousness pre-

sent in the music.

Although Una eventually kills Bianca, it's important to

note that Curfeu>:USA does not advocate violence. The
killing of Bianca is a metaphor for the consequence of total

commitment to a belief, be it film, music, or the U.S. in

volvement in El Salvador. It's a powerful message though,

and despite the obstruction of Ms. Tamerlis's speeches and
.screenings at some neighboring colleges, the film continues

to roll, and should be completed in time for the Venice film

festival next year.

Once again. Tamerlis would like to encourage all those

who feel they can contribute something to the making of

Curfew: USA to please come forward. For more in-

formation, call Sarah at 467-9247.
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ArtsUnes
The UMass Chamber Choir and Madrigal

singers are looking for tenors with

previous vocal experience to sing with their

ensembles this year. These ensembles are

also credited. If you are interested, please

stop by room 253 in the Music Department

Office in the FAC.

The University of Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Music and Dance will present two

faculty recitals during the coming week.

Featured will be oboist Charles-David

Lehrer at 8 p.m. on Sunday, September 25

at Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC. At 8:15

p.m. on Tuesday, September 27, pianis^

Estela Olevsky will perform in Buckley

Recital Hall at Amherst College. Admis-

sion to both events is free.

From October 18 - November 2. Herter

Gallery and the Eduard Nakhamkm
Gallery will present an exhibit of paintings

and sculpture entitled Six Soviet Empire

Artist in Gallery I, Sun Gallery. The exhibit

features the work of six artists currently

living and working in Paris, New York, and

Massachusetts. Works in the exhibition

ranges from the metaphysical paintings of

Chemiakin to the brutally honest sculpture

of Neizvestny . On display from October 18 -

November 2 in Herter Gallery will also l^e

an exhibition of photographs by Michael

Zide entitled Landscape Imagery of Mar-

tha 's Vineyard. Zide sees his photographs

as a recording of the interaction of light

against landscape. Zide doesn't try to

romanticize the Vineyard, he strives to cap-

ture singular moments of it. The Herter

Gallery is open Monday - Friday, 11-4; Sun-

day, 2-5. For more information call

545-0976.

Photographer, Herat, Afghanistan,

by Elliott Erwitt is a selection from

one of six photographic portfolios

donated to the University Collection

and on display from Sept. 24 to Oct.

28 at the University Gallery.
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MNEED EXTRA SPENDING

$ MONEY $ ?

*Are you responsible?

IF SO, WE HAVE A NUMBER
OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE
INTERESTED
* C^ll for details

$,

Alternate Lifestyles Seminar -

Discussion course open this

semester - covers sexually open

relationships, creative

singlehood, cohabitation and a

variety of views of marriage &
families. Call Roger Libby

253-21 74 Tape when not home.

iHyyMIMSVM)iyVVM

rrt

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

dietsi Call UHS
549-2671 ext 181.

Starts Sept. 29.

Preregistration by
Sept. 27.

AAAAA'AXA'AAAA'A'AT.

665-2252 $

SHAB
Student Health

Advisory Board

. . .A student activities group for

all majors.

FIRST MEETING:
Sept. 21, 5 pm

Health Services, RM 302

Rhetoric Exemption
Exom

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam
will be given on

Wednesday,
S«pt«mb«r 24, 1960

7-9 p.m.

Dortlett 6i
_ 'The test is open only to students who
^entered as freshmen prior to Fall 1982 or
^transfers who will be juniors before Fall

^ 1984. This is the only time this exam will be
jj given this semester. Bring student I.D. and
Wa pen.

C GROUP CONCERTS
PRESENTS

JORMA
kaukonen

JACK
casady

& FRIENDS

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

pOBBY&theMIDNITES

9UBOB WEIR KENNY GRADNEY
BILLY COBHAM

DAVE GARLAND BOBBY COCHRAN

SPriNGFIELD CIVIC CENTER LITTLE ARENA
NOVEMBER 3rd — 8:00 P.M.
ALL SEATS RESERVED $11.50

On Sale At Springfield Civic Center Box Office,

Dototix ond all ("•^ TIckefron Outlets

Town water reserves appear to Be

AdEouATE For Ths UU ANd should remaIn

so, pROvidEd WE Avoid extravaqant

USAqE.

You CAN liElp TO ASSURE tIiat OUR Supp-

ly doES NOT Become dEplETEd by obsERV-

JNq tNe followiNq:

- TaUe bRJEfER shoWERS
- Turn oFf TAps wIien not In use

- Report v ater IeaIis to:

HousJNq Maintenance OFHce ($-0920)

OR, PkysicAl PIant ($-0600)
— BARRy Simon

ENERqy CoORdlNATOR

.:>GUBLr teA- iHE s? bo CINEMA

Phone Charge 1413) 787 6600 or TOLL FREE .800 243 4842

A hmiied number ol fickefi w'lt be sold lor this special even'

Only area appearance together

TICKET SALES BEGIN WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER ^1 St

Monday - Tuesday
KING OF HEARTS
HAROLD er MAUDE

Starts Wednesdayl
CASABLANCA
THE MALTESE FALCON

7:00

9:00

7:00

9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERSf

The Great Resurrection
Hoax ^™~

UMass Fine Arts Center (FAC)

Wed. Sept. 21 7:30 PM Free

m

Hvpercurriiula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of Massa-
chusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are

listed only on the day they

are taking place. An-
nouncements must lie sub-

mitted on "Hj'percurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian offices, 113 Campus
Center, and returned to the

office by 3 p.m. the Friday

before the event. All sub-

missions should be written

in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

**HypercurricuIa"
notices not submitted on

the standard form and not

submitted bv the Friday

before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of

all "Hvpercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organiza-

tions.

FIRST UMASS OUTING
CLUB MEETING - Come
and see what the Outing

Club is all about. Meet new
friends and bring some of

your own. We will see you

there! 7 p.m. at

Earthfoods (Com-
monwealth Room).

HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING - Organized

meeting — Come and meet

others interested in hunger

issues. All are welcome!

4:30 p.m. 428 Student

Union.

HILLEL COUNCIL
MEETING - Plan events,

share views... 6 p.m. Suffolk

Room, Student Union.

HILLEL BARBEQUE
SIGN-UP - Deadline is 12

noon: If not on a meal plan,

sign up in Hillel; if on
kosher meal plan, buy $1

supplement ticket in Hamp-
shire DC and take it to

Kosher DC for a BBQ
ticket. 12 noon.

ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS ASSOCIA-
TION (AASA) - The Asian
American Students
Asi-ociation will hold its

first general meeting. All

are welcome to attend and
suggest activities for the up-

coming semester. 7-8 p.m.

CC room 917.

HEY EGGHEAD!
SO YOU THINK YOU'RE A

KNOW IT ALL
Here's your chance to prove it!

Tune in to WMUA this Friday night for the
22nd Annual

BIG TRIVIA CONTEST
Test your knowledge, win great prizes,

and listen to the finest in obscure music!
Sponsored by

UMASS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird h> Margaret harrar and I rude Jafie
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ACROSS
I t iKi- ,1 Jdiif il.iy

!) H«>i\)m<> va()ii)

9 Stt,iiig«' in

I (lintxirgh

\.\ A(,ihi( n,ini*>

14 Words ol

urultMsl.ituliiig

f) Oiieiilallillf

10 Plaio tot |ustu:f

18 Lounging spot

19 Dut( h coinmun*'

20 Ctiines*' ilynasty

i\ Ot ttit'past

23 Moinentafy teliet

2f) Static, for

example
26 c;ht'mistry suttix

21 Slight advantagi'

28 Bankroll

31 Stitch style

34 Unmasks
35 Freud s concern

36 Italian money
37 Philippines chiefs

38 Rocky place

39 Seraglio area

40 Dawn
41 No longer chic

42 Dance step

43 Links hazard
44 Kind of oar

4h Morlorn wrap
4/ f i( tioruil t.ilcon

M Mt'lodK. sound',
'> I Aral>ian garrnenl

)4 Kapital
')') W.tding tiird

'»«> I ac.kirig success
VJ Done
(>0 Knovwini)

61 I and nuMSurc
62 Missing Irom .1

rolling stone

'

63 Sheltered spots

64 Sate place Ahbr

DOWN
1 fy^aralhoner

2 Nest
3 Hakes
4 Locale ot Pol and

Port

5 Penzance
residenf

6 In unison
7 Papal name
8 Popular

confection

9 Forgets
10 Opening night

VIPs

1 1 Slal(f»ner '.

rtUfasure

\'? Riitish f.oriipo'.er

IS Whiilpool'.

1 / Ari.tiaif. pronoun
.',' (Jp<;ra fioiiM-

areas
24 Carpet feature

,'/ Cor^sumc
29 Oriental ruler-.

10 Venetian

magistratf;

31 Equine sound
3? Verdi work

33 Arm banrls

)4 Blarney or hoHum
M 01 the brain

38 Salient angle

40 Drive aground
41 Rice dish

44 Ihou Shalt nols

46 Bitter drugs

47 Unfinished metal

product

48 Something
developed

49 Holy Prefix

60 Sandy ridge

51 -Let eat

52 Gambling mecca
57 One in Paris
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Swiss Turkey Sandwich Caponata with F'ocket

Squash Bake Bread
Squash Bake

DINNER
Meatloaf/Mushroom Sauce

Fried v'lams

Cocktail Sauce
Tartar Sauce

Deviled E^rg Cold Plat^

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo ('heese Loaf

Mushroom Sauce
Fried Clams

Cocktail Sauce
Tartar Sauce

Deviled P^gg Cold Plate

Weather TODAY'S
PUZZLE ANSWER

Today, mostly sunny,

highs in the 80s. except near

70 over the islands. Fair

tonight, lows in the upper

50s and 60s. Tuesday,

sunny, breezy and warm,

highs in the 80s.
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spons

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

Monday through Thursday

September 19lh 22nd

Student Union

Ballroom

10:00 AM - 5.00 PM

Inter Fraternity Council

HROI 1,11! Id ^. I II

871 lirw r

The Collegian is

happy to announce
a second intro meeting!

Forany ofyou

who missed the firstmeeting,

you 'vegota secondchance . .

.

7 p.m. Wednesday
Site to be announced

. . . stay tuned!

m0 The Collegian Photo fl||^]V|
Department will be offer- ^^^^

545-3500

p ing an orientation ses-
-J sion for new
O photographers at 8 p.m.

S Wednesday and Sunday.

S Be a photojournalist at

g New England's largest

^ daily college newspaper!

p Serious inquires only.

For more information contact

1 Drew Ogier Photo Editor

I Dave Deuber Assc. Photo Editor

Location to be announced

^ Nikon ^^Kii, RICOH chinonpentax kodakcanon

Headline news
-a half-hour daily newsshow -

seelffi people

withvideo experience.

Volunteers, Writer,

peoplewith ideas.

Meeting:

7:30 p.m.Monday
C.C.Room 802

J 1^ I

w W '

NOW AVAILABLE

IN "PAPERBACK

$8.95

Stephen B. Gates is a professor of history at the University of

Massachusetts. Amojig his eight previous books are: The Fires of

]ubilee: Nat Turner's Fierce Rebellion, With Malice Toward None:

The Life of Abraham Lincoln (both available in Mentor editions),

and To Purge T/m Land With Blood: A Biography of John Brown.

^Available in Hardcover

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE

"

OPEN M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4^

Kirsten Smith spikes the ball in Saturday's UMass Invitational finals against Occential. Debbie
Cole, Jo Siler, Sally Maher, and Patty Grant (left to right) stay ready. ( uiieKi.n I'hoto hv jim puwrr.

Australia II romps over Liberty
the first two races and were denied a lopsided victory in

the third when dying wind Saturday prevented them from
beating the 5 hour, 15 minute time limit.

There was no such help for the Americans Sunday,
although it appeared at first that shifting winds might keep
them from racing at all.

The start was delayed almost two hours, and the race

began just 10 minutes before the deadline.

After that, though, the bonewhite Australia II. SVz tons

lighter in displacement than Liberty, led at each of six

marks in southwesterly winds of 6-14 knots over a 24.3-

mile triangular course on Rhode Island Sound.

Liberty led by 8 seconds at the start but quickly fell

behind, and Australia II led by 1:14 after the first of three

4.5-mile windward legs.

The ruby-hulled Liberty. Conner's choice to defend the

Cup he held for the United States three years ago in

Freedom, was no match for Australia II. Counting

Saturday's abandoned race. Alan Bond's 12 meter has

shown Liberty her stern at 11 straight marks.

NEWPORT. R.I. (AP) - Challenger Australia II.

enhancing her reputation as a superboat in light winds,

sailed back into contention for the America's Cup on
Sunday with her first victory in three races against U.S.
defender Liberty.

And she did it in a runaway.
With his celebrated winged keel letting him turn faster on

the all-important windward legs, skipper John Bertrand
beat counterpart Dennis Conner by 3 minutes. 14 seconds,

the biggest margin by a foreign boat since 1871.

The victory cut Liberty's lead to 2-1 in the best-ofseven

series, with the next race scheduled for Monday, barring

an American request for a lay day.

This was one the Australians had to win. If Liberty had
won. she would have needed just one victory in five races

to keep the Cup: there would have been no margin of error

for the challenger.

The victory also halted an incredible run of bad luck in

which the Aussies suffered steering and mainsail problems

Minutemen battle to 0-0 tie

UMass spikers

finish second
By EI) CUNNINGHAM
Collegian CorresfK)ndent

The University of Massachusetts women's volleyball

team was steaming hot this weekend. In the finals of their

16 team tournament, however, UMass was one missing

ingredient. They were lacking experience. It's one of those

intangibles that no coach can teach, just ask head coach

Elaine Sortino.

All weekend, the young UMass team played ex-

traordinarily well. Praise was heard from every corner of

Boyden Gym. Following their semi final match with

Eastern Connecticut State College. ECSC coach Floretta

Crabtree said. "They beat us. What can I say. they never

broke down." This was a popular lament from UMass
victims.

These victims included Bryant College. Brown
University. Eastern Nazarene in pool play and Eastern

Conn, and Boston College in the quarter and semi-final

matches. The saga continued until the final match versus

Occidental College, from Los Angeles.

The finals could not have been mapped out any better.

The match pitted West coast Occidental against ?]ast coast

UMass, the only undefeated teams left. The older, ex-

perienced Occidental (3rd in the nation last year), faced a
young growing UMass team.
"Occidental had been there before, this was completely
new to us," said Sortino.

In the first game (best 2 of 3), Occidental led from the

outset.

Due to their relative inexperience, and nerves, UMass'
well oiled machine suddenly had some dry spots. It was a

combination of circumstances that led to a 15-9 defeat in

game 1

.

Game 2 was surely the most mportant game of the

young season, to date. UMass w still a bit nervous until

the tallies showed UMass down ^ 5. At this point, l^eslie

Smith had seen enough of Occidental's Wendy Gobar
spikes. I^eslie cleanly blocked a Gobar like and it turned

the tide. UMass fought back to an 11 deadlock. Down
13-12. Debbie Cole came up with a spec .cular dig. UMass
fought hard to win the point, but they ultimately lost the

point but not until three UMass players hit the floor.

Occidental won the next point, giving them the cham-

pionship 15 9 and 15 12.

Following a 3rd place finish in this tournament last year,
the coaching staff was happy to reach the finals this year.
The loss to Occidental gave UMass their first loss of the
year to drop them to 6 1

By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

After 220 minutes of non-stop action, the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team is still without a victory or a defeat.

They played to their second straight

overtime tie, this time at the hands of

Southern Connecticut, as neither team
could put the ball in the net through two
halves and two overtimes.

The Minutemen traveled to New Haven
with the thoughts of a hard-fought. 2-2 tie

against a tough Boston University team,

and Southern Connecticut used this to their

advantage and came out strong. The well-

skilled team from the Nutmeg State
dominated the first half and had a goal
called back as one of their players bore
right into goalie Don Donahue.
UMass spread out their offense in the

second half and used a tough man-to-man
defense but there was still no score as the
regulation gun sounded. The Minutemen
had their chances in both overtime periods,

with breakaways by Kayvan Khatami and
Nick Marciano. but they just could not put

the ball in the net. As the clock read :00. so

did the score.

Wednesday will be the next UMass
challenge as they travel to New Hampshire.

Why alumni love UMass
football openers - win or lose

Sports Notes
All can Jiviates interested in trying out

for th" wonen's softball team must at-

tend a meeting on Monday Sept. 19,

tonight, at 6:30 p.m. in room 153 in

NOPE.

Wrestling tryouts will be held on Mon-

day Sept. 19 and Tuesday Sept. 20 in the

Boyden wrestling room at 4 p.m.

Anyone interested in l)eing a manager
for the men's basketball team is asked to

attend a meeting on Monday Sept. 19 at 4

p.m. in the basketball office at Boyden
222. If you have any questions, call the of-

fice at 545-2610.

• • •

There will l>e a meeting for all women
interested in running women's indcM)r and

outdoor track in Boyden 225 at 6 p.m.

tonight. Sept. 19.

Continuedfrom page 16

Ninety six yards were lost by the offense, 83 of those

yards by Simeone, who was being pressured all over the

slippery field by Holy Cross linemen.

"I'm discouraged we can't put points up." said Simeone.

who was sacked seven times on the afternoon, "but I'm

not discouraged with the offensive line."

Simeone finished the day 10 or 20 for 127 yards and one

interception and Pickett says his young quarterback is

making progress.

"Jim Simeone played better than a week ago." said

Pickett, but as far as the offense is concerned, "They have

a way to go."

Muldoon (8 for 14. 92 yards) who scored the first Holy

Cross touchdowm with a 22 yard run, won the Dr. Eddie

Anderson Award for the second straight year. The award

is presented annually to the MVP of the Holy Cross-

UMass game and the last man to win it two consecutive

years was UMass quarterback Dean Pecevich, who won

the award in 1980 and 1981.

YCresults

This week's Yankee Con-

ference football results and
standings.

Holy Cross 17,

Massachusetts

Rhode Island 24. Maine
16

Northeastern 27, Connec-

ticut 7

Boston University 13,

New Hampshire 3

Standings: BU 1-0 (1-1,

overall). URI 1-0 (1-1),

UMass 0-0 (0-2), UConn 0-0

(0-2), UNH 0-1 (1-1), Maine
0-1 (0-1)

By JIM FLOYD
S{>ecial to the Collegian

Football games, I love football games.
Truthfully, there was a time when I

wasn't in love with football games. I

mean, there was a certain degree of lust

which compelled me to attend every home
game but. to speak from a completely

honest frame of mind, there were other

things I could have done (like trout fishing

in the Campus Pond) that I might just as

easily have done that would have been as

gratifying to me.
But, that was before I became an

alumnus. That was before I needed to

have a reason to be at UMass. It was
before I made the mistake of passing Food

Science and Nutrition ( and with only

three visits) and earning a diploma.

That's why I love football games.

People came up to me all day Saturday

and said:

"Didn't you graduate'.'"

And. to be sure, they were rignt. UKay.

I graduated. Don't hold it against me. I

should be home working or something. At

the very least, I shouldn't be here at

UMass.
But. there was a home football game

this weekend. Not only was there a battle

between two schools, there was also an

excuse for someone like me ( a homesick

-

schoolsick individual) to come back and

have a good time without feeling TOO out

of place.

And thus (notice the change of tone-

thus, how continental). I strove to become

a typical alumni football booster at

Saturday's monumental clash.

I arrived at ti^e game at 12:30 p.m.

which afforded me v.itli enough time to

get inside the stadium by the midpoint of

the second quarter (with socializing being

what it is these days). UMass was losing

though I don't really recall what the score

was.

.

Score? I don't even cognitively

remember what the final outcome of the

game was. I'm pretty sure they lost

because the wicked pretty cheerleader

with the blonde hair (have you ever

noticed that it's always the blondes)

looked sort of depressed when I spotted

her sometime early Saturday evening.

But, there are times when a score does

not indicate the true value of a game and
this, my friends, was one of those oc-

casions.

I marvelled at the size of the crowd and
the way they went bonkers every time the

home team did something good but. to be
quite honest. UMass has always been a

very supporti'f* place.

I felt a bit o i shiver go down my spine

as I proudly watched the Minuteman
Marching Bai.d perform at halftime (ha

and you can tell who the freshmen are at

football games because they are the ones

who don't know well enough to watch the

halftime show).

I wished that the team would win but felt

a very bad premonition when the

Crusaders went for it on fourth and a foot

from their own 14 and made it.

But. I guess the bottom line was that I

felt as if I had a reason to come back to

this strange wonderful place that un-

dergraduates take for granted and

graduates look upon as an escape from the

real world and all because there was a

football game at home.
The game gave me a reason to be back at

the place where I spent a major portion of

my life, where I fell in love (52 times to

date if my figures are correct) and where I

had a chance to babble at people through a

literary channel.

So, I figured that if I was doing all the

other things that I did when I was a

student at UMass, I might as well babble

again. So I did.

I love football games.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: Jim Floyd thanks

the UMass football team for allowing him

to make a visit to Amherst and hopes to

come back and babble again.
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TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
OPEN

Monday - Friday 9-5
TEXTBOOK REFUND POLICY

If you purchase an incorrect title you may return it for a refund

within seven calendar days of the first day of classes.

Thereafter, Incorrect titles may be returned within 48 hours of

purchase providing the book is new and unmarked.

1. Textbooks from dropped courses may be returned during

the month of September for the Fall Semester and during the

month of February for the Spring Semester. Returns must be

made within 48 hours of dropping a course. You must present

your receipt and a copy of your drop form dated and validated

by the Registrar. Any new books must be unmarked. Summer
School and Wintersession books may be returned during the

first week of classes only.

2. Keep your receipt. Refunds on textbooks cannot be made
unless the register receipt accompanies the book.

3. Do not mark your book if you think you may have to return

it. A return will not be allowed if the book is in an unsatisfac-

tory condition. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE A RE-

FUND AT ANYTIME.

4. Always have your current I.D. available. This is required for

any refund transaction.

5. All defective books (caused by the publisher, i.e. missing

pages, etc.) will automatically be exchanged at any time during

the semester in which they were purchased.

Used books will be bought during the week of finals each
semester.

cover walls, furniture, windows

Paper

LAMPSHADES

RUGS & MATS CARDS
colorful, durable oyer 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded Stirling and Gold Filled

SKIRTS & BLOUSES JEWELRY
lots of comfortable cotton Earrings. Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc.

CLOTHING SALE

',ITt tank tops - 4.50

Z'^r sr^EVE T-SHIRTS - 4.50

20% 50% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - FrI Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

MEI^CANTILE
GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

DELTA UFSILON J

OPEN RUSH
Tues, Wed. September 20 & 21

A ALL WELCOME
FREE REFRESHMENTS Served

778 North Pleasant St.

* (across from NOPE Gym)
For more information call:

549-3831

/f

ATTENTION:
Gov't APFaIrs will be MEETiNq

EVERy TuEsdAy at 4:70 pivi to

ORqANIZE ANd COORdJNATE tNe

Senator eIectIons. Aray sTudENT

who is iNTERESTEd should STOp

by 420SUB ANd iNOuiRE.

•^

This Fall We've Got It All!! '^i^

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops 1

1

Northampton - next to Iron Horse I

POSTERS BUNn<5 I
Largest Selection Ever L^tllHiyw

BEDSPREADS

Pi Kappa Alpha

We are. • .

• the Campus and Greek Area
Athletic Champions

• the fraternity that does not haze
S* the house that raised over
$42,000 for Multiple Sclerosis

PIKE - we could be for you
RUSH PARTIES

Men. Sept. 19 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 20 at 9 pm
Thurs. Sept. 22 at 9 pm
Men. Sept. 26 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 27 at 9 pm

_ Atah»r^t Cmnimt » .

N PlMaant St

c;«at«r

/ I? PIKE

5 —

'

I ^T
Ar«

All Rushes: 9:00-11:00 PM
For more info: 545-2150 545-0047

Pi Kappa Alpha

<i.<i.<^i>^<i Pree Refreshments a^juj^i^^^

*

EMT's
Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit

Work at shows, football games,
basketball ^ames
CPR recert. CEU's

1st meeting Monday Sept. 19 at 7 PM
Morrill North 406

Please bring a copy of your EMT and CPR card

/ hope I copied down the addrpss right

A 3 cmDi'i' cxxihsl: vai

PLDPIJ-: WHO WNV 'VO KNOW

TiiLiR KiGirrs....

']'ALK-Jfr BY THRKE A'l'IX)l<NPri'S

lliOM TIU; LEJ'AL SUA/JCIJS

OfriCK AT UMASS

ujr«:)iJMiKr limitu) -

SIGN 'T NOW A]' WXIM 434

OF' •rm STTJDriTi' union.

CLASS NB-TTS TDtS 4: JO - 7: 30

FT)I< niKTin-P INI-OfWV'I'IOl

CAIA. '".4 '.-0 341 fact. 7

caiRSi-: M^rriNi;: iixjc v J9i b

FIRST MUhTINi; 'J/20/a3

CAMIU.S CENTKK RO( W HU^j

Ul

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone nunnber FREE

ASSISTANT TO THE SPEAKER

Workstudy, non-workstudy position.

Assistant to the Speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate, working

around student issues and assisting the

Speaker maintain Senate Records. Apply at

420 Student Union or call 545-0341.

Women and Third World students en-

couraged to apply.

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 Camaro 6 cyl. auto PS PB good
cond. $2695 call aft. 7 665-2125

81 Omni AM-FM stereo, rear defroster,

Rusty Jones - Brian 253-9879, 256-0453

1967 1225 Volvo Wagon
$3,500 617-544-7438

mint condition

1974 VW Bug excellent condition 545-2690

( Mike Kajen)

71 Plymouth Fury excel, cond. 4 dr. ask-

ing 900 527-5310

CASSETTES

Cassettes for sale - all new $3.00-$6.00

Rolling Stones, Who, and many others

546-6666

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

Midrange Productions - Professional

Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates 253-3980

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

Bruce Lee Enter the Dragon Mon 9-197, 9,

11 CCA. $1.50

FOR SALE

Honda Passport a small motorcycle goes

up to 50 mph excellent condition new
750.00 sale price 400. 253-7665 evenings

Refrig - 7 cu ft Early model G.E., good

cond. Works great. Used in dorm for 2

semesters. $100 549-7719

AKC german shorthaired pointer pups.

Good markings & disposition. Shots.

549-0382

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-5033 Mon 5-7

PM & THurs 3-5 PM only

Acoustic Guitar Schaller machines $99

Peter 5-0850

*

-If

¥

•fc

Pool table, slate
1-467-9645 keep trying

44"x88", $550,

Refrigerator for sale old but very good
condition call Sherry 549-5920

Fisher 36wpc stereo, turntable, speakers,
$225. John 5-2069 549-6543

Honeywell Visamatic 615 36mm camera
xcett cond need cash will take 25.00 or BO
cal l 549-0023 ask for Scott

Beautiful Classical Guitar. Yamaha with
hard case $119 256-6694

HELP WANTED

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment

and serious attitude essential. Vocals

helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8 .

Experienced reliable childcare sought

for four yr old. Afternoons call Carolyn

253-3162

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice

Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-

ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225-1- /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am

Teach In MASSACHUSETTS Complete

employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts -plus latest open-

ingsl $6.00 Betten^/ay, P.O. Box 2153,

Dept. 35, Centerville, MA 02634

Work in exchange for home-cooked
meals. Sorority needs four persons for

lunch and dinner. Contact Kappa Kappa

Gamma at 549-0539 after 5 PM
Paid position available for kitchen posi-

tion at Kappa Kappa Gamma: 3.50 for 25

h rs. per week. Contact 549-0539 after 5 PM

The Commuter Area Government is hir-

ing 3 student advocates for the fall. Posi-

tions are for 10 hours/wk. Experience with

organizing, communications, social issues

preferred. Applications available at 404 Stu-

dent Union. The deadline is 5 PM Sept 22.

We are an affirmative action equal oppor-

tunity employer. Info 545-2145

Now hiring for student-run vegetarian

restuarant collective. Students will work

10-15 hours per week for $3.50 hr Man-

datory non-paid hours include management
work and Monday night meetings. A two
semester committment is required. Work
study/ non-work study OK. Third World

and minority students are encouraged to

¥
*
*

¥

*

*
¥

apply. Applications available at the Ear-

thfood's Kitchen in the Student Union, are

due by noon Sept. 21.

Part-time work-study: leadership skills,

knowledge of arts, deadline 9/20 545-2882

for application information

Experienced shoe salesperson part time

apply in person only Matthews Shoes 39 So
Pleasant St Amherst

"Button Up" is looking for a button

maker. Graphic arts background preferred.

Contact Donna Estabrooks 423 Student
Union Building (545-0341 /x28). Applica-

tions close 9/22

SGA Communications is presently taking

applications for both typesetting and
graphic arts positions. Experience prefer-

red. Contact Donna Estabrooks or Kelley

Filey in 423 Student Union Building

(545-0341 x28). Applications close 9/22.

The Collegian has a few work-study posi-

tions available immediately. Apply Room
113 campus center 8:45-3:45

Housecleaning, childcare (12, 8 yrs)

Weds 1:30-5 pm/$16. Experience,
references 253-7840

Experienced driver and inside help apply

at Superior Pizzeria 17 Montague Rd
549-0626

REDEMPTION SERVICE workstudy posi-

tions office staff assistant administrator

pickup staff cash handling loading trucks

etc. class III license applications 306 SUB
545-0618

Female models for fashion shows at

Hampshire Mall. Experience preferred call

586-5702 Mon-Fri 12:00-1:30 pm only

Jobs, Internships, Credits available

with the SGA Presidents Office. 1 Office

Manager and 3 assistants to the Co-
Presidents. Good organizing, writing, com-
munication and/or office skills required.

10-15 hrs/week, 3.35/hr. Deadline: Sept.

23, 5:oo pm AA/EOE employer info

545-0341

INSTRUCTION

Graduate student needs tutor for

graduate-level Statistics call 549-4438 after

6 PM for details

LOST

Reward! 3 keys, black coil keychain lost

9/14. Herter 231? Pleasel ca ll Annie 6-3258

Lost Reward leather jacket lost 9/9 Phi

Mu 50$ to finder no questions asked sen-

timental value call Joel 549-7666

Keys lost on campus a white clip key ring

with one key call Bethb-AJZb

MOTORCYCLES

1970 Honda 360CB good condition but

needs some work only $200. after 8 pm
Brad 545-2150

1980 Suzuki GN400X 3000 miles in ex-

cellent condition only $7fX) Paul 546-8571

PERSONALS

Nomination papers are available for all

undergrad senator seats in 420 SUB.
Nominations are due 9/in at 3 pm, sharp.

Women and minority students are en-

couraged]

Happy Birthday JoyI Looking forward to

another good yearl - AM
EXERCISE your way to fitness Free in-

troductory class Sept. 1G ^-8 PM rm 174 CC
20.00$ for 10 wks for , ifo call Kathleen

Moore 256-6449

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual. Couples, Family Therapy.
Pyschological testing. P<.>ychological Ser
vices Center 545-0041

RIDERS WANTED

Rider wanted to Bucknell Univ. Fri Oct 7
- Columbus weekend return Oct 10 call Jodi

549-2638

ROOM WANTED

I'm desperatel One homeless male stu-

dent needs room in an apartment. Will

share room and expenses. Call Steve
253-7438

ROOMMATE WANTED

One room in a 2 bedrocm apt $160 plus

utilities not on busline, b .t I have car, will

sharel 863-4244 Rich

SERVICfS

Child care provider
stimulating environmer
Mon Friday, $2.00 pe

from camous call 549-4f.

WANTC

Buying class rings,

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smi
sent, Amherst, 256-0710

can provide
for your child.

lOur, one block

jold and silver

•h, 25 North Plea-

WANTED TO RENT

Musical Group seeks l8< e heated rehear-

sal space in Amherst/) jdley area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.
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Crusaders sack Minutemen for a loss
.1

Colleipaii Photo by Dmve Ucubcr

Steve Raquet of Holy Cross lowers the boom on Jim Simeone in the second quarter of

Saturday's 17-0 loss. Simeone fumbled on the play and three plays later HC led 14-0.

Errors,MuMoonplague
UMasshome opener

By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

Holy Cross won the game 17-0, but that wasn't the

disturbing part and UMass coach Bob Pickett knew it.

"Have tliem stop you is one thing," said the sixth year

coach, "but to stop yourself is another."

The Crusaders didn't come charging into Alumni

Stadium and embarass the Minutemen with a 40-0 romp,

which would have been painful enough.

They came to Alumni Stadium, played solid football, ex-

ecuted and watched the Minutemen hand them an easy

17-0 win Saturday liefore 13,500 fans, including a few

disgruntled UMass fans.

The boo birds came out of the nest, justifiably so, in the

third quarter when the Minutemen put together two costly

mistakes, mistakes which may have put a game that was

still within reach, emotionally out of reach.

Trailing 14-0 at the time, the Minutemen put together

their best drive of the day and were closing in for six

points when as was the case in the 45-13 loss to Toledo

mental mistakes proved to be the Minuteman downfall.

On a third and goal play from the Holy Cross one yard

line, the left side of the UMass line was called for illegal

motion (moving before the ball was snapped) and the

Minutemen were pushed back to the six for a third and six

play.

UMass quarterback Jim Simeone carried to the three

yard line on the next play and Pickett decided to try a field

goal. But Don Day's snap was high and Bob Simeone pick-

ed up the ball and managed to hit Jim Rice with a pass at

the five yard line, but UMass was forced to turn the ball

over to Holy Cross.

So instead of scoring a touchdown, which they really

should have done, or even salvaging a field, which they

could have used, the Minutemen were at the Holy Cross

one yard line and came away with nothing.

To add insult to injury. Holy Cross coach Rick Carter

gave the Minutemen another chance to get back in the

game when, on the ensuing drive, decided to go on a

fourth and one play on his own 15 yard line. But quarter-

back Pete Muldoon used the sneak play to gain the first

down.
"We had another bunch of errors that hurt us." said

Pickett, who also saw another field goal attempt aborted

when holder Bob Simeone couldn't handle Day's snap.

"As an offensive unit we didn't do a very good job."

The offense was playing Giant Step most of the after-

noon. Two steps forward, one step back. UMass finished

with 186 yards rushing, but finished the game with only 86

yards net rushing.

Cimtinued on page 13

Minutewomen open
with 1-0 shutout win
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team began a successful

1983 campaign, Saturday, with a 1-0 vic-

tory over visiting Plymouth State.

The Minutewomen dominated the play

throughout the game as they displayed fine

ball control and set up several gcx)d scoring

opportunities, but couldn't put the ball in

the net.

"We should have beaten them by a

higher score. I didn't think we played that

well defensively because we let them in the

game for too long," said head coach

Kalekeni Banda.

UMass put the pressure on Plymouth

State early. Tri-captain Deanna I)enault

made a few fancy moves outside the box

and then found Nadia Komarowski inside

the box to the left of goalie Kim Hewitt,

who got into position in time to save

Kumarowski's sailing shot. Debbie

Harackiewicz also missed on a good chance

a few minutes later when she lost the ball in

front of Hewitt.

' The women tM>oters finally got on the

scoreboard at the 22:25 mark of the first

half. Jamie Watson made a nice run up the

left wing and crossed a beautiful pass to

Komarowski who was on the right wing all

alone and then slid a soft shot past a diving

Hewitt.

UMass outshot Plymouth State by 8-2 in

the first half and dominated play. In the se-

cond half, they had more good scoring op-

portunities but once again could not

capitalize on them. A small flareup occur-

red in the early going of the second half as

Deborah Lach of Plymouth State received

a yellow card for unnecessarily tackling tri-

captain Stacey F'lionis.

The Plymouth State defense supported

their goalie by clearing the ball after initial

shots, and not permitting second shots or

rebounds from the UMass Minutewomen.

(k)alie Kim Hewitt registered 15 saves out

of 16 shots fired on her. Umass goalie Lisa

Kllis was relatively untested making two

saves, both of those coming in the first half.

Coach Banda likes to concentrate on

defense, because he feels that the team is

defensively easy to coach.

"We were mentally rusty and shying off

the ball. We need more concentration and

our fitness should l)e Iwtter. But this is a

good team and 1 think we will come back

and do well when we play tc^gether as a

team," said Banda.

The Minutewomen will take the week off

to try and correct their minor problems and

rustiness and then bring their 1-0 record to

SUNY-Cortland for a tournament beginn-

ing this weekend.

Collepan photo by Jim Powert

Nadia Komarowski (4) competes for the ball in the Minutewomen*s
1-0 win on Saturday.

WELCOME
NUMMO NEWS is an independent Third World

newspaper distributed on Mondays with the COL-
LEGIAN. With the beginning of the new school year,

NUMMO asks interested Third World reporters,

photographers and artists, as well as graphics and

layout technicians, to help to continue to spread "the

magic power of the spoken and written

word." NUMMO began in 1975 in response to the

area media's inadequate coverage of issues and con-

cerns to people of color. As the largest Third World

newspaper in the Five College area, NUMMO creates

a supportive informational network by focussing on

campus, local, national and international news.

With this goal in mind, NUMMO extends an invita-

tion to students to join us In the collective effort of

production. All staff members attend meetings twice

weekly (Mondays and Wednesdays, 4pm) and attend

scheduled weekend production in the Campus Center

Graphics Room. Through these activities students

contribute their talents, develop their interests and

become involved in all aspects of the paper.

Take an active stance toward your education, and

in the community, by participating in and com-

municating cultural, political and social affairs. All op-

tions are open, so come to our next staff meeting,

Monday, September 19, 4 pm, at the NUMMO NEWS
office, 103 New Africa House.

Young, Gifted, and Black : John Wright Jr.

This summer many of us lo:-t a

very close companion. John Coleman
Wright, Jr. departf»d thi? life on

"" - - - ^^
memory

August 1, 198^. This i.'^rue

ofIWMIiO NEWS is dedicated in
this beautiful brother.

At the time of passing John waf
a Lienior here at the University,
Deoartnent of Political Science,
During his time at UMASS his
accomplishments were many. Perhaps
no.-^t remembered for his athletic •

achievements, John was avarif^i the
Most Valuable Player Award for
Tr-^ck and Field for two consecutive
years, and he held a number of
school and state records in the
hurdles. He also male the 19P5
UMASS Football team.

There was much more to John Wright
than Just his .amazing athletic
abilities. John was indeed a leader
and a doer in his community. Alonf^
with being involved with social
activitie.'^ on campus he was a

Resident A.qsistant in tne Kennedy
dormitory and Photo Editor of irUMMO

NEWS. John's committment to the
growth of our community and his
willingness to he]p whenever possible
are qualities that we all admire and
respr^cl very much.

Lver\ more important, John was
academically successful. Even with
running track, being involved in
social and political activities, and
always being there when somebody
needed to talk, John always found time

I h.-it -v-

riL;:: 'in '..<

-.11 •'•

oUv loa*. i

sr lor-.*-f-

:v; liv ()

r;"". lo'p": 1

to study and to stay on top of his
academics, John set an excellent example
of strength and determination for his
neers. In hif shoi-t life h(? wis r;

very success r.jl nat..

.•hat, we mort 'tj'iirod r
.' ;. •' irr. , ct-.'v

in tou<"h.-"i
'

, .M kn:"; • hin
;.ou ^5hGok his hand you

vere his friend and he would go to bgt
for you. He had a kind heart and a

friendly, hu-jible disposition. John was
a great asset to hi.*^ community and
his friends here at UMASS.

To you, John, we say this:
As Photo Editor of NbTlMO, your

artistic creativity wris sooth in-;

to our eyes and souls. As an
athlete, the way you glided over
the hurdle and -^y^iv^ed the finis.'-j

line make us all ^^ei like ^ '"•«-'

winner you were. And as a human
being, you showed
meaning of fr i'-'ni
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20th Anniversary of MLK's March on Washington
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March on Washington: AWarning to Reagan
A sea of faces engulfed the Washington Monument

at the end of the historic August 27 Twentieth An-

niversary March on Washington, D.C. for Jobs, Peace

and Freedom. Over 250,000 people from virtually

every state, union, college and church marched on the

Capitol with one purpose: to demand in 1983 the

dream articulated by Martin Luther King Jr. in 1963.

"We're not asking for anything more than the

average white man gets," said Johnny McLean, a

native of Washington, D.C. "And we know why we

want a day for Martin Luther King," he concluded.

John Luchie, an elderly man, also from Washington,

said, "We're here today to try to git these jobs to

loosen up here."

Whereas ministers and politicians were the main

speakers at the 1963 march, it was the entertainers,

most of whom were political artists and activists, like

Dick Gregory and Sweet Honey In The Rock, who ar-

ticulated the feelings of the crowd. "We Shall Over-

come" was sung twenty years ago and Julian Bond

said in a World News Tonight interview that each per-

son felt as though s/he were a part of something enor-

mous. It was the feeling of a promise, the expression

of a dream.

Today,in 1983 Gil-Scott Heron sang out, "What's

the word" and the crowd shouted back "Johan-

nesburg." People chanted "We're fired up, we can't

take no more", and Bill Cosby taunted the absent

President Reagan with insinuations and accusations

as to his whereabouts. The audience laughed, clap-

ped, and cheered. No one seemed to feel it was coin-

cidental that Mr. Reagan was out of town on the day

of the March. Liz Raid, a Washington citizen said, "He

above and before everybody else had to know about

it."

President Reagan was denounced by speakers and

marchers alike. Several times from the podium

Reagan and his government officials were called fools,

and labeled incompetent and insensitive to the

people's needs. Each time such statements were

made they were received with confident affirmations.

The only statements eliciting greater crowd response

were those warning the President and his cabinet

against ignoring the people's interests.

Ms. Reid felt that the March was "very effective"

because "the turnout showed him (President Reagan)

that people were concerned." People didn't seem to

believe the President would become more concerned,

but like Johnny McLean, they felt that the March

would put pressure on President Reagan "to perform

better and get something done.
"

Most participants said that the March was

"beautiful" and agreed with Regina Brown of Chicago

who said, "it should tell Reagan something." Robert

Flanagan, also from Chicago, said, "If we were to

hold an election today..." He laughingly stopped the

sentence assuming everyone knew how the sentence,

and election would end.

The day's comedians, lecturers, ministers and musi-

cians all echoed the people's dissatisfaction with the

Reagan administration. People did not need the dream

of jobs, peace and freedom reiterated. What they

came for in 1983 was action. They did not come with

hopes, but with demands. The people at this historic

march firmly believed, as Martin Luther King might

say, 'the promissory note is due.'

by Tracey Bryant

photo by Ed Cohen

March in Chile: AWarning for Pinochet

In Santiago, Chile, President Pinochet celebrated

the tenth anniversary of his military regime. In Vina del

Mar, just 100 miles north of the capitol, over 1500

Chileans came to pay homage to the Socialist Presi-

dent Salvador Allende Gossans, who was killed the

day Pinochet took power.

While Chilean masses carrying flowers and banners

streamed into the Santa Inez cemetery to honor

Allende, in Santiago two persons were shot to death

and 1 1 wounded in clashes between gunmen and anti-

Pinochet demonstrators.

chilehe Santiago slum of Pudahuel where the two

anti-Pinochet demonstrators were killed, buses had

been sent for 5000 employees of a government works

project in Santiago slums, so they could participate in

a parade honoring President Pinochet. According to a

New York Times article, only 10 buses arrived and

many of the people left behind started chanting of

Pinochet: "He's going to falll He's going to falll"

Later in the Pudahuel district, 500 people barricaded

a street and raised a banner bearing Allende's

image. Police pursued demonstrators using tear gas

and shooting weapons in the air. Tear gas was also us-

ed by police in Concepcion to break up a 500-person

march en route to an anti-Pinochet demonstration,

which they also dispersed.

In Vina del Mar, federal police herded marchers

through traffic on their four-mile march to the

cemetery. The week before in Santiago, federal police

used tear gas and water cannons to disperse similar

groups during a week wrought with protests. Many of

the marchers in Vina del Mar wore scarves and han-

dkerchiefs covering their faces.

During the two-hour ceremony at the grave site,

eulogies were drowned out by political chants, many

of them anti-Pinochet slogans. The Times reported

that one chant consisted of "Comrade Salvador

Allende?" being called out, with the "thundenng"

reply of "Present." The Times also reported one

speaker as saying "We live under a government of

criminals in uniform, but on the day of your assassina-

tion, a seed was sewn."

After the ceremony the crowd marched through the

town and then eight miles south to Valparaiso.

Workers, churchgoers and families came out to cheer.

Many joined the march. An elderly woman was

quoted by the the New York Times as saying of a

black yarn rose pinned to her lapel, "You see this. I

have worn it every day for ten years. And I will con-

tinue to wear it every day until the memory of Allende

brings back democracy to Chile."

photo by Ed Cohen
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BCP/CCEBMS

Summer Program

by Begun Eubanks

Administrators of the new BCP/CCEBMS Summer
Program believe that the eighty freshpersons who par-

ticipated in the six week academic program in August
will be better equipped to handle the many social,

academic and cultural pressures of the university en-

vironment. The Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)

and the Committee for Collegiate Education of Black

and Minority Students (CCEBMS) organized and
coordinated the program to give students an oppor-

tunity to develop basic skills that would help them in

their very difficult first year.

According to Paul Barrows, Director of CCEBMS,
the BCP/CCEBMS Summer Program stemmed from a

need to end a developing pattern of poor academic

performance by CCEBMS and BCP freshpersons,

who historically have been hardest hit by atriculation.

Although poor high school preparation is part of the

problem. Barrows said that even Third World students

who have been academically prepared have difficulty.

"Many urban areas suffer from culture shock and peer

pressure", said Barrows.

The students who participated in the program

received six college credits for first-year math and

English classes and took part in a number of

workshops and activities. Ms. Teresa Mascarenhas,

an Academic Advisor for BCP said that the program

brought a diversity of students much closer together

and was an important step in ending the separation of

Black and Hispanic communities in the area. The BCP
and CCEBMS programs had parted a few years back

but have come together this year and are working in a

"collective spirit", said Ms. Manuela Pacheco, also a

BCP Academic Advisor.

Ben Rodriguez, Director of BCP and Paul Barrows

designed the program last winter in conjunction with

the Student Affairs Minority Task Force who played a

major role in the political work for the program's fun-

ding. Dr. Gloria deGuevara, Director of Educational

Access and Outreach, Chancellor Joseph Duffy, and

Vice-Chancellor Dennis Madson also played vital roles

in the support and approval of the program.

Students reacted very positively to the benefits of

the program. Ms. Helene "Frenchie" Goncalves, who
joined the program because she wanted to "check out

the University" and "get a head start" said that her

academic performance in the summer gave her the

confidence to deal with her education. Helene said the

program "gave me a chance to meet people from dif-

ferent cultural backgrounds and learn from them."

BCP and CCEBMS are already working on plans for

next summer's program which they hope will have in-

creased enrollment, more funding, and an optional

elective course for students. The program is funded

on a yearly basis and Ms. Mascarenhas said that they

are working on obtaining more secure forms of fun-

ding to ensure the program's continuation.

All administrators interviewed felt that the program

was very successful. Barrows also added that Mr.

Charles Bookman, Director of the Summer Program,

did an excellent job coordinating and making sure

things ran smoothly.

Mr. Barrows said that BCP and CCEBMS will close-

ly observe the progress of the freshpersons who par-

ticipated in the historic first year of the program. "The

results are already showing", added Barrows. "These

freshpersons stand out. Their confidence, energy and

motivation show that they are the closest and perhaps

strongest group of Blacks and Hispanics ever to at-

tend the University."

John Wright Jr.

The Expansion of OTWA
by Brenda Ling

Around the corner from the hub-bub of the Student

Union Building's main lobby sits a man who calmly

contemplates how to expand student resources at

UMASS. As the new director of the Office of Third

World Affairs, Sherwood Thompson brings with him a

long-term vision.

Thompson arrives with an optimism for establishing

"good connections" between all Third World student

organizations and for "bringing well-rounded educa-

tion and enrichment" to campus activities. In three

short weeks he has already begun to lay the ground-

work for a broader advising, counseling and coor-

dinating center for the Third World student body.

Thompson returns this month to a familiar place. He

attended UMASS for four years, beginning in the fall

of 1970 with the third entering CCEBMS class. His ex-

periences include news reporting for BMCP and

developing its public affairs program; he edited the

COLLEGIAN'S Black Affairs page, and, in fact, co-

founded NUMMO NEWS in 1975.

His knowledge of the campus Third World com-

munity, its existing resources, and its needs for the

future give him a goal: "I hope to establish a relation-

ship with CCEBMS and other academic components

such as BCP and CASIAC in which we can conduct a

series of informal discussions" to broaden students'

advising base. Thompson also hopes that the OTWA
will develop as a referral agency with information on

national exchange and international study programs.

A serious obstacle, says Thompson, is "inadequate

operational space." "I'm just too cramped in this of-

fice, "Thompson indicates about the space shared

with AHORA. With more room, Thompson would like

to expand services by offering a reading room with a

library of resource materials, a conference area for

small seminars and symposia and a comfortable at-

mosphere for advising, counseling, and conversation.

Planning for the future, Thompson has begun to

research computer terminals to connect UMASS with

other Five-College organizations. Such communica-

tion will streamline area events by helping to avoid

time and subject conflicts in groups' scheduling.

"I realize it's gonna take a lot of work," he openly

admits, but with energy and dedication, Thompson
encourages all organizations that address Third World

student interests to stop by the OTWA, SUB 305, to

add names to his continually growing resource file and

to help him make those much needed campus con-

nections.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
September 19 September 20

The ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION of UMass (AASA) will hold

its first general meeting of the semester, at 7

PM in the Campus Center (CO room 917. All

are welcome to attend with ideas or sugges-

tions. For more information contact Carolyn

Lee at 546-7355.

CONCERT: Daniel Viglietti, Roy Brown,

Pache Cruz y Donna Light.

Leading figures in the Latin American New
Song movement will perform at Amherst

College Johnson Chapel, 7:30 PM. For more

Information call Carol Lee at 549-4600, ext.

548, or the Commuter Area Government at

545-2145.

MOBILIZATION TO THE U.N.

The Amherst-Northampton chapter of the

Comite Lares en la ONU invites the local

community to participate in the National

Mobilization to the U.N. on Sept. 23 in sup-

port of the inclusion . tne item of Puerto

Rico in the agenda of the General Assemble

of the United Nations and in commemoration

of the patriotic event of the "Grito de Lares".

Buses will be leaving from Amherst, Nor-

thampton and Holyoke on the 23rd. For fur-

ther information contact: Tito at 549-4876 or

A' - at 253-5831.

ATTENTION: THE AFRIKAN-AMERICAN
STUDENTS SOCIETY (Afrik-Am) is holding

its first meeting of the semester at 6:30 PM in

room 315 of the New Africa House. All Black

students are members of our organization

and are strongly encouraged to come check

us out.

We are one of the largest Third World

organizations on campus and we need you to

make this year successful. Come help us

organize Black Homecoming Week, which is

the first week in November. The growth of

our community depends on all of our par-

ticipation. P.S. Refreshments will be served.

CHILE IN RESISTANCE
Film: "Battle of Chile"

(part 1: the Allende years.)

Talk: by Steve Volk of NACLA
Songs and Poetry:

by Daniel Viglietti

and Andrew Salkey

At: UMass Campus Center

room 163, 7:30

CONGRATULATIONS

Seta Rampersad Scholarship Winners

Congratulations to:

Pauline Lee, a marketing and fashion

marketing student, class of 1985,

Louisa Vargas, a political science major,

class of 1986,

and Marie St. Fleur, a political science

major, class 1984.

These women have demonstrated both good

academic records and sincere devotions to

social progress, as had Seta Rampersad

herself.

Seta was a Third World woman whose ambi-

tions to work with Third World youth were

cut short when she was found dead at the

Motel 6 in South Deerfield on September 13,

1979.

The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund

was founded in 1982 as a memorial to Seta

and to honor other Third World women who
show the same level of integrity in their

studies and lives.

Congratulations to

Mariel

Pauline, Louisa and

September 21

CONCERT: Daniel Viglietti

FILM: "Compamento" (a film

about slum tenants' organizing

during the Allende years.)

At: 7:30, Hampshire College Red Barn,

September 22

FILM: "Lady Sings the Blues"

at 6 PM, and

"Portrait of Maya Angelou'

at 9:15 PM.

JOBS JOBS JOBS

WORKSTUDY, NON-WORKSTUDY
POSITION. Assistant to the Speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate. The work

involves student issues and assisting the

Speaker in maintaining Senate records. App-

ly at 420 Student Union BIdg. or call

545-0341 . Women and Third World students

are encouraged to apply.

WORKSTUDY POSITION AT WMLASC.
This Assistant Coordinator position com-

bines politics with work. 6-8 hrs., $5.00 per

hour. Contact Renee Moss: 256-0560 or

Joseph Boland: 253-7605.

THREE 10 HOUR/WEEK POSITIONS. The

Commuter Area Government is hiring 3 stu-

dent advocates for the Fall semester. Ex-

perience with organizing, communications,

social issues is preferred. Applications are

available at 404 Student Union BIdg. the

deadline is September 22 at 5 PM. We are an

Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity

Employer. For more information call:

545-2145.
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WMUA will broadcast from Campus Center
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Construction of new studios for WMUA-FM, held up

because of financial difficulties, should begin within a

month and be completed by December, according to of-

ficials from the Student Activities Office and WMUA.
Although slightly less than half the project's total cost of

$122,268 remains unfunded, the new studios will be built

on the first floor of the campus Center next to the Col-

legian, and WMUA should be moved in and operating by

intersession, chief engineer Bill Stepchew said.

The new studio will be "less than half of what we had,

but it will be adequate," Stepchew said. "We think the

move is going to benefit us in the long run."

Leslie C. Bridges, business manager of the SAO, sent a

memo Friday to Ed Ryan, chief of design/construction

engineering at the Physical Plant, which "constitutes the

acceptance of the WMUA construction bid of $88,653 by

WMUA personnel, the SGA, Director of Student Ac-

'-•.•-•.•.•.•.•. ."«•.•.••"."•"»•-••••••"•

The new studio mill be less than half of
what we had, but it will be adequate. We
think the move is going to benefit vs in the

long run.
— Bill Stepchew

tivities, and the Campus Center Director," and asks Ryan
to "make appropriate notices and arrangements to get the
project underway."
Once the contractor accepts, construction must begin

within 30 days, and be completed 45 days after work
begins. Bridges said.

The memo to the Physical Plant marks the end of a long

period of uncertainty over the fate of WMUA. From the

time the radio station was ordered to move from its

original studio in Marston Hall (to make room for

engineering classrooms) in 1979, until this fall, there were
those who wondered if the station should continue at all,

and if so, where it would relocate and who would pay for

it.

All of those questions have been resolved now, though

the last is still being worked on. Contributions from the

Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) and several ad-

ministration sources will pay $66,900 of the total cost,

leaving a project deficit of $55,368.

Student Government Association (SGA) Treasurer Eric

Nitzsche said the SATF* would assume the unpaid moving
costs, and "WMUA will go on a deficit liquidation pro-

gram until other funding sources are found."

The SGA "is committed to WMUA," Nitzsche said. But,

he added, "for us to come up with that much money would
be a severe drain on the trust fund."

The total SGA contribution, from the SATF. interest

credits and other-sources, was $26,397. The University of

Massachusetts administration contributed $40,500
altogether.

Money makes
spouses guilty
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

A better understanding of how money is

distributed within the family can help

couples better understand their own rela-

tionships, according to a sociology pro-

fessor from the University of Kent at

Canterbury, England, who spoke at Smith

College Monday.
"The major causes of divorce generally

have to do with sex or money." Understan-

ding how the latter is dispersed within the

family can help married people better

understand themselves and their mar-

riages, said Jan Pahl, who is touring

various colleges in the United States.

Money is like a "black box of

marriage... it comes in the hands of an in-

dividual and g^s out of the hands of an in-

dividual, but a different individual," she

said.

In 1980, Pahl wrote a paper. Patterns of

Money Management Within Marriage, in

which she interviewed 102 married British

couples asking them how money was
allocated in their households. The
responses showed that, for the most part,

income was dispersed in only a few ways.

The most common way income was
allocated within the family was what Pahl

called the shared management or pooling

system. The system, which 56 percent of

the couples said was in use in their

households, occurs when all of the family

income is pooled into one account and is ac-

cessible to both partners when they need it.

Pahl hypothesized the pooling system

was brought about in many marriages

because there was "a lot of guilt going on

in men."
A guilt which was brought about if the

man was the provider in the family. It is a

guilt, he said, which is slowing leaving.

"We are seeing the end of the financial

dependency of women on their husbands."

It is a change which is benefitting most

marriages, she said.
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Collcfian photo by Andrew Heller

Fred Rolan , a continuing: ed. student, and his dog *'Troy*' play a

friendly game of fetch during Indian Summer conditions Monday.

Death affects

many students
BY MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

The death on Saturday of Humberto
Cardinal Medeiros, the Roman Catholic

Archbishop of Boston, has brought great

sadness to members of the University

Catholic community, which comprises half

the student population.

The Rev. Joseph Quigley, director of the
Newman Center at the University of

Massachusetts, said Medeiros' death has

had an effect on many students.

"Forty percent of the Catholic population
of this school is from the Boston area," he
said, adding, "Cardinal Medeiros was an
influential man. His death has changed
things for the archdiocese of Boston, and
shaken up a lot of people."

Medeiros was a guest
Center three years ago.

at the Newman

"The Cardinal was an affectionate man.
He enjoys people," Quigley said. "He made
himself available. We presented him with a
silver loving cup to remind him of his visit."

Bishop Thomas Daily, one of six auxiliary

bishops to Medeiros, is presently ad-

ministering the archdiocese of Boston. It is

not expected that Pope John Paul II will

name Medeiros' successor soon as the
Vatican usually observes a mourning period

of at least two months, Quigley said.

Medeiros' funeral will be held this Friday,

at the Cathedral of the Holy Cross in Boston

at 8 a.m.

"We prayed for the cardinal at all our

masses on Sunday, " Quigley said. "We will

give special mention to him at our 8 o'clock

mass Friday morning."

State SolomonAmendment edges near
BOSTON (AP) - The sponsor of a bill that would deny

state scholarship aid to college students who haven't

r^stered for the draft said Monday that he's surprised

anyone would oppose such a measure.

"It all boils down to obeying the law," state Rep. Walter

A. DeFilippi, R-West Springfield, said. "I keep going back

to the same argument: Rich or poor, no one has a right to

break the law. If they don't like it, they should go get the

selective service law changed."

DeFilippi said he hadn't expected any opposition, and he

believes the one-sentence bill will clear the House, have a

"fairly decent shot" in the state Senate, and be signed by

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

The extent of the oppostion is unclear. A protest rally

scheduled for noon Monday outside the Statehouse drew

only six people, and the bill won a test vote in the House

last week 99-47.

Before Monday's rally, opponents of the measure held a
news conference to criticize the legislation and to

challenge the state Board of Regents' policy of requiring

students to certify compliance with the draft law in order

to qualify for state scholarships or loans.

John Robers, director of the Civil Liberties Union of

Massachusetts, told reporters that his group was con-

templating filing suit to challenge the Regents' policy on
the grounds that the U.S. Supreme Court has not ruled on

the issue. He also maintained that the Regents have no
authority to require proof of compliance.

The state civil liberties affiliate also opposes DeFilippi's

bill. Roberts said it discriminates on the basis of sex, age,

race and economic class, because it is aimed only at men
aged 18-20 who are in college and seeking financial aid.

Inside:

Sexual harassment paael provides sounding board

for grievances, p. 3

One more day *til Josh, p. 4

Stickers nieet B.C. at home today, p. 12

/ suppose it is much more comfortable to

be mad and not know it, than to be sane

and have one's doubts.
— G.B. Burgin
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World and National News
EPA blasts oil companies for contamination
BOSTON (AP) - The U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency ordered Exxon and Mobil on Monday to supply

bottled water or water filters to residents of Richmond,

R.I., because gasoline from filling stations have con-

taminated wells.

"Hazardous wastes from Exxon and Mobil service sta-

tions on Route 138 Richmond have presented a substantial

hazard to human health and the environment," said

Michael R. Deland, EPA regional administrator.

Ueland said the EPA issued administrative orders after

Exxon and Mobil refused to enter into enforceable consent

agreements with the EPA.

"EPA's studies in the fall of 1982 concluded that the

service stations had contaminated several private drink-

ing water wells," said Deland.

Digest
I • • • • • *

Man smokespot 'religiously
*

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. AP — A monson farmer told a

Hampden Superior Court jury Mon&ay that he "smoked

marijuana every waking hour" so he could lead a spiritual

life.

"I would be doing it now if smoking was permitted in the

courtroom," said David Nissenbaum. describing the use of

marijuana as part of the worship in his faith — the

Ethiopian Zion Coptic Church.

"It helps to plant the seed of unfailing righteousness in

me and allows me to take part in the Holy Spirit." he said.

Nissenbaum. who described himself as a priest in the

church, and his wife. Christine, both 35. are on trail on a

total of 10 counts of trafficking, possession of marijuana

with intent to ditribute. cultivation of marijuana, and

possession of hashish.

Petitionpasses initial round
BOSTON (AP) — Proponents of legislative reform,

while winning an important first round, battled Monday
against letting Senate President William M. Bulger in

tervene in state Supreme Court proceedings because he

might "swamp" the process.

Pending before the court is an appeal of a decision by

Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti that the proposed

restructuring of the Legislature is inappropriate for

submission to voters.

Justice Paul J. Liacos granted the Coalition for

Ijegislalive Reform an injunction allowing them to .secure

signatures by a Dec. 7 deadline. He said the court will

schedule a hearing later, and will act promptly on the main

issue, the propriety of the initiative petition.

The petition, which could be a referendum question at the

1984 election, curbs the powers of the presiding officers,

cuts the salaries of members in leadership roles and

restructures the way the House and Senate operate.

Bulger and House Speaker Thomas W. McGee have

vigorously opposed the measure and arguments over

Bulger's prospective role in the courts deliberations

dominated the arguments before Liacos.
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"We are ordering the companies to test private wells to

ascertain which are contaminated by gasoline, to supply

bottled water or filter systems to those residences, and to

design, install and operate a groundwater interceptor

system to restore this aquifer. The residents may choose

either bottled water or filter systems."

Michael Quinn, Northeast region public affairs manager
for Exxon Co. USA in Linden, N.J., and John Flint, a

Mobil Oil Corp. spokesman in New York City, said the

firms had no immediate comment on the order.

The EPA said the order was sent to the companies Sept.

16 and they have 10 days after receiving it to request a
meeting with EPA to discuss an alternative.

The EPA suggested in its statement that an alternative

was providing a permanent water supply for Canob Park,
the section of town affected. Richmond, a Providence
suburb, had a 1980 population of 3,992.

Nuclear claims false
WASHINGTON (AP) - Reactors in North CaroUna.
Arkansas and Alabama top a list of the worst managed
operating atomic power plants in the country in 1982,

according to govertnment documents obtained by a Ralph
Nader anti-nuclear organization.

In a report Tuesday, the Critical Mass Energy Project

said the 4,bOU mishaps or "events" reported a U.S. nuclear

plants last year — including 253 that had a "particularly

safety significance" — were 10 percent above the number
of mishaps reported to the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission in 1981.

Echoes of Vietnam ?
SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador (AP) - They labor to-

day in the cool green shadows of Central American

volcanoes. But for those hardened American soldiers,

struggling against yet another guerrilla uprising, the

memories linger of rice paddies, jungle trails and debacle

half a world away.

"We're going to do it right this time," says a senior U.S.

military adviser here.

El Salvador and Vietnam.

Linking the two wars draws quick rebuttal from the

Reagan administration.

"There is no comparison with Vietnam," President

Reagan said at a July news conference, "and there's not

going to be anything of that kind in this."

In a key respect, the situations differ greatly: At the

war's height, 525,000 American combat troops were in

Vietnam. Here, the American military presence is limited

to several dozen advisers, some shuttling in from U.S.

bases in nearby Panama.
But the advisers themselves, the men closest to the ac-

tion, repeatedly invoke Vietnam and its lessons as they

plot strategy and appeal for a stronger U.S. commitment

to El Salvador. And they frequently sound bitter.

"Don't talk to me about why we didn't succeed in Viet-

nam," Col. Nicholas A. Andreacchio, holder of the Viet-

namese Cross of Gallantry, snapped to a reporter. "I did

the best I could."

Like many of his fellow officers, this tough, crew-cut

30-year veteran, who is training hundreds of Salvadorans

as commandant of a U.S. Army school in Panama, is more

confident about the chances for success this time — if U.S.

support remains firm.
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Colleipan photo by A. L.aii««ry

First year student Edward Curley takes time out Monday to enjoy the

shade and a good book.
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-"Mil f -- Our Price

Organic Chemistr/ ^>••o^ris"^ and Boyd ' ^'> .18.00

Statistics FrHedaiai - .j *1.00

Microeconomics - Mansfield ^.9b 10.50

Income, Employ. & Econ. Growth - Peterson 19.95 10.00
Intro. Lectures on Psychoanalysis -- Freud 4.95 2.50

Nature and Property of Soils Brady ""^T 6 50
History o^ Western Music -- Grout 19.95 10.00

Public Finance and Price System / j jo 1 3 00

Confessions of St. Augustine - trans. Warner. .... -^ 5i • ,^0

Democracy in Amenca - de Tocqueville 3.50 1 .75

Norton Anthologies Discounted 50%
Norton Critical Edictions Discounted 50%
Cassell's Foreign Lang. Dictionaries Discounted 50%

^ NEW BOM(S AT \mS nOCE

Uown the ramp at

71 N. Pleasant St Amher«(
Open

Mon-Fri
10-6

A Small Sample of our Wide Selection and Fabulous Prices

We also carry Shakespeare, Bronte, Havy^horne,

/ Yeats, Milton, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Orwell, Mumford,
Plato, DuBois, Brown, Conrad, and many other

classical and popular authors and titles in all

subjects. Everything in our store is Discounted 50-70%

Rhetoric Exemption
Exam

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam
will be given on

Wednesday,
September 21, 1983

7-9 p.m.
Bartlett 61

The test is open only to students who entered as
freshmen prior to Fall 1982 or transfers who will be
juniors before Fall 1984. This is the only time this ex-

am will be given this semester. Bring student I.D. and
a pen.

Complaint Panel awaits gripe
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Correspondent

Although it has yet to hear a formal com-
plaint, the sexual Harassment Grievance

Panel is alive and ready at the University

of Massachusetts.

The panel, formed last November in

response to growing complaints of sexual

harassment on campus, has not yet been

called upon to decide a case because the

University Ombuds office tries to handle

complaints by an informal mediation ap-

proach whenever possible, said Howard
Gadlin of the office.

The goals of the Ombuds office are first

to create an atmosphere of awareness on

campus that sexual harassment is an issue,

and second to educate and make people

aware that their behavior does have an im-

pact, he said.

"What seems harmless to the offender

may not be perceived that way by others,"

Gadlin said.

"The informal mediation approach can

only work if people believe that confiden-

tiality can be assiired. We want to hear

both sides and work out a satisfactory solu-

tion for both parties," he said.

If the informal mediation process doesn't

yield a satisfactory solution, then the case

is filed with the 13-member grievance

panel, where it becomes formal.

Sexual harassment can take almost any
form, from actual physical assault in-

cluding rape, to the public display of

photographs, pin-ups, calendars, and other

literature which portray sexually explicit,

offensive or demeaning images.

The policy in effect on the UMass campus
defines sexual harassment as "Unwelcom-
ed sexual advances, requests for sexual

favors, and other verbal or physical con-

duct of a sexual nature."

To be considered harassment, the con-

duct must be "used as a term or condition

of an individual's employment or academic
work, affect decisions in the work or

academic place, or unreasonably interfere

with an individual's work performance or

create an intimidating, hostile, or offensive

working or academic environment," accor-

ding to the policy.

Sexual harassment most frequently oc-

curs when a student or employee is perceiv-

ed as vtilnerable by a person in a position of

power, said Thelma Griffith-Johnson,

director of the Affirmative Action Office.

Because men are most often in power posi-

tions, women bring most complaints of sex-

ual harassment. However, men are harass-

ed too, she said.

When a student or employee comes to

the Ombuds office with a sexual harass-

ment complaint, they are often asked if

anyone else is aware of the l)ehavior or if

there has been a record kept of dates and
situations, Gadlin said.

"It's very important to tell someone, or

to write down when and where the harass-

ment occured," he said.

The complainant is also entitled to file

imder State and Federal harassment
statutes for up to 180 or 360 days following

the harassment, depending on the agency,

said Griffith-Johnson. "We want to be pro-

ud of our formal panel should it ever come
down to that."

Alleged thieves were * cops

'

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

Thomas D. Burke of New York and

Michael J. Curry of Braintree, both 20

years of age, were arrested Saturday night

on the UMass campus and charged with

breaking and entering. The men were also

charged with two counts of larcency.

According to the University of

Massachusetts Police, Burke and Curry

broke into the police locker room and stole

two officers' hats. Impersonating police

officers, the men gained access to a

student's room in John Quincy Adams
dormitory and stole the contents of the

contents of the student's wallet. Burke was
arrested in the basement, and Curry was

apprehended on University Drive after

having been chased, police said.

In other police action:

•A car was reported stolen from the South-

west horseshoe area at 1:49 p.m. on Friday,

September 16. The car, a beige two-door

hatchback Hornet, was recovered at 3:30

the same afternoon. The automobile, ap-

parently unharmed, was found on Fearing

Street.

•Robert C. Lopes, a nineteen-year-old

UMass student, was arrested on Friday and

charged with possession of false iden-

tification with intent to procure alcohol.

•The police arrested Henry P. Rhinehart.

18, in the Sylvan area also on September
16. Rinehart was charged with possession

of alcohol as a minor.

•A pot of beans left on an unattended hot

plate caused extensive smoke damage in a

student's room in Johnson dormitory.

Police received a call at 6:19 on Friday
evening. Although the fire department had
to break the door down, no one was injured.

• David Toth, an eighteen-year-old from

North Attleboro, was arrested on Sep-

tember 16 with driving while under the

influence and without a license.

in a case of

motor vehicle

•There are no suspects m a »,ai«r «

malicious destruction to a motor vehich

that occurred Saturday during the UMass
Holy Cross football game. The passenger

window of the motor vehicle

lot 22.

was broken in

•An accident was reported at 3:54 on
September 18. A vehicle attempting to park
in lot 44 in the Sylvan area struck a parked
vehicle, causing $25 worth of damage to the

first vehicle and $300 to the parked vehicle.

•Another report of vandalism to a motor
vehicle was reported at 3:32 Sunday af-

ternoon. The passenger window of a car
parked in lot 22 was broken, causmg $8U

worth of damage.

•The police made an arrest on a warrant on

September 18. Heidi E. Yanakakis of

Puffton Village was placed under arrest and

charged with failure to stop at a red light

and driving without a liclense.

•At 1:14 a.m. Monday, UMass Police

arrested James F. Slattery, Jr., from
Charleston, on a default warrant. Slattery

failed to stop at an intersection and failed to

produce a hcense and registration.
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Cops discuss voyeurs
Residents of a neighi3orhood near the center of Amherst

will meet tonight to discuss the problems of voyeurism tind

exhibitionism at a neighborhood Crime Watch meeting.

The Amherst Police Department has invited all

residents of the area between Sunset Avenue and North

Pleasant Street and from Amity Street to the University

of Massachusetts campus to the meeting at 6:30 p.m. in

Town Hall.

The neighborhood has had problems in the past with

people looking in windows and sometimes exposing

themselves, a Collegian article reported early last week.

Over the last 20 months, police have responded to 23 in-

cidents of indecent exposure and another ten incidents of

voyeurism.

Police said the last reported incident on June 12, 1983

involved a masked man who entered a home and con-

fronted a women.
Police said although there has not been a reported inci-

dent in three months, this meeting is necessary to discuss

the history of the problem, the responses to the incidents

and crime prevention techniques that can make a

neighborhood a safer place to live.

"Community and police cooperation are essential to ef-

fective law enforcement and I urge all interested persons

to participate," Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia

said.

In other business Monday, police reported eight arrests,

two of which were for driving while intoxicated, six ac-

cidents, and 21 disturbances.

"There are going to be busier weekends," said Lt. Dave

Jankowski.
- GREG BROWN

PGA offers frosh workshop
The People's Gay Alliance is sponsoring a workshop for

freshman gays and lesbians at 8 p.m. today in room 803 in

the Campus Center. Topics of discussion will include

services available for these students at the University and

what non—heterosexist groups these students can find for

political action, socailizing and support. In other topics, a

representative of the new gay caucaus of the

Undergraduate Student Senate will be discussing a

pending non—discrimination clause.

Josh finally arrives Thursday
Josh McDowell, a travelling lecturer with the Campus
Crusade for Christ, will give two lectures at the Fine Arts

Center, "Ressurection Hoax?" on Wednesday and

"Maximum Sex" on Thursday. The lectures begin at 7:30

p.m. , are free and open to the public.

The campus Crusade for Christ, an international

Christian organization based in San Bernadino, California,

was founded in 1951 and sponsors lectures, films and

discussion groups.

-TOM MIDDLETON
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All is not well in the SGA
For the past year, despite the efforts of a

courageous few to turn the tide of events, the
University of Massachusetts Student Government

Association Undergraduate Student Senate (a.k.a, THE
SGA senate) has proven to be a less than democratic in-

stitution, with less than the interest of the student body
as a whole at heart. Instead, the student senate is guided
in most of its endeavors by THE student senate leader-

ship — whatever that means. These endeavors include

the prevention of appointment of duly elected students to

T. WilUam Rudolph
the senate. Support of issues which have little or nothing

to do with students on this campus or attending this

university. Squandering student money on student fee

subsidized parties for certain SGA people...excuse me, I

mean retreats. Squandering more money on student-fee

subsidized vacations...excuse me, I mean conferences.

Forget spending money here on campus responsibly.

Neglect of constituencies. Toss in endorsements of par-

tisan candidates, and you get the general picture.

Not quite the whole picture. Item of interest — Budget
Act '84. (and you thought that WW II was the big one).

What the budget act for the current fiscal year
represents is nothing but a long list of appeasements for

special interest groups. Barely a few items don't fall into

this category. There's a lot of money for the senate, too.

You betcha. And this is nothing more than the embodi-
ment of all the special interest groups combined. What
happened to the average student? You guessed it. The
old backburner. Perhaps most disturbing of all is that not

once, not even for a shining moment, was it ever thought
that the budget could be cut. Maybe reduce the fee a little

bit. What a novel idea. No sir. We all know that everyone
comes to UMass because they are rich and can easily af-

ford to pay the student tax, and thats what it is, a tax.

Look it up on your bill, and then look at the figure sitting

next to it. Don't forget there are two semesters for this

tax. Aren't we lucky. Not only was there no thought of

reducing this tax, but the only reason that the budget

was finally "balanced" was by juggling a few accounts
the senate was advised not to juggle. And so it gt)es at

the senate.

Well, if the senate is a lost cause, and it seems to be,

then why not try to work with the other branches of the

university wide student government. Well, it seems the

presidents of these are members of the student senate.

To say they are all in cahoots, to use a dated term, would
be an understatement. Here's another term — interlock-

ing directorate. Try that one on for size.

Reform is obviously needed. One form of reform could

come from the establishment of a new constitution, it

seems that the old one has never been acknowledged by
the Board of Trustees. I wonder why? The new constitu-

tion will come under a great deal of scrutiny, and a
number of alternate constitutions and suggestions will be
proposed. What is needed is to get the constitutional pro-

cess out of the hands of the decided few and bring it to

the students for help and comments. Whether the vehicle

is a constitutional convention or a referendum on the

matters, the students as a whole should in the end decide.

(The premise of one of the alternate constitutions is to let

the students decide all major issues. So many novel ideas

in one day). It means fair and equitable elections.

(Something the Commuter Collective has lacked for some
time now). Simply, it means a democratization of all the

institutions of student government. (I think we're get-

ting somewhere now).

What can be done aside from involvement in develop- •

ment of the new constitution? Elections for the senate

are coming up. Run or support someone you think will

represent their constituency.

Responsible. Reliable. Responsive. The current senate

has failed in all these attributes. It is not responsive to

the average student or the student body as a whole. It is

not reliable in its decision making or its policy formation,

which both lack democratic prcx-ess. The result is an ir-

responsible and genuinely dangerous senate. Only you
can turn this around and return student government to

normalcy.

One final note: The "Resistance" has already begun.

T. William Rudolph is a UMass student

Letters

A letter to a wallet thief

To the Editor,

To the person who lifted my wallet from my Goessman
office Wednesday.

I know I wasn't the only victim because we found one

wallet in the men's room trash and another in an isolated

classroom. At least you spared their I.D.'s and licenses.

But did you happen to notice that I had a Rhode Island

drivers license, an AAA card, and a UMass I.D.? (which is

inconvenient to replace this time of year). The seven

dollars you now have is worthless compared to these

replacements. You've convinced me to lock my door at all

times and I will convince others to do the same, because

anyone who has no respect for the personal valuable

belongings of others deserves to he locked out of society.

P.S. you forgot to take the calculator.

Michelle Herrera
Chemistry Department

Rude people don't belong
To the Editor,

I would like to discuss the Central American Teach-in of

Thursday September 15 in the Student Union Ballroom.

The purpose of this event was to present diverse

viewpoints on the situation in El Salvador. Two speakers

advocated the present foreign policy being implemented,

while the other two argued vehmenently against further

US invovement.
We, the Commuter Area Govenment, created this event

as part of Diversity Week. We represent the ap-

proximately 7000 undergraduates living off campus.
Therefore, we represent differing political views as well.

This is one reason we chose speakers who represent

conservative, liberal and radical viewpoints.

We also chose to present a non-biased event so that the

audience would have the opportunity to develop their

personal opinion with PRIMARY sources of information

and without pressures to adopt a particualr stance. If we
were going to try to give people our views about the issue,

we could easily have invited only one speaker.

I speak to those of you (a minority) who felt the need to

boo, laugh loudly, and yell out comments. It was disap-

pointing and frustrating that you felt the need to express

your feelings in such an immature and fruitless manner. If

you had been more aware of those around you. you might

have noticed the irritation in their faces when your
heckling forced them agianst their will to miss parts of the

speeches.

It is understandable that an issue of this magnitude would
create tension. However- -democracy includes the right to

free speech. In addition, we have a right to hear what is

being said no matter how outrageous. The Question-

Answer session was designed to allow the individuals to

address speakers on questions they might have. It was
not a format in which to state personal viewpoints. It is

alienating to try to force your ideas on others and by doing

so you imply that they are not intelligent enough to decide

The saga of
Ed King, again
Those of you who didn't go tK graduation last

spring missed seeing what could have been a

battle between ex-governor Edward King and a lot

of UMass students.

It all started in early May, when the administration an-

nounced that the former governor was going to receive an
honorary degree at the graduation ceremonies. According
to the administration, "it was a UMass tradition" to honor

outgoing governors of Massachusetts.

When some of the graduating seniors and other

students learned that the administration wante<i to honor

Ed King, they couldn't l)elieve it.

Miriam ZoU
During King's term as governor from 1978 to 1982, tui-

tion at UMass increased by 22 percent because of state

budget cuts, and King never once visited the UMass,
Amherst campus. This is most likely because he knew he
was seen as a villain to many students, professors and ad-

ministrators. As governor, King has a poor standing
towards women's issues and, as we all know, he managed
to raise the legal drinking age from 18 to 20.

Considering F]d King's politics toward public education

and young people in Massachusetts, it was obvious there

would be some sort of student opposition to him receiving

an honorary degree on graduation day Several students

wrote "anti-King" articles and I^etters to the Editor that

appeared in the Collegian, and other students helpe<l plan

and publicize for a silent student demonstration that

would have been staged at the graduation. The protest

was based on the theme that "since Ed King had turned
his back on UMass and public education for four years, the

students would turn their backs on him when he received

his award."
On graduation day however, these plans folded when

Chancellor .loseph Ihiffey announced that two death
threats had been made against the ex-governor and that

he had been escorted to safety by police.

The state and local media were quick, and correct, to

criticize the death threats and the anonymous caller who
made them. But the media also distorted and discredite<l

the real reasons why the students f)pposed Ed King in the

first place.

Most of the newspaper accounts of the incident said that

students were i)r()testing mainly l)ecause King raised the

drinking age, not l)ecause he raised tuition. One particular

editorial in a Boston newspaper .sermonized alK)ut the

"worsening climate" on college campuses, and it went on
to say that student behavior at UMass was "a demonstra-
tion of how dangerously campus protests had l)een allow-

ed to develop."

It seems like our generation of college students are

always getting criticized, regardless of what we do. we're
supposedly "apathetic and self-centered" because we
don't collectively demonstrate to the extent students m
the 60's generation did, but then, when we do rally for our
rights, we're told that we are juvenile, ungrateful and un-

patriotic.

After four months I'm still trying to decide if the press

arid Ed King beat the students or if the students beat
them.

In one respect the students won because King has yet to

receive his honorary degree at the graduation. But, in

another respect King and the press won for two reasons;

the graduates who wanted to, never got their chance to

publicly embarrass King by turning their backs on him,
and UMass ended up with a lot of negative publicity.

But the battle isn't over yet. The administration is plan-

ning to give Ed King his honorary degree this semester,

after all at a dedication of the Graduate Research Center
on October 5th.

Don't they ever learn?

Miriam Zoll is a Collegian columnist

FIRST MEETING for all current and PRO-
SPECTIVE Collegian columnists! Mark your
calendars — Tuesday, Sept. 27, 7:30 p.m., Col-
legian newsroom. Be there, or be square. Milk
and cookies for the first ten new people.

on their own. By trying to shoot down the invited speakers

when they were invited is to alienate potential allies and
undermine the whole purpose of the program. This was
not an event to demonstrate, organize a rally.

I too felt angry at the speakers who support the inhumane
situation in El Salvador. Let me make it clear that I am not

in support of the position of the US government. I AM
advocating the right of each individual to hear all sides so

that she/he can make a mature, rational, and well-

educated decision. After all, isn't it a totalitarian action to

tell people what they should think?

Barbara Brodley
Programmer

Commuter Area Government
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i TIME OUT
Happy Hour

4-6

16 oz draft

65'

plus

giant bar drinks

W» lov» students

& sport fans

Amh#rst's Dlggost Llttlo Dar
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Amhorst, MA
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Town water reserves appear to be |

adequate for the fall and should remain |

so, provided we avoid extravagant

usage.

You can help to assure that our supp-

ly does not become depleted by observ-

ing the following:
- Take briefer showers
- Turn off taps when not in use |

- Report water leaks to:
|

Housing Maintenance Office (5-0520) I

or, Physical Plant (5-0600)
|— Barry Simon |

Energy Coordinator |
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SHAB
Student Health
Advisory Board

. .A student activities group for

all majors.

FIRST MEETING:
Sept. 21 , 5 pm

Health Services, RM 302

JOBS
RESPONSIBLE AND EFFICENT
NOTETAKERS ARE NEEDED FOR
SPECIFIC COURSES WITH AT
LEAST 200 STUDENTS ENROLLED

NOTES MUST BE TAKEN START-
ING WITH THE FIRST CLASS,SO
WE NEED TO HIRE NOTETAKERS
RIGHT AWAY!

Student Note & Printing Service

APPLY TODAY!

401/403 Student Union Building

545-2271

nnrmnnf

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTHI

AmIierst CkiRopRACTic HeaItIi Center
is offERINq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $29.00 TOWARds AN INrnAl ClHROpRACTIC EXAMINATION

ANd Free enroUment in our Low BacK WeIIne»s Sckool

by appointment ONly - CaU 296-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper^ D.C.
Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

190 UniversIty DrIve at Rte. 9 (on tIie BusUne)

dflROpRACTic is COVEREd by MOST MAJOR kcAlxIl INSURANCE,

AuTOMobiU Personal iNJURy Policies, Awd WorUman's CoMpcNSAxioN.

CONCERTS!
UNIONPROGRAM COUNCIL

is a student run concert production

agency. We produce a large variety of

popular & cultural music for our com-
munity. If you would like to become
involved

1ST GENERAL MEETING is

Tues. 9/20, 6:30 in 101 Campus Center

C GROUP CONCERTS
PRESENTS

JORMA
kaukonen

JACK
casady

& FRIENDS

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

piOBBY&theMIDNITES
BOB WEIR KENNY GRADNEY

BILLY COBHAM
DAVE GARLAND BOBBY COCHRAN9

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER LITTLE ARENA
NOVEMBER 3rd — 8:00 P.M.
ALL SEATS RESERVED $1 1 .50

On Sole At Springfield Civic Center Box Office,
Dotolix oncJ all ("^ Ticketron Outlets

Phone Charge (413) 787-6600 or TOLL FREE (800) 243 4842

A hmiied number o' fickeli will be sold 'or thu special eveni

0"ly otea appearance logef^^er

TICKET SALES BEGIN WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 21st

v^oo^

TOP
of the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

fine dining
...a meal

with a view

ge^^'^.^vxf

^ X̂3^
8 Theaters ../

Your choice
for

entertainment

CN

i1'

.-tc^^<::r?^^J

,»•

^t<^
.^v^^.

^SKn®
584-7550

HAMPSHIRE MALL

564-9153
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

x)^:i

kM^^ V*

^"^^^^"^"^ h^:'''^''
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Peter "Hi Fi" Ward (above) and Pinetop Perkins (right) have

something unique in comnion - they're the youngest and oldest respec-

tive members of the Legendary Blues Band. The band, which was
primarily the Muddy Waters Band during the '70's, played the Blue

Wall last Friday night. The band also includes Jerry Portnoy on har-

monica, Willie Smith on drums, and Calvin Jones Bassist.
Coilefian photo* by Drew Ofier

Collegian:

2nd intro

meeting
7 p.m.

Wednesday
Rooms
804-808
C.C.

EOOKSHOS>\

Open 9 am til 9 pm
Monday - Saturday

Open 10 - 3

on Sunday

#

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63

No. Amherst

549-2880

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight
sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

dietsi Call UHS
549-2671 ext 181.

Starts Sept. 29.

Preregistration by
Sept. 27.

4j*

0m^-

'"^•ppti^^issfgf

OO^^'
4-

S49-28SO
Now's the timt- to can
on 'jb for expert repairs

and recordttion'

'AE RE THE BODY SHOP AT

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63

No. Amherst

EVITA
National Broadway Touring

Production

A NEW
PERFORIVIANCE

ADDEDI
Thursday,

September 29
8 p.m.

$20, 18, 16

Vi PRICE
5-COLLEGE
STUDENTS
rickati on aato Cantat

BOK Offica M F 1(M.

and at all Oatatix outlats

In Stop ft Shop Markets

in Northampton, Groan

ftold, Holyoke, Pittafiald,

Boston Rd in Spr

ingfiald, Plattarpus in

Waatflald. 6 at tha Spr

ingfiald Civic Canter

Maatar Visa accepted

(413) 546-2511 Of

1-800 243-4842

Getdowntobusiness faster.

With the BA-35.
It there's OIK- thinj: hiisiiu-ss

students have alw.iys needed,

this is it: an aftordahle, Hum-

ne.ss-nricntcd calculator.

The Texas Instruments

BA'^5, rhe Student Business

Analyst.

Its huilt-in busmess

tormulas let you perform

complicated finance,

accountinfi and statistical

functions - the ones that

usually require a lot of time

and a stack of reference hooks,

like present and future value

I. ale 11 hit ions, ,irnorti:ations

,ind balloon payments.

The RA-^5 means you

spend less time calculating,

and more time learning. One
kevstn)ke takes the place

of many.

The calculator is just part

ot the pack.i^e. You also yet

a hook that follows most

business courses: the Busmess

Amjl\st Ciuidchiok. Business

professors helped us write it.

to help you yet the most vnit

of calculator and classroom.

A powerful cotnbination.

Think business. With

the BA-^5 Student

Business Analyst. ^
Texas

Instruments
Oeatiny useful products

and services tor you.

NX I Ir< 1' lii-iitiniini-
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EVEN STRAIGHTA'S CANT
HELP IFYOU FLUNK TUITION,
Ttxday, the toughest thing about going

to college is finding the money to pay for it

But Army ROTC can help- two
ways!

First, you can apnly for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuiticm,

btK^ks, and supplies, and pays you

up to $ 1 ,000 each schcx)! year it's

in effect.

But even if you're not a

scholarship recipient,,^ /^

ROTC can still help iw
with financial assis- nt'i-

^

tance-upto$l,000 ^fli.

a year for your /^^^^"^

last two years in

the program.

For more
information,

contact your
Professor o{

Military Science.'

ARMYROTC
BEAUYOUCANBC

For more information contact
Major James C. Mahoney'

545-2321/2322

Hypercurricula
'Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as th6y appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

AMHERST RAILWAY SOCIETY - Colour slides of

steam trains on the Pennsylvania and New Haven

railroads will be shown. All interested students are in-

vited. 8 p.m., Engineering East Aud.

LESBIAN UNION MEETING - The UMass Lesbian

Union will be holding a meeting. All women welcome. 7

p.m., 102 Campus Center across from Collegian office.

NEW STUDENT'S WORKSHOP - An introductory

discussion about resources and support available to les-

bian, bisexual and gay people in the Five College com-

munity. Refreshments will be served. 8 p.m., rm 803 Cam-
pus Center.

HILLEL BARBECUE - Softball and frisbee at 4 p.m.,

kosher barbecue 5-6:30 p.m. (tickets required). Southwest

BBQ pits.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO CLUB MEETING - This

will be our first meeting this semester. An exciting field

day film will be shown. Anyone interested in the hobby of

amateur radio is welcome. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center

911-15.

VETERANS SERVICE ORGANIZATION MEETING
— The VSO will be holding its first meeting of the

semester today. Topics discussed will include; Social,

Political and Educational events of the semester. Anyone

interested is welcome to attend. 7 p.m., Mobile Unit no. 5

(old VACS office behind Thompson).

INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP MEETING - In-

formational Meeting for seniors and graduate students in-

terested in applying for Fulbright Fellowships and Rhodes

Scholarships or Marshall Scholarships. 7-9 p.m., 3rd Floor

Ix)unge (French and Italian Dept) Herter Hall.

Colgate^fL
Colgate Gel 4.6 oz.

Colgate 5 oz.

1.09
Pepsodent Brush OU

Med or Hard Reg. 1.25

^STL 'm* ifJissnsni •!

Aqua Fresh 6.4 oz 1.29
Reg. 2.13 [

12 oz
Boil n Soak

2.19
Reg. 2.89

Flex Care
12 oz.

2.55
Reg. 3.37

Tol 1-69
Reg. 2.74

2 oz. Secret
unsc. or reg.

Right
Guard
5 oz.

Bronze

Arrid XX ^ qv-

1.50 ^°''<' \r^reg. /unsc. Reg.

3.07

your choice

2.50
each

Reg. 4.17

Trac II 9's

1.45
Reg. 2.22

6 + 1 Free

Good News

Contac
10's

2.00
reg. 2.60

2.74^|J^S^^J
Tylenol 50's

One-A-Day
Iron IOC's

4.00
Reg. 100's

3.50
Mineral 60's

3.75

Health and

Beauty Aid

.15 oz. Biistik

so*

SPECIAL
VALUES

'^v^v^^^

^\

•*^i^^" - • Choice

1.70
Reg. 2.72

8oz
Sassoon

40aw|C

SPECIAL
VALUE

J & J Powder

24 oz.'i^iX*^
piiwdcr

1.39
Noxzema

6oz.

Oil of Olay

3.99
•J reg. 6.51

Carefree reg or deod 30's

2.35

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

UNIVERSITY
Campus Center (IWl^O -i CyJCxxl^ tfr

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

1
SORRY TD WAKE
VW, ewftNA, m\
we 6e6A\ 10 WV6
A COCKROACH

CRI5(5.

1

1
/we A USr OF PeWANC^;
THeV WANT 6PINACH
QviCHee\«^iHURspAy,

A BAN ON VrtOAMINO,

.„ANP-mey'p
UK£TO

diU V\
1 ^\^ £^^*fc-

-^ im.

Superbad by G.H.

"0is! CAUpa^lA I. MET A CAT r'^QM
SLiOAKl. y-iE HlpPkt? Mt To mt
Sci^iPr ar tMe AKlciErTT coxites.

T^icj CAT ALMot^l WAP n pecoDED.
HE lA/EKJT eACjC Tti SlXJAM-X <bTAffcD

\at^ To IAJ0^'<. it ^iJi^

TH(t> ^XJD fiHELU ^o COPP&P
A COMPUTER.THE f^Lf\CK OtT "F
'11 \A>AOT A S'\C'> Ht-Lf 8f20.

J e£c>^^i To ^^T^ilTf TMEI^
'5fc<|gE T5o

THIS LA^6UA6e HA^ (^j^f^

oT^^^ rAKjTA^n^ M^Mel.'o

C/l^f vif-.fl BACK OKi UNC..

^

^^^ŝwk
After The Fall

ACTUALLY, vJt ^CJTA fB^

YA i^Jiu-lNJ' to PAV?

by R. Miller

goT IT 5 jj iRJH Evg:rCV

-z

NOuO, I AiKj'TSAViM

/ IT'5 PeR EvfRVSc-iDf

gOT IF YA IClNl

APfoRD IT, I'P Se
nAPFVTA RiD^ YA
DOTONfs^y Si<f

.

/f iL

jPu/ARDS ':^t 35 Soc/^.y^S . .. DOLLARS ?J |^4A^4(;^Q^J.' wt'<^^is/'

ITAIN'T CHICKEN FEED, f^ rTTirs ., , .v,.,>-r c^v,^/ ll UP:3NJ 6R£A<NigLK H/LL^

Wilson Low
C£lMSZE.:wE MUi)T OF LIPTED
OFF DURING THE EMERGENCY

LDWIBHOTO HtY^lMSZ.E, WH^T ARE WE GOING TO TELL THE LKP-

TMNJ ABOUT THIS KID'?

by C.C. McFly

Y£\WMM> THAT?

[l DQig-T KNOV DV/I3H0T . BUT OME THINJ6S FOR bURE.
VE BETTER E^T THIS PIZZA
BEFORE IT GETS COLO

Valley Girls By Alice

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

HAS A««lN/eD AT •mf' vJMNi

School • •
•

1 1
"^

'

3oV, My FR/6A<DS we«€

RlfeHT WM6/J Twev S4ip

»'d UA'/C ^^/ AT 0M/<SS.'

c^

/ / / f ' ' ^ \ \

'ii'a::.^'^'LL'^

SfA/e us /» rre^i- av»a/.

A VOLVO.'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l-4liled by MMrt>arel Karrar iind I rude Jaffe

)«) I us ^aiirlrN I imr\ Stttdxalr

1

5

9

ACROSS
Part ot a

basilica

Glaswegian
bursting

in air"

14 Proof o»

authenticity

15 In robust

condition

16 Concerning
17 Lacking

intelligence

19 Treeless plain

20 NATO member
21 Baking chamber
22 Baked
23 Cheap whiskey

2S Forum garb

27 libre

29 Paul Newman
film, "The

"

33 Conan Doyle

setting

37 DDEs command
38 Tourist attraction

39 Poetic time ot day

40 O'Hara estate

41 Neighbor ot Wis.

42 Leading Senator

46 Run^f the mill

48 Dog's plaint

49 Uninhabited

region

51 Civil War notable

55 Sweet shop

58 Moslem leader

60 Corrida cry

61 Days
(yesteryear)

62 Beach parties

64 First duke ot

Normandy
65 Water |ug

66 Billow

67 Roots or hopper

68 Coupd
(rapid glance)

69 Soviet veto

DOWN
1 Chief deity of

Assyria

2 Kind of porridge

3 Certain bar

4 Grimm creature

5 Nippers
6 Product of 55
Across

7 Fragrant

8 Knight of TV
9 Balloonist's

concern
10 USSR regional

government
11 Extinct birds

12 Camper's berth

13 Where Zeno
taught

18 French actor

Charles

22 Flu symptom
24 Level

26 William Porter's

pen name
28 Fretted

30 Certain

information

source
31 To be, in Toulouse

32 Stadium sound
33 Lip

34 Soap yielding

tree of Hawaii

35 See 21 Across
36 Rural power agcy.

40 Lights out call

42 Pageboys
43 Drink to me

44 System based on
tenths

45 Commercial
message

47 Resides
50 Part ot a maison
52 Hungarian wine

53 Lycee member
54 Adjust the clock

55 Court notable

56 " effort
"

57 Caffeine nut

59 Algeria's neighbor

62 Bills companion
63 Wheat beard

1 7 3 4

1

5 6 7 8

7?

9 10 11 17 13-

14 15 16

17

I
?4 76

19

?0 71

i
75

36

?3

I
34 i

~^^^H
I

77 79

P

30 31 3?

33 L
37

38

.« 43

39

4)

I
50

58

44 45

PI53^
46 47 48

5957

49

P

51

I
63

54

5b

1

60

61

1
64 65 66

67 61 69

1

Sept 27. .

.

..,be there

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Cheeseburger
Spaghetti with

Garden Vegetables

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burgers
Spagetti with

Garen Vegetables

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Dressing, Gravy
Cranberry Sauce
Frank Reuben

BASICS DINNER
Brazilian Rice Casserole

Roast Turkey
Dressing, Gravy
Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Today, hazy sunshine.

Unseasonably warm, high

temperatures 85 to 90. part-

ly cloudy toni^t. A chjemce

of a few showers, lows in

the 608. Mostly cloudy with

a chance of showers and

thunderstorms Wednesday,

highs in the 80s.

TODAY'S
PUZZLE ANSWER

[J]11 A N 1 1 I TJ T V IT IF

1 A V M V 1 1 1 1 8

"s 3 Nvia w V T 3 ^ J

a 1 d u 1 M V A u 3 ?• V 9
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OPEN RUSH!
All university men are invited to attend

Lambda Chi Alpha open rush:

Wed. Sept. 21 8:30- 11

Thurs. Sept. 22 8:30- 11

NO HAZING - NO PLEDGES

Come see what Frat living is c i about!

374 N. Pleasant St.

545-0244

the

Blue

House

n

DELTA UPSILON
OPEN RUSH

Tues, Wed. September 20 & 21

ALL WELCOME
FREE REFRESHMENTS Served

778 North Pleasant St.

(across from NOPE Gym)
For more information call:

549-3831

COLLEGE PIZZA
FAS T, FREE DEL IVERY to

ALL
UMASS Dorms, Fraternities Et Sororities

* Wide Screen Cable TV
* Large selection of Video Games

located at the Patterson corner of

call ____Southwest

549-6073 \% 1 .00 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA

549-6098
i

with one or more item
(one per pizza) expires 9/30/83 BIN 187 n. St.* amherst

Pi Kappa Alpha
I
I
I

8
I

S
I

I
I
I

\ We are. . .

• the Campus and Greek Area
Jj

Athletic Champions
• the fraternity that does not haze
{• the house that raised over

1 A*w?»'*'-v *<«^ ' ... .J

itt^^^
.H^

^
3^I^^MS»#^»|

I
I
I

$42,000 for Multiple Sclerosis |

MomiD^ Union
Gay Cominiinlty News

A><
^^yy. %

|PIKE - we could be for you
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I,

I
I

RUSH PARTIES
Men. Sept. 19 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 20 at 9 pm
Thurs. Sept. 22 at 9 pm
Men. Sept. 26 at 9 pm
Tues. Sept. 27 at 9 pm

All Rushes: 9:00-11:00 PM
For more info: 545-2150/545-0047

AntaarMCaaur ••
.

Pi Kappa Alpha

**** A> * Free Refreshments **^^^<i

^eW6*^
Barron*B

U.S.A. Today
V>/>.

%
>.>

Ac
^^.National Business Employment Weekly ^

Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours

M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:30 am to 10 pm

the

mini Store

.Collegian i^

^J. M. 'U~^U~'l

THIS MAY BE THE TOUGHEST

EXAM YOU'LL EVER TAKE

AT UMASS. . .

The biggest trivia contest in UMass history is

coming live this Friday night from 9 pm to 1 am,

on WMUA
Pick up this Friday's Collegian for more details.

Sponsored by the UMass Alumni Association
^Jc-^-'Jc—'Jc-^Jr-

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ASSISTANT TO THE SPEAKER

Workstudy, non-workstudy position.

Assistant to the Speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate, worlting

around student issues and assisting the

Speaker nriaintain Senate Records. Apply at

420 Student Union or call 545-0341.

Women and Third World students en-

couraged to apply.

AUTO FOR SALE

81 Omni AM-FM stereo, rear defroster,

Rusty Jones - Brian 253-9679, 256-0453

1967 1225 Volvo Wagon mint condition

$3,500 617-544-7438

1974 VW Bug excellent condition 545-2690

( Mike Kajen)

71 Plymouth Fury excel, cond. 4 dr. ask-

ing 900 527-5310

1974 Flat needs repair best offer 549-1421

Sandra after 5 pm
72 MQBGT 1800 or best offer call Jeanne

546-4962

69 Chevy Impala excellent running condi-

tion just passed inspection some rust by

rear wheels new tires, exhaust system,

starter, filters and fluids. $660 or BO Ken

546-6674 _^
1970 Volkswagen convertible rebuilt

engine »750 666-3150 or 549-M78evening8

ENTERTAINMENT

Hsher 36wpc stereo, turntable, speakers,

$225. John 5-2069 549-6643

Honeywell Visamatic 61536mm camera
xcelt cond need cash will take 25.00 or BO
call 549-0023 ask for Scott

Beautiful Classical Guitar. Yamaha with

hard case $119 256-6694

Armanda Microwave great cond best of-

fer call 546-2820

HELP WANTED

Party Mix Productions - experienced DJ.

Dorm Parties, Dances, Exchanges. All

types of music: 800+ records. No charge

for x-tra time. Very reasonable rates call

Jeff 253-2152

Midrange Productions - ProfewMonal

Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates Z53-JW^

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $89

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All uc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from domTp«rties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-<J73a

FOR SALE

Refrio - 7 cu ft Earty model G.E^, good

cond. Wori« great. Used in dorm for Z

semesters. $100 549-7719

AKC german shorthaired P?«"<«' P"P*

Good markings & disposition. Shots.

549-0382

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name mnning shoes $12^ Lf^!?J^ '^"
shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10^$12.

If Interested please call 549-5033 Mon 5-7

PM & THurs 3-5 PM only

Acoustic Guitar Schaller machines $99

Peter 5-0860

Pool table, slate

1-467-9645 keep trying

44"x88", $550,

Refrigerator for •'^•^^' ^^ 9°°^

condition call SherTyj49j^

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment

and serious attitude essential. Vocals

helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8 .

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice

Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-

ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $1 55-225 -t- /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am

Teach in MASSACHUSETTS Complete

employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts-plus latest open-

ings! $6.00 Bettenrt/ay, P.O. Box 2153,

Dept. 35, Centen/ille, MA 02634

Work In exchange for home-cooked
meals. Sorority needs four persons for

lunch and dinner. Contact Kappa Kappa

Gamma at 549-0539 after 5 PM
Paid position available for kitchen posi-

tion at Kappa Kappa Gamma: 3.50 for 25

hrs. per week. Contact 549-0539 after 5 PM

The Commuter Area Government is hir-

ing 3 student advocates for the fall. Posi-

tions are for 10 hours/wk. Experience with

organizing, communications, social issues

preferred. Applications available at 404 Stu-

dent Union. The deadline is 5 PM Sept 22.

We are an affirmative action equal oppor-

tunity employer. Info 545-2145

Now hiring for student-run vegetarian

restuarant collective. Students will work

10-15 hours per week for $3.50 hr Man-

datory non-paid hours include management

wort( and Monday night meetings. A two

semester committment is required. Work
study/ non-woric study OK. Third Worid

and minority students are encouraged to

apply. Applications available at the Ear-

thfood's Kitchen in the Student Union, are

due by noon Sept. 21.

"Button Up" is looking for a button

maker. Graphic arts background preferred.

Contact Donna Estabrooks 423 Student

Union Building (545-0341 /x28). Applica-

tions close 9/22

SQA Communications is presently taking

applications for both typesetting and

graphic arts positions. Experience prefer-

red. Contact Donna Estabrooks or Kelley

Riley in 423 Student Union Building

(546-0341 x28). Applications close 9/22.

The Collegian has a few work-study posi-

tions available immediately. Apply Room

1 13 campus center 8:45-3:45

Experienced driver and Inside help apply

at Superior Pizzeria 17 Montague Rd
549-0626

REDEMPTION SERVICE workstudy posi-

tions office staff assistant administrator

pickup staff cash handling loading trucks

etc. class III license applications 306 SUB
545-0618

Female models for fashion shows at

Hampshire Mall. Experience preferred call

586-5702 Mon-Fri 12:00-1:30 pm only

Jobs, Internships, Credits available

with the SGA Presidents Office. 1 Office

Manager and 3 assistants to the Co-

Presidents. Good organizing, writing, com-

munication and /or office skills required.

10-15 hrs/week, 3.35/hr. Deadline: Sept.

23, 5:oo pm AA/EOE employer info

545-0341
.

Work study students for Lab Aide posi-

tions in Biochemistry Dept. at UMass.
Prefer students with interest in Biology

545-0566

Part time worker needed, driver license,

no selling 247-5801 __^
INSTRUCTION

Graduate student needs tutor for

graduate-level Statistics call 549-4438 after

6 PM for details

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST

Keys lost on campus a white clip key ring

with one key call Beth 6-7026

Reward for lost leather wallet includes

Oklahoma driver license and credit cards

call Rajendar Garg 549-1560 or drop in at 25

Nutting Ave Amherst

Eyeglass case contains driver's licenses

and UMass ID please call Fernanda,

589-7006 collect after 5:00 ^

Welcome Back Southwest Dance Par-

ty, 2 for 1 free keg raffle and contests. DJ
playing your favorite dance tunes 8-1 Tues
9-20 tonight Doghead Productions

Marty, Glad your backl Lets do it right this

time. Weezy

Freshman and Sophmores - Open Rush
tonight. Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity 418 No
Pleasant St. ax. social life, home cooked

meals, central location, 1982-83 Intramural

champions. Free refreshments. 9-11 pm
Any questions call 545-2150 or 545-0047

The Newman Run for Ritter Roadrace:
The roadrace committee is now accepting

applications for the voluntary positions of

Publicity Director and Secretary. Applica-

tions and job descriptions can be picked up
at the Newman Center. Deadline: Sept. 30.

Maya - Better late

Belated Birthday -

semester

than never, Happy
have an excellent

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples,
Pyschological testing,

vices Center 545-0041

Family Therapy.
Psychological Ser-

RAYBANS

High quality sunglasses - great for all ac-

tivities 25% and more off retail prices call

Bruce 549-2879

160 REWARD

Lost my turquoise watch last Thursday
near Business School. If found please call

253-2720. Great sentimental value.

RIDERS WANTED

Rider wanted to Bucknell Univ. Fri Oct 7
- Columbus weekend return Oct 10 call Jodi

549-2638

ROOM WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Yamaha eCOXSE low miles great

cond asking 1200 call 546-2820

PAID POSITIONS WITH UMOC

The Umass Outing Club is looking for 2

people to work in the equipment locker. Ex-

perience with outdoor equipment is helpful.

Job descriptions and applications are

available at the Outing Club Office on the

second floor of the Student Union (above

People's Martcet). Completed applications

should be returned to the Outing Club Of-

fice no later than 5:00 PM on Wed. Sept. 28

PERSONALS

Nomination papers are available for all

undergrad senator seats in 420 buu.

Nominations are due 9/23 at 3 pm, sharp.

Women and minority students are en-

couragedl

Need room doubl/singi near UMaas
responsible young man: 23 yrs old. Call

Ted: 549-2773

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

One room in a 2 bedroom apt $160 plus

utilities not on busline, but I have car, will

sharel 863-4244 Rich

SERVICES

SELF-REALIZATION personal growth
work. Explore your potential for greater

happiness and effectiveness in a suppor-

tive, off-campus small weekly therapy

group. Call 256-8814 weekdays before 3:00

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256^710

WANTED TO RENT

Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-

sal space in Amherst/ Hadley area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.
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Volleyball visits Lowell for a 6:30 match

1^ tonight. The Minutewomen, who finished second

this past weekend at the DM invitational are 6-1.

UMass harriers score

upset withwin overBC

Rod LaFlamme (left) and John Panaccione duel with themselves and
Boston College during last Friday's meet at NOPE. UMass upset BC
26-29. Collegi«n photo by Jim Power*

By MARTIN E. MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross-country team began their season on a

high-note Friday afternoon with an upset

win over Boston College 26-29 at NOPE.
(The lowest score wins in cross-country.)

Mmuteman captain Rick Doiron won the

race with a time of 25:35 holding off BC's

Chris Blanchet (25:39) in the latter stages

of the five-mile course.

"They already had one race under their

belts," said Doiron. "Coach O'Brien told us

to let them lead and see what happened. It

was slow at the beginning and I began to

press the pace at about three-and-a-half

(miles). BC dropped off and Rod
(LaFlamme) and John (Panaccione) stuck

in there to help out."

UMass also received strong support from

Tom Carleo and Jack Marinelli who looked

strong on the hills and finished eighth and

tenth, respectively.

The Minutemen, (1-0) have a week off

before travelling to the University of New
Hampshire (Sept. 30) for a meet that will

include runners from URI, UConn, and
Providence College.

The University of Massachusetts
Women's cross country team were
discouraged but hopeful about the future

after a 15-48 loss to Boston College also

last F'riday afternoon.

The Eagles, who had already been runn-

ing together for a month, overwhelmed the

less experienced Minutewomen, who never

seriously threatened them.

"We have a lot of potential on the team,"

said UMass coach Julie LaFreniere. "We
got our feet wet now and we are hoping to

put it together in October."

The women will next compete at the

University of Rhode Island Invitational

(Sept. 24th) where runners from all ovt-

the northeast will compete.

Results ..•..

UMASS 26, BOSTON COLLEGE 29

Men 6.2 miles - 1) Rick Doiron (M)

25:35, 2) Chris Blanchet (B) 25:39, 3) Rod
LaFlamme (M) 25:42, 4) John Pannaccione

(M) 25:43, 5) Steve Walter (B) 25:44, 6)

Paul Plissey (B) 26:02, 7) Peter Hughes (B)

26:07, Tom Carleo (M) 26:08, 9) John

Grozier (B) 26:16, 10) Jack Marinelli (M)

26:18.

BOSTON COLLEGE 15, UMASS 48

Results: Women 3.1 miles - 1) S. Willis

(B) 18:55, 2UC. Daley (B) 18:58, 3) V. Con-
nors (B) 19:0^, 4) M.H. Peterson (B) 19:19,

5) A. Norton (B) 19:21, 6) N. Small (B)

19:24, 7) Kim Baker (M) 19:34, 8) Maureen
O'Reilly (M) 19:42, 9) J. Leary (B) 19:51,

10) T. Doucette (B) 19:55.

Minutewomen look for offensive intensity vs.BC
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Practice was almost over, yet the

players were still moving quickly, and the

coaches voice still rung out from the side

line.

There was a feeling of intensity, of

urgency in coach Pam Hixon's voice as

she gave instructions and encouragement
to her players at a recent practice.

"I think it is about time that we start to

play with some offensive intensity," Hix-

on said. "We must prove to ourselves that

we are an explosive team, and that we

have the ability to score more than one
goal per game. We need to do this."

Tomorrow, when the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team takes on
Boston College, Hixon will be looking for

her team to be on top...by more than a one
goal margin.
"We come out like we're on fire," Hix-

on said. "We score one goal, and we lose

our enthusiasm. As the season g^es on,

this won't be good enough. We need to be
mentally intense from the start."

The Minutewomen have alwavs been
successful against teams from New

England, according to Hixon. But, she ad-

ded, "We play every game to win. We
have to play our best game against each
opponent."
To a nationally ranked team like

UMass, every game is important. "We
must do well at the beginning of the

season, if we are to do well at the end of

the season," Hixon said. Each game
counts toward a final ranking at the end
of the season, and that ranking may or

may not lead to a place in the NCAA
championships.

Hixon said her team will be playing a

strong passing game, and looking for a
high scoring match, as well.

"We are practicing everything, so we
can execute it all better," Hixon said. "I

am looking forward to developing more
poise around the goal area, and a serious

offensive comer play that will work again

and again."

Hixon said she is not disappointed with

her team's style. So far, it has won them
two games.

"If all we have to work on is poise and
comer plays," Hixon said, "then we
should be fine."

UMass tennis teams have rocky start
rom fallgone; VMdrops Minutewomen drop opener to Tufts;

?ner to URI, 7-2 host Vermont tomorrow
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Coaching is one of the most insecure pro-

fessions in existence in modem America.
Especially at the Division I Intercollegiate

level where many coaches, knowing a pink

slip could come with only a few unproduc-
tive performances by their respective

teams, easily slip into a state of paranoia.

Take away their top four or five players

and many coaches would prefer the gas
chamber to playing out the schedule.

But not University of Massachusetts
men's tennis team coach Bob Szlosek. For
varying reasons, Szlosek s«w Steve Jordan
(collapsed roof), Stuart Goodman (virus),

Rich Lindgren (academic ineligibility), and
Dave Salem (schedule conflicts), all top

players for the Minutemen last year, deem-
ed unfit to perform at the start of the fall

tennis schedule.

But with young, outstanding talent

waiting in the wings, the netmen have got-

ten off to a respectable start in the current

campaign, holding a 4-3 lead over

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in a

suspended match, and dropping a 7-2 deci-

sion to Rhode Island.

"Considering we're using six guys that

had little or no experience in collegiate ten-

nis, the first two matches have been good
for us," said Szlosek. "They saw it as an

opportunity. They realize they have to

carry the fall season. Because all these

guys played our top players in practice last

season, it's helped tremendously."
In the RPI match last Wednesday,

UMass won four of the six singles matches.
Wayne Peterson, at number one, drubbed
Lajof Horvath, 6-3, 6-2. Other Minutemen
victories came at number three, where
Earl Small defeated Andy Hoffman 6-4,

6-1, Marc Weinstein (4) snuck past Rich

Waters 6-2, 4-6, 7-5, and Jim Gelinis (5) nip-

ped Jeff Resin 5-7, 6-3, 7-6. In the final set,

Gelinis was down 2-5 and had triple match
point against him before hitting three

straight passing shots for winners in the

eighth game. He eventually took the

match, winning the last five games.
In the only doubles match completed,

Peterson-Jordan (making his first ap-

pearance of the campaign; the chances are

good he will play singles Wednesday when
the Netman travel to UNH) lost in three

sets. The other two doubles were suspend-

ed in the third set due to darkness.

Against URI, Peterson and Gelinas

registered the only UMass wins. Peterson,

down 4-1 in the third, stormed back to win

six of the last seven games and sneak past

Dave Wright, 6-2, 0-6, 7-5. Gelinas re-

bounded U) best Bob Rinaldi 2-6, 6-3, 7-5.

URI won the other singles, all in straight

sets, and swept the singles.

By RICHARD BRUNELLI
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
Women's tennis began with tentative steps

last Thursday losing to Tufts University by
a 6'/2-2V2 count. Despite strong perfor-

mances by several key players, the

Minutewomen could only manage two vic-

torious matches and a split set draw ended
by darkness.

Coach Pat Stewart had reserved op-

timism for her team after their first match.
Despite the loss, she has high expectations

for returning senior Elizabeth Sullivan,

who plays in the number one singles slot.

Sullivan's twin sister, Patricia, managed
one of the victories over Tufts (4-6, 6-3, 6-0)

and is returning this fall at the number four

singles.

"Last year Patricia played number five

now she's playing at four and winning,"
Stewart said.

The Sullivans will be aided by returning
team members Karen Orlowski, Ann Marie
MacKertich, Maureen Hanlon, Jillian

Negros, and Joyce Girasella. Newcomers
Laura Morgan and Anne Tauger, who
plays number two singles, will add punch to

the line-up.

In doubles, Stewart may have more pro-

blems where all of the duos are unac-
customed to each other. Because of these

new combinations Stewart said that the
next three matches (against Rhode Island,

Vermont, and Springfield) "will be a good
chance to warm up for the season ahead."
After a 12-7, overall, mark last spring,

Stewart cites some problems the team will

face this fall which include a difficult

schedule, injury problems, and new com-
binations in doubles.

"It's too early to tell," Stewart said,

"but there 's a lot of potential on the team
. '

'

The first home match for the team will be
on Wednesday at 3:30 against Vermont.

America's Cup resumes today
With the 12 meter yacht

Liberty holding a 2 to 1 edge
in the best of seven
America's Cup over
Challenger Australia II, the

Rhode Island Sound in air favored Australian.
Newport.
Liberty's skipper Dennis The challenger romped in

Cc.iner asked for a lay day Sunday's third race winning
(day off) yesterday because by the largest margin ever

series wiU resume today on the weather forcast of light for a twelve meter race.
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Police search for alleged rapist

UMasB Police composite sketch of suspected

rapist.

By MARY ANNE BEEN
and RITA MURPHY
Collegian SUff

University of Massachusetts police are searching for a

man in his late 20's or early 30's, who allegedly raped a

female outside of Butterfield Dormitory in the Central area

of campus, Sunday night.

The alleged rape took place around 7:30 p.m. in the area

surrounding the dormitory, according to UMass police.

The police would give no information concerning the

victim except to say "following medical treatment and

statutory rape protocol, the victim was placed in the care

of her parents."

Police declined to say whether or not the victim is a

UMass student, or what her age is.

The man the* police are looking for is white, overweight,

with a dark beard. At the time of the alleged rape, the

suspect was wearing boots, a dark shirt with a tee shirt.

He was driving an old brown car in poor condition, with a

light colored vinyl roof and a beige interior, according to

police.

Under Massachusetts state law. statutory rape can fall

into four categories: rape of a child (under the age of 16);

rape and abuse of a child (under the age of 16); drugging

persons for sexual intercourse (no age given); or inducing a

person under the age of 18 to have sexual intercourse.

Sergeant Donald Zidik, of the UMass police, said he

"assumed " more police cars would patrol the area around

where the rape allegedly took place.

Zidik cautioned University students, women in par-

ticular, to be careful when walking around the campus,

especially at night.

"Women coming back late should walk in pairs, and try to

stay on well-traveled... thoroughfares and stay away from

dark buildings." he said.

Butterfield is apart from other dormitories on campus and

there are several wooded paths leading to it. Police would

not say where exactly the alleged rape took place.

Zidik recommended that students not take short cuts

around the campus.

Mary Dumas, staff assistant to the Department of Public

Safety, said women should be aware of where they are

walking and of their surroundings.

"People used to believe the only way you could be raped

was in a dark alley and some creature leaps out at you."

Dumas said. Statistics show, however, many rapes are

done by aquaintances, she said.

Rape:A crime ofviolence with many victims
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

While University of Massachusetts police

search the area for a man who allegedly

raped a female outside of Butterfield

dormitory Sunday night, the issue of rape

inevitably becomes the main topic of

conversation.

Rape is not as uncommon an occurrence on

this campus or even in the United States as

many people may think.

Statistics on rape are hard to come by

because a large number of rape victims do

not report the rape. What statistics are

available, however, show rape to be much

more than an "occasional crime".

According to UMass police, there were no

reported rapes on the UMass campus in the

academic year 1982 1983. However, ac

cording to Cathy Alexander, coordinator of

Against Violence Against Women at the

Everywoman's Center, there were 50

victims of rape who were in some fashion

affiliated with the University, and who
sought help from the center last year.

Not all these victims reported the rape to

police, and not all of the rapes actually took

place on campus, she said.

For the rapist, the crime can be over

within a matter of minutes. For the rape

victim the memory of the violation of one's

physical self lingers on and is difficult if not

impossible to forget.

"One does not forget when one is raped. It

is always there even if you've dealt with it.

The loss of control, the sense of being

violated, the intrusion on the innermost

part of life...a woman can become a sur-

vivor, she can work through the pain. She

can learn to cope again," Alexander said.

The victim of rape is a victim "of a crime of

violence" and not a victim of "a crime of

sexual passion." she said.

Men. like women, are subject to rape.

They themselves can be the victim, or can

be the brother, son. father, husband, or

just a friend of the victim. But women are

the most common rape victim.

There is no sure way to prevent a rape. In

many cases, no matter how many
precautions are taken a rape can occur.

And when it does, there is, usually more

than one victim.

"Everytime we are confronted with a

crime, we too are victimized." said Mary

Dumas, staff assistant to the Department of

Public Safety.

Hart cancels UMass speech

to vote in WashingtonDC
By JOHN OCONNELL
Collegian Staff

Democratic presidential candidate Gary

Hart cancelled a scheduled campaign

speech at the University of Massachusetts

Tuesday in order to stay in Washington and

vote to oppose a Reagan administration

environmental policy.

Hart, a senator from Colorado with a

record in support of environmental

protection issues, voted in favor of a bill

outlawing the coal leasing on federal lands

conducted by Interior Secretary James

Watt.

"I'm really sorry to have missed (the

speaking engagement)." Hart said in a

telephone interview last night. "I didn't

have any choice but to be on record against

a very destructive policy."

The speech Tuesday would have been

Hart's second visit to UMass since an-

nouncing his candidacy. He spoke here last

March 4. two weeks after beginning his

campaign.

Hart said students and "young people in

general will play a key role" in his

presidential campaign. He said the speech

he was to give at UMass Tuesday was part

of his regular campaign tour, and he said he

will come to UMass "sometime this fall."

The focus of Hart's presidential campaign

right now is to "stress the need for what I

feel are the qualities of leadership in the

1980's."hesaid.

Hart said his education policy recognizes

"the transition from manufacturing to

human services" in the U.S. economy and

"the central role that education would play

in the country's future."

Hart noted two education- related bills he

has helped sponsor: the American Defense

Education Act of 1978. which gives "direct

federal financial assistance to local

education systems at the primary and

secondary level." and a high-tech education

act. co-sponsored by Massachusetts

Senator Paul Tsongas. which "creates a

partnership between government and

business, and generally broadens op-

portunities for students in the area of

science and math."

Hart said he also fought all cuts in federal

financial aid for students proposed by the

Reagan administration.

In foreign policy. Hart said Democrats

"need to lay out an alternative to Reagan's,

not just oppose him."

"I refer particularly to the challenge of

restructuring foreign policy on principles

vastly different from the Reagan ad-

ministration." he said. Hart said he would

stress human rights, economic develop-

ment, and military non-intervention in

dealing with Third World nations.

Hart said he would also like to "shift the

defense debate away from the number of

weapons to quality of defense," con-

centrating on conventional forces and of-

ficer training, along with "a deep com-

mitment to nuclear arms reduction."

Index:

Southwest evacuation no longer Uireat, p. 3

Proposed Five College Bikeway spotlighted, p. 11

Stickers shut out B.C., up record to 3-0, p. 20

Peace is not only better than war, but infinitely more

ardttoas. - George Bernard Shaw

C'ollcrimii photo by David Dcubcr

Yesterday *8 bright sun provided an interesting view of

John Arroid, a sophomore design major, as he shops for a

house plant in the Student Union Ballroom.
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Confrontations in Beirut continue
Lebanese army deters

Druse andPalestinians
BEIRUT. Lebanon ( AP) — The Lebanese army repulsed

two more attacks by Druse and Palestinian militiamen on

Souk el Gharb Tuesday, and U.S. miUtary observers came

under fire in the strategic Christian town overlooking

Beirut

.

There was no resumption of the heavy U.S. Navy

shelling that on Monday hit Druse positions around the

hilltop town where President Amin Gemayel's government

and its army face their biggest test.

Monday's Navy action marked the first time that U.S.

forces had directly supported the Lebanese army in its

battle for Beirut against Syrian backed Druse and

Palestinian militiamen.

The Reagan administration has emphasized that it is

determined to protect Souk el-Gharb and one key ad-

ministration official said army control of the town was

"viul."

U.S. planes flew frequent reconnaissance flights over the

area Tuesday. Pentagon sources in Washington said

Syrian troops may have fired an anti aircraft missile at a

Navy F 14, which was not hit.

Despite the continuing fighting, an informed govern-

ment source who refused to be identified by name said the

Lebanese government was hopeful that Saudi Prince

Bandar bin Sultan's mediation efforts would produce a

cease-fire within the next 24 hours.

But former Prime Minister Saeb Salam. who is involved

in the mediation effort, said he doubted the negotiations

would succeed soon because the Syrians "are playing for

time."

A Lebanese army communique said "insurgents" tried to

infiltrate Souk el-Gharb before dawn but were driven

back.

A second infiltration attempt came in the afternoon,

about an hour after a party of six or seven U.S. Army arid

Marine observers headed by an Army colonel arrived in

the town.

The Americans apparently were conferring with the

local Lebanese command at their headquarters in the local

hotel when the fighting broke out about a mile away. An
hour-long battle followed in which hundreds of shells and

rockets were exchanged, but there was no report that any

Americans were wounded.

Marine spokesman Maj. Robert Jordan ol Shenandoah.

Ga.. said the team had been sent to collect information on

the situation at Souk el-Gharb. Another Marine

spokesman. Warrant Officer Charles Rowe of San Fran-

cisco. Calif., denied the observers were sent to direct the

fire of the Navy ships offshore.

In Washington. President Reagan and congressional

leaders resolved their dispute over the application of the

War Powers Act to the U.S. forces caught in the renewed

civil war in Lebanon.

Reputed Boston crime boss Gennaro Angiulo

was arrested on charges of mob violence in

Boston Tuesday. See story on page 4. ap photo

Soviets will turn over
'items' to Japanese
WAKKANAI. Japan (AP) — The Kremlin said Tuesday

it will give the Japanese "items and documents" from the

downed South Korean jetUner Sept. 26. U.S. officials said

no remains would be turned over, and that the Soviets

have been harassing the U.S. Navy which located then lost

pings from the "black box."

The Soviets informed the U.S. and Japanese Embassies

in Moscow of the turnover date. State Department

spokesman John Hughes said in Washington there was no

AP phutu

Lebanese army troops dig a tank into position above the town of Kabr Chmoun. located in

Lebanon's (bout mountains as fighting continues in Lebanon. See related stories on this page.

Ambassador'shome comes under fire
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — The U.S. ambassador's

residence in a Beirut suburb came under shellfire Tuesday

night and American warships responded with a 10-minute

barrage against the gunners in the hills overlooking the

capital.

Embassy spokesman John Stewart said the naval

bombardment "was in response to the shelling at or very

near to the U.S. residence. To the best of my knowledge,

the residence was not hit. I know, however, that no one

has been hurt. As far as I know, the ambassador was home

tonight."

In Columbia. S.C, White House spokesman Larry

Speakes said President Reagan was told that the am-

bassador's residence came under "heavy shelling."

"We don't have any reports of injuries." Speakes said.

Reagan is in Columbia for a political fund-raising dinner.

Speakes said Ambassador Robert S. Dillon and a deputy

special envoy. Richard Fairbanks, were in the residence

compound at the time of the shelling. He said some ar-

tillery rounds landed inside the compound but he had no

report of the extent of damage.

Beirut Radio reported a fire was burning inside the

compound.
The shelling began shortly before midnight, and Beirut

was shaken by blasts from the warships just offshore as

they opened fire.

U.S. Marine spokesman Maj. Robert Jordan said the

destroyer John Rodgers and the guided missile cruiser

Virginia "Responded" to firing near Dillon's residence^ a

suburb east of Beirut. He said the residence was not hit

and the 1.200 Marines in the peacekeeping force went on

"Condition One" alert at their positions near the Beirut

airport.

People along Beirut's beachfront said they saw flashes

lighting up the sky from the warships and they believed at

least 20 shells were fired. The ships continued shooting for

about 10 minutes, they said.

elaboration on the nature of the items except that they

would not include remains of any of the victims.

Hughes also denied a Soviet charge that the plane delayed

its departure from Anchorage, Alaska, to synchronize its

approach to the Kamchatka Peninsula with the flight of a

U.S. spy satellite.

A Japanese Foreign Ministry official, who declined to be

identified, told reporters in Wakkanai that the "items and

documents" will be turned over at Nevebsk. on Sakhalin

near the area where the Korean Air Lines jet was shot

down by a Soviet interceptor Sept. 1.

Administration
coerced elderly
WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. Court of Appeals

ruled Tuesday that the Reagan administration used illegal

coercion last year when it tried to persuade four million

aged, blind and disabled welfare recipients to disclose how
much they are worth.

The administration hinted that Supplemental Security

Income benefits might be denied if recipients refused to

authorize government access to their confidential tax
returns.

The appeals court said federal law might permit the
Internal Revenue Service to disclose the contents of an
individual's tax return to another government agency if

the individual freely gives his consent.

But the court, in an opinion by Judge Abner Mikva. said a
form mailed to the four million recipients of SSI seeking
access to the information "makes a mockery of the consent
requirement."

"The form itself contained poorly veiled threats the
recipients' benefits would be terminated if they failed to
sign the forms." Mikva wrote. "The language of the form
was hus likely to coerce individuals, who depend on Social
Security for their subsistence, into giving up their right to
confidentiality."

TVA recommends more
sulfur reductions
WASHINGTON (AP) - The evidence is so strong that

sulfur emissions from coal- fired power plants conribute to

lake-killing acid rain that utilities should start now to

reduce them, an environmental expert for the Tennessee

Valley Authority said Tuesday.
Dr. Mohamed T. El-Ashry. director of the TVA's en

vironmental quality division, told a House subcommittee

hearing that the utility could do its part toward a

nationwide eight million-ton reduction in sulfur emissions

at no additional costs to consumers.
In an interview after the hearing by the energy and

natural resources subcommittees of the House Science and

Technology Committee. El-Ashry said nationwide the

sulfur reduction would raise electric bills by 3 percent to 16

percent.

A reduction of 12 million tons a year, as proposed by

some environmental groups, would require higher costs for

electric utilities and their customers, he said.
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Southwest pipe job

delayed by lack of $5M
ByMITCHELZEMEL
Collegian Staff

A plan devised last year to evacuate
students from the Southwest Residential

area in the event of a steam line failure is

not likely to be used.

Physical Plant utility design head Hans
Vanderleeden said that for the evacui ion

to be necessary, large leaks in the steamline

would have to occur. Because the leaks

would probably be found before they

reached problematic proportions, Van-

derleeden said he is not worried an

evacuation will be necessary.

"Steel is strong," Vanderleeden said in

reference to the pipes. "They (the pipes)

don't usually collapse like a flat tire."

"As far as we know there are no leaks at

present;" he said, noting that "if a leak

were to appear before the cold weather
comes, repairing it would not be a problem.

The problem would be when the amount of

heat being lost is greater than the amount
the dorms receive." Vanderleeden said,

derleeden said.

The line to Southwest is beyond the

service life of 20 years and is in need of

replacement, Vanderleeden said. His

department makes a list of priority repairs

each spring, and this line has been at the

top of the list for a few years, he said. But.

the lack of money needed to repair or

replace the line has prevented anything

from being done.

Vanderleeden said a request for $5

million for repairs now before the state

legislature should be approved this fall.

Four hundred thousand dollars would be

allotted for emergency repairs of the line,

$300,000 for a plan to repair or replace the

line, and the balance is to pay the labor.

Vanderleeden said. A plan is being con-

sidered to replace the steam line with

medium temperature hot water, he said.

"We may want to change the whole

campus. It's more economical and easier to

maintain." he said.

But. even though the money may be

approved this fall. Vanderleeden said the

project will probably not be completed untU

1986.

"I think we'll probably see the start of

construction in the spring of 1985 and it will

take about 10 months to complete." he said.

If the medium temperature hot water

system is used, the steam line would be

abandoned in the ground. Vanderleeden

said.

If the steam line were to fail this winter,

repairs would be difficult and costly. Not

only would the line have to be repaired, but

frozen pipes in the dorms would have to be

flushed out and there is the possibility of

flooding. Vanderleeden said.

Six hundred feet of emergency piping is

already at the Tillson Power Plant and

could be used to bypass any major failure.

Vanderleeden said.

Area residents express fears

over flasher to Select Board
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The roughly 40 incidents of indecent

exposure, exhibitionism and voyeurism

reported near the center of Amherst in the

last year and a half has left residents of that

area concerned for their safety and in some
cases critical about local police response to

the incidents.

Barbara McGlynn, chairman of a small

neighborhood committee formed by

residents of the area last June to more
effectively deal with the problem read a

statement to the Amherst Select Board
Monday night describing the committee's

feelings on police negligence towards
women in the community and in properly

investigating the incidents that have taken

place.

After hearing the prepared statement,

Edith Wilkinson, chairperson of the Select

Board told McGlynn that an investigation

would be conducted and reports from it

would be made public.

The incidents occurring in the neigh-

borhood have included men looking in

windows, masturbating on rooftops, and in

one case an exhibitionist who broke into a

house and was observed masturbating.

This latter incident and the fact that the

police have failed to catch a suspect for the

crimes has created fear in the area that the

man or men will continue to harass women
and could even commit more serious crimes

such as rape or assault.

"I still feel uncomfortable at home alone.

There is a whole new fear that people have

to deal with." said Janet Raphaelson. a

University of Massachusetts student and a

resident of Phillips Street.

"The police treated all of these situations

in the same way...which is to say they did

nothing," said McGlynn.
'At no time did they investigate the scene

by even asking which window he had been

at; at no time did they take fingerprints,

footprints, call in the state police board dog,

or even act interested in what happened,"

she said.

Last night, the Amherst Police

Department reassured residents they are

covering the issue effectively when they

invited all members of the neighborhood in

question to a crime watch meeting on the

problem.

"The way we apprehend these crimes is

through the community, by people calling in

the incidents and then we respond to

them," said Chief of Police Donald Mai* at

the meeting attended by over 50 people.

I <illr|fi»n phot" hv Mivid Deuber

George Garivaltis, a senior Legal Studies major uses his

best friend Bubba to carry George *s motorcycle helmet

across campus.

HANDICAP RAMP
^C'OESlRuCTlOHSAitowED

AHVTHIHG ATTACHED TO
^AMP RAILINGS OR
PARKED ON RAMP
WILL BE REMOVED.

Photo by Andrfw Heller

John Guay, an undeclared major, prepares to lock his bike up near the

Graduate Research Center.

Handicapped Student Affairs:

trying to improve UMass
By GREG FEIST
and JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Average students take walking up a few

flights of stairs, hearing the voice of a

professor, or seeing the food they are

eating for granted. But for some students at

the University of Massachusetts, such

common events can become frustrating or

even dangerous, because they are han-

dicapped.

What is the situation at UMass like for a

student who is restricted in mobility, blind

or deaf? As Paul Appleby, coordinator of

the Handicapped Students Affairs Office,

says: "UMass is the most accessible

campus in New England."

This was not always true. The Federal

Rehabilitation Act. passed in 1973.

prohibits discrimination in the admission of

handicapped students at any school

receiving federal funding. Appleby said.

Before that time, handicapped students

were treated as second-class citizens not

capable r' 'ioing college work.

The law mainstreamed the handicapped

into the college and university system.

Appleby said. Currently, there are about 60

severely handicapped students at UMass.

but over 400 who can be classified as

physically or emotionally disabled, he said.

The need for a Handicapped Student

Affairs Office (HSA) established in 1973.

originated with the increase of handicapped

students on campus, but the office did not

begin receiving significant funding until

1976.

Providing van rides for students in

wheelchairs or blind students is one of the

office's most necessary services. Appleby

said. Priority is given to rides directly

related to class work, but rides to and from

the center of Amherst and within a five to

eight mile radius of the campus are also

provided. Rides to and from classes become

a necessity when students have two classes

scheduled back to back on different parts of

campus. The van service operates from 7:30

a.m. to 10:30 p.m. weekdays and until 12

a.m. or 1 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.

HSA also provides career counseling for

handicapped students, as well as in

terpreters. note takers, captioned films and

a list of volunteer readers. These services

are primarily for the blind and the deaf. A
braille map is also available at the HSA
office.

Dorm life for handicapped students has

also seen improvement over the past few

years. In addition to at least one accessible

building in each residential area of campus,

there is a sign language corridor in Thoreau

dormitory, as well as weekly showings of

captioned films.

Handicapped students are also playing

increasingly important roles in student

affairs. Pat McChesney, a junior education

major, is a physically disabled student who
is a resident assistant in Brooks dormitory,

and a member of the Campus Center in

formation desk and in the Dean of Students

office.

McChesney is now involved in forming a

handicapped student task force in con

junction with Student Government
Association co-president Tom Ahern and

BOG member Greg Frick.

"We're in the process of updating the

services available (for handicapped

students)," McChesney said. "There aren't

any real (specific) problems... it's an at

tempt to increase an awareness of students

on campus."
Frick said the idea to form the task force,

which is still in the planning stage, arose to

involve handicapped students in student

government to a greater extent.

"Disabled students are the best people on

campus to assess the day-to-day problems

they face on campus." he said. "Our focus is

not really to solve any problems for anyone,

but to facilitate a process where they can

empower themselves."

The University has also established the

Architectural Barrier Board to help make
improvements on campus by reviewing

priorities for funding. But the board,

consisting of architectural planners and

handicapped students, has not met
recently.

"They have not met in a few months, and

have not been very effective," Appleby
noted. "But attempts are being made to

revitalize the committee." he said.

Deciding priorities, which now include

greater access to the Fine Arts Center and

an elevator in E-lab. can be a difficult task.

We get some money, and what do we do
with it? Do we spend $25,000 per floor for a

new elevator, or do we spend it on ramps?
"There is no easy access to the Campus
Center." Appleby continued, but they made
improvements and changes in bathrooms
and stores.

"We're constantly trying to improve."
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Elderly mobsterheldwithout baiU

brothers also arrestedandheld
BOSTON — Gennaro Angiulo. a

diminutive man with the looks of a gran

dfather. is in jail today, denied bail after

federal prosecutors described him ais head

of a murderous crime family with tendrils in

gambling and loansharking throughout

Massachusetts.

The 64 year old Nahant man was ordered

back to 'jail Tuesday by U.S. Magistrate

Lawrence Cohen, following a lengthy bail

hearing that was closed to reporters while

prosecutors cited evidence from three

months of telephone wiretaps to prove their

contention that Angiulo should not go free.

Angiulo was arrested Monday night as he

ate at Francesco's Restaurant in Boston's

North End. Arrested with him were

brothers Francesco J. Angiulo, 62, of

Boston, and Michele A. Angiulo, 56, of

Medford. Another brother, Donato F.

Angiulo, 60, of Medford, was arrested

elsewhere.

The brothers were identified as crime

lieutenants, soldiers and associates of the

crime family.

A fifth Angiulo brother. 67 -year old

Vittore. described as consigliere, or ad

viser, was being sought.

Samuel S. Granito. 76. was arrested at

his Revere home. Another defendant, 63

year-old Uario M.A. Zannino of Swamp
scott, was arrested at Lynn Hospital,

where he was under treatment for a heart

condition.
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Synthetic interferonprovides new

hope in fightagainstsome cancers
CAMBRIDGE — Doctors have begun

human experiments with a kind of in-

terferon made by genetically rearranged

bacteria that scientists believe is far more

powerful against cancer than other forms of

the germ killer yet tested.

Biogen Inc. said Tuesday that doctors at a

hospiul in the Netherlands gave injections

of the substance, called gamma interferon,

to a lung cancer patient last week.

"The evidence going into the trials is as

encouraging as evidence could be," said Dr.

Walter Gilbert, a Nobel Prize winner who is

Biogens chairman.

Gamma interferon is made in extremely

small amounts bv the body's immune

terferon is produced by white blood cells,

while beta interferon is made by connective

tissue.

During the 1970's. interferon was widely

touted as a potential cancer cure, but it was

too hard to extract the substance from

human blood to test it widely. However,

with genetic engineering, researchers have

been able to insert human interferon genes

into bacteria, which then makes the protein

in limitless quantities.

Alpha interferon produced this way has

been extensively tested in humans over the

past two years. Although it has not turned

out to be a magic cure, scientists believe it

will be helpful against some forms of

system. Another form called alpha in cancer.

Religious tokerconvictedandjailed

on marijuana trafficking charges
SPRINGFIELD — Saying "Love,

brothers," a Monson farmer, who insisted

he smoked marijuana to "be closer to God,

"

was led off to jail in handcuffs following his

conviction on drug charges.

David Nissenbaum and his wife,

Christine, both 35, who claimed they

smoked marijuana "every waking hour" as

part of their worship in the Ethiopian Zion

Coptic Church, were found guilty Tuesday

afternoon of trafficking and possession of

more than 100 pounds of marijuana with

intent to distribute.

A Hampden Superior Court Jury of seven

women and five men deliberated just three

hours before returning the verdicts. The

jury also found Nissenbaum, who testified

he raised the family's crop and distilled the

marijuana, guilty of cultivation of

marijuana and possession of hashish.

State Police testified they seized 103

pounds of marijuana and marijuana plants

at the couple's 50-acre farm on March 20,

1981.

"I could never change," Mrs. Nissenbaum
said after her husbnd was led off to jail in

lieu of $100,000 bond. "I will continue to

smoke ganja marijuana daily."

Results ofAT&Tbreakup:

localrates up, long distanc
BOSTON — Telephone customers face

higher rates for local service, lower rates

for long distance, and more choices under

new federal mandates, officials said

Tuesday.
Local service will go up $2 a month

beginning in January, and long distance

service may go down an estimated 10

percent, according to state and business

officials.

"There'll be options," Public Utility

Commissioner Paul Levy told a crowd of

200 consumers. "We will do our part to

A Swiss jet. Tiger F-5E, below,

this photo released by the Swiss Army.
follows a Bulgarian Charter flight in

AP photo

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

fTM
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expire* 9. 30 83 C

Please Call for an Appointment

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
j6 Unive-sity D'lve

Amhe.st MA 549 5610

HEAR YE,

HEAR YE!

The Board of

Governors welcomes
you back from your

summer vacations

and invites you to

its first meeting at

6 p.m. tomorrow,

room 805 Campus

Center.

Is your car ready

for cold

weather?

/

Now, Mobil 9 offers you a

protect consumers ... But to a great extent.

you'U be on your own."

Levy's remarks came at a consumer

seminar on the effects of court -ordered
j

divestiture of the American Telephone and

Telegraph Co. on Massachusetts residents.

"There are more choices for consumers in

every aspect of your phone service, from

buying your own phone to making a long

distance call." Consumer Affairs Secretary,

Paula Gold said.

"We don't know for sure yet what all the;

choices for consumers will be or exactly

how much those choices will cost." she said.

Mobil Express Lube
a free 9-point inspection plus coupons for up to

FREE - 5 Games of Bowling

New breedoffarmers bringsNH
small scientific agriculturalboom
CONCORD. N.H. — New Hampshire is

experiencing an agricultural renaissance

with a new breed of farmers bringing

science, marketing techniques and capital

to their enterprise.

Agricultural Commissioner Stephen

Taylor says the number of small farms has

increased by about 25 percent in the last 10

years.

The reason, he says, is the new farmers,'

"well-educaied, reasonably prosperous

people who have capital, want to live in a

rural area and want to get involved in soms

form of land-oriented or land-based

economic endeavor."

"They came up with $50,000 or $100,000 a

few years ago to buy a house while working

at Digital or Sanders, and got something

with six or eight acres. Then they decided.

without charge - at Northampton Bowl

6.95We'll Check:

1 Antifreeze strength

2 Air Filter Condition

3 Battery Fluid & Cables

4 Brake Fluid

5 Power Steering Fluid

6 Transmission Fluid

7 Differential Fluid

8 All Tire Pressure

9 Windshield Wipers

and Fluid

Call or drive m todayl

From

int ludf s up to 4 ql\

mo 1 1)1 ml ind lu bf

XII »nv>[ IDLHIS (XflR
So ol trrp

coupons

Mootl I Mnlnl Oil

Mobil 1W0 MoliieO.i 1

Mobil 10 10 Moloi Oil I

Mri.v Dut\ Mcilof Oil I

( IMrf rnd^ NrpI *(l 1**H*

Price is for

most cars

i

Hartfordpolice have suspects

inAnti-^mitic arson attacks
WEST HARTFORD. Conn. - Police said

Tuesday they have a "couple" of suspects in

the arsons against the city's Jewish com-

munity, while at least two other suspects

have been cleared in the case.

The home of State Rep. Joan R. Kemler

was damaged on Saturday morning in the

latest attack, while in August two

synagogues and a rabbi's home were

damaged in arson atucks. All the targets

are located in the same area of the city.

Now open on

Rt. 9, Amherst
at UnlversitY Drive

between Price Chopper & Stop & Shop

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.

256-0686

WE KEEP YOUR CAR

ON THE MOVE

M©bil

An unidentified
student soaks
up rays near the

Fine Arts Center.

photo b; Andrew Heller

Awards for outstanding students, staff
By SHARON HOFFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Five $1,000 awards will be given to students and staff this

fall in the division of student affairs at the University of

Massachusetts.

The Distinguished Service Award, now in its third year,

is given to students and staff whose work performance and

service to students has been outstanding and

distinguished.

Qualification for the award includes one or more of the

following criteria: ongoing achievement for at least two

years; "beyond the call of duty" service; original con

tribution to office which has led to better service;

recognition from or cooperative effort with other com-

ponents on campus; distinguished service to students or

outstanding professional contribution, such as research or

publication recognized outside the University.

"It's a good, positive program," said Sharon Weilgus,

committee member and staff member at the office of the

vice chancellor for student affairs, noting that this is the

only program .on campus which recognizes student service.

Last year there were six award recipients, two of whom
were students. Every year a minimum of two students
receive the award, but any full time classified or
professional staff member in the division is eligible. This
includes approximately 850 staff and 2.000 students,

Weilgus said.

Last year approximately 100 nominations were made.
The committee is hoping for more nominations this year
since they have advertised much more than in the past.
Weilgus said. The committee meets once a week to review
nominations.

Staff members were sent nomination forms in the second
week of August, and student nomination forms are now
available in dormitories, at the information desk in the
Campus Center, in the Student Affairs office and in other
places around campus. The deadline for submitting
nominations is September 30.

The awards will be given on Thursday, Oct. 20th at the

Student Affairs convocation.

Larceny reported at School ofManagement
University of Massachusetts police Monday reported a

complaint of larceny from a woman in the School of

Management who had her wallet stolen. Police said the

complainant had left her office for five minutes, and upon
return, discovered her wallet was missing. The contents of

the wallet were valued at $50. Other women in the office,

also absent at the time of the theft, saw no suspicious

persons in the area.

In other police action:

Police reported a complaint of larceny at 10:26 a.m.

Monday from the father of a UMass student. The student,

moving into Field dormitory, reported $255 in tools and
assorted hardware stolen.

In another case of larceny, a student living on the fourth

floor of Cance dormitory, who had left her door closed but

unlocked found a $10 bill and a roll of quarters missing,

police said. The complainant also had a $5 bUl and a purse

stolen from the room. There are no suspects.

Police said persons at the Textbook Annex have filed a

complaint of larceny under $100, in reference to a book
valued at $24.70. Two suspects have been named and it is

expected that criminal action will be taken toward both.

UMass police reported a complaint of motor vehicle

vandalism Monday, at 10:57 p.m. Anti-Semitic slurs were
allegedly gouged into the car's exterior, causing $100
worth of damage. - Mar? Anne Been

PGA holds evening

workshop for

frosh last night
Editor's note: Because of th* potaible

r«p€rau$ioru of tkia articU Mvcnrf of the

quoted sources requested anonymity and it

was granted.

By TRICIA A. YACAVONE
Collegian Staff

For the first time, the People's Gay Alliance held a New
Students Workshop for lesbian, gay and bisexual freshman
to make them more aware of the accessible facilities for

socializing, legal action, housing problems and counselling

Tuesday night in the Campus Center.
Bruce Murphy, the main organizer for the program said

he came up with the unprecedented idea over the summer.
"I felt tense going to the (PGA) dances and going into the

PGA office, etc. (when I was a freshman). I know if there
had been a workshop I'd have felt better," he said.

He said the main purpose of the workshop was to allow

new students to feel better about their sexuality, but other
orientation topics were discussed. The program included

discussions of on-and-off campus housing and what to do
when harassed and the film Halies Pink Triangles.

The dorms most tolerant of homosexuality, according to

Murphy, were those in the Northeast area. Kathy
Offenhartz, a Peer Counselor at the Lesbian/Gay Men's
Counselling Collective, said, "There are corridors that are
wonderful where people are openly gay and
nonhomophobic. But there are some that are not that way,
regardless of the area."

Offenhartz solves this problem by living off-campus. She
addressed the problems that homosexuals sometimes face

with their landlords or their housemates, and pointed out
that it is illegal in Amherst to be evicted for being
homosexual.
"Amherst has a clause that people cannot be kicked out

(of their rental property) because of their sexual orien-

tation." she said.

Murphy added there is a similar clause in the UMass
Housing Policy.

"If you feel the least bit harassed, report it to your R. A.,
he said. Know the time, place, what exactly happened and
how you feel." This is important for any legal action taken,
he said.

Murphy and Offenhartz passed out a list of organizations
which were either openly homosexual or nonhomophobic.
The organizations included the Pioneer Valley People's
Gay Alliance (PVPGA), the Gay and Lesbian Activists
(GALA), the Everywoman's Center, the UMass Lesbian
Union and the Lesbian/Gay Men Counselling Collective,

which offers counsellingfrom 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.

Offenhartz said an important part of showing the film

Halies Pink Triangles was to show that "it's important to

feel proud of being gay, that we need to come out as
whoever we are, whatever that may be."

Ombuds office: representative of the people
By Laura Yudow
Collegian Staff

Amid all the confusion that goes hand in hand with the

beginning of a new semester at the University of

Massachusetts, many students find themselves lost in a

maze of bureacratic red-tape.

There is hel|^.

The Ombuds Office, derived from the Scandanavian
term "representative of the people," was established 11

years ago to hear grievances from any member of the

University.

"Almost any type of grievance can be brought to the

office, whether it be administrative, such as housing or

financial aid problems, or personal, such as sexual

harassment and student teacher conflicts," Howard
Gatlin, UMass Ombudsperson, said.

With administrative complaints, the office can usually

cut through all the red-tape and have a valid problem
resolved in a short period of time, he said.

The office of the Ombuds will investigate all valid

grievances and try to resolve them through mediation

when possible. If a student feels that a grade received is

unfair and the professor will not change it, the Om-
budsperson will investigate. If a grievance is valid,

mediation between student and teacher will be set up. If

the problem is not resolved in this way, the Ombudsper-
son can become the students advocate in formal pro-

ceedings.

Gatlin said that while more than half of the 350 cases
they investigated last year addressed student problems,
most of his time was spent resolving staff and faculty

disputes.

Any employee of the University with a grievance about
employee/employer relations can also use the office The
office is closely associated with Affirmative Action and
wages are referred between offices.

Gatlin calls the Ombuds service "unique."
"We have more autonomy than the offices at other

schools. The administration has respected our in-

dependence and has never tried to interfere," he said.

The Ombuds Office, located in room 823 in the Campus
Center, is open from 9 to 5 Monday through Friday, and
appointments are helpful but not necessary.

No more machine back talk
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Correspondent

With a parched, dry throat, the perspiring
University of Massachusetts student
hastily deposits a quarter and two dimes
into the slot of a Coca-Cola machine in the

lobby of the Student Union.
To much of the student's surprise, the

Coke machine gives no salutations, no
demands to insert more coins, no thank you
and, worse, no "have a nice day."

There were some who depended on the

talking Coke machine for that certain

optimism to get through a hectic day, and
there were those who abhorred the an-

noying machine. No matter what the

feelings were, the talking Coke machine has

been replaced by a mute.
"It was not reliable," University Store

Manager Winthrop Cummings said,

"because the machine was mechanically

giving us trouble."

"We had a problem with keeping the

volume down because people were trying to

study in the Cape Cod Lounge. It also

became annoying to my people in the Mini

Store who had to listen to the same thing all

day, every day," Cummings said.

According to the distributors of Coca-Cola

and Canada Dry, the talking Coke machine

was being abused by the students.

"People were kicking it when the machine

would ask for more money. They would put

a nickel in just to have the machine

repeatedly say 'Please deposit more change'

so after awhile, it kept breaking down and

became really annoying," a spokesperson

for the company said.

The talking Coke machine served as a

promotional advertisement for the Coca-

Cola Company, Cummings said.

"That type of promo is something that has

to be moved from location to location or the

novelty wears off," Cummings said.

Sue Goldschmidt, a junior HRTA major puts a quarter in a silent Coke
machine in the Student Union Ballroom.
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Senator EIectIons
NoMiNATioN PAPERS ARC

AVAiUbU For aU UNdcRqRAduATE

STudENT SENATE SEATS - AT IeAST

ONE SEAT PER doRM. NomInAtIoN

PAPERS ARE dUE pRidAy,

SEpTEMbER 27Rd by 7 pivi,

shARpI Women ANd iviiNORiTy

STudENTS ARE ENCOURAqEd!
For MORf "iNfoRMATioN, pliASf sfi Gov't AFFairs, 420

SUB OR 545-0J41 .^_^

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop early or late.

Candy Film Newspapers

Tobacco Film Processing Tote Bags

Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups

Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health and Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Many other items available

545-2528

Located in the

Student Union*

Convenient Hours

M F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday mini CTtffirP
8:00 am to 10:00 pm I I Hi " JW»^

the
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IfyouYe hot
for DuronDuronJ

turn tothe
hot spot.

TM
HOT
<;POT

DELTA UPSILON
OPEN RUSH

Tues, Wed. September 20 & 21

ALL WELCOME
FREE REFRESHMENTS Served

778 North Pleasant St.

(across from NOPE Gym)

For more information call:

549-3831

DELTA CHI
THE FRATERNITY EXPERIENCE

A Dorm offers you

a room , AX offers

you a home.

- Delicious home cooked meals prepared by

our own chef
- A unique social life

- Spacious living quarters

- Active and competitive intramural program
- Good academic standing

- A brotherhood that cares

ALL THIS
AND MORE AT A

PRICE
COMPARABLE TO
DORM LIVING!!

FOR ALL
U-MASS MEN

illege

OPEN RUSH
THURS. Sept. 22nd

FRIDAY Sept. 23rd

6:30 - 9:00

118 SUNSET AVE. check us out

Come on
down and

AX Delta Chi

118 Sunset Ave

Fearing ^t.

Southwest
Dorm Area

Aclull

iulutaiioii

,llsi)

avaiiahit'

TWO AROUNDTHE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR

Departs in Januar> from Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida, with stops in South America,

Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle
in September with stops in the Orient, South Asia,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

^poiiMinJ h\ tin- I iii\trMi\ III l'iiishm.uli. V'tinMir .n St .1 .ilttiN snuliius ,1 Mipiin.r ttill

•MMiK'slir .K.iikniii |-»n».ur.im .iiul Mipp. iiiiiii; luM i\|hi kiu is | hl^ one stiiusur. tiill

crtiljt ixptriitui- l^ availahU- iti nualiHtil stmUiiis tnun .ill aurnliUil i<>IUnr> aiut

uuivcrMtits

More tli.iii (lO VDxugc- rfl.iit.-d lll1i\<.•^^it\ i. )ursi-s huiiiiv .Imvmi tmni \W- I iii\>isii\ , (

i'liistniiuli .iinl oihtT k-.klmji imiwrsiiu's .mi-iiKMitfti In \isiimy .ta-.i t.\|iiTis

Opiinii.il lours mkIihIiiik •^IHu.iI i..iirs into iIk- I'r.ipks Ki-piihlu . >! ( lim.i. .iv.nl.ihk-

S(.iiK'Mt.r.ii Sfj .KiiniiNsiiKliiiis wiiiiniii ng.irJ Id i ( )li ir i.uiDn rivJ I hi' S s / mwrsv is

kill\ .iiridiiJi R-il. l«.(Ml(Mi>iis.n-jjisii-rfvl tn l.ilx-ria aiui Iniili in Ann-riia

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of
Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh. PA 1 5260, or call toll free
(800) 854-0195 (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

UMass
and

5-College

students:

.Collegian ^

71
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Kyou missed
our first intro meeting,

don't sweat it:
»:•>:•:•>:•:« '•••.'.•-•.•-•-•.•.•.•-•.•.•.

».•-•-".•.•-•-•-•
•"•'•••-•••-•»

This
is your second chance!

> t • • t • t < !•••••••• •.*_* *_< '.V.

a second meeting

will be held at 8 tonight

in Campus Center

^ rooms 804 to 808.
«j

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK! .* e 3 w 5 6 T

HP11C

$75.00
org. List 90.00

Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-iearn programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools
Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP-lie Slim-line Programmable Scientific

pqfiilpzifZ|fEi(^pn(Xipq(:q

ppq (p p^ (TE) pp ^ pq ix) (XI pq

f^(-l(iq(Ppqfy|pq(±l(X|p^

nnL jpzincKim

HP - 12C

$99.00
org list 120.00

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-15C with its

powerful functions and advanced
programmability eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert/delete editing

RPN logic, Continuous Memory, and

liquid-crystal display

HP 15C

$99.00
org list 120.00

'2 3 M 5 5

Qw nii) fi; L:.) m ra f?)m

HP -IOC

$59.00
org list 70.00

riasoMAi

D I A L n

Hewlett-Packard's lowest-priced

programmable ever! The new HP-IOC
scientific calculator can make problem
solving easier with:

70 Program Lines, Conditina! Branching
Built-in Trigonometric and Statistics Functions

RPN Logic, Merged Keycodes
Continuous Memory
Liquid-Crystal Display

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-16C can

save you time with its built-in functions and
advanced programmability

Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal
conversions and operations
Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program lines or 101 16-bit data registers

Sets word size, 1's and 2's complement, unsigned modes
Floating-point decimal mode
RPN logic, Continuous Memory, and liquid-crystal display

pq nmm pq mm rqmn
(i^ |aq p«q p?q pq (»q pq fv] pq r-l

pq pq pq (5^ p^ rq pqm PI pq

HP16C

$99.00
org list 120.00

OPEN
M-F9-5Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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Try the Bradlees ditference on

for size! Find Lee ' jeans in

our Juniors' Department at

savings to fit your budget!

/^ 2^ /
/
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Juniors' Lee® jeans at great savings!

17.99
REG 22.99

19.99
REG 25.99

Ultra Cord'"" or denim jeans, 5.00 off!

Lee Rider • western Ultra Cord^^ or deninn jeans with 5-pocket, straignt leg

styling. Corduroys of cotton-polyester in fashion colors. Denims of pre-

washed, heavyweight 14-oz. indigo blue, cotton denim. 3-13

Stripe denim baggies, 6.00 off!

stripe denim baggies with soft gathered waist and tapered ankle styling.

With 2 front and 2 back pockets. Of prewashed 10-oz. indigo blue,

cotton denim. 3-13

NOW THRU SATURDAY
|On» 01 Th» Slop & Shop Comp»ni»»

THERE'S ALWAYS A NEW REASON TO SHOP BRADLEES

Mofl^fCord VISA
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian »
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Show -biz in Latin America
Is there any sense of justice being weighed over the

crisis in Latin America? The Reagan Administration and

the American media tend to portray the conflicts south of

our border as if they were less-than-spaghetti Westerns.

Ronnie, always the well-seasoned ham, has upped the

tension in the audience and of those "good neighbors" in-

volved with a repertoire of theatrics and a few bully

props like the U.S. Navy and the C.I.A. The supporting

cast of Caspar, Casey, Clark and Kirkpatrick play the

Directors, filming and editing events in Latin America in

their own select chronology for the benefit of big

Business, the Distributors.

Andy Gould

A movie playing the silver screen recently, "TheStar
Chamber", presents a tribunal of judges who pursue and
punish hard criminals, seemingly always of minority
status, who've been set free despite their crimes by petty
bureaucratic loopholes, namely invasion of privacy.

Reagan and his cohorts have set up a "chamber" of their

own sort in deciding Latin American policy.

Charles Bronson violently exploited vigilantism in

Death Wish I and II. The viewer leaves these movies
feeling numb, confused to whether taking the law into

one's own hands is being condoned or condemned. The
same numbness exists as the government and media go
poking their guns and cameras into the "pig-pens" of
Latin Americans. U.S. concern for the freedoms of its

southern neighbors (i.e. their so-called progress towards
the Democratic dream) becomes widely publicized and
takes priority only when the back-yard smells like an
open cesspool.

The term "latin america", as narrow in scope as

"Caucasian" or "Third World", is a black-and-white

definition of an area consisting of over twenty-five na-

tions with class structure divided by whites of European
descent, Negroes, Indians, Mulattoes, Mestizosa and

other grades of skiti color mixed in miscegenation. This

melting pot speaks in Spanish, French, Dutch, Creole,

and sui^ving Indian tongues. We take pride that

America was setttled as a colony, with law and order

enacted for all creeds; where Life, Liberty and Hap-

piness were sought and protected. Latin America, on the

other hand, was conquested for profit, raped of its

natural and native beauty, and left for vultures drooling

greed, suspicion, and cynicism.

U.S. exploitation of the Caribbean, Central and South

America is a bit time-consuming for an efficient capitalist

system to stop and research. The Reagan Administra-

tion, as Directors citing rising production costs, push for

more military aid and fail to perceive the situation in liv-

ing color and sense its fine nuances.

The Pentagon is a hanging judge of the Clint Eastwood
genre, scoffing at human rights violations in Latin

America as if they were significant knots in the noose.

With a myopic intolerance of a Marxist-Leninist in the

"sphere of influence", the Reagan Administration has

lost sight of the psychology of the Latin American condi-

tion. For most people and their parties, excluding

perhaps Mexico and Costa Rica, dissent has always
fomented through one of three outlets: exile, imprison-

ment, and martyrdom. Revolution has always been the

climax of focus of such alternatives.

We watch the sheriff gun down each outlaw at high

noon and smile in our safe quarters because this is our

town and we're damn proud of it. In Latin America the

distinction between bad guy and good guy is not so

distinct, although Reagan reduces struggles in

Nicaragua and El Salvador to ideological yes or no;

democracy or totalitarianism.

Instability is a common thread in the fabric of Latin

American politics. Peru hasn't had a decade without a

military coup since the first of 1900. Chile, once

synonymous with peace and democracy, currently

buckles under the military dictatorship of Genersil

Pinochet, whom Reagan supports with economic aid

despite a policy of imprisonment, assassination, and tor-

ture aimed at striking laborers and protesting students,

as a remedy for the scarred economy.

The Reagan team applies emotional cold-war paranoia

to the conflicts in Latin America. We dismiss, without

apology, our government's past "Big-Stick" involve-

ment. We lack the understanding of revolution as the on-

ly avenue of dissent open to the disgruntled masses. Our

administration chooses to impose its will rather than

become aware that the U.S., Cuba, Russia, and each

native political system hold a multiplicity of images for

the Latin American.

As the U.S. government asserts a vigilant perspective

with a vigilante policy, the media helps the dupe along

with persuasive and partisan over-stimuli. Either

tabloids preach the Protestant Work Ethic through

gossip or the "serious press" puts on the air of objectivi-

ty as they toe party lines. Without a middle ground, we
lose the power of discretion and action, unable to

distinguish the violence in the network news from that in

Western duels.

In Latin America and elsewhere, the end has and will

never serve the means, even if it's better Dead than

Red." That's Ronnie's song and Hollywood's line, and

it's been catching up to the point of death.

Andy Gould is a UMass student.

Letters—^—^——-^—^—
Don't make fun of Josh
To the Editor:

I am writing to inform the University community about

several incidences of ignorant and malicious persecution

which have been directed toward Campus Crusade for

Christ, a Recognized Student Organization here on cam-

pus which has suffered in the past week or more.

Last semester, we in Campus Crusade began an adver-

tizing campaign to promote JOSH. No doubt you have

seen our advertisements on blackboards, posters, table

tents, banners, buttons and the like.

Curiously, many rumors have been founded regarding

who Josh is. and why he is coming to UMass. We in Cam-

pus Crusade have worked hard in publicizing for Josh

because we feel that his intellectual perspective toward

Christianity is not stereotypical and is very suitable for

college audiences. Unfortunately our efforts have been

met with vandalism of our posters and banners. Members

of our group have even been verbally assaulted and abused

by very zesdous anti-Christians.

The University community must not allow this type of

religious persecution to continue. It is not the goal of

Campus Crusade for Christ to recruit members or raise

money. Rather, our group is a fellowship of like-minded

men and women who simply believe that Jesus is who He
has said He is. Our desire is to use speakers like Josh to

share with the community the information which led us to

that conclusion and allow the community to make its own
conclusions.

ChriBtopher Willard
Southwest

Nirvana
it isn't so easy
"How much of this gooey stuff do I have to eat before I

fmd inner peace?" I asked Darla. spooning the last bit of

blueberry yogurt from the container into my mouth. It

was my fourth 250-calorie serving that day, and my
patience was beginning to wear thin. I squelched a burp

and tossed the container and plastic spoon into Darla's

wastepaper basket.

"Huh?" she looked up from her Microeconomics book to

regard me quizzically. She's a slightly ^centric friend of

mine who is usually far more articulate. Furthermore, she

recently appointed herself my personal advisor in my
search for tranquility. You see, considering the many
academic and social pressures at UMass, I figured that

tranquility would be a handy thing to have around.

Elizabeth Luciano

"How much yogurt do I need to consume before finding

inner harmony? You said that yogurt would bring me
spiritual peace," I reminded her.

Darla sighed, shut her book, and pressed her temples as

though she were getting a headache. I guess I can be

pretty annoying at times; like a gadfly.

"I said yoga would bring you tranquility. Yoga, not

yogurt." she said.

"Oh." I answered simply. It was an uncharacteristically

monosyllabic reply, but frankly. I was embarrassed at

having made such a stupid mistake. "It probably won't

even give me a Dannon body." I muttered.

"Have you been meditating and chanting every night for

ten minutes?" Darla asked, checking up on me. She's a

very efficient taskmaster.

"Well, there have been some problems with that," I

hedged. "I keep forgetting the words."

"Not good enough. Try again." she systematically

rejected my excuse.

"It's impossible to sit still that long!" I pleaded. "I still

fidget in church! If you don't believe me. just ask my
Mother..."

"If you're restless, why don't you take up running? Lots

of people acquire serenity that way." She was obviously

determined not to let me off the hook.

"But I'd have to buy an expensive pair of running shoes,"

I said. "Right now, there's so little money in the bank. I'm

using each teabag four times."

"Who do you think you are. Bill Rodgers?" Darla smirked.

She's not one of those 'let's give you a pat-on the back'

people. "Your tennis sneakers will do fine."

"I'll get all sweaty, though." I sounded like a Valley Girl.

Or Valley Woman, as the case may be.

"So? Ever hear of a shower?" Darla said shortly. She

definitely had me there, no doubt about it.

"The truth is, I'm too self-conscious to run." I confessed.

"Everybody's going to stare out their windows and say,

"Good thing Elizabeth's running. She's disgustingly out of

shape."

"Then why don't you buy some time in a sensory

deprivation tank?" Darla suggested. "Nobody can see you

in one of those."

"I'm a claustrophobic who's afraid of the dark," I lied.

The honest-to-God truth is. I'm very modest and shun the

idea of shucking my clothes in a strange place. Not to

mention the fact that I don't want deprived senses,

anyway.
"What about going to the hot tubs?" Darla proposed.

"With a bunch of friends and a bottle of white wine, it

might be very relaxing."

"I'd probably fall asleep and drown. " I told her. "Besides,

wouldn't a lot of bacteria grow in such warm water?" The

thought of floating around in someone else's diseases

hardly struck me as appealing, let alone healthy

.

"Maybe we should change the subject. " Darla said,

clenching her teeth. We were becoming annoyed with one

another.

"Good idea." I agreed, since neither of us is particularly

fond of bloodshed.

"I bumped into James today." she commented lightly.

"That's nice." I snapped. Mr. notSo-Wonderful dumped
me several months ago in order to date Linda-Lou, a

Munchkin with a Jimmy Carter smile who uses Sears

Weatherbeater Paint for make-up. and is just as

nauseatingly cute as her name suggests. "Is he still in-

volved with that little tramp I mean, that nice young
lady?" When Shakespeare said. 'Hell hath no wrath like a

woman scorned', he wasn't kidding.

"Nope. She broke up with him and followed some
drummer to Berkeley. California." Darla tole me.

Suddenly, the clouds parted and I was enveloped in

golden sunshine. The everyday problems of finding my
lost I.D. and signing into Early American Literature were

banished from my mind. My face was a study of

joyousness.

"What is this fabulous feeling?" I murmured, trance-like.

"I'd hate to jump the gun." said Darla hesitantly, "but it

sure looks like serenity to me."

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist.
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Come to the

' Communications Club

Introductory Meeting
Thursday, Sept. 22

at 4 p.m. in the
Comstu lounge E-32

aU majors and cas/s students
are invited to attend
Find out about our:

Wine & Cheese Parties 50/50 Raffle

Career Day Trips to NY and Boston
Guest SpeEikers and More

..JIimilffllHIIIHft _ . . .

OPEN RUSH!
All university men are invited to attend

Lambda Chi Alpha open rush:

Wed. Sept. 21 8:30- 11

Thurs. Sept. 22 8:30- 11

NO HAZING - NO PLEDGES

iCome see what Frat living is all about!
"1 374 N. Pleasant St. ^=-^*».

545-0244
'^ ""&

,Ji

the

Blue

House

iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii I

\ If you're hot
[for DuronDuron,;

turn to the
hot spot.

HOT
<;POT

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH!

AmIierst ChiRopRACTic HeaItIi Center

is offERiNq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $2^.00 TOWARds AN INITiAl ChlROpRACTic EXAMINATION

ANcJ Free enroUment In our Low BAck WeUness School

by APPOINTMENT ONly - CaU 296-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. HowARd T. EwERr, D.C.

1 90 UNivERsiTy Drive at Rte. 9 (on tNe BusUne)

ChiRopRAcric is covERcd by most major kEAlrk Insurance,

AuTOMobilE Personal iNJURy PoliciES, ANd WorUman's Compensation.
I

"N>

^Something's Newv
at the. . [I

/ "^

NEW MENU - emphasizing variety and value

serving until midnight. Pizza served 1.00 a.m.

Quiche, Subs, Pizza, Hamburgers, Appetizers, Spaghetti,

Lasagna, Dessert and Much Mnrp

NEW HAPPY HOUR -

designed for fun

EACH NIGHT - 10:00 p.m. until closing

$1.50 mixed bar drinks

60« 10 oz. Miller Drafts

Super 16 oz. Jumbo Blender Drinks

only $2.50

EACH DAY - Men Fri

FREE PIZZA
$1.00 off any pitcher of beer

$1.50 mixed drinks, 60* 10 oz. beer

NEW EVENTS
SUNDAY BRUNCH served from 10 am 2 pm

Quiche, eggs benedicts, omelettes, trench toast and much

more.

PIZZA 8- PITCHER - Sun-Thurs 10 pm - closing

Buy a pitcher of beer and get any small cheese pizza for

only $2.C0

55 University Drive, Amherst

Men - Sat 11:30 - 1:00 pm
Sunday 10:00 am - 12 midnight .

549-5713 Ji

J,

iVteybelline'

"Your Best Look For Fall"

KISSING SLICKS ^
.30 FL. OZ. \

$2.39
reg. $3.00

MANICURE NAIL COLOR BROW & LINER

5 FL. OZ. PENCIL $1 99
NET WT. .05 OZ. ^ •*'*'

reg.

$2.35

BRUSH/BLUSH II

NET WT .3 OZ.

$1.99
reg. $2.75

ULTRA-SLIM
LIPSTICK

NET WT. .05 OZ.

SHADOWS TEN

NET WT. .32 OZ.
$3.99

reg.

$5.75

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

©.t/iVIVEKSri F
mSTORK^

^^SpotligKC^
•:':rW'WrX-:'X->Wr:':.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:^^^^^

ColUqE bikEWAy: Rocky roacIs
Ups ANd dowNS oF RldE

woRk OUT wrIter
By DEBBIE JANES
Collegian Correspondent

The route looked easy enough. My cycle

was tuned up. I even had on my biking

shoes. It was only my mind that had to prepare for

the 28-mile, Five-College Bikeway route, out lined in my
pseudo-official Pioneer Valley Planning Commission map,
which I crumpled in my back pocket as 1 started to pedal

down North Pleasant Street on my way to Amherst
Center and Amherst College.

I considered this a sort of experiment. The bikeway. it

seemed, was only real on paper and I wanted to check out

its possibilities as both a commuting and recreational bike

route. The commission sets up no specific purpose for it;

only that we cyclists, as drivers, would probably like to

find the easiest way possible to visit the five schools.

That seemed simple enough, especially as I headed

downtown, on North Pleasant and reached Amherst
College within five minutes.

That was easy enough. It even tempted me to sit around

for a while on the Amherst Common, which I passed, but I

headed straight down the street, past all those brick

buildings (you know, the kind that look like something out

of a college brochure? — that's my secret of finding

Amherst College) and down the hill.

The map pointed me to Route 116, which is known to most

students as the connecting point between UMass,
Amherst, Hampshire, and Mount Holyoke colleges.

This was not as smooth sailing as my directory would
have me believe. Although there was a bike lane and then a

path the first couple miles out of town, it soon emptied

back onto the car infested road.

Without even a shoulder to ride on, I felt extremely

vulnerable on the road as cars whizzed past me less than a

foot from my bike. A car swerved to miss me, and nearly

hit another one. God, why didn't I wear my helmet!

I finally saw the Hampshire College exit, and heading

down the ramp on a long, grassy road dotted with small

houses and finally, near the campus, what looked to be a

barn and a greenhouse.

I was on campus. I almost didn't realize it at the time, but

I was indeed on the Hampshire College campus, which is

easy to miss if you're staring at the immense meadow
adjacent to the main building, which you should use as a

landmark.

Just to make sure, I asked a student where the school

actually was, and she laughed and pointed to a mass of

contemporary-styled buildings beyond the small hill.

After viewing the modern, "hip" campus, I headed back

to 116 with its unrelenting traffic. I left the campus, and

began to feel the effect of the ride. My legs became shaky

as the mammoth mountain ahead loomed over me. Maybe I

should hail a taxi and see the rest of this trip in comfort.

Why dear editor did you give me this story, screamed my
leg muscles as I traversed up the hill.

I continued on 116 and within a short 10 minutes pulled

into South Hadley where the traffic became very

congested as I searched for the Mt. Holyoke College en-

Granbv

Colleg*

The planned Five College Bikeway will wind in

and about five towns as bikers follow it to the

five colleges.

CollrKi*" photo by David Mfuber

An unidentified biker peddles along the proposed five College Bikeway that passes on Route 9 in

Northampton.

trance.

I had no trouble finding Mt. Holyoke — the trouble was,

I seemed to be more concerned with the action — or

sometimes inaction — of my body as I pedided up to the

campus, Which is pretty easy to find — all you need to look

for are ivy-covered buildings and hills. Lots of hills.

I seemed to be about halfway done with my excursion,

according to the map. The first four schools seemed
clumped together, with Smith college quite a ride away.

The whole thing seemed to go in a triangle shape — UMass
and Amherst at the top, Hampshire at the bottom left and

Mt. Holyoke at the bottom right — it seemed as if the road

to Smith was the reflected triangle.

Finally, I could relax when I turned on to Route 47, where
I could look around without worrying about being flattened

by a Mack truck. This time I was in front of cornfields and

meadows, which made me, however, want to check around

for any motorists slowing down to look at the fields and not

at me.

I have to admit the road was a bit disconcerting, being so

full of meadows and cornfields and then an Almy's

department store.

I pedaled on to Route 9, Northampton bound. It was quite

a jolt to go from moo cows and fragrant flowers to honking

horns and exhaust fumes.

I crossed the Calvin CooUdge bridge, praying that the
wind would not throw me into the traffic below.
The bridge deposited me onto Bridge Street, then Main

Street and finally Elm Street. These were all the same
street I discovered probably just given three different

names.

This was all too baffling; it called for an ice cream break at

Bart's.

I jumped back on my bike, took a tour of Smith College,

wondering what going to an all-female school would be

Uke.

Back on Route 9, I stopped to ask a police officer where

the Boston and Maine railroad bikepath was that was

illustrated on my map.

"It was never paved; the whole thing is reaUy a mess," he

responded. "The city keeps rejecting the idea. I sure would

like to see it paved so you kids could get off 9."

I couldn't have agreed with him more.

But now I could see the UMass towers. I quickened my
pace to the familiar campus. Once there, I plopped down on

the grass and drained my water bottle.

It was a nice pleasure ride, for the most part. But if I need

to get to Smith or Mount Holyoke, I'll leave my bike

parked in the garage.

Hand me some bus tokens, please!

CONSTRUCTION FaCES holdup
By Alice R. Klingener
Collegian Staff

The town of Hadley,

through which 10

miles of a proposed 28

mile Five College Bikeway
is planned to run, is holding

up construction on the pro-

ject.

"It's not even a project

yet," said Steve Weitz, prin-

cipal planner of the Pioneer

Valley Planning commis-
sion's transportation,
department. "The state

won't even look at it until

Hadley approves it."

A share of $2 million in a

transportation plan being

considered by the state

Legislature in July was ear-

marked for Massachusetts

bike routes, of which the

Five-College bikeway is one.

The construction budget

for the bikeway, estimated

at $1 million, would be

financed by the
Massachusett.s I>epartment

By widening road shoulders and utilizing

a section of the abandoned B & M railroad

bed which runs between Northampton and

Amherst, the commission proposes to

create a route which will allow cyclists to

travel on a route which is free of motorized

vehicles.

of Public Works, using

funds from the Federal

Highway Administration.

Hadley is faced with

responsibility for the largest

single stretch of the

bikeway and the high

maintenance costs. Each

town the bikeway runs

through would be responsi-

ble for maintaining the

bikeway after it is built, in-

cluding sweeping the paths

and patching potholes.

The bikeway would run

between the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst,

Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke

and Smith colleges. By
widening road shoulders.

paving separate off-road

bikepaths and utilizing a

section of the abandoned B
& M railroad bed which runs

between Northampton and

Amherst, the Planning
Commission proposes to

create a route which will

allow cyclists to travel on a

route which is free of

motorized vewhicles.

"Its main purpose is for

students to be able to get

from one place to another as

safely as possible," Weitz

said.

The state is in negotia-

tions to buy right-of-way

through the railbed proper-

ty. The railroad, or an alter-

native route between Smith
and UMass through some of

Hadley 's lesser traveled

roads, is the most important

segment of the route
because most of the bike

traffic is expected to pass
between Northampton and
the Amherst campuses.

The proposed route is

divided into three legs, the

first leading from Amherst
to Northampton via back
roads and a section of
rehabilitated railbed. The
second leg follows Route
116 from UMass over the
Notch to South Hadley,
through the town of Gran-
by. The third section runs
from South Hadley to
Hadley along Route 47.

Between two and six

miles of the remaining 18
miles run through ^uth
Hadley, Northampton,
Amherst and Granby. All of
the towns except Hadley
have agreed to pay for

maintenance of the route.

i
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JOBS
RESPONSIBLE AND EFFICENT
NOTETAKERS ARE NEEDED FOR
SPECIFIC COURSES WITH AT
LEAST 200 STUDENTS ENROLLED

NOTES MUST BE TAKEN START-
ING WITH THE FIRST CLASS,SO
WE NEED TO HIRE NOTETAKERS
RIGHT AWAY!

Student Note & Printing Service

APPLY TODAY!

401/403 Student Union Building

545-2271

The Institute for

Paralegal Training

works.

So do its graduates.

Four months of intensive training can
add market value to vour college degree.

AL,
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See our resource book on law-related careers at your
placement office.

• It

!

Wai this coupon 10

li. i. ,irii tii.in (jll rolled- I The insniuie !o' Pataiegdi Trarn.ng

(2151567-4811 Ot nturn I
'9?6 Arch Sireet Philadelphia PA 1

KLMA
9103
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Please sena a '-ee r.op> o' yom calaiogue
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NOMINATE

A
T
E

for the
198^-83 Student Affairs

DI^TII^Gri^HED
AWARD

Nomination forms arc available in all —
• STUDENT AFFAIRS OIFK I-

S

• INFORMATION (OINTER, ( AMPl S I ENTER
• RESIDEN( E HALE ( ITSTER OFFK ES

for more information call:

Sharon Wielaus - 345-2300
or

Penny Worman - 545-a()f)()

5i»fr:i»TK>iiti:K aoth

What has 16 letters and
means "exciting engineering"?

The answer Is

Hamilton Standard.

If you're the type of person who won't let

go of a problem until you've got the
answer, Hamilton Standard is your kind
of place.

If your degree is in EE, ME. Aeronautics
or Computer Science and you'd like to

make your professional mark by
creating new solutions to exciting
engineering puzzles, then let's get
together.

Hamilton Standard
is coming
on campus

0ct.12th

Be sure to sign up
for an Interview.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Arts
si:M;¥-;!siM:#iS mm>>i.

Artist Jim Roche to lecture at Herter Hall

Jim Roche's What 'a Right u Right: What's Left is Wrong on display at the University Gallery.

m
BOOKSHOP
Open 9 am til 9 pm
Monday - Saturday

Open 10 - 3

on Sunday

M4 0»M
The Great Resurrection

Hoax — ^
Tonightl Wed. Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m.

UMass FAC

EVITA
National Broadway Tourtnfl

Production

ANEW
PERFORMANCE

ADDEDI
Thursday,

September 29

8 p.m.

$20, 18, 16

% PRICE
5-COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Tickati on Ml* Cantaf

Box Ottic* M-F 10-4,

and at all Datatlx outtau

in Stop & Shop Markata

In Northampton, Graeo-

tiaW, HolYoke, Pittafiold.

Boiton Rd in Spr

ingfiald, Plattarpu* in

Waatfiald, 6 at tha Spr

inflfWd Civic Centar

Maatar/Viaa accaptad

(413)&t6-2611 or

l-aOO-243-4842

RneArts Center

— Conceri Hall

•••»»»»**

Artist Jim Roche will present a lecture on his work at 7

p.m. on September 21 in Rm. 227, Herter Hall. An
exhibition of Roche's work, including a series of drawings

entitled The End Result of Constructivist Theory and a

new body of assemblage sculpture entitled What's Right is

Right: What's Left is Wrong will be on display at the

University Gallery (located on the pond side of the FAC)
from September 24 — October 28.

The End Result of Constructivist Theory is a series of

thirteen drawings produced by Roche in 1978. The
drawings depict a step- by step visual transition that

begins with a swastika and ends with a grid. According to

the artist, the imagery traces the "evolution of single

world governments into a one world socialist state."

What 's Right is Right: What 's Left is Wrong was created

specifically for the University Gallery. The exhibition is

comprised of thirteen wooden sculptures and reliefs in the

form of Christian roadside crosses that are brightly

painted with fundamentalist religious slogans (see above).

In each work, a large central cross is flanked by two
smaller crosses. The configuration recalls the crucifixion of

Christ and the two thieves.

Roche's work has been exhibited extensively, including

one-person exhibitions at the Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York; the Contemporary Arts

Museum, Houston, as well as the Kansas City Art

Institute. Roche has lectured on his work at universities

across the country and Wednesday's lecture will consist of

a slide show followed by a question and answer period.

Jim Roche's lecture is part of the Visiting Artists'

Lecture Series and is sponsored by the University Gallery,

the Graduate Art Students Association, and the

University Arts Council.
—Doug Muise

Renowned jazz pianist George Winston will perform in the Fine Arts
Center at 8 p.m. on September 30. The concert, which is a benefit for

the New England Artist Festival, is sponsored by the Arts Extension
Service of the Division of Continuing Education. For ticket informa-
tion, call the Fine Arts Center Box Office at 545-2511.

piatnsaiE \

QUALITY

/^PLANTS
- W AT LOW

J ^'"jA *

#^'^^:|^' PRICES!

at

date

place:

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS
Monday through Thursday
September 19th 22nd

Student Union

Ballroom

time: 10:00 AM — 5:00 PM

sponsor Inter Fraternity Counril

bro((;htt() vni ftv

FALL BHrjOK t tfV
821 Union S?

Lenminstfr MA " I

I

I

I
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As a iMarine Officer, you could be in charge of a Mach

2 -\- F/A-18A, a \erticaJ take-off Harrier or one of our

other jets or helicoptt^rs. .Aiid you couJd do it b\ the time

you're 23. But it takes a sjxvial coniniiuiient on your

part. We demand leaders at all

leseLs. >X'e tt^iich you to be one.

If you're a fchnuui or

sophomoiv, ask iil)()ut our

undet^graduate officer commissioning programs. If you're

a junior, check out our graduate pn)grams. Starting

salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. .And you can count

on going farther... fcter.

Gofarther,
Maybe vou can beone ofus.

See your Officer Selection Officer, IstLt Auman when he visits your campus, or
call him at (203) 722-2168.

By MICHELLE HYDE
YADIRA BETANCES

Collegian Staff

Minoritywomen win awards
"Even though her death was symbolic we wanted

something constructive to come out of her tragedy,"

Malika Jones. Third World Women Thsk Force Director

said.

Three Third World women were honored Sunday at a

scholarship award dinner in memory of Seta T. Ram
persad, a 20-year-old University of Massachusetts student

*rom Trinidad found ded in Motel 6 in South Deerfield in

1978.

Luisa Vargas, '86, a political science major from

Lawrence, Mass., and a Bilingual Collegiate Program

Student, Pauline Lee, '85, a fashion marketing student

from Boston and Marie St. Fleur, '84, a poUtical science

student also from Boston and both CCEBMS students each

received a scholarship award of $300.00.

Fundings for the scholarships were derived from annual

rallies, speeches and donations collected by the Third

World Women's Task Force in protest of the decision to

close Rampersad's case due to a lack of evidence.

Last year, the Task Force decided to establish the

money collected for Rampersad investigation as a

scholarship award "to remember Seta in a positive way."

The scholarship was open to all undergraduate Third

World women with at least a 2.5 cumulative average, and

who are "devoted to social change" said Jones.

Rampersad's parents also received a plaque.

Because the testimony of the suspects were conflicting,

Jones said the judge at the inquest concluded there was no

evidence to bring criminal charges against them and closed

the case.

Members of the Task Force claimed that because Ram

persad was a minority and because suspects had been

prominent members of the community, the Franklin and

Hampshire County's District Attorney's office hadn't fully

investigated the case.

"Her death wasn't an isolated incidence. It was a part of

a pattern of violence that occurred up here in the valley."

Panna Putman, a member of the Task Force said. "We live

in a system that doesn't work, especially if you are a

woman, a person of color or a working class person, which

Seta was." Putman said.

Though there was not a major breakthrough in the

Seta T. Rampersad remembered in an awards din-

ner ceremony on Sunday. World Women Ta»k

Force.

Rampersad investigation, the Task Force approached the

University to release Rampersad's diploma to her family.

The Task Force also asked the University to investigate

violence towards Third World women in general.

Open letter to students
Welcome or welcome back to the University of

Massachusetts. 311 minority students were admitted to

the University this year, a 7.5 percent increase. Along

with those who entered and those who are returning, there

will be a great demand for the coverage of news, m
formation, issues and events pertaining to the Third World

community on campus.

The Black Affairs page is a section of the Collegian

devoted to reporting local, national and international news

affecting the Third World community. Black Affairs also

reports University and community information as well as

social and entertaining events occurring in the Pioneer

Valley.

Black Affairs formed 11 years ago when a group of 59

students fought against the newspaper medium on campus

to rightfully depict members of the Third World com-

munity of the University. Since then. Black Affairs has

remained a strong force in the coverage of news and in-

formation vital to the Third World community and a strong

opponent of the distorted news coverage of Third World

members in the United States.

Through the years. Black Affairs has confronted both

strengths and weaknesses due to student's interest and

effort to maintain the section a potent source of news

coverage for Third World people.

The previous staff solemnly devoted its time to do so, but

like many of us students, the time came for them to move

on to the "real world".

Now you are needed to continue the tradition and become

an active voice in the Third World community

.

Many Third World people are aware that many rights

denied to them were not easy to achieve. Therefore, in

order to show our appreciation for the effort made by men

and women who fought to obtain better conmiunity and

social services for Blacks and other minorities, we must see

to it that these agencies are preserved by volunteering our

time and talents.

Otherwise, what we have fought for will be gone for the

next generation.
_ ^^.^^ Betances

Wanted:

Writers

forBlack Affairspage.

Meeting today

8:00p.m.

Rm.804^08
Campus Center

M0I

z
i
9

"^*^ The Collegian Photo
Department will be offer-

ing an orientation ses-

sion for new
photographers at 8 p.m.

today and Sunday. Be a

photojournalist at New
England's largest daily

college newspaper!
Serious inquires only.

Rooms 804-808 C.C.

545-3500

1
O For more information contact

Drew Ogier Photo Editor

Dave Deuber Assc. Photo Editor

Location to be announced

S' iWfAOrt TiSri RICOH CHIMOMPEMTAX KODAKCANON

Art

""^i

AMHERST BALLET CENTRE
Adult Evening Program

Ten weeks - October 3 - December 14

ies

STUDENT
PROFESSIONAL

Men.
Adv. Ballet

7:30 - 9:00

Tues.

Beg. Jazz

7:00 - 8:00

Beg. Modem
8:00 - 9:30

Wed.
Beg. Ballet

7:30 - 9:00

Thurs.

Inter. Ballet

7:00 - 8:30

Phone to Register 549-1555 or drop by between 3-6 daily.

Located at 29 Strong Street off ofEast Pleasant Street

just east ofButterfiMDoTTYL

FINE ARTS
DRAFTING
ENGINEERING
PHOTOGRAPHY

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

1^ .UNIVERSITY
STQR~ "
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Tbnightat
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High Liff:

99<
12 oz. Bonies

CELEBRATING
FM RADIOS

NEW HOT SPOT!

During the PUB's

15th ANNIVERSARY

HOT
SPOT

S99.00
Cosh prize

A Free Bottle
^y^-i

)9mr.
liK.M

TO THE FIRST 99 PEOPLE

STARTING AT 9:00

T-SHIRTS

PRiZ€S
much more tool

eNT€RTniNM€NT
— uuith —

AL STONER

35
' Beers

(in your Pub Mug)

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day
they are taking place. Announcements must he submitted
on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday l)efore the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the
week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-
ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be
given to I'Mass organizations.

TEACHING ASSISTANTS/ASSOCIATES
ORGANIZING MEETING - Come to an organizing

meeting of the new Graduate Teachers Organization (GTO)
affiliated with the Mass Teachers Association and help win
better wages, working conditions and collective

bargaining. 12-1 p.m., Campus Center 804-808.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD (SHAB)
MEETING — SHAB gives students of all disciplines and
interests a chance to work with Health Services staff on
different issues. For more information, come to first

meeting or call. 549-2671 X181. 5 p.m.. Health Center,
Room 302.

COMING OUT/SUPPORT RAP GROUP - Meet
tonight to support lesbians, gays and bisexuals in coming
out and understanding how sexuality affects our lives. 7:30
p.m. S.U.B. 413B (top floor).

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING - Introductory

meeting. New members welcome. Short film. Refresh-

ments will be served. 7:30 p.m., 312 Holdsworth.

SUCCOT SERVICES - Services for Succot, the Jewish
festival of the fall harvest. 7 p.m., Dukes Room, Student
Union.

SEPTEMBER WHEAT - This fUm is about hunger -
in the rich industrialized countries as well as in the poor
countries of the Third World. FREE. 7:30 p.m., RM. 163C
Campus Center.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal bag lunch

discussion with the Rabbi. All are welcome. 12-1 p.m.,

Suffolk Room. Student Union.

CHESS CLUB MEETING - First meeting of semester.
Members, officers, and people interested should come or
call Joe 546-4629. 7 p.m.. CC 904-08.

SUKKOT SERVICES AT CHABAD HOUSE -
Traditional services followed by festive meals in one of
New England's largest Sukkas call 253-9040 for times and
let us know you'll join for meals. 7 p.m., Chabad House.

IT PAYS TO LEARN.
"For the best ring value of the year!"

ERA
^he 5TUnCNT CEN1XR'°rEDUCATI0NAL RF5E^RCH<L ADYOrACvl

This fall, SCERA will hire ten undergraduate students to learn

organizing and student interest research skills. For two days

each week, these SCERA students will meet to learn political

organizing and then apply these skills on issues of concern to

students. SCERA also has positions for an editor/writer and

administrative support staff.

All positions are ten hours a week and pay $3.35 an hour for

work-study and non-work study undergraduates.

Pick up and application and more information at 420 Student

Union weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. All applications are

due September 30th at 5:00 p.m.

SCERA Is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

See your Jostens' representative for a complete selection of rings
and details of Jostens' Creative Bnancin^ Plans.

IIATK:

IMK

Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur
Sept. 19, 20, 21, 22

10:30 am to 3 pm puck Outside Univ. Store

Josten.s" c(jlle^t' rings offered dalK' at your bookstore

$15.00 deposit vrsA-

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Superbad by G.H.

'

•

"
1^'^
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After The Fall by R. Miller

'^ y^2-

f
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Wilson Low by CC. McFly

iPV.|£DVi8hOT2 Hfi COMING ^ROOMD j

IrtiM^ZtTHtYKiD HOW r^ FEEUINJO*] LVlOcOM ] HVPtK^ tH i l>ivt. f
^ — •' niNU^ THIi^TV :iELOWDb
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.OOR 00 t NEED TO V/t^R 1

E-LEVMUR SHOES'*
j

[veil suit rOURSELF, OWiP>H0T

[NEV£R^UiE;i IT EITHER.

Valley Girls
By Alice

OF lHLHJN\fA. CAN HAVE

HotDOWNS.

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l-diled h> MarKarel l-arrar iind I rude Jaffe

t^»\ I iiH ^flKrlr^ hmr*. stnditalr

ACROSS
1 City SSEof
Sacramento

5 Gods Little

9 Bye-byes
14 Scent, in Sevilla

15 Change
16 Full of energy

17 Film role tor

Leslie Caron
18 Babyish speech
19 Word with pool

or court

20 Entertainer Burl

21 Fullot Suflix

22 Gallup *

23 Goodie for a

snacker

26 Where the

Ganges tloMS

28 Occurring
occasionally

30 —— de Fiance

33 Participate

36 Woolen fabric

37 Wan
38 Prefix with cycle

40 Pointed arch

41 Shish kebab
necessity

44 In control

47 Nickname for a

Dallas cowboy
48 Potted plants

50 Competitor
51 Unexpected

departure

55 Frolicsome
58 Lincoln Center

inst

60 Characteristic of

48 Across
61 Relaxed
62 In French, lobe
64 End Prefix

65 Devoured
66 Put away
67 Dressed
68 Task
69 Where to find

lene;'

70 Go quickly

DOWN
Rationality

Diamond veteran

Tony
Officials of old

Venice
Popular ragout

CIO
Muse of history

Dangerous game
8 Use up
9 Mexican gulf port

10 Word of the

islands

11 Memorable name
in Belgrade

12 Severn tributary

13 Dried up
24 Prefix with gram

or logue

25 Came out ahead

27 I uste'ioss

29 Jo bad
3C Shakespearean

villain

31 Norse name
32 Before, to a poet

33 Rice beverage

34 Hoily

36 Children s game
37 Time in Seattle

39 Hostelry

42 Neuter, in a way
43 Par of RPM
45 Foulard

46 Western
hemisphere jrg

49 Least
rambunctious

50 Stairstep

52 Writer Rogers
St John

53 bear

54 Diminish slowly

55 Popular name in

Scotland
56 Tennis ace

Yannick
57 Ozdog
59 Jogging gait

63 Cote dweller

17 3 4 ^Hb 6 7 H ^M<i 10 11

^|lb ^1"'

^^p3 34 ""3b j3b
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Ham Grinder

Broccoli and CanJiflower

Casserole

DINNER

primp: rib night
Prime Rib Roast of

Beef/Au Jus

Baked Haddock with Herb
Lemon
Butter

BASICS LUNCH

Garden Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER

Mushrooms Newbury with

Pattie

Shell

Baked Haddock with Herb
Lemon
Butter

Weather

Cloudy, showers, high

near 80 degrees today.

Showers end Wednesday
night. Sunny, dry and cool

tomorrow with highs in the

70s.

TODAY'S

PUZZLE ANSWER
3 U V'hP 3 ll 3 1] 3lUl H 3
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1 3 i 3 H 1 3|3 S 1
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TheNFL should pay attention

to that *other' league - USFL
All the talk has been made about the

difference. There were such obvious

differences. Oh sure, that new league with

the longer name might be good for a little

Spring diversion, maybe a couple of

decent games, probably a few laughs. The
only real game in town, though, would
still be the Fall one.

Well now the real game, the N.F.L., is

three weeks old and it has been its usual

entertaining self. But some funny things

have happened with the U.S.F.L., that

"other" league. Funny things that have

closed the gap faster than any fan could

have dreamed or any N.F.L. executive

could have feared.

"What 's that you say? Cincinnati Bengal

star receiver Cris CoUinsworth is jumping

to the U.S.F.L. next season?"

It seemed to have started with the

transformation of Herscel (no last name
need be added), from a Dawg in Georgia

to a General in Jersey. The situation

escalated with North Carolina's Kelvin

Bryant's decision to join that "other"

league. When half of SMU's vaunted

"Pony Express" Craig James galloped into

the U.S.F.L., the topping was added.

Some pretty big names had a lot of heads

turning.

"How's that? Another Bengal? You say

clutch tight end Dan Ross is also U.S.F.L.

bound?"
With a new batch of some surprising

name players and a whole lot of en-

thusiasm that "other" league took its best

shot. Thing is. they came up looking more

than just a bit entertaining. In fact, they

were a darn good show. To prove that you

need not look past Massachusetts. The
Patriots, and the Breakers. Who's a lot

more fun to watch on a given afternoon? It

sure isn't the team that begins with P. as

RUSS

WHINNEM
in Problems. The Breakers were
genuinely innovative and exciting to

watch. Remember the last time the Pats

threw in something exciting like a half-

back option pass. It was around the days

of guys like Andy Johnson. Where's A.J.

now? Seems to be in a Breaker's uniform.

"More news? Joe Cribbs, star running

back of the Buffalo Bills is jumping too?"

Now the mind is starting to wonder.
Maybe there really is something to this

U.S.F.L. Maybe they will stick around a

lot longer. Maybe the N.F.L. people

better stop their badmouthing and start

worrying about keeping their own home.
"What's the latest word? Tampa Bay

starting quarterback Doug Williams has

already begun his defection? He 's not even
playing out his final N.F.L. season, huh.

"

It became one of the main topics of the

summer. Ask anyone who watched.

People all over were talking about how
much the league surprised them, how
much they enjoyed it.

The fans weren't the only ones who
noticed. Walker, Bryant, James,
Collinsworth, Ross, Cribbs, Williams. The
players are stretching their eyes too.

So much for the diversion, so much for a

couple of good games, so much for a few

good laughs. Yep. the meaning has

become crystal clear. The "other" guys

have been working hard at dropping the

"other" off their shoulders.

You know what? It's working.

AP Laacrpkolo

New Jersey's Thomas Lott makes a diving catch during a USFL game
last March with the Breakers. Boston's Tim Smith (22) and 0.

Flanagan made the tackle.

Sports Notices and Tryouts
Women's Lacrosse: An organizational

meeting for Fall lacrosse will be held on

Friday Sept. 23 at 4 p.m. in NOPE in room
153. Beginners to intermediate players

are welcome.

Intramurals: Intramural officials are

needed for flag football and co-rec soccer.

Apply now at Boyden 215. organizational

meeting will be held on Sept. 22 at 7 p.m.
in Boyden 215.

Track: There will be an organizational

meeting for all men interested in running
indoor and outdoor track at 4:30 p.m. in

Boyden 249.

Manager: Anyone interested in being a

manager for the women's basketball team
is to call the coach, Barbara Stevens, at

545-2610 or stop by at 220 Boyden.

Women's Soccer: Any women interested

in trying out for the women's soccer team
is asked to report to Boyden Field for

practice at 3 p.m. sharp, anyday.

UMass bowling: The UMass men's and
women's bowling teams will be holding

tryouts on Wednesday Sept. 28 and
Thursday Sept. 29 from 4 to 6 p.m. in

Boyden Lanes (basement of the gym).
Bring an ID and $3. Questions? Call Kelli

MacDonald at 546-7493.

Men's soccer (0-0-2) travels to UNH
BY TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

"We're certainly not

unhappy."
That was the University

of Massachusetts men's

soccer coach Jeff Gettler

cautiously optimistic
reaction to the team's first

two games. Both matches
were hard-fought, double-

overtime ties on the road,

but coach Gettler had other

thoughts on the subject.

"We were unlucky not to

win against Boston
University," he said. "We
also played real tough

against Southern (Con-

necticut), but we deserved

to win the B.U. game."
Gettler went on to say

that anything other than a

loss against a New England
school is all right, especially

on the road, which is why he

is showing this slightly

optimistic view.

Once again, the
Minutemen will have to do
battle on someone else's turf

as they take on the
University of New Ham-
pshire today at 3 p.m. This

match will carry the scars of

the first two as key players

may be out with injuries.

Senior captain Kevin Flynn
has a bad ankle, midfielder

Mike Bellino has tendonitis

in the knee (he has only seen

a couple of minutes of ac-

tion), and forward Kayvan
Khatami has a charlie horse

in his thigh. All are on a day
to day basis.

But others, according to

Gettler, are picking up the

slack. "Lenn Margolis at

sweeper, Frank Neffinger

on defense, Tom Oschok and
Simon Ostrov at mid-

fielders, and freshman Paul

Serafinp up front are all

playing very well. The
whole team is."

Against the Wildcats,

Gettler looks for an "honest,

hard-working team. They
just kick the ball down and

go after it. They are very

direct."

However, the cautious

optimism that Gettler felt

after the first two games has

ballooned somewhat to a

more positive outlook.

"Good teams should win the

game that they are supposed

to win. We should win

tomorrow's game."
So, by the time the soccer

team comes home (after a

tournament this weekend in

Cornell) on October 1st, we
may see a couple of check-

marks under the "W"
column. And maybe coach

Gettler can go from "not

unhappy" to "happy".

Town water reserves appear to Be

acIequate For tNe FaU amcI should remaim

so, pRovidEd WE Avoid extravagant

USAqE.

You CAN liElp TO ASSURE tIiat OUR Supp-

ly doEs NOT Become dEplETEd by obsERv-

iNq tIie FollowiNq:

- TaLe bRIEFER skowERS
- Turn oFF TAps wIien not in use

- Report water IeaUs to:

HousiNq Maintenance OFFice (>-0$20)

or, PkysicAl PUnt (9-0600)
— BARRy Simon

pNERqy CoORdlNATOR

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight
sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets! Call UHS
549-2671 ext 181.

Starts Oct. 5,6

Preregistration by
Sept. 27.

jleflDEKifsnasre
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Now - Western Mass. Premiere Daily 7:00 Cr 9:00 ,

"A SUPERBLY ENTERTAINING AND
STUNNINGLY ORIGINAL FIUM SURPRISE."

ONE Of
THE GRANDEST
ENTERTAINMENTS
OF THE SEASON"

R Pf I E P ( ;f^( f NAWA'*

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE • •

^w^

AUCTION

^^:&^

ev^^

Thursday evenings 6:30 p.m.

Good Student Furniture

Oak and maple bureaus, coffee tables,

end tables, misc. stands, bookcase,
dishes, kitchen items, much more.
Save £f buy where the dealers do. Also,

close out of craft shop. Too many
items to list.

Prtvlftw 3:30 p.M. 'tN 6:30 p.m. Day of S«l«

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
Rft. 9, N«A«y, IMasi.

ilM JACKSON, AUaiOfim
zs

Singing Telegrams

Balloon Deliveries &
Professional

Bellydancers

for ALL occasions
Call 665-7664

-SLE.az zas zz 3Z
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THIS MAY BE THE TOUGHEST

EXAM YOU'LL EVER TAKE

AT UMASS. . .

The biggest trivia contest in UMass history is

coming live this Friday night from 9 pm to 1 am,

on WMUA
Pick up this Friday's Collegian for more details.

Sponsored by the UMass Alumni Association

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 ^) • discount • Phone number FREE

ASSISTANT TO THE SPEAKER

Workstudy, non-workstudy position.

Assistant to the Speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, working
around student issues and assisting the

Speaker maintain Senate Records. Apply at

420 Student Union or call 546-0341.

Women and Third World students en-

couraged to apply.

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 1225 Volvo Wagon mint condition

$3,500 617-544-7438

1974 VW Bug excellent condition 545-2690

( Mike Kajen) __^^_
1974 Fiat needs repair best offer 549-1421

Sandra after 5 pm
72 MGBGT 1800 or best offer call Jeanne
546-4962

69 Chevy Impala excellent running condi-

tion just passed inspection some rust by
rear wheels new tires, exhaust system,

starter, filters and fluids. $650 or 80 Ken
546-6674

1970 Volkswagen convertible rebuilt

engine $750 665-3150 or 549-3878 evenings

1974 Volvo Wagon great condition rebuilt

engine dependable best offer 586-9531

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions - experienced DJ.
Dorm Parties, Dances, Exchanges. All

types of music: 800 -- records. No charge
for x-tra time. Very reasonable rates call

Jeff 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

Midrange Productions - Professional

Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates 253-3980

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS >99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

FOR SALE

call 253-3153 after 9

HELP WANTED

AKC german shorthaired pointer pups.

Good markings & disposition. Shots.

549-0382

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$12.

If interested please call 549-5033 Mon 5-7

PM & THurs 3-5 PM only

Pool table, slate 44"x88", $550,

1 -467-9645 keep trying

Fisher 3Gwpc stereo, turntable, speakers,

$225. John 5-2069 549-6643

Beautiful Classical Guitar. Yamaha with

hard case $119 256-6694

79 Fender Stratocaster very good shape

with hard shell case great action $350 call

Rich66&4644

'0 sDMd bika good condition »46. or BO

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R 8- B. Good equipment
and serious attitude essential. Vocals
helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8 .

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice
Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-
ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225+ /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am

Teach in MASSACHUSETTS Complete
employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts--plus latest open-

ings! $6.00 Benerway, P.O. Box 2153,

Dept. 35, Centerville, MA 02634

The Commuter Area Government is hir-

ing 3 student advocates for the fall. Posi-

tions are for 10 hours/wk. Experience with

organizing, communications, social issues

preferred. Applications available at 404 Stu-

dent Union. The deadline is 5 PM Sept 22.

We are an affirmative action equal oppor-

tunity employer. Info 545-2145

"Button Up" is looking for a button

maker. Graphic arts background preferred.

Contact Donna Estabrooks 423 Student
Union Building (545-0341 /x28). Applica-

tions close 9/^
SGA Communications is presently taking

applications for both typesetting and
graphic arts positions. Experience prefer-

red. Contact Donna Estabrooks or Kelley

Riley in 423 Student Union Building

(545-0341 x28). Applications close 9/22.

Experienced driver and inside help apply

at Superior Pizzeria 17 Montague Rd
549-0626

REDEMPTION SERVICE workstudy posi-

tions office staff assistant administrator

pickup staff cash handling loading trucks

etc. class III license applications 306 SUB
545-0618

Female models for fashion shows at

Hampshire Mall. Experience preferred call

586-5702 Mon-Fri 12:00-1:30 pm only

Jobs, Internships, Credits available

with the SGA Presidents Office. 1 Office

Manager and 3 assistants to the Co-

Presidents. Good organizing, writing, com-
munication and/or office skills required.

10-15 hrs/week, 3.35/hr. Deadline: Sept.

23, 5:oo pm AA/EOE employer info

546-0341

Part time worker needed, driver license,

no selling 247-5801

Kitchen help wanted: work in exchange

for meals. Contact Paul or Gary at 253-9071

Recycling Project organize your dorm,

apt. bidg. or neighborhood and earn a

credit apply 306 SUB 545-0618

Part-time position available for college

student to represent travel company on
campus. Earn commission, free travel and
work experience. Contact: Beachcomber
Tours, Inc. 1325 Millersport Hgwy.,
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221 716-632-3732

INSTRUCTION
~

Graduate student needs tutor for

graduate-level Statistics call 549-4438 after

6 PM for details

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST
~

Rewerd for lost leather wallet includes

Oklahoma driver license and credit cards

call Rajendar Garg 549 1560 or drop in at 25

Nutting Ave Amherst

Reward for return of blue wallet left

with valuable ID's and other personals

Please call Jim at 256-0656

Drivers License vicinity Sylvan 9/11.

Reward, Rm 705E Cashin Hall or 6-4132 ask

for John

pm. Registration, $3 per day, at Room 163,
Campus Center.

The Newman Run for Ritter Roadrace:
The roadrace committee is now accepting

applications for the voluntary positions of

Publicity Director and Secretary. Applica-

tions and job descriptions can be picked up

at the Newman Center. Deadline: Sept. 30.

Maya - Better late

Belated Birthday

semester

than never, Happy
have an excellent

NEW YORK CITY RIDES

Rides to NYC next 3 weekends leaving

Fridays $10 each way - negotiable Kyle

545-0779 after 5 pm

PAID POSITIONS WITH UMOC

The Umass Outing Club is looking for 2

people to work in the equipment locker. Ex-

perience with outdoor equipment is helpful.

Job descriptions and applications are

available at the Outing Club Office on the

second floor of the Student Union (above

People's Market). Completed applications

should be returned to the Outing Club Of-

fice no later than 5:00 PM on Wed. Sept. 28

PERSONALS

Nomination papers are available for all

undergrad senator seats in 420 SUB.
Nominations are due 9/23 at 3 pm, sharp.

Women and minority students are en-

couraged]

Freshman and Sophmores - Open Rush
tonight, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity 418 No
Pleasant St. ex. social life, home cooked
meals, central location, 1982-83 Intramural

champions. Free refreshments. 9-11 pm
Any questions call 546-2150 or 545-0047

Friday come see Mad Max at Mahar
sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Pi

Thanks and peace to whomever returned

my lost wallet to CC info

Attention all D & D, Risk, Squad Leader,

Diplomacy etc. players. Come test your

skills at MASSCON. Hundreds of dollars in

prizes awarded. Sept. 24-25. 9 am to 11

Melissa: Happy 21st Birthdayll I hope it

turns out to be your best one yetl Love,

Tim

Wang, Wang, and only Wang. You will

always be a Wang. Sorry, that other name
is out of the question.

Come dance the night away with DJ An-

drew Woolf and WAAF at the CCA
September 24 9 pm 1 am $2.

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples, Family Therapy.
Psychological testing. Psychological Ser:

vices Center 545-0041

RAYBANS

High quality sunglasses - great for all ac-

tivities 25% and more off retail prices call

Bruce 549-2879

60 REWARD
Lost my turquoise watch last Thursday
near Business School. If found please call

253-2720. Great sentimental value.

RIDE WANTED

To Cape Cod Falmouth or nearby on Fri-

day 9/23 call Jeff 586-9446

ROOM WANTED

Need room doubl/singi neer UMass
responsible young man: 23 yrs old. Call

Ted: 549-2773

ROOMMATE WANTED

One room in a 2 bedroom apt $160 plus

utilities not on busline, but I have car, will

share! 863-4244 Rich

WANTED
Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-
sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Spanish Tutor Wanted I Need help in

Spanish 120. Call Wayne 546-4346

Aerobics Instructor for two nights a week
6-4725, 6-4727 for more info

WANTED TO RENT
~

Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-
sal space in Amherst/Hadley area. Call
549-4003 after September 8.
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UMass wins third straight overBC
Defense hasn *tgiven
up anygoals thisyear
By Jill Lang
Collegian Staff

Before the start of each game, University of

Massachusetts field hockey coach Pam Hixon sets some
objectives for her team.

Yesterday, before UMass took the field against the Lady
Eagles of Boston College, Hixon's objective was for her
team to make sure that the BC goalkeeper touched the ball

at least twelve times. After 70 minutes of play, the
Minutewomen reached that goal... almost.

Official statistics for the game show that BC goalie Cathy
O'Brien had eleven saves.

The final score of this contest was UMass 2, BC 0.

"We played much better than last game," hixon said.

"We moved the ball well, and used one another very much
to our advantage."

UMass outshot the Lady Eagles, 18-0, and outnumbered
BC in corners, 8-0.

"We got shots off on 50 percent of our corners, and I am
pleased about that," Hixon said.

Hixon said she was hoping for more than one goal in this

game, and she got it...one in each half.

The first tally came with 2:58 left in the first half.

On a corner play, forward Sue Packard fed the ball to
defender Carol Progulske, who fired the ball past two BC
defenders and goalie O'Brien.

The second goal was tallied at 10:43 in the second half.

Forward Judy Morgan passed the ball to junior forward
Pam Moryl, who flicked the ball past O'Brien.

"We played a very steady defensive game," Hixon said.

"And we got some valuable help from the bench. Maura
Coughlin came in off the bench and played very well,"

Hixon said.

The Minutewomen are now 3-0, and have yet to be scored
upon.

Friday, UMass will be playing the University of North
Carolina on the turf at Springfield College. Game time is

7:30 p.m.

Collcfuui photo by David Dcabcr

Pam Moryl (left) and her Boston College opponent vie for the ball in yesterday's 2-0 UMass win
over the Eagles. The Minutewomen won their third straight game with Moryl scoring the second
goal.

Spikers take long,

hot match from Lowell

Collci^ui photo by David I)cub*r

Leslie Smith, who made several key blocks in last night's win over
Lowell, goes up in Action at this past weekend's UM invitational.

3y ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian correspondent

The head coach of the University of

Massachusetts women's volleyball team,

Elaine Sortino won her 100th game last

night, but it wasn't easy.

After 2 hours and 25 minutes of hot action,

UMass came away victorious from a sur
prisingly tough match against a very well
coached University of Lowell team 15-13,
11-15, 15-9, 15-11. Sporting a new coach
and new all around look, Lowell was strong
from the first serve to the final handshake.

Long rallies, super digs and hustle set the

tempo for the first game as UMass
squeeked by.

UMass lost the second game (best 3 of 5

series) by four points, but there were some
bright spots. Freshman Michele Barys
came in to replace Ann Ringrose and played

exceptionally well, coming off the bench.

Game three was won by what would prove
to be the biggest margin of victory on this

night. The six point difference, luckily

showed UMass under the "W" column. It

was just one of the games which led Sortino

to claim, "We were lucky to get out of

there!"

Ellen Deady, a freshman from Quincy
Mass. was one of the key figures in the

fourth contest. Deady came off the bench
to supply UMass with some super offensive

and defensive help. Sortino viewed the

freshman coming off the bench as one of ths

key reasons UMass came home from Lowell
with a victory at all; but the story does not

end there.

Although the team is young, some of the
upperclassmen were instrumental in long
fought battle. If standouts had to be picked
on this night, all eyes would turn to Kirsten
Smith and Patty Grant.

Last night. Smith wasn't flashy or

overbearing, she was as usual-very steady

Setter Grant, may have been the ex-

ceptional one on this time. She was literally

everywhere. The setter on any team is the

key to a teams offense. Last night, Patty
was the main reason for a win, rather than a

loss.

A tired coach Sortino had this to add about
this long night, "We've played better. This
match may show the team that there is still

a lot of room for improvement."

UMass takes their show to the Central
Connecticut tournament on this Saturday.
At 7-1, it is nice to think that they can still

improve.

Liberty takes charge of America's Cup; leads series 3-1
NEWPORT. R.I. (AP) - Skipper

Dennis Conner, sailing conservatively

after bolting into an early lead, steered

Liberty to within one victory of the

America's Cup by beating Australia II in

Tuesday's fourth race, the closest of the

series.

The American boat leads 3-1 for the
best of seven series contest for the Cup
the United States has held since the

competition began 132 years ago. The fifth

race is scheduled for Wednesday.
Liberty led by six seconds at the start

and never trailed.

Conner, who had called for a lay day (day
off) for fear of the light winds predicted
for Rhode Island Sound, found himself in

similar unfavorable conditions for most of

today's race.

However, Liberty prevailed over the

Australian challenger to win the closest

race by far, with a winning margin of only

0:43 seconds.

Liberty opened the series last week by
capitalizing on a series of Australian

tactical errors and mechanical errors to

win the first two races by margins of 1:10

and 1:33.

However, Australia II rode the lighter

breezes this weekend and almost won two
races. Australia II led by a whopping six

minutes when last Saturday's race was

called because of time.

The Aussies didn't run short of time on

Sunday and moved to within one race of

the Americans with a smashing 3:14

victory. It was the largest margin of

victory ever by a challenger.

Now with Liberty up two races, the US
12 meter yacht only needs one more race

to sew up the trophy. The Aussies need
two of three races and that doesn't leave

much room for error.

Josh ishere at UMass ;expresses viewsatFAC
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Since last semester when posters reading
simply "Josh is coming" started appearing
around the University of Massachusetts,
people have asked, "Who is Josh?"
The questions were answered last night

at the Fine Arts Center as an attentive

crowd of 500 heard Josh McDowell give his

views on the emergence of Jesus into his

life.

"The way I see it, the resurrection of

Jesus Christ is either the biggest hoax put
over the people of the world or the most
fantastic fact in all of history," said

McDowell who is one of the most visible

members of the Campus Crusade for Christ.

His lecture, "The Resurrection Hoax?"
was the first step in the culmination of a
massive media campaign by members of the

Campus Crusade for Christ. The second
step in McDowell's program will be tonight

with a lecture on "Maximum Sex" at the

FAC at 7:30.

McDowell said he discovered Christ while

attending college in Michigan in 1959 and
since then his life has been changed. "I

intellectually believe in the resurrection of

Jesus," said the sandy-haired 44 year-old

California resident.

McDowell claims to have documented
24,633 manuscripts of the original New
Testament that back up his beliefs. "I don't

have a blind faith, I have physically

researched this through, despite my
original intentions to refute it," said

McDowell who boasts of having received

60-75 letters requesting that he visit

UMass.
"I see Jesus not as a religion but as a

relationship," McDowell said. "I feel it is

my duty to share that with others."

McDowell, who broke up his talk with

frequent jokes, is the author of 18 books,

has done 11 movies and is a graduate of

three colleges, including a seminary. He

has, in his estimate, spoken to over seven
million students in the past 15 years, last

visiting UMass in 1971. "I go to colleges

because I am disturbed with what I see

happening. A high percent of students

have a low self esteem and can't express
their feelings. I want to show them that

they can do something about that existence

and change their lives." said McDowell,
who walked across the stage to make his

point to various sections of the audience.

After the lecture, several students were
not willing to comment on McDowell unless

they remained anonymous.
"I came here by myself," said one woman.

"I don't want anybody to know I was here."

"People at universities are continually

seeking the truth and I think I can convince
people that the truth is in Jesus Christ,"

said McDowell. "I want to help them."
Some of that "help" was available in the

form of books and tapes for sale in the lobby

of the FAC, and he also takes contributions.

ColleKiui pKoto by Jin Power*

Josh McDowell
'I go to colleges because I ant

disturbed..."
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New union will now service

graduate teachers at UMass

Collc^Bii photo by Jin Powers

CLOSE CALL — Phil Warneri temporarily loses his footing while
crossing the rope bridge constructed by the ROTC over the Campus
Pond ye8ter4ay.

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

Several attempts to unionize graduate

student employof** in the past three years

have finally led to the creation of the

Graduate Teachers Organization (GTO).

The infant organization, is working with

the Massachusetts' Teachers Association

(MTA), the statewide oreanizatinn whioh

faculty union, Massachusetts Society of

Professors (MSP), is affUiated with.

"We interviewed several unions over the

summer and finally decided to affiliate

ourselves with the MTA," said David

Wazeter, new vice president of the

University's Graduate Student Senate as

well as a steering committee member.
Two reasons why the union was formed

are the lack of set procedures for students

to deal with grievances, and the issue of

salaries, states a letter currently being

maUed to T. A.'s and T.O.'s by GTO.
Because of a 120 percent inflation rate, and

insufficient pay raises in the past 10 years,

the T.A.'s have lost 41 percent in real in-

come, the organization claims.

The CTO will have only teaching

assistants and teaching associates as its

members. Past unionization attempts have

included research assistants whom the

Massachusetts legislature refuses to

consider employees, Wazeter said.

According to Wazeter, in addition to

the

the

organizing the T.A.'s and T.O.'s.

organization will file a bill in

Massachusetts state legislature through
Rep> James Collins (D-Amherst) which will

try to change section 150E of the Mass.
Public Sector Bargaining laws to define the

students as employees.

"As it is now, the law doesn't address

T.A.'s and T.O.'s at all," said Wazeter.

"We hope to reverse it to say that they are

employees," he added.

"We are also going to put forth a 'real

effort in lobbying state representatives to

support the bill, unlike the perfunctory

lobbying efforts of our past unionization

attempts," Wazeter said.

Wazeter said he anticipates no difficulty in

getting the required 30 percent of the

graduate students to sign a union

authorization card, considering the

overwhelming majority that supported a

referendum calling for unionization in the

Graduate Student Senate's elections last

May (82 percent voted to support the

measure.)

When the required percentage of students

sign authorization cards, the GTO will

petition the Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission to hold an election to deter-

mine if a majority of all T.A.'s and T.O.'s

want to join the union.

Although three of the graduate senate's

officers are members of the GTO's steering

committee, the GTO is an entirely separate

body from the senate, said Sanjiv Dugal,

Senate president.

Painful struggle forfreedom
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

In the United States, convicted rapists go

to jail. They are locked behind bars.

But the victims of rape also live behind

bars, in their own prisons. Prisons which

for many victims, allow them few visitors

and little chance for parole.

When a woman is raped there is very little

Army copter highlights drive r
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A military helicopter and a rope walk

across the Campus Pond highlighted a

combined Easter Seals fundraiser and

military recruitment program Wednesday
at the University of Massachusetts.

Officers and students from the UMass
Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
spent the afternoon challenging passersby

to grope across a rope ladder strung five

feet over the pond. A Massachusetts Army
National Guard UH-1 medical evacuation
helicopter hulked nearby, its three officers

answering the questions of curious students
and assuring them that no, the University

was not under attack.

The purjjose of the event was to show
students that "ROTC is not all a military

thing," said Bob Ross, a junior psychology

CanUnued on page S

which can be said to her. There are very
few comforting words.

A rape victim, however, does not have to

live behind bars forever. With time, with

patience, and with pain, there can be, and
more often than not is, a tomorrow.
One of the important things a woman

should remember if she is raped is what
happened to her was in no way her fault.

She was the victim of a crime, and nothing

less than that, said Mary Dumas, staff

Continued on page S

Inside:

Continuing ed students and part-time jobs no longer hand-in-hand, p. 3

Women on campus begins today, p. 5

Men's soccer goes down for first loss, p. 20

It doesn't matter how it gets done, as long as it gets done.

— J.P. Shanahan
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AP Ijnerpholo

NUEVA PALESTINA. Honduras. Sept. 20 — JUNGLE SEARCH —
A government military patrol searches for leftist guerillas in the jungle

in the Eastern part of Honduras on Tuesday. Sunday g^uerilla leader

Jose Ryes Mates was killed and a priest. Father James Carney is

reported dead from exhaustion after fleeing from government troops.

Digest
by the AssociatedPress

Statepension fundnearing debt;

officials sayplan needs reworking
BOSTON - State and

local officials say they like a

new plan to restructure the

financing of the state

employee pension system,

but warn the proposal
would fail unless there were
wide-ranging reform of how
disability pensions are
awarded.
The testimony Wednes-

day came when two state

Senate committees — Ways
and Means and Public Ser
\ice — held a joint hearing
to discuss ways of preven-
ting the public pension
system's $10 billion debt
from getting even bigger.

"it is clear that the major
issue around this piece of

legislation is not the legisla-

tion itself but the disability

system." said Sen. Chester

G. Atkins, chairman of ways
and means.

"If we don't deal Nsnth

disability this year it will be

a $30 million loss," said

Rep. David Cohen,
D-Newton. "And if we don't

do it this year I don't know
when we will do it. This is

the single question on pen-

sion reform."

4r

Vote okays '"hands offCentralAmerica"rally

on Boston Common in early October
BOSTON - The

Democratic State Com
mitlee, by a 25- 15 vote, has

endorsed a rally on Boston

Common against in

tervention by the United

States in Central America,

scheduled for Oct. 2.

Committee staffer Linda

Hartke said Wednesday the

support came at a committee
meeting Tuesday at the

University of
Massachusetts-Boston. She
said that, including

congressmen and statewide

officeholders, there are 131

members of the Democratic
State Committee.
Citizens F"or Participation

in Political .\ction requested

the endorsement, she said,

in a communication that

speakers are expected to

include U.S. Reps Gerry
Studds of Cohasset and
Barney Frank of Newton.
CPPAX is part of the

coalition backing an
initiative petition
restructuring the
Legislature that is bitterly

opposed by Democratic
House and Senate leaders.

Bloody upheaval follows

demonstration in Manila
MANILA. Philippines (AP) - The

bloodiest anti-government rioting in Presi-

dent Ferdinand II. Marcos' 18-year rule

rocked Manila Wednesday, leaving at least

seven people dead and 150 injured by of-

ficial count.

The violence exploded after a peaceful

demonstration by about 500,000 Filipinos

in front of Manila's central post office ex-

actly one month after the assassination of

Marcos' chief political rival, Benigno

Aquino.

Street fires and rallies continued late into

the night in both poor and wealthy Manila

neighborhoods, but the worst violence was

on Mendiola Bridge leading to Marcos'

palatial residence.

Nearly 1,000 youths shouting "Ninoy,

Ninoy," Aquino's nickname, threw stones

and charged police lines, set afire two

buses and a dredging crane and threw

homemade bombs into police ranks.

Police at first retreated but then fought

back with clubs and gunfire, clearing the

rioters and thousands of other students off

streets in the university district, about a
half-mile from the palace.

The dead included two firemen, a marine

corporal and four civilians, the government

said. It said at least 50 riot troops were in-

jured, including a brigadier general hit by

shrapnel from a bomb.

Injured civilians, including five reporters

covering the riots, suffered cuts and

bruises and wounds from shrapnel or

bullets.

Rioters in a neighboring district looted

and burned a government food store where

goods are sold at discounted prices.

Marcos went on national television dur-

ing the rally to say he was more saddened

than angered by opposition criticism. His

palace later issued an appeal for calm and

promised continued dialogue and "max-
imum tolerance" in dealing with
demonstrators.

Mendiola Bridge was the site of a 1970

student riot in which four youths were kill-

ed.

Gov. Dukakis signs bill protecting

sexual assault victims' privacy
BOSTON (AP) — Victims of sexual

assaults in Massachusetts now have the

right not to be questioned during a trial

about their sexual history — a right first

extended to rape victims six years ago.

"In these cases, the primary witness is the

victim." Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said

Wednesday at a bill-signing ceremony in

the McCormack slate office building.

"One of the reasons women have been

reluctant to come forward is t hat in the past

they have had to risk the possibility of a

trial that turns into a fishing expedition into

their own sexual history," he said.

The state's "Rape Shield Law," passed in

1977. states that victims in rape cases may
not be questioned by defense attorneys

about their sexual history. Supporters of

the law argued that it was needed to

prevent intimidation of the victims who are

often the only witness to rapes.

The new law, sponsored by the Caucus of

Women Legislators, extends the same
protection to victims of sexual assault,

which is defined as an attack of violent

nature that stops short of actual rape.

Priest feared dead in Honduras

TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras (AP) - An
.\merican priest who had joined leftist

guerrillas, died of exhaustion while trying

to flee Honduran troops, a military

spokesman said. But the Jesuit superior of

Honduras said he doubted the official

version and that it was full of "loopholes."

The body of the 58-year-old priest has not

been recovered.

Elsewhere in Central America, the

Nicaraguan government said Tuesday it has

renewed its invitation to a U.S. diplomat

who canceled a September trip after an
apparent snub, and in Guatemala the army
reported it killed 25 guerrillas in attacks on

three rebel camps.

Honduran Col. Cesar Elvir Sierra said

James Francis Carney, a Roman Catholic

priest from St. Louis, died of exhaustion

caused by a lack of food while trying to

escape with a rebel force in the jungles of

Olancho province during a government
sweep of a mountainous area near the

Nicaraguan border. Sierra did not exlain

the reason he gave for Carney's death.

Sierra said the body of Carney - a priest

popular for his work among peasants and
also known as Father Guadalupe - has not

been recovered. He provided no other

details on Carney's death, but said guerrilla

leader Jose Maria Reyes Mata was killed

Sunday during the drive. First reports said

Carney too had been killed. Father Jose

Maria Tojeira, the Jesuit superior for

Honduras, said he doubted the official

statement attributing Carney's death to

exhaustion and that his order would do

everything possible to help the family

recover the body.

"Reaching out"

much less costly
WASHINGTON AP - The American

Telephone & Telegraph Co. announced
Wednesday it would ask federal regulators

to approve long-distance rate reductions of

$1.75 billion a year, the largest cut in

telecommunications history.

The company did not spell out a precise

schedule for trimming its interstate rates.

But in a filing with the Federal Com-
munications Commission on July 29, AT&T
estimated they could be slashed from 10

percent to 15 percent.

AT&T said detaUs of the cutback would
be unveiled Oct. 3 when a formal tariff, or
rate schedule, is filed with the agency.

,
Spokesman Pic Wagner said, however,

that a reduction in revenues of $1.75 billion

"will work out to a reduction in actual rates

within that range of 10 percent to 15
percent for the average customer."
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BUMPY ROCKER — Zoology major Kenny Ledwitz listens to tunes

while he demonstrates his skateboard skills as he descends the stairs of

the Fine Arts Center.

-kstruggle
assistant to the Department of Public

Safety.

The rapist is looking to "humiliate and
degrade (the victim), the fastest way
possible," she said.

If a woman is raped, the choice of whether
or not to proceed on the legal route is hers

and hers done.
Kathy Alexander, coordinator of Against

Violence Against Women at Everywoman's
Center, said in counselling rape victims, it

is important to let a woman know she is still

an individual capable of making up her own
mind.

"We don't take power away from women,
the rapist has already done that,"

Alexander said.

Whether a woman seeks medical attention

is also her choice, but there are many
reasons why she should go to the hospital or

at least see a doctor.

One important reason a woman should

seek medical attention is to check for

possible internal injuries, a type of injury

Continued from page 1

which in some cases she may not even be

aware she has, Alexander said.

"Every rape is violent. In many cases an

instrument is used," Hospital attention

therefore is very important, she said.

The hospital can also check for possible

pregnancy or look for any kind of disease

the rapist may have which could be tran-

smitted through sexual contact, specifically

herpes or any other social disease, she said.

If a victim does decide to prosecute, the

medical examination can be used as

evidence in a trial. The hospital can check

for sperm and hair follicles, which can be

used in possible identification of the rapist.

"Every woman is an individual, we have to

let her know her alternatives," she said.

There is no typical rapist, and there is no

typical rape victim.

"Not all are victimized in the same way
and not all respond in the same way,"

Dumas said.

All victims handle the rape differently, all

victims are effected by the rape differently.

Jobs tight for Continuing

Education students atUM
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Many students taking courses through

the Continuing Education Program at the

University of Massachusetts will find it

very difficult to find a paying job on
campus.

"Most on-campus jobs, whether tem-

porary or part-time, are reserved for full-

time students during the academic year,"

Janise Fitzpatrick, coordinator of the

Student Employment office, said.

Fitzpatrick and the staff of the Student

Employment Office, located in room 239A
Whitmore, report directly to the Financial

Aid Office.

"There have been many cuts in financial

aid and therefore more students are looking

to loans and work," said Fitzpatrick.

"Employment on campus is basically a

financial resource for students attending

the University full-time.

"Continuing Education has traditionally

been an open door to the community for

those people who are not full-time

students," Fitzpatrick said. "It is difficult

to keep track of non-full-time students and

mark their progress," she added
There are, however, four exeptions to

this rule, and students who fall into any of

these categories may speak personally with

Mrs. Fitzpatrick:

Students who are accepted and active

in a degree program carrying at least six

credits per semester.

Students active in the teacher

preparation course.

Non-degree graduate students who are

taking certain preparatory classes in order

to be accepted into a program.

Seniors who are completing their

undergraduate degree through Continuing

Ed and who are in good standing at the

University.

There are some students who do not fall

into any category and who wish to be

employed by the University. These

students should also consult Janise Fitz-

patrick in the Student Employment Office.

"The main problem stems from ap

proximately 18,000 students looking for on-

campus jobs each year and only ap-

proximately 5,000 available," said Fitz-

patrick.

The Continuing Education Office, the

Office of Student Affairs and the Personnel

Office referred inquiries to the Student

Employment Office.

Undergraduate Student Senate to

start search fornewAttorney General

By JOHN OCONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night approved a motion supporting the

Legislative rules reform petition, chose
members of a committee to beg^ the

selection process for a permanent student

attorney general, and allocated funds to

help sponsor a conference on activism and
social change to be held at the University of

Massachusetts.

The Senate unanimously passed the

motion supporting the Legislative Rules

Reform petition, which, if put on the state

ballot in November and supported by
voters, "will really change the system"
whereby bills are heard in the legislature,

said Paul Gosselin, chair of the Public

Policy Committee.
The Public Policy Committee files and

lobbies for student-interest bills in the

legislature, and Gosselin said his committee

"has had a lot of problems just getting bills

on the floor the way the rules are set up."

Gosselin said power in the legislature is

concentrated in the offices of Senate.

President William M. Bulger and House
Speaker Thomas McGee, who are not

sympathetic to student concerns. He said

the petition, if enacted, will make the

legislature more open to proposals such as a

bill that would place students on the Board

of Regents of Higher Education and the

UMass Building Authority.

Public Policy Committee members will be
circulating the petitions for signatures on
campus and around Amherst, Gosselin said.

The senate also took a step toward
resolving a long-standing controversy last

night by appointing six members to a
committee to begin the attorney general
selection process.

Last week the Senate voted to recommend
that Student Government Association

President Tom Ahern appoint acting

Attorney General Dakin Ferris to the

position permanently, and one senator said

last night that it would be "inconsistent" of

the Senate to appoint members to a search
committee for a new attorney after that

vote.

Ahern pointed out that the previous vote

"doesn't hold - it's only a suggestion from
the Senate," and the SGA co-President

makes the final decision.

"I have considered (the senate recom-
mendation) very strongly but I feel it's

important to go through the search

process," Ahern said, adding that Ferris

has "as good a chance, and probably a

better chance than anyone," to be ap-

pointed permanent Attorney General.

In other business last night the Senate
voted to grant $500 to help sponsor "The
Sixties Speak to the Eighties - A Con-
ference on Activism and Social Change," to

be held here October 22. Speakers will

include long-time members of civil rights,

womens and student union movements.

i,ROTC
major and ROTC lieute-

nant. "We want to show
that there's a positive side

to the military too, and raise

money for Easter Seals," he
said.

There were 150 attempts

to conquer the rope walk,

for which a 25-cent donation

was requested. Some $54.54

was raised in total, cadet

major Bob Barrett, a senior

political science major, said.

The winner of the contest

had a time of 54 seconds and

was awarded Polly the Par-

rot, a large red and yellow

stuffed animal, by this

year's Easter Seals poster

child, David Cologowski, 8,

of Florence, Mass. who is

afflicted with an open spine.

The helicopter has visited

four college campuses in the

past year and a half in an ef-

fort to promote ROTC's 100

percent tuition program,

Sergeant first class Wayne
Thibault said.

"(The helicopter visit) is

Continued from paqt' 1

our way of passing on infor-

mation to high schools and
colleges. We can talk to

students on a one on one

basis in an informative way.

There's no peer pressure,

no atmosphere," Thibault

said.

"This has been our best,"

Thibault said of the day's

work, noting the officers

also visit every high school

in the state for recruitment.

There are a lot of interested

people here looking for the

tuition plan. We want to

keep people incollege, not

take them out."

Thibault said a Social

Security act cutting student

benefits several years ago
forced many students to

leave college.

"We want to put those

people back in school," he

said. "We want quality peo-

ple in the Guard."

ROTC members also pro-

moted their programs on

campus, particularly one-

credit coUoquia.

CelicgiMi phoio by Jin Faw*

m

OCCUPATION OR DEMONSTRATION? — An Army medical evacua-

tion helicopter leaves the west side of the Campus Center Pond after

serving as a promotional prop for ROTC and National Guard recruiters.
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To be held in the Campus Center Auditorium

HampshireCollege expert

saysNew Right is divided
By

REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

A Hampshire College pro-

fessor said last night that

the right wing attacks

public education because

they believe it is a threat to

their ideal of American
society.

In the first institute for

the Advanced Study of the

Humanities event,
Sociology professor Allen

Hunter presented a lecture

entitled, "Why the Right

Wing Attacks Higher
Education" to a small

crowd at Herter Hall.

Hunter said the right

wing tries to unite many
non-political coalitions, but

is fundamentally divided

against itself.

"The New Right properly

sees that they have enemies

out there; what they don't

know is that the enemy is

within," he said.

The New Right's problem

is that it is too intent on pro-

moting capitalism and re-

taining the current social

order, but does not realize

the nature of capitalism is

an incessant change in the

social order, he said.

"Everyday life in a

capitalist society substan-

tively eliminates the

material conditions to which

capitalism was a response,"

he said.

The right wing has trou-

'ble with schools "because of

the role that schooling plays

in promoting the emergent

culture instead of the

residual culture," he said.

Collccian photo by Jim Powcn

ANTI-NEW RIGHT
— Alan Hunter, a

Hampshire College pro-

fessor, last night warn-

ed listeners at Herter

Hall that the New Right

is a threat to the quality

of Higher Education.

He said the difficulty lies

in the conflicting hopes

parents have for their

children, "...they know that

for their kid to make it in

society he has to move away
from them...

"At some deep level the

schools have become a Dr.

Frankenstein, they have

made the monster out of

their own kids." he said.

Speaking in general on

the right wing. Hunter said,

"It's policies are largely a

backlog against the
movements of the left. They
seek to gain control by put-

ting Blacks, women and
students back in their

place."

He said they tend to be for

"flag, faith, and family; that

is, they are for patriar-

chism. patriotism and pro-

fits."

Hunter said the right

wing has a particular

prescription for the reform

of schools; "they claim that

textbooks undermine
patriotism, free enterprise,

religion and parental
authority.

"They believe that women
should be portrayed in the

traditional sense instead of

saying they have been
marginalized and oppress-

ed."

Hunter said you will con-

tinually find the New Right

arguing that capitalism

should be seen as deeply en-

trenched in Christian prin-

ciples.

"The New Right says it is

okay to have a separation

between church and state

but that doesn't mean there

has to be a separation bet-

ween God and government.
I don't know where they see

the difference between the

two phrases, " he said.

Hunter sjiid that educa-

tion is seen as an outpost of

the state, "There has been

increasing federal interven-

tion in education... In the

1950's the fear of com-
munism was
foregrounded."
Then in the 1960's there

was the great society com-

pensatory program in

response to the civil rights

movement, he said.

Thursday, September 22 ,
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I DELTA CHI
THE FRATERNITY EXPERIENCE

A Dorm offers you

a room , AX offers

you a home.

- Delicious home cooked meals prepared by
our own chef

- A unique social life

- Spacious living quarters
- Active and competitive intramural program
- Good academic standing
- A brotherhood that cares

ALL THIS
AND MORE AT A

PRICE
COMPARABLE TO
DORM LIVING!!

fOPEN RUSH ^
THURS. Sept. 22nd

FRIDAY Sept. 23rd
6:30 - 9:00

118 SUNSET AVE.

ALL
-MASS MEN

College

Pizza

Come on
down and

check us out

AX Delta Chi

118 Sunset Ave

c,
3
0)

Fearing ST
Southwest
Dorm Area
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SGA President Charlene Allen
enjoys challenge of office
BySHERYLJEAN
Collegian Correspondent

For Charlene Allen, the job of

representing the University of

Massachusetts student body is not an easy

one, but it is a challenge she enjoys,

especially because she is a woman.
Allen, co-president of the Student

Government Association, shares her

position with Tom Ahern. Allen acts as the

students' representative to the Board of

Trustees while Ahern acts as the Campus
president.

-^ " >

Women
On Campus
As one of only two women on the UMass
Board of Trustees, Allen said she must

contend with more than just what's on the

agenda of the board. The people on the

board are generally older, male,

traditionalist businessmen , she said.

They tend to expect less of her she said

because she is a woman, but "it gives her

more incentive because it gives her

something to prove. So she can show them
what she is made of and glow for a while."

From her first Trustee meeting, Allen

knew she was facing tough opposition.

"Right off the back (the Trustees) nude
some very sexist comments."
'Allen said that from what she has seen,

the majority of the board members are

sexist but, she feels that this show of

sexism only makes women face up to who
they are and their own feminism.

Allen said the women in the office are very

supportive of her, but "it's frustrating that

I'm the only woman officer."

Although Allen would never trade-in

Ahem because they get along so well, she

said it would be nice to see two women co-

presidents because, "it nurtures feminism

and shows other females what can be done."

Prior to their co- presidency, AUen and

Ahern didn't know each other very well.

But now, as a team, they rarely come across

an issue that they are at odds about.

"Personally she's great, and very strong.

I think she's dynamite." said Ahern.

She began her political career during her

first year at UMass joining the Third World

Caucus. Now, three years later, Allen puts

in no less than 40 hours a week, but she is

paid for 20 hours.

She wanted to run for president because

she "liked the idea of a black woman on the

Board of Trustees."

Allen is not certain of her future, but she

said she does not want to continue her

political career. She said she will continue

to be an activist and a feminist.

j|enDeMUs«nn§»e
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Now - Western Mass. Premiere Dally 7:00 & 9:00

"A SUPERBLY ENTERTAINING AND
STUNNINGLY ORIGINAL HLM SURPRISE.'

Hr>

^T>r^$40l

Nb« la* Mut

•ONE OF
THE GRANDEST
ENTERTAINMENTS
Of THE SEASON."

iK PETER (JBEEN/WWVv

• •••• AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE • • •••

PAUMA meeting today;DeNyse tospeak

The Professional Association of the

University of Massachusetts is scheduled

to hold its first meeting of the year at 12:15

p.m. today in Campus Center room 904.

John L. DeNyse, vice chancellor for ad-

ministration and finance, is scheduled

speak on a study involving the classifica-

tion of campus professional staff, and cost

of living and merit raises.

PAUMA represents approximately 850

workers at UMass, and is recognized by the

University as a representative laody for

professional staff.

MemorialMass will be heldforprofessor
A memorial Mass will be held at 4:30 on

Saturday at the Newman Center for

William W. Boyer, a civil engineering pro-

fessor in the School of Engineering who

died June 30 at the age of 60. Boyer taught

at the University for 29 years, and was a

1968 recipient of the Distinguished

Teaching Award.

IlluX^mi Cassettes

Sound& Music «»
90-92 KING ST (RTE 5) NORTHAMPTON 584 9547

10 A.M. • 5:30 P.M. MON-FRI • THURS TIL 9 P.M.

TOMORROW NIGHT
You Can Compete in the

Who StURRtP in

Item Classic

M*T7

WjPfe buried- in

?

«*\imm.

DWGUim

Most Sensational

TRIVIA CONTEST
in UMass History

LIVE 9 pm to 1 am WMUA
Individuals or teams can register tomorrow

until 6 PM at the Alumni Office in Memorial Hall,

or by calling 646-3160
beginning at 8 PM and extending throughout

the evening

BIG PRIZES
••••••••••••••*•****

Test your knowledge of Music, Sports,

Politics, BAovies, TV and other trivial matters

*••••••••••••••••••
A Presentation of the

University of Massachusetts

Alumni Association

in Cooperation with

WMUA 91.1 FM

U5).nfB8iDtm& was
thisnBnSEC'YOfSfMt
under?
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15 E. Pleasant St.

CALGARY
CAHADIAK

DEER
99*

12 oz. 0OTR€S

CELEBRATING
FM RADIOS

NEW HOT SPOT!
During the

PUB'S 15th

ANNIVERSARY

HOT
SPOT

$99.30 CASH PRIZE

A Free Bottle

& of tl.

I CALGARY yj^
ICAHADIAK

DEER

^ T-SHIRTS

PRIZ€S
much more tool

TO THE FIRST 99 PEOPLE

STARTING AT 9:00

€NT€RTRINM€NT
— ujith —

RACK-A-DISC
9 till

requests St dancing music

For more details listen to 99.3 FM - The Hot Spot

It's Not Too Latell

"TheGbbe'sherer
For Just M.40 a week you can have

dellvetvd to your door on campus

UNIVERSITY OF ."^SSACHtoETTS

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES
Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week

Daily Only .90 a week

Sunday Only .50 a week

Starting Sun. Sept. 25 - Dec. 14

FALL TERM RATI

$15.40

$9.90

$5.50

Please fill out form and return with check

to:

C DAILY ONLY

D SUNDAY ONLY

D DAILY & SUNDAY

Your Name:

RON HUBERDEAU
P.O. BOX 959
AMHERST, MA 01004

253-7009

PAYMENT MUST PRECEDE
DELIVERY START DATE

UN 187 n. pleasant St•• amherst

s

3

Campus Address:
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i If you're hot
forThe Police,

turntothe
hot spot.
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UMass administrators

meet to trade ideas
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Administrative representatives from the Worcester,

Amherst, and Boston campuses of the University of

Massachusetts met early this week for an administrative

conference, at which they exchanged ideas and informa-

tion .j

Chancellors, vice chancellors, deans, and selected

members of the senior administrative staff for the Univer-

sity met Monday and Tuesday at the conference, hosted by

UMass President David C. Knapp at the Stouffer's Bed-

ford Glen Hotel in Bedford, Massachusetts.

"We wanted to give people the time to think about

things they would not ordinarily think about, and time to

talk to people they would not usually get a chance to talk

to," Byrne said. "I think we achieved that goal."

According to Dr. Deirdre ling, vice chancellor of

University Affairs and Development at Amherst, this was

the first time in several years that such a conference was

held.

"It was a good opportunity to get to know senior ad-

ministration from all three campuses." Ling said. "Some
of these people had never seen each other before."

The conference opened Monday night with a dinner and

comments by members of the University Board of

Trustees and UMass President Knapp.

"The board members got to speak with deans and other

administrative people," Byrne said. "This kind of contact

does not occur very often."

Tuesday, the only full day of the conference, involved

workshops about both enrollment management and

development on the three University campuses.

Larry Benedict, associate vice chancellor for Student

Affairs at Amherst, Don Babock, associate chancellor at

Boston, and Lynn Eckerd, an administrator at the Medical

School at Worcester, presided over the Enrollment

Management workshop. Jan Napora, director of Institu-

tional Research and Planning for the president's office,

moderated the workshop.

The second workshop on development, involved a guest

speaker. Richard Ramin. vice president of Development at

Cornell University.

.Collegian
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PERFORMANCE

ADDEDI
Thursday,

September 29

8 p.m.
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// you missed sorority rush orientation i

it's not too late to participate.

Sign up in the Campus Center

Thur & Fri or call Greek Affairs

for more info at 545-2711/12
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WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTHI

AmIierst ChiRopRACTic HeaItIi Center

is offERINq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $29.00 TOWARds AN iNmAl CkiROpRACTic ExAMINATioN

ANd Free enroUment in our Low BAck WeIIness Scliool

by AppoiNTMENT ONly - CaII 256-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

190 UNivERsiry DrIve at Rte. 9 (on tIie BusUne)

CkiRopRACTic is coviRfd by most major hcAlTh insurance,

AuTOMobiU Persona! Injury PoUcies, ANd WorUman's Compensation.

I
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Retail Price Our Price

Organic Chemistry -Morrison and Boyd 35.95 18.00

Statistics - Freedman 21 .95 .... 1 1 .00

Microeconomics - Mansfield 20.95 10.50

Income, Employ. & Econ GrovArth - Peterson 19.95 10.00

Intro. Lectures on Psychoanalysis - Freud 4.95 2.50

Nature and Property of Soils Brady 32.95 16.50

History of Western Music Grout 19.95 10.00

Public Finance and Price System 25.95 13.00

Confessions of St. Auqustine trans. Warner 2.50 125
Democracy in America - de Tocqueville 3.50 1.75

T\

^ ... «.
NEW ao«KS AT wu ma.

Dov/n the ramp at

71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Open Mon-Fri 10-6

Norton Anthologies Discounted 50%
Norton Critical Edictions Discounted 50%
Cassell's Foreign Lang. Dictionaries Discounted 50%

A Small Sample of our Wide Selection and Fabulous Prices

We also carry Shakespeare, Brinte, Hawthorne,
Yeats, Milton, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Orwell, Mumford,
Plato, DuBois, Brown, Conrad, and many other

classical and popular authors and titles in all

subjects. Everything in our store is Discounted 50-70%
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Save on your favorite hit music!

The Alarm
THE ALARM
R.S.

SHU/TBftM DunvTURS

i

DAVID BOWIE
IH( RIS( ANOFAUOF

ZIGGY STARDUST
AND IHt SPIDERS FROM MARS

nciiMWi Slatman Moonaq* Oaydrtam
SuHi*9«lU Cit» Five V«»ri

DRRVL HRLL

Incn

YOUR CHOICE

^W Cassette
or LP

Steely Dan David Bowie
THE EARLY YEARS ZIGGY STARDUST
Aero RCA

Hall & Gates
HALL & GATES
RCA

CaaMtt(
or LP

DFX-1
EMGTIGN
MCA

TALKING HEADS
Speaking Jnlbrigues

THE KINKS
STATE OF CONFUSION

Includes CiJf.v

DEFiM'f V'^-b!
)ONTFORGEI lODANCF

ELVIS COSTELLO
& THE AHRACTIONS
PUNCH THE CLOCK

Evefyday ' Wnle The Booh
The G^valest Th.ng/Piiit And Soap
Shipbuilding /Tr>e invisibl* Man

Talking Heads
SPEAKING IN

TONGUES
Warner Brothers

The Kinks
STATE OF
CONFUSION
Arista

The Animals
ARK
I.R.S.

M£K»HATS

mriTriM'YQuTK

YOUR CHOICE

e99
WCassCassette

or LP

Elvis Costello^
PUNCH THE CLOCK
Columbia

Men Without Hats
RHYTHM OF YOUTH
MCA

Cassette
or LP

RANT N RAV? WITH [Hf STRAY CATS

foyp CHOICE ' **
'

"* " '
'""

*"
'

"" "

B

Stray Cast
RANT NRAVE
EMI-America

Police

SYNCHRONICITY
A&M

Billy Joel

AN INNOCENT MAN
Columbia

Stevie Ray Vaughny
TEXAS FLOOD
Epic/ Columbia

Minor Detail

MINOR DETAIL

Polydor

ASIA
ALPHA

'-.W.x

Joanle Greggains
AEROBIC SHAPE-UP
VOL III

Parade

G r a h .am Parker

S^^[1»
" -'1^ i4
1

'^^^ 1.

_kHBV

<iSW^^ /^rt^^-»1^

YOUR CHOICE

O Cassette
Of LP

Asia
ALPHA
Geffen

Graham Parker

THE REAL MACAW
Arista

Agnetha Faltskog
WRAP YOUR ARMS
AROUND ME
Polydor

Peabo Bryson/Roberta
Flack
BORN TO LOVE
Capitol

Offer good through Octotjer 1, 1983.

Hampshire Mall OifilMIglll
We Bring Entertainment to Ufe!

Vt&4
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BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong Street
^

Amherst

I

549-1555 i\
EVENING

f?

ADULT
Q PROGRAM

S 10 wks.

Dl
starting

V Oct. 3

BALLET
^

^MODERN DANCE g

I
JAZZ

^

p Located off ofEast k

^ Pleasant St. just east ^
I, ofButterfieUi Dorm, o

S Pfumefor ^

t information. 8
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I Town water reserves appear to be '

I adequate for the fall and should renudn

i so, provided we avoid extravagant

I usage.

You can help to assure that our supp-

ly does not become depleted by observ-

ing the following:
- Take briefer showers
- Turn off taps when not in use
- Report water leaks to:

Housing Maintenance Office (5-0520)

or, Physical Plant (5-0600)

— Barry Simon

I Energy Coordinator f
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HEARTFELT LEATHER
103 N. Pleasant

Downtown Amherst

TeL 253-5135

10-6

I
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OVERSIZED ORIGINALS?
AMHERST COPY CORNER

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

icT,

37 East

CORNEI

St.- 949-2854

Now Featuring The Xerox 2080 Printer

The Printer will accept documents up to 36 "wide

by any length and output prints up to 24 wide by

any length on either Xerox Bond or Engineering

Vellum. In addition, the machine has variable

reduction and enlargement capabilities ranging

from 45% to 141% of any size and any increment

in between.

We know our 2080 will increase your productivity

by providing you with fast turnaround, high

quality copies. Stop in today and let us fill all

your copy needs.

B K<|>
invites all university men

to attend an

OPEN RUSH
on

Men. Sept.

Tues. Sept.

Wed. Sept.

Time: 9:00 p.m.

388 N. Pleasant St.

Tel. 253-9071
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Paying their

debt to society
Eery year it seems the court systems in

lassachusetts are going broke. Uncertainty

bounds. In 1981, probation officers received no

paychecks for several weeks. Public defenders didn't see

their paychecks for a long time as well. All this happened

in a supposedly civilized and "progressive" northeastern

state.

Massachusetts is blessed to have so many legal experts

and top notch law schools within its midst. Yet it also has

one of the most pathetically maintained state judiciary

systems in the nation. Why? Well, for one reason — our

blessings may also be our burdens.

It's quite possible that we have too many lawyers and

legal experts — particularly in the political arena. It's also

quite possible this overload has also caused an overly

legalistic society which is gradually being fossilized into in-

ertia by an overbloated industry.

No one should be surprised to find a natural hidebound

conservative (not the ideological kind) reluctance by the

legal and governmental sectors against new and in-

novative experiments in the South, particularly Florida.

"WhJ', if the ideas weren't conceived here in the shadow of

the Ivy League, there must be something deficient in

them." Oh really.

Steven P. Barrett

Let's consider two workable ideas and programs which

have been used with success in Florida: Cost of Supervi-

sion (COS) payments for probationers and parolees; and

public defender liens.

What is wrong with making those who are primarily

responsible for the rising cost of our criminal justice

system pay back into the system and people who are

responsible for their rehabilitation and legal representa-

tion?

In Florida, probationers and parolees pay a sliding fee of

$10 to $50 each month, depending on the offender's finan-

cial ability to pay. This money goes directly back into the

state's Department of Correction. Contrast this practice

with this state where the money would go into the general

fund.

In other words — instead of relying upon the good
graces of its legislature — Florida's system at least at-

tempts to pay its own way and maintain fiscal autonomy.
Imagine — a probation system totally independent of the

purse strings and patronage ropes which have^long been

the bane of probation services here in Massachusetts. You
don't have to be a former state legislator or related to so-

meone "in the system" to become a probation officer in

Florida.

Who collects the money? The officers and clerical staffs

collect it — and this can be done in addition to providing

the other necessary supervisory services — notwithstan-

ding the cries and howls of public employees unions. COS
also allows the officers a greater opportunity to monitor

their "clients" in a more efficient manner.
Civil rights advocates might find COS another assault

on the poor, and downtrodden masses — but many of our
civil rights advocates have never dealt with many of socie-

ty's "victims". So — let them complain. Let them com-
plain to the overwhelming majority of law-abiding tax-

payers who are sick and tired of paying their state income
taxes to shoulder up the courts' financial burden caused by

criminals who, outside of fines, aren't required to pay for

the upkeep of their supervision programs.
Oh — there are also safeguards and exceptions. No one

in jail or prison is required to pay, and those with medical

or educational burdens are granted waivers in Florida.

See, it's not that harsh. Stereotypes aside, Floridians are

not all that "regressive", or "red-necky" when it comes to

the provision and maintainance of their criminal justice

system.

As for the public defenders' liens, they are paid by those

on probation or parole. This money is also collected either

by the probation/parole officer, or m'ailed directly to the

county public defender's office. Sometimes, the public

defender's lien is also waived like COS depending on the

offender's financial situation.

Our correctional and legal systems are somewhat dif-

ferent, but not so vastly different to prevent these pro-

grams from enjoying success here. Politics should not pre-

vent these programs from starting — but given the nature
of Massachusetts politics — it most likely will.

(k)v. Dukakis deserves credit for recently signing a law
designed to make the offenders compensate their victims.

Our adoption of F'lorida's COS and Public Defenders'

Liens would also give law-abiding taxpayers more con-

fidence in their justice system.

Surely, I don't expect these programs to allow the Bay
State to join F'lorida and other states which don't have
f)ersonal income taxes, (it'd be nice though) but we should

give these ideas a serious look since they would help

reduce our deficits and the need for higher and additional

taxes.

1 hope the in-bred consei .^.^-ism which I referred to

earlier can be set ?> ' \,j thf • =n the political and legal

• s' •' ;C5 and Public Defender Liens will be

.uLo law, and given a fair chance to succeed.

Steven P. Barrett is a UMass student
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Letters

The Attorney General shuffle

To the Editor,

Step right up. folks. The curtain has risen and it's time

once again for the Attorney (General shuffie. I say enough
time and money has been wasted "searching" for an at-

torney general. In the past five years, nine persons have

drifted in and out of the office.

The SGA, believe it or not. is there to serve the needs of

its constituency, the student body. Its leadership should

workout any differences in private and should present a

united front. Instead, it has become the laughingstock of

faculty, administration and students.

Dakin Ferris, the latest appointee to the position of

Acting Attorney General, brings to his office a refreshing

combination of competency, hard work, knowledge of the

legal system, and in addition, he is a proponent of student

rights, women's rights, and affirmative action. These are

qualities that any search committee would grab in a

minute. After years of stagnating under the dictates of

attorney generals who in my opinion could or would not do

their job, the office has been transformed by Dakin into a

real resource for the students.

I strongly urge the student leadership on both sides of

the issue to swallow their pride, work out this mess, and do

their jobs, which is to serve the students.

JoAnne Kasper
State House intern

Boston

How to ruin a good thing
To the Editor,

On Thursday September 15 I attended a lecture con-

cerning Central America, and I have never been so

ashamed of being considered part of an audience that

behaved so rudely to Colonel Dickens. The many in-

terruptions that occurred were uncalled for. The
callousness of the few made it impossible to hear and
understand both sides of the issue. This is why many
negotations are considered futile on any level.

Jacqueline M. Lemay
Sylvan

Commuter Collective woes
To the Editor,

With the deadline for undergraduate student senate

nominations due this Friday afternoon, I feel it is im-

portant to write this letter. I address it to all UMass
undergraduate students living in off-campus housing.

If you have ever considered participating in student

government, I urge you to take out nomination papers for

the position of senator. Each year the commuters are

allotted 35 senate positions, yet each year little more than

half of these slots are filled through the elective process.

The remainder are filled through "interim" appointments

by the Commuter Collective. I make this plea for senate

nominations because I feel the Commuter Collective does a

grave injustice to its constituency.

Students who want to become senators after the election

must go through a screening process by the Collective. If

the student does not adhere to the political outlook of the

Commuter Collective, (Left-wing Radical) the student is

not appointed. Instead we get senators appointed who are

more concerned with spending our SATF money on

raoical special interest events, organizations, conierences,

etc. than attending to university issues that are important

to the average student. In the end it's the average student

who gets the shaft.

The whole issue of Commuter Collective appointments

must eventually be addressed, but we have to start

somewhere. Please go to the fourth floor of the Student

Union Building today and take out nomination papers.

And who knows - maybe someday we'll have a student

government that really represents the students of this

campus.
Vince Reppert

Southwest

Sign up or ship out

To the Editor,

Daniel Webster said in 1814 that a proposal by the

Secretary of War to Congress Tor military conscription to

invade Canada foully libeled the constitution. He further

equated giving congress the power to draft men with

allowing them to "create a dictator."

If you don't agree with a draft you have to sign with the

selective service if you want your aid. What about the

person who doesn't agree with the draft and has enough

money in his family so that he doesn't have to sign? Is this

fair? Does it tell you something about how this country is

being run?

It sounds to me like Reagan's trickle down theory. The

sentiments of the plutocracy have slowly worked their way

down to you. They want their war. All of these troop

movements with America's nose in everyone's business.

The trend toward mUitaristic T.V. shows, and ad

vertisements. All of the sword rattling over Russia and

the sham of Ronald Reagan and his twisted peace

philosophy. These are the signs. They want their war and

they need piles of young dead bodies so they can turn a

healthy profit.

Profit from arms sales to foreign countries must be

dwindling. No market is infinite. Profit from war. That is

what peace through strength is all about.

James A. Gervais

South Hadley

Save the last dance for us
To the Editor,

I have just been informed of the possibility of a budget

cut that wUI involve the elimination of Joi Gresham's Afro-

American Dance classes from the curriculum at UMass.
As an undergraduate major in the Theatre Department at

Smith College, I am writing you to express my support for

the continuation of this particular program at UMass as

well as other programs in the arts and minority studies.

As a student of the arts, I am well aware of the need for

a cross-cultural background in performance techniques and

philosophies. I have studied privately with Joi Gresham
and have found her technique of dance to be one that in-

tegrates several aspects of movement; a traditional

African approach, modern dance practice and anatomical

awareness. Her courses epitomize the kind of educational

options a state university should make available to its

students.

Should you set a precedent by cutting the funds for

classes of this kind, you would be committing a great in-

justice against students of dance and theatre as well as all

Third World and liberal arts students in the Five College

system. I implore you to set a positive example for other

state universities in this country by keeping alive the rich

heritage of expressive forms which are rooted in African

and other Third World cultures. By cancelling courses

such as those taught by Joi Gresham, you will only con-

tinue a dangerous trend which threatens the meaning of

the words, "liberal arts".
Deborah G. Oster

Smith College

The Rage over the Cage
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It is our belief that the University did not

adequately investigate other sources offun-

ding...A student based fee is being chosen

not because it is the best method, but because

it is the most expedient.
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Once again, the University administration is about

to ignore student priorities in the determination

of student fees. The most recent example of this

lack of concern for our needs and interests is a proposed

fee to renovate the Curry Hicks Cage, the 50 year old

home court of the Minutemen and Minutewomen. Good

basketball teams are an important part of UMass, but

our administration is carrying the notion of their impor-

tance to a ridiculous extreme. They contend that if we
don't have first class teams and a first class home court,

our image as a reputable institution will suffer. UMass
students have a different view.

In a survey conducted by the Rents and Fees Commit-

tee/Team of the Student Government Association, 1982,

69 percent of the undergraduates who participated in the

survey disagreed or strongly disagreed with the state-

ment "The status of the basketball team reflects the

status of our University." 60 percent of the respondents

also opposed the proposed $20 yearly fee which the ad-

ministration intends to charge us for the renovations.

What these students didn't know last November is that

UMass undergraduates will pay this fee every year for 20

to 25 years. The actual renovations will take a mere 11

months and will cost approximately 2.3 million dollars.

Why, then, are students here expected to pay so much

money for such a long period of time? The answer is this:

In order to charge us a fee for the renovations, the Cage

must be turned over to the UMass Building Authority.

(That's right — the same people who are responsible for

construction of the leaky Campus Center and the Park-

ing Garage with the cracked beams). Once the building

has been turned over to UMBA, bonds will be issued to

pay for the project. The lifespan of these bonds is about

25 years, and the bonds are what we'll be paying for.

Another interesting point to consider is that the Cage is

presently over 50 years old. It is not surprising for a 50

year old building to need structural repairs. Once the

Cage is turned over to the Building Authority, the

Building Authority becomes responsible for any struc-

tural repairs. Guess where the money for that will come
from? That's right — UMass undergrads.

As members of the SGA Rents and P>es Committee,

we, along with other students, have to be very concerned

with any increases in student fees. In a time of draconian

cutbacks in student financial aid and when other fees

may be substantially increased we are very suspicious of

a plan that would transfer the burden of the cost of

renovations from the State to students. This is precisely

what will happen if the Cage is turned over to the

Building Authority. We are not opposed to the renova-

tion of this building (although we do wonder where the

University's priorities lie — they don't seem as concern-

ed about repairing the Tower Library or fixing the cor-

roded steampipes in Southwest): only that students are

being forced to bear this burden without adequate input.

It is our belief that the University did not adequately

investigate other sources of funding, such as alumni

donations. A student based fee is being chosen not

because it is the best method, but because it is the most

expedient. Simple calculations will reveal that $20 times

20 years times approximately 20,000 undergraduates

comes to far more than 2.3 million dollars, and that we
will be getting far less than what we pay for in this

"deal".

Cindy Lehmbeck, Sylvia Van Dyke, and Peter Lui are

members of the SGA Rents & Fees Committee

Beginning a new life

Since this is my first year in college this past

summer I received a lot of questions concerning

how I felt about moving out. My parents' friends

would ask me, "Are you nervous about going to college?,"

Ronda Applebaum
'Are you excited about going to college?," and of course,

"Are you anxious about all of the new responsibilities you

are going to have?" My friends would have other ques-

tions, "Aren't you going to miss having your own
bedroom?," "Aren't you going to miss the use of a color

T.V.?" and "Aren't you going to be homesick?" However,

I didn't seem to think about most of those questions. I

have to admit I was kind of sick of my high school and was

really looking forward to going to a new school and mak-

ing new friends.

However, my feelings started to change a week before I

left for UMass. Oh, I still wanted to come here and make
new friends but I did begin to ask myself some questions.

The big ones in my mind were, if I would get along alright

without my family and my good friends by my side, if I

could live without the comforts of home and if I could ever

make do without my closest childhood friend, who hap-

pens to be my dog, "Jacky". But even though I was really

curious about college life I was not depressed...that is, un-

til I pulled the plug out from my alarm clock on the morn-

ing I left for UMass.

For so many years my life at home revolved around my

alarm clock. It told me when to get up, when it was time to

do my homework and when it was time to go to sleep. It

came to symbolize my active life at home. When I pulled

its plug out of the wall I felt that my life at home stopped.

It was no longer necessary for me to use the clock because

I was leaving.

On my ride up to UMass I felt displaced. I knew that my

home town was no longer the place for me because most of

my friends had already gone off to college and my locker

in my high school had been replaced by some freshman.

But just the same, I did not feel that UMass was my home

either. After all, I did not know what my room would be

like, what my Profs, would be like and who my friends

would be. After unpacking after I arrived here I plugged

in my alarm clock and guess what? My feeling of displace-

ment disappeared. My clock started ticking and so did I.

My new life at UMass had begun.

Orchard Hill

activities

I
never dreamed that when I moved from my
relatively small home town, I would end up living in

another one here on the UMass campus. According-

ly, I was amazed at the social services and entertainment

facilities available on Orchard Hill. The area functions as a

small community and offers its own unique services. I am
not referring to the nightly movies or rap sessions

available in the lobbies. I am speaking of the specialized

organizations here, such as the Bowl Beautification Com-
mittee.

Becky Lockwood

This group t)bviously is dedicated to raising the level of

cultural awareness in Orchard Hill. With their inex-

haustable supply of toilet paper, l)ottles and discarded

underwear, they tirelessly design al)stract art sculptures

that are placed at strategic points in the area. Thus, we

are blessed to i)e al)le to repeattnlly admire the "lingerie

tree" with its infinite variety of men and women's

undergarments hung carefully from branches. Another

masterpiece is "Toilet Paper Festivity" which involves

several different bushes, pathways and trees carefully

decorated with the paper. We, on The Hill, are grateful for

these intellectually stimulating works of art.

Another group de<licated to the intellect is The Hill

Orators who can be heard (from nearly anywhere inside

the four dorms) several weekends a semester. They ex-

press their views and invite reply — oft^'n by insulting the

listening audience intt) resjKinse — from the speaking plat-

forms commonly referred to here as balconies. We are

able to enjoy a wide variety of speakers and simulUmeous-

ly receive an education in liberated rhetoric (or how to ex-

pand your cursing vocabulary). These rallies often draw a

large crowd of kxith listeners and participants, and as the

atmosphere is likely to be rowdy, these rallies are aptly

titled "Bowl Wars".
The most outstanding service offered on the Hill,

however, is the Information Help Line (or O. HEL!). This

info help line is quite similar lo the phone system of the

college, but fortunately, these lines are never busy and so-

meone is always willing to lend a helping ear. Our info help

line is set up much like the news room of any paper. Area

events are recorded within seconds of their occurence and

then relayed to similar stations on the Hill. So, ours is a

network operation where information is quickly recorded

and passed on. The stories are always lively and I'm sure

this service is very valuable to those j)oor bored folk who

need such stories to brighten up their lives. Indeed, it is

comforting to know that if I kiss someone on the secimd

floor, the seventh floor will know of this important event

within seconds of its occurence.

So, if you miss the social services of your home town,

just apply U) Orchard Hill where all of the above organiza-

tions are readily available. I'm sure you'll be as impressed

with them as I am.
Becky Lockw(K)d is a UMass student
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OLYMPIAN PUTS THE HEAT

ON THE COMPETITION

High and Low
Leather Basketball Sneakers

Reg. $29.99-31.99

Nov\/ $24.
Leather and Mesh

Turf Shoe

Reg. $23 99-24.99

Now $ 1

9

High and Low
Canvas Basketball Sneakers

Reg. $19.99-20.99

Novi^ $16.

u^^ Step ahead with our brandname Pony^ sale.

Whether it's serious play or casual wear. Pony is

the proven winner. When it comes to quality,

style, and price Olympian cools the competition.

Men's sizes 6' 2-12

Boys' sizes 3-6

Sale ends 10/1/83
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\ We thriveon competition.
\^ Hampshire Mall, Rte. V, Hadley. r'
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The Crossing: Big Country is a big letdown.
by GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Correspondent

Bad news The Powers That Be have mumbled.

Corpulent publications like RolUng Stone. The NY Times.

even (sound effects of loud coughing) the Valley Advocate

all agree; "Big Country are hipper'n'hell". Obvious hype

thus noted, let's try some historical perspective on "Big

Country" (their name feels better in quotations). We'll

have to begin with the Skids, a late '70's Scottish

post—punk combo whose curious blend of Celtic lyricism

and Verlaine—ish harmonics made for some pretty OK
cultural clashing. The Skids split in 1982 when

singer/lyricist/asshole Richard Jobson decided that he

was "an artist", leaving to pursue a career as a second rate

actor and a third rate poet (predictably enough, Jobson has

returned with the band Armoury Show, also featuring

former Banshees & Magazine guitarist John McGeoch).

Unfortunately for us all, Skids guitarist Stuart Adamson

didn't fancy himself a painter he's quickly resurfaced

as the frontman for Big Country, this month's Great Bland

Hope of the (deservedly) sagging record industry and

(quickly) aging rock press.

Throwing together one of the clumsiest formats in recent

memory. Big Country are a cluttered mesh of Scottish folk

imagery (you know they wear checkered shirts),

Springsteen melodrama (nah, no talk about cars, just

"pained" moans), U2/guitar hero bombbast...all adding up

to a sever indictment of UK pop's sorry state.

Spineless friends have told me not to take Big Country

"too seriously". I won't. They claim they're "uplifting".

They're not. The Crossing, for all its 1963 'new music'

ringing guitars, whiplash drums and filtered vocals (Steve

Lillywhite continuing his track record as the most cliched

producer in music), is yet another piece in the new UK
pomp— rock puzzle; soulless units like Bauhaus, the Fixx

or Tears For Fears, ranking production values over

songwriting, a perverted sense of style over substance.

Despite their supposed "positive" nature, Big Country fail

to convince (eg., "the sun will shine in winter" not in

W.Mass). Adamson's whiny Springsteen imitation on

"Chance", is laughable at best clearly after playing

second prat to Dick Jobson for so many years, he's now
anxious to elevate himself to the status of Bono or Paul

Weller on his first album (I guess that's what they meant

by uplifting'). The crossing's one only interesting track,

the hit—bound "In A Big Country", is in essence a

U2—soundalike with a guitar riff lifted from the Skids'

"Working For the Yankee Dollar" (which wouldve been a

more fitting title for this album) watch the

satin—jacket clad AOR programmers drool.

I'll call it the scam of the year, but even that doesn't fully

communicate what a shoddy record The Crossing is. Are
American teenagers really expected to give a shit about

Scottish folk culture? If I wanna be uplifted, I'll put on

New Order or Marvin Gaye (or better yet. I take an

elevator). If I wanna be baffled, I try to figure out how

someone could find any vibrancy in a record as stoic and

safe as The Crossing.

Live Wire
by Lisa Mosley

Greetings Umies & welcome back to yet another

musically exciting semester (well, maybe if we pray a lot . .

.) here in happy valley. Not much to let you in on as far as

on-campus concerts go this semester - so far UPC has

signed just one really big (read: not in the Blue Wall) act:

Eddie Grant. He'll appear in the Fine Arts Center, and I'll

pass more info on to you just as soon as I'm told.

Don't sulk just yet, though, 'cause WMUA and Hanger

One are presenting a Solid Sound Dance Series, which will

feature the likes of the Violent Femmes and the November

Group.
Enough long range forecasts - on to the weekend at

hand. Tonight's best bet musically are the ever-popular

Heroes In Trouble at the Blue Wall. With a cover of only

$.50, there's no excuse to miss this band - they're without a

doubt one of the hottest local acts.

Tomorrow promises pretty sparse fare, especially since

it's the "official" start of the weekend. The Blue Wall wiU

feature Maurice Raymond and the Lonely Boys (the

Blushing Brides under a different name). It beats mv why

these guys still want to pretend to be The Rolling Stones

after all these years, especially now that Mick and com-

pany always look like death's just around the corner. Hell,

I suppose everybody's gotta make a buck. . .

Boston's Midnight Traveller will make their first area

appearance at Hanger One Friday night, and the Hanger's

management must really have doubts about how well these

guys will go over, because they're offering $1 off cover

with a vaUd UMass ID. PLUS free drafts from 8-9 PLUS 2

fer Is from 9-10.

Meg Christian will be at Smith College tomorrow night

(call 584-2637 for all the details), and Heroes in Trouble will

be at Sheehans in Northampton.
Things wUl definitely pick up Saturday, though, as UPCs

fine Blues in the Blue Wall series continues with Cub Coda

(w/The Wildcat) and the O'Halloran Blues Band. Hanger

One's management regains its senses Saturday night as

The November Group Limbo Race, and Heroes in Trouble

(they certainly get around, don't they?) arrive. This is a

not-to-be-missed show.

Also on Saturday, Sleepy La Beef will appear at

Hampshire College. Call Hampshire College for details.

Sunday could be a great day for folk enthusiasts with

cars: the Harvest Moon Folk Festival will take place from

noon until 7 p.m. at the Highlands Ski Area in Tilton N.H.

Scheduled acts include Gordon Lightfoot, John Prine and

Tom Rush, and peak foliage is predicted. For directions or

just general info, call Triple-C Productions at (617) 451

6307

^J!j;jfJJI"K!!5?inHK artiBtB to be featured in the H^est Moon Folk Festival 12-7

p.m. on Sunday. Sept. 25 at the Highlands Ski Area in Tilton. N.H. _

JV>

Fred Frith makes
noise in Vermont
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Fred Frith banged and hawed and sawed and pounded
all in time. All in time. All banged. All sawed. All timed

sawing all banging all pounded time. All All All All saw.

All saw. All saw all. Saw all.

And David Moss played the balloon. And talked. And
played the drums (a little bit). Hemmed and hawed and
played the drums (a little bit). He hemmed. He hawed.
He talked.

Did I understand it? Was it understandable? Was there

anything to understand? Was it all improvised? On and
off. Did they know what they were doing? Were they on

and off/ On and off. Bang bang. Who is David Moss.

Banger. He's a banger. Was he listening to F>ith. On,
was Frith listening, and, was it listenable. off.

Standing on my head I say, "I think I would have seen
them separately." Or maybe just the guy who told Frith

he'd gone dressed as Fred Frith to a party and that was
why he should sign his album. I told him I wanted a self-

portrait. The noise got to a level where it was no longer

possible to intellectualize it. only react emotionally. I

suppose this is good. On and off.

Fred Frith: Two-bridge table guitars, acoustic guitar

(for humor), bodyless electric guitars, cymbol, various

plates (metal), beans, mallets, and other percussive

devices (which hit each other)

David Moss: Drums, Balloons, microphone, upsidedown
muffin Tins, tape, music box, and many, many percussive

devices.

Moss vocalized so fast it seemed like he must have
known what he was doing but I missed the point. Frith I

could follow. Moss does have some good sounds in his bag

of tricks. In and out. Is there perspective in emotion?

Standing on my head I say: listening

listening

were doing

know

Talked he hawed he hemmed
played

hawed
hemmed
played

talked

played

All saw all saw all saw
All saw All

pounded All

^»anging All

sawing

timed All

sawed All

Banged all

Pounded and sawed and hawed and banged
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EVERYTHING YOU
ALWAYS WANTED
FOR A RARTY...

FORUSS.
CLIP HERE I
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SAVE $1
ON A CASE OF LITE BEER IN

12 OUNCE CANS OR BOTTLES
TO CONSUMER This coupon is good only on the purchase ol one case

I ^4 cans 01 bollles i o( Lite Beer m 1 2 ounce cans or bottles One coupon

per purchase ot one required case Otter valid only in the Slate ol Massa-

chusetts and at participating retail outlets For adults ol legal drinking age

TO RETAILER Vou are authorized to act as our agent lor redemption

ol this coupon We *ill reimburse you lor the lace value ot this coupon

plus ?C handling il you receive this coupon on the sale ol the specilied

product and it upon reouest you submit to the D L Blair Corp

evidence ol purchase ol suHicient stocK to cover coupons presented

Coupon reimbursement is not to be deducted Irom Miller Brewing

Company distributor invoices This coupon will not be honored it presented

ihrough outside agencies or brokers who are not retail distributors ol

Tierchandise specilically authorized by the D L Blair Corp to present

iuoon<,lor redemption MAIL VOUR PROPERLY RFDEEMED AND
><ANOLED COUPONS TO D I BIAIRCORP PO BOX4374F
HLA.R NE 6800fl LQSI 11 83

• l ...'V N.ivrrtir . ..re r'''"*htbitp(] t^'Prt ^' 'P'fr'rrpiM . lA

Miller Brewing Company Milwaukee Wisconsin
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Hvporcurriiula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and surroun-

ding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are

listed only on the day they

are taking place. An-

nouncements must be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian offices, 113 Campus
Center, and returned to the

office by 3 p.m. the Friday

before the event. All sub-

missions should be written

in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula'
notices not submitted on

the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday

before the we. the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tii IS, the Collegian can-

n«.. guarantee printing of

al! "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organiza-

tions.

SCIENCE FICTION
SOCIETY MEET-
ING/ELECTIONS - First

general meeting of the year.

Topics: new dues and new

officers. New members and

old members most welcome,

please come and see. 7 p.m.,

CC 904-908.

ORIENTATION/INFOR-
MATION SESSION - The

Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Men's Counselling Collec-

tive will hold a brief in-

troductory meeting for all

those interested in becom-

ing peer counsellors. 8:30

p.m., P.G.A. Office Rm 413

SUB.

SUCCOT SERVICES -
Services for Succot, the

Jewish festival of the fall

harvest — followed by lunch

in the Succah. 10 a.m.,

Dukes Room, Student
Union.

OLDER STUDENTS 25

PLUS CLUB MEETING &
SOCIAL - Meet other

older students and help plan

semester program. Open to

all older undergrads and

grad students. Tel.

549-3940 or 545-2145. 7:30

p.m., Commuter Office 404

S.U.

BOARD OF GOVER-
NORS MEETING - The

summer's gone but its pro-

blems are not. Come voice

your opinions on what must

and should be done in the

CC/SU. We'll listen! 6 p.m.,

Rm. 805 CC.

BROWN BAG
THEOLOGY - Rev. Robin

L. Harden facilitates this

discussion titled: "God the

Revolution: The Relevance

of Christianity to Human
Liberation." All are
welcome! 12:15 p.m., 428

Student Union.
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Superbad by G.H.

7^ CAUfz5KMlA I tAET A CAT ffZOtJ\

\ SQCAnI, he HlfPfeC ME To lUt
5CfZ.|pT <0F TME AKlClQvJTcO'aHlTeS.
AsCi^WX KiOBOpY HAS E)J?0|c£N.

T^fb CAT ALMO^-y MAO IT C^eCoDE-D.

HE lA/eh^T SACtC TO SL)CAtvi-X STAYtD——^T5

TmovIed BAc*: EA^T,ot-T Up fM
THI6 <OU) OHELU AKNio Ct)yPi.V
A COHPo/TtR.THe ©LACK 6C\Of'
"77 WA^T A g?Kb H^^P Sf?0.

I HAp Tt-ir clOpC L|C»CED/ AriC?

T eeCAi^ To ^TuilTV THfclR-

5erC|gET5,

P^ UArJ6UA6e HAS Mj^^J^

After The Fall

,
TMNK If l^A^

OF YOO TO Q,lD€SO

Past to /v\a<^ f^ ^

by R. Miller

I
M^^, IT'5 mot

ThAtT I DON'T
HAV6 CrlR.L_

f(lieND5,,.iT's.

AS FRIENDS, SoT.

THAT IS...

glTH^R. >^t OR
TH^ E"NG-LlSH

LAKGUA6€ IS

£XP€R.1BNCIN/^

50K\e DIFflCOuT^

Wilson Low
by CC. McFly

CrnCKtr TRiPPtR] HOW LONt D0\/6

V^vE TO ST^y IK4 THli HYPtR -

U&HT 5A>FETY C^PSULE ^

LZ-IMSZ.E J HtY, CHECK IT OUT

t:i

TMKT TK^T \STERO<D IS HEADED STRM6HT FOR OS, WELL

BE 5M^SHED TO BlT5! I CMJ'T LOOK-

OKtVE SEEN THIS T V. MOVIE
BEFORE. HtY 6006 Ti*E, HOW ABOUT
souethimg new for a cham&e

Valley Girls
By Alice

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie

VOO ^/l6A^i yoo CA^4

ACTUAtuM MA Joe M
I'M eOIC.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird b> MarKurrl l-iirnir and I rude Juffr

ACROSS
1 Roman
statesman

5 Hurrah!

10 Pitcher's plate

14 "I ne'er saw
nectar on ":

Sheridan

15 Supply with new
troops

16 around
(revived)

17 Song for a lonely

person?
20 Some hormones
21 Chekhov
22 Partner

23 Piggy-banK input

25 Rayon velvets

28 Places

29 Camel's hair rot>e

32 Ready for

dreamland
33 Soil enricher

34 Newsman Brokaw
35 Song about a

Gaelic rambler?
39 Attention getter

40 Of gold

41 North Carolina

college

42 Belem's mount
43 Talking horse

of TV

44 Sacred songs
46 Certain ski lift

47 T S Eliot subject

48 Cut>e, for one
51 Resorts of

Tampa
55 Tune for Casey's

waltz?

58 Seine feeder

59 Ventilated

60 Church court

61 Balladmonger
62 Song from

"Annie

"

63 Jog

DOWN
1 TV panelist Peggy
2 "Thanks !

"

3 Clock
4 Modus
5 Prepares chops
6 Pop-singer Helen

7 Golfer Alcott,

etal

8 Worth: Abbr
9 Yoko
10 Eaude cologne
11 Wear well

12 Shot and shell

13 "Where nave you
?"

18 Tree trunk

19 Fadeaway
23 Buffoon

24 Gallic coins of old

25 Argentine

grassland

26 Yawning gulf

27 Lizards' kin

28 Sensational

29 Coral isle

30 friends

31 Prayer endings

33 Employer
36 Hellenic "L"

37 mater
(brain part)

38 Avow anew
44 Holiday

happening
45 Sojourn

46 Lhasa's land

47 Biblical spy

48 Cease
49 Neight>orof

Kentucky
50 majesty

51 Chipper

52 Aroma
53 Dorothys dog
54 Art school sub)

56 Business assn

57 Across: Prefix

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9

1
10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

To" 21

22 23 24 .1Bl
25 ^ 27 It

1
29 30 31

37 ~ml3 34

35 w 37 38

w
1

40 ^^^^41

42 43 m 44 45

pd 46 ^ BVi
48 49 50 IPHL 1

52

"

'"

:>i 34

55 ~r 57

ir

1
59

1
60

"eT" W 63

D.C.MENU
LUNCH

Spinach Frittata

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
on Wheatberry

Soybean, Corn, Tomato
Casserole

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Chopped Beafsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Carrot and Cauliflower Pie

Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Mass., R.I. and Conn. -

Thursday, considerable

cloudiness, breezy and cool

with a chance of showers.

Highs in the 60s. Tonight,

clearing and cooler. Lows in

the 40s. Friday, sunny and

cool. Highs in the mid 60s.

PUZZLE

!::::W:>¥:':':":':-x":':':':'>iii:':¥

TODAY'S

ANSWER
rnsTMTTWTriTiTvniHrmroT
DDIilC] UtlDDU BODD

EJODH uiuoa
liLJUDEiD UaaU ygU

GiaD ULICDUC] OBD
CJUD DUtlU UBIDCID

UDBIJ DDUQ
CIUDCIDM^ !

1

^^\kkm a H
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noooooopoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooi

TIME OUT

Tlien get in on the gn)un(I floor in our undergraduate officer

commissioning ptDgram. You could start planning on a career like the

men in this ad have. And also hawe some great advantages like:

Earning $!()() a month during the school year

As a fttshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic

training during two six-week summer

sessions and earn more than $1100

during each session

Juniors earn moa* than $1900 dur-

ing one ten-week summer session

Wmttqmove
upqukkly?

You can take free Chilian flying lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

\iyouTe looking to move up quickly, kwk into the Marine Corps

undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off

making more than $17,000 a year

Maybeyou can beoneofus.

TwoT.V.'s ^
Happy Hour

4-e

16 oz draft

65*

plus

giont bar drinks

W* lov# students

& sport fans

Amh«rst's Diggost LIttIo Dor

37 H PlMSont
Amhorst, MA

loooeoooooi

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
studies are oflared m hteraiura.

nistory an history, drama, rnusic.

sociology education, psychology,
communications, and politics

Special program oHared m Drama
Intemahtpa available to qualified

•tudenta In Intemallonal Bualneea.

Social Servicet. Political Science
and Communlcallona.

Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
poiiticai institutions are an
integral part of the curriculum

For further Information write:

international Programs SP
Ithaca College

Ithaca. New Yorx 14«S0

PHAY HE'S OUT
THERE SOMEWHERE! RKSKARCH FAFEHS

1 4. /a9 lo criooM tram M kubtaM-mi

Muil< »? tot the runenl :«)* page cala

loo Custom i«stMucri A lh<is« assis

tance also available

•Uwanrk 1 1322 Maho Ave #206WA

laaAnge4es.CAg00?b|?KI)4;/ a2?h

Mohor Auditorium
Fri. Sopt. 23rd

5,7,9,11 S1.23

OPEN RUSH!
lAII university men are invited to attend

j"*
Lambda Chi Alpha open rush: |

Wed. Sept. 21 8:30- 11 |g
Thurs. Sept. 22 8:30-11

NO HAZING - NO PLEDGES

I Come see what Frat living is all about! |
374 N. Pleasant St.

545-0244

.-.••t?!^

f^i»

This Fall We've Got It AIM!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

POSTERS BUNDS

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS Cr BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Sterilng and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
Crrlnga, Ear Cuff., Ring., Mc.

INDIA
PRINT

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

r^T Il^vI T-SHIRTS - 4.50

20% - 60% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

your Officer Selection Officer, 1stLt Auman when he visits your campus, or

call him at (203) 722-2168.

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

MERC/iNTILC
AMH»ST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

OPEN RUSH
PHI MU DELTA Fraternity

THURSDAY SEPT. 22
7:30 - 9:00

REFRESHMENTS!

***********

gPENR^
^hl Sigma Kappa
^ All University Men Invited %

Thursday 9:00 pm
510 N. Pleasant St.

next to the

Fine Arts Center

Best location on campus
Intramural Champs

3 out of the last 4 years

Home cooked meals

by our own chef

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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The premium taste

has arrived.

Alert theMinutemen

±Jf

Brador.

Everything youVe
heaid about it

is true.

Australia narrows gap
NEWPORT. R.I. (AP)
Challenger Australia II

overcame a potentially fatal

premature start and staved

off elimination in the
America's Cup with an easy

victory Wednesday over a

limping U.S. defender
Liberty.

The 1 minute 47-second

margin cut Liberty's lead to

3-2 in a best-of-seven series

made unpredictable by
equipment problems on both

boats and a baffling

departure from form.

The sixth race on Rhode
Island Sound is scheduled

for Thursday, the first time

since the Americans won 4-2

in 1934 that a foreign boat

has won twice. In 25

defenses since the schooner

America first won the Cup in

1851, the challenger has
never won and no series for

sailing's oldest trophy has

gone beyond six races.

Wednesday, the
Americans experienced
equipment trouble, just as

the Australians had in losing

the first two races last

week.

Skipper Dennis Conner
had a mast problem before
the start and had to send a
chase boat back to the dock
for replacement parts.

It took about 45 minutes
to make repairs, crewmen
scrambling aloft, and when
the gun sounded signaling 10

minutes until the start,

Liberty still hadn't hoisted

her jib, the small, triangular

sail held on a stay from the
bow to the mast.

Once under way, the U.S.
boat appeared to be heeling

more than the challenger,

leaning over under wifid

pressure, with a pronounced
bending of the mast toward
the aft. Conner appeared to

be getting less advantage
from the 18-knot winds and
lumpy, 2 to 4 foot seas in

which he had won the first

two races.

Australia II skipper John
Bertrand, who misjudged
the start in Tuesday's
pivotal loss, did it again

Wednesday.
He crossed the line too

soon and had to circle back

and start over. By the time

he got there again, Liberty

was 37 seconds ahead, a

huge advantage and the

fourth time in five races

Conner had won the start.

Collegian *s NFL predictions
The fourth week of the N.P\L. season is

upon us and the fearless writers from the

Collegian sports staff are willing to put

their necks on the line and predict what will

happen this weekend in pro football.

The games (for those who don't know all

the abbreviations) are Chicago at

Baltimore, Houston at Buffalo, Cincinnati

at Tampa Bay, Cleveland at San Diego, LA
Raiders at Denver, Kansas City at Miami,

New England at Pittsburgh, LA Rams at

NY Jets, Washington at Seattle. Atlanta at

San Francisco, New Orleans at Dallas,

Detroit at Minnesota, St. Louis at

Philadelphia and Green Bay at the NY
Giants on Monday night.

The Collegtnn writers are Bill Shea,

Gerry deSimas, Kevin Deluca. Tony Betros

and Scott Ho(xl. We hope to make this a

weekly event.

Games Shea
(0-0)

Colts-Bears Chic
Bills-Oilers Buff
Cinn-TB Cinn
Browns-SD SD
Denv-Raiders LA
KC-Miami Miam
Pitts-Pats Pitt

Jets-Rams Rams
Seat-Wash Seat
Atla-SF SF
Dallas-NO Dal!

Lions-Minn Minn
Giants-GB QB
Cardinals-Phil Phil

deSimas
(0-0)

Bait

Buff

Cinn
SD
LA
Miam
Pitt

Jet^

Wash
SF
Dall

Detr

GB
Card

Deluca

(0-0)

Chic

Buff

Cinn

SD
LA
Miam
Pitt

Jets

Seat

SF
NO
Minn
NY
Card

Betros

(0-0)

Bait

Buff

Cinn
SD
LA
Miam
Pitt

Jets

Seat

SF
Dall

Minn
GB
Phil

H(mk1

(0-0)

Chic

Buff

Cinn
SD
LA
Miam
Pats

Rams
Seat

SF
Dall

Minn
GB
C:ard

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Car Stereo Sony XR-55 brand new $200

Steve 549 6974

JVC direct

widow arm
549-1172

drive turntable with black

and signet cartridge $175

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 1225 Volvo Wagon mint condition

$3,500 617-544-7438

1974 VW Bug excellent condition 545-2690

(Mike Kajen)

69 Chevy Impala excellent running condi-

tion just passed inspection some rust by
rear wheels new tires, exhaust system,

starter, filters and fluids. $650 or BO Ken
546-6674

1970 Volkswegen convertible rebuilt

engine $750 665-3150 or 549-3878 evenings

1974 Volvo Wagon great condition rebuilt

engine dependable best offer 586-9531

BOSTON VOTERS
~

The Mel King Campaign needs your sup-

port. Absentee ballot applications available,

transportation to/from Boston on Election

Day (Oct. 11) also possible. Call Peter

Thomson 584-7888 or OTWA 545-2517

ED PECKLER

Happy 20th B-Day Wendil!
Have a wild time on the town and don't

forget the Peckler Pelvic.

Love ya, K.K .

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions - experienced DJ.
Dorm Parties, Dances, Exchanges. All

types of music: 800 -t- records. No charge
for x-tra time. Very reasonable rates call

Jeff 253-2152

^ackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc
casions. Paul 256-1393

FOR SALE

AKC german shorthaired pointer pups.

Good markings & disposition. Shots.

549-0382

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-5033 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Pool table, slate 44"x88", $550,

1 -467-9645 keep trying

Fisher 36wpc stereo, turntable, speakers,

$225. John 5-2069 549-6543

Beautiful Classical Guitar. Yamaha with

hard case $119 256-6694

79 Fender Stratocaster very good shape

with hard shell case great action $350 call

Rich 665-4644

79 Yamaha XS 400 - excellent condition

3500 mile& - $850 or best offer 546-6350

Armanda Microwave best offer 549 2820

Refrigerator Dorm size. Like new, used 2

semesters $50 549-2872

Tag Sale selling house everything goes Sai

24th Sept 9-4 Sun 9-12:30 King Philip Dr.

S. Deerfield

Schwinn 10-speed silver one year old call

Dan evenings 586-9763

3 cu. ft. refrigerator in perfect condition

$ 150 549-0146 call Frank

HELP WANTED

BS^BE

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment
and serious attitude essential. Vocals
helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8 .

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice
Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-
ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225+ /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am
Teach in MASSACHUSETTS Complete
employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts -plus latest open-
ings! $6.00 Betten/vay, P.O. Box 2153,

Dept. 35, Centerville, MA 02634

The Commuter Area Government is hir-

ing 3 student advocates for the fall. Posi-

tions are for 10 hours/wk. Experience with

organizing, communications, social issues

preferred. Applications available at 404 Stu-

dent Union. The deadline is 5 PM Sept 22.

We are an affirmative action equal oppor-

tunity employer. Info 545-2145

"Button Up" is looking for a button

maker. Graphic arts background preferred.

Contact Donna Estabrooks 423 Student

Union Building (545-0341 /x28). Applica-

tions close 9/22

SGA Communications is presently taking

applications for both typesetting and
graphic arts positions. Experience prefer-

red. Contact Donna Estabrooks or Kelley

Riley in 423 Student Union Building

(545-0341 x28). Applications close 9/22.

Experienced driver and inside help apply

at Suf>erior Pizzeria 17 Montague Rd
549-0626

Jobs, Internships, Credits available

with the SGA Presidents Office. 1 Office

Manager and 3 assistants to the Co-
Presidents. Good organizing, writing, com-
munication and /or office skills required.

10-15 hrs/week, 3.35/hr. Deadline: Sept.

23, 5:oo pm AA/EOE employer info

545-0341

Kitchen help wanted: work in exchange
for meals. Contact Paul or Gary at 253-907 1

Recycling Project organize your dorm,
apt. bidg. or neighborhood and earn a

credit apply 306 SUB 545-0618

Part-time position available for college

student to represent travel company on
campus. Earn commission, free travel and
work experience. Contact: Beachcomber
Tours, Inc. 1325 Millersport Hgwy.,
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221 716-632-3732

SO YOU THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?
Western Mass Premier Comedy Show
needs fertile mindsl Call Comedy Crunch
586-0802

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.
253-7009

Arts Coordinator leadership, graphic

skills, work-study desirable call Debbie
665-7020

Housepeople wanted for Pi Kappa Alpha

Fraternity, kitchen work in exchange for

meal plan, DC rebate available call

545-2150, ask for John Mac

Jr High Group Leader at Unitarian

Church in Amherst. Call Carol Rothery at

253-3125
M^IHIIllllllllllllllll ITITITITI'I^BB

INSTRUCTION

Graduate student needs tutor for

graduate-level Statistics call 549-4438 after

6 PM for details

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2096

LOST

Reward for return of blue wallet left

with valuable lO's and other personals

Please call Jim at 256-0656

MOTORCYCLES
~

1978 Yamaha 660 asking 1200 or best offer

549 2820

NEW YORK CITY RIDES ~
Rides to NYC next 3 weekends leaving

Fridays $10 each way - negotiable Kyle

545-0779 after 5 pm

PAID POSITIONS WITH UMOC~
The Umass Outing Club is looking for 2

people to work in the equipment locker. Ex-

perience with outdoor equipment is helpful.

Job descriptions and applications are

available at the Outing Club Office on the

second floor of the Student Union (above

People's Market). Completed applications

should be returned to the Outing Club Of-

fice no later than 5:00 PM on Wed. Sept. 28

PERSONALS

] Three Days til WAAF Mite Dancing!
Prizes! Light Show! Cash B
Sat . Sept. 24 CCA $2

SHESH - Happy 22 B-Dayl
make it a great onel Luv yO'

Remember HAIR? UMass
meeting, new and old men
7:0 Rm 168 CC

John - Happy 5 month Anr
you vewy vewy much - Nev

PSYCHOTHERA '

Individual, Couples, Fan-

Psychological testing. Psyt

vices Center 545-0041

RAYBANS^

High quality sunglasses - p
tivities 25% and more off re'

Bruce 549 2879

Nomination papers are available for all

undergrad senator seats in 420 SUB.
Nominations are due 9/23 at 3 pm, sharp.

Women and minority students are en-

couragedl

Freshman and Sophmores - Open Rush
tonight. Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity 418 No
Pleasant St. ex. social life, home cooked

meals, central location, 1982-83 Intramural

champions. Free refreshments. 9-11 pm
Any questions call 545-2150 or 545-0047

Attention all D & D, Risk, Squad Leader,

Diplomacy etc. players. Come test your

skills at MASSCON. Hundreds of dollars in

prizes awarded. Sept. 24-25. 9 am to 11

pm. Registration, $3 per day, at Room 163,

Campus Center.

Mad Max - Friday 9/23 Mahar Auditorium

at 5, 7, 9, 11 all shows $1.25 sponsored by

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Scott and Michelle Happy Two Yearsll

Lots of love Ric and Ted

Teresa I'll love you always Billy

Add Drop is through, lets see what you
can do: KH, PJ, PA, Stain, Dude, Pidge,

Dave and Stead. No hometowns allowed

BEACH PARTYIi
SUN, SEPT.25

POOR RICHARDS
2for 16-11

The Newman Run for Ritter Roadrace:
The roadrace committee is now accepting

applications for the voluntary positions of

Publicity Director and Secretary. Applica-

tions and job descriptions can be picked up
at the Newman Center. Deadline: Sept. 30.

than never, Happy
have an excellent

Maya - Better late

Belated Birthday -

semester

I NEED OUT OF SOUTHWEST^
Looking for a place in NE or Central

will make it worth your while
call

"'""""*""«
II John 6-6862

Therapy.
ogical Ser-

tat for all ac-

11 prices call

RIDE WANTED

To Cape Cod Falmouth or naarby on Fri-

day 9/23 call Jeff 586-9445

ROOM WANTED

Need room doubl/singi near UMass
responsible young man: 23 rs old. Call

Ted: 549-2773

ROOMMATE WANTED

One room in a 2 bedroom upt $160 plus

utilities not on busline, but I ave car, will

sharel 863-4244 Rich

Looking for female (to shat-

Colonial Village (4 people toi

son 253-5757

SERVICES

SELF REALIZATION pers

work. Explore your potentim

happiness and effectiveness ir

off-campus small weekly th'

Call 256-8814 weekdays befo

bedroom) in

I ) $75 a per-

il growth
for greater

< supportive

jpy group.
3:00

SOUTHWEST JOBS

'/Computer
Area Gov't

Southwest Jobs: Audio Visi

Center Supervisor call SW
5-0960(1)

Computer Center Security wanted call

S.W.A.G. 5^)960(1) W/S
Secretary SW Area Gov't Ofi' e must type

well Call SW Area Gov't 5-0960(1) W/S

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Spanish Tutor WantadI Need help in

Spanish 120. Call Wayne 546 4346

Aerobics Instructor for two nights a week
&4725, 6-4727 for more info

WANTEDTO~RENf

Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-

sal space in Amherst /Hadlf, area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.

WS Er NWS JOBS AT SCERA

This fall SCERA win
undergraduates to learn orgar

vocacy skills. For 2 days eact

students will meet to learn pot

ing and then apply these skills

concern to students. All post

hours a week and pay $3.3i5 e

and NWS undergraduates. I'

plication at 420 SUB 8 to 6

are due Sept. 30.

hire 12
ing and ad-

veek, these
cal organiz-

>n issues of

•ns are ten

our for WS
uo an ap-

pplications

TTfTTTTITTTITrP ' TlTlTTnEtt^^^j
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Sports More sports on page 19
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Minuteman soccer fires blanks,UNH
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Well, at least they didn't tie.

After coming off two tough ties against

Boston University and Southern Con-

necticut, the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team was hoping that they

would have an easy time of it against the

New Hampshire Wildcats.

With a tournament in Cornell coming up

and an October of homefilled games, the

Minutemen were vying to gain a little

momentum. AU that hoping and vying

went for naught as New Hampshire put a

clamp on ' ^Mass' offense and held on for a

slim 10 victory.

UMass, ranked fifth in New England,

went up against an upset-minded New
Hampshire squad, unranked in the AP New
England poll. The Wildcats jumped right

out of the starting blocks and on the second

shot of the game. Kevin Reusch broke

through right down the middle and fired a

shot past goalie Don Donahue, about 10

yards away.
The stunned Minutemen saw themselves

down 1-0 before they could have a cup of

coffee, and therefore decided to pick up the

pace a little.

The pace was rather frantic throughout

the entire first half, and because of this,

neither side was able to dominate or have

(real) scoring opportunities. As the whistle

blew, UMass was still down 1—0, having

been outshot 10-8.

UMass. needing an offensive spark, took

to the pitch in the second half and did start

to take control of the game. The second half

featured a more physical style of play as the

referees decided to let the play go a little.

Few penalties were called, but alas, it could

not help the Minutemen in their "Search for

the Holy Goal." The Minutemen outshot

the Wildcats 15-6 but just could not put

the ball in the net.

Donahue stopped nine shots for the

Minutemen and Wildcat goalie. Adam
Chidekel. stopped five in registering the

shutout. Tom Uschok and Kayvan Khatami

sparked UMass up front both put the

pressure on Chidekel but. once again, a

superior job by the opponents defense led

to the Minutemen's demise.

The next task for the Minutemen is the

Cornell Classic this weekend. UMass,
Cornell, Brooklyn College, and Cleveland

State will be competing. A higher-caliber

offense seems to be the number one

problem for UMass. Hopefully, after this

weekend, the problem will be a solution.

Netwomen "blown" away;

Vermont takes the 5-4win
By RICHARD BRUNELLI
Collegian Correspondent

Prior to yesterday's tennis match

University of Massachusetts women's

tennis coach Pat Stewart observed "that

the wind will be blowing on both sides of

the net." The excessive wind seemed to

plague her team as they dropped a 5-4

decision to the University of Vermont.

Although the match was a loss. Stewart

was pleased. "Considering the number of

good players out with injuries we're

playing pretty well." she said.

The Minutewomen got their victories

from number one singles player Elizabeth

Sullivan, number two singles player Anne
Tauger. number six singles player Karen
Orlowski, and the number one doubles

team of Jillian Nesgos and Marie Leary.

The strong and steady play of Tauger
proved true as she dispatched her op-

ponent 6-2, 6 2. Tauger, only a freshman,

looks to be a mainstay of the team for the

next few years.

Karen Orlowski displayed her staying

power in three set battle of attrition. She
downed Catamount Lyndall Heyar by the

score of 7-5, 4-6, 6-4.

The first doubles team of Jillian Nesgos

and Marie Leary scored another point for

the cause with a 6 2, 3 6, 6 4 victory. This

hard fought win should allay some of the

concern voiced by Coach Stewart about

the doubles teams' unfamiliarity with each

other's play.

But the match of the day took place at

the first singles slot where Elizabeth

Sullivan wound up on top 6-3, 6-1.

Sullivan plays tennis with two
unquestionable commodities: grace and

power. Strong, crisp volleying (com-

pliments to pros like Martina Navritilova)

seems to be comfortably residing in the

strokes of Sullivan.

"She's playing extremely well. Her
strokes have a greater consistency and

her net game is strong," said Stewart. "I

certainly would have liked a win, but we
played well. The wins will come,"

Stewart said. Her team now stands at 1-2

and have plenty of time to turn things

around. The next match is on September
26 at 3:30 against Springfield. The match
is at home and will be played at the NOPE
tennis courts.

CollcKiui photo by Jin Powrri

Freshman Anne Tauger, number two singles player for the UMass
women's tennis team, earned a victory in Wednesday's match with the

University of Vermont, however the team didn't as it lost 5-4,

Wildcats tame Minuteman
tennis; roar to 7-2 victory
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H. - In the world of sport,

no three words are more important to a

coach than "total team effort." Receive it

and your chances for victory range from

"good to we'll kick their - --." Don't receive

it and your fate could be similar to the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis

team, who yesterday dropped a 7-2 decision

to the University of New Hampshire. The
Minutemen received outstanding per-

formances from their top three singles

players but, suffered from lackluster play

from the four, five, and six positions, who
all lost in straight sets.

Wayne Peterson, at number one, and Earl

Small (2) squeezed out the lone victories for

UMass. Peterson defeated Steve Noble in a

tight match 7 6, 6-4, while Small rebounded

to beat T.J. Hyman 4-6, 6 1, 6 4. The big

point in that match came in the ninth game
of the third set. With the score tied in

games (4-4) and points in the game (3-3),

Small followed his service return by coming

to the net and knocking home a volley for

the winning point.

"It was a big point," said UMass coach Bob
Szlosek. "It takes a lot of courage to come
to the net like that and volley on a crucial

point."

Dave Singer turned in a respectable

performance at three singles despite losing

6-2, 2-6, 6-3 to Shaun Hassett. Unfor-
tunately, it was quite a different story for

the other singles. Jim Gelinas (4), Marc
Weinstein (5) and Andy Pazmany (6) all lost

in straight sets as did the three doubles
teams (Peterson Pazmany, Small-Singer,
Gelinas- Weinstein).

"Peterson, Small, and Singer all played
impressively. Although Singer lost, he's

been playing the kind of tennis necessary to

win." said Szlosek. "We had real problems
at four, five, and six singles. We're not

competitive. They're playing tentative,

almost frightened tennis."

"UNH was just about what I expected.
They are not a bad team, but very
respectable."

The Minutemen's next match will be
Saturday afternoon on the Boyden Courts
vs Ivy League rival Dartmouth. The
Minutemen's record is 0-2.

AP l.»rrphoto

The Australian 12 meter yacht Australia II and U.S. yacht Liberty ap-

pear to cross sails as they engage in a tacking duel. Australia II won the

fifth race to cut Liberty's lead to 3-2.

Sports Notices
Women's Lacrosse: An organizational

meeting for Fall lacrosse will be held on
Friday Sept. 23 at 4 p.m. in NOPE in room
153. Beginners to intermediate players

are welcome.

Intramurals: Intramural officials are
needed for flag football and co-rec soccer.

Apply now at Boyden 215. Organizational
meeting will be held on Sept. 22 at 7 p.m.
in Boyden 215.

Women's Track: Anyone interested in

running indoor and outdoor track contact

coach Kalekeni Banda in his office in

Boyden.

Bowling: The UMass men's and
women's bowling teams will be holding

tryouts on Wednesday Sept. 28 and
Thursday Sept. 29 from 4 to 6 p.m. at

Boyden Lanes (basement of the gym).
Bring an ID and $3. Questions? Call Kelli

MacDonald at 546-7493.
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THE TWILIGHT ZONE?-Swans
surim in the Campus Pond as the

sun begins to set Thursday after-

noon.

UMass fiscal1983-84

budgetnotfinalized
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

An additional interim budget will have to be allocated to

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst if the school's

fiscal 1983-84 budget is not finalized by the end of next

week, Vice Chancellor of Administration and Finance John

L. DeNyse said Thursday.

DeNyse. speaking at this semester's first senate meeting

of the Professional Association of UMass-Amherst

(Pauma), called the present state budget system

"ludicrous" and said it was unknown whether the budget

would be agfreed upon before the three month interim

budget, allocated in June, runs out the end of this month.

"The sheer absence of dollars is going to force someone to

make a decision, " he said. "But every week, this is the

week we're going to have a resolution. The president (of

UMass. David C. Knapp) still did not know Wednesday."

DeNyse said if the resolution os not made by Sept. 30,

"we'll get another interim allocation of something-

someone will make the money available to allow us to

continue to operate."

Meanwhile, the delay has caused problems for new

programs at the University, DeNyse said.

"If they don't know the budget, they can't start em-

ploying people," he said. "If there are going to be new

programs implemented in September, there has to be some

indication in February or March authorizing staffing of

that program for the next semester. They should do the

budget in June or July to recruit quality faculty and
graduate students.

DeNyse said the University budget is "caught in a cross-

fire" between the Massachusetts Legislature, which

recommended a $114.9 million budget and the Board of

Regents of Higher Education, who have agjeed to a $113.8

million sum. Currently, the budget dispute concerns

UMass and Southeastern Massachusetts University,

whose funding was cut by $900,000, in the original budget

recommendation to the regents.

"I have a guarded optimism that the campus will come out

very well in this budget," DeNyse said. "But we're cat-

ching an awful lot of flack from other institutions (because

of the delay.) The other school budgets have all been held

up.

"The governor has now said he can't tolerate this kind of

process again in another year. "This is the worst I've ever

seen it," he added.

Greg Dillard, legislative aide to Sen. James Collins, D-

Amherst, said he could not give a budget estimate for

UMass and did not know when an agreement would be

reached.

The senator is "in daily contact" with other members of

the Senate Ways and Means Committee, he said, and

wants the issue "resolved soon." The senate also plans to

discuss a reform of the higher education budget process, he

said.

Two EWC employees leave

jobs reluctantly , will fight
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

After six months of dispute, two employees of the

Everywoman's Center at the University of Massachusetts

will leave their jobs today, but claim they will continue to

fight for their positions.

"We are not going to drop things because we feel that

whatever happens to us can happen to anyone else in our

(work) category. It ought to be a test case," said one of the

employees, Mary Wentworth, coordinator of the Poor
Women's Task Force at the center.

Ruth Weekes-Washington, the Center's director, said it is

unfair for the women to continue their dispute. "She's had
her due process. She chose to settle this problem through

the grievance process, and since the decision may not have

come out in her favor, she says it is an unfair process."

Wentworth and Malika Jones, co-coordinators of the

Third World Women's Task Force fUed grievances after

being notified by Weekes-Washington their contracts

would be terminated. A performance evaluation made by

Special Assistant to the Vice Chancellor, Robert Welch,

claimed they were not fulfilling their job descriptions.

They also filed grievances against the director of the

Everywoman's Center, Ruth Weekes-Washington.
because they said they were not given six months notice

before being told their contracts would end in June.

In the early stages of the grievance procedure, Jim

Coopee, assistant personnel director said only full-time

permanent employees must be given six month's notice

and that Wentworth and Jones did not fall into that

category.

In a letter to Wentworth dated June 20, Chancellor
Joseph Duffey said, "My conclusion is that there were no
substantial violations of University policies or procedures
sufficient to warrant the upholding of the grievance."

Weekes-Washington said at that time the decisions to

release the two employees was justified, despite the
women's allegations.

"I don't really like the idea of her dragging us (the center)

through the mud again. There's a whole part she's leaving

out, the fact that they went through the grievance

procedure, and were pven a decision," she said.

Wentworth said their contract was extended three

months until today, at the advice of a Professional Staff

Appeals Committee at the University which said the

women were improperly notified.

Wentworth said she still isn't satisfied with the solution.

MASSCONgames convention to be held
By GREG FEIST
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
Strategy Games Club will host the fifth

annual MASSCON games convention this

weekend in the Campus Center.

MASSCON will feature group com-

petitions as well as single players com-

petition in games such as Dungeons and

Dragons, chess. Risk, backgammon, ace of

aces and various computer games. "The

idea behind the convention is to let people

interested in these games compete against

others of the same level of competition,"

said Dean Johnson, president of the

Strategy Games Club.

Registration for the convention will begin

at 8 a.m. Saturday in Campus Center in

room 163. The cost is $3 per day or $5 for

both days.

Johnson aaiu alihoiijjh lie expects llial

more than 250 people from Rhode Island,

Connecticut, New York and other states'

around the country will attend, the main
goal of the year's MASSCON has been to

draw as many UMass students as possible

to the convention.

"We have a terrible problem getting

UMass students," Johnson said. "What I

would really like to see would be 200 UMass
students (come to the convention)." he said.

In the past only 10 to 15 percent of the

people at the convention have been

students from the University, Johnson

said

.

Limits will be set on the number of

contestants in each game. Some of the

more popular games will fill up before

others, Johnson said. For instance.

Dungeons and Dragons will be limited to 58

players, and regfistration for that game
"will probably be full by 8:30 a.m. Satur-

day, but a game like Diplomacy will be open

until two minutes before competition

begins," he said.

Any novice or expert may register to

compete in the game of his or her choice,

and each event is coded from one to three

according to level of competency, Johnson

said. He explained that level one requires

little or no previous knowledge of rules of

the game, while level two requires some
knowledge, and level three requires a

sound familiarity with the rules.

Approximately $250 worth of games and

gift certificates, as well as plaques, will be

awarded to winners, Johnson said.

Inside:

French bombing of Druse is first for interna-

tional peacekeepers, p.

2

Josh is come and gone but some would

rather he had never, p.3

Mary Mary, how do your flowers sell? On
the concourse, not well, p.5

Cleanliness next to Godliness, the Neats,

p.n

Aussies come from "down under" to tie up,

3-3, p.20

We would often be ashamed (ff o^ir

finest actions if the world understood

all the motives which prodv/;ed them.

"Duce de La Roche Foucauld
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Soviet plywood

cargo turned away
BOSTON (AP) A Soviet freighter headed to Boston alter

it was turned away from New York by longshoremen

refusing to unload its plywood cargo was diverted to

Canada, a shipping company spokesman said Thursday.

The Novomirorod was scheduled to come to Boston, but a

man at the midtown Boston office of the importer. Rice

Unruh Co., pointed to a schedule that noted the ship was
"diverted to Canada."
The man declined to identify himself or indicate where the

vessel was.

Outside his seventh floor office, about 10 protesters

showed up at noon carrying signs reading. "Soviets Are
Murderers" and "Boycott Soviet Products." They were

demonstrating against the purchase of Soviet goods in

light of the downing of the Korean Air Lines flight 007.

"We are trying to make a point, asking that the U.S. not

continue to get materials from the Soviet Union," said

Artistids Lambergs. a native of Latvia and chairman of the

Memorial Service Committee who headed a candlelight

protest two weeks ago at Faneuil Hall.

"There is certainly enough plywood in the United States

to satisfy the needs of America without having to buy it

from the Soviet Union," he said.

An official of a Boston longshoreman's union local had said

before that workers would unload the vessel if it reached

Boston, but that if it didn't the cargo would be sent to

Canada and eventually trucked to Boston.

Soviet delegate

denies allegation
WASHINGTON (AP) - The State Department said

Thursday comments by a Soviet official confirm some of

what the United States has been saying all along about the

Soviet downing of the South Korean jetliner.

Viktor Linnyk. a Soviet delegate attending a conference

in Scotland, said Wednesday the Soviet pilot would not

have shot down the Korean plane if he had known it was a

comrtiercial flight

.

State Department spokesman John Hughes said Linnyk's

comment "confirms what is now obvious to us all: that the

Soviet Union shot down an unarmed civilian airliner

without having made a serious effort to identify the nature

of the aircraft or to communicate with its pUots."

He said, however, that Linnyk, in his statements to the

British Broadcasting Corp., continued to press the

"preposterous" allegation that the Korean flight was on a

U.S. -sponsored espionage mission.

AP Lascrphoto

WASHINGTON - WILL HE RESIGN? - In-

terior Secretary James Watt, lejl, and Penn-

sylvania Goveror Richard Thomburgh, are seen

here together before their meeting at the Interior of-

fice.

Watt denounced

for insensitivity
WASHINGTON (AP) - As five Senate Republicans called'

for James Watt's resignation, the interior secretary

apologized to President Reagan today for referring to

members of an advisory commission as a black, a woman,

"two Jews and a cripple."

"I have made a mistake," Watt wrote Reagan in an un-

sought letter.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes said Watt had

not offered to resign.

On Capitol Hill, Watt was denounced on the Senate floor

in the strongest outburst yet from members of his own
party.

One Republican said Watt's comments showed a

"panorama... of bigotry and hate." Another said Watt was

an embarrassment to Reagan and a third called on Reagan

to find someone who could better serve the country.

The calls for Watt's resignation came following Watt's

speech Wednesday to a business group in which he said a

coal-leasing advisory commission he appointed included a

black, a woman, "two Jews and a cripple."

Sen. Warren Rudman, R-N.H., called Watt "an em-

barassment to the president who appointed him, an em-

barassment to the party to which I proudly belong and an

embarassment to the country."

Dukakis appoints first

female comptroller
BOSTON - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis appointed Ellen

O'Connor, fiscal officer at

the Department of Social

Services, as state comp-

troller Thursday, the first

woman to hold the powerful

position.

Miss O'Connor. 37. is a

Lynn native presently living

in Boston. She succeeds

Myer A. Shockett, 65, of

Newton who has worked in

the office 35 years and was
named to the top post by

former G«.v. Ed'.va-d J.

Kinp.
The appoinlment. an-

nounced at a Statehouse

news conference, was hailed

by Lynn's top politicians -

House Speaker Thomas W.
McGee and Sen. Walter A.
Boverin i

.

Digest
by the AssociateH Press

SalemHarbor being

dumpedon, saysEPA

AP Laa«rphoto

BOSTON - SOVIET PROTEST - An unidentified

mun protests the sale of Soviet products yesterday

during demonstrations in Boston.

BOSTON - The U.S.
Environmental Protection

Agency filed a lawsuit

Thursday against a North
Shore sewer district to end
the dumping of sludge laced

with heavy metals into

Salem Harbor.
For more than three years,

the South Essex Sewerage
District has been
discharging untreated
sewage into the ocean in

violation of the U.S. Clean

Water Act. federal officials

charged.

U.S. Attorney William F.

Weld and EPA Regional
Administrator Michael
Deland told reporters that

the government is seeking

an injunction in U.S.
District Court in Boston to

stop those discharges. EPA
wants the sewage system to

dump its sludge on land

rather than flush it into

Salem Harbor.
James A. Vitale. executive

director of the South Essex
Sewerage District, said

Thursday afternoon that he
had not been informed of the

suit and that the district was
already complying with

administrative orders is-

dued earlier by Deland.

"The overriding factor in

all this is. we don't have the

money," he said. Vitale

estimated that it would cost

about $7.8 million annually

to haul the system's sludge

to a landfill in New York
that will accept it. Alter-

natively, he said it would
cost about $3.5 million to

repair the facility so it could

resume incinerating waste.

Reagan is wrong

says missile study
BOSTON (AP) - A report released by MIT says the

presumed "window of vulnerability" that has dominated

recent U.S. strategfic thinking in the arms race with the

Soviet Union is based on oversimplified information.

According to the 143-page paper, entitled "Ballistic

Missile Guidance and Technical Uncertainties of Coun-

tersilo Attacks," current assumptions that the Soviets can

wipe out the U.S. land-based missile force don't take into

account the "considerable technical uncertainties in

planning such a strike."

The report also indicates there are so many unknowns
connected with launching a nuclear attack with missiles

6.000 miles apart that no one can predict the results.

"We document the fact that uncertainties are there and

they cannot go away by technical means - uncertaintiesthat

we cannot control. The term unknown unknowns' that we
use in physics applies here." Kosta Tsipsis, the MIT
physics department's principal research scientist, said in a

telephone interview Thursday.
Tsipsis, the co-director of the department's Program in

Science and Technology for International Security begun
in 1977, prepared the report with Matthew G. Bunn. Bunn
is in his fifth year of study toward a master's degree in

political science and a bachelor's in physics at MIT.

A simpler version of the paper is scheduled for publication

in the November issue of Scientific American, Tsipsis said.

Druse positions

bombedby French
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - At least four French jet

fighters bombed Druse positions in the mountains

overlooking Beirut today in the first air attack by any

member of the multinational peacekeeping force since it

was deployed more than a year ago. U.S. warships shelled

Druse positions earlier in the day.

Western mUitary sources said the Super Etendard fighter

jets took off on the bombing runs from the carrier Foch

after six French peacekeepers were wounded in two

separate attacks in west Beirut, A Druse rocket also blew

up the main ammunition dump of the Italian peacekeeping

contingent.

The French contingent of the multinational peacekeeping

force went on alert, scrambling into sandbagged bunkers

and foxholes as the jets from the Foch streaked through

the skies over Beirut.

Autopsy contradicts

_ police, says lawyer

BOSTON - The lawyer for a

19-year-old man shot dead
by police said Thursday that

autopsy results contradict a

police report that officers

fired only in self-defense and
show a possibility the victim

also was beaten.

"One thing is for sure. It

did not happen the way law

enforcement officials say it

happened," said Henry
Owens, lawyer for the

family of Eligha Pate, who
was killed Sept. 7.

Police contend that Pate
was shot while sitting

behind the steering wheel in

Boston after he tried to run

officers down in his car,

which they said had been

reported stolen.

But Owens and Dr. Luke
Tedeschi, chief of pathology

at Framingham Union
Hospital who was present at

the autopsy, said it showed
that at least four of the

bullets hit Pate while he was
outside the car.

And. Owens said,

"laboratory tests are now
under way to confirm the

presence of hemorrhage
found at several points on
Pate's body.
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IS THIS ART? - Senior dance major Lisa Dante observes the architecture of Tobin Hall from its

balcony Thursday afternoon.

"Speak and Spell"

used in Africa
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

With American technology and a g^ant from the U.S.

agency for International Development, a University of

Massachusetts professor is making learning a little easier

for young school children in Lesotho, Africa.

Associate professor of education David Kinsey, who
works with the UMass Electronic Aids for Literacy Project

(EALP), is studying the use of "Speak and Spell," "Speak
and Read," and "Speak and Math" learning aids with

fourth and fifth graders in five schools and one group of

adults.

"We want to find out if these aids are effective in sup-

plementing education in developing countries," Kinsey

said. "The field study will last 12 weeks, ending by

December, and will involve weekly tests and visits."

The study will have many benefits, such as "reactivating

interest in literacy in developing countries and con-

tributing to graduate research," Kinsey said.

Texas Instruments Inc. has donated more than $24,000 in

electronic learning aids for the program, including three

TI99 computers and more than 150 of the small aids such as

"Speak and Spell" and "Speak and Math."
Small learning aids were previously tested in Gambia as

.supplements for short term adult education, EALP staff

a.ssistant Steve Anzolone said. "Teachers were very
supportive and the results were encouraging," he said.

The current study is not a traditional one and is in-

ti'grated with people from many institutions, including the
Lesotho Distance Teaching Center and the National
Teacher Training College, he said.

Sex is not the only thing,

says Josh in presentation
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

If a person needs sex to express love in a

relationship, then the relationship is not

what it is supposed to be, said Josh

Mcdowell last night in a lecture at the

University of Massachusetts.

"Lots of people are having sex today, but

very few people are making love,"

McDowell said, as he explained his three-

point plan for freedom of the soul and

happiness, in the second of presentations,

called "Maximum Sex."

Nearly 600 students listened to McDowell
talk about sex, love, marriage and God, and

how they related to the way students were

living their lives.

"There must be a oneness in three

dimensions of your life and fulfUled sex life.

First you have the physical part. Then you

have the second part, which some black

pe<^le seem to comprehend the most,

which is soul, or the psychology part of it,

where your attitudes become one,"

McDoweU said, as he walked back and forth

across the stage.

"And third, you have the spiritual part,

where you and your lover become one in

spirit," he said.

"Sex is a three-dimensional thing, and if

any one of these is missing, you wUl have a
watered-down, diluted relationship."

McDoweU said.

People feel pressured into having sex,

and they have not learned to control their

sexual urg^s and channel them into the
productive task of building a permanent
relationship, he said.

"The best thing to do is to treat women on
a date the same way you would want a man
to treat the woman you might marry,"
McDowell said

.

Audience response to McDowell was
mostly favorable and his humorous way of

presenting examples of his ideas kept

people laughing. Crowd members were
asked to write a short response to the

lecture and leave their name and address if

they wanted to.

Later McDowell said, "This school is by
far one of the more liberal schools around,

but definitely not one of the more open-

minded ones," adding that "Christians (and

the like) have everything going against

them when they come to this campus."

One student said, "I thought he was
sexist, but that some of his ideas on love

and sex were very good and useful to some
extent," said Tracey McGarry.

"I thought the lecture was right on," said

Phil Klausmeyer, an art history major. "It

was just what UMass needs to hear."

JoshMcDowellmetwith
both respectandcynicism
By LORENA NOZZOLILLO

Collegian Correspondent

"I was very wrong about Josh
(McDowell)," said Steve Krebs, an

assistant head of residence at Cashin

Dormitory. "I found him informative and

enlightening. He has increased my
awareness and understanding of

Christianity."

Just a few nights ago, however, Steve

posted this message for his floormates:

"JOSH IS COMING. BE CAREFUL.Josh is

a charismatic Billy Graham-type speaker

who represents the Campus Crusade for

Christ (CCC). He uses guilt as a

manipulative technique; pokes at

weaknesses and claims to give strength,"

the sign stated.

Since seeing Josh last Wednesday night.

Steve has now ripped down his poster,

apologized about his comments regarding

the Campus Crusade for Christ, and has

become an ardent Josh McDowell fan, all in

one night.

However, not everyone was as over-

whelmed with the energetic speaker as

Krebs was.

"He relies so heavUy on facts and figures,

that he eliminates the need for pure faith.

In a sense you could even say that he's

being sacrilegious," said a transfer student

from Indiana who wishes to remain

nameless. She saw McDowell at the last

school she attended and said she found him

"presumptuous."

"He acts as if he's some sort of pseudo god.

In reality I don't think Josh speaks for

Christianity--I think he speaks for Josh

McDowell and his own personal religion,"

she said.

The student said she feels there is little

difference between McDowell and any cult

leader, for they both "prey on people's

insecurities and are using religion for their

own capitalistic gains."

A member of Campus Crusade for Christ,

the organization sponsoring McDowell,

feels that he is a respected authority on

Jesus Christ, who base? his statements on

proven facts.

Brian Kelley, lecture series co-ordinator

for the CCC, said he is strongly opposed to

negative views on either McDowell or his

organization.

"We are not a cult. We are a recognized

student organization whose main goal is to

tell people about Christ," he said. "I think

(Josh) is worth listening to. He uses facts

to lead you to a logical conclusion."

Qvil rights violated

by BOG , claim vendors
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Correspondent

Personal vendettas and a violation of civil

rights were the accusations made against

the University of Massachusetts Board of

Govenors (BOG) by sisters Susan and Laura

Gamer for denial of a Vendor's Iden

tification (vendor permit) needed to sell

flowers on the Campus Center Concourse.

"It's a violation of our civil rights because

we have a right to sell and I am a full-time

student." Laura Gamer said. "They have

no reason to deny us a permit to sell."

The Gamers said they began to sell

flowers three years ago on the CC Con-

course, which became a successful source of

revenue. This was not the first time

problems have arisen with obtaining or

keeping a permit, they said.

"Problems began a year ago when the

Gamers began harrassing the other vendors

who also sold flowers, which included

reports of verbal threats." Kim Cohan, a

former BOG member who was involved in

last year's problem said. "There were also

complaints from other vendors who saw the

Gamers transferring flowers with another

vendor who they were associated with

whenever one of them ran out."

BOG Chairperson Michael Reilly said

because of this evidence and other cir-

cumstances the BOG suspended Susan

Gamer's permit last fall on grounds of

violating Vendor Table Space Policy and

Procedures.

"At the beginning of the semester Susan

and Laura Gamer, along with their

associate (Ross Mackay) came and applied

for separate permits to sell flpwier^ ,^uj., ,

were denied separate permits on the

grounds that they are classified is a con-

sortium," Reilly said. A consortium is a

business alliance which is defined as a joint

effort by more than one person working

together for sales of similar goods, ac-

cording to a policy clause, Reilly said. The

Gamers were offered a permit on con-

sortium grounds but refused it.

"We refused the consortium because we
are individual vendors," the Gamers said.

Reilly said the consortium clause was

developed last year to put a stop to vendors

who may try to monopolize a product or

item. "Individual permits would allow the

Gamers to monopolize the sale of flowers

whereas a consortium permit limits the

number of days for which they are able to

sell," he said.

"The BOG has no personal vendettas

against the Gamers and by no means are

their civil rights being violated. We are

just following the policies, "Reilly said.

Denial of Susan and Laura Gamer's

request for separate permits was scheduled

to undergo review by the BOG Thursday

night. A meeting with the sisters will take

place next week, Reilly said.

C«ll«gfaui plMM* b7 Am Ismvj

OFF-PEAK HOURS - Students wait f&r a PVTA bus outside Brittany

Manor Thursday.
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Hot £r Sour Soup
Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Ravioli

Beef with Green Pepper
BUFFET Chicken Fried Noodles

Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11:30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

//

MENU "

Sweet Et Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chinese Bart)equed Pork

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chicken Wing*

Luncheon Special Er TakeOut Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun Thurs 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri ft Sat 11:30 am 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rie 9, Amherst
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>^ The Collegian Photo
Department will be offer-

ing an orientation ses-

sion for new
photographers at 8 p.m.

Sunday. Be a
photojournalist at New
England*s largest daily

college newspaper!
Serious inquires only.

Rooms 804-808 C.C.

545-3500

For more information contact

Drew Ogier Photo Editor

Dave Deuber Assc. Photo Editor

^ Nikon ZUIKO
KIWI RICOH CHINON PENTAX KODAKCANON

nt>\v^'>^vn * -»n'«^M'

RESEARCH PAPERS

14,789 to choose
from - all subjectsi

Rush $2 for the cur-

rent, 306 page
catalog. Custom
research & thesis

assistance also
available.

RESEARCH, 11322
Idaho Ave. #206WA
Los Angeles, CA
90025 (213) 477-8226.

EVITAJ
National aroe^nrev Toof«og

Pro4uc4en

ANEW
PERFORMANCE

ADDEDI
Thursday,

September 29

8 p.m.

$20, 18, 16

% PRICE
5-COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Tickets on wtUrn Center

Box Office M-F 1(M.

and at « Datatix outleta

in Stop & Shop Merket*

in Northemptor., Green-

field, Hob/oke. Pittefield,

Botton Rd in Spr

ingfleld. Plstterput in

Weetfietd, & at the Spr-

ingfield Civic Center.

Maeter/Viea accepted

(413)6<6-2511 or

1-800-243-4842

FineArts Center

Co: 'CPT^ Hall
y UNIVtRSlTY Of

I
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BOG plansTOC specials

By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

Students on the meal plan wfll receive

substantial savings on Wednesday evenings

beginning next month at the Top of the

Campus (TOC) Restaurant at the

University of Massachusetts, said the

chairmen of the Board of Governors (BOG)

last night at the first BOG meeting of the

semester.

Mike Riley said students with a two-day

advance reservation will receive |3 and a 15

percent student discount off their meal

price at the TOC.
Riley said he hoped the program would

"catch on fast" and that it was based chiefly

on a "break even" idea for the TOC.

Students will be able to eat London Broil,

Baked Boston Scrod, Chicken Kiev, on

Wednesday nights at a discount. "Maybe if

the idea sells, guys will start bringing their

dates there," Riley said.

In other BOG business, while there were

not enough members present to have

quorum, coordinators of three BOG
branches officially began their terms of

office. Newly appointed coordinators

Robert Abele, the Vender Cerfification

Coordinator, Paul Ag^ranat, the Space and

Economic Developement Coordinator, and

Julie Slavitt, of the Governor's Program
Council, all expressed eagerness for the

coming year.

"I'm really looking forward to an exciting

year," Slavitt said as she discussed a few of
^

her ideas including an enormous Halloween

party somewhere in the Campus Center.

While no motions could be passed last

night, Riley mentioned some of the

probems of the Campus Center. Riley said

there were many leaks in the building and

the deck area outside could cost "anywhere

between three to six million dollars to fix,"

he said.

BOG Director William M. Harris ex-

pressed his desire to keep a great amount of

student participation at the Campus Center

while increasing faculty help on various

programs. Harris also said he felt that,

"with Halloween creeping up very quickly,

the BOG should begin working on a plan

that would direct students to a safe and

happy Halloween on campus. The main

issue is that students want to be seen and

want to see others on Halloween. If we can

bring the people together in a safe en-

vironment, we can possibly have a great

time," Harris said.

The BOG is a student body which in

conjunction with the Campus Center ad-

ministration runs the Campus Center and

many of its various branches.

So .... nowyouknow

BerkeBreathed

Senator EIectIons
NoMiNATioN PAPERS ARE

AVAiUbU For aU UNdERqRAduATE

STUdENT SENATE SEATS " AT IeAST

ONE SEAT PER doRM. NoMINAtIoN

PAPERS ARE duE pRidAy,

September 27Rd by 7 pM,

shARpI Women ANd MiNORiTy

STudENTS ARE ENCOURAqEdl
For more imfoRMATioN, pliAsc see Gov't Aifairs, 420
SUB or $49-0741

Sept. 27

SiOB.

1983, Th* Washington Poat Co

...whatchagonna
do l)out it?

brought toyou byDVPandthe Collegian

This Fall We've Got It All!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

Bamboo

BLINDSPOSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
cov«r walla, fumltur*, windows

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortabis cotton

Starling and Gold nilad

JEWELRY
Earring*. Ear Cuff*. Ring*, ate.

INDIA
PRINT

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

^-^.^T IlTevI T-SHIRTS -4.50

20% - 50% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES. SKIRTS

TOP off the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Dally 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

HEI^ANTILC 11
AMHMST CARRIAGC SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

BEER ^,

^

Schaefer 12 oz. long necks 97.951 case + dep.

Busch 12 oz. cans $9.95 + dep.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $9.95 + dep.

Molsons Golden Ale $3.75 6 pk. + dep.

WINES
GallO Rhine, Chablis, Burgandy $6.75 3 litre

Liebfraumilch $2.19 + up 750 mil size

LIQUORS
Gin or Vodka $4.99 litre $8.49 1.75 litre

Many Many more in store Specials

"THE HAPPENIHO U.MASS DANCE CLUD"

y>l/^ niNiigHl

^^ WhER.

3i MPVembCP Ovove

l>ViVceTA^Tyf?/lveearAHs8'9

S^
iotcM:

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

in the country!

STRAIGHT EOGES/T SQUARES

METRIC RULES L SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others . .

.

SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTOREi

or SEND FOR CATALOG

FAIRGATE

RULE CO.. INC
7? Mum Avt

PO (11778

COLD SPRING N T

. US* 10516

I

A rMuurkablt
experiment in legal

education There
U no other school in

the nation that can

do what you are

doing here
'

University

Of

Paget Soand

School

ofLaw

Ticoma Washington

Get I he facts on
• Selecting a law school
• Surviving in law $ch(K)l

The Pugci Sound law program

Das

Time .

Place

ContaCT

INTRODUCING
CAIX^ARYCANADIAN BEER.

Calgary Canadian is a rich, hearty-tasting beer brewed from the heart of Canada's

world-famous Conquest Barley Malt. Ask for it at your favorite watering hole.

imixiried b\ M'Me' Biewmij Co'-'ipany. Milwaukee, VVi t9fi3
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Senate to hold forum
By SEAN CASEY
COLLEGIAN STAFF

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Forum
Speaker program will present Dr. Leon Tabah, director of

the United Nations Population Division on Oct. 23.

Graduate Student Senate President Sanjuv Dugal an-

nounced last night.

"Dr. Tabah will speak on the main substantive issues

before the United Nations Conference on Population to be

held in Mexico City in 1984." Dugal said at the senate

meeting.

The forum will be held in Memorial Hall at 7 p.m. and

will be followed be a wine and cheese gathering. Dugal

said

.

Although graduate forums in the past have been by

invitation only, the senate is currently investigating

making the forum open to a larger audience, he said.

"We've kept forums in the past very small and select,

but there has been some skepticism about the way we do

it. so we will look into other ways," Dugal said.

Dugal also announced that Ray Rogers, a labor consultant

who organized the J. P. Stevens strike in the late 70's will

speak at a forum to be held in November.
Also at last night's meeting, Greg Graham and David

Waxeter. both senate officers and steering committee

members of the newly-formed Graduate Teachers

oranization. said the organization is continuing with its

organizing and membership drive. Wazeter and Graham
also offered to have steering commmittee members go to

individual departments to give presentations and answer

questions about the organization.

Town water reserves appear to bs

acIeouate For tIie FaU ancI should remain

so, pRovidEd WE Avoid extravaqant

USAqE.

You CAN liElp TO ASSURE tIiat OUR Supp-

ly doES NOT Become dEplETEd by obsERV-

JNq tIie FollowJNq:

- TaUe bRJEFER skowERS
- Turn oFF TAps wIien not In use

- Report water IeaUs to:

HousiNq Maintenance OFFicE (9-0^20)

or, PkysicAl PIant (1^-0600)

— BARRy SJMON

ENERqy CoORdlNATOR

Mikes Famous Friday Food Time
All you can carry

$1 .00 this Friday

Featuring Beef Juliene

Eggplant Parmesan

Along with many hot and cold

attractions

Also Beer and Drink Specials

«^1\ inner at^ai^^

HADDOCK. ..Marinated in Freth Ginger, '710
Sov Sauce and Lemon Juice, Baked to Perfection f

OR

CHICKEN & ALMONDS.
Chicken, Coated with Almond*,
Panneaan, Seasoned Breading

.Sauteed Breatt of
.95

Rut 8 Other Delidous Entrees To Choose,
At A Price You Can AffordI

AT THE LIGHTS IN NORTH AMHERST S4».««43
W«'r« op«B 7 days a waak 5 a.a. to 9 p.oi.

a

the 4th annual

everything you need

to make yourself feel

at home sale.

.

Lami WttW»»»W»»»V

Desk Lamps. Wall Lamps. Table

Lamps. Floor Lamps. Hanging

Lamps, Bed Lamps. Pin Spots.

Hi Intensity Lamps. Clamp Lamps.

100 Watt Swing Arm
Red Black White Brown Beige

Reg 21.95
NOW

TAPESTRIES
Bedspreads

Wall
Hangings
HuPd'fdS to

SAVE
00 Jl

^7.

RUG
Cotton Weaves
Straws Natut.i

S*'ipes anc
Oriental

STARTING AT

'"^^^i^

5w^
95

BAMBOO SHADES
All sizes for windows or room dividers.

ART PRINTS
Matisse. Picasso. Monet. Renoir and others'

RECORD CRATE KITS
Made of all natural wood, two great sizes

PILLOW LAP DESK
Perfect for car. fiome. or dorm.

s/\\/E20%

NOWA^^

WASTE PAPER
BASKETS 1.95

GLASSWARE
Save By the Dozen 690
SOLID COLOR MUGS 1.88

BEER MUGS 1.19

HOOKS, HANGERS, WINE
GLASSES, TEA KETTLES,
COFFEE MAKERS, BASKETS,
SOAP DISHES, WINE
RACKS, WINDOW SHELVES,

Qiinnn

^r^r

J\J

D.

Sals sndt Oct 2

Open 10-6, Mon-Sat

OPEN FRI. TIL 9:00

SUNDAY 12-5

Downtown Amherst A Store-full of Ideas
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As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a Mach

2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or one of our

other jets or helicopters. And you could do it by the time

yt)u'rc 23. But it takes a sixx:iiil coniniitnient on your

part. We demand leaders at all

levels. We teach you to be one.

If \x)u're a freshman or

sophomore, ask about our

undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If you're

a junior, check out our graduate pn)granLs. Starting

salaries are from $17,(XX) to $23,000. And you can count

on going feulher . . . faster.

Gofarther,
Maybeyou can beone ofus.

See your Officer Selection Officer, 1stLt Auman when he visits your campus, or

call him at (203) 722-2168.

Friday, September 23, 1983 .Collegian 9

EDITORIAL/OPINION

Rape - the worst word around
ivility. Oh, how that word rings in my ears.

.Just three short years ago I watched, I

listened, I believed.

When then Chancellor Henry Koffler proclaimed

it The Year Towards Civility, the word meant so much, it

promised the world, but three years later it means very lit-

tle.

Civility is not one of those words which has a deep

rooted meaning. It is very simple, very direct. It means

politeness, courtesy, respect.

Rita Murphy
On Sunday night, around 7:30, a female was raped near

Butterfield dormitory. She was stripped of her dignity,

her self-esteem, her faith in people. It was all taken away

in a moment of violence, in am moment of a criminal act so

grotesque, so barbaric, so repulsive it goes beyond any

sense of humanity, decency or justice any person could

have. .

How could someone rape another human bemg?

Is it so wrong of me to think there are good people, good

decent, caring, civil people who care about one another?

There are good people out there. There are people like

Lenny Sputnick, a man who one rainy afternoon m
Washington jumped into the Potomac River risking his

own life to save that of a total stranger.

There are other good people out there. People who give

$5 when all they can afford is $1. People who smiled at

other people just to brighten up their day.

There are good, decent, caring people out there.

There are also bad people. People who hurt, destroy;

people who rape.

Rape is a difficult word to hear or to say. It is the most

violent word in the English language, or in any language.

It is a word which nothing good can be said about. A
word which emits anger, hate, and above all, fear.

I am afraid of the word rape. I'm afraid for myself, for

my mother, for my sisters, for the woman down the hal

whose name I don't even know.

I don't like living in fear. I shouldn't have to.

Three years ago, I believed Henry Koffler's message o

civility. I believed him when he said if we just tried a little

harder, gave a little more of ourselves, we could achieve

civility in our life time.

I believed him. Was I so naive?

When I walk around campus I can see, I can feel, I can

experience civility. I see people talking, laughing, caring

I see birds, I see the swans, I see and I believe.

When I walk into the building, I see the pamphlets, the

posters, WoTnen beware. What to do ifyou are raped. Pro

tect yourself-don 't walk alone at night.

Last year in a bar in New Bedford, Mass, a woman was

raped. Later on, it was charged that men in the bar not

only didn't help, but "cheered the rapist on".

This past summer a child in Boston was raped, beaten,

and murdered.
The list goes on and on and on and on.

Men abusing women, people abusing people. Hate,

anger, violence, all of the above.

The Russians are shooting down planes full of innocent

people. Lebanon is at war with Israel. Israel is at war

with Lebanon. Central America is at war with Central

America.
People are killing other people. Men, women, and

children are being murdered.

The world is full of fear.

\'r •''! watcbincr, I'm still li.~t, ning, I'm still believing,

but it's getting harder every day.

Rita Murphy is the Collegian Women's Editor

Letters

Commuter Responds
To the Editor,

The Commuter Area Government would like to thank

Vince Reppert from Southwest for his concern for com-

muter senators. Vince's letter in yesterday's CoUegian

raised the concern that the "Commuter Collective does a

grave injustice to its constituency" by only appointing

senators who fit in with our "left-wing Radical" ideology.

We are the agency to fill vacancies (When they exist) for

the commuter seats on the Senate. Since there are

elections in October, we will have input on who is ap-

pointed after the elections (these will be a few students

who decided mid-semester that they would like to join).

We have, and will, appoint anyone who is interested as

well as serious about making a committment to the Senate

ade its concerns, that is, student control over student

monies. We won't appoint people whose goal it is to trash

the SGA for their own personal objectives. So far this

semester, we have approved all eight applicants who have

come to us, wishing to have voting power before the

elections of October.

Appointing senator seats is one of many functions we

must perform as the representative of off-campus

students. It is not in our interest to try to screen out the e'

•wrong" people for the Senate according to personal

politics. In addition, the stereotype that Vincent uses for

the office is unjustified as can be seen through the many

diverse events we sponsor. The most political event we

had scheduled for the semester (the El-Salyador Teach-In)

represented several viewpoints and political standpoints

on the issue. Since Vince has never spoken with us, it is

somewhat understandable that he holds misconceptions.

Just to clarify for those who like to jump to conclusions

before verifying: in the past three months we have

reconstituted the PVTA board with the aim of extending

the Campus Shuttle to include Stop and Shop and Price

Chopper, we have worked on getting car insurance rebates

for those who commute regularly by PVTA; we have

begun fundraising for childcare centers at the university

and we have sponsored a beach trip -to name a few. We
try to offer as many services to our diverse constituents as

possible. Before criticizing us or other student agencies, I

urge Vincent and other concerned students to find out

what's going on before they write articles that are in-

correct and unfair. We do not try to push a particular

James Watt
does it again

As President Reagan would say it, "Well, there

he goes again."

» Just months after receiving a bullet-in-the-foot

award by the President for his extemporaneously stupid

remarks about how the Beach Boys attract the "wrong
element," our favorite Bozo, James Watt, has done it

again.

Josh Meyer

In a televised address to members of the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, Watt defended his choice of members of a
commission as being diverse, and therefore acceptable.
In describing the five-person Commission placed in

charge of reviewing his controversial coal-leasing pro-

gram. Watt said, "I have a black, 1 have a woman, two
Jews and a cripple." While he never formally (or infor-

mally) apologized for this outrageous remark, he said
that his choice of words were "unfortunate."

If there is not a law or a substantial means of censure
for this, there certainly should be.

Not that this is the first time Watt has said or done
something that should be illegal; in fact he's done it quite
often. As the Secretary of the Interior, he is responsible
for the welfare of 735,000 Native Americans living on
public reservations, which enjoy the lowest standard of
living of anyone in the United States, by an incredibly

large margin. Yet Watt went public as saying that In-

dian reservations are an example of how "socialism" is a
failure.

Watt said, "I have a black, I have a

woman, two Jews and a crijyple." While he

never formally (or informally) apologized

for this (mtrageous remark, he said that

his choice of words were "unfortunate.

"

If there is not a law or a substantial

means of censure fcrr this, there certainly

should be.

As the person in charge of 32.7 percent of the whole of

the United States, Watt has the authority to "define,

regulate and shape the relationship between man and

nature" any way he pleases.(Sports Illustrated. 9/26/83)

He has said that he believes in the imminent second-

coming of the Lord, and the subsequent separation of the

blessed and the damned. He believes that until that time

we should use all of the resources we were given to the

fullest extent. Since he thinks we only have about twenty

to thirty years to go. he must use care in finding the most

expedient way of "exploiting our public resources for the

benefit of private enterprise." He's proud of this

philosophy, as evidenced by his recent attempts to lease

our coal deposits to the lowest bidders as fast as possible.

He lost, two days ago, when the Republican-controlled

Senate voted 76 to 18 for stopping his leasing program

for 90 days until this newly-formed commission has

delivered a report on the subject. (The Commission with

a black, a woman, two Jews and a cripple.)

But Watt will still try to get his way, and he'll probably

succeed, just as he has in the past on issues such as the in-

creased industrial development of our Natural Parks.

James Watt has incredible power and authority both in

Washington and nationwide. He has proven time and

again that his actions and intentions go directly against

the best interests of the citizens who comprise the consti-

tuency of his office.
,

Watt responded to charges that his remarks were ill-

advised given the Administration's poor standing with

minorities by saying that "It shows you don't have a

sense of humor if you can't laugh at yourself . . .(and

that)If you can't joke about these things, you shouldn't

be in Washington."

But some feel differently, and I am among them. No
Jim, it seems your logic has been twisted again. The
ability to "joke ab<3ut these things" just shows why you

should not be in Washington.
Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

political view on anyone and we welcome suggestions and
criticisms.

On one point we agree with Vincent; please do go to the

fourth floor of the Student union and take opt nomination

papers for the Senate office. The more student par-

ticipation, the better off we'll all be!

By Barbara Brodley
Commuter Area Government
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Thru Tuesday

The Classic Bogart Double Feature

CASABLANCA
THE MALTESE FALCON

DOWN"! OWN AMHEHS

% NEED EXTRA SPENDINGS
^ $ MONEY $ ? ^

* Are you responsible?
IF SO WE HAVE A NUMBER
OF OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE
INTERESTED
* Call for details

665-2252
Money and Benefits

Bonus Car

o^eative tee-shirts
MLAOS SUHMMIHU tYRIAM

( t:he sub
»iik screenmfi'lPtlrrinK'numbenn'

11 kM. TO 1 *JI. / 7 0*Yt

v^ * . I k.iCUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
T-Shirts • Painters Caps • Jackets

Baseball Hats • Sweatshirts

• Greek Lettering •

• Lettering While You Wait •

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs

ME PLEASANT ST. AMMERStTmMIM

HAMPSHIRE MALL
586-9205

HADLEY

At the muh you're the Q«art«r-

b«ck and we've got the good»

for whatever play you call!

KICK OFF
FREE 16 ox. aoda. with the purchaae

of any whole aaiMlwich.

FIRST DOWN
FREE cup of aoup with the purchaae

of any whole sandwich.

LONG BOMB
FREE bowl of chill with the purchase

of any whole sandwich.

TOUCHDOWN!
FREE half size sandwich with the

purchase of a Double Whole
Sandwich. FREE half sub is of equal

or lower value of double whole

sandwich.

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND ^
You mutt b* I B to •nl»f

Op*n til }

665 4937
24 Moor TopoW A'^'iog*

inn PROUDLY FRfSENTS

All bottles beer 7 to 9 $1.00
* Tickets can be purchased at

Tickets Available at For the Record at Faces of

Earth in Amherst
FKIDAY 9^23 BADflMGER SPECIAL GIJCST STRAIGHT Uf THURSDAY 929

SATURDAY 10 1

wnnsritiAi (iir.M
lAI

$6.50
,ATUKDAY«)24 JERRY JEFF WALKER

SPfCIAL CiUI.ST >10UMTAin R(>Sr

rRIDA> :> V.

jonn PRIME
S»M MAI tit I SI

KCXitK SAI.CXIN
BAf^D

MOl"^ I AIM KOSI

^O^jMi

IHURSOAY KM.

BUDDY GUY

JUrilOR WELLS
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What's Right is Right
ArtistJimRoche lectures on his artand the future ofmodernism

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

An audience of 80 was treated to a

two-hour slide show and lecture covering

the last 15 years of the work of noted artist

Jim Roche last night in Herter Hall.

Roche, a graduate art professor at Florida

State University, took the audience

through. Jiis "Funk Art" movement of the

late 1960's, to his installation pieces, to his

most recent constructivist works.

All of Roche's work is very physical, and

many, larger than life. His early ceramic

pieces included 8 foot tall "mama snakes,"

and when he turned to drawing in 1970, he

produced giant 5' by 40' works on mylar

done with markers he made from cotton

swabs

.

"I started with basic childlike symbols,

and worked on getting them to flow, " Roche

said.

Once he got his symbols to flow, Roche

turned to sculpture. His first "installation"

work was made with welded steel shapes,

and exhibited at the Dallas Museum of Fine

Arts in 1972. In the years to come his in-

stallation pieces became larger and more

intense. The last one he produced was the

ecology flavored outdoor piece in 1975 that

measured 90' by 125' and was displayed in

Florida's Art Park.

From the mid 70's, Roche showed

examples of his human conditions packets,

consisting of memorabilia from the 60'8 and

70's, and some of his performance art

pieces, the stressing of a point through the

use of photographs.

Some of Roche's more recent works in-

clude the beautiful "Meeting At The

Crossroads." a 7—element piece that links

modern human suffering with that of Jesus

Christ's, and the humorous "In Case Of

Vampire. Break Glass."

Roche is the first guest speaker in the

University Art Council's fall Visiting

Artists Lecture Series, and is promoting his

latest exhibition entitled, What's Right is

Right: What's Left is Wrong. This most

recent piece consists of 13 sets of crosses,

one large one flanked by two smaller ones
to symbolize Jesus and the two thieves

being crucified. On each cross are religious

slogans Roche has collected over his career

while listening to gospel music and
preachers like Jimmy Swaggart.

The exhibit will be displayed at the

University Gallery (located on the pond side

of the FAC) from September 24 to October

28.

Roche comes across as a sensitive religious

man, deeply concerned ^yi^ the en-

vironment and the well being of the United

States. In the late 70's, Roche said he felt

"America was at a low point." However,

works produced at this time, "Greed,"

"Crush," and "Bomb Out," still show a

glimmer of hope, by using smooth lines, and

sharp imagery.

His present day views are also optimistic,

and his outk>ok seems to be maturing, as is

his art work.

"It is an incredible time in art," he said.

"Narratives haven't peaked, and Moder-

nism still has a long future."

The Neats: not just anotherVU coverband
THE NEATS (Ace of Hearts)

The Neats

By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Correspondent

It's more than coincidence that most every major

American band this year has ended up echoing the Velvet

Underground in one way or another, either thru cover ver-

sions and vocal inflection (REM), or an overall sound that

occassionally borders on plagerism, intended or not

(Violent Femmes, Dream Syndicate, True West).

Boston's Neats thankfully fall into catagory No. 1. Guitar

patterns that carry the Velvets' raw crunch, but aren't

afraid to leap off on a journey of their own-like on the

6-minute "Another Broken Dream," where the twin

guitar propulsion of Eric Martin and Phil Caruso weave

themselves into a furious tangle. Imagine an unholy mix

of Echo & The Bunnymen and Creedence Clearwater

Revival, and you'll have a general idea.

Creedence might be a better focal point for where the

Neats are coming from-Eric Martin sounds more like

John Fogerty than he does Lou Reed (the Neats still cover

"Fortunate Son" in their live set). Today's new folk, I'd

guess. Like REM, the Neats construct rich harmonies

around traditionalist themes (betrayl, faith, loss). But

where REM place heavy emphasis on Michael Stipe's

cryptic vocals and Peter Buck's unrestrained rhytmic

shifts (the pop Husker Du?), the Neats are the Guitar Wall;

mountains being built on single chords, and released

(though not always spiritual) afforded through repitition

(the pop Fall? the punk Dylan?).

Tremendously more varied and balanced than their 1982

EP, The Monkey 's Head In the Comer Of The Room, The

Neats ranks as one of the year's top American LP's.

Somebody wake me up when it's time for the Donovan

revival. REM and the Neats wHl both be appearing at the

Living Romn in Prmridence, RL on October 8th and 9th,

and at the Metro in Boston on October 20th.

Trailers
By Andy Gordon

Comedies cleaned up at the box office this sunmier, and

the studios are hoping to duplicated that success this

winter. Though the season traditionally showcases more

serious fUms, this Christmas we'll get B.C. Cab, which

stars Mr. T, Gary Busey and Max Gail as members of a

k>oney cab company. Grandmaster Flash did the sound-

track and second-time director Joel Schumacher

[Incredible Shrinking Woman] directed. Another second-

time director. Amy Heckerling [Fast Times at Ridgemont

High] will take-off on old gangster flicks with Johnny

Dangerously, with Michael Keaton playing the title role.

A bunch of college seniors on a white-water rafting ex-

cursion is the setting for Rafts, starring Tim Matheson.

Only in Rio finds Joe Bologna and Michael Caine on

vacation with their teenage daughters. And Woody Allen

Sheriff Justice (Jackie Gleason) and his son. Junior (Mike Henry) have a bit of car trouble in

Smokey and the Bandit, Part 3.

has another film on the way already, titled Broadway

Danny Rose. Purported to be an honest to goodness

comedy, the flick co-stars Mia Farrow.

Young doctors in tove, or what? Richard Ore plays Dr.

Eduardo Plarr in The Honorary ConstU, also starring

Michael Caine and Elpidia Carrillo (who was great m J/ie

Border) as the woman they each fall in love with. Timothy

Hutton, meanwhile, plays Dr. SUnly Shepherd in Iceman,

co-starring Lindsay Grouse and John Lone as a 20,000 year

old frozen caveman. Hutton (now on screen inDontaD will

also appear in The Falcon and The Snoumtan, with his Taps

co-star Sean Penn.

Barry Levinson (Diner) will adapt and direct Bernad

Malamud's The Natural for HBO. Robert Redford plays the

title role in this basebaU drama, for which camera genius

Garrett Brown (he invented thesteadicamlcreateda'Aying'

camera. Also for cable, though Canadian, is the comedy-

mystery The Fez, sUrring Roger Guetta. Bonnie Derosa

and Anne Renehan. Guetta plays the title role, a rich

Saudi Arabian who goes to an American Island to visit

relatives With his side kick Moustapha (Zead Hamzeh)

always at his side, he ends up being followed by everyone

from suspicious Islanders to the C.I.A. to a mysterious

lesbian coven. The Canadian production was filmed on

location in Nantucket.

Local Best Bets: Good flicks around this weekend. Bogey

doublebiU through Tuesday at the Amherst Cinema.

Tender Mercies is back by popular demand to the Ham-

Dshire 4 and the Mountain Farms has Betrayal, the back-

wards love triangle starring Ben Kingsley. and a new fUm

called Eddie and the Cruisers, which looks promismg. Mad

Max is on campus tonight. It's also at the Hampshire 4 at

midnight tonight and tomorrow but me, I d rather see it for

free on SpotUght (tomorrow night at 8). Smokey and

the Bandit Part S, sUrring Jackie Gleason, also opens

today at the Mountain Farms. Don't say I didn't warn you.

TRAILERS Trivia: Ken levinson correctly answered

last week's question.. Director John Landis humorously

alludes to his Animal House in TwUight Zone: The Movie

during the Vietnam sequence of his episode. After

"American soldiers panic and fire numerous rounds of

smmo," one soldier says, "I knew we shouldn't have shot

Lieutenant Niedermeier." Animal House fans may

remember that ROTC leader Doug Neidermeier was

purported to have been shot by his own troops in Vietnam.

This week's question: what do these names have in

common: Dennis Taylor. Ron Johnson. Charles Jefferson,

Linda Barrett. The first correct answer will receive an

8x10 glossy of Lance Henricksen {Nightmares) holding a

dismembered hand and screaming his head off.

<
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FOUR SEASONS
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mali

Just a quick Jaunt from fraa bua stop at Hampshire Mall

SPECIALS
MILLER bottles $9.99

STROHS cans $9.99

LITE cans $9.99

MOLSON GOLDEN bottles $11.99
LABATTS beer or ale bottles $11.50

WURZBURGER OCTOBERFEST
now avail $4.99/slx

VODKA 1.75 L $9.99
GIN 1.75 L $7.99
CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM. 750 ml. $5.99
H PHILLIPE PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS

175 L $8.99
PICCALA COFFEE LIQUEUR. . . . 750 ml. . . . $5.99
GALLO TABLE WINES 1.75 L $3.99
CALIFORNIA CELLARS TABLE WINES. 3 L. $6.99
E & J GALLO VARIETALS 1.5 L $3.99
KARL MEISTER LIEBFRAUMILCH.750 ml. $2.99

Wo will take your cans and bottles with a smile.
No quantity too large.

KEGS WE DELIVER 584-8174 ICE CUP
Attention Wine Enthusiasts: We really know our wines and

someone is always here who can help you. Come see our huge
selection.

Something's New\ji(j
at He. ^g«-K

NEW MENU - emphasizing variety and value

serving until midnight. Pizza served 1:00 a.m.

Quiche, Subs, Pizza, Hamburgers, Appetizers, Spaghetti,

Lasagne, Dessert and Much Mom

NEW HAPPY HOUR -

designed for fun

EACH NIGHT - 10:00 p.m. until closing

$1.50 mixed bar drinlcs

60^ 10 oz. Miller Drafts

Super 16 oz. Jumbo Blender Drinks

only $2.50

EACH DAY - Men FrI

FREE PIZZA
$1.00 off any pitcher of beer

$1.50 mixed drinks, 60* 10 oz. beer

NEW EVENTS
SUNDAY BRUNCH served from 10 am 2 pm

Quiche, eggs benedicts, omelettes, trench toast and much

more.

PIZZA & PITCHER - Sun-Thurs 10 pm - closing

Buy a pitcher of beer and get any small cheese pizza for

only $2.00

55 University Drive, Amherst

Mon - Sat 11:30 - 1:00 pm
Sunday 10:00 am - 12 midnight

549-5713

SPECIAL VALUE

Mr. Boston Schnapps,
Look lor Mr Boston s l^vo new cookbooks the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide

Available at bookstores or through Warner Books
75 Rockefeller Plaza Special Sales Dept B New York New York 10019

Mr Boston Schnapps 54 60 and 100 proof Produced by l^r Boston Distiller Owensdoro KY Albany GA 1982

Reg. $1.50

UMAS!

i

- . .

Limited

Quantity

UMass Plastic 12 oz

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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Black Affairs
Speakersl^Mlght aca^mics atBGP JEeshman meeting
By YADIRA BETANCES

Collegian Staff

"This is the beginning of a long journey toward a new
goal." Maria Voorhees, Academic advisor at the Bilingual

Collegiate Program (BCP) said Wednesday night as she
addressed an audience of freshmen and upperclassmen at

BCP's Freshmen Mandatory Meeting at the University of

Massachusetts.

The meeting, which opened with a welcome address by
BCP Director Benjamin Rodriguez, was intended to

"expose the freshmen class to social sciences," Rodriguez
said.

The "exposure" was given by Dr. Raquel Bauman,
Assistant dean of students from UMass Medical School at

Worcester and Barbara Spence, coordinator of the high

school medical recruitment program at UMass-Worcester.

UMass-Amherst faculty and staff also participated. Brian

O'Connor, pre-med advisor of the zoology department and

chairman of the pre-med advisory commission; Dwight

Tavada, academic coordinator minority engineering

program (MEP), Steve Blane, staff psychologist of the

career development and counseling program, and Robert

Teixeira, a University student and member of the Student

Government Association and Third Workd Caucus also

spoke at the meeting.

Each speaker provided an overview of what is offered in

their agencies emphasizing academic importance and time

management.

Bauman's presentation encouraged freshmen to consider

medicine as a profession. In an interview, Bauman said not

enough hispanics enteres the medical profession due to

financial reasons as well as poor counseling in high school.

On the other hand, Tavada said more Hispanics are in-

terested in engineering. Tavada also stressed how for-

tunate these students were for having a program such as

the MEP and called the program "a successful way of

graduating from engineering."

The MEP provides students with tutors, study space,

book loand, as well as job placement. There's also a two
week summer program for freshmen giving them a "head

start" on college. According to Tada, the dey to success in

engineering is to "utilize classmates and other engineering

students."

You are responsible for building a better society,"

Voorhees said. "You must work together to obtain this

goal." Blane said,"We represent a fantastic resource for

you. You don't need to have a problem. Only questions. If

we don't have answers, we'll help y<>u find it."

An informal gathering to meet BCP classmates was held

after the meeting.

Alumni to lead Office of Third World Affairs
By Yadira Betances

Collegian Staff

Sherwood Thompson, a not so unfamiliar face to the

University of Massachusetts, has joined its Third World

community as director of the Office of Third World Affairs.

Thompson, a native of Greenville, S.C. graduated from

UMass in the thirdCommittee for the Collegiate Education

for Blacks and Other Minorities (CCEBMS) class with

degrees in Afro- American studies and public health. As an

undergraduate, he served as a student news broadcaster

and a campus reporter for the Black Mass Communications

Project (BMCP); a photographer for Drum Magazine; a

campus organizer for Afri kam and as the second editor of

the Collegian Black Affairs department.

Thompson's early goals in life are a predominant factor in

his job as director of the Office of Third World Affairs

lOTWA).
A strong believer in "love, peace and unity," Thompson

wants to contribute his knowledge to motivate and en-

courage youths to excel in their desires and goals in life.

He also feels a "sense of purpose and hope" for those who

have departed.

As OTWA's director, he also wants to establish a lance of

communication with Third World student organizations,

work closely with them and disseminate information about

the Third World Caucus to encourage and recruit students'

participation in extracurriculum activities. Thompson
wants the OTWA to be "a clearing house for information on

campus."
Other goals Thompson said he wishes to pursue are to

organize and sponsor more student leadership conferences

on campus, build a comprehensive library on Third World

people's affairs, publish a monthly newsletter, conduct a

eries of fundraising drives, serve as a referral agency to

students and offer education for the Third World com-

munity by having distinguished visitors.

Sympathetic to women's struggles, Thompson said he

hopes to organize an energetic coalition with women's

groups to encourage women to take active roles in the

University.

"Power is the eventuality of freedom. You use it, you

don't talk about it," he said.

According to Thompson, today there is "a shift from

enrichment programs and cultural activities to more

popular commercial activities." Seeing this decay, he will

encourage Third World organizations to get involved in

these areas, he said.

CoUei^an photo by Ann Lamery

"We must develop new ideas, new systems to excel to

higher ground, " he said. "Education is the dftasWiiy to i

freedom, the elevator of success." '^. !

I

Located in the Campus Center

Open

Sat 11-4

=^.UNIVERSITY
mUstore^

It's Not Too Late!!

"TheGbbe'sheref'
For Just '1.40 a week you can have

delivered to your door on campus

UNIVERSITY or .MASSAC HU.5ETTS

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES FALL TERM RAT)

Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week

Daily Only 90 a week

Sunday Only .50 a week

$15.40

$9.90

$5.50

starting Sun. Sept. 25 - Dec. 14

Please fill out form and return with check

to:

D DAILY ONLY

RON HUBERDEAU
P.O. BOX 959

AMHERST. MA 01004

D SUNDAY ONLY 253-700»

D DAILY & SUNDAY PAYMENT MUST PRECEDE
DELIVERY START DATE

Your Nnnii'!

Campus Address: ^—

« « » V « , .»-•••.»• «^«^ -, *^** ^ •#.••• -
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I
BREAKFAST SPECIAL

2 EGGS

? PANCAKES
2 STRIPS BACON
2 I INKS SAUSAGE

HOURS

Sun ThufS

6am 33""

Ffi & Si>

24 H9UIS

WITH THIS COUPON
2 FOR $3.99

P'ejse p'e.en; coujoi *^e" L'Je< '^.j

SERVED ALL DAY ANYTIME

Cicoupon good Ifiru '
' '5/83

raling place

Graphics Hacker
l.(Hiking \oT d ciynami( piTsun who strongly
b»'lifvfs in perJormancf anti ciiilt' t>pfimi/.if ion,

and has an intrinsic sense o( graphics to woik
with some ol the finest graphics professionals in

the industry on the design, miplenientation .ind
support ol an integrated graphics system
Kni>wledge o\ assemhiv languages, several
higher level languages plus graphics expt-rience
IS of course assumed.

Supef Slop & Sfwp

«lc gHadley/.rr^hersI

:S6 68«P

SENIOR :u\:iH

DISCOUNTS

^ b p M :a*.

AH OTHfB TlMM.

• r.

If interested, please direct your resume with
salary history to: Personnel Manager,
MASSCOMP, 543 Great Road, Littleton

01460. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
MASSCOMP is the trademark of the
Massachusetts Computer Corporation.

MASSCOMP
Huihiin^ A Certain Excitctficnt

MA

When youVe in atight spot,
good friends will help you out.

.'Hmrt I. <»,. .JJaBaaaMNW

^«**»*««'**«?^«i«»«*a«s#«!,^gj)M(S^^

<»s*!i)»;^i>WfWii>l ii'i'MWIIIlmK

When you pulled in two hours a^o. you didn't

hiive this prohlem. .And with a party just startinj,',

the last thin^' you wanted to do was
wait around another two hours.

Neither did the rest of the guys.

So when they offered to ^ve you
a lift, that's exactly what they did.

proving not only that they were
in ^ood shape, but that they

were ^ood friends.

So show them what apprecia-

tion is all about. Tonight, let it

be Lowenbniu.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
c 1983 Beer Brewed in U S A by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee. Wl

Hyporcurriiula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the.

University of
Massachusetts and surroun-

ding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are

listed only on the day they

are taking place. An-
nouncements must be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"
forms available in the Col-

legian offices, 113 Campus
Center, and returned to the

office by 3 p.m. the Friday

before the event. All sub-

missions should be written

in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula*'
notices not submitted on
the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday
before the we* the event

will take place will not be
run. Due to space limita-

ticns, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of

all *' Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be
given to UMass organiza-

tions.

Today

KABBALAT SHABBAT -

Creative welcoming of tfie

Shabbat. CaU 549-2871 or

549-7685 for more in-

formation. 5:30 p.m. 72

Triangle St., Amherst

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7

p.m. Dukes Room, Student

Union

MOVIE "American
Werewolf in London"
Sponsored by IEEE and

HKN in Engineering East

Auditorium 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Engineering East
Auditorium

Saturday

PEOPLES' GAY
ALLIANCE DANCE - A
Disco Dance for the Pioneer
Valley Community will be
held tonight 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
10th floor Campus Center

Sunday-

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH
Come join us for our weekly
service of worship, praise

and teaching from the Bible.

3:30 p.m. see C.C. schedule

for room

ISRAEL ACTIVISTS
MEETING 7 p.m. HUlel
Office. 302 Student Union

FACULTY RECITAL:
CHARLES-DAVID
LEHRER. OBOE. Joining

Lehrer on the program will

be Frank Morelli and Janet
Atherton, bassoons, Nancy
Lehrer, oboe, Sal Macchia,
string bass, and David
Hodgkins and Dorothy
Ornest, pianos. Program
includes works by Schubert,
Zelenka, Mozart and
Maurice Ravel. FREE 8
p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall,

FAC
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed

I HrtJe fltWnCR IKtlW\A-fE

SeCRET ID 6HARe WtTW VW,

\fMcJH we AU weKT w
\0 THffT HWCY tALAP VEAH

BARINTHffTReSTW;-
amuieryefiR?

<Maf6f-£

Superbad

CONT

by G.H.

V^HK^ A|?.E ^f^U O^ To SCKlf^iyt

ABILITY or 15 KleM. ALL.
eeCAUt^E: OF YoUFC

L-OF^-Ei ioClE-NiCE:.

TeiE FH I
L n:j01^\H ^VVmTv Th it?

^

TMC- JO^ X t4^^J& *& A60^

UKP-At^ WAR ©oiNiC- .-^rJ

VsJotiSX ELtMLNJT& c5F Of^e-Ai^

Lift Apt .-"UAObT Itvi TOTAU.

After The Fall

TRYiNJCr TD TEU-
!^g IS YOU SE

NJO' SCXVArUi-V

ATTRACTED To

r^6i-L, TH^TOO€S

' 5oPP0«.C

NO.,, So' e/EM 1 TriOJi/H"^ BE IN
'

by R. Miller

Wilson Low
fLn,.KE,'r Ti^iPPER J MO r? ^w

by C.C. McFly

UMJtW LtlMSlEJKlLL
THAT M*)OLE^'S
GET BAlK into

THE MNW iHiP
a/:

fLDWlBHOTJ^lMi^E I THIWK YOU BETTER C HE OCTmSOUnJ

LviDCOMJ CABLEWORKS AWO THE B'6 THREE,

NB3. Mii MOO CBl'? HOPE rou HAVE EN-

JOYED YOUR, HYPERLI6HT SAFETY FLICK.

CZlM5^EJ0^,WHtHOWE OF YOU lOlOT

B0».E3 PUT AN O- Field AROuwO Ti«!)€

DORMITORIES ^NO HOOKEO ON A
TRACTOR BEAM,

CMICKEYJ STRt\Nt)£, THAT VIDEO LC»KS LIKC FiV| TALL

BUlLDII^fa'' FLOAT IMC IN bPACE ,
. , OH NO'

,

h^' '

Valley Girls
By Alice

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie

Li'^lf

TuaA.CH?. . TMAf MifcHT

vJ«R«c. ''l^ i»J A «*»JD...

/Jew PACfS-- M>-<i>c vov>

$MOUtT> D*OP (i^ !

gl^ SAiJO
MUSIC . vJK*^

yoo PLA-f ?
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

txiitcd by MarKarft Karrar and Trude Jaffe

I4«« I o% Aii|T<n Itisn SraMrMt

ACROSS
1 Eject

5 Fall flower

10 Gardener's need
13 Head the bill

14 Steeple

15 Fall flowers, for

short

16 Wallflower?

19 Comparative
ending

20 Fender faults

21 Win with skill

22 Get ready

24 Korean soldier

25 Ugandan
tribesmen

26 TrucK driver

31 Jogger's problem

34 Pooh creator

35 Pre-holldaytime

36 Celtic cllmt>er

of song?
40 Above,

in a way
41 Yours, in Berlin

42 Freshen (up)

43 Ingredients of

meat, cheese, etc

45 Draft initials

47 " a grand
night . "

48 Bears witness to

52 Flat: Ger.

55 Wilkes

57 Really I

58 Single mens
floral badges?

61 In addition

62 Like It

63 Once, once
64 Wind direction

65 Prognostlcators

66 Followers of t)ees

DOWN
1 Conductor
Gabrilowitsch

2 King Arthur's

father

3 Moselle tributary

4 Prefix with corn

5 Inquirers

6 Pari of a book
7 Hue
e Work units

9 Gun the motor

10 Luau dance
1

1

Hebrew measure
12 Puntadel ,

Uruguay
15 Trappists

17 Neighbor of Mont
18 Chemical

compound
23 HartK>r area

24 Declaim violently

26 Noun forming

suffixes

27 Brownie; Fr

28 Prefix with gram
29 Always
30 Emit smoke
31 On the summit
32 Entertainer of TV

fame
33 Admired one
34 Word with chow

or lo

37 Heroine of

"Swan Lake"

38 Six. In Madrid

39 Church section

44 Tenth part

45 Supports

46 Editor's word
48 Shady spot

49 Dinah
50 Taut

51 Orderly methods:

Abbr
52 Certain bench-

marks: Abbr.

53 Thailand's

neightx>r

54 Land measure
55 Tedious one
56 "Rule Britannia

"

composer
59 Angeles or

Alamos
60 Sleuth

1 ? 3 4

1
17

5 6 7 a 9

1

10 11 12

t3 14 15

16

P
19

?3

20 21

P
ii 1^1H M-

1

?6 27

P

21 2«

31 37 w 34 35

ir sT

P
t

TT I
44

41 '^1
1

ir n P !tH

I
H

1
M 51

s? sr M 555̂6
57"

sT

1

?r

1
E-

61 w r"
64" "

r

Scrod returns

Watch
for

him

% and
the

crew

in Monday's
Collegian

Weather

Friday partly sunny and

cool, except variable

cloudiness with the chance

of a shower over the

western hills. Highs in the

low to mid 60s. Friday

night clear and cold, with

possible frost in the

western hills. Lows in the

mid 30s to lower 40s.

Saturday sunny, highs in

the 60s.

TODAY'S

PUZZLE ANSWER
[Tl"01"Ml iH3'a [ATwTifflril3]0 Li
V 1 n n 3 U 1 VH3 SI
N 3 A V 1 d a Nrvla alH i.
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n
s a 1 « 3 1 >,
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nnnn nnnnu hddh
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ImprlnUd actlvcwMr

Brighten up your Activewear with our rainbow or exciting colors. Functional basic sweats with pants in

12 vibrant colorsi Made of 50% acrylic and 50% cotton. Hooded sweat $14.95 Matching pants $11.50

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
ClOMd Wadnaadayt

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
253-7836

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

.̂00
(with this couponi

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 9/30 83 C

Please Call for an Appointment

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
lb Uni\ *%!(> Unvf

Amhfibt MA b49 b610

OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center
^UNIVERSITYmSTORED

:it N *.£«S»N' 5* SMi^pt' ..»-

TERMINAL RENTALS
40 col. computer-terminal

$135./semester
80 col. CRT.

$ 150./semester
Rental fees do not include security deposit

sales tax or optional delivery fee.

^'?
'i^

Amherst's Newest
FuU-Line

Microcomputing
Store

Open Mon-Sat 10-5

U. Mass.
^mhersV

' •

p.nri.

••'^ • Wine •

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Jtist past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

c»'xc^
Ov»*

>N«*iKW

SPec»
8»»

BUSCh cans $9.35 $1.20deposit

Budweiser Lite bar bottles $9.65
+ $1.50 deposit

Genesee Ale bar bottles .. $7.75
+ $1.50 deposit

PSDSt 12 oz. bottles. . $8.80 + $1.20 deposit

Carling 12oz cans $8.20 $120deposit

Schmidt^s 12 oz. cans $7.45
+ $1.20 deposit

Molson Brador $3.20
+ .30 deposit per 6 pack

Miller or Lite bar bottles $9.95
+ $1.50 deposit

Budweiser 12 oack bottles $5.40
+ .60 deposit

Vodl<a i75iite,s $7.95

Gin 1.75 liters $7.95

Rum 1.75 liters $9.15

Seagrams 7 i75iiters $12.95

Piccala inter $6.95

Almaden 4iiters $6.90

Carlo Rossi i5iiters $2.99

Gall0 3liters $5.45

Advanced Level

Italian Renaissance

Gastronomy & Jocularity
Instructor: Edward Ernest Dvl.uvii, Ph.D. iPhctiowival Divcrsiomiri/I

liOCation: DeLuca's in South Hadley. formerly the Kiverboat.

Prerequisites: Hunger. 101; and/or Thirst, 101; plus one graduate level

course in either Amusement. 201; Laughter. 210; or Good Times. 220.

Format: Empirical Study. Groups of two or more preferable; Independent

Study permissible - if you remember to bring something back for your

friends!

Course Description: A popular place, relaxing, rambling, and full of life

and the aroma of homemade Italian dishes. In addition to regular course

offerings, there's Ln-f Entertainment and Dancing Fridaij and Satur-

day nights from 8:00 p.m. ti> 1:00 a.m. The definitive spot for eating,

drinking, and advanced merriment, with friends or the whole dorm!

Class Meetings: Any day of the week, Monday through Sunday.

Section I: Lunch Section III: Dinner

Mon — Sat,

11:30 a.m. — 2:30 p.m.

Section II: Brunch

Sunday,
11:30 a.m. — 3:00 p.m.

Mon — Thurs,

5:00pm. - 9:00pm.

Fri and Sat,

5:00pm. - 10:00p.m.

Sundau,
3:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.

Required Reading List: Long, and oh. so tempting! A menu that includes

a great variety of salads, appetizers, pasta, and entrees from Lasagna

and Veal Parmigiana to Chicken Modena and Filet of Sole Adriatico!

Optional Reading List: Shorter, but just as delectable! A complete menu

for DeLucasauiAf'nfjrPL-^a Par/or; located right inside the restaurant!

Attendance: Required often, but TakeOut accommodates those students

unable to keep up with their studies in person.

Correspondence Course: Isn't modem education wonderful - pasta and

sauces, all ready for you to pick up here, and cook wherever and

whenever you want!

Orientation: Monday through Fridayfrom U.OOpm. to 7:00p.m., or Satur-

day nights from 10:00 pm. to 1:00a.m. at Delura's Happy Hours, where

specially priced drinks and hearty, on the house foods will be served.

Registration: Informal. Just hop on your bike, in your car. or on Deluca's

own bus, stopping regularly at The Green in South Hadley.'

Credit: Lots. From friends who'll thank you forever for introducing them to

one of the truly inspiring facets of college life.

Tbition: Priced to order! Anywhere from $1.95 for the undergraduate soup

and salad, to $9.95 for the graduate level dinner.

Graduation: None. An ideal course for the professional student a

lifetime of hedonistic study!

.Mvord Street

South Hadley. MA 01075

(4131.534 4911

wti/^
Wa

DELUCA'S
RKSTAURANT A PASTA SHOP

l^y

Women's soccer

travels to tourney
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It will be a rough and tumble weekend for the University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team and their defen.se^

After all. the 1983 edition of the Minutewoman is going to

live and die by their defense.

"This weekend, our defense has to be numero uno to

survive," said head coach Kalekeni Banda. "As long as we
don't let them score, I'll be happy."

It will be tough. UMass will be participating in the

Cortland State Tournament of Champions. Some of the top

teams in women's soccer will be there. Among them

Central Florida, UConn. University of California Berkley,

and UMa.ss.

"Every team will be very strong." said Banda. "We
belong there and we'll have a good chance to win all of our

games if we play well."

Playing well means a great effort by the five UMass
defensive hacks. The Minutewomen play with three

Halfbacks and only two fowards. The offense will come,

reasons Banda.

The team's major fault may be in their lack of depth.

The team only dresses 14 players and three goalies. Banda

will be happy to get out of the tourney with no injuries.

UMass will play at least three games. They will face

George Washington at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday and will play

UCLA Berkley at 4 p.m. the same day. UMass will then

face Central Florida, who eliminated UMass in the

quarterfinals of the last year NCAA's at 9:30 a.m. Sunday

Morning. And if UMass qualifies, they will play in the

championship game at 4 p.m.

"We're going to have to play from our heart." said

Banda, "And with some good defense."

Spikers busy, busy
By ED CUNNINGHAM
COLLEGIAN
CORRESPONDENT

This coming weekend
promises to be a busy one

for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team, well, Saturday at

least.

The team is headed for

Central Conneticut to

participate in their 12 team
tournament. The most

difficult part of this

tournament is that it

begins and ends on

Saturday. "That means we
play seven matches in one

day. That is a lot," sUted
head coach Elaine Sortino.

UMass begins the

tournament with a sue-

cesion of matches in the

pool play. UMass must

face Bryant College,
Northeastern University,

Sacred Heart. C.W. Post
and the host team Central
Conn. All of these matches
consist of a best 2 out of

three.

The semis and finals will

be played by the top two
teams from each pool. If

UMass (7-1) can hold ou
Sortino expects to se^

some tough competition

from New Haven and
Springfield.

1

"I am optimistic. We
have been playing real

well, and we have had two
good practices this week.

If we play a little better

than our last match
(against Lowell) it should

be a good weekend,"
Sortino said confidently.

Golf places fifth
By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

"You can't blame the wind, everyone had to play in it,"

claimed University of Massachusetts men's golf coach Ed
Vlach. He was referring to the Minuteman's fifth place

finish in a six team match at URI on Wednesday.

The wind had such an effect that only five of thirty golfers

broke eighty.

"The wind was so strong that I hit an 8-iron 190 yards,"

senior John Couig said, "and you had to play into it, too."

UMass, who played without Tyler Shearer-low medalist

at Army Invitational earlier this month, was led by fresh-

man James Ryan of Springfield, who shot an 81.

Sophomore Al Vorce and Couig shot 82 and 83, respec-

tively. Brian Fitzgerald, usually a strong player, had an

off day shooting 88, as did Scott Simmons.

Vlach was disappoir* ^d that URI changed the number of

players fron' seven i five.

r

Ladies run to URI
By M.E. MURRAY

The University of

Massachusetts women's
cross-country team will

join a host of other squads

from around New England

as the University of Rhode

Island hosts their annual

invitational meet
tomorrow.

Coach Julie LaFreniere

will be resting two of the

top UMass runners, Eileen

Kelly and Dana Mikesell,

in anticipation of the

Rutgers Invitational

October 1

.

"Eileen and Dana will be

among the top five UMass
runners this year," said

LaFreniere. -"We will be

running a full squad
Saturday bhut we are

really aiming for our

October meets."
-i
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TONIGHT
Who smU) in

Itiem classic

Vm VS-TbeSIANT

RNT"?

LIVE ON
WMUA 91.1 FM
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Broadcasting Live from Sylvan,
Memorial Hall

and other notable points
of interest in and

about the

Greater happy Valley

THE 22nd ANNUAL ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION TRIVIACONTEST

Individuals and teams can register until 6 pm at the Alumni Office in
Memorial Hall (to get a bonus point) or by calling the TRIVIA HOT LINE
646-3160 beginning at 8 PM. The contest starts at 9 pm on WMUA and lasts
until 1 am. So stay home tonight and test your knowledge of music, sports,
politics* movies, TV, and other trivial matters that mean nothing and took us
a lot of time to think up. (NOTE: This contest was not designed, conceived or
produced by adpperheads).
THE RULES: We ask a question and play a song. You call us with the

answer to the question and/or the song title and artist. We give points for
right ansivers.

Grand Prize: 7 DayBound Trip for 2
to Florida during Spring Break

other prizes courtesy of The Mercantile, Ren*s Mobil
and the University Store

A presentation of the University of Massachusetts Alumni Association
in cooperation with WMUA 91,1

jlenDEMH*nnsie
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

FOLONARI SOAVE 15 liter. $4.25

ROLLING ROCK 12oz. refill....$10. + deposit

CARLING 12 oz. refill $7.99 + deposit

BUD LIGHT 12 oz. refill $10.75 + deposit

LABATTS 6 pk $3.30 + deposit

VODKA 1 liter $4.99

All Beer & Wine Making
Supplies

C & LIQUORS
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"

Now - Western Mass. Premiere Daily 7:00 & 9:00

"A SUPERBLY ENTERTAINING AND
STUNNINGLY ORIGINAL FILM SURPRBE."

'T>rim^i

^SP^
'ONE OF
THE GRANDEST
ENTERTAINMENTS
Of THE SEASON

R
—-1T»<- HT'-^

Pf TEM(,1« J r>JAlA/A>

••AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE • • •• •

ExpERJENCE SoMEThiNq NeW. . .

All UNivERsiry Women iNvirEd to

Sorority Rush
starting Sunday, Sept. 25 at 12:30

between Whitmore & SOM/SBA.
Bring a friend. . .It could be one of

the best decisions you will make.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Car Stereo Sony XR-55 brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

JVC direct drive turntable with black

widow arm and signet cartridge $175

549-1172

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VW Bug excellent condition 545-2690

(Mike Kajen)

1970 Volkswagen convertible rebuilt

engine $750 666-3150 or 549-3878 evenings

1974 Volvo Wagon great condition rebuilt

engine dependable best offer 586-9531

BLOOM FANS

Meet the creative genius behind Bloom

County. 8 p.m. Sept. 27 in the Student

Union Ballroom

BOSTON VOTERS ~~
The Mel King Campaign needs your sup-

port. Absentee ballot applications available,

transportation to/from Boston on Election

Day (Oct. 11) also possible. Call Peter

Thomaon 584-7888 or OTWA 545-2517

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions - experienced DJ.

Dorm Parties, Dances, Exchanges. All

types of music: 800+ records. No charge

for x-tra time. Very reasonable rates call

Jeff 253-2152

Racltadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profos-

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

Occasions 253-3980

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-5033 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Pool table, slate 44"x88", $550,

1-467-9645 keep trying

Fisher 36wpc stereo, turntable, speakers,

$225. John 5-2069 549-6543

79 Yamaha XS 400 - excellent condition

3500 miles - $850 or best offer 545-6350

Armanda Microwave best offer 549-2820

Refrigerator Dorm size. Like new, used 2

semesters $50 549-2872

Tag Sale selling house everything goes Sat

24th Sept 9-4 Sun 9-12:30 King Philip Dr.

S. Deerfield

Schwinn 10-speed silver one year old call

Dan evenings 586-9763
^

3 cu. ft. refrigerator in perfect condition

$150 549-0146 call Frank

79 Honda Civic 47500 FM 2300. call at

night 549-4078

81 Yamaha Moped $250. call at night

549-4078

72 Toyota Celica 18RC for parts. Runs.

$100 Jim days 665-7138

FOUND

Found Monday 9/19 outside SUB:
NACLA report, May-June 82, cover

"South Atlantic Triangle"; xeroxed New
Yorker article, "Reflections, No Name, No
Number," Apr. 20, 81. Call Peter Thomson,
584-7888

HELP WANTED

Loolcing for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment

and serious attitude essential. Vocals

helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8 .

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice

Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-

ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225+ /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am
Teach in MASSACHUSETTS Complete

employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts-plus latest open-

ings! $6.00 Bettenft/ay, P.O. Box 2153,

Dept. 35, Centerville, MA 02634

Experienced driver and inside help apply

at Superior Pizzeria 17 Montague Rd
549-0626

Jobs, Internships, Credits available

with the SGA Presidents Office. 1 Office

Manager and 3 assistants to the Co-

Presidents. Good organizing, writing, com-

munication and/or office skills required.

10-15 hrs/week, 3.35/hr. Deadline: Sept.

23 5:oo pm AA/EOE employer info

545-0341

Kitchen help wanted: work in exchange

for meals. Contact Paul or Gary at 253-9071

Recycling Project organize your dorm,

apt. bidg. or neighborhood and earn a

credit apply 306 SUB 545-0618

SO YOU THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?
Western Mass Premier Comedy Show
needs fertile minds! Call Comedy Crunch

586-0602

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.

253-7009
^

Arts Coordinator leadership, graphic

skills, work-study desirable call Debbie

665-7020

Housepeople wanted for Pi Kappa Alpha

Fraternity, kitchen work in exchange for

meal plan, DC rebate available call

545-2150, ask for John Mac

Jr High Group Leader at Unitarian

Church in Amherst. Call Carol Rothery at

253-3125

Meals included! Alpha Chi needs
houseboys. Great work environment! Call

549-4159 for info

INSTRUCTION

Graduate student needs tutor for

graduate-level Statistics call 549-4438 after

6 PM for details

LOST

Watch gold band Whitmore keeps bad

time memento of grandfather 586-6874

Reward Jacket/Pocketbook - tan jacket

and black leather pocketbook call 549-1792

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Yamaha 860 asking 1200 or best offer

549-2820

1980 Suzuki GN400X 3000 miles excellent

condition only $700 Paul 546-8571

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MB! Get a job

babycakes Love, 5 in 6 (P,K,N,L,&L)

Scott and Michelle Happy Two Years! I

Lots of love Ric and Ted

BEACH PARTYII
SUN. SEPT.25

POOR RICHARDS
2 for 18-11

• TONIGHT • TONIGHT • TONIGHT
MAD MAX

Mahar Auditorium at 5, 7, 9, 11

All Shows $1.25

Happy 20th B-day Mary Beth. You're

finaslly legal! Have a great day. Love

always, Jeanne and Brenda PS. maybe

j
ust one more

BOLTWOOD PROJECT DO IT find out

9/25 7:00 pm^CJ^^r 9/28 7:00 CC 165

The University of Massachusetts and all

its students and faculty extend hearty

wishes to Ms Bonnie Derosa, renowned ac-

tress and welcome visitor to the campus

Charlie Maney: Happy Birthday, Pumpkin

I iove you! XOXOMB
Don't miss WAAF Night at UMass with

DJ Andrew Woolf. Prizes! Giveaways! All

night long. Cash bar. Saturday Sept 24 9

pm-1 am $2 CCA
Hi Bucko
Maya - Better late

Belated Birthday -

semester

than never, Happy
have an excellent

KIM SMITH Happy 20thl Let's make this

our best year yet! Love your roommates

KUK, ID and LEL

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GWENI
LOVE SUE

VEE — All my love and best wishes will

travel with you to the other side of the

worid. I hope you remember how to eat

tons of candy chips and ice cream. We will

be doing a lot of it in our two lifetimes. ILU

and I miss you already. -- BB

Lts We will have the final laugh.

wwnrrv! Rocli

Don't

Happy 24th Guipol Violence & the Wimp
in Sylvan - now crackfaces forever! Many
happy returs - from Oreo-Killer

MB McAuliffe-We are all over the place

on your 20th! Your favorite roomate,

Leslie

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples, family Therttpy.*

Psychological testing. Psychological Ser-

vices Center 545-0041

RIDE WANTED

To Cape Cod Falmouth or nearby on Fri-

day 9/23 call Jeff 586-9446

Ride needed to New York City or

Westchester county on Friday Oct. 7. Will

share expenses. Call Kathy 546-5034

ROOM WANTED

Need room doubl/slngi near UMass
responsible young man: 23 yrs old. Call

Ted: 549-2773

ROOMMATE WANTED

One room in a 2 bedroom apt $160 plus

utilities not on busline, but I have car, will

share! 863-4244 Rich

Looking for female (to share bedroom) in

Colonial Village (4 people total) $75 a per-

son 253-5757

L^rge house in N. Amherst near bus

route has space available for one or two
responsible people. Rent 150/ month +

utilities. References required. Call between

5-8 Friday 9/23 only! 546-8680

Female to share room Brittany manor
non-smoker preferred 256-1203

SOUTHWEST JOBS

Southwest Jobs: Audio Visual/Computer

Center Supen/isor call SW Area Gov't

50960(1)

Computer Center Security wanted call

S.W.A.G. 5-0960(1) W/S
Secretary SW Area Gov't Ofice must type

well Call SW Area Gov't 5-0960(1) W/S

WAAF NIGHT AT UMASS

Come dance the night away with WAAF
DJ Andrew Woolf at the CCA Saturday

Night September 24, 9 pm - 1 am $2

Giveaways all night

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Spanish Tutor Wanted! Need help in

Spanish 120. Call Wayne 546-4346

Aerobics Instructor for two nights a week
6-4725, 6-4727 for more info

WANTED TO RENT

lA

Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-

sal space in Amherst /Hadley area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.
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Minutemenhope to make Crimson red
Fuller, Traq/spearhead
UMass defensive effort

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

The young University of Massachusetts football team
faces its third tough opponent in as many weeks this

Saturday as they travel to Boston to play the Harvard
Crimson at 1 :30 p.m.
For UMass, the Harvard game is their last chance,

following losses to Toledo and Holy Cross, to get a win
under their belt before entering Yankee Conference play

versus the University of Rhode Island next Saturday. The
Crimson will be a stiff test for the Minuteman's solid

defense and shaky offense.

Last week, Harvard opened its season with a convincing
43-14 win over Columbia. Senior quarter back Armond
"Chuck" Colombo and junior running back Mark Vig^ali

combined to lead a balanced Crimson attack which ac-

cumulated 438 total yards-274 on the ground and 164

through the air.

For Colombo, even though he is a senior, it was the first

varsity game he has started and he began it in fine fashion

with five straight completions on his way to 11 for 17

passing on the day.

Vignali also had a superb day as he rushed for 108 yards
on 18 carries and caught a pass for a touchdown as well as

returned a kickoff for another score.

On defense. Harvard shut down Columbia's running
game, limiting the Lions to eight yards on the ground.
However, Harvard proved to be vulnerable to the pass as

Columbia completed 30 of 58 passes for 368 yards.

Fortunately for the Minutemen, their strength on offense

this season has been their passing and it should improve as

sophomore quarterback Jim Simeone gets more ex-

perience. Simeone's targets will include his brother. Bob,
and tight ends Gary Freker and Paul Walsh.
The running attack, which has been less than spectacular

in the post-Pearson era, will have a new starter at tailback,

sophomore Frank Fay. Previous starter Dickworth
Grange is expected to see plenty of action. Senior Rich
Jenkins remains in the fullback slot.

The one problem with a pass-oriented offense when
playing a team like Harvard is that it is not time con-
suming, which means that the UMass defense could end up

Collegian pboto hj David Deabcr

Jim Simeone (16) and the Minutemen hope to evade the grasp of the Crimson as they take on Har-
vard tomorrow in Cambridge. Steve Raquet (99) of Holy Cross leveled Simeone on this play last

week.

spending too much time on the field against Harvard's
potent offense. One can only hope that the defense, led by
free safety Grady Fuller and middle guard Peter Tracy, is

up to the challenge.

Actually, though, the key to the game will be whether or
not the Minutemen can avoid the turnovers and various
misplays that have plagued them so far this year. The
Minutemen have lost the ball six times in two games, as
well as recovering their own fumbles eight times.

"We have had a lot of mistakes, which is typical of a young

team," said UMass coach Bob Pickett, "but we think we
have improved tremendously. "Harvard is a very good
football team. They have exceptional people at the skill

positions."

Harvard coach Joe Restic sees UMass as a "tough team to

prepare for. We are going to have to establish control of

the ball and must have balance."

For those who cannot get to Boston for the game, both
WTTT 1430 and WMUA 91.1 wiU be broadcasting the
game.

UM faces Tar Heels tonight,UVM tomorrow
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Two days, two games, two different

playing surfaces, and hopefully, for the
University of Massachusetts field hockey
team, there will be two more victories.

Tonight, the stickers will be playing the
University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill)

on the turf at Springfield College.

Tomorrow, the stickers will be facing the
University of Vermont on the NOPE
playing field at 1 p.m.

"I know the UNC has some speedsters on
their front line," coach Pam Hixon said.

"But the turf should be as beneficial to us as

it will be to them."
Although the Minutewomen scored twice

in their last game (against Boston College),

Hixon is still looking for poise around the
net.

"That will come in time," she said. "No
matter what the field conditions, we will

always play our own game."
So far this season, that game has been an

intense combination of passes and

breakaways, combined with a very solid,

steady defense, one which has yet to be
scored upon.

Against North Carolina, UMass will be
looking for good pass executions and
breakaways. Yesterday, the stickers spent

the afternoon on the turf at Springfield,

preparing for tonight's contest.

"The way these girls have been playing,

they should be that much better on the

turf," Hixon said.

After a good night's sleep, the

Minutewomen will lace up their shoes once

more, for the tomorrow's game against

Vermont.
Last season, the stickers went up to UVM
and came home with a solid 4-0 victory

under their belts. According to Hixon,

though, last season doesn't mean very much
to her now.
"Every game is different," she said. "But

there is one thing that remains the same,"

Hixon said, and that is, "we always try to

come home with a win."

The stickers won't have far to travel this

weekend .

Australian romps over

Liberty to tie series 3 - 3
NEWPORT. RI (AP) Australia II forced

an unprecedented seventh race for the

America's Cup when it swamped Liberty by
a record 3 minutes, 25 seconds Thursday,
seriously jeopardizing the 132-year U.S.

monopoly on sailing's oldest prize.

The decisive race, with sports' longest

winning streak at stake, was scheduled for

Friday on Rhode Island Sound, barring a

request by either side for a lay day.

Thursday's victory, the worst defeat ever
for an undamaged defender, was the second
straight for the Aussies and skipper John
Berlrand, who had been down 3 1 in the

best of seven series just three days earlier.

Their three victories are the most ever by
a foreign boat in 2,5 American defenses of

the Cup, the only international sports

trophy never to change hands.
Only once before, in 1920, ha.s the series

come down to the final rare, and that was

when it was a best of five competition.

That year, the defending boat Resolute

came back from an 2 deficit to win the last

three races against Sir Thomas Lipton's

Shamrock IV of Northern Ireland.

Liberty, crippled by a broken mast

support in Wednesday's loss, had no such

excuse this time.
Despite some last-minute sail changes,

skipper Dennis Conner beat Bertrand to the
start for the fifth time in six races but
squandered that seven-second lead with
puzzling tactics for the second straight day.
He sailed off to the right of the 24.3-miie

course in search of a wind shift rather than
engage the Aussies in a tacking duel.

Bertrand, meanwhile, went the other way.
Conner, trying to become the first skipper

since Harold S. Vanderbilt in the 1930s to

successfully defend the Cup twice in a row,

had done the same thing Wednesday when
he lost a 37 second head start.
It didn't work any better this time.
When the two boats converged more than

halfway through the 4.5-mile first leg,

Australia II was in front by about three
boat lengths.
The lead was 2:29 at the first mark - the

biggest of the .series at that point and it

was obvious that only something
catastrophic would give the Americans a
victory.
Sailing in northwesterly 12 knot winds

that her celebrated winged keel likes so
well, Australia II led by 2:28 after the first

of two 3.15mile crosswind reaches. She
picked up an amazing 1:18 in the next, when
a wind shift turned it into more of a

downwind run.

AP Ijiscrphoto

Australia II, running under spinnaker at right after rounding the first
mark, speeds by Liberty, still short of the mark. The Aussies tied it up
3-3 to force Saturday's final and decisive race.

Cease-fire announced inLebanon
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Saudi and

Syrian officals Sunday night announced a
ceasefire agreement in the Lebanese civil

war hours after a renewed attack near U.S.
Marine positions at Beirut airport. Three
Marines were wounded during the day.

The cease-fire accord — to take effect 6
a.m. today, midnight Sunday EDT —was
announced in Damascus, where Syrian
Foreign Minister AbdulHalim Khaddam
told a news conference, "An agreement has

been reached for a cease-fire in Lebanon,
ending the war and starting a national

dialogue. What was achieved is gjeat."

Druse leader Walid Jumblatt, who at-

tended talks with Khaddam and others,

said he had ordered his militiamen to stop

firing at 6 a.m. today.

Khaddam said, "We appeal to all our

Lebanese brothers to go beyond the

bloodshed and the hatred in order to restart

the building of Lebanon."

Lebanon's latest civU war began Sept. 4

with the withdrawal of Israeli troops from

the mountains overlooking Beirut to a new
defense line further to the south. Syrian-

backed Druse, reportedly aided by

Palestinian guerrillas, battled fiercely with

Christian nulitiamen and Lebanese army
troops in the mountains and on the capital's

outskirts.

Khaddam and Saudi Prince Bandar Bin

Sultan refused to provide details of the

agreement at the Damascus news con-

ference, saying they would be disclosed

later by Lebanese President Amin Gemayel
in Beirut.

Bandar said: "This is the beginning of the

road for Arab solidarity and for freeing

Lebanon from Israeli occupation." He called

the pact "a historic achievement that

guarantees the establishment of a balanced
rule in Lebanon."

Sunday evening. Christian neigh-

borhoods in east Beirut came under heavy
shelling from the Druse and Syrian-

controlled mountains overlooking the
capital, the state radio said.

A Marine spokesman. Warrant Officer

Charles Rowe, said one Marine was slightly

wounded in the nighttime barrage as he and
the other men again went on their highest

state of alert, diving into bunkers and
foxholes.
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A-MAZE'ING —
Sunday's warm
weather brought many
UMa»» students to the

chain link maze next

to alumni stadium.
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USDA claims UMass mistreating animals
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts may be

hit with as much as $10,000 in fines as a

result of a United States Department of

Agriculture inspection of facilities for

laboratory animals.

The USDA charges claim, in some
departments on campus, animals' food

supplies were improperly stored, feeders

were unsanitary, cages were too small or

unsanitary. Also, some of the animals

needed veterinary care.

The charges were based on inspections

conducted on seven university research

sites in January and February of this year,

according to a USDA spokesman. Many of

the problems had also been recorded when
the campus was inspected in July 1982.

The university responded to the charges

within the 20-day limit imposed by federal

law, and the case will now be heard by a

federal board, said Dr. David Kluesenger,

acting associate veterinarian for APHIS

(Animal and Plant Health Inspection

Service) in Massachusetts. Neither

Kluesenger nor anyone from the USDA
would comment further on the hearing.

University Counsel Sidney Myer could not

bo reached for comment. ,

The USDA regularly conducts in-

spections on all college campuses having

laboratory animals. Among those

departments cited for violations at UMass
were psychology and zoology.

Michael Katz, hired in February as

University Veterinary consultant, com-

pared the inspection to a surprise in-

spection on one's dorm room.

"The animal care was good, but not up to

USDA standards," he said, "it has changed
since the inspections." Katz, who consulted

on a call basis before February, now con-

ducts monthly inspections.

The zoology department had been cited

for uncleanliness and small cages.

"We were more than happy to clean the

lab but sometimes it's a question of not

having enough help," Mindaugas Kaulenas,

department head, said.

"We have iu.-l ailed new cages,' he said.

"If you have a rabbit for a long time it

outgrows it.s cai^e."

Deficiencies in the psychology depart

ment are for lUe most part in the physical

aspect of thv building, specifically the wall

surfaces which were covered with grids and

were unwashable, and the floor covering,

which was broken, said Melinda Novak,

associate cnairman in charge of animal care.

"The physical plant is in the process of

removing these walls," she said, "In no way
was any psychology department faculty

member cited for violations directly related

to the physical well being of the animals.

There was no crowding, dirty conditions or

sick animals."

"The university has developed a file

system to keep better watch on the

animals," Katz said. "Some of the animals

needed veterinary care when I started, but

some n-'^'d care now," he said, "and it's an

ongoing process."

"Part of the problem UMass had may be

due (. changes in laboratory animal care

standards," Kluesenger said.

Officials deny racism in day care delays
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials

denied allegations made last week by

parents that a "subtle racism" delayed the

completion of renovations and the opening

of a local day care cent«r.

Officials said the delay was caused in-

stead by a lack of workers.

David Zuccalo, director of the North

Village Children's Center, said last week

the center has the largest percent of

minorities of the three day care centers in

"the UMass system.

Parents of children attending the center

told Zuccalo and his staff the reason Whit-

more has "not been too responsive is

rooted in some subtle racism," he said.

According to Elizabeth Perkins, director

of the UMass Child Care System, only the

North Village Center cares for the infants

(between the ages of 2 months to 15 mon-

ths) in the child care system, and the race

or ethnic background is not an issue.

"I'm really understanding of how it (a

lack of child care) inconvenienced the

parents, and caused the (racism) issue. But

we tried every possible route," she said.

Dean of Students William Field said "In

terms of racial mixture they (the day care

centers) are basically all the same."

Zuccalo said while the center was closed

parents brought their children to work and

to classes.

The "kids were getting shuttled back and

forth" to grandparents, and friends.

Parents were "getting desperate," he said.

The renovations at the center are being

done by Physical Plant employees on an

overtime basis, Field said.

"The University cannot maintain its

buildings. We don't have enough (workers)

and we're not allowed to hire them. If we
put a new day care center on the Physical

Plant agenda, it might not come up in two
Cemtxnited on pag* S.

No candidates

for a quarter

of Senate seats
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Nominations for elections to the

Undergraduate Student Senate closed Vt\-

(iay without candidates in approximately

one quarter of the electeti senate seats.

Elections will be held Octolier 5 and 6.

Elections c(H)rdinator Mindy Ordway
said no candidates took out nomination

papers for 25 out of the 102 elected Senate

seats. All 25 seats are for on-campus
representatives, and in Southwest
Residential Area, 16 of 27 seats will go un-

filled, Ordway said.

Twelve dormitories will not have

Senators, while some other dorms that

should have two repre.sentatives will only

have one after the election, Ordway said.

Ordway said HO persons returned

n<jmination pai)ers, for 77 seats on campus
and in the Creek and Commuter areas. The
two conteste<i seats are in the (Jreok area,

where six people are running for five seats.

and in Grayson dormitory in Orchard Hill

Residential Area, where four [K'ople are

running for two open seats, she .said.

Still. Ordway said, students .should vote

iK'cau.se the Senate is the main governing

body of the Student (Government Associa-

tion, and "all senate .seats are of)en."

"We need people to get involved," said

Ordway, who also chairs the senate {K)ver-

ment Affairs ('ommittee. In past years, 15

percent of students have voted in Senate

elections, "which is really not very good at

all," she said.

"There's just a lack of understanding on

the meaning of a vote." Ordway said.

"People think things are set in stone, but if

they vote, mayl)e things will change."

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan urged

students to vote to "give better credibility

(to the Senate) in dealing with the ad-

ministration and the community."

Sullivan said he thinks there will be some
write-in candidates to fill open seats.

"If you're interested, all you have to do is

tell people in your dorm," to vote for you,

Sullivan said. "If more than 10 vote for

you, and you beat everyone else," you are

elected to the seat, he said.

"I think there are probably people in-

terested who don't realize the possibility is

open for them," Sullivan said.
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Germans decry mock burials
FRANK?^URT. West Germany AP The

U.S. Army's rehearsal of mass burials of

battle field dead has fed fears of nuclear

holocaust and drawn angry responses in the

news media.

Not since President Reagan said the

United States was prepared to fight a

limited nuclear war have West German
commentators reacted with such sharp

blasts at U.S. military policy.

West German newsman Martin Schulze

condemned the grave digging exercise as

showing "total lack of sensitivity." Photos

of a mass grave dug by an Army bulldozer

near Hanau recalled the Third Reich's

slaughter of European Jews in World War
II. he declared.

"One can imagine how the Americans

would react if the peace movement did the

same," Schulze said on national television

Saturday night after TV news showed films

of the simulated grave.

The rehearsal was conducted last Tuesday

by 50 soldiers from the 26th Supply and

Service Company in Hanau who are being

trained as graves registration personnel,

the Army said.

It was the first time the Army has con-

ducted such an exercise since annual NATO
autumn training exercises began in the

early 1970s.

The german news media gave prominent

attention to the incident after it was
diclosed Friday by the unofficial U.S. ar-

med forces newspaper Stars and Stripes.

Lt. Col. Jim Lawson. an Army spokesman,

acknowledged that the "job of burying

people, a lot of people" is something the

public doesn't want to think about.

"That's what makes it necessary to go

through the exercise so that people will

know what to do - God forbid - should it

happen again as it has in the past." he told

The Associated Press.

Alaskan Senator defends Watt

A P l^uerphoto

ONCE PROUD BIRDS — Continental Airlinesjets sit idle Sunday at

Houston Intercontinental Airport after the airline declared bankruptcy

under federal law.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A top Senate

Republican, saying James Watt is a "God-

fearing man, " not a bigot, promised Sunday

to block a Senate resolution urging his

resignation. But another GOP senator

predicted Watt will not last another week
as secretary of the interior.

Assistant Majority Leader Ted Stevens,

R-Alaska, said Watt made a mistake last

week in referring to five advisers as "a

black ... a woman, two Jews and a cripple."

But he said Watt shouldn't be driven from

office for the blunder.

"He's not a bigot. Jim Watt is a God-

fearing man who is really quite a Christian

gentleman," Stevens told reporters after an

appearance on CBS TV's "Face the Nation."

where he defended Watt.

The Senate is scheduled to take up

debate Wednesday of a Democratic

sponsored resolution calling for Watt's

resignation for conduct "totally unbefitting

a senior Cabinet member."
Stevens said the resolution will not come

to a vote "as far as I am concerned." He told

reporters he would try to prevent the

Senate from voting on the resolution, but

he did not elaborate.

IRA guerrillas blast out of prison
BELFAST. Northern Ireland(AP) —

Thirty-eight IRA guerrillas shot their way
out of top- security Maze prison Sunday,

killing one guard and wounding others,

authoritt^s said.

Army helicopters and scores of policemen

with tracker dogs swarmed around the

countryside after the spectacular escape —
the biggest in British history, said a

spokesman for the Northern Ireland Office.

Digest
by the Associated Press

Hearings to review insurance hikes
BOSTON The size of car insurance bills

for Massachusetts drivers in 1984 the first

year of a state-mandated shake-up in auto

insurance - will be determined on the basis

of hearings that begin Monday.
The battle lines have already been drawn

for Insurance Commissioner Peter Hiam's

review of industry's proposed $130 million

rate hike. The hearings are expected to last

four to six weeks.

Ultimately, these are the requests that he

must weigh:

Industry has asked for an 11.3 percent

increase in the rates, adding about $45 to

the average policy.

•The commissioner's staff in the state

Rating Bureau is recommending a 9.6

percent hike, adding $39 to the average

policy.

-Atty. General Francis X. Bellotti wants

Hiam to cut the cost of auto insurance by 1

percent, slashing the average annual bill by

$5.

Boston voters unhappy with schools
BOSTON - Most of the city residents

contacted in a poll conducted for the Boston

Herald said they are unhappy with Boston's

public schools, but only 3"? percent said

more money should be spent on the system.

The random telephone sample of 600

registered Boston voters who voted in the

1979 preliminary election was conducted
last week for the newspaper by Bill Johnson
and Associates of Mount Vernon, N.Y.

"Our findings indicate deep dissatisfaction

with the school system," said pollster Bill

Johnson.
Only 1 percent of the sample rated the

public schools as "excellent" and 12 percent

termed them "pretty good." Fifty-four

percent called the schools "poor," and 27

percent said they were "only fair." Six

percent couldn't decide.

SimonandGarfunkelendtour

AH l.«*rrphotu

KITE ACCIDENT — Steve
Edieken of Venice, Calif, dangles

from the control ropes of a kite

launched Saturday on lyong Reach
moments before he fell to his death.

Edieken and other students were

trying to break the record for flying

the world's largest kite.

TEL AVIV. Israel - Singer Paul Simon
wiped away tears as an ecstatic Israeli

audience cheered him and partner Art
Garfunkel through the first of two concerts

billed as their last together.

"I want to say so much, but I can't," said

Simon, who doesn't usually talk to his

audiences. Flighting back tears, he added:

"I'm so happy to be here. I love you all."

"We love you, we love you," the crowd of

50,000 yelled back as the two sang "Sound

of Silence" at the Saturday night concert.

The duo was emotional as they played

their first concert in Israel together. Simon

performed here solo in 1978. Both men are

Jewish.
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Police said the escape created "total

bedlam" at the 900-inmate jail outside

Belfast, site of the 1981 Irish Republican

Army hunger strike and home to some of

Northern Ireland's most hardened con-

victed bombers and killers.

As many as 15 escapees later were

captured at scores of police roadblocks set

up on all roads leading from the jail,

authorities said.

Marcos orders
protests crushed
MANILLA. PhiUippines President

Ferdinand E. Marcos on Sunday ordered

his riot troops to crush all unauthorized

demonstrations, and warned protesting

businessmen they had been videotaped and
would be tracked down and arrested.

He rejected a proposal by Cardinal Jamie
L. Sin to share power with an advisory

council and accused priests and nuns of

teaching schoolchildren to hate him.

Sin, the archbishop of Manila and leader of

the Philippine Catholic church, denied the

charge and accused Marcos of casting "a

terrible darkness" over the land and forcing

Filipinos to choose the path of "violent

confrontation."

Printersfightover

ballots contract
BOSTON (AP) - With one of the state's

largest printing contracts at stake, two

companies are facing a court hezu-ing this

week in a dispute over their bids for

printing the state election ballots

The Acme Printing Co. of Medford has

held the contract for the past 10 years, but

recently lost it to Bradford & Bigelow Inc.

of Danvers when the Danvers company
submitted a lower bid, The Boston Globe

said.

Bradford & Bigelow's sealed bid was for

$1.5 million, compared with Acme's $2.8

million bid, according to state records.

Bradford & Bigelow, however, was later

disqualified from the contract because of a

ruling that it violated the "prevailing wage"
law requiring state contractors to pay
union-scale wages.

UJS.-Chinese

dialogue urged
PEKING Defense SecreUry Caspar W.
Weinberger said Sunday that China and the
United States should revive their strategic

dialogue and cooperate militarUy to

safeguard world peace.

Weinberger did not mention the Soviet

Union, but his remarks were considered a

clear call for resurrection of a U.S.- China
dialogue to counter what Washington and
Peking both call Soviet expansionism,

said President Reagan's new policy

allowing the Chinese to import
sophisticated technology will help them
modernize their 4.2 milbon-member army.
4.2 million-member army.
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Registry coming
on campus to

issue liquor IDs
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

Offlcials from the Massachusetts Registry of Motor

Vehicles and local police officers will be processing and

issuing Massachusetts Liquor Identification cards on

campus and in Amherst this week.

In the past students have had to go to the police station

or make a trip to the Registry of Motor Vehicles in Nor-

thampton to acquire a Masachusetts Liquor Identification

card.

The program is the result of an agreement between local

and campus alcoholic beverage operations, the Amherst
and UMass police departments and the Registry of Motor

Vehicles.

The purpose of these cards is to provide people who are

over 20 and do not possess a valid Massachusetts driver's

license with a commonly accepted form of identification for

purchasing alcohol.

Purchasing alcoholic beverages is often a problem for

people who have out of state drivers licenses that are not

always accepted by local establishments and package

stores.

Richard Ellis, director of the University Food Services

which operates the Blue Wall and the Top of the Campus
lounge, said this is the first time that the Registry of Motor

Vehicles has offered their services beyond the confines of

their local offices.

"The most significant thbg here is that through a

community effort the registry has agreed to bring their

facilities out of their offices and into the town and campus,"

Ellis said. "I think a special thanks is in order for their

extra effort," he said.

Local and campus police officials shared Ellis' ap-

preciation for the registry's action.

Gerald O'Neil, director of the UMass Department of

Public Safety, noted that it is difficult for many people,

especially students, to get to the registry office in Nor-

thampton.

"By coming to the University the registry is trying to

accommodate as many students as possible," O'Neill said.

Lt. Dave Jankowski of the Amherst Police said, "The

registry should be commended in their effort to make
getting these cards easier for the student."

Applications will be issued in the Bluewall Tuesday

between 9 a.m. and noon and Thursday between 1 p.m.

and 4 p.m.

Applications will also be processed at the Amherst Town
Hall next Tuesday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. and next Thur-

sday between 9 a.m. and noon.

C«ac«iM flMto by DvrM Dm^m

C'MOK PLEASE — UMaB9 §tudent» Tom Quirk (teft) and Brian McHugh try to get a ride on

Route 9 Sunday after fUUehing their weekly grocery ekopping.

Studentgroup fights pro-life legislation

By DIANE LANE
Collegian Correspondent

Organizing against pro life abortion legislation remains a

top priority for the Committee For Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom (CERRF). a student-run

organization at the University of Massachusetts.

Formed in 1980 by the Student Center For Research and

Advocacy (SCERA) Women's Issues Team and the Radical

Student Union (RSU), CERRF was formed in response to

increased attacks on reproductive freedom, according to

members.
In addition to taking a pro-choice stand on abortion.

CERRF members said they actively support the struggles

of lesbians and homosexuals, free access to safe birth

control, sex education in schools, equal rights for women
and the prevention of forced sterilization of nunority and

low-income women in this country and in Puerto Rico.

This year CERRF wUl try to organize against the Hyde

Amendment, a state bill which would attempt to cut off or

restrict private and public funding of abortions.

"The passing of a bill such as this would put a foot in the

door for further restrictions on abortion at both the state

and federal levels", said TUdy Turchinetz, a student ac

tivist and CERRF member.
CERRF tries to keep a "constant eye on the state and

federal legislative bodies", said Artie Walsh, also a

CERRF member.
According to CERRF members, one in seven native

Americans and one in five black women in this country

have been forced into non-voluntary sterilization through

bribery or other tactics. In Puerto Rico one in three

women have undergone "the operation." which is

restricted by government regulations. Only one in 25

white women have undergone non-voluntary sterilization.

"Many women are told that unless they agree to

sterilization their Welfare benefits will be cut off. Others

sig^ agfreements which they cannot read or do not un-

derstand and many more are sterilized without consent

while undergoing an abortion. This is basically a racist

policy," said Walsh.

According to Walsh, leaving teenagers sexually ignorant

and unprotected is another way of restricting reproductive

choice. CERRF was active in lobbying against the "Squeal

Law" but says that it is only a beginning.

"Young adults need to know the emotional and health

consequences of their sexual actions" said Walsh. "For

most people their first year at college is their sex

education."

Some of CERRF's projects include an informational table

in the Campus Center concourse, petitioning in the dorms,

letter-writing campaigns, and peer education.

"We represent the entire campus population," said

Turchinetz.

SUMMER IN
SEPTEMBER —
Lance Crowley, an
undeclared
sophomore, does some

% studying Sunday while

floating in his raft on

the Campus Pond.

( ollerian Photo hv .An<lrp%» Heller

*Childcare
Conttnued fnrm pagr I

or three years. We can't argue about

priorities," Field said.

Perkins said the employees workmg

overtime did as much as they could to com-

-plete the renovations, but had

overestimated what they could finish

before the opening date.

One of the biggest complaints made by

staff and parents was the lack of office

space g^ven to the center. Zuccalo said he

petitioned Housing Services for the (emp-

ty) apartment next door, but was told it

was rented. However, on Friday, r

September 16, after a story in the Col-

legian described the situation at the center,

they were given the apartment.

Perkins said she knew nothing of a cor-

relation between the Collegian article and

the sudden vacancy of the apartment.

"I'm just very pleased to see the center

get some very much needed physical

renovations."

WOMEN'S
FORUM

Women 's Forum is a weekly listing ofup-

C(rming events relating to women's issues.

Notices should be sent to th« WoTnen's

editor, care of the Collegian, I IS Campus

Center, before the Friday preceding the

event.

There are two hotlines available on

campus for aid to victims of rape or other

violence. The 24-Hour Rape hotline is

545-2677. The Everywomen's Center

Hotline for victims of violence is 545-0800

Tuesday — Carmen Pimentel,

psychology professor at the University of

San Marcos, Lima, Peru will speak from 2

to 4 p.m. in Wright Hall Common Room,

Smith College. The program is being spon-

sored by the Project on Women and Social

Change.
The Women's Issues Team will hold its

first meeting of the year at 4 pm. in room

811 of the Campus Center.

A 12-week therapy group, "Lesbians

Working With Honesty in Relationships"

begins. For more information cal 253-2822.

Wednesday — The Committee for

Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom

will meet at 4 p.m. in room 174, Campus

Center.

The Everywoman's Center will be

holding an open house from 4 to 6 p.m. in

Wilder Hall. Wilder Hall is wheelchair ac-

cessible. For more information call

545-0883.

Thursday — The Women's Film

Festival continues with Julia, at 7 and 1

1

p.m., and The Children 's Hour, at 9 p.m. in

room 101 of the Campus Center. Admis-

sion is $2 for the double feature.
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RENT
A CAR

North Anhfnt
Motors

Rt. 63
No Amherst

549-2880

ret urganize<
School Year Calendars

Pocket Size & Desk Size

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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COLLEGE PIZZA
FAST, FREE DELIVERY OF
PIZZAS and HOT OVEN

GRINDERS
TO ALL

UMASS DORMS, FRATS &
SORORITIES

* Wide Screen TV with MTV, ESPN, HBO
Large Selection of Video Games

LOCATED at PATTERSON CORNER of SOUTHWEST

at the CORNER of SUNSET & FEARING ST.

CALL
549-6073

549-6098

j $1.00 OFF AHY LARGE PIZZA

I
with on# or mor# lt#m

(on* p#r pizzo)

•xpir«s 9/00/60

I

I
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SPORTS JACKET
$29.95

Embroidered
Imprint

Contents:

Shell : 65"o Polvester

35?.. Cotton /

Lining : lOO'.'o Nylon ^|

Knit : 100% Polyester' STORE

This Fall We've Got It All!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Bamboo

BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
cov«r walls, furniture, windows

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
Earrings, Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc.

INDIA
PRINT

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

INDIA SHORT — QUIRTQ - d RO
PRINT SLEEVE l-OmiTlO - H-UW

20% - 60% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

MERCANTILE
AMM»ST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

EDITORIAiyOTINION
Reality ignored

in First Week

Third party alternatives necessary
Coming back to the University this Fall, probably one of

the first things you noticed was that there were First

Week posters everywhere, especially in the dorms. What
you may not have noticed were the bright pink Diversity

Week posters. It is important for us, the students, to

understand how Diversity Week developed because it is a

symptom of a much greater problem at this University.

Barbara Brodley

First Week was created three years ago by those at the

Vice-Chancellor level as an effort towards a smooth
opening of school. Traditionally, the student groups and
the Student Activities office have worked together to plan

the activities and events. The goals of First Week have
always been somewhat nebulous because there has never

been a formal guideline set. However it is safe to say that

in the past, the main objectives of having first Week in-

cluded offering events and programs primarily oriented to

new students, but also to welcome back returning

students. Another objective has been to provide the

opportunity for students to become familiar with various

student groups that exist on campus.
This summer, the Student Activities office suggested that

the student representatives that were here in Amherst be

notified that if they were interested they could be a part of

First Week planning. Letters were sent out in the hopes of

forming a First Week committee with the employees of the

Student Activities Office. Each group could organize an

event providing that the committee as a whole approved.

Many student groups responded with interest. However,
the controversy developed when the Student Activities

Office overrode a majority vntp for some of the events that

the students wanted as a ptat of First Wf-ek. The events
were, the first two films oi ihe Womei. „ Film Festival

Norma Roe and Portrait of Theresa, the Central America
Teach-in, and the workshop for gay men and women. Only
two students out of a total of 1 1 voting committee members
voted with the Student Activities Office to reject the

events. An employee of the Office even had the gall to

claim that she knew what the students want. This seems
ludicrous when it was the students who wanted the events.

The problem with the First Week agenda was that it only

appealed to a certain group of people at this university.

The events were not diverse; they were all fun and games.

Of course there is certainly nothing wrong with having a

good time -this is not the issue. The issue is that there are

many students at the University and the agenda should

address as many different interests as possible. The
argument used against the Central-American Teach-in, for

example, was that students would not be interested in

international issues. The Student Activities Office took on

a condescending attitude, believing that students were

only interested in light social activities. However, the

Student Union Ballroom was packed for the Teach- In,m-

dicating a gross underestimation of students' interests by

the administration.

Thus, the rejected events were put together as Diversity

Week in protest to the unilateral decision making process

that took place. The fact that all the events for Diversity

Week were such a success only proves that there are many
interests on campus and that one or two administrators

cannot possible determine what thousands of un-

dergraduates are interested in.

The controversy over First Week is an indication that a

much larger problem exists. That is, the continual

struggle of students to pursue goals for improving the

academic, financial, and extra-curricular quality of of-

ferings for the student population. Rather than listening

to student voices, the administration prefers to claim that

they know more than we do (the students) about what
students need. At the heart of the issue is the fact that

they are using student money. We as students have the

right to determine how our money is spent. The struggle

for power ends up hurting the University as a whole

because much time and energy gets spent in such a

fruitless manner.
Well, that's the problem. "What can I do about it?" you

say. I can't offer a theory that can reconstruct the whole
complex bureaucratic system. But I do know that the first

step is to get as many students involved as possible. There
is (to be cliched) strength in numbers, and with more
student involvement in student groups (particularly in the

student government), we will be a stronger and more solid

unit to contend with.

Barbara Brodley is a UMass student.

Letters

Charitable guise deceptive

To the Editor, I

I am deeply disturbed by a Reserve Officer's Training

Corps. (ROTO fundraising event that took place on our

campus on the twenty-first of September. I think it is

important for the community to be aware of the hidden

meanings behind this sort of event.

Let me first say, I am not against fundraisers or charitable

organizations. In our political economy, which does not

guarantee our economic well-being, inevitably we must

give directly where we can see the greatest need. This is

how Mr. Reagan would like us to care for the welfare of

this country.

In having i.. RO i C sponsorert KacLer Seal:: campaign on

campus, it 15 ckar tome that the inteniior^ arr utiimately

other than chariuble. iia n»aiiy ul you Know, on Monday

the campus pond area was temporarily converted into a

small ROTC encampment. A helicopter was flown in. a

green tent wbs erected and a rope bridge was hung across

the pond. To the passers-by this may have seemed like an

intrusive and distasteful "occupation."or it may have

looked like fun, as it did to many who stopped to "join" the

fun. This u» the rtuff Boy Scouts are all about, but is it

.

really what the U.S. miUUry w all about?

Clearly, this event was noi aooui i:>«ster »eals. however

DoMe it may have seemed. As I saw it, it was about a

military presence here on our campus. We as students are

a potential military resource. Uncle Sam wants us. As a

public university. UMass may be subject to forms of

military interference. Do we have a right to a military-free

education? Apparently not. Reagan's registration policies

pose a direct threat to our rights to equal educational

opportunities. These are not unrelated points that I am
making.
If students have to register in order to qualify for the

ever shrinking number of loans and grants, many of us

may be coerced to go one step further and take out a loan

with the U.S. military. The delayed payments may end up

costing our lives, but if not. the interest rates may appear

relatively low.

Aj> 1 iried to gather support to make a counter statement

to this show. I found that students were not ready to

mobilize themselves spontaneously around a crucial issue,

which pertains directly to our lives here at UMass. A
question: if not now, when? The point is. we need to be on

guard at all times. The political integrity of this com-

munity is only as strong as its ability to gather its

resources together when most needed. There may be a

time when there just isn't time.

Peggy CoiMuit

Hadlcy

On August 25 the guy with the black robes and the long

scythe cut down an old man in Harborside, Maine. His

name was Scott Nearing and he had lived 100 years.

Some people know of Nearing and his wife Helen for

their books such as "The Maple Sugar Book". He was
also contributor to many magazines; his writing career

stretching from 1908 to 1972.

BROOKE STATES
One of the things that made Nearing so important was

that he was one of the few remaining radicals who came
from the time when there had been a large left-wing

current in this country's pohtics. when it had not been
confined to college campuses and large cities, but rather

had an institutional and social base rooted deep in the

experiences of the immigrants and others in America as

the country became industrialized.

In his autobiography Nearing describes how he bought
German bonds before World War 1 that were worth 800
dollars. They were valued at 60.000 dollars after the

war. As Nearing describes it: "I pondered the situation.

Here were war profits on a fantastic scale that must be
paid out of the exploited labor of the German people. I

put the bonds in the fireplace and reduced them to ashes."

Later on he talks about moving from Vermont to Maine:
"Why not put our belongings in two bags, walk down the

road, and seek our fortune somewhere else."

While some might .see this as insane, stupid, or asinine;

it shows the type of character and willingness to buck the

system that characterized Nearing during his whole life.

He was a member of the Socialist and Communist Parties

at different periods, and was indicted under the

espionage act of 1919 for publishing a book critical of the
United States' entry into World War 1. Nearing lost jobs

at the University of Pennsylvania and Toledo University

for political acts. One dismissal was for speaking out

against child labor, the other for opposition to World War
1.

Not only was Nearing a "political" radical, but early on

he became involved in environmentalism and organic

farming. His most widely read book, "Living the Good
Life", was originally published in 1954. It describes the

life that he and his wife lived on their farm, and advances

many of the values that the counter-culture and back-to-

the-land movements would espouse in the 60's and 70's.

We are entering a period when the United States is

facing difficult choices and problems. In response to this

there has been an ongoing attempt to create parties and

organizations that are viable outside the two party

system, or as one of my professors calls it "one party with

two wings". The Citizens' Party, the populist caucus in

the Mid-West, Jesse Jackson's rumbhngs about running,

and even the threats of some New Rightists to bone

Bonzo and find somebody else, all pK>int to the disin-

tegration of the two party system and structure.

Neither the Democrats nor the Republicans have been

able to come up with effective answers to our current

problems. Both parties, in particular the Democrats,

have large varied constituencies, and are having in-

creasing trouble covering all the bases.

Third parties and alternatives have a long history in

the United States. Eugene V. Debs. Socialist Party

candidate for President, got almost 1 million votes in the

1912 elections, and socialists throughout the country

were elected to positions, including mayors of cities.

Previous to this, the great populist upsurge of the 1880's

and 90's. had provided one of the most serious challenges

to the continued industrialization of the country, and the

maintenance of unbridled capitalism. By the Depression

of the 1930's much of the older left had been crushed. But

the Communist Party and a variety of local third party

organizations such as the Farmer Labor Party, and
Upton Sinclair's End Poverty party in California,

challenged the two party system on the local level.

In his autobiography Nearing writes "The momentum
of destruction brushes aside opposition and continues the

mad race to Armageddon. No effective alternative is in

sight." Hopefully the day will soon arrive when there will

once again be many different parties capable of attracting

mass support. It is, after all. the American way.

Brooke States is a Collegian columnist.

Attention all current and prospective

editorial page writers — tomorrow's

Mandatory introductory meeting has

been rescheduled for 7 pm, to allow

students to see Berke Breathed in the of-

fice at 8 pm. Meeting will be in the Col-

legian business office. Nowcohmts
welcome.
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r Window Offices
Available

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT • LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING • AVIATION
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree

(summer ^aduates may inquire). Applicants must

pass aptitude and physical examinations and

qualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship

required.

BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days'

earned annual vacation. Medical/dental/low-cost

life insurance coverage and other tax-free

incentives. Dependents' benefits available.

Promotion program included.

A Navy Representative will be on campus on

October 5, 6. For an appointment, sign up in the

Career Placement Office or call collect:

(518)462-6119

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

TEAMWEAR
Extra Heavyweight Reverse Weave

Sweatshirt

Available in

Gray

Scarlet

Navy

S-M-L-XL

Imprinted

or

Plain

1

Now part

of our

expanded
Activewear

Department Heavyweight

Reverse

Weave
Sweat

Pants

Now in

Stock

Open M-F 9-5

i Located in the Cannpus Center J

BRECK
SHAMPOO
all types 7 oz.

MURINE
EYE DROPS

0.5 oz.

STAYFREE
MINI-PADS

12 count

95*
reg. $1.35

ANACIN-3
100% Aspirin free

24 tablets

95*
reg. $1.45

DIAL
Anti-Perspirant

2.5 oz.

99*
reg. $1.79

Maybelline

EYE COLOR
STYLER PENCIL

assorted colors

$1.49
reg. $2.55

IeID!

mooi.«

eiies

EXPANDED STATIONARY DEPT.

Stop in and check out our wide selection!

191 No. Pleasant St

Amherst
253-3534

Open 7 days

a week

FRATERNITY. . .

have you
considered it?

Before you join one,

check out ALL of the

University Fraternities:

aA^ ax 0^K
aett axa hka

AM

One could be for you!

Sponsored by the

Delta Chi Fraternity

118 Sunset Ave. 549-0482

Arts
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Lemkin: subtle drama
By GRACE MALLIMSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Student Union Gallery is presently

holding a showing of photographs by James

Lemkin. The exhibition, which started on

Sept. 22 and will last for three weeks, is

entitled "Impressions of Diana, Color

Photographs Made With the Diana F Toy

Camera, Autumn Series." It consists of a

series of photographs which Dr. Lemkin

took using the Diana F. a $4.00 toy camera

made in Hong Kong.
According to Dr. Lemkin, the poor

quality of his camera enabled him to "re-

member simplicity." His exploration of the

imprecision of the Diana F makes the

pictures almost abstract in quality.

Because of the autumn colors and the

naturalistic lighting, the works are

dramatic, while remaining subtle and

simplistic enough for the final in

terpretation to be up to the viewer.

Dr. Lemkin started using the Diana F

after his photography equipment was stolen

in New York City in the summer of 1982.

Prior to that he had been an architectural

photographer. He studied photography at

the University of Rochester, George

Eastman House, and was a graduate

student at MIT. Dr. Lemkin has also

taught photography and film at Harvard

University, State University of New York

Canadaigua, Kansas Newman College, and

on a Cree/Chippewa Indian reserve in

Montana. His work has been exhibited

throughout North America, and his photos

are on permanent collection at the George

Eastman House of International

Photography, Museum of Contemporary

Craft (NYC), the Hayden Gallery, and the

Creative Photography Department at MIT.

He presently practices naturopathic

medicine in Northampton. Mass, and

Enfield, Conn. In general practice, he

emphasized natural and preventive

methods of health care.

Pianist Estela Olevsky will perforin a solo recital at 8:15 p.m. on

Sept. 27 in Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College. The recital is the

second in this season's faculty recital series, presented by the UMass

Department of Music and Dance. _

}fmmmmm3^^''^'mm^- %^^t-^
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One of James Lemkin's "Autumn Series" photos currently on display

in the Student Union Gallery.

Belew: king for a day
By NEAL OSHEA
Collegian Correspondent

Rip bash smash bum up a fret

I can keep it, in tune and nearly beat it to

death.

Is this the product of a cruel, sadistic

guitar hater? Hardly. This is a stanza

from Tmang Bar King, the latest solo album

from Adrian Belew.

Twang Bar King is a welcome addition to

American avante garde music that

definitely estabUshes Adrian Belew as one

of the greatest guitar players ever.

The opening song on side one is a cover of

the old Beatles' song. Tm Down." Belew's

version is probably not what the Fab Four

had in mind; his guiUr twists and screams

its way around both his superbly ranged

voice and the backup choruses from his well

rehearsed band.

The next song, entitled "I Wonder", is a

love song of sorts. The guitars here are

reminiscent of Robert Fripp and also show

Belew's ability to jump from rhythm to

lead.

"Sexy Rhino" is a short electronic song

that is most likely about Belew's wife, to

whom he seems very devoted. The title is

also an allusion to his first solo album,

"Lone Rhino."

On the title track, Belew mercilessly

careens his guitar through some amazingly

distorted riffs. This is a nicely danceable

tune, something that Belew usually

reserves for his own music.

The Aside finishes with "The RaU Song",

a highly personal journey back into Belew's

Ilhnois childhood. The music is melancholy

and the lyrics deal with his romance with

the rails of the Midwest.

Side two starts with "Paint the Road", a

jouncy instrumental in which Belew's

excellent band gets quite a workout. The

band — Christy Bley on piano, William

Janssen on saxaphones, Larrie Londin on

drums, J. Clifton Mayhugh on bass and

Adrian Belew on all guitars — deserves a

round of applause.

"She is Not Dead" mourns the loss of

someone who was so beautiful that her

beauty hved on after her death. This tune

makes good use of some heavy African

rhythms.

In summary, this is a fine work from a

guitarist who blends several styles of

playing into his own unique sound. One can

hear bits of Zappa and Fripp, but it's

Adrian Belew all the way.

Distinguished Visitors Program
the

Collegian
present

who brings you Milo, Binkley

and the rest of

8p.m.

BlOOM coun^/
Berke Brec:" -.

Tuesday S.US.
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S49-2880
NoA s the time to can
on ,t to' export lepatrs

c'iu 'ecordition'

AE«E THE BODY SHOP AT

Worth Amhent
Motors

Rt. 63

No. Amherst

KKSKARCH P.AFERS

14,789 to choose
from - all subjects!

Rush $2 for the cur-

rent, 306 page
catalog. Custom
research ft thesis

assistance also
available.

RESEARCH, 11322
Idaho Ave. #206WA
Los Angeles, CA
90025 1213) 477-8226.

ytoooooooooeoooooooooooeooeooooooooooor

TIME OUT
Two T.V.'s Hoppx Hour

CHECK WITH US

^beautiful neuj & antique jewelry

^sensible prices

^economical, fast repair service

^innai^ative gifts

{^experienced buyers of gold &
estate jewelry

{^professional appraisal service

{^open monday - Saturday

10 am -5:30 pm

.|i:\vi:m;k

31 s. pleasant tt., amharst 253-3966

16 oz droit

65<

plus

giont bor drinks

W« lov* students

& sport fons

Amhorst's DIggost LIttIo Dor

37 N PIOQsont

Amhorst, MA
looooooooooeooooooooooooocooonooooood

^«^ ^g ^'^ » »*

Singing Telegrams
Balloon Deliveries &

Professional

Bellydancers

for ALL occasions
Call 665-7664

Hypercurricula
SOVIET JEWRY/FALASHA MEETING - Open to

new members wishing to be involved with the issue of

oppressed world Jewry. 7:30 p.m. Suffolk Room, Student
Union.

ANGERS PROGRAM INFORMATIONAL MEETING
— Meeting is for all students interested in applying for the

Spring 1984 Semester Program in Angers, France. Par-

ticipants from last spring's program will be there. Wine
and cheese! Slides! Applications! 7:30 p.m. Herter Hall 3rd
floor lounge.

UMASPA MEETING - Any student interested in

personnel management or labor relation should consider

joining the American Society of Personnel Administrators.
Look into it at an introductory meeting. 7 p.m. 326 SOM.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING - Join us for our
introductory meeting. Racism hurts us all. Let's work
together to eracism! 7 p.m. CC 805.

WORD WATCH - An in depth exploration of New
Testament scripture and theology and its relevance today.

For all interested in an intelligent, serious, open-minded
study of the Bible. 7-8 p.m. 428 Student Union.

HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING - What can YOU
do about world hunger? Come and find out! 4:30 p.m. 428
Student Union.

ANGERS (FRANCE) SPRING SEMESTER MEETING
— Informal meeting for all who are interested in study in

Angers, France for spring 1984 semester. 7:30 p.m. Herter
Hall, 3rd floor lounge.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - We'll talk about racing,

touring, and there will be a slide show presentation. See
you there! 7:30 p.m. Campus Center 903.

THE ARMENIAN STUDENTS CLUB - WUl hold their

first meeting tonight. Topics discussed will include fun-

draisers and an Armenian Language Colloque. New
members welcome! 8 p.m. Leach Dorm Basement.

S.S.A.M. ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING - Meeting
to lay out projects of campus chapter of the State Student
Association of Mass. Come and join with students
statewide to work for your rights. 7:30 p.m. CC 811.

CHESS CLUB MEETING — 2nd meeting of semester.

Interested people should show up or call Joe 6-4629. 7 p.m.

CC 162.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
(AASA) — Mandatory meeting for all tournament players.
All others are welcome to attend. 6:30 p.m. CC 904-08.

THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPUS

WHYISl
THE

^. ixc*
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TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACK YEAR

Departs in January from Ft. Lauderdale,
nortda, with stops in South America,

Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle,
in September with stops in the Orient, South Asia,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

^rx>^vl^ol In ilu- liiiMrMiv ol i'iiishui>^l) Sinnski .ii Sr.i olkts Miulcniv .i Mi|XTi.)r full
srnu'Mc-r .k.kk-inu pmxr.mi .iiul Mipp. .niiin luM lApiTKiuis \\\\^ uiu- semester, full
credit expernnie is avaiJahlc to ijualiruil stuiltnis from ai: aiindited colleges and
universiiKs

M..ri- ih.in M) \..\.ini- rcI.ik'J univi-rsiu >,.iirst-s l.uiili\ Jr.iwit from the liinvrMtv .)('

Piiishiirgli .inil oiIkt 1«.-;uIiii>- uniwrMiics. .ui>jimnii\l In \imiiiih .irt-.i cNpciiv

Opiioii.il lours. MHludinK spciul lours inio ilu- IVopk- s Krpi.hJK ot (lim.i. .iv.iii.ibk-

Vmcsu.r.ii>KM.KlnmssuKkMiisu,ihoui k>...i J (o lolor. r.ui' oi i rccd I he N S I mn-rM- \s\
fulK .nr coiuliiumed. IK.(K)() ions. n-nisK-rcil in I.iIhti.i .nul Innli in .Xnurict

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, LCIS, University of'
Pittsbvsh, Porb«s Qnadrmnflc, Fittsbargh, FA 1 5260, or caU toU free

'

(800) 8$4-019$ <iii Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021)

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

SF0R«88
EAROUND?

Special!

with this ad

Two Additional

Weeks
Expires Oct. \, 1983

J"

4:W
M"

RESUI1S<
Why does Gloria Stevens

get results? Because nobody has
better trained technicians. Or
more carefully planned individual
programs in aerobics, weight train-

'^g. gJ'oup exercise and nutrition.

So don't sign up for another fitness

program without visiting us. We'll

show you why our price is the offer of
a lifetime.

Hamp. MaU, Rt. t. Hadlay, MA— Mon.-Fri. 1:30 a.m.-t p.m.. Sat. t a.m. to B p.n

Amas Plata. Rt. 2. araanflaM>-Mefi.-F)rl. 8:30 a.m. to t p.m.. Sat. • a.m. to 3 p.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Scrod Dan DeBellis

Superbad by G.H.
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After The Fall by R. Miller
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Wilson Low by CC. McFly
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i
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Quentin by Mark MacKenzie
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Fxiiled by Margaret Karrar and Trudr Jaffe

\*- t«CJ I OS Aii(#lr\ 1tinr« Syn^aiv

ACROSS
1 Expense
5 Uraeus symbols
9 Blackbirds

13 Moslem VIPs
15 Loafer

16 "What ?
17 Bitof japery

18 Blue-green stone

20 Dept of Defense
locale

22 Opened, as the

drapes
23 Postseason bowl
24 Moved sidewise

25 Bring to light

<with "out")

27 Court locale

28 Author-director
Ka2an

29 Trojan War hero
31 Enlighten

35 Be troubled

36 Accounts
38 Lea sound
39 Ooadoubletake
42 Pizzazz

43 Move to action

44 Hungarian
composer

46 Busy 1 1 up (got hep)

48 Inconsistent 12 Irish

50 Engenders 14 Emulate

51 Darwin's frigate Babilonia

52 Wavy 19 Not yet payable

55 Persistent 21 Bribed

57 Consider 24 Genders
58 Eleven, in Evian 25 Lose courage

59 Zip, In a way 26 Author Wiesel

60 Tin-coated alloy 27 Gentleman's

61 Abacus unit gentleman

62 Too bad! 30 Like swing

63 Scanned 32 Deceit

33 Square dance
number

DOWN 34 City on the Ouse
1 "Dogpatch 37 Besmirch

creator 40 Jammed
2 Scarebabe 41 Count, for «ne
3 "Lost Horizon" 43 Cardigan

locale 45 Hifi must
4 Trumpet blast 47 Bank on

5 Early American 48 Rouen's river

entrepreneur 49 Fictional Sancho
6 Give a wide t>erth 50 Endorses

to 51 Shapeless mass
7 que? (why?) 52 Photo

8 Spangle 53 Poet Millay

9 Drew idly 54 Used henna
10 Flaming 56 UNgp

1 7 3 4 1 5 t 7 1

1
9 10 11 12

13 14

1
15 16

17 IS 19

20 ;i 22

1^1 73 24

7% 26 ?7 l^^l
n 79 30 31 32 a 34

35 |H 36 17 38

39 40 41 4? 1 43

44 45 46 47

a 49 i 50 IJH
51 i 52 S3 54

55 56

1

57

SS

1
S9 M

61 67 63

JOB OPENING

There is an immediate opening for a

Production Maintenance person in

the Graphics Dept. of the Collegian.

Responsibilities will include cleaning

and maintaining graphics equipment.

No experience necessary. Mechanical

inclination mandatory.

Apply at the Graphics Dept of the

Collegian today from 7-8p.m.

DC Menu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Open Face Ham and Swiss Vegetable Hot Pot

Sandwich Humus Vegetable Pocket

Italian Shell Casserole Sandwich

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme Chicken Cutlet/Supreme

Sauce, Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce Cranberry Sauce

Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom
Jelly Sauce

Tuna Salad Plate with Chips

Weather

Today, partly sunny.

Highs from the mid 60s to

lower 70s. Partly cloudy

tonight. Lows from the mid

40s to mid 50s. Tuesday
partly sunny, highs 70 to 75.

TODAY'S

PUZZLE ANSWER
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Dartmouth blasts tennis
By SCOTT HOOD
CoUegian SUff

They are eight of the most respected

institutions of higher learning in the world.

The Ivy League. Since their inception in

the 17th century they have graduated some

of the most influential leaders in govern-

ment, business, and law. Enhancing the

reputation of these schools have been the

athletic programs. Back at the beginning of

this century and well into it. the Harvard-

Yale football game was a national event,

unquestionably "The Game" of the year.

But the present represents a different

story. In the greedy world of in-

tercollegiate athletics where TVs king and

winning's the thing the Ivies represent the

last stand for sanity. They forbid their

football teams to participate in any bowl

games and reluctantly allow their

basketball squads to participate in the post-

season tomey. Result: The Ivy League,

athletically anyway, have fallen from grace

and in prestige. But there is one sport that

the Ivies remain strong: Tennis.

And the University of Massachusetts

men's tennis team learned that lesson on

Saturday as the Dartmouth Little Green,

rated only seventh in their league, thras.ied

the Minutemen 8-1.

"They were a good team. It wasn't that

we were out-classed, we were out-

experienced," said Coach Szlosek. "We
have zero experience."

The lone UMass victory was registered by

Wayne Peterson, who defeated Kris

Bobbins at number one singles, 6-4, 6-4. In

the other five singles matehes, UMass
managed to capture only two sets (Eiarl

Small at two and Mark Weinstein at five,

who won in a tiebreaker). It was the same
story in the doubles, where Dartmouth won
at one and two by the identical score of 6-4,

6-2.

On Wednesday the netmen will travel to

Storrs, CT to take on UConn. Next

weekend, the squad travels to Princeton,

New Jersey for the ECAV Championships.

UMhas win, two 0-0 ties
CORTLAND. NY The University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team
traveled out to the Cortland St. Tour-

nament of Champions this weekend,

which featured 12 of the Top 20 teams in

the nation, and came out with a win and

two ties.

UMass. ranked fourth in the nation,

opened their portion of the tourney on

Saturday with an impressive 3-0 win over

unranked George Washington. Jamie
Watson. Lori Stukes and Chris Taggart

hit home for the Minutewomen.
In the next game, the defense stood tall

but the offense couldn't come through in a

0-0 tie with the 11th ranked University of

California-Berkley Golden Bears.

UMass outshot UCal Berkley by a 8-6

margin and relied on freshman goaltender

Lisa Ellis to turn away five shots.

Sunday morning, Massacusetts was
again held scoreless as they tied seventh

ranked Central Florida 0-0. Ellis stopped

four shots as UMass outshot Central 8-4.

The Minutewomen take their 2-0-2

record and oppose Brown, 13th ranked, on

Wednesday at 3 p.m. at Boyden.
National Rankings: 1) UConn 2) North

CaroUna 3)Cortland St. 4) UMaas 5)

Missouri-St. Louis 6) Cincinnati 7) C.

Florida 8) Harvard 9) Boston College 10)

Princeton.

Men in Cornell finals

Spikers fight to third place
New Britain, CT. - Adversity was a key

word for the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team this weekend. Six

matches, sixteen games, two key injuries

and ten hours of volleyball - this is how
head coach Elaine Sortino spelled ad-

versity this weekend.

The team traveled to Central Conneticut

Saturday to play in a twelve team tour-

nament. Things started off well, but
progressively got worse.

UMass breezed by their first two op-
ponents beating Bryant College and
Sacred Heart in succesive games in their

two out of three matches, but national

power C.W. Post was next for UMass.
"This was a team we really wanted to

see. Post would show us just how well we
were doing." Sortino said. She did not
however, foresee the upcoming trouble.

Following a loss in game one, UMass was
behind 13-11 when Kirsten Smith hit the

floor writhing in pain. The diagnosis was
a badly sprained ankle and Kirsten would
be out for at least 2 weeks.

Sortino called in Ellen Deady cold off the

bench to replace Smith. In a new position,

Deady responded by playing her best

volleyball of the season. UMass was able

to push Post to the edge, but it was
UMass ultimately fell off. losing 16-14.

"Post is the finest in New England, it

was a good showing for us," praised

Sortino.

UMass wrapped up the pool play beating

Northeastern University and Central

Conneticut. Both of these matches went
the full three games. Following the

Conneticut match, it was Leslie Smith
who was being wrapped up. Leslie pulled

her shoulder in the Central match and
while warming up for the semi-finals

against Springfield, she dislocated her

shoulder - more trouble.

Sortino again turned to the bench and
this time chose freshman Michele Barys.
The 'new look' UMass team fought hard,

but lost the third and deciding game 15-

12.

Springfield squared off against Post in

the finals, but Post reigned supreme and
left Connecticut with the championship.

ITACHA. NY - The
University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team advanced
to the finals of the Cornell

Classic this past weekenr*
r*r<(] didn't sonrp a eo»>l

The Minutemen and

Cornell battled to a double

overtime 0-0 tie. but UMass
got the bid to the finals by

virtue of outshooting Cornell

5-4 in penalty kicks.

UMass met Cleveland St..

who also advanced to the

finals on penalty kicks after

they tied Brooklyn St. 0-0.

Cornell out shot UMass
19-13 in their semi-final

game but couldn't get it in.

Goalie Jeff Donahue had 10

saves for the Minutemen.

This is it!

The last CoUegUm

orientation meeting

6:30 p.m. Tuesday

Room 903 Campus Center

Come join the staff of the largest

New England college daily

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK! 6 T - S
I

HP11C

$75.00
o»'fl. List 90.00

Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools
Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP-11C Slinvline Programmable Scientific
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HP - 12C
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Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-15C with its

powerful functions and advanced
programmability eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert/delete editing

RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and
liquid-crystal display [Zp^ -

.
^

HP 15C

$99.00
org list 120.00

Pt lllOM«l
COMPVTaTVM

o 1 A L I n
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HP - IOC

$59.00
org list 70.00

Hewlett-Packard's lowest-priced

programmable ever! The new HP IOC
scientific calculator can make problem
solving easier with:

70 Program Lines, Conditinal Branching
Built-in Trigonometric and Statistics Functions
RPN Logic, Merged Keycodes
Continuous Memory
Liquid Crystal Display

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP 16C can
save you time with its built-in functions and
advanced programmability

Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal
conversions and operations
Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program lines or 101 16-bit data registers

Sets word size, 1's and 2's complement, unsigned modes
Floating-point decimal mode
RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and liquid-crystal display
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HP 16C

$99.00
org list 120.00

Located in the

Campus Center
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RESTAURANT & LOUNGt

SjDecialists for All

Your Travel Needs

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES

• TICKETRON
• CAR RENTALS

• HOTEL RESERVATIONS
• CHARTER PACKAGES

• CRUISES
• AMTRAK

Campus Center (2nd Floor)

U. of Mass, Amherst, 01003
545-0500
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CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS

A Republican Club is starting at the
University of Massachusetts

Interested?

Call Bill 546-5459 after 6 PM

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VW Bug excellent condition 545-2690

( Mike Kajen)

1970 Volkswagen convertible rebuilt

engine $750 665-3150 or 549-3878 evenings

Toyota Wagon - 1976 - high nniles but very

reliable $1000 549-0574 after 4

BLOOM FANS

Meet the creative genius behind Bloom
County. 8 p.m. Sept. 27 in the Student

Union Ballroom

BOSTON VOTERS

The Mel King Campaign needs your sup-

port. Absentee ballot applications available,

transportation to/from Boston on Election

Day (Oct. 11) also possible. Call Peter

Thomson 584-7888 or OTWA 545-2517

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profes

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

Occasions ZSa-Sfifln

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather ,azz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

79 Yamaha XS 400 - excellent condition

3500 miles - $850 or best offer 546-6350

Tag Sale selling house everything goes Sat

24th Sept 9-4 Sun 9-12:30 King Philip Dr.

S. Deerfield

79 Honda Civic 47500 FM 2300. call at

night 549-4078

72 Toyota Celica 18RC for parts. Runs.

$100 Jim days 665-7138 __^
Computer terminal for sale. DEC VT55
video terminal with hardcopy option. Like

new. 549-6994

8 early Beatles British import albums $7
each? 253-5956

FOUND

Found Monday 9/19 outside SUB:
NACLA report, May-June 82, cover

"South Atlantic Triangle"; xeroxed New
Yorker article, "Reflections, No Name, No
Number," Apr. 20, 81. Call Peter Thomson,
584 7888

HELP WANTED

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment

and serious attitude essential. Vocals

helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8 .

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice

Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-

ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225-)- /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am

Teach in MASSACHUSETTS Complete

employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts -plus latest open-

ings! $6.00 Betterway, P.O. Box 2153,

Dept. 35, Centerville, MA 02634

Recycling Project organize your dorm,

apt bidg. or neighborhood and earn a

credit apply 306 SUB 545-0618

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.

253-7009

Arts Coordinator leadership, graphic

skills, work-study desirable call Debbie

665-7020

Jr High Group Leader at Unitarian

Church in Amherst. Call Carol Rothery at

253 3125 ^_^__
Meals includedl Alpha Chi needs
houseboys. Great work environment! Call

549-4159 for info

WORK FOR A CHANGE on Hazardous
Wastes, Acid Rain, Consumer Advocacy.
MASSPIRG how hiring full and part time

for citizen outreach and fundraising. 0pp.
for travel and advancement. 2-10 pm. Call

Jill, 256 6434, 9-2 pm
Women! Book a cameo lingerie show!
Earn credit. Call Heidi 546-4248 (9)

Recycling Coordinator - liason between
university and town of Amherst. Duties in-

clude organizing and publicity. Work study

pay and independent study credits

available. Aply 306 SUB. 545-0618

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST

Watch gold band Whitmore keeps bad

time momento of grandfather 586-6874

MOTORCYCLES

1960 Suzuki GN400X 3000 miles excellent

condition only $700 Paul 546-8571

MOVIE

* Dog Day Afternoon starring Al Pacino
* Friday. Sept. 30. Shows at 5:30, 8:00,

*

*Erd 10:30. Campus Center Auditorium*
* Admission $1.00 *

PART-TIME HELP

Put your conscience to work!
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry, 256-3434, 9-2 pm

PERSONALS

Maboss, Really glas you're home, love you
so much, Yaboss

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual. Couples.
Psychological testing,

vices Center 545-0041

Family Therspy.
Psychological Ser-

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to New York City or

Westchester county on Friday Oct. 7. Will

share expenses. Call Kathy 546-5034

Ride wanted to downtown Holyoke
Tubs and/or Thurs mornings from campus
area call 549-1511

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female to share room Brittany manor
non-smoker preferred 256-1203

RUSH

OPEN RUSH
Delta Chi Fraternity

Wed. 9-28. Thu. 9-29 7-9 pm
118 Sunset Ave. 549-0482

SOUTHWEST JOBS

Southwest Jobs: Audio Visual/Computer
Center Supervisor call SW Area Gov't

5-0960(1)

Computer Center Security wanted call

S.W.A.G. 5-0960(1) W/S
Secretary SW Area Gov't Ofice must type

well Call SW Area Gov't 5-0960(1) W/S

WANTED
Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-

sal space in Amherst/Hadley area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.

WE WANT YOU

Interested in an alternative to a Greek
Sorority? We are Gamma Sigma Sigma - a

national service sorority. We are actively in-

volved with campus and community pro-

jects. It isn't all work as we also liold

numerous social events. Informational

Meeting Tues Sept 27 at 7 pm in the Cam-
pus Center Rm 169 or call 545-2068 for

more info we welcome anyone to attend

4i ..••
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The final day for wrestling tryouts will bel

[Tuesday Sept. 27 at 4 p.m. in the Boyden Wrestl-j

ling room.
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UM gets it together against Crimson
Offense starts quickly;

Defense is fantastic

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - An explosive first quarter and a stub-

born defense enabled the University of Massachusetts

football team to come away from Boston with a 21-7 vic-

^he Crimson of Harvard Saturday.

(H3i. winning ways started with the coin toss and the

Mmutemen chose to kickoff so as to have the wind at their

;acks.

After the Minuteman defense forced Harvard to use

their vaunted punter, Jim Villanueva, for the first of his

eight punts on the day, the UMass offense went to work
from their own 25 yard line.

With sophomore tailback Frank Fay, in his first start,

slashing of left tackle for big gains, the largest of which

being 17 yards, the Minutemen found themselves at the

Harvard 38 facing a third down and ten situation.

At this point, quarterback Jim Simeone came up with

the first of several big UMass plays, hitting his brother

Bob Simeone with a 38 yard touchdown bomb and the

Minutemen were suddenly leading, 7-0.

Once again, the UMass defense stymied the Harvard of-

fense and the Minutemen took over at their own 32.

With the UMass offensive line controlling the line of

scrimmage, Fay and senior fullback Rich Jenkins proceed-

ed to pound out the yardage necessary for another score.

Fay blasted into the end zone from five yards out for the

touchdown and UMass was leading 14-0. Things would get

better.

On the next series of downs. Harvard was facing a third

and ten from their own 21 as quarterback Armond
"Chuck" Colombo dropped back to throw. Defensive pass

specialist Troy Turner read Colombo's intentions perfect-

ly, stepped in frt)nt of his pass at the 25 yard line, and
waltzed into the end zone with the third UMass score of

the opening quarter and their last of the day.

In the second quarter, both teams traded punts and
headed into the locker room with UMass leading, 21-0.

After a revolutionary halftime show by the Harvard
marching band, during which they formed themselves into

the initials USSR and played "Live and Let Die"; the in-

itials U S M C and R I P ? and played "Only the Good Die

Young"; and the word PUKE; the teams came out to play

the second half.

Collegian photo by Jim Powen.

Craig Leskinsi and teammate helped bring Harvard to their knees in Saturday's 21-7 win out in

Cambridge.

The last two quarters, especially the third, were
dominated by Harvard as the UMass offense went into a
shell and gained only 66 yards, all on the ground.

Fortunately for the Minutemen, their defense was near-

ly impregnable, only allowing the Crimson time-

consuming yardage via the run.

The defense also came up with the big plays, including

interceptions by strong safety Jack Shay and Turner (his

second), and two fumble recoveries.

In a key series, the UMass defenses stopped Harvard on

a fourth and goal at the five to preserve the 21-0 lead,

which lasted until Harvard broke through with 29 seconds

remaining in the third quarter to account for the final 21-7

score.

"It was a great win for us, we beat an excellent football

team," said UMass coach Bob Pickett. "We were a little

tentative in the second half. We're going to play better."

If UMass plays better next Saturday, they are sure to

defeat Rhode Island at Alumni Stadium in their first

Yankee Conference game.

Stickeis tieUNC 00, crushUVM 7-0

Collegian photo bv UaTJd Dcaber.

Judy Morgan, who scored in Saturday's rout of Vermont, moves
downfield against BC earlier in the week. UMass is now 3-0-1.

Cup is on the line today
NEWPORT. R.I. (AP) - A nervous

Newport waited and wondered Sunday
whether an old Liberty, a new Liberty or

the same Liberty would face favored

Australia II in Monday's seventh and

decisive race for the America's Cup.

The answer was to be found in a

shipyard drydock 25 miles away, where

the embattled defender could undergo

further changes in weight and sail con-

figuration, a move the angry Australians

have vowed to protest.

But just as the Aussies kept their

revolutionary winged keel secret all

summer, the Americans weren't saying
what they would do with Liberty in an

effort to maintain their 132 year monopoly

on sailing's oldest prize.

The yacht was towed to the Cove Haven
Marina Sunday and put in a shed for

preparations to either add more ballast or

take more away.

"I don't know if we'll make any

changes," said Liberty skipper Dennis

Conner.

By MICHELE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

If all the shots had been goals, the

University of Massachusetts women's field

hockey team would not have left their

game Friday night against the North

Carolina Tar Heels with just a 0-0 double

overtime tie. UMass had 23 shots on goal to

UNC's 2.

On Saturday, it was different. The
Minutewomen rolled over the University of

Vermont. 7-0, at NOPE.
There was elation and disbelief for the

UMass fans three times during the North

Carolina game on the turf at Springfield

College when shots which appeared to be in

the net rebounded off the post. "We just

had no luck, as well as we played," said

UMass coach Pam Hixon.

Both teams played a good game. UMass
successfully executed passing combinations

giving them repeated offensive oppor-

tunities. The Tar Heels played a sharp

defense, but created far fewer scoring op-

portunites in which to capitalize on.

Tilt' team nieetmgs at hall time reflected

the seriousness of the game. The UMass
players lined the bench, entirely attentive

to what Hixon was saying. They had to

score. There had been good opportunities

in the first half but they weren't goals.

North Carolina seemed to acquire more
of everything during their respective half

time session. They were fired up on attack,

and defensively broke up the UMass
penetrations.

With six minutes left in regulation,

UMass captain Carol Progulske shot with a
flick that deflected off the goal post.

With four and a half minutes remaining
the Minutewomen put successive pressiu^e

on the UNC defense in a concentrated ef-

fort to score but to no avail.

In the two ten minute overtimes both

teams struggled but couldn't get the offen-

sive penetrations. The UMass 'jffense got

on track in Saturday's rout of Vermont.
"Right away, right away," said Hixon in

reference to offensive pressure before they

went out to play the Catamount's.

"Go all the way to the goal," she said.

UMass had no problem and exploded.

Pam Moryl crossed the ball from the right

wing position to midfielder Patty Smith,

who tipped it in to give UM a 1-0 lead with

twenty minutes gone.

Four minutes later Moryl received a pass

from midfielder Judy Morgan, carried it

along the endline into the circle and tipped

it for the score.

Throughout the first half the UMa.ss of-

fense dominated. UVM did not get into

their scoring circle once.

Less than a minute into the second half,

Pam Moryl shot from the top of the circle

into the corner of the net, giving her a hat

trick.

Shortly after the third UMass goal a
UVM defensive player yelled to her team,
"C'mon Vermont!" It was like a plead to

stop this UMass team. But the
Minutewomen were on a roll.

At nine minutes Judy Morgan drilled a
clean shot into the goal off a short corner

pass, and at 14 minutes, UMass was award-
ed a penalty stroke after the UVM goalie

obstructed the ball with her body. Carol

Progulske put a firm flick in to up the score

to 5-0.

With 48 seconds left to play, left wing
Diane Kobel was alone in front of the net.

She deflected a cross ball in the goal to

complete the UMass rout.

Two games. One scoreless. One ex-

plosive.

"The difference was that we made it hap-

pen. We came out and really exploded. I

was really pleased," said Pam Hixon.

an independent Third World newsweekly

connected with the Collegian for the so/e purpose of distribution

Qass of 1987 Third World
Enrollment High
by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

The University of Massachusetts is seeing its largest

Third World student population to date. In the nnidst

of a national decline in Third World college enroll-

ment, this year's 311 inconning Third World freshper-

sons is the highest number in UMass history.

Why has UMass Third World enrollment increased,

during a national decline? Rudy Jones, Director of

UMass Admissions believes it is due to his aggressive

recruiting, and his refusal to accept the assumption

that increasing numbers of Third World students can

not be recruited with the current national problems.

While Jones admits it was "very difficult", he in-

sists that it is very possible. UMass admissions

statistics have proven his point. In 1981, incoming

Third World enrollment was 6.5 percent. In 1982 the

figure dropped to 5.1. percent. For 1983 it is 7.5 per-

cent.

Jones, who has been the Admissions Director one

year, explains that his efforts consisted of visiting high

schools, "convincing them (Third World students)

UMass is a relatively decent place to study", develop-

ing good networking, counseling with minority

students across Massachusetts and selective out of

state visitations.

Jones is confident that increased Third World

enrollment will increase the quality of education at

UMass. He states, "A great university is measured by

its dynamic faculty, excellent facilities and ad-

ministrators; but also by the diversity of its students,

faculty and staff. It will increase the status of the

University."

What has decreased, says Jones, is financial aid. "It

is no longer a free ride." He explains that although

financial aid usually covers approximately 86 percent

of a recipient's bill, the student will still need loans.

The average student accumulates around $10,000 in

loans by the end of four years. Says Jones, the

University "needs more creative (financial) packaging

to get minorities to come. It's not fair for a poor per-

son to have to pay $10,000 (in loans) back after

school. More can be done and is being done." Jones

cited increased tuition waivers and the new Du Bois

sholarships, which are four-year tuition waivers given

to four incoming Third World freshpersons.

Jones feels that through the University's academic

and extra-curricular programs. Third World students

can accumulate valuable skills. Teachers, engineers,

liistorians, doctors, business managers, nurses, and

Continued on page 3

photo by M. David Lee

Malika Jones: Dismissed from EWC by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

As Malika Jones left the Third World Women's Pro-

gram of UMass' Everywoman's Center (EWC) last Fri-

day, she said that "it's up to student involvement (to

decide) what focus the Task Force is going to take in

the future."

Jones described the Third World community's

needs for direct services and educational programs as

"important, a priority." Yet, since "UMass is a

microcosm of society at large, the University sees that

there is a turn to the right in this country," and

because the University doesn't exist in "a vacuum," it

decides that Jones' " type of work is just not

necessary."

Jones worked with Third World Women's Program

since its inception in 1980, first in public relations and

later as coordinator of the Program with Panna Put-

nam. Looking back on her experience, Jones com-

mented, "I feel that the original thrust of the program

no longer exists," blaming right-wing pressure with

the disappearance of any incentive to focus broadly

on Third World women's issues.

Jones' dismissal, along with Mary Wentworth's and

Marianne G'Leary's, was a heated public issue last

spring; committees began to work not only to

reinstate the employees, but to try to understand the

University's underlying reasons for not renewing the

three contracts. Jones attributes the personnel

upheaval to a "long history of exploitation in the

EWC."
Nevertheless, Jones says "I am optimistic that

whoever they hire will be able to act independenty of

the controls that exist in the Center." She hopes that

the Program will expand to be more campus-wide,

and urges all members of the community to broaden

support so that "when they see injustice, they will

take a risk, regardless of the circumstances."

At the end of the month Jones and her four-year-

old son will leave Amherst to return to Cambridge.

From there, UConn's program for a master's in social

work interests her, as does working to counter

violence against women. Wherever she may settle,

Jones reaffirms her commitment by saying that work-

ing with Third World women "would always be the

priority."

And in the spirit of her dedication, Malika Jones

leaves UMass this message: "Third World women in-

the community and on campus should put pressure on

the EWC to fulfill the needs of Third World women, to

demand that those programs not be compromised or

watered down."
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Editorial/Opinion

by Segun Eubanks

for the Nummo Staff

What John Wright did for our community and this

University we must not forget. Brothers and sisters,

we must learn from the precedent John set for us.

Although John's life was cut short he still proved that

if you try hard enough you can reach the sky and

more. He showed that academic discipline and com-

munity involvement are not separate entities but vital,

necessary aspects of one's total education.

Help us keep John's name alive. What he did for

this University we must not let be forgotten. John

gave the UMass Athletic Department a part of his life.

His winning spirit elevated the standards and esteem

of the UMass Track and Field Division. We must not

let his efforts be in vain.

Racism and ignorance will try to bury John's

memory. I say this because myself and some others

remember a brother named Alex Eldridge. He was a

star of the UMass Basketball Team who died while a

student. He was one of the best players ever to set

foot in the Cage. He turned the tide of UMass basket-

ball. But when he died racism and ignorance buried

his name with him.

We will not let this happen to John. Just as he lives

in our hearts and minds he must also live in UMass

history!

John Wright was one semester short of graduation.

He never received a degree from this University. We
believe that the brother and his family deserve

something for his dedication and contribution to the

sport of Track and Field at UMass.

We strongly urge the UMass Athletic Department

to dedicate a memorial in the name of John Wright

and that the University grant him an honorary degree.

John has done more for the Track and Field Team
than any other athlete in the history of this institution.

Both on the field and off John helped this University

be a better place to grow and learn !s this too much to

ask for a great athlete and human being who lost his

life at the peak of his athletic training?

Note: We would like to commend Coach O'Brian's ef-

forts to establish a University scholarship in John's

name.

For more information contact Afrik-Am, 418 New
Africa House or call 545-1900.
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this memorial was submitted to Nummo anonymously

John C. Wright of Dorchester, Massachusetts

drowned August 1, 1983 while swimming at Puffer's

Pond in Amherst. He was 21 years old and entering his

final year of shool at the University of Massachusetts

in Amherst. He was studying Political Science with

hopes of becoming a lawyer some day. He was a

World Class athlete and a World Class person.

When I first heard the news, I was emotionally stun-

ned. I couldn't or wouldn't believe it. I, like many who
knew him kept searching for information about the

tragic event. Maybe there was some kind of mistake.

Maybe someone had gotten the names wrong or

maybe it wasn't "our" John. I searched for

newspapers and I listened to the news on the radio

hoping that the news would somehow change. It

didn't.

I had seen John a lot in his last few weeks of

physical life. He had been training for his most recent

athletic challenge which was to 'play' for the Universi-

ty Varsity Football Team. He was in great physical

shape. He had been working out with Bingo lAII-

American safety), Grady Fuller, Duck (running back,

D. Anthony Grange), and several other members of

the football team.

He was supremely confident about his chances of

contributing to this year's football team. John didn't

go around telling people he was going to make the

team. You had to see the look in his eyes and the smile

on his face when he talked about his challenge. You

know he was very serious and determined to succeed.

John Wright touched our lives in a very speical way.

He was, as one friend described him, "a genuinely

nice person" who had the trust, respect and love of all

the people who came in contact with him. He was a

kind of prophet sent to us by God. His mission was to

show us all how to love our fellow man and woman.
His mission was to show us how to set high goals and

then to work really hard to achieve them.

It has been extremely hard for me to accept the

reality of John's physical death. He was such a superb

athlete that it is hard to believe he could die the way
he did. I have put my faith in God, and it is only with

God's help that I can accept this reality. We should

realize, however, that John is with us spiritually. He
will live forever in our hearts and in our minds because

he was someone who touched us with his warmth.

John is survived by his mother, father and two

brothers. He also left behind many, many friends,

coaches and competitive rivals who are better people

for having known him. The staff of Nummo News will

miss John's many contributions to its' pages. The en-

tire community of Amherst will feel the loss for some
time to come. The human race has lost one of its

finest persons.

Continued from page 1

other health care providers are badly needed in Third

World communities, he explains. He is concerned

with Third World student underrepresentation in fields

like computer science, health services and education.

He feels students need to build strong communica-

tion skills, especially writing skills. Jones, who co-

founded Nummo News and was the Co/fegian 'sf'irst

Black Affairs editor, believes that both Nummo News

and the Black Affairs page are good ways to pick up

these skills. He also suggests the Black Mass Com-

munications Project (BMCP), Afrik-Am, and the Third

World Caucus.

Jones believes that each Third World student

should contribute at least one hour weekly to a Third

World campus organization. He does not believe

extra-curricular activity necessitates poor academic

performance. Although all the entering Third World

tiudents "are wcM-equtpped to handle coltoQe work,"

says Jones, many of them don't perform when they

come to school. He does not feel the University

should be " too flexible." Students "should be expected

toperform and can if they concentrate on doing their

work," says Jones. "They have to get their priorities

straight."

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

Friday, September 23 was the 1 13th Anniversary of

the Puerto Rican "Grito de Lares" (Cry of Lares) revolt

against Spanish domination. To commemorate the

historic 1868 battle, a New York demonstration

at the United Nations demanded that the "question"

of Puerto Rico be included on the upcoming agenda

photo by Ed Cohen

pected a larger crowd at the rally, but she was glad to

see more "'non-radical-looking' people, more elderly

and working people" giving their political support.

UMass Political Science grad student Raul Cotto-

Serrano very much enjoyed the celebration, but was

disappointed by the low turnout and thinks that the

movement needs to grow. Maria Idali Torres, a UMass

Public Health grad student and member of the local

Comite Lares, said that the event was "a good oppor-

tunity for people from UMass to unite with people in

El 23 de septiembre se celebra el Grito de Lares,

gesta hist6rico que tuvo lugar en Puerto Rico en el ano

1868 contra la dominacion espanola, y que representa

la lucha continua del pueblo puertorriqueno por lograr

su independencia; que a partir del 1898 significa in-

dependencia de la dominacion norteamericana, cuan-

do Puerto Rico fue invadido y occupado por el ejercito

yanqui. Para conmemorar esta dia, se llevb a cabo una

demonstracion en New York, frente a las Naciones

Unidas, con el proposito de que el caso de Puerto Rico

sea inciuido en la agenda de la Asamb*^ General de

las Naciones Unidas. Para los demornjtradores, el caso

de Puerto Rico es mucho mas que un fcinlple caso den-

tro de la agenda, es una cuestion vital e imminente,

para el pueblo puertorriqueno, y los pueblos hermanos

de America Latina. ..

El Comite local Lares en la ONU organizo y mobiizo

un grupo del area de Mass. El grupo se unio a la mar-

cha, organizada por el Movimiento de Liberacion Na-

cional, que partio de Harlem hasta la Plaza de Dag

Hammarskjold, donde se congregaron todos los par-

ticipantes. Oradores, cantantes y grupos musicales

fueron parte de la Jornada. La Asociacion de Artistes

Puertorriquenos en New York, y las diferentes

representaciones de diversos sectores de la com-

unidad puertorriquena en los Estados Unidos se

unieron a la peticion de la decolonizacion de Puerto

Rico, como punto esencial dentro de la lucha por la

independencia.

De regreso a Massachusetts, algunos de los par-

ticipantes comentaron sobre el evento: para Steve

Coons del South African Solidari^ty Group y de la

escuelp Che Lumumbra, este dia tan significativo

comenzo a responder en el a "un largo llamado, por la

independencia." Para Sonia Nieto, profesora de la

Escuela de Educacion en UMass fue muy positivo el

ver y encontrar la participacion de mucha gente '"que

no parecetan radical,' y que son mayores y de la clase

traba jadora,dando su apoyo politico." Raul Cotto

Serrano, estudiante graduado de Ciencias PoHticas,

quien disfruto plenamente dela celebracion, anadio

que "me hubiese gustado ver mayor participacion," y

Self-determination for the Puerto Rican nation

of the U.N. General Assembly.

Independence for Puerto Rico, a US colony, is not

simpJy a "question" to the 1000 people who
demonstrated on Friday in support of self-

determination for the Puerto Rican nation. The local

Comite Lares en la ONU, a committee formed

specifically to mobilize for the New York rally, spon-

sored a bus that traveled to New York frr-n Western

Mass for people to participate in the event.

The local group first stopped in Harlem to join a

march, called by the Movimiento de Liberacion Na-

cional (MLN), down 60 blocks to the rally at Dag Ham-

marskjold Plaza. The lively pace of the march was

matched by militant shouting of more than 300 voices,

both in Spanish and in English. Chants demanded the

island's independence and the ousting of the U.S.

military machine before it converts the entire island in-

to one huge naval base for intervention in Latin

America; denounced the use of Grand Juries to im-

prison members of the Puerto Rican independence

movement; and asserted that only people's war will

win the struggle.

At least 1000 people attended the rally outside the

U.N., where speakers and musical groups continued

to draw shouts of support and rounds of raucous ap-

plause. Individuals working toward and supporting

Puerto Rican independence spoke of "the reality of

the struggle, or the war, against Third World people,

(through) the forced emigration of thousands from the

island and educational genocide." Although the U.N.

Committee on Decolonization acknowledges the col-

onial status of Puerto Rico, the U.S. doesn't, so con-

tinued exploitation and repression necessitates that

the movement be "not just a nice thing to do, (but)

essentia/ to the people."

While carrying that committment back home, par-

ticipants spoke of their impressions of the day. For

Steve Coons, of the South African Solidarity .Group

and the Che Lumumba School, the event began to

answer "a long, long cry for independence." UMass

School of Education Professor Sonia Nieto had ex-

New York."

The local Comite, supported by WMLASC,
AHORA, NCOCA, New England CISPES, Case

Latina, the Venceremos Brigade and the Springfield

Action Committee, will meet again to evaluate the day

and to discuss future plans for the group. For now, to

stay in touch with events, contact:

Comite Lares en la ONU
c/o B.A.M.
P.O. Box 909

Amherst, MA 01004 ^«.

cree que el movimiento tiene que cricer. Maria Idali

Torres, estudiante graduada de Salud Publics y
miembro de Comite loca de Lares, comento que esta

fue una gran oportunidad para la gente del iarea el

poder compartir con la de New York.

El Comity local apoyado por WMLASC, AHORA,
NCOCA, New England CISPES, Case Latina, Brigade

Venceremos y el Springfield Action Committee se

reunir^ para evaluar el trabajo realizade y discutir

planes futuros. Para aquells que deseen ponerse en

contacto con el Comite, pueden escribir a: ^ib

n
photo by Ed Cohen
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Project of Women and Social Change at

Smith College invites you to hear CARMEN
PIMENTEL SEVILLA from the University of

San Marcos in Lima, Peru speak on "The

Personality of the Latin American Woman,"
Tuesday, Setpember 27, 2 p.m. at the

Wright Hall Common Room, Smith College

The Universal Barber Stylist, Lateef
Muhammad, is now open Mondays, 11

a.m. to 6 p.m. in the New Africa House base-

ment, room 06.

A. B.C. Walk, sponsored by Amherst's

A Better Chance , on Saturday, October 1

register and begin to walk

8-10am at Mill River (for the full walk)or

11am-1pm at Amethyst Road (for half the

walk)

JOIN THE CHALLENGE! For every mile you walk,

earn a dollar for A. B.C.

KAPPA ALPHA PSI Fraternity's SMOKER
Thursday, September 29, 7 p.m. at

the Malcolm X Center

check out one of the nation's most
prestigious Black Fraternities

Saturday, October 1, 8:30 a.m. -12 noon GRE
practice exam, under simulated GRE testing

Sign-up through BCP with Angel Garcia,

5-1987,

through CCEBMS with John Lopes, 5-0031,

or

through EWC, 5-0883

There is no charge, but you must sign up
in advance, location TBA.

ELECTION REMINDER!!!

All students can pick up absentee ballots, ap-

plications and information for the Boston

election at the Office of Third World Affairs

(OTWA), SUB 305.

The Third World Caucus needs volunteers to

drive vans in Boston to and from the polls.

They also ask for volunteers to work the

Boston polls.

For more info: call George at OTWA,
545-2517

JOBS
This fall, SCERA will hire ten undergraduate
students to learn organizing and student In-

terest research skills. For two days each
week, these SCERA students will meet to

learn political organizing and then apply

these skills on issues of concern to students.

SCERA also has positions for an
editor/writer and administrative support
staff.

All positions are ten hours a week and pay
3.35 an hour for work study and non-work
study undergraduates.

Pick up an application and more information

at SUB 420 weekdays, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. All

applications are due Friday, September 30 at

5 p.m.

SCERA is an Affirmative Action/Equal Op-
portunity Employer

JOBS JOBS

The MALCOLM X CENTER, located in the

Southwest Residential Area, is accepting ap-

plications for Fall 1984 class proposals. All

those interested please stop by the Center
between noon and 11 p.m. for a copy of the

class proposal, or call the Center at 545-2819.

•*•

NUMMO NEWS is looking for a typesetter

(preferrably experienced) to work 10 hours

per week in this Third World organization.

Apply at New Africa House 103 or call

545-0061, 2:30-4:30 weekdays.

••

Black Mass Communications Project
(BMCP), offers a secretarial position for a

work study student skilled in typing asnd fil-

ing. For more information call 546-6801.

••

The Malcolm X Center is looking for a

Teaching Assistant. The applicant must be a

graduate student, must spend 20
hours/week at the Malcolm X Center and
should be prepared to teach a class for the

2984 Fall semester.

••

The Women's Leadership Project is now hir-

ing a Project Coordinator and an Assistant

Coordinator for the fall and spring semesters.

These positions require excellenct ad-

ministrative, organizing and communication
skills as well as experience with women's
issues. One of the positions is work study,

and both are for 10 hours/week at

3.35/hour. For more information, job
descriptions and applications, please come to

SUB 420. Applications must be returned by
Thursday, September 29.

the Women's Leadership Project is an Affir-

mative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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THESIS HANDIWORK — Tom Korzeniowski (right), an engineering grad student and assis-

tant Pete Sullivan, an engineering senior make adjustments to antennas on top of the Engineer-
ing East building.

The antenna range, protected by the shelter, is part of Korzeniowski *s dissertation.

Escort service offers security
'"Share a Walk''willprovidepersonal, tO'the-doorcompany
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

A new form of the student Escort Service called "Share a
Walk" is now being organized at the University of

Massachusetts. Until that time, students desiring an
escort around campus can get on through the Student
Security office in the Department of Public Safety.

Abandoning the old designated route service featuring

academic credit for the escorts, "Share a Walk" will be an
on-call service out of the tower library with paid and
trained escorts available nightly from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m.

In response to last week's rape on the outskirts of

campus and other incidents, there has been an increasing

interest in campus escorts causing the student security

office to provide a temporary service anywhere .. n campus.
"We started getting calls one week ago and have done

about one escort per night," said Carol Radzik of the office.

Trained student supervisors with portable radios who
partol the campus every night from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

are always available to escort anyone if there is a need,

Radzik said.

"This is essentially an interim plan until a regular

service is finalized," she said.

"Share a Walk" will be more of a personalized service

than the previous program said Sophmore Paul Earsy, one
of its organizers.

"Instead of a fixed route at a certain time this service

will conform to the needs of the people. Escorts will go all

over campus and will actually go right up to the door,"

Earsy said.

Earsy said a permanent office with a phone has to be
found and a budget has to be approved but hopes it can
start in two weeks.
Other than offering student escorts, the Department of

Public Safety is also in tackling the campus crime problem.
"We will provide service within our power but we are

asking for community participation to advise us and help us
follow leads." said Gerald O'Neill, Director of Public

Safety.

The Department of Public Safety at UMass employs
over five hundred students for means of seurity, either in

residence halls, academic halls or on a campus patrol with
student supervisors, he said.

"If harassed call us. We are here to help you out,"

O'NeiU said.

Radzik said although the student supervisors are only on
duty until 1 a.m., the office can provide service anytime.

"If someone had a special case very early in the morning
around 2 a.m. we could handle it," she said.

Budget delays

aquisitions for

projects, library
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Delay of a 1984 budget for the University of

Massachusetts is causing problems in planning and supply
acquisition on campus, and these problems are expected by
University officials to increase with further delays.

Director of Financial Affairs Paul Page stated in a memo
that hold ups in acquistions for the library, maintenance
projects and supplies for the Physical Plant and equipment
and services for all departments on campus will drive up
costs and could prevent department goals from ever being
accomplished.

The UMass budget has been delayed, along with all

other state college and university budgets, by a struggle
between the Board of Regents of Higher Education and the
Massachusetts Legislature over control of the higher
education budget process. The legislature has recom-
mended a $1.1 million more than the Regents recom-
mendation.

A three-month interim budget granted by the
legislature in June has kept the University running, but
that money will not last, and "there haven't been any
acquisitions as far as new equipment goes," for lack of

funds. Page said.

Regents officials and University President David C.
Knapp predicted the struggle would be resolved by today
or Wednesday, but Page said uncertainty over the ex-

pectcKl budget has hampered planning efforts since the
summer, and "with each passing day the problems
associated with the lack of a firm budget for fiscal year
1984 escalate."

Richard McDonald, business director of the University
library, said the library has recieved some money to buy
books and magazines, but added, "we've got a lot more
invoices than we have money available."

Payments to vendors are being delayed, and
"theoretically, if they don't get paid on time, we would
have to get back issues and in some cases we might not be
able to get them or they would be too expensive,"

McDonald said.

At the Physical Plant, some maintenance projects are

"on hold" for lack of funds, and this may complicate

planning, according to Peter Wozniak, director of main-

tenance. Projects funded in the budget must be completed
within a certain amount of time, Wozniak said, and "if we
delay using the money we may not be able to use it."

Also, Wozniak said he is "sure we have some vendors
who are being held off. They have bid the work and
delivered the supplies we've asked for, and they haven't

been paid." These vendors "might be a little hesitant

about bidding next year," he added.
Page said ordering supplies and equipment in all

departments has been complicated by the budget delay,

and costs could increase because bids taken in June or July
"may or may not hold in November."
Vendors "give us a (price) quote good for 30 to 60 days,

and if we don't buy, it's purely up to them," to maintain the
price or raise it. Page said. In his memo. Page predicted

that "prices will no doubt go up."

Inside:

Cease-fire on but snipers continue to plague

Lebanon, p.

2

Women's Issues Team begins fifth year, p. 3

Limbo Race off and running...and biting, p. 7

Aussies all the way, p. 12

hasAs a general rule, nobody

money who ought to have it.

— Benjamin Disraeli

Collcfian photo b; Andrew Heller

SYMETRICAL
SLEEPERS - John
Dorgan and Amy
Wagnerform an
interesting pattern as

they enjoy Sunday 's

nice weather.
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World and National "Ngwb
Soldiers killed in cease - fire

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - The Lebanese

army battled snipers in the central moun-
tains and Beirut suburbs Monday despite a

cease-fire in the three-week-old renewal of

the civil war. Two more Lebanese soldiers

were reported killed.

Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan, a Sunni

Moslem, and his 10-man Cabinet bowed to

the demands of the Syrians and Druse

leader Walid Jumblatt and resigned to

pave the way for a national unity govern-

ment.

President Amin Gemayel, a Christian,

said he asked the 58-year-old prime

minister to stay on "until the features of

the new era crystallize, and arrangements

to usher it in are completed."

The cease-fire agreement mediated by

Saudi Arabia and the United States went

into effect at 6 a.m. midnight Sunday EDT.
and the army said it was holding generally

in the central mountains southeast of

Beirut where the army battled Druse and

Palestinian militiamen for three weeks for

control of the strategic hilltop town of Souk

el-Gharb.

But army sources said three militiamen

tried to infiltrate Souk el-Gharb about 2V2

hours after the cease-fire, Druse snipers

killed two soldiers at Kaifoun, less than a

mile away, and the troops in Kaifoun fired

automatic rifles and .30-caliber machine
guns for at least 30 minutes at the snipers

30 yards away.

The government's Radio Beirut reported

after nightfall that army positions in the

mountain village of Kabr Chmoun were

under fire from rocket-propelled grenades

and automatic rifles, but the government

troops were not shooting back.

However, the radio reported that army
troops fired at snipers shooting at them

from Shiite Moslem neighborhoods in the

Beirut suburbs and that alx)ut 20 military

vehicles were spotted at sunset headed

toward the Druse mountain garrison of

Baissour.

In Souk el-Charb, however, Lebanese

soldiers milled about the ruine<l streets,

eating grapes, talking with each other and

raising clenched fists in the victory sign.

Reagan requests ' R andR

'

AP Iji««rphot<>

HAPPIER DAYS — Jimmy and Billy join sister Ruth Carter
Stapleton at a Carter family gathering in May. Mrs. Stapleton is

reported to have died of cancer Monday.

NEW YORK (AP) - President Reagan,

calling for "restraint and reconciliation" in

Lebanon, says the cease-fire agreement

worked out in Beirut and in other Middle

East capitals "is a critical first step" for the

troubled nation.

Secretary of State George P. Shultz said

the agreement, announced Sunday evening,

would bring no immediate change in the

mission of the 1.600 U.S. Marines stationed

there.

But. he said. "I think they will be a little

more comfortable in carrying that mission

out" if they are no longer being caught in a

cross-fire between the armies in the

Lebanese civil war.

The fast moving developments in the

Middle East became a central theme of

Reagan's visit to New York on Sunday. He
was here to address the United Nations

General Assembly today.

The president spoke by telephone on

Sunday with President Amin Gemayel of

Lebanon. Reagan was joined in the con-

versation by U.N. Secretary General Javier

Perez de Cuellar, while the two were

meeting at the President's hotel suite.

Reagan praised Gemayel's "Statesman-

ship." as well as the help of Saudi Arabia

and the cooperation of Syria, which, he

said, have been indispensable" in bringing

out the ceasefire agreement.

The Syrians have been supporting the

Druse Moslem militiamen who have been
fighting the U.S. -backed Lebanese army.
At a brief news conference, Shultz said

the mission of the Marines, four of whom
have been killed since the renewed fighting

erupted last month, "remains important
and remains unchanged."

Reagan firmly augments nukes
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government

plans to build 17,000 new nuclear weapons

and retire only 6,000 old ones over the next

10 years, and nothing President Reagan

proposed in his United Nations speech will

reduce those figures, the Center for

Defense Information said Monday.

In a study on the U.S. nuclear stockpile,

the center, a pro-disarmament organization

headed by four retired military officers,

called the projected increase "excessive,"

especially in view of U.S. policy to use

weapons only to deter the Soviets from

attacking.

"If you think you can fight and win a

nuclear war. this is a reasonable figure,

then this makes sense," said retired Rear

Adm. Gene LaRocque. director of the

center, which publishes frequent analyses

on military issues.

"Even if the Soviet Union strikes us first,

we can destroy them and they know it," he

told a news conference. "That is an

adequate deterrent."

LaRocque said Reagan's proposals, spelled

out in his speech in New York, deal solely

with stationing nuclear weapons, not with

reducing the number in the Soviet and

American stockpiles.

He called Reagan's proposals "not very

significant" and suggested they were aimed
chiefly at reassuring Europeans, uneasy

over the forthcoming deployment of new
U.S. missiles on European soil.

Bouse opposesprejudice
BOSTON The Massachusetts House approved

legislation Monday to bar discrimination against

homosexuals in jobs, credit and most housing.

The vote on the controversial measure was 75-71 and
came after more than three hours of debate. Democrats
favored it 64-53 and Republicans were opposed. 18-11. All

13 absentees were Democrats, including two who voted for

it at a different stage a few minutes earlier.

Rep. Thomas J. Vallely. D-Boston, led the tight for the

bill and Rep. Michael F. Flaherty, D-Boston. led the op-

position. Flaherty lost, by one vote, and attempt to side

track it to the Judiciary Committee, where he is chairman.

Rep. William F. Galvin, D-Boston, sponsored an

amendment, unanimously adopted, precluding claims of

sexual preference discrimination in evictions or actions

that involved criminal conduct.

The debate included several references to the
acknowledged homosexuality of Rep. Gerry Studds, D-
Mass.
Vallely said he could not predict whether opponents could

turn the results around Tuesday, if an anticipated bid for

reconsideration is initiated, or if this measure will prevail

in the Senate.

"Is it going to pass ultimately? There is no question

about that." he said. He said Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
supports it. Similar bills have been rejected in other

years.

Arline Isaacson of the Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus
said this is the first time this proposal has advanced as far

as it has.

"It shows that people are becoming more accepting of

differences." she said in a brief interview outside the

House chamber.

She said this would permit the Massachusetts Com-
mission Against Discrimination to consider complaints

based on sexual preference allegations. She said the bill

concerns alleged discrimination in housing, except in two-

and three family owner-ocuppied homes, employment and
in credit on grounds of sexual preference.

Teargasguards women
TEL AVIV. Israel I AP) - The Israeli army says it plans to

arm its female soldiers with tear gas canisters to help them
deter sexual assaults.

A spokeswoman .said Sunday that 10 percent of the

soldiers would receive the canisters on a three-month trial

basis.

The daily Maariv said the move was initiated by Pinhas
Goldstein, a member of Parliament for the ruling Likud
bloc, following an increase in sexual assaults on hitchhiking

women soldiers.

Digest
by Associated Press

814 th diveproves fatal
PHILADELPHIA - Television weatherman Jim

O'Brien was a veteran skydiver, jumping once to deliver

the opening day baseball to the Philadelphia Phillies, but

on his 814th dive, his expertise failed and he plunged to his

death.

O'Brien's chute had become entangled in the parachute

of another jumper, Doug Sellix of Bethlehem, in a five-

man dive Sunday from a small plane at an altitude of 8,500

feet, officials said.

O'Brien. 43. rewarded for his popularity at WPVI-TV
with one of the highest TV news salaries in the

Philadelphia area, a reported $400,000, fell free for about

100 feet before crashing to the ground, officials said.

While Sellix pleaded with O'Brien to ride out the jump
with their lines tangled, the newsman cut his main chute

free, intending to finish the jump on his reserve, said Jim
Place of Pottstown, who also made the jump at the

Hanover Township Airport in Gilbertsville, Montgomery
County, at 12:30 p.m.

Detective Joe Donahue of the New Hanover Township

police said O'Brien apparently thought that cutting his

chute would avoid injuries to either Sellix or himself. But

Donahue said O'Brien cut himself loose at about 100 feet

— too low to allow his reserve chute time to open.

Correction
Due to a production error publication of Nummo

News was delayed one day.
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Goldmining rejuvenates
REDDING, Calif. (AP) - Dennis Morgan and Dennis

Hancock have gold fever, got it bad. Their eyes glow and

their voices rise with excitement as they describe the new
gold rush, a "rush" they're sure is more than a feeling.

"It's the same story that gold's always been, ever since

they first found it in California," Hancock said. "I'll tell

you, the first time somebody sees a nugget, they're hook-

ed."

These modem-day prospectors are part of the renewed

interest in gold, the result of tough economic times that

have the jobless as well as the big mining companies seek-

ing the buried treasure.

"You can say there's a gold rush going on, but the

results haven't been manifested yet because of the long

time it takes to set up a gold mining venture," said Ralph

Lloyd of the state division of mines and geology.

More than 110 gold mines are preparing to begin work,

which means California could regain the gold-producing

supremacy it held more than a century ago.

In 1853, when shouts of "Gold" reverberated through a

300-mile area called the Mother Lode and bounped off the

Sierra Nevada, the state produced almost 4 million ounces

of the precious metal.

But for the last 30 years, only the Oriental mine in

Sierra County has been producing anything of conse-

quence, Lloyd said, leaving California behind at least four

other states in gold production.

The big companies that have been working quietly for

several years are looking forward to putting California

back on top.

Shoppersshirk shell
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - An old military shell that turned

up at a flea market attracted some unexpected attention

from the bomb squad, when an alert customer noticed the

12-inch-long shell was still live, witnesses say.

Willie Davis, descril^ as a regular flea market
salesman, brought an old military shell to the Hillsborough

Avenue market on Sunday not knowing it was still live.

The shell, nestled in a blanket of red satin on the ground
with no price tag attached, was gun-metal gray.

A passing customer who knew about military ammuni-
tion spotted the shell and told Davis it could be dangerous,
Tampa police said.

The bomb squad was called in; the 80-mm military round
was dunked into a safety tank, and then taken to a firing
range for detonation, police said.

Tim Glisson, 18. who operates a stand at the Fun Lan
Drive-In and Swap Shop with his mother, recorded the
whole event on film.

t

Needs, rights, awareness

to be focuses ofnew team
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Strengthening community awareness of

sexism and of the needs and rights of

women are the primary goals of the

Women's Issues Team.
The Women's Issues Team, a component

of the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA), was
formed in 1978 when a "minority" of

women in SCERA wanted to focus more
attention to women's issues and specifical-

ly violence against women, according to

member Tildy Turchinetz.

In its first year of operation, the team
researched violence against women, and
later invited the community to participate

in the team, Turchinetz said.

The first activist-oriented project was
the Sexual Harassment Grievance Pro-

cedure, which was drafted by the team and
a cross-section of the UMass community.
The grievance procedure is a policy which
enables sexually harassed individuals to

pursue a formal route of action against the

offender.

"One of our most important concerns is

sexual harassment in one form or

another," Turchinetz said.

Other concerns of the team include

women's self images, assertiveness train-

ing, pornography, and internalized oppres-

sion.

Valerie Singleton said she enjoys work-

ing with the team because, "It helps me
break down the barrier of stereotypes of

being a woman, and to be independent and
assertive without feeling guilty."

Last semester, the team held workshops
in which women defined sexual harassment

and discussed means of preventing it, and
other women's problems such as eating

disorders, and a woman's self image.

The team also set up tables in the Cam-
pus Center Concourse in an effort to in-

form students about media violence against

women and sponsored the movie, Killing

Us So/lly.

Turchinetz said she did not know what
the team's focus will be this semester.

"At the end of last semester members
wanted to focus on pornography," she said.

The team petitioned against companies
whose advertisements offended the women
on the team.

"It's hard to say whether our focus will

be on that," she said.

The direction of the team this semester

will be decided at today's meeting at 4

o'clock in room 811 of the Campus Center,

she said.

UMasspirg V* it^ ,. ^sent new
projects at meeting Thursday
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

of the
Research

UMassPIRG, a division
Massachusetts Public Interest

Group, will continue its present recruiting

drive with more than advertising on the

Campus Center concourse. They will hold

their first meeting of the semester Thurs-

day.

The meeting will focus on the groups pre-

sent projects.

There are five of these projects, and Ron
Lavigne, UMassPIRGchair. said. "We do

manage to keep pretty busy."

The first project is a Grass Roots Lobby,

divided into two parts. The first is an effort

to gain passage of a consumer utility board.

Lavigne explained that this would provide

consumers with representation at utility

rate hearings.

"Right now consumers are outnumbered
something like 8 to 1 at these hearings, and
it is only fair that consumers be able to pre-

sent their side of the story." he said.

The second part of the lobby calls for ef-

forts to gain passage of a solar tax credit

bill.

"We want to generate community sup-

port through letter writing, targeting

representatives, and getting constituancies

going," Lavigne said.

The second project is a harzardous waste
cleanup, and a follow up on last year's

Suf>erfund. New sites will be targeted for

cleanup and old sites will be checked to be

sure that monies allocated through Super-

fund are being correctly used, Lavigne
said.

The third project is an effort to put caps

on sulfur emmissions in Massachusetts,

thereby decreasing the amount of

pollutants the state contributes to acid

rain.

"We would like to achieve this through

local resolutions at town meetings asking

for caps," Lavigne said.

This project also involves a voter

registration drive. Lavigne said MassPIRG
wants to confront presidential candidates

with the problems of acid rain, and ask

them to take a stand on the issue.

The fourth project MassPIRG will take

on this semester is ongoing, a hotline con-

sumer.
UMassPIRG's fifth project this semester

will be a streamwalking project, one that

was continued from the previous two

semesters.

This project entails walking or canoeing

in streams and rivers, taking samples of

the waters, and testing them to make sure

that they stand up to environmental

regulations. A report from this data is sent

to a government agency.

Collrgxan philn hy Jtm Pituwrn

PRICKLY SITUATION — Animal science major Lucy Starhuck removes

porcupine quillesfrom "Chisholm's" nose after the dog had a not sofriendly

encounter urith the Ashfield beast.

Allegedassaults top report
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police ar-

rested Brian W. Hurley, a 21 -year-old man
from Quincy, shortly before 3 a.m. Sept.

25, charging him with assault and battery

on a police officer, possession of a Class C
controlled substance and l)etting slips.

Police said the subject was observed ac-

costing females in the lobby of John F.

Kennedy dormitory. When a UMass police

officer attempted to check the subject's

identification. Hurley attacked the officer,

repeatedly hitting him on the head. Police

then transported Hurley to headquarters.

In other police action:

In a report of assault and battery, five

males were said to have approached a

female in the Southwest area at 1:40 a.m.

on Sunday. The males, according to the

complaintant. pushed her and pulled on her

clothing. When the complaintant scream-

ed, the men dispersed. The police have a
description of the five men.

In another report of assault and battery,

a male was said to have l)een standing in

the bathroom on the 14th floor of J.Q.A.

dormitory. Police said when the complain-

tant entered the bathroom, the subject ap-

proached her. made comments and pulled

on her clothing. The complaintant was able

to get away unharmed. The police have a

description of the subject.

Collegian photo hy Jim Powem

EARLY HALLO-
WEEN - "Mister"
creates a frightful
silh,ouette as he suns

himsulf in Ashfield this

weekend.

New exchanges offered

Author to speak on Greening ofEurope
Rudolf Bahro. author and leading figure in West Ger-

many's Green Party, will speak at Hampshire College

Wednesday at 8 p.m.

His only Western Massachusetts lecture will be titled

"The Greening of Europe: Alternatives to Militarism and

Exploitation." and is being sponsored by Hampshire's
Humanities Forum and Peace through Disarmament.

Bahro is the author of The Alternative in Eastern

Europe and Socialism and Survival.

JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachsetts will now be

able to study abroad at three more institutions of higher

education; two in China and one in Brisbane. Australia.

With the addition of the University of Queensland, in

Brisbane, the Shaanxi Teacher's University in People's

Republic of China, and the Beijing Institute of Foreign

Languages in Peiking, UMass has formal agreements for

student exchanges with 36 institutions abroad.

According to Barbara Burn. Director of international

programs and coordinator of the China exchages at UMass,

the exchange with the Beijing Institute came about 'purely

by accident."

"While in China. I met .some professors who had been

teaching at the University," Burn said. "And they

suggested I visit the University."

Burn said, "1 invited a student to study at UMass, and

that was the start of our exchange with the Beijing

Institute. You simply must make the most of the contacts

that come your way," she said.

Many institutions of higher education are eager for ex-

changes in the United Sates, Burn said. Here, she said,

they can receive advanced training for both faculty and

students.

UMass has exchanges with eight institutions in the

People's Republic of China.

Burn said the exchange with the University of Queen-

sland was also achieved through a faculty contact.

Lynn Vandien, a retired professor of sports studies at

UMass, began UMass-Queensland relations with an in-

formal exchage of one student, and . Burn said, "We
decided to follow that up with a broad exchange."

/
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Crampton fire causes evacuation
A fire in Crampton Dormitory in the

Southwest Residential Area Sunday night

caused an estimated $500 in damage but no

injuries.

Keith Doyle. UMass fire prevention

officer, said the fire, reported at 10:17 p.m.,

originated in a trash room on the dor

mitory's second floor. A smoke detector

alerted residents, and two floormates who

investigated the alarm saw smoke seeping

out from under the door. The residents

notified their resident assistant, Jeanne

Gonsalves. who opened the door and at-

tempted to extinguish the fire but was

driven back by smoke. Gonsalves then

pulled the building fire alarm and evacuated

the building, Doyle said.

The Amherst Fire Department sent two
engines to the scene, and firefighters,

wearing self-contained breathing apparatis,

put out the fire, using a portable ex-

tinguisher from the dorm, he said.

The fire is of suspicious origin and is

under investigation, Doyle said. Damages
include smoke damage to the trash room,

destruction of the two trash receptacles and

smoke damage to the elevator lobby on the

floor, he said. -Anne McCrory

f tech seminar logs on tomorrow
A seminar on "Preparing for High Tech

Careers in the '80s" will be held 3:30

Wednesday in Memorial Hall. A four

member panel will give a formal talk and

discussion will follow.

The seminar launches a series sponsored

by the (iraduate Business Association of

IJMass.

Fulbright deadline set for Oct. 1

7

The deadline for students to apply for

1984-8.5 grants offered under the Fulbright

Program for study in more than 70 coun-

tries will \te Oct. 17.

Applicants for approximately 670
awards must be United States citizens and

hold a bachelor's degree before the beginn-

ing date of the grant. Students should l)e

proficient in the language of the host coun-

try. Most of the grants provide round-trip

transportation, tuition and maintenance

for one academic year.

Feminist will discuss responsibility

Assorted Colors

S-M-L-XL

';> UNIVERSITY
r,. MSTORE^

The series "Writers on Writers and

Social Responsibility," a program of the In-

stitute for Advanced Study in the

Humanities, will l>egin Wednesday wyth a

talk by author Adrienne Rich. The speech

will begin at 8 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

Rich is the author of Of W<nnen Born:

Motherhood as Erperience and Institution.

one <}f the most influential books in contem-

porary feminist literature.

SUdesportray CentralAmerica trip
Today at 7 p.m., there will be an in-

formational meeting and slide show about

Berkshire Community College's Central

American trip to be held at the end of the

year.

The expedition, which costs $1350.

begins December 30 and ends January 19.

1984. It will include jungle exploration and

visits to Mayan sites.

There will be training workshops in

November for registrants which will cover

the history of the region, tropical and

marine biology, skin and scube diving, and
Mayan civilization.

The trip will be led by Berkshire Com-
munity College Associate Professor

Lawrence Brandstein. Benjamin Kaghan, a

University of Massachusetts wildlife

graduate student, will be Brandstein's

assistant.

Interested students can contact Kaghan
at 256-821 1 or at 205 Holdsworth HaU.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
We used to think God was a prude when it

came to sex, hut wasn't He the One who
thought the whole thing up? And His im-
agination is much greater than ours.

Josh was here,

Point

Alot of people are having sex on this campus,
but few are making love." Josh McDowell had
the audacity to make such an assumption. Don't

we use those two expressions for one and the same thing?
/A ren't they?

Josh was coming and we had been hearing about it for a
long time. Why was he coming, and what did he want?
Josh didn't come because he had a problem, or was
"disturbed"; Mr. McDowell came to talk about the ever-
popular and always-in-demand topic, of sex..."Maximum
Sex".

We had a pretty good crowd in the F.A.C. on Wednes-
day night, but Thursday night there were twice as many.
Sure enough, Thursday night we were treated to "Max-
imum Sex". But Josh didn't demonstrate anything even
vaguely sexual on stage before us; I mean, the guy just
talked. And boy, did he talk.

Anna Roell

Sex is quite a story for a Christian speaker to tackle. It's

a subject most people have become pretty open to discuss
and explore, in our modern day and age.

Many people like to think they're very open-minded and
liberal in their views on life, and sex is one of those areas.
Let's face it, if you're in a relationship with another per-
son, and you reaJly care about that person, you want to ex-
press that beautiful feeling.

Maybe we need to take a closer look at what love is and
try to measure some of the main ingredients. McDowell
said that the two basic ingredients are love and trust.

Well, there we are again, right back with that big four-

letter word: "love". Love means different things to dif-

ferent people. Josh went on to explain that there are three

levels, or degrees, of love: "eros", that's the lower level of

attraction where our physical desires are met; we then

move up to the middle level, where we're engaged with the

"filio", or emotional degree of amour; and finally,

"agape" love, spiritual love. God's love, which is a giving

love, not expecting anything in return. The unity of these

three enriches a relationship and frees people to make
love, and not just have sex.

Three degrees may not sound very maximum, but that

also depends upon whose thermometer you're using.

Those first two levels, physical and emotional, for many of

us, could be very easy to fulfill. To l)e attracted to someone
physically is a common thing; there are a lot of good-

looking and wonderfully gifted people out there. And to be
attracted to someone emotionally, ...aren't there quite a
few people you can "relate to"? Or, people who you really

admire for their personality or intellect? It's okay to love

someone because you're attracted to them, and it's okay
to want someone because of their personality. But max-
imum love calls for a complete combination. Now that

grand finale of spiritual love might be a little tougher to

grasp. Where do we get that from?

You're probably saying to yourself, "Religion, here we
go again. If it's not one thing, it's another. And if we're

talking about sex, where does God fit in?"

It's true, the Bible does mention God telling Adam and
Eve, "Be fruitful and multiply," in Genesis 1:28, and that

looks like a good sign for "go ahead". But, as Josh pointed

out, "The main purpose of sex is unity, not pro-creation."

Our earth has been very fruitful and has multiplied quite

rapidly.

Ask yourself honestly, "What am I looking for in a rela-

tionship?" Or, if you're in a relationship, "Do I really feel a

true unity and bond with this other person?" Are you get-

ting something out of your relationship, or adding

something to it? Might there be more?

The Christian groups on this campus had something to

get excited about when they knew Josh was coming, more

than five months ago. Those same Christians wanted Josh

to come, not for their own good, but for the whole of

UMass, because Josh had something to share with us. He
told us again and again how much he loved his wife and

how he couldn't wait to get home to be with her and see his

kids. I'm sure he's found maximum sex.

We used to think God was a prude when it came to sex,

but wasn't He the One who thought the whole thing up?

And His imagination is much greater than ours. Josh

brought us this message: God desires for us to have a full

and satisfying sex life, but He wants us to do it His way.

Anna Roell is a UMass student

Letters-

The SGA protects students
To the Editor,

In last Tuesday's Collegian a column appeared that at-

tacked the SGA with a number of charges. This is not a
new occurence, and I'm sure there will be more. But as

the SGA gears up for a new semester, it presents a good
opportunity to address the charges directly and to ex-

plain a little about issues the Senate will be facing.

The first accusation is that the Senate is supporting

issues which have little or nothing to do with UMass
students. When the Student Senate chooses issues to

work on, we organize around the issues most important
to the student body. We find areas that people are the

most motivated to work on, and where students can
make the largest impact. A major priority of ours for the

F^all will be organizing to prevent the implementation of a

$20 student fee for renovations to the t'urry Hicks Cage.
Before selecting this issue we did extensive research to

correctly represent the students' views on this issue.

This research included both a campus-wide referendum
and a detailed survey. Two of the other issues the Senate
will address are halting a proposed tuition hike and work-
ing to institute an Academic Grievance Procedure. We
remain open to new ideas, so if you notice a problem on

campus approach the SGA and maybe we can begin to

help get the problem solved. If you don't have an idea of

your own there is probably something we are working on

that would interest you.

The next charge the author presents implies that the

Senate is squandering students' money. Fie portrays a

number of erroneous opinions as being facts, with no

evidence to prove them. He describes the SGA's retreat

as a "subsidized party". If he had bothered to ask, we
could have told him what we worked <»n during our

retreat. The SGA decided to have a retreat to struggle

with long term problems. When we address these pro-

blems we improve our ability to .serve students. Some of

the questions we debated include: How do we reach more
students? How do we get more students involved? How
do we structure ourselves to l>est represent students?

When people criticize the Senate with unresearched ac-

cusations, it hurts our ability to solve these problems and
move ahead. It is harmful to constantly criticize, instead

we should work constructively for positive change.

The Budget Act of 1984 is the next victim of atUick.

Again, the author presents generalized opinions without

explaining the reasoning behind them. If there were
specific problems or examples articulated it would l>e

easier to understand. As it is written, he complains about

"special interest groups". These are not defined, and

presumably could include anything from the Outing Club

to the Black Mass Communication Project (BMCP). I

know from experience that sitting on the Student

Senate's Budget Committee is no easy task. There is a

myriad of deserving student groups who are under-

funded. We do not try to "appease" anyone, but to

allocate students' money in the best way possible. I

challenge anyone to find a student fee that benefits the

student body more than the Student Activities Fee does.

We provide student radio station (WMUA), concerts by

UPC, speakers from the Distinguished Visitors Series,

free legal services, Student Controlled Businesses, and a

host of other groups and services. The best way to find

out for yourself is to come to the Student Senate Office

and look at the budget. I think you would like it.

There is one point where I strongly agree with the

author. Elections for the Student Senate are coming up

and we need people to get involved. There is a lot to do

and a lot to learn. It's usually exciting, rewarding and

challenging. If you are interested come to the Student

Office at 420 Student Union Building or go to a Senate

meeting. The meetings are held every Wednesday night

at 7:00 in the Campus Center. If you are not running,

find out who is and vote for the person who you think

could do the best job representing you. If you don't join

the Senate, there are a lot of other activities on campus
you can become involved with. If you do, I think you'll

find it both entertaining and rewarding.

One final note: If the "Resistance" has begun as the

author of that column stated, what are yoi resisting

against?

Chris Sullivan

Speaker, Undergraduate Student Senate

Josh gives us back the same old model:

monogamous marriage based on trust

which is based on sexual control.

Now he's gone
Counterpoint

I
was offended by Josh's lecture on Maximum Sex.
Although I agreed with some of the things he said,
they were generally buried L>eneath so much sexist

stereotyping of men and women, condescending and very
planned humor, and heterosexist assumptions that it

would have lieen very easy to walk out early. I stayed,
det4?rmined to weight what he said and decide for myself,
as he challenged us all to do.

Josh said the "Unity Factor" was the most important
reason to have sex. He then said that this sexual oneness
was possible without marriage, but devoted the entire re-

mainder of his talk on why we should confine sex to mar-
riage. He told us many times to control our sexual urges so
that lat^r we could experience true sexual fulfillment
through heterosexual intercourse within marriage. I'm
sure that for people who have chosen this course of action,
and for those who plan to follow this course because of
tradition or in order to fulfill other's expectations (non-
choices). Josh was very validating. But for other people
who are confronting the challenges of today's relation
ships, his stale answers to old questions were not enough.

Hugh S. Grogan

Instead of stating that men use sex to cover up problems
whereas women want to talk out their problems, why not

ask why men are socialized to l)e noncommunicative and
why this stoicism is such an integral part of the male sex

role?

Instead of hinting that women who have had .sex are like

u.sed furniture, why not ask why our society places such a
high premium on virginity? Why not ask why .some j)eople

persist in viewing a sexually ex{H'rienced women as
used. ..as not worth having? (hint: "having")

Instead of stating that 8.5-90 percent of sexual problems

are not physical in nature, why not ask about what in our

upbringing could have possibly instilled in us such conflict

and such anxiety about sex that it Iwconu's a feared

ordeal?

Instead of relating a student's opinion that "love is sur-

render, sex is cimquest" as an example of conditional love,

why not ask about what powerful forces are present in our
patriarchal society which keep men dominant and limit

them to a conquering role over women in intimacy. The ef-

fects of this sex-role dichotimization are conditional love

and a fundamenUil distrust l)etween the sexes but the

causes are in the structure of society.

Instead of portraying women with unwanted! pregnan-
cies as having iK'en pressured and manipulative! into sex

and then pressured and manipulated into abortion, why
not teach young women to accept the fact that they are

.sexual l)eings with wants, needs, and feelings and that

these wants, needs, and feelings demand for her to make
responsible decisions about her sexuality, i.e. whether or

not to l)ecome sexually active, and if so what kind of birth

control, if any to use.

It may be comforting to some to hear that the boys (with

the sex drive like a "sherman tank") are still pressuring

the girls (with the sex drive like a "snowmobile"), but I

found Josh's scenarios and role-plays depicting the

primrose path of dating quite oppressive. When will we
realize that images of male sexuality as unpredictably ex-

plosive, and women's sexuality as naively titillating are

damaging both to men and women and leads to the kind of

sexual ugliness that Josh is trying to avoid. By leaving out

all other scenarios he attempts to invalidate alternative

ways of getting together.

Rather than examining the model which traditional rela-

tionships are ba.sed on. Josh gives us back the same old

model: monogamous marriage based on trust which is bas-

ed on sexual control. Why should trust have sexual ex-

clusivity as a prerequisite? Can a person love uncondi-

tionally and totally trust a person who is not sexually ex-

clusive to that person? The answer is "yos" and can be

achieved by redefining what is considered a breach of

trust.

Jesus and masturbation were also talked about by Josh;

Jesus was given the most attention of all subjects and

masturbation was given the least. Jesus was built up and

masturbation was put down but I think that if anyone

wants either or both in his or her life, they should have it.

Hugh S. Grogan is a UMass student
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Come to our

Collegian

Orientation

meeting

6:30 tonight

Campus Center

Rm. 903 ^

Black Affairs

UMASS FOOTBALL
THIS SATURDAY ^^

Oct. 1 ^^j^
^

^o^eCO'

KICK-OFF 1:30 P.M.

Alumni Stadium, Amherst

UMass Minutemen
vs»

Rhode Island Rams

^ R«d Cross

\ Day
T* Friends of Red Cross can pur-

>( chase tickets to the game at

^ the Red Croes office, 125 State

>- St.. Northampton, MA. A
"^ percentage of each ticket pur-

>K chaeed at the Red Croea office

i( wiii be donated to the

w organixation by the UMaae
Athletic Department

7ick« offic. Boyd«i Bidfl.. UM.« A GREAT DAY FOR
THE WHOLE FAMILY

Q«n«r«l Adnnlaa ion 16.

ChHdrwi \imntm Ml «3.

UM«M Students
with valid ID

FREE ADMISSION

UMA88
HOME QAME8
REMAINING

Oct. 16. 1:30 Maine
Oot. 22, 1:10 Boeten Univ.

FREE Conv«nl«nt

_ Parking
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Getdowntobusiness taster.

Withthe M-35.
It there's one thin^ business calculations, amortizatK)ti.s A powerful combination,

students have always needed, and balKn^n payments. Think business. With

this IS It: an affordable, busi- The BA -3 5 means you the BA-35 Student
J,.-

ness-oriented calculator. spend less time calculating, Business Analyst. ^^f
The Texas Instalments and more time learninp. One

BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place TEXAS
Analyst. I't many. IxiCTDI TV/HTKIT^

Its built-in busine.ss The calculator is ju.st part IrNS I f^UIVllLI^ I C3

formulas let you perform of the package. You also get Creating useful products

complicated finance, a Kn^k that follows most ^nd services for you.

accounting and stati.stical business courses: the Busnicss

functions the ones that AruxN.st ( lUjdehook. Business

usually require a lot t)f time profes.sors helped us write it,

and a stack ^i reference K»ok.s, to help you get the most out

like present and future value of calculatt)r and classroom.
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Limbo Race: Pop with teeth
NOVEMBER GROUP
HEROES IN TROUBLE
LIMBO RACE
Saturday, September 24

Hangar One

By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Correspondent

Not enough pop bands with teeiK these

days, y'know? Actually there are plenty

(Bunnymen, X, Bongos, Violent Femmes
just to spew four), but I figure you can't

have too many. Like Boston's Limbo Race,

who aren't filler, nor do they fit in too well

with today's supposed "dance"
music.. .Limbo Race sound better when
you're listening (dancing too, 'tho), you

won't hear them piped into the Campus
Center in the near future.

Pushed by the virtoilic lyrics of

singer/guitarist Randy Black, Limbo Race

combine somewhat folky vocal patterns

(the occasional trade-offs between Black

and bassist/vocalist John Niedermeir just

barely holding tension in check) with ag-

gressive rhythmic shifts and spurts similar

to those of Mission of Burma or the

Minutemen, tightly anchored by

Niedermeir and drummer Mark Poulin.

There's a more than slight jazz structure at

work in songs like "Criteria" and "Ina's

Song" (the current 45), Poulin's

economical cymbal shots fired around

Black's generally pissed-off vocals.

Backstage at the Hanger, Randy Black

mumbles, "The Rumble has been veddy,

veddy good to me." Chico Escuela

"humour" aside, "the Rumble" (an idiotic

annual 'battle of the bands' sponsored by

the equally idiotic Boston AOR powerhouse

WBCN), has done little for Limbo Race -
winning the 1982 competition might've

slightly enlarged their cult following in

Boston, but out-of-town, it's another story;

5 months and two strong 45's later. Limbo

Race find themselves opening up for the

likes of Heroes In "Trouble and the

November Group - not the sort of thing

they'll brag about back home. "Well, / liked

the airplane in the roof " said Mark Poulin,

perhaps the only member of the band not to

be baffled with the Hanger's decor. I sup-

pose it's here where I'm supposed to get all

indignant about a great original band l)eing

treated like shit by a sntM)zing audience and

a sleeping booking policy, but you've heard

it before, right? I mean, wouldn't it be cool

if college radio threw it's support Ijehind

American bands like Limbo liace and let

modern industry worry akwut "breaking"

slop like Kajagoogoo or Haysi Fantaysee

(yeah, they are a group, so stop laughing)?

As for the rest of the bill Saturday night.

Heroes In Trouble would've gotten a laugh

out of me with their leaden cover of St«vie

Wonder's "Masterblaster," 'cept I

suspected that H.I.T. thought they were
Continued on page 8

Arts Writers Wanted!
No experience or prior knowledge re-

quired. We train! Good benefits. Great

hours. Apply in person between 3 & 5

p.m., M-F at the Collegian Arts Desk!

With the price of fine lewelry today, its good to

know that a jewelry-quahty Siladium nng is now more

affordable than ever Save— and choose from a variety

of t)eautiful styles Then personalize your ring with cus-

tom options that express your tastes, your interests, your

achievements

Every fine Siladium nng is crafted with careful attention to detail and backed by the

ArtCarved Full Uletime Warranty Now, at these special savings

the value is exceptional' Don t miss this opportunity to get a

beautiful buy on a fme Siladium ring Visit the ArtCarved

Ring Table soon

7IRT(7IRVED
^CLASo RINGS INC

Date
Sept. 27-30 ,_ 10-4

me P'^ice

Campus Center

^VNIVERSITY
aMSTORED

Photo by Sheila Mitrhcll

Limbo Race: a gfreat original band

Curfew:A call to action
To understand is to change; And change

is what filmmaker Zoe Tamerlis' new
project is all about. Much has been written

lately about the film in progress Curfew

U.S.A. but perhaps not enough Political

consciousness is something UMass students

are renowned for, but without the con-

science to act on that knowledge, it is

worthless. Consciousness is not an end in

itself.
Curfew U.S.A. is a call to action. It

follows a young Mount Holyoke undergrad

(in scenes to be shot there in the coming

weeks) through a literal and metaphorical

journey to the heart of Latin A.nerica.

Producer and star of the film Zoe Tamerlis

will speak tonight on the film and it's

political stance in Campus Center room 101.

Preceding her talk several relevant films

will be screened: Ms 45, the 1981 cult film

in which Tamerlis starred; Black America,

a powerful documentary about Malcom X;

and Listen America, the highly con-

troversial film about this country during

the sixties. All three films deal with

reality, rebellion and change concepts

integral to Curfew. The first film will be

shown at six p.m. Admission. i&free.

The filmmakers are also looking for help

in the production of the project, much of

which has already been shot in New York
and El Salvador. People wishing to be

extras or who can otherwise provide

assistance should call Sarah at 1-467-9247.

The 35mm film boasts a budget of almost 7

million dollars. - Andy Gordan

Deposit Requiied MasterCard or Visa Accepted '983 ArtCa'voJ Class R'qs mc
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Hypercurricula
COMING OUT SUPPORT RAP GROUP Meet tonite to

support lesbians, bisexuals and gays in coming out and in

understanding how sexuality affects our lives. 7:30 p.m.,

S.U.B.413B( top floor)

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT INTRODUCTION
MEETING Introductory meeting for all women in-

terested in becoming included with the Project in any of

it's programming, networking and-or resource center

aspects. 7 p.m.. Campus Center 905-909

HISTORY CLUB MEETING! Come to the first meeting
of the semester: we're going to be planning future events
and having an officer election. To be invloved, be there. 7

p.m., 6th Floor Lounge, Herter

UPC GENERAL MEETING If you missed the first

meeting, here's the time to catch up. New members
welcome. 6:30 p.m., CC Rm 163C

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA OPEN MEETING Intersted

in an alternative to a greek sorority? We are a service

organization invloved with many campus and
community projects. Check usout! 7p.m., Campus Center
Rml69

AMHERST BALLET CENTRE
Adult Evening Program

Ten weeks - October 3 - December 14

* Limbo-

I

Mon. Tues. Wed.
Adv. Ballet Beg. Jazz Beg. Ballet

7:30 - 9:00 7:00 - 8:00

Beg. Modern
8:00 - 9:30

7:30 - 9:00

Thurs.

Inter. Ballet

7:00 - 8:30

Phone to Register 549-1555 or drop by between 3-6 daily.

Located at 29 Strong Street off ofEast Pleasant Street

) just east of Butterfield Dorm.
J

Continued froTti page 7

being "funky" (Tony Orlan-
do's funkier). I suggest that
they change their name to

Grinders in Peril — not that
that'll make any difference,

but they'll probably have
more trouble getting pigs.

I've long contended that
the November Group, aside
from being the biggest joke
in Boston, are a grim and
humorless bunch; heavy
facist overtones backed by a
painful syntho-drone. I'm
told that this is "dance"
music. Huh?

ATTENTION ACCOUNTING MAJORS Arthur Young
and Company, a public accounting firm, will be making a

presentation entitled "Entrepreneurial Services and Tax
Services". Informal discussion and refreshments will

follow. 7:30 p.m., Campus Center - Room 176

SPECTRUM MEETING - Spectrum, the university's fine

art and literary magazine is currently distributing its 1983

issue. Come and see. New members welcome. 7:30-9
p.m., 804-808 Campus Ctr.

RADICAL STUDENT UNION INTRODUCTORY
MEETING - The RSU is an activist organization com-

mitted to creating an alternative political environment.

We sponsor speakers, debates, teach-ins, etc. All students

welcome. 7:30 p.m., CC 162

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING Women together

changing for the better! Come to our Introductory

meeting! 4 p.m., CC 811-815

COLLEGIAN INTRODUCTORY MEETING Students

interested in working on New England's largest daily

college newspaper are invited to come to an introductory

meeting. 6:30 p.m.. Campus Center room 903

FACULTY RECITAL: ESTELA OLEVSKY. PL\NO - A
preview of her Carnegie Hall Recital scheduled for

October. Works by Ginastera, Chopin, Mozart, Ravel, and
Galuppi. Free. 8:15 p.m., Buckely Recital Hall. Amherst
College

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI Informal bag lunch

discussion with the Rabbi. All are welcome. 12-1 p.m.,

ISSUES FACING ISRAEL - Issues Faces Israel: open
course. Topic: Israel's political system 7 p.m., Herter 108

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL MEETING - Help plan this

year's campaign. 7 p.m., Dukes Room, Student Union

BARN BASHi
WK> m.2fr.A\w

'

RESEARCH PAPERS

14,789 to choose
from - all subjects!

Rush $2 for the cur-

rent, 306 page
catalog. Custom
research 8- thesis

assistance also
available.

RESEARCH, 11322
Idaho Ave. /r206WA
Los Angeles, CA
90025 (213) 477-8226.

RENT
/I CAR

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63

No. Amherst

549-2880

(/psfAifi «tfli4 R£D BAfth STEAK H^t H ml f»it f?6lHGmnf^
|

£NTERTA I NMENT /

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(wtW^ this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.S0 Long Hair
ExpvM 9/30/83 C

Pt««M Cat) for an Appointmem
•For neiN dtanta only

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
'J6 Uncv-rirtv Drive

Amfverst MA/MB 56>0

NI6lir HAPTY HOUR i

aoo C lostHCr
eATimiNfr SO^- DRAFTS
^my HAYLOFT- LOTfO" lO-iaPM

I

I

I

J

S49-2880
NoA s the timt' to can
or .h fo' expert repair?

-'"'J 'econJMion'

AEPE "if!" BODY SHOP AT

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63
No. Amherst
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DHfE .YOO OUT.'' AKt> *X*ve

OR^EREb BrrmR LOOIONG
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,
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YOU l^biRSTANDnE,'

XLOVEYOUTtW SCROdI

I'M FECt
SICIC !

Superbad

'StNlltJMS COPES O/^ME F-lKTK "K^

by G.H.

<^f^ rH^iicr. /— -
,
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After The Fall by R. Miller

\ d; So vie

-
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1 IF VA JOS'^ '^^<-^'

Wilson Low

Kl^nUl] I *R1ED TO uAR»i YOU MD, HU

-

ImanoiO-^ m?e mot \lloweo in the cable-
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TAIN LT WILL 00 /v LOT EASIER
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1
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tlCO ]PLE^SE bHOW
SOnE RESPECT FOR
^^^P^AIW LARYA L^.

by CC. McFly

[eMICKEY J WHY YOU Re jUiT ^
YOUNG OIRL, YOU CAN'T BE AN^
^ OLDER THAM FOURT E EN_

^ [lcapt L^RY^L^ 3 thani^YOuJ

IVAVI6A"^0R- Pilot of the ^TARWiNO hYPER,LIGHT

DRIVE, THC ULTIMATELY COOL AWD FAROUTEST-

ICWiC^EYTftlPPERl FOB tAlKiKIG Tq"a TV. 5ET^J

Quentin

lMiCKEY:: FAR OUTE.ST ? j

HAVE A iEAT, ILL
Bt WITH YOU AS .

SOON AS I riWISH
THIS VlOE06AnE
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^6E~^WE.LVE NE-XT Wtt^

J

LOWIgHOT ] HEY CAP W,\NWA LIS"

TEM TO MY OLli 0Z60RN RELURDi

by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Angola
5 Horns of the

moon
10 Scrutinize

14 Dawn, in Madrid

15 Peter Grimes,

for one
16 Paducahi's river

17 Scottish dance
18 Velocity

19 Chaps
20 Pulse takers, in

a way
22 Tin Man Jack

23 'Woman of the

24 Eddy
26 DC time

29 Soft, light

fabrics

31 Big curve

34 Missing link.

perhaps
36 Candidate s asset

38 Anzona river

39 Turn right!

40 Dramatic conflict

41 Candidate s goal

44 Cunning
46 Accelerate (With

"up")
47 Rayon
49 Literary

monogram

50 Wastes time

52 Gwen Verdon role

54 Fiber for rope

56 Office holder

61 Snakeless land

62 Beak
63 Word with hand

or land

64 Join the pep rally

crowd
65 Household need
66 Prima donna
67 of Cleves

68 Copy machine
material

69 Ancient kingdom
of SW Asia

DOWN
1 Irving protagonist

2 Spread
3 Biblical brother

4 Reckon
5 The Black Rose"

author

6 Cloth gaiters

7 Prophet

8 Put the squeeze

on
9 Full of woe
10 plexus

11 Rival of 56 Across

12 Assistant

13 Prying

21 Bristle

22 Sound of

displeasure

25 Very small

26 Enthusiastic

27 Small plug

28 Candidates
medium

30 Used up
32 Glower
33 Transmits

35 Prefix with Beth

or Heath
37 Musician s need

39 Investigates

42 Towering
43 Diamonds, to a

yegg
44 More portly

45 Tiller

48 Nook
51 "Divine Comedy

author

53 Home
54 Evening, in Milano

55 Do a Tuesday
chore

57 Meal time

58 Wicked
59 Leningrad's river

60 Streetcar, in

Britain

62 Concorde

1 ? 3 4

1

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1? 13

14 15 lb

17 18 19

?0 ?1 ??

IT ?4 ?5 ~'^H
?6 ?7 ?8 29 30 31 3? 33

34 35 36 3 7

38

iPl
39 40

41 4? 43 4' 45

46 47 48 49^ 50 51 5? 53 HBi
54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 6?

1

63

64 65 66

67 68 69

DON'T FORGET

The first Editorial

meeting, tonight, 7 p.m.

Collegian office

Newcomers
encouraged to attend!

DC Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Liver and Onions

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Garden Medley Casserole

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Turkey Club Sandwich pjsh Fry Plate/Tartar

Fish Fry Plate/Tartar Sauce,
Sauce Cocktail Sauce

Cocktail Sauce Caponota Spaghetti
Caponota Spaghetti SUPER SCOOPER

SUPER SCOOPER CONES
CONES

Weather

-Partly .sunny today and

.sunny Wednesday. Highs

both days 70 to 75. Clear

tonite. Lows from the mid

40's to low 50's.

TODAY

PUZZLE

•s

ANSWER
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Golfers win season opener
By TOM SCOLLINS
ColU'gnan C()rresjK)ndent

The women's golf team opened the
season on a bright note this weekend winn-
ing a three team match at Oak Ridge C.C.
in Springfield.

The women linksters were led by their

number one player Judy Guzy who shot an
86. Theresa Collins, who Coach Jack

Leaman calls his most improved player,
shot a 97 to place second.

UMass shot a total of 388, 35 strokes l)et-

ter than second place Springfield. Dart-
mouth and Amherst were not represented
as they are both gearing up for a strong
showing at the ECAC's October 8th and
9th at Dartmouth. The next match for the
women's team will be October 1st and 2nd
at the Yale Invitational.

Runners show improvement
BY M.E. MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

Kingston, R.I. The young University of

Massachusetts women's cross-country
team continued to show signs of im-

provement Saturday, turning in a number
of steady performances here at the
University of Rhode Island Invitational.

The ten competing schools fielded a total

of 110 runners. Among them was Yale's

Margaret Whynn who finished first overall,

covering the 3.2 mile course in 18.10.

Co-captain's Maureen O'Reilly and Kim
Baker turned in the best times for UMass,
finishing 25th and 34th respectively in 19.09

and 19.28. Teammates Chris Pratt. Deidra
Doyle and Sally Howes all came in among
the top fifty.

Holy Cross, first overall as a team, placed

fiveofitS ^ •.-- •. o-' -nty.

UMass will travel lo New Jersey Saturday

to compete at the Rutgers Invitational.

wmm
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Amherst's Newest
FuU-Line

Microcomputing
Store

Open Mon-Sat 10-5

TERMINAL RENTALS
40 col. computer-terminal

$135./semester
80 col. CRT.

$ 150./semester
Rental fees do not include security deposit

SGdes tax or optional delivery fee.

Lube, Oil

and $1399
includes up to 5 quarts of 10-40 oil, and safety check.

4 cyl.

$29.95
6 cyl.

$34.95
8 cyl.

$39.95

GAS SAVING
TUNE-UP

We'll install new resistor spark plugs,
points £r condenser; adjust Idle speed; set
timing; test battery and charging system;
Inspect rotor, distributor cap, PCV valve,
ignition cables, air filter, crankcase, vent
filter, and vapor canister filter.

^tSA

North Amherst
& Auro Center
"FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"

78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Store 549-4704

IfyouYe hot
forThe Stones,
turn to the
hot spot.

99^1.
HOT
90T

Five coUge roundup
Amherstsoccer loses, hockey wins
By THOMAS KELLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst College women's soccer

team lost 4-3 to visiting Trinity College on

a goal by senior co-captain Karen Orczyk

from the corner with 1:45 left to go in the

second overtime.

Amherst's record dropped to 0-2, the

first loss coming on a heartbreaking 1-0

defeat to Westfield St.

Amherst led 3-2 at 18:07 in the second

half when freshman Sara Couch scored for

Trinity on a head shot to send the game in-

to overtime.

"It was a tough one to loose," said

Amherst coach Michelle Morgan. "It will

k)e tough tt) get the girls up after a loss like

this."

Morgan is still optimistic about her

young teams chances for the rest of the

season.

she said. "I felt we outplayed Trinity to-

day. We lost on a goalkeeping technical er-

ror."

Trinity, NIAC Tournament semifinalists

last year, played man to man pressure

defense against Amherst. Coach Karen
Erlandson attributed this to her teams suc-

cess. Trinity's record is now 2-1, their loss

coming to division I Yale.

In other section Saturday, the Amherst
field hockey team defeated Vassar 4-0.

Diane Flaherty and Sue Prosnitz had two

goals apiece for Amherst. Haley Mason
provided speed on the wings to enable

Amherst's hit and run type offense tt) pro-

duce.

Amherst is coming off a two week trip to

England where it gained valuable ex-

perience playing some very talented teams.

Coach Susan Zawacki hopes to at least

duplicate the 10-3 record her team had last

year.

"We have good scoring power." said

Zawacki, "but hockey is a game where
anything can happen."
Amherst's record is now 3-1, their only

defeat coming on a 4-2 loss to Division 2
Keene St.

Smith fieldhockey undefeated
By JOHN BAIX]ER
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - "She's a great

passer with a terrific shot" was the

pregame praise Smith field hockey coach

Jackie Blei had for forward Paola Prins

Saturday. The 6'2" sophomore thanked
her coach by scoring a hat trick leading

Smith to a 3-1 victory over previously

undefeated Williams.

The Smith offense dominated the first

half with Prins beating goalie Jean
Hakmiller on the short side off of a corner

pass at 21:18. The native of Amsterdam
scored her second goal at 26:56 on an
unassisted blast from 35 feet out that shot

between Hakmiller's pads. Prins ended
Smith's scoring 17 minutes into the second

period placing it over back-up goalie Betsy
Maclver's right shoulder from the left post.

Williams applied the pressure during the
last ten minutes only to be stifled by
Smith's well rested defense led by Martha
Kittredge and Liz Mitchell. The wandering
tactics of goalie Kathy Linton frustrated
the Williams forwards until Alison Fuller
snuck behind her and tallied Williams only
score of the day at 26:01.

"We've been really good defensively this

year" said coach Blei. "We've outscored
our opponents 17-5 in 5 games. I'd like a lit-

tle more goal production from our for-

wards, otherwise I'm pleased with our
play, especially in the clutch. We've per-
formed really well under pressure winning
two one goal games against tough teams."
This win over Williams leaves Smith with

an undefeated 4-0-1 record.
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Sponsored by UMass Ski Patrol

Recruiting Meeting

National

Sl<i Patrol

Recruiting Meeting Wed. Sept. 28

CC Rm. 805 8:00 p.m.

if unable to attend call Gary 253-7152

\
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Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS

A Republican Club is starting at the
University of Massachusetts

Interested?

Call Bill 546-5459 after 6 PM

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VW Bug excellent condition 545-2690

(Mike Kajen)

Toyota Wagon - 1976 - high miles but very

reliable $1000 549-0574 after 4

1975 Audi Fox - Automatic. Good condi-

tion, good m.p.g. Call 1617) 249-6938 after

5 p.m.

73 Volvo Wagon best offer 256-0796

1970 Chrysler 300 runs, 4 parts 300. or BO
Laurie 253-5666

BLOOM FANS

Meet the creative genius behind Bloom
County. 8 p.m. Sept. 27 in the Student

Union Ballroom

DEBBA SWEAT

Happy Birthday Dob. I hope your day was
the best that it could have been. But we do
know what would have made it t>etterl We
love ya. Karen, Beth, Cynthia and the rest

of Washington 3rd

ENTERTAINMENT

S

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

79 Yamaha XS 400 - excellent condition

3500 miles - $850 or best offer 546-6350

Computer terminal for sale. DEC \/T55

video terminal with hardcopy option. Like

new. 549-6994

8 early Beatles British import albums $7

each? 253-5956

Lionel Richie Tickets 3rd row center Oct.

5 Centrum 2 for $80 or BO 549-7515

S
HELP WANTED

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Oiscjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profes-

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

Occasions 253-3980

FOR SALE \

Must Sell - Ibanez Artist Electric Guitar

black w/case, excellent cond. $275, mxm
jhase 100 $50. prices firm 253-5688

Looking for solid bassist. Experience in

Rock, Funk, and R & B. Good equipment

and serious attitude essential. Vocals

helpful. Call 549-4003 after September 8.

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Good equipment. Serious attitude

pro's only. Call 549-4003 after September 8 .

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice

Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-

ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $ 1 55-225 -t- /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am

Teach In MASSACHUSETTS Complete

employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts -plus latest open-

ings! $6.00 Betterway, P.O. Box 2153,

Dept. 35, Centerville, MA 02634

Recycling Project organize your dorm,

apt. bidg. or neighborhood and earn a

credit apply 306 SUB 545-0618

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.

2537009

Recycling Coordinator - liason between

university and town of Amherst. Duties in-

clude organizing and publicity. Work study

pay and independent study credits

available. Apiv 306 SUB. 545-0618

Arts Coordinator leadership, graphic

skills, work-study desirable call Debbie

665-7020

Meals includedl Alpha Chi needs
houseboys. Great work environment! Call

549-4159 for info

WORK FOR A CHANGE on Hazardous

Wastes, Acid Rain, Consumer Advocacy.

MASSPIRG how hiring full and part time

for citizen outreach and fundraising. Opp.

for travel and advancement. 2-10 pm. Call

Jill, 256-6434, 9-2 pm $135-225/wk

160-225/wk Mon - Fri 2 -10 pm

Women I Book a cameo lingerie show I

Earn credit. Call Heidi 546-4248 (9)

Congratulations Mary have a great

season I 3 short

Happy 20th Birthday Sue Cohan. You've

finally made it. Go wild! Love, Alisa Et Jane

PSYCHOTHERAPY

individual. Couples. Family Therapy.

Psychological testing. Psychological Ser-

vices Center 545-0041

RIDE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Ride needed to New York City or

Westchester county on Friday Oct. 7. Will

share expenses. Call Kathy 546-5034

Ride wanted to downtown Holyoke
Tues and/or Thurs mornings from campus
area call 549-1511

ROOM WANTED

JBJBJB
= \

Need room vicinity UMass double/single

senior/ Business call Eric 549-3853

6RETULUJE Z OKAZJi URODZiN RUSH

LOST

Reward brown wallet all indentification

lost 9/14 call Laurie 253-5566

MOVIE
=

i

OPEN RUSH
Delta Chi Fraternity

Wed. 9-28, Thu. 9-29 7-9 pm
118 Sunset Ave. 549-0482

WANTED

* Dog Day Afternoon starring Al Pacino
* Friday, Sept. 30. Shows at 5:30, 8:00,

*

*£rd 10:30. Campus Center Auditorium*
* Admission $1.00

*

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

PART-TIME HELP

Musical Group seeks large heated rehear-

sal space in Amherst/ Hadley area. Call

549-4003 after September 8.

to work!Put your conscience
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time ror

evening hours. Call Terry, 2566*34, 9 2 pm

PERSONALS
~

Drummer looking to join band or jam in

Southwest Mike 546-7435

Shari a year seems like a long time but its

not nearly enough I could never get my fill

of you Happy Anniversary love. Emmet

WE WANT YOU

interested in an alternative to a Greek

Sorority? We are Gamma Sigma Sigma - a

national service sorority. We are actively in-

volved with campus and community pro-

jects. It isn't all work as we also hold

numerous social events. Informational

Meeting Tues Sapt 27 at 7 pm in the Cam-
pus Center Rm 169 or call 545-2068 for

more info we welcome anyone to attend
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More sports on page 10

Australia II wins the America's Cup
Comeback overtakesLiberty;

Aussies overcome 3-1 series lead
NEWPORT. K.l. (AP) - Australia II

won the America's Cup on Monday, shat-

tering 132 years of U.S. supremacy with a

stunning comeback victory over Liberty in

the most dramatic finish ever for sailing's

most prestigious prize.

The 41-second victory, the fourth-closest

in Cup history, brought to an end the

longest winning streak in sports history.

The Cup, first won by the schooner

America in 1851 and defended 2b times

since, was the only international trophy

never to change hands.

Now it belongs to the Australians, who
ended 21 years of frustration covering six

previous challenges by taking advantage of

a crucial mistake by American skipper Den-
nis Conner U) win an unprecedented
seventh and decisive race.

The victory triggered wild celebrations

among Aussie supporters in the spectator

fleet on Rhode island Sound, on the docks

and streets of Newport and Down Under,

where millions stayed up most of the night

to watch it on television.

It also climaxed a determined comeback
by skipper John Bertrand and his crew,

who feel behind 3-1 and then won three

straight races, the last one marking the

first time a Cup series had gone as far as

seven races.

They appeared out of it Monday, as well.

Liberty, with Conner reading the winds

correctly, held seemingly safe 57-second

lead after the fourth of six legs on the

24.3-mile course on Rhode Island Sound.

But there were nine miles to go, and the

Aussies wouldn't quit in this.

Bertrand found a wind shift of his own,
while Conner let the Australians get

unobstructed air.

The American lead — and the America's

Cup — was gone.

Soccer places second

in Cornell tournament
By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The night was cold, the spirits were hot,

but the games were scoreless during the

first night of the Cornell Soccer Classic in

Ithaca, New York. After a double overtime
struggle between Brooklyn College and
Cleveland State ended in a scoreless tie, the

University of Massachusetts and Cornell

University came head to head in what
amounted to an over two and one half hour
confrontation which ended in a scoreless

match.

Regardless of the empty scoreboard the

"

Minulemen/Big Red game was action-

packed. Within the first few minutes of

play UMass realized that they had better

stay alert when Cornell held the ball

steadily near the UMass net.

For the majority of the first half. Cornell

posed a threat to UMass. However, UMass
rallied back to apply pressure to the

menacing Big Red squad. With about five

minutes left before the half time buzzer
Cornell's Pat Murphy attempted a shot

which was headed away from the goal

keeping UMass alive.

CominR back to the field after half time

( ollcipan photo by Jim PowrrK

Kim Baker (right) runs with
Noreen Small of BC in a earlier meet
this month. Baker finished second
(34th, overall) for UM at URI this

weekend. Story on pg. 10.

UMass was eager to rally and score.

However, this was not to be the fate of

either team for when the end of regulation

play was over the scoreboard still read 0-0.

The up and coming overtime periods

were last paced, but still uneventful for

goal scoring. So when twenty minutes had
ticked away, the game ended in a mutual
shut out.

UMass and Cornell then fired penalty
shots to determine who would advance to

play Cleveland State (the winner of the

penalty shots in the first stale mate). With
goaltender Donald Donahue in the net

UMass emerged victorious with a score of

5 4.

"I hope that we score some goals

sometimes," said a smiling coach Jeff

Gettler. Showing extraordinary ability in

Saturday night's game were senior Lenn
Margolis. sophomore Tom Uschok. fresh-

man Paul Sarafino. junior Donald Donahue,
senior Frank Neffinger, and freshman
Peter Geddes.
"We're a solid team. We all worked

hard," said Gettler.

Saturday night's game against Cleveland
State ended in a disappointing lose of 2-0.

Massachusetts wound up placing second in

the tourney, and comes home with a record
of0 2 3.

The first half of the second round game
was scoreless. Within minutes UM's
Khatami rallied the ball in front of Big Red's
net. but was unable to score when the ball

hit the post and was taken away by
Cleveland State. With 18 minutes left in

the game, Cleveland came back to widen
the gap 2-0.

"It was a very defensive game." said

senior captain Kevin Flynn. "Donny kept
us in the game, he made some good saves."
UMass plagued by injuries during this

tournament. Senior Mike Runaere, Frank
Neffinger, and Donahue have been injured
and are hoping to back in the game soon,
while F^lynn is back from an ankle injury he
sustained earlier in the season.

UMass finished second in the tourney
after first place Cleveland State. Earning
postions on the all-tourney team were
Margolis for defense, and Khatami for

offense.

The Minutemen play their first home
match on Saturday.

Sports Notices
Wrestling tryouts: Last day for tryouts

will l)e Tuesday, September 27th at' 4:00

p.m. in the wrestling room, or contact

coach Rick Freitas in his office at 545-3120.

Anyone interested in women's fall

lacrosse should be at NOPE on Wednesday
September 28th, 9:00-10:30, Thursday
September 29th, 4:00-6:00 or Friday
September 30th, 4:00-6:00.

AP La««rphoto

Australia II emerged to capture the America's Cup in the final race
on Monday. The Australians defeated the Americans by 41 seconds in a
come-from-behind win.

Over recruiting wastes talent

Players deserve better
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

There is a terrible injustice present in col-

lege athletics today. It is called over

recruiting.

Big time college football coaches are the

biggest offenders. They make too many
promises to recruits they can not possibly

keep.

"Joe you are just the quarter back we
were looking for to replace Steve Jones,

Come to Sun Tan University and you will

be starting in no time," says coach John
Doe to a prospective recruit. Coach Doe
also repeats this to five other high school

seniors.

A classic example of this is the case of

Holy Cross tailback Gil Fenerty. Fenerty
was a high school phenom at Jesuit High
School in New Orleans, Louisiana. He was
heavily recruited by Louisiana State

University and he enrolled there.

Unless some injuries occured Fenerty
would have little or no playing time over his

four years with the Tigers. You see, LSU
possesses the best backfield in college foot-

ball. Sophomores Dalton Hilliard and
Garry James are both Ail-Americans.

Gil got sick of the splinters he was get-

ting on the bench so he gave Holy Cross
coach Rick Carter a call and the rest is

history. Fenerty ran for 196 yards in his

first game in a Crusader uniform. It is

quite obvious that there are a lot of mislead
player? with a lot of talent sitting on ben-

ches in places like South Rend, Indiana and
Tuscaloosa. Alabama.
Fc, .^u. .1 »* ,1 the Dallas

Cowboys have been looking for a punter to

s{)ell quarterback Danny White from his

dual role. F'inally the Cowboys have found

their man and he is John Warren, a punter

who sat on the bench at the University of

Tennessee watching Jimmy Colquit do the

Volunteers' punting. Warren wasn't good
enough for Tennessee but he is good
enough for America's team.

Two of the University of Massachusetts

top gridirons are transfers from the

magical world of bigtime football. Starting

noseguard Peter Tracy (one of the best

players on the team) transferred from
Navy and offensive guard Vince Reppert is

from Syracuse.

One more example of overrecruiting was
the situation at Penn State in 1978. The
Nittany Lions had two high school All-

American quarterbacks coming in as

freshmen: Todd Blackledge and Jeff

Hostetler. They were involved in a
ferocious battle for the starting job with

Blackledge winning. Instead of sitting

around, Hostetler transferred to West
Virginia where he is now a senior All-

American.
Over recruiting is a problem. What is the

answer?
The NCAA should incorporate some

rules into their books to harness over

recruiting. College football needs some
talent diversification to lessen the

monopolization of talent of big-time college

football clubs. It is about time that Penn
State stops getting all of Pennsylvania's

top players and Temple is given a fair shot.

If nothing is done about this problem we
are going to see the same teams in the top

20 year in and year out.
,
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New group
and new policy

combat racism

CdUejAon pA^o fry Dattd Uathtr

GregALman, ajunior C<mimunicati<m8 Studiesma^, strolls pa^tths columns ofTobinHaU yesterday.

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Stressing a committment to combat problems of racial

harassment at the University of Massachusetts, a working

group headed by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey Tuesday

outlined plans to deal with racial incidents on campus.

"Anytime an individual feels threatened...we have some
responsibility to address the problem as a community,"

Duffey said to the g^oup outlining why it was formed.

The group, originally formed last April by Duffey in

response to growing concerns by students, faculty, and

administrators of the increasing problem of racial

harassment on campus, (specifically in the residential

areas and in classrooms) presented reports of the progress

being made in the area of dealing with racial problems at

the University.

John DeNyse. vice-chancellor of administration and

finance, announced a new "formal" policy concerning

graffiti around campus which includes any "racial, ethnic

or sexual slurs."

Under the new policy, which DeNyse said has been an

"informal" one on campus for a number of years, faculty,

administrators, and students would be able to call the

physical plant to remove offensive graffiti.

DeNyse said he did not know what would be done to

persons found writing offensive graffiti on walls.

"We just want to get rid of the graffiti as soon as possible

and we'll worry about the rest later," he said.

Over the summer, various groups on campus initiated

ways of informing the UMass community of racial

harassment.

Housing Services sent a letter to all campus residents

which said that racial and sexual harassment was not

acceptable on campus.

In the new residence hall manual, harassment is defined

as "a form of violence; it consists of verbal and/or written

invasion/violation of an individual's rights and may be

racial, sexual, or personal in nature and may be expressed

through graffiti, obscene telephone calls, or other means."

Duffey said the group has done an "impressive amount of

work." to help combat racial harassment on campus. But

more work still needs to be done, he said.

Police receive mixed reviews from town on peeper
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Town Manager Barry Del Castilho made

a public statement at the Amherst Select

Board meeting Monday night commending

the actions of the Amherst Police Depar-

tment concerning incidents of peeping and

exhibitionism in a central Amherst neigh-

borhood.

A by-law that would make the act of

peeping into property or spying on someone

a specific crime was proposed at the

meeting as well by Police Chief Donald

Maia. The law, which would carry a

maximum fine of $200 for each violation,

was not discussed by the Board and may be

brought before the Town Meeting m
October.

Del Castilho said a neighborhood com-
mittee's complaints the police did nothing in

response to a series of Peeping Tom and
exhibitionist incidents are grossly inac-

curate. He reported that eight nights of

stake outs were tried follow-up in-

vestigations were assigned, and arrests

were made.

Barbara McGlynn, committee
spokeswoman, said Del Castilho hadn't

made a proper investigation.

"He hasn't interviewed anyone in the

neighborhood. But he has taken the police's

word 100 per cent. I don't understand why
the town should be taking their word
against mine," she said.

On Sept. 19, McGlynn asked the Select

Board to investigate the police depart-

ment's actions and called for an apology.

She charged the police with negligence in

the cases of sexual harassment and said the

women living alone in the neighborhood had

been victimized by both the man (or men)

who committed these acts and the police

department because of prevailing sexist

attitudes.

McGlynn said the police did not in-

vestigate the scene by asking which win-

dow the suspect had been at, did not take

fingerprints, footprints, call in the state

police dog, or even appear interested. She
said the Select Board has not refuted her

charges and she still wants an
acknowledgement that the police did not act

in an appropriate manner.
Lieutenant David Jankowski said 42

incidents have been reported in the last 20

months, 23 of which involved indecent

exposure. The average respon.se time was
2.6 minutes, he said, and the police have 10

to 15 suspects.

After June 12, when someone wearing a

mask was reported to have entered a

residence, Jankowski compiled a list of

related crimes and issued a memo to the

department outlining action to be taken in

the event of a similar crime.

Edith Wilkinson, chair of the Select Board,

said some of the perception of negligence

may be well-founded from a certain vantage

point.

"I think we have a problem with attitudes

that have been historical in our society. I

would suspect that the police need to work
on this just like everyone else in the

community." she said.

McGlynn said the police have not regarded

the crimes seriously.

"They (the police) have no conception of

the intimidation involved. As men they

can't understand that threat," she said.

Lights installed on Orchard Hill pathway
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Responding to safety problems in the Or-

chard Hill residential area of campus, the

University of Massachusetts over the

weekend installed temporary lights in the

area, according Ij Vice-Chancellor for Ad-

ministration and Finance, John DeNyse.

DeNyse said the lights were installed in

the path which begins at the rhododendron

garden behind University Health Services

and goes up the hill to the right of the

Chancellor's House.

DeNyse said he didn't worry about the

cost of putting the lights up because "our

main concern was in getting them up there

quickly."

Student Government Association co-

President Tom Ahem said the lights are "a

good start" in making the campus a safer

place to walk around at night.

Ahem said the lights "miss a few

places," but for the most part are effective.

Ahem said he would "hope to think" the

campus is a safer place to walk around at

night, but there are "still tons of places

which are dark and need lights."

Last week a female was raped outside of

Butterfield dormitory in the Central area

of campus.
To date no lights have been added to that

area, which is poorly lit.

There are other safety measures in the

works around the residential areas which

include more emergency phones and a pav-

ed way for the area in which the temporary

lights were put. Ahem said.

Chancellor Joseph IXiffey said "we all

owe our mutual appreciation to Jack

DeNyse for the lights up in Orchard Hill."

Inside:

Search beirinB for new UHS director, p.3
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A good lau^h is sunshine in a ho^Ase,

-William Makepeace Thackeray
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World and National News
Stillshooting inBeirut

despite officialcease-fire

Af l.a»fr phiitii

Unidentified divers stand by at right as the 26-foot cabin cruiser Malafem-

mina is placed on a pier in Boston Tuesday after bein^ raisedfrom the har-

bor bottom.

Police sources say the boat may contain clv£S to the disappearance ofHar-

vard grad student Joan Webster, who was last seen at Logan Airport in

November, 1981.

U.S, denies black boxrumor
TOKYO (AP) — U.S. spokesmen denied

Japanese news media reports Tuesday that

the U.S. Navy has located the flight data

and cockpit voice recorders of the South

Korean airhner shot down by the Soviets

almost four weeks ago.

"As of this afternoon, we have not found

the black box; I'm not waffling on that one."

said Lt. Gary Shrout. spokesman for the

U.S. Navy in Japan.

But his superior officer, Capt. Heber E.

Darton. was less incisive. He said he had

been in contact with Washington and 7th

Fleet headquarters in Hawaii, and "neither

has anything at all to indicate any change in

the situation."

President Reagan, asked by reporters in

Washington if the United States had

recovered the recorders, repUed, 'I have no

knowledge that we have. No."

Alan Romberg, the State Department's

deputy spokesman, said "we have ab

solutely no information that would confirm

the Japanese media reports on recovery.'

He told reporters "there is no indication

that anyone has located the flight recorder

and is about to haul it up or anything of that

sort."

Navy officials in Japan say they have no

direct information on the progress of the

search north of Hokkaido. Japan's nor

thernmost island. The U.S. task force

reports to the fleet headquarters in Hawaii,

the information is relayed to the Pentagon

in Washington, and the Pentagon tells the

Tokyo spokesmen.

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - The Lebanese

army exchanged fire with Moslem snipers

Tuesday in Beirut and an Italian member of

the international force was wounded

despite a civil war cease-fire. The army said

rival militias were exploiting the truce to

rearm.

Government soldiers shot back at the

snipers in the Shiite Moslem Chiyah district

of southern Beirut, wounding "several"

gunmen, an army communique said.

A spokesman for the Italian contingent of

the multinational force said the wounded
man was reported in good condition after

being struck in a thigh by a bullet. Several

Italian positions in the capital are near

Lebanese army posts that came under

sniper fire.

The United States and Saudi Arabia

arranged the Monday cease-fire that curbed

the latest round of Lebanon's civil war, in

which the army and Christian militias have

battled Druse mUitias and Shiite Moslems

in Beirut's southern slums and nearby

mountains.

But the army accused the Druse and their

allies Tuesday of using the cease-fire to

reinforce their positions facing government

forces in the central mountains. The army

accusation coincided with reports in the

Lebanese press that the Druse militiamen

considered the truce to be only temporary.

State-run Beirut radio announced for-

mation of a committee comprising army
officials and representatives of Christian,

Druse and Shiite militias. The committee

was supposed to meet Tuesday at the

Defense Ministry in suburban Yarze

outside Beirut, the radio said.

But a source in the Shiite Moslem militia

Amal said the parties could not agree on the

location, escorts and security guarantees,

so the conference was delayed by at least

one day.

Minister of Public Works Pierre Khoury
said if the cease-fire held, state-run Middle

East Airways would resume operations

Thursday from Beirut internationsil airport,

which has been closed since Aug. 28.

NewBoston tunnelproposed
BOSTON - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

announced his support Tuesday for an

ambitious. $2.2 billion plan to unplug
downtown Boston's notorious traffic tie-ups

with a new tunnel to the airport and a

depressed Central Artery.

"Now is the time to fbc the Artery and fix

it right," Dukakis told a crowded news

conference at the Public Works

headquarters. "Now is also the last chance

we may ever have to get 90 percent federal

funding from the federal gas tax money
we've all been paying for so many years."

The plan, which was to be submitted to

federal authorities by a Sept. 30 deadline,

envisions construction of a new bebw-
ground roadway from South Station to

North Station with four or five lanes in each

direction.

Digest
SOOifear-oldadultery statute

applied to Worcesterwoman

by Associated Press

Hampden Countymay be

halfway to economicheaven

SPRINGFIELD - It may
not be Vermont, but

Hampden County is

"halfway to heaven." said an

economic forcjuster who
thinks the area ought to l(X)k

to Hartford, Conn., for new
industry.

A recent report by the

University of Massachusetts

says the county, which hugs

the Connecticut line from

the Berkshires to Brimfield

and includes the industrial

cities of Springfield.

Chicopee, Holyoke and
Westfield. can best compete
with the Hartford area in

costs of doing business. And
it recommends that the

county look down the

Connecticut River for ways
to further its economic

growth.

Most business expansion

and spinoffs take place

within 25 to 50 miles of the

original business, making
Hampden County a logical

location for Hartford
businesses looking to ex-

pand, said Samuel N.
Seskin. director of the

University's Center for

Economic Development
which prepared the study.

WORCESTER - A
Worcester woman goes to

court Wednesday to appeal

her conviction on an
adultery charge, in what
authorities say is the second

time in a decade the state's

300 year-old adultery statue

has been u.sed.

Under the law. married

people who have sexual

intercourse with people

other than their spouses can

be convicted of adultery, a

felony. Violations are

punishable by up to three

years in prison, two years in

jail or fines of up to $500.

Judith A. Stowell was
earlier found guilty of

adultery at a bench trial in

Central District Court. But a

$50 fine was held in

abeyance pending appeal

and a state Supreme Court

decision on the con-

stitutionality of the adultery

statute.

Italian cup entry hauledthrough

Palmer whileAussies celebrate

California musician 'szapping

applaudedas ''allpart ofthe act
99

PALMER - While the

Australians toasted their

victory in the America's

Cup. the Italian entry in the

yacht races was parked

outside a diner in western

Massachusetts.

"It was our first time in

the America's Cup. but we
will be back next time,

possibly with a new

Azzurra." said Rosella

Korner. as the big blue

sailboat rested outside

Carol's Diner on Route 20.

Complete with tractor-

trailer, she stretched 90 feet

in length, weighed 96,000

pounds, reached 15 feet 2

inches in height and 14 feet 6

inches in width, including

two 90 foot masts strapped

to each side.

Hl'NTINGTON BEACH.
Calif. — It was indeed a

shocking experience for

guitarist John Teasley.

known professionally as

John T. of the group called

McDowell County Line.

"U fi'lt like I \vas in a giant

washing machine, " the

musician said as he recalled

the Sunday night incident.

"It put a hem in my dress,

that's for darn sure."

The audience, thinking it

was all part of the act,

cheered when Teasley

leaped from the stage and

began writhing on the floor

at the Blarney Stone bar.

They didn't know a spilled

tit'cr had short-circuited an

amplifier, sendint,' hundreds
of volts of cU'ctricity

through the musician's
hod v.

Teasley,

when he

32. said that

realized he was
being sho<-ked he tried to

call out for help. but. "My
voice came out like I was
under water."
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Wells Fargo
Armored Service
' Corporation

AP I^»er photo

CLOSE CALL-An unidentified Wells Fargo

guard looks through the window of the armored

car that was hit by bullets fired by unsuccessful

hold-up men.

Nervous robbers bungle heist,

leave empty -handed yesterday
MEDPX)RD - Masked

robbers let their nerves get

the best of them and
bungled an attempted ar-

mored car holdup Tuesday,
sh(X)ting up the truck but

escaping emptyhanded,
police said.

"They apparently jumped
the gun," said Capt. John
Keating. "The driver hadn*t

taken the money out of the

truck. When they at-

tempted the ambush, he
hopped back in and that was
the end of it."

UMass databank counts calories by computer
By JENNIFER L. CORNACCHIA
Collegian Correspondent

Huddled around a computer terminal not

much bigger than a manual typewriter,

three people are plucking at keys, gaining

access to a data bank which has put the

University of Massachusetts' reputation on
the rise.

What started as a personal research

device for Kenneth Samonds. associate

professor of nutrition at UMass, has now
turned into a tool used by more than 40

various institutions.

"I started developing it for my own
research and people heard about it by word

of mouth and started calling me," Samonds
said.

The Massachusetts Nutrient Data Bank,

developed by Samonds with the help of

graduate and work study students, holds

one of the largest files of nutrient data

composition in the world. Started four

years ago with funds from the University's

Agricultural Experiment Station, it now
contains over 5.000 food entries and con

tinues to grow with the addition of several

hundred new entries each year.

"The computer makes inaccessible

knowledge accessible to everyone who

would want to know nutrition statistics."

said Charles Narrow, manager of the data

bank.

Within moments the computer can make a

detailed analysis of what you ate yesterday,

calculating the total intake of vitamins,

minerals, proteins, carbohydrates, fats,

and fiber in conjunction with the serving

size and eliminating the tedious process of

looking things up.

"The data bank is an ideal tool for all

health care professionals to practice

nutritional therapeutics." said Narrows.

Samonds said the nutrient computer

brought the University a nationwide

reputation.

"UMass is now beginning to be well known
in the field of nutritional accessment." said

Samonds.
There are over 40 different users of the

computer with permanent access to the

data bank through the University's

Computing Center, where the actual in-

formation is stored:

McCall's magazine taps in to analyze the

nutritional value of their recipes; Harvard,

Yale, Columbia, and Rutgers universities

all use the data bank for dietary and menu
evaluation and research purposes; and the

U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S.

Army. Mass. Department of Corrections,

hospitals, research groups, and food

companies all have access to the computer,

as well as Weight Watcher's Organization

which uses it to analyze their prescribed

diets.

Phnto by Dins Mrlanaon

Dr. Kenneth Samonds, (foreground) aseistant profesaor of nutrition, wofKh on Data Bank
used to calculate the nutritional value of food.

to the data bank through the University

Computing Center to help support the data

bank.
"I wish we could offer dietary analysis to

anybody who wanted it but we really don't

have the staff or funds to make that

possible," Samonds said.

Although the data bank is not yet part of

any course at the University, it is available

for use by Five College faculty members
and students wanting to use the computer
for a research project or independent

study.

There is a small fee for permanent access

IIHS seeks a new director
By LYNN PERKINS
Collegian Correspondent

The search committee for a new
University Health Services (UHS) director

met last week to discuss procedures that

should be followed to find a new director.

The present director. Barry Averiil, will

be leaving the University on January 1,

1984.

Averiil, director of the facility for eleven

years, announced his resignation this past

summer when he accepted ^ position as

executive director of the Michael Reese
Health Plan in Chicago.

At the meeting, staff from the Affirmative

Action office requested that the panel keep
interviewees confidential, ask them the

same questions, and not judge them in a

biased way.
Larry Benedict, assistant vice chancellor

for Student Affairs and chair of the search

committee, said the committee is looking

for "a person who is familiar with prepaid

group health programs and someone who
has broad experience within health ser-

vices."

UHS director's responsibilities include

planning and administering all UHS ac-

tivities. Averiil, speaking to the panel

about his perception of the job, said the

typical work week is 60 hours.

The application deadline is September 30.

After that date, the committee will take

two weeks to evaluate the applications, and

interviewing will begin in November.
The committee wants to narrow down the

total number of applicants to 3-5 can-

didates. Benedict said. The committee will

then make a list of strengths and

weaknesses for each candidate and

hopefully will select the new UHS director

by mid-December. The director will take

office January L

Robbery delays sportsco-opopening
BY JESSICA BARMACK
Collegian Correspondent

The theft of $2300 worth of sporting

equipment over the summer will delay the

opening of the University of Massachusetts

Sporting Goods Co-op until at least

November, according to members.
Co-op volunteer Richard Adams

discovered the theft last Tuesday when he

opened the shop for the semester. Of all the

inventory left from the spring semester,

only three frisbees remained, said co-op

volunteer Dave Fechetti.

Fechetti, who works as the co-op's ac-

countant, said "all kinds of sporting

equipment" were stolen. Files in the

Econonuc Development Office (EDO) set

the worth of the equipment at $2300.

On Tuesday it appeared that the lock on

the door of the co-op had not been tampered

with, Fechetti said. Boxes which contained

the equipment were empty and dusty, and

three ceiling panels were discovered

missing. Fechetti said he was not sure

whether the panels had been there in the

spring.

Former co-op manager Susan Kimlan
locked the co-op and turned the key in to

the Student Activities Office in the spring

and no co-op members have used the store

since then, Fechetti said.

UMass police said a report was made in

July by a Campus Center security guard,

who. found the sports co-op door open "a

couple of times" in July.

Fechetti said he does not think the stolen

goods were insured. New equipment stock

will have to be paid for through a loan from
the Student Government Association

Treasurer's office or the EDO, he said.

In the future the sports co-op staff will

have all inventory cleaned out of the co-op

over the summer and intersession, Fechetti

said.

"Everything will be cleaned out next
time." he said. "You can't protect anything
you can't watch."
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Women's Studies is now a top program
By JANICE CARTEN
Collegian Correspondent

Encouraging other departments to emphasize women's
issues in the classroom is a major goal of the Women's
Studies Program at the University of Massachusetts,

according to one of its staff assistants.

The Women's Studies Program "has met most of their

initial goals and their new concern is mainstreaming,"

getting other departments interested in women's issues,

said Dale Melcher.

The program was established in 1974 to provide a vehicle

for students who wanted a coherent women's studies

program.
Women's Studies has met its initial goals of becoming

well established and gaining national recognition, and is

now considered one of the top three programs in the

country among people in the field, Melcher said.

Enrollment has, increased over the years due to more

course offerings in the department as well as in other

majors.

The program also offers what is called a "component

course", which enables students who are enrolled in a

course dealing with women's issues to request approval

fipom their professor to use it as a Women's Studies course,

she said.

A cross-cultural course is a new requirement of Women's
Studies 1 an attempt to deal with the history and life

experiences of women worldwide.

"I think we've made a lot of progress in this area,"

Melcher said.

"The program is anxious to get a wide variety of students,

and recommends people who are highly motivated and
have the ability to work independently." said Arlene

Avakian. a staff assistant.

Students in the program have a wide spectrum of

political and feminist thought and there is much diversity

among them, Avakian said.

"Students who have gone on and applied to graduate

school have had a 100 percent admittance record," she
said.

In addition to providing a strong basis for graduate
school, the program also prepares students for a variety of

career options, she added.

Women's Studies graduates have gone into a number of

different fields including law, teaching, counseling, and
writing, she said.

The Women's Studies Committee is currently working

on a proposal for the creation of a graduate program in

Women's Studies, Mdcher said.

JQAroom broken into last Sunday
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police reported an incident

of breaking and entering in John Quincy Adams dormitory
shortly after 11:30 a.m. Sunday. Police said the com-
plaintant reported her stereo receiver and speakers,

valued at $575. stolen sometime bewteen 3:30 a.m. and
11:00 a.m. There are no suspects.

In other police action:

Police said a person or persons broke into the second floor

lounge in Baker dormitory on Monday morning. The
subject(s) apparently gained entry through an open
window. Ten gallons of paint, valued at $220, and paint

brushes valued at $180 were stolen. There are no

suspects.

Police received a complaint of larceny at 3:22 p.m.
Monday from a student in Dickinson dormitory. The in-

cident, involving the theft of a purse and its contents,

apparently occurred between 10 a.m. and 2:45 p.m. The
purse contained $10 in cash and a traveler's check worth
$50.

A student in Washington dormitory in Southwest
reported the theft of an AM/FM cassette radio valued at

$160 Monday shortly before 11:30. Police said the student
left his door closed but unlocked when he left the room
between 11:10 and 11:20 a.m. The complaintant did not
see any suspicious persons in the area.

At 12:47 p.m. police responded to a call for help from a
student locked in his room in Webster dormitory. After
forcing the door open, police escorted the student to the
UMass Infirmary for medical treatment.
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Activism is alive and well on campus
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

When asked what title she held in the Radical Student

Cnion, Mimi Turchinetz laughed and said. "Comrade!" She

added. "Don't print that... Actually we don't have titles in

the RSU." Yet she was serious when asked why her union

existed.

Though small in size, the RSU defines itself by its leftist

stands towards a number of issues. Located around the

corner from the Student Government Association senate,

the RSU one half of a room furnished with a desk, a

phone, a couple of file cabinets and an old sofa or two-

works to change the world we live in.

"The established government has not responded (to the

needs of the people)." she said. "The Radical Student

Union is for people interested in politics...who see

themselves as activists who are interested in pursuing

social change and a new political vision."

Longtime member Mitch Gaslin described the RSU as "a

vehicle to get people to think... a vehicle to harness

energy." Last year the RSU helped to bring Sean Sands,

brother of the late Bobby Sands an IRA member who died

after a hunger strike in 1981 in protest of the British

presence in Northern Ireland to campus. They helped

fund Alan James's national tour. Alan James is a

representative in the British Peace Movement. They have

sponsored films and study groups on topics such as racism,

United States' involvement in Central America, and

women's rights.

Members of the RSU have participated in national oc

casions such as Martin Luther King Day and the Inter-

national Women's Event. Last August the organization

helped sponsor buses from Amherst to Washington D.C.

for the March for Jobs. Peace, and Freedom. The event

marked the 20th anniversary of Martin Luther King's

speech. "I Have A Dream."

The realization of the dreams of the people who compose

the RSU is slow or non-existent. Turchinetz sees the

1970's as marred by the fragmentation of a strong national

student movement into "local pockets of resistance."

Here, out of the thousands of students at UMass, a

maximum of 30 arp active members of the RSU.

But in the "ebb and flow" of student activism. Turchinetz

looks for a resurgence of radical spirit. This past summer,

a core of five to 10 students worked to strengthen the

Progressive Student Network. Begun four years ago, the

PSN is attempting to form activist student groups around

the nation into one front. According to Turchinetz, the

PSN wants to "redefine and form a new national student

movement. ..(by) defining the connections between dif-

ferent student groups and building coalitions..'

Last year about 300 people from around ths nation

participated in the PSN's national convention at Kent

State University "to find out how people can work

together." GASLIN SAID. New plans are in the works for

the PSN to convene again at Kent State, from October 28

thru October 30. Since the RSU has access to printing

equipment here at UMass, they will be responsible for

printing pamphlets about the convention to be distributed

nationwide.

Sept. 30

111 Nobody could

dream him up. His incredible bank

robbery is all the more bizarre . .

.

because it's true.
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'A UttIe biT Opus, a UttU bir Bill'

BerUe BREAThEd ON CAMpUS
by MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Berke Breathed, it must
be noted, looks like none of

his characters. You almost

expect him to. like you
would expect the proverbial

geriatric poodle-owner down
the street to have a Lucille

Ball hairdo and half-shaven

legs.

He doesn't have the

sunken-chested, shapeless

body or aviator shades of

Steve Dallas, nor a cigarette

stuck to his lip; he has the

hair and mustache but not

the laidback expression of

Cutter John, none of the

chubbiness of Milo; and he

does possess a chin, unlike

Binkley. Shoot, he doesn't

even have acne like Bill the

Cat.

Berke Breathed, it must
be noted, looks like a can-

didate for an American
Express commercial, one

who'd have to pull the card

to show you that the 25-

year old, average-built,

good-looking person before

you is the creator of one of

the most popular comic

strips of the decade and of

Opus and Milo and Binkley

and Steve and Cutter and all

of the characters he admits

to being a part of.

Well, people, if you've

read "Bloom County" lately,

you know the funny pages

aren't suffering from lack of

wit. And if you weren't at

the Student Union Ballroom

last night, you deserve the

scolding Binkley's father is

fond of feeding him: "God,

you're a weenie!"

The standing room only

crowd got just what they

wanted. Confessions. Sneak
previews. Propaganda,
(even the good kind), along

with Breathed biography

and philosophy.

He IS one who, by his own
admission, never thought

he'd end up as a cartoonist,

does not consider himself an

"artist" -("...art was simply

created by the Bolsheviks to

confuse the peasants. I'm

not an artist.") -and should

have been, he says, and still

aspires to be, a filmmaker.

He is a fan of SCTV-
("naturally they cancelled

it") which doubles him
over. He considers

television a perfect veh' 'e

through which to sti.jy

American sociology,
especially "Three's Com
pany." He is relaxed, even

soft-spoken in person, and

by his own admission, "not

too crazy about interviews

because I simply don't think

I'm all that of an interesting

person to interview."

Who IS this guy'.' Why
does he touch us"? Why does

he dislike Victoria Principal'.^

And why, most importantly,

did he kill off Bill the Cat'.'

He's a product of the

University of Texas at

Austin, where he earned a

photojournalism degree, a

"place I ended up after my

senior year in high school. I

think my mother did all the

applying."

He earned a B average but

"liked all the aspects of

school except the academic

ones." He spent most of his

time at the Dttily Texan and

UTMost, a student

magazine, the latter for

which he produced an article

sparking a hoax of the

national press, a hoax which

eventually landed him and

his sense of humor in jail and

in debt. But that comes

later.

"Bloom County" started

out as "Academia Waltz." a

strip he created for the

Texan after he'd tried his

hand at editorial cartoons

which didn't quite seem to

skim past the threat of libel.

"Waltz" had many of the

qualities "Bloom County"
does today; even some of the

same characters. but
Breathed, who now calls it

"just as rank and uneven as

many college strips today"

became somewhat of a

celebrity at UT, writing,

taking photos, and
illustrating for the two
publications. It was a period

in which he found it "healthy

to get the celebrity stuff out

of my system."

Always "down at the

Texan looking for something

weird or new to do,"

Breathed and a friend came
up with a bet that cost him
many dollars and area real-

estate developers almost $20

million in property value.s.

Ten dollars said Breathed
couldn't fool the local press.

"We published this report

in UTMost that said there

were live alligators in Lake
Travis. Well the national

press picked it up from the

local wires who believed us,

and when they found out it

was me I had my phones
tapped and my apartment

CollrKian phiito b» l)rr» Oni"

Berke Breathed
. . .a radical and a conHcrvative

raided and searched twice.

This, of course, created a

scandal where people

started pulling their boats

out of the water and moving
off the land, so they finally

came after me," Breathed

remembers. "I won the bet

though."

"Academia Waltz"
progressed to an early form

of "Bloom County" he did for

the Washington Post

Writer's Group, which now
syndicates his strip.

There are other Lake
Travises in Breathed's past,

lurking under the surface-

he once included in his strip

his girlfriend's mother, for

instance, too-accurately

drawn and portrayed as

screaming, "Can't I at least

remove the hair from your

lip?" to Bobbi Harlow; the

time he portrayed Betty

Crocker in what was con

sidered a less than desirable

light General Mills

threatened to sue...

Breathed is, indeed, a

part of everything he

writes; both pseudo
machoman Steve and his

Twinkies-for-brains "chick"

Quiche Lorraine are based

on actual fraternity and

sorority members at the

University of Texas;

Binkley's anxieties are

resurrected Breathed fears;

and Milo, Breathed says is

"the yellow journalism side

of me, the sensationalist

reporter", and Opus. Well,

Opus, Breathed says, is

Opus. Breathed seems
almost not to know quite

how to identify with Opus-

he's still developing.

Breathed, for now, has

plans. "Bloom County" is

making, but a new book will

be added to his first one,

"Bloom County"- the name
of it is 'Toons for our Times'

and is due out in AprU.
Breathed was recently in the

news for doing what only

one other cart(X)nist has

ever done in the history of

the business retaining
complete syndication,
marketing, and trademark
rights to his strip.

He is awed almost by his

fame, and thinks of himself
as simply a person who sits

in his office in Iowa City and
creates "Bloom County."
Iowa'.'
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A varIecI spEAkER MENU is DVP^s chARqE
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Last night's lecture by Berke

Breathed, creator of the comic strip

Bloom County, launched this

season's series of speakers sponsored by

the Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP)

at the University of Massachusetts.

"The DVP is an organization funded and

operated by the undergraduate students at

UMass in order to stimulate thought and

keep the University community sensitive to

the world in which it exists." said David

Falk, DVP treasurer.

DVP funding comes from the Student

Activities Trust Fund (SATF). This year's

budget amounts to approximately $27,300

or $L50 per student, said Mark Zuckerman,

the program's co-chairperson.

With these allocated funds, the DVP also

sponsors the Martin Luther King Week and

the International Women's Week each year,

which costs approximately $5,000 per

event, Zuckerman said.

"Because of these added expenses, it is

very difficult to get big name speakers to

come to the University," he added.

The DVP has been in existence since 1959,

presenting such diverse speakers as Art

Buchwald, John Dean. Bob Woodward.

Bruce Ritter. Robert Kline, Jane Fonda and

Vincent Price. "Popular personalities such

as Vincent Price and Robert Kline cost

between $7,500 and $10,000," Zuckerman

said.

The DVP committee meets early each

semester to discuss several possibilities for

future speakers. Committee members

consult with several different agencies in

the New York and Boston areas in acquiring

various speakers, Zuckerman said.

Speakers scheduled for this semester

include Attorney Richard Horrow, from

Miami, who will speak on violence in sports

Nov. 7. Seymour Hersh, author of the

bestseller. The Price ofPower, will critique

Henry Kissinger and the Nixon ad-

ministration on Nov. 17. and feminist Betty

Friedan, co-founder of the National

Organization of Women and author of The

Feminine Mystique, will speak on her new

novel and her changing attitudes towards

the women's movement on Dec. 12.

The DVP is trying to get one more

speaker for this semester's program but has

not made any final decisions to this date.

Horrow and Friedan will both speak in the

Student Union Ballroom and Hersh will

speak in Room 101 of the Campus Center.

All upcoming events are free of charge to

the public.

The DVP is looking for interested students

to help plan next semester's schedule

within the next few weeks. Any questions

concerning recruitment and/or events

should be directed to the DVP office

located in Room 415 of the Student Union.
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The Boltwood Experience
Steel bars. Rows of hard beds. Strait jackets.

Screaming. Urine. Seclusion. Irrationality.

A dirty picture. Inhuman. I would imagine that

many people have at one time or another shared with me
these impressions as to what it is like in a "mental

hospital", "loony bin" or "funny farm". Bits and pieces

of movies, news stories and books combine to form such

images in our minds. Also, childhood fear of the unusual,

the unknown is expressed by rejecting, mythologizing,

stereotyping. As adults, we begin to tear away the offen-

Steven K. Geiger
sive and belittling stereotypes. Because the mentally and
physically retarded are not accomodated in most of socie-

ty, they have never been a part of my life; I have never

really thought much about state schools. Aside from see-

ing a few negatively labeled "retarded" individuals in my
grade school system, I never had any personal contact.

Because our fiercely competitive market society em-
phasizes the young, rich and glamorous, -those images
that sell"the aged, poor, and disabled are often pushed
aside.

For three years here at UMass, I never paid much at-

tention to those flyers around campus promoting a

"Boltwood Project" at the Belchertown State School.

My interest was finally stirred to action after a couple of

friends shared with me their fascinating experiences in

this program. I decided to give it a try and enter the

world of the "institution". I went to an introductory

meeting and then joined one of the many social interac-

tion/exercise programs; "Special Olympics".

I was surprised that so many people (150 or so) had

signed up as volunteers (with a two credit option). At the

first initiation seminars we were introduced to the doc-

tors, psychologists, lawyers, and resident workers of the

school. After a few of these seminars, my group was

ready to meet the people we would be working with.

There were ten or twelve fellow students in the "Special

Olympics" program, organized by two others. We were

to work on a one-to-one relationship all together in the

same room to allow interaction.

The first night, having arrived by bus, we proceeded

toward one of the residential buildings. We were all a lit-

tle nervous. What am I going to encounter? What will I

say, how should I act? Inde^ there was some "scream-

ing", a sanitized odor, and some very different-looking

people. We met our "clients". Many were in

wheelchairs, many were not. I met John (not his real

name). "Hi John, I'm Steve. It's good to meet you!"

Does he understand? He looked at me, then away, then

back at me. He began to walk around. I was to accom-

pany him to the recreation room where all the others

would be and we would begin our program.

We did exercises, threw balls to each other, talked with

each other. Most people were able and willing to par-

ticipate, but John seemed content to sit alone and

observe. I didn't know whether he could understand my
directions and suggestions at all, or he could understand

but did not want to participate, or he could understand

and was unable to participate due to lack of muscle coor-

dination. I became a bit frustrated, even though it was
only my first meeting. I knew that I shouldn't expect

anything to change after only a few hours out of this per-

sons' long life, but I was eager to create some understan-

ding between us anyhow.
For our second session, a week later, we were going to

walk to another building and join some of the other

groups for a party. When I went to get John to come
along, I was surprised by his reaction: He took my hand
and started along. I felt that this was an indication of

trust. At the party there were fifty or so people dancing,

talking and smiling along with the music from the guitar

players. John sat right down next to the musicians and

rocked to the tunes while observing everyone else. As
John was to act this way often, I took the opportunity to

go around and meet the other people. Any doubts that I

had about the value of the program were dispelled by the

smiles and laughter around me. It was a warm feeling.

John being a slow walker, we trailed behind the others

on our return to the main building. We were alone in the

quiet night, walking hand-in-hand. I thought of how we
were worlds apart and yet together in a simple bond of

humanness. What could he be thinking? Is he thinking?

How does he perceive things? What does it mean to be

"retarded"? "Well, John, that was a fun evening wasn't

it? The music was great and everyone was dancing ..."

John smiled briefly and then we continued in silence.

And so why was this program called "Special Olym-
pics?" Because throwing a ball in a barrel can be an
Olympic feat for a person confined to a wheelchair and
unable to control his/her muscles. Because knocking
down a couple candlepins with a bowling ball can be an
Olympic feat for someone unused to any exercise, used to

sitting in a room all day, and unable to go out to the town
alleys. Because having a party with music and singing

and friends to share can be an Olympic feat for someone
who must bear the oppression of a 24-hour communal liv-

ing situation. Imagine what it would be like restricted to

a dorm floor for twenty years!

We all have difficulty at times communicating; even

with friends and family. We all have times when we are

lonely. We may wonder at times what it is we are learn-

ing. If you join the Boltwood Project at Belchertown

State School you will have the opportunity to learn about

communicating as never before. You will have the

chance to befriend someone who may be lonely. You will

have the chance to learn about yourself. And that is a

most important point: It is they who are teaching us.

Steven K. Geiger is a UMass student

Editors note: Tonight is the last sign-up meeting for the

Boltwood Project. Look for signs or call them for details.

Paranoia -

how real is it?

Eery year since I have been at UMass, there

las been at least one reported rape case on

ampus. Every year the Collegian writes a lot

of articles about rape and rape preventit)n. And every

year people complain that there is too much time and talk

sj)ent on the issue of rape.

Miriam ZoU
Then, what usually happens, is that instead of talking

about how we should all try to stop rape and other crimes

of violence against women, people end up talking about

how women "overreact" when they hear about a rape on

campus. A lot of men complain that women become "too

paranoid," and walk around thinking that every guy they

see is a potential rapist. What does "Uh) paranoid" mean,
anyway?

If lx?ing afraid to walk alone at night, or always l(K)king

behind you to .see if there is anyone following you is

"paranoia," then most of the women I know at lIMass,

myself included, are paranoid. (By the way, Webster's Dic-

tionary defines paranoia as I>eing"characterized by over-

suspiciousness...or delusions of persecution".)

I think that most women, either conciously or uncon-

ciously, live with a certain degree of fear every day. But I

don't think women consider this fear as a "pt^ranoia/'or

"delusion of persecution," but rather, part of what it

means to be female in our sotMety.

It's hard not to be afraid when you keep hearing or

reading about the increasing number of rapes, not

necessarily on campus, but in the United States in general.

Recent studies on rape suggest that over 50 per cent of all

rapes are committed in the home, and that more often

than not, the rapist knows his victim and plans the rape.

In the past,many people used to think that rape happen-

ed only late at night and in dark, isolated places. But

women are now learning that rape can occur in the early

evening, like the rape reported last week near Butterfield

dormitory, or in public places.

Remember the New Bedford rape case last spring, when
a 21 year old woman was gang-rapt'd by five men in a bar

while the bartender and some of the customers watche<i,

and some even cheered? Or, how about the 13 year old girl

in St. Louis,who waded into a fountain where children

were playing and was raped for forty minutes by two

youths, while several adults st(M)d nearby and watched?

People used to think that whores or"sleazy women who
asked for it" were the only women who got raped. T(xiay

any female,regardless of color, class or age, can be raped.

In fact, the youngest rape victim ever recorded was a two-

week old infant, and the oldest known rape victim was a

ninety-three year old grandmother.

So, when you see young girls and women learning self-

defense, listing only their initials in the phone books, or

locking their doors when they're home alone during the

day, they're not "overeacting." They're just trying to live

as normally and safely as they can, without
becoming"paranoid" in the truest sense of the word.

Miriam Zoll is a Collegian columnist
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Letters——^———^——^^
It's demonstration time!

To the Editor,

On Thursday, September 29th, at 12:30 p.m. in front of

the Student Union, the university community will have the

opportunity to protest university complicity in the arms

race. AU of this week and next, the second largest defense

contractor is meeting on the 9th floor of the Campus

Center. The United Technologies Corporation (UTC) is the

leading supplier of jet engines and helicopters for the

military, and is currently working on numerous military

projects including the MX, Minuteman and Trident III

missile systems as well as the Trident nuclear submarines.

Last year UTC was here on campus to work on what was

rumored to be classiiied as delense related projecu.

Speculation increased when it was reported that UTC
chairman Harry Gray and former UTC president, former

Secretary of State and current UTC consultant Alexander

Haig quietly arrived here at UMass to visit the chanceltor

and attend a UTC banquet. We from the coalition spon

soring the rally demand that all university business with

UTC be terminated and that they leave campus. We also

demand that all contracts that the university has with the

defense department be made public so that the business of

the university can be decided by us all.

This raUy is a chance for students and other members of

the university community to have a real impact on the

university's role in the arms race. People from cor-

porations such as United Technologies are extremely
security conscious, and enough student protest will un-

doubtedly cause them to terminate their visits to this

university. We must, beginning Thursday, show them
that we are serious in our demands for peace. See you at

the rally!

Paul Hetzneck'ik'
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PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Come to the first meeting of

C.U.S.P.
(that's the Pyschology Club!)

Wed. September 28, 7:00 p.m.

in Tobin 304

GET INVOLVED
For more information call:

546-9548

Ahord
your latin organization at
UMass invites you to our

first body meeting. Room 904
Campus Center

Wednesday Sept 28, 1983
at 7pm newstudents welcome

Arts
iCollegian 9

Jett and Ford improve theirbad reputations

%**********************

KARATE
FREE DEMO

5

O -<C?S ffS^i^ CO -c^^ tf5CfcwG5-ii3^ tf5viw<:5-^^^ tff»:ii^<».^3=a tffvai^<:i).-<c3^ «vSw<»--!:5*%
A Older students ^^^ '

HARVESTMOONDANCE
Fri. Sept. 30 campus center 10th FlOOF

8-12:30 no cover - cash bar
- LIVE MUSIC -

SOUNDS INC.
sponsored by

the 25" CLUB
tel. 545-2145

and

^ V.S.O. tel 545-2224

Veterans Service Organization

V «c^<SC>"''ni9 «J':^«"'''cji9ftr::^ c:>"'''Cii? C;C^c;>"'"'3i9 «J!r?^C5"'^^ai9 e^t?^ct)^''Cii9 ^irT^^d

Wed. 3 & 4 p.m.

between campus pond 8- library

Featuring:

Larry Kelley #3 U.S.A.
Donna Kelley #1 New England

students, faculty, fellow martial

artists welcome -,

^Av ^^M ^^^ ^^v ^M0 ^^^^^^ ^A# ftt# ttStf ^Atf ^H^ ^^^ ^M^ %^te 4l# 4l# %l# ^B# 4M# ^Itf ^M# ^Itf
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^p^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^m^ ^^^

•X-
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DOUBLE JAMES DEAN!
Rebel Without A Cause 7:00

plus

East of Eden 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERSf

BY YANETT PENA
Collegian Staff

Long before the Go Cos "got the beat", a teenage all- girl

band from L.A. was formed by infamous record producer

Kim Fowley. That band was the Runaways.
Apart from the initial hype resulting in their raunchy

jailbait image, the Runaways were never given the chance

to make much of a public impact, even though they were as

authentic a rock'n'roll band as their male counterparts.

Mismanagement by Fowley as well as internal strife led to

several member changes, and after a five album career,

the "party" was over.

All was not lost however. One year later ex-head

songwriter, leader and gum chewer Joan Jett laid off the

booze and drugs, picked up her guitar, formed the

Blackhearts and the rest became history. Little was heard

from the rest of the band (o.k. singer Cherie Currie did cut

an album with her sister and co-starred in two movies, but

they were lousy anyway) until last year, when Lita Ford,

former buxom blonde Runaways' lead guitarist, recorded

with English punk band the Stepmothers.

Now both ladies have released new albums — a solo debut

by Ford and the third album by Jett. But if you're looking

to find similarities between the two, don't bother;

whatever musical interests they once shared have long

dispersed. While Jett stuck to the spunky "bad girl" image

playing basic rock'n'roll riffs. Ford has adopted a sexier

look (i.e., black leather outfits, fishnet stockings, thigh

boots, etc.), and a harder rock sound.

Out for Blood is an impressive first album by Ford,

considering how much her talent was stunted in the

Runaways due to a lack of original material and limited

vocal talent. On this album she emerges as a competent

songwriter with a more-than-able voice (the singing

lessons helped, of course).

The opening title track and others, including "On the

Run", "(It's Just a) FeeUng", and the album's powerhouse.

"Black Widow" all prove two things: Ford's lyrics are not

too memorable. They focus primarily on lost love, un-

wanted love — you get the picture; but this lady, who was

featured in the August issue of Guitar Player, knows her

instrument and is not afraid of a few blistered fingertips.

The reverse goes for Joan Jett. She may never be a

guitar virtuoso, but there lies the difference between her

and Ford; Ford is a more refined musician, whereas Jett is

a tough, sweat -drenched performer. Her latest. Album, is

the weakest of her three records, but it still contains that

raw gutteral cry of bad vocal chords, singing about love

and injustice, that makes Joan Jett what she is — a har-

dcore rock'n'roll fan.

The problem with Album is that it features too many

anti-climactic songs. "I Love Playing with Fire", "Coney

Island Whitefish". and even the single "Fake Friends",

start out with a punch but end with a slap. They're not bad

compositions, but they don't live up to their expectations.

What saves many of the songs are Jett's lyrics, where

she is at her best either insulting someone, as in "Coney

Island Whitefish"—

Scumbag, scumbag you don't leave well enough

alone. Scumbag, scumbag, you're the biggest

fool I've ever knoum
or shouting obscenities on "Handyman"—

It's UUe at night, and Tuc been uxtitin'.

Fm sick and tired ofmasturbatin'.

Album is an honest effort by Jett, but it's not enough to

help her gain the respect and recognition she well

deserves.

BIN pleasant
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Tonight

Free Champagne
For the Ladies

From 8:00 - 10:00

loorRichar

Sponsored by UMass Ski Patrol

Recruiting IVIeeting

National

Ski Patrol

Recruiting Meeting Wed. Sept. 28

CO Rm. 805 8:00 p.m.

if unable to attend call Gary 253-7152

r

• COPIES
• RESUMES

I

• LETTERHEADS \

• ENVELOPES \

FORMS )

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
(behind Aubuchon Hardwarel

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
256-0148

M-F 8:30 am-5:30pm Sai. 9ain-5pm

^••.^••.^^^•^

• INVITATIONS \

• TYPESETTING \

i

NOW OPEN!!
151 MAIN ST.

nfxt to Cathy Cross)

NORTHAMPTON
586-9982

M-F 8:30 am-5:M pm Sat 9:00 am-2:00 pm !

X

All Well Liquor
Drinks 75''

*H^*¥****

Ik-

fk-

Ik-

rk

25*^ Off on all t

Liquor and Drinks j
k-

k-

k-

k

^v*Tr"^M^**»*»*»**** *******

sponsors Attitude

How?^^

—

Adjustment Hours
Happy Hour Prices every night 10:00 - closing

$1 .50 Mixed Bar Drinks 60* 10 oz. Miller Drafts

Super 16 oz. Jumbo Blender Drinks $2.50

Good Food emphasizing variety served til midnight

pizzas to closing

special Adjustments Sun - Thurs 10 pm to dosing >

Buy a Pitcher of Beer n^i
and get a small cheese pizza for only $2.00

Orgasms this Wed and Thurs 10:00 - closing

only $1.75

^^ Cushman Villag

j^^^ Greneral Store
y^^^r^ (formerly Whittemores)

Homemade apecialB such as golumpkies

stuffed peppers, Amer. chop suey, and

Moms famous potato salad and cole slaw.

- Deli Meats euid Cheeses

\

General Store

CO E Pleasant St.

® Orchard Hill

- BEER and WINE]
Strohs $5.0912 pk.

Old Mil. $4.69 12 pkj

Busoh $9.79 oase

(t deposit)

N. Pleasant St.

Puffton
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Take a course at Bradlees, >!

where savings and selection

are in a class of their own.

GE slimline

cassette recorder

with auto-stop

REG. 29.99

5.00 off! Full function recor-

der operates on house current

(AC converter Included), or

batteries. Has a built-in con-
denser mike, autonnatic recor-

ding level control, easy push-
button operation. Compact, with

carry handle to take it along.

#3-501 5 Batteries not included

Technico light-powered calculators

499
EA.

REG 7.99

3.00 off! Slimline models, in horizon-

tal or vertical format, powered by
room light or sunlight. Metal face.

#SL773, SL676

x^z^OYns.

Lloyd's AM/FM clock radio

REG. 17.99

WaKe to music or alarm. Features
snooze bar, sleep timer, battery

back-up for power failures.#J202B
Battery not included

K.ASTHH.X

Eastern 4-cup hot pot

REG. 5.99

Enameled aluminum pot heats 1 to 4
cups. Has an easy-pour spout,

thermostatic heat control. #HP-4

Memorex 90-minute cassettes

3^^ MRX1C90 blank cassette tapes.
^^ Stock up now at this low price!

REG. 4.79

SSihrvrSStwM*'^

Hamilton Beach SilverStone® iron

REG. 17.99

5.00 off! Steam and dry iron with

SilverStone* coated solepiate, 25

steam vents, water level window. #761

CONAffl
»^ft5i»:

Conair folding styler/dryer
R«g Price

SalePrke
Mtr Mail In Rebate

Mir Bonus Rebate

Final Cost

9.00 off with rebates! 1250
watts, 3 speeds, 3 heats, dry-

ing and styling attachments
#SD-2A Rebates end 10/30. 12/31/83

Details in store

Unutually h«4vv d*m«ndt may
rvQuirt our ullmg rca»onab4«
quanlily lifnits on MHn* ol lh«

ilcmi in tairrwtt to JM custont«r»

Available at the Bradlees bek>w:

^^V^^^^^ ^^H HHOn* Th« Slop SAop Companies ON SALE NOW THRU SATURDAY

THERE'S ALWAYS A NEWREASON TO SNOP BRADLEES

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD

Black Affairs
Peruvianwomen
focus of lecture

at Smith College
by DIANE LANE
Coliegian Correspondent

Poverty and frustration are two causes of family violence

and widespread depression in Latin America, according to

Dr. Carmen Pimentel Sevilla, a Clinical Psychologist at the

University of San Marcos in Lima. Peru, who spoke at

Smith College Tuesdsay.

After ten years of research in the "barradias" (slums) of

Lima, Peru, Sevilla has emerged with a portrait of

Peruvian women and their families.

"The majority of Peruvian women are seen as having

dependent personalities due in part to years of domination

by men of their own social class," she said.

"This dominant/dependent relationship is complicated by

the division of society through social classes. The dual

domination, both of men over women, and of men and

women by persons of upper class backgrounds leads

women to a position of repression that is imposed outside

their will," said Sevilla.

According to Sevilla, the system of ideas and attitudes

that come from within the behavior of the individual and

groups permits domination as if it were "NATURAL."
Sevilla's work in the barradias has led her to believe that

the family violence which is prevalent in that society is

based more on frustration born of poverty and years of

tradition than on any inherent sexism.

In her role as a psychologist and teacher Sevilla has lived

in the barradias among these communities for ten years.

People come to her for help most frequently due to

recommendations by the schools when a child is perceived

as having behavioral and emotional problems.

Sevilla said she ususally finds that the problem is within

the family structure and prefers to deal with both the

mother and father, although usually the mother comes to

the clinic alone. When the husband is not able to come to

the clinic because of his work hours, Sevilla goes to the

home.
"I go \o them as a human being, not someone m
authority." she said, "These people respond weU to ex-

planation and teaching."

Checklist for black voters in 1984 elections
By NORMAN HILL

, Special to Black Affairs

We are one year away from the 1984 elections, yet the

Presidential campaign is already in full swing. October

brings with it the AFL-CIO's decision about which of the

Democratic Party candidates will get the labor federation's

endorsement.

It is also the month in which Jesse Jackson will decide

whether to throw his hat into the ring and run in the

Democratic primaries.

The forthcoming political year will pose important

choices for black Americans, who more than likely will play

a pivotal role in the selection of the Democratic Party's

nominee for President, and in the ultimate outcome of the

1984 elections at the national, state, and local level.

The black vote will prove to be decisive in elections in

the Midwest and South, areas with a high concentration of

voting age blacks, which are essential to the success of the

Democratic Party. The significance of the black vote is

underscored in the following statistic: in 1980 there were

more unregistered black voters than Ronald Reagan's

margin of victory over President Carter in 12 sUtes. These

states - Alabama. Arkansas. Delaware. Kentucky.

Louisiana. Massachusetts. Mississippi. New York, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia —
accounted for a toUl of 138 electoral votes out of 538. In a

somewhat closer election, as the 1984 race promises to be.

this solid bloc of states will prove to be the difference in the

outcome.

In the case of battered women, Sevilla explains to them

that they "receive" the abuse. Their basic assumptions

and life experiences have not taught them that there is any

alternative to this battering. Once it is reframed for them,

she said that women are very willing to resist.

For the men. Sevilla said "machismo" is a defense against

the helplessness that their poverty causes them to feel.

"Life in the barradias is a one dimensional existence, living

in shacks with no running water, no bathrooms in the home

and as many as twelve people sharing one bedroom. They

sleep in turns," she said.

Sevilla was brought to Smith by the Institute of Policy

studies which sends Peruvian women to lecture at college

campuses. She will continue her work in Lima upon her

return.

"I work with the people to find solidarity with the poor,'

SeviUa said. "What is our task in this Ufe? "We are only

here for a short time."

The obligation of black Americans to participate in the

electoral process is clear. What today may be less clear is

which candidates have earned black support.

What should black voters look for in assessing who from

the current field of candidates best answers the needs of

black Americans and all working and poor people? Several

vital policy positions should be a part of every black voters

issues checklist for evaluating candi'' es in 1984:

How does the candidate stand on the issue of jobs

programs?
What is the candidate's position on industrial

revitalization?

Does the candidate support protecting our nation's

industries against unfair foreign competition?

Does the candidate have a strategy or program for

reducing poverty?

What are the candidate's attitudes with regard to the

labor movement?
Clearly, the above is not an exhaustive checklist. Black

voters will also be focusing on such matters as a can-

didate's experience and electability. Yet the above

checklist is a good yardstick by which to measure the many
candidates competing for the black vote in Presidential

primaries and in state and local races throughout the

nation.

The 1984 Presidential campaign will be crucial for the

black community. There is every indication that black

voters will be voting in higher numbers than ever before.

Many candidates will attempt to win black and white votet

by resorting to slogans and rhetoric.

However, if black voters use their franchise wisely, aa

they have in the past, they will once again have an op-

portunity to reward their friends and punish their

enemies. The above checklist can help in determining just

who those friends and enemies are.

Annoimcements
Third World Caucus
meeting Wednesday Sept.

28 at 6:oo p.m. in the Office

of Third World Affairs 305

Student Union. Come and

find out what we are all

about.

WANTED: REPORTERS
FOR BLACK AF-
FAIRS-BECOME PART
OF THE TRADITION.
GAIN EXPERIENCE AND
HAVE LOTS OF FUN!

^^2^2^2^2^2^i^2^J^J^i^2^i^2^2^i^i^J^i^^^^^^^^

Jump, Jive and
Jam with Jazz
at DeLuca 's

An open invitation to all jazz

enthusiasts, players and fun seekers.

Every Saturday he^innin^- OcIoIkm- 1

from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. in our Carousel

Lounge, DeLuca's invites you to join

with our jazz ban(i.

We'll feature special food and (irinks

at prices that would make Jelly Roll

Morton smile.

So bring your instrument, your

friends and yourself to DeLuca's at the

Riverboat for an afternoon of good food,

good music and good times.

DeLuca's Restaurant, eating and

drinking the way it ought to be.

.Sincerely,

Kdward Ernest DeLuca
Founder and Proprietor M

DAILY HOURS:
LUNCH 11:30-2:30

DINNER 5:00-9:00

A

DELUCrfS
RtSTM K\M 4 I'XSU SHOP

At The Riverboat

it

it

it

it

it

ii

it

it

it

it

it

it

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY DINNER 3:00-9:00

t Alvord St,, So. Hadley, MA 534-4911 it

>* itV P.S. Please call for easy directions. ^
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DORM DELIVERY
jJ^YAILADLE

The Nation's Newspaper

TNI NMKMrt NfWHMMI

Student Rate 75''/wk
contact: Todd Sharek

546-9647

TIME OUT
Two T.V.'s ..

Free

Popcorn

Hoppy Hour

4-6

16 oz droft

65*

plus

9iQnt bar drinks

Hypercurricula
"HyptTcurricula, " a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the (jdlegian. F^vents are listed only on the day
they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 1 13 (Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday t)efore the event. All submissions should

i>e written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT - is recruiting volun-

teers. Come find out all about us. Information meetings are

9/25 and 9/28. Come see what we do. 7 p.m. CC 165.

BIOCHEMISTRY MAJORS MEETING - Important
meeting for all Biochemistry Majors wUl be held today, the

28th. Refreshments. 7:30 p.m. GRC Tower C 1634.

COUNCIL OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS OF
PSYCHOLOGY - Come to our First C.U.S.P. Meeting
today and find out how you can become more involved with

the p.sychoiogy department. Everyone is welcome! 7 p.m.

Tobin304.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING — The Investment

Club will hold its first meeting of the semester. An in

troduction to the club will be given at this time. Open to

new members. 6:30 p.m.. S.O.M. Rm. 107.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS - Reproductive

Freedom Meeting. Keep their laws off your body! Join us

for an introductory meeting! 4 p.m. CC 174-176.

SOJOURNERS — An informal discussion group for

women of all ages, colors, and backgrounds who are willing

to explore issues of faith, love, intimacy, and spirituality.

7:15 9:15 p.m. 428 Student Union.

WORKSHOP - MEDICAL SCHOOL INTERVIEWS -
Stephen Blane of the Counseling and Career Development

Center will discuss preparations for medical, dental and

veterinary school interviews for current applicants. 7:30

p.m. Campus Center 804.

GENERAL MEETING LEGAL STUDIES STUDENT
ASSOCIATION - Informational meeting of the L.S.S.A.

Planning speakers, etc. All members should attend. All

five-college students are welcome. Purpose:
Organizational Planning for fall and spring semester. 6

p.m.Rm903C.C.

BOWLING TEAM TRYOUTS - for Men's and Women's

Ten Pin Bowling Teams. Minimum average to try out: Men
— 160, Women - 115. Bring I.D. and $3. 4-6 p.m. Boyden

Lanes.

EXECUTIVE SEMINAR SERIES - Preparing for Hi-

Tech careers in the 80's. A panel discussion of executives

representing four hi-tech companies. Discussion will

center around careers in hi-tech. 3:30-5:30 p.m. Memorial

Hall.

INFORMATION ABOUT ISRAEL PROGRAMS -
Israel Meizel, a representative from the kibbutz movement
will share information about programs and options in

Israel. Call Hillel 545 2526 for an appointment. 1 1 a.m. — 5

p.m. Suffolk Room, Student Union.

W« lov» students

& sport fans

Amherst's Dlgg«st LIttI* Dor

37 H Pkosont
Amh#rst, MA

AUCTION
iliursday evenings 6:30 p.m.

Once again have good student fur-
niture for this sale. Bureaus, desk
chairs, table lamps, end tables much
more, also have items from a closed
crafts shop. Quantity of glass, anti-
ques, £f collectables. Come check this
one out.

ff^m 3i30 p.*. 't« 6:30 p.m. D«y of S^

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

JIM JACKSON, Aucmnan

lA-

Brc»kfi»il», Lunches & Dinner*.

inner at

NEW YORK SIRLOIN 8 oz and broiled to

your liking 10.95

GOUJON DE VOLAILLE CHICKEN
sauteed breast of chicken coated with

almonds, fresh parmesan and seasoned

breading 6.95

Plus 8 Other Delldous Entrees To Choose.
At A Price You Can Afford!

lAT TIB LICHTS IN N^BTH AMHERST S4».««4-
W«'r« o^a 7 day* • w««k 5 a.a. to 9 p.M.

C||ingtor\

CommittecL_

with UPC Productions invites you
to spend an evening with

Jack
DeJohnette's

Special Edition
• featuring •

Howard Johnson
tuba

John Purcell
reeds

Rufus Reid
bass

David Murray
reeds

Sunday

October 16th

8 pm

Bowker
Auditorium

UMass

tickets on sale at all Datatix locations including Fine Arts Center,
Spring leld Civic Center, and ill Stop & Shop locations in Green-
field, Northampton, Hadley and PiUsfield. No cameras, recording
devices, cans, bottles or smoking allowed. UMass ID needed to enter
with student dicount ticket.
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kditrd b> MatKarrl Kurrvr and I rude Jnffe

ACROSS
1 Pitcher's asset

4 "Long ago and
away

7 Significance

13 Rocky formation

14 Sale sign

16 Tina. Lana. orike

17 West alliance

18 Inotfier words
20 Foretelling events

22 White poplar

23 "You what

you eat"

24 Hole in one
25 Spud
26 Pavarotti, for

one
28 Himalayan peak

30 Lumped, as

tobacco
32 'But on

forever"

33 Otherwise
37 Donkey's cousin

38 Banquets
41 Keg contents

42 Traffic Sign

44 on your life!

45 One of the

Rockefellers

47 Flooded
49 Neat, trim and

tidy

50 Restaurateur to

Broadway stars

IM«I \a\\ Angrtrs 1 imr« s^ndMsIr

63 Favorite 12 Tester

55—- folly 15 An old fogy

tobe wise

"

19 Glacial period

56 Chemical 21 Goad to activity

substances 26 the night

57 Brunch treats before "

61 Think atx>ut 27 Bridge position

63 Tear 29 Time of day. to

64 More Browning

(somewhat) 31 Actress Merrill

65 Certain lockey 34 What broke the

66 Macaw camel's back''

67 Takes care of 35 Kind of machine

68 River in Cheshire 36 Part of a

69 "With this ring counting out

Ithee
" rhyme

39 Dry cleaner's

promise?

40 Something to

parse
43 Certain rackets

DOWN 46 Cafe au
1 On the summit 48 Most sound in

2 Bellow decision making
3 Unspecified 50 Gulf of

.

person inlet of the
4 Begot Aegean
5 Tennis celebrity 51 Sharp, in Verdun

6 Range rope 52 Boone's weapon
7 " Been a 54 Lukewarm
Long, Long Time" 58 ground

8 Undergo (retreat)

biological change 59 Ireland, of old

9 Kind of court 60 Plane of

10 Beginning WWI days

11 Royal, in Roma 62 Milit staff officer

1 7 3

1

4 5 1 i 1 9 10 11 17

13 14 15 i(

17 IB

?0 tT

1

77

"W
1

74 75

7h 77 71 79 bhi
30

1

"T^ 3? ^33 34 35 36

37 3a 39 40 41

47 " 44

4
45 46

47 4B 49

50 51 5?

1
53 54 '

F
55

Pn
56 57 59 160

61 67

1

63

64

1
65 66

67 68

1

69

Collegian

staffers:
first staff meeting

7p.m. Thursday
This is the first so make a point

of being there. Agenda includes

parties, movie, VDTs, etc.

DC Menu

LUNCH BASICS LUNCH
Deli Beef Sandwich Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Cheese Mushroom Fondue Cheese Mushroonn Fondue

Bake Bake

DINNER
Baked Ham/Orange Glaze

Meatball (Irinder

Antipasto Cold Plate with

Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with Lemon

Wedge
Italian Tofu Balls and

Sauce/

Grinder Roll

Vegetable Antipasto with

Crackers

Weather

Fair and
pleasant through the period.

Daytime highs in the mid
70s to low 80s. Overnight
lows in the upper 40s well

inland to the upper 50s along

the coast.

TODAY'S

ANSWER

DDOOCl OBDC^D

ouoofD oQCiya
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PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in searcli of
RESERmnONS SALESASSOaATES

SOPHOI\M)RES...JUNIORS...SENK)RS...GRAD STUDEIVrS

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE \bu'll be the first point

of contact tietween PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate

sctieduling and price information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress fligtits.

Mxi'll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT and you will have a
flexible work schedule that fits in with your classes.

THE 9 : OFFERSALLTHIS:
$5.00 an hour to start—with regularly

scheduled raises

UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but

spouses, too, after 30 days of employment)

FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

Minimum of 4 hours per day

Minimum of 20 hours per week

Maximum of 40 hours per week

TO QUALIFY you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currently enrolled, be articulate—and
have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous vi/ork experience is a must.

SEE YOUR CO-OP EDUCATION OFFICE, 110 THOMPSON HALL
FOR INFORMATION AND TO SIGN UP.

PEOPLExpress WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON WEDS. OCT. 26, 1983.

Equad opportunity Employer MiF

RYSMART

c:ollegian is

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

requests the pleasure of your company

at the

Fall '83 Convocation

and a ceremony

dedicatmg the Graduate Research Center

in honor of

lOHN W. LEDERLE

Fifteenth President of the University

on Wednesday the fifth of October

a I three thirty o'clock

Bowkcr Auditorium, Stockhndgc Hall

UnivcrsitN of M.i^'S.Rhusctt^ ,it Xnihcr^t

B Kd)
invites ail university men

to attend an

OPEN RUSH
on

IVIon. Sept.

Tues. Sept.

Wed. Sept.

Time: 9:00 p.m.

388 N. Pleasant St.

Tel. 2S3-9Q71

nOLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Com« to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE
Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

ATTENTION COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS

A Republican Club is starting at the
University of Massachusetts

Interested?

Call Bill 546-5459 after 6 PM

AUDIO

Speakers For Sale: Regularly $725. Sell

ing a pair for $510. 6 year UNCONDI
TIONAL warranty. Beautiful speakers.

Great dynamic range. For info call Rob
546-5351

AUTO FOR SALE
~

Toyota Wagon - 1976 - high miles but very

reliable $1000 549-0574 after 4

1975 Audi Fox - Automatic. Good condi-

tion, good m.p.g. Call (617) 249-6938 after

5 p.m.

73 Volvo Wagon best offer 256 0796

1970 Chrysler 300 runs, 4 parts 300. or 80
Laurie 253-5556

1974 Olds Wagon. V8, air, power

everything, hitch, radials & mounted

snows, mechanically sound, appearance

good. Smooth, roomy. $1800 or best offer.

253-5434

79 Dasher 4 door automatic AM FM ^

cassette very clean 253-3702

I

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profes

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

Occasions 253-3980

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

79 Yamaha XS 400 - excellent condition

3500 miles - $850 or best offer 546-6350

Must Sell - Ibanez Artist Electric Guitar,

black w/case, excellent cond. $275, MXR
phase 100 $50. prices firm 253-5588

Earn credit. Call Heidi 546-4248 (9)

Lionel Richie Tickets 3rd row center Oct.

5 Centrum 2 for $80 or BO 549 7515

Madeira Acoustic Guita r 200.00 6-4045

Craig T618 Car Stereo

mute, more.

Auto Rev.

New, $125 546-6771

FM

MOPEDS excellent condition 250 call Mike

546-7452 or come to 305 Thoreau

GUITARS

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

DO IT you'll grow info meeting 9/28 CC
1 65 7:00 pm ALL ARE WELCOME

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions - experienced

D.J. Dorm Parties, Dances, Exchanges. All

types of music: 800+ records. No charge

for x-tra time. Very reasonable rates. Call

Jeff 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteedj56j)739

PROFESSIONAL DJs" FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc

casions. Paul 256-1393

Gibson ES336 vy gd cond.

D18 ex. cond. $450 665-2127
$500 Martin I

HELP WANTED

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice

Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-

ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225+ /wk. Call

586-8713 after 10 am
Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.
253-7009

Arts Coordinator leadership, graphic

skills, work-study desirable call Debbie
665-7020

WORK FOR A CHANGE on Hazardous
Wastes, Acid Rain, Consumer Advocacy.

MASSPIRG how hiring full and part time

for citizen outreach and fundraising. 0pp.
for travel and advancement. 2-10 pm. Call

Jill, 256-6434, 9-2 pm $135 225/wk
1 60 225/wk Mon - Fri 2 -10 pm

Women! Book a cameo lingerie show!

Recycling Coordinator - liason between|
university and town of Amherst. Duties in-

clude organizing and publicity. Work stud\

pay and independent study credits

available. Aply 306 SUB. 545-0618

Employment Opportunities: unlimite

potential sales experience preferred but not

required call 256-6782

Chem 112 tutor needed if qualified cal^

546-7446 discuss wages and time

7 pm in the newsroom.
f«rs must attend.

All Collegian stat-

UMASS AMERICAN KARATE: Free

Demo Wed. 3 and 4 btwn pond & library.

Larry Kelley ll'3 in U.S. and Donna Kelley #1

in New Eng. Don't miss it!

Joe
Girls

& Kevin Thanks for the ride! Smith

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop.
hours including classroom and shop

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST

Minolta Camera Flash in Campus Center
^

I f found, call 253-7216 Reward "
Golden Cocker Spaniel Puppy red collar|

549-1682

MOTORCYCLES

Lost golden cocker spaniel puppy red collar

549-1682

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual. Couples, Family Therapy.
Psychological testing. Psychological Ser-
vices Center 545-0041

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to downtown Holyoke
Tues and /or Thurs mornings from campus
area call 549-1511

ROOM WANTED
Need room vicinity UMass double/single
senior/ Business call Eric 549-3853

Honda JSOCB last chance only $200 Bradj

549 7833 or 545-2190

Moped no longer wanted part needed $65.
j

$50. or BO 546-5653

RUSH

MOVIE

OPEN RUSH
Delta Chi Fraternity

Wed. 9-28. Thu. 9-29 7-9 pm
118 Sunset Ave. 549-0482

• Dog Day Afternoon starring Al Pacino
• Friday, Sept. 30. Shows at 5:30, 8:00,

•

•&d 10:30. Campus Center Auditorium
• Admission $1.00

PART-TIME HELP

Happy 19th Birthday, roomie you're the
greatest! Love Robin

Put your conscience to work!
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time fo

evening hours. Call Terry, 256-6434, 9-2 pml

PERSONALS

Drummer looking to join band or jam in

Southwest Mike 546-7435

Hey Lisa! Hope you have a rompin' 19th

birthday! Luv ya! Chris, Laura, Seta, &|
Mikelle

Collegian Staffers First Meeting Thursday

SUE AGIN

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold end silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

WS Cr NWS JOBS AT SCERA

This fall SCERA will hire 12
undergraduates to learn organizing and ad-

vocacy skills. For 2 days each week, these
students will meet to learn political organiz-

ing and then apply these skills on issues of

concern to students. All positions are ten

hours a week and pay $3.35 an hour for WS
and NWS undergraduates. Pick up an ap-
plication at 420 SUB 8 to 6. Applications
are due Sept. 30.
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Anyone interested in women's fall lacrosse should

go to NOPE on Thursday, September 29th or Friday.

September 30th from 4-6^

Soccer seeks revenge against Brown today

Colleinan photo bv Jim Powrr*

Susan Bird fights for the ball with a player from Plymouth State

earlier in the season. The soccer team will take on Brown on Boyden

field today at 3:00.

by ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

There will be one rough and aggressive

match (at 3:00) today at Boyden field when

the 4th ranked University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team looks to keep an

undefeated record (against 13th Brown
University) and get a little revenge at the

same time.

After being handed an "embarasising
defeat ", as Coach Kalekeni Banda called it,

3-0, on Brown's home turf last season, he
said the team "won't let it happen again."

"The girls want to do a number in this

game. They really want to do well,"

The Minutewomen will have to do well

without the services of top player Debbie
Harackiewicz. The sophomore forward is

out for at least the next two games because

of a fractured nose suffered at the SUNY-
Cortland tournament last weekend.
Without Harackiewicz, UMass could run

into some problems due to lack of bench

strength. The Minutewomen will be

relying on the experience of the team to

lead them to their victory.

On one hand, Brown has 14 freshmen on

the team. On the other hand, five or six of

the returning players are All Americans

according to Banda. But a team cannot rely

on only a few experienced players.

UMass, on one hand, starts all of its

returning players except for freshmen

goalie Lisa Ellis. On the other hand, UMass
will be in trouble if any of those starters get

injured.

"It's going to be interesting," Banda said.

"Our defense has to be at its best. We need

to control the game. Last time they were

controlling the game. We were hurrying

.fnd lost our comoosure.

"But maybe with our experience and their

inexperience, maybe we can do something."

Two Brown players in particular, Banda
noted, are to be watched, but not tagged.

Umass will be keeping watch out of the

corner of its eyes at midfielder Gretchen

Orr and halfback Colleen Oday.

"We met the best players this weekend (at

the tournament) and we didn't mark
anyone. We forced them to play our game
and we have the upper hand. I want to

force them to mark us if possible."

Old UMass has last laugh, eee-I-eee-I-o
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

Some Hah-vad people can be so

pretentious and you gotta love it when this

elitist attitude comes back and makes them
look stupid.

In the football preview of the

UMass—Harvard game in the school

newspaper the Harvard Crimson, the

sports editor tried to make UMass look like

Old MacDonald's Farm, noting that "a goat

and two cows were among the spectators

when the Harvard baseball team split a

twinbill with the Minutemen in April," and

that "Amherst is only slightly more exciting

than Ithaca."

After he got the manure-slinging out of

the way he began to show his football

ignorance.

"The Harvard football team is ready to

blow the world off its feet," he wrote. "If

the Crimson score early this could be a

laugher. It's hard to picture a UMass
victory."

Please. Playing favorites is one thing but I

doubt the Harvard football team, despite

their 43-14 win over punching bag Columbia
in their opening game, is about to blow the

world off its feet. One win over a lousy team
and this guy is ready for Nebraska.
The Crimson didn't score early and while

the first half was definitely a laugher,

UMass was doing all the laughing with a 21-

lead. No, it wasn't hard to picture a

UMass victory. It was in all the papers, a

21-7 win for UMass. It was even in the

Harvard Crimson.

There may have been a goat and two
cows among the spectators at the baseball

game at UMass last spring, but wasn't

there a writer gagg^g on his tie in the Hah-

vad press box last week?

it-k-k-k-k

Sophomore tailback Frank Fay, who
replaced Duckworth Grange as starting

tailback, ran for 91 yards on 19 carries and

one touchdown against Harvard before he

left the game in the fourth quarter with an

eye injury. He is expected to be ready for

Rhode Island this Saturday at Alumni
Stadium.
The UMass offensive line, whose com-

petence was questioned after the 17-0 loss

to Holy Cross, came away with a big game
against Harvard. Mike Briggs broke into

the starting tackle spot with a good game
against Holy Cross and coach Bob Pickett

sees the improvement in the trenches.

"We improved drastically in one week. We
must continue this improvement," he said.

"I feel the greatest improvement we
showed was in our poise and intensity."

•k-k-k-k-k

Homecoming is this Saturday against

Rhode Island and scores of Alumni are

expected to attend the game. The main
attraction could be the Alumni Budweiser
Beer Tent, sponsored by Alumni Affairs.

The tent is located at the north end of the

Stadium and will be serving cold brews
throughout the day. Pay them a visit and
see some friends who graduated. The tent

is open to anyone 20 and over with an I.D.

Tennis rides hot streak
smokes Springfield 8-1
By ARIEL FOWLER
Collegian Correspondent

It was a smoke show for the University of
Massachusetts women's tennis team as they
took an explosive eight to one victory over
Springfield College (Monday) at NOPE.
The singles players handily defeated their

opponents while the doubles teams closed in
at the net forcing their opponents to play
timid, defensive baseline doubles. UMass
had good concentration, placement and
consistency.

Number one singles player, Lil Sullivan

used fine finesse and placement as she

overcame Barbara Jaworski 6-2. 6-0.

Freshman Ann Tauger spun out a 6-3, 6-1

victory at number two singles. Anne Marie

Mackertich displayed patience and control

as she shut out Megan McDowell 7 6, 6-2 in

the number three position. As number four

singles player, Diana Biag^ioli stroked her

way to a 6 3, 6-0 win over Joanne Ruggerri,

Trish Sullivan (5) swept past Chris Lopez 6-

3,6 1.

"I got it together and had more control

over the ball in the second set", said Trish.

Karen Kranick's (6) combination of

crackling serves and powerful ground-

strokes led her to a 6-4, 6-1 victory over

Ann Gilchrist.

In doubles action, Maureen Hanlon and
Marie Trary (1) disposed of Holly and Lori

Smith 6-3, 6-3, and the number two doubles

team of Jill Nesgos and Laura Morgan
breezed by with a 6-0. 6-3 win.

"Having never played together we did

well", said Nesgos. "We were tentative in

spots but had a positive attitude which led

to offensive playing". Joyce Girasella and
Lisa Corbett (3) played a good game of

doubles but lost 4-6, 3-6 in a hard fought

match.
"The team played well", said UMass Coach
Pat Stewart. "I expected them to win".

They will continue working hard as they

gear themselves up for a tough match today

at New Hampshire.

College standings

Boston Univ. 2 0-0 2 10 UConn

Rhode Island 1-0-0 2 10

UMass 0-0 120 Maine

00-0 12-0

N.Hampshire 1-0 12-0

02-0 0-20

This week's games:
URI at UMass, Towson St.

at Maine, UNH at UConn.
Boston Univ. at Colgate.

It's hard to accept defeat

after 132 years ofwinning
It had been 132 years of domination. 132

years of winning, of not knowing what

losing was like. In 25 challenges spanning

almost 13V2 decades, the Americans had

never tasted the bitter side. Never, that is,

until a small group of Australians chose to

bury a very long tradition.

These Aussies had come to town with

their secretive winged keel and a belief that

this was a very special year. But it was
supposed to end there, with only a belief.

This was America's sport. It was America's

championship. The name attached didn't

read World Championship or World Cup. It

read America's Cup. That said it all.

It was eight days ago and everything was
according to schedule. A 3-1 series lead

with one more win sending Australia home.

It was a cinch. A couple of days and these

pretenders to the throne would be gone.

Then came the comeback. Two con-

secutive and unexpected wins for the

Aussies. Their boat was showing the

awesome speed it was supposed to have,

but still everything would be all right. So
what if some papers were saying that

Australia would be the favorite boat. The
money, the Cup, was on the line and you
knew skipper Dennis Conner's crew was
just baiting the Aussies, toying with them
until the pressure was on.

Now, with a 57 second lead and only nine

of the 24.3 miles left, everything really was
okay. The Cup would .still stand in the

' American trophy case.

Something was starting to happen.

•V Russ
Whinnem

though. Conner had noticed that Australia

was picking up speed. He tried to com-

pensate. He steered to the left, trying to

grab a strong wind. Instead he found

nothing but dead air and everything

changed awfully quick. The Aussies were

closer, even, and then waving good-bye.

It was a good-bye the Americans couldn't

reciprocate. For once Australia got the

break they needed, their lead just got

bigger. Some would later say that Conner
should have stayed in front of the Aussie

boat, that he never should have made his

cut. They say by doing that he would have
caught the same wind current as his op-

ponents and therefore been himself —
uncatchable. Others say it was simply a

great, clutch race.

Neither mattered as Australia pulled in

towards their historical win. For if Conner's
'strategy had proved successful then he
would have been a grnius. That is the way
it always has worked an«l always will work.
What mattered now wa.s that I .'12 years had
been wiped away by a 41 srrtmd dirference.

Nothing is supposed to la-il forrvi-r. and a

bunch of yachtsmen who witi- now the

biggest thing in AuNtralia mm*" kiuiKarooH

had proved the point.
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WHO ARE EWl^? ~ Sheep are anything but camera shy Wednesday
afternoon at Tillson Farm.

44Woman with answers" raps
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

In the couse of one 45 minute interview.

Bonnie R. Strickland was asked advice by

the chancellor, the acting provost, and the

vice-chancellor for administration and

finance.

Bonnie Strickland is not a woman with all

the answers. But she is a woman many men
and other women rely on for many answers.

Strickland has been the associate to the

chancellor at the University of

Massachusettts since last January. It is a

pasition which calls for her to be a senior

advisor to Duffey while the chancellor

settles into the position he took a little over

a year ago.

While Strickland freely admits the

University needs more woman in power

positions, she is quick to point out com-

pared to other universities, UMass is one of

the top in hiring women, especially in the

administration.

"When you're at UMass you're anxious to

do well, you always get the feeling you

should be doing more (for women). But if

you step outside...we have a very good

record," she said.

Strickland said she is not treated any

differently in her position than a man would

be. or at least sh*^ said "he "doesn't notice

any difference," out she does aciniii mer.' is

a "subtle sexi-' ' •!»'npii'j based on past

practices
/\i UMass many peopie think "women

have to prove themselves in a man's

world...women are seen as secretaries

when they are professors," she said.

Strickland defines herself as a "feminist"

and a woman who owes a good deal of

Women
On Campus

gratitude to women who came and

struggled before her.

'Every woman who has had successes has

had those dependent on women who have

gone the route and paid the price. I'm

vigilant about women's rights because of

that," she said.

In the women's movement today there is

"not an appreciation of what early feminists

tried to do. There are myths about strong

women." There is a "need to respect each

other's abilities. There is a need so great

for change. And especially there is a need

for young women to know their history,"

she said.

Strickland's history includes being chair of

the psychology department for five years

iillU ui ocilltt picalueUb ut i,HV UlVlStuii 01

clinical psychology of the American
Psychological Association.

Born in Louisville, Kentucky and raised in

Birmingham, Alabama, Strickland

originally got her bachelors degree in

health, physical education, and recreation.

At the age of 16 she was nationally ranked

as a tennis player.

When she went to Ohio State University in

1960 for her masters degree, she became
interested in the field of psychology. She
has been a faculty member, administrator

and an advisor.

Lawyers to lockhorns

in UMass tenure dispute
By BRCX)KE STATES
Collegian Staff

Lawyers representinjjj the University of

Massachusetts administration will go to

court today in Boston to argue against a

reinstatement order of a UMass professor

who was denied tenure in 1981.

Ann Mochon, now teaching at Tufts

University, was granted reinsUitement

with back pay hv the State Lal><>r Relations

CommissioniSLRC) in July. The Universi-

ty adnunistrHtioii is now challen^rig that

order.

In a controversy spanning three years.

Mochon was approveti for tenure up t(j the

administrative level. She received approval

from the chair of the art department, the

college personnel committee and the dean
of the college of humanities and fine arts.

The provost and chancellor then denied her

request.

The Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP) filed a grievance in May 1981 follow-

ing the tenure rejection. In Sept. of that

year, former Chancellor Henry Koffier

denied the grievance and the UMass Presi-

dent David C. Knapp refused an ad-

ministrative appeal in November.

MSP filed for arbitration with the SLRC
in Jan. 198!^. The case was tried in July and
arbitrator Eric Schniortz ruled Mochon
should 1h' reinstalled with hack pay and new
consideration. Earlier this month the ad-

ministration moved to vacate the award.

Article XI of the MSP contract with the

University states "Academic ad-

ministrative officials may make a recom-

mendation or decision counter to the

original faculty recommendation only in ex

ceptional circumstances and with com^>ell-

ing reasons in written detiiil." This is the

key wording according to (ie(»rge Sulzner,

acting president of the MSP.

The pattern has been that the courts

uphold an jirhitrator 99 p«'rcent of the time,

he said. The University is challenging this

opinion not so much l)ecause of the award
itself, but l>ecause the arbitrator rejected a
previous arbitrator's decision in a prior

case, Sulzner said.

Administrative officials and professor

Mochon could not l)e reached for comment.

In six years there have l)een five cases in

arbitration that were decided in favor of

the University. This is the first time that

they have lost, he said.

Mass. StateHouse approves controversial bill:

No registration, no money
BOSTON (AP) — The Massachusetts

House gave final approval Wednesday to a

bill requiring college students to swear that

they have registered for the military draft

before they accept state scholarship aid.

On a voice vote, the House sent the

measure to the state Senate.

Passage came immediately after the

members voted 95-47 to reject an amen-
dment offered by Rep. Thomas M.
Gallagher, D- Boston.

Gallagher, who opposed the bill when it

was heard in the Committee on Education,

proposed to change the legislation so that

students would become ineligible for state

aid only after being convicted in court of

failure to register.

"I have argued against this bill on two

grounds — the Pentagon should not be

allowed to set educational policy, and

people should be punished only by a court of

law," Gallagher said in a floor debate.

"W hai 1 am oilermg is an amendment that

would still give a person their day in court."

Rep. Walter A. DeFillipi, R W.
Springfield, the sponsor of the original bill,

rose to criticize the amendment.
"I don't think we should encumber this bill

with this kind of requirement," he said.

"The purpose of this amendment is really to

kiU the bUl."

The legislation as passed by the House

states: "No scholarship or financial aid or

student loan shall be awarded... to any

student who has not registered with the

selective service system of the armed forces

of the United States."

The language is similar to a federal law

that was declared unconstitutional this

summer by a U.S. District Court on

grounds that it violated a young man's

rights to due process and freedom from self

incrimination. The U.S. Supreme Court

has suspended that court's judgment and

plans to consider the issue during the fall

term.

"The bill places responsibility on the

young man to fulfill his obligation. The
amendment would shift that responsibility

onto the courts," said Rep. William D.

MuUins, D-Ludlow. He also argued that a

young man who defied the law could receive

financial aid and graduate from college

before his criminal case could be finished.

"You choose to reward the young man for
,

violating the law," Mullins said to

Gallagher.

"It is the court system that determines

innocence or guilt, and it should remain so,"

Gallagher countered. "This is an

irresponsible bill in that it tries to place the

Board of Regents above the legal system in

the determination of a legal matter."

Rep. James G. Collins, D Amherst,

warned that DeFillipi's bill established a

dangerous precedent by heaping ad-

ministrative penalties on people who have

not been convicted of a crime.

"A right to a trial and a right to bt

presumed innocent is a bedrock of our

system," he said.

Inside:

V.

Academic Honesty Policy faces revision...and there's no shortcutting

this one P^*^ ^

Union Records Unlimited: fine tuning it for October opening . . page 5

Evita: dead but not forgotten page 1

1

Women kickers put black-and-blue to Brown, 3-1 page 16

Congress is a middle-aged, middle-class, white mule

power structure...no wonder it's been so totally unrespon-

sive to the needs of this country.
— Bella Abzug
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NICARAGUA DROWNINGS — Red Cross volunteers identify vic-

tims of a passenger and cargo boat accident Wednesday on a lake 30

miles southwest of Managua. More than 80 people drowned and burned

in the accident.

Digest
by Associated Press

SenatorKennedy leaps across ''gendergap
99

WASHINGTON - The
Democratic Party's most

prominent non-candidate,

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,

declared Wednesday it is

time to "talk seriously"

about nominating a woman
for president or vice

president.

Kennedy, who last year

took himself out of the 1984

race, was the fourth

democratic official to tell a

meeting of the party's

women leaders this week
that the sex barrier to the

nation's top two offices

should fall.

The party's women, talking

of 1^4 as their year of

power because of the

"gender gap" confronting

President Reagan, voted

Wednesday to make
"serious consideration" of a

woman for the No. 2 spot

one of their key demands for

the coming year.

Earlier this week,
Democratic National
Committee Vice Chairman
Lynn Cutler, Minnesota Lt.

Gov. Marlene Johnson and
Michigan Lt. Gov. Martha
Griffiths called for a woman
to be nominated for the vice

president next year.

The senior senator from
Massachusetts wasn't so

specific. Rather than asking

such a commitment from the

all-male field of presidential

contenders, he said "It is

time for the Democratic

Party to talk seriously about

women candidates for

president and vice president

of the United States."

Mono virus suspectedcause ofrare cancer

BOSTON - The same
virus thai causes
mononucleosis may also be
responsible for a rare kind of

brain cancer that ha.s shown
up recently among AIDS
victims, a study says.

Doctors found the link

between the Epstein Barr

virus and central nervous

system lymphoma. The

germ is also suspected of

causing some other forms of

cancer, including Burkitt's

lymphoma and
na.sopharyngeal carcinoma.

Ontral nervous system
lymphoma is so rare that

only 25 cases have been
reported in the ia.st 25 years.

However, recently the
cancer has b«*en seen among
victims of AIDS, or acquired
immune deficiency syn
drome.

In the latest study, doctors

found genetic material from

the virus in the cancerous

part of a victim's brain but

not in healthy tissue. They
.said four other victims also

showed signs of recent

infection with the virus.

None of the five had AIDS.
"Our results suggest

induction of the lymphoma
by EpsteinBarr virus," the

doctors wrote.

Soviets say U.S. not trying

MOSCOW lAPi - Soviet leader Yuri V.

.\ndropov on Wednesday condemned what

he called American "unwOlingness to

conduct serious laJks of any kind" on arms

control.

He dismissed the "so-called new move" by

President Reagan to limit nuclear weapons

in Europe as nothing essentially different

from previous U.S. proposals.

The official news agency Tass carried

excerpts of what it said was a statement

Wednesday by Andropov containing the

Kremlin leader's first reaction to Reagan's

new offer.

Reagan told the United Nations on

Monday that Washington was willing to

forgo deployment of an unspecified number

of the 572 Pershing 2 and cruise missiles

.NATO plans to start installing in Europe in

December and to negotiate on reducing the

number of planes able to carry nuclear

weapons if the Soviet Union reduced its

medium range missile force.

He made the offer conditional on Soviet

readiness to reduce its current force of an

estimated 351 SS 20 missiles and other SS-4

and SS-5 missiles targeted on Western
p]urope.

And in his first comment on the South

Korean airliner the Soviets shot down Sept.

1, Andropov reiterated previous Soviet

declarations, insisting the plane was on a

spy mission for the United States as a

deliberate provocation.

Arms sale talks underway
PEKING lAP) — Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger said Wednesday that

China and the United States have started

talks that could result in the sale of U.S.

arms, and that President Reagan and

Premier Zhao Ziyang will exchange visits

next year.

After discussions with top leader Deng
Xiaoping, Zhao and Defense Minister

Zhang Aiping, Weinberger told reporters in

Peking: "On the basis of the work here, I

am really confident that we have secured

the basis for a continuing relationship that

will add greatly to the ability of both

countries to deter war and thereby increase

the chances of peace."

He said Zhao will visit Washington in

January and Reagan will come to China in

April. Zhang also is to visit the United

States but the time has not been arranged,

Weinberger said.

After the news conference, Weinberger

flew to Xian, the ancient capital in nor-

thwest China, to visit its famous "pottery

army" — hundreds of litesize earthenware

warriors and horses in battle array

guarding the tomb of Emperor Qin Shi

Huang. He ruled from 221 to 207 B.C. and

built the 1,500-mile Great Wall to keep out

barbarian invaders from the north.

Weinberger told the news conference in

Peking discussions have begun on

cooperation in military technology, in-

cluding specific weapons systems for China,

and will continue 'with my personal par-

ticipation."

The discussions included proposals for

bolstering Chinese defenses against aircraft

and tanks. He said other weapons systems

were also discussed, but he did not

elaborate.

U.N. : should troops leave?

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Syria's

foreign minister told the United States and

other Western nations Wednesday they

should withdraw their peacekeeping troops

from Lebanon because they are "posing a

grave threat to security and peace" in the

Middle East.

"They remind us of the colonialist ex-

peditions through previous stages of the

history of the region," Abdul Halim

Khaddam said, referring to the 5,400-

member force made up of U.S. Marines and

troops from France. Italy and Britain.

In an address to the 38th U.N. General
Assembly, Khaddam said nothing about
withdrawing the estimated 50,000 Syrian
troops from Lebanon, but insisted that

Israeli troops withdraw unconditionally.

He said the May 17 Lebanese-Israeli troop
withdrawal agreement, which the United
States helped negotiate, violates Lebanese
sovereignty and should be considered "null

and void."

Khaddam blamed both Israel and the

United States for the fighting and turmoil

in Lebanon and accused Washington of

taking sides in Lebanon's civil war.

Soviet ship keeps cargo

BOSTON (AP) — Longshoremen defied a

federal court order and refused to unload

the Soviet vessel Novomirirod, forcing the

ship to sail away Wednesday with most of

the 2,700 tons of plywood destined for this

port still aboard.

Although port officials said the unloading

had commenced shortly after the vessel

arrived Monday, dockworkers quickly

pulled back. They refused to have anything

to do with the ship in protest of the shooting

down of a Korean Airlines jet earlier this

month with 269 passengers aboard.

U.S. District Judge Walter J. Skinner on

Tuesday ordered the longshoremen to

unload the vessel, according to terms in

their contract.

The order had no apparent affect, but

could lead to contempt citations. Skinner

scheduled an evidentiary hearing for

Thursday and another hearing Friday. A
court clerk who declined to be identified

said the longshoremen will be asked at the

Friday hearing to show why they should not

be held in contempt.
Pat Moscaritola of the Massachusetts Port
Authority said the ship pulled out at 4:12

p.m. "They told us they were headed for

Halifax," he said.

Moscaritola said there were no incidents

and anti-Soviet protestors maintained their

vigil outside the gates. He said the Boston
port has been handling about nine Soviet

ships a year out of about 550 vessels.

Officials of the International
Longshoremen's Union claimed that any
boycott was the decision of individual

members.
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United Tech
unwelcome
on campus
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
decided to show a defense contracting com-
pany it "is not welcome on campus" last

night by passing a resolution to deny the

company further access to the Campus
Center complex.

In a 17-9 vote, the senate passed the

resolution demanding "that the University

disclose all contracts between the Universi-

ty and the U.S. Defense Department, so

that the business of the University can be

decided by the entire University communi-
ty," and that "United Technologies Cor-

poration be denied further privileges to use

the Campus Center complex."

An hour-long debate, ranging over

students' rights to deny access to the Cam-
pus Center, the U.S. defense budget, arms
control, and relevancy of the motion, to

student affairs at UMass preceded the

vote.

"All we're doing is asking for a

disclosiu"e of what is going on at the

University," said Paul Gosselin, chair of

the senate public policy committee.

Former SGA President Jim Murphy said

the senate was casting a vote for world

peace, since the MX and Minuteman
missiles produced by the company "are key

components to a first-strike capacity."

"It's one thing to defend yourself, and
another to generate the capacity to strike

first," Murphy said.

But Senator Bill Collins called the

measure "an empty resolution."

"I can almost guarantee you that United

Technologies Corp. will be here whether

we pass this resolution or not," he said.

The senate also endorsed last night a let-

ter from Acting Student Attorney General

Dakin Ferris to Dean of Students William

F. Field which recommends establishment

of academic honesty policies in all academic

schools and colleges of the University (see

related story).

In a related action, Joel Weissman, staff

coordinator of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy
(SCERA) presented a letter which appeals

to faculty members to join with students in

creating an academic grievance procedure

at the University.

Weissman said at this time "there is no

procedure for students to go through,"

when they have complaints over "changed

grades, course load changes, tests on

material not covered in class," and other

grading and teaching disputes.

In other business last night, the senate

completed the membership of the attorney

general selection committee by appointing

two representatives from the University

judiciary to that committee.

Cops check out

explosive case

University of Massachusetts police and Environmental

Health and Safety (EH&S) confiscated assorted hazar-

dous materials, including fireworks and a tube bomb,
from a student's room in Field dormitory at 9:17 a.m.

Tuesday.
Upon investigation, UMass police and EHS discovered

assorted chemicals and explosives in the student's room.

The police removed the materials from the residential

area and the case is presently under investigation.

In other police action:

Police received a report of breaking and entering at 9:40

p.m. Saturday from a resident in John Quincy Adams
dormitory. The complaintant reported that she had
locked her door while she left her room for a short time.

Upon returning, the complaintant discovered that her

purse, containing $19 in cash, was missing. There ap-

parently was no sign of forced entry, and police said the

alleged thief has a key to the room. Police have advised

the complaintant to have the lock changed.

Richard W. Pascale, 34, from Colrain, was charged with

operating a motor vehicle without a license and having no

inspection sticker Tuesday shortly before 4 p.m. Police

said they observed Pascale's vehicle traveling north on

President's Ave. and stopped him when they observed

that his vehicle had no inspection sticker. The subject

was then placed under arrest when it was discovered that

he had no license.

— MARY ANNE BEEN

CoUcgiu pkote by Eva Uobrovainy

MEDIEVAL KNIGHTS? — Fencing instructors Karl Roscoe (left)

and Paul Berube duel outside the Student Union Building Wednesday in

a demonstration to generate interest in the UMass Fencing Club. The

club's first meeting will be held at 8:30 tonight in room 169 of the Cam-

pus Center.

Career seminar speakers

say job outlook is bright
By JESSICA BARMACK
Collegian Correspondent

The School of Management's first at-

tempt to give students the oppwrtunity to

meet and learn from members of the

business community was made yesterday

at the Hi-Tech Careers seminar at the

University of Massachusetts.

Managers from several of the biggest

companies in the area spoke at the

"Preparing for HiTech Careers in the

80's" seminar, the first of Three Ex-

cecutive Seminar series.

Panel members included Susan Cook, an

IBM representative; Dr. Anne Nagumy, an

International Data Corporation represen-

tative, and a recent professor in the UMass
School of Management; John C. Rousseau,

Data General Corporation representative;

and John Numnelly, the regional manager
of Amherst Associates.

"A hi-tech company offers learning ex-

periences often untouched by a liberal arts

education," he said.

Cook said there is "an insatiable appetite

for electrical engineers and computer
science majors" at IBM. "The business of

technology is changing everything,

distribution, technology, how we run the

business."

Nagumy 's company deals with software

consulting. "Ours are state-of-the-art

systems," she said. "We are challenged by

sophisticated problems ranging from com-

puter analysis to configuration manage-
ment. Our employees are primarily

technical computer majors but some
managerial problems are so complex that

M.B.A.'s (Master's in business administra-

tion) are essential. "At present, software,"

she said, is "very marketable."

Numnelly represented a small health

care firm in Amherst.

"By necessity employees have more
responsibility, first hand experience and

more opportunities in a small business," he

said.

"Health care businesses offer growth

potential which is reflected by the growth

of the business by 617 percent since 1965,"

he said. "This is because the government
reimburses about 50 percent of health care

expenditures."

"The demand for health care does not

fluctuate with the economy," he said.

"There is a double opportunity for

growth, for newcomers, because of a

change in the government reimbursement

system. Old employees are used to the old

system, which means potential space for

new management," he said.

Honesty:

what's the

best policy?

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Academic honesty policies at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts need to be clarified

and in some cases established, to protect

students from unjust punishment, said ac-

ting Student Attorney General Dakin F^er-

ris.

Ferris said he asked the Student Senate

last night to endorse a letter proposing

changes in the policies he sent to Dean of

Students William F. Field. Field was to

have received the letter this morning, he

said.

"The biggest problem with the

disciplinary procedures for accused
cheaters is that half the schools within the

University don't have their own policies,"

Ferris said.

Currently, only five of the University's

10 academic schools and colleges have

academic honesty policies, Ferris said.

Those that do not, he said, are the Division

of Continuing Education, the College of

Food and Natural Resources, and the

schools of Education, Physical Education,

and Health Sciences.

Of the five schools that have set policies,

two include clauses that say a professor

may give an "F" to a student accused of

cheating, and that this sanction is not ap-

pealable, F'erris said.

Ferris said this is "against the law, as

well as the Student Code of Conduct." He
said individual schools should have their

own policies because the schools have

jurisdiction, with respect to academic
honesty, over students whose majors are in

the schools.

Current policies are incomplete, since

they leave out the procedural rights of

students, Ferris said in a 70 page report to

the Student Government Association

(SGA). The report is the result of four mon-
ths' research, and includes a true case

study Ferris said exemplified the

seriousness of the policies' inadequacies.

"Susan Doe," a pseudonym for a UMass
student, was told by her professor that she

was suspected of cheating. She protested,

and was embarrassed when the class of

nearly 100 students heard the accusation.

The professor gave Susan an "F" for the

test, and when she appealed it, he threaten-

ed to impose a higher sanction, Ferris said.

The threat was "tantamount to extor-

tion," and was possibly in violation of the

federal Privacy Act, he said. Any oral

notification of charges risk violation of the

federal act, Ferris said.

Some of the changes Ferris proposes are:

•That each college have its own
academic honesty policy.

•That these policies be readily accessible

and kept on file in Field's office.

SmJOOWSINTHE
mOHT- UMatfS

Beniffrs Dowe Kravitz

tmd Don O'Brien stand

atop the Flagstone Ter-

race ds their shadows
stretch down the graniie

steps late Wednesday
afiernoon.
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FUTURE ATHLETE — Young Jill, a pupil at the University

Laboratory School, seems right on target for this catch as she grins

with anticipation.

Lost items at

NewStudent

Program found

New students who lost

items during the New Stu-

dent Program summer
orientation may look for

them in 101 Berkshire
House until Octoln'r 14.

Lecturer to

discuss solar

heat to night
John Duffy of J.J. Duffy

and Ass(x;iates will speak on

the monitored performance

of passive solar heated

homes at a workshop spon-

sored by the Western
Massachusetts Solar
Energy Association at 7

tonight at the Hampshire
County Extension Service,

33 King St. in Northamp-
ton.

Students are

asked to

'take a hike"
The annual 12-mile

Amherst "A Better Chance
Walk" will be held Satur-

day. Registration is re-

quired and will take place

from 8 to 10 a.m. at the Mill

River Conservation Area. A
map of the area will be

available at registration.

Students can walk with

pledge cards which are

available in the Amherst
and Pelham schools and at

the Jones and South
Amherst libraries.

Refreshments will be served

along the walks check-

points.

Nobody could

dream him up.

His incredible bank

robbery is all the

more bizarre

. . . because it's true.

Sept. 30

5:30, 8, 10:30 p.m.

C.C. Auditorium

$1 admission

sponsored by the Collegian
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If you're hot
forThe Police,

turn tothe
hot spot.
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FRATERNITY,
have you
considered it?

Before you join one,

check out ALL of the

University Fraternities:

AAi3^ AX 0^K
AElT AXA HKA

AM
0E

AT
BK0

AT

K
0MA

One could be for you!

Sponsored by the

Delta Chi Fraternity

118 Sunset Ave. 549-0482
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Union Records to'play them again' shortly
By CAROLINE SAMOILOFF
Collegian Correspondent

Because of a lack of funds, setbacks in

inventory and "mismanagement" last

semester. Union Records Unlimited (URU)
has not yet opened. It's opening is now
scheduled for October 10.

"Running a record store is an expensive

business," said Jim Foley, new URU
manager.
Last semester's manager neglected to

reorder sufficient stock, making this

semester's assets minimal and "left us some

deficits to clean out," Foley said. The

student-operated record store can only

request funding equivalent to one-half its

current stock. Since the stock is low, URU
will not be able to request as much money

as had been hoped, Foley said.

The budget proposal, which Foley said he

expects will be passed and get things

moving, must be submitted by Friday to

hav#» it passed npvt Wedne.sdav. he said.

Albums this year are generally going to

cost $6.20. "These prices are basically

cheaper than in other area stores," Foley

said. As for specials like last semester when
top albums were sold for $5.99. "we will be

having them, but less frequently." Foley

said, noting sales volume did not pick up as

much as expected. URU is planning to use

the $5.99 special two or three times a week,

at certain hours during the day, he said.

Foley said competition with the

University Store i.s not a threat, but a new

record store in downtown Amherst could do

URU damage.

Although the store does have all the top 40

releases, the variety in the URU is limited.

URU business manager Scott Schindler and

Foley said they will be working on a larger,

more varied stock for the near future.

URU, located between the Student Union

Building and the Campus Center, once it

opens, will be open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday thru Friday.

FAC Senate to meet today

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

It is expected that the University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate, whose first

meeting is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. today,

will be fairly routine and orderly, according

to Robert E. Jones, senate secretary.

"Most of what we do is routine, but

necessary. Some find it dull while others

find it very exciting," Jones said.

Jones was elected to the position of

secretary on May 19 during the senate's last

meeting of the spring semester. His term

will last two years.

"My job is to coordinate the various

committees and activities concerning the

Faculty Senate, and to coordinate these

efficiently. I am pleased that my colleagues

have entrusted this job to me." Jones said.

The Senate frequently has nothing to do

at the beginning of the fall semester. Jones

said. He compares this with a student

researching a term paper.

"A student has to have time to develop

ideas and strategies for his or her paper.

"

Jones said. "We experience the same- the

academic year has a certain rhythm. Things

pick up as the semester progresses."

One potentially controversial issue to be

dealt with will be the General Education

Curriculum proposal, although it is not

expected that the Senate will deal with it

until December at the earliest, Jones said.

"General Education was not voted down.

The curriculum just couldn't be passed the

way it was," Jones said. "The council will

need time to come up with a proposal that

will be the most agreeable with the Senate.

Some want a drastic change, whUe others

want to see just a few changes made from

the original proposal."

Other plans include a possible change in

the add/drop procedure. According to

Jones, the Academic Matters Council wants

to form a committee to rewrite the present

procedure in an effort to "clear up the

mess."

The job of secretary is a "full load, but I'm

enjoying it," Jones said.
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BESTSELLER!

'Powerful writing
...a pleasure to read

—WEBSTER SCHOTT.

N Y Times Book Review

'Michen«r at his
best... compelling

—PETER OSNOS,
Washington Post

Book World

POIAND
JaniesA.

Michener

Blockbuster...
the aweep of history is
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New York Times
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'A country is the
hero of this book,
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-NOEL PERRIN.
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OPEN
RUSH

i",,

Lambda Chi Alpha
is inviting all university men to

an Open Rush Tonight

from 8:30 - 1 1 :00

We are the house with:

• No hazing

• The largest national

on campus
• The best home cooked meals

if you're interested in Fraternity

living stop by tonight, maybe

we're the right house for you.

374 N. Pleasant St.

(the biue house)

545-0244

jlenoenn-masie
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

First Area Showing Sept. 30 to Oct.

On Screen At 7:00 and 9:00

6th
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STEEL BELTED RADIAL
Dayton St»«l Rodials

SIZE
P155/80-R13
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P185/80-R13

P185/75-R14

P196/75-R14

P205/75R14
P215/75-R14

P165SR 15

P205/75R15
P215/75-R15

P225/75^R15

P235/75R15

PRICE
42.00
45.00
51.00
54.00
58.00
62.00
68.00
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62.00
64.00
67.00
70.00
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5
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Off
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MiCHELIN TIRES SPECIALLY PRICED ALSO

North Amherst Tire
^^ & Auto Center „

"FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"
__ 78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store 549-4704

PLAY SHOES FROM JAZZ. THOM BROWN AND SWEATS, ALL UNDER 48 00 IN FALL S

FUN COLORS - TEAL GRAY, BLACK STONE BLUE. RED, MOSS, AND SRCE

LEGS FEATURING PURE COTTON TIGHTS, ANKLE WARMERS AND SQUISHY SOCKS
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
What is going down there?

It is a refreshing sight to see . such enthusiasm

demonstrated by the local community on behalf

of the people of Latin America and their struggle for

freedom from political and economic exploitation.

U.S. foreign policy makes must become aware of the

growing concern for this region by the American people,

as they were forced to realize the anti-war sentiment

among the people during the Vietnam crisis. The Reagan

Administration continues to ignore the demands of

citizens and groups nationwide, and prefers to maintain

John Cusick
personal contact with the leaders of multinational corpora-

tions instead. Certainly those power hungry individuals do

not wish a toned-down American presence in Latin

America; it would simply not be good for business. It

seems obvious they will use their influence to further warp

the Administration's policy in securing a more active U.S.

role in the activities of these countries. Policy that enables

multinationals to maintain a stranglehold on the politics

and economics of almost all the lesser-developed-countries

that are within the American sphere of influence will con-

tinue to be the result.

I write partially in reference to the Central America

Teach-in held Sept. 15 on the UMass campus, where the

audience heard the testimony of four seasoned "Latin

Americanists." It amazed me that Peter Sarros and Col.

Samuel Dickens would so blatantly ignore the obvious

facts that were being told by Dr. Clements and Ms. Janet

Shenk. Clements and Shenk spent time in El Salvador

that was obviously well spent, evading the propaganda

machine and finding sources that tell a horrifyingly dif-

ferent version than the press corps find concerning the

misuse of power and funds, as well as the countless at-

tacks on human rights. A lowered civilian body count does

not suggest that the situation is getting better; any

amount at all is too many. And yet, our representatives

from Washington, D.C. seem to believe that women and

children are equally dangerous to their cause.

"Women are potential factories to produce more guer-

rillas and children are seeds of the guerrillas who need to

be destroyed", was what a fifteen-year-old army soldier

had to say about government-sponsored drives in which he

participated throughout the country.

How the people of El Salvador want to be governed is

their choice and no other's. It is not a decision to be made

in Washington, D.C. The United States government is

portraying to the media an image of a true friend of the

people of El Salvador, one that supports justice and

human rights. And yet, those who look beyond the

peaceful setting of San Salvador discover an even greater

evil than the guerrillas, an even more destructive force

that threatens the countryside, this being the United

States and the oligarchy which is supported by Amencan

tax dollars.

To give support to the landed aristocracy only deepens

the hatred of peasants who must work the fields of coffee,

sugar cane, cotton and livestock that dominate the Ijuid-

scape. These exports do not feed the local population.

Agrarian reform must be the goal if we are to continue aid

to El Salvador. Our aid must not be solely hinged upon

pro-American political ideas and economic opportunities,

but must take into account what is right and wrong in

terms of human dignity.

I am an exchange student from California State Univer-

sity at Chico and was impressed with the level of positive

energy in the crowd that evening. Responding to what

speakers have to say is a good way of showing support, or

the lack of it. However, this went too far that evening. I

suggest this because of the yells of support that came after

one of the speakers told of the Sandinista military build-

up. Is that really what they want or need; to be the arena

for an East-West chess game in which the countries of

Central America are merely pawns? The continued misuse

of resources must be put to an end and measures taken to

support the introduction of appropriate technology

throughout all lesser-developed-countries. Providing large

amounts of equipment, the sole purpose of which is to kill

and destroy, does not encourage tiie peace process and

may lead to further problems that we will not be able to

control.

John Cusick is now a UMass student
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Letters-

The Collegian should get real

To the Editor,

If the Collegian can't do any better for "editorialists' than

the obtusely right-wing "Mr. Stephen P. Barrett" or the

airheaded and miasmic Rhonda Appiebaum tne "won-

derful' generation which both represent has much more to

worry about than apparent.

Vietnam is just a word to you because since 1965. when

the counterculture began to create some of the most mind-

bending music of the century (and would subsequently

flower and die in the soap-operatic suds of roller-disco

militarism) by i»To, ihe forces oi consei vatism scUoh". .-

squelch what gains were made in this fleeting renaissance

of humanism.
The Collegian is a prime example of the conformity and

conservatism that has been consciously produced in your

generation. Everyday you run full page mUitary

recruitment ads, nonchalant "news" stories on ROirC,

almost nr world news, and feature a lot ui right-wing tripe

ur letters to the editor. Ms. Appiebaum recently

u; jrpnorpt ion realizes 'our country' needs its

as jobs." The lack of sophistication and

simplemindedness of such "perspective" is nearly as

frightening as Mr. Stephen P. Barrett's ranting and raving

over the Russians. One would think it were still only 1958!

While the atomic clock is ominously ticking at a few

minutes to midnight the college people of UMass have

further regressed into an ever-extended adolescent

dependency. Thanks to the "economic squeeze" caused by

"our country's" defense bill, working-class people can no

longer afford the luxury of a college education. Since

people can also no longer "work their way through" college

those who now attend do so by virtue of increased parental

support. "Big defense economics" has resulted in much

less independence for youth throughout society, never

mind the effects of the "Solomon Ammendment"!

In 1968 the Collegian's world news was front page. While

today's news may be too much for today's stressful college

student, this is a pitiful excuse for the Collegian to ignore

woi.,- 'v*-.iis, while convfutraung on lue in the small-

minded but giant playpen of "ZooMass ". While U.S. G.I.s

are digging massive burial mounds in West Germany as

"military exercises" UMass students are buying more

sweatshirts.

Pamela H. Hyjek
Granby

Laughter and living possible
Years don't change the way a person laughs.

Peedle proved ^t. When I saw her last, I

heard her first. Her laugh reached around the

corner and threw me into davs long past.

Peedle. A silly name with roots in a childhood of peach-

fuz2 haircuts and kick the can. Peedle. Something to do

with growing up surrounded by lots of other kids my age.

Al Smith
Making funny sounds out of first and last initials.

Pleasant, hazy memories of yesterday. Where best pals

shared souls and famUies were so close that you almost

forgot which ones were your real brothers and sisters.

Peedle. You know, the one who was sophisticated

enough to ensure that I knew the "F"word. but had the

guile to neglect telling me what it meant, or that I

shouldn't say it in front of her Mom and Dad.

Why was it that her nicknames for everyone, especially

me, stuck? Despite the fact that I hated it? Where did

she get the ability to taunt my sensibilities and nurture

my gullibility so adeptly? Only to erupt in a guffaw of

snots and laughter, chief witness to the truth unfurled at

my expense.

As a kid. I learned a lot from her laughter. How could I

help it? It was forever sneaking out. and it was con-

tagious as hell. Freely shared and unerring in its power

to corrupt a gloomy moment. A healthy, happy way to

highlight weaknesses and to laugh with others at

yourself, and enjoy it.

In her older (two years doesn't seem that much older

anymore) and wiser fashion Peedle continues to teach me
new lessons with her laughter. She has changed, but her

laughter lives on, unchanged.

I really didn't want to visit with Peedle this week. She

looks much different than she used to, that's true. While

they are beautiful, her scarves can't quite mask the

starkness of her lack of hair. Makeup can hide the

outermost signs of weakness and nausea, but there is no

hiding the debUitating reality of radical chemotherapy.

When I first heard that Peedle had cancer. I though that

I was too young to have another friend stolen at such a

young age. I assumed death. In doing so I hastened to

isolate myself from what I feared most. The pain of

watching someone die. But a visit with Peedle was

unavoidable, since she had moved to New England to

receive treatment at one of the world's premier cancer

institutes. The thought of sharing her pain, and dealing

with my own, left me uncomfortable and queasy.

Thank God I heard her first. That laugh. A cross

between Felix Unger's sinus problem and a delightfully

unrestrained howl. A realization of the lighter side of

life. Proof that even in dying, elements of living shine

through clearly. Laughter. The sharing of true feelings.

A timeless life process. An eternal extension of an open

heart. You can't kill a heart that is laughing.

Alan Smith is a UMass student.

Readers don't deserve this
To the Editor,

When a friend claimed that a high percentage of American

college students cannot write, I refused to believe it,

When an Arts Editor of the Collegian, Thursday. Sep-

tember 22. 1983. in the column Live Wire, writes: "Don't

sulk just yet. though, 'cause WMUA and the Hanger (sic)

One are. etc. . .". my friend's claim, without proving itself

true as stated, cannot help but return to my attention. The

aforementioned editor goes on with the column and refers

to the "Hanger" One no less than three more times. The

place under consideration is named after those large

buildings where people usually store airplanes; moreover

there is a small aircraft that the decorators stuck to the

roof, for reasons that I dare not fathom, but clearly

suggests some aerial nature. On the other hand, a hanger

is an object that, among other things, can be used to hang

clothes. The rest of the phrase I have just quoted reveals a

level of vulgarity that, in my opinion, the readers of the

self proclaimed "New England's largest college daily"

certainly do not desreve. Informal language can be used in

journalism, but cautiously. Otherwise it may imply a lack

of respect to the intelligence of the readers.

Alejandro Necochea
Math Department

''Josh'' coverage was fair
To the Editor,

I am very grateful for your objective coverage of Josh

McDowell who spoke here last week. The article printed

about McDowell accurately reported his opinions,

background, and the response of the audience. Those who

saw Josh now realize that all Christians are not alike and

that it is fruitless to try to stereotype them. We in Campus
Crusade for Christ applaud the Collegian for clarifying

this.

Each night Josh spoke, the audience was asked to fill out

comment cards. Approximately 85 percent of those cards

returned were positive. We are especially pleased to see

that UMass is coming to realize that being a Christian

doesn't mean one always agrees with Jerry Falwell, nor

Academic grievance procedure needed
"TTTTRen a visitor travels to another country, upon

\/\/reaching their destination they are asked for

V Y credentials. For the traveler, the credentials

come in the form of a passport, visa, or other papers. The

proper credentials can open doors and gain entrance for

the traveler. In many ways undergraduate education

performs the same function. For a substantial fee and

four years of successful service the undergraduate

receives credentials in the form of a degree and an

undergraduate transcript. Like other credentials, these

credentials too, can open doors.

Joel Weissman

does it imply a rigid political platform. The misconceptions

that Christians have committed intellectual suicide, or that

they live a life of self-sacrifice and empty religious rituals

are diminishing.

Unlike some evangelists who use Jesus's name to hide a

profit motive. Josh gave away books and tapes to those

who couldn't afford them. We are gratefyl to the Collegian

for not further fostering these misconceptions.

Christopher West
Amherst

Orchard Hill is not so bad
To the Editor,

This letter is in response to Becky Lockwood's sarcastic

column of September 22nd, "Orchard Hill Activities." Miss

Lockwood is apparently displeased with the quality of life

in the Orchard Hill Residential Area, but isn't necessarUy

going about improving it in the right way. The Dickinson

House Council is currently working in collaboration with

the Webster House Council and a special "Quality of Life"

committee to quell just the sort of outbursts Lockwood

describes to us so colorfuUy. Our current intention is to

alleviate this antisocial behavior through judicial action

and the provision of alternative social activities for the

Hill-dwellers. It is our estimation that this manner of

action wUl be more effective in remedying these less

pleasant aspects of life on the hUl than humerous letters

that seemingly applaud them. They've been taken as a joke

for too long already. Perhaps Miss Lockwood should seek a

position on her House Council to help us in our efforts

toward making Orchard HUl a better place to live. And

Becky, why not give the hUl another chance; its far too

early to be passing the kind of judgement you have, and

when the bowl wars die down in a week or so. we thmk

you'll find Orchard HiU to be the pleasant and rewarding

living atmosphere that we have.

David Lemire
Michael Lynch

Dickinson House Council Co-Presidents

The grade point average part of a student's credentials

is extremely important. Many students are finding it

necessary to return to school and seek advanced degrees

in order to be employable. This combined with graduate

schools reliance on GPA in making admissions decisions,

means that grades are becoming increasingly important.

In competitive programs, the difference of even 1/100 of

a point in a grade point average can make the difference

between being accepted or rejected. Rejection can mean

the loss of subsequent tens of thousands of dollars in

enhanced earning power that attendance at a prestigious

institution will ultimately bring.

Students have practically no rights in the classroom.

There is no Academic Bill of Rights as far as students are

concerned. A professor has the latitude to change the re-

quirements of a course in mid-stream adding papers,

tests, reading materials, a professor does not have to test

and grade on material gone over in class, a professor

may change the criteria for grading at any time, a pro-

fessor does not even have to provide a syllabus or even

office hours. Of course, most professors never violate

these basic issues of fairness but for the very few that do,

students have very little recourse.

Some departments on campus utilize a very loose infor-

mal procedure:

1. Talk to your professor, if that doesn't work:

2. Appeal to the Head of the Department, if that

doesn't work:

3. Appeal to the Ombudsperson, if that doesn't work

you're out of luck.

As a grievance procedure this one is sorely lacking.

The above procedure offers no protection for students.

There is no time-factor involved. The grievance could

drag on for months losing all but the most persistant of

students. The procedure is not anonymous and thus most

students would fear future reprisals. The procedure is so

heavily weighted against the student that it would be

laughable if it wasn't so pathetic. The burden of proof is

upon the student (very seldom is there anything ap-

proaching an impartial investigation), and the entire

decision making pnx^ess is in the hands of the alledged

offending professors, or colleagues of the professor.

Lastly, without any rights for students in the classroom,

any grievance pri)cedure would Ix? lacking. Without any

rights for students there is nothing to protect and

nothing to grieve against. Until the University ad-

ministration and the faculty recognize the basic rights of

students in the classroom any procedure will be faulty.

There are difficult issues that need to be addressed in

constructing an equitable academic grievance procedure.

Paramount among these issues is that of protection of

academic freedom. But other schools have adopted fair

academic grievance procedures without jeopardizing

academic freedom.

If the system is designed to ensure that undergraduate

students are victimized, and that their academic

grievances are swept under the rug and denied any route

towards resolution it could not be designed any better.

But if the system is designed U) ensure fairness and an

atmosphere conducive to education, it is not working.

How much longer will students have to wait for what

amounts to little more than a measure of fairness? Not

much longer if there is any justice at this University.

Joel Weissman is the Director of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

It's small, but we call it home
Think fast! How much are you paying in rent this

semester? If you reside on campus and are not an

R.A. or a member of Chancellor Duffey's immediate

family, chances are you've forked a hefty $621.00 over to

Housing Services for the privilege and convenience of hav-

ing a little comer of UMass to call your own.

Elizabeth Luciano

And unless your surname is Vanderbilt, Bloomingdale,

or - God forbid - Reagan, that's more than a bite-sized

chunk of your summer savings. $621 translates into 177

sweaty hours of lifeguarding, or 103 tense hours of typing.

For $621, you could see approximately 248 first-run

movies, dine 25 times at the Lord Jeffrey Inn, or (as

friends who are well-versed in such matters tell me) pur-

chase more than just a few ounces of first-rate Columbian

gold. And I'm not talking precious metal, either.

So it's reasonable to expect more than a functional,

closet-sized room with all the warmth and cheer of Attica

Correctional Facility. It's logical to look forward to a few

of those little "extras" that make dorm living just that

much more pleasant. And frankly, if you're paying $621

just to have a place to park your butt for fifteen weeks,

that place should be...well, perfect. Perfectly perfect.

Of course, perfection means different things to different

people. I raised the question of the ideal collegiate abode

with several floormates of mine and got some interesting

responses. „ , , ii u
Millie, a very chic dresser who usually looks like she

stepped off the cover of Vogue, advocated added storage

space for her sharp "threads."

"I think they should construct walk-in closets for

everybody. Nice ones, with shoe trees and revolving suit

racks and lights and turn on automatically when you open

the door," her eyes sparkled, "like the lights in the

refrigerator! Oh, and they should be cedar-lined closets,

too. My Calvins will smell terrific."

"Perhaps the desks should be replaced." This sage

counsel was courtesy of Samantha, the only "4.0" on the

floor. "Seriously, who wants to study at a desk that looks

like a laundry table? I'll bet everybody would work harder

if there were old-fashioned roll-top desks with lots of tiny

compartments for paper clips and Scotch tape and stuff

like that. Antique oak desks."

"What about round water beds with fur bedspreads?"

suggested Brad, the resident Casanova.

"Ewwwwunvw, that's disgusting!" said Maureen, the

resident prude. "Personally, I think they should improve

lighting around here. Crystal chandeliers would be

beautiful - except in Southwest. Track lighting would fit

in better there. It's more modern."

"You've all made a monstrous oversight," announced

Harrison, the floor's official party man. "Every room

should be equipped with a bar. Why trek all the way to the

Blue Wall when it's Miller Time? And since most of the

freshmen are too young to make packie runs, it would be a

nice gesture if those bars were fully stocked."

"An illegal gesture, but a nice one," agreed Samantha.

She paused, then added, "Our renovations would raise the

Housing bill by several thousands of dollars per

semester."

"For that kind of money, we could transfer to a well-

heeled college, like the one across town," commented

Gareth.

"What? And leave the 'Zoo'?" shouted Harrison. "Are

you crazy?"

"Never!" vowed Carolyn.

"I'm staying-at least until graduation," said Samantha.

So it's UMass, for better or for worse, despite the

dungeon-like dorm rooms. It's the only thing everybody on

our floor agrees on, but it's enough to make cohabitatio

well worthwhile.

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist

r

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and

include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not

be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are

unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and

length.
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WINES&
LIQUORS

338 ColisgJ.Tel. 253 5384

J BuSCh 12 oi. loose cans $9.99/ca8e

•i St. Pauli Girl light and dark $4.25/6 pack

i Stroh's 12 pack cans $4.95/12 pack
'»

> (deposits not Included)

> Elmo Moscatow white wine $5.99/1.5 Itr

:• $3.29/750 ml

•
^
/

/
/
/
/

f^§*

This Fall We've Got It AIM!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever D L 1 1 II l^O

taste like Asti Spumante sample It FREE this Saturday >

Pott Rum $6.99/750 ml >

Vodka Eristoff $7.49/750 ml f

COLD KEGS, ICE, PARTY SUPPLIED I
not responsible for typographical errors M

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

y mil nil mil immim i • ' • iiniiiminimii^

ATTEHTIOH:
Serious Martial Artists

SEMINAR

STEVE ^^NASTY'' ANDEKSOH
No. i In U.S.A. 3 yeors In q row

KARATE: the ultimate exercise

Point Fighting : Flashdance of Karate f

Thurs nite 7:00 - 9:00 pm
|

Call 256-0080 enrollment limited
|
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Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS er BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
Earringi, Ear Cuffs, Rings, etc.

INDIA
PRINT

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

r^T slT/e T-shirts - 4.50

20% - 50% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - FrI Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

MCI^ANTILE
AMHMST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

i
1

I

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
i MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS

Judge the patentability of scientific and engineering

discoveries made by R & D engineers, inventors

and scientists world-wide as a

PATENT EXAMINER
in Washington, DC.

The Patent and Trademark Office has
unique career opportunities offering

• Challenge and responsibility
• Career growth

• Outstanding career Federal Government
service benefits

For more information about your career
as a Patent Examiner contact:

Manager, College Relations

Office of Personnel
Patent and Trademark Office

Washington, D.C. 20231

Call toll-free 800-368-3064

(703) 557-3631 (Collect in VA)

a

I
s
g

i
s
I

I
I
I

I

I

Bayer Aspirin Tablets 100's

$1.79 special value

Sure
Roll On

unscented

scented

2.5 oz.

$2.06

special

value

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f

US. Citizenship Required I
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An sale items also available the Mint Store located in the Student Union

, .UNIVERSITY
mSTORE

I ocated m the Canr>pus Center Open M-F 9*5

Arts
?\ ^«8i- ^ «.^ . 1 f ,^
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Evita suffers for talent
EVITA
Tuesday, September 27
Fine Arts Center

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

On Tuesday evening, the Fine Arts

Center presented the Tony Award winning

Broadway hit, Evita, as performed by the

National Broadway Touring Company.

Despite several major flaws within the

script, the cast of Evita did a good job

Tuesday night of overcoming those flaws

and showing the full house a Uttle more
than just a "touch of star quality."

All the lead actors in the musical were

good but there was only one who really

shined, and in most scenes, managed to

steal the show. Tim Bowman as Che, "a

man who grew and saw" what Evita did to

Argentina,, out-sang and out-acted the

other members of the cast. Che in some
scenes, played Evita's conscience, and in

others, her critics. "How long do you think

this pantomime can last?" he asks Evita.

Che, in a clear and concise voice, told the

audience about Evita, about the egotistical,

vain and ambitious woman who stopped at

nothing to attain the power she wanted. He
tried to tell his people that, but in most

scenes he was ignored or beaten by Juan

Peron's police.

Unfortunately, the main problems with

the show was the script itself. The author

assumed the audience knew a lot about the

history of Argentina and the story of Eva
and Juan Peron. In many cases the plot was
too confusing for one who didn't know the

history. In the play, one finds out Eva died

young, but no one tells the audience she

died of cancer at 33. The audience finds out

her body disappeared for 17 years, but the

script doesn't bother to tell who took the

body and what they did with it.

Slides were effectively used during many

of the scenes on a big screen behind the

stage showing the real Eva Peron as

Argentina's first lady. They gave the

audience an image of her life which just a

set and actors could not do. The only

problem was at times one didn't know
whether to pay attention to the dancing or

the slide show, both going on at the same

time.

The most powerful scenes in Evita were

those when the entire cast was together on

stage, specifically the last scenes of Act I

and Act II. In those scenes, Evita, Che Juan

Peron and the "masses" tied the entire act

together and made the viewer understand

what was happening.

Florence Lacey as Evita gave a good

performance, but not an outstanding one.

She screeched a little too much when she

was supposed to shout, but she did a good

job of portraying Evita from a 15-year old

to a 33-year old dying of cancer. Her best

moments were in the final scene as she tried

to tell her people "don't cry for me
Argentina" on a radio broadcast.

Throughout the show, though, Lacey made
sure her audience knew that Evita never

was and never could be a "real lady."

I had one small problem with the first

scene where Evita changed onstage from a

spirit telling her people not to cry for her to

a 15-year old girl. There is a time and place

for everything and a stage with a spotlight

Evita at the FAC: Don't cry for me Massachusetts

is not the place for an actor to change her

wig. It could have easily have been done

offstage. That way a hairdresser would

have not had to come onstage and hold a

mirror for Lacey.

Despite the poor script, 1 would recom-

mend that you try to get in and see its Txnal

performance tonight. Just to catch a glimp-

se of one of Broadway's most enduring

classics.

As I preused the local rags this week in a vague attempt

to inform the pubUc of local weekend tuneage, I discovered

a few heartening facts. There are more clubs with live

music open this semester than there have been in several

semesters, there are more local bands playing at local

clubs, and there will be some really hot big league action

headed our way in the next few weeks.

For example, tonight-now I know he's an old throwaway

from the glitter rock period, but Joe Perry is Joe

Perry, and some of the leads he played with Aerosmith will

live eternally in the annuls of FM format airplay. Joe is

going to relive some of the best three minutes of our youth

at the Rusty Nail, but you'd best bring your earplugs, he's

got one of the loudest sounds around.

Local groups tonight include Roger Saloom and the

Stragglers at Sheehan's Cafe, and Tom McClung, the fine

keyboard specialist for the New England Jazz Quartet at

the Avenue, in Northampton.

Friday night offers still another opportunity to dig deep

into the well of rock history, this time with Alvin Lee. Ten
years after 10 Years After this bluesman will not quit.

Alvin will be "Coin Home" at the Agora in Hartford. At the

Fine Arts Center, the Iron Horse Coffeehouse presents

pianist George Winston, Windham Hill's contemplative

folk/jazz interpreter. Meanwhile, back at the Iron Horse,

the World Music duo of Tim Moran and Tony Vacca will

perform their form of folk-based music.

Saturday night delivers a variety of popular Out-of

towners. Richard Thompson will be at the Salem Theater

in Salem, the Stompers will be at the Rusty Nail and the

Dark wUl envelope the Hangar One.

Upcoming concerts to put into your calendar include: the

Phil Woods Quartet Oct. 2 at the Iron Horse, Violent

Femmes Oct. 6 at the Hangar One, Buddy Guy and Junior

Wells Oct. 6 at the Rusty Nail, and Hot Tuna with Bobby

and the Midnites Nov. 3 at the Springfield Civic Center.

WMUA is back on the air and one of the fine programs

they offer on Wednesday night is the Dadavision show. For

anyone with an interest in offbeat American and World

"art" music, these dj's offer this and more. I'm told they

accept homemade tapes by local art musicians, so lets tune

our radios to one of the last vestiges on the air. Blues fans

should be made aware of Evening Pro Bluesica, a weekly

live blues show Tuesday nights at the Separate Entrance

in South Deerfield. Disregard the distance, the band is

well worth the trip. A regular rhythm section is

augmented by local blue horn players who jam for hours on

some of the most classic tunes in the American blues

literature.

That's the sound news, till next week, keep your ears to

the ground, and listen for the hoofbeats...Pilgrim.

Devoto re-writes Magazine
HOWARD DEVOTO
Jerky Visions Of the Dream
(IRS LP)

By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

With the exception of Joy Division, I'm hard pressed to

find a more literate and innovative UK band in recent

times than Magazine; their 5 studio (and one live) LP's

showcased a wide variety of patterns and styles, from the

thrash salvo "Shot By Both Sides" to a more introspective

piano centerpiece like "About The Weather." Magazine's

breakup in 1981 was surprising, songwriter/vocalist

Howard Devoto having yet to reach a creative peak — 'tho

breaking up at that stage is definitely preferable to

regurgitating the same form for commercial gain (Clash).

Now Devoto's back, and it's even more surprising to hear

how little he's changed.

Jerky Visions Of The Dream, the first solo effort from

the Mancucian founder of both the Buzzcocks and

Magazine, sounds more like Magazine LP no. 7 than any
radical change in direction. The opening "Cold Imagina-

tion" burns hard, Devoto's shout of "hey, I'm freezing"

built on by Dave Formula's (ex-Magazine, Visage) sweep-

ing keyboard flourishes — more than a little like a re-write

of Magazine's "The Light Pours Out Of Me" with an add-

ed spark....

so much like a new Magazine LP, Jerky Visions also

includes contributions from the before mentioned For-

mula and bassist Barry Adamson (Magazine, Birthday

Party). No complaints from this corner, I'm just puzzled as

to exactly why Devoto killed off Magazine to begin with;

"Some Will Pay (For What Others Will Pay to Avoid)" is

as sharp and witty as any of Devoto's previous songs, his

delicate delivery convincing me where some of the LP's
studio-hack musicianship didn't. Suggestion: Not reform-

ing Magazine, but maybe a tighter format, like a REAL
BAND.
Howard Devoto mill be making his first US appearance

this week, Sept. 29th at the Paradise in Boston, Oct. 1st at

Irving PUua. NYC.

Boston's own Shittons will perform at the Blue Wall's James Dean Night Friday.
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(with thn coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
ExpirM 9/X/83 C

Pla—B CaU for an Appomtmam
*Fof n«w cNsnti onty

FREE COMSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
Am«w>9t MA MSaeiO

Hypercurricula

PARACHUTE CLUB: FIRST JUMP
COURSE — There wUl be a first jump
course for all prospective jumpers. Contact
the Parachute Club (309 Student Union) for

more information. 7 PM 905 CC
BETA ALPHA PSI PRESENTATION -

Ernst and Whinney, a public ac-

counting firm, will be speaking on

"Balancing Your Professional Life in Public

Accounting." SOM Students and faculty

welcome! 7:30 PM Campus Center - Room
162

BICYCLE COOPERATIVE - Officer

nominations Tour of Shop Review of

Budget 8 PM CC 801

"POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE
RESURRECTION" - is today's topic at

this "come as you are" gathering of

Brownbaggers dedicated to the pursuit of

wide open conversation on issues of

theological import. 12:15 PM 428 Student

Union

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION
MEETING — Educational meeting this

week. We will show a filmstrip and have a

discussion. New members welcome. 7:30

PM CC Rm 175

YOU AND THE COALITION FOR EN-
VIRONMENTAL QUALITY. -
Prospective and previous members, —
anyone interested; welcome to the 1st

meeting to learn and share concerns on this

campus, Massachusetts, the world, space,

and so on. Tilson Coal pile will be one issue.

Refreshments. 7 PM 306 SU
PEOPLE'S GAY ALLIANCE MEETING
— People's Gay Alliance meeting,

everyone welcome. Volunteers are needed

for publicity, networking, managing the

dances and other events. 7:30 PM CC
check schedule.
UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
GENERAL MEETING - All majors

welcome. First general meeting tonight

Mahar Auditorium. Come and get involved!

7 PM SOM 120 Undergraduate Business

Club
HORSEMASTERS CLUB - First

meeting of the semester. Everyone

welcome. — films, horseshows. clinics, get-

togethers and other horse related ac-

tivities. 7 PM 311 Stockbridge

SIMCHAT TORAH SERVICES - Come
prepared to celebrate! 7:30 PM Cape Cod

Lounge

RESEARCH PAPERS

I
BALLET

^ MODERN DANCE

^
JAZZ

rf Located off < f Ea-'^t A

^ Pleasant St. j ut t<u^i ^
k ofButterfield Dorm, n

S Pk(mefor ^
ft information. 5)

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-f 9-5
UNIVERSITY
STORED

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
llditrd b> Margarrl larrar and Trudr Jaffr

1

6

10

14

ACROSS
Compile
Pack, as a pipe

Scout s

benefaction

15th cen
navigator

John
15 Pliny s pathway
16 One of Miled s

sons
17 Armistice

18 Ala
19 l^ad

20 Henchman
22 Locale of Gobi

desert

24 Iowa college town

26 St Lawrence
River navigator

27 School
year trials

Pedro's uncle

Theater employee
Hindusdivinejife

principle

Saud
Those born under

the 5th zodiac

sign

39 Oven setting

40 Patriot of 1776

41 Ayresot film

42 Form of protest

43 Designer of a

famous chair

44 Presidential

nickname

45 Christopher of

Genoa
47 French explorer of

Louisiana

51 Hindu garb

52 Roots for

54 Namer of the

Pacific Ocean
58 Inner nature

59 First rate

61 Dillydally

62 Marsh bulrush

63 1 and 66

64 Ancient Greek
colony

65 Auction word
66 Low pitched

67 Architectural

support

31

32

33

35

38

DOWN
1 New Testament
book

2 Buddhist spirit of

evil

3 Border

4 Philosopher of

ancient Greece
5 Kind of boat

6 Tiny

7 Particle

8 Famed wine
region

9 Before birth

10 Mississippi River

explorer

1

1

Town near

Salerno

12 Mysterious

13 Dismal, to Keats

21 By means of

23 Show pleasure

25 Quick
27 Think over

28 Understanding
words

29 Arabian vessel

30 Man of iron, in

a way
34 King of Crete

35 Metrical foot

36 Cordon
37 Noted loch

39 Kind of room
or table

40 First Secretary

of Treasury

42 Jose s room
43 Huge land mass
44 Paged
46 Sci room
4 7 Wears well

48 Hearing: Comb,
form

49 Oar
50 Ham It up
53 Dagger of yore

55 Seat for a judge

56 Medley
57 A King

60 Second sight,

for short

1 ? 3 4 5

21

6 r 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 ie

17 11

25

19

?0 22

30

23

71
I
79

24 26

n

P

31

40

PwP37

42

33 3'

43

38

44 P
41

50P
45

P
47 51

U

55 56
I
5757 54

1

sT S9 i1

62 U 64

65 U 67

Collegian

staffers:
first staff meeting

7p.m. Thursday
This is the first so make a point

ofbeing there. Agenda includes

parties, movie, VDTs, etc.

DC Menu

,
'^^^^ , BASICS LUNCH

Spinach and Mushroom Tuna Melts
Quiche Spinach and Mushroom

QuicheReuben Sandwich

DINNER
Chinese Chicken Wings
Chicken Chow Mein/

Chow Mein Noodles,

Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

Roast Pork/Gravy, Ap-
plesauce

Egg Salad Plate with

Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Chinese Chicken Wings
Chicken Chow Mein/

Chow Mein Noodles,

Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

Polynesian Vegetables

Weather

Today will be — fair and

pleasant through the

period. Daytime highs in

the mid to upper 70s,

except a bit cooler along

the coast. Overnight lows

in the 40s, except mid and

upper 50s along the coast.

TODAY'S

PUZZLE ANSWER
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Thank goodness that

thing in Newport is over

t)y JAY HOLZMAN
Collegian Staff

Ah. ifs finally over.

After a summer of media

hype and heavy coverage,

the America's Cup can

finally be laid to rest.

There will be no more
highlights on the news, no

more interruptions of

M*A*S*H. and no more
pictures adorning the

newspapers.
Although I am a patriotic

American who just like

anyone else was rooting for

Liberty, you've got to

admit that yacht racing is

not America's number one

spectator sport — even

though the newspapers

and television stations felt

otherwise.

Channel 10 had five-hour

coverage of the seventh

and final race. I'm sure

that hurt their ratings.

Who can watch a boat race,

anyway? In Australia the

folks from down under

caught all the racing action

(or lack ol it) at 3 a.m., but

they were all drunk.

Although the America's

Cup is significant due to

132 years of national

tradition and American
domination, it is also hard

to relate to.

It's not like basketball,

baseball, football, or any

other sport where we can

imitate our idols and

improve our games. I have

always had trouble

polishing my yachting

skills because I'm not a

millionaire like Liberty

Skipper Dennis Conner. I

also have no access to a

yacht. This is a sport

where it is easy to feel

alienated.

As many would agree,

watching the America's

Cup is also very boring. It

is about as action packed as

a senior citizen's shuf-

fleboard tournament. It is

about as exciting as

watching grass grow or

sitting through lectures.

One has to feel sorry for

Men's tennis wins
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

STORRS. CT — The Minutemen of the University of

Massachusetts men's tennis team picked up a big win by

toppling the University of Connecticut 5-4 yesterday for

their first win of the fall season.

"Il was a good win for us," said a pleased head coach Bob
Szlosek. "The kids really played well."

Kids was an ample term as this yound team had three

UMass players picking up their first varsity wins, ever, at

singles.

Dave Singer at number three singles, Andy Tazmany (5)

and Paul Zaretsky (6), a freshman, all won their first

singles match.

Top singles player Wayne Peterson struggled but won his

match 7-6, 2-6, 7-6 over Craig Waddington. Earl Small (2)

beat Jon Gibson in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3.

Singer also had to struggle to win but prevailed over

Dave Cameron 7-6, 6-7, 6-4. Marc Weinstein (4) picked up
the only loss for UMass in singles but Tazmany (5), Paul

Zaretsky 16) won their matches.

Zaretsky and John Deklerk lost their doubles match while

the other two were called due to darkness to make the 5-2

margin. liMass is now 1-3 on the year.

iJPfffffffffffffffffffffffl^

weeKeriDeR I•<jSundays at Worcester & Hampshire<J .

Dennis Conner and his

crew. Imagine at his next

cocktail party. "Nice to

meet you. Soyou were the

one who blew it."

To Conner's credit, he has

taken the loss very well.

He has offered no alibis or

excuses and gave credit to

the Aussies and their

skipper, John Bertrand.

The Aussies were favored

this year, thanks to a

superior boat and a (oh no!)

secret keel.

As the Cup leaves the

New York Yacht Club and
heads for Australia, we can

all breathe a sigh of relief.

The media's saturated

coverage is finally over and

Boston's sportscasters who
covered the race can

return to their stations and

show off their tans.

Just think. In 1987 when
America tries to reclaim

the Cup, we get to put up
with this all over again.

I'm going to enjoy my four-

year vacation .

Collegian'sNFL picks
The fifth week of the National Football

League is here and here is the weekly

installment of Collegian foresight into this

weekend's NFL games. The Jets at

Buffalo is the Monday night game.

LAST WEEK: AU five of us lost on the

San Diego-Cleveland upset and four of

five lost on the Giants-Packers debacle

last Monday. And Bill Shea isn't a traitor

as he did pick the Patriots last week and

this week. The writers had a very good

week. Gerry deSimas went 10-4, and

Kevin Deluca, Tony Betros and Scott

Hood went 9-5 and Bill Shea went 8-5. We
have spoken.

HOMECOMING Special: The special of

the week is picking the UMass-URIgame.
Not a difficult choice for biased but

realistic writers.

^oits at Bengals
Jets at Bills

Seahawks at Browns
Broncos at Bears
Oilers at Steelers

Chiefs at Cardinals

Raiders at Redskins
Dolphins at Saints

49ers at Patriots

Chargers at Giants

Falcons at Eagles
Cowboys at Vikings

Lions at Rams
Buccaneers at Packers
URI at UMass
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INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Flag Football began its first season with 99 teams, a decrease of ten teams from the

1982-83 season.

Frisbee and Corec Soccer are rolling along with 12 teams in each sport.

Women have not responded to the rigors of Flag Football, last chance, entries will

be accepted until Monday, October 3, 1983.

Men's/Women's Tennis Singles is in full swing with 40 participants, a slight in-

crease over last year.

Upcoming Events

Ice Hockey: $350.00 per team. . entries due October 3rd; Manager's Meeting on

October 13th; league scheduled to start on October 17th; health clearnce is re

quired.

Racquetball: entries due October 17th; Player's Meeting on October 17th at 6:00

P.M.; league scheduled to start on October 26th; health clearance is required.

Cross Country: entries due on October 3rd; Race date is October 13th; health

clearance is required.

1^ Volleyball: entries due on October 17th; Manager's Meetings on October 26th and

October 27th at 6:00 P.M.; league play in Men's/Women's/Co-Rec is scheduled to

begin on October 31st.

Track & Field: entries due on September 26th; meet date is October 4th at Derby

Track. Hurry you are late. Participants may sign up at the track on the day of the

meet.
^

Changes to Facilities Schedule
Boyden BasketbaH Courts: closed Friday October 12th at noon and all day Saturday,

October 13th for the UMass Volleyball Classic.

^Early Bird Swim at NOPE Pool 7:15 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. 7:30

(j|a.m. to 8:00 a.m. Thurs. _

V-NECK SWEATERS

$15.95
Assorted Colors

50% Cresland

Acrylic Fiber

50% Rayon Knit

S-M-L-XL
• V-Neck
Ribbed Cuffs

• Ribbed Waistband

Embroidered

Imprint

iUViMUfui

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

UmWERSlTY
STORED

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

ALPHA EPSILON PI RUSH

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity

a "Rush"
like you have never experienced!

October 4 CC room 803
October 5 CC room 805-09

Time: 7:30

ATTENTION WE'RE HIRING DJ'8~

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment is looking

for quality personnel to disc jockey mobile

systems. Experience preferred, good per-

sonality and knowledge of popular music
required. Send replies to: PO Box 48,

Amherst, MA 01004

AUDIO

Speakers For Sale: Regularly $725. Sell-

ing a pair for $510. 6 year UNCONDI- £
TIONAL warranty. Beautiful speakers.

|
Great dynamic range. For info call Rob 5

546-5351 :

AUTO FOR SALE |

1975 Audi Fox - Automatic. Good condi- i
tion, good m.p.g. Call (617) 249-6938 after s

5 p.m. :

73 Volvo Wagon best offer 256-0796 |

1974 Olds Wagon, V8, air, power
|

everything, hitch, radials £r mounted 5

snows, mechanically sound, appearance S
good. Smooth, roomy. $1800 or best offer. 5

253-5434 =

79 Dasher 4 door automatic AM FM s
cassette very clean 253-3702 |
1978 Dodge Aspen sedan 69000 miles 6 =

cylinders, excellent condition, power steer- 5
ing/brakes, no rust 549-1670 |
Four wheel drive 1977 Blazer. Excellent s

winter and off road vehicle 546-7451 =

546-7423 =

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

E PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $»9

i SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-
= casions. Paul 256-1393

I MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profes

i sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

I Occasions 253-3980

I FOR SALE

I ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
i Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

s shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$12.

i If interested please call 549-0633 Mon 5-7

= PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

I Must Sell - Ibanez Artist Electric Guitar,

s black w/case, excellent cond. $275, MXR
I phase 100 $50. prices firm 253-5688

I Madeira Acoustic Guitar 200.00 6-4045

I Craig TB18 Car Stereo Auto Rev., FM
I mute, more. New, $125 546-6771

I MOPEDS excellent condition 250 call Mike

i 546-7452 or come to 305 Thoreau

Recycling Coordinator - liason between
university and town of Amherst. Duties in-

clude organizing and publicity. Work study

pay and independent study credits

available. Aply 306 SUB. 545-0618

Employment Opportunities: unlimited

potential sales experience preferred but not

required call 256-6782
.

Chem 112 tutor needed if qualified call

546-7446 discuss wages and time

SO YOU THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?
Western Mass' Premier Comedy Show
needs fertile minds! Call Comedy Crunch
586-0802

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2096

I WANT A COUCH

7 pm in the newsroom,
feis must attend.

AH Collegian staf-

r Alpha Epsilon Pi Fever Catch It!

Happy B-Day Martyl Party it up babyl

Love ya lots Wendy

The Rite Card is here Got a free booklet

outside University Store

Lost golden cocker spaniel puppy red collar

549 1682

Sylvan Partlers hope you had a great time

Friday night, 9/23 - you made the partyl

Sorry it ended so abruptly. See you out

there next Spring. Brown House Council

THE DEFENDER - Protects you from at-

tackers and rapists. For more information,

/vrite Resources Unlimited, Inc. PO Box
103. Amherst. MA 01004

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Grateful Dead Tickets Worcester

trum October 20, 21 call 584-7736
Cen-

Pentax Auto 110 fits in your pocket 3

lenses, flash /winder Mike 546-5002

I need a couch for my awestricken abode.

A watercouch is not what I want. I com-
mand someone somewhere to call me.

Please don't call if it's expensive. 256-1474

No sex deviants need call.

Individual, Couples,
Psychological testing,

vices Center 545-0041

Family Therapy.
Psychological Ser-

RIDE WANTED

Peruvian
546-5002

Blankets handmade 55$ Mike s
LOST

GUITARS

Gibson ES336 vy gd cond.

D18 ex. cond. $460 665-2127
$500 Martin

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions - experienced

D.J. Dorm Parties, Dances, Exchanges. All

types of music: 800 -- records. No charge

for x-tra time. Very reasonable rates. Call

Jeff 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

Jobs for Economic and Social Justice

Mass Fair Share, largest statewide citizen's

organization, has full and part-time open-

ings for fundraising and outreach. Will

train. Hrs 2-10 M-F. $155-225 -t- /wk. Cal!

586-8713 after 10 am
Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.

253-7009

Arts Coordinator leadership, graphic

skills, work-study desirable call Debbie

665-7020

Women I Book a cameo lingerie showl

Earn credit. Call Heidi 546-4248 (9)

Minolta Camera Rash in Campus Center

If found, call 253-7216 Reward

Golden Cocker Spaniel Puppy red collar

549-1682

REWARD BLACK LEATHER POCKET-
BOOK with zipper no questions asked call

549-1792

MOTORCYCLES
~

Moped no longer wanted part needed $65.

$50. or BO 546-5663

MOVIE

Ride wanted to downtown Holyoke
Tues and/or Thurs mornings from campus
area call 549-1511

* Dog Day Afternoon starring Al Pacino
* Friday. Sept. 30. Shows at 5:30, 8:00.

*

*Crd 10:30. Campus Center Auditorium"
* Admission $1.00

PERSONALS

i Collegian Staffers First Meeting Thursday s

RITE ANNOUNCEMENTS

Rite Cords available today only $5 out-

side University Store the only student dis-

count card

RUSH
~

OPEN RUSH
Delta Chi Fraternity

Wed. 9-28, Thu. 9-29 7-9 pm
118 Sunset Ave. 549-0482

WANTED

Buying cless rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Annual Battle of the Bands Bands will

compete for $50 1st prize and great ex-

posure! Only UMass Bands eligible call

5-0960(1 )/SWAG Office 5-0239/SAO
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More sports on page 14

Minutewomen put the Bruins on hold
Defense carries the day for UMass,

the nation 's fourth rankedteam

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The Brown University women's soccer

team has never defeated the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team at

home since Kalekeni Banda has been

coaching and the women kept the tradition

going yesterday as they rolled over Brown

3 1, to raise their record to 3-0-2.

The Minutewomen played defensive ball

leaving one hole which allowed Brown

forward Ellen Hopp to score with 15:04 left

in the first period.

"I think they played as well as they could

have played against Brown," Banda said

about his team which is fourth ranked in the

nation. "It could have been a shutout but

they made one mistake. But, they scored

and came back which shows a good team so

you've got to give them credit for that."

Ellen Taggart started things off for UMass
when she took a pass from Chris Taggart

and sailed the ball over the reach of Brown
goaltender Alex Smith 11:03 into the first

half.

The Minutewomen controlled the action in

the first half and kept play in the Brown
end. The team hustled hard while making
strong passes and taking good shots on

goal.

"They came out a httle bit better today,"

Banda said. 'They played exceptionally

well. It was good lo win this one."

Alter 2:24 went by on the clock, halfback

Stacey Flionis gave UMass a safer lead.

Mary Szetela, who Banda commended for

her fine play, shot the ball lo Flionis who
snuck it through low into the corner of the

net.

With one quick shot Bopp narrowed the

gap to 2-1 before the first half ended.

UMass defense was solid throughout the

first half which gave the UMass offense

ample opportunities to score.

"The defense did a super job," Banda

commented. "The offense did what they had

to do. We're playing defensively and we're

up 2-0. What can I say to them; they do

their job."

In the second half the Minutewomen went

looking for an insurance goal and it was not

long before defender Lori Stukes got it.

Stukes fired in a pass from Susan Bird 3:05

into the period to wrap up another victory

for the women.

UMass will try to make Vermont (ninth

ranked in New England) its next victim on

Saturday. This time the Minutewomen will

try to break tradition as they have never

won a game at Vermont.

"The ride up does us in," Banda said.

"Getting up at 7:00 (to travel) is tough."

"It's going to be touch and go, we're going

to play very conservative and patient

defense. We don't have to manpower it.

We're struggUng but I'm putting my money

on them."

"Sloppy" spikers do the

job-topple Holy Cross
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Correspondent

WORCESTER - The University of

Massachusetts volleyball team traveled to

Holy Cross yesterday hoping to improve

on their 11-3 record. The Crusaders prov-

ed to be a tough foe, but UMass headed

home down Rt. 9 with another win.

The tall and strong Crusaders forced

the match to go the full five games (3 out

of 5 series).

UMass surged to an early lead with a

well earned 15-11 victory in game one.

Game 2 turned out to be a carbon copy of

the first. Once again the final tally showed
UMass 15, Holy Cross 11. UMass started

having troubles in game 3.

"Tonight was not a real pretty show.

We were just a little off all night," com-

mented coach Elaine Sortino.

The Crusaders were in full command in

game 3. Playing hard and capitalizing on

every UMass mistake, led to a 15-7 win

for Holy Cross.

Game four showed little improvement

from UMass, as they lost again 15-12.

This game was closer but UMass was still

struggling.

"The new offenses we have been work-

ing on were not working. We are seeing

'new' errors we have not seen before, and

the passing wasn't great tonight," Sor-

tino said placidly.

Sortino also felt that their new practice

format may have been a factor in last

nights sloppy play.

"We have been stepping up on condi-

tioning and working real hard this week.

We have to be ready to play in the semis

and finals of tournaments," Sortino ex-

plained.

Luckily the team was not too tired in

game 5. The fifth and deciding game was

won convincingly by UMass 15-9.

Although none of the spikers shone on

this night, Sortino still found some bright

spots. The coach cited Joanne Siler, Sally

Maher and Ellen Deady for some good

hustling plays.

"We still have some improvement, to do

what we want to do. With growth,

however, comes the pain," claimed Sor-

tino.

Next on the agenda for the spikers is

their own 16 team tournament this

weekend. Hopefully for the 12-3 spikers

the growing pains will cease by then.

Linksters finish low inNE

Collegian photo by David I>cubrr

Susan Bird drives downfield in yesterday's 3-1 win over 13th ranked

Brown at Boyden. Bird got an assist in the game.

Liz Sullivan leads the

UMass women's tennis

By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

CONCORD — The University of

Massachusetts men's golf team traveled to

the New England Golf championships

Monday and Tuesday and came home with a

24th place finish. It's not that UMass played

poorly, rather they were in the company of

a very competitive 43 team field.

UMass was led by sophomore Bill Meade

who shot a 167 for the two days. Junior

Tyler Shearer and freshman Curt Marion

both shot 168. Tohn Couig was three

strokes behind at 171 to give the team a 674

total. This year's lop player, James Ryan
and last year's ace Brian Fitzgerald were
unable lo make the trip due to previous

commitments.

"The course was in excellent shape and it

was ideal fall weather," said coach Ed
Vlach. However, the competition at the

tournament such as this one was too much
for the Minutemen. Central Connecticut,

won the tournament with an impressive

total of 612.

L'Mass travels to Williams today for a

match. The Minutemen hope lo have the

entire squad with them.

By ARIEL FOWLER
Collegian Correspondent

Elizabeth (Lil) Sullivan, number one

singles player and tri-captain for the

University of Massachusetts tennis team is

burning up the courts and experts this fall

to be one of her best seasons yet.

Born and raised in Brooklyn, New York,

the 21 year old exercise science major

started competing at age nine in ELTA
(Eastern Lawn Tennis Association) tour-

naments and got an impressive ranking of

eighth in the 12 and under division. She

was also a member of the National Junior

Tennis team.

"Here I developed a baseline game
where I mixed up the pace and spin on my
groundstrokes," said Sullivan. "I still play

this way today but feel that my forehand

and serve are my strongest strokes."

Moving to Seekonk Mass., Sullivan

became well known as she played number

one singles for Seekonk High and establish-

ed an impressive 55-1 record in her 3 years

of play. Her athletic talent also carried

over into varisty cross-country and basket-

ball.

The swift and graceful player has been

pacing, slicing and stroking her way to vic-

tory for four years at UMass. In the fall of

1981, she was a semi-finalist in the New
Englands tournament held at Yale. In the

spring of '82 she was a finalist in the Seven
Sisters tournament and a few weeks later

traveled to the EAIAW Nationals tourney

with the UMass team held in Greeley, Col-

orado.

V

Last fall, she made it to the quarterfinals

in the MAIAW state tourney and helped

her team place fifth overall in the Atlantic

Ten Championships held at Penn State last

spring.

This year she feels her teammates have

depth, consistency and anticipates a good

year ahead.

"Lil's playing extremely well, working

hard and has improved since last spring.

She's quicker, more alert and confident. I

think this is going to be her season," said

UMass coach Pat Stewart.

When not playing, Sullivan passes her

fine qualities and abilities on to others

through teaching tennis. In the summers of

1978 and 1979 she went to live and teach

with her sister in New Mexico. All

American Sports tennis camp welcomed

her aboard at Deerfield, Mass. in 1981.

This past summer she was the Head Pro at

Touisset Point Community Club.

"I plan to work at a hospital or fitness

center doing stress testing and cardiac

rehabilitation upon graduation," said

Sullivan, now a senior.

UM-Brown Box
(13) Brown (2-3-1) 1 0-1

(4) UMass (3-0-2) 2 1-3

Scoring: M, Ellen Taggart (Chris Tag-

gart) 11:03; M, Stacey Flionis (Mary

Szetela) 13:27; B, Ellen Bopp (unassisted)

29:56; M, Lori Stukes (Susan Bird) 48:05.

Goalies: M, Lisa Ellis; B, Alex Smith.

Homecoming 1983
ABUpplcment to the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Minutemen beginYC title quest
Optimism abounds as URI
comes in fora vitalgame

C ollcipaiijtboto bj Uavid U««li«r

<^ Jim Simeone, flak jacket and ail, will be at the h«liiilw1ien UM««s
hosts URI in their Yankee Conference opener tomorrow at Alumni
Stadium at 1:30 p.m.

UMass-URI not

the bitterest rivals

This is the se-

cond in an occa-

sional series
about UMass
rivalries.

um
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Some rivalries just don't burn as bright as others. They
are there but something seems to be missing. The players
don't get as hyped up about the game and their opponents.

Maybe there isn't really a rivalry at all. Could this be the

case with Saturday's Homecoming football clash between
the University of Massachusetts and University of Rhode
Island?

Well I don't think so. True, in the last twenty four
years UMass has defeated their Yankee Conference rivals

from Kingston eighteen times.

But, it is the oldest rivalry in the Yankee Conference
dating back to 1903. The record stands at 28 27 2 in favor
of UMass.

But the thing about URI that irks so many UMass football

fans is the way they snuck into the 1981 NCAA Div. I-AA
playoffs just two short years ago. They got in at the ex
pense of the Minutemen, who had a 6-3 record.
Both teams tied for the Yankee Conference title (with a 4

1 record) but the Rams got the bid due to their 16 10 win
here in Amherst.

Saturday's game is a big game for the Minutemen. It's
their first Yankee Conference game and coming off their
big win over the Harvard Crimson, UMass has to be on a
roll, ready for the game.

URI comes to Alumni Stadium 10 m the Yankee Con
ference (with a win over Maine) and is looking to stay in

the hunt. But UMass, and especially the .seniors, who were
sophomores when the Rams stole their thunder in 1981
won't be looking for anything hut a rout of the Rams.

The Saturday fotnball game between the Minutemi-n and
the Rams will be a heated one. On*- that may cripple
-someone's Yankee Conference title hopes. And maybe one
that will add more fuel to the UM URI football rivalry.

Inside:

The UMass men's soccer
team ends up a tough five

game road trip and hosts

UVM in their '83 home
opener. See page 3.

A lot of activities for

everyone to do this
Homecoming weekend. See
page 3.

I The IJM volleyball team
' (12-3) hosts the UMass
Classic today and tomorrow
at Boyden. See page 4.

By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

Are you a critic? Are you prone to harsh
or captious judgment*^ Do you think Dennis

Conner should be stripped of his citizen-

ship?

Ifthe answer to these questions is yes, and
you saw the University of Massachusetts
football team limp to a 17 loss to Holy
Cross in the home opener two weeks ago,

then you probably decided not to attend
Alumni Stadium when the Minutement host

the University of Rhode Island Rams at

1:30 p.m. tomorrow.

Are you an optimist? Do you think the

goods of life overbalance the pain and evil?

Do you like to party on Homecoming Day
and watch a good football game? If the

answer lo these questions is yes then you
probably will be somewhere in the vicinity

of Alumni Stadium tomorrow when the

Minutemen open the season within a season

and the drive for post season play — the
Yankee Conference season.

Okay, so the Minutemen got trampled on
in the season opening 45-13 loss to the
University of Toledo. And they were
mistake prone the following week against
Holy Cross at Alumni Stadium, but the
Minutemen came back with a 21-7 road win
last week against Harvard and the scramble
for the Yankee Conference title is un-
derway for the Minutemen.

The critic sees an offensive line that

doesn't do their job. They see a team that is

nustake prone. They see a team that will

faU.

The optimist sees a team starting with a

clean slate, a team riding a one game win
streak. He sees an improving young
quarterback and an offensive line that is

getting its act together. He sees an
awesome defensive secondary that has
become the strength of the team.

Of course, the head coach is »iiso the head
optimist.

"We improved drastically in one week,"
UMass coach Bob Pickett noted after the

Harvard n "We nmst '-ontinue this

improvenient. I feel the greatest improve-

ment we showed was in our poise' and in-

tensity."

Improvement. A word that has been
popping up every time the subject of this

young team comes up. From a blowout at

Toledo to a disappointing loss to Holy Cross
to a confidence building win over Harvard,
this team is moving in the right direction —
up.

"I think this will be quite a football game,"
said Ram head coach Bob Griffin. "

I know
this may be a bit early in the season, but I

think this game could turn out to be the key
to both of us for the Yankee t'onference

Championship."

The key to the championship indeed. The
Yankee Conference has ended in a tie three
of the last four years and the dreaded tie-

breaker could come back to haunt both
teams, as it did to Massachusetts in 1981
when Rh(Kly tied UMass for the title and
went to the NCAA Division 1-AA
postseason playoffs due to regular season
win over UMass.

The Minuteman defense could have its

hands full with a Rams offense that has
scored in its last 40 games. This year the
offense is led by fullback Steve Gaizzi, who
has rambled for five touchdowns already
this year.

Quarterback Dave Wienke is lighting up
the airways thus far, averaging 220 yards
per game in the au-. He and split end Jim
Adams (7 catches 165 yards) and wide
receiver Dameon Reilly (14 catches 297
yards) will test the UMass secondary led by
Grady Fuller, (2 interceptions), Yankee
Conference Co- Defensive Player-of-the-

Week Jack Shay (1 interception) and

Continued on page 5-A

(ollripan phntn h> Jim I'owrrt

Running back Frank Fay exploded last week for UMass at Harvard and hopes to lead the

Minutemen running attack tomorrow in the Homecoming game against URI.
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r FOUR SEASOSIS
Location: On Routa 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from fraa bus stop at Hampshire Mall

SPECIALS
LABATTS beer or ale bottles $11.50 case

MILLER/MILLER LITE. ... bottles. ... $9.99 case

STROHS cans $9.99 case

BUSCH bottles and cans $8.99 case

GENESSE bottles $6.95 case

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

J & B SCOTCH 750 ml $9.99

PICCALA COFFEE LIQUEUR. ... 750 ml $5.99

RIUNITE 760 ml $2.«

GALLO TABLE WINES 3 L $6.49

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS. . . . 3 L. . . . $6.99

E €r J GALLO VARIETALS 1.5 L $3.99

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE 750 ml $2.99

MATEUS 750 ml $3.69

Celebrate October with Wurzburger Octoberfest

Wa will take your cans and bottles with a smile.

No quantity too large.

KEGS WE DELIVER ICE CUP
584-8174

Attention Wine Enthusiasts: We really know our wines and

someone is always here who can help you. Come see our huge

selection.

1\

v>4

College Supplies
Greeting Cards
& Stationary

AJ. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

HAPPYHOUR
7 days and 7 nights

4-6

Mors d'oevres

& Twofers

10-midnight

Twofers

September Special:
Saint Pauli Girl Bottlaa 2 for 1

TWOFERS
on all well drinks and drafts plus

discounts on all liquors and beers

Proper ID a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

We Buy Used Reccxds

AL-BUMS
Now Open in Amiierst!

Lowest Prices on
New, Used, and

Imported Records

Hours:

IVI-F10to6
Sat9to5
Sun 12 to 5

OVERSIZED ORIGINALS?
AMHERST COPY CORNER

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

^4^ oJi
.0.^;

tNER

37 East PiMsant St.* Amhsrst • 549-2854

181 North Pleosant Street, Afntterst 253-7137
SiSS='!SiSSSfififfi!S!^>f!SS!f^^

Now Featuring The Xerox 2080 Printer

The Printer will accept documents up to 36" wide
by any length and output prints up to 24 wide by

any length on cither Xerox Bond or Engineering
Vellum. In addition, the machine has variable

reduction and enlargement capabilities ranging
from 45% to 141% of any size and any increment
in between.

We know our 2080 will increase your productivity

by providing you with fast turnaround, high
quality copies. Stop in today and let us fill all

your copy needs.
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Battered kickers host Vermont
asUMass oDens '83 home slate
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

The busi*»«t man this past weekend for the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team wasn't head coach Jett

Gettler or any of the players-it was the trainer. An

order was placed for more crutches, bandages, and slings

Lots of weekend
events for everyone

Photo coartcs; of Sporta InformatioR

UMsss capUin Kevin Flynn will lead the 0-2-3

Minutemen soccer team in search of their first

win against Vermont Saturday at noon at Boyden.

as UMass will limp to Boyden field to take on the

University of Vermont in their home opener Saturday at

12 noon.

Three Minutemen wUl sit out the game against the

Catamounts. Goalie Don Donahue ripped his groin

muscle, and looks to be lost for the rest of the season.

Defensive center back Frank Neffinger, always assigned

to the best player on the opposing team, is out for three

weeks with a separated shoulder. Defensive back Mike
Runeare has broken blood vessels in his leg and is out for

two weeks. When it rains, it pours.

Freshman Jamie Firmage will make his first division I

start on this Homecoming Saturday. He will go up

against a tough Vermont team that has always been

tough against UMass in the past. Ironically, Vermont
beat the Minutemen during their homecoming weekend

last year, 3-1.

They're always a good opponent. It's always a battle,"

said coach Gettler, referring to Vermont, "They're a

pretty physical team. We'll be real happy to be back at

friendly Boyden."

Indeed, Boyden should be quite amiable to Gettler's

club, as they were 412 last season. The smile extended

on coach Gettler's face when he said that out of their

remaining 14 games, 11 are at home. But do the many
injuries worry Gettler?

"We are improved in every area, including the bench,"

said Gettler, "I'm not afraid to rely on depth."

Another reason for the open-arms welcome home is

probably the tough 0-2-3 road trip the Minutemen just

experienced. Four of the five games were against high-

caliber schools — the only game that UMass could have

doubts about is the New Hampshire game — a game in

which they feel they should have won.

Coach Gettler, however, is confident that a victory over

Vermont may be a good prelude to the football game on

Saturday. "I'm not going to make any major changes.

Most of the things we are doing are good things so

something good is bound to happen soon."

Finally, Gettler would like to extend his personal in-

vitation to attend the game; but realizing the pre football

game traditions here at UMass, he also suggests

tailgating at the soccer game. Gettler would like to "get

the weekend off on a winning foot."

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A bonfire, float parade and
alumni reunions will

highlight this weekend's
homecoming, sponsored by

the Greek Area and Office of

Alumni Affairs at the

University of
Massachusetts.

The UMass Marching
Band, football team and

coach Bob Pickett will be

among the spectators and

participants at a bonfire set

for 7 p.m. tonight at the

'^ampus Pond.

"Bedtime Stories andy

Fairy Tales" is the theme a

for a parade throught
Amherst Saturday mom-/
ing. Snow White and thej

Seven Dwarfs, the Three

»

Little Pigs and Billy Goat's

f

Gruff are several of the,

floats currently under con-

struction by variousj

sororities and fraternities,

said Elizabeth MacDt>nald,

Greek Affairs office intern.
.

Dormitories as well as

Greek houses may also

enter floats in the parade

and should report to park

ing lot 32 for assembly at 10

a.m.

The parade route will leave

Haigis Mall at 11 a.m. and
proceed down
Massachusetts Ave. to

North Pleasant Street
through the center of town.

The route ihea turns right

unto Amity St.. following it

to University Drive and

then proceeding on to the

stadium.

The floats will be con-

structed of crepe paper on

flat beds or trucks and will

be staffed by characters in

full costume.

Reunions for the classes of

1968. 1973 and 1978 wiU kick

off before the football game,
scheduled to begin at 1:30

p.m. A tent will be set up on

the north side of the stadium

for an alumni reception and

a fee will be chargea for the

beer. Foltowing the game.

"Class of '83 Day" wiU be

held in the parking lot, also

on the north side of the

stadium, which is open by

invitation only.

About 2000 reunited and

other alumni are expected to

attend a reception from 4:30

to 8:30 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom. There will

be a cash bar there.

The Greek community is

also sponsoring a
Homecoming queen contest.

A table on the Campus
Center concourse this past

week has displayed
photographs of the can-

didates, one from each
sorority, and has required a

1 cent donation for each
vote. The money raised will

go to the Amherst Survival

Center.

A reception for alumni of

the Greek system will take

place from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
in the Hatch. Admission is

$1.

Show Your Colore
at the Game

83

i^s^S

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
4^.UNIVERSITYmSTORE

A Store-full of Ideas

DoNNntosNn /Imhcrst • Open Dail/ 10-6, Sunda/ 12-5
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Spikers host 16 team UMass
Classic tourney at Boyden
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts (12-3)

volleyball team is hosting

their own invitational

tournament this weekend,
the UMass Classic. The
twelve team tourney
promises to be loaded with

action and talent.

The top teams in New
England will be squaring off

in Boyden Gym beginning

tonight at 6 p.m. UMass will

have to play without the

services of Kirsten Smith

(sprained ankle) and
possibly without Leslie

Smith as well. Leslie is on a

day to day basis with a

dislocated shoulder.

"One major concern is

getting Leslie back for some
depth," declared head coach

Elaine Sortino.

Depth could be a key issue

for all the teams in the

tournament. Each team
must play three pool play

matches, each consisting of

the best two of three. The
top teams from each of the

four pools must return

Saturday to play the semi-

finals and finals as well.

"In practice, we will be
working on conditioning for

the upcoming tournaments,"

said Sortino. "We're not out

of shape, we're just not use

to reaching the semis and

finals of the tourneys. It is

all part of our adjustment."

UMass has drawn one of

the toughest pools. They
must face Cornell, C.W.
Post and Holy Cross. Post

recently defeated UMass,
Holy Cross is division I

and... "Cornell crushed us

last year! That was our

worst game last year,"

reflected assistant coach

Sara Bonthius.

Other teams to look for this

weekend are: New Haven.
Springfield, West Point,

New York Tech and
Fairleigh Dickinson.

"This is just another

(Continiied on page 7-A)

^STI
University Dr

Mon-Sat
11:30-11:00 PM

Sunday 10 AM-12 midnight
wants your

Homecominq to be Successful
How - Happy Hours

Friday Afternoon 2:00 5:00 with Free Pizza
60' 10 oz. Miller Drafts

$1.50 Mixed Bar Drink

$1.00 off any Pitcher of Beer
Each Night Happy Hour prices 10:00 PM until closing

Super 16 oz. Jumbo Blender Drink

How - Good Food
Good Food with an expanded Munchie Menu served until 12:00 PM

Pizza wserved until closing

Sunday Brunch 10:00 AM 2:00 PM Omelettes, Eggs Benedict, "—>^
French Toast, and Bloody Marys only $1.50

Brunch we all can afford

^

while you
wAir

ovenNigJjr

ot$:^

^ 1 . jia—^<^»^'fc<

^ quAury BuUcKAte

* REDUCTIONSOjLlecave
'P'^l..^^'l BINDING B

r-HIDUGMTIIE:: *,,

t^0i^0^0^0%^i^0^.

Can we build one for you?

ONION

CREAM

^^ONION BA6£L-

If to
Design your favorite bagel sandwich and bring us the blueprint - we'll build
exact specs We're the bagel engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
For Your Preg^ame Pleasure

Amherst Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. 549*6314

Amh«rst
Chin««#
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
CloMd WadoMdayi

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER £r WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2S3-7836

WELCOME DACK ALUMHI

TIME OUT
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Two T.V.'s

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour

4-6

16 oz draft!

•5<

plus

^lont bor drlnki

I

W* lov* students
& spoft fans

Amh#rst'f Di90#tt Littl« Dor

37 H PI#osQnt

Amh#rst, MA
^luiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiie

j I ANDY'S
I ^a PizzQ K^stouront
I ^I D««r&Wine
I Open 7 days 11 - 2 am |

I Fr»* Delivery
i Pizza - Spaghetti - Grinders j

I Greek & Italian Dinners |

i Including Authentic Athenian Gyros |

I 175 University Drive i

i (in the Price Chopper Plaza) \

nnuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiHi
-

OVERSEAS AUTOMariVE
WAREHOUSE, INC.

I 256-6147
;niilllHIHIHIIINWmHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUllUllllllllllllllllllllllll

CINAl QUALITY FOREIGN CAR PARTS

^ '%
"1

I

I

^Q^\MO% OFF our usuar^'
7^ Low Prices with coupon

Oa auto parts, accessories, etc.

.!«
p|o

>^^

448 Russell Street

Hadley, MA 01035

(Tel. 413-253-3403)

Mass. - (1-800-332-4948)

9 Devens Street

Greenfield, MA 01301

(Tel. 413-772-0851)

Mass. - (1-800-322-0349)

Out of State - (1-800-325-0103)

),»—#*»**»»»»»»#»»»#»»»#»»»»»»#»^»»«»»»»»»»***»*»»*»*****»********»»*****»***<

I

Locet^d in the Campus Center

Open
MF»«
Sat 11-4

'fljUNIVBRSlTY
mSTORE^

J)

fmtes
CEUbRATE
HoMCCOMiNq

AT

pRANklES

Home of the 89"

% lb. Hamburger
After the best football game of the season

come to Frankies where you get the best

in

SELECTION and SAVINGS
of FAST FOOD IN TOWN

* Footlong hotdog 99*

* Fried Seafood
* Hot Grinders

* Specialty Sandwiches
* Steak Fries and more!

Also try our:

Potato Skins or an order of Fried Vegetables

AT itMHB WE OFFER

M».g|i IV!QRI^ FOR A^ift,T,.'rESS
^»»»»»»0»0000m

»»*»*»»»*<*»**»**

Alumni comeback for more
than just the football game
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

When they return to the home of the

fighting Minutemen, University of

Massachusetts alumni are usually treated

to receptions, brunches, cocktail hours at

the halftime tent and other what-have you-

been -doing-it's- so- good-to-see-you-again

type events.

They came back for football, that is a fact.

But somehow the conversation always

seems to stray, especially during the

tailgating parties and halftime shows,

toward dorm life and past acquaintances

and a desire to know what in hell has been

going on at the beloved "Zoo" since they

left.

Just about as many women as men seem to

come back; football regardless, and at the

alumni reception tomorrow afternoon at

Memorial Hall, the filled room will be proof

of point. At the information desk in the

Campus Center Concourse, attendants will

continually give out information to the

alumni events, and persons walking away

from the booths will be heard to remark

how much the campus has changed since

they had been away. Time, it seemed, that

is equally as long to a graduate of '82 as to a

graduate of '23.

They'll notice little things like how
someone replaced all the letters on the

"Murray D. Lincoln" campus center sign,

which seemed to be so popular in dorm
rooms. They'll walk around the campus
center and wonder what happened to the

little tomahawks painted on the poles of the

* Optimism
Contimied froTn page 1-A

Hatch. They'll be amazed, nuiny of them, at

how many students seem to be on campus,

and noted humorous things, like how clean

the Southwest area dorms seem to be. and

how Washington Tower hasn't yet sunk into

the earth as it was expected to back when

Southwest was an experimental, temporary

student housing.

Peter Cross, an '81 zoology major who now

lives in San Antonio. Texas, sighed and

looked at the leaves of the trees near the

campus pond, slowly turning color, and

remarked about the memories UMass
football aroused in him.

"When I went here, the football team was

good. Not the best in the world, but good,

and it was a regular thing for me and my
friends to go. We'd hit the game, then

maybe go to the Blue Wall or over to my
dorm, Pierpont, and party. This sounds

kind of corny." he added, "but I came back

here also to feel autumn, which we don't get

much of in Texas. I also lived up in Orchard

Hill, and it was really nice every morning to

walk down to class and 'smell the fall

morning."

Jocelyn Hack. '78 School of PubUc Health

grad. mentioned, almost hesiUntly. that it

wasn't so much the football that attracted

her, but the social atmosphere it created,

and the fun of getting everyone on her

Mary Lyons floor to go.

"The football team, I have to say. wasn't

any particularly great attraction for me.

What was fun was just getting out there

and watching people watch each other."

Football, it is true, is the game of the day.

Football, it is true, is also a good excuse for

the day, too.

Yankee Conference Rookie-of-the-Week

Troy Turner (2 interceptions).

Defensively the Rams are led by right

tackly Tony DeLuca (6'4" 250 lb), left tackle

Charles Bounty (6'4" 278 lb) and middle

guard Bob Dana (6'3" 243 lb).

Are you a student? Are you Alumni? Do
you like to get together with old friends on
Homecoming Day have a party?

If the answer to these questions is yes,

head down to Alumni Stadium tomorrow,

cheer UMass to victory, and have a better

time than the critics, and they can be

proved wrong — win or lose.

IIV1III \^ II \&irv\ Amherst's Newest
&

//
FuU-Line

wy@(Svll^§
Microcomputing Store

266 N PLtRSflNT ST f1MHtRST,>4^ OOO^
£53-5673

Come See Us For All Your Rental Needs
We have Apple, Franklin, Commodore, Radio
Shack and Corona Micro computers available for
immediate rented.

ALSO Ei>8on, Comrex and Daisywriter Printers,
Hayes Modems and Software.
WEEKLY AND MONTHLY RATES AVAILABLE
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10:00-5:30

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
' ^ ANNUA! .

RT '-^ODY ^^'^J - - -

14 oz. Bloody Mary, 2 Eggs, Ham. Baoon or Sausage
Homefries. Toast & Coffee

"^

Saturday, $4.25 October 1, 1983

AFTEI^THE GAME

D. J. SILUVAN
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eating place

<

<

flD

eakfast

2 Eggs 2 Strips Bacon
2 Pancakes 1 Link Sausage

I

^th this coupon

2 FOR $3.99
served all day good thru 10/15/83

CA

tUunch
I|

Jumbo Bermuda Burger
• oi. juicy chopped beef on a toasted

J

roil, served with a full order of onion
rings, lettuce €r tomato

I

21

2 FOR $4.99
with this coupon

CA
Pleas* presnt coupon when ordering

Coupon expires 10/16/83

Served 11 AM to Close

ctl^'""*' 2 FOR $5.99
w

I
Veal Cutlet Dinner with this coupon

2 I
Veal cutlet, smothered in tomato CA

Q I
sauce, topped with cheese and served Please present coupon when orderingi

I ^i*k <'»<ch fries an**

salad, reg
I

with french fries and tosead garden Coupon expires 10/15/83

I salad, rea. $3.99 Served 11 AM to 10 PM

Located: right next to

Super Stop & Shop
Hours

6 am - 3 aoi

Sun - Thurs ,.,%.. n />

24 hrs Fri & Sat right around corner of the Stadium on Rt. 9

LIQUORS
18MctinSt. Downtown Amherst 253 6441

Budwoiser 12 oz. cant $10.96 + d«p.

StrohS 12 oz. cans $5.25 12 pk $9.96 case + dep.

Schaafer 12 oz. long necks $7.99 + dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $4.25 12 pk $8.46 case

Heinekens 12 oz. bottles $4.36 + dep.

Molson Golden Ale 12 oz. bottles $3.75 -«- dep.

Gin or Vodka 80° $4.99 litre $8.49 1.75 litre

Almaden Montery. Chablls, Burgundy $3.99 1.5 L

Run over Rhode Island
_v

TAILORS

^ou^^e of Blaljriv
IMHORTrRS

imm
|!3» \'k

A- 1 '^m^W^''
1^

32 Main St., Amherst

The House of Walsh is a family-run store that for 80 years

has been dedicated to offering the very best in traditional and

distinctive clothing and accessories for men and women.
Classic clothing, both domestic and imported, that withstands

the test of time amidst fads and passing trends.

After the game, why not stop in and see our fine collection

of woolen and tweed clothing styled in the manner that typifies

the "New England Look."
Come treat yourself 1

Just north of the common
Open Monday through Saturday 9-5:30

^SS^vetee-shirts
iilk»creenin(f •lettering* numbenn

CUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
T-Shirts • Painters Caps • Jackets

Baseball Hats • Sweatshirts

• Greek Lettering •

• Lettering While You Wait •

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs

HAMPSHIRE MALL
586-9205

HADLEY

. H « u s CINEMA

DOUBLE JAMES DEANI
Rebel Without A Cause 7:00

plus

East of Eden 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

slyi

CHECK WITH US

^beautiful new & antiqwe jewelry

^sensible prices

^economical, fast repair service

^innovative gifts

[^experienced buyers ofgold &
estate jewelry

^professional appraisal service

l^open monday - Saturday

10 am -5:30 pm

20% off Blouses ANd Dresses

ExccpT saU Items

conds 1f.ff-24.f9
offcR cNds Oct. J 1st Hampshire Mall
wiTli covpoM omly Hadley, Mass. 01035

(413) 532-5494

Holyoke Mall

Molyoke, Mass. 01040

(413) 532-5494 J

\
m

V

Campus

j/Ai;sTi\,
JIWII.IK

31 s. plaaeant St., amhsrst 2B3-

, University of MM*achus«tts students!

No matter what your schedule or workload is, you can

now do your banking at a nearby X-Press 24 Th«'«'«^'*

only one card that lets you do all your regular banking

at more than 435 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts

- the BayBanks X-Press 24" Card

To get your card, just visit our Amherst Office, 75 T 'st

Pleasant Street, today

Callafftaa pkato by Jia Powwa

Kiriten Smith (left) goes up after a Patty Grant
(2) Bct at tiM UMaaa InviUtional earlier this
Montk. UMaaa will CMspcte in the UM Ckaaic to-
day and tonorrow at Boyden.

* Volleyball
(Continuedfrom page U-A)

chance to prove what we
are. I think we would have
won last weeks tournament
if we did not get injured.

Some of the things we were
doing offensively were
phenomenal," exclaimed
Sortino.

The coaching staff agrees
that the tournaments get
harder and harder as the

season progresses, but they
do not seem concerned.
The spikers will have to be
ready by 6:00 p.m. tonight.

|Show your Pride at
Homecoming

$11.50
Crewneck

Sweat

f,^

"Everything you need

in lingerie.

"

100% cotton pajamas

plush terry Et chenille robes

plus bras, bikinis, garter belts St stockings

& much, much morel

Interested in having a

f^f",^** lingerie party? Call us

Vs**>. ' jr more information.

233 N. Pleasant Street, Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst 549-6915

IS YOUR CAR^ SICK?
CALL KEVIN
586*9336 monfri 9-5 sat <

UAL4SS
lmprinl4Ki

Open
M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

""Located in the Campus Center

•^UNIVERSITY
aSTORED

ODD'SIOOD MON-FRI 9-5 SAT 9-3

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC auto repairs and
Authorized Dealer for National Transmission oorp

complete
engine service - transmissior

tune-up FREE ESTIMATES front-end repaii

winterizing suspenslor

brakes oil undercoatinc

VERY AFFORDABLE PRICES
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HOMECOMING HOT TUB SPECIAL i

AT UTOPIA SPAS
Take the chill out of fall days and nights and warm up at Utopia with a group tub.

VAot
-VuVjs

nta^
n\n^

ff^t

iiii
t!!i
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people $45. per hour (with coupon

could be as little as $3.50 per person 1}

11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Fri, Sat & Sunday

*2-5 people $6.00 y2 hour $9.00 1 hour

per person 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

(with coupon as little as $5.00 V2 hour

or $8. 00 1 hour per person)

*6-10 people $60.00 per hour (with

coupon as little as $5.00 per person)

5:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. Fri, Sat, Sunday

*2-5 people $7.00 V2 hour $19.00 1 hour

per person 5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. (with

coupon as little as $6.00 V2 hour $10 1

hour per person)
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ONL Y ONE MINUTE FROM ALUMNI STADIUM
IN PRICE CHOPPER MALL NEXT TO STADIUM LIQUORS* ^''P ^'^'^ SaveB-

5 $1.00 OFF ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS $1.00 OFF

iCS*^
(Good towards A Soak, Tan or Tank) Air\

V\^__^ Located at 175 University Drive V». O^Locaiea at i/d university Drive w
Price ChoDoer Mall. Amherst C//>^(Coupon valid through October 3, 1983)»o„e coupon per person per visit. ^X

10 a.m. til 11 p.m.
• Beer . >W«n«

*

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.
Jtjst past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms
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Molson Brador $3.20 . aoepac

Bud,2packbo«les $5.40 + .60 12 pack

StrOh 12pkcans .$4.90 ..60 12 pack

BuSCh 12oz.cans .$9 .35 . M .20 case

PabSt 12 oz. bottles &fi Jin *, oo.vO.OU + $1.20case

Almaden snters $6.29
Martini & Rossi Asti 750mi -$8.25

Paul Masson i5l $3.99

Jim Beam 175 $11.95
Vodka 1.75 $7.95
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Faculty union

starts petition

against Knapp
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

In an effort to persuade University of

Massachusetts President David C. Knapp
to drop plans to fight a reinstatement order

of a UMass professor, the Massachusetts

Society of Professors announced Thursday
they will curculate a petition among faculty

members.
Lawyers representing the University

were scheduled to go to court Thursday to

argue against a reinstatement order of a

UMass professor who was denied tenure in

1981.

The court hearing was postponed.

The petition, which Faculty Senate

members were asked to sign following

Thursday's meeting, will be circulated

throughout the entire faculty, said Linda

Lockwood, representative of MSP to the

Faculty Senate.

The professor denied tenure Ann
Mochon, was granted a reinstatement with

back pay by the State Labor Relations

Commission (SLRC) in July.

Three years ago Mochon was approved

for tenure from the chair of the art

department, the college personnel com-

mittee and the dean of the college of

humanities and fine arts. Then Chancellor

Henry Koffler denied her request.

The MSP filed a grievance in May 1981

following the tenure rejection. In Sep-

tember of that year, Koffler denied the

grievance and Knapp refused an ad-

ministrative appeal in November.
MSP filed for arbitration with the SLRC

in January 1982. In July an arbitrator ruled

Mochon should be reinstated with back pay

and new consideration. Earlier this month

the administration moved to vacate the

award. continued on Page 5
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LATER -
Dan Thompson, of the UMass Sport Parachute Clvh, takes a headfirst dive

over Campus Thursday. Alumni Stadium, and Southwest are visible in

lower right.

UTCemployees

greeted with

disapproval
By JOHN O'CONNELL and
ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Bearing signs reading "UTC out of

UMass" and "Stop the MX Mi.ssile." ap-

proximately 200 University of

Massachusetts students demon.strated

Thursday to protest a defen.se contractor's

conference on campus.
Following a 45 minute rally outside the

Student Union Building, alwuit hi) students

continued up to the conference rooms on

the ninth floor of the Campus Center to

voice their concerns, but were denieii per-

mission to meet with representatives of

United Technologies (Corporation.

Students claimed UTC is the second

largest defense contractor in the United

States. They said they wanted to find out

the purpose fo the corporation's con-

ference, and voice their concerns over the

nuclear arms race.

"We have a responsibility to try and

educate them (UTC) too, " said Kathy
Smith, a graduate' English student. "(We
want to tell them) you have a stake in this

as we do — you could die, you could bleed."

The protesters were confined to the area

near the Campus Center lobby by building

officials and Director of Public Safety

Gerald O'Neill, who claimed the

demonstrators were disrupting offices on

the floor.

After an hour, with the crowd down to

about 20 people, the protesters were per-

mitted to picket quietly outside the con-

ference rooms for a few minutes.

Campus Center employees told the

crowd UTC officials were trying to obtain

permission from their main office in Hart-
continued on Page 5

Friday afternoon means Blue Wall happy hour for many
by LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Staff

So far this week you've flunked a quiz, in-

advertantly insulted your toughest pro-

fessor, passed a rubber check to your

landlord for the rent, and broken you room-

mate's brand new electric typewriter.

But don't worry, it's Friday. Time for

the only thing that could possibly soothe all

you troubles away. Happy hour.

Although there are five bars on campus,
most students associate Friday afternoon

happy hour with the Blue Wall. This

phenomenon exists, according to Blue Wall

floor supervisor Brian Sullivan, because
"the Blue Wall has the best happy hour
east of Mississippi."

To anyone who's ever waited in line out-

side the Wall on Friday afternoon, this

isn't so far from being true.

Michael Brown, a senior marketing ma-

jor and Blue Wall bouncer attributes the

popularity of the Wall's happy hour to "a

certain mystique about the Blue Wall."

Said Brown, "The Blue Wall is the first

place you want to go when you turn twen-

ty."

Maybe it's the age of the crowd that

lends that air of carefree abandon with just

a touch of roudiness to a Wall happy hour.

Or maybe it's musician/comediene/MC

Cliff Meyers' endless stream of oldies,

bawdy ditties and jokes that spark the big

party atmosphere.

Senior film studies major Andy Gordon

calls it this way: "You blow a ton of

money, listen to some vulger twit sing in a

dark overcrowded sauna bath, drive shit-

faced through Amherst and pass out by 7

p.m., but I wouldn't miss it for the world."

Registry issues 257 liquor licences INSIDE:

By RISA FREEMAN

Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles issued 257

Massachusetts State Liquor licenses in the Blue Wall at the

University of Massachusetts Tuesday and Thursday.

Many students do not have the time or accessability to go

to the registry in Northampton to obtain the card and

officials agreed to bring equipment to campus "mainly to

accomodate the students," Phillip J. Cavanaugh, associate

director of Public Safety at UMass said. Cavanaugh added

that it is a joint effort of the UMass Police Department, the

Amherst Police Department, the Registry of Motor

Vehicles and the Blue Wall.

Originally, the event was to take place both Tuesday and

Thursday, from 9 a.m. to noon in the Blue Wall, and from 1

p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Amherst Town Hall. Because of the

successful turnout at the Blue Wall on Tuesday morning,
and the minimal turnout at the Town Hall in the afternoon,

officials decided to spend all day yesterday in the Blue
Wall, Cavanaugh said.

"It's been very successful and we will probably do it again

once a year if it is not abused," MUes Seaver, UMass Food
Services manager, said.

Hannah Jelinek, 21, senior business major from New
York said. "Coming here is the least they (registry of

ficials) can do. Since the state wants us to have liquor

licenses, they should come to us."

Greg White, 22, senior economics major from Penn-

sylvania said he never needed a liquor license before. "My
Pennsylvania license has all the information on it and I

don't see why 1 have to pay an extra $5 to drink in

Massachusetts," White said. "It's a stupid idea that we

have to go ttirougn and i m aoing it just to avoia future

hassles," he added.

Student reactions to the accessability of registry officials

was positive but many did not like the idea that they had to

get a card in the first place.

Boston Red Sox Captain

Caii YMtresemski is set

to retire Sunday after 23

years of service p.l6

Photo by Mark MeOrrmott

Does the media cover the black community
properly? P-H

QUOTE OF THE DAY

A school should not be preparaiionfor life. A school

should be life.

- Elbert Hubbard
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SAO PAULO, BRAZIL, SEPT. 29 - - GUAR-

DING AGAINST LOOTERS An armed guard

stands on closed checkout counter and watches as

custxymers payfcrr their purcha.ses. The guard was

stationed because of wide-spread supermarket

looting.

Reagan given

authority to keep

Marines in Lebanon
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate invoked the

Vietnam-era War Powers Act for the first time yesterday

and voted 54 to 46 to give President Reagan broad

authority to keep 1,600 U.S. Marines in Lebanon for the

next 18 months.

The joint resolution, approved by the Democratic House

on Wednesday, gives specific approval to Reagan's

fK)licies in Lebanon. Reagan has said he will sign it.

The vote ends a month of frequently emotional debate

triggered by the deaths of two Marines in Beirut on Aug.

29.

Although the outeome was not in doubt as the debate

ended. Vice President George Bush held the gavel in the

chamber in his role as constitutional president of the

Senate in case his vote was needed to break a tie, underly-

ing the importance of the vote to the administration.

In all, four Marines have been killed and more than 30

wounded as part of an international peacekeeping effort

designed to end the fighting among religious factions in

Lebanon and enourage the withdrawal of foreign forces,

including Syrians and Israelis.

Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baiter Jr. of Ten-

nessee, a principal negotiator of the compromise agree-

ment, said while he has "grave doubts" about the wisdom

of keeping the troops in Lebanon. "The Marines are

there...they are under fire. It would be a mistake of tragic-

proportions if Congress were to vote to withdraw them."

The resolution says the Marine deployment - plus

troops from Great Britain. France and Italy - "better

enables the government of Lebanon to establish its unity,

independence and territorial integrity."

Critics of the resolution said it amounts to a blank check

which could lead the United States into another Vietnam

War.
They also said Reagan, not Congress, should invoke the

1973 War Powers Act, requiring that the troops Ik?

withdrawn in 60 days unless the House and Senate vote

otherwise. - . •
,. .

' Minority LeaAef ROHtrt'C: Byrd Jr., leader of the op-

'

position to the c^rhprotftisfe'r^olfctSo*!,- said just Ijefore the

vote: "Politics is the art of compromise. War is not."
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FRAMINGHAM, MA, SEPT. 29 GETS
LIFELONG WISH Terminally-III 72 year-old

caneer victim Tartarini, left, of Framingham, is

seen Wednesday in her sick-bed at Framingham

Union Hospital during a reunion with her younger

sister Josephine Erfurt. The two were reunited

after being separated 61 years ago. I
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BOG wrestleswith crowdingproblem
By RALPH ROBERTS

Collegian Correspondent

The Campus Center at the University of Massachusetts is

engaged in an overcrowding problem, according to Board

of Governors (BOG) Chairman Mike Reilly.

Reilly said the biggest project the BOG has had. is finding

a new home for the school radio sUtion, WMUA, who has

been recently "booted" from Marston HaU, in the

Engineering department.

"We decided to move WMUA down to the 1st floor of the

Campus Center, adjacent to the Collegian news office, and

form a communications center," Reilly said.

For the past 18 months, the Campus Center has been

locked in a "space war," where there simply aren't enough

rooms to go around. "We have a list of groups waiting to

get into this building," said Reilly

.

The contract for WMUA to move into the Campus Center

begins on Saturday. There are. however, four problems

which have to be taken care of before WMUA can make the

move.

In order for the move to take place, four offices mcluding

the Lesbian Union. Handicapped Students Collective, the

PanheUenic CouncU (the main Fraternity and Sorority

office) and the "Spectrum" literary magazme have to

move out of their offices, according to ReiUy. Now those

four groups still have to find a home.

In addition to these actions, the BOG motioned to create a

Space Use Task Force, comprised of four members of the

Recognized Student Organization (RSO). Their essential

task will be to make recommendations concerning space

moves and policies to the BOG.
While the "space wars" continue, there is a line of groups

that wish to receive office space in the Campus Center.

Reilly said, in all fairness to the groups, the BOG was going

to make sure that all present offices were taking full ad-

vantage of their "set up." and "If a group is never around

to service the students, we will begin action to dismiss

them as quickly as possible."

In the meantime, some of the homeless groups' supplies

are being stored in various areas including the Sylvan

radio station. WSYC, and in the Text Book Annex.

ROTC members are treated equally
BY MARY-SHEILA LAUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Women in the Reserved Officers Training Corps (ROTC)

at the University of Massachusetts receive equal treat-

ment in comparison with men. according to ROTC officers

and cadets.

Staff Sergeant Jeannette Snyder of the Air Force ROTC
said the same standards are set for both men and women.

"The only difference is women cadets do not have to cut

their hair." This also applies to active duty, she said.

Operations Officer Major David G. Sim. said the Army

ROTC also sets standards that apply equally to male and

female cadets.

After graduation from college, cadets in both the Air

Force and the Army choose a field in which to specialize.

Women cadets in the Air Force are not restricted to

specialize in any field, Snyder said. Many women

specialize as engineers, pilots, or navigators.

In the Army, women may specialize in anything except

combat arms. Sim said. There are. however, two sub-

divisions of field artillery in which women can specialize.

Cadet Steve Fritz, a junior journalism/history major,

said women are an asset to the army ROTC.

"The women in the program have the capabilities to meet

the same sUndards as the men, Fritz said. "Some of the

women in UMass ROTC excel in what they are doing. It s

the same as with the guys; some are better than you and

some are not," he said.

Holly Linnehan. a senior history major, and Eileen Lento,

a senior mechanical engineering major, both agree they

have been treated fairly by feUow ROTC members.

"I have had a fantastic career as a cadet." Linnehan. a top

cadet and Core Commander in the Air Force ROTC. said.

"I think men in this area are more sensitized to women s

rights." Lento. Deputy Commander in the Air Force ROTC

said. "This area is kept more politicaUy aware than many

other areas," she said.
r^ u ow

Lento will be graduating from UMass m December. She

has orders, effective in June, to continue her education at

an undergraduate pUot training base in Columbus,

Mississippi.

Sheila Ryan, a senior environmental science major and a

graduate of army ROTC at UMass. said she enjoyed

ROTC
"I found the experience challenging. It built up niy

confidence and leadership skills." she said.

Area supermarket competition ishot
By DAVID MUNIZ

Collegian Staff

In the world of supermarkets, bigger is better. At least

that's what the people at Super Stop and Shop on Route 9

in South Hadley are banking on. The mammoth

marketplace, which opened last month, has drawn huge

crowds of people who are curious to see just how super a

super Stop and Shop is.

Is this new competition hurting other stores' business?

"Originally it was bad," said Doug Fleury. Price Chopper

shift manager. "They took 20 percent of our business away

from us the first few weeks, but now it's much better.

Business is only off about 10 percent," he said.

One way that Price Chopper combatted the openmg of

Super Stop and Shop was an ambitious price campaign.

"What we did was had customers try to find a price that

was lower than ours on any item from any other store and

then they would get the product free of charge. Fieury

said Price Chopper has since discontinued that approach,

however because "now that business is back we don't need

Most shoppers at both stores cited location, prices, and

selection as their main reason for shopping where they do.

They also stated a loyalty towards one particular store for

no particular reason.

One shopper at Price Chopper, who works in the cheese

department of Super Stop and Shop and decUned to give

her name, cited price as her reason for shopping at Price

Chopper, "but the quality is better at Stop and Shop, she

was quick to add.

Other Price Chopper shoppers cited theu- reasons for

patronizing the store. Two women shoppmg m the

produce department said, "It's closer, more convenient,

and they have better vegies." A UMass student who lives

in Southwest said, "It's closer." A shopper in the card

department said, "The prices are lower."

At Stop and Shop shoppers cited selection and curiosity

about the new store as their main reasons for shopping

there. Two first year students from UMass, Diana

Schlegel and Janet Risman, typified J^-^p '»nd Shop

shoppers' response. "It's big. and it has everything." they

said.

Both stores are open 24 hours a day. Super Stop and

Photon by D«Te Deuber

Smart Shoppers - The competition is heavy between Price Chopper and newly opened Stop

and Shop. Both supermarkets are sporting new departments and greater variety.

On a recent Wednesday night, both stores were doing a

moderate amount of business. At Price Chopper the

majority of cars parked out in front of the store had UMass

parking stickers on their left side windows, indicating a lot

of business is generated by their proximity to the campus.

The average age on that particular night, of both shoppers

and employees, could be estimated at around 21 or so.

Super Stop and Shop had more of an older crowd, with

famiUes shopping together. The average age of shoppers

at Super Stop and Shop could be estimated at around 25

and up.

Shop has a salad bar. pasta factory, bakery, florist, a

furniture and housewares department, toys and a Barnes

and Nobles Book Store. Patrons must have a courtesy card

to cash checks there. Price Chopper features a card

depari-ment. bakery and video game cassettes and an

account with the store is not needed to cash checks.

But there is more competition to come. On Oct. 22, a

natural food supermarket will hold its grand opening right

down the street. Bread & Circus wiU be located in the

Mountain Farms Mall-

Photo by Drew Oiper

UMass MASCOT? —
Senior communications studies major Dru

Philpott shakes Bud Revere's hand while Bob

Duda looks on. Revere is part of Budweiser's

latest promotional campaign.

Budweisercrew

hitting colleges

withBudRevere
By DAVID MUNI?-

Collegian Staff

The Blue Wall was the host last night to a celebrity, of

sorts. Bue Revere, a robot, and Budweiser beer's latest

promotional tool hung aroung the Blue Wall, drank beer,

and tried to pick up a date

.

The three-month -old, computerized robot is one of four

robots who tour the country promoting Budweiser beer.

According to Russell Worthington. the robots operator,

"There are four robots altogether, representing the

states that they come from." He also said that each robot

is dressed in their regional costume.

"In Florida, there's beach Bud. He's dressed as a beach

bum In Louisiana, there's Rhett Budweiser, Uke the

character from "Gone With the Wind." In Texas, there's

Sheriff Bud, and in Massachusetts, there's Bud Revere.

Over the summer. Bud was down on the Cape, en

tertaining at local bars. Revere has also been on NBC-

TV, during football games' half-time shows. Wor

thington also asid that Revere can be seen at Sullivan

Stadium in Foxboro in the parking lot whenever the

Patriots are playing a home game.

Right now, the Bud crew is hitting the colleges.

According to Worthington, "He was at Western New

England College, and at North Adams State last week.

Tonight he's at the Blue Wall, and tomorrow night, it's

Poor Dicks, Time Out, and Plumley's." Bud Revere is

truly a busy robot.
, , , u

The robot can do a number of things. It drmks beer,

talks, walks, and has a buUt in stereo that plays Bud-

weiser beer commercials. It also gives out lots of free

Budweiser merchandise.

On the personal side. Revere, despite his hectic

schedule, stUl manages to keep a relationship up with

Bud Light. Some say it's serious.

Both seats open for

SWAG co-president
By ANDY WOLFF
Collegian Correspondent

The Southwest Area Government lost a co president and

$1,340 last night in its first meeting of the faU semester.

Fran Hegeler, re-elected last year along with Mike

Bean has stepped down from her post due to "unforseen

academic commitments," according to her resignation

message read by Bean last night. _
The resignation opens up both seats for SWAG Co-

President. A special in- house election is scheduled for next

Thursday at which time Bean and Dave McCarthy will be

running. Nominations are open to oppose the two.

The $1,340 was additional money allocated for the

payment of an "instruction honoraria " for the Southwest

Residential College. According to Treasurer Rosemarie

Longo, the money would cpme out of the Student Action

Trust Fund (SATF) used to help other organizations and

fund group programs in the Southwest Area.

"Wherever the money goes, it must benefit the con

stituents," she said in her message introducing new

members to the financial workings of SWAG.
Another measure to allocate $1,000 to WMUA for

broadcasting UMass football and basketball games was

tabled to the Finance Committee for further consideration.

Longo wUl be handling the $44,000 allocated to SWAG by

the Student Government Association. That amount,

broken down, will be used during the two semesters, and

amounts to about $8.00 per Southwest resident. There are

about 5.500 students living in Southwest.
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Jump, Jive and
Jam with Jazz
at DeLuca ^s

An open invitation to all jazz

enthusiasts, players and fun seekers.

Every Saturday l)eginnin^ ()('t()l)er 1

from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. in our Carousel

Lounge, DeLuca's invites you to join

with our jazz band.

We'll feature special food and drinks

at prices that would make Jelly Roll

Morton smile.

So bring your instrument, your

friends and yourself to DeLuca's at the

Riverboat for an afternoon of good food,

good music and good times.

DeLuca's Restaurant, eating and

drinking the way it ought to be.

Sincerely,

Kdward Ernest DeLuca
Founder and Proprietor

DAILY HOURS:
LUNCH 11:30-2:30

DINNER 5:00-9:00

DELUCA'S
RKSTM RANT A P\ST\ SHOP

At The Riverboat

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3:00

SUNDAY DINNER 3:00-9:00

J Alvord St., So. Hadley, MA 534-4911
P.S. Please call for easy directions.
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ford so a meeting could be arranged. '

But Robert Hogan, director of media

operations for United Technologies, denied

the office had been contacted.

"We haven't heard from anyone," he

said.

Hogan said 30 UTC technical managers

are at UMass for a two week "advanced

technical studies program."

"The purpose of the program is to give

them management training in emerging

technologies," he said.

Although United Technologies makes
"solid rocket engines that might end up in

missiles," Hogan said, "we do not make

continued from Page 1

Trident Submarines, and we certainly are

not the prime contractor for the MX
missile," as some of the protesters had

charged.

Hogan said the company has "every in-

tention of staying" at UMass for the rest of

next week, despite the protests.

Another demonstration is planned for

next week.
Michael Pill, attorney for the UMass

Legal Services Office, said he thought UTC
officials should meet with students and

"come out and defend themselves."

"If what they are doing is legitimate,

what are they airaid of?" he said.

•^ Jj^ttSJl* continued from Page 1

"MSP is outraged at this violation of this

trust," Lockwood said.

The petition, signed by George T.

Sulzner, acting (MSP) president states the

MSP "cannot allow the administration to

reserve to itself the 'right' to be arbitrary

and capricious in personnel matters."

MSP is also considering a motion to

censure Knapp in the Faculty Senate,

according to the petition.

At the Senate meeting Lockwood asked

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey to respond to

Knapp's actions and tell what Whitmore

was planning to do about the situation.

Duffey said he was "not inclined to

summarizing the perspective of President

Knapp or his attorneys. They can do that

themselves."
Duffey said he was "pleased the union is

not challenging the administrative role in

granting of tenure."

Knapp could not be reached for comment.

Lockwood said she thinks the petition

will "have a lot of effect on Knapp," by

showing him the faculty does not support

his actions.

PoBBive DEMONSTRATION
Services Office, explains picketing

At center, with arms crossed, is

O'Neill. Behind him is Building

Attorney Mike Pill, of the Legal

rules to demonstrators yesterday.

Director of Public Safety Gerald

Operations head Dudley Bridges.

'mm^f^^
Nob<Kiy could

dream him up.

His incredible bank

robbery is all the

more bizarre

... because it's true.

5:30, 8, 10:30 p.m.

Tonight

C.C. Auditorium

$1 admission
(1

sponsored by the Collegian

WELCOME BACK
U.M. ALUMNI •

THIS
FORYOU

|FqII Training Program^

I for UMOSS

I Transit S#fylc#

A*.;.

' r.

•:•:•:•
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Applications Meeting

Tuesday October 4th

7:00 P.M.

.CC 168C

^ 100 applications will oe given out:::!;:;

^; must show proof of class year :;:::

' .* '.V.'

^: (class schedule or transcripts) sg
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MMASS
Imprinted •cltv«w«»f

Crewneck Sweatshirt
r

Open ^^JjmVERSITY
M-F 9-5 sat 11-4 MSTORE^

Window Offices
Available

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT • LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING • AVIATION
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
QUALIPLICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS decree

(summer graduates may inquire). Applicants must

pass aptitude and physical examinations and

qualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship

required.

BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days'

earned annual vacation. Medical/dental/low-cost

life insurance coverage and other tax-free

incentives. Dependents' benefits available.

Promotion program included.

A Navy Representative will be on campus on

October 5, 6. For an appointment, sign up in the

Career Placement Office or call collect:

(518)462-6119

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

SATURDAY, OCT. 1

Campus Center Auditorium

5$1, 7, 9, 11 $1.50

sponsored by Delta Chi Fraternity

With the pfice ol fine jewelry today, its good to

know that a lewelry-quality Siladium ring is now more

atlordable than ever Save -and choose from a variety

of beautiful styles Then personalise your ring with cus-

tom options that express your tastes your interests, your

achievements

Every fine Siladium ring is crafted with careful atlention to detail .\nr\ backe'' by the

ArtCarved Fui' Lfetmie Warranty Now at these special savings

the value is exceptional' Don t miss this opportunity to get a

beautiful buv on a f'^e Siiadium ring Visit the ArtCarved

Ring Table SCOn CLAbL. WINGS INI,

Sept. 27-30 10-4
Date

Deposit Reqyi'ed Maste'-Ca-d o' v sa Accepted

p ^ce

Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
^USTORED'J,

'983 A'fCa'vWC'M»''"9« '"c

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Twenty, and
I can't drink
Out of state students here at the University have to put

up with a lot of things. We pay a higher bill. We hear our

own home states constantly made fun of. Some of us can

legally drink at home and come here to the Commonwealth

and have to go dry.

And, of all things, we have to suffer with those New
England Patriots.

But. we choose to tolerate these things in order to go to

the school of our choice here in Amherst.

Gerry deSimas

Senior Day Hijinx
This weekend, alumni from the Class of

'83 are coming back for Homecoming
Weekend. They are also returning to final-

ly have their Senior Day, which was

cancelled due to rain last spring. As if they

had had enough problems through theirfour

years — as first year students, they found

that their main library, "The Tower, " was

closed. The next year they greeted the new
season by being sent home due to a water

shortage. University budget fights, the com-

ing arid going ofthree different Chancellors,

and many other hardships certainly made
their years here challenging ones.

This weekend more than a thousand

alumni and friends from the class of '83

finally get to come and drink their beer and

have a good time, amidst cries from those

who paid $3. 75 for Senior Day and only

received one lousy beer mug. But that's a

whole different story, and it's not their

fault. It is unfortunate that only alumni

can attend these festivities, but lack offunds

and security have made the possibility of a

larger event impossible at this time.

This raises some questions. For one

thing, what happened to the cash everybody

paid for those mugs (with the crooked

UMass logo) in the first place? This money

came out of the Student Activities Office

and the SATF Trust Fund, and wa,s sup-

posed to be allocated by a student Senior

Day Committee. Granted the money from
the "blown" event might have been returned

into some trust fund, to disappear forever.

But what of all those people who paid

their money and get nothing in return?

And what of the Student Activities Office,

who neither contributed money for this

weekend's "Class of 1983 Day, " nor made

any attempt of including those who paid as

participants in the event? Luckily for the^

alumni, the Alumni Affairs "took the ball"

and organized the event, otherwise nothing

would have been done. Last year it was an-

nounced that those who paid would be

rewarded for the cancellation by an even

bigger event this year. This simply has not

happened.

So for those of you who are returning as

alumni from the Class of 1983, have a great

time, and tell the rest of us what happened.

— The Editor —

However, there is one thing we should not have to stand

for; those Massachusetts Liquor Identification cards are

unfair and discriminatory toout of-staters.

Why should residents of Connecticut, Rhode Island, New
Jersey and other states that issue their residents photo

id's have to pay the state of Massachusetts another five

dollars for the right to drink and buy alcohol in the

Amherst area and the state? What is wrong with a valid

out -of state driver's photo ID?

Now, in fairness to whoever wrote this measure, out of

staters who do not have a photo ID (for example. New
Yorkers) ahould get a photo ID from the Mass. Liquor

Commission. But for the rest it is a waste of money.

Doesn't the state of Massachusetts have something better

to spend their money and time on than taking photo ID's

for students who already possess a valid photo ID from

their own home state?

One local paper said that several area drinking establish-

ments and liquor stores will only accept a Ma.ss. driver's

license or the Mass. Liquor ID as proof of age.

Why do the area merchants, whose lifeblood are the

students, seek to aggravate this minority? Even though

out-of staters are only 15 percent of the UMass population,

Lh<?y do buy in ibis area,^ ^.^^^^^^..^-^^^^^^^
Doesn't everyone realize that no matter what kind of ID

you possess, you still have to read the date on the ID to

determine if the student is over 20?

This program is discriminatory toout of staters. Is there

no civility for us? I would hate to hear the ruckus if the

state tried to do this with Massachusetts residents.

Would area merchants deny Berke Breathed, creator of

bhom county and a resident from Iowa, acce.ss to their

establishment because he didn't have a valid Mass. Liquor

ID? He was here this week how could he have had a

drink?

There is a solution. It is simple and doesn't cost a cent.

Just simply check the dates on existing out of state ID's

(gee, they accept my Connecticut ID in CT. NY and RI) and

if they are not in good condition, don't accept them no

matter if they are from Connecticut, Rhode Island, Illinois,

or even Massachusetts.

If merchants did this, then there would be no need for us

to waste the students' time and money, and the state's

time and energy.

Why create more work when it's just not needed.'

Gerry deSirnas is a Collegian staffmemherfrom Cmm'ctiad.

Letters-

yy

What is this
*

'Resistance?
To the Editor,

If vou have been watching the Editorial pa^e of the

Collegian recently, you probably have nc^iced the

recurring attacks upon the Student Senate, culminating m

Wednesday's Editorial comic depicting Chris SuUivan

(Speaker of the Student Senate) entering the Senate

chambers in fuU battle gear. This comic, and the two

preceding articles on the Senate and the Commuter Area

Government are gross misrepresentations of the Senate,

The Commuters, and the goals that these organizations are

working towards. The theory that is proposed by the so-

caUed "Resistance," although difficult to understand due to

internal logical discrepancies, seems ^^ ^e
.^^r^^^^^P^^J

certain general assumptions; miplying that the Senate is

controlled by a "Clique" which ignores the concerns of the

Tverage Student'' and defends the rights of certain

"social interest groups." Unfortunately aU three of the

concepts advanced are inherently mcorrect

A "Clique" in usual terms, is a group of md.v.duals, bound

together politicaUy, in order to advance the personal in-

tefests of the group in power. In order to have what is

termed a "Clique" the members of this group must be

l/nTrallv concerned with enhancing the personal power of

fhe indil'idurand as a result the power of the ProuP - a

whole. Since the goals and objectives of the Student

Senale are far from what can be considered Personal

biteresf^the term Clique cannot apply. The Senate is

"tterS^ting to enhance student involvement within the

University, delend anil protect studtnt rights, encourage

social awareness, combat sexism, racism, anti Semitism

and oppression on campus, and provide the student with

activities and events that wiU not only enhance the

educational and cultural experience of students but also

provide them with the necessary environment essential for

political and institutional consciousness. These issues can

hardly be termed "Self-interest."

The second point, one which I find insulting, is the con-

cept of the Average Student. In the eyes of many

"Resistors." the "Average Student" seeks only personal

advancement, and personal gratification; s/he is shallow,

narrow-minded, and politically ignorant. I find this idea

insulting to myself and to the entire UMass population.

T.W. Rudolf, in his article. "All is not well in the S.G.A."

makes certain charges about the Senate that are not based

in reality. He implies that the elections are other than "fair

and equitable." This assertion is incorrect. In the present

system, any student who pays their student activities fee

is eligible for election to the Senate, and there is nothing

anyone can do to stop an individual from taking his/her

seat once elected. The process is quite simple, a

prospective student has only to fill out the standard

nomination papers, submit them, and ask for people's vote

in the elections. There is no mystery to this process, there

is only a lack of participation on the part of students. What

T.W. Rudolf does not seem to understand is that by

painting the picture of the Senate as unresponsive, un-

caring, and unapproachable, he is discouraging students

from becoming involved. Ironically, he calls for

democratization of the Senate, student involvement, and

from becoming involved. IronicaUy, he calls for

democratization of the Senate, student involvement, and

"Responsibility" but only succeeds m aUenating

prospective appUcants from the Senate. This problem is

apparent in the fact that 1/3 of on-campus seats have

received no candidates. The "resistance" is addmg to this

problem, not helping to solve it. Apparently, this was

partly the effect of the Editorial comic in Wednesday s

Collegian, which characterized the Senate as aggressive,

violent, and unreasonable.

Another point that T.W. Rudolf makes is that the Senate

supports issues that have "little or nothing to do with

students on this campus." If one believes his assessment of

the Average Student, then this charge may have some

validity. However, I refuse to believe it.

If the "Resistance" has complaints about the current

structure of the Senate, let them come to the weekly

meetings, voice their concerns, and stand the test of truth

in open debate and discussion. Let them win political

adherents with arguments based in logic and reality, not

accusation and speculation. Let them define their

programs and propose new and innovative reform.

However, let's not allow ourselves to digress into wild,

irrational and untrue theories that misrepresent the

Senate and characurize the average UMass student in

such an insulting manner

Peter Deliso

SGA Senator
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(wim this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Long Hair
Utmm 9,10/93 C

C«M for an Appointment

•Fo» nm>i dtontt or»>/

FREE COIOOiTATONS

Styles by Deborah

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM

ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
ftuaies ara oHered in literature

nislory an hijiorv drama muSiC.

sociology education psycnoioqy
communications and politics

Special D'ogram oMereo n Drama
tntemthtpt available lo qualified

(tudanla in International Bucmeaa.
Sooal Servicea. Political Science

and Communicailona.
V'siis to tne iieatre museums,

jaiienes scnoois social and
poiiiica< institutions are an
• ntegrai part ol the curriculum

For lurther intormallon wnte:

nte'nationai Programs - SP
itnaca College

Ithaca New Vor* I4fi50

^

;Mikes Famous Friday Food Time;

All you can carry

$1.00 this Friday

Featuring Swedish Meatballs

and Chicken a la King

Along with many hot and cold

attractions

Also Beer and Drink Specials

BeforeWe Put You In Charge Of The World's

Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,

We Put You Through TheWorld's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.

It takes more than 16

months of intensive

training to become a

fully qualified officer in

the Nuclear Navy. You
begin with four months
of leadership training.

Then as a Navy officer

you get a full year of

graduate-level training

unavailable anywhere else at any price.

Navy training is based on more than

1900 reactor-years of experience. Right

now the Navy operates over half the

nuclear reactors in .America. And the

Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
sophisticated in the world. That's wh\
your Navy training is and must be thf

most sophisticated in the world.

As an officer in the .Nuclear Navy,

you haw decision-making authority

immediately. \'nu get important manage-
ment responsibility" ^ »_ __ __ _
fast. Because in the

Navy, as your knowl
edge grows, so does
your responsibility.

Your training and
|

experience place you
among the country's

most qualified profes-

sionals. (No surprise

N.W "l 1)1M'»)|{| I'M I 'I

INKdKM.VnON CKNIKH
I'O Hi>x 'iiioii, Cliftun. M "Till

I'lcasc •.(•mi nif mure inturni.il mn ,il>uut

hci'nminn ,in nfticfr m the NufliMr N,i\ \ i ON i

A.l.lri.^..

N. Prtni > 1 ..-i

At»r a. .

( 'i! V

StMf.* /.p

\fr,' tY.'*ir in t\A\ffU- (M'A

( Ari'a (iKi*-)

This IS (or ijfmTal rt-i'ruitmfnr inf

III furnish an\ o* the* infurmarion
more wf know the more we <an h
f>t \hv \ posirums (.>r which \<»u q

Ht-si limf to (- dil

trmution You do not Hhvi'
ri'(]in-stt'(l OfciiursH ihf

""Ip t'l dft**rmin<* ihr kiniK
i<tltl-.

that most of the men
who operate the

reactors in private

industry started in the

Nuclear Navy. I

It takes more time

and more effort to

become an officer in the

Nuclear Navy. But the

rewards are greater, too.

The rewards can begin as early as

your junior year in college. (^ualif>'. and
the Nav\- will pay you approximately
$100()/month while you finish school.

After tour \ears. with regular

promotions and salary increases. \()U can

be earning as much as $40,500. That's on
top of a benefits package that includes

nu'tlical and tit-ntal care, and 30 days*

vacation earned every year. More
responsibilit \. more money, more futuri'.

So. if you're mait)ring in math,

. __ engineering oi thf
' [)h> sical sciences, and

\()U want to know more
about a future in

nucli-ar power, till in

I hi' coupon.
Today's Nuclear

.Navy is an opportunity

I
like no other in the

world.

v\ J4:

NavyOfficers
GetResponsibilityFast.

MOOSEHEAD $3.85 6 pack

VODKA $4.99 nitre

CARLING $7.99 12 oz. refill + deposit

ROLLING ROCK... $10. 12 oz. refill + deposit

KRAKUS $2.95 6 pack + deposit

PAUL MASON Table Wines 1 siitre$3.99

20% OFF
All Beer & Wine Making

Supplies

H.^
THE HAPPENING U.MASS DANCE CLUD'

& LIQUORS
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"

^ irddittoiLOF

OCT.l THt BARK
raEEDRdfts4,Zforl^Sol

Ipov i& weq.- ie:s OK • \sr^ pance « zsz'iz&oH

Arts
Trailers by Andy Gordon

The Honorary Consul, discussed in last

week's TRAILERS, has had it's title

changed. The film, which stars Richard

Gere and Michael Caine as a doctor and a

diplomat, respectively, in love with the

same woman, is now called Beyond the

Limit. It opens today. Gere, meanwhile, is

working on The Cotton Club, which Francis

Ford CoppoUa will direct, and Caine is in

production for Only in Rio, a vacation

comedy. Caine also stars in Columbia's

Educating Rita, based on the London play,

which also opens nationally today. They
sure keep busy, God bless 'em.

Also opening today is Lawrence Kasdan's

The Big Chill, about the reunion of a group

of sixties radicals. Granted, it sounds

exactly like Return of the Secav,cus Seven,

but that flick was great so what the heck.

Kasdan (who directed Body Heat and wrote
Raiders, Jedi and a slew of other big-time

flicks) has ammassed a powerful cast, in-

cluding Kevin Kline, Glenn Close. William

Hurt. Jeff Goldblum. JoBeth Williams and

Mary Kay Place. The group meets for a

weekend on the sad occasion of a close

friends suicide.

Some other potentially great pictures are

being prepared for release this fall. Never

Sny Never Again, starring the real James
Bond, Sean Connery, was postponed from a

summer release so as not to compete with

Roger Moore's latest dud (Okay, it wasn't

that bad). Essentially a remake of

Thunderball. the new film co-stars Rutger

Hauer as Largo and Max Von Sydow as

Blofeld. No Desmond LlewwUyn though

dammit. Another big star, Meryl Streep.

has the title role in Silkwood a biography of

the late Karen Silkwood. Mike Nichols

directed and Kurt Russell and Cher co-star.

Looks good.

On the other end of the intellectual

spectrum, John Travolta and Olivia Newton
John team up again as good-deed-doing

ghosts. Silly.

That intense man, Dennis Hopper, shows

up in several new films. In Francis Ford

CoppoUa's Rumble Fish he plays father to

Matt Dillon and Mickey Rourke. Diane

Lane, Diana Scarwid and Vinnie Spanoalso

star in S.E. Hinton's greaser drama, which

was shot in black and white. Hopper is also

in the espionage actioner The Osterman

Weekend, directed by Sam Peckinpah (so

you know someone will get their head

blown off). John Hurt and Burt Lancaster

also star.

Taps alumni will be all over movie

screens this fall. Tom Cruise plays a high-

school football star in AU The Right Moves,

directed by cinematographer Michael

Chapman. Craig T. Nelson plays Cruise's

coach, hoping the boy's talent will get them

both out of the dying Pennsylvania steel

town. Sean Penn (who has like six projects

in varying degrees of production) will be

seen first in Louis Malle's Crackers. The

comedy about a band of crooks also stars

Donald Sutherland, Wallace Shawn and

Jack Warden and was written by the author

of Cutter's Way. Timothy Hutton's new

film, Daniel, opened in Boston last week to

generally unfavorable reviews. Look for it

here sometime next month.

Ijocal Best Bets: Good flicks everywhere.

Amherst Cinema's got James Dean, the

Academy of Music had Liquid Sky (Wicked

fucked; go see it) and the malls have a

bunch of new flicks, including The Big Chill.

Tonight the Campus Center Auditorium

has the fantastic Dog Day Afternoon

starring Al Pacino. Shown al 5:30, 8 and

10:30. admission is a mere buck. The film is

sponsored by your favorite college daily

(second favorite?).

TRAILERS Trivia: Everyone got last

week's question correct. Dennis Taylor.

Linda Barrett, Charles Jefferson and Ron
Johnson are all characters from Fast Times

at Ridgemont High. This week's question:

What do the following films have in com-

mon: The Godfather, The Candidate, The

Poseidon Adventure, Deliverance. The

first correct answer will receive an 8x10

glossy of David Bowie sitting in a jeep with

a Japanese guy.

More fun from X
X (Electra)

More Fun in the New World

AVENGERS (CD Presents)

Avengers

SOCIAL DISTORTION (13th Floor)

Mommy's Little Monster

By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

Once we've determined that punk's an

uniquely American (anti-) art form-and I'm

certain that plenty of people will worship

the UK nonetheless-we can start arguing

over which regional scene has made the

biggest impact. Personal verdicts run as

follows: Boston (Girls, La Peste)--too

obscure. Akron (Devo, Pere Uhu)--too

quirky. New York (Television, James
White, Lydia Lunch)-too junked out, too

pretentious, and too depressing to inspire.

Los Angeles and San Francisco would be

my personal choices, pioneers like the

Germs or Negative Trend still cutting hard

today, modern exponents like the Toiling

Midgets or 45 Grave still pointing skyward.

The Avengers of SF (disbanded in 1980)

were more hopeful than most, sparse at-

tacks like "We Are The One" and "I

Believe In Me" carrying the message, "so

what if we're gonna die.. let's TRY
ANYWAY." The new compilation LP,

Avengers (their Steve Jones-produced EP,

plus unreleased live material) is gripping in

its refusal to retreat into nihilistic rambl-

ing. When vocalist Penelope Houston tears

through "Second to None," you get the

feeling that for the Avengers, punk was no

cheap joke, but maybe a death warrant that

they could rip in half.

LA's X came out of the same '77/' 78

scene as the Avengers, and for a while at

least, the two bands sounded pretty

similar; X's 1979 debut LP, Los Angeles

serves as a fair complement to Avengers,

albeit a tamer one. But where a band like

the Avengers split, or where '77 vets like

Black Flag have merely gotten HARDER,
X have expanded on their initial hardcore

energy. LP's Wild Gift and 1982's Und^
The Big Black Sun showed remarkable

lyrical growth, the dual vocal/songwriting

team of bassist John Doe and wife Exene

Cervenka changing themes in mid-stream,

tales of desperation shelved for the virtues

of marriage. The new X LP goes even far-

ther. Doe's songs sounding more like Hank

Williams than Darby Crash...no spare

change in "The New World," guitars that

sound like trains in "Make The Music Go

Bang." "1 Must Not Think Bad Thoughts"

draws a thin line l^tween American

military involvement overseas and the tun-

nelvision of "new Music" 1983, "The facts

we hate: You'll never hear us. I hear the

radio is finally gonna play the new music,

you know, the British Invasion. But what

about the Minutemen, Flesh Eaters, DOA,

Big Boys and Black Flag?....Woody
Guthrie sang about b-e-e-t-s not b-e-a-t-s. I

must not think bad thoughts...". All in all,

a 4th strong LP for X, and a timely band

with timeless sentiment...too good to con-

tinue being ignored.

Now for the less responsible side of

things. LA's Social Distortion differ from

X and the Avengers in that they're part of

a newer West Coast breed, speed and

anger ranking above overall world view.

Like CH3, Social Distortion blend hardcore

velocity with well-placed pop hooks. Unlike

cheerful suburban kids CH3, Social D.

don't always smile; they're the suburban

brats who slash your tires and piss on the

front stoop. Mommy's Little Monster isn't

as much tyupical hardcore anti-parent/anti-

society as it is a unique slice So. CA
damage (imagine Greg Brady tieing up

Mike & Carol, pouring gasoline over them,

etc.). The blood spilled on the first Germs

LP keep on seeping onto new bands; the

Angry Samoans and Suicidal Tendencies

have been stained, Social Distortion have

been drenched.

\N hile Al Pacino looks on. directiJi .^iLiai \ Luiiill .ll> up a shot for Dog

Day Afternoon, which plays tonight at the CCA.

Mr. Boston Schnapps
Look tor Mr Boston s two new cookbooks the Cordial Cooking Guidf and the Spirited Dessert Guide

Available at bookstores or through Warner Books
75 Rockeleiler Plaza. Special Sales Dept B New York New York 10019

Mr Boston Schnapps M 60 and 100 proof Produced by Mr Boston DisliUft Owensbofo KV Albany GA 1982
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^WANTED - One enthusiastic in- ^
-^dividual who may be an exhibi-

^
^tionist at heart and who has ^
^ always had the desire to perform

^
^in front of large crowds. The ^
-^ selected candidate will become the -tt

Jfirst'*University of
^ Massachusetts Minuteperson

.

For additional information -tt

please stop by the Alumni^
Office in Memorial Hall or<t

call 545-2317. J

Try
The

Collegian

Classifieds

They
Work

"i^^

4-

4-

U.Mqss

Flying Club

L*Qrn to Fly

in Club-own«d
Cessna

4-

4

4
4
4
*
If

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4 for Information *

4 coll 549-0716

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

in the country!

STRAIGHT EDGES /T SQUARES

METRIC RULES L SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others .

SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE,

t or SEND FOR CATALOG

FAIRGATE

RULE CO.. INC

PO Boi?78

COlD SPRING Nv

US« lOblf'
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Racism continues on American t.v.

John Grace, 19, had been at Mid-

dlebury College in Vermont when he

began receiving racist notes

By RHONDA SWAM —
Collegian Staff

The television medium of the United States has always

had a somewhat unfavorable relationship with the

members of its black community. In the beginning the

problem was the lack of black representation in the media.

However, as the years advanced and a few blacks were

given the recognition that they had previously been

denied, another problem arose.

Blacks were not allowed to portray anything but sub-

servient and otherwise sereotypical roles on television

shows. Naturally, these roles did little else but perpetuate

the myths of black inferiority and ignorance.

Today, in 1983, little has changed. Black actors and

actresses are finding it increasingly more difficult to find

work, and the work that they are able to find hardly allows

them to portray intelligent, educated individuals.

The NAACP has recently announced their disapproval

and protest of two major networks' new fall series,

claiming that the television shows are racist and depict

blacks as being inferior to whites. ^___

The two series under attack are ABC's "Just Our Luck"

and "Webster. " "Just Our Luck" is a comedy about a black

genie and his white master, a weather forecaster. The

NAACP charges that this sitcom reinforces the black

slave white master stereotype and instills the myth of

white supremacy and black inferiority.

Commentary
"Webster is the story of a little black boy whose parents

died, leaving him in the care of his white godparent. The

NAACP charges that this story is racist in that the young

boy's role model is white whereas he needs a black role

mtxlel especially for self identity.

ABC denies the charges and states that they are un-

substantiated. However, considering the history of the

media as it pertains to blacks, these charges should come

as no surprise.

The only show on television with a black majority of cast

members is CBS's "The Jeffersons." "The Jeffersons" is a

sitcom about a black man, his small family and neighbors.

American steel threatened
by NORMAN HILL
Special to Black Affairs

In the recent years, America's steel in-

dustry has been deeply affected by a pro-

longed recession and unfair foreign com-

petition. As a result of these disturbing

trends, hundreds of thousands of

steelworkers — a large proportion of them

black workers — have lost their means of

earning a living.

The leaders of the steel industry have

argued that the decline in steel requires

both workers and management to sacrifice

in order to reduce expenses and thus

become more competitive in the interna-

tional marketplace.

Steelworkeres have responded to these

calls for austerity and have taken substan-

tial reductions in wages and benefits in

return for the promise of continued

employment. The leadership of the United

Steelworkers of America, USWA, has

played an important role in serving to pro-

tect the jobs of its members in what are im-

mensely difficult times for the industry.

For blacks, who make up a large propor-

tion of the membership of the steel in-

dustry's workforce, the issues involved in

the dispute between the Steelworkers

union and U.S. Steel go to the heart of the

future of black progress in this country.

Black workers recognize that the trade

union movement plays an important role in

protecting the jobs of its members and in-

suring equal pay irrespective of race, color,

or national origin.

jlenoenn^nnsic
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

First Area Showing For 1 week Only

On Screen 7:00 and 9:00

"GEIfUlNELY STARTLING! VISUALLY

BRIGHT AND ARRESTING ih. „qhi

aiidienres oif hound lo appti^mtp the miqinnlilY

displayfd hrtf . not to nipnlion Ihe roloi ingp

nonrholoncp sly humoi and Irinrimu Inshmn

wn$« Innpt Mn^lin HY 1im»»

[^i* This Fall We've Got It All!! ^^^\
Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops I

Northampton - next to Iron Horse I

POSTERS BLINDS I
Largest Selection Ever O tl IH L^ %^

BEDSPREADS
cover walla, furniture, windowa

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lota of comfortable cotton

Sterling and Gold Filled

JEWELRY
Earrings. Ear Cuffs. RInflS. etc.

INDIA
PRINT

CLOTHING SALE

TANK TOPS - 4.50

r^T sTe^evI T-SHIRTS -4.50

20% - 60% OFF SELECTED BLOUSES, SKIRTS

Daily 10 am - 6 pnn

Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm I

MECC/INTILC J
AMH»ST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES
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Tonight

^P^Sr^^rMi^'dHK^f^ 5:30,8,10:30

W^maiWf^wm^ CCAud.

js^M
$1

sponsored by
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Hypercurricula

Hypercurricula will, beginn-

ing Monday, post events the

day before an event with the

exception of Mondays, which
will carry Mondays and
Tuesdays. Tuesday will now
list Wednesday happenings,

etc. Friday will post Saturday
and Sunday events.

Friday

"Alive with Dance" Brunch Come join us for

a brunch while we pick new officers and
discuss upcoming events. Everyone is

welcome! We need your support. 10:30

a.m. - 11:30 a.m. NOPE 204 (UMass)

Sunday

HARVESTOLDER STUDENTS
MOON DANCE
"WELCOME TO UMASS DANCE"
Featuring live music by Sounds Inc., No
Cover, FREE Munchies and Cash Bar.

Sponsored by 25* Club and Veterans Ser-

vice Organization. 545-2224 8 p.m. —
12:30 a.m. 10th Floor Campus Center

*^i\ inner ^^^^J^j^

BREADED HADDOCK deep fried

with fresh seasoned crumbs, parsley and

cheese 6.50

FETTUCCINE ALFREDO heavy

cream, fresh parmesan, cheese and

seasonings 5.50
Plus 8 Other Ddtdous Entrees To Choose,

At A Price You Can AHord!
AT THE LIGHTS IN NORTH AMHEHST S4».«ft43

Wc'r« oipcii 7 day* a «a«k 5 a.M. to 9 p.m.

<Aancat (fGAden

"nce3e6(Cluiie»eFo«l

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 ann - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

Hot h Sour Soup Sweet ft Sour Chicken

Chicken Fingers Pen Friert Rice

Pan Fried Ravioli Chinese Barbequed Pork

. iccCT ^*** "^''^ Green Pepper Broccoli in Oyster Sauce
OUrrc. I Chicken Fried Noodles Chicken Wings

Mon - Thurs
Ljncheon Special & Take Out Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun Thurs 1V30 am 10 pm
Fri ft Sat 11 » am 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rta 9, Amherst

2E6-02S1

^>^ner for %^*^ Enjoy ^1
any two entrees

with salad bar and a
complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very Friday

TO^r the
CAMPUS

KT. 47 SUNDiRLAND
Yew mwtf be It to eMter
Often tU a

6«S-4n7

§^L«

* Tickets ottti lie purohaeed at
Campus Center table every

Wed. or at the door

All bottles beer 7 to 9 f 1.00

rusty nail pirouoiY pn^uHTS
/trZy

FRIDAY 9-30

JOHM PRIME
SPECIAL GUEST
ROGER SALOOM
BATiD
ptus

MOUMTAJM ROSE

SATURDAY lO-l

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Scrod Dan P«»Rpllii

I

\

iHis PifCE OF FfireR cosr

MB 7000 clams!

I

Superbad by G.H.

AFTere Le./\\J\tiQ> Hie, joi^, Euu^b
roO\^ Ot^ -THE ^UE- - FUU-TIMf=-. THE FlCTLil^t=-.

A»4c? r^<?^e- rPo0t-t5M^

After The Fall
by R. Miller

ARC rCw £S*.»i-y iroiW^ Yg>i SjTiDonT
j

/' rii\\' rAC: y^:>OiNJ r

T^C r1
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Wilson Low by C.C. McFIy

-^^Vf

;^En OF ooft^

T71K. ... nitKtmiPPCRTYOU Wim THAT
I

Hfs iit^ OMt \PP\i^tN;
,

, Wt KH\> THOSE STuOENTb HAl'E UN-

T«AT TNE .'«vrV.E WORKS i i
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by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tditfd b> Margarrl larnir and Trudf Jaffe

1.1 IfCllAt <i»gcW% Imm St«4lralr

ACROSS
1 Invitation initials

5 Rum cakes

10 Afrikaans (with

"the")

14 Toward shelter

15 Pass into law

16 Killer whale
17 Became intensely

Jealous, with 60

Down
20 Guards
21 Beneath
22 Goals
23 Superlative

endings
25 Spears
28 Author OTIaherty

29 NCO
32 Spoken
33 Trumpet's relative

34 Prefix with angle

or graph

35 light

(approved)

39 Historical period

40 Rooming house
slgr>

41 Kind of power,

for short

42 Gal of song
43 Slaughter of

baseball

44 Scholar

46 Scram!
47 Donate

48 Band from
Trinidad

51 ti4ost transparent

55 Eloped, with 30

Down
58 Edison name
59 Extinguish

60 Island near

Sumatra
61 Turkish officials

of old

62 Leases
63 Pursues

DOWN
1 Hamelin's
headache

2 Twist*

3 Nickname for a

Castle?
4 Star-shaped

figure

5 Obscures
6 Heavenly beings,

to Pierre

7 Estops
8 Playing card

9 French holy

woman: Abbr.

10 (Municipalities

11 Dry

12 Entre'

13 (Memorable actor

Bert

18 Part of HOMES
19 Connecticut, the

State

23 Dinner hour

24 Shopper's delight

25 Theater locations

26 Macaw
27 Pertaining to

shipping

28 Ancient stringed

instruments

29 Stone pillar

30 See 55 Across

31 Tinted

33 Under
36 Verdi opera

37 Taboo, in a way
38 Member of the

clergy

44 Military actions

45 Acknowledge as
true

46 Fraternity letters

47 Specter

48 Mop
49 Prefix with scope
50 Beiealous
51 Daze
52 Cause: Comb,

form

53 Obstacle

54 Russian press

agcy
56 Presidential

monogram
57 Enemy

1 T 3 4

1
S i y 1 1

1

10 11 12 13

'* Ts" '*

"""
11

1w

p
PB 21

^
In V

n ?3 24

1

2«
i
30
i
31K

P32

P
34

3S

1
46

37

39 40 _i
45

41

4? 43

I
51

44

i
49 50

47

52 P 54tT

55

1

56 57

S« 59

1
60

J
--

67 63

**""

DOG DAY AFTERNOON

5:30,8, 10:30

C.C. Auditorium

$1 admission
sponsored by the

Collegian

DC Menu

LUNCH DINNER
T()n)edo (Jrinder Roast Top Round of Beef/

Fish in Batter/ Au Jus

Tartar Sauce Spaj?hetti/Red Clam Sauce

Fruit I'late with Saltines

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Summer Salad Potpourri

with Syrian Bread Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Fish in Batter/ Red Clam Sauce

Tartar Sauce Fruit Plate with Saltines

Weather

Mass., Conn., and R.I. -

Mostly sunny Friday and

Saturday except for some
high cloudiness along the

coast. Highs in the mid 60s

along the coast to the mid

70s inland.

TODAY'S

PUZZLE ANSWER
rs J1 (1 11 1 N

I m^ A 3 8
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The premium taste

has arrived.

Alert the Minutemen
»

Brador.

Everything you ve
heaid about it

is true.

Collegian 15

specialists for All

Your Travel Needs

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES

• HOTEL RESERVATIONS
• CHARTER PACKAGES

• TICKETRON
• CAR RENTALS

• CRUISES
• AMTRAK

Campus Center (2nd Floor)

U. of Moss, Arriherst, 01003
545-0500

mum

Winner of the

Best Dinmr Under $4,

VILLA
s^...Off«rinf Quality MexUun F—4«]

Am$mm 41 Bpifm0^ Warn2mmi7

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 X) • discount • Phone number FREE

ALPHA EPSILON PI RUSH

Alpha Epsilon PI Fraternity

a "Rush"
like you have never experienced!

October 4 CC room 803

October 5 CC room 805-09

Time: 7:30

ATTENTION WERE HIRING DJ's

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment is looking

for quality personnel to disc jockey mobile

systems. Experience preferred, good per

sonality and knowledge of popular music

required. Send replies to: PO Box 48,

Amherst, MA 01004

AUDIO
~~~~

Speakers For Sale: Regularly $725. Sell-

ing a pair for $510. 6 year UNCONDI
TIONAL warranty. Beautiful speakers.

Great dynamic range. For info call Rob

546-5351

Tod name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$i;<d.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Craig T618 Car Stereo Auto Rev., FM
mute, more. New, $125 546-6771

MOPEDS excellent condition 250 call Mike

546-7452 or come to 305 Thoreau

Grateful Dead Tickets Worcester Cen-

trum October 20, 21 call 584-7736

Pentax Auto 110 fits in your pocket 3

lenses, flash /winder Mike 546-5002

Peruvian Blankets handmade 55$ Mike

546-5002

Moped, runs great, real handy, $150 or

best offer. Also 2.5 cubic ft. dorm
refrigerator, brand new, $150 or BO
256-1286

JULIE
5 103. Amherst, MA 01004

Julie you're the graatesti Thanks for the

first 1 % love you a lot Eric

LOST

Minolta Camera Flash in Campus Center

I f found, call 253-7216 Reward

Gold ladies watch, blue face, on 9/28 at 9

AM on North Amherst Bus or between

Newman Center and Herter Hall,

REWARD please call 256-1286

Cassette Box lost Sat. night near /in Swiss

Village. Sentimental value. Reward. Call

Kathy at 253-5274

MONKEY WOMAN

GUITARS

AUTO FOR SALE g

Gibson ES336 vy gd cond. $500 Martin

D18 ex. cond. $450 665-2127

Kimba a Misty Mt. B-Day — em' arid I give

you the room this weekend love Smiley and

your bener Vi Happy B-Day (we knew you

knew)

MOTORCYCLES

1975 Audi Fox - Automatic. Good condi-

tion, good m.p.g. Call (617) 249-6938 after

5 p.m.
^

73 Volvo Wagon best offer 256-0796

1974 Olds Wagon. V8, air, power

everything, hitch, radials & mounted

snows, mechanically sound, appearance

good. Smooth, roomy. $1800 or best offer.

253-5434

79 Dasher 4 door automatic AM FM
cassette very clean 253-3702

HELP WANTED

1978 Dodge Aspen aedan 69000 miles 6

cylinders, excellent condition, power steer-

ing/brakes, no rust 549-1670

Four wheal drive 1977 Blaier. Excellent

winter and off road vehicle 546-7451

546-7423

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions - experienced

D.J. Dorm Parties, Dances. Exchange. All

types of music: 800+ records. No charge

for x-tra time. Very reasonable rates. Oaii

Jeff 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from ^jo^VPST'**
to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESS «
SPECIAL! Dornis. Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393 .

MiDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profes

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates ah

Occasions 253-3980

i
9

I

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.

253-7009

Arts Coordinator leadership, graphic

skills, work-study desirable call Debbie

665-7020

Women! Book a cameo lingerie showl

Earn credit. Call Heidi 546-4248 (9)

Recycling Coordinator - liason between

university and town of Amherst. Duties in-

clude organizing and publicity. Work study

pay and independent study credits

available. Aply 306 SUB. 545-0618

Employment Opportunities: unlimited

potential sales experience preferred but not

required call 256-6782

Cham 112 tutor needed if qualified call

546-7446 discuss wages and tinr>e

SO YOU THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?
Western Mass' Premier Comedy Show
needs fertile mindsl Call Comedy Crunch

586-0802

Get healthy and wealthy. Nurition Co.

seeks part-time help. Training provided call

665-4778 AM and weekends

Public Relations - Campus Rep(s)

wanted. Coordinate ads, flyers, campus

P R Contact: Vin or Bob. DeLuca's

Restaurant S. Hadley, MA 534-4911

Moped no longer wanted part needed $65.

$50. or BO 546-5663

1960 Suzuki GN400X 3000 miles excellent

condition only $700 Paul 546-8571

MOVIE

B • Dog Day Afternoon starring Al Pacino

a « Friday. Sept. 30. Shows at 5:30, 8:00.
*

E •Crd 10:30. Campus Center Auditorium*

S * Admission $1.00
*

EAR, M'l YLLAER DALG EW TEM, DNA I

EPOH LL'EW EB ELBA OT DNEPS EROM
EMIT REHTEGOT. EVAH A TAERG YAD B

DNA T'NOD TEGROF OERO SEIKOOCIMII

EVOL, EEL

Doug, Welcome back! ! missed you! Get

psyched for a wild weekend. Love, Kimbies

Happy Anniversary! Remember, BLPI

Don't ever, ever^rgetll Yours, Heidi

We are Alpha Epsilon Pi and we are here

to stay

Otis, good luck on your exam SatI Have a

wild birthday tool With love, your sex

slaves! I We all want your body!

CSL - So gald you made it. Here's to many

more. I love you, SLC

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples, Family Therapy.
Psychological testing. Psychological Ser-

vices Center 545-0041

RAIDERS

Oct. 2 5, 7, 9, 1 1 Campus Center Aud 5 PM
- 1$7, 9, 11 $1.50

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to downtown Holyoke
lues and/or Thurs mornings from campus
area call 549-1511

SERVICES

PERSONALS

5
S
S
1

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheep

Help! Need tutor for Statistics, for

Psychology 240, pay negotiable, call Liane

^46-9864

Lisa - Happy 22nd Birthday to a great

roommate! Go wild but TRY to be good

Yo MItchabelly! Better a day late than

everl You thought last night was fun, for

the fun has just begun. Happy 20th & many

more. I love ya - Laur

Gayle We have gone out for 364 days I

guess one more wouldn't hurt. Happy first

Anniversary I love you - Mike

Paul €r Ken - Bear in mind that you'd never

even be getting this if I had to pay for it.

Happy Birthday(s) from the Chick who lives

in your basement

UMMB - Delaware's a week away. URI is

now. What wHI you do. v^fhat WILL you do.

TD H - Here's looking at you. - MicheWe

Barbera - distance doesn't matter, lets

make the best of it! Welcome back to

UMass! I love you. Scott

THE DEFENDER - Protects you from at-

tackers and rapists. For more information,

write Resources Unlimited. Inc. PC Box

s TYPING, professional, fast, experienced.

5 IBM Selectric. Minor editing if desired.

I References. Sunset Avenue, 549-1193

I THOREAU

Thanks for helping when I needed it

most, especially Rick. Guy, Conor and

Gregg. 3-long have a great semester.

Wayne _^__
TURKEY SHOOT

~

i

k this Sunday *
if at the Netlonal Guards Armory -k

-k on Col. Lavellee Rd In Rorence -k

i, at1:00*•••••••••
WANTED

~

Buying class ringa, gokJ and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plee-

sant. Amherst. 2S6-0710

Annual Battle of the Bands Bands will

compete for $50 1st prize and great ex-

posure! Only UMesa Bands eligible call

5^»e0<1)/SWAG Office 5-0239/SAO
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Yastrzemski set to take final swing
My roommate. Dennis, was once told

'hat the Carl Yastrezemski poster in our
foom should be lowered dxrwn the wall. It

U)oked somewhat off balance as highly

positioned as it was. He calmly chose his

''eply. "I want him as close to God as

wssible "

It will all be over soon. Just a few more

days. That's what 23 years has come
down to, a few more days, a few more

games. First it will be two more, then

one. then only a couple more at bats. The

man will exit the dugout one last time

towards the on deck circle. He will take a

couple of cuts, maybe grab a little pine

tar, and then assume the familiar Yaz

slouch as he kneels, watching and waiting

for his last hurrah.

When Carl Yastrezemski goes to bat for

the last time this weekend it will be

special. And the Captain will do

something special. Won't he? He will

^ve us one more thrill, one more
nemory. Maybe it will l)e the opposite

field single, maybe it will be the long dou-

ble to center or off the Green Monster
iiat ties the game. Or maybe just maybe,
le will be dared one last time to catch up
to a rising fastball an(i he will leave the

jitch in the right field bullpen.

It will be over then. He will undoubted-

y be forced out of the dugout for a long,

emotional set of bows. Then, the records,

;he plateaus that the man reached won't

nean that much. What will matter is the

man himself. The team, the fans, the city,

he league, will be saying goodbye to the

rare but yet classic type of ballplayer.

Ep
RUSS

WHINNEM
There are milestones — the at bats, the

number of games, the consecutive years

of getting at least 100 hits. There will be

the 3000 hits and 400 home runs. All

those will live in the books forever. But

more importantly, the moments and the

characteristics will live longer.

They will be good and bad, but mostly

great. The catch in the '67 World Series.

The throw to get Reggie in the '75

Playoffs. The dirt piling incident on a call-

ed third strike also in '75. How about the

countless moments of playing in pain, the

broken ribs in '80 and how he wouldn't

come out, how he drove in a run on his

next at bat.

And the emotional pain. The World

Series losses, the Yankee loss in '78, when
he had his shot at saving his team but

couldn't do it. He still faced the press

though, while many of his teammates hid.

Facing the press. Perhaps this is where

the most revealing side of Yaz came out.

He is a star without a stars mouth. Seem-

ingly uncomfortable in the spotlight, he is

proud but fantastically modest. Choosing

his words nervously and slowly, he always

came out with the classy response. And
that says everything atout the man.

Hopefully, the final day will be handled

just as classy. Hopefully, there will be no

Photo by Mark MrDtrmott

The Captain, Carl
Yaatrezenuki, will be
honored tomorrow at
Fenway Park as
Number 8 finishes out
his long 23 year career
with the Red Sox. The
Sox close out the

season against
Cleveland.

Tony C. night atrocities by the organiza-
tion. Hopefully. Haywood and Buddy,
and Jean will remember just how much
Yaz meant long l;)efore they knew what
power really was. For it will be the big-

gest day in Boston sports since another
pretty significant figure, John Havlicek,
bid adieu.

After, the crowd will eventually die

down and in the clubhouse, the famed
numl)er 8 will l)e placed on a hook for the
final time. For the generations who have
seen him play, there will be the memories.

F^or the generations who will not, there

will be the legend.

Stickers put it together

in big 4-1 win overPC

Collcpan Photo b,v David Deubcr

Senior Chris Coughlin sends the ball downfield in yesterday's 4-1 win
over Providence College. The field hockey team upped their record to
5-0-1.

Women's tennis routed, 8-1
By RICHARD
BRUNELLI
Collegian correspondent

DURHAM, NH - There
was no fun for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts
women's tennis team late

Wednesday night. The
netwomen returned from
the University of New
Hampshire with an 8-1 loss

handed to them.

Coach Pat Stewart could

not rely on the usually

strong play of first singles

player Elizabeth Sullivan

who lost 6-0, 6-0. Despite

the lopsided score,
Sullivan played good ten-

nis.

"It was fun to watch,"
Stewart said, "no matter
who won the points you
wanted to clap at the end."

Likewise, the score of

Anne Tauger's match was
not indicative of the play.

She was defeated by a 6-1,

6-1.

In other singles action,

Anne-Marie MacKertiich

(3) went down 6-2, 6-4 in a
match that lasted well over

two hours. Diane Biagioli

(4) was downed 6-3, 6-0.

And number five singles

player Pat Sullivan lost

6-1, 6-3.

The bright spot of the

day. however, occured in

the number six singles

match of Karen Orlowski a
6-3, 6-0 winner.

In doubles play the

number one team of Jillian

Nesgos atnd Marie Hanlon
were nipped 7-5, 7-5,

Marie Leary and Lisa Cor-

bett were defeated 6-1, 6-3

in the second doubles
match, and Laura Morgan
and Karen Kranick were
routed 6-0, 6-0 in third

doubles match.

By JILL LANG

Collegian Staff

As cliches go. "practice makes perfect" is

one of the most overworked. For
University of Massachusetts field hockey

coach Pam Hixon, however, there is still

some life left in the phrase.

Judging from the results of yesterday's

contest with the friars of Providence

College, practice does make perfect. "In

practice, we spent time making sure people

were at the right place at the right time,"

Hixon said, "and we accomplished what we
set out to do."

The final score of yesterday's contest was

4 to 1, in favor of the Minutewomen. This

win ups UMass' record to 5-0-1. The Friars

fell to a even 3-3.

The first goal was scored at 24:45 in the

first half. Forward Pam Moryl passed the

ball in front of the goal, and forward Sue

Packard swept it past the Friar goalie.

Two minutes later, this combination went

to work again, except the roles were

reversed. Packard passed the ball to Moryl

in front of the goal, and she found the net.

Providence College broke the shut-out at

17:27 in the first half. On a corner play, PC
link Liz Noble scored on a pass from for-

ward Jackie Gladu. "Patti (Shea) had an

obstructed view at that time," Hixon said.

"That was unfortunate, because things like

that will happen, but it is definitely no

excuse."

Forward Patti Smith made the scrre 3-1

with a goal at 10:43. After a flurry of shots

on goal, Smith took a rebound off the goalie

pads and found the back of the net.

"We worked on touching the ball around
the net, and working in and around the

keeper," Hixon said. "Patti's goal and Sue's

first goal worked on that principle."

UMass put the icing on the cake at 24:22 in

the first half. Packard, this time

unassisted, and working from the right side

of the goal, foung PC goalie out of position,

and flicked the ball into the opposite corner

of the net.

"Sue played exceptionally well," Hixon
said. "We moved well. We were ready for

this game. We created opportunities, and
really followed through on them."
UMass clearly dominated this match: the

Minutewomen outshot PC 40-5, and out-

numbered the Friars on corners by 28-6.

"Now that we have our offense on track,

we need to work on some pressure

defense," Hixon said. "We're keep the

backs back a bit further than usual."

When the Minutewomen face Springfield

College tomorrow, all aspects of the UMass
game will be tested. Hixon said this match-
up is traditionally a rivalry.

"We will be playing at the same speed we
played North Carolina," Hixon said. "I am
sure, though, that they will try to slow us

down. A game like this always brings out

the best in each player," Hixon said.

Tomorrow's game will be played on the

turf at Springfield College at 11 a.m.

Cross country to travel
The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's cross-country teams will be
on the road this weekend, battling some of

the top teams in the Northeast.
The men will be at the University of

New Hampshire today for a 3 p.m. start in

a race that promises to be a "best of the
rest" affair. That is because Providence
College is expected to waltz away with the
top honors.

UMass runner John Pannacione, fourth

at the tiC meet, has been suffering from a

touch of the flu this week and may or may
not run.

The UMass women's team will be "goin

down to Jersey" to participate in the

Rutgers Invitational. Coach Julie

LaFreniere has been seeing a lot of steady

improvement from her team and has been

pointing towards this meet as an op-

portunity for them to show their stuff.
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HOMECOMING KICKOFF— Spectators gather around a bonfire in front of the Campus Pond
Friday night for the start of Homecoming weekend.

New dean appointed by Duffy
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Dennis L. Madson, vice chancellor for

student affairs for the University of

Massachusetts said he will announce this

week that Larry G. Benedict was appointed

dean of academic support services

on September 15. Benedict will continue

with the same duties he has had since April,

1982, when he was named acting dean of

academic support services.

Madson recommended Benedict for acting

dean when Deidre A. Ling left that post to

take the job of acting assistant chancellor.

While acting dean, Benedict was also

associate vice chancellor for student affairs.

Madson said a search for a permanent

dean was initiated, but he decided to ask

Benedict to take the job permanently

because, he said, such an appointment

would give the University a "sense of

permanent leadership."

"Larry would be able to follow the agendas

he had started," Madson said. "This kind of

leadership is important to the University."

Madson gave no reason for the delay in the

announcement.
Benedict's responsibilities as associate

vice chancellor for student affairs will be

divided among people within the depart-

ment. He will still retain his title, and he

will act primarily in an advisory role,

Madson said.

Benedict outlined his primary respon-

sibility as dean of academic support ser-

vices as "enrollment management," which

is all it takes to "get students here and

keep them here until the time they

graduate."

This task entails the bringing together of

related services such as admissions and

financial aid, all the way to career

development and job placement. Bendict

said.

He said Ling began the concept of

enrollment management and "I wanted to

sound it out as a mission."

"I wanted to bring it to the conscience of

the University and let everyone know what

the concept really means."

Benedict cited as one of his primary goals

the reducing of red tape students have to go

through, which, he said, may involve

changing some policies.

"These are little things students don't see,

but they make life a lot easier," Benedict

said.

"The bottom line is better services for

students," he said. "I have a supportive

staff, and I am receiving help from all over.

It is a joy working here."

But, he added, it is not strictly up to the

people in Whitmore; students also have a

role in enrollment management.
"You get out of the University what you

put into it," Benedict said. "Our size is one

of the things that makes this University so

great. We need to make it better for other

people, too."

Violence protested at Worcester rally

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER — About sue hundred
demonstrators joined together to protest

violence against women at a rally here

Friday night. The rally was followed by a

candlelight march through the streets filled

with chants for an end to violence against

women.
Called "Take Back the Night, " the rally

and march coincided with three similar

events around the state echoing the

message that society will no longer tolerate

violence against women.
"Let's have no more silence, no more

violence. Women Unite, Lets take back the

night," said emcee Kathy Alexander from

the Everywomen's Center at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst.

After giving a short speech Alexander

introduced a host of other speakers in-

cluding women activists and crime victims.

"Women have not been taught to be

assertive and this is a condition that enables

"Every 18 seconds a woman is

battered, and every three

minutes a woman is raped. We
must end this yolk of bondage of

a patriarchical society which

keeps women as the victim.
"

—Pamela Lampert
National Organization of

Women

men to violate women and keep them on

this pedestal," said Pamela Lampert of the

National Organization of Women.
'Every 18 seconds a woman is battereu,

and every three minutes a women is raped.

We must end this yolk of bondage of a

patriarchical society which keeps women as

the victim," she said.

A rape victim talked about the im-

portance of speaking out instead of hiding

feelings.

"I felt shame and guilt but now I can talk

about it openly, and what is left of the anger

I put into energy to combat violence against

women. We have a right to demand that we
can live without the fear of violence," she

said.

After the speeches, chanting "Women
United We'll Never Be Defeated," the

participants of all ages began the march

through Worcester carrying candles and

wielding banners.

"I am only interested in making the streets

safe at night and I will do anything to help

solve the problem of violence," said Jane

Mcdowell Ford of Worcester.

Asked why she was marching, she

replied, "I am afraid of the night".

Kathy Alexander said this common fear of

the night by women forms the title of Take

Back the Night, in hopes that one day

people will be able to be safe and free at any

time and anywhere.

Other chants were: "Fight Back! Fight

Back! No More Violence and Attacks," and

"What Do We Want? Safety! When Do
We Want It? Now!"

Grads rap

future plan

for UMass
By SEAN CASEY

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Graduate Student Senate claims the

University Planning Council created by
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffy's proposed

I.iong Range Plan is not representative

enough of the entire University community.
A motion passed at Thursday's senate

meeting states the planning council should

be "composed of members more
representative of those affected by

adoption of the goals and objectives of the

long range plan."

According to the motion, the planning

council should have as members the deans

of all nine schools, and representatives from
both Housing Services and the Physical

Plant, so that all University departments
will be equally represented.

The motion states the two chancellor

appointees may be dropped, and that there

should be two graduate student
representatives decided by the graduate

senate. The chancellor's original plan called

for one graduate student to be picked from

two candidates chosen by the senate.

The Planning Council should be an "apex"

body with special "working groups" under
it, the motion states. These working
groups would be entitled "evaluation

criteria, allocation of resources, and space."

space.
'

The working groups, each of which would
have one graduate student, would examine
their particular areas and report back to the

council with their findings and recom-

mendations.

Although the Long Range Plan is a

philosophical statement and not a

"blueprint", the senate believes it should

attack the planning council first and

comment on specific details of the chan-

cellor's plan at a later date, senate

president Sanjiv Dugal .said.

Some of the concerns of the plan the

senate did not act on art' the problem of

graduate stipends for teaching and research

and the on and off campus housing

situations.

The senate also decided to change the way
it publicizes the graduate Forum speaker
program in order to combat low attendance
rates. The senate will now distribute fliers

to all graduate students rather than have
departmental advi.sors submit the names of

two interested persons, as done in the past.

The first torum this year will be at 7 p.m.

Oct. 23 in Memorial Hall when Dr. Leon
Tabah, director of the United Nations

Population Division will speak.
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World and National News
White House blocking vote to removeWatt
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Democrats are seeking

a quick floor vote this week on a resolution urging the

disnussal of Interior Secretary James Watt, but Reagan
administation allies, mindful that the measure could pass

by a comfortable margin, are searching for ways to block

or delay the vote.

"Were ready to vote on Mr. Watt. But the administration

doesn't want a vote," said Senate Democratic leader

Robert C. Byrd of West Virgnia. He is author of the "sense

of the Senate" resolution calling on President Reagan to

request Watt's resignation "without delay."

Byrd has indicated he'll take the first opportunity to press

for adoption of his measure, which labels as "insensitive

and insulting" Watt's characterizaton of appointees to an

advisory commission as "a black, ... a woman, two Jews
and a cripple."'

That chance could come within the next few days, as

Congress works for another week before taking a one-

week Columbus Day recess. Also up in the Senate this

week is legislation to designate a new holiday to honor

slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.. a bill that

could be filibustered by a small band of conservatives.

Meanwhile, work will continue in both chambers on

major spending bills for the fiscal year that began

Saturday.

The White House said last week that Interior Secretary

Watt was expected to stay on and that President Reagan

considered the matter "closed."

But the furor over Watt's remarks continued to rage on

Capitol Hill, and GOP leaders concede that Byrd's

resolution would likely pass — action that could prove an

embarrassment to the Reagan administration.

Reagan gets revised aid plan for Nicaragua
WASHINGTON AP President Reagan has won at least a

reprieve in Congress for the CIA's embattle "covert" aid to

Nicaraguan counter revolutionaries.

The Senate Intelligence Committee has accepted a

slightly revised aid plan and the House may shy away from

a head-on flight to stop it.

The administration's recent success has buoyed some

Reagan backers who now believe Congress will let the

program continue for the foreseeable future.

Meanwhile, the CIA backed "contras" or counter-

revolutionaries - have stepped up attacks against

Niraraeuan towns near the Honduran border and aeainst

ecomomic targets deep inside the country. The leftist

Nicaraguan government claims to have beaten back the

attacks.

By taking no action before the 1983 fiscal year ended

Friday, Congress allowed funding for the covert action to

continue. Proposals to end it are expected to re-emerge

later this month, but their chances appear doubtful.

The House, which voted 228 195 on July 28 to kill the

program, is scheduled to consider the cut-off proposal

again in about two weeks as part of the 1984 intelligence

authorization bill. The Senate never took up the House-

passed bill to kill the program and is expected to back

continued covert action while insisting on tighter

budgetary controls.

Aquino's mourners come out against Marcos
MANILA. PhiUppines (AP) - Wearing yellow T-shirts

with portraits of Benigno Aquino, about 300 Filipinos

jogged 3'/? miles in a demonstration against President

Ferdinand E. Marcos Sunday, clapping, chanting and

flashing hand signals to "fight."

Butz Aquino, brother of the assassinated opposition

leader, led the jog. the first of a scheduled weekly jaunt

called 'ROAR" — Run for Aquino and for Resignation — a

reference to mounting opposition calls for Marcos to quit.

The brother accused the regime of shootmg his brother, a

charge the president has denied.

Businessmen, students, office employees and their

relatives ran. They flashed "L" signs with thumb and index

finger, the first letter of the Philippine word "Laban,"

which means "Fight" and was also the name of Aquino's

political party.

Some of the traffic policemen along the route flashed

back the "L" sign.

Digest
by Associated Press

Policeman faces charges in

Combat Zone shooting
BOSTON — A hospitalized Milford police officer faces

arraignment this week on charges he shot a legislative aide

to death in a seedy section of town, and his police chief says

the officer will be suspended.

Officer John J. Jenks. 31. was being held under police

guard this weekend at Massachusetts General Hospital

while he recovers from a gunshot wound to the left hand

suffered the night the aide was killed, according to Deputy

Superintendent Jack Barry of the Boston police.

"It's quite a shock to me," said Milford Police Chief

Donald Small, who took over the force last July. "He told

me Friday morning that somebody tried to rob him and he

was shot in the struggle."

Small said Jenks, who is single, was on a week's vacation

al the time of the shooting Thursday night. Boston police

obtained a warrant in Boston Municipal Court and arrested

Jenks on Saturday, charging him with murdering Stephen

H. Byrne. 29, of Arlington in the city's adult entertainment

district. Barry said.

"Stephen was a fine young man and he would never have

gone to the Combat Zone on his own." said Rep. John
Cusack of Arlington, who was with the victim earlier in the

evening. "There can be no question that he was forced to

go there and then killed by an assailant who robbed him."

Cotylenol may have caused
Pennsylvania man 's death
LKWISBURG. Pa. - A 34 year old man with a heart

murmur died after taking Co-Tylenol, prompting local

police to ask store o"nf^r« statewide '^iinHny U; withdraw

the cold medicine from their shelves.

liul auUionties smd ^uminy alieiuuoii iiiey had no

evidence linking the death to the cold tablets, and they said

the recall was voluntary and precautionary.

"It's a recommendation, that's all it is." said Harold

Erdley, a dispatcher with the Union County Department of

Emergency Services.

"They had a fairly young person die yesterday (Satur-

day). The only thing we know about any recent past

medical history is that the person took Co Tylenol," Erdley

said.

()ne year ago, sov«»n people dier! ir the f^^'n^^rn area

after taking cyanide laced Extra Strength lylenol cap

sules. The person responsible has not been found.

AP i^asrrphoto

ARIZONA COPTER CRASH — Rescue
workers inspect the wreckage of an Arizona
Department of Public Safety helicopter which
crashed in Marana Sunday morning, killing two
officers who had been rescuing flood victims.

Helicopter crashes during
Arizona flood rescue
TUCSON. Ariz. — Eight-foot-deep floodwaters surged

through southern Arizona on Sunday, stranding hundreds
of people on rooftops and leaving nine dead or missing,

including two crewmen killed in a helicopter crash during a

rescue mission for a mother and baby.

More rain pelted the state Sunday, the day after

helicopters plucked stranded residents from rooftops in

Tucson and the hard-hit mining town of Clifton.

Gov. Bruce Babbitt, who has declared a statewide

emergency, flew over southern Arizona on Sunday to

survey the swirling floods that have driven hundreds from
their homes.
More than half of Clifton was swept away by floodwaters

from the San Francisco River, authorities said. Just under
6 inches of rain fell there during a 36-hour period, the

National Weather Service said Sunday.

Gay discrimination bill

faces opposition in Senate
BOSTON — The race against the clock in Massachusetts

Senate will determine the fate of emotionally charged

legislation to ban discrimination against homosexuals, a

proponent says.

The legislation that would make illegal discrimination on

the basis of sexual preference in housing, employment and
credit is on the Massachusetts Senate's agenda today. But
the senator carrying the bill — Sen. George Bachrach,

D-Watertown — is anticipating opponents' attempts to

delay debate and he said he is uncertain when, action will

take place.

AP LoMtrpkoto

GLENN BOOED — Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio,

geaturea during a speech at the National Organization

for Women '» conference in Wathington Sunday. Glenn

ums booed by the audience for aaying *7 think we all

loafed on the ERA. We didn 't work hard enough. The

opposition outworked and out hustled us.
"

Druse grab province

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Druse leader Walid Jumblatt

set up a council to administer Chouf province, and an

adviser to President Amin Gemayel on Sunday accused

Jumblatt's Syrian backers of plotting to split Lebanon into

separate states.

Christian militiamen, meanwhile, freed about 200 Druse

women and children after several weeks' captivity.

Jumblatt on Saturday announced he was forming an

eight-man "civil administration committee" to run the day-

to day affairs of Chouf p^Mvince "in the emergency cir-

cumstances ... untU the return of central government

institutions."

He told reporters in his Chouf mountain home at

Mouktara that the committee would later act as a

"pressure block" for the Druse in the central government's

management of social, economic and administrative affairs.

Farouk Jaber. a political adviser to Gemayel, told

reporters after emergency government meetings Sunday

that Syria was using Jumblatt to partition Lebanon into

cantons, or separate states.

Carter's momentos will be

auctioned in fundraiser
NEW YORK- A jet that flew Jimmy Carter to the Mideast

and chairs that the former president built from trees in his

backyard are being offered for sale this week at a fun-

draising auction for the Carter Library.

Carter will be on hand when his signed hickory chairs go

on the auction block in New York along with more than 300

other items, including gifts from the former president's

famous friends.

The four Shaker-style chairs are expected to bring from

$25,000 to $1 million for the proposed $25 million Carter

Presidential Library and Carter Center of Emory
University in Atlanta. Construction of the library and
academic center, where Carter will work several days a

week, is to begin after the new year.

Democrats could have
female running mate
WASHINGTON — Six of the Democratic presidential

candidates embraced the idea of having a feminist woman
as their running mate in 1984 as they bid Sunday for the

endorsement of the National Organization for Women, the

country's largest feminist group.

None of the six actually promised to add a woman to the

national ticket if he wins the party's nomination in San
Francisco next summer. But all told the more than 2,000

delegates gathered for NOW's annual convention that they

could consider it seriously.

NOW President Judy Goldsmith announced Friday that

the board of directors of the 250,000-member group would

endorse a presidential candidate before the first of the year

and that they would press the contenders to add a woman
to the ticket.
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Management school receivesgrant

for exchange program with China
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

Graduate students from the University of Massachusetts
School of Manairement can now study business and tradp

relations between the United States and China, thanks to a

grant from the U.S. Department of Education.

The purpose of the program is "to further stimulate

cooperative trade between the U.S. and China," explained

Professor Bertil Liander, director of graduate studies for

the School of Management.
UMass was selected from 1000 applicants for the grant,

and "was ranked as the third most-deserving of the 22

other institutions judged eligible," Liander said. "I believe

that right now this University has the largest exchange of

this kind," added he.

The program will start with symposiums at the

University this spring, followed by a two-week visit to

Peking in the summer. There, students will attend

briefings at the Chinese Ministry of Foreign EJconomic

Relations and Trade, with additional briefings at its

Research Institue and the U.S. Embassy, Liander said.

The students will end their stay in the central Chinese

city of Xien, where they will be met by Professor Fred

Drake, of the UMass History department. The purpose of

this stop will be to study the diverse culture and society of

China, Liander said.

Individual applicants must be graduate students, have

taken Chinese-related courses and have expressed career

interest in U.S. -Chinese business relations.

The school of Management is electing 10 students from

the applications and who will be granted $2000 to cover

travel and other expenses while in China, Liander said.

'Hopefully, this program will iea'^ • whor s k- i.i. t n

of U.S. trade with China," he said. "China has an immen.*
population and economy, and we should try to increase our

share of trade with them while Germany and other in-

dustrial nations are, also."

The University has also welcomed three Chinese students

to study at the School of Management.
Cultural differences are already noticable, Liander said.

These students "had little concept of checks or charge

accounts since they come from a largely cash society," he

said.

Liander said if all goes smoothly, the U.S. Department of

Education may renew this grant the following year.

-Women's Forum

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of upcoming events

relating to women's issues. Notices should be sent to the

W(ymen 's editor care of the Collegian, US Camjms Center,

before the Friday preceding the event.

The University of MassachuiiettB defines harassment

as "a form of violence; it consists of verbal and/or written

invasion/violation of an individual's rights and may be

racial, sexual, or personal in nature and may be expressed

through graffiti, obscene telephone calls, or other means."

There are legal channels available to persons harassed.

One is the Sexual Harassment Grievance Procedure.

p^or more information on this and other procedures con-

tact the Ombuds office 545-0867.

Tuesday — The Women's Issues Team will meet at 4

p.m. in room 804 of the Campus Center.

Moving forward: Assertiveness and Leadership Skills

for Working Women, a 6-week support group being of-

fered by the Everywoman's Center, will meet from 7 to 9

p.m. in the Amherst Room of Jones library. Amity Street,

Amherst. For more information call 545-0883.

Wednesday — The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom will meet at 4 p.m. in the Campus

Center.

Thursday — Monique Wittig, French author "and

feminist will l^ reading from her work at 4 p.m. in room

168 Campus Center.

Wittig will also speak at 8 p.m. in McConnell Hall,

Smith College.

The Women's Film Festival concludes with My
Brilliant Career at 7 and 11 p.m.. and A Woman's Deci-

sion at 9 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus Center. Admis-

sion is $2 for the double feature.

There are two hotlines available on campus for aid to

victims of rape or other violence. The 24-Hour Raf>e

Hotline is 545-2677. The Everywoman's Center Hotline

for victims of violence is 545-0800.

(oUrgian Photo 6y Itarid Or-ibrr

SOGGY TRAIN — This group of UMass students

march through Saturday's rain in the annual
Homecoming parade.

Students will guard campus buildings

By KEN B. COLE

Collegian Correspondent

Because of thefts and acts of vandalism at the Fine Arts

Center at the University of Massachusetts, a student

security system has been established to guard the

building.

In order to lower the number of thefts, the Fine Arts

Center and the academic buildings are trying to raise funds

to pay work study students to act as security guards.

According to Carol Radzik, student security coordinator,

a student run security system proved successful last year

at Herter Hall.

"I think having security there at the building cut down on

vandalism. It allowed the janitors to do their jobs as

opposed to patrolling the building," Radzik said.

But Radzik said some of this year's security programs

may be stalled because not enough work study students

are available to fill security positions.

Any interested work study recipients may pick up ap-

plications at the Department of Public Saftey in room 104

Dickinson, beginning October 10.

According to UMass Department of Public Safety

records, more than 40 criminal incidents occurred at the

Fine Arts Center last year. The total cost involved for a' ts

of larceny and vandalism was $.3,225.

MacRostie said students pay directly for such thefts

tipcause "pvprvthintf that i? «^'olen comes out of the

academic program budget."

PARTY TIME — Football fans gather around
kegs outside Alumni Stadium Saturday for the
traditional Homecoming tailgate parties.

Southwest snackbar
re-opening very soon
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Correspondent

Hungry Southwest students will soon welcome the re-

opening of the newly -renovated Hampden Snack Bar.

The snack bar, located below Southwest Munchies Store

opened Sept. 13 with shortened hours and a smaller menu.

A few minor problems with "shop drawings," which tell the

construction workers where to put service lines, plumbing

and cabinetry, have delayed the full opening, said Marie

Cappadona, director of Food Services.

Cappadona said Fo(xi Service equipment was scheduled

to arrive Friday and the snack bar should be in full

operation early this month.

Since the building opened 18 years ago, no real im-

provements had been made and with $20,000 available

through the department budget for renovations, '"we

realized we could improve the efficiency of the serving

area", Cappadona said.

Many chairs were broken, needing replacement and the

back corner of Ihe room was dimly lit, she said.

The dining area now has new wooden tables and chairs

and a raised, carpeted area with booths and cushioned

seats, giving it more of a soda shop look. There is also a

juke box and a newly painted mural of students around

campus.
The snack bar will feature omelets, sandwiches, chicken

nuggets, franks, hamburgers, salads, ice cream and new,

fresh batter onion rings. "I love them, I hope everyone else

does," Cappadona said.

With the Dining Commons closing at 7 p.m., the pleasant

interior will provide a nice, late-night study spot for

Southwest students than it has in the past, she said.

Operating hours are from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.

There will be a formal Grand Opening in mid-October,

with an entertainment night, prizes and a contest to re-

name the snackbar, Cappadona said.

"Everyone down there is very enthusiastic," she said.

Collective offers counseling

The Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Collective begins

its fall hours today. The collective offers peer counseling

and referrals. Those interested should stop by the office in

room 433 of the Student Union or leave a message at 545-

2645 or 545-0684.

Magazine needs writing

Betelgeuse, the science fiction magazine at the

University of Massachusetts, is looking for literary and

artistic material associated with science fiction and fan-

tasy. All submissions should be dropped off in room 166 of

the Campus Center by December 1.
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SGA Senator EIectIons
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COLLEGE PIZZA
FAST, FREE DELIVERY OF
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TO ALL

UMASS DORMS, FRATS &
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* Wide Screen TV with MTV, ESPN,
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LOCATED at PATTERSON CORNER of SOUTHWEST
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4

EDITORIAL/OPINION

Lebanon — a dangerous place
For quite some time, most anti-war groups have con-

centrated on the U.S. position in El Salvador. I never

really understood why at first because of my ignorance,

and to a certain extent I still do not. However, the reason

I do not understand now is no longer ignorance. The

reason the efforts of the members of the peace movement

are somewhat missing the point is, in a word, Lebanon.

Why are we not fighting to get the U.S. troops out of

Lebanon rather than the advisors out of El Salvador?

Tricia A. Yacavone

While I realize that U.S. involvement in Vietnam began

with the "harmless" installation of advisors, has the U.S.

not gone that dangerous step further in Lebanon where

there are actually troops of U.S. Marines? Americans

have died and have been wounded in Lebanon. And in El

Salvador? Are not more Americans in danger of losing

their Hves in Lebanon than in El Salvador?

In a recent issue of USA Today, there were five major

headline stories dealing with issues in Lebanon. One of

these stories dealt with Marine Corps Commandant Gen.

Paul X. Kelley. who referred to the troops in Lebanon as

those "who were sent to Vietnam." And just how closely

he thought the two experiences were similiar was driven

home when he called this mistake a "Freudian slip."

Another story read. "The 41 -year old battleship New
Jersey is now in the Mediterranean presumably heading

for duty off Lebanon, the Navy said." And the escalation

does not end here for, as USA Today also reported,

"since the fighting began the American force has grown

from 3000 plus men with five navy ships to more than

16,000 men and 14 warships." And President Reagan, in

another story, was quoted as saying "his entire Middle

East peace plan will fail if Lebanon's government fails."

Furthermore, Reagan thinks the sole responsibility for

these troops should lay in his lap, or at least his and

Secretary of State George Shultz's.

Fortunately. Congress was trying to bring Reagan back

to sanity by voting to refuse to fund Marines in Lebanon

unless Reagan invoked the 1973 War Powers Act. The

War Powers Act passed the House and the Senate last

week. The Act allows Congress authority over the troops

in Lebanon, will revoke a compromise between Reagan

and congressional leaders which allows the Marines to

stay in Lebanon at least 18 months.

Shultz and Reagan want to supercede the democracy of

the nation and chide Congress for action. Reagan was

quoted as saying. "I think those people who have ad

vocated such things (as the invocation of the 1973 War
Powers Act). ..are very shortsighted. Meanwhile. Shultz

insisted that saving face is more important than losing

the lives our countrymen. "What we are doing in

Lebanon is right, (but) the minute some trouble arises,

we turn our tails and beat it-think that sends a gigantic

message around the world." Saving face? Is that not an

eerie echo of what we heard about Vietnam?

In conclusion, I insist the parallels between U.S. in

volvement in Lebanon and Vietnam far outweigh those

parallels that exist in El Salvador. Yet many people

continue rallying for the U.S. to get out of Central and

South America, while ignoring what is the more

demanding issue at stake. U.S. involvement in the af-

fairs of El Salvador and other nations south of our border

is wrong and should be stopped. However, we as political

and social activists should draw our attention to the

problems in the Middle East where we have already lost

some of our people. If we are worried about another

Vietnam, the threat is in the East, not in the South.

Tricin A. Yacavone is a Collegian stajfrrwrnber.

Letters •

AH unsigned editorials represent the majority opi-

nion of the Collegian Board of Editors. The editorial

of September 30 concerning "Class of 1983 Day" was

intended to be an unsigned policy editorial, not the

opinion of "the Editor" as stated.

Native Americans are scarce

7:30pm Camfua QenieJi ^Q^1^*uo&nU4f. o/ MaMaclwieiU

To the Editor,

On behalf of the American Indian Student Association I

would like to express thanks to members of the faculty

and administration and all others whose help made the

powwow at the campus pond a success. One point made in

the Collegian's coverage of the event bears correction.

There are between twenty and thirty American Indians at

the University, not 290 to 300. It is our hope that more In-

dians will choose to attend the University. I would like to

add that the Indians I spoke with who traveled here to par-

ticipate in the pow-wow were pleased with the event and

the UMass community. We regret that the event was held

on Yom Kippur and apologize to those students who could

not attend. Since we plan to make this an annual event we

will avoid such conflicts in the future. On Wednesday, Oct.

5 at 100 p.m. in the SUB, and at 8:00 p.m. in the Hamp-

den D.C., Southwest, we will be hostmg AIM spokesper-

son JohnTrudell. All are welcome.

William A. Nadeau
Leyerett

Foreign Policy — Right On

To the Editor,

In my years at the University of Massachusetts I have

yet to see printed in the Collegian any opinions in support

of Reagan's policies in Central America. All this paper

seems to be interested in is bringing down Reagan's

foreign policies, with liberal ideals that in no way con-

stitutes reality. People cannot help themselves from draw-

ing analogies with Vietnam. Vietnam was fought in a far-

off corner of the world that most Americans knew nothing

about, and could care even less. Central America is just on

the other side of the Gulf of Mexico, not the far side of the

Pacific Ocean. Central America should not be looked at as

another Vietnam but considered as a 1980's version of

Cuba in the early 1960's. The area of Central America is

being backed by Cuba and Russia. Having these leftists

operate so close and in increasing numbers is a major con-

cern to the safety of the United States. If Central America

falls into Soviet control, how far behind could Mexico be

from the same result?

So let's see, that would leave an unfriendly government

on our southern border for the first time in one hundred

and forty years. America's defense has always been based

on the isolation that the vast oceans have given us. The

United States would for the first time put troops on our

own border for defense. It is very easy to see that letting

Central America fall into Soviet hands could cost the

United States more later than it will now. With this in

mind Americans should back Reagan's policies before it's

too late.

Leo P. Quinlan
Northeast

Grad politics -

secret affairs?
We believe that the attempts to organize a graduate stu-

dent teachers union are not proceeding with the informed

knowledge or consent of a majority of graduate students.

The primary source of information on the proposed

union has been notices mailed to graduate students by the

newly formed Graduate Teachers' Organization (GTO).

These notices have been signed by Graduate Student

Senate officers and presumably, published using student

funds. The notices arrogantly assume unquestioned accep-

tance of unionization.

Graduate Student Forum

The principal evidence cited that the majority of

graduate students favor unionization, is the result of a

referendum question placed on the ballots for the

graduate student election, held late last spring. The

referendum question did not use the word 'union', several

response catagories were given, and voter turnout was on-

ly about 8 percent due to inadequate publicity. Subse-

quently, a notice was distributed to graduate students

stating that union organizing was proceeding with the ap-

proval of 82 percent of the voters. The actual support of

the initiative is clearly open to question.

Published information on unionizing efforts has been

singularly uninformative, and dwells primarily on chang-

ing the legal status of TA/TO (teaching assistant) posi-

tions, and on wages. Although real income has indeed

decreased for graduate teachers, salary is only one issue.

Others include the following:

— Will changing the status of graduate teachers to stat«

employees eliminate their present tax exempt status or

tuition waivers?
— Will increasing salaries decrease the number of

TA/TO positions?
— Fractional TA positions distribute limited funds and

tuition waivers among a greater number of graduate

students. Will these be affected?

— Who will decide who is granted TA/TO positions —
departments or the union?
— Will the length of TA/TO terms be set by the union or

at the department level, based on the many variables in-

volved?
— How much will union dues be, what will they be used

for, and what will they not he used for?

— Will union membership be mandatory?
— To whom will the union be accountable? Students?

The Graduate Student Senate? The University? The

Massachusetts Teachers Asst)ciation (MTA)?
— Why was it decided to affiliate the Graduate Student

Organization with the MTA?
— What type and how much local control will there be?

— By precisely what mechanism will acceptance of the

union be approved, and conversely, how will union

disbandment be accomplished if deemed necessary by a

majority of graduate students?

The union organizers, to our knowledge, have publicly

addressed none of the above issues. Efforts to gain infor-

mation on proposed union rules and bylaws by our elected

graduate student senators proved futile. In light of the ap-

parent lack of interest that union organizers have for the

opinions of graduate students in general, we have the

following suggestions:

1) The Graduate Student Senate is probably the best

organization to settle grievances and to negotiate

graduate teacher policies and salaries. It is an organiza-

tion already in place with substantial funding. Senate Of-

ficers who think the Senate must always be impotent in

such matters should resign and be replaced by more com-

petent leaders.

2) Further attempts to organize graduate students using

graduate student funds must cease. A complete set of pro-

posed union rules and bylaws should be published and all

relevant issues publicly addressed and debated before the

Senate allows such funds to be spent.

3) All further graduate student elections must be well

publicized in advance, including the proposed wording of

referendum questions.

4) Complete results of graduate student elections must

be published, including the fraction of eligible students ac-

tuaJly voting.

5) Officers of the Graduate Student Senate should be for-

bidden by the rules of their office to spend student monies

without the consent of the Senate, except in cases of

emergency.
Unionization of graduate students may or may not be in

the best interests of ourselves or of the undergraduates

whom we help teach. It is certain, however, that union

organizers must not continue their efforts in the secrecy

which currently shrouds them.

The 33 undersigned contributors

of this column are the

graduate students of the

Departments of Geology
and Geography.
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DOUBLE JAMES DEAN!
Rebel Without A Cause 7:00

plus

East of Eden 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERSi

Business Career for the

MothemoticQlly Skilled
Actuarial Coft Day

W*dn*sday, October 5, 4903, 3 p.m.

Rm 1634 - Graduate K*s*arch Tow^r
Actuaries are executives in the insurance industry pro-

fessionally trained in the science of mathematical pro-

bability. They use mathematical skills to define, model,

analyze and solve complex business and social pro-

blems, and to design financially sound insurance and

pension programs. They serve in both technical and

managerial positions. The career requires very strong

verbal and mathematical skills. Come to the Career

Day to meet and talk with actuaries from major New
England Insurance Companies, and to find out more

about the career and the Actuarial Science Program at

the University.

A^ar after
Wyear, semester
^^ after semester,
thi' nilleKi* V^^ f"«" Fi(k4it.v I nkm Lifc

has been the most accepted, most

popular life insurance projjram

on campuses all over America
program on rampusos all «>\cr Atm'rica.

(all Ihe Udelitv I nion Life L :,J^I:^
Find out »h>. Field .A.ssociate in your area: rKlCIIW

Tel: 256-8351 UnioilLifc

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Rd.. Amherst, Ma.

Foil Training Program

for UMOSS

Transit Service

Applications Meeting

Tuesday October 4th

7:00 P.M.

CC 168C

100 applications will be given out

must show proof of class year

(class schedule or transcripts)

Office For Coop^rotlv* Education
has •xclting position!

roloting to your floid of study,

if you'vo oiroody roglstorod iot us

linow your foii oddross. if you'd iilio to

rogistor now rogistrotion hos bogun for

spring worli ropiocomonts.

Tho Offico for Cooporotivo Education

1 10 Thompson Hoii 545-2379

Insurance Agency

20 Gatehouse Rd.
Amherst, Massachusetts

(413) 263*9387
Auto - Motorcycle - Renters

CATCH THIS

!

Now s the time to act. Because the NSA Profesiional

Ouolificalion Test (POT) will be given on campuses throughout

the nation on November 13th.

Successfully competing on this test qualifies you for

consideration by the National Security Agency. NSA it

currently seeking top graduating students to meet the

challenges of its important communications security and

foreign intelligence production missions.

If you qualify en the POT, you will be contacted regarding

an interview with an NSA representative. He or she will

discuss the specific role you can ploy within such fields as

data systems, language, information science,

communications, and management.

So pick up a POT bulletin at your college placement office.

Fill out the registration form and mail it by October 32 nd, in

order to take the test on November 12 th. There is no

registration fee.

Graduates with a Bachelors or Masters Degree in Electronic

Engineering, Computer Science or a Slavic, Near Eastern or

Far Eastern language, may sign up for on interview without

taking th* POT.

All NSA career positions require U.S. citizenship, a thorough

background investigation, and a medical review.

NSA
The
National
Security
Agency

The NSA Professional Qualification Test. Register by October 22nd 1983.

s:^fc^

rusty nail riAV

Tuesday the 4th

An Evening with

WARREN
ZEVON

Ticl<ets can be purchased Big Momma Thornton
every Wed at BKO table Ray Buchanan
in Campus Center for: George Carlin

Buddy Guy & Junior Wells
(Thurs 10/6)

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

presents

All Bottles Beer 7 to 9 $1.00

Tickets also available at the door

or at For the Record at Faces

of Earth in Amherst.

You must be 18 to enter,

Arts
It's time forBob andDoug to "take off'

STRANGE BREW (Polygram)
Doug and Bob McKenzie

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

When I first saw Bob and Doug McKenzie
(a.k.a. Dave Thomas and Rick Moranis) on

the now defunct Second City Television late

night comedy show, I have to admit I was
an immediate fan. But with the release of

the soundtrack from their summer movie

Strange Brew, it is apparent that the gag is

wearing extremely thin.

The beer guzzling duo from the Great

White North seem bent on seeing how
many times they can say "Take off, you

hoser," and "I didn't do it, you knob," in the

course of one album. It's funny for a couple

minutes, but an entire record?

I did not see Strange Brew this summer
(who did?), but from the album, I gather the

plot revolves around some power hungry

beer baron and his attempt to take over the

world by putting a mind control drug in

beer. I still can't figure out how Max Von
Sydow was persuaded to appear as the evil

Brewmeister Smith.

The main problem with this soundtrack

(the McKenzies insist it isn't their second

album) is that many of the routines are

visual, and totally get lost on vinyl. When
the brothers are explaining the difference

between movies and television, something

that is obviously a sight gag. it simply does

not work.
In fairness, there are a few bright spots

on the album. The track "Shakespeare

Horked Our Script" in which the brothers

debate on who took what from whom, "Just

because he was from England, he got the

credit," is funny. When Bob and Doug come

up against the Brewmeister's robots, who
look just like the stormtroopers from Star

Wars, Bob tries to talk his way out by

saying "Give in to the Dark side, you

Knob." Pretty hilarious, huh? One nice

touch is Mel Blanc as the voice of the

hoseheads' father, and a positive point for

this album is the truly entertaining liner

notes, they are the funniest thing of this

whole project.

But liner notes do not an album make.

Thomas and Moranis "have entertained me
for years with their incredible im

personations of Bob Hope, Woody Allen,

Bing Crosby, and the list goes on. The

McKenzie Brothers are a good act, but one

that has run its course. This album proves

that it is time for the hosers to retire, and

for the talented Thomas and Moranis to

move on, so like goodbye, eh?

Everyone's favorite hoseheads, Bob and Doug McKenzie clown

around on the set of Strange Brett.
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Work

There is only^ one
telecommunication
company
tliis old.

\ U.Mqss X

^ Flying Club %

* Loom to Fly w
>f In Club-ownod %
4. Cossno X
1^

for Informotion 4^

* coll 549-3716 I

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

.-jpt

'A

And this new.

$7.00»
Iwrtti this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Long Hair
Expires 10/30/83 C

Pleate CM for an Appointmant

•For nww iJtiiU on»v

FREE COWaOLTATlGNS

Styles by Deborah

AT&T COMMUNICATIOKS

HQppx Hour

4-6

16 oz draft

65<

plus

giant bar drinks

The best place in town

to start a conversation!

Amh#rst's DIggost LIttI* Dar

37 H Pleosont

Amherst, MA

Just born. Fully grown. With assets of

$15-20 billion. . .66 million resident and

business customers. . .and 122,000

employees, and an AT&T heritage of 107

years of telecommuniciitions experience.

But offering new and expanded information

services. We're working on a broader scale

than ever before, interweaving advanced

computer technology to compete success-

fully in all aspects of telecommuniciitions:

audio, video, digital data, and analog

graphics.

Want to he part of this technically based,

market driven organization? We'll be

needing enthusiastic, results-oriented

technical and business majors to set the pace

in technical and managerial areas, sales and

marketing.

Check your College Placement Office for

more information and interview dates.

AT&T
Communications

We are ,ui rcitial opportuiiitv cmiiloyrr
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Academic Advising Resources

The following is a list of those campus agencies and offices

which identify themselves as providing academic informa-

tion and advising. The Collegian will occasionally publish

one or more listings. For general information about advis-

ing resources, call 545-1555. These lists were compiled by

the Academic Resources Work Group and the Office of

Human Relations.

Where can I get entry advising (i.e., help getting

started?)

Academic Deans Office for Your College/School

Bachelor's Dep-ee with Individual Concentration (BDIC)

Biling^ual Collepate Prop-am (BCP)

CASIAC Students Counseling Office
•. o. j »

Committee for the Collegiate Education of Blacks and other Minority Students

(CCEBMS)
Division of Continuing Education

Handicapped Student Affairs

Inquiry Program
National Student Exchange Program

New Students Program
Office of Transfer Affairs

Undergraduate Advisor for Your Department

Women's Studies

Students interested in MEDICAL or DENTAL
CAREERS are invited to attend an alumni/ae career

night on Tuesday, October 4, 1983 @ 8:00 PM in

Campus Center 163.

A panel pf physicians and dentists who earned their bachelor's
degrees from UMass in the seventies will discuss their thoughts on
the undergrad and medical education, medical training and present
employment. Opportunities will be available to visit with these retur-

ning alumni at the conclusion of the panel.

Sponsored by Pre-Medical Advisory Committee, Placement Office

and Alumni Office.

W. Brian O'Connor, Chairman

Pre-Medical Advisory Committee

Chancellor loseph D. Duffey

requests the pleasure of your company

at the

Fall '83 Convocation

and a ceremony

dedicating the Graduate Research Center

in honor of

lOHN W. LEDERLE

Fifteenth President of the University

on Wednesday the fifth of October

ai three thirtv o'clock

Bowker Auditorium, Stockhridgc Hall

Uni\crsit\ of \Vi>^^.Kl"iii'>i.'n>> ,1! XmlKr^t

Hypercurricula
iCollegian 9

"Hypercurricula," a listing of

events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed the day

before they take place except Mon-
day which will carry Monday's and

Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Today
-J-OUTING CLUB MEETING - Everyone

is welcome to join us on Monday nights for

our meeting which includes slide shows,

trip announcements and good times.

Business Meeting afterwards. 7 p.m. CC
804-08.

•4-FIRST DISCOVER NEW ENGLAND
CLUB MEETING — The meeting U open to

all students. Topic of discussion; Our first

foliage trip to the Berkshire Mountains,

club activities, and planning of future trips.

7 p.m. Suffolk Room CC.

-•-STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF
MASS. — Organizational meeting. Come
and work for Students' Rights Statewide.

7:30 p.m. CC174.

-humass hunger task force -
Meets to begin planning for the Fast for a

World Harvest. What can you do about

world hunger? Come and find out! 4:30 p.m.

428 Student Union.

-t-WORD WATCH - Rev. Robin Harden

facilitates an in-depth exploration of New
Testament scripture and theology and its

relevance today, through intelligent,

serious, open-minded study of the Bible. 7-8

p.m. 428 Student Union.

-HUMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
Organizing for Boston peace rally and civil

disobedience. All are welcome! 4:30 p.m.

Suffolk Room, SU.

-hS.C.E.R.A. ANTI-RACISM TEAM
MEETING — Join in the fight against

racism, and help plan for the fall semester's

action! 6 p.m. Check Schedule.

-HHILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - All

welcome. 6 p.m. Dukes Room, S.U.

4-CHESS CLUB MEETING - Interested

people should bring sets if possible. For

info, call Joe 6-4629. 8:30 p.m. CC 162-75.

Tuesday

-^WORKSHOP FOR PSYCHOLOGY
MAJORS - The Psychology Advismg

Office will sponsor a workshop on Applying

to Graduate School in Psychology. The

meeting will be conducted by Richard

Halgin in Tobin 204. 4 p.m. Tobin 204.

^UNDERGRADUATE COM
MUNICATIONS CLUB MEETING - The

Comstu Club is having a wine and cheese

party with elections to be held. Details for

the raffle will also be discussed. 4 p.m.

Machmer E-37.

-hUPC GENERAL MEETING - Come

prepare for the upcoming concert season.

Everyone welcome. 6:30 p.m. 168 Campus

Center.

-»-HORSEMASTER'S CLUB - Meeting.

Discussion of upcoming projects, including

the Univ. of Mass. Horse Trials. (Oct. 22

&23) 7 p.m. 311 Stockbridge.

-•-MEDICAL AND DENTAL CAREER
NIGHT — A panel of physicians and

dentists who graduated from UMass in the

seventies will discuss their respective

medical and dental careers with interested

students. 8 p.m. CC 163.

H-ACID RAIN PROJECT - Discuss

strategy for passing local resolutions, voter

registration and confronting candidates. 3

p.m. 423 Student Union.

-HUMASS LESBIAN UNION MEETING
— The UMass Lesbian Union will be

holding a meeting. All women welcome to

attend. Come, bring ideas and meet new
women. 7-8 p.m. 175 Campus Center.

--WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM - Women
together changing for the better — Join us.

4 p.m. CC 805.

H-COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS &
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM - Meeting
— Keep their laws off your body. Join us. 4

p.m. Check schedule.

-hDISTINGUISHED VISITORS
PROGRAM INTRODUCTORY MEETING
— Introductory meeting. General in-

formation and planning for spring

semester. Everyone invited. 7:30 p.m. 811B

CC.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mitfd by MargarrI Farrar and Trude Jaffr
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ACROSS
1 Quibble

6 Jurisprudence

9 Superior

13 Wed
14 Latin lesson word
15 Oelibes opera

17 Girl of song
18 Paint the town red

20 Observe
21 Seek
23 Stopped for lunch

24 Had a feeling

26 Beautiful women
28 Detested

30 Literary lioness

31 So|Ourn

33 Range of hills

35 Barter

39 Famed lawman
the Old West

40 Marshal of

Napoleon
41 Exclamations

42 River In Tuscany
43 Chirps

45 Encircled

46 the fridge

48 Mountain lakes

50 Gangslerland
name

53 More dapper

56 Corrida cheer

67 A purpose for an

attic

61 Year InNerrs
reign

62 Convention
winner's vehicle'

64 Sigmund of

Vienna

66 Trap

67 Steiger

68 Pliny ,

American
inventor,

1762; 1832

69 Unkind remark

70 Site of famed
English cathedral

71 Siestas

DOWN
1 Wrong
2 show

(peep sho' 4)

3 Newcomer
4 Samovar
5 Loophole
6 Como.forone
7 Frenzied

8 Sound from the

kennel

9 Trumpets
10 Word with cake

or meal
11 Toast.

Scandinavian

style

12 Hit

16 Summers, on the

Rhone

19 Of the peerage

22 Frankfurt s river

25 Japanese site of

1972 winter

Olympics
27 Pasta favorite

29 Wined s partner

30 Site of Luxor

31 Red. White, or

Yellow

32 Sailor

34 River of NE
Scotland

36 Prized American
paintings

37 Rhine tributary

38 Time, in SF or LA
43 Michelangelo

sculpture

44 Performed an

aria

47 Comeback
49 Sailor's coat

50 Thickset horses

51 Aldaand
namesakes

52 code

54 Rejoice

55 Midway features

58 Fairytale

character

59 All and a

yard wide"

60 Cappot the

comics
63 Actress Joanne
65 'Norma

'

Wilson Low by CC. McFly
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by Mark MacKenzie

DC Menu

LUNCH
Turkey Club Sandwich

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich
F'iesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER
Veal Parmesan

Ham Steak/Pineapple Rings

Italian Garden Plate

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod/Lemon Wedge

Eggplant Parmigiana

Weather

Partly sunny today, highs

in the mid 70's to around 80.

Clear skies tonight, lows in

the 50's. Mostly sunny and

warm Tuesday, highs

ranging from 75 to 85, with

cooler temperatures over

the Berkshires and Cape

Cod.

TODAYS
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SPORTS JACKET
$29.95

UMASg

Embroidered
Imprint

OPEN
M-F
9-5

Contents:

Ihell : 65% Polyester

35% Cotton

Lining : 100% Nylon
ji[

Knit : 100% Polyester'

DuKe ^
Ellington

CommiftccL

Jazz Returns
^ to Bowker

with IPC I'roduvtions inritcs ytm

^ to spend an crcning with

Jack
DeJohnette's

Special Edition
featuring

Howard Johnson
tuba

^UNIVERSITY
STORED

c. . John Purcel!
Sunday

^,,^^, Bowke

October 1 6th jjyfygjjgijj
Auditorii

8 pm ha^s UMass

David Murray
reeds

$7.50—and $6.5C—for students

tickets on sale at all Datatix locations including

Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and

all Stop & Shop locations in Greenfield, Nor-

thampton, Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cameras,

recording devices, cans, bottles or smoking

allowed. UMass ID needed to enter with student

discount ticket.

Chancellors Lecture Series

Peter H. Rossi

''Understanding Crime and

Criminal Justice''

Thursday, October 6, 8 p.m.

Room 104, Thompson Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

An sale items also available the Mint Store located in the Student Union

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

ocated m the Campus Center Open M-F 9-5

jlenDenijsspiasie
ONTHt PARK

NORTHAMPTON. MASS

First Area Showing For 1 week Only

On Screen 7:00 and 9:00

"GEIfUmELY STARTLDIG! VISUALLY

BRIGHT AND ARRESTDfG The nqhi

aiidipncfs oif hotind <o apprfrwrte the onqinnlily

disploypd hprf no( lo nipnlion the culm ingp

nonrhnlnnci', sly humoi ai»d Innrinus lashion

Sfnsr Innrt Mntlin N Y TiniM

• •••• AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE • •

!^f= ^f= =»*= =M= ^f= ^^ ^e

G-ReeNoaGti

Open Weekdays
Evenings

All Day
Saturday &

Sunday

©ORM fl'Retl
=»^ ^<s s»^ s»^ s^ ^<= s»^ J

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ALPHA EPSILON PI RUSH

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity

a "Rush"
like you have never experienced!

October 4 CC room 803

October 5 CC room 805-09

Tinr^e: 7:30

ATTENTION WE'RE HIRING DJ's

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment is looking

for quality personnel to disc jockey mobile

systems. Experience preferred, good per-

sonality and knowledge of popular music

required. Send replies to: PO Box 48,

Amherst, MA 01004

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

MOPEDS excellent condition 250 call Mike

546-7452 or come to 305 Thoreau

Pentax Auto 110 fits in your pocket 3

lenses , flash /winder Mike 546-5002

Peruvian Blankets handmade 55$ Mike

546-5002

FOR SALE womens leather jackets and

boots call today only 549-5235

HELP WANTED

AUDIO

Stereo for Sale Sansui tuner and

amplifier, dual turntable, Utah speakers.

Excellent sound I $250 neg. Lisa 5g-g79^

AUTO FOR SALE ~~~~

1975 Audi Fox - Automatic. Good condi-

tion, good m.p.g. Call (617) 249-6938 after

5 p.m.

73 Volvo Wagon best offer 256-0796

1974 Olds Wagon, V8, air, power

everything, hitch, radials & mounted

snows, mechanically sound, appearance

good. Smooth, roomy. $1800 or best offer.

253-5434

79 Dasher 4 door automatic AM FM
cassette very clean 253-3702

1971 Volswagen must be sold for best of-

fer call David 549-4080

1978 Honda CVCC 5-speed 30-35 mpg
professionally reconditioned engine ex-

cellent sound asking $2450 549-5614

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profes

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

Occasions 253-3980

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.

253-7009

Arts Coordinator leadership, graphic

skills, work-study desirable call Debbie

666-7020

Employment Opportunities: unlimited

potential sales experience preferred but not

required call 256-6782

Chem 112 tutor needed if qualified call

546-7446 discuss wages and time

<3et healthy and wealthy. Nurition Co.

seeks part-time help. Training provided call

665-4778 AM and weekends

Sorority needs houseboy in exchange for

free meals. Call 549-5663

Experienced hardworking
housecleaners var, references. 9 mo com-

minment through vacations $4.50 hr.

549-0513

The GSA Affirmative Action Office is

hiring two assistants to the Affirmative Ac-

tion Officer of the Student Senate. Both

positions are 3.35 an hour for ten hours a

week. Knowledge of office procedures,

student government, affirmative action,

and interviewing techniques preferred. Ap-

ply at 420 SUB deadline is 5 pm Friday

10/7. Women and people of color are en-

couraged to apply.

Business Manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

student for general bookkeeping /accoun-

ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply. Equal Opportunity employers. Ap-

plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F
9:00-5:00. Deadline 10/7 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Experienced Ski Mechanic must be able

to work Tuesdays and Thursdays. Apply in

person only. Western Village Ski & Sports
32 Main St, Northampton

INSTRUCTION

Helpl Need tutor for Statistics, for

Psychology 240, pay negotiable, call Liane

546-9864

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment 2S3-2098

LOST

Gold ladies watch, blue face, on 9/28 at 9

AM on North Amherst Bus or between

Newman Center and Herter Hall,

REWARD please call 256-1286

Reward I Lost denim jacket Er keys; Blue

wall 9-16 sentimental value call please

546-1156

I lost a painted wood bracelet. It means

alot to me. Reward. 546-4958 ^

MOTORCYCLES

Moped no longer wanted part needed $65.

$50. or BO 546-5653

1980 Suzuki GN400X 3000 miles excellent

condition only $700 Paul 546-8571

PERSONALS

Lisa - Happy 22nd Birthday to a great

roommate! Go wild but TRY to be good

Yo Mitchabellyl Better a day late than

ever! You thought last night was fun, for

the fun has just begun. Happy 20th & many
more. I love ya - Laur

Miriam After 10 years of birthdays

together I hope this is the best. Marsha

Musicians needed for Boltwood Pro-

ject. Interested? Call Lauren 549-3853

Anyone who attended the ACS
Wimbledon or Parkside? If so, call Marcy
546-4220

Chip G We are about as happy as we make
up our minds to be. Please be happy soon.

Love, Marcie

THE DEFENDER - Protects you from at-

tackers and rapists. For more information,

write Resources Unlimited, Inc. PO Box

1 03. Amherst, MA 01004

We are Alpha Epsilon Pi and we are here

to stay

Homecoming Weekend Hot Tub

Special at Utopia Spas. Discount rates for

students

Lets have a hot tub at Utopia this

weekend

Bill, I'll meet you at Utopia to have a Hot

Tub on Staurday night, Anne

Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu
Sorority 1

1

Informational meeting for all

university women at Memorial Hall

7-9 pm, Tuesday, October 11

contact Audrey reed for more info

253-9971

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples. Family Therapy.

Psychological testing. Psychological Ser-

vices Center 545-0041

RAYBANS

High quality, durable sunglasses at least

25% off suggested retail prices call Bruce

549-2879

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to downtown Holyoke
Tues and /or Thurs mornings from campus
area call 549-1511

ROOM WANTED

Still seeking for a place to live! 23 yrs,

non-smoker, responsible Call Ted 549-2773

SERVICES

Typing papers, cases, resumes, letters

IBM Selectric 1.25/pg. Nancy 549-6062

THERAPY

Free Introduction to SELF-REALIZATION
THERAPY toward personal Integration

and Empowerment Thurs 7:X PM, 664
Main St Amherst

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Annual Battle of the Bands Bands will

compete for $50 1st prize and great ex-

posure! Only UMass Bands eligible call

5-0960(1 )/SWAG Office 5-0239/SAO

WANTED TO RENT

Apartment for spring semester will take

at interaaasion rail S46-7S23
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The UMass field hockey team upped their

record to 6-0-1 with a 8-0 rout of Springfield Col-

lege Saturday on the turf in SpringHeld. Com-
plete story in tomorrow's Collegian.

vvMi^MV IvK

Rams slip and slide by Minutemen

Jim Simeone is dragged down into
the mud in Saturday's 13-3
Homecoming loss to the University

of Rhode Island. The rain, heavy in

the second half, made the field a

mess.

UMass soccer endures
Women topples Vermont, 2-1
BURLINGTON. VT. - Once again the

University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team did what they do best: win.

Despite struggling with injury and illness,

the Minutewomen have been coming up
with wins as in Saturday's 2-1 victory over
the University of Vermont.
UMass came from a 1-1 tie with the

Catamounts early in the second half to take

the lead and hold on to the win. Stacey
Flionis scored the winning goal foryUMass.
"I thought they played an excellent game,"
Coach Kalekeni Banda said of his team
which has never won a game in Vermont.
"We came to win. The jinx is broken and it's

just a relief. It was very good to win up
there."

Ellen Taggart, who has been a standout

offensively for UMass this season, started

the team off in the first half. She was
assisted by sister Chris Taggart.
The rest of the half showed an even battle

between the two teams. UMass was a little

overwhelmed by Vermont at the start and
had a few problems in the midfield but
contained the Catamounts until the first

half buzzer sounded.

Michelin Sortnor put the UMass victory

celebration off temporarily when she scored
early in the second half. The Minutewomen
slowed the game to their pace and Flionis,

assisted by NadiaKomarowski, wrapped up
a sweet victory for UMass.

Although rain poured all day over the

campus, the weather in Vermont was hot
and the Minutewomen starters had to play

almost constantly. Only two substitutes'

were on the bench. Forward Debbie,
Harackiewicz is still out with a fractured

nose and halfback Lori Stukes played sick.

Banda commended freshman Michelle
Rodney and sophomore Komarowski for

their play.

"We showed we had a little character,"
Banda said. "We didn't lose our composure
and scored an easy goal. It gives us more
momentum against UConn."
The Minutewomen are ranked second in

New England behind UConn and will do
battle with the Huskies tomorrow at

Boyden field with a 3:00 start.

"It will be one of the toughest games of the
year. Our next goal is to play respectably
against UConn, whether we win or lose. It

will be a good game to have a lot of people
come out to see. We hope to have a lot of

people out there to give us a boost."

Wienke leadsRams, UMass
defenseplays well in downpour

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team was able to run the ball "reasonably

well" according to head coach Bob Pickett.

Unfortunately, the Minutemen could not do
too much of anything else and dropped a 13-

3 Homecoming decision to Yankee Con-

ference rival University of Rhode Island in

monsoon conditions at Alumni Stadium.

Dave Wienke. 14 of 32 with two in-

terceptions, and the passing of the Ram
offense was the deciding factor that gave
URI their second win over UMass in the

last three years.

The UMass defense played well, stopping

the Rams who were threatening three

times, but it wasn't enough.

The biggest factor in the game was the

weather. It was raining lightly at the start

and as the second half progressed, it began
to rain heavier and it made the field a

muddy mess.

"The weather caused us to throw more,"

said a pleased URI head coach Bob Griffin.

"Neither team could do the job running.

They would need the big play."

And that's just what URI used to hand

the Minutemen their third loss in four

games.

The Rams drove to the game's first score

on a ten play 64 yard drive highlighted by

the running of Steve Caizzi (before the field

conditions deteriorated) who gained 39

yards on the drive. Caizzi scored off a

handoff from Wienke who was hit im-

mediately afterwards by Kevin Brown. The
extra point attempt was wide and URI led

6-0.

UMass pulled to within three on a George
Papoutsidis 41 yard field goal in the second

quarter. The key in that drive was a

spectacular onehanded 28 yard catch by
flanker Kevin Jackson.

Other than that, UMass could not put

together a sustained drive. Massachusetts

lost the ball five times. URI, on the other

hand was able to move the ball through the

air but a superb effort by the Minutemen
defensive corp kept UMass in the hunt.

Troy Turner picked off a Wienke pass in the

end zone to kill one drive in the third

quarter.

'Two tough defensive football teams

went head to head on a tough day," said

Pickett.

"It was a tough day for either team to

move the ball," remarked Griffin.

The Minutemen's best chance to pull even

in the second half slipped away after Rich

Jenkins fumbled after a 19 yard run. The
game then became a battle of the punters.

UMass' Chris Wood punted 10 times for a

32.6 average while URI's Mike Cassidy

punted eight times. Caizzi also quick kicked

once to liven things up.

"Chris Wood did a good job playing,"

complimented Pickett. Wood also in

tercepted a Wienke pass.

Jim Simeone had a tough day (10 for 23)

behind the helm and threw four in-

terceptions. But the key interception was
late in the fourth quarter when Guy Car-

bone picked off a pass intended for Bob
Simeone (4 catches for 48) who had slipped

in the mud.
It gave the Rams the ball on the UMass 26

and two plays later Wienke hit Damian
Reilly with a 31 yard touchdown strike.

With Paul Stringfellow's extra point, URI's

13-6 lead was insurmountable with 2:19 left

in the game.

The Rams move to 2-0 in the Yankee
Conference, 3-1 overall. Massachusetts
dropped to 0-1 in the conference and 1-3

overall.

A dedicated 6,831 braved the rain on
Homecoming to watch the game and there

may have been at least half that number
outside in the parking lot partying.

Vermont capitalizes in 3-1 win
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Despite coming home from a winless five-

game road trip and seeing friendly Boyden
field again, the University of Massachusetts
men's soccer team's luck could not change
as it dropped its record to 0-3-3 after losing

to the University of Vermont, 3-1 in the

rain, on Saturday.

Goal production is the major problem for

the Minutemen. The team got 28 shots off

on the Vermont goalkeeper and could only

muster one goal while Vermont put three of

its 11 shots in.

"They can't put the ball in the net," a very

disappointed Coach Jeff Gettler said. "The
other team played in the same conditions so

it was 50-50."

The rain poured down on the two teams in

the first period and Gettler did not want to

blame the lack of scoring power on the

weather and mud-slicked field. Whenever
the Minutemen did kick out one of their 28

shots, the Vermont defense was there

sliding and diving in the mud to put the lid

on any Minuteman attack. If UMass got

past the defense, it had to contend with the

aggressive Vermont goaltender who was
hard to beat.

Doug Nedde scored first for Vermont half

way through the first half. Dave Grose and
Steve Ellis added two more in the last five

minutes of the half.

With 15 minutes left in the game, Kayvan
Khatami kept Vermont from shutting out

UMass. Simon Ostrov assisted on the only

Minuteman goal.

The schedule for UMass does not get any
easier in the upcoming weeks and the team
will try to take one game at a time in an
effort to steer themselves onto the winning
track.

The Minutemen will host Yale on Wed-
nesday with a 3:00 p.m. start. The weekend
will bring three teams to the campus for the
UMass Invitational. It will run from noon to,

3:00 on both Saturday and Sunday with St.

Joseph's, Rutgers and North Adams State
competing.

Spikers make it to semi-finals inUM Qassic
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's volleyball

team didn't have much fun this weekend. The UMass
Classic proved to be a disappointment this year.

The team was able to make it to the semi finals of the 16

team tournament, but that was all.

"We are all a little disappointed. We had higher ex-

pectations but some of our starters struggled and due to

injuries (Leslie and Kirsten Smith) we could not sub-

stitute. There was no one on the bench," said head coach

Elaine Sortino.

UMass was placed in the toughest pool in the tour-

nament. Their first opponent was powerful C.W. Post.

Things started off bleakly as UMass slid to a 15-3 loss in

the first game. The next two games of the best two out of

three series may have been the highlight of the weekend.
UMass came on strong, fought off the adversity and beat

Post in successive games 15-10, 15-10.

"We came out of the grave against Post. It was
significant because 2 starters are out and we are lacking
depth but we are still coming up with the wins," stated
Sortino.

The next foe, Cornell, proved to be too tough for
UMass. Following a convincing 15-11 victory in the first

game, UMass dropped the next two contests 15-9, 15-10.

The final pool match was a breeze for the
Mmutewomen. Holy Cross, a Division I school, was no

problem for the spikers, as they trounced the Crusaders
15-7 and 15-8.

In the semi finals, UMass faced New Haven but fell
rather easily, losing in straight games 15-10, 15-3.
"We couldn't get anything going against New Haven. I

don't know why." a confused Sortino confessed.

The champions on this weekend turned out to be New
York Tech. The senior ladden team headed home un-
defeated after a tough match in the Finals versus West
Point.

There is no rest for Sortino's injured corps, but they are
still looking to improve on their 14-5 record.

The Minutewomen's next match is tomorrow night at

Valley rival Mt. Holyoke. The South Hadley team is a
Division 3 team that was ranked seventh in the nation

last year.

[vi.
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Cape Verdean President Strengthens Connections

Cape VerdMn president in Boston photo by Ed Cohen

by Rob Teixeira

NumnDo Correspondent

The first U.S. visit by a Cape Verdean president

since the Cape Verde Islands gained independence in

1975, was held at M.I.T. in Boston on September 28.

Aristides Pereira, President of the Republic of Cape

Verde (the Cape Verde Islands), in what was labeled a

"Presidential Address" to the greater Boston Cape

Verdean community, said, "I am oven^helmed by the

presence of so many Cape Verdeans here... I
feel right

at home."
Pereira is in the United States on an eleven-day visit

to establish closer links to the tightly-knit U.S. Cape

Verdean community, and to develop friendlier rela-

tions with the U.S. government. He has addressed the

United Nations General Assembly, visited the various

U.S. Cape Verdean communities, met with the World

Bank President and met with President Reagan.

In his address Pereira spoke of the need for more

channels of communication and exchange between

the two countries. He said, "Cape Verdean Americans

don't need an invitation to visit your people in the

lalarKls." He also said that such visits and the

eatabliehnwTt of smaM-scaJe Cape Verdean business

Investments will help develop "closer links that will

benefit our two nations." He continued, "We en-

courage the bulWing of private, voluntary, nongovern-

mental institutional networks."

On foreign poWcy, Pereira repeated his country's

stand on non-alignment. "Our foreign policy follows a

strict policy of non-alignrT>ent and mutual cooperation

and respect among nations." He pointed out that his

country was the host country for negotiations bet-

ween Apartheid South Africa and Angola concerning

South African aggression.

At a reception after the address, a member of the

Cape Verdean Embassy staff approached a group of

UMass/Amherst Cape Verdean students who had

come to see the Pereira. The staff member offered to

develop connections between the Embassy and Cape

Verdean students in America. Many of the students

took the offer to heart. One student replied, "To make
these types of official contacts with my homeland can

only strengthen Cape Verdean culture and unity."

The Cape Verde Islands are 200 miles off the coast

of Senegal, West Africa. In 1462 the Portuguese arriv-

ed and formed Europe's first African colony. Subse-

quently, it became a center for the Atlantic Slave

Trade. The Portuguese began to intermarry with the

indigenous African population, creating the so-called

Creole ethnicity, the dominant ethnic group in the

Cape Verde Islands today.

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

many Cape Verdeans emigrated to Southeastern

Massachusetts, in particular the New Bedford area, to

be indentured servants on whaling arKi fishing expedi-

tions. They also emigrated to places like Servsgal,

Holland and Brazil to escape harsh drought and

economic conditions from 500 years of Portuguese

Colonial rule.

Pereira thanked the vast support given by Cape Ver-

dean Americar>s to the hurricane-stricken iaiand of

Brava. He sakl, "The people of Brava thank you for

you support after the hurricane disaster." Pereira

challenged Cape Verdean Americans to become r rnore

politically active. He said that if Cape Verdean

Anf>ericans become more politically active or visible, it

will help create more "positive relations between our

1WO countries."

photo by Ed Cohen Cape Verdeans greet President in Boston photo by Ed Cohen Cape Verdeans travel to Boston from UMass
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Movin' into Jsaz. and Blues

photo by Ed Cohen

The Roots of Black Qassical Music

by Ed Cohen and

Chet Davis

When discussing Black Classical Music, or what the

nnusic industry calls Jazz, there is a need to discuss its

history. Black Classical Music is created fronn African-

American tradition and uses highly sophisticated

African musical elements in its form.

Its history In America can be traced back to the first

African people brought to America for the purpose of

forced slave labor. The African people brought with

them a rich culture, of which music formed only a

part. The slave owners used great cruelty to destroy

this culture in an attempt to destroy the African identi-

ty. Slaves were forbidden to make or own instruments

of African culture such as drums, and for the most

part, were forbidden to practice African cultural art

forms.

Several outlets for musical expression were work

songs, shouts, and hollers during periods of labor;

music and dance during recreation periods; and

religious music during periods of worship.

The spirituals were African cultural songs adapted

to the religious lifestyles of the North American

culture. From the spirituals, which often took on dou-

ble meanings with religious and socio-political con-

texts (such as the struggle from bondage), gospel

music developed.

From the music of the time - spirituals, gospel, work

songs, shouts and hollers, - the Blues developed. The

Blues reflected the struggles of life for African-

American people, and became expressions of per-

sonal and Institutional relationships within a hostile

environment.

The fusion of Blues and Ragtime with brass band

music and syncopated dance music resulted in what

could be called Black Classical Music. This fusion was
considered to have been centered in New Orleans,

especially In the Storyville District. Storyville was the

red light district. Often the musicians could only find

work in the bordellos and barrooms of Storyville. It

was here that musicians such as Kid Ory, King Oliver

and Louis Armstrong, played and developed the

music.

As the musicians left New Orleans and moved nor-

thward and westward, settling in such places as St.

Louis, Kansas City, New York, and Chicago, the

music spread even further. At this point, the move-

ment was accelerated with the closing of Storyville by

the U.S. Navy in 1917 and the movement of Black

people northward in search of jobs and less oppres-

sion.

As the music was spreading and developing,

creating a major Influence In the cultural life of

America, other aspects of African-American culture

were also creating an impact. The minstrel shows of

the plantation system was adopted by the mainstream

culture and often portrayed Black people as

caricatures of real life people. In most of these shows,

Black characters were portrayed by whites using burnt

cork to darken their skin. From the minstrel shows

came vaudeville, a forerunner of much of what

became Broadway.
During the years that Black Classical Music was be-

ing refined and redefined, it went through various

changes, labeled by the music industry by such terms

as the "Swing Era" with Its Big Band beat, and the

"Bebop Era" with Its fast complication of melody,

rhythm and harmony. The music kept on expanding

and growing as new concepts and techniques were In-

troduced.

Many times, Individuals through their creative ar-

tistry advanced the music. Nan>es such as Fletcher

Henderson and JImmIe Lunceford, two great

bandleaders, as well as Duke Ellington and Count

Basie helped to create "Swing." Other individuals

such as Charlie Parker, DIzzie Gillespie, and Max
Roach helped to create "Bop." Another great in-

novator who helped to create today's sound was John

Coltrane, the great saxaphone player.

Many musicians and vocalists who perform what

the music industry calls "Jazz," do not like the term

because it Is reflective of the early beginnings in the

barrooms and brothels and tends to stereotype these

artists In a derogatory way.

Black Classical Music is only part of the African-

American musical tradition which includes such titles

as Blues, Funk, Soul, Gospel, Spirituals and Avante

Garde. As part of the African-American musical ex-

perience. Black Classical Music has deeply affected

the cultural reality of America, and can be heard on all

of the communications networks which utilize music

as part of their formats.

The future of Black Classical Music lies with the

people who support this dynamic art form: for as long

as people support the music, culturally and

economically, it will never die.

ZAPPffl
by Richard Thorpe

Nummo Correspondent

ZAPP, four letters which together mean good home
grown funk. This ten-member band from the land of

funk, Dayton, Ohio, which also spawned the groups

SLAVE and DAYTON, has released one

foot-stompin', listenable album. Zapp III, their latest

effort, is an intersting blend of funk sprinkled with jazz

and blues flavor.

Led by the incomparable Roger Troutman, Zapp,

which consists primarily of the Troutman brothers,

Roger, Lester, Larry and Zapp (his real name), moves

from a dance groove on side one to a mellow groove

on side two. Although in the past ZAPP was content

to stick with danceable funk, this record finds them

delving into the realm of urban blues and jazz.

"Play Some Blues" and "Tut-Tut" provide ample

proof. "Play Some Blues" has a strong driving

rhythm, countered by a strong horn section and

bluesy harmonica. "Tut-Tut" allows the band to play

more relaxedly and gives Roger a chance to solo. His

breaks on this and other songs are so similar to

George Benson that he Is frequently mistaken for the

latter.

Aside from these two songs, a couple of dance

tunes, "Heartbreaker" and "I Can Make You Dance"

should do well in clubs and on the radio. "We Need

the Buck" comments on the economic woes of

Blacks today, and "Spend My Whole Life" is a ballad.

The only disappointments on the album are that a

supposedly "live" version of "Doo Wa Ditty" was in-

cluded and a second ballad was not. The "Doo Wa
Ditty" exerpt is just a tease, and it seems a shame not

to include another ballad on this LP from a group that

sings as well as it plays.

Overall this six-song set from ZAPP shows a lot of

musical growth and maturity. It shows their versatility

and range. Be sure to look out for this group In the

future.

photo by Chris Hardin

Buckwheat Zydeco performs at the Bluewall;

the band will return to the Hangar One on October 10.
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Roving Reporter

photo by David Lee

Stacey Bond:"l feel as though that It is im-

portant because of the Black to White ratio.

They (the organizations) give us a chance to

be together, and I feel that if you know where

you came from then you will have a better

sense of where you are going."
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!n the last Issue of NUMMO, Rudy Jones was incor-

rectly titled Director of Admissions at UMass. David

Taggart is Director of Admissions, while Jones Is

Assistant Director.

We asked students to respond to the ques-

tion: Do you think Third World organizations

are relevant to our campus existence?

photo by David Lee

Maynel Campos and Leslie Dephillipes: Yes,

as Third World students in the UMass cam-

pus, it's a way of keeping in touch with

events happening for Third World students,

plus knowing for a fact that we do exist on

campus. Even though we are on a

predominantly White campus, the Third

World organizations give us the opportunity

to feel united."

John Bradley: "No, I feel at times Third

World organizations tend to look at the stu-

dent's color and put it before the needs of

the student."
photo by David Lee

The Woman and the Image of Eva Peron

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

EVITA, the Tony-winning Broadway musical,

toured UMass last week, playing two nights to pack-

ed, enthusiastic audiences. EVITA stages the short life

of Eva Peron (1911-1952). She was Argentina's First

Lady from 1946 to 1952 as wife of President Juan

Peron. Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber (of Jesus

Christ Superstar fame) wrote the musical, and their in-

terpretation of the repressive Peronlst dictatorship

describes Eva's life In Argentinian society as a paradox

of saint and sinner, madonna and whore.

EVITA traces through Eva Duarte's young adult life

as cabaret singer and prostitute to her meeting the

politically aspiring Juan Peron. Power of statehood

captures and wraps her in a binding mystique: "We
are adored! Statesmanship (sic) is more than enter-

taining peasants and throwing kisses!" From her

buoyed position as First Lady Eva is able to entrance

the masses, from which she herself has come, by

reminding them of her background and by asssuring

them that she is a representative of Peron's love for

them. On behalf of Peron she appeals to the working

class, "He supports you, loves you, understands you;

if not, how could he love me?" At the same time, her

vicious ambitions fuel her political drive: "One thing

I'll say for me, no one else can fill it (this role) like I

can... let's get this show on the road."

The musical's form well mirrors this conflicting reali-

ty. With few props, an angular scaffolding Is the str-

ingent yet thin platform from which Eva entreats her

masses. Straight-backed chairs describe the presence

of tensions, and the bare stage in general reminds all

of the strained Argentinian political climate.

More personally, Eva's costumes continue to reflect

her changing roles, her changing consciousnesses. At

the outset, the free-flowing Eva wears free-flowing

flowery dresses. Later, to match her emotional pleas

as First Lady on the political platform, she wears a

billowy, pure-white gown to impress upon the public

her honesty, sincerity and genuine feeling of their

pains. This glossy apperarance contrasts sharply with

the unadorned background of angular lines, but by the

end of her life she wears simple, straight, tailored

black suits.

Most exposing on the set is the continual backdrop

of black and white photographs behind the stage ac-

tion. The pictures alternate scenes of poverty with

scenes of military pomp, scenes of peoples' misery

with scenes of beautiful Eva. This stark visual

evidence delivers the anti-Peronlst rebuke of Eva's

madonna Image.

The musical score is unimpressive, overwhelmingly

tonic, dotted sparsely by a Latino beat. Of the or-

chestration, only blaring brass add to the staunchly

military overtones. Eva's (Florence Leary's) voice

tends to taper off, seeming almost brittle, while Che's

(Tim Bowman's) insistent shouting/singing expresses

the peoples' frustration, but nearly drives it into the

ground.

Those who cannot believe this opinion of an ac-

claimed musical to be valid may be right; perhaps full

appreciation of the production is impossible from a

fifth-ring seat, but the composers' intent to expose

the contradictions of Eva Peron's life and of Argen-

tina's social history. Is both undeniable and well

achieved.
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ANMHJNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wednesday, October 5, 7:30 p.m., CC 168

"From the Ashes"

This film traces the historical roots of the

Nicaraguan national liberation movement

and chronicles U.S. relations with

Nicaragua, from previous military interven-

tions to the present antagonisms with the

Reagan administration.

Sponsored by the Commuter Area Govern-

ment

Tuesday, October 11

BOSTON VOTERS
The Mel King for Mayor campaign needs

your support. Absentee ballot applications

and transportation to and from Boston on

election day (October 11) are available. For

more information, call Peter Thomson,
584-7888 or OTWA 5-2517.

Saturday, October 22, 1983

A Conference on Activism and Social

Change:

The Sixties Speak to the Eighties,

including spe€»kers and panels on "The Roots
of the Eighties,""SNCC and the Resurgence
of Activism, ""Civil Rights and Beyond," and
entertainnrient by the SNCC Freedom
Singers.

The all-day conference is sponsored by the
Afro-Am, STEPC and Women's Studies
Departments.

The UMass Equal Access Task Force was
formed by the Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs and charged with the responsibility of

improving and increasing minority and older

students to the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst.

The Equal Access Task Force Committee in-

cludes members of the administration a'-'l

existing University programs that help lo

recruit and to maintain minority and non-
traditional students.

For more information, contact any of the
following offices: BCP. CCEBMS, EWC,
MEP, UWW, the Commuter Collective,

English as a Second Language, Upward
Bound, or the Office of Admissions.

September 26-October 17

Photography Exhibit

by Ed Cohen and Chet Davis, entitled

Suck Sweet Thunder and presented by

the Augusta Savage Memorial Art Gallery,

New Africa House.

Malcolm X CenterHours for Fall 1983:

Sunday 2 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Monday - Friday 12 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Study Hours

Sunday - Thursday 6 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Coalition of Labor Union Women
At their September meeting, the members of

the Coalition of Labor Union Women
(CLUW) voted unanimously to support the

workers' organizing efforts at Western Mass
Bus Lines.

CLUW members have made a committment
to assist the workers in a variety of ways, in-

cluding community outreach and leafletting.

For more information, contact Myra Hindus,

Coordinator of the Working Women's Task
Force at EWC, 5-0883.

JOBS

VITA BANK
is an SGA sponsored job referral service for

minority students. Apply at the SGA Office

of Affirmative Action, SUB 420.

The EWC is looking for a Resource/ Referral

Coordinator to be responsible for the overall

administration and coordination of the

Resource Room, which includes training and
supervision of a large group of adjunct staff

who operate the Resource Room year-round

for University and community users; 30
hours per week*, beginning December 5,

1983, minimum starting salary $11,625, with

full benefits.

*Depending on availability of funding, this

position could be full-time.

EWC's resume deadline is October 14. Con-

tact EWC for detailed information.
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SCALING SCHOOL — Bob Blanchard heaves a line over an upper tree branch on Orchard Hill

while practicing his climbing skills yesterday. Fellow climber Jeff Rice waits below.

Both men are freshmen in the Stockbridge School of Agriculture. They are learning climbing

techniques as part of a course on tree care and identification.

Bill will protect gay freedom
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

As a bill designed to protect homosexuals against

discrimination makes its way through the Massachusetts

Senate, members of the University of Massachusetts gay

community maintain a guarded optimism for the success of

the measure.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. George Bachrach, D-

Watertown, passed the House last Monday by a vote of 75-

71 , and is now being reconsidered by the Senate Ways and

Means Committee.
Bruce Crow, a member of the People's Gay Alliance, was

optimistic about the bill's chances in the Senate.

"I think it has a better chance to pass through the Senate

than people gave it to get through the House, and

(Governor Michael S.) Dukakis says he will sign it," he

said.

The legislature "has been working up to this for a long

time," and the Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus has

been lobbying intensely for a bill over the past few months.

Crow said. He said a bill protecting homosexuals against

discrimination in employment was proposed earlier this

summer but was defeated in part because a Democratic

caucus taking place that week siphoned needed votes from

the House floor.

The measure offers more extensive protection of gay

rights than the bill killed over the summer. According to

Crow, the bill under consideration "cover credit and jobs

and housing," while the earlier bill only protected against

job discrimination.

ihe Dui IS designed to give people who feel they have

been discriminated against an opportunity to redress the

wrongs they have suffered. Crow said.

"Without this law the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination can't take individual cases on the

basis of sexual orientation," he said, adding that passage of

the bill would mean, "you can be openly gay and nobody

can do anything to you."

A member of the Lesbian Union named Linda said, "I

think it's important to the gay community for something

like that to be passed. It's definitely a big step (towards

basic rights), because only one other state (Wisconsin) has

such legislation."

Mindy Chateauvert, a commuter senator and member of

the People's Gay Alliance, said the bill is "an excellent

start" to acheiving equal rights on a national level.

"Massachusetts is a forerunner in anti-discrimination

laws," she said. With the passage of the bill, she said she

hopes "other state legislatures begin to see the need," for

anti-discrimination legislation.

A member of the Lesbian Union expressed anger and

frustration about "(gays) being denied basic rights as

human beings just because our sexual orienUtion is dif-

ferent."

"This country is a long way from what is free," she said.

"I don't feel free because I'm not protected." The progress

of the gay movement, she said, has often been "one step

forward, and two steps back." If this bill passes, "it will be

like two steps forward and not losing any ground," she

said.

Conference eyes

monthly spurts

of drunk driving
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Police, Mass. Department of Public Safety

officials, former Boston Celtics star Dave Cowens and

Gov. Michael S. IXikakis convened here Monday t« ad-

dress the problem of drinking and driving in the month

during which most alcohol related fatalities occur.

Because of changing weather conditions, athletic events

and the large number of students in the sUte during the

winter month. October traditionally has more alcohol

related highway deaths than any other month, said Mass.

Department of I>ub!ic Safety Secretary Charles Barry.

While statewide statistics were not available, UMa.ss

Department of F*ublic Safety figures for 1982 slu)w more

than twice the monthly average of arrests for driving

while intoxicated were made a year ago this month.

IXikakis, addressing college metlia from across the

state, said "road blocks will be target^ around college

campuses" to combat the problem. Recent measures in

the five college area showed students were aware of the

dangers of driving drun, he said.

Dukakis said he visited the Northampton state police

barracks over the Labor Day weekend when area road

blocks were set up to deter holiday celebrants from driv-

ing drunk and to catch those who were. Police records

showed "it's the adults doing it again and again," he said.

"There has been great cooperation from young people in

the five college area," Dukakis said. "That's very signifi-

cant — it's not just a young people's problem."

Fifty-five thousand people will die on United States

highways this year, half of them in alcohol-related ac-

cidents, Barry said. Fifty percent of those victims will be

in the 17 to 25 age group, he said.

Registry of Motor Vehicle .statistics show 185 Mass.

drivers were cited for alcohol-related accidents in 1982, a

decline of 69 since 1981 . Of those drivers, 26.5 |:)ercent and

22.4 percent were 19 and under in 1982 and 1981 respec-

tively; 28.1 and 36.6 percent were between the ages of 20

and 24 in those years.

IXikakis noU'd that while the legal drinking age "by

itself is not a defense to this kind of statistic," if a bill to

raise that age to 21 were introduced, he "would not veto

that bill." Dukakis twice vetoed the bill to raise the age to

20, but now said, "That age is about right."

Lt. Tom Kennedy of the State Police cited "the excellent

programs at colleges" as major contributors to alcohol

awareness in students.

"More and more college students are attending

awareness programs," he said. "The major problems is

the problem drinker.. .70 percent of repeat offenders have

had freqent infractions of laws."

Dukakis said stringent state drunk driving laws have led

to the decrease in alcohol -related accidents.

"An automobile is every bit as much a lethal weapon as a

handgun and will be treated as such," he said. "We had

people day after day, week after week, who just didn't

know a car was a lethal weapon. The legislature made a

very deliberate decision with chronic offenders — the

penal system would operate. Judges have no discretion.

"We have one of the toughest drunk driving laws in the

nation - if people do this, they are going to be dealt with

very, very severely," he said.

Inside:

New name on the block enjoys new game: women

in the School of Engineering p. 3

AnneMcCrory on drinking and driving p. 5

Getting the most out of your education: "Making

College Pay OfT' and "How to Survive Your Col-
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In each human heart are a tiger, a pig,

an ass and a nightingale. Diversity of
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Murderer will be ninth to die
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme

Court by a single vote Monday refused to

block Wednesday's scheduled execution of

convicted Texas murderer James David

Autry.

The action cleared the way for Autry to

become only the ninth U.S. prison inmate

to be executed since the high court

reinstated the death penalty as a constitu-

tional punishment in 1976.

The justices, by a 5-4 vote, rejected an

emergency request aimed at postponing

the execution until lawyers for Autry could

file a formal appeal. The court denied

Autry 's first formal appeal last year.

Voting to clear the way for Autry's ex-

ecution were Chief Justice Warren E.

Burger and Justices Byron R. White,

Lewis F. Powell, William H. Rehnquist and

Sandra Day O'Connor.

Voting to spare his life, at least tem-

porarily, were Justices John Paul Stevens,

William J. Brennan, Thurgood Marshall

and Harry A. Blackmun.

Autry, 28, was convicted and sentenced

to die by lethal injection for the April 20,

1980 shooting death of Shirley Drouet, 43,

a Port Arthur convenience store clerk,

Also fatally gunned down during the store

robbery was Joseph Broussard.

Autry's Oct. 9, 1980 conviction was

upheld by the Texas courts, and left intact

by the Supreme Court last year.

He then attacked the validity on grounds

that a "critical" potential witness who
would have testified in his behalf did not

because the trial judge would not grant the

would-be witness immunity from prosecu-

tion.

A federal trial judge and the 5th U.S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals previously rejected

that argument.

Marines on alert during truce

AP Laarrphoto

CLOSE WATCH — President Ronald Reagan inspects the signature

of Katherine Ortega, the new and first woman Treasurer of the United

States, just after she was sworn to her post Monday.

atjltiVT, Lebanon (AP) Gunmen fired

mortars and rocket grenades at Lebanese

army positions Monday forcing Marines

deployed nearby to scamper into bunkers

and foxholes on maximum alert for the first

time in a week-old truce.

In another flare-up later in the day, army
tanks fired at Shiite Moslem militia

positions in a southern slum after the

Shiites fired mortar rounds and rocket

grenades toward the Christian- populated

area of Ain Rummeneh.
President Amin Gemayel called an

emergency Cabinet session, saying

procedural disputes have stymied his ef-

forts to convene a national reconciliation

conference among Lebanon's feuding sects.

The delay has threatened to further unravel

the civil war truce that began Sept. 26.

Marine spokesman Warrant Officer

Charles Rowe said about 30 Marines of

Charlie Company went on"condition one,"

when Lebanese army positions just south of

Beirut international airport came under fire

at midmorning. The shooting stopped after

30 minutes. Rowe said, but it was unclear

who was responsible.

It was the first time the Marines serving

with the multinational force patrolling

Beirut went into their maximum state of

alert since the cease-fire took effect.

Several hours afterward, Ain Rummaneh
residents said the Lebanese army began

firing tank cannon in attempts to stop Shiite

gunmen in the nearby Shiya slum from

shooting mortars and grenades at Christian

targets.

Army sources said fighting started after

Shiite fighters allied with Druse militiamen

in army positions.

Digest by Associated Press

Lemon law listedas least lenient
BOSTON - Car

manufacturers must buy
back or replace "lemons" —
seriously defective new cars
— under a new law that of-

ficials said Monday is the

toughest in the nation.

The law, signed by Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, takes

effect Jan. 1, and applies to

cars bought after that date.

Massachusetts is now the

19th state in the country

with a "lemon law."

"The consumer's desire

for quality for his or her

money. ..is going to carry

back through to manufac-

turers," the governor said.

"American consumers want
quality in their automobilies

and will take nothing less."

Consumer Affairs
Secretary Paula Gold said

the new statute is the

strongest by virtue of

several key provisions.

"In our state, arbitration

is binding on the manufac-

turer and not on the con-

sumer," she said. "In this

state, if you're not satisfied

with the replacement vehi-

cle you can ultimately get

your money back.

"Overall, ours is the

toughest," she said.

In signing the law,

Dukakis was flanked by

more than a dozen
legislators, consumer ac-

tivists and car dealer
representatives.

MoralMajority meetsMass. liberal

AP Lamrphoto

MUDDY FEET — Joni Marish of Marana, Arizona sits amidst the

rubble of her kitchen following record breaking rains and floods that

occured Monday.
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LYNCHBURG, Va. - Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, one of the country's best-

known liberals, walked into the lion's den

of conservatism, preaching his own brand

of politics at a fundamentalist Baptist col-

lege Monday as guest of the Rev. Jerry

Falwell.

For Kennedy, it was an opportunity to

speak to some of the "10 million voters who
will never agree with us," said an aide.

For Falwell, founder and chairman of the

Moral Majority, it meant sharing the plat-

form with a man he has criticized in fund-

raising appeals as an "ultraliberal."

Falwell includes Kennedy on his list of

"freezeniks," who he claims weaken
America by supporting a nuclear freeze.

For just one night, at least, the name-

calling seemed likely to stop.

Falwell dispatched his private plane to

pick up Kennedy and a few close aides, ar-

ranged a private dinner in his home and

promised a full house for the senator's

speech at Liberty Baptist College, which

Falwell also founded.

The Gender Gap "closes forERA

Groups to standardize animal rights

BOSTON Researchers working to

protect the welfare of both humans and

animals must reach a consensus on stan-

dards for using animals in medical ex-

periments, several conference participants

said Monday.
"There are people who feel that any use

of animals for research is morally and

ethically wrong," said Dr. Frankilin M.

Loew, dean of the Tufts University School

of Veterinary Medicine and chairman of the

Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources

at the National Academy of Sciences.

"At the other end of the spectrum there

are some researchers who say, 'I'm a

scientist so whatever 1 do is OK; I wear a

white coat so don't question me.*

"Most views fall somewhere in the middle

ground," he said, "but as long as some on

each side view it as a completely black-and-

white issue, we'll get nowhere. What we're

trying to do here is build a consensus that

we can work from."

BOSTON - Approx-

imately 800 men and
women polled had similar

views on the Equal Rights

Amendment, abortion and
child care but differed on

gun control, drunk driving

and capital punishment.

The University of

Massachusetts at Boston

telephoned 401 women and

391 men in a poll called

"The Gender Gap." Profes-

sional interviewers con-

ducted the survey between

January and March. Each

Massachusetts household

with a working telephone

had a random chance to be

called.

"Overall, the data support

the contention that women
are more sensitive to life

issues and the values they

embody," said Padrait'

O'Malley. a senior policy

analyst at the school.

But when it came to

economic standards, the

results showed "women are

invariably worse off no mat-

ter what criterion is

employed," O'Malley said.

"The degree of inequality

is palpable," he said. "The
advances of the last decade

would appear to be more im-

aginary than real in many
important respects."

On policy issues, 57 per-

cent of the women said they

wanted more effort to fight

drunken driving rather than

other crimes, while only 37

percent of the men favored

such a focus.
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Women fit into

engineering life

withSWE aid
By KAREN BEERNTSEN
Collegian Correspondent

Four years ago if a woman entered an

engineering class she would have stood out

because she was a woman.
But the number of women engineers has

increased dramatically in the past few

years, enabling women to fit into

engineering classes without standing out,

said Nancy Hellman, assistant dean of

Engfineering.

Women in engineering now account for

about a fifth of approximately 2,500

students in engineering classes, Hellman

said.

Hellman advises the Society of Women
Engineers (SWE), a support group for

women which helps them to adjust to the

engineering school. The group has planned

a variety of activities ranging from guest

speakers, fundraisers, and a career day in

November.
Hellman, who has been advisor to the

group for a year, has started new programs

to direct women with their education and to

make them aware of their chances of finding

a job after graduation.

One program started this year for that

purpose is the College Industry Committee

for Women. The Committee has contacted

seven corportations and plans to develop

seminars in which representatives from the

companies will speak about preparing

resumes and other job search hints, she

said.

Another project of SWE is to provide a

means of contacting employed engineering

graduates through an alumni directory. It

will "allow students network with alumni

that are working," she said.

It is important for students to know what

an engineering job entails so they can

prepare for it, she said.

Hellman said women she advises told her

some faculty members do not know exactly

how to deal with women in their classes.

'Woman students are not as accepted by

some faculty. They (faculty) are not

comfortable having women in classes," she

said.

Jeanne Hakkila, the president of SWE,

said she felt "comfortable" and "easily

accepted," in her engineering classes. Even

though most of her classmates are men, she

said, it did not matter to them that she was

CollcKiM photo by Jim l'ow»r»

ASHESTOASHES — Groundskeeper Ed Miarecki loads the remains

of Sunday night's Homecoming bonfire onto a truck Monday afternoon.

Select Board
acceptsbylaw
unanimously
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Select Board Monday

unanimously endorsed an article for the

Town Meeting calling for a by-law which

would make it possible to prosecute

voyeurs.

Formerly peeping toms could only be

prosecuted for trespassing or disorderiy

conduct. If this article is apprt)ved at the

Town Meeting on Oct. 24 any person who

invades the privacy of another by "peeping

into property or spying" can be penalized

by a maximum fine of $200 for each viola-

tion.

However, the amendment stated that

nothing in the by-law should be interpreted

as to limit the right of a police officer to

perform official duties.

The amendment was proposed by

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia after a

series of 23 peeping tom incidents in a cen-

tral Amherst neighborhood over the past

20 months.

On Sept. 19, Barbara McGlynn,

spokesman for a neighborhood committee,

asked Town Manager Barry Del Castilho to

investigate the actions of the police depart-

ment. McClynn charged the police with

gross negligence concerning its treatment

of victims of the incidents.

Del Castilho commended the police

department in a prepared statement on

September 26. McGlynn is planning to file

charges of sex discrimination against Del

Castilho with the Amherst Citizens Review

Commission.
The commission has no legal power but

acts as an impartial jury and can make
recommendations to Attorney General

Francis Bellotti's office in Boston.

"Del Castilho commendetl the police

without doing any kind of investigating and

that sort of puts it on his head," McGlynn

said.

The Select Board also endorsed an article

which would authorize the board to accept

gifts for a two-mile extension in the public

transit service provided to the Cushman

area of town to reach the Mill Hollow

Apartments.
Realtor Dennison H. Jones, owner of the

Mill Hollow Apartments, has offered to

subsidize the town funded transit system

with a gift of $8447 to pay for bus service

to the apartments housing al)out 100

University of Massachusetts students.

a woman

Police charge five withDWI, two with larceny
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A 17-year-old Amherst woman fractured her elbow and

possibly bruised a kidney after jumping out of a moving car

on Belchertown Road this weekend. Amherst police said.

Laura McDoweU was found at the side of the road at 1

a.m. Sunday by police and was taken to Cooley Dickmson

Hospital where she is in satisfactory condition. Police said

she apparently had a quarrel with her boyfriend who was

driving the car.
^ » l . i-

Nineteen accidents were reported by the Amherst police

this weekend, with few injuries resulting.

Seven cars were involved in a chain-reaction collision on

PhilUps Street Saturday night, but no one was hurt and

none of the cars received substantial damage, poUce said.

The cars rear ended each other whUe trying to stop, police

said, and the accident was caused by wet roads

Three people were admitted to the UMass Infirmary

after an accident on South Pleasant St. at the entrance to

East Hadley Road. At 12:40 a.m. Sunday. Brian Haley. 18.

of Concord, was cited for failure to grant the right of way

to Benjamin Levy. 20. of Belmont. Their cars coHided. and

Haley and two passengers were injured. They were

Cheryl Murphy. 409 Pleasant St.. and Michelle Laingham.

of 1361 Brittany Manor.
Police said they made 10 arrest this weekend, five of

them for driving while intoxicated (DWI). They were:

Thomas P. Carroll. 23. of Waltham. was stopped by

the Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) and charged with DWI
at 1:40 a.m. Sunday after he nearly struck an officer

directing traffic at the scene of an accident at North

Pleasant and Fearing Streets.

Patricia L. Nally. 21. of Kingston, RI, was stopped on

North Pleasant St. at 8:40 Saturday night.

Joseph J. Michalkiewicz, 27. of Ellington, Conn, was

arrested and charged for driving under the influence at 10

p.m. Saturday.

At midnight Saturday night, Mark S. Libman, 20, of

Randolph, was stopped at College St. for the same reason.

Barry Nevel, 23, of Avon, was stopped for erratic

operation, and charged with DWI on Southeast St.

In other police action, two Amherst College students

were arrested at 6:20 p.m. Friday for larceny over $100.

Jefferey Tidd and Kevin Walker, both 18, were ap-

prehended at James Hall after they allegedly stole a case of

wine from Spirit Haus.

James Lavery, 22. of Foxboro, was arrested and

charged with malicious destruction of property after he

tore up a lawn at Brandywine Apts. with his car.

Lisa Washington. 18. of Roxbury was injured at 3:20

p.m. Saturday when her car collided with a car driven by

Richard Devoe. 18. of Barringtom. RI. Also injured was

Robert Gelnar, from the University of Rhode Island, who

was a passenger in Devoe's car.

Assaults and disturbances among police action

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

A fight in the Campus Center concourse Saturday night

involving at least 10 people resulted in the arrest of three

men for disorderly conduct and assault and battery,

University of Massachusetts police said.

Arrested after the fight were R()l)ert K. Mackey. 27, and

Daniel P. Judge. 22. both of Holyoke, and Vincent T.

Todd, 23. of Braintree. Todd was also charged with

possession of marijuana, police said.

According to })olice, a large brawl broke out shortly

before 8 p.m. Saturday, and the Coffee Shop was ordered

to close its doors for a half-hour, until order was restored.

Police said a fourth participant was placed in protective

custody and later released, and medical help was provided

In other police action:

Four men were arrested shortly l)efore 5:30 a.m. Sun-_

day after police responded to a complaint of disturbance of

the peace from residents of Moore Hou.se dormitory. Ac-

cording to police. Michael J. Lafrance. 21, Glenn A. Smith

21, James R. Duriing and Daniel GiblK)ns, all <»f

Stoughton. were shouting obscenities while leaving the

dorm lobby. The subjects were also reported to have

entered a student's room without permission and pulled a

knife on the student.

i-.vc ui.ivnown mait- were told to leave John Quincy

Adams dormitory shortly after 1 1 p.m. Saturday in a ca.se

of alleged assault and battery, according to police. The

five males entered a student's room and l)egan harrassing

the complaintant. and one of the males bit the complain-

tant in the back, police said. The victim was taken to the

UMass Infirmary. The case is under investigation.

At 8:37 Sunday morning police responded to a report of

^e lit nnH hptt'"^' frf^m a rps'^r."t in Jo^n Quim-v » '^-^-rr-:

dormitory. According to the complaintant. a male entered

her room and assaulted her. The complaintant was able to

identifv the assailant. Police issued the alleged assailant a

trespass notice to stay off campus and gave the victim her

options as to what action to take against the suspect.

David W. Liedich, 19, of Southbury, Connecticut, was

charged with pos.session of LSD. transporting alcohol

while being under legal drinking age and running a red

light. Shortly t)efore 1 a.m. Saturday, fwlice observed

Liedidi operating his motor vehicle erratically on

Massachusetts Ave. Police stopped Liedich after he went

through a flashing nni light and arrested him.

Shortly after 6:30 Monday morning police responded to

a call of'vandalism at the ROTC building on campus. So-

meone had allegedly painted the building with derogatory

statements and threats denouncing ROTC. There are no

suspects. The case is under investigation. University

Physical Plant workers were seen repairing the damage at
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How the law works
If arrested:

• You will he detained by the police and read your rights.

• Your car will be towed away.
• You will be taken in a police cruiser to the police station.

• You will be asked to take a Breathalyzer test. If you refuse, your license will be

autoniatically suspended for 90 days.

• If the test registers over .05, you will be held but there will be no presumption that you

were driving under the influence.

• If the test registers .10 or over you will be held and there will be a presumption that you

were driving under the influence.

• You will be kept in the police lockup until you are bailed out.

If convicted:

Ist Offense —
• You may be flnedS 100 to $1,000.

• You may be sentenced up to 2 years in jail.

• Your license will be revoked for one year

or

You may be placed on probation which will require that you attend an alcohol education pro-

gram, pay a $480 fee and have your license suspended for 30 days.

2nd Offense —
• You may be fmed $300 to $1,000.

• You will serve a mandatory 7 days in jail, and the judge may sentence you to up to 2 years

or

You may be placed on probation in lieu of a jail term which will require that you be confined

for at least 14 days in a residential alcohol treatment program, and pay a $370 fee.

• Your license will be revoked for 2 years.

3rd or Subsequent Offenses —
• You may be fined $500 to $1,000.

• You will serve a mandatory 60-day jail term, and the judge may sentence you to up to 2

years.

• Your license will be revoked for 5 years.

The editors of the Collegian, with the assistance

of the Office of Human Relations and a small plan

ning committee*, are organizing a conference en-

titled "Campus Journalism: Social Conflict and
Freedom of the Press. " Wie know that you are in-

terested in this topic and we feel that your par

ticipation would be of great value. The conference

will be held on Tuesday, October 18, from
3:30-8:30pm in the Campus Center. We hope that

you will be able to attend.

The purpose of the conference is to enhance the

dialogue between the Collegian and the larger

University community. The specific goals are:

1. To inform the campus community
about the Collegian, its operation

issues of press freedom.

and

2. To inform the Collegian staff about the

needs and concerns of its multiple

audiences.

3. To generate suggestions for improving

CoHegian /community dialogue on an
ongoing basis.

Again, we look forward to your participation.

*Ernest Allen, Afro-American Studies

Tracey Bryant, Nummo News
Judy Davis, Office of Human Relations

Grant Ingle, Office of Human Relations

Brenda Ling, Nummo News
Josh Meyer, Collegian

Rita Murphy, Collegian

Joel Myerson, Collegian

Norm Sims, Journalism

Jean Stover, News Bureau

Dennis Tafoya, Communications Studies

Although there is no charge, registration is re-

quired due to space and catering considerations.

The deadline for registration is October 11.
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UMass professor seeks

sure cure for fatal disease
By LYNN PERKINS
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts zoology

professor has received a grant to further his

research on a parasitic disease which affects

200 to 300 million people a year.

Professor Gerald C. Coles received the

$53,385 grant in August from the National

Institute of Health (NIH). Coles wQI spend

two weeks in Kenya, Africa in January to

oversee research on the disease.

"The outcome of the research is practical;

it does effect the lives of millions of

people," Coles said.

Coles said his project will be the first

systematic study of the drug resistance in

human schistosomiasis, a major disease

that dehabilitates and sometimes kills

humans. There are drugs to cure the

disease, but this is not 100 percent ef-

fective.

Coles' research will be a cooperative

effort between the United States and
Kenya. The one-year NIH grant will be

used by Coles, George Kinoti, dean of the

faculty of science at Nairobi University, and
John Bruce at the University of Lowell.

Coles has been with the UMass-Amherst
faculty since 1981. He recieved his Ph.D.

from the University of Cambridge,

England, and has done other zoological

research at the University of Copenhagen,

Makere University in Uganda, and the

University of Cambridge.

Collins will reviewpublic education
State Rep. James Collins D-Amherst will

speak at the Chamber of Commerce
Directors meeting to be held at 7:30 p.m.,

Tuesday, at the Lord Jeffery Inn in

Amherst. Collins, who is the chair of the

committee on education, will review the

public education system in Massachusetts.
Collins will also offer suggestions for

statewide improvement of the system.

MASSPIRG begins acidrain fight
The Acid Rain Task Force of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MASSPIRG) was successful in their

efforts of Thursday and Friday to obtain

enough signatures to place an acid rain

resolution on the fall Amherst Town
Meeting agenda.
The resolution calls for an immediate cap

on sulfur emmissions within the state which

contribute 20 percent to 30 percent of the

acid rain found within Massachusetts.

People interested in contacting or joining

the MASSPIRG Acid Rain Task Force is

invited to a meeting at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday

in room 4233 in the Student Union.

DVPandHillelsponsor **orphan
99

Paul Cowan, former president of CBS-TV
and author of An Orphan in History, will

speak at 7:30 p.m. in room 163 of the

Campus Center on Tuesday, October 4.

The speech, sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitor's Program and B'nai

B'rith Hillel, is entitiled "An Orphan in

History: The Journey Back to My Jewish

Roots."

Kick the habit today with UHS
For just a small fee, the University

Health services and the Valley Health Plan

are offering two multi-session smoking

cessation programs this fall. The programs

instruct smokers how to employ practical

quitting techniques and offer information

and group support. 60 percent to 90 per-

cent of the participants in the program

succeed in 'kicking the habit.' The session

for the Northampton/Florence area begins

Tuesday, Oct. 4. The Amherst session

begins Wednesday, Oct. 5. To register, call

Health Education, University Health

Services, at 549-2671. extension 181.

Academic Advising Resources
Thi.s is another list in an occasional listing of campus agencies and offices providing academic

advising. Further information is available hy calling h\h-\fyh^i.
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DWI: the message hits home
^

A friend of mine was a little bummed out

recently when he had to walk to the police

station at 3 a.m. to pick up a friend who had been

arrested for drunken driving. I couldn't blame him — I'd

be ticked too if a friend of mine was stupid enough to

drive when they'd had a few too many. But that wasn't

the point.

"He didn't even do it," my friend told me as I looked on

in amazement and tried to figure out how the police

would arrest someone for drunken driving if he hadn't

seemed to be driving — well, drunk. "He had backed up

to this guy's house to put a keg in the back of his car and

the cop saw him driving off the sidewalk and pulled him
over.

Anne McCrory

"But he must have been drunk or they wouldn't have

arrested him," I pointed out. "Didn't they give him a

breathalizer?"

"Well, yeah, they did. But still, he shouldn't have been

stopped. He would've been fine if that cop hadn't seen

him pulling out."

Maybe, I thought, and maybe not.

It's funny how many of us can relate incidents where

that car we were in brushed the median srip, crossed

over the double lines in the road or "almost" hit someone

head on. Most of us have the sense to relate these in-

cidents with horror, to realize we might not always be so

lucky, even when daredevil driving, cutting through a

football field or across the Fine Arts Center seems funny

in retrospect.

A lot of us can recall driving with someone at one time

or another who admits "I really shouldn't be driving

right now." But because we are sitting next to the driver

in our own oblivion, thankful we're not the one behind

the wheel, we might just watch the road a little more

carefully and view the familiar landmarks sailing by,

somehow confident we'll make it home. And usually, we
do. But not always.

Since 1981, 16 people in the Amherst area have died in

alcohol and speed related accidents; 12 of them were

UMass students. Students who, like most of us, took that

one evening for granted ... and ended up in the morgue.

At a press conference Monday in Boston, Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis lobbied for the support of college media in

promoting his campaign against drunken driving. A
variety of reasons, including the influx of students into

the state, fewer daylight hours, the season's first freezes

and football games make October the month with the

highest highway fatality rate attributable to drunken

driving. That's this month, folks.

The Duke's words were efffective as he recited

statistics and explained strategies like road blocks to

combat the problem. But somehow, to many of us, no

matter how many stats we hear, the concept still seems

distant, something that happens to somebody else's fami-

ly, friend, neighbor, acquaintance. It's not something you

connect with driving home with that friend who is

perhaps a little less than straight.

People do talk about it however, and take it for the

tragedy it is. "Five of my best friends were killed my
senior year in high school," one student sitting behind

me at the conference was saying before it began.

"Some guy I knew got killed too," the woman next to

her said. "I think everybody knows someone who's been

killed by a drunk driver."

And the chances are good that a lot of people have.

Maybe it makes them think twice before getting behind

the wheel of a car when they've been drinking. Maybe

they'll decide once a month they won't get quite af

wasted and will be responsible for driving the gang

home. Maybe then they won't need a painful memory tc

make them law-abiding citizens.

Maybe the Governor's own memory of his only brother

comatose for four months before dying after being struck

be an alleged drunk driver, will be enough.

Anne McCrory is a Collegian co-news editor

Letters '

Profits derided as illusionary

To the Editor,

In his Sept. 26 column, Brooke States quotes a radical

named Scott Nearing to the effect that he bought German

bonds before World War I for $800, and that the bonds

were valued at $60,000 after the war. "Here were war

profits on a fantastic scale... I put the bonds in the

fireplace and reduced them to ashes."

Mr. Nearing is obviously an extraordinary magician —

or perhaps an out and out liar. As everyone who has ever

read a history book knows, German bonds were essentially

valueless after WWI. Conceivably the bonds may have

been worth 60,000 marks after the war - perhaps enough

for a ride on the Berlin Unterbahn.

It is hard to see how Mr. States could believe such a

ridiculous fairy tale.
James Kiwoski

Amherst

National Guard helps out

To the Editor,
. i.u

Perhaps Peggy Conant, in her recent letter decrying the

September 21st National Guard presence on campus,

could show a bit more tolerance. Maybe this letter will

broaden her understanding. In her protestation of the ine-

quities of draft registration, she might realize that the

Guard is "all volunteer." In fact, it is the direct descen-

dent of the colonial militia in which every able-bodied man
served within his community. In some of the most advanc-

ed nations today, this system is elaborated into universal

military service to include most all women and men as a

duty of citizenship. Israel, Switzerland, and Denmark are

examples. And, there is no draft, no being torn from one's

community or schooling for years at a time (an inconve-

nience which must certainly be at the root of much resent-

ment toward registration).

The results are a minimal standing armed force

(everybody's trained) and a greater sense of social unity as

well as a more realistic appreciation of defense needs. An

invading armed force can never destroy the defense force

without fighting the trained and locally organized armed

citizen. ..a formidable task! Think about it. And, assuming

you agree that some sort of national defense system is

desirable, would you support such an all-embracing alter-

native to the draft as other democracies possess?

Richard Colton
Biochemistry Dept.

Registration

causes racism
Editors note: This is thefirst in a three part series on stu-

dent rights and the Solomon amendment.

s many of you may remember, the Selective

Service Act that passed just a few short years

>«go, was submitted along with some rhetoric assur-

ing us that this Act was not in preparation for the draft.

Though many questioned the constitutionality of this Act,

the Supreme Court did not have the same inclinations.

Registration, they held, was not unconstitutional on the

grounds of sex discrimination because women were not

"equally situated".

They were not equally situated because the registration

was the prelude to a draft and then to armed combat; an

event that only men (by law) are allowed to participate in.

Well, isn't that great reasoning. Yet, regardless of the

logic the Supreme Court used, they did affirm something

we have l>een saying all along: registration is the first step

towards institution of a draft.

Dakin N. Ferris

The point however, that I wish to make on the draft and

registration (now that we know a registration leads to a

draft) is concerning the racist forms that it takes on. Not

many realize that 65 percent of the U.S. deaths in Vietnam

were third world peoples. Sixty-five percent. Or that

todays "all volunteer Army is 33 percent Black, nearly

three times the proportion of Blacks in society." These

facts should tell you two things; that the all volunteer ar-

my is in fact a "poverty draft" and that for those

minorities unfortunately involved in military conflicts,

they will be placed immediately on the front lines. They

will be the first to die and only then to be remembered by

their government in the dehumanizing form of death

statistics or "body counts". This is blatantly, undeniably

racist. It has been a practice in many wars and by the

same token, institutionalized. But I don't need facts. I

spent three years in the Marines and saw it first hand. I

stood under the wing of jets loaded with nuclear weapons

l)ound for Iran. I saw the numerous effects of U.S.

military intervention in Third World countries and I shud-

dered. I also saw black and third world peoples st) violently

abused, both physically and psychologically, that it would

make your stomach take a temporary leave of absence.

With so few Third World officers, the enlisted minority

is told to "be all that he can be" when he is dispropor-

tionately sanctioned and placed in stockades, etc. How can

someone lie all they can be when "all they can be is a

soldier." And after the stockade, minorities often end up

with some form of less than honorable discharge. This fur-

ther decreases any opportunities they might have in the

outside world. No, there is no talking to me about the in-

stitutionalized racism in the military. When you've seen

brain matter squished out of someone's head your gut

reaction becomes your conscience. When you've run a brig

where few whites are ever anything but visitors, you are

left with one irrevocable conclusion; military Third World

peoples are treated as lower than the lowest. But my point

is yet to come. The latest threat to oppressed peoples is be-

ing done through the Department of Education. By tying

registration to financial aid the Department of Defense

(DOD) is accomplishing two very scary things. First, they

are ensuring that only those who can't afford to go to col-

lege are going to be affected (and we all know who that is).

And secondly, the DOD is also using other government

agencies as enforcement arms. Not only would this set an

amazing precedent but as we move closer to an Orwellian

type 1984 scenario, Big Brother will become a distinct

reality.

That is why yesterday had been declared a national day

of protest against the Solomon amendment (Oct. 3rd).

There were no large rallies, no leaflets, no take-overs. If

there was, how many would come? How many would raise

a hand to protest and fight this form of institutional

racism? Instead I'm just going to ask you to think about

this.. .please, for just one minute - think about war. Think

about who is the first to go, and how legislators are much

more willing to start something when it is an easy solution

to the problem of poverty and unemployment; when they

know their sons and daughters would never be affected.

And think about how these Solomon type bills affect all

but one class. I could go on, but I really want to take the

next few minutes to go think...

Dakin N. Ferris is the Acting Student Attorney General

Have a grievance?

An opinion?

Let us know!
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Excitement!
This is the challenge youve waited for, trained for, hoped for.

This is your chance to join the company that's on the leading edge of every high-

performance technology in the semiconductor industry.

This is your opportunity to interview with Advanced Micro Devices.

Advanced Micro Devices
Campus Interviews For Graduate/

Undergraduate in Electrical Engineering/
Computer Engineering/Computer Science

October 1

8

AMD chose the wave as its symbol to show the excitement of fast advancing technology We ll

give you all the thrills your career can handle in exchange for your talent and ideas

Sign up now at your Career Planning and Placement Center. If our schedule is full, send your

resume to Barbara Toothman, Manager, College Recruiting. Dept. UMA104, Advanced

Micro Devices, 901 Thompson Place. Sunnyvale, CA 94086. An equal opportunity

employer

Advanced

Devices

Catch the wave

Students interested in

MEDICAL or DENTAL
CAREERS

are invited to attend an

aiumni/ae career night

on Tuesday, October 4, 1983

at 8:00 PM
in Campus Center 163.

A panel of physicians and dentists who earned their

bacfielor's degrees from UMass In the seventies will

discuss their thoughts on the undergrad and medical

education, medical training and present employment.

Opportunities will be available to visit with these retur-

ning alumni at the conclusion of the panel.

Sponsored by Pre-Medical Advisory Committee,

Placement Office and Alumni Office.

:W. Brian O'Connor, Chairnnan

Pre-Medical Advisory Committee

The yeafs most spectacularjf^ hook

**Myfavorite chapters—the ones my
Jamily and I have laughed at over

the years and the ones my readers

have said they most enjoyed.*"

—James Herriot

The bcsi of Herrioi's four iniemaiional bcst-

scUers, plus ten new feature chapters, never

before in nrint, thai give fascinaung new insights into Hernoi's

irresistible Yorkshire sellings. "A splendid gifi book for all ages."*

• 1 16 pages of full-color photographs • 300 rwo-color and

black-and-white illustrations • a new foreword by

James Hcrrioi • 504 pages, $19.95

f

•f^iMu4m VW*A

Open
M-F
9-5

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY

Chancellor loscph D. Duffcv

requests the pleasure of your company

at the

Fall '83 Convocation

and a ceremony

dedicating the Graduate Research Center

in honor of

lOHN W. LEDERLE

Fifteenth President of the University

on Wednesday the fifth of October

ai three thirty oclock

Bowker Auditorium, Stockhridge Hall

Univcrsit\ oi M.i^^.ichusctt^ .it -Xtiihcr^t

^^.
Sx^

rusty nail nrz.

Tuesday the 4th

An Evening with

WARREN
ZEVON

Tickets can be purchased Big Momma Thornton

every Wed at BKO table Ray Buchanan

in Campus Center for: Wilson Pickett

Buddy Guy £f Junior Wells George Carlin

(Thurs 10/6)

Rt. 47, .Sunderland. MA 665-4937

presents

All Bottles Beer 7 to 9 $100

Tickets also available at the door

or at For the Record at Faces

of Earth in Amherst.

You must be 18 to enter.

Arts
'.•-•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• ;•:•:::•:•:•:!::::;::!.:::.!.:.:.!.:.!.:.••••:••

Collegian photo bv Nmnci

Joe Perry at the Rusty Nail: "Hey, where's the beer?"

CollegeDaze off-focus

MAKING COLLEGE PAY OFF
By Adele Scheele, Ph.D.

Ballantine Books, 209 pages, $2.95

HOW TO SURVIVE YOUR
COLLEGE DAZE
By G. Brown
New View Press, 134 pages, $5.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Every fall, for obvious reasons, books

claiming to hold the secrets of college

success glut the market. Some may be

helpful; most, unfortunately, are no more

than a mixture of the author's personal

reminiscences and some stale warnings

from a 1957 rulebook.

One wonders at times how he managed it

if he followed his own advice as written in

this off focus book. The chapter on "Dorm

Pranks" (yes, there is such a chapter) in-

cludes the finer points of how to short-sheet

a bed or unload a fire extinguisher. To sum

it up, any college manual that begins with

the line "Assuming you picked up this book

because you are preparing to go to college.

.!.:•:•:•:•:•:%•;

Perry - Always a rocker

but not always rollin'

JOE PERRY PROJECT
Thursday. September 29
Rusty Nail

By YANETT PENA
Collegian Staff

"Joe, Joe, Joe", chanted the crowd at the

Rusty Nail as the lights went out, and the

last of an AC/DC record was heard blaring

from the speakers. The band (who was an

hour late) took the stage, and an old

Aerosmith favorite, "Train Kept' A
Rollin'," l)egan wailing from Joe Perry's

guitar.

After a year and a half hiatus. Perry was

ready to go out there and "break some str-

ings," and he did just that on almost every

song, having to keep changing guitars. The

set mostly consisted of material from his

latest album, Once A Rocker, Always A
Rocker, including a remake of "Bang a

Gong," the single "Women In Chains" (no,

it's not about good ol' S&M), and "Black

Velvet Pants." The audience, who was
predominately male and moderately small

in size, reacted enthusiastically to the new
songs.

"Always a Rocker" Perry, however, was

not at his best. Although he maintained

that cool charismatic presence, his guitar

playing was sloppy and uninventive. He
pniduced a lot of flashy sounds using his

tremolo bar, but it lacked substance. To
counterbalance this, he was more animated

than usual, and this man of few words even

talked to his audience. At one point in the

show, he quietly thanked the crowd for

helping him blow six of his speakers, then

claimed, "I smell Victory."

A friend of mine told me later that "Joe

had the best lines," ami wished Perry

would have put down his guitar and kept on

talking. Well, let's not exaggerate. While

the guy had unconventional charm, he also

played some good rock'n'roll, he just didn't

play it as well as he could.

The rest of the band lacked tightness, hut

the lead singer, a blonde kinky-haired and

hyper fellow dressed in black leather garb,

was a successful frontman. Although his

vocal delivery was barely above loud

screeching.

And back in the dressing room. Perry sat

calmly and admitted it was rily a fair per-

formance. Later he asked. "Hey, where's

the l)eer?"

you probably feel like wetting your pants

"

emphatically does not need to be added to

anyone's reading list.

Making College Pay Off. by Adele Scheele,

may not tell you anything that a good

advisor couldn't, but at least Scheele

doesn't assume that her readers are im

mature and unable to cope with real life.

Indeed, the focus of her book is not college

itself, but instead on how one's schooling

can foster, and not hinder, a satisfying

career after college.

Making College Pay Off is not as mer-

cenary as it sounds. Scheele encourages

her readers to work toward success, but

her definition of it has more to do with

personal contentment than material

prosperity. Scheele urges students to get

involved in their classes and to explore

extra-curricular activities in order to find

and develope their strengths.

If none of this sounds very revolutionary

to you, it's probably because you've heard it

all before. It is Scheele's insistence that

students take on active responsibility for

their lives that is the most exciting aspect

of Making CoUege Pay Off. The self-

at least as important as the degree one

earns.

" ^1 ro^>niie^l

J: already

One of the many neato illustrations from How To

lege Daze. Can you relate to this situation?

Nicksilver : It ain't nothin' but the blues
NICKSILVER (Formerly
Quicksilver Messenger Service)

Monday, September 26

Toad's Place, New Haven

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Quicksilver? Weren't they one of those

late- sixties psychadelic bands from San

Francisco along with the Dead, the Air

plane, Janis' and Country Joe? I thought

they split up a long time ago. Is this

another of these trendy reunion concerts

we've been hearing so much about lately?

Yup. that's right. Does this mean they

played all their fab hits so you could dance

just like you never did in Golden Gate Park?

Wrong. This may be true of other bands

but of Quicksilver not so. Now renamed

Nicksilver (For guitarist Nick Gravanitis

and lead vocalist Nick Hopkins) they have

returned to their roots and become just

another bar blues and boogie band ala Z.Z.

Top. Which is not to say that they weren't

good, just different from what I expected.

The new ensemble featured (as did the

old), the lead guitar vibrato/distortion of

John Cippolina, truly one of the five best

guitarists who can still run around the stage

after seventeen years. Playing regular and

slide obbligatos on his guitars, smoke

coming out from the top of his fret board

where his cigarette was perched, Cippolina

had misplaced his slide so he played the

whole night with his cigarette lighter.

Also playing was Greg Elmore, the

original drummer AI Stahaly of Spirit,

Graventits who played in Janis Joplin's

later bands, and Merle Saunders who oft«n

plays with Jerry Garcia. But a good band

great music does not make. OK, they were

good, but I had hoped that if they had once

been at the forefront of the sixties sound

perhaps they could adapt their sound in a

way that would reflect something new. It's

kind of a waste to see Cippolina playing the

same old leads that fifty thousand other

guitarist could play equally as well. What

about the whammy bar?

I would recommend going to go see

Nicksilver if they come to the Bluewall for a

Blues at the Bluewall show, but it ain't

nothin' but the blues.

Toad's Place however, is a wicked nice

club. I would say that it would be worth it

to go down there to see some of the bands
they're bringing (ie. Hot Tuna) as an
alternative to the Springfield Show.

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
WEEK
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Office For Coop«rQtlv» Education

hos •xclting positions

roloting to your floid of study.

If you'vo olroody rogist*r»d lot us

linow your foil oddross. if you'd lllio to

roglstor rtow rogistrotion hos bogun for

spring work plocomonts.

Tho Offico for Cooporotlvo Education

110 Thompson Hall 545-2379

Foil Training Program

for UMqSS

Transit Service

Applications Meeting

Tuesday October 4th

7:00 P.M.

CC 168C

100 applications will be given out

nnust show proof of class year

(class schedule or transcripts)

TONIGHT ^

Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome

Two Fpr One 9 til i 1

- All Liquor Drinks -

No
Cover

Business Car»#r for th»
Moth^moticaily Skilied

Actuoriol Coroor Doy
Wodnosdoy, Octobor 5, I960, 3 p.m.
Rm 1634 - Groduoto Rosoorch Towor
Actuaries are executives in the insurance industry pro-

fessionally trained in the science of mathematical pro-

bability. They use mathematical skills to define, model,
analyze and solve complex business and social pro-

blems, and to design financially sound insurance and
pension programs. They serve in both technical and
managerial positions. The career requires very strong
verbal and mathematical skills. Come to the Career
Day to meet and talk with actuaries from major New
England Insurance Companies, and to find out more
about the career and the Actuarial Science Program at

the University.

DOKM DELIVERY
•^^YAILADLE

THE NATION'S NEWSPAPER

INf NMIOHS NIWS

VIA tATIlllTI

Via Satellite
Student Rate rs^'/wk
Contact: Todd Sharek

546-9647

Tuesday, October 4, 1983

I

Hypercurricula
Wednesday

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING — 8 pm for beginners. 9 pm
for others. All are welcome! 8-9p.m. Commonwealth Rm..

SU.

COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
MEETING — Undergrad, grad students concerned about

growing international tension, Reagan's foreign policy and

its domestic consequences are welcome to an

organizational meeting to plan educational events. 4 p.m.

Herter, 6th floor lounge

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING - Important meeting

to start up committees. Please attend. Short film.

Refreshments. 7:30 p.m. 312 Holdsworth

COUNCIL FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS OF
PSYCHOLOGY - Remember to come to the 2nd C.U.S.P.

meeting today. We will be voting for Officers and
organizing our various committees. Get involved!

Everyone's Welcome! 7 p.m. Tobin Hall Rm. 304

JOHN TRUDELL. AMERICAN INDIAN LEADER, -
Activist and Poet will speak on behalf of Leonard Peltier

and announce plans for the U.N. sponsored "Day of

Solidarity With Indigenous Peoples." 1 PM and 8 PM
Student Union Ballroom (1 PM) Southside Room, Ham-
pden Dining Commons (8 PM)

UMASS STRATEGY GAMES CLUB - The club wUl

stage a Napoleonic Minatures Battle in 15mm. New and

experienced players are invited. 6:30-11 p.m. CC 802

SOJOURNERS — Rev. Robin Harden facilitates this

informal discussion group for women of all ages, colors,

and backgrounds willing to explore faith, love, intimacy,

and spirituality. 7:15-9:15 p.m. 428 Student Union

TDK SA90
IlldXmi Cassettes

Any Quantity

DYHAMITE
RECORDS

THORNES MARKET.

ISO MAIN ST.,

NORTHAMPTON

on s«cond floor

Op*n 7 Days

I.»»—••——»• ••U

\

I

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTHI

AmIierst dtiRopRACTic HeaItIi Center

is oFfERJNq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $29.00 TOWARds AN INITiAl CkiROpRACTic ExAMiNATION

ANd Free enroHment \h our Low BAck WeUness School

by APPOINTMENT oNly - CaU 296-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.
Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

1 90 UNivERsiTy DrIve at Rte. 9 (on tIie BusUne)

CkiiiopRACTic K covcRfd by MOST MAJOR kcAlrli Insurance,

AuTOMobils Personal iNJuny Policies, ANd WorLmanS Compensation.

Join the
Distinguished Visitor

Program

Introductory Meeting
Tues. Oct. 4, 1983 7:30

Rm 8 1 1B Campus Center

All are Welcome

Tuesday, October 4, 1983

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Wilson Low by CC. McFly
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milrd by Margarrl I'arrar and Trade Jaffr

tfilfU tm «a(C«n \\mm s>a«c*lr

ACROSS
1 Roan
6 Pierre s (riend

10 Large umbrella

14 Violmmaker of

note
15 Beveled edge
16 Part of an epfiafi

17 Pay up vitfi 18

Across
18 See 17 Across
20 Child splay hut

22 Confuse
23 Tableware tor a

mousse
26 Neigfiborof

Penna
28 Informer

29 Cfiristmas carol

30 Mecca pilgrimage

32 Tease
34 Warnings
38 Newton or Hayes
40 Gear tootti

42 Ermine
43 Moon River

lyricist

45 Skill

47 Satanic

48 Entertainer

Kristotferson

50 Period

52 Tokyo, formerly

53 Symbol of

deceitful talk

58 Helens cousin

59 A daughter of

Nicholas II

63 Stored fodder

65 Bridge term

66 Explorer Ericson

67 noire

68 Lab burners

69 Auldlang
"

70 Cupid
71 Piece of verse

DOWN
1 Pause
2 General Bradley

3 Comedienne
Martha

4 Lodged, like a

porker

5 One or the other

6 Of sound
7 Parsonage
8 Young doctor

9 Old English

letter

10 Certain tableware

1

1

Chemical prefix

12 Park, N J

13 Dress up
19 Artist s Items

21 Glacial ridges

24 man
25 Caprice
26 Flower holder

27 Slightly open
31 Certain dive

33 Long scarf

35 Wandei
36 Household helper

37 Town near Caen
39 Breakfast item

41 Small bombs
44 Disencumber
46 Outfit

49 Old hand
51 Squirrel, in late

fall

53 Senses
54 Suburb of

Washington
55 Lacquer

ingredient

56 a customer
57 Sod
60 Empire State

college syst

61 Moslem leader

62 Church section

64 Actor Vigoda

1 ? 3 4 5

1

6 7 8 9

1
10 11 1? 13

14 15 16

17 18

l_
?0 7\

7?~

HI ?3 ?4

?!. ?6 ?7 ?8 ?9 bh
30 31 3? 33 34 35 3b 37

38 39 40 41 4?

43 44 45 46 47

U^B 48 49 50 51

57

5?

5^ 54 55 56 IMMI
!)8

1)4

59 60 61 b?

6!

i

65

bb

1
67 68

.-—
m" 70 71

1

TYPIST WANTED

If you can type 50 WPM or faster with

accuracy, tbiere is a typing position for you

in the Graphics Department of the Col-

legian. Come in Wednesday night from 7

to 8 p.m. Rm 113 Campus Center for a

typing test.

Typesetting experience preferred.

DC Menu

LUNCH
Apple Fritter/Sausage Pat

ties

Maple Syrup
Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

Apple FVitter/Maple Syrup

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Barbecued Chicken

Weather

A mixture of sun and

clouds today, highs low

80s, and a chance of

showers late in the day.

TODAYS

PUZZLE ANSWER
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Chancellors Lecture Series

Peter H. Rossi

''Understanding Crime and

Criminal Justice''

Thursday, October 6, 8 p.m.

Room 104, Thompson Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

WORK STUDY

JOBS
WELL PAYING - RESPONSIBLE

SECURITY
GUARDS

- Hours -

Monday to Friday - 8:30 P.M. to 7:00 A.M,

Saturday and Sunday - 24 hours per day

this will be divided into specific

eight hour to four hour shifts to

fit the schedule of those hired

APPLY AT
Room 104 Dickinson Hall

Department of Public Safety

Applications available

NOW through October 28, 1983

This job pays MORE than minimum wage

MIIHIIII Illlllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllMIIIIII""""""""""""" V

I

TIRED OF WAITING FOR
|

TERMINAL TIME?
j

RENT YOUR OWN TERMINAL! I

FROM I

COMPUTER TERMINAL
COMMUNICATIONS |

P.O. Box 532 Amherst, MA 01002

I OUR PRICES ARK BOCK BOTTOM |

k (

I

I

Do your computer
assignments from the

comfort of your

dorm or apartment.

s
B
8

$2.00 OFF
New York Times

Best Sellers

Computers, Software

and Instruction in

operations also

available.

Tel: 263-2634
SEM€ST€R /PURCHASE RETAIL LIST s

TYPE EQUIPMENT LEASE PRICE

• RCA Videotex Keyboard b Modem $120

• RCA Videotex w/Keyboard, Modem, Et TV Monitor 135

• RCA Videotex w Keyboard, Modem it Comp Monitor

• ZTX 1 Terminal w/Comp Monitor & Modem
• Z-19 Terminal w/o Modem
• Z- 19 Terminal w/ Modem
• SANYO B/W TV (new in box)

140

150

150

160

25

PRICE
$250.

315

335

45C

499

624

65

PRICE
$399

484

524

574

350

1040

85
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I some equipment new - most used one semester - all guaranteed

Rental PrioeB include Maintenance
at NO Extra Charges

WHY PAY THE HIGHER PRICES OF
OUR COMPETITORS???
Economize with CTC.

We will not be knowingly undersold.
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

7.00*
Iwtth this coupon)

tlO.OO with StMimpoo
and Blow Dry

tll.BOLonaHair
£»»*« 10/30/83 C

CtM fof in Appointment
*Fof npw dinli only

FREE CONtULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
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FULL AND PART
TIME JODSI!

Ideal for college students

Join Mass Fair Share's fund raising and

political outreach staff. Work in a pro-

gresssive environnnent for economical &

social change.

No experience necessary. Will train

Hours 2-10 M-FPay 155-225/wk & benefits

ACT NOW CALL 586-8713 2-10 PM

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two day» prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ALPHA EPSILON PI RUSH

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity

a "Rush"
like you have never experienced!

October 4 CC room 803

October 5 CC room 805-09

Time: 7:30

ATTENTION WE'RE HIRING DJ's

Rack-A-Diac Entertainment is looking

for quality personnel to disc jockey mobile

systems. Experience preferred, good per-

sonality and knowledge of popular music

required. Send replies to: PO Box 48,

Amherst, MA 01004

AUDIO

Stereo for Sale Sansui tuner and

amplifier, dual turntable, Utah speakers.

Excellent sound I $250 neg. Lisa 5gg79
AUTO FOR SALE ~~~

1971 Volkawagen must be sold for best

offer call David 54»4080

1973 Olda 88 Royala 4 dr sedan power

good tires 800 546-2866 532^4867

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadlac Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS «9
SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profes-

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

Occasions 253-3960

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12^ Lather ja«

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$^.

If imerested please call 549^)533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

MOPEDS excellent condition 250 call Mike

546-7452 or come to 305 Thoreau

Pentax Auto 110 fits '^^Ji^^^LS^^^
^

lenses, flash /winder Mike 546-50tK

Peruvian Blankets handmade 55$ Mike

546-5002

FOR SALE womens leather jackets and

boots call today only 549-5235 .

Pioneer SA7700 Amp, Technira SLQ2

tumtable. Best offer. Call Abdel 54^4804

HELP WANTED

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mornings.

253-7009

Employment Opportunities: unlimited

potential sales experience preferred but not

required call 256-6782

Cham 112 tutor needed if qualified call

546-7446 discuss wages and time

Get healthy and wealthy. Nurition Co.

seeks part-time help. Training provided call

6654778 AM and weekends

Sorority needs houseboy in exchange for

free meals. Call 549-5663

Experienced hardworking
houaecleanors var, references. 9 mo com-

mittment through vacations $4.50 hr.

548^13
The QSA Affirmative Action Office is

hiring two assistants to the Affirmative Ac-

tion Officer of the Student Senate. Both

positions are 3.35 an hour for ten hours a

week. Knowledge of office procedures,

student government, affimiative action,

and interviewing techniques preferred. Ap-

ply at 420 SUB deadline is 5 pm Friday

10/7. Women and people of color are en-

couraged to apply.

Buainesa Manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

student for general bookkeeping/accoun-

ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply. Equal Opportunity employers. Ap-

plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F
9:00-5:00. Deadline 10/7 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Experienced Ski Mechanic must be able

to work Tuesdays and Thursdays. Apply in

person only. Western Village Ski & Sports

32 Main St, Northampton

Button Up - new SCB looking for a

motivated individual for Director position.

Challenging, alot of responsibility. Apply:

423 Student Union 545-0341 ask for Donna
Estabrooks

Part-time office duties and some sales

must be computer literate, energetic and

friendly. Dress code required. Call 253-5673

11 am to 1 pm only

So you think you're funny? MC wanted

for Blue Wall comedy nights. Come or call

GPC Student Union 415 546-2733

Tickets Unlimited will be hiring a new
manager who will be responsible for coor-

dinating ticket sales for all student events.

S/he will supervise the TU staff and be

responsible for preparing and submitting all

relevant financial reports. Apply at 407 SUB
by 10/12. AA/EEO. Women and Third

World students encouraged to apply.

INSTRUCTION

Baaic Auto-Mechanica Workahop. 28

hours Including claaaroom and shop.

Limited enrollment 2B3-2096

LOST

RewardI Lost denim jacket & keys; Blue

wall 9-16 sentimental value call please

546-1156

I lost a painted wood bracelet. It means

alot to me. Reward. 546-4958 ^

A pair of men's sunglasaea In black

case near Campus Center Thu 9/29

RewardI I need thesel 546-6702

Glasses light blue soft case please return I

Karen 256-1443

Lost gold rope bracelet reward call

549-6709

MOTORCYCLES

Moped no longer wanted part needed $65.

$50. or BO 546-5663

PERSONALS

Musicians needed for Boltwood Pro-

ject. Interested? Call Lauren 549-3863

Alpha Epsilon PI come join us and build a

tradition I
^

Is your resume lacking? Sign up for the

committee. Graphics, programming and

talent search. For great experience and fun

- call or come. 10/6 at 4 pm 545-2733

THE DEFENDER - Protects you from at-

tackers and rapists. For more inforrrwtion,

write Resources Unlimited, Inc. PO Box
103. Amherst, MA 01004

GO GREEK -GO PHI MUlll
Informational Meeting for all

University Women at Memorial Hall

7-9 pm, Tuesday, October 11th

contact Audrey Reed for more info.

253-9971

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples, Family Therapy.

Psychological testing. Psychological Ser-

vices Center 546-0041

RAYBANS

High quality, durable sunglasaes at least

25% off suggested retail prices call Bruce25% -

549-2879

READ THISI

For sale Ross ten-speed with Kryptonita

luggage rack in good shape bought it l««

summer but now I need some cash. Cal

253-2284 keep trvina

$200 REWARD

For lost Brittany Spaniel light rust oranga

with white markings. Last seen comer of

NE St and Rte 9 call (413) 54*0604 or

549-3975

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to downtown Holyoke
Tues and/or Thurs mornings from campus
area call 549-1511

Ride needed to Bridgeport, Conn or

Eastern Long Island Friday after 6 PM.
Retum Monday. Share expenses, call

Michelle at 546-4747

Commute to Connecticut on
weekends? Hartford area please call Karen

share expenses 256-1443

ROOM WANTED

Still seeking for a place to "vel » yrs,

non-smoker, responsible Call Ted 549-2773

SERVICES

Typing papers, cases, r»8"'?««' ••"•«

IBM Seiectric 1.25/pg. Nancy 549-8082

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant. Amherst. 266-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Apartment for spring semester will take
at intersassion call 546-7523
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Intermediate track and field meet Tuesday Oct.

4. '3:30 p.m. at Derby Track.
Intramural officials needed for men's and

women's ice hockey. Apply at Boyden 215 or at-

tend organizational meeting on Oct. 13 at 6 p.m.

in Boyden 215.

There will be a meeting of the UMass Boxing

Club on Thursday October 6th at 4:00 p.m. in the

lounge of 19th floor Washington Tower,

Southwest. Beginners and fighters with ex-

perience are welcome.

•»»i''.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.••:•••:•:•;•:•:•:•.•.•.•.•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•.•:•;
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Soccer faces first-rankedUConn
Minutewomen to rely on defense

in toughest game of the year

Colleirian photo by Dave »«uhcr

SUSAN BIRD fights for the ball in last week's game against Brown.

Today the Minutewomen have their hands full as they face first ranked

Connecticut at 3:00 p.m. at Boyden field.

By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

It will be one of the toughest games of

the year for the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team as

they host the University of Connecticut,

the number one ranked team in the nation,

this afternoon at 3 p.m. at Boyden.

Kalekeni Banda's troops, ranked second

in New England, and fourth nationally, are

undefeated at 4-0-2 but come into today's

confrontation with virtually no depth.

The Minutewomen, who start a unique

lineup of five defenders, three halfbacks

and two forwards, will only have

threeplayers on the bench, Nadia

Komarowski, Michelle Rodney and backup

goalie Jeanne FauJ.

"We will have to play respectable

defense," said Banda. "It's early in the

season for us and this will be a testing

ground for us."

However, UMass will have to do the job

without forward Debbie Harackiewicz who

has been sidelined with a broken nose.

Rodeney will be slowed off the bench by a

bruised foot.

UConn, also top ranked in New England,

comes in a full squad of 25. Coach Len

Tsantiris has some top rate players both up

front and in the back.

Tara Buckley and Cathy Shankweiler are

UConn's top scorers. Missy Morrone, the

daughter of UConn men's coach Joe Mor-

rone, leads the midfield and either Laura

Skaza or Susan O'Hara will be in goal for

the Huskies.

The Huskies bring a 7-0-1 record into the

game including a impressive 3-1 win over

defending National champion North

Carolina.

"Everyone is pointing towards us.

Everyone wants to knock you off your

pedestal," UConn coach Tsantirtis said last

week.
The Minutewomen have the personnel

and a plan to hopefully do just that. Banda

and UMass are going to rely on their

defense and try to slow the game down.

Captains Mary Szetela and Denna

Denault head up the Minutewomen's

defense. Lori Stukes, Beth Semonik and

Kristi Kelly complete the defenders. Goalie

Lisa Ellis anchors the group.

The Minutewomen defense was very im-

pressive at the Cortland State tournament

as they shutout Central Florida and

University of California-Berkley, 0-0, both

ranked in the Top 20.

"We are going to play a slow-down

game," said Banda. "We would be very

happy to just tie. It's just as good as a win

for us."

What would please the fourth year coach

more is a UMass victory. Banda is looking

for a good game from his defense. A loss

would not kill the Minutewomen but UMass
will be playing for nothing else but a win

Both teams scrimmaged earlier this

season and although UConn won 1-0, Ban-

da called it a standstill.

Stickwomen do rain dance, drown Chiefe 8-0

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

It was like someone left the sink running,

and the overrun found its way to the

Springfield College astro-turf. But stan-

ding water or no, the game went on.

The final score of Saturday's
UMass/Springfield field hockey game was
8-0, in favor of the Minutewomen.

"We started slow," said coach Pam
Hixon. The stickers were able to score only

two goals in the first half. "The water

definitely slowed us down," Hixon said.

At 18:50 in the first half. Forward Patti

Smith tallied the first goal of the match.

With less than four minutes left in the

half. Forward Sue Packard added another.

By the start of the second half, the water

was all but cleared from the fie Id... all that

was left was green sog.

Dry land must be more agreeable to the

Minutewomen because they came out hot in

the second half.

A little over two minutes into the half.

Smith caught a rebound and found the net

for her fourth goal of the season.

Seven minutes later, forward Diane

Kobel scored the first of two. Back Judy

Morgan passed to Packard who swept the

ball to Kobel, who found the net.

"That was a great play," Hixon said. "It

was very well executed."

At 24:54, forward Pam Moryl took a

rebound from a shot by forward Chris

Coughlin and scored goal number five.

The next two goals, two minutes apart,

were scored by forward Maura Coughlin.

On each goal, she was assisted by her sister

Chris. Both goals were scored after a

rebound from an initial shot.

Kobel, with less than two minutes left in

the game, added the eighth goal. Forward
Chris Kocot passed across the goal to

Kobel, who found the back of the net.

"We played very well," Hixon said. "We
were doing good things around the goal."

UMass outshot Springfield 22-2, with

both of Springfield's shots coming in the

first half of the game. UMass goalie Patti

Shea did not have a chance to touch the ball,

however, because both Springfield's shots

went wide of the net.

"Right now our biggest concern is strong
defensive play." Hixon said. "We have not

really been tested, and on defense we need
to be mentally alert."

This afternoon, the stickers are playing

at Yale. Yale has the potential to win big

games, Hixon said.

"We must make their keeper play the

ball. We must force them to be the ones
playing defense." Hixon said.

The American League Series features Baltimore and Chicago, two teams that have been locked into

cruise controlfor the la^t two weeks. It 's even longer in the case ofthe White Sox who have had their divi-

sion wrapped up for an eternity.

• •.'.'.:•-•.•

Baseball playoffe are finally here
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

OK boys and girls THIS IS IT! After a six-month season

when we, the fans, finally learned everything there is to

know about pine tar and witnessed an occurance that hap-

pens with the frequency of Haley's Comet, the American
League winning an All-Star game (Hey I'm am AL fan all

the way and I still can't believe they won), the playoffs are

finally here. Thank God.

The American League Series features Baltimore and
Chicago, two teams that have been locked into cruise con-

trol for the last two weeks. It's even longer in the case of

the W^ite Sox who have had their division wrapped up for

an eternity. Each team slumped near the end of the

season, with the Orioles slipping into a prolonged losing

streak and the Sox actually getting no-hit by a rookie pit-

cher, but both should be ready to roll come tomorrow
afternoon when the series opens in Baltimore (3:05 p.m.,

NBC-TV).
The Orioh's feature the game's best one-two punch in

Eddie Murray and Carl Ripken, Jr, each of whom would

be a good choice for AL MVP. The Birds won the East

with a brilliant four-week stretch from the middle of

August to the middle of September, finishing 98-64, six

games in front of second-place Detroit. They also feature a

pitching rotation that includes the non-household names of

Storm Davis and Mike Boddicker (who only leads the

league with five shutouts and is second in earned run

average with a mark of 2.84).

The AL Worst, ah. West was totally dominated by the

White Sox over the final two months. The only club to

finish over .500, the Sox rode a 48-23 mark after the All-

Star game to finish with the best mark in the bigs, 99-63,

and a bulge of 20, that's right, 20 games over second-place

Kansas City. The Sox, behind the pitching of LaMarr Hoyt
and Richard Dotson (both 20-game winners) and the

second-half hitting of Carlton Fisk (remember him Red
Sox fans?) and Greg Luzinski, who put three balls on the

roof of Comiskey Park, actually came together when Julio

Cruz came over from Seattle in a trade and Scott Fletcher

finally began emerging as a major-league shortstop.

The National League series between the Phillies and the

Dodgers starts tonight at 8:00. The Phillies, although load-

ed with veteran players, won the division because of

outstanding performances from young siblings, including

Joe Lefebvre (from my hometown of Concord, N.H.) and
pitcher Charlie Hudson.
The Dodgers overcame cast changes, drug problems

and Steve Sax' fielding to win the West.

AP Lascrphoto

PITCHER RICK Honeycutt helped to lead the

Lo8 Angeles Dodg^ers to the National League

West Crown this year. The Dodgers will try to

get past the National League East Champion
Philadelphia Phillies in the N.L. playoffs which

begin tonight.
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Dennis O'Neil, of the UMass athletic department, paints the lines

straight at Boyden fields yesterday.

Senate elections will go on

in spite ofwidespread apathy
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the threat of cancellation, the two-

day Undergraduate Student Senate

elections will begin today at the area dining

commons for on-campus voters, and at the

Hatch for Greek and commuter area

students.

The problem which jeopardized the

scheduled elections was the low number of

student volunteers needed to run the voting

polls, elections coordinator Mindy Ordway
said. There are 70 working spaces which

require from one to three occupants,

depending on the estimated voter turnout,

which is heavier during mealtimes and

between classes. Prior to late Monday
night there were 37 one-hour shifts still

open.

"I posted a warning that elections would

have to be called off if people did not

respond to help," Ordway said.

Help in elections comes primarily from

within the senate and the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA), an SGA-supported office Ordway

said. However, Ordway said, a low number

of returning senators, along with an un-

staffed SCERA, produced an incomplete

election team this year.

After spending most of Monday
telephoning new senate candidates and

members of other student organizations

Ordway was able to fill all but 14 time slots.

According to Cindy Lemhbeck, chair of the

Rents and Fees Committee, only an

estimated 15 percent of the UMass un-

dergraduate students will even vote.

"The senate is a representative body of

students," said Ordway, "and if people

want input of major decisions which affect

their daily surroundings, it is important

that they vote for people who honestly want

to represent their concerns."

Ordway said there is apathy where the

senate itself is concerned. About a quarter

of the 119 senate seats will remain open due

to lack of student involvement.

"There are always senate representative

openings for Southwest and Northeast

Residential Areas especially," said Ordway,

who attributes the unfilled Southwest

positions to the fact that mostly first year

and sophmore students reside there.

"There seems to be a lack of un-

derstanding of issues and how the SGA
works," she said. As for the rest of the

areas, "I assume it's a lack of interest," she

said.

Polls will be open Wednesday and

Thursday between 10 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. at

the area dining commons from 9 a.m. to 4

p.m. at the Hatch. The election results will

be tallied Thursday night.

QpiTl^Q. Purchase policy

OV'Jj l3» sparks rebellion
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

A memo circulated to reiterate a four-

year-old University policy regarding

Student Controlled Businesses may have
sparked a rebellion which, if successful,

could do away with the policy.

The memo, written by Leslie G. Bridges,

business manager of the Student Activities

Office, and sent out Friday to all SCB's

states that "Student Controlled Businesses

(with the exception of Union Video Project,

should be aware that all University

departments have been instructed not to

purchase from SCBs."
Some SCB managers, as well as Student

Government Association Treasurer Eric

Nitzsche, have complained about the policy,

and SCB managers will hold a meeting of

the Economic Development Board
sometime this week or next to discuss their

reaction to the policy.

Though the policy is not new, Nitzsche

said the Bridges memo renewed interest in

the policy. Nitzsche said he opposed the

policy because he feels it could damage
some student businesses.

"As business manager of the SAO, Les
(Bridges) should be advocating on behalf of

the SCBs, not hindering their development
by reducing their revenue base," Nitzsche

said.

Bridges said he sent the memo out
"because some of the co-ops weren't aware
of (the policy)." and they "could get bur

ned,' since the policy prohibits payments
from University departments to SCBs.
Bridges said he is "obligated to make sure

people are aware of University policy." He
said the only SCB doing business with

University departments was the Student

Note Service, but he wanted to make sure

all students "understood there could be

problems getting paid." if they did.

Bob Ragland, production manager of the

Student Note Service, said they had done

"some" business with the University, but

"not much." Still, he said he "wasn't aware"

of the policy before the memo, but said he

opposes it now.

Ragland said SNS has had problems

getting paid on their latest shipment of

copies to an unidentified department, but

said he is sure that "we'll get paid."

The policy was created in 1979 by then

Vice Chancellor for Administration of

Finance George Beatty. He stated in a

memo that "the practice of several

University departments to purchase goods

and services from student-operated co-

ops... is not appropriate to maintaining good

relations with the surrounding com-

munities."

Jake Bishop, director of the University

Office of Procurement, said the policy was

created because "businesses downtown pay

taxes to support this institution," and SCBs
are "subsidized by the University," since

they pay no rent.

Also, he said, "we thought the business of

the co-ops (SCBs) should be left to the

benefit of the students." The policy was
made "principally to protect co-ops," Bishop

said.

Nitzsche disagreed, saying that "a spirit of

cooperation in the University is definitely

lacking."

Trusteesmeet today

Plan likely to be endorsed
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees will most likely endorse the Long
Range Plan for the University when they

meet in the Campus Center today, ac-

cording to Student Government Association

CO- President and Trustee Charlene Allen.

The board will also vote on permanent
funding for the UMass chapter of the State

Students' Association of Massachusetts

(SSAM), and discuss a possible 15 percent

tuition increase, Allen said.

Because the Long Range Plan has already

been approved by a Trustee conmiittee.

Allen said the full board will probably

approve it.

The plan, entitled "Opportunities for

Quality," sets up a five year planning

process in education, the Physical Plant,

and public services at the Amherst campus,

and also sets planning guidelines for the

Boston campus and the University as a

whole.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said the Long

Range Plan is "not a specific five year plan,

but an outline for long-range planning." He
said the plan was delayed last year because

the Board of Regents of Higher Education

and the Trustees "asked to have some parts

of it clarified and revised."

Allen said the plan before the Trustees is

"a compromise on the Administration's

part." and "has no substance."

"I think the most important thing it's

going to do is appease the Regents' call for a

plan," she said. "I'm glad it's general,

though. I don't think the Regents should be

able to hold us to specifics."

Allen said the Trustees may vote to fund

the SSAM today also.

Fran Pheeney, who along with George
Vasquez is UMass delegate to the state-

wide student lobby as.sociation, said the

SSAM needs permanent funding to pay for

an office and a staff person to work on
issues like student voter registration and a

bill to add a student to the Ik)ard of

Regents.

The Trustees will also discuss, but not

vote on, a plan offered by the state

legislature which gives the University the

option to raise tuition by 15 percent for one
year and keep the money in the University,

as opposed to putting the increase into the

state Higher Education budget.

Allen said most trustees are against the

plan, because the money would have to go

for "new educational programs only," and is

a "one shot deal" that doesn't guarantee

future funding of the program.

r
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Never thought I'd wind up here: Provost Frederick Tillis heads Fine Arts
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Most oflis probablyfeel we couldn't hefree without newspapers,

and that is the real reason we want newspapers to be free.

—Edward R. Murrow
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Marcosmight crack down
MANILA. Philippines — Oppositiv,.

leaders said Tuesday the cancellation of

President Reagan's Manila visit could signal

the beginning of the withdrawal of

American support for President Ferdinand

E. Marcos and a tougher crackdown by

Marcos on his opponents.

"Now that he is not coming, I think it's

open season," said former Foreign Minister

Salvador P. Lopez. "President Marcos is no

longer on good behavior."

Some opposition leaders said privately

that the cancellation could prove a boon to

the embattled Philippine leader. They

explained that Reagan's presence would

have provided a target for major anti-

Marcos demonstrations that would have

dominated foreign TV screens and made

headlines in all the foreign papers.

Digest
lyy Associated Press
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Texasman gets reprieve

Violence bringsMcFarlane to Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Snipers terrorized

the Beirut area's Christian and Moslem

sectors Tuesday leaving at least one person

dead in the ninth day of a fraying ceasefire.

U.S. presidential envoy Robert C.

McFarlane returned to the Lebanese capital

in a renewed effort to stem the violence.
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HUNTSVILLE, Texas - A U.S. Supreme

Court justice granted convicted killer

James David Autry a last-minute stay of

execution late Tuesday, less than an hour

l)efore he was to be put to death by lethal

injection.

A spokeswoman for the court in

Washington said Justice Byron White took

the action after receiving an application for

a stay of execution signed by Alvin J.

Bronstein from the National Prison Project

of the ACLU.
Autry, 29, a drifter from Amarillo, was

condemned to death for the 1980 slaying of

a Port Arthur convenience store clerk. The

victim, a mother of five, was shot between

the eyes after she tried to collect $2.70

from Autry for a six-pack of beer.

Earlier, three judges with the 5th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals turned down a

stay of execution, said EIna Christopher,

press secretary to Texas Attorney General

Jim Mattox. Autry's lawyers had said that

if they stay were turned down, they would

again ask the Supreme Court and Texas

Gov. Mark White for a stay.

12-year-oldarsonistfounddelinquent
SPRINGFIELD - A judge ruled

Tuesday that a 12-year-old boy was
responsible for a fire that killed three

children last April, a court clerk said.

Judge Joseph Pellegrino found the boy

delinquent lor arson, breaking and entering

and three counts of murder. Juvenile Court

Clerk Marc Katsoulis said.

The boy and his attorney appealed

Pellegrino's findings, Katsoulis said.

Cosby wins antenna dispute
GREENFIELD — Comedian BiU Cosby

had the last laugh in a courtroom battle

over a 150-foot television antenna at his

home in rural Shelburne.

A Franklin Superior Court jury Monday

rejected Greenfield contractor Richard

Rushford's claim that Cosby owed him

$150,000 for erecting the tower. The tower

improves reception at Cosby's mountain

home overlooking the Deerfield River.
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Village Voice writer talks

about his Jewish heritage

Collegian photo b; UaTid [>cabcr

Go Ju RyvL Karate class instructor Kimo Wall helps his little friend

Merlin yesterday at NOPE field.

UnitedWay Reception held
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey welcomed
United Way dignitaries to the University of

Massachusetts at the campaign's kick-off

reception at the Campus Center Tuesday.
Duffey said he sees the United Way as "a

symbol of the acknowledgment of the

obligation we all have to our community."

"Life cannot be lived individually," Duffey

said. "We need to revive our sense of in-

dividual responsibility."

The reception was held to begin this year's

campaign, one in which Campaign Chair-

person Ag^es Raymond said she is hoping

to be able to raise (50,000.

"With the help of the Chancellor's office,

and with this powerful committee, there is

a very good chance we will make our goal,"

Raymond said.

Last year, under chair Ron Emerson,
UMass was able to raise $35,000. Raymond
said she feels this year's goal is not an

unreasonable one.

Frank Anderson, United Way general

campaign coordinator, said the con-

tributions of the University are "paramount

to the campaign in Hampshire county."

"This year's goal is a modest one," said

Ron Sinacore, a member of the UMass
coordinating committee.

Sinacore noted there are 25,000 students

and 5,300 faculty at the University, and for

all these people, UMass has raised only

$35,000.

"If you look at places like Smith and

Amherst," Sinacore said, "where they have

less then 1,000 faculty and only a few more
students, and where they raise the same
amount of money we do, you can see there

is something that is out of line."

Sinacore pointed out only 700 people gave

to the United Way last year.

"Those people supported the campus

campaign," he said.

"We need to make people understand

there is a need, a great need, for United

Way funds in Hampshire county," Sinacore

said.

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

In a lecture last night called "The
Journey Back to my Roots," author Paul

Cowan explained his personal transition

from religious indifference to being "an

observant Jew."
Cowan, a writer for the Village Voice,

addressed about 65 people in the Campus
Center on the assimilation of Jews, saying

that he expects it will take "a couple of

generations" for it to end.

"Assimilation is a sign that most Jews

are newcomers here," Cowan said.

Cowan described his own family as "very

assimilated." He said, "I thought of them

as Jewish WASPS. Religion was almost

never discussed."

Cowan's father was Lewis Cowan,

former president of CBS-TV, and his

mother was a Gernmn-Jewish woman. He
spent most of the lecture talking about his

search for his roots.

"When I was younger, the civil rights

movement was my religion," Cowan said.

"But at the same time, 1 was very involved

in a search for my grandfather, Jacob

Cowen," he added.

"When I began to be curious about my
genealogy," Cowan said, "I began to feel

like a part of an extended family, like a part

of another stepping-stone on the way to

Sinai."

When he finally learned about his grand-

father, Cowan became more observant of

Jewish customs and traditions. He said he

was "terrified" the first time he went to his

synagogue.

"For a rookie to go to an orthodox

synagogue for the first time is really

weird," Cowan said.

Cowan began answering to his Hebrew
name, Shaoul Cowen, he said. He also

began to develop a very close friendship, he

said, with a Hassidic priest.

"You have to be pretty secure to walk

around with a long beard and black robes.

That guy was," Cowan said.

"At first, all I knew about Yom Kippur

was that you weren't suppposed to eat."

Cowan said. Cowan said that he never

dated Jewish women from the time he was

16 until he was 25.

"I vowed after that not to date blonde,

WASP women from New England." Then,

Cowan said, he met his wife.

While getting to know Rachel Brown, his

future wife, Cowan said he went into the

Peace Corps. The things he observed

there, he said, made him want to take a

stand against the Vietnam War. "There
was no organized Jewish group taking a
strong stand against Vietnam," Cowan
said, "so 1 joined the Catholic left." Even-

tually, Cowan said, he grew more fond of

his heritage. "As I felt more secure as a

Jew, I felt more secure as an American,"

Cowan said. "Obviously, we all

(americans) are coming from other

heritages," he said.

WEEP promoteswomen
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian SUff

Promotion of economic and educational

opportunities for women, both locally and
nationally, is the main objective of the

Women's Educational Equity Project

(WEEP) at the University of

Massachusetts.

Founded in 1976, WEEP researches a

variety of problems that affect women in

the area of education and economic

development and then forms projects that

work to solve the problems and help women
gain equity.

"Out of the projects we provide

publications and materials to help carry the

work we have done forward to the com-

munity," said Katherine Girard, a co-

founder of WEEP.
Currently, WEEP is working to encourage

businesswomen in the area of business

expansion and risk taking that will

hopefully help their operations and create

more jobs for other women, Girard said.

"Why do women small business owners
usually have small profit returns?" asks

Girard. "The issue is for women to think

bigger by taking more risks and employing
more people."

WEEP, in conjunction with the physical

education department, recently finished a

three year project on sexism and racism

with regards to teaching in junior and
senior high schools that resulted in the

publication of a book called Fair Play in the

Gym: Race and Sex Equity in Physical

Education by Patricia Griffin of the UMass
phusical education department.
Girard said the emphasis of the project

and the book was developing new ap-

proaches for teachers to conduct their

classes without stereotyping as well as

creating new curricula for undergraduates

(preparing to be physical education

teachers) that would enable them to be non-

stereotyping.

An example of this kind of teaching would

be to break down a co-ed physical education

class by skill rather than sex which has

been the traditional method, Girard said.

"We have underlined assumptions that

girls are not interested and are less able to

play sports than boys and this is quite often

not the case," she said.

WEEP is also working on ways of creating

more jobs in the local community that

would employ women up to the level of

their capabilities. A survey of 2,000 women
conducted in Hampshire and Franklin

counties revealed that the majority of

women are underutilized and un-

deremployed.
Besides Girard, WEEP is composed of

three other classified staff women and

periodically they have student interns

working for them. The organization is

overseen by Marion Willifod. the associate

provost for continuing education, and

receives all of its funds through central and

foundation grants.

Frederick Tillis: a teacherwho performs
LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

There are those who modestly follow their endeavors and

reach that desired goal -only to find themselves in a

completely different field of work they had never dreamed

of pursuing. The reward? An equilibrium of two com-

pletely different jobs and reaping the fulfilling benefits and

enjoyment of both.

Director of the Fine Arts Center and recently appointed

Associate Provost for faculty relations, Frederick C. Tillis

is one of those who has attained that balance.

"Success breeds success," he said.

Tillis, a composer and performer who joined the

University of Massachusetts music department faculty in

1970, said he "never dreamed of being a part of the ad

ministration."

Tillis entered the administration in 1975 when he became

the associate provost for residential programs. Between

1974 and 1980, he was the director of the UMass Jazz

Workshop.
"I think that my being a band leader gave me the mtuitive

and sense for administration." Tillis said. "I then began

working as a special assistant to the provost of arts and

later became the director of the Fine Arts Center."

As the associate provost for faculty relations, TiUis now

serves as the mediator for the administration between

UMass faculty and the faculty union,

"What I do is that I interface with faculty represenUtives

and the faculty union shich may involve promotions.

tenure, grievances, and generally, the special problems

and needs of the faculty," Tillis said.

TUlis stressed that it is not always just grievances

because there are always two sides of an issue.

"It's a broad area and it's advocacy for the faculty because

the bureaucracy here i.s too stiff and rigid," he said.

Somewhere between dashing from the Fine Arts Center

in the mornings to Whitmore Administration in the af-

ternoon, Tillis manages to teach Afro American Music 102,

open to all students, and Composition to "see students

from all sorts of fields."

"It's important for me to teach a class because it's the

best way to maintain a certain amount of feel for student

activity and to know what student life is like," he said.

"You'll always get two different views, one student and the

other, administration. This way, you get a feel for both."

And yet, there is still time to write and compose music

and to have it performed.

In combining his love for the arts and gratification found

in interacting with students and administration, Tillis

views the University as "a strong one with a lot of ex-

cellent faculty members and students."

"It's a large bureaucracy and time to time there are

problems but that's why I'm here, to resolve and solve, to

try to help," Tillis said.

Before coming to UMass. Tillis taught at Kentucky State

CoUege. GrambUng CoUege and Wiley CoUege. From 1954

to 1956. TUlis was director of the 3560th United States Air

Force Band. He received his B.A. from Wiley College, and

his M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of Iowa.

Collcfian photo \ty Dins Mcluiioa

Frederick C. Tillis, associate provost for faculty

relations
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Engineering receives grant

By JOE SHARTRAND

Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts School of

Engineering and the Department of

Polymer Science and Engineering recently

received $45,500 in the third payment of

$160,000 in grants.

The General Electric Foundation con-

tributed this money to the University's

Engineering Capital Campaign, which was

started to raise funds and equipment from

private industry for the school. The goal of

the campaign was to raise $5 million, and $7

million has been raised thus far, said School

of Engineering Dean James John.

The latest grant consists of $100,000 to the

computer aided design and computer aided

manufacturing curriculum development

program and $30,000 to the minority

engineering program.

The $100,000 toward the computer aided

design and computer aided manufacturing

curriculum development program, or

CAD/CAM, will go toward developing

courses in computer technology to create

"the best CAD/CAM laboratory in the

country," John said. "CAD/CAM will help

to increase the productivity of manufac-

turing," he added.

:r:::rXx:::x::::w-x-:v:v:-::-w

The goal of the campaign was to

raise $5 million, and $7 million

has been raised thus far, said

School of Engineering Dean

James John.

Engineering and management faculty

from UMass have visited the G.E. building

in Pittsfield, where a number of small scale

joint projects have been undertaken. These

projects help students learn about the field

of engineering, for instance in the field of

robotics, John said. G.E. uses these

projects either in their transformer, or

ordinance department, though John said

that students are not directly involved with

the manufacture of weapons.

Jack Walsh, chairman of the board at

G.E.. received an honorary doctorate

degree and a degree in chemical

engineering at UMass, John said.

Computer equipment stolen

State and private property valued at

$2,000, including computer monitoring

boards, microprocessor chips and two tool

kits, were stolen from the second and third

floors of the Engineering East building at

approximately 9 a.m. Monday. University

of Massachusetts police reported.

Police said there was apparently no sign of

forced entry. The case, the second of its

kind in a week, is under investigation,

police said. There are no suspects.

In other police action:

Police received a report of a stolen

bicycle shortly after 3:30 p.m. Monday from

a resident of Pierpont dormitory. The

complaintant said the bicycle, a black 10-

speed Puch worth $400, was stolen from the

bike rack on the dormitory overhang.

A Zenith television set worth $300 was

stolen from the basement of James dor-

mitory at 10:30 p.m. Monday, police said.

There was no sign of forced entry and no

suspects, police said.

James W. Malcolm, 67, of Windsor

Locks, Connecticut, was arrested for

driving while under the influence of alcohol

and was cited for failure to use care while

starting his motor vehicle and backing up,

police said. At 4:40 p.m. Saturday, Malcolm

allegedly struck two separate vehicles

while attempting to drive out of P lot near

Alumni Stadium, police said.

MARY ANNE BEEN
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ExchANGE STUdENTS RATE pROqRAM
By SUSAN MALLIA
Collepan Correspondent

It was the weather of all things

that prompted University of Hawaii

sophomore Laureen Teixeira to leave

her tropical, practically beachfront campus

to come to Massachusetts.

Almost bashfully, she shrugs and says,

"I wanted to come to UMass to see snow!"

Teixeira is among 170 students from all

over the United States that are members of

the UMass contingent of the National Stu-

dent Exchange Program. The NSE pro-

gram offers students the opportunity to

Photo bv Susan Mallia

Irma McClaurin-AUen, coordinator of the National Student Exchange

Program, discusses the exchange which brought 170 students to UMass

from colleges and universities across the country.

spend up to one year at one of 63 par-

ticipating colleges and still pay instate tui-

tion. Irma McClaurin-Allen, NSE Coor-

dinator, said UMass sent approximently 90

students this year to such schools as the

University of Hawaii, University of Nor-

thern Colorado, University of Alabama and

the College of the Virgin Islands.

Teixeira first found out al)Out the NSE
program through the Special Student Ser-

vices club at her home school in Honolulu.

UMass was not her first choice.

"My mother really persuaded me to

come," she said, 'to attend an Eastern

school to see what it would be like."

Teixeira who said she has never seen

leaves turn color or felt a New England

winter, was also attracted by the academic

offerings of the school, but like other

transfer students, said she noticed most

quickly accents and idioms unknown out-

side the Bay State, like "packy"' (liquor

store) or "wicked," which are "very

unusual," according to Teixeira.

Small details, true. But many exchange

students notice these as well as the larger

things, which is the true purpose of the

NSE: to give students an opportunity to

view the campus as otherwise matriculated

students might not.

The NSE experience can \)e shared

reciprocally, too, according to Elizabeth

Hedding, a senior from California State

University at Chico. UMass students can

gain insight into themselves reflective of

the perceptions of the transfer students.

"UMass has a lot to offer personally and

academically," she says. "In California,

you're lucky to make it to class!" I realize

now everyone is not a beach bum surfer. It

is really great to experience a higher quali-

ty of education. I can really t«ll the dif-

ference."

Molly GaletU), a junior from Oakland

University in Rochester, Mich, said "Most

Eastern schools are thought to have a

superior reputation to mid Western

schools," and many people who are not

really familiar with UMass tend to

associate it with the Ivy-Leagues.

Hedding said many people in the West

think of UMass as "a preppie rich school."

While most of the exchange students ar-

rived by car or plane, Peter Geo L(H'khart

spent TZ hours traveling by bus from

Kalispell Mont. Lockhart a junior

biochemestry major from Montana Stat^

University, said he chose UMass l)ecause

he "wanted to travel somewhere different

and experience Eastern traditions and

culture. UMass also offers Japanese and

an extensive on-campus population."

Exchange students not only came from

the West this year but some from as far

south as Elorida.

"The University of South Florida is often

called 'the university of .sun and fun!' Peo-

ple often went to class in bathing suits. It

just wasn't the atmosphere to study in."

says Marlane Phillips, a junior at USE from

Tampa.

The exchange students said they enjoy

their new surroundings, although a few

said they notice particular differences.

Tracy Schulz, a University of Oregon
sophomore said "Much of the UMass cam-

pus is dusty and dirty compared to Oregon.

Many people in Oregon are enviromen-

talists, so everything is clean and green."

And apparently clothing styles in the

East seem to differ somewhat from those

in the West.

"The clothing styles of the women are

different here. They Took like 'my clothes

are falling off style," Lockhart said.

But when asked what she likes most

about this Amherst campus, Hedding said

"I like all the differences here at UMass."
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^iqht Fire With FifO

EvPfybOflys My Fnn»in/ Aiui,

Gouiq Throuqti Thf Wf)l.^!' '-/ > '

SAXON
POWrR AND THE Gl OKY

including
Powcf And The Glory /Rertlint-

Su/i Hold On/ This Town Rocks
The Eagle Has Landed

HERBIE HANCOCK
FUTURE SHOCK

in. 1„,1„|,|

Rothil/TFS
E.inh ePfll/Aul»drivl-/Hiiur|h

HEART
PASSIONWORKS

including

How Can I Retusp/Ailics/Sleep Alone

Blue Guitar /Johnny Moon

including

Easy Livm /Feel Me Touch Me
iDo Anything Vou Want|/We Becomp One

Say What You W.ii

QUIET RIOT
METAL HEALTH

including

Metal Health/Cum On F:;ei The Noi/e

Don t Wanna Let Vou Go
Si.r> Black Cadillac / Let s Gel Crajy

BILLY IDOL
Whitn Wrdrling/Hol I" Thr City

Lovi' Cillioci/Conii- Ofi Cnmr On
NotKKty s Husinpss

EDDY
GRAM
KILLKR ON

THE
RAMPA(iE

including

Electric Avenue

I Don I Wanna Dance

Killer On The Rampage

Its All In Vou

War Party

WHAM! U.K.
FANTASTIC

including

Bad Boys/Clut) Trop'Cana

Young Guns (Go For It'i

W^-am Rap (En|0y What You Doi

ELVIS COSTELLO
& THE ATTRACTIONS

PUNCH THE CLOCK
including

Everyday I Write The Book
The Greatest Thing/Pills And Soap
Sh'Pbuilding/The Invisible Man

BONNIE TYLER
FASTER THAN THE SPEED OF NIGHT

including
Total Eclipse O' The Heart

Faster Than The Spcr-i Ot Nighi

H»^9; Vou Ever Seen The Rain'>

Its A Jungle Out There/Take Me Back

IMAGINE! HIT MUSIC WHEREVER YOU ARE! WHENEVER YOU WANT IT!

AVAILABLE RIGHT NOW, ON CBS RECORDS AND CASSETTES!

Available at Strawberry's

363 Memorial Ave.

West Springfield
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Draft sign-up is

incriminating
Editor's note: This is the second of a three part series on

student rights and the Solomon Amendment.

Yesterday I asked you to think for just one

minute about the racist form that the draft

took on in Vietnam. I asked you to think about how
today's all-volunteer Army acts as a poverty draft--how in-

stitutionalized racism affects the minority soldier present-

ly in the military . . . and how all of these relate to the

Solomon Amendment.

Dakin N. Ferris

Not asking of you anything I would not do myself, I too

took some time to think. I thought about some of the past

articles I had read, both pro and con, on the legality of this

amendment. I thought about how sad it was that for

many, the fact that the Solomon Amendment is inex-

tricably tied to institutional racism is not a reason to de-

nounce it. I pondered their arguments saying that

whether or not they are racist, ageist, sexist, or divided

along class lines (all contentions in MinnPlRG's lawsuit),

as long as it is Constitutional, it is legitimate. They say

self-righteously that as long as the government is doling

out the dollars, they should be free to put whatever

restriction on it that they want. My instinct thus tells me
not to get into a technical argument, for that would

detract from the real issue. Yet maybe in forwarding this

technical argument some may come to realize that the fun-

damental laws this rests on were designed not just to pro-

tect individuals, but also classes of people.

So I'll start by telling you that Judge Alsop, a federal

court judge in Minnesota seems to agree that the Solomon
Amendment does not discriminate on the basis of age, sex,

race or economic class. At least he didn't intimate t'lat

those issues were legally strong enough to issue an injunc-

tion halting enforcement of it. He did, however, agree
that it was in all probability unconstitutional on two other

grounds; and confident enough was he that he issued first

a preliminary injunction and then a permanent one last

spring. (Until the Supreme Court stayed part of the in-

junction, the effect of his injunction was a nationwide

suspension of the law.)

Judge Alsop held that the Solomon Amendment was
both self-incriminatory and a bill of attainder; either of

which for our purposes would be enough to declare the law

unconstitutional. Yet, not being a lawyer I wanted to

determine for myself if either held water. I called Gail

Suchman, MinnPlRG's attorney for three of the six John

Does bringing suit. She sent all the relevant court

documents and I devoured them. I then went to a national

conference of CARD (Committee Against Registration

and the Draft in Washington, D.C.). With these and all

the other pertinate materials available to me exhausted, I

finally became convinced that both of the above were valid

and that the Solomon Amendment was unconstitutional.

Self-incrimination is a very basic concept. The right

against compulsory self-incrimination is found explicitly

the 5th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. If its mean-

ing is not obvious, it simply means the government cannot

ask you if you've committed a crime and force you to

answer it. That the question is being asked is undeniable,

so some would argue that a non-registrant need not then

apply for financial aid. This would exempt any individual

from being asked the question. I believe that argument

skirts the issue. If someone were to apply for financial aid

and after most of the process is completed, find

themselves confronted with this question, their silv^nce,

and withdrawal from loan consideration might be con-

sidered an acknowledgement of guilt.

But let us assume that the option of not applying would

void the issue of self-incrimination. The person not apply-

ing for the loan would thus receive one of the strongest

penalties they might receive in this country; denial of

higher education and so denial of economic and social

mobility. (I will refrain from pointing out what groups this

would drastically affect.) And so enters contention two, as

this law qualifies as a bill of attainder under Article 1,

Sect. 9 of the Constitution. A bill of attainder applies to

any law by Congress wherein they "step into the role of

the Court and meet out punishment to an entire iden-

tifiable group of individuals without the benefit of trial."

The concept comes from one of the most fundamental in

our judicial system . . . innocent until proven guilty iw a

court of law . . .regardless of age, sex, race, religion or

handicap. Here the non-registrant is sanctioned (severely)

without the benefit of any proceuurai ngiilb or thai.

So where does this leave the average student? Most cer-

tainly there were more developments which occurred this

summer that few ever heard about. Tomorrow then, I will

conclude this series speaking directly on how these

developments will affect you. In the meantime, keep

thinking . . .

Dakin N. Ferris is the Acting Student Attorney General

tm!& OF DtRE^uunoN- m, M)-tt)UAR ^mmmwH. Fught.

Student businesses g^ibum rap

As of October 12, 1983, the Collegian will

not be able, to accept advertising from on-

- campus groups unless they pay cash for the ad.

Recognized Student Organizations (RSO's) and Student

Controlled Businesses (SCB's) will be exempt from this

because they pay for their advertising with Inter-Activity

Recharges (lAR's). I am sorry for any inconvience this

may cause on-campus businesses and non-RSO groups,

but the Collegian is compelled to follow this policy.

Joel Myerson

Last week, a memo was circulated which could

jeopardize many Student Controlled Businesses. (SCB's).

SCB's. such as the Student Note Service. People's

Market. Sports Co-op. and Collegian, serve two func-

tions: they provide students with goods and services at

low prices and at convenient locations; in addition,

hundreds of students have an opportunity to get "hands

on" experience in many fields and participate in an en

joyable extra-curricular activity. SCB's and RSO's are

under the guidance of the Student Activities Office

(SAO).
On September 29, Les Bridges, Business Manager at

SAO, issued a memo which was meant to inform SCB's

that "all University departments have been instructed

not to purchase from SCB's." The memo went on to warn

that "if someone in an SCB 'sells' to a University

Department by means other than cash. ..the SCB will

'eventually' get its money. ..(but) it may take time and

'paperwork'."

All University groups, be they an academic department

or an RSO group, are a part of the trust fund system.

Under the trust fund system, purchases can only be made
with purchase orders. The only exception to this rule is

that RSO groups & SCB's can buy from each other by

using Inter-Activity Recharge's (lAR's) which are an

internal (trust fund)-transfer from one account to

another. In essence, if University departments (other

than RSO's and SCB's) can't buy goods and services from

SCB's "by means other than cash," then they are barred

from buying anything from SCB's.

This has been a longstanding policy which has rarely

been enforced. In October of 1979, George Beatty Jr.,

then Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance,

wrote a memo which stated that "the practice of several

University departments to purchase goods and services

from student-operated co-ops... has some advantages,

(but) it is not appropriate to maintaining good relation

with the surrounding communities." Beatty then imposed

the following policy: "University departments shall not

issue purchase orders under state or non-state funds for

the purchase of goods and services from student-

operated co-ops unless a specific exception is granted."

The only exception which was granted was to Video

Services. Bridges repeated this exemption in his memo.

If this policy is enforced, SCB's could be driven out of

business. However, it is the intent of the policy that is

objectionable, not the results. The students who work at

SCB's would lose their chance to gain valuable ex-

perience, while the general student population would be

forced to purchase goods and services at either

University-run businesses (University Store, Campus
Center Print Shop, Hatch, etc.) or at off-campus

businesses. Obviously, it is students who have a lot to

lose under this policy. Both the original and the updated

memos have to make one wonder where the students'

interests lie on the list of University administrators'

priorities. Why would the Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance write a policy like this?

In other words, the University is bending

over backwards to accomodate local

businesses, who have a valid fear of on-

carrvpus businesses taking away their

revenue.

There are two reasons. First. SCB's pose a threat to

University businesses. This policy would effectively

erase any on-campus competition. Secondly, SCB's are

"not appropriate to maintaining good relations with the

surrounding communities." In other words, the

University is bending over backwards to accomodate

local businesses, who have a valid fear of on-campus

businesses taking away their revenue. However, if

Beatty had decided to bow to community pressure, he

should have limited university run businesses, and not

tried to squeeze out SCB's.

Even more alarming than Beatty's memo (the original)

is Bridges' (the current one). How can someone from

SAO, an office whose primary (if not sole) purpose is to

help SCB's and RSO groups write a policy like this? It is

incredible that Bridges not only reinforced Beatty's

policy, but also threatened to enforce it by purposely

adding more paperwork to the ridiculous amount of

paperwork already involved in dealing with the trust

fund system. One would certainly have to question

Bridges' committment to helping SCB's and RSO
groups.

Joel Myerson is the CoUegian Editor-in-Chief.

Letters

School aid in jeopardy- again
To the Editor,

Once again the rights of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts are being compromised by a reactionary

state legislature. On September 28, 1983. the House of

Representatives of Massachusetts passed a bill that links

draft registration with state financial aid. The bill closely

resembles the infamous Solomon Amendment, except that

only Board of Regents scholarships and loans are in

question. The Massachusetts House passed the bill in

order to send a "stem" message to the Soviets over the

downing of the Korean Airline. Although the con-

stitutionality of the Solomon Amendment is still being

considered by the United States Supreme Court, the

House recklessly passed the bill anyway.
Now, the bill moves to the State Senate for consideration.

We must take a firm stand and let our opposition to the bill

be felt in the Senate. The Senate may pass the bill if we do
not act. A phone bank has been made available in 420

Student Union this week so we can contact our Senators. I

strongly urge all students to call their Senator and demand
our rights as citizens. Together we can stop this

outrageous action before its too late.

Paul GoBselin

Committee on Public Policy, SGA
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WN A PHONE

NOW THRU SATURDAY

f4^C^L

^^ vOgo:

^1'

'A

All genuine AT&T decorator phones

g%^\ n/ 71.99 TO 127.99
^^J /e% REG 89 99 TO 159 99^^^^

The Sculptura" and Noteworthy^'^, the cordless

OpTpf Nomad^'^400. children's character phones and more.

AT&T standard wall or desk phones
ROTARY WALL

|99

REG 44 99

ROTARY DESK

i99

REG 37 99

TM
TOUCHTONE DESK

REG 57 99

TOUCH TONE ^** WALL

REG 59 99

Fully modular con
struction for easy
installation. In

assorted colors.

Not all models Of all cotors in e»ery store
Not all models or all colors in every store

<

YORX^
Yorx AM/FM clock radio/phone

^ ^
^
^
^^
m ^

REG 54.99

15.00 off! Full function P<MIFM clock radio with

snooze bar Built-in hands-free speaker phone
can be used with any rotary or Touch-Tone*
system Features include last number memory
redial and mute button. #TR100

Sentinel 700 cordless telephone
AA 20.00 off! Long-range full-featured phone with

i"^ last number redial, LED battery/talk indicator,

auto lock-out to prevent unauthorized use. Use

REG 89.99 with rotary or Touch-Tone^'** phone systems.

By TeleCOnceptS. #986038 Batteries not included

Unusually heavy demands may
require our setting reasonable
quantity limits on some ot the

Items in fairness to all customers

Available at the Bradlees betow:

CHICOPEE
SPRINGFIELD

I
On* ol The Slop • St«op Companies

TNERE'S ALWAYS ANEWREASON TO SHOP BRADLEES

NORTHAMPTON • W. SPRINGFIELD

NOW THRU SATURDAY

MatlP'CorO

9-4-3
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Arts
Spectrum
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By Douglas Muise

Collegian Staff

As the self-proclaimed "Literary and

Fine Arts Magazine at the University of

Massachusetts" Spectrum shoulders a hefty

responsibility. Soliciting fiction and art

work from a student body upwards of

30,000. people look to it, demand from it,

and expect a lot in return.

Previous issues of the magazine were

conceived in the spirit of the Spectrum title,

collecting and showcasing select pieces of

undergraduate work representative of a

far-reaching "spectrum" of mediums and

themes. But with the Fall 1983 issue of the

magazine, the Spectrum board of editors

have decided to give the magazine a focus

this time around-"The Social Significance

of Art." Or, as elaborated further in the

preface:

. . .collecting the ideas ofeach ofits member-

ship in defining art as a medium for social

awareness, relevance, relevance and

change, and the artist as worker, oppressed

class and revolutionary, producing art

which is anti-apathetic and conducive to

human understanding, communication, vi-

sion and aesthetic refinement, promoting

the issues of ecology, equxility, world peace,

and universal love . . .

That certainly is a mouthful, even if it is a

run-on. One must applaud such a noble and

ambitious thrust and the likewise inspired

'let's get down to it attitude' which the

magazine suddenly seems to have adopted.

The issues of ecology, equality, world

peace, and universal love are important and

certainly relevant, but whether the

publication can properly address such

concerns remains another thing altogether.

It strikes me that the embracing of such a

theme succeeds only in raising Spectrum's

burden of responsibility even higher.

The preface roughly closes by stating:

There is a concern that u)e are trivializing

important issvss by presenting them as art.

The reader can judge whether ornot it is

art or trivia.

One must not overlook the implications of

the equally plausible converse of such a

construction. Is it not true that one can also

trivialize art by using it to present im-

portant issues?

Moving to the issue itself, the cover

presents itself as one of the more appealing

fronts I've seen on the magazine. The title

however, "Endangered Species," set

beneath two leafless maples belies the

issue's content as ecological rather than

political. The horizontal orientation is a nice

change as well. Inside one notices more

changes; the looser, poem a-page lay-out of

previous issues has been exchanged for a

tighter one. Most every space is filled here

though somehow I see this as robbing each

work of its self-importance. But a minor

quibble.

Fiction and Poetry:

There is so much really good poetry here,

I really don't know where to begin. Unlike

what has been the case with previous

issues, virtually all-with exception-is first

rate. Standouts include:

Yadira A. Betances' "Pedro Varges" (in

both Spanish and English) which vividly

recounts the unjustified slaying of a

^mm -'.'v

.,**«^S?.. '^"^

.%"^iN*-»?Mil^wM^

H
U

migrant worker.

Ned Miller's "Research Assistant" is a

blistering, stream of consciousness con-

fessional. The imagery, shocking and often

vulgar carries one through the artist's

sordid world of heroin, masturbation,

homosexuality, and trips to Stop & Shop.

Lawrence Madden's poetic trilogy relies

upon the vividness of a single powerful

image to convey meaning, as in "Death,"

Certain things remind me of it: like the

cigarette ash on your skin.

"The Fall of Ina" by Pamela Loring and

"That Woman. That Woman" by Laynie

Tzena Deutsch each offer sobering per-

spectives on the de-humanization of women
under patriarchy.

With the exception of Mark Sullivan's

"Saint Patrick Day. Springfield.

Massachusetts" and Stephen Spitzer's "The

Central Park," most of the prose works are

just too didactic to be taken as anything

more than mere editorializing.

Artwork and Photography:

Brian Araujo's neo-cubist collages in

B&W make a poor introduction to the

magazine. One quickly flips by these

muddy, meaningless shapes for something

of more substance.

"Mediterranean Series" by Doug Dubois, a

series of seven color stills should be re-

titled "Family Album Series: Or How I

Spent My Summer Vacation." Nothing

exciting here.

Ironically, it seems that the best works,

are those straining the least to make some

sort of political plea. Donna Estabrook's

Tension is a case in point. An eeriely

electric pastel depicting what I suppose to

be a cat fight is easily the best piece of

artwork in the issue.

Shaw Taylor's "No Nukes" is an example

of one of the more blatant expressions of

radical politics. The sentiment rings true,

but the artwork looks like something you'd

find adorning an Iron Maiden baseball shirt.

Bart Nounan's "American Workers" is

my entry for best photo essay. The

leathered hands of a cobbler or the dust

creviced face of "Joe" say more about the

struggles of the working class than

anything else Spectrum has to offer.

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b« II to antar

Open til 2

665-4937
24 Hour Taped Meisog*

O/^

rusty nail PROUDLY PRiS^NTS

ru2y

Coming the 6th - BUDDY GUY and JUNIOR WELLS rickets can be purchased every

^i__ -.^1^ w«d. at BKO table In Campus

^'"VgHT to the BAR and AZTEC TWOSTEP

the 26th - GEORGE CARLIN All Bottles Beer 7-9 $1.00

Wed. at BKO table In Campus
Center. Also available at the door or

at For the Record at Facets of Earth

in Amherst.

?(A N PLEflSflNT ST f*»H£R5T,Mfl 0002
253-5673

Amherst's Newest
Full-Line

Microcomputing Store

Open Monday - Sat. 10 - 5:30

WE STILL HAVE TERMINALS!
- 40 column microoomputer/tenninal package
- includea computer, modem. B & WTV. software

FOR ONLY $115.*
or buy the equipment listed above at

our Sale Price of $349.
* does not include deposit, sales tax. or optional deUvery

Business Cor^^r for th«
MQth#mQticolly Skilled

Actuoriol Career Doy
Wednesday, October 5, 1963, d p.m.

Urn 1634 - Graduate Reseoreh Tower
Actuaries are executives in the insurance industry pro-

fessionally trained in the science of matftenriatical pro-

bability. They use mathematical skills to define, model,

analyze and solve complex business and social pro-

blems, and to design financially sound insurance and

pension programs. They serve in both technical and

nr>anagerial positions. The career requires very strong

vert>al and mathematical skills. Come to the Career

Day to meet and talk with actuaries from rrwjor New
England Insurance Companies, and to find out more
about the career and the Actuarial Science Program at

the University.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.0(r
l««(th th« coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

11.80 Lona Hair
Expif 10/30/83 C

Cat for an A|n>ointmam
•For rmm

FREE COWUtTATIONS

Styles t^ Deborah
36 Univr^ilv Onv*

»-9eH>

flKTtftlRI
Decadent drunk Dudley Moore. ARTHUR

DATE«Wed. Oct. Btime: 7, 9, 11 PM

ADMISSION' $ 1 . 50

LOCATION. Student Union Ballroom
Sponsored by: Dickinson Dorm

WANTED!!
^ UMqss Bonds ^

* * for ^ *

Southwest Dottle of the Donds
Itt Pflz* Award G Gr^ot Exposure

Horn* of Dondi

Typ« of Musk:

Phono Numbor:

Drop off form ot tho SWAG Offico

)t% Hompdon Commons or coll 5-0960(1)^

DEADLINE, Friday Oct. 7th
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GRAND OPENING
the FAMOUS EMBLEM OUTLET STORE

OUR FAMOUS IZOD KNIT SHIRTS

SOO^« s<s<30oe =*f= =»«= ^r

!

MEN'S

Irregulars 26.00

\ OUR PRICE $12.99

I

LADIES'

Irregulars 23.00

OUR PRICE $12.99

Choose from So/ids and Stripes in Collar Models

All Sixes - Huge Selection

FASHION FLAIR
Hours - Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday W:UU AM to 5:30 PM

Thursday & Friday 10:00 AM to 9:00 PM
Saturday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM Sunday Noon to 5:00 PM

Phone 593-9720

678 MEMORIAL DRIVE (across from the Fairfield Mall)

CHICOPEE, MASS 02010

D^9^7^9C7Cp^9^9^9^9^9^9^7C

CeWTOflL

Open Weekdays
Evenings

All Day
Saturday &

Sunday

©oRM filler?
s»«: ^ts ^^ E»^

Hi^MG^n
"THE HAPPEHIH6 U.MASS DAHCE CLUO"

Wpn^ XAPIES NIGHT I

oCrftSSmSy.'

MOM. to ^UC^CcUHCA-r Z-yi>H.CO

iPK»;». te'5 OK- X>W^CE

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTHI

AmIierst ChiRopRAcxic HEAlxk Cemtcr

is oFfERINq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $2>.00 TOWARds AN iNITIAl CkiROpRACTic EXAMiNAxioN

ANd Free enroUmenx \h our Low BacIi WeUness School

by AppoiMXMEMx owly - CaU 256-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. HowARd T. Ewerx, D.C.

190 UNivERsixy Drive ax Rxe. 9 (on xkE busliNE)

ChiRopRACxk is covcRfd by mosx major kfAlxk {nsurancc,

AuxoMobilE Personal iNJtRy PoliciES, ANd WorUman's Compensation.

Heura: 1 1JOAM - 1M AM 7 day*

43 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002 t
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

IS LADIE'S NIGHT!

\5^
HAPPY HOUR ALL NIGHT FOR LADIES

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS 4-8. 7 days

T Y TT
•Pinks" $1

Most 12 Oz. draft .70

16 Oz. Barsie's BIG O's $3

Pitchers of most drafts $2.80

• Pitchers of •Pinits* $4

Pitchers of bar drintcs $5

I'^REE Peanuts with each pitcher!

Lp aHD W\ORE'- ^

Chancellor loseph D. Duffey

requests the pleasure of your company

at the

Fall '83 Convocation

and a ceremony

dedicating the Graduate Research Center

in honor of

JOHN W. LEDERLE

Fifteenth President of the University

on Wednesday the fifth of October

ai three thirty o'clock

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridgc Hall

UnivcrMt\ of M.iss.ichiisctt>« ,it AmluT^t

iCollegian n

The editors of the Collegian, with the assistance

of the Office of Human Relations and a small plan-

ning committee *, are organizing a conference en-

titled "Campus Journalism: Social Conflict and
Freedom of the Press. " We know that you are in-

terested in this topic and we feel that your par-

ticipation would be of great value. The conference

will be held on Tuesday, October 18, from

3:30-8:30pm in the Campus Center. We hope that

you will be able to attend.

The purpose of the conference is to enhance the

dialogue between the Collegian and the larger

University community. The specific goals are:

1. To inform the campus community

about the Collegian, its operation and

issues of press freedom.

2. To inform the Collegian staff about the

needs and concerns of its multiple

audiences.

3. To generate suggestions for improving

CoWegiari/community dialogue on an

ongoing basis.

Again, we look forward to your participation.

"Ernest Allen, Afro-American Studies

Tracey Bryant, Nummo News
Judy Davis, Office of Human Relations

Grant Ingle, Office of Human Relations

Brenda Ling, Nummo News
Josh Meyer, Collegian

Rita Murphy, Collegian

Joel Myerson, Collegian

Norm Sims, Journalism

Jean Stover, News Bureau

Dennis Tafoya, Communications Studies

Although there is no charge, registration is re-

quired due to space and catering considerations.

The deadline for registration is October 11.

Black Affairs
:.:.:.::::v:::<::::::v::v::::!:::::::::v:r>>:>:v:>:>:>:-

King leads Bostonu
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Boston's 1983 mayoral elections are closer to making

history.

Mel King, the only black candidate in the race was con-

sidered by a pollster as a probable frontrunner in October

1 1's preliminary elections.

The poll done last weekend by channel 5 and WHDH radio

in Boston revealed King was ahead with 24 percent. David

Finnegan at 21 and Ray Flynn at 16. There were also five

rivals in single figures and 25 percent undecided, according

to the Boston Herald.

"What the poll shows is that any of the two of the top

three could make the final election Nov. 15," pollster Steve

...... ....<
'...•.•.•.•."

Teichner said, according to the Herald Teichner also added

King, "on an upward curbe" has the best chances of

running first or second next Tuesday.

In the sample of 600 registered voters (20 percent of them

blacks) and with a 4 percent margin of error, Finnegan and

King could be tied for the lead, or Finnegan and Flynn

could be tied for second, according to Teichner and the

Herald.

"Our rainbow coalition (of different races) will put us in

first place" King said, according to the Herald.

"Grassroots organizations, not polls, will win this elec-

tion, and we have the best organization" Flynn said, ac-

cording to the Herald.
LIU trc v.wui\i iu»w»». v..^ ...... ~.~ . . _ . - — , ,

Racial policy: a second look
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Every 18 seconds a woman is battered or abused in some
way. Every three minutes a woman is raped.

When a woman is raped it makes the newspapers and the

six o'clock news. And right it should. People should be

made aware of violence against women. It should not be

hidden. Change can only come about if we are told about

what is happening in the world, whether good or bad.

We don't hear enough about racial harassment. It very

rarely gets covered in the press. It isn't usually the main

topic of conversation. But it probably happens more tmies

in one hour than the number of times James Watt puts his

foot in his mouth in one year.

Last week the University of Massachusetts announced a

new policy aimed at combating racial harassment on

campus.
John DeNyse, vice chancellor for administration and

finance, announced a graffiti policy which enables people

who see offensive graffiti on campus to call the physical

plant to have the graffiti removed.

While this is a start, it is a minor one at best. Is this the

extent of the university's committment to combating racial

harassment on campus?
The working group looking into the problem of racial

harassment on campus, headed by Chancellor Joseph

Duffey, should be applauded for the hard work they have

done over the summer. But, still no real "results" have

come out of the group thus far.

While it is too idealistic of anyone to believe a group of

people can come up with a solution to racial harassment, is

to too much to ask that something of significance be done?

Something more than just a graffiti policy.

No matter what the University does to help combat the

problem of racial harassment, it cannot change people's

attitudes.

Some people are just plain racist. And no matter what is

done will always be that way. But doesn't the University

have the obligation to make every attempt possible to

ensure students, faculty, staff, and anyone else affiliated

with the university, that they can walk around in. live in.

learn in. work in, an atmosphere wh'ere all people, men,

women, blacks, white, Hispanics, Chinese, Asian, etc. are

treated with respect and courtesy?

I would like to believe they do.

o^thomptoJ
BEARDSLEY'S'O I@yi40 MAin St.SitK

J^ NorthAmpton/586-2e99

o shopping event I

^j

,v-

Tres Bon?
Rediscover the area's

fitiest French restaurant.

Lunch, Dinner, Sunday Brunch

Dinner reservations suggested.

Ca^e-Restaurai^
[

••••••••••

s (^ a f o o d • bar

International Seafood C uisine

CHOWDERoCURRIES
SCAMPI o SUSHI
affordable prices

NOW OPEN
1 1 :30ann- 1 :00ann

lunch 11:30-3:00 dinner 5:30-10:00

25 West St. Norttiannpton

f413} 586-9409

••••••••**

BbOXSKOP
SECOND ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS

ALL WEEK

Alice rr.rough the Laoking GUm
signed by Barry Mo»er

TDK SA90
maxell

I

XLn90
I

Cassettes j

^3o Each
Any Quantity

Tre^cople* of our

Buck a Book sale

our new do.»(i»taif» a<lditKin

"^^pJJTilin^rNortbampion

open 9 am to 9 pn.

Monday througt Saturday

10-5 Sunday

r
-/-

«>

r\

V

DYHAMITE
RECORDS

THORNES MARKET.

150 MAIN ST..

NORTHAMPTON

on Second floor

Opon 7 Doyi
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at

the University of Massachusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in the Collegian. Events

are listed the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's

events. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

RAPE AWARENESS WORKSHOP Learn about a

problem that effects us all! Facilitators from Health

Education, Police Department, and Everywoman's Center,

plus a movie, "Not only Strangers." Discussion will follow.

7 p.m. Butterfield Main Lounge Butterfield/Van Meter

Cluster

LONDON SERPENT TRIO CONCERT The London
Serpent Trio (i.e. from London) will perform a free concert

featuring works for the serpent, an early wind instrument.

The trio is known for their lively and witty performances.

Free admission. Bezanson Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center 8

p.m.

FIIIAU1&ANAEROBKPROGRAM
THATSAS UNIQUEASYOUARE.

For an aerobic program to work for you,

it has to be part of a total fitness program.

One that's designed for your own level of

fitness. And that's what makes Gloria

Stevens unique. We start with a personal

evaluation that includes heart rate

monitoring. And we offer three levels from

beginner to advanced. So you know your w^orkout

is effective. You bum off calories and take off

inches without being overly aggressive.

Nobody has better trained technicians than Gloria

Stevens. Pay us a visit, and find out for yourself.

Itil do your heart good.

3 months $88

M» VA' VA-
> • • , • • •

xsm--
tv-^

THE
NATIONAL

COLLEGIATE
DRIVING

CHAMPIONSHIPS^
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Saturday and Sunday, October 8lh and 9th from 10:00 to S:00 at

PARKING LOT 25 naar tha baaaball tiald.

Spontorad by WMUA-FM.
All »lu<l»nl» mllh a ¥»lld drivtrt llcmn»9 may •nfrl

Drive the revolutionary
1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo,

America's first turbo powered,
front-wheel drive sportscan

Your chance to win a trip to Caytona Beach. More than $25,000 In prizes awarded

No purchase necessary. OffIt 'al rule:, available at competition site.

m An
American
Revolution

^<m :$i:WmMMM<5*: •«::•:»: •$•::•*!::« ^:€MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

MASTER CLASS Metropolitan Opera tenor Nico Castel

will conduct a master class on "Diction for Singers." Class

is open to the public, free of charge. Bezanson Recital Hall,

Fine Arts Center, 12:15 p.m.

SAFA MEETING - Financial aid lobbying group which is

organizing for trip to Washington 4 p.m. CC 174

GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL COMMITTEE
RECRUITMENT Is your resume lacking? Sign up for

THE committee. Graphics, Programming, Talent Search.

See your ideas become reality. Great experience and fun

are the result. 4 p.m. Student Union Room 415

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY AU
interested are welcome. Help decide the issues to be

worked on. The environment effects you with every

breath you take. 5 p.m. SU 306

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION MEETING -

Educational meeting - we will discuss alternatives to

experimentation. New members welcome. 7:30 p.m. CC
Room 174 «

SIN AND HUMAN NATURE - is today's Brown Bag

Theology topic for discussion. Rev. Robin Harden

welcomes anyone willing to converse on issues of

theological import. 12:15-1:15 p.m. 428 Student Union

ONE SEMESTER STUDY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
- Meeting for all students who are interested in one

semester study in the United Kingdom 4 p.m. Herter 3rd

floor lounge

INTRODUCTORY MEETING: COMMUTER AREA
GOVERNMENT - This is open to all off-campus un-

dergraduates interested in joining. Come find out what

projects we work on--now's your chance to get involved!

7:30 p.m. CC 803

JEWISH IDENTITY DISCUSSION - Opportunity to

answer questions and concerns about what it means to be

Jewish. 7:30 p.m. Dukes Room, SU

PEOPLES GAY ALLIANCE MEETING - Everyone
welcome, volunteers are needed for the publicity, net-

working, dance and events committees. 7 p.m. CC-see

schedule for room

CHESS CLUB MEETING Interested persons should

bring sets if possible. For info, call Joe 6-4629 7 p.m. CC
804-08

UMASS SCIENCE FICTION SOC. MTG. - Club meeting,

elect club historian, Betelgeuse editors, Halloween?, T-

shirts, and Movie/Magazines 8 p.m. CC 903

too
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Jazz Returns
V to Bowlcer

Jack
'^

«if* ( /'( I'riHlurllnnH inrllis I/""

lo tprnH an irrning irilh

DeJohnette's
Special Edition

featuring

Howard Johnson

^ . John Purcel!
Sunday ,^,^,

October 16th
j^yfyg Reid

8 pm hann

David Murray

Bowker
Auditoriui

lIMass

reeds

$7.50- and $6.50 -for students
ticketB on uaU at all Datatix location* imeludiiig

Fine Aril Canter. SpringTie'd Civic Canttr. and

all Stop A S^op location* in Gretn/Uld, Nor-

thampton. Holyokr and Pitt*ruU.

TIME OUT
TwoT.V.'s -.

Free

Popcorn

Hoppy Hour

4-6

16 oz draft

6y
plus

'g\Qt\t bor drinks

Th# b#st plQC# in town

to stort Q conv^rsQtlonl

Amhorst's Dlggost Llttl« bor

37 H PlMsont
Amherst, MA

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Superbad

1

BEING ABLE 'H' SU'iM .

IN 3-b ISN'T /^S FASy

FIS IT LOOK'S.

by G.H.

After The Fall Miller

{
ABcoT i^y r^oTMeB.. show
v\g oJHV THIS Roo^AVouve

(JOT is S35^
aitoallV, it \S
A LiTTU^ ^Of^C
^XPe^JSlVt 'HAM

But then, it does iL^I^ PEEPERS?

OOPS - 1

PEACfOT TO
f^tNTiOM

Wilson Low by CC. McFly

LMK^EY T j C^^JT
YOU LET ME OUTTA

THIS CELL?

LilMSZEJLOOK KID.VOU H^V£ FOUR S£R

I0USCH/\RG£.SAGAIWST VOLl,OMi: t-W-

TERINJG THE VIDCOMCREU L0UW6E,

VO DELIVERING AM ANCHOVY PIZZA

V ~

LMICKEYJFMSE NAME? THE OTHERCHKRGES ARE RIDICU-

LOUS BUT THAT ONE liSU5-M0R0NlC. L HAVE ABiRTH

1 CERTIFICATE QKJ EARTH -

THREE FAILURE TO DELIVER A RE"

PuACEMEWT ?\VIK, FOUR TRAV-
ELING UNDERAvFAL^ NAME

LiGUaj-LOCAL I D IS INVALID, ONLY THt CYBER
METICTRU5T CAN ISSUE NOMENCLATURE. nitKEY

TRIPPER" BELONGS TO AN INHABITANT OT THE

PLANET DEYYAL. NO TWO NAMES CAN BE iDLNTVAj.
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IS, UNLE^b VOURE

K CLONE

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird by MarKsrrl larnir and I rudr Jaffr

ic |«tl Im Baffin liaw< s«*4lc*U

1

4

9

14

ACROSS
Hiatus

Talk Idly

With 41

Across, famed
choreographer
Time II

15 Of a cereal

16 Race car sound
17 When you

star

'

19 Singer Emma
20 Chemical

compound
21 Manufacturers

org

22 Fraternity letter

23 Certain admiral

24 Rio Grande
tributary

26 Prefix with bellum

or meridian

29 Guido note

31 Historian s

concern

32 Gullets

33 Constituent

36 Paving stone

38 Fleur de

39 Receptions of a

sort

41 See 9 Across

43 Type of savings

acct

44 Against

46 Namesakes of

Chekhov's uncle

47 Hoarfrost

49 My country

of thee"

t)0 Printers'

measures
51 Fall guys

52 Bridges

54 Dept of the Fed
govt

58 —— a grand

night

60 Environmental

agcy
61 Equity member
62 Sandbank
64 Out
66 Range in NE Utah

67 Current of air

68 Not active;

Abbr
69 Plant again

70 Piquant

71 Winddir

DOWN
Choreographer
Champion
Get out of

Italian specialty

Decant
Seance sound
In agreement
Bridge scores

8 Infatuated

9 With Fr

10 Choreographer
dancer Martha

11 In name only

12 Want ad abbr

13 Certain si^es

Abbr
18 "From

Eternity

24 Family members
25 When orch

tickets cost more
27 Choreographer

Tharp

28 Curved letters

30 Small hill Sp
33 Bazaars

34 Architectural

features

35 Certain winners

37 Fed employee
40 Compensations
42 — a hurry

45 Dancer Duncan
48 Mansion
53 Pertaining to

birth

55 Mart site

56 Skyline features

57 Mountain crest

59 Blind section

61 Part of DA
62 Big .Calif.

63 Hurry

65 Matinee time

Abbr

1
5

3

1
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18

P

19

20

30

21 22

1
37

27 P
?3

i
"5

26 ?8

1
40

ll 32

I
42

33 34 36 38

39

p

41

1
53

43 44

1
59

45 46

PP
47 79

p
P

sT"
51 52

1

57

^1 ~5S 66

6? 63
64-

!

sr §7 5«
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TYPIST WANTED

If you can type 50 WPM or faster with

accuracy, there is a typing position for you

in the Graphics Department of the Col-

legian. Come in Wednesday night from 7

to 8 p.m. Rm 113 Campus Center for a

typing test.

Typesetting experience preferred.

DC Menu

LUNCH
('ountry Broil Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Beef Pot Roast/ Tofu Vegetable Casserole

Jardinere Sauce Mushroom Pizza

Mushroom-Pepperoni Pizza

Weather

Amherst and vicinity.

Showers throughout the day

and into tonight with highs

in the 70's.

TODAY'

PUZZLE

s
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3 s 3
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The premium taste

has arrived.

Alert tPieMinutemen.
; » :mil

Brador.

EverythingyouVe
heaid about it

is true.
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Th« Office for Cooperative
Education

hos Q work-study position for o
porson with oxcoliont typir^g

sicilis. Inquiro ot

110 Thompson Hoii

3-2579

Special Weeic Engagement
Wed - Tues Oct. 5-11

1000 Clowns 7:00

starring Jason Robards

The World According to Garp
starring Robin Williams 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

•^*i

t v-t

THE
THE HOMECOMING

RAND
By Harold Pinter

October 13-15, 19-22 THE SHADOW OF A GUNMAN

SUBSCRIBE NOW
411 curtains at 8:00, Rand Thaater. Fina Art* Cantar, Rasarvations: 546 3611

AND

BEDTIME STORY
By Sean O'Casey
December 1-3, 7-10

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ALPHA EPSILON PI RUSH

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity

a "Rush"
like you have never experienced!

October 4 CC room 803
October 5 CC room 805-09

Time: 7:30

ARMENIAN STUDENTS

quired.
253-7009

Good pay. Early mornings.

Meeting for all Armenian students at

8:00 tonight in Leach Dorm new students

we!come I

ATTENTION WE'RE HIRING DJ's

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment is loolcing

for quality personnel to disc jockey mobile

systems. Experience preferred, good per-

sonality and knowledge of popular music

required. Send replies to: PO Box 48,

Amherst, MA 01004

AUDIO

I
Stereo for Sale Sansui tuner and
amplifier, dual turntable, Utah speakers.

Excellent sound I $250 neg. Lisa 549-2879

AUTO FOR SALE
~

|

1971 Volkswagen must be sold for best 5
offer call David 549-4080 S
1973 Olds 88 Royale 4 dr sedan power s
good tires 600 545-2665 532-4857 g
1964 Olds Cutlass runs well $350 or BO S
ask for Tom 549-0453 g
1971 Dodge Dart slant 6, 4 dr, auto. , snow |
tires. $400 or offer. 527-0181

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concens guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorr\s, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 2196-1393ul^
||/PRMIDR^GE/ PRODUCTIONS Profes

sionalD^ Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

Occasions 253-3980

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12_

If interested please call' 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Peruvian Blankets handmade 55$ Mike

546-5002 .

Pioneer SA7700 Amp. Technics SLQ2

turntable. Best offer. Call Abdel 549-4804

Mopeds, excellent condition $250, call

Rob 586-5424 or Mike 546-7452

Fuji 12 speed bicycle excellent condition

$210. check it out Rick 6-8787

FOUND

Watch found at Rusty Nail Saturday

night. If yours call and cliam. Patty

256-5716

I

i
5

S
S

= a
HELP WANTED

Dependable people "••^•<l^/°'
newspaper delivery on campus. No car re

Employment Opportunities: unlimited

potential sales experience preferred but not

required call 256-6782

Chem 112 tutor needed if qualified call

546-7446 discuss wages and time

Get healthy and wealthy. Nurition Co.

seeks pm-time help. Training provided call

666-4778 AM and weekends

Experienced hardworking
housecleaners var, references. 9 mo com-
mittment through vacations $4.50 hr.

549-0513

The SGA Affirmative Action Office is

hiring two assistants to the Affirmative Ac-

tion Officer of the Student Senate. Both

positions are 3.35 an hour for ten hours a

week. Knowledge of office procedures,

student government, affirmative action,

and interviewing techniques preferred. Ap-

ply at 420 SUB deadline is 5 pm Friday

10/7. Women and people of color are en-

couraged to apply.

Business Manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

student for general bookkeeping/accoun-

ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply. Equal Opportunity employers. Ap-

plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F
9:00-5:00. Deadline 10/7 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Experienced Ski Mechanic must be able

to work Tuesdays and Thursdays. Apply in

person only. Western Village Ski Er Sports

32 Main St, Northampton

Button Up - new SCB looking for a

motivated individual for Director position.

Challenging, alot of responsibility. Apply:

423 Student Union 545-0341 ask for Donna
Estabrooks

Part-time office duties and some sales

must be computer literate, energetic and

friendly. Dress code required. Call 253-5673

1 1 am to 1 pm only

So you think you're funny? MC wanted

for Blue Wall comedy nights. Come or call

GPC Student Unior 415 545-2733

Tickets Unlimited will be hiring a new
manager who will be responsible for coor-

dinating ticket sales for all student events.

S/he will supervise the TU staff and be

responsible for preparing and submitting all

relevant financial reports. Apply at 407 SUB
by 10/12. AA/EEO. Women and Third

World students encouraged to apply.

Amherst Boy's Club work-study position

available, supervising outdoor basketball

and indoor games rooms with boys and

girls ages 8-17 in a combined boy's club

proi^am. Clubhouse at 390 Main St.

Amherst call 253-2717 or 549-0311

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Work For A Change on hazardous

wastes, acid rain, consumer advocacy.

MassPIRG now hiring permanent and part-

time staff for public education and fundrais-

ing. $135-225/wk; $ie0-250/wk. Mon-Fri

2-10 pm Call Rhone, 256-6434, 9-2 pm

INSTRUCTION

s EWC - you little monster you, Happy 21st

S may all of your birthday wishes come true.

5 All of the best in the future too. Your cute

5 and adorable and I luv you XXXOOO Bob

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2088

LOST

RewardI Lost denim jacket & keys; Blue

wall 9-16 sentimental value call please

546-1156

I lost a painted wood bracelet. It means

alot to me. Reward. 546-4958

A pair of men's sunglasses in black

case near Campus Center Thu 9/29

RewardI I need thesel 546 6702

Glasses light blue soft case please return I

Karen 256-1 443

Lost gold
549-6709

I

5

I

I
5

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples,
Psychological testing,

vices Center 545-0041

Family Therapy.
Psychological Ser-

RAYBANS

High quality, durable sunglasses at least

25% off suggested retail prices call Bruce

549-2879

READ THiSI

5 For sale Ross ten-speed with Kryptonite

5 luggage rack in good shape bought it last

n summer but now I need some cash. Call

= 253-2284 keep trying

rope bracelet reward call s $200 REWARD

Gold Bracelet
reward

if found call 546-5121 9

S If you find my cane in Brittany 147 satur

day, please contact Youssef at

549-6068/256-1274, much appreciated!

Plaid Cap Sat 10/1 in VW Rabbit while

thumbing sentimental value please call

253-5910
.

Lost watch Seiko watch with gold face

and leather band extremely
sentimentaimm $$$$ reward $$$$ please

call 546-8143

For lost Brittany Spaniel light rust orange

with white markings. Last seen corner of

NE St and Rte 9 call (413) 549-0604 or

549-3975

RIDE WANTED

PART-TIME

I
I

S

5

I

I
5

I

s
5

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORKII
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434, 9-2 pm

PERSONALS

Alpha Epsilon Pi come join us and build a

tradition!

Is your resume lacking? Sign up for the

committee. Graphics, programming and
talent search. For great experience and fun
- call or come. 10/6 at 4 pm 545-2733

SHARI LEE, Happy Birthday you gorgeous
woman you! 1 1 Love, Howie

Margie Cohen new pledge at SDT con-

gratulations and good luck! Love Mom
Papa - your Mama loves you! She misses

you so muchesti

Carol, Sometimes things aren't always
what they seem. The Pookynappers

Learn the secrets of aloe plus
cosmetics. Gor free make-up consultation

call Debbie 665-8587

Happy Birthday to you We're picking out

a thermous for you. . . .Elaine Coburn, sex

goddess of North America, love your bod &
mine DEE and Dl

Discover Phi Mu; Discover Yourself 1

1

Informational Meeting for all

university women at Memorial Hall

7-9 pm, Tuesday, October 11th

contact Audrey Reed for more info

253-9971

i Ride wanted to downtown Holyoka
= Tues and /or Thurs mornings from campus

I
area call 549-1511

= Ride needed to Bridgeport, Conn or

S Eastern Long Island Friday after 6 PM.
s Return Monday. Share expenses, call

= Michelle at 546-4747

s Commute to Connecticut on
S weekends? Hartford area please call Karen

s share expenses 256-1443

RITE ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Rite Card, the only student discount

card is available Today outside Univ. Store

g only $5.00 ^
I ROOM WANTED

% Still seeking for a place to livel 23 yrs,

S non-smoker, responsible Call Ted 549-2773

SERVICES

S Typing papers, cases, resumes, letters

n IBM Selectric 1.25/pq. Nancy 549-6082

i SHARI GORDON

I Who ahh you anyway??! Happy Birth-

Q day!! We love ya. The Doo-Dah Dames &
g CGI —

TERMINALS

Used Hazeltine Computer Terminals.

$250 while they la.st. Jason 1-967-5483

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Vocalist seeks someone to jam with - no

exp. but loves Led Zep, Who, Stones, U2,

Police, Doors, Geils. . .call 6-9912

i
S

i The Rite is herel Get a free booklet out- Q

WANTED TO RENT

side Univ. Store
Apartment for spring semester will take

at intersession call 546-7523newspaper uenvoiv « — •r'— g ^ ^ °'- "«<»«*»»'" — —-- '—--

.miD«MiHiiiiiDiiiiMmHlDfiHii«iiHOHiHiiiMiiaiLHiiiraiHiHnHMaiiMninHKimi«MiniDmm«m
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Fall women's Lacrosse: Everyone
welcome. Beginners and advanced meets

Wednesday from 9:30 to 11:00 p.m. in-

doors, Thursday from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.,

and Friday from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. every

week.

1

The men's soccer te- ui will tiv to

record its first win today at Boyden
Field against Yale. Game time is

3:00 p.m.

.. .... ^.^.^..^^........m
--•-'-•--'-'-'-•-'--'-

^ •>«>**-''>

Women lose 1-0 to top ranked UConn
UMasskeeps pressure on till end:

One mistake proves to be game winner

Collcfimn photo by Jim Powrn

The Minutewomen's Jamie Watson battles

with an unidentified Yale player in yesterday's
1-0 loss. Despite the defeat, Watson was a stan-

dout for UMass

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

One mistake. Just one little mistake can cume back to

haunt you as the University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team found out yesterday afternoon at Boyden.

And when your opponent is the number one ranked team

in the country, namely the University of Connecticut, that

mistake may be the difference in the frame.

It was. Missy Morrone fired a shot past Minutewoman
goal keeper Lisa Ellis with 3:50 to go in the first half and
then UConn held off UMass for a 1-0 win.

"We gave it all we could," said UMass head coach

Kalekeni Banda. "They were a good team."

While the first half was fairly even, fourth ranked UMass
dominated the second half, but could not get the equalizer.

UMass outshot UConn 9-4 in the second half.

It was a very physical game, almost too physical, in front
of the biggest Boyden crowd of this season. Both coaches
agreed that the officiating was terrible for both teams.

"That was the worst referee I've ever seen," said UConn
head coach Len Tsantiris. "It was very dangerous and
unsafe."

In the first half, neither team could get much of an ad-
vantage over the other. Both defenses (including UMass'
unique five) broke up each others offensive attacks. The
game was a fast paced one, one that tired out the UMass
team, who had only one substitute available.
Morrone gave UConn, also ranked tops in New England,

the lead at 3:50 but Susan Bird gave UMass, ranked second

in New England, its best offensive shot of the first half

with thirty seconds to go. UConn had six shots on goal

compared to UMass" five.

In the second half, it was, safe to say, all UMass. UConn
broke through a few times but the majority of the time, the

ball was in Huskie territory.

The Minutewomen just kept pounding away but the

Huskies and goalie Laura Skaza didn't make a mistake.

Offensively for UMass, Chris Taggart and Jamie Watson
stood out and the defense was very good. Mary Szetela and

Lori Stukes stood out on D.

The defense did a good job. I'm very pleased with them,"

Banda said after the game. "We showed a lot of class and

character."

Tm not disappointed at all."

Huskie coach Tsantiris praised the Minutewomen. "They

are a very strong team. UMass was attacking well. We had

a couple of chances (offensively) but we didn't take them

easily."

The loss dropped the Minutewomen's record to 4-1-2 but

shouldn't really hurt UMass in the National or New
England rankings.

UConn (7« 1) 10 1

UMaia (4-1-2)

Scoring: (', Missy Morrone (Shelley McElroy), 41:50

Shots on Goal: M, 14; C, 10

Saves: M, Lisa ElIU 6; C, Laura Skaza II

Hockey downs Yale:
Remain undefeated
By MICHELLE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN. CT. - The University of

Massachusetts field hockey team sailed to

another victory on Tuesday, 20 over Yale.

The Minutewomen raised their record to

7-0-1 while dehvering to 3-11 Yale (fifth

ranked in New England) its first loss. The
match was a tough one for the

Minutewomen but one that they were

confident to win.

"Every game is a must win," coach Pam
Hixon said. "We statistically were far

better than they were and were hoping for

a win."

Chris Kocot scored the first and winning
goal for UMass at 22:29 in the second half.

Forward Pam Moryl freed the ball from the

Yale goaltender's possession and Kocot

caught the ball and swept in her first goal of

the season.

While the first half was fairly even with

UMass having a slight advantage in better

scoring chances, the second half was more
UMass dominated. Yale had two shots on

goal, one in each half, but could not get past

the UMass defense.

Patti Smith completed the scoring with

8:27 remaining in the game. Sue Packard

crossed to the right wing and passed the

ball to Smith who while on her knees in

front of the net, flipped the ball in.

Hixon commended Kocot for playing well

and was also pleased with the play of Moryl,

Smith and Meagan Donnelly on defense.

The Minutewomen will try to keep the

ball rolling in the winning direction as they
travel to Maine on Saturday for their next

match.

Spikersnm into trouble:

Lose three of five games
By ED CUNNINGHAM

Collegian Staff

Holyoke Last night's volleyball match

against valley rival Holyoke was "a fun

match to watch." according to University of

Massachusetts head coach Elaine Sortino.

Fun. that is if you were one of the several

hundred Holyoke partisans.

Holyoke was able to squeek out the victory

with a well deserved win in the fifth game

of the three out of five series. UMass was

narrowly edged in the final frame 17-15.

UMass had trouble getting things started

last night. Game one was over before they

had tied their sneakers and Holyoke was up

one game, winning 15-7.

"We started off real slow and it took a long

time to get going," stated Sortino.

Game two was a carbon copy of game one.

Holyoke was everywhere. With their

enthusiastic crowd and mon»entum from

game one. Holyoke took command and was
victorious again 15-7.

The third contest was a complete tur-

naround. UMass finally started playing

aggressively and came away with a con-

vincing 15-8 win.

Game four was equally as fun for the

UMass spikers as they took this game 15-

11.

The fifth stanza of this match was the

highlight of the night. Falling behind by as

much as 11-4. UMass fought back bravely

but fell just shy of another victory and
Holyoke prevailed. 17-15.

"At 114 in game five, Sally Maher spiked

about 25 points and loss of serves." said

Sortino. ("We're) in the tough part of the

schedule now and we have seven player-

s... that's it. (Due to injuries) Considering

our lack of depth we did real well," added
Sortino.

UMass continues their tough schedule this

weekend when they travel to Southern
Connecticut for another two day tour-

nament.

Collcfian photo by Jim Powers

Ann RingTose slams the ball in a game earlier in the season. The
volleyball team was defeated last night in three out of five games at Mt.

Holyoke.

There will be a meeting of the UMass Box-
ing Club on Thursday. October 6th at 4:00

p.m. in the lounge of 19th floor Washington
Tower in Southwest. Beginners and box-

ers with experience are welcome.

Intramural officials needed for men s

and women's ice hockey. Apply now at

Boyc 215 or attend organizational

meeting on October 13th at 6:00 p.m. in

Boyden 215. ^___
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University budget finalized at last
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

After months of debate, "the impasse is over" and the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst has a budget for

the 1983-1984 fiscal year.

UMass/Amherst received $114,323,026 as a final alloca-

tion, a reduction of approximately $600,000 from the

original recommendation made by the state Legislature to

the Massachusets Board of Regents of Higher Education

but an increase of $1 million over the Regents' offer. An
amount of $440,701 was also allocated for a capital outlay

reserve fund for equipment.

One program which lost funding was engineering

stipends, whose allocation, originally set at $300,000, was

reduced to $125,000 because the program will start late

due to the budget delay, said Regents' Vice Chancellor for

administration and finance Joseph Finnegan.

The budget delay resulted from a struggle between the

Legislature and the Regents over allocations to various

colleges and universities in the state. Southeastern

Massachusetts University, for example, stood to lose

$900,000 in the Legislature's original recommendation, a

figure which has now been modified to a $100,000 loss.

That budget shows an increase of $781,477 over last year,

Finnegan said.

Finnegan said the higher education budget procedure,

which has been sharply criticized by both elected and

University officials, will undergo a review before next

year.

"We want to work cooperatively with the Legislature

and the Ways and Means Committee to work out

something acceptable to the Regents for legislation next

year," he said.

UMass operated throughout the budget crisis on a 30

percent interim allocation which ran out Sept. 30. While

this money allowed salary payments and other immediate

operating expenses. University personnel reported inven-

tory and departmental planning difficulties as time went

on without a final budget.

University officials were not available for comment on

the budget, which was finalized Tuesday and announced

Wednesday.

CoUcffian photo by l»re» 0|fi*r

FUN, WASN'T IT? — Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and John Lederle exchange words after

yesterday's rededication ceremony in Bowker Auditorium.

Honors conferred at GRCceremony

"No governor has been more supportive to

this University, " said Robert Quinn, chair-

man of the University Board of Trustees.

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Research

Center was renamed Wednesday in a fall convocation

ceremony honoring former University President John W.

Lederle. Medals and honorary degrees were also awarded

to distinguished University staff and to former Gov. Ed-

ward J. King.

In his acceptance speech, Lederle followed up on the

concept of teaching and knowledge.

"We must strike a proper balance between graduate

and undergraduate knowledge and research," he said.

"This is a most moving occasion."

In a presentation postponed from last May, the former

Massachusetts governor received an honorary doctor of

law degree.
, • , •

As Chancellor Duffey was about to begin his presenta-

tion, an unidentified male stood up and shouted, "This is a

disgrace! He (King) is no friend of education!" The man

left immediately and was not detained by police.

King received a standing ovation as he returned to his

seat.

Chairman of the University Board of Trustees Robert

Quinn made a brief speech praising King and his ac-

complishments as governor.

"No governor has been more supportive to this Univer-

sity," Quinn said. "We should thank Ed King for his unen-

ding pledge to keep good and opportunity continuing at

the University."

National Academy of Sciences President Frank Press

received an honorary doctor of science degree and Pro-

fessor Emeritus Marshall Henry Stone was awarded a

University medal for "enhancement of the University

community," Duffey said.

Press delivered the keynote address.

Press said he sees the rededication of the Graduate

Research Center as "a rededication to a bed-rock principle

of american graduate education: the coupled excellence of

teaching and research."

Chancellor's medals were awarded to Dean of Students

William F. Field, Father Joseph J. Quigley of the Newman

Continwed on page 5

Possible tuition hike

discussed by officials

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey proposed what appears to

be a controversial plan to raise tuition by 50 dollars for

next semester at the meeting of the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees held Wednesday.

Duffey told the trustees the increase was necessary to

help remedy problems the University now has in providing

students with access to courses and majors in high demand

areas and in training graduate teaching assistants. Duffey

also said that money could be spent partly on financial aid

and on equipment maintenance.

"In lyea, between our freshman and transfer students,

4.189 students had to enroll in an alternate major." Duffey

said. "We have a serious problem in being responsive to

students in their first choice program," he said, and the

$800,000 to $1 million raised by the increase could help

with that problem.

The tuition increase would come in response to a plan

offered by the state legislature which gives state colleges

and universities the option to raise percent for one

semester and keep the money in the school budget to pay

for special programs which have to a approved by the

trustees.

"From the Chancellor's letter, it looks like there's

nothing the money couldn't be spent on," Trustee James

('arlin said. "If we are going to vote an increase. I think the

board will want some pretty detailed explanation of where

it's going."

Other trustee criticism concentrated on different m-

terpretations of the legislature's offer. If the University

only has the option to raise tuition for one semester, asked

Nancy Caruso, 'How will we be able to service these

programs next year and the year after that?"

UMass-Boston Chancellor Rovert Corrigan said a tuition

increase in Amherst would hurt his chances to fight

separate tuition increase being proposed by the Board of

Kegents ol Higher Education.

"Income backgrounds (of students) at the two schools

differ greatly," Corrigan said. "Students at UMass-Boston

cannot afford a tuition increase."

Trustee Paul Knowles supported the plan because it

"gives some degree of local control" over the extra tuition

monies, while usually all tuition funds must go into the

higher educatin budget and are distributed through the

legislative process. Knowles said the "matter of

discretionary funds on campus," has been discussed "for 30

years" and the Trustees should act while they have the

chance.

Paul Gosselin, chair of the Undergraduate Student

SenateComittee on Public Policy, told the Trustees this

policy is "short-sited" and "could raise tuition far more

than intended."

Gosselin said the tuition retention program "could

become an important fund-raising mechanism for the

University," and the legislature could use it to make the

University raise more money on its own through tuition

hikes, rather than increasing state funding throug taxes.

In a long-awaited vote, the Trustees approved the

University I»ng Range Plan which, according to acting

University President Robert Tranquada. "outlines the

priorities of the University...and creates management

strategies to reach those priorities.

Inside:

Public safety and EWC officials speak out

on prank phone calls p. 3

Clouds — or at least pipes — open up on Van
Meter dorm: a resident's tale of the bi-

annual flooding and subsequent drying up

P.4

Poetry is the spontaneous overflow

of powerful feelings...recollected in

tranquility
— William Wordsworth

Preface to Lyrical Ballads
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World and National News
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LechWalesa wins Nobel

Peace Prize for Solidarity
OSLO, Norway (AP) - Lech Walesa,

leader of Poland's outlawed Solidarity labor

movement, was awarded the Nobel Peace

Prize on Wednesday for his fight on behalf

of the "unconquered longing" of all people

for peace and freedom.

Walesa quickly said he would give the

approximately $190,000 award to Poland's

Roman Catholic Church, which has been

outspoken in its support of the labor

movement.
Polish authorities did not say whether

they would permit Walesa to leave Poland

to accept the award, and the labor leader

said he was considering sending a relative

in his place. Soviet dissident Andrei

Sakharov, the only other Peace Prize

laureate from the East bloc, did not accept

his award because he feared he would not

AH Luerphotu

WOUNDED PILOT — Hugo Reynaldo Aguilar, a former captain in

the Nicaraguan National Guard, is carried by militia soldiers near Los

Cedros, Nicaragua, after the plane he was co-piloting was shot down by

a Sandinista anti-aircraft missile.

Digest
by the AssociatedPress

Boston University doctor warns

virusmay not causeAIDS
BOSTON — Widespread speculation that

AIDS is caused by a rare virus that attacks

blood cells is probably wrong, and it could

reduce attention to other possible culprits

in this devastating disease, a research

contends.

Several studies recently have suggested

that a germ called the human T-cell

leukemia virus, or HTLV. wrecks the

body's defenses against disease.

"It's been overplayed to the point where I

worry that it will diminish interest in other

viruses" that could be behind the AIDS
outbreak. Dr. Paul H. Black of Boston

University School of Medicine said in an

interview.

In a letter in Thursday's New England

Journal of Medicine. Black expressed

"serious doubts" about the reported link

between this virus and AIDS.
"Although infection with HTLV of a

minority of patients with AIDS or patients

with preAIDS or both apparently occurs."

he wrote, "it is unlikely to be in itself the

cause of AIDS."
Evidence of infection with HTLV has been

seen in as many as 60 percent of patients

with AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency

syndrome.

Job lossproves tough for working women
BOSTON — Women blue-coUar workers

who lose their jobs face fewer economic

cushions, worse new job opportunities and

lower wages at that next job, a Boston

University researcher said Wednesday.
"Because women workers experience so

many labor market disadvantages, they

face some of the worst consequences of job

displacement and unemployment." said

Ellen Rosen, a professor at Nichols College

and BU's Center for Applied Social Science.

"Job displacement is contributing directly

to the feminization of poverty."

Ms. Rosen's remarks came at a Statehouse

forum on the problems and needs of women

DA seeks to consolidate trials ingang rape

NEW BEDFORD. Mass. — A prosecutor

Wednesday filed a motion to consolidate the

six separate cases in the Big Dan's gang

rape trial, seeking to bring the case to trial

on Jan. 9.

The motion, filed by Bristol County

District Attorney Ronald Pina, seeks to try

the six defendants at once. A hearing on the

motion has been set for Friday.

Trial for the men charged in the gang rape

had been set for Tuesday, but one of the

defendants. Daniel Silvia, won a delay until

January to give his attorney more time to

prepare for trial.

Silvia is one of four men charged with

raping a woman at Big Dan's Tavern on

March 6. Police reported the woman was

held down on a pool table and attacked for

two hours while other bar patrons cheered

on her assailants.

Two other men were charged as ac-

cessories to the rape.

be allowed to return home. His wife, Yelena

Bonner, attended on his behalf.

In Warsaw, deputy government

spokesman Andrzej Konopacki charged

that the award was politically motivated

and said the Peace Prize "used to be a

meaningful award. Now it is devalued."

Walesa, who was interned by the Com-

munist government for 11 months during

martial law, was harassed afterward while

trying to return to his job as a shipyard

electrician, and has recently been the object

of a news media campaign to discredit him.

The Norwegian Nobel Committee said

Walesa had made his contribution "with

considerable personal sacrifice to ensure

the workers' right to establish their own

organization."

GOP looking to oust Watt
WASHINGTON — Senate RepubUcans

served blunt notice on Wednesday that

Interior Secretary James Watt must go or

face a strong vote of no confidence. But

President Reagan said Watt "has done a

fine job," and a "stupid remark" didn't

merit his removal.

Senate GOP leaders said a stormy, closed

door caucus on Tuesday had demonstrated

that support for Watt had waned far

beyond previous estimates, and a consensus

emerged that the secretary should resign

for the good of the party. Minority

Democrats, in their own caucus days

earlier, unanimously endorsed a call for

Watt's ouster.

Watt met with presidential counselor

Edwin Meese III early Wednesday for 'a

general discussion of the Senate situation,"

then left town for "a long-planned

vacation," according to Douglas Baldwin,

the secretary's chief spokesman. Baldwin

said Watt "is not reassessing" his plans and

continues to believe he is an asset to the

administration.

However. NBC News on Wednesday night

quoted a "key congressional supporter" of

Watt as saying the secretary has told him

he will resign to avoid a Senate vote.

Lebanon okays supervised truce

workers displaced in the job market by loss

of their blue collar, industrial jobs in today's

shifting economic scene.

Women make up about 23 percent of the

blue collar workers in Massachusetts, and

about the same percent of unemployed blue

collar workers, she said.

Job displacement among those workers is

worse in New England because of con-

siderable losses in light manufacturing jobs,

she said.

But women, she said, face no pension

guarantees, no continuation of health in-

surance and no early retirment options

when laid off.

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - President

Amin Gemayel gave in to Syria and its

Druse allies Wednesday and agreed to

accept observers from nonaligned nations

to supervise a Lebanese cease-fire.

Khalil Mekkawi, acting secretary-general

of the Foreign Ministry, told a news con-

ference efforts are underway to create a

"neutral observation force" to oversee the

truce that began Sept. 26 after three weeks

of civil war.

Druse leader Walid Jumblatt said it should

be drawn from India. Yugoslavia "and

someone else."

The Gemayel government and the four

nations that make up the multinational

peacekeeping force in Beirut — the United

Cardinal Cooke
nearer to death
NEW YORK (AP) - Cardinal Terence

Cooke, archbishop for L8 million New York

Roman Catholics and 2 million more in the

military, offered the pain of his leukemia

"as a beautiful gift for others" Wednesday
as his life continued to slip away, a

spokesman said.

The Rev. Peter Finn, spokesman for the

Archdiocese of New York, said Cooke

remained "gravely ill," under medication

and near death.

But he said Cooke wanted to remain

conscious as much as possible so that his

suffering could be "purposeful."

"That might sound a little bit staged, but

that's the way the man feels," Finn said.

"He wants this to be purposeful. He wants
his suffering to be a beautiful gift for

others."

States. France. Italy and Britain — had

been pushing for a U.N. force. But Jum-

blatt argued this could lead to the per-

manent partitioning of the war-torn nation.

Syria also opposes a U.N. force.

Agreement on a truce team would remove

one of the major obstacles delaying the

start of the national reconciliation con-

ference provided for in the cease-fire

agreement. At the conference, leaders of

Lebanon's major political-religious factions

are to discuss revisions in the allocation of

political power among the factions.

"The country's entire political organization

and constitution must be reviewed ... in

order to avoid another civil war." Jumblatt

told a news conference in Athens. Greece.

Cardinal Terence Cooke
AP LMcrphoto
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"Sunrise, sunset,

surijlly Jlow the years,

one season following

another laden unth hap-

piness and tears.

"

— FHddler on the Roof
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funds Students urged

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Finance committee business took up nearly all of last

night's Undergraduate Student Senate meeting, with

most of the $3,650 allocated by the Senate going to

WMUA, the campus radio station, and a new group, the

African Students Association.

When quorum, or attendance, was called three hours into

the meeting, the Senate had only passed seven of approx-

imately 25 motions on the agenda for the meeting.

However, not enough members were present to continue

the meeting.
, , . ,

WMUA received $1,500 to broadcast live men s oasKet-

ball and football games, and some women's basketball

games.WMUA Sports Director Brian Murphy said the

entire budget for live sports broadcasts is $7,278, and the

station will be seeking help from the area governments

and other sources.

Murphy said WMUA will try to broadcast all home and

away games, but if they do not receive enough money,

they can cut out some of the road games.

" We feel it's important that we cover the men's basket-

ball and football games" and "a select number of women's

games," Murphy said. How many women's games the sta-

tion broadcasts "depends on how the team is doing and

what teams they are playing," he said.

The Senate allocated $1,090 to the African Students

Association to help sponsor "a panel discussion on the

crisis of the horn of Africa and the liberation struggle in

the Azani Nation (South Africa)," according to the Senate

agenda.

The panel will include two African professors and an

African attorney now living in the United States and Gora

Ibrahim, an Azanian representative at the United Nations.

(South Africa has been censured by the U.N.)

The appeal for money by the group to the Senate stated

that the discussion will "help foster consciousness among

African students of their responsibilities to the problems

issues that concern Afric and the human race."

The Senate also voted to help fund another new club, the

Discover New England Club. The club received $249 for

start-up funds and to go on a fall foliage trip in the

Berkshires.

In other business, the Senate allocated $316 to the

Newn^ui Club to sponsor a free concert by Christian

Stevtsis; $445 to fund the University of Massachusetts Ski

Patrol through the year and $50 to the Office of Third

World Affairs to transport students to a Boston lecture by

the president of Cape Verde.

Senator Bill Collins called quorum during a motion to

allocate $199 to the UMass Peacemakers for travel ex-

penses to a Boston peace rally.

Student (iovernment Association Treasurer Eric Nizsche

said much of the other business was put off by the quorum

call.

"As a result of having quorum called, Union Records and

the Photo Co-op won't be able to open this week." he said.

"The business of the Senate is made very difficult when

disgruntled members call quorum."

Students present grievances to UTC
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Several students delivered a list of demands Wednesday

to members of the United Technologies Corp. (UTC)

training conference requesting they leave campus.

"If all communities blocked UTC, the world would be a

safer place." said Ron MUcarek. one of the students in-

volved.

The students were stopped by a UTC representative at

the entrance to the conference where they asked that their

demands be handed to the conference members.

UTC gave no response to the demands, among which

were that UTC leave the University and the town of

Amherst and give a full explanation of their activities on

campus.

The students then left to deliver separate demands to

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey. The demands included an

end to all military contracts and recruiting at the

University of Massachusetts, that all military contractors

be denied access to the campus and that the administration

explain all defense-related business on campus.

Duffey was not in his office at the time and demands were

left for the chancellor and vice-chancellor to read.

A rally will be held tomorrow in support of these demands

Milearek said. After a demonstration last week, director of

UTC media operations Robin Hogan said the corporation

did not plan to change their plans on campus.

Hogan said United Technologies is not the main con-

tractor for the MX missUe although the corporation does

make rocket engines that could end up in missUes. The

conference is scheduled to end Oct. 17.

to report calls
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

In an effort to increase community awareness and

decrease the occurence of harassment on campus

University of Massachusetts Police are urging campus

residents to report any annoying and obscene telephone

calls they receive.

A large number of obscene calls occur on campus but very

few of them are reported, and therefore it is hard for the

police to stop this problem of harassment, said Gerald

O'Neil. director of the Department of Public Safety.

"For whatever reason, many students choose not to

report an annoying phone call, " O'Neil said. "Students may

feel embarrassed or helpless. They may think that nothing

can be done."

According to the Department of Public Safety s annual

report for 1982, only 17 annoying phone caUs were

reported, a drop from the 27 calls reported on campus in

1981.

Police and public safety can help if they are aware of the

problem O'Neil said.

"We can often work with the telephone company,

especially in the instance of recurring caUs. We may be

able to trace the call," O'NeU said. "A student can have his

or her number changed if need be. We are here to do what

we can to relieve the tension a student may be living un-

der." Obscene phone calls can also be reported to the

Everywoman's Center at UMass, who can then report it to

the Police if needed, said Kathy Alexander from the

Center.
"People can Ulk to a counselor at the Center about the

problem and we can also report the incident to the police

for people if they feel umcomforUble or embarrassed about

doing it themselves." Alexander said.

"There is no reason to be embarrassed. Obscene phone

calls are violations of peoples rights and privacy and

should be reported." she said.

Carol Radzik. Student Security Coordinator, also em-

phasized the importance of letting the police know when an

annoying phone call occurs.

"The best advice I have is to tell the poUce. Anythmg

reported helps in stopping the problem." Radzik said.

It is more often women students who are harassed and

many women wrongly feel that many annoying calls are

not worth reporting.

"Often times whole floors of women in a dorm will be

bothered by annoying calls. No one will talk about it until

they get together at a floor meeting and discover that their

meighbors are experiencing the same thing," Radziksaid.

"Every incident is worth reporting."

lolleitian photo b* Andr»» H»ller

Sister Mildred Marengo sits in the

main office in th) Newman Center.

Centernunc
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Correspondent

For the past year Mildred Marengo has

held a position at the Newman Center of

the University of Massachusetts that no

other woman has ever held. She is a nun.

Her position is a unique one which with

she said she "enjoys and is thoroughly

satisfied."

"I not only feel comfortable, but I feel

needed." she said.

Because half of the human race is women

and half of the University is women. Sister

Marengo said, "I feel the presence of a

woman is strongly needed in this institu-

Lu»ri (ine Newman Center)."

Sister Marengo's work mainly involves

"one-on-one counseling." She counsels 60

percent women and 40 percent men which

include students, the University staff, and

Amherst town residents.

Having a woman at the Center gives all

students, no matter what sex, an option.

she said. "They know they'll get a womanly

response," she said.

Sister Marengo's duty is not to judge, but

to receive people, welcome them and help

them with their problems, she said.

"I see myself as a resource person, help-

ing people find areas where they can get

the help they need and making people

aware of their opportunities," she said.

oister Marengo feels activity and recrea-

tion are a must. A healthy person needs

diversion, she said.

"I'm not a work-aholic," she said. "One

must minister to one's self to make

ministry to others possible."

Sister Marengo has been a nun for 37

years. She belongs to the Sisters of St.

Joseph's of Springfield.

"I'm very happy in my ministry," she

said.

"You receive a sense of fulfillment in be-

ing able to love universally," she said.

"Celibacy doesn't deprive us of love, it

frees us to love."

Women
On Campus

She said she is very conscious of women's

issues on campus, and is "pleased that

discrimination is being challenged and

would like to see that continued."

Through her counseling. Sister Marengo

has dealt with many "issues regarding the

quality of life," she said.

There's a movement now in the diocese

to stress the "Right to Life", thus broaden-

ing the Pro-Life Movement, she said.

"'Right to Life' isn't meant to de-

emphasize life in the womb, but to extend

concern to a fuller and better life for all,"

she said.

She said one should l)e respectful of a

person who makes that decision, because it

is not easy.
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Flooddampens spirits

By TRICIA A. YACOVUNE
Collegian Staff

Shortly before 4:30 a.m., a water pipe

between the third and fourth floors of the

Van Meter dormitory burst, causing

gushes of water to flood three floors of the

dorm. While the second floor was relatively

dry, the third, first and basement levels

had between one and three inches of wat«r

flowing down their corridors.

Head of Residence Chorri Boykin called

the Phyical Plant immediately after

discovering the apparent flooding, but

residents were already hard at work

alleviating the problem by the time

workers arrived. Students organized a

sweeping system which pushed the water

out of the hallways, into the stairwells and

out the doors of the dorm. In spite of such

dreary circumstances, few nuuiaged to

make light of the situation.

"If I had a rubber duckie, I'd be all psych-

ed.. .but I don't," said Ken O'Donnell, a

junior engineering major who had water

leaking from the ceiling of his basement

room.
Ken Lake, a junior political science major

on exchange from Oregon said, "It looked

like Niagara Falls coming in my dorm

room. I'm just glad the guys downstairs

had a beer for me."

Housing Services plumber Steve

Mushenski replaced pipe fittings and

resoldered a connection in the pipe. He said

the problem was "more than likely old

age," but speculated that a new recir-

culating pump installed last fall could have

put too much pressure on the pipes.

However, Area Manager Don Pelkey

said Ed Ryan, a Physical Plant engineer

"doubts the circulating pump is responsible

for the pressure which caused the break."

Nevertheless, later in the morning

Mushenski modified the angle of the pipe

and put in additional pipe supports to

lessen the pressure, Pelkey said.

Van Meter has had problems with

flooding in the past, including floods in the

fall of 1982 and spring, 1983, said

sophomore business marketing major Tina

White and Community Resource Assistant

Rob Albert.

Janitors arrived around 6 a.m. Wednes-

day to clean up the dorm and the Universi-

ty rug department cleans Boykin's apart-

ment, the lounge, the study room and will

clean those student rugs which were dren-

ched in the floor.

"Without student effort and control we'd

be in real trouble," said Pelkey as he did his

part in the "rescue" operation.

Dost'ordhy

Thurs. Night Special

$3.00 Cover
All the Drafts You Can Drink

9 pm - 12 Dm

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH!

AmIierst ChiRopRACTic HeaItIi Center

is oFfERINq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $2^.00 TOWARds AN iNixiAl ChiRopRACxic Examination

ANd Free enroUment in otR Low BacIc WeUness Sckool

by AppoiNTMENT oNly - CaU 256-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

X

1 90 UNivERsiTy DrIve at Rte. 9 (on tIie BusUne)

ChiRopRACTic is covERcd by MOST MAJOR MeaItIi insurance,

AuTOMobilE PersonaI iNJuRy PoliciES, ANd WoRkMAN's Compensation.

I

S6A Senator Election's

Polling Times for

Oct. 5 & Oct. 6

Commuters & Greeks Hatch

9 am - 4 pm
OH & Central Franklin DC

Sylvan G NE Worcester DC

Conce, JA, JQA, Mockimmie, Moore,

Patterson, Pierpont, Washington. . . Berkshire DC

Coolidge, Crompton, Emerson, James, JFK,

Melville, Prince, Thoreou Hampshire DC

1 1 am - 6:00 pm
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DRESSING UP — Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and Chairman of the Board of Trustees Robert

Quinn raise former Massachusetts Governor Edward J. King's ceremonial hood as King received

his honorary degree at yesterday's ceremony in Bowker Auditorium.

Ed King gets his honorary degree
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

"It's all a matter of the difference between performance

and perception," former Massachusetts Governor Edward

J. King said Wednesday.
"The ideal is to do things well and to have them per-

ceived well." King said. "Too often the negative side of

something is allowed to equal the overall reaction. To me,

the emphasis between perception and performance is very

pronounced."

Referring to his reception on the UMass campus Wed-

nesday King said he was received favorably.

"Again, it's a matter of perception," King said, "I think

the perception of students was that I cut University

Budgets and that I was not a friend of the University.

"It's a shame, really a shame. This is a case of perception

differing from reality." King said.

King said things like death threats and protests will

-khonors
Center, Warren Litsky and Thelma Zaikaitis. The

Chancellor's Medal is the highest honor bestowed on in-

dividuals who have rendered exemplary service to the

University.

"He has a special gift and is able to touch people in an

extraordinary way," Duffey said of Quigley.

Dean Field received the medal for his work at the

University's first and only dean of students. Zaikaitis

received her medal for 37 years of work and dedication as

a bookkeeper in the University comptroller's office. Litsky

was awarded the medal for his services to the University

SPUING CO-OP POSITIONS
Fold semester long plocements

available for Accounting, Chemistry, Com-

puter Science, Engineering, Food Science,

Food Marketing, Marketing, Microbiology,

Fisheries Biology, and Zoology majors.

Details Qvoilable ot

Co-op Office 1 10 Thompson

The editors of the Collegian, with the assistance

of the Office of Human Relations and a sma// pfen-

ning committee , are organizing a conference en-

titled "Campus Journalism: Social Conflict and

Freedom of the Press. " We know that you are in-

terested in this topic and we feel that your par-

ticipation would be ofgreat value. The conference

will be held on Tuesday, October 18, from

3:30-8:30pm in the Campus Center. We hope that

you will be able to attend.

The purpose of the conference is to enhance the

dialogue between the Collegian and the larger

University community. The specific goals are:

1. To inform the campus community

about the Collegian, its operation and

issues of press freedom.

2. To inform the Collegian staff about the

needs and concerns of its multiple

audiences.

3. To generate suggestions for improving

Col\BQ\Bn/community dialogue on an

ongoing basis.

Although there is no charge, registration i« re-

quired due to space and catering considerations.

The deadline for registration is October 11.

Register at the ColUsgian office

always make the front page, but things like a decrease in

the number of teenage drunken driving fatalities will not

receive the same prominence.

King said he was glad to finally receive his honorary

degree.

"I don't feel the events of last May are representative of

the student body of UMass," he said.

Looking back on his recent gubernatorial campaign, King

said he has no quarrel with the media.

"You have to deal with it, like it or not," he said.

Presently, King is working on cleaning up the remains of

his campaign. He said he still has paperwork to do, and

there is a small deficit to clear up.

"Right now, I am not thinking about another elected

office," King said, "but I do know there is an election in

1986.

"Fm not running for anything... right now."

King is currently a director for five different companies.

He is also a senior consultant for the public relations

company of Hills and Knowlton. the world's largest public

relations firm.

Continued from page 1

as both professor and chairman of the department of en-

vironmental sciences.

Board of Trustee member Andrew Knowles announced

the establishment of a visiting professor of English fund,

named after former UMass professor Frederick S. Troy.

Knowles personally donated $100,000 to the fund, and

Duffey said he would like tc see alumni and others be able

to match that amount.

A brief slideshow was used to break up the ceremony. It

depicted the Lederle years at UMass, the years otherwise

known, Duffey said, as "The Dynamic Decade."
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We now serve pitchers!!
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Located in the Campus Canter

Open
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OVERSIZED ORIGINALS?
AMHERST COPY CORNER

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

'<Ji

CORNER

37 East PiMwant St.<AinlMrst • 549-2854

Now Featuring The Xerox 2080 Printer

The Printer will accept documents up to 36 "wide

by any length and output prints up to 24 "wide by

any length on either Xerox Bond or Engineering

Vellum. In addition, the machine has variable

reduction and enlargement capabilities ranging

from 45% to 141% of any size and any increment

in betAveen.

We know our 2080 will increase your productivity

by providing you with fast turnaround, high

quality copies. Stop in today and let us fill all

your copy needs.

AJuh
Kciucation

Programs
also

available

TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR

Departs in January from Ft. Lauderdale,

norida, with stops In South America,

Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle-

In September with stops In the Orient, South Asia,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

Sponsored bv the rnivcrsiiv of Pittsburgh, St-mcMcr at Sea offers stui.k-nis a superior full

semester acatieinic program ami supponin^ field experiences This one semesicr, full

credit experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and

universities.

More than 60 voyage related universir^ courses Facultv drawn from the I'niversitx ot

Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented b\ visiting area experts

Optional lours, including special tours into (he Peojile s Republic of (Ihina, available

Semester at Sea admits siutlenis wiihoui regard to lolor, raieor crc-eil I'he V.V I 'niivrsc is

fulh air conditioned, 18,(K)() ions, registered in Liberia aiui built in America

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of
|

Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 1 $260, or call toll free

(SOO) 854-0195 (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

CM90C 900<
Financial Aid is available to qualified students
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WELCOME
National Student Exohanfire Students

There will be a Welcome to UMaes and Welcome Home
Happy Hour at The Pub for all of you that are here on ex-

change. UMass students returning from exchange, and
any others interested! Please stop in €uid:

* Meet new friends!
* Find out about the NSE Club and sign up for it!

* Enjoy some munchies!
* Enjoy some liquid refreshments!

(Mass. legal drinking age is 20. Bring an I.D.)

Date: Oct. 1 1 , 1983 Time: 6-9 pm
Place: The Pub in Amherst (located behind Carriage

Shops in town)

HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL THERE!!

c:ollegian ?

mmem

MINDA,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

I LOVE YOU!

Butterfield Coop Kitchen

is Hiring Senior and Junior

Resident Managers.

MITCH

Senior Manager: Will be hired for Spring and Fall '84.

25 hours/week. $4.50/hour with free Room and Board.

Junior Manager: Will be hired for Spring '84.

20 hours/week. $4.00/hour with free Room and Board.

Both will share responsibility for the operation of a kitchen

feeding 160 persons 3 meals a day. Will share responsibility for

ordering, menu planning, budgeting, and the security of the

Kitchen. Senior Manager will have complete responsibility for

dealing with Food Service representative.

Applications and Job Descriptions are available at the Butter-

field Kitchen Office. Application is due October 21st.

Applicants must be available for training during November and

December. Hours arranged to fit the applicants s(Jnedule.

Applicants must be Students in Good Academic Standing dur-

ing the periods of employment.

Gy SLOP IS

(American Chop Suey 2.29 a pound)^QJV (American Chop Suey 2.29 a pound) ^^O^ CUSHMAN VILLAGE '^

GENERAL STORE
(under new management)

Mom's Famous Potato

Salad and Cole Slaw,

Stuffed Peppers, Golumpkles,

and other specials daily.

Deli Meats and Cheeses

STROHS - 5.69 12pk

10.99 case

Brador, Calgary, Becks,

light and dark, Kronenborg,

light and dark, and others

Wines and Champagnes

The Butterfield CO-OP Kitchen is an equal opportunity

i employer.

!

491 PINE STREET
at Cushman Village station - near Puffers Pond

549-0464

Chancellor s Lecture Series

Peter H. Rossi

''Understanding Crime and

Criminal Justice"

Thursday, October 6, 8 p.m.

Room 104, Thompson Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

m I ' 11

'
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Sign up with
your school
Editor's note: This is the last ofa three part series on stu-

dent rights and the SoUrmon Amendment.

This past summer, the Solomon Amendment (a bill

linking financial aid to draft registration) was

permanently filed. The change, it is rumored, had no

other motive than to temporarily stifle the outraged cnes

of the affected public. The specifics of the change are very

simple: to delay the implementation of the most objec-

tionable part of the bill. Investigating reporters theonze

that the change was made in response to the abundance of

legal and moral questions being raised around this issue.

Dakin N. Ferris

To understand the full implications of the revised bill,

you need first to understand the originally proposed pro-

cess. Simply, it is a two-stage plan. The first is the blue

form that we all became familiar with this summer. Sent

to all undergraduate students receiving financial aid (men,

women, older students), it required us to state that either

we have complied with the Selective Service Act by

registering or are exempt due to a variety of reasons.

The second step is a confirmation of the statements we

made through the Selective Service Act by registering or

are exempt due to a variety of reasons.

The second step is a confirmation of the statements we

made through the Selective Service Administration. This

is essentially the enforcement side of the bill as it is the

stage at which persons who falsified information on their

forms would be identified. The revision calls a halt on this

step for the next two academic years (83/84 and 84/85).

The effect of this being that the veracity of the statements

we made on the blue form will not be checked. The DOE
said they would make some random checks, but that

comes later.

The effects of the revised bill are thus not that complex.

It immediately soothes the wrath of the present juniors

and seniors (the group most likely to see what is going on

here and know how to do something about it); and gets the

rest of the students into the habit of using the form. When

the cross-checking of records starts to occur in two years

it will begin almost imperceptably and unthout protest, or

so goes the theory.

Yet don't let me paint such a rosy picture for the juniors

and seniors. The Department of Energy (DOE) is suppos-

ed to conduct "periodic on-site review of student files to

check up on those who may have lied on their forms." One

can translate this very readily into meaning that cross-

checking will occur on suspect or undesirable students. A
source inside the DOE estimates that the on-site inspec-

tion of blue forms would hit only one in every five hun-

dred. Aside from the fact that these individuals might not

be as random as we are led to believe, the people that it

does effect face up to five years in jail and/or $10,000 in

fines.

And then for the ones that do slide through, the conflict

is not over. The Solomon clones (other very similar federal

and state bills) are linking everything from welfare and

food stamps to unemployment benefits to registration.

The common factor in all of these is that they are a form of

aid. What then is to be the next step — draft cards for all

people below a certain economic class?

Pending the outcome of the Supreme Court's ruling, a

ruling we can expect as late as next July, little can be done

except to write your legislators. If perchance the Solomon

type bills are found constitutional hen chances have it

that all the similar bills will b enacted.

And so this is where the rtsisters stand. For the rest

who did comply, the ones who keep up on Foreign affairs

enough to be scared to death; your time comes when you

turn 26. At that age you will no longer be eligible for the

draft or registration and can breathe a sigh of relief. I'm

not sure I'll be able to though; it will be three more years

then until my youngest brother turns the same.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Intellectual cowardice lives here
Boorishness is on the rise again on our nation s

campuses - particularly in this area. For some

inexplicable reason, New England is often viewed

as a "progressive " region, hallmarked by genteel

liberalism. But this is a pure myth.

There's another term to describe the ill-treatment

which conservatives and even some liberals have receiv-

ed from leftist boors in this area - intellectual cowar-

dice. It's not a mark of bravery, or intelligence to shut off

other ideas from entering your mind. But it's even worse

to deny people the opportunity to hear what others have

to say simply because their ideas are "different". The

Nazis were perfectionists in this kind of anti-intellectual

activity during the Thirties. Does any person or group

care to follow in their path?

Steven P. Barrett

It's simply a case of killing the messanger of bad

tidings. But messages and truth are hardest to kill. The

boors, however, will continue playing their cowardly

game of anti-intellectual censorship.

On this campus, we have seen the late Hubert Hum-

phrey booed and jeered off the podium in the Curry Hicks

Cage over a decade ago. Why? Well, despite Humphrey's

long history of supporting many liberal causes; he was

given the bum's rush for the "sin" of supporting the war

in Vietnam while serving as Lyndon Johnson's Vice

President. Although I have no reason to think anyone

here on this campus is in any position to pass judgement

on Hubert Humphrey: the lack of "forgiveness" for sup-

porting a noble, yet unpopular and misunderstood, cause

deserves comment.
Forgiveness is often a quality found in short quantity

with ideologues — of both leftist and rightist camps.

Forgetfulness of facts and fairness for others, however,

is often overabundantly manifested by ideologues.

T,(n. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick's safety "couldn't

be'guaranteed" by Smith College this past spring if she

attended graduation ceremonies. She was invited to give

the commencement address and receive an honorary

degree. A small, yet apparently powerful, cabal of "pro-

gressive" students and faculty members managed to get

Smith to cave in to their demands. Smith gave the meek

excuse about Mrs. Kirkpatrick's safety, thus effectively

cancelling her appearance entirely.

Mrs. Kirkpatrick offended many of our local "pro-

gressives" with the messages contained in her book

"Dictatorships and Double Standards." Perhaps she

should write a sequel titled
"* Progressive Students,

Faculty Members and Double Standards."

Imagine, a prestigious institution like Smith buckling

to this kind of pressure from such intellectual cowards

and then offering such a poor excuse about the Am-
bassador's safety. This was also pure wimpish cowardice,

and Smith's alumni should be justifiably embarrassed

and outraged because of it.

Ironically enough, Smith, which is overly represented

by the feminist ilk, denied a person whose own measure

of success embodies everything they are trying to seek

for their students, (i.e. a masterly successful academic

and professional career), the opportunity to address

Lhem at a commencement address. Tragically ironic, in-

deed.

The recent "teach-in" on Central America provided

also a good case in point. The Commuter Area Govern-

ment performed a credible service in putting together a

balanced presentation among two liberal and two conser-

vative speakers. One of the speakers, retired Air Force

Colonel Samuel Dickens brought up an excellent point

when he said "we have a responsibility to look at all

sides."

But the vast majority of the audience wouldn t have

anything to do wath Col. Dickens' message about looking

at "all sides" - or for that matter, responsibility. The

majority of the audience, comprised mostly of leftists,

not only embarrassed themselves; but they also embar-

rassed Dr. Clements and Janet Schenk who opposed

what Col. Dickens, and Peter Serras of the State Depart-

ment, had to say.

In fact, the boorish leftists embarrassed anyone

associated with the University. The very same people

who cry out so often for respect of human life in Central

America couldn't practice what they preach here at home

in a free society.

While browsing through a local leftist bookstore, I saw

and bought a bumper sticker which read: MINDS ARE
LIKE PARACHUTES THEY ONLY FUNCTION
WHEN OPEN. Hmm, don't you think the leftists should

take their own messages more seriously?

Steven P. Barrett is a Collegian columnist
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Cry for yourself, Collegian

To the Editor,

"Doo-Doo Review"

Alas, Cris Schuster and Collegian

You dared to print Evita's epitaph!

Perhaps you thought it chic to be unkind.

Perchance you thought your audience would laugh.

I do not have the patience or the time

To dignify the hayings of what lurks behind a hedge —
To ride my witness words around and round.

Would only set the teeth of yonder beast on their serrated

edge.

CoUegianl Beware of arrogance!

It might be wise for you to turn around —
Before you feel a bite upon your pants.

You'd better put a muzzle on your hound.

(Eat Lacey's Stardust, Schuster!

The cast of Evita did a superbly professional job —
I hope some day we vidll be able to say the same about your

reviews.)

Pat Lamery
Amherst

DaJcin N. Ferris is the Acting Student Attorney General Organizing IS nO SBCret
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To the Editor,

The Graduate Teachers Organization and the attempt to

organize TA's and TO's are no secret, despite the view-

point expressed in Monday's Collegian. Graduate students

on this campus have been trying to organize for eight

years in an entirely open and democratic way.

Several communications have been sent to all depart-

ments and graduate students. This fall a letter was sent

out to graduate students informing them of the attempt to

organize. During the fu^t two weeks of the semester, the

GTO set up tables in the Campus Center concourse to

reach as many graduate teachers as possible. Weekly

meetings of the GTO were advertised through flyers and

use of the "Hypercurricula" column in the Collegian. Fur-

thermore, GTO meetings were announced and organizing

efforts discussed at each meeting of the Graduate Student

Senate. At the Senate meetings, senators were encourag-

ed to arrange departmental meetings where all questions

could be answered by representatives of the GTO. The

issue was also announced at the Faculty Senate to inform

members that the GTO would be coming to their depart-

ments. We need and want maximum participation; the law

requires nothing less. Only a majority of TA's and TO's

can vote a union in or out.

In the spring 1983 elections, 82 percent of the voters en-

dorsed the following referendum: "Do you feel there is a

need to organize graduate student TA's, TO's, and RA's

for the purpose of addressing issues of wages, hours, and

working conditions?" These elections were advertised

through flyers. Collegian notices, and student senators.

They were held for two full days on the Campus Center

Student Senate elections. Additionally, all candidates for

Senate office last year ran on a platform which encourag-

ed the organization of TA's and TO's for the purpose of

improving their welfare.

Monday's letter, furthermore, misrepresents the GTO
letter to graduate students by stating that we said that

"union organizing was proceeding with the approval of 82

of the voters." In fact, our letter merely stated, "Last

year, 82 percent of graduate student voters endorsed a

referendum in favor of organizing TA's and TO's." We
are not claiming majority support on the basis of last spr-

ing's referendum issue; we are merely seeking majority

support in this Fall's unionizing drive.

There are other major inaccuracies in Monday's letter

which require correction. For example, student money has

not been spent. Graduate Student Senate rules regarding

disbursement of money have not been violated by GTO,

contrary to the suggestion in Monday's letter. The flyer

was paid for and printed by the Massachusetts Teachers

Association

.

The constant tone of Monday's letter, that a secret

group is trying to organize a union of TA's and TC)'s,

stems from a lack of understanding of the unionization

process. Our central goal is to bring a union election to

campus so that the will of the majority can be ascertained.

No work-related grievance procedure exists to address

TA and TO issues and concerns. Had University grievance

procedures been adequate, would the Massachusetts

Society of Professors have been formed, or for that mat-

ter the University Staff Association for clerical workers.

The American Federation of State, County, and Municipal

Employees for electricians, plumbers, food service and

laundry workers, or the United Food and Commerical

Workers for the Five College Federal Credit Union?

Issues which might affect the welfare of TA's and TO's,

like contractual agreements, amount of stipends, man-

datory membership, accountability, election of union of-

ficers - in fact, its very existence - is decided by the ma-

jority of TA's and TO's. as required by the MTA conatitu-

Random Notes

Every year our trusty representatives in Boston

and Washington take the time out from pressing

issues like economics, ecology, and peaceful co-

existence to argue that tired old question: abortion. O.K.,

I'm sick of hearing about it, too, but bear with me - you

ought to know what they're up to this time. A bill was just

passed in the House to "tighten up" the Hyde Amend-

ment. (You remember the one that decided that poor

women could no longer be given the option of abortion?)

As if that weren't enough, this time around they want to

close those "loopholes" like when the mother's life is in

danger, or when she's unlucky enough to be a rape or in-

cest victim. Oh yeah, there's one more thing: this time, in-

stead of leaving the states an option to fund medicaid

abortions if they choose to, they (the fellows in

Washington) are going to make that choice for us.

Are these the same Reagan inspired zealots who've been

shouting, "States' rights!", "Deregulate!" and "Get the

government off our backs!"? Yup. Are you really surpns-

ed? Now guess which representative introduced this latest

intrusion into our private lives. Some Midwestern right-

wing conservative, right? Try a little closer to home. Like

Western Massachusetts. Our very own: Silvio Conte. Why

is it so pressing that poor women whose lives are en-

dangered be prevented from making their own choices?

Why is it so pressing that any woman's personal decision

be overridden? (Even Supreme Court decisions are not im-

mune, witness the Hatfield Bill, and Hatch Amendment).

These are a few questions you might want to ask your

representative. It's easy. Even if you've never done it

before. (MassPlRG, SCERA, or the League of Women

Voters can tell you how) or even if you just did it last

month (do it again!) You don't even have to be a registered

voter, although it helps. Tell him to confine his religious

beliefs to his own home and family, where it belongs. Tell

him to concentrate on legislation that is relevant and ap-

prmrriaie. Tell him that upwards of 80 percent of his con-

stituency is pro-choice. Most of all, quit feeling helpless.

(]et involved. As my mother used to put it, "You got a

mouth — use it."

— Lynne Weintraub is a graduate student in the

Education department
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tion. There can be no secrecy in this matter nor any fait ac-

compli. . .

Signed by 86 graduate students from many depart-

ments, from Economics to the Classics.

Why should UTC leave?

To the Editor,

I have just read the Sept. 29 news article concerning

United Technologies. I was appalled at your views involv-

ing this company. I have always been under the impres-

sion that our student government; more specifically the

Senate, was created to help us, not hurt us. Denying such

a highly technological company the rights to present

themselves is in itself a crime. By allowing these types of

companies to come here, we can learn about our

technological status.
.

Your first mistake in this article is in presenting one side

of the issue. United Technologies does not just make parts

for our defense. This corporation is composed of many

companies. These companies make elevators, air condi-

tioners and automotive parts. Hamilton Standard, one of

these companies, makes airplane engines as well as parts

to our space shuttle. Chir astronauts walk in space suits

made by Hamilton Standard. United Technologies

employs an enourmous amount of people. It is one of our

more technological companies in the States. Why

persecute them? . .

If you intend to help us, then help us in a positive way.

Do not make us ignorant to the world. I feel that our

Defense Department and/or its contractors should be

allowed on our campus to present themselves. By allowing

them on campus, we can learn for ourselves and make our

own decisions. How can we make our own decisions when

"our" student government is not allowing us to. Your arti-

cle states "So that the business of the university can be

decided by the entire university community .
I fail to

understand this remark. The words "entire university

community" were used incorrectly. Nobody came to my

dorm no did they ask for an opinion poll. This "communi-

ty" is not just made up of the Senate, but is made up of all

of us, every person belonging to this university.

In the fiiture, I would appreciate if the Senate would ask

for our (the entire university's) opinion before making »

mistake. The philosophy of the government is to aid the

people Please remember this the next time you become

fS>lish in your actions. One last point; the object of your

position is to help the students, not to solve the worid

^^^-
Todd Lombard

Southwest

Reagan — doing all he can!

In the midst of the anger and suspicion of the

downing of the Korean Jet Airiiner, along with

the confusion over arms negotiations. President

Reagan has done all he can to prevent the threat of a

nuclear war and ensure world peace.

Last week the President made motions to ease East-

West tensions by calling the Soviet Union "uncivilized"

and having "no regard for life and truth". The

President's "peace keeping force" in Lebanon has bomb-

ed civilian villages outside of Beruit, killing many in

order to ensure peace in that nation. According to

military sources the "peace keepers" will have an even

greater role in "keeping peace" in Lebanon by

establishing a "presence" in the Shouf Mountains out-

side of Beirut.

Michael A. Ferry

The Mideast is not the only place the President has

been trying to "keep peace", 18,000 U.S. mUitary per-

sonnel will be conducting "military exercises" in Hon-

duras and Central America as a deterrent to unfriendly

nations who try to spread their influence in that region.

One fact should be made clear at this point, the Reagan

Administration is committed to "peace and democracy"

throughout the worid. This only makes sense when you

see the fact that United States has sent over 40 billion

dollars in the past two years to a brutal military govern-

ment in El Salvador, who has been responsible for the

killing of over 30,000 of its own people, including three

American nuns, according to a U.S. Ambassadors'

report. The United States is also supporting the Hon-

duran government's "peacefiil" attempt to overthrow

the Nicaraguan government, who, according to Presi-

dent Reagan, is not minding its own business in Central

America.
,, .

As well as helping other nations "keep peace in the

world. President Reagan has kept close ties and has

given economic support to such other "free democratic

nations" such as the fascist military dictatorship in Chile

(which the U.S. helped install), along with the dictator-

ships in Argentina, the Philipines, and also the self-

imposed military government in Guatemala, who like the

others have had their share of civilian murders at the

hands of their "free" governments. Yet, all is well,

though, when you consider that the U.S. Corporations

who do business in such nations by using peasant labor to

build their products are helping keep American

unemployment down.

(It should be clear that the Reagan Administration is

committed to worid peace, if they weren't then why

would they have the armed forces deployed in so many

places around the world?) So the next time someone

claims that Reagan is aggravating East-West relations,

supporting bloody Fascists, using excessive force and

threats of force, tell them that "real peace" comes

through war I mean strength. That's why blind-

patriotic communist hating conservative relics like me

support Reagan, because "HE'S DOING ALL HE
CAN".

Michael A. Ferry is a UMass student

The double standard strikes

A funny thing happened to me the other day. A new

acquaintance of mine walked into my room to

borrow a tape and while inside, began reading

my walls (admittedly they are busy and resemble the lower

hall of the Concourse more than a dorm room).

This friend became offended upon viewing my poster of

Matt Dillon and a similar wall hanging of another hand-

some man. He immediately began teasing me, remarking

how offended I would have been had he hung comparable

posters of women on his wall. I felt like a child being

rebuked for doing something naughty.

Becky Lockwood

The trouble was the the poi vers genuinely are not offen-

sive They are not blatantly £exual pictures - Matt Dillon

is ftilly clothed. The other poster shows a tanned man from

his waist up. Truthftilly. he does not have a shirt on, but

similar sights can be found any hot day on campus - men

take off their shirts when it's warm.

Therefore I was rather confused by his attack on my

decorations and especially his excuse for it - that I would

be offended by equivalent female posters.

I would not, however. There is nothing dismaying to me

about a woman fully clothed - why should there be? I am

angered and offended by exploitive pictures, such as

Playboy Centerfold Spreads (literally) and women in suits

so form fitting that nothing is left to the imagination.

These I consider blatantly sexual in a demeaning way, for

the women in these shots have no personalities and are on-

ly viewed as desirable OBJECTS.

I tried to explain this to my friend, but it was like trying

to explain algebra to a five year old He could not see the

difference between a poster of a ftilly clothed male and a

"bunny" in a string bikini. I suppose this acquaintance ex-

pected my decorations to be sweet or cultural giriish

things (thank God that pink canopy beds are out of style)! I

was left wondering how long it would take for the double

standards between men and women to fade away — for

men to accept women as sexual - without the connotation

of "whore," but on the other hand, to realize that women

are personable, intelligent human beings, not just objects

of passion.

Admittedly, acceptance of these two realities has come a

long way. However, occurences like the one above leave

me feeling as if I just hit a brick wall. I wonder how many

decades it will be before women and men will be able to

live by the same standards.

Becky Lockwood is a UMass student
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CARBUR'S
Adds A Touch of Glass!

If you haven't seen Carbur's

Happy Hour lately, you

haven't seen Carbur's.

Everything we do these days

seems to be in two's...

Double Drinks!!! Happy
Hours twice a day
4-6 and 9-11!!! And now
2 new Greenhouses!!!

Come and enjoy our

outrageous 26-page menu
filled with sandwiches, salads 8c

munchies! Clip out the coupon
below, present it to your server & get an

order of "Detroit Red Wings" FREE!

We will celebrate during
September and October

to say 'Thank You " to all

the valley "Carbureators

"

who have made this possible.

^vVMC^R^ SII>CE 1978

CARBUR'S
RESTAURAMT & LOUMGE

at the Elmwood Route 9

Hadley 586-1978

'T)etroit Red Wmgs

FREE "»
Carbur's famous
Chicken Wings
served with our
own special

hot sauce. coupon I

Come 8f enjoy our famous Happy
Hour with Double Drinks ... Bring in

this coupon for a FREE order of

"Detroit Red Wings"! (Good Sunday Thm Thursday)

one coupon per person
|

expires 10/14/83 |

Arts
Good things come in small packages
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SMALLWORKS 83

Hampden, Herter, Student Union Galleries

Sept. 19 - Oct. 15

By HOLLIS PORTER
Collegian Correspondent

A big show of small works is currently on view at the

Hamden, Herter, and Student Union Galleries. One
hundred and twenty three paintings, drawings, prints and

sculptures, all measuring 16 x 16 inches or smaller are

represented. These were selected by Vivien Raynor of the

New York Times and Nancy Hoffman, Director of Nancy

Hoffman Galleries, NYC, from a large pool of applicants

representing most states in the nation. SmaU works '83 is

thus an opportunity for important artists to enjoy east

coast exposure and for we easterners, to gain some insight

into artistic trends in the rest of the country.

The first question one would ask about SmaUworks is why

the restriction in scale. Trevor Richardson, Exhibition

Director gives two reasons. He explains that the works are

small because of practical necessity. "We very much

wanted to show substantial body of work - one that would

reflect a broad spectrum of artistic activity," said

Richardson. This could be accomplished better in limited

gallery space with a large number of small works than with

a few large pieces. The most important reason for the small

works format, however, was that scale limitations would

provide the show with a "thematic unity". Works under 16

inches tend, according to Richardson, to have a textural

richness missing in larger images. There is also an in-

timacy between spectator and artist and a density of space

and action lost in large scale art.

Some highlights of the show include Urban Mask HI. Ray

EUmans entry which took the 'Best in Show' award. The

masterful display of oil pastel technique and the powerful

evocation of primitive art contribute to the work's success.

Another standout is an untitled work by Massachusetts

artist RocheUe Acker. Michael Coblyn, Director of the

Herter Gallery, feels that the dark vertical bands across

this work's surface creates interesting spacial effects and

contributes to the image's industrial feeling.

While individual pieces are noteworthy, SmaUworks '83 is

most remarkable when taken as a whole. The strength of

the show lies in the variety of styles and subjects

represented. Works range from the minimalist "Arrival"

by Ken Januski to more representational works such as

Mark Soppeland's humorous "Monument to the Man who

Used Junk Mail ". The content of the entries is equally

varied. Bruce Conklin explores psychological issues in his

"The Unmasking" while Harry Roseman addresses strickly

aesthetic questions in Still Life «11. The diminutive scale

of these diverse images, in fact, seems to be all that they

have in common.

Although the works in this show are small in scale they

are important as indicators of diverse trends in con-

temporary art nationwide. SmaUworks '83 thus proves

that small art can have big significance.

LIVEWIRE
by Dave Chevan

One of the big questions people ask me almost every

weekend (producing an incredible sense of redundancy in

my life. Imagine being asked the same question every

weekend!) is whether there is any good music within

walking distance of campus. Many of my on campus friends

don't own cars or are not of drinking age, so for most the

accessibUity of the local club scene is nil. What sorts of

alternatives are available to the underage, and the

wheelless? I don't know and I don't care; I've got a car. I'm

of age, so it doesn't matter to me at all if you can't get to

Sheehan's or that if you could, they would not let you in.

But seriously, if you invest a Uttle time in learnmg the

five-college bus schedule, you'U find that most area clubs

are along bus lines that run well into the night. If you re

underage, the Hampshire Mall has an underage club called

Club 19, which frequently has live bands, and always has a

fine rock-disco show. There are also opportunities every

week to catch live music, usually for free, right on the

UMass campus. The Music department sponsors several

concerts every week. On Tuesdays and Thursdays at

1115, the Music department holds concerts m Benzanson

ReciUl HaU in the Fine Arts Center. The music vanes from

the classical to jazz and features the talents of UMass

students, faculty and guest artists. In addition there are

frequent evening concerts which this column wiU mention

as they come along. Okay, who says being underage means

having a dull lifestyle? , r^u • o i k
This weekend has. by the good graces of Chns Columbus

been extended by a day, so Fd assume this weekend s

part^ying wiU be that much more increased. Tonight s scene

is about as diverse as we'll see aU semester. Violent

Femmes, the band aU the critics are raving about, makes

its area debut at the Hanger One, meanwhile two blues

bands will be at either end of the valley. Beaver Brown at

the BluewaU. and Buddy Guy and Jr. WeUs at the Rusty

NaU. Tonight's freebie is the London Serpent Ino, at

Benzanson Recital HaU. performing on a very ancient

instrument called (what else) the serpent. I do°t know

what a serpent is. but Fm told its sort of Uke a french horn.

Tomorrow night features one of Massachusetts native

sons. Jonathan Richman and the Modern Lovers at the

BluewaU. Richman has written some of rock s q^^-k'^^Jjd

funniest tunes. The Modern Lovers. Jonathan s POwerfiU

rhythm section has featured among other Ply«";j?*^^
Robinson of the Cars, and Jerry Harrison of The TaUang

Heads. For Jazz-rock fans the Shy Americans wdl put m

an appearance at the Avenue. For the harder rockers.

Bratt wUl cure your iUs at Hanger One.

Saturday night is a bit slower paced with Fat at the Rusty

Nail and the Lines at the Hanger. Sunday's feature bimd

wins a prize for their name. Julie and the Fla«h«"'
^^'^^

posing themselves at Sheehan's Cafe. Fmidly. a Columbus

Day special Buchwheat Zydeco. will perform a form of

Southern foUc blues that has lately been gauimg a

respecUble cult following. .

Upcoming concerts include Oregon November 1 at the

IroS Horsl. Hot Tuna and Bobby and the Midnites Nov. 3

at the Springfield Civic Center. „„„*, Prizes
Next week; the great rock and roU ]p^°^^^;^F^.

include free concerts tix. records and gobs of other gnjat

stuff, so get your thinking caps ready

.

^__

Mark Soppland's witty "Monument to the Man
Who Used Junk Mail" won an honorable mention

in the SmaUworks '83 competition.

Byme-ing down thehometown
THE TALKING HEADS
Oct. 4, 1983

Providence Civic Center

By GERARD COSLEY
Collegian Staff

Sort of funny; on the (grunt) strength of the weakest LP

of their 6 year career, plus their first genuine across-the

board US his in "Burning Down The House", the Talking

Heads returned triumphant to RISD-viUe to face a multi

racial, multi-Volvo driving. 41.000 strong audience.

Funnier stUl, they hadn't sold out to get there; whUe much

of the current Speaking In Tongues is merely marking time

(no way that this breezy LP matches the revelations of

Remain In Light or Fear of Music), the Talking Heads' live

set remains a finely honed example of well conceived

pacing and multi-cultural forms being merged. Beginning

the 2 hours-plus set with solo David Byrne acoustic ren

ditions of "Psycho KUler" and "Heaven" was a briUant

move -Byrne's haunting vocals matched with such sparse

arrangements carried home the forcefulness of his

songwriting far more than the Heads' recent 9-piece funk-

line ups. EarUer in the band's career, Byrne could've been

viewed as a natural successor to Verlaine or Dylan now

with Byrne perched on a throne alongside Bowie, Eno and

Gabriel, certain pretentions become harder to stomach.

What the exhuberence of the first Tom Tom Club LP and

the stodgyness of Byrne's solo LP proved was that Byrne

and Eno had missed the boat as far as dance music was

concerned; "who needs to think when your feet just

go"being preferable to Byrnes generalized misin-

terpretation of "African music" (funny how white

"geniuses" like Byrneor Gabriel wiU look to faraway Africa

when they've got Kurtis Blow and Prince in their own

backyard). Byrne might've woken up - T. Heads Tour 83

features a Tom Tom Club segment as weU as inclusions of

Byrne's solo material (which to be fair, sounds a lot livelier

with the full band contributing). The TaUcing Heads

suddenly seem to be less of a vehicle for Byrne's pompus

visions, and more of a democratic unit again the vibrant

percussion work of Steve Scales and the swirlUng

keyboard lines of Bernie Worrel were as much of a

highlight as Byrne's performance.

And his performance was stronger than ever. Rather

than play the traditional role of soul frontman a role

which white vocalists like Paul Weller or Jon King have

f^led at Byrne has his oum sUge prescence; he's not

lifting from James Brown, he's the spiritual shaman, the

TV evangeUst, Norman Bates, Jonathan Richman on a

pulpit, a RISD student turning his background inside-out.

This is the cohesive live forces that AA Certain Ratio and

Clock DVA aspire to. the pop sensibUity that the Violent

Femmes and REM carry from. The TaUting Heads can now

do their barrier-smashing in hockey arenas and they do it

without dry ice or drum machines. I figure that's no smaU

victory.

The Talkinf Heads: selling the music without selling out.
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

(\wn^ thM coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hair
Expires 10/30/83 C

PI«aM CaM for an Appointmam
•Foe n«*v dtantt oo»v

FREE CONtULTATiONS

Styles by Deborah
Am*w>M MA/M6M10
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NATIONAL
COLLEGIATE

DRIVING
CHAMPIONSIfl^^^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
^[!tuZi;?ndSunSBy/October 8th Bnd 9th from 10:00 to 6.00

J
Spon$or»d by WMUA-Fm.

All Kutfanfa ir/»i a nlU drtn^t lle»n»0 may •nfrl

Drive the revolutionary

1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo.

America's first turbo powered.
front-wheel drive sportscar

m
Your Chance to win a trip to Csytona Beach. More than $25,000 In prizes awarded

No purchase necessary. Offit 'al rule^ available at competition site.

m m An
American
Resolution

.• -•-•-•
-•-•-• -•-
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at

the University of Massachusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in the Collegian. Events

are listed the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and Tuesday s

events. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

Friday

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7 p.m., Dukes Room. S.U.

KABBALAT SHABBAT - A creative welcoming of the

Shabbat. 6 p.m., 72 Triangle St., Amherst.

CABLE T.V.
Continental Cablevsion of Northamp-

ton is now hiring outgoing and depen-

dable people to contact prospective

cable subscribers. Applications accepted

at Continental Cablevsion of Northamp-

ton, 186 Main St. Northampton, MA -

No phone calls please -E.O.E. M/F

FINe YARNS a NEEDl EWOBK SUPPl lES

Fall Classes £r Workshops
* Beginning Needlepoint Oct. 1

1

• Beginning Knitting Oct. 17
• Candlewicking Oct. 19 & 24

• Chicken Scratch Oct. 26 & 31

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. 649-6106

too

Jazz Returns

\^to Bowker
-

/(» »prnri an rrrning irilh

DeJohnette's
Special Edition

featuring

Howard Johnson

^ _. John Purcell
Sunday ,^,j,

Octoberl6thj^y£ugReid
8 pm hoHH

David Murray

Bowker
Auditorial

UMass

nedn

$7.50 -and $6.5C—for students

lickett on »aU at all Dotatix lotation* including

Fine Art* Canter. Springfu'd Civic Canter, and

all Stop tc Sltop location* in Greenfield, Nor-

thampton, Holyoke and PitttTuld.

>:.<

Earn your Credits
abroad.

• England

• Israel

•Ireland

• Germany

• Spain

• Italy

• Denmark

• Egypt

• Switzerland

• Mexico

• Canada

• France

Join rhe thousands of students who
hove earned college credits studying

abroad in CCIS programs

Alfordable , quality programs

financial aid available

with

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES

12- 15CREDITS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE

DUBLIN

Dr. John J McLean
Mohegan Comnnunity College

Norwich. CT 06360

886 1931 X243

C.^r-^::W-^':%-c-x*-x%X'XX-xx«x''K '.'.'
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed

THAT w^ H(\% ONa
ft&AIN Cl/T ONe Of

MR. ujpNiR'b mm%
COMICS.

Scrod
Dan DeBellis

Superbad
by G.H.

•Sr^ IhlAT?

After The Fall

^ I ;_*. gt' ' <NOI\^ WHY
> TrIlS P-ACe IS SO CrifAf

by R. Miller

r
OM THg tJINDOoos"^

This PlalcDoBn'^'

.NSO-ATgD IS IT

:olD im the

v^,
V

V

') JB

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

WLLL IF IT'^ ILLLGAL
'Of ALL MV'AlF mt^

^OU '.OGOLi'. ''

LC^P^M^iL^RY^LA]VLA^ ThE ViD

COM '-"/ILL isbUL VO^;AN^nE ^^1D_

DROP THM CHARbe
J

LVlDi.0M]P«OGRKMMl!*J6 hLNCE"
rORTH THE AL-l^S MiCHET TR|P-

r^LR ,»Ml BE. KMOWNi ^^ wiL'^QfJ

^lOV SP^Ct AC

LiCUJPLIMAlTV rOR USIM6

/v PStLlOONVM .0 DEMm by
'7vAPORlZMlOM

i( YOV H^D OKJl
vuvtY J I DOM "f "M'"'*-: ;

'<*'
~
iwRON)b r

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

'jiU
I SAW H(M >

^,M- \ ^OP^ HE'S

DAILY CROSSWORD <>UZZLE
Idiled b> Margarel Karrar and liude Jaffe

. I»«l \Mt% *«t««r. Ill

ACROSS
1 Creature In

Jewish tolklore

6 Driest Spanish

sherry

10 Yesterday s roast,

today

14 Papal cape
15 Ukrainian city

16 Entertainer

Fitzgerald

17 Madison Ave
denizen

18 Smooth sailing

19 Wing shaped
20 Unsurpassed one

22 To (till now)

23 Korean soldier

24 Indian chief

26 Comedian Shelley

30 Line for Lassie

32 Sorcery practice

33 Hot shots

37 Table scraps

38 pickle

39 Lake city

40 Generally

43 Sacred song

44 lethcen Swiss
mathematician

45 Tops of hills

46 Magna
49 Pub quaff

50 Celeste of the

cinema
51 Catalyst

58 Wine center of

Italy

59 Place for a cap
60 Literary style

61 Mathematical
computation

62 On the level

63 City of NW
Argentina

64 Chum, on the

range

65 Examine
66 Vocalist John

DOWN
1 Fall guy
2 Church calendar

3 Aladdin s vessel

4 Vivacity

5 Chanukah
candelabrum

6 Particle

7 Biblical city

8 Cyrano's feature

9 Kept an eye on

10 Dell specialty

1

1

Moslem Supreme
Being

12 Blue hue
13 Seraglio

21 Weighty weight

25 Wednesday
26 Time of rapid

expansion

27 Tortosa's river

28 Soaks, as flax

29 Quiz kid. eg
30 Love Boat, for

one
31 Actor Richard

33 Small snack

34 Historical

divisions

35 Happy tune

36 Rel schools

41 Umpscall
42 1920s

sophisticate

43 Basis of a

syllogism

45 Diminutive ending

46 See 20 Across

47 Old Testament
Book

48 Church feature

49 Improve upon

52 Make a todo over

53 Virginia willow

genus
54 Test type

55 Electric unit

56 Inner: Comb form

57 Tatum'sdad

1 2 3 4 s

1

S r t 9 io 11 12 13

17" 15 16

17 T 19

?0

1

iTi
IT-

22

^^"i i^ L ^^
?6 27 IT 29

1

3A 31

PPI
i?

I
41

IT 34 36

37 w

1

39

40

i

42

ta

43

44

46 47 ^^^H49

1

PI
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57

"58" 59 60

TT 62 63

64 65 66

_

DC Menu
LUNCH

Cheeseburger

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dress-

ing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Ham and Cheese Florentine

BREAD AND SPREAD
BUFFET

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburger

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dress-

ing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Vegetable Squares

BREAD AND SPREAD
BUFFET

Weather

Today will be partly

cloudy skies, highs 65 to

70. Tonight, mostly clear

and c(M)ler, lows in the 30s

in the western hills and the

40s elsewhere. Friday,

sunny, highs in the 60s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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GREEK AREA
HERE WE COME!

WE'RE UP & MOVING & OFF
ON THE RUN!

WE'RE PHI MU SORORITY
THE VERY NEWEST ON
CAMPUS. SO JOIN US FOR
RUSH AND YOU WILL SEE

WHAT WE REALLY MEAN
WHEN WE SPEAK OF FUN.

COME TO AN
INTRODUCTORY MEETING
FOR ALL UNIVERSITY

WOMEN.
TUES. OCT. 11, 7-9 PM
IN MEMORIAL HALL.

INFO CALL AUDREY REED
255-9971.

*.*^^^^^^^*****¥**¥***¥**¥**»*****»*******

F\ENOWNtO

'>^r:r--^„s

^yiu^

Budw^eiser.
KING OF BEERS®

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
YOU ARE THE STARS:
1963-84 Track and Field Meet Results -

Championship Teann Phi Mu Delta - 66 points

2nd place team Phi Sigma Kappa - 31 points; 3rd place team Beta Kappa Phi -

points; 4th place team Pi Kapp Alpha - 23 points.

Long Jump: Keren Flaxman - Independent - 12'

Jim Liston - Phi Mu Delta - Iffl"

High Jump: Jane Schloth - Independent - 5'2"

Rich Forman - Irxiependent - 6'0"

Shotput: Theresa Mitchell - Lewis - 32'8\4"

Jim Ford Phi Mu Delta 43'9V4"

Discus: Tom Lawrence - Phi Mu Delta - lOB'S"

100 Yard Dash: Tom Conway - Beta Kappa Phi - 10.3 sec.

Kayta Morrison - lr>dependent - 11.7 sec.

220 Yard Dash: Susan Goldstein - Independent - 27.4 sec.

Tom Lawrence - Phi Mu Delta - 26.1 sac.

440 Yard Dash: John Kenney - Independent - 56.5 sec.

Jane Schloth - Independent - 66.0 sec.

1 Mile Run: John Tunnicliffe - Phi Mu Delta - 4:42.3

120 Yard Low Hurdles: Jennifer Walsh - Independent - 15.8 sec.

Jim Liston - Phi Mu Delta - 13.9 sec.

Upcoming Events Curtis Pittman - Grad/Fec/Staff - 14.4 sec.

Badminton Singles Entries and Players' Meeting on October 6th at 6 pm
Cross Country Last chance to submit Health Clearance October 6th
ice Hockey • Last cance to submit entries for Fall season October 8th
VolleytMll - Entries due October 17th

_

Racquetball - Entries due October 17th

'Facilities Schedule Changes
j58t/Sun/Mon October 8 - 10

jNOPE & Curry Hicks ALL FACILITIES CLOSED
3oyden Facilities Open: 10:00 am - 5:30 pm on Sat

Boyden Pool: Sat. 10/8 12 pm 5:30 pm 12:00 pm
Sun. 10/9 12:30 7:30 pm
Mon. 10/10 10:30- 3:30 pro

25

10/8 and Monday 10/10

7:30 pm on Sunday 10/9 /

Thursday, October 6, 1983.
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Baseball

Playoffe
BALTIMORE - LaMarr

Hoyt won a duel of finesse

and precision with Scott

McGregor, pitching a five-

hitter that carried the

Chicago White Sox to a 2-1

victory Wednesday over the

Baitinmore Orioles in Game

One of the American League

playoffs.

The meeting of these two

pitchers was billed as a

matchup of a master of

control, Hoyt, and a crafty,

tricky veteran, McGregor.

The right-hander Hoyt, 24-

10 and the winningest

pitcher in baseball the past

twx> seasons, won this time.

He struck out only four

batters, but he walked not a

soul. He had walked only 31

batters in 260 2- 3 innings

during the regular season,

and he was on his form. He
gave up three singles, to

Todd Cruz, Rick Dempsey

and Cal Ripken Jr., and two

doubles — by Ken Singleton

and Dan Ford.

F. Hockey Women soct

/

Top 20 Top 20

l.UConn* 6-0-1

1. UConn* 7-0-1
2. North Carolina 5-1

2. Old Dominion* 4-0-0
3. Cortland St.* 5-0-1

3. Iowa 9-1-2
4. UMass 4-0-2

4. UMass 6-0-1
5. Mo.-St. Louis 5-1-1

5. Penn State 7-0-3
6. Harvard* 3-0-0

6. San Jose St. 6-1-0
7. Cincinnati 3-2-3

7. North Carolina* 5-0-3
8. BC* 5-2

8.UNH' 6-2-1
9. Hartwick 4-1-1

9. Northwestern* 8-2
10. George Mason* 3-1-1

10. Temple' 4-0
11. Colorado College 2-0

ll.UCal-Berkley 4-2
12. UCal-Berkley* 3-1-2

12. Dartmouth* 4-0-1
13. Brown' 2-2-1

13. SW Missouri 8-1-1
14. C. Florida* 3-1-1

14. Davis-Elkins 3-1 15. Keene St. 3-0-1

15. Stanford 4-3
16. Princeton 2-0-0

16. Lehigh 7-0
17. Sonoma St. 4-0-2

17. Virginia 4-2 18. Texas AM 2-0

18. N. Illinois 4-2 19. William-Mary 2-1-1

19. Pennsylvania 3-2 20. Rochester 6-1-1

Collegian'sNFL picks

20. Pacific 3-3

*Teams on UMass schedule

It's NFL week number sue and here is yet

another installment of the Collegian's

weekly picks. Last week, Tony Betros and

Bill Shea were tops at 9—5. Kevin Deluca

Patriots at Colts

Bills at Dolphins

Steelers at Bengals

Jets at Browns
Broncos at Oilers

Chiefs at Raiders

Seahawks at Chargers

Saints at Falcons

Bears at Vikings

Packers at Bears

Buccaneer at Cowboy
Rams at 49ers

Eagles at Giants

Redskins at Cardinals

iKhockey
Dugay and Johnson are two of the most

overated players in the game. Detroit is

going to regret that deal.

I predict that the same four teams will

make it to the semi— finals this year as

and Scott Hool went 7—7 while Gerry

deSimas brought up the rear with a 6—8
mark. Pittsburgh and Cinninnati iqshhps

week's Monday night game.

Shea deSinms Deluca Betros Hood

(17-11) (16-12) (16-12) (18-10) (16-12)

Pats Colts Colts Colts Pats

Miam Miam Miam Miam Miam

Pitt Pitt Cinn Pitt Pitt

Jets Jets Clev Jets Clev

Denv Denv Hous Denv Hous

LA LA LA LA LA
SD Seat SD SD SD
NO NO NO NO NO
Chic Minn Minn Chic Minn

GB GB Detr GB Detr

Dall Dall TB Dall Dall

SF SF Rams SF SF

NY NY NY NY NY
Wash Wash Card Wash Wash

Continued from page 16

was the case last season. The Black

Hawks should beat the Oilers this time to

win the Campbell Conference where

they'll go on to lose to either the Bruins of

Islanders in the Stanley Cup finals.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

ATTENTION WERE HIRING DJs

Rack-A-DIsc Entertainment is looking

for quality personnel to disc jockey mobile

systems. Experience preferred, good per-

sonality and knowledge of popular music

required. Send replies to: PC Box 48,

Amherst. MA 01004

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1973 Olds 88 Royale 4 dr sedan power

good tires 600 545-2666 532-4857

1964 Olds Cutlass runs well $350 or

ask for Tom 549-0453

BO

1971 Dodge Dart slant 6, 4 dr, auto., snow
tires. $400 or offer. 527-0181

BUS DRIVING JOBS

UMass Transit Service needs several

drivers to start immediately. Part-time, flex-

ible hours. Must be a UMass student with a

Class 1 or 2 license. Apply at University Bus

Garage or call Jenny or Bud for more info

545-0056

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS Profes

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates All

Occasions 253-3980

FOR SALE
~

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only __^
Peruvian Blankets handmade 56$ Mike

546-5002

Mopods, excellent condition $250, call

Rob 586-5424 or Mike 546-7462

Fuji 12 speed bicycle excellent condition

$210. check it out Rick 6-8787

FOUND

Watch found at Rusty Nail Saturday

night. If yours call and cllam. Patty

256-5716

Found set of keys by Campus Pond Oct 3

on metal key ring phone 546-5674

FREE HERPES DISCUSSION___

A herpes discussion will be sponsoredby

the University Health Center. Rm 302.

Please register by calling Health Education

549-2671 ext 181 _^_^
HELP WANTED

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery on campus. No car re-

quired. Good pay. Early mommgs.
253-7009

Employment Opportunities: unllrnlted

potential sales experience prefen^ed but noi

required call 256-6782

Get hMlthy and wealthy. Nurition Co.

seeks part-time help. Training provided call

665-4778 AM and weekends

Experienced hardworking
housecleaners car, references. 9 mo com-
mittment through vacations $4.50 hr.

549-0513

The SGA Affirmative Action Office is

hiring two assistants to the Affirmative Ac-

tion Officer of the Student Senate. Both

positions are 3.35 an hour fow '•^en hours a

week. Knowledge of office procedures,

student government, affirmative action,

and interviewing techniques preferred. Ap-

ply at 420 SUB deadline is 5 pm Friday

10/7. Women and people of color are en-

couraged to apply.

Business Manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

student for general bookkeeping/accoun-

ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply. Equal Opportunity employers. Ap-

plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F
9:00-5:00. Deadline 10/7 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Button Up - new SCB looking for a

motivated individual for Director position.

Challenging, alot of responsibility. Apply:

423 Student Union 545-0341 ask for Donna
Estabrooks

Part-time office duties and some sales

must be computer literate, energetic and

friendly. Dress code required. Call 253-5673

1 1 am to 1 pm only

Tickets Unlimited will be hiring a new
manager who will be responsible for coor-

dinating ticket sales for all student events.

S/he will supervise the TU staff and be

responsible for preparing and submitting all

relevant financial reports. Apply at 407 SUB
by 10/12. AA/EEO. Women and Third

World students encouraged to apply.

Amherst Boy's Club work-study position

available, supervising outdoor basketball

and indoor games rooms with boys and

girls ages 8-17 in a combined boy's club

program. Clubhouse at 390 Main St.

Amherst call 253-2717 or 549-0311

OVERSEAS JOBS - Sur .mer/year round.

Europe, S. Anrw.. Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Work For A Change on hazardous

wastes, acid rain, consumer advocacy.

MassPiRG now hiring permanent and part-

time staff for public education and fundrais-

ing. $135-225/wk; $ie0-250/wk. Mon-Fri

2-10 pm Call Rhona, 256-6434. 9-2 pm

Free food in exchange for kitchen help.

Contact Paul or Gary at 253-9071

The SGA Treasurer's Office is seeking an

individual to serve as a Treasurer's Assis-

tant. Requirements are good bookkeeping

and organizational skills and a strong desire

to help students. Applications available at

407 Student Union. Work study or non-

work study. Application deadline is Oct. 13.

UMass SGA is an AA/EEO

So you think you're funny? Western

Mass' Premier Con>edy Show needs fertile

mindsl Call ConrvBdy Crunch 586-0802

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment 263-2096

LOST

RewardI Lost denim jacket & keys; Blue

wall 9-16 sentimental value call please

546-1154

I lost a painted wood bracelet. It means

alot to me. Reward. 546-4958

Glasses light blue soft case please returni

Karen 256-1 443

Lost gold
549-6709

rope bracelet reward call

If you find my cane in Brittany 147 Satur-

day, please contact Youssef at

549-6068/256-1274. much appreciated!

Plaid Cap Sat 10/1 in VW Rabbit while

thumbing sentimental value please call

253-5910

White UMass Winbreaker with keys at

Blue wall Saturday call 256-6387

Chinese Satin Jacket green between

Camp Ctr & Bartlett 9/30. Angela 5-0290

reward

Reward ladles bracelet with colored

stones call janet 546-1472 very sentimenta l

PART-TIME

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORK!!
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434. 9-2 pm

PERSONALS
= I

Margie Cohen new pledge at SDT con

qratulations and good luckl Love Mom
Learn the secrets of aloe plus

cosmetics. Gor free make-up consultation

call Debbie 665-8587 ^

Andrea - Happy 21 st Birthday from all the

"Nasty Giris"! Go Wild! - love ya! - Xn

Feliz Cumpleanos. Amiga Mia. Minda,

esto es como el ano pasado, excepto por el

hecho que no estabamos tantas amigas

buenas. Una cosa es to mismo: te amo.

.Jill

Keep a College Tradition Alive

Come check out Phi Mu Sorority!!

Informational Meeting for all females.

Tues. October 11th at 7-9 pm. held in

Memorial Hall. Call A. Reed 253-9971

Yo UMMB - Get psyched for an excellent

weekend! Watch out Delaware, the "best

in the East" is coming to blow you away!

The Rite Cardls herel Get a free booklet

outside Univ. Store

Doug - Thanks for the hair cut, love Snow

Andrea R. XO Oh Happy (2l8t Birth) Day -

joy and happiness - get pysched for barhop-

ping tonight - we're there! Love Bucko

Marian Have an ultra-clutch internship! I'll

miss yal Dede

RAYBANS

High quality, durable sunglesses at least

25% off suggested retail prices call Bruce

549-2879

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to downtown Holyoke

Tues and/or Thurs mornings from campus

area call 549-1511

Ride needed to Bridgeport, Conn or

Eastern Long Island Friday after 6 PM.

Return Monday. Share expenses, call

Michelle at 546-4747 ^

Commute to Connecticut on
weekends? Hartford area please call Karen

share expenses 256-1443 ___^
To Manhattan (preferably Midtown) leav-

ing Fri Oct 7 between 11 and 12 noon $

6-6452

Need ride to North Andover or area Fri-

day will pay gas $ 549-7874

RITE ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Rite Card, the only student discount

card is available Today outside Univ. Store

only $5.00 -————--———
ROOM WANTED

Still seeking for a place to live! 23 yrs

non-smoker, responsible Call Ted 549-2773

SECURITY DEPOSITS

;

Feeling ripped off? Do you heve a ques-

tion about the return of your security

deposit? Contact: Off Campus Housing Of-

fice, 115 Hasbrouck. 545-0865

SERVICES

Free Introduction to SELF REALIZA-
TION THERAPY - toward personal In-

tegration and empowerment. Thurs 7:30

pm, 664 Msin St. Amherst

SKI PATROL

MEETING TONIGHT AT 8 PM IN CAM-
PUS CENTER. CHECK AT INFO DESK
FOR ROOM NUMBER. IF YOU CAN'T AT-

TEND CALL SCOTT AT 253-3089. NEW
MEMBERS WELCOME

TERMINALS
Used Hazeltine Computer Terminals.

$250 while they last. Jason 1-967-5483.

~ WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Apartment for spring semester will take

at intersession call 546-7523

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, Couples. Family Therapy.

Psychological testing. Psychological Ser-

vices Center 546-0041

1

i

I YO UMMBANDOS I

You, You, Beep Youl We're the best

band, all the others beep. UMassI UMassI
rah rah t>eepl Coming soon to a theatre

near you: Everything you always wanted to

know about virginity but were afrakl to ask.

Delawra won't know what hit thaml Oo
forit-WTF
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Yale nips Minutemen at the end
Eli sends winless (Mass to fourth

loss, scores with 58seconds left

TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

This one had to hurt.

After a disappointing 3—1 loss to the

University of Vermont last Saturday, the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team played their hearts out for 109

minutes yesturday. But with 58 seconds left

in the second overtime, freshman Kevin

Genda bounced a shot off UMass goalie

Jamie Firmage to give Yale University a

shocking 2—1 victory at Boyden field.

The loss leaves the Minutemen at an

0—4—3 mark, and thoughts of reaching the

New England regional playoffs are fading

with every game.

The game started out on a rather

lackadaisical note as neither club could

mount any offensive drive. UMass started

to dominate with about 20 minutes left in

the half as Yale goalie Risto Pentilla was
kept busy but would not allow any goals.

The Minutemen had a golden opportunity

with about 12 minutes left in the half.

Midfielder Tom Uschok fed senior forward

Fritz Pike with a beautiful pass. Pike

banged a shot 15 yards away from the right-

hand side but the ball just scooted to the

left of the goal.

But, Pike was to answer right back.

The next play started with a cross form

Herbie Sidman. The ball then deflected to

Steve Berlin, with Pentilla coming out of

the net. Berlin somehow got it to Pkie who
deposited it in the open net, giving UMass a

1-0 lead with 2:51 left in the half.

The half ended at 1—0, mostly thanks to a

fine play by Firmage. The freshman goalie

leaped up and swatted away an attempted

corner kick with 30 seconds left in the half.

The second half, however, was a different

story. The Elis totally dominated the play

and it took tough play by the UMass
defense to keep the game at 1—0.
At one point, Firmage came out to block

an attempted Yale shot and made a nice

play on it. But, the ball came back out to the

center, leaving a wide open shot for Yale.

Defencemen Lenn Margolis and Peter

Geddes covered the net well and thwarted

Yale's effort.

Yale's pressure finally paid off with 11:58

lift in the have as Kirk Frenald banged one

from 20 yarks away, to knot the score at

1— 1. Overtime was not far down the road

for the Minutemen.
WeU. they did make OT and the

momemtum shifted back to UMass. Paul

Serafino made a good effort to head a

crossing pass in but just missed. As the

first overtime ended, it was still 1— 1. It

looked as if UMass was on its way to

another tie when Genda made his shot off

the arm of Firmage, who ended up with 8

saves and a good all— around game.
"We got tired," lamented head coach Jeff

Gettler, "Both teams played OK. It was a

good game to watch." The next home have

is on Friday, where North Adams State is

the foe as UMass hosts the first UMass
invitational.

Army nukes men's tennis, 9-0
By SCOTT HOOD

Collegian Staff

So you think all our armed forces are

somewhere in the world getting shot at by

leftist guerrillas? Wrong. Some of our

nation's finest have stayed home to play

tennis at West Point, N.Y. as the

Uneversito Of Massachusetts men's tennis

team found out Tuesday, getting thrashed

9_0 by an Army squad that was definitely

all they could be. 'We were flat and totallly

outplayed," said Minutemen coach Bob
Sxlosek. "We were worn out from the

tournament (The ECAC championships;

more on that later tennis fans). The only

guy who didn't play flat was Dave Singer

(who lost to Scott Poiner 6—1, 4—6, 7—5 at

no. 3 singles). Nobody believes they can

win. They have to realize that they are the

tennis team. There is no Jordan and

Goodman (Steve and Stuart, respectively,

who are out with injuries: they are con-

sidered the two best players on the team)

that is going to come to save us."

Last weekend the netmen traveled to

Princeton, New Jersey for the afor-

mentioned ECAC Championship. Harvard

walked away with the overall team
championship, piling up 117 points in the

process. Finishing directly behind the

Crimson were two more Ivy League
schools, Princeton and Yale.

Turning in the best performances for

UMass were Peterson and Marc Weinstein,

both of whom managed wins in the con-

solation round before being eliminated from

the competition.

"Peterson played a good first round (he

drew the no, 1 seed, Ted Farnsworth from
Princeton — one of the best collegiate

players in the U.S. of A.). He played him
even (losing 6—3, 6—2) and earned some
respect," said Szlosek.

Chicago's Scott Fletcher (left) and Jerry Dybzinski (20) are con-

gratulated by their teammates after the White Sox 2-1 win over

Baltimore yesterday. Story on pg. 15.

Collcfian pkoto by David Deubcr

Kayvan Khatami moves downfield in the Minutemen's bitter 2-1 loss

to Yale in double overtime.

Islanders look for their Fifth

Stanley Cup title in '83-84

By GEORGE MARTINS
Collegian Staff

As the National Hockey League begins

its 1983—84 season several teams are

entertainig hopes of winning Lord

Stanley's sacred cup.

The top candidates again will by the New
York Islanders and the Boston Bruins. In

fact, the two should face each other in the

Wales Conference finals with the winner

likely going on the take the cup.

There is not much more that can be said

about the Islanders. Last season they won

their fourth straight Stanley Cup.

The Islanders have all the qualities of a

great team. They have the sharpshooters

in Mike Bossy. Bob Bourne, and Bryan

Trottier. They have the solid defense in

Denis Potvin, Dave Longevin, Ken

Morrow, and Stefan Perrson, and an

excellent goalie in Bill Smith. They wUl

again be the favorites.

The Bruins will, as last year, be the top

challenge.

Boston had the best goalie in the NHL
last season in h'ete tweeters, feeiers wiu

be backed up this season by Doug Keans.

The Bruins posess one of the finest

defenses in the NHL. Brad Park has left,

but veterans Guy Lapointe and Jim

Schoenfeld will make up for his departure.

The Bruins have the best defenseman in

the league in Raymond Bourque and

one of the best in Gord Kluzak. They have

An— Star quality players m MiKe

O'Connell and Mike Milbury.

On oilense the Bruins will suit up scoring

wizards such as Rick Middleton, Barry

Pedreson, Peter McNab, and Tom
Fergus, to join muckers such as Captain

Terry O'Reilly, Steve Kasper, Keith and
Bruce Crowder
The third best team in the league is the

Buffalo Sabres, an Adams Division op-

ponent of the Bruins. They have added
scoring punch as they acquired Real

Cloutier from Quebec.

Fourth, in my opinion, are the new im-

proved Washington Capitals. The Caps
are the team of the future and will

challenge the Islanders for the regular

season title in the Patrick division. The
Caps mainstays are defensemen Rod
Langway (from Randolph) and Brian

Engblom.
The fifth best team in the league is the

team that is like to win the Cambell

Conference and compete in the Stanley

cup finals, the Chicago Black Hawks. The
Hawks offense features Dennis Savard, Al

Secord and Steve Larmer. Their defense

is sound and Murray Bannerman is one of

hockey's top goalies.

Rounding out hockey's top ten are, in

order, the Minnesota ^Jorth Stars,

Philadelphia Flyers, Quebec Nordiques,

Edmonton Oilers, and Montreal
Canadiens.

Teams that will show marked im-

provement are the Winnepeg Jets and the

iNew York Rangers. The Rangers ob-

tained tough defensemen Willy Huber
along with two young forwards in ex-

change for Ron Dugay and Ed Johnstone.

Continued on page 15
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OCTOBER GRADUATION? -Physical Plant painters Phillip Robinson (left) and John Lyman

(right) yesterday applied stain to a portion of the commencement staging. This is one section of

Valley Women's Voice may fold
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By DIANE LANE
Collegian Correspondent

This months issue of the Valley Women's

Voice could be the final one of the

newspaper's four year history unless last

ditch efforts to recruit volunteers are

successful, says Voice spokeswoman, Joan

Wilce.

A personal letter by Wilce was included m
several thousand copies of the latest issue

announcing that the paper needs thirty

volunteers immediately to fulfill virtually

all the functions in putting out a newspaper.

The plight of the Voice has arisen due to

"exhaustion and burnout" by the Voice's six

.•Jtaff members, the letter stated.

There will be emergency staff meetings at

7:30 p.m. on both Saturday and Sunday of

this weekend to discuss how to keep the

paper gomg.
"There has always been a problem staftmg

the paper adequately," Wilce said.

"Women join with enthusiasm and energy

and others who are tired see a way out and

fade into the background," she said.

Despite the problems there is a trace of

optimism for the Votce. Since the October

issue hit the streets, with her letter asking

for help, the Voice has received 12

responses from women who are unwilling to

see the Voice fold, Wilce said.

The Valley Women's Voice is a Registered

Student Organization at the University of

Massachusetts, originating in 1978 out of

dissatisfied women Collegian staff members

who were unhappy with the coverage of

Womens news on campus. The first issue

of the Voice was published in February of

1979.

At this time men are not involved in

publication of the Voice, since the paper is

by and for women, Wilce said.

"After all. the name of the paper is the

Valley Women's Voice. How can a man

speak in a women's voice?" she questioned.

Any woman interested in helping out the

Voice, or just contributing, is urged to call

or attend one of the weekend meetings.

For more information, call Womanfyre

Books, or WUce at 584 2479, WUce said.
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MSP will

penalize

hold-outs
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts professors

who refuse to join the Amherst campus

faculty union or pay this year's union dues

will be penalized more severely this year

than last, says James Boylan, president-

elect of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors.

Last year, 11 professors were notified

that if they did not pay the MSP dues they

would be subject to an unpaid suspension

and possible termination. Four profe.ssors

were subsequently suspended without pay

during spring break, Boylan said.

Six professors were not suspended at

that time because they were involved in a

lawsuit concerning the amount of the fee.

One other professor agreed to pay the fee

on a pro rated basis, Boylan said.

Despite the fact that last year's contract

called for termination upon non payment of

the fee. University administrators chose to

temporarily suspend professors who

withheld payment.
"We're currently negotiating a new

contract that would only allow for a

suspension," Boylan said.

However, under the guidelines of a

contract now under negotation, a

suspension would consist of a loss of that

professor's gross pay. This would affect

payment of individual benefits such as

medical coverage and retirement con^

tributions. Professors who were suspended

last semester had their net pay withheld

after the benefit payments were made.

Ed Harrison, a professor of astronomy

and one of those suspended last spring

noted,"..the cumulative effect of continued

Continued on page 12

WMUA to hold

driving contest

By JEFF BAKER
Collegian Correspondent

For a 50 cent fee, students at the

University of Massachusetts wUl get a free

can of soda and the opportunity to drive a

1984 turbo-charged car through a figure

eight course in the "National Collegiate

Driving Championship" to be held here this

weekend.
The contest, which features 7up soda and a

Dodge Daytona sports car, is being

sponsored by the UMass student radio

station WMUA. The winner will travel to

Daytona Beach for the National Collegiate

Driving Championship, said Bill Stepchew,

WMUA chief engineer. The event is part of

a fundraising drive to help pay for the

station's move ^o the Campus Center.

Strong emphasis will be placed on

responsible driving habits as well as

prevention of drunk driving in the contest,

which is being co-sponsored by the National

Safety Council, Chrysler Corporation and

Sports Car Club of America.

The road race is one of the many fun-

draising events WMUA has planned for this

semester. The station already held a print

sale which raised $700 and a car wash which

Stepchew called "a moderate success."

"Our goal is to try to raise $10 to $20,000 in

the coming year, " commented Irene Van

Schyndel, program unit director for the

station.

The money will go "to help defray the

large expenses on the whole project," said

Stepchew.
Continued on page 5

Rossi advocates expanding criminal justice

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

A restructuring of employment op-

portunities for young urban dweUing men

and an expansion of the criminal justice

system were among policies advocated by

University of Massachusetts sociology

Professor Peter H. Rossi last night.

Rossi, who is conducting an opinion survey

on criminal justice for the National Science

Foundation, addressed more than 150

people in the Thompson Hall as the first

lecture of the 1983-84 Chancellor's Lecture

Series.

Rossi, director of research for the UMass
Social and Demograghic Research
Institute, sought to present crime as a

peculiarly lower-class phenomenon, with

the majority of victims and criminals found

in economically disadvantaged inner-city

area.

"The incidence of crime is not equally

distributed as in many instances of

inequality. Those who are already on the

short end of the distribution of property are

more often victims of crime and can least

afford it." Rossi said.

Young men are the most likely group to

become involved in a career of crime for a

variety of reasons, according to Rossi. The
lack of legitimate job opportunities because
of inadequate educational background of

discrimination were cited as a main cause
by Rossi.

"To some groups in our society,

predatory crimes serve as a source of

supplementary income because their basic

subsistence needs are supplied by the

family." Rossi said.

The ability of the criminal justice system

to deal with the enormous amounts of

annual arrests for felony violations was

viewed as inadequate by Rossi. He said the

organizational limitations of the system put

constraints on the court system thereby

forcing compromises. He also noted that

most prosecutors resort to plea bargaining

in order to expedite the processing of the

backlogs of cases and he maintained that

plea bargaining may achieve greater justice

because of the number of guilty pleas en

tered.

The chances of receiving a prison sen-

tence are less than one in 1,000 and most

arrests are not followed by prosecution,"

but "such a chioce (of a criminal career)

does not take place at a conscious level but

is a drifting process of the path of least

resistance." Rossi said.

Rossi was presented the Chancellor's

medal by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey after

the lecture. The award is granted to each

participant in the lecture series and is the

highest award bestowed upon individuals

who have rendered exemplary and ex

traordinary service to the University,

according to a press release announcing the

event.

Peter H. Rossi "^"^ ,^^i>r^o^

UMass Sociologist

T • J spectaculars:

Inside: end in the

New England autumnal
a week-

area pro-

mises a wide array of

colorful leaves . . .p.3

Minuteman will attempt

plucking Fighting Blue

Hens in

Delaware . . .p. 16

Life is made up of with us, there is

^mall cmnings and something we leave

goings; and for behind. - Hermie^

everything we take "Summer of %2"
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Resolution calls

for missile delay
WASHINGTON (AP) Rep. Edward Markey. D Mass..

said Thursday he is introducing a resolution calling for a

six month delay in deployment of U.S. Pershing 2 and

cruise missiles in Europe if the Soviet Union agrees to

negotiate about substantial reductions in its intermediate

range missiles.

The missiles are scheduled to be deployed in December

unless agreement has been reached with the Soviets by

then on limitation of the medium range weapons.

"The most likely result of the deployment will be an

escalation of the nuclear arms race in Europe," Markey

said in a prepared statement.

His resolution provides that the United States would

delay the deployment if the Soviet Union signed an

agreement to negotiate "for mutual nondeployment of and

reductions in their nuclear forces in Europe, with such

negotiations to result in a treaty."

Listed as co-sponsors of the resolution were Reps.

Stewart B. Mckinney. R-Conn., Martin Olav Sabo, D-

Minn., and William R. Ratchford, D-Conn.

Doug Waller, an aide to Markey, conceded that the

resolution has little chance of reaching the floor but said an

amendment to the same effect would be offered when the

defense department appropriations bill comes up for

consideration.

Kevin J. Bonderud, Sabo's press secretary, said Sabo, a

member of the Appropriations Committee, would offer

such an amendment on the floor if permitted to do so by

the House Rules Committee. The rules unit has the power

to rule such amendment out of order.

Keagan not bound
by Watt decision

WASHINGTON (AP) A White House spokesman said

Thursday the Senate is "welcome" to vote on whether

James Watt should be fired, but President Reagan won't

feel bound by it. Another source said the interior

secretary will resign, however, rather than be repudiated

on Capitol Hill.

This administration official, who spoke on condition that

he not be named, said Watt probably wUl step down in the

next two weeks, in light of what looms as a lopsided margin

against him in the Republican-controlled Senate.

"Rather than be repudiated in a Senate vote, he will

resign," the source said.

Deputy White House press secretary Larry Speakes,

meanwhile, insisted that Watt has not been asked to

resign. But Speakes refused to say whether Watt is still an

effective Cabinet member. "He's on vacation right now."

he said.

Speakes. in discussing the pending Senate vote, said

"We'd prefer that it not come up. We'd prefer that the

Cabinet secretary be allowed to do his job."

Asked if President Reagan would seek Watt's resignation

if the Senate demands it. Speakes said "the president

would certainly welcome a Senate expression of its views

on anything, but it would not be hinging."

Another anonymous administration source said that the
concern was not so much that the Senate vote would go
against Watt but that the margin could be overwhelming.
The Senate last month in a sharp repudiation of Watt's

, „ policies - voted 63-33 to impose a moratorium on his am-
first Emperor penguin to be hatched at the ban bitious coal leasing program until an independent advisory
Diego Sea World's new penguin exhibit, weighs commission looks into accusations taxpayers have lost $100
in before feeding time at the facility million through massive sales during glutted market.

AP Laaerphoto

SAN DIEGO, Calif., Oct. 6 - FEED ME - K.O., the

Cardinal Cooke dies from leukemia after weeks of pain
NEW YORK (AP) Cardinal Terence Cooke, the ar-

chbishop of New York and chief chaplain for Roman

Catholics in the armed forces, died of cancer Thursday

after weeks of suffering in which he declared life is "no less

beautiful when it is accompanied by illness."

Tributes poured in from the world's top political and

religious leaders, ranging from fundamentalist Protestants

to liberal Catholic bishops, from President Reagan to Pope

John Paul H.

Cooke, 62, died in his home behind St. Patrick's

Cathedral at 4:45 a.m. after weeks of pain from "acute

leukemia complicating a chronic lymphoma condition,"

according to the archdiocese.

Cooke became the seventh archbishop of New York and

military vicar in 1%8. succeeding his mentor. Cardinal

Francis Spellman. A year later. Cooke was elevated to

cardinal by Pope Paul VI, becoming at that time the

youngest cardinal in the world.

In life, said President Reagan. Cooke "inspired us - with

his personal holiness, his dedication to the church, his

devotion to his flock. But. in death as well, he had for us a

special gift and a special inspiration. The world has rarely

seen a more moving display of the three cardinal virtues

than in the faith, hope and love with which Cardinal Cooke
confronted and conquered death."

''LordoftheFlies''author
wins 1983NobelFrize
STOCKHOLM, Sweden -

British writer William
Golding, whose novels in-

clude "Ix)rd of the Flies."

won the 1983 Nobel Prize in

literature today, the
Swedish Nobel Committee
announced.

Golding. 72, was cited "for

his novels, which with the

perspicuity of realistic

narrative art and diversity

and universality of myth,
illuminate the human
condition in the world
today."

Reached at his home in

southern England. Golding
said the award was unex-
pected. "The idea really

wasn't in the fore front of

my mind at all," he said.

"But now that I have'heard I

really am delighted."

He added that he needed
no encouragement to

continue his work. "Well, at

the age of 72 and having
been writing since I was 7, I

don't think one needs en-

couragement to carry on,"

Golding said. "One does it

almost mechanically."

Digest
by the Associated Press

Energypolicu, conservation
couldcreate 156,000jobs inMA

Cities and townsmay ban
cable television obscenity
BOSTON The

Massachusetts House gave
initial approval Thursday to

legislation allowing cities

and towns to ban obscenity

on cable television.

The measure, which has

already passed the Senate,

is an outgrowth of recent

Supreme Court rulings,

according to Rep. William F.

Galvin. D Boston, House
chairman of the Government
Regulations Committee,
which recommended ap-

proval.

"The Supreme Court said

it is possible to impose some
kind of community stan-

dards in areas of por-

nography and obscenity,"

Galvin said.

Holiday weekendroadblocks
BOSTON Police are

targeting heavily traveled

roads in areas near colleges

in Boston and its suburbs to

set up roadblocks to stop

drunken drivers this holiday

weekend.
Publif Safety Secretary

Charles Barry said the

college areas will be the

main targets of the road

blocks in Boston and its

northern and western
suburbs for the Columbus
Day weekend.

"This is part of the

governor's effort to target

colleges this fall in an effort

to cut down on the tragically

high number of automobile

fatalities that historically

occur this season and
especially during the month
of October." he said.

According to the Registry

of Motor Vehicle, 14 people

lost their lives in highway
accidents on Massachusetts

roads last Columbus Day
weekenc^

Over the past lU years,

more people have died on

Massachusetts highways

during October than during

any other month of the year.

BOSTON (AP) Con-

servation and use of

alternative energy sources

could create 156,000 jobs in

Massachusetts by the year

2,000, a state official told

AFL-CIO convention
delegates Thursday.

The estimate came from

Energy Secretary Sharon

Pollard in prepared remarks

to the AFL-CIO annual

convention at the Park Plaza

Hotel.

In her prepared speech,

Ms. Pollard said energy

poUcy can create jobs.

If reliance on expensive

imported fuel can be

stopped, then the flow of

energ>' dollars outside the

state can end, she said.

That could produce more
disposal income for use in

Massachusetts economy,

and thus create jobs, she

said.

"If we can realize our goal

through conservation and

alternative energy use, we
have the potential of

creating 156.000 jobs by the

year 2,000 in Massachusetts

alone." she said.

Joseph Burnieika, Energj-

Office spokesman, said the

small solar industry in the

state alone has created 1,5(X)

jobs.

With every dollar saved

by con.servation worth $2.50

in economic development, he

added the money can be

spent in the Massachusetts

economy, fostering creation

of jobs.

Also addressing the group

were Economic Affairs

Secretary Evelyn Murphy
and Atty. Gen. Francis X.

Bellotti.

Ms. Murphy said the state

should try to save jobs and

keep open a plant in danger

of closing, not just wait for

the company's "obituary."

Bellotti suggested that if

workers must share in

company losses, as some

have of late, then they

should share in the profits.

On plant closings. Ms.

Murphy told the convention,

"we must save jobs before

they are lost as well as

protect workers from being

cast aside by an economic

system their labor has

helped to build.

"We must be involved

before a plant is closed to aid

businesses to keep them in

business, not simply get

their obituary in advance."

she said.

Bellotti said this is a

critical period in the history

of the union movement.
"This is a time when, very

subtly, the whole concept of

workers' rights is

changing," he said. "In

many cases, the question is

not increased beneifts but

survival."

Citing recent examples,

Bellotti said. "Maybe unions

must share in company
losses in times of economic

trouble.

CIA provides planes to

anti - Sadinista rebels

WASHINGTON - The Central Intelligence Agency

provided anti-Sandinista rebels with at least one of the

planes used in bombing raids inside Nicaragua last month,

intelligence sources say.

One source said it was a CIA-supplied plane, piloted by
two Nicaraguan rebels, that crashed at the base of the
control tower at Managua's international airport during a

September 8 bombing raid. Another source said the CIA
has provided five light planes to the Costa Rican-based
forces of former Sandinista hero Eden Pastora, who
claimed responsibility for the airport raid.

Although CIA "covert" support for Honduran-based.
Nicaraguan counter-revolutionaries has been known for

months. Pastora's source of arms and money has remained
shrouded in secrecy. Pastora. who broke with the San-
dinista government 18 months ago. has repeatedly refused
to say where he gets his support.
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Students , citizens protest

defense-related research
By TOM MIDDLETON

Collegian Staff

In the second rally in two weeks, about 200

University of Massachusetts students

gathered on the steps of the Student Union

Building Thursday to listen to speakers

from a coalition of concerned students and

citizens protest defense-related research on

campus.
"This University is increasingly being

controlled by large corporations which

subsidize (academic) departments," Paul

Hetznecker of the Emma Goldman Group

told the crowd. "There has been a ten

percent increase in defense-related

research contracts on campus in the last

year," Hetznecker said.

Last week students held a rally to protest

the United Technologies Corporation two-

week management training seminar held in

the Campus Center. Protestors claimed

United Technologies is the second largest

defense contractor in the United States,

however, United Technologies officials

denied this charge last week

.

"We demand some kind of information

forum on campus," Student Government

Association co-President Tom Ahern said at

the rally Thursday. "It's important that we

know what UTC is doing on campus."

Ahern said Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

has agreed to participate in a public forum

on the issue, "But details have not been

worked out," Ahern said.

After speeches by members of the Radical

Student Union and the Northampton

Committee on Central America, students

were urged to leaflet the UTC conference in

the Campus Center. Several members of

the coalition tried unsuccessfully to talk

with UTC employees at the conference.

The crowd was generally supportive of the

demonstration, but some were confused

about its meaning.

"What's the difference if they are using

the Campus Center, so what?" said Dana

Crovo, a sophomore Communications

Studies major. Crovo said he is "against

war." but UTC is not knocking on my door

and telling me to make war."

Robin Hogan, director of UTC media

operations, said officials "have not read the

leaflets that were handed out, " and the

protests have not interrupted the con-

ference.

Bonnie Strickland, associate to the

Chancellor, said "the Chancellor would be

happy to have an open meeting with

students, to which the press would be

invited."

A group from the coalition said they

delivered a list of demands to the Chan-

cellor's office on Wednesday, one of which

asked that the University explain all

defense-related contracts on campus.
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NO MORE PENTAGON DOLLARS - SGA Co-President Tom Ahern ad-

dresses a crowd at a rally opposing U.S. Defense Department funding

at UMaes. The presence of United Technologies on campus spurred

yesterday's rally.

% Height of foliage season is here^ '"-' Hampshire CoUege on Rte. 116. The traU sUrts

By DAVID MUNIZ

Collegian Staff

This weekend and next should be the height of the fall

foliage season and. with weather providing, people should

expect to see a lot of bright red leaves.

"Bright red leaves are the result of warm days and cool

nights, which is exactly what we have been getting in

weather lately, " said Kathy Carroll, a professor in the

plant and soil sciences department at the University of

Massachusetts.

"The only other factor that affects the foliage is the ram.

If it rains, the leaves fall off the trees." Otherwise, the

rain has no bearing on the leaves, she said.

So far, the National Weather Service is predicting good

weather for Saturday, and the Amherst Chamber of

Commerce reports that all area hotels are booked up as a

result of the influx of people coming in for football games,

homecomings and the fall f<Jiage.

Students could have several options to get out and enjoy

the expected lovely autumn splendor around them.

In Amherst and the surrounding area, there are a

veritable cornucopia of traUs, and accordmg to Bill

Howcroft of the UMass Outing Club, "there are a lot of

good trails in this area. They offer good views of the

mountains."

Some of the trails he recommended were:

The Metacomet-Monadnock Trail which runs from the

New Hampshire to the Connecticut border. This trail runs

straight through Amherst at the Amethyst Brook

Reservation on Main Street.

The Holyoke Range trail, located about two miles past

Hampshire CoUege on Rte. 116. The traU sUrts at the

visitor center, and ends at Mt. Skinner State Park. This

trail is about six miles long and the Outing Clug suggests

that if you have two cars, park one at Mt. Skinner, and one

at the Holyoke Range Visitor Center.

In Amherst, there are a few conservation areas, all of

which have a trail or two running through them.

Amethyst Brook is a good place to find some trails.

Mt. Toby, while not really a trail, is a good walk.

Interested hikers can take the Sunderland bus to Cliffside

apartments, then take North Silver Lane right past the

apartments. Take a right on South Mountain Road. At

this point, the route turns into a dirt road, and there are all

kinds of narrow dirt roads that wind around the mountain.

"It's a pretty good trail," Howcroft said.

The Outing Club suggests that if you go for a hike, you

should bring a lunch, some water, a flashlight and maybe a

compass. A trail guide might also be helpful in case there

is a fork in a trail. The guides also show where streams

Another fall activity students may want to take ad-

vantage of is apple picking. On weekends, local orchards

open their groves to people who want to pick-their-own.

In Belchertown. there is Atkins Orchards, off Rte 9 East

in Belchertown. In Whately, there's Hoxie's. Taking Rte

116 in Sunderland, go left onto Rte 5. Take Rte 5 to the

first right, which is Swamp Road. Mrs. Hoxie said that it's

the first right on Swamp Road, and her home and orchard

is at 3 North St.

Hoxie's Orchards is located behind the Hoxie Home- the

second house on the left. Mrs. Hoxie said the the orchard

is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Hoxie's, like the other or-

chards. usuaUy puts out sighn along the road to make it

easier to get to the orchard

.

Senate elections finish;

low turnout places 93 seats
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
CoUesrian Staff

, , j , »!,«
Some 93 senators were elected to tne

Undergraduate Student Senate during

Wednesday and Thursday's elections,

coordinator Mindy Ordway reported last

night. About eight percent of the un_

dergraduate students at the University of

Massachusetts voted in the two day

elections, she said

"I always hear people complaining about

student representation," Flynn said, "and

all I can say is anyone who doesn't vote haa

no right to bitch."

The only problem which Ordway has

encountered has been with Greek can-

didates who had their nomination papers

filed under the commuter area.

"The Greek Area elections were all in-

validated because of this technicality,'"

lections, she said. Ordwav said "The race was unfair."

^TJL'Vr'^^. °/9'^;er:rr^ ir XlV^V. Are. e,e.tU,„, h.ve been
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ACADEMIC PRIVACY -- Senior HRTA major Dick Messer catches up

on some homework outside the Campus Center garage yesterday after-

noon, (photo was taken from garage roof)

muters, and three percent were Greeks.

Ordway, who also coordinated last years

elections, said voter turnout was down

seven percent from last year's elections.

"It really is disappointing," she said.

An estimated $350 were spent on ad-

vertising for the elections, Ordway said.

She also circulated press releases to various

publications, she said.
, *u qq

Unofficially, the majority of the y.i

senators elected, are new to the

Undergraduate Student Senate, she said.

Jav Flynn, a reelected senator, said with

only 1.543 out of 19,503 undergraduates

voting, there should not be many students

complaining about their representation in

the senate. , . .

"Did any of the students even read about

the elections in the Collegian'^' Flynn

questioned.

rescheduled and are expected to be held

from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. on next Tuesday in the

Newman Center. Ordway said.

The Collegian, following the election,

asked about 40 students on campus

yesterday why they did or did not vote in

the senate elections.
_, „. .

"To tell you the truth, said Rich

Ouverbauker. a senior communications

studies major. "I never really heard about

the elections."

Many of the students simply said they had

"no time" to vote, and many showed a

general lack of interest in student politics.

"I've just been too busy to vote." said

Dave Muise. an undeclared sophomore.

Bill Gorman, a senior mechanical

engineering major, said the elections were

not promoted well enough.

"I don't know any of the people running,

he said, "and I don't know about any of the

issues involved."
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iFOUR SEASONS
Location: On Route 9 In Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

SPECIALS
BUSCH bottles and cans $8.99

MILLER/MILLER LITE bts $9.99

BUD/BUD LIGHT bts $9.99

STROHS cans $9.99

CARLING BLACK LABEL bts $6.99

GENESSE BEER bottles $6.95

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

GILBEYS GIN 175 L $10.99

SOUTHERN COMFORT Lt $8.99

E & J GALLO VARIETALS 15 $3.99

GALLO TABLE WINES 3 L $6.49

CALIFORNIA CELLARS WINES. . . . 3 L. . . .
$6.99

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE 750 ml $2.99

We will take your cans and bottles with a smile.

No quantity too large.

KEGS WE DELIVER 584-8174
Attention Wine Enthusiasts: We really know our wines and

someone Is always here who can help you. Come see our huge

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^selectlon^^^^^

SWAG election nullified
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Correspondent

Mass confusion set in at the Southwest

Area Government (SWAG) Meeting last

night as the special in-house Co-

Presidential election was nullified on a

technicality.

The motion to suspend the election,

unanimously approved by the assembly,

came after almost 90 minutes of questions

and general disarray and cancelled the

selection of Mike Bean and Dave McCarthy

as heads of this year's SWAG.
According to Scott Kogos. Co-Vice

President and originator of the motion,

McCarthy's position as information coor-

dinator of SWAG, a position from which he

did not resign prior to being elected Co-

President, was in violation of the

parliamentary procedures followed by the

area government.

Moments later, Kogos announced his own

candicacy to oppose Bean and McCarthy for

President.

"It was not a personal vendetta at all,"

said Kogos after the meeting. "It was

purely a political maneuver. I wanted to do

what would be in the best interest and

benefit of Southwest. SWAG was getting

off to a slow start, and I couldn't just sit

back and wait for things to happen," he

said.

The Sturgis Code Book (the

parliamentary procedure book used by

SWAG) will be studied to see if McCarthy

was actually violating any rule. If

necessary, another in house election will be

held next Thursday, giving Kogos the

opportunity to oppose the two.

Despite the disorder, SWAG did conduct

some normal business. Among the

resolutions passed was an allocation to

WMUA radio station to broadcast UMass
football and basketball games.

WUMA was asking SWAG for $1,000.

but was only granted the $200 after Brian

Murphy, WMUA Sports Director, made a

personal plea to the assembly.

"It costs us $100 even before we dial

Amherst." said Murphy, explaining the

telephone systems used to transmit UMass
road games back to Amherst.

MA Health lecture series planned
Dr. Andrew Sorenson, new to the

University of Massachusetts this fall as the

director of the division of public health,

recently said he hopes to increase the

department's awareness among schools

throughout the country.

To achieve this goal, Sorenson has

arranged for a series of public health field

leaders to lecture at UMass. Dr. Bailus

Walker, commissioner with the MA. State

Department of Health, will be one such

guest and environmental health professors

are developing a course to incorporate

topics such as acid rain.

Sorenson said he hopes these activites will

introduce non-majors in public health to

issues like environmental health, health

education, community health ad-

ministration and biostatistics.

"I'm excited by the administrative and

organizational challenges before me," he

said. -JOE SHARTRAND
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Work & study: Atough balancing act?

Get H.E.L.P. from the
Merchants National Bank.

If getting through college would
be easier with less time working and
more time for study, the Merchants
National Bank has H.E.L.P. for you.

H.K.L.P. is our Higher Education
Lxjan Program, and it sure makes
things easier for the many of you
working your way through college.

H.E.L.P. provides low interest
loans for education expenses. You pay
no interest until six months after
leaving school, and you have up to ten
years to repay.

You can borrow up to S2500 a
year if you're an undergraduate:
$5000 if you are in graduate school.

So make life easier with H.E.L.P.

from the Merchants. Mail in the

coupon today or call us at 617/534-
8317. Get off the job and on with
your education.

I 'les. pk-ase send mr

I
your .studnil loan application.

I Name .

Address

Cilv

State Zip

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK |

Telephone; (617) 534 H317 Meintx-r n")IC
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Being
Different!!

••••you'll eat
it up

Potato Shin* $1 95

Chick«n Nuggets $2 25

(1.V" tp^i-91 l»wfl

FrMh VagatabI* Planar $2 25

Nightly
Happy Hour

Prices
10 pm - Closing

FRIDAY
Free Pizza

2-6
with Happy Hour

Prices

Sunday
Brunch
10 am 2 pm

THE
HUNGRY Ui
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Future fundraising events

include an auction, a dance

at Hangar One, cosmetic

vendors, and a multi image

concert. I Was The Wind,

combining Mark Thompson's

live musical performance

with Bob Jamison's
photography, which is

sponsored by Never
Summer Productions. It

will be presented in the

Campus Center Auditorium

on November 15; price of

admission will be $1.

To end the semester fund

drive, WMUA will hold a

Phone-a Thon in

December. Like a telathon,

the Phone-a-thon will ask

listeners to send money to

help keep the station

running.

"We'll be constantly asking

people to send in money.

Basically we'll be saying 'if

you enjoy MUA, then please

help support us' " Stepchew

said.

"We don't like to burden
our listeners for money but

we have to do it," he ex-

plained.

EMPLOYMENT
SQA Attorney 6*n*rol

HEEDED
ll*»ponslbl* for coord.

Judiclol odvocotos fr

troin ttudont Judgoi.

Applkotlofu Qvoiloblo

in SGA Proftidonts Off.

Km 406E SUD
DEADLIME 10/14

AA/EEO Womon ond
Third World studonti

•ncourogod to apply.
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Medieval History Conference at UMass
By LISA BORDERS
Collegian Correspondent

Herter Art Gallery will

host an archaeological

exhibit and lectures as part

of the Medieval History

Conference at University of

Massachusetts this

weekend.
The exhibit consists of

Over 200 photographs of a

"dig," or archaeological site

at Psalmondi in southern

France said Michael Coblyn

of the gallery. Scholars

have uncovered the remains

of a Carolingian monastery

dating back to the end of the

eighth century, Coblyn said.

The exhibit and all lectures

will be free of charge.

"A group of historians have

been working at this dig for

14 years," he said.

Archaeologists, architects,

art historians and students

have been involved in the

project, which is funded by

Williams College and the

Kress Foundation, Coblyn

said.

Two lectures will be given

to accompany the show.

W.S. Stoddard, professor of

art, emeritus at Williams

College will speak on the

origins of the Psalmondi site

at 4 p.m. Saturday in Herter

Art Gallery, and Brooks W.
Stoddard, professor of art at

the University of Southern

Maine and director of the

Psalmondi excavations, will

lecture at 9:30 a.m. Sunday

in the gallery on the subject

of archaeology in general.

"Both lecturers are in-

volved with the dig. and are

authorities on the subject."

Coblyn said. "W.S. Stod-

dard has written three

books on medieval French

art."

Other lectures are

scheduled as part of the

Medieval History Con-

ference. Virginia Raguin

from Holy Cross College will

speak on "Political, artistic

and religious dimensions in

the glazing program of the

Cathedral of Poitiers," at 10

a.m. Saturday, and Eliza

Ghil of Dartmouth will speak

at 11 a.m. on "Ideological

models and poetic modes in

the "Song of the Albigensian

Crusade."
"Precarial grants: clerical

and secular approaches to

landholding and time" is the

topic Stephen Weinberger of

Dickinson College will

address at 2 p.m. Kathryn

Reyerson of Minnesota will

speak about "The structure

and function of business

partnerships in Montpellier"

at 3 p.m.

This past year has been a

frustrating one for Step-

chew and his staff.

"Instead of concentrating

on putting on a radio

program, we have been

putting alot of time in fund

raising," he said. "My staff

has been very committed."

"Construction on the new

station began last Monday

and the station should be

ready be Christmas."

Stepchew said.

"A pretty good Christmas

present," he said with a

smile.

Workshop advocates figliting for rights
By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The facts are frightening.

Only two rapes out of every 100 that occur will ever

make it to the courts. One out of every three persons will

be a victim of sexual assaults. On this campus, 60 percent

of the rapes that occur are acquaintance rapes.

The statistics are amazing. But there is an option, accor-

ding to Linda Piorun of the University of Massachusetts

Police Sensitive Crime Unit. A woman can avoid,

discourage, if not stop, a rape.

"Let the rapist know you will not let him control you,"

she said. "Feel free to make a scene in public. Stick up for

your rights. Scream."

The advice given was worthwhile at the rape awareness

workshop held Thursday night at UMass.

Even though a woman can rarely stop a rape, she should

try anyway. Talking to the rapist, taking the nearest exit

avenue or screaming are a few of the ways she can try,

Poirun said.

**A woman must think, 'I'm going to live through this

experience,' " she said. "A woman going through the rape

thinks she is going to die."

Martha Tapia, ctxirdinator of the Educator/Advocate

program of the Everywoman Center who also faoiliUite<i

the workshop said, "No woman deserves to be raped

under any circumstances."

"When a rape takes place, someone has taken over so-

meone's life and someone's body." Tapia said.
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NORTHAWPTON.MASS.

BUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pvn - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11:30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.25 per person

Hot £f Sour Soup
Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Ravioli

Beef with Green Pepper

Chicken Fried Noodles

MENU
Sweet & Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chineae Bartoequed Pork

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chicken Wings

L«jnchaon Special ft Taka-Out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun - Thurs 11:X am - 10 pm
FrI Er Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm

10 Balchertown Road
at Ria 9, Amherst

Now Western Mass. premiere Engagement

On Screen Daily 7:00 and 9:00

\Gerard Depardieu
Nathalie Baye

xfs

'UNUSUALLY
RICH.

,
Depardleu is superb

:

'

— Vincent Canfry.

TASCUiATU^Gl'
—Davtd Dmbg.

.Vria Vtork na§o%tn*
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—MIchatI Teinfoid.
vniagr Vo4ce

TheReturn Of
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hair
Expires 10/30/83 C

y
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Pteaae CaN for an Appointmant

•Foe new cRanta onty

FREE CO»«ULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
36 UnivrTrtv Drive

AmhefSl MA/5«5610
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WORK
STUDY

Student

Union Gallery

Mon-Wed-Fri

approx 1 - 4

CONTACT
MARILYN
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imprinted Activcwaar

Crewneck Sweatshirt

$1^1.50

M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED
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Prescreening is tough
on everyone

How do you convey your unique chorocteristics to

prospective employer In o one or two poge

resume? After reviewing o stocic of resumes, how
does on employer know who to invite to o compus

Interview?
There has to be a better way. G. Fox & Co. proposes

an informal meeting - A ten minute opportunity for

you to get to know about us and for us to get to know

about you.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12

we will be in the School of Management Building

from 11:00 to 4:00. Stop-by in casual attire. Bring a

copy of your resume. Discuss with us your career

plans. Find out about our training programs; meet

some of last years graduates - today they are respon-

sible for departments that do $1 million in sales.

We believe that the most successful students in the

job search process are those who explore a variety of

career options. Explore some with G. Fox & Co.

Resume Doy - Wednesday, Oct. 1 2th

School of Management Duliding

Faculty Room 1 1 tOO - 4:00

SPECIAL VALUE

UMASS

Reg. $1.50

^<

V ^

Limited

Quantity

UMass Plastic 12 oz

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

UmVERSlTY
AllSTORE*
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You're never alone at the D.C.

Three cheers

for Ed King?
It's funny how euphemisms are used to

protect us from the hard truth.

At Wednesday's ceremony dedicating the

Graduate Research Center to former university presi-

dent John W. Lederle, former governor Edward J. King

received the honorary degree he was supposed to receive

at last spring commencement. Death threats prevented

his attendence.

Student protest to the honor arose not because King

was responsible for raising the drinking age, as was

thought by many to be the reason, but because King did

not visit the campus, showing a lack of interest in public

education, and because tuition was raised and because of

Tami Borton

budget cuts during his time in office. These are hard

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey recognized King Wednes-

day by saying he was "ahead of his time in understanding

public investment in education is directly related to the

economic well being of the economy." Sure, if state funds

are not spent on education they can be spent elsewhere.

The heckler who shouted "He's no friend of the univer-

sity" was closer to the truth than Duffey.

And then Board of Trustees Chair Robert H. Quinn

tried to soften King's embarrasment when he said "I

speak for the entire university, including the students,

when I commend him on his outstanding service to the

commonwealth and the university. I am speaking from

experience, not my position." This raises two interesting

points. Quinn was not speaking for the students, who

were in obvious protest of King's award and his ex-

perience was playing football with Ed King, which could

certainly bias his feelings toward the man.

"It's a matter of the differences between performance

and perception," King said of his policies Wednesday,

implying he meant well. There are not many ways to

perceive tuition increases or an unsympathetic governor.

Perhaps King should have heeded to his own

philosophy when he made his decisions while governor.

But it must be hard to perceive a struggling student's

situation while deciding public education policy over a

Pier 4 lunch.

Aside from King's "remarkable" policies which left the

commonwealth richer and its future students, poorer; I

am concerned about our administrators reactions. How
can they honestly think King's moves were beneficial to

the university and public education?

And if they do believe this, there is even more cause for

concern.

A tradition, such as the awarding of an honorary

degree to outgoing governors is one thing, but

misguiding statements about the credibility of the honor

is another.
, . . . . v

If our administrators cannot level with us about King,

can they level with us about anything?

Tami Borton is a Collegian staff member.

For those people who have been at UMass for awhile,

eating alone in the D.C. can be a pleasant half-hour

in which to relax and collect their thoughts before

rushing off to a bio-chem lecture or a no-nukes film. But

for the newer folks, the freshmen and transfer students,

that same experience can be pure hell - even more unplea-

sant than the food. It is in deep sympathy for those poor

unfortunates that I've recalled my own awkward first

semester, one short year ago, and so present DimngAlom

at the D.C: A BriefManual.

Letters*
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Party madness never stops

To the Editor,

When I made my decision to attend UMass I was aware

that it had the reputation of being a party school Since 1

signed up for a coed dorm in Southwest I expected stereos

to be blaring at night and lots of partying going on as we I

However, what I did not expect was that animals in

human form would be howling outside my window bet-

ween one and two o'clock in the morning.

You see, my window happens to face the center of

Southwest. I usually don't get to sleep untU 12:30 because

Elizabeth Luciano
While standing on line, occupy the time and your ner-

vousness by dramatically checking your watch. Hold it up

to your ear for a moment and squint as though you're not

sure it's ticking. Look at the clock to see whether your

watch is ahead or behind. If it's either, fix it. If it's neither,

wind it until the springs are ready to break.

There are still ten people in front of you, so study your

new I.D. See if you've memorized your student number

yet by holding your hand over it and giving yourself a little

quiz. Note that the Fall '83 sticker is almost worn off

already. Notice how tan you are in the picture, in contrast

with how disgustingly pale and faded you are now. Sigh.

Try to strike up a conversation with the person next to

you, who resembles, to an incredible degree, your very

favorite ex-flame, whom your mother hated; a tall, blond

jazz saxophonist with a four-year-old daughter and an

estranged spouse. The temporary object of your affections

is totally disinterested in you. Try not to look embarrass-

ed. While the D.C. lady runs your card through the com-

puter, toss your head as if to say,

"Oh yeah, I'm cool."

Fumble with the plastic yellow tray, then clatter around

with the silverware and come up with two knives and a

spoon. Be too shy to hold up the line, and decide you'll just

eat some soup and bread; you don't need a fork for either

of those. WhUe getting a glass of soda, drop the ice from

the spoon to the floor. Ignore it and grimace when you

spray Tab all over your hand.

Controversy.

There is an emerging totalitarianism in this

country, a corporate totalitarianism which

threatens to extinguish freedom and democracy.

Once described as the dominant institution in American

society, the corporation has become virtually the only in-

stitutional structure that exists. By shaping and defining

all the other major institutions, all of us are in many ways

significantly influenced by these giant corporations.

Big business controls the production and exchange of

the crucial elements of society; food, energy, technology,

and information. But perhaps the biggest threat to our

freedom has come as a result of the integration of big

business and the state into one structure of power. Cen-

tralized corporate planning has already taken shape in

the military-industrial complex of this country. "Pen-

tagon Inc," as it has been termed not only symbolizes the

militarization of our society but also embodies the roots

of this new totalitarianism. The modern corporate state

maintains itself on a war economy through an ever in-

creasing defense budget which subsidizes the ever in-

creasing growth and profits of corporate America. This

in turn has greatly influenced the direction of the

nation's educational institutions.

It was originally through the defense department that

giant corporations and universities first worked together

to develop weapons systems, changing the focus of the

educational institutions from what were once considered

training centers into elaborate research facilities. This is

Ulustrated by the yearly increases in awards from pnvate

industry as well as the Department of Defense [DODJ to

major colleges and universities.

In fact, from fiscal year 1980 to '81 there was a ten per-

cent increase in the amount of money awarded to educa-

tional institutions from the DOD, totaling close to 1.3

billion dollars. [This does not include subcontracts or

related contracts from private industry.] UM alone

received $1.5 million in prime contracts awards from the

Go to the salad bar and secretly believe that everybody

is criticizing you for eating so much when you'd obviously

benefit from a Jack LaLanne membership. Think that

everyone thinks you're a pig and a slob because you drop-

ped a chick pea into cottage cheese. Realize that you went

through all the terror of getting fresh vegetables, and you

don't even have a fork to eat with them. Flog yourself

mentally.

Scan the area like radar equipment and locate an empty,

if somewhat gooky table. Steer straight toward it, praying

that you won't drop your tray. My (iod, what a nightmare

that would be! Everyone might start clapping. Cracking

up your car on the Mass Pike would probably be a less

traumatic experience.

Sit down and start eating your bread, deciding you look

like a cow chewing its cud. Try to figure out whether the

rugby player three tables over is winking at you or has a

speck in his eye. Be unable to decide, and purposely avoid

his gaze for the remainder of the meal.

Two women wearing Indian skirts sit down at your

table. Smile at them and feel like a leper when they don't

respond. Wonder whether your name is Typhoid Mary.

Wonder whether you should yell,

"Unclean! Unclean!" to ward off any other prospective

dining companions. The two you have are eating alfalfa

sprouts and fiber-filled bran squares. Yech! Overhear one

of them say,

"I'm getting sick to death of putting up with Sheila's

petty social bullshit."

Wish that you were more outgoing and already had a lot

of friends with whom to exchange petty social bullshit.

Then notice that one of the women has a giant chunk of ap-

ple stuck between her front teeth. Saying that it looks

repulsive would be an understatement. Having been

brought up to be polite, you know the correct thing to do

would be to quietly clue her in with a whispered comment.

Decide not to. Decide you feel better. Accidently burp.

Decide not to excuse yourself. Smile.

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist who used to be

very, very shy.

IX)D, so this is an issue that directly effects everyone on

this campus. The question is - what do we do alwut this?

How do we stop the disposal of hazardous waste? How do

we effect change in a system that has taken the pr(x;ess

of decision-making outside the democratic system and in-

to the boardrooms of America's banks and corporations?

These are the questions that we will all face in the next

few decades as the nature of our country's political

economy changes. The issue is control over our lives, our

institutions and our future.

Rarely has there l)een an opportunity for us to put

forth this issue in a concrete way. However, this past

week has provided the university community with one

such opportunity. Last week over two hundred people

rallied against the presence of the United Technologies

Corporation here on campus. U.T.C., the second largest

defense contractor, employs close to 200,000 workers

and operates in 130 countries, including two plants in

apartheid South Africa. Last year U.T.C.'s sales were

over 13 billion dollars (larger than the GNP of many na-

tions], over one third of which was defense related. The

decisions made by this giant organization are made by

only a powerful few, decisions which may affect all of us

but nevertheless go unchecked by any democratic institu-

tion.

Don't let the university excercise the same
undemocratic process in its decision making. U.T.C. had

announced its plans to stay for the remainder of the week
even after the undergraduate Senate passed a resolution

banning the company from the campus. We have yet to

hear from the administration. I urge you to voice your

concerns, demand that U.T.C. and its war machine leave

the campus forever. Demonstrate that we can still

democratize our lives, and that we can still control our in-

stitutions by simply getting involved.

-by Paul Hetzeoker
a rally organizer

that is when the partying and the music begins to cease on

my floor, but just about every night at around one or two I

seem to be awoken by howling or yelling outside. To those

of vou who howl or yell for no apparent reason 1 ask why

you have such primitive habits? Don't tell me that you act

in this strange manner because you are drunk. I mean

drinking might lower your inhibitions, but howling.' 1 hat s

ridiculous.

You might not have classes until 2:30 p.m. so that you

can sleep in the morning, but some of us less fortunate

souls have classes at 8:00 or 9:00 a.m.

Ronda Applebaum
Southwest
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For the cold weather try our

Clam Chowder 95* per bowl

stm the Home of the 89^

Va lb. Hamburger
Anytime Snack: Potato Skins topped w/cheese or sour creann

SPECIAL:
Any Sandwich plus $1.00

will turn sandwich into a platter

complete with french fries €r cole slaw

AT TIMHO WE OFFER

Foft A ddkioiis
ANd diUl|fcTflll Msul.

VILLA

CABLE T.V.
Continental Cablevsion of Northamp-

ton is now hiring outgoing and depen-

dable people to contact prospective

cable subscribers. Applications accepted

at Continental Cablevsion of Northamp-

ton, 186 Main St. Northampton, MA
No phone calls please -E.O.E. M/F

FurnarI JeweIers

Al\ students get 10%

discount with I.D.

Also expert jewelry repair.

Come in and see

our fine selection of

jewelry,

I
At HAMpshiRE MaU

Special Week Engagement
Wed - Tues Oct. 5 - 11

One Thousand Clowns 7:00

starring Jason Robards

The World According to Garp
starring Robin Williams 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERSf

Br— kf«>l». L«»cli«« ft Piaaw.

OR
CHICKEN & ALMONDS...s.«.e*d Bfe«. erf , . ,Chicken, Coaled with AIidoimU, f^95
P»rmeMn, Seaaonrd Brcadinf V/

Served with parsleyed potatoes or rice piiaf,

homemade poppy seed bread and salad.

PliM 8 Other DcbckMM EjttrMa To ChooM,
At A Price You C«n AHordI

|AT TIE LJCBTS IN NOBTB AMaEMST %4%^%^
Wm'wm 09«a 7 4ay* a w««h 5 a.ai. to 9 ».m.

Arts
Every inch the rocker
Joe Perry
WMUA Interview

By YANETT PENA
Collegian Staff

It's a semi-warm Thursday afternoon and

people keep walking in and out of the small

studio in the basement of Cashin Dorm, the

temporary home for WMUA. Disc jockey

and Public Affairs Director, Steve Diamond

plays an Electric Light Orchestra record

and looks at the clock on the wall again. It's

4:15 and one question keeps popping up:

where the hell is Joe Perry?

The once-famed ex-Aerosmith lead

guitarist is forty five minutes late for his

scheduled on-the-air interview with

Diamond, and is nowhere to be found. Just

when many are ready to give up (including

this reporter), the "serious" Mr. Perry

makes his entrance accompanied by his

entourage, including two new members

from his band, the Project.

He shakes some hands, gives Diamond a

copy of his latest album, "Once a Rocker,

Always a Rt>cker" to play, then goes behind

a microphone to answer some questions.

Despite rumors that he is arrogant and

elusive, Joe Perry is cooperative and

almost soft-spoken, but still doesn't want to

talk with Aerosmith. "I was getting real

bored with them," he says to Diamond.

Wearing skin tight khaki pants, an opened

camouflage shirt over a black tee-shirt, and

dark blue Nike sneakers. Perry looks every

inch the magazine rock star. He keeps

mussing his long, black shaggy hair, and

eventually exposes two pierced earlobes,

each adorned with dangling gold earrings.

His enthusiasm for his new album (it's his

third solo LP) is apparent as he snaps his

fingers in tune and almost smiles when

Diamond plays a cut from it. Perry calls it

"good American rock'n'roll", and in-

between songs, record copies and tickets to

see him and his band that night at the Rusty

Nail are given to the first sixteen callers at

WMUA.
The interview, which was arranged by the

station's Music Director, Jim Neill, lasts

almost forty minutes. Diamond and Perry

have talked about his current tour, his

divorce, the new video of "Black Velvet

Pants" ("I like the way they look, I like the

way they feel," Perry explains), and sex.

drugs, and rock'n'roll.

Perry then excuses himself to do a sound

check at the Rusty Nail, shakes hands again

and leaves. His road manager, guitar

technician, etc... follow close behind. The

studio clears somewhat, but a few Perry

fans and WMUA personnel hang around to

clap, cheer, and congratulate Steve

Diamond on his "good job".

Later that night after the show at the Nail.

Joe Perry says he thought the interview

went OK. and goes on to tell me a story

about an "asshole" d.j. who repeated each

question he asked him. three times. Perry

has more radio interview to do. "But." he

shrugs, "that's part of the business."

Beat it Roger.

Richard Benjamin, whose first film as a

director was the silly (bordering on

stupid) comedy My Favorite Year, will

take on Racing with the Moon for

producer Sherry Lansing. The buddy film

stars Sean Penn and Nicholas Cage as

friends in a small coastal village with six

weeks to enjoy life before entering the

marines. The year is 1942. with WWH
hanging over the young men's heads.

Penn and Cage are two of the better of the

new crop of young actors and with

Elizabeth McGovern also in the cast as

Penn's love interest, the film could be

hopping.

Moon is also in the title of Jean-Jacques

Beineix's new film. The Moon in the

Gutter, starring Nastassia Kinski and

Gered Depardieu. Beineix, whose first

film was the dull and overrated Diva

(death threats can be sent care of this

paper), apparantly screwed up big time -

everyone from the critics to his stars has

condemned the film in print. Depardieu.

meanwhile, is everywhere. His Danton

just opened in Boston: The Return of

Martin Guerre starts today here; last

year's Choice of Arms is on Spotlight this

month. No wonder he's on the cover of

American Film this month.

A mistake in last week's TRAILERS. I

listed Rutger Hauer as playing Largo in

the new Bond fUm. Wrong. The part is

played by Klaus Maria Brandauer. star of

last year's Oscar winning Mephisto.

Hauer has the lead role as a T.V.

newsman entangled with the C.I.A. in

Sam Peckinpah's upcoming The Ostemuin

Weekend. Sorry, y'know.

Blake Edwards will bastardize Francois

Truffaut's classic The Man who Loved

W&men with Burt Reynolds in the title

role. I'm not sure where they'll fit in the

car chases. Then Edwards will trash the

memory of Laurel and Hardy with a

remake of their 1932 short. The Music

Box. Reynolds again stars, this time with

Richard Pryor. Pryor, meanwhile, has

another concert film coming out, and will

then move on to another zany Pryor/Gene

Wilder vehicle and serious biographies of

Charlie Parker and Malcolm X.

Local Best Bets: As mentioned above.

The Return of the Martin Guerre opens

today at the Academy of Music in Nor-

thampton. Good little tale, good acting.

Woody Allen's tedious but nevertheless

enjoyable Zelig is at the Hampshire 4. as

is Lawrence Kasdan's excellent The Big

Chill. But lets be honest with ourselves;

Sean Connery is James Bond. Never Say

Never Again at the Mountain Farms.

First show for you hardcores is at 4:45.

TRAILERS Trivia: Come on, last

week's question was easy. What did the

four films have in common? All were

released in 1972: The Godfather (March),

The Candidate (June), Deliverance (July),

The Poseidon Adventure (December).

This week's question: specifically where

in Twilight Zone: The Movie were

subliminal cuts used? The first correct

answer will receive the complet

Metalstorm press kit.
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Joe Perry: quite the magazine rock star

Friendshipswarm Chill
The Big Chill

Directed by Lawrence Kasdan

Hampshire 4 Theatres

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO

Collegian Staff

Often compared to the little seen but well-

reviewed Return of the Secaucus Seven

directed by John Sayles in 1980, The Big

Chill is a serious but delightfully human

fihn. It is quite a departure for

writer/director Lawrence Kasdan, whose

previous screenwriting efforts have in-

cluded Raiders of the Lost Ark, Continental

Divide, The Empire Strikes Back, Return

of the Jedi and, in his directorial debut.

Body Heat

.

The Big ChiU gathers seven ex housemates

from the University of Michigan as they

mourn the unexpected suicide of their close

friend and fellow classmate, Alex. Kasdan

has assembled what can only be termed a

truly exemplary cast, including Tom

Berenger (Sam). Glenn Close (Sarah), Jeff

Goldblum (Michael). William Hurt (Nick).

Kevin Kline (Harold). Mary Kay Place

(Meg), and JoBeth WUUams (Karen). Also

included is Meg TUly as Chloe, Alex's

gentle, if somewhat spacy girlfriend.

Although The Big ChiU deals with suicide

in the solemn manner such a tragety

requires, this movie is not, on the whole,

depressing. The script is chock-full of

sharply witty lines and banter, most of

which are extremely well-delivered as the

characters console one another and take

stock of the twelve years since their

graduation from college.

Harold and his wife Sarah, who serve as

hosts for the weekend, are the owner of a

chain of running-shoe stores, and a

physician, respectively. Michael has given

up his literary standards and writes for

People magazine, while Meg has swapped

her social ideals in return for a cushy

position as a corporate lawyer. Sam is a

tremendously successful television star who

finds his personal life empty. Karen is

disenchanted with her marriage, and Nick

is a drug addicted and impotent Vietnam

vet.

The plot is sometimes difficult to follow

due to the large number of characters.

However, it is interesting to watch the shift

of friendships and "better-than-friendships"

as the weekend progresses. The sound

track, which offers such strong classic tunes

as "I Heard it Through the Grapevine."

"Bad Moon Rising." and "In the Midnigh

Hour" is excellent, if somewhat distracting.

One minor annoyance: The inclusion of the

theme from Rai<iers of the Lost Ark was a

cheap shot smacking of nepotism.

However, that can be overlooked in the

face of The Big Chill's overall quality. Its

sensitivity and humor make it well worth

seeing.

{The Big Chill will be playing at the

Hampshire 4 theatres for several weeks.

Call the theatre (584 7550) for showtimes.)

William Hart comforti Mary Kay Place in The Big ChilL
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lastes like it

never left ( ]emiany.
Steinhauser Bier has authentic German
ta^. It IS brewed and bottled m Germany
aoJbrding to the Purity Law of 1516, which

allows only natural ingredients Then
Steinhauser is shipped to America

Unchanged Uncompromised Next time

you re thirsting tor authentic German beer,

ask for a Steinhauser. the one beer that

tastes like it never left Germany
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THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPUS

Slide Presentation will be

given on Tues. Oct. 11 -

7:30 p.m. Cannpus Center

Room 805 - 809
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TWO AROIIIND-THE-WORLD
S>ULINGS EACH YEAR

Drparts in January from Ft. Lauderdale,

Florida, with stops in South America,

Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle-

in September with stops in the Orient, South Asia,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

S|x)nM)a-il b\ the I iiiv<isii\ . il t'insbui>;h. Si-mcMci .11 V.i i>ttftv mikIimhs .1 superior lull

stim-Mt-r .Katk-inic program jiuI supponliig fii'kl i-xptTKiKts This one semester, full

ereilii experienee is available to qualified students from ail aciredited colleges and

universities.

More than W) vovage relaieit universitv courses K.Kultx drawn from the liiiversiix of.

Pittsburgh mm.1 («her U-ading umwrsiiies. augmenie*.! b\ \isiiing area experts

Optional tours, including spei lal tours into the IVople s Kepublii. ol (.liin.i. available

Vmesierai Sea admits students without reganl loiolor, race or creeil The s s I niifrsi' is

fullv air conditioned, 18.(K)() tons, regisieretl 111 Liberia and built in .America

For • free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, Univeraity of
|

Pittsbnrfli> Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 1 5260, or call toll free

(800) 8$4-019$ (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

Financial Aid is available to qualified students
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Butterfield Co-op Kitchen

is Hiring Senior and Junior

Resident Managers.

Senior Manager: Will be hired for Spring and Fall '84.

25 hours/week. $4.50/hour with free Room and Board.

Junior Manager: Will be hired for Spring '84.

20 hours/week. $4.00/hour with free Room and Board.

Both will share responsibility for the operation of a kitchen

feeding 160 persons 3 meals a day. Will share responsibility for

ordering, menu planning, budgeting, and the security of the

Kitchen. Senior Manager will have complete responsibility for

dealing with Food Service representative.

Applications and Job Descriptions are available at the Butter-

field Kitchen Office. Application is due October 21st.

Applicants must be available for training during November and

December. Hours arranged to fit the applicants schedule.

Applicants must be Students in Good Academic Standing dur-

ing the periods of employment.

The Butterfield CO-OP Kitchen is an equal opportunity

employer.
^^^^f^f^^^^^^^^^k^k^^^
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Friday Night

AZTEC TWOSTEP
& 8 TO THE BAR
tickets at the door only

Tickets can *be purchased every

wed. at BKO table In Campus Ctr.

for:

14th Big Momma Thornton

20th Boy Buchanan
21st Wilson Pickett

KtniTsr^nE

2eth Qeoriie Carlin

29th Elvin Bishop
Tickets also available at For the
Record at Faces of Earth in

Amherst
All bottles beer 7-9 $1.00

You must be 18 to enter.

Black Affairs
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By YADIRA BETANCES

Collegian Staff

Indian activist, poet speak atUM ass

John Trudell, an American Indian activist,

poet and orator, spoke Wednesday at the

University of Massachusetts on the war
waged against Indians for centuries and on

the case of Leonard Peltier, a fellow Indian

charged with murdering two FBI agents in

1975.

Peltier is presently serving two con-

secutive life sentences in Marion, Illinois for

"aiding and abetting" in the deaths of the

two agents, which Trudell claims were false

charges but cannot be proven otherwise

due to the power of the FBI.

Trudell is a member of the American
Indian Movement (AIM), "a society of

people trying to be free." AIM accepts no

new members and belongs to no
organizational structure, he said.

"We are who we are. We have our minds
set to the problems we face. Our human
spirit, our human being and our natural

world is being destroyed by an uncoltrolled

industrial world," Trudell said.

According to Trudell, AIM was formed to

survive genocidal attacks waged against

Indians. This was an "extention of the

longest war, a war that resulted from a

difference of opinion on how to live with the

earth." This war, which started 491 years

ago, has been prolonged through the

centuries, with different names. But,

according to Trudell, they have stemmed
from the different perspectives on life by

Americans and Indians.

America looked at AIM as if it was a

militant association chasing a cause or a

limited movement, he said.

Today, Trudell said AIM is still facing the

"Seventh Cavalry," now called the FBI and
other law enforcing agencies.

Trudell said the war presently waged
against Indians is a "physical and genocidal

war against the spirit." Trudell, who said

he remembers this land before it was
America or a colony, said when American
democracy was born, the majority was to

rule. But because the Indians were a

majority, they were seen as the enemy.
"I remember being called a pagan, savage,

hostile, heathen, communist, terrorist," he

said. "I remember the children being taken

away to be brainwashed and have their

spirits and mind broken and confused by an

industrialized world."

When the rest of America raised their

voices for freedom during the 1960's, the

American Indians were caught up in the

enthusiasm of the rebellions others were
showing, he said. They also raised their

voices to honor the treaty for freedom, but

Trudell said, "America tricked us all."

Two hundred years later the American

government wants to recognize the Indians

and has asked them to join the political

system of the United States, he said, but he

doubts there will be any democracy for the

Indians when in fact the voices of the

Americans are not bei»- heard.

In three poems read to the audience,

Trudell spcle of water poison and air poison

as the ultimate paranoia. He also spoke of

human beings as "haunted spirits" and

classroom propoganda, religious

domination, class exploitation, racism and

sexism.

People's connection with the natural

world, their understanding of reality and of

who they are, what powers they possess as

humans and where they come from are vital

factors for the survival of humans, Trudell

said.

"We have to understand the difference

between reality and illusion if we are to

have a seventh generation, he said.

Islam and Human merchandise
By SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF
Special to Black Affairs

John Laffin, the British author or "The

Arab Mind," tells a tale in "The Arabs as

Master Slavers" (SBS PubUshing. Inc.; 116

pages) that is difficult to comprehend. It is

the story of slavery in the Arab world, in

the past and today, with a special chapter

on the status of women in traditional Arab
society.

John Laffin's interest in the subject was

first aroused when he saw Arab slave

dealers in Djibouti in April 1956 selling

Africal slaves. The author's description of

this experience is hairraising: "Men,

women and children were brought from the

warehouse and paraded on a raised plat-

form so that all dealers could clearly see

them. A trader would nudge a slave's jaw

with a stick and the man would open his

mouth to display his teeth. Another probe

with the stick and he would flex his arm
muscles.

"Young women were forced to expose

their breasts and buttocks. A dispute

developed over the virginity of a tall young
ebony woman, and during the argument she

was forced to squat while one of the most

prominent buyers examined her with his

fingers. She was terrified; her trembling

was visible fifty yards away.
"Occasionally children were sold in bat-

Slavery was officially abolished in Saudi

Arabia in 1962. yet it is no secret that it still

continues, even though the sort of auction

observed by Laffin in Djibouti, port city of

Somalia, is presumably a thing of the past.

It is known that many a pilgrim to Mecca
and Nedian never leaves Saudi Arabia

again as a free man.
Laffin's account deals with the

phenomenon of slavery in the Arab world,

the rites of slavery and the exploitation of

East Africa, especially the slave trade

which followed the Arab settlement in

Zanzibar. Reading the accounts-all of them
documented by travelers and scholars who
had observed the phenomenon at first band-

it is difficult to grasp that most of the tales

relate to our own lifetime.

The most shocking aspect of the slave

trade was the actual rounding up of the

slaves in Africa and the long march over

hundreds of miles of desert, in the course of

which 80 to 90 percent of the slaves

perished of starvation, disease and

exhaustion. Those who survived were then

subjected to the sort of degrading ex-

perience observed by Laffin in Djibouti.

The actual life in servitude which followed

must have seemed like heaven in com-

parison with the humiliation and pain

suffered by those wretched human beings

until their eventual purchase.

Laffin also describes Islam's attitude to

slavery, which he says "is ambiguous and

Say cheese - two unidentified ^rls pose for Collegian photo.

ambivalent and can hardly be anything

else." He writes: "The Koran forbids

slavery and introduced the new idea that it

is highly meritorious to set slaves free.

This is straight -forward enough. But. says

the Moslem, you cannot set slaves free

unless you first own slaves -therefore

slavery is sanctioned by God and almost

certainly directly commanded by Him."

This book reminds us that even the most
liberal and enlightened audience must
remember that the tolerance it preaches

has its limits, and that there are certain

customs in other civUizations which

Western society cannot condone without

endangering whatever morals it still

possesses. These have to do with basic

human rights and human dignity and in-

clude child labor, abuse of women and
slavery.

The fact that all these are still prevalent in

the Arab world is in itself an e\'A which
must be eradicated. It also goes to show
that we are facing a civilization with very
different values, mores, customs and beliefs

from ours, a civilization which uses familiar

Western terms, but within a completely
different context, changing the actual

meaning.
Laffin's book is not a definitive study on

the subject of the Arab slave trade. But it

is an extremely valuable and highly

readable account of an issue that too few
people know anything about.

* Also

2 For 1

8- 10

$1.00 Cover at rhE Door
DISCOVER rhE New WoRldl

CELEBRATE
Coluivibus Day

SuNdAy Oct. 9Th
SamBuca & CAlliANO SpEciAls

10;00- n;00

SPRING CO-OP POSITIONS
Pold %»frvMt long plQC*m*nts

available for Accounting, Chemistry, Com-
puter Science, Engineering, Food Science,

Food Marketing, Marketing, Microbiology,

Fisheries Biology, and Zoology majors.

Detollt ovQilobI* ot

Co-op Offico 110 Thompson

Mikes Famous Friday Food Time
All you can carry

$1.00 this Friday

Featuring Beef Juliene

Eggplant Parmesan

Along with many hot and cold

attractions

Also Beer and Drink SDecials
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INTRODUCING
CAIjGARYCANADIAN

Imported by Miller Brewing Company, MilwauKee, Wl ' 1983
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Hvpercurricula

All are welcome to join us

for our weekly service of

worship. praise. and
teaching from the Bible.

10:15 see C.C. schedule for

room

UMASS STRATEGY
GAMES CLUB - The club

invites AVALON HILL and

SPI players to participate in

board games. There will

also be a Napoleonic

Miniatures Battle. Noon- 12

•JMSP
Continued from page 1

suspensions will only serve

to hurt this University's

academic future."

"The Attitude of the ad-

ministration, who expect

professors under suspension

to honor their respon-

sibilities, while violating our

academic freedom. is

unreasonable." he added.

Allan Marra. professor of

wood technology who was

also suspended, said he

expects that if suspensions

were to take place during

scheduled classes, . "most

suspended professors would

cancel their classes much the

same as public school

teachers on strike do. We're

not any different."

But Boylan said inherent

suspensions should not

disrupt classes.

"My understanding is that

any suspensions this

semester will not take place

during scheduled class

time." he said. Boylan also

confirmed the fact that up to

50 professors may face

suspension this semester, as

opposed to the 11 who were

subject to suspension last

semester.

A "conscientious objector"

clause in the union contract

was designed to accomodate

those who did not wish to

join the union, Boylan said.

Under this clause, a

professor's fee goes into a

student scholarship fund and

not the union.

Micheal Kreisler,
professor of physics and

astronomy and a member of

the original "Amherst 11."

said that this provision is

completely arbitrary and

subject to the whims of the

union. Kreisler called the

administration's actions "a

coercion of professors that is

totoally inconsistent with

the principle of acedemic

freedom."
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DAILY CROSSWORD rilZZLE
Mitrd by Margaret l-arrar and Trude Jaffe
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ACROSS
1 Chess piece

5 Madrid museum
10 Mata
14 Dugout: Fr.

15 Of a grain

16 " old

cowhand
17 Spruce
18 Dostoevski novel

(with •The")

19 Except
20 Ibsen's Peer

21 Zilch

22 Weather word

24 Waste no words

27 Pennsylvania, for

example
29 Seaweed

substance

30 Meadow
31 Slowly, in music

34 facto

38 Forest of drama
40 Prefix with

content

41 "Feed "

42 Facial features

43 Aspires (to)

45 Prefix m
chemistry

46 Short spans of

time

48 Tosses

50 Make an
exception

55 Dreamlike state

56 Member of the

clan: Abbr.

57 Fatima's
husband, et al.

60 Green area, in

Paris

61 Implore

63 Bridge position

64 Pulitzer Prize

winner for

literature. 1958

65 Puccini role

66 On the briny

67 Fastens, in a way
68 Assuages
69 North Sea feeder

DOWN
1 Called up

2 Comply
3 Refreshing

t>everage

4 One of a nursery

rhyme trio

5 Sharp
6 One of the media

7 Slanted

8 gratias

9 Active

10 Memorable

1

1

Valued violin

12 Literary bird

13 Passive

23 Former price

agcy
25 Mister, in Malaya

26 Welcomes
27 Wings
28 Extremely

32 Mennonite sect

33 School of whales

35 Inane

36 Walk heavily

37 Gambler's
concern

39 Gists

41 King of Norse
myth

43 Gives approval to

44 the hills

47 Useful abbr

49 Somewhat
50 March honoree,

for short

51 Prefix with

comedy
52 Street show
53 Take (take

five)

54 Concord
58 Understanding

utterance

59 Headliner

62 Mauna

1 i 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

W 18
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19

70
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21 79
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1
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67 6B
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DC Menu
LUNCH

Tuna Grinder

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Meatloaf/Beef Gravy

French Fried Onion Rings
Shrimp and Scallop Creole
Egg Salad Plate with

Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Bulgar and Bean Salad

Macaroni and Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Vegetable Cro-

quettes

with Sauce
Shrimp and Scallop Creole

Weather

Mass., Conn, and R.I. -

Sunny Friday, high 60 to

65. Friday night, clear,

lows around 40. Saturday,

mostly sunny skies, highs

65 to 70.
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Pan-Am steroids

blown up by the i

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

They don't tell you everything in the newspapers.

Amidst the fun. Venezuelans, hype and use of steroids, at

the Pan-American games this August was one University

of Massachusetts athlete.
, • jc

Allyson Rioux, a senior, was member of the United States

women's softball team and in Caracus. and the games

weren't such a mess as the media said it was. according to

the USA's second baseman.

"I was more informed about the steroids when I got back

to the United States." Rioux said. "The media totally

blew it out of proportion. They made it sound like a good

portion of the athletes had something to hide."

The testing for steroids and other drugs is the stiffest at

the Pan Am games because it is twelve months before the

Olympics and anyone caught is banned for 18 months of

international competition, explained Rioux.

G-ReeNOOGtl

Open Weekdays
Evenings

All Day
Saturday &

Sunday

^«: :^% S^^S s>«

Equestrian is

in competition

Special to the Collegian

The University of

Massachusetts Equestrian

team got off to a slow start

under adverse conditions

last week at Colby College

but looks to improve when

they compete in the

Dartmouth College Show
tomorrow in Durham.
UMass, which is con-

sidered to be one of the top

five teams in the Nor-

theast, finished a disap-

pointing ninth out of 21 in

the rain at Colby.

However, strong per-

formances were turned in

by Anne Young. Leslie

Batchelder. Bill Land-

sman, and Melissa

Bilodeau.

Some athletes competed in the P'-«»"""»".y
J«.^^%S"J

then got "sick". But they did what they wanted to do. -They

choked out their competition for L.A. and Yugoslavia in

'84. They may or may not have been using steroids.

"I was reaUy disappointed." reflected Rioux. "They

(media) were not considering the whole issue Three to five

out of 3.000 US athletes got caught und they (medu) reaUy

went to town on it," said Rioux.

While Rioux said that steroids should be banned, she said

it was the minority (using steroids) hurting the majority.

The Housing wasn't as bad as the media portrayed,

either.

"It was bad, but liveable. The US was most disappointed

in the Venezuelan government. They had three years to

buUd the buildings and they sUrted certain things very,

late. It got better as we went along," Rioux said.

The American athletes couldn't drink the water, had to

put up with cement dust in some corridors, and they could

never tell what kind of water, if any, they would get in

their showers.

A few corridors didn't even have their hall doors.

But the Stamford. Conn, native wouldn't trade the ex-

perience for anything.

"It was such a thrUl and a honor to represent the United

States," Rioux said. It's one of those things that is a bit

undescribable. It's like donning your high school uniform

for the first time but on a much larger scale.

The United States after romping through the round-robin

tournament with a 10-1 record, faces Canada >"
f
he one

game gold medal finals. The US had beaten Canada three

times.

The Canadians puUed off a 5-4 win and after the game,

they admitted that the Americans were reaUy the better

team.

Rioux helped the American team with a .500 batting

average, the highest at the games and by making a diving

catch at second to preserve a perfect game against

Venezuela.

Despite all the hype and write up of steroids, housing and

a silver medal experience. Rioux said. "It was a fantastic

experience."
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U. Mass.

10 a.m. til 11 p.m.
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University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Jtjst past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

QU'
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GalioiB $3.70

Rossi 4 L $5.99

Inglenook 4l $6.95

Sebastianii5 $4.00

Sebastiani 15 $4.79
Chenin, French Columbard, Pinot Noir, Gamay, Zinfindel

California Cellars 3 l $6.25

TubOrg 12 pk cans, ...$5.30 +.6012pk

Miller 1202cans $11.00 + 120

Bud 12 oz export bottles. .. $1 1 .00 + 1.50

BUSCh cans $9.35 + 1.20

StrOh cans 11.00 +120

Duke $5.95 + 1.20

Calgary $3.70 + .aoepk

Mohawk Vodka 1 75 l $7.95

Gilbey Gin 175 l $11.50

Barton Gin i75l $8.99

Old Crow Bourbon i75l

$11.50

RAND
By Harold Pinter
October 13-15, 19-22

THE HOMECOMING
THE SHADOW OF A GUNMAN

AND

BEDTIME STORY
SUBSCRIBE NOW BySeanOCa»ey

December 1-3, 7-10

All curtains at 8:00. Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center, Reservations: 546-3611.

'• ©ciLnno'i

presents

TWOFER ONE
St. Paul! Girl

Night
while they last. . .

AND THEN
introducing our October

two for one special,

HEINEKEN
Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION WE'RE HIRING DJ's

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment is looking

for quality personnel to disc jockey mobile

systems. Experience preferred, good per-

sonality and knowledge of popular music

required. Send replies to: PO Box 48,

Amherst, MA 01004

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Dodge Dart slant 6, 4 dr, auto., snow
tires. $400 or offer. 527-0181

73 VW Superbug original owner runs good

$850 call Chuck 584-6481 days

Ford Courier 73 new paint, exhaust, muf-

fler, other stuff too. High mileage but

reliable transpo $1295 Dan 665-4847

72 Toyota Celica 18RC runs $120, 2 new
1 3 inch radials $35 call Jim - days 665-7138

1977 Honda Civic 47500 miles FM $2300

negotiable 549-4078

BUS DRIVING JOBS

UMass Transit Service needs several

drivers to start immediately. Part-time, flex-

ible hours. Must be a UMass student with a

Class 1 or 2 license. Apply at University Bus

Garage or call Jenny or Bud for more info

545-0056

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis, All Oc-

casions. Paul 256-1393

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Mopeds, excellent condition $250,

Rob 586-5424 or Mike 546-7452

call

Fuji 12 speed bicycle excellent condition

$210. check it out Rick 6-8787

Ski Boots - Mange XLFlex good shape,

great for Beg/Int $75 or BO 256-0967

K2 180 Downhills and Caber Boots size

12 best offer 253-3261

FOUND

Found set of keys by Campus Pond Oct 3

on metal key ring phone 546-5674

Keys found Wednesday, Oct 5 by

Metawampe statue. Must identify nng call

546-7033 ask for Carolyn

GREAT SALE!

Refrigerator for $70 great condition!

Stereo for $20 - can't beat that! Call Debbie

at 253-3766 Keep tryin g'

HELP WANTED

Employment Opportunities: unlimited

potential sales experience preferred but not

required call 256-6782

Experienced hardworking
housecleaners car, references. 9 mo com-

¥ mittment tnrougn vacations SA.taO hr.

x 549-0513

i;! The SGA Affirmative Action Office is

:•• hiring two assistants to the Affirmative Ac-

V tion Officer of the Student Senate. Both
:•: positions are 3.35 an hour for ten hours a

•:• week. Knowledge of office procedures,

:•: student government, affirmative action,

$ and interviewing techniques preferred. Ap-
•:• ply at 420 SUB deadline is 5 pm Friday

X 10/7. Women and people of color are en-

•:• couraged to apply.

: Business Manager student run
:•: cooperative business is seeking a qualified

•:• student for general bookkeeping /accoun-

:': ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-
:•: tment required. All majors encouraged to

V apply. Equal Opportunity employers. Ap-
::• plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F
:•: 9:00-5:00. Deadline 10/7 at 5:00 Student

J:; Note and Printing Service

X Button Up - new SCB looking for a

X motivated individual for Director position.

•:• Challenging, alot of responsibility. Apply:

:% 423 Student Union 545-0341 ask for Donna

J:|
Estabrooks

V Part-time office duties and some sales

X must be computer literate, energetic and

|:| friendly. Dress code required. Call 253-5673

X 11 am to 1 pm only

:|: Amherst Boy's Club work-study position

•:• available, supervising outdoor basketball

X and indoor games rooms with boys and

i girls ages 8-17 in a combined boy's club

•:• program. Clubhouse at 390 Main St.

;:! Amherst call 253-2717 or 549-0311

:•: OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

•> Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

•:• fields. $500$ 1200 monthly. Sightseeing

:•: Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

iij: Del Mar, CA 92625

X Work For A Change on hazardous

>•: wastes, acid rain, consumer advocacy.

:•:; MassPIRG now hiring permanent and part-

:•: time staff for public education and fundrais-

:•: ing. $135-225/wk; $160-250/wk. Mon-Fri

:::j 2-10 pm Call Rhone, 256-6434, 9-2 pm

•X Free food in exchange for kitchen help.

X Contact Paul or Gary at 253-9071

:•/ The SGA Treasurer's Office is seeking an
'^'•. individual to serve as a Treasurer's Assis-

•:•: tant. Requirements are good bookkeeping

:•:: and organizational skills and a strong desire

•:•: to help students. Applications available at

:•:• 407 Student Union. Work study or non-

•X work study. Application deadline is Oct. 13.

;:•: UMass SGA is an AA/EEO ^__
;•:• So you think you're funny? Western
:•:• Mass' Premier Comedy Show needs fertile

;!;: minds! Call Comedy Crunch 586-0802

:v Sorority needs kitchen help in exchange
:•:• for meals. Great working conditions! Call

;:i: Jen or Sue D at 256-6887

V Full-part time experienced people for

•:• delivering pizzas. Must have car 549-0626

;:• Bus Driver Trainees: Western Mass Bus
••: Lines will hoild a recruitment meeting Thurs
•:• Oct 13 @ 7:00 PM in Campus Ctr R168 to

train students for possible driving positions

next spnng

wall 9-16 sentimental value call please

546-1154

Glasses light blue soft case please return!

Karen 256-1443

Plaid Cap Sat 10/1 in VW Rabbit while

thumbing sentimental value please call

253-5910

Chinese Satin Jacket green between

Camp Ctr & Bartlett 9/30. Angela 5-0290

reward

Reward ladies bracelet with colored

stones call janet 546-1472 very sentimenta l

Blue Corduroy Monterey Bay Jacket on

Monday please call 546-8571

$20 Reward for the return of a tie clip that

was lost on a tie between the Sunderland

and Belchertown bus stops call 546-9642

MARC - HAPPY DAY!

I

Larry S. - Happy Birthday! Thanks for be-

ing a great friend. Have a good one! Love,

Robin
Stacy happy two years! Sorry we can't be

together. See you Sat. All my love Barrett

Patty - Babes no more Heather, No more
Meg, Grab your glass and hit the keg! Love

always. Gladly

Happy Birthday Larryl I'm playing the

same joke you played on me last year.

Haha! Hey, guess what! I've got reserva-

tions for somewhere on Sat. night! (guess

where ) You'd better be readyl Love, Robin

Pam Thanx for bost year of my life and
many great ones to come love always Tim

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Hey! Does anyone ever call you Bark?!

Happy Birthday - I hope it's a good one! I

love ya! Terri

MARY LOU

Remember: Florida sand dunes. Hill St

Blues, 2 for 1 Tanqueray and Tonics, snake

deal with it! Asteroids, Raing, sad ass,

Chicago, short people, Boston to

Worcester to Boston to Worcester runs,

late night studying, and pepperoni pizzas.

Love, Steve

Individual, Couples,
Psychological testing,

vices Center 545-0041

Family Therapy.
Psychological Ser-

RAYBANS

High quality, durable sunglasses at least

25% off suggested retail prices call Bruce
549 2879

RIDE WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Yamaha Moped excellent condition

red $250 negotiable 549-4070

PART-TIME

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORKII
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434, 9-2 pm

PERSONALS

Learn the secrets of aloe plus
cosmetics. For free make-up consultation

call Debbie 665-8587

Guz here's to good luck with the swing at

Dartmouth this weekend! Your good friend

D^

To the Pledges and Brothers of DU.
Thanks for a great time at homecoming.

Here's to many more. Love all at AXO
Happy Birthday Bruce! Wish you were

here to celebrate. Love you and miss you

Cheryl

Happy Birthday Mike Jackman from

your pals Donna and Dave

Larry S. Happy Birthday! - Only one more

year of alcoholic supression. Hope you can

survive! ^__
Shannon, Happy 20th B-Day. Say good

bye to all fake ID's & Trisha Zeigel. Get

pysched to celebate on Sunday. Oh my
headi Love, 3-G, Danno

Happy Birthday Lynl Hope vou enjoy

every minute. Love Sue

Ride needed to Bridgeport. Conn or

Eastern Long Island Friday after 6 PM.
Return Monday. Share expenses, call

Michelle at 546-4747

Commute to Connecticut on
weekends? Hartford area please call Karen
share expenses 256-1443

ROOM WANTED
~

Still seeking for a place to live! 23 yrs,

non-smoker, responsible Call Ted 549-2773

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share room in Brittany Manor
non-smoker preferred 256-1203

SECURITY DEPOSITS

Feeling ripped off? Do you have a ques-

tion about the return of your secunty

deposit? Contact: Off Campus Housing Of

fice, 115 Hasbrouck, 546-080

SERVICES

TYPING. Professional, fast, experienced.

IBM Selectric. Minor editing if desired.

References. Sunset Avenue, 549-1193

SKYDIVE

LOST

•i; Reward! Lost denim jacket & keys; Blue

Help Colonize Phi Mu Sororitylll

Where you can make a difference!!!

Informational meeting for all women
Tuesday, Oct 11th, 7-9 pm, Memorial Hall

Contact Audrey Reed for info 253-9971

:•: First Jump Course Thursday nights in

>:| Campus Center Rm 905 545-0629

iji WANTED

X Buying class rings, gold and silver

:;: jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea

;:• sent, Amherst, 256-0710

I WANTED TO RENT

:•: Apartment for spring semester will take

v. at intersession call 546-7523
'''•'

YO UMMBI

X You Guys - You ARE the P, the C, and the
>•: TFB (and O) of NEI Do it up down south I

•.•.•.*-•.•.*
'•-•.•..•.•.' .v.-. '>.•.•.•.•.•."••.•.•-•.•.•.'

:•;•:•»:••:•:•:•:•:•:•:•>:•:•;•;
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The Gn
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

I don't like Jimmy the Greek.

He pretends he has the inside scoop when

he picks games for Brent Musberger on

Sunday afternoons, when all he really does

is look at records and stats, and take a

guess like everybody else.

The Greek, or Phyllis George for that

matter, would have no problem making a

pick when the University of Massachusetts

football team plays the Delaware Fightin'

Blue Hens, tommorow in Delaware.

"Delaware was the runnerup in the

Division HA playoffs last year and finished

:x:wrxXv:'?x->x:-:<-?:'X':«
:i?5!i^!^?55S-x.:-x-X'X'X-x-X'Xr• • •••••••••••*<

vrr.-.v.x.x::::xx:xx::r:::::?vX:X:::Xr:rW^^

(Mass-Delaware
the year ranked third in the nation," the

Greek points out. "They're only 2-2 so fw-

this year but they have an explosive of

fense."

The Greek is right on that point.

Delaware was 12-2 last year and this year

the offense averages 423 yards a game in

total offense (7th in nation) and races up 29

points a game (15th in nation).

The Hen's Wing-T offense is averaging 221

yards on the ground, good for 11th place

nation and quarterback B.J. Webster is

17th in the nation in total offense,

averaging 198 yards a game.

"UMass has had their problems this

year," says the Greek, noting the 1-3 record

the Minutemen have to show after four

games. "Their offense has been erractic

and mistake prone and they've had

problems putting the ball in the endzone

when they get inside the 20."

Again, the Greek is right on target. The

UMass offense hasn't been consistent and

they were inside their 20 three times

against Holy Cross, once on the one yard

line, and failed to come away with even a

field goal.

Massachusetts is averaging only nine

points a game and the defense and the place

kicker have accounted for 13 of the 37

points the UMass offense has scored this

year.

"Defensively, Delaware is solid but they

give up points (19 per game) and the UMass

defense has played weU thus far but they're

overworked." Says the Greek.

"The Delaware offense gives them the

edge but the big fact that jumps out at me.

Brent, is that UMass has not beaten

Delaware once in their seven meetings and

those were pretty good UMass football

teams," the Greek says confidently. "I say

Delaware 31-13."

The Greek's analyzation of this game was

flawless until he neglected to mention that

Delaware barely pulled out two of the last

three games a 14-13 last year when UMass
went for two point conversion that foiled,

and 1980 when the Blue Hens scored on a

bomb with 30 seconds left to win 21-17.

The Greek's usually wrong.

I say UMass 14-13.

UMass hosts
own invitational
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Still in pursuit of that elusive first win, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team will host the first UMass

Invitational today and tomorrow at Boyden Field.

The four team field wiU be highUghted by the entry of

the Rutgers Scarlet Knights, ranked 11th in the country.

Division I. „,„ , u *

Along with UMass and Rutgers. ST. Joseph of

Philadelphia and North Adams State are in the tour-

nament. ^ ^^ , .

UMass faces North Adam State at 12:30 p.m. today m
the tourney opener whUe St. Joseph faces Rutgers in the 3

p.m. game. „

"It looks like a good soccer tournament, UMass head

coach Jeff Gettler said. "We are looking to be in the finals

and it would get us on our way if we could wm our own

tournament."

That may be harder than it sounds. First. UMass has to

get by a tough North Adams St, who is no patsy even

though they are a Division III school. North Adams brings

a 6-2-2 record into Amherst and has been unbeaten in their

last eight games after losing their first two games.

Then, UMass would most likely face the giant task of

beating 11th ranked Rutgers, undefeated at 7-0.

But before UMass can talk of bating any schools, they

must solve their scoring problems and learn to finish up

their games with intensity.

"We are going to try and get some goals and really try to

attack." said Gettler. "We've got to put away our chan-

CCS*

Against Yale, Gettler mentioned that the Minutemen did

not finish up well, a problem that has plagued them all

year.

The Minutemen will still be without the services of

Collcfian photo by Jim Poweri

Kevin Flvnn flies toward the ball in last week's game against Boston University. UMass hosts

th^r"^ InviUttonal today and oppose North Adams State today at 12:30 p.m. St. Joseph and

Rutgers meet at 3 p.m.

goaUe Donald Donahue, back Michael Runeare and Frank

Neffinger. who are all hurt.

UMass. 0-4-3, will have the services of fresham goalie

Jaie Firmage who played well in the Yale loss, except for a

few mistakes. Gettler said Firmage's play unproved

greatly over the 3-1 Vermont loss.

On Saturday, the two losers will vie in the consolation

game at 12 noon.

The championship game, which should be between

Rutgers and UMass will begin at 3 p.m. on Saturday.

If your one of the people around, stop down at Boyden.

"It'll be a good weekend of soccer," says Gettler.

NY Jets take off for the

windless Meadowlands
By KEVIN DELUCA

Collegian Staff

Finally, the New York Jets have moved
to the paradise known as New Jersey to

frolick in the swamps of the Meadowlands
every weekend the Giants are away from

home. One can only be surprised that it

has not happened sooner.

The outrage Mayor Ed Koch and his

fellow New Yorker^^ are displaying is

totally unwarranted. In Shea, the Jets

were second-class t-it'/ens subject to the

rule of the Mets. When that mad tyrant

Donald Grant was running the Mets. he

forced the Jets to p';iy their opening four

games on the road, which put the then

hapless Jets at a further disadvantage.

The reasoning beh'iui this was that the

Jets would ruin the fi'lii never mind that

Grant was ruining the Mets.

Also, the Mets goi all the revenues from

concessions sold durinij; Jet games.

Then there was Shea itself. Shea

Staduim is built for baseball, not football.

The open end of the stadium allows the

wind to turn the games into dust storms.

Perhaps the biggest problem with Shea

is getting there through the city traffic

and then finding a parking space. Public

transportation is not a viable alternative

in New York City.

The Meadowlands does not share any of

the above problems. Many main high-

ways lead to Giants Stadium. The parking

area is spacious and perfect for tailgating.

Giants Stadium was built for football and

it is enclosed. Also, the Jets' lease will be

independent of the Giants'. Yet perhaps
the greatest advantage of the Jets' move
is that the Meadowlands Sports Complex
is surrounded by scenic prehistoric

marshland that is a haven for wildlife and
a welcome change from the sterile stone

setting of the city.

The city and the Mets dumped on the

Jets for too long. Jets, welcome to New-

Jersey! May you prosper and meet the

Giants in the Super Bowl.

UMass water polo looks 1

have its best season ever
Special to the Collegian

Following a solid fourth

place finish in New England

last season, the University

of Massachusetts men's

water polo team is looking to

have one of its brightest

seasons ever.

With five (out of seven)

seniors in the starting

lineup, coach Russ Yarworth

College and Deerfield

Academy.

"Defense", said Yar-

worth, "will pave the way to

the Easterns for the

Minutemen".
That defense is anchored

by senior goalie Andre

LaMontagne. "He stops

more shots than a bullet

proof windshield," claims

Yarworth.

Leading the offensive

feels he has the depth and charge this year is Senior

experience to qualify for the captain Chris Porter

More sports page 14

P^astern Championships to

be held at the U.S. Naval

Academy. November 10-12.

The Minutemen must

finish in the top three in

New England in order to be

invited to the eight team
tournament. The top two

teams in the New England,

teams in the New England,
Mid-Atlantic and Southern
Conferences automatically

qualify, while two of the

third place finishers are

chosen for at-large berths,

on the way to reaching that

goal with a respectable 5-1

record in their first two

tournaments and convincing

victories over Amherst

Porter has grown to become

one of the more dominating

forces in New England.

"The guy is a real

thoroughbred." said
assistant coach Nick Reggio.

Rounding out the starting

seven and playing extremely

vital roles in the process are

seniors Jack Fuchs. Jay

Earls. Phil Surette. and

juniors Paul McNeil and Bill

Feeney.

The bench, which always

plays an important role in

tournament play is headed

by seniors Phil Schoepke

and Bob Cameron, and

freshmen Owen McGonagle
and Mike Hoover.

Leading the way for

future seasons are members
of the UMass KiUer B's.

Underclassmen Bob
McGillicuddy, Kevin
Gallagher. Adam Markel,

Luke Groden, Jeff Piaget,

Jim Jacobson and Chris

Cocca round out the team's

roster.

"I'm extremely pleased

with the progress that these

guys are making, ' Reggio

said. "They are already

making significant con-

tributions to the program."

"We have a lot of game
situations that still need to

be perfected before we can

consider ourselves a force."

claims Yarworth. "They

played well at MIT last

weekend, but the real test

will be at Harvard this

weekend in our first league

tournament."
"Practices have been

going well and the guys have
been preparing themselves

for this weekend. I don't

think they are ready to give

up their New England
standing, which they have

worked hard to achieve. We
will be ready," Yarworth
said.
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AND THAT
RIVER IS THE
CONNECTICUT -
UMass students
Lauren Stetson and
Richard Marts en-

joy the sceneryfrom
ML Sugarloaf in

Deerfield over the

weekend.

Halloween Security

Planned that Weekend
By VIRGINIA WARFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

Because of past problems with Halloween, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts this year will continue an effort to en-

sure the security of the campus, while encouraging

students to enjoy Halloween activities, Director of Hous-

ing Services Joseph A. Zannini said.

The campus will be closed to the general public during

the evenings. Friday. Oct. 28 — through Sunday. Oct. 30,

Zannini said, and some guidelines have been set with

regards to the residence halls.

These policies will allow dormitories to be open only to

residents and University students invited and registered

as guests. Each resident may have two guests, who must

present valid student I.D.s.

Another University safety precaution will be to close the

Campus Center/Student Union complex at 7 p.m. on

Saturday, Oct. 29, and 6 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 30.

"We will be taking steps to maintain the security pro-

cess at the Campus Center as well," Zannini said. "Last

year it was dosed the whole weekend, but this year we're

keeping it open Friday night."

However, Michael Reilly of the Campus Center Board of

Governors said the Campus Center probably will not

become the campus focal point Halloween weekend.

"The Governor's Program Council and the Board of

Governors are looking into scheduling something Friday

night." Reilly said, such as a costume party in the Blue

Wall. "But most things will be going on in the individual

dorms and residence halls."

Zannini said he hopes the individual dorms wrill be en-

couraged to plan their own activities to spark some in-

terest and excitement among the students.

He added that many students went home last year

because "they felt the campus would be dead."

"We want everybody to have a good time," he said, "but

we're also concerned about safety."

Zannini recalled the Tylenol incident of last year, saying

it brought on a sort of general paranoia and tenseness

about Halloween.

"Unfortunately, we live in a society where assault and

attack are much too prevalent." he said. "Some people

feel they can take license on Halloween because their iden-

tity is masked."
In addition to the 24-hour security in effect throughout

the residence hall system, the campus itself will be taking

extra precautions.

Associate director of the UMass Department of Public

Safety, Philip Cavanaugh. said of an increase in campus

security, "UMass will be responsive to the needs of the

community. At this time we will probably go with extra

foot patrol as we have in the past."

"That worked out well last year." he said. "Some of the

students approached the patrolmen and expressed ap-

preciation for the extra security."

Similar measures have been in effect during Halloween

weekend since 1980 after a record turnout of celebrants

damaged the Campus Center in 1979.

Duffey may freeze SGA funds if

constitution deadline not met
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey threatened Friday to

freeze all Student Government Association operations ac-

counts for next semester if timetables are not met for sub-

mitting the SGA Constitution to the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees for approval.

In a memo addressed to SGA co-Presidents Tom Ahem
and Charlene Allen, Ehiffey complained that students

were dragging their feet in revising the Constitution for

Trustee approval, adding that "a constitution that is sup-

ported by both student representatives and campus ad-

ministrators will provide strength and integrity to the

goals and procedures of the SGA."
Duffey requested that students have a draft of the Con-

stitution ready to present to the Undergraduate Student

Senate by Oct. 28, and have the draft approved by the

Area Governments and the Senate, and presented to his

office 30 days after that.

Ahem said yesterday that a task force worked on the

revisions through the summer, but since the semester

started, "we fell behind."

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan, who is also chair of the

task force on constitutional revisions, said the members of

the task force, mostly SGA officers, have been "extremely

busy" this semester.

"It's hard to get people together," Sullivan said. He said

he plans to finish the revisions, "but I'm not rearranging

my schedtde to fit Mr. Duffey's."

Although the SGA has operated under its present

charter for several years. Diiffey said in his memo that

"the Constitution must be recognized by the University so

that the SGA can achieve formal recognition as a gover-

nance unit for students."

Students sent the present Constitution to Vice

Chancellor Dennis L. Madson in June, after Duffey had re-

quested that a "working group of students and staff," be

formed to revise the charter to "define the relationship

between students and the administration in personnel and

financial matters."

After reviewing the present document. Madson recom-

mended that "details...should be removed from the body

of the constitution and submitted as bylaws rather than in-

cluded in the constitution itself." so that the constitution

could have more "flexibility." He also recommended

changes in all constitutional articles and some of the

language of the constitution.

The task force still has to review the last three articles

of the Constitution, but Ahern said the real obstacle to

meeting Duffey's deadline is getting the revised draft ap-

proved by four of the seven area govemments. which

"have always had problems with the Senate."

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche said Duffey will probably

freeze all salaries and operations monies for senate com-

mittees, the SGA President's, Treasurer's and Speaker's

offices, the University Judiciary, and the campaign fund

for the SGA Presidential elections, if the draft is not turn-

ed in on time.

Senate officers met with Duffey early in the semester,

but Sullivan said Duffey gave no indication of his

seriousness about the issue.

"Chancellor Duffey seems to be so busy that he can't tell

students about his tuition increase, but he seems to have

enough time to tell us he'll freeze our funds," Sullivan

said.

EWC buys telecommunications device
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

A portable telecommunications device, (TTY) was

recently purchased for the Everywoman's Center at the

University of Massachusetts to increase accessibility for

those with hearing and/or speech impairments, through a

grant from Chancellor Joseph D. Dviffey.

"With the new TTY, we are able to reach and offer ser-

vices to more women in the area," said Aquila Ayana,

public relations and outreach coorditiator for the

Everywoman's Center. "However, right now it is too ear-

ly to tell just how popular the TTY will be," she said.

When someone using a TTY calls in. a signal goes off on

a similar TTY screen hooked up to a phone at the

Everywoman's Center. Messages that appear on the

screen are then typed back and forth, enabling the two

parties to converse.

The TTY at the center also has a computer print-out

device. Ayana, said. "This enables us to keep records of

both parties' conversation." she said.

"Our workers at the Center have been trained to use the

TTY by two staff members from the Office of Handicap-

ped Student Affairs at UMass.," Ayana said.

Chancellor Duffy allocated a $600 grant for the pur-

chase of the machine. It was installed this summer and
began operating on October 1, Ayana said.

"The Center offers services to the UMass campus as

well as the siurounding community. Ayana said. We help

women who are not reached by traditional human ser-

vices."

The TTY is portable, meaning it can be brought from

room to room if necessary, Ayana said. This will be

beneficial to people with handicaps who may have difficul-

ty in reaching the second floor of Wilder Hall where the

Center is located. There are no ramps leading to the se-

cond floor.

Services are available to the hearing impaired on

weekdays from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.. except on Wednesdays

when the hours are noon until 7 p.m.

The 24-hour crisis line for victims of violence will only be

offered during office hours for those using the TTY.

Ayana said. 'We hope that some time in the future we will

be able to offer this service 24-hours for the deaf. Ayana

said. Right now we are doing all that we can. With the new
TTY, it is much more than we have done in the past."
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Iraq jetfighter delivery feared
PARIS (AP)-The reported delivery of five

Super Endard jetfighters to Iraq. stiU

unconfirmed by the French government,

has raised fears that Iran's threatened

retaUation will widen the 3 year old Persian

Gulf war and perhaps provoke U.S. m
tervention.

But oil analysts say that even if Iran

carries out its threat to block the strategic

Hormuz Strait and close the gulf to

petroleum exports, it wUl not cause an

immediate crisis in world oil supplies.

The Super Etendards launch surface-

skimming Exocet missiles, which proved

deadly when Argentina used them against

Britain in last year's Falkland Islands war.

Iraq has purchased an undisclosed number

of the French built Exocets.

Diplomats say Iraq, its morale sinking

after three years of war and its treasury

empty, wants the planes and missiles to

attack Iran's Kharg Island oil terminal in

the gulf, cut Iranian oil revenue and gam

the advantage in the conflict, which

remains deadlocked.

"The French government, and all those

who have an eye on the gulfs oil and depend

on it, should know that not a single drop of

oil will leave the gulf should any weapon or

other means be introduced in the area that

threatens Iranian oil production and ex-

ports," Iran President Ali Seyed Khamenei

has said.

French sources said the Super-Etendards

were delivered to an airfield outside Bagh-

dad over the weekend. The French

government has refused to confirm it.

Despite reported pleas by other Western

nations to delay or scrap the plane sales,

France has said it would proceed with

them. France has long had a good

relationship with Irag, which supplies the

most oil to the French market. Irag is a

major customer of French weapons,

military vehicles and planes.

Acid rain legislation pending
WASHINGTON (AP) - With no recom-

mendations yet from either the Reagan ad-

ministration or the nation's governors.

Congress appears increasingly likely to ad^

journ for the year without acting on acid

rain legislation.

But both the administration and the Na-

tional Governors' Association are close to

recommending proposals that call for

reductions in sulfur dioxide emissions,

coupled with funding mechanisms to pay

for the anti-pollution efforts.

Speaking Monday to a meeting of

Midwestern governors. Einvironmental

Protection Agency Administrator William

Ruckelshaus said it won't l>e long before

the Reagan administration unveils its acid

rain control policy.

Ruckelshaus said any solution must be

national in scope and must include a fair

way to pay for cutting pollution.

Late last week, a Ruckelshaus deputy,

Fitzhugh Green, told a meeting in Quebec

that the Reagan plan would Iw "evolu-

tionary and flexible." But Green said a

Cabinet Council has not made its recom-

mendations yet to the president.

"Much as I would like to give you a sneak

preview of our decision. I cannot. We
haven't made it." Green said Thursday at a

meeting of the Great Lakes Commission.

But Green confirmed reports that one

proposal backed by Ruckelshaus was op-

posed as too costly by officials of the Office

of Management and Budget and the

F^nergy Department.

Also' last week, the acid rain task force of

the National Governors' Association

adopted a statement calling for "signifi-

cant" reductions in sulfur dioxide emis-

sions. But the governors backed away from

a stronger recommendation seeking a

'lO-million-ton cut in those emissions.

AP l.anrrpholo

CARDINAL CONVERSATION — An unidentified cardinal and

former president Richard Nixon exchange pleasantries at Cardinal Ter-

rance Cookes funeral Sunday. ^^^

Patrolman caught

during bookie raid
PITTSFIELD. Mass. (AP) Pittsfield

police have arrested a 15-year veteran of

the city police force and his wife on charges

of running a bookie operation out of their

home.
Police Chief Stanley Stankiewicz said

William J. Zoito. 40. a Pittsfield patrolman,

and his wife, Katharyn. 38. a nurse at the

Berkshire Medical Center, were arrested

Sunday afternoon on charges of taking bets

over the telephone and maintaining a

betting parlor.

Pittsfield postman Frank J. Grande. 50.

also was arrested in the raid on Zoito's

home. He was charged with taking bets

over the telephone. Stankiewicz said

Monday.
The three were released on their own

recognizance pending arraignment Tuesday

in District Court.

"He sold his badge," said Stankiewicz.

who led the raid and made the arrests.

Airplane missing,

fourmen slaying
SHERMAN.Texas (AP) - A sheriff said

Men he wiU hypnotize a widow to see if

she can remember the name of the man who

may have killed her husband and three

others after arranging a meeting to discuss

buying an ultralight airplane.

Vhe bodies of B&B Ranch owner and

Denison building contractor Bob Tate. 51:

Grayson County sheriffs deputy Philip

Good, 29: and Sherman painting contractor

Jerry Brown. 51. were found Saturday

night covered by a carpet in a hangar at the

North Texas ranch. Each had been shot

twice in the head.

The body of Ronald Mayes, a 37 year old

former Sherman police officer who worked

at a meat packing plant, had been dragged

almost nine feet and was lying in a pool of

Digest
by the AssociatedPress

Watt victim of "double standard
99

TOLEDO. Ohio (AP) - Secretary of the

Interior James Watt resigned Sunday as a

result of his controversial reference to a

coal policy advisory panel as "a black, a

woman, two jews and a cripple."

Watt cited "an end to his usefulness" as

the reason for ending his 2 Vi year tenue

on President Reagan's cabinet. Reagan
"reluctantly accepted the resignation,"

according to a White House release.

Watt had to resign partly because he
was a victim of unfair treatment by the

media, the Rev. Jerry Falwell said

Monday.
Falwell, in Toledo to address a g^oup of

Baptist ministers, said Watt's resignation

was inevitable because of a backlash over

a statement in which Watt described the

makeup of a coal advisory commission as

"a black .... a woman, two jews and a

cripple."

"I'm very saddened by the resignation.

He made a mistake as many of us do," the

conservative gospel preacher who

founded the Moral Majority said. "There

was no way around doing what he did do,

and that was resign.

"I must say that the national media

imposed a double standard upon him,"

Falwell said. "I seriously doubt if Senator

Edward Kennedy or any person of a

liberal persuasion had said something of

that order that the national media would

have beaten their brains out.

"

Speaking of Kennedy, D Mass., Falwell

said he thought the senator's address last

week to the Falwell-founded Liberty

Baptist College in Lynchburg, Va., was
well -received.

Musiciansplay

newcomputer
ROCHESTER, N.Y. - The latest com-

puter software can manipulate binary

numbers into any sound from the clash of a

cymbal to a violin rubato, and many
composers are grappling with how to make
good use of their new tools.

"It's as if somebody just discovered that a

vibrating string made sound," said Don
Buchla of Berkeley. Calif., a composer who
has made computer instruments since the

1960s.

Buchla was interviewed at the four-day,

1983 International Computer Music Con-

ference, which ended Monday at the

University of Rochester's Eastman School

of Music.

Computer music has existed since the

late 1950s, when Max Matthews invented

an "acoustic compiler" at Bell Laboratories

in Murray Hill. N.J. Composers have a far

greater range of techniques from which to

choose now, but several conferees

questioned how many people combine the

computer wizardry and musical ear to use

them well.

blood against a side door, authorities said.

He had been shot five times.

Relatives said a colorful, one-seat

ultralight airplane - marked prominently

with Tate's initials - was missing from the

hangar. They told authorities that three of

the men had gone to the hangar to meet

another man who was interested in buying

a plane.

But Sheriff Jack Driscoll said authorities

still were receiving conflicting information

about how many planes were supposed to

be in the hangar, which had room for three.

Ultralight airplanes are powered by a

two-stroke engine and can Hy up to 200

miles on a five-gallon tank of fuel, .said

David Dutson, spokesman for Rotec

Engineering Inc. in Duncanville, an

ultralight manufacturer.
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Nationwide search

for provost is on

_4i^ M^.-^'-^
Colkruui p»wto by Dmvid Dcubcr

HAPPY HALLOWEEN — Chelsea, Heather, and John earn spending money in Whately by sell-

ing painted pumpkins.

Select Board okays transit extension
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondence

Today a one and a half mile extension of the public tran-

sit service provided to the Cushman area of town will

reach the Mill Hollow Apartments.

Last Monday, the Amherst Select Board endorsed an ar-

ticle for the Oct. 24 Town Meeting which would authorize

the board to accept private donations to extend the route

on a one-year trial basis. The Select Board said that the

town has no obligation to continue the bus service after

the testing period.

If the article is approved by a two-thirds vote at the

Town Meeting, a gift of $3,446 from Realtor Dennison H.

Jones, owner of the Mill Hollow Apartments which house

approximately 100 University of Massachusetts students,

to subsidize the town-funded transit system will be ac-

cepted.

However, Don Machon, a representative of D.H. Jones

Realty, said that Jones saw an immediate need for the ser-

vice. Machon requested that the Finance Committee ap-

propriate enough money to implement the service before

the gift of $3,446 was voted on at the Town Meeting.

On Oct. 3, Joan Golowich, chairman of the finance com

mittee, said the committee would allocate the $207

necessary to begin the extension today. The money will

come out of Amherst's reserve fund, Chairman of the

Select Board Edith Wilkinson said.

Wilkinson said if the Town Meeting article is approved,

Jones will reimburse the town since the one-year trial

period will begin today. Bill Barrett, director of transpor-

tation at UMass. told the Select Board that the PVTA
would give verbal permission to implement the extension

for the three weeks prior to the Town Meeting if the

finance committee appropriated the funds, Wilkinson said.

The extension will add at least three stops and lengthen

the 20-minute trip by about ten minutes, Barrett said. But

the extension will not inconvenience existing Cushman

riders because the route will be reversed so that no time is

added on, he said.

The route will begin northbound *^n North Pleasant

Street, continue north on Route 63 past the Mountain

Farms Mall, turn right onto Summer Street and go

through the Mill Hollow area before it continues east-

bound onto Sand Hill Road, Barrett said.

From there, the bus will go down Pine Street into the

Cushman area and turn around to go up East Pleasant

Street onto the UMass campus, he said. ^__

By JILL LANG CoUegian Staff

A committee seeking to fill the position of "provost and

vice chancellor for academic affairs" held a preliminary

organizational meeting at the University of Massachusetts

Friday.

The position was formally vacated by Loren Baritz last

June, and has since been filled, in ar^ acting capacity, first

by Dean Alfange, and now by Samuel N. Conti. Conti will

remain acting provost until the committee finds a per

manent replacement.

A nationwide search initiated last year when Baritz

announced his resignation, culminated this summer with

interviews and recommendations to the chancellor. By the

time a final selection was made, however, the candidate

had already accepted a job at the University of Tenessee.

Early last month. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey announced

the search would be reopened.

Duffey said the committee will start advertising the

position right away.

"This search will not be limited to the applications we

receive from our advertising." Duffey said. "We will also

be seeking people we see as qualified for the post."

The provost, a position established at U. Mass in the mid-

1950's, is chief academic advisor and internal ad-

ministrative leader. The primary responsibility of the

provost is the supervision of the quality of the faculty and

academic programs on campus.

"This will be an active, not a passive search. " said Jim

Leheny, special assisstant to the chancellor.

Duffey said the committee discussed changes in the

content of the advertisement. Leheny added it is im-

portant for the committee to be as specific as possible.

"A small ad change can take up to 30 minutes of

discussion." Leheny said.

He added the committee is working on past experience,

learning things from last year's search.

"One qualification we have added is practical, working

experience with a budget." Leheny said.

The committee has added two new members. Walker

Gibson, professor of English, and Ed Westhead. professor

of biochemistry.

Other members of the committee are: Haim Gunner,

professor of environmental science; Sara Cramer Ives,

professor of Political science; Jim John. Dean of English;

Rudine Sims from the school of education; Richard Stein,

professor of chemistry, and Lauren Bertsch,

representative of the student body.

Cheryl Walsh, assistant to the director/coordinator of

special events, said there is a position on the committee for

a student from the graduate student senate.

"But we are still seeking a name." Walsh said.

"We will move as well as we can. in order to do a careful

job." Duffey said. "But it is far too early to set any dates."

a

Debaters tackle hazardous waste disposal
Ly LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Star Muir, director of the University of Massachusetts

Debate Program and a member of the communication

studies faculty, said she believes debate is a sport, and at

its simplest level, argument.

"Our goal is to, one, get the information out to the

public to see both sides of an issue and two, to train

members to analyze critically, speak effectively, organize

thoughts and improve in persuasion," Muir said.

The public debate program is designed to bring current

controversial issues to the attention of the general public,

Muir said. This year's topics concern "Controlling hazar-

dous waste," "U.S. intervention in Central America," "A

second term for Ronald Reagan,?" "Water diversion and

the Quabbin," and "Federal Funding for the Olympics."

"We have debates on and off campus," Muir said.

"Pamphlets are sent out announcing the selected topics

for the year. Debates are then scheduled and held at high

schools, different organizations, classes and for other in-

terested groups. We hold any where between 20-25 public

debates a year and about 14-15 competitive," she explain-

ed.

The Debate Program is divided into two parts to further

the education of UMass students, high school students and

the general public, Muir said.

The Intercollegiate Competitive Debate (tournament

debate) involves a qualified, trained, selected team of

UMass students who compete at tournaments with other

debate teams from universities throughout the country,

Muir said.

"We presently rate in the top 16 schools in the country,"

she said.

"One major issue is focused on throughout the entire

year. This year's topic for tournament debate concerns the

disposal of hazardous waste which is any and all injury

resulting from hazardous waste in the U.S. should be the

legal responsibility of the producer of that waste." Muir

said.

Muir said 1982-83 was the best year yet for the team.

"We won the National Novice Debate Championships

(first year debators) and last year was our 11th con-

secutive year in the National Debate Tournament (only

qualified, selected schools may participate)," she said.

Academic Advising
Resources

Where can I get help with academic

difficulties?
Academic Deans Office for your College/School

Bachelors Degree with Individual Concentration (BDIC)

Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)

CASIAC Students Counseling Office

Committee for Collegiate Education of Black and Other

Minorities (CCEBMS)
Counseling and Career Development Center

Foreign Student Office

Minority Engineering Program

R.O.T.C.

National Student Exchange Program

Undergraduate Advisor for your department

Women's Studies

Where can I get help learning and

understanding my classwork (i.e.

Tutoring)?

Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)
- o, . . rwK«r

Committee for the Collegiate Education of Blacks and Other

Minorities (CCEBMS)
Inquiry Program
Minority Engineering PYogram

CoU*^an phnlii fcjf Kmn Knetutltt

TURBO TUNEUP — Technicians put thefinishing touches on the Dodge Daytona sports car usedfor

the WMUA sp(ms(yred "Natimal Collegiate DHving Champumship" held here last weekend.
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Save up to 60%

233 N PiMMnt St

Amharat Carriag* Shop*

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(with thi* coupon)

$10 00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hair
Expires 10'»'83C
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Special Week Engagement
WeH - Tues Oct. 5 - 11

A Thousand Clowns 7:00

starring Jason Robards

The World According to Garp

starring Robin Williams 9:00
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Police seek unknown *flasher'
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Butterfield Co-op Kitchen

is Hiring Senior and Junior

Resident Managers.

Senior Manager: Will be hired for Spring and Fall '84.

25 hours/week. $4.50/hour with free Room and Board.
Junior Manager: Will be hired for Spring '84.

20 hours/week. $4.00/hour with free Room and Board.

Both will share responsibility for the operation of a kitchen

feeding 160 persons 3 meals a day. Will share responsibility for

ordering, menu planning, budgeting, and the security of the

Kitchen. Senior Manager will have complete responsibility for

dealing with Food Service representative.

Applications and Job Descriptions are available at the Butter-

field Kitchen Office. Application is due October 21st.

Applicants must be available for training during November and
December. Hours arranged to fit the applicants schedule.

Applicants must be Students in Good Academic Standing dur-

ing the periods of employment.

The Butterfield CO-OP Kitchen is an equal opportunity

employer.

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police

received a report of indecent exposure at

12:37 p.m. Saturday from two female

students in Bartlett Hall.

According to the complaints, an unknown

white male with dark brown hair, a

receding hairline and a full beard and

mustache, was observed masturbating in

the lobby of Bartlett Hall, clad only in

green jogging shorts. The complaintants

fled the scene and went directly to pohce.

The case is under investigation.

In other police action:

UMass police arrested Eric D. Kenyon,

19, of Easthampton. at 3:34 a.m. Sunday

and charged him with operating after his

license had been revoked September 25.

Police said they observed Kenyon traveling

west on Massachusetts Ave. when he failed

to stop for a red flashing light. When
stopped, it was discovered that Kenyon was
operating with an invalid license and was in

possession of a Remington .22 rifle, police

said. Kenyon was also issued a trespassing

warrant.
In an alcohol related incident of malicious

damage, UMass police arrested Keith I.

Johnston, 19, of Toronto, Canada at 3:13

a.m. Monday. Johnston was charged with

breaking two 5'x5' plate glass lounge

windows in Dickenson dormitory. John-

ston, whose blood was found on both

windows, was apprehended on the south

side of Field dormitory, according to police,

and was taken to UMI. Police then tran

sported him to Cooley-Dickenson Hospital

for further treatment and then escorted to

police headquarters placed him in custody.

Kenyon is expected to be arraigned today.

Johnathon EKarlsen, 21, of London,

England, was arrested shortly before 1

a.m. Saturday by UMass police. Karlsen,

an Amherst College student, was charged

with an expired license, failing to stop for a

red light, and stop sign and speeding,

according to police. Karlsen was observed

traveling at a high rate of speed on

Massachusetts Ave. When he was stopped

by police.

Pizzas and warming bags worth $74.26

were reported stolen in two separate in-

cidents Friday at 2:20 and 3:03 a.m. from

residents in MacKimmie dormitory, ac-

cording to police. The first incident in-

volved the theft of three pizzas and a

warming bag, according to the first

delivery person, who reported two males

demanded that she hand over the pizzas.

According to the report, the first com-

plaintant was then grabbed by one of the

male suspects and the second suspect was

able to take the pizzas. In an apparently

related incident, a male delivery person

was also approached by two males, believed

to be the same two involved in the first

theft, police said. The male delivery person

was also grabbed and held while his pizza

and bag were stoien, according to the

complaintant . The case is open and pen-

ding court action.

'Suspicious*fire in Crampton dorm
A fire of "definitely suspicious" origin in

Crampton dormitory caused a building

evacuation at 9:21 p.m. Saturday,
University of Massachusetts fire

prevention officer Keith Hoyle reported.

The fire, which originated in a second floor

trash room, was discovered by resident

assistant Yvette Henry, who was con-

ducting a routine security check, Hoyle

said. Four engines and a squad apparatus

were dispatched to the site and fire fighters

put out the fire using a dormitory fire

extinguisher, he said.

The fire is the fourth in the dormitory this

semester, all of which have originated in

trash rooms and may be related, Hoyle
said.

Saturday's fire, which may have been
caused by a cigarette or lit match, caused
smoke damage to the trash room and is

under investigation, he said.

Who 's Who applications due Oct. 12
Applications for Who's Who in American

Colleges and Universities must be returned

by October 12. Juniors and Seniors may

pick up applications in room 420 in the

Student Union.

Begining cookingprogram offered
More Than a TV Dinner: The Art of

Healthy Cooking for Beginners is a program
sponsored by the Valley Health Plan

designed to help those who are getting tired

of frozen pizzas.

Everything to be known about organizing

a kitchen, food shopping, planning a menu,
as well as actual cooking and eating will be
covered in this four session seminar

beginning Mon. Oct. 17, 1983 at 6 p.m. in

the Amherst Junior High School. Pre-

register by calling Health Education at the

University Health Center, 549-2671.

STOPstarts again with workshop
Beginning Monday October 17 at 6 p.m.

The Student Opportunity Program,
referred to as STOP, is a five week
workshop series to assist students whose

alcohol related behavior is causing

problems.

Topics this semester include: "How to

Cure a Hangover," "Your Relationship with

Alcohol," "Offers You Can't Refuse

-

Dealing with the Pressure to Drink,"

"Where to go for Help and What Happens
When You Get There," and "Open
Discussion on Individual Cases and Follow-

up Plans" Participation in STOP is

voluntary and confidential.

Interested students must make an ap-

pointment to register for the program by
calling Carlene Riccelli, the coordinator of

the Alcohol Education Program, at 549-

2671, ext. 181.
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Literature of colonial Indonesia printed^
liberation force, " he said, noting theTatred for Europeana

By JOHN YOUNCE
Collegian Correspondant

Collegian photo by Andrew Heller

PLANS REST — Dutch professor E.M.

Beekman talks of his work and future plans.
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The University of Massachusetts Press recently

published the eighth in a twelve volume Library of the

Indies, under the general editorship of UMass Professor of

Germanic languages and literatures.

The book. Two Tales of the East Indies, contains two

novels - The Last House in the World by Bob Vuyck, and

The Counselor by H.J. Friedericy. The book is part of a

series that contains translations of some of the literature

that was created during the Dutch occupation of the Indies

in the 17th century. The series is being edited by UMass

Professor E. M. Beekman of the Germanic Languages and

Literatures department.

Beekman has done research on the Si,ories since 1979 and

said he is not working on the series only for the obvious

historical value, but also because of its rich literary value.

"It's an exotic subject - it's a world that's gone by," he

said.

The American government could have learned a lot

about South Vietnam by studying the literature of colonial

Indonesia, Beekman said.

"Anyone could have learned about the pyschology of a

and westerners that developed in the Indies is similar to

that in Vietnam.

Beekman, the only Dutch teacher on the Eastern

seaboard, said he became interested in the Indies in his

teens because his father worked in Indonesia for 25 years.

He is particularly interested in the Dutch colonial period of

the Indies, he said, because "whether pro or con you can't

dismiss three and a half centuries of history," referring to

the Dutch occupation of Indonesia.

The series, of which the ninth volume will be published

next spring, has a few firsts associated with it. Beekman

said.

It is the first time the National Endowment for the

Humanities has sponsored a grant in conjuction with a

European government, the first time the Library of

Congress has had anything to do with a Dutch subject, and

the first time most of the books have been translated, he

said.

Plans to take a rest for a while. After completing the

series, Beekman said he: However he does have a novel

"in his head," with material from the Indies, which he may

begin work on soon.

Beekman has been teaching at UMass since 1968. Born

in Amsterdam in 1939. he received his Bachelors degree

from Berkley, and his Phd. at Havard.

WOMEN'S FORUM
Wtmien's Forum is a weekly listing of upcoming n'ents

relating to women's Lssnes. Notices should be sent to th£

W(mien's edittrr care of the Collegian. US Campus Center,

before the Friday preceding the event.

As the colder weather approaches, the days invariably

get shorter and the nights longer. When walking around

campus, especially in the afternoon, keep in mind

darkness comes much sooner than usual.

Take precautions. If at all possible, don't walk around

alone. If walking alone, always be aware of your sur-

roundings. Know where you are and where you are

heading. Try and walk in well-lighted areas All in all use

common sense when walking at night.

Tuesday — The Women's Issues Team will meet at 4

p.m. in the Campus Center. Check the Campus Center dai-

ly schedule for room numl>er.
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Earn your Credits
abroad.

• England

• Israel

• Ireland

• Germany

• Spain

• Italy

• Denmark
• Egypt

• Switzerland

• Mexica

• Canada

• France

Join the thousands of students who

hQ'^e earned college credits studying

abroad in CCIS programs

Affordable quality programs

financial aid available

with

The North East/Sylvan Women's Center's fall open-

ing takes place from 7 to 9 p.m. in the basement of

Knowlton dormitory.

What the Bible says about Abortion, a speech by

Mildred Jefferson. MD, will k' held at 7:30 p.m. in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom. It is sponsored by the New TesU-

ment Fellowship.

Wednesday — The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom will meet at 4 p.m. in the Campus

Center room 911. This weeks meeting will feature a

presentation from the 1983 Reproductive Rights National

Network Conference.

There are two hotlines available on campus for aid to

victims of rajx' or other violence. The '24-Hour Rape

Hotline is 545-2677. The Everywoman's Center Hotline

for victims of violence is 545-0800. ^
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COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
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Room 805 - 809
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TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR

Departs in Januar> from Ft. Lauderdale,

Florida, with stops in South America,

Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle

in September with stops in the Orient, South Asia,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.
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For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of,

Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free

(800) 8$4-OI95 (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

Prescreening is tough
on everyone

How do you convey your unique chorocteristics to

Q prospective employer in o one or two poge

resume? After reviewing o stock of resumes, how
does on employer know who to invite to o compus

interview?
There has to be a better way. G. Fox & Co. proposes

an informal nneeting - A ten minute opportunity for

you to get to know about us and for us to get to know

about you.

WEDNESDAY, OCTODEK 1

2

we will be in the School of Management Building

from 11:00 to 4:00. Stop-by in casual attire. Bring a

copy of your resume. Discuss with us your career

plans. Find out about our training programs; meet

some of last years graduates - today they are respon-

sible for departments that do $1 million in sales.

We believe that the most successful students in the

job search process are those who explore a variety of

career options. Explore some with G. Fox & Co.

Resume Doy - Wednesday, Oct. 12th

School of Management Building

Faculty Room 1 1:00 - 4:00

KARATE ENTHUSIASTS
"Liberate yourself from classical karate.

//

^Modern practical martial

arts exercise that combines

total body conditioning with

the skills of self defense.

Take on a challenge

School may exercise your

brain. Karate will work your

body, mind, and spirit.

*You saw our video display in

the Campus Center. Discover

the experience of doing.

Bruce Lee 1940-1973

Train with the best

Larry and Donna Kelley: the

number one hisband wife

team in the United States

today!

Larry Kelley #3 in U.S.

Donna Kelley #1 in New
England

256-0080

call

U-Mass American Karate

Men and Wed 5:30-6:30 Nope 24

256-0080

call

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Abortion — whose right to life is it?

^y^.MHT«w WBOJT 1 MiM -TUtfR£ omy >*h RyNN.N6'^m

One of my best friends didn't come back to school

this year. She's the kind of person who likes to

travel and never settle down, so 1 just figured she

had taken some time off to make some money and travel

aJ'ound.

Well, I was wrong. She didn't drop out of UMass so she

could travel.

She dropped out because she got pregnant.

I knew right away that she'd have the kid without even

considering abortion as an alternative. Her pregnancy was

definitely unplanned and unwanted, but that didn't make a

bit of difference to my friend.

Not average
believe it!

There has been a lot of talk lately about the

"average student." The "average student" wants

this, the average student feels unrepresented by

student government, the "average student" wants

that.. .ad nauseum. What's all this fuss about the average

student.

The 1982-83 fact book of the University of

Massachusetts shows 24,949 undergraduates,

Stockbridge, and graduate students in the fall of 1982.

(All statistics are '82 fall unless otherwise noted.) The

unit with the largest headcount out of 11 colleges,

schools, or faculty, is the College of Arts and Sciences.

There were 4,655 students in it. The estimated ethnic

origin figures, (reporting ethnic status is voluntary for

individuals) shows 437 Blacks, Non-Hispanic students.

There are 38 students age 65 and over. There are 3,672

undergraduates aged 22-25. 821 foreign students go

here, as do 2,629 undergraduates who are out of state.

131 freshmen and 58 freshmen transfers are from Cape

Cod. There are 350 graduate students who are vets. (Got

two categories in one with that.) 350 students are enroll-

ed in the Bilingual Collegiate Program. 16,947 students

applied for financial aid, 13,561 were dependent on their

parents. (Hold on almost done.) 67.4 of these parents

whose spouses were dependent, earned under $29,999.

22.6 of parents whose dependent children wanted finan-

cial aid, earned under $15,000. In 1982 48.2 of all UMass

degrees went to women.

Brooke States

By this time those of you who are reading this are pro-

bably saying so what? Others may think this looks like

James Watt, take two. The point is that there is little to

call average about UMass students. We come from

everywhere and have many different value systems. The

only thing that might be average in terms of experience,

is eating at the Coffee Shop or Hatch at least once in four

years, and having a screw-up with the dark side of the

force. (OSCAR)
Several budding new student politicos have launched

attacks on the student government, claiming it does not

represent the "average student." Presumably these peo-

ple and others claim to represent this mythical creature,

"the average student." They can then become the

average leaders of these "average students." Perhaps

we will then only have average events to which these

average students wnll go and have an average time.

Well lets look at the groups cited earlier in this column

and play (Jod. How about cutting out programs for

Blacks. According to the statistics they don't seem too

big a group. What the hell, theres only 927 veterans on

campus, let's chop off money for them. Handicapped

students, only 400 of them? Sell those vans. Maybe we

could get our "average students" to get their future

average student leaders to get the administration to chop

off financial aid to those whose parents make under

15,000. I mean, that's not that big a group, hell, it's

under half. All those programs that are for women, cut

them out. They only got 48.2.

This is where the thinking on the ' average student

will get you if you are not careful. Many other people

have various views on the "average student." Many peo-

ple think that the average UMass student is a di^nk who

lives at the Pub, or some other establishment. The Har-

vard Crimson thinks we are all in agriculture. We see

adds by everybody from the Navy to Sominex, telling us

how we should be, as "average students.

There are problems with student government It coiJd

do a better job, and criticism should not be stifled But

the next time somebody comes running around talking

about "the average student," and what he or she ne^s,

ask them who they are and what narrow political view-

point they represent. Remember "the parting on the left

S^iow a parting on the right." "Meet the new boss, same

i the old boss/' or that golden oldie "The song remains

^^^
Tr^oofee States is an "average" Collegian column^t

Miriam ZoU

You see, she grew up in a very Catholic family. Her

house is decorated with pictures of Jesus, and "Jesus loves

you" plaques. My friend believes very strongly in her

religion and its doctrines, and she l)elieves that birth-

control and abortion are both wrong. According U) my

friend, she got pregnant because "God willed her" to get

pregnant, not because she and her partner neglected to

use contraception.

Maybe my friend was trying to rationalize her pregnan-

cy by saying "God willed it." I don't know. What I do

know is that because she was taught that using birth-

control is wrong, her life wUl never be the same, and it

probably won't be easy.

My friend is only 20 years old. She doesn't have a college

degree and she is a single mother — that's two strikes

against her if she wants to find a job. She says she wants

to start taking night classes at the local community college

but she can't do that until the baby gets bigger and she can

find a job to pay for school.

Right now my friend and her two-month-old son are liv-

ing at her parents' house in her hometown. Her life

revolves around the baby and she says she doesn't have

much time for herself. She's lucky that her mother is

around to help take care of the baby now, but I oft«n

wonder what's going to happen later on.

My friend talks about having her own place soon but I

don't know how she's going to afford to move out on her

own and pay for baby clothes, diapers and toys, in addition

to rent, fcxxi and heating costs. 1 don't know if my fnend

will l>e able to find a decent paying job with flexible hours

that will allow her to pay for a babysitter when she goes

back to school.

I'm worried about my friend.

Every year since 1969, over 100,000 women and

children fall below the poverty level in the United States.

Sociologists refer to this phenomenon as "the feminization

of poverty," and they estimate that by the year 2000, the

"poverty population" will be comprised solely of women

and children. With pt)verty predictions like the "feminiza-

tion of poverty," it's hard for me to think optimistically

about my friends' future.
^ . * •

She could have escaped all these problems she s facing

as a single parent. The baby's father wanted to marry her

but my friend said no. She didn't love him after all. and

she felt that a marriage based around an unplanned

pregnancy would cause a divorce sooner than it would

make a good marriage. I'm proud of my friend for not get-

ting married and, "taking the easy way out." as a friend of

ours said, but sometimes I find myself disappoinUni in her

too

When I think about it though, I shouldn't be disap-

pointed in my friend but in her religions' values and at-

titudes toward sexuality, contraception and abortion. My

friends' church proclaims that the only birth-control

method women can use is the rythym method. This

natural form of birth-control is notorious for its high

failure rate, and it is one of the least effective birth-control

methods available to women today.

My friends' church says that chastity and the rythym

method are the best ways to avoid teenage pregnancy or

unwanted pregnancy. But there are many Catholics who

disagree with the church because they realize that sex

education is the best way to combat these problems. I

know a lot of Catholic women who are religious and go to

church even though they have pre-marital sex and use

modern forms of birth-control.

1 wish my friend had thought that birth^ontrol was

okay because maybe then she'd still be at UMass, or

traveling around like she always used to do

Miriam ZoU is a CoWegian columnist

Letters -^——————"""""
Senior Day's ''official'' response

To the Editors.
.

After reading your recent editorial entitled Senior Day

Hijinx," it became apparent that there is still a great deal

of confusion among meml)ers of the Collegian staff, and of

the student body, as to what actually happened last May

with Senior day '83. It would seem as if the editors who

wrote the editorial in question did not fully understand

what was involved in this event, or who was responsible

for its completion. Apparently, it was assumed that the

SAO Office was expected to help fund the project, this is a

complete falsehood. Also, there was some question raised

as to the location of the funds raised by advanced ticket

sales to sponsor the event. The editors imply that such

funds may have "disappeared" into "some trust fund.

This is also a gross misinterpretation of the truth. Due to

this confusion, I believe it is necessary to finally clear up

the mystery that has been created around Senior Day.

First, I would like to attempt to clarify why the event

was cancelled in the first place. It would seem that many

people felt it may have been possible to either relocate the

festivities or to carry on without the band. Both these

alternatives would have been impossible. Relocation would

have required the procurement of a liquor license for

another location. Essentially, when one purchases such a

license s/he must specify the exact place, time and date

that the event is to occur. This license cannot be transfer-

red to another location without violating the law. Also, the

Southwest fields was the only available location for Senior

Day, due to concerns voiced by the administration, various

students and several departments over several proposed

alternate locations such as Metawampee Lawn, Curry

Hicks Gym, Northeast, and Alumni Stadium.

Due to the limitations upon the committee as to choice of

location, the event of rain necessitated the cancellation of

Senior Day. For obvious reasons, the band refused to set

up their electrical equipment in the rain. Also, due to the

muddy condition of the field, the beer suppliers could not

drive their delivery trucks onto the field. Therefore, if we

had decided to go ahead with the event it would have lack-

ed music and beer, not worth sitting out in the rain for.

As far as the questions concerning the location of the

funds, this can be cleared up simply. In fact, this entire

mix-up could have been avoided if the editors had attemp-

ted to complete an adequate inquiry into the matter before

making such wild speculations. The total revenue from

advertising ticket sales was $7,292. The vast majority of

this amount was spent on non-refundable services leaving

a grand total of $62.00 in the account for next year. These

non-refundable expenses include such items as: the mugs

($4,291), talent ($500 - publicity included), t-shirts, flyers,

correspondence to the senior class, advertising in the Col-

legian ($1,300), and other such expenses as set-up, securi-

ty, etc.

The money that was not spent as a result of the cancella-

tion inclu<les In-er ($2,833), sound ($675). s(Mia. toilets, etc.

This was not a savings to the Senior Day account. Because

the revenue meant to cover these expenses was to come

from other sources than the advanced ticket sales. The

Commencement Trust Fund agreed to allocate $3,000. but

this was not necessary due to the cancellation. This

amount, along with ticket sales on the day of the event

were to cover the expenses that would have been incurred

if Senior Day were to happen. Since it not. the revenue col-

lected through advanced ticket sales was used to pay all

non-refundable expenses, and the refundable expenses

(such as the beer) which were to be paid from the above-

mentioned sources, never became a savings to the Senior

Day account. Therefore, there is no more than $62.00 re-

maining in this account which will be used to sponsor next

year's Senior Day, if there is one.

As most students may be aware, the presence of alcohol

at many events here at the University is in violation of the

present alcohol policy. However, the administration has

always given its consent to Senior Day even though it is

characterized by the abundance of alcohol. Given the cur-

rent criticisms and concerns voiced by some uninformed

individuals, there has been an unnecessary amount of

publicity given to the event. It is possible that the event

may be proven, in retrospect, to cause all to much trouble

for its anticipated benefits. What the editors do not seem

to understand is that by jumping to conclusions they may

be jeopardizing the possibility of Senior Day happening in

the future. In this case, it is the entire Senior class that

suffers from the behavior of a few.

Senior Day Committee
Lisa Potter, Chair

Editors note: It was not our intention to" 'blame" cancella-

tion ofSenior Day, and the subsequent cu^tiinties of "Class

of '8S Day" on anyone. The editorial served its purpose,

which was to let students see a full explanation of the ac-

tivities constituting the event and an account of the student

mxmies spent on them.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line Due

to space limitatio.is and the volume of mail, we regret we

are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All let-

ters are subjec. to edi ng for clarity and length.

Controversy — last week was the first

of a new editorial section on controver-

sial issues, on-campus and off.

If you *ve heard something controver-

sial, write us about it, or call the

Editorial desk.
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Can we build one for you?;
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Design your favorite bagel sandwich and bring us the blueprint we'll build it to

exact specs We're the bagel engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. 549-6314

HNE CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS

Halloween Candy
Gifts, Gift Certificates

Hours M-Th 10-5:30, Fri & Sat 10-10

68 Main St. Sun 12-5 63 N. Pleasant Si

Northampton Amherst

586-4180 253-5589

n
I

p/

Bett or OJ^O

PahiUm
Northampton
Store Open

Sundays, 12-5

SlHWtS
AMHERST* IE Pleasant Street/ 549-6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St./ 584- 1016

GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall/ 773-5572

Tuesday, uciooer 11. 1983 Colie^ian

siK»:
JDAA^ 187 n. pleasant st^ amlierst
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We Buy Used Records

AL-BUMS
Now Open in Amherst!

Lowest Prices on
New. Used. C3nd

Imported Records

Hours:

M-F10to6
Sat9to5
Sun 12 to 5

181 North Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-7137

OVERSIZED ORIGINALS?
AMHERST COPY CORNER

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

CORNER

37 East PiMsant St.* Amherst • 540-2854

Now Featuring The Xerox 2080 Printer

The Printer will accept docun\cnts up to 36 "wide
by any length and output prints up to 24 "wide by

any length on either Xerox Bond or Engineering
Vellum. In addition, the machine has variable

reduction and enlargement capabilities ranging
from 45% to 141% of any size and any increment
in between.

We know our 2080 will increase your productivity

by providing you with fast turnaround, high
quality copies. Stop in today and let us fill all

your copy needs.

fcacs:

Wkldes

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
1 (behind Aubuchon Hardware)

i DOWNTOWN AMHERST
256-0148

!• COPIES \

> RESUMES
\

!• LETTERHEADS
\

!• ENVELOPES i

> FORMS ^

> INVITATIONS
!• TYPESETTING

i

NOW OPEN !! I

m M-F 8:30 am-5:30pm Sal. 9ani-5pin

151 MAIN ST.
'next fo Calhy Cross)

NORTHAMPTON
586-9982

M-F 8:30 am-5:30 pm Sat 9:00 am-2:00 pm

wbiLe you
wAir

^ quxLiry BUlkRAtC

r*QlLecnv6 'reductions

Copies «*j.-^'
g,,^^,^

SAXURMcrtS iuMMfl!:S\ 2S0'0^J-?

2G6 N PL£R5flNT ST flMH£RST,Mfl. 0I002
253-5673

Only Authorized Dealer in Western Mass. for

Amherst's Newest

Full-Line

Microcomputing

Store

Portable

- 16 BIT 80 80 Processor

- 128 K RAM expandable to 512 K

- Parallel & Serial ports included

320 K per disk, 1 or 2 floppy drives or optional 10 MB hard

Hi-Res green phosphorous, non-glare monitor

4 IBM-PC compatible expansion slots

MS-DOS, PC tutor, & Multimate word processor

same screen text and graphics

$250. OFF $2995.* List

with this ad thru October 29th
example price - desktop with 2 drives

Desktop
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Arts
artslines ^
The department of Dramatic Arts and

Dance of Amherst College will present

Shakespere's The Z'aming of the Shrew

directed by Walter Boughton. in Kirby

Memorial Theater ^.. October 21, 22 and

October 27 29. All performances begin at

^ ^
8 p.m. Ticket prices are $4 general ad-

mission, and $2 for students and senior

citizens. Amherst College students with a

valid ID will be admitted free. For

reservations or further information, call

542-2277 between 1 and 5 p.m.

The Hampshire College Theatre Program

will be opening its 1983/84 season with

Abby Stone's production of The Tempest by

WiUiam Shakespere. The performance will

be held at Hampshire College, on the

grounds outside of Emily Dickinson Hall, at

8 p.m. on October 13-15. Tickets are $2.50

for Hampshire College students and $3 for

the general public. For further in-

formation, contact Mary Lisa Kinney at

549-4600, ext: 208.

Auditions for Uhuruh's fall production,

Uhuruh - Freedom in Motion, will be held

between 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. October 15, 16

in Hampden Dance Studio. Those wishing

to audition should prepare a monologue, a

song and wear loose clothing suitable for

dancing. For further information, call

Hampden Theater at 545 2045.

FINE YARNS & NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

GRAND OPENING SALE
20% - 50% OFF ENTIRE STOCK
OCTOBER 11 - OCTOBER 15

FALL CLASSES STARTING THIS WEEK. CALL US!

The Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. 549-6106

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30

Formerly the Sheep Shop

Dasiard^

Amherst... « g

...your best buys

y TIME OUT

IWHAT DOES THE PILLOW 0N|

THE BAR MEAN?

FRISBEES and
other FLYING DISCS

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

I 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst |

TwoT.V.'s ^

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour

4-a

16 oz draft

ty
plus

giant bar drinks

The best place In town

to start a conversation!

Amherst's Dl99#st Little Ikir

37 H Pleasant

Amherst, MA

Campus
Card.

Welcome, University of Massachusetts students!

No matter what your schedule or workload is, you

can now do your banking at a nearby X- Press 24

at the Newman Center. There's only one card that

lets you do all your regular banking at more than

435 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts - the

BayBanks X-Press 24 card.

To get your card, just visit our Amherst Office, 75

East Pleasant Street, today.

TkySomething Better

At the sub you're the Quarter

back and we've got the goods

for whatever play you call!

This Fall We've Got It All!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

_ Bamboo

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

I

BLINDS
Paper

BEDSPREADS lampshades
- .ll_ A>._^IAbbm^ »AalB««4^ftA#A

KICK OFF
FREE 16 oz. soda, with the purchase

of any whole sandwich.
1 10 ^m ^ ^ ^ ^» ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

FIRST DOWN
FREE cup of soup with the purchase

of any whole sandwich.

Long bomb
FREE bowl of chili with the purchase

of any whole sandwich.

TOUCHDOWN!
FREE half size sandwich with the

purchase of a Double Whole
Sandwich. FREE half sub is of equal

or lower va.je of double whole

sandwich.

cov«r walla, furnltura, windowa

RUGS & MATS
colorful, durable

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS €r BLOUSES
iota of comfortable cotton

Starling and Gold Fillod

JEWELRY
Earrlnga, Ear Cuffa. RInga. ate.

Daily 10 am - 6 r»"™

Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - FrI Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

HECCANTILC
GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

Arts
Tar hardens the heart
TAR
By C.K. Williams
Vintage, 65 pp., $5.95

By COUNT RAMIN ZAHED
Collegian Correspondent

It is a fine line which divides the two realms of poetry and
prose. C.K. Williams certainly walks that thin line. His

recent collection of poems. Tar, is a somber
reflection of contemporary life.

The only stylistic elements which stands out in all of his

poems is the use of long sentences. One can easily connect

the verses and obtain a dry narrative in prose. However,

the poet chooses this style to transfer a feeling of

monotony and coldness. He certainly succeeds; but, is it

really poetry?

The poem "Tar" refers to the 1979 accident at the Three

Mile Island nuclear power plant. The whole poem is

anything but original. The ending lines could very well be

the beginning of a solemn news article: By nightfall

kids had come across them: Every
sidewalk on the block was scribbled with

obscenities and hearts.

Two of the more solid poems are "My Mother's Lips" and
"The Gas Station." In both poems, there exists a certain

longing for an innocent yesterday. Williams recalls how
close he once was to his mother and how time changes this

union. I've just grown to her height or just
past it: There are our lips moving
together, now the unison suddenly
breaks, I have to go on by myself no maestro, no score to
follow.

The selection goes on to cover various other run of the

mill subjects: selfish love, learning of a friend's illness, etc.

The book ends with a very mystical and lengthy poem
entitled "One of the Muses." Reminiscent of Fowles'
"Mantissa," this poem is a vague reference to creativity. It

is basically above the mentality of the reviewer. Une can

only go back to one of his earlier poems for relief. In "The
Gas Station," he speaks of a certain innocence and lack of

intellectual jargon that touches the reader more than any

of his other works. HOW PURE WE WERE THEN,
BEFORE RIMBAUD, BEFORE BLAKE. GRACE.
LOVE. TAKE CARE OF US. PLEASE.

One may enjoy Tar as a whole for it has

certain glimpses of modern life. However,
the poet's style leaves the reader cold, unaffected and

rather longing for something more from the heart.
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ByNEALO'SHEA
Collegian Correspondent

Do you like to have fun? Do you like to dance and not

worry ^bout life too much? Then step in line with Close To

The Bane, the new album from the Tom Tom Club.

Blending reggae, funk, and their own brand <rf progressive

rock, the Tom Tom Club sing about being famous, being

happily married, and basically having a good life.

Famous? The basis of the Club is half of Talking Heads

(bassist Tina Weymouth and drummer Chris Frantz) along

with some friends (part of the current Talking Heads tour

band) and a few relatives (Tina Weymouth's three sisters).

The marriage is between Tina Weymouth and Chris Frantz

and the happiness comes naturally.

Close To The Bone, their second LP, is a very fun,

danceable album. "Bamboo Town" and "Never Took a

Penny" are two strong reggae sounding songs that cannot
help but make you get up and dance. "Pleasure of Love"
and "Atsababy (Life is Great)" explore the private side of

Weymouth's and Frantz's marriage and how becoming
famous through Talking Heads hasn't really changed their

lives, only their lifestyles. The one radio play song "The
Man with Four Way Hips," looks at the far-out realm of

club dancing with some powerful sounds that bespeak the
musicianship of this group.

So, if you are looking for ultra-deep meanings and

depressing sides of reality, don't buy this album, because

the Tom Tom Club likes to have fun and look at the good
side of life.

A scene from the Rand Theater's production of The Homecoming, opening this week at the

FAC.

Department of

Theater opens

its fall season
The University Ensemble Theater will open its 1983/84

season with a production of Harold Pinter's The
Homecoming at 8 p.m., October 13-15 and 19-22 in the

Rand Theater, FAC.

The play involves the "homecoming" of a college professor

Teddy, and his wife Ruth, to a small North London flat

after a six year absence. Teddy's return is greeted by his

father Max, his uncle Sam. and his two younger brothers

Lenny and Joey, with a mixture of open hostility, sen-

timental gush, and jealous suspicion. There are moments
of riotous violence and uproar, but the play consist mostly
of talk: reminiscences of the past, quarrels about the
present, and revelations concerning the future.

Tickets are $3.50 for tlie general public and $2.50 for

students and senior citizens. For reservations and other
information, call the Rand Theater box office at 545-3511.

-DOUG MUISE
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191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534

Open 7 days a week

Sale

ends

Oct. 16

NIIIKI;
Squibb

Theragran-M
100 plus 30 free

mi

FOR YOUR
DOLL
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$6.79
reg. $8.65

^Personal

I ata;.. a'Wi

PANADO^

PAI^gDOt

Maximum Strength

Panadol
30 tablets or

24 caosules

$1.59
reg. $2.55

Personal
Touch

4 twin blade refills

$1.49
reg. $2.15

Soft €r Dri

reg. or powder 4 oz.

$1.88

reg. $2.89

GET A $2,00 REFUND!

r>^i OR
ooorio

MAXIMUM STRENGTH
ACNE PIMPLE MEDICATIONS

U H KFUM »n*
GO 1 1? 00 cnrcii -iw •ou wna U5^ 'fgi'.

» f»c«ipi ixin II* Uf^ tu' cooe I'om Oiy
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OIT lOTEAM REFUHOOFFfK
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Hypercurricula

COOPERS AND LYBRAND PRESENTATION - Sponsored by the Accounting

Association. Topic to be discussed "Life in PubUc Accounting". Everyone is

welcome to attend. 7:30 p.m. Campus Center Room 917

UPC GENERAL MEETING - Get involved. Help UPC bring concerts to cam-

pus. 6:30 p.m. 168 CC

BASSOONIST FRANK MORELLI IN CONCERT AT BEZANSON RECITAL

HALL - Frank MoreUi wiU perform (on the UMass Faculty Recital Series) a

program of serious and lighthearted works by Vivaldi. Hindemith. Peter Schickele

and Michael Campbell. MorelU. who is on the music faculty, performs widely in this

country and abroad. Member of the UMass basson class wiU jom hrni for part ot the

program. Concert is FREE. 8 p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall. Fine Arts Center

WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS: ABORTION - As part of the week of the Bible, Dr.

Mildred F. Jefferson will speak about the moral implications of abortion. 7:30 p.m.

SUB

THE ECONOMICS MAJOR - What is it worth? An information session for

CAS/ECON, Economics majors, and students desiring to learn more about

economics as a potential major 4 p.m. Thompson 102

"CREATION VS. EVOLUTION" — Well known author and Professor of

Systematic Theology, Dr. Norman L. Geisler wUl present his findings and enterUin

questions. 7:30 p.m. MaharAud.

DISCOVER NEW ENGLAND CLUB MEETING - Topics to be discussed at

tonights meeting will include Saturday's foliage trip. Boston trip, and we'll have a

slide presentation. Come for the fun. 7 p.m. Herter205

FILM: "DR STRANGELOVE" — (or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love

the Bomb) classic anti-war black comedy starring Peter SeUars (playing 3 roles) and

George C. Scott 7.9.11 PM Campus Center Aud.

ASAIN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (AASA) - WUl hold a meeting

to discuss the latest events. New members are welcome to attend. 7-8 p.m. CC Rm

165

ALPHA ZETA — There will be an organizational meeting of members today.

Attendance is mandatory. Refreshments wUl be served. 6:30 p.m. Stockbridge311

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE - Meets to plan for the Fast for a World

Harvest. What can you do about world hunger? Come and find out! 4:30 p.m. 428

Student Union

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Please come to organize for EuromissUe

Rally in Boston and against militarism on campus. 4:30 p.m. CC901

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI — Informal bag lunch discussion meeting with Rabbi

Saul Perlmutter 12-1 p.m. Suffolk Rm. Student Union

PflUWC "(."Vi,

with qiington

Commiffee.

Presents

AN EVENING WITH

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
8PM

tickets •

students: $7 and $6 general public: $8 and $7

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and

Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and

Pittsfield, No cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS
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Collegian
Comic strippers:

Come in and see
either Ray or Jeff
Taylor.
Have we got one for

you f

DC Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
Cranberry Sauce

Tomato Torte

DINNER
Rotini with Tomato

Meat Sauce

Roast Pork

Gravy, Applesauce

Silver Palate Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
Cranberry Sauce

Tomato Torte

BASICS DINNER
Golden Carrot Bake

White Sauce
Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce
with Tofu and Mushrooms

Weather

Sunny today, highs in

the upper 50s to lower 60s.

Becoming cloudy tonight,

lows 45 to 50. Wednesday,
cloudy, a chance of

showers developing during

the day, highs around 60.
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Patty Shea adjusts to the winning side ofhockey
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Imagine... University of Massachusetts

field hockey goalie Patti Shea was not

planning on persuing the sport after high

school.

"My high school team hadn't won a game

in four years." Shea said. "And I had no

plans to play in college."

Shea, a senior and a starter since her

freshman year, said she went out for the

team for the fun of it.

"It was just a bunch of us going out there

to have some fun. I figured I'd give it a

shot. " she said.

"Playing for UMass was a complete

turnaround for me. Playing for a Division I

team gives me the chance to see the other

side, the winning side of field hockey. It's

like a dream come true. " Shea said.

The 21 year old Belmont resident said her

freshman year was a "totally different

experience."

"We were the Cinderella team in the

regional tournament, and the game against

UConn went into double stroke offs." she

said.

UMass lost the game, but Shea said,

"Those things can come back to haunt you."

At the end of her freshman year. Shea

hurt her back.

"It was just one of those things." she said.

"In a scrimmage. I was playing a field

position, and I turned the wrong way too

quickly."

The injury cau.sed Shea to make some

major adjustments in her style of play. She

no longer has the range of movement she

used to. For example, Shea cannot reach

across her body to make a stick save or a

hand stop, she must switch the stick from

one hand to the other.

"The adjustments I had to make may seem

little, but actually they were very big,"

Shea said. "It was like trying to break an

old habit."

Shea played her sophomore year, but her

back forced here to remain inactive for

eight months afterward.

"Goalie is a specialized position, and if you

don't work on technique and fundamentals

every day, you can lose them," Shea said.

Shea feels this is what happened to her,

and she feels it affected her game

throughout her junior year the year the

Minutewomen made it to the NCAA
tournament, losing to Iowa in the semi-

finals.

Shea was not able to begin practice until a

few weeks before last (year's) preseason.

"It took all of my junior year to get it

back," Shea said. "Last year I wasn't

playing up to my full ability."

"Pam (Coach Hixon) didn't say much about

it. I knew about the problem, and there

was no need to say more."

Shea said the team has always been

supportive of her.

"There's always support, both on and off

the field. We're very tight as a team, and

that's one thing that makes it special."

This summer Shea had an experience she

said was a key in helping her win back some

of her lost confidence.

"I knew if I wanted to play well my senior

year, I'd have to go to camp," she said. "It

was good for me. If you don't have con-

fidence in yourself, then you won't get it

from your team."

Shea attended a developmental camp this

summer. She worked her way from "C"

camp to "A" camp. The culmination of

these camps was the Pike's Peak Inter-

national tournament, which involved three

United States teams, and one Canadian

team.

In the round robin tournament. Shea's

team made it to the finals against the

Canadians. Her team won and Shea said,

"The tournament experience brought back

my confidence."

AP lj»erpholo

Philadelphia Phillies' Mike Schmidt crosses homeplate after smack-

ing a homerun in a National Lea^e playoff game against the L.A.

Dodgers. The Phillies will meet the Orioles in Baltimore at 8:30 p.m.

tonight.

* volleyball
Haven for a best three of five match

tomorrow at 7 p.m. at NOPE. Then this

weekend, UMass will be at a big Division I

tourney in Delaware.

So far this season, the Minutewomen have

compiled an 8-0 1 record, and Shea has

allowed only one goal.

"We have a high calibur of play, and we
know it," Shea said. "We are national

contenders, but we can't be thinking about

that all the time. We have to play each

game as if it were a national championship.

We all have to give 110 percent."

Continued f rum page 16

Shea, one of eleven children, said she was

almost afraid to go to college. She needed

to find herself, she said.

"UMass was one of the best moves of my
life. I'm glad I came here," Shea said. "It is

worth all that I have put into it."

Shea seems to have found her niche.

Imagine. ..Patti Shea wasn't going to play

hockey.

And UMass wUl have to keep running

with an almost non-existant bench because

the Smith's don't look to be bark for a while

Colleirian photo by David D«uber

Patty Shea relaxes between halfs of a Minutewomen field hockey

match. As goaltender for UMass, Shea has allowed in only one goal for

the 8-0-1 hockey team.

Tennis downed 6-3;

Host Connecticut today
By ARIEL FOWLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team suffered a 6-3 loss as

they fell to Northeastern University last

Wednesday. The team played well but

could not quite capture the crucial points.

"It was a good match but I felt we could

have won", said UMass coach Pat

Stewart. "Because of a few problems we
couldn't pull off a victory."

In singles action, Lil Sullivan (1) and

Ann Tauger (2) played consistently but

both went down in two sets. Number
three singles player Anne Marie

Mackertich played with intensity but lost

in a hard fought 4 6, 6-4, 1-6 battle. Diana

Biagioli was nipped 3-6, 5-7.

Karen Orlowski, still undefeated with a

4-0 record, came through at number five

singles with a 6 2, 6-2 victory. Karen
Kranick (6) was defeated in two sets.

The number one doubles team of

Maureen Hanlon and Jill Nesgos proved

their persistence as they shut out their

opponents 6-7, 6-3, 7-6. Marie Leary and

Laura Morgan (2) lost in a painful but well

played tiebreaker. Joyce Girusella and

Lisa Corbett ousted their opponents with

a 6-2, 6-4 win.

"They didn't make any errors and

played very well," said Stewart.

The Minutewomen will take the loss in

stride and continue onward as they host

Connecticut Tuesday at NOPE.

• soccer
"I'm definitely not disappointed with the

way we played," .said Berlin, one of our

UMass players selected to the All-

Tournament team. "We've had tough luck

all season. Our record doesn't show how
we've played."

With the loss to Rutgers, UMass' fifth

overtime game, the record now stands at

1.5-3.

The Minutemen picked up their first win

of the season with a 1-0 win over North

Adams State in the semi-final round on Fri-

day. The Mohawks, a fiesty Division III

team gave a good battle, but UMass came

through.

Paulo Serafino scored off of a Berlin

assist at 30:33 to give Massachusetts the

edge. UM outshot North Adams 15-12 and

Firmage, who made three saves, made
some spectacular stops in the closing

Continued from page 16.

mmutes of the game with North Adams
pressuring.

Rutgers stopped St. Josephs 2-0 in the

other semi to set up the championship

match. North Adams upset division I St.

Josephs by beating the Philadelphia team
1-0 in a shootout.

Besides placing Berlin on the All-

Tourney team, Kevin Flynn, Uschok, and

Paul Serafino made the squad from

Massachusetts.

The Minutemen don't take a break and

face Providence at Boyden Field this after-

noon at 3 p.m. The Friars will find winning

here in Amherst over the Minutemen no

easy task as UMass shoots for their second

win.

"We believe in the players and the

coaching," said Gettler. "I believe we'll do

well."

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Dodge Dart slant 6, 4 dr, auto. , snow
t ires. $400 or offer. 527-0181

73 VW Superbug original owner runs good
$850 call Chuck 584-6481 days

Ford Courier 73 new paint, exhaust, muf-
fler, other stuff too. High mileage but
reliable transpo $1295 Dan 665-4847

BUS DRIVING JOBS ~

UMass Transit Service needs several

drivers to start immediately. Part-time, flex-

ible hours. Must be a UMass student with a

Class 1 or 2 license. Apply at University Bus
Garage or call Jenny or Bud for more info

545-0056

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agenc/ Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Mopeds, excellent condition $250, call

Rob 586 5424 or Mike 546-7452

Fuji 12 speed bicycle excellent condition

$210. check it out Rick 6-8787

Ski Boots - Lange XLFlex good shape,
great for Beg/Int $75 or BO 256-0967

Swedish Leather Back-Packs Reg price

$1 19 now $79! Call Eva best M/W/Th 8-10

PM 584-6610

Bicycle - never used, paid $300 no
reasonable refused, with guarantee
546-5988 afternoons ^_^
Dead Tix Hartford 10/15, Portland 10/18
BO before 10/14 586-4261

FOUND
~

Keys found Wednesday, Oct 5 by

Metawampe statue. Must identify ring call

546 7033 ask for Carolyn

Found - Men's watch (10-5 under tree in

front of Goodell) Identify it and I will return

it. Call me at 6-691 7 before b:UU AM or atter

9:00 PM ^
Found

Found:
Center.

change purse. If you lost it call Amy
546-7654 or Barbara 546 6434

Found: Sweater call 545-0738 ask for Nan-

cy Sicard

GREAT SALEI

Refrigerator for $70 great condition!

Stereo for $20 - can't beat that! Call Debbie

at 253-3766 Keep trying!

HELP WANTED

Button Up - new SCB looking for a

motivated individual for Director position.

Challenging, alot of responsibility. Apply:

423 Student Union 545-0341 ask for Donna

Estabrooks

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

INSTRUCTION

B^ic Auto-Mecha^cs Workshop^ 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098 __

KARATE CLUB

set of keys call 549-5421

outside Coffee Shop in Campus
Burgundy leather key holder and

UMass Karate Club meets Tu Th

9 30 10:45 AM everyone welcome! call

549-4600 ex 287

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del^Mar, CA 92625

Free food in exchange for kitchen help.

Contac t^ Paul or Gary at 253-9071

The SGA Treasurer's Office is seeking an

individual to serve as a Treasurer's Assis-

tant Requirements are good bookkeeping

and organizational skills and a strong desire

to help students. Applications available at

407 Student Union. Work study or non

work study. Application deadline is Oct. 13.

UMass SGA is an AA/EEO

Sorority needs kitchen help in exchange

for meals. Great working conditions! Call

Jef;^r Sue D at 256-6887

Full-part time experienced PeoP'« ^o^

delivering pizzas. Must have car^4920626

Bur"Driver Trainees: Western Mass Bus

Lines will hoild a recruitment meeting Thurs

Oct 13 @ 7:00 PM in Campus Ctr R168 to

train students for possible driving positions

next spring

thumbing sentimental value please call

253-5910

Chinese Satin Jacket green between
Camp Ctr & Bartlett 9/30. Angela 5-0290

reward

Reward ladies bracelet with colored

stones call janet 546-1472 very sentimental

Reward if you find my cross pendant with

roma on back call 665-7756 ___^

Symbol of the Holy Ghost medal (upside

down) dove sterling silver. Lost it between

Boyden & Herter. Please call 549-6977

Members Only Jacket silver-gray 9/22

please turn it in to Campus Security

MARC - HAPPY DAYII

Heyl Does anyone ever call you Bark?!

Happy Birthday - I hope it's a good one! I

love ya! Terri

NINA

Happy Birthday to Nina the Ninja. Now
that your of age don't get caught. Love, An
Officer and a Gentleman

PART-TIME

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORK!!
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434, 9-2 pm

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual. Couples, Family Therapy.

Psychological testing. Psychological Ser

vices Center 545-0041

RAYBANS

Quality sunglass wear invest in your eyes

at least 25% off suggested retail prices

evenings call Bruce 549 2879

RIDE WANTED

To Binghamton N.Y. :

call Mat, 546-7087.

, Oct. 21. Please

Commute to Connecticut on
weekends? Hartford ar a please call Karen

share expenses 256- 1443

Ride^ wanted to Ithacca NY Oct 14 call

256-1081

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share room in Brittany Manor
non-smoker preferred 256-1203

SECURITY DEPOSITS

Feeling ripped off? Do you have a ques-

tion about the return of your security

deposit? Contact: Off Canipus Housing Of-

fice, 115 Hasbrouck, 545 0865

PERSONALS

Learn the secrets of aloe plus

cosmetics. For free make-up consultation

call Debbie 665-8587

Kathy and Susan hey Roommies! What

a weekend! Now its time to rush! Memorial

hall 7-9 PM be there aloha I Love you both

Linda __^

Poochie, You're too good to share so

please make up your mind before I lose

mine

LOST

Glasses light blue soft case please return!

Karen 256-1443 ^

Plaid Cap Sat 10/1 in VW Rabbit while

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good expenence

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/14 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World studentsjencouraged to apply

T^Tthe^^rftoTSowie worshiper - How

did you know I had an authentic aztec

stone snake flute? - your philosophical

friend

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

TERMINAL

Used Hazeltine Computer Terminals.
CRT w/keyboard. $250 while they last.

Jason, 1-967-5483

WANTED

Buying class rings, gokj and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-071

Helpl 3 weeks into the semester and I still

don't have a Haber £r Runvon 3rd ed. intro

pyschology text. Call 6 49 '8

Vocalist, seeks sonr>eone to jam with - no
exp. but loves Led Zep Who, Stones, U2,
Police, Doors, Ceils. . .tall 6-9912

Accounting Tutor needed desperately!
For Acctg 221 if you're q./alified please call

Cheryl 546-98C'1 to make arrangements
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Mission impossible forMinutemen
Delaware

prevails
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

NEWARK. Del. The Mission, which they

had no choice but to accept, was difficult

but direct.

Travel to Delaware, forget that you

haven't beaten this team once in the seven

times you've played forget your 1-3 record

and that your a 16 point underdog and

bring an important confidence building win

back to Amherst or risk the chance of self

destruction.

Well, the University of Massachusetts

football team did all they could to complete

a successful Mission. But Delaware

quarterback B.J. Webster, the leader of an

80 yard drive, turned victory to defeat in

the last four minutes of the game and the

Minutemen went back to Amherst to re-

evaluate this Mission and think about

upcoming assignments.

"We played reasonably well. Well enough

to win." uttered Mission commander,

UMass head coach Bob Pickett, "but we
didn't win."

The Minutemen did play well. The
defense held the Delaware offense, which

averages 29 points a game, to 16 points but

the last seven points proved to be fatal.

Webster started the drive on his own 20

yard line and moved the Blue Hens to the 34

yard hne before delivering the big blow, a

46 yard bomb to wide receiver Gary
Darienzo to the UMass 22 yard line. Three

plays later he hit the winning touchdown on

a seven yard pass play.

But the Minutemen did not abort the

Mission at this point. Sophomore quar-

terback Jim Simeone moved the

Minutemen from their own 22 yard line to

the Delaware 31 yard line with a minute

and a half remaining; looking to at least get

in field goal range for barefooted George
Papoutsidis, who kicked two field goals

earlier.

But sophomore defensive end Gary

Cannon sacked Simeone in two of the next

four plays and the Minutemen were forced

to hand the ball over to Delaware on the 46

yardline with 34 seconds left and ran out

the clock.

The Minutemen were not without big

plays themselves. Trailing 9 3. Simeone hit

wide receiver Kevin Jackson on a 29 yard

touchdown strike after Delaware accepted

Collef^mn photo by David Dcuber

FOOTBALL MISSION: The Minutemen's Kevin Jackson heads back

for a pass from Jim Simeone as Delaware's Michael Anderson tries to

prevent the pass.

a third down penalty against UMass to try

and push Papoutsidis out of field goal

range.

But. the Mission failed and the

Minutemen. off to the worst start since

1957. have some soul searching to do to

avoid self-destruction.

'Maybe I'm totally wrong, but I still think

we can salvage this season." said com-

mander Pickett. "The kids don't seem

down at this stage. They are disappointed

but not down. We'll know when we start

practice Tuesday how our spirits are. I'm

still confident."

O.T. loss for

Minutemen
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

On paper, a match between the Rutgers

University and the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team is a

mismatch. Rutgers is ranked 11th in the

country and undefeated, while UMass isn't

even ranked in New England.

However, that was not the case in Satur-

day's championship final of the UMass In-

vitational. This game was not a mismatch.

It was close enough to go into over time

after ninety minutes of regulation play that

produced a 0-0 result.

However. Rutgers took advantage of op-

portunity when it came and, led along by

the foot of Bobby Joe Esposito, overcame

the Minutemen 3-0 in overtime at Boyden

Field.

"We played pretty well," said UMass

head coach Jeff Gettler. "We were

dangerous in the first half and at times in

the second. Rutgers had a great goal."

And it was one goal that broke up this

tightly played match (Rutgers had 44 fouls

while UMass had 22). With just 29 seconds

gone into overtime, freshman Bobby Joe

Esposito lifted a shot past goalie Jamie Fir-

mage into the corner to give Rutgers a 1-0

lead.

The goal forced UMass to take chances

on defense that cost them.

"We had to take chances," said Gettler.

"We couldn't be conservative. We were

down 1-0 and we wanted to win. We just

got burned twice."

Esposito sped all alone down field on a

breakaway down the far sideline and pass-

ed it inside to Jack Weber who scored for a

2-0 lead. The UMass defense was up on an

offensive charge.

Greg Michaels scored off a pass from

Esposito to make the final 3-0 margin and

ice the game.
"I'm not too unhappy," reflected Gettler.

"We lost to a good team. We just couldn't

find the trigger."

Neither could Rutgers in regulation as

both defense stood up. Peter Geddes, Tom
Uschok and Firmage stood out on defense

along with Steve Berlin, who seemed to be

all over the field.
Continued on page lU-

Volleyball places third

In Connecticut tourney

Hockey stays undefeated

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN. CT Most teams that don't

have much of a bench don't have much of a

team. No depth has ruined many an

athletic team.

A possible example could be the

University of Massachusetts women's
volleyball team. They are down to seven

players in a sport where six start. They
lost two starters. Kirslen Smith and Lesile

Smith (no relation) two weeks ago to in-

juries.

But no depth does not faze the

Minutewomen and they have responded to

play some of their best volleyball of the

sea.son.

Massachusetts travelled to the Southern

Connecticut tournament this past weekend

and came home with a well earned third

place finish.

"They played great." said a pleased head

coach Elaine Sortino. "This weekend we

played great defense. We were really

picking up the balls.

"

UMass starts an iron six consisting of

Sally Maher, Joanne Siler. Patti Grant.

Ann Ringrose, Ellen Deady. and Debbie

Cole while Susie Grant spells relief, for the

spikers.

The Minutewomen. who are ranked fifth in

the Northeast in Division II with a 18-8

record, went 3-1 in pool play to advance to

the semi-finals.

East Strousburg. a top division III team
in the Northeast, fell in straight sets 15-9.

15-7 and then UMass toppled Central
Connecticut 7-15. 15-8. 15-9.

Massachusetts met rival University of

New Haven, ranked third in the Northeast,
on Saturday morning and although UM was
"'really up for it" New Haven won 11-15, 15-

8. 12 15. UMass finished pool play with a

slaughter of division I Vermont. 15-5, 15-2.

The Minutewomen faced Army, ranked
number one in the NE division II in the
semi-finals. It wa.s a close match but Army
snuck out the win with a 14 16. 15-9. 11-15

decision. Massachusetts toppled Lowell 15-

4. 15-4 for third place.

"'I'm very pleased. " said Sortino. ""It was
our toughest tournament to date. We've
finally gotten over the hump defensivily
and our offense is as fine as anybodys."

Sally Maher and Siler stood out for

UMass with some tremendous spikes,

especially in the Lowell game.
Massachusetts will get to see how they

match up to the competition with a tough
slate of matches this week. They face New

Continued on page lU-

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team defeated the University of

Maine Saturday by a 4-2 score. The win

upped the Minutewomen's record to 8-0-1.

U. Mass, ranked fourth in the country, had

two goals on the board within the first

fifteen minutes of the game. „ ..

The first goal was scored by forward Patti

Smith, who took a rebound off the pads of

the Black Bear goalie, and found the net.

Forward Chris Kocot did the same less

than five minutes later, when she took her

own shot off the pads of the keeper and

scored, to give Massachusetts a 2-0 cushion.

Maine made the score 2-1. on what coach

U. Mass Pam Hixon called a "controversial

play."

A shot was taken from the outside the

circle, according to Hixon, and it went off

an Maine attackers leg. There was no call,

and U. Mass goalie Kathryn Rowe had to

play the ball anyway. It was a tough play.

but Maine had scored.

Forwards Pam Moryl and Smith added

two more for the Minutewomen in the

second half. Maine tallied a solitary goal in

the last five minutes to make the final

result 4-2.

U. Mass goalie Rowe, in her first start of

the season, faced only two shots on goal

from the Maine offense. Rowe replaced

starter Patti Shea, who was out due to an

illness.

"We had lots of corners, but none of our

shots made it to the net." Hixon said.

The Minutewomen play at Northeastern

this afternoon, on the turf, in Boston.

Last night, after a practice on the floor in

NOPE gym, Hixon said, "We like to play on

the turf, but it is also important to keep in

mind that Northeastern has the potential to

score. They have a very developed corner

play.

"Our plan will be to keep them from

having opportunities to get corners, while

we create as many for ourselves as we can.

After watching this practice," Hixon said,

"I know we'll be able to get the ball on goal

tomorrow."

Sports Notice
Important meeting for all Stockbridge

Basketball candidates. Report to Boyden
249 on Tuesday, October 11th at 4:00 OR

call Jack Leaman (545-1301) OR stop by
Boyden 228.
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A Chance for Boston

Massachusetts gubernatorial hopeful Mel King

photo by Ed Cohen

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

"I'm here looking at the real Boston. I'm here because

there is a chance now," said the Reverend Jesse

Jackson in a support speech for Mel King at Boston s

Concord Baptist Church.

Jackson described Boston, America and life as a

series of highs and lows, "with turbulent blind spots in

the road ' He labeled rocks thrown at Boston children

over busing a low moment and the would-be election

of Mel King a high moment.

Jackson told the audience he has the impression

that the minds of people in Massachusetts have

changed. He compared Reagan's winning

Massachusetts by 25,000 votes in the last presidential

election to the "great efforts" for change now. He

called it "a fervor to redefine America" and said it was

felt all around the country.

He stated "It's time for a new vision. There must

be a commitment to new values...to equal protection

under the law...This generation must remove the ceil-

ing imposed on them. They must strive not to

dominate but participate."

Jackson said. "I'm here for Mel King because he

makes sense...because he's trying to lead Boston to

higher ground." "America has power.. .but power is

not enough. We are dangerously close to nuclear

holocaust...With the largest banks in the world we

have three million more people on welfare. There is

more economic polarization than ever." said the

Reverend.

A Tradition of

Academic Excellence

I

A

by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Reporter

(the first in a series of articles on Minority academic pro-

grams)

For 15 years the Committee for the Coleg^te Education of

Black and Minority Students (CCEBMS) has offered

academic, tutorial and career counseling that has h^^
many Third World students make it through the UMass ex^

perience. CCEBMS is a University funded PJ^S^^^
des.Qned

to meet the unique academic and cultural needs of Black and

"'"1^ thet were mnore Black faculty on the UMass

campus than Black students. Since the University was riot

willing to make a committment of identifying and recruiting

Black students, a group of Black faculty got together and

formed the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black

Students. (Although CCEBMS has always served the entire

Third World community, the addition of "Minonty in the ti-

tle was made official in 1981.)
„ ^ • ,„ iorq q

The first class of CCEBMS students enrolled in the 1968-9

school year with 50 Black students. 150 students enrolled

h« haJ^^ vear and in CCEBMS' third year 175 students

InroK Xhlch until this year had been CCEBMS' largest

'Ii'cTcCEb'mS' conception in 1968, the organization has

exp'ndeJto much more than just a Recruitment Committee^

Mrn..«i Rick Townes CCEBMS Assistant Director of

Acadelc Services ^d that CCEBMS has grown to be the

mc^t comprehensive progam of its kind .n the country.

Continued on page 2

Jackson told the audience that the country needs

something greater than power to go
^'^^^^Il^^^Thl

and that King's rainbow coalition represented it. The

coalition," said Jackson, "represents moral

authority... Red, yellow, black and white, all of us are

precious in God's sight. The rainbow coalition says,

there is a reality in the rainbow, a combination of sun-

shine and rain, joy and pain."

Of the coalition King said, "Without question we ve

got some of the greatest people in the world in our

camp...and together we're going to bring the people

of Boston together for the good of the city

According to King, the coalition has already had an

impact on Boston. "Boston is open and accessible

because of our efforts," says King. You know it s

"changed because no longer do we have a candidate

who vvould run on a racist platform. We know we re

winning when one white candidate is admonishing

another for racism," he continued.

King feels it is important for people to understand

that they are winning, "that we're going to be

recognized and have access to everything in this city

and then in the country." .. , ^•

Jackson described King, saying, "In Mel King we

have the combination of integrity, intelligence, in-

volvement and experience. This plant, this

flower... has been built from the bottom up, not the

top down. " ^..
Jackson turned the podium over to Dick

Gregory,who told the crowd that he didn t want to

hear "moanin' and groanin' on Tuesday and prayin

when it was too late." He entreated people to vote

and see that other people voted too.

Jackson said, "Back in 1965, some of you were old

enough to be there and weren't. But God keeps on

giving us chances. Some of you would not march on

Washington in 1963. But God keeps on giv.ngus

chances. You had a chance to go to Selma in 19^.

but would not go; wouldn't even show up for the

funerals of those who lost their lives. But God is a

merciful God...Our time has come."

"It might take all night long," said Jackson but

for those who do not drop out, who turn to each other

and not on each other, joy will come in the morning^

In prayer he described Mel King as "one who has the

sensitivity and courage to follow his convictions.

Mary Smalls said, "Folks been prayin' a long time to

change the conditions in Boston, and the Lord looked

around and chose the man he wanted to do

something about it."

Jesse Jackson at Boston rally for Mel King
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Campus Journalism

Conference

Today, Tuesday, October 11, is the deadline to register

for the October 18th conference. Campus Journalism:

Social Conflict and Freedom of the Press. This conference

will be held in CC101 and will discuss the many and com-

plex responsibilities of student-run publications and of

students as journalists and human beings living m a

volatile world.

With the goal of opening constructive dialogue on cam-

pus journalism, a planning committee of students, faculty,

staff and administrators has met regularly for three mon-

ths to prepare the agenda for next Tuesday afternoon:

3:30 Introduction and Background

Joel Myerson, Collegian Editor-in-Chief

3:45 Welcome and Opening Remarks

Joseph Duffey, UMass Chancellor

4:00 Keynote: "Freedom of the Press and Social

Conflict: Addressing Dilemmas on

Campus,"
Robert Trager, former professor, practicing

attorney and author of two books on

student press

4:30 Panel Response: "The Dilemmas from Multiple

Perspectives," moderated by James

Boylan, Journalism Professor,

with panelists:

Josh Meyer, Collegian Executive Editor

Phillip Perlmutter, Boston Jewish

Community Council Director

Michael Thelwell, Afro-Am Professor

Howard Ziff , Journalism Professor

Barbara Jean Roche, Campus
Connection Editor

6:00 Audience Comments and Questions

6:30 Working Dinner, compliments of the Chancellor

7:30 Ongoing Dialogue: Sugesstions for Follow-Up,

moderated by Joel Myerson

8:00 Summary and Conclusion

Informal Reception

We at NUMMO are very familiar with campus and

global conflict. We know that no press can appease

everyone, simply because no reported issue, be it campus,

local, national or international in scope, will meet consen-

sus with all readers. Nevertheless, NUMMO, as any other

campus publication , is dedicated to informing the com-

munity responsibly about such news.

With a focus on concerns to people of color, this often

means for us filling in gaps and making broader connec-

tions between issues and events; it means interpretting

news to discover and to uncover the underlying attitudes

that affect us as non-Whites living in a society controlled

by Whites. By this we hope to fill our readers' needs, but,

ultimately, we need your help, feedback and suggestions.

Few, if any, can define the dynamics of a large universi-

ty campus, precisely because the definition of that cam-

pus encompasses the widest range of personalities,

outlooks and interests. For that campus to exist in a

tumultous world of social, political and moral contradic-

tions is only to ensure conflicting diversity. No one issue

claims itself the most difficult to accord; any confrontation

demands constant struggle. Yet just as conflict is assum-

ed, so should objective discussion be encouraged.

All are invited to attend the conference. Make your

reservation at 204 Middlesex House.

Continued from page 1

"Along with academic advising and free tutorial service,

we also work with national and international exchange pro-

grams, internships and co-ops for our students," said

Townes. CCEBMS goes as far as Atlanta to recruit students

and reviews 450 to 600 minority student applications each

years. The program is also lobbying the administration to do

more for its students, particularly in the financial aid depart-

ment.

This year CCEBMS has switched to a new system of

academic advising. In the past each counselor was responsi-

ble for a class of students, e.g. Freshperson, Sophomore,

etc. However, due to a shortage of two staff members the

counselors are now responsible for particular schools, e.g.

College of Arts and Sciences. "This new system is proving

to be very beneficial," said Townes. Under the new system

counselors can gain expertise about the school they are

counseling rather than having to take on a whole class with

all the different majors.

Townes stated that CCEBMS is very important to today's

students because "with Black unemployment at 50 percent,

Blacks must strive harder to make changes." He said that

Blacks students must excel even more than white students

and must participate in internship and co-ops in order to

distinguish themselves from the rest of the pack. "A majority

of our students are very goal and success oriented and have

the ability to strive," Townes added.

The CCEBMS staff does not just work a 9 to 5 schedule.

The advisors are very much involved with their students.

Along with having an intramural basketball team, "Old and

Slow," the counselors work on projects that interest them.

For example, counselors Greg Roberts and John Lopes asre

organizing a chapter of the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity and a

Cape Verdean Club respectively. Director Paul Barrrows is

pursuing government grants for health science programs

and support programs for research careers in the hard

sciences.

In spite of the many benefits of CCEBMS many students

criticize the program. "This is very unfortunate," said

Townes, "CCEBMS is committed to helping students. We
have a lot to do with students' existence and survival." He

added that students who criticize and take the program for

granted hamper CCEBMS efforts to help all students.

"We are not perfect and we make mistakes," Townes ad-

mits, "but students must measure our commitment and ef-

fort. We are motivated to see all our students succeed."

It is to students' advantage to be involved in CCEBMS.
Many of the University departments turn to CCEBMS for in-

formation about its students. "We can open doors for

students," said Townes. "I have been here for eight years,

and I've seen many students come and go, but, fortunately,

CCEBMS always remains."

next week: the Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)
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In the last issue of NUMMO Ed Cohen's and Chet

Davis' photography exhibit was incorrectly titled.

Such Sweet Thunder appears at the Augusta Savage

MefTKKial Galtefy in New Africa House through October 17.

Native American
Exposes Lies

Dick Gregory and Jesse Jackson support Mel King in Boston

last Thursday
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BMCP-TV
by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Reporter

The Black Mass Communications Project, which for

years has offered the valley music and education over

WMUA radio, has begun a video and television pro-

ject called the BMCP-TV production network. Direc-

tor Raymond H. Giles, said the project was developed

to do video promotional production for Third World

organizations in the area.

Giles stated that the production network has been

under consideration for two years, but the actual plari-

ning and development of the project began this

semester. The network will be operated by a produc-

tion crew of producers, directors, actors, and writers

that Giles is in the process of coordinating.

If the network is to be successful, the production

crew must "work with a team concept," said Giles.

"We must work closely together to produce quality

programs that will benefit our organizations." The

crew is being trained by the Union Video Center, and

Giles added that there are still positions available for

Third World students interested in becoming involved

with the network.

"Television is the most important medium of our

time," said Giles. It is imperative that Third World

students, especially those majoring in Communica-

tions, learn about television production on a first hand

basis. "Although radio has proven very valuable, TV

has a much higher potential for expansion," said

Giles.

BMCP-TV is working with UVC to produce pro-

grams that will be aired on Student Union and Cam-

pus Center television. The network is also currently

negotiating with area cable companies to develop pro-

grams to be aired on cable stations. Giles says that

working with cable c^n help the network develop pro-

grams of professional quality.

The network Is considering programming of

news/documentaries, campus-wide events, theatrical

productions and possibly national events. If

everything goes according to schedule, programming

should begin in mid-November, with the first produc-

tion to be a documentary on the Augusta Savage

Memorial Art Gallery in New Africa House.

Giles thanks CCEBMS for helping to plan the pro-

duction network. For more Information and crew ap-

plications, contact Raymond Giles at the BMCP of-

fice, SUB 402, 5-2426

African

Students

Association

The statement of purpose reads: to create, foster

and cement closer relationships among African

students on campus; to encourage them to study the

fundamental problems facing the African countries

and to suggest solutions for these problems; to

disseminate true and adequate information about the

African people, their history, culture, traditions, pro-

blems and aspirations; to foster and cement greater

understanding and cooperation with the American

people in general and the University community in

particular.

These goals are noble for a newly formed non-

budgeted organization. With zeal and determination,

though, the African Students Association (ASA)

strives to offer what educational and cultural events it

can.

While "this all depends on money," Mulu Geta,

President of the ASA reaffirms existing members'

committment "to make the organization real strong,

to disseminate true (African) culture, drive and deter-

mination and their struggle" within the college com-

munity.

The ASA is a Five-College organization with a pre-

sent membership of 65 Africans who study and live in

the area. It extends associate membership to Afro-

American students as well, and feels a duty to create

closer ties to address U.S. "ignorance of the African

continent, to deconstruct the kind of thinking" that

defines African and other Third World peoples as in-

herently backward, not taking into consideration cen-

turies of economic and cultural exploitation.

Because the ASA did not form until the Spring of

1983, it missed the 1983-4 SGA budget deadline. For

the next year the organization will have to approach

scheduling of events "program by program." The

ASA asks for help from other organizations to co-

sponsor or to grant monies for such propsed events as

a panel discussion on the crisis in the Horn of Africa

and an African UN representative's visit.

Geta acknowledges not only the many limits facing

the organization, but members' perseverance as well,

saying, "Of course, we're used to that; Africans are

trained by the best professor-that's poverty."

The ASA thanks the Afro-Am Department for sup-

plying an office, 423 New Africa House, and extends

an invitation to any and all interested students to call

5-0210 or to stop by for information.

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

John Trudell, Native American activist and poet,

spoke last Wednesday about indigenous North

Americans peoples' constant meeting head-on with

U.S. antagonism. Outside the SUB Ballroom that

afternoon, the Union Video ran a tape of another

Native American man who introduced passers-by to

Trudell's topic by saying, "Indian awareness is here;

there is more to it than beads and feathers." Inside the

Ballroom, Trudell translated that awareness into real

terms, into human life issues.

With a calm yet vibrant voice, Trudell began his talk

by reading his own poerty, prose rife with imagery and

physical reality: "Americans who never wanted to be

Americans in the first place...some lived, some died,

some don't even know what happened... physical rape

of the earth." Asserting that "I have no reason to lie,"

Trudell described Native Americans' battles as "an ex-

tension of the largest war, started 491 years ago

because we have a different perspective on life." He

spoke of the "mass movement headed to hysteria,

(of) civilization turning into a mental disorder."

An example of such "insanity" is Leonard Peltier's

legal case. Peltier, as Native American leader, is a

political prisoner who was framed after a 1975 FBI raid

of the Pine Ridge Reservasion in South Dakota.

Through falsified ballistic tests and lab reports, and

with intimidated and coerced witnesses, the state

managed to railroad Peltier into jail. Peltier is currently

serving two life sentences for the murders of two FBI

agents.

When Peltier's lav^^ers obtained two thirds of the

18,000 pages of FBI documents on him, released

through the Freedom of Information Act, they expos-

ed the falsified evidence. Supporters of Peltier, in-

cluding some members of the U.S. House of

Representatives, now call for his retrial, which, when
conducted fairly, will only "prove that this was all be-

ing manufactured, was all a lie."

Trudell managed to uncover many lies to the en-

thusiastic audience. Most clear was his assertion that

a "consumer, technological, reactionary America is

one large confusion perpetuating the lie that they are

doing something for all of us." In his mind, we must

return to the earth to escape this "psychological war-

fare," a warfare of consumerism that only "extracts

us from the roots of this world, and makes "the work-

ing class the Indians of the 21st Century-they are run-

ning you down."
Reminding all that to remember the earth is to em-

brace human history and human potential, Trudell

outlined certain priorities, such as "you can't solve

sexism without acknowledging Mother Earth." He
urged everyone in the audience "to do something,

raise your voice, get organizations to write to Con
gress, run away no longer, (and) remember the earth,

remember who you are."

For more information on Leonard Peltier and his case,

contact the American Indian Students' Association,

SUB Box 47
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
Wednesday, October 12,

All CCEBMS Seniors should attend an \m-

portant meeting at 7 p.nfi.. New Africa House

2nd floor. There will be valuable information

on jobs and graduate school opportunities.

Please be prompt.

"Americas in Transition"

Narrated by Ed Asner, this film provides an

excellent introduction to the roots of military

dictatorships, attempts at democracy and

the role of the U.S. in Latin America. CC905,

7:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 13

"Target Nicaragua: inside a Covert War"

The current U.S. attempts to overthrow the

Sandinista government are discussed in this

film, along with the role of the CIA and the

White House.

There will be a presentation by Nola

Rineheart, Smith College Economics pro-

fessor, who has recently returned from

Nicaragua.

CC162, 7:30 p.m.

These iwo films are part of the Commuter

Area Government'o Progressive Film Series

Friday, October 14

BCP Party! The Bilingual Collegiate Program

welcomes all students to see old friends,

meet new ones, have fun...and dance the

night away at the Campus Center

Auditorium, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Sponsored by AHORA, BCP and Concepto

Latino

Saturday, October 15

The 1983-4 Third World Theater Series will

be launched at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium

with Stepping into Tomorrow by Nucleus,

Inc. It is a moving exploration into the lives of

six friends who meet ten years after leaving

high school.

General admission tickets are $2 for students

and $3 for the general public, obtainable at

the Fine Arts Ceneter Box Office, Monday-

Friday 10-4, or at the door on the evening of

the performance. Child care is available free

by calling in a reservation, 545-0190,

Monday-Friday 9-5.

Interested persons are also encouraged to at-

tend a free workshop on Saturday afternoon,

2 p.m. with Nucleus, Inc. artistic directors

Yolanda King and Atallah Shabazz,

daughters of Martin Luther King and

Malcolm X, respectively. "Changing the

Face of the Theater: the Next Step" will be

offered at the Smith College Mwangi Cultural

Center, free of charge.

This play opens the Third World Theater

Series' eighth season of plays depicting the

Asian, Hispanic, Black and Native American

experiences. Founded in 1979, the Third

World Theater has established a tradition of

presenting the finest in touring perfomrances

by professional companies, alongside vital

and exciting original productions. In addition

to performances, workshops (as the one of-

fered this Saturday) are offered illuminating

various aspects of acting, directing and play

development, all within the context of Third

World American Theater.

Sunday, October 16

NUI\/ll\/IO NEWS will hold workshops for

studer ts who want to join the NUMMO staff.

We V 11 offer information of reporting,

photo« 'aphy, layout and production skills to

help you get involved in any aspect of the

newspaper.

From a 10 a.m. general meeting at the NUM-
MO office, we will break into interest groups

at the Campus Center Graphics Room, en-

ding at 3 p.m.

Refreshments will be served, so see you Sun-

day, 10 a.m., New Africa House 103.

At 8 p.m. The Duke Ellington Committee,

with UPC Productions, proudly presents jazz

percussionist and keyboardist Jack De-

Johnette and his quartet. The Special Edition

in Bowker Auditorium.

DeJohnette's music is perhaps best reflected

by the diversity of the artists he has played

with. From John Coltrane to Abbey Lincoln,

Stan Getz to Miles Davis, DeJohnette has

established himself at the forefront of

American jazz.

The Special Edition features Howard

Johnson on tuba, John Purcell on reeds,

David Murray on reeds and the amazing

Rufus Reid on bass. DeJohnette's own

drums, congas, timpani, piano and organ are

sure to create excitement among Valley jazz

enthusiasts.

Tickets are $6.50 for UMass students, $7.50

for the general public, and are available at all

Datatix locations, including the UMass Fine

Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center and

Greenfield, Northampton, Holyoke and Pitt-

sfield Stop and Shop locations.

DeJohnette is the first DEC/ UPC show of

the season.

Tuesday, October 18

"Campus Journalism: Social Responsibility

and Freedom of the Press, " a symposium

sponsored by the Collegian and the Office of

Human Relations will be held from 3:30 to

8:30. Reservations are due today. See

editorial for more information.

Saturday, October 22

"The Sixties Speak to the Eighties, " a Con-

ference on Activism and Social Change, will

include speakers and panels on "The Roots

of the Eighties," "SNCC and the Resurgence

of Activism""Civil Rights and Beyond," and

will feature entertainment by the SNCC
Freedom Singers.

The all-day conference will take place in

Mahar Auditoruim and is sponsored by the

Afro-Am Department and the STPEC and

Women's Studies Programs.

Anyone who has membership envelops for

the NAACP should turn them in as soon as

possible. Drop them off at New Africa House
217. Anyone interested in joining the

NAACP can inquire there.

JOBS
The EWC is looking for a Resource/ Referral

Coordinator to be responsible for the overall

administration and coordination of the

Resource Room, which includes training and

supervision of a large group of adjunct staff

who operate the Resource Room year-round

for University and community users; 30

hours per week*, beginning December 5,

1983, minimum starting salary $11,625, with

full benefits.

•Depending on availability of funding, this

position could be full-time.

EWC's resume deadline is October 14. Con-

tact EWC for detailed information.

Casa Latina in Northampton has an off-

campus workstudy position available with

the Program in Adult Community Education

(PACE) to start immediately. Duties include

providing individualized instruction in basic

academic skills (below 7th grade) and some

clerical work. Number of hours is flexible, but

mornings are preferred.

Contact Miguel Drouyn at 19 Hawley Street,

Northampton, or call 586-1569.

VITA BANK is a job referal service for minori-

ty students sponsored by SGA. Apply at the

SGA Office of Affirmative Action, SUB 420.
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QUESTION ANYOflE? CM Knechtle expresses his views on Christ in

front of ttie Student Union yesterday. Knechtle, sponsored by the UMass
group Campus Cru^e for Christ, attracted a m^ crowd of s^dents
tnrot^hout the afternK>on, responding to their questions about Christ.

The Voice is back in business
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

A last-minute recruiting effort by the
staff of the VaUey Women's Voice has
yielded enough community response to
ensure the publication's immediate sur-

vival, said Joan Wilce, spokesperson for the
paper.

Although close to folding last week due to
a lack of qualified people, emergency
meetings held over the weekend and plea

for help in October's issue of the Voice has
resulted in postcards, letters and phone
calls from women offering their help, Wilce
said.

Over the weekend the Voice decided to

publish a November issue. A staff meeting
Tuesday night led to the decision to con-

tinue publication on the Voice at least

through the end of the year.

"We are not folding and are committed to

continuing," said Buck McWilliams, a Voice

staff member.

McWilliams said that the November issue

would be somewhat "limited" because of

time constraints but future issues should be

back to the current format.

McWilliams declined to comment on the

number of replies the Voice received in

response to its plea for help, but said "We
have a number that we are comfortable

with".

She said the Voice will continue to look

for qualified writers, advertising people,

and others interested in helping out with

production.

"We could use increased participation

from students at the University of

Massachusetts," said McWilliams.

One problem the Voice will deal with now
that they are back in business is finding an

office to house the publication. Wilce said

the Voice will have to move out of its

current office on State Street, in Nor-
thampton on November 1.

The Voice had originally been housed at

UMass at the Everywoman's Center but
moved to State Street when the EWC
needed more space.
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History makes us some amends for the shortness of life

-'Philip Skeltcn

Regents' proposal would

standardize student fees
BOSTON (AP) — Student fees account

for a third of what a student in a state

college or university pays for education, hut

the charges vary widely among schools and

should be standardized, an official said

Tuesday.
The suggestion by Vice Chancellor Roger
Schinness came as the Board of Regents of

Higher Education continued its discussion

of a proposed tuition policy for the state's

colleges and universities.

The policy, not expected to go to vote until

February at the earliest, proposes that

tuition be based on a portion of what it costs

the state to provide the education. The
regents are considering a range that would

set tuition at 25 percent to 33 percent of

educational cost.

Currently tuitions represent from 24.9

percent of the actual cost of education at the

University of Massachusetts to 29 percent

at state colleges.

Schinness said the policy may mean tuition

hikes, depending on the school and the

regents' decision on the portion students

must pay.

The proposed policy also addresses

student fees, which a recent study found

account for a third of the student payments.

Tuition represents the other two-thirds.

"Mandatory fees represent a significant

portion of student expenditures," Schinness

told the board.

"There is at present too much diver-

sity. ...in what is charged for fees," he

added. "The (college and university)

presidents must work toghether to

establish a range for standardized man-

datory fees."

Schinness said the fees are set by the

instutitions' trustees.

The students fees include library,

laboratory, student union and other fees

geared to pay for various activities. The
fees are retained by the institution, while

tuitions are turned over to the state.

While the regents have no formal

authority over fees. Schinness said, "1 think

we could achieve (standard fees) by

agreement amongst the presidents. We
haven't even broached the subject yet."

According to a background paper on the

proposed policy, the fees vary among
similar institutions.

"For example." the paper said. "in the
state college (system), student fees for the

1983 84 academi*- year ranged from a high

of $364 at the Maritime Academy to a low of

$159 at Worcester State College."

In the community colleges, fees range
from a high of $187 at Northern Essex
Community College to a low of $81 at

Masssachusetts Bay Community College.

According to the paper, average annual

fees for undergradautes at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst is $453. For
the other university campuses, the report

said it is $213 at UMass-Boston, $267 at the

University of Lowell, and $248 at

Southeastern Massachusetts University.

"Fees amount to a major portion of the

students educational costs and are a major
revenue source for the institution," the

background report said.

"The regents should ensure that students

in all institutions are assessed fair and
equitable fees, and that these expenses are

reflected in financial aid policy," it con-

cluded.

Doctor speaks against abortion
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The president of the Right-to-Life

Crusade, Dr. Mildred F. Jefferson, said last

night that "the right to life is the most basic

of our rights," in a lecture in the Student

Union Ballroom.

Jefferson, an assistant clinical professor

of surgery at the Boston University School

of Medicine, made a speech on the moral

implications of abortion titled "What the

Bible Says About Abortion." Her points

were based on "the Judeo-Christian san-

ctity of life ethic," which she claimed our

society was based on.

"This ethic has been the consensus on

which this society has been founded," she

said.

In her arguments against abortion,

Jefferson said "scientific observations" had

to be disproved, and not religious doctrines,

in any debate about abortion.

She claimed that it was a scientific fact

that "the point of transmission of life is

fertilization."

Jefferson then proceeded to condemn

pro-choice factions by saying that they

"displace the sanctity of life ethic with a

'quality of life' ethic. We (right-to- life

supporters) are not vitalists, we are

'personists'."

Jefferson said that unwanted
pregnancies, the main reason for abortions,

wons, were "morally wrong, and should be

corrected."

"Society must not be allowed to let un
fortunate parents reinforce the label 'un-

wanted'." she said.

Jefferson said that the Catholic Church,
the leading defendant of the pro-life

movement, was poorly represented in the

nation's capital, and that abortion laws are

made "under Protestant consensus."

Jefferson cited the United States' 1.5

million abortions per year, saying that the

Supreme Court "had no right to annul the

commandment 'Thou shalt not kill'."

She compared the legalization of abortion

to the high crime rate in Boston. "Society's

weakest, most helpless member, the un-

born chOd, is a scapegoat," she said, like the

elderly who should "know better" than to

be out when the crime rates are so high.

"A society that destroys its survival in-

stinct is...on its way to being extinct," she
said. "We can't let our country become an
exclusive reservaticMi where only the

priveleged, the perfect, or the planned have
the right to live." she said.

Cnlleioan photo hy Andy Hpllvr

Dr. Mildred F. Jefferson

"the right to life is the most basic of our
rights"
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Mel King leads,

Finnegan concedes
BOSTON (AP) — Community activist Mehin King, who

put together a "rainbow coalition" in hope of becoming

Boston's first black mayor, won one of two finalist spots

Tuesday in a preliminary election to pick the city's first

new mayor in 16 years.

In the race for the second spot, City Councilor Raymond
Flynn posted a widening lead over former School Com-

mittee President David Finnegan. who conceded the race

without endorsing either winner.

With 59 percent of the 252 precincts reporting, King had

31,805 votes or 33 percent in citywide returns tabulated by

WBZ TV. Flynn had 23.853 votes or 25 percent while

Finnegan had 20.173 votes or 21 percent.

Due to a heavy turnout, no returns were immediately

available from city election officials in the eight-candidate

battle to succeed Mayor Kevin White, who decided against

seeking a fifth term in office.

King put together a multi-racial coalition of black, white

and Hispanic supporters and brought in national figures

like Jesse Jackson and Chicago Mayor Harold Washington

to campaign for him. He also counted on help from a record

number of newly registered voters in his effort to make the

mayoral runoff in New England's largest city.

He is the first black candidate to ever qualify for the final

election in this city which was torn apart by racial strife

during the court-ordered busing battle during the 1970s.

Flynn. a one-time leader of the local anti-busing

movement in South Boston, gained support from both poor

blacks and whites by shifting his focus to issues like

housing, health care and jobs that cut across racial lines.

His major issue of promoting growth of Boston's outlying

neighborhoods, which were neglected during the down-

town building boom of the last 20 years, became a central

focus of the campaign.

The primary was one of the closest, hardest fought and

most unpredictable elections in recent Boston history.

Early returns indicated that turnout could reach the record

70 percent mark predicted by state officials.

The prelimmary and final elections were delayed by a

court challenge of the district lines used in this fall's city

council and school committee races.

Kings chances in the primary were improved when his

campaign staff launched a drive to register as many new

voters as possible. Between 40 and 60 percent of the 52.889

new voters live in minority neighborhoods where King was

expected to do well.

Due to the registration drive and demographic shifts,

onethird of the city's 264.223 voters are from minority

groups. Irish Americans, who made u^half of the elec-

torate just a decade ago. have dropped to about 33 percent.
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WINNER -Mel King topped the ticket in the preliminary

of the Boston mayoral race yesterday. See related story
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Blackout darkens

LA garment district
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A power station explosion

blacked out a 2-square-mile section of the downtown

business area for up to 17 hours, idling thousands of

workers Tuesday and costing companies millions of dollars

in lost production.

Hardest hit was the city's bustling garment district,

which may have lost millions of dollars in production, said

Bernard Z. Brown, chairman of the state Coalition of

Apparel Industries and vice president of Koret of

California.

'Without electricity to operate our machines, our in-

dustry's dead," Brown said.

Garment worker Ismael Perez said he lost $45 in wages
because he wasn't able to work Tuesday. "I don't know
what I will tell my wife and my kid," said Perez, 26.

The power failure plunged the area into darkness at 7:20

p.m. Monday, stopping elevators between floors and

knocking out traffic lights. It lingered in some areas for

more than 17 hours through midday Tuesday, said Barry

TuUer, spokesman for the city-owned Department of

Water and Power.
Workers in some offices that remained without power

Tuesday hiked up stairways, huddled by windows or

candles to do their work and functioned without electric

typewriters, calculators and computers.

An estimated 8,000 DWP customers in the two-square-

mile area were affected by the blackout, which began with

a fiery explosion at an old power distribution station. The

cause of the explosion had not been determined, TuUer said

Tuesday.

DWP work crews worked to restore power section by

section, using undamaged parts of the substation and

rerouting electricity from other stations, Tuller said.

Virtually all of southern California's $2 bUlion-a-year

garment industry's production is done by contractors who
work out of smaU shops — many of them crowded into the

area affected by the blackout.

Most production employees work for piece rates and it is

unlikely that any of the workers — about 90 percent of

whom are non-union — were paid for the day. Brown said.

Power was restored by midmorning to the California

Mart, where wholesalers go to select and order mer

chandise.

A similar blackout last summer in New York City,

caused by a fire in an underground substation, struck that

city's garment industry in the middle of its market week,

idling thousands of workers and out oftown buyers.

The power failure also knocked out writing terminals

and other operations at the Los Angeles Herald Examiner,

The Associated Press and La Opinion, the region's largest

Spanish-language newspaper.

Bill Shea
Alice Klingener

Meredith Carlson

Andy Heller

Ed Tausky

Poles wantjoke book

removedfrom capsule
LONGMEADOW,
Polish Americans, not

amused at the inclusion of a

book of Polish jokes in a

bicentennial time^ capsule,

are threatening to dig up the

town green in this com-

munity of New England

bluebloods.

The book was included in

one of two time capsules

buried Monday in front of

the flagpole in this affluent

Springfield suburb as the

minister of the First Church

of Christ prayed for a future

Longmeadow in which the

"welfare of all is the concern

of all."

The book was a last-minute

addition by a child one of

many spectators who ac-

cepted an invitation to put

something in the capsules

just before they were
buried.

Within hours. swit-

chboards at newspapers and
radio and television stations

in the Springfield area lit up
with calls from residents

irate over what they con-

sidered an ethnic slur.

Juhe Strzempek of nearby
Three Rivers vowed to get

the book removed from the

capsule buried in the town
green even if. "I have to get

a shovel and do it myself."

"When they open the

capsule 50 or 100 years from

now, they will think this

book represents the world

we live in today."

Digest
bu the AssociatedPress

Harasseroflesbians

receivesjailsentence

Coolsurgery saves life

NoArmy execution
WASHINGTON

The U.S. Court of Military

Appeals, ruling that the

military capital punishment

law is unconstitutionally

vague, overturned the death

sentence Tuesday of an

Army private convicted of

rape and murder.

At the same time, in a

move which defense lawyers

said was unusual, the

militarys highest court left

open a 90 day period in

which the president or

v^oiigrehs could rewrite the

Defense Department's
sentencing procedures and

reimpose the death penalty

on Wyatt L. Matthews.
Matthews, 26. was

convicted in 1979 of raping

and stabbing to death

Phyllis Jean Villanueva. a

substitute librarian at a U.S.

Army camp in Grafenw(H»hr,

West Germany. The wife of

a warrant officer, she was
found stabbed with a pair of

scissors .53 times in head.

cb'st and back.

NORTHAMPTON. Mass.
— A Northampton man

was sentenced Tuesday to a

three-month jail term under

a civil rights statute for

making harassing phone

calls to lesbians in the city.

Judge Alvertus J. Morse

gave Robert Kremensky,

23. a oneyear sentence in the

Hampshire County House of

Correction but uuspended

all but three months.
Kremensky had been found

guilty of three charges of

violating the civil rights of

three women, after he

admitted to making a

number of telephone threats

to lesbians.

Kremensky's lawyer.

John Arden, called the

sentence too severe and said

he would ask Morse to

revise it.

"There is no way we were

expecting this." said

Sherman Boyson. a gay

activist at the sentencing.

"For the first offense, with

no prior record, we thought

for sure he'd get off with a

suspended sentence and

counseling. I'm elated."

Kremensky was also

placed on probation for four

years.

District Attorney W.
Michael Ryan said the

sentence may mark the first

time anyone in

Massachusetts has been

imprisoned under a law

prohibiting the violation of

someone's civil rights since

that law was passed in

February 1980.

"I don't know why I did

it," Kremensky told the

Daily Hampshire Gazette in

an interview outside the

courtroom Tuesday. "It was

pure stupidity ... I have a

big mouth."

He said, however, that he

did not think the jail term

was appropriate.

"Hey. I did something

wrong." he said. "But I'm no

big criminal. I've never even

been in court before. I don't

really know what this is

going to prove."

The judge did not explain

the reasons behind his

sentence.

BALTIMORE -
Doctors said Tuesday they

lowered the body tem-

perature of a cancer patient

32 degrees, stopping his

heartbeat and plunging him

into a state near "suspended

animation" during surgery

that saved his life.

Robert Crowe, 37, of

Alexandria, Va., was back

at work full time within six

months and shows no signs

of any tumors, said Dr. Fray

Marshall, associate
professor of urology at

Johns Hopkins Hospital.

During the operation,

Crowe'^ body temperature

was reduced to 66 degrees

for 41 minutes, down from

the usual 98.6 degrees.

"He really was not kept

alive on the (heart-lung)

machine, as there was no

perfusion of blood through

the body," Marshall said at a

news conference explaining

the technique. "Mr. Crowe
was just cooled down and in

a sense was closer to a state

of suspended animation."

Crowe had a cantaloupe-

sized cancer growth on his

kidney, which spread

through the vena cava blood

vessel into his heart,

resemblng a "a garden hose

stuffed full of sausage,"

Marshall said.

Oldphones are history
BRYANT POND, Maine (AP) — Technicians pulled the

plug Tuesday on an antiquated switchboard in Elden

Hathaway 's living room, after one final call on the nation's

last hand-cranked telephone system.

Scores of reporters and telephone buffs from around the

country were on hand as Oxford County Telephone and

Telegraph Co. switched its 440 customers in this tiny

Maine village into the era of touchtone buttons and direct

dial calls.

Hathaway, who owned and operated the Bryant Pond

Telephone Co. from his home until selling it to Oxford

Telephone two years ago. said he would miss "having the

operators in every day. They've been part of the family for

30 years or so."

Hathaway's two daughters, who had worked as

operators, are now looking for other jobs.

The changeover to an automated system officially took

effect at 2 p.m.. but customers had "been playing with

their new phone sets since they were put in this morning,"

said F. Robert Jamison, general manager of Oxford

Telephone.
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Students broadcastTV newst

from the Union Video Center
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Correspondent

"Headline News," a campus-based news program, is now

in its second semester of production, and things are

running smoothly, say the show's producers.

Last semester the television news show was plagued by a

lack of staff and equipment, but Co-Producer Kelly Green

said new equipment and increased student involvement

have gotten the show off to a better start than last year.

Headline News airs at 12:30 p.m. weekdays on television

screens outside the Hatch cafeteria and the mini-store in

the Student Union Building. Green, who produces the

show with Joe Troiano, said the program presents a

combination of national, state and campus news.

"We want to be a source for students walking through the

Campus Center who might want some information on daily

events," Green said. ,_ ., j * „
Broadcasts began last monday, and Green said production

is smoother this year with the collaboration of a switcher,

who mixes audio and video, along with a camera person

and a director. And with set anchor teams, as opposed to

the constantly changing lineup of last semester, things

should continue to run smoothly, she said.

This year's program has generated more student in-

volvement than last year's. Green said. Approximately 17

people applied for the four anchor positions, she said.

Lisa Posner and David Sobel will anchor one show this

fall, with David Chapman on sports, and Jamie Sykes and

Joe Troiano will head the other anchor team, with Brian

Murphy covering sports.

The show is broadcast from the Union Video Center,

which was created in the 1970s for students interested in

learning to use video equipment. The UVC and Headline

News give students some "hands-on" experience in news

gathering, production and broadcasting that they will need

to see if this is the field they want to enter.

Sykes, a communications studies major who has written

and done camera work for the show, said she eventually

CollegiMi photo by Drew 0(icr

READY, SET, ACT10N--Co-producers of Headline News, Kelly Green (left) and Joseph Troiano (right) discuss an

upcoming newscast with anchorman David Chapman (cent<?r).

wants to get into TV production. But. "to get a well-

rounded view of the business it's good to see it from every

angle," she said.allele:, .aiii- .»»»»*^.
,

Green has high hopes for the future of Headline News,

like obtaining new equipment to allow more electronic

news gathering and visual effects, such as news and sports

footage. Green said she would like to see a campus-wide

cable system, "with every dorm wired for our cable show."

For anyone interested, the UVC offers workshops in

audio, video and editing equipment for $20.

Busses will run to Mill Hollow soon It's time to thinkgrad school
The Cushman Bus Route is scheduled to

start as soon as a formal letter from the

town of Amherst and the PVTA is sub-

mitted to BiU Barrett, Director of Tran-

sportation and parking, and not Monday as

incorrectly reported in Tuesday's Collegian.

The route is scheduled to start in about

four days as soon as the formalities are

taken care of. Barrett said, and is supposed

to increase ridership by about one third,

passing Mill Hollow Apartments.

"If overcrowding does occur we will deal

with it," he said.

By MELISSA KORNFELD

Collegian Correspondent

While most University of Massachusetts

undergraduates worry about fast-

approaching mid-term exams, some seniors

must be aware that it is also the time to

apply to graduate schools for next Sep-

tember.
Gloria Bernabe- Ramos, the UMass pre-

grraduate advisor, said going to graduate

school is a decision that must be made by

the individual student, but planning in

advance is necessary for all students

because of the various programs offered

and the different requirements that must

be passed to enter graduate schools.

Ramos is taking appointments tt. help

students with procedures and requirements

for graduate school acceptance, and she

said she can answer any questions students

have concerning post graduate education.

Entry requirements vary with the dif

ferent schools, Ramos said. A personal

written statement, along with your

Graduate Records Examination scores and

an undergraduate transcript are the usual

fare, but different schools stress different

aspects of the individual, and Ramos
stressed that everything is important for

acceptance.

Student senators elected

Early application can be crucial to ac-

ceptance, Ramos said, and students are

encouraged to take the Graduate Records

Examinations "right away, no matter what

your plans are."

"If they plan to attend graduate school

juniors should begin researching and

looking for different programs," she added.

Ramos said GRE preparation courses are

expensive and not always necessary for

students to do well on the exams.

"It is a personal decision, but I am not sure

they improve scores," she said. "My best

advice is to take the GRE as soon as

possible so that what you have learned in

college is still fresh in your mind." GRE
results are valid for five years after a

student takes the exams, Ramos said.

Applying for financial aid for graduate

school is the same as the undergraduate

procedure, Ramos said, and often students

can apply for scholarships or become a

graduate assistant while going to school.

Ramos said the advising office is ex-

panding its files and contacts to better

serve the students. She said she is also

trying to compile a list of UMass faculty

willing to talk to students about graduate

school.

Appointments with the office can be made
for Monday, Wednesday or PViday between

9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.

Colleffiati photo by And)' lieilvr

SHADES OF AUTUMN"Bare branches appear to intertwine

urith the steeple of the Grace Episcopal Church, as autumn sets

in on Amherst

Southwest

Fllected senators from Southwest are: Krik T.

Hardy and Sarbeth Slaot, Cance; Sandy Sheer,

Coolidge Upper; Dawn Flanagan, (>K)lidge Mid

die; and Joseph Pesaturo, Coolidge Lower;

Elizabeth Vastine, Oampton; Lisa Crovo,

Emerson; John J. Buckley, .lames; .John Adams
Upper, Joel Rabinowitz; JA Middle Bob

Pomeroy; JA Lower Peter Malamus; John Quin

cy Adams Upper Thomas Rasku; JQA Middle

Scott Sheridan; JQA Lower, Sharon Jackson;

.John F. Kennedy Upper Neil McCace; JFK Mid

die David Hautanen; JFK Lower, Bon Lam;

Mackimmie, Bonnie Ballato, Bill Richardson;

Melville. Kerry McDonnell; Mwre. Bill Collins,

Jack Fallon; Patterson. Jeff Ciffoliilo, Andrew

Stein; Pierpont. Brian Reynolds. Amy Elizain'th

Close. Prince. Suzanne Kamhi; Thoreau. Dianne

Arico; Wa.shington Upper, Mike (lanshirl;

Washington Middle. Patrick Keohan, Scott

W(KHis; Washington Lower. Mike Mimeles.

Central
The elected senators from Central are: Baker,

John Nolan and Rich Heath; Brett, Jane Holtz;

Brooks, Tom Giunn; Butterfield. Janet Lannan,

Joyce Theller; Chadbiiurne Rol)ert Nolan, David

Widgor; Gorman, Beth A. Miller, John P. Forti;

Van Meter North, Suzanne M. ("onway; Van

Meter South, Andrea Werblin; Wheeler, Roger

Chapman.
>t. . . n-nOrchard Hill

The elected senators from (Jrchard Hill are:

Dickinson, Meg Robinson, Ken Levinson; Field,

Victoria Silva; Grayson, Christine Alibrandi.

Andrew Porter; Webster, Tracy Ann ('authier,

Scott Forltes

Northeast

The elected senators from Northeast are:

Crabtree, none; Dwight, Peter Mongeau;

Hamlin, Lee Castro; Johnson, run-off;

Knowilon. Paula Mitchell, Stacy Roach; Leach,

Rory Mackensie; Lewis, Eugene Bull; Mary

Lyons. Jennifer Draling; Thatcher, .loseph

Sparks.

Sylvan

The elected senators from Sylvan are: Brown,

Stacy Roth; Cashin. Jacob Sherman, Kevin

Klanagan, Laura Goldtrick; McNamara, Joan

LeBlanc, Anthony J. ("outre.

Commuters

The commuter senators elected are: Jim Mur
phy, Mindy Ordway, Cindy Lehmlwck, Mimi

Turchinetz, Mindy Cliateauvert. Gregory Mat!

den, Paul (Jos.selin, Monica Viuijuez, .lini Finkle.

.lay Flynn, Peter A. DeLiso, John M(K)ra<lian,

Mary L. Palazzo, Juan Malilonado, .lames lg<H',

George .1. V;iz(iuez, Frances Pheeny, Ri<-hard

Patrick, Dam Burgess, Th(>nia.s Goldman, Mar

Boland. Miguel Foglia. Kaj Mulder, Robe

Chisolm, .leffrey Hart. Peter B. (;awieno»......

David Callaghan, ('arl Scliulz, Cris Schuldiner,

John J. Kovich, James B. Stiriing. Paul Henry.
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North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63
No. Amherst

549-2880

odv^ntura travel
549-1236

Reserve Holiday Flights Now
Save up to 50%

233 N Pleaaant St.

Amherat Carriage Shopa

BOOKSHOP
Largest selection of foreign magazines

and newspapers in Western Mass.

Fine New & Used Books
Bought Cr Sold
open 9 am to 9 pm

Monday through Saturday
10^6 Sunday

38 Pleasant St. Northampton

ton

;onwni}tcc

Jazz Returns

^ to Bowker
Kith I /'< /*n»duclion% ini itfi yi

JacK
lit npend an rrrning irtlh

DeJohnette's
Special Edition

featuring

Howard Johnson

^ . John Purcell
Sunday ^„^,

October 16th j^yf^gReid
8 pm boM

David Murray

Bowker
Auditoriui

UMass

rredn

$7.S0-and |6,5C-for stodenta

tieketa on aa/r mt mil Dmtmtix totmtiomt imelmdiii^

Fiiu ArU Canter. SprimffleU Civic Canter, mitd

mil Stof it Skop loeution* in Grten/ftU, Nor-

tkmmpton, Holyoke and PUUfieUL

The Institute (or

Paralegal Training

works.
So do its graduates.

Four months of intensive trainine can

add market value to your college degree.

A sampling ot nibs mir gMdu.Ues huld;

LEGISLATIVt RI SFAKC HPK \U \tClPAl BC^ND PARALEGAL,
RIAL tST.ATI: MARktllNC, [ilRrCTOR,

ESTATES & TRUSTS LFC.Al ASsjSTA.M, L\ER(.V SPECIALIST,

ANTITRUST Si'It lAI |vr (XIRPCM^.MI BI NEEnS PLANNER.
EN\ IRONMl NTAI 1 .AW SPFCIAI I'^T

• Through our lorpor.iti' contact-.., our national st-arch team
and our computcn/ed placomont si-rvice, vvf have placed over

=i,(X1<i ot (lur graduates in law firms, banks and corporations

nationwide
• Vou i.an speciali/e in one of se\en areas ot the law

• Ail courses include framing in computer applications to legal

practice

e It v.f cannot secure a job for vou in the cit\ ot vour choice, we
provide a substantial tuition refund
• Financial aid and housing are available

We'll be at your campus on Oct 17
Contact vour placement otfiie to see our resource book on
•f-.\ -related careers and to arrange tor a group presentation

or a personal interview

To learn miTt cjll collrrt:

<21S» 5*7-4811 dr return

!h< coupon

TtEINSTTIlJIl.
F-DR I^ARAIJTAL
TRMNING
rhiUdelphia
Houston

Ma' Ifl'S COUPOr 10 RL'MA I

The instiiuie 'O' ^rategai T-ammn I

•9?6 Arch StfTOl Pnnadoiohia PA -.9103 I

P'.ease seia a ''9» copy a' you'

Ph.iadS'pnia

Ni'"* - - - - . ,

Add'SSt

Coiwo.

:alaiogu.

D'»l»ni p«0"«

t..tg)t»t^^iMMMMooom) t nnH»iooBtoooeouoaiMifincr

Special Week Engagement
Wed. Oct 12 - Tues. Oct. 18

An Officer and a Gentleman
starring Richard Gere €r Dabra Winger

Flashdance
starring Jannifar Baals

DOWNTOWN AMHERSf

STAR WARS
Thurs. October 13

CCA 4:30 $1.25

6:45, 9:00, 11:15 - $1.75

Sponsored by

Orchard Hill Area Government;

Central Area Council
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Questioning the way

you use alcohol?

Drinking interfering with your studies?

Relationships? Want more control over

your drinking habits?

The Student Opportunity Program

(STOP) offers five weeks of alcohol educa-

tion and group support beginning on Mon-

day October 24th (6-7:30 pm) for students

who would like to make changes in their

drinking behaviors.

To register call:

Carlene Riccelli, Ed.D

University Health Services

549-2671 X 181

HIGH PEOPLE IN HIGH PLACES

UMASS SKI CLUD

OKGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

Thun Oct 13 Qt 7 PM
164 Comput C*nt*r

for oil thos« who would

iiko to got involvod In

orgonizing tho

UMoss Ski Club

for moro Info coll

3-3437

/; o ^^^3r?tf\v^THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27

tickets '•

students. $7 and $6 general public: $8 and $7

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and

Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield and

Pittsfield. No cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS

Spo tli

Former UMass PresicIent LecIerIe REiviiNiscES

KEEpiNq COMIMUNicATioN OpEN

vIewecI as siqNificANT move
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1967, was

a fair but not especially news

worthy day at the University of-

Massachusetts, or in the nation-the budget

of $30,000 for senior week was rejected by

the student senate after much debate;

Boston's John Hancock Life Insurance

Company announced plans to erect a

60-story office tower in Coply Square, "the

city's largest ever"; and former U.S. Presi-

dent Dwight D. Eisenhower voiced support

of a proposed Marine invasion of un-

militarized sections of Vietnam.

"Incense and Peppermints" by

Strawberry Alarmclock and the Monkees'

"Daydream Believer" topped the charts in

the same year Donovan and "Wear Your

Love Like Heaven" charmed UMies at the

spring concert. The arts calendar was

scheduled to finish up the year with ap-

pearances by Janis Ian, the Turtles, and

yes, Simon and Garfunkel at the Curry

Hicks Cage. Tickets sold for $2.50.

UMass was not quite on the edge of the

vehement, almost destructive liberalism

college campuses were famous for in the

late '60s; women were still referred to as

'girls' in news stories, students still voted

for Homecoming Queen among contestants

wearing modified bouffants and Peter Pan

collars, and sorority/fraternity pinnings

were published in the society column of the

Collegian.

Wednesday, Nov. 29, 1967, was not a

particularly newsworthy day for then

President John W. Lederle -for it can be

said, glibly if accurately, that each day for

Lederle and his staff contributed to a news

event comprising a chunk of university

history filling at least five files in the

university archives, files spreading to show

the rate of construction of the Southwest

and Orchard Hill residential areas, the

Campus Center and (Graduate Research

Tower and Franklin Dining Ct)mmons and

60-odd other buildings, as well as a faculty

and student population tripling in size since

1960.

The man for whom the Graduate

Research Tower was named last week is 71

now, looking much the same as he did the

day of his departure as president.

His eyes try to follow every change of the

crowd hustling through the Campus Center

on a recent hectic weekday, his expression

gives himself away: we students are pro-

gressive, he says, and a little more serious,

because "it's different now, from what a

student in the mid-60s would have to face

in the job market, for instance, lesser pro-

spects, more to worrj- about in terms of

financial aid . .
." but strangely, we are

much alike in character as his earlier

students, he says.

We are still his students.

Research on John Lederle is almost

tedious. His name appears in nearly every

periodical of higher education. Yes, it is

true, he presided over the University dur-

ing its most geographically and
demographically changing decade; yes, he

addressed both the needs of pacifist and

radical students and passed quiet discus-

sions with them as well as louder sit-ins and

Vietnam protests and the State Police

presence.

But what sets Lederle's name in print

more often than those of other college

presidents is not so much what he endured,

but how he nurtured his schot^l and its

students through the adolescence of a

decade.

(''>ltf<pan photo 6y Drrv Oqirr

FORMAL ADDRESS"John W. Lederle, former UMass president addresses

friends who gathered in his honor Wednesday while Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey looks on.

SO LONG AGO
BUT NOT SO FAR A WA Y

Former Univernity of

Maasachuaetts
President

John W. Lederle

remembers
hin 10-year stay

at Amherst.

CiilUginn f'kiii" hit I Irrti < ><fifr

John Lederle personified to me what Bobby Kennedy spoke

about--that politics should be the most honorable profession, the

politics of a university.

"Rep. Jim Collins

^^A^b«Afci^^^M***rii** fe*^UU**«iAA**AA*A*AA i^^j^^^^

"UMass is a living organism, " he says,

"it's falling short in some areas, doing

outstandingly well in others . . .1 think

potentially it's a great university, the kind I

wish the people of the Commonwealth
would support like they do the Harvards
and MITs.

"We could fill this place up with students

from other places, you know, we have a

great out-of-statt> name. . .

"I am bothered," he says agitatedly, "by

this sort of inferiority feeling here that this

is a second-class place."

Anyone who ever worked with .lohn

Lederle said he never went second-class.

Autumn of 1960 came on a campus where
the Student Union was the main landmark
on a campus of 6400 students. Lederle pro-

mised at inauguration to stay at moat. 10

years, because "ten years is enough for any

president."

Lederle came from the University of

Michigan, where he had graduated from

law school in 1936. He had worked there in

several capacities before coming to UMass.

Before then, Lederle taught political

science at Brown University, and served as

assistant dean of the school. He entered

collegiate administration after a short law

career, which he abandoned for his position

at Brown.
When Lederle came to UMass, it was

quivering ont he brink of financial

mismanagement.

Lederle's first two years were settling in

and observing years, but by the passage of

the 1962 Financial Autonomy Act, which

freed the flow of university monies which

could then be channeled from one depart-

ment to another, lederle knew what to do.

His first course of action was already

taken; surveying the campus had given him

an idea of just how to approach the

legislature with plans to use the money,

which then had to be approved.

But passage needed reason. And reason

was contained in one phrase: "Baby

boom." 1946. '47, '48, '49
. . .

Lederle planne<l. The legislature stalled

until almost 1964, when Lederle refined his

faculty recruiting and money-acquiring

system with Provost Dr. Oswald Tippo of

the Botany Department and Dean of

Students William Field (appointed to the

post by Lederle in 1960).

Field remembers: "John and Frank
Boyden (then the chairmen of the Board of

Trustees) would go into Boston to push this

thing, and all the while Oswald Tippo, a
brilliant guy, would l)e selling the universi-

ty to other scholars. FYank and John would
lobby for support from the legislature, and
meanwhile Oswald started this incredible

recruiting. Frank and John would l)e in

Boston, and he'd \>e in Amherst telling

them longdistance, 'L(K»k, I've got this guy
from Stanford, I've got this guy from
Michigan . .

.'
"

"John Lederle had a clear understanding
of what a state university should k'," Field

.says. He was a quality oriented [)erson.

It's easy to develop a .second-class system,
but he isolated his own two or three goals
and set to attain them without sacrificing

. . .'Incense and Peppermints'
dominated the charts while Donovan
and 'Wear Your Love Like Heaven'
cams to play at HoTneayming . . .

qualitly. He pushed . .

."

State representative Jim Collins was at

the sit-ins where president Lederle would

address students trying to goad him into

heavy arguments where they would try to

make him lose his characteristic sense of

cool and yell at a student or refuse to listen

to him at all, the latter which he was never

known to do.

Student Government Association presi-

dent during '67-'68, Collins says, "I think
the best way to describe John Lederle is

'gentleman.' He personified to me what
Bobby Kennedy spoke about -that politics

should be the most honorable of profes-
sions. I thought he created an environment
where people felt free to express their feel-

ings and where they were greeted with
respect."

And John Lederle, who once said,

"students should use this university for

them.selves, for the pursuance of their own
self-enlightenment . . that is education,"
Who added yesterday, "That was all I

wanted to attain," did, apparently.
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Marjon HaIr DesIqn Inc.

All men do you want

a FREE HAIRCUT?
We need men for haircutting class.j

Oct. 16th after 2:00

for info call 586-4551

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

\MffTH THIS COUPON
2F0II$3.99

I CMtW «Man trttnnf

2 EGGS
2 PANCAKES

"I

I

SEfMEO ALL DAY ANYTIME

ACxxwpoo (ood thru 1 l/S/ft3

2 STRIPS BACON ,

2 LINKS SAUSAGE I

I

S«'Tlwft.

•iai-3*a
ta AM
Ml eatngplioe

Open all night

on weekends
MMIi

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiK

i ANDY'S

f^g PizzQ Restaurant
*I Deer & Wine

Open 7 days 11 - 2 am
|

Free Delivery

Pizza - Spaghetti - Grinders |

Greek & Italian Dinners |

Including Authentic Athenian Gyros |

175 University Drive i

(in the Price Chopper Plaza) |

256-e \47 ^ 256-6 \46 i
iiiiiiiiHHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiHiininiiiiiiiuuiuuuu^^

Ma88achu8ett?T5pprove^n8pe?t?oi^5t€mon^^

Lube, Oil $<4 Q99
and Filter I ^ s^ucum

Includes up to 5 quarts of 10-40 oil, and safety check.

4 cyl.

$34.95
6 cyl.

$39.95

8 cyl.

$44.95

GAS SAVING
TUNE-UP

We'll install new resistor spark plugs,
points £r condenser; adjust idle speed; set

timing; test battery and charging system;
inspect rotor, distributor cap, PCV vilve,

ignition cables, air filter, crankcase, vent
filter, and vapor canister filter.

z/SA-

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center
"FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA
Across from Watroba's Store 549-4704

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00«
(wrth this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.S0 Loriu Hair
I

Expires 10 30/83 C
j

PleaM CaJl *o' an Appointrrwnt

•Fof n«w Jt>nti ooty

FREE COHSUt-TATIONS

Styles by Delwrah
Af>t>e*»t MA S«b6J0

gnnn

SPANISH CLUB
Organizational Meeting

Thurs. Oct. 13 7:00 pm
|

Herter 6th Fl. Lounge

New members welcome

Refreshments!
P ^.h'i 1 1 1 i-fIrmm in|

1 1 1 n |i mil] mwti iiT|i I 'll! rUlIT' I'mi'iiTiw^

Dear Students,
Don't wait until your
senior year to find

FINE'S
in Northampton.,.

NEW YORK SIRLOIN 8 oz. and broiled

to your liking 10.95

GOUJON DE VOLAILLE CHICKEN
sauteed breast of chicken coated with

almonds, fresh parmesan and seasoned

breading 6.95

Served with pars/eyed potatoes or rice

pilaf, homemade poppy seed bread and

salad.
Pluii 8 (yrher {y^Wcious Ijitfw* To Chnnm»

A I A Prtc* YcK) f «n AHnrH'

[at the IJCHT5» I> '^OBTB AMBERMT S4e.««4:
W«'r« f>p«o 7 day • wl« 5 .». to 9 p.wm.

CHAMOIS
FLANNELS

WOOLS and

Outdoor Gear.

..the place for basics.
• All Cotton TurtlenecksLevi's

' JfeAMttWEAR .

Original Levi's "Shrink to Fit"

Prewashed "Shrink to Fit" NEW
Reg Tag 506 Straight Legs

Boot Cut and Corduroys

HIKING & WORK BOOTS

SPORTO*HERMAN*SORELS

5^7.50

• Chinos

20 colors

basic colors 43.95
• Gourgeous Sweatei^

Ragg Wools in all styles

Bnisbed Virgin Wools

Norwegian Patterns

COME In and Browse!

FINE'S
36 Main Street

Downtown Northampton
105 Elm St., Westfield

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Vou call that Democratic?
When 1 awoke last Tuesday morning I had

no reason to believe that I wasn't still

in Massachusetts. After all, I went to sleep

fairly certain about where I was in relation to the rest of

the world. After reading T^w Boston Globe, however I

knew how displaced Dorothy must have felt in The Wizard

ofOZ. ^_^
Alan Smith

When I had dozed off Monday night, 1 was m
Massachusetts, the last bastion of the liberal Democratic

tradition. The state that blazed the awareness trail for

other states not fortunate enough to be at the direct

center of the universe. The Bay Colony which self-

righteously assumed the role of torch bearer for the East

Coast intellegents.
,., , .

Everything seemed normal until I got to the Globe s

Metro/Region section. As I skimmed the section, 1 found

the usual assortment of New England news: an article on

the geologic importance of the clay cliffs at Gay Head; a

piece on the good ole Yankee ingenuity of "part-time"

local candidates in the Boston City elections; and even a

blurb on a state cop who couldn't keep his fingers out of

his barrack's cocaine stash. All standard, right?

Right. Except for the coverage of the Great and

G 'neral Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Tl le report covered the fate of a bill designed to incor-

porate the rights of homosexuals into the framevvork of

the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination

(MCAD).

More important than the legislative destiny of the bill

was the revelation of the true character of two Dem«K'ratio

Senators who opposed the bill on the floor of the Senate.

Senator Walsh (D-Dorchester) had the following comment

on the bill:

"We spend a million dollars a year at the MCAD. If we

have to deal with fags and lesbos, you can bet we'll be

spending $10 million a year . . . Don't tell me 1 owe them

something because they're queer."

Senator Denis McKenna. (D-Boston) joined his colleauge

from Dorchester in a quest for the ultimate in ignorance.

".
. .the worst thing this state did was let gays out of the

closet. The only thing they've ever offere<l to culture is

AIDS and herpes."

The nature and content of these comments illustrate

two points. First, there are at least two certifiable idiots

at work in the Massachusetts Senate. Second, the

Democratic voters in this state have slandered themselves

by allowing such idiots to represent them.

To my chagrin, both Walsh and McKenna will not face

their public in the election forum until November 1984.

Until that time, public outrage will have to serve as the

great vindicator of the Democratic Party. Blind paranoia

and heartfelt hatred, as a direct result of ignorance, must

not be allowed to slide by as a legitimate" Democratic

precept.

Alan Smith is a UMass student and a Democrat

Media misses
the full story
It is interesting to waU-h the headlines revolve

from day to day. ()I<1 issues seem to find their

way out of the Imrial grounds of page 17, and front

page news quickly fades from sight. The hostilities lose

their urgency when removed from our front page cons-

ciences 1 open up the paper each morning wondering if

Libya owns more than half of Chad yet. Is Iran still sen-

ding iwelve and thirteen year-olds to the front lines to

locate Iraqi minefields? Has an El Salvadorian {)ea.sant

harvested his fniits of land reform yet? The list can go on

forever. ^^^^^^^_^___
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Letters.

A feud between the Arts?

To the Editor,

The review of SPECTRUM, the Literary and Fine Arts

Magazine of the University of Massachusetts, appearing in

Wednesday's Collegian, was latest in a series of reviews by

the Collegian which have continuously cast SPECTRUM in

a bad light, when in fact SPECTRUM shines among
campus publications on campus, around the Five Colleges,

and across the country.

To the point, it was only a year ago that the Collegian

tells us that the material is inconsistent in quality and

ranging from outstanding to horrible. But this year, the

Collegian tells us that a focus is unnecessary. We expect a

consistent standard of criticism, especially when the same

people are still with the Arts staff.

Perhaps, it is not a coherent theme which is being

denounced, but the choice of theme, the "Social

Significance of Art." And what we are getting is not a

review in the traditional sense, but a political position on

the works included in SPECTRUM. And yet in another

recent art review we have an arts writer chastizing the

student body for lack of political committment.

Instead of demonstrating how well the works in

SPECTRUM fit the focus from an artistic perspective, the

author chooses to further define the focus with a long run-

on sentence taken from the introduction of the magazine.

The author, however, fails to mention the reason why such

a long list of qualifiers as used to define the focus, i.e., that

each member in the organization was able to have an in-

dividual interpretation of the umbrella theme of Social

Significance incorporated into the theme. This is explained

in the magazine and excluding it in the review renders it

incomplete and jaded.

Furthermore, the author's rhetorical question asking

whether it is not true that one can trivialize art by using it

to present important issues, which he never answers,

misses the point of the theme entirely.

The authors comments that the cover of the magazine,

"Endangered Species," "belies the issue's content as

ecological rather than political" fails to see the connection

between ecology and politics, and also overlooks the artful

implication that SPECTRUM itself and as well the arts in

general are endangered species.

What follows then is a description of some of SPEC-

TRUM'S features and I would like to make two ob

servations, one specific and one general: first, SPEC-

TRUM does not solely publish fiction, rather it presents a

variety of prose styles. The five prose pieces covering a

variety of prose style, from art history to prose poetry,

which the reviewer dismisses as "mere editorializing."

Secondly, my general impression about the second half of

the article, which is more enthusiastic about SPECri?(/Af,

is that it is as glib, shallow, and trite as the first half of the

article, and an unfair appraisal of the artists. SPECTRUM
expects more from the Collegian; perhaps, we shouldn't. I

say this because of the last three reviews of SPECTRUM,
and as well a downward trend in arts coverage by the

Collegian.

On the opposite end of the spectrum, was the review of

Jim Roche's fundamentalist, rightwing art on view at the

University Gallery, entitled. "The Future of Modernism."

The final point of the article was to misquote Roche as

saying. "Modernism still has a long future." when what

Roche actually said was that "Modernism is in trouble." I'm

pointing this out to show my own impartiality in the belief

that every one should get a fair hearing no matter what

their politics.

How you choose to represent the arts is your perogative,

but when you misrepresent the arts, you discredit your

readers and yourself more than you discredit the art.

If any of your readers are interested in obtaining a copy

of SPECTRUM, they are avaUable at university galleries;

if not there, try again.

Charles Francis Carroll

Managing Editor, Spectrum

. ^

We need columnists!

Don't be shy,

Give us a try.

Come on Down . . .

John Gihnan

The American news media has its way of directing our

attention toward the issues they deem important. To be

sure, in a world with as many "hot spots" and con-

frontations as ours, it is impossible to cover all the bases at

once, but the jolts, jumps, and gaps of information con-

cerning any single issue make it difficult to keep track of

what is going on.

It is as if one of the major networks decided to run six

different soap operas during the same time slot on sue

different channels, rotating each show to a different

channel at the end of the week. Imagine the outrage of

Amherst soap fans if General Hospital was only shown one

week out of six in this area, but the plot marched

resolutely on during the five weeks it was being shown in

the Midwest and California. By the time everyone picked

up the storyline again it would be Friday, and the next

episode would be shown in Peoria, not Amherst. Inter-

national news is quite a bit like that, the story is deemed

newsworthy for a couple of days, and then fades to page

23. Nobody gets the full picture.

Take the war in Chad for instance. A month ago it

covered the front pages. The U.S. had sent an AWACS
plane into the area. French troops were brought in. there

were accusations that the U.S. was going to try to bring

down Libyan leader KaddafL Now there is hardly a word

on Chad.
•

, , t

What about Central America? We stUl get a trickle of

news about guerrilla attacks in Nicaragua, and Constituent

Assembly news from El Salvador; has the shooting

stopped down there? We hear nothing about the thousands

of U.S. troops in Honduras on manuevers. the fleets off of

each coast of Nicaragua, or the civilian body counts from El

Salvador.

While these i.ssues vanish from the wires, other issues

get dragged out of the mothballs to get consumed all over

again. The latest one. straight from a polite ovation at the

United Nations, is the subject of arms control. No doubt

Mr. Reagan dusted it off to push the MX missile through

Congress. It is amazing that we are once again being fed

the Reagan line on nuclear weapons again, erroneously

called arms control, when it is more than apparent that the

last thing in the world Ronald Reagan wants to do is limit

the number of missiles on this planet. Reagan on arms

control is like the El Salvadoran government on human

rights.

Getting valid information is very difficult these days. If

one does not have the stamina to really dig for the straight

facts, or as close to the real story as possible, then the only

alternative is the mainstream media. Without even dealing

with the inaccuracies and slanted opinions that frequent

these avenues of information, one must also remain in-

different to the unnecessary gaps of reporting on many

issues. Selective reporting is the weapon of purveyors of

misinformation and enemies of open government. It is not

a new phenomenon by any means, but it is one that is not

discussed enough in 1983. Ignoring the facts has the sanie

effect as distorting them. Either way the American public

is mislead.

John Gilman is a UMass student.

"\
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PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in searcii of
RESERVATIONS SALESASSOCIATES

SOPHOMORES...JUNIORS,.,SENIORS,,,GRAD STUDENTS

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. You'll be the first point

of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate

sctieduling and price information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.

Youll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT and you will have a

flexible work schedule that fits in with your classes.

THEJOB OFFERSALL THIS:

$5.00 an hour to start—with regularly

scheduled raises

UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but

spouses, too, after 30 days of employment)

FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

Minimum of 4 hours per day

Minimum of 20 hours per week

Maximum of 40 hours per week

TO QUALIFY you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currently enrolled, be articulate—and

have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must.

SEE YOUR CO-OP EDUCATION OFFICE, 110 THOMPSON HALL
FOR INFORMATION AND TO SIGN UP.

PEOPLExpress WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON WEDS. OCT. 26, 1983.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

nysMARi

Arts
Richman and Femmes spontaneous

JONATHAN RICHMAN
Oct. 7

Blue Wall

VIOLENT FEMMES
Oct. 6

Hangar One

by Gerard Cosloy

Collegian Staff

How seri<yus are the songs? What do you want, percen-

tages? No, I'm not making anything up. But I'm not total-

ly deranged either.

—Gordon Gano (Violent Femmes)

/ don 'tfeel strongly at all ahtmt "I'm Straight. " But when

I urote the song, when I wivi IH years oUi 12 years ago, I

meant it ormpletely. I didn't like hippies then, tJw whoU-

collegiat*;/spare change sort of thing. I was never putting

anybody on. Now it 's dated.

—Jonathan Richman

Nineteen-year old Gordon Gano's atonal sneer sounds

alol like a younger Jonathan Richman, 'cept where Rich

man opted for whimsical folk poetry. Gano's songs are

pained, pissed and prodding. Both singers brought their

sparse & spontaneous live acts to Amherst last week in

what can only be called the season's two sharpest bookings

thus far.
. j u

The Femmes. a mostly acoustic folk/thrash hybrid have

received more than their share of media hype this year

with their debut LP (Slash) ranking as one of the year's

freshest and funniest. Gano's (possibly) tongue in-cheek

tales of sexual frustration in songs like "Add It Up" and

"Prove My Love " coupled with the street busker theatrics

of rhythm section Brian Ritchie (acoustic bass) and Victor

DeLorenzo (snare drum, trancephone), have won the

Violent Femmes an audience as diverse as their musical

styUngs from the frantic, largely pre adolescent crowd

that packed their Boston all ages show last weekend, to

Ihe odd mix of hardcore fans, folkies and jus' plain curiosity

seekers who jammed the Hangar last week. Running

through two exuberant sets of recorded favorites and

newer songs (including the hilarious "Country Death

Song"), the Femmes showed that their on vinyl verve is no

novelty fluke. Like label mates the Dream Syndicate, the

Violent Femmes are a sloppy, unpretentious ball of fire; a

brash, uncompromising sensibility that's closer to the

wildness of locals like the Pajama Slave Dancers than it is

to nude wave opening act The Standards.

Brash isn't a word I'd use to describe Jonathan Richman;

I'd prefer to compare him to Mr. Rogers, 'cept Jonathan's

got a better sense of humor.

While a cynic might call the Violent Femmes snotty or

(worse) misogynist, Richman remains sensitive, shy, and

...(yup) uncomprimising. Refusing to play a greatest hits

set for the slightly intolerant Blue Wall audience, Richman

rebuked requests for "Roadrunner" early in the night, then

later refused to return to the stage for an encore despite

the large ovation he received. He's still leaving people

confused, as good a sign of consistency as any.

CollrKimn photu b« Drrw Ocirr

Jonathan Richman woos a packed Blue Wall.

Houston Ballet remarkable
>x .1 yi ir« Jl

Ki.fn rfiiirt^av of K^n? Ar'« '^>Pt<

Li Cunxin dances the part of the Prince in the Houston Ballet's perfor-

mance of Sleeping Beauty.
^

jlenoewg^nosie
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Now Western Mass. Premiere Engagement

On Screen Daily 7:00 and 9:00

[UNUSUALL
RICH.

I

Depardieu is superb' W\g[^F^ The ReturnOf
-nncenrcon^v Kji^T^ J^fortinGucrTC

Gerard Depordirv Snthalir llni/r

.Vfir York Times

THE HOUSTON BALLET
Oct. 4

Fine Arts Center

by Mary Beth Hel)ert

Special to the Collegian

When 1 was five, my life-long ambition

was to be a dancer. Had I stuck with it, 1

probably would have l)een dancing the lead

in the Houston Ballet's production of Tht-

Sleef)ing Beauty last Wednesday night at

the Fine Arts ('enter.

But, as luck will have it, 1 had my first

ballet lessons from an ill-mannered Russian

lady who looked like she had In'en born in

her leotards. She also seemed to Uike a

perverse pleasure in attempting to

straighten the posture of young imps with

a wo(xlen cane whose purp<»se was usually

reserved for counting out beats. The end

result of this traniatic exj)erience was that

it was Suzanne Longley dancing the lead in

The Sleej)ing Beauty instead of Mary Beth

Hebert.

Not that Longley didn't know what she

was doing. Instead, of the more traditional

aloof, drooping, melencholy monarch, her

interpretation of Princess Auror was lively

and vivacious. However, it was her execu-

tion of the solos in the dream sequence of

Act n that proved her for the fine dancer

she is. Longley's slow, fluid movements

were the epitome of grace and precision.

It's easy to see how she's able to snag a

prince every night.

Prince Florimund was danced by Li

Cunxin, who was born in the People's

Republic of China and trained at the Pek-

ing Dance Academy. Although many of his

more impressive leaps and bounds were

reserved for the (Jrand Pas de Deux, they

were worth the wait. Cunxin delighU'd the

audience with his seemingly effortless jetes

and oftentimes seemed to h(M)ver alxtve the

stage's surface.

As talented as the two principle dancers

were, they far from outshadowed the rest

of the production's dancers. The Houston

Ballet travels with its own thirty-one piece

orchestra, conducUnl splendidly by Clenn

Langdon. And for a road company that

travels up to five weeks at a time with this

production, they were able to create three

complete set changes, each remarkably

detailed and complex for a group doing

such exttnisive traveling.

Other noUible dancers were Rosemary

Miles as the evil CaralH)s.se, and .Jeanne

Doornbos as the Fairy Temperament.

Miles, who has iK'en a soloist with the

Houston Ballet since 1976. was fantastic.

Her gestures were dramatic and forceful

not to mention emphasized by three inch

fingernails and her agressive dancing was

well-complemented by her six attendents.

Fairy Temperment's presentation, was ex-

ecuted with sharp, intricate steps by

Doornbos. The featured dancers in Act HI

also deserve special recognition. Carole

Dunn and Timothy O'Keefe were utterly

feline in their respective roles of The White

Cat and Puss-in-Boots. Janie Parker,

Princess Florise, and William Pizzuto, The

Bluebird, proved they deserved their

award as "Best Couple" at the 1982 Inter-

national Ballet Competetion. And Jay

Kilmurray, Kevin Poe, and Daniel Jamison

delighted their audience with their gym-

nastics as The Ivans.

Maybe it's just as well I wasn't dancing

the lead in The Sleeping Beauty, I had an

awfully good time watching it.

=%^

You asked for it you got it!

We now serve pitchers!f

dMMUMMMki MHta
tHMMii

6'ReeH6a6ti

§HflCK 33^
Open Weekdays

Evenings

All Day
Saturday &

Sunday

CeNTIRflh

s»<s ;^^ ^% 1^^ ^«s
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Fashion-detailed jackets and coats

OFF!

29.99 TO 52.49 reg 39 99 to 69 99

Find bike jackets, stadium coats, pantcoats, long coats and more. Some
quilt and hooded styles in group. Polyester-cotton poplin or chintz, cotton

corduroy and wool-nylon-acrylic shells with acetate, nylon and acrylic

sherpa linings. Juniors' and misses' 5/6-15/16, S-M-L; women's 16V2-24V2.
Styles may v.iry by store

I On* o( Th« Slop A Shop Compamet

Buy the coat you want
now at big savings and
pay later, use our layaway!

NOW THRU SATURDAY

THERE'S ALWAYS A NEW REASON TO SHOP BRADLEES VISA Mo*t#fCoftl

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD 10-1-2
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Black Affairs
UMass racial "hushed-up" policies

By RHONDA SWAN
Collegian Staff

As it was mentioned in a recent editorial published in

"Black Affairs", incidents of racial harassment seem to be

the least publicized events of public concern.

Murders, rapes, and robberies, all of which are crimes

against the person, seem to scream at the public through

the headlines of the newspaper everyday. However,
events involving issues of racial dissention are saved only

for the political arena.

The way in which the news media covers this issue one

would think that they were only prevalent when minorities

were seeking public office, as was the case recently in the

mayoral races of both Chicago and Philadelphia.

However, the media. Although it definitely has its faults,

is not totally to blame for what seems to be a coverup that

affects us all. Under normal circumstances, the media

cannot report these events unless they are blatant, public

displays of racism or in the case of institutional racism,

someone volunteers to report it.

Unfortunately this volunteer is often hard to find.

During the spring semester, several incidents of racial

harassment took place here at the University of

Massachusetts. These incidents resulted in the formation

of a working group, appointed by the Chancellor, to in-

vestigate the problem and propose some solutions for it.

However, what exactly took place that would prompt the

chancellor to take such action is known only to selected

members of the University community.

Commentary
Several of these individuals were approached by a

Collegian reporter last semester for information regarding

the incidents but the reporter was given the proverbial

"run around" and led from one person to the other only to

give up pursuing the matter upon the realization that her

attempts were futile.

The reason given for the "hush" policy applied to this

matter was that those involved were giving the chancellor

a chance to respond, and any press coverage would impede

his ability to act. This, of course, may have been true since

the 'Boston Globe", among other prestigious newspapers,

were also interested in thectory and such coverage may

have blown the matter out of proportion.

However, one very point must be made concerning this

issue. "Knowledge is power" and with the power comes the

ability to act.

If the citizens of the United States were made aware of

the racially discriminatory events that take place in this

country, where "all (men) are created equal", then those

concerned can make a conscious effort to deal with the

problem in an effective way.

But, as it is known, too many Americans are ignorant to

the problem, thinking that it doesn't exist and everything

is "peachy keen" with the racial minorities. Unfortunately,

too many of us naively believe that the civil rights laws

ended racial discrimination and harassment; however,

there are still many obstacles to break.

DANCERS

ACTORS

* Announcements *
On Saturday. October 15, 1983 the Third World Theater

of the University of Massachusetts will open its fall series

with "Stepping Into Tomorrow," an original production

conceived and created by Nucleus, a theater group devoted

to bringing entertainment and education to audiences

throughout the country.

Nucleus was formed in 1980 by Attallah Shabazz and

Yolanda King (an alumnus of Smith College) artistic

directors, eldest daughters of slain Black leaders Malcom

X and Martin Luther King, Jr. respectively.

Tickets for the 8:00 performance in Bowker Auditorium,

UMass can be purchased at the Fine Arts Center Box

Office. Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. or at Bowker the

night of the performance. Tickets are $2.00 for students

and $3.00 for the general public.

OJO:
TONIGHT AT 7:00 P.M. IN ROOM 901 IN THE

CAMPUS CENTER, AHORA, THE HISPANIC
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS WILL HOLD ITS SECOND
MEETING. PLANS OF UPCOMING EVENTS WILL BE
DISCUSSED. ALL HISPANIC STUDENTS WELCOME.

All CCEBMS Seniors — There will be a very important

meeting at 7 p.m. on the 2nd floor of the New Africa House

TONIGHT. There will be valuable information on jobs and

graduate school opportunities. Please be prompt.

MODELS

SINGERS

UHURU - The UMass Third World performing
ensemble is now having auditions for their Fall

1983 production. Dates for open auditions are:

Saturday October 15 and Sunday October 16 at

Hampden Dance Studio, SW, UMass from 12

)noon--2 p.m.

3^l^«^i^w«^^^k^k^^ 'I
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What Does Osco Drug
Have For You?

i^ Hands-on Management Experience!

i^ Genuine Growth!
i^An Excellent Career!

You re finishing school and looking for the company and the oppor-

tunity to turn your education into a successful career in retail

management. Look to Osco Drug. VX/e re the nation s fastest gro\A/-

ing retail drug chain. And, we re a progressive and diverse company
with a challenging promotion-from-within policy.

Our Management Trainee Program offers you valuable merchandis-

ing experience and the development of supervisory and leadership

skills.

Experience growth at Osco Drug. Talk to the Osco Representative

visiting your campus to discuss retail management opportunities.

\X/e will be interviewing on

October 21st, 1983

Sign up at the Placement Office.

All majors are welcome. If you ^^re unable to sign up for an interview,

please contact: Director of College Recruiting, OSCO DRUG, INC.,

1818 Swift Drive, Oak Brook, Illinois 60521. We ^re an equal oppor-

tunity employer m/f.

OscoDrug

Butterfield Co-op Kitchen

is Hiring Senior and Junior

Resident Managers.

Senior Manager: Will be hired for Spring and Fall '84.

25 hours/week. $4.50/hour with free Room and Board.
Junior Manager: Will be hired for Spring '84.

20 hours/week. $4.00/hour with free Room and Board.

Both will share responsibility for the operation of a kitchen
feeding 160 persons 3 meals a day. Will share responsibility for

ordering, menu planning, budgeting, and the security of the
Kitchen. Senior Manager will have complete responsibility for
dealing with Food Service representative.

Applications and Job Descriptions are available at the Butter-
field Kitchen Office. Application is due October 21st.

Applicants must be available for training during November and
December. Hours arranged to fit the applicants schedule.

Applicants must be Students in Good Academic Standing dur-
ing the periods of employment.

The Butterfield CO-OP Kitchen is an equal opportunity

employer.

1

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND C^^
Yog muti b» H to ontor (J^^lj^
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Tickets can be purchased avary

Wad. at BKO tabia In Campus

Cantar for: 14th Big Momma Thornton

20th Poy Buchanan

21st Wilson PIckatt

20th Qaoroa Carlln

rusty nail
29th Elvln Bishop

~ Coming Sat. tha 16th

THE FOOLS
Tickets at tha door only

FKOUDiy PRiSENTS

nriy

.Tickets also available at For the

! Record at Faces of Earth in

Amherst

All bottles beer 7-9 $1.00
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TMSISUnALINFORMAnONi
>"*Vital Information" is electric jazz at its finest.

>*'Vital Information" is the debift album featuring muHi-

talented drummer and composer, Steve Smith. ^^
>"Vital Information" also includes Tim Landers, Mike ^^ ^

Stem, Dave Wikzewski and Dean Brown. Along

with Steve Smith, their collective credits include j|

work with Miles Davis, Billy Cobham, J
Al Di Meola and iean-luc Ponty.

>'Tital biformation." Hear all the details

for yourself.

STlVi SMITN. "VIUL INFORMimON;' j

MUSK TOO ESSENTIAL TO MISS.

ON COLUMBIA RECORDS AND CASSETTES.

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-
legian. Events are listed the day before they take place except Monday
which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry
Saturday and Sunday.

JS»^

I
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Available at University Store

at $5.99

Prescreening is tough
on everyone

How do you convey your unique chorocteristics to

Q prospective employer In o one or two poge
resume? After reviewing o stock of resumes, how
does on employer know who to invite to o compus
Interview?
There has to be a better way. G. Fox &• Co. proposes

an informal nneeting - A ten minute opportunity for

you to get to know about us and for us to get to know
about you.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12

we will be in the School of Management Building

from 11:00 to 4:00. Stop-by in casual attire. Bring a

copy of your resume. Discuss with us your career

plans. Find out about our training programs; meet

some of last years graduates - today they are respon-

sible for departments that do $1 million in sales.

We believe that the most successful students in the

job search process are those who explore a variety of

career options. Explore some with G. Fox & Co.

Resume Doy - Wednesdoy, Oct. 12th

School of Monogement Duiiding

Focuity Room 11:00 - 4:00

W!"

-Today

WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS: STUDENTS
- As part of the week of the Bible, Dan
Bartlett will speak about how the Bible is

relevant to UMass students. 7:30 p.m. 61

Bartlett Hall

EDUCATIONAL COLLECTIVE ON
WORLD AFFAIRS Underj^rad. grad
students concerned about international

affairs, U.S. foreigh policy are welcome to

join in planning an educational series on

Lebanon and the mideast. 4 p.m. Herter.

6th floor lounge

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING
There will be a general meeting to discuss

the club's portfolio and to make a decision

on any new Investments. New members
are welcome! 6:30 p.m. SOM 107

SOJOURNERS Rev. Robin Harden
facilitates this informal discussion group
for worppp of all ages, colors, and

backgrounds willing to explore faith, love,

intimacy, and spirituality. 7:15 p.m. 428

Student Union

HSMA - Hotel Sales & Marketing

Association; Meeting and guest speaker 7

p.m. CC 804-08

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING 8

beginners; 9 p.m. -all others

monwealth Rm. Student Union

p.m."
Com-

GRADUATE TEACHERS
ORGANIZATION All graduate student

TA's and TO's are encouraged to attend

this meeting to discuss union organizing

strategies. 12 1p.m. CC 911

BUTTERFIELD ARTS GROUP
MEETING - Organizational meeting; plan

arts events for Central Area. 7 p.m.
Artist in Residence Apt.

Thursday

WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS: ISRAEL -

As part of the week of the Bible, Dan
Gruber will talk about Israel as God's

chosen nation. 7:30 p.m. CC174-6

SPANISH CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING - New members welcome.

Refreshments will be served. 7 p.m.

Herter 6th floor lounge

25 PLUS CLUB MEETING AND
SOCIAL - Meet other older students and

help plan fall semester activities. Open to

all older grad and undergrad students.

UWW. IP and Continuing Ed. For Info,

tel. 545-2145 8 p.m. Student Union Room
404

PRE VET CLUB Introductory meeting

with speech by Pre-vet advisor Dr. G.

Snoyenbous; Freshmen are encouraged to

attend 7p.m. Paige Lab Rm 202

FIRST JUMP COURSE - First Jump
Course- -You can jump this Saturday! 7

p.m. - 10:30 p.m. CC Rm 905-09

PEOPLES GAY ALLIANCE
MEETING - People's Gay Alliance

meeting, everyone welcome. 7 p.m.
Check CC schedule for room

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - Robin
Harden facilitates dialogue on "The Ethics

of Violence in the body of Christ."

Everyone is welcome to bring a lunch and
join the discussion. 12:15 p.m. 428
Student Union

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION - New
members welcomed 7:30 p.m. CC Rm 902

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING 6 p.m.

CC178

HAYRIDE SIGN-UP - Deadline to sign

up for the Hillel Hayride is 12 noon, Oct.

13 in the Hillel Office, 302 Student Union.

302 Student Union.

UHIVIHWTT

Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA

• $1.50 Bar Drinks

• 60' Miller Drafts

• 85' Lowenbrau

10:00 - closing

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^^ain

Happy Hour
FREE PIZZA

$1.50 Bar Drinks
60* Miller Draft

$1.00 OFF ANY
r'^ITCHER OF BEER

2:00 5:30

Friday
and

Saturday
DOUBLE
SHOT
DRINKS

at

regular prices

60' Miller

85' Lowenbrau

10:00 - closing

Monday
and

Tuesday

% PRICE
on any pizza

when you buy a

Pitcher of

Beer

5:00 - closing

Daily Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 5:00
Each Night Happy Hour 10:00 - do
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15 Cape tor Pope 60 Communication 27 Stockpile
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16 With 21 Across 63 Kindof fibhor 29 Rollcall replies

current regulator flower ,»0 Hector

17 Assist 64 Nautical term 31 Photographer

18 Track measure' 65 Adventure story Adams
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Improve your
writing

Collegian writing
workshop for all

Col legian staffers
and new recruits

7 p.m. Thursday
CC Room 163

DC Menu

LUNCH
Italian Hoagie

Egg Roll

Soy Sauce, Due Sauce

DINNER
Diplomat Sandwich

Roast Top Round of Beef

Au Jus

Chili Cheese Puff

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Egg Roll

Soy Sauce, Due Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Fried Shrimp Dinner

Cocktail Sauce
Chili Cheese Puff

Weather

Today, showers conti-

nuing through tommor-

row. Highs in the 60 's.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
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The premium taste

has arrived.

Alert the Minutemen.

Bradon
Everything youve
heaid about it

is true.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mondev Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 ^v. • discount • Phone number FREE

1971 Dodge Dart slant 6, 4 dr, auto., snow

tires. $400 or offer. 527-0181

73 VW Superbug original owner runs good

$850 call Chuck 584-6481 days

Ford Courier 73 new paint, exhaust, muf-

fler, other stuff too. High mileage but

reliable transpo $1295 Dan 665-4847

1971 Chevelle SS 60 series mags headers,

turbo, cassette and amplifier and more

$1800 Evan 545-3197

Audi 100LS 74 AM/FM radials automatic

good condition BO 549-5316

1974 Plymouth Voyager Van extra long,

carpeted, paneled, stereo high mileage,

looks good, runs well BO call Andy
546-7017

BUS DRIVING JOBS

UMass Transit Service needs several

drivers to start immediately. Part-time, flex-

ible hours. Must be a UMass student with a

Class 1 or 2 license. Apply at University Bus

Garage or call Jenny or Bud for more info

545-0056

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

New York City Bustrips Oct 22 Nov 19

Dec 3 $18 roundtrip, refreshments sign-up

FAC coffeeshop TuTh 10-1 4-5 CASH ON-

LY 546-7179

Party Mix Productions - experienced

D.J. Dorm parties, Dances, Exchanges. All

types of music: 800+ records. No charge

for extra time. Very reasonable rates. Call

Jeff 253-2152

FOR SALE

'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^f*0^0*0*0*0^00^^^y^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^0^^^^t^^0*^^^^^^^t^*0^^^i^

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Mopeds, excellent condition $250, call

Rob 586-5424 or Mike 546-7452

Ski Boots - Lange XLFlex good shape,

great for Beg/Int $75 or BO 256-0967

Swedish Leather Back-Packs Reg. price

$119 now $79! Call Eva best M/W/Th 8-10

PM 584-6610

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Dynastar Omeglass Skis Salomon 727

bindings one year old $225 256-1454

Kenwood KR3400 Stereo Receiver; Dual

506 Turntable; Nikko ND500il tape. $350 or

best offer. Separate purchase possible

586-9305

Bicycle - never used, paid $300 no

reasonable refused, with guarantee
546-5988 afternoons

Dead Tix Hartford 10/15, Portland 10/18

BO before 10/14 586-4261

FOUND

Found - Men's watch (10-5 under tree in

front of Goodell) Identify it and I will return

it. Call me at 6-6917 before 8:00 AM or after

9:00 PM
Found - set of keys call 549-5421

Found: outside Coffee Shop in Campus
Center. Burgundy leather key holder and

change purse. If you lost it call Amy
546-7654 or Barbara 546-6434

Found: Sweater call 545-0738 ask for Nan-

cySicard

Room key found in Campus Center Oct

7 key is on whale strap key chain. Call Laura

at 546-8305

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

Europe S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $5O0-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625
^

Free food in exchange for kitchen help.

Contact Paul or Gary at 253-9071

The SGA Treasurer's Office is seeking an

individual to sen/e as a Treasurer's Assis

tant. Requirements are good bookkeeping

and organizational skills and a strong desire

to help students. Applications available at

407 Student Union. Work study or non

work study. Application deadline is Oct. 13.

UMass SGA is an AA/EEO

Sorority needs kitchen help in exchange

for meals. Great working conditions! Call

Jen or Sue D at 256-6887

Full-part time experienced people for

delivering pizzas. Must have car 549-0626

Bus Driver Trainees: Western Mass Bus

Lines will hoild a recruitment meeting Thurs

Oct 13 @ 7:00 PM in Campus Ctr R168 to

train students for possible driving positions

next spring

Span 110 and general studies tutor grad

student preferred but not required good
wages 546 6820

Experienced Ski Mechanic must be able

to work Tuesdays and Thursdays. Apolv in

person only. Western Village Ski & Sports

32 Main St Northampton

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253 2098

KARATE CLUB

UMass Karate Club
9:30 10:45 AM everyone

549 4600 ex 287

meets Tu-Th
welcome! call

LOST

Reward ladies bracelet with colored

stones call janet 546 1472 very sentimenta l

Symbol of the Holy Ghost medal (upside

down) dove sterling silver. Lost it between

Boyden & Herter. Please call 549-6977

Reward for return of gold ring oval

shape with black stone in middle deep sen

timental value please call 546-7446

PART-TIME

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORK!!
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434, 9-2 pm

PERSONALS

Las Vegas Night Sat Oct 15 7:30 11:30

Campus Center Aud sponsored by Alpha

Phi Omega $3.00 = $5,000 play money
auction at 10:30

Dear Suzanne, Happy B-day. Us PW peo-

ple have got to stick together Love, Josh

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,
545-0392. 584-7924

RAYBANS

Quality sunglass wear invest in your eyes

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

at least 25% off suggested retail prices

eveninqs call Bruce 549-2879

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to Ithaca NY Oct 14 call

256 1081

SECURITY DEPOSITS

Feeling ripped off7 Do you have a ques-

tion about the return of your secunty

deposit? Contact: Off Campus Housing Of-

fice 115 Hasbrouck, 545-0865

SERVICES

Typing papers, cases, resumes, letters

IBM Selectric 1.25/00. Nancv 549-6082

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

TERMINAL

Used Hazaltine Computer Terminals.

CRT w/keyboard. $250, while they last.

Jason, 1-967-5483

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Girl to milk SO cows in parlor. Call after

7:00 pm Walter Kownacki 665-4666

Accounting Tutor needed desperately!

For Acctg 221 if you're qualified please call

Cheryl 546-9801 to make arrangements

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Land to park my camper no house
privleoges desired rent negotiable evenings

549-3771

Dead tix I need 4 for 14th Hartford I'll trade

for 15th Hartford Dave 549-4827
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Sports Notice: Tryouts for the 1983-84 men's basket-

ball team will be held on Monday, October 17th at 9:00

p.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage. For further information,

Contact the basketball office, room 222 Boyden
(545-2610).
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Minutewomen breeze to fifthwin

('iillf(fian photo hy Jim Powers

TIRKD MINUTEWOMAN: I'Mass back Lori Stukes chases after the ball in last week's match with UConn.
Stukes spiked in the winning goal in yesterday's 3-0 win over UNH.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

When a fourth-ranked-in-the-nation University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team kicks off against a
first-year-varsity University of New Hampshire team, it

should be no problem predicting who the victor will be.

For everyone who chose the obvious, buy yourself a
popsicle because the Minutewomen came back from N.H.
with a 3-0 shutout over the young team and a 5-1-2 record.

But, it was not as easy as it should have been.
"\ye could have done better," Assistant Coach Natalie

Prosser said. "We were a little shakey at first because we
tried too hard to put the ball in the net. The field was very
narrow and they just cluttered everyone in front of the

net. We were kind of going after them and then we had to

pull them away from the net."

The first half was rather slow since the Wildcats spent a

lot of the time protecting their goaltender. UMass had a

few problems getting on the ball proving how easy it can be
to relax a little when a win is expected.

Back Lori Stukes broke the ice for the Minutewomen
when she chipped in the first goal. Standing in front of the

net. Stukes turned and placed a Mary Sztela pass in behind

the Wildcat's goaltender.

In the second half of the match, the Minutewomen
turned on the power and had better scoring opportunities.

Chris Taggart took advantage of one of those opportunities

when, assisted by Jamie Watson, she scored on a

breakaway.
Ellen Taggart finished the scoring unassisted as she stole

the ball from the UNH goaltender and snuck it in behind

her.

On Thursday the Minutewomen will do battle against

Springfield with hopes of making the Indians their sixth

victim.

UMass mens soccer loses close one
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

It was just your typical, UMass soccer

game.
The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team, coming off a fairly good
weekend in the Umass invitational, suf-

fered another disappointing loss, this one to

Providence College by a 1-0 score.

The only goal came with 22:11 left in the

second half, as junior midfielder Martin
Hayes -fresh from Dublin, Ireland-took a

pass from Eric Labranche and placed it past

goalie Jamie Firmage for the only tally of

the game.

The first half had all the similiarities of a
tennis match, the ball going from one end of
the pitch to the other, with neither side
taking control. Both clubs played and
palled well in between the penalty areas.
But, once it came time for a shot, there was
either one pass too many, or a good
defensive play.

Kayvan Khatami had the only real scoring
opportunity for the Minutemen in the first

half, but his rifled shot sailed past the side
of the net.

Somebody must have liked the script from
the first half because the second half wasn't
that different. Again, both clubs showed

good passing and setting up near midfield,

but neither could make that one key pass.

Khatami had another opportunity with
about 30 minutes left in the game but had
too difficult an angle and couldn't put it past
goalie Peter Rothman. After that, the next
opportunity went to Providence, and they
made it pay off.

LaBranche had a direct free kick from the
far left side of the Minuteman goal after a
Friar was shaken up. Hayes snuck around
to the right hand side of the goal and
LaBranche lofted a perfect pass to him and
just like that it was 1-0.

The Minutemen started to play a little

more aggressively, and the result was
Providence College players dropping like

flies. UMass did start to control the game
and with 4 'A minutes left Herb Sidman took
a beautiful pass from Simon Ostrov but
blasted it over the goal. UMass was not to
get another opportunity as its record dips
to 1-6-3.

The Minutemen's next home game is

Friday against Rhode Island and then a
week from today vs. the always tough
UConn Huskies. When asked how tough
these games would be, head coach Jeff
Gettler could only reply, "They're always
tough when you don't score." No more need
be said.

Minutemen Notebook
When a team is suffering through a

dismal spell, like the University of

Massachusetts football team is now, for ex-

ample, people start talking about tradition

and how it helps a losing team.

Everyone talks about tradition when it

comes to the UMass football team, and why
not? Of the five teams the Minutemen face

in their Yankee Conference schedule the

Minutemen hold the series lead to date.

The University of Rhode Island (28-27-2) is

close but the University of Maine wallows
behind with a 23-5-1 mark.

******

So, while the Minutemen enter this

week's home game against Maine 1-4

overall they are 0-1 in the slate that mat-
ters most, the Yankee Conference record.

No doubt about it. the Minutemen will

win their next four Yankee conference

games if they want a shot at the title. But,

you never know what's going to hapf)en in

the six team league l>ecause 3-2 records for

more than two teams cause problems in the

Yankee Conference.

Take last season, for example, when four
teams, including UMass finished with 3-2

records. Boston University went to the
NCAA Division I-AA playoffs by virtue of a
complicated tie-breaker system.

******

Bob Simeone is the leading receiver after

five games with 14 catches for 254 yards

good for an 18 yard average and two

touchdowns.

Tri-captain Gary Freker is averaging 15
yards a catch on nine grabs at tight end and
flanker Kevin Jackson is third with seven
receptions for 132 yards, an 18 yard
average, and one touchdown.

Sophomore quarterback Jim Simeone
has completed 44 passes in 103 attempts
with three touchdowns and nine intercep-

tionc.

Senior fullback Rich Jenkins is the

leading ground gainer with 200 yards in 48
attempts. Duckworth (irange is second
with 198 yards on 48 carries and Frank
Fay is third with 159 yards on 41 attempts.

Tennis routed by UNH, 9-0
By ARIEL FOWLER
Collegian Correspondent

It was hard luck for the University of

Massachusetts women's tennis team as it

wrestled for a victory but went down to

Connecticut 9-0 on Tuesday.
UMass singles players showed good

footwork and agility while the doubles

teams moved in well to punch back crisp

volleys at the net. Their opponents had
tremendous depth and consistency which

enabled them to overcome the
Minutewomen.
"I anticipated a very tough match," said

UMass Coach Pat Stewart. "Everyone has

been putting out and I've been very happy
with their performance."
In singles action, Lil Sullivan demon-

strated deep concentration and intensity

but was defeated by Donna Bindeglass 6-7,

5-7. Anne Tauger (2) moved rapidly but

was ousted 2-6, 1-6 while teammate Anne-
Marie Mackertich (3) lost in two sets to
Kathy Eckert.

Diana BiagioU (4) ran down ball after ball

before falling to Laura Raslousky 0-6, 2-6.

Karen Orlowski (5) fought long and hard
before losing to Sue Atkinson 5-7, 3-6 while
number six player Karen Krannick was
clipped in two sets.

Maureen Hanlon and JUl Nesgos (1) played
assertively but were nipped by Meg
Howley and Joanne Roberts 4-6, 3-6.

"We were both up for this match and
played well together but I feel we haven't
played enough to be tournament tough,"
said Hanlon.

The second doubles team of Trish SuUivan
and Laura Morgan had some astonishing
shots but were defeated 2-6, 4-6 while
Joyce Girasella and Lisa Corbett (3) were
routed by Mary Shields and Carrie Silver 2-

6, 3-6.

Phillies take game one, 2-1
BALTIMORE AP - Garry Maddox led off

the Philadelphia eighth inning with a home
run to break up a World Series pitching
duel between John Denny and Baltimore's
Scott McGregor and give the Phillies a 2 1

victory over the Orioles in Game One Tues-
day night.

The game was attended by 52,204, in-

cluding President Reagan, and played at

tilmes in a light drizzle. It matched two of

Uie finest pitchers m baseball but it was
decided in a battle of home runs.

Baltimore's Jim Dwyer, one of the Orioles,

platoon players, l)elted a first-inning homer
and ol(itim«'r Joe Mori/an tied it in the sixth

for the Phillies. The victory put the
Phuillies one game ahead in the best-of-

seven Series, with rookie right-hander
Charles Hudson pitching Wednesday night
in Game 2 against another rookie right-

hander, Mike Boddicker of Baltimore.

Philadelphia Phillies Garry Maddox bobbles a Fernando Valenzuelo fly ball last week
in the division playoffs last week. The Phillies topped Baltimore 2-1 to win game one
of the World Series last night.
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state may toast

older drinkers
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

It looks as though the drinking age in Massachusetts may

be raised to 21, and while some younger University of

Massachusetts students were angry about that possibility

yesterday, students over 21 years of age seemed to think a

new law would be useless.

On a voice vote with no debate yesterday, the

Massachusetts House of Representatives passed a bill

which will raise the legal drinking age to 21 .
A second vote

is needed to send the bill on to the State Senate. Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis told a meeting of college newspaper

writers and editors last week that he would support such a

measure.
The legal age was dropped from 21 to 18 in 1973 after

voters in the 1972 election narrowly approved the change,

and then, in 1979, the age was raised back up to 20 under

former Gov. Edward J. King.

Backers of the bill passed by the House yesterday said it

would save lives.

"We're convinced that it will save lives," Richard W.

Hoover, American Automobile Association spokesman,

said after the vote.

"It was filed last December... because this is a national

policy of the AAA and a national goal of most safety

organizations."

UMass students interviewed yesterday disagreed with

this theory.

Bill Morano and Bob Peterson, standing at the corner of

the Blue Wall bar said yesterday the law could be unfair to

20 year-olds.

"Most of the people who are drinking now are two or

three years out of high school," said Morano, 21, a senior in

the Stockbridge School of Agriculture. "1 don't think it's

fair to take away their priveledges."

Peterson, 25, also a senior Stockbridge student,

said,"Twenty is a fine age. What does a year matter?"

"It's not going to solve the problems you see on the

road," he said.

Mike King, a 19-year-old first-year student, said, "since

I'm going to be legal in five days, I think it's unfair."

"1 feel that most people who are 20 are getting more

responsible, especially since the new drunk driving laws

are so strict," King said.

Celeste McCabe, 19, said she thinks "Twenty-one is too

old. Twenty is reasonable because it keeps it out of the

high schools," McCabe, a sophomore in the School of

Management, said. She said the drinking age should be 18

for bars and 21 for liquor stores, "because you can be cut

off in a bar."

Rose Longo, 19, said,"It's ridiculous to raise the drinking

age.

"They should just leave it at 20," she said. "If you re at

college and living on your own you should know enough to

take care of yourself."

Some first-year students were more angry than

analytical, though.

"It stinks. What else can you say about it?" said George

Maklys, 18. "I'd rather see it lowered to 18 or something."

StiU. Maklys said, getting beer "is easy around here."

Rep, Michael Rea, Jr., D Billerica, said he thmks the

legislature "made a mistake when we lowered it to 18 and

we recognized that

.

"I think the votes are there in the House," Rea said. "The

leadership seems to be in favor of the legislation."

Several bills proposing the hike in the drinking age were

sent to a study by the Governmental Regulations Com-

mittee, but this version surfaced this week when the

House Ways and Means Committee recommended its

approval.
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Rainy days and Mondays always get

me down.
— Paul WiUiamsJ

OMtgiM ylwU by Jia Pvwcn

DIFFERENT STROKES — Yester-

day's drizzly weather drove some
under the cover of umbrellas, as this

walker near Morrill Science Center,

while Rob Gross (below) was un-

daunted and practiced his kicking

skills on the nearly deserted playing

fields.

Dorm residents

are all fired up
By MARY ANNE BEEN
and JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Residents were evacuated for the sixth time since Sept.

25 from Crampton dormitory in the Southwest residential

area at 3:30 a.m. Wednesday, University of

Massachusetts police said.

UMass police said they are investigating the fires which

have occured in the trash rooms of the second and third

floors, with the exception of one that was set in the laun-

dry room.
"We have no theory on whether it's one person or two

who is setting the fires," said Gerald T. O'Neil, director of

the department of Public Safety. "It's very difficult to

figure it out."

"The only similarity is that the fires are in the trash

rooms," said O'Neil. He said police are now searching for

the "common denominator" and are not saying yet

whether the fires are related in any other way.

According to Keith Hoyle, UMass Fire Prevention of-

ficer, UMass police "have to be careful about what they

say right now."
Hoyle said he believes too much press could be

dangerous and that the suspect is probably setting the

fires for attention. "It's somebody crying for help," he

said.

"I'm not at liberty to give details of the investigation,"

Hoyle said. "We (Environmental Health and Safety) can

only investigate the fire itself. Once the fire is determined

suspicious, that's breaking the law."

All fires have been small and contained in metal trash

cans, according to police reports. Smoke alarms were ac-

tivated and fires were extinguished quickly. There have

been no injuries, police said.

"I just can't believe somebody's doing this. It's crazy,"

said Marie Powers, 19, a Crampton resident. "Everyone is

so frustrated. It's a real inconvenience."

"I, like everyone else, am furious. It's such a hassle,

especially getting out of bed at 3:30 in the morning," said

Julie Gershon, 19, another Crampton resident. "We're

getting pretty sick of it."

Both students said the dorm had a special meeting Tues-

day night to discuss the problem. Extra security, with a

possibility of 24-hour security, is being anticipated.

"The student's safety is always utmost in our minds,"

O'Neil said. "We feel we're doing everything we can."

"Doors that weren't locked before are locked now," said

Powers. "We have to show picture I.D.s. We can't get in

with just a key anymore. A lot of people think it's dumb,

this extra security, but until the problem is solved, it's the

best that can be done."

This week is National Fire Prevention Week, and En-

vironmental Health & Safety (EHS) is conducting fire

safety workshops on campus for residents, custodial and

secretarial staffs.

"The staff receives fire training. They put out actual

fires with extinguishers," said Dave Beaudin, fire inspec-

tor. "We conduct presentations on safety and prevention

for the students. We tailor these workshops to each

residential area. We make sure the students know evacua-

tion routes and procedures in each building."

Student senators
discuss dispute
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night sup-

ported a motion calling for the University of

Massachusetts administration to cooperate with students

in reversing the policy which prohibits University depart-

ments from buying from Student Controlled Businesses

With last week's elections providing a full Senate for the

first time this semester, the motion made by Student

Government Association (SGA) Treasurer Eric Nitzsche

passed unanimously.

The motion stated that since "Student Controlled

Businesses play a vitally important role in the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund," and since "SCBs should be able to

provide goods to any individual or group who desires

them," and since the University has a policy "which pro-

hibits University departments from purchasing from

SCBs," then "all avenues should be explored to have it

reversed."

Continued on pa^e U
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World and National News

Lebanon calls for peace talks

AP I^Accrphoto

BULL'S EYE — A missile from the Stinger, a portable shoulder-

launched U.S. Army weapon system, approaches a helicopter, and

destroys it during a test.

Official caught taking bribes
TOKYO (AP) — Former Prime Minister

Kakuei Tanaka. one of Japan's most

powerful politicians, was sentenced to a

four year prison term Wednesday for

taking bribes from Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

But he defiantly rejected demands he

resign from Parliament.

The Tokyo District Court said Tanaka.

during his 1972 74 tenure as prime

minister, accepted 500 million yen to

promote the sales of the U.S. firm's

passenger planes in Japan.

The court found him guilty of bribery and

foreign exchange violations and fined him

the equivalent of the bribes, worth $2.1

million at current exchange rates.

Tanaka quickly appealed the verdict and

was rr'".ir.r.'^ on hail.

Guilty verdicts against Tanaka, his

former secretary and three others

culminated Japan's most sensational

postwar trial, lasting almost seven years

and resulting in convictions of 15 political

and business figures.

Tanaka. 65, heads the largest faction in

the governing Liberal Democratic Party

and is immensely popular in his home

district of Niigata Prefecture, which has re-

elected him several times. His support was

instrumental in Prime Minister Yasuhiro

Nakasone's rise to power last year.

The opposition, led by the Japan Socialist

Party, has demanded Tanaka resign from

the lower house of the Diet, Japan's

Parliament, because of the scandal.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —President

Amin Gemayel on Wednesday scheduled a

"national reconciliation conference" for Oct.

20, but factional violence raged on.

Moslem-Communist fighting left 47 dead

and 70 wounded in Tripoli and six soldiers

were wounded in a Druse attack on the

town of Souk el-Gharb.

Although Gemayel set a date for the

reconciliation conference, he did not an-

nounce a site for the meeting — the major

obstacle to holding it. However, he said a

preliminary committee should begin

working Thursday to set an agenda for the

conference.

Meanwhile, there was another break in

the cease-fire, with six Lebanese soldiers

wounded, two seriously, in the Druse at-

tack on Souk el-Gharb. The town is in the

Chouf Mountains overlooking Beirut air-

port, where the Marine Corps commandant.

Gen. Paul X. Kelley. met with U.S. Marine
peacekeepers Wednesday.
A Lebanese army spokesman said the

army at Souk el-Gharb, nine miles

southeast of Beirut, returned fire after its

positions were attacked with mortars, small

arms and rocket-propelled grenades from

surrounding Druse-controlled positions.

In Tripoli, the port 50 miles north of

Beirut, 47 people were killed and 70

wounded in fighting between Communist

militiamen and the Islamic Unity movement
for control of the seaside slums, the state

radio said. The second day of fighting left

many buildings in flames, it said.

Gemayel's decision on a date for the

reconciliation conference was announced in

a broadcast that said the site was still being

discussed. Gemayel wants the talks to be

held in suburban Baabda or Saudi Arabia,

but his foes oppose this and want to meet on

a ship off the Beirut coast.

The reconciliation talks were called for in

a truce that stilled fighting in the central

mountains Sept. 26. but squabbling over

the site has delayed the start of the

dialogue to find a new power-sharing

formula for this tiny nation of 4 million

Moslems and Christians.

Gemayel, a Maronite Catholic, directed

that invitations be sent to senior politicians

to attend the reconciliation talks. Including

Gemayel. those taking part would include

five Maronites. two Sunni Moslems, two

Shiite Moslems, and one Druse— Walid

Jumblatt.

The cease-fire agreement also calls for

the conference to be attended by Saudi

Arabia, which with the United States

helped arranged the truce, and by Syria,

which supports Jumblatt and his anti-

Gemayel "National Salvation Front."

One million to attend funeral

Israeli shopping spree ends
TEL AVIV. Israel (AP) Israel's frantic

pre-devaluation buying spree died down

Wednesday, but the finance minister was

reported under pressure to resign for his

handling of the economic crisis.

Israel radio. Israel television and several

newspapers said senior members of the

governing Likud bloc were working with

top backers to dump Yoram Aridor in favor

or Ezer Weizman. the popular former

defense minister.

No one would comment publicly on the

delicate issue, but Israel radio quoted a

source close to Prime Minister Yitzhak

Shamir as saying he haH no intention of

dropping ministers from his new govern-

ment in the coming weeks."

However, the radio said. Shamir did not

rule out changes once his government was

stable and firmly in office. Aridor said he

did not intend to resign in the face of

charges he had mismanaged the economy

and lost his credibility.

Two weeks of economic turmoil climaxed

Tuesday with a 23 percent devaluation of

the Israeli shekel and 50 percent increases

in the prices of basic foodstuffs.

Israelis responded by stampeding to

grocery stores and electronic goods shops

Tuesday in search of items still being sold at

pre-devaluation prices. By Wednesday,

merchants had raised their prices and there

were no bargains left.

SEOUL. South Korea (AP) - At least 1

million mourners were expected to attend

the funeral Thursday of 16 South Korean

government officials killed in the Burma

terror bombing. An anti-communist rally

was to follow the service.

Four of the dead were members of the

South Korean Cabinet, whUe others were

key aides and advisers to President Chun
Doo-hwan, who escaped last Sunday's bomb
attack in Rangoon by minutes. In addition

to the South Koreans, four Burmese were

kiUed.

The bodies of the Korean dead were

returned Tuesday to Seoul. They were

taken first to Seoul National University

Hospital, where they lay in state until being

moved to Yoido Plaza, a vast site on Yoido

Island in the Han River where massive

meetings often are held.

After the funeral rites and movement of

the bodies to the National Cemetery for

burial, an anti-communist rally was to be

held at Yoido Plaza.

The government officials killed in Rangoon
included Suh Suk-joon. who was deputy

prime minister and economic planning

minister, Foreign Minister Lee Bum-suk,

Minister of Commerce and Industry Kim
Dong-whie, Minister of Energy and

Resources Suh Sang-chul, chief presidential

secretary Hahm Pyong-choon, and senior

presidential economic adviser Kim Jae-ik.

Chun has blamed Communist North Korea

for the Rangoon bombing and Rangoon
police say they have captured two "Korean

terrorists" and killed a third in their hunt

for the attackers, but North Korea on

Wednesday denied the accusation, calling it

"preposterous and ridiculous."

Neither Chun nor other government of-

ficials offered evidence that North Korea
carried out the bombing, but the charges

fitted the pattern of exchanges that have
taken place regulary between North
and South Korea since an armistice in 1953

ended the Korean War.

South Korea's mUitary and police forces

were put on a special alert shortly after the

word of the bombing reached here Sunday,

and U.S. forces, numbering about 39,000 in

South Korea, were reported to have taken

what were termed appropriate defensive

precautions.

Test helps stall cancer
BOSTON (AP) A new

blood test that shows
whether cancers of the

ovaries are growing or

shrinking should help

doctors pick the best

treatment to eliminate the

common tumors, resear

chers say.

Until now. doctors have

needed to operate again

after the cancers were

removed to make sure that

traces of the tumors were

not growing and spreading.

The new test "will give

some early indication as to

whether the tumor is

getting larger or smaller

under treatment." said Dr.

Robert C. Bast Jr.. who
directed a study of the

procedure.

About 18.000 women get

ovarian cancer each year,

and it accounts for 6 percent

of all cancer deaths among
women.

Digest Judge nudges Times

Time capsules dug up;

Polishjokes taken out

WASHINGTON (AP) -
Supreme Court Justice

Sandra Day O'Connor has

ribbed The New York

Times, reminding the

newspaper that the nation's

highest court is no longer an

all-male club.

In a letter to the editor

published in Wednesday's
editions, Mrs. O'Connor

noted that a recent Times

articled referred to "the nine

men" of the Supreme Court.

"According to the in-

formation available to me,

and which I had assumed

was generally available, for

over two years now
SCOTUS (Supreme Court of

the United States) has not

consisted of nine men." Mrs.

O'Connor said.

showprompts reunion

NEW PALTZ. N.Y. (AP)

Since a film about a child

abduction was broadcast on

network television this

week, the phone has been

ringing constantly at an

agency dedicated to finding

missing children.

Child Find Inc. has taken

approximately 3,000 calls

since the film ended at II

p.m. Monday night, agency

spokeswoman Alice Burn

said Wednesday.
"lt"s nhenomenal, but

jjeople are still interestea.

s'ne said. "The calls already

have led to one reunion.

Ms. Burn said.

Child Find, based in this

Hudson Valley community,

began receiving the calls

after the Monday night

broadcast of the NBC TV
movie about Adam Walsh,

who was abducted and slain

two years ago.

LONGMEADOW
Workers using a backhoe

dug up the town green
Wednesday after irate

Polish-Americans demanded
that a book of Polish jokes

be removed from a bicen-

tennial time capsule.

"I think it's wonderful."

said Julie Strzempek of

nearby Three Rivers as she

watched the crews exhume
two capsules in this affluent

suburb of Springfield.

Mrs. Strzempek. who had

vowed to get the book

removed— even if "I have to

get a shovel and do it

myself — was one of a half-

dozen i'oiish-Americans who
gathered on the green and
followed the capsules to a

Springfield burial vault

company to watch their

opening.

"If it's permissible, I'd like

to burn that book with these

matches." said Joseph
Kszepka. president of the

United Polish-American
Organizations of Palmer,

another Springfield suburb.

The book was inserted by a

child, who had been one of

many spectators to accept

an invitation to put
something in the capsules

just before they were buried

Monday, officials said.
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Newly appointedchaplain challenging sex roles
By MARIANNE A. MORAN
Collegian Correspondent

As a newly ordained minister in the

American Baptist Church and as a

Protestant chaplain for the United

Christian foundation at the University of

Massachusetts, Reverend Robin Harden
has challenged a common stereotype.

"People are surprised that I am a minister

because I don't fit into their sterotype

because one, I am a woman. Two, I'm balck

and three, I am young," she said.

Although denominations are beginning to

acknowledge women as ministers. Rev.

Harden said she feels, "ordination is

inherently political."

"I think people are intimidated by the

changing roles of women." she said.

Rev. Harden graduated from Harvard

Divinity School last spring and this fall was

ordained by the American Baptist Churches

of Massachusetts.

While Rev. Harden said she is aware of

sexism on a large scale level, she prefers to

deal with it on a personal one.

"You can get in the door but it is important

to be aware of what happens once you are in

the room," she said.

Her main goals at UMass are to help

women deal with issues and to better the

quality of their lives, she said.

"There is a great need at UMass to con-

nect. People need to see a greater sense of

community. Everyone is lookinc for their

own niche, their own subculture. I am
looking to initiate yet another group." she

said.

Among her plans are two discussion

groups: "Brown Bag Theology," where
topics such as liberation, freedom and
women are discussed and "Sojourners," a

place for open discussion on issues

especially pertinent to women.
At the Harvard Divinity School, Rev,
Harden focused on New Testament
theology and pastoral counseling. Her
experience has included hospital
visitations, prison counseling, work at a

women's center and counseling of other

students.

Also during her career at Harvard, Rev.
Harden was an assisting minister at the

Women
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Amherst rent control is topic of discussion
By MELISSA KORNFELD
Collegian Correspondent

Rent control in Amherst, a town issue

since 1969 and up for vote ^proximately
10 times, will go to the floor of the Town
Meeting once more later this month.

Article 13 of the meeting warrant,

unanimously endorsed by the Select Board,

proposes that a committee be established

to study rent control and "depoliticize" the

issue, article author and Board of Amherst
Housing Authority Chair Ken Mosakowski

said.

Mosakowski's proposal calls for a seven-

person board which will research the issue

to determine if there is a need for rent con-

trol in the area. Mosakowski said he wants

to get a cross section of people for the com-

mission who have more than a casual

knowledge of the housing market, as they

Primary ele

will be responsible for analyzing housing

market data.

If the Town Meeting votes in favor of the

commission, Mosakowski said he does not

know what the commission will recom-
mend.

"Basically we will be establishing a credi-

ble commission. If there is a conclusion

drawn, it will have some credibility," he

said.

One of the questions the committee will

explore is whether rent control would have

an effect on tax assessments or not,

Mosakowski said. Opponents of rent con-

trol say if an ordinance is passed, property

would deteriorate due to landlord apathy,

while proponents of rent control argue that

if rent control is not passed, owners could

continue to raise rents, Mosakowski said.

Another question to answer is if rent is

much higher in Amherst than other area

regions. Statistics indicate that Amherst
rents are 30 to 35 percent higher than in

Hampshire County as a whole, he said. Op-

ponents of rent control argue that rents

are not that high in Amherst, but use

statistics from eastern Massachusetts for

comparison, Mosakowski said. The com-

mission should compare Amherst rents to

those in Franklin and Hampshire Counties,

he said.

Mosakowski said he felt a rent control

study conducted by a commission 10 years

ago was brief and not thorough enough.

The commission's conclusion was that rent

control was not that necessary at that time,

he said.

Joanne Levenson, seven year director of

the UMass Off-Campus Housing Office

said, "I look forward to anything that will

generate information on rental rates in

town and meike information available to the

public so they can decide."

On Campus
Grant A.M.E. Church in Roxbury, Mass.

and a ministerial intern at the Shiloh

Baptist Church in Washington, D.C. and at

the Charles Street A.M.E. Church in

Dorchester. Mass.

She has also been a member in Harambe, a

black student fellowship group at Harvard,

and a member of the Massachusetts

Chapter of the National Conference of Black

Seminarians.

Task force to

study needs

of disabled
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to service the needs of the

approximately 1500 University of

Massachusetts students with learning

disabilities, an eight-person task force has

U'en formed.

Relatively little has l>een done in the past

to accomodate such students and the Lear-

ning Disabilities Task P'orce is in basically

an examination/study phase at present,

said Acting Provost for Undergraduate

Education Fern Johnson. The group will l»e

investigating the problems the UMass lear-

ning disabled population encounters.

"We are not talking about a recent in-

crease in the amount of disabled students

at UMass," Johnson said. "Rather it has

been an increase in awareness about the

problem."
"Much has been done for the physically

handicapped," said task force chair and

director of the Communication Skills

Center, Dr. Shirley DeShields. "But this is

the first time any real focus has been given

to this part Oearning disabled students) of

the University population."

The task force will review data they have

compiled in this area and they will be look-

ing at the few similar programs other col-

leges have established, Johnson said.

Johnson said, there are two groups of

learning disabled students: those who have

already recognized their disabilities and

have been in programs and those students

having academic difficulties attributed to

undiagnosed disabilities. This second group

will receive the most attention, she said.

DeShields estimates there are between

1000 and 1500 learning disabled students

attending UMass. But she said she feels

these numbers may increase in the future

because of two pieces of legislation in ef-

fect: Chapter 766. which requires special

education programs for disabled college

students, and Law 344, which has abolish-

ed the Scholastic Aptitude Test require-

ment for college admissions for learning

disabled students.

Five College area students to help atpolls
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

In an effort to aid the campaign of

Boston mayoral candidate Mel King, the

Third World Caucus at the University of

Massachusetts is working to send students

from the Five College area to work at elec-

tion polls in November.

George McKenzie, Caucus coordinator

and campus task force organizer for Mel

King, said 15 UMass students went to

Boston Tuesday to work at primary polls

and hopefully 500 will be able to go next

month "to make Mel's candidacy a reality

— his victory."

"We are interested in participating

because we think for the first time in

historical Boston there is a real chance to

get beyond the vestiges of racism in the ci-

ty," McKenzie said. "We want to unleash a

Five College campaign to mobilize

students of all creeds, race and class who

believe in the inevitability of change to en-

sure that Mel King will not just be a can-^

didate but that he will become the mayor of

boston."

McKenzie said the similar working class

backgrounds of the two contenders. King
of the South End and Raymond Flynn from
South Boston, will lead to a different kind

of leadership for the city.

"It is important that the political

tokenism practiced by Mayor White will be

put to rest once and for all," he said.

"Mel's election is the first step in helping to

bring some sanity to a political process,

which, if not bankrupt, is on the verge of

bankruptcy.

"Having won the primary, we must now
unleash an effort that will put to rest the

legacy of Kevin Wliite's reig^ in that city,"

he said.

"Mel King is not just another black man
running for mayor." McKenzie said. "He
may be the first black mayor who also

stands a chance to become the first socialist

mayor in the city of Boston."

Students interested in working at the

election or those registered to vote in

Boston who need absolute ballots can call

the Office of Third World Affairs at

.''T45-2517.

By RISA FREEMAN
and ANNE McCRORY
CoUegian Staff

About 30 students polled randomly in the

Campus Center Wednesday voiced surprise

and overall approval of the results of

Boston's primary mayoral election.

WhUe nearly half those interviewed were

not aware of the primary or its results,

those who responded seemed especially

impressed by the victory of Mel King, the

only black candidate, of the city's South

End. Others noted the competition bet-

ween David Finnegan of Dorchester and

victor Raymond Flynn of South Boston.

"I thought Finnegan would be there

instead of Flynn," said senior com-

munications studies major John Folan of

Stoneham. "I think King wiU win it. A
large majority of the black population will

vote now cause they have a chance."

Scott Brill, 21, from Connecticut said, "It

will be an interesting race. There are very

clearly divided candidates — they won't

have similar views. They will be looking for

votes from very specific socio-ethnic

groups.

"If I were a Boston resident, I'd vote for

King," he said.

"We've gone from a Nobel Prize winning

photo of the sailing of Old Glory to a

probable black mayor of Boston," said 25-

year-old English major Dan Opacki. "This

shows people can overcome race problems."

Julia Courtney, a 21 -year old com-

munications disorders major from Dover,

agreed.

"I'm psyched that King won. I think he

will represent the needs of Boston as a

whole. I hope and think he'll win," she said.

"I would vote for him if I could."

"Finnegan was ahead in the polls but I

noticed a lot of Flynn ads lately. He ws
doing a last minute bid and it paid off,"

Andrew Dion, 19, of Andover, said. "King
seems like a good candidate for the people.

It will be a change from the 16-year in-

cumbency of White."

There was one dissenting view in the

poll.

"I don't like any of the candidates." said

21 year-old HRTA major William Pierce of

Arlington. "I think Kevin White should hve
stayed in."
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Nitzsche said he hoped the Senate's action on the matter

would stren^hen his position when he meets with Vice

Chancellor for Administration and Finance John DeNyse

to discuss the problem Ixnlay.

While the University "legally (has) the right to enforce

any restriction on any trust fund," Nitzsche said,

"politically, it's another story."

The policy has been in effect since 1979, but student pro-

test was sparked last week when Student Activities Office

Business Manager Leslie G. Bridges sent out a memo rein-

forcing the policy. Nitzsche said his office will be working

with the Economic Development Office and SCB
managers to oppose the policy.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan welcomed new senators

at the beginning of the meeting. He explained the role of

the senate within the SGA, demonstrated the rules of

parliamentary procedure the senate follows in its pro-

cedures, and reviewed the rights and responsibilities of

senators. . .

"Being a senator can be fun," Sullivan said, "but it is

also a responsibility. The senate allocated a lot of money

and senators are expected to really work, to make sure we

meet the needs of students on this campus."

After the senate approved the election results for all on-

campus residential areas and the commuter area, special

approval had to be made for the results of the Greek area

elections.

Academic Advising Resources

The following is a list of academic advising agencies that will be

published occasionally in the Collegian.

WHERE CAN I GET HELP WITH
STUDY SKILLS?

Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)

Counseling and Career Development Center

Division of Continuing Education

Foreign Students Office

Inquiry Program
Minority Education Program
New Students Office

HIGH PEOPLE IN HIGH PLACES
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SPANISH CLUB
Organizational Meeting

Thurs. Oct. 13 7:00 pm
Herter 6th Fl. Lounge

New members welcome

Refreshments!

jlenoennsspiosic
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Now Western Mass. Premiere Engagement

On Screen at 7:00 and 9:00

Gerard Depnrdieu
Nathalie Baife

''UNUSUALLY
RICH.

Depardfeu is superb'.

'

— Vincrnt {'.anbtf.

Srit York Tlmf^

fascisating:

\rw York >1n0o»lne

A classic: •

-MUhael reingolti.

viHn0e Voire

it it it \^

The Return Of
jyjartin

guerre

UMAS5 SKI CLUD
ORGANIZATIONAL

MEETING

TONIGHT
Thurs Oct 13 Qt 7 PM
164 Campus C#nt#r

for oil thos» who would

liko to got involYod in

orgonizing tho

UMoss Ski Club

for moro info coil

5-3437
• ttt« AT THE GATES OP SMITH COLUOE tf •

Questioning the way
you use alcohol?

Drinking interfering with your studies?

I
Relationships? Want more control over

[your drinking habits?

The Student Opportunity Program

I

(STOP) offers five weeks of alcohol educa-

tion and group support beginning on Mon-
day October 24th (6-7:30 pm) for students

who would like to make changes in their

{drinking behaviors.

To register call:

STOP
Carlene Riccelli, Ed.D
University Health Services

549-2671 X 181

^
Hoiloween Hovelty

and

Theotricol Supplies
Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else

« «
check our low, low prices

H.L.CHILDS & SON
25 State Street Northampton » 584-2604

,

TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome

Two For On* 9 til 11

- All Liquor Drinlis -

AiMfiuStaSSu,

22nd ANNUAL
LAS VEGAS

NIGHT
Sot, Oct. i5

7:30 - 41:30 p.m.
Compus Contor Aud.

S3.00 Qdmission =

$5,000 ploy money

Auction with Prizes

donated by local merchants

sponsored by Alpha Phi Omogo

THEATRES TIMESFOirraOAVONLV.<

rS29P|IHATINEE&TWIUTESH0W
fT'U-!!!l;U'J 584-7550

HEOOCED PniCtS FOfl SlUCf M'S *

SfNiOS Cin/ENSWiIM »MC CABOS

TMT T^l 584-91 53

\B
'^^^^

JHI aoVEI^TURCS

I
Of i Mooei so\

Fn9 7 16. 9:«
Sm & Sun IE 00 e « 00) 7 15. 9«

In a cold world you need your

friends to keep you warm.

THE BIG CHILL
Fn .4 46@ t: 001 7 1S. 9 30

^ S»i tt -Sun (2 00 % « 46 9 »j 001 7 15. 9 »

CHRISTOPH€R UUflLK€N

NflTflLie UUOOD

QRniNSTORM
Fri (5 00 9 $2 001 7 15 9:46

^5 Sat E> Sun 1 1 30 E> 5 00 9 «2 001 7 15. 9 45

MR.•Mo/v\

Dudtev Moore Mary Sle«nburg«n

ROMANTIC COMeOr

Fn 15:00 9 »2 001 7 30 9 56

ffiS Sal & Sun (2 00 6 5 00 f) »2 CTi 7 » 9 56]

Fn 5 15 @ 52 001 7 45. 9 30 .

„; Sal & Sun 2 16 £» ! 15 ^ »2 001 7 46. 9 30|

THE GOLOEN Sf Ai
Fn 15 00 12 Wl

pa Sat h Sun 1 2 W ^ >2 001

^r, 15 16 @ »2 XI 7 », 9 45

« Sat tt Sun (1 46 a 6 15 g »2 001 7 30 9 45

WOOD" ALLEN MIA FARROW

|p€marKabl€

F'i(5 15f) «2 001 7 30 9 45

I p,; Sat f» Sun 12 15 ft 5 15 @ »2 00} 7 » 9 45

Sean Conn«r¥ ift Jam«« b'>nd

NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN

! 001 7 30 9 45

bai n sun 1^ .o a J 15 @ »2 001 7 M 9 45

^^^i^.mmn r^r'!!s

FrH4 45 3»2 00l 7 15 9 56

Sat & Sun (1 15 er 4 16 ^»2 001 7 15 9 56

THE EXORCIST
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T>i»
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FINE YARNS & NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

GRAND OPENING SALE
20% - 50% OFF ENTIRE STOCK
OCTOBER 11 - OCTOBER 15

FALL CLASSES STARTING THIS WEEK. CALL US!

The Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. 549-6106

Men. -Sat. 9:30-5:30

Formerly the Sheep Shop

Dost'

IWHAT DOES THE PILLOW 0N|

THE BAR MEAN?

TIME OUT
TwoT.V.'s -

Free

Popcorn

Hoppy Hour

S!?si:^?>r<

FRISBEES and
other FLYING DISCS

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

16 oz draft

plus

glont bar drinks

Th« b#st place in town

to start a conyersation!

Campus
Card.

University of Massachusetts students!

No matter what your schedule or workload is, you
can now do your banking at a nearby X-Press 24
at the Newman Center. There's only one card that

lets you do all your regular banking at more than
435 X-Press 246 around Massachusetts - the
BayBanks X- Press 24 card.

To get your card, just visit our Amherst Office, 75
East Pleasant Street, today.

TkySomething Better

Amherst's Digg^st Littl« Dor |

I
37 N Pleasant

|

I
Amherst, MA i

5»»»8«8?^»=5»«!»!^'

This Fall We've Got It All!!

Now 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

mm..^^^^w^^^ Bamboo

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
covar walls, furnltur*, windows

RUGS er MATS
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS €r BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

«?

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Starting and Gold HHad

JEWELRY
Earring*. Ear Cuffs, Rings, ate.

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

HCI2CANTILC
AMH«IST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES
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We Buy Used Records

AL-BUMS
Now Open in Amherst!

Lowest Prices on
New. Used, and

Imported Records

Hours:

M-F10to6
SotPtoS
Sun12to5

181 Norlh Pleasant Street, Amherst 2S3-7137

68 Main St.

Northampton
586-4180

HNE CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS

Halloween Candy
Gifts, Gift Certificates

Hours M-Th 10-5:30, Fri & Sat 10-10

St. Sun 12-5 63 N. Pleasant St.

ipton Amherst

1 253-5589

1

1

eett or o;^G
.

ra/otoii

Northampton
Store Open

Sundays, 12-5

Snorts
AMHERST • 1E. Pleasant Street 7549- 6904

NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St. 7584- 1016

GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall 7 773-5572

Can we build one for you?;

ONION

-LOX-
CREAM

^^ONION

Design your favorite bagel sandwich and bring us the blueprmt • we'll build it to

exact specs We're the bagel engineers at

THE ANHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. 549-631

4

OVERSIZED ORIGINALS?
AMHERST COPY CORNER

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

^<^

371

CORNER

PtMsant St.* AmiMrst • 540-2854

Now Featuring The Xerox 2080 Printer

The Printer will accept documents up to 36 "wide
by any length and output prints up to 24 "wide by
any length on either Xerox Bond or Engineering
Vellum. In addition, the machine has variable

reduction and enlargement capabilities ranging
from 45% to 1417o of any size and any increment
in bet^veen.

We know our 2080 will increase your productivity

by providing you with fast turnaround, high
quality copies. Stop in today and let us fill all

your copy needs.

Thursday, October 13, 1983, iCollegian ?

BIN

ineR'int

|# COPIES
> RESUMES

!• LETTERHEADS
^

> ENVELOPES i

i

FORMS
• INVITATIONS

(

k TYPESETTING \

1 BOLTWOOD WALK NOW OPEN !!
\

(behind Aubuchon Hardware) 151 MAIN ST. I

DOWNTOWN AMHERST "««« •" ca.hy cross) :

NORTHAMPTON ^

187 11. pleasant st^amherst

whiLeyou
wAir

oveiiKigbr

256-0148
586-9982 i

i

i

M-F 8:30 am-5:30pm Sat. 9ain-5pin MF 8:30 am-5:30 pm Sat 9:00 am-2:00 pm

:0i<
^ quALitv BuLkRAte

* REDUCTIONS

_ BINDING
r~HlMIIGHTSi *,..,

/^oLLeccive ^

^-r-s^v vp%gvpvr-vpveig **«*« Jg"

2G6 N. PL£R5RNT ST. RMH£RST , MR. 0I002
253-5673

Only Authorized Dealer in Western Mass. for

Amherst's Newest

Full-Line

Microcomputing

Store

- 16 BIT 80 80 Processor

- 128 K RAM expandable to 512 K
Portable

. Parallel & Serial ports included

320 K per disk, 1 or 2 floppy drives or optional 10 MB hard ^
Hi-Res green phosphorous, non-glare nnonitor

4 IBM-PC compatible expansion slots

MS-DOS, PC tutor, & Multimate word processor

same screen text and graphics

$250. OFF $2995.* List

with this ad thru October 29th
* example price - desktop with 2 drives

Desktop
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The first exam
is traumatizing
"YTTRen I first came to college I expected that the

\/\/exams would be fairly difficult. I knew that I'd

T Y have to study for a few days in advance to prepare

for them. I also figured that I wouldn't do very well on the

first one I took and I'd probably be a little nervous about

taking it. What I did not expect was the all-out terror and

panic that it actually invoked in me.

Gale E. Argentine

The first hints of insecurity hit me when I was waiting

outside of the Worcester Dining Commons for one of the

women in my class. I looked up at the sky and a slight

queasiness began to creep into my stomach. There were

dark, ominous clouds everywhere. I somehow got the feel-

ing that they were a sign of how I was going to do on the

exam. It was not a good feeling. I found myself waiting for

it to start raining on me and I almost began to hope that a

bolt of lightning would hit me just so I wouldn't have to

take the exam.
I made it to the auditorium. I found a seat and opened

my notebook hoping to squeeze in a few last minutes of

studying. Nothing looked familiar. It felt like I was

reading the material for the first time. I couldn't

remember anything. I was starting to blank out. My head

began to ache and a slow sinking feeling began to claw at

the pit of my stomach. I started to wish that I hadn't eaten

any dinner and I wondered where the nearest bathroom

was, just in case.

It was 6:29. I hoped that the professor had forgotten

about the exam. I looked around the auditorium. People

were whispering last minute explanations over the backs

of seats. Others were gnawing on pencils or staring off in-

to space. Some were even giving wide-eyed, panic-stricken

glances around the room. At least I wasn't the only one

who was terrified.

The professor showed up right on time. He walked down
the center aisle at 6:30 on the nose. As he passed out the

exams, my hands began to sweat and I couldn't stop my
leg from shaking. I looked over the first page and started

answering the questions. I thought to myself, "No sweat,

this is easy. I shouldn't have worried so much." Then I

turned the page. I had a sudden feeling of impending

doom. The questions looked completely foreign to me. If I

possessed the knowledge to answer them, it escaped me at

that moment.
I kept trying to stall handing in my paper in the hope

that a sudden burst of knowledge would enlighten me with

the answers. After ten or fifteen minutes I decided that

that wasn't going to hapj)en so I passed in my exam feel-

ing thoroughly depressed. I didn't feel any better after I

left the auditorium. In fact, I felt worse than I did when I

got there. All the way back to my dorm I kept telling

myself that next time it wouldn't be so bad. I hope I was

right.

By the way, on the way back to my dorm I remembered

three or four of the answers to questions I had guessed on.

Perfect timing.

Gaie E. Argentine is a UMass student
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Will the bill to raise the drinking age to

21 ever pass the state legislature? Will

Mike Dukakis veto it? Does anyone
(over 21) care?

Now that Mel King won a spot in the

preliminary election for Mayor of Boston, will

the city recognize this as a major symbolic vic-

tory for the "Rainbow coalition" which voted

him in? or will the city get as ugly as Chicago

(or Boston a few years ago)? and does King
have a chance now that he's running against

only one white candidate (who used to be, and
still might be, anti-busing)? Did Flynn and Fin-

negan REALLY split the white vote?

Will Chancellor Duffey's threat to withhold

Controversy
SGA money until an administration-proof (I

mean approved) constitution is established by

Oct. 28 work? and if it doesn't, will he go

through with it? and if he does, will he get

away with it? Will students and administra-

tion ever come to a compromise? Will the stu-

dent government ever write their version?

Does anyone know about Duffey's proposed

new tuition increase? Would the fees be able to

stay within the school budget for curriculum

improvements? Would students in non

"special" programs (non high-tech) get

anything from their $50 contribution?

These are 11 questions that have come up

with increasing frequency in the recent past.

Some might be answered soon, and some

might never be answered.

Revolutionary parallels are not there

One of the most common bits of advice offered

by liberals and leftist apologists for "popular

and indigenous" revolutions throughout the Third

World, is that we should remember our own revolutionary

heritage, and leave well enough alone.

Even a cursory glimpse of history by the most

uneducated would detect the inherent flaw in this

"advice." Our revolution hardly resembled many of the

revolutions which occured since.

Steven P. Barrett

For one, our revolution was hardly "a people's struggle

against the ruling oppressors." It would do great injustice

to the memories of Thomas Jefferson and even Thomas
Paine to include them with the proletarian masses. Ple-

bians they weren't.

The American Revolution was led by the upper and mid-

dle classes who were largely sick and tired of paying inor-

dinately high and capricious taxes to the Crown without

any real representation in Parliament. Hardly the setting

for a Spartacus, Lenin, Rosa Luxembourg, Castro, Kho-

meini, or even Nicaragua's Ortega brothers.

Yes, we did receive aid from another nation, to wit

France. But unlike our most recent nemesis, Nicaragua,

we didn't receive aid immediately, (or even before) the

first shots were fired at Lexington and Concord. We had

to wait until the British were defeated at Saratoga in 1777

before any substantial aid could arrive. In fact, it didn't ar-

rive until the following year, and only after Benjamin
Franklin was able to use our victory at Saratoga to con-

vince the French that we were for real, and worthy of in-

vesting in.

On the other hand, the new breed of Sandinistas, formed
in 1961 — in Havana — were receiving aid and indoctrina-

tion right from the start. So much for the indigenous

"popular-based" quality of the Sandinista revolution.

Let's examine other distinguishing factors: post-

revolutionary repression, loss of previous rights, and
violence. Admittedly, we did tar and feather a few Tories,

and they did lose their property when they left for Canada
and other parts of the British Empire. 'Their losses, and
embarrassments, however, don't even begin to compare
with the losses endured by those overthrown and displac-

ed by the revolutions in France, Russia, Cuba, Vietnam,

etc.

Unlike the revolutions which took place in France and
the Communist nations, there weren't any massive and

repressive schemes to decapitate (both literally and

figuratively) the previous ruling elites here in the United

States. Primogeniture and royalty were eliminated by

legal means. Any doubts? Well then, read Jefferson's

memoirs.
Did we engage in a blood-bath for revenge like the lower

classes in France, Russia, Germany, Cuba, Vietnam, Cam-
bodia, Iran and Nicaragua? No!

Did we set up massive "re-education camps" and death

camps throughout the thirteen states after the signing of

the Treaty of Paris in 1783? No! With the exception of the

French, the nations listed above are guilty of instituting

such camps. But watch, some ignorant soul will try to

compare our unfortunate mistake of putting the Japanese-

Americans in concentration camps during World War II

with other gulag systems.

Granted, the formation of our national constitution took

nearly eight years to bring about. And slavery wasn't

abolished then either. But in the time span between the

Battle of Yorktown in 1781, and the final ratification of

the Constitution in 1789, our citizens enjoyed a far greater

amount of democracy than their revolutionary counter-

parts already listed ajbove.

Perhaps there's one major reason for this — our English

heritage, (at least insofar as governmental matters are

concerned.) Yes, Great Britain was nowhere near as

democratic then as she is now. But compared to the

autocratic systems in France and Russia, etc.; we at least

avoided the self-depracating and cannibalistic violence

which occured after the previous ruling system was over-

thrown. These other nations had no tradition or

democratic reform to fall back on for advice. They had no

temperament — yet alone tolerance — for democratic

rules of self-government. The French and Germans learn-

ed to discard despotic tendencies; but the other nations

haven't, and it appears unlikely that they ever will.

So, those who wish to use revolutionary parallels to

justify non-interference or non-belligerance towards a na-

tion, like Nicaragua for instance, (which spat in our eyes

after receiving $118M in post-revolutionary aid) do so at

their own peril. The case of Nicaragua is fitting to discuss

concerning the "indigenous" quality of their revolution,

and others in Central America. Consider these words of

Commandante Humberto Ortega, and then ask yourself if

the Sandinistas really represent an "indigenous" body:

"...on one side the camp of imperialism, the camp of

capitalism headed by the United States...and on the other

side the socialist camp, composed of distinct countries of

Europe, Asia, and Latin America, with the Soviet Union

as their vanguard."
Steven P. Barrett is a Collegian coiumnist

Random Notes Thinking through the abortion issue
— On Chemical Dumping —

I
work for MassPirg as a door-to-door canvasser.

Many people dread that kind of thing, but I could

shatter some of the myths associated with the job I

do. I could say how great it is not being "supervised."

How refreshing it is to work outdoors; how beautiful it

can get as the sun sets each evening. I won't dwell on it,

though.

I ivill shatter your consciences with something else —
some interesting feedback I got from a person I met.

He works in the computer field and he seemed to be an

educated, reasonable man. As he wrote out a check for

the year's membership, he told me:

"I work at ... , and we have some regular dealings with

the chemical industry. I know how big they are."

"One day I was bullshitting with a guy from '...'

Chemical. I was acquainted with him not very well, but I

asked him 'C'mon, what do you people do with all that

hazardous waste material?'"

He answered quietly and seriously, "Well, sometimes

when it snows...when it snows we load a tanker and haul

it to Vermont and back, leaking the stuff all the way."

The computer man looked me in the eye and said,

"That's why I'm giving you money. If you can do

anything to solve this kind of thing, it'll be worth it to me.

There are places on that road where nothing will grow."

He went on about the Mafia-type element involved, and

the relative cheapness of the operation. He described

how these criminal operators approach a rural farmer

with the threat of "raping your daughter in the worst

possible way" unless the man agreed to dig a hole in a

distant field.

All of this I picked up from the computer man who sup-

posedly got it from the Representative from '...'

Chemical.

Let's assess the situation so far. Would it be possible

for a tanker truck to trickle a full load of hazardous

waste onto and off of 1-91 on a snowy night?

The answer is — Yes.

Is there a disposal means cheaper than the legitimate,

government-approved method? The dumpers at Love

Canal, before they became exposed, would have voted

Yes.
Is there a group to do this dirty work? Is there a quasi-

legal organization that exists solely for the purpose of

profiting from sinful demands, including those of cor-

porate America?
Who controlled the bootlegging? The drug trade? The

gambling casinos? The government? Yes. The Mob.

The rape clause sounds, and is, especially distasteful.

So are the torture methods that occur, even in America.

When money is involved, the greed of humans can

never be underestimated.

Maybe it's time for some more concern.

— by Rob Skelton

Letters -

Chastity, not birth control
To the Editor,

This letter is in response to Miriam Zoll's column on

abortion and birth control (Collegian, 10-11). Before I

begin, I would like to clarify that I am not a Catholic and

this letter is not intended to discuss the pros and cons of

abortion or birth control. It is, however, an attack on Ms.

Zoll's logic.

In her column. Ms. Zoll condenms her friend's Catholic

morality for 1) getting her pregnant and 2) for not letting

her get an abortion. That is ridiculous! Catholicism ad-

vocates premarital chastity, and in only one case that I can

think of has chastity ever led to pregnancy. And con-

demnation for not having an abortion! Instead, her friend

should be congratulated and supported for her strength of

character for not taking the "easy way out". By keeping

the baby the young lady has stuck by her convictions and

morals, despite the potential hardships that she may face

as a single mother.

In general, Ms. Zoll, let's give credit where credit is due,

or in this case blame where blame is due. It was not

Catholic policy which caused the mishap, but the friend's

and her boyfriend's irresponsibility.

Jeffrey C. Ives

Dept. of Exercise Science

No racist soldiers here!
To the Editor,

As one who spent three years in the military, I found

Dakin Ferris's description of "institutional racism" in the

mUitary in his column of October 4th to be far removed

from the reaUty which I experienced. Mr. Ferris would

have us beUeve that in the miUtary minorities are placed m
the stockades and then given dishonorable discharges

merely because of their minority status. In contrast,

according to Mr. Ferris, whites are not sent to the

stockade, no matter what they do. Fortunately, however,

My
mother always jokingly referred to my younger

brother and me as unplanned, "mistakes." But

we knew she loved us and never took her serious-

ly. If she'd meant it seriously, I might have been aborted

and then I wouldn't be a student at this university to tell

you about it.

A lot of women, married, or single, are surprised to find

out they've become pregnant. Isn't life full of wonderful

surprises? Given the opportunity whether she "wants" the

baby or not is a strange way of welcoming a new life.

Anna Roell
I went to listen to Dr. Mildred F. Jefferson, a general

surgeon from Boston University and the president of the

Right to Life Crusade, last night speak on the topic of

abortion. I guess I'd always straddled the fence on the sub-

ject, but this articulate woman helped me to think it

through further and make a stand. We all need to; this is a

basic right to life. When it comes to life and death, being

wishy-washy and sitting in the middle of the road won't

get you very far.

Dr. Jefferson reminded us that the creation of life takes

place before birth. "The point of transmission of human

life is at the time of fertilization (conception)." The Geneva

Declaration of 1948, was composed by the World Medical

Association and it states: "I will maintain the utmost

respect for human life from the time of conception."

Remember being taught, "Respect your elders?" Respect

life...of all ages.

We're all so busy planning our lives the way we'd like

them to go. If a child comes along and disrupts the

organization we're given the option whether or not to ac-

cept it.

The high court in this country is oscillating back and

forth on the abortion issue, whether or not to legalize it.

They want to make it a law so that every citizen has the

right to choose: to keep life, or to kill it. Those "citizens"

usually exclude the father's choice, and totally eliminate

the youngest member of the family as counting at all.

What might be considered legal, doesn't necessarily make

it moral.
. .

In order to justify abortion, one needs to regard it in

light of some absolute moral laws; to redefine what is

moral and what is not. To leave it as a choice or personal

decision, only serves to further confusion on the issue. Is it

killing or is it not? There cannot be two correct answers.

Dr. Jefferson maintains that we are part of a "Judeo-

Christian sanctity to life." How much do you value life ac-

cording to your standard? People don't have control over

their own destiny; how can they have the right to choose

for someone else? If we do indeed have a soul, then every

part of a woman's body is filled with that soul.

It was back in the late 1940's that a young doctor set out

with a group of his contemporaries to strike down restric-

tive abortion laws. Dr. Bernard Nathanson, a New York

obstetrician and gynecologist and co-founder of the Na-

tional Abortion Rights Action League, admits that: "In

those years the knowledge concerning the fetus was sket

chy at best." Dr. Nathanson goes on to explain. 'The

science of fetology which emerged in 1972 was still un-

formed, and, in fact, even unanticipated." Today, after

performing 75,000 ^rtions and have presided over a

fetology unit for years. Dr. Nathanson has learned other-

wise: "I came to believe that the systematic destruction of

the fetus was nothing more or less than a crime."

Every twenty seconds a child is aborted in the United

States. Last year, one-and-a-half million babies had their

right to life taken away from them. We fight to save the

whale and protect baby seals; how can we, at the same

time, be a society that is destroying its survival instinct?

As Dr. Jefferson described us, "We're on our way to

becoming extinct."

Anna Roell is a UMass student

this description bears little relation to military reality.

During my enlistment I knew of many individuals who

were sent to the stockade, both bUck and white, and they

were invariably obviously guilty of the crimes for which

they were convicted, most commonly stealing or drug

dealing. In addition, I never knew of one person who was

"let off when caught in such acts. While it is true that

minorities make up a disproportionately high percentage of

military prison populations this is clearly the result of

factors other than racism.

Walter Branson
Central

We're deaf, dumb, and blind

To the Editor,

I had an experience which clearly made me see the mood

existing on the UMASS campus on Sept. 29. The event

was a demonstration outside the Student Union against the

presence of United Technologies Corporation on campus. I

had been on the organizing committee and was prepared to

speak on behalf of the University Peacemakers.

It was a beautiful fall day for the demonstration and two

hundred people came to listen. When it was my time to

speak. I spoke of the paradise that we could create on earth

if we jeverse the arms race and replace it with a social

system using alternative energy, communal living, and

holistic health care practices. Technology is here to feed

everyone nutritiously, shelter everyone comfortably, and

educate everyone peacefully. Our technology is not here to

destroy civiliation. If we can organize our talents together

around the idea of creating world peace we wUl gain the

power to change the war hungry governments terronzmg

our world. Now we must live to fulfill this dream so that

the next generation can further dream into the future.

With a student population of 25,000. two hundred people

seemed like a small amount of students to oppose an m-

ternational mUitary corporatwn. the second largest

defense contractor. Where were the educators and

students? This was the most important event happening

on campus and the masses on their way from classes

walked by the speakers as if there was no one there. Some

organizers gave out leaflets about UTC. but many students

refused to read them. Is education failing society? Has it

made students deaf. dumb, and blind to the future of

civilization?

After the rally 30 of us went to the 9th floor of the

Campus Center where UTC was having its conference.

Many protesters yelled "UTC out. UTC out." The Campus

Center officials barricaded doors in the middle of the floor

so we could not walk to the end. As they were closing the

door one student had his foot in the door to keep it from

closing. A Campus Center official yelled, "You better get

your foot out of here before I cut it off."

Another protester said. "This is our campus and we

don't want war makers on our campus." The official said

UTC paid for the rooms therefore they were entitled to

conduct business like anyone else. When students asked

about what kind of business UTC was domg at the

university, the officials would only say that they were

training. When we said we had a right to know what they

were training, they ignored us. All the protesters began

questioning the meaning of academic freedom since it

obviously didn't exist on the 9th floor of the Campus

f^i*ntcr

What I learned from the experience was that the

majority of students at UMASS are not poUtically aware or

committed. They are slaves to their own blind appetites

and loyalties. Their families. sUte, religion, and consumer

lifestyles came before freedom. Those of us who are free

spiritually stUl have to deal with the physical slavery of

getting money to pay for the human necessities of life.

I admit the problem is immense but we can at least have

a vision. Educators must give such a vision so we can

begin to see the direction the future must take in order for

the planet to survive. Then students will be able to speak

about their individual roles in the new world society, no

longer allowing the corporation to corrupt and dictate our

^'"'^^
Ubby Habbwd

AadMnt
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WINES&
LIQUORS

338 Coli«g

Furstenburg $3.95 6 pack f

Busch 12 oz. loose cans $9.35/case f

Old Milwaukee 12 pack cans $4.30 <

(deposits not included)

Folonari red wines $2.89 1 1tr ;

Englelsburg white German wine $1 .99 750 ml f

Pott Rum $6.99/750 ml

Vodka Eristoff $7.49/750 ml

COLD KEGS, ICE, PARTY SUPPLIED
not responsible for typographical errors

Wmrnesr of ttf»

Bast Dmrmr Under $4.
In tti« Va»fiy AOvoeete's 8mt of the VMeyP^ iS83

.fo

VILLA
.Off«rlMf QH«llty Mcsica

H<fiihamptat\, 2f CBnt^r St. 5B4-0673

Amherst, 41 Softwood Wm 25&$Stt7

J in"^" .r m>\>ch costi so mucfi m a. ""rf bZ^"^^

.^-

AlAk^ji^

:^^^:

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS*

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Co-Rec Soccer Two leagues, results follow:

Goal League Latins 2-0 followed by a Tie between Chadbourne Maroons &
Thatcher Thrashers.

Offense League Three First Place Ties: Off, Ho Chi Minh & Door Knobs.
Co Rec Frisbee

Atlantic League: Grabbers Undefeated, 3-0 followed by East Side 2-1.

Pacific League: Ultimate Warriors lead the league with a 4-0 record, follow-

ed bv the Phalanqers 2-0.

Flag Football began its third week with the teams equally divided.

All teams in Frisbee, Soccer, and Football are reminded that all teams that

are interested will be scheduled into the playoff bracket, providing they

have paid a re-entry bond (if forfeiting a game) and are interested in par-

ticipating in the playoffs.

Upcoming Evonts:
Tennis Playoffs start Monday 17 October 1963. All match results should
have been turned-in to the IM office prior to this date. Schedules will be
posted outside 215 Boyden.

Badminton Tournament begins Monday 17 October, b^oyaen aasKeioaii

Courts, 6 pm schedule posted by Friday 14 October

Ice Hockey League begins play 17 October. To date, there are only B teams

registered.

Racquetball entries are due 17 October, with play beginning 26 October 83.

Health forms are required that require approximately 5 working days to be
processed. A players meeting is scheduled for Monday 17 October , 6 pm
215 Boyden.

The Annual Cross Country meet will be held on Thursday 13 October 1963.

Maps mav be obtained from the Intramural Office.

Volleyball entries are due the 17 October 1963. No health forms, no forfeit

fee. Play begins 31 October 1963.

3 IDAYSl
QNLY

SALE ABSOLUTELY ^^ ''

ENDS
4. OCT. 15th

V

6 out Flavor* Pcr Cs.
15 R«a. Flavors 12
Mix it Match Quarts

XtJ^*-

ikiRuhlyK^i
SODA and PET FOOD CITY

RT. 9. HADLEY, MASS. coc OQQI
Oofn Mon Sit 10 6 fndjys til 9 p m

^o\»'£.^o

Stock

Today!

Arts

The little known Student Union Gallery gets a sharp new look.

Photo by Andrew Heller

An improved

S.U. Gallery
By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

The many technical improvements that have been made

in the Student Union Gallery (located on the main floor of

the S.U.) have greatly increased the potential of the

gallery.
/^ ,•

"We've upgraded the gallery,"director Marilyn Coplm

said. Professional quality gaUery waUs. new lighting, and

new curtains are some of the changes that have been made

in an effort to draw new viewers to the gallery.

Coplin. a graduate student interning as manager of the

S.U. Gallery, stressed the "by students for students"

philosophy that she and others at the gallery work under.

"We try to reach a broad base of the campus population

through the universal appeal of art. By mounting works in

progress and BFA MFA exhibits, as well as outside shows,

we hope to attune people to what's going on with the arts

on campus." she said.

There will be a dedication of the new gallery on October

16. From the 16th through the 28th the Student Union

Gallery will feature the latest work of Susan Bass. Bass's

show will include works in fabric and free-standing

sculpture, such as her well-known banner hanging in the

Campus Center Music Room.

LiquidSky:a fascinatingglimpse ofhell
By ALLISON MALOON
Collegian Correspondent

Liquid Sky. However do you describe Liquid Sky? For

lack of a better wav. I guess I'll start with the plot. Liquid

Sky, loosely labeled a science-fictionflick.is the more-

than-imaginative story of aliens from outer space who

come to New York City in search of heroin. They set their

power upon a new wave fashion model. Margaret, whose

punk subculture crowd constantly turn on to herion. (an

up-to-the minute nickname for which is liquid sky). "The

greedy aliens are also searching for a euphoria-producing

chemical which is secreted by the brain during orgasm.

Margaret, who suffers a constant onslaught of rapisti and

"lovers", seems to the aliens a perfect way of obtaining this

chemical. In the end, the aliens obtain Margaret as well, as

she floats away, cloudlike and ceremoniously, into their

spaceship.

Live Wire
by Dave Chevan

With a slew of big name acts coming to the valley next

week, the bill of band fare for this weekend seems skimpy.

But don't be fooled, there are several good shows this

weekend for anyone with an ear to the sounds.

Tonight, the Incredible Casuals, an offbeat NRBQ-like

unit wUl be at the Hangar One. and Bratt will perform at

the Wok. Friday night's big concert features Steve Smith,

the monster drummer from the platinum group Journey.

Smith is also an incredible fusion drummer and has played

with the Ukes of Jean Luc Ponty. He'll be at Danny's

Place. If you don't want to travel all the way to the sticks,

Mitch Chakour, former guitarist with Joe Cocker is at the

Hangar. Country fans might want to inspect Wailin' Dave

and the Blue Dogs at the Avenue.

Saturday night the Iron Horse features a cult folk,

George Gritzbach. Nearly everyone has heard his material

covered by the "big" names, but the best way to hear these

tunes is by the writer himself. My personal favorite

Gritzbach song is a slightly obscure number. No Spare

Parts \for Broken Hearts]. For those who want to dance,

I'd suggest BUly and the Buttons over at Sheehan's where

the dance floor is small but congenial.

Those concerts I mentioned earlier start this Sunday

with an on campus double whammy. Jack DeJohnette and

his Special Edition wiU perform at Bowker Auditorium.

DeJohnette is one of the big names in jazz drumming to

emerge from the sbcties. His Une-up is an all-star whos

who in modern jazz, featuring Howard Johnson of the

Saturday Night Live Band, and David Murray on sax. At

the Bluewall, John MayaU. blues specialist, wiU perform

with Canned Heat. .. ... ^ *u

Other shows next week include EUen McIUwaine at the

Hangar Oct. 20. Wilson Pickett at the Rusty Nad on the 21,

George Carlin at the NaU on the 26, and Eddy "Electric

Avenue" Grant at the Fine Arts Center on October 27.

And now (drum roll please) the amazing Arts/Livewu-e

Trivia Contest! Our prizes this year are better than ever.

First prize is a pair of tickets to the November 3 Hot Tuna

and Bobby and the Midnites concert (courtesy C Group

Concerts), and there wUl be runner up prizes of new alburn

releases by your favorite artists. The questions are rated

by difficulty from 2-10. There is a possible 60 pomts. bend

your answers in no later than Wednesday Oct. 19 to the

Despite the implausability of the plot, which is

reminiscent of Cat People, Liquid Sky isn't a movie, but

more of a phenomenon. It is at times humorous, but often

disturbing in its imagery. Russian emigrant director

Slava Tsuckerman visciously satarizes the narcissist life

led by those engulfed in this self-centered subculture.

From the beginning the audience is manipulated by

Tsuckerman, whose script makes the punks seem more

alien than the aliens themselves. The eerie, electronic

music rings of outerspace and the alien imagery. Two
particularly chilling songs are performed by Margaret's

lover, Adrianne (Paula Sheppard). a powerful, witchy

songstress, whose style is a combination of Patti Smith and

Lene Lovitch.

The fantastic photography and special effects are the

result of Yuri Neyman. The fUm alternates between

conventional photography and animation. This animation

consists of excitine. unusual, fluorescent kaleidoscopic

effects that splash on screen after one of Margaret's lovers

achieves orgasm and is simultaniously zapped away.

Part of the sucess of Liquid Sky lies in the performance of

Anne Carlisle, a haunting, androgynous actess who also co-

wrote the film's screenplay. In addition to the role of

Margaret, she also plays Jimmy, a Bowie-type sullen male

model, who is eventually overtaken by the alien. Carlisle's

dry. almost monotone acting style stereotypes the self-

.•entered world that Tsuckerman seems todespise.

This movie's promise is impossibly far out, yet that

glimmer of reality exists in it. As you leave the theatre,

you find yourself gazing upwards at penthouses, won-

dering what's really happening. Liquid Sky, called the key

to heaven in the movie, leaves you feeling chilled and

bewildered, more like you've just seen the key to hell and

frightened because you were fascinated by the view.

oJSIIf^^traordinair^^ De Johnette will bring his all-star lineup to Bowker Auditorium on

Oct. 16.

Arts Desk, UMass Daily Collegian, Rm 113 Campus

Center. In case of a tie, we will hold a drawing. Best of

luck to all. .n 11 J * T w
1. Only two Beatles performed on the song Ballad of John

and Yoko". Who were they? 2 points

2. Who "discovered" the Jackson Five? 3 points

3. What is the biggest selling pop album of all time, and

what group or artist performs on it? 5 points

4 Two eyes was simultaneously the drummer for one eye

and no eyes, identify the eyes. (Hint: two eyes was also

the drummer for George Benson) 10 points

5. Who was the Sex Pistols' manager? 2. points

6. What Carl Perkins song catapulted Elvis Presley to

fame and fortune? 3 points

7. The Mod scene in England was dominated by two

bands. One of them, the Who, is still with us (to some
extent) today.

A. Name the other band, and their members. 10 points

B. What happened to this group, and who were the two

famous new members? 10 points

8. Before Chrissie Hynde formed the Pretenders, she was

a member of an infamous British punk band. What was the

group's name? 4 points

9. What famous rock star was rejected from the Monkees

because he had bad teeth? 3 points

10. Who sang on Python Lee Jackson's only hit. In A
Broken Dream? 8 points
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• LATE NIGHT SPECIALS^
$1.00 off with any of _these_3 coupons

"Barndoor Burger j
I USDA Choice

6 oz. Steak

with two large

I I

I

I

j 6 oz. juicy chopped beef

I
on toasted roll w/zesty

I

I
eggs, any style

I
home fries £f toast

J

I
f

Cheddar cheese, crisp

I bacon, onion slice, lettuce, j

Itomato & french fried potatos i

:-i:===r=======U.l..._e^resjr/r!__CA_J
::P"""3 Egg Omelettes |

^""""
fl"!" I f

|:| Ham & C^^eese $3.95 '

Hypercurricula
FRIDAY

WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS:
HUMANISM - For the week of the Bible,

Steve Johnson will speak about what the

Bible says about Secular Humanism. Did

Jerry Farwell make this up? 7:30 p.m., CC
163.

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7 p.m., Dukes

Room, Student Union.

KABBALAT SHABBAT - 6 p.m., 72

Triangle St., Amherst.

eating pto

".gj Bacon & Cheese $3.95 |

^ushroom & Cheese $3.95

1

. Cheese $3.45
|

??3 expires 11/11 ^^Jw""— ——— |^j,g g g^.3 am Sunday-Thursday
:>•:!: Rte. 9 Oil . ^ ^
iU Hadley/Amherst OPEN Z^ hours Friday and Saturday

Next to Super Stop & Shop must present coupon when ordering

i^iiiMiiiiiiimiiiniiHumiiMHiiiiiiimiHiiiiHiiiiMiiiiiiiMmiminmiiii iiiii imiim iihiiiiiiiiiimhimi i|

STEEL BELTED RADIAL
Dayton Steel Rodials

SIZE PRICE
P155/80R13 42.00

P165/80-R13 45.00

P185/80-R13 51.00
P185/75-R14 54 00
P195/75R14 58.00

P206/75R14 62.00
P215/75-R14 68.00
P165SR15 50.00

P205/75R15 62.00
P215/75-R15 64.00
P225/75-R15 67,00
P235/75R15 70.00

Plu> FIT (rf 1 69 *o 3 01 p*r lira

AM prt<*« mclu6« Mounting
t Uattm In Tif*

TIRE SALE

Marjon HaIr DesIqn Inc.

All men do you want
a FREE HAIRCUT?

We need men for haircutting class.]

Oct. 16th after 2:00

for info call 586-4551

ae^jan

10% Additional

Off
Afiih a CASH purchase

of a set ot 4 tires

with this ad'

r

I

5
&

% Additional

Off
MTith a CHARGE oi a
set ot 4 tires with

your MC-VISA-AX
with this ad!

MICHELIN TIRES SPECIALLY PRICED ALSO.

North Amherst Tire
^.^ & Auto Center

''FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. ftmherst. MA

'
Across from IWatrobas Store 549-4704

Presents

AN EVENING WITH

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
8PM

tickets
students $7 and $6 general public Sd and $7

Tickets on sale at Ftne Arts Centef Spririgfteld Cwic Center amj
Slop 4 Shop k>cattons tn ^4orthamp1on Hotyoke Greentietd ar>d

Pitts»»eld No f ans bottles rameras or recording devices

FINE ARTS CENTER
-UMASS

DISCOVER NEW
ENGLAMD CLUB

p(>vnkS a.

7reLIAeE TRIP

BwS LEAVES AT r.OOA.n.,
PROM KAI G-IS MAl-J-

COUE wmty mWTH US!

•
I mtm6*n 3 Wor> • n)€rr\btrs

or
Low-* k-SlH

STAR WARS
Thurs. October 13

CCA 4:30 $1.25

6:45, 9:00, 11:15 - $1.75

Sponsored by

Orchard Hill Area Government

Central Area Council ^3

^^•^00

weeKerit)€R
Sundays at Worcester & Hampshire

RENT
AGAR

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63
No. Amherst

549-2880

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7W
(with tliM coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.SO Lonj Hair
Exoires 10/30/B C

PlaM« Can tor tn Appotntmwnt

FREE COMtUtTATIONS

Styles by Deborah

An impri'ssive techn(>l()i;ii.al i<Hiriu-y boj;aii over

three decades ago al Hughes Aircraft Company

Totlay with more than 'tO diverse technologies

rangins from sub micron electronics to l;»rj;e scale

systems you II find Hui;hes people forging new

discoveries new futures

Become pari of the Hughes traditwii ot

technological firsts if your degiee is in

Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing

or Industrial Engincerinn, Computer

Science, Physics, Electronics Technology.

Hequirements may vary Cheik with your

placement olfice about Hughes company wide

opportunities al any one of 12 Southern California

locations and Tut son Ati/ona

Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations,

Dept NC, Bldg C2/B178. PC Box 1042,

El Segundo, CA 90245.

Huehes representatives will be on campus

October 27
(See your placement office for an appointment 1

Crrating a nru utiild uilh rtrclronus

iHUGHES!
HUGHES A "p'c'r AFT COMPANY

Equal Opportunity Employer

Proof of U S Citizenship Required

ON CAMPUS
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed

HOOKBP ON YOUTH,

in f\ i£Lf-Ptt)TRmNe
CMRf)^ W/5 couttm
lb ON, mu).

6AV, M€Ri'i
OUR f>aN(j
WOPCHUCK
RIOHT NOW ^

tmpep

OH m.
(A\p-ufe

CRl5eb CAN
desucH

RiALLV..

bmAiOHT. NO
jivc.m I
5Tltl eXClTINO

lowotmil ^aa-

Scrod

•» wA i.^i' «

by Dan DeBellis

^>?/vr -TV Fen Fe^mMgLY
Ff<ESH fiNb FFfllNINELy m>-
recTFo NO fimiEf^ mw
FfMINfNRY ftCTIVE

U/eU/TTS FEMMMLY tMOrtP
,.7HI/N^' fH\i^f'.

//

.^

Kfarm's FeMlNlNELV
OV£R-THB-HIU I

^inititS

Superbad
by G.H.

\

4 After The Fall by R. Miller

iSSuLH* <itM,wt Oom'T
uuAfsiT TtM tA/HdtX mjoKiDTo

6S«>«0*l.l.V NOT THt h€*lt»<

MOW I uMoe«sTAMD

5uT H6W I>o€S

UfMiU jN^i-nfY MAVI»K,-

^

lAfCu.. T^e, f£, AfftAt*N(i AND
HISTORICAL VAl>;€ Of THIS

RInTAL omit I^ so ijisj|(]ll<

TVlAT U'»*A9S ISm'T USlMC* IT

POB. A»J>rTM|NC/

Wilson Low by CC. McFly

CZIMSLE] HE.Y MO, SORRY you GOT EJlECTED BUT YOU'RE ON ^ DIRECT TWO^-
TORY VINOOW TO t^RTH YOUR SP/\CESUlT IS EQUIPPED WITH SOFTL/MJO®,

50 YOU DON T NtE.D TO WORRY ^BOUT ATHIt^G EXCHAMGE THAT ANCHOVY

LADEN P1Z.Z.A A>JD YOURE A FREE HUMANOlO f

tCAPT.L^RYAL^JlTMU3T
BE A BREATHTAKING
VIEW OUT THEf^E.

Iri^irKPy TRIPPERI AH.TH0U6HTFUL OF YOU TO SEUOJ
"

[ ITOtn" HERE WITH ME
}

LDWIBHOTJNOPROftLEM,TtiO!£ VlDCOnS THINK OF EVERYDflNG

Quentin

IVELL.NOT EXACTLY

by Mark MacKenzie

XlMtJC J LX^ AT THAT. PWltM<3Ti

^

AH^- -

J^ 4'^'K
7lf«i*^f«

^ rv oe o^J MiS wA-< BACK

TO s4*rM

UAjflWARt THAT Ht
IS Hol A1.ON6 '

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kditrd b> Murgtret larrar and Trude Jaffe

«•-) la* Ah* *" l><l>r> N«II<HM<

ACROSS 58 Lorelei e g 27 Against

1 Presidential 59 Hurl 28 Spanish surrealist

prerogative 63 Island 0! ttie 29 Lendlot tennis

5 Certain trees Inner Hebrides 30 Transmitted

10 Rebuff 65 Former int 34 Athletes award

14 Med sch subiect alliance Abbr

15 Garden tool 67 Part of 65 Across 35 Songs of

16 Theater box 68 A Guthrie Provencal

17 Fluff G9 Vetches troubadours

18 Yearns 70 Hawaiian goose 37 Step - '

19 Knitter s need 71 Orderly 38 South American

20 J Hoover 72 Accumulate capital

22 — de Zamora 73 Distribute cards 39 Track units

Arg 41 Geewhi/'

24 Cojy room DOWN 42 Scottish dance

25 CIA director 1 GU'n 43 Beginnings ol

28 Deny ? Wifeof Geraint ideas

31 One in Koln 3 Flavor 48 de deux

32 Hail' 4 North American 49 Awn
33 Presidential name capital 51 Midway e g

36 Turnpike charge 5 Viper 52 Caesar, for one

40 CIA tieadquaiters 6 Water channels 53 Habituate

44 Look — 7 Vietnam capital 54 Storeroom It

(investigate) 8 Plant disease 55 Reverie

45 Buying binge 9 Opening wvord 56 They — voice

46 Rascal 10 Clever in every wind

47 Vacationers ; 1 Burdens 60 Words of

ctioice 12 Concur understanding

50 In vino — 13 Copper 61 Caravel of 1492

52 Former CIA it Competitor 62 Scottish Celt

di'PCtor 23 — fi 64 Fate

67 Wallet Item 26 Mininn vei" 66 CIA forerunner

'
,•> 1 4

1
?1

". 6 1 T- ? TIT~ 11 f? n

1 IS lb

17 18 19

?l) ?? ?3 ^4

?9 .10

?! ?h ?7

,'8
^^^^ji ^^^1

.V M"
14 3S 3b 37 38

40 41 4;' 41

44 ^KL ^H46

s 1

77-^ 48 4q

S',

SO '

'1? Sh

- -
^^^

'i7

h4

bfi
h{l bl

63

1

65 hb

1

b"

f,fl 6'* 70
1

M 73

TONIGHT - Our
first Collegian
Writing Workshop
will be held for all

those interested in

newswriting at 7

p.m. in Campus
Center room 163.

DC Menu
LUNCH

COUNTRY BREAKFAST
Spinach Noodle Casserole

Hamburg on Roll

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Reuben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Spinach Noodle Casserole

Golden Burgers

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables

andTofu
Baked Chicken
Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Mild with the chance of

showers today, high
temperatures in the 70s.

Showers continuing
tonight with low tem-

peratures in the 50s to

near 60. Cloudy with the

chance of showers F"'riday,

except becoming partly

sunny in the western hills.

Highs Friday in the 60s to

low 70s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER

1 "VlTI Q S s V w V i V 3 N
3 N 3 N s 3 u V i 01 U V
V 1 S V i V 3 s 1 1 n M

N 1 1 B N 3 U 1 s
H

3 N

s w 1 3 H a u V 3 1 U

s V 1 1 u 3 DDB
d M 1

D
3 3 u d $ i N 1

V 1 N 9 U 1 A A 3 1 9N V ^

1 1 1 ^SllMlV a V 3 A V

NT 3 M A VIS 1 a

A 3 S vlolw V 1 1 1 1 M^^H
N 3 P. ^ V M 1 Muiv 9 a 3

>N U V A s 3 N 1 d 1 N 1 1

|3 9 1 3 a V d s 1 V N V

d VLI s S L3 [h 11Ii Lo J^ii A
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HELP WANTED
Student Government Association (SGA)

AHORNEY GENERAL
Needed

Example of Duties
coordinate pool ol judicial advocates
coordinate tiaining of student judges

renders odvisory opinions ansinq under SGA constitution and bylaws
prosecute RSO groups and individuals (or violations ol SGA policies, procedures,
and Afiirmative Action guidelines

represents the Senate on any petition of judicial review
processes University Store shoplifting cases
supervises assistants

works to safeguard and expand students nghts as individuals and as members of the
university community -^ . .

CJualincations
expenence in judicial system

...knowledge ol constitutions and bylaws

.. .good wntinq ability

good working relationship with administrative and professional personnel
sensitivity to issues concerning women and people of color

Application Process
Please pick up and return application to the SGA President's Office Room 406E,
Student Union Building, UMass

Application Deadline is Fnday, October 7 • ^^^ * '" Attrnionv* Action Equal Oppommiry Employw

EVERY
THURSDAY

, ^ BEGINNING 8PM TO]
VtS CLOSING
ENTERTAINMENT!!

i Hayloft Lounge
upstairs at the RedBam Steakhouse

1/8 milepast Rolling Green Apts.

^^^^«^^*^

I

\

Butterfield Co-op Kitchen

is Hiring Senior and Junior

Resident Managers.

Senior Manager: Will be hired for Spring and Fall '84.

25 hours/week. $4.50/hour with free Room and Board.

Junior Manager: Will be hired for Spring '84.

20 hours/week. $4.00/hour with free Room and Board.

Both will share responsibility for the operation of a kitchen

feeding 160 persons 3 meals a day. Will share responsibility for

ordering, menu planning, budgeting, and the security of the

Kitchen. Senior Manager will have complete responsibility for

dealing with Food Service representative.

Applications and Job Descriptions are available at the Butter-

field Kitchen Office. Application is due October 21st.

Applicants must be available for training during November and
December. Hours arranged to fit the applicants schedule.

Applicants must be Students in Good Academic Standing dur-

ing the periods of employment.

The Butterfield CO-OP Kitchen Is an equal opportunity

employer.

£AST |^eAVeH Tub C9
?rivafc Hof Tub Kooms
West Sf. Morfj)an)pfoo

K)r Reservations: iiarD-iarp 566-6643

Ojogton

with UPC Productions

h^ Invites you to

spend on evening
wltti

MITCH CHAKOUR-formerly with Joe Gocker

CUFF OOOOWfiN- also with Joe Cocker

'vWtercns of many world loan,- alio appearances on MTV,

Saturdi^ Night iJve, Solid (iold, RocU C oncert, P"M- TV

Also featuring the rocking soulful sounds of:

BOB CUMmiNGS, RIC CUNNINGHANI. WOLF GtNANDES,

DOUG PLAVIN, BRIAN SUVA

HANGAR I FR1.0CT.I4

ommi^te^ —=^ witn

Jack DeJohnette's
Special Edition

featuring

Howard Johnson, tuba; John Purcell, reeds; Rufus Rekj, txiss;

Davkj Murray, reeds.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th ot 8 p.m.
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS at AMHERST
U. Moss Students S6.60. General Public $7.50

Tickets on sale at all Datatlx locations Including Fine Arts Center.

Springfield CMc Center, and all Stop and Shop locations In Greerifleld,

Northampton, Holyoke and PIttsfleld. No cameras, recording devices,

cans, bottles or smoking allowed. U. Mass ID needed to enter

with student discount card. ^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive dpys 10% • discount • Phone numt)er FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

73 VW Superbug original owner runs good
$850 call Chuck 584-6481 days

1971 Chevelle SS 60 series mags headers,

turbo, cassette and amplifier and more
$1800 Evan 545-3197

Audi IDOLS 74 AM/FM radials automatic

good condition BO 549-5316

1974 Plymouth Voyager Van extra long,

carpeted, paneled, stereo high mileage,

looks good, runs well BO call Andy
546-7017

64 Olds Cutlass Delta 88 excellent motor

excellent transmission - classy antique $300

or BO Tom 549-0453

BUS DRIVING JOBS

UMass Transit Service needs several

drivers to start immediately. Part-time, flex-

ible hours. Must be a UMass student with a

Class 1 or 2 license. Apply at University Bus

Garage or call Jenny or Bud for more info

545-0056

Dead Tix Hartford 10/15, Portland 10/18

BO before 10/14 586-4261

Gibson Les Paul Custom - 1980 model ex-

cellent condition. Must sell. BO over $600.

call Steve 546-8431

FOUND

Room key found in Campus Center Oct

7 key is on whale strap key chain. Call Laura

at 546-8305

Found: tan and white female cat around

Butterfield Dorm call 549-6232

HELP WANTED

DENISE £r TAMARA

Y'all made my weekend really speciall

You're great and I love yalM Lee P.S. "Will

20 bucks be enough?!?"

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, semis, Greeks, All Occa-

sions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

Take over lease now Puffton Village

Apartments 549-1369

FOR SALE ~~ZZZ
ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Ski Boots - Lange XLFlex good shape,

great for Beg/Int $75 or BO 256-0967

Swedish Leather Back-Packs Reg. price

$119 now $79! Call Eva best M/W/Th 8-10

PM 584-6610

Bicycle - never used, paid $300 no

reasonable refused, with guarantee

546-5988 afternoons

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Free food in exchange for kitchen help.

Contact Paul or Gary at 253-9071

Sorority needs kitchen help in exchange

for meals. Great working conditions! Call

Jen or Sue D at 256-6887

Bus Driver Trainees: Western Mass Bus

Lines will hoild a recruitment meeting Thurs

Oct 13 @ 7:00 PM in Campus Ctr R168 to

train students for possible driving positions

next spring

Span 110 and general studies tutor grad

student preferred but not required good

wages 546-6820

Experienced Ski Mechanic must be able

to work Tuesdays and Thursdays. Apply in

person only. Western Village Ski & Sports

32 Main St Northampton

Poor Richards needs a doorman. Apply

in person between 8-10 pm
^

Singers, Dancers. Jugglers wanted for

parttime delivery service. Great pay, own

hours. Call High Notes 665-7664

Wanted: Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the CATE Guide information/application:

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

So you think you're funny? Western

Mass premier comedy show needs fertile

minds! Call Comedy Crunch 586-0802

PAPER-WRITING & PRESENTATIONS
simplified; prepared faster - with The For

mula©. The timesaving professional ap-

proach to rapid-assembly of written & oral

assignments, handy use-guide. Step-by-

step instructions. Get The Formula© and

get it done! $2.50 plus SASE to Write-

Away Publications, Inc. Box 125, Corning,

NY 14830. (answers promptly)

LOST

Symbol of the Holy Ghost medal (upside

down) dove sterling silver. Lost it between

Boyden & Herter. Please call 549-6977

Reward for return of gold ring oval

shape with black stone in middle deep sen-

timental value please call 546-7446

Beige Coat with red liner & keys lost in

basement SBA 10-4 reward 569-0405

Members Only Jacket silver-gray 9/22

please turn it to Campus Security

PART-TIME

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORK!!
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434, 9-2 pm

PERSONALS

Las Vegas Night Sat Oct 15 7:30-11:30

Campus Center Aud sponsored by Alpha

Phi Omega $3.00 = $5,000 play money
auction at 10:30

The Marine Corps will give the Aviation

Oualification Test on Campus on 14 Oc-

tober. Call (203) 722-2168 collect, for an ap-

pointment

Shari - Here it isl Congratulations for mak-

ing it through the weekend with clean

lungs!

Michael, Happy 20th again one day late!

Feel old yet? But you are not old just special

to me! Remember that! Elephant'

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to Ithaca NY Oct 14 call

256-1081

ROOMMATE WANTED

Large house in Amherst has room for

three responsible students with references.

Must see! Call 546-7363 5-8 pm on 9/13 or

9/14

The Dead

Ride needed to Hartford for 2 this Satur-

day. Call Mat 6-7087. Bev 6-7079.

SECURITY DEPOSITS

=eeling ripped off? Do you have a ques-

tion about the return of your security

deposit? Contact: Off Campus Housing Of-

fice. 115 Hasbrouck, 545-0866

SERVICES

Typing papers, cases, resumes, letters

IBM Selectric 1.25/pg. Nancy 549-6082

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

TERMINAL

Used Hazeltine Computer Terminals.
CRT w/keyboard. $250, while they last.

Jason, 1-967-5483

WANTED

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

545-0392, 584 7924

RAYBANS

Quality sunglass wear invest in your eyes
- at least 25% off suggested retail prices

evenings call Bruce 549-2879

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Girl to milk SO cows in parlor. Call after

7:00 pm Walter Kownacki 665-4666

Accounting Tutor needed desperatelyl

For Acctg 221 if you're qualified please call

Cheryl 546-9801 to make arrangements

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on
student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Land to park my camper no house
privledges desired rent negotiable evenings

549-3771
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BALTIMORE (AP) - Rookie Mike Boddicker pitched a

three- hitter and drove in a run in only his second major

league at bat as the Baltimore Orioles evened the 1983

World Series at one game apiece Wednesday night with a

4-1 victory over the Philadelphia Phillies.

tJMass spikers shoot down Hawks
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

After the University of New Haven won

their second straight game from the

University of Massachusetts volleyball

team last night to take a 2-1 lead in their

best three of five match, several spectators

left the match.

After all. New Haven had stolen away all

the momentum that UMass had built in

winning the first game and the

Minutewomen just didn't have their

defense up to par.

Those several spectators missed quite a

comeback as the Minutewomen regrouped

and took the next two games to win the

match 3-2. last night at the NOPE gym.

"I'm really proud of them." said a very

happy head coach Elaine Sortino. "They did

everything that they had to. That's a sign of

a great team."

UMass took a while to get into the swing of

things. They came from behind in game one

and thanks to some hustling plays by Sally

Maher and Debbie Cole. UMass took a

tough 15-12 win.

However, in games two and three. New
Haven buUt a wall that the Minutewomen

found hard to breach. Wanda Bacon (5'10),

Marie Kunda (5'8) and 5'7 Geraldine

Mattaur made life tough for UMass with

numerous blocks and quite a few spikes of

their own.
Faced with elimination, it was
Massachusetts turn to block out New
Haven. UMass ran out to a 7-3 lead and

thanks to some fantastic defensive play-

blocks by Mickey Barys and Ellen Deady

and super digs by Maher and Cole — the

Minutewomen romped 15-3 to set up the

decisive fifth game.
"The defense made some key ad-

justments." explained Sortino. "They

started to read the offense. And the block

came back for us."

The two teams struggled to a 6-6 tie before

UMass. with Patty Grant serving, scored

five unanswered points to take a 11-6 lead.

Deady finished the hard fought battle with

an ace to give UMass a 15 10 win and the

match.
"This is definitely the nicest win since I've

been here." said Sortino. "It was a hard

fought match between two good teams."

With the win. UMass moves to 19 5 and is

ranked fifth in the Northeast, division II.

New Haven is ranked third in division II.

The Minutewomen hope to move up in the

poll next week and should. New Haven also

beat top ranked Army earlier this week.

The key to this win was the defensive play

of UMass. They dug the ball well and kept a

lot of rallies going with diving digs and

heads up play. Coupled with a powerful

spiked by Maher and Barys. UMass did the

job, and those spectators missed quite an

ending.

Women's soccer faces

19thrankedChiefstoday
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
CoUegian Steff

The fourth ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team will

face another tough test this afternoon as

they face nineteenth ranked Springfield

College on Boyden Field at 3:00 p.m.

"They haven't won many games (3-4-1

record) this year, but that is misleading.

They are a very strong, physical team,

who like to play a kick and run type of

game.'said UMass coach Kalekeni Banda

of his opposition.

The Minutewomen bring an impressive

5-1-2 mark and a top rated defense that

has only allowed three goals all season,

and not more than one in any game.

"The defense must play really well for us

to do well, and the offense will come

through. We must play a slow down game,

almost to a walking pace if we can,and try

to play more of a passing game. If we have

to run a lot, it will be a long day," said

Banda.
Debbie Harackiewicz who has been out of

action the last two weeks with a broken

nose, has looked good in practice and

might play either today or on Sunday

against Cortland State. Jeanne Paul who

shutout UNH eailier this week wUl again

be in the nets for the Minutewomen.
Another freshman goalie Lisa Ellis had

been minding the nets earlier and has

compiled a 0.43 goals against average.

UMass is led in scoring by sisters Ellen

and Christine Taggart, as weU as Lori

Stukes, all with six points so far. Tn-

captain Stacey Flionis follows with five,

and Jamie Watson rounds out an

otherwise balanced scoring atUck with

four points.

"This is like a second season for us, and

things are starting to get tough. We have

a very good team, but we have to play

heads up soccer back to back to still be in

the thick of things," added Banda.

Women harriers toppleNU
By M.E. Murray
Collegian Correspondent

ofThe University
Massachusetts
women's cross-country team

overran the opposition this

past weekend, capturing

five of the top seven spots

and defeating host Nor-

theastern University by a

score of 22-33. The low score

wins in cross-country.

NU's Mia Mahedy pulled a

Joan Benoit and held a race

of her own, covering the 3.1

mile course in 17:58, win-

ning by over a half-a-

minute. Minutewomen Dana

Mikesell. Kim Baker and

Chris Pratt finished second,

third and fourth respec-

tively and were followed

closely by Deirdrc Doyle

(sixth) and SaUy Howes

(seventh).

Sophomore Doreen
Erickson averaged a solid

6:31 per mile and finished a

strong sixth among the

UMass women. The team

will travel to Worcester for

the Holy Cross
Invitational Saturday.

The UMass men's cross-

country, although showing

some improvement overall,

could not put it all together

as they finished third behind

Dartmouth and the

University of Connecticut at

Hanover, N.H. on Saturday.

"We are getting better

each week." said Coach Ken

O'Brien, "but we are still a

notch below where we want

to be."

The team had no illusions of

beating Dartmouth, who

captured the top three

places, set a course record

CollcfiAii photo by Jim Poweri

Ann Ringrose spikes the ball as Joanne Siler (3) waits in an earlier

match against Holy Cross. UMass came from behind to beat New Haven
last night at NOPE.

Collegian'sNFL Picks

Bills at Colts

Bengals at Broncos

Browns at Steelers

Oilers at Vikings

Giants at Chiefs

Raiders at Seahawks
Dolphins at Jets

Chargers at Patriots

Falcons at Rams
Bears at Lions

Eagles at Cowboys
49ers at Saints

Cardinals at Buccaneer

Redskins at Packers

Shea
(24-18)

Buff

Denv
Pitt

Minn
NY
LA
Miam
Pats

Rams
Detr
Dall

NO
TB
Wash

deSimas
(24-18)

Bait

Cinn
Pitt

Minn
NY
LA
Jets

SD
Rams
Detr
Dall

SF
TB
GB

Deluca

(24-18)

Bait

Cinn
Clev

Minn
NY
LA
Miam
SD
Rams
Chic
Dall

NO
TB
GB

Betros

(26-16)

Bait

Denv
Pitt

Minn
NY
LA
Jets

SD
Rams
Chic
Dall

NO
TB
Wash

Hood
(25-17)

Bait

Denv
Pitt

Minn
KC
LA
Miam
Pats

Rams
Detr
Dall

NO
TB—
GB

(22:25. 4.5 miles), and

simply dominated the

competition, but they had

hoped to show better

against UConn, a team
O'Brien felt the Minutemen
match up against.

Rod LaFlamme and Rick

Doiron finished top among

UMass runners, with a

seventh and eighth, while

Tom Carleo came in 11th,

missing tenth place by less

than one second.

"It was a fast race, '
said

O'Brien, and we did have

improved performances but

not as strong as I had

hoped."

The men will be in Boston

Saturday, running against

Northeastern and Lowell

Universities in Franklin

Park.

Stickers undefeated, topNU
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

"It (the game on artificial turf) wasn't as

fast paced as when we played Springfield or

North Carolina," University of

Massachusetts field hockey coach Pam
Hixon said, "but we still had a good day."

A ..V njui til 1 <iiint;u iviinutewomen ueieaied

unranked Northeastern on Tuesday, 3-0, on

the turf in Boston to raise their record to9-

0-1. It was a good day for UMass.
The stickers outshot their opponents 21-4,

and out tallied in corners 12-6. But numbers
don't matter.

The score was 2-0. UMass. at the half.

Back Carol Progulske and forward Diane
Kobel each scored an unassisted goal in the

first half. Both were taken off a rebound
after the initial shot.

"It's nice to have a player like Diane who
can come off the bench like she did and
score like she did," Hixon said.

"She (Kobel) came off the bench kind of

like a secret weapon," Hixon said. "That's

nice."

Hixon also praised the UMass defensive

effort against Northeastern.

"We definitely played well defensively,"

she said. "Meagan (Donnelly) and

Carol(Progulske) both had especially good

days."

Forward Chris Kocot scored the third goal

for the Minutewomen, also unassisted, off a

rebound from an initial shot.

"We used our stick work well," Hixon said.

This game also saw senior goalie Patti

Shea post her seventh shutout of the

season. Shea has allowed only one goal so

far this season.

It was a good day for UMass. Let's hope

the weekend goes just as well.UMass

travels to Philadelphia to face nint'n ranked

Temple and second ranked Old Dominion.
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STRIKING SILHOUETTES - A student and the Goodell Weather-

vane combine for a unique rainy day photo. The photographer captured

the two on the walkway between Tobin and Bartlett halls.

Depression a possible campus epidemic
By DAVID MUNIZ
Collegian Staff

Midterm exams and bad weather can be enough to make

anyone feel depressed, an illness which, according to a

University of Massachusetts mental health expert, could

be currently considered a campus epidemic.

"Right now there is more pressure because students fall

behind in their work and then all of a sudden they get

behind with exams," said Dr. David P. Kraft, director of

the University Health Services mental health division.

Kraft said many factors can cause a person to feel

depressed.

"The weather also can add to depression. The fact that

summer is over, and the prospect of fall and winter coming

can be especially depressing -except for skiers, he was

quick to add.

At this time of year, everyone gets kind of frazzled at the

same time. Kraft explained friends who are normally

attentive to problems may not be able to listen because

they have enough trouble dealing with their own.

"Most people can handle one problem at a time. It's when

two or three major problems come up at once that it

Camtvmtd to i

'

UMass budget
holdup persists
By STEPHEN HOWE

Collegian Correspondent

Budget problems persist for the University of

Massachusetts despite last week's announced approval of

the $114.3 million budget for the 1983-84 academic year.

The Board of Regents of Higher Education and the Senate

Ways and Means committee worked out a compromise

budget last Wednesday, but the University has not yet

received any funds, said Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance John L. DeNyse. Funds from

a 30 percent allocation granted by the Legislature in June

"are running out," DeNyse said, but "we've still got some

left." and UMass personnel will be paid this week.

The University should receive the full budget allocation

by early next week. DeNyse said.

The money has been held up in Boston by state budget

procedures, according to Mary Spolidoro, director of

Budget for the Regents. Spolidoro said the State

Secretary of Administration and Finance must sign the

appropriation "before the State Comptroller can actually

put the money on the books."

Paul Page, director of financial affairs for UMass. said the

budget holdup continues to make planning difficult and

could raise costs.

"Planning is just a mental exercise until the money gets

here," Page said. Because of the budget delay the

University has had to sign short-term contracts for

equipment and mamtenance, and this will cost the

University money that is usually saved on discounts given

for full-year contracts, he said.

Page said money is tight, but "somehow we've been able

to squeeze by. It hasn't been easy."

Meanwhile, purchase orders have been piling up in the

accounting offices, according to Director of Procurement

Jake Bishop. These orders cannot be processed until the

money is received, Bishop said, and this means bills are not

being paid and equipment is not being purchased.
Kraft said many factors can cause a person to leei c«mt%m^ u, p^ ucuik paiu auu rMu.t/...c.... .c ..x^v ^...r f,^.^..^^^.

Womonfyre Books Newman Center celebrates anniversary
not just a bookstore
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

The owners of Womonfyre Books in Northampton never

thought they would be more than just a bookstore. But

since they opened five years ago they have become a

women's center "by default."

Kiriyo Spooner, co-owner of Womonfyre. said the

bookstore is "a business that aims to serve women" in a

town without a women's center.

"Sort of by default we do a lot of women's center-type

activities," she said.

Women who work at the bookstore make referrals to

social agencies, recommend doctors, and sometimes do

emergency crisis counseling tor women over the phone.

"It's something we never expected to get into. We feel

somewhat uncomfortable because we don't have the

training."
.

But something Spooner and her partner Jil Krolik did

want to get into was selling "non-racist and non-sexist

books that spoke to people's needs and interests and not

simply the latest bestsellers."

Spooner said she and Krolik decided to open their own

bookstore after working in both general and women's

bookstores in Michigan. She said they could not carry the

types of books they wanted in the general bookstores

"because they wouldn't make money," and that the

business end in the women's bookstores, which were run

by cooperatives, operated too slowly.

"We felt you could carry progressive books and still make

a success as a business," she said. ^, , ,,
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By STEPHEN GEIGER
Collegian Correspondent

The Newman Center at the

University of Massachusetts

will celebrate its 20th an-

niversary of service this

Sunday with a televised

ceremony for students,

faculty and residents of

Amherst.
Bishop Leo E. O'Neill of the

Springrield Diocese will

preside over the 10 a.m.

mass to be televised on

channel 22.

The Center was first

dedicated on May 15. 1963

but Oct. 15 was chosen for

the ceremony so it would not

conflict with final exams and

to accomodate the television

station, said the Rev. John

Smegal, a Newman priest.

When the Newman Center

was founded, and financed

by Bishop Weldon through

the Catholic charities of the

Diocese of Springfield, the

University had a student

population of 7.676, tuition

was $200 per year, dor-

mitories were single sex,

and the Collegian was

published tri-weekly. Now
there are 24,949 students,

49 per cent of whom are

Catholic, and Newman has

grown as well. From daily

and weekend masses to

prayer and older student

groups, events like hayrides

and the annual "Run for

Ritter," and with its study

lounges and snack bar, the

Newman Center is open to

all community members,

regardless of religious af-

filiation.

i
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The Newman Center now in its 20th year of service at UMass.

Rev. J. Joseph Quigley.

director of Newman since its

inception, said he sees the

Newman Center as "an

island of humaneness" in an

age characterized by

"convulsive growth."

Quigley said that following

the two world wars, society

became "uprooted", families

divided, traditional values

were challenged.

During his 20 years in

Amherst. Quigley noted

"real anger" in the 1960s,

the result of an alienated

youth distrusting and

rejecting the establishment.

There was more con-

structive anger in the 1970s,

he said, and today, with

economic instability and

technology changing the

structure of society, there's

a new pragmatism, evident

on campus in students' great

concern for job security.

But. with the "terrible

money crunch," Quigley

voiced his concern that

"humanitarian desires" are

being compromised. People

today, he says, having often

been "enslaved by neglect"

in the past and not taught

responsibility for each

other, are suffering a

widespread loneliness, "the

onnumber one problem

campus."
Smegal. with Newman for

four years, points out that

"though the social at-

mosphere has certainly

changed, people's needs

remain the same."

On this anniversary,

Quigley said he is stressing

the role of the Newman
Center as an "atmosphere of

warmth." the faith of

Catholicism at its base, yet

with the purpose of simply

spreading the non-

denominational "golden
rule" of "doing unto others

as one would have others do

unto oneself."
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William P. Clark
succeeds Watt
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan on Thursday

named his national security adviser. William P. Clark, to

succeed James Watt as secretary of the interior.

"He is a God fearing Westerner, a fourth-generation

rancher, a person I trust and I think he will be a great

secretary of the interior," Reagan said.

The president made the announcement at the end of a talk

to women leaders of Christian religious organizations.

"I think he is succeeding a very fine secretary of the

interior," the president said.

Reagan told his audience that 'I want to share with you a

decision that I've just made. After examining the records

of more than two dozen fine potential nominees for the

position of secretary of the interior, I have decided to turn

once again to someone who has been a trouble shooter and

a result-oriented professional.

•So it is with a good deal of pleasure that I tell you that I

have asked my assistant for national security affairs.

Judge BUI Clark, to be my nominee for this cabmet

position," Reagan said.

Clark once was Reagan's chief of staff when Reagan was

governor of California. Reagan appointed him in 1973 to

the California Supreme Court.

^r
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Candidates

agree on

arms control

AP Laacrphoto

WilliamJ^ClMk-
President Reagan's choice

for secretary of the interior.

Rent-a-casket for Halloween parties
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - With Halloween coming up.

Charles Owens' company has a lay away plan fit for just

about anyone alive — rent-a-casket.

"Theatrical companies, office parties, birthdays, country

clubs. " Owens said Thursday. "We rent for any purpose

you would dream of — except burial. Our units are brand

new and we wouldn't want to get into that end of it."

Since he first placed a tiny newspaper ad a week ago.

Owens — "an auctioneer by trade" — estimates he's had 65

responses. The ad says in capital letters "CASKET

RENTALS" and gives no other information but two phone

numbers.
"The results have been fantastic." he said. "Within the

first four days of the ad. we had a lot of phone calls. People

are coming in. Every now and then, someone will call to

see if this is a legitimate business."

The caskets come in three sizes and rent from $75 to $25

for 24 hours.

The smallest, says Owens, "is animal size," the medium

one is about 4V4-to-5 feet and the largest "would be big

enough for an average body."

Owens. 35. said he got the rental idea after liquidating

"one of the larger funeral homes in the city.

"We had some caskets left over and my two partners

asked what we were going to do with the caskets. They

started coming up with some ideas, and I said 'Why don t

we rent them'.^' The three of us talked it over and decided

we could make a go of it," he said.

Oyvens, who expects 'somewhat of a letdown" in business

aft T Halloween, has 14 rentable caskets, but only six or

sev -n were available Thursday. The rest were rented. He

estimated he has rented "at least 10 caskets" smce he

started, but doesn't want to say how much money he s

made.

Reagan, Bush to be candidates

for re-election as ofMonday
WASHINGTON -

President Reagan gave the

goahead on Thursday for the

establishment of a campaign

committee for the re

election of himself and Vice

President George Bush.

Sen. Paul Laxalt. R Nev.,

who will head the effort,

said "I have no doubt ... that

Ronald Reagan will be a

candidate for re-election."

Laxalt. the general

chiiirman of the Republican

party and the chairman of

both previous Reagan
campaigns for the

presidency, said he would

formally establish the re-

election panel on Monday
and file the necessary

documents with the Federal

Election Commission.

Also on Monday, the

president will sign a letter

formally authorizing the

step, Laxalt said, noting

that "He will legally be a

candidate at that point."

Laxalt spoke to reporters

in the White House
driveway after Reagan gave

him the green light. The
White House press staff

took pains to call attention

to his visit.

He said that Reagan would

delay a full declaration of his

candidacy until the current

congressional session ends,

probably shortly before

Thanksgiving.

Digest
by the Associated Press

New stop light in 1986 models

reduces collisions, injuries

WASHINGTON
-Automakers will have to in-

stall a third rear stop lamp,

mounted high, on all cars

starting in the 1986 model

year under a new safety

rule issued Thursday by the

Transportation Depart-

ment.

The extra easy-to-see

high-level light is expected

to significantly reduce rear-

end collisions and annually

eliminate 40,000 injuries

and $434 million in property

damages, Transportation

Secretary ElizalK'th I>)le

said in announcing the

regulation.

US Marine injured by grenade

Legal secretary in Florida

illegallypractices law forpoor
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.

(AP) — To Rosemary
Furman, it's a matter of

"giving the people back their

courts." To the Florida Bar,

it's a case of practicing law

without a license for which

she should be punished.

Whatever the issue, Ms.

F^urman's business of

providing legal forms to the

poor and illiterate for a

fraction of the fee a lawyer

might charge has generated

controversy.

She now faces a four-month

prison term for violating a

1979 order by the Florida

Supreme Court to stop

giving legal advice. She will

go to federal court next

month to get a jury trial in

her battle.

Ms. Furman, a 56 year-old

widow, says her 22 years as

a legal secretary and court

reporter left her with an

overriding impression:

"Lawyers are stupid."

§They spend their time, she

said, getting secretaries and

assistants to fill out forms,

check details, file papers and

perform other routine

chores that require little

training and no hefty fees.

§If the forms were readily

available. 70 percent of the

court case load and lawyers'

revenue would be

eliminated, she contends.

Eleven years ago. she

opened Northside
Secretarial Service in

Jacksonville. The business,

she says, has helped

thousands of people gain

access to the courts — for

such simple procedures as

uncontested divorces,

adoptions and name changes
— through forms she

provides and helps fill out

for $50.

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) -
An assailant in a speeding

car hurled a hand grenade at

American Marines guarding

the temporary offices of the

U.S. Embassy in Beirut on

Thursday, slightly woun-

ding one of them, an

Embassy spokesman said.

John Stewart, the

spokesman, said the

grenade was thrown at the

main Marine security check-

point in front of the

Duraford building. "The

Marines had no time to

react. The car sped off

toward the (heart of the)

city." Stewart said.

He said "one Marine was
slightly injured," but would

not give the name or the

rank of the wounded guard.

U.S. Embassy offices were

set up at the beachfront

building after the bombing
of the U.S. Embassy, about

400 yards away, on April 18.

That bomb demolished the

entire facade of the em-

bassy, killing 63 people,

including 17 Americans.

Primaries become caucuses,

Wisconsin tradition to end

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. AP - Presidential aspirants John

Glenn and Walter Mondale defended their arms control

records Thursday night and used a televised debate among

all seven Democratic candidates to wrestle for the party's

center.

"My personal views are consistent all the way through,"

former Vice President Mondale said in response to a

question by Sen. Glenn, D Ohio. Mondale said he privately

opposed the Carter Administration's policy on building an

MX missile.

"Both as a senator and vice president, I think my record

on arms control is superior," Mondale said, adding that he

campaigned on behalf of the SALT II weapons treaty.

Questioned about his opposition in the Senate to SALT
II. Glenn said the Startegic Arms Limitation Treaty with

the Soviet Union was flawed by the lack of verification.

"It could not be monitored. " Glen said, adding that

members of the military Joint Chiefs told him privately

they had doubts as well.

The hour-long debate, sponsored by the Massachusetts

Citizens Coalition for Arms Control and Harvard

University's Institute of Politics, was televised live from

the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard.

"There is no greater test of this nation's political system

than our ability in the 1980's to stop and reverse the

nuclear arms race," Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado said.

Sen. Alan Cranston of California repeated his strong

indorsement for a nuclear freeze. "I would seek to stop

everything instantly" if elected, he said.

Former Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota sup-

ported a temporay unilateral nuclear weapons freeze by

the United States, saying the United States had enough

weapons to risk such a strategfy.

Sen. Fritz Hollings of South Carolina said the nation

needs better conventional military force. "We are over-

prepared for nuclear and under-prepared for con-

ventional," he said.

"We must avoid the use of even one nuclear weapon."

said former Florida Gov. Reubin Askew. He also argued

for a conventional weapons buildup.

AP L*Mrphoto

"MONSTER" -- Kurt G. Brown of Hyannis
is shown yesterday during sentencing in Barn-

stable Superior Court. Brown was sentenced to

60 to 90 years in Walpole State Prison for

beating an elderly woman. The judge called

Brown a teen "monster".

Madison, Wis.
•Primaries open to all voters

have been a tradition in

Wisconsin ever since the

early part of the century,

the legacy of Gov. Robert

"Fighting Bob" La
FoUette's victory over

political kingmakers and

their caucus system.

But because of a directive

from he Democratic Na-

tional Committee, the
Wisconsin Democratic
presidential primary the

political testing ground that

helped propel John F. Ken-
nedy and Jimmy Carter to

the White House will be
virtually meaningless next

year.

The selection of delegates

to the party's national con-

vention will revert to

caucuses.
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Alumni oppose

tuition increase
"We clearly need more staff. We are do-

ing everything to promote excellence in

education, but we just don't feel that now is

the time to raise tuition. " ^^^^ Cronin

Clerk, UMass Alumni

Board of Directors

The Board of Directors of the University of

Massachusetts Alumni Association earlier this week voted

24 to 9 to oppose all increases in tuition through the end of

the 1984-85 academic year.

The resolution is not binding on the University's Board of

Trustees and was made in response to Chancellor Joseph

Duffey's request for a $50 increase. Many factors were

cited for the decision.

One factor is that tuition has risen 61 percent in the last

four years while the average family income of a UMass

student has risen only 31 percent, according to Paul

Cronin, association clerk.

"Things are pretty tight right now." Cronin said. "We
liked the idea of what the funds could be used for. but this

is not the time to increase tuition."

Cronin said many students are having trouble paying

tuition now. and. although a $50 increase is not a lot. it

"could drive some of them over the edge."

"We clearly need more staff. We are doing everything to

promote excellence in education but we just don't feel that

now is the time to raise tuition. " he said.

Another argument against the tuition increases is that

"nearly half of our students come from families with at

least one other child in college at the same time" which

compoinds the effect of the increase, Cronin said.

Other reasons include: that many students will lose the

"benefits of a quality education" because they are "now

struggling to meet college costs. The fees at the

University are already high when compared with those at

peer institutions across the country" and financial aid has

"not kept pace with the rapid increases in college costs,

leaving thousands of students with demonstrated financial

need unable to receive assistance, " Cronin said. There

were 4,518 such students who did not receive financial aid

for the most recent year with available statistics, 1981-82.

Cronin said he has also heard the Regents will ask for an

increase in tuition in the near future.
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The Island at the South end of Campus Center pond is scheduled to be renovated.

Campus pond island to be work of art

By CAROLINE SAMOILOFF

Collegian Staff

Construction on and around the island at the southern tip

of the campus pond will resume later this month after

having been commissioned for more than a year.

Frequently used by university students, the small chunk

of land is due to be functionally and aesthetically improved

by sculptor George Trakas. who plans to landscape it and

construct two small bridges on either side of the land, one

leading toward the Fine Arts Center and the other leading

toward the university chapel.

Trakas also plans to build a small platform on the island,

which, acting director and registrar of the Fine Arts

Center Betsy Sierma said, could be "possibly used as some

kind of outdoor theater."

One bridge will replace the wooden one near the chapel

side of the pond.

The waterflow near the banks of the pond has been

changed to avoid the buildup of "all the mud and lots of

gross squishy stuff," Siersma said.

Funds were contributed by the National Endowment for

the Arts in Washington DC, which funds artists, museum

programs, individuals, special exhibitions and many

others.

"We apply to them and we get about one grant a year,"

Siersma said.

The plan was also approved by the Campus Planning

Committee for the project and the sight.

Presently Trakas is in Europe, but when he returns he

will continue building the bridges that he did not complete

before he left. The island is expected to be finished next

vear at this time.

"We're kind of excited about having it completed. It will

be a beautiful result. Students and people will respect it,"

Siersma said.

Trakas doesn't want to change the character of the island,

just make it more accessible. Siersma noted, adding they

plan on making the island open to the public.

UMass
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts must

improve its external relations in order to

increase alumni contributions, said Deidre

Ling. Vice Chancellor for University

Relations and Development Thursdaywhile

addressing the Faculty Senate.

In order to increase alumni contributions

the University must "define further and

shape external relations," Ling said.

Another way the University can increase

money donations is to explain to outsiders

exactly what it is the campus is all about,

she said.

"As the competition for students increases

it is all the more critical to articulate our

mission with clarity," to outsiders. Ling

said.

Parents are one group of people which

Ling said the University has "neglected" in

the past. Parents are a strong source of

potential money contributors and the

University should include them more in

public outreach ventures.

Ling announced her office has just created

five councils: marketing and public

relations, parent relations, faculty

relations, long term press involvement, and

employee relations to help handle the

improvement of the University's image.

The "positive achievements (of UMass) are

overshadowed" by the public's "negative

perception" of the campus and what the

University is trying to do, Ling said.

One way the University is trying to im-

prove its public image is through the

publication Contact, which is mailed to

alumni, parents, and other potential

contributors to the University.

Contact has changed its format and style

and is now very ""attractive" she said.

Ling said she thinks the university will

make "'significant progress in the months

and years ahead."

Grad Senate questions GTO's goals
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of Massachusetts Graduate

Teachers Organization (GTO) responded at last night's

Graduate Student Senate meeting to questions about its

goals and objectives, and about the organization's present

status.

The questions were raised in an editorial by 33 graduate

students in the departments of Geology and Geography

which appeared in the Collegian on October 3rd.

The editorial, entitled "Grad politics - secret affairs?"

voiced concerns about the organization, duties, and ac-

countability of the GTO, and about the effects of the

organization on the number of Teacher assistant and

assoicate positions available.

Members of the GTO, a group of UMass students at-

tempting to unionize, assured the students that these

issues will be settled through a contract formulated by

graduate student representatives and ratified by the

whole organization, and only after the organization is ac-

cepted by a majority of T.A.'s and T.O.'s.

GTO members further assured students that the

authorization cards currently being circulated call for only

an election to accept the organization, and do not pledge

membership, allegiance or dues to any organization.

Greg Graham, a member of the GTO Steering Commit-

tee, said the organization is currently checking into the

gains of Graduate teacher organizations at U.C.L.A., the

Universities of Oregon, Florida and Wisconsin, and other

schools.

Although last night's debate occurred at a regular

Graduate Senate meeting, senate President Sanjiv Dugal

restated the senate's role in the controversy.

"As far as the senate is concerned, we represent both

sides of this debate," Dugal said.

After much debate, some senators suggested that the

questions be dealt with in a formal debate sometime in the

near future. The GTO vrill look into organizing the debate.

SWAG elects two co-presidents

Colleffiaii photo by Dr«w Ofiei

CALL IT A DAY - UMass students late

yesterday wait for their buses at the Hagis Mall.

The sculpture nearly served as a frame for this

Drew Ogier photo. The fortress in the distance

is the Whitmore Administration Building.

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Correspondent

The Southwest Area Government (SWAG) gained two co-

presidents, but lost its vice presidents last night in its third

meeting of the semester.

Lisa Stratuli, co-vice president, submitted her

resignation letter through her partner, Scott Kogos.

"My apologies to SWAG," she wrote. "But my
schoolwork has begun to suffer."

Her resignation, the second in three weeks, has promoted

another special in-house election next Thursday. Kogos

must run again, and nominations for Stratuli's seat are

open.

Stability, however, came to SWAG when it was deter-

mined last night that Dave McCarthy was not violating any

constitutional clause by not resigning from his position as

communications coordinator before being elected co-

president. News of that alleged violation sent the

assembly into mass confusion last week, when it was

believed that the special elections would have to be

nullified.

After close consideration of the constitution and no

discovery of wrongdoing, the assembly unamimously

accepted a motion to approve last week's election results.

"I was wrong on the technicality," Kogos, originator of

the motion to nullify the election, told the assembly. This

week he urged them to approve the votes.

In other action, SWAG selected its committee chair-

persons for the year. Karena Paukulus, of Coolidge

Tower, was elected to chair the Finance Committee, Blake

Boland was chosen unopposed to head the Issues cc

mittee, Jill Neustadt was chosen to lead the Social a
Cultural committee and Dave Chapman to lead the cc

municatk>ns committee.
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University of Massachusetts police ar-

rested Joseph P. Krieger, 20. of Lynnfield.

shortly after 1 a.m. Thursday for driving

while intoxicated. Krieger was also charg-

ed with endangering, having a rejected in-

spection sticker and driving with defective

equipment, police said.

In other police action:

Robert L. Tousignant, 19, of South

Hadley. was arrested at 2:25 a.m. Oct. 13

for driving while under the influence of

alcohol, according to UMass police. Tousig-

iKStudent stress
Continued from page 1

becomes hard to

cope." Kraft said, noting

breakup of a relationship, a

deadline, a midterm, can be

too much.

Kraft has some advice for

anyone who wants to get out

of depression or alleviate

pressure.

"First determine what's

causing the stress. Then ask

yourself what problems you

can just drop for a while,

handling problems one at a

time instead of all at once.

nant was also charged with driving an

unregistered and uninsured vehicle and

was cited for failing to stay within marked

lanes.

Michael D. Potter, 27, of Cleveland,

Ohio, was arrested at 1:30 a.m. Oct. 12 for

driving an unregistered and uninsured

vehicle, according to police. Potter was also

cited for driving without a valid license,

police said.

- MARY ANNE BEEN

"If it's an academic

problem, talk to your ad

viser or try to get an ex-

tension on work that is due if

it is impossible to complete

by the deadline."

stressed that

depressedis

The doctor

anyone who
should "stop long enough to

think about the factors

causing depression and then

analyzing those problems."

"One by one try to solve

the problems," he said.

"Use your friends to help

Dli
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VEGETABLE PASTRY fresh

vegetables sauteed, wrapped in swiss

cheese and baked in a flakey pastry shell

5.95

NEW YORK SIRLOIN 8 02. and broiled

to your liking 10.95

Served with pars/eyed potatoes or nee

pi/at homemade poppy seed bread and

calaH Plu« 8 Oth«T Deliaous EntT««« To Choo««.
Saiau. ^^ ^ p^^ Y^ ^^ AHord!

[at TBE LICHTS ITH NOBTB AMHEBST S4».««4:
Wrn'w op«« 7 day w«k 5 a.ip. to 9

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRICES ARE BACK
Stroh's 12 oz. cans $9-95 case + dep.

Budweiser 12 oz. cans or long neck bottles$10.95 case + dep.

Schaefer 12 oz. long necks $7.99 -I- dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans ^-25 12 pk

Gin or Vodka 80° $4.99 litre $8.49 1 75 litre

Engelsburg imported dry white table wine $1 .99 750 mil

you sort out your problems.

If you are close to your
family, use them, too.

"If someone comes to you.

listen. Hear them out. The
person can usually figure out

his or her problems on his

own. He or she only needs

to know that you understand

what he or she is going

through." This listening and
understanding is called

"active listening," he said.

Some depression or

pressure is normal, Kraft

said.

* Womonfyre

Womonfyre chose to locate

in Northampton because of

the colleges in the area and

because of the town's

reputation of having a

strong women's community.

Spooner said.

Spooner said that while

most of Womonfyre's
clientele are women, they do

have men as regular

customers. "We've never

tried to exclude anybody,

"

she said.

The store, one of 85

feminist bookstores in the

country, and on of several

progressive bookstores in

the area, carries many other

items besides books. They

also sell cards, buttons,

posters, diaries, records,

jewelry and shells. Their

books are arranged in

general categories, such as

literary critisism, art,

science fiction, and romantic

novels.

"We want our focus within

the category of women to be

as broadly defined as

possible. We encourage all

types of women to come into

the store."

Spooner said the store has

been overidentified with

lesbian and gay issues.

"We've been erroneously

labeled as a lesbian business

and I think that in inac-

curate," she said.

"We're not a lesbian

bookstore, but we do carry

lesbian books. We're not

going to hide the things we

believe in."

Last summer the store was

a target for harassment

because it was the "most

accessible" representation of

the gay community, she

said.
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DiscoverNewEngland

Club offers "break from it all"
By LAURA YEE

Collegian Staff

Tired of studying, bored of routine, or

simply want to get away from it all and gain

a bit of cultural insight of the east coast at

the same time? The recently founded

Discover New England Club at the

University of Massachusetts offers just

that.

UMass student and club president Brian

Reynolds, said the ideas for organizing the

club were based on students' interest in

going on one day trips around the area at a

low cost. "That's how we coined the name,"
he said.

"The club gives students the opportunity

to become culturally aware and exposed to

the natural beauty of New England,"

Reynolds said. "Alot of students come here

because of its location and what we want to

do is to give them full exposure of it.

Wherever we go, the club will represent

the University." he added.

The first of the six tentatively scheduled

activities is a foliage expedition tomorrow
bound for Grey Lock National Park in the

Berkshire Mointains, Reynolds said.

"There are various activities planned to

stimulate the learning of the surroundings

but also to have some fun and to take away
some of the pressures of campus life," he

. said.

Getting the club off the ground was not an

easy task but Financial Director of Student

Activities and advisor for the club, Les

Bridges, was a great help, Reynolds said.

"We first had to establish a strong

financial base as all new clubs have to do to

become a self-sustaining organization. We
were alloted $249 from the Student Senate

and then later bacame a Registered Student

Organization (RSO) which will entitle the

club to various opportunities," Reynolds

said.

Presently with about 30 members, the

Discover N.E. Club is hoping to attract "a

broad range of people.

"

"It's geared more towards the average

student whereas alot of other clubs require

certain skills," he said.

An important asset to the club is the

weekly Monday night meetings at 7 p.m.

which include guest speakers and an audio

visual film and slide presentation by

Bridges, Reynolds said.

Fees for the expeditions can be expected

to be as low as 51 for members, $3 for non-

members. The yearly membership fee is

$10.

Those interested in the Saturday outing

should contact Laurie Hegerich at 546-5274

or can consult Hypercurricula for other

scheduled trips.

Mr. Boston Schnapps
Look for Mr Boston s two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide

Available at bookstores or through Warner Books
75 Rockefeller Plaza. Special Sales. Dept B, New York. New York 10019

Mr Boston Schnapps. 54 60 and 100 proof Prcxluced by Mr Boston Distiller Owenslxjro. KV. Albany. GA t 1982

^s****

CallcgMii pkoto by Drew Opcr

LOW VISIBILITY - The campus took on a dreary look yesterday, as

this photo Uken from the Graduate Research Tower demonstrates.

BIN 187 n. st*« amlierst

^
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Special Week Engagement
Wed. Oct 12 - Tues. Oct. 18

An Officer and a Gentleman 7:00

[ starring Richard Gere £r Debra Winger

Flashdance ^'•'^^

starring Jennifer Beals

DOWNTOWN AMHERSr

^J^

49

Halloween Novelty
and

Theotricol Supplies

Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else

€^
«

check our low, low prices

H.L.CHILDS & SON
25 State Street Northannpton ^ 584-2604

iMikes Famous Friday Food Timel

All you can carry

$1.00 this Friday

THE BEST OF
HOT AND COLD FOOD

attractions

Also Beer and Drink Specials

H/1LLONNEEN
'83:

^ /1ND/MORE

A Store-full of Ideas

Donn^CTHn Anherst • Open DoiIk 10-6 SundOK 12-5

Arts
James Bond is sucked dry
Never Say Never Again
Mountain Farms Mall

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Correspondent

Never say Never Again, is proof that the James Bond has

finally been sucked dry of all originality and excietment.

Hollywood has achieved what Bond's nemesis's have been

trying to do for the last twenty years; namely dispose of

Bond. He isn't dead yet, but he is on his way and when his

movies stop making money, James Bond will be put out to

pasture. There are several reasons for Bond's slow demise

and many of them can be seen in the latest escapade with

Sean Connery. The biggest reason Bond is slowly fading is

because the action sequences have become quite un

moving. Everyone knows that whatever mess Bond gets

himself into, eventually, he'll come out on top; especially

with the women. So who really cares if Bond is punched,

stabbed, shot, or bitten by a shark? We all know that he

won't really get hurt. Sean Connery. as James Bond, could

have helped to enliven the action by acting with more

conviction but he doesn't even attempt it. Instead,

Connery goes through the motions and pretends that he is

still young, strong and virile. Connery can act as he has

proved in other films, but in this one he is as bland as

Roger Moore.

James Bond has become a bore, which has accelerated the

process of his decay. It is tiresome and frustrating to

repeatedly watch someone get all the girls, and beat all the

viUians all of the time. How many aging, gray haired men

can say hello to a girl and immediately afterward have

intercourse. Not loo many it would seem to me, but Bond

does it everytime and with every beautiful girl.

Bond is a bore, because he never loses. Whenever he gets

into a scrape, who cares? He'll come out of it with the

villian dead and the heroine in bed. For example, in Never

Say Never Again, Bond is lifting weights at a health farm,

when suddenly, a henchman for the bad guys pops in and

traps Bond under the weight machme. Predictably. Bond

escapes and he kills the villian. but not before smashing

everything in sight and grunting profusely. There is one

funny touch in this scene when Bond, supposedly at wit's

end on how to stop the henchman, desperately flings a

beaker of fluid into the bad guy's face. The villian backs,

screaming, into a stack of bottles which become embedded

in his back. Bond looks at the bottle in his hand to see what

caustic solution had burned the villian's eyes; it was his

urine sample. That is pretty good comic relief, but it still

didn't erase the fact that Bond is no longer an exciting

fantasy figure.

The last stake in the heart of the Bond character is the

blandness of the villians. In the early Connery films, the

villians were exciting and even a little kinky, like Gold-

finger, but now the villians only act like stupid imbeciles.

For example. Blofield who has been resurrected in many

Bond films, seems in this film, to have a fetish for his white

cat that he always holds in his arms. The camera always

focuses on that cat, even though we know the identity of

Blofield. It seems to be emphasizing that the leader of

SPECTRE likes cats, so what? The other villian is

somewhat exciting but he never really gets too evil. Bond

has only had to contend with impotent villians. who

couldn't even scare a baby into tears, much less an

audience.

With no real villians. action, and without the original

theme music. Never Say Never Again, is a failure and Sean

Connery returning as Bond is a disappointment. One

expects so much more from Connery than Roger Moore,

because Connery had always been the best Bond, but now

it seems that no one can generate the excitement of the old

films. Bond has become nothing more than a guaranteed

money-making machine which Hollywood has been

cranking too long.
Connery '8 James Bond: an aging bore^

Trailers
Richard Gere has a bunch of new films m

the works. The former IMie has taken the

title role in The Story ofDavid, playing that

wacky ol' King of Judah from his roots on

up to royal big-time. The Bible picture

apparently opens with Gere as a shepherd

(so he probably has some big scenes with

sheepl. Filming won't start until next year,

when Gere is done shooting The Cotton

Club under the direction of Francis Ford

CoppoUa. In a role originally intended for

Sylvester Stallone, Gere plays a struggling

musician in 1920's Harlem. His new flick.

Beyond the Limit, meanwhile, is currently

playing here. It's lame as Hell, and only

lust hearted Gere-heads (for whom the film

Dirty Harry returns

is obviously aimed

Avoid the matinee-

was packed with

serf amed every

anything closer

And when he

the managemen
paramedic.'^.

John Landis .

leg.u luissels

accidental man-
rights to his Dick i

will truly enjoy it.

the showing I caught

;
cent girls who
i-vas shown in

ne long shot.

-t I ihnutrht

Because of his

-• Mor •'.;.>'>•

las lost thv

, ,
. icy (i uAlLERS, April

83). Waiter Hill has picked them up and

hopes to sUrt shooting early next year.

While Landis was pursueing Clint East-

wood for the title role, HiU has Warren

Beatty in mind (Beatty is already making a

silly sounding movie: Mermaid, m which he

falls in love with one). HiU is busy now m

by Andy Gordon

post-production of Streets ufFire, the iirst

of a proposed action trilogy. Much on the

lines of his Warriors and U8 Hours, the

urban adventure stars Michael Pare. Rick

Moranis and The Blasters.

Speaking of urban settings and Clint,

detective Harry Calahan wUl find his way to

movie screens this Christmas in Sudden

Impact. When he threw his badge away at

the end of Dirty Harry three pictures ago,

he must have only been kidding. I'm not

complaining, coming attractions for the new

flick look great. It opens December 9th.

Steve Martin also has a promising new

film opening this Christmas. He stars as a

struggling New York writer whose

girlfriend, played by Robyr Douglass,

dumps him for another man. The Lonely

Guy, as he becomes, must cope with his

new life. Also starring are Charles Grodin

as Martin's equally lonely best friend and

Steve Lawrence, who's not lonely at all.

Neil Simon adapted the screenplay from

Bruce Jav Friedman's book.

Mike Nichols' Silkwood, with Meryl

Slreep in the title role, is being readied for

release this Christmas, but Nichols is busy

in preproduction for Heartburn, based on

Nora Ephron's semi-autobiographical

novel. Although the picture hasn't been

cast yet. the female lead is a cook show

host, whose marriage to a newspaper

columnist is an the nwks. Sounds totally

fascinating

This just in off the Associated Press win-

Dolly Parton and Sylvester Stallone will

star in Rhinestone, a movie in which Miss

Parlon plays a New York singer who

transforms the "Italian Stallion" into a

country performer on a bet. Na.'shville.

Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander said

yesterday that 20th Century-Fox will begin

filming
'

next month in neighboring

Williamson County. He blew off Cotton

Club for this?

Old business: My professor has

threatened to fail me if I don t amend last

V . ek's coniments about My Favorite Year.

The film was undeniably silly, but Peter

^'7oo\f. iis matinee iHol Alan Swann. was

terrific. The role, which was based on the

late Erroll Flynn. won O'Toole as Oscar

nomination for best actor (the award went

to Ben Kingsley for Gandhi). Now about

my grade...

Finally ready for release is Phil Kauf-

man's long awaited fibn version of Tom
Wolfe's The Right Stuff, about the first

Americans in outer space. Kaufman, who

directed the excellent genre films The

Wanderers and Invasion of the Body

Snatchers. has put together a tremendous

cast to portray everyone from Chuck

Yaeger to the Mercury astronauts. Sam
Shepard. Scott Blenn. Dennis Quaid and

Jeff Goldblum are only a few of the cast

members in the drama, which was

photographed by Caleb Deschanel (BUu-k

Stallt<m, The Last Waltz). It's due for

national distribution on the 21st.

Local Best Bets: Brainstorm opens today,

and although it's being hyped as Natalie

Wood's last movie, it's supposed to be as

interesting film in it's own right. Special

effects wizard Doug Trumball directed the

film, which might coincide nicely with mind

altering substances (not that the Arts

department condones such behavior). The

Big Chill is still showing at the Hampshire

4. Everyone except Roger Ebert and the

Smith Saphian loved it. It's really good and

shouldn't be missed. Although elsewhere

on this page are words to the contrary.

Never Say Never .Again is damn good.

Connery blows doors off that other smug
fop. And at Engineering East tonight is

Fast Times at Ridgenumt High, Amy
Heckerling's tender comedy about 80's

youth. I must have seen it over a dozen

times and 1 still laugh.

TRAILERS Trivia: No one got last

week's question. Ijooks like I'm the only

one who skims Cinefantasttque magazine at

Ha.stings. Subliminal cuts of John

Lithrow's eyes exploding were added to

George Miller's epi.sode of Twilight Zone:

The Movie to enhance the terror. The cuts

come when Lithgow opens the airplane's

vvindow shade and sees the gremlin in close-

up. This week's question: In what recent

film do the main characters drink Tsingtao

beer? Good movie, good beer. The first

correct answer will receive the Right

Stuffs commemorative program.

Sam Shepard and BarlNuv Hershey star in Phil Kanfauui'a The Right
Stuff, dnc ont this month.
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BURGER
KING

Late Nighf Drive Thru
Open Sunday thru Thurs

till Midnight
Friday and Saturday

till 3:30 AM!
AREN'TYOUHUNGRir?

11no

3\2ndtmim%\^
ON THE PARK

NOnTHAMPTON.MASS.

Now Western Mass. Premiere Engagement

On Screen at 7:00 and 9:00

Gerard Depardieu
Snthnlie Baye

UNVSUALLY
RICH.

Deprtrdlev is superb:

'

- Vlncrnt flanhtf.

\eie »orlr Tlmrn

tascisating:
— r>ai'(<f l>enhy.

\rtt York yinpatlne

A classic:'
-}1Uhael reinfioltl.

villnp* Voice

^
iTheRetJimOf

jyiartin

guerre

presents:

our

iflMff» QANfL •«>*

October Special

TWOFER ONE
HEINEKEN

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

22nd AHHUAL
LAS VEGAS

HIGHT
Sot, Oct. 15

7:30 - 41:30 p.m.

Compus Center Aud.

$3.00 admission

=

(5,000 ploy money

Auction with Prizes

donated by locoi merchants

sponsored by Alpha Phi Om«gQ

Olympian Takes On Mother Nature

M^^:.

^T

^,to»er for %,
njoy

any two entrees

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95

Quilted nylon ^nd rubber

Women's sizes

Req S 20 99

Now $16.

Leather and rubber

Mens and women's sizes

Reg. S16 99, 18 99

Now SI 3. Women
Now S 1 4. Men

Olympian competes to win

no matter what the conditions Step

comfortably and securely in our plush lined

footwear with slip resistant gummed rubber soles

Olympian's collection of fair and foul weather friends

IS designed to weather the competition, whether the

competition is natural or manmade

6 Eyelet nylon and rubber

Women's sizes

Reg S19 99

Now SI 5.

' >

TOIif the
CAMPUS

We thriveon competition.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

EDITOjUALi/OPINigN
FearandloathingintheCC

uwwarf

\(M) &IM

Freshpersons-
the hard life
Yesterday I tried to sit through what my psychology

professor termed "probably the most important

lecture of the semester." It was all about "condi-

tioned behavior" and "conditioned responses", supposed-

ly some of the basic stuff of psychology, but I couldn't con-

centrate because there was something more interesting

behind me. Two girls - and I use the term 'girl' deliberate-

ly -- were reviewing, and subsequently discarding as, un-

worthy, most of the personality traits of their "friend", a

"naive freshman" who evidently had all sorts of "weird,

fuckin' problems," according to the pair, who between in-

sults stopped to criticize the professor's choice of a

longsleeved shirt to wear on an Indian Summer day.

Mary Cresse

One girl in particular seemed appalled by her friend's in-

ability to recognize cocaine.

"I pulled out the mirror and started laying out the hnes

and she looks at me as if I were crazy. I said coke. Lines.

Dollar trill. And I hold the mirror up and she doesn't wan-

na say anything, so I said 'haven't you ever seen this

before' and she said 'no* and that was it. I tned to be

generous, and what do I get for it? A really stupid look.

She's such a jerk."
. • , j

For the next fifteen minutes they continued picking and

slicing, mentioning especially derisively the giri's tenden-

cy to go home almost every weekend to see her family and

her boyfriend.

I tried to shut them off, but the professor s words were

continually diminished by the sound of those spoken

behind me, which kept creeping into my notes.
^^

"We should all get her wasted one night and tape her.

"She wanted to sit next to me in this class today, but I

told her I was blowing it off."

"She doesn't drink, even."

"I had a feeling Housing would put me with a

freshman." , , • u- a
Pretty soon they became weary of their subject ana

started rating by number the physical traits of the boy sit-

ting diagonally from them.

I wanted to set the clock back and transform my feline

companions into sniveling newcomers attending the

wrong class. r n
But I could only recollect my first year of college,

blushing all over again when I remembered the times 1

wished I was anyplace but college and anybody but a

freshman.
, ,

I went to Boston University at the time, an urban cam-

pus but somehow even the anonymity of a city didn't save

me from making a total ass of myself sometimes.

Like the time I stumbled into what I thought was a great

cafeteria (free food!), took a tray and filled it before I

realized it was a dining commons line for residents. 1 was a

commuter student.
. , . , ,

Or the time I confidently hopped behind a new male ac-

quaintance, pinched his butt hard and sang a hearty "how

va doin'
" before looking into the eyes of a total stranger

and his three friends, at which time I wanted to evaporate.

Or^the time I strolled into the offices of the daily paper,

sat my novice's body in what I thought was a strangely

comfortable spot and made a couple of negative remarks

about the clutter of the place (which in all newspaper of-

fices is never an anomaly) before I spotted one of the

editors smiling at me as I occupied his chair.

I did these things. And I have duplicated these and

similar blind actions of naivete - and stupidity - but arn

unable to record them owing to an inability to type with

mv eves clenched.
,

So I admit it. I, indeed, was once a freshman.

Sometimes I even tell people that at parties.

But what I don't readily tell them about is the occasional

loneliness which can seem as lengthy as the semester, the

feeling of alienation two months into school when

everyone else seems to have a buddy, or the amnesia-like

state I went into when my mother asked me whether I had

met anyone new on campus that day.

I was at Boston University.

I could have been at UMass.

Mary Cresse is a Collegian co-news-editor.

Joe Student, an old housemate of mine, loved to get

stoned and walk around the Campus Center.

"There's so much to do," he'd say, just before taking off.

One day Joe never came home. We found him two days

later, next to the statue of Metawampe outside the hatch.

He never told us where he was all that time, but

whenever we mention it, he just smiles.

I myself have been subject to following in Joe's foot-

steps, and whenever I get the chance. I cruise through

the Center, trying to find the things I haven't seen yet in

my three years here. It never fails; there's always

something.

Josh Meyer
"Take some time yourself, and go through the center,

really looking at everything," Joe used to say. He said

that people that go through there are always so preoc

cupied they never really see anything. He took pride in

the fact that he knew everyone in the Travel Center, and

was even on speaking terms with the CC Barber. Ernie.

This was hard to achieve, he said, because Joe had a habit

of standing behind the barber chairs and making faces

and laughing at the people getting their hair cut. They

could see his reflection in the mirror, and would get

nervous, upset, or both. Ernie said it was bad for his

business.

Joe had a habit of hitting every table on the Campus

Center concourse, and even though the groups got less

weird every year, he still had a lot of fun with them.

"Go up to the ROTC tables, read the literature

seriously, and pretend you're interested. Ask them what

kind of neat weapons they were using, and how many

revolutions they were going to squelch when they

graduated." Tell them you want to sign up. as long as

you can skip the exercise and discipline bullshit."

Next Joe would hit the religion tables, and read all

their pamphlets with zeal. When he heard that JOSH
was coming, he offered his services, aslong as he could do

his recruiting in all-womens' dorms and write on fashion-

marketing class blackboards. They were so excited, they

said they'd let him . But it didn't work out.

, Joe used to like to cause trouble. He liked to chanRe

the channel on the CC TV just when something crucial

was happening on General Hospital. People don't like

their "Love in the Afternoons' messed with, and Joe

made a lot of enemies. But he had a good time never

theless.

Joe is gone now. but he left some tricks for me to share

with everyone. For insUnce; unplug the video machines

in the game room, and watch everyone freak out. Find a

conference in the Campus Center, walk in, and pretend

you know what your're talking about. If worse comes to

worse, you'll at least get a few cups of coffee, before

you're asked to leave.

If you're hungry, go to the Hatch. Then go to the

Earthfoods. munch on a "mystery burger" and watch

peoples' stomachs turn.

Go to the University Store and count how many things

have the UMass logo on them. Act like a UMass security

agent, and detain people for nothing. See if they listen to

you.

Count how many leaks there are in the Campus Center

Move the buckets, and see how long it takes to flood the

place. Then go to the Bottom of the Campus (BOC

popular party place), make a lot of noise, smoke a lot, and

see if anyone comes to bust you.

Watch the Bruce Lee TV shows at the Concourse, and

tell the organizers that you too want to learn to kill

people like that.

These are all fun things to do. but when you're done,

you'll probably be very thirsty, so go to the Top of the

Campus (TOO and see how long it takes for them to

throw you out for "over inebriation. Joe used to do this

all the time. On your way downstairs, run around the

Campus Center hotel like a maniac, yelhng and

screaming, and see if anyone comes out.

Your're finally ready to leave. As a last minute

gesture, go to the check-cashing line in the basement,

and yell that they're closed. Watch as hundreds of

students get unruly and pissed off. Then leave, and go

home. You've had a busy day. So busy in fact, that Joe

Student would be proud of you. If you have enough

energy, see if you can find those secret Campus Center

passageways, and get lost for awhile, just like Joe did.

No one has ever figured out what he did in there, but one

thing is for sure he must have had a Rood time!

Josh Meyer is the Collegian Executive Edittrr
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Random Notes
The laws of Massachusetts have made it just about

impossible for an-out-of-state student to use a fake

I.D. So what's a freshman or a sophomore to do on a

Saturday night after doing homework all day long? A per-

Ronda Applebaum

son has to be 20 years old to get into most of the clubs in

and around town. I know that some people think most

freshmen and sophomores don't have transportation to

get to those clubs anyway," however, one doesn t need

Letters

- On Going to Bars -

transportation to get to the Blue Wall if they are living on

campus.
Freshmen and sophomores need a meeting place like the

Blue Wall. In either the Student Union Building or in the

Campus Center, a club has to be made where, for example,

people under 20 who live in Southwest can make plans to

meet their friends who live in Orchard Hill. There doesn't

have to be Ikjuor served at the club. I don't think too many

people will find it hard to obtain liquor before entering the

club: that is if they wish to enter the club with a more

spirited attitude. It would be nice if people under 20 could

have a place where they could listen to a band, dance, talk

with old friends and meet new ones. Something has to be

done so that people under 20 will no longer feel left out.

SGA Senator Speaks Out

To the Editor,

Anyone who knows anything about the Undergraduate

Student Senate would testify that its meetings are often

imnecessarily long. Still, on the assumption that this body

is comprised of persons of reason, one would expect a

trend towards sessions of a more reasonable length. But

that is not so.

The point here is not to criticize the activity of senators

who sincerely try to protect the interests of their consti-

tuencies, nor is it to disparag;e those who may seek to voice

sentiments which stand in opposition to my own.

Everyone should have a chance to be heard. That is the

point. Over the course of a semester, I have watched the

temerity of some senators come to border paranoia. On

numerous occasions these "paranoid senators have used

the parliamentary process to circumvent democratic ends.

I question the motive behind this practice. Is it, as they

claim, in the best interests of their constituencies? Or are

these just petty victories, fueling fragile egos. I am not

usually so critical, but I am a little bit exasperated. Too

often now, others have not been heard because of political

subterfuge. Too often, genuine, legitimate, and very im-

portant financial requests by RSO's have been neglected

through abuse of parliamentary procedures.

It is time for concerned senators to object. If some

senators would not permit others to speak, they

themselves should not be listened to. If they would not

permit others to use the democratic process, then why

should their recourse to it warrant anyone's attention? Of

course, the guilty parties in question would assert that

they are honorable people, even as they forestall

democratic rule. But, so did Brutus, in Julius Ceasar, and

he stabbed his best friend in the back. I ask you fellow

senators, are these truly honorable people?

Ea^ne Bull

Senator Northeast
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UMivraafTT •> SERVE IN APPALACHIA
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December 26, 1983 - January 1. 1984
January 2-8. 1984

NEEDED: Cdtliolic men to wuik witli tfie C^jlfiitridry Home MiSbioiiers.

ti society of Cdtholic jjiiests dnd Brothers, serviiiy the poor of Appdlachia

I Pfease send information about your winter volunteer proyrams.

Please send information about Glenmarys work with the rural people

of Appalachia and the South.

Reverend Jerry Dom
Glenmary Home Missioncrs Room
Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 4524t>

8

Age.

State
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'TlieBe5tCiaice5eFo(ul

Hot & Sour Soup
Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Ravioli

Beef with Green Pepper

BUFFET Chicken Fried Noodles

Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11.30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.25 per person

//

'MENU

Sweet b Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chinese Bart)equed Pork

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chicken Wings

Loncheon Special £r TakeOut Servica
Full Cocktail Manu

Sun ' Thurs 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri h Sat 11:30 am 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rta 9, Amherst

2S6-a2S1

NOW YOU CAN ROLL

WITH THE BEST!

Blended Virginia Cigarette Tobacco

Willi v.Hir tirst rollot iMd HolKnn

v.ui r»- r.Mll\ on .i strf.ik' \\\\-

\\iniiin>; blfiul ol Jmuiv lon^

liiirnin>; li>;hl .ind d.uk tiih.Kt.i>>-

IriMt-' \<'ii In ll.nur iiiiil .i

dislimliM .irum.i Cni

putl will u-.kIi \ou

uh\ (."lid HolKirn
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ThisDeskCanReachMach 1.

Some desk jobs are

more exciting than

others.

As a Navy pilot

or flight officer, your

desk can be a sophis-

ticated combination

of supersonic jet air-

craft and advanced electronic equipment
But you can handle it. Because Navy
flight training gives you the navigation,

aerodynamics and other technical

know-how you need.

In return. Navy aviation demands
something of you as an officer:

Leadership.

Your path to leadership starts with

officer training that's among the most
demanding in the military. Its intensive

leadership and professional schooling

combined with rigorous Navy flight

training. And it's all geared to prepare

you and other college ^ .

graduates for the

unique challenge of

Navy aviation. The
program is tough but

rewarding.

One important

reward for Nav\
officers is decision-

NAViorPOHTlMTV
LNFORMATIOX CKNTER
PO Box 5000. Clifton, N.I 07015

Please send me more information about
becoming a member of the Naval Aviation
Team »0A)

Namf_
KirM lPlHa<ii- Print

Address,

fitv.

making authority.

In the air. and on the

ground, you have

management responsi-

bility from the begin-

ning. And your

responsibility grows

as you gain experience.

No company can give you this kind of

leadership responsibility this fast. And
nothing beats the sheer excitement of

Navy flying.

The salary is exciting, too. Right

away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.

That's better than the average corpora-

tion will pay you just out of college.

And with regular Navy promotions and

other pay increases, your annual

salary will soar to $31,100 after four

years. That's on top of a full package

of benefits and privileges.

Before you settle down to an earth-

bound desk job. reach

for the sky. Reach for

the coupon. Find out

what it takes to be

part of the Naval

Aviation Tbam. You
could have a desk

that flies at twice the

speed of sound.

W 343

.Apt

State. .Zip_

+College/l'niversity

Age tYear in College. .GPA_

AMa)or/Minor_

Phone Number.
lArfaCodel Best Time to Call

This IS (or f^nrral n'rruitmpnl inlormattrm You do not havp
to furnish an\ of thf information rfKjupsted Of course*, the
morp we know the more we ran help to determine the klnd^

I
of Navy positions for which you qualify I

Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast.

SPRING 1983 DEAN S LIST
The following undergraduate students have earned the esteem of the University by qualifiying for the

Dean's List for the Spring Semester 1983. These students complied a cumulative semester average of at

least 3.5, with twelve or more graded credits. Less than 15% of the University's students meet this high

standard. Congratulations!
Joseph Duffey, Chancellor

Press Releases
The Office of Public Information (545-0444) will be sending a press release about your academic achieve-

ment to your hometown newspaper. This will be done automatically for in-state students. If you are an

out-of-state student please contact that Office for more information. Releases will appear in about a

month. To delete your name, call 5-0444.

Parents' Weekend - November 12, 1983
A special program for the parents of Spring 1983 Dean's List students will be held on Saturday,

November 12, 1983. There will be an all day series of academic and cultural programs, providing your

parents with an opportunity to sample our undergraduate educational offerings. The day will conclude

with a banquet. Invitations will be sent to your parents at your permanent address. In the event an addi-

tional parent invitation should be mailed, please contact the Dean of Students Office (545-2684)

The Dean's List is published under the auspices of the Dean of Students Office, and is based on grades

recorded, and corrected, by July 6, 1983.
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ARTS and SCIENCES
BERTR AND, SUZANNE ,

BFSHARATY, LINDA,
BE TROS, ANTHONY F,
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BIGOS. LINDA J,
BILIARO, JEFFREY M,
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BIRNBAUM, ROBERT A,
81 SHOP, GREGORY M,
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BLACK, SARAH M.
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BOUGHTON. ANDREW W.
BOURBEAU. ELAINE R.

•fOUTIN, DAVID G>
BOWEN.LEAH E,
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BOYLE, ROBERT J,
BOYNTON.JOHN F.
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BRADY, KEVIN B,
BRADY. PAULA J.
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FOGARTY, HEATHER A,

FOLEY. JEAN MARIE.
FOLEY, KATHLEEN A,

FORBES. FIONA J.

FORD. LINDA A,
FORREST, DEBORAH N,

FOX, GARY M,
FRAGOSA, FREDERICK J,

FRANCK.DAVIO E,
FRANK. BRIAN R,

FRANKLIN. MICHAEL J.
FRASER. JULIE A.
FREOEfc'CK.BFTSY ANN.
FREEMAN, KENNETH M,

FREITAS. lUSAN T,

FRIED. ELIZABETH,
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FRYF, ROBERT G.
FUNG. WING YIP WILSON.
GAGNON, ANTHONY E,
GAGNON, WILLI AM P.
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CAMBERONI. CLARE M.
GARDNER, STACY L,
GARFIN, JEFFREY 0.

GARRELS.JOHN CIV
CARRIOO.JOSE L.
GARRITY.PAUL J.
CARRO.JANINA J.
GASCON. CELESTE 0,

CASL IN, MITCHELL K,

GASPAR.LISA M,

GATES. AMY M.

GAVELIS.RITA J.

GAM'.FNOWSKI.MARY F,

GEIGER. STEPHEN K,

GELLER. JESSE,
CEOFFRION.KATHRYN A,

GFRACHIS.MFIGHAN A,

GERLACH. SUSAN E,

GFROMINI .KATHLEEN F ,

GFRSON.rHIC A,

GFRSIMN.LEf >.

iF«STI IN.MICHAl I A.

GFRSTEN.LADRir J.

GFTZFN.GRf tP "*,

.1 ANf TT I .SUSAN A,

GIBBS, MARC R.
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GILBERT. GLfN C.

GILLESPIE, WILLIAM P.

Gil MAN. JOHN R.
GINGRAS.MARK J.
GIUOITTA.MICHFLE M.

GIUSTJ, STEVEN G,
Gl 1ST, FLL lOT S.
GLOVSKY ,10RRI F J.

GLYNN. THOMAS P.

COOOARD. MICHAEL J.
GOEIONER. ANITA H,

GOLD, LISA K,

cm OBfRG, JOAN S,

GOLDMAN, KAREN A,

GOLDMAN, THOMAS It
G010SAMT.LL3Y0 A.

GONET.JILL.
GONSALVES.LI SA M.

GOODRICH. SUSAN E.
GOODWIN. FRANCIS G.

GOODWIN, REBFCCA J,

GORDON, BRADLEY K,

GORDON, RICHARD J,

GOROVE. MICHELLE L.

GOUGFR. DONNA R,

GOYETTE.OENISE L.
GRAHAM. MELISSA K.

GRAHAM, SUSAN.
GRANT. KATHRYN A.

GRECES, LINDA A,

GREFN,SJSAN E

.

GREENE, COLEMAN,

GRENIER.FRANCINE E.
GRIFFIN, CAROLYN P,

GRIFFIN, HENRY W.ll

I

GRINLFY, THOMAS R , JR

,

GROLNICK. JUDITH L.
GROSS. ANDRE AS.
GROVE. TOOD C,
GUAETTA. PETER V,

GUEST, PAUL F,

CULOVSEN, ANTON T.

GUNOERSEN.ER IC C«

GURNIS. PETER J.

GUSTAFSON. KAREN L.
HADOAO, CHRISTINE L.
HAGEMAN. HEIDI L.

HAGL UNO. JOYCE 0.
HAHN.WENOY L.
HALL. JEFFREY S.

HALL. JONATHAN 0.

HALL. MICHAEL J.

HALL. MICHAEL J.
HALL.STEPHFN.M
HAMJIAN, HARRY A,

H*ML IN,CHR ISTOPHER t.

HAND. JENNIFER F.

HANKS. JOEL W.
HANLON. ROBERT J.
HANSCOM. LAUREL J.

HANSON. ANTHONY J.
HARKNESS.KATHER INE A.
HARL AND. STEVEN B.

MARL OWE. NANCY E.
HARR INGTON. EILEEN M.

HARRINGTON. PATRICIA Lt
HARRIS. JOANNE J.

HARRISON. KATHY L.
HARRITY. PATRICIA A.

HARTFIELD. KAREN L.
HASSROUCK.AMY E.

HAWKINS. I SAAC F.

HAYES. JAMFS R.

HEALD. JENNIFER P.

HECHT. SHARON A.

HEENSKFRK.BART W.

HE lOKAMP.RI TA M,

HELL ING.AMY G.

HERBERT. JAMES EDWARD.
HERDER, JOSEPH J.
HERMANCE.LISA J,

HERRON. JONATHAN S.
HEXTER. KAREN L.
HIGGINS. ALEXANDER.
HIGCINS.XYNTHIA At
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HlO&HTAl INC. KAREN A,

H0WE», BRIAN C,

HntitP*oi» Jt

HRAnA.Ll SA A,

lijOYHA, JEANMf ITF A,

HD«««<EltVFl>ONlCA (,,

HUSIO.TRACV N,

MUSSEVtHAt^lF* J,

HUir.rtlNiS.IAHA M.

HVATI.JAMCS S,

HVi1f .CHKISTnPMFB J,

I ANNA^ZI , JAMf S A,

IM.OAE SONG.
IREL ANO.TRACVf
IRLANO, DAVID H,

IRVIN, PAMELA L,

IRWIN, LAURIE MARIE,
JABLONER.PAUL A R,

JACKSJN, LAWRENCE H,

JACKSON, PETER,
JACOBS, DAVID H,

JACOBS, EDWARD,
JACOBS. ROCHELLE,
JACOBSPN.LAJREN H,

JAGOIIN/ER, CHERYL A.

JARBOE, PHILIP M,

JARHON, KAREN R,

JENSEN, ERIC S,

JILLSON. JENNIFER I.

JOHANSSON, IN&RID,
JOHNSON, BRIAN R,

JOHNSON, GAIL E,

JOHNSON, K I M8E RIFF.

A

JOHNSON, ROBERT L.

JOHNSON, ROSEHARV L,

JONES, JEFFREY L,

JONES, LAURA C,
JONFS, MAUREEN BUCHANAN,
JORDAN, STEPHEN T,

JORDAN, STEVEN Jt
JOSEPH, MICHAEL 0,

JUDGE, VALENT INA H,

KABLERiilSA V,

K*HAN,VICTOR I A S,

KALB.ELLIOTT S.

KAILNAN.CORINNE A.

KANA. ARNOLD R.

KANTORSKI ,HONA M,

KAPI N,L AUREEN 0,
KAPLAN, OAVID A.

KAPLAN, NANCY J,

KARHUNEN.JVRKI J.

KASMIR,SHARRYN M,

KASS, SHARON H,

KASTANGO.EVE A,

KATZ, HOWARD A,

KAT2, MICHELLE,
K.ATI, SUSAN L,
KAT? ,WFNOY H,
»,AVANA&H, CAROL INf J,

KAYCf .MARLFNf B.

KAYF.PETFR S.
KEEFF.MARY J,
KEEN, TIMOTHY S,

KELLER, CHRISTINE A,
<FMP,ANN C.

KEMPINSKI, SHIRl EY,

KENNEDY, PHIL IP M,

KEMNFY, SUSAN V,

KEMYON.LINOA B,

KETTERtCATHERINE A,

KIFLE,LVNN C,
KULEEN, KAREN MAR IE,

KILMER. PATRICIA L,
KitROV.CATMERINF A,

KILSON, PETER 0,

KLEIDERMAN.ERIKA,
KIOTZ, CASSANDRA A,

KNEELAND, TANYA M,

KNIPE.MARY F

,

KNOWER, OAVID R,
KOFtBERG, KENNETH R,

KOLLAR.L ILLI AN M,

KOMAROWSKI

,

MADIA E,
KQMETANI .JAMES K,

KONIARI S,LEONIDAS G,

KOPEl.AMY L,
KORAB. MARGARET J,

KORO. ANTHONY.
KOURTIS. NICHOLAS F

.

KO/IOL, NATAL IE,

KO/LOWSKI,LnUI SE A,

KRAMER, LAURA J,

KRASKE.ANNE P,

RREBS. NATALIE A,

KRFT, PHILIP E,

KREWSON, RANDALL K,

KR ICHMAR, JEFFREY L,
KROPEWNICKI, CAROL LYNN C,
KRUITMOFF.KE ITH L,
KJRPIEL.MARK A,

KUSNIFRZ .PHILOMENA E,
KWIATKOWSKI .LYNN M,

L AaA|RE,PATR ICIA A,

LABBAUF, MEDIA •*,

LACEY,DANA R,

LACEV, KATHLEEN R,

LAnO.CnRINA R.

LAFLAMMF .RODNEY A,

LAL IBERIE.LTRI A,

LALLY, FAITH L,
LAMONTA&NE, JESSICA F,
LANAHAN, MICHAEL B,

LANG, CHRISTOPHER 0,
LANG, JILL B,

LANIER, LYLA M,

LANZA, JULIE M,

LAPAOUIA.OAVIO B,
LAPENSE.GERALDINE E,

LAPING.KRISTINE C,

LAPOINTE. COLLEEN M,

LAPRAOF, JOHN J.

LARI VIERE .RONALD WILLIAU.
LARKIN, CATHERINE M,
LARSS0N,CAR1N,
LASKER, KENNETH M,
lASKFV, ROSEMARY I,

LAVERACK, THOMAS G,
LAWRENCE, PAMFL A M,
LAWS, MALCOLM R,
LFARNEO, OAVID K,
LEAVITT, ANTHONY 0»
LEBEAU.CORI J.
LECH, KAREN F

,

LECHTEN. BONNIE,
lEOOUX, RAYMOND P,
LEE.AMITV K,

LEE. CHUNG M,

LEE. DEBORAH A,

LEE, JAMES f,

LEE. LAURIE A,
LEFEBVRF.CHANNING H.

LEGER. MICHELLE.
LEF«ER. RICHARD L.
LENNON, DAVID B,

LEONARD. ELIZABETH A,

LEONARD, RICHARD G. JR
LEONE. RENATA C.

LEPAGE. LINDA A,

LEPORE. BRIAN J.
LEROUX.EVA M,

LESPERANCE. PAMELA J,

LE TIZIO.LISA A.

LEVESOUE. CHRISTINE C,

LEVESQUE .NICOLE J.

LEVIN. JODI L.
lEVINE.CINOY C.

LEVINSON, DOUGLAS At

LEWIS.COREY S,

LEMISON, RICHARD S.

LHEUREUX, DANIEL Jt

LIBUCHA.MARK A.

LILLY, WENDY A,

LINTON, OAVIO,
LI TTIE,T00D R,

LITWAK, CRAIG A,

LIVINGSTON, JANET A,

LIVINGSTON. PETER G.

LOOIGIANI, LINDA A.

LOIZIUES. CATHERINE I.

LONERCAN, JAMES M,

LOPATER. ROBIN Et
L3RIMER, SCOTT T,

LORING.AMV F,

LORY, CAROL F,
LOVE. SUSAN J,

LOVFTT, ANDREW MICHAEL,
LUC/KOW, MATTHEW,
lUNDOUIST, PETER 0,
LUTYENS, LESLEY L,
LYONS, JEFFERSON M,

MABEL. MARIAN J,

MACCHIA. IDALYN L.
MACCORMACK, AILFEN M,

NACDONALD, BRIAN A.

MACDONAL D.JAMES A.

MACOONNELL. LAURIE N.

MACKENZIE ,RORV F,

MACKS, RDR IN L ,

MA&JIRE .KEVIN.
MAHONEY. DANIEL M,
MALCOIMSON,OARY R,

MALONE , BARBARA A.
MALONFY. HEATHER E,
MAlDNEY.nwE"* 1),

MANOFll. STEPHEN M,

MANEY, CHARLES 0,
HANOA, VERONICA E,
MANN. WILL I AM L,
MANNING, DANIEL F,
MANNINCELI ZA9ETH N.

HANSEAU, CHRISTOPHER J.
MANTO.AURFLIO D,
MARCOTTY, FIONA.
MARCUS. KAREN I

,

MARINI, CHRIST INF D,

MARK, JEFFRF Y.

MARKS. PfTFR A.

MARONI.TRACEY J.

MARRONI .PAUL A C,

MARRS.ELLEN J.

MARSH, FRFOEHICK C,
MARTFL.iiHF, f,

MART IN,i>AV 10 C,

MARTIN, GEORGES P,

MARTIN.* IM M,

MART IN.TAMMY L.
MARTINEZ .HOWARD.
MART I NS.DFWORA L.
MABTYN.POSEMAB I t H,

MARVFLLE .EOwARO A,

MATHIS.HERECCA L,
MATLUFF.WENOI A,

MATLOSZ.ALAN I,

HATTHFWS.CHARLF S E ,

MAXWELL .L ISA M,

MAY, NANCY F,
MAYER. EL IZABETH R.
MAYER, SHARON E.
MCCARRY, CALEB C,
MCCAH THY. JANE F ,

MCCAULEY, CHRISTINE M,
MCCLOSKEY. MEGHAN A.

MCCLUNE, MARTHA P,
MCCORO. VALERIE F,
MCOAOE,MICHELE M,
MCOAVITT, BRIAN P,
MCDONALD. KAREN,
MCFNTEE, DEREK J,
MCGANN. DENIS S,
NCGARRY, JANES F,II I

MCGEE, THOMAS K,
NCGILLICUOOY ,KIM E,
MCGOWAN, JANE.
MCGRATH.MARK P,
MCHAFFEY, DAVID K.
MCKENNA. ROBERT D*
NCKEOWN.NEIL.
MCLAIN.GUY A.JR
MCLAUGHL IN, ROBERT f,
MCLAUGHL IN, SUSAN A,
MCLEAR.MARY JO,
MCMA$TER,KATHLEEN St
•tCOUILKIN, PATRICIA A,

MCSHARRY. PETER J,

MCVEV.JOHN R,

MEAGHER, MICHAEL I,

MECRELtTHERESA.
NEOEIROS. LINDA M,

WEDEIRaS, THERESA A,

NEHl HORN, OAVID M,

NEHLHORN, HERBERT P.

MEMON./ARINA G,

NENOOZA, LILLIAN E,

NERCIER, GLENN C,

NERRILL.JACK K.JR
NERRILL, STEVEN C.

NFRTES, KEVIN N,

NESSENT, MICHAEL Rt

NETAXAS. LEWIS E,

NETCALF. CELESTE L.

NIOTTUN.ERIC St
NIKONIS.BETTE L.

NILANESI. PETER J.

MILLER. BARBARA B,

MILLER, EVAN 0,

NILLER.JEFFREY Bt

MILLER. KENNETH A.

MILLER. RUSSELL G,

NILLSTEIN, ANDREA C.

NILLSTEIN, JEFFREY H.

MILNAN, BORIS,
MINOT,IONF L.
NISTRETTA. RICHARD,
MITCHELL , DEAN S.

MITCHELL. ERIKA J.

Nl TCHELL, ROBERT S.

NONAGHAN, JENNIFER M.

MONROE. MARY LOUISE.
NONTGONERY.JOHN R 3R0,

NOON.LAURELLE M,

NOONEY.MARJORIE L.

NOOREtCAROL S,

NOORE, THOMAS L,
NORl ARTY, JOHN D.

NORI ARTY. KEVIN Pt

NORRIS. VICTOR M.
MORRISON, PAUL D,

MORRISSEY, DEBORAH H,

MORSE, DONALD J.

NOSCATELLI, CATHARINE M.

NOSKOMI TZ, JANET N,
MOTIEYtKAVEH A.

MOTLEY. DONNA L,
MOUOIOS.NICKOL AS.
MUILETT, DONNA M,

MULLIN.KATHERINE G,
MUNESES.MARK H,

NUNRO, SCOTT W.
MUROOCK. JUDITH N,
MURPHY, COLLEEN E,

MURPHY, JOHN J,

MURPHY, TIMOTHY P,

MURRAY, KATHLEEN A,

MURRAY, MARTHA L.
MURRAY. MARTIN E,
MURRAY, MICHAEL P,

MUSHINSKV, JANE M,

MYERS. SHARON 0.

NAOIG. SANDRA G.
MANICIAN, MARGARET J,

NASSIF.LYNN M,

NAVIN.WILL lAM T.

NF ITFRMAN, ABBY S,

NFLIES.LISA H,

NEWMAN, MADLYN A,

NGUYEN, NHAN V,

NICHDL AS.PAJl A R,

NICHOLS. BEVFRLY A.

NICHOLS, R ICHARD T.jR
NICHOLS. ROBIN C,

NIRENBERG, SCOTT A.

NOGA, PATRICIA M,

NOKF,CARY M,

NOLAN, JILL a.

NOLAN. MARY I

.

NOLAN, ROBERT H,
NORTON. LAMILLE M.

NORWOOD, MARC I A E,

NOSFK.JOHN J,

NOVAK, flUNNIF M,

NUCCITELL I.MARYANNE T,

NYHAPT, ANDREW G.

NYLEN, SUSAN E,
OBRIFN, DANIEL M,

OCONNELL, DANIEL J,
OCONNELL.PAUL O.JR
OGRADY.SFAN P.

OHEARN. JON J,
OKABAYASHI,MINAMI.
OKUN, NANCY 8.

OLFF, JULIA A,

OIIN.LEE M,

OLSON, ROBERT K,
OLWINE.RUTH B.
ORIOLA, STEVEN J,
OSKOWSKYtALAN M,
OSTER. DANIEL P.

OZONOFF, CHARLES J,

PALANGE,LI SA

,

PALEN. JEFFREY M,

PALERMO. JOAN E,

PALMER, MICHAEL T.

PALUSO, EUGENE P.
PANOPtiULOS. DAPHNE M,

PARALITICI.RAUL E,
PARATORE, CHRISTINE,
PARDEE, JENNIFE'R.
PARENT. LAURA ANN.
PARENT. LISA A,
PARK.EUN S.
PARKER. OAVID W.

PARMENTIER, NANCY L,
PARSONT, MICHAEL L,
PART ALEOIS, JUDITH A,

PASS, GREGORY A,

PATtERNO,MARY M,

PAULDING. MICHAEL J.

PAULSON. JENNIFER A.

PAYNEtADAM J.
PEARSALLtJOHN Mt
PECK, RICHARD A,
PEGNATO.LISA A,
PELKEY,ROBBYN J,

PENDERGAST.E VA MARIE,
PERKINS. ANNETTE I.

PERSON. KEITH P,

PETERStANOREA D.

PETERSON, LINDA J.

PETRAGL I A.LISA M,

PE TRULAVAGE .JOANNE.
PHAROS, LAURINOA.
PHILLIPS, DITTE G,

PHlLPOTTtLISA 0,

PIKE, LISA L.

PIPP. HOLLY A.

PI SANU, JAMES A.

PISINI, JAMES V,

PITONIAK. THOMAS F.JR
PIZETTE. LAWRENCE M.

PLATT. SANDRA J.

PLATTNER, SARAH B,

PLAYER. ROBERT J.

PLUTA, DONNA M.

POHL. ELLEN M,

POSSEE. KEITH C,
POSTAL.MARJORIE L.

POTORSKI .MARY H,

POUORIER.BETH A,

POULIOT.JOAN M,

POWELL. PATRICIA A,

POWER. LESLIE H,
POWER. TIMOTflY Jt
PR ATO.L ISA A.

PRATT, JOSEPH N,
PRICHETT, HARRY M,

PRIMAVERA. JOHN W.

PROCOPIOW. JULIE,
PROSER, ADRIANA G,
PPUNIEP, JESSIE T,

PJRCELL,JOHN E JR,

PYATOK, JOANNE P.

aUAGlIA, PAMELA A.

OJINONFS, AGNES,
gUIRION, TERESA E.

RAFFERTY, CAROL A,

RAFTER. SUSAN,
RAHIM.AAMIK R.

RAMOS, MARIA A,

RAMSEY, SUSAN L,

RANCIN. HEIDI A,

«AwniNG,HOPF C,

RAYMOND. GREGORY H,

REARICK, DEBORAH M,

RFBFLLO,LEAH A,

REEMAN.ILENE M.

REESE .MICHAEL C,

RF&n.DAViD A.

»E ICHwE IN.L AU9 It A ,

KE ISS.^UPIN S,

DELIAS. VALERIE 0.
RENDA.GINO,
REUTTEP, RICHARD H.

REY. STEPHEN D.
RHFAULT, YVETTE L.

R ICC I APDI .CYNTHI A I .

RICF.DAGNF I,

«ICE .ROCHFLLF E,

RICHARD, NANCY E.

RICHARD, SHARON A,

RICHARDS, CAROLYN J,

RICHARDSON,

E

ITHNE M,

RIDDLE. GREGORY T.

RIEHN. DAVID G.
RIENOEAU. SUZAHNE M,

RIGALI. OAVID M,

RIGG, VANESSA S,
RIMKUS, JULIE R.
RINGHAM.FRIN L,
RIOUX.ALLYSON B.
ROACH. STACY A,

ROBERGE, LAWRENCE F,

ROBERTS, JOHN E

.

ROBINSON. LYDI A S.

ROBINSON, STEVEN RICHARD,
RODMAN, ANNE H,

ROGERS, D CAMERON,
ROGERS, HOWARD T,

RDHKRAEMER. THOMAS,
ROOF

,

JENNIFER L,

ROONEY.LYNN.
RORABACK.GAY A.

ROSE. DEAN A.

ROSE, MARA F,
ROSENBLATT. RUTH E,

ROSENTHAL, MICHAEL J.

ROSS, ANNE E,

ROSS, BRANDON E.

ROSSI. SHARON M.

ROTHBARD. MARTIN A.

ROTOLO, DONNA M,

ROTTER, ALICE E,

ROUSSEAU. JOYCE A,

ROMINSKI .DAVID Jt

ROY. LINDA J,

RU6ENFEL0,L0RI A,

RUBIN, GARY B.

RUBIN, JASON M,

RUBIN. MARK F,

RUBIN, RONALD B,

RUBIN, SAMUEL K,
RUBLEV, DEBORAH L,

RUBY, NORMAN F, I I I

RUDOLPH, T WILLIAM,
RUEGG, SCOTT.
R.UESCH.ALAN R.

RUSIECKI, MARY ALYSSA

RUSSELL. JEAN A.

RUSSELL. KRISTIN C,

RUSSELL, MICHELLE M,

RUSSELL. STEPHANIE J,

<USSO. CHRISTOPHER A.

RUSSOtCRAIG A,

RYANtJEFFREY B.

RYAN. THOMAS S.
RYANtVIRGINIA A,
RYBAK.HYRNA F,

RYDER, ELLEN M,

RYDER, SHAWN S,

RYMSZA, PETER M,
SABINtDEBORAH At
SABLE.LINDA G.
SACCO, SCOTT C.
SACON.OEBORAH R«

SAORE. DELIA.
SAFA.MITRA M,

SALTERS. LAUREN J.

SALZMAN, CHARLES 0,

SAMPSON. EL IZABETH R,

SAMPSON, JAMES B.JR
SAMUELSON,MELANIE L,

SANOBERG.MELANIE S,

SANDERS, MARIANNE.
SARAS.CARL R.

SARGENT, MARY E,

SARNIE, JOHN A,JR

SASSON. JACQUES P.

SASTRY.SRIKANT K.

SAUERWE I N.ANTHONY Gt
SAULtPAMELA S.

SAWYER, JENNIFER T.

SAX.MARY ELLEN,
SCHILOHAUER.KATHERINE M.

SCHINMAN. PHILIP R.

SCHNEIDER, CATHERINE A,

SCHONZE IT, MICHAEL A,

SCHORTMANN.KAIHERINE A,

SCHULIHEISS.CURT A,

SCHUSTERtGLENN R,

SCHUSTER, JOHN J,

SCHWARTZ. FAYE E.

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH W,

SCHWARTZ. STEVEN R.

SCOTT. JENNIFER E,

SEGAL, JONATHAN D,

SEMERJIAN.AMY R,

SENGHAS.PETFR,
SERVHEEN. JOHN SCOIT,
SEVIGNY, CAROL A.

SHAMMAS.ROBf RT S.

SHANNON, MARYJANF,
SHAW, GREGORY F.

SHAW, JAMES M,

SHEA. JOHN F,

SHEARER. TIMOTHY W.

SHELBY. KATHY A,

SHFR. LARRY S.

SHERMAN, KEITH M,

SHIPMAN, BRIAN R.

SHORT, SREiORY,
SHOlMAN.KABFN M,

SHUSTER, LYNDA B.

SHUTE .RICHARD C,
SIEGEL.JOCEL YN H,
SIFF, SUZANNE,
SILVER. ROBIN J,
SINCLAIR. LEANNE,
SINGER, LILLIAN L.
SKOWRONEK.CORINNE A,

SLATER. ELIZABETH fl,

SLOSEK.JEAN.
SMITH.CARA E.
SMITH, DAVID F,
SMITH. DEBBIE J.
SMITH. DEBORAH L.
SMITH, DOUGLAS E.
SMITH. JOHN B,
SMITH, LAURA A.

SMITH, LESLIE A,

SMITH, PATRICIA E,

SMITH, ROBERT T,

SMITH, ROGER S.
SMITH, STEPHANIE A,

SMOLAK,JOHN T,

SNOW, MARTHA S.
SOBEL.TAMAR,
S080LEWSKI .BRENOA M,

SOHO, GREGORY J,
SOKOL,ERIC W,

SOMMERSTEIN, JOHN F.

SPAGNOLI ,01 A^ic J.

SPAUIDING, ANDREW P.

SPECHT, MICHAEL E.

SPENCER. DIANE L.

SI FLEUR.MARIE P.

STACK.ROBERT C,
STANTON, KEVIN J,

STAPLES, CHRISTINE A.

STEBBINS, DAVID R,

STEERE.SUSANNE M,

STEINtEL IZABETH B,

STELLWAGEN.KURT K,

STEPHENS, KENTON E.

STEPHENSON, LOUISE 0,

STERN, ERICA G,

STEWART, BRUCE 0,

STEWART tSANORA H.
STIRLINGtJAMES B.

STMARTIN.JEAN M,

STOCKMAN, JOAN ALISON,
STODDARD, THOMAS E.

STOPEN,LYNNE E,

STORIN. KAREN K.

STOWELL.LORI J,

STRATTON. BELINDA.
STRAZDAS. GREGORY S,

STRICKHOLM, KAREN,

STROMSDORFER, LESLIE K,

STRUGNELL,ANNE C,
STRYCHARZ, KAREN B,
STUDLEY, BRUCE A,

SULLIVAN, JAMES W.

SULLIVAN, JOANN,
SULL IVAN,MARLA W,

SULL IVAN, MICHAEL F,
SULLIVAN. MONIOUF Y,

SULLIVAN. NEAL C.

SULLIVAN, WILLIAM D.
SULSKY, SANDRA I,

SUPENO, BARBARA L.
SUPPLE. PAUL V,

SUTTON, AMFLI A 0,
SWAN, RONALD D,

SWASEY, ROBERTA M,

TABER. RAYMOND D.

TACKFFF.ERIC B,
TAGEN, APRIL S.

TAN, KAY C,
TANNERT,KATHRYN M,

TAYLOR, ANNE -MAR IE,
TAYLOR, BRYAN C.
TAYLOR. OEBRA F,
TAYLOR. JOHN R,

TEMPELMAN, VERONICA V,
TEPLOW, DEBORAH R,
rHAI,TUAN K,

THALIN. KAREN L,
THATCHER, "EBECCA L,

EDUCATION

Friday. October 14. 1983

IMATCHtR, SANDRA I.

THEODORAS, DENISE K.

IHIBEAULT, THOMAS G,

THIBOOtAU. PAMELA H,

THOMA.IVNNF A.

THOMA.MICHAFL A,

THOMPSON, ANI TA I

,

THORP. in**! *•

THOR SEN, LISA,
TITON£,RAl''H F,

TITUS. GILLIAN R.

TOLMAN, SUSAN E,

TnNElLl.PAUL C,

TOUSIGMANT.NINA J,

IRANI , ROBIN T.

TRAVIS, CAROL

,

TRFNOUTH, JULIA E.

IRIANO. NICHOLAS PATRICK.

TflOMBETTA. PATRICK M,

TRUE. JOHN K.

ISOULAS. KAREN 0.

TJMAVICUS.EUWARD M.

TJMAVICUS. ELLEN «,

TURNER. JENNlFFR A,

TURNER, RANI ,

TJRNER, RUSSELL J,

ULLRICH, DEBORAH A.

JNNO.MARK T.

URBATI.JODY A.

VALINSKY. ELAINE K,

VALLES, SUZANNE J,

VAN WILLIGEN,FIA R,

VANWEST, PHILIP D,

VARRICHIONE, SUSAN C,

VASIL, ELAINE C,

VASIL, STEPHEN Jt

VERKADE, CHERYL A,

VITIKOS, ALTHAIA A,

VLAUN, PATRICIA A,

VOLMAN, OAVID G,
VREOENBURG.AMY E,

WADE, MIRIAM B,

WADE, PAUL A B,
WAGUESPACK, PHILLIP B,

MALCEK, RICHARD J,

WALKER. ANNE-MARIE.
WALKER, KIMBERLY A,

WALKER. LISA M.

WALL. MICHAEL E,

WALLACE, NANCY C,

WALL I NGFORD. JEFFREY,
WALSH, JAMES MICHAEL,
WALSH, JANICE L,

WALSH. JEAN M,

MALSH.MAUREEN.
WALSH, TARYN E.

WALTON. OAVID J,

WALTON, DEBORAH S.
WANOERMAN, WENDY S,

WARE, ANTHONY W,
WARSHAW,JANE E,

WASSFRMAN,LI SA E,
WATKINS, JAMES H,III
WE AVER, DANA D,

WEBB, JAMES a,

WEBB, JAMES J,

WE IGHT,KRISTEN D,

WEINBERG, ANNE N,

WEINER,DEBRA L,

WE INTRAUB. HEIDI R,

WEISS, ARIEL H,

WEISS, AVIVA R,

WEISS, ELIZABETH L,

WELCH, ANNE F,
WELFDPD,MARV C.

WELSH. RICHARD E,

wEREMCHUK, GEORGE,
WERST,KENT a,

WESTERMAN.ANN M,

WEYGANOT, PATRICIA J.

WHEATLEV, LINDA A.

WHEATON, THOMAS E.
WHEELER. LYNNE E,

WHEELER, MORRIS H,
WHITCOMB,MAaY J,

WHITE, DAVID A,

WHITE, ROSS P,
WHITNEY, ELISE L.
WHITTEN.OAWNE E,

WIELGUS.JOHN B.
WILE, KATHLEEN R,

WILEY, JUSTIN L.
WILK. DANIEL J,
WILKINSON, LAURA A,
WILLIStMATTHEW J,
WILLMANN.KIM ELANE.
WILSON. CHRISTINE L»
WINBERG.ERIK G.

WINER. SCOTT E.
WINSLOW.GARY N,
WISE. STEVEN M,

WISHART, MARTHA M,

WITKIEWICZ, SHELLEY A,

WOLCOTT.MARY E,

WOOD, WENDY G.
WOODS. JOCELYN 0.
WOOOS.PATRICIA J.

WORKMAN, DEBORAH R,

WORKMAN. GARY B.JR

WORTHING. JANE A,

WORTON. ELIZABETH M,

WRIGHT. DANIEL A,

WR IGHTtKR ISTEN L.

WRIGHT, LISA T,

WRIGHT, TIMOTHY M,

WRORLICKA, JON T,

WRUBLE. LINDA S.

YACOVONE, PATRICIA A.

VAMARTINO.JOHN M,

YOUNG, SCOTT L,
ZAIDMAN, NANCY E,

ZBVSZYNSKI ,JANE.
ZEEVE. HARRY A,

ZEIGERtLISA At

ZIOEStKEVIN W,

ZIFF, ELLEN J,
ZLOTNICK.MARLA A,

ZOLL, MIRIAM H.

ZUCKFR.ALEX J,

ZUCKER.CAREN B.

ZUCKERMAN.ERIC A,

ZULLO, ROBERT S.

ZWEIG. SANDRA A,
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SNYDER. HEIDI K,

STEPHANY.SHARI B.

STLAURENT, SUSAN E,

STUART, ELIZABETH A.

SULLIVAN, KILIAN B,

SWEET. AMY J.
SYLVESTER.KERRY B.

IIKOS.BEATA Ot

TOBIN, PAMELA J,

TSAPATSARIS, WILLIAM C.
WARD. MARTHA M,
WARRINER, ELIZABETH,
WILLER, SHIRLEY A.
WILLIAMSON, LAURIE B,
WING, LAURIE A,
ZASKEY.JOAN M,
ZIEFF.BFTH A,

ATWOOD. ANNE M.

CHRISTIANSON. JILL S.

DICKINSON, VALERIE A.

ESCRIBA, CYNTHIA M.

FORTGANG, SIOUX
FRAENKEL, NINA
GATES. MARILYN
GRASSO, CHERYL P.

GRUNBERG. JOCELYN C.

HARITON. GAIL L.

HIETALA. THEODORE

IDOINE. KAREN
JOYCE. THOMAS
KAITZ. SUSAN M.

LACHUT. AMY M.

LAKE, JOHN M.

LANNON, PAULINE
MARTIN. ARTHUR

MAZAIEGOS. DIANE

NELSON, JEWELL

NEWELL. RENEE M.

OSTANEK, AMY

ROSEN, BARBARA

SHERILL. JONATHAN

SIIVER, WENDI B.

SMITH. PATRICIA G.

SNYDFR. BONNIE S.

SPINNEY. DEBORAH L

SUNSHINE, BARBARA
TAYLOR, JANET M.

TOOHEV, KAREN A.

TROIANO, JOSEPH
WILGREN, KAREN A.

YARLOTT. KIMBERLY

VONCE, EILEEN M.

ENGINEERING
AHrARN.P&Ul ALFKED,
AHLADAS. STFVFN J.

A>4|NI,AMIR A,

ANUEkSON, CAROL A.

ANI)FRSON.!>AVI IJ RICHARl.
BAKER, ANMFMAR n M,

BALl.DANI'^l S.
RANNIN.Pf TFI< J,
BAB ILITT , ANDREW C

,

BAYAl'O.JFAN PIFKRF,
BFNNFTT, PFTFR,
BffcTOlET .JANIFL C.
BF/Ki.nour.LAS ".,

Bl SSDN.PATRI CK J.

RJ ARNGARD. ANOF»S B.

Bl f I .DAVID A,

BLFIwf ISS,SCI1TT J,

91 r)UT.»«APGAaFT.
BOEL IT/.FHFDFWICK W,

90lFS,f L I/AIFTH A.

BOOTH, MICHAFL S,

Bf)Ul AIS,WAYNF T,

bkfnnan, thomas e,
;aph,scttt a,

CAPTrp.PAJL S.

CASTMr.lFF C,
CHACl AS.OFORGE N.
chajes. michael j,

chan, john c,
chancfy, frank j,

cheng, michael c.

cheung. nathan l.

;hong.vun c,
chryssicas,thf0d1pe j.

chuslu, david j,

CnLLARO,STFVFN M,

COLL INGWnOO, JEFFRCY F.

OLLITON.TFWRANCr f.

CIINLFV.MVirS t,

CONL IN,LFl)NAHr( M,JP
CONPOY.DAVI ) H,

Cl)RN,FHFnFP ICK f ,

C!)srA,jAMrs R,

[)A»a FN.Nf Al J,

OAIY.BRUCF H.

DAMFl lO.HICHAFl J,

OAPF. MAURA A.

DASSAITI ,JK-*f J I.

OAVl GN')N. lOHN J,

UAVI S. JIIHN ( ,

DF FRANC FSC). STFPHFN i,

DFMKU.nAVl) r,
OF SHAYF S. JiHN G,
DinH.PAUL f.
nONAinSilN,'<ARrt*KA A,

OOOLITTLE .ROBERT A,

DUSHMAN, LAWRENCE MITCHELL,
OWIGHT, DONALD M,

EARLS, JAMFS P,

EOELSTE IN,GARY S.

EDWARDS, JOHN,
ENDERS.PAUL D.
ENG.WENGLUNG,
EWALO.KATHRYN A.

FERGUSON, DANIEL W.

FIEJOASZ.PAUL A,

FLYNN. DORIS M,

FOLWEILER, DAVID S,

FOWLE.LUCY M,

FUGLESTAO.MARK R,

FURTAOO, RUSSELL.
CAUL, FRANCIS X.

6EL0ART, RODERICK W,

SIILFLANO, MICHELLE L,

GINGRAS, OAVID E,

GL IDOEN. SHERRILL A,

GORDON, JASON H.

GRAY, LARRY a.

GREEN, JUDI A.

GREEN, KENNtTH,
GREENE. PHILIP 0.

GREFNIAW.MARK P,

CBFGORY. CHARLES K.

GRYGORCFWICZ, SOPHIE L,

GUARINO, LOUIS H,

GJENTFRI, MARTIN H.

MAIDAR. MOHAMMAD G,

HAMMER, DOUGLASS A,

HANNA,PAUL J,

HARDY. WALTER W.

HARRIS. JEFFREY B,

MART, JOHN N,

HAKTKE,ALAN «.

HARTT ,KE ITH D,
HAIHAWA¥,R ICHARD K,

HE SLIN, CAROLYN,
HESS,KrvIN J,

HEYDEN, HEIDI M.

HOUGHTON. JOO I li

IWANOWICZ. STEPHEN E,

JABLONSKI . JilHN E.

JACOBY, DIANE C
JAMES, TIMOTHY B,

JUOFCKI.OARLENE U,

KALINOWSK l,KENNE TH,

KANE, PENNY L.
KARlSSON.iUNNAR D,

KESSLtR. KEITH R.

KLFINMAN.SHFRRI H.

KLOUDA.JRF ji<RY R ,

KOHL ,niRGI f (

,

KOBMONFN.DANA T.
KUIPA.STEVFN P.

KJZEJA, JAMES E,

lafrance.leon w,

lanf.roy f.
lapidus.gary R.

lapointe, michael j.

LAU.WAITONG,
LAVALLEE.TOOO D.

LAWRENCE, CHARLES K,

LAWYER, DEBORAH A.

Lf .YUONiHON^Bfll D,

Lf BLANC. Will I AM F.

LEE, EDWARD J.

LEE, NORMAN f,

IE ININGER.KL ITH R,

LEVITT, LAWRENCF AOLAI,
LEVY, DANA L.
nVELL.JAMfS F,

LJTZ. CHARLES R.JR
MACHAOO.MICHAFl F.

MAHER, GREGORY F.

MAHONEY. FRANCIS M.

MAKSIMUSKI .RICHARD C,

MALONEY.KF VIN M,

MAN.YAT T,

MANEWICH,WIIL I AM P,

MARTIN, SUSAN C,
MATHISFN.PAJL P.

MCLARROLL .CHRISTOPHFR P,

MCLAUGHL IN, OAVIO J,

MEGA. CHRISTOPHFR A,

METSKY, ALLAN J,

MEURER, GLENN w.JR
MFVFR.FRFT J.

MIONI S.R'IBEIT A.

MONIZ.IHOMAS.
MORIARlY.MARK F

.

MJRSE.JEFFBf Y 0,

HJHIARI AN, EOWARO,
MUlLlN,Rnt^FPT A,

MJRPHY.MILHAU 1,

MURPHY, Will I AM C,

MURRAY, MICHAM P.

NAROIAN.l YNNF A.

NtWElL. OLIVER JAMFS,
NG,PUI FUNG,
NG.WAI MAN,
NILANl), Jll-<N M,

OdPI FN. CHRISTOPHFR J,

09H It N,RnrtF* I W,

aCllNNUO.MICHAFl I.

OCDNNriH, wll I 1 ^M THOMAS,

11 |/AHIl.<ILZ .SIF PHfN V,

3»M(SION.r,A-l Y (..

PAl IWOr)A. JDHN M,

PAJUE T.nONAl A. JR
PASSl fcR.ER It. tAUYAN,

PASTER, HPUrt .

PAVLlK.JAMfS A,

PEPPY, BlIHERt M,

PFRSHdilSE . F HwAWD C,
PnGflDAjGDRDUN i,

PnON,GARY K.

PJ/ZO.DFAN C,
ramipf;,mari A F,

READ.KFV IN T

,

RHODES, TOOU J,

RICE,PAUl N,

RIZZI .MICHAFL P.

ROUGFRS, JOHN S,

ROLl, STEPHEN M,

SALEMI .RAYMOND D.

SALSi.IV* R, J I <N i». J"

SANDLER, SCOTT A.

SANTALA.MARKKU J,

SCHAfF.JlFN 0,

Sr -tMIIT.r HP I STINA C,

SLHNAll .MART INF.
s:hwari/ . .L* N S.

SE VLROGLO.Cf M.

SH AY F, DAVID R,

SHIA, LINDA M,

SMITH. DANIFl J.

snor.Y .Hiiiu PI M,

SOU/A, I MANUl I , JH

SPINNEY, CHRI STOPHFR,
SI AMf R.i)AVI > T .

SULl I VAN.Pf TF H I .

IAN... YIM HA'* .

T APh , JFFf •<( V S.

TAH'.HI H. JAMf S M,

TINKFR, NANCY u,

IROTHER. SHARON I ,

TURNER, ST ANI FY &,

IWOM(UY,PAUl W,

VAN Rf t I ( ,1' Ul I '"'M A,

V AMPAWY S . MARK.
WAUACF, MICHAFL I',

WAl SH, JOSI PH C

.

wAN(,,nillY Y,

WAM1, MARTIN P,

WAPPINtw." JOHN,
WF I*ISU IN. St.nll X.

WFISCH.MAKI' JFANNF,
WHl U ,PilNAL.) 1),

WHI TNFY, JDHN I .

WPNS.ROIO Ht ( .

W lOOIN, Jil >F "H I .

WYPYCH, KELLY A,

YU, ROBERT C,

Z IFRONY. BENJAMIN.

FOOD and NATURAL RESOURCES
ALORICH, BRUCE T,

ALLAN. ANTONIO. JR

ALLEM. JAMES R.

ANDERSON. OEBRA A.

ANDERSON, KATHERINE J.

ANDERSON, LYSSA M,

ANSBACHER. KAREN M.

APOLINSKY, FELICE Lt

ARIN.IMANUEL B.

ARMSTRONG, TERI ANN,
ARNOLDtJOHN H,
ARONOWITZ.BETH J,

AUBERTIN.AMY L.
AUER9ACH, STEVEN D,

AVERILL. CLYDE M,

BARANOW.GAYLE F.

BARISHMAN, BRUCE L,

BARRETT. MICHAEL R,

BASSETT, PAMELA,
BEAUCHAMP, MONIOUF A,

BECKWITH, GEORGE «.

BELLE.SEBASTIAN M.

BERGMAN. OAVIO B,

BETTANO, RICHARD J,

BIGGS, VINCENT M,

BILL, LILY H,

BLACK. JENNIFER L.

BLAKE. SUSAN M.

BONITA. ALISON M,

flOULOIN.MARY,
BOURGEOIS, PHILIP B,

BOWLER. DEBORAH J,

BRASKA.MARK J.
BRATHWAITE, VALERIE E.

BRECKWOLDT.RJSSELL A,

9RFE0EN, PATRICK M,

BREHM. ROBERT 0,

BRENNER, LAWRENCE J,

BRESNICK.JUL P.

BROWN. ANY M,

BRUCE.OENA J.

BULKLFY. CHRISTINE.
BULLOCK, EL IZABETH A,

BURKE. LLOYD A.

BURRELL.L KEITH.
BUTKIEWICZ. DEBORAH.
BUTLER. JANE E.
BYMAN.KENNETH W.
BYRNE, TIMOTHY J,

CAREY, JAMES M,

CARMOOY-MINER. VIRGINIA,
CARR. KEVIN Pt
CARROLL. MARY Rt

CASSEl. JONATHAN 0,

CAVAHERE.L3UIS,

CHANG. SHENC-FANG,
CHAREST.MARC P.

CHECHIK, OAVIO R,
CHICK. PAMELA A,

CHLUP.BARBARA J.

CHRISTOPHERSON. SUSAN M,

CICCATELLI.MARK J,

CLARK, FRANCES A,

CLEMENT. KFITH W,

CL IFFORD,GAYLE M,

COHEN, ROBIN L,
COLLINS, NANCY L,
CawELL, ROBERT S.JR
CRAlGtDANA 0,
CRESPOtCARY,
CR ICHTON.KATHRYN.
DAIGLE. DENISE M,

DALY, MARTIN C.
OANAHER. JOSEPH M,

DARVICHE, JANE R.

OELORENZO.PAUL F.
OEPEW, DIANE M,

DESLAURIERS. SUSAN A,

DEXTRAOEUR. VALERIE L.

DHAWAN.ARUN,
DOBBS. MICHAEL G.

OONATINI.ROXANN B.

OONERMEYER. OAVID L.
DONNELLY. MARK S.

DONOVAN, DEBORAH A.

DOYLE.DEBRA T,

DRAPER, JOHN P.

OREGER. MAUREEN.
EOELSON. NAOMI A.

EDWARDS. JOHN A,

EL IAS, BRUCE Gt
EMMONS. DENISE M.

ENGL ISH. MICHAEL J.

ERICKSON. PETER C.
ETTINGER. JOANNE F,

FALCONIERI. CRAIG.
FANDEL. DIANE M,

FEENEY. DANIEL J.
FEINERMAN.CHAR ISSE E,

FELDNAN,JACK S.

FICHTER. DONNA M,

FIERSTON, SUZANNE B.

FINE, GARY L,

FIORE, ROBERT M,

FISETTE,PAUL R.

FISHER.ROBERT T,

FLAHERTY, JAMES Et

FLETCHER. KAREN H.

FLEURY. TIMOTHY J,

FOLAN. CHRISTOPHER R,

FONTAINE. JOAN C.

FORD, MEREDITH V.

FOSTER. CHERYL L.

FOUGERE.MARK J,

FOUL KES, JONATHAN P.

GABOR.HOWARD.
GALLO.ANNAMARIE,
CAMBL IN, HOLLY A,

CANNON, COLLEEN F,

GARIBIAN.LENNA At

GARNER. NANCY E.

GEOOES. BRIAN P.

5ILBFRTS0N.JANE E,

GIORDANO, DE6RA J.

GODFREY, SHARI L.

GOLDMAN, JOANNE.
GORDON, DAN K,

CRASSI. KATHLEEN A,

GREENBERG, NANCY H,

GREENWALD, VALERIE R,

GREVE, CATHERINE A,

GROSSMANN, ELIZABETH 0,

GUNDAL, SANDRA J.

HABER,CATHERINE G,

HABERL, KAREN L,

HAGAN, MARGARET M,

HAGGAR, PATRICIA E,

HALL. SALLY L.
HARACZKIEWICZ. TIMOTHY J.

HARDY, J TRACEY.
HARRIS. JANE E,

HARTLING.ERIN E,

HARWOOD, JENNIFER M,

HASKELL, MARJORIE J,

HASTINGS, SUSAN H,
HAWKINS,CAROLANN.
HAYFS, DANIEL,
HEBERT, RICHARD W.

HE MMAT, LINDA,
HENRY, HALLY A.

HEON. DANIEL J.
HERFUPTH.R ICHARD A.

HESSE, BARBARA L.

HILLER.SIACFY,
H3DGINS, JULIAN E.

HOEY, LAURA L,

HOFFMAN, GAIL E,
HOKANSON.DEBRA L,

HOLDEN, JENNIFER A.

HOLM, OAVIO L

,

HOLMSTROM,NINA C.

HOULE, DANIEL T,

HRVNOWSK I, EOWARO J,

HUNT. MAUREEN T,

HURLEY, THOMAS G.

HUSGEN, CHRISTOPHER W,

JACOBSON, MARGARET M,

JANGO. THOMAS S,

JEDEIKIN.ELISA J.

JENSEN, ERIC J.

JOHNSON, ARNOLD M,

JOHNSON, DEBORAH J,

JOHNSON, NANCY L,

JONAS, DANIEL R.

JONES, JONATHAN M,

JONES.TIMOHY C,
JOSEPH.KATHLEEN M,

JOYCE. PATRICIA M.

JUDGE,CAROLYN C.

RAELINtBARBARA A.

KANAGA.CLINTON R,

KANE. ROBERT M.

KANE. THOMAS B,

KARDOK, DAVID S.

KILEY.PAUL J.

KILGO.ROBERT Wt

KING. ANDREW G,

KIRKLAND. KEITH R.

KLEBART, CATHERINE Lt

KL INGtBRUCE W,

KOSTECKI.LYNN T,

KRUEGER, MONICA M.

KRUPINSKI. KEVIN J.

RUCKS. REBECCA.
KURAS.CATHLEEN A,

LAMBERT, CHARLES SCOTT.
LAMONTAGNE. MICHAEL G.

LANOESMAN. WILLIAM M.

LANOIS. GERALD 0.

LAPL ANTE. JOSEPH A.

LEBLANC.LFONA L.
LE BLANC. SANDRA J.

LEE, HUNG Y.

LEFAVOR, RICHARD W,

LENZ. DAVID A,

LESSERtMICHAEL J.

LEVERONE, RICHARD J.

LEVINE.STACEY 0,

LEWIS, MABIELLEN E,

LIEVENS. SUSAN C.
LINO. JENNY A,

LIPSKY,ILISE R,

LOHRER.JANE F,

LONG. SHARON C,

LOVETT, RACHEL D,

LUBLIN. STEFAN A,

LUFT, FELICIA G,

LYNCH. SHEILA A.

MAHONEY, NORAH A.

MALLOY. SUSAN E.

MALONE, MARGARET F,

MANOEVILlE,PAUL J,

MANELL, SUSAN M,
MANIJAK.MARY E,
MARTIN. THOMAS J.

MARTINO, PETER A.

MASON. CATHER INE M.

MASTROMATTEO.ANN M.

MATTINA, SUSAN E,

MCCALLUM, TRACY A.

MCCARTNEY, DEBORAH J.

MCDONOUGH. ANN H,

MCKINNON, LAURA J.

MCMENEMV, JAMES R,

MCNABOLA, JENNIFER A.

MEHRLING, SUSANNA E.
MENGEL.KURT E.
MFRJIAN.GARY S.
MEURER. JANET A.

MIOGLEY. ELIZABETH A.

MILKOWSKI .JON K,
MINKOVITZ.TOBY L,
Ml rZNER,FRED M.
MOLL, STEPHANIE A.
MDRRA.NARISA A,

MORRIS. SUSAN V,

MOSKOWITZ. SCOTT D.
MULERO.LUZ E.
MULLAN. JEFFREY B.

MULLER, CYNTHIA A,

MURNFY, CATHERINE A,

MURPHY, DONNA M,

MURPHY. MARYBEIH T.

MURPHY, PATRICIA A,

MURRAY, Will I AM F.

MURRFTT.AMY J.

NATAUPSKY. ROSALIE,
NOONAN.KATHRYN,
NORGREN.KAJSA I.

NORMAN, PAULA J.
NOWAK.MICHELE 0.

NUTILE. NANCY A,

OLSON. VICTORIA M.

PAGE, ELIZABETH A,

PAGE,PRISCILLA J,

PALMER, PATRICIA A.

PANDOLF, T IRA,

PATROLI A.BRI AN F.

PATTERSON. lEBORAH I

.

PAOL.CARYN S,

PAVAN,WlLL lAM J.

Pf NN.NATHANI EL F,

PERELLA, JOSEPH R.

PFFNINGER, SCOTT m,

PILLOW, SUZANNE L.

POOGORSKI, JOSEPH J. Ill

POILACK. CHERYL L.

PONO.LINOA M,

POWERS. KELLY J,

PRINCE, JACOUEL INF M,

PYOTT, CHRISTOPHER J.

QUACKENBUSH.ANNE B,

QUINN, KEVIN J,

OUINTY. TIMOTHY P.

aUIRK.PAUL INE M,

RACFTTE, SUZANNE ESTELLE.
RACICOT, DIANE OYER.
RAKOUSKAS, DAVID A,

RANDALL. ABIGAIL V,

RANDALL. ALIDA L,

*ANDALL. SUSAN E,

RASKEVITZ, ROBERT F.

RAVITZ. ELLEN J,

REAR DON, JENNIFER.
REBEIRO. DEBORAH A,

REEDtSUSAN E.

RHODES. MARLA,
RICGS, SALLY W,

RING, NOLAN M.

BOBBINS, DAVID E,

ROBERGE, STEVEN J,

ROBICHAUO.MARTA J,

ROCKWOOD. JOHN P.

RODMAN, RHONDA L.

ROMANO, MAUREEN,
ROSS, GARRET A,

RUSHTON, MARIA P,

RYAN. JANE M,

SARACENO.LEO 0.
SAOLNIER.JAMES H.

SAYRE, ROBERT H,

SCANLON, THERESA J,

SCHWARTZ, ERICA A,

SCOTT, WILLIAM J,

SENSER. SUSAN L,

SEYMOUR. ANDREA B.

SHAUGHNESSY.DIANNE M,

SHFAHAN,ROSFMAKY E,

SHFEHAN, LAURA L,

SHEPARDSON, DEBORAH L,

SILON.CLAUDIA,

SILVER. BETH L.

SRAFF, MICHAEL J,

SKLAR, STEVEN M,

SLAVIK,OAWN A,

SLUTSKY,ELIN B,

SMITH, KAREN A,

SMITH, SARAH M,

SPIELMAN,BAR1 I,

STAATS. NICHOLAS R,

STABILE .BARPARA H.

ST ABILE.R ICHARD A,

STGEORGE. CYNTHIA RAE,
STIMSON, STEPHEN C,
STONEBACK.AMV L,

SULL I VAN, PATRICIA A,

SWEET. DEBORAH M,

TAYLOR, DONNA I

.

TESTA, CRACE-MARIF,
THALER, ANDREA M,

THOMPSON. JENA K,

TONUCCI.DARL ENF M,

TOUSI GNANT .BETH A,

TREMEP,JANE J.

TRI60U, JEFFREY M,

TRUEBENBACH,KRISTY.
USHER, LOPI S.
UYFTAKF, SUSAN T.

VAN DEN BROEKE. ODETTE J,

VAN HEEST.MARY T,

VANDENBROEKF.FEL ICIA Wt

VANEK, RICHARD J,

VAUDREUIL.GAIL E.

VERROCHI, JANICE P.

VETRONF. JAMES I.

VI TAGLI ANO, JEAN,
WADE, JOAN M,

WALSH, BARBARA A,

WALSH, CHRISTINE N,

WALSH, LIZA C.
WARREN. CHRISTOPHER 0,
WASSERMAN.SHOSHANNA BETH.
WATSON. LYNN M,

WEISS. LORI I.

WENTWORTH, ANDREW 0.
WESTtCYNIHiA L.
WETZLER.JOOINE.
WHIT E.JOHN C.
WHITLOCK.GAIL C,
WHITTAKER.MARY M.

WILLIAMS. JONATHAN 0.

WINSLOW, PAMELA E,

WOERNER. DIANE.
WOJAN. LYNDA L.
WORDEN. WILLIAM L.

YATES, JUDITH V.

YOUNG, MARK E.
ZACHS.ROSS J.

ZARIF IAN. SHARON A,

H EALTH SCIENCES

AAlPQFl. KATHY J,
i; H'RTI , JTSEPH A,
tlCi*. SON, SUSAN J,
ALTMA'j, MAPI ANNE.
ANDERSON. G THOMAS.
ARPUOA, SANDRA M,

B'UCnCK.SiiUlRF K,

sau:;f rynfrson. Barbara j,

balcom.beth Mt
BARNEY, MARY C.
<»«^ARY,M FLIZABFTH,

REJTL ICH. NANCY A,

BnxENHORN.EL I ZA8ETH F,
8aY0,CAROLINE F,

BROWN. PAMELA W,

CALDWELL .GORDON T.

CALLAHAN, FRANCIS P.

CIVETTI. KELLY A.

CROMPTON. CHRISTINE M,

DOUCE 1TE, GREGORY w,

DOUGHERTY, KEVIN H,

ELY,IMt»MAS B,

ENGEL ,CAROLYN Ft

FABEL , El IZABETH J.

GINGRAS, ROBIN R.

GUILD. LAURA E,
HFLLMAN.MARY C.
HOOTEN, SALLY P.

JACOBS. CHRISTOPHER J,
KAUFMAN, NEVA t,

KELLERMAN. RICHARD J.

KOOl S.NINA.
kOLE.SUZANN B.
RROMRA. NANCY A.

LADUE. PATRICIA.

LAFLFCHF, JCWN A.

LAFBANCE, MARTHA.
LAZARCHICK, MARGARET M,
LiZOTTE, OEBRA J.
MAGGS. JUDITH A.
MAHANEV.KERRI L,
MANZON,LISA B,
MARKS, NANCY E,
MART I ROS. CAROLYN,
MCKEARNEY,FRIKA M,

NCMAHON, JANET L,
MEEKER. KAREN L

.

MERCIER, SUZANNE L.
MINER, STACl

,

MOORE, CAROLE,
MURPHY, MAUREEN A,
NYE, JOHN C,
0CONNOR,ANNE M,
ONYSRI.EVE S,
PALUM80, MARIE J.

PITKIN. BARBARA H.
POKLEMBA.DEBRA,
PRY8YL0. MARTHA C,

OUINN, ROBERT L,
ROBBINS, HILARY,
ROTHBARD, JANICE H,
SAKAL IAN, NANCY.
SCKALOR. LINDA,
SEGELMAN.SHEERA I,
SHUFFLETON.MARJI J.
SIEGEL.JULIE A,

SILVFR. WENDI B,

SMITH, AUDREY J.
SNYDER. BONNIE St

SNTOERtELLEN M,

ANDERSON, SUSAN M,

BERG, LAURA M,

BROOKS. LORRAINE P.

BROWN. FAITH I.

BROWNE. NAN C.
BJRKE. CHRIST INA M,

BUTERA. JACOUEL INF M.

CHRET lEN. CLAIRE A.

COGSWELL. EL IZABETH R,

COHEN, BENJAMIN,
COLEMAN, JOMARI A KIM.
COMAK.LISA B.

CONWAY, LYNN F,
CORKUM.KATHRYN PEARL.
COURTNEY. JUL lA A,

CULLERTON, MICHELLE D,

DAHLER. JAMIE L,

OALTON. KATHLEEN H.

OEMERS.LVNN A.

DICKINSON, MARTHA M.

OISESSA, CAROLYN.
OONNER, LAURA BETH,

OOWDALL, AUDREY F.

DRURY.JAYNE T,

EVANS, CHERYL,
FELDMAN, NANCY C,

FERMAN, SHELLY HOPE,

FERREIRA, PAMELA A,

FRIEDMAN, KAREN L,

FURLANI, KATHLEEN M.

GALLANT, SUSAN B,

GARDNER. DIANE M,

GARVEY. JUDITH P.

GL OSIER, MAUREEN,
GOULD.LINDA R.

GRAHAM. MIRIAM P.

GRAY, MARY LJUISE,
GROSSMAN, JUDITH B,

HANKINS.RONALD J,

HARLOW. CAROL FRANCES,
HARTIN. DIANE C.

HEMENWAY. ROBIN J,

HENDERSON, SARAH GOOOFELLOW
HERSHMAN, SHARI A,

HOYT, CHRISTINA J.

HULL, ELLEN M.

HUMPHREY, SUSAN M,

KANE, NANCY ELIZABETH,
KANG.JEANNIE,
KELLEY,LOIS A,

KLEIN, ELLEN S.

KOSAKOWSKI .JANICE M.

KULIS.ANN E.

LEBEAU. KAREN R,

LEOOY, KAREN A,

LEIBOWITZ.MFLENE S.

LFNSON, CAROL F,

LEONARD, JANET M,

LJNA. SANDRA I.

MAGNANT.AMY E,
MASTON. DIANE D,

MCKEON. PATRICIA A,

MFIJER.ANNF A,

MIHLEK, DEBORAH L.

OHNEMUS, ELLEN M,

ORLICK,AMY R,

DWFN.STACFY A.
PALMER. GATHER INE V.
PARKS. MICHELLF A,

PERRY. LEEANNF,
PHILLIPS. CLAUDIA.
POZNFR, CHARLES N,

RFNNICK, PATRICIA A,

RICE, SALLY J,

ROBERTS, L INOA J,

ROY, ANDREA S,

SCHULZE, VICTOR I A L,

SCOTT, LAURA M,

SERNA. DONNA,
SHANNON, PATRICIA,
SMITH. LI SA A.

SOLOMON. BETH I.

STACK, SHARON A,

STETSON. DONNA I,

STICKLER. NANCY S.

SULLIVAN, PATRICIA M,

THOMAS, CHERYL A,

TRACEY. KATHLEEN,
VAILLANCOURT, PATRICIA M,

VALIUNAS. JURATE.
WINN. NANCY E.

WOOD.LINOA F

,
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»»«nNIAN,B4Y,
AtiBOII , Alf X*NOrR 0,
ABBOTT, RICHARD SL

.

AOAXS.ANN H,

ALf>«lCH, THOMAS S,

AL»<A$,ILfNF H,

AlNf IDA. SANf^HA,
ALViTI,CA«l J.

ANOf RSON.KRr ST IN F,

ANORfWS, JANICE F,

ANGElONf.ANN MARIf,
ANNANO.OAVIt) J.

ANNANO. JFANNE F,

ANSEi.jJOi r,
APPFLSTF IN.MAITHfW J,

APTAKER.PERI A,

ARCHER. KATHLEEN A,

ARSFNAIJL T, JAMFS H,

BABNfH.JANF H.

BACHRACM, JOEL

.

BAILFV.ROBFRI J.

BAI'.OIANF S.

BALOMiN, RONALD C.
BAll ATO, BONNIE L.
BARKER ,LFSl IF A,

BARNES. OAVin,
BARON. SUSAN E.

BARRETT. THERESA A,

BARIOlOMfO.TAHHy N,

BfCt^FR. IRVING S,

BE JTLICH, MICHAEL I.

BENNETT. JFFFOFV L,

BEMOIT. CHRISTOPHER M.

BFRMAN.SHFRRI S.

BHALLA.HAJEFV.
Bill ,OAV n A,

BIOLOS.JAMFS ".

aiHn, JENNIE FR L ,

BI SHOP.OOBERT A,

BlANCHARO.MICHAFl H,

aiANCMf HE .MELISSA J,

BLIT/.-AOfr G.

BLOCK .Jv)l IE A,

BOOLE, CARDIE R,

BOONE.MAR JtJ« It t.

93TT0MI FV. JILL

.

BOIJGANIX.TANIFI r,

BOYE" .1 I SA «

.

SRA/IL.SAHA 4,

aREADl I.LISA &.

SREl)A.OEAN Jt

BRENNAN. HICHAf L A,

BRIEN.MAROARE T S,

BROwN.G'Er.aRY H,

BROWN, S'f^PHFN K,

HJCK.RONAIJ J,

BURG.uRFOORV M.

BURGO*<ASTER, THOMAS J.

BJRKE .FI LFEN P.

BJRNE TT. JANFT I.
CANAVAN.PATR IC lA A,

OARNAHAN. NANCY A,

CARNE VALE , TRACY A,

CARP.FOMARO B.
CARPENTER .MARK J,

CARR .JAMES F

,

CABIY, THOMAS J.
CAVAGNAC.L INOA A,

CAVALIFRO, JOMNNY J,
CEORbTl.HFLAYNF «,
CERRUTO.GINA,
CHANFY.SUF M.

ChRI STFNSFN.OFBRA E.

: IMF TTA. CHERYL A,

CL APK. J-^FFRFr H,

CLARK, NANCY I,

Cl INE, JANE r t

,

»l I H' i' . "JANC 1 .

AllF N.S JSAN M,

AMlCQ.jAMES H,

ARBUCKl F, MARIANNE,
BLOOMOJl ST.NFNA L,

801 liER, NANCY L .

BROS" Y, ) 1 CHARO L.
1^ ITI . 4» I S T (IPHf B ,

ANOf PSi". -"< ISTOPHPR
ANP'' y 'IN, RAYMOND N.J»

ANCHi iS.rfllL I AM B,

8AR">-Ki , OFNEVIEVF,
8FW »R0. ;)AVI0 J.

61 ANT "A<), PAUL.
Bar .'tN ixSKl. MICHAEL

AL( , J a IF J.

BF • -• '!-•, ROBERT T,

BR 1 ;FLL .BflETT,

BURNSt I<-*nMAS J.
CMADOS. 'ACFV P.

MANAGEMENT
COBIN.LINOA B.
COHEN. DEBORAH S,

COHEN, JAY M,

COHEN. MARC 6,
COHEN, SUSAN A.

COLL INS, JOHN R,

CONNALLY. THOMAS J.

CONNER, THOMAS K.

CONNOLLY. JANET M,

COOPER. IFRRI G.
CORBEIL, SUZANNE L,
CORCORAN.MARK G,

CORSINO. MICHAEL J,

COSTALOS.KATHERINE A,

COSTELLO.OAVIO J.

COULTER, JOHN M.

COUTURE. DIANE M,

COMIE.CHERVL A,

CREVlER.OAViO i,

CJMMINCS,MARy E,

:)AHLSTROM,TODn M,

OALY. ELIZABETH A,

DAVIS, CHERYL E,

OEANGELO,LISA A,

OENNEHV, TERESA F,

DESJOURnY,PAUL C,

5F VINE, CAROLE T,

OIMAMBRfl, JOSEPH A,

OOHFRTY, PHIL IP J

,

OOKTOR, KAREN E,

OONAHER, JAMES E.ll,
DJCHARMF , r)I ANF I,

DUMANOSKI ,HI»LLY J.

OKYER,MARK F,

ECKOFF, DAVID B,

El SENBERG.ALAN F,

ELKINS. ANTONY S,

ELLFEN. JUDITH A,

ElllSON, KATHLEEN A,

FLNEKAVF .R08I.
t-ERY.l INDA M.

ENCEL ,M| CHAFL K,

ERIC SON. ERIC J.

EVANS. CLARA H.

FYGFS.MARCY F,

F ACHFTT I .DAVIO J,

F AIK,DAV n A ,

FARRAR, CRYSTAL L

.

FF INSTFIN,TnDn A,

FENZEt.JOAN M.

F I ELD.W I LL I AM C,

FI HDSTFFl , JAIME S,

FlfROP,SfFVFN J,

FINE, PETER 0,

F INKEL.AMY E

.

F ISHER.SHFRRI-ANN,
FITZ.STFVFN r>.

FLETCHER, FRANK L,

FLUG, JEFFREY S.

FORTUNE, L ISA,
FRABOTTA,LISA C,

FRANREL, MICHAEL J.

FREEMAN, BARRIF I,

FREEMAN, THERESA I,

(.? IFDMAN.MARK E,
GAllAGHER, TIMOTHY JOHN.

JAILO, NANCY,
GARDNER, MICHAEL A,

GAUTHIER .GARY R.

r,FKn>l,GARY S,

&» UNF AU.CUBYL A.

GEROMt. KENNETH A,
3IBPES,PAiLA I ,

ilBSON.TAVID R.

GILHOOLE Y.OJRf EN M,

GIRARO,KFllFY J.
",

I Tin MiN.I'lf H VI 4 ,

GI 11 INS, [I I/ABE IH A,

GL IODEN,l I SA A,

GLOVER, JEFFRE Y R,

GDI OMAN, SHF»»Y I

,

OOIOSTF IN,Jf EEHEY 1,

GORDON, ALAN R,

GOSS,KFLLIE I,
GOTTBERCUAVIO M,

GRAFF, ELLEN S,

GRAHAM, RONALD N,

jR ANDPRE,CAIHfcB INt M,

GRAY, JULIA E,

GREELEY, ALICE H,
G^EENBFRG, ELLEN F,
GRIFFIN, JOHN J,
GROSS, ELLEN B,
GROSVENUR , DONNA M.

GRUNER HEGGE.FINAR C,
GUZJttSKI

,

DANIELLE C,
CMOZDZ. BRIAN M,
HAMILTON, BRUCE A.JR
MANNY, JENNIFER L.
HARBOLD, LYNDA M,

HARITON.GAIL L,
HARRI S.DAVID S

,

HARRIS. MARTHA A,
HART, VALERIE K,
HARWOOO,OI ANE L,
HAHES, SARAH F,
HAYES, KATHLEEN M,

HFALEV, MICHAEL A,

HFGARTV, NANCY.
HELLER, ELIZABETH 0.
HERNDON.KRISrEN 0.

HERUS.NIKA,
HERZOG.OEANA 1.

HOBAN, MEREDITH,
HOCHSTADT.ELISE,
HDMET, JAMES L,
HOOKER, DEBORAH L,
HORNUNG, SCOTT T,

HUGHE S.ANTHONY C,
HULTIN,KATHERINE M,

HURMlT7,ALAN 0,
HUSID. ALISON L,
HUSTON, JILL A,

HUTCHINSON, BRYAN T,

I ARROeiNO,PAUL E,
IMHOFF.VFLMA F,

INCANOELA.OENISE.
INNIS. STEVEN P,

IRWIN. JORDAN R.

JACK, KEVIN J,
JANTZEN,PFTFR J,

JAPOWSKI .THADOEUS W,

JARVAIS, JANET,
JOHNSON, JEFFREY C,
JOHNSON, JENNIFER V,

KAGAN, JONATHAN M,

KAPLAN. AIMEF 3.
<APL AN.L AWRENCE M,

KARP,l AWRFNCE F,

KASUBA,MARK E,
KA/ANTIS.CHR ISTOPHER A,

KFFIFY,MARK J,
KFENAN. STACIF L.

KF««rL()R, ANDHf A BETH.
KENNEDY, MA«GO,
KFRLlENFVICH,SONIA M,

KFRMAN, JOYCE F.
KIEL .SHARON M,
Kl NC AID, PAUL '",

,

KDlLfR, JF ANNt H,

Ki)OCHfR, ;)f AN e,

KOPIOM.PAUL M,

KOPMANN.l AJRI C.
KDPPFLE, JACJJEL INF 4.

KOVACS.lfPNA M,
KRAJEMSKl ,MAl TFR F

,

KRAMER. DONALD I.

KRASON, CAROLYN M,

KRAUSE.PAJL M,
»RONFELD, LAUREN G,
KUSHINSKV, Al AN P,

LANEN, SHARON M,
LAPIDES.DEBa A E,

LAVIGNE.FILEEN M,

LFAHEY, PETER F,
LEAMAN. LAURA E.

LCBLANC. PHIL IP C,

LEEDS, JOOI I

.

LEONC/YK, DEBORAH M,

LEONG. LINDA J,
LEPIKSAAR,KALLE,
LESHNE.JODY D,
LESS, DANIEL A,

LEVIN, DAVID E,

LEVY. ALAN B.

L ICCIAROELLO.ROSEMAPIE,
LOFTUS.KAV T.
LOUGHNANE, JOSEPH P,

LOVENSKIOLD,PEDER C,

LUCIANO, BETH E,

LUNOGRFN, PAMELA J,

LYNCH, JOHN W,
MACOONNELL,MARK J,

MACOONNELl, MELISSA M,

MACLEAN. KENNETH M.
MACNFIL .DANIEL J,
MAHAR, SANDRA J,
MAIN/ER, DANIEL B,

MAKSI AN.KASPER G.
MARBFRGER, DAVID S,

MAROUES,ANA PAUIA F,

MARSHALL, JUNE A,

MASCOTT,BFTH A,
MATTHEWS, SUSAN A,

MATUl IS, RICHARD J, JR

MCCAIL, SUSAN C,
MCCONNACMIE, JOHN,
MCCUSKER, JANE E,

MCDONALD, KELLY A,

MCKENNA, DANIEL A,

MCLAUGHL IN,LYNN A,

MCMANMON, DONNA M,

MCMANUS, DONNA M.

MCNEIL, JACOJEL INE m,

MCNICHOLS, DIANE F.

MEALEY.JOHN J.

MEHRA. AJAY
NELILLI.LYNNF M,

MESTEL, LAWRENCE S,

MF TZMAN, STF VEN 0,

MILLER, ALISA S,

MILLER, PAUL J,

MISKINIS, PAULA L,
MOAN. PATRICIA L,
MOINFAU, PHILIP J.
MDLIN.KARFN A,

MORE I RA,DULCE N,

MOREL AND. STEPHEN T, I I I

MORRI SON. SANDRA A.

MORSE. SHERRILL L.
MOSHFR.itlLL I AM J,

MUllFN.MIC-lAFl M,

MULL IGAN.BASP At<4 J,

MULL IN, HUGH N,
NA0EAU,M1CHF I LF P,

NATANSOHN, SAUL J,

NATHAN, RICHARD B,

Nf Fr INGFR,rRANCI S t,

'«EVILLF,PA.JL4 4,

NF YLON, T'lnWAS F, I I I

A,NICKFRSON, JANICE
NIELSEN, TORE <» .

NOLAN, ROBERT 1,

NUGENT, CHFRVL H,

NUVALLlt,M|CH4tL E,

NYF,IAURI'= E,

OCONNOR, KAREN E,

DHARA, KATHLEEN M,

OLSEN, PETER C,

ONF I LI, JOANNE C.

ONE ILL, MICHAEL J.

Ui*OURKt, KATHLEEN M,

OUEILETIF, ROBERT L , JR

OXLFY, SUSAN E,

PAIGE, THOMAS L

,

PAIllE,N()RA J,

PANAHI), riMOTHY J,

PARKER, SUSAN « ,

PECK, ADAM L,

PEkAR, JENNIFER A,

PELLOWS, MATTHEW M,

PFROUE.SONJA L

,

P£Rt IRA, JORGE M,

PEREZ, ALBERT) L,
PERKINS, MICHELE 0,
PERLMUTTER,ALAN C,
PHAKOS,ALFX K,

PI ASCIK, BARBARA,
PICKERING. SHAWN P,

PILl, DAVID,
PIWKO.PAUL M,

PL ISZKA. KENNETH M,

POIRIER.OEAN P,

POWERS. CAROL A,
P» ICF.BRADFDRD F ,

PJ/ZANGHFRO.MARI SA P.

PUZZn.PAUL A,

9UIMBV,KATHLFEN M.
RAYMAAKERS. DONNA L,
REGF.JILL A,

?FICHER. SFH A,
HE IDV.MAR Y.

Rl NAl Dl , FILIS F ,

ROBSINS, CRAIG A.
ROBERTS, LYNN B,

RONCONE,L ISA M,

RONDOLFTTO, NICHOLAS J,

RIOT ,ER ICA ^,

ROSEN, LEF S,

ROSENBAUM.HRUCE C,
ROSFNBAiJ'»,'J»AD R,

ROY, SUZANNE E,

RUBIN, STFVFN M,

<YAN,ANN J,
RYilER, NANCY,
RYTER,wENOY A,

SACHS, RACmEI ",

SAOAK lERSK I, STANLEY E ,

SALVADOR. KERRY A.
SANDSTRnM.C'lERVL A.

SANF^iRD,!»AUL I,

SAUEPTIG,CAPYN D,
SCHlFFMAN,STf VFN J,
SCHLOSSER ,CAaL G.

SCmULFR, PAMELA J,

SCIUTIU,FLLFN H,

SCONZO.MAW lANNE E.

SCLIPHELLO, GREGORY,
S-<ARFK,TO00 E,
SHAPFMAN, SHE"* Y 6,

SHAT/FR.ZANF O,

SHfA.DANlFL '^
,

jHEN, SANDRA,
SHFRI DAN, DANI FL J,

SH£TTLrR,OUNNA M,

SHORE S,A«T-«Ji M,
SHrSTEK,STEVFN f,

SHORE ,GPOFFBrv ,,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CHIARAVFinil l,CAOL A M,

CHUSl 0, "AilREtN P,

CL ARK.STfMFN P,

COELHO, JD'^N,

DINARDO,ANN M,

5nNnvAN,DAVl ^ C,
FREDERICKS, PATRICE A,

:,AOOMSKI , ROBERT S,

GILLI SSON,FVA,
HAJJAR,LYNNr M,

>^EBFl ,t*APBAR& N,

HENRY, IIIANF x,

KAGAN, LYNN ANNE,
KOCOT, CHRIST INE M,

K OSLO SKI , SUSAN L,
LYMAN, MICHFt F M,

HAPCHANO.MARV B,

ME AD.Kl "BFRFLY L,

MIDURA, DONNA M,

MORSE, LUC INOA L,

MUELLER, HILARY E,

OSSFN.STEPHFN m,

JZEREKO,MARY T,

PI fPHO, JUl I ANNA R,

*FAROON,OFBRA FLLFN,
SJT|R,CATHFS INE L,

SPELLMAN. BRI AN M,

STAVIS, DONNA I,

SI EEOMAN, CHARLES M,

lANSFY, EUGENE C,

Black Affairs

V.
J.

J,
A,

SHwEPT, NANCY E,

SKVORIC.VIOL ET,

SLAR SKEY, JEAN F,

SLOVIN, JEFF KEY T,

SMITH, CYNTHIA E,

SMITH, GAIL A,

SMITH, ILISA K,

SOLIN.DAVIO H,

SOSNA, SHFRI N,

SOULE, LAURIE J,

SPENCER, BR AOFORD A,

SPILKER.MARC A,

STANCE, KFLIY J,

STANNE,JOHN F.

STEIN, ANDREW A,

STENBERG, LAURIE G,

STEWARD, BRYN C,

STEWART, LISA M,

STOLLER, SUSAN M,

STONE, JAY S,
SULLIVAN.KATHLEEN M,

SUPRENANT. ROBERT J.

SUVA MARTIN. MELINOA
SWIERZEWSKI, STANLEY
SWOTINSKY.LI SA J,

TE ICH,WILL lAM P,

TENCZAR, DANIEL R,

TOOARO, NATALIE M,

TOPAL IAN, MICHAEL Z,

TORFF,L AwRENCt E,

TOROSIAN, JANET P,

IRODERMAN, JEFFREY S,

TUCKER, MARGIE J,

TUNG, EILEEN F,

TURNER. DAVID E.
VAN JE VAART, CAROL ENA F,

YANNI , ANDREW F ,

YANPUTTEN, CAROLYN
VARELAKI S.DESPINA
VATSKE.LiSA 3,

VAUGHAN. DAVID A,

VFGL IANTF,DAVlO M,

VEGl lANTE, FRANK S,

VFRNUCCI

,

JOSEPH J,

VERVILtF, LINDA L

,

WALDMAN,LISA B,

WALSH, MICHAEL S,
WALTON, ALAN D,

wARTSkI, DAVID A,

WASH, LINDA J,

WFBER, PETER J.

WEEHASINGAM. JANAOTHANAN A,

WE ICH, BEVERLY J,

WE INFR.SHFRRI A,

WEISS. AMY S,

WELCH, WILL I AM L,
MFNTWOPIH.SAPA I ,

WHALFN, JUDITH F,

WHITE ,T INA M,

WHI TNEV,GWEN,
WIFOERHOLD, CONRAD N,

Wl JEYFSINGHE.ROCHEN,
WILKINSON, JUDITH A,
WILL I AMS. DAWN F,

WILL lAMS, MICHAEL P.
WILLINGHAM.C LFE,
WI TTY.OFBnRAH,
WOLFFS, OENISf R,

WOOD, MARTIN F,

WYSK, LAURIE A,
VETMAN,MAHK S,
VORKS.ANN,
YOUNG. El IZABETH C,
fOUNGSIE IN, KAREN t

,

ZF ITIAN. SCOTT W,

ZIEMBA, JOANNE,
ZI MMtRMANN, ROBERT J,
ZJCKFRMAN.l FSL IE A,

AP photo file

El Salvador after bomb damage by terrorists in

Feb., 1981.

Cry for Liberation

By YADIRA BETANCES

Its dusk in my Latin

America.

The black cloak of death

Covers my pale blue sky.

My land and my people

Are being raped

By killer, foreign hands.

In my neighborhoods.

My children don't play

anymore.

Their lives are stomped

By was and poverty.

In my towns.

There's no longer a quiet life

But, they're fighting and

It's been replaced by ar- searching

maments
For their long robbed

Awes and murmurs of war. dream.

In my cities.

While yound and old fight

The pain of birth for

liberation

Is felt by every women.

In my Andes,

Bolivar's spirit weeps for his

people

Who blindfolded are closer

and closer

To a foreign oppression.

My brothers, friends

And family are not the same
any more

My dear people

Are lacking peace

They have a broken spirit.

They're hungry for liberty,

Latin American

addresses

Nicaraguan crisis
By YADIRA BETANCES

Collegian Staff

Americans are showing a growing concern over the war

waged in Latin America. This is reflected in the number of

people who attend national and on campus activities about

Latin America.
Thursday night's showing of the movie Target Nicaragva

Inside a Covert War and talk by Nola Rineheart. a

professor at Smith College who spent her summer in

Nicaragua, played to a full house.

Rineheart. who spoke on the economic situation in

Nicaragua began her talk with the basic goal of the

revolution that started after Somoza's overthrow in 1979.

These basic goals were to improve the materialistic

standard of living for the majority (mostly peasants) and

increase popular participation, she said. Though the latter

was a success, its achievement was threatened by the

economic crises the nation was facing then.

The Nicaraguan economic crisis was evident in three

individual sectors, according to Rineheart. These sectors

were: the rise of unemployment and inflation, and shor

tages of the basic necessities of people. Rineheart said.

The cause of these crises were, she said, the "legacy of

dependency on 'Somozismo'" the economic situation since

the triumph. U.S. economy distillation, coun

terrevolutionary activities, natural disasters and ironically

enough, the success of the revolution.

'Reagan did everything he could to destroy Nicaragua.

"

Rineheart said. "It was the worst time to have a

revolution." she said.

The movie showed a chronological order of the revolution.

The revolution started in July of 1981 as a secret CIA plan.

the movie revealed.

The movie focused on the town of San Pedro del Norte,

where 15 peasants were murdered by contrarevolutionary

guerillas or "contras" from Honduras aided by the U.S.

Since the revolution began, the number of Nicaraguans

killed, equal the number of American soldiers killed in the

Vietnam War, Rineheart said.

Cry for Liberation

Grito For la Libera-

cion
Anochece en mi Latinoamerica.

El negro manto de la muerte

Cubre nu cielo azul palido

Mi tierra y mi peblo son violados

Por manos asesinas y extrangeras y.

En mis barrios,

Ya mi nonos no juegan.

Sus vidas estan pasmadas

Por las guerras y la miseria.

En mis campos.

Ya no hay vida pasajera.

La han reemplazado los armamentos

Ia»s horrores y murmullos de guerra.

En mis ciudades.

Mientras jovenes y viejos pelean

El dolor del parto de la liberacion

Ix) sient v en cada mujer

.

En los Andes,

El espiritu do Bolivar gime porsupueblo

Que con una venda en los ojos

Se acerca mas yamas

A la opresion extrangera.

Mis hermanos. mis amigos

y mi lamilia. ya no son loa mismos.

Ml gran pueblo querido

Tiene escases de pn/..

Tiene el espiritu herido

Esta hambriento do liberta.

Pero estan luchando en busca

De su sueno robado.

Editor's Note:

The poem on this page, along with its Spanish translation

solely represent the opinion of its author. It does not

reflect, in anyway, the opinion of the ("(dlegian.

TUDPYN,aGSrMARIE li ,

VANCHER I, JANE £

,

WATIERJD,KMBFRL Y A

WEBBFB.LA )(. 1 M,

STOCKBRIDGE
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

The Stockbridge School also publishes a Stockbridge School Dean's List for their students who compile a 3.0

average or higher with twelve or more graded credits.

BURRINGION, FRANCES M,

CHMURA.ANNMARY,
FLEVFLANO. SARAH G,

LUSACK,GARY ANTHONY,
)AVIS, RONALD S,

DZ lUOA, STANLEY M,

FERRIS, JOSEPH F

,

FITZPATHICK, THOMAS R,

GARSTKA,J)HN A.

CENNINCS, SCOTT D,
HALL .AL? ZANDER G,
HOIL IDAY, I^Af lY A,

HOLM. ERIC' ',

JOHNSON. «l)NA A,

LAMBERTI .KATHlfEN F,

LAUGHEAD.MARC A,
MANNING, CRAIG F,
MEL ICAN, DAVID T,

MORGAOO, "AJl J,
DKEEFE.JOHN P,
PAOUCH, JAMES B.

SAZAMA, NANCY M,
SCHUL T.', PHILLIP A,
SC WELL ,KEVI N M,
S'lTILE. JANFT M.

STEPHENSON,! RRAINE D,
STuSICK,TMti):iORE G.
SUMMERS. OOUGt AS B.

TALMAGF.SHIRLFY A,
U'^NER, CATHERINE,
WILSON.SCOTT C,

EXCHANGE. HONORS
CHRIST lANSON, SHfl L Y 1 ,

CORTHEll .KATHFRINF I

,

DISVISCOUR, JfANNINF ANN,

OURK,MELANIE D,

E0RTINO,MARY K,

GASKILL.' FI INOA J,

HAGSTROM, NANCY E,

HANDIER, MAJRICIO A,

^OUlF,ANnRF P,
MACGRF-.DB .1 AiiB ^ A,

PIMlFY.VENfllA -,

SCHELLMAN,LI SF C,
SFFLFY,LAJREN F,

SMITH, KAREN J,

STRANOBFRG.S ISAN J,

lOYUMARi), jANE I,

lOMITA, ALI SON K,

TRUES, LINDA "*,

WARO.Sl' PHA'M'

WEBB, EILEEN,
WEISS, CATHY ,

mi'

Marketing Insight
by the

World's Largest
Brewer

Anheuser-Busch
Brought to you by
the University of
Massachusetts
Marketing Club
Monday, Oct. 17

7:00 P.M.
C.C. Rm 917
for more info call

Scott Hoffman 549-3508

Ed Fitzgerald253-7662

i
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A Store-full of Ideas

DoNNntosNn /Imherst • Open Dail/ 10-6, SundOK 12-5
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Hypercurricula

Uyptrcurricuia," a

listiiiK of eventH held at

I ho I'niversity of
MaHHarhuHetts and sur-

rounding area, ih publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Kvents are listed the day
before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

25 PLUS CLUB ROLLER
SKATING PARTY - Free

roller skating tickets for

older students at the CC
concourse, 8 p.m. Look for

25-|-sign. Car pooling to

Interskate 91. For info

telephone 546-1485

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
DANCE - Dance will be

October 15 at Campus
Center 10th floor. 9 p.m. CC
10th floor

BRUNCH WITH
RICHARD SAPON WHITE

Brunch followed by a

program on Jewish
genealogy and family

histories. Second in the

Hillel Exploring Jewish

Identity Series. 12 p.m.

Commonwealth Rm.
Student union

HAYRIDE - Leaving
UMassat6:15 Oct. 16

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH -

All are welcome to join us

for our weekly service of

worship, praise, and
teaching from the Bible.

10:15 a.m. see CC schedule

for room

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(with this coupon!

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Lena Hair
Expires 10/30/83 C

Please C»H for an Appomtmem
•Fof n«w dtanta oofy

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
'f* Unr.-r-3itv Drive

Ar-t>eT»t MA S«*b610

Lo^.NOWOPEN -Vo^J

i ^\>^ UTOPIA SPAS ^'^ ''

=i«= =>f= =»<= ^<= =»f= ^<= =»«=

Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am...Walk-ins are welcome

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY

• Hot Tu^ Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supen/ised environment • Each area wired for your

own favorite music or sounds. .AND MUCH MORE. . .

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!
»••••••••••••••••• clip and save »•«««»••••••••••••

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)• $1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF m. • ^

HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT
Ti IDO (coupon valid through October 30, 1983) _ ,^-»lUDa „„^ „ „«, v,ic.f r.or norcnn TUBS

•

G-ReeNOOGtl

§WCK MP
Open Weekdays

Evenings

All Day
Saturday &

SundayCeNTI^h

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

OOON.

LOOK G«eflT FOR

mP^&e...(JOON.

I

IV-^1^2^^^

I urnmmif

TVRN 5/X yCfiRi 0U>
meomeRiw/...

1 ^^ V"

A^ ^' S

1
^^— —*

^

nvMSP
5/xmfd HI. Zl^^

Scrod by Dan DeBellis

MV I H»»VE AFE\X/ MINUTES

OF VWR TIME MV FRIEMD?

l^fi, HUMBLE SERVANT
FPJ^'M -me- HW^E FiSHKrvs

AND WE UiOULb 6tei«VTLV

WANT (*£ IP HUM f^FEK/'

CHWTS WHILE ^Oo FOR*;

rVFJ^ VOIR WftLLET?
^T THE A1H?0RT.

Superbad
by G.H.

itioC^G^- t*^*^f-0 tr^f^^'l'

'^e^ 3>or --o riHt? him

Cp^'bW HIM..

<j>
^f: JT/^ihJ HIM ne^E,

^V-^ THIS FAMlUf

,r

',AMTlC (SITY. ^P(Pr»^ A LOI"

After The Fall by R. Miller
/^

To Liit€ TH.S C06f>^, rirtiSS

r'uP. A R€Ai.

AMD (T S «U*uy

Wy^^k ^ X J r*^ J

l6 AST I- s Got a
'v^A<e --A^ $ / ?5 .

Wilson Low by CC. McFly

f\EAL
FEOEUM
AGENT,

.^v

L FBI t-\KW : YOU DA OWNER? WE HAVE REASOW TO

BELIE.VE THAT YOUR M\bSlNG PlZ.Z-^ DRIVER,

ONE M\C\<.EY TRIPPER IS COLLAROKATING
'

1 WITH THE RUS
^
'AMS [

LCIAMAW J-THE ADORtS'i HE DISAPPEARED
AT WHILE DELIVERING A Pl2IA,00£b NOT
EXIST BUT WE HAVE FOUND EVIDENCE OF A

'

-SOVIET SPY PLAKI£.|

OK E.VERYON/E-
THlS IS THE Fe>.l

FREEZ.E1
)

—

Quentin

EPI2.Z.ER1Aowner: 1 NO UNDERSTANJD ENJ-

I6LISH SO GOOD 1

LPI2.ZER\A0WNERJ YEb? YOU WANT LAR&Tl
I OR SI^ALL PIZZA? r

by Mark MacKenzie

^(AH, RlfeMl, RoOD'f

TO bO ^C^t - ,

\o>'\

BtfOfvj' Off Of r«6 tiTTLt

\ Mil'' TK i 0»Jf 0«».

n

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilfd *>> Maritarel Karrar and Irudr Jaffr

IMl I »« \«trtr% limr^ s^n^Bif

ACROSS
' '. •t^^S(

10 uayc 0* tip 's
14 ActO' Ray
15 Lisbon S '...•

16 Little — oi

DicHens'ame
V Bo'SCMt

ing'eiJient

IH Ha'p individuals

19 Paint unsti'lilulty

20 AAay t'O'ti po't

22 Counts agjin

24 Shefbets

2?! Neilfier s male
26 Uneven
29 Ordered lo 'ctu'n

34 Tu'Kish VIP

35 Slow or CO*
36 Wine Comb lorrti

37 Sale sign

38 The Sun Also

39 Converse
inlofmaily

40 Editor s note

41 Author Baqnold
42 Fmul<ite Hamili

4i The — Man
Hottman role

45 Scorched
46 Nuptial

announremeni
word

4^ -- impdbse

4H Witch

52 Visitor at

bedtimp
•f Russian range

Kind o* bHdq»'

••,9 Ciii/e-

60 Trappe' s •
;

61 Bailie

62 Sicilian j';-,i

63 Movie King

64 Un ts n* 'orre
• •

, .> q

DOWN
Chatters

Nautical term
impression

In spite ot

The Seven
Mountain
Thomas Merton
All -- on

ilecK
' Teen lor one

H Contented sound
9 Perfumes
10 Secured
1

1

Kind ot cut: -t

12 Hebrew month

I)

•J Clerical

vestments
2' Proceed" ;

rei'iird

2S — ma"
lunanimm.s ^

• Sudden tv • '

M tivilv

2« Willow

29 Treat a v
\0 Madedo.witri

Out 1

Ji Merry Wul .\

composer
32 CJruAing oi.l

33 Adored ton r'>..> n

35 Tree ir\ Spam
38 Did a

sewing |Oti

42 Connery
44 Edinburgh 'cp.ist

4'> Part ol USA
47 Stage remark

48 TaKe the sun

49 County or city

11- N£ Nevada
50 Past participle

ot lie

51 Hard to hold

53 Ship follower

54 Tolstoi heroine

55 Al hand
5H Manage

4 |Hs f, • (I

1 1

.1

1? ' 1

1.
> r" .> ^' 1.-

1J
IT- Bh1
ill Srif

1

48 t<\ Sf' ^^^H 'iT

1

',4 ^^1

^64-

.»

+

DC Menu
LUNCH

Tuna Salad

on Water Roll

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Bake(l On\

Newbury Sauce
C'heese Lasagna

with Tomato Sauce

F^gffs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Herbe<i Soyln^an C^asserole

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
F>esh Zucchini Pie

Baked Cod
Newburg Suace

Eggs wit!) Sharp ('hees*.-

Cold Plate

Weather

Mass., Conn, and R.I. -

Showers and
thunderstorms ending

from west to east Friday

morning, then partly sun-

ny, windy and less humid,

highs 65 to 75, turning col-

der in the afternoon. Ffv

day night, clear, breezy

and cool, low temperatures

in the mid 'M)?, in the

western hills to the mid

40s elsewhere. Saturday,

sunny and breezy, high in

the mid 60s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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Lord Jeffs (19) host Plymouth St. (2)
The Amherst College men's soccer

team will seek to prove that they belong in

the Division III Top 20 as the 19th ranked

Lord Jeffs take on second ranked

Plymouth State tomorrow at 2 p.m. at

Amherst.

Coach Peter Gooding's troops have had

trouble scoring goals with only five in

regulation this year. Plymouth St. (10-1-1)

finished second in the nation last year in

Division III and is led by AU-American

Mike Farriqua.

Spikers are on the road

to Div. I Delaware tourney
By ED CUNNINGHAM

Collejfian staff

The fifth ranked volleyball team in the

Northeast. Division II. is traveling to

Delaware ihis weekend. Yes. our very own

University of Massachusetts spikers are

going on the road. The attraction is the

University of Delaware's 16 team in-

vitational tournament.

On the heels of a thrilling victory over

New Haven on Wednesday, head coach

F^laine Sortino is still speaking cautiously of

this tournament. "We're just looking to get

out of the pool play." stated Sortino.

UMass has once again drawn a tough pool.

Their foes will include Division I teams

George Washington University and

Princeton University as well as James

Madison, a Division II squad.

If UMass can survive, they will then have

to face some very stiff competition in the

semis and finals. Sortino expects to see the

likes of Maryland, Georgetown and the host

team Delaware in the later rounds.

Overall, the 19-5 spikers are heading out

today on a cautious upbeat. The injured

players (Kirsten and Leslie Smith) are

returning, the entire team is playing well

and there is an air of confidence in

everything they're doing.

UMass has to be one of the teams to watch

this weekend for some exciting action.

Coach Sortino predicts at least the

following: "We'll play better against

tougher competition and we'll be much

better after this weekend."

Lady linksters travel to Princeton
The University of

Massachusetts women's

golf team travels to

Princeton this weekend

after finishing sixth in the

Eastern Regionals held

last weekend at Dart-

mouth.
Junior Judy Guzy, who

finished 20th out of a field

of 50 with a 94 and a 89.

hopes to improve playing

near her hometown just

outside of Princeton.

"We're anxious to see

how Judy scores." said

coach Jack Leaman. "She

usually plays very well at

Princeton."

Captain Jane Egan shot a

93 in the first round of the

Easterns but dropped back

in the second round.

"Egan is consistent and

usually shoots around 90."

said Leaman.
UMass will play against a

field that includes

Eastern's winner Dart-

mouth. Boston College

(4th). and Rutgers.

"Dartmouth is the creme

of the crop." said Leaman.

"We hope to do well

against the rest of the

field."

* Field hockey
Continued from page 20

Traditionally, this weekend is one of the

biggest of the season for UMass. Hixon

emphasizes each game is as important as

the last, but this weekend and these teams

mean just a bit more to the Minutewomen.

The hunt this weekend in Philly will be for

victory. The weapons for UMass will be a

tough defense, speedy offense and senior

leadership. It's hard to say what it all

means. It will tell a great deal about

Massachusetts' National Championship

aspirations and will have an effect on

UMass' national ranking. UMass is playing

top ranked teams and the difference bet-

ween victory and defeat won't be great.

UMass faces Temple today at 3 p.m. and

plays Old Dominion tomorrow at 1 p.m.

U. Mass.
hers^

10 a.m. til 11 p.m.

Beer • ^«'^*
*

\o'

\c^

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Jtjst past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

oo'
^eeKVN

SPec«a\s

Mohawk Vodka 1 75 l $7.95

Cossack Gin 175 $8.90

Roberto Rum 175 $9.95

BUCl export bottles v9.90 -i- 1.50

Miller 12 oz cans $9.95 + 1 20

Stroh $9.95 + 120

BUSCh 12oz.cans $9.35 -^ 1.20

Gallo Premiums is $3.70

Carlo Rossi 4l $5.99

Sebastiani Premiums
1.5 $4.00

not responsible for typographical errors
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! Butterfield Co-op Kitchen

is Hiring Senior and Junior

Resident Managers.

Senior Manager: Will be hired for Spring and Fall '84.

25 hours/week. $4.50/hour with free Room and Board.

Junior Manager: Will be hired for Spring '84.

20 hours/week. $4.00/hour with free Room and Board.

Both will share responsibility for the operation of a kitchen

feeding 160 persons 3 meals a day. Will share responsibility for

ordering, menu planning, budgeting, and the security of the

Kitchen. Senior Manager will have complete responsibility for

dealing with Food Service representative.

Applications and Job Descriptions are available at the Butter-

field Kitchen Office. Application is due October 21st.

Applicants must be available for training during November and

December. Hours arranged to fit the applicants schedule. V

Applicants must be Students in Good Academic Standing dur-

ing the periods of employment.

The Butterfield CO-OP Kitchen is an equal opportunity

employer.

FOUR SEASONS
Location: On Route 9 In Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

SPECIALS
BUSCH bottles and cans $8.99 case

BUD/BUD LIGHT bts $9.99 case

STROHS cans $9.99 case

LABATTS beer or ale bts $11.50 case

CALGARY CANADIAN BEER ^1V^ ^^^^
New Beer from the Miller Brewing Co.

Melster Vrau Introductory Price $7.99 cs

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RIUNITE WINES 750 ml $2.49

CARLO ROSSI WINES 4 L $5.99

TAIL GATE PARTY SUGGESTIONS/SUPPLIES
• Reichelbrau Imported Beer 5 L Keg $9.99

• Schnapple - mixed with apple cider

• Juices for Mixers - tomato, cranberry, orange, grapefruit, &
pineapple

• Mixed Drinks - with or without llquor in it Pina Colada,

Margarita, Strawberry Daiquiri, Bloody Mary, Coffee Sombrero

We will take your cans and bottles with a smile.

No quantity too large.

KEGS WE DELIVER BEER BALLS
584-8174

Attention Wine Enthusiasts: We really know our wines and

someone is always here who can help you. Come see our huge

selection.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^^^^^^^*^,^^.fTTr.T^Tr„Jr. criHirrnp^dline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45 3;45 Monday

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive d?ys

AMY COHEN

Henio! Affirmative

day I love ya - J

we rule Happy Birth-

ANNOUNCEMENT

The sixth floor of Dickinson is pleased to

announce the engagement of MISSY andf

DAN. Congratulations to the happy cou-'

pie.

AUTO FOR SALE

73 VW Superbug original owner runs goodi

$850 call Chuck 584-6481 days

1971 Chevelle SS 60 series mags headers,!

turbo, cassette and amplifier and more]

$1800' Evan 545-3197

Audi 100LS 74 AM/FM radials automaticj

good condition BO 549-5316

1974 Plymouth Voyager Van extra long,

carpeted, paneled, stereo high mileage,,

looks good, runs well BO call Andyl

546-7017
j

64 Olds Cutlass Delta 88 excellent motor i

excellent transmission - classy antique $300]

or BO Tom 549-0453 .

1979 Honda Civic 47500 miles FM $2300.

negotiable 549 4078

ENTERTAINMENT

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Poor Richards needs a doorman. Apply

in person between 8-10 pm

Singers, Dancers, Jugglers wanted for

parttime delivery service. Great pay, own
hours. Call High Notes 665-7664

Wanted: Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the CATE Guide information/application:

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

So you think you're funny? Western

Mass premier comedy show needs fertile

minds! Call Comedy Crunch 586-0802

Superior Pizzeria, experienced part - full

time people for delivering pizzas. Must have

car. Also counter help. Phone 549-0626

On campus non work study jobs

available M-F mornings 7-10 or 9:30-12 for

info call 549-6364 eves ask for Archie

riday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

10% • discount • Phone number FREE

PART-TIME

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORKII
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434, 9-2 pm

ROOM WANTED

PERSONALS

21 year old male and dog need place star

ting November. Please call Todd 549-5730

leave message

INSTRUCTION

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties
|

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99]

SPECIAL! Dorms, semis, Greeks, All Occa-

sions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS - Profes-|

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates all

occasions 253-3980 ^^^^_______

FOR RENT

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

PAPER WRITING & PRESENTATIONS
simplified; prepared faster - with The For-

mula©. The timesaving professional ap

proach to rapid-assembly of written & oral

assignments, handy use-guide. Step-by-

step instructions. Get The Formula^ and

get it done! $2.50 plus BASE to Write-

Away Publications, Inc. Box 125, Corning,

NY 14830. (answers promptly)

JUDY MOLINE

Hope you have the best birthday ever!

Go wild-you're finally legal I Love, Jane

" LOST

Puffton VillageTake over lease now
Apartments 549-1369

Off-Campus Parking Spaces near

Southwest: car (outdoors); motorcycle

(garage). $15 week. 549-1193

FOR SALE

Reward for return of gold ring oval

shape with black stone in middle deep sen-

timental value please call 546-7446

Beige Coat with red liner & keys lost in

basement SBA 10-4 reward 569-0405__

MOLLSBURGER

Las Vegas Night Sat Oct 15 7:30-11:30

Campus Center Aud sponsored by Alpha

Phi Omega $3.00 = $5,000 play money

auction at 10:30

We find scholarships to match your

needs. Results guaranteed. Send $1.00

(refundable) to Student Data Research 49

Downing Fall River, Mass 02723

Cold? Warm up with a hot tub at Utopia

beside Stadium Liquors

DearesTBigfoot, After 5 years I love you

more than you may ever realize. The best

was yet to come when "whenever" arrived.

Best Wishes and love always, Charlie

Hovv about the Hot Tubs this weekend.

253-SPAS

Attention 241 Puffton thanks for the

awesome Bday! Get ready Daffy & Cream!

You are next love Shannon

Marylou. Dan will be at Utopia soaking for

voul

To Hadley man on overloaded bus Oct 6

night I still need socks or coffee call Ellyn

584-2700 ext 303
^

Coley, Happy Birthday! How shall we

celebrate? Pinball, pizza, or a trip to city

planning? I love you, Emma

Rush Sorority Rush
Sigma Delta Tau

Dinner 10/18 Tues 5:30

Dynasty Party 10/19 Wed. 8:30

Rush Party 10/20 Thurs 8:M
Rush Open Ruth

Wendy this ones for real. Have a great day,

Happy Birthday Love Amy

Maureen, We've been through alot and I

know what a true friend is thanks to you

Happy Birthday may it be a special one love

Karen

ROOMMATE WANTED

Large house in Amherst has room for

three responsible students with references.

Must seel Call 546-7363 5-8 pm on 9/13 or

9/14

SECURITY DEPOSITS

Feeling ripped o«7 Do you have a ques

tion about the return of your security

deposit? Contact: Off Campus Housing Of

fice, 115 Hasbrouck, 545-0865

SERVICES

Typing papers, cases, resumes, letters

IBM SelecUicjL25/p^J^arTcv^^^^^^

Typing. Professional, fast, experienced.

IBM Selectric. Minor editing if desired.

References. Sunset Avenue, 549 1193

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

TERMINAL

Used Hazeltine Computer Terminals.

CRT w/keyboard. $250, while they last.

Jason, 1-967-5483

TURKEY SHOOT

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$1^.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Swedish Leather Back-Packs Reg^price

$119 now $79! Call Eva best M/W/Th 8-10

PM 584-6610
^

Gibson Les Paul Custom - 1980 modelex

cellent condition. Must sell. BO over $600.

call Steve 546-8431

FOUND

Found: tan and white female cat around

Butterfield Dorm call 549-6232

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round^

You're such a goober! I told you it would

work out, it just takes a little time! Have a

great weekend and maybe Brown will win a

game! Eddie and I will have an "intense"

ROTC Saturday! Yahoo! Now behave

yourself and call me so you can find out if

we're still alive! Well Goobski. . .Don't

forget to tell him about "Lionel", "the

State Trooper" (sigh) and "the Car" Miss

you I Love T. Jenn

MOTORCYCLES
~

Honda 360 1971. runs good, $275,

665-7116

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

545-0392, 584-7924

RAYBANS

Quality sunglass wear invest in your eyes

- at least 25% off suggested retail prices

evenings call Bruce 549-2879

REFRIGERATOR

THIS SUNDAY
at the National Guard Armory

on Col. LaVallee Rd off Spring St

in Florence at 1:00 pm til ?

WANTED

1981 Yamaha moped excellent condition

red $230 negotiable 549-4078

Am selling my dorm sized refrigerator.

Only used one semester - excellent condi-

tion. Paid $140, will sell for $65 Call Lisa

256-0186

RIDE WANTED

Going today (or returning 10/16) to Long

Island. Will share expenses. Call Susan

549-4617 _

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Girl to milk 50 cows in parlor. Call after

7:00 pm Walter Kownacki 665-4666

Accounting Tutor needed desperetelyl

For Acctg 221 if you're qualified please call

Cheryl 546-9801 to make arrangements

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Land to park my camper no house

privledges desired rent negotiable evenings

549-3771 _^
Northeast/Sylvan Governments looking

for resident to fill position on Residential

Appeals Committee. Contact Marge
546-4867 or Molly 6-4871
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UMass meetsMaine in crucial contest
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

It is like the New York Giants versus

the San Diego Chargers a stubborn

defense opposing an explosive offense -

This Saturday at Alumni Stadium as the

University of Massachusetts Minutemen
(1-4) host the University of Maine Black

Bears(2 2) at 1:30 p.m.

In what can be termed a must-win game
for both teams, the Minutemen will be

looking to rebound from last Saturday's

lough 16 13 loss to Delaware and snap the

rampaging Black Bears" two game win-

ning streak. Last week Main knocked off

previously unbeaten Lafayette, 39-38.

"The morale is excellent. The players

still believe in themselves," said UMass
coach Bob Pickett. "We are very con-

fident going in against Maine."

Mistoricaliy, UMass has reason to be

confident, having won 16 of the previous

17 meetings between the two schools.

However, the Minuteman defense will

have to be at its best if UMass is to

continue its dominance.

The Black Bear offense has of late been

led by quarterback Mike Beauchemin who
is filling in for the injured Rich LaBonte.

LaBonte may be able to return to action

this weekend, but Beauchemin has been

so effective that he may have won himself

a starting job.

"We don't care which quarterback is in

there. They're both great athletes," said

Pickett.

Facing a team that has compiled 776

total yards and scored 62 points in its last

two games will be a stiff test for the

Minuteman defense, but they should get

some support from the offense since the

Black Bear defense lets up points as fast

as the offense scores them.

The UMass offense was to be centered

around the arm of quarterback Jim

Simeone this season and though the

UMass offense has gained 693 yards

passing as compared to 525 yards rushing,

Simeone, with only three touchdowns and

nine interceptions in five games has not

quite lived up to preseason expectations.

"Simeone is improving. We were

hoping he would come along a little faster.

He needs a big game. He is still young

and learning," remarked Pickett.

The contest Saturday is vital to both

teams because each is winless in the

Yankee Conference (UMass 0-1; Maine

2) and each team has lost to the University

of Rhode Island, who is undefeated in the

?onference. If either team hopes to win

the league title and a spot in the Division

1 AA playoffs, they better start winning

tomorrow.
For the Minutemen, who started the

season with a schedule ranked sixth

toughest in the Division 1 AA and have

proceeded to get off to their worst start in

26 years, Saturday is their second to last

home game and their last chance to

salvage their season.

Contrasting styles and desperation

should make tomorrow's game a classic.

Remember the Giant-Charger thriller

three weeks ago?

Collcffian photo by Da*id Dcuber

The UMass Minutemen face the Maine Black Bears at 1:30 p.m. Satur-

day at Alumni Stadium.

Minutewomen post a convincing 5-0 win

ELUSIVE OBJECT-
Nadia Komarowski
(Jf) of UMass and
Springfield 's Sue
Serafino vie for the

ball in yesterday 's

5-0 UMass win at

Boyden. With the

win, UMa^s moves to

n-1-2 and faces

Cortland St. Sun-
day at Boyden at

1 p.m.

Colk^an pholn bv Jim Powrm

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team increased its record to 6-1-2 as

they overcame injuries and a sloppy field to

put together an impressive 5-0 blanking of

19th ranked Springfield College at Boyden
Field yesterday.

The fourth ranked Minutewomen who
were without the services of Susan Bird due

to illness, welcomed the return of Debbie
Harackiewicz who wore a faceguard to

protect her broken nose. She experienced

some head pounding and blind spots, but

adjusted pretty well according to coach

Kalekeni Banda.

The booters started out a little slow as

they took time to adjust to the field con-

ditions and get their game going. They
were also slowed down by an injury to

Jamie Watson(right knee), who initially

came back into the game, but was removed
for good when she re- injured it a few

minutes later.

Nadia Komarowski opened up the scoring

for UMass as she took a Kristi Kelly pass

and came down right wing alone and put a

shot into the left corner to make it 1-0,

which is the way the first half ended.

At the 12:30 mark of the .second half, the

sister tandem of Ellen and Chris Taggart

put together a good run which resulted in a

2-0 lead. Coming in on a two on two break,

Chris passed to Ellen on left wing, who
outran the Springfield defenders, came in

alone on goalie Cheryl Sullivan, and chipped

a shot which was initially saved, but she got

her own rebound and went around the

goalie and put it into the back of the net.

The Minutewomen set up many good

scoring opportunities for themselves

throughout the second half as the

Springfield defenders began to tire. Lori

Stukes made it 3-0 as she took successive

passes from Ellen Taggart and
Harackiewicz and put a shot into the left

corner at the 18:07 mark from the top of the

box.

Komarowski, who was termed explosive

by Banda, had several good scoring

chances, including a breakaway at 28:30

that Sullivan barely tipped over the

crossbar. She came through four minutes

later as she took a pass from newcomer
Martha Riuble and hit the post, only to get

her own rebound and easily put UMass
ahead by a 4-0 count.

Stacey Flionis continued the offensive

attack as she completed the scoring at the

35:43 mark when she took the cross from

Riuble that was meant for Komarowski, but

slid under her foot.

The booters nearly made it six at the 39:22

mark as Komarowski was tripped inside the

box by the goalie and UMass was awarded a

penalty kick on which Chris Taggart hit the

iTossbar. Seconds later Harackiewicz put

another shot on net which again was tipped

over the crossbar by Sullivan.

UMass will now face third ranked Cortland

State Sunday at 1 p.m. on Boyden Field in

what should be a tough matchup.

Stickers face two Top 10

teams in Philly this weekend
By JILL LANG

Collegian Staff

We're in the hunt," coach Pam Hixon said

yesterday. What hunt? What are the

weapons? What does this all mean?

It doesn't matter too much now that the

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team soundly defeated unranked Nor

theastern on Tuesday. It doesn't matter

thai goalie Patti Shea posted her seventh

shutout of the season.

What matters now, is the next two games

for the Minutewomen. This weekend,

I'Mass travels to Philadelphia to play ninth

ranked Temple and second ranked Old

Dommion, on the artificial turf at Temple.

'Did you see the rankings?" Hixon asked.

"We're sandwiched right between Temple
and ODl^ What a weekend it will be."

For the second week in a row. UMass is

ranked fourth in the nation with a 9-0 1

record. The Minutewomen are between
undefeated ODU (6-0) on the top, and

undefeated Temple (7-0) on the bottom.

Continued on page 18

Soccer hosts URI today
By GERRY deSIMAS

Collegian Staff

The second best soccer team in Rhode
Island will be at Boyden field this af-

ternoon at 3 p.m. when the hard-luck
University of Massachusetts men's soccer
team hosts the University of Rhode
Island.

The Rams are currently ranked fifth in

New England with a 6-3 1 record. Brown
University is the best team in Rhode
Island and ranked second in New England
behind UConn, who UMass faces next
Wednesday, in Storrs.

UMass sports a tough luck 1-6-3 record

and many of those defeats and ties could

have just as easUy been wins, but...the

ball just didn't bounce Massachusetts'

way. North Adams State was the only

Minutemen victim, a 1-0 loser last Friday.

Part of the problem has been the

Minutemen's inability to score. They have

scored only five goals all year. Against

Rutgers and Providence, UMass
displayed sound defense and they moved
the ball well. What was lacking was the

shots that score.

Hopefully, Massachusetts will be able to

reverse the trend against URI this af-

ternoon. They'll have to.

Collegian
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Male profe

make more,

study says
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Women faculty members at the
University of Massachusetts comprise only
15.6 percent of all faculty and receive an
average of $5000 per year less than their
male counterparts.

Of the 534 tenured professors on the
UMass campus, only 46 are women who
receive an average of $3000 per year less

than their male co-workers. For untenured
professors, the salary difference is $7,686
per year, according to the 1982/83 UMass
factbook.

Charlotte Rahaim, Chairperson of the
Faculty Senate Committee on the Status of

Women, said she is "appalled" by these

fig^ures, and cited statistics that showed an
increase of only 1.9 percent in the past 12

years in the number of female faculty

members here.

"Affirmative action is not alive on this

campus," said Rahaim. A 1981 study done
by the Committee on the Status of Women
found that "no division met its affirmative

action goals," she said.

James Boylan, President of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors said

there is only a "1 in 1000 chance that the

discrepancies are due to legitimate

reasons."

"It's illegal, that's all there is to it. We
are very concerned with this, as a lost

opportunity for diversity on campus,"

Boylan said.

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 "prohibits sex

discrimination in payment of wages to

women and men performing substantially

equal work in the same establishment."

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

prohibits sex discrimination in hiring and

promotion.

Responding to allegations on the lack of

affirmative action, Thelma Griffith-

Johnson, Director of Affirmative Action,

said "We have not been able to address all

the issues we would like, not only about the

lack of women, but minorities as well."

"There is a historical roadblock in terms

of perception of women's competency," she

said. "There are problems not only with

attracting women but in keeping them

here. Tenure is voted by staff members in

their same department; usually a group of

all white males."

All 22 departments at the University

have responsibility for the hiring of their

own staff. The Provost's office signs the

papers bringing staff officially into the

University system, but does not

traditionally intrude into the process of

selection and hiring.

Susan Pearson, spokesperson for the

Provost office, said "We are involved in a

study to determine whether there are sex-

based inequities."

There were no statistics available on the

number of applicants for faculty positions,

how many were men, women and

minorities, or who was eventually hired.

Ron Senecor of the Affirmative Action

Office said "Although I stand behind the

system, there are serious problems."

"We are making tremendous gains, not as

fast or as many as we would like, but gains

nonetheless," said Senecor.

"Unfortunately, I would have to agree

with Dr. Rahaim," said Griffith -Johnson.

"Affirmative action (results) are relatively

dead at the University of Massachusetts."

On a larger scale, a report by United

Press International indicated that among all

women in the United States who are over

25 and college educated, "women average

only 62 percent of the annual pay for men in

the same category."

CoUe§iaH Pkoto by Dmvid Deuher

TAKE ITDOWN— Reggie Lucia and Gary Tudryn of Titan Roofers

remove worn plywood from the roof of Crampton dormitory in the

Southwest Residential area.

Reagan candidacy opposed

byNOW regional director
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

The main goal of the National Organiza-

tion for Women is to oust Ronald Reagan
from office in 1984, NOW's Northeast

Regional Director said Friday night to

members of the Hampshire County chapter

of NOW.
Rosemary Trowbridge, former president

of Boston NOW and board member of the

national board of NOW, said there is a new
effort to ratify the Equal Rights Ammend-
ment and to educate women voters about

the Reagan administration.

"There is this perception that (Reagan) is

such a nice man, but his policies are

devastating," she said.

NOW has established the "Women's
Truth Squad on Reagan" to inform women
about the implications of Rei^an's policies,

"so they won't vote for Reagan,"
Trowbridge said.

She said NOW will endorse "that kind of

candidate that can take off enough votes to

make sure a certain Republican is not

elected," and will not support any third

party or independent candidates in the

1984 election.

Reagan's policies, including cuts in Aid to

Families with Independent Children, job

training programs, and other social ser-

vices in favor of defense and high

technology have repealed the "hard won"

protections against sex discrimination, she

said.

Reagan's programs are accelerating the

poverty of women by decreasing protec-

tions against discrimination for employed

women, eliminating women's jobs in the

public sector, and cutting back job train-

ing programs that assist the poor, she said.

"Women make 59 cents to a man's

dollar. The majority of budget cuts fall on

those with incomes under $2,000. What
we're seeing is a feminization of poverty,"

she said.

It has been estimated that if "women
continue at their present rate of poverty,

by the year 2000, one hundred percent of

the poor will be women," she said.

NOW is specifically attacking sex

discrimination in insurance because of a

lack of affirmative action in the Reagan
Administration. Trowbridge said that

while employers have to offer the same
pension and annuity plans to men and

women, "regular insurance can
discriminate because it is constitutional to

discriminate on the basis of sex."

"The insurance industry has $400-500

billion in assets. One of the ways they get it

is by cheating women by overcharging

(women's) premiums and underpaying in

benefits," she said.

The ERA is a tool for insuring sex-fair

operations, she said.

Future of

frats shaky

at Amherst
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The future of fraternities at Amherst
College was again brought into question

this weekend after a memorandum drafted

by its late President, Julian Gibbs, was
recirculated by his successor.

(Jibbs, who wrote the evaluation of the

college's fraternities after one house was
abolished last year, died this year before

discussion of it could begin. In the memo,
scheduled to be released by the college to-

day, Gibbs said "this issue is not whether

we maintain fraternities forever but,

rather, for how much longer?"

The paper is "to open the question of

fraternities with the realization they may
l)e closed as a result of it," .said John Auty.

president of Phi Delta Sigma and treasurer

of the Interfraternity Council (IFC), one of

the groups acting college President G. Ar-

mour Craig sought formal comment on the

paper from.

Craig, who will be replaced by President-

elect Peter Pouncey in June, said the Board

of Trustees approved a resolution this

weekend after receiving the comments
from the IFC and three other student,

faculty and alumni committees. He declin-

ed comment on it, however, except to say it

did not immediately conclude the college's

13 fraternities should be abolished.

In the paper, which Gibbs wrote after

disciplinary problems with fraternities in-

cluding the 1982 closing of Delta Upsilon

Delta, he said "we are once again at a point

when reform of the fraternity system is

necessary..."

While trustees and administration of-

ficials refused specific comment on the

situation until a general college meeting on

Thursday, Auty said he feels most faculty

would .support banning fraternities, most

students would oppose it, with alumni "not

.so sure."

Auty said as alumni get "out of touch"

with the college, they tend to lose support

for fraternities, forgetting their impor-

tance in campus spirit, campus social life,

and in providing "the ability of alumni to

come back and meet people they know just

through the fraternity.

"They have to offer something in

return," Auty said of the college if it does

close the fraternities, which began going

coed after the college's first women
freshmen were admitted in 1974. "My
guess is that whatever they offer, the

students will reject."

However, "in the end it's the administra-

tion's decision, and the trustee's decision,"

Auty said. "There's nothing legally anyone

else can do about it.

Inside:

Reagan advisers file papers: looks

like 'Reagan for '84' p. 2

Are the days of newsprint media
waning p. 3

SCERA head questions Chancellor's

tuition increase p. 5

Q. and A.: Hot Tuna member Jorma

Kaukonen on the 'Reformation 'p. 6, 7

Minutemen tame Blackbears of

Maine, 17-7 p. 12

Sanity is madness put to good

use.

—George Santayana
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Reagan advisers are filing papers,

"convinced" he will run in 1984
WASHINGTON (AP) - Lacking onlv a

formal declaration from their candidate but

working with his blessing. President

Reagan s advisers are filing today, 1,000

days into his first term, the documents that

legally will make him again a presidential

candidate.
Two of the president's key advisers said

Sunday they were positive the president

would seek a second term, despite Reagan s

refusal to make that declaration himself.

"He is going to run. and those who work

with him on a dav to day basis all feel that

way," chief of staff James Baker said.

"I'm 100 percent convinced the president

will be a candidate for re election," said

Edward Rollins, the presidential assistant

who has been chosen to run the campaign.

But. said Baker, "in his own mind" the

president will not consider himself a can

didate until he makes a formal an

nouncement of his plans to seek a second

term next vear.

Today, Sen. Paul Laxalt. R-Nev., a

longtime Reagan friend who will become

general chairman of the Reagan Bush '84

committee, will deposit with the Federal

Election Commission the documents

establishing the committee and making

Reagan, legally, a candidate.

Acting every bit the candidate, Keagan is

using nearly every pubUc opportunity to

draw attention to what he sees as the

economic improvements of the past three

years — a key theme to a new campaign

effort, aides say. On Saturday, he said in

his weekly radio address that the quality

of American life is improving again."

Reagan and his aides say he is reluctant

to declare his candidacy because such a step

would leave him open to allegations that

each action he Ukes in the future was

dictated by political motives.

Reagan's Middle East envoy

to be national security adviser
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan has decided to appoint Robert

McFarlane. his special Middle East envoy,

to be his national security adviser, filling

the post being vacated when William Clark

becomes secretary of the interior. White

House officials said Sunday.

Reagan was not expected to announce his

decision until today at the earliest.

One official, speaking on the condition

that he not be identified by name, said the

president's key foreign policy and national

security advisers had been notified of the

president's decision, reached during the

weekend.

"All that remains is the presdient making
it formal." said another official.

The officials said that Reagan had not

taken the final step of actually offering the

job to McFarlane, who, in addition to the

Middle East job, is the deputy national

security adviser.

The president, returning from Camp
David., Md., where he spent the weekend,

was asked by reporters whether he had
spoken with McFarlane about the job.

"Nope." Reagan replied.

Earlier in the day, White House chief of

staff James A. Baker III said on the CBS
News program "Face the Nation" that

Reagan "has not made a decision as yet."

But, said one White House official, "the

foreign policy advisers were told it would

be McFarlane and that he'd have the same
role in the White House as Clark had."

"It is pretty clear to everybody" that

McFarlane is getting the job, he said,

adding: "It's just a question of his being

asked and accepting it and the president

announcing it."

AP I.«aerphoto

GEARING UP — Nevada Senator Paul Laxalt, who is general

Chairman of the National Republican Committee, talks to

reporters outside the White House Thursday after he met with

President Reagan. Laxalt said the President told him to form a re-

election committee.

One Marine killed, three injured

by Beirut bombings and snipers

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - One U.S.

Marine was killed Sunday and three

Marines were wounded in a seven-hour

series of sniping and grenade attacks

against the Marine peacekeepers at Beirut

international airport, spokesman Maj.

Robert Jordan said.

Jordan first announced that a total of five

Marines had been wounded, but then
changed the figure to three.

It was the third consecutive day of at-

tacks on the Marines and raised the toll of

Marine combat deaths to six since the

American peacekeeping contingent arrived

here 13 months ago.

Jordan said the Marines serving with

Alpha Company at the southern end of

Beirut's airport first came under fire at

about 4:20 p.m. (10:20 a.m. EDT) and that

firing from small arms and rocket-propelled

grenades continued until after 11 p.m. (5

p.m. EDT).
Jordan said the Marines fired back with

anti-tank rockets and small arms.

Digest
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PRESIDENTIAL PRESENT — Presi-

dent Reagan geaturea to reporters after

he returned to the White House Sunday
from Camp David. Reagan, holding a
bag of acorns he brought back from his

trip, brought the nuts back as a gift for

the White House squirrels.

by the Associated Press

Ice sinks Soviet freighter,

endangers 45 trapped boats
MOSCOW (AP) — Massive ice floes have crushed and

sunk one Soviet freighter and now threaten 45 other

vessels trapped in the swiftly freezing East Siberian and

Chukchi seas in what could become a Soviet shipping

disaster.

News that 50 ships were trapped in the Northern Sea

Route skirting northeast Siberia near the Bering Strait

first was reported last week in the government newspaper

Izvestia. It said grinding ice already had sunk the freighter

Nina Sagaidak, but rescuers from sister ships saved its

crew and cargo.

Mi-2 helicopters are standing by in case other crews

need rescue, the press said.

The official news agency Tass said that five of the ships,

including the crippled and listing freighter Kolya

Myagotin, were freed Sunday, but winds hampered fur

ther rescue operations. It said the Kolya Myagotin "was

ripped by ice like a dagger and has been struggling with

the elements for 10 days and nights. " It reported crews

had managed to patch the damage and pump out water.

Tass also said winds out of the north and northeast were

building up the pack ice and giving it a solid grip on the

ships.

20th century monk canonized,

pontiff names St . Leopold
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope John Paul II on Sunday

canonized a 20th-century Croatian monk known for his

work as a confessor as crowds celebrated the fifth an

niversary of the pope's election.

More than 100,000 tourists and pilgrims gathered under

a hazy sky at St. Peter's Square for the double ceremony to

name the Capuchin friar Bogdan Mandic as St. Leopold and

to commemorate John Paul's election as head of the Roman
Catholic church on Oct. 16, 1978.

"St. Leopold did not leave theological or literary works

behind him; he did not fascinate others with his culture,"

the pope said in a homily from a red pavilion set atop the

wide steps of the square.
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One million Israelis show up

for massive economic strike

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — Nearly a million Israelis — 70

percent of the workforce — went on strike for two hours

Sunday to protest government economic moves that

threaten to increase the cost of living by 10 percent, union

officials said.

The union strike was peaceful and virtually complete,

said officials of the Histadrut labor federation. The union

represents 1 million salaried workers in the public and

private sector, or about 70 percent of the nation's work
force.

In Jerusalem, the Cabinet failed to announce a

replacement for former Finance Minister Yoram Aridor,

who quit Thursday in the worst economic crisis in the

Likud coalition's six years in power. Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir's preferred candidate. Deputy Premier

David Levy, refused the job.

Workers from the government, municipal offices, state

television and radio, and public public companies walked

off their jobs, most between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. Schools

closed early when teachers struck. Some shops closed, but

most store employees are not unionized.

El Al, the national airline, put a tape recording on its

telephone switchboard saying "We are on a national strike.

Please call back after 1 p.m." An El Al spokesman said the

shutdown came during slack hours and did not seriously

dislocate schedules.

Israel Radio was off the air for two hours.

Whale stuck in Gloucester,

town refuses to part with it

GLOUCESTER, Mass. (AP) - Themayor of Gloucester

says if nature brought the carcass of a whale up on the

rocks in Braces Cove, then nature will have to dispose of it.

"There isn't much we can do," said Mayor Leo Alper
after a Sunday inspection. "You can't get a derrick in

there. It's falling apart; it's in pieces; it's rotting.

"The gulls are having a heyday."

Alper said it would take heavy duty public works
equipment to move the whale carcass, but it's impossible to

get any to the rocky site.

"It's a catch-22 situation," the mayor said. "I don't see

any possibility of us going in there and removing it. But
there's no way to bury it; it's right there on the rocks."

The 43- foot finback whale washed up on the rocks

Thursday, according to Dick Whittaker, assistant special

agent for the National Marine Fisheries Service. He said

the whale had been dead several weeks.

Whittaker said the whale was above the high tide line,

and was too badly decomposed to be hauled out to sea by
the Coast Guard.
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Residential education increases social skills
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

This is the first story in a five-story series highlighting

student affairs activities at the University of

Massachusetts.

Even though it is five weeks into the semester, there

may still be some things in your dorm you have yet to find

besides the trash room and the TV lounge.

Instead of sitting around studying or trying to find out

whether Luke and Holly have indeed found true love, you

might find time to speaic with your resident assistant and

find out just how they got to be one, or stroll into your

residential college's art gallery, usually next door, or get

yourself a list of the colloquia offered in your area.

The opportunities are there, like the ads say, "in your

local neighborhood," your dorm.

For, most of the time, your RA and your art gallery and

even your TV lounge have one thing in common: they were

all put together by the office of Residential Education,

which educated your RA and set up the colloquia so you, as

Joseph Zannini, director of housing services at the

University of Massachusetts says, can get "the most of

education by developing any number of skills that support

student's academic interests and personal goals."

"Residential halls can be cold and frightening places."

said Charles Durant, assistant director of Housing Ser-

vices for Residential West. "We have to build an en-

vironment where that is not the case. That is what is really

important."

The residential education system is divided in two parts:

west, which consists of the Southwest residential area, and

east, which is made up by Sylvan, Northeast, Central and

Orchard Hill. *^

Programs offered in dorms

These are the facilities and programs offered by the

Office of Residential Education.

RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION EAST:

Wheeler Art Gallery, Martin Luther King Center,

English workshops, Math tutorials, Colloquia of-

fered: Courses offered, Arts activities in conjunc-

tion with Fine Arts Center, Area Governments,

R.S.O., Study Centers, Computer Centers, Jazz

Series (Orchard Hill).

RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION WEST

Hampden Art Gallery, Hampden Computer Center,

Colloqs offered: Courses offered, English

workshops, Math tutorials, Hampden Theater,

Malcolm X Center, Southwest Women's Center,

Southwest Week, Area Government, Craft Shop

(Hampden).

Residential Education, in its present state, is relatively

new to the University of Massachusetts. Both Durant and

Larry Moneta, assistant director of housing services for

residential education east, began their jobs in January.

Before Durant and Moneta, there were three residential

education programs: Southwest. Northeast/Sylvan and

Central/Orchard Hill.

"We're a whole different organization," Moneta said.

"We have gone to a system of larger communities with

working specialists, as opposed to three independent

communities with generalists."

Durant and Moneta each have two area coordinators, a

staff development coordinator, and a program coordinator.

Each week, Durant and Moneta and their respective staffs

meet,

"Essentially Durant said. We have redefined the mission

of residential education. The resources are all there. We
are doing all we can to integrate as many university

programs and resources as possible."

For example. Residential Education may offer a

colloquium on stress/anxiety management. Durant said he
would not hesitate in asking someone from mental health

services for advice.

Moneta agreed. "I have absolutely no doubts about

calling people outside residential education and asking for

their help," he said.

Moneta added he is excited by this kind of support.

Moneta said he sees his job as to serve as a caUlyst to

student growth.

Durant emphasized the point. "Our job in the residence

halls is to increase social skills of people so they can learn

who they are and how they fit into the local community,"

he said.

"We want to help people feel secure while they are

moving from one life to another," Durant said. "People

tend to forget that there are certain life stages students

pass through."

Collegian Photo by Dmvid Deaber

FESTIVAL SINGER — Molly Scott sings "One Day at a Time" at

Saturday's World Food Festival on the Amherst Common.

Speakers discuss the future

of journalism, technology
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

In five or six years, there won't be any

more newspapers.

Instead, people will tune in to their home
computers, browse through lists of stories,

choose a topic that interests them and re-

quest a more detailed report. For those

who prefer to do their reading on the sub-

way or in the coffee shop, corner

newsstands — a computer housed in a

phone booth — can provide instant printed

material for 10 cents and the push of a few

buttons.

Such is the destiny of the newsprint

media which, through computer
technology, has already begun to revolu-

tionize itself in a society where technology

will eventually be responsible for the

redistribution of employment and incomes,

a professional journalist said Saturday at

the University of Massachusetts.

Bob Hodieme, metro editor of the San

Jose Mercury in California, was one of

seven speakers addressing a crowd of 50

working journalists, editors, professors

and students during a seminar "Reporting

the Future." Speakers discussed the role of

computers as devices to gather information

and Hodierne concentrated on the effects

both the information explosion and its form

of distribution will have.

Newsroom computers, or video display

terminals, can now spell, create graphic

designs, and compile data. At the Mercury

they are connected to public offices so

breaking news such as election tabulations,

are entered directly into the newsroom
system.

But while the computer age will moder-

nize the newspaper industry in many ways,

the role of the reporter will remain un-

changed.
"Technology is changing and changing

very rapidly, but person involvement is still

the same." Hodieme said.

Frank Faulkner, a UMass professor of

journalistic studies and city editor of the

Springfield Daily News, said information

can now be obtained so quickly by com-

puter that reporters are often aware of

situations before the people involved.

"Reporters are often dealing with stories

or information, trying to get a responsible

reaction from people who haven't even got-

ten word yet," he said.

Faulkner said today's reporters are not

those with master's degrees in journalism

but in varied fields like business or

chemistry.

"Reporters are becoming more profes-

sional," he said. "They're people who can

do analysis, who can rely on what they

learned in college and what they think. In-

formation is no good unless reporters can

come up with some sort of design."

Hodierne said electronic news will

benefit the public by eliminating space

restrictions on stories and providing views

with in-depth reports on news of their

choice.

World Food Day celebrated

in Amherst and worldwide
By TOM KELLEY
Collegian Correspondent

"There's absolutely no reason for any

people in this world to be starving."

John Barrus, former legislator and

current lobbyist, urged a crowd of 40 at

tending the World Food Day celebration on

the Amherst Common Sunday to join him in

his fight against hunger.

The basic theme of the gathering was to

recognize the people who produce food in

the world and to 'affirm our everlasting

commitment to fight hunger," according to

Ron Gisick, coordinator of the local

celebration, which was also held in more

than 150 other countries.

The event began with a "Crop Walk"

through the town to raise money for Crop

which is the Community Hunger Appeal of

Church World Services, and continued with

speakers, entertainment and information

booths set up by various organizations

which deal with local and international food

problems.

Barrus, Assistant Commissioner of the

State Dept. of Food and Agriculture, said

the main problem with world hunger was

not supply but the delivery systems of the

food to the people who need it.

"Much of the food intended for the

hungry does not get there," Barrus said.

"There is an inability to talk among many

nations, and there are those who propose to

use food as a weapon."

According to The Hunger Project, an

organization that seeks to abolish hunger

world-wide, an estimated 15 to 20 million

people die of hunger and starvation each

year.

Rod Gisick, former Community Coor-

dinator of the Hunger Project, said he was
disappointed in the poor showing but ad-

ded, "The issue of hunger scares people a

lot. I really don't know why people don't get

off their asses and do more."

Some of the organizations represented

were the Western Mass. Food Bank,

Unicef, Bread for the World, Jesse's House

which provides emergency shelter for

homeless families. The Soup Company
which serves lunch on Saturdays and

Sundays at the First Congressional Church

in Amherst and some local farmers with

their produce.

CoUegian Photo by Darid Itrubrr

IT'S A BIRD, IT'S A PLANE — No, it's not Superman. It's just an

enthusiastic University of Massachusetts cheerleader jumping over his

colleagues at Saturday's football game against the University of Maine

in Alumni Stadium. The Minutemen beat the Black Bears, 17-7.
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j~- FALL SALE
20% or more off selected

FALL CLOTHING
RUGS

TAPESTRIES

BAMBOO BLINDS
New Shipments:

Posters - Earrings - etc.

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - Fri Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

MEI2CANTILC
AMHFRST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

Women'sForum
W(ymen '» Forum is a weekly listing ofup-

arming events relating to woirmi's issues.

Notices should he sent to the Women 's editor

care of the Collegian, US Campus Center,

before the Friday preceding the event.

The 5th annual Valley Women Artists

will run from October 17 through

November 4 a^ the Hampshire College

Gallery in the Johnson Library Center at

Hampshire College. Gallery hours will be

from 12:30 to 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday — The Women's Issues Team
will meet at 4 p.m. in room 805. Campus
Center.

The Women's Leadership Project will

meet at 7 p.m. in 415 Student Union.

Wednesday — "Scholarship and
Women's History: Exploring Women's
Lives," will be held today and tomorrow at

4:15 at Smith College.

Tillie Olsen, author and feminist will

discuss the 1960's in a lecture at 4 p.m. in

Alumni Hall. Amherst College.

Saturday — The Sixties Meets the

80's, a two-day conference exploring the

civil rights movement and the feminist

movement will bepn at 9:30 a.m. in Mahar
auditorium.

There are two hotlines available on cam-

pus for aid to victims of rape or other

violence. The 24-Hour Rape Hotline is

545-2677. The Everywoman's Center

Hotline for victims of violence is 545-0800.

>Ionday, October 17, 1983, Collegian &

Auditions will be held

for

Electronic News
Gathering Reporters

for

Headline News
1 p.m. Wednesday

at Union Video
Center

If not able to make time,

call Joe 549-3716.

^/s^) Amherst

Insurance Agency

20 Gatehouse Rd.

Amherst, Massachusetts
(413) 253-9387

Auto - Motorcycle - Renters

$5. OFF
all services

"A MOVIEWITH ALL
'THE RIGHT STUFF...'

Tom Wolfe's book now comes to the

screen in epic, visually spectacular form!

VtM.VMtA.A

I
I

I
I
I
I

L.

Balloons for Parties

Singing Telegrams

Bellydancers

Expires Oct. 31

call 665-7664

lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQi

TIME OUT
Two T.V.'s ..

Hoppy Hour

4-6

16 oz droft

65<

plus

giont bor drinks

THE PLACE TO DE

Amhorst's DIggost LIttIo Dor

37 H PlMSont
Amh#rst, MA

RIGHT
STUFF
How the future hci^an.

A ROBERT CHARTOFF IRWIN WINKLER PRODUCTION of A PHIllF^ KAUFMAN FILM THE RIGHT STUFF

CHARLES FRANK SCOH GLENN ED HARRIS LANCE HENRiK'^EN SCOTT PAULIN DENNIS QUAID
SAM SHEPARD FRED WARD KIM STANLEY BARBARA HE r^SHF / yET.'ONlCA CARTWRIGHT PAMELA REEL'

Muse Dv BILL CONTI Director o< fhotogfape y CAlE B DESCMANEL Based on the Book bv TOM WOif 5

^TcK)uc^»0 hv IRWIN WINKLER and ROBERT CHARTOFF ^un,.r, ft/ i^ip Scieer^ and DirecVd bv PHILIP KAL' *.'

nooiiviTiB-o 1^ A.ADDCOMPANvWKtASIPG P»«ENT»l GUIOANCf SUGKSTfO <SIr

MKSINTtO <N 70MIII » 'RAl d] !«»»>»«•
- o

OPENS AT A SELECr IHEAIRE NEAR ^()l (KIOBER 2lsj

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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What savage
budget cuts?
Editor's note: This is the first in a two-part series on

Reaganomics.

Way back in December of 1981 a Washington
Post editorialist made an interesting observa-

tion about ketchup. And I quote"... the notion of

substituting ketchup for vegetables never appeared in the

proposals at all. It was a horrible possibility conjured up

by a nutrition advocacy group as something that state

agencies might do under color of a new authority to in-

crease menu variety." This /cu;t, however, did not prevent

scores of congressmen, reporters, and other leftist types

from screaming at the top of their collective lungs that

once again Reagan was hurting the poor. In fact, the

chant, "Reagan loves the rich" has been used so much by

politicians, reporters and others with demagogic tenden-

cies that a statement has been awarded the title of afaet.

However, if the curious person sweeps aside this partisan

rhetoric to look at the facts, an entirely different picture

emerges^

Katharine Curda
Just such a study was recently completed by a neo-

conservative scholar and writer Michael Novak of the

American Enterprise Institute, utilizing such sources as

the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Social Security, and

Congressional Budget Office Records. In the area of

budget cuts described as "savage", "brutal", "icky" and

so on, Novak reveals that, "As for gross expenditures on

welfare programs, even adjusting for inflation, there are a

few, but only a few, welfare programs on which the

government is spending less in 1983 under Reagan, than

was spent in 1980 under Carter."

For example. Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid

spending from 1980-1983 went up roughly $78 billion

dollars for a 1983 total of $244 billion. Other examples of

spending increases include $2 billion dollars for food

stamps, $400 million for women and infants, $458 million

for Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and

$2 billion for Supplemental Security Income. In all social

spending from 1980-1983 rose $107 billion dollars, with

food assistance alone going from $14 billion to $17.8 billion

dollars. Savage, ain't it guys.

"But wait!" cries the leftist critic with pompous indigna-

tion, "What about the evil tax cut? Surely that helps only

the rich." Again let us look at the facts. Using 1980 IRS

tables we find that the top 3 percent of the population ear-

ning over $50,000 paid $79 billion in taxes, or roughly, 31

percent of the $250 billion collected from individuals by

the IRS. On the other hand, the bottom 50 percent who

earn $12,000 or less paid $14 billion in taxes or roughly, 6

percent. Therefore, concludes Novak, "One cannot say

that those in the top layer benefit unduly from a cut in tax

rates that is of the exact same proportion granted every

other taxpayer. For by saying this one would simply be

calling attention to the far greater proportion of taxes

such persons are now paying."

However, in the interest of mollifying leftists who simp-

ly can't stand the thought of giving anything to the rich,

the Congressional Budget Office has noted that under the

Reagan program, "the largest tax cut in dollar terms has

gone not to the very rich, but to the $10,000-$40,000 mid-

dle income groups, which as a group also has the most

households and the most income." Brutal, ain't it folks.

Yet in the name of "fairness" (that quasi-mystical quali-

ty which along with "compassion" the left claims is miss-

ing from conservative diets) it should be stated that under

the current Administration some cuts in social spending

have occurred, the most prominent being in the misty area

of "projected rate of increase." This translates into the

idea that if the current administration fails to increase a

programs funding by as mueh as some outgoing Carter of-

ficial or advocacy group thotight it should be, this is equal

to a budget cut.

In examining the actual cuts made in domestic programs

it should be noted that as of 1981, 42 percent of all dollars

expended on low-income benefits went to households,

which when that aid was included, earned incomes 150

percent above the poverty level or roughly $13,390. What

the so called "savage cuts" amounted to was a case of

deciding that those who had work would find their welfare

benefits declining at a slightly more rapid rate. For exam-

ple. Congress limited food stamps to those no higher than

130 percent above the poverty level or $12,280. Yet for

those not working and on welfare, benefits such as AFDC,

food stamps, Medicaid etc. are greater now than under

Nevertheless it is true that some people's benefits have

been cut and to this the outraged voices demand to know

why these peoples benefits were cut. The answer to this

can be found in Novak's observation that, "Just above

their ranks are others who could use a little help, and also

above those." Where, one must ask, can we successfully

draw the line? In the United States today we spend

enough on welfare to fund every poor family at the pover-

ty level 10 times over. Just how much is enough?

Katherine Curda is a UMass student.
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Tuition hikes - education a la carte

In an effort to get themselves off the

hook for their inadequate funding levels for

public higher education (Massachusetts is 48th in

the country in aid to public higher education), the state

legislature, for one year only, will allow state schools to

raise tuition a maximum of 15 percent and retain this

money on campus. If you happen to be a legislator who
has little concern for low cost education, this is a great

idea. Schools get more money without costing the state

anything — Unless of course you're a student, then you

will pay. But students are political sitting ducks; they

don't even vote and they barely scream anymore.

Joel Weissman

Unfortunately for the University of Massachusetts

community, someone has taken the bait — the Chancellor

of the University. Duffey, armed with this new legisla-

tion, has proposed a $50 increase in tuition. This money
would be used for "providing greater student access for

courses and majors in "high demand areas" among other

things. While the concern is real, the solution that IXiffey

has proposed should be opposed by all who are concerned

about the University.

A $50 increase in tuition will have little or no impact on

over-subscribed courses. It is apparent to many that any

new monies generated will not be available in time to

search and hire new faculty for courses with high de-

mand, nor will the hiring of graduate students be a

panacea. Additionally, it is not at all clear that the state

legislature has any intention of extending the one year

provision of the legislation. Thus, programs begun with

the new money may have to be cut back after only one

year.

Over the past 20 years tuition and fees have risen 500

percent at UMass (at the same time the consumer price

index has risen 211 percent). Students attending UMass
already are paying comparatively high tuition and fees.

According to the National Association of State Univer-

sities and Land Grant Colleges, the tuition and man-

datory fees for UMass are already higher than 90 percent

of the 190 schools in its survey.

Duffey is badly out of step with public opinion when he

suggests a tuition increase to finance public education. In

a national opinion poll over 60 percent of Americans

thought tuition levels at institutions of public higher

education were already too high. A staggering 85 per-

cent of those polled said that they would support increas-

ed state funding for public higher education and that

education was second only to medicine in terms of fun-

ding priorities. In light of this, a mid-year tuition in-

crease might cause a major public relations boondoggle

for the University.

With the Reagan cuts in financial aid, there is an in-

creasing gap between available financial aid ana their

financial need for many students. The proposed increase

in tuition will only increase this gap. Students who have

already received their financial aid package will not be

able to have it renegotiated to reflect the higher tuition

cost. For the many students who exist near substinence

level on financial aid, the mid-stream increase in financial

aid is certain to cause problems.

Probably the most disturbing aspect of Duffey's pro-

V^ posal is the philosophy that it epitomizes. The proposal

implies that the state cannot afford the burden to ade-

quately fund public higher education. That burden must

be transferred to the users of the service. This

philosophy is at odds with the concept of public higher

education because it denies any socijil benefit of higher

education. His philosophy implies that students can and

should pay more for their education. He is wrong on both

counts — UMass is an expensive land grant university

and its students have a large amount of unmet financial

need. It is a defeatist strategy that will make it impossi-

ble to approach the legislature for increased funding. Un-

fortunately, Duffey is not the only administrator who
holds this position. When the administration could not

obtain state funds to renovate the Curry Hicks gym a

student fee was quickly suggested.

This line of . easoning is tinged with more than a little

irony. It was only 10 years ago, as the General Secretary

of the American Association of University Professors,

that the young Joe Duffey urged the Democratic Party to

commit themselves to the concept of low tuition for

public higher education. In a sp)eech to the Domestic Af-

fairs Task Force. Duffey said, "Some persuasive and elo-

quent sp<jkesman, both in government and from the

business community, have begun to argue that the cost of

providing low-tuition post-secondary e<lucati()n is too

great for the public to bear, even with a mix of federal,

state (funds), and philanthropy." He argued forcefully

against the attempts to shift the funding of public higher

education from the state to the individual. He said that

this approach "leans heavily upon the argument that the

main lienefits of higher education accrue to the individual

rather than the society itself and therefore the individual

should pay the main costs of such an education." This ap-

proach to shift funding "persuasively advocated by

prestigious spokesman...(is) a failure of nerve and leader-

ship."

Where is the Joe Duffey of old? Seemingly he has join-

ed the cacaphony of powerful voices that he warned us

about ten years ago. Regardless, his proposal to raise tui-

tion is ill advised and should be opposed by all of those

who are concerned about the University. A $50 increase

in tuition will not alleviate the problem of over-enrolled

classes, but it will be a financial hardship upon students.

It will not create a better university, but will only result

in a public relations disaster. It will not, in the long run,

mean more money for the University; it will only send an

unmistakable message to the legislature that anything

that the legislature doesn't fund will be picked up by

assessing students higher and higher tuition and fees.

Clearly, Duffey's proposal is a short term solution to

some long range problems.

Due to administrative demands, a preliminary decision

on the tuition increase must be made by November 1st.

Any tuition increase is bound U) be controversial. A
November 1 deadline will not leave adequate time for the

University community to have any input on this very im-

portant decision. Are we to understand that input by

students, faculty, and the citizens of the Commonwealth

is not important and should play no role in this important

decision? Duffey would do well to remember his former

commitment to low cost quality public higher education

"for every young person capable and willing to take ad-

vantage of the opportunity."

Joel Weissman is the Director of Student Center /y
Edueational Research and Advocacy (SCERA). ^
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Arts
Earn your Credits

abroad.
• England

• Israel

• Ireland

• Germany

• Spam

• Italy

• Denmark

• Egypt

• Switzerland

• Mexica

• Canada

• France

yAS)

Join the fhousonds of students who

hove earned college credits studying

abroad in CCIS programs

Affordable quality progroms

financial aid available

witti

FALL SEI^^ESTER IN DUBLIN

INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES

12 15CREDITS
SUIVIIV1ER PROGRAIVIS

AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN

Jorma talis about his music

Dr John J. McLean
Mohegan Communitv College

Morwich.CT 06360
886 1931 X243

COLLEGE CONSORTIUIVI FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

This week Hot Tuna started it's first tour in five years

with a new rhythm guitar player. Mike Falzarano and a

new drummer, Shigemi Komiyima. John Dwork and I

spoke to Jorma about a week before the tour started.

Interview with Jorma Kaukonen 10/5/83 1:50 p.m.

JK: . . . and the drummer's name is Shigemi Komiyima.

PW: Oh, where did you meet him?

JK: Well Michael used to work with a band, this was

about three or four yars ago. He's from Yakohama, Michael

was living over there for a while.

JD: Didn't Mike Falzarano do layout for Barbaque King

,

the inside cover?

JK: Jeez. I don't know, you know I really don't know. He

does do art work so you know it's conceivable. I really have

no idea.

JD: Is he going to be filling the same shoes as Craig

Douglas did in '75?

KJ: No. Michael and I had been doing some work on an

album together before the Hot Tuna project started.

We've been writing some songs together. He also has his

own band in San Francisco called Vauxhall. And so he and I

both sing and we both play really good together, so its

much more of an ensemble approach.

JD: So there will be new music as well?

JK: There will be actually mostly new music.

JD: So this new stuff, is it more New Wave, more

Rockabilly? I remember seeing you at the Savoy in 1982

when you were doing the electric stuff, you were doing

some rockabilly sort of stuff.

JK: Yeah, I know. It sounds new. I hesitate to

characterize music. One of my keyboard player friends

said. "Boy that sounds really new wave," I really dont

know what to call it but it is new. It doesn't sound in the

same headspace as Hot Tuna did although you can tell

who's playing because you play the way you play. but. jee

wt's an (uninteUigible) thing to say but what can you say

about something you haven't heard.

JD: Is it going to be somewhat of the same format,

you're going to start a song and then go into jamming?

JK: Well, it's more song oriented. We also jam really

well together too and there are a lot of vehicles for doing

that. But the songs tend to be much more song oriented

then in the past. We go crazy from time to time too.

JD: One thing I was wondering was, the rumor is that

there's going to be the Heavy Water Light Show with you

guys?
JK: I really dont know. You probably might know more

about it than me, I haven't heard these rumors. But I've

been surprised before.

PW: What's it like playing with the light show? When

you can't really see the light show, does it affect the way

you play?

JK: No. I play with my eyes closed most of the time

anyway; so it doesn't really make too much difference to

me.

JD: You're pretty much the one person that stands out

in our mind as the person that's keeping music like that of

Gary Davis Jr. alive. It seemed to us that this marks about

the twentieth year that you've been doing things like

Hesitation Blues.
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Jorma: "You have to function in a way that

makes you happy."

JK: It's the twentieth year that you've known I've done

these things.

JD: It's probably been more like thirty.

JK: It's more like the twenty-sixth year.

JD: Well what we were wondering was; a lot of the

musicians that we get to talk to seem to be sort of addicted

to the guitar, they can't put it down for a single day. Even

if they're not playing for an advance.

JK: I know what they mean. I haven't been able to put one

down for about, it's getting close to thirty years.

JD: Is it the type of thing where you can stick with acoustic

guitar, I know you switch around a lot. What keeps it fresh

for you?
JK: Uh, I've thought about that and first of all I really

love guitar music of all sorts and I always have. It's just

plain fun to play. That's really the only way I can put it,

you know, I think that the guitar's a very sensual in

strument, one of the only instruments where, well I

shouldn't say that because all instruments you relate to in

this kind of way but, it's a very first person instrument. I

mean everytime you move or do something some different

sound comes out of the guitar.

JD: Would you say over the years that obviously things

like drugs had a positive effect upon your aesthetic frame

of reference toward the music. Would you say it made any

positive or negative influence on you kinestetically. For

example, Pete Townsend and Jerry Garcia these days have

been having problems with drugs and we the fans have

noticed that that's made a difference in their playing.

JK: Well this hasn't been the case with me. I'm a good

boy. You got to save that kind of stuff until you have some

kind of terminal illness.

JD: So there's no guilty feelings?

JK: Yeah, right. Funny you should say that. One of my

friends out here that knows Jerry real well, I used to know

Jerry real well but I haven't seen him in a decade or so,

was just talking about that. What a drag that was.

JD: Cause you automatically get put in this position that

you get looked up to for inspiration and it's just a real drag

for me, our whole thing with the Grateful Dead Historical

Society is that it's no longer up to the artists, it's up to us

to take that inspiration that your generation has provided

for us and then be creative in our own life.

JK: You're absoutely right.

JD: And that's real tough, what do you tell a sixteen

year old who sees Jerry Garcia or hears about him shooting

up? You know, its's a fucked up thing.

JK: You're right. WeU you know, what you've got to tell

him is that people are people and what somebody does as

an artist doesn't necessarily have a whole lot to do with

you know, whatever, you know, turmoil, whatever they

got through in their own personal life. I personally fmd

that it's a lot easier to be creative when you're not

miserable about something. I did an interview a long time

ago with B.B. King, he and I were being interviewed by

somebody else and the interviewer was saying weU. how

•bout it, they were Ulking about playing the blues, to cut a

long story, and B.B. was saying. "Look you play to make

other people happy, you can't play when you re miserable

yourself." Now this may or may not be a true

generalization, but the thing is that if you admire music in

somebody then you got to be able to separate the good

from the bad. And I personally don't think that uh. that

you can say well shit I want to be just hke so an so

therefore I'm going to do a bunch of dope. I mean that s a

dumb way to do it. You have to function in a way that

makes you happy. And some ways of functioning tend not

to make you happy in the long run. But you know this is a

decision that people have to make themselves. Does that

make any sense? . . . t *• j

JD- Yeah. I'm an athlete by profession and I noticed

through my own athletic abUity that I've gotten to this

level of this zen sort of consciousness where you re at an

optimum mechanical facilities level.

PW- Do you still go speed skating*/

JK: That's the kSid of thing I'm Ulking about. I haven t

had time to do that, in the last year or so.

JD: When you practice a discipline over and over again

you get to the point after a while where all of a sudden you

don't have to think about it you just do it.

JK: That's right. And there's a good and a bad aspect to

reaching that point and the good aspect is obviously that if

your ideas are happening you can transfer them to the rest

of your body and your body will do more or less what your

creative thought wanted to do. On the other hand, what

you were saying when you've been playing a song like

'Hesitation Blues" for twenty some thing years in order to

keep in happening in a fresh kind of way, and I don't mean
working out new arrangements, you have to get into the

essence of the song every time you play it. And sometimes

I'm more successful than other times. That's why being a

musician is not always as creative a job as maybe being a

painter, say because you're also a performer. And if you're

performing a song then you have to play that song and

certain things have to be done to make that song work.

You have to kind of get into the song and extrapolate these

various different nuances and inject little things here and

there that nobody else might notice but that at least makes

it fresh for yourself. It's not good to go on automatic pilot,

which is really a pretty easy thing to do.

JD: Well that's the loose jamming, that I used to see

down at the Palladium, but seeing you, for example, at the

Iron Horse recently was a completely different thing. I'm

just talking about that state of mind where you sort of lay

back into a song for a few minutes and just let it go. And it

seems like there's a big difference in that whole realm of

structure versus improvisation between when you're

playing alone and when you're jamming with somebody

else.

JK: Like for example, I'm working on this other

recording project with Michael. I was mentioning before,

and I just got hooked up with a friend of mine name Jerry

Longham who's a keyboard player, he's playing with some

band that does soundtracks and things like that, he just got

one of these Yamaha DX-7S. it's an algarythm with a

sixteen voice Polyphonic synthesizer, and he and I and

Michael and my wife have been doing some recording at

home and were doing lots of real free form stuff that is just

so wild I can't even begin to tell you about it. Now we're

not going to be doing any of this stuff with the band

because it's not rock and roll. This is more like getting into

the space of the weird sounds. There is a group (unin-

telbgable) what our private record project is going to be is

this because this stuff is blowing me away. But uh, like

before we sit down we start playing a theme and all these

sounds start happening with the sixteen voice poly. Like

Michael and I can be doing guitar riffs and we get all these

weird sounds happening and then Jerry can be playing

something that sounds like a rhythm and blues thing on the

synthesizer and with the breath control all of a sudden

these horns, these stacks of horns start playing, it's un-

believable.

JD: Where's your head at these days I know over the

last eight, nine years that I've been seeing you. you sort of

go in and out with, literally in and out with the amount of

boxes, phase shifters etc. I just wanted to know where

your head is at right now.

JK: OK. well what I'm doing now is I've really simplified

my whole thing. I'm using lots and lots of guitars. There's

two reasons for this. One. I love guitars, you can't have too

many guitars, and all the ones that I have I play. I don't

have any that lay around and gather dust. I'm not a guitar

collector. I like things I can do things with. I collected for a

while and I wound up selling off all the stuff I didn't use a

lot. But anyway, so what I'm using in terms of amplifiers is

I'm using a distortion, a distortion — plus, a volume pedal,

and then I'm using a pitch transposure and an anolog delay,

but with all these things you can get tons of effects. Mike

on the other hand has got. shit I don't know, yesterday it

looked like he has fifteen pedals on the floor. So who

knows. I mean the thing is with the guitar you can get so

many different sounds and there are so many ways to go

it's just that these guitars that I'm playing now take so

many sounds on their own that with just the little bit of

processing that I have. I can make all different kinds of

noise.

PW: Like I noticed when you played at the Hangar for a

while you were playing really loudly, you were just getting

different noises and sounds.

JD: Over the P. A. even. Something different was

coming out then maybe it seemed like you were hearing.

JK: Yeah, this can happen. It has really weird over-

tones.

PW: I thought that was real good and I'm wondering do

you do that intentionally in different places to get different

sounds out of different . . .

JK: Yeah, I do. Actually I can't hear it. Sometimes, I

mean, that's the realm where I really like to get out there

and experiment around. Sometimes it's more successful

than others but, I've gotten to understand my gear pretty

well. The Iron Horse is a nice little place, a little minimal

on the P. A., but by the end of that tour I was doing, Rob

the guy that was doing sound and I *hat was like our third

gig together, by the end of that tour we, he an I, have been

working just fantastic together, I played a regular straight

folk festival in Sandy Hook, New Jersey. It was really

great because these people didn't have the slightest idea

who I was and it was like a real challenge it was like a

competition of some sort to show everyone hey I can play

the shit out of the guitar and really enjoy it. I had a really

great time because a lot of the time, which is not to take

away from an audience at all. but if you go to a show and

people know what they're going to hear, they're kind of

programmed to respond i^ a certain kind of way and it's

really fun to play for people who have never really heard

what you did before and see if you can win them over.

JD: That's good. I was fascinated with the whole change

that took place between the time that you filled in for the

Hot Tuna tour at the Palladium, the first show where you

played the four hour acoustic set, which is one of the best

shows I've seen ever, I walked out of there numb.

JK: So did I.

JD: I was talking with this guy in Florida who is perhaps

the biggest Tunahead in the world, this guy Steve Bailey

who you may or may not know, he's got like 500 hours of

your music . . .

JK: Have mercy.

JD: You know there's still people out there that collect

Hot Tuna . . .

JK: Hey listen, God bless 'em.?

JD: . . . that have these sorts of i^pes and stuff. It's a

big thing.

JK: I must say I really like that aspect of it because

when I was growing up and I'd be interested in going

around, you know I had the time to go around and hear

other people play, see thats of the things. You don't get

time to do that, you know when you're playing a lot

yourself. But uh, I, we used to go wild with the tape

player, taping everything, changing, trading shit, selling,

buying copping licks.

J D: So you don't feel there's any of the bad things about

people taping your shows? I mean as long as it's not sold.

JK: My approach to that has always been I really like if

somebody asks me if they can tape a show I almost always

say yes depending on the attitude. The only time I'm a

dick about it. an' I am a dick about it sometimes, is if the

guy offends me, you know, it's strictly personal. But other

than that I figure people are going to tape anyway. It's nice

if they ask you, and if they do then you can help them to

and they get a better tape. If not then they've got to take

their chances.

JD: right, 'cause you know there's two completely

different heads as far as that's concerned. I mean a lot of

Deadheads are the same way. The last thing on their mind

is selling the music.

JK: Well, you know when somebody asks me I almost

always say. well look if you're going to make any money

out of this send nie a percenUge of it. Nobody has so they

either haven t made any money or ignore me. But I think

you're right I don't think this has anything to do with

making money, people just like listening to music.

Vital Parts, one of Jorma's earlier bands, featured Johnny and Hilary Stench
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at

the University of Massachusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in the Collegian. Events

are listed the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's

events. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

-i-COLLOQ — Bruce Levine, Director of Herbert Gut

man's American Working Class History Project, will speak

on "Capitalism in Agraria America: The Ante-Bellum

North." This colloa i ->onsored by STPEC. Anthro Dept.,

Labor Center, and Institute for Advanced Study m the

Humanities. 4 p.m. Thompson's 6th floor lounge.

-•-UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING — Agenda: constitutional ammendments.
communications for UMass Horse Trials, and message

service. Anyone interested in ham radio is welcome. 7:30

p.m. Campus Center Rm. 801

r
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-i-WORD WATCH — Rev. Robin Harden facilitates an in-

depth exploration of New Testament scripture and

theology and its relevance today, through intelligent,

serious, open nunded study of the Bible. 7-8 p.m. 428

Student Union.

+DISCOVER NEW ENGLAND CLUB MEETING -
Topics to be discussed: Mount Tom and Alpine slide trip,

Boston trip. Film presentation: "The Shaker Legacy." All

interested students are urged to attend. 7 p.m. 903

Campus Center.

-i-COMSTU CLUB MEETING — All majors and other

students are welcome. Raffle tickets will be distributed

and plans for our first trip will be discussed. 4 p.m. Mach
mer E-37.

-»-UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE - Meets to plan for

the Fast for a World Harvest. What can you do about
world hunger? Come and find out! 4:30 p.m. 428 Student
Union.

-•-UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Please come to

organize for Euromissile Rally in Boston and against

militarism on campus. Help needed to staff concourse table

and seU bus tickets. 4:30 p.m. CC 175.

-HALPHA ZETA — Will hold a meeting to discuss this

year's activities. Make this year a success, come and give

us your support. 6:30 p.m. Stockbridge311.

-t-VETERAN'S SERVICE ORGANIZATION MEETING
— We are preparing for a lOK Road Race on Nov. 11 and

need volunteers. Anyone interested drop bv Mobile unit #5

(behind Thompson) at 4:15. 4:15 p.m. Mobile unit #5 (old

VACS office).

-I-LEGAL STUDIES STUDENTS ASSOCIATION -
Jerry Sousa, an authority on prison life in Massachusetts,

discusses with students the similarities of society and

prison based on his experiences. All welcome. 7 p.m.

Campus Center Rm. 804-08.

-i-HILLEL RELIGIOUS COMMITTEE MEETING - Get

together for lunch and discussion of religious issues on

campus. 12 p.m. Hillel Office.

-•-ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING - Come join us for

workshop and planning for the semester's activities! JOIN

THE FIGHT AGAINST RACISM!! 6-8 p.m. CC 905.

Tuesday

-hUPC GENERAL MEETING — Come see what concerts

are coming to UMass. New members are welcome. 6:30

p.m. Campus Center Room 163C.

-^ACID RAIN MEETING - Come join MassPirg's Acid

Rain Campaign! The project is in full swing with many

events coming up soon! Your enthusiasm and ideas are

welcomed and needed! 7:30 p.m. 423B SUB Office.

-HAL-ANON MEETING - Having a problem with

someone else's drinking? Come to an Al-Anon meeting.

8:00-9:30 p.m. First Baptist Church of Amherst, 434 North
Pleasant Street Amherst, across from the Newman
Center.

-•-25 AND UP CLUB SWIM — Older students - it's time

to get in shape. Join us for a relaxing swim. Meet other

non-traditional students. For information call 545-2145.

7:30 p.m. NOPE pool.

H-PROGRESSIVE ZIONIST MEETING - 7 p.m. Suffolk

Room, S.U.

-^WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT MEETING -
Third meeting this semester. Bring your ideas to further

the empowerment of women against racism and sexism. 7

p.m. 415 Student Union.

H-WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - Women
working together to educate ourselves and others about

issues of concern to women. This semester our main issue

is pornography. New members welcomed! 4 p.m. CC 805.

-HRADICAL STUDENT UNION — Meeting: help form

research teams on campus militarism. Everyone welcome.

7 p.m. CC 815.
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Special Week Engagement
Wed. Oct 12 - Tues. Oct. 18

An Officer and a Gentleman 7:00

starring Richard Gere Cr Debra Winger

Flashdance 9-10

starring Jennifer Beats

DOWNTOWN AMHERSr

^ar after
year, s«nester
^ after semester,
^k^' plan fnim Fidelity I nion Life

nas been the most accepted, most

popular life insurance program
on campuses all over America.-^

prtieram on campuses all over America. *

(all the Fidelil> I nion Life C:JJ^l^, ,
Kind out v»h>. ^i^ij Ass(K-iate in your area: rKKJlIW

Tel: 256-8351 UnionUfc
RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Rd., Mmher^t, Ma.
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Herp«s Discussion
This session is for those who are interested

in learning more of the facts about herpes.

People are encouraged to attend even if

they don't have herpes.

Dote: Thursday, Oct. 20th

Time: 7-9 p.m.

PiQC*: University Hooith Contor

Room 302
•*Pre-registration required. Call Health

Education, 549-2671 X(181)
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Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am...Wallc-ins are welcome
A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & REI^XATIOIM FACILiTY
• Hot Tu^ Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntan Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • Each area wired for your

own favorite music or sounds. . .AND MUCH MORE. . .

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & REI-AX!!!
• ••••••••••• clip and save •••••••••••«

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS

• $1 OFF
HOT
TUBS

(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)

Located at 175 University Drive,

Price Chopper Mall, Amherst
(coupon valid through October 30, 1983)

one coupon per visit, per person

$1 OFF
HOT
TUBS
*
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table in Campus Center
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DAILY CROSSWORD 'HIZZLE
Mitrd by Margarel l-arrar and Trudf Jaffe
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ACROSS
1 Hoavy slatt

5 Bloodhound s

tfail

10 Cincinnati —

—

14 Godot love

15 Baseball statistic

16 Cry ot ttie

Baccrianals

17 Greek township

18 Happening by

chance
20 Knowing inits

21 Certain dances

22 Buenos
23 Equal in

quantity

26 Principal

27 Joined together

29 What opera

hats do
33 Made turbid

34 Beach
35 Bert s cousin

36 Raw materials

37 The makings of

cheese
38 Fly alone

39 Juan or Jose

40 Full of vitality

41 Land of the

Shogun
42 Guess the future

44 Computer feature

45 Carpenter stools

46 Solar disc

47 Noted president

of Harvard

50 Friends

52 Small
salamander

55 Governing
organization

58 Joint

59 Observed
attentively

60 Commedia
author

61 Diminutive of a

girl s name
62 Actual being

63 Had title to

64 Nieuports river

DOWN
1 Ancient Persian

2 God of war

3 Forceful

4 Path finder's

letters

5 Part of a day
6 Farmer s concern

7 Sea birds

8 Certainly '

9 Numerical prefix

10 Queen
1

1

Before green or

glade

12 Finished

13 Court units

19 Symbol of

hardness

21 Pay attention

24 Competes
25 Tout le

(everybody)

26 City officials

Abbr
27 Ascended
28 Money on the

Rialto

29 DoachefS)ob
30 Those in favor

31 —— plexus

32 Ivory s opposite

34 Things to wear

37 Talon

38 Equal

40 Violin artist

41 New York team

43 Tristan and

44 Fountain treat

47 Dueling sword

48 Minstrel s songs

49 Angers

50 State founder

51 Feed the pot

53 Honor with a

celebration

54 Run swiftly

56 Bustle

5/ Birds gullet

58 Low island or reef
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Mandatory Meeting

for all typesetters

Tonight

7

ingraidiics

DC Menu
LUNCH

Swiss Turkey Sandwich
Squash Bake

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Mushroom Sauce

Shrimp Chow Mein/

Chow Mein Noodles

Fried Rice, Soy Sauce

Miniature Egg Rolls

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata with Pocket

Bread
Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Cheese Loaf

Mushroom Sauce

Shrimp Chow Mein

Chow Mein Noodles

Fried Rice, Soy Sauce

Miniature Egg Rolls

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

Weather

Today, increasing and
thickening cloudiness, highs

in the mid 60s. Cloudy with a

chance of showers tonight,

clearing west after mid-

night, lows in the 40s.

Tuesday, sunny, highs

around 60.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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The Baltimore Orioles beat the Philadelphia

Phillies 5-0 to win the World Series yesterday by

a 4-1 margin in games.

Tryouts for the 1983 1984 Men's BasketbaU team will

be held on Monday. October 17th at 9:00 p.m. at the

Curry Hicks Cage. For further information, contact the

BasketbaU Office, room 222 Boyden (545 2610).

rUMass beats Temple, loses to ODU
By MICHELE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA — It would have

been great field hockey to watch. Three

contenders, all in the Top 10 met this

weekend at Temple Univerity.

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team's record split this weekend m
their two games against nationally ranked

Temple and Old Dominion. UMass toppled

ninth ranked Temple 1-0 on Friday, but

fell by the same 1-0 score to second ranked

Old Dominion. Saturday.

In the Temple game, the UMass
stickers dominated outshooting Temple

22-5. The winning goal was scored by

Patti Smith, with an assist from Pam
Moryl. Moryl took the ball down the right

wing, worked it around the endline, and

dumped it over to Smith, who put it in the

net.

"Our game with Temple was ven' hard

fought.' said coach Pam Hixon. Temple

goalie Robin Porter is one of the U.S.

team goalies in the off-season. It was a big

win for UMass.
In the ODU game the Minutewomen

were outshot 13 to 5 by the Monarchs.

ODU took a 10 lead but UMass came back

with heavy pressure with 15 minutes to go

and had a lot of penalty corners. But the

Minutewomen couldn't get the equalizer,

according to Hixon.

Patty Shea played outstanding in goal

against ODU.
"We were tired on Saturday,' said

Hixon. Although the Minutewomen were

a step slow and didn't play to their

potential in their game against Old

Dominion, they were much happier with

their performance this year than last

year. Last year ODU pounded UMass by a

5-0 score.

"We played very well as a team. "
said

Hixon of the weekend. "Our passing game

is one of the best around. We received a

lot of compliments from our opponents

about our playing style."

Perhaps the loss, which gave UMass a

9-1-1 record, didn't speak as loudly as the

win. The games were both hard fought for

the Minutewomen. Had there been a day

of rest separating the Temple game from

the Old Dominion contest, the UMass

pressure maybe could have been sronger.

It was one of the most important

weekends of the season, one in which the

best teams play the best teams. "I think

we've got to be considered as a contender

(for the National championship)," said

Hixon. The Minutewomen have been

ranked number four in the nation for the

past two weeks.
The tournament "put us in a lot better

frame of mind, " said Hixon. 'We were

disappointed that we didn't win (against

ODU), but if you have to lose, we could

take the ODU as a learning experience for

us. We see the things we need to work

on.
.

The weekend presented UMass with

their two biggest challenges thus far in

the season. The played well and came

home with a big win, and a tough loss.

They came home knowing where they

stand.

They meet Harvard next at home.

Gametime is at 3 p.m. Wednesday, at

NOPE.
,

.

The junior varsity field hockey team has

been having a successful season as well.

They have three wins and one loss and will

face Harvard next on Wednesday. 4:30

p.m. at NOPE.

CollfKiaii I'hi.i.i hy D«*klD««k«r

Chris Kocot moves for the ball in an earlier win over Providence.

UMass split this weekend beating Temple 1-0 and losing to Old Domi-

nion 1-0 in Philadelphia.

Men's soccer can't cash in, loses to URI in OT
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

After many University of Massachusetts

mens soccer game this season the opposing

coach has approached second year UMass

coach Jeff Gettler and said something to

this respect, "Your team played a great

game, it's a shame you didn't get any

breaks." Unfortunately for the Minutemen,

University of Rhode Island coach Geza

Henni approached Gettler with such a

statement after last Friday's match on

Boyden field.

UMass (1-7 4) bowed to Rhode Island (7

3-2) by the score of 10 in double overtime.

This was the Minutemen's ^ivth overtime

game this season. They have failed to come

up with a victory in any. tying three and

losing three.

The team has had a hard time on offense

so far this year so Gettler made some

changes prior to the game to try to put a

spark into the offense.

The changes included benching a veteran

and the switching of positions for two other

veterans. Fullback Lenn Margolis a key

member of the Minutemen's sting>'

defensive unit was switched to forward and

the team's premier defenseman, senior

captain Kevin Flynn, was placed at

sweeper.

The changes were successful as both

players played very well. The UMass of-

fense kept pressure on URI throughout the

game but failed to finish up any of their

offensive flurries with a goal.

The game was a match up of two

defensive squads who both allowed few

shots on goal. Regulation time ended in a

scoreless tie with neither team having any

real scoring threats.

The Minutemen defense, with Flynn ad-

ding a helping hand at sweeper,

frustrated the Rams offensive scheme.

They successfully contained URI's dynamic

duo. juniors Tony Fontes and Gil Monteiros

the teams top two scorers.

Unfortunately, they weren't able to

continue the containment in overtime as

Fontes set up Monteiro perfectly with 8:34

left in the second and final overtime to give

the Rams the victory.

The Minutemen put on some heavy

pressure in the final 8:34 but came up

empty handed.

Gettler's troops had their best scoring

opportunity in the first overtime when a

URI handball right in front of their net set

up a direct kick for the Minutemen directly

in front of the net about 15 yards out.

URI set up the traditional human wall 10

yards away from the ball. The kick was

taken by sophomore midfielder Mike
Bellion, who faked the kick and passed the

ball to freshman back Peter Geddes who
blasted a shot that hit the crossbar.

Volleyball could've

beat 'em in Delaware
NEWARK, DEL. - The Delaware In-

vitational Volleyhall Tournament was as

tough as it was supposed to be. The five

hour ride home was even tougher with the

echos of "we had them." filling the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts volleyball team van.

The tournament featured some of the

best division 1 teams in the East. UMass
was one of only three division II teams in-

vited to this tourney and yes, they almost

had 'em.

The first (best two out of three) match

was no indication of what was to happen in

this tournament. UMass fell to a powerful

George Washington University team 15-10.

15-8.

UMass lost their second match in

straight games as well, but things had

changed. With the return of blocker Leslie

Smith and a tough loss in game one, UMass

was tired of losing and were looking to

have some fun.

James Madison, a (Jivision II school, was

the unlucky foe. IMass won the first game

handily 15-9. Game two was tougher but

the gutsy spiker^ prevailed 16-14, and the

fun had just t)egT;:i

The next virti:;, was LaSalle. UMass

l«lanke<J the woeful LaSalle 15-0 in the first

game. The spikers romped all over LaSalle

once again in game two, winning by a 15-4

margin.

The next obstacle for UMass was not

another team, it was time. The red hot

spikers had a two hour wait before facing

the host team Delaware in the quarter-

finals. It may have been the break which

prompted this reflection from head coach

Elaine Sortino, "These are the best teams

in the East and we can play with them!

We're not that far away."

Facing the strong Delaware team,

however, victory was just out of reach for

UMass. Falling behind 7-1 in game one was

a tough start but it wasn't the end. UMass

scratched and clawed but fell just short los-

ing 15-9. Game two was even all the way

but the final tally showed Delaware on top

15-12.

UMass may not have won this tourney,

(in fact they left before a winner was

established) but they made some great

gains, nonetheless. "Offensively and defen-

sively we executed very well," stated an

excited Sortino."The team sense is there,

they are playing real well together. We've

got to feel good about this weekend."

The spikers, now 21-8. have a well

deserved week off until they travel to Ver-

mont next weekend for another tourna-

ment. The team goal is to change 'we had

them' to 'we got them!'

Colltgian Photo by Ji«i Pow«n

Debbie Harackiewica

and her mask.

Continued from page 12

Cortland coach Chris

Malone said that the of-

ficiating was fair but in-

consistent and said that

the refs made bad calls on

both sides. He didn't men-

tion, though, about the

non-call when Nadia
Komarowski was ap-

parently tripped up in the

penalty area with less than

a minute left in the over-

time.

Cortland also had 22

fouls to UMass' 14. Cor-

tland was a very physical

hpll club on thp field

*women 's soccer
In the second half Cortland picked up the pace of the

game and played at an intense rate, pouncing, pounding

and pushing UMass away from the ball. Both teams were

playing defensive ball but UMass had the offensive edge.

Cortland coach Chris Malone did not want to lose the

game and said after the match that he was happy to tie.

"We played poor offensively because we weren't ready

to play," Malone said. The game was scheduled to begin at

1:00 but the Cortland team thought 2:00 was the starting

time. The start was delayed a half an hour.

"We got screwed because we weren't ready," Malone

said. "It took us the first and second half to get ready.

We're lucky UMass didn't explode."

Banda attributed Malone's satisfaction with the tie to

trying "to make his region look stronger" for the NCAA
playoffs. Cortland is ranked third in the Northeast Divi-

sion while UMass is fourth in New England. UM has lost

to first-ranked UConn, 1-0, but defeated second-ranked

Brown 3-1 in the Northeast Division.

Harackiewicz, Denault and Bird, who played a great

deal yesterday, all had close scoring opportunities in the

second half. Denault had one of the better chances when

she dashed in from the left side of the net and had a side of

the net open but hit the left p<jst.

Both Denault and Kristi Kelly made key defensive plays

in the half. Both were involveti in one on one plays and

won out over the Cortland attacker a.s they each stole the

ball away.
After 90 minutes of play the two U*am.s battled and

fought hard but had nothing to show for it. Cortland con-

tinued to hover over tin- Miriijt«'wonu'H, who U'gan to

show their tiredness in the first H) minute ov^Ttime.

Jeanne Paul was in g«)al for ! IM;i.ss in overtinu- and muf-

fled a Cortland sci)ring <»f)j»<irturiity rwar i\\v end of the ten

minutes. As the ball In-gaii U) roll iii lUv ru'l, I'aul lunged

out and caught th»- ball with Iht firigertifits in-fon- drawing

the ball t») her cht-st

, i»»4^k*,»^ >*A. Jl^ig^*<.|A«^>>
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Marketing Insight
by the

World's Largest
Brewer

Anheuser-Busch
Brought to you by
the University of
Massachusetts
Marketing Club
Monday, Oct. 17

7:00 P.M.
C.C. Rm 917
for more info call

Scott Hoffman 549-3508
Ed Fitzcrerald 253-7662

UMass Music ThEATRc Guild q

Room 1 74- 176 CAivipus CenterJI

Time: WEd. 1 9Th 4-7 pivi |

r^ ThuRS. 20Th 9-1 1 pm h
I^OuESTioNS? caU TJ. 296-108;|
^^

OR CREqq 296-6190 ||

Be DREDAREd TO SlNC & DaNCE A
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Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA

• $1.50 Bar Drinks
• 60* Miller Drafts
• 85* Lowenbrau

10:00 - closing

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^^ain
Happy Hour
FREE PIZZA

$1.50 Bar Drinks

60* Miller Draft

$1.00 OFF ANY
PITCHER OF BEER

2:00 - 5:30

Saturday
DOUBLE
SHOT
DRINKS

at

regular prices

60* Miller

85* Lowenbrau

10:00 - closing

Monday
and

Tuesday

% PRICE
on any pizza

when you buy a|

Pitcher of

Beer

5:00 - closing

DaUy Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 6:00
Each Ni^t Happy Hour 10:00 - closing

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days pr.or to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

Audi 100LS 74 AM/FM radials automatic

good condition BO 549-5316

64 Olds Cutlass Delta 88 excellent motor

excellent transmission - classy antique $300

or BO Tom 549-0453

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, semis, Greeks, All Occa-

sions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS - Profes

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates all

occasions 253-3980

FOR RENT

Take over lease now
Apartments 549-1369

Puffton Village

Off-Campus Parking Spaces near

Southwest: car (outdoors); motorcycle

(garage). $15 week. 549-1193

FOR SALE

Singers, Dancers. Jugglers wanted for

parttime delivery service. Great pay, own
hours. Call High Notes 665-7664

Wanted: Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the CATE Guide information/application:

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

Superior Pizzeria, experienced part - full

time people for delivering pizzas. Must have

car. Also counter help. Phone 549-0626

On campus non work study jobs

available M F mornings 7-10 or 9:30-12 for

info call 549-6364 eves ask for Archie

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases. Good experience.

Applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 Deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and third

world students encouraaed to aoolv

INSTRUCTION

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Gibson Les Paul Custom - 1980 model ex

cellent condition. Must sell. BO over $600.

call Steve 546-8431

FOUND

Piece of jewelry in ladle's room Tower

library - call with detailed description

Natalie 253-5118

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

TA/Gestalt Rebirthing Wkend with Ged

Bryon & Natalie Garber: growth ft change

therapy; native American purification

lodge; music, chanting, sufi dancing;

gourmet vegetarian food; Oct 28-30

253 3984

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST

Reward for return of gold ring oval

shape with black stone in middle deep sen-

timental value please call 546-7446

Beige Coat with red liner & keys lost in

basement SBA 10-4 reward 569-0405

Gold herringbone bracelet on 10/12 or

lO^^reward! Call 546-7269 please!

REWARD for reward of gray Jansport

daypack and/or contents. No questions!

Call 584 6̂562 late nights

LMTSeiko Watch between Southwest

and the Bluewall Labor Day weekend. If

found please call 6-8019. Very personal.

$$reward$$

Lost in Herter, wire-framed glasses, light

blue case 549-1682

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Honda CB7S0K 10,000 miles, runs

great very good condition. Luggage rack

backrest and cover $1850 call 665-8138

PART-TIME

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORKII
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434 9-2 nm

PERSONALS

We find scholarships to match your

needs. Results guaranteed. Send $1.00

(refundable) to Student Data Research 49

Downing Fall River, Mass 02723

Cold? Warm up with a hot tub at Utopia

beside Stadium Liquors

How about the Hot Tubs this weekend.

253-SPAS

Marylou, Dan will be at Utopia soaking for

you I

Thursday, Oct. 20

THE GRADUATE"
starring Dustin Hoffman

Campus Center Auditorium
6:00, 8:30, 11:00

Admission $1.00

Are you talented? The GPC wants you to

perform on the CC Concourse. Jugglers,

musicians, mimes, etc. Let your talent br-

ing a smile to UMass. Good pay. Call or

come by to sign up for an audition. SU 415

5-2733

Rush RushSorority
Sigma Delta Tau

Dinner 10/18 Tues 5:30

Dynasty Party 10/19 Wed. 8:30

Rush Party 10/20 Thurs 8:30

Rush Open Rush

Stop drinking If it's causing problems
for you. Contact Health Education at

549-2671 ext. 181 for mote information

about the Student Opportunity Program
(STOP)

To my loving Pefe, it's great to have you

back where you belong, with me, your lov

in^un^^jl^^^^^^

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

54^)392,584-7924

RAYBANS

Quality sunglass wear invest in your eyes
- at least 25% off suggested retail prices

evenings call Bruce 549-2879

ROOM WANTED
21 year old mala and dog need place star-

ting November. Please call Todd 549-5730

leave message

SECURITY DEPOSITS

Feeling ripped off7 Do you have a ques-
tion about the return of your security

deposit? Contact: Off Campus Housing Of-
fice, 115 Hasbrouck, 54&-0e66

SKYDiVE

Hrst Jump Course Thursday nights in

:ampus Center Rm 905 545-0829

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Giri to milk SO cows in parlor. Call after

7:00 pm Walter Kownacki 666-4686

Student Attorney Generel wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on
student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Northeast/Sylvan Governments looking

for resident to fill position on Residential

Appeals Committee. Contact Marge
546-4867 or Molly 6-4871
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Bigweekend forUM sports

VMass back in race with 17-7win
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team gained a quarterback controversy, a

tailback, a victory, and a chance at another

Yankee Conference title this past Saturday

as they defeated the University of Maine.

17-7 at Alunmi Stadium.

Events started going the Minutemen s

way early when Black Bear quarterback

Rich LaBonte was intercepted by UMass

linebacker Craig Lesinski. which gave the

Minuteman offense the baU at the Maine 42-

yard line to start their second possession.

The Minutemen (2 4) traveled those 42

yards on the ground with tailback Frank

Fay sweeping in from fifteen yards out for

the score, and the George Papoutsidis kick

made it 7-0.

The Black Bears tied the score at 7-7

early in the second quarter, going 73 yards

on eleven plays. LaBonte scored the touch-

down on a keeper from the three.

The remaining 12: 19 of the first half could

best be described as boring as both teanris

tried to run the ball down each other's

throats to no avail.

As the UMass offense trotted on the field

to begin the second half, sophomore

starting quarterbak Jim Simeone was

conspicuously absent and in his place was

senior back-up Barrett McGrath and UMass

had a quarterback controversy.

"1 thought we needed a change." ex-

plained Minuteman coach Bob Pickett.

"Barrett ended up doing a good job. We're

not giving up on Jim. He is an excellent

Ulent. I don't know who will start next

week."

The change McGrath provided was not

immediately positive — his first pass was

intercepted. However, the UMass defense

prevented Maine from capitalizing on their

excellent field position (the UMass 20) and

four downs later McGrath was back in.

This time McGrath was able to move the

offense as far as the Maine 21 before tossing

another interception. Two big plays on that

aborted drive were passes of 19 and 24

yards to split end George Barnwell whose

day was just beginning

With the Minuteman defense consistently

shutting down the Maine attack, the UMass

offense was soon on the field again. This

time they reached the Maine 19 before los-

ing the ball on downs.

After a Maine lumble and a punt by each

team it was UMass' ball on their own 49. It

was also the fourth quarter and thoughts of

overtime were dancing in people's heads.

On second and fifteen UMass tried a

reverse and Barnwell dashed 24 yards for a

first down from his split end position. After

that play, the thought that danced into

Pickett's head was that George Barnwell

should be running the football more often.

Four plays later Barnwell was making a

spectacular 18 yard run from his new

position — tail back — for a touchdown and

a 14-7 UMass lead.

A disheartened Maine club fumbled on

their next possession allowing the

Minutemen to add three points to their lead

on the strength of barefoot Papoutsidis' 38-

yard field goal.

An intercepiton by free safety Grady

Fuller ended any Black Bear hopes of a last-

minute comeback and allowed the

Minutemen to even their Yankee Conference

record at 1-1. Maine dropped to 0-3 and out

of contention.

"The defense did a great job. The offense

was sluggish and George Barnwell provided

a spark. We have used him at tailback in

practice.' said Pickett.

MINUTEMAN NOTES: Both BarnweU

and coach Pickett received game balls after

the game in the very noisy, but happy

UMass locker room after the game.

When asked if was going to be moved to

running back. Barnwell said. "I'm a wide

receiver now. Tailback is from my high

school days (at West Roxbury). But I'll go

wherever I'm needed to help the team."

In other Yankee Confernce games. Holy

Cross outlasted UConn 20-16, New
Hampshire pounded Lehigh 52-28 and

Boston Univerity beat Rhode Island 24-22.

The conference standings now stand at: BU
3-0. URI 2-1. UConn 1-0, UMass 1-1, UNH
0-2, Maine 0-3.

Collctrian Photo by D«»id D«nber

George Barnwell, the spark that helped UMass topple Maine 17-7 on

Saturday, runs for the touchdown that gave UM the lead.

Mnutewomen » (JorttandJmttk^^
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

As the last few seconds ran off the clock and the buzzer

sounded to end the second of the two 10-minute overtime

periods, University of Massachusetts forward Chris Tag-

gart held her head with frustration before stooping over

with her hands on her knees to catch her breath and

reflect on the 0-0 tie that UMass and the Cortland State

women's soccer team had ended up v^rith, yesterday at

Boyden.
The scene around Taggart was basically the same as

Deanna Denault walked off the field with her head down in

thought and Beth Semonik tried to smile while accepting

pats on the back for a well-played game.

The 6-1-3 Minutewomen played with injuries and

sickness but fought hard against the aggressive 11-2-2

Cortland team. It was a very long match for UMass which

had only nine healthy starters and three on the bench.

Halfback Susan Bird had sat out the Minutewomen 's

last game because of illness and freshman Michelle

Rodney is still not in good health due to sickness. Debbie

Harackiewicz played her second game with a face mask

because of a fractured nose. Aggressive halfback Jamie

Watson is lost to the team indefinitely due to a knee injury

suffered in the last game. Taggart had to play halfback

with Watson out.

"She showed her character and leadership and even

though she's not a captain we needed her leadership."

coach Kalekeni Banda said.

"It was a team effort. It was disappointing because they

wanted to beat Cortland really bad. but I didn't want to

take chances. Everyone was hanging in there by the skin

of their teeth."

('oll«|n>n Photo bv David I>eub«r

Kristi Kelly, who made several great defensive

plays, fights for control in an earlier game.
UMass tied Cortland St. 0-0 at soccer Homecom-
ing at Boyden yesterday.

The first half of the game was UMass dominated. UM
had many chances to score but All-American Cortland

goaltender, Joan Schockow. seemed to have the whole net

covered from top to bottom. UM goaltender Lisa Ellis was
not too busy in the half taking only three shots from Cor-

tland.
Continued on pagt 10

Harackiewicz plays

roughwith the Mask
By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

The walking wounded
prowled the field for the

UMass women's soccer

team yesterday in their

hard fought match with

Cortland State, which

resulted in a 0-0 tie.

Two that hurt a lot and

did a lot were sophomores

Susan Bird and Debbie

Harackiewicz. Bird, who
sat out in Wednesday's

Springfield game due to an

Ulness, played despite not

being at full strength.

Harackiewicz. who
played with a mask to pro-

tect a broken nose, was

less hesistant than in the

Springfield game. The

mask does restrict her vi-

sion and she has a hard

time seeing the ball when
she's looking down.

Today, she headed some

balls with the mask on —
drawing a chorus of ooos

from the crowd — made

some nice passes and

powerful comers, got hit

in the face with the ball

and occasionally lost the

ball. Just your average day

for any soccer player.

"The referee made me
pad the whole thing and it

obstructed my vision even

more," said Harackiewicz.

And when asked about

heading the ball, "I'm not

really supposed to do it. I

just hold on to the mask. I

have to (head)

sometimes."
Harackiewicz had a hard

time dribbling at times

because she had to take

time to look down and

dribble and the Cortland

defenders "were on me in

a minute." The Ludlow

native doesn't care for all

the attention she is getting

with the mask. She would

rather just be number 8 on

the field and play.

Continued on pagt 10
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Third World Theater Steps Into Tomorrow

Attallah Shabazz and Yolanda King, Artistic Directors of

Stepping into Tomorrow, at the Smith College Mwangi
Cultural Center last Saturri,--

photo by Ed Cohen

The Dynamic Duo cf King and Shabazz

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

Yolanda King and Atallah Shabazz, daughters of

slain Black leaders Martin Luther King, Jr. and

Malcoinn X respectively, toured with their company.

Nucleus, Inc. Saturday night, to open the 1983-4

Third World Theater Series.

King and Shabazz met four years ago. A freelance

journalist decided that, with the women having com-

mon Interests In theater, their being the oldest

children of Black leaders and their fathers' political

assassinations, he had "a great hook for an article."

Although It "was not part of our conscious destiny" to

be together when they met at the article's photo ses-

sion. King and Shabazz were the ones who were

hooked.

At Saturday afternoon's informal workshop/discus-

sion, "Changing the Face of the Theater: The Next

Step," and at a later press conference, the two

women related their life experiences and their shared

consciousness of today's Third World theater.

The two were unable to avoid talking about their

fathers and the similarities and differences between

the two men. Said Shabazz, "Their experiences,

strategies, tactics are different, but their drive, their

goals are the same." Martin and Malcolm had begun

"to blend their thoughts" before their assassinations,

and Shabazz described her and King's union as a con-

tinuation of " the energy that had been left stagnant

by their deaths."

King expressed the women's initial difficulty in mov-

ing past the socially accepted incompatability of Mar-

tin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X. King and Shabazz

each "tried to go through all these transitions to

define our father in relation to the other man."

The two women found more things in common bet-

ween their fathers and between themselves, including

their both being Scorpios, their birthdays being one

day apart "which is pretty dynamic"-and their rela-

tions to the Five College area: King graduated from

Smith in 1972, and Shabazz' mother attended UMass.

In talking about theater they traced the origins of

Stepping Into Tomorrow. King described the play as

"very much a company effort - all of us contributed to

the others through improvisation and scripted

moments." The production was written as a one-time

event, but Nucleus continued to receive offers and so

accepted. Two years ago they performed Stepping

about six times a year; now the company performs

about seventeen times a month.

King believes that this play differs from traditional

plays, because it talks about "something all of us can

relate to and feel and identify with." Perhaps its being

"connected to the consciousness of the people of the

world" reflects Nucleus' "commitment to young peo-

ple and to expressing positive images, positive role

models."

Shabazz continued by lamenting that, "People are

blinded to politics now; they look at them and turn

away." This leaves "the oppressed" always saddled

with the blame. She pointed out "underlying

negativisms" of t.v. shows that shape our attitudes.

Society uses these stereotypes "to preoccupy our

time, preoccupy our minds (with) one-sided images."

Such alienation from here-and-now issues alters

peoples' immediate demands. They want what they

can get now, said Shabazz, snapping her fingers; they

don't have the "dedication, consistency, commitment

and follow-through that made Martin and Malcolm

special."

continued on page 3

James Baldwin

Speaks

on the Scope of

Personal, Political, and

Historical Awareness

by Russell Jordan

Nummo Correspondent

James Baldwin, one of America's most renowned

and gifted writers, spoke at Hampshire College last

Friday. On October 7th at Franklin Patterson's Main

Lecture Hall, Baldwin had, in his own words, "a rap

session," with a packed audience and various media

representatives.

With the ease of a master storyteller, Baldwin wove

the connecting threads of his life and times with the

sweep of history of the past fifty years. In words as in-

tricate and balanced as his fiction and essays, Baldwin

explained his self-imposed exile in France: "I never in-

tended to leave home. Some things happened to me
because I was Black, and some because I was Jimmy.

I left to find out the difference."

Baldwin covered the scope of the Civil Rights

Movement - from the freedom rides, Martin Luther

King, Jr. and Malcolm X, to the current political life

and struggles of Black America. Baldwin maintained

that "the economic system of the western world is still

based on slave labor, that is why we can envision and

aid an invasion of Central America but not South

Africa."

"We have come to a time in our history where either

war is obsolete, or we are. This is the first time people

are being forced to deal with the meaning of their

history," said Baldwin. He accused President Reagan

of continuing the mistakes of the past. "If there were

no Soviet Union, the people that rule this country

would have to invent one. It is perfectly ludicrous to

build weapons of destruction while people go

hungry."

Baldwin enraptured the audience until the end

when they erupted in a thunderous standing ovation.

After a brief question and answer period, Baldwin

received the congratulations and appreciation of an

audience that swept forward to shake his hand.

He is currently working on two books, one a

biography of Medgar Evers, Martin Luther King, Jr.

and Malcolm X, all of whom he knew personally, and

a book about the Atlanta Child Murders. A play by

Baldwin, The Amen Corner, is currently on Broadway,

and a movie based on his first monumental novel. Go

Tell It On the Mountain, which was born in Harlem,

New York City in 1924. He was the oldest of nine

children, and following in his father's footsteps, he

became a Pentecostal preacher at 14. Since the mid

1950's Baldwin has spent much of his time in France.
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Destruction of Third World
Posters

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

Within an hour and a half five posters, announcing

"Uhuru," the new UMass Third World Perfornning

Ensemble, were torn down Friday afternoon at the

Haigis Mall bus stop.

John Ruddock, production coordinator and founder

of the ensemble, said that he taped posters inside the

shelter area before boarding the 1:10 bus to Mount

Holyoke College. When he returned to the Haigis Mall

about an hour and a half later, the posters were gone.

He found the top halves in a nearby garbage can, but

Ruddock believes that the perpetrator took the bot-

tom three-fourths of the posters bearing all the infor-

mation to make sure no one would get hold of it.

Ruddock thinks the posters were ripped apart very

early within the hour and a half because there were

posters from two other groups in their places.

"My main question is why was this done?" says

Ruddock. "What was the rationale; was it racial? If so,

is this a statement being made as to the reluctance of

some parties of the community to see the creation of a

Third World form of expression?"

Uhuru's aim is to present and preserve the artistic,

cultural and social contributions of the many peoples

of the Third World. This new University student

organization hopes to expand and enlighten the com-

munity by revealing the lifestyles and historical ex-

periences of all Third World people, "while realizing

the dreams and hopes of each performer in his or her

struggle toward recognition and success."
" The Year Toward Civility' was only two years

ago, and yet we still have this kind of action (removing

the posters) on campus," says Ruddock. "'^ the

University is supposed to be striving toward civility,

social awareness and tolerance, as a community,

what does this say?" questioned Ruddock. "Was it a

superficial pledge (for civility), or is this action a state-

ment warning Third World students not to expand and

make their presence felt?"

Malcolm X Center

Supports King

r
V ^

Mel King, Boston Mayoral hopeful, speaking before sup-

porters at recent press conference

photo by David Lee

We here at the Malcolm X Center strongly urge ef-

forts to combine the voting strengths of the countless

number of Boston residents here on the

UMass/ Amherst campus with the already strong Mel

King mayoral team.

In the October 11th election, Mel King won by only

ninety votes, not a large number. That is why all

Boston residents are reminded that your support is

needed even more so for the Novemeber 15th run-off.

Mel King's views on such issues as jobs, senior

citizens and education, along with his approach to

running a major city, make him the superior can-

didate So VOTE FOR PROGRESS, VOTE FOR MEL

KINGI

John Ruddock, coordinator of the new ensemble, Uhuru

photo by Ed Cohen

Note: Uhuru held open auditions for prospective ac-

tors, dancers, singers and models on October 15th

and 16th. For those people who felt that they might

have auditioned had they seen the posters, please feel

free to come to the first meeting tonight, Mon., Oct.

17, at 7:30 p.m. in the Hampden Dance Studio,

Southwest.

The 60's

Speak to the 80's

The Sixties Speak to the Eighties, a Conference on

Activism and Social Change, will be held at UMass

this Saturday, October 22 in Mahar Auditorium.

Beginning at 9:30 with Chancellor Duffey's welcome

and STPEC professor Sara Lennox' introduction, the

conference will continue with three panel discussions

though the morning and afternoon.

At 10 a.m. two civil liberties participants, Anne

Braden and James Farmer, will discuss "The Roots of

the Sixties," with Arlene Avakian, of UMass

Women's Studies as moderator. John Bracey, UMass
Afro-Am professor, will moderate panelists Jim For-

man and Martha Prescod Norman, both of SNCC, in a

discussion on "SNCC and the Re*i9fgence of Ac-

tivism" at 1 1 :30 a.m. At 2 p.m. the panel discussion of

"Civil Rights and Beyond" will include activists

Thelma Griffith-Johnson of UMass Office of Affir-

mative Action, Wally Roberts of Massachusetts Fair

Share, Kathie Sarachild of the Mississippi Freedom

Democratic Party, Martin Sklar, journalist, and

Highlander Staff member. Sue Thrasher. This panel

will De moderate'd by UMass Associate Provost and

Anthropology professor, Johnetta Cole.

At 4 p.m. audience and panelists will participate in a

general discussion, and the day will end with an 8

p.m. performance by the SNCC Freedom Singers,

directed by UMass Music professor Horace Boyer.

The Conference is sponsored by the Afro-Am Studies

Department, STPEC and Women's Studies Programs,

Chancellor's Office, Office of Human Relations, Fund

for Tomorrow, Five College Black Studies Executive

Committee, Five College Women's Studies Seminar,

and Five College Lecture Fund. It is free and open to

the public.

Bridging the Gap

by Begun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

(the second in a series of articles on Minority academic pro-

grams)

The Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP) was created

in 1974 when a group of Spanish-speaking students

and staff began the program, originally named Project

75, to recruit bilingual students to the University. To-

day BCP offers over 400 students academic, career,

placement, and tutorial services.

Benjamin Rodriguez, Director of BCP, said that the

program is vital to bilingual students because they

"don't have equal opportunity at the University." Bil-

ingual students have to deal with language barriers,

high financial need, and academic deficiencies that

most white students don't have. "Programs such as

ours, and CCEBMS and Minority Engineering are the

keys to recruiting and retaining minority students,"

added Rodriguez.

Recruitment coordination is a very important aspect

of BCP. A 1981 study by the Spanish-American Union

of Springfield states that 81 per cent of all Hispanic

students drop out before they finish high school. "We

make regular visits to area high schools to recruit

seniors," said Rodriguez. The program also works

with first year high school students and does follow-

up work over their four years.

BCP also runs a community education project that

Ben Rodriguez, Director of BCP photo by David Lee

works with parents, churches, and community agen-

cies to instill the importance of education. Rodriguez

said that the project gets a lot of cooperation in the

community, but there is not enough funding for the

consistent effort that is needed.

Once students reach the University, BCP's efforts

continue. "Retention of students is always difficult,

and many students depend on our tutorial programs

for survival at the University," said Rodriguez. The

tutorial program has suffered this year because

students' requests have doubled while the budget has

remained the same. BCP is interchanging tutonals

with the Minority Engineering Program and the

Economics department to help alleviate the problem.

BCP has graduated over 400 students and those

alumni play an important role in the program. They

run career workshops and recruitment drives and are

now on the planning committee for next year's BCP

10th year anniversary celebration The 75 members of

the BCP Alumni Association have been very active in

the participation and reevaluation of the program.

The staff of the Bilingual Collegiate Program are ac-

tive in many activities and committees. Along with

each counselor's responsibility for 132 students, they

are asked to participate on search committees, career

committees, fund raising and other activities. "There

are so few Bilinguals in terms of staff and profes-

sionals," involved in many activities."

Rodriguez said that it is important for the University

to continue funding organizations like BCP and

CCEBMS because they play a role that no one else

does. "The BCP program is opening doors in depart-

ments that have been previously closed to bilingual

students. We are graduating leaders and decision

makers," Rodriguez said.

The Message from Nucleus UCF Chaplain, Robin Harden

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

The eighth season of the UMass Third World

Theater Series opened last Saturday night with a stun-

ning performance of Stepping Into Tomorrow, a play

about six high school classmates who meet ten years

after graduating to catch up on their life changes.

The play was written and produced by the New
York-based theater group, Nucleus, Inc., a small com-

pany "dedicated to distilling positive awareness," as

was announced just before the actors entered. And as

the play progressed, that positive awareness filled

every moment, at times joyfully, at times through

acknowledgement of the negative, but the overriding

tone of the production was that of "wakin' up, shapin'

up my life," some of the first words to flow from the

stage in a song.

As a small reunion of friends from Filmore High who

graduated ten years ago, the play focussed squarely

from one charachter to the next. The six classmates

met at the beginning to congratulate Debbie on her

new act as a club singer. Her opening numbers set the

scene: "live every day of your life - you're gonna make

it big...when your problems get you down, don't

drown in reality... it's the things you do today that

shape your future."

Each character unfolded her or his own ex-

periences, beginning with Fred. A basketball star in

high school, Fred had begun to rise from rags to ric-

vhes as a basketball pro. He had signed a contract,

had received a cash advance, and had begun to

reshape his life, but a sudden injury shattered both his

knee cap and his dream of a bright future. "Everything

was gone in one fell swoop." Reckoning with the

reality of his disability, though. Fred managed to ac-

cept the positive option that "maybe I can take my ex-

perience, go back to where I came from and teach

what I know." So he returned to Filmore High to

coach basketball and to help young people develop

their talents.

Harry described his early high school career by say-

ing "all they wanted me for was my body" for the

football team. His hefty build, though, gave him a hef-

ty tenor that he took to the shcool choir instead. Later

in college, his classmates were most attracted to his

supply of reefer, and when he ran out of dope, his

"friends" disappeared, too. He began to gain

popularity when he overcame his shyness and sang

out to large crowds. "I was somebody; I didn't have to

smoke no reefer." He enjoyed communicating with

people, and ultimately became a preacher, "to give

some of that back to the people."

Denise began her talk on the note of "I wasn't but

fourteen, fourteen and pregnant," continuing on with

"for as long time, I hated Gina. She had just come

along and changed my life." It took Denise years to

accept responsibility for her child, and to make the

conscious decision not to enter the welfare rolls, as

had her mother and grandmother. Instead she got a

job and took college courses, all the while caring for

her daughterr, and, after seven years, "as of this past

June, I was a college graduate." From her experience

she learned to be open with her daughter about sex,

to teach her "to love herself," and to "know that

whatever happens, it'll be her choice."

Julia, the only drop-out of the group, had won a

state talent contest and decided to follow a dancing

career instead of finishing school, which had never ex-

cited her anyway. "For the first time in my life I felt

special," so she disregarded her grandmother's pleas

of "Honey, please stay in school. "After ten years of

dancing the same steps for a show, directors finally

replaced her with a younger woman. With no job, and

no high shcool diploma, "looks like my granny was

right, (but) my granny also said, 'it's never too late.'"

A graduation equivalency exam helped her announce

to her friends, "I'm gonna be special again, giving to

people, I'm gonna be a nurse, y'all."

continued from page 1

Shabazz also said that "we are being studied;

behavioral patterns, sexual, musical, what kinds of

food you like, are being studied. "She thinks that

these studies are used to manipulate our actions by

redirecting our attention and energy from the total

reality of our existence.

King and Shabazz have co-authored a play with a

Cast of Stepping Into Tommorow

photo courtesy of Third World Theater Series

After that up note, Michelle began to reminisce with

"I do remember havin' fantastic dreams about what I

was gonna be doin'." teaching or practicing law. She

won an award, but it stumped her. She was voted

Most Likely to Succeea,"...but at what? I never had a

life of my own," she cried, looking back on her years

as involved but unfocussed. She had achieved, but

had lived for her parents, for their pride. This she

realized after her parents' divorce and her attempted

suicide. Then she was able to say, "life is fine, I'm

livin' and growin' every day." Working with kids as an

educator, she stressed to teenagers to think carefully

before each move, "because, in the end, dear heart, it

is for you."

After a lively stage number with everyone joining in

song and dance, the characters left the stage with an

emotional high. Immediate audience reaction

reflected that high and was positively charged. Said

UMass junior, Kimberly Brannon, "I loved it, it had an

excellent plot, and the actors are so talented." Ken-

neth Drarden though it "interesting to focus on every

day life problems of ordinary people and (how people

deal) with them." Deirdre Samuel, UMass
sophomore, "loved it a lot, it had a lot of meaning" for

why a college student should get an education.

Nucleus has been welcomed by high schools and

colleges all over the country. Nucleus just returned

North from a Georgia tour last week. As actor

Deborah Malone said, "If just one person can click,

that's great." She also commented that "the best au-

dience is the more attentive college audience."

However, performing for high school audiences, in

Malone's opinion, is most demanding. "They can

smell a phony in a minute - you've get to be real."

The reality set on stage Saturday boils down to how

Yolanda King capsuled the group's message: "You

cannot stand up for a thing unless you know how to

stand up for yourself." And at the close of the play.

Nucleus left UMass with the clear vision that youth

must take on the clallenge of self-affirmation, must

wrestle with social circumstances, personal mistakes

and chance in order to step into tomorrow.

more religious tone directed at the church community.
They plan to collaborate on a theater work about their

fathers. Shabazz mentioned the thought, "Can you
imagine Martin and Malcolm dancing and singing?"

With the imagination, insight and talent of these two
women, anything is believable.

by Donette Wilson

Nummo Staff

Josh has departed, but Reverend Robin L. Harden

remains as the Protestant Chaplain, the newest addi-

tion to the clergy on our campus. Rev. Harden is

employed by the United Christian Foundation. When
she first heard about the position, it seemed intriguing

to her because of its "duality " She is called to be Pro-

testant Chaplain, which places her in the position of

ministering to the larger community, as well as having

specific thrust on servicing minority students. In trying

to handle and respect the two facets of the job, she

"looked forward to the multiplicity and the kind of

challenge it would present."

Rev. Harden's concerns are the quality of students'

life once on campus. She believes that "many (Third

World) students are lost to the student body and that

those who do stay have to fight for their identity, be-

ing in the midst of a predominantly white environ-

ment." As an Black woman who attended a

predominantly white insitution herself, she is aware of

what that entails. Therefore, if there is anything she

can do to help anyone through that struggle, or any

other struggle one may encounter, she "wants to be

there."

She is concerned with letting the community know

that she "is here, cares and is available." Gaining ac-

cess to the student body has become a major issue,

because in recent years there were two chaplains.

Now that there is only one, it seems a bit more difficult

to do. In finding this out. Rev. Harden wants to "make

(her)self a part of the community." She wants to be

supportive of student-run organizations and also to in-

itiate programs of her own.

Rev. Harden is now planning different events for

the end of this month and for the end of the semester.

She also will look at concerns and programs that

Black students want to implement

Knowing that students are enthusiasic about Rev.

Harden's presence and what she is attempting makes

her say,"Well, maybe I am doing something after all."

Rev. Harden's offices and hours are 305 New Africa

House, Monday and Tuesday, 9 a.m. -12 p.m., and

428 SUB, the United Christian Foundation office at

any other time.

Dick Smitti's Initial Thrust

by Rich Thorpe

Nummo Correspondent

Dick Smith. The name sounds quite ordinary, but

the vocal talents of this man belie that. His debut

album entitled Initial Thrust is just one of four pro-

jects that Roger and Zapp Troutman, the sibling pro-

ducers, have in store for 1983. The other three albums

are New Horizons, Zapp III, and the latest release

from Roger Troutman.

Initial Thrust is basically a collection of former

golden hits. Four of the six songs on the Ip achieved

acclaim and popularity with well-known artists such as

the Beatles. Smith's commanding baritone takes hold

and respectfully conquers them.

His renditions of Lennon and McCartney's "The

Long and Winding Road" and Jim Webb's "By the

Time I get to Phoenix" are handled soulfully and

without restraint. The latter has an Ohio Playerish

sound towards the end and the backup singers, most

of whom are from the Ohio Players, Zapp and Parlia-

ment, add a familiar, warm air. "Stay with Me Baby"

is a punchy, driving number and "Over and Over

Again" has a heavy reggae beat, bluesy horns and a

sassy harmonica influence.

"Stay with Me Baby" and "Over and Over Again"

are the only original compositions on the album.

Throughout this record the vocal arrangements and

backup vocals are inspirational. The strong horns add

tremendously to the overall sound, especially on

thelowdown homecooker, "Tobacco Road." The

keyboards seem surprisingly watered down. It's a

shame that such a gifted keyboardist as Bernie Worell,

borrowed from George Clinton to guest on the album,

doesn't get more of a chance to shine.

Overall I enjoyed this album. It has some flaws, but

it is an impressive debut nonetheless. This man ob-

viously has some talent. Dick Smith has made himself

more than an initial thrust.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tuesday, October 18

Afrik-Am will meet tonight and every Tues-

day night at 6 p.m. in 315 New Africa House.

Thursday, October 20

Lecture by and reception for Five College

Visiting Artist-in-Residence, Yuan Yun-

Sheng. The Chinese artist will speak on

"The Artist's Point of View as Seen through

His Work." The leading contemporary

painter from the People's Republic of China

will speak at the Amherst College Mead Art

Museum at 4:30 p.m.

Saturday, October 22

THE SIXTIES SPEAK TO THE
EIGHTIES, "a Conference on Activism and

Social Change, will include speakers and

panels on "The Roots of the Eighties,"

"SNCC and the Resurgence of Activism,"

"Civil Rights and Beyond," and will feature

entertainment by the SNCC Freedom

Singers.

The all-day conference will take place in

Mahar Auditorium and is sponsored by the

Afro-Am Department and the STPEC and

Women's Studies Programs.

For more information see write-up on page 2

It's coming... It's coming...

••••••••*••••••
* BLACK HOMECOMING •
••••• WEEK ^****

the first week of November

for specific dates of events

See the next issue of

NUMMONEWS

Thursday, October 25

The Commuter Area Government presents

the Wallflower Order and Grupo Raiz.

The Wallflower Order is an internationally ac-

claimed women's dance collective. Although

Wallflower's primary art form is dance, they

also incorporate theater, music, comedy,

martial arts and sign language in their work

to create multi-dimensional pieces with

strong emotional impact.

Grupo Raiz is a Chilean music ensemble that

compliments the dancing with many fine

works from the New Song Movement.

The groups will perform at the UMass Fine

Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets cost $4 for students and

$5 for general admission.

A concert for the benefit of the people of El

Salvador.

Wednesday, October 26

The lecture, "Ballet Gran Folklorico de Mex-

ico: Folk Dances and Costumes," will be of-

fered through the Division of Continuing

Education to enhance appreciation of the

traditions, customs and performance of the

Gran Ballet. Magali Daltabuit, a Mexican an-

thropologist, will describe regional clothing

and dances in a slide lecture on Wednesday

night, 7-9 p.m. Those who attend the lecture

may purchase tickets to the Ballet

Folklorico's November 2nd performance in

the FAC Concert Hall at student prices of

$4.50, $3.50 and $2.50 through the Division

of Continuing Education.

To register for the lecture ($4 fee) and pur-

chase tickets for the performance, bring in or

mail a check, by Wednesday, October 19, to

the Division of Continuing Education, Tower

Library.
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In the last issue of NUMMO Mel King was incorrectly

titled in a photo caption. The Boston Mayoral can-
didate won the Democratic primary last Tuesday.

Saturday, November 12

National March on Washington, D.C.

Stop U. S. Intervention in Central America

and the Caribbean

No More Vietnam Wars

Stop the nuclear and conventional

arms build-up

for more information, contact WMLASC,
404 SUB or OTWA, 305 SUB.

Monday, October 17

Actors, dancers, singers and models in-

terested in auditioning for Uhuru, a new

Umass Third World Performing Ensemble,

should attend a meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m.

in the Hampden Dance Studio, Southwest.

DID YOU KNOW THAT...

1

.

The Malcolm X Center is the largest Third

World Center on campus.

2. The Center is open Sunday-Friday,

12p.m. -11p.m.

3. The Center has a pool table and ping-pong

table open to the public from 10 p.m. to

close.

4. The Center has STUDY HOURS Sunday-

Thursday, 6 p.m. -10 p.m.

5. The Center is open to the public for all

social and academic programs.

6. The Center's staff meetings are Sunday,

7p.m. and are open to the public.

7. The Center is offering classes for both the

Spring and Fall semesters.

THE MALCOLM X CENTER - 1983

The Third World Caucus encourages all

students to get involved in the Mel King cam-

paign.

JOBS
VITA BANK is a job referral service for

minority students offered by the SGA. Apply

at the SGA Office of Affirmative Action,

SUB 420.

Casa Latina in Northampton has an off-i

campus workstudy position available with

the Program in Adult Community Education

(PACE) to start immediately. Duties include

providing indiviualized instruction in basic

academic skills (below 7th grade) and some

clerical work. Number of hours is flexible, but

mornings are preferred.

Contact Miguel Drouyn at 19 Hawley Street,

Northampton, or call 586-1569.

Ex-convict tells of life on the inside looking out
„^„;„*,, ;„ «« ..r.i:u<> r^-ic/^n «ritK ito roniem cvism anil Hut h<i Hift crpf out hv reflectintT OH his life, Kathc

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

People listen to Jerry Sousa speak on prisonlife because

his stories are true, told by somebody who has been there,

not by a fellow student, newspaper or other outside

source. The stories of poverty, brutality, dehumanization

and constant struggle for survival are mind-lK)ggling.

Jerry Sousa. after seventeen years in every correctional

facility in the State of Massachusetts, including eight

years in the solitary confinement unit of Walpole prison, is

back into the community and now relates all his ex-

periences to others as a teacher and lecturer around the

state.

He is currently teaching a course at the Southwest

Residential College at UMass entitled "Prisons as a

Microcosm of Society" where he tells students that our

society is not unlike prison with its racism, sexism and

drugs.

Monday night Sousa gave a speech at the Campus
Center in front of fifty students.

"I was lieaten, lied to, set up and harassed. 1 once lived

in a room that was like a toilet where the walls where cak-

ed with human excrement.

"I used to think 1 was insane but then I realized that

they were insane and this is what gave me strength. ScK-ie

ty has created their own madness — 1 didn't do it.

"This is what 1 teach in my course. I hope I have an im-

pact on people. I love people and I love the grass and the

stars that were taken away from me," he said.

Sousa first entere<i prison in 1963, sentenced U) life

after being convicted of first degree murder of the pro-

prietor of a cafe during an attempted hold up with two

other men. He was never supposed to get out.

But he did get out by reflecting on his life, gathering the

strength within himself that caused him to fight back and

sue the Department of Corrections for the brutality and

suppression of civil rights he had experienced.

After ten years, his lawsuit was victorious; after several

years, his sentence was commuted by former Mass. Gover-

nor Ed King.

"The brutality that I receivetl for so long l)ehind the

steel and concrete is just one form of imprisonment that

exists in our society," he said. Racism, sexism, peer

pressure that people are caught up in nowadays are also

prison arresting the mind. "We live in a stratified society

that is perpetuated by the media, schcwls and peoi)le in

power," Sousa said.

"Why did I have to grovel in the dirt while someone else

was sitting in a yacht? Because of the way I was lM)rn into

a lower social statum. ^^^^^_^_^_^^
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Political strife causes

resignation ofSSAM rep
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

Internal divisions within the University

of Massachusetts chapter of the State

Students Association of Massachusetts

(SSAM) and the state-wide organization

itself culminated in the resignation of the

UMass chapter representative yesterday.

The SSAM has chapters in 13 of the

state's 28 public colleges and universities,

and is attempting to unify the entire

system under a set of goals which includes

representing all students as lobbyists in the

state legislature, voter registration drives

for students, and the creation of a student

seat on the Board of Regents of Higher

Education.

Fran Pheeney, elected UMass represen-

tative to SSAM last April, said Monday she

will resign because "a lack of organization"

within SSAM is thwarting these goals.

"The (SSAM) constitution is unnecessari-

ly vague," Pheeney said. "It needs bylaws

detailing how money is to be spent, exactly

what roles the officers will play in the

organization, and how officers and campus

representatives will l)e elected."

Pheeney said a bylaws committee was

created, earlier this year a meeting was ar-

ranged, and "nobody showed up."

Permanent funding for the SSAM is also

a problem the group must face, Pheeney

said. The Undergraduate Student Senate

paid the $300 initiation fee when it approv-

ed the SSAM constitution last spring, but

that money, along with fees paid by all 13

chapters, will not last long, she said.

UMass students voted in a referendum

election last spring to support the SSAM
through a $1 per semester fee increase, but

the UMass Board of Trustees has hesitated

to approve any fee increase which would

not go directly to the campus.

The fee increase, matched with those at

other member schools, would create the

"permanent funding base" the organiza-

tion needs if it is to lobby full-time against

bills in the legislature which would raise

the drinking age to 21 or tie state scholar-

ship aid to registration for the draft,

Pheeney said.

But until bylaws are written, she said,

SSAM "doesn't have enough organization

to work together on these issues."

Jim Crosby, who has worked to build

SSAM for the past year, disagreed, saying,

"we have had organizational successes

within that group which have never been

realized before."

Barry Wray, a transfer student and

former chapter representative from Spr-

ingfield Technical Community College,

stressed past successes of the group, in-

cluding a "$19 million increase in state

financial aid this year which was directly

attributed to student input through

SSAM."

Reagan is in says manager
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan, still refusing to say whether he will

run for reelection, became a presidential

candidate Monday "in the eyes of the law,"

and his campaign chairman said he was "a

solid favorite" to win.

The president signed two letters at his

desk in the Oval Office. One authorized

Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., to establish a

campaign committee. A second informed

the Federal Election Commission that he

was "hereby authorizing this committee as

my principal campaign committee ..."

While Reagan refused to say whether he

will seek a second term, his senior aides and

advisers have said they have no doubts.

The president told reporters who wit-

nessed the signing that he might announce

his intentions "by the first of the year."

Asked whether his signature in black ink on

the letters meant that he was running, the

president replied with a smile, "in the eyes

of the law."

After the president signed the letters,

Edward J. Rollins, his assistant for political

affairs who is leaving the White House staff

to direct the committee to re-elect Reagan

and Vice President George Bush, said,

"We're 100 percent confident the president

is running."

Larry Speakes, the president's

spokesman, said he interpreted the step

Reagan took Monday to mean "he's running

and the only thing that remains is the

formal announcement."
Reagan has said that he is reluctant to

declare his intentions because if he does not

run, he would become a lame duck. If he

does run, he has said, he fears that each

step he takes would be seen in a political

poniext.

p. 3, p. 5
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Campus journalism meets freedom of the press

Alternatives for dealing with 'roomie' P- 4

Minutemen basketball started at 12:01 a.m. Sunday, and Russ Whinnem

was there P"

It is impossiblefor ideas to compete in the marketplace ifno

forum for their presentation is provided or available.

— ThoTYvas Mann

Is there sexism at UMass?
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

In 1982, about 50 percent of bachelor degree recipients

at the University of Massachusetts were women, but only

15.6 percent of all faculty were women, a statistic which

many students expressed displeasure with Monday.

"I think it's a sad statement on our university," said

Charlene Allen, Student Government Association co-

president.

Allen said the statistics, published in the 1982/83

UMass Fact book, show that Affirmative Action has made

little difference on campus and "exists in name only."

Other students reacted much the same way in in-

terviews conducted in the Campus Center and Student

Union Monday.
"It's unfortunate but unsuprising. Departments will

always say 'Joe has merit, Dave has merit. Harry has

merit, and Alice, well she's okay," Alex Wilce, a graduate

student from Amherst, said.

Jim Murphy, former SGA president and now an SGA
senator said "It's deplorable. The University can do

something about it."

According to statistics, in 1982, out of a total of 1,211

faculty members, only 189 were women.

Tom Ahern, SGA co president said the statistics are

"disgusting. The Administration has a lot of work to do.

It's a good issue for both students and faculty to work

.
together on."

Alicia Altieri, a senior

UMass student from
Bethany, Conn, said the

unbalanced statistics are

"unfair to students and
professors."

Charlene Allen

Tracy Hatch, a senior

from Longmeadow, said "I

don't think it's a fair

proportion, but I don't

understand if it's on

purpose or just coin-

cidental. If it's on purpose

then something should be

done about it."

"It bothers me... I'd

rather have more female

teachers," she said.

What they show
are that the

priorities of the

campus and the ad-

ministration are
qv£stionable. I think

the administration,

if they really care

about equality
should dx) something
about it.

— Maura Dare,
juniorfrom
Westwood

Alicia Altieri

Tom Ahem

Colle^an photo» tifi Atuiy Hrltrr

Some students said the statistics reflected poorly on

the UMass administration.

"What they show are that the priorities of the campus

and the administration are questionable," said Maura

Dare, a junior from Westwood.
"I think the administration, if they really care about

equality should do something about it," Dare said.

Alexandra Turner, a senior from Bolton, said the

campus should try and change these figures.

"E^lucation systems should make the first advance in

breaking down sexism in society," she said.

Not all students thought the statistics were all bad.

"I don't think they have any bearing on anything.

Your getting your degree really doesn't have anything to

do with them (the statistics)," Dara Murphy, a junior

from Longmeadow said.

Carl Schulz, a senior from Sudbury, said the statistics

do not show any sexism on campus, but rather "all (they)

mean is that at the time more male faculty were in-

terested in teaching."

Co-president Allen said if enough students show their

disapproval with the University's hiring record, changes

could come about.

"We can influence tenure decisions if we are aware of

them. It will take a lot of students to pressure on campus

groups, but we can influence (the administration)," she

said.
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US-USSR trade relations improve
MOSCOW (AP) - With yellow CaterpiUar

bulldozers gleaming in the Indian summer
outside, Soviet and American trade

representatives called for increased

commerce between the two nations Monday
at the start of the first U.S. trade exhibition

here in six years.

U.S. officials said 105 firms were

represented in the show, called

AgTibusiness-83, which is aimed at opening

the Soviet market to American farming and

food-processing techniques and equipment.

The show could bring American firms

millions of dollars in orders, and it was
heralded by both its U.S. and Soviet

organizers at opening ceremonies that drew
Soviet Deputy Foreign Trade Minister

Vladimir N. Shushkov, U.S. Ambassador
Arthur Hartman and Dwayne Andreas,

chairman of ArcherDaniels-Midland Co.

"Our trade efforts may be even more

important than arms control," Andreas

said. "The most important development

from this is to expand good relations and

thereby reduce tensions in the way that

trade can do.

"Even if we reduce all of our nuclear

capabilities by 75 percent, there will still be

enough weapons left to decimate

civihzation," the Decatur, 111., resident

said.

Andreas, who is an executive committee

member of the U.S.U.S.S.R. Trade and

Economic Council, the show's sponsor, said

all the U.S. equipment, from giant com-

bines to laser devices for keeping ear-

thmoving equipment on a steady course,

was not subject to trade restrictions.

The plans for the show were made a year

ago, but were apparently upset when the

Soviets shot down a South Korean jetliner,

killing 269 people, on Sept. 1.

Man sold weapons research to Poles

ARRIVING HOME — A U.S. Marine Corps honor guard brings home
the body of Sgt. Allen H. Soifert, who was shot by a sniper Friday in

Beirut. .

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - An American

was charged with stealing secrets about the

Minuteman missile and other U.S. weapons

research and selling them to a Polish spy for

relay to the Soviet Union, government

officials disclosed Monday.

An army expert said the material

described Defense Department efforts to

enable the Minuteman to survive a nuclear

first strike by the Soviets, according to an

FBI affidavit filed in court.

James Durward Harper Jr. of Mountain

View was charged with stealing secrets

from May 1979 to the present for more than

$250,000, according to the FBI.

Harper, arrested Saturday, was arraigned

Monday and faces a capital crime espionage

charge, which could bring a life term in

prison if convicted.

The affidavit said the FBI obtained in-

formation from a highranking officer in the

Polish intelligence service.

The FBI said Harper, 49, passed sensitive

or classified U.S. information involving

Minuteman and ballistic missile defense

systems. The Minuteman missile is the

backbone of the strategic missile force.

The affidavit alleged that Harper "did

unlawfully, knowingly and willfully con-

spire " with Zdzislaw Trzychodzien, an

officer in the Polish intelligence service

Sluzba Bezpieczenstwa, and others to

transmit the defense documents to the

Polish People's Republic.

The affidavit said the spy activities oc-

curred in California, Warsaw, Geneva,

Vienna and other places.

The FBI said information allegedly sup-

plied by Harper was relayed to the KGB,
the Soviet Union's intelligence service.

Dioxin determinednot

as dangerous as before

KIRKWOOD. Mo. (AP) - Tests con

ducted on people exposed to dioxin at two

sites in eastern Missouri showed no

"meaningful ill-health effects." health of-

ficials say, but many residents are still

skeptical.

"Everybody has had great fear and

concern, perhaps attributing their health

problems to dioxin." Dr. Henry Falk of the

federal Centers for Disease Control said at

a meeting with local residents Sunday. "But

we've not been able to find any increase in

clinical abnormalities."

Explaining the results of the testing of 104

people in St. Louis and Jefferson counties

were Falk and Dr. H. Denny Donnell Jr.,

the co-director of the Missouri Dioxin

Study.

"The results of this pilot investigation

should be reassuring," Donnell said during

the series of meetings at St. Joseph's

Hospital. "We have not been able to

identify meaningful ill-health effects related

to potential exposure to dioxin."

Green Beret findsjail

more fun than military

DANBURY. Conn. (AP) - Marc E.

McDonnell was fed up with the low pay and

risky job of being a Green Beret. So he

decided to threaten a millionaire out of his

money.

The plot failed, but he says he's finding jail

more fun. in some ways, than being in the

military.

"It was about a 50-50 chance." said the

staff sergeant, who was stationed at Fort

Devens in Ayer. Mass., when he decided to

try the ploy. "If it didn't work, I figured to

walk away and never try it again."

Things didn't end up quite as he planned.

The idea came up in idle conversation with

other members of the Specie! Services, or

Green Berets, at Fort Devens. McDonnell

said. He saw the idea, he says, as "a quick

$20,000" to cover bills and start a "nest

egg" for his children's education.

Digest
by the AssociatedPress

VonBulow 's lawyers

criticize client's trial

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - The jury

that convicted Claus von Bulow of twice

trying to murder his wife heard a case

"short on hard facts and long on in-

ferences," the socialite's lawyers told the

Rhode Island Supreme Court on Monday.

Asking the five justices to set aside the

attempted-murder convictions or order a

new trial, defense lawyer Alan Dershowitz

said the state failed to prove an insulin-

tainted needle found among von Bulow's

personal effects was injected into anyone.

Dershowitz. a Harvard law professor, said

the black bag found by von Bulow's stepson

and a private investigator that contained

the needle and drugs was improperly seized

from von Bulow's closet.

He also objected to the trial judge's failura

to £illow von Bulow's lawyers to examine

notes the private investigator made during

his investigation.

A Superior Court jury decided March 16,

1982 that von Bulow, 57. secretly injected

his wife with insulin during Christmas visits

to their Newport mansion, knowing it

would aggravate her blood sugar con-

dition

AP l^acrphnto

Mass Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, addresses a group at the Statehouse

in Boston about the cut in energy consumption in the commonwealth by

one quarter over the past. To his left is Secretary of Energy Sharon

Pollard.

About 70people deadfollowing gas explosion
SOUTH CHARLESTON. W.Va. A

natural gas explosion ripped through a

crowded grocery store Monday, setting off

a raging fire, and a sheriffs spokesman said

many people were killed.

Bob Ellis, an administrative assistant

with the Kanawha County sheriffs

department, said rescue crews at the

Foodland store were "projecting

somewhere around 70 dead." but he said

that "could vary by 20 or 30 either way."

He said the estimate was based on in-

terviews with witnesses and the number of

cars in the grocery's parking lot.

"We can't give any number because we

can't get into the building," he said. "The

fire is still fully committed. It's being fed

by a natural gas leak."

Alex Usenia. a construction worker who
witnessed the blast from the parking lot,

said the building was shattered by the force

of the explosion.

"The entire front, all the glass in the

front of the building, blew completely out

and the left side wall of the building blew

completely out." he said.

Thick, black smoke poured from the

building and was visible several miles away

from the store on Oakhurst Drive.

Firefighters from Charleston. South

Charleston and neighboring comunities

tried to extinguish the fire, which spread to

a Hudson Sign Co. warehouse next door.
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PUMPKIN RUN — A wagon

full of will be jack-o-lantems

head to their destiny...

CollcfUn photo by Dave Dcubcr

We lose a lot of gems to private institu-

tions.

— Paul Barrows, director ofCCEBMS

Challenge Program provides

guaranteed UMass admission
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

This is the second in a five part series

How many students do you know who
have signed a contract with the University

of Massachusetts?
Students at Boston English High School

have been doing it for almost four years,

and soon students in several other Boston

high schools as well as in Springfield will

also have the opportunity to sign contracts

with UMass.

These contracts are not legally binding;

they are part of what is called the Boston-

Springfield Challenge Program, run by the

University Admissions Office in

cooperation with the Committee for the

Collegiate Education of Black and Minority

Students (CCEBMS), and the Bilingual

Collegiate Program (BCP). Assistant

Director of Admissions Rudy Jones

described the Program as "an early

academic intervention program" which

seeks to identify from 25 to 50 students in

the 10th grade and works with these

students in insuring they are placed in

college preparatory courses.

Each student signs a contract requiring

the student to take four units of English,

three of college preparatory mathematics,

two units each of a foreign language and of a

laboratory science, and one unit of U.S.

History. Five other units in mathematics,

science, foreign language, history and social

science are also required.

If a student successfully fulfills the con-

tract, takes the SATS, and applies to the

University through either CCEBMS or

BCP, the student is guaranteed admission

to the University.

Paul Barrows, director of CCEBNS, said

while there is guaranteed admission, there

are no guaranteed admissions to any

specific major. Barrows said he is looking

forward to working with deans and

department heads to address this policy.

"It has to be a cooperative thing," he said.

"The program is not restricted to minority

students, but primarily directed at them,"

Jones said.

Funded by the Student Affairs Office

through Equal Access Task Force, the

program can be called "an attempt by

UMass to help public high schools prepare

quality students for college," Jones said.

Barrows said BCP, CCEBMS and UMass
admissions are working collectively to

gather all available expertise to maximize

the program's potential for effectiveness.

"I emphasize the word 'collectively,'

Barrows said.

There are now plans to expand the

program to Dorchester High School and

Jamaica Plain High School, as well as either

Classical or Technical High Schools, both in

Springfield. "Western Massachusetts is

right in our back yard." Barrows said, "and

we haven't been doing as much for them as

we could be."

Jones said Springfield was chosen as an

expansion site for the program because it is

close to the University, and "we can impact

the Springfield area with even more

University resources."

The Challenge program has run into a few

problems, the greatest of which is the

skimming of students by other institutions.

"We lose a lot of gems to private in-

stitutions," Barrows said. "Unfortunately,

we cannot offer the financial aid some other

colleges and universities can, and not with

the speed they can offer the money, so we

end up losing out in many cases."

Police report stabbing and beating
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Amherst Police said they have a suspect in

a stabbing that occurred early Monday

morning.
The victim, whom police identified as a <J1-

year-old man from Pelham, was treated at

Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.

Police said he was stabbed outs'de the

Village Inn on Amity St. at abou< 1 -^.m.

Monday, in what the victim called 'an

unprovoked attack." The assailant used a

utility knife, police reported.

In other police reports, a UMass student

was arrested Friday and charged with open

and gross lewdness. Eric S. Jensen, 20, of

Portland, Maine, was arrested at 5:40 p.m.

after a woman reported to police that he

drove by Ter twice Friday morning, ex^

JL^uTk mmseu and masturbating. The

incident occurred at 7:20 a.m.. and the

police identified the man after receiving his

license plate number from the victim.

Three arrests were reported for driving

while intoxicated. Robsert J. DriscoU. 29.

of Topsfield, was stopped for erratic

operation at 1 a.m. Saturday and charged

with DWI on Sunderland Road.

iNelson P. Barnett III of Belchertown was

stopped at 2:40 p.m. Friday and charged

with DWI and o[)erating without a license

or registration.

A head on collision at Pine and Henry

Streets resulted in the arrest of Amherst

resident Carl T. Ostrowski, 34, on a charge

of DWI. His car collided with that of

Robert Neill, 45, also of Amherst. No
injuries resulted.

In more police action, a 26-year-old

Riverglade resident was arrested at 6:30

p.m. Friday when Amherst Police assisted

State Police, who had a search warrant as a

result of a drug investigation. The charge

was possession of cocaine; police said the

culprit had "a couple of grams."

Police said Clare M. Galvin. 20. of West

Roxbury, was arrested at 3 a.m. Sunday

and charged with being a disorderly person.

Galvin was "abusive" to police when they

responded to a complaint that she would not

leave the Brittany Manor apartment she

was visiting.

At 10:15 p.m. Saturday, police found a

man at Fearing St. near College Pizza in the

road. The man had been severly beaten,

police said, and sustained injuries to his

head from what police called "a bad sucker

punch."

Collegian to discuss dialogue
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

Editors of the Massachusetts Daily Col-

legian, The Office of Human Relations, and

a small planning committee, have organiz-

ed a conference entitled "Campus Jour-

nalism: Social Conflict and Freedom of the

Press" to be held from 3:30 to 8:30 p.m. to-

day in the Campus Center.

The conference was set up in order to in-

crease the dialogue between the Collegian

and the University community. Its specific

goals include informing the campus com-

munity about the Collegian, its operation

and issues of press freedom, informing the

Collegian staff about the needs and con-

cerns of its multiple audiences, and

generating suggestions for improving Col-

legian!commxinity dialogue on an ongoing

basis.

Josh Meyer, Executive Editor of the Col-

legian and a member of the planning com-

mittee, said he feels that the purpose of the

conference is to "clear up misconceptions

people have alx)ut the Collegian and cam-

pus journalism."

"We are an independent newspaper. We
want to show that independence means

printing all sides of an issue," Meyer said.

"When we deal with controversial issues,

people are always going to disagree, and

any attempt to suppress a conflicting opi-

nion will be detrimental," he said.

Rita Murphy, Collegian Women's Issues

Editor and a member of the planning com-

mittee, said she sees the conference as a

"way to inform the somewhat misinformed

audience about the makings of a

newspaper, not only the Collegian but

other campus papers."

"I think it's good that the University has

finally decided to allow both critics and ad-

vocates of the First Amendment, and

freedom of the press in particular, to come
together under one roof to discuss this vital

right bestowed on all individuals in a free

society," said Murphy.
The conference is a result of articles

thought to be controversial and anti-

semitic printed in several issues of the Col-

legian and Nummo Neu>s last semester.

"Over the years we've heard from

various groups on campus who've been

concerned with the way the Collegian deals

with certain issues," said Judy Davis, from

the office of Human Relations. "Some have

the sense that the Collegian is an

autonomous entity that isn't open to sug-

gestions from the community. We're hop-

ing to change that."

Joel Myerson, Collegian Editor in Chief,

and Chancellor Joseph Duffey will begin

the conference at 3:30. Robert Trager,

lawyer and author of Student Press RighLs

and College Student Press Law, will give

the keynote speech: "Freedom of the Press

and Social Conflict: Addressing Dilemmas

on ('ampus." A panel response. "The

Dilemmas from Multiple Perspectives,"

will be held at 4:30, aJfter which the au-

dience will be allowed to ask questions. The

panel will consist of various editors and

professors.

A dinner will be held at 6:30, followed by

ongoing dialogue, a summary and conclu-

sion, and an informal reception. Although

reservations have already been made,

those interested in attending the con-

ference from 3:30 to 6:30 are encouraged

to do so.

ColUfimn photo by Andy Heller

...I WANT THIS ONE — Roc Capiette ofAgawam searches for the perfect

pumpkin at the Cmmtryside Vegetable Farm in Hadley.
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Mediation andLSO provide settlement avenues

Non-legal resolutions

offeredbyMediation
By JENNIFER L. CORNACCHIA
Collegian Correspondent

You think you've had all you can possibly

take. For the third week in a row. your

punk rock roommate cheers on a pet snake

as it devours mice while you try to watch

Ronald Reagan reruns or play your Tammy
Wynette albums.

Don't despair there may be a simple

solution to end all your problems.

I'hanks to Janet Rifkin. professor of Legal

Studies at the University of Massachusetts,

there is hope for those wanting to settle

their differences with others to make life a

whole lot easier.

Rifkin is one of the founders of The

Mediation Project, a program designed to

resolve conflicts through an impartial third

party

.

Rifkin and her associates have solved

dormitory disputes, landlord- tenant legal

hassles and sexual harrjissment cases; the

project has softened racial conflicts, ironed

out family disputes, and tried to solve

employer and employee problems.

"The project gives people a means by

which they can resolve their problems that

otherwise might have been avoided or gone

unresolved," said Charles Vose. staff intern

of The Mediation Project and other senior

Legal Studies major.

It all starts with a mutual agreement from

both parties involved, that they are able

and willing to resolve the matter, Vose

said.

It takes time and sometimes tears, but

most of the time an agreement both parties

at least consider reasonable can be reached,

he said.

But the element the case must have before

it reaches Rifkin's office in 127 Hasbrouk is

that the participants must have previous

good contact with each other: as lovers,

good friends, close co-workers, Vose said.

It is not the type of service, for instance,

you would use if you wanted to solve the

legal problems of a small auto accident,

with a person you did not know, he said.

Specific cases are often referred to the

Mediation Project by members of the

Student Judiciary, or Ombuds Office, dorm

staffs. Residence Hall attorneys and others

who feel those cases are more appropriate

for mediation than legal action.

"Mediation is a good process because it is

not as formal a system as the courts or

other judicial bodies." Hamel said.

When a resolution is reached the parties

sign an agreement stating the settlement

terms. Although the agreement is not

legally binding and is signed in good faith,

statistics prove the project's success.

"We've found that about 80 percent of the

agreements are upheld by the participants

in the dispute." said Vose.

LSOextends advice

professionally andfree

By PAUL TOMLICH
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Legal

Services Office (LSO) offers undergraduate

and graduate UMass students free advice

and counsel in many areas of the law.

The LSO handles a wide range of cases,

concentrating on areas of interest to

students such as consumer protection and

landlord-tenant disputes, as well as

criminal cases, said Charles D. DeMare,

director of the office.

Each of the four full-time lawyers of the

office staff emphasize certain areas of the

law in their individual oractices. and ei«rht

student legal assistants aid the lawyers by

summarizing detailed cases and helping

with legal research, he said.

DeMare said of the 2,000 to 3,000 student

cases the LSO handles a year, ap-

proximately two-thirds of the cases are

"advice only," which means an attorney

simply recommends a course of action for

the student to take. The remaining third

are in some way handled by a lawyer,

through phone calls, a letter or

representation in court.

Mediation services, which formerly were
handled by the LSO. are now under the

guidance of The Mediation Project (see

related article). DeMare said the LSO
will mediate some student cases but will not

represent either of the students in a suit.

The best way to find out if the LSO can

help you is to go to the office and ask as

advice is not given over the phone. DeMare
said.

The LSO is located in room 922 of the

Campus Center and is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. all

year, including intersession and summer
break.

Crampton survives number 7
University of Massachusetts police

received a report of a fire at 8:57 in Cramp-

ton dormitory Thursday night. The fire,

the seventh since Sept. 25, was contained

in a trash harrel in the second floor trash

room, according to the police report, and

there were no injuries. Police said the case

is under investigation. There are no

suspects.

In other jiolice action:

Michael B. McKenzie, 17, John F. Mon-

tague. 18 and Dennis S. Yeo. 19, all of

Peabody. were arrested and charged with

disorderly conduct and disturbing the

peace at 12:30 a.m. Saturday. UMass police

said.

A UMass student reported a hit-and-run

accident involving personal injury at 12:33

a.m. Saturday police said. The student,

after having her leg run over while on

Sylvan Access road, was transported to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital, according to

police. The operator of the motor vehicle,

Kristen Ritter of Amherst, was later cited

for leaving the scene. The case is under in-

vestigation.

- MARY ANNE BEEN

Peabodyparents set up scholarship
Warren and Vita Freedman of Peabody

have established the "Debbie Freedman
Scholarship" in memory of their daughter, a

former University of Massachusetts
student who died in a bicycling accident this

summer.

The scholarship is to be awarded to a

graduating senior of Peabody H.S. in-

terested in majoring in art in college.

Freedman was a graduate of Peabody

Veteran Memorial High School, and would

have been a junior art major this semester.

She was involved in student council in high

school and while at UMass, she was a

member of Hillel, the campus organization

for Jewish students, and also worked for

UPC (Union Program Council) as a security

guard and an artist.

Freedman also did calligraphy work and

had some of her work published when she

worked in the graphics department of a

large store.

Anyone interested in helping the fund can

send their contributions to: Anita Bauman,
1 1 Albert Road. Peabody, 01960.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Who benefits

from welfare?
Edit(yr's Note: This is the conclusion ofa two part series

on Reaganomics.

In yesterday's column I attempted to point out to

those critics of the current administration's economic

policy who refuse to allow such trivialities as facts

get in the way of their hysterical criticisms, that the so

called "savage budget cuts" were quite limited in scale.

Yet taking such a stance puts you in the same difficult

position as the politician forced to respond to the rather

slanted question of whether he had indeed stopped beating

his wife. You've already lost before you've answered it.

The same principle applies to the area of budget cuts. By

saying to the critics, "We have not gutted welfare spen-

ding" you thereby place yourself in the curious position of

actually justifying this spending by your very argument

that the cuts were quite limited. As long as you argue from

this point of view you will always lose because you have

failed to challenge the leftist claim that high social spen-

ding benefits the poor. Yet if one looks at the record of the

massive and expensive "War on Poverty", it becomes ap-

parent that it is the supporters of large welfare spending

who should be on the defensive, not their critics.

Katherine Curda

Some examples: In 1964, 4.1 million people got $900

million dollars in Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC). In 1982, 10.9 million drew $6.8 billion in AFDC
benefits and as of 1983 we are spending $7.8 billion. Food

stamps went from 360,000 people in 1964 at a cost of $30

million dollars to 22 million people receiving $14.8 billion

in benefits. In 1963 there were 160 federal transfer pro-

grams, now there are more than 1000. For the fiscal year

1983 the U.S. government will spend roughly $400 billion

in entitlements to individuals with almost $250 billion go-

ing to Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid. Even the

most vocal of the spending advocates can hardly call this

insufficient, but what have the American people gotten for

their money?
In 1981 the Census Bureau reported that the number of

Americans below the poverty level had risen to 31.8

million, the largest number in more than 15 years. The ad-

vocates of larger welfare spending tried to put the blame

on Reaganomics, yet as economist Warren Brooks pointed

out, "The Reagan budget cuts (such as they were) did not

take effect until 1982. The huge 1981 rise in poverty (2.2

million) took place during a year when social spending on

the four major anti-poverty programs rose by a whopping

14.8 percent, from $289 billion to $332 billion." Those who

are now trying to blame the recent rises in the poverty

population in terms of the small administration budget

cuts, should first explain to all of us these rather in-

teresting statistics.

A few years ago someone calculated how much it would

cost to lift every man. woman and child in America out of

poverty by simply giving them money. It was one-third of

what is being spent on poverty programs today. Indeed, if

we take the $400 billion being spent on entitlements to in-

dividuals, and even subtract the $250 billion going to

Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, that leaves us

with roughly $150 billion to spend on the poor. $150 billion

divided by the 1982 poverty population of 34 million

amounts to $44,117.64 for each person labeled as poor in

America, roughly $176,470.56 for an average family of

four. If the poor don't seem to be receiving this money,

then where does it go?

According to conservative black economist Thomas

Sowell, "A lot of money was finding its way to people who
were not poor by any stretch of the imagination — ad-

ministrators, statisticians, consultants, economists,

sociologists, think tanks, universities, social agencies and

miscellaneous boondoggles. They may get most of the

money, but the poor get most of the blame for inflationary

deficits. The welfare state is the ultimate in

"trickle-down" policies."

Whenever charges ot massive iraua ana aouse are level-

ed at social spending, its defenders always piously point

out that, after all. it is for a good cause. But is it? How do

they explain the fact that even though welfare spending is

at its highest, the poverty population is still increasing.

How do they explain the fact that food stamps alone loses

$1 out of every $10 dollars spent. Finally, how do they ex-

plain the fact that from 1950-1968. the era of low social

spending, the poverty population fell from 30.2 percent -

12.8 percent; while from 1968-1981. the era of massive

welfare budgets, the poverty population rose from 12.8

percent - 14.0 percent, and is still rising. I have always

wondered why people who declare Pentagon cost over-

runs cause for large budget cuts, refuse to apply this same

fiscal purity to the "poverty lobby", whose sprawling

bureaucratic empires continue to grow and spend, always

in the name of "the poor", who seem to receive little of

this largess. When it comes to spending and wasting

money, it seems, the "evil military-industnal complex

could learn a few tricks from the compassionate "poverty

Katherine Curda is a Collegian columnist
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The Collegian and social conflict

Editor's note: Today the Collegian is sponsoring a con-

ference entitled "Campus Journalism: Social Conflict and

Freedom of the Press" in conjunction urith the Council

on Human Relations. The purpose of the conference is to

articulate the functions of an independent student

newspaper on a university campus in the hope that our

audience will better understand our rolss and respon-

sibilities. This editorial was written to familiarize our

readers with the Editorial/Opinion page, arid itsfunction

unthin the Collegian and the University.

Eery year, the Collegian has been criticized

y just about everyone concerning our

erformance and attitudes on issues of campus is,

freedom of the press, and social conflict. We are,

therefore, proud to have organized the conference today,

and optimistic that many of the unfounded concerns that

have been raised about "irresponsibility" will be laid to

rest.

Josh Meyer
The Collegian is not, and has never been, an irresponsi-

ble newspaper. The allegations made are a result of com-

mon misperceptions about the function of a free and in-

dependent newspaper, and its perceived role in a

democratic society (and campus).

On such a large and diverse campus as UMass, the

newspaper serves as an informational and educational

tool designed for the purpose of disseminating "news"

and news analysis to the whole community. The

Editorial/Opinion page is the line of communication bet-

ween the Collegian and the community, and between dif

ferent segments of the community itself.

When a newspaper criticized the Collegian of "flagrant

abuses of free speech" this summer, the issues of free ex-

pression and academic discussion on the Editorial page

were raised. It seems that members of the University

community — staff, faculty, administrators, and even

students — were distressed about the newspaper's

publication of editorials and letters about sensitive

issues. The University is an educational community

devoted to the inquiry of pertinent issues of today and to

critical analysis of them in order to see how they will

have an impact on us. As such, these issues are raised,

and even provoked, on the Editorial page in order to pre-

sent all sides of any story — diverse viewpoints, rebuttals

of things previously stated, and controversial opinions

appear on the page, and may have a jarring effect on its

audience. This is one of the purposes of an editorial/opi-

nion page. As Voltaire once said, "I may disagree with

what you say, but I'll defend to the death your right to

say it." It then follows that anything that "does not

materially and substantially interfere with requirement

of appropriate discipline in the operation of the school" is

fair and just commentary worthy of publication. The pur-

pose of the editorial page is to promote "wide open and

robust debate" and "dispute and the exchange of pro-

vocative viewpoints" on topics of interest. The censor-

ship or restraint of ideas that some would deem morally

objectionable is not unfair to the rest of the community,

it is unconstitutional. First Amendment freedoms are

not confired to views that are conventional or thoughts

endorsed by the majority.

While it is hard to draw the line between legitimate

commentary and that which is unjust or unconstitutional,

it is a task made much easier when the audience of the

newspaper understands why the material is being

printed in the first place.

Josh Meyer is the Collegian Editorial page Editor

All qu/jted material has been taken from the briefs of

court cases involving college newspapers unless otherwise

noted. J

Letters

We don't need censorship!

To the Editor,

"There is an emerging totalitarianism in this country, a

corporate totalitarianism which threatens to extinguish

freedom and democracy," says Paul Hetznecker regar-

ding United Technologies Corporation (UTC) and its

presence here at UMass. I>id he say "freedom and

democracy"? It is strange how someone really interested

in freedom would seek to forbid students from talking

with UTC and thus make up their own minds, by banning

UTC from our campus. It is also strange how someone

concerned about democracy seems bent on unilateraly

llTsarming the US¥y stopping defense research, as a weak

defense doesn't seem like an effective means of deterring

Soviet totalitarianism.

All sarcasm aside, such commentary as Hetznecker puts

forth, attacks the very fabric of our society. As a student

of the University of Massachusetts I deeply resent a group

of radical ideologues telling me who can and who can not

do business with the school I attend and help support.

Stephen C. Erickson
Central

Board of
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Arts
Artslines,
The U-Mass Music Theater Guild will

hold auditions for Review from 4 p.m. to 7

p.m. Oct. 19 and from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. Oct.

20 in Rooms 174-176 of the Campus Center.

The production is a musical review focusing

on the trials and tribulations of life around

the UMass campus. Those wishing to

audition should come prepared to sing and

dance. For further information, call 256-

1085.

The Amherst College Choral Society,

under the direction of Bruce G. Mclnnes.

will present its traditional Homecoming

Concert at 8 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 22 in

Buckley Recital Hall, on the Amherst

College campus. Tickets are $4 ($1 for

senior citizens), and can be obtained by

calling the concert manager's office l542-

2195) mornings and the choral office (542-

2484 > afternoons.

The Pioneer Valley Ballet will hold open

auditions on Oct. 23 for The Nutcracker,

which is scheduled for five December

performances in Northampton and

Greenfield. Dancers and nondancers five

years old and up are needed. Auditions will

begin at 1 pm. (scheduled by age group) at

the Northampton School of Ballet. 22

Merrick Lane. For further information, call

586-4142.

Laura Klock, associate Professor of Horn

and Chamber Music at the University, will

be featured in a faculty recital at 8 p.m. on

Sunday, Oct. 30 in Bezanson Recital Hall.

Ms. Klock is currently in her ninth season

with the Springfield Symphony Orchestra,

where she is principal horn. The concert is

presented by the University's Department

of Music and Dance, and is free of charge.

For further information, call 545-2227.

The Five College Orchestra, under new
conductor Dennis Burkh, will open its third

season with two concerts. The first will

Uke place Friday, Oct. 28 at John M.
Greene Hall, Smith College. The second

will take place the following evening at

Buckley Recital Hall. Amherst College.

Both concerts begin at 8:15 p.m. and are

free of charge. The program wUl include

works by Mosart, Dvorak, and Gerad

Schurmann. For further information, call

256 8316.

The Valley Women Artists' fifth annual

juried exhibition wUl open in the Harold F.

Johnson Library Gallery at Hampshire
College on Monday, Oct. 17. Rox Goldfarb,

president of Jerry Fields Group U, the

largest search organization in the country

specializing in the placement of artwork and

design, will judge the show. Gallery hours

are 12:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through

Saturday. A reception will be held on

Friday, Oct. 21, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Anne
Mochon, visiting professor of modern art

history at Tufts University, will give a

special lecture in the gallery at 3 p.m.

Sunday Oct. 23. All events are free of

charge. The exhibit will last until Nov. 4.

For further information, call 549-4600 ext.

482.

Terminal, an installation by Gene Gort,

will be exhibited Oct. 25 through Nov. 11 at

Hampden Gallery in Southwest. An
opening reception will be held Tuesday,

Oct. 25, 5-7 p.m. Terminal is a piece which

reveals itself through viewer participation.

It presents ordinary sounds and objects in

an unusual manner to evoke several

notions simultaneously, as opposed to

representing a particular situation or

event. Hampden Gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., and

Sunday from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information, call 256-6365.

The UMass Division of Continuing

Education is sponsoring a bus trip to the

Museum of Fine Arts in Boston on Thur
sday, Nov. 3, to review A New World:

Masterpeices of American Painting, 1 760-

1910. Among the reknowned American

paintings featured in the exhibition are

Whistler's "Mother," Gilbert Stuart's

portraits of "George and Martha
Washington." John Singer Sargent's

"Madame X" and Eakin's "The Gross

Clinic". The bus trip is preceded by a

lecture from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Nov. 1 by

art historian Michael Phillips, a visiting

lecturer at the University, Brandeis and

Tufts. Cost of the bus trip is $15 which

Laura Klock, in a recital to be pven Oct. 30, will premiere Capnccio

for Alto Saxophone and Horn" by Andrzej Dutkiewicz. Other Universi-

ty faculty members appearing on the program include Nadine bhank,

piano; Lynn Klock, saxophone; and Frank Morelli, basson.

includes the preliminary lecture and bus.

An additional $3 museum admission fee is

charged for non-members. The bus will

leave the UMass campus at 5:30 p.m. and

will return after 11:30 p.m. For more

information, call 545-0474.

RENTOHE
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North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

Auditions will be held for

News Reporters

for Headline News
1 p.m. Wednesday

at Union Video Center

call Joe 549-3716.

/'tt/otOfI
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AMHERST • 1E. Pleasant Street/ 549-6904

NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St. 7584- 1016

GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall 7 773-5572

TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

Super Prices

Selling at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE

Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley

Wednesday, October 19 12 5 p m
Thursday, October 20 10 a.m.-l p.m.

MASTERCARD. . .VISA. . .ACCEPTED

RVM Associates

No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RVM Sales Corp
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|
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Room 1 74- 176 CAMpus Center^
J

l] Time: WEd. 1 9tIi 4-7 PM ||

p ThuRS. 20Th 9-1 1 pm f
h^ Questions? caU T.J. 29b-WS5fj^" or Gregg 296-61 90 i
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Arts
Rand'sSbmecom/fiflr inspires critical thought

UniversityEnsemble

opensFallseason
THE HOMECOMING
By Harold Pinter

Thursday, October 13

Rand Theater, FAC

By ALISON MALOON
Collegian Correspondent

The Homecoming by Harold Pinter opened Thursday

evening at the Rand Theater. Directed by Bruce Browne

the drama, in a word, is unsettling. The underlying

premise of the play is disturbing, leaving you feeling un-

nerved and a bit confused, if not horrified. Biazzare, I

think they say. There is something about The Homecoming

you both love and hate. You love its realism, as presented

through costume and set, yet you hate the fact that the

play seems unimaginable. You really don't know what to

make of it. But before another word is said, I urge you to

see the show. It is a fine production.

The plot centers around a man who after six years away

returns to his London home with his wife and becomes in-

volved in a weird, to say the least, situation. More than

this; you must see it for yourself.

The set is dull, drab, and generally unexciting visually.

The performances are pretty basic and at first the whole

show just seems like an extended dialogue — My Dinner

urith Andre revisited. However, something does hit you

and that's what is puzzling because you can't understand

exactly why you feel that way. Then you read the program

and you realize, as the program states, that the merit of

The Homecoming is that it exists only on the stage, so you

stop trying to make sense of everything. Then you start to

understand and enjoy the performance.

The sad part of it is the society the play could depict. The

lack of human respect, love and understanding is very sad

as well. Yet after, you begin to think that perhaps the

beauty of the performance lies in its absurdity.

Everything is portrayed so realistically in an extraor-

dinary situation.
. .

The cast of The H(mecoming, while not overly mspinng,

have successfully mastered the English "attitude," if not

accent, wonderfully. This dry, sarcastic, cynisism comes

across strongly in the show and adds much realism to a

situation you hope would never occur. David Spencer shin-

ed as Lenny, a seedy, sneering, sarcastic character.

Ruth (Daphne Panopoulos) confronts Lenny (David Spencer) in a scene from Harold Pinter's

The Homecoming, at the Rand Theater Oct. 19-22.

Spencer's pouty, biting style was fantastic. He made you

dislike him almost instantly. Seriously unnerving. Harry

Mahnken, also gave an affecting performance as the head

of their unique household. His performance in the final

scene was superb and emotionally outrageous.

One can't attend The Homecoming with the intention of

finding logic in the midst of madness. One can't attempt to

examine the actors individually, as well. As a whole they

click and set the proper mood.

The key to enjoying The HoTnecoming is to realize the

dreary strangeness and the realism of it all lends to the ab-

surdity of it all. It was also good to leave a play really

thinking and not just feeling "oh-what-a happy-ending!"

The Homecoming is very interesting, entertaining and

has you analyzing the whole drama at curtain close,

whether it is your intention to be critical or not.

"The Homecoming" will be performed at 8 p.m., October

lS-15 and 19-22 in the Rand Theater. FAC.
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Mayall blows the lid
JOHN MAYALL
with CANNED HEAT
Sunday, October 16

Blue Wall

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Well, the Blue Walls' Blues at the Blue

Wall series has done it again. John Mayal)

and a restructured Canned Heat blew tht

audience at the Wall away with some blues

wailin*, bluesmerizing. bar hopping R&B.

From the opening strains of "Dust My
Broom" to Mayall's closing encore ol

"Rockin" in Amherst" people were up and

dancing on air.

The show was structured so that Canned

Heat, of which only one member of the old

band (but not an original member remain),

played for about an hour and then Mayall

came on and played with Canned Heat for

an hour.

Canned Heat played a mixture of old

songs, always introduced by "This one will

take you back to Woodstock," new tunes

which sounded like they were made for

MTV. all interspersed with old traditional

blues tunes. The new band is pretty hot.

They have two lead guitarists. Michael

Halby and Walter Trout, both of whom can

really play. Trout in particular really has

his blues licks down. He can play really fast

and both of them can really scream.

While the new songs were pretty trashy,

the renditions of "On the Road Again" and

"Let's Work Together" were really good.

"Coin" Up the Country" was kind of

di.ssapointing, but Trout's tour de force,

"Regular in C." a slow blues number, more

then made up for it.

Then, Mayall came on stage and the bar

was his. Since 1963 when he formed the

original Bluesbreakers, Mayall has been

able to find bands that support his rhythm

and blues habit with a vengence. Canned

Heat is the perfect vehicle for Mayall's

harmonica and keyboard playing. Last

night, he demonstrated the trick to that

patented sound of his. He holds his har-

monica in one hand and doubles the har-

monica line on the organ at the same time.

Mayall took the band through, "Room to

Move," "Parchment Farm," "The Bear."

which was written about the old Canned

Heat, and a number of other bluesish boogie

tunes about women and the trouble they

cause. The music was fast and furious and

indeed one might say, good.

And so it goes. Another reunion revival

hits town and once again it proves to be

better and more interesting than many of

today's top 40 bands. Mayall is the master

of the blues and the art of expressive

musicianship (boy, can he shake his head)

and he proved again Sunday night that he

deserves the praise he gets, regardless of

how his records sound.

Collerian photo by Drew Ofier

John Mayall jams at the Blue Wall.

DYS, Pajama SlaveDancers,

TheProletariat

Look for Gerard Cosloy's "hunk o' hardcore" review in

Wednesday's Collegian'.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed

the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and

Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Wednesday

SPANISH CLUB TERTULIA - Come
and converse in Spanish with students and

faculty from the Spanish Dept. All are

welcome. Refreshments will be served. 2

p.m. - 4 p.m. 4th floor lobby

UMASS STRATEGY GAMES CLUB -
The club will meet to play board games of

all types and minatures, ranging from
Napoleonics to Modern Day. 6:30 - 11

p.m. CC811

EDUCATIONAL COLLECTIVE ON
WORLD AFFAIRS - Undergrad, grad

students concerned about international

affairs, U.S. foreign policy are welcome to

join in planning educational series on

Lebanon and the Mideast. 4p.m. Herter,

6th fl. lounge

SOJOURNERS - Rev. Robin Harden
facilitates this informal discussion group
for women of all ages, colors, and

backgrounds willing to explore faith, love,

intimacy, and spirituality. 7:15 - 9:15 p.m.

428 Student Union

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - 8:00

p.m. beginners, 9:00 p.m. all others. 8/9

p.m. Commonwealth Room, S.U.

ARMENIAN STUDENTS CLUB -
Armenian language collog will be
discussed. New members welcome. 7:30

p.m. CC902

GRADUATE TEACHERS
ORGANIZATION - All graduate student
T.A.'s and T.O.'s are encouraged to at-

tend this meeting to discuss union
organizing strategies. 12 -1p.m. CC911

WILDLIFE SOCIETY AND S.A.F.

MEETING — Guest speaker: John
Green, a wildlife Photographer, will show
two programs on Glacier National Park
and one on local natural history. Refresh-

ments will be served. 7:30 p.m. 203

Holdsworth

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB MEETING -
If you're interested in sharing Italian

culture, come join us! All new members
welcome. 4:30 p.m. 6th floor lounge,

Herter Hall

SCHOOL OF IRISH STUDIES STUDY
ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES - A
representative of the School of Irish

Studies will speak about one semester

opportunities in Dublin. 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.

International Programs Office, 239

Whitmore

HILLEL SOCIAL COMMITTEE
MEETING — Help plan coming events. 7

p.m. Hillel. 302 Student Union

HEBREW SPEAKING LUNCH - For

all people who like to speak Hebrew, let's

get together for lunch. 11 a.m. • 12 p.m.

Dukes Room, S.U.

MEETING COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL
RIGHTS AND REPRODUCT FREEDOM
— Meeting includes a legislative update

on reproductive rights issues, internal

education, and planning strategy. 5 p.m.

Room 804

PLANNING A WASHINGTON, D.C.

INTERNSHIP?
Tkc AppliCATiON dEAdllNE foR aU

SpRJNq, 1984 WAshiNqTON D.C.

iMTCRNskips is NovEwbcR 1

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
iNTERNskips, 16 CuRRy Hicks, »4»-0727

H*rp«s Discussion
This session is for those who are interested

in learning more of the facts about herpes.

People are encouraged to attend even if

they don't have herpes.

Dot*: Thursday, Oct. 20th

Tlm#: 7-9 p.m.

Ploco: Unlvorsity Hoolth C«nt«r

Room 002

PUBLIC NOTICE
2 DAYS ONLY

Stiling At Th«

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte, 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley

M8.00 fiTr

••Pre-registration required

Education, 549-2671 X(181)

Call Health

.>;';.'5':'^;v::i;>,s:'';.i.;';'?vjv''?5;i'/'?4.i^;';;

Amherst College

Department of Dramatic Arts

presents

William Shakespeare's

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
Directed by Walter Boughton

Kirby Theater

October 21, 22 & 27, 28. 29

8:00 P.M.

General admission $4.00

Students and Senior Citizens $2.00

A.C. students free with I.D.

For reservations call 542-2277

Box office hours: 1-5 weekdays

HOTEL
SURPLUS **»'.V„^i

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $55
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00
FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00

Be Early For B^Selection FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new, factory

sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection. Bring your car,

truck or station wagon. We will load for you. SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CARRY
SALE - WEDNESDAY - OCTODEK 19 1 1 om - 7 pm

THUHSDAY - OCTODER 20 10 om 1 pm

Br««kf«gS, Louche. > Hinnmt:

inner air 'V

LINGUINI with CLAM SAUCE
a full bodied white sauce with lots of clams

6.85

BEEF STEW served in a large crock

and better than mom's 5.25
Plus 8 OtJ.t . cioou!. tntree* I o v-uoo.*.

At A Pric« You Cn AHord!

AT THE LSCHTS IIM NORI... ;i.Mni.M«r i4%J9%4\
W«'r« op«a 7 day. • w««k 5 •. to 9 p.m.

Bel

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
Bell Aerospace Textron, located in

Western New York State, will interview

Electrical Engineers for assignments including:

Analysis, Design, Development
and Test of Analog/Digital

Circuits for precision

military systems,

Contact your Placement Office

to arrange a campus interview on:

November 2 & 3, 1983

U S Citizenship or Permanent Resident Visa Required

An Equal Opporlumty Employer M/F/Hc

Technology...BeH'5 response to an ever-changing world.

Bdl TEXTRON

iloom County by Berke Breathed
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Superbad
by G.H.

'
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After The Fall by R. Miller

r
W£LL KiPS,

HERE WE ARE

IN AfJSWE^S/

TmS iSlAlHEite

YflU ^ET OUT

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

ILFBIMAN jHOW COMt Wt
DOMT HAVE x'OU IM OUR,
RUS5IAKJ SPY FlL£S?u- :

L/

LMKFOKcLfWi; Yoou have:
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ALIENS DO MOT EXIST._
-L/
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C LASblFIED INFORMATIOM

1
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilfd by Margaret larrar and 1 rude Jaffe

CI«U !*• *«t«W» \\mt S>Mlrau

ACROSS 49 Fly 18 Corpulent

1 Busy as 52 Greek letters 22 Ropes

5 Family member 55 Passage between 23 Resources

8 Despots Empire and 24 Adjust

13 See 5 Across Nutmeg states 25 World region

14 Office location 59 Grows in 26 Mall, in Metz

15 Path, In Pans Brooklyn" 27 Drooped

16 Von Trapp saga 60 Succulent plant 29 1000 Prefix

19 Wyoming range 61 Dies 30 Up to

20 Clothing covers 62 Dandelions, e.g. 31 Hawkins'

21 Terminate 63 Stitch Day

22 Spud 64 Like Solomon 36 Beings

24 Rates 37 In the saddle.

28 Storybook Uncle in away
32 River to Firth DOWN 40 Occupied

of Clyde 1 Prone (with to") 42 Alpine denizen

33 Cole and others 2 Money, in Siam 45 Head coverings

34 Minneapolis 3 Sword 47 Brown of

suburb 4 Oriental renown

35 Jolson and Hirt 5 Transgressions 49 There ought

36 Highbrow 6 Long in use to be
"

38 Business abbr 7 New Prefix 50 Cast a ballot

39 Metal plate 8 Meddled 51 Concerning

41 Obtains 9 Disparaged 52 Weather word

42 2nd century date 10 Too 53 Aspect

43 Council city 11 Check 54 Impede

of Italy 12 Time units: 56 Vegas or Palmas

44 Former Abbr 57 Fermented

46 Covers with gold 14 Monetary backing product

48 Creek 17 A Chaplin 58 Balmoral s river

1 7 3 4

1
14

5 6 7

\

A 9
1
io 11 1?

n- 15

16
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I
20

P 31
II
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1
37

?4

36

?7 ?8
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33 • 34

35

1

_ 38

39 41 4?

43 44

P

45

^^^^^16

i
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PP49 '56 51

1"sT"'

1

56 5^ 51^

59 60

1
61

6? 63 64

TYPESETTERS WANTED
Come to Graphics Dept.

of the Collegian

113 Campus Center
Thursday Night 7-10 p.m.

Attention Collegian

Staffers

MANDATORY
StaffMeeting

Thursday 7 P.M.

DC Menu
LUNCH

D.C. CARTOON DAY
Wimpy Burgers

Underdogs
Aquaman Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Dressing, Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce

Spaghetti with

Garden Vegetables

BASICS LUNCH
D.C. CARTOON DAY
Wile E. Coyote Burgers

Aquaman Sandwich

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey

Dressing, Gravy
Cranberry Sauce

Spaghetti with

Garden Vegetables

by Mark MacKenzie L

Weather
TODAY'S PUZZLE

ANSWER

Sunny today, highs 60 to

65. Clear tonight, lows in

the 30s. Wednesday,
mostly sunny, highs in the

50s.
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Albany State edges Netmen , 5-4
By SCOTT HOOU
Collegian Staff

No doubt about it boys

and girls, LOSING SUCKS.
Just ask the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, Cleveland
Cavaliers, Pittsburgh
Penguins (Sorry Stu), or

even the University of

Massachusetts men's tennis

team, who Saturday suf-

fered yet another
frustrating loss, 5-4 to

Albany State in New York's

State Capital.

UMass victories were
recorded by Earl Small,

who nipped Tom Schmitzt

in three sets, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3 at

no. 2 singles, Dave Singer,

who rebounded to get past

Dave Grossman, 3-6, 6-4,

6-4 at no. 4, Andy Pazmany,
who topped Jay Eisenbert

6-2, 6-2 at no. 5 and by the

doubles combo of Small-

Marc Weinstein, who swept
Mike Bermanstky-Dave
Feinermany 7-5, 6-1.

"We're very even with

them," said Coach Bob
Szlosek. "We're getting

better. The players have to

believe they can win. That is

important with young
players. We have all

underclassmen playing

right now."
But it was not all b.ad

news on Saturday for the

netmen, as they completed

the suspended match with

RPl prior to engaging
Albany State and wjilked

away with a win, 5-4. The
Minutemen were up 4-3

coming in and clinched the

match when Singer-
Weinstein, who fell behind

in the final set, rallied to

beat Ray Lilly-Rich Waters,

6-1, 5-7, 6-4. In the other

completed match, Small-

Jim Gelinas were bounced

by Jeff Reisen-John Valenti

4-6, 7-5, 6-7.

-#

( olleinan photo by Jim Cowers

EXTENSION — Lenny Margolis, who was moved to forward in the

URI game Fights a Ram for possession in Friday's loss. UMass faces

the huge task of facing UConn tomorrow in Storrs at 3 p.m.

Two of the squad's seven

losses (the slate reads 2-7

with the other victory being

over UConn) occured over

the Columbus Day weekend

when they lost to Yale 6-3

and to Boston University

9-0.

BU's so effectively

dominated the hometown
boys that they won only one

lonely set in the entire after-

noon.

"BU is a top team. All

their players are tourna-

ment caliber. They never let

us into the match. Other

than Weinstein and Peter-

son (Wayne, UMass' no. 1

singles player, who lost to

BU's Sam Harper 6-3, 7-6)

we were dominated. BU
never let up."

The season comes to a

close this week when the

netmen take on Vermont on

Wednesday and Clark
University on Thursday,

both at home.

* Thomas
Contirvued from page 12

also keeping thoughts of at-

tempting to qualify for the

10,000 meters in the Olym-

pics in the back of his head.

"Nothing is definite right

now," said Thomas.

Despite the low pay an

assistant coach makes,

Thomas is comfortable with

the money he draws by be-

ing involved with the Tiger

Athletic show company and

from entering certain races

that offer prize money.

With his masters degree in

business (from B.U.) he has

little worry about the

future.

"I hope I haven't peaked
yet," intoned Thomas.
"Maybe I've got a little left

in me for the coming year.

Who knows? Maybe I'll be

going for the (jold."

Nighthawk Recording Artists

1983 U.S. tour

\ o—^ *•
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Amherst College wins 10-9

in football action Saturday

Supreme Court may bannish

college football from T.V.
By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst College football team got

back on the winning track Saturday edging

Hamlton, which has never defeated the

Lord Jeffs in fourteen attempts. 10-9, at

Amherst's Pratt Field.

Hamilton's kicker, John Rich Strabley,

gave the fans a kicking exhibition as he

booted field goals from 49. 51 and 55 yards

to account for all of the Continentals

scoring.

The sophomore gave Hamilton the early

lead at 3-0 when he booted a 56 yarder with

five seconds left in the first period. Lord

and Jeff kicker Bob Foote tied the score

with just 21 seconds left in the half on a 33

yarder. capping a 47 yard drive for

Amherst.

Crew teams place

in top four spots
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

In its last race before the prestigious Head

of the Charles Rowing Regatta, the

University of Massachusetts Rowing teams

races 10 other schools at the Head of the

Merrimac. on the Merrimac River, last

Saturday.
Kacing m Division 11, "the small college,

small budget division." as Coach David

Cumlin called it. the men's varsity eight

placed fourth. The women's varsity eight

fared slightly better, placing third. Also

capturing third position was the men's

junior varsity eight.

"Altogether, this was the best row of the

season for the men's varsity." Cumlin said.

Cumlin also credited the efforts of coxswain

Dave Croke and stroke Tom Martin.

Northeastern University won several top

finish positions. Benefiting from a large

budget and school-wide dedication,

"Northeastern looks very strong this

season." Cumlin noted.

The locals took the lead for good as fresh-

man John Tucci scored the only touchdown
of the game at the 5:35 mark of the third

quarter hauling in a 25 yard pass from
Amherst quarterback Jeff Templeton. The
Foote extra point gave Amherst the edge

and the lead at 10-3.

Strabley connected on two more field

goals to pull his team to within one. but

missed the game winner on fourth and five

from the 52 yard attempt with less than a

minute to play.

Coach Jim Ostendarp's troops now have a

record of 2-1-1. The Lord Jeffs suffered

their only less of the year last week to

Middlebury. 16-3. Amherst tied Bates 30

30 in their first game and beat Bowdoin 20-0

for their first win a week later.

Next week. Amherst hosts Wesleyan

(Middletown, CT) in the first of the 1983

Little Three series.

Netwomen tie

for first place
WORCESTER - The University of

Massachusetts women's tennis team and

Smith College's team have something in

common. They both own a piece of the

state MAIAW championship.

Both the Minutewomen and the Unicorns

finished tied for first place with 13 points.

Northeastern and Wellesley were also titl-

ed as they came in third with 10 points.

The Massachusetts players did very well

and number one singles player. Elizal)eth

Sullivan won the no. 1 title match with a

6-4. 7-5 win over Faith Hawkins of Smith.

Two other UMass players made it to the

finals in their respective seeds. Diane

Biagioli. at number four singles, fell in the

finals 6-4. 6-2.

The Minutewomen travel to Holy Cross

this afternoon for their final dual meet of

the season before traveling to Cambridge

and the New England championships at

Harvard.

WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court

said Monday it will tackle a billion-dollar

dispute over whether the National

Collegiate Athletic Association or in-

dividual schools should control the

televising of college football games.

The justices, in a case they were told

might revolutionize sports on TV, agreed to

review rulings that the NCAA's 30-year

control violated federal antitrust law.

The court's decision is not expected until

next year and therefore will not affect

contracts, worth $74.2 million, for the

current football season.

The NCAA's television contracts over the

next three years are worth more than $200

million, indicating the court's decision could

have a billion dollar impact over the next

decade.

In other matters, the court:

-Agreed to study the appeal of a white

Florida woman who says she lost the

custody of her 6-year-old daughter because

her current husband is a black man.

The justices will review rulings that

stripped Linda Sidoti Palmore of Sefner.

Fla.. of custody. A state judge noted the

girl should be protected "from the social

stigmatism that is sure to come."

Let stand a Rapides Parish. La., school

desegregation plan that shut down two

schools and touched off a nationally

publicized showdown between a federal

judge and a state judge.

SHOE
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AUDITIONS

Auditions will b« held for electronic

newsgathering reporters for Headline News
at 1 p.m. Wednesday at Union Video

Center. If not able to make that time, call

Joe Troiano, 549-3716

AUTO FOR SALE
~~

1973 Chevy Laguna, runs well, no rust in

terior and tires good $900 or BO must see

call 549-6666 evenings or 545-3500 days

( leave message) ask for Tami

74 Merc Cougar XR7 PS PB AT AC new
tires, brakes & more $1200. will bargain

534-5002

Dodge Coronet good condition best offer

549-6661

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, semis, Greeks, All Occa-

sions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS - Profes

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates all

occasions 253-3980

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Gibson Les Paul Custom - 1980 modelex

cellent condition. Must sell. BO over $600.

call Steve 546-8431

FOUND

Piece of jewelry in ladie's room Tower
library - call with detailed description

Natalie 253-5118

Brown glasses, soft case. Found by

Memorial Hall, Saturday morning. They

can be picked up at the Alumni Office or

call 5-2317 ^____
HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia Asui AM

¥

*

¥
¥

*

fields $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Singers, Dancers, Jugglers wanted for

parttime delivery service. Great pay, own

hours. Call High Notes 665-7664

Wanted: Course and Teacher Evaluatiori

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the CATE Guide information/application:

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

Superior Pizzeria, experienced part - full

time people for delivering P'"as^ ^^^t have

car. Also counter help. Phone 549-0626

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases. Good experience.

Applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 Deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and third

world students encouraged to apply

Executive Assistant - general office pro

cedures, 10 hrs/wk work study 3.50/hr

25+ Club 549-3940/545-2145 start im-

mediately

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST
~~

Beige Coat with red liner & keys lost in

basement SBA 10-4 reward 569-0405 _
Gold herringbone bracelet on 10/12 or

10/13 reward I Call 546-7269 please!

REWARD for return of gray Jansport

daypack and/or contents. No questions!

Cal l 584-6562 late nights.

Lost Seiko Watch between Southwest

and the Bluewall Labor Day weekend. If

found please call 6-8019. Very personal.

$$reward$$ .—
Lost in Herter, wire-framed glasses, light

blue case 549-1682 ^ .

LosTkeys leather key ring says: Judy if

found bring to Tobin 403 $10 reward or call

549-4123

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Honda CB750K 10.000 miles, runs

areat very good condition. Luggage rack

EresHnd cover $1850 call 665-8138

If

If

If

If

If

4-

4-

If

PART-TIME

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORK!!
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434, 9-2 pm

PERSONALS

Thursday. Oct. 20

"THE GRADUATE"
starring Dustin Hoffman

Campus Center Auditorium
6:00, 8:30, 1100
Admission $1.00

Are you talented? The GPC wants you to

perform on the CC Concourse. Jugglers,

musicians, mimes, etc. Let your talent br

ing a smile to UMass. Good pay. Call or

come by to sign up for an audition. SU 415

5-2733

MR & MRS LARRY BURSTYN -

The Newlyweds
Congratulations on your marriage. Good

luck with all of your future plans. Love,

Anne, Adrienne^dJ-ynn

Karen Karas (KUK), Happy 20th, this time

you can sign for the keg! Love Lei, Id, &
Mik

Rush Sorority Runh
Sigma Delta Tau

Dinner 10/18 Tues 5:30

Dynasty Party 10/19 Wed. 8:30

Rush Party 10/20 Thurs 8:30

Rush Open R4»h

Stop drinking if it's causing problems

for you. Contact Health Education at

549-2671 ext. 181 for more information

about the Student Opportunity Program

(STOP)

Good Morning Mr. B
I love you

Forever!
Mrs. B

tV Happy Birthday Trudy Moon, if

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

545-0392 584-7924

If

)f

If

4-

4-

If

4-

4-

4-

RAYBANS

Quality sunglass w^^ar invest in your eyes
- at least 25% off jgested retail prices

evenings call Bruc<^ -3-2879

ROOTv' WANTED

21 year old male
ting November. P

leave message

dog need place star-

call Todd 549-5730

ROOMIV WANTED

Roommate(s) wac
tany Manor apt ir

Male roommate
house in Sunder!-

route. Call 666-25.)^

d for beautiful Brit-

iiately! Call 256-0097

tded for 2 bedroom
Brand new, on bus

SECURiT DEPOSITS

Feeling ripped ot

tion about the

deposit? Contact
fice, 115 Hasbrouc

3o you have a ques-
n of your security

Campus Housing Of-

>^0865

SKATE H."- WANTED

SC of Amherst ne^ ^^ skaters for a preci-

sion team. Only 1 h > a week at Orr Rink.

Joanie 549-6999 ASA ^'

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 9ff3 545-0829

WANTED

Buying class ring

jewelry, coins. Dame'

sant, Amherst, 256

Student Attorney
coordinate judiciai j>"

student discipline «

applications avaii^^.ri

Office 406E SUB
10/21 5 pm AA t

World students e >

Jugglers Mimes
UMass Madrigai

sional level req

Wayne Abercrc

545-0437

h. gold and silver

:,mith, 25 North Plea-

10

General wanted to

ocates and work on

.es good experience

in SGA Presidents

545-0341 deadline

women and Third

aged to apply

dad for the Annua!
lers. Semi profes-

If interested call

for audition at

^ /L

Stay tuned for ti

Off

Great Pizza Drool-
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Hoopmenget on the ball

with midnight practice
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

It was the dead of night but lights were

burning at the Curry Hicks Cage. Outside,

the campus was quiet but inside sounds

were bouncing off the walls. It was mid-

night Friday but basketball was being

played.

The graveyard janitor-^ ' jssing up a few?

A group of slightly inebriated students who

had stumbled onto the premises? Neither.

Instead, it was the new edition of the

Minutemen hoop team beginning its official

practice schedule. But at midnight?

"It's all part of our aggressive policy

towards basketball," first year Head Coach

Ron Gerlufsen said later. "We want^ to

start at the first possible moment. Maybe

this gives us a jump on some other teams

and that could pay off down the road."

The first possible moment was no exag-

geration. NCAA rules state that the first

allowed coach-involved practice could be

held on October 15th. Friday was the 14th

but midnight constituted a new day. The

first minute of a new day.

The idea was one that could be deemed

fairly unusual, something that one could

safely assume was not happening all over

the country. Therefore, could it be con-

sidered a publicity stunt? Gerlufsen said

that was never part of the plan.

"The only people we told were the one's

we felt had to know, the players, the

trainer, the team personnel, etc. We don't

feel we need the extra publicity. 1 think

we've got the greatest fans around. If we
had wanted the publicity, everyone would

have been told."

Hence it seemed to be a move at working

on the players psyche as well as their condi-

tioning. In fact a bit more so. After all,

there was a good deal of confusion surroun-

ding the basketball program at the end of

the last season. There were questions, plen

ty of questions. Questions that may never

get really answered. But this was a new

season and with it came the new idea.

"I think you can say it is both for condi-

tioning and psychological reasons,"

Gerlufsen said. "1 guess if you weighed

with the other, the main thing would be

psychological."

When it came down to it then, and the

players had taken the floor, the mood was

spirited and enthusiastic. They ran drill

after drill and didn't leave until the Cage

clock read 1:35, knowing the shorts would

be put on again at 11:00 a.m. the next day,

and then again at 6:30 that evening.

"The players accepted it," smiled the

new boss. "I don't know what they're

thinking inside but I think some of them

were genuinely excited. These guys want

to get going."

Later, when it was over, some of the

players talked of sleep, some of getting

food, and some of the strange evening.

"It was definitely a different

experience," grinned point guard Donald

Russell. "But," he continued "It was also

definitely worth it."

Center Tom Emerson stood nearby. "I

look at it as just another practice," said the

sophomore big man. "We went out there

and did what we had to."

"Yea, except it was at midnight," laugh-

ed Russell.

Finally, there was forward Bobby Braun

to sum it all up. "We did this with my high

school team and it was all just a publicity

thing. But I know how I feel now. This was

definitely no publicity stunt."

Women's golf places fifth

in Princeton tournament
By TOM KELLEY
Collegian Staff

The Dartmouth College Women's golf

team took first place in a tournament held

this past weekend at Princeton whUe
UMass took fifth.

Dartmouth, coming off a victory in the

Eastern Regionals. was lead by Sue

Johnson with scores of 74 and 79.

"Johnson is the premier player in the

league right now." said UMass coach Jack

Leaman. "She inherited that position from

our own Marlene Susieka." Susieka

graduated last year after twelve straight

victories.

The women played on courses at

Springdale and Bradenbrook that according

to Leaman were "long and had a lot of water

and bunkers."

More Sports on Page 10,11

TheMassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLANDS LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

CollcKian flle photo

LOOKING FOR MORE — Donald Russell, shown in action last

December against Bentley, and his teammates got an early start to pre-

season practice on Saturday. UMass is looking for more wins this year.

Junior Judy Guzy finished eighth for Umass
with an 89 and a 93 while captain Jane Egan

shot a 98 and a 105 for 15th place.

"I was exceptionally pleased with the play

of freshman Linda Foli," said Leaman.

"This was basically her first tournament

and she played very well." Foli shot a 110

and a 108 for a 20th place finish.

UMass will play its final match of the

season at the Mt. Holyoke InviUtional

where they are defending champions.

UMass would like to repeat its performance

but Leaman siad, "It will be tough. Dar-

tmouth will be there and they are just an

exceptional team."

Princeton and Boston College, which both

finished ahead of UMass in the Eastern

Regionals and the Princeton tournament,

will also be there.

"The girls have been playing well," said

Leaman, "and they will continue to do

better."

UMass
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Correspondent

With less than a year to go before the

Olympics most of America's marathon

hopefuls are very visible. Bill Rodgers

seems to be in a race every weekend while

operating his chain of running equipment

stores. Alberto Salazar has been doing

some network commentary, and almost all

of them have various engagements around

the country.

Then why did Randy Thomas, a worid

class distance runner with a better than

average shot at making the Los Angeles

team, decide to become an assistant cross

Colleirian photo by Jim Power*

FAMOUS COACH — Randy Thomas, left, a contender for a spot in

the '84 Olympics talks with UMass runners before a meet earlier this

season.

country coach at the University of

Massachusetts?

"It was a selfish reason," Thomas said.

"I needed to begin intense preparation for

trying to make the Games and this area has

tne best training facilities I've ever seen."

Thomas is currently ranked in the top t«n

among U.S. distance men and holder of the

30 kilometer worid record. Here at UMass,

he is responsible for ten freshmen of the

cross country squad and with making a few

of them ready for varsity competition

before the fall season is over.

"I wanted to give something back to this

program and to Coach (Ken) O'Brien," said

Thomas, who graduated from UMass in

1975 and helped the cross country team to

New England and IC4A titles.

"Amherst is a great area to prepare for

the future, both physically and

emotionally," noted the 30-year-old

Thomas, who was ranked second in the na-

tion to Rodgers in 1978 and 1979.

"I wanted to escape the pressure of the

Boston running scene and find an emo-

tional outlet at the same time. Coaching

has provided that. Running is 90 percent

between the ears and coming up here hjis

made training a little ea.sier on the head."

Although not currently ranked in New
England, the Minutemen harriers have a

potentially powerful squad and Thomas
thinks a seventh place finish in the N.E.

championships would be a sign of a com-

ebsick.

"It's an uphill battle all the way," said

Thomas. "We don't have the scholarship

money of a Northeastern or a Boston

University so we have to sell the school and

the program. Any way I can help with this

because of my reputation will be great."

Thomas' current plans include a trip to

L.A. for the Pro-Comfort championship, a

race with over $100,000 in prize money, in

November before hitting the track for a

busy indoor season.
"1 plan to run in a few meets like the

Penn Relays and the New England

TAC's," said Thomas. "The schedule is so

that I can travel with the team and com-

pete at the same time."

Thomas will skip the Boston Marathon

this April and point to the Olympic qualifier

in Buffalo in May. All of America's top

distance men will be there and it will pro-

bably take a sub 2:10.0 to win. The top

three make the L.A. team.

"If I give it my best, win or lose, I'm

plea.sed," said Thomas. "But if I finish

knowing I could've done better, then I've

disappointed myself." Thomas is

Continued on page 10
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DON'T LOOK DOWN-Firefighter
Ted Schiffdemonstrates Amherst 's 85

foot extention ladder Sunday during

open housefor Fire Prevention Week.

BCPoffersstudents

a realhelpinghand
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

The following is a part of a five-story series on the stu-

dent affairs opportunities at the University of

Massachusetts.

The Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP), created in

1974, offers more than 340 students academic, financial,

tutorial and placement counseling services.

"We are an academic support program," said Maria

Voorhees, a counselor and graduate of BCP. "We help

the students from admissions up until graduation. We tell

them of various scholarships available, and we help in job

placement, along with financial aid, academic counseling

and workshops."
BCP consists of ten staff members, including a teaching

assistant, a graduate student, who primarily deals with

the tutorial program.
"We offer free tutoring for our students. We also have

courses that are taught in Spanish-psychology 100,

economics 105, math 104 and 110, a chem lab and

discussion-these are usually for those students just begin-

ning at the University who may have trouble with the

English language.

We work closely with the English as a Second Language

(ESL)," Voorhees said.

BCP's biggest and perhaps most important program is

its recruitment coordination program. BCP, along with

CCEBMS and Minoirity Engineering, are essential in

recruiting and retaining students.

"Our recruiters go to high schools and various communi-

ty organizations to make students aware of the oppor-

tunities available at UMass," said Voorhees.

BCP is very involved with the community as well as the

University. The program, with recruiting, projects and

workshops, tries to make the community aware of the im-

portance of education, and the importance of continued

financial support.

BCP frequently in coryunction with the Ahora program.

Ahora, an RSO group, offers cultural and political pro-

grams for minority students.

"We are here to do anything to help bilingual students

make the most of their education here at UMass," said

Voorhees
BCP will be celebrating the tenth anniversary of the

organization next year, and the committee in charge of the

celebration is now in its planning stages.

"BCP and all its faculty and students have a lot to

celebrate," Voorhees said.

The drinking-age controversy:

Students plan letter drive, rally
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Correspondent

The Public Policy Committee of the Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA) has started a drive to have

University of Massachusetts students send letters to state

senators voicing their displeasure with a bill to raise the

drinking age to 21.

Form letters, provided by the Committee, are available

at a table in front of the Hatch. A phone bank to call local

senators will run until Thursday. A noontime rally is

scheduled for Thursday in front of the Student Union with

various student leaders, including Public Policy Committee

chairman Paul Gosselin.

The Massachusetts House of Representatives passed the

bill last week with the Senate set to vote on the issue next

Wednesday. Governor Michael Dukakis said he would not

veto such a bill but did not indicate he would sign it. Any
bill left unsigned on his desk automatically becomes law

within ten days.

Greg Madden, a senior on the Public Policy Committee,

said student response has been good.

"I think a lot of people feel the bill doesn't address the

issue of stopping drunk drivers and just takes away a

privilege that some people already have," said Madden,
who manned the table yesterday afternoon.

Fran Pheeny, a ranking member of the Committee,
expressed hopes that the rally would unite students

against the bill.

"This is an issue that concerns a lot of people and we
should get a good turnout." said Pheeny.
The form letter, which the student would send to the

senator from their home district, says that raising the

drinking age by one year". ..will not solve the problem (of

drunk driving) while it does unduly take away the rights of

adults in this age gproup."

The letter continues, stating "Men and women under 21

work, pay taxes, vote, and serve their country. It is very

unfortunate that the Commonwealth finds it necessary to

single out this sector of the adult population in this

manner."
Pheeny said that she did not know if other schools are

attempting to lobby senators in a similar manner. "I would

hope that they are," commented Pheeny.

Press ethics discussed at conference
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Who is responsible and what can be done when a college

newspaper prints something offensive to members of the

community it serves?

This was the question that "Campus Journalism: Social

Conflict and Freedom of the Press", a conference held in

the Campus Center yesterday, tried to answer.

More than 100 people attended the conference , which

was sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Office

of Human Relations, the Collegian and Nummo News. The
conference was held partly in response to charges of

editorial irresponsibility by the Collegian, and also as a

"continuation of past Collegian efforts to sponsor forums on

campus interests," Collegian editor in chief Joel Myerson
said.

Robert Trager, author of Student Press Rights and
College Student Press Law, said the Supreme Court has

ruled that Constitutional guarantees of press freedom
extend to the campuses of public colleges and universities,

but the right of free speech imposes heavy responsibilities

on the college journalist.

In the keynote address to the conference, Trager
presented "ethical questions that every journalist must
confront and answer," adding that, unlike other

professionals, "journalists have no strict guideposts."

Though it is "difficult to see just what the ethics of a

journalist should be, since we all have differing views of

the world, the concept of social responsibility in journalism

is very important," Trager said.

In a panel discussion following Tracfpr's speech, Phillip

Perlmutter, director of the Jewish Community Council in

Boston, said the responsibility is also on any offended

group or individual to protest the newspaper, and "not

give up the battle."

Perlmutter criticized other irresponsibilities of the press,

including "the sheer ignorance of many reporters who
cover something they know absolutely nothing about,..the

use of the first amendment for sloppy and irresponsible

reporting," and a lack of "accountability" in the press.

Michael Thelwell, a UMass Afro-American studies

professor and former college newspaper editor, said "the

difficulty the editors and reporters of the Collegian face is

the complex character of the constituency they serve."

College journalists "can be assured that one group or

another will be offended...by something you do," he said.

Panelist and Collegian editorial page editor Josh Meyer
said it is the responsibility of the Collegian "to encourage

debate on important issues whether they be right or not."

"By refusing to publish something that might ruffle a

few feathers, we risk the danger of lulling the community

into a false sense that nothing is wrong," he said.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, noting the Collegian is a

"vehicle of free expression", said "I do not believe it is a

principle to approach any issue, including free speech, as

an absolute," he said. "It always has to be moderated by

other concerns."

In discussion following the speeches, members of the

audience and the panel proposed to continue the dialogue,

and possibly improve community access to the Collegian

through a press council which would advise but not censor

the newspaper.

CoUegian pkotn hy Kevxn J Fachettt

CAMPUS JOURNALISM"A -panel discusses the ethical questions concerning college newspapers dur-

ing ajoumalimi conference entitled "Social Conflict and Freedom of the Press" lust night. The con-

ference was sponsored by the Collegian and the Office ofHuman Relations.

Inside:

SCERA helps UMass students p.3

Minutemen may make changes in key offensive positions . .p. 16

I'm a great believer in luck and Ifind th* harder I work the more 1 find of it.

"Steven Leacock
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JesseHelms tries

topreventKing holiday
WASHINGTON - The Senate, in a

bitter revival of the civil rights debates of

the 1960s, crushed 76 to 12 on Tuesday
efforts by Republican Jesse Helms to block

establishment of a federal holiday honoring

the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Leading a small group of conservatives,

the North Carolina Senator said King's

affiliations with "far left elements and

elements of the Communist Party USA"
disqualified him for status as a national

hero.

Supporters of a holiday to celebrate the

the civil right's leader's birthday denounced
Helms for running a "smear campaign."

Lebanese antagonists

will conferon Thursday
BEIRUT. Lebanon — Snipers killed two

Lebanese soldiers and wounded an Italian

member of the multinational force Tuesday,

and the government said Lebanon's

warring sects will hold their long-delayed

national reconciliation conference at Beirut

airport.

A statement on state-run Beirut radio said

President Amin Gemayel will participate in

the meeting Thursday of Moslem. Druse

and Christian leaders, aimed at ending

eight years of turmoil. It said U.S. Marines

and other members of the multinational

force patrolling the capital will guard them.

The conference was called for in the Sept.

26 cease-fire that reduced but did not halt

three weeks of civU war. Bickering over

where and when to hold the conference has

delayed the conference.

Digest
by the Associated Press

Boston helicopterpilot meets

fiery death inNewHampshire
HUDSON. N.H. - A helicopter pilot for a Boston

television station was killed in a fiery crash Tuesday

moments after issuing a desperate "Mayday" plea for help

and saying the craft's engine was failing.

Dennis Repole. 34. of Canton. Mass.. formerly of

Danbury. Conn., was killed about 9:45 a.m. when his

helicopter crashed into a parking lot and burst into flames.

"He was one of our best pilots. He flew for the military in

Germany." said E.W. Wiggins, vice president of Wiggins

Airways. He said the firm leased the Bell Jetranger

heUcopter to WCVB-TV. Channel 5.

"It would be pure speculation for me to say what caused

the crash. I suspect we won't know until there is a full

investigation." Wiggins said.

Mike Ciccarelli. a spokesman for the Federal Aviation

Administration in Boston, said flight controllers at the

airport in Manchester, N.H., received a call from a pilot in

distress at 9:43 a.m.

"The message was, Mayday! Mayday! Mayday! Channel

5 helicopter ... engine failure,*" Ciccarelli said.

Moments after the message, the helicopter crashed and

burned, Ciccarelli said.

Witnesses said the craft appeared to be trying to land

when it fell to the pavement and exploded.

"The minute it hit the ground, it burst into a ball of

flames," said James Munroe, who said he was looking out

of his apartment window at the site.

"I ran out with my fire extinguisher ... but I might as well

have had a toy water pistol. It was too late. She was gone,"

said Munroe, who lives at the Roosevelt Gardens apart-

ments.

Penn. citizens drill

for oil in backyards
ERIE, Pa. — A backyard boom in natural

gas wells has hit Erie County, where

homeowners, pizza shops, funeral homes,

churches, florists, and schools are drilUng

to tap into a potential bonanza.

"People are finding out that there's gas

just about everywhere you drill." saia

driller Ron Oberlander. who is backlogged

with 19 orders for wells and has a sbc-week

waiting list.

"Drilling for gas isn't a gamble anymore.

It's cheaper than a new car. and you can get

your investment back in six to eight years.

How can you go wrong'.'" he added as a

rotary drill bore through a yard.

But some utilities and gas producers

warn of trouble.

GarrettMorris offends
Tennessee audience
JOHNSON CITY. Tenn. - Former

"Saturday Night Live" comedian Garrett

Morris cut short his appearance at a college

homecoming after 100 patrons walked out

and a dean interrupted his act to tell him it

was too obscene.

"The trip wasn't lost. I certainly learned

a lot," Morris said later.

Morris was telling jokes about college,

parties and the differences between the

sexes Friday night before about 600 people

at East Tennessee State University.

Carl Purvis, president of the Student

Government Association, said sponsors

were looking for an entertainer who "would

appeal to an entire audience; who would

uphold an exciting, wholesome atmosphere

for homecoming."
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Mandatory Staff Meeting

Thursday at 7 pm
in the newsroom

Halloween special

and Collegian football game vs. B U Free Press

will be discussed

Auditions will be held for

News Reporters

for Headline News
1 p.m. Wednesday

at Union Video Center

call Joe 549-3716.
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Be First In Line

Warsaw
Philharmonic
Orchestra

; .r

Su^dav October 30

8 orr^

$11 $9 $7

Ballet

Gran Folklorico

De Mexico

Wednesday
\ovember 2 8 pm

$9 $7 $5

Stan Getz
and

Astrud Gilberto
Thursday

November 3. 8 prr\

sn $9 $7

Five College

Students '? Price

Tickets available at

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

Stop Et Shop
DATATIX outlets

Springfield Civic Ctr

Phone Charge
545 2511

1 800-243 4842

Wniversity of

Massachusetts

Amherst

Student Redemption Service starts up for the fall

Collcritui pkoto by Amijr Heller

GET YOUR MONEY BACK-(left to right) Mindy Ordway, David O'Neill. Jim Crosby and Lisa Vatske.

the Recycling Project Redemption Service Ubie, which began operating Monday.man

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The Student Redemption Service, where students may

return bottles and cans, opened Monday for the fall

semester.

Service administrator Jim Crosby, a sophomore political

science major, said members "were favorably impressed"

with the results of a two and a half-week trial period last

May.
The operation "went smooth" last year, and the only

problem this year is where to store the cans. "We share

garage space with transit and are searching for another

location." Crosby said.

The service operated above projections, but the South-

west Residential Area only turned in as many cans and

bottles as the Orchard Hill Residential Area which is one

third the size, assistant student administrator Mindy

Ordway said.

"We've fine-tuned our operation this year." Crosby said.

"My guess is that we will recieve about 10,000 cans a

week."
Advertising for the service will be concentrated on the

Southwest Area through the area's newsletter and with

posters, according to Crosby.

"The project pays out about $2000 a month for returned

containers. We're looking toward establishing a long term

service." Crosby said.

The Student Redemption Service is part of the Recycling

Project which collects waste paper, non-returnable glass

and newspaper campus wide.

The hours and locations of the service are as follows:

Northeast Residential Area: 4:30-6:30 p.m. Mondays in

Mary Lyons Dormitory recreation room; Central Area:

4:30-6:30 p.m. Tuesdays in the lobby of Franklin Dining

Commons; Orchard Hill: 4:30-6:30 p.m. Wednesdays in the

Webster Dormitory main lounge: Sylvan Residential Area:

4:30-6:30 p.m. Fridays in the recreation room of Brown
Dormitory; Southwest Area: 4:30 6:30 p.m. Thursdays

and 12:30-2:30 p.m. Saturdays in the Hampden Dining

Commons lobby; Campus Center Concourse: 1:00-3:00

p.m. Mondays and Thursdays.

Alleged assailant arrested Monday

for Village Inn stabbing incident
Amherst Police arrested a Crown Point

resident Monday and charged him with the

Monday morning stabbing of a Pelham

man.
Police said Ismael Martinez, 39, was ap-

prehended at 10:38 a.m. Monday in front of

the Amherst Post Office. A warrant charg-

ed Martinez with assualt with a dangerous

weapon and assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon.
Police said Martinez stabbed a 21 -year

old man in front of the Village Inn at 1 a.m.

Monday.
In other police action:

Police reported a larceny of goods valued

at more than $1300 from a storage area in

Presidential Apartments. Reported stolen

Monday night were a $135 Smith-Corona

portable electric typewriter and a substan-

tial wardrobe of women's clothing valued

at $1210.

Two people were arrested for driving

while intoxicated Monday. Robert C.

Seyfert, 27, of West Street, and Robert

Elliot Singleton, of Shea Street, were both

charged with driving while intoxicated.

GREGG BROWN

Women's centers are open

Collins to speak today on education
Rep. Jim Collins, D-Amherst and co-chair

of the Massachusetts Legislature Joint

Committee on Education, wUl speak on

current educational issues in a public

hearing today at the University of

Massachusetts.

Collins and co-Chair Gerard D'Amico, D-

Worcester, will speak from 4 to 8 p.m. at

the School of Education/Mark's Meadow
Auditorium on a study on education to be

released in December. Issues include

analysis of curriculum, student assessment,

equitable and efficient financing, professor

development and technok)gy in public

education today.

Collins will also speak to the

Undergraduate Student Senate at 7 p.m. in

room 163 of the Campus Center. Both

lectures are free and open to the public.

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

With a variety of events and programs

planned for the semester and the addition

of computer terminals for student use, the

Women's Centers in Northeast and

Orchard Hill/Central residential areas are

hoping to appeal to a broader group of

people and become more active than they

have in the past.

Last week the twQ. centers each had an

open house to introduce students to the

resources they have to offer and for

people to get to know each other.

"In the past the Center had a bad

reputation and a hard time. Women had

been intimidated thinking it was only for

serious feminists and they felt it was not a

bad valid resource," said Roberta Arena,

coordinator (rf the Orchard Hill/Central

Women's Center.

Besides having a computer terminal,

both centers have books, typewriters and

study space.

"The center can also be used as a

referral service to help women on a

variety of issues and men are able to use

the resources of the center as well,"

Arena said.

During the first week in November both

centers will be running a workshop on

rape for resident assistants on the east

side of campus, both male and female.

The object of the workshop is to teach

the RA's rape prevention methods and on-

the-spot counseling so they can deal with

students who have been victimized on a

one-to-one basis and be able to help them.

Depending on the response the centers

will then offer the workshop to the public.

Arena said.

Planned for later in the semester is a

women's student art exhibit in the art

gallery in the basement of Wheeler

Dormitory. It will be partially sponsored

by the Orchard Hill/Central Women's

Center.

As an ongoing event, Arena said she

wants to begin a Women's Career series

with different professional women

speaking on how they got started in their

careers and the pressures they had to

face.

Overall the Women's Centers are in-

terested in women helping and taking

confidence in themselves.

"We want to support women in thinking

positive and achieving their potential,"

Arena said.

SCERA: advocacy for the student
MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Student empowerment is the major goal of the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA)

at the University of Massachusetta, said activist and

feminist Tildy Turchinetz, a member of SCERA's

professional staff.

"SCERA is the research advocacy arm of the Student

Senate," Turchinetz. a 1980 University of Massachusetts

graduate in legal studies, said.

Being a "research advocacy arm" means the Senate

mandates which issues SCERA will research, as long as

they fall within SCERA's interests, she said. SCERA is

completely funded by the Student Senate.

SCERA was formed in 1978 when the Student Organizing

Project (SOP) and the Student Center for Educational

Research (SCER) merged.

Both organizations were developed with the goal of

creating a democratic university where students would

have more of a voice and more influence.

SCERA is divided into five teams. Turchinetz works on

three of the five: the Residential team, Women's Issues

Team and the Anti-Racism Team

.

The Residential Team deals with issues concerning the

dormitories on the UMass campus. The team is currently

developing an academic peer advising program for the

spring semester in Orchard HUl, Turchinetz said.

"The aim of the peer advising program wUI be to help

students with academic problems or just answer student s

questions," she said.

If the program is successful, it wUl eventually spread to

other residential areas, she said.

The Women's Issues team (WIT) is currently concerned

with educating the public about pornography.

"We will also be holding assertiveness training

workshops," she said.

"As women we have always been told that we cannot

speak in public, because we lack the skill and intelligence,

Turchinetz said.

The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERRF), is also part of SCERA. Although

CERRF is involved in many issues, it is most visible as an

abortion rights group, Turchinetz said. She stressed the

importance of keeping in constant contact with

Washington because legislators are constantly

manipulating the laws and passing bills. Many of these

actions never make news, she said,

"The WIT lobbies for legislation every Wednesday from a

table in the Campus Center," Turchinetz said.

"We take an activist focus by providing students with the

necessary materials to write letters to Congress and the

Senate from our table,"

The Anti-Racism team responds to racism in dorms. The

team is planning an anti-racism event on campus this

semester, she said.

"Student empowerment is our most important goal in aU

of these teams," Turchinetz said.

"Students at the University many times feel they have no

power over their own academic lives," Turchinetz said.

"They are always told that this is not the real world."

"This is the real world. Students can do something about

it. Students can learn the skills to be effective and to effect

change," she said.

Collegian photo by Andy Heller

WE HELP YOU--SCERA staff member, Tildy Tur-

chinetz, works to help students at the University of

Massachusetts.
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Coming this Saturday,

October 22.

A huge free picnic to

celebrate the grand opening

of the new
Bread & Circus

Natural Food Supermarket

at the

Mountain Farms Mall

on Route 9 in

Hadley, Massachusetts.

If you can't wait to taste our delicious foods:

Bread & Circus will be open for business

starting Tuesday October 18th.

Watch for more information

GRADUATE
FORUM
The Graduate School

and the Graduate Student Senate invite you to attend

the Graduate Forum, featuring an address by:

Dr. Leon Tabah

who will speak on

"Main Substantive Issues Before the International

Conference on Population - Mexico City, 1984"

Sunday evening, October 23, 1983

at 7:15 pm
Memorial Hall

Dr. Tabah is the Director, Population Division,

United Nations/Assistant Secretary General

of the International Population Conference,

Mexico City, in August 1984.

Cheese and wine reception following the address

Hours 9-9 Monda^atur^a^l2-6Sundavs

V<^><"^rf<"^rf<^J«^.K^^-"

Isn't it time you got on ''A''

The Student Note & Printing Service

Con Heip!

If you ore currently enrolled in ony of

the following courses. . .

Astron 100 - Arny Econ 104 B - Helm

Astron 100 - Van Blerkhom Econ 104 C - Duguay

Botany 100 - Shapiro Econ 104 D - Gibson

COINS 121 - Kulikowski FS & N 101 - Clydesdale

COINS 123 Orenstein FS & N 130 - Bert

COINS 250 Weiss Geol 103 - Yuretich

Econ 103 B, C - Edwards Psych 150 C - Simonson

Econ 103 D - Resnick Physics 161 - Koffler

Econ 103 E - Rivera-Batiz Physics 162 - Quinton

Econ 104 A - Deere Zoo 102 - Searsy

•then come to

StHllttllt

note
&l»vlntiiig

400 Student Union (upstoirs)

OPEN: M-Th 9-5 Fri 10-3

T«l. 545-2271
Good quolity locture notes for o voluoble study old

(th# rost is up to you)
*.-^j«"^k'

OuTWARd ANd UpWARd • . . NATURE^ tNe liiyilT

UMass EMployEE

TAkES TO rhE skiES

By MARY CRESSE
Colleegian Staff

She decided to keep it quiet at first,

just for the sake of harmony. Or the

supposed bliss that goes along with

ignorance. Whatever the reason, Nancy

Olszewski didn't tell her mother the first

time she went out parachuting because she

knew, she says, her mother "would not

care for it at all."

Well, it's three years and alx)ut 115

jumps later, and Olszewski's mother has

become used to the idea, and almost,

almost, approved when she witnessed her

daughter landing in the family's yard a

short while ago.

Well, her mother accepts it now. Her ex

pilot father never really had any objections

to it from the start, and Nancy Olszewski is

jumping. And working at UMass.

<'<>llepan photii hv Amly Heller

Nancy Olszewski . . .

. . ."partly fun, partly hobby"

There are some people besides Nancy
Olszewski's mother who believe

parachuting is dangerous (an opinion,

previously noted, that had been shot down
by the sportswoman herself); one reporter's

friend, for instance, once labelled it "a

perverse death wish." or something, he

said, that people with loose granola for

brains do in their spare time.

It is not cause for worry. Nancy Olszewski

and almost any other parachutist will tell

you. so long as you work on your ground

skills when learning and follow the in

structions.

"It's partly fun, partly hobby, and

something I don't thing I'd compete in

because for me. it's just sport. " Olszewski

shrugged. "But that's what I love about it.

I learn more and more every time I go up.

and I never stop learning. People don't

think of parachuting as a sport, really, but

it is. And what they don't realize is that the

challenge comes. It takes you a few jumps

to get the basics down, but it comes after,

too."

Like canoeist Dr. James Abel (see ac

companying article) Olszewski may be

considered an "average" UMass employee,

who like many of her peers, is showing the

community that she and other members of

the University faculty and staff are not so

very "average." that they find the time to

let go after leaving campus, and let UMass

help them along at the same time.

Olszewski and Abel prove being a student

isn't a requirement for enjoying the Umie

experience.

Olszewski is a 29-year-old staffer of the

Small Business Development Center at the

School of Business Administration. She is

also a member of the UMass Sports

Parachute Club (which also boasts as

participants a couple of faculty members),

and is a reservist in the U.S. Air Force.

Originally from Deerfield. Olszewski has

been working for the University since 1972.

She is tall, slender, and sort-spoken.

She doesn't seem quite like anyone who'd

be popping out of a plane at thousands of

feet...

Olszewski started out like many other

parachutists at UMass. having taken the

UMass club's initial diving course, which

trained her, basically, in four hours of

ground training, and then more hours of

ground training the morning of the flight.

After six jumps, she performed her first

freefall. and shed her student status after

24 jumps. Now an experienced jumper, she

only spends $1 for every thousand feet she

jumps. She is now into what parachutists

call "relative"that is, maneuvers with one

or more people.

"I don't consider what I do anything

special," Olszewski said. "I just consider it

something I do every weekend that I have

fun doing." At UMass. That is the beauty

of it.

^W »^'.«fllUII

Photo nrurteiry ofJim Abel

CKUISIN' DOWN THE HIVtJR White water cammng Is only a part'of the Jim
Abel's unldemess program.

HeaItIi SERviCES SURqEON AbEl

ENjoys ^TancI oF MidNiqliT Sun''
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

When Dr. Jim Abel returns from his

annual eight-week summer camping trip,

he brings with him no T-shirts or bumper
stickers shoutin "This body,' or "This car"

climbed "Mt. Washington," nor does he

travel with hundreds of people, or has

never, in fact, encountered any other

campers other than his companions. None
at all. That is a given.

For when Dr. Abel and his companions go

camping, they do not-and literally cannot-

emerge from their campgrounds except by

airlift.

Dr. Abel goes to the Arctic Circle, the

expansive tundra of the uppermost tip of

northeastern Canada.

Abel and his companions, most of the time

university students, canoe the Whitewater

rivers from late June to early August every

year, on a trip that, as Abel says, "can

make the most outgoing person in the world

turn out to be a coward, or the most timid,

shy person to be the strongest leader in the

group."

Abel and his companions, in short, flirt

with the section of the wilderness that can

be dangerously capricious, and can at one

moment be 105 degrees and plunge within

minutes to near freezing.

And he takes from 16-20 novices a year.

A physician at the University of

Massachusetts Health Services, Abel was
once, he says, "an overweight smoker who
smoked up to two packs a day" who decided

in the middle of the night a few years ago to

change his life style.

And what resulted was a once-a-year trip

that has no official title, no sponsor, and is

done for no particular reason. Laura

Gullion, Abel's co-organizer says it is to

"have fun;" you "do it because you feel like

doing it."

"We go up there to live, really live, for

eight weeks," Abel says.

"True adventure is rare, and one of the

strongest affirmations of life. And there

Photo rotirteiiy ofjtm AM
WHEN DAY
IS DONE-
Although the

sun doesn 't

set in the

"Land of the

Mi dnight
Sun, " the

day, the
work, the
adventure is.

are very few places to find that, except in

the deep wilderness, where you really have
to rely on your own judgement and your
own skills to get yourself out of a situation

which could be fatal or somehow seriously

injure you."

"The itenerary seems simple." Abel
laughs. After preparing the novices in a

two-week training camp. Abel and Guillon's

group, usually "comprised of no more than
20," Guillon says, "any more than that

would be dangerous," in any number
between three and six canoes, takes a bus
into northern Canada and then files by
floater plane into the tundra where they

will expect to have no other contact with

anyone else, except maybe members of

mining camps, for the next eight weeks.

When the trip is completed, floater planes

contacted earlier by Abel fly the group out

again, where they board busses for home.

The program began in 1972 when a

Spokane, Wash., high school teacher

wanted to start a program to place students

in a challenging situation.

Abel began his involvement when another

organizer of the group at a Washington
State college responded (five years late) to

his answer of an advertisement for a doctor

to go on one of the trips.

"I got this call in the middle of the night

and this guy says to me. 'You want to go to

the Arctic Circle' and I said ..yes..."

When the program lost its sponsor in 1980,

Abel had the choice of taking the program
or letting it fold.

He took it.

GuUion, a UMass graduate, became in-

volved when she saw one of Abel's

slideshows on the subject and "I was
drawn." This coincided with her desire to

leave her jobs as reporter for the

Springfield Union and the Greenfield

Recorder.

"It just got to the point where my job was
just taking so much out of me...then I

joined Jim here, and really got into the

sport. It made me feel so much better in

terms of being physically fit, knowing just

how much I was getting out of a situation

and what I could give to it."

Both Abel and Gullion. however, don't

seem to mention these views very often, or
want to. They are wary of giving the wrong
impression of the purpose of the trip as

beine something other than an outing trip.

"You'll find people who approach you
wanting to go on the trip and they'll say 'I

want to go on this trip because I need to get

my head together and get organized and
find where I wanna go in life and how I

wanna get there...," Abel says with a wave
of his hand.

"We're not that. We have our own
'purpose' like any other trip but we're not a

'personal growth' program, not designed to

'shape you up'. It's what happens, but it's

not the program's intention, per se."

Gullion and Abel do not advertise. It is

only recently that they have been getting

responses even from their families, who
have considered having a go in the Arctic.

Gullion's husband, for one is volunteering.

What will married life be like in the

tundra? she was asked.

"Well, if he expects any hot food, he's

crazy."
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ready...set...save money.

andgeta

Freefor the swift: The first 200 people who buy two of the new, hit CBS
records or cassettes shown here will receive a giant full-color poster ofaCBS
artist or group! These store display posters are limited edition instant

collectors' items ... not available for sale. Better hurry in ... or all you'll get

will be the giant savings!

HUEY LEWIS AND
THE NEWS

SPORTS
includtng

Heart And Sool
The He»r1 Of Rock AnO Boll

I WanI A New Dfug/Thin Line

CHEAP TRICK
NEXT POSITION PLEASE

including

Dancing The Night Away/I C»nl IMte tt

VOYOYVBorderline/Heavens Falling

SPANDAU BALLET
TRUE
including

Lifeline /Communication / True

Foundation /Pleasure

SAGA
lllvXDS OH TALKS

including
The Flyer/Cat Walk

Social Orphan /The Pitchman
The Vendena (Still Helpless)

mcKV SK \(;c;s
IM)\ IClllvVI l\
OIK ii()\ii:i(m\

including

A Wound Time Can t Erase
Don t Ctieat In Out Hometown

Honey (Open That Door)/Uncle Pen
Children Go Where I Send Thee

ELVIS COSTEUO
& THE AHRACTIONS
PUNCH THE CLOCK

including
Everyday I Wrtte The Book

The Greatest Thmg/Pills And Soap
Shipbuilding/The Invisible Man

E.L.a
SKCRET MKSSA(;ES

including

Rock N Roll Is King/Danger Ahead
Four Little Diamonds /Tram Of Gold

Bluebird

i

FASTWAY
including

Easy Livin /Feel Me Tbuch Me
(Do Anything You Want)/We Become One

Say What Vbu Will

CULTURE CLUB
KISSING TO BE CLEVER

ALDO NOVA
SUBJECT ALDO NOVA

including
Hold Back The Night

Monkey On Your Back/Hey Operator

Cry Baby Cry/Victim Ot A Broken Heart

includinq

I

Do You Really Want To Hurt Ma
I

T.mr ciocn Qi The- Heart) I II Tumole 4 Ya
I Ti Aifaid ot Me I Remit |/ Love Tvwist

BONNIE TYLKR
^FASTER THAN THE SPEED OF NIGHT

including
Total Eclipse Of The Heart

Faster Than The Speed Ot Night

Have You Ever Seen The Rain'

Its « Jungle Out There/Take Me Back

CBS Record and Cassette Salel
2(n) iKislcrs Hi THch stort' Uxalioii whilr supplies last

Available at Strawberry's in Springfield

EDITORIAL/OPINION
JX'X-:-: ^m^

Local issues need SGA attention
The Undergraduate Student Senate will probably

allocate $400.00 at their next meeting to the Students

Against Militarism and the UMass Peacemakers to op-

pose the deployment of Cruise and Pershing II missiles in

Europe. They will do this in the same way they voted to

keep United Technologies Corporation out of the Cam-

BUI Collins
pus Center, to support "US out of El Salvador" cam-

paigns, to call for a Nuclear Freeze, and to oppose draft

registration. The student government on this campus
will continue to spend their time and our money on

political issues of national and international proportions.

When vf\\\ they realize that the students of this campus
want their student government to address university

issues -i.e. the lack of study space, the lack of dormitory

space, the lack of parking space, the quality of our educa-

tion, oversubscribed courses, ineffective tenured pro-

fessors, rising fees, proposed tuition hikes, etc., etc.

When will they realize that the Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATF) fee is for student activities not student

politics.

These are only a few of the questions I've been asking

myself since becoming a senator last semester. I feel it is

necessary that these questions be asked, especially now
as the Student Senate begins its 1983-1984 session with

many new senators. It is my intention that these ques-

tions will bring about conversation, debate, and hopefully

some answers.

Why do the students in the Residential Areas (who are

in the majority at UMass) sit back and allow the Com-
muters to dominate their student government? Don't

they know that the SGA co-presidents, the treasurer, the

speaker, and all the chairpersons of the various senate

committees are all commuters? Don't they realize that

interests unique to the Residential Areas will be

neglected? Does it bother them that some of the students

holding positions in student government are Continuing

Education students? Does anyone believe that Con Ed
students, who take as little as one course, adequately

represent the interests of full-time students living in the

dorms? In 1975 the Area Governments are allocated

$10.24 per student. In 1983-1984, Area Governments

were allocated $8.40 per student. Doesn't it bother

students that the monies to enlarge the size of student

government payroll and to support the dozens of special

interest groups over the years have been at the expense

of Area programming?
When 6000 students signed a petition to support a

senate reorganizational plan last spring, why did the

senate dramatically change the plan in committee?

When 6 of the 7 Area Governments called for a Constitu-

tional Convention, why were they ignored? Why is it tak-

ing so long for the SGA to submit its Constitution for ap-

proval by the Board of Trustees? Since it was last ap-

proved in 1947, does it take more than 36 years to do?

And exactly why haven't the Constitutional Bylaws been

printed since 1979, with virtually no copies in existence?

Or why is UMass the only place in the galaxy that uses

Sturgis's Rules of Parliamentary Procedure (which ap-

pears to be out of print and unavailable except by special

order from the publisher). Isn't it unfair if only a small

circle of individuals know what the bylaws are or what

the parliamentary procedure is? Do student government

leaders want us to ask these questions?

I do know the answer to that one. They don't. If you

want to know the answers to the other questions get in-

volved. If your dorm doesn't have a senator, become

one. If it does, then let him or her know how you feel

about these and other issues. The student government

deals with 1.8 million dollars of student money, 96 dollars

of which is yours. You deserve to have a say.

Bill Collins is a SGA SencUorfrom Southwest

Letters———^—^—^^^^^-^—
Abortions are never easy
To the Editor,

I direct this letter to a Mr. Jeffrey C. Ives and his

editorial of October 13. 1983. Honestly. Mr. Ives, I do not

care whether you endorse abortion or not. I hope you and

someone you love never have to face the agonizing decision

of an unplanned pregnancy. But. do realize how many

people you offend by referring to abortion as the "easy way

out"; and, kindly, if you can't refrain from that expression,

keep it to yourself

.

, j .

I am astounded by your insensitivity: surely you do not

believe abortion to be "easy"? Are you totaUy unaware of

the anguish of a woman who might choose an abortion?

Try Mr. Ives to imagine what a pregnant woman might

think of as she grieves over a no win decision that wUl

affect every aspect of her Ufe. Imagine the feeUngs as she

wonders how to teU her boyfriend, her parents her little

sister Imagine the looks on their face, as she might;

imagine how wretched she might be to see pregnant

women, babies in carriages- suddenly thousands of

reminders of the choice she must make alone. Imagine how

she dreads the day of the procedure; imagine how ^raid of

damnation she must be as she lies on that table; and the

haunting fears later of whether she did the right thing.

Mr. Ives, do try to realize that no abortion IS ever easy .

Lisa Carmichael
Southwest

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

to editing for clarity and length.

Stylish but no
substance
I'd been waiting all semester for mail, and

last week my prayers were finally answered.

Sitting patiently in my mailbox was a pale blue

envelope with color-coordinated sealing wax and a mat-

ching commemorative postage stamp. It was addressed in

calligraphy. There is but one person in the entire world

who sends forth such epistles, and her name is Rona.

And like last week's invitation to her housewarming,

Rona is classy. In fact. Rona is what is often referred to (by

low-Ufes such as myself) as a "beautiful person." She's

moving up in the world. And because I'm moving only

laterally, I wasn't so sure I wanted to accept her invitation.

Unfortunately, though, curiosity got the best of me.

We need writers

Elizabeth Luciano

I was sorry the minute she opened the door. She looked

like a model for Filene's. Rona has three closets full of

clothes and is working towards a fourth. Her clothing is

conservative, tailored, and made of expensive yet durable

fabrics. Her peach-toned make-up was obviously Clinique,

and it complemented her features perfectly. I shifted

uncomfortably in my Levi's.

"Hi." I said uncertainly.

"You're the first one here!" she clasped my hand and gave

me a peck on the cheek, the same way you greet distant

relatives. "So glad you could make it."

"Thanks," I said, "Where's the bathroom?" I'm nothing if

not candid and it had been quite a long bus ride.

"It's the second door on the right." Rona smiled, busying

herself by artistically arranging Brie on a butcher block

cutting board.

It's a good thing she directed me; I would've mistaken

her powder room for a spa. The bathtub was the size of a

hot tub, and it was surrounded by a jungle of plants, all of

them watered. Washing my hands presented a real

problem: was I actually supposed to use the rose shaped

guest soaps, or were they just for show? What about the

towels? They hardly seemed big enough to dry more than a

few square millimeters of skin. Are guests really allowed

to use guest towels? I decided against asking, and kind of

air driwi by hands by flinging them around a bit. hoping I

wasn't lousing up that germ free environment.

"Your living room looks great. " I told Rona generously,

on my return. Everything was dark wood or brick and

looked deliberately country.

"It's early American." she smiled. "How have you

decorated?" .

"Scholarly Spartan." I replied thoughtlessly, then tried

to atone for my faux pas by complimenting her on a small

coffee-colored rug.
., onn ••

"It's Persian." Rona told me. "I got it for a song- $1,^0.

"Mine only cost seven bucks." I shrugged.

"A Persian carpet?" she gasped.

"It's more like an overgrown bathmat. actually." I said,

placing a sneakered foot on her thousand dollar in-

vestment.
.

"Only with socks." she quietly chided me. A tiny poodle

sidled in from the kitchen and nudged her on the leg. "Liz.

I'd like you to meet Pookie. Pookie goes to obedience

school. She was just promoted to second grade!" Rona

crooned.

"Does she plan to do graduate work eventually/ i

asked. Oops. Foot-in-mouth. again.

"Would you like some chablis?" Rona changed the

subject artfully.

"I'm kind of into beer, myself," I admitted.

"I have some imported ale," she suggested, the perfect

hostess.

"No Old Milwaukee?" I whined.

"How about some freshly ground coffee or blackcurrant

tea?" Rona said.

"How about instant Sanka or Lipton's flow through/ I

countered.
,

"I have some freshly squeezed orange juice, she offered.

"I like Tang," I snapped, "and I like to drink it out of

Snoopy glasses, not Waterford goblets."

"Would you like something to eat?" she asked nicely.

"I haven't had breakfast," I admitted, "got any cold

pizza?"

"I've got a few croissants." Rona said delicately.

"No Cocoa Puffs?" I pleaded. It was damned near obvious

I'd be going hungry. She shook her head. "Frankenberry?

Froot Loops?" No luck.

"Why don't we put on some music." Rona said, "Do you

like Baroque?"

"I'm not into the punk scene," I told her loftily. She

emitted a cough that sounded suspiciously like a poorly-

disguised laugh. "Look, Rona." I confessed, "I just don't

understand the way youve changed since high school. Why
have you forsaken 'Laverne and Shirley" for 'Brideshead

Revisited? What ever happened to your penchant for

Tupperware?"

"Look, Liz," she explained. "I'm leading a modern,

exciting, and cultured life."

Now all she needs are some modern, exciting, cultured

friends to lead it with. Nobody else ever did show up at

that housewarming...

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian Columnist
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"S^-v^ RENT A VCR

for only $9.95 a day

NCLUDES ONE MOVIE (deposit requiredl

• Rentals

• Sales
• Service

Hundreds of titles to choose from

including recent releases, foreign, and classic filnns.

RC/I AMITSUBISHI

Panasonic ATARIyK

'O

PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in searcit of

RESERVATIONS SALESASSOCIATES

SOPHOMORES...JUNIORS...SENIORS...GRAD STUDENTS

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE You'll be the first point

of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate

scheduling and price information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.

You'll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT and you will have a

flexible work schedule that fits in with your classes.

THEJOBOFFERSALL THIS:

/Advanced l/ideo
26 NORTH KING St NORTH/4MPTON MK01060 (413)586-6501

^^•^mmmm-m.^^^^.-^ OPEN SUNDAYS 12-5 _^.«——^-^—

D
in

o

$5.00 an hour to start—with regularly

scheduled raises

UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but

spouses, too, after 30 days of employment)

FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

Minimum of 4 hours per day

Minimum of 20 hours per week

Maximum of 40 hours per week

TO QUALIFY you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currently enrolled, be articulate—and

have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must.

SEE YOUR CO-OP EDUCATION OFFICE, 110 THOMPSON HALL
FOR INFORMATION AND TO SIGN UP.

PEOPLExpress WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON WEDS. OCT. 26, 1983.

Equal Opportunity Employer M F

Local hardcore
exhilarating
THE PROLETARIAT
Soma Holiday
(Non-U/Radiobeat LP)

DYS
Brotherhood

(X-Claim LP)

PAJAMA SLAVE DANCERS
All You Can Eat

(cassette)

By Gerard Cosloy

CoUepian Staff

Hardcore; exhilaratinK and exhul)erent when bands take

other forms and break new ground (Minutemen. Minor

Threat), moronic and muddled when hands stay on the

same treadmill (MDC, Dead Kennedys). Despite their oc-

casionally electric live performances. DYS' vmyl debut

takes the latter course-a badly produced, unimaginative

heavy metal/HC crossover void of power or spirit.

Vocalist Dave Smallee might lie an agreeable enough

fellow to talk to, but his "gonna get you" sentiments on

"The Girl's Got Limits" only serve to further people's

view of the Boston HC scene as mostly sexist (Smallee's

probably joking, but I'm not too amused by his choice of

targets). The one bright spot would have to l)e "Escape",

DYS getting more introsj>ective and less concerned alK)Ut

overblown topics like "unity".

Where DYS veer close to being generic HC. W. Mass

Pajama Slave Dancers don't make the mistake of Uiking

themselves too seriously. Their 24-song cassette (plus free

KISS necklace) showcases a wide variety and .stances,

from the (intended?) pop h(K)ks of "Modern Romance" to

their anit-wet lil)eral diatribe on "Valley Advocate" ("no

one would read it/no one would try it/no one would touch

it/if they had to buy it Valley Advocate/didn't know

hippies could type . . ."). To give you a lK4ter idea of just

how original these guys are, their last appearance trM)k

place last weekend at the (irocery, a Northampton

delicatessen. With several dozen fans (give or take a few

stunned onl(K)kers/diners) crammed into the tiny Main St.

restaurant, PSD stumbled through a pretty OK 'greatest

hits' set, "highlighted" by drummer John Long's tear-

jerking rendition of the Brady Bunch theme. Real

transcendent stuff. « , . ».

Best of the bunch would have to be the Proletariat s

long-awaited Srnna Holiday, a viroilic 18-song c<)llection

that leaves most of today's "political" looking like the

weak pretenders they are. The Proletariat's guitar and

vocal range recalls those of early Gang of Four and Killing

Joke- the clipped voice of Rich Brown throwing out

fragments rather than lyrics. Frank Michael's guitar fir-

ing layered textures rather than buzzsaw incompetence.

Songs like "Decorations" ("cloth on a pole/medals on the

shirt/bullets thru the chest"). "Bread & Circus or the

unrecorded "Marketplace" ("if 1 had a chance/I d hope for

a chance") aren't intended to shove any specific point-of-

view down your throat. Like their two closest peers on

the US hardcore front, the Minutemen and Husker IM,

the Proletariat are brave enough to let their audience

think for itself, either in deciphering the meaning behind

non-dogmatic lyrics, or to try a three-piece band that

won't conform to standard HC lack of depth.

^

RYSMAPJ

Halloween Hovelty
ond

TheotricQl Supplies

Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else

« ^
check our low, low prices

H.L.CHILDS & SON

75 State Street Northampton ^ 584-2604 |

International Piano Competition prizewinner, Alan

Marks, will perform at 8 p.m. this evening in the

Fine Arts Center. Marks is recognized as one of the

premiere artists of today and has been called "ver-

satile, individual musically sensitive and com-

municative" by the Los Angeles Times. Tickets are

$5.00 for general public and half price for 5-college

students. For further information, call 545-25n.
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Vc OFF
glistening, gleaming

14K gold jewelry plus

a free bracelet offer!

14K gold bracelets and chains

7.99 TO 347.49 Rfcii ism to 694 99
... . .1 , . , •rif in M.r.yl, ; .<' ,v t .M'

• .|>c I. a<'. I 111,11 Find ; 16 16 1H ^0

and 24.ir.':h lengths Nui <• umn i»»UMi n < Ki^ihi

14K gold earrings

9.99 TO 49.99reg 1999109999
A 'a- '

I ^'.dtjIP s»^'P( ti. .n ,
,t r-. ;,•, • [j,!'-, (,, !: '

14K gold charms
5.49 TO 49.99 REG 1099109999

ir ;"i '.II" ,,".11.'OS i>ju'
.

.1' ,!vU".

Med'ls irmi£i5 'ei'gious Tiedais a^d Tio'e The'r s

a chaim to' everyone'

'--V»l

».. ,„||,|
'''^'

'

UM,,

Bracelets and chains enlarged to show detail.
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14K gold charmholder and charms
Charmhoider, reg 34 99 sale 17.49

Horn, reg 19 99 sale 9.99

l^rge puffed heart, reg 49 99 sale 24.99

#1 Mom. reg 29 99 sate 14.99

fi
r

i
b

Ki>»S; .i ? :•'

>

REG 59 99 SALE 29.99

m

REG 34 99 SALE 17.49

'>

REG 89 99 SALE 44.99

1

^' s«a„..:..:..:.:;;..::. ,f x.jr'

REG 17 99 SALE 8.99 EA. REG 19 99 SALE 9.99 EA. REG 24 99 SALE 12.49 EA. REG 49 99 SALE 24.99

M^MI w
^1

REG 44 99 SALE 22.49 REG 45 99 SALE 22.99

04vi^-

'^>::

\*^" aJ*..JF
^t.

REG 27 99 SALE 13.99 EA. REG 29 99 SALE 14.99 EA. REG 29.99 SALE 14.99 EA. REG 39.99 SALE 19.99 REG 59 99 SALE 29.99 REG. 79.99 SALE 39.99

t4^

REG 34 99 SALE 17.49 EA. REG 34 99 SALE 17.49 EA. REG 39 99 SALE 19.99 EA.

J^4

\,^ .5-3

.-#:

REG 54.99 SALE 27.49 REG 79 99 SALE 39.99 REG 99.99 SALE 49.99

t*-'-'*'"*^^ ._v.~<~^™.,r

REG 44 99 SALE 22 49 EA. REG 59.99 SALE 29.99 EA. REG 69 99 SALE 34.99 EA. REG 99 99 SALE 49.99

*>**iii^

REG 99,99 SALE 49.99 REG 99 99 SALE 49.99

Shop Companies

Gift boxes availabte.

Pictured styles are representative

of the group Styles may vary by store

CNJ

^^P^^^^ ^H |H|One The Stop

BmiIkH
THERE'S ALWAYSANEW REASON TO SHOPBRADLEES

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD

Buy a special gift of gold for that

special person now at these terrific

savings and pay later. Use our layway.

MasterCard

ffing and ^abazz speak at press conference
'KSON

jjjjgj. fathers insUlled in them individual self esteem. they are not as dynamic as the leaders of the revolt

ndent >>j ..,„„ t„„„i.* *^ uu^ mv.<>ir " aaiH Shaha?? "It's It ATtrt. of 60's and 70's were.

By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts was privileged on
Saturday. October 15 to have on its campus Yolanda King
and Atallah Shabazz, daughters of Martin Luther King, Jr.

and Malcom X, respectively and founders of the theater
company, Nucleus, Inc.

King and Shabazz were at UMass for a one night per-

formance at Bowker Auditorium of the play, "Stepping

Into Tomorrow" - a reunion of six friends ten years after

graduating from high school. They also held a 40 minute
press conference at the Campus Center earlier Saturday.

It was wondered how the union of these two women came
into exsistence being that their fathers were from opposite

backgrounds and both possessed separate approaches to

the same perspective.

"It was the* result of the energy of spirit that had been left

stagment by their death," said Shabazz. King and Shabazz

physically met while having their pictures taken for an

article which appeared in EBONY magazine.

Thier fathers installed in them individual self esteem.

"I was taught to like myself," said Shabazz. "It's a sort of

arrogance that my first grade teacher didn't quite un-

derstand."

It was that sense of pride and self worth that King and

Shabazz tried to bring across in their work.

King and Shabazz made an effort to promote the

realization of similarities of these basic fundamental needs

that we all desire, King said. This realization came

through in their characters from "Stepping Into

Tomorrow."
The play is a piece that deals with the individual and the

importance of his/her needs. "It talks about personal inner

strengths," said King. "It is a question of the have and the

have nots; a universal statement rather than a black

statement, not only to the United States, but to the

world," she said.

Both women reflected on the past when they were asked

about black leaders of today and if in fact they do exist.

Shabazz and King believe that there are black leaders but

they are not as dynamic as the leaders of the revolutionary

eO's and 70's were.

The leaders of today are "comfortable" with their position

and do not wish to sacrifice it.

"What we are fighting for is not as clearly defined as it

had been," said King. "Many people had approached me to

say that my father could have been president if he had

lived. No! That would have meant that he would have to

work within the system and that meant compromises," she

said.

Many of us look for leaders, people to lead us and that is

reflected in film, books and theatre. King said--Is he the

one?

"Every single one of you is a leader," added Shabazz.

In regards to her role in the play. King recalled a student

approaching her at a high school in Connecticutt and

saying, "thank you for being honest with me so I can be

honest with myself." "It's that kind of gratification that

makes it all worthwhile," said King.

1

a[§§^vetee-«hirts
Optimism steps into tomorrow

CUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
T-shirts • Painters Caps • Jackets

Baseball Hats • Sweatshirts

• Greek Lettering •

• Lettering While You Wait •

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Fraternities • Sororities • Cbtbs

HAMPSHIRE MALL
586-9205

HADLEY

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

In many avenues of the media, it is rarely

seen that stories of failure among blacks

can turn into stories of success. However,

on Saturday night at Bowker Auditorium,

the New York-based theater group

Nucleus, Inc. changed this stereotype.

With a one night performance of "Stepp-

ing into Tomorrow", the theater ensemble

presented a kaleidoscope of the problems

most young blacks face today.

Using a high school reunion as the set-

ting for its characters to start thinking of

past decisions and their results, the story

opens when six good friends from Filmore

High meet to see Debbie (Yogi Lee) on her

opening night as a night club singer. They

arrive a day early, and the friends who of-

fered each other support and company

while in high school start to reminisce on

their past school years.

Each fictional character, along with

hisAier personal story, with no doubt gave

the audience a sense of familiarity with

each case presented. The story aJso of-

fered hope. Fred, played by Horace L.

Sheffield, III as one who "dribbled (his) ball

to school and from school" and whose

dream as a professional player was shat-

tered by a knee injury becomes Coach at

Filmore High. Denise, played by Yolanda

King who "pregnant and fourteen" was

forced to "grow up long before (she) need-

ed to," tried not to inherit welfare from her

mother and finished college.

Genea, played by veteran performer, Elly

Long Marshall, is a high school dropout

who is attracted by the stage lights. She

later finds out that "yesterday's glamour

don't pay today's rent" and becomes a

nurse; Atallah Shabazz, Nucleus' co-

director, "special Michelle", a versatile

person while in high school and in college

finds herself "dribbling and dabbling into

many different areas" because of her

parents divorce, the union that made her.

After an attempted suicide that makes her

realize the beauties in life, Michelle

becomes a teacher.

Singer, musician, songwriter and pro-

ducer, Fred Well played Harry, a pudgy

man, who after realizing his friends were

only interested in his supply of reefer,

realizes that "I was somebody being me."

Harry, who used reefer to overcome his

shyness, always learned a lesson, a fact

that attracted him to preach.

The optimism every character revealed

gave the audience not only a sense of

understanding and of the blunt realities of

life, but also a view of the many
possibilities that are at one's grasp.

Third World Caucus meeting tonight at

5:30 p.m. at the Office of Third World Af-

fairs, 308 Student Union Building.

\i\e\ your career off to a flying start. Become a

lM.\riin-' aviator !( you're a college freshman.

Lsophomore or junior, you could qualify for

lour undergraduate Officer Commissioning

[Program and be guaranteed flight school

l.ifter graduation. All training is conducted

Fly with the finest.
during the summer. There are nc on-campus

drills. Plus, you receive .$100 a month during

the school year

Seniors can qualify for the graduate ( )fficer

Commissioning Program and ,itlend training

after graduation.

Tins IS an excellent op| h .rti i;iiK li > jm >w \( >ur-

M'lf ami Higst the iH'st <ind start olf ,fe'

makingfroinS17i)()()|()$_':V(;(i()

a year See if vou nieasur*' u\>

Check out the Manne Coq >s ( )tfi-

cer Commissioning Programs

^^:-^

MBA

Schciicclad\, New York

wma?.

'^^S^^^'W
4i!«»"'

KMffl^^-"jd.TVWan'**

Ntayb^y""^*"

See 1st Lt. Schiffer

17 & 18 Oct. in Student Center

or call collect at (203) 772-2168

Sliidrnl-- sTiiii)'" .iboul their long

tiTm lanrr kniiw I hey ncfd In

inipri'ss ihrir ntxl employer I hey

.ilsn v.;ilue nn edui iilmn I hat allows
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INION LOI I.Kdl-. offer- a balatue

Ulween \,iluatile enlrv level --kills

ind a tiroad [xTsih-i live ot the

manaK<Tial priM ess I.earninK lakes

plate in aioiinenial atmosphere ol

(lasses with tvpualK IcN^er than I'll

students ( liitside oi i lass lai uli \

•tre happ\ to provide indi\i<hial

assisiani e

At INK >N students are en

. oura^ed to aii|iiire some depth in

an area of inie-est Ui them With

the Private Se( lor MHA thev i hoose

Irom torn ent rations in Manage
ment I'laiinin^ and ( ontrol. I'rodiu

Hon Man.iK'nienl International

Management and Computer Inlor

malion Systems The rore in Health

Systems Administration, one of

three aitrediled programs in New
York Slate, prepares students for

an ex( itinn ( areer in the expandinK

(leld of manaRinK the nation s

health servK es .A core in

A( c oiinling \* ill lie availahle to

prepare students for a eareer in

puhlu ai (iiuntinn

Ct.nsider the MBAal INION
Von mav qualify lor a partial

I lilt Km waiver or lor a jjradtiate

assistantship with a full liMtmn

\vaiver and a sti|«nd (.M.A I

SI ores, a ^ood under)jradiiale dt'.A

and three letters ot rerommenda
Hon are reipiired for admission We
want to make it ijossihle for K'xft

-'udents to attend a mall. hiRh

,,ualitv program without re>!ard to

their finani lal means

for information itritr or rail (.5IH) .'170-62,'i7

Insliiulf of Adminislralion and ManaUimenJ

I'nion ColteKe. Schenectady. New York 12308

Lasi round (or Ihe award ol stipends is May 31.1 984.
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula,'* a listing of events held at

the University of Massachusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in the Collegian. Events

are listed the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's

events. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

THE FIXER The dramatic story of Jewish handyman
(Alan Bates) who, in Czarist Russia attempts to pass

himself off as a gentile to avoid persecution. FREE 7:30

p.m. 168C Campus Center

CEQ MEETING - Newcomers are always welcome to help

us explore the local and broader environmental problems.

We'll be celebrating Watt's resignation tonight by can

dlelight. 5 p.m. 306 Student Union

5 WEEKS! - 'til the tenth annual Fast for a World Harvest.

We need your help! Stop at 428 Student Union for in-

formation or come to Monday's meeting.

HERPES DISCUSSION This session is for those who are

interested in learning more of the facts about herpes.

People are encouraged to attend even if they don't have

herpes. Pre registration required. Call Health Education.

549-2671 (xl81) 7 p.m. University Health Center. Room

302

Balloons for Parties

Singing Telegrams

Bellydancers

Expires Oct. 31

call 665-7664

^>ti^

PEOPLES GAY ALLIANCE MEETING P.G.A.

business meeting everyone welcome. 7 p.m. Campus
Center; check schedule for room

THE INTEGRATION OF THE EMT-INTERMEDIATE -

Dr. Raymond F. Conway, Director Emergency Medical

Services at CDH will present the first in a series of

monthly continuing education seminars for Emergency
Medical Technicians. This program has been approved by

OEMS for 3 hrs. cont. ed. credit. 7-10 p.m. Conf. Rm. A,

Cooley Dickinson Hospital

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY Robin Harden facUitates

dialogue on "The Dialectic of Faith and Works." Everyone
is welcome to bring a lunch and join the discussion 12:15

p.m. 428 Student Union

STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP - Help in using personal

resources to improve study technique. Emphasis will be on

note-taking and preparation for tests and exams, 3-5 p.m.

308 Berkshire

INTERESTED IN HANG GLIDING LESSONS? If so,

you should come to this informational meeting, included

wUI be costs, times, and general information about the

sport. Hang gliding is for you! 6 p.m. Campus Center-

check schedule for room.

HANG GLIDING CLUB MEETING - Anyone wanting to

take lessons with the UMHGA be prepared to pay.

Membership limited to 25 per lesson package. Vacancies

are fiUing fast. 7-9 p.m. 162 CC

PRE VET CLUB - discussion of future plans and events

and election of officers-new members are urged to attend.

I p.m. Paige Lab Rm. 202

DIS DENMARK'S INTERNATIONAL STUDIES -

Informational meeting for all students interested in

semester or year study in Copenhagen. 3-4:30 p.m. Herter

Hall, 3rd floor lounge

INTERSTUDY PROGRAM SEMESTER AND YEAR
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE U.K. A representative of

Interstudy will discuss semester and year opportunities for

study abroad in the United Kingdom. 10:30 a.m. 12 p.m.

International Programs Office. 239 Whitmore

ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING No experience needed,

only interest. Slide presentation; "Observations I have

known and loved." After the meeting, visit to Orchard Hill

Observatory. Free refreshments. 7 p.m. 1033 Grad Tower

UMass

FILM: "THE WOODEN GUN" - This powerful fUm is set

in the tense poUtical atmosphere of Israel in the 1950's.

Free! 7:30 p.m. Thompson 102

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING 6 p.m. Dukes Room, SU

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI Informal lunchtime get-

together with Rabbi Saul Perlmutter 12-1 p.m. Suffolk, SU

SAFA - STUDENTS ADVOCATING FINANCIAL AID -

General meeting, Thursday Oct. 20, 5:00 p.m. 904 CC

PUBLIC NOTICE
2 DAYS ONLY

Selling At Th*

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley a^,-^

HOTEL
SURPLUS M8.00 jrr^^

AND UP

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $55.
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00
FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00

Be Early For Best Selection FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not lo be confused wiih bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new, factory

sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection. Bring your car,

truck or station wagon We will load (or you. SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CARRY
SALE - WEDNESDAY OCTODEK 19 1 1 om - 7 pm

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 20 10 am • 1 pm

Bell EmnHa

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
Bell Aerospace Textron, located in

Western New York State, will interview

Electrical Engineers for assignments including:

Analysis, Design, Development
and Test of Analog/Digital

Circuits for precision

military systems.

Contact your Placement Office

to arrange a campus interview on:

November 2 & 3, 1983

U S Citizenship or Permanent Resident Visa Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/Hc

Technology...Bell's response to an ever^hanglng world.

BeN fca!4JiM!l

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Superbad
by G.H.
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After The Fall by R. Miller
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdited by Mar(arrl Karrar and Trade Jaffe

:>!«•) Im «*tHn Tlaw s>»Ofm

ACROSS
1 Do a sewing job

6 Like soK.e

skirts

1

1

Ship s social

cabin

12 Worships
14 Errors

15 Packages anew
17 USSR neighbor

18 Yields

20 Racket

21 Eager

23 Great reviews

24 Annapolis inst

25 Make ready

again

27 Old stager

28 Show contempt

29 Cop on the beat

31 Actor Robert

32 Like a prefab

34 Shocked
37 Dams, eg
41 Good times

42 Nudge
43 Woody of films

44 West Point inst

45 Genus of

mosquitoes

47 Partly Prefix

48 Mao tung

49 Skit. eg
51 C in-C . for one

52 Rare offering''

54 Elsa

56 Friend of

Simple Simon?
57 Chekhov and

Dvorak

58 Wooded area

59 Requirements

DOWN
1 Officer of the

court

2 Peak
3 grapes

4 Tippler

5 Subjugated

6 Deep red

7 Playwright

Clifford

8 Tiers

9 Misplay

10 The —~ Scro.is

11 Untidy one

13 Crystalline

mineral

14 Bowling score

16 Tangle

19 All the world

22 Mir.lature scene

24 Displays

26 Lock

28 Certain Hindu
caste

30 Garfield, tor one

31 Women sgp
33 Navigator

Ferdinand

34 Borders upon

35 Back fence talk

36 Relating to The

Iliad author

38 Colts. Dolphins,

etal

39 Negligent

40 Cuts
42 d'Arc

45 Pseudonym's
relative

46 Net

49 Pageantry

50 Carry

53 Head of the pride

56 Display assent

TYPESETTERS WANTED
Come to Graphics Dept.

of the Collegian

113 Campus Center
Thursday Night 7-10 p.m.

Attention Collegian

Staffers

MANDATORY
StaffMeeting

Thursday 7 P.M.

DC Menu
LUNCH

Brown Derby Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Baked Ham
Fruit Sauce

BBQ Beef Cubes

Sweet and Sour Tofu

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod/Lemon Wedge
Sweet and Sour Tofu

Weather

Today, partly sunny with

highs in the mid 50s. Fair

and cold Wednesday night.

Lows from the mid 20s over

interior sections to the

upper 30s near the coast.

Thursday, increasing clouds

with highs 45 to 50.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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For I iNcxpcNsivc & kcAlrliy

SNACks, lUNchcS^ QROCCRJES. . .

FREE BAGEL
witIi Tkis coupoN

(This wEfk oNly - one per customer)

Location: StucIent Union Bldq.
bEkiNd tIie Mini Store ^

Hours: MXTh, F 9:50-5 WEd 9:50-7

ATTENTION: College GroduoteSr

1/1/63-6/30/84
Would you like to own a MEW CHEVROLET?

MclNTYRE CHEYROLEL Rt. 9 (east)

West Brookfield, MA.
WOULD LIKE TO HELP YOU.

WE CAN OFFER:
* Low Cost Financing
* Financing with no previous credit

* Financing with no specific down payment

INTERESTED: Call Stan (617) 867-7169 (student)

or call MclMTYRE CHEVROLET (617) 867-7701

TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

Super Prices

Selling at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE

Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley

Wednesday, October 19 12-5 p.m.

Thursday, October 20 10 a.m.-l p.m.

MASTERCARD. . .VISA. . .ACCEPTED

RVM Associates

No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RVM Sales Corp

Tonight

Free Champagne
For the Ladies

From 8:00 - 10:30

loorRic
All Well Liquor

Drinks 95"

25" Off on all

Liquor and Drinks

Amherst's Newest
Full - Line

Microcomputing Store
including Rentals & Sales

Apple, Franklin, Commodore, Corona Microcomputers

Epson, Compex, Daisywriter Printers

Hayes, SSM Modems, Rana Disk Drives

Computer Furniture, Magazines, Software

irir^if NOW IN STOCK • • • •
Corona Microcomputers - Now $260. OFF LIST PRICE

Also COMMODORE 64 IS HERE!

i

inePrint

!• COPIES
RESUMES

!• LETTERHEADS
\

!• ENVELOPES i

FORMS

\
1 BOLTWOOD WALK

] (behind Aubuchon Hardware)

j
DOWNTOWN AMHERST

\

i

256-0148

M-F 8:30 ani-5:30pin Sat. 9am-5pin

> INVITATIONS \

!• TYPESETTING \

i

NOW OPEN !!
j

151 MAIN ST.
(next to Cathy Cross)

NORTHAMPTON
586-9982

M-F 8:30 am-5:30 pm Sat 9:00 •m-2:00 pm

^^, SLOP IS /0/>
.O (American Chop Suey «2.29 a pound) ^/

CUSHMAN VILLAGE

GENERAL STORE
(under New Management)

FRESH PASTRIES -

i

i

i

I

i

1

I

i

Introducing MEISTER BRAU
also Steinhauser, Calgary,

Kronenborg light & dark,

Becks light 8f dark.

EXPORTS: Bud, Bud light,

Miller Lite, Rolling Rock,

Genesee Creme, Schaefer

Many wines and champagnes

t

t

t

t

t

Baked Daily

Assorted nuts, apple

cider, deli meats, and
cheeses. a
SNAPPLE - nature's finest!

all natural soda and
fruit juices.

Natural spring water

Hand craipted items

Moms famous potato

salad and coleslaw

t

t

t

11

M
Your Weekly Calendar— Take A Ckwer Look

- A,"^.

Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA
MILLER
PROMO
Free

T-Shirts
^Prizes

• $1.50 Bar Drinks
• 60* Miller Drafts

• 85* Lowenbrau

10.00 closing

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^rain

Happy Hour

FREE PIZZAl
$1.50 Bar Drinks

60* Miller Draft

$1.00 OFF ANY|
PITCHER
OF BEER

Friday
and

Saturday
DOUBLE
SHOT
DRINKS

at

regular prices

60* Miller

85* Lowenbrau

Monday
and

Tuesday

on any pizza

[when you buy a|

Pitcher of

Beer

2:00 5:30 10:00 - closing I 5:00 - closing

Daily Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 5:00
Eacn Night Happy Hour 10:00 - closing

QRinK SPEtniLS

Co^ »»

or

fri
iRl

TOI»»f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11 th Floor •Campus Center • UMass

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive d?ys 10% • discount • Phone r^umber FREE

AUDIO

Realistic Turntable Sherwood Receiver

KLH 331 Speakers free delivery 323-6844

$150

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Chevy Laguna, runs well, no rust in-

terior and tires good $900 or BO must see

call 549-6666 evenings or 545-3500 days

( leave message) ask for Tami

74 Merc Cougar XR7 PS PB AT AC new
tires, brakes &- more $1200. will bargain

534-5002

Dodge Coronet good condition best offer

549-6661

1967 Mustang hdtp 6 cyl runs nice, depen-

dable $700.00 or BO Steve 549-5845 after 5

pm
1974 TRG - near ground up restoration

99% perfect 546-5516 Dan or leave

message at 549-1319

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, semis, Greeks, All Occa-

sions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS - Profes

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates all

occasions 253-3960

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Rare Crown electric guitar, hardcase

four locks, call Erich 6-5693 __^
Dynafit Ski Boots size 8'A like new $400

or BO - Billy 549-1205

FOUND

Brown glasses, soft case. Found by

Memorial Hall, Saturday morning. They

can be picked up at the Alumni Office or

call 5-2317 --^-=
HARVEST DANCE PARTY

with DJ at the Newman Center from 9

to 1 Newman Student Association

members $1.50 others $1.00 all are

welcome

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Singers, Dancers, Jugglers wanted for

parttime delivery service. Great pay, own
hours. Call High Notes 665-7664

Wanted: Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the CATE Guide information /application:

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

Superior Pizzeria, experienced part - full

time people for delivering pizzas. Must have

car. Also counter help. Phone 549-0626

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases. Good experience.

Applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 Deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and third

world students encouraged to apply

Housecleaning Biweekly/ 1 afternoon.

Own transportation. N. Amherst 549-6907

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

LOST

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Honda CB7S0K 10,000 miles, runs

great very good condition. Luggage rack

backrest and cover $1850 call 665-8138

PART-TIME

PUT YOUR CONSCIENCE TO WORKI!
MASSPIRG is hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry 256-6434, 9-2 pm

PART-TIME HELP

Put your conscience to worki MassPIRG
is hiring paid part-time for evening hours.

Call Terry, 256-6434, 9-2 p.m.

PERSONALS

Thursday, Oct. 20
"THE GRADUATE "

starring Dustin Hoffman
Campus Center Auditorium

6:00, 8:30, 11:00

Admission $1.00

Hey Gorman! NYC will never recover! The
plane, mens room @ Boodles, Agnew,
Stallone, R. Springfield, VIP treatment @
Studio 54, service @ the Hilton. . .what a

balsti Thanx again! Love, Bucwheat

Jessica C - Please call on me - Don

Rick Almeida show a little faith there's

magic in the night I love you I

Rush Rush

REWARD for reward of gray Jansport

daypack and/or contents. No questionsi

Call 584-6562 late nights

Lost keys leather key ring says: Judy if

found bring to Tobin 403 $10 reward or call

549-4123

If you found my wallet on 9/15, keep the

$80, but please return! Be honest I'll be

generous! Call 546-8676

Lost: Silver Seiko Watch vicinity 7-0's or

7-11 Store Fri nite. Reward call 546-6175

Last week a man's silver ring with a blue

turquoise stone. Reward for person who
returns it to Asia at 546-5954

Dk Green Knapsack lost Saturday. Con-

tains very important notebooks. Please call

Robin 6-5867 or Kathy 256-1306. Contains

UNH notebooks and IP's

Irish Maneri, cute, nice, and friendly. If

anybody finds her, wish her happy 21st.

REWARD: A sweet kiss from her CHAKEY-
JEN

Sorority

Sigma Delta Tau
409 North Pleasant 546-0627

Dinner 10/18 Tues 5:30

Dynasty Party 10/19 Wed. 8:30

Rush Party 10/20 Thurs 8:30

Rush Open Rush

Free friendly two month old female kit-

ten to good home 256-0058
^

Happy 21 Birthday John Michael Fleming

from one of your many!

Sick of hangovers? Call University Health

Sen/ices (549-2671 ext. 181) for information

about STOP

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

ROOM WANTED

21 year old male and dog need place star-

ting November. Please call Todd 549-5730

leave message

21 year old working female would like to

share apartment with people in Brittany

Manor or Southwood Apt. 1-525-1342

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommatels) wanted for beautiful Brit-

tany Manor apt immediately! Call 256-0097

Male roommate needed for 2 bedroom
house in Sunderland. Brand new, on bus

route. Call 665-2536

SECURITY DEPOSITS

Feeling ripped off7 Do you have a ques-

tion about the return of your security

deposit? Contact: Off Campus Housing Of-

fice, 115 Hasbrouck, 545-0865

SERVICES

Typing by professional secretary $1 per

page 268-3637 evenings

SKATERS WANTED

SC of Amherst needs skaters for a preci-

sion team. Only 1 hour a week at Orr Rink.

Joanie 549-6999 ASAP

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

WANTED

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

545-0392, 584-7924

RAYBANS

Quality sunglass wear invest in your eyes

- at least 25% off suggested retail prices

evenings call Bruce 549-2879

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant. Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Jugglers Mimes needed for the Annual

UMass Madrigal Dinners. Semi profes-

sional level required. If interested call

Wayne Abercrombie for audition at

545-0437

^4F#¥¥##^ 5?^P/|?*****¥***********
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SPORTS NOTICE: Sports meeting for all staff, cor-

respondents and anyone else interested in writing sports

on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the sports desk.

Minuteman Notebook: Pickett looks at offense
By BILL SHEA

Collegian Staff

Last week's 17-7 Yankee Conference win

over Maine was, as the remainder of the

conference games for the UMass football

team will be, a must win situation if the

Minutemen plan to get a piece of the 1983

Yankee Conference crown, and the NCAA
Division I-AA playoff berth that goes with

it.

This Saturday the Minutemen host Boston

University, the top team in the Yankee

Conference with a 3 conference record. A
win over BU is mandatory or the

Minutemen will have to start "wait 'til next

year" talk as far as a Yankee Conference

crown is concerned.

The victory over Maine gave the team a

much needed lift, but it also raised two

important questions both of which must be

answered early this week so the Minutemen

can prepare for the Terriers.

Who will start at tailback and quarterback

next Saturday for UMass? Will it be Jim

Simeone who has started all six games this

year at quarterback or will it be senior

Barrett McGrath who came off the bench

last Saturday to hit six of ten passes for a 92

yards in the second half?

Will flashy George Barnwell who rushed

seven times for 57 yards against Maine be

at Uilback, or Frank Fay, the dependable

tailback, who has been consistent but not

spectacular this year. Pickett says he

doesn't know.

"George did what we hoped he would do.

He was very productive. He touched the

ball 10 times for 112 yards," said UMass
coach Bob Pickett, who has heard people

compare Barnwell with another wide

receiver turned tailback, UMass running

back Dennis Dent who went on to set

several school rushing records. "We'd been

At* I.urr photo

FUMBLE IT UP: Washington Redskins back John Riggens (44) fumbles the

ball near the endzone Monday night before tight end Clint Didier recovered it

for a Redskin touchdown in the first quarter against the Green Bay Packers.

Hockey faces Harvard today
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

"Harvard is a good team, and I'm sure

they'll give us a good game," University of

Massachusetts field hockey Coach Pam
Hixon said after yesterday's practice. The

Minutewomen face Harvard today at 3 p.m.

on the NOPE playing field.

"We had a good weekend (against Temple

and Old Dominion)," Hixon said. "Against

Harvard, we'll come out and play the best

game we can possibly play."

Last season, UMass battled to a scoreless

tie with the Crimson Ladies. This season,

Hixon said Harvard has beaten 15th ranked

Dartmouth.
Hixon said the new national rankings
would be out either today or tomorrow.
Last week, the Minutewomen were ranked
fourth, behind UConn, Iowa and Old
Dominion.

"We spent today's (Tuesday's) practice

and we'll spend the rest of the season
working to improve smaU parts of our
game." Hixon said.

"Also, after the weekend (on turf), we
need to adjust our game back to grass."

Tomorrow, and at New Hampshire on
Saturday, there will be plenty of op-

portunity for adjustment.

Soccer faces UConn in tough match
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team has had a hard time putting

victories on the board thus far this season.

The Minutemen's road to victory has yet

another road block as they face the

University of Connecticut in Storrs, CT.,

today at 3 p.m.

UConn, which is a perrenial powerhouse,

is currently ranked 17th in the nation and

2nd in New England behind Brown. The

Huskies (8-5-3) have not lost to a New
England opponent in over a 44 game stretch

which spans four years.

UMass (1-7-4) gave the Huskies and their

coach Joe Morrone (a 1960 graduate of

UMass) a run for their money in last

season's game. The Minutemen tied UConn
2-2 in Amherst. The Huskies made it all the

way to the national semi-finals last season

before bowing to Duke.
The Minutemen led the game 2-1 until

UConn's Bill Morrone (the coach's son) tied

it up with just 26 seconds left in regulation
time. This gutsy effort by the Minutemen
last fall wiU be fresh on the minds of the
Huskies who will be seeking revenge.
The UMass defense has been strong as of

late. With the addition of the teams premier
player mid-fielder Kevin Flynn at sweeper
they are an even stronger unit.

"Kevin played his best game of the year in

last Friday's loss to Rhode Island at

sweeper. He lifted out defense," said

Assistant Coach Rick Bryant.

Kevin Flynn and the rest of the UMass
defense will have to be at their best to stop

the likes of sophomore sensation forward
Matt Addington.

"A win over UConn would make our
season," said senior forward Kayvan
Khadami.

playing him at tailback in practice and he

was very exciting."

"I thought Barrett did a tine job tor conung

in cold." added Pickett. "We won't know

for a few days who'll start at either tailback

or quarterback. Right now. I'd have to say

Frank Fay will be the starting tailback and

Jim Simeone will be at quarterback. That

could change."

It's not that Pickett doesn't want the fans

to know-he doesn't want BU to know.

•••••••

After the opening game 45-13 loss to

Toledo, the Minutemen defense has not

surrendered more than 17 points in any one

contest. That was in a 17-0 whitewashing

by Holy Cross the second game of the year

in a game in which they spent more than

their share of time on the field.

Since that time, Grady Fuller, Craig

Lesinski, Peter Tracy & Co. have given up

only 43 points in four games for an 11 point

average.

Lesinski leads the team in tackling with 28

primary tackles and 30 assisted tackles and

also has two interceptions. The new man at

linebacker this year is Mike Favreau.

Favreau has 22 primary tackles and 32

assisted tackles and one interception.

The defensive line of defensive end Dave
Cavanaugh (3 quarterback sacks) Peter
Tracy, Scott Rose, Ken Johnson, and
defensive end Kevin Brown have become a
formidable wall for opposing backs. The
UMass secondary has been tested in recent
weeks and oasseH ahev hpW Mnine to 68
yards in the air) but Saturday the line will

be tested by BU superback Paul Lewis, who
has nine touchdowns, and is number one in

the country in rushing (154 yards per
game.)

Kickers travel to Dartmouth
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team takes the field this

afternoon at Dartmouth, it will be trying to

add some scoring punch to its defensive-

minded approach.

The Minutewomen are coming off a rough

0-0 tie with Cortland on Sunday. It is the

third 0-0 game the team has had this

season. UMass Coach Kalekeni Banda will

still have the team emphasize defense, but

the need to score goals will be more

prominent.

"It's a team we should beat, but we're not

taking them Hghtly," Banda said about

Dartmouth. "We've got to go there

prepared and go in as we've been playing -

hard and defensively. We'll stay back but

we'll go at them a little more and try to get

the game in control early."

Susan Bird and Michelle Rodney who have

been used very sparingly because of illness

are feeling better and should see more

action today. Bird played most of the

Cortland game due to the lack of any

healthy players on the bench.

Jamie Watson is receiving treatment and

exercising her knee which she injured a

week ago. She will be out indefinitely.

UMass carries a 6-1-3 record and a fourth-

in-the-nation rank into the match. Dart-

mouth is 4-4 and is expecting a hard game
from the Minutewomen, according to Bryan

O'Friel, an assistant Sports Director at

Dartmouth.

Sharon Matthews is the only offensive

threat on the Dartmouth team. Matthews
has scored seven goals in the past four

games and has 14 points all together.

Freshman goaltender Ann Jaquinth will

be in the net for Dartmouth. She has posted

two shutouts on the season and has a 1.76

goals against average.

A few odds and a few ends
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few random thoughts...

The Baltimore Orioles put on a pitching

clinic in this year's World Series. Just ask

the Phillies, who hit for a .195 average. The

staff ERA for Baltimore was 1.06, perhaps

pitching coach Ray Miller should have been

MVP... Rick Dempsey became the third

catcher in a row to win World Series MVP.
Darrell Porter won it last year for the

Cardinals and Steve Yeager shared the

award with two other Dodgers in 1981...As
for MVP of the American League, it will

either be Eddie Murray or Cal Ripkin,

probably Murray. The only, and I mean
only, reason Jim Rice won't get it is that he

played for a 6th place club... In the National

League, MVP will probably go to either

Dale Murphy, if we can interrupt his eating

apple pie. or Andre Dawson. As for the

rest: Cy Young, LaMarr Hoyt, AL, John

Denny, NL. Rookie of the year; Mike

Boddicker, AL, Darryl Strawberry,

NL... Early prediction for 1984 -the Mets,

yes the Mets. This year's club is similar in

many ways to the 1968 Mets. A good

combination of veterans, rookies, and

young pitchers. Next year could be another

1969.

On to football...Pete Rozelle has done a

number on bookies with this parity thing.

Last week, 6 underdogs not only beat the

spread, but won outright. I personally have

taken to the bottle after my 5-9 mark last

week. . .Can't for the life of me figure out the

Patriots. One week, they play the game of

"How many different ways can we give the

game away." Next week, they show poise

and confidence in beating a top-notch club.

At least the fans go into a Pats game

unexpected...What a game Monday night!

Green Bay 49, Washington 48. I believe the

defensive coordinators of both clubs are

wondering if football is really worth it.

Well, now that Robert Parrish has settled

down and is back with the Celtics, I'm

waiting for Charles Bradley to sit out

because he is so used to it...A sad story, the

Michael Ray Richardson one. He was a

good talent who just couldn't get on the

right track. I hope he gets straightened out

and lands with another club. Maybe the

Knicks will take him back and reunite him

with Ray Williams.

How about some local stuff...UMass was
fortunate BU beat URL If UMass wins on

Saturday against BU and all three end up at

4-1, we'll see another complicated tie

breaker. But, at least, the Minutemen have
a better chance... Salute of the week goes to

all of the women's sports. Not too many
other schools in the country can boast two
top 5 programs, men's or women's. Let's

hope they can keep on rolling.

Finally, this name goes in the Can You
Believe It Department--A player for

Houston Baptist college goes by the name
of, are you ready, Aniset Lavodrama. That
has got to be a classic.

Women run to fourth place finish
By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's cross-country team, showed

improvement, finished fourth among 15

schools Saturday on a 3.1 mile course at

Holy Cross in Worcester.

'UMass senior Dana Mikesell, seventh-

place overall, ran the best time among the

Minutewomen, half a minute behind the

strong first place finish of the Crusader's

JuUeLeClaire (18:20).

Behind Mikesell, the top five runners for

UMass were Chris Pratt (14th). Sally

Howes (23rd), Kim Baker (26th), and
Deidre Doyle (32nd).

With the New England Championships
only two weeks away. Coach Julie

LaFreniere is hoping the top five women
can finish closer together and improve the

overall team score. They finished two
points behind Army on Saturday.

This weekend's meet at the University of

New Hampshire should be an interesting

one with UNH favored, but a great battle

for second place among the University of

Rhode Island, Vermont, and UMass.
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Allen may step down
as SGA co-President

Coiiegxan pkMo by Jim Pqwerg

STEELY PATTERNS - Wednesday's bright sun makes a high contrast

schematic ofthe Munson Hallfire escape as Junior Philip O 'Dowd desceruh

By JOHN O'CONNELL
and LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association (SGA)

co-president Charlene Allen announced last

night her intention to resign from her

position for financial reasons at the

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting.

Allen said she cannot afford to come back

to school next semester if she stays on as

the SGA CO- president. The University has

denied her in-state eligibility for financial

aid and reduced tuition, Allen said even

though "I was born here, I've lived here for

15 years of my life," and she now lives in

Amherst. Allen said she moved to New
York when she was 12, and moved back to

Massachusetts when she was 17. For this

reason, and also because she graduated

from a New York high school, Allen said

the University has denied her residency

status for the past three years.

"To put it simply I have to get a job that

pays 40 hours a week," Allen said, to

finance the rest of her education. "Believe

me, I've checked all other options."

The resignation will take effect in two

weeks, Allen said.

Tom Ahern, co-president with Allen, said

he hopes the resignation will "have as little

disruption of the student government as

possible, in the middle of these tuition

hikes, constituional problems, etc."

Following Allen's announcement, the

Senate unanimously passed a resolution

supporting Allen's appeal to the University

Residency Board. Allen said if the board

would grant her petition for residency, she

would be able to stay on as SGA co-

president.

If the appeal fails, and elections are called,

Ahern said he will run again, with Lauren

Bertsch, chair of the Academic Affairs

committee, as his co-candidate.

The senate also passed a motion last night

denouncing Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey's

threat to cut off SGA funds if deadlines for

approval of the SGA constitution by the

UMass Board of Trustees are not met.

"To put it simply, I have to get a

job that pays lo hours a week,
"

Allen said, in order to finance

the rest of her education.

"Believe me, I've checked all

other options.
"

Duffey sent a letter to SGA leaders last

week, complaining that the SGA was

delaying revisions on the constitution which

he said must be approved by the Trustees

to add credibility to the actions of the SGA.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan said he

expects a task force to complete the

revisions "by Tuesday" of this week. The

motion last night stated that "the SGA will

not abide scurrilous attacks upon its

authority to allocate and disburse funds."

and that the "Senate denounces the actions

of the Chancellor as inappropriate and

demands t^at he retrace his threats.

"

In other business, the senate granted

5,139 dollars to Union Records Unlimited in

order to balance their account and provide

funds for them to open for the semester.

Senate okays holiday forMartin Luther King
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press

The U.S. Senate's approval Wednesday of a bill proposing

the establishment of a national holiday in memory of Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr. was received with mixed emotions

by members of the Afro-American Studies Department at

the University of Massachusetts.

"On the one hand I support the idea of a national

celebration of King, but I also see it as a symbolic gesture,"

Ernest Allen, department chairman, said.

Allen said while the Senate is remembering King, "it is

not doing much to support the late civil rights leader's

dreams of American society, " especially by approving

increases in military spending.

President Ronald Reagan has promised to sign the bill,

which designates the third Monday in January as a legal

holiday in King's name. The holiday will be recognized

officially in 1986, and wiU make King the only American

besides George Washington to be supremelyhonored.

Michael Thelwell. professor of Afro-American studies,

said this legislation "will immeasurably improve the image

of the U.S. in the Third World countries," but he had some

sharp criticisms of Sen. Jesse Hehms' (R-North Carolina)

attempt to block the bill's passage.

Thelwell said Helms' efforts, which included allegations

that King was influenced by conununists, were

"disgraceful, racsist, spiteful, unprincipaled attempts" to

discredit the Baptist preacher, who won the 1964 Nobel

Peace Prize while practicing the creed on non-violence.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D Mass.. told the Senate King

"deserves the place which this legislation gives him beside

Washington and Columbus. In a very real sense, he was

the second father of our country, the second founder of a

new world that is not only a place, a piece ofgeography, but

a noble set of ideals.

Earlier Wednesday, the Senate smuffed out bitter ended

attempts by some conservatives to derail the legislation, as

King's widow. Coretta. and his son Martin III. watched

from the Senate gallery. The family was accompanied by

singer Stevie Wonder; Benjamin Hooks, the president of

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored

People; and Joseph Lowry. head of the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference which King founded.
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Author recreates 1960's
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

F6rmer Amerst College teacher and

noted feminist author, Tillie Olson

returned to Amherst College again

yesterday where she spoke on the origins

of the women's movement and tried to

recreate the turbulent period of the 1960's

when she was a teacher here and one of

the early women's activists.

"I can't really say what initiated all those

movements for human and civil rights. It

was a desire for one's dignity and inherent

right, one's hatred for living in humiliation

and degradation," Olson said before and

audience at Alumni House at Amherst

CoUege.
u t A

Described as a phenomenon by a Iriend,

Olson. 71, has written three books about

women and is best known for her

collection of short stories. Tell Me A
Riddle, which was published in 1962 and

won an O'Henry Award for literature. In

the 1930's Olson was a labor organizer and

dia not oegin wriimg untU sne was m her

50's.

"The women's movement come out of all

the other human rights movements. It

wais a righting of self, a fire of ideas and a

giant unstoppering," she said.

"Women began to write, speak, listen

and emotk>ns came forward. For so long

this had been so sporadic, so written off

and so hidden that you began to doubt

what you believed," she said.

In 1969, with no prior experience or

college education, Olson came to Amherst

College to teach writitng at the then all

male school, she immediately began

pushing for the emergence of women.

"What I did was very Utopian. I tried to

make clear and remove the secondary

situation of women's rights in the valley.

"When Hampshire College was first

being formed as a 'special college' I gave

suggestions for the curricula. I told them
there was no need to scour the country for

special male teachers when there were

many intelligent and qualified women
here in the valley, including some wives of

professors who were more brilliant and

resourceful then their husbands." she

said.

Of this period, Olson said "Those years

were among the most faith-abiding,

confirming and passionate years of our

lives and still carry us on.

Collegian photo by Jim Power*

TILLIE OLSON - "What I did was very Utopian.

I tried to make clear and remove the secondary

situation of women's rights in the valley."
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World and National News
Brazil announces civil

state of emergency
HUASILIA. Hra/.il (Al') President

J«>a« h'ufUfin'iUt on W«*drn'S(lay «l«H'lar«td a

Htal«* of «irMTK<'nry, K'vifiK th«* j{ov«'rnmenl

Icrnporary dirlatorial pow»T», the

|irf>ti<l«-nlial |>iiliU'«' saj<i.

Kranrisra liira. aid« in the presidentiaJ

pn-ss offire, i-onfirm«Ml the measure to The
ANWMiateil i'ress by telephone but would

not K've details or explain why the

enierKen«"y wits derlari^l.

No announnMuent was immediately

issued.

Ura/.il's ronstitution as amended in 1979

pn»vides for a "state of emerKenry" which

must Im- approve<l by the civilian, popularly

eUM-leil congress.

Under the "staU' of emerKency" the

executive branch must outhne to the

conjfress the specific measures desired and

in what rejfions it wants the extra powers

applied.

It was not immediately known whether

the emergency applied to the entire nation,

nor for how long it was to be in effect.

The move came on the eve of a

congressional vote on a controversial

measure to roll back salary increases for

tens of millions of Hrazilian workers. The
government has said approval was essential

to guarantet? billions of dollars in foreign

bailout loans to Brazil, the third world's

most indebted nation. But the congress,

who.se members were elected last year in

Figueiredo's plan to return Latin America^
biggest country to civilian rule, was ex

pecte<l to reject the measure.

AP Lascrphoto

EMERGENCY LANDING - Passengers leave a Northwestern Interna-

tional Airways flight Wednesday after it skidded on its nose into Miami

International Airport. None of the 71 passengers aboard the aircraft

were injured.

Soviets: spacecraft's okay
Italian leader talks arms

MOSCOW (Al'l A Soviet space official

Wednesday <lenie<l Western news reports

t>f sev«Te problems aboard the Salyut 7

space slalion. and insis(«'«l the lUnlay oUl

mission was "ctMitinumg imrnially."

The Hrilish Hroadcasling ('«)rp. had

n'|»t>rt«'d the space slalitwi was crippUsI

iMH-uuse of a i»n>pellant leak, "in effect

dnftinK in orbit."

HUC science c»>rrespondent James

Wilkinson «Im» siud in his Tuesday night

rep«>rt that the Soyuz V \) spaceship that

laiiiuhed the cosmonauts June 1!7 and Ls

attache*! to the space statutn wouhl be

"ptitentially unsafe" for travel within days.

by Soviet standards, raising questions of

how the cosmonauts would get back home.

Soviet officials have said a Soyuz is

unsafe for travel in space after 115 120 days

biH-ause its batter.es and other systems can

deteriorate during that time.

U.S. intelligence .sources in Washington

said earlier they beheve there was a

pn»pellant leak Sept. 9 aboard the Salyut

that kniH-ked out half the space station's

stj'ering jets. But they have said they

believe the space craft is still able to

maneuver.

PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - Without

specifically mentioning the deployment of

new U.S. nuclear missiles, Italy's socialist

prime minister Wednesday gave his en-

dorsement to bolstering conventional and

nuclear weaponry in Europe.

Italy and the United States have long

been linked by "the quest for peace,"

Bettino Craxi said while accepting an

honorary law degree from Brown
University. "The quest for peace is at the

basis of the military alliance that unites

Italy to the United States."

But in apparent reference to European

demonstrations against deployment of new
Pershing 2 and long-range cruise missiles in

Western Europe, Craxi said, "A peace

based on complete disarmament is purely

idealistic. A peace based on security is an

attainable reality."

Craxi said that "a country which has a

clear military superiority over another will

not resist, sooner or later, the temptation

to use it in order to impose its will and to

exercise its influence."

Craxi described "what is happening in

Europe in the relations between East and

West" as "paradoxical, grave and absurd."

The Soviet Union, he said, "is facing

peaceful and democratic nations who want

to live in peace with their neighbors even

though they may differ in their ideas and

conceptions.

flynn gets edge over King
in rea)unled election results

BOSTON City

Councilman iUiymond L.

Klyiin toppe«l f«>rnu'r state

R«*p. Melvin 11. King by 16

hundredths «»f 1 percent in

the preliminary ele«'tit)n

for niayi»r. the Election

Department rej>orts after

the t>fficial recount.

The lead has shuttled

b«'tween the two since the

ele«-tion on Oct. 1 1.

The final and official

tally Kives Klynn 4S.11S

votes. L'7l» im>re thim

Kings 47.S4H. David 1.

V I II n e g a n
,

f o r m e r

presid«'nt of the school

committee, finished third

with4l,t>r)7.

In one sen.se it was
iinmaterial whether Klynn

or King fiiushetl first. The

two top votegetters in the

p r e 1 1 m i n a r y e 1 e c 1 1 o n

c«»nipete next month in the

runoff eli'*'ti»>n to deter

mine who succwds Kevin

II. White lis mayor.

There were nine can

didates for mayor on the

ball«)t, and one of them,

Robert R. Kiley. withdrew

before t he election.

Originally, Flynn was
declared unofficial winner

by one vote. His margin

was said to bv 3ti0 voles

after errors were found in

Kast B<»ston and South

Boston.

Next. King was thought

to be the winner by 9S

votes btH-ause officials

discovertsi a keypunching

error had crtnlited 458

King votes to Michael

tlelber. Other errors

di.scovertnl in (he rwount
pnnluced the Klynn victory

by 270 votes.

Digest
Navy diver rises to surface

too fast, has fatal eml)olism

by the AssociatedPress

Prison escapee lives life

of luxury, collects welfare

KRAMINGHAM. Mass.
— A Massachusetts prison

escapee, arrested on drug

trafficking charges in

Pennsylvania this week.

allegedly dealt in heroin

and collected welfare while

living in a luxury home
complete with indoor pool,

police said.

Louisa Figueroa.
arrested Monday by

federal authorities is

believed to be one of the

"most significant" heroin

dealers in the Berks
County. Pa., area, said

Nick Broughton. a

spokesman for the federal

Drug Enforcement
.\dministration.

Kigueroa was arrested

Monday at a grocery store

in Reading. t»0 miles north-

west of Philadelphia. She

was jailed in lieu of $1

million cash bail on charges

of conspiring to deliver

heroin and possession of

heroin with intent to

distribute.

Broughton told The
Middlesex News of

Framingham that state

and federal authorities

found $6,000 dollars in

currency. 86 bags of

heroin, and a .22 caliber

pistol in her possession.

The arrest came after a

year long investigation.

Ms. Figueroa escaped

from the fVamingham
facility on Nov. 3, 1975

after serving 13 months of

a 10-year term for

possession and intent to

distribute heroin. Prison

officials said she escaped

by climbing a chain link

fpnce.

Worcester woman points to

others, gets lighter sentence

yj'-s "'v^ i'^rjP . ta ai«ionanr. fr-im 3.,.rnr'inif

Brv;«* x-.c -umuni k Baiie" 'Arr.xA nuncaeH in

frait »ad vnj^caoieji lur'nif i 4f.oo it BtiHron \

d«w3:o\k"3 •r'iusia^ iur.nif i larode m juniiinzH

tii< iXTivml ^i '.ii« 'jri»a::«!sr. 5ho»v jn l4r*.h.
'

WORCESTER. Mass.

A 26 year old Wor
cester woman was given a

suspended sentence
Wednesday in the shinning

death of a state trooper

after she implicatt\i others

charged with the killing.

Mana Figuer\>a. 26. was
given a suspended three to

four year term and will be

on probation for two years.

The sentencing came after

she pleaded guilty :o two
i!oui::s ot' bein;^ an ai:-

.es.'jcry ifter '.ne r'a«!t •..;

t: irler

7'ie '.nangR 5t 3iea rame
lurng I noT.onH learnif

It V ir-r'ST^^r iiue'"or

.nil-.

»..i.S!Si 11 '.
; •

»4;4infty .oiii.s ».oise

uikt'ft :nr he msD»^nde»1

i«*ntHnct» i»»f.ivif;i» W.'-;

FigMeroa gave police a

description of the suspects

and the cars used by them.

In statements made in

court Wednesday. she

linked the men charged

with murdering trooper

Citxirge L. Hanna to the

shot>ting.

Hanna died Feb. 26 after

he was gunned down
outside an Auburn liquor

store — the first state

trooper to be fatally shot

on duty smce 1951.

.A.i:-:ording to the

ira:et::eat. Haana stopped

•he ,:ar iiie and the other

lu.spw.r,.? *<»r« r.dmi? \.z

lecau.se le '.houafht they

jv^r-* imoKing manjuana
V'lRn le witrtfl 'A wir-T.

SiH '.'ir 'hey 4hor. airr..

icfnriing to 3itat>*i:ner.ta

"»ad n !nurt.

BOSTON - A Navy
diver examining an oU

tanker for possible leaks

died of an apparent air

embolism Wednesday
whUe diving in Cape Cod
Bay. the Coast Guard
reported.

Coast Guard Chief
Richard S. Griggs said Bob
White, a second class petty

officer stationed at the

South Weymouth Naval

Air Station. was
pronounced dead after

being flown to the

decompression chamber at

the Naval Submarine Base

in Groton. Conn.

Griggs said White was
working as a private

contractor when the in

cident fjc.curred.

White had b«;«-n hired by

the owners of the tanker

Mohawk, a Siberian

regi.stered tanker that

began leaking some of its

2H million gallons <»f N«». 2

fuel oil on Tuesday. White
and another diver were
looking for the leak when
he apparently swallowed
diesel oil and surfaced t(M>

quickly, (iriggs said.

"White had surfaced and

had stopped breathing,"

Griggs said. "People began
administering CPR."

Griggs said a doctor was
flown by helicoptor to the

scene, about two miles

outside the mouth of Cape
Cod Bay.

"Once the doctor
arrived, he was able to

determine that perhaps
White had suffered an air

embolism from surfacing

too quickly," he said.

Griggs said White was
flown to the Groton base

where he was pronounced

dead.

He said the cause of

death had not been
determined. An air em-
bolism is caused when a

diver rises to the surface

too quickly, causing
dissolved gas in his blood

to form gas bubbles in the

bloodstream.

"We don't know if that

was the case and we
haven't received reports

yet what the cause of death

was," he said.

Griggs said the Coast

Guard was investigating

the incident.
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Committee seeks to

CollecUn photo by Jin Powers

STATE REP. JAMES G. COLLINS.
D-AMHERST - **We have to educate

our students for a future we can't

predict."

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The Joint Committee on Education

yesterday heard calls to increase state

support and guidence in public primary

and secondary schools, while allowing

strong local control of them, at the third in a

series of five public hearings scheduled for

this month throughout the state.

Meeting at the University of

Massachusetts, the committee sought

testimony for the formulation of legislation

to correct problems in public school

curriculum, facilities, teaching, and access,

according to state Sen. Gerard D'Amico, D-

Worcester, co-chairman of the committee.

"We have to educate our students for a

future we can't predict." said state

Rep.James G. Collins, D Amherst, in

laying out the scope of the problem facing

Massachusetts and the nation.

Collins, the house co-chairman of the

committee, said he is not looking to develop

specific programs for the schools, but in-

stead is striving to develop a partnership

between the state and local schools.

Dean Mario Fantini of the University's

School of Education, proposed "a network

of model shools and school systems" which

would be initially developed in a few

communities throughout the state and then

applied to others. He also advocated "talent

based schools" offering emphasis in

specialty areas including technologies,

medicine, and arts.

Fantini, whose school has within it an

elemenUry school for "hands on" training of

education students, outlined a two sided

approach to being about his objectives:

first, better use and development of

existing resources using industry support

and involvement similar to that activity

employed in higher education; and

secondly, a reallocation of state money and

priority to allow pay for teachers to be more

in line with their private sector worth.

In a statement to the committee. Diana

Rover, president of the League of Women
Voters of Amherst, said "The single most

important need of our public schools in

Massachusetts is state aid that is adequate,

reliable, distributed on an equalizing basis,

and not earmarked."
Donald Frizzle, superintendent of

Amherst public schools, recommended the

committee develop a curriculum program

using state standards as a basis and em

.
phasizing teacher involvement; establish a

staff development process to define

priorities: and establish a staff evaluation

process, also with a "major role

teachers input.

Man held in rape case
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Belchertown Police arrested Tuesday a

resident of East Sanford St. on an Amherst

warrant charging him with the rape of a 45-

year-old woman.

Lee William Winsor, 38. allegedly raped

the woman between 9 and 10:30 a.m.

Monday in an East Pleasant St. house.

Police said the incident was reported at 3:58

p.m. the same day.

Winsor was apprehended in Belchertown

and held at the Belchertown police station

until 7:44 p.m. Tuesday, when Amherst

Police went and picked him up.

Police said an incident of indecent ex-

posure was reported Tuesday, right after it

occurred at 9:20 a.m. A 20-year-old woman
riding a bicycle to the University of

and a dark-haired white man exposing

himself next to the car. Police said the

exhibitionist said "Hi" to the woman.

Three people sustained minor injuries in

an addicent at 6:41 p.m. Tuesday at Bay

Road and Mill St. Arthur L. Pichette. 36.

Mark R. Tebaldi, 17 and Michael Tebaldi,

14. all of Amherst, were treated and

released at Cooley Dickinson Hospital.

Tebaldi was cited for failure to use care in

stopping.

A 13-year-old was questioned by police,

responding to a report of a peeping torn. At

8:09 p.m. Tuesday, a resident of Colonial

Village Apts. called the police, who brought

the boy to the station and summoned his

parents. The police said they will in-

vestigate it further, but that the boy is not

a suspect in the other incidents of

voyeurism that recently plagued the area

near Lincoln Apts.

Asbestos found at UMass
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts

spokesperson announced yesterday it may

need to close down the Campus Center

concourse during January intersession to

remove asbestos from its ceiling, but caUed

the problem "not an actual one. (but) a

potential one."

The announcement followed discovery by

the State Asbestos Program of the

hazardous substance, used prior to its 1973

banning as a flame retardent. in ceilings of

the concourse and a laboratory in the

Goessman chemistry building.

Donald A. Robinson, director of the

Environmental Health and Safety office,

said the discovery was made in conjunction

with the State Asbestos Program, a

commission charged with checking pubUc

buildings in Massachusetts for the sub-

stance.

The state investigators recommended the

University either remove or encapsulate

the asbestos, which was sprayed onto the

ceilings. University spokesman Arthur

Clifford said the University will brinp in a

consultant to determine the course of action

to be taken, but said the University is

hoping to use the six week period between

semesters to remove and replace ceilings in

the concourse and University Store. He
estimated the cost at 400.000 to 600,000

dollars for work on 90.000 square feet of

ceiling in both the Campus Center and

Goessman.
"Ail- samples have not disclosed a hazard

for asbestos in the air." Robinson said. He

said the decision was made to advise

removal after the state agency, which in

investigations in previous years found a 10

percent concentration of fibers in the

ceiling, this month reported it as 30 per-

cent.

Robinson said a hazard did not exist since

the asbestos particles were not falling off.

and the action being considered in "to avoid

the potential for a healthe hazard."

He said the results of the October 7 tests

done by his office and the state agency as

part of "a comprehensive review of the

campus." also found asbestos in

Tobin Hall, but not in amounts great

enough to warrant immediate action.

Awards given to workers
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Correspondent

The department of Student Affairs

Convocation Week will end today with the

presentation of five distinguished service

awards at the Annual Student Affairs

Convocation, to be held at the University of

Massachusetts.

Throughout the week different divisions

that make up the Student Affairs Depar-

tment have been recognizing employees

with at least five years of service at UMass.

Four hundred employees were

recognized this year. Of that number, five

have served the University for over 30

years and one person has served for over 40

years. The reason for the high number is

that this is the first time recognition has

been given to employees other than those

who have received the DisLlnguiahed

Service Awards.
The awards are given annually to those

selected by a seven person committee.

Employees must maintain positive em-

ployment records, respond well to crises,

make original contributions to their

departments and cooperate well with

others in the office and around campus, said

Sharon Weilgus, Assistant Personnel

Manager at the Student Affairs Office.

This year 75 employees, whose names

have been released only by the committee

and the winners themselves, were

nominated.

The convocation begins at 2:30 p.m. with

a welcome from Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs Dennis Madson. Entertainment will

be provided by the UMass Theatre Guild.

Winners will receive monetary awards and

commemorative pieces.

for

Collcfimn photo bjr Jin Powcri

STATE SEN. GERARD D'AMICO,
D-WORCESTER -

SGA worker is "rare"
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Amid the constant talk and movement in

the Undergraduate Student Senate office,

Eunice Konieczny stands out for her quiet

professionalism and because she is the one

older figure in an office full of students.

Konieczny has been office manager of the

Student Government Association (SGA) for

nearly 24 years, having started in 1959,

part-time at first.

Women
On Campus
hrom her years ot experience comes a

knowledge of the senate and the workings

of the office that no student could equal,

along with an historical perspective that

senators find invaluable.

Joel Weissman, director of the Student

Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA), has worked in the

Senate office for five years, as a student

and as a professional. He once said of

Konieczny. "don't get on the wrong side of

Eunice. She holds the place together."

Weissman also described Konieczny as "a

real New Englander. a no-nonsense per-

son."

Weissman said Konieczny is "one of those

rare people who's almost perfectly suited to

her job." After 20 years in the office,

senators threw a party for her and "she got

a declaration from the state declaring it

Eunice Konieczny day." he said.

She received an award for her continuing

service to the students at the Student

Affairs stafff convocation Monday, and she

rpcRived another sn«^ial recognition award

from the Campus Center in June.

With all the work she does full time and

year round for political activists on anti-

racist, women's and student issues.

Konieczny said she tries not to get too

involved.

"I try to stay neutral when it comes to the

political end of things," she said.

In all the years she has worked at UMass,

Konieczny has seen many things change on

campus, especially the role women have

played.

"Women were deprived and they re just

sort of coming out and being recognized,"

she said.

During the years. Konieczny has seen the

Student Activitie„s budget grow from

103,421 thousand dollars to 1.3 million

dollars and campus concerns ranging from

students tracking mud into the dorms to

racism and sexism in society. And through

all this, she said student activism has

sometimes lost continuity.

While students appear 'more apathetic

than they used to be," she said, student

activists "know where they're headed

more, what they want and where they want

to go."

"I just like working with young people. It

doesn't matter much what it is."

"I took a few courses here after I started

working, but it was too much, taking care of

a family, working full-time." she said.

So this woman, upon whom the entire

SGA of UMass depends, holds no college

degree of her own. Nor does she want to.

Collcfiaa photo by Jin Powcri

Eunice Konieczny - **I try to stay neutral when it comes to the political

end of things," ^he said.
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STOP aids social drinkers
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Some University of Massachusetts

students drink to be social. Some drink to

forget about the latest E-core they are fail-

ing. Some can stop after a few drinks,

some can't stop at all, and others are

somewhere in-between.

University of Massachusetts Alcohol

Education Coordinator Carlene Ricelli said

90 percent of college students drink social-

ly, 5 percent are actual alcoholics, and

some find themselves in a gray area bet-

ween those two extremes. The Student Op-

portunity Program (STOP) is designed to

address those students' needs.

STOP, a program at the University

Health Services which begins Monday, has

been set up to reach students confronted by

drinking pressures and to offer coping

strategies through a relaxed and infor-

mative five-session series of workshops,

Ricelli said.

"This is not a program set up in a way to

reach alcoholics, nor for someone in need of

medical treatment or detoxification,"

Ricelli said. Instead, STOP workshops ad-

dress alcohol physiology, attitudes and

values. The workshops are progressive and

each program is designed to handle any 12

to 15 students, she said.

STOP began last semester with 12

students, eight of whom were self-referred,

Ricelli said. Many took the program hoping

to deal with legal problems caused by their

drinking, she said.

"Many students find that drinking has

begun to cost too much, both financially

and emotionally. All of a sudden, Friday's

happy hour has begun on Thursday and
Wednesday," Ricelli said.

STOP is offered to allow students to

benefit from early intervention in a

developing alcohol problem, Ricelli said.

Assertiveness training and learning how to

sayu no and discourage peer pressure are

part of the workshops.

Ricelli noted the highest incidence of

alcoholism in the country is found in people

in their mid-20s, many of whom were

students who, upon graduation, didn't

know how to change their social patterns of

relating.

"They try to cut back but can't," she

said.

Students interested in participating in

the program should call Ricelli at 549-2671.

Hotline advises consumers

CiilUi/ian pht>Ui by Jim t''>w*rii

WHERE'S THE WATER? - Graduate students in geology use resistivity

meters to search for underground water in an experiment nsar the Student

Union Building yesterday. From left to right are Erik Storms, Warren

Perkins and Tom Camberi.

Dancers to help cancer society
A two-hour dance excercise marathon

will be held on Saturday afternoon in the

Hampshire Mall to benefit the Western

Massachusetts Chapter of the Leukemia

Society. Participants will obtain pledges

from sponsors for each dance fitness

routine they perform during the Leukemia
benefit. Prizes will be awarded based on

dollars raised.

For more information, call Jazzercise at

the Hampshire Mall or call 584-1530.

By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Have you ever felt like a ripped-off con-

sumer? Bought a "lemon car?" Have an

unreasonable landlord? The University of

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group Consumer Hotline may have the

answer.

Lisa Zurk, UMass student and project

coordinator, said the hotline was
established in 1981 as a response to com-

plaints of consumer rip-offs in the area.

"We are not lawyers and so we cannot give

legal advice." Zurk said. "The purpose of

the Consumer Hotline is to inform people

who feel that their rights as consumers

have been violated of the options for

recourse available to them."

The hotline funcitons to inform people of

their legal rights under Massachusetts law,

explain the small claims court procedure,

the last step taken if aU other legal action

fails, and advise people how to write a 30-

day demand letter, the first step for con-

sumers planning legal action, Zurk said.

Another goal is to simply make the public

aware of the hotline's existence, Zurk said.

"Among other things, we are contacting

area agencies, like housing authorities,

legal services, advice agencies, etc. These

agencies will then be able to refer people to

us," she said.

One-third of the calls from consumers in

the past have dealt with used cars, Zurk

said. The second largest problem, she said,

is with tenant rights.

"In the past years we have had a good

amount of response from the community
toward the hotline," Zurk said. "Many
people call or write back to us with the

result of the actions that they chose to

take."

odvvntura travel
549-1256

Ftasarve Holiday Flights Nuw
Save up to 50%

233 N PiMMnt St
Amharat C«rri«g« Shops

University of

Massachusetts
Amherst

Warsaw
Philharmonic
Orchestra

with Misha Dichter, piano

Sunday, October 30

8 pm
$11, $9, $7

Direct from Mexico City

Ballet

Gran Folklorico

De Mexico

Wednesday
November 2, 8 pm

$9, $7, $5

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

liMth thi* coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Long Hair
Exptrea 10/30/83 C

*«••• Can for an Appointmam
•Fof n»** dtonti on»v

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
'3b Ufwx-mty Driv«

tkTThaim MA/M»M10

Jazz Saxophonist

Stan Getz
and

Astrud Gilberto

Thursday,

November 3, 8 pm
$11, $9, $7

Collegian staffers:

mandatory meeting 7 p.m. today

Agenda includes Halloween party,

upcoming specials, hockey game

and BU Press football match up

Dastardy
Don^-ft-

Sunday Happy Hour
I

Pitcher of Bloody Mary's or Screwdrivers

12 -2 pm $5.00

THEATRES times fob today only

rSSMMATIIIEEftTWIUnSHOW ^'KlTV^^^l^^^
HAIUPSHIRE 4 ESSSa WT. FARWS 4 ElgUfclJ
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Five College

Students Vz Price

Tickets availat)le at

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

Stop & Shop
DATATIX outlets

Springfield Civic Ctr

Phone Charge
545-251

1

1-800-243-4842

<i \^S*
t*^».'

In a coW world you need your
friends to keep you warm.

ITHE BIG CHILL
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By JENNIFER CORNACCHIA
Collegian Staff

more complete map would serve two purposes: it would be

a final project for his course and a badly needed public

service

University of Massachusetts student has created a useiui
eompass-terrain association, a skiU learned whi e in

tool to make the most of the autumnal beauty

.

>-
. ;^„./snecial Forces. Ryan was able to find aU of the

Chris Ryan. 23, a senior geography major at UMass
[JaUs™Ve ^uTtaLT^^^^

recently deciphered the traUs of the Holyoke MounUm
J^?"*

^" ^"® mounmui »

Range, creating the first comprehensive traU map of the ^^
K|^^^

enlarged the mounUin range section of the

Eastern area. Holvoke reirional map and sketched in all of the trails.

The trail map idea arose when Ryan, a bfelong outdoor
f^J^^^^X month 'to finish.

enthusiast, was searching for a fmal project for his car-
rj.^g'*^^, ,g^g^ >^^^ ^imed at the inexperienced map

tography (map-making) course, he said.
„„ reader vet it won't insult the experienced reader." Ryan

Prior to the project. Ryan had been sketehing on a
^^f^«^' y^^^^ ^^ .^,^ ,, Ryan's own expense, and he

Holyoke regional map the trai^ he encountered while
^^^•^^;;;'Jjrmade40percent of his investment,

hiking in his spare time. He said the Holyoke map was
'\'^^^^^^^^^

difficult to use and incomplete smce it showed only the
^l^^^^^'^^^^^^

major traUs of the mountain range.
manaeed to include points of interest such as fire

Ryan said it then occured to him that creating a new, Kyan manageo to

towers, old ceUar holes, fields and the Horse Caves where,

according to legend. Daniel Shay hid after attemptmg to

overtake the Springfield Armory in the historically noted

"Shay's Rebellion".

Ryan's map can be used for cross-country skimg as well as

for hiking since it dear'y ""Hnwa wher«» b" terrain is steep.

It tells where one can par*' legally in order to enjoy the

mountain range and has clearly marked state park

boundaries so the "people won't stray onto private

property." Ryand said.

The map also contains first aid advice and emergency

phone numbers.
Ryan said he plans to complete the western section of the

Holyoke Mountain Range, which consists of Hadley and

South Hadley, in the near future.

Ryan's Legend Trail Map of the Holyoke Range sell for 2

dollars at the University Store, in the Outing Club

Equipment Room. 102 D Hasbrouck and in various

businesses in the Amherst area.

UMass
University of Massachusetts police

responded to a report of a motor vehicle

accident at 12:58 p.m. Tuesday at Mass.

Ave and Haigis Mall. The vehicle of James

T. Metz. Amherst, was struck by

Madeline G. Rubin, Amherst, police said,

and Rubin was cited for failure to yield

right-of-way. There were no injuries.

Both vehicles received front end damages,

according to the police report.

In other police business:

UMass police arrested a 27-year-old

Leverett resident at 3:43 p.m. Tuesday

for operating a vehicle without a license.

The woman was also charged with

traveling the wrong way on a one-way

street, police said. — Mary Anne Been

UMass Express/ Locals

New Location

MBTA - Riverside

Newton Mass

For reservations and information call

(617) 965-7040

EVERY
"ft^P^ THURSDAY

.(xc ^ BEGINNING 8PM TO)

Ji^c'^ CLOSING
P^ ENTERTAINMENT!! by d j

i

HayloftLounge
\

upstairs at the RedBam Steakhouse

Route 9, 1/8 milepast Rolling Green Apts.

AtJ^lGtltjiAP^^UB

^^mm
Belchertown
9 Main Street

323-7887

Serving Western Mass.
with 15 locations

Amherst
534 Main Street

256-6414

South Deerfield
127 Main Street

666-3731

Hadley
99 Russell St (Rte. 9)

586-6464

V,
•<>»>

'Or«-"«'«/
"'»,

'0/7

Qj
-75
'»

V/s/'t our table at the Campus Center

on Thursday 10/20/83.

Pick up a Student Discount Card AO^^ ^

and enter our drawing for valuable prizes. V*^ \ck>A^

i^

\^<-* V Prpqprils

4
^^

; AN EVENING WITH

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
8PM

\m\GREAT SEATS STILL AVAILABLE

Altidpnt^ $7 nnrl $6 qpn^rnl ptthHr SD Rnd %7

Stop ft ^hop kirnlton^ In Mnflhnmplon, tlntynhp 0(»pnMp*f1 mvi

// FINE ARTS CENTER
I UMASS

*»t«/ \»»«' ^.•./ »»••' \,»»' ^»t,» 1»»«» •.•./ ^•'•',

The

PGA PRESENTS
HALLOWEEN BALL

October 21

9:00-2:00

campus center

10th floor

$2.00

Prizes will be awarded for

best male
best female

best overall

Juice Bar will be

open until 2:00

and
most tacky

COSTUME
OPTIONAL
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Boyden Bowl

FREE DOWLING
Clip this ad for one free game

(when you bowl one game at $ 1 .oo regular price)

Good Friday and Saturday Only

Boyden Ten-Pin Lanes (at Boyden Basement)

One free game per customer only

Crood thru November 12, 1983

Open Bowling:

Mon-Fri 4-10:30 pm Sat 1-7:30 pm
•••••#••••#•••••*

The year's most spectaculaT0 hook!

'^Myjavorite chapters—the ones my

family and I have laughed at over

the years and the ones my readers

have said they most enjoyed.''

—James Herriot

The bc^l of Hernot's four international best-

sellers, plus ten new feature chapters, never

before in nrmt, that give fascmaung new insights into Hernot's

irrwisiible Yorkshire settings. "A splendid gift bot>k for all ages.

• 1 16 pages of full-color photographs • 300 two-color and

black-and-white illustrauons • a new foreword by

James Herrioi • 504 pages, SAVE $2.00 reg. $19.95 NOW $17.95

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY

DO NOT
Buy a computer, printer or software

Before you check at ...

NORTHAMPTON COMPUTER

Panasonic PI090 Printer

^399
\Kh\W biipplv !''''•''

Bidirectional, logic-seeking, Dot matrix printer

80 cps pica. 96 cps elite, hiresolution graphics

Canon A-1210
Ink Jet Color Printer

*795

Thursday, October 20, 1983
collegiaa

7 Kiliirs. 40 rps. biilitt-i tioiial

K.iupdci. tuqh qiidlilv design.

NORTHAMPTON COMPUTER
DIVISION OF NOHTHAMPTON MOTORS. INC.

246 King St., (Rte. 5) Northampton

Tel. 584 8620 Men. Sat. 9 5. Thurs. 9 9

ERNO LASZLO
SKIN BENEFITS

FOR YOUNG ADULTS*
Now the Laszio Look can be yours, too,

with special Erno Laszio Skin Benefits

Collections designed for the skin needs of

young adults through age 20. These spe-

cial Collections are an exceptional, limit-

ed-time value at 30.00, and include a

young adult membership in the famed

Erno Laszio Institute. Come in, or call 781-

4211 X472 for your private, complimenta-

ry consultation and skin analysis by our

Erno Laszio Specialist.

Laszio Counter. Holyoke Mall Only

'For young adults through age 20.

HidX
'THE HAPPEHIMG U.MA5S DANCE CLUD'

pAVc£ ^M»fyi

fUeepjMFTsS-?

ieDio*2fc

5M
Uo/tfi

ill (

tS'^tlSo

.v%r.v-"«v

.••V."w%V

WINBS&
LIQUORS

338 Colieg*

•: BuSCh loose cans $9.35/case

J
Furstenburg ^3.95 six pack

f (deposits not included)

: Evan Williams Bourbon decanters $9.99 750 mi

\ Pott Rum $6.99/750mi

N'u d'or Spanish Champagne $3.99 750 ml

Golden Castle Llebfraumilch $2.79 750 ml

COLD KEGS, ICE, PAKTY SUPPLIES

not responsible for typographical errors

\

m

t J

Qstllli IIIIM irM ikt kCllMj riittl tatrici I Ui«iM rvklitkcri

Located on Special Sale Tables

at the front of the store

PAPERBACK

BOOKS
original

price

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^STORED/

For I INEXPENSIVE & kEAlTky

SNACks, luNcllES, QROCERIES. . .

FREE BAGEL
witIi This coupoN

(rliis wEck oNly - one per customer)

Location: STudENT UnIon Bldq.
bEhiNd tIie MiNi Store ^ ^^, . « ,^ -.

Hours: MJJK F 9:J0-5 r^t WEd 9:JO-7

^fi<f>!e»Si<fi>»»SBf>;>iK^^

I SKIRT AND
SWEATER KITS

I As advertised in Yankee Magazine, we of-

fer a fine collection of coordinated woolen

materials including Fair Isle Yoke sweater

kits made in Scotland. Samples for $3.00

refundable on first purchase.

PARTISAN
Dept. M
251 Route 208

New Platz, NY 12561

'»'•.;

"r,.

^\

1. '*.*' ""^^m

Budw^eiser.
KING OF BEERS®

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
UMIM Wallhangar Calendar is primarily an Intramural schedule of events.

Some Varsity events are included.

UPCOMING EVENTS ^ ^ ^ .^

Racquetball begins 26 Oct. . .Singles only. A $5.00 forfeit bond was decid-

ed upon at the Racquetball Players Meeting. The forfeit fee will be payable

after each forfeit or the player will be removed from the league and wHI be

ineligible for campus playoffs. Racquetball schedule will be posted by

Monday, 24 Oct.

Volleyball entries are still being accepted. Men, Women, Co-Rec. Instant

scheduling.

One on One Basketball begins Tues. 25 Oct. Finals will be played during

the half time activities of a Varsity Basketball Game.

Foul Shooting starts 26/27 October at 5 pm, Boyden Basketball Courts.

First round will consist of 25 shots each. The top ten individuals will ad-

vance to the championship round, also 25 shots. Men, Women, Co-Rec.
^

The 1983/84 Intramural Hockey season began last night, at Greenfield

Hockey Arena. The Desperadoes vs. Puck followed by Mass Consumption

V8 The Jets. Eight teams are scheduled to play in the fall session.

Badminton League play began Monday, Tuesday, 18 October. With 20 en-

trants. League schedules are posted on the Intramural Bulletin Boaro

located between Rooms 211-213 Boyden Building.

I 'I
Tennis championship playoffs began Tuesday. 18 October with 6 women^

contestants and 21 men contestants. -+fHn

*( WL.
=.^
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Nothing solved

by raising age

I
was only a junior in high school when former

governor Edward King raised the "legal" drinking

age from 18 to 20.

His new law didn't really affect me that much. At 16, I

was far from legal age anyway, and my friends and 1 were

used to the hassles of trying to find someone old enough

and willing to "buy" for us. I can't even remember how
many times I begged, and bribed, my older brother and his

friends to make "packy-runs" for my high school parties.

Miriam ZoU
Remember what a big deal the hometown cops and the

corner liquor store made about the new drinking age? I

remember one liquor store tried to scare "minors" by

posting a big, black and white sign on the wall that said:

STATE LAW PROHIBITS MINORS FROM PURCHAS-

ING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES. VIOLATORS WILL

BE PROSECUTED. In that particular store, "minors"

weren't even allowed to touch a bottle of vodka or a six-

pack, never mind trying to buy the stuff. They tried real

hard to stop us from drinking by raising the legal drinking

age, but despite attempts, young people all over

Massachusetts, from Brimfield to Framingham, kept on

drinking and partying.
. , ^ ^.,. • iqtq

One of the reasons King raised the dnnkmg age m 1979

was to cut back on the number of car accidents involving

drunk-drivers, and he thought that young people under 20

were the cause of most of these accidents. According to a

recent Boston Globe editorial. King's method of stopping

drunk-driving accidents by raising the drinking age didn't

work. The editorial said: "The facts are that last year 26.5

per cent of the fatal accidents in which drunk-driving was

a factor involved drivers aged 19 and under - drivers

already under the legal drinking age." Unfortunately, a

lot of these statistics are based on the number of high

school students who die in car accidents each year. During

my three years in high school. I knew at least five kids who

died because they were driving drunk. I think almost

everybody knew someone in high school who ended up get-

ting killed this way.

There is no question that fatal accidents caused by

drunk drivers is a problem in Massachusetts, and every

other state in America. For years, state legislatures

across the country have tried to come up with solutions to

decrease the number of alcohol related accidents. For the

first time last July 4th, Governor Michael Dukakis set up

roadblocks at major highway points throughout

Massachusetts. The state police who checked drivers at

the roadblocks ended up bagging a few drunk drivers, and

the number of holiday traffic fatalities did drop. Another

new tactic that seems to work is stricter drunk-driving

laws. Drunk-drivers who get caught have to pay expensive

fines and their insurance rates go up, too. It seems like

these new ideas to cut down drunk-driving accidents are

working a lot better than the not-so-new but ever popular

idea of raising the drinking age.

Many members of the 1983 state legislature are plann-

ing to raise the drinking age again, this time to 21
.
Despite

the fact that in Massachusetts the real drunk-driving pro-

blem is with the group of drivers age 20-24, they still think

raising the "legal" drinking age to 21 is going to solve the

problem. The new law, which was introduced by Rep.

James Craven (D-Jamaica Plains) and Rep. Michael

Creedon (D-Brockton), has already passed through the

House and vdll most likely become state law within one

year.

In 1979 they said that people under 20 weren't mature

or responsible enough to handle the right to purchase and

consume alcohol. Now they're saying the same things

about 21 -year-olds. Our state government, and maybe our

federal government soon, can keep on raising the drinking

age to 21 or 31, but that's not going to stop people, of all

ages, from driving drunk and getting killed in car ac-

cidents. Besides, everyone knows that mothers and

fathers, doctors, businesswomen and men, lawyers and

even public officials, drink too much and drive; it's not just

young people.

A lot of people know that the best way to attract people

to an event or party is to offer free beer or wine. Practical-

ly every major holiday celebration, Halloween, Thanksgiv-

ing, New Years, St. Patrick's Day, Senior Day and the

Fourth of July, revolves around the punch bowl or the keg.

And so many of the fun things young people do, like going

on roadtrips, going to concerts, going out to parties or

clubs, or just watching the ball game on TV, is more fun

when you're drinking a cold beer or maybe a rum and

coke.

There really is genuine concern over drunk-driving ac-

cidents and drinking problems in general, but raising the

drinking age hasn't really helped solve these problems yet.

Maybe, just maybe, the solution lies somewhere else?

How about having mandatory alcohol education or

alcohol awareness programs in junior and senior high

schools? Why not help kids understand that drinking as

much beer as John Belushi drank in "Animal House" can

really hurt their bodies? How about dealing with peoples'

attitudes toward drinking instead of reviving old laws that

never worked in the first place.

Mi-nam Zoil is a Collegian Columnist
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Letters-

Give that man a cigar

To the Editor,

I am writing this letter to respond to an editorial writ-

ten in the October 19 issue on page 7 by Bill Collins.

To use every cliche in the book I would like to say, he

hit the nail right on the head, right on!, give that man a

cigar, "A" for effort, etc., etc. "Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATF) fee is for student activities not student

politics." That simple sentence should be carved in mar-

ble, supported by two marble columns, and placed at the

head of every student senate meeting.

I was a senator also and I can sure sympathize with Mr.

Collins, I just hope that he lasts longer than 1 did and

writh that article he will. I lasted six weeks in those con-

fusing Wednesday night meetings. I fought and spoke

out against the spending of monies for political activities

such as sending 40 people to an anti-KKK rally in

Washington, D.C. I agree that this is an admirable cause

but if people feel so strong about it, spend your own

money, not the money of the entire population.

I lasted six weeks fighting for what I and my consti-

tuants thought was right. I am not the type to quit on

anything but after my fifth meeting of voicing my opinion

I was called into the speakers office and asked why I was

trying to start a conservative coalition. I was also

threatened with expulsion if I continued.

Be expelled or speak out what I thought the truth to be

and then be kicked out. Did I have a choice in leaving the

post?

It's about time that somebody wrote that letter, just

remember, senators -- be an active part of the student

senate and be loud if you think something is being

railroaded past you. And for Mr. Collins, three cheers

and good luck because undoubtably by now he has been

summoned by the almighty speaker.

Mark Bice

Ex-Greek Area Senator

It just staggers the mind
To the Editor

The level of ignorance of some students on campus is

absolutely staggering. An excellent indication of this

ignorance was exhibited in Libby Hubbard's letter to the

editor on October 13, 1983 ("We're deaf, dumb, and

blind").

Ms. Hubbard made the claim that a "majority of

students at UMass are not politically aware or com-

mitted." This claim is based on the fact that ap-

proximately 200 students showed up for a rally

protesting the presence of United Technologies Cor-

poration on campus. I agree with Ms. Hubbard that a

turnout of 200 students for a rally seems to be an in-

significant number when there are approximately 25,000

students at UMass, However, for Ms. Hubbard to

translate the lack of participation in the rally into

meaiiiug llial, the student body and faculty in general, are

"deaf, dumb, and blind to the future of civilization." is

utterly ridiculous.

Ms. Hubbard states that "This (the raUy) was the most

important event happening on campus" and she is an-

noyed by the lack of participation. Well Ms. Hubbard,

obviously this was not the most important event on

campus to approximately 99.2 percent of the students.

Given that most students on campus believed that this

rally was not the most important event on campus, how

can you get so (self?) righteously indignant at the

students' refusal to read your group's leaflets. Why
should somebody feel obligated to take his or her time to

read literature about a topic not important to him or her.

Regardless of whether a student read the leaflets that

were handed out there is still something that bothers me
aboui Ms.. Hubbard's attitude. Ms. Hubbard implies that

it is morally wrong for students not to support her ideas

of what is acceptable social behavior and what are ac-

ceptable political values or beliefs. Well Ms. Hubbard,

does it not seem that perhaps you are morally wrong in

eAptn:iing or demanding other students to adopt your

views on morality. I believe you are wrong. I think you

should be able to accept the fact that people have minds

of their own and may even disagree with you.

I refuse to give any merit to Ms. Hubbard's claim that

her academic freedom was impinged because she was not

able to find out what was being discussed behind closed

doors at the UTC meeting. Academic freedom is not

equivalent to a right to all knowledge about all matters.

Therefore, I will not address Ms. Hubbard's argument

that she has a right to know the type of business being

conducted by UTC at the Campus Center.

Ms. Hubbard's last point is equally disappointing. Ms.

lubbard claims that the students here at UMass have

raded consumer lifestyles for freedom. Let's be serious,

.low is it that these students that were avoiding the rally

did not exhibit freedom? Aren't we free to decide what

we want to believe in and listen to those things that we
want to.

I believe it is entirely possible that a majority of

students at UMass are not deaf, dumb, or blind. It is very

Ukely that the students here are politically aware, and

based on their political views, they believed that the rally

against UTC's presence on campus was not worth their

time. Daniel E. Feder
Northeast

Bigotry hidden in semantics
To the Editor.

In his letter Foreign Policy Right On (Collegian, Oct. 3,

1983) Leo Quinlan argues that Americans should support

Reagan's Central America policies, because a communist

Central America poses an ultimate threat to U.S. securi-

ty. Tens of thousands of El Salvadorians are dying as a

result of U.S. policy in that region. But Mr. Quinlan

assumes that our policy is our prerogative, if it is deemed

necessary for the protection of our security. El

Salvadorians are worth sacrificing for that security.

Mr. Quinlan might have argued that White security re-

quired the implementation of some policy resulting in the

deaths of tens of thousands of Blacks. If he had, most of

his readers would probably have agreed that he was

crazy. Why is it that, when such bigotry is couched in the

terminology of nation-states, it passes for legitimate

political commentary?
Seth A. Minkoff

Amherst

Argument or fact-twisting

To the Editor,

I am writing in response to Steven P. Barrett's editorial

printed in the October 13 edition of the Collegian. First. I

feel the tone of that editorial is overbearing and

superfluous. Mr. Barrett acts more like a rat boxed into a

corner than a columnist voicing an opinion. His name

calling and aggressive writing syle are unconvincing

substitutes for a level headed approach, and detract from

an already weak argument in favor or U.S. mUitary in-

tervention in the third world.

But more than this, the substance of Barrett's editorial

is grossly misrepresentative of the facts. He chooses the

small facts that he likes, and twists them to suit his

argument. His vague distinction between a people's

struggle against oppressors and a middle class revolt is

weak, both abstractly and in application to the Sandinista

revolution. There can be no doubt, and few persons

educated on the subject will disagree, that the

Nicaraguan revolution was an indigenous one. No amount

of beggfing the question by Barrett will change that fact.

Where this approach to the question of U.S. military

intervention in the third world came from I'll never

understand, but I do understand that Barrett's com-

parisons between the revolutions of first and third world

nations don't serve a useful purpose in this context.

Those comparisons are full of irrelevant arguments aimed

solely at twisting the facts. If Mr. Barrett would ever like

to comment authoritatively on his subject and feels he

can truly justify the U.S. invasion of Nicaragua, I urge

him to put semantics aside and take pen in hand. Word

games serve no useful purpose in a clear headed

discussion of politics. Jack Merrill

Amherst^

Random Notes How about a little help, professor?
by Joseph McCormack

N>
one will deny that their first semester at UMass

s a time of transition. New students quickly learn

he traumas of being responsible for themselves.

The new experiences in different aspects of University

living sometimes makes settling in a very bumpy road.

The resulting questions and remarks that come from

frustrated freshmen never cease to amuse UMass

veterans. Many freshmen feel persecuted by the laughter

of upperclassmen. They should realize, however, that

those who are laughing were once 'victims' of the same

situation. Veterans aren't really laughing at freshmen,

they're laughing at themselves. In any case this period of

persecution is almost at an end. People are beginning to

laugh at each other mindless of class distinction. But...

While the freshmen class was still settling in, two

freshmen were randomly chosen as 'typical'. Their con-

versations were carefully scanned for amusing and

revealing comments. The best of these are presented in

this column, following a brief introduction of the

so^fljcers

.

To protect their anonymity the two 'typical' freshmen

will be called 'G.' and 'C G. and C. are two first-year

women living somewhere in Southwest. They are both

from one of Boston's closer suburbs, and were good

friends in high school. As in nwmy cases, they decided to

room together, somehow feeling that together they had a

better chance of survival. Both seem to be intelligent,

although C. is rumoured to have no sense of direction. By

observing the male traffic constantly entering and ex-

iting their 'Z-room', it can be concluded that they are

fairiy attractive. Between the two, they posess most of

the traits 'typical' to a freshman.

Here are some excerpts from casual conversations that

took place during the first three weeks of the semester.

G. "I miss my dogs, but not my family. Isn't that sick?"

C. "This is the first 'case' we've ever bought!"

C. 'It's not like my mother's here and I have to stop at

three beers."

G. "Do you really have to eat the pizzas m the lobby?

C. "We say 'wicked' a v^dcked lot, don't we?"

G. "Do you know what C. did? We were in the elevator

looking for a dryer, and she started jumping up and down

in the laundry basket, and pushed all the buttons on the

elevator. I think she's sick." (first signs of freshmen

neurosis)

C. "That food is GROSS!" (after too many weeks of D.C.

food)

G. "That girl STOLE my dryer!" Oearning about the

dog-eat-dog world of laundry)

C. "Aaaaaaaaaaa!..." (while being inducted into her first

shaving cream fight.)

G. (with wide eyes, whispered) "There are sooo many

'granola people' in my English class."

C. "Listen to this. My cat has laryngitis from crying so

much for me since I left."

G. "Who IS this?" (during first prank phone call)

C. "My mother put up posters and cleaned my room. I

think she's going to rent it out!" (after first trip home)

Just to say in closing, this does not presume to indicate

the condition of the Class of 1987. Chances are, most

freshpersons got off to a better start than this pair.

Joseph McCormack is a UMass student.

Editorial Staff:

Mandatory attendance at

tonights staff meeting.

To err is human, so they say.

I panicked the other morning when I realized I had

slept through my political science class, the last

meeting before the midterm. I had missed a few lectures

and needed to copy somebody's notes, and the professor

was going to review the format of the exam.

I thought a visit to the professor might be some help in

saving me from my plight. I certainly did not expect him to

provide me with the class material I had missed, that is my
responsibility, but I thought a five minute synopsis of the

exam format, to be given at his convenience, was not an

unreasonable request. I guess I was wrong.

Tami Borton
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I was told by the prof to confer with a fellow classmate,

none of whom I know. I was then told, in an unsym-

pathetic tone, that he would not have any time during the

two days prior to the exam to help me and that I "would

just have to go to the exam."

He could haye told me what I wanted to know in the

time it took for him to tell me he would not.

Granted, missing lectures does not make for the best of

student/prof relations and I think ftirther detriment was

added when I honestly explained that I had missed class

because I was working until the wee hours of the morning

the day before. My activities, however, were legitimate

and constructive, and I saw no reason for this prof to be

(what I would call) vindictive.

My initial reaction was more panic, then anger. I was

always under the impression professors were supposed to

be helpful in the name of education, but this man's actions

were counter-productive.

I then thought of instances where other professors had

missed appointments I had arranged or had failed to get

information they had promised me. I remembered the pro-

fessor who came to 16 of his 45 lectures one semester, and

another who disappeared, reported to be "gone on

business", just before an exam.

Professors are busy people with two or three classes per

semester, research and perhaps an administrative posi-

tion. Maybe some of these extra activities can explain a

lack of concentration on their responsibility to academics,

but if they can excuse the profs from their duties, the

same should hold true for students.

I should not have missed the lectures, but I, like many
students, am very busy.

This is my last semester at UMass and I am so ready to

leave I can taste it. Because this is my last chance to take

advantage of the opportunities this school offers, I have

spread myself a little thin. To add further confusion, my
self-inducetl maximum academic load is the toughest I

have experienced.

I am working two jobs I was fortunate in landing and

both are as important to my future as my studies.

I am a student genuinely concerned with her studies but,

admitting my occasional apathy and disorganization, I

found it took me a while longer to get rolling this

semester.

I am just like many students.

So why should any professor give me (or anybody) such

a hard time about wanting to learn what they want to

teach? What makes any given class so special that I shoult'

drop my other activities to concentrate on that subject

and if I do not, is it my tough luck should I still want to

learn?

I cannot think of any objective answers to these ques-

tions and would bet my prof could not either. Unfortunate-

ly, some professors are too pompous to realize this. Maybe
these professors forget what it is like to be a student -

how when we pursue our interests there is a higher poten-

tial to neglect studies from time to time.

But this is largely what college is all about, a chance to

spread our wings and see how far we can fly.

The avenues to do this at UMass are endless and is what

makes our institution unique among other schools, but

there is no room for those who oppress our experience by

making it impossible to take advantage of what they have

to offer and, pursue these other opportunities.

I will probaJaly do okay on my exam, no thanks to the

professor, but at the same time I feel robbed of the oppor-

tunity to excel.

Tami Borton is a Collegian columnist.

Just remember, you're not alone!

Zoo Mass: What a nickname. How can anyone

possibly feel lonely with 26,000 people to talk to? At

a school with a reputation as a zoo? Yes, it does hap-

pen. You can still feel alone in a room full of people as well

as a room full of air. Music can blast from speakers, beer

can blast from kegs, voices can blast from all corners; you

still feel lonely. Hanging out in your room, a lounge, a

packed lecture hall, there can still be emptiness.

Taara Eden Hoffman
Don't fret. Everybody feels like this at times. It's okay

to be by yourself or evenfeel lonely when you're not alone.

Everyone needs to be alone with their thoughts and feel-

ings every now and then, and we should cherish the

solitude when it is there and use it to our advantage. In-

stead of sulking about the void, fill it up! Write a letter

finally, to that great woman you met last summer. Catch

up on last week's sociology - since you're seven chapters

behind Write poems, songs, novels. Start the paper that s

due December 20th before December 19th. Keeping oc-

cupied takes away some of those "lonely" hours. Spend

time wisely and it will pass smoothly.

Filling up lonely space when you're by yourself is a little

different from times when you're with other people. When

at a huge party it is not uncommon to get "lost in the

crowd". Be bold! Strike up a conversation with the guv

next to you about the bloody fight you saw at the last par

ty you went to. Find out if there are any parties next

weekend. Many friendships are born and developed at

gatherings; you have to start and encourage them.

On a campus with the population of a city, who would;

feel isolated? The process of conquering this lonelines.s

slow one. People need to be with each other in spirit

well as in Doay, but friendships take time. Make effort.^

create them. We all know company is nice, but it's not i

same as companionship.

The main thing to remember is that a lot of people

perience the same feelings. Don't you notice that when

meone is talking about their problems and sadnes. .1

sounds exactly like the way you sometimes feel? SmiU at

people as you pass and you'll both feel good because you

shared something. Loneliness is a common creature, and

though it has to be battled sometimes, it is not an enemy.

We're in the heart of a large, crowded and colorful zoo.

Just remember ~ you're not aJone.

Taara Eden Hoffman is a UMass student.
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TAKE THAT FIRST IMPORTANT CAREER STEP HERE
University of California

HI Lawrence Livermore
ISr NationalLaboratory

Ask your Placement Office for details on our

upcoming Campus visit, or see our ad in this

paper next Thursday, October 27th for

additional information.
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THE YEARBOOK
WANTS YOU!!

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

The INDEX is looking for some good peo-

ple. Anybody with yearbook or journalisnn

experience is invited to attend the first

organizational meeting. Many positions

need to be filled, for example, Editor-in-

Chief, and Managing Editor.

The meeting will be held Monday, Oct. 24

at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room
804/808.

Be there or be trapezoid. Bring your

friends and become part of this

dynamic organization!

Sharp "Thinman"

EI-509A

$16.95
List Price $19.95

'Thin Man"''' Wallet-Size with 32 Scientific

Functions

Model EL-509A
Wallet-sized, full-featured scientific calculator witfi built-in

statistics functions
Some of tfie 32 scientific functions performed at the touch
of a key are: •Trigonometric (sin, cos. tan) and their in-

verses "Exponential (base 10 and base e) and their In-

verses (Logarithms) •Factorial (n!) ^3 angle modes
(degree/radian/grad) •Mean, sum and standard deviation
• Power (y') and its inverse ("x root of y")

Otfier Features: Independently accessible 3-key memory
•3 levels of parentheses with up to 3 pending operations
• Easy-to-read 8 digit liquid crystal display •Scientific
notation (5diqit mantissa. 2diQit exponent) •"Auto
Power Off'"" function •Display format exchange (F— E Key)
• Complete with wallet and batteries
Dimensions: 2 9/16 (W) ^ 9/32 (H) x 4-21/32 (D)

Open M-F9-5Sat 11-4
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-Arts

Yeah, yeah, yeah, 1 know it's still two months from now,

actually even longer than that, but the music business is

just that, a business. And in some ways we, the buying

public, can benefit. I'm talking about the Christmas

releases. In only a matter of weeks the market is going to

be flooded by new releases. Stevie Wonder, Loinel Ritchie,

Paul McCartney, The Stones and Paul Simon are but a few

of the very big acts coming out with LP's. In no small way

this is an exciting time of the year to listen to the radio.

Pretty soon, the lords Flashdance, Police, and Michael

Jackson are going to be dethroned, and this will be a relief

to not a few of us. On a local level, guitarist Michael

Gregory (nee Jackson) has a newl.P out on Island records,

which might make an ideal Christmas gift; soUd local

music, though Christmas is still a long way off.

Christmas doesn't seem too distant tonight. This evening

is like reaching under the tree to find more presents than

you can handle at once. There are three, count them, three

big name acts in town tonight, and if you have the time, I

cannot tell you which one would be best to see. To begin

with. ex-Doll gone soul, David Johanson will be per

forming at Danny's Place in Holyoke. Johanson's show is

designed for the bars, very sweaty with lots of guts, he's a

sure bet for an enjoyable night out. Ellen McDlwaine,

appearing at the Hangar One. is a little more obscure, but

this is due primarily to the sexist posturing of the rock

industry, she's one of the meanest guitarists around, as

any of her many LP's can attest to. Finally, Roy Buchanan

at the Rusty Nail is also a member of the league of amazing

unknown guitar players. His work is admired by the great

but unfortunately bad promotion by his label has gotten

him nowhere. For those who prefer classical music, an

excellent concert featuring Misha Dichter and Allan Marks

is to be performed this evening at the Fine Arts Center.

Tomorrow night's highlight is the Multiband Pops concert

at the Fine Arts Center. Arthur Fiedler it ain't, but the

performance is one of the most enjoyable of the semester

and the admission is free. This is an excellent opportunity

to hear fellow student musicians practice their craft. The

other biggie, later on so you can catch em both on the same

evening, is Wilson Pickett at the Rusty Nail. Also, for

those without wheels. Mitch Chakour is at the Bluewall.

Saturday night Max Creek will be at the Rusty Nail, First

Rate at the Wok. and the Bobbys at the Hangar.

Word has it that the Nov. 3 Hot Tuna show at the

Springfield Civic Center is the only one on the tour with

Bobby and the Midnites. Those Tuna and Dead fans who

may recall the classic aU night 60's jams know this means

only one thing: Bob Weir is going to find it very hard not to

come out and jam with Jorma. Either way the show will be

hot. Another upcoming hot one is Eddy Grant at the Fine

Arts Center Oct. 27, and this weedend Oct. 23 singer

OdetU will be at the Iron Horse Coffeehouse,

Eddy Grant will cruise down "Electric Avenue

and into the Fine Arts Center on Oct. 27. Tickets

are a bargain at $6 and $7. For more information,

call 545-2892

photo courUay litfi. of .Mu»ir »imJ l>anrr

The University Percussion Ensemble will participate in the Multiband

Pops concert at the Fine Arts Center. The concert will also feature the

Marching Band, Wind Ensemble, and Brass Choir.

DeJohnette delij
Jack DeJohnette and Special Edition

Sunday, Oct. 23

Bowker Auditorium

It was far from a full house that greeted Jack DeJohnette

and his group Special Edition Sunday night. However the

enthusiasm of the audience compensated for the lack of

bodies. DeJohnette's group consisted of the cream of New

York's new jazz performers; Howard Johnson tuba and

baritone sax, Marty Ehrlich, alto and soprano sax, bass

clarinet, and flute, and John PurceU, clannet, alto and

tenor saxophone. To complete the group, DeJohnette

employs Dexter Gordon alumnus, Rufus Reid. on stnng

and fender bass.

DeJohnette highlighted his original material con-

centrating mostly on a free-based sound with some oc-

casional "conventional" jazz voicing. The first piece. Tin

Can Alky, utilized a unison group line in individual free

solo approach which aUowed the soloists complete freedon:

styUstically and notewise in their lines. The horn players

began quietly and built up with greater intensity until the

entire stage was filled with Coltrane Uke shreiks.

DeJohnette's powerful drumming followed the players'

every line and the group feeling underlined a level of

concentration which was appreciated by all.

FoUowing Tin Can Alley, DeJohnette left his drum kit

and moved to a small Casio keyboard. The group began

playing some very "out" spontatneous music. This flowed

into the highlight of the evening. Ebony. This piece had

more conventional chord changes and feeling, reminiscent

of a 50's movie soundtrack a la George bershwin. Here, the

arrangement was often as exciting as the solos, all of which

tended toward the more melodic of the evening. The set

closed with an untitled stride blues which left the crowd on

its feet cheering.

DeJohnette began his second set with an unaccompanied

piano piece. This transformed itself into an original ballad

entitled. Pastel. As the ballad began, the other players

returned to the stage. They then performed the weakest

piece of the evening, a psuedo-reggae number entitled

Inflation Blues. The problem laid most in DeJohnette's

decision to sing, something that could easily have been

done without. Inflation Blues is melodically an interesting

number, but the lyrics, which were mundane and of thu-d

grade level intelligence, spouted cliches of the expense of

life. The evening ended with a tribute to Duke Ellington,

Zoot Suite. This was another free piece in several

movements, built off a Take the A Train derived bass

line.
, . f

DeJohnette's group represents the finer elements ol

modern jazz music. He combines a conventional harmonic

structure with the teachings of Ornette Coleman's free

jazz. While the music may still sound "out" to many people,

the audience Sunday night was most enthusiastic about the

show, a fine example of what virtuosic playing can

produce.

The EvilDeadihoy meets ghovi
THE EVIL DEAD
New Line Films, no rating,

Greenfield Cinema, Springfield Showcase
Cinema

By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

, „ r^u j-

Sneak Preinew/At the Movies hosts Roger Ebert and

Gene Siskel picked the exploitation epic / Sjrit On Your

Grave as 1981's Worst Film, vindicating my long-held

belief that the world of film criticism is dominated by

sniveling, leftist pansies. Wet, wishy-washy liberals like

Ebert and Siskel (both of whom probably drive Swedish

cars and hope to marry Mary Tyler Moore, if not each

other) are a mostly humouHess bunch whom the vitality

of today's slice'n'dice movies is usually lost on. Muddled

mindfuck like The Big Chill is best left U> such pinko trash

(Weren't the '60's fab? Isn't my pipe keen? Aren t we OLD

AND BORING?). , r. rfu
It's a fair bet that The Evil Dead is a future Dog of the

Week if not the year's most important film. Directed by

21-yekr-old whiz kid Paul Raimi, The Evil Dead is a mmd-

altering, stomach-turning, cornocopia of horror^ bmart

Move no. 1: There's no plot (why wast* time?). Five col-

lege kids out for a party weekend in the wilderness get

MORE than they bargained for (Shelley: "Scotty, why

was this cabin so cheap? bcotty: un. 1 guess «^unsni .s

down") Y'see, these thaK?) woods aren t populated by

chainsaw wielding maniacs. Big Feet (plural) or land-

sharks; what we're dealing with here is the spint of

SATAN! (hurray!). It seems that some absent-minded pro-

fessor left behind a flesh-bound voodoo textbook for our

friendly college kids to find. (Scotty sez. "I'm not gonna

let this mumbo jumbo stuff scare me".) Needless to say,

it's only a matter of minutes before Scotty's girl-friend

has turned into a GHOUL, ripped off the side of his face,

HACKED OFF his hand. etc. As for the film's other

"characters", we never learn their names, but that's kind

of irrelevant. What does matter is that Th^ Evil Dead pits

pal against (Ghoul-ized) pal, graphic scenes of bludgeoning

and mutilation being the rule rather than the exception.

Camerawork can best be described as "inventive", the

blurry, almost always out-offocus photography only ad-

ding to the movie's surreal nature (but not the movie's

budget). Print quality gives new meaning to the term

"fields of grain".

The Evil Dead's more questionable scenes include a co-

ed being violated by tree branches that have been given

SATANIC life (certain to raise the ire of reviewers who

eat yogurt) and The Explosion of Scotty's Face (certain to

raise lunch, period.) If you're looking for any kind of moral

message, socially reedeming values or non-sexist chatter,

watch Ebert and Siskel (or better yet, move t« Cuba). If

you can take a joke (and more than a little gore), see The

Evil Dead...3J\d quickly, before it leaves town.

Read the Arts page!
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Hypercurricula
•*HypercurricuIa," a listing of events held at

the University of Massachusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in the Collegian. Events

are listed the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and Tuesday s

events. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

^>*

MULTIBAND POPS - Ninth annual Mulliband Pops

concert features performances by Minuteman Marching

Band and some other ensembles from Department of Music

and Dance. Free admission. Fine Arts Center Concert

HaU.8p.m.

OLDER STUDENTS SEMINAR - Clark Edwards,

UMass Placement Service. "How valuable is the older

student's degree in terms of employment opportunities."

25 and Up Club Meeting to follow. For info. tel. 545-2145.

Student Union 404. 8 p.m.

Thursday. October 20, 1983

FIVE COLLEGE ITALIANIST CONFERENCE -
'Italy and the Culture of Modernity' is the theme for a

series of lectures to be given by guest speakers on a

variety of topics including journalism, literature, pobtics,

art and others. For more info, caU the Italian Department

at 545-2314. Begins at noon. Campus Center.

SHABBAT SERVICE - 7 p.m. Dukes Room. Student

Union.

KABBALAT SHABBAT - Creative welcoming of the

Shabbat. 6 p.m. 72 Triangle St.. Amherst.

Thursday, October 20, 1983

o'

^.to>
A Store-full of Ideas

Do-^nlosNn /imhers' Open Dail^^ 10 6 SurxJot '- 5

4»

Halloween Hovelty
ond

TheotrlcQl Supplies
Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else

€»
«

check our low, low prices

H.L.CHILDS & SOK

25 State Street Northampton ^ 584-2604

<^^ Snow Tire Sale ^^
Saturday. Oct. 22, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Slop ... th.s Saiu.day al Mub.l U. Ihv ..rvv

Mobil serv.ee station on Route ^) al Un.ve.s.ty

(1,1V. .n A.nhersl. and help us celebrate our Gran<i

0,.eninM' Meet our cou.teous staff of atlendanls

and mechan.es and legist* i tor many

FREE GIFTS!
Free Refreshments

( ,,m. Ill and <;uess the weight

, t ,ur (iieat Pumpkin ' elosest

f^niess Wilis diiiluT for two al the

Cheillieis'

xovoi ©530^ <C?QEB

SALE
AS LOW AS

$ 00

1,11 out .Ins .oui-on :iiui .l.p..sit il ut Meb.l '<

, |(,i< HIM 111 ,
Sat . Ocl S.i

Vnunius wiMl..n<hr..rUv..a. 1 1,. I ..m .1 let t. , v

„„ K.f, ,...;.,r.<ate a. C.-wls H.ul.lii.K Supply. In .•

a, vvl.-h Ml Ha.lle.v Car Wast.. Urv safely ...sp.'<

1, f,,i youi ear and

li

,,,,11 |,,i ;, •ar. free l.ilx' .|<

iiKiuv 111",, pi i/es'

Naii.i

\(1(|| t ss
rtiuiK

• „ i. ^,,A Y,„, ii.'.il iKit l)uprt«nnt U) win )

INci pui-ehasi n,..—...us i,>(i"

35
FOR THE TOYO
155-13R SNOW TIRE

Free Mounting and
Spin Balancing
for any tire purchased or ordered

on Grand Opening Day. Oct. 2^

Headquarters for

TOYO] TIRES

Make us a Habit

Route i), Anih(!rst
HI ll...v.rs,.v D.iw ll..w..n I'm,. (:h..p|-. himI SI.,,, «, SI...,-

2r,(5(W5H('; 7 am to 11 pm

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

'm

The oROMiieRi) Of fhit

mjOR gveivr... MAKING

I

Scrod
by Dan DeBellis

OK..S0KV0URE UNDER ARRPST
?^« R3SSESS10N OF ALCOHOL

UJHILE BEl.>4t >^ MINOR'.

YCVJ ve GOT TT BE V:»W)\N6 . . .
tIm

Z4 VICARS OH)/

HEY..1F1W WoTCLt)
• EMCl^KiV'CCR N'CT
*-• EITHER.

Superbad
by G.H.

isi ^ peuJ OA^/THE M^&'^'PLAtvi -ttTI '/b<Ar g-^J^fg^c>t^ itm-s, \'b /^
]

PI&cPeOlT SUfefe>A,0 UNiP^L^'^^iyi^! I 5Ho-Hl1F S>T1C|C iJf^„,„

\:\Jt:J}3?^-\u;i.^'^^'k

^-JiTHTHe e-AQ puuL »7p

After The Fall
by R. Miller

.. SISTER. ,

~

—

\rz
J

™^ %7i'/^^ ^

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

[DEA MKNJ EVERYONEPREIE
O.K riEN, tll TMEOVER

1 FROM HERE. |

\y-

LDEA MANJ DRUG ENFORCEMENT AGEMCY. MEN, WE BE-
LIEVE THAT T>^tONLY EXPUSNTION FOR TTIL OlSAP-

PENW^E OF -m UNIVERSITY OOKMS ^ TWr MR iWm
VtS TAKEN ^ME6^^V63^VE 0/ERDCg>E OF L^Q AND 15

CAl£>INGAHALLUaNATORyC0AfTACTH/6H FOR THE
] ENJTj RE. VALLEY POPULATIQNJ. j

Z7Z

iniCKEYTRlPPEM WHO ARE YOU?
|

[LniCKEYj AH. I Tti|NK YOU'RE THE ONE ON DRU05.

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

VgELCOMt TO ' M0^AJI^J6>
r" t. I

UM . . . BS TMt w4A~^ .. ThOS*
1

VjlTM M6A/IT CtoNlDiTiOMS, 1

PRetMAlsJT VOOMtAJ ,ftCfO»JS |

,i P^Hge Ai-itAJS SMoULb 1
A Jf>it> TMESE ex6«c.S€S.' 1
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?
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' ^ .! J^
%7t- c
^'s->
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird by Margaret Karmr and Trud« Jaffe

«.l«tJ !*• *•«••« lt"« s»»*t«l«

ACROSS 62 Bone Prefix 24 Memorable

1 Equals 63 German city comedian

6 Dutch measure near Luxembourg Lew

9 Elevator man 64 With Fr 25 Neat as

13 Irish hero 65 Landing place 26 Thread Comb
Robert 66 Rent form

14 Farm sight 67 Barry of 27 Piece of

15 major Broadway furniture

16 Pont Neul s river 68 Melancholy 28 Missing.

17 Scanty 69 Ferber and perhaps

18 Asian i^eight namesakes 30 Narrow Shoe Size

19 Too distant 33 Maide

21 Folklore character 35 Impression

22 Air Comb form 36 Dickens girl

23 Michael Came 37 Villad .

role, 1966 tourist Sight

25 Small coves Sp DOWN near Rome

29 More rational 1 Mexican money 39 Anne Nichols

31 Cuzco stand 2 Australian bird hero

32 Harriet s cousin 3 Give off, as 41 Inform

34 Heinrich .
light 44 Like some

German poet 4 Nevada resort blinds

38 Copy 5 German author 47 Sags

40 Chafes Zweig 49 Cuddle

42 Rich man 6 Begin, for 50 Nettle

43 Boris Godunov example 51 Priscillas

45 Scotsman 7 Like a bump love

46 Name m Havana on 53 Play follower

48 Fill the lungs 8 Pusan citizen 54 Tire

50 Decorator s 9 Beyond touch 56 Govt info agcy

choice 10 Prefix with 57 Raised hackles

52 Pulitzer Prize comedy 58 Composer

winner tor 1 1 Rhone feeder Carlo Menotti

fiction. 1958 12 Mall sign 59

54 Cut down 14 Coast Guard jolly good

t)5 Hidden acronym fellow

61 Castor s mother 20 Do a printing |ob 60 Very, in France

Collegian

staffers:

mandatory

meeting

7 p.m. today

DC Menu

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese on

LUNCH
Spinach Frittata ,,„ .,

Grilled Cheese Sandwich , ,
Wheatberry

Soybean, Corn, Tomatx)

Casserole

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce
Chopped Beefsteak

Special

BASICS DINNER
Carrot and Cauliflower Pie

Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Today, mostly sunny,
highs in the lower 50s. Fair

and cold tonight with lows

generally in the 30s, except

in the upper 20s over the

western hills. Friday, in-

creasing cloudiness with

highs 45 to 50.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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Babson darkens Jeff's record
By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

As the darkness and rain descended upon

Amherst College and the Amherst College

men's soccer team on Tuesday afternoon,

so their participation in the Division III

Top 20 as seventh ranked Babson College

edged Amherst, then ranked 19th in the

nation, 1-0 in overtime, at Amherst.

It was the second consecutive loss for the

Lord Jeffs, who also lost to Brandeis 3-1 on

Saturday in OT. The Jeffs had been tied for

third in New England with Brandeis before

the loss. Now they are ranked ninth, and

they dropped out of the Top 20.

Against the Beavers, Amherst played

well but couldn't convert due to some super

saves by the Babson goalie.

The Beavers dominated the second half

after looking sloppy in the first half but

Mark Chunglo was playing well in the nets

for the Jeffs. He replaced starting goalie

John Lawless, who was injured against

Brandeis.

The Jeffs did respond with an offensive

flurr>' towards the end of regulation led by

forwards Rob Ostberg, Doug Lyons, and

David Skaggs. But it was to no avail and

the teams went into overtime in a scoreless

deadlock.

However, due to the late starting time of

4 p.m., it was now getting dark and it

began to rain.

And Babson took advantage of it. For-

ward Bob Galusza fired a shot from 20

yards out which eluded Chunglo with 2:56

gone in the first overtime for the game win-

ner. After a throw-in from the sideline,

Dan Caldicott passed it over to Galusza, a

junior from Canton, Ct., who slipped as he

shot. Chunglo must have been screened

because he had stopped tougher shots

earlier.

"I thought our team played well," said

'

Amherst coach Peter Gooding. "We're just

not getting the ball in the net. I felt our

goalie (Chunglo) did a nice job in his first

start."

"I thought it was an excellent game,

said Beaver coach Bill Rodgers, whose

team had never beaten Amherst in two

previous attempts. "Amherst put pressure

on us and we came back to put pressure on

them."
The coach did say that his team is in the

running for one of the four at-large berths

into the NCAA Division III tourney from

New England. Berths that Amherst now
2-2-3 seems to be out of the running for.

Chungo had 13 saves and the Beavers

outshot Amherst 22-17.

Collegian's NFL Picks
Shea

(33-23)

Miam

Pats

Dolphins at Colts

Patriots at Bills

Browns at Bengals dev

Oilers at Chiefs KG

Raiders at Cowboys LA

Steelers at Seahawks Seat

Chargers at Broncos SD

Falcons at Jets Jets

Bears at Eagles chic

Lions at Redskins Wash

Packers at Vikings GB

49ers at Rams SF

Saints at Buccaneers NO

Giants at Cardinals NY

deSimas
(31-25)

Miam

Buff

Clev

KC

Dall

Pitt

SD

Jets

Phil

Wash

Deluca

(29-27)

Miam

Buff

Cinn

KG

LA

Pitt

SD

Jets

Betros

(31-25)

Miam

Buff

Hood
(35-21)

Miam

Pats

Clev Clev

KC KC

Dall LA

Pitt Seat

Deny Denv

Jets Jets

PhU PhU

Wash Wash

UMass water polo wins

toumey championship
Special to the Collegian

While the University of Massachusetts athletic teams

were making iheir marks outdoors last Saturday, another

winning tradition continued indoors at the Boyden pool as

the UMass water polo team successfully defended its title

at the fourth Annual UMass FaU Water Polo Cham-

^rcleTn'sweep through the title match has brought the

"Big Red Wave" to a credible 13-3 1 record and an un-

contested hold on New England's third place ranking.

The Minutemen had returned home from a successful

showing in their first league tournament on Columbus Day

Weekend at Harvard, only to find that the Division II

coaches had banded together and voted WiUmms CoUege

as the third ranked team in New England.

"WiUiams is a perennial Div. II power with exceUent

swimmers and shooters, however, the mal result really

speaks for itself." said assistant coach Nick Reggio. That

final result was an 8-5 victory for the Minutemen. "We

sprung the latest N.E. rankings on them (the team) at last

Friday's practice. Needless to say, they had no trouble

getting up for Saturday's games," said head coach Russ

Yarworth.
With lopsided 9 3 and 18-0 victories over Amherst and

URI "B" respectively, the "Big Red Wave" was ready to

defend their ground against Williams College. The first

half was a closely contested one with the Minutemen

clinging to a hard fought 5-4 lead.

"We really let WilUams get into their offense.The guys

were just giving them (Williams) too much room to

operate." said Yarworth.

And so. in desparate need of the victory, the Minutemen

showed the character and class that has been the

trademark of this team so far this season and shut down

the versatile Williams offense, outscoring the Ephmen 3-1

in the second half, enabling UMass to walk away with a

well savoured win and the tournament title.

"They really asserted themselves in the second half. It

was a "well deserved victory." said Yarworth.

The UMass Killer "B" team also saw action in the tour-

nament this past weekend and continued to show the

improvement.
"They played some very good teams and showed me that

they have the ablUity to become a force in future seasons

They did a lot of things reaUy weU. but they just could not

seem to finish off a number of different scoring op-

portunities." said Reggio.

"They exhibited an awful lot of poise considering they are

aU freshmen with little to no previous polo experience."

said Yarworth.

The Minutemen will once again have theu- work cut out

for them as they travel to the Smith Swim Center, on the

campus of Brown University, to compete in their second

Div. I league tournament this Saturday and Sunday. Oct.

22 & 23.

* tennis
C(mtinued from page 16

picked up an easy win for

the Minutewomen with a 6-

0, 6-1 victory. At number

six singles. Karen

Orlowski proved herself by

winning in handy fashion 6-

1.6-3.
.

However, in other singles

play things turned sour.

Diane Biagiola lost 6-4. 6 7,

0-6; Pat Sullivan went

down quietly 3-6. 2-6; and

Anne Marie MacTesch lost

2-6.4-6.

The third point for UMass

was put on the score sheets

by the number three

doubles tandem of Lisa

Corbett and Joyce

Girasella. They won 3-6. 6-

4.6-2.

Although the team has

not had an outstanding

season, there are several

talented players. Stewart

cites that it's "difficult for

the team to get up for

matches when they are so

close together. Most sports

teams rest several days to

a week."

October 22-23 llAM-SPM

University of Massachusetts
(Amherst, MA)
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TONIGHT ^

Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome

®.do

Two For On* 9 til 11

- All Liquor Drinks -

jI^C/N/ 15 EmI PiMMfll Sc '^(^^

We
Can Help
You With Your
Hangups

Br\(ihten up \;our room, apartment, or

home w\th a colorful and informative

ACADEMIC CALENDAR available at

the Campus Center Assistance Desk

and Dean of Students Office.

Sponsored b^lDB ITIPS

c^.X.^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Realistic Turntable Sherwood Receiver

KLH 331 Speakers free delivery 323-6844

$150

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Chavy Laguna, runs well, no rust in-

terior and tires good $900 or BO must see

call 549-6666 evenings or 545-3500 days

(leave message) ask for Tami

74 Merc Cougar XR7 PS PB AT AC new
tires, brakes & more $1200. will bargain

534-5002

Dodga Coronet good condition best offer

549-6661

1967 Mustang hdtp 6 cyi runs nice, depen-

dable $700.00 or BO Steve 549-5845 after 5

pm

HELP WANTED

1974 TR6 - near ground up restoration 99%
perfect 546-5616 Dan or leave message at

549-1319

74 Capri 4 cyt AM FM radio $500/BO call

586-6191 -—^^=1=
COLLEGIAN STAFF

Tonight 7:00

Staff Meeting in

the Newsroom
All Staff Members

must attend

DEVILS!

Congratulations to the 12 new pledges

of AXOI We think you're awesomel Love,

the Sisters of AXO

ENTERTAINMENT ~~~
Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, semis, Greeks, All Occa-

sions. Paul 256-1393

MIDRANGE PRODUCTIONS - Profes-

sional Disc Jockeys Reasonable Rates all

occasions 2^-3960

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Singers, Dancers, Jugglers wanted for

parttime delivery service. Great pay, own
hours. Call High Notes 665-7664

Superior Pizzeria, experienced part - full

time people for delivering pizzas. Must have

car . Also counter help. Phone 549-0626

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases. Good experience.

Applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 546-0341 Deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and third

worid students encouraged to apply

Housecleaning Biweekly/ 1 afternoon.

Own transportation. N. Amherst 549-6907

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Worltshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollnf>ent. 253-2098

The University of Massachusetts Karate

Club, a member of the International

Shotokan Karate Federation-Japan Karate

Association, trains Tuesday and Thursday

at 9:30 AM in room 101 NOPE. Beginning

students are welcome. For information

contact Prof. Sara Grimes, Journalism,

545-1376 ^^^_____^
LOST

REWARD for reward of

daypack and /or contents.

Call 584-6562 late nights

gray Jansport

No questions!

FOR RENT

Puffton 1 room, furnished, female $110

month call 549-4047

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -si/.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon &-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Rare Crown electric guitar, hardcase

four locks, call Erich 6-5693

oTiTaflt Ski Boots size 8% like new $40 or

80 - Billv 549-1205

FOUND

Men's 10 speed bicycle - (behind So.

Wood dumpster & enclosure). Call

253-2422 to identify and claim

HARVEST DANCE PARTY__
with DJ at the Newman Center from 9

to 1 Newman Student Association

members $1.50 others $1.00 all are

welcome

Lost keys leather key ring says: Judy if

found bring to Tobin 403 $10 reward or call

549-4123 ^

Lost: Silver Seiko Watch vicinity 7-O's or

7-11 Store Fri nite. Reward call 546-6175

Last week a man's silver ring with a blue

turquoise stone. Reward for person who

returns it to Asia at 546-5954

Orange-brown glasses in soft brown

double case lost Wed Oct. 12 546-5867

Reward for lost German Shepard female

named Biddie, seen on Northeast Street

666-2057

One Debi Bowler, last seen walking from

Brown House towards Worcester DC. If

found please wish her a Happy B-Day.

Ducky-Doo we love you Luv Kimba &
Deana

Keys near SUB 10-3-83 call

549-5230 leave message Reward
Steve

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Honda CB7B0K 10,000 miles, runs

Great very good condition. Luggage rack

backrest and cover $1850 call 666-8138

NEW YORK CITY RIDES

Ride to NYC Friday Oct 21 $10 each way.

Kyle 549-6322 (late)

PART-TIME HELP

Put your conscience to worki MassPIRG

is hiring paid part-time for evening hours.

Call Tern/. 256-6434, 9-2 o.m.

PERSONALS

Thursday. Oct. 20
"THE GRADUATE "

starring Dustin Hoffman
Campus Center Auditorium

6:00, 8:30, 11:00

Admission $1.00

Jessica C - Please call on me - Don

Looking for a change?
Tired of the same routine?

All University Women are invited to Chi
Omega

Mon. Oct. 24 Dinner 5:30

Tues. Oct. 25 Party 7:30

Thurs. Oct. 27 Dinner 5:30

Check us outi RSVP to Felice or Sherril

at 546-0162 or 646-2092

Souza (or should I say Carolyn), Thanx for

helping me jump from 18 to 201 You're a

real sweetie. Luv ya lots, Lin

To my Devil Billie, Great to have you

abroad. Good luck pledging AXOI Luv your

angei - Lin

Animal Abuse in Factory Farming -

Discussion. Skeptics welcome. Animal

Rights Coalition meeting Thurs Oct 20 7:30

PM Room 903 CC
Saturday, Oct. 22

"48 HOURS "

starring Eddie Murphy
Campus Center Auditorium

5:00, 7:00. 9:00, 11:00

Admission $1.00 - 5; $1.60 - 7. 9. 11

Collegian Staff

Staff Meeting
Tonight 7:00 in Newsroom

Mandatory for all

staff members

Bill, you are easyl Now we've read it in the

CollegianI Suebert

Rush RushSorority
Sigma Delta Tau

409 North Pleasant 546-0627

Dinner 10/18 Tues 5:30

Dynasty Party 10/19 Wed. 8:30

Rush Party 10/20 Thurs 8:30

Rush Open Rush

Free friendly two month old female kit-

ten to good home 256-0058

Sick of hangovers? Call University Health

Services (549-2671 ext. 181 ) for information

about STOP _^
Lambda Chi Alpha invites past and pro-

spective Little Sisters to a wine and cheese

party Fri 7:00 545-0244

Doug Do ya - Justalittle?

Hey, Sue Collagen 1 1 Happy Birthday 1

1

Love, Kate

To Dan Stockford just to let you know
that we love you 1 1 With love your admirers

Frannycakes get psyched for BUI Don't

be nervous with 2 Moms watching. Thanks

for everything keep smiling I Love Liza

To Giacobbesteinbergowitskyman,
have a great 20th go wild, your roomies

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RAYBANS

Quality sunglass weer invest in your eyes
- at least 25% off suggested retail prices

evenings call Bruce 549-2879

ROOM WANTED

21 yeer old male and dog need place star-

ting November. Please call Todd 549-5730

leave message
.

21 year old working female would like to

share apartment with people in Brittany

Manor or Southwood Apt. 1-525-1342

2 females looking for a room and/or an

apartment for Jan and Spring semester

close to campus pref call nancy F 549-4363

or Elaine 6-1461 anytime

ROOMMATE WANTED

Room available in house Nov 1 106 a

month + utilities On bus route. Near stores

& laundry. Call Cathy 256-0566

Looking for female roommate 24-1- to

share 2 bedroom apt in Sunderiand No
pets. $175, plus utilities call 549-0095

SECURITY DEPOSITS

Feeling ripped off? Do you have a ques-

tion about the return of your security

deposit? Contact: Off Campus Housing Of-

fice, 115 Hasbrouck, 545-0865

SERVICES

Typing by professional secretary $1 per

page 268-3637 evenings

Typing Papers, cases, letters, resumes.

IBM Selectric 1.25/pg Nancy 549-6082

SKATERS WANTED

SC of Amherst needs skaters for a preci-

sion team. Only 1 hour a week at Orr Rink.

Joanie 549-6999 ASAP

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advo fes and work on

student discipline case- jood experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel f^i5-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

Worid students encouraged to apply

Jugglers Mimes needed for the Annual

UMass Madrigal Dinners. Semi profes-

sional level required. If interested call

Wayne Abercrombie for audition at

545-0437
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Slu^shUM fieldhockey slugs
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Adjustment: to settle or arrange; to free

from differences or discrepencies.

"We played a flat, sluggish game,"

University of Massachusetts field hockey

coach said after yesterday's 2-0 win against

20th ranked Harvard.

"It was partially a matter of adjustment,

but the field was slow, too." Hixon said.

The fourth ranked Minutewomen tallied a

goal in each half. At 10:58 in the first half.

the Minutewomen were able to score on an

offensive corner.

This was a set play, with Kobel passing to

Donnelly, and Donnelly taking the initial

shot. This time. Donnelly's shot (a solid

drive) went past a Harvard defender and

the Harvard goalie.

For the rest of the first half, and the

beginning of the second half, play was

sluggish. The passing game ol UMass was

not in full gear, and Harvard was able to

penetrate the UMass defense enough to

force goalie Patti Shea to come out of the

cage several times. Shea had three saves

for the afternoon.

The second UMass tally came at 27:27 m
the second half. This was a one-two-three

play. Forward Pam Moryl took the ball into

the right corner, passed off to forward

Maura Coughlin, who passed to forward

Chris Kocot.

Kocot found the back of the net with a

knee high flick.

Despite the adjustment factor (UMass

played Temple and Old Dominion on ar-

tificial turf last weekend) and the slow field.

Hixon said, "We are stUl playing well

enough to win."

There were a number of questionable or

inconsistent calls during the match.

"We must continue to play no matter what

the caU." Hixon said. "CaUs don't make or

break a game."

Saturday, the Minutewomen travel to

Durham, New Hampshire for a Top 10

match up against UNH. The Lady Wildcats

are ranked sixth in the country.

More Sports on Page 14

Minutewomen explode to topple Dartmouth 4-0

Flionis nets hat trick. Bird gets

assists, Harackiewicz scores first

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H. - The University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team was

led by some experienced talent and some

young talent as it traveled to Dartmouth

and controlled the game to come home

with a 4-0 victory, to push their record to

7-1-3.

Halfback co-captain Stacey Flionis

scored three goals in the contest and

Jeanne Paul made outstanding first period

saves in defending the Minutewomen's

goal.

"Stacey played her best game today,'

coach Kalekeni Banda said. "She was the

MVP on offense. Stacey was very good up

front and Jeanne Paul was very good in

back. She (Paul) was forced to make

several dangerous plays that Dartmouth

could have scored on. She was the MVP on

defense."

UMass. ranked fourth nationally, was off

to a shakey start defensively in the first

half but, thanks to Paul. Dartmouth could

not capitalize. Unranked Dartmouth

missed a few potential scoring op

portunities but the five shots the team did

have were right on target and Paul was

there to stop them. UMass rifled 29 shots

at Dartmouth.
Flionis scored the only goal in the first

half for the Minutewomen. Ellen Taggart

crossed to Flionis who raced past three

Dartmouth defenders and went in on the

goaltender one on one. She got the shot

through at 18:54.

Forward Debbie Harackiewicz played

her third game with a face mask and had

three shots on net, one of which went in

for the Minutewomen's second score.

Harackiewicz sent the ball, her first goal

of the year, over the head of the Dart-

mouth goaltender 14 minutes into the

second half. She was assisted by Susan

Bird.

"She's more comfortable with the mask

now," Banda said of the sophomore.

"She's making better crosses and taking

more shots. It's the best I've seen her play

since coming back."

Flionis struck again with her second

goal of the hattrick at 16:54. Bird, who is

still feeling weak from illness made some

good passes and recorded another assist

on the score.

Flionis kicked in the last goal of the

match with 6:23 left on the clock. Chris

Taggart assisted on the play. Banda

commended Taggart for her play and said,

"Chris is a clever player who's continuing

to improve. She combines skills and in-

telligence."

The Minutewomen are ranked second in

New England behind UConn and will take

their 7 1-3 record to New York this

weekend for two matches. On Saturday

UMass will take on unranked Adelphi and

on Sunday the team wUl tackle unranked

George Washington University also at

Adelphi.

SHOULDER BALL-
Babson 's Tim Smith

(16) and Amherst's
Thomas Little compete

f<yr the hall in Tuesday 's

Division III showdown
at Amherst. The
Beavers beat the Jeffs

for the first time ever,

1-0 in overtime. See

story on page lU-

Collc(Un photo b; Jim Powcn

CollcfimB photo bjr David Dcnber

FLEET FEET - Jamie Watson, who is out with an injury, wasn't fleet

yesterday but her teammates were as UMass topped Dartmouth 4-0.

20th ranked UConn pounds

UMass
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

STORKS, CONN. — For the fourth game

in a row the University of Massachusetts

mens soccer team was shut out, as the 20th

ranked University of Connecticut defeated

the hapless Minutemen by the score of 5-0,

yesterday.

The Minutemen got their "bell rung" so to

speak with UConn controlling the game
throughout. The 900 Huskie loyals in at-

tendance witnessed a soccer clinic by their

team with the UMass squad as students.

Before yesterday's contest UMass
assistant coach Rick Bryant said that the

players that the Minutemen would have to

stop offensively to win were UConn's Matt

Addington, Jim D'Orsaneo and Eric Myren.

They didn't do it.

Addington had one goal and two assists,

D'Orsaneo had two goals and Myren scored

once for the Huskies. One of these three

was directly involved in every UConn goal.

The final statistics make Bryant look like a

scouting whiz.

UConn (9-5-1) held a halftime lead of 4-0.

With such a large lead by intermission

UConn mentor Joe Morrone was a liberty

to use the majority of his players.

UMass (1-8-4) managed only seven shots

on UConn goaltender Tony Pierce. The

Huskies countered with an onslaught of 17

shots on UMass junior goaltender Don

Donahue.
UMass freshman back Peter Geddes

managed to get two shots on goal that kept

Pierce from falling asleep. These two blasts

by Geddes were the only legitimate shots

on goal for UMass.
Minutenuin coach Jeff Gettler and his

assistants were deeply distraught after the

loss and were unavailable for comment.
The Minutemen's next game is against

Holy Cross this Sturday at 11:00 a.m. on

Boyden field. Everyone say a little prayer

for the Minutemen.

Harvardbeatsnetwomen6-3
By RICHARD BRUNELLI
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - It was

not the best of days for the

University of

Ma.ssachusetts women's

tennis team. After an

inspiring performance in

the MAIAW tournament

(where they tied with

Smith College for first

place) the netwomen went
cold against Holy Cross on

Tuesday. In a match that a

dissappointed coach Pat

Stewart dubbed "win-

nable". they wound up on

the short end of a 6-3

outcome.

Number one singles

Elizabeth Sullivan went

down by a 6 7, 5-7 margin

to the same player she had

defeated in the MAIAW.
"It was a good match."

Stewart said, "but one that

she could have won."

Freshman Anne Tauger.

number two singles player.

C(mtinu£d on pcuye lU L
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IT'S HARVEST TIME — A combine winds its way through a corn field yesterday harvesting

this year's crop at a farm on South Hadley Road.

Raising age

opposedby
letter drive
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Correspondent

In what Student Government Associa-

tion co-president Tom Ahern termed, "an

amazing response." about 450 University

<»f Massachusetts students have sent let-

ters to their local state SenaU)rs this week

voicing their opjKisition to a bill that would

raise the drinking age to 21.

The letter drive. sponsore<l by the Public

Policy Committee of the SGA. was sparked

by last week's passing of the bill by the

State House of Representatives. The

Senate is scheduled to vote on the measure

this Wednesday.

The drive was aided by a rally in front of

the Student Union early Thursday after-

noon where Ahem and Policy Committee

member Fran Pheeny urged students t*)

make use of the form letters and the phone

bank available to caII senators at their of-

fices.

SGA elections may be held within a month
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

General elections for new Student

Government Association presidents will

be held within a montli pending the

Undergraduate Student Senate's approval

of SGA co-president Charlene Allen's

resignation, which she announced Wed-

nesday night.

Allen, citing a University Residence

Board's denial to grant her in-state

eligiblity for financial aid as the reason for

her resignation said she cannot afford to

return to school next .semester. "To put it

simply," she said, "I have to get a job that

pays 40 hours a week." Allen said she has

lived in the state for fifteen years, but since

she graduated from a New York high

school, she has been denied residency for

the past three years. She also said she felt

it better to resign at this point, rather than

put it off for later.

Allen's resignation, if approved by the

Student Senate, will create a need for new

elections at an important time in the

presidential term. Tom Ahern. co-president

with Allen, said the Senate will be "in-

ternally affected by the resignation." since

it comes at the midterm point. "Right now."

Ahern said, "there's a certain amount of

shock and disbelief." As the SGA attempts

to fight, among other things, a proposed

tuition increase. Ahern stressed the need

for the Senate to "maintain our direction."

Allen said her resignation will not go into

effect until November, when nomination

papers for the new elections are due.

Chris Sullivan. Senate Speaker, said "In

my opinion, the resignation is not official

until approved by the Senate next week."

Sullivan also said the election format will

not be discussed until the resignation is

approved and the Senate co-ordinating

committee sets up election guidelines.

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche said at

least one month is necessary for the "entire

election process to run its course." Can-

didates will have two weeks after the

resignation to collect signatures for

nominations, and then two weeks after that

to run a campaign.
Nietzsche said he expects "a very ex-

citing race."

Ahern said he will be a candidate, run

ning with Lauren Bertsch. chair of the

Academic Affairs committee.

"Charlene's resignation is going to affect

me for a long time, but I cannot let it affect

the job I was elected to do." Ahern said "I

plan to continue the role I've played for the

last six months."

BOG may admit minors mto Blue Wall
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

The Blue Wall bar of the University of

Massachusetts may gradually allow 18 and

19 year-old students in the club, according

to the Board of Governors Chairman Mike

Reilly.

By getting the younger students into the

club, "we think it would show them that

somebody is on their side," Reilly said.

A system will be formed to prohibit 18

and la year-old's from purchasing alcohol,

according to Reilly, although no ar-

rangements have been worked out as yet.

As a result of the proposal to raise the

drinking age to 21, and the potential in-

come problems of the Blue Wall, "this will

bring us a tentative solution in bringing in

the younger students," Reilly said.

"We must bring in a program that will

allow the younger students into the Blue

Wall. Otherwise, the club virill soon be open

to about one-fourth of the UMass
undergraduate population." Reilly said.

"We also want to create an atmosphere

that the entire school can be a part of. It

would be nice to see more undergraduate

students in here, instead of the place being

filled by professors and graduate

students," R«illy said.

Reilly said a wrist-band system may be

used. Students who are of legal drinking

age will receive a wrist-band upon entry.

This system is used in many Connecticut

nightclubs and also in Celebration's in

Boston.

The wrist band can only be used once, as

it has to be broken to be taken off. A
broken wrist band is therefore invalid.

Other Campus Center authorities have

expressed partiality to a sectioned-off area

for the 18 and 19 year-old's.

Robert Montalto, a student supervisor in

the Blue Wall said, "We're bending over

backwards just to let the students into a

sectioned-off area."

"We don't want to deprive any student

an opportunity to see a first class band, but

at the same time, we have to protect

ourselves and the students."

"This can be a difficult thing for us to do,

so we must be careful in our actions," Mon-

talto said.

According to Reilly, if the Blue Wall

wishes to compete with the other local

clubs like the Hangar One and the Rusty

Nail (which both have wrist-band systems

on certain nights), it will have to "get the

younger students in."

"The reason we're out here is to inform

students about the intention of the

Legislature regarding our civil rights,"

Ahern said in an interview after the rally.

"If we let them do this (raise the drinking

age) then tuition hikes will be

forthcoming," he said, in reference t«

Chancellor Joseph Duffey's plan to in-

crease tuition by $50 next semester.

The rally was attended by only 30 to 40

students but Ahern said he hadn't expected

a large turnout.

"We didn't figure on getting a lot of peo-

ple out there." he said. "A lot of students

know what is happening, it's just a matter

of getting them to act on it."

Ahern and Pheeny took turns at the

microphone U^Uing students at the rally

that they, "have to watch the Statehouse

all of the time, not just on this issue."

"They (the Representatives) will have to

listen to us if we make our point known on

the drinking age issue now," Ahem said to

the crowd. "A lot of students don't vote so

they forget about us." noted Pheeny, "But

we can make our voices heard."

As evidenced by the lines at the tal)le to

send letters, students were anxious to get

involved.

"I'm concerned with what could happen

and I want to let them (the Senators) know

how I feel," said 19 year old sophomore

Shaun Walsh, who described himself as an

"avid drinker."

Pheeney also revealed plans for a

Statehouse rally to be held in Boston this

Monday at noon with students from other

state schools including Fitchburg and

Southeastern Massachusetts Universi^.

"We found out about the rally too late to

get a bus to go up, but we're encouraging

students to attend," said Pheeny.

"The Legislature thinks that students

don't care and aren't bothered with what

they do. Maybe this outpouring of concern

will wake them up," Ahem said.

Defensive tackle Ken Johnson

(71) is about to bring Maine runn-

ing back Paul Phelan (39) to the

ground in laat week's game.

Saturday, the UMass gridders

meet BU at home.

Coltcfian photo by D«rid Dcabcr

V.

Inside:
UMass Boston and Amherst SGA's

join in fight against tuition increase

P- 3

Housing situation clearing up

despite Crampton residents' anx-

ieties and moves P- 3

Andy Gordon's Trailers trivia pro-

mises Pryor performance tix . .
. p. 9

Fall Fashion Special: what's in,

what's out, what's chic, what's

freak inside pull-out section

Idealism increases indirect

pr(yportion to one's distance

from the problem.
— John Galsworthy
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® X-car body recall sought
WASHINGTON (AP) - General Motors

Corp. test drivers and internal company

documents repeatedly warned of brake

locking problems on 1980 X-body
automobiles before the cars went into

general production, according to GM files

made public Thursday.

The documents, released in a suit against

GM. showed the automaker went ahead

with production of the front- wheeldrive car

in early 1979 without correcting the

problems.

The documents were ordered unsealed by

U.S. District Judge Thomas Jackson, who

is hearing a suit brought by the Justice

Department, seeking a recall of 1.1 million

X-body cars.

The department also wants GM to be

ordered to pay $4 million m damages for

allegedly failing to act on the problem and

later withholding information from federal

oft.cials.

GM has denied the allegations, saying the

company did not know about the X-body

brake problem before production. GM has

said it will vigorously defend itself against

the suit.

Among the documents released were test-

driver logs from 1978 that show drivers in

at least 35 cases complained of brakes

locking and causing control problems.

Another from 1978 reported that the left

rear brake "locks up without too much
pressure being applied" in his X-body car.

House cuts off CIA contra aid
Al' l.tuterphoto

ANTI-KING DELIVERY - Members of the CoTutervative Caucus arrive

at the Old Executive Office Building in Washington, D.C. urging veto of

King holiday.

Conservatives oppose holiday
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Con

servalive Caucus delivered 43.700

signatures to the White House on

Thursday in a last ditch effort to persuade

President Reagan to veto legislation

creating a national holiday in honor of

Martin Luther King Jr.

The petitions used King's own words —
that people should be judged by "the

content of their character, not the color of

their skin" — in urging Reagan to return

to his original opposition to the measure.

The bill, however, passed the House
and Senate by such lopsided margins that

Reagan would risk the futile and
politically awkward exercise of seeing a

veto overridden by Congress and the

measure enacted anyway.

At his news conference Wednesday

night, a few hours after the Senate voted

78-22 to establish a King holiday, the

president reluctantly promised to sign the

bill "since they seem bent on making it a

national holiday."

Keagan did not make clear who he

meant by "they." but said he would have

preferred some observance of the slain

civil rights leader's birthday short of

establishing a 10th national holiday.

The bill declares the third Monday in

January, starting in 1986. as a holiday in

King's memory. King was born Jan. 15.

.1929. ^

WASHINGTON (AP) - A bitterly

divided House on Thursday voted for the

second time in three months to cut off CIA
support for Nicaraguan counter-

revolutionaries. The 227 194 vote, largely

along party lines, was nearly identical to

the earlier tally.

Like the first cut-off proposal, the new one

is seen as unlikely to win approval in the

Republican-controlled Senate.

There were 209 Democrats and 18

Republicans voting for the cut-off proposal.

The House vote came after a heated

debate in which each side accused the other

of risking deeper U.S. involvement in

Central America's wars.

"Military victory is the administration's

bottom line, " charged Rep. Edward P.

Boland. D-Mass., chairman of the House

Intelligence Committee, about the ex-

panding CIA backing for Nicaraguan

"contras" — or counter-revolutionaries.

Boland, sponsor of the cut-off amendment.

said the Reagan administration must stop

"waging war in Nicaragua. And make no

mistake about it, this is exactly what the

United States is doing."

But Republicans said the covert action had
succeeded in pressuring the Nicaraguan
Sandinista government to curtail its

support for leftist guerrillas in El Salvador

and to accept new peace proposals from the

so-called Contadora nations — Mexico,

Colombia, Venezuela and Panama.

Further, declared Rep. G. William

Whitehurst, R-Va., an intelligence coni-

mittee member, if the covert action is

stopped, "before this decade is out, you will

see American blood spilled in ways no one

can imagine." He suggested that if the

covert action was stopped it could lead to

direct U.S. military intervention.

The amendment to the 1984 intelligence

authorization bill would eliminate the

covert aid and replace it with $50 million in

open assistance to help pro U.S. nations in

the region stop leftist gun-running.

fobs reopened for women

WASHINGTON Prodded

by women's groups, the

Army on Thursday
reopened 13 of 23 military

specialties it had closed to

female enlistees on ground

they risked involvement in

direct combat.

Lt. Gen. Robert Elton, the

Army's personnel chief,

acknowledged at a news
conference that the action

was "driven by a number of

concerned groups." in-

cluding an advisory panel

which had protested the job

closures to Defense
Secretary Caspar Wein-

berger.

That panel, the Defense

Advisory Committee on

Women in the Services,

issued a statement saying

that "we applaud the

substantial changes that

have been made."

The categories reopened to

women include such jobs as

repaiiring missile radar and

fire control systems,
operating heavy con-

struction equipment, and
decontamination specialists

in nuclear, biological and
chemical warfare.

Elton stressed that the

Army was sticking to its

policy, established by the

Defense Department, that

women will continue to be

barred from serving in

combat units such as in-

fantry, artillery and armor.

"We did not look at opening
up combat military oc-

cupational specialties."

Elton said.

Digest
MDC predicts water shortage

by the AssociatedPress

Wesleyan Adversary printed

MIDDLETOWN. Conn.
— A student newspaper em-

phasizing "independent,

right-of-center" thought,

has begun publication at

Wesleyan University
without the controversy

that has surrounded similar

publications at Eastern col-

leges.

Financed by a foundation

grant, The Wesleyan
Adversary made its ap-

pearance Wednesday at the

small, private university

where sutdents frequently

have demonstrated against

U.S. involvement in Central

America, investments in

companies doing business in

South Africa and the arms
race.

HADLEY - The
Metropolitan District Com-

mission has adopted a

40-year $100 million water

conservation plan, but MDC
officials predict there still

may not be enough water to

supply Bostonians in the

year 2020.

In a recent report, the

MDC said conservation

would fall short of providing

its projected need of an ad-

ditional 130 million gallons

of water daily by the year

2020.

The agency estimates it

would save 30 million

gallons of water daily over

40 years plugging leaks and

taking other steps — among
the further study of a con-

troversial plan to divert the

Connecticut River.

However, the Water Sup-

ply Citizens Advisory Coun-

cil pegs the savings at 40

million gallons daily, and

council Director Robey
Hubley says he believes the

MDC inflates its projected

needs by using questionable

predictions on population

growth.

%lreenhouse effect'' kss urgent

WASHINGTON (AP) -
Atmospheric buildup of

carbon dioxide could cause

serious climate changes in

the next century, but there

is no basis for panic or a

precipitous shift in energ^y

policy, the National

Academy of Sciences said

Thursday.

The 500-page report, the

most comprehensive to date

on the so-called "greenhouse

effect" problem, took a less

pessimistic view than

another released earlier in

the week by the Environ-

mental Protection Agency.

The EPA's estimates of

rising oceans and warmer
climates generally jibed

with those of the academy,

but the agency warned the

consequences could be

"catastrophic" unless the

world begins planning for

the shifts "with a sense of

urgency."

The academy's National

Research Council agreed

that increased tem-
peratures, shifting climate

patterns and rising seas

would have great

ramifications worldwide.

But it contended none of the

problems are in-

surmountable and there is

plenty of time to adjust.

AP LiuerpKoto

MISSES DAUGHTER - Thomas Valdez of Spr-

ing VaUey, California displays a photo of his

daughter Stephanie who he is trying to vnn custody

offrtym his unfe. Valdez is trying to raise money for
the legal battle by selling parts of his body. I
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Future unsure

for fraternities
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Amherst College acting president G.

Armour Craig Thursday announced the

college's Board of Trustees have appointed

an ad-hoc committee to examine if and how
fraternities may continue at the school.

In a general college meeting called to

discuss the trustees decision, Craig, who
will be replaced by president-elect Peter R.

Pouncey in June, said this is the latest in a

series of examinations of the college's 244-

member fraternity system.

The issue was rekindled by Craig when
he recirculated a white paper written on the

issue in February by his predecessor, the

late Julian Gibbs. Gibbs' report followed

the disciplining of several fraternities,

including the abolishment of Delta Upsilon

Delta in 1982.

Lisa like, a junior fine arts major from

Manhasset, N.Y., and one of 74 women
living in the college's coed fraternity

system, called living in the Chi Psi house "a

great experience" which will "definitely be

what I remember when I look back at my
college experience."

Eke is a member of the Student

Assembly's committee on housing, which

originally planned to prepare a report for

Pouncy's arrival next year, but will now
ready the report for trustee consideration

in December. The trustee committee

charged with evaluating and recommending

a course of action regarding "student

residence and social life" is scheduled to

report to the full board in January.

Craig, who said he hopes to have the

situation resolved before he leaves office,

said the timetable is also to allow for the

cancellation of February fraternity rush if

the system is abolished.

Michael Siegel, a senior American studies

major from New York City, is president of

the Student Assembly and ex-officio

member of the College Council, a student

and faculty comittee which presented the

trustees with comments on the original

white paper.

"I think that the college is trying to

determine at least philosophically what the

place of the fraternities is," said Siegel, who
looked at the long list of calls for abolish-

ment throughout the years as a positive

sign. "In each of the cases that fraternities

were going to be abolished, they weren't."
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A SPOT OF SUN — Astronomy professor Tom Amy
demonstrates the presence ofsunspots with a telescope and

reflecting plate yesterday afternoon to two of /lis freshman
students, David Cloutier, left, and Steve Materazzo.

Housing under control
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

Four Crampton residents requested a housing change last week because

of the inconvenience and anxiety caused by the dorm's seven recent fires

but, according to Gerald A. Quarles the Housing Assignment Coordinator,

all four have changed their minds.

"These women were concerned for their personal safety. Their parents

were concerned, and rightly so. We had told them that we could ac-

comodate them in swing spaces while allowing them to retain their present

housing assignments in Crampton until this situation is under control,"

Quarles said. m. j j
One resident of Crampton requested a housing change Tuesday, and

when asked her reason, said she wanted to move because of personal

preference and not as a result of the seven recent fires.

Separately, some 13 male students who still have not received housing

since the beginning of the semester and have been living in the Campus

Center Hotel should now be housed in a dormitory vvrithin a week, Quarles

"We want them to know that we are working on it," he said. "We're

looking out for them and hope to solve the housing problem in an orderly

fashion."

Students living in "svvring spaces" - lounges converted to dorm rooms -

and hotel rooms are those who had failed to pay their bill on time. Housing

Services expects to have those students living in swing spaces out in a few

weeks.

Two campuses vow
to fight tuition hike
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — Student government leaders from the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst and Boston met

at lIMass-Boston yesterday to coordinate strategy to fight

proposed tuition increases during the next year.

Students at the meeting planned a rally to protest

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey's proposed $50 tuition in-

crease for next semester at UMass-Amherst. The rally will

take place next Thursday in front of the Student Union

Building, and students from the Boston campus pledged to

bring at least one busload of people to Amherst to protest

with Amherst students.

The meeting was "one of the first collaborative enter-

prises we will take," said UMass-Boston student trustee

Paul Reeves. "We've got to show people that we are

unified against this."

Student Government Association co-President Chariene

Allen and Public Policy Committee meml)ers Paul Gosselin

and Jay Flynn met with Reeves and UMass-Boston Stu-

dent Assembly chair Robert Hall and Tony Perkins, chair

of the community action committee at UMass-Hoston.

Reeves called for the meeting two days ago after receiv-

ing a letter which was sent out from Duffey's office to all

members of the UMass Board of Trustees. The Trustees

had strong criticism of IXiffey's plan when he presented it

to them Oct. 5, and Reeves said he thinks IXiffey is trying

to create the impression that UMass students don't care

alK)ut an increase.

"That's the first basic assumption we're going to have

to undo," Reeves said.

The rally, featuring speakers from the Amherst and

Boston campuses, will U' the first step in fighting the tui-

tion increase, and will \w followed by "a detailed position

paper for the Trustees." Gosselin said.

The %h<d increase is only part of the problem, Ckisselin

said. Since it is part of a program offered by the

legislature which allows state colleges and universities to

raise tuition and keep the funds on campus for specific

programs, the initial increase could Ix? just the beginning

of a "self-sufficiency" program in which "tuition increases

will be a bigger part of the University budget," he said.

"If we can get the Trustees to stop talking about the

short-term and make them consider the long-term pro-

blems with the legislature, we can stop (the tuition in-

crease)," Gosselin said.

UMass-Boston Chancellor Robert Corrigan has opposed

any tuition increase, but students from the Boston campus
said any increase here will make it harder for them to fight

increases proposed by the Board of Regents of Higher

Education.

"Basically, the Regents are going to legalize yearly tui-

tion increases," Gosselin said. "They will make tuition a

percentage of the budget, so whenever the legislature in-

creases the budget we get a tuition increase."

"We should work together on this," Reeves said. "No

more of this Amherst-Boston split."

Convocation honors students
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

While those who attended the Student

Affairs Convocation yesterday in the

Campus Center Auditorium were enjoying

a wine and cheese buffet. Trey Williams,

special assistant to the Vice Chancellor of

Student affairs and chairperson of the

convocation planning committee was busy

making arrangements for future per-

formances of the UMass Musical Theater

Guild.

"We looked at the words 'student affairs'

and saw what was missing...the students,"

Williams said.

"I get the most enjoyment out of student

involvement," he said. "I like seeing

students involved out of the classroom,"

The Guild provided the afternoon's en-

tertainment by performing numbers from

past productions. And students, it proved,

were not the only ones honored.

Three hundred people attended the

convocation, an annual event which Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Mason called "a coming together for all of

student affairs."

In his opening remarks, Madson noted the

special recognition ceremonies that have

been going on all week within the various

departments in student affairs.

Five special awards were given by the

distinguished service award committee for

"sustained high achievement" said Sarah

Cleveland, CASIAC '85, who made the

award presentations in place of committee

chairperson Penny Worman, who is in the

Arctic watching p^ar bear migration.

"She couldn't put it off." Cleveland said.

Recipients of the award were: Dr. Daniel

Clapp of Heahh Services, Lou Anne

STUDENT AFFAIRS CONVOCATION
Harrison, an undergraduate student who
works for veterans assistance and coun-

seling services, Bobbi Harro, a graduate

student with the new students program,

Peter Murphy, an electrician with housing

services, and Sandra Watkins of the

records office.

"Usually I'm never speechless," Watkins

said, "but this time my hands were even

cold."

Although she knew beforehand she would

be receiving the award at the convocation,

Watkins said, "I was overwhelmed. This

really means something because it was my
peers who voted for me."

There were 75 nominations for the

awards, which were narrowed to 40

nominees. The winners received a letter of

commendation, a framed certificate, lunch

with Vice Chancellor Madson and Chan-

cellor Duffey, as well as $1000 cash.

Besides providing entertainment,

students were also responsible for the

student affairs logo, designed by Scott

Frank of SGA Communications, and the

centerpiece floral arrangements, which

were given away as door prizes, and were

designed by a student group.

Student Government president, Tom
Ahem, who was among some of the

students invited to attend the convocation

said, "The Vice Chancellor at the Student

Affairs level has made an attempt to make
contact with the SGA. I think they have a

positive goal of working with the students."

CMfsoM fkoto ty Aim Lummy

CONCRETE SUPPORT - The concrete lines of a couple of cam,pus

buildingsframe one student and support another as they go about their day.
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Activism, social change
topics of one-day conference
By TOM KKLLY
Collegian Staff

'The Sixties Speak to the Eighties" is the

subject of a one day conference on activism

and social change, to be held Saturday at

the University of Massachusetts.

The focus of the conference, organized by

the Afro American Studies Department,

the «'X-ial Thought and Political Economy

Program, and the Women's Studies

Program, is the connection of the social

movements of the sixties and the activism

of the present.

Sponsors of the event want to stress

primarily the importance of the civil rights

movement and the central role of black

people then. They said much can be learned

for the present by looking at the past.

Speakers include: James Farmer, founder

and former national director of Congress on

Racial Equality (CORE). Jim Forman.

chairperson of the Unemployed and

U.S. economy

prospects in 80's

to be discussed

The chairman and chief

exwutive officer of the New
York Stock Exchange,
William M. Batten, will

address the Chancellor's

Council at 9:30 a.m. in the

Worcester Dining Common.
His topic is to be the

prospects of the American
economy in the 1980s.

Batten is a retired CEO of

the J.C. Penny Company.
Inc.

New Alliance

to hold lecture,

wine sampling

A lecture and wine-tasting

demonstration will be the

first event of the newly

estabhshed Pioneer Valley

branch of the Alliance

Francaise, to be held at 7:30

tonight at the Women's
Club. 35 Triangle St. in

Amherst. A small fee will

be charged. The program

will include a slide

demonstration of French

wines, followed by a sam

pling of various wines.

Poverty Action Council and Thelma

Griffith-Johnson, founding member,

Harlem Parents' Committee, and currently

director of the Affirmative Action office at

UMass. ^u D . f

Topics of discussion include: The Roots ol

the Sixties. Student Non Violent Coor

dinating Committee (SNCC) and the

Resurgence of Activism, and Civil Rights

and Bevond. Conference organizers expect

attendance from Five College faculty and

students, high school students and working

people and activists from the Northeast.

The conference will also feature a concert

at 8 p.m. by the SNCC Freedom Singers,

the musical voice of the civil rights

movement. These activist song leaders

travelled the country, using their music to

draw attention to the issues of the

The conference will be held in Mahar
Auditorium at 9:30 a.m. It is free and open

to the public

Everyone is special at Frankies!

This week on special:
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& SMALL DRINK $1.69
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At Frankies you get much more for alot less^
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New approach

to computers

subject of talk

"People and Computers," a

humanistic approach to

computers, is to be the

subject of a talk by Dr.

Mildred Shaw of York
University. Canada at 1:30

p.m.. today in room 904 of

the Campus Center. Shaw
has developed a range of

interactive computer
programs based on "per-

sonal Construct
psychology." The talk is

free and open to the public.

The art finalwas a 6-foot painting.

\bur friends helped
you passwith flying colors.

•'•' UHIVIB.ITT I

Iyout Weekly Calendar— Take A Cloeer Look r» jb^

Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA
BOLLER
PROMO
Free

T-8hirto
&Priaes

• $1.50 Bar Drinks

• 60' Miller Drafts

• 85' Lowenbrau

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^ain
Happy Hour

FREE PIZZA
$1.50 Bar Drinks

60« Miller Draft

$1.00 OFF ANY
PITCHER
OF BEER

10.00 closing 2:00 5:30

Friday
and

Saturday
DOUBLE
SHOT
DRINKS

at

regular prices

60' Miller

85' Lowenbrau

Monday
and

Tuesday

10:00 - closing

on any pizza

when you buy a

Pitcher of

Beer

5:00 - closing

Daily Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 6:00
Each Ni^t Happy Hour 10:00 - closing

.A deftly hurled splotch of nia^cnta blended

surrealistically with a cascade of vermilion,

occasional suggestions of orange and cobalt

blue and what do you have? What else: "The

Birth of the Tniverse!'

it's the painting that tonipleted your
^ art final, and frankly, you couldn't

have done it by yourself.

Afterwards, it's time for a little

down-to-earth j^ratitude. You

owe them at least a few

Lowenbriius, not to mention the

laundrv bill.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends. .'^

Woman firefighter finds job

demanding and worthwhile
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

Last March, former Amherst fire chief

Jerry Sanford mentioned to a fellow

firefighter that he'd like to see more

women on the force. That was the same

day Amherst resident Debra Pierce read a

newspaper article about firefighting and

decided to put in an application.

"it was so interesting, so I went down to

North Station 24 hours after the chief said

he wanted more women, I walked in. I

believe in fate, so I think that was it,"

Pierce said.

A short time after applying for the job,

Pierce was made a member of the call

force, different from the permanent force

in that the members are volunteers who

are paid on an hourly basis and called in on-

ly when the permanent force is unavailable.

Pierce's assimilation into the Amherst

Fire Department was not completely

smooth.

"At first, a lot of the male firefighters

were saying, 'You're not the first

(woman)'. They were wondering if they'd

have to cut down on their cursing, and their

dirty jokes. I demand respect, but I tell

jokes too, I swear, and I like to have a good

time," Pierce said.

Pierce said her peers' initial skepticism

has given way to comaraderie.

"Everybody's really great here. You do

your work and then they're more accepting

about having women come in," she said

"I get lots of reinforcement from

everybody. Let me prove my own self. I

can't do everything, but neither can the

guys. We all have our own strengths and

weaknesses," she said.

While Pierce said being a firefighter is

exciting, it is also difficult, especially the

training.

Call force members meet every Tuesday

night to improve their skills and learn new

firefighting techniques.

"Right now we're working on extrica-

tion, and it's really exciting. We also work

on what to do if there's a dorm fire." she

said.

The local training is in addition to the

several weekends each year the force

sj)ends at a training ground in New Hamp-

shire. A cement structure, called a

blockhouse, is actually set on fire so that

the firefighters can get hands-on ex-

perience.

"It's really good because you see how

you'd really react," she said.

Despite the many interruptions and im-

positions on her time. Pierce has found

firefighting an extremely satisfying voca-

tion.

"The main reason I did this was for a

sense of community. I have lived in

Amherst for nine years and have never

really felt like a part of it, and now I do. It's

thrilling. There's teamwork; you have to

work together, and I like that feeling. 1 feel

like I'm needed and an important part of

something," she said.

Registry fills job vacancies

c 1983 Beer Brewed m U S A by Miller Brewing Co .
Milwaukee. Wl

By BOBBI GUILLERM
Collegian Correspondent

Because of a lack of women, minority and

handicapped professionals applying for

faculty and administrative positions at the

University of Massachusetts, the Affir-

mative Action Office has established a Staff

Registry to fill job vacancies.

"People send resumes to us and let us

know what kind of job they want and we

notify them when one becomes available,"

said Shara Denson. coordinator of the Staff

Registry.

Federal law mandates that recipients of

federal funds must exhibit a good faith

effort in attempting to find qualified

women, minority professionals, han-

dicapped persons, and Vietnam era

veterans to fill job positions.

Agents of the federal government come

to UMass periodically to check Affirmative

action records to ensure compliance with

the law, and if UMass was found non-

compliant federal funds might be taken

away, according to Thelma Griffith-

Johnson. Director of Affirmative Action.

She said colleges and universities are in a

"seller's market and buyer's market" for

quality employees. "We have to compete

for the best in the field who happen to be

women, minorities, handicapped and

Vietnam veterans. We have to make UMass

desirable enough for them to come."

The Affirmative Action Office advertises

for the Staff Registry four times a year in

major journals and media directed to

women and minorities. The Registry is

actually a pool of resumes of possible job

candidates. If a department needs a

professional minority, the Affirmative

Action Office can be of service. Time-

consuming and expensive search can be

avoided.

"By comparison to what we send four

times a year, if we get a good enough

response, it saves money." Griffith-Jonson

said.

Griffith Johnson said other colleges and

universities in other parts of the country

have heard of the UMass Staff Registry and

have asked for copies of resumes.

FOUR SEASOMS^f
Location: On Route 9 In Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt fronr) free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

SPECIALS
MEISTER BRAU cans $7.99

GENESSE BEER bts $6.95

CARLING bts $6.99

BUSCH bottles or cans $8.99

STROHS cans $9.99

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM. 750 nil. $6.99

PICCALA COFFEE LIQUEUR. . . . 750 ml. . . . $5.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $8.99

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE 750 ml $2.99

CARLO ROSSI 4 L $599

E & J GALLO VARIETALS 15 $3.99

We will take your cans and bottles with a smile.

No quantity too large.

KEGS WE DELIVER BEER BALLS
584-8174

Attention Wine Enthusiasts: We really know our wines and

someone Is always here who can help you. Come see our huge

selection.
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown AmherBt 253-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRICING

Stroh's 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Schaefer 12 oz. long necks $7.99 case + dep.

Bud 12 oz. cans or long necks $10.95 case + dep.

Old MilwaLkee i? oz cans $4.25 12 pk

Gin or Vodka 80° $4.99 litre $8.49 1 .75 litre

German, French €r Italian Wines

Red, White & Rose $1.99 & up 750 ml

Large selection of barrelled beer in stock

The

PGA PRESENTS
HALLOWEEN BALL

October 21

9:00-2:00

campus center

10th floor

$2.00

Juice Bar will bo

open until 2:00

Prizes will be awarded for

best male
best female

best overall

and
most tacky

COSTUME
OPTIONAL

t ^:

^
7

•J. :i^mmmm
4

1
1

Racquetball Racquets
.\ Racquetball Balls

V-' '^ Racquetball Gloves

f-..^ Racquetball Glasses

Also available ^>

Sport ClotNnfl ^

Sport Bag*

I Headbands i,
Tennis Acceaaoriea

/ \A/ri«tK«rw4a * ' _ .... -
% (

WristtMnds

Whistles
*i Basketball, Soccer

i Football, Baseball

Frisbeas,

Swimming Accessories

Open MP 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

GRADUATE

The Graduate School

and the Graduate Student Senate Invite you to attend

the Graduate Forum, featuring an address by:

Dr. Leon Tabah

who will speak on

"Main Substantive Issues Before the International

Conference on Population - Mexico City, 1984"

Sunday evening, October 23, 1983

at 7:15 pm
Memorial Hall

Dr. Tabah is the Director, Population Division,

United Nations/Assistant Secretary General

of the International Population Conference,

Mexico City, in August 1984.

Cheese and wine reception following the address

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, sophomores and Stockbridge students who
wish to live off-campus for the Spring Semester 1984

should apply for an exemption from the on-campus

housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications

are now available In the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than Monday, October 31, 1983. Applications will not

be accepted after this date. Please submit all applica-

tions to the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whit-

more.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

* Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an
exemption from the on-campus housing requirement.

DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE
RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION. Any student who signs

a lease without prior approval from the Housing
Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus
fees and will be required to reside on-campus.
* Students who are granted an exemption from the

on-campus housing regulation will lose their housing
assignment for the Spring 1984 Semester approx-
imately two weeks after the exemption is granted,

unless prior arrangements are made with the Housing
Assignment Office. Thank you.

t

EDITORIAL/OPINION

Musical chairs

at the very top
James Watt chirped too loudly too many times and

he's out.

New Interior Secretary William Clarks singing

perhaps annoyed George Shultz, so Bill has been shifted

over to the environmental chair.

Bob McFarlane looks like the next National Security

Adviser, and Madame Kirkpatrick is in a huff. Poor
Jeanie's been passed over on the National Security Ad-
visor NSA choice, so now she says her UN position is tir-

ing her, what with commuting between the D.C. and the

Big Apple, and that she intends on wrapping it up and
calling it quits.

Rob Skelton

There was talk of some rallying by ultra-rightists on

her behalf, but the President seems intent on his

McFarlane choice, which has angered some of his conser-

vative constituents (who are these people, anyway?).

All of which leaves James Watt out in the political

wilderness, right? Wait. Mr. Watt has announced that he

will be working to get "his man" Reagan back into the

Oval office. Watt, who for a time was the Republican

Party's no. 2 fundraiser (right after the Gipper himself),

will now be busy on the campaign trail, mixing and mingl-

ing with the "right" people and hoping to help his former

boss.

When asked about the new Secretary of the Interior,

Jim's song went something like this: "Oh yes. Bill's a

helluva fella", and, "couldn't have made a better choice,

no sir."

"Shuffle, shuffle, slam," goes the President's Cabinet

movements and close to re-election time, too. The heat is-

on and some issues threaten to boil over. "Covert" aid to

Eden Pastora and his co-horts in Nicaragua suddenly

seem a serious threat to the Ortega Brothers. The forty-

five thousand American troops in Honduras are not just

there on an "exercise," rather, it is a Reaganesque move

to accustom America and others to global warfare involv-

ing American troops.

Mr. Marcos shows signs of instability in the Phillipines,

and a crackdown is imminent (accompanied by the tacit

approval of Mr. Reagan?).

ft could go the other way, with a failure for Marcos and

installment of a more left-leaning, people-onented

government - which, of course, would be to the chagrin

of our ruling party. The "democracies" of the PhUlipmes

and South Korea, so vital to US interests, will either

change very little, (autocracies and oppression of the

poor) or very drastically Oeft-leaning and perhaps Soviet

supported).

Conservatives, who are, by nature, already comfor-

table, have no desire to see change, except for when it is

in their interest. Mr. Reagan has never intended straying

the course, so he will stay the course so that he can stay

the course. Were there ever doubts about his reelection

yearnings? C'mon, Ron's got a good thing going.

James Watt, a political hotbed, has been put to better

use, but as Evans and Novak state: "To fix a problem at

Interior, Reagan has given up more than he knows."

Musical chairs in US affairs alarm certain parties. Op-

pressed populations in gift-wrapped "democracies de-

mand attention. 1984's no. 1 big brother wUl have some

tough work to do.

Rob Skelton w a UMass student

Ronald Reagan's secret diaries

Washington. October 3 - Good morning, fellow

Americans, it's 12:30 and I have been hard at

work for at least a half an hour. Nancy woke me

up with Valium and buttermilk because I have another one

of those awful press conferences to go to today. It s just

not fair' Not only do I have to miss a whole evening of

prime time but I just know that one of those wise guy

reporters is going to ask about Jimmy Watt tnpping that

parapelegic down the White House stairs. They just don t

understand Jimmy's got a sense of humor too. I hope that

they don't ask about that Lebanon thing again. Look, 1

don't even know where the place is!

Lawrence Madden

have )n

Right now I'm in the middle of opening the White Hou.se

mail. Most of it's boring stuff from foreign dignitaries

with long names that are hard to pronounce. But 1 got a

very touching letter from a little girl who said she lived in

some place called the South Bronx. Her mother's welfare

checks were cut off l)ecause of my brilliant et'onomic pro-

grams, she said, so now her mother was going to sell her

to a pimp. Well, it nearly brought me to tears. I wrote

back that it was a wonderful example of all I stood for;

free enterprise, putting Americans hack to work and cash

flow. I wanted to invite her to the White House but Nancy

wouldn't let me.

Well my Doctors say I've been working too hard, so

ive to take a T.V. break. Besides All My Children is c

Random Notes
— on Southwest —

As my family and I drove up the snake-like highway

anticipating the new world ahead, we were

astounded to see the city that lay before us. Gigan-

tic architectural structures loomed in the distance. As wt

got closer, we could see that there was not merely one or

two towers, but five giants sleeping peacefully at the end

of the University. Soon these gentle giants would come

alive as the students unpacked and settled into their new

lifestyles. Inside, while a dorm room is being constructed,

each window developes its own personality. The

characteristic Z-rooms will all have their individual styles.

There will be parties with new faces, friendly smiles, beer,

wild rumors, and disgusting bathrooms. Music will blast

and people will dance. The dull brick outside of the tower

gives no hint of the excitement bubbling within.

Stacy Wiederlight

People from all over the country travel to Massachusetts

to be a part of University life. The towers are the dorms

where most of the students are housed. Therefore, new

friends are made and new ideas are shared. Parties range

from mellow get-togethers to outrageous all-nighters. It is

at these social events that preppies and punkers mix,

while music blasts from stereos in quadraphonic sound.

Every floor is another adventure into the unknown -

there are always people to meet. The men and women on

co-ed floors try to live harmoniously with one another,

although taking a shower next to a guy that lives down the

hall might seem a little absurd in the beginning. Soon

strong bonds of friendship form, and people learn a lot

about themselves and the thoughts of others.

The towers are a great place to mingle and party, but it

also has its disadvantages. One of the bad features you

must tolerate when living in Southwest, is learning how to

step carefully amongst the debris left over from the night

before. Even if the halls aren't littered, it still might be

hard to travel to different floors in the tall towers. Trying

to get an elevator to stop at the floor you are on is an im-

Letters'

Math error ruins argument
To the Editor,

I would like to comment on an editorial written by

Katherine Curda for the October 18th issue. It appears

Ms. Curda needs some help with her basic math skills; 150

billion dollars divided by 34 million people equals

$4,411.76 per person, not $44,117.64 as she reported. This

gross error greatly affects her argument, and answers her

inquiry of where the funds are going to. They are going in-

to her miscalculation, rather than the pockets of "ad-

ministrators, statisticians, consultants, economists,

sociologists, think tanks, universities, social agencies and

miscellaneous boondoggles," as she and her source

Thomas Sowell suggest.

Mike FerpiMn
Amherat

now and I'm dying to find out if Erica and Palmer find

those Nazis. I just want to say being President isn't all fun

and games, especially with all those people making fun of

me and not to mention meeting all those sweaty dictators

in countries where they don't even have T.V. 1 haven't

been to the ranch in over a month and a half and it seems

like years. That reminds me, 1 should mention something

to Larry Speakes alK)ut taking time out...

Well folks, I'm back again and I must say All My
Children was most inspiring. Where else can you find out

how Real Americans live and what they really need? 1

wanted U) go on G.H. but Nancy said it wouldn't l)e a g(M)d

idea, so she went on Different Strokes instead. Hold on a

second please, some senator wants me to sign something

about that El Salvador mess.

There now, that's over with. That's another thing alnmt

this president business, you always have to sign stuff —
you wouldn't believe the writer's camp I get! Time to take

another Valium and more stuff alM)ut that Kl Salvador

place. El Salvador, hmmmm, didn't I read something

about that in the Reader's Digest i>nc-e? Oh yes, 1

rememl>er the article now, "El Salvad(»r Land of Tropical

Beauty." Gee. that sure sountis like a swell place to send

some of our troops for a vacation.

It's General Hospital time now, so I've got to run. 1 can

hear Nancy talking alxmt her shopping trip in the T.V.

room. 1 just want everyone to renienilHT "St^iy the

C'ourse" and keep those tax dollars rornirig.

LnuTeTire Madden /.s- n ('Muss student

'VCiuC»hT ml IVV»VTUinG.S.< - CUT-RATE ftkRb GOCC ^mmNM<i.

possible as trying to flag down a taxi in New York City in

the middle of rush hour. Once an elevator has finally stop-

ped at your floor, you must edge in sideways in order to

avoid elbows. As the elevator ascends the floors slowly

one by one, you learn of the night's itinerary.

If you choose to get some exercise, and believe me,

twenty-two floors is a lot of exercise, you may walk up the

concrete palace to your destination. Walking down the hall

you pass the obscene writing, scuff marks, and vulgar

murals that decorate the walls. But. once you have reach-

ed the summit, the captivating view compells you U) gaze

out over the picturesque scenery.

It is from these penthouse apartments that the

panoramic view is observed. The beautiful green rolling

hills and small college town contrast sharply with the

superstructures and buildings of the campus. Gusty night

breezes may blow in through an open window as you spy

on the ant-like creatures below. The streets look like a

maze, and the long highway is a runway for the cars that

seem to slowly get swallowed up in the greenery beyond

the horizon.

There is an inner beauty to each tower, although

materialistically, it may seem quite hard to find. Every

residential area has its advantages and disadvantages.

Similarly, each tower has its own striking charwteristics

that make it a unique environment as well as a viable part

of community life here at UMass.

Stanf Wiederlight is a UMass student
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MoNdAy^

OcTobER 24,1987

AT 7:J0 p(vi

CAivipus Center

Rm. 101
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VMASS
Imprint*^

Open
M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^I,

A 4.

'

Dateline: Central America

* Located on Special Sale Tables

at the front of the store

PAPERBACK

THEpRST CASUALTYOFWAR ISTHE

NICKNOLTE GENEHACKMAN JOANNA CASSIDY

BOOKS
origir

price

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

)N'S GATE FILM

"UNDER FIRE" JEAN-LOUIS TRINTIGNANT RICHARD MASUR
ED HARRIS...... M»«cb>JERRY GOLDSMITH. w.,^.„..,.PATMETHENY

i.,r.,w ,f i%H„gT.„h»JOHN ALCOTT bs( E.^umrPnoum EDWARD TEETS

.„„, RON SHELTON .™,CLAYTON EROHMAN su^., CLAYTON EROHMAN
Pn^^hJONATHANTAPLlN ,„..,u..R()(;ERSPOTTKSW(K)DE

I
(inoi>i«i .wiKiniiU't )tui

'•"* PniwlnK ^ffms^'

NOW PLAYING ATATHEATRE NEAR YOU.

Trailers
Richard Pryor is often touted as the

funniest man in film today and I'm inclined

to agree; though I do so completely in spite

of his track record. He may be great but he

starred in some big-time duds. Lets be

honest with ourselves. Some Kind of Hero,

Bustin Loose, The Toy and Superman III

were very lame. His first concert film was

terrific but the follow up was slick and

preachy. To me, Pryor is at his best when
playing it straight (as in Lady Sings the

Blues) or when teamed, complemented

really, by Gene Wilder (Silver Streak, Stir

Crazy). Pryor will have the opportunity to

do both again soon, in serious biographies of

Charlie Parker (to be directed by Joel

Oliansky) and Malcolm X ( Directed by

Sidney Lumet) and teamed with Wilder in a

comedy tentatively titled Going Nuts

(They'll surely change it — it bears too

much resemblance to the SCTV gang's

upcoming Going Berserk). But Pryor will

first try his hand again in a concert format.

Columbia's Richard Pryor Here and Now,

by Andy Oordon

which he also wrote and directed, will open

nationally next week. Filmed only two

months ago at Bourbon Street's Saenger

Theater in New Orleans, the concert

features material Pryor polished at L.A.'s

Comedy Store. Pryor also made a serious

film with Richard Dreyfus called Aint No

Heroes which seems to have disappeared.

Filmed close to a year ago, the picture does

not currently appear on any of the studios'

release schedules.

I like to rag on Robby Benson, but I must

admit he's a heck of an actor. Only 27 years

old and he's acted in dozens of decent flicks.

His roles have been extremely diverse,

ranging from the quintessential American

youth of the Midwest {Our Town), the

EasUTribute) and the South (Ode to BiUy

Joe), as well as a Chicano ( W^a//c Proud) and

a Hassidic Jew (The Chosen). Benson will

continue to broaden his range with his role

as American Indian BUly Mills in Runmng

Brave, which is set for release next month.

Mills was a hero of the 1%4 Olympics,

On patrol are (from left) Nicholas Cage (Coppolla's nephew), Vinnie

Spano, Matt Dillon and Christopher Penn (Sean's brother)^

THE YEARBOOK
WANTS YOU II

The INDEX is looking for some good peo-

ple. Anybody with yearbook or journalisnn

experience is invited to attend the first

organizational meeting. Many positions

need to be filled, for example, Editor-in-

Chief, and Managing Editor.

The meeting will be held Monday, Oct. 24

at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room

804/808.

Be there or be trapezoid. Bring your

friends and become part of this

dynamic organization!

Richard Pryor takes to the stage again. See trivia question for free

tix.

edging out world record holder Ron Clarke

of Australia to win the 10,000 meter run.

The film, which wa.s backed totally by

Indian investors, was directed by D.S.

Everett, though there is virtually no

mention of him included in the press

material. It also stars Pat Hingle and

Claudia Cron (Jane Chisolm in Diner).

Each time I hear word of Francis P'ord

Coppolla's upcoming Rumble Fish it sounds

more interesting. The film was filmed

entirely in stunning black and white to

correspond with one major characters color

blindness. Color has been added to a dream

sequence however. The story of two

brothers trying to live up to each other's

expectations, the picture was shot entirely

in the slum areas of Tulsa. The incredible

cast includes Mickey Rourke. Dennis

Hopper. Vincent Spano, Diane Lane,

Nicholas Cage and Diana Scarwid. Matt

Dillon is in it also. More on this next week.

What did I say. I just received in

formation that Columbia's Pryor/Wilder

comedy has changed it's title to Double

Whoopee. I knew they'd change it. I said

so, remember'?
lx)cal Best Bets: A whole slew of ex

cellent flms around this weekend. The
Pleasant St. Theatre has Felini's classic *

1/2 and the Academy of Music has held over

The Return of Martin Guerre. In

Hollywood flicks, Nick Nolte and Gene
Hackman's political thriller Under Fire

opens today at the Mountain Farms 4,

where Never Siay Never Again is still

showing. Say what you want, but Sean

Connery is pouch in his original role as

Bond. Mountain F"'arnis has also brought

The Limely Liuiy back by popular demand
(popular demand?). Pia Zadora mastur-

bating with a garden hose; I'm there.

TRAILERS Trivia: No one caught la.st

week's question. Observant viewers might

have noticed that the characters in The Big

Chill drank Tsingtao beer. This week's

question: Lots of competition this week, my
dad's up for the weekend and he knows his

stuff. Many Hollywood directors are

beginning to make music videos. Lionel

Richie's "All Night U)nK" and Hilly Idol's

"Dancing with Myseir' are two such

examples. Who made them'.' The first five

correct answers will receive pairs of passes

to the new Pryor concert film mentioned

above.
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Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^QjUNtVERSITY
mSTORE*
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Late Night Drive Thru
Open Sunday thru Thurs

till Midnight

Friday and Saturday

till 3:30 AM!

'k^iSS ARENTTOUHUNORT?!

Tastes like it

never left ( ^rmany.
Steinhauser Bier has authentic German
ta^. It IS brewed and bottled in Germany
afJJbrding to the Purity Law of 1516, which

allows only natural ingredients Then
Steinhauser is shipped to America

nchanged Uncompromised Next time

»u re thirsting for authentic German beer,

ask tor a Steinhauser the one beer that

tastes like it never left Germany

SKIRT AND
SWEATER KITS

As advertised in Yankee Magazine, we of-

fer a fine collection of coordinated woolen

materials including Fair Isle Yoke sweater

kits made in Scotland. Samples for $3.00

refundable on first purchase.

PARTISAN
Dept. M
251 Route 208

New Platz, NY 12561

rmhi litr''"

WALLFLOWER ORDER DANCE COLLECTIVE
ANDGRUPORAIZ

WalHlower Order is a nationally

acclaimed v¥omen s dance theatre

collective Although Wallflower's

primary art form is dance,

they also incorporate theatre, music,

comedy, martial arts, and sign language
into their work to create multi

dimensional pieces of strong emotional

impact Grupo Raiz is a Chilian music
ensemble that compliments the dance

Tuesday, October 25, 8 p.m., Fine Arts Center,

UMass
5 Coll*v« Student* $4, G«n. Admlsvion S5

Free child care avalable. Speci-.i seating tor handicapped Interpreter for the

hearing impaired Sponsored by tne Conmuter Area Government, the student run

organization for off-campus undergrartuates at UMass For more information (413)

545-2145
The proceeds of this concert will

benefit the people of El Salvador

<6feinltan:eter3ier
R»c.- tp AND B0T''LEP in FRAMkFuHT GtBMAN>

A Store-full of Ideos .

Do^tc^Nn Ariherst ' Open DoilK 10-6. SunclOK 12-5
|

Black Affairs
Grenadian army Idlls FWme Minister
By TONY COZIER
Associated Press Writer

BRIDGETOWN. Barbados (AP) Scattered gunfire

broke out in Grenada Thursday after the army killed Prime
Minister Maurice Bishop and as many as 10 others in a far

left coup.

Army commander Judson Austin claimed on the state

radio late Wednesday that the army opened fire, killing

Bishop and others, after Bishop began arming his sup-

porters and two soldiers were killed.

But a witness said Bishop raised his hands over his head

in surrender shortly before the soldiers opened fire, a

source said.

The sources, all of whom requested anonymity, reported

that Bishop and the others were wounded, but instead of

being taken to a hospital were executed at Fort Rupert,

the army headquarters.

The army placed the island under curfew and warned

that violators would be shot on sight.

In Washington, White House spokesman Larry Speakes

said the turmoil on the Caribbean island — where there are

some 1,000 Americans, many of them medical students —
"has raised our concerns to the highest leveL"

State Department officials, who spoke on condition they

not be identified, said "there are suspicions" but no

evidence that Cuba might have played a role in the

upheaval.

The gunfire crackled in the early morning, said sources

in Grenada's capiUl of St. George's, but none ventured

outdoors because the army led by Gen. Austin threatened

to shoot anyone judged to be disturbing the peace.

"Look, man. how do you expect me to tell you anything

with the curfew on?" asked a resident contacted by the

telephone from neighboring Barbados. "I'm certainly not

going out."

The army said in a broadcast that anyone venturing out

before 6p.m. Monday would be "shot on sight."

It also urged Grenada's 110,000 citizens to be "vigilant

against imperialistic attempts at counter-revolution."

Austin's role in Bishop's ouster and slaying Wednesday

surprised many Grenada-watchers, who had expected

Bishop's deputy, Bernard Coard, to emerge as the new

leader. He has not been heard from for nearly a week.

Austin was an original member of the New Jewel

Movement founded in 1973 by Bishop, and is credited with

leading the charge on police barracks in 1979 that brought

Bishop to power in a coup that overthrew Sir Eric Gairy.

DE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUD

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV 1 5 $ 1 5 AFTE R NOV 15

Ml I (
. . n ft H , ,1 M..I ' ui. ^'

1

l).-,,,M,r.I l.tl

M.IMI, Hn.iri fc. I f . t

12th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV 16-19

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

12fh ANNUAL DUSH DASH

SUGARBUSH SKI b PARTY WEEK

LAGNAF 84
A UMASS TRAOITION

\A0 STUnFNl LINION 545-343

I2rh ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27

TRIP INCLUDES:

5 77 DAY LIFT TICKET SUN FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL orCONDO

MEALS . .... HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER b WINE PARTIES

HOT TUD PARTIES LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTLE RACES FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE DEER G WINE PARTIES naSTaRRACES

SUGAROUSH COUPON DOOK, EO EO

HOTEL PACKAGE - - :a ONLYJ10

CO^DO PACKAGE " - -t.t ONLY $1

8

'iR^T 'OCPfOPif •" On ,1- -/i. -Jiu GiOiF 'CO A FREE TRIP

ONLY $164

ONLY S 189

LAGNAF 84
FOR MORE iNFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNfON

HALLOWEEN NOVELTY
ond

THEATRICAL SUPPLIES
H.L.CHILDS SON

Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nights_tlll 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 3012-5

Before you look anywhere else

check our low, low prices

25 State Street Northampton 584-2604

APl.aMripli

Kenrick Radix, Grenada's Industry Minister,

(second from left) leads a demonstration

through St. George's Saturday in support of

Prime Minister Maurice Bishop. Scattered gun-

fire broke out in Grenada Thursday after the ar-

my killed Bishop and as many as 10 others in a

far left coup.

Text t oformot
tuofdpro

Providing a full range of

typing, word processing and

direct mail services since 1975.

Now featuring TeleText

Processing, support services

tpr...e^^^,^ad-'persor^el.

'computer useVs.
V ». '

36fi rv» Pteo/anf 5i . Rmfw/t. nrVi OKX)2 ('tl3)54Q-65»0

PO 8oi 75«.Rmhe//t.mo.01C>04 ^^^^

Amherst College

Department of Dramatic Arts

presents

William Shakespeare's

THE TAMING OF THE SHKEW
Directed by Walter Boughton

Kirby Theater

October 21 , 22 & 27, 28, 29

8:00 P.M.

General admission $4.00

Students and Senior Citizens $2.00

A.C. students free with I.D.

For reservations call 542-2277

Box office hours: 1-5 weekdays

!»

S'

ADIm

inner at

LIVER and ONIONS - tender baby beef

liver with lots of onions and bacon. . .
5.45

HADDOCK - marinated in fresh ginger,

soy sauce and lemon juice then baked to

perfection 7.10

Served with pars/eyed potatoes or rice pilaf,

homemade poppy seed bread ar^d salad.

PUm 8 Other DcUckNM Entraw To Okmm.
At A Prte* You Can Afford!

\T TBB UCHTt IN N^BTV ARHIBBST S4fti««4

W«'r« or«« 7 4ay« w—h 5 a.^. to 9 9.m.
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Wlnmr of th^

Best Dinner Under $4.
In ttte ViOe^ AOvoeme'i $0St of ttm Vt^ey /^^ tSSS

.fo

VILLA
.Offmrt If Qmmilt^ Mmniemn F—ds]

Nortbamptart, 2f Cmt0r St Bm0673
Amherst, 41 Battmmd W^k 25&W7

^^^^^^^DaOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOr

1 Wed. Oct. 19 - Sat. Oct. 22

Puberty Blues 7:30

Breaking Away 9:05

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

mmmmmm

<<&««*^vi* UTOPIA SPAS
Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am. ..Walk-ins are welcome

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACIUTY
• Hot Tu^ Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • Each area wired for your

own favorite music or sounds. .AND MUCH MORE. . .

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!
••••••••••••••••••• clip and save •••••••••••••••••

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)• $1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF

HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT
TTi jQc (coupon valid through October 30,

9^ Enjoy '

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very Friday

Friday. October 21, 1983

Hypercurricula

Saturday

SHABBAT SERVICE
Saturday morning service.

10:30 a.m. Dukes Room, SU

Sunday

UMASS STRATEGY
GAMES CLUB The club

will meet to play board

games of all types and

miniatures, ranging from
'

Napoleonics to the Star Trek

era. Noon Midnight CC163

RALLY TO STOP THE
EUROMISSILES - Round

trip bus to Boston will leave

Haigis Mall at 7 :45 a.m . and

return to UMass by 7:30

p.m. Tickets available

through Peacemakers at 428

Student Union.

1983)

one coupon per visit, per person

*
TOlif the

CAMPUS

PERSONALIZE^
STYLE HAIRCUTS

TUBS

$7.00»
iwTth tht« coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hair
ExpirM 10/30/83

Pt«aae C«H for an Appotntmart

•For ngH cAanta on»v

FREE COMtOtTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
AmtwTM MA/M»MIO

. r.l. V^'(

U. Mass.
hers^

10 a.m. til 11 p.m.

"i Be«r . ^»«**
* N*' ,^^^,^53r^-^

Vc ^-

CatcV^

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Jtjst past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

ou'

Bud 12 oz. export. $9.95 + 1.50

Busch 12 oz. cans.

Miller 12 oz. cans.

$9.35

$9.95

Cossack Gin I , /o. ......••• $8.99'

+ 1.20

+ 1.20

Meister Brau

12 pk. cans. $4.00 + .6012pk

Mohawk Vodka 1 75 l $7.95

Roberto Rum 175 $9.95

Gallo Premium 1.5 $3.70

Carlo Rossi 4l $5.99

Sebastian! Premium
1.5 $4.00

not responsible for typographical errors
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilfd b> MarRarel Karrar and Trude Jafff

IMI Im 4««ftf> \twm»y SodKUc

Scrod by Dan DeBellis

I :)ONT BELIEVe THIS
1

THM &VR\- HftS BEEN

CAKKMK& TH<vr Cft-N WITH

HER ^R THE LAST UlEfK.'

/

\A) hat's UI\TH -the

-TV^4ft CAM?
/

SCRKV X ASKE&.'

/

"I t>\t>NV kn(5\aj it

\xW. HER PP^THrR:

-/^^

ACROSS
1 Crumbly soil

b Sevpn Prefix

10 Prunes

14 Wings
U) Aid

16 Be contiguous

17 Inter —
18 Name tor

made.noiselle

19 Philippine knife

?() Optimistic

?2 Pilfered

24 Chinese dialects

25 Mothering, for

short

27 Originate

28 Matador s

final passes

30 Spring wheal

32 Cousins to

the crocs

33 Adherent Suffix

34 Jason s ship

j8 Hebrew letter

39 Melted
41 Partner of cranny

42 Place tor a dance

43 Of long ago Abbr

44 Humiliates

46 Pianist Ciaudio

of Chile

48 River of

W Africa

by G.H.

k ,

After The Fall
by R. Miller

, DON " k^nDa. YOJ iSAMYCvl^t NCT..."^

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

LF&i mN ]WLLL IF MICKtY TWPPEf^ H^ W^
bO njCK LbD TfWT HE lSC^L5>^JG t^yCRYOwE

[[CIM^K(0JJ;JIC£J1S^

CMlCV^E.VTRlPPE.R3^^^

TOOK THE DORMb WOT MY InicAEY J donJ'T I get ^ PHOKJEJ

CALL OK^OMEJWNJG^'

BYE YOU JAWD-
LtbS DRUG ABU-

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

49 student s need
of yesterday

52 Sea going inits

54 Moon vehicle

for short

55 Valentine Day
symbols

5^ Close friend

61 Summit Prefix

62 Promontory
64 Hibernia

65 Symbolic beast

66 In unison

67 Actress Foch
68 Uust and dish

69 Awards
70 Holidays in

the Far East

DOWN
1 Sounds from

the cote

2 breve

3 Eaves runoff

4 International

tribunal of the

1920s
5 Ram s garment

6 Happening
7 Deliberative

exercise

8 Ascot

9 Bits of

French land

10 Negotiating body
11 Money in the

agora
12 Whimpers
13 Marten or mason
21 Standby service

org

23 Greek letter

26 Comely
28 White Housedog
29 — as possible

31 Fortification with

parapets

32 Aimless talk

35 Nelson Eddy hit

36 Active one
37 Stamps approval

40 Two toed sloth

45 Banknote
47 Herring color

'

49 Speculate in

stocks

50 Santa
51 Chefs uniform

53 boy

56 Quarrel

58 Western
footballers

59 Slight

coloration

60 Namesakes of a

Spanish queen
63 Bear in

Barcelona

'
1

3 4

1

4
' '

1

^ ?

\
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,.

1
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1
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W

1

W 4F 41

1

4? rr

1
44 TT^HF '\r~

49 w 51 m_ b3

P
54

Pb
55 ^m 57

1

61

1

67- 65 —
57"

»
-65- w

1

57 L
"III "III -^1
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COLLEGIAN
VS

B. U. FREE PRESS

COLLEGIAN members wanted to beat the Free

Press again (this time at touch football).

We will be meeting at the Alumni Tent around

11:30 a.m. before the game. See you there.

— Ed I. Tore

DC Menu

LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna Oriental

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna Oriental

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Mushroom Sauce Seafood and Shell Casserole

Seafood and Shell Casserole

Fruit Plate with Saltines

Weather

Sunny today except

partly sunny along the

south coast, highs mid 40s

to low 50s. Clear tonight,

lows in the 30s. Sunny

Saturday, highs in the 50s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER

MiJ.V
3.
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TIRES
A-78 13 $0000
Polyester W^
Blackwalls

si^e pnict
* ' ' * 3 7 00
'^•tl oOD- 34 00
A'e 1? 32 00
B7b 13 34 Od
^-h 'i 36 00
i-^ M 38 00
c'8 -i 39 00
G -f^ '-1 42 00
M7e -a 45 00
•0^ .••• 38 00
&"? -t 42 00
H ;f. If 45 00
.•'s -^ 48 00
Plus F E T 1 45 lo 2 78 pef

tire PncM inc ude moun
ling £j Ifsde m white Malls

2 50 p«r irr« additional |

10;
Add r o"*

on

• CO'I'O".!
vn\ 1 1. ASH oo'rnaw

il It Wl II' * "'•»

with thn <Kl

Acta 1 1 ' •

/v in a CHARlif I'

M,t U' 4 flip* VH''*

,,.ui MC VISA .-.

US t^iciij «SPi:-o«s'»'.o*

NIChEiiriRES SPECUuT PRICED

North Amherst

Tire & Auto

F3Center*5i^
mu. scnrrcc rme sro«

7A Sund*floAd Rd.

». Amh«nt. MA ocr*u from

Votrebo's Stor*

549-4704

University of

Massachusetts
Amherst

Warsaw
Philharmonic
Orchestra

with Misha Dichter, piano

Sunday, October 30

8 pm
$11. $9, $7

Direct from Mexico City

Ballet

Gran Folklorico

De Mexico

Wednesday
Novenriber 2, 8 pm

$9. $7. $5

Jazz Saxophonist

Stan Getz
and

Astrud Gilberto

Thursday,

November 3, 8 pm
$11, $9, $7

Five College

Student* »/i Price

Tickets available at

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

Stop & Shop
DATATIX outlets

Springfield Civic Ctr

Phone Charge
545-2511

1-800 243-4842

Mikes Famous Friday Food Time

All you can carry

$1 .00 this Friday

THE BEST OF
HOT AND COLD FOOD

attractions

Also Beer and Drink Specials

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH!

AMkcRST ChiRopRACxic HeaItIi Center

is offERiNq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $29.00 TOWARds AN INiTIAl CkiROpRACTIC EXAMiNATION

ANd Free enroUment In our Low BacIi WeUne»$ School

by AppoiNTMENT oNly - CaU 256-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

190 UNlvERsixy DrIve at Rte. 9 (on tIie busliNE)

CkiRopRAcric l» covfRfd by most major IieaItIi iNfURAMcc,

AuTOMobiU Personal InjuRy Policits, Awd WorUman's Compensation.

^'y;>;

'• v^^-
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FALL SALE
20% or more off selected

FALL CLOTHING
RUGS

TAPESTRIES

BAMBOO BLINDS
New Shipments:

Posters - Earrings - etc.

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amherst - FrI Night til 9 pm

Northampton - Thurs Night til 9 pm

MEI2CANTILC
AMHmST CARRIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

cOLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday F

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days

riday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

10% • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Realistic Turntable Sherwood Receiver

KLH 331 Speakers free delivery 323-6844

$150

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Merc Cougar XR7 PS PB AT AC new
tires, brakes & more $1200. will bargain

534-5002

1967 Mustang hdtp 6 cyl runs nice, depen-

dable $700.00 or BO Steve 549-5845 after 5

pm
1974 TR6 - near ground up restoration 99%
perfect 546-5516 Dan or leave message at

549-1319

74 Capri 4 cyl AM FM radio $500/BO call

586-6191

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entartainmant Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $98

SPECIAL! Dornns, semis, Greeks, All Occa-

sions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

Puffton 1 room, furnished, female $110
month call 549-4047

FOR SALE
~

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on
student discipline cases. Good experience.

Applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 Deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and third

world students encouraged to apply

Housacleaning Biweekly/1 afternoon.

Own transportation. N. Amherst 549-6907

LOST

Lost keys leather key ring says: Judy if

found bring to Tobin 403 $10 reward or call

549-4123

Last week a man's silver ring with a blue

turquoise stone. Reward for person who
returns it to Asia at 546-5954

Oranga-brown glasses in soft brown
double case lost Wed Oct. 12 546-5867

Kays near SUB 10-3-83 call Steve

549-5730 leave message Reward

Reward Black and White Male Dog 56

lbs answers to the nanr>e Bilbo 666-2819

Help, I left my tan purse in your car Sat.

nightl Please call Kate 546-9733. Thanx, it's

important.

2 keys on leather key chain call Greg at

54&4706

Notebook during Comstu 150 exam call

Mike 549-7613

Reward for lost German Shepard female

nanned Biddie, seen on Northeast Street

666-2067

FOUND

Men's 10 speed bicycle - (behind So.

Wood dumpster & enclosure). Call

253-2422 to identify and claim

MOTORCYCLES

J. P. you lost your necklaces. They're at the

Information Desk in Campus Center

HARVEST DANCE PARTY

with DJ at the Newman Center frorn 9

to 1 Newman Student Association

members $1.50 others $1.00 all are

welcome
.

HELP WANTED

Singers, Dancers. Jugglars wanted for

parttime delivery service. Great pay, own

hours. Call High Notes 066-7664

Superior Pizzeria, experienced part
_

full

time people for delivering pizzas. ^^^^
car. Also counter help. Phone 54»^»Z6

1981 Honda CB7G0K 10,000 miles, runs

great very good condition. Luggage rack

backrest and cover $1860 call 666-8138

PART-TIME HELP

Put your conscience to worki MassPIRG

is hiring paid pwrt-time for evening hours.

Call Terry, 256-6434. 9-2 p.m.

PERSONALS

Jeasica C - Please call on nrte - Don

Looking for a change?
Tired of the same routine?

All University Women are invited to Chi
Omega

Mon. Oct. 24 Dinner 6:30

TuM. Oct. 25 Party 7:30

Thurs. Oct. 27 Dinner 5:X
Check ue outi RSVP to Felice or Sherril

at 64fr01«2 or B<6-2D«

MICHAEL. It's you arnl me forever. I love

you. Michelle ^
Ice Cdd Duck, makes ya wanna. . .

Saturday, Oct. 22
"48 HOURS "

starring Eddie Murphy
Cempus Center Auditorium

5:00, 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

Admission $1.00 - 5; $1.50 - 7, 9, 11

JUDY ELLEEN, All university men beware

because this is Judy's lucky year! Hoping

your 21st birthday is the balls! We love ya,

your front eight famHy[^

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY JOHN.

.

We've sure had our moments over the

past year but I'm glad we're together,

closer, and going strong!

I LOVE YOU - always, Debbie

Phi Mu. . .On the movel

Eleine -
I really do care. Love ya, Jeff

Rey, Wanted part of the worid to know
how much I love you. Good luck Friday!

Crystal Bishop rules - Eddie & Tammy

UMMB SENIORS -

From Washington to Delaware,

And everywhere between.
Coronation, Godspell,

And all that we have seen.

Lots of music, lots of shows.
And an awful lot of fun.

Now the time has come, my friends.

That we are almost done.

The band continues year-to-year.

That's all we've got to say,

And through it all, both thick and thin.

It's been done "our way".
T.F.B. and 0.

Free friendly two month old femele kit-

ten to good home 256-0058

l_ambda Chi Alpha invites past and pro-

spective Little Sisters to a wine and cheese

party Fri 7:00 545-0244

Hey Robinol Happy Birthday wish I could

be here Have fun. Me
DUKE - Sorry seems to t)e the hardest

word -to believe. I'm sorry - CW

Please call Todd 549 5730ting November,
leave message

. ma^tmm^ w ii — p.
'
i^. i—r -

21 yeer old working female would like to

share apartment with people in Brittany

Manor or Southwood Apt. 1-525-1342

2 femeles looking for e room and /or an

apartment for Jan and Spring semester

close to campus pref call nancy F 549-4363

or Elaine 6-1451 anytime

ROOMMATE WANTED

PHIMU

Congratulations to all of the new Phis

You are a super group of women! So. .

.Let's get psyched to make the Beta

Omicron Chapter of Phi Mu 11

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Room aveilable in house Nov 1 105 a

month >r utilities On bus route. Near stores

& laundry. Call Cathy 256-0566

Looking for femele roommete 24 -^ to

share 2 bedroom apt in Sunderland No
pets. $175, plus utilities call 549-0095

SERVICES

Typing Papers, cases, letters, resumes.

IBM Selectric 1.25/pg Nancy 549-6062

TYPING. Professional, fast, experienced.

IBM Selectric. Minor editing if desired.

References. Sunset Avenue, 549-1193

SKATERS WANTED

SC of Amherst needs skaters for a preci-

sion team. Only 1 hour a week at Orr Rink.

Joanie 549-6999 ASAP

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 546-0829

TURKEY SHOOT

iififfiiiifffiffffffffffffiffffiiiffi

f THIS SUNDAY f

f at the Netionel Guard Armory i

I on Col. Lavalle Rd off Spring St I

i in Florence at 1 :00 pm til ? i

illlflfffffiiiffififliffiiffifilfiifi

WANTED

Dissertatlona, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

ROOM WANTED

21 year old male end dog need place star-

Buying claaa rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 546-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO wonf)en and Third

Worid students encouraged to apply

Jugglers MImee needed for the Annual

UMass Madrigal Dinners. Semi profes-

sional level required. If interested call

Wayne Abercrombie for audition at

546<>437

Olttar}lni{i(J't«<tl>yMiHwH(«M»«ig(.o Mikwattkaa Wl
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The UMass men's crosB-country team hopes to

improve on last year's fifth place finish as they

compete in the Atlantic 10 championships this

weekend. The UMass men's golf team finished

tied for sixth in their Atlantic 10 championships.

Al Vorce was the medalist for UM.

UMass battlesmi forYC survival
UM counts on mysterious offensive

starters, strong defense to stop BU
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The battle itself will mean a lot. But then

again they all do from here on in. When the

University of Massachusetts Minutemen

take to Alumni Stadium tomorrow to

tangle with Boston University, each one

knows the significance of this, and every

other game in regards to their post season

plans.

Massachusetts, 1-1 in the Yankee Con-

ference and 2-4 overall, cannot afford

another league loss. The Terriers, which

stand at 3-0 in the Conference and 4-2

overall, can all but make their own playoff

plans.

The Minutemen have also added a touch

of mystery to the game. Coach Bob Pickett

still hasn't revealed who will get the star-

ting call at either quarterback or tailback.

Senior Barrett McGrath came off the bench

last week to relieve ineffective sophomore

Jim Simeone. and completed six of ten

passes for 92 yards in moving
Massachusetts down the field.

From there it was the other mystery

man, sophomore George Barnwell taking

care of business, as he first rumbled off 24

yards in a reverse from his split-end posi-

tion, and then was switched to tail back

where his 18 yard spin and dash to the end-

zone led the Minutemen to victory. As with

Simeone and McGrath. no announcement

has been made on whether Barnwell or

previous tailback Frank Fay (also a

touchdown last week) will start.

Boston University, meanwhile is riding a

start that has carried them to the number

20 spot in the national Division 1-AA poll.

Last week they pulled out a barnburner,

coming from behind twice in the second

half, to beat the University of Rhode Island

24-22, on a Steve Shapiro field goal with 26

seconds left.

The man most responsible for the Ter-

rier's fortunes this season has been New
England tailback extraordinaire Paul

Lewis. Lewis is the number one rusher in

the country averaging 154 yards per game.

The junior replaced Massachusetts' Garry

Pearson as New England's top ball carrier

and is a treat to watch.

While the Terrier attack is centered

around Lewis' running, the B.U. passing

attack has been formidable at times. Senior

QB Jim English has thrown for 728 yards

while completing 46 percent of his passes.

Flanker Bill Brooks has been on the receiv-

ing end for 24 of English's completions

good for 370 yards and a touchdown.

However, Brooks' touchdown is the only

aerial score of the season for B.U.. so when

the money's on the line the call goes to

Lewis, who has nine TD's.

The Terrier defense has been hot and

cold throughout the season but features the

second leading interceptor in the country in

safety John Mancini, who has picked off

siv Others to watch for are linebacker Bob
Egan (67 tackles and 3 sacks), and defen-

sive end Gary Durdin with five sacks.

The Massachusetts defense itself has

emerged as one of the best around. With 1

1

interceptions and 10 fumble recoveries, the

Minutemen have allowed a mere 1 1 points

per game, save the 45-13 blowout against

Toledo to open the season.

Weekend Preview ....

Men's soccer hostsHC
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Will it ever end? Will the frustration end

for the University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team? God knows, they have tried.

The one thing that has eluded the

Minutemen besides wins, and a consistent

offense, is goals. While Coach Jeff Gettler

has put together an impressive defense,

the offense just hasn't done its job.

While the UMass defense has yielded

just 11 goals in 15 games, the Minuteman

offense ha.s only scored five.

And the road to success and redemption

will have to start in Amherst this

weekend. UMass hosts the Crusaders

from Holy Cross at 11 a.m.

Changes made to the lineup should help.

Kevin Flynn, who started on the East

squad in the National Sports Festival, is

solid at sweeper. Frank Neffinger, out

with a shoulder injury, is back in the

lineup now and will add strength to the

backfield.

Up front, where Tom Uschok and Paul

Serafino have been playing well, the team

will just have to do better. Kayvan

Khatami is the teams leading scorer with

two goals and two assists for six points.

Let's just hope everything falls in place

for UMass, now 1-7-3.

Minutewomen travel to NY
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Coming off its fourth shutout in a row,

the fourth ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team will

try to stack up two more victories this

weekend as it takes on unranked Adelphi

University on Saturday and unranked

George Washington University on Sunday

at Adelphi.

The Minutewomen are slowly, but

surely, getting healthier with Debbie

Haraskiewicz (fractured nose). Susan Bird

and Michelle Rodney (sickness) back and

ready for action. Aggressive attacker

Jamie Watson is still out of action with a

knee injury.

The goaltending

Jeanne Paul have
for UMass this sei

the most games of

up only three goals

m of Lisa Ellis and
en coming through

. Ellis has played

duo and has given

a 0.37 goals against

average. Paul ha^ had 13 saves on the

season and has no yet given up a goal.

The two have sevijn shutouts between

them.

Stacey Flionis took over the scoring lead

after scoring a hat trick in Wednesday's

game against Dartmouth. Flionis has six

goals and one assist for 13 points and

sophomore Ellen Taggart is close behind

with four goals and two assists for 10

points. Defenseman Lori Stukes is third

in points with four goals for eight points.

Top 10 matchup for UMass
The University of Massachusetts fourth

ranked field hockey team travels to

Durham tomorrow to take on the sixth

ranked University of New Hampshire in a

Top 10 matchup.

"Every game is important. " said head

coach Pam Hixon, "when it comes to the

end of the season," _^__

Hbcon will rely on Pam Moryl, the team's

leading goal scorer with eight and Sue

Packard, who is tied with Moryl for the

scoring lead on the team with 12 points.

In the back will be senior Patty Shea who
features a sparkling 0.18 goals against

average. UMass brings a 10-1-1 record

into the matchup.

Collegian photo bv D*Tid Ucuber

AWESOME POWER — Craig Lesinski (right) and the UMass defense

hope to stop Boston University like they stopped Nick DiPaolo of Maine

last week. Tomorrow's game is also the final home game for the '83

season.

Netmen take two of three
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

In this season of frustration for the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis

team two out of three not only ain't bad, its

damn good. And that had been the case the

last three days as the netmen defeated

Westfield State 9-0 and Clark University 6-

3, while losing to Vermont 6-3.

On Tuesday, UMass victories against the

Catamounts from Burlington, VT were

recorded by Dave Singer, Marc Weinstem

and Jim GeUnas at 3rd. 4th and 6th singles

respectively.

Against arch-rival Westfield on Wed-

nesday, the netmen used several of their

younger players, including Barry Katz and

Mike Chajes, both of whom were making

'.heir intercollegiate debut.

UMass completed the three matches-in-

three days streak with the win over Clark

yesterday on the Boyden Courts. Wayne
Peterson edged past Warren Barest 7-6,6-3

at 1st singles, with other Minutemen

victories coming from Dave Singer (7-6,4-

6,6-3) over Pete Stern at 3), Marc Wein-

stein (6-2,6-2 over Jay Weinman at 4) and

Jim Gelinas )6-0, 6-2) trouncing of Bob

Danzinger at5.)

"The season has gone exact); ' as ex-

pected, " said coach Bob Szlosek. "There

have been no disappointments, just a lot of

frustration. I know our players are as good

as players on other teams, it just takes

time. It's simply a time and experience

thing. The last four matches we have

played real well. Now we have to continue

the rest 'of the season.

Horse meet this weekend at UM
More than a hundred horses from all over

New England will be demonstrating a

myriad of talents at Tillson Farm this

weekend as the University of

Massachusetts Veterinary and Animal

Science department hosts their annual fall

horse trial.

Notable riders that have entered include

Jiffy Read, who won the National Young

Riders championships of 1981 and Mar-

shall Gray, assistant coach of the U.S.

equestrian Olympic team in 1976.

Saturday will be dressage at Tillson.

Sunday, show jumping will be at Mrs.

Winthrop S. Dakin's property on E.

Pleasant St. and the cross-country races

will be in the Orchard on Eastman Lane.

Rebecca Thatcher

Frisbee tourney, US team in town
There will be two big

National level events this

weekend in the valley.

First, the Upited States

field hockey team will be at

Smith College today at 4

p.m. for an exhibition game
with the Unicorns.

Featured on the U.S. team
will be former UMass
standout Judy Strong.

Strong, was also a member

of the ill-fated 1980 Olympic

team and led UMass to a

second place finish in her

seniOT year (1981) in the

NCAAs.
At the Southwest playing

fields. Zoo Disc and Zulu,

the UMass men's and
women's ultimate teams
begin three weeks of

qualifying play this weekend
that will hopefullv lead to

the National Championships

in New Orleans.

The two teams are hosting

the Western New England

Sectionals this weekend

with action to start on

Saturday at 11 a.m. and

continue through Sunday.

Zoo Disc is the three time

Western Sectional champion
and Zulu is the defending

National Champions.
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Flashy

Collegian photo by Kevin J. Fsrhctti

SLEEK BUT SOFT — These cropped pants,

flat shoes and knit sweater are one look popular

this fall, as modeled by junior fashion marketing

major Beverly Turetsky.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Looking around campus this fall, one might be confused

whether it's the 1950s or the 1980s. Mini skirts, sweater

dressing and costume jewelry head the list of the new

casual look, which will advance to a more formal look in

the near future, according to Dr. Jacquelene M. Robeck,

fashion marketing coordinator at the University of

Massachusetts.

Robeck attributes the 50s look and aggressive styles of

the casual look to a number of factors, including the

economic recession, movies, histt)ry repeating itself, and

the expression of individual tastes.

"People started digging clothes out of the closet and it

became such an accepted look," Robeck said. When money

was tight people could not afford to buy expensive

clothing and they turned to thrift shops and their own

closets for different, but inexpensive, fashions. This

Christmas, retailers will be looking forward to the first

productive season in three years, Robeck said.

"Colors are brighter, indicating that we're not feeling

repressed from the economic repression," she said. "Peo-

ple are spending more money this year because they've

got more money to spend. People are looking more to

quality, where before they'd take whatever was put in

front of them. Students now invest their money and think

about what they're buying and what the wear life is."

Movie influence is a large part of fashion, Robeck said.

With the release of the film "Breathless" this summer,

508 fashions could only be heightened. "Flashdance" in-

troduced the new fad of sweatshirts with the neck line and

sleeves torn off, and the look of shirts falling off the

shoulders.

Fashions such as the mini skirt and puff-shoulder

blouses, which were popular in the 1930s, are new styles

for people today to wear but they are not exactly worn or

styled the same way.

"Fashion is affected by sociological aspects and has to

do with art history," Robeck said. "We know that history

repeats itself and it's the same with art. So we are

repeating ourselves in fashion, even though it's not the

same. , . en
"We're feeling the attitudes and ideas of the 50s, so

intage clothes not just for beggars
By DOUGLAS MUISE

Icollegian Staff

Though Annie HaU may be responsible for bringing

second-hand clothing into vogue, used duds have always

[existed as a cheap means of keeping a shirt on your back,

goodwill and Salvation Army thrift shops have been the

traditional frequents of ragged derelicts and Bowery

sums for years, but today you're apt to find more

students than bag-ladies sifting through the Nor-

>»aEs

ALTERNATIVES — A leather tie and short

K>t8 accent Robin Shor's "vintage" suit yester-
Iboots

day in the Campus Center. H«r tweed blaxar and

rJY_.- u-:- ^#r— f.«rrv GroBsman's "UMass
Ithick hair

look."

offset Larry Grossman

thampton Goodwill.

And gone are the days when you could snag a silk

dinner-jacket for $1 in one of these places. Second hand

is now euphemized as "vinUge," and it's big busmess in

major cities and coUege towns where young people want

to look fashionable or at least unique for only a few

dollars and the price of dry cleaning.

A number of enterprising merchants have tapped into

this "captive market" in Amherst and Northampton,

making these two towns a mecca for vinUge-mongers.

Beginning in the Amherst Carriage shops, we have Once

More With Feeling (you get lots of quasi-clever names in

this business). This is really a lousy place to begin our

tour. Vintage clothing gets to be vintage through virtue

of its longevity and longevity necessitates natural fibers

and fabrics. Hence, polyester in any shape or form is a

no-no. The better vintage boutiques will weed-out the

man-made fiber articles for you (sometimes even the

blends). Once More With FeeUng doesn't. Shame,

shame. Unless it's a full-Cleveland you're after with a

designer label from Dupont, steer clear from here.

Since we're already uptown, why don't we keep

walking towards the Amity Street intersection. Ah,

that's what we want, Lodestone. This boutique

specializes in designer clothing for women, but if you

make your way through to the back of the store you'll find

the new vintage department. Lots of good stuff here.

Intermingled with a snappy new line of ultra-clean men's

garments (Trash and Vaudville black deniums, nifty

flannels, nice pleated cotton trousers) is the best

selection of used men's overcoats that you'll find in the

Valley. Racks of hurley tweeds and cozy cashmeres ($30-

$60) all to complement that dashing, man-about-town

look you've set out to cultivate this fall.

Now jump on a Northampton bus, we're bound for

Noho. Get-off at the Court House stop and cross the

street. Next to the Good Things CoUective you'll find

Better Yet, a newcomer to the vintage scene here.

Better Yet is vintage in the true sense of the word; you'll

find few items in this crowded basement shop that are

post dated 1970. The store is crammed with pointy

stilette pumps, glitzy satin prom gowns, ^d leopard skin

overcoats for the women; a curious selection of narrow

lapel blazers, skinny sflk ties, gabardine shirts, and 408

style pleated pants for the men.

Located in the bowels of Thome's Market. The Nor-
Continusd on vaae 3a

fashions are coming back."

Mini skirts are one fad with many theories as to why

they are back in style. The last fashion cycle featured

women trying to get the executive look by wearing pants

and pantsuits more, which is one possibility, Robeck said.

Another theory is when the economy is good, the hemlines

rise, and when economy is low, they go back down.

"We're going through a phase now that it's more than

acceptable to be sophisticated and to have feminine and

masculine roles, and your femininity is to expose your

legs," Robeck said.

Hats are becoming popular again after a long disap-

pearance because of Princess Diana, Rol>ek noted. She

also said gloves will return for both men and women to

complete the sophisticated look. Shoes are plentiful this

year with the choice of flat crumple boots, in suede or

leather, high heels and more.

The gold phase is out; big, shocking earrings with wild

colors are now in style. What a chan^

Collcrian photo by Kevin J. K«ch«tti

SHORT AND SEXY — The mini's back, and

holding its own this fall. Here, a tailored, up-

dated version of the 60s classic, worn with three

inch pumps. Model is Beverly Turetsky.

Fashion marketing
has career options
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Imagine working in New York at Macy's or Bloom-

ingdales in the fashion marketing field earning $15,000 a

year to start. Or, think about opening and managing a

small retail store, being a fashion advertiser, or accepting

a communications position in the fashion industry.

Students who graduate out of the fashion marketing

division at the University of Massachusetts can start im-

mediately in these positions and others, according to

Fashion Marketing Coordinator Dr. Jacquelene M.

"We can prepare our students for buying positions for

when they graduate," Robeck said. "We have a very high

placement upon graduation. I don't hear of many students

who don't get positions."

Fashion Marketing is one of five divisions within the ma-

jor of Home Economics. It is designed to prepare students

for a buying career which includes teaching the fundamen-

tals of buying, sales promotion of goods and getting the

goods to the consumer. ^^ .^^ ^j^ta
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Skin care, vibrant shades

the new fad in cosmetics

Kearfott ideas guide the future.

Our systems guide almost everything that moves... including careers.

Our rarefied tec^inoiogicai environment has been
producing ground-breaKing applications— and
fast moving careers — tor over 30 years

It you re looKing tor a (ast-tracK opportunity m
aerospace technology see your Placement
Otlice tor our company protile and to sign up tor a

one-onone interview U S citizenship required

Kearfott
a division oMhe S I NC E R Company

An eaual opportunity employer m t who creates opportunities

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

In this age of health foods and aerobic

dancing, women are putting more emphasis

on moisturizing and cleansing for healthy

skin rather than looking beautiful by ap

plying more make up, according to beauty

experts in the area.

The natural, young looking woman is back

and she is more interested in finding a skin

care program which will protect her skin

from drying out and losing its elasticity

than covering it up with cosmetics.

Using a cleanser in the morning and at

night is the first step in the skin care

process.

Next is the use of a toning rinse which

takes away any excess cleanser and

prepares the face for the moisturizer.

Contrary to the belief that those with oily-

type skin should not use moisturizer, it is

one of the most important steps in the

process and should be applied no matter

what skin type a woman has.

Foundation is another product that women
are afraid of because they think it ruins

their skin. With proper skin cleansing and

moisturizing, foundation can only help. It

protects the skin from any ultra violet rays

from the sun and certain types of lights.

Cosmetics for the entire face are revolving

toward a darker and more velvety look and

the bright and lively colors of the past are

fading fast. Dark purples, wines and

burgundies are the eye shadows for

brunettes and redheads. Dark blushes such

as a mixture of deep red and brown or pink

and brown are popular now, as are dark

browns, reds and plums in lipstick and nail

polish.

The new colors in mascara are no longer

the bright blue or violet some women have

worn to match their eyes, but follow the

trend with charcoal blue and night navy

colors. The look is toward not as con-

spicuous.

For women with blonde hair, the new

fashions pose a small problem since they do

not want their make up to be too dark. The

solution is to find a medium that will not

seem fake. This is achieved by applying a

slightly darker foundation than her skin

color and staying away from bright blue eye

shadow. The fall eye colors for blondes are

deep teal, mixed with green or grey.

Today's cosmetics aim to make the face

look fuller and emphasize the features.

Dark colors pull out facial features, in-

cluding a fad called "almond eyes" or "cat

eyes," in which a dark shadow is applied

wide across the eye and a light color is

applied above the brows. Lips are being

given a fuller look also with the use of a

darker lip color lining the outside of the lips

and the use of gloss.

The matching of make up with clothes is

the height of fashion with sparkle and

glitter on the eyes if it agrees with what is

being worn.

ifFashion marketing Omtinued fnym page la

"We talk about how to market fashion,

and non-fashion goods like pots and pans,

jewelry, bedding and furniture," she said.

Courses include basic fashion marketing,

in which a wide range of topics are discuss-

ed including how fashion is made and

where the raw materials are obtained.

Textile and non-textile courses are of-

fered and other courses are designed to

show how psychological and sociological

factors affect what we wear and analyze

what is now in fashion to help predict what
fashions in the future will be like.

As seniors, students focus on the specific

area in fashion marketing they want to

enter through an internship or individual

concentration.

SPORTS JACKET
$29.95

Contents:

Shell : 65% Polyester

35% Cotton

Lining : 100% Nylon

Knit ; 100%Polye

HALONEEN B3:
Students evaluate fashion influence

^

By YADIRA BETANCES

Collegian Staff

A large part of people's lives are designed by society's

standards. The way they speak, the way they act. how

they think and even what they are supposed to eat. As

society influences people's way of living, by the same token

fashion influences how people dress.

But, just how much influence does fashion have on the

way people dress?

"A big influence," said Sue Pillow, a junior fashion

marketing major.

"You want to be accepted by your peers. You have to

dress like everyone else does. " she said.

"It depends on where you live. In big cities like New York

or Boston, people dress either conservative or trendy."

said Sheila Quinn. a junio'- human services major.

Fashion influence is not only dependent on where you

live, but also on what your occupation is according to

Leanne Fitzgerald, a first year engineering major.

"Engineers always look sloppy." she said.

• Vintage clothing

"Fashion depends on the individual," said Michael O'Neal,

a human services senior. O'Neal, who feels today's

fashions are discriminating, claims today's society is

"thinner." "Today's fashion is geared for a certain sized

person," he said.

Megyn John, a junior English major agreed.

"To be in fashion you have to be the perfect model type."

she said.

Rodrigo Soto, a sophomore engineering student, said

fashion is an important part of the way people dress.

"Sometimes you are not sure of what to wear, but looking

at a fashion on a store window gives you an idea of how it

will look on you." he said.

Soto, who said he thinks today s fashion is "very com

fortable" and 'dynamic." said the way people dress tends

to say a lot about their personality.

'You can tell where they come from or what their in

terests are," he said.

Classic style will prevail, said Quinn. and the new wave

will not.

"

. , ..

"You wear whatever (Ralph) Lauren comes up with.

Fizgerald said.

'^>
A Store-full of Ideos

DoNNntONNP >1mhcrs' Open Dail^ 10 6 5urx3a» 12-5

]

Omtimied from page la

Northampton Trading
Company is just a short

romp up the street. Nor

thampton Trading has more

of a boho. earthy scrunchy

bent to it, which means lots

of brightly dyed cotton

articles, and a prime

selection of faded denims

and fatigues. You'll also find

a mess of neat embroidered

bowling shirts, gabardines,

and army-issue khakis.

Since the majority of their

inventory is new. however,

you're apt to find prices here

a bit stiff.

To the left of the majestic

gates of Smith College on

Green Street is Practically

Worne. I like this shop a lot

and I'll tell you why. The

selection here is fantastic

(enough to keep both the

punk and earthy-crunchy

camps happy), both the

men's and women's sections

are well-balanced, new
consignments are coming in

all the time (you can never

be sure what you'll find here

from week to week), and

best of all the prices are

usually reasonable. You'll

often find unique stuff here

that you just can't get

anywhere else: women's
furs, lacey lingerie. Mobil

jumpsuits, suede jackets,

and irridescent raincoats. A
four-star rating.

J^c/Lyv&O/
FINE YARNS St NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

The Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

413-5496106

Mon-Sat 9:30 - 5.30

formerly the Sheep Shop

"Such quality, such
reasonable prices

,"

. . . what customers are saying about ^^^g^g^g'%

COUtCTIVt INC

/ — Come find out for yourself and

"^ sit by our garden!

— Sfiop for what you want in

natural fiber clothing.

bedding ....

Styles for women,
men. and now.
Children too!

I 1)1 nri ol Mdin t. Plf<ir>dril Slfi-I-.

Nnilhdtnpluii Mon Sdl 10 'j

Thuis III 9 Sun \^ 'i
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V-NECK SWEATERS

$15.95
Assorted Colors

50% Cresland

Acrylic Fiber

50% Rayon Knit

S-M-L-XL
• V-Neck

Ribbed Cuffs

• Ribbed Waistband

Embroidered

Imprint

Men's clothes add style

I

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

Many women know the fashionable addi-

tion mens clothes are to our collection. But

few are aware of the extent to which we

can use men's items, their economic

benefits, or the funky/romantic air they

Starting at the top, Dad may have an old

fedora (hat) in one of those dusty hat boxes

he has. Chances are it is an older style,

nonetheless becoming, and not available in

stores today. The same goes for his

sweaters.

A men's dress shirt looks great belted

and bloused over tight pants. Try to chose

a high quality shirt, preferably Arrow or

similar cut. A K-Mart shirt looks like that is

where it was bought, particularly on a

woman.
Belt it with a couple of leather or reptile

skin belts, or both. Again, Dad's old clothes

may be just the place to find these.

Brother's worn chinos, if a size or two

too big, are super comfortable and look de-

cent with a well fitted sweater. They are

great standbys when too much was eaten

the night before.

If one is lucky enough to have a prep-jock

brother or boyfriend, she will never be

without workout clothes. As crude as it

may seem, old sweatshirts, shorts and

athletic socks lend themselves to physical

activity, and our men certainly will not

mind giving up their apparel in the name of

our beautiful bods. And a football jersey

(the kind that goes over the pads) makes a

great sleepshirt, though it's a little gauche

for public wear.

Even if our men cannot be persuaded in-

to parting with their duds we do not have

to give up the fashion. In general, high

quality men's wear is half the price of

similar female items. For instance, men's

large teeshirts can be purchase<l three to a

package and dyed any color of the rainbow

for under $10.

Men's socks and hightop sneakers are

fun too, and the list is endless. What is

more, this style is casual, cool, and even a

bit sexy. Ask a male, but not the one whose

clothes are gone.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

ftlJNlVERSlTY
STORED BIN 187 n. pleasant st^ antherst

Show Your Colors^^

^m-'^:-

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 MmSTORE

Marines killed in Beirut bombing
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - At least 146 U.S. Marines and
Navy personnel were killed and 59 wounded early Sunday
when a suicide bomber crashed a pickup truck packed with

explosives into the lobby of an airport building where the

Americans were sleeping. A revolutionary Islamic group
claimed responsibility for the blast that leveled the four-

story building.

Moments later another suicide terrorist drove a truck-

bomb into a building housing French troops. State radio

quoted civil defense workers as saying 25 French soldiers

were killed and 12 were wounded. The French Defense

Ministry in Paris said the death toll was nine dead, 14

wounded and 53 missing.

In Washington, the State Department received a report

from Beirut saying a group calling itself the Islamic

Revolutionary Movement asserted responsibility for both

attacks. According to the report, an anonymous caller

"/ haven't seen carnage like this since Viet-

nam.
— Maj. Robert Jordan

U.S. Marine spokesman

telephoned the Beirut office of the French news agency

Agence France Presse and said two of the movement's

fighters, named as Abu Mazin, 26, and Abu Sija'n, 24,

perished in the suicide bombings.

That group had not been heard of before in Beirut. The
caller reportedly told AFP the movement would not rest

until Beirut was controlled by "revolutionary Moslems and

the combative democratic youth."

The two bombings were the most savage attacks on the

multinational force since it deployed in Beirut last fall at

the Lebanese government's request to help keep peace in

the capital, ravaged by years of civil war and foreign in-

tervention. The bombing at a Marine command post at

Beirut airport caused the largest number of casualties

suffered by American forces since the Vietnam War.
The four-story building housing a Marine battalion

landing team at the airport and the nine-story structure

occupied by the French about a mile north collapsed in the

tremendous explosions just after 6:20 a.m. 12:20 a.m.

EDT.
"I haven't seen carnage like that since Vietnam," Marine
spokesman Maj. Robert Jordan told reporters, his own
arms covered with blood from helping carry the dead and

maimed. Most of the leathernecks were asleep on cots

when the explosion rained tons of concrete and glass

shards down on them.
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Provost calls

bias charges
"nonsense"

Colleinan Photo by Drew Ofi»r

RAINY DAY PEOPLE — UMass graduate Jim Fontenarosa and senior education major Stella

Carrara watch the Sunday's rain fall on the University of Massachusetts campus.
.—-^ . — -i-o. K T- ri
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Boston anti-nuke rally hosts activists

By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Acting Provost Samuel Conti last week denied an

allegation that affirmative action is not alive at the

University of Massachusetts, calling it "nonsense".

"Obviously the office of academic affairs is very sensitive

to issues of affirmative action," Cooti said.

In response to statistics that reveal only 46 women are

tenured professors, compared to 534 tenured male

professors, Conti said the University is not currently

expanding its faculty, but said when positions do open

"they are making every effort to attract women and

minorities."

"We're looking at a 40 percent turnover rate of professors

in the next eight to ten years. It's not realistic to try and

change a situation overnight that was generated over a

span of forty to fifty years," Conti said.

Regarding charges that women faculty are paid an

average of $3000 per year less than their male co-workers

Conti said "There are some inequities", but the Provost's

Office is making this issue a priority.

By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

BOSTON - Students from the University of

Massachusetts joined 3.000 demonstrators from around

New England Sunday to march against the deployment of

Cruise and Pershing II missiles.

The march started in Sennot Park in Cmabridge, wound

past Draper Labs, a research and development firm for

missile guidance systems, and ended as a rally on the

Boston Common. Organized by the New England Cam-

paign to Stop the Euromissiles. a coalition of 37 groups, the

speakers came from a crossection of views.

"We refuse to be used by the United States government,

which seem to want to transform our heavily populated

land into a missile range. Three quarters of West Ger-

many is against the Euromissiles." member of West

German parliament and Green Party Leader Anne

Borgmann said. "We do not have much time. Already in

Germany during manuevers, American soldiers practiced

digging mass graves." she said.

The themes of support for Boston mayorial candidate Mel

King, and the concept of his multi-racial coalition, as well

as linking the arms issue to U.S. policy in El Salvador and

other areas, was brought up by many speakers. Both Kmg

and the Rev. Jesse Jackson spoke at the rally, and Jackson

carried the lead banner.

INSIDE:

A half

nuke
march
streets

million anti-

protestors
through the

of Brussels,

Paris and Madrid .p.2

Congressman Ed Markley told the crowd that one million

Europeans had marched over the weekend, and Reagan

was amazed when the freeze movement grew in the U.S.

"When we start deploying Pershing missiles the Soviets

will deploy SS20 missiles. Theirs will be two minutes from

their targets, and ours will be ten minutes away. We will

lose control of our destinies as human beings, and will have

to rely on computers. We must learn to know each other or

we will exterminate each other," he said.

"You have to have an international perspective. The

issue of peace belongs in each one of us." Mel King said.

"We have to change the nature of debate. We have to

understand the connections between war and poverty."

King said. He was presented with flowers as he stepped

off the stage.

"The cynical media manipulators have been proven wrong

by the demonstrations in Europe," Abbie Hoffman said.

"The Cold War has frosted his ears shut, he still believes

he is working for Boraxo in Death Valley," the community

activist told the crowd.

"Those who deploy in '83 must be retired in '84," Jesse

Jackson told the crowd. "The administration has a

negotiating team at Geneva because of world opinion, not

because of a desire for peace. The old minorities have

become the new majorities," Jackson said.

Dani Burgess, one of the UMass students at the rally said

he was happy with the numbers, but would liked more

people. "The number of high schoolers was encouraging,

reflecting the work that has been done there." he said.

"There is no
justice. There is

only love.

"

— Archibald
MacLeish^

Director of Affirmative

Action Thelma Griffith

Johnson recently made a

presentation to Conti and
members of all departments
outlining her office's plans

and goals. Conti said the

members "seemed well

aware of the problems" and

would be looking for more
ways to attract women and
minorities to faculty

positions.

James John, a dean in the

Engineering Department,
said his department "would

love to have more women
faculty".

Presently there are two
Engineering Department

'7^8 not realistic to

try to change a situa-

tion overnight that

was generated over a
span of 40 to 50

years.

"

Samiiel Conti

University of
Massachusetts Pro-

vost

Minutemen beat
Boston University
24-21 with a field goal

in the final minute of

Saturday's game . p. 12

women professors in the

compared to 113 male

professors. John said there are not many females

graduating with Ph.D.'s and that for the few available

there is "fierce competition," both from other universities

and from business as well.

"The whole country is in the same situation," John said.

John said the engineering department now has only "half

a dozen" women Doctoral candidates although 25 percent

of this years engineering class is women, and women

students make up 16 percent of the entire department.

In the School of Management, there are 63 male faculty

members and five female members according to the

1982/83 UMass Factbook.

Virginia Belecz . the school's head clerk also cited

competition from other universities as a major reason for

the inequalities.

"We're out there, at all the conferences, trying to recruit

people, but salaries are skyrocketing and sometimes we

just can't compete. " Belecz said.

According to Conti. in certain areas there is an "un-

deniable" lack of qualified women graduates but in other

areas "it is clear that (women) are available.
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World and National News

500,000 protest

nuclear missiles

inW. Europe
^AP) — Nearly a half million demonstrators poured

through the streets of Brussels, Madrid and Paris on

Sunday in the second day of Western European protests

against deployment of new U.S. nuclear missiles.

Anti missUe campaigners hailed the weekend turnout of

more than one and a half million people as a clear sign of

widespread opposition to the impending deployment of 572

Pershing 2 and cruise missiles.

There were no reports of arrests or violence Sunday. On

Saturday, when more than a million Western Europeans

sat in. formed human chains and marched. West German

police arrested 450 protesters.

In Brussels, marchers converged in three columns on the

city center in the biggest antimissile protest ever in

Belgium. There was no official count, but police said the

crowd was much larger than the turnout of 200,000 in an

October 1981 demonstration. Organizers estimated the

number Sunday at 300.000.

The rally took place about five miles from the

headquarters of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,

where it was decided four years ago to deploy the medium-

range U.S. missiles to counter 243 Soviet SS-20 missiles

targeted on Europe. The deployment begins in less than 10

weeks unless a U.S. -Soviet arms control accord is first

reached.

Under the NATO plan. West Germany will take 108

Pershing 2 missiles and 96 cruise missiles. Belgium wUl

deploy 48 cruise missiles, the Netherlands 60, Britain 160

and Italy 112.

In Madrid, police said about 150,000 people took part in a

march behind a banner that read. "For A Europe Without

Missiles." An additional 6.000 demonstrated in Barcelona

and 10,000 in Oviedo.

Gerardo Iglesias, secretarygeneral of the Spanish

Communist Party, said the demonstration showed that the

"people are against NATO," which Spain joined last year.

In Paris, the demonstration was against both the Soviet

and NATO nussiles, in contrast to a Saturday protest

march aimed solely at the NATO deployment.

About 10,000 protesters linked arms from the U.S.

Embassy just off the Place de la Concorde, across two

Seine bridges to the Soviet Embassy on Boulevard Lannes
,— a distance of three miles. They chanted "No! No! Nyet!

Nyet! Neither Pershing nor SS-20."

In Saturday's protests, some 200,000 people marched to

a rally in London's Hyde Park, a similar number paraded in

Rome and tens of thousands demonstrated in Paris. Vienna

and Stockholm. In West Germany, more than 850,000

turned out nationwide Saturday.

Amherst fraternity presidents

appeal to alumni for survival

AMHERST, Mass. -
Pledging to make frater-

nities more like literary

societies than drinking

clubs, eight Amherst
College fraternity
presidents have appealed to

alumni of the IftS-year-old

liberal arts college to help

save them from extinction.

"We believe that abolition

of fraternities...would be a

serious mistake," read a

two-paige flyer distributed

Saturday to the crowd at a

homecoming football game.

Fraternity members

chanted "Save Our Frats"

during the game in which

Amherst defeated Wesleyan
University 35- 7. Leading

the cheers was Joseph

Califano Jr.. a junior and son

of the former U.S. secretary

of health, education and
welfare in the Carter
Administration.

Young Califano appears at

every home footbaU game
dressed in a tricorner hat

and red tunic to represent

Lord Jeffrey Amherst, the

18th century Englsh soldier

for whom the college is

named.

TTie Right Stuff' wont help

Glenn campaign, producer says

LOS ANGELES - The
producer of "The Right

Stuff' says the movie about
America's ventures into

space is not Ukely to help or

hurt the chances of former
astronaut John Glenn, now a

U.S. senator, in his cam-

paign for the presidency.

"I don't think there's any
political significance to this

movie," Producer Milton

Sperling said at the Los
Angeles premier. "You
know why? Because it will

be seen primarily by a bunch
of kids who can't vote."

The Los Angeles premier

Thursday, which followed

the film's opening in

Washington, D.C., was a

fund-raiser for the Center

Theater Group, the um-

brella organization of the

Ahmanson Theatre and

Mark Taper Forum.
On hand were astronauts

Gordon Cooper and Buzz

Aldrin and pilot Chuck
Yeager, the first man to

break the sound barrier and

one of the heroes of the

movie based on the book by

Tom Wolfe.

Give the Collegian Classifieds

a try.

They work!

AP Laacrphoto

WADING THROUGH THE RUBBLE — Two U.S. Marines search through the remains of their

comntand headquarters Sunday afternoon after a bomb destroyed the building, killing or woun-
ding more than 200 Marines.

Reagan decries Marine deaths
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, scorning the

"bestial nature" of assassins responsible for the Beirut

bombing-deaths of 147 Marines and sailors, vowed Sunday

that international terrorists will not "drive us out " of

Lebanon.
The president ordered Marine Commandant Paul X.

Kelley to fly to Beirut to determine how American forces

could be protected, and he said the United States would

respond to the "deliberate and heinous" slayings when the

perpetrators are identified.

White House officials did not indicate what steps might be

taken, or against whom. A senior White House official,

briefing reporters on the condition he not be named, said

there is "very strong circumstantial evidence and bits and

pieces of hard evidence" that Iranians were involved in the

bombings.

Digest
CBS wins right to broadcast

tapes of DeLorean dealings

by the Associated Press

U '

^ .^ 2

LOS ANGELES - A
federal appeals court cleared

the way Sunday for CBS
television to broadcast

secret government sur-

veillance tapes considered to

be the key evidence against

automaker John De Lorean.

who is facing trial on drug

charges.

Three justices of the 9th

U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals indicated in an

emergemcy Sunday hearing

that they have no authority

under the law to impose

prior restraint on the press

to publish or broadcast

material.

The tapes, which were

described at the hearing as

"dynamite." purportedly

show De Lorean par-

ticipating in a cocaine

distribution deal. The tapes,

which CBS was to broad-

cast, were believed to show
the automaker's actual

arrest in a Los Angeles hotel

room, where he had been

shown a package of cocaine

by FBI undercover agents

posing as drug dealers.

De Lorean attorney
Howard Weitzman said he
would seek an immediate
stay from U.S. Supreme
Court Justice William
Rehnquist, or any other

justice he could reach by
telephone.

Weitzman and co-counsei

Donald Re told the appeals

court judges that broadcast

of the surveillance tapes

would make it virtually

impossible to find an im-

partial jury anywhere in the

country to judge De Lorean

on cocaine conspiracy

charges.

Remember Hiroshima

fmmi EaRosHm

AP t^serphoto

PEACE MARCH — An estimated 3,000

demonstrators march across Longfellow Bridge
in Cambridge Sunday as they participate in an
international weekend campaign against
nuclear missiles. Rev. Jesse Jackson (second

from left, carrying banner) took part in the

march. Story, page 1.
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Duffey criticizes student indulgence
By BOB BURGESS
Correspondent

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffy told a group of

administrators, faculty, and alumni the

future of the University of Massachusetts

will depend heavily on their cooperative

efforts to make this generation of college

students more able and willing to survive in

American society.

Speaking Saturday in his first Chancellor's

Council report, Duffey said the "future of

this University and the vitality and
progress of education in general" rests in

addressing a major criticism of American
society has become too self-indulgent, and

is only living for the present. Our goal is to

help this generation of university students

overcome this criticism," duffey said. To do
this, Duffey said, the promotion of interests

Amherst Town
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

of those who support the university is

essential.

"We need to promote attitudes of pride

and optimism, as well as your interests.

Only with your help can we carry out our

plans," he said.

At a time when many peope are begining

to feel that it is in the public university

"where margfin of support can build ex-

cellence," Duffey said "peope must make
committments to the future."

mittments to the future".

"We must remain the universtiy of op-

portunities," he said.

Duffey cited an act by the Board of

Trustees as a step in this direction.

Although still in its planning stages, the

plan would loan the university money to

renovate Delta Chi fraternity to make the

house into a placement center, where

"people of the business and science com-

munities can come to meet students,"

Duffey said, this center could develop into

one of the finest in New England, with the

necessary support, he said.

Duffey addressed the gathering of more
than 100, after opening remarks by

chairman of the New York stock exchange

William Batten.

Duffey also explained his plan to increase

tuition by $50, money which would be kept

in "a kind of revolving trust fund," he said,

"and would be devoted to an access to

programs." The fund would be used mainly

to recruit instructors and graduate

students, and to enlarge many of the lee

ture halls. Duffey said, "We will try to be

very competitive in these areas."

AMHERST - Town Meeting begins

tonight and acid rain, rent controls and a

peeping torn by-law top the agenda.

Town Meeting members, 30 from each of

Amherst's eight precincts, will convene

tonight at 7:30 at the Amherst Junior High

School on Chestnut St. The meeting will

continue Tuesday and Thursday nights this

week and Nov. I until all 38 articles of the

Town Meeting warrant have been voted

on.

The Amherst Select Board last week

unanimously endorsed an article urging

state and federal governments to limit

sulfur emissions which have been determin-

ed as the major cause of acid rain.

The article, sponsored by The
Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPlRG), calls for a statewide

cap on sulfur emissions from industrial and

utility sources within Massachusetts and a

50 percent reduction of sulfur emissions

nationally. This is the only warrant article

drafted by students.

UMassPIRG Campus Coordinator Rich

McClyntock said reservoirs in the area

have been contaminated by acid rain, caus-

ing the Ph level of the water to fall. Sodium

has to be added to the water to make it safe

for drinking but the amount of sodium add-

ed to the water is high, he said.

Rent control, a town concern since 1969.

has been voted down alxmt 10 times, in-

cluding a 1 16-1 1 1 vote against it at last spr-

ing's Town Meeting. Ken Mosakowski,

chair of the Amherst Board of Housing

Authority, drafted the most recent article

which would establish a commission will

report to the town by Sept. 3, 1984 so ac-

tion can be taken by next fall's Town
Meeting, Mosakowski said.

Kent control affects between 7-10,000

students, said Joanne Levenson, director

of UMass Off-Campus Housing Office. She

said the burden of providing data and an

argument for rent control shouldn't be

"put on the tenants."

"It (rent control) is only meant to be con-

sumer protection — no more, no less. The
housing industry has been free of any con-

trols. This would make it community con-

trolled," Levenson said.

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia has

drafted a peeping torn by-law which makes

it possible for the town to prosecute

voyeurs. This article was written in

response to community concern over

numerous incidents involving spying in

windows and exhibitionism in an Amherst

neighborhood and Lincoln Apartments.

The law would mandate a $200 charge for

each offense.

While the by-law does not affect the

UMass campus, Barbara McGlynn, a

spt)keswoman for the Lincoln Apartments

neighborhood committee, said students

should be aware of the problem and that

they might be able to get a similar or-

dinance passed on campus by contacting

the Housing Office and the Department of

Public Safety.

Richard Minear. a selectman and UMass

history professor, said, "The by-law points

to the larger issue of security on campus.

Students could pressure the campus police

to deal with these issues if they haven't

already done so."

Chairman
ofNYSE is

'optimistic'
By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

Speaking at the University of

Massachusetts Saturday, the chairman of

the New York Stock Exchange said both

the Democrats and Republicans will have to

agree on a plan to pull American out of the

recession.

"The focus is once again on creating

wealth rather than distributing wealth. If

we could agree as a nation, (to make growth

a goal), regardless of political parties, then

I am optimistic," said William Batten,

chairman of the exchange since 1976.

Batten stated a variety of reasons for his

optimism, to more than 90 people Saturday

at the third annual meeting of the Chan

cellor's Council. He also noted some of his

concerns about various facets of the

economy.
"We don't want to return to the 70's

years of "stagflation." The days of 13

percent inflation and a 21 percent prime

(interest) rate are behind us...we must

continue to head in the direction we are now

following," Batten, retired executive officer

of J.C. Penney, said.

Batten referred to recent studies

showing increasing overall productivity in

the economy as a good sign, saying "these

recent productivity gains I believe are real

and sustainable."

He said that, in addition to inflation and

interest rates being down, changes in

demographics point to a larger, more

productive work force because of the aging

of the baby boom generation. Recent

technological gains will also make

widespead differences, he said.

"We're just beginning a technological

revolution. It will change the way people

work and live more than the Industrial

Revolution did. The application of

technology will enable us to enjoy un-

precedented growth (in basic industries

such as steel and automobiles,)" Batten

said. ^^^

"The days of IS percent infla-

lion and a 21 percent prime (in-

terest) rate are behind its... We
must continue to head in the

direction we are nowfollowing"
— William Batten

Chairman, New York Stock Ex-
change

Management students get new computers
By PETER ABRAHAM
CoUeg^an Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts alumnus

presented the School of Management with a

systems laboratory valued at over half a

million dollars late Friday afternoon in a

simple dedication ceremoney.

The ceremony attended by both President

David C. Knapp and Chancellor Josepn

Duffey, was the result of a project begun

last winter designed to introduce

management students to the uses of the

computer in the business world.

The systems laboratory, equipped with 30

MDS Series 21 processing work stations,

was dedicated by Ralph H. O'Brien,

president and chief executive officer for

Iviohawk Data Sciences, a New Jersey

based computer company, who donated the

equipment.

"What a lot of people do not realize is that

the students of ioday will be the leaders of

the first half of the 21st century, and they
wiji nave to work with the computer,"

O'Brien said, a member of the Class of 1952.

"This systems laboratory is not just a

learning center but a teaching center that

will intergrate the computer into

management letting both the professors

and the students do a better job." said

O'Brien, whose son Doug is a graduate

student in SOM.

"What Ralph O'Brien has done is show his

confidence in the University of

Massachusetts to produce better students

in this field and make our students better

prepared to face the ever changing business

world," Duffey said in his remarks.

"We welcome Mohawk to a partnership

th-t will enhance )•- ''•"" -""^ ^>i>ild for the

presided over by

of the School of

spoke to the

future. Our students are a source of vitality

that will be helped greatly by this

laboratory." said he.

After the ceremoney,

Harry T. Allan, dean
Management, O'Brien

Collegian in greater detail about his con-

tribution.

"I wanted to give something back to this

school. It's a place where I got the

background that put me where I am today

and I feel that this facility will make
students more aware of what the computer

can do for them. If students can grasp the

full understanding of how they can be

helped, then their future is unlimited."

A plaque noting the contribution was

presented at the dedication.

The systems laboratory is on the first floor

of the SOM and will be directed by Dr.

Craig Moore.

Less of an adversarial relationship bet-

ween management is probable, because of

the Japanese application of quality circles,

he said.

Batten expressed concern over a de

emphasis of basic research that must be

reversed in order to achieve growth. He
also cited government budget deficits in the

international debt crisis as possible hin-

drances to growth.

In a separate interview. Batten offered his

appraisal of the current administration's

performance in handling the economy and

noted specific policy prescriptions he would

advocate.

"Some of the programs that have been

put into effect (by the current ad-

ministration) have worked in turning the

economy around. I think a case can be made
that the tax reductions were enacted too

quickly."

But all is not well in the economy, ac-

cording to Batten.

"I think the concern now is the size of the

deficit, and the paralysis of the govern-

mental process will continue until after the

1984 election. " he said. "The very negative

effect of the $200 billion deficit will affect

the savings rate...but crowding out the

capital markets won't occur in 1984 but

maybe in '85. Policy action will be delayed

until spring '85." he said.

Batten advocated a mixed package of

economic policies to be devised in a

bipartisan approach, similar to that of the

recent Social Security Commission, to cure

the deficit. Policies he endorsed include

capping the rate of growth in both defense

and social programs, especially Medicare,

and combined with a tax increase, as

economic growth can't cure a deficit by

itself.

"Pessimists will not build a future, it will

be the optimists," he said. "I don't believe

our best years are behind us."
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WOMEN'S FORUM
Wirmen 's Forum is a tveekiy listing ofup-

coming n^ents relating to woTnen's h'istws.

Notices should be sent to the Women 's Ismws

Editors, care of the Collegian, US Campus
Center, before the Friday preceding the

event.

Since its inception in 1978. the

Women's department of the Collegian

struggled to accurately and fairly report

issues and news relevant to the University

community.
Through all the changes the depart-

ment has undergone, through all the good

times and the bad, the turmoil, criticism

and the praise, one lesson has always been

learned — change is the stepping stone to

perfection.

Last week the Women's department of-

ficially came to an end and the Women's

Issues Department officially came into

being.

Although in many ways the same, it is

in many ways different. It is at least defin-

ed. It is not a department made up of

women, it is a department made up of

reporters who cover news and issues

relating to women but not necessarily in-

volving only women.
Monday — The Anti-Racism Team will

meet at 4 p.m. in room 905 Campus Center.

An art exhibit featuring the works of

Donna Estabrooks will be held in Wheeler

Gallery from 7 to 11 p.m. today and will

continue through Thursday. The event is

sponsored by East Side Arts Council and

the Orchard Hill/Central Women's Center.

Estabrooks is the University's ariist in

residence. For more information call

545-2882.

Tuesday — The Women's Issues Team
will meet at 4 p.m. in room 805, Campus

Center.

The Women's Leadership project will

meet at 7 p.m. in 415 Student Union.

Wednesday — The Committee for

Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom

will meet at 5 p.m. in room 811 Campus
Center.

Thursday — Sally Fox, a nationally

known performer will app)ear at 7:30 p.m.

in room 163, Campus Center. Fox will be

portraying various people in problem situa-

tions. The event is being sponsored by

Hillel and is part of the Jewish Involve-

ment Theatre. For more information call

Hillel at 545-2526.

There are two hotlines available on

campus for aid to victims of rape or other

violence. The 24-Hour Rape Hotline is

545-2677. The Everywoman's Center

Hotline for victims of violence is 545-0800.

^^ AN EVENING WITH

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
8PM
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\ "A> FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS

FULL LINE OF
HALLOWEEN
ACCESSORIES

&
CANDY

©
©
©
©
©

16 oz. bag-snack size

3 Musketeers

Snickers $1,89
Reese's

Milky Way
Hershey's (plain or almond)

WELLA
BALSAM
SHAMPOO

8 oz.

$1 .29
reg. $1.55

Hmvoo

VASELINE
INTENSIVE
CARE

15 oz. pump

$2.09
reg. $3.19

WELLA
BALSAM

CONDITIONER
8 oz.

99*
reg. $1.65

iSSS^I

KRAZY
GLUE

2 gm tube

88<
S; reg. $1.69

sale

ends 10/30

AVIATOR
PLAYING
CARDS
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WALLFLOWER ORDER DANCE COLLECTIVE
ANDGRUPORAIZ

WalHlo^er Order is a nationally

acclaimed women's dance ttieatre

collective Although Wallflower's

primary art form is dance,

they also incorporate theatre, music,

comedy, martial arts, and sign language
into their work to create multi-

dimensional pieces of strong emotional

impact Grupo f^aiz is a Chilian music
ensemble that compliments the dance

Tuesday, October 25, 8 p.m., Fine Arts Center,

UMass
S Coil«y« Studsnt* S4. Q«n. Admission $5

Free child care available Specie, seating tor handicapped Interpreter for the

hearing impaired Sponsored by the Commuter Area Government, the student run

organization (or off-campus undergraduates at UMass. For more information (413)

54S-2145
The proceeds of this concert will

benefit the people of El Salvador

o,o>.NOW OPEISr -Vo^

-^O^ UTOPIA SPAS % *

Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am...Walk-ins are welcome

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY

• Hot Tu^ Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntan Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • Each area wired for your

own favorite music or sounds. . .AND WUCH MORE. . .

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!

A $1 OFFW HOT
TUBS

>••««««• clip and save ••••••«

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)

Located at 175 University Drive,

Price Chopper Mall, Amherst
(coupon valid through October 30, 1983)

one coupon per visit, per person

$1 OFF
HOT
TUBS
*

66'
reg. $1.09

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534

open 7 days a week

TJMASS ^1d QR
Imprinted actlvewear V I^ WW

Inset Two Tone
Crew Sweatshirt

\ tf::k

Open
M-F 9-5

QJJNIVERSITY
mMstore^
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Controversy— SGA Constitution
An open letter to Chancellor Joseph Duffey,

As an undergraduate student senator, a representative

of the commuter students, I would like to respond to your

memo of the 7th to co-presidents Charlene Allen and Tom
Ahearn. We vehemently oppose your threat of freezing

our S.A.T.F. monies on the basis of not meeting some
arbitrary deadline you wish to impose.

The S.G.A. and its officers know that the memo in

question suggests negative ramifications of immense
importance to all students, beyond the S.G.A. con-

stitution.

First I must stress your administrations lack of respect

for students and the S.G.A.. At your reception as

Chancellor on October 1, 1982, you stated that "UMass is

a place where we set goals together by consultation."

Your memo of October 7 sharply contradicts this

statement. On another occasion, you stated that "The

Amherst campus is very complex. It has many con-

stituents and they are used to being listened to. If

changes are to be made, input would be gained from all

concerned interests." Again, the memo contradicts this

statement. One conclusion that can be drawn from the

statement: those groups (faculty or student) which are

most likely to be affected by administrative policies will

no longer be listened to, as your threat to the S.G.A. has

demonstrated. I, therefore, question your desire to work

with, and not against, this campus.

Secondly, in light of your failure to inform students of

your intention to have an immediate $50 tuition hike, we

find the act of publicizing this constitution issue a

disgrace to the entire University community. The at-

tempt to overshadow an issue of such great importance

which affects the future education of the 18,000 students

of this campus, is in itself a statement of "perverted"

priorities. Furthermore, your administration's

demanding that your decision be approved by the

trustees by November 1 leaves us no time whatsoever to

analyze the proposal and acquire feedback from all

factions of the University. The overall effect of the

contention to freeze S.A.T.F. monies works to the

detriment of all students. By freezing student payroll,

you inhibit the ability of students to pay the very tuition

you seek to increase.

In conclusion, I would like to state that we recognize

this as but one act in a series of attempts to undermine

the S.G.A. and its right to allocate and disperse S.A.T.F.

funds. We stand strong and united. We are an

autonomous cohesive unit of students; we control the

monies of the S.A.T.F. and can solely freeze accounts at

our discretion. We pay for the salary of the S.A.O., its

affiliates, not to mention the faculty and administration of

the University. It is paramount that the negotiations on

the S.G.A. constitution continue in a non-threatening

atmosphere, in order to maintain the communication so

imperative to our campus. _ Scott Stern

Assistant to the SGA Speaker

Rain falling

and darkness
The windshield wiper blades made a rhythm

scraping across the windshield, back and

forth. Tat-tat-tat, back; scraU-h; Tat-tat-tat,

scratch. The rain came down in a fine mist. She stared

straight ahead, at a day covered in a blanket of fog and a

chill that would not leave her. She looked over at him and

he caught her glance. He held her hand.

She had met him at a bus stop (of all places, how
unromantic she thought. He was always kidding her about

the passion for romanticism, old movies and her ongoing

dreams about dancing with Fred Astaire.) She

remembered how, when she l<M)ked at him on that cold

night three years ago, alone and nervous, waiting for a bus

that was t^ing all too long, that she wasn't afraid. His

eyes were soft and inncx-ent-.-safe.

M I»WIA?M1= M BYeM STOFF
ISifF

M WR0N6^UPF

On common concerns of students
Heaven help our student Senate if its leaders

can't grasp a metaphor. Much of the

squabbling in the Collegian's editorial pages of

late has dealt with the S.G.A. Senate and its responsibility

toward the "average student." The first and most com-

pelling salvo lamented the past lack of concern shown for

the interests of the average student. Responses from

voices among Senate leadership centered on a point of

semantics: the meaning of "the average student." The

contention of the Senate leadership appears to be that

since no individual can strictly be said to be average, this is

not a constituency to which one should gear legislation and

expenditures of student money.

Rodman R. Snelling
The argument demonstrates a breathtaking grasp of the

obvious, while missing the point completely. While one will

never, of course, meet "the average student", the phrase

serves as an appropriate metaphor for the general tenden-

cies of the student body. Contrary to the Senate leader-

ship's assumptions, surveys of our student community

show a marked tendancy toward, if not conservative, then

certainly a moderate political perspective which is not

reflected in the past radical shenanigans of the S.G.A.

Senate. The recent unpleasantness over the United

Technologies Corporation provides a good case in point.

When a total of 26 Senators passed a motion demanding

that the administration deny U.T.C. officials the use of the

Campus Center as a meeting place, what popular will were

they representing? While it's difficult to imagine Universi-

ty students marching to express adoration for United

Technologies, most, if asked would probably support

freedom of assembly. Pity the S.G.A. Senate didn't see fit

to ask.

Rather than stirring themselves to a frenzy of impotent

nostalgia for the '60's, perhaps the Senate would do better

to concentrate on matters of more probable widespread

agreement among students such as tuition increases.

University scholarships, the state of library book purchas-

ing, student housing, bringing more "name" guest

speakers to campus, the availability of study space, faculty

promotion criteria, and the importance of strong and

sound student representation.

If the proper sphere of concern of the Senate seems ill-

defined, and its actions, at times, unrepresentative, the

problem can probably be traced, in large part, to the fact

that the Senate has for too long been lead by a self-

perpetuating oligarchy of self-avowed left wing radicals.

A Senate that finds itself meekly towing this sort of

ideological line in its declarations and funding allocations

cannot convincingly claim to reflect the student will.

Perhaps the central question is one of purpose: should the

Senate act on questions of political ideology or instead ad-

dress matters of concern to students as students (i.e.,

scholastics and practical matters of campus life.)?

With the meeting of the Senate last Wednesday, there is

reason for optimism. There seemed a noticeable change in

the temperment of new senators against cowed docility

and submissiveness to radical leadership. It was hearten-

ing to hear forceful questioning and debate from all sides

on what might in the past have been rubber stamp issues.

If "the average student" had been there, she/he might

have been given reason to hope.

Rodman R. Snelling is a UMass student and former SGA
senator.

Sound off with your
letters to the editor!!

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we reg^ret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and lenj^h.

John Kenney
"Okay Jane. ..Jane? Honey, we're gonna' start now;

You're being very brave, ready?" The nurse held her

hand. She tried to block it all out, but the noise...

She met him again, only this time under better cir-

cumstances, through a mutual friend. He asked her out.

She accepted. It was all quite nice, quite exciting.

She remembered calling him, unable to sleep in the mid-

dle of the night. She calle<l him and he listened. He didn't

mind because, she knew, he cared.

Her parents liked him. her grandmother especially. He
would sit for hours, talking with her, listening to her, of

her life.

"Almost done, honey, you're being brave. What do you

study at school?" "Sponge, c'mon sponge!" The dix-tor

demanded. Just please stop the noise she thought.

They shared secrets, they talked about the future and

they admitted they were scared. They lay still together,

quietly, and thought. And one day, they said that they lov-

ed each other. And it was very special.

She remembered that he held very tightly while she

cried when her grandmother die<l. He understiMnl. He
always did...or at least he tried. And now he was trying as

he never had before.

"Okay, that's it, nice job," the doctor mused. "How you

doin', Jane, Okay?" She simply nfuided, afraid of the tears

and screams that might come if she moved. She lay still.

She could hear her own breathing, loudly, the hum that

still rang in her ears. ..the noise...

The car stopped. The rain fell, still, it was growing

darker. She stared straight ahead. She quickly looked at

him. "The noise," she said quietly and paused. "The

noise!" she screamed, "The noise!!" He looked around

confused. He turned the engine off. .the wipers. She look-

ed at him and cried, her head falling into her chest. He
held her.

"It's gonna' be all right, it's gonna' l)e okay, we've got

each other."

The rain fell and the darkness set.

John Kenney is a Collegian Staff member.

Letters — —

Reality in Nicaragua
I am writing in response to Steven Barrett's editorial

"Revolutionary parallels are not there" (October 13). Mr.

Barret rejects the parallels that have been drawn between

the American and Nicaraguan revolutions. Further, he

attempts to insult "liberals and leftists apologists " as "most

uneducated", "ignorant souls". I am not impressed with

Mr. Barrett's arguments, but I did note the similarity

between his tactics and those of Reagan and Company:

abusive rhetoric, disinformation and omission of facts,

of facts.

The author claims that the Sandinsta revolution was (and

thus, is) not an indigenous revolution, but was "formed in

1961 -in Havana.. .receiving aid and indoctrination from the

start." This assertion is a blatant falsehood. The San-

dinista National Liberation Front (FSLN) was formed not

in Cuba, but in the hills of Nicaragua. It took its name in

recognition of Augusto Sandino, the Nicaraguan patriot

who led an army of 8,000 peasants against the United

States' military occupation of 1926-1933. The FSLN was
inspired to action not by Cuban "indoctrination", but in

re.sponse to the Somoza dictatorship (1-933-1979) and the

hunger, poverty and repression which it fostered. The

bloody National Guard were overthrown not by Cuban aid

to the rebels, but by the same popular support and guerrila

tactics employed by Sandino forty years earlier against the

American Marines. The Sandinista Revolution could never

have succeeded were it not an indigenous struggle. The

victory was due to a particular national situation: the

desparation, the sacrifice, the heroism and unity of the

Nicaraguan people.

Mr. Barrett, as you suggest, that "even a cursory glimpse

of history by the most educated" may improve one's un-

derstanding of affairs in Central America, so do I urge you

to take a thoughtful, honest look at the

Nicaraguan/Central American reality.

Brandon Fine
Northampton
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SGA
Presidential
Nomination

Papers
are available Monday,

October 24th
in 420 Student Union

Building.
They are DUE -

November 2nd at 2 pm,...

so a lottery of ballot

positions are drawn and
the campaigns may begin

The Elections will be on
Tuesday 11/15 and
Wednesday 11/16.

If you have any questions or wish
to get involved, please contact the

Senate office 5-034

1

THE YEARBOOK
WANTS YOU!!

The INDEX is looking for some good peo-

ple. Anybody with yearbook or journalism

experience is invited to attend the first

organizational meeting. Many positions

need to be filled, for example, Editor-in-

Chief, and Managing Editor.

The meeting will be held Monday, Oct. 24

at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room
804/808.

Be there or be trapezoid. Bring your

friends and become part of this

dynamic organization!
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CALCULATOR CENTER
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10 Digit

"Thin Man
from Sharp

EL506H

$24.95
List $29.95

10-Digit "Thin Man" Wallet-Size with 48 Scientific

Functions
Model EL-S06H
Extra full-featured scientific calculator with built-in

statistics and hexadecimal conversion functions

Some of the 48 scientific functions performed are:

• Trigonometric (sin, cos, tan) and their inverses • Hyperbolic

(sinh, cosh, tanh) and their inverses • Computer-age hexadecimal

conversions • Rectangular/polar coordinate conversions • Ex-

ponential <base 10 and base e) and their inverses (Logarithms) • 3

angle modes (degree/ radian /grad) • Power (y) and its inverse ("X

root of Y") • Factorial (nl) • Mean, sum, and standard deviation •

Degree/ Min. /Sec. Degree conversions.

Other Features: 10-digit liquid crystal display with scientific

notation expression • Decimal setting (TAB Key) • Display format

exchange (F E Key) • 3-key memory • Percent change key •

"Auto Power Off" function • Complete with wallet and batteries

Dimensions: 3-23/32" (W) x 11/32"(H) x 5-1/32"(D)

* Located on Special Sale Tables

at the front of the store

PAPERBACK

BOOKS
original

price

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
"TORE^

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Arts
AW^ of unknown equal
STEVIE WONDER
Saturday, October 15

Boston Opera House

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Staff

When I think of all the concerts and

shows I've attended, I don't think any one

has been as anxiously anticipated as seeing

Stevie Wonder. Having gone through most

of my life listening to his music, this con-

cert would be the culmination of a life-long

ambition. It is sad, how anticipation can

often kill a moment, thank goodness this

was not the case with Stevie. From the mo-

ment he came on stage, to the beat of a new
song, "It's Coming" to the last chords of

"Happy Birthday" Stevie Wonder lifted

the crowd to an emotional high of unknown
comparison.

Unlike most performers, Stevie is very

friendly and open with his audience. After

the first tune, instead of rushing on to do

another number, he joked with the crowd,

totally destroying the image of the distant

superstar. He was willing to goof on

himself, tell jokes about Eddie Murphy,

and bring the audience into his living room
("this is my house, do you people usually

make this much noise when you visit so-

meone's home?").

The show highlighted most of my
favorite Stevie-tunes, including the incredi-

ble "Superwoman." I love that song,

esp>ecially when Stevie gets to the part

where the song changes mood and he sings

"When the sumer came, you were not

around, now that winter's here, love can-

not be found...," it's so beautiful; seriously

breathtaking. It seemed as though the au-

dience knew all the words, whenever
Stevie didn't sing a line, they did. He also

covered some of his earliest hits, "Uptight

(Everything's Alright)." "Signed, Sealed,

Delivered," "Ma Cherie Amour," and

"Sunshine of My Life."

As the music progressed into the newer

tunes, the intensity of the show also built.

Songs like "Living for the City," and "You

Haven't Done Nothing" would suddenly

stop, and Stevie would go into a call and

response pattern with the audience. This

was especially effective on "Living for the

City" as the line kept modulating higher

and higher instead of going into the story

line about New York, "just like I pictured

it." In fact, the highlight of the whole even-

ing, if anything could be a highlight in an

evening of enormous peaks, was the call

and response during "Do I Do." Stevie

separated the chorus into its basic

elements, "Do I do," "what I do," "when I

make..." and then would screw up the

rhythm and expect it right back... I guess

you had to be there. For "Ebony and

Ivory" he called up members of the au-

dience to sing along. I usually hate that

song, but for once, it really worked. The

enormous love and energy which flows

from Stevie made the song's message

much less a posture than the duet with Mc-

Cartney could only have been.

For an encore, Stevie came out to sing

"Happy Birthday." The song dedicated to

a gaining national holiday for Martin

Luther King. The song moved the audience

so much that, long after the lights had gone

up, Stevie had left the stage, and the

roadies were clearing the area, the crowd

was still singing the song. Walking back

out to the streets and into Boston's Combat

Zone I realized how, despite the impossibili-

ty and ludicrousness of the ideal, it is im-

portant to think and work toward harmony

and brotherhood worldwide. Stevie's

message, its honesty and straightforward-

ness, destroys all barriers of sex, color, and

race turning an audience of many into a

loving number of one. Any show that can

do this is a beautiful experience.

Crue goes for groin
SHOUT AT THE DEVIL

(Electra/Asylum)

Motley Crue

By YANETT PENA
Collegian Staff

First Van Halan did it. then it was Def

Leppard, (wince) Iron Maiden; and now,

just when you thought it was safe to go

back into your favorite record store,

another mediocre heavy metal album fills a

rack space. But this time the disap

pointment is even greater. TheSO's.

Motley Crue. the same glitter guys who
made an outstanding debut last with Too

Fast For Love and brought the use of

lipstick and Final Net to perverse new

heights, have become tangled in their own
teased hair-dos.

Just by the album title. Shout At The

Devil, you instinctively start smelling

Nikki Sixx of Motley Crue

trouble. By the time you open up the

folding cover and listen to side one, you

know trouble has arrived. "In the

Beginning," a little tale narrated by a Mr.

alllister Fiend, prepares you for what will

soon be an onslaught of violent, sexual, and

hate-filled imageries coupled with youth

glorification. Those sometimes discordent,

sometimes simple, and othertimes just

plain likeable melodies (all written by

bassist Nikki Sixx) are not as well defined

here as they were on Crue's first album.

"Looks That Kill," "Knock "Em Dead. Kid."

and "Danger" are the fine exceptions.

The whole album reeks of over-

merchandising and heavy capital in-

vestments on the record company's part;

and since the band is reportedly in a

monetary rut. I'm sure this had some in-

fluence on the songwriting and modified

image. Cynacism may run deep here, but

what else can come to mind when these

former red -lipped "pretty boys" start using

the satanical pentagram as their logo and

tell us to "shout to the devil?" How many
more bands are going to sponge off of Black

Sabbath's worn gimmicks?

But let's give credit where credit is due.

The album is not a total disaster. "Shout At
The Devil" is well produced, has good
guitar tracks, and is definitely not AM radio

commercial material. "Ten Seconds For
Love", which should be retitled "Let's Have
Quickie Sex." will probably never be heard

on FM stations either. And no matter how
much singer Vince Neil tries to toughen up
on this record by snarling and grating his

vocal chords, he still has one of the best

voices in Rockdom; that feminine clean

singing shines through and makes a perfect

contrast against Mick Mar's searing guitar

playing.

Someone once said that good music should

hit you in three places: the head, the heart,

and' groin. On "Shout At The Devil."

Motlej crue puncnes strictly oelow the

belt. While these guys have always had a

tendency for theatrical gross-out (check the

November '82 issue of Out magazine), they

should have thrown out the skulls and kept

the glitter.

Stevie Wonder in Boston: destroying barriers of sex and race.

Artslines.
The Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra,

under the direction of Kazimierza Kord.

with guest pianist Misha Dichter, will per-

form a concert at 8 p.m. on Sunday, Oc-

tober 30 in the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall. The Warsaw Philharmonic has been

under the direction of Kazimierza Kord

since the 1977-78 season. During the last

30 seasons, the Philharmonic has perform-

ed over 5,000 concerts on five continents.

The October 30 concert program will in-

clude Beethoven's Piano concerto No. 5,

"Emperor." Op. 73, E-flat Major and

Rachmaninoff's Symphony No. 2, Op. 27,

E minor. Tickets are available at the FAC
Box Office and all DATATIX outlets. For

further information and reservations, call

the box office at 545-2511.

Ballet Folklorico De Mexico will perform

at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, November 2 in the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. According

to the Fine Arts Center, the Ballet

Folklorico is a "true revelation of Mexican

culture, past and present." For ticket in-

formation, call the FAC Box Office at

545-2511.
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Hypercurricula
''Hypercurricula." a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and Hurrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Today

25 AND UP CLUB ROLLER SKATING PARTY - Free

roller skating tickets for older students at the CC con

course, 7 p.m. lx)ok for 25 and up sign. Car pooling to

Interskate91. For info call 546-1485. 7 p.m. Interskate 91.

MINYONARRES CLUB — Morning services followed

by a light breakfast today and Thursday mornings for men
and women. 8 a.m. Chabad House.

LUNCH N' LEARN — Join us at Chabad House every

Monday and Wednesday noon for soup and sandwich

followed by a study session. 12 p.m. Chabad House.

ANTI RACISM TEAM MEETING - Fight Racism!

Join us to plan campus wide events for this year. Check the

Campus Center schedule sheet for room number. 4 p.m.

Campus Center 905.

SPECTRUM MEETING — Let's put out an even better

Spectrum. If you're interested in the arts on campus.

Spectrum, the literary and fine arts magazine, is for you.

7:30 p.m. Room 175.

ANGERS DIJON PROGRAMS — 2nd informational

meeting. All who have been accepted, who have applied, or

who are just interested in knowing more are welcome. 7:30

p.m. 3rd floor lounge, Herter Hall.

CHESS CLUB MEETING CANCELLED - No chess

club meeting today. For information call Joe 6-4629. 7 p.m.

CC911 15.

WORD WATCH — Rev. Robin Harden facilitates an in

depth exploration of New Testament scripture and

theology and its relevance today, through intelligent,

serious open minded study of the Bible. 7 p.m. 428 Student

Union.

HALLOWEEN NOVELTY
and

THEATRICAL SUPPLIES
H.L.CHILDS & SON

Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else '

'

check our low, low prices

25 State Street Northampton 584-2604

Study Business in the Boonies

Practice it Anywhere
See us at (Graduate and Pn^fessional Schools Day on November 3

in the Campus Center Auditorium

TheWhittemore School of Business and Economics

The Universily of New Hanpshire, Dur^

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE - Meets to plan for

the Fast for a World Harvest. What can you do about

world hunger? Come and find out! 4:30 p.m. 428 Student

Union.

TIME MANAGEMENT AND PROCRASTINATION
WORKSHOP — Here is a one-session workshop designed

to explore behavior of procrastination and to become

aware of time management strategies. 4-6 p.m. 311

Berkshire House.

CHOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP - This two-

session workshop is for CASIAC or any undecided

sophomores who are interested in declaring a major durmg

Counseling Week of this semester. 7 9:30 p.m. 911

Campus Center.

CAREER PLANNING GROUP - This six-week group

will help participants to understand and appreciate their

personal interests, preferences and skUls - and explore

career alternatives. 4-5:30 p.m. 211 Berkshire House.

VETERANS SERVICE ORGANIZATION ROAD
RACE MEETING — The USO is looking for volunteers to

help 10k Road Race which will be held 11 November 83. If

interested drop by. 4:15 p.m. Mobile Unit #5 (behind

Thompson).

DISCOVER NEW ENGLAND CLUB MEETING -
Topics to be discussed: Mount Tom Alpine Slide Trip,

Boston. Committees. Film presentation: HISTORY OF

THE QUABBIN. Come out and discover New England

with us! 7 p.m. 176 Campus Center,

Tuesday

LEBANON — What are we doing there? Professor Fred

Lawson of Smith College will speak. 7 p.m. Room 162

Campus Center.

WINE AND CHEESE CONVERSATION HOUR -
Sponsored by The UMass French Club. 2:30-4:30 p.m. 6th

Floor Lounge Herter.

25 AND UP CLUB SWIM — Older students — it's time

to get in shape. Join us for a relaxing swim. Meet other

non-traditional students. For information call 545-2145.

7:30 p.m. NOPE pool.

HORSEMASTER'S CLUB — Meeting to discuss up-

coming projects including Silent Stallion Service Auction

and a 2-phase event. 7 p.m. Stockbridge 311.

WORKSHOP FOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS - Dr.

Floyd Martin of University Placement Service will conduct

a workshop on the topics of Resume Writing, and the job-

search process. All majors invited. 4 p.m. Tobin 204.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - New members
welcome. 6:30 p.m. CC 101.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
(AASA) — Meeting will be held to discuss New York

Weekend. Parties. 5-college events and more. New
members are welcome to attend. 7 p.m. Room 176 CC.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - This week we

will be discussing the different issues around pornography

and its negative effects. News are welcome. 4 p.m. CC 805.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT MEETING -
Important organizational meeting for upcoming events.

Join us for an hour! 7 p.m. 415 Student Union.

ISSUES FACING ISRAEL — Continuing series on

Israel. Topic: The Kibbutz with Kibbutz member, Israel

Maizel leading discussion. 7 p.m. Herter 108.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI — Informal bag lunch

discussion with Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. All are welcome.

12-1 p.m. Suffolk Room, S.U.

RADICAL STUDENT UNION MEETING - WiU
discuss upcoming Progressive Student Network National

Conference. 7 p.m. CC 905.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING — There wUl be a

general meeting to discuss the club's Portfolio and to make
a decision on any new investments. 7 p.m. SOM 107.

MASSPIRG'S HAZARDOUS WASTE PROJECT
GROUP MEETING — Students concerned about

hazardous waste in Mass. and in the valley are invited to

come find out what we are doing to address the problem.

Next meeting is Tuesday, Oct. 25th at 5:30 in the Masspirg

office. 423 SUB.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE CLUB
MEETING — We will discuss trips to Montreal and New
York. Also a T-shirt contest. A great way to meet other

exchange students! 5:30 p.m. Brett Lobby.
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lii Hunt heio S3 Make a — 2? Spa offering

U) Wells Fargo (try) 24 1.2. 3. 4 etc

wagon f)6 Urchin 26 Avarice

1 / Construct 57 Tabula — 27 Home on high

18 Eight bells (dean slate) 28 Uncovered

19 Manet 58 Ocean route 29 Sign

contemporary 59 Sheeplike 30 Reprove

.'0 Ml led sson 60 Black 31 Ancient

.' 1 Showtjoat 61 Italian noble bureaucrat

ilances family 32 Type of

.\t Mr Ctiips 62 North Atlantic numeral

ot films sights 34 Contend (with)

J'j Simulate 63 Actress Turner 37 Pu/zle

26 Cylinder used 64 Vaudeville 41 These Fr

in mining segment 42 Wrangles

28 Do — 44 Creamy white

(road sign) duck

33 Bassoons DOWN 45 Namesakes of

34 Arrived 1 Summit a Castle

35 Fuss 2 Tattle 46 Oil or spill

36 NOW goal 3 Favorite dish 48 Yellowstone

37 Card player s in Boston denizen

choice 4 Type of barometer 49 Salon product

38 Actress Novak 5 Dance in 50 Mideast VIP

39 One, in Bonn France 51 City on the Oka

40 Golt tournament 6 UK naval craft 52 All

41 Lobster claw 7 Place for a 54 Against

43 Scorned tryst 55 Symbol of

46 LiKesome 8 Tommy of redness

biscuits Broadway 56 Seaman
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Mandatory
meeting
for news staff

and correspondents.

7 p.m. Tuesday

Newsroom

Be there.

DC Menu
LUNCH
Tacos

Baked Ziti

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Roast Pork/Gravy
Applesauce

Tuna Salad Plate

with Chips

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Hot Pot

Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce

Cheese Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Weather

Rain, becoming heavy at

times early today, ending

during the afternoon over

all but the east coastal sec-

tions where occasional rain

will continue into tonight.

High today mid 40s to mid

50s. Mostly cloudy tonight

and Tuesday, low

temperature from the 30s to

the mid 40s, high

temperature Tuesday from

the mid 40s to the mid 50s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER

BBaO BOB

DO DBOaa DOB
.nn BOOB UBBBa

lull! 1 1 Ml II iToTN^BNI Q] 1 1 B

1

V19 j

BDO DOClDbl
tDUDC^BODB OBUU

.jDDii) OQUO BDOD
iDDoy uuua uouh
'Sunt} DOBUaUUS
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Dixon, Waitz win
NEW YORK lAP) New Zealand's Rod Dixon, fighting

off leg cramps and a sore hamstring, wore down first

time marathoner Geoff Smith of Britian and won the New
York City Marathon in dramatic fashion Sunday - the

first foreigner to capture the prestigious event in the

race's 14-year history.

Norway's Crete Waitz, meanwhile, continued her

domination of the women's compftition, winning for the

second year in a row and the fifth time in the past six

years.

Dixon, in only his second marathon, was timed in 2

hours. 8 minutes. 59 seconds - the 10th fastest in history

and nine seconds ahead of the weary Smith, who led from

just past the 15 mile mark until the final-quarter mile in

the grueling race run in a steady drizzle.

The 33 year-old Dixon fell to his knees after crossing the

finish hne in Central park, kissed the ground, then widly

waved both hands in the air. The leg-weary Smith

collapsed.

"I couldn't believe I passed him when I did," said Ducon.

who had predicted he would win the race and do it with

the fastest time in history.

• Football
continued Jhnn page 12

UMass quarterbacks had been sacked 33 times going

into the game and not once did the BU defense drop the

gimpy kneed McGralh for a loss.

BU jumped out to a 14-0 lead on the strength of two

touchdown runs by Paul Lewis. Lewis, the leading rusher

in the nation at 154 yards a game had over 100 yards after

six minutes and finished the day with 195 yards on 41

carries.

The Minutemen seemed to catch all the breaks this

Saturday. In the second quarter and the Minutemen
threatening. BU coach Rick Taylor decide to accept a

holding penalty against the Minutemen. Instead of fourth

and goal from the two yard line, Taylor decided third and

goal from the 15 was a better choice. But McGrath stayed

in the pocket and rifled a touchdown pass to Jackson to cut

the lead to 14-7.

A roughing the kicker penalty on BU set up the tying

touchdown for UMass. McGrath hit Frecker and Jackson

with passes to move the ball to the 22 yardline. McGrath
then found Freker alone over the middle and Freker

rumbled in untouched.

The Minutemen put together the 11 play, 60 yard to go

ahead drive in the fourth quarter, which culminated when
Jenkins scored from two yards out. The big play was a 20

yard pass from McGrath to Simeone and a personal foul

that put the ball on the two yardline. Jenkins scored on the

next play, and UMass led 21-14 before BU came back to tie.

• VoUeybaU
continued from page 12

The University of New Hampshire (second place in the

tourney) was the next opponent for UMass. U.N.H. was a

bit stronger than the previous foes, but UMass held them

to single digits in both games. Once again UMass swept,

15-8 and 15-9.

Following a two and a half hour wait, UMass was told

they would be facing Dartmouth College in the final game
of the tournament. Dartmouth would be the final hurdle

UMass would have to clear before they could be called the

champs.
The first game was another easy victory for UMass.
Once again the spikers held their opponents to single

digits, winning by a 15-8 margin. Game two had some
controversy. UMass called their first time-out of the

tournament early in the game but fought back from

behind to tie the score at 13-13.

The next point was crushed by Sally Maher. but the

official missed the call and gave the point to Dartmouth.

UMass lost the next point and had their first loss of the

weekend. Feeling robbed, the spikers blew out Dart-

mouth by 13 points, 15-2. UMass was triumphant and UM
was celebrating and more than the uniforms of the

Dartmouth team was green.

The 26-11 spikers have one more day to celebrate,

before they head out Wednesday to face Smith College.

• Men's soccer
c<mtinued from page 12

left corner of the net to give

Holy Cross a quick 1-0 lead.

However, the Minutemen
kept their composure and

came close to tying it up on a

number of occasions in the

first half.

In the second half, the

Minutemen came close

again, as a Lenn Margolis

shot hit the post, and HC
goalie Mike Greene made
three outstanding saves off

Kayvan Khatami, Simon

Ostrov. and Tom Giordano

during a scramble near the

net. Shortly after that.

Uschok scored his goal

during a similiar scramble.

Greene stopped Ostrov's

initial shot and Rich For

tescue's header off the

rebound, but Uschok was
there to fire home the loose

ball to tie the .score at 1-1.

The goal was the first

UMass in five games, and

only the sixth in fourteen

games this season.

In the overtime periods.

UMass had the only real

scoring opportunity, when
Flynn fired a direct kick

from just outside the

penalty box over the net.

Throughout the game, both

teams used a hard,

aggressive style of play

which led to 32 fouls (20

against Holy Cross) and

three yellow cards (two

against the Crusaders). But

according to Minuteman
fullback Lenn Margolis, "We
expected a physical game,

especially since last year's

game (with Holy Cross) was

pretty physical". Crusader

coach Evan Holmes said, "In

a good rivalry like this, you

have to expect some rough

play".
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UNIVERSITY
OF

MASSACHUSETTS
^^Schick TT
Superll
Specially Fashioned
in our school colors

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with

two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges

and a coupon good for 25g off your next

Super II purchase plus . .

.

A chance to win a Schick Super II

Athletic Bag m your school bookstore s

sweepstakes. Every bookstore has at

least 50 or more winners!

Just fill out the coupon below and bring it

to the bookstore to receive your special

razor.

The Super II twin blade shaving system

features Super II twin blades that are

custom honed for close, comfortable

shaves.

Quantities are limited and will be distributed on a first come

first served basis. Act now and expenence great shaves

courtesy of Schick Super II. ^ UNIVERSITYOpen M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITY
aUstore^

Deposit at Coupon Box
at the Info Counter

jMstore
m H STORE COUPON

^Schick TT
Superll

*
To lecewv. yoii.' 'c'C

school razor f'fSl till in

the required mlormalio''

Then bring this coupon

10 the bookstore

Hurry' quantities are hmileO

ONE PER STUDENT ONLY

Name.

Address_

City State Zip Code

Phone #-

rhis coupon IS your entry to ttie Schick Super II Athletic Bag Sweepstakes

Mon. Oct. 24 - Tues. Oct. 25

L'etoile du Norde 7:15

Simone Signoret & Phillipe Noiret

The Bride Wore Black 9:00

A •,• • • thriller by Francois Truffant

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

I2rh ANNUAL BUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27

TRIP INCLUDES:

b'/7 DAY LIFT TICKET SUN- FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o.CONDO

MEALS -,. -I-. «.... HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER (j WINE PARTIES

HOT TUD PARTIES LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTLE RACES FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE DEER (j WINE PARTIES naSTAR RACES

SUGARDUSH COUPON BOOK EO. Ea.
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NATHAN AGENCY
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Amherst, Ma
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DE PART OF THE TRADITION

UAAASS SKI CLUD

MEMDERSHIP
,10 BEFORE NOV 15 / $15 AFTER NOV 15

PERSONALIZED
STY LE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
iMfth thM coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Lena Hair
Expire* 10/30/83 C

PtaaM C«N for an Appotntmant

*For nmut ctants onfy

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
Ob Urm'vwlv Oiv*

A/T^wM MA/MB M>0
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ONLY $184
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LAGNAF 84
FOR MORE INFO 5*5-3437 430 STUDENT UHION

12fh ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV 16-19

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
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LAGNAF 84
NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
C?met0 Collegian OffrcTna • 8:45-3:45 Monday Fnday • Deadline is 3^45 two days prior to pubhcat.on day

Cash in advance • 15 consecut.ve days 10% • discount * Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Merc Cougar XR7 PS PB AT AC new

tires, brakes & more $1200. will bargain

534-5002

1967 Mustang hdtp 6 cyl runs nice, depen-

dable $700.00 or BO Steve 549 5845 after 5

PjTT

1974 TR6 - near ground up restoration 99%

perfect 546-5516 Dan or leave message at

549-1319
^

1963 Dodge D100 Panel Truck rebuilt

engine, mechanically excellent body needs

work. $750 call Pete 549-4729

ENTERTAINMENT

Wedding Gowns - designed and created

especially for you 323-4347 after 3 PM

FOUND

J. P. you lost your necklaces. They're at the

Information Desk in Campus Center

Found near Southwest a girls class ring,

silver with blue stone from Mount Greylock

Class of 1983. Call 564-6697 to identify the

initials on the inner band

HELP WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Machanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Guitar and Bass lessons. Rock Funk Jazz

Todd 549-4003

JENNIFER CONNORS

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from «Jo^"l P^.^'®*

to major concerts guaranteed 256-qA»

"SUMMER OF '4Z'

Wednesday 26 October

in Engineering East

7, 9, 11 shows $1.00

sponsored by Sigma Kappa

Need a DJ? Call 'TK" 549-4003

FOR RENT

Puffton 1 room, furnished, female $110

month call 549-4047
^

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$U.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Singers, Dancers. Jugglers wanted for

parttime delivery service. Great pay, own
hours. Call High Notes 665-7664

Superior Pizzeria, experienced part - full

time people for delivering pizzas. Must have

car. Also counter help. Phone 549-0626

General Chem Tutor needed $$ call bet

ween 5-7 pm 2-3/ hrs wekly 863-4244

Interested in gaining business ex-

perience? Volunteer and work at the

UMass Student Federal Credit Union. Teller

positions still available. Come to an infor-

mation meeting Wed 10/26 7 pm at the

Credit Union

Business manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

student for general bookkeeping /accoun-

ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply. Equal Opportunity Employers. Ap-

plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F

9:00-5:00 deadline 10/28 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Hippo Birdie Two Ewas. Happy 22ndl

You're going places, Jen, enjoy yourself 11

love your little sis, M

LOST

Lost keys leather key ring says: Judy if

found bring to Tobin 403 $10 reward or call

549-4123

Last week a man's silver ring with a blue

turquoise stone. Reward for person who

returns it to Asia at 546-5954

2 keys on leather key chain call Greg at

546-4705

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

ROOM WANTED

21 year old working femele would like to

share apartment with people in Brittany

Manor or Southwood Apt. 1-525-1342

SERVICES

Typing Papers, cases, letters, resunf>e8.

IBM Selectric 1.25/pg Nancy 549-6062

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

WANTED

PERSONALS

Phi Mu. . .On the move!

To the fantastic Chi Omega Pledges -

Get psyched for a wild semesterl Love the

Sisters

Free friendly two month old female kit-

ten to good home 256-0058

Sue, you are the rose. Rick

Remember Linda, Thumbs can be deceiv-

ing

Buying claas rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith. 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good expenence

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Jugglers Mimes needed for the Annual

UMass Madrigal Dinners. Semi profes-

sional level required. If interested call

Wayne Abercrombie for audition at

5460437
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UMcomes from behind to toppleBU
Win 24-21 with .13 left
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

Two weeks ago. after the University of Massachusetts

football team lost to Delaware 16 13 and came home with a

14 record, head coach Bob Pickett wasn't sure what the

rest of the season would bring for his Minutemen.

"I may be totally wrong," he said, at a time when his

offense was sporadic and his defense overworked, "but I

think we can still salvage the season. The kids don't seem

down at this stage. We'll know when we start practice

Tuesday how our spirits are. I'm still confident!"

Pickett's confidence in his team and the belief that they

were better than a 1-4 football team paid off when

placekicker George Papoutsidis nailed a 27 yard field goal

with 13 seconds remaining to give the Minutemen (3 4

overall, 2-1 Yankee Conference) their second straight

Yankee Conference win 24 21 over Boston University,

Saturday at Alumni Stadium.

Papoutsidis received most of the post game attention

but he saw his role in the biggest win of the year crystal

clear.

"How about those guys busting their butt every play" he

said in the jubilant Minutemen locker room. "All I do is

kick the baU."

Anybody can kick a ball, but kicking under pressure is a

whole different matter.

Immediately following a game tying seven yard touch-

down pass from Jim English to Bill Brooks with 2:21

remaining, the Minuteman offense set up Papoutsidis'

game winning kick, moving the ball 55 yards in a httle over

two minutes.

George Barnwell returned the kickoff to the 35 yard line

and quarterback Barrett McGrath. who had an outstanding

day in his first start of the year and his last appearance at

Alumni Stadium, hit tight end Gary Freker at midfield.

Fullback Rich Jenkins ran for 12 yards and McGrath hit

Bob Simeone at the BU 29. Jenkins made another 12 yard

run two plays later to put the ball on the BU 15 and it was

time for Papoutsidis, who badly missed a 33 yard attempt

earlier, to come on for the attempt.

"The closer we came in the more confident I became," said

the transfer from Nassau Community College. "All I

thought about was getting the ball in the air."

The ball was in the air often for the Minutemen, thanks to

the accurate arm of McGrath and the sure hands of wide

receivers Kevin Jackson (7 catches. 84 yards. 1 TD) and

Bob Simeone (5 catches. 81 yards. 1 TD). and the

protection of the offensive line. continued on page 10

Colleg^ian photo by David Ucubcr

George Barnwell, the leading rusher for UMass in Saturday's 24-21 come-from-behind win over

Boston University, receives a key block from Jim Rice (30).

Women's soccer knocks off

Adelphi, George Mason 2-1
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

GARDEN CITY, N.Y.- It was a very

successful weekend for the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team as

they won the ADIDAS Adelphi Soccer

Tournament by defeating sixth ranked

George Mason University and host team

unranked Adelphi University both by the

score of 2 1

.

"We were hoping to come out on a

winning note. I am happy that we played

two good teams back to back well, but we
can play better." said UMass Coach

Kalekeni Banda.

The third ranked Minutewomen opened

up the scoring early on Saturday against

Grcorge Mason as Beth Semonik headed a

cross from the corner by Debbie

Harackiewicz past the goalkeeper at 12:44

to put UMass up by a 1-0 count.

Less than three minutes later, tri-

captain Stacey Flionis scored her seventh

goal of the season on an assist from Susan

Bird at the 15:16 mark, as UMass took a 2-

Olead intohalftime.

George Mason got on the scoreboard

late in the second half on a disputed goal

which Banda thought there should have

been a call on. to make the final score 2 1

in favor of UMass.
"Jeanne Paul played well in goal tor us.

She got h..M^ecl up a lew times because

they were a physical team. She was a little

light headed, but she hung in," said

Banda.
Yesterday's game against Adelphi had a

slow beginning due to the rain that

persisted throughout the afternoon.

Adelphi kept up the play and kept the

game scoreless at halftime.

But the Minutewomen could not be kept

off the scoreboard for too long. Ellen

Taggart scored her fifth goal of the season

as she dribbled through several defenders

and put the ball in the net at 58:14 to give

UMass a 1-0 lead.

Nadia Komarowski made it 2-0 as she

walked in unmarked from her fullback

position and easily put it in at 74:35 to give

the team some breathing room.

Adelphi made it a game as they scored at

80:57 to cut the UMass lead to 2-1. but the

Minutewomen's stingy defense held on for

the victory.

Lisa Ellis started in goal in the game
and did not face many shots, but held her

own, according to Banda.

"We have a strong team which is getting

into game shape physically, but we must
work more on our mental game." said

Banda.
The Minutewomen now bring their 9-1-3

record to Cambridge on Tuesday to face

the tough Crimson of Harvard, who are

ranked in the Top 20 and fifth in New
p]ngland.

New Hampshire upsets

UMass field hockey 1-0
By JILL LANG

Collegian Staff

Durham, NH Everyone has

an off day now and

then. ..and most often the

"now" occurs when it is least

expected. Such was the case

Saturday for the fourth

ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey

team, as they fell to the

sixth ranked University of

New Hampshire, 1-0.

Not that the Minutewomen
played badly, it was just

things did not seem to go

their way.
"We had a lot of op-

portunities, but we couldn't

find the net," co-captain

Chris Coughlin said.

UNH scored in the first

minute of the game, on a

shot from the top of the

circle. There was some
confusion among the UMass
players, because it seems

the UNH forward who took

the shot was committing a

foul at the time.

Minutemen tie Crusaders 1-1
By MIKE LEVINE
(Collegian Correspondent

Sophomore Tom Uschok's
goal at thr 22:26 mark of the
second half gave the
University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team (l-W-5) a Saturday ai Boyden.

11 tie with Holy Cross l4 5

3) in an extremely
aggressive game that saw a

total of 32 fouls committe''

and three yellow cards givei-

out by referee Ted Smith

Just 28 seconds into the

game, Crusader Pat Seely

stole the ball at midfield.

then passed to Kevin Casey,
who fired a shot into the top

continued on page 10

UM spikers take title

at Vermont tourney
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

BURLINGTON. VT - They got it! The University of

Massachusetts volleyball team sure did get it this

weekend. The team traveled to the University of Ver-

mont to participate in the Northeast Invitational

Volleyball Tournament and came home champions.

"I told the team that we were going up there to win this

tournament, and we did." exclaimed a happy head coach

Elaine Sortino. "I am excited, it is the first tournament
we've won... and it felt great!"

I'Mass was a step above and ahead of their foes on this

weekend. The first victim was Brinmore College. The
Minutewomen were in total control throughout the match
and won 15-4. 15-3.

The ensuing two out of three matches proved to be just

as easy for the spikers. UMass swept the next two
matches, beating Wellesley College and the University of

Vermont in straight games. continued on page 10

"It was a judgement call."

forward Diane Kobel said.

"It (the ball) went off an

attacker's stick and into the

corner of the net."

"It happened really fast,"

kobel said.

The Minutewomen played

59 minutes of good hockey
following the goal, but it

wasn't enough.

"We were beating them to

the ball throughout the

game," Kobel said.

Coughlin said UMass had
many opportunities around
the goal, but didn't have the

necessary punch.

"We played better against

UNH then we did against

Harvard (a 2-0 win)." she
said. "We controlled the

play and the ball."

Another factor was only

the second game on grass in

two weeks for UMass.
Kobel said the turf might
have been a small factor, but

"that's not a good excuse."

she said.

"We were not passing like

we know how to." Kobel
said.

Tomorrow

.

the
Minutewomen will be facing

Dartmouth on NOPE field at

3 p.m.
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60's Speak to 80's

connected with the Collegian
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distribution

James Farmer, founder of CORE, speaks at the conference.

by Donette Wilson

Nummo Staff

On Saturday, October 22, 1983, the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst convened for a conference

on activism and social change, entitled "The Sixties

Speak to the Eighties."

There were several speakers present who par-

ticipated in the Civil Rights Movement. They told of

the many experiences which brought on the intial in-

centive to become an activist.

The first speaker was Anne Braden, a sixty year old

journalist who has been a social activist for the past

thirty-five years. Braden said she felt she had a very

lucky life because of her ability to notice that there

was, and Is, a great need for innovation within our

society.

She stated that many people would like to blot the

sixties out of their minds entirely. She made several

recollection of the sixties.

Having been raised in the "white society" of

Alabama, she became aware that a "racist society"

was established. It was a "society of white people, run

by white people." She said that "one would have to

be stupid not to notice this." She noticed that racism

was destroying her friendships because individuals

had to choose sides. She recalled one of the kindest

men she had ever known saying that there was a need

for more lynchings. She knew then that it was time to

get away and try to make a difference.

She ran Into many who were becoming involved

and stated that whites have to come to terms with

themselves and realize that our world and government

is wrong. She feK that her involvement made life

worth living.

Braden said that when Rosa Parks sat on the bus on

December 1, 1965, the process began; and instari-

taneously there was hope for "change." Change will

make this country progressive, said Braden.

photo by Ed Cohen

James Farmer, founder of the organization CORE,

thinks the sixties was the most noble decade in all of

history.

He told a childhood story of being thirsty and wan-

ting to go into a store for a coke. His mother tried to

explain to him that they should wait until they got

home, but he insisted and used the example of a small

white boy inside a store drinking a coke. His mother

had to explain to her 3Vi year old son as best she

could that he wasn't allowed to sit or drink coke in

that store. Farmer said that he didn't know the

thought process of a SVi-year old, but he remembers

saying to himself that something had to be done about

that.

He recalled college discussions in dormitory rooms

on segregation. In 1942, while in Chicago, they

studied the techniques of Ghandi and ways of apply-

ing them. He and some friends organized their first

"sit-in", which was very successful. He made people

aware that segregation was in the North as well as the

South. He and his companions - The Freedom Riders,

felt as though "they were nibbling on the elephants

ear of segregation."

Finally, in the 1950's, that never-ending nibbling

ceased. He asked, "How can one forget the burning

of the bus?" On November 1, 1964, segregation signs

were taken down. He and his followers wanted things

enforced; if they were not enforced, the Freedom

Riders would continue to fight for equality, by conti-

nuing the "sit-ins." He ended with, "If I am not for

myself, who will be for me? And if not now, when?"

Martha Prescod Norman, a Student Non-Violent

Coordinating Committee (SNCC) field worker and

fundraiser, said that by the time she was sixteen, there

were events in her life that brought on a desire to at-

tack the system.

She is originally from Rhode Island and stated that a

Black woman in the 1950's and eO's could barely find

work. When she was six her family rrwved into a white

working-class neighborhood. Her family was harassed

Johnetta Cole, UMass Associate Provost returns from leave

of absence for the conference. photo by David Lee

Anne Braden, Civil Rights activist, speaks at the conference.

photo by Ed Cohen

by whites.

Having to walk ten blocks home daily, her first

organizing job was figuring out the most secure route

home. She was the only Black in the school. A few

teachers did not seem to think she "was able to learn

algebra," said Prescod. Another teacher said that

"she was culturally unable to write."

SNCC shaped her whole political perspective, said

Prescod. She first came in contact with the organiza-

tion when she was sixteeen at Michigan State. Many

people came back to the school and told of their ex-

periences. At that time she was involved in the peace

movement.
Tom Haden, who had just returned to the college,

asked Martha "why was she involving herself in such

irrelevent activity, when her people were revolting in

the South. "That prompted her to go to a SNCC con-

continued on page 2
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Roving Reporter

We asked students the question: What ef-

fect do you think Mel King's candidacy is

having on Boston?

photos by David Lee

Bethyl Rose: I believe Mel King's candidacy

is affecting Boston in a positive way. It's giv-

ing the communities a chance to come

together for the same cause instead of as op-

posing forces. In addition to this, Mr. King is

giving the other candidates a run for their

money.

Geraldine Allen: Mel King should be mayor

of Boston because he is a candidate

representing "ALL" the residents of Boston.

I believe he will make a positive change

politically, socially and economically.

Miki Simms: I think Mel King's candidacy is

having a great effect on Boston. It is utilizing

the votes of people whose voices have not

been heard in previous elections. I strongly

believe that if Mel King has a great victory in

this election, there will be a chance in Boston

for the better.

Yuan Yunsheng: Personally Speaking
by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

In a lecture last Thursday, Yuan Yunsheng, Visiting

Five College Artist-in-Residence, spoke of his personal

experience as a painter in the People's Republic of

China (PRO. Yuan, born in 1937, was introduced as

China's foremost contemporary artist.

Since he enjoyed art as a youngster, he devoted

himself to it and attended the Beijing Central

Academy of Fine Arts. In a lecture entitled, "Yuan

Yunsheng: The Artist's Point of View," and translated

by UMass art professor, Yuan Huimin, Yuan spoke of

his impressions of the state of art in the PRC.
Yuan recounted his daily soul-searching of the past

30 years, his attempts to come to terms with his per-

sonal history by asking the question, "can I prepare

myself for something?" He said that since the 1950's

he has felt that "my soul is disturbed; what I paint is

hurt, disquietude of my soul."

This disquietude takes shape in a complex mixture

of forms. After he cared for animals at a labor camp,

his black and white watercolors have been dominated

by farm animals, bulls, horses. Other canvases

representing physical realities are splashed with

brilliant acrylics in flowing shapes, all the with the

word "phenomena" beginning their titles, e.g.

Phenomena Waves without Wind, Phenomena
Mineral Surge.

In their wide variation, the paintings are tied to

Yuan's self-proclaimed Post-impressionism, perhaps

less by their abstract nature than by his philosophy

that "painting is my memoirs, is a note in my life,

because to respond to this immediacy is most
challenging."

Yuan's artistic existentialism is reflected in his not

planning paintings: "I don't know after the first stroke

of a brush what will happen. The first stroke will lead

to the second, will inspire me to do the second." This

philosophy begat Yuan's major work, The Water

Pouring Festival, an allegorical mural of a king and his

many young concubines. The mural is composed of

"millions of small immediacies."

Since 1979 criticism of this painting, the mural only

reminds him of the ordeal of its censorship. Yuan's

personal hurt from this incident is tied to his feeling
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Chinese artist. Yuan Yunsheng at Amherst College Mead
Art Gallery. photo by David Lee

that "the basis of all art (is) human feelings and emo-

tions."

Yuan presently feels that art is oppressed in the

PRC. He advocates the "anti-tradition" movement for

"anti-art" to establish a base and to form its own
tradition. In Yuan's view, all art has its basis; it is the

viewers' responsibility "to adopt new attitudes to look

at the old tradition" and to understand its relationship

with anti-art. Then, all art will be displayed together

and will not be alienated from the people.

Public opinion of Yuan's art is mixed. He says that

some enjoy his work, or elements of it, while others

consider it "unbalanced, disturbed." Regardless of

this, he asserts that his art "reflects my own state of

mind, the result of the moment."
Yuan's exhibit runs at the Amherst College Mead

Art Museum through November 17, and Yuan himself

holds open studio hours three times weekly at Smith

College.

continued from page 1

ference in Chapel Hill, North Carolina in the spring of

1962.

She was unable to describe what an accomplish-

ment was made. She said that "there was a spirit

there that was very real and compeling; walking to this

little chapel with about thirty or forty people, who

were all courageous, who were all committed, who

were all veterans at sixteen and eighteen and nine-

teen; who talked about their experience in very

understated terms." They were singing songs of

freeedom and she felt as though she had come home.

She stated that the ingredient for social change was

there and the only thing to be done now was the com-

ing together of the people; with certainty that

something would happen. She said that "if all we had

was our bodies and our souls, then we could make

change."
Prescod said "it makes poltical sense to attack

something where it is most vulnerable," like when the

Hatians challenged Napoleon; when the Angolans

challenged Portugal and when Vietnam challenged

the U.S. She stated that "there is no way this country

could deny Blacks the right to vote, and that there is

no moral justification for that." She said that she can-

not recall "anyone getting up and saying, I want to be

integrated," possibly referring to busing.

Her years in the movement gave her an "extended

family," after her own family disowned her. SNCC

gave her family once again.

Do Remember To See Do Lord Remember Me
by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

During the next two weeks the play. Do Lord

Remember Me, will run seven performances in the

Southwest Hampden Theater as the second of the

Third World Theater Program's Fall 1983 offerings.Do
Lord brings to the stage, in five scenes, the real life ex-

periences of Blacks during the Civil War period. In the

words of playwright John De Jongh, Do Lord is "a

medium for the voice of these former slaves."

Da Jongh stresses, as in a recent press release, that

his script is "verbatim materials, interviews conducted

during the 1930's," more specifically, between 1936

and 1939 in the Negro Studies Project of F.D.R.'s

Works Progress Administration.

De Jongh originally wrote the play for a Smith Col-

lege workshop in 1982. He then rewrote it in 1983 for

the New York American Place Theater, a prestigious

off-Broadway theater where the play will return in

February.

Roberta Uno Thelwell, Director of the UMass pro-

duction of Do Lord and Artistic Director of the Third

World Theater Program, saw the play in New York.

With the support of Smith College theater director,

Regge Life, Thelwell decided to bring the play back to

the Third World Theater Program.

"We had been looking for a musical production for

about a year." The Program had wanted to feature

UMass Music professor, Horace Boyer, in a work, and

Do Lord's melding of music and theater provided "the

perfect combination."

Thelwell describes the play as "different than the

typical American musical, like My Fair Lady, in that

the music, for one thing, was not written for this

piece. Rather, the music is actual Negro spirituals,

work songs. They emerge from real moments, they

aren't apart from the text."

This focus on the artistic culture of Black com-

munities reflects Thelwell's own "personal, multi-

ethnic experience." Moving to the Northeast from the

West coast was "a shocking experience" for Thelwell.

Everything in Euro-American theater was "oversen-

timental, romanticized, totally depressing, downtrod-

den kind of experiences."

She considers Do Lord a good example of Third

World theater, as it depicts human emotion and the

"nobility and great humanity of the people."Do Lord

expresses that human energy "in the great tradition of

African history. "Thelwell says that the five local cast

members all "realize the importance of this matter,

they really support each other - it's been a very

positive experience for all of us."

Of the two women and three men in the cast, only

one of the actors is a student, Felicia Thomas of-

Mount Holyoke College. Two of them, Richard Am-

mons and Gloria Bankstein, have never acted before.

And of the five, including Mangold Washington and

Leroy Blair, none has ever studied theater.

Thelwell emphasizes that "we feel very honored to

be working with Dr. Horace Boyer" as musical direc-

tor. She encourages all, especially students interested

in oral history, to attend any of the seven perfor-

mances over the next two weeks. On the day of the

last performance, Saturday, November 5, playwright

John De Jongh will lecture on "Oral History and the

Development of Do Lord Remember Me" aX 1 p.m. In

Hampden Theater,.

Tickets, which the Program has tried to keep

available to all, cost $2 for students and $3 for the

general public. They are obtainable at the FAC Box

Office, Monday-Friday, 10-4 or at the door before per-

formances. To reserve supervised child care space,

call 5-0190 Monday-Friday, 9-5 the week prior to the

performance. But do pick up your tickets soon

-they're selling madlyl

Do Lord Remember i\/le will show at Hampden

Theater
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

October 27,28,29 and November 3,4,5, at 8 p.m.

with a special Sunday matinee, October 30, 2 p.m.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Black Homecoming Week
October 31 -November 5

October 31 Memorial dinner for John

Wright, CC 1009, 7 p.m.

November 1 Dick Gregory speaks, Bowker

Auditorium, 8 p.m.

November 2 Film, From These Roots, CC

163, 7 p.m.

November 4 Gospel music, SUB Ballroom, 8

p.m.

November 5 Party to end the week, CCA, 10

p.m. -5 a.m.

Black Homecoming Week is sponsored by

Afrik-Am. All events are free!

Tuesday, October 25

Afrik-Am will meet today and every Tuesday

at 6 p.m. in New Africa House 315.

Special Guest Professor Fred Lawson, of the

Smith College Government Department, will

describe the situation in Lebanon at 7 p.m. in

CC 160, with discussion following. Presented

by the UMass History club.

The Commuter Area Government presents

the Wallflower Order and Grupo Raiz.

The Wallflower Order is an internationally ac-

claimed women's dance collective.

Grupo Raiz Is a Chilean music ensemble that

compliments the dancing with many fine

works from the New Song Movement.

The groups will perform at the UMass Fine

Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets cost $4 for

students and $5 for general admission.

A concert for the benefit of the people of El

Salvador.

Uhuru, the new UMass Third World Perform-

ing Arts Ensemble, will hold auditions Oc-

tober 24 and 25, 7:30 to 9:30 at the

Southwest Hampden Theater.

Wednesday, October 26

The Third World Caucus will meet tonight in

the Office of Third World Affairs, 308 SUB.

All Interested students are welcome to par-

ticipate!

V/TA BANK is a job referal service for minori-

ty students sponsored by SGA. Apply at the

SGA Office of Affirmative Action, SUB 420.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Thursday, October 27

UPC and the Duke Ellington Committee

sponsor Eddy Grant tonight at 8 p.m. in the

Fine Arts Center. Tickets cost $6 for

students, $7 for the general public, and are

available from Datatix locations.

Frank Gibney, author of Miracle by Design

and Japan's Post-War Miracle, will present

an Asian Studies lecture today at 8 p.m. in

the Converse Assembly Room at Amherst

College.

Preparing For 1984: Working For Peace,

Justice and Equality

The Progressive Student Network will hold a

conference October 28-30 at Kent State

University in Ohio. Speakers include Gloria

Joseph and Dennis Brutus. For more infor-

mation call the RSU, 5-0677.

Sunday, October 30

The Ethnic Dance Collective presents Joi

Gresham in an African-American Dance

workshop for beginners to advanced

dancers. The workshop costs $4, begins at 5

p.m. and will be held in the Southwest

Hampden Theater.

Saturday, November 12

National March on Washington, D.C.

Stop U. S. Intervention in Central America

and the Caribbean

No More Vietnam Wars

Stop the nuclear and conventional

arms build-up

This mobilization was initiated by the

November 12 Coalition, a broad range of

peace, religious, solidarity, civil rights,

human rights, women's, community, profes-

sional and political organizations.

for more information, contact WMLASC,
404 SUB or OTWA, 308 SUB.
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JOBS

The Third World Caucus urges Boston

residents to be a part of Mel King's Rainbow

Coalition! Get your absentee ballots at the

Office of Third World Affairs, 308 SUB or

contact Peter Thomson, 584-7888.

Help bring Boston together for a change!

Loose Caboose needs a drummerl

Must be able to relocate and tour. Contact

Ras Jahn, 549-4375. Many are called, but

few are chosen.
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ROOM TQ BREATHE — Students in Goodell Library sit in a study room filled to capacity.

Study space sometimes scarce
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

Most students have their own favorite place to study.

Maybe it's in their rooms, braving the guy across the hall

who thinks "quiet" is the time it takes to flip Van Halen

from side one to side two. Or maybe it's the Library

Tower, where if you arrive late you play a kind of musical

chairs, looking for that elusive spot, which only opens up

after 11 p.m.

But if study space is a real problem, students are keep-

ing it to themselves.

"It's a phantom problem," said Justin Cobb, director

of Space Management for the University of

Massachusetts. "I don't mean that in a light sense, but

once it's addressed it seems to go away."

Thomas Ahem, SGA co-president, said he didn't think

student senators were being pressured by their consti-

tuents to work for more study space.

"To my knowledge, (the Student Senate) is doing very

little if no work on study space," he said. However, he

noted the University Library Committee is working to

make sure that as books are moved out of Goodell

Library, the openings are used for study space, and not

for office space.

He also said that in a recent committee meeting with

Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Madson, the

group "discussed opening more buildings on Campus for

study," and hiring students to fill security positions. But,

he said, that idea is still "being kicked around."

George Wright, associate director of public services for

the library, said he expects libraries to be crowded

through the middle of November. "The last few weeks

before finals are always a crunch," he said.

"Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday are busy days," he

said. "But we've learned that over the years you cannot

predict the pattern....

"We've got a little over 1000 spaces in the tower pro-

per," Wright said. "When we reach the maximum figure

before 8 o'clock, then there is a crunch." At that point

"we have to discourage people" from studying in the

library, he said.

The library system at UMass can't accomodate more

than 3000 people, Wright said, so it has to be assumed

some people will study elsewhere. But, "within the next

week we hope to make another 125 to 150 spaces

available on the main floor of the tower library," he said.

Cobb said that besides the library system, there is

1 1 ,000 square feet of reading space allocated to depart-

ments where majors within a particular discipline can

study. Most buildings on campus are open until 10:30 or

11:30 p.m., he said, unless there have been security pro-

blems. But he reiterated that there has "been no request,

and when done in the past, (study space) disappeared as

need."

Grayson grumps over early mornings
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Staff

Noisy roof repairs have prompted the preparation of a

petition by residents of Grayson dormitory in the Orchard

Hill Residential Area for a partial refund of their residen-

tial fees.

Lynda Harbold, Orchard Hill Area (Jovernment

secretary and resident of CJrayson is one of many students

who feel they have been inconvenienced by the construc-

tion which begins each weekday morning, sometimes at 7.

She brought her idea of a petition for refund to the

Grayson House council last week where it was unanimous-

ly approved.

"For those of us who have been trying to study or sleep

while construction is going on, it has l)een more than just

an inconvenience," Harbold said. "Many students have

been complaining among themselves and I felt this was a

good way of getting together and presenting a formal

complaint," she said.

The petition, which already has 200 signatures, will for-

mally request a resident fee refund and order the Univer-

sity administration to respect house council set quiet hours

which are 11 p.m. to 9 a.m.. Harbold said.

The Residence Hall contract stipulates a joint respon-

sibility of ensuring the quiet enjoyment of the residence

halls, Harbold said. Residents are wondering why the con-

struction was not done during the summer break.

Jonn I" indlay, UMass assistant director of Operations

and Maintenance said all construction work cannot

possibly be confined to the summer. Roof construction

was done on three other dorms during the summer and it

was not possible to work on Grayson as well, he said.

"The contract with the construction company is from

7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays," Findlay said. "The point of

those hours is to get the most done as quickly as possible."

Many students, especially those living on the top three

floors of the building, are woken each morning by loud

noises from jackhammers, a crane which operates on the

side of the building and by heavy objects falling from the

roof, Harbold said.

The section on rebates and refunds of the Residence

Hall Contract says that a student may apply for a rent

rebate or termination of the contract as a result of hard-

ship in living conditions.

When completed, the petition will Ix* submitted to the

Area Operations Manager, Donald Pelkey, who in turn

will give it to Findlay. "We intend to send a copy to other

University officials to get our voice heard," Harbold said.

Ann Koski. assistant director of financial affairs, said

the decision as to whether the students would receive a

rebate rests with Pelkey, and that if the students are not

content with his decision they can appeal to the Residen-

tial Appeals Committee. Right now, however, none of the

four student positions on that panel have been filled, she

said, and no appeals action can be taken until the OHAG
co-presidents fill those vacancies.
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ActiniSGA
Atty. Gen.
will resign
By JOHN OCONNELL
Collegian Staff

The acting student attorney general of the University of

Massachusetts Student Government Association said

yesterday he will resign from his position, citing SGA
politics and personal reasons for his action.

Dakin Ferris, appointed acting attorney general by SGA
CO- President Tom Ahern in June, said he will resign in part

"because my academics are suffering," and in part because

he was "outraged" that Ahern and co- President Charlene

Allen didn't consult him prior to announcing Allen's

resignation from her position last Wednesday.
The possibility of elections for a new SGA president

"places my already tentative position in limbo," since the

student attorney general is appointed by the SGA
President. Ferris said.

Ferris added that "presidential politics" in the SGA have
created "the inability for me to do my job for the students."

Ahern and Allen "have never supported me, and in my
mind have been less than straightforward in their

dealings," with the attorney general's office, he said.

Earlier in the semester, Ferris complained that "the

attorney general's office has become so political that the

responsibilities are not taken care of," and he said

yesterday that this has not changed.

"Eight or nine" persons have held the attorney general

position in the last five years, Ferris skklfhhyspwkck of

continuity has led to confusion about the purpose of the

office and weakened its role in advocating for students

when dealing with the University administration.

Ahern named Ferris to the attorney general position after

a search process last spring, but said "a shortage of ap-

plicants" at that time made it necessary to conduct a new
search this semester, and Ferris would be temporary

attorney general until the search is over.

Ferris said appointment of a permanent attorney general

has been "delayed through inept handling of the selection

process" by Ahern.
Ahern would not comment on Ferris' allegations

yesterday, saying he wants to wait until this week's

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting. The President's

mid-term report, which Ahern said has been delayed a

month because of a crowded Senate agenda, "will address

all these questions and problems that people have. " Ahern

said.

Ferris "has been doing a good job," Ahern said. "We're

going to lose a decent person."

Ahern noted that Ferris "got a lot of good things started,"

including plans for a University academic honesty policy,

an outreach assistand to better identify student problems,

and recruitment of more women student judges.

Ferris said he will "work more closely with the UMass
Legal Services Office," after he resigns and "continue to

meet with administrators on judicial issues."

"My committment to the judicial system at UMass is

unchanged," he said.
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"Our chiefs are killed...The little children
\

are freezing to death. My people...have

no blankets, no food...My heart is sick

and sad... I will fight no more forever."
— Chief Joseph
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MOSCOW The Soviet Union, in its strongest response

yet to the planned deployment of U.S. missiles in Western

Europe, said Monday it is readying its own new missile

bases in East Germany and Czechoslovakia.

Western miliUry analysts believe the Soviet armed

forces already have short range battlefield nuclear missiles

stationed on the soU of their Warsaw Pact aUies. But

Monday's announcement was the first public

acknowledgement by the Kremlin that it was even plan-

ning a nuclear role for Eastern Europe.

"Preparatory work is being started on the territory of

East Germany and Czechoslovakia for deploymemt of

missile complexes of operational-tactical designation." the

official Tass news agency quoted the Soviet Defense

Ministry as announcing.

It said the preparations were "one of the planned

response measures in case the American missiles are sited

in Europe."
The plan was formulated in agreement with East Ger-

many and Czechoslovakia, the ministry said. The an

nouncement came as Czechoslovakia leader Gustav Husak

met in Prague with East German leader Erich Honecker.

The NATO allies are scheduled to begin installing 572

new U.S. medium-range Pershing 2 and cruise missiles in

five Western European nations in December. Western

leaders say these missiles will counter more than 200

Soviet SS-20 triple warhead missiles stationed in Russia

and targeted on Western Europe.

Western diplomats in Moscow described Monday's Soviet

announcement as a further step in a Kremlin propaganda

campaign aimed at convincing the European public and

governments to reject the U.S. missiles.

Reagan says marines will stay

WASHINGTON (AP) - When U.S.

Marines were sent to Lebanon in

September of 1982. the Reagan ad-

ministration thought their stay would be

relatively .short. Thirteen months later,

with nearly 200 leathernecks dead, the

road out looks longer than ever.

President Reagan resolved again Mon-

day not to withdraw the Marines, because,

he said, their mission remains vital and the

United States can't give in to "interna-

tional criminals and thugs."

Although the president said there has

been a lot of progress since the Marines

went to Lebanon, purportedly to oversee

the withdrawal of foreign forces, it is hard

not to conclude there have been plenty of

setbacks, too.

The Marines, the administration argued,

would not be combatants, but their

presence would serve as a psychological lift

to the budding government of Amin

Gemayel as Israeli, Syrian and Palestinian

fighters pulled out. Senior officials con-

fidently predicted the Israelis would be out

by the end of 1982. But all of the foreign ar-

mies are still entrenched in Lebanon and

the Gemayel government's authority

doesn't extend beyond a tenuous grip on

the city of Beirut and a few suburbs.

Meanwhile, fighting among native

Lebanese factions has spread, and only the

intervention of American warships averted

a disastrous defeat for the Lebanese army

at the hands of Druse militia.

NBC ex-anchorwoman Savitch dies

AP l.»»«rphoto

PARENTS MOURNING — Joao and Josefina Relvas hold photos of

their late son, U.S. Marine PFC Rui A. Relvas, one of the 200 plus

marines killed during the Sunday bombing in Beirut. ^^

NEW YORK (AP) She became one of

NBC News' bestknown correspondents, a

hardworking and articulate woman from

rural Pennsylvania who seemed destined

for the top of her profession despite a life

marred by personal tragedy.

Jessica Savitch died in an automobile

accident Monday at the age of 35. still in

pursuit of the "big things" in network TV.
Killed along with her was New York Post

executive Martin Fischbein. 34.

She was a success by almost any standard

of the business. A network executive called

her "a television natural." and only a year

ago. viewers ranked her just behind three

anchormen Dan Rather of CBS. Roger

Mudd of NBC and Frank Reynolds of ABC
when asked. "How much confidence do you

have in his, or her, reporting?"

"The problem is.
" she said in an in-

terview with TV Guide published in 1979.

"whenever you think of succeeding, you

think you will be happy. You think hap-

piness will be 'written on the ticket.' It's

not. Success does not have to bring hap-

piness. Success brings success. I think I

succeeded because so many people told me I

couldn't."

New report sftoecs "brooms and

brisk breakfasts'offer most jobs Digest
Boston (AP) The state's

most rapidly expanding job

fields in the high-paying,

high-technology fields, but

the biggest number of new
jobs will be behind fast food

counters and pushing
brooms, according to a

report released Monday.

Those are some of the

principal findings to emerge

from a detailed report on the

employment trends in

Massachusetts over the rest

of the decade prepared by

the stale Division of

Employment Security and

the Massachusetts
Occupational Information

Coordinating Committee.

Released after a year of

preparation, the report is

titled. "80 Jobs for the 80's."

Kristin S. Demong.
director of the employment
division, said she expected

the study to benefit

businesses, job-seekers,

guidance counselors and
anyone else wondering
about the state's jobs

outlook.

High unemployment and aid

cuts exacerbate U.S. hunger

by the Associated Press and crisis in American cities

N. J. Federal Court silences

'daily minute of silence* law
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NEWARK. N.J. (AP)

A federal judge on Monday
struck down a state law

requiring a daily minute of

silence in public schools,

ruling the measure was
unconstitutional because it

forced students and
teachers into a "posture of

prayer."

The law was the only one

of its kind in the country

which had not previously

been overturned, ac-

cording to the American
Civil Liberties Union,

which represented an

Edison high school teacher

disciplined for refusing to

implement the silent

minute. The ACLU
challenged the New Jersey

law as a thinly veiled

attempt to circumvent

First Amendment
guarantees of separation of

church and state.

U.S. District Judge

Dickinson R. Debevoise

agreed, ruling "the law

does not have a bona fide

secular purpose and. in

fact, has a religious

purpose. It advances the

religion of some persons by

mandating a period when
all students and teachers

must assume the

traditional posture of

prayer of some religious

groups..."

Ke permanently barred

the state from putting the

law into effect, even

though legislators had

insisted it was intended

only to provide a moment
for silent reflection.

WASHINGTON (AP) -
The hunger crisis in

American cities is growing

worse and the cities are fall-

ing behind despite "extraor-

dinary efforts" to feed the

needy, the U.S. Conference

of Mayors reported Mon-

day.

The mayors, in a report,

said the recent economic

recovery hasn't yet reached

the hungry, who are still

suffering the effects of high

unemployment, sharp cuts

in federal benefits and infla-

tion in the cost of

necessities — food, shelter

and energy — stemming
from the 1981-82 recession.

"The problem of hunger is

indeed continuing to grow
in cities, despite recent

reports and indications of

an economic recovery," the

conference said after the

annual meeting of its human
services auxiliary.

AP Laacrphoto

PEACE ROUND UP — As one of the nation's tartest anti-nuclear

protests, the Women's Encampment for a Future of Peace and Justice

scaled a barbed-wire fence at an army depot. A military helicopter pick-

ed them up. _—__
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Academic honesty ideas ^
to become documented
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The acting Student Attorney General

announced Monday that Dean of Students

William Field has initiated proceedings to

formulate a written academic honesty

policy for the University.

"At this point, Tm optimistic

about the administration adop-

ting written academic poHces."
— Dakin Ferris, acting Student

Attorney General

Dakin Ferris met with Field last Friday to

discuss the issue in detail.

"The meeting went well," Ferris said,

"and, at this point, I'm optimistic about the

administration adopting written academic

honesty policies."

Currently, only five of the University's 10

academic schools have written academic

honesty policies. Of those five schools, two

have clauses that mandate the inability of a

student to appeal an "F " grade received

from a professor for cheating.

In addition, Ferris said, current policies

lack procedural rights for students accused

of cheating.

A memorandum issued last week by

associate Dean Robert Brooks also

recommended the adoption of a "University

Academic Honesty Committee." This

committee, as proposed by Brooks, would

be made up of representatives from each

University school and students appointed

by the Student Senate.

Those in the proposed committee would be

available for consultation when individual

cases arise. Brooks also proposed that a

faculty member in the accused student's

major would be part of any acting board.

"We'll be meeting very shortly with un-

dergraduate deans to familiarize them with

the situation and to present guidelines for

the construction of a written policy," Ferris

said. "At the same time, we'll be discussing

the difficult issue of the appealability of "F"

grades with the Dean's Office."

('ollririan photo by Andv Heller

LONELY — Mans best friend waits patiently for his owner to emerge
from Goodell Library on a blustery Monday afternoon.

Bulimia afflictswomen under social pressure
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

"Why can't I stop? My head hurts... mouth still full of

cookies... I'm aware of my hand reaching for the leftover

meatloaf...! grab some meat... can't take the time to cut

it. .can't stop.. .toast, cheese, cookies, peanut but-

ter. . . stomach hurts. . . pain.
"

The above excerpt is taken from a book called Reflec-

tions on Recovery by Jane Evans Latimer. Latimer has

experienced and recovered from bulimia, an eating

disorder shared by 15 to 20 percent of all college women in

the United States.

According to the American Psychiatric Association,

bulimia is characterized by uncontrollable episodes of

binge eating followed by rigid and severe methods to avoid

gaining weight. Purging, as it is called, consists of fasting,

improper use of laxatives or forced vomiting after a binge.

Research shows 98 percent of all bulimics are women.
Almost all men suffering from bulimia are homosexual.

Dr. Carolyn Hicks of Amherst Medical Asociates is a

psychologist dealing primarily with bulinrJc women. Her

studies show that bulimics are typically upwardly mobile

and achievement oriented perfectionists who. despite their

accomplishments, have little self esteem and measure their

worth through the eyes of others.

Hicks said leaving home for the first time is unusually

stressful for bulimic women. Many women, from families

with conventional attitudes towards sexuality, have

conflicts about being or becoming desirable and college is

the first time students are independent.

"This forces the pressures of being one's person perhaps

before the student is ready to deal with it" said Hicks.

In Reflections on Recovery, Jane Evans Latimer writes.

"When I was a child. I moved freely in my body; I ran.

played, worked, laughed, cried spontaneously and unself-

conciously. One day that changed. Self conciously I

plodded through the day. My body was changing and I was

ashamed of the changes. I was growing into a woman, and

I was frightened."

Bulimics are also vulnerable in times of transition. Hicks

said. Her research shows that hinging most often occurs

during transitional points in a day such as on the way home

from work or at bedtime.

On a more visible level, bulimia is the extreme fear of

getting fat. Social pressures on women to be thin and

beautiful have increased dramatically in the past 20 years

Hicks said. In addition, she noted the average age of

popular models had decreased and the desired figure is as

much as 20 pounds underweight. Some models are as

young as 13 years old.

"Women are trying to deny their bodies. They feel

something uniquely painful about becoming full adult

women." Hicks said.

Bulimics often binge in an effort to deal with painful and

conflicting feelings of loneliness, sadness and anger. In

Hick's study the parents of bulimics were often found to be

physically and emotionally unavailable. Brought up by

ambitious parents with high standards, bulimics are often

face with overwhelming demands in the areas of ap-

peranee, friends and school performance, but have been

neglected in their real needs for expresion.

"Bulimics lack the internal resources to deal with

problems. They turn to food as a source of comfort.

Binging becomes a way to deal with any stressful

situation." Hicks said.

Union Records keeps turning after grant Protest begins

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Correspondent

With a $5000 grant from the Student

Government Association (SGA), the stu-

dent controlled business Union Records

Unlimited (URU) opened its doors Monday
for the first time this semester.

Overspending and lack of communication

within management has caused serious

deficits in the past few years but new
manager Jim Foley said he's going to keep

a sharper eye on inventory and a running

balance on expenses, sales and accounts of

the business.

Foley proposed to run the store on a
"smaller scale," limiting the stores mer-

chandise to music, generating more sales.

The SGA passed the grant with a 2 to 1

margin. Some vocal opposition in the

senate questioned why the SGA should con-

tinue to subsidize if Union Records has

been faltering.

"I can see making money this year. We
would have made it last year if we didn't

have liquidation payments to make," Foley
said. "We're cheaper than the average

record store around the valley," he added.

The average price for a record is about

$6.30, in competition with prices at other

record stores around Amherst.

Foley said past managers satisfied their

own tastes when ordering records but he

will be more conscious of what people want

to see and buy.

Foley will mark down older merchandise

in order to make room for more selections.

Monthly sales on popular music should

boost profits and help Union Records

become more independent and successful,

Foley said.

Collegian photo by Ukvid Oeuber

THE PICTURE OF
FITNESS - Framed
by goal posts, George
Roberts works out at

the athletic fields, like

many other UMass
students.
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Town Meeting
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

About 30 teachers carrying placards and

handing out leaflets and buttons demon-
strated in front of the Amherst Junior High
School last night before the start of the fall

Town Meeting protesting year old contract

negotiations.

Town Meeting members supporting
teachers from the Amherst-Peihtm
Teachers Association (APTA). who will be

. working without a contract in two weeka,
made a motion to postpone action on
warrant article five until all other Town
Meeting business had been voted on.

The motion passed 88-84 after a member
of the Finance Committee said there was no
vehicle on the warrant to address the

teacher's contract negotiations. This means
the federal revenue sharing fund surplus of

$335,000 will not be saved, as proposed in

article 5.

An article calling for a commission to

study the housing market to determine the

need for rent control in Amherst was
passed after some ammendments to include
tenant representatives were added.
Negotations between the school com-

mittee and APTA call for a raise in

collective bargaining equal to enough
money to buy an extra cup of coffee and a

muffin per week, said Peter Kravitz, a

special education teacher at Amherst High
School.

A colleague of Kravitz's said, "I'd rather

go to jail than do what we're doing. It

doesn't affect anybody but the teachers and
the kids. They're (the students) being
cheated out of an education."

When the motion to postpone article five

was made Town Meeting member Fredrick
Rice said that although there was sub-
stantial sentiment concerning the contract
he did not want to see the Towm Meeting
'held hosUge to that."
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Grievance procedure almost a reality
By NORREEN SINGLETON
Collegian Correspondent

Ihe first encouraging sign that an academic grievance

policy would be proposed sometime in the near future

came last week at a committee meeting of the Faculty

Senate, according to a staff member of the Student Center

for Education and Research and Advocacy (SCERA).

Joel Weissman, director of SCERA, said, the issue of

creating a policy for students to deal with problems with

their professors arose at the meeting after a letter was cir-

culated by the SCERA Academic team two weeks ago to

University of Massachusetts faculty. The letter asked

members to consider the need for such a procedure, he

said. J r 1- u
"The issue was received with a general good feeling by

members of the council," Weissman said.

Micheline Dufau, chair of the Senate Academic Matters

Council confirmed the issue went over well, and said, "we

will probably be taking up the issue again."

Dufau also said, "personally I would like to consult with

the Ombuds office to see where the situation is at."

SCERA has tried in the past to propose a procedure, but

failed to do so because "the procedure was too long and

complicated, but mainly because there were not enough

faculty members involved," Weissman said.

"This is a chance for students to work with faculty in-

stead of against them," he said.

SCERA's researching of the issue has found that there

is no policy for a grievance procedure at the University, or

in any of the departments, Weissman said.

The only way for a student to argue a grade is to talk to

the professor, the head of the department, or go to the

Ombuds office. Weissman said, "the problem is that

sometimes the Ombuds office is powerless and there is

nothing a student can do."

Weissman said, "Overall, the University would be better

off all around if we have a basic element of fairness."

Police arrest men for machine gun possession
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

Two men who were seen walking through the Nor-

theast Residential area carrying a UZI machine gun were

apprehended by University of Massachusetts Police

Saturday, and charged with being in possession of a

firearm on a college campus. One of the men was also

charged with being in possesion of marijuana.

UMass Police arrested Patrick J. Egan. 19. of Norwood,

and Ronald G. Brandberry. 21. of Andover, at 12:35 a.m.

Saturday in parking lot 43

In other police action:

In a motor vehicle accident at the intersection of

Massachusetts Ave and Commonwealth Ave, Roxanne E.

Smead of South Deerfield was cited for failing to use care

in starting, according to police. The accident, which

occurred at 8:48 p.m. Friday, involved Thomas R.

Eastaugh of Newton, police said. Estimated damage to

the vehicles was a total of $800. $500 to Smead's 1979

Toyota and $300 to Eastaugh's 1974 Chrysler, according

to the police report.
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Lebanon: The futility of it persists

One hundred and eighty-three more lives have

tome to an end. 183 more families have waited

by their phones for a phone call and a confirmation

of a fact they feared so much. 183 more families have gone

to airports and picked up the remains of bodies massacred

in an explosion, courtesy of an Islamic Revolutionary

group.

I'm surprised a video game isn't on the market yet. But

they'll have to change the graphics on it so the

"Ameritron" men will be exterminating the "Lebatron"
men.

Daniel Sobel

Ronald Reagan condemned it as a disgraceful, threaten-

ing act of violence as he rushed from his golfing in Georgia

for emergency meetings in Washington to discuss how
many more troops would be sent over to fill the void. A
round figure of 200 was released to the media but he's pro-

bably sent an extra 75 just for safety's sake.

Certain groups like the Islamic Revolutionary Move-

ment are still planning and scheming and waiting for more

ways to defy and protest American presence in Lebanon.

They will probably succeed in killing off more U.S.

Marines, yet, inevitably another plane filled with nervous

young men will land there. A fruitless venture it seems,

we send in the bobbing ducks and they shoot them down.

And our peacekeepers will continue to inhabit this

hapless, war-split country, all the while continuing to l)e

targets of snipers' bullets and devastating explosions.

How will death change the lives of these families as they

make plans to bury their sons? Oh, many will l)e proud that

their son has died defending his country. But what is he

really defending? Peace in a country far, far from his

homeland? The seneseless ignorance of Ronald Reagan?
He's defending something but it's not his country, it's the

strongarm attitudes of the American Government.
And however proud these families might be, how can

they help but wonder what the hell their son was doing

there? What good was he doing? He wasn't keeping too

much peace for violence has occurred almost daily for

some time now. Why isn't Ron over there keeping the

peace if he's such an ardent believer in his policies?

But he wouldn't be caught dead (no pun intended) in

Lebanon and there's a fresh healthy team of replacements

on their way to relieve the tired and the dead.

Daniel Sobel is a Collegian Correspondent

Letters —
One view of the Collegian

To the Editor,

A week ago the Collegian and the Chancellor hosted a

conference on "Social Conflict and F'reedom of the

Press." I attended it in hope that something positive

would be resolved. Now I believe it was a whitewash. It

had the atmosphere of an annual meeting of the board in a

bad year.

Chancellor Duffey in defining a few of the pro-

blems/conflicts of the Collegian as a student press propos-

ed no real solutions. In fact it may be that in defining con-

flict he was actually creating conflict by stating that con-

flicting roles of the press as a "campus voice vs. a student

newspaper" providing a "neutral forum" rather than "ad-

vocasy" (sic) is the problem. He summarized his views by

saying that freedom of the press had to be moderated by

"other concerns."

Journalistic Studies Professor Howard Ziff called him

on this issue, but the Chancellor was unable to respond

since he had already left. Ziff said that "freedom of the

press is an absolute," although he modified it by saying

that "press responsibility" was also. He accused the

Chancellor of tripping over the "slippery slope" of censor-

ship and press control by emphasizing restricted freedoms

rather than addressing the issues of accountability and the

First Amendment.
However, it was Professor Michael Thelwell who asked

the gut question of whether or not the press has a social

responsibility to the public. And he offered his advice: the

press should aspire to be "intelligent, progressive, and af-

firmative." I believe the Collegian ignored and/or avoided

his points even though several people in the audience re-

addressed them.

Activities in the past week confirm my belief. While such

R.S.O. groups as the Peacemakers and Students Against

Militarism were under attack in the paper, the Collegian

didn't print an interview with and an editorial by

Peacemakers about the phone line to Washington on Fri-

day so that students could call their Congressmen about

the deployment of nuclear weapons in Europe, nor news

about the bus transporting students to Boston for the

peace rally on Sunday and back.

That the Collegian declines to address the peace move-

ment on campus is a sad distortion of the news and the

truth, for there is indeed a student peace movement. If the

peace movement cannot have access to either the news

page or the editorial page, then I question whether or not

we have a free press. I also become suspicious of the

political motives of a small group of students with con-

skierable power as editors of the Colle^An.

The Collegian has a responsibility to inform the student

body of events of relevence (sic) to it, especially with

R.S.O. and Student Government events, as well as a

greater responsibility to the student body to cover a wide

range of issues without bowing to sf)ecial interests of any
one group, particularly the university administration. I

charge that the Collegian is failing that res(K)nsibility.

r, .., ., Charles Francis Carroll
Editors Note Amherst

The Collegian does not decline to address neither the
peace movement nor any other news events that occur.
We cannot, however, report news until it happens. The
editorial page is not for public announcements as the
author suggests. Its access is for the expression of ideas
which we rely on the community for. A truly free press
relies on the responses ofour readers. Therefore, any lack
of positive feedback from the Collegian and the ctmference
itself result from a misunderstanding about the roles and
responsibilities of the campus newspaper.

A beehive of radicals?

To the Editor,

It has come to my attention that the Student Govern-

ment here at UMass is controlled by a radical-liberal group

of students. The problem with this is that radical liberals

are in the minority here at UMass. But this group of

students use the power and money of the student govern-

ment to further their own concerns that the majority of

the students couldn't care less about. The student govern-

ment was made for all the students and not just a small

controlling few.

I have over 6 years of experience in student govern-

ment, from president of my high school student govern-

ment, to senator in the student government at the Univer-

sity I transferred from. We passed legislation that

benefited everyone. For example, how about spending

money on an investigation on the practicality of free tutor-

ing financed by the student government and financial aid

instead of sending people to anti-KKK rallies. Private

groups who feel strongly against the KKK should do
' things like that.

Strong arm tactics to keep the senate a beehive of

radical liberal activity like those used against Mark Brice

are illegal. (Collegian editorial October 20, 1983). You

can't remove someone from the senate for speaking out on

what he or she believes is right. I hope I don't have to re-

mind you that you are in America not the Soviet Union.

Legislation like trying to keep off-campus rent low is

what I would like to see more of. Quit spending our money

Party madness
is on the wane
Most everyone is aware of the House of

Representatives recent passing of House Bill

1829 which would raise the drinking age in the

Commonwealth from 20 to 21. On Thursday aftern(M)n,

while walking in front of the "HUch" cafeteria, I wiis met
by a representative of the Committee on Public Policy. I

was handed a form letter and told that I should sign it and
send it off to my state senator, urging him not to sup}M)rt

House Bill 1829 when it comes to consideration in the

Senate. At first I was compelled to follow orders and do

what was asked of me, but then I l>egan to reflect bai'k to

1978, my freshman year, trying to assess the impact that

the 1979 raising of the drinking age, from 18 to 20 has

had.

Joseph M. Danaher

1 remembered that prior to the raising of the drinking

age, the University of Massachusetts, Amherst campus,
was living up to its reputation as one t)f the top "partying"
campuses in the country. "Zoo-Mass" was a drinker's

heaven. Those were the years of the great "Spring Day."
Beer distributors were spionsoring promotional In'er

bashes which attracted |:)eople from all over the state.

"F>aternity Row" was at war over who could prcMiuce the

largest "keg parties." Ah, yes! St. Patricks' Day at Theta
Chi. Security in the dorm system was virtually non-

existent, allowing practically anylx)dy through its doors.

There was never a need to worry about running out of

booze because all of the area package stores delivered free

of charge. We also attained national acclaim through the

"Blue Wall" which somehow was able to sling more l)eer

over its bar than any other campus bar in the country, and
through "Playboy," which was passing out T-shirts

declaring UMass the "number one partying school in the

nation."

Halloween night on this campus was a sight to l)ehold.

The Campus Center was opened up for the wildest party

around. Hundreds of costumed students roamed the cam-
pus leaving their marks in the form of rap)es, injuries, and
vandalism. What do all of the alK)ve incidents have in com-
mon? They all resulted in bad publicity, deteriorating the

image of the University in the minds of the public, other

institutions of higher education, and prospective

employers. Well folks, times have changed, and in my opi-

nion, for the l)etter.

With the increase in the drinking age in 1979 came a

crackdown on campus-wide alcohol relate<l activities. The
dorm system has ado{)ted security measures which strictly

monitors all guests and parties. F'ackage stores can no

longer deliver to campus and large events featuring

alcohol have l)ec()me few and far iK'tween. Instead of the

riot like Halloween evenings of the pa.st, the campus is

now locked-up, tight as a drum, discouraging outsiders

and vandalism. The institution of these measures, much to

the dismay of many students, has greatly l)enefited the

University and its fx)pulation. We are slowly but surely

losing our "partying" image and regaining our proper

recognition as one of the finest institutions of higher learn-

ing in the country.

In 1978, I was hesitant to admit where I was attending

college. I did not want to deal with the jokes and com-

ments that were destined to follow. This no longer is the

case.

In these times of high unemployment and tight job

markets, the origin of one's degree may make the dif-

ference in whether or not one lands a job. I believe that the

1979 legislation which raised the drinking age in the Com-
monwealth from 18 to 20 has had a great impact on im-

proving this University's image and will subsequently help

all of our chances in the future.

Now, about that form letter handed to me in front of the

"Hatch "...I decided not to send it.

Joseph M. Danaher is a UMass student

r

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and
include the writer's address and
telephone number, which will not
be published. Please type double
spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the
volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are
subject to editing for clarity and
length.

on things that aren't going to help us get through college.

Steve Fritz

Northampton
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TIME OUT
TwoT.V.'s -

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour

4-6

16 oz draft

65'

plus

giant bar drinks
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DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS

AWARD
HOMIHATIONS

Deadline: November 15, 1983

If you know a faculty teacher or teaching assistant/associate

(graduate students and undergraduates, teaching courses with the ap-

proval of the departnnent) who is truly outstanding and deserves recogni-

tion, subnnit a nonnination in writing with a brief description of why your

nonninee deserves the award.

Any student, past or present, may make nominations.

Submit nominations by Tuesday, November 15, 1983

TO: Distinguished Teaching Awards Committee

Graduate Student Senate

919 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
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Ndrthwestern Colfb^e

of Chiropractic
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UNIVERSITY
OF

MASSACHUSETTS
rs. Schick TT
Superll
Specially Fashioned
in our school colors

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with

two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges

and a coupon good for 25c off your next

Superll purchase plus . .

.

A chance to win a Schick Super II

Athletic Bag in your school bookstore s

sweepstakes. Every bookstore has at

least 50 or more winners!

Just fill out the coupon below and bring it

to the bookstore to receive your special

razor.

The Super II twin blade shaving system

features Super II twin blades that are

custom honed for close, comfortable

shaves.

Quantities are limited and will be distributed on a first come

first served basis. Act now and experience great shaves -

courtesy of Schick Super II.

Open M-F 9-5 ^ UNIVERSITY
Sat 11-4

Pifitsr iend me moie tnlormttion on

Houf'fe^if'" Coiifgt oi Chitop'tcitc

SEND TO NoMhweslern CoMige Ol Clli'Opr»clir.

Admission! OHice ?W Wnl »4th Sne»l

Bloom. oqlo" HO.onpsoU SS431 • i61?l»»8 477?

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
^Schick -rr

Superll

aMstore^
STORE COUPON

To receive your 'reo

school razor, firsi fill m
ihe required mforrrialiori

Then bring this r.ouoon

!o the booKstore

Hurry' quanlilies are limited

ONE PER STUDENT ONLY

^UNIVERSITY

Deposit at Coupon Box
at the Info Counter

Address-

City. State Zip Code

Phone #,

This coupon is your entry to the Schick Super II Athletic Bag Sweepstakes

Nursery to concert hall

Alan Marks performs at FAC

Arts

lot of emotion into this piece and by doing

so, he enchanted the audience.

In fact, when I had the opportunity to

speak to him after the performance, he told

me that out of the pieces that he played that

evening, he seemed to enjoy playing the

Shubert the most. He said that pianists go

through different phases and that right now

he was going through a Shubert phase. He
feels that he can "identify with Shubert's

world." While speaking with his I also

discovered that playing the piano has

always just come naturally to him. When
he was three years old he would listen to

nursery rhymes on records and then go

over to the piano and try to play along with

them.

Well. Mr. Marks has come a long way from

nursery rhymes. It took some time for me
to get involved with the music he was

playing, maybe because I am not that

familiar with classical piano, however, as

the minutes passed I became captivated

with the beauty of the music. All in all. I

enjoyed his performance very much. His

playing relaxed me and for about two hours

took me away from the hectic world of

UMass.

Mr. Marks is presently living in Berlin

because he feels that the people there can

better identify with the music he plays,

because "it is part of their culture."

However, if you wish to hear his playing

while he is still in the Northeast, he will be

at Fairfield University. Fairfield Conn., on

Nov. 4. He also hopes to have a compact

disc (a new type of record made with a

lazarlcoming out in 1984. The record will be

of two pieces by Shubert. his favorite.

Internationally reknown pianist, Alan Markn, who perfurmed at the

Fine Arts Center Wednesday night.

mm

ALAN MARKS
Wednesday, Oct. 19

Fine Arts Center

By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

Wednesday evening I had the opportunity

to see yet another enjoyable performance at

the Fine Arts Center, this time, the pianist

Alan Marks. I'm not going to tell you a lot

of technical things about his performance,

because to be frank, my knowledge about

piano and classical music is limited.

However, I will give you an average college

student's opinion of an evening of classical

music.

Mr. Marks, who happens to be in his 30s,

looks about 22. He entered the stage

wearing a blue, pin stripe suit, with a white

shirt adorned by a red tie. He began his

performance with a piece by

Haydn, but during the evening he also

played pieces by Scriabin, Beethoven and

Shubert. I especially enjoyed his piece by

Scriabin. His fingers seemed to dance

across the key board as he played it.

However, up until his forth piece, which

was Beethoven's Sonata in Aflat Major, Op

110, he seemed detached from the music

that he was playing. But during his ren-

dition of Beethoven he seemed to put more

emotion into his playing, thus drawing the

audience into the music. After the in-

termission one could tell that he was

thoroughly warmed-up. He gave a fabulous

rendition of a piece by Shubert. He put a

i Visit our convenient Amherst location and receive

PICK UP YOUR FREE STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD
AT ANY HAPCO AUTO PART STORE

ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE
KEEDS

Convenient Locations:

AMHERST
534 Main St.

256-6414

BELCHERTOWN
9 Main St.

323-7887

HADLEY
99 Russell St. (Rte

586 6464

9)

Amherst
Center

Congratulations to ouri

HAPCO winners!
i

1st Prize G.E. Stereo Cassette Player -|

James Durfer #062822
|

2nd Prize Cooler-Tracey Jilson #062816
|

3rd Prize Suitcase-Jonathan Williams |

#062933 I

4th Prize Duffel Bag - Daniel Savage |

#062620 I

5th Prize Duffel Bag - Richard Guerdon

#022943

6th Prize Raincoat - Johnathan Hoch I

#062637

7th Prize Raincoat - Bruce Diaz #062938
j

I
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P-854-110

P-858-126

P-862-135

P-866-DISC

Get extra color prints

6 for 99
• From 110, 126 or 135 size color negatives

• Satin borderless prints

• Prints are dated

uuord
TciT b nformohon pio^a/zinc, /gj voc^pro

L

Providing a full range ot

typing, word processing and

direct mail services since 1975.

Now featuring TeleText

Processing, support services

for Cyber and personal

connputer users.

356 Ho Ptec/onf 5f . FWnhery^, mo.OKX)2 i113)549-63tO
PO Box73d.Rmhcr/t mo.01004

Hvperjcurricula

"Hypercurricula," a
listing of events held at

the University of
Massachusetts and sur-

rounding; area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.
Events are listed the day
before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-
day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-
day.

HALLOWEEN NOVELTY
and

THEATRICAL SUPPLIES
H.L.CHILDS & SON

Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else '

check our low, low prices

25 State Street Northannpton 584-2604

Qdv^nturo travel
549*1256

Reserve Holiday flights Now
Save up lo 50%

233 N Pleasant St
Amherst Carriage Shops

OFOURS
Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

BUILD YOUR OWN HOME COMPUTER

GENERAL COMPUTER IS REDEFINING
THE STATE OF THE ART IN HOME COMPUTERS
We're looking for talented computer scientists ana electrical engineers with

experience in the following areas:

• Microprocessor Programming
• Peripheral Interface Design
• Single Chip Microprocessor Design

Computer Graphics
Digital Circuit Design
Video Game Programming

'#.

General Connputer is a snnall, innovative organization dedicated to developing

successful consumer electronic products. We will be on campus Thursday,

November 10th. If you are interested in any of these exciting opportunities

please contact your career placement office. There are still positions available

on our sign-up schedule.

GENERAL COMPUTER COMPANY
215 First Street Cambridge. MA 02142

We are an equal opportunity employer

Wednesday
GRADUATE

TEACHERS
ORGANIZATION - All

graduate student TA's and

TO's are encouraged to

attend this meeting to

discuss organizing
strategies. 12-1 p.m.

Campus Center 911

MEETING-COMMITTEE
FOR EQUAL RIGHTS AND
REPRODUCTIVE
FREEDOM — Join us for a

legislative teach-in. Keep

their laws off your body. 5

p.m. CC811

ISRAELI FOLK DAN-
CING - 8:00 p.m. for

beginners, 9:00 p.m. for all

others. 8/9:00 p.m.

Commonwealth Room, S.U.

UNITED JEWISH
APPEAL MEETING -
Join us for the first United

Jewish Appeal meeting.

Help plan the UMass
campaign. 7:00 p.m. Dukes

Rm. (310 S.U.)

INFORMATION ON
ISRAEL — Israel Maizel, a

representative from the

Kibbutz movement will offer

information on programs in

Israel. Contact Hillel, 5-

2526 for details. 11 5:00

p.m. UMass Hillel

STRATEGY GAMES
CLUB MEETING - Board

Games, including diplomacy

and squad leader. Modern
armor scenario iilso. Check
schedule at information desk

for room number. 6 p.m. -

11 p.m. Campus Center

UMASS JUGGLING
CLUB - JUGGLERS - The
juggling club meets every

Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. in

the Campus Center. Learn

to Juggle - Improve your

skills - Have a good time.

8:00 p.m. Campus Center

HOLYOKE MINORITY
ACTION COALITION
MEETING - Andrea Cruz

from Holyoke's Minority

Action Coalition will talk tc

students about how students

can use electoral politics tc

end arson and housing

discrimination. 4 p.m. New
Africa House 2nd floor

Library

COMMITTEE ON
SEXUAL HARRASSMENT
TRAINING - Open to all

students interested in

conducting training on the

sexual harrassment
grievance procedure. 5:00 -

7:00 p.m.

UMASS MUSIC
THEATRE GUILD
MEETING - For new and
old members. Topics of

discussion include con-

vocation, review, future

shows and fund raisers. All

interested are welcome.
7:30 p.m. Rm.903CC

UMASS STRATEGY
GAMES CLUB - The club

will meet to play board
games and miniatures,
ranging from the Napoleonic

to Star Trek era. 6:30 - 11

p.m. CC802

MASSPIRG CHAPTER
MEETING - Project
updates, discussion of

program for next legislative

session, and board elections!

New and old members
welcome. 7 p.m. Room
423B(PIRG office)

VIETNAM VETERANS
ASSOCIATION IN-
FORMATIONAL
MEETING - The VVA is

trying to establish a Chapter
in the Amherst-
Northampton Area. All

Vietnam Veterans urged to

attend. 7:00 p.m. Mobile
unite#5(oWyAC39f;ij:9)
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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After The Fall
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Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kditrd by MargarrI larrar and Trude Jaffr

( IMt IM ^aicki Imn s%«4tcMr

ACROSS 58 Cotton of the 24 Bring

1 Homeot the southwest 26 Sketch

Braves 59 Pithy 27 Cassius for one

8 Sailing ship 62 Famed first lady 29 Ancient Persian

otold 64 Useless 31 Word with cap

15 Castle on the 65 Diamond or sock

Rhone necklace Ji* River into

16 Green gemstone 66 Companions ot North Sea

17 Gave back mortars 33 Act swiftly

in a way 67 Author of 34 Do
18 Area east of The Faerie others

the Urals Queene 35 Gladiator who
19 Adored one organised Roman
20 Restrict slaves

22 Anglo Saxon DOWN 36 In music, slow

letter 1 Vexatious 38 Romanov title

23 Took a chance 2 Bara of films 42 Candle holders

25 Sunny shade 3 Political force 43 Kitties, at times

26 Ph D s 4 of 46 Witch

28 Be theatrical Two Cities 50 Give one

30 Stallone vehicle 5 Catch in the neck

33 Bad guy ol 6 Weight in the 51 Actors script

the plains Far East 52 Rory

37 Flower parts 7 Monitor Samuel Lover

39 Like some helpers 8 Trigonometric novel

40 Foster river functions 53 Kitchen knife

41 Deprives 9 Landed 54 Cut out

43 Titian, (or one 10 Cukor film. 55 Part of a

44 Pack Adam s ^— '

storefront

45 Dairy adjunct 1 1 Abbr on a map 56 Out by a

47 Rocky hill 12 Slightly green 57 Cutting

48 Rower 13 City of 60 Hall of Famer

49 Lively dance N Oklahoma (y^el

54 IRS figure 14 One of Jacob s 61 Nothing

56 Church wives 63 The stag

dignitaries Abbr 21 Table decor at —
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

21

a 9 10 11 12 13 14

IS 16

17

I
24

w

18

19 20

i

??

23

35 36

25

1
38

26 27

1
46

37~

I

30 31 32

33 34

I
42

45

39 40

41

1
56

43

44

4947

I
60
I
61

48 50 51 521 53

54 55 57 58

S9 62 63

64 65

66

1

67 ~|

Mandatory
meeting

for news staff

and correspondents.

7 p.m. today

Newsroom
Be there.

DC Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Liver and Onions

DINNER
Turkey Club Sandwich

Roast Lamb/
Gravy. Mint Jelly

Caponata Spaghetti

BASICS LUNCH
(K)lden Burgers

Garden Medley Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu

Caponata Spaghetti

Weather

Mostly cloudy today,

tonight and Wednesday. A
chance of showers during

Wednesday. Daytime
highs 50 to 55, overnight

low from the mid 30s to

the mid 40s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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Northampton
Store Open

Sundays, 12-5

SfMM'tS
AMHERST • 1E. Pleasant Street/ 549-6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St. 7584- 1016

GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mai I / 773 - 5572

UA!i€SS

Crewneck Sweatshirt

M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

<tjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE

University of Massachusetts

• Seniors

• Graduate Students

• All Engineering and Scientific Disciplines

• Business nnajors

Tuesday, November 1, 1983

11:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Cannpus Center, Roonn 101

Conne infornnally any time during the hours indicated above and learn

about technical and marketing career opportunities in IBM from many
different locations. Then sign-up on permanent interview schedules

of your choice for formal interviews to take place November 7 & 8,

1983. This will be your ONLY opportunity to sign-up for fall IBM
schedules.

Bring 3 copies of your resume and transcript for admittance

Citizenship or permanent residence is required for interviews.

fBM is an equaf opportunity employer.

»AVA'V*V».n.V^--r/vt,r,r»,»,».',',',«,«,i,V.«.'.
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WALLFLOWER ORDER DANCE COLLECTIVE
ANDGRUPORAIZ
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Wallflower Order is a nationally
acclaimed women's dance theatre
collective Although Wallflower s
primary art form is dance,
they also incorporate theatre, music,
comedy, martial arts, and sign language
into their work to create multi-

dimensional pieces of strong emotional
impact Grupo Raiz is a Chilian music
ensemble that compliments the dance

Tuesday, October 25, 8 p.m., Fine Arts Center,
UMass

5 CoM«v« Studantr $4, Gen. Admission $5
Free child care available Sped .1 seating tor tiandicapped Interpreter for the
hearing impaired Sponsored by the Corimuter Area Government, the student run
organization for off-campos undergraduates at UMass. For more information (413)
545-2145.

The proceeds of this concert will

benefit the people of El Salvador

KAYPRO U,*1595.

COMPLETEWTTH SOFTWARE.

For SI S*-)5, a Kaxpro II noi on\\ comes complete

with all the hardware vou need, it comes complete

with all tlie sotrware vc^u need:

Word Processin^Spellin^:

Data B.ise Man.u^ement (tiling/

reporrinj^) Financial Spread-

sheerini^. And u ith CPAl.

Ka\pro can run thcuisands of

other proi:ram> toi- more specialized

need>. CcM^ne in tcKlav tc^r .1 B^^^f^fJJ
complete demonstration. nu L<'"iri>" niisiiH-*..<mpiiui

Stud e II t ci n d I" a c u 1 t v D i s t d u n t s A v a i 1 a h I e

price

fn Tl'^ ~X oTa V .
(z;m 7T7- 4S b-1

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11 4

Located in the Campus Center

0,UNIVERSITY
STORED

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive .-^ays 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Merc Cougar XR7 PS PB AT AC new
tires, brakes & more $1200. will bargain

534-5002

1967 Mustang hdtp 6 cyl runs nice, depen-

dable $700.00 or BO Steve 549-5845 after 5

pm

1974 TR6 - near ground up restoration 99%
perfect 546-5516 Dan or leave message at

549-1319

1963 Dodge D100 Panel Truck rebuilt

engine, mechanically excellent body needs

work. $750 call Pete 549-4729

1973 AMC Ambassador runs well, good

body 500. or BO 665-4268

minutes to Amherst Center.

549 1193

$200 month. INSTRUCTION

wanted. If you like new music, aren't sugar

coated, and have good chops and equip-

ment, call Joe at 256-1347

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Round table Er chairs $80.00 or BO
256-1002 8:00 PM till midnight

Pioneer Stereo Spkrs. sound great can

handle 150 wts. 2514" x 15'/4" x 14%".

250$ neg. also Samber leather jacket 85.00$

call Marc 546-8625

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Guitar and Bass lessons. Rock Funk Jazz

Todd 549-4003

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 eveninas

LOST
ROOM WANTED

Last week a man's silver ring with a blue

turquoise stone. Reward for person who
returns it to Asia at 546-5954

21 year old working female would like to

share apartment with people in Brittany

Manor or Southwood Apt. 1-525-1342

MOTORCYCLES ROOMMATE WANTED

IV'embers Only Jacket size 38 $25

256-1347

Motorcycle winter storage available

near campus. Reduced for long-term: $40

mo. 549-1193

Roommate wanted immediately for

Brittany Manor Apt. great location call

256-0097

parts, good
BO 549-0835

'69 VW Fastback four

engine/transmission/more.
evenings

72 Capri 4 cyl, runs well, needs work, $200,

1-802-257-0607

FOUND
PERSONALS SKYDIVE

ENTERTAINMENT

Found near Southwest a girls class ring,

silver with blue stone from Mount Greylock

Class of 1983. Call 564-6697 to identify the

initials on the inner band

To all (ETLA) members. Extra Terrestial

Liberation Army: Barbara of 7 South

Grayson sends her love to all of you blood

thirsty kidnappers who so thouroughly

mistreated and abused her ET Doll

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

SMITH COLLEGE CHALLENGE

C • t 9 t

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

"SUMMER OF '42
"

Wednesday 26 October

in Engineering East

7, 9, 11 shows $1.00

sponsored by Sigma Kappa

HELP WANTED
Wendy, Happy Birthdayl 20 at lastl Have a

great dayl Love, Julie

Need a DJ? Call "TK" 549-4003

FOR RENT

Puffton 1 room, furnished, female $110

month call 549-4047

Pleasant, quiet room available in lovely

home for non-smoking female grad. Kit-

chen/laundry. 5-minute walk to UMass; 10

General Chem Tutor needed $$ call bet

ween 5-7 pm 2-3/ hrs wekly 863-4244

Interested in gaining business ex-

perience? Volunteer and work at the

UMass Student Federal Credit Union. Teller

positions still available. Come to an infor-

mation meeting Wed 10/26 7 pm at the

Credit Union

Business manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

student for general bookkeeping/accoun-

ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply Equal Opportunity Employers. Ap-

plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F

9:00-5:00 deadline 10/28 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Jeannie, the best bunkies deserve the best

birthdays. Enjoy I Love, Mom

Party Mix Productions is expanding their

D.J. market. The first Smith dorm to call

and reserve a party will get it free of charge.

253-2152

Michelle M - Happy 18thl We luv yal from
the 18th floor JQA

WANTED

Free friendly two month old female kit-

ten to good home 256-005d

Hey Fred, I mean Elaine, Happy 22nd the

Oil of Olay people will be sending you a

complimentary case in honor of this big

event.

To the person who returned my
necklaces. Thank you. L.P.

Gary Cohen Happy B-day Lumpy I love

you Val

Jammin People to start Dance Band

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in fGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Chevy with V-8 and standard shift. Need
not run. Call Mike 6-5306
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Sports
Sports Notice: Intramural officiaU needed for

volleyball. Apply now at Boyden 215. Those in-

terested must attend organizational meeting on

either Oct. 26th or Oct. 27th at 7 p.m. in Boyden

2i&.
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Soccer battles at

Harvard today
By ELLE:N RICHARD
Collegian Staff

There is only one place the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team is going, and that is up. The

Minutewomen are making a habit of being one of the best

teams in the nation each year and as they prepare for their

2:30 contest in Cambridge against Harvard today, the

team is looking to be THE best.

"Were going to play one game at a time," UMass Coach

Kalekeni Banda said. "Our goal is to be number one in the

region. We can finish number two or three and make the

playoffs but we have to be tough in the next two games."

The Minutewomen's season will come to an end on P>iday

when they battle with Boston College. UMass is ranked

third in the nation and second in New England, behind

UConn, witha9 1 3slate.

Banda said the Minutewomen will try to jump to an early

lead against Harvard and outplay them. Harvard is a team

which has lost some power this year but the UM coach feels

will still be tough competition.

"We're going to go out and play to win," Banda said.

"We're the target so they're going to play hard to win.

We're going to force the pace of the game and try to keep

them from scoring. They've got a young team and will be

more offensive minded against us."

Harvard is in contention for the playoffs and will be

putting up a fight to the end in the match today. Being the

young team that it is, UMass will be looking for mistakes

from Harvard and trying to capitalize on them.

Tennis wins
and loses one
By ARIEL FOWLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Women's tennis team

had a nice time as they underwent an 8 1 loss against

Dartmouth on Saturday.

"Dartmouth is an extremely forceful team." said UMass

Coach Pat Stewart. "There was some lack of concentration

amongst our players but I think this was probably the

strongest team we've played yet."

Number one singles player Lil Sullivan lost to a for-

midable opponent in two sets and Anne Tauger (2) en

countered a 1-6. 16pgxsl.

Anne-Marie Mackertich (3) was overcome 2 6. 3 6 while

Diana Biagioli (4) dug in and performed well but was upset

2 6. 3-6.

Senior Trish Sullivan |.5) and Karen Orlowski (6) ex-

perienced difficulty as they each fell in straight sets.

The number one doubles team of Lil Sullivan and Diana

Biagioli unnerved their opponents 6-4, 4 6, 6-4 to chalk up

the tone point for UMass.

Maureen Hanlon and Jill Nesgos (2) played well before

sustaining a three set defeat while Marie Leary and Laura

Morgan went down in two sets.

The netwomen will begin psyching themselves up as they

pack their hags for the New Englands tournament hosted

by Harvard this weekend.

Tough and rigourous summed it up for the University of

Massachusetts women's tennis team as Harvard sur-

mounted them 6 3. Thursday, October 13th.

The Minutewomen exhibited demanding determmation

with trim, tidy movements. Harvard has always been

exceptionally strong throughout their lineup and this held

true in the match.

"Harvard is very strong and I'm not disappointed with

this loss. " said UMass Coach Pat Stewart. "We had super
competition which should help us in our future matches."

In singie'< action Lil Sullivan (1) played well before falling

in a deciding tiebreaker while Ann«> Tauger underwent a 2-

6. 3 eiosstoPotty Dider.

Anne Marie Mackertich played with rifling power but

was defeated by Jean McAndrews 4 6. 3 6.

"I won many of the long points but not enough to pull off

the win I wanted," said Mackertich.

Diana Biagioli lost in a gruelling three set battle while

Trish Sullivan was nippe(^0 6. 4 6.

Number six player Karen Orlowski played a smooth and

steady game before Andrea Gerlin upset her in t hree sets.

"I'm happy to have gone three sets with Clerlin but lelt 1

could have won." said Orlowski.

The dynamic duo of Maureen Hanlon and Jil Nesgos (1)

played intensely as they stamped out Jennifer Joss and

Sharon Chang 6-3. 4 6. 6 2. While the number two doubles

team of Marie Learv and Laura Morgan did away with

Kathy Morgan and Stephanie Sheen in three sets.

Joyce Girasella and Lisa Corbett (3) won by default which

was no fault of their own.

Photo rourt*»y of Sporta Infonnatioii

HEAVY BREATHING — UMass' Rod LaFlamme (left) and Rick Doiron (right) shown in an

earlier match against B.C., finished 8th and 12th respectively Saturday at the Atlantic-10 cham-

pionship.

Women runners finish third while

men come in fourth in Atlantic-10
By M.E. MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's cross-country

team finished third in a field of four behind host New
Hampshire and the University of Rhode Island on

Saturday.

With the New England's coming up this Saturday in

Worcester, the Minutewomen had come off a week of

intensive workouts and seemed a bit tired.

Kim Baker and Chris Pratt finished seventh and tenth

overall and were trailed by Dana Mikesell (12th). Deidre

Doyle (14th). and Sally Howes (17th).

"The kids ran well and we're looking forward to this

weekend. "' said Coach Julie LaFreniere who added that

this week would be a bit less intense as the team prepares

for a tough battle in Worcester.

Rod LaFlamme and Rick Doiron turned in two stong

performances Saturday to help lead the University of

Massachusetts men's cross-country team to a fourth place

finish at the Atlantic-10 Championship.

LaFlammes time of 26:18 over the rugged five mile

course was good enough for eighth place overall and he was

followed closely by Doiron who came in twelfth in 26:33.

Host school West Virginia totally dominated up front,

copping six of the top ten places including Steve Taylor's

first place (25:51).

The Mountaineers improved on their 1982 fourth place

team finish by returning this year with their squad un-

changed and recruiting two of most sought after high

school runners in the country.

Coach Ken O'Brien was very pleased with the efforts of

LaFlamme and Doiron but hopes to see more improvement

from the whole team as they move to the last stages of the

season.

In describing the ruggedness of West Virginia course,

O'Brien stated that "we are still not real fit in back and that

kind of course points to our weak areas."

"It was the toughest cross-country course Tve ever seen,

never flat, just up and down, very hilly." It was a fast

paced race with LaFlamme finishing just four seconds shy

of the previous course record.

The team will be in New York City Friday to be part of a

five team race at Van Cortland Park.

Offensive line has come alive i^ockeypiays

By GERRY DeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The offensive line has come of age. They
really got their act together in Saturday's

big 24-21 Yankee Conference win over

Boston University.

"The offensive line did a great job out

there today," said a pleased Bob Pickett in

the locker room after the game. He had

good reason to be pleased with his young

line.

They had opened holes for the runners
that kept the big drives alive. And they

protected Barrett McGrath. Coming into

Saturday's game, a more mobile Jim
Simeone had been sacked 29 times.

Against a Boston University defense that

featured end Gary Dergin (six sacks), the

Minuteman line protected a less mobile

McGrath very well. BU didn't sack him
once.

"The offense came around. We worked
great as a unit." said junior tackle Don Day.
We came off the ball well. We're getting
better and better as we go along."

That they are. It took a while but the line

has gained the needed experience and isn't

being pushed around as much anymore. It

is a young line that starts no seniors. Day is

the left tackle and a letterman. Vince

Reppert, a sophomore transfer from
Syracuse is at left guard. Center Ken
Runge is a junior letterman, right guard

Tom McEvilly is also a junior letterman and
Mike Briggs is a sophomore at right tackle.

McGra' *^ad the time to toss 18 passes

good for .. ards and two touchdowns,

"he picked us apart," said BU Sports
Information Director Ed Carpenter. The
running game pounded out 162 yards as

George Barnwell ran for 68 and Richard
Jenkins ran for 59.

The key to Massachusetts 10 play 55 yard
drive, that ended with George Papoutsidis

27 yard game winning FG with 13 seconds

left, was the running of Jenkins and the

holes opened up by the line for him.

1 he glory' men of the backfield know it

too. After the game McGrath personally

thanked them for their job well done. After
all, there all in this together.

Depending on the
weather, the University of

Massachusetts field hockey
team may or may not face

the Big Green from Dar-

tmouth this afternoon at 3

p.m. at the NOPE fields.

The game may not be held

due to the poor field con- -

ditions. According to coach

Pam Hixon, there is a 50-50

chance that there will be a

game. If it is cancelled it

will be played on Wed-
nesday at the same time.

The Minutewomen,
ranked fourth in the country

with a 10-2-1 record, are

coming off a 1-0 upset loss to

sixth ranked New Hamp
shire.

Dartmouth tied UMass
last year 0-0 and is ranked in

the Top 20 this season.

Senior Carol Trask will be

the woman to stop, as she

has set a school record for

the Big Green for career

goals. - JILL LANG
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IJ.S. secures Grenada in pre-dawn raid
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP) - Nearly 2.000 U.S.

Marines and Army paratroopers invaded Marxist-ruled

Grenada in an airborne strike Tuesday, clashing with

Grenadian troops and armed Cuban workers.

The U.S. forces, ordered to protect some 1,000

Americans on the tiny eastern Caribbean island and
"restore democracy" there, were followed by 300 soldiers

from six Caribbean nations.

President Reagan called the pre-dawn operation

"completely successful."

He said 1,900 Marines and Army Ranger paratroopers

had seized the two main airports on the mountainous, 21-

mile-long island.

At least two American military men were killed and 20

wounded in the initial fighting, according to U.S. ad-

ministration and congressional sources in Washington.

They also reported three members of Grenada's 1.200-man

armed forces were killed, and that 30 Soviet advisers and
about 600 Cubans were captured.

Jamaica was one of the six island nations contributing

troops to the invasion force and Prime Minister Edward
Seaga told the Jamaican Parliament in Kingston he had
received a report at noon saying 12 Cubans had been killed

and 22 captured. He also said three civilians were killed

and the allied forces had seized a large quantity of Soviet-

made arms at the new airport being built by more than 600

Cuban workers at Point Salines.

Secretary of State George P. Shultz told a midafternoon

news conference in Washington the decision to invade

Grenada was taken because of the "atmosphere of violent

uncertainty" and the fear that Americans on the island

might be "hurt or taken hostage."

He said the U.S. forces "will leave promptly; we have no

intention of staying there," but gave no timetable.

Reagan, appearing at a White House news conference,

listed three reasons for the invasion: protecting American
lives, "to forestall further chaos'* and to "restore order and
democracy."

Colleipaii photo bjr David I>c«l>er

RALLY-Robert J. Flynn, a first year physics major, speaks at a forum in front of the Stu-

dent Union yesterday concerning United States involvement in Grenada.

Students react to American invasion of Grenada
By MARY CRESSE
and JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Shouting matches among students broke

out intermittently as at least 15 people took

the microphone yesterday at a rally in front

of the University of Massachusetts Student

Union Building yesterday called to question

the United States invasion of Grenada.

About 150 students gathered in 50-degree

weather to attend the noon rally led by the

University of Massachusetts chapter of the

Western Massachusetts Latin American

Solidarity Committee (WMLASC), who
began the rally but later opened the

microphone to the public.

As many as 1900 U.S. Marines and Army
Rangers invaded Marxist-ruled Grenada

early yesterday, according to an Associated

Press report, and captured two airports. A

U.S. official said 30 Soviets and 600 Cubans

were seized. The Pentagon reported

'minimal' casualties amont the forces, which

were followed by 300 troops from six

Caribbean nations.

The rally started with a speech by Jerry

Fishbein, a member of the Latin coalition,

who announced the predawn attack and

deaths of Cuban civilians, and urged an end

to the fighting.

Bill Martin, chairman of the

Massachusetts council of the Vietnam •

Veterans of America, was passing through

campus after an appointment and saw the

rally, and said he felt compelled to address

the crowd.

"Fifteen years ago, I stood in this very

spot to protest another U.S. military in-

volvement," he said, referring to Vietnam.

"When we went over there, we didn't know

what the issues were. We have an

obligation to respond to what our gover-

nment does," he said. Martin said he came
to UMass in 1968 after serving as a medic in

Vietnam.
During debate at the rally, a member of

the crowd yelled, "It's just like Nicaragua,

and the United Stated can't let the com-

munists intrude on our sphere of influence."

"The Grenadians don't want to be under

our sphere of influence," Fishbein said,

taking the microphone.

Tim Kress, a junior political science major,

said, "We're all getting emotional and we
don't even know the facts. Once we know
the facts, then we have an obligation to call

or write our representatives,"

A shouting match then occured between
two students as the next speaker, liana

Mainelli, said, "Who gave the U.S. and the

Soviets the right to divide up the world as

we choose'/ It's like candy. 'You get a piece

and I want one. too.'
"

Chris Ryan, a UMass senior and a member
of the Army Special Forces Reserve,

yelled, "What about the protection of U.S.

citizens," referring to the 750 medical

students who were in Grenada at the time.

"It's so easy to be liberal here," Ryan said.

Say 'U.S. out of El Salvador' and you have a

following. Say 'U.S. stay in El Salvador'

and you have to know all your facts. And
most of the people who favor military in-

tervention know their facts."

Dennis Fishman, a graduate political

science major gave a long plea for the of

U.S. intervention in Central America to end

the rally, asking that "not one more
Grenadian, not one more Nicaraguan, will

die in my name."
Another rally will take place Thursday at

noon in front of the SUB.

Former UM student killed

AP Lmacrphoto

MARINE KILLED-U.S. Marine PFC. and

former UMass student Michael Devlin of

Westwood, Mass, was killed in the bomb blast at

the Marine barracks in Beirut over the weekend.

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The news came as unexpectedly as the

bomb blast which killed at least 207 U.S.

Marines early Sunday morning in their

Lebanon compound.
According to roommate Edward Jacobs,

Sean Devlin, a senior University of

Massachusetts music major, was sitting in

,an ensemble choir class Monday when he

received word he was to call the Dean of

Students office. His brother, PFC. Michael

J. Devlin, 21, had died in the Beirut

tragedy.

Devlin, a 1981 graduate of Westwood High

School, attended UMass as a freshman

College of Arts and Sciences major. A
former resident of Hamlin and Brooks

dormitories, Devlin left UMass after the

1981-82 school year and had been a Marine

for 13 months. He was due home in three

weeks.
Devlin is the only Massachusetts casualty

reported in the incident thus far, though

three other Marines from this state have

been reported wounded as the search for

bodies continues among the buildings'

rubble.

The resident assistant on Devlin's floor,

Wendy Mclnerny, remembered him as a

student who kept to himself but was very

well liked.

"He was a really nice guy--very much a

loner, but really generous," Mclnerny said.

"He was really into the floor and getting

things together. He loved group ac-

tivity... but he wasn't really close to

anyone," she said.

Mclnerny, who graduated last spring, said

she was not aware Devlin had joined the

Marines but was not surprised.

"He was perfect for the Marines, being for

the group, but still a loner," she said.

Devlin had been writing home every two
weeks from Beirut and seemed to feel the

Marines were receiving adequate
protection, brother Richard Devlin, 28, told

The Associated Press Monday.
"We kept on being concerned when we

heard about the Marines being shelled with

sniper fire, but he thought the situation was

under control and safe," the elder brother

told the Boston Globe.

Devlin leaves his widowed mother

Christine, brothers Sean, Richard and

Daniel and sisters Christine and Kathy.
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There are no ab

solutesfor something

so relative as a

human life.

-Hugh Prather
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World and National News
Officers bear
bad tidings
AP — Uniformed officers brought war to

the doorsteps of more Americans on

Tuesday as they delivered news of Marines

killed in Lebanon, but many relatives

waited for a third day without word of their

servicemen.

Although the death toll from Sunday's

terrorist attack on the U.S. garrison at the

Beirut airport rose past 200. only a fraction

of the victims were publicly identified and

friends and family of the rest could only

wait and pray.

Military officials said identifying the

bodies in the mangled barracks building

was slow and tedious, partly because many
weren't wearing their dog tags on the

weekend and many records were destroyed

in the blast.

But many families got the news they

didn't want to hear. Shortly after noon
Tuesday, two Marines appeared at the

Burlington, N.C.. home of Pfc. Johnny
Copeland. who had left for Beirut last May
on his 19th birthday.

"We're just so emotionally upset right

now we can't think." said the victim's

father. Donald Copeland.

When a uniformed Marine appeared at

his doorstep. Guillermo San Pedro Sr. of

Hialeah. Fla.. knew the reason why.

"Are you here because my son is dead?"

San Pedro asked. When the Marine nodded.

,

acknowledging that Lance Cpl. GuiUermo

San Pedro Jr. had died, the father

screamed as his wife. EdiUa. cried and held

their two younger sons.

Orlando and Janice Valore of Slick ville.

Pa., awaited word on their two Marine

Corps sons — one who was wounded in

Beirut and the other who may be fighting in

Grenada.

AP I,aMrphoto

WORRIED--The Orlando family, Mary (left), Orlando Sr. (center) and

Janice (right) display portraits of Orlando Jr. who is serving in Grenada

and Terrance who was injured in Sunday's bombing in Beirut.

U.S. troops around the world
WASHINGTON (AP) - Thousands of

U.S. troops — about a one-fourth of the 2.1

million Americans in uniform — are

stationed outside the United States.

Here is a breakdown of where the major

concentrations of American forces are.

-South Korea: 38.800.

—Lebanon: 1,600 Marines plus 100 Army
and Marine trainers.

—At sea. near Sakhalin Island in the Sea

of Japan: 10 ships. 800 men. searching for

wreckage from the Korean jetliner shot

down by the Soviet Union on Sept. 1.

—Southern Sinai desert: 800 troops,

most of them Army, as a peacekeeping

force to prevent incidents between Israeli

and Egyptian soldiers.

—At sea. in northern Arabian Sea:

aircraft carrier Ranger and escort ships,

with 6.000 men.

—At sea. sent to southern Caribbean and

Grenada region: five ships carrying 1.800

Marines and 4.000 sailors, and the carrier

Independence and six escort ships, carrying

another 6.000 men.
—West Germany: 242.000 military

personnel, most of them Army.

U.S. citizens

protest raid
BOSTON (AP) - More than 100 sign-

waving demonstrators, several with

relatives in besieged Grenada, marched in

front of the federal building Tuesday

demanding an end to United States in-

tervention in Central America.

The hastily organized protest came as

details of the American led invasion of the

tiny Carribbean island country filtered in.

Marchers chanted. "Hands off Grenada,

bring the Marines back home." and "Money

for jobs, not for war."

Protesters included the members of the

pro-disarmament Mobilization for Survival,

the Grenada Solidarity Committee, a U.S.-

Grenada friendship society, and the newly

formed Ad Hoc Coalition to Stop U.S.

Intervention in Grenada.

Ted German, whose brother. Matthew, is

among several hundred medical students

trapped on the island since last week's

coup, said he was worried about his

brother's safety in the aftermath of the

invasion.

"I was concerned about my brother

before, but not oneeighth as concerned as

when I heard that the Marines had invaded

the island," he said.

The remark was echoed by Tony Palomba

whose cousin, Mark Albini, is also in

medical school in Grenada.

"I think my cousin is endaingered further

by the invasion by having Americans troops

acting agressively." he said.

German and others suggested that the

invasion might have been timed by the

Reagan administration to divert attention

from recent events in Lebanon. Nearly 200

Marines were killed Sunday when a

terrorist drove a truck laden with ex-

plosives into Marine headquarters.

T\\ o^pci" President Reagan fires

by the AssociatedPress three members of

Students ratty against

drinking age biU
BOSTON — Chanting "KiU the bUl." college students

rallied on the Statehouse steps Tuesday against a move to

raise the drinking age to 21.

"We're not here because we're a bunch of screaming kids

that just want to party." Arthur Laske. 21 year-old un-

dergraduate student government president at Boston

College, told the cheering crowd.

"We've got statistics." he said. "We've got facts."

Students from Southeastern Massachusetts University,

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and Boston,

Boston College and Fitchburg and Framingham state

colleges were among about 150 the signcarrying demon-

strators.

He and several other student spokesmen argued that

raising the drinking age from 20 to 21 will drive the

students off campus, and back to drinking and driving.

Sen. Louis P. Bertonazzi, DMilford, leading Senate

opponent of raising the drinking age. said the bill could die

in the Senate. The House passed the bill two weeks ago by

better than 2-to-l.

The bill is on the Senate's agenda for Wednesday af

ternoon.

"We're minutes from any of the state borders," Ber-

tonazzi said. "Every state around us would have a lower

drinking age. They would be doing the very thing the (new

drunken driving) law is supposed to stop."

Cubans, Soviets captured
t

WASHINGTON — SecreUry of State George P. Shultz

today said Cubans — "presumably construction workers"

— were firing on U.S. forces in Grenada and "that, of

course, forces us to fire back."

Shultz told a news conference some 600 Cubans were on

the island, along with a number of Soviets, who he said

were safe. He did not say whether any Americans or

Cubans were casualties in the operatwn.

Ai the invMion began. Shultt •aid. the United SUtes

iMiifMd WUi fwenMoanU *W «ur intentMos and of our

to iMk «» 4iM «afetjr «f their people 4Mi tke

Gvil RightsCommission
WASHINGTON — President Reagan fired half the Civil

Rights Commission to make room for his own team of

conservatives Tuesday in a move that effectively puts the

gadfly agency out of business at least temporarily.

Outraged civil rights groups said the three ousted

members, appointed by two previous presidents, were
guilty only of criticizing the administration's record.

A bipartisan effort was launched in the Senate to

reconstitute the commission as an independent arm of

Congress and House Democrats unanimously approved a

statement "strongly" disapproving of Reagan's action,

which it said was taken "without cause."

Reagan's surprise move came after five months of

wrangling between the administration and congressional

liberals over the makeup of the independent commission.

In one stroke last May. Reagan proposed three nominees

to replace members held over from the Carter and Ford

administrations. The holdovers are Mary Berry, Blandina

Ramirez and Murray Saltzman.

In a statement Tuesday, the White House said those

three jobs now are terminated.

In firing the holdovers, Reagan called on the Senate to

confirm his appointees: Morris Abram, John Bunzel and

Robert Destro. They all share Reagan's belief that quota

systems and mandatory busing are inappropriate ways to

end racial discrimination.

The firing leaves the commission without its required

quorum of four, meaning it cannot even meet until at least

one more member is confirmed by the Senate.

Reaction to Reagan's move was swift.

"We are appalled by the abrupt firing of three dedicated

servants of civil rights," said John E. Jacob, president of

the National Urban League. "The administration's move is

an insult to the civil rights community and to the Congress
which has been searching for ways to preserve an effective

Civil Rights Commission."
Joaquin Avila, president and general counsel of the

Mexican American Legal Defense and Eklucation Fund,
said the firing was "both illegal and destructive to the
fabric of civil rights."

Referring to the fired commissioners, Avila said, "Their
only fault has been to denounce publicly this ad-

ministration's efforts to dismantle federal divil rights

Marine security

described as inadequate
WASHINGTON — The first of the Marines injured in

the Beirut bombing came back to America on Tuesday as

the administration dispatched its top officials to explam

why their barracks was so easily penetrated.

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger briefed the Senate

Armed Services Committee in a closed session and

chairman John Tower emerged saying "It is the consensus

of the committee that security was not adequate."

"Quite clearly, every security measure was not taken,"

said Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass.

There was a call from House leaders that the families of

the injured be flown to Europe to be with their hospitalized

loved ones.

Meanwhile, the count of the dead in Sunday's explosion at

the Marine headquarters rose to 214. The bodies of 197

already were undergoing processing and identification in

Frankfurt, Germany. They will be flown to Dover Air

Force Base in Delaware but no date has been set.

Secretary of State George Shultz told a news conference

that security in Beirut was not as tight as officials would

like because the Marines were at an operating airport.

"Naturally you make decisions that involve some sort of

balance between security risks on one hand and what it

takes for an airport to operate on the other," Shultz said. "I

think that certainly in the light of this terrible tragedy that

balance needs to be shifted and the emphasis on security

will have to be heightened very significantly."

The secretary's news conference was concentrated on

the American landings on the Caribbean island of Grenada.
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Rally group seeks

to educate public
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

The rally organized to protest U.S. involvement in

Grenada and Lebanon yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts was only one project of a campus
organization's drive to "agitate and educate" the public.

Jerry Fishbein, a member of the Western Massachusetts
Latin American Solidarity Committee (WMLASC) for the
past year and a half, described the purpose and the
frustrations of his organization.

"We're starting an outreach and education drive, not so

much to get people into (WMLASC), but to get people

acting and aware of the situation in Latin America," he'

said. Here at the University of Massachusetts, he added,

"a lot of people are against U.S. policy, but don't feel in-

volvement is necessary."

Formed 10 years ago in reaction to U.S. involvement in

the overthrow of Salvador AUende, then president of

Chile, WMLASC is "dedicated to building solidarity with

the struggles for national liberation, self-detemnination.

popular resistance to economic exploitation, socio-political

oppression, and anti-imperialist intervention in the Third

World and here in the United States," according to the

WMLASC charter, "Principles Of Unity." In 1979

WMLASC had over 50 people organized into task forces in

support of the Successful Nicaraguan Revolution. Now
there are only about 15 active members, Fishbein said.

Angela Keefe, another WMLASC member, said the main

focus of her group this semester "is to bring the issues of

international American policy into the forefront of student

consciousness, and to try to organize people against U.S.

policy in Latin America, and to support revolutionary

movements in Latin America."

Members said they are "strongly supporting" a national

march on Washington Nov. 12 to demonstrate against U.S.

policy in Latin America. Said Keefe, "National demon-
s'trations are important, but what's important after Nov.

12 is grass-roots organization and action." Leaning for-

ward in her seat, she added, "Underline 'action!'

"

Professor discusses Lebanese conflict
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

The Reagan Administration's increasing hard line in

Lebanon, calling it the "linchpin of the strategic Middle

East" will make it "extremely difficult" for the United

States to extricate itself from that area, professor Fred
Lawson of Smith College said Tuesday night.

Lawson's discussion, sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts History Club, took the form of a brief

history of the Lebanese civil war followed by a question

and answer period with the standing room only crowd.

Lawson said the conflict in Lebanon is based on the

escalation of social class differences in the mid- seventies.

These conflicts were due to a combination of lost autonomy
partly due to the presence of foreign banking concerns in

Lebanon, and the rise in unemployment and increasingly

unstable economic outlook.

Lawson said the forces seeking power in Lebanon view

the United States as partial to the "neo- imperialists" who

they are in conflict with, and said he is "not surprised" at

the deaths of the 200-plus Marines in a terrorist bombing

incident Sunday.

"It saddens me that there is so little concern or con-

sciousness on the part of the government that they un-

dertook such a crazy mission as sending Americans into

Lebanon," Lawson said.

Lawson also said it would be logical to have a

peacekeeping force in Lebanon if someone could be found

with "no vested interests in that area."

"France and the United States have historically had ties

with exactly those parts of Lebanon that are being con-

tested," said Lawson.

Lawson said he feels the Reagan Administration is

pushing its interests so strongly in Lebanon because of the

re election campaign coming up and is perhaps "using

Margaret Thatcher's success in the Falklands" as a model

for his own success.

Lawson said the forces fighting for control in Lebanon are

Celleiriui plKrt* by David Deaber

LECTURE-Professor Fred Lawson of Smith

College speaks about Lebanon last night in the

Campus Center.

"rational, self-motivated people fighting for political goab"

and denounced President Reagan's comment about "the

bestial nature of those who would assume power."

"He is engaging in demagoguery. He shows a very

ethnocentric and colonial attitude" said Lawson. "I can see

no good reason for the Marines to be there."

GATE guide geis a new look
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

With the recent release of "On The Other
Hand X", the tenth edition of the Course

and Teacher Evaluation, come several

noticeable changes.

The most evident changes in this

semester's edition are the change of the

name from "On The Other Hand" to

"GATE", and the addition of advertising.

Lauren Bertsch, chair of the
Undergraduate Student Senate Academic
Affairs committee, said the guide first came
out five years ago as a student alternative

to University course guides, and so was
named "On The Other Hand." But since

then. "CATE was the name most often used

in reference to the guide, so we decided to

make it more prominent on the cover," she

said.

Advertising was included this semester

"to increase our funds so that we could give

the guide a more professional look." Ber

tsch said. "With the additional funds from

the advertising, we were able to use a full-

color cover for this issue."

Bertsch said she also hopes the color cover

will attract students to pick up the book.

In addition to these changes, the "Index of

Distinguished Professors and Teaching"

was reduced in this issue to include only

awards given for teaching ability, instead of

including awards for research and other

work, Bertsch said. She said this was done

because CATE is primarily a teaching

guide, and also to show that the majority of

awards given in higher education are for

research, not teaching.

Bertsch Jilso explained that the evaluation

forms CATE uses are not those distributed

in classrooms. "We do not have access to

those evaluations, so ours are mailed

directly to individual students," she said.

Bertsch gave credit to CATE coordinator

Joanne Kasper for most of the changes.

Kasper "spent a gfreat deal of time this

summer working on a newer, better issue,"

she said.

Job offers down 35 percent from '82
By TOM KELLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The job outlook for the class of '83 has

been dim.

According to the College Placement

Council, the number of job offers reported

for bachelor degree candidates is down 35

percent from last year.

"This was undoubtedly the worst

situation we've faced in the last ten years,"

said Arthur L. Hilson, director of the

University of Massachusetts Placement

Service.

Hilson attributed the bleak job situation to

the present state of the economy and the

fact that employers had to make fewer

employment offers because graduates were

more frequently accepting their first of

second offers instead of entertaining five or

six as in past years.

In contrast to previous years, non

technical graduates fared better than

technical graduates.

"Liberal arts students are extremely

marketable," said Hilson. "They can fit in

from one end of the job spectrum to the

other."

Services offered at the Placement Service

include resume and interview workshops,

an aggressive outreach program to

prospective employers, an on-campus

recruiting progfram and a variety of other

services designed to enhance a student's

chances of finding a job upon graduation.

"We have declared war on unemployment

for '84," Hilson said.

In an effort to encourage students to take

advantage of the Placement Service,

located in Hampshire House, the office is

offering a free copy of the $10 College

Placement Annual to students who bring in

a copy of their resume. The manual includes

occupational needs anticipated by more

than 1.200 corporate and governmental

employers.

Hilson and his staff are enthusiastic about

the coming year and the success of the

Placement Service but said. "It can only

work if students take the first step."

ChUd care in high demand in Amherst
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the first in a three-

part series on child care in the area.

Because many parents want to increase

their professional, educational and financial

opportunities, the demand for child care in

the Amherst area is increasing.

Collcsian photo *>y Andy Heller

PLAYTIME - Teri-Jean and Chelsea cross the swinging bridge in the

backyard of the daycare center.

According to a study made by the

Amherst Child Care Committee, child care

is "a service that is becoming an increasing

national concern reaching across all family

income levels, heritages, and geographic

areas."

In spite of the 62 child care facilities in

Hampshire County, many parents do not

know what types of care is available. Once

parents find a suitable center they find long

waiting lists, and many who finally find an

opening discover they cannot afford the

weekly fees.

This week the Child Care Committee is

sponsoring a warrant at the Town Meeting,

requesting the town to fund a position for

referral, resource services and record-

keeping for families in the area that need

day care, said Laverne St. Mary, a com-

mittee member and director of the Ham-

pshire College Day Care Center.

Although there are 20 child care centers

and preschool facilities in Amherst alone,

St. Mary said she has had "parents sign up

(for day care) even before they become

pregnant."

William F. Field, University of

Massachusetts Dean of Students, said child

care is part of the University's affirmative

action goals.

"I think the fact that the child care

system has in it a higher percent of

minorities than University figures would

support indicate how important it is," Field

said. "Many of the students who take ad-

Vantage of day care could not be students

and work at the same time they were

raising families."

The UMass Child Care System, which is

administered by the Student Affairs Office,

includes three full day, year round centers

and an information and referral service.

The school of Education has separate part-

time programs at the Skinner Laboratory

School.

The centers in the UMass system, which

include the Grass Roots Day School, New

World Day School and North Village

Children's Center provide day care for

student parents and full-time working

families, including single parents and Third

World families. Each of the centers offers a

multicultural curriculum and encourages

the participation of families in planned

activities, said Elizabeth Perkins, director

of the UMass child care system.

The campus centers were originally

opened to serve student families and

followed the academic calendar, closing for

the summer, intersession and spring break.

When the centers started offering longer

hours and full-year service, university

faculty and staff started using them more

frequently. Now. roughly one third of the

families using the system are not students,

Perkins said.

The child care system is funded by parent

fees, federal funds from the Undergraduate

and Graduate Student Senates, the

Commuter Area Government, and state

funds allocated through the Student Affairs

•Office. Perkins said.
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By TRICIA A. YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

At 8:30 p.m., the phone rings. The person

on the other end of Annemarie Oil's line says,

ll'I need some help at Chadbourne."

"Bill, we need someone else to go to Chadbourne. Who

do you want to move?" she asks.

"I think we can send over this woman from Gorman,

answers Bill Murray.

No, it's not a scene from television's Saturday Night live,

It's a Saturday night, live from the University of

Massachusetts campus, and this Bill Murray is the head

supervisor for Housing Security.

With the Halloween weekend just a few days away,

students wUl be thinking about whether or not there wiU

be a repeat performance of last year's stringent security

measures employed over this holiday weekend.

And from all indications, it looks like the prime-time

players of Housing Security wUl be supplying on-campus

residents with a re-run, complete with 24-hour coverage of

the dormitories and a ban on all non residents from en-

tering the dormitories, Murray says.

Murray, with Tom Jango, supervises the three rovmg

supervisors, or simply "rovers" as they are called, located

in the Northeast/ Sylvan, Orchard HiU/Central or South-

west residential areas of campus, and all the receptionists

working in the lobbies of individual dormitories.

They're also the people who knock the can out of the door,

the can you jammed in so the door would stay open while

you ran over to see your friend in the nieghboring dor-

mitory. Fortunately, they are usually long-gone on their

journey to check all the dormitories on campus by the time

you return to curse about the locked door.

At about 9 p.m., Murray or Jango leaves the Student

Security Office down the hall from the Campus Police

Headquarters in Dickinson to start their five- to six-hour

trek around campus that brings them to Sylvan, Nor-

theast, then Orchard HUl and Central, and finally to South-

west. They make sure all doors are locked, the recep-

tionists are not drinking on duty and that there are no

broken windows in any of the dormitories.

Murray agreed with Howie Axelrod. the rover for the

Orchard HiU/Central area of campus that their jobs are

important for the campus security, in an interview

Saturday night.

"It's a shame we have to have security, but (very few

people) have respect for property," Axelrod said.

Jerry Epstein, the rover for Northeast/ Sylvan said. We

can't totaUy deter crime and vandalism, but we do the best

we can.

van-We can't totally deter crime and
dalism, but we do the best we can-

"Jerry Epstein
Northeasts/Sylvan rover

Colleiriuk photo bv David I>eub«r

LOCKED TIGHT (Everything's alright) --

Sophomore Tom Muirhead, a housing security

supervisor, checks a Prince House door.

All agreed that the main causes of trouble were partying

and drinking and people coming in from other dormitories

or off-campus.

Another service the security system provides is for in-

dividuals, especially women, walking home at night.

Students can request an escort any night from 8 p.m. to 1

a.m. by calling the Student Security office at 545 2123. If

the student for example wants to travel from Southwest to

Orchard Hill, the walk is usually split between the two

rovers' working in the areas so neither of them have to be

away from their areas for very long. Since previous at-

tempts at an escort service have usually been short-lived

at UMass. a natural concern would be how long this one is

going to last.

Murray said, "I like the idea behind it (the Escort Ser-

vice), but if people don't utilize it. it'll be phased out. But if

we've got it and people like it. we'll keep it."

The other way students are provided with security is

through more stringent dormitory security and special

attention by the rovers in critical areas.

Because of the recent assaults in Southwest's John

Quincy Adams, that dormitory has a rigorous system

arranged for entry. First a visitor must have the recep

tionist call the resident of the dormitory to make sure the

resident is actually in the dormitory. Next, the visitor

must sign in and show proof of identification and walk to

the other side of the lobby to be met by the resident and to

have his or her hand stamped. Only then wiU the visitor be

permitted to enter.

"JQA has had a lot of problems. The longer the wait,

they'll (potentially troublesome visitors)) mellow out,"

Murray said.

Because of the rape that occurred outside of Butterlield,

Murray said, the rovers have increased their activity

there. "Breaks are taken up there if they have to be

taken," he said, and the fires at Crampton have resulted in

the same measures being taken at the dormitory.

Although to some people there are more glamorous or

exciting jobs than sitting in the lobby of a dormitory until 3

a m or roving aroung campus on weekend nights, at least

a few of Housing Security's employees think the job is fun

and important. • o »u
Marie Gilespie, the coordinator at Moore House m bouth^

west said, to her, the idea of the service is important and

"worthwhile." ,

"Watching all the dorms is such an important thing and

the whole system works so weU. They (the supervisors

and the office in general) are prepared to handle situations

they don't expect," she said.
,. . . . *

Gilespie, who said she "Likes the job a lot, is in charge of

scheduling and training the receptionists who work m the

dormitory, as weU as seeing that aU acitivities are run

smoothly within the dormitory.
, e *u

Mike Abbatessa, Saturday night's supervisor for South-

west saw his job on a more phUosophical level.

"I'm doing something positive for the university trymg

to stop some negative things that happen," he said.

RESidENT ASSISTANTS COIViplEIVIENT SECURITY
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

I
f you didn't look too closely at the hands of

some Southwest residents, you might think they d

been out drinking or dancing the night before.

But the red stamps on their hands don't say "Blue Wall

or "Hangar;" they say "John Quincy Adams," and their,

"two for one" means people, not beverages.

Residential Assistants have more to contend with lately

than students who are looking to put their eardrums out of

commission for life or people who arrange to Uve with their

Colleirian photo by David D*ub«r

HAND STAMP-Ana Cristina Cornea (right) stamps the hand of Maureen Riccio in a prodecure

now familiar to guests of JQA residents.

boyfriend or girlfriend - without telUng their roommate.

They're the ones who have to contend with people who

happen to slip past security in one way or another.

And the danger, as many R. A.s say is not in watching for

broken doors or windows where people might sneak in -

because they know assailants can stroU right through the

door.

"It's not that security people aren't doing their jobs " said

S E Chase, an R.A. in Emerson House in Southwest.

"Residents let assaUants in sometimes.too, without even

knowing it. Sometimes people who want to meet people

will sign others in who they don't even know for a party

someone else might be having-a 'friend of a friend type

thing. Sometimes people have to go on an errand and leave

the locked door on the side of the building open-you never

know how many people can fly in that way.

Chase noted that after the person is in. they can become

obstinate or too drunk, or enter in that condition.

Northeast, everyone thinks, is not such a rowdy area,

but it isn't lax when it comes to security.

"Every now and then. I'll spot a person I don't think

belongs on my floor." Diane SpagnoU. an R.A. m Leach

House said. , . ,

"If I see somebody roaming the halls looking for someone

and they look like they're not really looking for anyone or

anything, I'U go up to them and ask them whether they

have an escort. If they say no, or have no answer, 1 11 just

ask to escort them out."
. .

i .. ^i„

Spagnoli agrees that people are too nice in lettmg people

in, as they exit, for instance.

Events at John Quincy Adams tower and Butterfield

dormitory show the possibUity of danger on campus-what

is most sobering is that it could happen agam no matter

how tight the security.

Resident assistants want to avoid that.
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)

i
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I Tomorrow evening

I PRE-LAW ALUMNI
I CAREER NIGHT

Several Alumni will

speak about their past

and current experiences

in the field of law.

Where?
Campus Center 162

When?
8:00 p.m.

ALL ARE WELCOME
(students-faculty-others)

I Sponsors:

I The Pre-Law Office (CASIAC)

I University Placement Service

I University Alumni Office

I For Additional Information

I call the Pre-Law Office

I at 545-2191.
|
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
"QrQikf -^^oser KiLu^v W rH^ ,, ^

Life during
WARTIME
At least 214 Marines were killed in Lebanon Sunday

in what has been called "the most carnage since

.. the Vietnam War." Monday, Marine rein-

forcements were packing for Beirut, led by Maj. Paul

Kelley, the Marine who recently "mistook" Lebanon for

Vietnam in a press conference, and apologized by saying it

was a Freudian slip. And all this after a shakeup of high-

level National security advisors, leaving the U.S. extreme-

ly vulnerable in sensitive international affairs. Before

reaching Beirut, these Marines made a predawn attack on

the small but strategic island of Barbados. The country

was "secured" last night, and the "brutal group of leftist

thugs" (Reagan) that commandered a coup of the country

last week were under U.S. control.

Gaining power through faith

Sometimes the future looks so gloomy.

There's no jobs for college graduates, the

environment is polluted with toxic wastes, the arms

race keeps escalating, and Reagan and his pals in

Washington continue to play "macho, macho man" in

Central America, and Lebanon, and now Grenada.

Sometimes it really looks like we've got a depressing

future ahead of us.

Miriam ZoU

But actually, it's the present foreign policies and ad-

ministration that is depressing, not our future. No one

knows what's going to happen in 1984. Many people look

ahead and envision a nuclear holocaust, or a war in Central

America or Lebanon but these are only speculations, and

pessimistic predictions.

Other people tend to shrug off the deaths of the 214 U.S.

Marines who were killed over the weekend in Lebanon.

Maybe Lebanon is too far away for some of us to mourn

over. Maybe it's easier to shut out the bad news, and all

the crazy thoughts about America entering another war,

or sending the EuromissUes into Western Europe despite

international protests. Maybe Uving in the 80's is easier if

we stop trying to control our lives and the future, and let

whatever happens just happen.

Last weekend I met some people who convinced me that

people have the power to make social changes, even in the

midst of a never ending feeling of doom. I went to the all

day conference called "The Sixties Speaks to the Eighties"

at UMass and the panel of speakers were people who had

been involved with civil rights organizations like SNCC
(Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee) and CORE
(Congress for Racial Equality).

In the early 60's, college students, went down to places

like Alabama, South Carolina and Mississippi.

They lived with black families, and saw and felt the

social and economic racism that had festered for so long in

the deep South. Most of the SNCC workers were in the

south registering black people to vote. The southern bigots

and racists weren't too pleased with "Yankees" coming into

their territory to undo the segregation and oppression they

worked so hard to establsh and maintain.

Letters-

Confusion over sexism

arises
To the Editor.

I write this letter to set the record straight, to put

statements which I made in proper context and to cor-

rect serious misquotes in the article entitled "Male Pro-

fessors Make More" by Diane Lane on October 17,198^

On Friday, October 14, 1983, 1 received a telephone call

from the reporter who reminded me that she had inter-

viewed me earlier about sex discrimination on this cam-

pus She then paraphrased Dr. Charlotte Rahaim s inter-

view such that she inferred that Rahaim s statements

were critical of the current Centralized Affirmative Ac-

tion. (At that point I began to take notes.)

I asked the r^rter if she would read Rahaim s state-

ment to me. My notes show that «he ^^P^^^ed Affir-

mative Action is asleep on campus. 1 then asked her to

Sm^^n in what context Dr. Rahaim made the statement

^he reporter explained to me that Dr. Rahaim said

"Affirmative Action is asleep on this campus because

there has only been a 1.9 percent increase in female

faculty since 1970."

One of the speakers, a man named James Farmer who

had been with CORE since 1942, organized the first

"Freedom Ride" in 1961. He told us that some of the white

people in Anniston, Mississippi reacted violently against

the Freedom Riders and shot the tires off the Greyhound

bus they were traveling in. Then they set the bus on fire

and waited outside the door, with clubs and crowbars, to

beat and kill some of the thirteen riders who were still

inside the bus.

While I was listening to these people tell their "horror

stories about their work in the south, I wondered what

ever gave them the idea that they could change, or lessen,

the racial problems in the south. One of the speakers

answered my question when she explained that SNCC
members gained power from having faith in themselves,

people, and the community.

In the years since the 60's, it seems like a lot of people

have lost faith in their neighbors and communities, not to

mention the government. Many of us may never ex-

perience the same feelings of faith and hope the former

civil rights workers spoke about. But people haven't lost

the ability to feel, or possess optimistic visions of the

future.
, • tir *

This past weekend, over one million people m Western

Europe demonstrated against the United States' plan to

deploy the Cruise and Pershing II missiles later on this fall.

Last Sunday, over 3,000 people from the New England

states marched from Cambridge to the Boston Common to

show Reagan, the "nuclear madman," that they want to

stop the deployment of these Euromissiles. At UMass

during the fall semester of 1982, over 10,000 students

attended the anti-nuclear raUy and over one thousand

students registered to vote. Last August 7th, over 300,000

Americans marched through the streets of Washington

D.C. shouting "Jobs, Peace and Freedom!" And this

November 12th, there is going to be a national demon-

stration to show our current administration that the

majority of the American public is against U.S. in-

tervention in Central America.

People are still concerned with putting "people before

profits" like the movements of the 60's were.

Our generation has been labeled "apathetic," and some of

us even accuse ourselves of being so. But do we really not

care about our future? Is it true that we don't care what

Reagan does in Central America or Grenada?

When we take the time to think about all these things,

most of us discover that we do care. For our own sake, I

hope we do because if we don't care now, who's going to

care later?

Minam Zoll is a Collegian Columnist

I responded to this information in some detail, stating

that I did not see that statement (in its context) as one

that was critical of the current affirmative action staff,

rather it seemed to me that Rahaim 's opinion was that

over the last 12 years Affirmative Action on this campus

had not worked well for women.

I could neither confirm nor take issue with Rahaim's

research since my office has not done a longitudinal

study. But if Rahaim's research is correct, I would, un-

fortunately have to agree that Affirmative Action has

been asleep.

This Centralized Affirmative Action Office has only

been operating for the last fifteen months. Our prime

focus has been to open opportunities for women and
minorities, not to review or evaluate past efforts.

Rather, we are addressing current problems and
developing strategies for systemic change which will lead

to increased hiring, tenure and retention of women and
minorities.

While getting women hired is still a problem, tenure

and retention is an even greater problem. Each depart-

ment interviews and selects its faculty and determines

which of its members is to receive tenure.

Josh Meyer
Sound confusing yet distressingly interrelated? Do you

get the impression that there will be serious repercussions

from this barrage of events, all of which no one has been

able to understand or explain yet? Do you think that things

will get only worse? If you do, then you're not alone.

Havoc on the international scene has caused students on

this campus to finally wake up and take part in debates on

issues ranging from U.S. intervention overseas to citizen

participation in affecting policy changes through

organizing.

Yesterday on the steps of the Student Union, more than

150 students (and others) expressed their views (and came

close to fisticuffs several times) on the U.S. invasion of

Grenada, and on the massacre of U.S. Marines in Lebanon.

Of the twenty people that spoke while I was there, there

were twenty different causes and solutions to the problems

at hand. Even more abundant were the questions. Does

the U.S. have the moral and/or Constitutional right to

invade the small Caribbean island of Grenada? Were the>

countries in the area (the Organization of Eastern

Caribbean States) consulted, and were recommendations

heeded, as Secretary of State George Schultz said they

were? The participants of the coup that took over last week

and executed most of the members of the previous

government may have been a "brutal group of leftist

thugs" as Reagan has so hastily called them. But isn't this

harsh rhetoric and military action a blatant coverup of an

attempt to protect our financial interests (shipping lanes,

ete.) in the area? Did the action of the U.S. in invading

Grenada constitute an act of war? an unconstitutional

police action? or a legitimate response of one ally to

another in dire need of help?

I wouldn't pretend to know the answers to any of the

above. The political and moral positions on "either side" of

the issue of U.S. involvement in the affairs of developing

nations are so wrought with contradiction that it is absurd

to embrace either side. Unfortunately, most people choose

one or the other without seeing the contradictions or

analyzing the middle grounds of the debate. People are

nervous. And when they get nervous they do surprising

things, as evidenced yesterday outside the Student Union.

Students listened to the views of others for hours, and

spoke their minds in a somewhat responsible fashion at an

"open mike session." Last night people crowded into

Campus Center rooms to discuss and plan immediate

responses and plans of action for organizing against the

recent U.S. mUitarism. People seemed scared of faraway

events as they seldom have in the recent past. In the midst

of almost complete international chaos, it's good to see

students waking up. I guess "the War" has finally hit

home.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist.

There are historical road blocks in terms of perceptions

of the competence of women and certain mmonties

Across th^^^untry where departmental tenure commit-

tees are comprisS entirely or almost entirely of white

miLs it is difficult to get women and minorities tenured

^Xu^^ri^vfh^a^^^ant and candid -penenc^

with the Collegian reporters, I must say that I ^ 1/"^ 't

difficult to grant interviews to Collegian repori^ers if my

remarks arfto be t^ken out of context or if by your ac-

tions I am led to believe that the only purpose for the in-

terview is to create di^^ention^^^^^
Griffith-Johnson

Director

Office of Affirmative Action

Editor 's Note: The repc/rter of the story maintains the^ ac-

curaqf ofher notes, ivhich quote the source as saying Af-

firmative Action is not alive on this campus.

We need oolumnists!
Droplywith a piece, (X! 113
V.
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Country Inn with

the Elegance of a

World Class Hotel
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Special Introductory Offer (Regular rate $45 for single room)

HOIEL NORTHAMPTON
36 King Sfroot NorlfiampUji)

Massachijsntis 01060

For information or reservations call (413) 584 3100

Yuur placo in hislory

%m BEARDSLEY'S rSorthampton/586-2699

Based on one room wt'i up to 4 person occupancy

Valid only Friday- Sunday nights

Tax not included

Offer good thru Dec 31 1983

Tres Bon!
Rediscover the area's

finest French restaurant.

Lunch, Dinner, Sunday Brunch
Dinner reservations suggested.

Caife-Restauraint

BEWITCHING PARTY DRESSES
and

COSTUME ACCESSORIES

^r^

BETTER
YET

VINTAGE CLOTHING
56 \tain St. N'ton Dounstairs

HALLOWEEN HOYELTY
and

THEATRICAL SUPPLIES
H.L.CHILDS & SOH

Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else

check our low, low prices

25 State Street Northampton 584-2604

•ESALE

Fuji DR C90 3 Pack
for only $4.99

*Jke €Cectzoncc6 Center

Wg ftUY TAPtS

DYNAMITE
RECORDS

•TAPE
SALE-

Thornes, a marketplace plusi 584-1580

MAXELL UDXLII 090
TDK SA 90 - $2.36
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Black Affairs
Eighties question the sixties

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The decade of the sixties was a turbulant period in

America during which time women and youths revolted

against a stringent society and achieved milestones for

their future survival in the United States.

For blacks, the Sixties was a time of struggle with a

society which denied to recognize them as humans, less

Americans.
During this time, blacks were determined to abort the

vestiges of slavery, an institution which though legally

"abolished" was living in the heart, mind and callous acts of

many Americans.

But the sixties was not the beginning of black uprising, it

was merely a continuation of it.

Protest was deeply rooted in the Afro-American

experience. When Africans were forcefully brought to the

new world, they expressed opposition to enslavement by

escaping, self-mutilation, passive reluctance, starvation

and suicide by drowning. Thus, when blacks revolted

against white's discriminatory and segregatory laws after

they gained their freedom, it was a natural act.

Lynching, terror and numerous degrading acts of

discrimination brought about the Civil Rights Movements,

which started at the end of the nineteenth century. Though

passive at the start, this first movement opened doors for

the revolt of the sixties.

Blacks first tried to passively gain human rights with

mass marches and demonstrations as popular acts.

The most instrumental non-violent group then was the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) led by

Martin Luther King. Jr.

Violent treatment of blacks by whites and the failure of

civil rights enforcement led to a militant direct action

phase of the movement.
The Student nonviolent Coordination Committee (SNCC),

an organization formed of students from the black colleges

of the South was the most dynamic in the fight against

segregation

Panel: SNCC and the resurgence of Activism.

Prescod Normar, John Bracey and Jim Forman.
From Martha

SNCC's main purposes were to desegregate public

facilities, and register Southern blacks to vote. It also

attempted to organize a third political party in Mississippi

and Alabama.
Stunned by reprisals, SNCC denounced nonviolence as a

technique after Stokely Carmichael succeeded John Lewis

as the national chairman in 1966.

Consequently, members of the Congress of Racial

E^quality (CORE), who like SNCC faced reprisals adopted

Carmichael's "Black Power" slogan in 1%5.
Segregation and discrimination were implemented in its

hardest form in the South due to its history of slavery

there.

Though the Civil Rights Movement was a revolt against

these acts, and although some laws were enacted giving

blacks more rights as Americans, blacks should reflect

more on the sixties to bring about more evident changes in

the '80s.

Ex activists trace roots of the beginning of activism
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Saturday at Mahar Auditorium, friends

who haven't seen each other for years, met

once again. This reunion was not held for

nostalgic purposes nor did it have an an-

tiquity interest.

Instead, it was held for the same cause

these friends met twenty or more years

ago; for "activism" and "social change."

The Sixties Speak to the Eighties - a

Conference on Activism and Social Change

not only brought together old friends from

the Civil Rights Movement but also

provided the audience with an overview of

the decade.

Esther Terry, spokesperson for Chan-

cellor Joseph Duffey, gave the welcome
address while Sara Lenox, of the Social

Thought and Political Economy Program at

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst led the introduction.

The purpose of the conference, Lenox

said, was not to point out the failure, but

the successess and achievements of the

sixties.

"If the Civil Rights Movements had not

come about, its very possible that the

student's movement and feminist

movement (would not have) also never have

originated," Lenox said.

The panelist for the first section of the

conference entitled "Roots of the Sixties"

included Anne Braden, a journalist active in

Southern civil rights, civil liberties, labor

and peace movements for 35 years and

James Farmer, founder and former national

director of the Congress of Racial Equality

(CORE). Moderator of the panel was

Arlene Avakian from the Women's Studies

Program of UMass.
Braden challenged the "Jim Crow" laws in

her state when she bought a house in a

white neighborhood then sold it to a black

family. She and her husband were sen-

tenced to a 15 year jail term.

Braden's message for the audience was

important she said. Her message was to

historically set the record straight on what

the United States needs to hear about the

Sixties.

If the U.S. denies to do so, it would "lead

(the nation) down the road of destruction,"

she said.

Braden said, the sixties is a period in

history which is sometimes seen as if almost

never happened.

"Blacks in this country were able to

organize into a movement strong enough to

challenge and say to this nation 'you have to

make room for us and if you can't do it we'll

create a whole new society." Braden said.

The direction in which this movement was

moving was to make the needs of blacks

important, but it was misunderstood

because of racism.

Racism is, Braden said, an organization of

society established in such a way that that

society is run by whites to benefit whites.

Braden. whose experience in the

movement "crippled (her) for life," wrote

The Wall Between, based on her knowledge

and involvement in the movement.

"One of the noblest period of American

history, a time when blacks and whites,

people young and old rose above them-

selves," Farmer said of the sixties.

Unknown people became famous and also

found something to believe in.

These people were living without a

tomorrow and were not sure if they were to

have a tomorrow. Farmer said of the

student volunteers from SNCC and CORE
who went to Mississippi in 1964 for

demonstrations.

"The sixties are the roots for the eighties,

but the sixties had roots in the fourties," he

said.

Farmer read Mohadma Ghandi as a non-

violent basis for destruction of a violent

institution, and ultimately applied and

adapted the Ghandian belief into CORE.

In the first chapter of CORE, in April.

1942 in Chicago. Farmer remembered the

first sit-in. Although dozen other chapters

in the North were doing the same, "nobody

knew about it." However. CORE'S first sit-

in was successful.

"The technique of non-violent had work,"

Farmer said. "This was a movement and

idea which time had come." Farmer said.

John Bracey of the Afro-American studies

department of the University of

Massachusetts moderated the second

section of the conference. "SNCC and the

Resurgence of Activism."

Speaking here were Jim Forman,

Executive Secretary and International

Affairs Director of the Student Nonviolent

Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and

incumbent Chairperson of the Unemployed

and Poverty Action Council and Martha

Prescod Norman. SNCC field worker and

fundraiser.

Prescod-Norman talked about her ex-

perience in SNCC. She said she was at-

tracted by SNCC's system of organization

'No one knows better of a situation than

those who lived it," she said of the

assumptions made of the period.

"Nobody was singing 'we want to be

segregated*," she said.

Forman said most youngsters went un-

derground because of family opposition.

His own mother once told him to leave the

civil rights alone, to which he responded.

"We are going to make more changes in 5

years than what has been done in 50."

preservuij
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
and MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Although there is currently no mass

movement to join like the civil rights move-

ment of the 1960's, people can still struggle

today to fight the injustices of the 1980's.

This was one of many messages
presented in the second part of last

weekend's conference on activism and

social change at the University of

Massachusetts, entitled, "The Sixties

Speaks to the Eighties."

"This is about agitation and activism"

said Johnnetta Cole Associate Provost at

UMass who acted as moderator.

"Power concedes nothing without a

struggle. If the 1960's could understand

that, do we today not have the responsibili-

ty to understand it too?" Cole said.

Following her speech Dr. Cole introduc-

ed a panel of several people who par-

ticipated in the civil rights movement

whom she described as "agitators".

The panel spoke about their involvement

and how they got started in civil rights and

did not speak on activism for today.

"My feet have followed in the footprints

of James Farmer and Martin Luther King

but their contribution is much greater than

mine," said Thelma Griffith-Johnson,

Director of the UMass Office of Affir-

mative Action.

"I only got into the struggle because they

refused to educate my five year old child. I

didn't know anything about marching in

the south at the time."

Wally Roberts, who was coordinator of

the Mississippi Freedom School in 1964

and later became a journalist, said he join-

ed the movement after "staring in disbelief

at ilie level of poverty that the DlacKS wf-re

in," from a bus window in New York Cify.

"The same kind of racism that killed

three civil rights workers in Mississippi

when I was there was going to kill h:jn-

dreds of thousands of people in Vietnam.

It became clear then that the rest of my life

was going to be with that struggle against

racism," Roberts said.

Martin Sklar, founder of several socialist

clubs and magazines, said "the civil riehts

movement was a great breakthrough of all

those seeking self determination in the

sense that we should struggle for ourselves

and move on our own behalf. It began with

Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King."

Another activist. Sue Thrasher said as a

child she was taught that "all were created

equal on the side of God" but then while

growing up discovered that others did not

feel the same way.

"I began going to Student Nonviolent

Coordination Commitee (SNCC) meetings

and this changed my life and my naive

beliefs of the church. I saw the bigotry and

the discrimination and was outraged," she

said.

At the conclusion of the speeches a ques-

tion and answer session began in which the

nature of discussion changed from strictly

being about the 1960's to more about what

can be done in the 1980's including here at

UMass.
One of the few students who attended

the conference said, "Everyone has talked

about their activism in the 1960's and the

gains that were made, but what hope do

they offer to the 80's and my generation?"

"Freedom is a matter for each of us

wherever we are. For me this campus is as

much a place as any where freedom can

grow," said Griffith-Johnson.

"It is a matter of each of us taking on the

struggle for each other. You can't rely on

other people but must feel it yovu-self," sht-

said.
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umass /nrts council

ATTENTION:

The funding period for Individual Proposals

for the UMass Arts Council is November 1.

Applications can be picked up and dropped

off in 125 Herter M-F 9-5.
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Want a job you can believe in?

ACORN needs communitv organizers to work with

low and moderate income families in 28 states (AR,

SD TX, LA, IN, MO, FL, CO, NV, PA, lA, OK, Ml,

AZ,' NC, GA, SC, CA, CT, MA, OH, NM, MN, NJ,

ND NY, DC. ID for political and economic justice.

Direct action on neighborhood deterioration, utility

rates, taxes, health care, hazardous wastes, etc.

Tangible results. Long hours-low pay. Training pro-

vided.

Contact the Placement Service for interview Tues.

Nov 1 or Kaye Jaeger, ACORN, 209 Knaul,

Syracuse, NY 13203 315-476-0162.
H-^r-^rr<m- . -^ .^•-•^-^
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D« Port of the Trend

UMASS SKI CLUD

MEMBERSHIP

$10 BEFORE NOV. 15 /

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

Includes Free Transponation. Free Refreshments. Discount Lift

Tickets and a Variety of Special Events which include: Saturday

Trips to Maior Vermount Mountains. Thursday Night Skiing-.at

Ml Tom b Berkshire East. Hot Tub Parties, Happy Hours Ect.Ect

12th ANNUAL

DUSH DASH
JAN 22 - 27

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

Lihs Lodgings. Meals. Free Seer b Wine Parties. Hoi Tub b

Sauna Party Beer Slalom Nastar Races Long Underwear Party

Etc Elc

INFO Cj sign-up
MEETINGS

THUPvS. OCT. 27

4:00pm

7:00pm

CAMPUS CENTER
ROOM 1 6S

CENT/NE/SYL

PUBLIC HEALTH AUD.

LAGNAF 84
NOT JUST A CLUB,

A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION

545-3437

BrmmktmM, L«»ch«« > Pla««r«.

inner at

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

LINGUINI with CLAM SAUCE
a full bodied white sauce with lots of clams

6.85

BEEF STEW served in a large crock

and better than mom's 5.25
Ptua 8 Other DeUckMU Entrees To ChooM.

At A Prk* You Can Affordl

AT THE LIGHTS IN NOKTB AMHEBST S4».««4S
W«'r« op«a 7 days a w««k 5 a.ai. to 9 p.ai.

$7.00»
tvMth thm coupon)

110.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.80 Lona Hair
btpirm 10/30/830

PI««M CaN for an Appointmam

•For nmf» dtmftt orty

FREE CONtOt-TATIONS

'styles Ixy Detjorahl
06 Un»v»-»ilv Dm*

iaiHiiiiiiiiiaiMiiiiiuuaHiNii|

50% off

14 krCold
_ Hampshire Mall

5 Hadley, Mass. 01035

I (413) 532-5494

s Holyoke Mall

I Holyoke, Mass. 01040

(413) 532-5494
iMHNIIIIiailllNNtlltS

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

WARSAW
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

WITH
MISHA
DICHTER

H/ILLONMEEN '83:

Sun. Oct. 30, 8 pm

BALLET
GRAN

FOLKLORICO
DE

MEXICO
Wed. Nov. 2, 8 pm

STAN
GETZ

AND

ASTRUD
GILBERTO

Thurs. Nov. 3, 8 pm

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

WITH

MAURICE
ANDRE

Sun. Nov. 13, 8 pm
Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Office

OATATIX Outlets and SpringfieW Civic Center

(413)545-2511 or 1 800-243-4842

<^-€^

A Store-full of Ideas

DONNntovNH >4mhcrst • Open DailK 10-6 Surtdat 12 5

StHll«llt
Note
&l»viiitliig

JOBS
NOTETAKERS

COINS 102, ComStu 150, Econ 311. Geog 145. Mgt

301. MIctg 301, Plant Soil Science 105/105A, Psych

100, Psych 380

More info * Apply by 10/28 5 pm
Student Note/ Printing Service

403 Student Union

545-2271

Arts
Dance concert

will honor Piaf
By JEFF FIEDLER
Collegian Correspondent

Edith Piaf comes alive this weekend on the UMass

campus at the Five College Dance Concert to be performed

Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8:00 p.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. Edith Piaf was a French singer who rose to

international acclaim in the late '40s and '50s from singing

on the streets of Paris. Although small in physical stature.

Piaf had a unique ability to communicate her feelings

through songs that touched all those who heard her sing.

She could control an audience with her amazing charisma.

Richard Jones, an Associate Professor of Dance at the

University, will attempt to portray this great artist in his

dance "That Voice". Like Piaf who communicated through

her songs. Mr. Jones will be communicating his message

through dance. The piece will include songs that were sung

by Piaf aS well as actual slides of her. Rebecca Nordstrum,

a Hampshire College Dance faculty member, will dance the

solo role. The Concert will include works from other

faculty members in the Five Colleges and is sure to be an

event not to be missed. Rebecca Nordstrom dances a solo in "That Voice/A Tribute to Edith Piaf"
photo by Jin Power*

I 111

277 No. PUasant St.^ AivihERST

tXMTII ri'KIJNc

Create vour own Halloween Costurrie

Bring a Friend'

Wide variety of Winter Coats

Open Sundays 12 b

INTERNATIONAL
GALLERIES

20% OFF

Any Purchase over $20
When you wear a costume

and mention this ad.

Until Halloween

549-1398

<-^
"Everything you need

• i ' V ••>•'

;

:'.••» •'-;v

\

in lingerie
'

100% cotton pa/amas

plush terry B chenille robes

plus bras, bikirHs. garter belts & stocking:

ft much, much more!

A» ' \y\
""''•,

Interested in having a

lingerie party? Call us

for more information.

u

' • "V • • • *,

'Downtown Amherst 549-6915

,;2«

'» »

f

FINE YARNS & NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

NEW ARRIVALS!
Luscious Fall Designer Colors

Larkspur, Hyacinth, Rosewine,

and much, much, more!

549-6106

Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30

Collefian photo b; Kerin J. Fachetti

Can we build one for you?

ONION BA6El_3
i_LOX

CREAM
.CHBE56

r^ — J^ONtON B66&-

Oesign yoor Uvwle Dagel s.ndw.ch and br,n« us ihe t.ioepnn. *e h lu-irt '

anacl specs We r« the bagai engmaa's at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN

Amherst Carriege Shops, 233 N Pieas»'>t St 549-631 4

Holiday Flights
Reserve Now & Save up to 40%

549-1256

Computerized Ticketing for most Airlines

Eurailpass, Charters, Club Med.

7^

' and (guitcir'lVork^ftup

AUTHORIZED DEAlfRSfOR GIBSON -^;D ^* J?,f AMPnfifR'
P,C«f NBACKER i rAMAHA GUITARS ROLAND & POirlONt AMPUflE*

USED GUITARS BOUGHT 4 SClD „„„„,,,
. ACCESSORIES FOR ALl INSTRUMENTS *'DISCOUrmD PRICES

lAPGE SELECTION OF VUSIC FOR ALL INSTRUVf Nib

TEL549-1728

i i i iiii iii iiiimi i i ii i i iii i f

'•"
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The five-college B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
p "Jewish Jazz"

5

Saturday
Nov. 5

8:00 r.M.

John M.
Greene
Hall

Smith College

CONTRIBUTION: *t> Ceneral Pubhc. 'S Students & Senior Citizens

TICKFTS A\ All ABIH UMa»» Hillel'Smilh Hillcl-Downtown Sound*.

Northampton* Food for Thought. Ainher»i»TICKFTi) AT THF DOOR
"I 'f/rfr.ir.'ri. <.ithjrt\. jnj high ••pirired" Hi>»fi>n (>/ohf

.Wednesday, October 26, 1983

Hypercurricula

Gto^uot**'
Would you like>o\\#9* ,^a

^^^ Al^l*.^?Ktield, MA.
WOULD LIKE TO HELP YOU.

WE CAN OFFER:
* Low Cost Financing
* Financing with no previous credit

* Financing with no specific down payment

INTERESTED: Call Stan (617) 867-7169 (student)

or call MclNTYRE CHEVROLET (617) 867-7701

"Hypercurricula," a

listing^ of events held at

the University of
Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the CoUe^an.
Events are listed the day
before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

Thursday

UMASS FRENCH CLUB
MEETING - New members
encouraged to join; 3:30

p.m., 3rd floor lobby, Herter

HILLEL
MEETING 6

Room, SU

COUNCIL
p.m. Suffolk

UMASS
PEACE MAKERS/ SAM
MEETING - We have work

to do! Euromissile Rally

results-fundraising-
militarism on campus-
semester planning...Come
and find out what you can do

to help! 7 p.m. Check CC
listing

CHESS CLUB MEETING -

Chess players should try to

bring sets. Backgammon
players must bring their

own sets. For information

callJoe 546-4629 7 p.m. 905-

09 CC

jiaillUIIHlUDIIIIIIINniaillllllliniailllllllllNIJnilllNIIIIUiimnniin^.HHnniiUiiMHHiiiil-lli'iUim^

gThe Five College Dance Department presents ^^ ^.^

I The Dance Faculty Fall Concert

1
8

i University of Massachusetts Bowker Auditorium October 27, 28, 29 S

I 8.00 PM Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office weekdays 10-4 (545-2511), |
\ Datatix Outlets, and at the door S

f
General Admission $4.00, Students $3.00, Children and Senior Citizens $1 .00 q

!,iiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiMiiiiiaiiiiMiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiMiiiaiiiiiiiiniinimiiMWiiaiiiiR

oRirm SPCEHVLS

r»

Co< »»

or
r*

fr<
flf!

•••

TOI»»f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor •Campus Center 'UMass

Northwestern CoUbge
of Chiropractic

As inp nepd 'or spcodii/pd neaiih cafe conlmups lo giow NoMhwesietn

Cniipqe tdn huip you enipi a s»cu'«> and Silis'yma c*'epr »\ a Ooclor ot

Chiropfacltc
Ci-mmittptJ (0 hiqh «.1anda((]& in pducahor. and research Norih«ieslein

CoMi'Qf* fit Cniropractic oilers vou comprehensiwe chiropractic Iramtnq on

i moitprn ..dmpus Hi5tirquished loi its e>ceiien! laciidies and dcdicalecl

it'dctiinq stall

II you would like lo Kno* rio* Ncririwesipm College ol Cht'Opraclic ^An

nnlp vou achieve vour career qoals complr'Ie the term beic* ni call the

j,),„.^c„.„.. ,.ii,.-p COLLECT ai (6121 nmiTTI

Please send me mote mlotmalion on

Northivestern College ol Chiropraclic

?ir

I SEND TO Norlhweslern College ol Chiropractic

I Admissions Otiice 2501 West 84lh Street

I Bloominqlon Minnesota 55431 • 1612) 8M 4777

©iJ^IFPTfl^

bi^vis^i

COMPUTERS IN EARLY
CHILDHEED/SPECIAL
EDUCATION This

workshop will feature

presentations on teaching

young children and special

needs students using

computers, surveys of

appropriate software, and

communication prosthetics.

12 - 5 p.m. Rm. 22. Furcolo

Hall

FIRST JUMP COURSE
Learn to skydive! Bring $85

and student I.D. to first

jump course this Thursday

and you can jump this

weekend. 7 p.m. CC 805-09

ONE WOMAN SHOW:
SALLY FOX - Don't miss

this exciting and emotional

performance of Jewish

Involvement Theatre by

Sally Fox. Last event in

HiUel's Exploring Jewish

Identity Series. 7:30 p.m.

CC163

COALITION FOR EN-
VIRONMENTAL
QUALITY General
meeting. Newcomers
welcome, room for all views.

5 p.m. 306 SU

BLUE COLLAR Three

Detroit workers take ex-

treme action to change their

lives. One of the rare

Hollywood films with a

political message. Starring:

Richard Pryor FREE 7:30

p.m. CC 101

"TYLENOL: MANAGING
A MARKETING
NIGHTMARE" - A year ago

seven Chicago residents

died after consuming
cyanide laced Tylenol

capsules. Rich Whittaker,

Tylenol Product Manager,

will discuss the marketing

problems created by this

disaster. 7:45 p.m., Rm.
174-76, CC

"WAS JESUS A
FEMINIST?" - You are

invited to bring a lunch and

join Rev. Robin Harden for

this Brown Bag Theology

discussion. 12:15 p.m. 4^
SU

Amherst's.
Complete

Microcomputing
Center

Sales & Rentals^

RanaSystems.
-.t-^SSN' 5" -Mv.£.;5- MB jicr.~

(located behind Silverscape Designs)

Rana Drives available for:

Atari. raM, Apple. Franklin

NOW 20% OFF LIST
when ordered through November 5, 1983

DISKETTE SPECIAL* *

Elephant SSSD Box of 10 1 Box $24.95 ea

3 Boxes $23.96 ea 5 Boxes $22.95 ea

While supDlies last!

Wednesday, October 26, 1983
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Idilrd by MatKirrt Farrar and Trudr Jaffr

'" 5ATAN'$

Ycxym...UH. mRUXKb" (X/r. . (\ ixnif^ eMVb
GOT CORPORmE

UH. 6fDN60R&'...

NOTHIN/ RiAlCi.'...

.rmi 57D/ves> wp jo^n

UKtfei ciGAKeme . Twe who

MV ecHUTz eeeR ..

iT'b ve^y, vef?v v&iY

HeV, AT LfcAtJl

WcM Ctf.ANW lb

HIP, RIOH^ ^

f)Ofa or<^

Scrod by Dan DeBellis

PX- ^/iflBl/f^OERS ARE

HC(jC to E^T THm
/

a^

/ .

rr

/0O CWLb CHCKE OM ^

Superbad
by G.H.

T-iEse c-owY^y

•- r
,/(50T Tc3 nrT-a>UN INTfO

g>ArK- UON'if .

,-<--f^^^'

.^Tir,

-e--
•»

J. l~I /

After The Fall
by R. Miller

Wilson Low

IL \ C U.-:i OR&ITAL VEUOCiry A£i^lE,VEO_LaKlNGj'——^ IN gjJ^^ FOR PtANt-T QUMKA
j

IlZ.>H5>I£ JWELL.M LEAC.T YOUR UN/IVEg^nX
\ . • 1 \^

tZinSZ-E 3 YOUR PLOPLE CAW JUST tniCI^Y] AND SUP-
POSEW EXPECT
TVDSE 37UX>fTS

TO Jf3T WAIT,

by CC. McFly

ItMlCKtY] DOES HE have)—^ AI4 OFF ^^WITCM^

DORMS W!L (yCK ON EN^TH.
I7C

CMtC^EV TRIPPER : IN CEUTRAL PARK HUMPR£PS )

[OF niLesFiioncNiPu^

LniCKEf; E^RTH TECHMOLOOY IS

1 NOT THAT ADVANCEDYET!!
I

^^ -7^
[lILU 3 IT WILL 6E IN ^^7.b YEARS.

LOWlBHOT 3 HOW
AXiOOT TOURNA-

MONTOWTMETinE irOUNDIT.f

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

HAS TOPAS'i f'«^T t-CT^",
*"

-06Aft OA. Q -
i'^

TAteiNi* A
fHHSiCi exA

THIS ce-rre* co/wci "«>*« ^'•'E

(o rt, -rve H-.uu>w*r»- pa»H <«'

HWie'i A L6tTe« ^AoA4 »JiH.>AM

KC^CS OP »«Arwb<<Wlfc<f :" »*A«
PH. a - *' Ate T»l« tv/t«- I' **

K4aT<M<M<> tO«»* WHAT

w«iT»s '•(»«*« t>AO-«£tr.'"*
gCtN PlAtHfc '&ATTuet*W«' FCt
llti «oO«S t I OSIL1 MAVC CW£
lAKjK ct«r. u/HAT SH-- AAA***;

ACROSS
1 t\MinHly type

6 Dams up
1 1 Roll ot bills

14 OtI loorieside.

asea
15 Rice —
16 Start ot avow
17 Magic
19 Ma/el

20 Pothei

21 Some, m Mailial

22 Coeuf
24 Cham component
26 Sky. in days

ot yore

27 City in Georgia

30 Sea near

Stockholm
32 States ol mind

33 Left handed
36 Rainbow
37 liberty

(free)

38 Santa
J9 Family pets

42 Big hearted one
44 Capitol feature

45 Small mesas
46 Meal
48 Red color

49 City near

Salerno

50 Coiloyt- on

tin* Ihdiiw'S

5? Holkloiei realiire

5ti Common
boijinning

57 Magu
60 Little, in Lillo

61 Symbtilona
dollar bill

62 Brownish gray

6.? Bodies ol water

Abbr
64 Laundry item

65 Vicuna country

DOWN
1 Fancy s alternate

2 Peek
3 Split

4 Wheedled
5 Ostrich s cousin

6 Not spare the rod

7 Josip Broz

8 Namesakes of a

Whitney
9 Historic

Peking leader

10 Colorful endings

11 Magic
12 Revere
13 Kind of sole

18 Sometime results

olhits

.'.( Keep -
-

;") Hoaganiles.eg
2(i Desc.endml

2/ Nurse, in

Shanghai
<'H (a Hilda

cuiiteslani

29 Magic
;«) Please, m Bonn
31 Anecdotal

volumes
33 Stock exchange

holding

34 Preceding Prefix

35 Narrative poems
37 Vamoose'
40 Kmdot ring

41 Stored gram
42 Sweet girl of song
43 Piece of

furniture

45 Give a little

46 Gams, as a profit

47 Went slowly away
48 Pest in the

cornfield

50 Like a nog
51 Far Prefix

53 Showy trinket

54 Ready
55 Chemical suffixes

58 Place for a ring

59 Pilot b abbr

1 2 3 4 5

1
18

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 W
17

i I
26

19

20

i
24

21

iP

22 23

W0
33

71 211

37

~^H
3?

I
40
I
41

34 35

36

I
45

38

39

48

42 43

J^l
44

53 P
46 47 I
49 ^bO 51 5;' 1 55

56

1

57 N
1

59

60 61 62

63 64 65

1

Collegian writing

workshop for stalf

and correspondents:

6:30 p.m. Thursday

CC Rm. 903

Guest speaker: Rob Stein

UPI . Springfield

bureau chief

DC Menu
LUNCH

Deli Ham on Water Roll

Cheese Mushroom
Fondue Bake

DINNER
COUNTRY WESTERN

NIGHT
Sirloin Steak/

Mushroom Sauce

Barbecued Spareribs

Rainbow Trout with

Almond Lemon Butter

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Cheese Mushroom
Fondue Bake

BASICS DINNER
COUNTRY WESTERN

NIGHT
Vegetable Kabobs

Rainbow Trout with

Almond Lemon Butter

L

Weather

Mass — Today through

early Thursday, mostly

cloudy and cool. Highs in the

40s and low 50s. Overnight

lows in the 30s and low 40s.

Chance of rain throughout

by late Thursday, possibly

mixed with a little snow in

the Berkshires and nor-

thwest Connecticut hills.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER

si ilOlNiVl|u 3IA a
^^liil!]

3 dlnIv'iB31ilOiv,iMn 3 d

N iWMirc1 B 3 DT3 ijip 8 r
i 9lohi^10 13 jITiOIBijIjHM 1 s vidiJiH:

JTTTmpEi ¥ " 3 slpl
A iko sMsIi V 3 IsinioiHi
V !«diPVC

TS-n3lS^3IHIVI
1 ^lUlilSI N s oiiiy

V N 3 H 1?J
u 3TiTi 3TvĤht N inHHi._

i Dksps oMnMoiaiojiJ
A 9 liiN 1 ' i V BiniriNioioi

Si 3 iln \h 1 d

1
M V 3 a V
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stereosale
20.00 and 50.00 off thru Saturday only!

2?;

©

199 to 9

YORX

^Qi

" oT~ ® ® aV 9

Yorx compact stereo

with two cassette

decks, 50.00 off!

249
REG. 299.99

Includes auto reverse play cassette

deck and recording deck that allow

recording from tape to tape; built-in

graphic equalizer, semi-autonnatic

turntable, AM/FM receiver, matching

speakers. Bright and flashing LED's

plus much more! #M2685

^i

m

f

m̂^f'

W

9\

®\

m
m

FH^^SHi—

Panasonic AM/FM stereo cassette recorder

AS 20 00 off! Compact mmi-size for easy portability,

i^^ full stereo sound from matching speakers, balance

and tone controls plus more. AC/DC. #RXF5
B«tt*r«t not incliKMREG 119 95

C^.

.C^t

C23

or^ t-®

HITACHI

Hitachi AM/FM stereo twin cassette recorder

139
REG. 159.95

OS ^^^ °^*' Recording deck and play deck let you
1*^^ record from tape to tape. Also, record from radio.

Has 2 condenser mikes, Alvl/FM tuner, LED
indicators, external jacks, more. #TRKW55

Available at the Bradlees below:

|On« ol Thf Slop I Shop Comptmti

THfRE'S ALWAYS A NEW REASON TOSHOPBRADLEES

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD

V/SA IMoflerCord
CO

Wednesday, October 26, 1983,
Collegian i5

CUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
T-Shirts • Painters C aps • Jackets

Baseball Hals • Sweatshirts

• Greek Lettering •

• Lettering While You Wait •

QUANTITY DISCOl NTS
Fraternities • Sororities • Cluhs

HAMPSHIRE MALI
586-9205

ss^nfSH^
DOUBLE FEATURE r||yPU]\

Wed. Oct. 26 - Sat. Oct. 29

STARSTRUCK 7:1

<i
Oi^

v^

A<^

&

C
v-o-"" v^e-^

<V"
e^

B

FAME

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEK^ I I fMA^^^rrfi.r^^.J^s, - FridaT^eadhne « 3 45 nvo days prior .o publication day

Con^e ,o Co„.«,ar, OHioa^:^^^1^:^'!^,:'^ d.coun. • P.or,e nu.be, .REE_

AUTO FOR SALE
:= PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only Citizens Surfer Contest you Gypsy

74 Merc Cougar XR7 PS PB AT AC new

tires, brakes & more $1200. will bargain

534-5002

1974 TR6 - near ground up restoration 99%
perfect 546-5516 Dan or leave message at

549-1319

1963 Dodge D100 Panel Truck rebuilt

engine, mechanically excellent body needs

work. $750 call Pete 549-4729

1973 AMC Ambasaador runs well, good

body 500. or BO 665-4268

'69 VW Fastback for parts, good

engine/transmission /more. BO 549-0835

evenings

72 Capri 4 cyl, runs well, needs work, $200,

1 -802 257-0607

1969 Rambler - Mint. Under 13,000 original

milesl 6 cyclinder, PS, new snows plus 3

original tires, new parts. $3,800 or

reasonable offer. 253-2852 after 6:00 PM

Round table Cr chairs $80.00 or BO
256-1 002 8.00 PM till midnight

Pioneer Stereo Spkrs. sound great can

handle 150 wts. 25%" x 15V4" x 14'/4"

250$ neg. also Samber leather jacket 85.00$

call Marc 546-8625

LOST

Members Only Jacket size 38 $25

256-1347

81 Gibson ES336 mint $525 Peavy

backstage amp $80 Electroharmonia

phaseshifter $25 Craig 256-123

Need money fast. Crown electric guitar,

rare edition, 150$ or BO, call Buddha,

6-5693

EMS Beige Down Parka hardly worn call

546-5474 _^
Folk/Classic Guitar and case excellent

condition $100 or best offer 665-7135 Cathy

Last week a man's silver ring with a blue

turquoise stone. Reward for person who
returns it to Asia at 546-5954

Lost jewelry in small blue cloth bag.

Family heirlooms. Downtown Amherst.

Generous reward. Call 549-6181

2 keys on string key chain call Jim 6-4389

Blue nylon pullover. Tower Library or S.

Amherst bus 256-1341 Tracy

I lost a blue backpack in lot 66 if found

pleas contact Dan 256-155 need

desperately

Lost set of keys on a blue clip on key

chain if found please call Tammy 546-8139

already. I'll never forget that day on the

Masspike, and Puffers. Get an "A" T.Q.M.

Tayler

Hey Southwest Get your Halloween

O-Grams Wed, Thurs, and Fri in Hampden
Lobby Halloween surprises to be delivered

to all your friends on Halloweenlll

Bill F Do you meet many girls at Poor

Dick's?. . .you loser

Sue are you still invigorated or do you have

a big chill? Had good time Friday night

again? Call me Mitch

Wendy Leeds how typical, late again oh

well Happy 20th just the same I love you

babe James

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

MOTORCYCLES

Motorcycle winter storage available

near campus. Reduced for long-term: $40

mo. 549-1193

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

CRUISE THE BAHAMAS
HELPI LOST WALLETI ROOMMATE WANTED

Only M9BI Cruise the Bahamas over Spr-

ing Break. Initial deposit only $25. Limited

availability, so if interested call 549-5990

before this fills upl

SMITH COLLEGE CHALLENGE

Help I I lost my red wallet on Sun. 10/23

near the telephones by the C.C. info desk.

Please call or leave at Collegian. VERY IM-

PORTANT - contains ID's & VERY sen-

timental photo. Johanna 549-7776

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

Party Mix Productions is expanding their

D.J. market. The first Smith dorm to call

and reserve a party will get it free of charge.

253-2152

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Ir^c.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

Need a DJ7 Call TK" 549-4003

"SUMMER OF '42"

Wednesday 26 October

in Engineering East

7, 9, 11 shows $1.00

sponsored by Sigma Kappa

Business manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

itudent for general bookkeeping /accoun-

ing duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply. Equal Opportunity Employers. Ap-

plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F

9:00-5:00 deadline 10/28 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Stats 240 tutor needed immediately

please call Amy at 256-8427 pay negotiable l

Houa«p«rson n«eded for local Sorority

free meals in exchange for kitchen help.

Can get meal money back from Bursars Of-

fice Please contact Sue at 549-4614 or

256«74

To the Sisters and Pledges of Chi

Omega - 1 love y'alll Keep that spirit up and

let's have an excellent semesterl Get psych-

ed for Rush I Love, Felice

Hey Sherl Sosnal here it isl Your very own
personal I Your a great friend Ray and i love

yal Your favorite banana. Sue

UMASS SKI CLUB
Info €r Sign Up for Membership
and the 12th Annual Bush Bash

Sugarbush Ski & Party Week Jan 22-27

Thurs Oct. 27 Meetings
400 PM Campus Center Rm 168

or 7:00 Public Heath Auditorium

Roommate wanted immediately for

Brittany Manor Apt. great location call

256^)097

Housemate wanted to share a two bedrm

apartn^ent. Nice complex, five miles from

Amherst on Rt 116 Call 467-3976

Looking for female roommate to share 2

bedroom apt in Sunderiand $172 -- call

666-2075 eves

SKYDIVE

Hrst Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 54&Oe29

INSTRUCTION

FOR RENT

Guitar and Bass lessons. Rock Funk Jazz

Todd 549^003

LAGNAF 8<

Puffton 1 room, furnished, fenr^ale 1110

month call 549-4047 , _

Two bedroom apt. at Brijjny Manor

,v,a,bl, Jan 1 Michael or Robert 2S3-947B

~ fOMSALE

LAONAFMLAQMAF84LAONAF84
LAQNAFt4LAQNAF84LAGNAFM
LAGNAFMLAQNAFMLAGNAF84
UMAftfiSKlCLUBUMASSSKI
f.l4Sf/LAONAF»-S437/LAQNAF

iharon. We just broke the kje and the only

direction from here on in is upl Love, Neil

All University Women invited to Open
Rush at Sigma Sigma Sigma

Wednesday. OCtr26 5:00 Dinner

Tuesday. Nov. 1 6:004:46

Wednesday. Nov. 2 7:00-7:46

Tri something different, Tri Sigmalll

3B2 N. Pleesant St.

Questions, call 646^1076

Reward for Amherst 78 Football

Jacket lost at the Pub. Call Pi Kappa Alpha

546-0047 ask for Banksy

WOOD SCULPTURE: exhibit of wood
sculpture by Ralph Dicapua and his

students will be at the Student Union
Gallery October 30 to November 1 1 Gallery

hrs: Monday thru Friday 1-4 pm, Sunday
2-5 pm. Reception: Sunday October 30, 2-5

pm.

WANTED

Buying class ringa, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith. 25 North Plea-

sant. Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judrcial advocates and worti on
student discipline caees good experience

applicatkKie available in SGA Presklents

Offk:e 406E SUB tel 54&0341 deadline

10/21 4i#m AA/EEO women and Third

to
"

-%i^-
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Intramural officials needed for volleyball. Apply

now at Boyden 215. Those interested must attend

organizational meeting on either Wed. Oct. 26th or

Thurs. Oct. 27th at 7 p.m. in Boyden 215.

^^_-___.^
upset by Harvard, 3-2

Defense falters in O.T. loss
By GERRY deSIMAS
CoUeprian Staff

CAMBRIDGE As the playoffs approach,

teams like to fine-tune themselves and gain

some momentum. Yesterday the third

ranked University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team moved in the opposite

direction as it was upset by 11-3 Harvard.

3-2 in overtime.

The Minutewomen had one of their worst

games of the year yesterday and the

defense gave up three goals, the most

during the season in a single game. The

UM defense, which has been winning for

the team all season, had problems staying

with the Harvard attackers, who were

trying hard for the victory.

"Harvard deserves the win." UMass Coach

Kalekeni Banda said after the disappointing

loss. "They were better and much tougher.

We were shakey all around."

UMass struggled through the first half and

the score at half time was 0-0 despite a

physical Crimson team. In the second half.

Harvard dominated offensively and the only

reason UMass stayed in the game was
because of its first goal scored on a penalty

kick.

Harvard's Wendy Zeeben put her team on

top 1-0 with a rocket that sailed just over

the crossbar and past the reach of

Minutewomen goaltender Lisa Ellis at

34:34. Stacey Flionis tied things up for

UMass at 36:42 on a penalty kick after

Nadia Komarowski was hauled down in the

penalty area

Massachusetts, now 9 2-3, seemed in

command when the shot gave the team a 2-1

advantage at 15:54. Flionis stole the bail

away and beat one Crimson defender before

passing over to Komarowski. She con-

trolled the action by beating another

Crimson defender and went in one on one

with the Harvard goalkeeper before

stuffing the ball in the net.

However, the Harvard offense kept

pounding away at the Minutewomen, whose

defense was not on top of its game.

'This is the worst I've seen them play,"

Coach Banda said. "We can play better."

With a little under six minutes left.

Harvard's Electa Sedier launched another

rocket in the far corner of the net and the

score was tied sending the game into

overtime.

In the first 10-minute overtime period, the

Crimson continued to apply strong of-

fensive pressure and UMass could not

convert scoring chances into goals.

Kelly Landry, who has scored in the past

seven games for Harvard, gave her team

the eventual game winning goal with two

seconds remaining in the first overtime

with a blast into the corner of the net.

The Minutewomen will finish off their

season on Friday when they face Boston

College. Because of yesterday's upset,

UMass is in a must win situation. UM is

number one it its region and needs a victory

against B.C. on Friday to have a chance at

receiving a bye in the first round of the

NCAA Champoinship. With the loss to

Harvard, the bye was pushed a little fur-

ther out of reach.

I lUletciHn [iholo bv Jim Powers

ON THE BALL: Sophomore forward Nadia Komarowski battles for the

ball for UMass against Suny-Cortland last week. UMass lost an impor-

tant match to Harvard yesterday, 3-2.

UMass spikers midterm report card scores anA
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Here it is! The University of

Massachusetts Volleyball team per-

formance grades are in. The fourth ranked
UMass spikers have put forth an honor roll

effort thus far. Here is the way the grades

came out player by player.

Patty Grant is first up. Playing her third

year for Elaine Sortino, and second year as

captain, she has played very well this year.

Patty is the setter for the spikers and has

cut down her errors to a minimum this

season and has become a great team leader.

Grade A.

Joanne Siler, another one of the tri-

captains, is also a three year starter. Siler

is an excellent offensive player with strong

passing serving and spiking skills. Her 'C

for captain is well deserved. Mid term

Grade A.

Sally Maher is an aggressive sophomore

who plays the net game very well. She is a

good passer and server, Maher also

possesses a great spike. Mid term Grade A.

Debbie Cole is the only freshman who has

started since the start of the season. She is

a back court specialist who has come up

with some spectacular digs and excellent

passes. Mid term grade A-.

Ann Ringrose is another good all around

player who plays hard all the time.

Ringrose is one of the better passers and,

along with a good serve, earns herself a

grade of A-

.

Michele Barys is a freshman who comes off

the bench with a great serve and some

blocking and spiking ability, which may
need some polish. 'Micky' can be and is

counted on to give an honest effort every

game. Mid Term Bt.

Ellen Deady is yet another freshman on

this years squad. Primarily a strong net

player (especially blocking) Deady is not

afraid to hit the floor for digs. Mid Term B.

Susan Grant rounds out the freshmen. Not
called on too often. Grant has played very

steadily when beckoned. Grant should be a

great setter in the future. Grade Bt.

Leslie and Kirsten Smith receive in-

completes. Both players were playing at an

honor roll clip, but due to injuries have

missed some key games.
The coaching staff has done an excellent

job with this young team. They have taken

a young team and molded them into a

winning corps. Mid Term Grade A.

Amherst butchers Wesleyan
By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst College opened their Little Three
season Saturday with a 35-7 trouncing of

Wesleyan at Pratt Field on Homecoming
weekend. "Here comes the meat" echoed
through the Cardinal's sideline as the Lord
Jeffs entered the field, unaware that the

locals would be doing the butchering.

After a scoreless first quarter, Amherst
quarterback Jeff Templeton broke through

the visiting defense on a keeper to the right

side and went 45 yards for the game's first

score. Bob Minicus kicked the extra point

and Amherst led 7-0.

Wesleyan tied the game on their next

possession when quarterback Dave Ross

snuck in for six. The play was set up by a 38

yard reception by tight end Pete Bush.

Greg Zlotnick connected on the extra point

to tie the game.

The Lord Jeffs scored once more before

half time. Running back Dave Nurme
gained 22 yards off the right side to set up

another Templeton sneak, giving Amherst

the lead for good with 1:08 left in the half.

The Jeffs opened the third quarter with a

14 play scoring drive that ate up over eight

minutes. Nurme. Templeton. and Bob

Minicus took turns running the ball for 79

yards. On third and goal from the eight,

Templeton went back to pass, found no
receivers and scrambled away from would-
be sackers. taking the ball in himself for his

third touchdown of the day and the 21-7

lead.

The Lord Jeffs put the game out of reach

in the fourth quarter, once again using up

almost eight minutes running the ball,

setting up a 2 yard touchdown run by
Minicus.

Defensive back Craig Anderson ended the

scoring with a 25 yard off of a Ross in-

terception with 6:14 left in the game,
leaving Amherst's undefeated record at

home intact.

"The Little Three is our division."

asserted head coach Jim Ostendarp. "The
other games are important but this rivalry

brings the fans." 9000 were on hand to

watch the game, almost four times as many
as last week's game against Hamilton.

'We asserted the running game and

played with good intensity." said Osten

darp. Amherst chalked up 318 yards

running, and if they can play with the same
intensity against Williams, they should take

their third straight Little Three cham-

pionship. The Lord Jeffs take their 3-1-1

record to Tufts next week.

UMass crew races in Regatta
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

Not only is the Head of the Charles

Rowing Regatta the world's largest, single

day, rowing event, but it is also the most

important single race for the University of

Massachusetts racing crews during the fall

season.

Coach David Kumlin supervised the entry

and competition of UMass' best men's and

women's boats, making sure both were

practicing on the Charles River course

Saturday, the day before the race.

'This race is important to us because it

gives us a chance to compare our boats

against our spring competition." Kumlin

explained before the event.

"This fall we had a newer, less-

experienced crew team so we decided to

work on technique and team work before

we concentrated on power." noted coxswain

Dave Croke. "When this race is over, we'll

examine how we did and decide what needs

the most attention during our winter and

spring training."

With this in mind and realizing that 60,000

people would be watching them race, the

two crews appeared nervously excited

while launching their boats from Magazine

Beach on the Charles River.

The women's crew raced in the

heavyweight division for 8 person boats.

They finished in 28th place out of 40, and

beat many of their Division II rivals.

The men's crew finished in 35th position

out of 40.

Soccer battles Westfield today
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Correspondent

Here's one from the 'good news, bad

news' department. The good news is that

the University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team (1-8-5) will have a chance to

break out of their season-long drought
against a Division III team this afternoon at

Boyden Field. The bad news? Westfield

State, the team UMass is playing is 11-2-1!

Of course, when a team scores just six

goals in 14 games, they can't expect to win
too many games, but according to UMass
goalkeeper Donald Donahue, "It doesn't

show how well we've been playmg. We've

dominated most of our games, but we just

can't seem to be able to score."

The UMass defense did a good job last

Saturday in its 1-1 tie with Holy Cross,

limiting the Crusaders to five shots on goal.

But according to Minutemen Coach Jeff

Gettler, "A good defense doesn't mean a

thing if you can't put the ball in the net."

The Minutemen played a rough and

tumble game against an aggressive Holy

Cross team, and they should be in for a

sinular type of game this afternoon. Game
time is 2:00 p.m. This may be the day that

the UMass offense finally breaks loose.

us increases troops in Grenada
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP) — The United States

landed about 800 paratroopers in Grenada today to

reinforce the almost 2,000-strong U.S. invasion force and

began evacuating American citizens. Pentagon sources

reported six U.S. troops killed, eight missing and 33

wounded in fighting so far.

A Cuban government announcement in Havana said six

U.S. helicopter gunships attacked Cuban positions on

Grenada before dawn toiday. destroying the Cubans' main

building at the Point Salines airfield. It said the "casualties

are numerous. But survivors will continue fighting."

White House spokesman Larry Speaks said 61 Americans

were en route to Charleston. S.C. on the first evacuation

flight from Point Salines. There are about 1.000 Americans

on the island, many of them medical students.

Pentagon sources, who disclosed the casualties and the

number of 82nd Airborne reinforcements, said the

Americans were encountering stiff resistance from hun-

dreds of Cubans and Grenadians. The military sources,

who spoke on the condition that they not be identified, said

U.S. forces were being sniped at and that fighting was
continuing around both of Grenada's airports.

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger declared earlier in

the day, "There will be some more casualties because the

price of freedom is high."

The White House said today the evacuation of Americans

from the island nation of Grenada had begun, with a U.S.

military plane heading for South Carolina with 61 U.S.

citizens on board.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes said he un

derstood most were not students, but American citizens

living or visiting in the country.

Jamaican Prime Minister Edward Seaga said he was told

12 Cubans and three civilians were killed on Grenada when

the invasion by Marines and Army Rangers began

Tuesday. Cuba said six U.S. helicopter gunships attacked

Cuban positions today, along with jets and artillery.

President Fidel Castro vowed his men will not surrender.

On Tuesday, the Pentagon said two members of the in

vasion force had been killed and 23 wounded on the

Caribbean island.

At the news conference with Weinberger, Gen. John

Vessey. chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said he hopes

U.S. forces can be withdrawn from Grenada within "days

or weeks."
Vessey confirmed that the invasion force, consisting

largely of Marines and Army airborne units, "got more

resistance than we expected" when it began the surprise

attack before dawn Tuesday.
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FROM THE BOTTOM UP — Construction workers continue work Wednesday on a baghouse

for the University of Massachusetts' campus power plant which will be finished in June.

State Senate votes on bills:
Aid seekers must register

BOSTON (AP) — After an emotional two-hour debate

centering on patriotism and the need to obey the law, the

Massachusetts Senate approved a bill Wednesday barring

state scholarship aid for students who fail tx) register for

the draft. . , . **

The lawmakers voted 19-14 in favor of the measure after

defeating several attempts to weakpn the bill. The

proposal has ab-eady been approved by the House and now

needs routine enactment votes before going to Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis.

Sen. Francis Doris, D-Revere, said the bill would

guarantee the best possible use of scholarship funds and

would apply only to a smaU percentage of young men who

fail to comply with the selective service requirements.

"There isn't one of us here who ever hoped the day would

come we could see a draft implemented... But those not

complying would not receive benefits," he said.

Doris who led the fight for approval, said government

statistics showed 98.2 percent of eligible males had

registered nationwide and 94 percent had compbed m
Massachusetts.

, .i. ^u un
Sen. Dennis McKenna said he was saddened that the bill

was even needed.

Drinking age bill is defeated

BOSTON (AP) — The Massachusetts Senate, heeding the

advice of its expert on drunken drivuig. killed a bill

Wednesday that would have raised the state drinking age

from 20 to 21.

The lawmakers voted 27-7 against raising the age after

Sen. Louis Bertonazzi argued that the bill, approved by the

House by a 2-to-l margin, could backfire and cause even

more highway deaths.

Bertonazzi. whose Post-Audit and Oversight committee

has extensively studied drunken driving, said the bill

would prompt many 20 year olds to drive to the states that

surround Massachusetts - all of which would have lower

drinking ages.

"We'd be urging them to buy cheap liquor, drink as much

as they can and get behind the wheels of their cars and

drive home. It doesn't make sense. " said Bertonazzi. D
Milford.

Bertonazzi also said a key to combatting drunken driving

is to teach young people to drink responsibly in a controlled

social atmosphere. Banning alcohol sales to 20-year-olds

would urge them "to get involved in glut drinking or pig

drinking, in the woods or backseat of cars." he said.

Inside:

Second in a three-part

Womens' Issues' series

detailing Amherst
childcare P- 3

Women stickers shut

out Dartmouth, 1-0;

now 3 games away from

championship play p. 16

Man's inhumani-
ty to man makes
countless thousands
mourn.

— Robert Burns
(1759-1796)

Student senate
receives two
resignations
By LISA MARIK CANTWELL
and JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The llnderpraduate Student Senate last night accepted

the resigrnations of the acting Student Attorney General

and the UMass representative to the State Student

Association of Massachusetts (SSAM), while Student

Government Association co-president Charlene Allen

postponed her official resignation by one week.

Allen announced last week she was going to resign

because of financial problems which stem primarily from

having been denied Massachusetts resident status. Allen

'TTrrvrrwwvyyy film III I

While nothing definite has happened,

there has been enough to make me want to

postpone the decision until next week, ifpeo-

ple can stand the uncertainty.
— Charlene Allen,

SGA co-president

said the move by the senate last week to support her ap-

peal to the University Residency Board was submitted and

"while nothing definite has happened, there has been

enough to make me want to postpone the decision until

next week, if people can stand the uncertainty," she said.

Acting Student Attorney General Dakin Ferris at-

tributed his resignation to failure in maintaining "the

academic standards that I have set for myself," along with

what he called "inherent constitutional conflicts" between

his office and the SGA president's office.

A motion was later introduced which would amend the

SGA constitution and transfer the authority to appoint the

student attorney general from the SGA president to a

two-thirds vote of the senate. The motion was

automatically tabled to the Governmental Affairs Com-

mittee for further study.

UMass SSAM representative Fran Pheeny said she

resigned from the state-wide lobby group, because of

"personal reasons and lack of organization within

SSAM,"
In other business, the Senate loaned the UMass Spor-

ting Goods Co-op $3,750 so the co-op could open for the

semester. The co-op had its entire $2,300 worth of spor-

ting goods stock stolen over the summer.

The business also had a $600 cash deficit at the end of

last semester, "but we had more inventory than we

started out with, so it really wasn't a loss," Dave Fechetti,

the co-op accountant said.

"We've got a whole new management team this

semester," Fechetti said. "You can be sure everything

will be accounted for. because I am taking full responsibili-

ty," he said.

The co-op is a student controlled business, and received

over $10,000 in revenue last year. Fechetti said.

Senator Jim Finkle urged support of the loan because

the co-op allows "students to get things at discount prices

and provides jobs at the same time."

The Senate also loaned $3,700 to students who want to

start a new snack bar in Pierpont dormitory in the

Southwest Residential Area. The snack bar has been in

the planning stages since last year said manager Joe

Palumbo. and has received some equipment from a snack

bar in John Adams dormitory.
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Grenada issues appeal

for military withdrawal
WASHINGTON (AP) - Grenada's leftist

government issued an emotional appeal to

the Organization of American States on

Wednesday to demand the immediate with

drawal of American and allied forces.

Ian Jacobs. Grenadian delegate to the

OAS. called on the organization "to stop

this flagrant act of aggression ... to put an

end to the breakdown ot international law

that is taking place" as a result of Tuesday's

military intervention.

But Dominican Prime Minister Eugenia

Charles said pro-Western states of the

eastern Caribbean sought U.S. military

intervention in Grenada because of fear

that country's new government might

commit aggression against its neighbors.

Jacobs and Charles spoke at an

emergency meeting of the Permanent

Council of the OAS called at the request of

BoUvia to discuss the Grenada question.

Latin American delegations criticized the

invasion.

Argentina. Mexico. Peru, Colombia.

Bolivia and Ecuador all denounced the U.S.

role in the Grenada invasion. Colombian

Ambassador Francisco Posadade la Pena

spoke for many Latin delegates when he

said the intervention constitutes "a frank

and open violation" of the OAS principle of

non-intervention.

Jacobs, almost shouting at times,

ridiculed U.S. administration statements

that the intervention was justified by

alleged threats to the safety of the

estimated 1.000 Americans on the island.

Insisting that no U.S. citizen was in danger.

Jacobs called the rationale a "smokescreen
"

to conceal other motives.

USSR says new missiles

may stall diplomatic talks

MOSCOW (AP) - President Yuri V.

AndroDov said Wednesday that continued

talks on limiting medium-range nuclear

missiles will be "impossible" if NATO puts

new ones in western Europe, but the Soviet

Union will ease its demands if the

deployment plans are scrapped.

He expressed new flexibilitiy on the

number of Soviet missiles in Europe and

Asia, on the number of nuclear-capable

aircraft and on the destruction of missiles

that would be eliminated in an agreement.

A Western diplomatic source said the

proposals probably would not meet with

Western approval, since they required that

no new U.S. missiles be deployed. The

statement came closer to an actual

threat of a Soviet walkout at the Geneva

talks than any previous public comment. It

followed cryptic statements by other high-

ranking Soviet officials who had hinted at a

walkout.

He said. "The appearance of new

American missUes in western Europe will

make a continuation of the present talks in

Geneva impossible. On the other hand, the

Geneva talks can be continued if the United

States does not start actual deployment of

the missiles."

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization

plans to begin deploying 572 cruise and

Pershing 2 missiles in western Europe

starting next month if an accord is not firsi

reached in Geneva. U.S. officials say th€

missisles are needed to counter 243 Soviet

SS-20 missiles trained on Europe.

The Soviet leader's statement made it

clear the Kremlin is pinning strong hopes

on getting NATO leaders to postpone the

deployment.

Evacuees glad to be home
CHARLESTON. S.C. (AP) - Seventy

exuberant evacuees from the embattled

island of Grenada landed here Wednesday,

expressing their delight at being back on

U.S. soil and their thanks for "how well

those Rangers came down and saved us."

Several people kissed the ground when

they got off the C-141B transport plane

carrying 69 Americans and one British

civilian to Charleston Air Force Base.

Others waved or gave the thumbs-up sign.

"I don't think there's a more beautiful

sight then being back in the United States

or seeing the Rangers at the True Blue

campus to save us." said Jean Joel of

Albany, N.Y.. a St. George's University

Medical student.

Joel said she woke up to shooting about

5:30 a.m. Tuesday, and the U.S. Rangers

had secured the campus two hours later.

AP Luerphoto

FIERY PROTEST — Belgrium — More than 300 demonstrators pro-

test Wednesday the invasion of Grenada by the US and six other Carib-

bean countries outside the US Embassy in Brussels. At left, one

demonstrator wears a mask of President Reagan.

Bush inspects Marine base,

says troops shall remain
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Vice President

George Bush, wearing a helmet and flak

jacket, today inspected the devastated

Marine base where a bomb killed 219

American servicemen and said "insidious

terrorist cowards" will not change U.S.

policy.

At dawn, before Bush's arrival, the

Marines were fired upon with small arms,

mortar and bazookas and fired back, said

Maj. Robert Jordan, a Marine spokesman.

Bush, standing before the mountain of

rubble where rescuers were still looking for

bodies from Sunday's bombing, said:

"We're not going to let down friends

because of terror."

"We're not going to let a bunch of m-

sidious terrorist cowards shake the foreign

poUcy of the United States," he told

reporters. "Foreign policy is not going to

be dictated or changed by terror."

Bush later left Lebanon, but his

destination was not known.

The latest Pentagon figures placed the

death toll from the suicide terrorist

bombing at the Marine post to 219 dead and

about 70 wounded. The French command

today put its casualties at 48 killed, 15

wounded and 10 missing.

The students could hear that the fightiiig

was quite fierce, with constant sniper fire

and constant passes by American planes.

But they said none of those isolated at the

campus could see the fighting. "We vvere

too busy being under our beds," said

Randall Tressler of Jarrettsville, Md.

"I tell ya, I've been a dove all my life and I

just can't believe how well those Rangers

came down and saved us," said Jeff Geller

ofWoodbridge,N.Y.
Until their rescue, the students had been

under 24-hour curfew since the coup except

for a four-hour period Friday when they

were allowed to buy food, they said.

First Lt. George Sillia of the base said a

second plane with 70 civUians was

scheduled to arrive around 7:30 p.m.

The planes flew from Grenada to

Roosevelt Rhoads Naval Base at Puerto

Rico before heading to Charleston, he said.

Nuns' murderer confesses
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - A

National Guardsman charged in the murder

of four U.S. churchwomen said in a written

confession that he raped and killed one of

them under orders from a superior.

Carlos Joaquin Contreras, one of five

guardsmen accused in the Dec. 2, 1980

slayings. said in the statement that he was
acting on orders from Sg^. Luis Antonion

Colindres, also charged in the killings.

Contreras's statement quoted Sgt.

Colindres as saying he also was acting

on orders from superiors. But Contreras

said he did not know whom Colindres was
referring to.

The confession, taken while Contreras

was in jail, was provided by court sources in

Zacatecoluca, 35 miles southeast of the

capital, where the murder case is being

handled. The sources insisted on

anonymity. Contreras did not say which

woman he killed.

American Maryknoll nuns Ita Ford, 40,

and Maura Clarke, 49. both of New York.

Ursuline sister Dorothy Kazel. 41. and lay

missionary Jean Donovan, 27, both of

Cleveland, were driving from an airport to

San Salvador when they were abducted and

slain a few miles from Zacatecoluca.

It was the second piece of testimony in

the case indicating higher orders were

involved. Cesar Valle Espinoza, a guar

dsman called as a witness in the case,

testified earlier this year that Colindres had

told him he was ordered by superiors to kill

the women.
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United States government overspends

by billions, setting record deficit
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The government outspent its

income by $195.4 billion in the fiscal year just ended,

smashing the all-time deficit record of the previous year by

$85 billion.

Fiscal 1983 was the 14th year in a row that the gover-

nment operated in the red and the 42nd in the last 50

years.

And many in Congress are predicting that no action will

be taken to bring deficits under control after next year's

election.

Presidential adviser Martin Feldstein told a

congressional panel Wednesday that waiting that long

'will probably produce a recession in fiscal year 1986."

Last October, the first month of fiscal 1983. officials had

estimated the deficit would only be several billion dollars

higher than $110.7 biUion shortfall of 1982. But projections

were raised as high as $210.2 billion during the year and

down slightly from that during the summer.
Officials said the final tally reported Wednesday didn't

turn out quite as badly as the most recent official estimates

because the summer drought, improved economy and

lower inflation decreased spending for farm supports,

jobless benefits and other purchases. The pick-up in

business activity also increased tax income from cor-

porations .

interest rates unusuaiiy high, threatening the economic

recovery, keeping the dollar too strong and worsening the

imbalance in foreign trade.

Duffey outlines tuition hike Profe fight tenure denial
By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey yesterday explained his

proposed $50 tuition increase for next

semester and outlined his plan for spending

the additional money.

"If we have this money in the second

semester we could open approximately 80

sections to accommodate more than 2,500

students who are now not able to fill their

schedule out." Duffey said.

Duffey noted that students in the social

sciences, natural sciences, and humanities

would all benefit through fewer instances of

oversubscribed classes. He also said the

initiative to increase the number of class

sections came from both students and

faculty and cited a petition presented to him

last semester asking for a solution to the

unavailability of classes.

"The issue must be of some importance if

both the faculty and the students (ad-

dressed it) far before this possibiUty ever

came up of raising tuition," Duffey said.

In response to the concerns raised that

students would not be able to pay for the

increase, Duffey said approximately 7.000

students would be granted exemptions

from the increase based on need. Those

students will include those already

receiving federal and state aid, because

their grants could not be adjusted to reflect

the increase.

Duffey said revenue from the increase

would remain on the campus to be used to

ensure better availability of classes. If the

Massachusetts legislature, which currently

allows the campus to retain the increase,

were to rescind the authority, Duffey said

the additional sections would be lost.

"My understanding is that this is an ex-

periment. The $50 increase will not con-

tinue unless this campus is able to keep the

money." Duffey said.

Duffey acknowledged that it was late to

start searching for people to teach the new

sections, but expressed confidence that new

teaching associates can be brought in from

the new doctoral program and other areas.

"I'm not making this because it is popular.

I am making it because I think it is in the

best interests of quality education on this

campus, and finally in the best interests of

the students. I think I can defend this.

Everything is open to negotiation, and the

Trustees will have to decide." Duffey said.

Student government president Tom
Ahem said that there will be a rally op-

posing the increase at 12 p.m. today in front

of the Student Union building.

(ollrKian photo br Andy Heller

SNACK TIME — Unit coordinator Mation Williams, (left) Megan

Kearney (center) and Andrew Coler (right) join the preschool group

during a break.

UMass professor speaks on
poetry and social concerns
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Correspondent

Speaking before a crowd last night of

about 75 at the University of

Massachusetts, Paul Mariani, poet,

biographer and a member of the UMass

English Department stressed that modern

writers, "first be committed to the craft of

writing" before using poetry or prose as a

means of trying to speak on an issue of

importance.

Mariani spoke about his own develop-

ment as a poet/writer and his realization

that he must write about his own ex-

periences and his own search for truth if he

wanted to truly make social commentary.

His lecture entitled "Awakening to the

Nightmare" touched upon the images that

make up his memories and how that affects

his poetry.

"Anger in literature is harmful if that is

the only reason for writing," Mariani said.

"I want my poetry to heal, not to divide. I

cannot manufacture experiences I have not

had."

Mariani, author of five books and several

published essays and poems, said that

recent world events such as the murder of

five nuns in El Salvador, the "folly that can

be Presidential politics," and the current

situations in Grenada and Lebanon can

make writers think about the world around

them and their writings will order the news

of the period.

"Writing and poetry sings of the human

condition," Mariani said, "... and that

language means life for me."

Mariani was the fifth of seven writers to

speak on "Writers on Writers and Social

Responsibility," a series sponsored by the

Institute for Advanced Study in the

Humanities. Primarily a poet, Mariani read

several poems, both his own and those of

others, to illustrate his points.

Workers feel involved

By RITA MURPHY
and BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP) said Wednesday they wrill continue

to fight the University of Massachusetts

despite losing court action last week involv-

ing the tenure denial of a professor two

years ago. ...
One of the options now being considered

by the MSP faculty bargaining union is to

treat the case not only as a faculty rights

case, but also as a woman's rights case,

said Sara Lennox, a member of the MSP
executive committee.

The case involves a disputed denial of

tenure to a faculty member by former

UMass Provost Lorin Baritz in 1981.

Ann Mockon, an art history professor,

was approved for tenure by her depart-

ment chair, the college personnel commit-

tee, and the dean of the college of arts and

sciences. Baritz and then-Chancellor Henry

Koffler, denied the tenure request.

MSP filed a grievance in May 1981

following the tenure rejection. Four mon-

ths later, Koffler denied the grievance and

UMass President David C. Knapp refused

an administrative appeal. The MSP filed

for arbitration in January, 1982.

The State Labor Relations Commission

ruled in July of 1982 that Mochon should be

reinstated with back pay and new con-

sideration.

The Board of Trustees challenged that

ruling in Superior Court and last week the

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

"The key to Japan's success in the in-

ternational busuiess community is the

intensity with which its corporations in-

volve employees in the hierarchy of the

company structure and employee diver-

sification," Frank Gibney, author oi Miracle

By Design, said Wednesday at the

University of Massachusetts.

Gibney, president of Pacific Basin

Institute and vice-president of the board of

editors at Encyclopedia Britannica said, "In

Japan corporate executives hire 'the whole

man,'" rather than for the worker's specific

skills in attempts to introduce employees to

both the overall company design and its

long-term goals.

"They let the man know what the

company is all about, and after three or four

months, begin training him for a variety of

different jobs," he said. This assimilation

period is necessary to give employees a

"sense of the corporation as family," he

said.

"Personnel diversification," is the unique

Japanese process of "moving employees

around (within the company) to increase

their personal involvement," and is another

successful way of building company unity,

he said. Because the employee feels this

community spirit, the worker is much less

likely to strike.

"The labor-management relationship has

a certain smoothness and the amount of

(work) hours lost is minimal." he said.

Gibney also described the historical

origins of this philosophy in Japanese

corporations.

court ruled in favor of the Trustees

According to James Boylan, the

president-elect of MSP, one of the key

points of the ruling was a difference in

meaning of an article in the MSP contract

which states, "Academic administrative of

ficials may make a recommendation or

decision counter to the ori^nal faculty

recommendation only in exceptional cir-

cumstances and with compelling reasons in

written detail which shall specifically ad-

dress the content of that recommendation

as well as the established standards and

criteria."

The Superior Court found that the pro-

vost of the University did not fail to meet

contractual standards.

The court found "nothing in the agree-

ment (MSP contract) obligating the provost

to instruct the faculty as to documentary

shortcomings, or to withhold decision until

the tenure candidates and her supporters

could cure the discrepancies thus iden-

tified."

Until now the union has been treating it

as a faculty rights case, but because the

University has such a poor ratio of tenured

female faculty members, the case has

evolved into a women's rights case, Lennox

said.

The UMass "woman's community should

make it clear they are not going to stand

for this (low number of tenured women),

Lennox said.

Lennox said many people believe Baritz

never would have denied Mochon tenure

"if she hadn't been a woman."

Child care faces difficulties
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Editors note: This is the second in a three

part series on child care in the area.

A discrepancy between the cost of

providing child care and the child care

centers income has created staffing and

space problems at University of

Massachusetts child care centers, according

to Elizabeth Perkins, director of the UMass

Child Care System.

The shortage of funds has caused a dif

ficulty in recruiting early childhood

professionals, retaining the current staff,

and placing infants and toddlers in the

system, she said.

Perkins said increasing child care ex

penses are caused by an annual 10 to 20

percent inflationary cost increase for

equipment and supplies and the 1981 in

crease of the 03 minimum wage to 5.10 an

hour. This increase caused a 25,000

thousand dollar budget increase and boost

in fees, she said.

While the average weekly cost to provide

preschool care is $64.02 per child, the

average tee paid per week by parents is

$52. For toddlers, the average cost per

child is $94.53. but the average amount

received by the center is $62. For infants

the average cost per child is $120.18, but

the average amount received by the center

is $72.

Infant and toddler care is so expensive

because the centers have to maintain

smaller, state-mandated adult-child ratios

during the day than with older children.

Weekly fees for student families are based

on a sliding scale, depending on the family's

size and income, while non students pay a

set rate.

Gail Brown, director of New World Day

School at Fariey Lodge, said, "The ongoing

issue is money to support the staff. Infant

care costs $120 per week. You can't ask a

student to pay that much and feasibly live."

While there are 120 employees at the day

care centers, only 12 receive full-time

benefits, Perkins said.

Michael Denney. director of Grass Roots

Day School at Bowditch Lodge said,

"Employees aren't equally treated. As this

service becomes more and more important

in society, we need more recognition and

more money."

David Zuccalo, director of the North

Village Children's Center, said. "I've had

gigantic waiting lists, but when the parents

saw the reality of paying $72 a week, they

dropped the whole idea."

The Faculty Senate Committee on the

Status of Women recommended the

University increase its level fo funding to

the Child Care System to help alleviate

some of its problems.

The committee recommends that state

funding be increased through the Chan-

cellor's Office. Administrative and Finance

and Academic Affairs, since members of

these departments are frequently using the

child care facilities, according to Lori

Clarke, a member of the committee.

They have not received a response yet,

she said.

(Mcer promotes equality
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

For senior English major Mary Palazzo,

it is gratifying to get a process going on

campus and see it work, and her job as

affirmative action officer of the Student

Government Association (SGA) at the

University of Massachusetts has allowed

her to do this.

"I enjoy having a voice in this

University but I find it very challenging,"

she said.

Palazzo's job is to oversee all job

searches conducted by Recognized

Student Organizations (RSO) and assure

they are run properly and provide equal

opportunity for women and minorities.

To do this effectively, Palazzo has

developed a set of procedures for af-

firmative action to be implemented,

something she said the office has never

had in its seven years of existence.

"As far as I can tell there has not been

much procedure and now I am im-

plementing methods so there can be and

the office can do what it has to do," she

laid.

On Campus
Palazzo says she is mainly a "watchdog"

for search committees throughout their

hiring process.

"I ensure that job advertisements

encourage women and minorities; that

search committees have equal

representation of woman and minorities

and, that the questions and the criteria

used in the interview process are non-

discriminatory," she said.

After the committee has hired someone,

Palazzo said she makes sure the person is

qualified and if she concludes that he or

she is not qualified, she then recommends

to the committee that the search be

redone.

"The process is starting to work and

people are starting to use it. Everyone I

have dealt with has been very cooperative

about affirmative action," she said.
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BEST COSTUME:
AM FM stereo twin cassette recorder provided by Theo's Audio,

albums from Record Town, 50 free games from Dream Machine,

deluxe backgammon set from Hobbytime and 10 free movie passes

for two.

BEST rnKKTHPIWOR COSTUME
Pair of AM/FM stereo walkarounds provided by Theo's Audio,

albums from Record Town, 50 free games at Dream Machine and
10 free movie passes for two.
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Collegian

writing worksh

for staff and
correspondents

6:30 p.m. today

C.C. Room 903

iimass /nrts council
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Guest speaker:

Rob Stein

bureau chief,

UPI, Springfield
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ATTENTION:

The funding period for Individual Proposals

for the UMass Arts Council is November 1

.

Applications can be picked up and dropped

off in 125 Herter M-F 9-5.
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$5. OFF
all services
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Topics to be cBscuseed include

police and court coverage

Note time: 630 pjn^ not 7!
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Balloons for Parties

Singing Telegrams

Bellydancers

Expires Oct. 31

call 665-7664

HALLOWEEN NOVELTY
and

THEATRICAL SUPPLIES
H.L.CHILDS & SOH

Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nightsjill 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else

check our low, low prices

25 State Street Northampton 584-2604

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS

AWARD
HOMINATIOKS

Deadline: November 15, 1983

If you know a faculty teacher or teaching assistant/associate

(graduate students and undergraduates, teaching courses with the ap-

proval of the department) who is truly outstanding and deserves recogni-

tion, submit a nomination in writing with a brief description of why your

nominee deserves the award.

Any student, past or present, may make nominations.

Submit nominations by Tuesday, November 15, 1983

TO: Distinguished Teaching Awards Committee

Graduate Student Senate

919 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
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TIME OUT
TwoT.V.'s ^

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour

4-e

16 oz droft

65<

plus

glont bar drinks

JOIN THE CROWD
Amh*nt's Bl90*>t UttI* Bar

37 M Plftosont

Amh*rst, MA

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

WARSAW
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

WITH
MISHA
DICHTER

Sun. Oct. 30, 8 pm

BALLET
GRAN

FOLKLORICO
DE

MEXICO
Wed. Nov. 2, 8 pm

iia

STAN
GETZ

AND

ASTRUD
GILBERTO

Thurs. Nov. 3, 8 pm

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

WITH

MAURICE
ANDRE

Sun. Nov. 13. 8 pm

TicKets avaNable at Fine Arts Canter Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and SprlngfieW Civic Center

(413)545-251 1 or 1 800-243-4842

rt M
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.®Budweiser,
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Football/ Soccer/ Frisbee playoffs begin on Tuesday 1 November 1983.

Teams should have notified the Intramural Office if they want to be in the

playoffs.

The drawing for playoff spots will be held on Thursday, 27 October 1983

room 223 boyden Building at 5:30 pm, managers not attending the draw-

ing should call the Intramural Office, 545-2693, or 545-0022 ID cards, I say

ID cards will be necessary to participate in all games, no exceptions, or ex-

cuses, please bring them

Racquetball league play began with 12 females and 48 males. Champion-

ship play will begin on or about 18 November 1983. Double elimination. . .

Badminton and Tennis Playoffs will conclude this week.

Volleyball league play begins Monday 31 October.

Volleyball managers meetings are scheduled for Wed 10/26 and Thurs

10/27 7 pm, Boyden Building attendance at one of the meetings is man-

datory. . .

The entry dates for mens, womens, one on one basketball, Co-Rec,

Men/Women foul shooting has been extended to Monday 31 October 1983

Racquetball schedule errors 6 league plays 7:30 instead of 7:15 Trojan

league plays @ 7:30 instead of 8 PM Athens League plays 10/26, 11/2,

11/9 8:15 Southwest League plays 7 30 instead of 7:15

UConn Swim Meet has been changed from Sat 19 November to Friday

evening, 18 Nov, Boyden Pool at 7 pm, Rec Swim will be cancelled on that

Friday but will be rescheduled for Saturday, 19 November, Boyden Pool.

Curry Hicks closed Thursday 27 October 1983 8 am - 4 pm will reopen at 4

pm

Wa

AFRKrAM presents

DICK GREGORY
,.„,„„„i imiii miiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiimin""" mimii m

A self-taught authority on

Nutrition and Author of 9 hooks

BOWKER AUDITORIUM

November 1, 1983,

8:00 P.M.

FREE ADMISSION

To commemorate

Black Homecoming Week

October 31 • November 4

iittSiMl^pil

aca.

DuKe
with fjSgton ^_^ Presents

Commi|tee "^

AN EVENING WITH

w\

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
8PM

tickets •

students. $7 and $6 general public: $8 and $7

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center, Springfield Civic Center, and

Stop & Shop focations m Northampton. Holyoke. Greenfield and

Pittsfield. No cans, bottles, cameras or recording devices.

FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS

Collegian i

EVERY
THURSDAY

BEGINNING 8PM TO

P> by D.J. - Midrange Productions

Hayloft Lounge
\

upstairs at theRedBarn Steakhouse

Routes, 1/8 milepast Rolling Green Apts.

"THE HAPPEHIH6 U.MASS DAMCt CLUO'
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I Tomorrow evening
|

PRELAW ALUMNI |

CAREER NIGHT

Several Alumni will

speak about their past

and current experiences

in the field of law.

FRL^ THE MovertiBeRG^up

Where?
Campus Center 162

When?
8:00 p.m.

ALL ARE WELCOME
(students-faculty-others)

N. ^^tW)t[^a^Tro /^/^^pg ///

?ci. (p ««• iB'soK' lex's twa:£/25^-Z^r

I Sponsors:

I The Pre-Law Office (CASIAC)

I University Placement Service

I University Alumni Office

I For Additional Information

I cedl the Pre-Law Office

I at 545-2191.
P,„„ , .11,1 MiiiMi mill I iiiiiiiiiii miiiiiimiimiiiH iiiiiiiiiiin.

University of Massachusetts

• Seniors

• Graduate Students

• All Engineering and Scientific Disciplines

• Business majors

Tuesday, Novennber 1, 1983

11:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Campus Center, Room 101

Come informally any time during the hours indicated above and learn

about technical and marketing career opportunities in IBM from many

different locations. Then sign-up on permanent interview schedules

of your choice for formal interviews to take place November 7 & 8,

1983. This will be your ONLY opportunity to sign-up for fall IBM

schedules.

Bring 3 copies of your resume and transcript for admittance
• r-

Citizenship or permanent residence is required for interviews.

IBM is an equal opportunity employer.
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They deserve
what's coming
"TTTTll, it's about time! It's about time this nation

\/\/stopped being so "diplomatic" and got down

Y f to business with the communists and the threat

they pose in the Western Hemisphere. Scratch one less

captive nation from the Communist Camp — Grenada.

I have rarely written a column based primarily upon

emotion — yet this liberation of Grenada from the com-

munists is a rare exception which I clearly relish.

For the past four years Grenada was ruled by a Marxist

dictatorship. It was a convenient staging area for the

Cubans and Soviets. Make no mistake about it - the air-

field and two-mile long landing strip being constructed by

the Cubans was not going to be used for tourism purposes.

If the airfield had been completed last Spring, the Libyan

supply plane carrying "medical supplies," (which was

caught in Brazil) never would have been detected. It

would've gone straight to Grenada which was closer to

Nicaragua — its real intended destination.

Steven P. Barrett

EDITORIAL/QPINION
Tuition hike who will pay?

Is Joe Duffey tripping on air, or what? Three weeks

ago he came up with a proposal to increase tuition

by $50 for the coming semester. By way of a ra-

tionale, he claimed that students could easily afford such

a paltry sum, and that they should begin to shoulder

more responsibility for the cost of their education. It

takes an incredible amount of gall for someone who gets

over $1000 a week and a free mansion, to say something

like that. There are also some major problems with the

proposal itself: ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Charlene Allen

The Brazilians found precious few "medical supplies,'

but they did find a large shipment of military supplies.

There is one less jewel in Castro's Caribbean Empire.

Somehow I didn't believe for one moment the crocodile

tears shed by the gang in Havanna for the late (murdered)

Maurice Bishop, former dictator of Grenada. But, for the

moment, I'll give Castro the benefit of the doubt smce

Bishop was killed by a more brutal Marxist, Gen. Austin.

Lest anyone forget, Grenada is a strategic nation — not

just a tropical vacation spot for the well-to-do. Just look at

a map, and notice its location - just astride the Strait of

Trinidad. More than half of our imported oil is shipped

through this highly important area. While we wring our

hands over the remote possibility of another Arab Oil Em-

bargo, we often forget how vulnerable we are so close to

home. But the Soviets and their Cuban puppets haven't.

Naturally, the supporters for leftist thugs and their

miserable governments, built and maintained only upon

the fear of death and imprisonment, will take violent ex-

ception to what I have written thus far. Too bad.

By the way, what did the dictators in Cuba and

Nicaragua do for their comrades? Nothing; which is exact-

ly what they could do. In Nicaragua, they can't even de-

fend their ovvm major port from a rag-tag guerrilla force.

It's no wonder they're scared.

The Cubans can do no more than lick their wounds, and

pray for the souls of those deceased "construction

workers." Oh I forgot - the Cubans are officially

atheistic. Or they could make a lightning strike at our in-

stallation in Key West. But thankfully, they don't have the

fortitude for that kind of outrageous foolishness.

Surprisingly, the Iron Lady of the Falklands War,

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Great Britain ex-

pressed her "doubts" (i.e. Her Majesty's Government)

during a public session of Parliament while our soldiers,

and those of the Eastern Caribbean States, were ridding

the hemisphere of the Marxist pestilence in Grenada.

Leave it to Uncle Sam to clean up after Her Majesty's

(Government has left another one of the British Empire's

outposts. I wonder what kind of "doubts" President

Reagan will have or should have in case Britain has dif-

ficulty with Guatemala if the former British colony of

British Honduras (Belize) is threatened by the

Guatemalans. Come on Mrs. Thatcher, we stuck out our

necks for you during the Falklands War, and this is what

we receive in return?

Well, nations don't have friends — only interests, right?

Not too surprisingly, the handwringers and terminal vic-

tims of the post-Vietnam-era-syndro7ne were having a

field day on Clapitol Hill.

One of our arch-appeasers, Cong. Edward Markey of

Massachusetts, (where else!) said in the House of

Representatives, "We have a new king of gunboat

diplomacy...move over Teddy Roosevelt."

If only Markey and his ilk had half the backbone of Ted-

dy Roosevelt, Congress would be in much better shape —
and I wouldn't feel so miserable about the ideological (and

intellectual!) make-up of this state's congressional delega-

tion.

Admittedly, I have probably offended many people here

on this campus, and from elsewhere, but no apologies will

be forthcoming. Why should I, or any other citizen be

ashamed of our actions in Grenada? We have only paved

U)e way for a return to democracy in that previously

enslaved nation.

I will conclude my remarks with a passage from Am-
bassador Jeane Kirkpatrick's book. Dictators and

Lkmblestandordg, and a question of my own: "Why are

Western Uberals - who are often such smart people —
sudi slow learners about (x)mmuni?m?"

I'd like to know why the Markey s of this nation are so

given to public acts of self-doubts and flagellation about

their nation's conduct abroad.

Steven P. Barrett is a (Dollegian columnist
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Duffey has little idea ofwhere this money is to go. He
has claimed that the additional funding will be put

toward such things as providing greater access to

courses and majors with hi^ demands, support and

training for Teaching Assistants, and "a portion of these

funds would also be used to supplement student scholar-

ship and financial aid." However, he has given no specific

breakdown for this, nor has he given any indication of

how much of this money will go toward financial

assistance. Now I ask you, if I were to come up to you

and ask for $900,000, and couldn't really tell you what I

intended to do with it, what would you say (Don't say it —
this is a family newspaper)?

2. This increase urill not be restricted to $50. Tradi-

tionally, fees for such things as housing, board, the Cam-

pus Center, and Health Services have increased on a

yearly basis. There is no indication that this year will be

any different. In addition, it is all but inevitable that we'll

be hit with a new, $20 fee to pay for renovations on the

Curry Hicks Cage; despite the fact that students do not

support the endeavor. Finally, the Regents have plans of

their own for all of that extra cash that we students have

lying about. Whether or not Duffey's proposal goes

through they plan to increase tuition throughout the

state, in order to "assure the people of Massachusetts of

the committment of our students to the pursuit of learn-

ing..." Just how much does it cost to be taken senously?!

3. The prirposai is an excuse to raise tuition again and

again. Over the past four years, tuition has gone up 66

percent. This has put UMass out of the reach of those

students who are most in need of public education. At the

same time, we're attracting more and more students who

can't afford expensive private schools. The result is what

we lose poorer students, and repUux them with those

whose families are more affluent. These students are

then used to "prove" that all of us can afford tuition in-

creases, the cycle continues, and guess who gets cut out

completely?

There will be a rally at noon, in front of the Student

Union today. At that time, students from the Amherst

and Boston campuses will protest these proposed in-

creases. Duffey has already met with opposition from

some members of the Board of Trustees, but there will

not be a vote until November. This means that we have to

get a message through to the Board before the

Chancellor does. Otherwise, many of us will be among

those replaced next year. See you at the rally.

Charlene Allen is the Student Trustee

and SGA co-President

Good news spanning the globe

The world is spinning out of control, my pool game
is going down hill, there is too much school work,

and my friend just told me that the trout at Stop &
Shop died when somebody put cleaning fluid in their tank.

October has not been a good month so far.

Three people have helped though. The first is a 40 year

old Polish electrician. Lech Walesa. He won the Nobel

Brooke States

Peace prize for 'the "unconquered longing" of all people

for peace and freedom.'

Walesa has been arrested by Polish authorities over 100

times, and lost many jobs for his speaking out on workers

rights. On August 14, 1980 he moved into the public eye

and Polish history, by climbing a fence at the Lenin

shipyard in (Gdansk, and helping lead a strike that had
broken out. From that strike emerged Solidarity, which

Walesa led until martial law was declared on December

13, 1981.

Solidarity was the first free trade union in Eastern

Europe. It grew from nothing to ten million workers, with

almost 40,000 organizers. Solidarity l)ecame not only a

trade union, but a social movement and vehicle of expres-

sion for a people and society tired of the Russian enforced

style of Socialism that they lived under.

As the situation in Poland deteriorated in 1980-81,

Solidarity became more political. Walesa was uncomfor-

table with this trend, and was frequently in conflict with

others in the union. Despite that, he was re-elected at the

Solidarity national congress, October, 1981.

Martial law was declared in Poland at the end of 1981.

Solidarity was banned on October 8, 1982. Resistance con-

tinued in many forms, and Walesa has refused all govern-
ment attempts to get him to join with them in declaring
Solidarity dead.

When told that he had won the award, Walesa stated; "I
consider this for the people." His winning of the prize

should not stand by itself, but will hopefully serve as an ex-

ample to people in struggle against oppression
everywhere.

The second person who did something good was James

Watt. He resigned. Watt may well be missed as the man
who brought everybody from Ducks Unlimited to the

Audubon Society together to oppose him. WTien not

holding government land in trust for higher powers as

steward of the earth, he made new contributions to

American political thought. These included the discovery

that there were liberals and Americans, that Indian reser-

vations were examples of failed Socidism, and that the

Beach Boys attracted undesirable elements to the nations

capitol. (AC/DC eat you're heart out.) Even old Nancy got

fired up when Watt pulled that one off. (I didn't know she

was a Beach Boys fan.) Unfortunately his successor is also

a (k)d fearing steward of the earth, according to Reagan

anyway. Lets hope there are no unbelievers among the

forest denizens.

Closer to home, and of more importance to many UMies,

is the presence of Mel King in the Boston mayoral finals.

His strength at the polls is both a personal and a collec-

tive triumph. On the personal level Mel King has covered a

lot of ground in his years from Boston activist to State

Representative and Mayoral candidate. After years of

Kevin W^ite and downtown development, which had

created a vibrant core city, but neglected the

neighborhoods, people went for King and challenger Ray

Flynn, who ran a similar campaign. King should get credit

for running and for running the way he did.

On the collective level the Black community rallied

behind King, and approximately 20,000 new Black voters

were registered. King attempted to build a rainbow coali-

tion, and not just deal with issues on a racial basis, but on a

class one. The entire campaign was free of the racism that

marked the Chicago mayoral contest.

Where only a few years earlier the city had seemed

mired in racism, some things had changed. The defeat of

Louise Day Hicks, John Kerrigan, and Pixie Palladino bet-

ween 1977 and 1981 was one sign. While the victories of

Harold Washington and Wilson Ck)ode of Philadelphia

may have made a difference, the leg work and willingness

to fi^t, of Kings supporters was the real measure of the

battle. He helped show that Blacks can run and v»rin in

Boston.
Brooke States is a Coll^an columnist

Random Notes
— My dinner with Meryl —

— by Count Ramin Zahed

WRen Meryl called me last Friday, I wasn't

very surprised. She always contacts me after

she finishes a project. Last time I saw her was

after she had finished working on "Sophie's Choice." I

took her out as usual, and she insisted on speaking Polish

all night long. I did not understand a word, but I told her

that her nose looks a little longer when she speaks Polish.

Meryl adores Amherst. She says the charm and

cozyness of a place like Taco Villa is exactly what she

needs after working with big shots like Jeremy Irons.

Jeremy really got on her nerves two years ago. He kept

comparing her to Anthony Andrews, and that really

made Meryl mad. She once said that I reminded her of

Jeremy; we're both going bald.

The last time she came to UMass, I made the mistake

of taking her to Basics for dinner. She loved the raisins,

the blue cheese and the anti-gravity tofu. However, she

simply couldn't stand the people there. So, now, we only

eat at Franklin. She says she almost feels at home there.

Meryl told me I had lost some hair since the last time

we met. I told her that her hides-while-it-heals extra

strength Clearasil wasn't working miracles. Then, she

told me about her September affair with Mr. Rogers.

Her latest movie, "Silkwood" is going to premier in

New York. I wished her luck. She gave me one of her

French Lieutenant's Woman looks, and I was almost

sure that she was thinking about Mr. Roger's

neighborhood.

As we walked towards the Peter Pan bus station, I

noticed that I looked extremely ridiculous walking with a

woman of her stature. I always felt more comfortable

with midgets like Bette Davis.

Finally, she gave me a big hug and promised me
.inother visit after she was through with her passions.

Having dinner v*nth Meryl is always exciting. I just wish

she would take our relationship more seriously.

Count Tamin Zahed is a (Collegian corresponderU

On dropping "back in" to school

Three years after dropping out of college in a

state of confusion, depression and apathy, I'm

back.

My adventures in the real world included a few months

of unemployment, two stints at a local Burger King, col-

lecting loans from deadbeats, and finally two years as a

secretary for a group of psychologists.

I was 17 when my mother let me off at a dorm in a State

University of New York several hundred miles from all

things warm and familiar. I watched her departure with

concealed panic. Paralyzed with uncertainty, holding suit-

cases full of makeup and designer jeans (my armor against

all unknown) I wondered, what next?

Diane Lane

Without further hesitation I bought a pack of cigarettes,

although I had never smoked before. Baby, I had come a

long way. My first night there, I went out, got drunk and

in the darkness couldn't find my dorm. I sat on a bench un-

til the sun rose, then sauntered casually into my dorm

(which had been right in front of me), making a lasting im-

pression on my new roommates.

The rest of my three years in school were equally un-

distinguished by academic effort. I changed majors like

most people change underwear. My life in high school as a

cheerieader and a "real popular chick" had not prepared

me for the necessity of choosing a career. In fact, it had

never occured to me that I could have a job that I would

like and maybe make money too. The liberation movement

of the seventies had passed me by completely unheralded.

I always assumed that I would work until I could (oh hap-

Letters-

What price intervention?
To the Editor,

In consideration of the recent trilateral "invasion" on the

independant island of Grenada in the South Atlantic, it was

said that the Americans were acting out of weakness when

they sent their Marines to aid. Well, one must realize that

a weak nation would certainly not be in the position to

spread their military forces around the world in order to

keep the peace or squelch military buildups by leftist

governments. But what could this speaker possibly mean
when he says the US was acting out of weakness?

Weakness of mind? To many, the invasion seems

premature. To others, it seemed a bizarre act of an over-

zealous American (}overnment fixed on policing areas in

which it does not belong. The true situation in the area is

difficult to decipher and totally impossible if your sole

source of information is the American press, but what if

human rights were being violated? What if the new

Grenada airbase has military significance as a Soviet

outpost? What if American lives are in danger? Does this

justify a military response?

American forces enter these areas with the stated

mission of putting an end to the threat, the danger, but

can't U.S. policy-makers see that they are threatening

national and world peace by playing losing war games

against people struggling for independence and security?

Is it necessary to so forcefully impose our commitments to

democratic morality and human rights so far from home,

when there are plenty of problems right here? I suggest

that this is a political action designed to shift the focus of

the press away from domestic economic issues, while

displaying U.S. strength and resolve.

These people, the people of Grenada. Lebanon, and a

series of other areas historically, are in states of

revolution, and they resent U.S. involvement. If the U.S.

becomes so predictable in their paramUitary activity,

people around the world wUl soon be Uning up against us

with a cry for an end to this proud form of dogmatic im-

periaUsm which threatens the free development of in-

dependant nations struggling for peace and order. If you

think that a miUtary outpost and regime in Grenada is a

threat to American security, consider some revolutionary

group who is weU-convinced of their historical mission and

desperate enough in struggle to consider atUck on

American soU to teach the lesson of "no, no" to American

Imperialism and "hands off!" to America's police actions.

Walter Mecham
Amherst

No baby should be a mistake

To the Editor,

I am writing this letter in response to Anna Roell's

artwle "Thinking through the Abortion Issue". {CoUegian

10/13/83). It seems to me that Miss Roell hasn't thought it

through at all. Maybe her mother considered her a

"mistake", because when she was bom abortion was not an

available choice as easily attained as it is today.

py day!) get married and turn the distasteful and

unfeminine job of earning money over to my new-found

husband.

Well, I got married and dropped out of college, (not

necessarily in that order). Marriage was great and my hus-

band did earn money but my confusion persisted. The

frustration of watching Luke and Laura not make love day

after day drove me into the workforce. Unfortunately jobs

for women (and men I'm sure) without college degrees

were limited and stultifying.

Working at various menial positions was the beginning

of my enlightenment. The more bored and unused I felt,

the more I looked for ways out, and the more I grew
aware of how trapped I really was.

My last two years working at a medical office was the

final launching pad for my re-entry into life. The doctors I

worked for treated me with a respect previously unknown.

An older woman psychologist was a real role model for my
growing sense that I could be somebody. Doors I had felt

were closed to me forever began to seem open and flexi-

ble.

Finally, fueled by disgust at the rut I was in and a grow-

ing sense of confidence, I made the move to drop back in.

UMass is a lot different from my other University in its

opportunity for a good education. It is a slow and con-

tinual process to unlearn old habits of depending on others

for your self worth, and not pushing yourself to the limits

of what you can do. Perceived male domination was less of

a problem for me than socially-taught self-suppression. If

the consciousness-raising era had passed me by once, I am
determined now to find my place in this overwhelming

world.

Diane Lane is a Collegian staffmember

Many young women in today's society are using some

form of birth control. But, what about those who sUrted

too late? Last year I was an R.A. in the dorms. I had to

counsel a young woman with a pregnancy problem many

times. This is an example of a situation that is typical

among college pregnancies:

A young woman is a freshman in college. She is not

Catholic, but comes from a happy middle class family, of

whom she has high respect for and a decent upbringing.

Her grandparents are religious, and she is very close to

them. She is also in love. She is in love with a young man

she has been dating for about a year. He, too, is in college

and has a promising career ahead of him. They will be

probably be married in the future. And everything is

going along wonderfully, until ... she discovers that she is

pregnant.

Her choice? To some, there is no choice. Have the baby,

for a life is a life. But, my questwn is, what about the

mother's life? Should she be forced to drop out of school to

have the baby, and then try to struggle along in school

once it is born? Should she risk shaming her family and

disrupting all close family ties? Should she put the

pressure on her young man to let him know he is now a

father? Or pick the route of leaving school and never

telling him? For. she knows he will feel a deep sense of

responsibility and guilt, and it could force him to want to

marry her and become a father. My opinion to all of these

questions, is NO.
It is true that last year one and a half million babies had

their lives taken away. But how many unwanted children

were born into homes that did not want them? Into homes

that could not afford them, did not love them, and even

homes that inflicted abuse upon them; in some cases

causing death in a much more painful way. There are

countless unwanted, homeless and abused children on this

earth today. Why add to that list?

In today's society, a child is now going to be able to join a

family. With highly advanced birth control methods, this

is done very successfully. But, for all those too many times

when a pregnancy is a "mistake", abortion is at least a

choice, if not the answer.

It is true that we fight to save the whale and protect

baby seals, because they truthfully are becoming extinct. I

do not know where Dr. Jefferson gets her ideas that "we're

on our way to becoming extinct": because any ecologist will

tell you we are living in an overpopulated country, if not

world, where the population is increasing daily. Because of

this fact many people live in poor conditions with little to

eat, just barely surviving.

There are all sorts of opinions when human life actually

begins: from the moment of conception to the minute of

actual birth. But, I feel it should be the choice of the

mother, or parents to decide if an abortion would be an

alternate decision. And if they do choose that decision, I

feel that they should not have to feel condemned by our

society by guilt.

Kristen Robinson
Amherst
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The Halloween weekend always holds

some special unknown surprise, and while

1 personally know of no particular "sur-

prise" for this weekend. I do have one for

next week. Next Thursday November 3.

Hot Tuna and Bobby and the Midnites will

be playing at the Springfield Civic Center.

As a belated Halloween surprise.

Livewire. in conjunction with C Group

Productions, will be giving away a pair of

tickets to this show. All you have to do to

enter is send in your name, address and

phone number to: Livewire Contest.

UMass Daily Collegian, 113 Campus

Center, by next Tuesday.

Meanwhile, tonight at the Fine Arts

Center. Electric Avenue and Eddy Grant

come together for an exciting evening of

pop reggae. Grants tenure as reggae star

has finally extended to America, and with

a new hit on the way up the charts, it

should be a pleasant evening. Other

shows tonight include blues specialists,

the Nighthawks at the Rusty Nail and the

tribute band that should never have been

formed. Pearl, a Janis Joplin show, will be

at the Hangar One.

Tomorrow night, the Five Collee

Orchestra will open its Fall season with a

performance at Smith College, and

another concert at Amherst College

Saturday night. Under the baton of

conductor Dennis Burkh. the Five College

Orchestra consists of the cream of local

college musicians, and admission is free.

Robin Lane is currently touring with her

old band, the Chartbusters. they'll be at

the Rusty Nail, and everyone's favorite

by David Chevan

nouveau darlings, the November Group

will pulverize the Hangar. Saturday's

biggie is Elvin Bishop at the Rusty Nail.

On Halloween night the Hangar will

feature Blotto in an all out bash, so, for

those without plans for Monday night,

there you go.

Upcoming concerts include Albert

Collins Nov. 3. at the Ironhorse. Stan Getz

and Astrud Gilberto Nov. 3 at the FAC.

David Johansan Nov. 3 at the Bluewall.

and Arthur Blythe Nov. 13. at the Iron

Horse.

Don't forget about the big concert ticket

giveaway, see ya next week.

Itals' show predictable
By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

THE ITALS/ROOTS RADICS
Oct. 18

Blue Wall

Saying as much could incur the wrath of

Harvard Square wannabe white Rastas (get

that leaflet outta my face), but the state of

reggae music '83 is a sorry one. Despite

massive U.S. crossover hits for the likes of

Musical Youth and Eddy Grant (the former

being a one-shot joke, the latter being an

overnight success after over a decade of ass

busting), real (huh?) reggae's as far from

the mainstream as it's ever been which

might be deserved. Too much dope addeled

bullshit being spun, too much dope being

smoked, too much lame chatter about

"unity". Exceptions? Mutabaruka for one.

ultra pissed anti-drug raps that cut Minor

Threat any day of the week; Yellowman for

two, foulmouthed and funny: Prince unshes

he was this explicit.

All of which has got zilch to do with the

Itals/Roots Radics show at the Blue Wall, a

relatively uninspired, albeit competent

exhibition of pretty much everything the

crowd figured they'd get. I suppose the

Itals are OK frontmen. they glide alright,

vox 'soar', more stylish but no as seductive

as a Greg Issacs, but that's a minor com-

plaint. The Roots Radic. touted as JA's top

session men (and I've heard that one

before), were pretty hot; an economical

groove laid down, soloing that doesn't go

overboard. Biggest flaw was the idiotic

onstage banter between songs, reggae's

equivalent of listening to some arena/heavy

metal fool tell you how swell it is to be in

your neato burg (yes. the Itals do indeed,

"love" us. more than life itself I'd bet). So

they were "uplifting and inspiring"? So's

Oral Roberts. Crucial quote of the evening

goes to WMUA Music Director Jim Neill,

who thoughtfully intoned, "They're OK, but

I wish they wouldn't keep playing the same

song all night." Hey. if I wasn't so god-

damned objective. I'd agree.

Artslines,.,
Shakespere's The Taming of the Shrew will be performed

at Amherst College's Kirby Theater tonight, tomorrow

and Saturday. All performances begin at 8 p.m. For in-

formation about ticket prices or to reserve seats, call 524-

2277.

The Smith CoUege Theater Department is opening its

1983-84 season with Alan Ayckbourn's Table Manners. The

British farce, which is one of The Norman Conqueatt

trilogy, will be performed in Theater 14 tonight, tomorrow

and Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets are 4 dollars for the general

public, 2 dollars for students and senior citizens. For

additional information call 584-3023.

California dramatist Sally Fox will bring her one woman

show. Exploring Jeivish Identity, to the University this

evening. The performance will take place at 7:30 p.m. in

room 163 of the Campus Center. For further information

call 545-2526. The event, which is free of charge, is made

possible by a grant from the UMass Arts Council.

The Lunatic Fringe, an improv comedy ensemble, will

hold auditions at 8:30 p.m. on luesday, Nov. 1 in the

Hampden Dance Studio in Southwest. For further in-

formation, call Don Lipper at 546-4442.

BUD REVERE
Wanna a free book ?

Wc need book reviewers.

Apply at the Collegian arts desk.
. ^•«%%%^%%^%V»VWI.t.^V>..ft^ti>>.>«UU>.UW%.V.WV
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^ Schick TT
Superll
Specially Fashioned
in our school colors

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with

two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges

and a coupon good for 25c off your next

Super II purchase plus . .

.

A chance to win a Schick Super II

Athletic Bag in your school bookstore's

sweepstakes. Every bookstore has at

least 50 or more winners!

Just fill out the coupon below and bring it

to the bookstore to receive your special

razor.

The Super II twin blade shaving system

features Super II twin blades that are

custom honed for close, comfortable

shaves.

Quantities are limited and will be distnbuted on a first come

first served basis. Act now and experience great shaves

courtesy of Schick Super II.

open M-F 9-5 ^ UNIVERSITY
Sat 11-4 M

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^nmVERSITY
^USTORE^

Deposit at Coupon Box

at the Info Counter

" STORE COUPON

^ Schick -rr

Superll

MSTORE

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Friday

KABBALAT SHABBAT - Creative welcoming of the

Shabbat. 6 p.m., 72 Triangle Street, Amherst.

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7 p.m., Dukes Rm. (S.U.

310).

DE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMAS5 SKI CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

$10 BEFORE NOV 15 / $15 AFTER NOV. 15

Uicl'iilei, fiKf Iranspoildlion Fieo Retfeshnienis DiscouiU Litl

III kel-. inil rt Vdnelv •: Spei-idl Events whicti include SdUird.iy

liips lo Md|Of Vermooni Mouiitdins Thiifscldv Niyril Skimg jl

Ml Irtui b Be(t»bhire tdSl Hot Tub Pjrlies Hdppv Hutjfs i .
i ^ci

12th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV 16-19

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
iStX) OOO Wiiilli ol Tu|' Ndiiie W.iitti C lollimi)

(I Sk. I .iiiM)!'"""' >' li" "•I'l'''' S.ivn.ii

12th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22 - 27

TRIP INCLUDES:

bV-i DAY LIFT TICKET

5 NIGHTS LODGING

MEALS

To receive your free

school razor lirsi liH m
the required mlormation

Then bring this coupon

lo the bookstore

Hurry' quantit'Cf. a<C ^rmter!

ONE PER STUDENT ONLY.

-n

Name-

Address

City

Phone #.

State Zip Code

rtiis coupon IS your entry to the Schick Super II Athletic Bag Sweepstakes.

SUN FRI

HOTEL CR CONDO
HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES

-CT TjD PARTIES LONG UNDER^EAf^ PARTIES

^URTLE "UCES FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES

-REt DEER (j WINE PARTIES naSTaHMCES

SUGARDUSH COUPON DOCK EQ EC

HOTEL PACKAGE '" ""-'•- C)NLY S1 d4

CONOO PACKAGE *' "' ""' ^*^^^ ^ ^ S^

: 0.1T -CC ?5CK£ 'Z ".iGN jt> i-iu DC EUGiDU ^CR a FREE TRIP

LAGNAF 84

INFO 6 SIGN-UP
MEETINGS

THURS. Oa. 27

4:00pnn

7:00pnn

CAMPUS CENTER
ROOM 1 66

CENT/NE/SYL

PUDLIC HEALTH AUD.

FOR mCRE NFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

NOT JUST A CLUD. A UMASS TRADITION

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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After The Fall
by R. Miller

AC,., STA^SHiNE ACTUALLY/

'-•?.E;^i U5 tXj'T, NOW [fJ^vr

DO \aJS do ?

YOU CAN CO WHArT
YOU LIKE. I'M SPLITTING.

I'M NJOT JEALOUS OF
STAI^SHINE... IJOST

Uv/lSHYOU'DTaLD ME

ABOeT HEii &EFORC.

,/x"

BOTH OF

YOU (AN
GOTO
HELL./

UM, THAT IS,

IF YCU DON'T
yiIND,..

j

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

L1IM!)IE.]WE1L 0£ ON T>€ Pl/fiT

QUWWV IN N«JTMER FEW HCWRS AF-

TER WtDOMR OUI< i»»TttMTOFffl^

LntCKEY TI^IPPER; YOU ALIENS PW. !>€

ONCi. WHO SHOULD ^PP»WCH T>1E BtNa^,

YOU TOTALLY DISRUPTED /VMWORJJNI

LZ-ir^SZEJAH THE JUDGE WAS AN AN-

CHOVY BEFORE A SUENTIJT IHi«CT£P

hin WITH A DRUG CAULD BIOGENESIS

-^^^
ZEN PlZi/6, YOUIL HAVE TD STlW
tyjAL I hOPt YOUVE PREPIAREDA

1 GOOD DEFLMSE
I

Quentin

VER3ITY COMPARED TO TmT.WMArs

T>1E &I& DEAL ACOirr ME OELMR^
ING AN ANCHOVY PIZZA

|

HE. EVOLVED IWTO O^E. OF THE MOST

BRILLIANT JUDGE b rHL GALAJtY

mA6 LVERSEEN
|

LOWIftH0T3Nr'
ONLY TmT Hli LM
INMlLFRiDN«JlOVr

YOU deuvlrl:^

by Mark MacKenzie

ACROSS
1 A slight breeze

b Tennyson poem
9 Musical lieat

13 Mu-'inal tieat

14 Smifchy

\^ Sphere ot \noik

16 Hidilenilangei

ot a Kmil

19 Strengths

20 Carries on

21 Sauit — Mane
22 Sonny
23 Mender
28 Seaport ot

south Ukraine

32 S Gardner

33 Fledgling s abode

35 Certain dance

36 Precipitate

40 Egyptian ophidian

41 Records
42 Bide —
43 Greek wise man
45 Suburban sight,

on lawns

48 College climber

49 Lubricate

50 Beltry

53 Antipodes

59 Hunter vs hunted

ploy

61 Impersonafed

62 Idle

63 33 Across tor one

64 Pet. pen or stage

65 Bug
66 Powerlul person

3

4

5

6

?

8

9

DOWN
Stingei

River ot

central Italy

Decree
Relaxes briefly

Type of skirt

Game
contribution

Exclamations
Eosin
Celebration

special

10 Seaport of

Algeria

1

1

See 65 Across,

tor one
12 Impertinence

14 Kitchen tool

^? Within Comb
form

18 Categori/ed

22 Cut ot meat
23 Showod the tape

again

24 Remove, in a way
25 Petticoats

26 Breaks bread

27 Catnaps
29 Harriet Beecher

30 More like

43 Across

31 Features of

churches

34 Rough tool

37 Like hooves

38 Ventilated

39 From dawn to

dusk
44 Outpour ot a kind

46 Shelter for a

sheldrake

4 7 Well to do,

in Pans
50 Examine*

51 Heniinyway
to some

52 Bit 111 gossip

53 Bus beginning

54 Versifier

55 Twenty four

carat

56 Indian of

New Mexico
57 Austen novel

58 Foreteller

60 III defined

Collegian writing

workshop for staff

and correspondents:

6:30 p.m. Tonight

CC Rm. 903

Guest speaker: Rob Stein

UPI - Springfield

bureau chief

DC Menu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Spinach and Mushroom Tuna Melts

Quiche Spinach and Mushroom

Reuben Sandwich Quiche

DINNER
Chinese Chicken Wings
Chicken Chow Mein

Chow Mein Noodles

Fried Rice, Soy Sauce
Meatball Grinder
Kyy S;^^ Plate

BASICS DINNER
Chinese Chicken Wings
Chicken Chow Mein

Chow Mein Noodles

Fried Rice, Soy Sauce

Polynesian Vegetables

Weather

Today, cloudy and cool

with a chance of showers

or a few snow flurries.

Partly sunny this af-

ternoon. Highs in the 40s.

ToniKhl. clear and cold

with lows in the low to mid

30s. FYiday, sunny with

highs in the 50s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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UM water

polo moves

to third

Special to the Collegian

The men's water polo

team, with their best

record, at the University of

Massachusetts is not a

popular favorite and it does

not draw huge home
crowds, but this unsung

squad had quietly cruised to

a sparkling 16-5-1 record

and a solid hold of the New
England third place ranking

trailing only perennial

powers Brown University

and Harvard.

After two days of com-

petition last weekend at

Brown University's Smith

Swim Center, the men's

water polo team emerged
victorious in 3 of its 5 games

played.

"Considering this was our

first in the 30 meter tank

this season, I felt the guys

responded really well to the

change and it appeared to

me that all the extra condi-

tioning we've been doing

paid off for us." Coach Russ

Yarworth said. "We were

very sharp in the games

that we needed to win.'"

Those games were three

convincing victories over

Yale, Columbia and MIT.

"In the games that we

won we controlled each

team in every quarter of

play. It was a very im-

pressive showing," assis-

tant Nick Reggio said.

Leading the offensive

charge for the Minutemen

last weekend were senior

Chris Porter and junior

Paul McNeil.

Senior Jack Fuchs had a

successful weekend as well.

His explosive driving pro-

duced 5 goals and 1 assist

and numerous ejection

fouls. Another significant

contribution to last

weekend's success was
turned in by senior goalie

Andre' La Montagne.

"His aggressive play pro-

ved to be why our wins were

convincing ones and not nail

biters." Reggio said.

"Defense and our bench

were the big reasons for our

success last weekend," said

Yarworth. Anchoring the

defense at Brown was

senior Phil Surette. Senior

Jay Earls and junior Bill

Feeney also played well in

the tournament.

The game ball for the

tournament, however,
might very well be given to

the bench.

"They gave the starters

the rest and support that

enabled them to play at

their best. The results,

definately would not have

been as successful," Reggio

said.

.Thursday, October 27, 1983
Thursday. October 27, 1983,

The tivi' (.ollegc R'nai B'rith Hillcl Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
. "Jewish jazz"

m
Saturday
Nov. 5

8:00 P.M.

John M.
Greene
Hall

Smith College

CONTRIBUTION: '6 General Public. 'S Students & Senior Citizens

TICKETS AVAILABLH: UMass Hillel'Smith HilleI'Downiown Sound*.

Northampton* Food for Thought, Amher»t»TlC KfcTS AT THfc IXK)R
"( V/t*^r.•l(l>r^. ^.trh.ini,.. .inJ hinh •i^inicJ" Hi>vt(in (i/nN-

THE DEEP
ThuRS. OcTobER 27
CCA 6:00 $1.00

8:70

11:00 SI.90

spoNsoRcd by Gorman Dorm

mmmhmmmmMmmmi

• Electronics
Engineers

You're about to take that all-impor-

tant step, from college into your first ca-

reer position. It's a move that must be

thought out carefully.

The Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory offers room to move around,

and several stairways your career can

take. Here you'll be working shoulder to

shoulder with some of the country's top

people, seeking solutions to the nation's

greatest challenges. You may begin your

career here working on a defense prob-

lem and later move into one of our many

energy research programs.

You'll find everything you need for

your work, including the world's most

advanced computers. And, if you decide

to continue your education, the Laboratory

offers time off from work and tuition

reimbursement.

You couldn't find a better place to

take that first step.

Our major research programs are:

e National defense (Nuclear weapons and

defensive systems research) e f^agnetic

Fusion Energy e Laser Fusion e Energy

Research • Biomedical and Environmen-

tal Research.

See your placement office for more
information, or write to:

Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory

P.O. Box 5510. Dept. JCR
Livermore, CA 94550

An equal opportunity employer, m/f/h

U.S. Citizenship required

University nf Cnlifnrnia

l&r
Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

Attention
STUDEHTS

Th# Textbook Annex began returning

unsold textbooks to publishers on

October 24, 1983.

De sure of your textbook requirements

for the remainder of the semester to en-

sure that you hove the books you

"••^* Open Mon-Frl 9-4

Located in the Physical Plant Duilding

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
UNIVERSITY
STORED

•(Mil
iCoiuj^um 15

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ ^^~^.~™lJ^f?,!TTrcTSTr.H!! - FririavTDeadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day
Come to Collegian Office Cc113 • 8:45-3:45 fS/londay - Friday • Deadline is

** ^ . . , tc --^...w.i -lawc 10% • discount • Phone number t-utt
Cash in advance • 15 consecutive c^ays

AUTO FOR SALE

'69 VW Fastbacic four

engine /transmission / more,

evenings ^^__

parts, good
BO 549-0837

CRUISE THE BAHAMAS

Only $4961 Cruise the Bahamas over Spr-

ing Break. Initial deposit only $25. Limited

availability, so if interested call 549-5990

before this fills uf)l ^———-——==:

ENTERTAINMENT
~~

Raclcadisc Entertainnfient Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

WOOD SCULPTURE: exhibit of wood

sculpture by Ralph Dicapua and his

students will be at the Student Union

Gallery October 30 to November 1 1 Gallery

hrs: Monday thru Friday 1-4 pm, Sunday

2-5 pm. Reception: Sunday October 30, 2-5

pm.

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS «9
SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

Two bedroom apt. at Brittany Manor
available Jan 1 Michael or Robert 253-9476

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Round table Cr chairs $80.00 or 80
256-1002 8:00 PM till midnight

Pioneer Stereo Spkra. sound great can

handle 150 wts. 25%" x 15%" x 14!^
250$ neg. also Samber leather jacket 85.009

call Marc 546-8625

Members
256-1347

Only Jacket size 38 $25

81 Gibson ES33B mint $525 Peayy

backstage amp $80 Electroharmonia

phaseshrfter $25 Craig 256-123

Need money feat. Crown electric guitar,

rare edition, 150$ or BO, call Buddha,

6-5693 1
Folk /Classic Guitar and case excellent

condition $100 or best offer 666-7135 Cathy

Peruvian Blankets keep warm all winter

inexpensively call Mike 546-5002

Pool Table 8' slate (44"x88") good condi-

tion $560 467-9645 keep trying

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition $100.00 586-0723

Large Industrial size desk with drawers

cheap best offer 253-7497

One way plane ticket to California

November 7 or before. Call Abel 253-3874

$225.00

HOT DANCE RECORDS for salel Balil

Africal Arabial Orient! DON'T MISS
THESE imported LP'sll For Discographic

Catalogs, Contact: J. Templeton, Box 172

Prince Stn. NYC 10012, or call message

(212) 673-8405 anytimel

LOST

Lost Jewelry in small blue cloth bag.

Family heirlooms. Downtown Amherst.

Generous reward. Call 549-6181

FOUND

Found Oct 1 young gray female cat wear-

ing black flea collar vicinity of Lantern Ct

Apts Sunderland cannot keep her due to

severe allergies please call 665-4801

Black dog with white paws well trained

older female please call Kate 546-8003

HELPI LOST WALLET!

I lost a blue backpack in lot 66 if found

please contact Dan 256-1355 need
desperately

Two rings with Alexandrite stones set in

gold. Somewhere in Southwest area. Sen-

timental value. REWARD. Call 546-8467

Lost: Staurday night, Pub vicinity imitation

pearl necklace. Call Michelle 546-4917 PM

MOTORCYCLES

Motorcycle winter storage available

near campus. Reduced for long-term: $40

mo. 549-1193

Help! I lost my red wallet on Sun. 10/23

near the telephones by the C.C. '"Jo desk.

Please call or leave at Collegian. VERY IM-

PORTANT - contains ID's & VERY sen-

timental photo. Johanna 549-7776

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Business manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

student for general bookkeeping /accoun-

ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply. Equal Opportunity Employers Ap_

pKcations available 403 SUB ("PStairs) M-F

9:00-5:00 deadline 10/28 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Stats 240 tutor needed immediately

please call Amy at 256-8427 pay negotiable !

Houseperson needed for local Sorority

free meals in exchange for kitchen help.

Can get meal money back fro"i Bursars Of-

fice. Please contact Sue at 549-4514 or

2gg_Afl74 ^
Driver wanted for "on-^o^^tu^

JSS
must have own car work morn call 546-bbba

ask for Diane

instruction"

Tutor needed for Physics 141. Call Nancy

at 665-8175 ^

Easy and interesting Spanish by South

American student 584-9253

I tutor Calculus and any other courses us-

ing the Anton text. $5/hr. Call Jeff

253-5886

LAGNAF 84

LAGNAF84LAGNA F 84 LA G N A F84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
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UMASSSKICLUBUMASSSKI
5-3437/LAGNAF6-3437/LAGNAF
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Ode to Blueberry (the parakeet) Having'

a bird is like living next door to 7-11 - The

temptation is too much (got the munchies?)

Signed. . .Misty (the cat) Anne & Lynn (the

humans)

All University Women invited to Open
Rush at Sigma Sigma Sigma

Wednesday, Oct. 26 5:00 Dinner

Tuesday, Nov. 1 6:00-6:46

Wednesday, Nov. 2 7:00-7:46

TrI something different. Tri Sigma!!!

382 N. Pleasant St.

Questions, call 546-0075

Reward for Amherst '78 Football

Jacket lost at the Pub. Call Pi Kappa Alpha

545-0047 ask for Banksy

Animal Rights Coalition - meetings every

Thursday. Find out what really goes on in

labs and farms. Skeptics welcome. 7:30

tonight Rm 803 CC

UMASS SKI CLUB
Info Gr Sign Up for Membership
and the 12th Annual Bush Bash

Sugarbush Ski €r Party Week Jan 22-27

Thurs Oct. 27 Meetings
4:00 PM Campus Center Rm 168

or 7:00 Public Heath Auditorium

To Tuna and the Wench: Happy B-day

GirisI Get psyched for tonite Er Sat. at the

Hot Tubs - all are welcome. We love you. El

& Mom
Sabrina - good luck! You've got it! Just

remember, think "-^"! Pam

Holly. I'm psyched you're my I'il sis! Have a

great day! Love, Lisa

Happy Birthday Louise! From your room-

mates and John and Frank!

Jammin People to start Dance Band

wanted. If you like new music, aren't sugar

coated, and have good chops and equip-

ment, call Joe at 256-1347

Hey Southwest Get your Halloween

0-Grams Wed, Thurs, and Fri in Hampden
Lobby Halloween surprises to be delivered

to all your friends on Halloween! 1

1

Happy 21 St Jennifer, now your legal in

Cal Its no big deal here but we'll get you

trashed anyway! Hope its a happy one Love

maureen & Brenda

Suebert you are as awesome as I am easy!

Mr. Beel

Laurie. Would never forget you - Happy

19thl! Live it up - at last!

Love, Karen

PHI SIGMA KAPPA Brian, Jim, John and

Paul -we're looking forward to a great

semester! Love and kisses, your Little

Sisters from Sigma Kappa

A belated thankyou HappyvidiotBJ

Doorinmargie for concern over me while in

and out of infirmary. I was touched! Much
love, Chuckles

Ellen Happy 20th you are a great friend,

have fun. I hope everyone rememt>ers to

buy you a drink. Love Me

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, ceses. popers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemate wanted to share a two bedrm

apartment. Nice complex, five miles from

Amherst on Rt 116 Call 467-3976

Looking for female roommate to share 2

bedroom apt in Sunderland $172-)- call

666-2075 eves

for lerge house in Hadley Private

bedroom big yard on bus line 120

586-3406

SKYDIVE

Rrst Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 546-0829

TUTOR

Finance 301 tutor needed Immediatelyl

Call Laurie 549-6358

WANTED
Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on
student discipline cases good experience
applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline
10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third
Worid students encouraged to apply

Chevy with V-8 and standard shift. Need
not run. Call Mike 6-5308
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Sports Notice: Basketball tryouts

for Stockbridge basketball will be

held Thursday, October 27th at 6:30

p.m. in NOPE Gym.

llinitewomen stop Dartmouth, 1-0
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Snow flurries trickled down on a surprised

campus Wednesday morning and that

signals the coming of winter. It also signals

the coming of the NCAA field hockey

championships. And the University of

Massachusetts is preparing for them.

Wednesday, in their game with 19th

ranked Dartmouth. UMass coach Pam
Hixon made several changes in the lineup

and the Minutewomen prevailed. 1-0.

Carol Progulske. normally on defense was

moved to the midfield. and Nancy Goode.

another defender was moved to center

halfback. Patti Smith was moved to a

different forward position.

"We are working on different things in

prepartion for the upcoming tour-

nament." Hixon said. "We're seeing how

people react in different situations.

In this situation. Massachusetts came out

on top thanks to a fine team effort and fine

play by those players in new positions.

Smith scored the winning goal with 15:15

gone in the second half. Although UMass

dominated much of the offensive play on

this cold day (UM had 23 shots on goal

compared to eight for Dartmouth), the Big

Green def«'nse was touph.

Collefn*" photo by Jim Power*

Carol Progulski fights with a Dartmouth defender for control of the

ball in Wednesday's 1-0 win at NOPE.

Men's soccer takes

second win of the year
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Correspondent

"It's about time!"

That's what senior captain Kevin Flynn

said about the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team's 1-0 win over Division

III powerhouse Westfield State. The
victory raises the Minuteman's record to 2-

8-5. Westfield State faUs to 11-3-1.

The winning goal came when senior Herb
Sidman launched a corner kick into the goal

crease and Steve Berlin came up with the

ball and booted it past OwlsgoalkeeperRich
Mueller at 15:35 of the first half.

The Minutemen had several more scoring

chances throughtout the game, but could

not convert on any of them Westfield State

used an 'offside trap' throughout the game
to put some extra pressure on the defense.

but the trap also resulted in a number of

breakaways for the Minutemen.
According to UMass coach Jeff Gettler,

"We knew they were going to use (the

offside trap), so we spent an hour yesterday

(Tuesday) practicing breakaways."
Despite the win, the UMass season-long

scoring drought still continues. Thus far.

the Minutemen have scored seven goals in

fifteen games this season.

"We need some composure near the goal.

We're still not scoing, but you can't com-

plain about a win,"Coach Gettler said.

Freshman goalkeeper Jamie Firmage did

an excellent job in the nets, stopping nine

shots to gain the credit for the shutout.

The Minutemen take to the field next

Saturday at 1:00 p.m. to battle Boston

College at Boyden Field.

Collegian's NFL Picks
Last week, Kevin Deluca took top honors

with the best mark of the season, 10-3-1.

This week. Scott Hood, who was tops the

two previous weeks, was second at 9- 4-1.

Bill Shea went 8-5-1, Tony Betros slid

to 7-6-1 and Gerry deSimas slid int" the

ceMar with a 6-7-1 mark.

Washington at San Diego is this week's

Monday Night game in week nine of the

NFL.
"

Shea deSimas Betros Hood DeLuca
(41-28-1) (37-32-1) (39-30-1) (44-25-1)

Lions at Bears Detr Chic Chic Chic Chic
Vikings at Cardinals Minn Minn Minn Minn Minn
Patriots at Falcons Pats Pats Pats Pats ATL
Saints at Bills NO NO Buff Buff NO
Buccaneers at Steelers Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt

Colts at Eagles Bait Phil Phil Bait Bait

Cowboys at Giants Dal! Dall Dall Dall NY
Rams at Dolphins Miam Miam Miam Miam Miam
Oilers at Browns Clev Clev ('lev Clev Clev

Seahawks at Raiders LA LA LA LA LA
Chiefs at Broncos KC Denv KC Denv KC
Jetsat49ers SF SF SF SF SF
Packers at Bengals GB (]B GB GB Cinn

Redskins at Chargers Wash Wash Wash SD SD

However, Pam Moryl brought the ball mto

the circle and passed it off the Chris Kobel,

who Upped it to Smith, who sent it into the

corner.

"Patti Smith had a great day," said Hixon.

"She was everywhere. She made things

happen. She did well playing in a different

position.

"Carol and Nancy played different

positions and they handled their respon-

sibilities well."

But the Big Green came right back at the

Minutewomen, now ranked fifth after a

upset loss to New Hampshire last week.

Goalie Patty Shea made one of her four

saves with just 5:25 left in the game by

coming out of the goal for a kick save. Then

the Minutemen effectively killed the clock

by keeping the ball in Dartmouth end with

three corners in a row to finish up the

game.
"Dartmouth is a tough team to play

against," Hixon said after the game. "They

stop the ball well. They're a gritty team."

The Minutewomen's next immediate goal

will be to win their next two games against

Rhode Island on Saturday and Boston

University next Tuesday. If UMass can top

these two teams they hope to sneak back

into the Top 4 where they would recieve an

automatic bye.

Spikers start slow, but win
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A lot of athletic

teams have off nights and lack-luster per-

formances. Qood teams over come such

diversity and still wnn. The University of

Massachusetts volleyball team did just

that last night, in beating Smith College

10-15, 15-4, 15-12, 15-8.

"We got off to a real slow start," con-

fessed assistant coach Sara Bonthuis.

The score of the first game in the best of

five series proved Bonthuis' point. The
sluggish spikers fell to Smith 15-10.

The following two contests were won by

the Minutewomen, but that is about all

you can say. The spikers continued to play

'flat', but still managed to come up with

victories. The scores were 15-4, 15-12 in

favor of UMass.

"We were playing flat. The passing got

a little better and Patty Grant did much

better in the second game. They (Smith)

were getting to a lot of balls, but they

didn't play aggressive offense. They were

waiting for us to make mistakes," stated

Bonthuis.

UMass, 22-11, may have been lucky that

Smith did not attack on this night. Conti-

nuing to play less than inspired ball, the

spikers were victorious in the fourth and

deciding game, 15-8.

The fact that the team was sluggish but

was in control enough to win is encourag-

ing. Even more encouraging was the play

of Susan Grant. S. Grant responded to the

call last night, and turned in one of her

best performances of the season.

A good team performance will be in

order at the Hofstra tournament this

weekend.

Grant sets up UM spikers

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Three years ago, Patty Grant was told

she could not play varsity volleyball and

be a dance major at the University of

Massachusetts. Lucky for both programs

Grant did not listen to her elders.

Today, Grant is enrolled as a dance

major and is also trying to fulfill the

requirements for the exercise science

program. She is also one of the tri-

captains on Elaine Sortino's volleyball

squad.

Grant is the product of a very successful

high school program at WesthiU High

School in Stamford Ct. She was captain of

the Westhill team for two years, and led

the team to the state title her senior year.

Her outstanding play did not go un-

noticed. She was a two year All-County

player and Area player of the Year her

senior year at Westhill.

Grant's play at a three year starter and

two year captain at UMass has not been

overlooked either.

"She's as fine a player as I've had. I am
real pleased with what she has done,"

UMass Coach Elaine Sortino said.

The volleyball accomplishments are

evident but what people don't see is the

day in and day out schedule of Grant.

"I'm a dance major carrying 21 credits, I

run from practice to dance class. . . and
then sometimes back to practice!" con-

fesses Grant.

Such a busy schedule would make most
people lose interest or enthusiasm - not

Patty Grant.

"Wp have good personnel, this is the

strongest team I've played on at UMass
and everyone will be back next year," said

Grant. Maybe it is her optimistic outlook

which gives Grant the energy at the end of

practice to still be heard to yell an en-

couraging 'good job' or 'let's get going'. Is

there anything else that drives Patty

Grant?
"I like the competition, friends, players,

coaches and being in a good program with

good coaching. Plus my parents come to

every match and my sister is on the

team," adds Grant.

The only problem Grant poses for the

UMass volleyball and dance program is

that she only has one more year to give

them.

Patty Grant in action for team.
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500 students protest

U.S. invasion of Grenada

Collcriui pkoto by Drew (>Kier

ACTIVISM LIVES - Marchers opposed to the U.S. invasion of

Grenada wind their way through campus as part of yesterday's rally.

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

What began as a small rally of 150

students protesting the U.S. invasion of

Grenada yesterday became a shouting,

chanting crowd of nearly 500 people as

protestors joined together to demonstrate

across the University of Massachusetts

campus.
After initial speeches by students, the

crowd, carrying placards containing slogans

such as "Ronnie is a murderer'marched

from the Student Union building to

Dickenson Hall, where I'Mass Air Force

ROTC is located. The crowd then went to

Whitmore Administration building where

the demonstration culminated with more

ant i military speeches.

The front doors of Whitmore were then

locked, as were the doors leading to the

offices of the chancellor and his staff. The

lobby was monitored by security guards.

The rally was the second in three days

addressing U.S. foreign policy.

"It is time for us not to stand back but to

show, by numbers just how strongly we

feel." graduate student Satya Gabriel

shouted after comparing Grenada to

Vietnam. 'We cannot be ignorant of the

facts. We cannot be repressed. We must

fight against our government and against

this invasion."

With participants chanting "No more

Vietnam," the crowd assembled behind a

"U.S. Out" banner, as sophomore political

science major Mike delaPena, 20, tried to

assemble an anti march, pro- Reagan group.

"We're not going to put up with their bull

anymore," he shouted. "We've been

listening to them (anti military protesters)

for two days now, and it's time to let

everyone know there are students who

don't agree with them.Everybody against

this farce, raise your hands." Twenty

persons responded.

This campus Is controlled by leftists. This

group (the counter group) is simply ex-

pressing its patriotism," delaPena said.

I*n> military members later gathered at

Whitmore and chanted, "USA yes.

Marxism no" and "USA all the way" as they

saluted. Later they sang the "Star

Spangled Banner."

While Gabriel and Michael Martin, an

economics graduate student addressed the

crowd outside Dickenson as Air Force Capt.

Guillermo Mercado said upstairs, "1 think

it's healthy they're involved and concerned

about what has happened. They're

exercising their perrogative to free

speech."

As the crowd walked to Whitmore, Ingrid

Babb Bracey, a Grenadian graduate

student in education said. "I'm just

horrified by the whole situation. It doesn't

really come as a surprise. It's just out and

out American aggression. The American

government is running this propoganda

saying the fight is between American

Marines and Cubans, which is misleading.

"

rrenada wino ineir way inrougn campuH »B |f«ri w» j«:oi.«:i«»j o .«..j. #- i • a • "•"

Students march to oppose possible tuition hike
^ . - ,,_: :... „ Ar, «o»««fhina ahout the nrofiTam offered by the legislature tl

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Problems of access and the purpose of

public higher education were in contention

yesterday when about 20 students marched

on University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey's office and argued with

him against his proposed $50 tuition in-

crease.

The 40-minute session with Duffey

followed a noon rally on the steps of the

Student Union Building led by Student

Government Association (SGA) members.

"Do you really want a $50 increase?" Paul

Gosselin, chair of the public policy com-

mittee, asked the crowd of about 75 people.

"No!" they answered.

SGA co-President Tom Ahern told the

crowd that "Chancellor Duffey is one of the

few people who wants to see tuition raised.

$50 today, how much tomorrow?" he asked.

Duffey proposed the tuition increase plan

to the UMass Board of Trustees on Oct. 5,

and the Trustees will vote on it next

Wednesday. Students claimed Duffey was

trying to give some trustees who oppose

the plan the impression that students here

do not care about a $50 increase.

UMass Amherst students met with

UMass Boston students last week to plan

the rally, and several people from that

compus marched on Duffey's office

yesterday to express their opinions on his

plan.

"I appreciate how you feel about it,"

Duffey said. "I have to make my decisions

on the basis of what I think are the

problems of this campus."

Duffey said the money raised by the in-

crease, approximately $800,000, would help

alleviate problems of overcrowding in

high-demand classes. He pointed to a

Collegian story on a petition signed by

13,000 students last spring asking the

University to do something about the

problem. "The students asked for that," he

said.

"But did they ask you to do it m a form ot a

tuition increase?" Ahern asked.

Some students complained that the initial

$50 increase could exclude many lower

income students from the school, and that

would defeat one of the purposes of public

education.

Duffey said the problem was to balance

the needs of access to the university and

access to classrooms, "and that's why it's so

complicated."

"You say you want this increase to solve

overcrowding in classes." student senator

BUI Collins said to Duffey. "1 don't think

we're going to have a problem with

overcrowding if you get this increase

Collins and others also said an increase

could set precedent ", since it is part of a

program offered by the legislature this year

which allows sUte colleges and universities

to raise tuition and keep the extra monies

on campus for programs which the trustees

must approve.
,

Gosselin said that 'money's pretty tight

in the state budget, and if the program is

continued, "the burden is going to be

shifted from the state to the students."

"Nobody quite knows what the legislature

is going to do," Duffey said. "There are

perils for the University if they don't

(continue the program) and there are risks

if they do." „
"I don't intend to turn back on this,

Duffey said, but he vowed to "do everyt-

hing I can do" to make sure the legislature

doesn't turn over more education costs to

students.

Duffey said Wednesday that ap-

proximaUly 7,000 students would be

granted exemptions from the increase due

to financial need.
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9
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shootout p. 16

Collerian (crtphic by Ste»» Anderson

// you urish to be happy yourself, you

must resign yourself to seeing others also

happy. -Contempt for happiness is usually

contempt for other people's happin£ss, and

is an elegant disguise for hatred of the

human race.
, ^ „

- Bertrand Russell

SAFA
By KEN B. COLE
Collegian Correspondent

The first in a series of workshops to prepare students for

a financial aid lobbying trip to Washington D.C. scheduled

for early next month begins today. Attendance at three

out of the four seminars is suggested for students in-

terested in going on the trip.

Students Advocating Financial Assistance (SAl-A) is

organizing the workshops and sponsering the excursion to

be held Nov. 6,7,8 in part as a membership drive .
said

former SAFA president Jim Shaw. The workshops, to be

held today, next Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 4

p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Faculty Club near Frankhn Dining

Commons, will train students in current issues and lob-

bying techniques.

This year SAFA will be lobbying for the reauthorization

of the National Education Act, the piece of legislation that

incorporates the many grant and loan programs available

to students.

"Everv year there is a ty-'tf •-n\ :-r ^;^fif to cut

educational benefits to students and every year there is a

push from special interest, like SAFA, to hold down cuts

from various programs," Shaw said.

During the workshops, sutdents set up mock meetings in

which they approach congressmen in the same manner as

they would in Washington. Both pro and con arguement

for the proposed legislation are discussed prior to the trip.

We attempt to justify our presence and the importance of

the legislation," stated Shaw, a senior majoring in political

legislation, " stated Shaw, a senior majoring in political

science.

As well as meeting with legislators, SAFA represen

tatives work with "established legislative agents and

lobbyists to help sharpen our knowledge of the various

issues, and to help build confidence," Shaw said.

With 70 percent of students dependent on some form of

finan lal aid, Shaw said students should have a very

pergonal interest in financial legislation. SAFA provides an

opportunity for students to gain vital information, and to

meet people with common interests.

"The more people down there, the more effective we are,"

Shaw said.
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AP Laacrphoto

LIFTOFF - A huge crane lifts a large piece of

concrete off the top of the destroyed Marine
building at Beirul airport yesterday as rescue

workers look on.

Reagan says U.S.

arrived " in time"
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan charged the

Soviet Union Thursday night with encouraging the

violence in both Lebanon and Grenada.

As for Grenada, Reagan said it is "clear a Cuban oc-

cupation" of Grenada had been planned.

"We got there just in time," Reagan said.

The president said the foremost mission of the American
invasion of the Marxist-ruled Caribbean island was to

guarantee the safety of U.S. citizens. "The nightmare of

our hostages in Iran must never be repeated," he declared.

Reagan also vowed that those responsible for the bom-
bing in Beirut that killed 225 Marines and sailors "must be

dealt justice. They will be."

In a televised address to the nation, Reagan said, "The
events in Lebanon and Grenada, though oceans apart, are

closely related. Not only has Moscow assisted and en-

couraged the violence in both countries, but it provides

direct support through a network of surrogates and

terrorist."

"It is no coincidence that when the thugs tried to wrest

control over Grenada, there were 30 Soviet advisers and

hundreds of Cuban military and paramilitary forces on the

island," Reagan said.

"Two hours ago," said the president, "we released the

first photos from Grenada. They included pictures of a

warehouse of military equipment, one of three we have

uncovered so far. This warehouse contained weapons and

ammunition stacked almost to the ceiling, enough to supply

thousands of terrorist.

"Grenada, we were told, was a friendly island paradise for

tourism. But it wasn't. It was a Soviet-Cuban colony being

readied as a major military bastion to export terror and

undermine democracy. We got there just in time."

Reagan said the United States had initially assumed that

several hundred Cubans working on an airport runway on

the southern part of the island could be military reservists.
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AP Laacrphoto

GOTCHA, GRENADA - President Reagan

gestures last night while delivering his speech in

which he alleged the U.S. invaded Grenada "just

in time."

U.S. invaders crush final strongholds in Grenada
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP) - American forces on

Grenada crushed the final strongholds of Grenadian troops

and armed Cubans, and went to work Thursday tracking

down the Caribbean island's last diehard defenders, U.S.

and Barbadian reports said.

The United States, meanwhile, continued to pour hun

dreds of fresh paratroopers into the fight for the tiny

nation.

The Cubans holding out at Richmond Hill prison, in the

steep green hills east of the harborside capital, St.

George's, were overrun by attacking troops 2V2 days after

the U.S. invasion began, PenUgon sources said in

Washington.

A second St. George's strongpoint, the Grenadian army

headquarters at Fort Frederick, was captured Wed-

nesday, the sources said, confirming earlier reports by a

Barbadian radio station.

There was no immediate word on the status of Grenadian

Marxist leader Gen. Hudson Austin, believed to have been

at Fort Frederick.

Reagan administration officials said, meanwhUe, that

American forces discovered "upwards of 1,000" Cubans on

the island, some 400 more than claimed by the Cuban

government, and said they were more heavily armed than

expected.

"It was a combat engineer battalion in there, commanded

One third of staff

harassment victims
CAMBRIDGE - About a third of Harvard University

woman teachers and students who answered a

questionaire said people in authority harassed them

through looks, teasing, touching and pressure for sexual

favors.

Of 1.141 women returning the written study, 32 percent

of tenured faculty. 49 percent of nontenured faculty. 41

percent of graduate students and 32 percent of un-

dergraduates said they experienced some form of

harassment at least once from people in authority.

In contrast, only 13 men graduate students and 45 un-

dergraduate men reported being harassed.

The report made no recommendations, but the two'

students — Christina Spaulding and Joseph DiNunzio —
who directed the survey said Harvard's harassment

policies and procedures are "wholly inadequate."

They recommeded a stronger policy statement with

quarantees against reprisal, a system of advocates for

victims and informing victims of the progress and results

of cases.

by a Cuban colonel," White House spokesman Larry

Speakes said. The Cuban government says almost all the

600 to 700 Cubans on Grenada were
airport construction workers who had been issued light

arms.
In the third day of the Grenada invasion, the officially

reported U.S. death toll rose to eight, international anger

deepened over the American action, and a U.S.

congressional committee pushed for a time limit on the

U.S. military operation.

The Pentagon said the casualty toll among the almost

3,000 U.S. troops stood at eight dead, eight missing and 39

wounded.

AI' l.«»«n>hoto

CIVIL DEFENSE - A soldier of the multi-

national force pulls a captured machine gun onto

a Grenadian airport yesterday.
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PRAISES BOMBING - Iranian-backed militia

leader Hussein Musawi (seated) tells reporters

yesterday he had no involvement in the Marine
bombing, but praised the act and expret^sed hope

that he would be able to participate in future at-

tacks^^ .

Media, government, loyalty save Tylenol's image

Colleipan photo bv Drew O^er

REMARKABLE COMEBACK - Robert
Whitaker of McNeil Consumer Products Com-
pany speaks on the resurgence of Tylenol last

night.

ByPAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

After a tragedy which took Tylenol from a product whose

sales by itself could rank among Fortune 500 companies to

near extinction a week later, the company has almost fully

recovered its original sales, according to an executive who
helped engineer its rebirth.

"Our business is basically back," said Robert E. Whit-

taker, director of product management for McNeil Con-

sumer^roducts Company, which has fought to restore the

mammoth command of its market that Tylenol enjoyed

before seven deaths in the Chicago area were attributed to

cyanide poisoning of the product.

Speaking before a group of 180 students in the Campus

Center, Whittaker explained the near panic situation

which resulted when the non aspirin pain reliever, which

since 1978 was the nation's best selling health and beauty

aid. fell victim to what is now believed to be random

tampering. Publicity associating Tylenol with the deaths

made it the number two story of the year in the country,

second only to the economy, said Whittaker.

Whittaker said the company took several key steps in the

weeks and months following the first three cyanide deaths

reported on September 30, 1982, including a $100 million

recall of all McNeil capsule products, full cooperation with

government, medical, and media agencies, safety sealing

of the reintroduced product, and the distribution of 800

million free coupons for Tylenol.

Although he said "the media did an excellent job of

dealing with this," and public opinion consistently showed

the company to be perceived as a blameless victim which

acted in the public interest. Whittaker said the company

had many skeptics that felt the name Tylenol could never

be used again on any product. However, he said "The

enduring loyalty of Tylenol users" and the

openness of the company allowed it recover in a time

shorter than most anyone would have expected.

Whittaker's appearance was the first in a lecture series

sponsored by the marketing department of the School of

Management.

Meeting condemns Grenadian invasion

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

After the Amherst Town Meeting Tuesday night 64

people stayed to endorse a letter condemning the use of

force against the island of Grenada. The letter was sent to

President Reagan, Rep. Silvio Conti and senators Paul

Tsongas and Edward Kennedy.

"This is a violation of United States and international

law," said town meeting member Mary Wentworth of

district six.

"It's definitely bully-on-the-block type behavior that a

country of 220 million is invading and declaring victory

over a country of 100,000. " added Wentworth.

Responding to the reasons given for the invasion Wen-

tworth said, "That's a very thin pretext." Wentworth

added, "There were ways we could have gotten American

citizens out through negotiations."

During the town meeting, a proposal to appropriate

$17,000 to expand and improve child care services passed

99 56.

A study report submitted to town meeting members by

the child care committee stated that "local information and
referral services were for the most part, either not used or

not seen as providing helpful information regarding

local child care services."

Opposing the motion, town meeting member Nancy

Gordon said, "It's too vague." Gordon added, "Many other

agencies provide child care referral."

"The parents of 100 percent of infants, 100 percent of

toddlers, 66 percent of pre schoolers, 66 percent of kin-

dergarteners and 80 percent of elementary school aged

children" favored some town funding for better in-

formation and referral services, stated the child care

committee's report.

Centers provide
parents' freedom

the last of a three part series on

Duffey defends proposed tuition hike
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey Thursday defended his proposed $50 tuition in

crease for next semester while telling the Faculty Senate

the plan will help "the university do a better job in

meeting" students academic requests.

"Weliave an opportunity to respond to a problem... (the

tuition increase) is a way of responding to it."

Duffey, who will present his tuition increase plan to next

weeks Board of Trustees meeting in Boston, said about

7,000 students would be granted exemptions from the $50

increase. Students currently receiving Pell grants and

state scholarships would be exempted.

Student Government Association co-president Tom
Ahern questioned Duffey at the meeting asking whether or

not students receiving student loans and work study would

also fall into the category of needy.

Daylight Savings
ends at 2 Sunday
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Correspondent

Students can get an extra hour of sleep this weekend,

thanks to Daylight Savings Time, which ends at 2 a.m.

Sunday.
Daylight Savings Time, which was adopted by the U.S. in

1916, capitalizes upon the naturally longer days of the

summer by moving the clocks ahead one hour, said David

Van Blerkom, University of Massachusetts professor of

astronomy.
"This is due to the fact that the axis which runs through

the north and south poles is inclined so that at certain

times we have longer hours of daylight than of night," he

said. The difference in the length of day and night depends

upon the distance the location is from the equator. Van

Blerkom said.

Massachusetts, located at a latitude of about 42 degrees,

has about 15 hours of daylight in midsummer as opposed to

the North Pole, which can have full days of daylight.

Daylight Savings Time, which starts the last Sunday in

April and runs to the last Sunday in October, has always

had controversy surrounding it, Van Blerkom said.

"Daylight Savings Time has had a long complicated

history surrounding it ... there are groups who have tried

to oppose it and groups who have tried to put us on it

permanently," he said. It has always been subject to

"poUtical compromise" by competing interest groups he

said, citing the 1974 oil crunch as an example.

Van Blerkom said the current system employed m the

U.S.. which is set by law, has "no real astronomical

reason," referring to the April and October endpomts.

Duffey said they did not.

Following the meeting, Ahern asked "what is his

definition of needy?"

Thomas E. Hutchinson, associate professor of

Education, also questioned Duffey's proposal at the

meeting asking whether or not tuition should be lowered

instead of increased.

Duffey said the question of how much a student should

pay to go to college is "a complex social policy question."

"There is a need for student aid to increase...but in the

mix of all this I have begun to recognize reluctantly that

low interest loans are now with us," he said.

One of the porblems higher education faces in respect to

financial aid is people's "unwillingness to pay higher taxes"

to help subsidize increases in the cost of education, he said.

Ahern called Duffey's tuition increase plan a "bandaid

solution" to the problems on campus with respect to

overcrowed classes.

By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Editors note: This is

chold care in the area.

In child care programs, children between the infant and

kindergarten age develop socialization and learning skills,

while the parents, either as students, employees or ad

ministrators can pursue educations or careers knowing

their children are well cared for.

Child care centers are staffed by professionals, non

professionals, and students. They are equipped with

fenced yards, sandboxes, art supplies, and cots for the

children to take naps on.

Activities at the centers range from group discussions

and daily meals to outdoor play and occasional trips to

University gfymnasiums.

"Everything here is geared toward children." said i

Michael Denney, director of the Grass Roots Day School of

the University of Massachusetts Day Care system.

"This focus is not found at home or in the world at any

other time during the children's life. " he said.

In this atmosphere, "the child begins to learn a sense of

self worth and to respond to other people by sharing and

taking turns," Denny said.

But "it should be a good time for the children and they

should want to be here," he said.

Carolyn Edwards, assistant professor of Education and

director of the Human Development Laboratory School at

UMass, said children who go to early education centers

"develop schemes. " by learning how to "do things with

toys and people."

Denney said people who work "need to bring a child

somewhere they know (he or she) will be nurtured and

cared about."

Women who work at UMass and other colleges can

especially benefit from child care because they are no

longer forced to interrupt their careers when they have

children. UMass is mandated to provide only eight weeks

of maternity leave, although a woman can frequently

negotiate a six month leave. EUzabeth Perkins, director of

the UMass child Care System, said.

While Denney said child care is "a social service," Wilham

Field, UMass Dean of Students, said it is the "determining

factor about whether (many women) can be part of this

university."

Collegian photo hy Drew (>ip«r

OPPOSITES ATTRACT - Group holding differing views of the U.S. invasion of Grenada con-

verge in front of Whitmore with the crowd on the slope heckling the larger group of protesters

by proclaiming "USA, all the way."
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Grad students learn of LSO
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate was addressed

last night by Charles Dimare, Director of

the University's Legal Services Office, who
explained the offices uses.

Dimare explained that the office, which

has four full-time lawyers and eight to 10

legal assistants on its staff, will represent

or advise students on legal situations which

face them in the areas of consumer and

tenants rights, medical or legal malpractice

and even in some criminal cases.

Dimare said that 20 percent of the offices

workload involves students' disputes with

the University.

Senate President Sanjiv Dugal said that

Dimare' s presentation was one of the many

which the senate plans to have at its

meetings this year to educate graduate

students about services and programs

available to them.

Also, last night, the senate voted to table

a resolution condemning the U.S. invasion

of Grenada on Tuesday.

The resolution was presented by Gerry

Fishbein, a graduate student in the Labor

Center, and a member of the Western

Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity

Committee.
Fishbein's resolution stated "The

Graduate Student Senate condemns the in-

vasion of Grenada. We believe that all

troops should be immediately withdrawn

from that independent nation."

The resolution was tabled until next

week's senate meeting after some senators

said they didn't have enough information

yet to make a decision on the resolution.

Some senators also said they doubted their

power to make a ruling on a "political"

issue without first speaking to their consti-

tuencies.

Fishbein said that he wanted the resolu-

tion passed at last night's meeting so that it

could be presented along with similar

resolutions to U.S. Rep. Silvio Conti

(R-Mass) who will be in Northampton

tomorrow. Fishbein did not say what other

resolutions he was referring to^
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Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA

• $1.50 Bar Drinks

• 60' Miller Drafts

• 85' Lowenbrau

10:00 - closing

iFriday'
and

Saturday
DOUBLE
SHOT

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^ain
Happy Hour I

I>RINKS

FREE PIZZAI 60* Miller

*i cr> o n u J85* Lowenbrau
$1.50 Bar Drinks

60* Miller Draft

Monday
and

Tuesday

$1.00 OFF ANY|
PITCHER
OF BEER

Halloween
Treat:

Sat NIte
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Buy one mixed
drink get one

FREE

or wln«i
Limit on» p«r
custom

on any pizza

|when you buy a

Pitcher of

Beer

2:00 - 5:30 10:00 - closing I 5:00 - closing

DaUy Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 6:00
Each Ni^t Happy Hour 10:00 - closinfir

^^V-^^Tickets available at

^-^^ FAC Box Office

& Datatix

D/yiDi
.•t>^JOHAKSEK
7:00 pm -all ages (no alcohol served)

10:30 pm - 20 and over show (full bar)

PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION WITH UPC $4.00

,c:()llealan 5

NOVEMBER 9

7:00 PM
BARTLETT61

For students who want to

enroll in English 112

during Winter Session 1984.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look tor Mr Boston s two ni-w cooKbooks. the Cordial Cooking Guidf and Ihf Spirited Dessert Guide

Available at bookstores or Itirougfi Warner Books
75 Rockefeller Plaza Special Sales. DepI B. New York. New York 10019

Mr Boston Schnapps 64 6n and 100 proof Produced by Mr Boston Distiller Owenstwro KY Albany. GA 1982
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HALLOWEEN NOVELTY
and

THEATKICAL SUPPLIES
H.L.CHILDS & SON

Open Daily & Sat. 9-5:15 Thurs. Nightsjill 9

Fri. Oct. 28 till 9 Sun. Oct. 30 12-5

Before you look anywhere else '

'

check our low, low prices

25 State Street Northampton 584-2604
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-**•- BEER
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ACTUAL SIZE 29' « 77

ORDER YOUR
LITE ALL-STARS POSTER TODAY!
1983 UTE ALL-STARS POSTER OFFER
To order your 1 983 Lite All-Stars Poster, please fill in the wNLT
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D/FW Airport, TX 75261
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Void where prohibited by law No product purchase necessary
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stamps, or C O D s accepted Offer expires December 31 , 1983
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Grenada - land of tropical beauty
The invasion of Grenada by the United States is just

one more example of the callous militarism practic-

ed by the Reagan administration. The war in

Grenada has gone one step further than any other of

Reagan's aggressions to date. It has introduced the direct

involvement of U.S. troops in an offensive manner. It is an
outrage equal to that of the Russian invasion of

Afghanistan, but no one is talking about boycotting the

Olympics this time.

John Gilman
The fact that Grenada is a small nation in our sphere of

influence is not a justification for invading the country.

Neither is the fact that the government is Marxist and

strongly anti-American. The way we behave international-

ly, it is amazing the whole world is not anti-American. The

U.S. spits out self-righteous rhetoric when condemning

Russian expansionism and their disregard for the

soveriegnty of their neighbors, but when we are the

perpetrators of the heinous international crime, we stress

the "atmosphere of violent uncertainty" in the region.

The Reagan line is repugnant.

To fully understand the hypocrisy of the official

justification for this invasion, we must examine some of

the facts. The administration claims that one of the

reasons we went into Grenada was to protect our citizens

there. Reagan wanted to avoid another Iranian crisis. This

line of reasoning ignores the fact that many of the parents

of these students pleaded with the administration not to

attack, the school's chancellor said they were safe, and the

Grenadian officials sent a cable to our embassy in Bar-

bados guaranteeing the safety of our students. This flimsy

excuse must be discarded as a disdainful fabrication con-

structed for domestic consumption.

The purported invitation on the part of the members of

the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) is

also a thin veil. The terms of the OECS treaty states that

the organization may intervene in another state's internal

affairs when they are under external attack, and then only

with a unanimous decision on the part of the members.

The U.S. intervention is not stopping an external attack, it

is the external attack. The purported request was not ad-

vanced by a unanimous decision on the part of the OECS.
What of the Organization of American States in which

both the U.S. and Grenada are members? I quote Article

XV of the OAS treaty:

"No state or group of states has the right to intervene,

directly or indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the in-

ternal or external affairs of any other state."

It is quite apparent that we have disregarded the terms

of this treaty also.

Carter was criticized for not being tough enough on

foreign affairs. He got pushed around by Marxists and ter-

rorists, and refused to act decisively in the Iranian hostage

crisis. However, one thing positive can be said about his

handling of the crisis, which cannot be said about

Reagan's policies in Lebanon, El Salvador, and now
Grenada. No matter what failings of the Carter handling

of the hostage crisis, he got them home alive.

John Gilman is a Collegian columnist.

Letters.

Are these people real ?

To the editor,

Having worked as an associate executive-editor for the

Collegian I realize how difficult it is to get a decent

response to the editorial page through letters-to-the-

editors; so I sympathize with the editor's attempt to in-

cite response, but ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!! This hoax of

an alleged columnist called "Steven P. Barrett" has gone

from a good ploy on his part to an insult. Surely you don't

expect us to believe that such an unashamed fool as

"Steven P. Barrett," who is obsessed with his aggressive

naivete, would continue to expose himself to us week

jift^r week
No, Mr. Editor, it was a nice try but you've let your

wild imagination run too far. Now the "Katherine

Curda" ploy is much more plausible, but you've got to

resist the temptation to push your fictitous columnists to

the limits of rational thought and comprehension.

Good luck, though, I find the whole idea very amusing,

if a little grey ethically.
_ ^
Joe Gannon

Northampton

Editor's note: These are real people, really!

Words
I

don't love Bill. I hardly know Bill. From my first

impression Bill is a witty, intelligent guy; but of

course I could be wrong.

I first observed this blond-haired, hazel-eyed figure

feeding himself what looked to be like semi-cool french-

fries. As I moved nearer I noticed a graceful sway to his

chair and then a determined look in his eyes. In the bustl-

ing business office, Bill was about to take time out of his

schedule to give a gift even he didn't know he was sending:

Encouragement. ^_^^^_^-^-^—

Taara Eden Hoffman

Wrapped in style and charm. Bill's gift opened itself for

me last week. When I told him I wanted to get involved

-write articles, join organizations. I received continuous,

positive roseate responses.

Lack of this promising, supportive spirit from others is a

major cause of the boredom and intimidation in many

students today. People need to hear enthusiastic feedback

on their thoughts, ideas, dreams. Stagnation creeps up on

us and it is really easy to get discouraged and despondent

it there is iitiie or no support around us.

"Run with it. run with it," is what I heard after I

hesitantly suggested a possible theme for an article. "Go

for it," Bill offered immediately. (Okay, so it's a cliche, but

it sounds great when said with vim and vigor! - Excuse the

cliche...)

A pat on the back in any form is always appreciated and

well-received. A smile or nod or a positive point may be

just what your friend, sister, relative, or current squeeze

needs to get through the month, day, or moment.

There is no harm done in saying or doing something

positive. You'll feel good for "being nice" and "helping

out" and the recipient of your gesture will benefit, even if

only in a small way. There's a saying that goes: "One small

deed is bigger than the grandest intention." If you would

like to praise or encourage, do so! Don't hold back. Tell

people to "run with" whatever they want to accomplish;

give the gift of encouragement.

Bill and I chatted briefly and then parted. Our first en-

counter was swift but full. I don't think my first impres-

sion was wrong, so this is To Bill, With Love.

Taara Eden Hojfman is a Collegian columnist

Reflections on
the free world

A 19 year old Argentine soldier who had just come

back from the Malvinas (Falkland) Islands war

called home from Buenos Aires, and tells his

mother he had a fellow soldier with him who had lost his

eyes, who had just lost his left leg and had his body burned

by the British bombs. Moreover, he asked his mother if he

could bring his friend home with him. His mother told she

would be too disgusted by the sight of that friend. The 19

year old soldier shot himself in the head. That friend was

nobody but himself!

Foad Vafaei

In any war similar stories occur too often. But when the

President of a nation which has the power to literally burn

every living species on this planet 30 times over, is jubilant

about the idea of building more and more machineries of

human destruction, talks about the Vietnam war as a "no-

ble cause" (never mind if it resulted in the destruction of 1

million Vietnamese and 55,()00 Americans), refuses to

negotiate in any serious way any arms control agreement

with the Soviet Union, talks about wars as though they

were games, refuses to negotiate any peaceful settlement

of the Central American crisis, oppt)sing almost all other

countries in the NATO alliance and our main allies in Latin

America, that means we are so close to a nuclear war, that

we no longer need to fear the emotional problems of the

next world war. After all, in order to have emotional pro

blems, one needs human beings, left alive.

Every political crisis has a human dimension to it. It is

absolutely irresponsible to leave out these human dimen-

sions and aspects while speaking in terms of "national in-

terests" of the U.S.. "combatting communism," "saving

the free world." helping "friendly nations" etc. without

looking beyond these terms.

Perhaps that is why there are still people among us who

do not feel concerned when "our" ally the Salvadoran dic-

tatorship is responsible for the murder, mutilation, and

torture of 40,000 men, women, and children (and 4

American nuns) in the last 4 years alone, using the most

barbaric and savage methods. But fortunately there are

also those who do feel concerned and angered that this

brutal regime has been able to because it has received 1

billion dollars in the last 3 years alone from our tax money;

there are even those of us who feel disgusted when the ad-

ministration attempts to justify its policy in Central

America as promoting our national interests.

The conservative morons, with their self-confident

stupidity, however, do not realize that when in the streets

of Salvadoran cities every morning there are dead bodies

of those who for the simple guilt of opposing a brutal

regime, have been kidnapped, tortured, castrated, raped,

mutilated, and killed by the government's security forces

(to all this even our ex-ambassador Robert White could

testify), when the Salvadoran air force uses American and

Israeli fighter bombers to drop napalm over the villages of

its own countryside, then this is not a struggle between

East and West, it is not preserving any nation's security,

it is not a "noble cause," and it is certainly not

humanitarian. It is a crime against humanity pure and

simple.

When the U.S. Ambassador Jeanne Kirkpatrick ex-

pounds upon our "moral" duties in supporting a regime

made up of a group of gangsters and pathological killers

one wonders about her morality. Isn't this the same

morality which imposed (through a CIA inspired coup

d'etat in 1973) the rule of murder, torture, and barbarism

upon Chile (to save U.S. corporate interests)?

I bring these gruesome facts to light lest we forget that

'friendly' Latin American dictatorships (such as Chile,

Uruguay, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Paraguay,

etc.) are virtually armed to the teeth with U.S. aid, with

the use of torture techniques such as the castration of

men, the raping of women with hot metal rods, and elec-

tric shock for interrogation purposes. We must not forget

the existence of impoverished slums is widespread, famine

rampant, and basic freedoms non-existent; we must not

forget that U.S. corporations have made 4 billion dollars

(reported) net profit in Chile from 1910 to 1970 and that

the Panamanian regime receives only 5 percent of the in-

come of a canal on its own territory; we must not forget

that there are definite causal links among all these facts,

links whose perception will be possible only if we have the

courage to use our common sense.

Foad Vafaei is a UMass student

Editor's note: This article was written before the Beirut

bombing last week.
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5 The Five College Dance Department presents

S The Dance Faculty Fall Concert
_^ _ _ _^ ^

a

/

i

I
g

I
s

University of Massachusetts Bowker Auditorium October 27, 28, 29 B

I 8:00 PM Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office weekdays 10-4 (545-2511), |
i Datatix Outlets, and at the door S
i General Admission $4.00, Students $3.00, Children and Senior Citizens $1 .00 q
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRICING!!!

Stroh's 12 oz. cans $9.95 case -i- dep.

Schaefer 12 oz. long necks $7.99 case -»- dep.

Bud 12 oz. cans or long necks $10.95 case -- dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $4.25 12 pk

Gin or Vodka 80° $4.99 litre $8.49 1 75 litre

German, French €r Italian Wines
Red, White & Rose $Tr98^$1 .49 & up 750 ml

Large selection of barrelled beer in stock

Semester at Sea

THE
WORLD
IS YOUR
CAMPUS g

TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAILINGS

EACH YEAR

Departs in Januarv from Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida, with stops

in South America, Africa, South

Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle

in September with stops in the Orient,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh,

Semester at Sea offers students an academic pro-

gram of the highest standards with related in-port ex-

periences. This full semester is available to qualified

students from all accredited colleges and universities.

With faculty drawn from the University of Pitt-

burgh and other leading universities and augmented

by guest experts, more than 60 university courses are

offered.

Optional tours, including special tours into the

People's Republic of China, are available.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned,

18,000 ton ship, registerd in Liberia and built in

America. Semester at Sea admits students without

regard to color, race or creed.

For complete details in a color brochure,

write Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pitt-

sburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA
15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or

(412)624-6021 in Pennsylvania.

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTHl

AmIierst CliiRopRACTic HeaItIi Center

is offERiNq A

STUDENT CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE DISCOUNT

of $25.00 TowARds AN iNiml ChiRopRAcric ExAMiNAxioN

ANd Free enroUment in our Low BAck WeUness School

by AppoiNTMENT oNly - CaU 256-6700

Dr. ViRqiNiA D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. HowARd T. Ewert, D.C.

190 UNivERsixy Drive ax Rxe. 9 (on xIie busliNE)

CkiRopRACTic is covERcd by most major IteAlrh iNsuRANCE,

AuTOMobiU Personal IwjtRy Policies, ANd WorUman's CoMpENSAxioN.

%

^\>^ UTOPIA SPAS % •

Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am...Walk-ins are welcome

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY

• Hot Tu^ Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • Each area wired for your

own favorite music or sounds. .AND MUCH MORE. . .

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!
>•••••••••••••••••• clip and save •••••••••••••••••

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)• $1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF ,^L

HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT r\
•f-i jQo (coupon valid through October 30, 1963)

one coupon per visit, per person

HOT
TUBS

Two-Tone

Rugby Shirt

$22.95

.^.

UMi4SS
imprinted activewear

Located in the Campus Center

lOpen M-F 9-5 ^ \jmVERSlT\
Sat 11-4 ASTORE^

Shakespeare forEveryman
TAMING OF THE SHREW
October 27, 28, 29
Kirby Theater, Amherst College

By LORENA NOZZOLILLO
Collegian Correspondent

If you think you have to be either pretentious or an ex-

treme intellect to appreciate Shakespeare, you may l)e in

for a pleasant surprise. The Dramatic Arts Department at

Amherst College has put together a production of The

Taming of the Shrew that is a vibrant, entertaining com-

edy. Best of all, you don't have to be a student of

Shakespeare to enjoy it.

Professor William Boughton of the Dramatic Arts

Department at Amherst directed this latest production

and in his own words describes it as l)eing "a boisterous,

bawdy, robust play." Boughton takes advantage of this

"boisterous" appeal and produces an uproarious version

of one of Shakespeare's finest comedies.

Unlike other directors who can sometimes make even

the funniest of Shakespeare's comedies seem dry and

tedious. Boughton and his cast give us a production that is

genuinely and wholeheartedly fun to watch.

The "shrew" in the title refers to a character named

Kate, daughter of Baptista Minola, a rich Italian mer-

chant. Baptista has another daughter, Bianca, who has

three suitors. However, Bianca cannot wed until her older

sister finds a husband. Finding a husband for Kate is not

an easy task, for she has acquired a reputation as being

somewhat unpleasant (to say the least).

Petruchio, a roving fortune hunter, hears of Kate, and

more importantly her impressive dowry, and volunteers to

take on the shrew.
The following episodes with Kate and Petruchio contain

some of the best comic warfare ever written for the stage.

After marrying her, Petruchio tries to tame the fiesty

Kate by killing her with kindness. In other words, given

her a taste of her own medicine. The final result is that

Kate is won over by Petruchio without completely sacrific-

ing her independence.

The cast makes use of slapstick and schlick throughout

the play. Every performer on stage uses an over abun-

dance of camp and flourish. Chief am»)ng them were the

two lead actors, Michael Miggens as Petruchii*, and Moira

Driscoll as Kate.

Higgens' performance is without a doubt the highlight

of the show. He plays Petruchio with lK)undless amounts

of energy, vibrance, and charisma. He takes a very un-

traditional approach to his role for at times it's like wat-

ching Robin Williams perform Shakespeare. Higgens

makes the play all the more lively and enjoyable.

Driscoll is hysterical as the ill-tempered Kate. She could

convincingly fly into a red-faced rage whenever necessary.

She is also gifted with the voice of a drill sergeant, which

enhanced her j)erformance of the incorrigible shrew.

These two fine performers had ample sup{)ort from a

talented cast. Mark Lainer, who played Petruchio's ser-

vant Grumio, made an amusing sidekick. Also, C.remio

played by Ezra Barnes convincingly played an elderly

suitor of Bianca's.

Quality was also prevelent in the lavish sets and

costumes. Jim Moran, a professor of Scenic Art at Nor-

theastern University, designed the authentic looking set.

The set had a definite Medieval look to it. The costumes

were bright, colorful and well-tailored.

Boughton has put together a warm and funny version of

a classic play by adding some modern flourish and making

his show completely unique and refreshing.
The following episodes with Kate and Petruchio contam ^

-w-^w • - i " £\

Jim Roche: is theNew Right really wrong ?
By CHARLES FRANCIS
CARROLL
Collegian Correspondent

The opening exhibit of

Jim Roche's recent works,

on view at the University

Gallery is controversial,

but according to a gallery

spokesperson, not for the

reasons one would expect.

The controversy is not the

use of swastikas, crosses,

and explicitly anti-

homosexual, anti-abortion

slogans, but that there has

not been more of a public

outcry and only a few

complaints. Why is it not

taken seriously?

In it's first showing,

What's Right is Right:

What's Left is Wrong, is a

series of works completed

over the past two years

which refer to the

crucifixion of Christ

between the two thieves.

Created specifically for the

University Gallery, the

works are in two distinct

forms: a series of reliefs

representing southern

roadside crosses with

fundamentalist slogans

painted on them and a

sculpture group of hinged

wooden crosse s, spread

open like sawhorses and

painted on the inside with

the primary colors and

black representing Heaven
and Hell.

The theme of these new
works is the sense of right

and wrong and the moral

choice between them. The
artist describes them as a

"temporal interpretation of

the New Right and the

fundamentalist religious

slogans that have appeared

during these troubled

times." The trouble, is

that instead of offering us a

choice, the New Right has

already made our choice.

Roche follows with

tribute to the artists who
inspired the forms, such as

Jesse Howard's dense sign

calligraphy. W.C. Rice*

crosses and slogans, and

the fall from Grace in

Dinsmore's cincrete
sculptures. However, he

separates himself from

William Christenberry.

Unlike Christenberry,

who atempts to exorcise

the South of such cultural

demons as the Ku Klux

Klan, Roche's work tends

to typify and esentialize

certain Southern motifs to

show a national trend.

Each is concerned with

documentation, but what

they are actually

documenting are their own
responses. While
Christenberry
acknowledges the
existence of the Klan

within his own experience

and environment, he

presents them publicly in

such a way that he exposes

their secret, complex
subculture as the cruel

menace it is; Roche,

however, is not implicating

the hidden motives of the

Moral Majority, but

presenting them as genre,

if not heralding them.

Roche's work can make
us all the more determined

against the forces of

fascism and fun-

damentalism. Or it may
reinforce them. Certianlly

it raises some other very

important questions. How
far can an artist go without

faUing over the edge of

sensibility into poor taste,

as was the case in The

Nigger Show in New York

several years ago.

Afterall, these are public

works being displayed at a

university. Doesn't the

artist have some

€1

^Itams
Come to pRANkiES rhis HaUoween

For a fRiqhTfully dElicious treat -

FoRqET ThosE qhosTS ancI qobblJNS wIien you biTE in-

to ONE oF FrAnWeS qiANT qRiNdERS OR cIlASE AWAy

ThAT chill wirli a bowl oF our STEAiviiNq cIam

chowdER.

Bewitching specials for l(ids & adults -

CHILDREN - Dog, fries, ortd o small Dr. Pepper

only 99*

ADULTS - Free bowl of chowder or chili with any

sandwich platter or dinner platter

Come joIn our bENcfiT HaUoween Party fo\ CereBraI PaIsex

- spEciAls, MAqic, plus SOME HALLOWEEN SURPRISES -

responsibility for his

images? What is the ar-

tist's role and stake in

presenting such art?

In her essay, "Jim

Roche's Days of

Reckoning, " Betty Rogers

Rubenstein concludes that

Knche hxus pushed th^ con-

(.emporary aesthetic to a

place where it can il-

luminate as well as

decorate: where it ad-

dresses an objective reniity

of society, and where the

life ofthe sjyirit is recogniz-

ed through the very telling

of its death.

To the extent that Jim
Roche is a complex man
and a sophisticated artist I

concur with Rubenstein,

but that he has leaned on

the contemporary
aesthetic may not be his

achievement, but his

artistic downfall, despite

his critical success.

It may well be that Roche

is solely an opportunist.

Producing such work is

politically expedient and

right relative to the rise of

the New Right.

It may be that Jim

Roche is speaking for an

element of white rural poor

who behold the New Right

as a solution to their

poverty. Although he has

succeeded in his career, he

speaks as if there were no

distinction between his

values and the values he

chooses to repre.sent. But

the artworks speak best

for themselves. They

might not express your

values or mine but they

should not be ignored.

Editor ' s

Note:

TRAILERS
will not be

seen today.

Look for An-
dy Gordon's
movie col-

umn in Mon-
day's Col-
legian-
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^the
SHOE

JSJIa^ 187 n. pleasant st^ amherst

You asked for it, you got it!
'

We now serve pitchers/!

Leisure Time ^_^^^„^
TREND SETTERS

Pulover Hooded
\H*rm. soft and stylish, this taglan sleeve

hooded sweatshirt is a yteal addition to our

popular fleecewear line Cozy 50% cotton

»id 30% Creslan " polyester make it

comfortable and carefree White body with

your choice dl three high fashion colors

(Teal, Purple or Raspben>| Color accented

hood lininq, dtawstnng. sewn sleeve stnpes

and piping Muff style front pouch pocket

adds the Irttle exua that makes this style

another winner ^^^^^

Sizes

S-M-L-XL
Purple

Raspberry

Teal

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

mMstore^

« ¥

I FOUR SEASaSIS^l*^ Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms l\^all ^^
Just a quick Jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mali (L<

ATTENTION EVERYONE ^
Four Seasons is having a raffle

PRIZE: NEON BEER SIGNS
When: starts Friday 10/28 9 am-Saturday 10/29 1 1 pm

Drawings: Monday pm
winners will be notified by phone

So come on in and fill out your form
(r)o purchase necessary,

HALLOWEEN
Costume Contest

When: Monday 10/31
between 7 pm and 10 pm only

Prizes to be ^ven away all nig^ht include:
Hats, Serving Tray, Large Beer Can.

Beer Lights, Large Plastic Beer Bottle.

Wall Posters/Plaques, Beach Mat,
more, more & more

ONE GRAND PRIZE TO THE BEST
IN THESE CATEGORIES

- Most Outrageous/Bizarre - Most Humerous
- Scariest - Most Original
- Most unique beer/liquor related costume
winners of grand prizes will be notified by phone

fina.1 df^fuBon & prize givenmade by Four Season owner
ii ^

* SPECIALS *

MEISTER BRAU cans $7.99 VODKA & GIN 1.75

BUSCH bts er Cans $8.99 CARLING bts $6.99

^BUD bts $9.99 GENESEE bts $8.95
Ti STROHS cans $9.99

1^ also nfiany other specials throughout the store

'jk Reminder: call early to reserve your keg or beer ball

^ for Monday's Partvs

1%
9^

TEAMWEAR
Extra Heavyweight Reverse Weave

Sweatshirt

Available in

Gray

Scarlet

Navy
S-M-L-XL

Imprinted

or

PlainNow part

of our

expanded
Activewear

Department Heavyweight

Reverse

Weave
Sweat

Pants

Now in

Stock

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campjs Center

c^ UNIVERSITY
;h^iSTORE^

Black Affairs
•:.:•:•::•^:vx•^^:•:•:•:•;
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Students, professor speak about Grenada
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts met twice

this week to protest U.S. military intervention in Grenada.

But the rallies did more than arouse the concern of many
students who have not heard of the island before the

problem emerged. The Grenadian situation have also

frightened and enraged students from the Caribbean and

other Third World countries.

George McKenzie, a senior social thought and political

science major from Jamaica said "the situation (U.S. in-

tervenence) suggest the paranoia existing in Washington,

primarily in the Reagan Administration."

"America has always been aware of Reagan's potential to

resort to barbarism. He chose Granada as a point of action"

he said.

McKenzie said there's enough evidence to suggest that

from the incept of the Grenadan Revolution in March 13 of

1979 the State Department and the Carter Administration

adopted a certain posture against Grenada.

The scattered gunfire that broke out in Grenada on

October 21 was merely the climax of this he said.

Carter's posture began with the creation of a task force

McKenzie said. The sole intention of such task force was to

strengthen the ties of what the New York Times caUs the

'radical minds of the Caribbean', he said.

McKenzie said he believes the island of BeUze. who gained

its independence less than five years ago will be the next

Caribbean nation to suffer from an U.S. invasion.

Its geographic location and its commitment to social

change wiU lure the U.S. to invade, he said.

"BeUze's present location of mUitary forces is so positive as

to intimidate Belizian people." he said.

Speaking about his native country. McKenzie said that

extending from the socio-political ramification of the

situation, the same policies applied in Jamaica in the

overthrow of Michael Gerry "brought in the downplow in

Grenada."

"(The United States) blantly disrespected the sovereignty

of an independent nation" Robert Teixeira, a Senior Afro-

am/Economics major said. mu- j
Texteira. a member of the Student Senate and the Third

World caucus said the Cuscus condemned U.S. invasion in

Grenada and demanded an immediate troop withdrawal,

he said.

"The invasion's purpose was an attempt to destroy one

social system Marxist to one friendlier to the U.S.'s" he

said.

Texteira claims the U.S. violated a charter of the

Organization of American States (OAS) which states that a

non-member nation may not intervene onto member

nation.

The U.S. is not a member of the OAS. he said. "The m-

vasion suppossedly legitimized future invasions all over

the world." he said. Teixeira said by invading the

Caribbean nation, the U.S. is setting itself for severe

criticism and isolation.

Jane Rausch. history professor at UMass said the U.S.

intervention was a "predictable response" Rausch also said

the invaion was historicly conceivable.

"If we are going to pick on someone why don't we pick on

somebody our size," she said.

McKenzie proposed the Caribbean nations should join

voices and denounce the presence of Americans and their

immediate removal from the Caribbean.

"Let the local population allowed to decide the future of

their society. (They should) join their voices with forcing

and advancing the slogan used in the Grenadan revolution

'Forward forever backwards never." " he said.

Announcements
Black alumnae of Mount Holyoke College

return to South Hadley on Friday, Satur-

day and Sunday, October 28, 29, and 30 for

the Fourth Black Alumnae Conference en-

titled "Legacies of Achievement and Sur-

vival."

A cooperative venture between the Col-

lege's black undergraduates and the Alum-

nae Association, the conference is held

every three years, bringing back alumnae

of all ages and all professions.

Featured guests will be Shirley

Chisholm, former congresswoman and

Mount Holyoke 's Purington Professor;

Mabel Murphy Smythe (Mount Holyoke

'37), former ambassador to Cameroon; and

Betty Shabazz, Malcom X's widow.

Smythe's address (Friday, October 28 at

7:00 p.m.) and Chisholm's address (Satur-

day, October 29 at 7:15 p.m.), both to be

held in the Willits-Hallowell Center, are

free and open to the public.

On Saturday morning (Oct. 29) there will

be a health workshop to black women led

by Dr. Janet Mitchell (Mount Holyoke '72),

and Dr. Alma E. Buckner-Chandler (Mount

Holyoke '71).

"The Media and its Effects Upon the Im-

age of Black Women" will be presented by

Laverne Berry (Mount Holyoke '71), con-

sultant with New York State Cable TV,

and representatives from Time magazine,

Stephanie Hill, Essence magazine,

Rosemary Bray; and New York City televi-

sion, Marian Watson.

"Money Management" will be led by

Kandi Harris (Mount Holyoke '80), accoun-

tant from the Bronx, New York; "Positive

and Pivotal Roles for Black Women;; by

Delores King (Mount Holyoke '70), affir-

mative action director in West Virginia and

educator Kate Butler Jones (Mount

Holyoke '57) from Boston.

The Afrik-Am Organization of the

University of Massachusetts/Amherst will

be presenting DICK GREGORY for the

1983 Black Homecoming Week.

.... -^. ..« ^ pla^'Do Lord Remember Me" by James De Jongh

opened last night at Hampden Theater. SW. The play will be produced

on five more nights, October 29, 30 and November 3, 4, and 5, 1983 at

8:00 p.m. Tickets are $2.00 for students and $3.00 for the general public

and can be purchased at the Fine Arts Center Box Office or at the door

the night of the performance.

J

PERSONALIZEn
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(wnti this coupon!

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hair
Expire* 10/30/83C

PtMM Can fof an Appointrmnt

•For n«w Lflwita ooty

FREE COHSUtTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
36 UniN-r-xty Dm*

AmtwcM MA/M»S«IO

MW. ()» BtFWin.ANHHJStR BUSCH INf: -ST 1 OUIS
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43 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

TRANSYLVANIA MANIA!
Monstrous Drink Specials 10/28 - 10/31

9 Frank's Stein (16 oz. Lowenbrau) .95

9

X
Morticia's Tonic (gin & tonic) $1.00 \^

Dracula's Thirst Quencher $1.26 t^

Best Monster costume wins a night

m at Barsie's up to $25.00!

"^ Judging at 10:00 PM 10/31

&^

London School of Economics
and Political Science

A chance to study and live in London

Junior-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas,

One-Year Masters Degrees and Research

Opportunities in the Social Sciences.

The wide range of sub)ects includes

Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science •

Anthropology • Business Studies • Economics •

Econometrics • Economic History • European

Studies • Geography • Government • Industrial

Relations • International History • International

Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational

Research • Personnel Management • Philosophy •

Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban

Planning Studies • Sea-Use Policy • Social

Administration • Social Planning m Developing

Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social

Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •

Systems Anaylsis •

Application blanks from

Admissions Registrar. LSE Houghton Street,

London WC2 2AE, England stating whether

undergraduate or postgraduate

^^'>,,,^.^^.^^^..r-m.%^.--.^^

iiGIVE MEABAR
WHERETHE

,
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at

the University of

Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day

before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

Saturday
CHABAD HOUSE
SHABBAT SERVICES -
Friday evenings at sundown
begin services and festive

Shabat meals at Chabad.

Join us then and again

Saturday morning. 6 p.m.

Chabad.

Sunday

UMASS STRATEGY
GAMES CLUB - The club

will meet to play board

games of all types, also

miniatures ranging from

Napolionic to Startrek. 12

p.m. 12 a.m. CC 163

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH -
All are welcome to join us

for our weekly Sunday

service of worship, prayer

and teaching from the Bible.

10:15 a.m. See CC schedule

for room number.

WOMEN'S SATURDAY
NIGHT MELAVA MALKA
— At Chabad House the

Shabbat queen will be
ushered out with song,

dance stories and refresh-

ments. For women who
treasure beautiful ex-

periences call 253-9040. 8

p.m. Chabad House.

RENTONE
OFOURS

Car • Trock • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880
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A-78-13 $0000
Polyester W^
Blackwalls

thi ' PRICE
ecc»i2 37.00
p'es&OD- 34 00
A7e 13 32 00
B78-I3 34 Od
C7& 'd 36 00
E7S 14 38 00
c-8 -i 39 00
G76.'J 42 00
H76 '! 4S 00
600 .•' 38 00
G78 •'. 42 00
h78 T^ 45 00
L78 -e 48 00
PlusFET 142 to 2 78 per |

lire PncM include moun- 1

ting ft trade in. white walls 1

2. SO per tire additional. |
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Tire & Auto
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Bloom County
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Scrod by Dan DeBellis
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ACROSS 47 Norvtrejian name 13 do well

1 On terra tirma 49 Ripenei 18 Equipped

/ Glimmers 50 Philippine 22 Last Anglo

11 Pallid chieftains Saxon king

14 Followed closely 52 Confidential 23 Adjust, as guitar

after disclosure strings

15 Famous nom 54 New Zealand tribe 24 King and

de plume 55 Bree/e assisted namesakes

16 Lemon or sport 25 Fishing

lime additive 60 Persuade of a kind

17 Beach pastime (with over") 30 Doras relative

19 Start of a 61 Mental picture 31 Pertaining to

golf hole 62 Writer comedian the dawn

20 Clothes Carl 33 Theater district

21 Diaphanous 63 Holiday drink 34 Wild buffalo

23 Soviet press 64 Stables. of India

agency British style 35 Head, in France

26 British gun 65 Church officer 37 Kind of drum

27 Pitcher s asset 39 Fragments

28 Eskimo knife DOWN 40 Growl

29 Certain winery 1 Exclamations ol 42 a rock

employees surprise 44 Secondhand

32 Recounted 2 Coral or Barents 46 Place lor a

36 Curved shapes 3 Female of a cookout

38 Kindled. species 48 Shoe sizes

old style 4 the hills 49 Add at the end

39 Kind of wax 5 Doctor s orders 50 Beginning,

41 Meager 6 Prepares in a way

42 Swedish or manuscripts 51 Participate

Norwegian 7 Typeol tire in a pool event

43 One who U Martians eg 53 Part of FOB

transfers 9 Yang s partner 56 Suffix in

ownership 10 Hangs loosely chemistry
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DC Menu
LUNCH

Torpedo Grinder

Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Au Jus

Spaghetti/Red Clam Sauce

Fruit Plate with Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Summer Salad

with Syrian Bread

Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Potpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Red Clam Sauce

Fruit Plate with Saltines

Weather

Today, sunny and
warmer, high temperature

in the low to mid 60s.

Tonight, partly cloudy,

lows in the 30s and low

40s. Saturday, a mix of

clouds and some sun,

cooler and breezy, high

temperature in the 50s.
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RneArts
Center
Concert Hall

WARSAW
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

WITH

Sun. Oct. 30. 8 pm

BALLET
GRAN

FOLKLORICO
DE

MEXICO
Wed. Nov. 2, 8 pm

STAN
GETZ

AND

ASTRUD
GILBERTO

Thurs. Nov. 3, 8 pm

Collegian h

MISHA
DICHTER

SPRINGFIELD
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

WITH

MAURICE
ANDRE

Sun. Nov. 13, 8 pm
Ttckets available at Fine Arts Center Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield Civic Center

(413)545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842

Colleirian photo by Jim Powers

IT'S MINE - Michael Nevins of Zoo Disc steps

in front of a Clark opponent last week. Zoo Disc

and Zulu seek to win this weekend's sectionals

being held at the Southwest playing fields

Saturday and Sunday.

OUBLE FEATURE
C||y£H|ft 1!

Fri. Oct. 28 - Sat. Oct. 29

Starstruck

Fame

Sun. Oct. 30 - Tues. Nov. 1

Mon Oncle 7:00

Mr. Hulot's Holiday 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Zoo Disc, Zulu in

tournament in SW
By TIM RIVIERE
Collegian Staff

Zoo Disc, the University of Massachusetts ultimate

frisbee team, successfully defended their Western New

England Sectional title last weekend and quaUfied for this

weekend's New England Intersectional tournament being

held Saturday and Sunday at the Southwest playing fields.

Zulu, the UMass women's team also quaUfied for the

women's intersectionals.

The intersectionals are the second leg of three leading to

the National Championship in New Orleans. The top four

teams will qualify for regional championships at SUNY-

Purchase and a shot at the National Championships.

This weekend's field will be a competitve one that will

feature some of the finest teams in the nation. The

Spinsters, a Boston based women's team will head the field

of women's teams anxious to take over the top spot in the

Northeast, currently occupied by Zulu, the defending

national champions.

The Rude Boys, also from Boston defending national

men's champion and The Hostages, ranked fourth in the

country will be Zoo Disc's main competition.

Last weekend. Zoo Disc went undefeated as they topped

Clark, Westfield State, UConn, and McGUl (Montreal)

handily on Saturday. On Sunday, the Disc Demons from

Central Connecticut fell 15-3 in the quarter-finals. Zoo

Disc topped Vermont 15 5 in the semi's to set up a repeat of

i
the last three sectional finals.

' The Dukes, an aging club from Greenwich, Conn, were

the opposition for the third straight year. Although the

Dukes ran out to an early 5-2 lead. Zoo Disc called time out

and regrouped to take a 9-6 lead at halftime.

In the second half, 'the boys from the Zoo" walked way

and had won their fourth consecutive Western Sectional

title.
. „ ,

Action will begin at 9 a.m. on both Saturday and Sunday.

Road race at stadium

The sixth annual College Town Classic 5 mile road race

will be run on Sunday, Oct. 30 at 1 p.m. starting at the

UMass stadium.

The course is a flat, fast course on paved streets and

there will be many prizes. Runners may register from 11

a.m. to 12 noon for a $5 fee on the day of the race.

10 a.m.

U. Mass.
4niher»^

til 11 p.m.
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University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Jlist past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms
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Bud 12oz. export $9.95 -i- 1.50

Miller 12 oz cans $9.95 + 1 20

Carling i2oz.export $6.95 +1.50

Meister Brau 12 oz cans $2.00 + .30 6 pk

Vodkai/5L $7.95

Gin 175 $8.99

Carlo Rossi 4l $5.99

Galloi5 $3.70
not responsible for typographical errors
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ATTENTION: Coll«g« GroduotM,
1/1/63-6/30/64

Would you like to own a MEW CHEVROLET?
MclNTYRE CHEVROLET, Rt. 9 (east)

West Brookfield. MA.
WOULD LIKE TO HELP YOU.

WE CAN OFFER:
* Low Cost Financing
* Financing with no previous credit

* Financing with no specific down payment

INTERESTED: Call Stan (617) 867-7169 (student)

or call MclMTYRE CHEVROLET (617) 867-7701

ISCH S9.50 Q cos* plus deposit!

MATEUS ROSE $0.59 p*r 750 ml

DEAUCEL DLANC FRENCH. 2 for (5.00 00.6 oz.

LENOni ITALIAN 2 for J5.00 por 750 mI

PORTA PALO
^•d & Whito Itollon t 2.99 por 1.5 lltro

"Drittony Manor's

253-9742 fV & lockage Store

Attention
STUDENTS

The Textbook Annex began returning

unsold textbooks to publishers on

October 24, 1963.

De sure of your textbook requirements

for the remainder of the semester to en-

sure that you hove the books you

"••^" Open Mon-Fri 9-4

Located in the Physical Plant Building

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

'S^ .UNIVERSITY
^£^iSTORED

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ ^^^""-.^T.T^T^rTTr ».__^„.. ci^ow . n«aHiinP ic 3 45 two davs Drier to publication day
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive d?ys 10% • discount » Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

'69 VW Fastback for

engine/ transmission / more,

evenings

parts, good
BO 549-0637

1972 Mercury Montego 3 spd 6 cyl very

reliable 25 mpq $460 6-1066

CANCE BASH

Come party with Canca and be a part of

the costume contest at the Hanger Sun.

night 8:00. Win $25.00 and buy your friends

a round.

DEBBIE FREEDMAN
SCHOLARSHIP

A scholarship has been established by

the parents of Debbie Freedman in her

memory. It will be awarded annually to

graduating seniors of Peabody High inten-

ding to major in Art. Donations may be sent

to: Anita Bauman, 11 Albert Rd. Peabody,

MA 01960

ENTERTAINMENT ^

ing black flea collar vicinity of Lantern Ct

Apts Sunderland cannot keep her due to

severe allergies please call 666-4801

Black dog with white paws well trained

older female please call Kate 546-8003

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Debbie, have a terrific Birthdayl You really

are the best roomie. I love you, Kath. How
many inches of snow are expected?!

HELP WANTED

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorni parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

WOOD SCULPTURE: exhibit of wood

sculpture by Ralph Dicapua and his

students will be at the Student Union

Gallery October 30 to November 11 Gallery

hrs: Monday thru Friday 1-4 pm Sunday

2-5 pm. Reception: Sunday October 30, iJ-&

pm. .^

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $9S

SPECIAL! Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

Business manager student run

cooperative business is seeking a qualified

student for general bookkeeping/accoun-

ting duties. 2 year/20 hrs per week commit-

tment required. All majors encouraged to

apply. Equal Opportunity Employers. Ap-

plications available 403 SUB (upstairs) M-F

9:00-5:00 deadline 10/28 at 5:00 Student

Note and Printing Service

Stats 240 tutor needed immediately

please call Amy at 256-8427 pay negotiable !

Driver wanted for non-workstudy job

must have own car work morn call 546-5559

ask for Diane

Electronic Engineer wanted stu or fac to

assist local youth organization to build a pet

robot call Larry after 5 pm 256-8341

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$1-^.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Round table & chairs $80.00 or BO

256-1002 8:00 PM till midnight

Folk/Classic Guitar and case excellent

condition $100 or best offer 665-7135 Cathy

Peruvian Blankets keep warm all winter

inexpensively call Mike 546-5002

Pool Table 8' slate (44"x88") good condi-

tion $560 467-9645 keep trying

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition SI 00.00 586-0723

Large industrial~size desk with drawers

cheap best offer 253-7497

One way plane ticket to Califomia

November 7 or before. Call Abel 253-3874

$225.00

Tutor needed for Physics 141. Call Nancy

at 665-8175

Easy and interesting Spanish by South

American student 584-9253

I tutor Calculus and any other courses us-

ing the Anton text. $5/hr. Call Jeff

253-5886

Uechi-Ryu Karate Club of Umass meets

every Tues & Thurs 6 PM 24 NOPE classical

Okinawan karate training new members are

welcome

LAGNAF 84

LAQNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
UMASSSKICLUBUMASSSKI
5-3437/ LAG NAF6-3437/ LAGNAF

LOST

2 keys on string key chain call Jim 6-4389

Two rings with Alexandrite stones set in

gold. Somewhere in Southwest area. Sen-

timental value. REWARD. Call 546-8467

Seiko quartz watch in E-lab on 10/27 if

found please call 583-4695 collect heart-

broken will grant reward

LOTTIE O'BRIEN

Happy 20th B-Day
to our favorite Irishmen

sorry we didn't get the BD
Love kathy & Debbie

MOTORCYCLES

Motorcycle winter storage available

near campus. Reduced for long-term: $40

mo. 549-1193

NOTETAKERS

COINS 102, Comstu 150. Econ 311, Geog

145, Mgt 301, Mktg 301, Psych 100, Psych

380 PIsoil Science 105/105A more info -

apply 403 SU by 10/28 5 pm 545-2271 EEO

PERSONALS

JEAN McGRATH

FOUND

Found Oct 1 young gray female cat wear-

Mean Jean the Dancin' MachineMII

Have a wild and wonderful birthday

weekend. I'll wash all your dishes and you

can fumar in the livingroom! Truly. . .Vick i

JOE BONINA

Meet me tonight, your place or mine.

Happy hour is private this week!

JOEL CANTOR

Congrats to your exchange accep-

tance. . .Denmark will be jumpin' next spr-

ing. You're in luck, the drinking age is 16

over there! Your roomie, Uncle V.

All University Women invited to Open
Rush at Sigma Sigma Sigma

Wednesday, Oct. 26 5:00 Dinner

Tuesday, Nov. 1 6:00-6:46

Wednesday, Nov. 2 7:00-7:46

Tri something different, Tri Sigma! 1

1

382 N. Pleasant St.

Questions, call 646-0075

To all Alpha Chi Omega sisters from
your pledges Happy HallowwenI You are

the best! .
—

Hey Lab Partner - The chemistry's there. I

love val Save those crystals. Queech

pTancescal (Dream girl) Welcome back. I

missed you. Love, Kimbies

EVA Congratulations new Phil S. Sis

Happy Birthday Kathy Thanks for being

part of my life Love Amy
Lorl and Lynn, (the Bobbsie Twins) your

20th is almost here! Get psyched for a

semester of partying, and have a Happy
Birthdayl Love, Lori

Happy Birthday Bill MacArthurllMt

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemate wanted to share a two bedrm

apartment. Nice complex, five miles from

Amherst on Rt 116 Call 467 3976

Looking for female roommate to share 2

bedroom apt in Sunderland $172+ call

666-2075 eves

for large house in

bedroom big yard on
586-3406

Hadley Private

bus line 120 +

SKYDIVE

First Jump Course Thursday nights in

Campus Center Rm 905 545-0829

TURKEY SHOOT

THIS SUNDAY
at the national Guard Armory

on Col. Lavallee Rd off Spring St

in Florence at 1:00 pm til ?

To Tiger Pants and friend from Cramp-

ton Bill and Jay see you at D.C. everyday

and are too shy to introduce ourselves call

Bill 6-7900 or Jay 6-7910
.

Miche Weiner Hope your 21st B-day is

everything! Love, Beth, Emily, ft Robin

There will be an Introductory meeting

of the Paul Hillner/ Chris Yjung fan club

-

Saturday at 1 PM on NOPE field. Watch the

game and meet everyones favorite

scorekeepersi

TUTOR

Finance 301 tutor needed immediately!

Call Laurie 549-6358

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on
student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Chevy with V-8 and standard shift. Need
not run. Call Mike 6-5308

Scorpion Rugby player to share hot tub

on Saturday night. Call your Amherst
home.
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UM travels to UConn forBiggame
Offense and defense to be tested.

Contest vital to YCplayoff hopes

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collejirian Staff

When a team in the Yankee Conference

opens up conference play with a loss, it

usually must win the remainder of its

conference games for any chance at the title

and subsequent Division 1 AA playoff

berth.

Such is the case with the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen. who opened

their Yankee Conference schedule with a

13-3 loss to Rhode Island but have since

rebounded to defeat Maine and Boston

University and set up Saturdays 1 p.m.

"must win" show down at the nearby

University of Connecticut against the first

place Huskies.

and a rejuvenated offense and both will be

tested by UConn (20 in YC. 3-4 overall.)

The UConn offenses is led by running

back Billy Parks, who averages 4.5 yards a

run and was named YC Offensive Player of

the Week for his 205-yard effort against

Maine last week.

Whether or not the Minuteman defense

can stop Parks could be the key to the game

as the highly ranked Umass pass defense

should be able to handle Husky quarterback

Larry Corn. Corn has only a .470 com-

pletion percentage and has thrown only two

touchdowns while being intercepted six

times.

On defense. UConn is led by the much

heralded linebacking duo of Vernon

Hargreaves and John Dorsey. Together

they have 205 tackles. Mike Latham is also

a standout at free safety with seven in-

terceptions.

The UConn defense will have to be at its

best, however to stop the overhauled,

diversified, suddenly productive UMass
offense, which has helped produce two

straight victories.

Minuteman quarterback Barrett McGrath.

who started the season as the third string

quarterback, cemented his position as the

starting quarterback with an 18 of 33. 230

yard passing day against Boston Univer

sity.

The other big rea.son for the spark now

present in the Minuteman offense is

tailback/split end George Barnwell, who

started playing tailback the same time

McGrath became quarter back the second

half of the Maine game. Barnwell averages

8.6 yards every time he touches the ball.

Saturday's contest should be an emotional,

hard fought battle. The defensive prowess

and the excellent linebackers of both teams

(do not forget the Minuteman's fine pair of

linebackers: Craig Lesinski and Mike

Favreau, YC Defensive Player-of the

Week) should make this clash a low-scoring

affair.

"Historically, this has been a great

football rivalry. It's Homecoming for us

and there'll be a big crowd. " observed

UConn first-year coach Tom Jackson.

Colleipan photo by Jim Power*

PURSUIT - Duckworth Grange tries to avoid the pursuit of this

Terrier last week and UMass hopes to do the same as they take on

Connecticut tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in Storrs.

In recent history, UMass has won five of

the teams past six meetings, as well as

holding a 30-21 series lead. However, as

UMass coach Bob Pickett commented.

'This is probably the best UConn football

team in the past four or five years."

The game can be heard on WTTT 1430

AMorWMUA91.1FM.

UMass defensive unit has
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

The Yankee Conference football season

has passed the midway point and is heading

down the home stretch. One thing that has

kept the University of Massachusetts, who
faces UConn in a crucial game tomorrow, in

the race has been their defense.

The UMass defense has been nothing short

of outstanding this season. They have

played six strong games in a row. The 45-

13 loss opening day blowout loss to Toledo

is the only bad performance for defensive

coach Jim Reid's unit. Toledo is a I-A team

while UMass is I AA. The Hens possess

one of the most explosive offenses in the

nation. It is ranked in the top 10 in a few

categories.

The Minuteman pass defense, which was

ranked fourth in I AA before the BU game,

has allowed an average of just 110 yards a

game through the air.

Cornerstones in this tremendous
defensive effort are several UMass players,

who may have emerged as pro prospects.

Grady Fuller, a tri-captain, is a two time

All American who has great size (6' 2, 190)

and great football instincts. He is the

leader on the Minuteman defense. If he can

manage to run the 40 in 4.6, he could get

dratted by the NFL. He should be playing

on some level of pro ball after graduation.

(After all, there are four leagues to choose

from - the NFL. CFL. USFL, and IFL are in

business.)

Middle guard Peter Tracy is only a junior

but has already shown what it takes to play

pro ball. He is a dominating player against

any offensive line he has faced thus far.

Tracy is small for a pro middle guard, but

he is doing just fine for UMass.
Linebacker Mike Favereau was named

the Yankee Conference Defensive player of

the week with his two sacks of Jin English

and his part in a UMass interception.

Favereau returned to football this year

after a two year hiatus.

Perhaps the strongest player on the

team, Favereau uses his tremendous
strength to his advantage with incredible

tenacity. He is similiar to former

Minuteman Joe McLaughlin, now a

member of the NFL Giants. And Favereau
is only a junior.

Another top player in the defensive back-

field is John Shay who received the Golden
Helmet award for his outstanding per-

formance earlier in the fall after the Havard
game.

It will be up to these men and the rest of

the UMass D to stop the Huskies tomorrow.

Busy weekend for UMass sports at home and on the road

UMass takes on BC Stickers host WRams
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The third ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team

faces a must win situation if they are to

get a bye in the upcoming NCAA playoffs,

as they travel cross-state to face the fifth

ranked and always tough Boston College

Eagles tonight, at 7 p.m.

"They are one of the fiercest com-

petitors. Both teams look forward to this

game, there are no motivation problems.

It is going to be physical, but we're going

to go for it." said UMass coach Kalekeni

Banda.
"We knew why we lost to Harvard. It

wasn't a big letdown. We knew they were

good, despite their record, and we
couldn't take it lightly. In our minds, we

have to go to BC and play aggressive and

competitive soccer for 90 minutes," said

Banda.
The women hooters are relatively

healthy going into their last game of the

season (Jamie Watson's knee being the

only quesiton mark). The three goals

scored against them by Harvard are two

more than any other team had managed

to put on the scoreboard against them all

season.

UMass is led in scoring by senior tri-

captain Stacey Flionis, who now has eight

goals and 18 points on the season. She is

followed by Ellen Taggart who has com-

piled five goals and 12 points, and Nadia

Komarowski who has five goals and 11

points.

BC, who has the natural home field ad-

vantage, will also benefit with the use of

their astroturf field which they are used

to and UMass is not. It will make the

game faster because the balls will be

livelier and bounce higher.

"We know we have to play good to win

it. We have to beat them to the ball. BC
will be more offensive minded. We still

have to go out and think defense, and then

counterattack and hopefully they will

make a mistake and we will catch them off

balance. We will have to take chances this

time. The offensive attack will have to

produce goals and the defensive players

must have their best game," added Ban-

da.

"When you play them, you have to play

with 90 percent from your heart and with

10 percent skill. Whoever wants it more

and gets a little luck, will win. It wrill be a

difficult game for both teams," com-

mented Banda.

Win or lose, UMass, with a 9-2-3 record

will be in the playoffs. A win would insure

a good chance for a bye, but a loss certain-

ly would put a damper on those chances.

Either way, the Minutewomen have had a

productive season.

By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

There will be two things on the minds of

the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team when they take the field

against Rhode Island tomorrow at 1 p.m.

at NOPE.
First, according to co-captain Carol

Pregulske, the fifth ranked Minutewomen

will be looking for a win over the

unranked Rams. Secondly, they will be

looking to score and score big.

"We dropped out of the Top 4 and we

would like to crank up the scores to show

them (rankings commitee ) that we have a

lot of scoring power," Pregulske said.

Now no one likes to turn the score up on

anybody, but UMass will be trying to edge

past fourth ranked New Hampshire and

try to get one of those automatic byes into

the NCAA's.
"We would love to move up into the top

four, "UMass head coach Pam Hixon said

after the Dartmouth game. "We are

looking to finish as strong as possible.

"

Whether that be in fifth or fourth place.

Rhode Island is a little weaker than in

past years and has a new head coach,

according to Pregulske. But the

Minutewomen will have to play just as

hard to improve on their 12-2-1 slate.

Men 's soccer hosts Boston
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Correspondent

It's got to happen sooner

or later. Nobody knows
when, but you can feel that

the floodgates are going to

open eventually.

The University of

Massachusetts men's
soccer team (2-8-5) has felt

the frustration of a season -

long scoring drought (just

seven goals in fifteen

games), and with only five

games left in the season,

one hopes that the

floodgates will open soon.

Minuteman coach Jeff

Gettler attributed the lack

of scoring punch to a lack

of composure near the goal

following his team's 1-0

victory over Westfield

State, last Wednesday.
Although the Minutemen
did a fine job defensively,

they had several

breakaways that were

either nullified by offside

calls or resulted in off-

target shots.

The UMass offfense will

have a chance to get un-

tracked tomorrow af-

ternoon at 1 p.m. at

Boyden Field when they

face their cross-state rivals

from Boston College. Will

this be the game that the

Minutemen have been

waiting for all season long?
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The new UMass Drive-in opened last night to the delight of area film buffs. The 65 foot screen

has been situated atop Thompson Hall, from which 2 shows will be screened nightly. The current

feature is Lance Slaughter's critically acclaimed / Think I'll Kill You 3-D. 3-D glasses are

available at the mini-store.

Duffey takes hostages in tower

\ M 11ERST (545-3500) Monday. October 31. i9B3

Students

to fight
overseas
WASHINGTON (PU) — In a surprise announcement

Sunday, President Reagan announced the immediate draft

into military service of all college-aged students, male and

female.

The action was "a direct response to the aggressions of

the Soviet Union and Cuba in Grenada, Beirut, and other

areas worldwide," Reagan said.

"It's a good thing we've got the Solomon Amendment and

the draft registration working smoothly everybody is

already classified and ready to go," Secretary of Defense

Caspar Weinburger said in a press conference following

Reagan's radio address. "And with the Solomon Amen
dment (requiring all students receiving financial aid to

register), our nation's finest our college students, will be

the first to go." Weinburger added.

The new draft encompasses all U.S. citizens between the

ages of 17 and 26 who are not physically handicapped or

otherwise judged unfit for military service. Draftees will

be given further instructions on what military base to

report Tuesday

.

"This is the first time since I can remember when we're

giving our draftees a choice of where to do their military

service the tropical beauty of Grenada or the

Mediterranean climate of Beirut." Reagan said.

"A select few will even be sent to Nicaragua. El Salvador

and Guatemala, to squelch Communi.st aggression and

warmongering in our own backyard." he said.

"Our armed forces are not just a job, they're an ad

venture." first lady Nancy Reagan said during an in

terview with a Collegian reporter Sunday night.

"F]ach soldier will receive a bag of jellybeans, a bottle of

ketchup (Ronnie's favorite vegetable), and one of those

cute little machine guns I see on TV detective shows." the

first lady added.

As a result of the President's shocking announcement, an

expected 30 million young adults will be expected to

engage in anti-guerilla "seek-and destroy" missions by

early next week, after two days of intensive training and

conditioning.

While women will be expected to participate in the

military exercises, an unreleased percentage will be ex-

pected to stand on the sidelines, and cheer "USA all the

way." and "Kill those Commies-kill those Reds- none alive-

kill them dead."

The first lady has volunteered the services of herself and

her friend Betsy Bloomingdale to supervi.se the

cheerleader training sessions.

The President himself has said he will help teach

"swaggering masculinity and lusty patriotism" to the male

draftees.
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By MITCH PSORIASIS
Collision Chaff

Apparently upset that the

Senate Government
Association has not

responded to his threat to

cut all funds to the organiza-

tion if they do not rewrite

their Constitution,

Chancellor Joseph Diiffey

has taken a dramatic stand.

Barricaded on the 26th

floor of the Tower Library

with a heavily armed band

of renegade administrators,

Duffey has taken dozen in-

nocent students hostage.

"If I don't get a copy of a

new Student Government

Association Constitution by

Oct. 28, bodies will be fall-

ing like rain," he said.

Members of the UMass

Security SWAT Team mov-

ed quickly to cordon off the

tower area. A Spokesman

for the SWAT Team said

the operation to close off

the library area ran into lit-

tle opposition, and went
smoothly.

He did express confusion

when some students asked

if the SWAT Team was go-

ing to build a rope bridge

over the campn? pond.

"Who'd do a dumb thing

like that" he said.

Members ot the library

staff were treated for shock

at the Infirmary.

"It was a nightmare,"

said librarian Lulu Labom-
ba. "The guerillas just over-

powered the staff on the

main floor. You could see

the blood-lust in their eyes

through their horned-rim

glasses. I mean, they didn't

even show us their faculty-

staff I.D. cards." She
gasped, before swooning

onto an infirmary cot.

The only relief from the

incredible pressure came in

the afternoon, when
hostage Dawn O'Day was
allowed to leave.

"Chancellor Duffey said he

didn't believe I was a stu-

dent." said the newly-

declared astronomy major.

"I was, like, you know,

studying for an exam. I

always study on the 26th

floor because I like to be

close to the sky? Really! You
know? Well, anyway, like

there 1 was, looking at these

neat pictures of galaxies

and stuff when these guys

wearing grey pin-stripe

suits ran into the room wav-

ing machetes and machine-

guns and stuff. They were,

like totally rude, you know?
They kept yelhng things like

eat carpet, sucker! Hey!

Grody to the MAX! I'm

uuinnied, totally. Do you

think my prof will let me
take a Make-up? O'Day said.

Thomas Ahern, co-

President of the SGA, ex-

pressed surprise, shock, ir-

ritation, frustration, de-

fiance, and chagrin at the

belligerent Chancellor's ac-

tion.

"I'm pissed," he said.

Senate Speaker Chris

Sullivan, chairman of the

task force on constitutional

revisions, was also incens-

ed. "The SGA refiises to be

intimidated by the

Chancellor into fulfilling our

responsibilities. Just
because our Constitution is

thirty years out of date

doesn't mean anything's

wrong with it. Look, seeing

as I have the only copy left

that hasn't turned to dust

you can take my word for

it," he said.

Inside:

David "I Think I Love You" Cassidy and Bobby

"Julie, Do Ya Love Me" Sherman are
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Most of the time I don't have much fun.

The rest of the time I don't have anyfun at

all.
— Woody Allen
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Policy Editor

We the Editors of the Collegian rarely ex-

press our consensus opinion in policy editorials

such as these, but several things have come to

our attention lately that have been upsetting

us, and merit our comment.

Like, we realize that a lot of people have

been getting killed, and like, you know, we

should all be nice to each other, and stop

fighting over things. It's just not the way to do

things right. Peace is totally the way to go,

and so we think that we should let whomever

wants to govern those little countries with big,

complicated names that keep fighting do just

that, and govern themselves. And we want

everyone in the country to drive expensive

cars 'and eat processed foods while watching

Spotlight on TV, and all those other things the

American Dream is made of. And we want

everyone, especially UMass alumnae to be

whatever they want to be when they grow up.

And as for school, we should let everyone

that wants to go to UMass go, and live m
whatever dorm they want and get lots ot

financial aid with no strings attached, and eat

really good, nutritious food at the D.C. s and

everything. And then we'd like to see students

get really interesting but easy professors so

they can learn a lot while still bemg able to go

out and have a lot of fun and engage m
socially-rewarding extracurricular activities

and make lots of spending money working

part-time at fascinating, federally-funded

work study jobs. And everyone should be able

to go out on dates and have meaningful yet

non-restrictive relationships with the person

or persons of their choice. And then

evervthing will be fine.

Drivel "

I just can't believe it!

To the Editor,

I never l)elieve<l the stories I read in the CnHegian's

Op/Ed section, until last week. I was in the Tower Library

elevator. K*'i"K t<> study for my Turf Manaj?ement 101 ex-

am. All of a sudden these three coed triplets ^vi on and

I'm telling you they're hot. So the blon<le one stops the

thing between floors and turns to me. Eying my "sta-

prest" Dad'n'Lad Designer jeans and worn yet still black

I)ef Leppard tee shirt, she smiles knowingly. The elevator

gets steamy and starts to quiver, and she ever so sl<»wly

reaches for my...

And just then the elevator door of)ened and I ran away.

Name withheld without request

One of those big towers in Southwest

Oppression rages at UMass

To the Editor.

Once again, the Collegian has ignored an im{H)rtant sec-

tor of the University community. The emergence of our

sorority for grandmothers. Gramma Gramma Gramma,

has gone completely unreported in this persnickety

newspaf>er. .

Have you young whippersnappers no compassion.' Who

showered Barbie dolls and Tonka trucks or. you in the

materialistic days of your childhood? \\^o wasn't the least

bit resentful when vou rebuffed her offer of dancing

lessons? And who. now that yru're in college, sends you

lemon meringue pies and encourages you to c^W...cvUect.

Gramma, that's who.

And nevertheless, you mentioned not a word of our re-

cent boo-boo-kis>-athon, or tho Lawr('n(.e Welk ap-
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Halloween is

oppressive
Every year Halloween comes around: big deal. You get

hundreds of little rug rats running around yelling "Trick or

Treat". You get tons of bozo college students making

idiots of themselves by partying down and wearing

ridiculous costumes as they throw up all over the place,

and attempt to bag some babe or guy if they can get their

words out without slurring or passing out.

Lake Province

[H-arance which we sponsored. You ungrateful hwjligans

ha i !;l'SI shape up, or we're going to speak to Santa atK>ut'.ape up
this...

Most sincerely,

Elizabeth Windsor, president

Gramma Gramma (iramma sorority

Letters Policy — Nobody ever

really pays attention to this, but

we'll continue to accept chicken

scratch writing in crayon on beer-

soaked Blue Wall cocktail napkins

as long as they keep us howling
with laughter as they have in the

past. In keeping with Collegian

policy (the official newspaper of

the 1984 Olympics) no matters per-

taining to religion, politics,

academics, or sex will be ac-

cepted. But keep those letters

coming! It saves us the trouble of

coming up with good ones
ourselves.

But what is Halloween, really'.^ It is a giant capitalist rip

off. designed to pacify people and make them forget about

real problems and oppression that they face, like the price

of nuked whale meat at the super marker.etc. Candy

manufacturers push their workers to the breaking point,

causing hundreds to drown in chocolate vats, and many

more to be maimed for life. Lets think about that the next

time we bite into a Mounds or Snickers Bar. There's a lot

more Musketeers in those bars than three.

Costume retailers "pimp off the masses desires to be able

to dress up, for once in the whole year, and through fan

tasy escape, if only for a moment the miserable conditions

of their existence. Did you ever notice how prices for

costumes rise dramatically as Haioween approaches, then

ence built into all those gorilla masks. They fall apart after

two days, so if you bought yours three days before

Halloween you're out of luck and about twenty dollars.

Then there's all that bull about the great pumpkin rising

out of the pumpkin patch. Clearly this is nothing but a

feeble attempt at reimposing religion and superstition on

people, especially with the bogus competition for the most

sincere pumpkin patch.

But people are throwing off the centuries of oppression

stemming from this idiotic excuse for a celebration. People

United for a Socialist Halloween, (PUSH) is holding an

alternative Halloween. They will be selling Albanian and

Cuban candies, made under non-exploitative conditions,

and with pure Havana sugar. Russian sales advisers will

also be there, as will Vietnamese boat people costumes,

from the Republic, for cheap. Augusto Sandino masks will

be handed out at the Nicaraguan booth for free. Join

PUSH, remember you have nothing to lose but your

rotting teeth.

Lake Province is a Collegian Co-Associate Drivel Editor.

The First Annual Collegian Photo
Contest
To win lots of cash and 15 free grade-A credits,

pick one of the below and write fifty words on

"What Is Our Chancellor Doing In This Picture?"

Is he

a) attempting to part the Campus Pond

b) commanding an audience of students to kneel before

him during a temporary delusion of grandeur.

c) showing everyone that he has nothing up his sleeve.

d) conducting a seance in an attempt to reclaim the

Spirit of Public Education.

e) trying to pass a field-sobriety test.

f) counting to ten

Winner will be announced in mid-November.

Send entries to the Collegian, room 113, Campus
Center.
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Monstrous Drink Specials 10/28 - 10/31

% Frank's Stein (16 oz. Lowenbrau) .95 ^'
?, Morticia's Tonic (gin & tonic) $1.00 ^
» ^O
5 Dracula's Thirst Quencher $1.25 t^

Best Monster costume wins a night

m at Barsie's up to $25.00!

^ Judging at 10:00 PM 10/31

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall
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Wed. Nov. 2, 8 pm

$9, $7, $5
I

Thurs, Nov. 3, 8 p.m.

$11, $9, $7

Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Office
DATATIX Outlets and Springfield Civic Center

(413)545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842
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POWER BACK — Lights shine in Southwest residential college after power was restored
Saturday night. A ruptured cable put much of the area in darkness.

Draft bill no surprise to staff
By STEVE HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Senate's passage of a bill Wednesday
linking state financial aid funds to draft registration came
as no surprise to him said Director of Financial Aid Arthur
Jackson.
Jackson said University officials thought the bill, a state-

level version of the federal Solomon Amendment would be

passed as soon as it was introduced last March.

Jackson said almost all students on campus have complied

with the statute, though they are divided on the ethics of

mandatory registration compliance.

Jackson said his office took measures to meet the

requirements of the bill when the federal statute became

law over the summer, which included mailing letters to all

male aid recipients to remind them of the law's provisions.

The bill now goes to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis for ap-

proval.

Power cable
darkens dorms
in Southwest
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

A ruptured electrical transmission cable left most of the

Southwest Residential Area without power for an hour and
a half Saturday night.

Physical Plant technical .specialist Donald Sturtevant said

power went out around 10:15 Saturday night in most of

Southwest and in Tobin Hall and Boyden gym. Power in

Cance, Moore and Pierpont dormitories went out for about

20 minutes, according to Pierpont head of residence Gay
Douglas.

Sturtevant said an eletric cable blew up, and a contractor

was called in Sunday to repair the damage. Power to most
dorms was restored through an alternate cable after an
hour and a half, he said, and emergency hall and exit lights

remained on through the blackout.

Douglas said Pierpont, Moore and Cance dormitories

were not affected by the original power failure, but ex-

perienced a 20-minute blackout after power was restored

to the rest of Southwest.

Official damage estimates were not available Sunday, but

residents reported the area remained calm during the

blackout.

"Things were actually pretty quiet," departmental

assistant Bruce Frauman of Washington dormitory said.

He said there were no reports of students throwing objects

out of windows or danuiging property.

"We had a residential assistant outside looking for that,

but he said it was pretty calm," Frauman said. "I think

part of the advantage was that a good number of students

went home for the weekend."
Frauman said emergency lights stayed on during the

blackout and elevators went down to the bottom floors and

stayed there until a physical plant worker came and fixed

one.

Blue Wall age barrier abolished

By JEFF BAKER
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students

under the age of 20 will be allowed into the

Blue Wall beginning next week, the Cam-
pus Center Board of Governors (BOG)
decided last week.

The campus bar will issue wrist bands to

patrons of the legal drinking age, enabling

them to purchase alcohol, said BOG chair

Mike Reilly.

The BOG also said it will emphasize an

"all ages show" at the Blue Wall with

David Johansen Friday night. Tickets will

go on sale this week at all UPC Data Tix

locations and at the Fine Arts Center.

Tickets will also be available at the door.

In other business, the board discussed

the installation of automatic bank teller

machines in the Campus Center. Three

banks, Bay Bank, Bank of Boston, and
Shawmut are being considered. If

everything runs smoothly, the first of these

tellers should be seen in the spring.

The Board voted 1-8-6 against letting

Divida Gordon sell her jewelry in the Cam-
pus Center. Board member Scott Cohen
argued that Gordon's work is unique and
on that merit, she should be allowed to sell

the Indian crafted jewelry. While the

Board had recently established a ceiling on
the number of jewelry vendors on the con-

course, Cohen felt "we had an obligation to

hear her."

The camjms bar will issue

wrist hands to patrons of the

legal drinking age, enabling

them to purchase alcohol, said

BOG chair Mike Reilly.

The Campus Center Music and Reading
Room will soon be getting an $800 selection

of new tapes. Building Operations Director

Sandy Forbes compiled a list of tapes rang-

ing from George Benson to The Police, and
passed out a survey to 50 students and
received an "accurate sample of their lik-

ing.

Regents will vote on plan
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

When the Massachusetts Board of

Regents of Higher Education meet Nov. 7

on campus, they will be voting to approve
the latest revision of the Long Range
Plan.

The document establishes a five-year

outline addressing the planning process

for education, public services and the

Physical Plant on the UMass campus. The
plan is part of a larger set of guidelines

entitled "Opportunities for Quality"

which also serves the UMass/Boston cam-
pus, the Worcester campus and the

University as a whole.

This is the third such plan from the

university to appear before the Regents,

who request a similar planning analysis

from public institutes of higher education

across the state.

The major difference between this plan

and the other two is the appointment of a
Planning Council which will assess "the
goals and objectives for the campus as an
ongoing process," said Chancellor Joseph
D. Duffev.

The plan is divided into two major
parts, campus priorities and management
strategies.

The top priority is the maintenance of

the UMass reputation of excellence in

graduate education and research.

"This represents the area of greatest

opportunity for campus," Duffey said.

Undergraduate education, the second

priority, will be "enhanced and built on
the fact that the campus has been a center

of distinction (for graduate studies)," Duf-

fey said.

The goal of the undergraduate pro-

grams is to provide comprehensive and
balanced offerings for as many students

as resources permit.

Other priorities on campus include

maintenance and renovation through the

Physical Plant and an increase in the

scope and efficiency of the university as a

visible public service to the com-
monwealth.
The plan also provides provision for

management strategies including
graduate and undergraduate enrollment,

faculty, professional and classified staff

and University development and rela-

tions.
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World and National News
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PRESIDENT S MOTHER DIES
— Lillian Carter, the mother of

former President Carter, died Sun-

day in Americus-Sumpter Hospital

in Georgia at age 85.

Jackson enters race
NEW YORK AP - The Rev. Jesse

Jackson ann-ur^ced Sunday he will seek the

1984 n."niocratic presidential nomination

am' saiH le wt«uld try to choose a female

runnmg mate.

The civil rights leader, in an interview

recorded for the CBS-TV program "60

Minutes." said he would formally announce

his candidacy Thursday in Washington. He
is seeking to become the first black

presidential candidate nominated by a ma-

jor party.

Although many black political leaders

have said they will not support him, fearing

such a campaign would be divisive, Jackson

said. "No candidate can expect to have

unanimous support from any given com-

munity."

On the subject of a running mate.

Jackson was asked by CBS correspondent

Mike Wallace. "Are you now saying that

you will ch(K)se. if you can. a woman, be she

white or black?"

"There's no doubt about it," Jackson

replied.

Jackson said he will try to win votes from

Economist predicts 1985 recession

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United

States, basking in economic recovery, could

suffer a new recession by 1985 - with

Americans facing a big tax increase to boot

- unless longshot efforts succeed in slashing

the federal deficit, a leading private

economist says.

Similar predictions, once dismissed as

coming merely from isolated "doomsayers,"

suddenly are appearing from several

quarters from Congress, mainstream

economists and even a top Reagan ad-

ministration official.

The problem faced by these analysts is

that they're sounding the alarm at a time

when the economy is reviving strongly

after the 1981-82 recession.

But Lawrence Chimerine, chairman of

Chase Econometrics, a forecasting firm in

Bala Cynwyd. Pa., said deficits are likely to

{)ersist around $200 billion a year for years,

barring unexpectedly aggressive action to

cut the federal budget.

1 2fh ANNUAL DUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUD
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5'A DAY Lin TICKET SUN FW
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younger Americans.

"Twenty-five percent of all the eligible

black voters are between the ages of 18 and

24," Jackson said. "The group had been

voting at about a 10 percent level. It's ob-

vious it would move above 50 percent

now."
Jackson said of 18 million eligible black

voters, only 10 million are registered.

"If we move to get another 3 million on

the books by next November, we will have

changed Democratic options in the

primaries," he said.

The 42-year-old Jackson heads Operation

PUSH, a Chicago-based community-

service organization that concentrates on

registering voters.

Jackson said he wants to be president

l)ecause "I'm concerned about our measure

for greatness."

"I want to help again measure greatness

by how we treat children in the dawn of

life, how we treat poor people in the pit of

life and how we treat old folk in the sunset

of life," he said. REV. JESSE JACKSON
declares candidacy

Senate debates gay legislation

BOSTON ( AP) - The state

Senate Ways and Means
Committee is expected to

recommend this week the

defeat of emotionally

charged legislation to ban

discrimination against

homosexuals.

The powerful committee

apparently has split over the

legislation backed by gay

rights groups, with

majority voting
recommend the bill

killed.

Name-calling in the usually

staid Senate charged a fiery

debate earlier this month
over the proposed mandate,

and the committee's report

is expected to fuel another

emotional exchange on the

the

to

be

Isaacson was cautious about

predicting the outcome.

"We have a decent shot at

it," she said. "I honestly

don't know. I'm still polling

people."

Sen. Philip Shea, D
Lowell, said Ways and

Means held an executive

session where Chairman

Sen. Chester Atkins urged

the bill be brought out for

consideration. Atkins voted

for the bill during initial

debate.

"There were more
members on the committee

that were against the bill

than for the bill so I expect it

will come out adverse," Shea

said.

Shea was one of several

senators who argued against

the bill a month ago before it

was sent to the committee.

f u «^. -A
Proponents ol the bill,

which narrowly passed the

House in late September,
said the tougher battle in

the Senate where initial

votes early this month were

one vote apart.

ii, v.uuio nave taken a

miracle to come out with a

favorable report," Arline

Isaacson, lobbyist for the

Massachusetts Gay Political

Caucus, said. She noted the

committee included some of

the bill's most vocal op-

ponents.

Next week, proponents led

by Sen. Roy all Boiling Sr.,

D Boston, will try to sub-

stitute the bill for the ad-

verse report, and Ms.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Letters

Propaganda — alive and well
To the Editor.

Last year, in a history class, the professor lectured to us

about the use of propaganda. He presented to us an actual

Nazi propaganda film, filmed in the mid 1930s in Ger-

many, in which the Nazi movement was praised for

strengthening Germany, and diminishing that nation's

economic woes. At the end of the film the announcer clos-

ed with these words to the public "That's all you need to

know."
Lately, it seems President Reagan is following closely in

the footsteps of Joseph Goebl)els (Hitler's propagandist)

when it comes to the public's right to information.

Not only did Reagan not allow meml)ers of the press on

Grenada during the initial invasion, on the excuse the

press would be in danger and the element of surprise

would be lost, even now, three days after the event, accor-

ding to the New York Times, he is only allowing 25

members of the press to be shuttled in and out of (Jrenada

by the US armed forces.

So far, the only film coverage of the war in (Grenada was

filmed and edited by the army, and is strangely reminis-

cent of the Nazi propaganda films in its lack of opp)<)sing

viewpoints.

I am not saying that our s<x-iety in any way resembles

that of Nazi (iermany. However, when a president on the

one hand claims the United States is the world's center of

democracy and morality, and uses the armed forces as

world policeman, he cannot with the other hand

precipitate propagandist tactics that were once the

stronghold of a vile, murderous, fa.scist .society.

If ever the facts come out about what happened and is

happening in Grenada, it will not l)e from mouth of our

highest elected official; elected to lead we, the people, not

rule over us and deny us information that is vital to our

well-being. Myles Gordon
Amherst

Write now or we pay later

To the Editor.

It is with great sadness that I write to you. In the wake
of the 149 plus deaths and the 69 plus injuries to the

American Marines in Lebanon, what further reason can

there be for keeping American men in a war torn country

as sitting ducks? Enough blood and tears have been shed.

Let us find a graceful way to bow out of our

political/strategic obligations; we have a far greater

obligation to the American people not to shed the blood of

any more American men unnecessarily.

Please take the time today to write our elected officials.

A thirteen cent postcard stating "Bring the Boys Home
from Lebanon" (and elsewhere) will only take moment.

Many American men's lives depend on the love and sup-

fK)rt of the American people here at home. Please write to-

day. Don't allow another Vietnam.

P.S. Don't forget to write to President Reagan! And to

mention the POW's and Ml A's that still need help to come

home.
Lisa Bossardt Kleiner

Belchertown
Editor's note: Addresses of all elected itj)icuils are

available in the SGA/SCERA offire. Km. Uo Student
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Bring the boys back home
To the Editor.

What has happn-ned this week in Lebanon is a tragedy.

As Americans, we naturally grieve first for the more than

230 U.S. soldiers who died in Sunday's attack. In our

mourning, however, we must not forget that the tragedy

began, not on Sunday, but with the Israeli invasion of

Lebanon last June and the dispatch of U.S. forces last

September. When we rememljer the dead, we must also

rememl)er the other six Americans, the more than five

hundred Israelis, and the tens of thousands of Lebanese

and Palestinians killed since June 19H2, including those

slaughtered at the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps.

Merely mourning these deaths is not enough. In respect of

the dead, but for the sake of the living, we must ask: why
did they die? What are U'.S. troops doing in Lebanon at

all?

('learly. the role of the Marines has changed. W^en
Reagan sent them to Beirut, following the ma.s.sacre of

Palestinians by the right-wing Phalange militia to which

Israel turned a blind eye, they were descril)ed as

peacekeeping forces. By their sheer physical presence,

they separated the warring factions. This fall, though,

U.S. troops started returning fire "in self-defense." They

went on to provide artillery and air cover for Phalange

battles with Druse and Moslem armies. Now, the U.S.

Marines are unabashedly fighting alongsi<le the Phalange.

The Reagan administration has moved frcm jn-acekeeping

to warmaking in Lebanon.

And for what? The so-called government of Amin
Gemayel re{)resents a minority of a minority, a fraction of

the Maronite Christian j)opulation in a predominantly

Moslem and Druse nation. Gemayel's Phalange party

came to power through intimidation and rigged election:

in a country where only Christians can he I'resident. the

Phalange have spent the last seven years wiping ()Ut all

rival Christian groupings. They are .self-confessed rascists

- the name "Phalange" is taken from Franco's party in

Spain. Ear from restoring f)eace to the country, their con-

tinued claim to govern fjromises only more death and

destruction, and threatens Lebanon's survival as an in-

dependent nation.

The U.S. plays no useful part to play in Lebanon, and

what we have l)een doing has cost lives for no good pur-

pose. As in Central America, we should stop trying to dic-

tate our pf)licies to other countries. It is up to us. the

citizens of the U.S.. to stop the killings. Let's tell Reagan,

"U.S. out of l^banon and Central America. Bring the

Ixjys home!" Dennis Fischman
New Jewish Agenda

Arts

mM 7aiii i.Opi.i/o^"s 7am 5pm 255-2291

Trailers
Yes. it's Monday. Looks like there wasn't

enough room in the paper for TRAILERS
on Friday. We know who rates around

here. My apologies to both people who read

this column, and to the team of censors who

scour it for offensive profanity. Now the

news.
Once again life copies art. Just as with

198rs The China Syndrome, a film has

inadvertantly predicated political oc

curances. Deal of the Century, William

Friedkin's satirical look at the arnis race,

more closely parallels this country's arms

situation than had been intended. One of

the more humorous (?) coincidences con-

cerns one of the film's machines of

destruction, dubbed the "peacemaker."

Three weeks after shooting began, one year

ago. President Reagan officially nicknamed

the MX missile the peacekeeper." The

film, a change of pace for director Friedkin.

stars Chevy Chase as a small time arms

dealer recruited by a weapons corporation

to sell the "peacemaker" to a Latin

American dictator. Aided by sidekick

Gregory Hines and widow Sigourney

Weaver (Wallace Shawn appears in a cameo

as Weaver's late husband and Chase's

predeccessor). Chase .sets out as a

travelling missile salesman. The screen

play was written by Paul Brickman. whose

Risky Business was a bit; hit of the summer.

It looks like Columbia Pictures may have

another winner on their hands (that's all

they've bt?en coming out with lately).

Educating Rita, which is currently on

screen at the Hampshire 4. has all the

makings of a nice, li^;:ht comedy. The press

kit describes it as such: Educating Rita is

the charming comedy of a lively young

working-class woman on the path to seit

discovery and the man who acts as her

guide to intellectual enlightenment. Sort

of a My Fair Lady. Ba.sed on the lon^

bf Andy Gordon

running London sta^e play, the film stars

Michael Caine as a disillusioned English

professor and Julie Walters, who originated

the role of Rita on the stage. The picture

was directed by Lewis Gilbert, who

directed Caine years ago in Alfie, which

made him a star. Gilbert is also responsible

for three of the James Bond films- one of

the best [You Only Live Twice) and two of

the worst [The Spy who Loved Me and

Moonraker). Look for Jane Buchbinder's

review in Friday's Collegian.

Last semester I reported that three of our

foremost horror directors would be

adapting novels by Stephen King. David

Cronenberg's The Dead Zone has been

released but the other two may never. The

Stand, directed by George Romero, has

been cancelled, or at least postponed.

Romero is working on Day of the Dead, the

final act of the trilogy, and another King

feature, Creepshow II. Firestarter,

meanwhile, has been completely scuttled.

Ironically, John Carpenter, who was to

have directed the picture, will instead be

making a different King feature, Christine.

The title character is actually a car, a 1958

Plymouth F'ury with supernatural powers.

The excellent production crew and cast,

including Keith Gordon, indicates that the

film won't be a goofy, convoluted tale along

the lines of The Car. Release of the film has

been pushed up from next summer to this

December.
Old news: Here are some additions to

recently reported film news. The Book of

David, the biblical epic to star Richard

Gere, will be directed by Australian

director Bruce Beresford {braeker Morant,

Tender Mercies]...Johnny Dangerously,

Amy Ileckerling's sp<K>f of gangster films

with Michael Keaton. has added Joe

Pisc«)po. Peter Boyle and Danny DeVito to

it's cast...Claudia Cron, so good as Mickey

Robby Benson and Claudia Cron beam after the 1964 Olympics in the

forthcoming film Running Brave.

Rourke's girlfriend in Diner, will play

Robby Benson's wife in Running Brave...

Color scenes have been added to Francis

Ford Coppolla's black and white film

Rumble Fish. The fish of the title are seen

in a pet shop in lavish technicolor.

Local Best Bets: Not that any of us have

time to see movies during the week, but

good films are everywhere. One can walk

into any theater this week and see

something good. Of particular note:

Jacques Tati double feature at the Amherst
Cinema and The Twelve Chairs at the

Pleasant Street Theatre.

TRAILERS Trivia: Lots of answers to

last week's question- who directed the

music videos of Lionel Richie and Billy

Idol's latest songs? none were right.

however. The closest answer was Michael

Nesmith, who produced the Richie video.

Bob Rafelson (Five Easy Pieces, The

Postman Alu>ays Rings Twice) was the

director, and Tobe Hooper {Texas

Chainsaw Massacre, Poltprgeist) was

behind the camera for Idol. This week's

question: a similar one, recently publicized

so thmk hard. A very well known young

director will direct a ten minute film

version of Michael Jackson's song Thriller

for intended theatrical distribution as a

short. Who is the director? Incidentally.

Jackson is personally laying out the

$600. (X)0 budget for the film. The first

correct answer will receive a pair of

Richard Pryor Here and Now movie passes.
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Pi Kappa Alpha

We are. • •

• the Campus and Greek Area
Athletic Champions

!• the fraternity that does not haze
!• the house that raised over
$42,000 for Multiple Sclerosis

PIKE - we could be for you

RUSH PARTIES
Mon. Oct. 31 at 9 pm
Wed. Nov. 2 at 9 pm
Thurs. Nov. 3 at 9 pm

1

^
ri

L Am.

All Rushes: 9:00-11:00 PM
For more info: 545-2150/545-0047

V\. Kappa Alpha

****Free Refreshments^***

Framed Enlargement
Our beautiful mahogany frame is the perfect finish-

ing touch for your treasured photographs. We will

make an enlargement, framed and ready to hang.

Specials
8x10 $ 8.50

8x12 $ 9.00

11x14 $16.00

Also save on our regular enlargements!

Huny in to pick up your coupon at:

Located in the Campus Center

and the Mini Store

Open Mon 9-5 Tue & Wed 9-9

Thur & Fri 9-5 Sat 11-4

Happy Halloween

I

I

Mon. Oct. 31 - Tubs. Nov. 1

Mon Oncle 7:00

Mr. Hulot'8 Holiday 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

CELEDRATE
Monday Nit* Footboll

&
HALLOWEEH

TIME °buT
PRIZES

FOR

COSTUMES

Amh^nt't DIggMt Litti« Dor

07 N Pl^osont, Amh«ftt, MA

!

WANT TO MAKE
MONEY AT HOME
DOING SIMPLE.
EASY TO LEARN

TASKS?
So would we, but we're the

J

McGovern for President
J

Committee r^eeding your

help doing »ome tough

campaign work right here in t

!i

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.ocr
IwMtti this coupon)

tlO.OO with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

•11.60 Lono Hair
Expires n/30/83c

Cat for an Appointmam
*For naw cfanti onfy

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
S6 Unf»T-wiv Onv»

Amhetai MA/M»-SatO

CHEESE
''''More than just cheese**

Happy
Halloween

Cheese pcuiiy trays
i made to order

(
[ cheese, coffee, tea and

1gourmet grocery specials.

79 Main St., Axnherst

Fresh Pasta
Freshly Baked

Croissants and Bread
>'
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Collegian

^ar after,
year, sonester
_ after satiester,
^lej!:i' plan fnim Fick^it.^ I nkm Lift*

has been the most accepted, most

popular life insurance program
on campuses all over America *

proKram on i-ampuses all oxt-r America,
('all the Kidelilv I'nion Life

Kind out >»h\. Kield Assoriale in >our area: . .

Tel: 256-8351 Union Life

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Rd., Amherit, Ma.

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at

the University of
Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day

before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

Today

LUNCH N" LEARN -
Join us for a light lunch and

discussion of a contem-

porary Halachic issue, every

Monday and Thursday. To-

day; women and the Rab-

binate. 12 p.m. Chabad

House.

IBM SLIDE PRESEN
TATION - Represen-

tatives from IBM will be

giving a slide presentation

on East Fishkill

Technology. All COINS und

ECE students are welcome.

8 p.m. GRC A301.

DISCOVER NEW
ENGLAND CLUB

\tX%

B.D.I.CX
oould be the olution

Come to an introductory meeting

Design an
interdlBoipllnary

MAJOR
suited to your g^oals

0\ FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4 FROM 3:30 5:00

WE WILL BE HONORING
JAMES TATE__

Along withjiihn .'\shbc^*^ >J'/i/

VVootiv Allen Jami's Tiil<

sendeth up the i:lassics.

i\ y rimes ^epi i

MEETING - Topics to be

discussed: Harvest supper

and bonfire. Boston Trip.

Quebec City Trip. All

students welcome. 7 p.m.

CC 904-9.

MASSPIRG ACID RAIN
GROUP - We have much
to do yet on the acid rain

issue! Movies, tabling,

speakers... Anyone in-

terested is welcome. 6:30

p.m. 423 SUB.

UMASS HUNGER TASK
FORCE - still needs help

for the Fast for a World

Harvest on Novemlier 17.

Come to today's meeting

and find out what YOU can

do about world hunger! 4:30

p.m. 428 Student Union.

ISRAEL CARAVAN -
A group of travelling

Israelis will be on the Cam-
pus Center ('oncourse to

sp)eak with students al)<)ut

life in Israel and travel, job

and school opportunities

H^e. All day.

CONSTANT DEFENDER

PLEASE JOIN US THEN. COME AWAY VVllH A

CHAMPAGNE PUNCH GLOW AND A SIGNED C OP>

Jeffer); Amherst Bookshop

55 So Pleasant St

Amherst 253-33H1

TAGE!
/

7:00
W" 7:00

Tue. Nov. iBt Wed. Nov. 2nd

Brett Front Lobby Van Meter classroom

For more info caU 545-0736

or come to Bartlett Hall Rm 16

\^
^t •»« '«e

Ar.

AIR FORCE '.
ENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM

r--^^ V

mcitl CUES1

k.llilli J [•••> Citrfll ViU ll<ll

Iki ^initcil U>il<< Ti.kMli|ict

Fcumt snmt
tpillt It tMrsRIst

t Tll» TO T«l MOO*

illlK TukHllIt I* [•(ilorix

riEE TimsmTiTio*
FI»T 4N lECISTItKTI lf(tiy[ fllEf LIIKJ

OmVEIilTI Of (ODMECTItUT

JOtOEDSEII IVIITMHIM

ni ) iMi
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Amherst

Insurance Agency

20 Gatehouse Rd.
Amherst, Massachusetts

(413) 263-9387
Auto - Motopcyde - Rentera

• •

CC/SU Doord of Governors
is proud to co-sponsor th« oil ages

DoYid Johonsen Concert

Hovember Or I960, 7:1

in the Dlue Wall

W* will continue to promote non-

alcoholic events oround the campus, and

extend a special Invitation to ^6 and 19

year olds to attend this show.
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Bloom County
by Berke Breathed
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Superbad
by G.H.
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After The Fall by R. Miller

HOusiNO OFFICE. Please
STATE THE NATURE OF

yOUR £MER(rENCY.

FL^Ce TO Lwe

iT'i A LIST OF
STUDENTS UoHO
WANT TO CyETON
T^^ WAlTlNCsLlST
PCR. HiC)0SlM6-

YOU nEAM EVEM
THEWAlTlNJiiLIST,

r
iF YOU'RE G01N6 TO PANIC

s\e., PLEASE CDwe -ro the

HOOSlNCf OFFICE. WE ARE
eaUlPPCD TOADMINlSTa^

FlI^ST ^ID

Scrod
^^ Dan DeBellis

HEKE She COMES. VOU a)rM\vj6 TO THE

SFE VOO THHRE

"^HIS IS THE ONE TiAV

SHE Cm?S >v)T IH^VT FJV:E

lb 6^ot> osE,

i

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
hdited by Marftarel larrar and Irude Jaffe

1*111 I OS ^«BrWs ftmr^ ^vndKalf

ACROSS
1 Court hero

5 Liqfit on
Broadway

9 Tear apart

14 Between knee
and ankle

15 Part of the

farnner's dell''

16 Intertwine

17 Nutty Icecream
19 Former Senator

Sam
20 Species: Abbr

21 Sing like Bing

22 bread

23 Toward stielter

25 Orange
27 Navigation device

29 Curling plant part

33 Hauls oneself up

35 Goatlike god

36 Stir

37 Medicinal plant

38 Member of the

family

40 Linen of Spain

41 Naught
42 Nonsense
43 Fearful sound
45 Small restaurant

48 Minx
49 Inferior

61 Word with song
or talk

52 Kind of trotter

55 Dry gulches
57 Listening device

60 Spiritual leader

61 Exaggerate

63 Like some
university walls

64 Acronyms in

sleep research

65 Related

66 Four Prefix

67 Tie the

68 Ratio words

DOWN
1 Serpents of the

Nile

2 of State

3 West Indian

island

4 Suffix with differ

5 Motherofpearl
6 Reverberate

7 Sky hunter

8 Relating to the

newly born

9 Land of Queen
Christina

10 Harbinger

11 Shankar of music
12 Ominous
13 Contradict

18 Acid
24 'Gold" fabric

26 Merchandises
27 Meager
28 Stan's friend

30 Restaurant orders

31 Notions

32 Descriptive of

rich soil

34 Boston fish dish

35 Match (against)

39 Students' load

40 Shank of the leg

44 Board game
46 Pencil part

47 Lake near

Syracuse

50 Jackdaw's cousin

51 Earliest

52 Wayne movie.

"True
'

53 Launder
54 Newspaper sect

56 Showing, tor short

58 Keep
(persevere)

59 City on the

Truckee
62 Siamese

1 ? 3 4

1
5 6 7 B

1
9 10 11 1? 13

14 lb 16

17

1 rl
19

?0 "

1
??

1^1 ?3 ?4 ?5 ?6

?7 ?8 .1. r 31 32

33 3^^H3S 36

37 38 39 1 40

41 4?

1-
44

4S 46 47 48

58 595^p3 54

49

1
55

50 m
56

51

57

To^HH 61

64"

62

63

1
65

66 67 68

The Collegian

Start
every day
refreshed!

DC Menu

LUNCH
Turkey Club Sandwich

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER
Veal Parmesan
Ham Steak/

Pineapple Rings

Italian Garden Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich
Fiesta Rice and Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod/

Lemon Wedge
Eggplant Parmigiana

Weather

Today, sunny, highs in the

mid 50s. Tonight, cold and

clear, lows in the 2()s. Tues-

day, partly sunny, highs

near 60.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER

DE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

$10 BEFORE NOV. 1 5 / $1 5 AFTER NOV. 1 5

Includes Free Transportation, Free Refreshments, Discount Lift

Tickets and a Variety of Special Events which include: Saturday

Trips to Major Vermount Mountains, Thursday Night Skiing at

Mt Tom it Berkshire East, Hot Tub Parties, Happy Hours Ect.Ect.

12th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV. 16-19

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
$500,000 Worth of Top Name Winter Clothing

& Ski Equipment at Incredible Savings.

12th ANNUAL BUSH DASH
JAN, 22 - 27

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK
Lifts, Lodgings, Meals, \ ree Beer & Wine Parties, Hot Tub &
Sauna Party, Beer Slalom, Nastar Races, Long Underwear Party,

Etc, Etc.

LAGNAF 84
NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

Semester at Sea

THE
WORLD
IS YOUR
CAMPUS ^g

TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAILINGS

EACH YEAR

Departs in January from Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida, with stops

in South America, Africa, South

Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle

in September with stops in the Orient,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh,

Semester at Sea offers students an academic pro-

gram of the highest standards with related in-port ex-

periences. This full semester is available to qualified

students from all accredited colleges and universities.

With faculty drawn from the University of Pitt-

burgh and other leading universities and augmented

by guest experts, more than 60 university courses are

offered.

Optional tours, including special tours into the

People's Republic of China, are available.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned,

18,000 ton ship, registerd in Liberia and built in

Arnerica. Semester at Sea admits students without

regard to color, race or creed.

For complete details in a color brochure,

write Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pitt-

sburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA
15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or

(412)624-6021 in Pennsylvania.

Adult Education Progranib are alxj available.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ Co'metoCollegian?f^C?i^*5-TT5 Monday - Fnday • Deadline is 3^45 two davs prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

• •APRIL HART* •

Th« yMirs come and go, but you'll

•alwayt* be youngi HAPPY BIRTHDAY
(Hug!) B« proud of 20

W« Love You, - US
••••••••••••••****

AUDIO

Toshiba SRA-100 auto belt drive turn-

table. New cond $40 Mark at 6-51:2

AUTO FOR SALE

parte, good
80 549-0637

'69 VW Fastback for

engine/transmiseion/more.
evenings

1972 Mercury Montego 3 spd 6 cyl very

reliable 25 mpg $460 6-1066

1977 Honda Civic exc. running cond.

$1500 546^79 Amy

ENTERTAINMENT
~

November 7 or before. Call Abel 253-3874

$225.00

Waterbed queen complete low price

549-6833 call PM Marie

EMS Beige Down Parka hardly worn call

546-6474
.^

Brnm Movie Projector excellent condi-

tion, project both regular 8mm and super

8mm film. $28.00 call Raynald at 546-8897

2 twin burner toastmaster ranges ex-

cellent condition 25.00 each 549-2719

Kodak Tele-Ektra 2 pocket camera.

Electronic flash. Never used $40 Mark

6-5132

LAQNAF 84

LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
UMASSSKICLUBUMASSSKI
B-3437/ LAG NAF5-3437/ LAQNAF

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

LOST

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDERS WANTED ^~

FOUND

Found Oct 1 young gray fenwie cat wear-

ing black flea collar vicinity of Lantern Ct

Apts Sunderiand cannot keep her due to

severe allergies please call 666-4801

"" HAPPY BIRTHDAY

2 keys on string key chain call Jim 6-4389

Seiko quartz watch in E-lab on 10/27 if

found please call 583-4695 collect heart-

broken will grant reward

Lost! Blue denim jacket in Hatch Fri 22nd -

much sentiment in this one - generous

reward I 549-5686

Lost gold and blue sapphire 1963 classr-

ing between NOPE and N'East. If found

please call 546-6675 identify initials

PART-TIME HELP

To N.Y.C. Leaving Fri. Nov 4 returning

Sun Nov 6 Please call5^-6622

ROOMMATE WANTED

for largo house in Hadley Private

bedroom big yard on bus line 120 +

586-3406 _^
Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p.m. 256^102.

SERVICES

Rackadisc Entartainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

Debbie, have a terrific Birthday! You really

are the best roomie. I love you, Kath. How

rnany inches of snow are expected?!

HELP WANTED

Put your conscience to work!

MASSPIRG is now hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry, 256-6434

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665-3414

PERSONALS TUTOR

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women'* Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes Er boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Folk/Classic Guitar and case excellent

condition $100 or best offer 666-7136 Cathy

Peruvian Blankets keep wamn all winter

inexpensively call Mike 646-5002

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition $100.00 5860723

One way plane ticket to Callforrila

Electronic Engineer wanted stu or fee to

assist local youth organization tobuild a pet

robot call Larry after 5 om 25&-8341

HelD wanted selling stereo/video in

Amher^area. call Eric at 203-658-2361 col-

lect ^—

—

All University Women invited to Open
Rush at Sigma Sigma Sigma

Wednesday, Oct. 26 6:00 Dinner

Tuesday, Nov. 1 6:00-6:46

Wednesday, Nov. 2 7:00-7:46

Tri something different, Tri Sigmalll

382 N. Pleasant St.

Questions, call 646-0076

Hnance 301 tutor needed immedlatalyl

Call Laurie 549-6358

WANTED

HEY WOMANI

BARBARA. Happy 21st Birthday you

gorgeous, sexy tigress! Love, Jay

BULL We are the meaning of forever

py Anniversary. Love always Pie

Hap-

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

INSTRUCTION

Tutor needed for Physics 141. Call Nancy

at 666-8175

Is it true that you can buy jeeps for $44

through the U.S. Government? Get the

facts today: Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 5931

A

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256^710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 546-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

Worid students encouraged to apply

Drummer looking for serious rock musi-

cians call Ron 546-6243.

I I t • >

»
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UCoim eliminates UMass, 16-6
Huskie defense, Parks,

Carlos topple (Mass

Photo eoartnj of Krrd Moore, UMaaa photographir Mrrie««

GET 'EM — Mike Favreau (45) bears down on UConn quarterback Larry Com in Saturday's
16-6 loss to the Huskies in Storrs which eliminated UM from playoff contention.

Women's soccer tops Boston College
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL,
MASS - The third ranked

University of

Massachusetts women's
soccer team concluded a

successful season on Friday

as they scored an emotional

1-0 victory over fifth ranked

Boston College.

"It was not a strong of-

fensive game, but we had

better chances of scoring.

We controlled the game 90

percent of the time, and the

defense set the tempo. We
didn't pass as well as we
wanted to, but we denied

them the chance to advance

the ball, by beating them to

it," said coach Kalekeni

Banda.

The only goal of the con-

test came at the 33:30 mark
of the first half as Debbie
Harackiewicz converted on
a direct kick from about 25
yards out after a BC foul. It

was all UMass needed as the

shot seemed to put out the

fire in BC.
Goalie Jeanne Paul

recorded her fifth win,

without a loss and only one
tie, as well as posting her

fourth shutout of the
season. She played very
well, despite only having to

face three shots all game.
The Minutewomen with a

final season record of 10-2-3

and a number three ranking
will most likely receive a bye
in the first round of the

NCAA playoffs. UMass will

host one of the surviving

teams of the playoff tourna-

ment.

UMass still has a couple of

nagging injuries. Nadia
Komarowski only played

ten minutes of the BC
game, because of illness,

Harackiewicz is still not at

her full playing potential

and Jamie Watson is mak-
ing progress recovering

from her knee injury.

"The team defense has

been great this season.

Everyone sacrifices and the

whole team plays well. This

is the highest ranking we've

received since being a varsi-

ty sport. It's anybody's

game in the playoffs, we
just have to play with inten-

sity and with a good hard
nosed defense," said Banda.

Mens
The hard luck continued

for the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer

team as they dropped
another overtime decision

to Boston College, Satur-

day, 2-1.

The Eagles, 8-8-1, scored

on a controversial go 54

seconds into overtime.
Simon Ostrov scored the

lone UMass goal off a cor-

ner kick. UM is now 2-9-4.

Complete results in tomor-

row's Collegian.

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

STORRS.CONN. — On a cold, blustery Saturday af-

ternoon, the University of Massachusetts Minutemen had

their two game winning streak and playoff hopes ended by

the University of Connecticut in a 16-6 defeat.

It was a game in which the players on both sides seemed

helpless to affect the outcome as the wind dominated the

strategy and action. And in the end, it was perhaps a

coach's decision more than anything else which decided the

victor and the loser.

Connecticut won the coin toss and elected to kickoff so as

to have the wind at their backs. This strategy paid off on

UConn's second possession as they got the ball on their

own 43 after UMass punter Chris Wood's second of ten

punts on the day traveled only 26 yards.

The Huskies mounted a modest drive which stalled on the

UMass 26 yard line. In came Domingos Carlos, who

proceeded to boot a wind-aided 42 yard field goal which

gave UConn a 3-0 lead.

The UMass defense held UConn scoreless the remainder

of the first quarter and as the teams switched sides for the

start of the second quarter, it was the Minutemen's turn to

play offense.

On their second possession with the wind behind them,

UMass quarterback Barrett McGrath hit fullback Richard

Jenkins for 26 yards and a first down at the UConn 25.

There the drive sputtered, however, and George

Papoutsidis knotted the score at three with a 39-yard fieW

goal.

After a UConn punt, Umass once again drove into field

goal range, this time a 23-yard pass to tight end Gary

Freker was the big play. Papoutsidis, though, was wide

right from 41 yards out.

After still another UConn punt, UMass started their third

drive of the quarter. With two passes to split end Bob

Simeone accounting for the bulk of the yardage, the

Minutemen reached the UConn eight before a quarterback

sack forced them to call in Papoutsidis. He was good on the

33-yard attempt and the Minutemen headed into the locker

room with a 6-3 lead.

The third quarter developed into a punting contest and

with three minutes left in the quarter Minuteman Wood
was back at his goal line facing the wind to punt once again.

His kick rolled dead at the fifty but an offsides call against

UConn gave the Minutemen the option of kicking again.

UMass head coach Bob Pickett had Wood kick again but

this time his punt was fair caught at the UMass 40 and

UMass was assessed a personal foul for running into the

returner, which gave UConn the ball at the UMass 25 yard

line. Two plays later, Husky Uilback Billy Parks rambled

into the end zone and UConn was up, 10-6.

"It was stupid on my part! I wouldn't do it again. It gave

them the momentum to win the football game," lamented

Pickett on his decision to punt over.

UConn's Carlos added two field goals to account for the

final score and to give him 33 career field goals, which is a

new New England record.

5th ranked Minutewomen walk all over Rhode Island 4-0
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts goalie Patti

Shea did not need to make a save to

preserve Saturday's 4-0 shutout ol

unranked University of Rhode Island.

What she did need, however, was a

blanket to keep her warm.
"It was cold out there," Sliea said after

the game.
Shea was the only Minutewoman who
was cold Saturday at Nope, through no
fault of her own. The only shot URI got

off went wide of the net.

The rest of the team was hot, despite a

bitting wind that blew throughout the

game.
UMass. ranked fifth, hit the scoreboard

right away, with only two mmules gone as

forward Pam Moryl found the net from

the right side, with the assist coming from

back Carol Progulske.

Less than ten minutes later, the llMass

offense began applying pressure to URI.
First, back Megan Donnelly took a shot on

goal from a corner play, and found the

back of the net only to be called back

because her drive was undercut, and went

above the knees of the URI defense.

Next, forward Diane Kobel took a shot

on an empty net. but had her shot

deflected by a URI defens#»woman.

i^uiiiiL-iiy luok the initial shot, and forward
Maura Coughlin took the rebound, and put
it past URI goalie Deb Robson for a 2-0

lead.

For the first time this season, UMass
coach Pam Hixon kept track of possession

time. The result: in the first half, the

Minutewomen had possession of the hall

within URI's 25 yard line for 21 of 35

minutes of olav.

"We were definitely controlling the game
at that point," Hixon said. "That was all

we wanted to do."

Hixon said her team did not have control

of the ball as much in the second half as in

the first.

UMass made good use of their time in the

second half, tallying two more goals.

With a little over four minutes left,

scored off a Sue Packard assist for a 3-0

lead.

With less than two minutes left in the

games, Packard took a pass from Kobel at

the fifty yard line, and broke for the goal.

She beat the entire URl defense, and
squared off against goalie Robson.
Packard dodged Robson and found the

opposite side of the net for the final 4-0

margin.

This win marked goalie Shea's 12th

shutout of the season, and set the sticker's

record at 13 2 1. URI fell to 3 12 2.
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AGILE —
URI, moves

Co<l«ri«a phalo b; Andrew Hclkr

Sue Packard, who scored a goal in Saturday's 4-0 win over
downfield past a WRAM defender.

Ahts
WinnebagOS by Pandy Gordon

Blake Edwards' Ttu- Man Wtu> Loved

Women, a remake of the Truffaut classic,

will be released in December and Th*' Music

Box, his Laurel and Hardy remake, shortly

thereafter. In keeping with this practice of

u[Mlating old masterpieces, F]dwards will

\w^w production on Afor^ done With th'

W}nd, with Burt Reynolds as Rhett Butler

and Dudley Moore in drag as Scarlett. Ed-

wards said his version will be "much fun-

nier than the original." In other remake

news, two old classics will be updated by

contemporary directors; Hal Needham's

Richard Gere as Senator Bill Carl-

in^on

Th4' Caine Mutiny, with Barry Bostwick as

Captain Queeg, will now take place on a

huge nuclear bus, and Sam Peckinpah's

Wizard ofOz, to be filmed in Detroit. Pro-

duced by Menachem Riklis, the [)icture

stars Pia Zadora in the Dorothy role. One
interesting twist, instead of throwing

water on the wicked witch in the film's

climactic scene, Dorothy blows her head off

with a bazooka.

Opening locally this week is the first an-

nual Avant-Carde Film Festival. The
festival features an infinite nunil)er of

hours of recent avant-garde cla.ssics, in-

cluding i4n Object, Another Ohject and-Som^'

Things. The films are overexposed, ran-

domly edited and completely pointless.

Said Bob "Croovy" ('iill)ert, program direc-

tor, "the films spectacularly undercut the

bourgois middle class conventions of

cinematic continuity, you know?" Admis-

sion is free with a canned good for Project

Hunger.

Soon to local theaters is the national

release of Lance Slaughter's y Think I'll

Kill You S-D, the final installment uf his

"Core as Beauty" trilogy. Once again the

protagonist is the omnipotent Mr. Willie,

now working his way through a local

nursery sctiool. Advance word on the film

indicates that the 3-D effects thoroughly

enhance the exjK-rience of the picture, par-

ticularly in one scene where Mr. Willie

loads some schoolgirls into a makeshift bat-

ting machine and stands opposite them

wielding a razor sharp scythe. Shots of

screaming decapitated heads flying out of

David Cassidy: still rockin'

By JACKIE COLLINS
(Joan's sister) ....

Go back to General Hospital, Rick

Springfield! Get a haircut. Simon le Bon!

The boys are back in town, and you can bet

your Tiger Beat subscription that Reunion

the long awaited comeback album of 70's

pre teen idols Bobby Sherman and David

Cassidy. will be topping the charts aU over

the land.

Reunion is the outcome of two and a half

weeks of intense work by two of the musical

giants of the century. Their talents are

apparent on every cut. "I've always had a

lot of respect for Bobby as an artist and as a

human being." Cassidy comments on the

sleeve of Reunion. "When my agent

suggested this project, well, residual

checks (from the Partridge Family) being

what they are. I just couldn't resist."

I for one am glad that David gave in. and

after you hear Reunion, I bet you'll be

happy, too. The album begins with a

medley of old Partridge Family smashes,

like "I Can Hear Your Heartbeat" and

"Point Me in the Direction of

Attention
STUDEKTS

The Textbook Annex begon returning

unsold textbooks to publishers on

October 24, 1963.

De sure of your textbook requirements

for the remoinder of the semester to en-

sure thot you hove the books you

"••^- Open Mon-Fri 9-4

LocQted In the Physicol Plont Duilding

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
UNIVERSITY
STQREM

I'hiitii by DriMil OKirr

A young lad is scorched beyond

You 3'D's clever moments.

the screen are both clever and original.

Boston actress Anne Rentaham apj)ears in

a clever cameo as an English secretary im

paled by a chair leg and Crissy Schasta as a

nun h()rribly mangled by a lawnmower.

There's also a soon-to-be-classic iron scene

that's a real scorcher.

Richard Gere will go through an amazing

role change when he plays Senator Bill

"Billy" ('arlington in Universal's upcoming

Bill the Senator, t'arlington. who talked a

l(»t but never actually voted for anything,

appears briefly in the film as a nightclub

owner. The film will include one flashback

scene of Carlington as a young man, to

allow Gere a chance to take his shirt off.

Francis Von\ ('oppolla will direct the film

from a fully operative communications van

parked two states away. It should l>e on

s<^reens by Arbor day.

Alberquerque." These durable classics

have been spiced up with synthesizers and

energized by the singers vocal harmonies.

Why buy New Music when Stale Old Musi<'

sounds this good? Case closed.

Don't think that every song on Reunion is

an update of the stars' old standbys. There

are some remakes of other people's songs,

too. "We are both against the idea of

singers writing their own material,"

Cassidy explains on "Reunion". "It's like a

monopoly, you know?" Bobby thinks it's

un American, and 'I just plain don't like it."

At last somebody's standing up for hi.s

principles in today's decadent recording

industry. I say Bravo! And as if the great

music wasn't enough to get you to buy

Reunion, an 8" X 10" glossy of David and

Bobby has been included. A few pounds or

a wrinkle or two can't spoil the appeal of

those two fresh faces! Time has only made

recognition in one of / Think I'll Kill

Local Best Bets: Lots of good tilms

around this week. Curse of the Muted
Lamb, with Jack Nicholson as a dentist

pushed to the brink, starts today at the

Hampster 4 theatres, as does The Fez and
/

'// Sing If I Want To. The Mutton Farms 4

has You and What Armyf, Dials and The

Fez and The Amherst Cinema is featurir\g

a Vvz double feature: The Fez and Fez Goes

Haieaiian.

WINNFBACJOS Trivia: No one

answered last wwk's question - Why
didn't Pandemonium win Best Picture of

1'.>H2'* This week's (juestion: Who was the

second unit gaffer on Wallace CromweH's

1927 film The Baladeers of Diablo (Hint: it

wasn't Victor Sternhagen). The first cor-

rect answer will receive all the popcorn in

Western Mass.

them, and their music, better. This is a

limited time offer not available in stores-

so order yours NOW!!!

CREDIT FOR
STUDBMTS

VISA- and MasterCard • Credit Cardi Now Available

to Students through TllTIEBflVEB 's BankActlon Program!

No Minimum Income or Job t^equifements

Savings account and fees requifed Mail this coupon tor complete

information

Send to Timesaver Headquarters Building / „„qco
Student Dept / 12276 Wilkins Averxje / RocWville MD 2085/

^k3me

Add'ess

=

City State Zip

1Phone (

School Atteriding

Status f-' SoDti G'OO

There's Never Been a Better Time to Get VISA- and
MasterCard ' Credit Cards! Apply Today!

«
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We hate the Patriots, dislike the Bruins and

despise those moneybag Yankees and all those

Eastern Mass towns. Therefore the above are all

banned from the sports page. — The EditQU.

TheMassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLANIJS LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

Collegehockey toretom to UMass
Cagi

I oilCKiiin photo by Some Slim*

PINNED — College hockey will

return to UMass and Buffalo's Tom
Barasso doesn't want Pittsburgh's

Rich Sutler to block his view

By GOE HARTFORD
Connecticut Staff

In a startling turnaround, the University

of Massachusetts athletic department made

a sensible decision yesterday as they an

nounced changes in the planned Cage

renovations, due to start this March at the

completion of the basketball season.

Instead of funding a basketball team that

occupies that dungeon which is supposed to

be a basketball court, the administration is

tearing down the Cage to build a hockey

rink.

The former varsity basketball program

will be turned into a club sport. In it's

place, UMass will build a 10,000 seat two

story hockey facility and bring back the

hockey team that has been missing since

1979.

"I got sick and tired to listening to all those

hockey fans yelling and screaming why
Massachusetts - the state that walloped

Minnesota (in the series of high school

games last March) doesn't have a team for

the state university." a tired P'rank

Mclnerney, UMass athletic director said.

"All those Bruins fans are yelling for good

college hockey at UMass/ Amherst," said

Mclnerney. "And all those new hockey fans

from the Whalers want to see some top-

notch college hockey in this area."

The team will start play this November
and will play on the Campus Pond until they

can find a place to play. Until it snows, the

team will practice on roller-skates in the

reflecting pools at the Fine Arts Center.

The men's basketball team will have theu*

schedule redone, as they will be a club sport

now. Men's coach Ron Gerfluson had no

comment but was heard Lo be mumbling
something about how to coach guys on

skates.
"I don't understand it," said a dejected

Scott Hood, the team's manager. "It's a

disaster," said John Hempel who was
reported to have already transferred to

Syracuse.

The women s team will not be affected just

yet. There is no demand for a women's

hoc-key team. The women will play at

Amherst High School.

Destruction of the Cage will begin

tomorrow and the rink is expected to be

finished by next July. New locker rooms

and a trophy case (I don't know what they

will fill it with) will still be built.

"A new winning hiK-key team will restore

pride into the University," said UMass
women's soccer coach Kalkeni Banda,

who.se new team would benefit from the

rink by having a place to play mdoor soccer.

Needless to say, it's tough to play indoor

soccer on a basketball court.

"Besides," one student who refused to be

identified said, "who wants to root for a

team that has lost 20 games for the last who
knows how many years."

Mclnerney will announce who will be the

head coach on Wednesday. The athletic

director also put out an order recalling all

those former UMass uniforms given out to

the intramural teams.

Marcus Dupree transfers

out, hates Southern Mss.
By BOB PICKETT
H.P.O.C. (Happiest person on campus)

After the Minuteman football team once

again failed to make the Division 1-AA»

playoffs. University of Massachusetts

athletic director, Frank Mclnerny, an

nounced, in a stunning development, that

spectacular but disenchanted Oklahoma

VM in bowl
The Tup(>erware Bowl

Bv RED Tl'PPERWITCZ
Plastic Stiff

A bowl game is lx>ing planned for Alum-

ni Stadium on New Years Day.

Organizers Jim P^loyd and Elliot Kalb

have cume up with the name The Tupiier-

Unre Bowl for this future classic.

The game will coincide with the Tupper-

ware sellers convention at the Hotel

Charles in Springfield. P^loyd says they

expect to sellout the 18,000 seat stadium

with no problem.

The game will match Bethune-Cookmaii

College (Daytona, Horida) against the

University of Puget Sound (Washington

State).

These schools qualified because the sale

of tupperware at their schools was the

greatest.

"We hope to sign a television contract

with Channel 40 in Springfield in the next

few weeks," says Kalb.

! Kalb hopes to get Channel 40's own Don
fearle to do the play by play.

Sooner tailback Marcus Dupree had
secretly transferred to UMass over the

weekend and was expected to start classes

whenever he wanted to.

The reaction on the UMass campus was,

for the most part, enthusiastic. "We think

Marcus will improve our running game and

make us one of the favorites in the Yankee
Conference.," said football coach Bob
Pickett. "Heck, why am I being so con-

servative? I think Marcus will lead us into

Division 1 football, a victory over Nebraska

in the Orange Bowl, and the number one

ranking in the country!"

The players themselves were as jubilant

as Pickett though they were all too busy

dousing each other with orange juice to

comment.
When asked about Dupree's academic

qualifications and whether or not big-time

football would tarnish the .school's academic

reputation. Chancellor Joseph Duffy's only

remark was, "How much money does Notre

Dame get from TV contracts?"

Howard Cosell, on his daily radio show,

commented, "Marcus has chosen a fine

institution of higher learning to matriculate

at. A valued friend of mine and great

human being. Julius Erving, better known
as Dr. J, participated in basketball there."

Dupree. a Heisman trophy candidate, was
unavailable for comment, but his mother

had this to say, "Marcus decided going East

would provide a needed change of scenerey.

Just so he doesn't get homesick, I'll be

going with him. Joe (Duffy) has told us to

feel right at home in his mansion."

Weirdo phaacrphoto

HUH? — As the Jets and the Bills showed, the NFL does not

discriminate on the basis of race, age, creed or sexual preference.

Chang!
By DAVE SCORING
Minuteman Benchwarmer

There will be sonit changes made in the

men's soccer program next year, UMass
head coach Jeff Gettler commented this

week in an exclusive interview with the

Collegian.

"I've been working with a lot of people in

the engineering department and we've

come up with some helpful ideas for the '84

Season." It's no secret that the

Minutemen's dismal record this year stem-

med from their inability to put the ball in

the net and coach Gettler has decided to ap-

ply a little science to the game.

The engineering department has

modified the goal posts with a hydraulic

system capable of expanding the goal

diameter.

"It's pretty simple, really," Gettler said.

'The top or crossbar as we call it, has been

cut in half in the middle and a hydraulic

sliding bar has been welded to it on the in-

side, powered by a small, noiseless

hydraulic pump. The slide bar is designed

exactly like the crossbar so you really don't

notice any difference in the shape of the

crossbar when it's expanding."

Coach Gettler explained that the bottom
of the goal posts are each equipped with a

small, 3-inch metal wheel that rides on a

pully rail which is located a few inches

under the surface of the dirt, obscuring it

from sight. As the top of the bar widens,

the bottom of the side posts slide along on

the underground rail bar, and "bingo,

you've got an extra 18 or 24 inches to shoot

at on either side of the goal." The hydraidic

motor is operated by remote control from
the sidelines, and can be used at any time.

"WTien we are on offense, our opponents
defense have their backs to the net, and
they'll never notice what's going on when I

'tack on' a foot or two to their goal."

The athletic department has recently

ordered two new goal nets from Addida
Corporation, which are made of a special

dacron jwlymer. These new nets will

stretch nicely when the goal expands, and

then return to their normal size and shape

as the goal diameter is returned to normal.

Coach Gettler also noted the hydraulic

pump can push the goalposts in as well as

out, and therefore would prove useful on

defense also.

"It'll sure help our goalie considerably on
comer kicks, direct kicks, and penalty

kicks when I shorten our goal up a couple

feet from the sidelines," Gettler said. At

this point, Gettler introduced his new assis-

tant coach for the 1984 season, Boring

Gearhead, a graduate student in

mechanical engineering from Yugoslavia.

"Boring will be handling the 'technical

aspects' of our game," laughed Gettler.

"Those Europeans sure do add a whole

new dimension to the game, don't they??"

Looks like 1984 could be the year of the

Minutemen.

SPORTS NOTICES
Former jock and ex -Collegian Sports

Editor Jumpin' Jim Floyd, with a lack of

anything better to do, is in preparation for

the 1984 Olympic Beer Guzzling Com-
petition.

"I don't party during the week anymore, I

work, said Floyd, almost passed out on the
floor behind the sports desk. I'm running 5-

7 miles a day. and drinking 1-2 cases a

night, and hopefully one day I'll run all the
way to L.A. without passing out," mumbled
a hungover Floyd.

Floyd is a former cross-country champion,

with Phi Mu.

- GUZZLING "BEER " KILPATRICK
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fotlc'j^ian photo by Andy He llrr

COMIN' AT YA — Monday was a beautiful day forflying as this scene at LaFleur Airport in Nor-

thampton demonstrates.

UMass receives

$ 10m in public,

private grants
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

The National Science Foundation (NSF) and The
Department of Defense have granted over $10 million to

the I'niversity of Massachusetts at Amherst for research

during the fiscal year 1983.

According to information recently released by the UMass
Office of Grant and Contract Administration, federal

agencies granted a total of $19 million to the University.

The NSF contributed $6.2 million, or 33 percent of that

amount and the Defense Department gave $4.4 million, or

23 percent. Additionally, the Department of Energy has

commissioned research regarding efficient use of waste

energy produced by large chemical plants.

Federal government agency grants accounted for almost

$19 million of the total amount contributed. An additional

$5 million came from private busines.ses, foundations and

agencies. The remaining $1 million was awarded by the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts along with other local

and state governments.

Amherst may become nuke-free
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Preparations are underway for Amherst to follow the

example of Leverett, a small town north of Amherst,

which recently became the second nuclear-free zone in

Massaf'husetts.

UMass student. Amherst resident and SGA Senator, Dan
Burgess said he believes that what Leverett did was "a

great incentive for the town of Amherst to take similar

actions" and "to know that it can be done."

If Amherst becomes a nuclear-free zone, UMass will

either be forced to limit defense research or be prohibited

from conducting nuclear research, he said.

"It was more of a philosophical type of action for

Leverett, whereas with Amherst, taking the population of

UMass into consideration, it will have greater impact,"

Burgess said.

With the passing of Leverett's resolution, design,

production, transportation, storage, disposal and

deployment ot nuclear weapons and power are now
prohibited in the town. The resolution, which has

prompted signs to be posted announcing the town's

nuclear-free state, also rejects nuclear civil defense and

crisis relocation planning, states that the town chooses not

to be defended by nuclear weapons and wishes to be

removed from the target lists of nuclear power, saia

UMass Legal Services Attorney Michele Leaf, who wrote

and presented the Leverett resolution.

"Like the freeze, nuclear free zones are grassroot

initiatives, an effective way of making a statement to the

community. It's also a way to take direct action in not

having to depend on government leaders for (ef-

fectiveness)." Leaf said.

Leaf stated crisis relocation planning is "a hoax" to

convince people that in the case of nuclear war there is

safety, "when the truth is. if such a crisis occurred, no one

is safe."

Burgess said there is a good chance the city of Cambridge

will also pass a resolution similar to Leverett's.

"In that case, nuclear research and development at M.I.T.

(the Massachusetts Institute of Technology) will have to

move," he said.

"We understand that our actions will not in itself prevent

war between the U.S. and Russia, but it lets th<- world

know that even mice can roar." said I^everett Selectman

Robert Biagi.

Proposals for Amherst to become a nuclear tree zone win

be presented at next Spring's Town Meeting. Meanwhile.

Burgess and other Amherst citizens will be making plans

for student and community outreach through the Student

Government As.sociation's President's Office.

Purchase policy under review

Administration may use SCB's
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

A four year-old policy prohibiting University of

Massachusetts administrative departments from doing

business with Student Controlled Businesses (SCB's) is

under review at the present time according to Vice
Chancellor of Administration and Finance John L.

DeNyse.

The policy was created in 1979 by the Vii* Chancellor of

Administration and Finance George Beatty. He stated in a

memo that, "the practice of several University depart

ments to purchase goods and .
services /roni .

student

operated co-ops.... is not appropriate to maintaining good

relations with surrounding communities."

Ihe Board's letter maintains that "the downtown

business community is far more concerned with com

petition from the University Store than from any SCB."

Vice Chancellor DeNyse

The review was prompted
by a letter sent to DeNyse's
office by the Student
Economic Development
Board. The letter stated

that the policy is "in con-

tradiction with a spirit of

cooperation between
students and ad-

ministration" and asked that

the policy be "reviewed with

an eye toward abolishing it."

/ don Y think it 's useful to have this type of

policy-

Robert Ragland
Student Note Services

The letter cited six reasons for the inappropriateness of

the policy including; the relatively small dollar volume of

business between University departments and SCB's, the

desire of the SCB system "to have a cooperative

relatipnshiR with the entire community."' and the vjh^ of

experiential education whicn students gain through bLb s.

said, "(he has) people

researching to see whatever
the reasons were for the

policy being implemented
and to see if they are still

valid."

Robert Ragland.
production manager of the

Student Note Services said

although the SNS does only

one percent of its total

business with University
::><<\^ii<i^>>y^^ departments he opposes the

policy

.

"I don't think it's useful to have this type of policy... It's

annoying to us and it's annoying to some of our customers,"
Ragland said.

DeNyse said in his review of the policy he will consider all

aspects of the situation and "look at what's best for the
campus."

UMass received
grants of $19 million

this year; the Na-
tional Science Foun-
dation contributed

$6.2 million, the

Department of
Defense, $U'U
million.

The School of Natural

Science and Mathematics

received the bulk of the

grant money. $12.5 million.

The second highest recipient

was the School of

Engineering, which received

$3 million.

One of the larger projects

being researched at the

School of Natural Science

and Mathematics concerns

the chemical and biological

nature of periodontic

bacteria. This along with a

study of eye disease, was
com missioned by the

•.x:::::: :•:•^:•^•x:^:;^^: ::;x:^>: ::;::.:: :::

National Institute of Health. _^;^^^;;^j^^^^^^^^;^j^j;^;^;;^^^^

The School of Engineering is conducting extensive

research on polymers, funded by a variety of spon.sors.

"All UMass schools submit proposals for research they

wish to do," said Lee Beatty, diriH-tor of the Office of Grant

and Contract Administration. "Individual agencies will

then choose proposed research they wish to be done and

fund them.
"The money awarded goes dire<"tly to the professors and

graduate students doing research," Beatty said. "Those

who do research then report their results to their spon-

sors."

"The reason that the NSF and the Defense Dept. grant

the largest amounts is because they do not have their own

in house capability to carry out all their own research.

Other fe<leral agencies may have larger budgets for

research, but they can do it within their agency," Beatty

said.

All researchers are unrestricted in sharing their in-

formation, except for that from research that yields

patentable results.

"Mo.st businesses secure patent rights to any research

done, " Beatty said, "and retain a six month period of

nondisclosure to begin their patent process before public

release."

Although, UMass schools requested over $56 milhon for

research, and received about 44 percent of that amount.
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World and National New&
Quake survivors plagued by cold

AC Laiterphoto

WOUNDED WARRIORS — Casualties from the invasion of Grenada

appear at a news conference in Washing^ton Monday. The members of

the 82nd Airborne unit answered questions on the invasion of that coun-

trv.

Certain Marines will leave Peirut
KKIIU'T. Lebanon (API — All "non

essential" staff from the Marine contingent

in Beirut will move lo U.S. warships off

shore because of the Oct. 23 terrorist

bombing at the airport. Maj. Robert Jordan

said Monday.
In announcing the new security measure,

the Marine spokesman also said the latest

casualty toll from the truckbomb that

destroyed a Marine installation at the

airport is "over 230 dead, over 70 woun

ded." He said search operations were

nearly complete.

"We're fairly confident we've got just

about everybody." Jordan said. One or two

bodies may still be in the rubble of what had

been the four storv headmjarters of the

Marine Battalion Landing Team, he said,

"but indications are we've found everybody

we're going to find."

A simultaneous bombing at the

headquarters of French forces killed at

least 58 soldiers. The French and

Americans are part of a multinational force

deployed in Beirut for more than a year at

the government's request to help keep the

peace in Lebanon, wracked by years of civil

war.

The Reagan administratio has accused

Iranian backed terrorists oi 'ngineering

the double blast and has vowei nspecified

retaliation. Iran denies involvement.

Lebanese police .say they have no clues

about t he identity of the terrorists and have

made no arrests.

In Geneva, leaders of Lebanon's warring

Christian and Moslem sects finally began a

long awaited reconciliation conference

Monday in attempts to settle old feuds and

agree on changes to give the Moslem

majority more political power. President

Amin Gemayel. a Christian, presided over

the meeting.

Jordan said '"non-essential personnel" —
such as clerks and maintenance crews —
with the 1.600 man Marine contingent at

the airport will withdraw to American 6th

Fleet warships stationed off the coast. He
did not disclose how many people were

involved.
Since the bombing, several U.S.
congressmen have demanded that the

entire American force retreat to the ships,

saving security at their airport base made
them nighly vulnerable to terrorists.

ERZURUM. Turkey (A?) - The ear-

thquake that killed at least 1.126 people in

eastern Turkey left 25,000 people homeless

in the windswept mountain ranges bor

dering the Soviet Union. Freezing tem-

peratures and snow delayed rescue efforts

in the remotest villages and endangered the

survivors.

An announcement by the martial law

command said at least 534 people were

seriously injured.

Officials feared the death toll would rise.

The quake, which struck at 7:12 Sunday

morning destroyed 50 villages and left 44 of

them without a building standing,

authorities said.

Villagers quickly buried their dead and

rescuers hoping to find survivors dug

through the mud brick rubble of devastated

settlements.

The heaviest damage and loss of life oc

curred in the townships and surrounding

villages of Horasan, Narman and Pasinler in

the eastern province of Erzurum and in

Sarikamis in the province of Kars. But the

quake was felt in six other eastern

provinces.

Horasan had at least 756 dead; in Narman
147 were killed, in Pasinler 23 died, and in

Sarikamis 54 were killed, authorities said.

The governor of Horasan, Azmi Yesil, said

no word had been heard yet from seven

villages in his district.

Erzurum is headquarters for Turkey's 3rd

Army, which guards the 360 mile border

with the Soviet Union, and lies at an

altitude of 6,500 feet surrounded by snow-

capped mountains.

Rescue teams said people without shelter

after nightfall could freeze to death and

special winter tents were required

urgently.

The Turkish air force flew in relief sup-

plies from the Red Crescent organization —
Turkey's Red Cross. Officials said they sent

in 3,100 tents, over 6,000 blankets and 800

bottles of blood plasma so far.

Turks responding to repeated radio

broadcasts lined up in front of Red Crescent

centers in major cities to donate blood.

When the quake hit the village of

Koyunorun, most adults were out tending

to their fields and cattle. The victims

caught in the collapsing houses were

children still asleep in their beds, villagers

told reporters.

Congressmen try to reverse ' failiu-e

WASHINCJTON (AP) - A six-month

delay in deploying Pershing and cruise

missiles in Eur()f)e would increase the

chances for the United States and the

Soviet Union to negotiate an arms limita-

tion treaty, three congressmen said Mon-

day.

The three. Democrats Martin O. Sabo of

Minnesota and William Ratchford of Con-

necticut and Connecticut Republican

Stewart B. McKinney. said at a news con-

ference they will offer an amendment this

week to the defense appropriations bill

that would require a six-month delay.

The proposaJ also is supported by Rep.

Edward Markey, D-Mass.

"Our deployment of the Pershing and

cruise missiles in December represents a

failure of diplomacy," Sabo said.

Ratchford said the vote may be the last

chance Congress gets to delay deploy-

ment since the missiles are scheduled to

be installed in F'urope next month.

"With the clock running, this becomes a

crucial vote," he said.

Ratchford and Sab<i offered a similar

amendment when the defense budget was

being considered by the Appropriations

Committee, but it failed there 24-14.

Both men admitted there is only a

longshot chance that the House will pass

the plan.

"In spite of the tough odds, it's an ef-

fort we have to make because of the high

stakes," Ratchford said.

Ratchford disputed arguments that the

deployment of the Pershing gives the

U'nited States a bargaining chip in its

negotiations in Geneva with the Soviets.

"Once a bargaining chip is deployed, it's

no longer a bargaining chip, it's a

weapon," he said.

Five acre used tire heap ignites

causing tri-state mushroom cloud

Drunk drivers may be forced

to serve seven-day sentence

WINCHESTER, Va. (API
— A mound of 7 million used

tires covering five acres

caught fire Monday, sending

up a mushroom shaped
cloud of oily black smoke
that drifted over three

states. Officials said it could

burn into 1984.

The cloud climbed almost

one mile high and spread 35

miles over a corner of

Virgina and the panhandles
of West Virginia and
Maryland.
"It could be out of control

for several days and may
even burn to the first of the

year." said Tyree Gather, an

assistant fire chief in

Frederick County.
No injuries were reported

and no one had to be
evacuated. Gather said.

"As far as the people

downwind right now. we
don't believe they're in any

danger." said Cory
Gabrielsen, an official with

the state Office of

F^mergency and Energy
Services.

But the elderly and people

with chronic health
problems were warned to

avoid the smoke if possible.

William Brabson. a biology

professor at a local com
munity college, said burning

tires can give off

hydrocarbons that are

harmful to plants and
animals. People who inhale

the fumes can suffer

coughing, throat irritation

and chest pains.

But state officials said the

fumes presented little

immediate problem because
they were staying in the

upper atmosphere. Roger
Koontz, chairman of the

county Board of Super-

visors, .said first tests by the

Environmental Protection

Agency showed no cancer

causing materials being

emitted.

BOSTON (AP) - Last

year's crackdown on

drunken driving in

Massachusetts could be

strengthened by forcing

repeat offenders to serve

seven consecutive days in

jail, instead of allowing them
to serve time over split

weekends, a legislator said

Monday.
Sen. Louis Bertonazzi, who
helped draft the tougher

penalties for drinking and

driving, offered the sen

tencing change as part of a

package of proposals he said

would improve the 13-

month-old law.

"None of the proposed

modifications fundamentally

change the thrust of the

exi-stng law," said Ber-

tonazzi. D-Milford, chair-

man of the Senate Post

Audit and Oversight Com-
mittee which has been
tracking the effectiveness

of the drunken driving law.

"Some clarify and
strengthen the Legislature's

original intent; others
address problems noted by

the judiciary and county

sheriffs." he said.

Southern church hid unholy pit

Death row killer allowed to live

WASHINGTON (AP) -
Texas authorities failed

Monday to gain the

Supreme Court's per-

mission to kill anytime

soon condemned murderer
James David Autry, who
came within minutes of

being executed 27 days

ago.

The nation's highest

court, without comment
left intact the stay of

execution that was ordered

by Justice Byron R. White
mly minuit's before Aulrv

was to die by lethal in-

jection Oct. 5.

"We are chagrined by the

court's decision because it

effectively prevents the

state from carrying out its

necessary duties in death

penalty cases," Texas
Attorney General Jim
Mattox said.

There are more than 160

death row inmates in

Texas, and Mattox .said he

Vvas not sure now whether

Al-e state may execute any

of them.

ROBBINSVILLE, N.C.

(AP) — One hundred and

fifty people were arrested as

police closed in on a

dogfighling arena that had

been disguised as a country

church, and fleeing spec-

tators trampled a child,

authorities said.

An unsuccessful 1982

candidate for sheriff, George

Long, and Leonard Colvin of

RobbinsvUle were charged

with promoting dogfights

after the raid late Saturday

and early Sunday, said

Graham County Sheriff A.J.

Peterson.

Among the spectators and

participants clustered

around the 16 by 16 foot pit

containing the fighting dogs

were 15 children under the

age of 16, Peterson said.

Spectators fleeing the raid

left behind guns, brass

knuckles, clubs, assorted

narcotics, money, liquor and

beer, he said.

The trampled child was

treated Sunday in District

Memorial Hospital in

Andrews for cuts, bruises

and a hand-piercing nail

%'ound.

AP L«B*rphoto

DIE 1000 DEATHS — Dr. Michael Barrett of

Philadelphia displays a video terminal used to

teach interns to make urgent decisions. The

skull and crossbones indicate the death of **Mr.

Brown," due to a simulated cardiac arrest.
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Berkshire D.C. to double

as evening study space
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

Berkshire Dining Commons might open

soon on a trial basis for evening study

space, student and administration officials

said yesterday.

Southwest Area Government co-president

Michael Bean said Dean of Students Eillima

Field and Director of Food Services Marie

Cappadona have agreed to open the D.C. in

what he termed the "final materialization"

of a long process.

"Dean Field gave us the okay with two

stipulations," Bean said. "The first is that

we check on lighting in the room we plan to

use...the other thing he wants is a trial

period of three or four weeks while we get

figures on how many people use the study

area."

Bean said he hopes the D.C. will be open

for study a week from next Sunday.

Bean said the lighting in Berkshire D.C. is

fine, and all that remains is the hiring of

qualified security personnel for evening

study hours.

Dave McCarthy, SWAG co-president, said

he was optimistic the usage of Berkshire

commons will warrant extended financing

over the term.

"Study space is priority one in Southwest

this semester," he said, though he noted

the quantity of study space in Southwest

has been cut in the recent past. But.

McCarthy said he thought the ad-

ministration has now recognized its

responsibility to provide adequate study

space.

"The administration and Food Services

have been in sync with us on this issue.

They've bent over backward to help us,"

McCarthy said.

But while they seemed satisfied with the

administration's response, the co^

presidents expressed dissatisfaction with

what they perceive as the Student

Government Association's failure to ad

dress the problems of the Southwest area.

"Study space is a problem in Southwest.

The situation in East is unknown to us. We
in Southwest are working hard on this

issue, and we wish Thomas Ahern (SGA co

president) would quit shooting from the

hip, and find out what's going on before he

speaks for all students," McCarthy said.

At the SGA Senate meeting Wednesday

night. Ahern said he had not thought study

space was a major problem, but said he is

"taking it up right away."

Ahern attributed the SWAG co

presidents' criticism to a "lack of com

munication." and said he hoped the

misunderstanding would work itself out.

"There's a definite trend toward positive

working conditions with all student

agencies and groups," he said. "In the long

run everyone's pulling for student in

terests."

WOMEN'S FORUM
Women 's Forum is a weekly listing ofup-

coming e^>ents relating to women's issues.

Notices should be sent to the Women 's Issues

Editors, care of the Collegian, US Campus
Center, before the Friday preceeding the

event.

There are two hotlines available on

campus for aid to victims of rape or other

violence. The 24-Hour Rape Hotline is

545-2677. The Everywoman's Center

Hotline for victims of violence is 545-0800.

Tuesday — The Women's Issues Team
will meet at 4 p.m. in room 901 Campus
Center.

The Lesbian Union will meet at 7 p.m. in

their new office, 406 Student Union.

The Women's Forum Against Media
Violence will meet at 7 p.m. at the

Unitarian Church, 220 Main Street, Nor-

thampton.
Wednesday — The Committee for

Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom
will meet at 5 p.m. in room 901 Campus
Center.

Thursday — Nan Hunter of the

Reproductive Rights Project will speak

on The Supreme Court's June, 1983. Abor-

tion Decision: Where are we Now? at 8 p.m.

in West Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson,

Hampshire College.
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BAYSTATE BEAUTY —Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hoyt (left) present

Morgan Stallion (Jlenallan's Nelson D to the Equine Studies Program at

UMass this past Thursday.

Accepting the horse is Superintendent of Horses Paula Haven (right)

and Dr. James Marcum, Chairman of the Department of Veterinary and

Animal science.

"Nelson" and his offspring will be shown at 3:30 today at the Equine

Studies Open House at Tilson Farm. The entire University community

is welcome.

Fair offers information

concerning foreign study
By VIRGINIA WARFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

Somehow, "Fielding's Guide to Europe

on $3 Dollars a Day" does not seem to

help college students much when they are

looking for a way for see Europe cheaply

and easily. Travel magazines and

brochures can provide the details, but

when it comes to actually booking the

flight and accommodations, the real ques-

tions arise: where will I stay and for how

long? Who will support me?

The International Program Offices' se-

cond annual Study Aboard Fair provides

the brochures, the details, and the prac-

tical details, according to organizers, who

are holding the fair from 10 a.m. to 3 p.

m

p.m.
Maryelise Lamet, overseas study coor-

dinator, said the fair will be staffeil most-

ly by students, and booths will be set up

with information and literature on more

than 30 international programs offered by

the University.

"Essentially we're trying to reach the

student who may have thought this was

something that cannot be done," she said.

Former participants in the program and

international exchange students will be on

hand to relate their exf)eriences abroad,

and slides will be shown throughout the

day.

"We also want to encourage younger

students U) plan ahead if they are in-

terested," Lamet said, "so they can work

a program into their schedule."

She emphasized that full-year studies

abroad may be the most l)eneficial, but a

wide diversity of one-semester and sum-

mer programs are also available.

Language need not be a barrier, she

said. Beginning language courses are of-

fered in some countries, while other

places such as Shanghai, China and Dijon,

F'ranee have opportunities for more ad-

vanced studies in language and culture.

"We try to make sure the programs are

affordable," Lamet said. "The fees run

close to the cost of UMass in-state tuition.

Financial aid is available, and some of the

programs offer their own awards."

Interested students are also encouraged

to attend one of the Study Abroad

meetings later in the semester. Schedules

and literature will be available at the fair,

and anyone who misses the fair or who
would like further information may stop

by the International Programs Office in

room 239 Whitmore.

Bulimics face serious hazards
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Although the sym{)toms of bulimia can

lead to serious health risks as well at^

severe psychological distress, there is help

for victims of the eating disorder.

The reported health risks include severe

tooth decay from destruction of tooth

enamel, said Dr. Carolyn Hicks of Amherst

Medical Associates.

Other risks are constant sore throat,

esophageal inflammation, liver and kidney

damage, nutrient deficiencies and in those

who use laxatives, rectal bleeding. Rup-

tured stomachs, electrolyte imbalances and

dehydration can lead to cardiac irregularity

and heart failure, she said.

Hicks said bulimia is similar to drug ad-

diction or alcoholism.

"Like drug addiction, ritualized bingeing

and purging can have the effect of tem-

porarily removing a woman from the

responsibility of self-care, but in the long

run it further erodes feelings of self-esteem

and competence," she said.

In extreme cases, bulimics binge and

purge more than 20 times a day, although

the average is about eleven times a week.

Reports of caloric intake range from 1000

calories to 55,000 calories per binge. An
average binge is about 4800 calories.

^elf-induced vomiting may function to

relieve the physical discomfort of

overeating, thus permitting continued

eating.

Treatment of bulimia is a slow and dif-

ficult process. Hicks said liecause of the

shame felt by Imlimics many seek help only

after reaching a jK)int of despair and

frustration, usually fiV2 years after the

onset symptomatic behavior. In addition

Hicks said many women come to her osten-

-sibly to gather information on the health

hazards of bulimia.

"They have no conscious interest in

changing their behavior but have read

enough to become alarmed," said Hicks.

Hicks' method of treatment is to form a

relationship with the bulimic in which the

client feels free to make mistakes. Because

of problems many bulimics have with

authority figures. Hicks feels the therapist

should not be an authority.

"These women have grown up in a family

of experts where they must perform and

achieve. I try to allow them to fumble and

to find their own answers," Hicks said.

Hicks said roommates and friends of

women believed to be bulimic should try to

talk to the afflicted woman and show con-

cern about her life.

"People can be supportive by offering to

go along to a therapist for the first visit,"

Hicks said.
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There are more women physicians now,

because there is more of a demandfor them.

Dr. Thomaa McBrid£
Police report thefts and vandalism

University Health Sendees

Women doctors in demand
Hy SHKRYL JEAN
ColleKi^n C(»rres|M)n(lent

Despite comprising only one-third of the

entire sUff, women doctors are well ac-

cepted at the University of Massachusetts

Health Services (UHS) and are often

preferred over their male colleagues, said

several men and women who work there.

"Women bring to UHS a little more pa-

tience in dealing with problems. Most

women have a special feeling for

gynecology that is useful and helpful," said

Dr. Thomas McBride. medical director for

UHS.
"There are more women physicians now,

because there is more of a demand for

them." he said.

Dr. Rochelle Weber, a family practitioner

who has worked at the Health Services for

two and a half years, said certain kinds of

people would rather have women doctors.

"Many women prefer to see women doc-

tors, especially in gynecology. A large part

of the homosexual population prefer

women doctors because they feel uncom-

fortable with men," Weber said.

"I'm not 50, like some of the doctors. I'm

only 30 years old, so some younger women

find it easier to talk to me," she said.

Women are sometimes more understan-

ding and can deal with many issues relating

to an illness. Weber added.

The Health Services first began accep-

ting women doctors in 1966. Now, in 1988

there are six women doctors on a staff of

16.

Dr. Weber and another family practi

tioner at UHS, Dr. Suzan Smith, both said

there was sexism and discrimination dur-

ing training at medical school, but not at

UMass.
"University people tend to be a little

more lil)eral," said Dr. Smith.

Dr. Weber, by choice, is on a first name

basis with people with whom she works.

"My colleagues respect me quite a bit —

now they're asking me medical questions,"

she said.

Both Dr. Weber and Dr. Smith "prefer

working with younger, more intelligent

people interested in solving problems, than

working with a population who are less

willing."

The amount of people waiting to see men

and women physicians are about equal and

the workloads and hours are equal. The set

hours are from 8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m. and

all doctors take turns being on call for

nights and weekends, Weber said.

The number of women in medical schools

nationwide continues to rise, she said.

Women constituted 32 percent of medical

students entering the 1982-83 school year,

which is a 12 percent increase from last

year.

But Weber added, "I'll be very happy the

day when the medical profession hits

50/50."

BvGKKGBKOWN
Collegian Staff

Amherst police arrested two 21-year od

n.en at Brittany Manor Apariments

Saturday night and charged them wit^

possession of a dangerous weapon and thett

of a moped. . a mo
The men were apprehended outside 14^

Brittanv Manor with a $500 moped they

allegedly stole. PoUce said one of the men

had a switchblade.

Police reported a total of 9 arrests since

Friday, including 3 for driving while in^

toxicated (DWI.) Two of those charged

with DWI were UMass students.

A 19 year-old Amherst man was arrested

at 5-45 p.m. Saturday and charged with

breaking and entering in the daytime with

intent to commit a felony and larceny under

$100. The man allegedly stole a smaU box ol

speakers valued at $45 from The Sound

Company on North Pleasant Street, and

was chased and apprehended by the store's

manager. The store was closed at the time

of the incident.

A theft of $400 in camera equipment from

a Town House apartment was reported at

6:30 Friday night. Missing were a $320

Pentax camera and a $80 Pentax auto-

winder.

At Puffton Village, a victim reported his

1980 Pontiac Phoenix, originally blue, had

been painted red by vandals sometime

Saturday night. Police said the dumpster

near the car had also been spray painted.

Police reported an assault and battery at

Puffton Village Saturday around 6:30 p.m.

The victim was reported to have a black

eye, and the left side of his face severely

"altered." Police said he also had a broken

cheekbone.

Absentee ballot registration ottered

Registered Boston voters at the

University of Massachusetts will have a

chance to vote in the Nov. 15 mayoral and

city elections, if they mail in absentee ballot

application forms soon.

The Public Policy Committee and Third

Worid Caucus of the Undergraduate

Student Senate will have application forms

available at a table in the Campus Center

concourse beginning today.

The move is "part of our campaign to

increase student voter turnout," said Paul

Gosselin, Public Policy Committee chair.

"(The election) is important because it's the

first time in 16 years that there's been an

actual race for mayor."

"We're going to keep it as non-partisan as

possible," he said.

Robert Teixeira of the Senate Thu-d World

Caucus said that group has "unanimously

decided to support Mel King and work on

his campaign at the University."

The Office of Third World Affau-s is

contributing advertising money to the

campaign, Teixeira said.

Gosselin said "about 200" Boston residents

attend the University, and right now the

committee only has application forms for

Boston ballots. Students must mail the

forms into Boston City Hall, receive the

ballot in the mail, fill that out in front of a

notary public, and mail the ballot back by

election day, Gesselin said.
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PERSONALIZED
STYLEJHAIRCUTS

$7.00*
I with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11. SO Lona Hair I

_ P,n.res 11/30 /83c J

PleMe C«H tor ar\ Appointment

•Fof n«w dtonta orty

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
A,r*w-ii MA b«eb6)0

BACK SCHOOL 101
Prerequisite:

Backpain Sc a referral

from your UHS provider

This 3 session program

( classes one week apart )

includes information on exercise

some anatomv massage

treatment options posture tips,

pain relie* methods

and relaxation

DATES: Mondays;
Nov. 7, 14, and 21

TIME: 6:30 8:30p.m.

PLACE: University Health Center

10 Rtr.lSTtR CAU HLALTH [DUCATION b«9 26/1 tXT 181

BIG LEAGUE
LHUGUflQE CAREER

Dii

if)t\er at

LIVER and ONIONS - tender baby beef

liver with lots of onions and bacon. . . 5.45

HADDOCK - marinated in fresh ginger,

soy sauce and lemon juice then baked to

perfection 7.10

Served with pars/eyed potatoes or nee pilaf,

homemade poppy seed bread and salad.

FlU* 8 Ui.*i L>wjnJO«i» ;_jili««» io dioo«#.

At A Pt*c» Yow Can AHord!

Kt THE IJGHTS l!% NOBTB AMHEBST VC>.«,C.f

:

We're opeo 7 day m wk 5 ••> to 9 p.m

If you re o graduating foreign longuoge ma|or who j looking

for an opporlunify to apply your proficiency in a ma|or

league highly profesiionol work environment, you owe i( to

yeurielf to consider the Nationol Security Agency (NSA).

A» an NSA linguut you will work on a wide range of

asiignmenti involving Ironslotion transcription, and analysis

reporting that contribute to the production of vital foreign

intelligence information

You con count on receiving advanced training in your primary

longuoge I along with many years of continued professional

growth. There are opportunities to trovel and to enjoy the

numerous cultural recreationol and educational advontages

of being home-bosed in one of the most exciting growth

regions of the 1980s the Baltimore Washington metropoliton

area

If you are proficient in a Slavic Near Eastern or Asian

language the National Security Agency offers you

unporalleled coreer opportunity

Solaries at NSA start at the GS-7 level for those who hove

earned a BA degree Moreover you will have all the

oddilional benefits of federol employment

UniteO Stales ciiiienship is required for all NSA career

positions

So don r cornprorr^ise your rolent

Translote you' longuoge skill into something much more by

scheduling on interview w'H the Nationol Security Agency

through you' tol eg* placement of'ice If 'hot is no' possible

you moy w'e 'rie No'iC^o Secu'i'y Agency Attention;

M322 Fo" Geo-ge O MeoiSe Morylond 20755

NSA Nat ional
Security
Ajj^ency

On campus recruiting November 14-16, 1983.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
.V.'.'.V.V.*.*.V,SV'.'

€3H^^mtity^ •»«.s**fi«'l'm

'\^HEAJ^XOU«^9>^>MVgBAaSUWJYlNTOBBRUr80MaNG. 6vg US SOME CDlOR ON THAT-

U»^ ANGUISH,Om^. HOW YOO i=Kl ABOUT IT.
. /

To dissent

is American
In Grenada, Lebanon. Central America, and in other

critical areas of foreij^ policy, the Reagan

Administration is counting on US citizens to place

complete trust in its actions. He's the President, we
elected him, he must know what he's doing and have good

reason for doing it, right'.'

We've heard that Itefore. Americans have on many occa-

si»)ns displayed a penchant for swallowing government

^H)licies "hook, line and sinker." This is particularly true

when they are reassured hy a charismatic leader.

Much of the dreadfulness of Keagan's latest foreign

policy escapades has less to do with what the Administra-

tiim is actually doing amund the world than with the fact

Ian Polumbaum

Of politics and Attorney Generals

I
have no great sadness in resigning my position as

Acting Attorney General in the Student Government

Association. I do so knowing that my commitment to

a better judicial system on campus is undaunted and that

there are other avenues to approach this goal. At the same

time, it would be improper for me to resign without letting

the student body who pays for the services of this office

know that my resignation is in protest to five years of

abuse this office has seen at the hands of the SGA
Presidents.

In theory, the Attorney General's Office is to serve the

critical function of examining the various judicial policies

Dakin N. Ferris
across campus, trying to remove illegalities, irregularities

and common injustice served by the whims of UMass ad-

ministrators. It is supposed to advocate on behalf of

students as well as work on resolving inter-SGA disputes.

It is the last function which has been mercilessly subjected

to presidential power politics.

The crux of the issue is the appointment process of the

A.G. which has been bastardized beyond comprehension.

It is beyond comprehension because it would take a weeks

worth of articles this length to explain what a shambles

the judicial systems on campus are in. (I need not point out

that the majority of persons affected here live in the

residence areas.) Some of the judicial policies have not

been examined in over five years. Others were just recent-

ly undermined by the administrations advantage of the in-

competence that flowed from this office.

To explain how this travesty has occured, a historical

analysis is needed. The Attorney General has always been

a presidential appointment. This made sense. The presi-

dent at that time was the presiding officer of the Student

Senate, or Speaker as we know it now. Five or six years

ago, however, the presidents office became an indepen-

dent branch of the SGA. Not foreseeing the imminent

danger of this, the appointment power of the A.G. stayed

with them. This was also the start of a long power strug-

gle between the presidents and the Senate.

The presidents' point of contention is that as president,

they are entitled to representation from the A.G. and have

first dibs on his/her services especially if the presidents

were to come into conflict with the Senate. The problem is

that it says nothing of the sort in the SGA Constitution. In

cases where the Senate is a party, the A.G.'s responsibility

is to the Senate — period.

The result of this dispute has been the presidents con-

stantly ignoring the recommendations of selection com-

mittees. The recommendations usually consist of people

who would read the Constitution and recognize their

obligations around this issue. Instead the favored can-

didate has become that individual which is willing to make

a backroom deal of allegiance to the presidents. I have

refused to make such a deal. In exchange I have received

absolutely no support from them, and have actually been

the subject of their attack when other concerned students

tried to speak to them on this issue. If this is any indication

of what I have encountered, they let me wander around

for seven days after being appointed just trying to

physically get into my office. I was forced to set up work in

the Hatch.
,

.

This is an OUTRAGE to all SATF paying students. It

reflects the paranoid self interest of past and present

presidents.... for they have given you no less than 11 E-L-

E-V-E-N A.G.'s in the past five years. The twelfth may

take office Wednesday night, and the thirteenth shortly

(or not so shortly) after the new presidential elections m a

month. Almost half of the last five years have gone by

with the misnomered Acting A.G.'s.

But for the tale I wish to tell, all of this is just the

prelude in which I was a pawn. The account of interest is a

first hand reproduction of some of the more insidious trap-

pings of this year's and last year's presidents. On that sub-

ject I will continue, tomorrow.

Dakin N. Ferris was the SGA Acting Attorney General

thai these actions have been tjuestioned remarkably little.

The President has very successfully portrayed those who

express skepticism as "misguided", if not anti-American.

Having doubts about the government means, to many ih'o-

ple, showing a lack of national pride.

What such ptH)ple forget is that the highest principle of

democracy is citizens' ability to dissent. This country was

iKirn out of questioning authority. It is necessary to ques-

tion authority if we are to avoid events, such as the Viet-

nam war, which do very little to make one feel proud to be

an American.

This is a difficult task when vociferous dissent is no

longer the "in thing." The pre-Vietnam image of the cam-

pus activist as an idiot on a soap box has returned. The

other image is that of a mixed-up rabble-rouser bummed

out over missing the Sixties.

It is a difficult task when virtually the only nevvspaper

and TV accounts reaching us about Lebanon and Grenada

come from Pentagon or White House sources.

It is a difficult task in light of a recent remark by

Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. The House Speaker, who not too

long ago stood up to President Reagan over the budget un-

til his bulbous nose was mastered by every political car-

toonist in the nation, last week said, "now, when our

Marines are in action, is not the time to be critical.

When is the time to be critical? Aft«r the crisis gets

worse and more soldiers get killed? O'Neill did "demand

that the President spell out in a more detailed way what he

envisions as the long-term mission of the Marines

abroad. {NY Time.% 10/26) But he clearly wanted to

refrain from rocking the boat, in order to let the President

"stay the course." s/ „„„,
As much as it was a foreign policy disaster, Vietnam

was a prime example of the government deceiving a

population who trusted it. History has proven that we

must have only limited faith in the motives and honesty of

„ur elected and appointed public servants in the hope

that, as the song goes, "we don't get fooled again.

Ian Polumbaum us a f/Mfi-s.s stwlent

Leti,ers Policy

All letters must U- signed and include the writer s at -

dress and teleph<.ne number, which will n<.t Ik- published

Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line IKu

,! space'lh^.tatioLS and the v-lu- <'f

"^f'

• -^-^-j^^'

are unable t.. a. knowledge unpubl.she.i letters^ All kt-

U'rs are subjec. to edi "ng for clarity and k'ngth.

Letters-

SGA attacks are unwarranted

To the Editor, ^ i *•

I am writing this letter in response to the culminating

attacks upon the (SGA) and its leadership These attacks

propose the theory that the SGA neglects the vital in-

terests of students, wastes money on such issues AS anti-

'
mUitarism, anti-racism, and anti-sexism campaigns; and

is lead by a group of radicals whom are responsible for

such problems. I believe this argument stmks.

First Mr. BUI Collins in his recent editorial complains

•,about a recent senate allocation to Students^Agaanst

» Starism. on the grounds that this organization does

^t affeci students directly. I would argue that

mUitarism does affect students direcUy; especially m the

^^f current draft legislation. Militarism is an

logical belief structure partially responsible for such

S^ls as violence and war. When would Mr. Collins

^ve the SGA address this issue? When the Lebanese

crisfs escalates into a full scale war Perhaps when

Ar^eriLn troops violated the national sovereignty of

GreS? Would Mr. Collins have us wait un il Western

Furone becomes an American nuclear arsenal? Shall the

ftudeW t^s University sit on their hands until it is

tnn late to engage in effective action.'

'-hSV^l ^^S^r^^rn^strnkf ^f

Znoc::^^, us^X'a Sign of
fpH-.^^^^^^^^^^

has been my experience that when an
'^f"^^^}^]^^^

the cause of a set of problems to one factor he/she is

usually ill-informed or lacks complete understanding. I

suggest Mr. Collins take advantage of the Senate

Resource Center to research the history of student ac-

tivism before he attacks the Senate.

Thirdly, Mr. Collin's refusal to see the significance of

Senate actions in combating social oppression reaks of

anti-inteUectualism. What he and his "associates" fail to

see is that social oppression not only limits the oppor-

tunities of vast segments of our society, but also limits

the experiential and intellectual development of the in-

divid«al holding such biases. When the mind is limited m
its understanding by stereotypes and cultural biases, it is

unable to attain intellectual freedom. I do not need to re-

mind Mr. CoUins of the past where such mental con-

structs were utilized to support totaliUnanism,

militaristic and facist governments.

Finally, the SGA leadership has been accused of engag-

ing in "post-sixties nostalgia." I submit that Mr. Collins

and his "associates" are guilty of post-fifties nostalgia;

far more dangerous in todays worid. Their attitudes

reflect the unquestioning acceptance of authority. The

personal adherence to self-gratifying and self-centered

idealism, and the political apathy of the so called "Happy

Days." Perhaps these attitudes were appropriate in a

time when we had Harry Truman. James Forrestal and

Senator Joe McCarthy to think for us. Perhaps they were

appropriate for American involvement in Korea and

Vietnam. However, for the eighties these ideals can

become a dangerous force in a challenging decade

would hope the sixties taught us something about soci^

injustice and intellectual freedom. Also. I hope tha the

sirifices of John F. Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther

King were not wasted on all of us.

^^^^^ ^^.^
SGA Senator

Collegian does a great job

To the Editor, - ^ X .i • r ^u ;
I wish to commend the editors of the CoUegxan for their

role in organizing and presenting the recent conference

on "Campus Journalism: Social Conflict and Freedom of

the Press."

This conference, designed to inform the campus com-

munity about the Collegian, to inform the CoUegtan staff

about the needs and concerns of its multiple audiences,

and to elicit suggestions for improving Collegian/com-

munity dialogue on a continuing basis, represents a

significant step forward in the evolution of the

newspaper as a responsible free voice on the campus.

The editors are to be congratulated on their initiative

and their sincere and farsighted effort;. The entire cam-

pus community owes them support and encouragement.
^ V.G. Dethier

Chairman

Chancellor's CommisBion on Civility

in Human Relationw
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Arts
Art bredfrom inner turmoil

SIX EMIGRE ARTISTS
Oct. 18 - Nov. 2

Herter Gallery

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Appearing untU November 2 in the Herter Art Gallery is

a sRSw entitled Six Ermgre Arttsts. This exhibit cons sts

of representative works by six well known artists, all of

whom were born in the Soviet Union and have since

emigrated to the west. The works on display are taken

from the collection of the Eduard Nahamkin Gallery in

Manhattan.

The diversity of this exhibit, both in terms of style and of

media used, is alleviated by the shared theme of the

fantastical and surrealistic. Spiritual autobiography is

etched deep in all of these works; the dark and troubling

undertones of despair evident in the works reflect the

inner turmoil of artists driven, by untenable conditions,

from their native culture.

Mihail Chemiakin's twisted personifications, some in

eouache and some Uthographs. share a grotesque and

unnatural incompleteness, like puzzles with critical pieces

missing. Chemiakin's mild colors contrast sharply with the

distorted figures that characterize his work.

Igor Tulipanov is represented in Six Emigre Artists by

works in watercolor. oUs. and pen and ink. His pieces are

marked by their excruciating details and coyly half-hidden

symbols. Like Chemiakin. Tulipanov fills his art with

intricate riddles. Tulipanovs painted panels Arm

through a Mirror" and "Man in a Bottle" are clearly in

fluenced by the Boschian school; in these paintings the

artist seems to be looking for a new Eden.

Ancient fertUity goddesses are brought to the 20th mi-

turv in Yuri Krasny's bloated bronze sculptures. The

women Krasny portrays have melted and 'pst their in-

dividuahtv to the forces of time. Though Oleg Tselkov s

paintings "of bland, dehumanixed masks m neon colors

share this sense of human erosion and dusplacement. his

work lacks the sly humor that Krasny's women personify.

Ernst Neizvestny. an artist best known for his sculpture

on Krushchev's tomb, displays lithographs as weU as

examples of his sculpture in "Six Emigre Artists -His art

is dark and strong almost smelted and the force behind it

puts it in Umbo between suspended animation and per-

petual motion.

Shimon Okshteyn. who had an individual show at Herter

Gallery last year, has some of his most recent paintings in

this exhibit. "Covergirls" and "The Stranger", among

others, convey the artist's vision of post apocalyptic

darkness. The feral gleam that emanates from the brittle

figures in Okshteyn's work propositions the viewer with an

invitation to Hell.

The density of so much provocative art in such a small

gallery is a bit overwhelming; Six Emigre Artists deserves

to be viewed more than once. In any case, this exhibit, an

illustration of sorts of spiritual oddessy, is an outstanding

show that should not be missed.

The "Six Emigre Artists" exhibition on display at Herter

Gallery, Herter Hall ends tommorrow, November 2.

Collegian photo by Andy Heller

One of the works of sculpture from Six Emigre

Artists, on display at Herter Gallery through

Wednesday.

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

9 till 1

1

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

9 Till

15 EmI Plemsanl St.

NOCOVCK

The five ..olli-^c R'n;ii B'rith Hillol Fl^u^J;Ulol1^ prcsi-nt the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
» "Jewish I.i::"

?!

m
Saturday
Nov. 5

8:00 P.M.

John M.
Circcnc
Hall

Smith College

CCWTRIBUTION. '6 General Public. *S Students & Senior Citizens

TK KKTS A\ AllABl.l l'Ma>s Hillcl'Smith HilUI'Downtown Sounds,

Northampton 'Food tor I bought. .\mherst»TK KhI S AT THh IHH)R
"( f/c/v.if.'ri. . ,ir/i.irri. , .inJ hmh^pinirj" rti-rnn ( W.'/v

^^^J?

Tickets available at

FAC Box Office

& Datatix

DVC/IDL
JOHAKSEK

INTERESTED IIM AN MBA?
Linda Rose, Admissions Coordinator

at the Graduate School of Business Administration

University of Southern California

will be on campus at the MBA/Grad Day

November 3, 1983

to talk about programs at the GSBA
For schedule and location information, please contact

University Placement Services

7:00 pm -all ages (no alcohol served)

10:30 pm - 20 and over show (full bar)

PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION WITH UPC $4.00

Arts
Grant tight yet indulgent
EDDY GRANT
Thursday, October 27

Fine Arts Center

By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

The way I figure, Eddy Grant is best taken

in small doses -stay in the hall for his

shimmering live version of "Walking On

Sunshine" (recently bettered by Arthur

Baker and Rockers Revenge). ..hit the rest

room with reading material during the 10-

minute live version of "Electric Avenue"

(complete with de riguer audience sing-

along... 10 points to the kid who forgot the

words once Eddy shoved the mike in his

face) •

Pro Number 1. Eddy Grant is a master

pop craftsman. Nah. not like Billy Joel, but

more along the lines of a Marvin Gaye in

terms of consistency, personal integrity and

social consciousness. Deftly carved hooks

and tight segues from song to song pinpoint

Grantspvrofessionalism, but not at the

expense of creative verve (the two new

songs played tonight sounded tighter than

anything on KUler On The Rampage).

But with a Number 1 US 45 (the

beforementioned "Electric Avenue") comes
the pressure to MOVE UNITS. Con

Number 2: Eddy Grant is as clumsy as a

salesman as Elvis was during his Las Vegas

years. Listless readings of most all of Kilkr

were unneccessary, expecially considering

the vast repitiore Grant surely has at his

disposal (least polished and best moment of

the nightant doing the Equals' "Baby Come
Back").

So many "thank-u" 's, I guess Eddy was

hoping someone would give him a new pair

of leather trousers (evening's low point:

Grant's confusing bump'n'grind routine.

While it might've produced loud shrieks

from many audience members, Grant

seemed to have all the grace of Tom Jones

on ludes). And I can't forget the massive

light up sign over the stage which read:

"EDDY GRANT;" just in case you forgot

who you paid $7 to see.

Collricisn photo hy Uavid Itrubrr

Eddy Grant at the FAC: all the jirrace of Tom Jones on Mudes.

Fox deals with Jewish dilemma

Sally Fox, who performed a "thought provok-

ing, original, unique and emotional" one-woman

show, sponsored by Hillel, Thursday evening in

the Campus Center Auditorium. Fox's perfor-

mance dealt with modern day dilemmas that face

American Jews.

R.E.M. for the Byrds

SALLY FOX
October 30
Campus Center Auditorium

By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

"Thought provoking, original, unique, emotional...."

these are some comments from members of the audience

who saw the one-woman show by Sally Fox in the Campus

Center on Thursday evening. SaUy Fox's performance

dealt with modern-day dilemmas that face American Jews.

However Sally Fox does more than just perform, she

involves the audience. First, she had the members of the

audience divide into groups of five and each group of five

had to form a circle. Then, she told the audience that they

should all think of themselves as counselors. She would be

soon introducing them to people whose problems they

must try to solve. Fox quickly went behind a curtain,

changed her costume and came out as the President of a

svnoeogue. She really became this character; not because

of the way she was dressed but because of the way she

acted Now, the president's dilemma was that he had to

hire a new Rabbi for the synogogue. He (or she, m this

instance) found a Rabbi that seemed perfectly qualified for

the job, however he discovered that the Rabbi was fired

from his pervious job because he had commited adultery.

The question that Fox raised through this character was

whether he should inform the other board members about

tht Rabbi's past, which would make him the transmitter ot

gossip, or should he not inform the board members and

allow him to be hired and given a second chance. Well, it

was up to the audience to come up with some answers.

Then, Sally Fox came out with a different character ..

and that was how the evening progressed. Fox would

come out with characters ranging from a suicidal young

woman, to a grandfather who felt it was his son's duty to

come and live in Israel with him.

But the most exciting part of this program was in the

last half hour. During this period Fox brought back the

different characters and the audience had the opportunity

to speak to them. For example, the audience members

tried to help the suicidal girl with her problems. Of course.

Fox was just portraying the suicidal girl. Nevertheless,

the audience members seemed to forget that they were

talking with Fox and seemed to believe that they were

really talking to a suicidal young woman. That is how

convincing Fox's performances were.

When I had the opportunity to Ulk with P'ox after the

perfomance, she told me how she began this unusual way

of making a living. She explained to me that when she was

in college, she was very confused and became involved in

many different cults. After graduating from Ohio SUte in

1974 with a BA in Japanese studies, she was still looking

for something and gave the Maharajis a try. However, aU

the different groups that she was experimenting with

wanted her to accept their particular god, but she couldn't.

FinaUy she tried to give the Hillel group at Ohio State a

try She wrote a play for the group called, "Court Case

3309: Murder of a Jew." In the play she portrayed aU of

the people who tried to take her away from Judaism.

During that performance she raised questions about

Jewish identity to her audience. You see. back then she

was really in need of some answers. That is how it all

began, and since then she has gotten her masters degree in

a program that she designed by herself that encompassed

Judaic studies, psychology and theater.

Well there is no easy way to explain an evening with

Sally Fox other than to say that the program sponsored by

Hillel was deep, intricate, emotional and probably the

most stimulating, intellectual experience I ever had.

R.E.M.
October 20
Metro, Boston

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

The large crowd moved towards the

stage and to the key vantage points in the

Metro as the lights dimmed and R.E.M.

appeared on stage. Wasting no time, they

began immediately. A few steady beats of a

drum were soon joined instantaneously by

clear, bright quitar. a quick bass, and

raspy, barely decipherable vocals. The

song was R.E.M. 's first hit single. "Radio

Free Europe."

R.E.M. (an acronym for Rapid Eye

Movement), are a rapidly emerging pop

band haUing from Athens. Georgia (home of

the B-52's). who play a type of music best

described as unique. Having been com-

pared to everyone from the Byrds to the

Velvet Underground, to the Psychedelic

Furs, the R.E.M. sound has effectively

avoided categorization. I would describe it

as rock having definite country influences; a

quiUr sound similar that of the Byrds, with

equally clear bass and drums, all of which

provide the perfect foil for Michael Stipe's

membled, deep vocals.

Their recent Boston appearance was at

first uneventful. After the opening song

("Radio Free Europe"), the band proceeded

to play an even mix of new material and

selections from their LP. Murmur

("Catapult." "Pilgrimmage," "Talk about

the Passion"). The sound was good and a

pleasure to listen to. but the band seemed

to be somewhat distant. Then, about 45

minutes into the concert, things changed.

R.E.M. was now a flurry of activity as

the music's pace quickened, and band

members Peter Buck (guitar), Mike Mills

(bass), and Michael Stipe bounded freely

about the stage. Drummer Bill Berry,

encased by his drum set. played with an

equal fervor. R.E.M. tore through songs

from both Murmur ("West of the Fields"

and "Moral Kiosk") and their EP. Chronic

Town ("Wolves, Lower" and "Gardening at

Night") to end the regular portion of the

show on a high note. Then came the encore

portion.

All in all, one hour and forty mmutes ot

great music.

Now, if only a place in the Valley had....

Kckett still wickett
WILSON PICKETT
October 21

Rusty Nail

By ALISON MALOON
Collegian Staff

When a friend said "C'mon and see

Wilson Pickett at the Rusty Nail on Friday

night," I was at first a little wary. I'd never

gone to a funk/soul type concert. But

deciding to be musically open-minded. 1

went And after seeing this old master of

funk perfom. I'd go again. To steal the title

of a Pickett album, the concert was a "funky

situation."

From the moment the band came on.

following the Steamers (who incidently

were just ok), to the time Wilson Pickett

came down off the stage and bopped around

in the audience, the atmosphere was one of

pure energy. Pickett's theme song "In the

Midnight Hour" was constantly blarring

and the crowd loved it. The band was

always dancing in the background in

synchronized motion (a la the Pips-lotta

soul!), and they were always grinning. The

concert wasn't very crowded, so most

people got down to some serious dancing.

Besides original favorites (i.e. "Midnight

Hour, " "Funky Broadway"), the band also

played some covers of Top 40 hits including

"Fascination," "Reggae Dancing," and "You

are the Sun" which got folks who weren t all

that familiar with Pickett's music dancing

as well.

The crowd was really enthusiastic, but it

was difficult not to be because Wilson

Pickett makes the audience a major part of

his show. You're not just there watching-

baby, you're in it. Pickett brought people

from the audience up on stage to dance and

groove with him. or sometimes just to hang

out. And Wilson Pickett not only sings, but

he dances. And he really dances. For a 45

year old guy. he sure can move. They don't

call him Wilson "the Wickett" for nothing.

During a break, someone mentioned to the

band that they all were so full of life up on

stage and seemed to be having major fun -

not like it was just another job. to which the

guitar player replied "Yeah, it's a true

story!!" .. ..... .

• When tne trumpet player said, its not

what you do. it's how you do it." he was

right. And they sure know how to do it. He

also said, after Wilson Pickett took his last

bows. "Tonight, you've seen a legend "
and

although this legend has been around for a

long time, borrowing one of today's

superlatives. Wilson Pickett still rules.
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"Sale

Receive a 20% discount on all

Ultima II Products with an Ultima

purchase of $10.00 or more

We have a complete line of

skin treatments, cosmetics,

and fragrances

A one time sale that

you will never see in a
department store.
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Hypercurricula
•Hypercurricula," a listing of events held ^^^he University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily m the Col

legian. Events are listed the day before they take place ej'<^«P\Monday

whkh will carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Today

25 PLUS CLUB SWIM - Older students

- it's time to get in shape. Join us for a

relaxing swim. Meet other non-traditional

students. For information call 545-2145.

7:30 p.m., NOPE pool.

LUNATIC FRINGE AUDITIONS -
Show your comedic talent! Auditions for

the Lunatic Fringe improv comedy ensem-

ble will be held in the Hampden Dance

studio in Southwest. The group will l)e

50-50 male-female. 8:30 p.m., Hampden

Dance Studio.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
MEETING - The usual discussion, argu-

ment, vote and etc. Preview an old sci-fi

film. 6 p.m.. Rm 804-8 CC

VALLEY WOMEN'S VOICE COLLEC-
TIVE MEETING - The Valley Women's

Voice will hold a meeting for members and

interested women. For more information

call between 8:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. and

ask for Amy. 7:30 p.m.. Everywoman's

Center.

ISSUES FACING ISRAEL - Continu-

ing series — topic: Current political and

diplomatic situation in Israel. 7 p.m.,

Herter 108.

SLIDE SHOW ON ETHIOPIAN JEWS
— Menachem Ben Avraham, immigrant to

Israel from Ethiopia, will present a slide

show on the Falashas - the oppressed

Black Jews of Ethiopia. 12 p.m., Suffolk

Room, Student Union.

ISRAEL CARAVAN - A group of

travelling Israelis will be on the Campus

Center Concourse to speak with students

about life in Israel and travel, job and

school opportunities there. All day.

GRASS ROOTS LOBBY - Join the cam-

paign to fight corporate power by lobbying

for a Consumer Utility Board (CUB). Find

out details at the Grass Roots lobby

meeting. 7 p.m., 423 SUB (PIRG Office).

HAZARDOUS WASTE PROJECT -
"Adopt-A-Dump" project to clean up

hazardous waste sites in Massachusetts

will meet to discuss progress. New and old

members welcome. 5:30 p.m., 423 SUB
(PIRG Office).

MEETING OF THE WOMEN'S
LEADERSHIP PROJECT - Come and

Join Us for learning friendship and fun!!

7 p.m., Student Union 415.

HORSEMASTER'S CLUB - The

Horsemaster's Club will meet Nov. 1, at

700 p.m., Stockbridge 311. Silent Stallion

Service Auction letters and contracts will

be available. There will be more mforma-

tion about the 2-phase mini-event. 7 p.m.,

Stockbridge 311.

LESBIAN UNION MEETING - The

lesbian union will hold their meeting in

their new office tonight. Please join us. The

constituion is l>eing re-written. We'd love

some help. 7 p.m., S.U. 406G.

KARATE CLUB INSTRUCTION - The

University of Massachusetts Karate C:iub.

a member of the Japan Karate Association

welcomes l)egining students to join. For in-

formation contact Prof. Sara Grimes.

545-1376. 9:30 a.m., NOPE 101.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING -

The club will hold a general meeting to

discuss the club's portfolio and to make a

decision on any new investments. 6 p.m.,

SOM Rm. 111.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING -
Explanation of the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC) Program,

a degree granting program which allows a

student the opportunity to design his/her

own major. 7 p.m., Brett front lobby.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING
— We will be showing Not a Love Story, a

film about pornography. New members are

welcome for film and discussion. 4 p.m.,

Room 901 CC.

RADICAL STUDENT UNION
MEETING — Come discuss a response to

the U.S. invasion of Grenada. We must not

be silent! 7 p.m., SUB 413.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
CLUB — It's not too late to g:et involved!

Bring your ideas for club t-shirts. 6 p.m.,

Brett Lobby.

ALPHA ZETA - Will hold a meeting on

Tuesday. There will be a guest speaker and

munchies to follow. See you there. 6:30,

Stockbridge 311.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - New
members still welcome. Be a member of the

largest student run organization in the

country. 6:30 p.m., CC 163C.

CELEBRATE THE FESTIVAL OF

LIGHT - A workshop/discussion covering

the history and rituals of Chanukah and an

analysis of Jewish invisibility during the

Christmas/December season. 7-9:30 p.m.,

Dwight Lounge.

\ DO YOU LIKE
\ RONALD REAGAN?
t DO YOU THINK HE
) id THE B€ST
\ PfWSIDENt WE'VE
i EVER HAD?
' It you do, don't respond to

I this request to work for the

f McGovem for President

I Committee. We're tryirvg to

i make America a better

/ place. Contact: McGovem
] for President, 169
i Massachusstts Ave.,

Boston, 02115, 236-0332.

RENTOHE
OFOURS

Car • TiBck • Van

North Anhcrst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
548 2880

F/NE YARNS & NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES
The Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

413-549-6106

Mon-Sat 9:30 - 5:30

formorly tho Sheep Shop
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Wilson Low
by CC. McFly
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Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b\ MarKsrrt i-srrar and I rude Jaffr

v< IMI Im ^•l'*** •n >>t«*c>lr

ACROSS
1 Carpet cleaner,

for short

4 Capital of

Senegal
9 Shade of blue

14 Part of avow
15 Silly

16 Death Valley

product

17 iwlountbatten's

men
19 " of Two

Cities"

20 At right angles,

nautlcally

21 " was
saying"

22 City near ancient

Carthage

23 (Moves backward

26 Once while

27 Small amount
28 Brisk energy

31 Simple tasks

36 Songwriter Porter

37 "The Not For

Burning"

38 Sped
39 Items on a shop-

ping list

40 Somerset stream

41 " cake"

43 Singer Torme
44 Beginning for

Arthur Of Donald

45 Imitate

46 Does what Is

needed
52 Liquid measure
56 Scottish river

56 Within; Prefix

67 Up to the time

that

58 Molding a meeting

60 a dozen

61 Dame
62 Naval off

63 One of the seven

dwarfs

64 Shade of green

65 Of flying craft:

Prefix

DOWN
1 Wakefield

resident

2 Sun-dried brick

3 Celestial body
4 A girl's best

friends?

6 Miller or BIyth

6 Hungarian leader

7 Have lor

news
8 Unbowed
9 Mitigated

10 Water lily

11 Oil-rich land

12 City in SW
Colombia

13 They mark spots

18 Film name of

fame
24 Roadside sign

25 Recite

28 Trackmeet need

29 Eleanor's cousin

30 Nuisance
31 Closemouthed

one
32 Own
33 Object of worship

34 Going before

35 Romance lang

36 Sales promotion

attractions

39 Repeat
performances

41 On the

(In flight)

42 Triumphant
expression

44 Variegated

46 Urban problem

47 Man from

La Mancha
48 Seed coating

49 New York city on

the Mohawk
50 Feel about

51 One of a some
time trio

52 College area

53 Reverse

54 Take from

me
59 Comparative

endings

' '
1

3

1
4 5 6 T 1

1

1 10 j
11 12 13

14 TT" S

TT" 19

"W 21 22

"W 24 25 Ijhhp
jr -^^ I 7B n JU

11 ^ 33 74 i^ I
37 ^ 39

40 ^H4i

44

42

--
43 1 I

45 BiH
iT TTTT 49 5^^^^SI

52 S3 54

1
55 I

56

"57" 58 59

To" 1 61

Elt'M 1 1 3 M r ,

DC Menu

LUNCH
Corn Fritters/

Sausage Patties. Syrup
Tacos

DINNER
Barl)ecued Chicken

Chopped Beefsteak
Special

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Tacos

Corn Fritters/Syrup

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Barl)ecued Chicken

Weather

Clear today. Sunny

Wednesday, Warming dur-

ing the period. Highs

around 60 Tuesday and the

low BOs Wednesday.
Tonight, lows down to the

3()s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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YOU'LL BE H0OKEt>.

«
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B.D.I.CX
could be the solution

Come to an Introductory meeting

Design an
interdifloiplinary

BiAJOR
^suited to your goals

^F.7:0O ^\W^ 7:00
Wed. Nov. 2nd. Thurs. Nov. 3
Van Meter claesroom Cashin Ist floor

For more info caU 546-0736
or come to Bartlett Hall Rm 15

i^PHMlMPMMIf^'piilllilllllll?

m
m
m

m
fU

m
m
fU

Thursday
November 3, 1983

Campus Center - 7-9:30 PM
with

Pam Korza, Arts Extension Service

and

Neil Yeager, Adult Career Transitions

of The Division of Continuing Education

fU

m
m
fH

m
m

^ This workshop provides critical information [g^ to you as you build your own career in arts ra^

administration.m
m

m

m Next Workshops: Careers In: Pi

fU

m
m
m
m

Visual Arts Management [M
& Sales ra

Performing Arts ra
Management =;

To register for the FREE workshop, please ^
call AES at 545-2360

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Divi-

sion of Continuing Education at the University of

Masaachusetts at Annhenrt with the support of the

UniversitY Arts Council.

m

NOVEMBER 9

7:00 PM
BARTLETT 61

For students who want to

enroll in English 112

during Winter Session 1984.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SoonerOrLaterYou'llGet
Responsibility LikeThis.

InTheNavy It's Sooner.

You re maneuvering
445 feet of guided

missile frigate through

the navigational

hazards and non-stop

traffic of one of the

world's busiest ports.

But you'll dock

safely. Because you \J_
'

\
^\

know your equipment.

You know your men. And even when the

responsibility weighs in at 3.600 tons . .

.

you're ready.

After 4 years of college, you're

ready for more responsibility than most

civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the

kind of job and responsibility they want,

and they get it sooner.

Xavy officers are part of the manage-

ment team after IB weeks. Instead of boot

camp, officer candidates r
receive four months
of leadership training.

It's professional sch(K)l-

ing designed to sharpen

their technical and
management skills.

Then, in their first

assignment. \a\y
officers gel manage-

\.\\ V oppoHiiM rv
I.\F(JHM.\T1()N ( KNIKU
1' O. Box ."lOOO. (Ilium. Nl uTii!

1(1 rarhtT ha\f respDnsihililv •.onncf Tt'li

nif moif about thi- N;i\y's oftii-i-r proixr.im

N.iin. ___

\il.lr.

/

ment experience that

could take years in

pri\ate industry. And
they earn the decision-

making authority it

takes to make that

responsibility pay off.

As their manage-

ment abilities grow.

Navy officers can take

advantage of advanced education and

training in fields as varied as operations

management, electronics, and systems

analysis. In graduate school it would cost

you thousands; in the Navy we pay you.

And the Navy pays well. The start-

ing salary is $17,000 (more than most

companies pay). And that's on top of a

comprehensive benefits program that

can includ(> special duly pay. After four

j \'ears. with regular

. promotions and pay in-

I creases, the salary is up

I

to as much as S.31.000.

,
If you qualify to

I be an officer in the

I

Navy, chances are you

I

have what it takes to

I succeed. The Navy just

I
makes it happen faster.

W 344

Cieasr rrinti

Api

_/.ip-

( i.|Ut.'i V x\\\ r-.HN .

\m- .^^^ar in ("ullfur. .(il'\_
I

AM.iHir Minor,

I'honr .\umbiT_
Ari«t ui.'i Hf>< Time til < ail

This IV for jiFnpral ret ruitm.-nt informattMn Yoti dr. nnt huvf

t.i furnish anv 'if thr infnrmation rwnifMctl <)l course, thi'

miirt- HI' kn.ivi. i he m.ir.- «.• <Hn h.lp t" deicrminp the kind*

..I Nim p.iMiions fMi nfiu-h vou quiilifv

Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast.

Tuesday, November 1, 1983 Collegian n

ifiO \NE'LL GET YOUTODOWHAT
NOBODYELSECOULD.

presents

our November Special

Twofer One
BECKS
Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

2535141

^>1

/,

If you've been a drop out.

Gloria Stevens invites you to drop

in and join one of our aerobic

classes Corr)bined with flexibility

exercises. weKjht tiainnvi and our

nutrition progiani, it's one of the

best work-outs around Ami. it's

so much fun, you'll do it more

often And get rvore of what
you're looking for Results
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1 week onlyexpires 11/5/83
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

BALLET
GRAN

FOLKLORICO
DE

MEXICO

Wed. Nov. 2. 8 pm
$9, $7, $5

STAN
GETZ

AND
ASTRUD
GILBERTO

Thurs, Nov. 3, 8 p.m.

$11, $9, $7

Tickets available jat Fine Arts Center Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield Civic Center

(413)545-2511 or 1 800-243-4842

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
c!me"toCol.e"anOffi^l^8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3^4. two davs P-r to publication day

Cash .n adv. ice • 15 cor.secut.v. c^.ys 10% » d.sr>,unt Phon>- r .mber FREE

AUDIO

Toshiba SRA-100 auto belt drive turn-

table. New cond $40 Mark at 6-5132

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 Mercury Montego 3 spd 6 cyl very

reliable 25 mpg $450 6-1065

1977 Honda Civic

$1500 546-4979 Amy
exc. running cond.

1971 Datsun may need body work but runs

well 35 mpg $180 call Jeremy 253-3076

CPR
~

Interested? Come to table in C.C. on Tues

Nov 1 to register! You will be certified or

recertified! Or call 546-9538

DISCOVER ECKANKAR

First lecture Thurs Nov 3 "Mystery of the

Self" 7:30 PM C.C. room 172

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainnnent Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Wonnan's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Folk/Classic Guitar and case excellent

condition $100 or best offer 666-7135 Cathy

Peruvian Blankets keep warm all winter

inexpensively call Mike 546-5002

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft verv

good condition $100.00 586-0723

^aterbed queen complete low price

549-6833 call PM Mark

Kodak Tele-Ekrra 2 pocket camera.

Electronic flash. Never used $40 Mark

6-5132

20% OFF 1984 Sierra Club Calendars

Wilderness, Wildlife or Trail - $6.05 in-

cluding postage. The Consumer Network

Box 256C Shutesbury, MA 01072

Chrome Mags rear tread like new! Must

see! A steal for $250 call Mike 253-9032

HELP WANTED

Help wanted selling stareo/video in

Amherst area, call Eric at 203-658-2361 col

lect

FULL AND PART-TIME JOBS. Ideal for

College students. Join Mass. Fair Share's

fundraising and political outreach staff.

Work in a progressive environment for

economic and social change. No ex-

perience necessary. Will train. Mon-Fri

1 30-9:30 pm. Pay $156-$225/week +

benefits. Call 586-8713 10 am - 2 pm

INSTRUCTION

Tutor needed for Physics 141. Call Nancy

at 665-8175

LAGNAF 84

LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
UMASSSKICLUBUMASSSKI
5-3437/ LAG NAF5 3437/ LAGNAF

LOST

2 keys on string key chain call Jim 6-4389

Black wool beret, $35 reward. Call Bren

na 54B 6i39 keep trying

Ht.-'^r.U Keys near SUB 'iO-3-oJ call

Steve 1-467-7091 ,
leave message

Seiko quartz wet*, 'n t-iab on 10/27 if

found please call 583-4595 collect heart

broken will grant reward

Helpl I lost my glasses near CC on the way

to Hills. Men's wire frames, black soft case

reward 546-6702

Burgundy Knapsack outside Southwest

Munchies 10/27 pm content is important if

found please return no questions asked

546-9555 .

Red Bag with grey yarn and half-knit

sweater please call! 527-7075

PART-TIME HELP

Put your conscience to work!
MASSPIRG is now hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry, 256-6434

PERSONALS

All University Women invited to Open
Rush at Sigma Sigma Sigma

Wednesday, Oct. 26 5:00 Dinner
Tuesday, Nov. 1 6:00-6:46

Wednesday, Nov. 2 7:00-7:46

Tri something different, Tri Sigmall!

382 N. Pleasant St.

Questions, call 646-0076

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

Happy Birthday Craazzy Ruth! Love,

Pam Michael Robert carla

SHORTY. Happy Anniversary! I'm looking

forward to our new year together. I love

you canteloupe. Always yours, Britta

Dave V. The roses were beautiful, but not

as beautiful as you Love, Erika

Adam Ant, Where did you learn to dance

like that? I'd like to see it again! Chris

TA'^EER DAY is coming.

Paul Happy Birthday & Happy Anniversary

I'll share my Reeses Pieces with you. MT

Happy Birthday Mommie Laurie love

Dinky

DUCK — I hear you have an affinity for

water. Good iuc-k on your exam. Bird

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584 7924 evenings

RIDERS WANTED

To N.Y.C. Leaving Fri. Nov 4 returning

Sun Nov 6 Please call 549-6622

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p .m. 256-0102

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665-3414

TUTOR

Finance 301 tutor needed immediately!

Call Laurie 549-6358

WANTED
~

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Drummer looking for serious rock musi-

cians call Ron 546-6243.

Artist wanted to paint portrait needed

for Christmas Scott Mon-Fri 546-9071
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UMass sports have disappointingweekend

Volleyball fourth

in Hofstra tourney

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

LONG ISLAND, N.Y. - The University

of Massachusetts volleyball team returned

home from the Hofstra University Tourna-

ment with a fourth-place finish and a

season record of 28-14. The eight team

tournament proved to be somewhat of a

dissappointment for the spikers.

"We wanted to come in second with a 3-2

record but we ended up 2-3." commented

head coach Elaine Sortino.

These predictions may not seem overly

confident, but UMass was the only division

two team invited to this tournament. The

competition was top flight division one

volleyball programs. UMass faced these

foes from the onset, last Friday.

Fairleigh Dickinson was the first team

UMass faced. UMass started off fiat, a

carry-over from last Wednesday's match

versus Smith. The spikers were only able to

salvage one game in the first three out of

five match of the tourney.

I'Mass faced Seton Hall in the next Fri-

day night contest. The spikers were still a

bit flat, but were starting to play more ag-

gressively. L'Mass fought Seton Hall

through all five games of the match and

came away victorious, winning the fifth

and deciding game 15-9.

Saturday, 11Mass faced the host team

Hofstra University. UMass played evenly

with Hofstra in game one for about 20

minutes. The teams were even at 5-5 when

Hofstra finally exploded. The final tally

was 15-5 in favor of Hofstra. Hofstra won

the ensuing games 15-10, 15-10.

"We gave them the best match of the

tournament, it was very exciting," stated

Sortino. Hofstra eventually won the tour-

nament.

Coilrinan photo by Jim PowrrR

ATTEMPTED STEAL: The University of Massachusetts Steve Berlin

tries to stop an unidentified player in an earlier match from controlling

the ball. Berlin was involved with a controversial call in last weekends

2-1 loss to Boston College.

UMass continued their typical gutsy play

in their next match versus James Madison.

This time the roles were reversed and

UMass was victorious in four games.

Princeton was the next UMass foe. This

match would be the difference between a

3-2 weekend or a 2-3 weekend. Unfor-

tunately UMass lost to a strong Princeton

team in three straight games. Princeton

held UMass to single digits in each game.

but Sortino was pleased.

"The scores don't indicate the way we

played. We did all right, we just have to do

a little bit better," commented Sortino.

Sortino cited setters Patty and Susie

Grant as well as Joanne Siler and Sally

Maher for some outstanding play this

weekend. The team will be looking for an

impressive victory over Southern Connec-

ticut this Wednesday night at NOPE.

Men lose 2-1

on disputed goal
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Anyone who believes that horrible

nightmares only take place on Halloween

should Uke a look at the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team to have

that theory soundly rejected.

Their collective nightmare, which began

September 13th with their first game,

continued Saturday when they lost a 2-1

heartbreaker to Boston College on a con-

troversial goal 54 seconds into overtime.

The loss drops the Minutemen to 2-9-5,

while B.C. ups its record to 8-8-1

.

The Eagles got on the scoreboard first

when Todd Toensing made a nice run down
left wing, then fired a pass to Roberto

Guidi, who put the ball just inside the right

post to give B.C. a 10 lead at the 28:51

mark of the first half.

The score remained that way until 24:28

of the second half when a Simon Ostrov

corner kick found its way into the net as a

result of a very strong wind that blew

throughout the game and a nice job by

Kevin Flynn of screening goalkeeper Mike

Wood to tie the score at 1-1.

Then in the first overtime period, B.C.'s

Tony Gomes came down left wing and
passed to Erik Brown who headed home
what turned out to be the wining goal.

However, UMass claimed that Brown
jumped on the back of Minuteman mid-

fielder Steve Berlin to head the ball. The
non-call got a mild protest from UMass
coach Jeff Gettler, but it was to no avail.

According to captain Kevin Flynn,

"There's no question that he (Brown) was

on Steve (Berlin)'s back. The referee just

missed it."

But that's been the story of the

'Nightmare of 1983' .'or the Minutemen.
Instead of nightmares of ghosts and

goblins, the UMass soccer team's night-

mares will probably be of missed scoring

opportunities, uncalled fouls, and assorted

other 'ones that got away'.

NBA Outlook: Philadelphia tops league,

Boston wins strong second in division
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

You can always count on the National Basketball

Association for the ludicrous. First came the

skyrocketing .salaries and near-financial disaster for

many clubs. Then there was the falling attendence and

the TV ratings that were so low CBS pulled out of

televising regular season games, save for rare occasions,

regular season games, save for rare occasions.

Well, folks, they've done it again. Another attack of

mass stupidity. Thinking that sports fans in modern

America just can't get enough of playoff basketball, the

owners, in NHL-like fashion (which is no compliment),

raised the number of teams eligible for the playoffs from

12, which was already over half the league, to 16. Now
there is the escalating problem of the NBA referee's

strike and if the first weekend is any indication, it could

be a long season for the substitute rets.

So, now that the regular season has been downgraded

into nothing more than a six-month exhibition season,

even a pro basketball fanatic like myself can forgive those

less faithful to the cause if they desire to catch a few Z's

before the playoffs commence next April 17. Those

hearty partons who survive the season without once

suffering a .sense of indifference, will win free tickets to

the "Farewell Ted Stepien, how will we ever survive

without You " banquet. Anyway, here is the outlook for

the 1983-84 season:

ATLANTIC DIVISION The most competitive top to

bottom in the league, this division should see all its

members qualify for the post-season frolics.

PHILADELPHIA remains the class of the NBA and

should repeat as division and league champion. Moses

Malone and Julius Erving are two of the three top players

in the league and are supported by Maurice Cheeks, who

has quietly emerged as one of the best point guards in the

NBA, Andrew Toney and Bobby Jones, the best sixth

man in the universe. The top rookie is hotshot scorer

Sedale Threatt.

BOSTON should remain a competitive second with the

strongest front court in the business and an improved

backcourt. You know any club that has Larry Bird will be

good Kevin McHale, Robert Parish, Cedric MaxweU,

and Scott Wedman aid in the battle for the franchise's

15th championship, although questions of Parish's at-

titude after his contract hassle remaui to be answered.

The backcourt features off season acquistion Dennis

Johnson, Dannv Ainge, Gerald Henderson, and a

slimmed-down Ouinn Buckner. NEW YORK has the

league's stingiest defense and Bernard King on offense.

CENTRAL DIVISION MILWAUKEE should win the

division, but expect a tough fight from ATLANTA and

DETROIT. The Bucks have Sidney Moncrief and

Marques Johnson around with Junior Bridgeman,

Harvey Catchings, and Alton Lister lending support.

The most interesting new addition is Nate Archibald,

who signed as a free agent. The Pistons have talent in

Isiah Thomas and Kelly Tripucka. Bill Laimbeer made

the All Star game and was a surprise. The Hawks have

the second most exciting player in the league in

Dominique Wilkins, able Dan Roundfield, and maneater

Tree Rollins up front. Johnny Davis is the point guard.

What about Chicago, Indiana, and Cleveland'.^ Forget

'um. They won't even make the playoffs.

MIDWEST DIVISION Ralph Sampson has arrived.

The world is saved, not to mention the Rockets. But the

class of the division remains SAN ANTONIO, who have a

solid first five in George Gervin, Johnny Moore, Atris

Gilmore, Mike Mitchell, and Gene Banks. The bench is

weak run-and gun. DENVER features the league's top

two scorers in Alex English and Kiki Vandewaghe.

DALLAS is coming, but still lacks a big center. Mark
Aguirre and Jay Vincent make a fine forward tandem and

guards Brad Davis, Rolando Blackman, and rookie Dale

Ellis, are above average. HOUSTON may have Sam-

pson, but he will need help if the Rockets expect to make
the playoffs. Lewis Lloyd, who stole the show Saturday
with 28 points in Sampson's debut, is a find. UTAH is

jump-to-the moon guard Darrell Griffith.

PACIFIC DIVISION LOS ANGELES could feel the

pressure from PHOENIX and SAN DIEGO th-s season.

The Lakers have Majgic Johnson and Kareem nbdoul-
Jabbar. Jamaal Wilkes gets his quiet W «v»^ry night,

while Kurt Rambis bangs the boards. If Byron Scott,

acquired from San Diego in the Norm Nixon deal, and
James Worthy come through, the Lakers will win the

conference.
The Suns have beefed up in recent years and in the off-

season continued, acquiring Rick Robey from Boston to

go along with Maurice Lucas, James Donaldson, budding
superstar Larry Nance, and Alvin Adams. The back-

court of Walter Davis and Kyle Macy is backed up by old

friend Paul Westphal, who returns after treks to Seattle

and New York.

AP I^scrphoto

I GOT IT — Houston Rockets rookie center
Ralph Sampson jumps up to block the shot of
12-year veteran Artis Gilmore of the San Antonio
Spurs during an NBA exhibition game.

PORTLAND has the best coach in the NBA in Jack

Ramsay, good talent in Jim Paxson, Mychal Thompson,
Calvin Natt, and Darnell Valentine, an the most loyal

fans in the league.

SEATTLE could slip to fifth this season. Gus Williams

is one of the quickest guards in the business and teams

with Fred Brown in the backcourt. Center is set with

Jack Sikma, but forward is the wead spot.

GOLDEN STATE will be one of the special seven this

year. Joe Ba~ry Caiioll is decent in the pivot, and Larry
Smith and Purvis Short are adequate at forward, but

that s auuut il loi i.ew coach John Bacn.
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Senate Ratifies U.S. Invades Grenada
King Holiday

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

On October 19, 1983 the U.S. Senate voted over-

whelmingly in favor of a King holiday. President

Reagan agreed to sign the bill, despite his reserva-

tions.

Former Governor Meldrim Thomson Jr. of New
Hampshire wrote President Reagan a letter asking

hims to veto the bill. Thomson wrote that Dr. King

was immoral and associated with Communist agents.

President Reagan answered by writing that he had the

same reservations, but that people saw the image of

Dr. King, not the reality.

Reagan called Coretta Scott King, Dr. King's

widow, to explain a remark he made at a news con-

ference after the Wednesday night Senate meeting.

When asked whether he thought Dr. King had been a

Communist sympathizer, Reagan responded by say-

ing, in reference to the FBI court-sealed documents

on Dr. King, "We'll know in about 35 years, won't

we?"
Former Vice President Walter Mondale, Senator Ed-

ward M. Kennedy, D-Masssachusetts and former

President Jimmy Carter were among those critical of

President Reagan's comments.

At an Atlanta gathering of prominent Southern

Democrats, Mondale said that he had examined

classified documents dealing with Dr. King while

chairing a Senate subcommittee investigating

domestic intelligence operations.

"I spent over a year intensely and personally study-

ing all the documents because I was chairman of a

highly classified subcommittee," the New York Times

quotes Mondale as saying, "and I see no conceivable

way that a person could make a charge that would

suggest that a person whose whole public life and

private life was committed to democracy and to the

service of his faith was somehow capable of being a

Communist."

NUMMO NEWS would

who worked to make

Dr. Martin Luther King

Jr.'s birthday a national

holiday

SPECIAL TO NUMMO NEWS

The following is the text of the United Nations Secun-

ty Council Resolution on the Invasion of Grenada that

was vetoed by the United States on Friday, October

28 as reported in the New York Times:

THE SECURITY COUNCIL,
HAVING HEARD the statements made in connec-

tion with the situation in Grenada,

RECALLING the Declaration on Principles of Inter-

national Law concerning Friendly Relations and

Cooperation among states,

RECALLING also the principles concerning the in-

admissibility of intervention and interference in the in-

ternal affairs of States,

REAFFIRMING the sovereign and inalienable right

of Grenada freely to determine its own political,

economic and social system and to develop its inter-

national relations without outside intervention, in-

terference, subversion, coercion or threat in any form

whatsoever,

DEEPLY DEPLORING the events in Grenada which

led to the killing of the Prime Minister, Mr. Maurice

Bishop, and other prominent Greanadians,

BEARING IN MIND that, in accordance with Article

2, (4), of the Charter of the United Nations, all

member states are obliged to refrain in their interna-

tional realtions from the threat or use of force against

the territorial integrity or political independence of any

state or to act in any other manner inconsistent with

the principles of the Charter of the United Nations,

GRAVELY CONCERNED at the military intervention

taking place and determioned to insure a speedy

return to normalcy in Grenada.

CONSCIOUS of the need for states to show consis-

tent respect for the principles of the Charter of the

United Nations,

1. DEEPLY DEPLORES the armed intervention in

Grenada, which constitutes a flagrant violation of in-

ternational law and of the independence, sovereignty

and territorial integrity of that state,

2. DEPLORES the deaths of innocent civilians

resulting from the armed intervention;

3.CALLS on all states to show strictest respect for

the sovereignty, independence and territorial intergrity

of Grenada;

4. CALLS FOR an immediate cessation of the arm-

ed intervention and the immediate withdrawal of the

foreign troops from Grenada;

5. REOUESTS the Secreatary General to follow

closely the development of the situation in Grenada

and to report to the council within 48 hours on the im-

plementation of this resolution.

Eddy Grant performs at the Fine Arts Center last Thursday
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EDITORIAL • EDITORIAL • EDITORIAL • EDITOF
by Russell Jordan

Nummo Contributor

As the death toll of American marines and sailors

climbs from the tragedy in Lebanon and as more

young American men are asked to die and kill in

Grenada, I am deeply saddened.

The other night I was at a party dancing and check-

ing out the people. Now as I prepare myself for

school, I see young kids or half-grown men, eyes

hollow with shock or faces twisted in pain, splashed

across my television screen.

Then there are the dead, once living young men,

gung-ho and full of a half-understood, misguided

patriotism. That is the nature of young men in the

military. Their young hearts and minds are full of a

brutal kind of idealistic loyalty that is woefully inade-

quate to explain why they are thousands of miles

away from home, dying and killing.

I was in the army, and though i was spared tne

cruelty and psychological trauma of war, I can em-

pathize with those guys. There is a rush, a kind of

clarity that comes from being in the military, from be-

ing directed by forces so much larger than yourself,

they can scarcely be understood.

I have nothing but profound respect for those

young soldiers, sailors and marines who, in their ig-

norance and unsophistication, are willing to risk their

lives for their buddies, their country and the causes of

freedom and justice.

But, I ask, are we serving the causes of freedom

and justice by playing World Police Officer? For what

are U.S. servicemen dying? I saw the young, drained

faces of Black, White, Asian and Hispanic American

soldiers staring out at me from my television screen as

they lay in hospital beds. This is nothing new; military

personnel of every stripe, every color, every creed and

every ethnic background have been fighting for this

country in its wars since the American Revolution.

Ronald Reagan says America's interests are being

served by the U.S. military presence in Lebanon, but,

as yet, he has not explained how. In Lebanon, a coun-

try torn by civil strife and factional fighting for more

than ten years, how is the United States to bring

peace through strength of arms? How is the death of

someone's son, husband, father or brother in

Lebanon insuring the vital interests of the United

States?

Now the United States is invading Grenada, a small

Black nation, and we have the prospect of Black

soldiers from this country killing Black soldiers from

another. Moreover, we have human beings from this

country killing human beings from another.

Technically, we were invited by the other nations of

the East Carribean. How would the United States

react if Mexico and Canada invited a foreign military

invasion of our country? How can we decry the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan (the Soviets say that they

were invited by the Afghan government) or the Viet-

namese invasion of Cambodia when we do the same

in our hemisphere?

I'm sure that the Reagan administration has all kinds

of excuses for its actions, but I can only ask the same
tired question : Why are we butting into other

country's affairs when we have so many problems at

home? Have we learned absolutely nothing from Viet-

nam and the anguish and pain our actions brought to

that tiny country and our own? Why are we funding

insurgent attacks against Nicaragua and supporting

the brutal, racist regime in South Africa? What is the

moral direction of this country?

Do President Reagan and his administration have

any morality? We see cuts in nutrition programs for

children along side a massive arms build-up. We see

cuts in jobs programs and relaxed tax measures for big

business.

In the final analysis I can only conclude that Ronald

Reagan has no morality, and that he is sacrificing

young men for reasons the American people would

not accept if they knew them.

Those brave young men are being pimped, pro-

stituted. Their idealism and love of country is being

perverted and twisted to the desired ends of powerful

interest groups in this country; and none of the groups

gives a damn about these young men, their families

or, ultimately, the ideals for which this country is sup-

posed to stand.

These young servicemen are, in the long run, the

most tragic victims of the power-mad and

manipulative policies of the Reagan administration.

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

DICK GREGORY: Social satirist, human rights ac

tivist; actor, artist, lecturer and author; philosopher

and political activist. A man who has turned his life in

to a mechanism for social change and human libera

tion.

Dick Gregory is not simply a concerned human be-

ing; he is a spiritual institution. He is a human being

reaching for the truth and sharing it with all.

His life and work are indictments against American

and world society. This is why he has been "virtually

barred from the entertainment business...was jailed

numerous times for his part in demonstrations," and

has cost over one million dollars "in cancelled book-

ings, travel costs and legal fees."

Since his existence has become a tool for social

justice, some would rather that Gregory not exist, lest

their own deprecating structures and self-lies fall

under the weight of true humanitarianism.

One would think that having a massive structure

before him, he would desist. But Dick

Uregory continues to struggle tor nunian dignity.

In 1974 he ran from Chicago to Washington, D.C.

to call attention to world hunger. In 1980 he journeyed

to Iran where he took "only liquids for 145 days as he

prayed for the release of American hostages" and for

the end of world hostility. "While in Iran, Gregory met

with the Ayatollah Khomeini, the last Westerner to do

so.
'

Dick Gregory's fasts to symbolize the suffering of

oppressed people everywhere "have become legen-

dary." He visited IRA hunger strikers in England, but

arrived too late to help. The experience was the

catalyst for his medically supervised fast in New
Orleans in 1978. "There he proved fasting to be not

only effective but could be done without risk to life."

In 1982 Gregory instructed ERA hunger strikers in Il-

linois on proper fasting methods.

Gregory is a self-taught authority on nutrition and

has written nine books in addition to his acclaimed

autobiography.

Let us take example from Dick Gregory. Let us bor-

row some of his courage and find our own. When we
go to hear him speak, and I know we will, let us listen

with unity of purpose. Let us go out to act on what we
affirm.

All quotes are attributed to the American Program

Bureau, Inc.

Pearl Primus, noted anthropologist, scholar, choreographer,

dancer, teacher, lecturer and administrator, discusses textile

art at the Augusta Savage Gallery last Friday.

photo by Ed Cohen
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Monday, November 21

NUMMO NEWS will publish a special Poetry

and Arts issue during the week of November

28, and the deadline for all submissions of

poetry, essays and drawings is Monday,

November 21 at 5 p.m. Hand in your works

to the NUMMO office. New Africa House

103.
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A People's

Experience

Remembered

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

The Third World Theater's second Fall 1983 offering

opened Thursday night with a stirring performance of

Do Lord Remember Me. The play stages the real life

experiences of Blacks under slavery and through to

emancipation.

The actors play no set roles throughout the work,

but instead assume the character of the narrative they

recite at the time. The actors' convincing portrayals

demonstrate their versatility and keen understanding

.of the socio-historical setting of the play's material.

Playgoers are entranced by the play's dynamics,

responding aloud to the actors and joining in song,

even at the first performance which Director Roberta

Uno Thelwell describes as more of a "dress rehearsal"

after the slim 4Vi weeks of preparation.

All the words of Do Lord's text are those of ex-

slaves who were interviewed in the 1930's under the

Federal Writers Project; it is De Jongh's creativity that

juxtaposes scene with scene to weave a smoothly

flowing description of Blacks' lives in the 1850's and

60's.

The tales recount daily hardships_of life, physical

work, beatings, escapes from plantations, fear of be-

ing blamed for every little thing. The characters speak

of religion as a support system, of the Black church as

a true community. Song is also a shared outlet for

relief. In spirituals, religion, song and human energy

bond to make music.
And music is made on stage. The actors' strong

voices carry well the tone and the emotional content

of such spirituals as "Rock My Soul," "Couldn't Hear

Nobody Pray," "Ride On, King Jesus," and the

joyous finale, "Do Lord Remember Me." Composed

specifically for this production by UMass Music pro-

fessor Horace Boyer, the original piano score accom-

panies the lyrics beautifully, often with a spirited

boogie to move the audience to sing along.

That is the success of the production. These

reminisces of a past life arouse in audience members a

feeling for what it is to live under the repressive institu-

tion of slavery. Some Jamaican farmworkers in the

audience expressed this after the performance by con-

gratulating the actors for telling the story of more than

the few people whose words were chosen from the

original interviews. As Director Thelwell says, "That

was, to me, the best compliment. They saw it in terms

of talking about the spirit and courage of all Black peo-

ple."

Actors Richard Ammons, Gloria Bankston, Leroy

Blair, Felicia Thomas and Mangold Aashington per-

form with a sensttive energy and make Thelwell "pro-

ud of themn in terms of their craft. The actors have

come a long way in captunng the essence of the

characters."

And that is a prime reason the see Do Lord. As two

actors say at the close of the performance, "It's hard

to believe them things really happened, but they did,

'cause I lived 'em... Lord bless these promoters here to

write this history about us slaves."

Go see the play, take an evening to sit down to visit

with some people who want to talk with you.

Do Lord Remember Me

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, November 3, 4, and 5

8 p.m. at the Southwest Hampden Theater

admission still only $2 for students

$3 for general public

Playwright John De Jongh will lecture on "Oral

History anbd the Development of Do Lord Remember

Me on Saturday, November 5 at 1 p.m. in Hampden

Theater

Richard Ammons and Felicia Thomas, castmembers of Do

Lord Remember Me
photo courtesy of the Third World Theater Program

Combining Talent for Social Change
by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

The Wallflower Order and Grupo Raiz appeared

together Tuesday in a concert at the UMass Fine Arts

Center. Sponsored by the Commuter Area Govern-

ment, the women's dance collective and the New
Latin American Song ensemble performed a variety of

works that express peoples' oppression across the

globe. Their art affirms cultural diversity in response

both to historical and continuing political repression

and to cultural whitewashing.

To open the evening, members of both groups

entered the stage, pointed to the crisis in Central

America, dedicated their performance and its pro-

ceeds to the people of El Salvador and "express(ed)

outrage at the U.S. invasion of Grenada" of that mor-

ning.

After this introduction Grupo Raiz played a

rhythmic, vivacious set of songs. Grupo Raiz formed

three and a half years ago as a six-member ensemble

to perform music of the New Song Movement. The

New Latin American Song Movement is derived from

the New Chilean Song Movement, incepted by Violeta

Parra to reinforce political ideas through popular

culture.

Forced along by a lively percussion, Grupo Raiz

demanded openly "the simple right to live" and set in

motion the human potential, both on the stage and in

tne audience, for social change.

The group reaffirmed music of Latin American

culture; in their vivacity the songs were an assertion of

the capacity to move fonA/ard. The lyrics urged op-

pressed peoples from Nicaragua to Beirut or

"wherever the Eagle tries to sink its claws," to stand

strong in solidarity. The songs declared that all Latin

American countries are moving, "very slowly," but

they are moving.

The rhythms, lyrics, guitars and percusssion in-

struments reflected this with a warmly persistent beat

underlying each song's melodic vocals. The guitarists'

endless and tireless strumming was a rejoicing in

melding sounds and perhaps also a hint of the need

for discipline in striving toward "self determination for

the Americas," as the group described the goals of

Latin American political movements. Through musical

expression, the multi-talented Grupo Raiz instilled

confidence in the small, enthusiastic audience that

those struggles will succeed.

The Wallflower Order entered and began warm up

exercises on the stage toward the end of intermission.

The flowing elasticity of the members' movements

began to warm up the audience to the open dialog

that Walllfower then initiated with the statement, "It's

about time that we reckon with the centuries-old

ghosts in the corner." The ghosts of Native

Americans' extinction, of Africans' enslavement, of

Russian immigrants' grueling factory labor, and the ef-

fects of these many acts of U.S. agreesion were

brought to the stage one by one and exposed as the

heritage that supports this country and the U.S.' pre-

sent terrorist actions worldwide.

Wallflowers' blending of traditional and more loose,

innovative dance steps created a comfortable medium

for the intimate audience. Response to the high-

spirited celebration cound be nothing but positive,

especially with the finale of "Vamos a Andar" and the

chorus, "va a llegar" (we are moving, we're going to

succeed).

Wallflower's and Grupo Raiz' performance

delighted the audience that returned raucous ap-

plause. The performers responded with thanks for

sharing political support and in hopes that audience

members use their energy to further the demands for

U.S. OUT OF CENTRAL AMERICA!

Cultural BaDet: A Grand Experience

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

The Ballet GRAN FOLKLORICO DE MEXICO, first

prize winner of the 1976 World Folklore Festival in

Yugoslavia, will perform at UMass' Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall on Wednesday, Novemeber 1 at 8 p.m.

The program consists of folkloric dances and

authentic music from several regions of Mexico. The

colorful, rhythmic, pulsating show is presented in

authentic costumes with Mariachi, Marimba and

Jarocho bands providing musical settings for the

panorama of Mexcican dance and song.

A unique ensemble in the field of Mexican music.

the Marichi are featured performers of the Ballet

GRAN FOLKLORICO DE MEXICO. The scope of their

repertoire performed on authentic instruments has

brought wide acclaim for the group in the entertain-

ment world, as well as in educational and cultural

circles.

Direct from Mexico City, the worldwide traveling

company of 35 singers, dancers, floreadors and musi-

cians is directed by Theo Shanab and choreographed

by Lino Ortega, who also appears as a featured

dancer. They have given performances in the United

States, Canada and many other countries.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tuesday, November 1

At 7 p.m. the Malcolm X Center sponsors an

Interview Workshop

Learn how to prepare yourself for an

interview;

Brush up on your skills;

Come learn new ones.

Wednesday, November 2

The Third World Caucus condemns the U.S.

invasion of Grenada. We demand an im-

mediate U.S. troop withdrawal.

The Third World Caucus meets tonight and

every Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the OTWA,

SUB 308.

All Are invited to attend. For more informa-

tion, call 5-2517.

Panel discussion on South Africa,

at 7 p.m. at Amherst College, in the Con-

verse Hall Red Room. Speakers include:

Ibrahim Gora, United Nations (Pan-African

Congress) representative

Michael Thelwell, UMass Afro-Am

professor, and

Babu Abdulrahman

Sponsored by the African Students Associa-

tion.

Hampshire College Progressive Films

presents Nicaragua: From the Ashes at 8

p.m. in the East Lecture Hall of Franklin Pat-

terson Hall.

the Ballet GRAN FOLKLORICO DE MEXICO
performs at the UMass Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall at 8 p.m.

Tickets for the performance are available at

the Fine Arts Center Box Office, Monday

-Friday, 10 a.m. -4 p.m.; at Datatix outlets

located in Stop &• Shop markets; and at the

Springfield Civic Center. Tickets cost $5, 7

and 9 for the general public and are half price

for all Five-College students. For more ticket

information and reservations, call 5-2511 or

1-800-243-4842.

For more information on the Ballet GRAN,

see write-up on page 3.

Today is the deadline to submit photographs

of your candidates for Black Homecoming

Queen and King. Hand them in to the

Malcolm X Center Staff. Pictures will be

posted Thursday and Friday. The Queen and

King will be crowned Saturday, November

5th at the Master Rocker. For more informa-

tion, call the Center, 5-2819.

Thursday, November 3

The Third World Theater presents Do Lord

Remember Me Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day at 8 p.m. in the Southwest Hampden

Theater. Tickets are available from the Fine

Arts Center Box Office, Monday-Friday, 12-4

p.m., and cost $2 for stduents and $3 for the

general public. For more information and

childcare reservations call 5-0190.

Saturday, November 5

At 1 p.m. James De Jongh offers a

workshop entitled "Oral History and the

Development of Do Lord Remember Me" at

Hampden Theater.

Tuesday, November 8

Ho/yoke's Minority Action Coalition needs

student volunteers to help Holyoke's minori-

ty community to get out to vote in the all-

important November 8th election. Hunderds

of newly registered voters will be voting for

the first time and need assistance. There will

be free transportation to and from Holyoke

on election day. For more information con-

tact Gerry Scoppettuolo at SCERA, 5-0341

or 586-3790, Andrea Cruz, 1-534-4523 (work)

or 1-536-5838 (home) or Wilfred Buck, Presi-

dent, Holyoke NAACP, 1-533-4148.

Saturday, November 12

National March on Washington, D.C.

Stop U. S. Intervention in Central America

and the Carribean

No More Vietnam Wars

Stop the nuclear and conventional

arms build-up

This mobilization was initiated by the

November 12 Coalition, a broad range of

peace, religious, solidarity, civil rights,

human rights, women's, community, profes-

sional and political organizations.

for more information, contact WMLASC,

SUB 404 or OTWA, SUB 308.

The Third World Caucus urges Boston

residents to be a part of Mel King's Rainbow

Coalition! Get your absentee ballots at the

Office of Third World Affairs, SUB 308 or

contact Peter Thomson, 584-7888.

Help bring Boston together for a change!

JOBS
VITA BANK is a job referral service for

minority students, sponsored by the SGA.

Apply at the SGA Office of Affirmative Ac-

tion, SUB 420.

Loose Caboose needs a drummer!

Must be able to relocate and tour. Contact

Ras Jahn, 549-4375. Many are called, but

few are chosen.

Monday, November 14

Panel discussion: Crisis in the Horn of

Africa"

Come listen to panelists Dr. Bereket, Dr.

Habtu and Dr. Hussein discuss the war-torn

parts of Africa. Fraught by domestic

economic and political problems and swept

by the chilling wind of a Cold War, this area

has become one of the hot spots in the

world.

It is an intolerable human tragedy, with

phenomenal statistics of deaths and refugee

camp relocations.

7 p.m., SUB Ballroom, sponsored by the

African Students Association.

Black Homecoming Week
October 31 -November 5

October 31 Memorial for John Wright, CO
1009, 7 p.m., admission free.

November 1 Dick Gregory speaks, Bowker

Auditorium, 8 p.m., admission free.

November 2 Film, From These Roots, CC
163, 7 p.m., admission free.

November 4 Gospel music, SUB Ballroom, 8

p.m., admission free.

November 5 Party to end the week, CCA, 10

p.m. -5 a.m.

Black Homecoming Week is sponsored by

Afrik-Am.

The Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)

would like to congratulate its students for

earning the Dean's List.

These students have been recognized for

their efforts and dedication to their studies,

and as role models for the rest of the student

population. We are very proud of them.

Once again, our CONGRATULATIONS, for

they deserve it!

BCP Staff

Acevedo Crespo, Leticia

De la Pena, Michael

Escriba, Cynthia

Garrido, Jose L.

Kang, Jeannie

Luna, Sandra

Martinez, Howard

Mendoza, Lillian E.

Mulera, Luz E.

Paratici, Raul

Pereira, Jorge M.

Perez, Alberto

Quinonez, Agnes

Ramos, Maria A.

Shen, Sandra

Thai, Tuan K.
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Trustees will

ponder $50

tuition hike
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees will decide today whether to

accept or reject Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey's proposal to raise tuition by $50 for

next semester.

SGA Co-President and Student Trustee

Charlene Allen said "it looks positive," that

the Trustees will reject the proposal, "but

I'm really reluctant to be overly optimistic."

"From most of the Trustees who would

give a definite answer it looks like we have

enough votes, (to defeat the increase),"

Allen said.

A special meeting of the Board was called

to vote on the proposal so the Board of

Regents of Higher Education can vote on it

in time for next semester's bills to be

printed. Trustee Chair Robert H. Quinn

said.

Duffey presented the proposal to the

Trustees at their Oct. 5 meeting. Quinn

said at that time he would not vote for it.

but he said last week he could be persuaded

if Duffey can put together a more deUiled

plan.

The Trustees must approve the spending

plan for the tuition increase because this

increase is part of an offer by the state

legislature this year which allows state

colleges and universities to raise tuition up

to 15 percent and keep the funds on campus

for specific projects. Usually all tuition

monies go into the state higher education

budget process, where the individual

schools can make recommendations for

spending, but have little final control.

Duffey has said that the approximately

$800,000 raised by the increase could create

up to 80) new class sections in high-demand

areas, "to accomodate more than 2.500

students who are not now able to fill their

schedules out."

Neither Duffey nor Quinn were available

for comment yesterday, but University

President David C. Knapp is supporting the

plan now. according to Joyce Hosie.

public information for the

Brittany Manor
deposit returns

are questioned
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Legal action may soon result from allegations that an

Amherst apartment complex has violated security deposit

laws, case advisors in the offices of Off Campus Housing

and Legal Services at the University of Massachusetts said

yesterday.

Director of Off Campus Housing Joanne Levenson said

the investigation involves about 20 students whose leases

expired either last June or Aug. 31 at BritUny Manor

Under Massachiisetts landlord/tenant

laws, security deposits must be returned to

tenants within 30 days of the date of lease

expiration- If that deadline is not met, no

deductions can he made.
--Michele Leaf

Collcfian photo bv David I>cub«r

DISC TRICKS-Ari Gross, a junior pre-med major per-

forms frisbee tricks outside the Tower library.

director of

University.

"He says

universities

the public colleges and

deserve greater spending

flexibility," Hosie said. Knapp also believes

"the tuition retention program would solve

course access problems," and was swayed

by Duffey's decision to grant waivers on the

increase to students in basic financial aid

programs.

The Board of Directors of the UMass

Alumni Association voted two weeks ago to

oppose all tuition increases through the end

of the 1984-85 school year.

Inside:

Volieybatl team hosts Southern Connecticut . . .p.16

Inner city students tour UMass p. 3
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Apartments. The former residents claim their security

deposits were not returned, were returned late, or had

unexplained deductions taken from them, she said.

Under Massachusetts landlord/tenant laws, security

deposits must be returned to tenants within 30 days of the

date of lease expiration. If that deadline is not met. no

deductions can be made, said Michele Leaf, LSO attorney

working on the case. Violations of these statutes can result

in the tenant receiving triple damages in court, she said.

Leaf said LSO has not yet contacted the Brittany

management, but is "looking into" the situation and wUl

"then decide what's appropriate."

"We've received several complaints regarding practices,

specifically deductions from security deposits," Leaf said.

The Brittany Manor manager, who refused to give his

name, said he had received no complaints over security

deposits.

"We haven't had any problems," he said.

Levenson said most of the complainants had contacted the

department management at least once, "many more than

twice."

Leaf said one "very strange" aspect of the case involves

former tenants whose leases expired Aug. 31. These

tenants received their deposits this past week, though the

envelopes were meter-stamped Sept. 30, she said.

A related case now in litigation involves a class action suit

against Colonial VUlage, where routine deductions were

allegedly made for cleaning and repairs. Leaf said, noting

such incidents could be called "definitely a big problem

around here.

"Students often leave the area and don't pursue claims

which are valid. It's their inability to pursue it (when they

move or graduate)," Leaf said.

Levenson said the investigation for which her office is

seeking additional complainants, is a result of a joint task

force begun about five years ago. Compiling complaints,

the two offices can "see a pattern" and "start looking for

some answers," she said.

Trustees, administrators approve of Long Range Plan

By TAMI BORTON AND JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

While Chancellors from the Amherst and Worcester

campuses of the University of Massachusetts highly ap-

prove of the latest Long Range Plan, student Trustee

Charlene Allen has her doubts.

The Long Range Plan is a five year projection for the

planning process concerning all aspects of the University,

including the UMaSs-Amherst, Boston and Worcester

campuses. It must be approved by both the Regents and

the University Board of Trustees. The latest document

was approved by the Trustees on Oct. 5.

"I think it's good that all three campuses are included in

the plan," Allen said at an Oct. 4 interview. "The more

intercampus coordination we have, the better chance we

have of securing funds."

But a lot of the plan is "fluff," she said, "the two pages

devoted for the huge issue of general curriculum say

nothing."

ffl!^sra^Pf5!!!?!!sp?f^

"I think it's good that all three campuses

are included in the plan. The more inter-

campus coordination we have, th£ better

chance we have of securing funds.

"

-Charlene Allen
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"There is nothmg new pertaining to student activities,"

she said, "it was taken from last year's plan."

Last spring, Student government co presidents Allen and

Tom Ahem, as well as student senate members, met with

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and two of his associates to

discuss the role of the SGA and the Student Activities

Trust Fund. No agreement was reached as Duffey felt he

and the students were coming from different angles.

Duffey places the emphasis of his plan on graduate

education and research.

According to the document, the Amherst campus is the

nnlv public inj^t.itution in the commonwealth which is a

major comprehensive center for graduate study and

research.

"It seemed very appropriate to raise this as primary,"

Duffey said at the Oct. 6 Trustees' meeting, "I don't think

it puts the undergraduate in second place."

Another major revision for Amherst is the establishment

of a Planning Council which will serve to assess goals and

objectives for campus.

John Tranquada, chancellor of the UMass Medical School

in Worcester, called the system-wide Long Range Plan "a

very important step for the University of Massachusetts."

Last spring former Provost Loren Baritz submitted a plan

which the Regents deemed too general asking that "some

parts of it be clarified and revised," Duffey said.

The first Long Range plan was developed under former

Chancellor Henry Koffler in 1982, caUing for the "phasing

out" and combining of various academic departments on

campus.
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House votes to pull

troops out of Grenada
WASHINGTON -The House called on President Reagan

Tuesday tx) withdraw troops from Grenada within 60

days as provided in the war powers act which Congress

passed during the Vietnam era to prevent lengthy,

undeclared wars.

The vote was 403-23.

The measure now goes to the Senate, where a

spokesman for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

said it is expected to be acted upon quickly.

The Senate passed an identical resolution last Friday

as an amendment to a bill extending the national debt

limit so that the government could borrow more money.

But on Monday, senators defeated the debt limit

measure, even though it could be reconsidered and pass-

ed with or without a war powers provision.

Reagan regards the 1973 War Powers Act as an en-

croachment on his constitutional powers as commander-

in-chief, but it is not certain whether he would veto or

sign the bill if it reached his desk. A White House

spokesman said last week a decision would be made

depending on the situation at the time.

Dukakis reviewing

state Solomon bill
BOSTON - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis is reviewing a bill

that would deny state scholarship aid to men who don t

rejnster for the draft, his top spokesman said Tuesday

"We're going to take a long look at it with the possibUity

of amendments to make it more equitable." James Dorsey.

Dukakis' press secretary, said after the House and Senate

completed action on the bill Monday and sent it to the

Ifovernor's desk. „ . mu
"I would think we'd take a full 10 days. Jhere are a

number of issues that need to be resolved, he said. A

veto woyld not be ruled out."
, . x-

Dukakis questioned "whether the busmess of education

ought to be just that, and not to enforce the Selective

Service registration laws." Dorsey said.

"He is also concerned with the issue of fairness. The bill

seems to apply only to those young men whose parents

can't afford to pay for tuition on their own." he said.

Invasion raises questions of US credibility

A? — The Grenada invasion leaves dozens of unanswered

questions, uncertainties, inconsistencies bobbing in its

wake.
Confusion stems from strict U.S. military controls on the

news media. Some stems from poor communications, hasty

conclusions, or the failure of U.S. authorities thus far to

release documentary evidence to support contentions of a

Cuban buildup on the Caribbean island.

Some confusion apparently is the result of deliberate

mis-statements.

The "credibility" problem has prompted one White

House press officer to quit his job. and congressional

leaders to organize a fact finding visit to Grenada.

Here, are some question marks on the invasion:

WAS THE INVASION 'LEGAL'?

The U.N. and Organization of American States charters

forbid such a violation of a nation's territory.

Secretary of State George P. Shultz. asked about this,

cited the two-year-old treaty that formed the Organization

of Eastern States as justification for the mUitary

operation.

But that treaty, to which the United States is not a party,

stipulates that collective military action can be taken

against "external aggression," and then only by a

unanimous vote of the eight member states. Only five

members voted to take action on Grenada.

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Supervisor

Production

Bill Shea
Alice Klingener

Meredith Carlson

David Deuber
Ed Tausky

Joanne Gaudette. Pamela Smith

John Wielgus, Merrianne Hrycin

Mat Atkins. Jon O'Hearn, Leslie

King, Jane Hirshberg, Larissa Potapchuk

WERE AMERICANS IN

SERIOUS DANGER?

U.S. officials said the invasion was necessary because

Americans, most of them medical school students, were

threatened by a reign of terror on Grenada. "The night-

mare of our hostages in Iran must never be repeated,"

Reagan declared.

WHAT WAS THE NON-
AMERICAN CASUALTY
TOLL?

Although an uncensored news film showed U.S. soldiers

lining up Cuban bodies, U.S. officers said the non-

American dead were not being counted.

Finally, on Friday, the operation commander. Vice Adm.

Joseph Metcalf III, said there were 36 dead and 56

wounded among the defenders. A day later, although no

new combat had occurred, he said he had "heard" as many

as 69 Cubans were killed.

On the invasion's first day. U.S. warplanes mistakenly

bombed a Grenada menUl hospital, killing perhaps 20

patients. It was not until six days later, after a Canadian

magazine journalist reported the bombing, that U.S. of-

ficials acknowledged it.

Play it again, Sanu..or

was that Samantha?
Johnny." looked like the

winner when organizers

discovered her sex-change

documents had not been

approved.

Sossi, whose papers

carried the name Fabio,

screamed to the judges,

"You should judge me on

what I am and not what I

was." But she was overruled

and eliminated from the

contest.

SAN MARINO - A
raven-haired, shapely
contestant bearing the name
Silvia Sossi won the hearts

of judges at the Miss Teen-

ager beauty contest in this

tiny mountain republic —
until an identity card

betrayed the she was a he.

Miss Sossi. 18, who
charmed the jury Monday
with a song and dance

number to the tune "Play it.
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Minority students tour university
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegfian Correspondent

About 80 students from four Boston high schools received

a tour and recruiting offers from the University of

Massachusetts Tuesday, in the first of the University's

College Awareness Days.

College Awareness Day was set up four years ago to

attract minority and low-income students to the University

by giving them information on social and academic

programs and financial aid at the University, according to

Dean of Academic Support Services Larry Benedict.

The students, from Boston English. Madison Park.

Fanueil and Jamaica Plain high schools, ate lunch and

toured the Campus Center, University Tower library. Fine

Arts Center and residential areas.

Associate Director of Admissions Rudolph Jones, who
also helped coordinate the event, said "most college

students are middle class, and minorities haven't been

climatized to universities."

The day is used as "a recruiting tool." Jones said. "The

most effective way to interest them is to show them the

campus and the beauty of it."

Deans from the colleges of Arts and Sciences.

Management and Engineering spoke on their respective

fields of study and encouraged the group to get "turned on"

to learning and education. The deans stressed that the

potential to succeed is within everyone and that students

just have to attack their goals with full force.

Benedict explained that social interaction can be just as

important as intellectual development in the college ex

perience.
"."".... . -. V-

College Awareness Day was set up four

years ago to attract minority and low-

income students to the University by giving

them information on social and academic

programs and financial aid at the Univer-

sity,

benedict also pomted out that minority enrollment at

UMass has increased from five percent to seven percent in

the past year.

The Board of Regents of Higher Education are proposing

a set of standard admissions criteria for state universities,

colleges and community colleges. Benedict said. But a

waiver policy has been developed after protests that a

strict policy could be discriminatory, he said.

The board will exempt students with special needs or

special skills, and the policy has been loosened up to in-

clude other criteria, such as competitiveness of the high

school, along with Scholastic Aptitude Tests and high

school rank in the admissions criteria, Benedict said.

Grenada crisis

teach-in held

at Hampshire

"The U.S. and the Crisis

in Grenada" will be the

subject of a teach-in at

8:00 p.m. tonight in the

main lecture hall of the

Franklin Patterson

auditorium at Hampshire

College. Four professors

from Amherst and Hamp-
shire Colleges will speak at

the meeting, held by the

Central American Solidari-

ty Alliance.

Motor vehicle accident

on Commonwealth Ave.
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police received a report of a

motor vehicle accident at 4:26 p.m., Oct. 31 on Com-

monwealth Ave. The accident involved Stanley M. Moss of

Amherst and Jacob Schal, also of Amherst, police said. An

estimated $500 in damage was sustained by Moss' 1979

Honda and an estimated $300 in damage was sustained by

Schal's moped, the complainants said. Schal suffered

minor injuries but was not hospitalized, police said.

In other police action:

Police received a report of another motor vehicle accident

which occurred in Lot 64 at 9:55 p.m., Oct. 31. Lewis

Pollock of Stamford, Conn., was driving a 1975 Ford

pickup truck which struck a parked 1983 CMC pickup truck

on the left side, the report said, causing unknown damage.

The CMC truck is owned by Kenneth P. Chase of Win-

chester.

Bloodmobile

is dry, seeks

UMass donors

The UMass Bloodmobile
is looking for more donors
to help them supply 18

area hospitals with biood.

You can help by con-

tributing your blood today

and tomorrow from 9:30

a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the

Student Union Building.

Donations have been ex-

tremely slow so do your
part to help keep the supp-

ly of blood coming every

day.

Women play

important role

in Japan
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Sialf

Since World War II women in Japan have won many
freedoms and now represent the dominating force in family

Ufe, said visiting Japanese lecturer Sumiko Iwaophd; who
spoke at Smith College last night.

Speaking on the role women play in Japanese society,

Iwaophd said the old notion of Japanese women as being

submissive and subservient in their roles as housewives is

not true.

"In the home the Japanese woman is the most powerful.

The husband's only responsibiUty is to bring in the pay

check and in most cases it is delivered over to the wife who
manages it accordingly." she said.

Iwaophd said housewives control the children, the family

budget and are responsible for the physical and mental

well being of their husbands and children.

"In Japan today, being a housewife does not carry the

derogatory meaning as it may in the United States.

Motherhood is highly valued by Japanese women." she

said.

Iwaophd is a working mother and professor in Tokyo who
conducts research comparing women before and after

World War II.

Prior to World War II, Iwaophd said women in Japan

mostly staved home and worked on the farm but after the

war and industrialization women began going out into the

work force and great changes occured.

But unlike the United States, where women are now

expected to work. Japanese women can still remain at

home and many women have part-time jobs and continue

to be devoted to their children.

Women often devote their whole lives to their children

and Iwaophd said some women between the ages of 35 and

40 whose children have grown up are suffering from

identity crises because they don't know what their real

purpose in life is.

An increasing number of women want to be single in

Japan now because it is acceptable and many women join

cultural groups, said Iwaophd. In the past. Japanese

women had to get married.

She also said that Japanese women now have a higher

voting percentage than men because they are more con-

cerned about their right to vote but they are not voting for

other women, so men remain the more dominant force in

government.
"Japanese women vote because they feel it is their duty

and otherwise they are not involved in politics." she said.

photo by Ann Lunery

HEY PUSSYCAT-A couple of sheep at Tilson

Farm check out a pretty pussycat yesterday.

ATTENTION: College Graduates,

1/1/83-6/30/84
Would you like to own a HEW CHEVROLET?

MclHTYRE CHEYROLEL Rt. 9 (east)

West Brookfield, MA.
WOULD LIKE TO 'ELP YOU.

WE CAN OFFER:
* Low Cost Financing
* Financing with no previous credit

* Financing with no specific down payment

IHTERESTED: Call Stan (617) 867-7169 (student)

or call MclHTYRE CHEVROLET (617) 867-7701

Wed. Nov. 2 - Sat. Nov. 5

Blazing Saddles 7:15

directed by Mel Brooks

The Life of Brian 9:00

starring Monty Python

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.o(r
(wn^ thi« coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Lena Hair
Expires 11/30/83

Pimme CaN for an Appointmcm
•For n»w dtorrtt oo»v

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
•j6 Ur>f\P*»itv Dftvr

Amheisl MA 'MB ^10
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VERMONT IS SKIING

WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Music By

AL STONER
DISCO-ROCK

pub mugs

no cover

Cut apath down a mountain. Weave your

way along a tire-Iincd trail. Alpine or

cross-country, there's so much more to ski-

ing Vermont. Send for our free brochures

and see what we mean. State of Vermont,

Dept. n: Montpelier, VT 05602.

Please send: D Alpine Ski Guide D inns

D X-C Ski (rtjide D Full Reson

D Hocel/Motcl

I will be in Vermont.
Monih #a(l)»>

Name.
(IViW PllMl

Addresi.

.Zip.

DO CONSUMERS

NEED GOVERNMENT

TO PROTECT THEM

FROM MARKETERS?

* SPEAKERi Amondo P*d*rl«n, Deputy
Director, Dur*Qu of Consumer
Protection, Fod*rol Trod*

CommlMion
• DATEt November 3, 19A3
• TIME ond PLACEt 7:45 P.M.

Compuf Contor

Koom 165-69
* SPONSOR: Marketing Department

Lecture Series

UNIVERSITY
OF

MASSACHUSETTS

laoooooooooeoooooooooooooooooooooooooocv

TIME OUT
Two T.V.'S .

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour

4-6

16 oz draft

63*

plus

glaf^t bor drinks

Always o Special Drink

Qt Q Special Pric^

kmhMt'% Dl99#it LIttk Dor

37 H PI#QSQnt

Amh#rst, MA

4^ Schick TT
Superll
Specially Fashioned
in our school colors

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with

two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges

and a coupon good for 25c off your next

Superll purchase plus . .

.

A chance to win a Schick Super II

Athletic Bag in your school bookstore's

sweepstakes. Every bookstore has at

least 50 or more winners!

Just fill out the coupon below and bring it

to the bookstore to receive your special

razor.

The Super II twin blade shaving system

features Super II twin blades that are

custom honed for close, comfortable

shaves.

Quantities are limited and will be distributed on a first come

first served basis. Act now and experience great shaves

courtesy of Schick Super II.

Open M-F 9-5 "^,UNIVERSIT

Y

MSTORE^
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITY
aUstore^

Deposit at Coupon Box
at the Info Counter

^ Schick TT
Superll

STORE COUPON
To receive your free

school razor first fill if^

ihe required information

Then bung |h.<, c.ouoor

IOlhet)OOKStOr>

Hurry' Qi.ant't f. .!<• • '•C.

ONE PER STUDENT ONLY.

Name.

Address

City. State Zip Code

Phone #-

rhis coupon IS your entry to the Schick Super II Athletic Bag Sweepstakes.

Amateurs RAdio
ACROSS NATiON

From UMass
By LYNN PERKINS
Collegian Correspondent

Yes-there is something almost as fun and just

as convenient as forgetting about COINS home-

work and tapping into the University's "talk" fre-

quency on the University computer system.

It is a free message service, popular among people who

have aversions to writing letters or paying large telephone

bills and it is available to faculty, students, and staff at the

University of Massachusetts.

Sound like an advertisement for FTD? Well, almost.

Only this time the deliver is a message, not flowers, and

it's free.

t

Members can use the

airwaves to send
messages anywhere
in the US. ... in-

cluding Alaska and
Hawaii.

Peter McBride, president

of the UMass Amateur
Radio Association, says the

club can send an unlimited

number of messages, simply

and quickly.

Members can use the air-

waves to send messages

anywhere in the United

States (including Alaska

.,,,..,,....,,,...v.,,:.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.-,:.:.:.:.v.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.. and Hawaii) and SOmC
WMMM^MMsSM^MJMsM overseas countries.

The club, established in 1947 and presently located in

the Engineering Lab building, can provide communication

for University events and for emergencies. Last weekend,

the club provided communication for the UMass Horse

Trials by setting up portable stations at various locations

where the trials took place. The positions of the horses

and other information was radioed to a centrally-located

station where the information was accessible to officials.

The Radio Association has provided communication for

this event for the past two years.

The club also allows licensed radio amateurs to use the

station's radio equipment. For people who are interested

in becoming a licensed radio amateur, the club offers

classes during the academic year for amateur radio.

McBride said the club consists of 20 members, all of

whom are licensed radio amateurs. Licensing involves

passing a Federal Communications Commission (FCC) ex-

am, a knowledge of basic electronics and morse code.

The club is funded through members dues but were

helped out recently when they received a grant from the

Student (Government Association capital equipment for

$1200 last year in order to replace stolen equipment.

DOIN' IT ALL FER YOU-The 'SYL staff gathers in the sound booth.
Colleiciaii photo by Andv HrlUr

'SYL pUys It like ir is, oli yEAh
By DAVID MUNIZ
Collegian Staff

Inside a booth in a

comer of the Ciashn

dormitory basement
Debbie Mannis spins

records. The Beach Boys.

The Sex Pistols.

Everything the listeners

want to hear from one of

their favorite DJs, "Exton

Lear," as she is commonly
known on the air.

Mannis works a shift a

week on WSYL, a

University of Massachusetts

student-run radio station,

which has returned to the

airwaves from its summer
hiatis and a delayed

opening.

This semester's debut was

stalled a little, as the phrase

goes, by circumstances

beyond their control- -the

station only recently began

operation-but now the 89.9

FM frequency turns out

punk, new wave, funk and

the basics: R & B and

'oldies'.

"We had some problems

getting our new transmitter

installed," station manager
Wayne Casney said. Even
with minimal funding from

Sylvan Area Government,

Casney says the station is

improving.

"We work with what we
have," he said.

The station, plays no

commercials, which Casney

said gives freedom to play

different kinds of music.

"We don't have to worry

about pleasing advertisers,"

he said.

WSYL's new neighbor is

WMUA, located down the

hall until construction on the

new home in the Campus
Center is completed. MUA
also plays alternative rock

but, Casney said is not quite

as progressive as SYL.
"They have to please a

bigger audience than we do.

It could restrict their

freedom to play what they

want."

At WMUA, deejay Mary
Kelley characterizes the

station's music as "alter-

native."

"We play lots of new music,

it's impossible to categorize

it," she said.

Both radio stations play

music that represents the

interests that are as diverse

as the audiences that listen

to them.
Got that, Wolfman?

Amherst's

Complete

Microcomputing
Center

Sales & Rentals

266 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, Ma 01002

25S-567S

(located behind Silverscape Designs)

••PRINTER SALE^^
EPSON RX-80 $299. (untU Nov. 11. 198S)

or

Purchase any ofour EPSON dot matrix

or COMREX letter quality printers

(already below list price!) and get a

FREE BOX OF COMPUTER PAPER

offer ends Saturday Nov. 19, 1983

Tickets available at

FAC Box Office

& Datatix

0/yiDL
"ffjOHAMSEM
7:00 pm -all ages (no alcohol served)

10:30 pm - 20 and over show (full bar)

PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION WITH UPC $4.00

/
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Tell

thousands
what's on
your mind.

you can
place your
Collegian

classified

this Wednes-
day, Thurs-

day or Fri-

day on the

Campus
Center Con-

course, or

anytime in

the Collegian

offices, 9

a.m. to 3:45

p.m.

DISTIHGUISHED TEACHERS
•a

AWARD
HOMIHATIONS

Deadline: November 15, 1983

If you know a faculty teacher or teaching assistant/associate

(graduate students and undergraduates, teaching courses with the ap-

proval of the departnnent) who is truly outstanding and deserves recogni-

tion, submit a nomination in writing with a brief description of why your

nominee deserves the award.
Any student, past or present, may make nominations.

Submit nominations by Tuesday, November 15, 1983

TO; Distinguished Teaching Awards Committee

Graduate Student Senate

919 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

YOU'VE HEARDTHE HIT...

YOU'VE SEEN THE VIDEO...

WHAT QOYOU WAF'^ MEDAL?

i^IMUMM^flMMi^P^I^f^f^f

^ovv

"etS'

Thursday
November 3, 1983

Campus Center - 7-9:30 PM
with

Pam Korza, Arts Extension Service

and

Neil Yeager, Adult Career Transitions

of The Division of Continuing Education

This workshop provides critical information [^
to you as you build your own career in arts r^

administration.

Next Workshops: Careers In: ^
Visual Arts Management

&• Sales

Performing Arts

Management

To register for the FREE workshop, please

call AES at 545-2360

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Divi-

sion of Continuing Education at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst with the support of the

University Arts Council.

f

I

REAL HEROES KNOW THE WHOLE ALBUM. ON COLUMBIA RECORDS AND CASSEHES.

igfMMMMM mp

.olumb.j m jrc-!r.jdemart",otCbbliK ' 1983CBSIrK

Available at the University Store at $5.99

EDITORIAL/OPINION
NK.NX.!.:.:.v. :•:•^^^:^^:•^^^^S:.^^y.^v•^:•^^^:•:•:•^!•^^^^^

Letters

Innuendo versus evidence

To the Editor,

Why did Dakin Ferris resign? I don't know. He told

the Collegian that he quit for academic reasons. He told

the Student Senate that it was for academic reasons, but

that he was frustrated too. Yesterday he claimed in an

editorial that it was all out of political frustration. It

seems that Dakin has changed his story a few times; and

with each version has gotten increasingly nasty to SGA
President, Tom Ahern, at a time when Tom may be forc-

ed to run for re-election--what a coincidence!

I don't really mind people speaking out when they feel

something is wrong. However, when speaking out in

volves the use of lies and innuendo in an effort to

manipulate people, it's time to draw the line.

1. Mr. Ferris, using an "historical" analysis, says that

there have been ELEVEN Attorneys General in the

last five years. That's pretty good research for someone

who has been in student government for all of five

months. I've been in it for four years now, and I've only

seen five of them, counting Dakin. himself. The other six

must have been in office the year before I was around.

2. Dakin writes of refusing to make a back-room deal

and being persecuted for it. Baloney. The fact of the

matter is that Dakin and his "other concerned students"

tried to force Tom Ahern to appoint him after a search

process in which half of the applicants withdrew. After

Tom refused to be bullied into a decision for the second

time, Dakin filed a motion to take the authority to ap-

point the Attorney General away from the President, and

resigned.

3. As for being locked out of his office. Dakin knows

perfectly well that the President has no control over keys

(The Board of Governors is in charge of them). If I didn't

know better, I might come to the conclusion that Mr.

Ferris is trying to... shall we say, manipulate the truth at

election time?

Dakin's second article will run soon - maybe alongside of

this. In it, he wiU probably attack me as well. That's

O.K.. though. I don't have anything to lose, and a pretty

good record upon which to stand. But let's get one thing

straight: We are dealing with someone who is upset

because he didn't get his way - nothing more - and I think

that the Collegian has better things to do than print

people's temper-tantrums. Let's get with it, folks.

Jim Murphy
Former SGA President

Yes folks, he's the real thing
To the Editor,

Let me introduce myself. I am a real living person,

and although you might find it hard to imagine a conser-

vative columnist writing for the Collegian, nevertheless

here I am. I also intend to continue writing for the Col-

legian, and I am definitely certain my fine colleague

Katherine Curda will do the same.

Mr, Gannon, I am too familiar with your record at the

Collegian, but I don't doubt either your existence nor

your experience as a former editorial staff member of this

paper. I do, however, doubt your better judgement as a

result of the content of your recent ad hominem attack

upon myself and Ms. Curda. Surely, youcould've written

a more gentlemanly barrage upon the ideas we have

espoused- -but why go the ad hominem route?

When I began writing columns and letters-to-the-

editor a couple of years ago, I was also tempted to strike

out at the messengers of bad tidings. But experience does

have a positive way of mellowing out a writer, and it does

help a writer to discover ways of attacking the un-

pleasant ideas expressed by others without denigrating

the quality and credibUity of what you have to say by

resorting to cheap shots against the person whom you

disagree with.

If you don't like my ideas about Central America, KAL
007, criminal justice reform, or Grenada, then why don't

you just say so? V^hat's the purpose of attacking me and

Ms. Curda in a highly unprofessional and crude fashion?

What do you have to gain from this kind of vitriolic and

childish display of antipathy towards my views and those

of other conservative writers?

But don't worry Mr. Gannon. These questions aren't

necessarily directed towards you in a personal way.

albeit they appear to do so. Actually, I'm hoping to direct

this message for all Collegian readers, and for those

inclined towards writing a letter to-the-editor or

columns. Avoid the ad hominem approach. Rather than

building your case up -you only wind up looking whiney

and tearing down whatever credibility your argument

had in the first place.

It's perfectly alright to refer to another person, and

criticize his remarks and ideas in the same column. But

calling a person whom ;ou simply disagree with "an

unashamed fool" only cheapens your image in the public.

In the long run, who'll ever take the bombastic cheap-

shot artist in a serious vein?

Even though I have decided to break one of my rules of

avoiding a reply to whatever replies have been written

about my columns; you sir, have given me the chance of

replying without appearing unnecessarily trite.

Admittedly, my writings, and those of Ms. Curda's. are.

and will continue to be controversial. But this is the

beauty of the oped page of the Collegian and/or any

other newspaper in this nation. I can clearly remember

just how hard it was for conservatives to express

themselves in the Collegian. I have also been a resident of

the Amherst area for over ten years, and I can also

remember just how much a stranglehold the liberals had

not only on the Collegian, but other publications as well.

The Collegian used to have a reputation of being a

mediocre- yet obtusely radical paper a few years ago.

This is not the case anymore.

In fact, the Collegian, thanks to the more responsible

kind of editorial leadership has dramatically improved its

editorial content. I am not saying this because con

servatives like myself and Kathy Curda have become

regular columnists. The new directions undertaken by

the present editorial staff reflect a growing sense of

maturity, and journalistic responsibility-which was

sorely lacking in the past.

Ms. Curda and I disagree with the liberal viewpoint. But

although I cannot speak for her personally, it is beneath

my dignity to attack another columnist or reporter in the

same vein you have attacked us.

I have no personal animosity against you Mr. Gannon,

but I resent what you have done. Nevertheless, anytime

you care to meet a "real" conservative columnist like

myself, please feel free to contact me through the

Collegian. You might find I'm not an "unashamed

fool...who is obsessed with his aggressive naivite."

Rather, you might find me to be an eager con

versationalist who's willing to give another person a

benefit of the doubt without the unnecessary desire to

resort to ad hominem attacks. Care to join?

Steven P. Barrett

Give blood and save a life

To the Editor,

The Red Cross Blood Program is extremely concerned

about its first day of the three-day Bloodmobile at the

Student Union Ballroom at UMass. The first days collec-

tion was almost 100 pints short of its 180 pint goal. It is

crucial that they collect over this amount on each of the

next two days of the Bloodmobile (today and tomorrow).

Donating blood is a simple procedure-the total ex-

perience takes about 45 minutes. Please stop by the Stu-

dent Union between 9:30 and 3:30, and help save so-

meone's life.

The Bloodmobile Staff

Are politics

the problem?
Last year Jim Murphy was the singular holder of the

office of the SGA President. He appointed an Acti.ig

Attorney General. Liz Hill, who stayed in office for a whole

year. How could he leave an Acting Attorney General in

ihe position for a whole year, the length of a normal term?

Well, he did hold a second selection process in the Fall.

The problem came when the group charged with selecting

an A.G., he had the audacity to find someone that was

highly qualified! Not to be undercut, Jim chose to focus on

the fact that the applicant pool was too small, thus he was

under no obligation to accept this qualified individual. He

made no other attempt to fill the position legitimately.

Dakin N. Ferris

Why should he? He could keep the person that was

presently in office by doing nothing. So what if this person

felt that the A.G. should represent the interests of the

presidents office above all, as I mentioned yesterday. So

what if that same person was found t/nqualified by the

same selection committee for the position.

So then we changed presidents, and, if one placed any

creedence in campaign slogans (HA!) then we might have

believed Ahern and Allen when they said one of their

priorities was to get a permanent A.G. into office without a

scandal. (Ha!) As with Jim, Ahern failed in his con-

stitutional obligation. He did have a selection which was

approved and endorsed by the Affirmative Action Officer.

The reasons the selection was invalidated comes down to

whichever reason you decide to believe. Liz Hill told me it

was for affirmative action reasons and that the presidents

were going to appoint her as. you guessed. Acting A.G. So

what if Liz Hill chaired the selection process. So what if

she was still only a student by virtue of an incomplete and

wouldn't be here in the fall.

And then there is Tom's perpetually evolving position.

First he agreed that there was an affirmative action

violation until I pointed out that he was under no such

obligation for a selection, and that even then it was

legitimate. So then he broke down and told me how bad it

would look for him to appoint a white male and that in the

end he was accountable to Co-President Charlene Allen.

Still, he urged me to go overboard in working on Third

World issues so that he might be able to make a case for me

later. Finally, he told the Senate that the Student

Activities Mission and Goals Statement demanded he work

to eradicate racism and human oppression. For this reason

he had the authority to override the mandate of the SGA
constitution demanding appointment of an A.G. within

four weeks of taking office.

So. I was appointed Acting A.G. early this summer. Tom

never asked me if that was O.K. with me, and in fact, as I

started to show yesterday, did nothing to help me. Tom
told me of his intentions to have a swift and legitimate

selection this fall. What he did was then set up the most

extensive advertisement process ever used for this

position.

The selection began, and the deadline has now been

extended two times. The first time an application that had

not one question about student judiciaries or jucicial

policies was used on it (in fact it was a presidential

assistant's application).

Still, the coup de grace came later when Co-President

Allen announced her intention to resign. This was

rumored up to a month ago. but I placed no value in it.

Surely the presidents would Ulk to their fellow officers in

advance of such a decision, expecially since my already

tentative position is placed in greater limbo by such a

move. New presidents would mean the potential for a

new selection for an Attorney General.

This was the last straw. Their politics have kept me from

my job and you have been taken for a ride.

Contact your senator and have them vote for the

proposed changes in the by laws concerning the ap-

pointment of the A.G. Take this long-abused power away

from the Presidents. This should be a non-political ap-

pointment and should rest in the hands of the SGA Senate.

Dakin N. Ferris is a UMass student.
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Gregory speaks for Black HomecomingWeek
;•!•:•!•:•:•!•!

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Dick Gregory, world renowned comedian and social ac-

tivist appeared at the University of Massachusetts last

night in honor of the Black Homecoming week.

Addressing a full house of students, faculty and com-

munity members at Bowker Auditorium. Gregory spoke of

several problems facing America today using sarcasm to

get his point across.

Gregory addressed the Grenadian situation questionmg

the presence of the American medical students in the

small black Caribbean island, and what kind of research

they are conducting there. "It almost makes Hitler look

like God," he said in a press conference prior to his talk.

There's something wrong with America." Gregory said

throught his talk backing up his arguments with real facts.

Speaking about the first black astronaut to be sent to

space, Gregory thought the idea of sending a woman first

gave the impression "niggers were chasing white ladies."^

"Whites would see a change if blacks were in charge,"

Gregory said. Gregory questioned how white people

would react if blacks in power would exhaust the social

security funds, turn white children into drug addicts, build

nuclear plants or make a movie such as Octopussy.

"I wonder how long would it be until we treat the han-

dicap with dignity and respect," said Gregory, who said he

once believed the handicap parking lot signs were meant

for blacks. Gregory said the nation is more mature since

the 60s. The United States can now handle Jesus Christ

as being black or a woman but it can't handle him/her as a

cripple, he said.

Coll«Kian photo bv David l>eubcr

Dick Gregory makes his audience laugh and think in his

talk last night at Bowker Auditorium as part of Black

Homecoming week.

"And this is the greatest nation in the world," he said

after mentioning the problems of alcohol, drug addiction

and suicide. "Most Americans don't'tolerate sober, what

they tolerate under the influence." he said.

Gregory said the story of ET the extra terrestrial was a

representation of the story of Jesus Christ. "Today we

don't have stables," he said to justify the idea that because

ET came from out of space, appeared in a garage, healed

people and promised to return he was symbolizing Jesus.

He also saw the role of Eddy Murphy in Trading Places

as Job in the Bible. "As long as ET doesn't look like a

Jew, White, Black, Chicano or a nun people love it because

they have learned to hate each other," he said.

Gregory wondered how America can keep going to the

poll to choose between the lesser of the two evils and end

up with the evilest.

Gregory spoke on the reactions of blacks toward their

counterparts. He said if it would have been up to blacks a

black Miss America and her runner up wouldn't have been

chosen. He also said King's birthday bill would not have

passed if it had been up to blacks.

Gregory, an expert on dietary health and author of

many dietary books said caffeine is "a drug okayed by the

people in power." "They give you halt tor those who

want to be legal and half for those who want to get high,"

he said.

"As long as its white its okay," he said while speaking

about Jackson's President candidacy decision successfully

. questioned by blacks.
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Orchestra crisp, affecting
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What's old is ^

A stunning surprl
WhaVs New (Asylum)
Linda Ronstadt & The Nelson Rid-

dle Orchestra

By DON NAREY
Collegian Staff

What'n Nen' is actually what's old and

what's old is what's new with Linda

Ronstadt. With her most stunning sur-

prise to date the first lady of rock tackles

the standards of Gershwin and Berlin

recreating a nnood once set by the likes of

Frank Sinatra, Billie Holiday and Ella Fit-

zgerald. What's most surprising is that

Ronstadt has abandoned her lucrative for-

mula for revising oldies and teamed up

with the Nelson Riddle Orchestra creating

an authentic background for the traditional

arrangements. Rather than mold the

songs to fit her own style she raises her

vocal capacity to new heights realizing the

music's timeless beauty.

From the opening track she pushes her

voice to new heights. "What's new," she

wails over a classic steady bassline, "how's

the world treating you?" Riddle's or-

chestra is flawless, but Ronstadt is never

overshadowed. The music comes to a halt

for the song's climatic closing line, "of

course you couldn't know, I haven't chang-

ed, I still love you so." She sways through

Gershwin's "I've Got A Crush On You"
and "What'll I Do" with the kind of style

lost someplace with white kid gloves and

big bands.

Her rendition of Sinatra's hit "Guess I'll

Hang My Tears Out To Dry" is brilliant

making it hard to believe that this is the

same voice that belted out numbers like

"When Will I Be Loved" in that lower

register that's been put away for this

album. She's also set aside her country

twang that added sweetness to her little

girl image to shape her full-bodied soprano

into more confident, jazzy sound, especially

on "Crazy He Calls Me."

Ronstadt's most shining moment,
perhaps of her entire career, is her version

of George and Ira Gershwin's classic, "So-

meone To Watch Over Me." She uses her

voice as a finely tuned and controlled in-

strument coasting through the musical

scale and heading for an extraordinary

climax. When she reaches it, "won't you

tell him please to put on some speed, follow

my lead, oh how I need, someone to watch

over me," you know she's got you and she

does too.

What's New shows that there is

something to learn from an era gone by.

It's a fun and unique lesson in style, long

lost, but available to be discovered again.

And that's what's new.

WARSAW PHILHARMONIC OR-
CHESTRA
October 30

Fine Arts Center

By TONY SCILIPOTI
Collegian Correspondent

It took the whole first movement of

Beethoven's "Emperor" concerto for

Maestro Kord to pull his forces together

Sunday night. Having done so, he proceed-

ed to entertain a large FAC audience for an

hour and a half with first-class, highly

romantic interperetations of Beethoven

and Rachmaninoff.

The initial movement of Beethoven's

Piano Concerto No.5 is marked allegro, and

the Warsaw Philharmonic's heavy and

dyspeptic rendition of it was due in great

part to the conductor's failure to adopt the

spirit of that tempo indication. Mr.

Dichter's performance, also, was disap-

pointing here, even crediting the acoustics

of the hall and my less-than-perfect seat

with what sometimes seemed muddy ar-

ticulation on his part. One would have

hoped that he would have made the most of

Kord's relatively slow tempo by taking the

time during his softer, more reflective solo

passages to imbue the music with the sort

of leisurely tenderness and luminosity that

can be so effective in this piece-witness the

old Wilhelm Backhaus recordings with the

Vienna Philharmonic. Instead, he seemed

to be going for a classical sparity and

reserve, but this works to no positive effect

writhout the sympathetic interperetation on

the conductor's part that we hear in, for in-

stance, the Solti/Ashkenazy "Emperor."

To an even greater degree than in the

.Allegro, Kord's pace in the Adagio was

slower than most of us are used to. But
this was only evidence of his finally finding

his element. Conductor and soloist were in

complete accord of mood, and the mood
was: Romantic. They elected to strive for

the gorgeous sound, for lyricality; to rid

their interpretation of any remnant

eighteenth-century emotional restraint.

They were succe.ssful: Everyone in the au-

dience could be felt melting into his seat.

The third movement was more conven-

tional than the second. Unlike the first,

however, it was a spiritedly propelled,

crisp, and affecting performance, even if

not really outstanding in any particular

way.
It has been said often enough already

that it doesn't much credit a compx)ser to

have his audiences always l)e reminded of

film scores (with Rachmaninoff, we hardly

need the program notes to prompt us to

this association) and teen-age pop tunes.

If, however, we were watching a movie for

which the score was the piece--

Rachmaninoff's%w/)/ior?i/ No.s^-which the

Warsaw Philharmonic played Sunday,

we'd think: "This film has great music."

And if, after the first two bars of the third

movement, we realize that once again Eric

Carmen has pilfered from gcxxi old Sergei

R., and so hear the next fifteen minutes of

music as just so much elaboration of

"Never Gonna Fall in Love Again," maybe

that's okay. It's fun, and "Never Gonna

Fall in Love Again" isn't such a bad tune.

During the presentation of this piece, the

audience had the additional pleasure of

watching an orchestra and a conductor en-

joying themselves immensely -smiles on

their faces and animation in their respec-

tive bowing and batoning. In a purely

visual sense, Kazimierz Kord is a very win-

ning conductor, looking like a cross bet-

ween Beethoven and Dudley Moore.

The crowd showed its appreciation of all

this by calling the Maestro back several

times for bows, and obliging him with a

standing ovation. He responded with a

rousing encore which appears to be

something of a mystery piece on campus.

Only graduate student Miriam Moebius

managed to learn this much through the

Polish of one of the orchestra's cellists: It

was "a Polish national dance." Perhaps

more descriptive, though, is an An-

thropology professor's quip that ".
. . it

sounds Uke central-european Boston

Pops."
Despite the concert's disappointing start,

this listener is glad he went.

WE BUY RECORDS-
"\

thompton W

DYNAMITE
RECORDS
S2.06 each
MAXELL UDXL II C90

TDK SA90
NO LIMIT

Thome*, a marketplaoe plusi 584-1580

WE BUY TAPES

U

?^
he Charm of a

Country hin with

the Elegance of a

© World Class Hotel

BO^
Fine New & Used Books

Bought & Sold

Open 9 am til 9 pm
Monday - Saturday

Open 10 - 3 on Sunday
38 Pleasant St. Northampton

584-0374

Q_
Q.
O
in

O

Special Introductory Offer (Regular rate $45 for single room)

HOVEL NORTHAMPTON
36 King Sfront. Northamptfjn

Massachijsotfs 01060

For information or reservations call (413) 584 3100

Your place in history

^

^«^fe
Based on one room witSi up to 4 person occupar)-/

Valid only Friday— Sunday nights

Tax not included

Of'er good thru Dec 31 1983
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KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
J, "K'uish la::"

m
Saturday
Nov. S

8:00 P.M.

John M.
Greene
Hall

Smith College

CONTRIBUTION: '6 General Public. '5 Students & Senior Citizen*

TKKFTS AVAILABLh: UMass Hillcl'Smith HilleI'Downtown St>unds.

Northampton•Food for Thought, Amher»t»TK KHTS AT THE IXX)R
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Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are
treated for low back pain

daily.
Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 to enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

automobile insuranceandTvvorl^^

Semester at Sea

THE
WORLD
IS YOUR
CAMPUS ^g

TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAILINGS

EACH YEAR

Departs in January from Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida, with stops

in South America, Africa, South
Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle

in September with stops in the Orient,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh,

Sennester at Sea offers students an academic pro-

gram of the highest standards with related in-port ex-

periences. This full semester is available to qualified

students from all accredited colleges and universities.

With faculty drawn from the University of Pitt-

burgh and other leading universities and augmented
by guest experts, more than 60 university courses are

offered.

Optional tours, including special tours into the

People's Republic of China, are available.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned,

18,000 ton ship, registerd in Liberia and built in

America. Semester at Sea admits students without

regard to color, race or creed.

For complete details in a color brochure,

write Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pitt-

sburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA
15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or

(412)624-6021 in Pennsylvania.

Adult Education Proqr<i'n!> are ai-jo available.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

BALLET
GRAN

FOLKLORICO
DE

MEXICO

Wed. Nov. 2, 8 pm
$9, $7, $5

STAN
GETZ

AND
ASTRUD
GILBERTO

Thurs, Nov. 3, 8 p.m.

$11, $9, $7

Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield Civic Center

(413)545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842

the
SHOE
BIN 187 n« st.« amlierst

THURS
^^OV. 1

7

PM
TIX ON SALE
TOMORROW
Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center

students: $10.50 and 9.50

public: $11.50 and 12.5<

SAT
NOV. 1 91

8 PM
with special guest star

TIX
ON SALE

FRL

OFA DREAM
students: $9 and 1 public: $10 and 11

rickets on sale at Fine Arts Center. Springfield Civic Center

Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Holyoke. Greenfield

and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles, cameras or recording

FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed

the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and

Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Today

FRENCH PARIS PROGRAM
MEETING - Interested students invited

to meeting of UM Paris Program. Prof.

Volpe from UMB to answer questions and

meet candidates. Majors in French not re-

quired. 1:30 p.m., 3rd Floor Lounge,

Herter.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING -
Explanation of the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC) program,

a degree granting program which allows a

student the opportunity to design his/her

own major. 7 p.m., Van Meter classroom.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
AND REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM
MEETING - Join us for a Depo-Provera

Teach-in. 5 p.m., CC 90L

FIVE COLLEGE CHAMBER
SOLOISTS - Under the direction of

Ronald St«ele, the Five College Chamber

Soloists present a free concert of the works

of Ives, Mozart, Thomson, Albinoni,

Franceshini. The members of the chamber

ensemble are drawn from the 5 college stu-

dent bodies and faculties, as well as from

the community at large. 8 p.m., Bezanson

Recital Hall.

TOT. imWORT-P
Your Weekly Calendar - Take A Closer Look

[^ »» UMIVtaSITT »>

m

Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA

• $1.50 Bar Drinks

• 60' Miller Drafts

• 85* Lowenbrau

Ti.'

10.00 closing

Friday
Afternoon I Friday

Once A^ain I and
Happy Hour I Saturday

FREE PIZ2:a| DOUBLE
I SHOT

$1.50 Bar Drinks I -»-DTXTxra
60« Miller Draft I

DRINKS

$1.00 OFF ANYI regular prices

PITCHER 60' Miller

OF BEER

2:00 5:30

85' Lowenbrau

10:00 closing

Monday
and

Tuesday

on any pizza

when you buy a

Pitcher of

Beer

5:00 - closing

DaUy Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 5:00
Each Ni^t Happy Hour 10:00 - closing

QRinK SPECHILS

(JD^

f?{

?»

or

flf?

•••

TOI»»fthe
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor 'Campus Center 'UMass

COMMITTEE ON SEXUAL HARASS-

MENT TRAINING - Open to all students

interested in training other students on the

issue of sexual harassment. 5-7 p.m., CC

802.

UMASS/BOSTON PARIS PROGRAM
INFORMATIONAL MEETING -

Representative from UMass/Boston cam-

pus will speak about UMass/Boston Year in

Paris Program. 1:30-3:30 p.m., Herter 3rd

Floor Lounge.

STUDY ABROAD FAIR - Interna-

tional Programs will have information on

study abroad opportunities around the

world. Returned exchange students and

students on exchange at UMass will be on

hand to answer any questions. 10 a.m. - 3

p.m.. Campus Center Concourse.

WORD WATCH - Rev. Robin Harden

facilitates an in-depth exploration of New

Testament scripture and theology and its

relevance today, through intelligent,

serious open-minded study of the Bible.

1:30-3 p.m., 428 Student Union.

SOJOURNERS POTLUCK SUPPER -

Bring food to share and join Rev. Robin

Harden and other women of diverse

backgrounds to explore faith, love, in-

timacy, and spirituality. 7:15 p.m., 428 Stu-

dent Union.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
MEETING - Join us! 7 p.m., Dukes Room,

Student Union.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - 8 p.m.

for beginners, 9 p.m. for all others. Com-

monwealth Rm. Student Union.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal

lunch time get-togeiher with Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter. All are welcome. 12-1 p.m.,

Suffolk Room, Student Union.

UMASS STRATEGY GAMES CLUB -

The club will meet to play squad leader and

Avalon Hill Baord games. 6:30-11 p.m., CC

805.

<v>^ UTOPIA SPAS ^^ '•

'^j

Calt for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am. .Walk-ins are welcome

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY

• Hot Tub Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • TherapeutK: Massa^

• Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • Each a^J"J«* ^^ f^'

own favorite music or sounds. . .AND MUCH MORE. -
.

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!
*••••••••••••••••• clip and save ••••••••••••••••*

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)• $1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF

HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT
TUR<? (coupon valid through November 17, 1983) -rupQ

one coupon per visit, per person ' UBo
*

ITHIS
WEEKS

Be Preoared
For the Flu and Cold Season

Amirlca'i bait salllno

prescription cold

product now available

without 1 prescription.

DRDDORAI

10 s $2.01
Nyquil 6 oz.

$2.56
reg. $3.94

Actifed 12s

$1.11

Sudafed 24$

$1.31 Reg. $2.50

Triaminic^
Syrup

Relief ot

runny, stuffy

nose and
postnasal drip

4oz$2.01

Reg. $3.47

Triamlnic"
Expectorant

Relief of

dry, hacking

cough and

10

a

CONTAC

4oz.

$2.31
Reg. $3.97

Triaminic Coldl
Contacios Tabs 24 $1.71

$2.01 Reg. $2.60

An sale items alto availabte the Mint Store located in the Student Union

^^, UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located in the Campus Cantar Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4
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Kditfd by Murgarel Karnir and Trude Jaffe

46 Does what is

needed
52 Liquid measure
55 Scottish river

56 Within: Prefix

57 Up to the time

that

58 Molding a meeting

60 a dozen
61 Dame
62 Naval oft

63 One of the seven

dwarfs
64 Shade of green

65 Of flying craft:

Prefix

Scrod Dan DeBellis
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Carpet cleaner,

for short

Capital of

Senegal
Shade ot blue

Part ot a vow
15 Silly

16 Death Valley

product

17 Mountbatten's

men
19 of Two

Cities"

20 At right angles,

nautically

21 " was
saying'

22 City near ancient

Carthage

23 Moves backward

26 Once while

27 Small amount
28 Brisk energy

31 Simple tasks

36 Songwriter Porter

37 "The Not For

Burning"

38 Sped
39 Items on a shop-

ping list

40 Somerset stream

41 • cake"

43 Singer Torme
44 Beginning for

Arthur or Donald

45 Imitate

DOWN
Wakefield
resident

Sun dried brick

Celestial body
A girl's best

friends''

Miller or BIyth

Hungarian leader

Have tor

news
8 Unbowed
9 Mitigated

10 Water lily

11 Oil rich land

12 City in SW
Colombia

13 They mark spots

18 Film name of

fame
24 Roadside sign

25 Recite

28 Trackmeet need

29 Eleanor's cousin

30 Nuisance
31 Closemouthed

one
32 Own
33 Object ot worship

34 Going before

35 Romance lang.

36 Sales promotion

attractions

39 Repeat
performances

41 On the

(inflight)

42 Triumphant
expression

44 Variegated

46 Urban problem

47 Man from

La Mancha
48 Seed coating

49 New York city on
the Mohawk

50 Feel about

51 One of a some-
time trio

52 College area

53 Reverse

54 Take from

me
59 Comparative

endings

Superbad
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After The Fall by R. Miller
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DC Menu

LUNCH
Country Broil Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Beef Pot Roast/

Jardinere Sauce

Mushroom-Pepperoni Piz-

za

D.C.'s ICE CREAM
PARLOR SUNDAES

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Vegetable Casserole

Mushroom Pizza

D.C.'s ICE CREAM
PARLOR SUNDAES

by Mark MacKenzie

/

Weather
TODAYS PUZZLE

ANSWER

WEATHER-Partly sunny,

cool, high in 60's today.

Temperatures will drop into

40's tonight. Rain expected

for tomorrow.
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Juniors' fashion fleece lops and P.S. Gitano jeans

/A

^̂A,.

• II
7.99 TO 10-99 REG 10 99 TO 13 99

Flash-dressing fleece tops are terrific layered

over tanks or worn off the shoulder. Va length or

long sleeves with shirt tail or banded bottoms.

Of acrylic or polyester-cotton in solids, stripes

and screen prints. S-M-L.

14.99
REG. 18.99

4.00 off P.S. Gitano proportioned denims for a

perfect fit and a fantastic look! Of indigo blue

cotton denim. 5-pocket western style m 1-15

short, 3-15 reg. and 5-15 long rise or baggy style

in 1-15 short and 3-15 reg. rise.

Buy these latest styles at

savings now and pay later,

use our layaway.

|One ot The Slop & Shop Companies

THERE'S ALWAYS A NEW REASON TO SHOP BRADLEES

VISA MasterCard

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD

Wednesday. November 2, 1983,
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Tonight is

Dynasty night

with

Giant TV screen at

por

C GROUP CONCERTS
PRESENTS

JORMA
kaukonen

JACK
casady

& FRIENDS

All Well Liquor Drinks 95
(music won't start till the show is over)

Free Champagne
for Ladies

from 8 - 10:30

1

25 off on all

Liquor and Drinks

I*

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS —

DOBBY&theMIDNITES
UBOB WEIR KENNY GRADNEY

BILLY COBHAM
DAVE GARLAND BOBBY COCHRANa

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER LITTLE ARENA
NOVEMBER 3rd -- 8:00 P.M.
ALL SEATS RESERVED $1 1 .50

On Sole At Springfield Civic Center Box Office,

Dototix and oil ('^tTickelron Outlets

Pfione Charge (413) 787 6600 or TOLL FREE (800) 243 4842 Zl

*¥*¥*^^¥**¥¥****-^^**¥¥'<F¥***-*-***»*

A limited number of tickets will be iold for thu specio/ event

Only area appearance together

Good Seats Still Available

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 345 two days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive d?ys 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

APT/HOUSE WANTED

Quiet, laid-back students need
house/apt. to rent starting Spring semester

at least 3 bedrms. 546-5353, 546-5334

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 Mercury Montego 3 spd 6 cyl very

reliable 25 mpg $450 6-1065

1977 Honda Civic exc.

$1500 546-4979 Amy
running cond.

1971 Datsun may need body work but runs

well 35 mpg $180 call Jeremy 253-3076

DARLING DAN

We, the secret lovers of Dan the Man
warn that we will make ourselves known to

only OS on Thursday night at 7 pm in the

Hatch Bar. Wear a feather in your cap - we
will!

DISCOVER ECKANKAR

First lecture Thurs Nov 3 "Mystery of the

Self" 7:30 PM CC. room 172

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

2 bedroom in Colonial Village take over

lease Jan 1 256-6383 Mike

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5 7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Peruvian Blankets keep warm all winter

inexpensively call Mike 546-5002

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition $100.00 586-0723

Waterbed queen complete low price

549-6833 call PM Ma-'-

20% OFF 1984 Sierra Club Calendars

Wilderness, Wildlife or Trail - $6.05 in-

cluding postage. The Consumer Network

Box 256C Shutesbury, MA 01072

Chrome Mags rear tread like new! Must

see! A steal for $250 call Mike 253-9032

Two round trip tickets to Ft Laud Nov 5 -

Nov 13 $350 or 80 549-6847

Two Guitars - Gilberto Classical six string

and case, excellent condition $150; Guild

electric bass, burgundy finish with plush

ha-dshell case, little big muff, "snake

cora a steal at half the cost $225 call

253-7841

FOUND

A pair of contact lenses were found in

the Grad Research Tower Monday. Anyone
who might have lost them can claim them
at the UMass Police Station

HELP WANTED

FULL AND PART-TIME JOBS. Ideal for

College students. Join Mass. Fair Share's

fundraising and political outreach staff.

Work in a progressive environment for

economic and social change. No ex-

perience necessary. Will train. Mon-Fri

1:30-9:30 pm. Pay $155-$225/week +

benefits. Call 586-8713 10 am - 2 pm

Newspaper Deliverers Needed in

Dorms. Good pay. Short hours. Early mor-

nings plus weekends. Call 253-7009

The Commuter Area Government is hir-

ing 2 student advocates. Experience with

organizing, communications social issues

preferred. Positions are for 10 hours/wk.

Applications available at 404 Student

Union. The deadline is 5: PM Nov 3. We are

an affirmative action equal opportunity

employer. Info: 545-2145

sending you a jar of peanut butter with a

penny for your present. Guess Who

OPEN RUSH

Tonite ckeck out Pi Kappa Alpha Cam-
pus 6f Greek area athletic champs strong

academics. PIKE check it out 9-11 418 No
Pleasant St more infer 545-2150

PART-TIME HELP

Put your conscience to work!
MASSPIRG is now hiring paid part-time for

evening hours. Call Terry, 256-6434

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Needed: Tutor for Statistics 240 to meet

once a week or more. $5.00 per hour. Call

Laura 253-5978

LAGNAF 84

LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
LAGNAF84LAGNAF84LAGNAF84
UMASSSKICLUBUMASSSKI
5-3437 '.AG N A F5- 3437 /LAGNAF

LOST

Seiko quartz watch in E-lab on 10/27 if

found please call 583-4595 collect heart-

broken will grant reward

Help I I lost my glasses near CC on the way

to Hills. Men's wire frames, black soft case

reward 546-6702

Burgundy Knapsack outside Southwest

Munchies 10/27 pm content is important if

round please return no questions asked

546-9555

Black wool beret, $35 reward. Call Bren-

da 545-6339, keep trying

Arimtron Quartz Gold Watch SOM area

10/28 very sentimental please call 549-1754

generous reward

Lost - Black purse 10/29/83 near Lot 32

reward $$ sentimental contents please call

546-9119

LYNDIA

Lyndia
promise.

Never tell me that I don't keep a

Happy Belated Birthday. I'll be

All University Women invited to Open
Rush at Sigma Sigma Sigma

Wednesday, Oct. 26 5:00 Dinner

Tuesday, Nov. 1 6:00-6:45

Wednesday, Nov. 2 7:00-7:45

Tri something different, Tri Sigma! 1

1

382 N. Pleasant St.

Questions, call 545-0075

Linda Greenberg - No big deal, but Happy

Birthday anyway.

MurphI Happy 21st Birthday to my favorite

senior. Love always, Tomas

Happy 21 Birthday Andrea! we all know
your a special person and we are wishing

you a very special year ahead. Love Maura

Ann Robin ^

Lost - Black Ski Jacket. Missing from

party near Colonial Village on 10-29. If

found please call 549-1927

Have a Happy Happy Happy Birthday

Phil Fishmanlim

Patty Murphy - happy Birthday you wild

woman! Hope your 21st is a great one.

Love, Lori

$1.00 (refundable) S.O.R. 49 Downing Fall

River, Mass 02723

CAREER DAY is coming.

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on
sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDERS WANTED

Need a ride to Calif Leaving Amherst on

Dec 1st call 549-261^

ROOMMATh WANTED

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. No Please call after 11

p.m. 256-0102.

SERVICES

Carpy, Do-loops are not the same anymore

and buttons aren't the only thing chicks

dig. Shu'up and good luck!! Computer Wiz

Hey second floor Brett - Just a note to

say you guys are great. Good Luck with

midterms Much love - Merideth £r Tony

To David R. G. - The most popular guy in

SBA. We're still waiting for the "Meriage

Trio". From your infamous "group" of

friends in Lantern Court

Lezyee aka "Pukie" Happy 22nd Birth-

day! Glad you are here at UMass! Love MB
Lisa £r Anne

To the handsome Alpha Phi Omega
man: I've been psyched since day one,

down the Cape. . but those blue eyes will

get you nowhere if you keep calling the Fire

Dept on me! II (Nov. 7?) Luv, Ang

We find scholarships - financial aid to

match vour needs - results guaranteed send

TYPING - Fast pfofessional $1.20/pg
manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665-3414

THERAPY CLIENTS

Tharapy Clients aeeded by mature

graduate counseling student 549-1499

nites.

TO SUBLET

Sublet sunny 2 bedroom center near UM
440 inc Jan 1 - Aug 31 Fall option 256-1447 .

TUTOR

Finance 301 tutor n'<eded immediately!

Call Laurie 549-6358

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel S-nith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-07 10

Student Attorney
'

coordinate judicial ci ^

student discipline casi

applications available

Office 406E SUB
10/21 5 pm AA/E'
World students enc

Artist wanted to

for Christmas Scott

2 females looking fo

share in Puffton Sprii

253-5978.

eneral wanted to

cates and work on
>? good experience

n SGA Presidents

545-0341 deadline

women and Third

aged to apply

nt portrait needed
jn-Fri 546-9071

apartment to rent or

^ semester call Laura
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iports wind down,

Third-ranked soccer receives a bye

Collcgimn photo bs^ David [leubcr

EYE BALL-UMass' Sue Bird chases down the

ball while keeping an eye on it in a match earlier

in the season. The Minutewomen have a week
and a half rest before they see action in the NCAA
tournament.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team,

which finished fifth in 1982 and seventh in 1981 at the

National Championships, was seeded third and received a

bye in the quarterfinals of this year's NCAA tournament.

By receiving the bye, UMass will host the winner of the

Keene State-Brown matchup at Boyden field on Sunday

Nov. 14 at 1 p.m. If UMass wins that game they will go to

the final four at the University of Central Florida on

November 19th and 20th.

A whopping five teams for the 12-team tourney were

selected from the New England area. Connecticut, Boston

College. Keene and Brown were picked, besides the 10-2-3

Minutewomen.

Three teams from the NCAA New England region (MA,

VT, NH, ME) were taken (BC, UMass, Keene). Four teams

from the Northeast region were picked. They were UConn,

Brew :i, Piinceton and Cortland.

"More schools are playing soccer here than in other parts

of the country," said UMass coach Kalkeni Banda. "Most of

the better teams are here."

Banda said that the 12 team tournament looks good. And

it will be a competitive one.

Among the tourney entries, UMass lost to UConn 1-0,

defeated Brown 3-1, BC 1-0. George Mason 2-1, tied

Cortland State 0-0, and the University of California-

Berkley 0-0. UMass did not face Keene (12-1-2) this year.

Preliminary matches will be held this weekend and the

quarterfinals will be held the following weekend at the

sites of the teams that received byes.

The Boston College/Princeton winner faces first ranked

18-0-1 Connecticut. Missouri/St. Louis faces George

Mason for the right to Uke on fourth ranked Cortland

SUte, and the Cincinnati/UCal-Berkley winner faces

second ranked defending champion North Cardina.

Stickers to meet B.U., spikers host Southern Connecticut
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian SUff

It's coming. It will be here in Amherst on

Saturday and a lot of people are already

getting excited about it. The University of

Massachusetts field hockey team hosts top

ranked Connecticut in their regular season

finale on Saturday and

Hold it! Wait a minute, here. The season

is not over yet. The fifth ranked

Minutewomen have another game left. And
it's just as important as the UConn game.

The Minutewomen, who sport a 12-1-2,

travel to Boston tonight to take on

unranked Boston University on the turf at 6

p.m. UMass needs to win this game, ac-

cording to Coach Pam Hixon, so it does not

drop out of the fifth position it is in. The

Minutewomen still have a shot of moving

into the Top 4 and getting a bye into the

NCAA tournament.

"This is a critical game for us," said Hixon.

"With two games to go. our job is clear cut.

To remain where we are we must win.

"If we overlook BU, we'll be making a big

mistake."

So you can be sure, Hixon has her team

ready to play BU not UConn tonight.

And playing on the artificial turf at

Nickerson Field (former home of Breakers)

is quite alright with the Minutewomen.

"We like to play on the turf," Hixon said.

"We have great speed on the forward line

and our midfielders are playing very well. I

feel confident."

Thus, Hixon's main goal for her team is to

finish as strong as it can.

And the Minutewomen will take this

game, according to Hixon, as they have

taken all the others - one game at a time.

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

WHAT? You have not seen the

University of Massachusetts volleyball

team play this season? Well, tonight the

spikers are hosting Southern Connecticut in

a three out of five match at NOPE,
beginning at 6:00.

The contest will be an exciting division II

duel. UMass is currently ranked fourth and

hoping for a spot in the state tournament.

Southern Connecticut is ranked 11th in

division 2.

UMass has not faced Southern this season.

Coach Elaine Sortino is planning to face

Connecticut with an offense that has a new
look.

"We'll be making some changes of-

fensively. We'll be keeping three hitters

across the front. This should give us the

capacity to do more things," Sortino stated.

The spikers have been on the road for a

month. Their last home match was a

thrilling five-game match against a

determined New Haven team. Following a

fourth place finish in the Hofstra tour-

nament this past weekend, the team is glad

to be home. When the crowd clears and the

splinters settle, the spikers will be even

happier with another 'W' added to their 28-

14 record.

Golf caps off season at Invitational
By TOM KELLEY
Collegian Staff

The University ot

Massachusetts women's golf

team, in its last match of the

season, finished fourth in

the Mt. Holyoke Invitatioiial

tournament held this past

weekend.
In the B division of the

tournament, UMass captain

Jane Egan shot a 96 and a 93

to take first place. Junior

Judy Guzy, although playing

sick and under medication,

shot a 97 and a 101.

Dartmouth College, the

premier team in the league

this year finished first ahead
of Rutgers. Boston College,

playing without its top,

player Laura Gibbons,
finished third.

Coach Jack Leaman was
pleased with the play of

senior Teresa Collins

(97/101) and freshman Linda

Foli (107/108). Leaman
expects his entire team back

for the spring season, which

will start, depending on the

weather, April 1st.

"We'll be looking for more
players," said Leaman. "I'd

like to see anyone who can

break 100."

Competition in women's

golf is a lot tougher in the

spring. UMass will be facing

many teams, such as highly

talented Amherst College,

that do not play in the fall.

"We've got to get better,"

said Leaman. "I think we'll

have a good team. Rutgers,

Boston College and of course

Dartmouth will be tough."

The team will beg^ hitting

balls on the archery fields as

soon as the weather breaks

in the spring. Anyone in-

terested in playing should

contact Jack Leaman in the

Physical Education
Department.

Zoo Disc, Zulu end seasons;

move on to the regionals
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Correspondent

Zoo-Disc and Zulu, the men's and women's
ultimate frisbee teams, both advanced to

the regionals of the Crown Royal Ultimate

Frisbee Championships this past weekend.

Saturday afternoon the ZOO-Disc team

easily handled their first three opponents.

They defeated Keene SUte 11-3, Dart-

mouth 11-6 and finished the day with a win

over the University of Vermont, 15-6.

On Sunday UMass downed Tufts 18-10 in

its first game. Tenaciously tight defense by

the zoo-men caused many Tuft turnovers

resulting in quick UMass scores.

In the second game, UMass faced the first-

ranked nationally Rude Boys from Boston.

With tight passes and few mistakes, UMass

led at the half, 8-5.

But in the second half the Rude Boys came

back and proved why they hold their

national ranking, scoring five times to take

the lead 10-9. Bodies flew all over the fieW

as players attempted to defend passes. It

stayed close but the Rude Boys pulled out a

15-10 win.

UMass lost its last game, 15-11, to the

Dukes from Greenwich Connecticut.

Zulu, coming off last year's number one

national ranking is having some roster pro-

blems this year.

"We lost 95 percent of our players from
last year," said Nancy McNamee, one of the
few returning players. "It takes time and

patience to learn how to handle a frisbee

and we're lacking experience. But its still

fun."

Zulu lost to the Spinsters and Traffic, both

Boston teams, and tied Tufts on Saturday

but had woa enough games the previous

week to advance to the regionals in Pur-

chase, N.Y.

The men also head to the regionals this

weekend, hoping to gain entry into the

finals, which are held in New Orleans.

Zoo-Disc is currently ranked ninth in the

nation and first in inter-collegiate play.

Women runners place fourth in New Englands

photo bjT Sue Tyler

PHOTO FINISH-Senior Dana Mikesell races to

the finish for UMass ahead of B.C.*s Leslie

Wrixon. The Minutewomen placed fourth in the

New Englands on Saturday with Mikesell

finishing 22nd.

By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

WORCESTER- -The University of Massachusetts

women's cross-country team put it all together Saturday as

they raced away with fourth-place honors at the New
England meet.

The Minutewomen, who were not even mentioned in the

meet's program and have been missing from the New
England poll all season, surprised everyone as they

finished fifty points ahead of fifth-place Rhode Island.

The women harriers were led by senior Dana Mikesell

who covered the 3.1 mile course in 18:42 and came in 22nd.

Chris Pratt (25th, 18:47), Kim Baker (26th, 18:49),

Deirdre Doyle (39th. 19:06) and SaUy How*'^ (44th, 19:14)

rounded out the top five for UMass, followed by Maureen
O'Reilly who had not raced in four weeks, yet placed ahead

of URI's fifth-place finisher.

Boston University's Marty Shea was the top finisher

overall, smashing the Green Hills Golf Course record by
more than twenty seconds in 17:14.

Two of Shea's teammates followed her directly over the
line, yet the one-two-three finish was not enough to win
the meet as their fifth woman came in 43rd and Boston
College grabbed the team title.

inu'u-piacc i>tew nampsnire was louoweo oy ine UMass
squad, pulling off "an incredible feat to come in fourth,"

according to Coach Julie LaFreniere, and may at last have
gained recognition as one of New England's most talented
teams.
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Board of Trustees kills tuition hike
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian SUff

BOSTON — The University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees ef-

fectively killed a proposal yesterday to

raise tuition by $50 next semester by

putting off consideration of the proposal

until next month.

The Trustees tabled Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey's plan for raising tuition to

alleviate problems of overcrowding in high

demand classes because of uncertainty over

the availability of teaching assistants to fill

new positions and problems of access that

could be created by a tuition hike.

Even if the Trustees eventually approve

the plan, "it will be too late to consider it for

the spring semester," Duffey said after the

vote.

Trustee Chair Robert H. Quinn said the

Board of Regents of Higher Education

"wanted us to have something to them by

Duffey states

he will seek

other solutions
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — A proposed $50 tuition increase which

would have provided funds to begin to reduce the number

of oversubscribed classes at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst was put on hold yesterday

when the Board of Trustees tabled the motion.

Despite suffering an apparent aefeat. Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey, who proposed the increase, seemed relieved

when the meeting was over. He said he believed the

Trustees will not have time to implement the increase by

next semester, but he also feels he has successfully show-

ed that the UMass administration is concerned with the

large number of oversubscribed classes. He said he will

seek another outlet to address that problem now.

News Analysis

Nov. 1," and while the Trustee delay does

not automatically defeat the proposal "right

now, things depend on the decision of the

Regents," he said.

Duffey said he "would have been curious

to see what we could have done. I think it

could have been useful if we had the funds."

The proposed $50 tuition increase would

have taken advantage of an offer by the

state legislature for state colleges and

universities to raise tuition and keep the

money on campus for special projects.

"The intent of that provision," said

University President David C. Knapp, who
support the plan, "was to provide

management and budget Hexibility, which

we have been advocating for some time."

Seymour Shapiro, faculty representative

from UMass Amherst, said that besides

creating extra sections in overcrowded

classes, the approximately $500,000 raised

by the tuition increase would provide

"flexible funds -money which can be used to

cope with problems that come up quickly."

"At the same time," he added, "I hear

people saying that many students could be

totally unprepared for this, especially

coming in the middle of the year."

Other trustees doubted that Duffey's

program could be put in place on such short

notice, and Duffey said "these goals are

dependent on the availability of part-time

teaching assistants and faculty."

Student Government Association co

President Charlene Allen said "you cannot

hire professors and get the classrooms to

the extent that Mr. Duffey has proposed in

that amount of time."

Allen also said later that "an additional

$50 payment, required with less than three

months notice, would seriously hamper the

ability of many students to pay their bills."

Trustor John T. Sweeney, an ad

ministrative law judge, questioned the

legality of waiving the increase for ap

proximately 7.000 students on campus

receiving Pell Grants and State Scholarship

Assistance Grants.

Duffey's memo on the proposal stated

that, "I have determined that we have the

authority to waive the $50 increase in the

next semester for these students," but

Sweeney said this was too general. Duffey

proposed the procedure for waiver ap-

plications, like other parts of the plan,

would be more "mature" by the fall

semester.

Sweeney also asked if a tuition increase

coupled with a Board of Regents tuition

plan, would put UMass Amherst students

in "a double kind of jeopardy."

UMass-Boston student Trustee Paul

Reeves said. "There will be no way to

assess the impact until the Regents

complete their tuition policy." He urged

ihu Trustees "to lable the measure until a

coherent tuition policy is created for the

University."

Duffey said after the vote that "this isn't

an issue of bad guys against good guys," but

rather "a central issue about how we will

try to provide equity and also how to

provide quality education."

('olleifian photo hv Ann Ijunrry

INSIDE LOOKING OUT — Junior math major Debra Kusek sits on the balcony overlooking the

campus yesterday in Draper Hall.

The tuition increase would have generated about

$500,000 for the Amherst campus. That figure is based on

approximately 10,000 students who would have to pay for

the icnrease. Some 7,000 "basic aid" students would have

received waivers under the proposal.

In his proposal, Duffey made it clear that the funds

would not go only towards engineering and the applied

sciences. He was adamant about increasing courses in the

humanities and the fine arts. He also said he plans to

reassess the problem of the insufficient number of sections

of popular or mandatory classes.

Duffey has made a strong public fight for tuition reten-

tion at UMass, and his support is shared by a majority of

the Trustees.

The tuition increase proposal has also aired some con-

cern over the Board of Regents of Higher Education's up-

coming tuition policy, and a number of people who sat in

the conference room at yesterday's meeting predicted

that a state-wide tuition increase will take effect next

year.

Duffey's tuition proposal was the third attempt, along

with Lowell State University and Westfield State College,

to take advantage of a state law which allows for each

campus to keep designated monies under a "tuition reten-

tion" program. The Trustees have worked for the fiscal

flexibility this kind of program can offer since before Duf-

fey arrived at UMass. Many wanted to take the

legislature's offer while it is available.

Grenada motion causes SGA walkout
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Members of the Third Worid Caucus, co-presidents of

the Student Government Association (SGA), and more

than 20 other senate members walked out of last night's

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting to protest the

defeat of a resolution condemning the US invasion of

Grenada.
"The Third Worid Caucus is outraged by the lack of con-

cern for issues concerning U.S. intervention in sovereign

nations," said Robert Teixeira, student senator, a member

of the caucus.

The resolution, which called the invasion a "flagrant

violation of international laws" and supported an "im-

mediate withdrawal of invading U.S. troops," failed m a

vote by 21 to 32, with 10 senators abstaining.

George McKenzie, a proponent of the motion and a

Third World Caucus senator, resigned from his position

following the defeat of the resolution.

"There is no way I can continue to participate with a

body of students who go along with the government and

say it is all right to invade," McKenzie said.

Jim Finkle, a commuter senator, said he supported the

resolution "because the U.S. role in Grenada is violatmg

international law." Finkle said he felt the actions will "in-

crease anti-U.S. sentiment around the world."

"I am disappointed people are using this forum to push

their personal political ideologies," said Bill Collins, a

Moore House senator who opposed the resolution. "We

should not be discussing this at all. We should be discuss-

ing student matters," he said.

Teixeira said the Third World Caucus is planning to

make a similar motion at next week's meeting, and is con-

sidering developing an outreach program to inform

students about issues similar to the invasion of Grenada.

"We hope senators are concerned about getting facts

about the invasion and hopefully reconsider their stand on

the issue," Teixeira said.

The revision of the SGA constitution was also discussed

at last night's meeting, and Central area senator Tim

Rudolph said he would like to see the expansion of "the

roles in relation to the writing of the constitution."

"The revision has not been democratically written,

Rudolph said. He said he wants the end of the semester

deadline extended in order to get "more people involved.
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World and National News
Lawmakers vote to keep

US Marines in Lebanon
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House

today rejected a move to force withdrawal

of U.S. Marines from Lebanon, with both

supporters and opponents voicing concern

over the safety of troops assigned to

peacekeeping duties in Beirut.

By a vote of 274-153. the lawmakers

turned back an amendment to a $247 billion

military spending bill that would have cut

off funds for the Marine contingent in the

strife-torn country after March 1.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.. D
Mass., supported President Reagan and his

administration on the issue, arguing that

withdrawing the 1.600 Marines would

undermine Lebanese peace negotiations

now under way in Geneva.

But the debate on both sides of the

question reflected the outrage in Congress

over the Oct. 23 terrorist bombing that

claimed the lives of at least 230 Marines.

The amendment was offered as the

House prepared to complete action on the

military spending bill with $2.1 billion for

production of the first 21 MX in-

tercontinental ballistic missiles still intact.

Ai* l.,macnihato

ANOTHER VICTIM — Point Salines, Grenada — Cuban prisoners

load one of the 67 Cubans wounded during the military action in

Grenada last week. The wounded were transported on a U.S. Air Force

C-130 and were transferred to a flight to Havana.

United States, Red Cross

fly Cubans out of Grenada
general who is attemptmg to establish a

temporary government in Grenada, on

Tuesday gave the Cuban diplomatic corps

in Grenada 24 hours to get out.

Speakes refused to say whether U.S.

forces might be used to enforce Scoon's

eviction order.

The Cuban government has said it

would not withdraw its mission in St.

George's until all Cuban prisoners were

evacuated. An estimated 600 prisoners

remained on the island by Wednesday
afternoon.

Scoon's 24 -hour explusion order also

applied to Soviet and Libyan diplomats,

but there was no response from those

countries about whether they would

leave.

Strike may cause shutdown

PORT SALINES, Grenada (AP) - A
U.S. military cargo plane flew 57 wounded
Cuban prisoners and 10 Cuban medics

from Grenada to Barbados Wednesday.
They transferred to a Red Cross jet and

immediately left for Havana.

In the Cuban capital, the government

claimed the U.S. invaders on Grenada had

arrested two Cuban diplomats and were

holding the Cuban diplomatic corps inside

the embassy in St. George's.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes

told reporters in Washington that U.S.

forces surrounded the Cuban Embassy in

Grenada in cooperation with Governor
General Paul Scoon's orders.

Scoon, the British-appointed governor

PHOENIX. Ariz. (AP) —Greyhound
Lines Inc., expects to be struck nationwide

at 2 a.m. EST, and the bus line will shut

down its operations at that time, a company
official said Wednesday.

John W. Teets, chairman of the board

and chief executive officer of the parent

Greyhound Corp., had no estimate on how

long the shutdown might last.

Teets said Greyhound Lines had offered

to extend the contract for as long as

necessary to allow the 12.700 members of

the Amalgamated Transit Union to review

the company's proposed contract offer and

vote on it. "The union leadership flatly

refused," Teets said.

Earlier, company spokeswoman Leslie

White said Greyhound Lines officials ex-

pected to cease operations for as long as

two weeks in the event of a strike.

Amtrak rail and other bus carriers will

accepi Greyhouno iicKeis, ana

arrangements are being made for freight

shipments, she said.

Greyhound is the nation's largest in-

tercity bus Une, with about 60 percent of

the passenger mileage.

Earthquake death toll rises

as Turkey attempts to cope
ERZURUM. Turkey (AP) —Army teams

using cranes and bulldozers pulled 93 more
bodies from the rubble of their homes
Wednesday, raising the earthquake death

toll in eastern Turkey to 1,332. the military

government said.

It did not specify where the bodies were

found, but rescue workers had expressed

fears the toll would jump when search

crews with heavy equipment reached

stricken mountain villages.

Late Tuesday, four after-shocks from the

Sunday temblor jolted the area, killing two
more people and scaring thousands of

survivors huddling in donated tents in near-

freezing temperatures.

As searchers pressed their hunt for

bodies, a major international aid effort

raced against the impending arrival of

harsh winter weather to get relief to the

thousands of homeless.
Rescue officials transferred 40 children

whose parents were killed in the Sunday

quake to an orphanage in this provincial

capital and put others in hospitals and

homes of neighbors.

Officials did not know the total number of

orphaned children but Turkish newspapers

have reported receiving hundreds of calls

from Turks seeking to adopt survivors.

The disaster has overshadowed the

campaign for parhamentary elections

Sunday, the first general elections in

Turkey since generals seized power in

September 1980 following years of political

violence.

AP Laacrphoto

FIFTEEN YEARS LATER — President Reagan sigrns the bill

Wednesday making Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday a national holi-

day in the Rose Garden. Attending the ceremonies are, from left: Vice

President George Bush, Sen. Charles McC. Mathias, R-Md.; Coretta

Scott King; Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan.; Sen. Jack Kemp, R-N.Y.; Rep.

Katie Hall, D-Ind.; and Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker.

Bomb threat at college causes

evacuation at Glenn speech
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. A telephoned bomb threat

forced the evacuation of 1.700 people from a college

auditorium during a speech Wednesday by Democratic

presidential contender Sen. John Glenn.

Many members of the crowd then followed Glenn to

another building on the Springfield Community College

campus, where he concluded his remarks at a press con-

ference.

No bomb was found, and Springfield Police Lieutenant

Edward McGovern labeled the call "a hoax."

Police said they received the call from an unidentified

male on their '911' emergency phone at about 11 a.m.

Glenn had started speaking about 45 minutes earlier at the

college.

"The caller said. "There is a bomb in Building 20. This is

no joke," and hung up before police could trace the call.

McGovern said.

College president Andrew M. Scibelli said when he

received word of the call on the podium, he interrupted

Glenn and tolH him nniwo Vi-.-^ j.i- .^i
^,; ,. ... y ^;^^^ -f^g

building.

"This is .>. .^a. .'. s ..'^< if.:s Has

happened, ^r^d »hv !•» •, " ^'j.ry,' Clc...i aaiu af

terward.

Digest
by the Associated Press

Pickle factory worker recalls

identity after amnesia
GREENFIELD, Mass. — He woke up on a park bench

with blood on his Up and a wedding band on his finger. He
could Ust the American presidents, but couldn't remember
his name.

After wandering around for two weeks and spending his

nights in a Boston shelter for homeless men, pickle factory

worker Paul C. Williams suddenly figured out who he is.

"I just sort of went to pieces at the time," Williams said

when asked to describe the feeling at learning his identity.

"I don't know what else to say."

The realization came Tuesday morning while he was
brushing his teeth at the Pine Street Inn, a shelter in

Boston. He says he looked in the mirror and just knew his

name was Paul. "Paul, not John, Paul. Paul ... WiUiams."

he repeated slowly, recreating the scene. "It just sort of

tame out."

College professor admits

he worked using false names
CARLISLE. Pa. — A college professor who taught

under assumed names at two state universities at the same
time pleaded guilty Wednesday to four misdemeanor
counts of forgery. He agreed to pay $17,600 restitution

and could face a prison term.
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VMassgay coi

on killing of rights bill
By TRICIA A. YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

Members of the gay community at the

University of Massachusetts strongly

opposed Wednesday the State Senate's de

facto killing of a Gay Rights Bill on

Tuesday.
The bill, the center of several heated

debates in the Senate, has reduced some

senators to resort to name-calling, but has

been sent to the Massachusetts Supreme

Judicial Court to determine its con-

stitutionality. This action might kill the

bill for this year.

Many of the members of the People's

Gay Alliance (PGA) at UMass said they

were disappointed in the way of some of

the senators acted in failing to vote on the

measure. Members said they (senators)

avoided the issue by sending it to the state

Supreme Court.

"I'm upset with the way they killed it.

They didn't even vote it down because

they're afraid of losing our votes because

they know what a large number we (gay

constituents) are," said Bruce Crowe, a

Johnson dormitory co-.senator and

member of the PGA.
PGA President Ron Lussier said, "I

can't believe they're not voting it in. It's

not hurting anyone, only helping them."
Some members of the gay community at

UMass said they saw the action containing

different implications, while others at-

tacked Sen. Denis L. McKenna (D-

Somerville) who referred to homosexuals

as "fags and lesbos."

"I'm thoroughly disgusted because it

shows that there's no such thing as

equality in America and that inequality

can be upheld throughout the law." said

Brian Robertson, a senior German major.

In reference to Senator McKenna's

statement that the only thing

homosexuals "offered to culture is AIDS
(Aquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)

and herpes." Crowe said, "Senator

McKenna, who is so misinformed, should

realize that there is a large lesbian

population in his district." There should

be a recall vote in his district because of

his ignorance."

Despite their anger, many members of

the gay community were optimistic about

the future.

"I'm very disappointed, but I think it's

just a matter of keeping on hoping.

There's always another year," sophomore

Bachelor's degree with Individual Con-

centration (BDIC) major Alex McClure

said.

Gay Awareness Day to

help combat stereotypes
. „,^"S7«-»*i:^Dcnv The main speaker wUl be David Gearhart.

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

In an effort to educate the campus com-

munity about the myths and miscon- • •••
i >fis

about gays, the University of

Massachusetts People's Gay Alliance (PGA)

has designated Friday as Gay Awareness

Day.
The event will feature speakers,

workshops and discussion groups for both

gay and straight people centering around

the theme "gay rights are human rights,"

and will end with a gay and lesbian dance

open to all at 9 p.m. on the 10th floor of the

Campus Center.

People have stereotypes about gays and

we want them to know that we are normal

human beings like everyone else," said Eton

Sussier, president of the PGA.
Lavender balloons will be handed out

throughout the day on the Compus Con

course. People must sign a petition sup

porting gay rights on campus in order to get

a balloon. There will also be petitions to

support a gay rights bill that was killed in

the Massacnusetts Senate Tuesday.

"Before, when we gave out ballons people

would take them not knowing what they

meant. Now we want to let them know

what being gay is and have them be sup

portive of gay nght«.." Lussier said.

The main speaker will be David Gearhart,

secretary of the Massachusetts Gay

Political Caucus, who will speak on gay

politics and is expected to focus on the gay

rights bill which the senate sent to the sUte

Supreme Judicial Court.

Some of the events Friday will include a

gay men's health workshop to be run by Dr.

Able of the Health Services and a discussion

caUed "Straight Talk about Gay People",

both at 1 p.m.

This discussion will be a forum in which

straight and gay people can ask each other

questions and talk about homosexuality and

gay issues.

Another discussion to be held at 1 p.m. is

called "Coming Out on Campus" which will

tie in closely with another of the day's

themes: "It's a Nice Day to Come Out."

Lussier said this means it is a nice day for

gays to come out of the closet and be open

about their sexual preference.

"About 10 percent of UMass is gay but so

many people are not open about it due to

social pressures and fear of losing friends,"

he said.

""If that 10 percent was out of the closet

gay rights would not be an issue but an

acceptance. It's no big deal, just a person's

preference and it is a big step to get it out in

the open," Lussier said.

Coltcirta> photo *iv Um Laawrj

AFTERNOON NAPPING — Kevin Kelley, a sophomore veterinary medicine major and Bruin,

sleep Wednesday on the Campus Center Concourse. ^____

Woman enjoys managing radio station
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Amherst is much different than Wisconsin, but Joan

Rubel liked what she did there and Ukes what she does

now: being general manager of a radio station.

In September Rubel, a native of Connecticut, became

general manager of WFCR, the five coUege radio station

located in Hampshire House at the University of

Ma>achusetts.

Women
On Campus

Rubel said she "fell in love" with the radio industry while

working at WROT in Madison. Wisconsin where she

learned how "to do radio."

"(Radio is) everpresent. It reaches everybody. There's

more ability to communicate quickly without much

responsibilities. There are more levels of communication

than in print." she said.

Rubel said she is satisfied with her management

position, one she said was ""not traditionally set for

women." The broadcast medium was not open in the past

for women and minoi'ities, she said, but things are now

changing.
.. u ^ k..*

""(Broadcasting) is important for women, she said but

she said finds more women working for public broadcasting

than private.

"Interpersonal skills are what make a good manager."

she said. '"You have to have a sense of caring for people

and the ability to communicate well," she said.

Rubel's responsibilities include doing administrative

work, policy-making, long-range planning and '"moving

forward along the line of others with the same goal," she

said.

Rubel said she does not feel obligated to communicate

solely about women, but instead she said she bases the

need on a more universal picture.

She said she wants to be able to contribute to the public

and have an impact on culture.

Rubel moved to Wisconsin from Connecticut in 1969 to

attend the University of Wisconsin where she obtained a

bachelor's degree in sociology.

"It was the time to figure out what to do with myself,"

she said of her college years.

During the early 70s, Rubel was involved with the

women's liberation movement.

Cashin dorm fire labelled 'suspicious'

University of Massachusetts police, the Amherst Fire

Department and UMass Department of Environmental

Health and Safety officials responded to a report of a fire

in Cashin dormitory in the Sylvan Residential Area short-

ly after 8 p.m. Tuesday.

The fire, which occurred in the trash room on the second

floor uf the East end, has V)een labeifO suspicious and is

under investigation, according to the police report.

In other police action:

UMass police received two reports involving thefts

Tuesday night from motor vehicles parked in Lot 22. The

first incident, received at 7:39 p.m., reported the vehicle s

exterior had been scratched extensively with a sharp

object. The vehicle was then broken into, and a stereo.

speakers, power booster and three cassettes, valued at

more than $300, were stolen, police said. Total damages

were estimated at more than $500, police said.

The second incident, reported at 11:18 p.m.. uivolved a

charge of breaking and entering with total damages

estimated at more than $700. poUce said. Stolen were a

stereo, speakers and jumper cables, with extensive

damage to the dash board as a result, according to the

report.

A triple beam balance scale valued at $130 was reported

stolen from the 15th floor of the Graduate Research Center

at 5:39 p.m. Tuesday, police said. The theft occurred

between 9 p.m. Oct. 27 and 12 p.m. Oct. 28, according to

the report. There were no signs of forcible entry.

MARY ANNE BEEN

Professor claims

Reagan misinforms

American public

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The Reagan administration has conducted an un-

precedented campaign of lies concerning the llnited

States military invasion of drenada, said a professor from

the Virgin ' ands last night at Hampshire College.

Gloria '-.^'i ^'h, a feminist and a blck studies professor from

*.«...p.>iiue College, was one of the four panelists of a

teach in on Central America, sponsored by the Central

America Solidarity Alhance.

Reagan is able to ivXiXvWvWx-xv-:-::::-:-:-:-:-^

misinform the public with

relative ease," Joseph said.

She discussed the reasons

for the manipulation of the

minds of congress members,

senators and citi'.ens.

•'The majority oi the people

do not understand the

history of U.S. greed, of

U.S. fear of communism,
and of U.S racism." she said.

The public was unfamiliar

with the revolutionary

history of Grenada and did

not view Grenada as a

sovereign black nation, she ..,.....,......^.^.^.^.^^::.^:.::^::<.:.:.:.:.v.::^:.^:.x;::X;

said.

Joseph said Reagan lied to the public about the requests

for help from surrounding nations. He also lied about the

danger to U.S. medical students and he lied about the

danger of communism. "I could dismantle all these lies, but

I don't even have time to list them all," she said.

Joseph said that during the initial days of the invasion,

Americans heard nothing of the devastation of Grenada,

only reports of the success of the operation.

"In reality it was a SAFU situation (situation all messed

up). They did not know who to shoot. They had people

running around in the streets, pointing out people, and

then capturing them," she said.

Hampshire College professor Andrew Sulky said the U.S.

invasion of Grenada was a revival of one of the most

sacrosanct traditions of American history

Sulky proceeded to list over 26 instances of U.S. in-

tervention in Central American affairs since the American

revolution.

Roberto Marquex. a Hampshire College Hispanic history

professor said the airstrip on Grenada which was described

as "extraordinary" by the U.S officials is about the same

lenght as the airstrip in Antiqua which has strong popular

support among Grenadians.

"The popular support for the airport is represented by the

bonds that the people bought to support it." he said.

The majority of the

people do not
understand the

history of U.S.

greed U.S. fear of

communism and of

U.S. racism.

Gloria Joseph

Wanna a free book?
We need book reviewers.

Apply at the Collegian arts desk.
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FTC director will speak students travel to Kent state
to concerned consumers
The director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection at the

Federal Trade Commission. Carol Crawford, will speak on

"The Role of Government in Consumer Protection" at 8

p.m. today in room 165 169. Campus Center.

Students to meet, talk

on UM services
Officers of the International Students Association and the

presidents or representatives of the various national or

regional associations on campus are invited to meet with

the Foreign Student Affairs Committee to discuss services

offered by the University between 4 and 6 p.m. today in

208 Machmer.

Buses set to transport

marchers to Capitol
Buses going to Washington D.C. for the November 12

march to protest United States Intervention in Central

America and in the Caribbean will leave November 1
1
from

fhe municipal parking lot in Northampton and return

after ihe n.arch. For further information.^ cal. I he

American Friends Service Committee at 584 897 o.

Wife of candidate to

speak at UMass Friday
Peatsy HoUings. wife of Presidential candidate Ernest F.

Rollings, from South Carolina, will speak at 1:30 p.m.

Friday at the University of Massachusetts in Room 917 of

the Campus Center. Rollings is the second Democratic

representative of a Presidential candidate to visit the

UMass campus. Gary Rart from Colorado visited the

campus last semester.

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUD
MEMBERSHIP

$10 BEFORE NOV. 15/ $15 AFTER NOV. 15

Includes Free Transportation, Free Refreshments, Discount Lift

Tickets and a Variety of Special Events which include: Saturday

Trips to Major Vermount Mountains, Thursday Night Skiing at

Mt. Tom £f Berkshire East. Hot Tub Parties, Happy Hours Ect,Ect.

12th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV. 16 - 19

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
$500,000 Worth of Top Name Winter Clothing

& Ski Equipment at Incredible Saving*.

2th ANNUAL DUSH DASH
JAN. 22 - 27

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK
Lifts. Lodgings, Meals, Uee Beer & Wine Parties. Hot Tub b
Sauna Party. Beer Slalom, Nastar Races, Long Underwear Party,

EtcEtc ^

LAGNAF84
NOT JUST A CLUB. A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

SIGN-UP & INFO

TABLE TODAY
CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE

By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

Originally designed to address the issues of sexism,

racism, and homophobia, the national conference of the

Progressive Student Network (PSN) held late last week

took on an added air of urgency as a result of the recent m-

vasion of Grenada.

Late last week, two vans loaded with 21 students left

the University of Massachusetts and made the 12-hour

trip to Kent State University where the annual convention

was held. Beatrix Hoffman, a long-time member of the

Radical Student Union (RSU) at UMass. said more than

150 students from 10 campuses in the East and Midwest

attended the conference.

The conference, which began Saturday, featured

workshops and educational panels run by the three major

caucuses of the PSN: the Women's Caucus, the Lesbian

Caucus, and the Third World Caucus. The people who at-

tended the conference were "all drawn (to Kent State)

because the PSN is multi-issue. It addresses so many con-

cerns of people." Hoffman said.

Trying to fill a void in American politics that has existed

since the demise of Students for a Democratic Society in

the early '70s, the PSN was formed in 1980 after the elec-

tion of Ronald Reagan. Since then the organization's pur-

pose has been to unite progressive students at campuses

around the country into an effective national voice, Hoff-

man said.

Though the PSN reaches out to a broad range of people,

Hoffman said because of the recent events in Lebanon and

Grenada, militarism was probably the overriding concern

of people at the convention.

"We discussed what a national campus reaction could be

to the invasion of Grenada. The University of Iowa's con-

vention worked for November 10 to be a National Day of

Action," she said. "It's up to individual campuses to act on

that day."

At UMass, the RSU is planning "A Tribute To People In

Grenada." a combination rally and performance, mixing

theater, music and poetry, to take place on November 10.

The conference was "very inspiring," Hoffman said.

"We came away with energy to apply to work. There's a

feeling that something is really beginning."
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Town Meeting vetoes mall
By JULIA MAYCCX^K
Collegian Correspondent

It was gomg to be a mini-wall complex

with retail stores, offices, townhouses and

a '^22-car earai'e It went through two revi-

sions, was to have been sponsored by a $1

million Urban Development Action Grant

auu would have been buili across from

Jones Library in Amherst center. But

because of "aesthetic" and "inherent"

traffic concerns, Town Meeting vetoed the

Academy Square Project earlier this week

with a 101-53 vote.

The project to develop four adjacent

parcels of land, one of which is owned by

the town and 80 percent of which is used as

a municipal parking lot on the corner of

Amity and Prospect Streets, has been

steeped in controversy since it was propos-

ed four months ago. The Finance Commit-

tee and the Planning Board endorsed the

plan, citing financial benefit to Amherst.

The Board of Selectmen split 3-2 against

the project and a group calling itself the

Downtown Coalition adamantly opposed it.

Selectman Fred Steinbeck said the board

members who did not endorse the project

thought the paramount concern was that

Academy Square would destroy the buffer

zone between business and residential

areas. He said increased traffic, parking

problems, the proximity of the massive

structure near the "perfectly priceless"

Jones Library, and the possible future use

of land which increases in market value dai-

ly, disturbed him.

A package of three warrant articles

would have allowed developer David

Williams, designer of the Hartford Civic

Center and Burlington Square, to build the

bi-level garage by changing the zoning

laws, buy or lease town land for 50 years,

and apply for a federal Urban Development

Action Grant to subsidize the facility. The

entire project included 36,000 square feet

of office space, 6,000 square feet of reUil

space, 12 townhouses and the garage.

Jim Lee, a member of the downtown

coalition that supervises parking at the

University of Massachusetts, said there is a

continual and frequent turnover of retail

and office space in Amherst. He said the

actual need for retail space is so weak that

offices are occupying prime storefront pro-

perty.

Theater is for and by women
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Frustration with the media's portrayal of

women as one-dimensional spurred the

formation of the Amherst Women's

Community Theater, a group which at

tempts to break traditional stereotypes and

redefine women's roles in society.

Sarah Dreher. spokesperson for the

company, said the company consists of six

women on the board of directors and a

shifting kaleidoscope of performers,

playwrights, production crews and others

who "show up" when word gets out that

another production is scheduled.

Dreher. who has been with the company

since its founding eight years ago, does

much of the playwrighting herself. Dreher

said the company produces plays in which

"all roles are for women, with everything

done bv women."
'We' re teininisls" by which I mean that we

attempt to portray women as people, rather

than the traditional cardboard woman."
Dreher said.

She said the company has a solid following

of more than 500 people. The company
funds its performances by ticket sales,

which are on a sliding scale, and fundraisers

such as tag sales, dances, and private

donations.

breher is a private psychologist, anu said

most of the women who work with the

company have other full-time careers as

well.

The company was formed in 1976 after

doing a performance for the University of

Massachusetts International Women's

Week and "a bunch of us decided to stay

together." Dreher said.

Dreher is the only woman left of the

original company.
The Women's Community Theater just

completed its annua* playwrighting contest,

with plays submitted from all over the

country. The board of directors must now

choose between 45 plays for a production

scheduled for the spring, she said.
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stacks of wax: new vinyl
By (lERARD CX)SLOY
Collegian Staff

Intense amounts of personal stress and

pain now make it imptissible for me to con-

tinue reviewing records in the Collegian at

my current pace. 'Cause it's so damn bor-

ing, that's why. To keep things

manageable, tolerable, etc., there'll be a

slew of brief reviews encapsulised into one

BIGDEAL heading, with one particularly

outstanding slab of vinyl getting the

coveted Pick Of The Week title. Here goes:

PUBLIC IMAGE LTD. Live In

Tokyo (Virgin Import LP) - A sick joke

really, Pil being minus Wobble & Levene,

now consisting of J. Lydon plus New
Jersey Phil - cover band. Slicked-up old

faves, plus some ghastly new material as

played before a screaming, sub-teen Tokyo

audience. Not mv idea of fun.

GREEN ON RED — Gravity Talks

(SlassAVarners LP) - Equal parts Dream
Syndicate and Lyres, LA's Green On Red

seem to In? moving away from the garage-

blare of their earlier EP's and into more

Thirsty for news?
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whistful, Dylan - wish territory. Strong

throughout.

THE JAM — Snap! (Polydor LP) -
Relatively well-compiled greatest-hits col-

lection from the one band who broke up at

the right time. More revealing than the fine

demo-version of "That's Entertainment"

are the liner notes where Weller confesses

his disgust with the Jam's post — '81 out-

put. Less essential than buying, say, Sound

OMEGA TRIBE — No Love Lost
(Corpus Christi Import LP) - Thoughtful

and thoroughly original political punk,

Crass-ideology meets better lyrical

development and musical expansion.

THIS MORTAL COIL — 16 Days
(4AD Import 12) - A Supposed "all-star"

lineup featuring members of Coloubox,

Modern English "hits." After losing the

Birthday Party, maybe all 4AD can do is

rehash the past?

RUDIMENTARY PENI — Death
Church (Corpus Christi Import, LP) — No
relation to the radio program of the same

name. Death Church showcases. Rudimen-

tary Peni moving away from their past

buzzsaw attack and into more cohesive ter-

ritory. Cool tracks: "Boring Rock Stars,"

as fine a swipe at the Strummer/Rotten

sellout bunch as I've ever heard.

SWANS — Filth (Neutral LP) -
Heavily layered noise, sound on sound with

no discernable trace of melody. Throbbing

Gristle or Meat Puppets fans should take a

look here.

LET'S ACTIVE — Afoot (IRS, 12
"

EP) — Vocalist Mitch Easter sounds alot

like his pal from the dB's, Chris Stamey. So

much so that the first time I heard Easter's

"Every Word Means No," I thought 'wow,

best thing the dB's have ever done.' En-

couraging stuff from North Carolina, 'tho

comparing them to REM won't help

anybody.
XMAL DEUTSCHLAND - Inn-

cubus Succubus (4AD Import 12") —
About as abrasive as a dance record can

get away with. The women in Xmal
Deutschland snarl pretty well, language

barrier or not.

CULTURE CLUB — Colour By

Numbers (Virgin LP) - I disliked them at

first (still do), but I think it's worth noting

that stupid clothes 'r'not, O'Dowd's vocal

has grown considerably, "Black Money"

being far and away the best thing he's ever

done. No one gets cheated with Culture

Club's 2nd LP...either accept it on the level

of what it is (faintly amusing MOR froth),

or disregard it and move onto something

else

ESG — Come Away With ESG (99

LP) - LIKE THIS. The Scroggins Sisters'

first LP proper is the hottest dance disc go-

ing, ultracool sparse production (bass

sounds great), and a LOUD mix of varied

rhythms pull through in style. More hits

than Thriller (at least in my room).

VARIOUS ARTISTS — Rainy Day
(Llama LP) - A better idea than This Mor-

tal Coil....assorted members of the Three

O'clock, Rain Parade. Bangles and Dream

Syndicate stumble merrily thru Dylan, Neil

Young covers. Haunting and fun.

KISS — Lick It Up (Mercury) - Pret-

ty depressing. As you might've guessed,

Gene Simmons and Paul Stanley unmasked

is a fairly grotesque image. Kiss' 1983 soft-

metal comeback attempt (no. 6 in the last 5

years) is as limp as the cover art implies.

Who needs 'em when we've got the Misfits

and the Cramps, anyways?

PICK OF THE WEEK: VARIOUS
ARTIST — English As A Second

Language (Talking Package)
(Freeway LP) — LA poet/wiseass Harvey

Kubemik, best known for his 1982 spoken

word compilation Voices Of The Angeles

has thrown together a weird blend of musi-

cians, journalists, poets and perverts; mak-

ing for an intensely creative aurual mon-

tage. Funny and scary, sad and sick,

Charles Bukowski and Chuck Dukowski on

the same disk! Where John Giomo's NY
poetry comp's rarely lighten up,

Kubernik's "art" never makes the fatal

mistake of taking itself too seriously. I

guess you'll have to be there.
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Wind Ensemble,

Choir to perform
By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Chamber Choir and

Wind Ensemble will present a combined free concert this

Friday, November 4th. at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts Concert

Hall.

The Choir will open with two folk songs from Latin

America, and will include Rondes, and experimental work

that combines unusual vowel sounds with a pre-recorded

taped background. The Wind Ensemble will perform

Haydens Concerto for Trumpet that wiU feature

distinguished lacully member, professor Walter Chestnut.

After the intermission, the two groups will combine to

perform a recently commissioned piece, Cantieum by

Vaclav Nelhybel, and the three part Symphony in Bflat for

Concert Band.

The thirty-six-member Chamber Choir has represented

UMass at the inauguration of President Knapp at Fanueil

Hall and on tours to Washington D.C. The Wind Ensemble

performed last spring at the Eastern Division Conference

of the Music Educators National Convention.

Friday's concert is presented by the UMass department

Df Music and Dance. For further information, call the

department's office at 545-2227.
The University Chamber Choir.

Ptioto courteiy IIcpl. Muiir and Danrr

This v/eekend appears to have more than its share of

available concerts. It seems as though we're stuck in a

situation of having too many or too few shows at any one

time. Tonight, there are four concerts of any consequence

in the valley, all of which hold equal merit, and depending

upon taste, would be equally worthwhile to attend. At the

Fine Arts Center sax man Stan Getz will team with singer

Astrud Gilberto for an evening of Latin-tinged jazz. At the

Bluewall David Johansen will play two shows, at 7:00 and

10:00. Meanwhile, the Springfield Civic Center plays host

to the only area appearance of Hot Tuna (contrary to what

the adds say. the Rusty Nail show on Nov. 10 has been

postponed). Bobby and the Midnites will be opening. Also

for Blues fans, the man with the icepick guitar, Albert

Collins, will rock out the Hangar. I ask you. is this fair? I

for one cannot make up my mind where to go.

Tomorrow night is a big blues night. The Rusty Nail

hosts several major blues artists, including John Ham-

mond. John Lee Hooker, and Willie Dixon. Now that is a

line-up. For the wave slaves, the next big thing from

Scotland, the Shakin Pyramids, will be at the Hangar.

Saturday night, over at John M. Greene Hall, Smith, an

evening of "Jewish Jazz", the Klezmerim, will perform

music from Eastern Europe and immigrant America.

Saturday night also offers a touch of stardom with Mick

Fleetwood at the Rusty Nail. No. not Fleetwood Mac. but

Mick is about as close to the real thing as we're likely to see

in this area. For fans of 60's cult groups. June and Jean

Milinglon of the group Fanny, will be at Buckley Recital

Hall, and the band that wouldn't die, the Neighborhoods,

will play the Hangar. Hardcore fans get a big treat tonight

when DYS, Last Rites, Deep Wound, Da Stupids and

Siege play the Greenfield Guiding Star Grange. All ages,

natch. At the Iron Horse, Rory BUn-k will play her style of

blues. (Seems like a real weekend for the blues, I wonder

if that has something to do with midterms).

Upcoming concerts include a rescheduled George Carlin

Sunday night, at the Nail, Arthur Blythe at the Iron Horse

Nov. 13. and X at the Nail of Nov. 16.

The winner of a free pass to see Hot Tuna and Bobby and

the Midnites tonight at the Springfield is Charles Hurlburt

II. Congratulations Charles. For those who entered and

did not win, don't worry, we'll hold another contest before

the semester is through. Thanks for trying. Seey'all next

week.

Chinese paintings radiate a strong aura ofgloom
YUAN YUNSHENG
The Artist's Point of View
as Seen Through his Works
Through November 14

Mead Art Museum, Amherst College

By NELLIE SCIUTTO
Collegian Staff

Currently at the Mead Art Museum of Amherst College

is a Chinese art exhibit, by Yuan Yunsheng a noted

Chinese painter, from the "Hundred Flowers Campaign" of

1958. This campaign was a move by the communist

government of China to encourage more Uberal expression

in art. When the art became too explicit, the government

immediately imprisoned all the artists or banned them to

the countryside. Yuan Yunsheng lived in the confines of

the Chinese countryside for 20 years because his art.

contrary to classical Chinese art, was of voluptuous

women.

Works by once imprisoned Chinese artist Yuan Yunsheng.

nmUt by Dmve Dcubcr

At the opening reception for his exhibit, the axtist

presented slides of his work-many of which were photos

of murals that the government aUowed him to paint before

his imprisonment. The most famous of these is a mural m
the Pekirig airport. Done in colors ol copper, rust, olive,

and mustard, it is a depiction of the creation of man. The

artist's style is divergent; the beginnmg of the muraJ is

caustic painted with sharp strokes. Midway through to

the ending of the mural, the strokes are smoother and the

depictions as a whole are more harmonious. Contrary to

most ancient cultures, the Chinese have always had great

respect for women because they beUeve woman made the

sky and started mankind. This is evident m Yuan Yun-

sheng's art as weU as in most Chinese artwork.

"If strokes beget strokes, then one stroke leads to the

next It is the crystaUzation of one stroke that leads you to

another state. The past returns vividly. Every moment I

paint is a new moment. Each painting, a start from zero

said Yuan Yunsheng of his art. "One stroke does not lead

to another; the first stroke is crystallized and a new

thought creates the next stroke." he said.
. ^ ,,.

Mo-t of v-.-^" v„n«h«n7''- work'^ are done with ( hmese

brushes on Chinese paper. His style strays from

traditional Chinese art. There are similarities to Greek

paintings ... ...ac ...c . ^ -^— anu «u...en are full-

bodied and muscular. They are m reclmed positions.

Chinese art is generally less fluid.
, u- u

There are 15 pieces in the exhibit itself, none of which

have titles. The works express the different emotions of

Yuan Yunsheng during his imprisonment. In two of the

paintings, a bull, the symbol of hope, appears; another

painting is of a religious woman with a child.

Many of the paintings are more disparmg. One is only a

dense mass; yet in its simplicity it has a strong asura of

irloom Another, done only in black and white, is of a man

perched high on a large black horse, clutching its wmd-

blown mane in fear. . »• •

By far the works most expressive of the artist s im-

prisonment are two paintings which appear to be related

In one. there are many huddled individuals with upraised

arms, peering into a white hole to see a fading figure falling

downward into the pit. The other painting shows a stack of

people crushed beneath the weight of a much large person.

When one looks closely, aU the people appear to be pushing

the larger being upwards. They are strugUmg. It also

seems symbolic that the former painting is mostly in black

and the latter, in white.

Yuan Yunsheng's exhibit wiU be on display at Amherst

College 's Mead Art Museum until November Hth.
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The real meaning of patriotism?

On a hot, humid day last summer I stood on the

Boston Common with twenty other people holding a

sign that read: US OUT OF EL SALVADOR.
A lot of people who rushed by on their lunch hour slowed

down to read our signs and grab leaflets describing the

U.S. policy in Central America. I remember one man

walked past us three times reading the slogans out loud to

himself. He was an older man, and when he finished

reading the signs, he stood in front of us and shouted that

we were "all a bunch of communists."

Miriam Zoll

This was the first time in my life that someone called me
a "communist" for showing my disgust and disapproval of

what our government is doing in Central America, and

around the world. At first I just laughed that this man
even thought we were communists. Our signs clearly in-

dicated that we were in favor of allowing the peoples of

Central America to choose their own economic system and

elect their own governments. And the leaflets we were
passing out explained that the reason we wanted the

United States out of Central America was because we
were aiding governments that abused, tortured and
murdered their own citizens. I wondered how and where
this man, and millions of other Americans, got the idea

that Americans who support popular revolutions were
communists.

Then I remembered that Ronald Reagan was our presi-

dent. Many people probably get this "communist
paranoia" from Reagan and members of his conservative

and Republic social circle, who blame most of the worlds'

problems on the Soviets. Almost everytime the United

States government, past and present, decides it's g^ing to

intervene, or invade, a country, it "justifies" its' actions

by saying, "we must stop the spread of communism amd
restore deomocracy to the people."

What does Ronald Reagan know about democracy!? He
ignores millions of people in his own country who protest

for and demand an end to the insane and escalating

nuclear arms race. Reagan has the impudence to tell the

American people that the nuclear freeze movement is

communist inspired!" His administration and our Con-
gress continues to send money and military advisors to the

right-wing military government in blood stained El

Salvador. Our present administration had admitted that it

is trying to destabilize the popular Sandinista government
in Nicaragua, which has done more to help the people of

that country than the previous dictator whom the United
States still supports. Reagans' administration, and others

before his, condone and support the repressive regime of
General Augusto Pinochet, the dictator who has enforced

martial law in Chile for several months now. But, at the

same time, our government objects to martial law in com-

munist, controlled Poland.

Last week about 500 students gathered in front of the

Student Union to rally against the role of United States

militarism throughout the world. As the demonstrators

marched to Whitmore chanting "US Out Now," a group of

20 men started chanting "US All the Way." After

shouting out "Better Dead than Red," this small group

proceeded to sing the Star Spangled Banner. They semed

determined to show the larger group that they were more

"patriotic" because they supported Reagans' decision to

invade Grenada.
There is blatant hypocrisy in our present administra-

tions' conception of democracy, but much worse, there is a

dangerous development of machismo in our foreign policy.

When the Soviets shot down the Korean airliner,

Reagan and the rest of the world condemned the

murderous act. But Reagans' conservative supporters ac-

cused him of bt»ing "too st>ft" on the communists. Two
months later 250 Marines died in a bombing in Lebanon

and Reagan was criticized for making America appear

weak" lo the le&i oi the world. The day alter the Beirui

bombing, Reagan sent 1900 Marines, and later 6,000

troops into Grenada, the tiny Caribbean island with a

population of 110,000, in order to "protect American
citizens there."

The conservatives loved the invasion of Grenada, and

they praised the president for his use of force in the situa-

tion. The Conservative Caucus called the invasion the

"finest hour of his presidency to date," and expressed

hopes that there would be more "toug^ action" in the

r^on in the future. It is quite obvious by now that the

powerful conservatives in this country, who have tremen-

dous influence over the president, are proud of America
when we aggressively and unjustly punish nations that

happen to disagree with the goals and policies of the

United States. This offensive brand of thinking has led to

the deaths and injuries of the US Marines in Lebanon and
Grenada during the past week and a half.

America as the "tough-guy" has been the traditional

idea of patriotism for a long time now. But many
Americans are redefining the meaning of "patriotism,"

and what the United States really stands for today. Unfor-

tunately people who label demonstrators and other critics

of the government as "unpatriotic" will probably never

question their own lack of commitment to democracy in

the US and around the world. But maybe they will unders-

tand why some Americans consider their hypocritical idea

of forcibly restoring "democracy" to countries throughout

the world as "unpatriotic" and "undemocratic."

Miriam ZoU is a Collegian columnist

Controversy —
Registration
By November 12, Governor Dukakis must decide

whether to sign or veto a bill that would deny state aid to

students unless they have registered for a peacetime
draft.

Not only is this uiu on truest '..j>.<.ole Constitutional

grounds as it penalizes people without a trial, but it a'ao

u.os-a «i>^.^ -va a^aAti.t>. lilt* [xon
, i iic /v-ilJJ, iinu II- .

In addition, since there was an unwritten tradition in

the US against any peacetime draft until 1940, it is quite

possible that denying state aid to non-registrants is

unprecedented, in either wartime or peacetime.

Also, it is important that we keep the American
educational system separate from the military, as we
have done with church and state.

Students and faculty should be alarmed by the trend of

this type of legislation. Governor Dukakis has said he
must think over this bill. Please drop him a note - a 13
cent post card will do - at: The Statehouse, Boston, MA
02133. and urge him to veto this hastily passed bill.

- by Paul Walter
Graduate Student, English

Grenada and
its revolution
Since the 17th century when the French and British

fought for control of the Caribbean, Grenada has

struggled against forces which have sought to con-

trol the tiny island. By the last quarter of the 17th century

the French and British began to transport Africans as

slaves to work the large sugar plantations. Despite the op-

pressive and destructive conditions under slavery the

Africans continually resisted and challenged the system.

From work slow downs to organized insurrection Africans

maintained their struggle against their colonial rulers. By

the close of the 18th century the struggle had reached a

peak and a major rebellion occurred. Although it was

quelled it marked an important point in the history of the

country known now as the "spice island." Though slavery

in the British colonies had been abolished in 1833, the

basic foundations of slavery, especially in relationship to

land ownership remained the same well into this century.

By the 1930's most of the land was in hands of small

Paul Hetznecker

oligarchy who controlled large estates hiring peasants to

work the land at slave wages. This however did not

detract the spirit of resistance and quest for freedom

among the people. During this time period transforma-

tions were taking place in Grenada and throughout the

Caribbean. The plantation workers began to organize

trade-unions which were to become the foundations for

new political parties. Parties and unions which provided

the people with organized methods of struggle against the

unjust colonialist system. Emerging about the same time

as the trade-unionist movement was the Garvey move-

ment, a black nationalist movement named after one of its

leaders Marcus Garvey which had an important impact not

only in the United States but throughout the Caribbean as

well. Garvey's challenge of racism and colonialism spoke

to the struggles of peasant and working classes of

Grenada.
Economic conditions on Grenada worsened after WW

II. By 1950 the plantation and sugar factory owners

sought to reduce wages from 94 cents a day to 91. This

was met with militant opposition from the workers who

subsequently led a nation-wide strike. As a result the col-

onial government called in the British Navy to smash the

popular insurrection. The colonial regime was forced to

make some reforms but once again the vast political and

economic inequities remained intact. In contrast the

decade of the 1960's was severely repressive on the island.

Under the dictatorship of Eric Gairy the political and

economic conditions deteriorated. His personal corrup-

tion, violations of political and human rights and his sell

out to multi-national corporations stirred greater opposi-

tion against the existing regime. The New JEWEL (Joint

Endeavor for Welfare, Education, and Liberation) Move-

ment was formed by peasants and workers to combat not

simply the political repression of Gairy 's regime, but the

hundreds of years of impoverishment, exploitation and in-

justice experienced by the majority of the population. Con-

ditions which transformed the struggle for freedom into a

new revolutionary society. In March 1979 the peaceful

revolution occurred. The repressive dictatorship was

replaced with a provisional government supported by the

people. Some of the revolution's major social programs

have included a massive education drive, free health care,

profit-sharing and the development of cooperative farms

as well as laws ensuring equal pay for equal work. The
revolution was actively supported by the people through

their own political organizations and unions and up until

Tuesday's invasion by the United States, Grenada's

political system, its economy and its future were in the

hands of its people. The Reagan administration's plan to

de-stabilize and eventually overthrow the popular govern-

ment has been in the works for three years. Along with

severing all economic aid to Grenada, the U.S. has coerced

international institutions into not lending any support to

the tiny country. Also the CIA attempted to infiltrate

labor unions and disrupt the revolution with propaganda,

all efforts failing to alter the course of a people determin-

ed to remain free.

Tuesday's invasion of Grenada by U.S. military forces

destroyed the right of the people of Grenada to determine

their own future. It was a barbarous, criminal act of war
by the most powerful nation in the world upon a tiny

sovereign country of peasants and workers. "This act of

terrorism by the Reagan administration has pushed us in-

to war, but this is only the beginning. It is time that we ex-

ercise what is left of our democratic rights to control our

destiny and voice our opposition to U.S. intervention

throughout the world.

Paul Hetznecker is a UMass student

Sound off with your
letters to the editor!!

For the sake of futures and pasts

It would be the dawn of a new day for him, like it

would be for so many of us. It would be a chance
to start again, to wipe clean the slate of so much that

was bad from the past. The idea of college he thought, we
all did, was to become a better person, smarter, to find in

some way what we wanted to do in the future.

John Kenney

It was exciting for him, for all of us, to think about col-

lege. It was scary and intimidating and yet, this was the

informal introduction into adulthood, into maturity. Peo-

ple are more accepting in college he thought, we all

thought. They accept you for what you are, how you think,

the way you treat people. It's not like high school where

you're judged all too often by how you dress, who your

friends are, what kind of music you listen to. No — this

was different, people are older, smarter, more forgiving of

frailties that claim us all.

But he learned, we all did, that conveying a feeling that

you just can't explain to other people, that they just have

to know and feel, too, is a hard thing. It is very special to

find someone who we can talk with. For, when you're in a

new environment, the kind that college brings about, you

need friends. You need people to listen and to understand

— about our past, about our confusion now, about our fear

of the future.

Some of us do find these people. He didn't. He struggled

through a year of school. This is a fastpaced machine that

we fight to keep up with. He could not.

And so he left. He turned to what is often an escape for

the confused youth of America — the military.

In a world confused enough by its own existence, by

thousand year old wars, by words like intervention,

democracy and freedom, by giant, wealthy nations who

have the power and responsibility to help other countries,

some that struggle day to day to survive - comes a young

man who wants a little respect and understanding out of

life.

He finds himself instead in one of the most politically

sensitive and turbulent areas in the world. And on the

whim of madmen "trying to free their country," a truck

loaded with explosives is rammed into the lobby of an air-

port building housing a couple hundred Marines, there to

keep peace, there, sound asleep like children, in the middle

of the night.

Generations from Worid War I to World War II, Korea

and Vietnam have known the feeling of having brothers,

cousins, friends killed in war.

In the past week we have been brutally introduced to

war on a very personal level. People our age, 19, 20, 21

years old have been killed in Beirut and Grenada in war.

Michael Devlin lived in Brooks House in Central for one

full school year. He joined the Marines and died in Beirut.

We must, as sensitive, caring invididuals think about

this, for it is important. These were not isolated events

and they are not just going to go away.

For the sake of the future, in the memory of Michael

Devlin, who walked these paths, studied our subjects,

feared the future — just like most of us — we must be com-

mitted to a better future, for we are the future.

John Kenney is a Collegian columnist

Letters'

Minority hiring isn't so easy

To the Editor,

It is a pity that the important issues of Affirmative

Action and minority hiring have been trivialized and mis-

represented in the Collegian in recent days. To any

objective observer it is self-evident that the average

salary of women on this campus is lower than that of men
in the same rank (Assistant, Associate or Professor) for

the simple reason that the average length of time in rank

is less for women, on average, than for men. Professors

who have been in that position for 20 years obviously

earn more than professors who have recently reached

that rank. This does not reflect discrimination on the

part of the University "administration" but merely the

national statistic that few women entered the academic

workforce in the past, a fact that may well reflect

discrimination in society at large.

It is for this reason that the University has a relatively

small number of women faculty. In the Department of

Geology and Geography, for example, there are two
women faculty members out of a total of 27. The
Collegian would have us believe such statistics reflect

discriminatory hiring practices yet the Department has a

much higher proportion of women in these fields than the

national average because there are few qualified women
in these discipUnes. We are attempting to do something

about this in our graduate programs but the changes take

time.

The number of minority faculty on campus reflects a

complex national problem. The mis-use of statistics by

the Collegian contributes nothing to the resolution of this

problem and only obfuscates the relevant issues.

Raymond S. Bradley
Department of Geology & Geography

Eddy Grant - good after all

To the Editor,

I am one of many C
""

' -^aders right now asking,

"Who is this Gerard Cos. y aiid where does he come up

with such bogus re vie "s .fter boppin' at the U.P.C.'s

his review that appeared Tuesday. Not only is Cosloy a

bad reviewer, I have decided, but he writes in such an

irrj^r^aiure and unprotessionai styie ifiai 1 had lo read me
article three times to sort through all the cheap cuts and

ludicrous analogies. Come on, Gerard ^.f you trying to

be funny? How do you know what Tom Jones looks like on

'ludes? How old were you when Elvis played Vegas? Did

i:^ddy's leather trousers really tx)iher you that much?
You even went so far as to complain about the ticket

price ($7.00 is less than half the price people paid to see

him in New York).

From what I have seen of Cosloy's reviews, 1 fmd him a

beased hard core fanatic who will only write a positive

review on what he likes. Sure he nas been luvoivea in tne

hard-core scene in Boston; sure, he reviewed for the

Phoenix. Why can't he take apart any music con-

structively, and see what the audience sees? He hinted at

"tightness" and granted Eddy his "professionalism", but

never once told you that the audience was up after one

song and never sat down! Ask a"v/>ne whn attended the

Ekldy Grant Show last Thursday, ano inevU teu >u the

real story. It was an incredible show that ae^ervet more

that Gerard Cosloy.

Carlo T. DeMarco IV
Orchard Hill

Doing battle with words
To the Editor,

This is a response to Stephen Barrett's editorial of

October 27, 1983 "They Deserve What's Coming."

I fear that Mr. Barrett is allowing himself to be
manipulated by his fear of "the red menace." Ever since

World War II our government has repeatedly involved us

in situations of questionable moral and ethical

justification, like the invasion of Grenada, all in the name
of anti-communism. I hope Mr. Barrett is not so blinded

by the "threat" of communism that he loses sight of some

of the basic moral underpinnings of our great country

which are being violated so blatantly by the Reagan

administration.

Does Mr. Barrett honestly believe that the tiny little

island of Grenada really poses a threat to our enormous

"super-power" of a nation. The United States has a very

curious history of taking over a country in the name of

democracy and the "free world" without asking the

people of that country what they want. This is a gross

manifestation of ethnocentrism. The truly ironic and sad

thing is that in all the countries we've taken over or

helped take over like Vietnam, Iran, and The Phillipines

in the name of democracy, we turn around and install and

or support some form of authoritarian dictatorship. On

the one hand we po aroynd oondemnin? the Soviet TTnion

for their imperialism but then we turn around and do the

very same thing. Perhaps our foreign policy should learn

b lesson irom Henry uaviu inoreau wnen ne said wnat 1

have to do is to see, at any rate, that I do not lend myself

to the wronp which I condemn."

People, not troops, but real live human beings have died

in Grenada. I wish Mr. Barrett would ask himself if he is

willing to go «A/ vjicuaua u» av»i.««, -.— j/«4*%,w ...» »..»venea

by communism" and actually kill other people who

believe in what they are doing and risk his life to battle

the amorphous specter of communism. If the answer is

no then how can you possible advocate much less applaud

sending other people to die for something you're not

willing to die for and still maintain a clear conscience? If

the answer is yes then I suggest you put your money

where your mouth is and join the Marines.

I welcome the opportunity to discuss this further with

Mr. Barrett or anyone else for that matter. I think it is

vital that people with different opinions on something like

this try to deal with each other's ideas constructively.

Battling with words on an editorial page is, by itself,

wholly inadequate. We must not allow ourselves to shut

our hearts and minds to other people's values and ideas.

We must try to learn things from each other and

cooperate because that's the only way we can hope to

survive troubled times like these.

Paul Shattuck
Amherst

Jackson's run
here's to him
Long time civil rights activist Reverend Jesse

Jackson has decided he will seek the Democratic

Party nomination as President of the United States.

Good idea.

I 'nfoHnr • • o'" Ko Knc no "h-^n'-p *r> nrip Thp HvnafT>i'*"» of

American racism will work against him. John F. Kennedy

was the first Catholic elected President, and that was only

in 1960. Tne cnLire line ui' aigiic;^l uii'icfr::^ ul Liic- iai*d haa

been an unbroken succession of white males. For a Black,

Brooke States

We need columnists!
Dropbyvvithapfleoe,CXI! 113

a woman, regular Joe, or a good actor to get elected is still

in the future. This is not to say that you should vote for

somebody just because of their race, but you should not

not vote for them because of it. Jackson is at least propos-

ing to name a woman to the role of Vice President, pro-

bably the first time that has happened in the history of any

of the major parties.

Jackson will also not have much in the way of a war

chest for spending, particularly when compared to, say

Glenn and Mondale. Since you get delegates to the conven-

tion depending on how you do in the primaries, and

primaries take a lot of money, Jackson will be in trouble.

But besides money you have to put together a campaign

on the issues, and be able to relate to people. Jackson is on

better ground here. He will do well in urban areas and

states where there is a large Black population. This is im-

portant when you start looking at the massive voter

registration drive that Blacks have been conducting, not

just in the Chicagos and Philadelphias, but in Mississippi

and other Southern states. How well he can fashion a pro-

gram that will s^peal to the farmer who has lost his farm

in the west, or the laid off white industrial worker who

needs to learn a new skill, is more problematical.

In other ways his candidacy will be a good thing,

whether or not he wins. I suspect he knows he will not be

able to. For one thing his campaign will help keep Civil

Rights and other concerns of Blacks in the forefront of the

primary campaigns. The glue that has bound the many dif-

ferent types of Democrats into the party of the donkey

together is starting to peel. The party pragmatists would

like to play down the social issues type material, in favour

of a more bread and butter approach, failing to realize that

the two go together. Jackson's candidacy will help keep

the Democrats from bailing out. Bonzo and the party of

the elephant will also have to pay more attention to civil

rights.

Jackson also has a certain base and level of resources

that he can count on. Of all the groups that are opposing

Reagan, Blacks are the most well organized, and in many

ways have the most to loose if Reagan is re-elected. In this

regard Jackson's candidacy will lead to increased voter

registration drives, and all sorts of organizing and can-

didacies by Blacks on a local level. This legacy will survive

whether Jackson wins or not.

"The key issue to me is who can beat Reagan, said

Chicago mayor Harold Washington. Jackson will most

likely take votes away from Mondale more than any other

Democratic challenger. This is too bad for Mondale,

because his only serious competition is John Glenn. For

those who are working for Mondale, or Glenn but want to

go with Jackson out of protest or conviction, they will be in

a difficult position.

Perhaps the most important aspect of Jackson s can-

didacy is that it will help broaden the national political

spectrum, not just in terms of personalities, but concepts

and views of how the country should be run, what are the

priorities of the nation, and what America is. I have a lot

of problems with Jesse Jackson, but I am glad that he is

running. I hope that his rhetoric from his speeches will

carry over into a programatic vision of the countries

priorities. We need it badly.

Brooke States is a Collegian columnist
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Letters to the Editor —

Peace Keeping or imperialism?

To the Editor,

The Reagan Administration and a large percentage of

the liberal establishment press would have us believe that

our current military interventions in the Middle East and

the Caribbean are serving the interests of democracy and

freedom. In reality this thinly veiled charade merely con-

stitutes yet another chapter in the U.S. Government's

historical attempt to sell the American people on the 'big

lie.'

The U.S. Government has never supported the

development of democratic forces in the Third World and

the events of the past few days are a clear reflection of

that fact. From the brutal suppression of the Filipino In-

dependence Movement at the turn of the century to the

violent overthrow of democratically elected Govern-

ments in Iran (1951), Guatemala (1954), and Chile in

1973, the legacy of U.S. foreign policy has been racist,

undemocratic, and blatently immoral by any standards.

If our (Government were actually anxious to promote

peace and democracy then it would recognize that

political unrest is the result of fundamental

socioeconomic contradictions similar to the ones which

force a highly disproportionate share of blacks and

hispanics to seek employment in the U.S. Armed Forces.

Instead however, this (it)vernment 'of the people'

engages in an international game of nuclear brinkman-

ship in which the majority of us have nothing to gain and

everything to lose. Andrew Bartlett

Belchertown

To our young adults dying
To the Editor,

As we probe the burning issues of our presence in

Lebanon and Grenada we try to reach our own conclu-

sion to the question "Why are we there?" and does the

reason satisfy us. Such is the dilemma of the political

perspective. Other related but not so political wonder-

ings enter my mind. Now that I am the age of the soldiers

who die the word "casualty" sounds a closer, more pain-

ful note.

Of course one does not mean that the numl)ers of dead

are taken casually when one refers to the number of

casualties. The loved ones of the dead don't take it light-

ly. Yet it seems that when a person of such youth dies, it

is perceived differently than if he had lived a "full" life.

Whereas the life of one who has lived twice as long is

reflected upon with some comfort as a good book with a

shocking end, the life of a young adult is seen as not quite

that significant, analagous, perhaps, to but a tragedy

within the parents' books. Fitzgerald's response to the

young adult who said he hadn't lived enough to write

anything meaningful was that this was a feeble ra-

tionalization for not writing. Surely to survive life for

twenty years — esj)ec-ially. it seems, in these times, is to

survive one hell of an adventure, the art of which is ob-

viously meaningful.

It must I)e helpful to someone not to put a high price on

a young man (or woman's) life. They are so often the vic-

tim of afterthought.

Another question: is such a death, in international con-

flict, necessarily a tragedy - that is, the falling of a hero

because t)f his virtues? Are youths dying l)ecause of their

virtue? 1 can't really believe this is true — not for all, not

for most. The deaths of soldiers are not such individuals'

tragedies, but rather the tragedy of youth. It is youth

that falls because of its dear virtues. Our elders must

know this.

As a young adult, what person feels his mortality? I

don't. Headaches surprise me because pain seems inane

to me. There being no me in this world is beyond my com-

prehension. Isn't this delusion of invulnerability a

famous mark of youth's naivite? And dwsn't youth love

danger? It is synonymous with adventure, isn't it? This

aspect of danger which entails death or — danger is

foreign to youth.

Physically we are immaculately prepared for war, but

psychologically we are deceived. The army. It's not just a

job. It's an adventure. Some dasterdly lago lulls youth by

its deepest weakness. Oh, to live on the edge...

Jessica Barmack
Southwest
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TREND SETTERS
ONLY 17.95

PuBover Hooded
VkhrTTi. soh and styfah. this raglan ile«ve

hooded sweatshirt is a great addibon to our

popular fleecewear lirie Cory 50% cc«on

«id 50% Crtslan ' polyester make it

comlonable and carHree White body with

your choice al t^fee high fashion cokxs

(Teal. Purple or Raspberry). Color accented

hood Unirvg drawstnng. sewn sleeve stnpes

and piping MuW-styte front pouch pocket

adds the "little extra t>ial makes this styte

another winner

Sizes

S-M-L-XL
Purple

Raspberry

Teal

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
STORED

.Thursday, November 3, 1983

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed the day before they take place except Monday

which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

•Today

ANDY WARHOL'S 'DRACULA' - Film

has been moved from Mahar Aud. to the

SUB, 7, 9, 11 p.m. today. Sponsored by

Johnson House.

25 » (PLUS) CLUB MEETING AND
SOCIAL - Meet other older students and

help plan party for Dec. 9. Open to all, full

time and part-time grad students and

undergrads, UWW and IP. For info.:

545-2145. 8 p.m. Student Union, 404.

UMASS EVALUATION BY FOREIGN
STUDENTS - Representatives of the

various nation- or region-specific assoca-

tions of foregin students on Amherst cam-

pus are invited to meet with the foreign

student affairs committee. 4 to 6 p.m.,

Machmer 208.

"ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN CON-

SUMER PROTECTION" - Carol T.

Crawford, a Federal Trade Commission

official appointed by the Reagan ad-

ministration, is expected to dispute the

consumer protectionist position that only

government guard consumers from the

asserted misdeeds of the marketplace. 7:45

p.m.. Room 165-69, Campus Center.

ARE WE BEHIND IN CHILD CARE? -

Mary Wentworth will present a com-

parison of childcare systems in a noontime

talk, the first in a series which will focus on

childcare and women's reproductive rights.

12 - 1:30 p.m.. Check info desk.

MINYONARRES - Morning services

followed by breakfast. Men and women

welcome every Thursday and Monday mor-

ning. 8 a.m., Chabad House.

DISCOVER ECKANKAR - First lecture,

"Mystery of the Self." 7:30 p.m.. Campus

Center.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING -

Lawrence Dwight, a broker for H. M.

Payson and Co., will speak on "Technical

Analysis." Everyone is welcome. 7 p.m.

SOM, Room 111.

WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT MEETING
- Learn radio skills, including interviewing,

production, DJ skills and more. Introduc-

tory meeting for those wanting to get in-

volved in the project on WMUA. 8 p.m..

Room 170, Campus Center.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING -

Explanation of the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC) Program,

a degree-granting program which allows a

student the opportunity to design his or her

own major. 7 p.m., Cashin First floor.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION - News
about APHIS and the UMass violations...

Brainstorming. 7 p.m. Room 168 C.C.

TWO FILMS BANNED BY GOVERN-
MENT - "Acid Rain: Requiem or

Recovery" and "If You Love This Planet."

These films explore environmental con-

cerns rarely exposed to the public. Discus-

sion following with Dr. Godfrey. 7:30 p.m.,

Room 101, C.C.

BOARD OF CJOVERNORS - Want to see

things run right in the C.C? Come to the

BOG meeting. Work in any area of the

Campus Center. Get involved now! 6 p.m.

805 C.C.

ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING -

Speaker: Astronomer and world traveler,

William Waller, on "The 1983 Eclipse of

the Sun in Indonesia." Plus observatory

tour, weather permiting. Free

refreshments. All welcome. 7 p.m.. Room

1033, Grad Tower.

STUDY IN GREECE - Representative

from the Study in Greece Program will be

on hand to answer any questions. 10:30

a.m. - 12 p.m. International Programs Of-

fice, 239 Whitmore.

STUDY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM - In-

formation on study abroad opportunities in

the United Kingdom (UMass
exchanges/one-semester programs) - slides

and discussion of the UK system. 3 - 4:30

p.m., Herter 3rd floor lounge.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - Rev. Robin

L. Harden facilitates dialogue on "The

Evangelical Movement: Cult or Christiani-

ty?" Everyone is welcome to bring a lunch

and join the discussion. 12:15 p.m., 428

Student Union.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -

Planning for educational events and the

Freeze Rally. 7 p.m., 428 Student Union.

HILLEL SOCIAL COMMITTEE
MEETING - 7:30 p.m., Suffolk Room, Stu-

dent Union.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - 6 p.m.,

Dukes Room, Student Union.

CHESS CLUB - Meeting. Check the

schedule for the room number, please. 7 -

10:30 p.m.

A-

ALL ALL
CURLEYS CURLEYS

4

•THREE STOOGES*?
FILM FESTIVAL

FRIDAY NOV. 4th 5, 7, 9, 11

at MAHAR
AUDITORIUM

$1. All Shows
?4-
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After The Fall by R. Miller
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Wilson Low by C.C. McFly
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by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Miled by MarKarrt larrar and Trade Jaffr

IMI Ian \*|f4n lUMts Stu^tcMf

ACROSS 55 Fix 26 Star in Cygnus
1 Roasts from 60 Campus figure 27 Meaningless

a critic 61 In the 28 Stew vegetable

5 More unusual (nearly done) 29 Romantic hero

10 NCO 63 Colleens country Bias

14 On the blue 64 Lisbeth's cousin 30 Kind of oak

15 Of the birds 65 Vivacious 32 in terrls

16 Culture medium 66 Hebrew measure (peace on earth)

17 "Captains
"

67 Etonian's parent 33 Fragrant

19 Nearly extmct 68 Banyan, for one oleoresln

goose ^34 Fortification

20 State 37 Know the

21 Picked up the tab 40 One time honr>e of

23 Blemish DOWN Abraham Lincoln

25 Therefore 1 South American 41 Sweet girl of song

26 Searcher tor truth rodent 43 Kingdom of

31 Eventide, old style 2 Beginning with biblical days

35 City S. of Dallas (with "now ") 44 Throw out

36 Pile of tailings 3 Nine, in Par|&

4 Far Eastefn

46 Frontier

38 Accompaniment 48 Egyptian states

of cakes garment man
39 Brad 5 Dealer in old 50 "The flowers that

40 Arsonists, histor clothes bloom in the

ically speaking 6 Hail spring

41 Made sure of 7 Melee 62 Fedora feature

42 Wine Prefix 8 Harden 53 River of Switzer-

43 Came upon 9 Certaif^gHlitary land

(with 'v^ith'^ persoanMF 54 were (like)

44 Plant disease 10 PoemdivisMOT 56 Enchanted

45 Admiral ,
11 Molding 57 Field Lat

I7thcen naval 12 Gold mining area 58 Marquette

hero 13 Before Prefix 59 Compass point,

47 Private
"

18 "Aux ,
in Spain

49 Oven citoyensl" 60 Of the earth

51 Ticket order 22 Author film critic Prefix

enclosure Abbr James 62 Monogram of

52 Maior ' 24 Fix Cats"creator

1 7 3 4

1
5 6 7 B 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17
75"

70 21

^^^^^^23 24 25 HHI
V li 74 30 31 32 JJ 34

35 36 37 3a

39 40 41

42 I 'H 44

4S 4^ 4f^ 49 ^ 50 5i ^^^^H
I TT 53

i
55 56 57 5« 59

1

61 ?p

63
64-

1
65

66

1

67 68

READ THE
SPORTS PAGE

DC Menu
LUNCH

Cheeseburger

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey/

Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Ham and Cheese Floren-

tine

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/

Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Vegetable Squares/

Cheese Sauce

Weather

Today, cloudy with a

chance of showers. Highs
in the 50s. Tonight, rain,

chilly. Lows 35 to 40.

Friday, rain, except rain

mixing with some snow in

the western hills, ending
during the day. Highs only

in the low to mid 40s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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College football notes: Tough UCD, tough season for Yale

College Football Notebook

By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Suff

The University of Connecticut defense did

a great job shutting down the University of

Massachusetts offense, especially the

Minutemen running game, in the Huskies

16-6 victory last Saturday. Husky standout

linebackers Vernon Hargreaves and John

Dorsey deserve most of the credit for this

performence.

Seniors Hargreaves and Dorsey are the

best linebacking tandem that New England

footlKii; r;iii- h.iv.^ MMD in qwte a while.

These two guys were all over the field

Saturday breaking up passes and making

lackk's.

Dorsey, who was Yankee Conference

player of the year last season, should be

selected fairly high in the NFL draft. He

has a large frame (6-3. 233) and speed, and

according to UConn coach Tom Jackson,

"Dorsey could play at any college in the

country."

Unfortunately for UMass football fans

Dorsey's and Hargreave's stout per-

formances knocked the Minutemen out of

the race for Yankee Conference cham-

pionship.

A college football tragedy is occuring

Hown thp rnad in New Havp" roT'"prt»'*Mt

Vale University, which posseses ihe second

best record in college football history

behind Noire Dame, is 0-7. This is the

worst start for a Bulldog team in the long

and rich history of the school.

Yes, Yale University the school that

turned out two of the first three Heisman

Trophy winners and has more players in

pro football than any other New England

school is in a state of turmoil.

A bad season once in awhile is un-

derstandable, but thats not the whole

story. Bulldog Coach Carm Cozza has

apparently thrown in the towel for this

season and seasons to come.

"We are r>r>t thf olass oppration we once

were. I'm not at liberty to discuss all of

it, but we are goin^ downhill and it'll be

hard to make it right again," says Cozza

Something fishy is going on in Bulldog

land Whatever i> going on. the team better

get its act together for this seasons 100th

Yale-Harvard game or a lot of Fortune 500

Aluiui'i will be cutting back on theu-

generous donations.

Last Saiurdav Holy Cross pounded

Columbia 77-28. The Crusaders just blew

the smaller and weaker Lions off the field.

But the star of the game had to be Columbia

QB John Witkowski. With very little

protection from his over matched offensive

line he still passed for 331 yards. Look for

Witkowski to be wearing an NFL uniform

next season.

Former UMass standouts, linebacker Max

Jones and offensive guard Scott Lafond,

have signed with the Birmingham SUUions

oftheUSFL.
And finally University of Miami stellar

freshman quarterback Bernie Kosar on why

he chose to play for the Hurri-canes. "Miami

coach Schnellenberger was the only coach

who visited my house that my dog didn't

bark at."

Collegian NFL Picks
In week 10 of the NFL season, it's a new

chance because last week the writers

were brought down to Earth by NFL
paraity. BiU Shea. Kevin Deluca. and

Scott Hood took top honors at 7 7 while

Falcons at Saints

Bengals at Oilers

Buccaneers at Vikings

Cowboys at Eagles

Browns at Packers

Raiders at Chiefs

Chargers at Steelers

Bills at Patriots

Dolphins at 49ers

Broncos at Seahawks

Bears at Rams
Colts at Jets

Cardinals at Redskins

Giants at Lions

Gerry deSimas and Tony Betros went 6-8.

This week's Monday night game is the

Giants (2-6-1) and the Lions (4-5) in a

game that hopefully won't be a yawner. It

may be a good night to do homework.

Shea deSimas Betros Hood Deluca

(48-35-1) (43-40-1) (46-37-1) (51-32-1) (45-38-1)

Atla NO NO NO NO
Cinn Hous Cinn Hous Cinn

Minn Minn Minn Minn Minn

Dall Dall Dall Dall Dall

GB GB GB Clev GB
LA LA LA KC LA
SD Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt

Pats Pats Buff Pats Buff

Miam SF Miam Miam Miam

Seat Seat Denv Denv Seat

Rams Rams Rams Rams Rams

Jets Jets Jets Jets Jets

Wash Wash Wash Wash Wash

Detr Detr Detr Detr NY

'>.. ii L^^Ii^uS'

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Champions: Julie Rimkus defeated Player Butler, 6-4, 6-2 for the 1983-84

Womens Singles Tennis Championship.

Gina Turturici defeated Rachel Rivin, & Robin Bruni 11-3, 11-5, in the

Womens Singles Badminton Championship 1983-84.

Wenglong Eng defeated previously undefeated Ferdie Adoboe, 15-2, 15-12

in the Mens Singles Badminton Championship 1983-94.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Co-Rec Soccer Championship play began Wednesday, 2 November 1983.

With 11 teams. Championship play is tentatively scheduled 8 November

1983.

Co-Rec Frisbee Championship began Wednesday 2 November 1983, with

10 teams. Championship game tentatively scheduled for Wednesday, 9

November 1983.

Co-Rec Flag Football Championship play began Wednesday 2 November,

with 9 teams. Championship game is tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, 8

November 1983.

Mens Championship Flag Football play began Monday, 31 October 1983,

with 70 teams, finals are tentatively scheduled for Wednesday 9 November

1983. BE THERE.

1983 mens Foul Shooting Champion is John Buckley. 21 out of 25, 21 out

of 25. 42/50

Womens Foul Shooting Repeat Champion is Deb Boczanowski 21 c,z.o,22

of 25: 43/50

UPCOMING EVENTS Mens/Womens SWIM MEET teams In-

dividuals signups now, at 215 Boyden OR the night ot the event. ... 16

November 1983 BOYDEN POOL entries 6-7 PM DIVING 7 pm EVENTS

7:30 pm until complete BE THERE awards teams, individuals

ikiSdsUfui

Photo rourtesy of Sports Information

RAMBLING ON — While Duckworth Grange (above) rambles

downfield on defense in an earlier game.

Q
-V 7

MUPMRNT
Racquetball Racquets

i\
Racquetball Balls

Racquetball Gloves

"f-, Racquetball Glasses

1^
Also available ^^

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

I

I « I

I < I

I Headbands i ,'

j^ppj, Accwaories
, Wristbands ,

•
Basketball, Soccer

' Whistles
I Football, Baseball

Frisbaas,

SwinDming Accessories

Open M F 9-5

Sal 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

1^ UNIVERSITY
STORED

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight positions available for full-time

legal assistant interns for the Spring 1984 semester. -Up to fifteen

credits may be received from academic departments. Legal assistants

aid attorneys of the Legal Services Office with client interviewing, in-

vestigations, legal research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals,

preparation of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District and

Superior Courts of Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin Counties, and

participation in administrative hearings and federal litigation. Legal

assistants maintain continuing caseload under the supervision of at-

torneys. For advice on arranging an internship and credit, contact Of-

fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For further information

about the internship, contact Legal Services Office, 922 Campus

Center. Completed applications are due Tuesday, November 22, 1983,

at the Office of Internships. Writing sample required.

UMass Express/ Locals

New Location

MBTA - Riverside

Newton Mass

For reservations and information cal

(617)965-7040

8

gf} Not^%

$5. OFF
all services

Expires

Nov. 15, 1983

Balloons for Parties

Singing Telegrams

Bellydancers

Expires Nov. 15, 1983

call 665-7664

I
I
I

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ ^ComeToCollegian OfficecTlia • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone nurriber FREE

ANNUAL BLOOD DRIVE

TODAY NOV. 3
Student Union Ballroom

9:30 - 3:30

Walk-Ins Welcome

APT/HOUSE WANTED

Quiet, laid-back students need

house/apt. to rent starting Spring semester

at least 3 bedrms. 546-5353, 546-5334

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Datsun may need body work but runs

well 35 mpg $180 call Jeremy 253-3076

1974 Mustang Hatchback new brakes

tires dependable $650 or best offer 549-6839

DISCOVER ECKANKAR

First lecture Thurs Nov 3 "Mystery of the

Self" 7:30 PM C.C. room 172

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

2 bedroom in Colonial Village take over

lease Jan 1 256-6383 Mike

Room 5 minutes from campus January

and Spring 1984 call Laura 549-6527

FOR SALE
~~~

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition $100.00 586-0723

20% OFF 1984 Sierra Club Calendars

Wilderness, Wildlife or Trail - $6.05 in-

cluding postage. The Consumer Network

Box 256C Shutesbury, MA 01072

Two round trip tickets to Ft Laud Nov 5

-Nov 13 $350 or BO 549-6847

Two Guitars - Gilberto Classical six string

and case, excellent condition $150; Guild

electric bass, burgundy finish with plush

hardshell case, little big fr^"^'
''E^^*^®

cord", a steal at half the cost $2^5 call

253-7841

Sugarbush Ski Condo for Intersession

'/i mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec

26 - Jan 31 $295 546-5653

FOUND

A pair of contact lenses were found in

the Grad Research Tower Monday. Anyone

who might have lost them can claim them

iMass Police Station
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Womans Gold-plated Watch made by

Jules Jurgensen Fovno near FAC on 10/28

call 546-6686

Shaggy German Shepard-like dog
found Friday night the 28th on East Hadley

Rd near Brittany Manor contact 256-1329

(Katie)

^ Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

4 ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

4
4
4
4
4

LOST

HELP WANTED

FULL AND PART-TIME JOBS. Ideal for

College students. Join Mass. Fair Share's

fundraising and political outreach staff.

Work in a progressive environment for

economic and social change. No ex-

perience necessary. Will train. Mon-Fri

1-30-9:30 pm. Pay $155-$225/week -t-

benefits. Call 586-8713 10 am - 2 pm

Newspaper Deliverers Needed in

Dorms. Good pay. Short hours. Early mor-

nings plus weekends. Call 253-7009

The Commuter Area Government is hir-

ing 2 student advocates. Experience with

organizing, communications social issues

preferred. Positions are for 10 hours/wk.

Applications available at 404 Student

Union. The deadline is 5: PM Nov 3. We are

an affirmative action equal opportunity

employer. Info: 545-2145

Part-time - evenings - weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people

who have requested information on our

products. We sell mainly by

appointment in a dignified and profes-

sional

manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White (203) S28-9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

Part time employee wanted to put up

posters on campus now and during

1983-84. 2-10 hours/month, $4.50/hr Send

name, address, phone #, class yr., etc. to

Ms. Nistico, 152 Temple St., #701, New
Haven, CT 06510

Seiko quartz watch in E lab on 10/27 if

found please call 583-4595 collect heart-

broken will grant reward

^ Helpl I lost my glasses near CC on the way
4- to Hills. Men's wire frames, black soft case

» reward 546-6702
4
4
4
4
4
4-

4

Burgundy Knapsack outside Southwest
Munchies 10/27 pm content is important if

found please return no questions asked

546 9555

Black wool beret, $35 reward. Call Bren-

da 545-6339, keep trying

4. Arimtron Quartz Gold Watch SOM area

10/28 very sentimental please call 549-1754

4 generous reward
4
4
4
4
4
4

Will the person who found my fountain

pen by the check cashing window on Nov 1

please return it. Its maroon with a gold

band. Call Pascale 546-4205 no questions

asked

* Keys lost Sat Oct 29 at Phi Mu pink key

J case with 5 keys and license. Any info, call

^ 6-8574, ask for Janet or Laura

INSTRUCTION

Needed: Tutor for Statistics 240 to meet

once a week or more. $5.00 per hour. Call

Laura 253-5978 ————==
LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney superv-

sion. For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building . Applications due
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OPEN RUSH

Tonite ckeck out Pi Kappa Alpha Cam-
pus & Greek area athletic champs strong

academics. PIKE check it out 9-11 418 No
Pleasant St more infor 545-2150

PERSONALS

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

D.B. in 1416 Washington I think your cute

from Guess Who
MICHAEL

Have a great 21st birthday I

Love your favorite cousin

Happy Birthday Julie How about a piece

of fruit?

A Happy Birthday incantation for

Bunkem

Hey Smithiel Happy B-day old ladyl Love,

Whipped Cream, Cherries and stuff!

Pooky, Ni, Harry and "Mom"

CAREER DAY is coming.

We find scholarships - financial aid to

match your needs - results guaranteed send

$1.00 (refundable) S.D.R. 49 Downing Fall

River, Mass 02723

Mark F. - Happy 19th Birthday! Have a

good one! Love - Robin & Sua

Melinda Happy 20th Birthday. Legal at

last! Have one for me. The crazy Irishman

To "The Bartenders" - Kevin, Chris,

John, John and our awesome sister, Didi.

You were fantastic! Thank-you. love, the

sisters and pledges of AXO
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Fishface Happy Birthday, swoetiel

and bananas, Storkface

Love

Lisa Happy 20th you finally made itt

Bluewall Friday? Love, Jodi mary and Nan-

cy

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDERS WANTED

Need a ride to Calif. Leaving Amherst on

Dec 1st call 549 2615.

ROOM WANTED

Two females seeking a place to live

starting Jan 1! Call Judy at 546-7644

Please, keep trying if no answer

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p.m. 256-0102.

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665-3414

THE BARRIER IS BROKEN

Erica,
I am falling in love with you! 1

1

Adam

THERAPY CLIENTS

Therapy Clients needed by mature

graduate counseling student 549-1499

nites.

THERAPY WORKSHOP

Weekend Workshop for women Dec

9-11 explore self defeating patterns power

and intimacy issues leaders Nornna Lahiner

and Mary Aubrey call 253-7038

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney General wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545^)341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

Artist wanted to paint portrait needed

fo r Christmas Scott Mon-Fri 546-9071

2^emales looking for apartment to rent or

share in Puffton Spring semester call Laura

253 5978.
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Spikers come from behind to top Southern
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

volleyhal! tpani -.,...... -^'^ ••«^» HivJcon

II rival bouthern Connet-iKUl last night at

NOPE gym. The spikers had relatively

lilUe trouble wiih SuuiHetn, deiealing ihem

in straight games in their three out of five

match.
I 'Ma«»« \^'T^ '' »o::!iiiaii<' 'rom iiu

begmning ol the tirsi game m ihe contest.

T'Mass. usine some new offensive olavs.

keep three hitters on the front line and the

strategy paid off. Michele Barys capped off

the victory wilh a^irongspike. lo linish ihe

first game 15-4 in favor of UMass.

The second game ^eeincu lo be a complete

turnaround. Southern broke out to a 6-0

lead. UMass was losing by as many as eight

points until Southern stopped scoring once

they reached 10. UMass fought back to

within one at 10-9 and continued their come

from behind victory until was complete.

The spikers won game two 15 13.

"We have to feel good that we started

slow, but came back to win. We played

well." Leslie Smith said.

The script of game three was very similiar

to that of game two. UMass never led this

game until Southern stalled after reaching

the ten point plateau. The Minutewomen

struggled to a 10-10 tie and agian took

control The spikers won the third game by a

15-12 margin and thus the match was

another UMass victory.

UMass played very well tonight, at times.

The fror* 'v" -^' Tonrr *^!!rr, I.p^lio

Smith and Sally Maher was very strong.

Setters Payyt and Susan Grant ran the

"We did two out ol the three thmgs we

wanted to do. We served and played,

jjelense wi-ii. I'- >>iii passing o«^!t' lia\e

been better." explained head coach Elaine

Sortino.

The 29-14 spikers head out this weekend

to participate in the State championships.

The spiders are seeded second in the

tournament. The host team. Massachusetts

Institute of Technology is the number one

see. M.I.T. is ranked fourth in the nation

and is currently undefeated at 31-0.

"We'll be working on serves, palling and

defense the rest of the season. We'll have to

play good because these state tournaments

are usually 'barn burners'," Sortino said.

Stickers trounce BU, 4-0

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — There is no doubt in the

minds of the University of Massachusetts

field hockey players that they belong in the

Top 4 in the country. Only if they could

prove that to the rankings committee that

will give first round byes to the top 4 teams

in next week's NCAA tournament.

The fifth ranked Minutewomen con

vinced unranked Boston University of that,

leaving them with absolutely no doubt, as

UMass trounced the Lady Terriers 4-0 last

night on the turf at Nickerson Field.

"We played very well." said UMass head

coach Pam Hixon. whose team now sports a

13-2-1 record. "We dominated play. We
played very well together."

UMass didn't waste any time showing

who was in charge as they took a 1-0 lead

with just 2:14 gone in the first half as senior

forward Patti Smith took a rebound off the

pads of the BU goalie and shot it by her.

Defenseman Megan Donnelly, an All

American pick for UMass last year, put the

Minutewomen up 2-0 at 22:51 of the first

half on a penalty corner. BU fouled inside

the circle and Donelly combined with Carol

Progulske and Sue Packard for the goal and

the lead UMass took in at halftime.

The second half was no better fpr the

Terriers as UMass had no intention ot

letting Boston University back »nto the

game. With 4:01 gone in the second halt.

Progulske took a pass from Packard inside

'he rir«*!c" .uul scoit'tl.

Packard completed the UMass scoring

and a big night for her as she scored with

ki6;i leil ill ii»e game lu gi\*. ^ Mass a i!-

surmountable 4-0 cushion. Packard scored

one goal and assisted on two others. Smith

assisted on Packards goal.

n;\v)n was plea'<er) with her team'* play

and the team looks ready for UConn on

Saturday. UMass also played almost

the game.

Collrfcian photo by Jim Power*

FLYING HIGH - Sally Maher (5) gets ready to send » sp"'* "P«"

Southern Connecticut in UMass' win last night at NOPE Patty Grant

(2), Jo Siler (3), Debbie Cole and Mickey Barys watch and wait.

It didn't affect the forward line or the

defense. UMass outshot BU 26-1 and goalie

Patty Shea was called to make a save just

once.

Now UMass can fully concentrate on

taking on top ranked UConn Saturday in

Amherst at 1 p.m. It will be the last

chance and UMass' best chance to move up

in the rankings.

Kevin Flynn: Looking at bigger and better things
By \DAM NAZIMOWITZ
bollegian Staff

Kevin Flynn has only been playing soccer for eight years

but feels his experience both here at the University of

Massachusetts and in tournaments as far away as Europe

will lead to a professional career.

Flynn was born in Old Ridge, New Jersey and moved to

his present home of Madison, Connecticut at the age of

five. In Madison, he began to play soccer in junior high

school at the age of 13. He attednded Daniel Hand High

School, where he was a three sport captain in baseball,

basketball and soccer. He was all state and all New
England in soccer, and decided to stick to that one sport

when he came to UMass in 1980.

Flynn was offered several scholarships from other

M-hools, hul wa-. iecr.i.l>.i >> or; .or UM soccer Coach
<> {i t J 1 • • '

'

iku:30Cii iViViCi fc,v> wiiit ..V- - ..

'At trial time, L'.vias.i n^., ..umoer two ui tii.t,^ m iNew

England and one player had gone pro the year before. The
school appealed to me more and I liked the soccer program,

so I came here." Flynn said.

Flynn. 21. is playing in his fourth year for the varsity

soccer team at UMass and his second season as captain. He
has been switched at times this season from his normal

cenier-haltbacK position to sweeper in mc .. /^les ol shaKmg

the team out of its long slump, and lo be able to read the

game better from that position.

This past summer Flynn was given an invitation to try out

for the National Sports Festival in New Jersey. He made

the team and proceeded out to the Air Force Academy in

Colorado Springs for two weeks of training and a week of

playing sweeper for the East team. The team compiled a 2

1 1 record before losing to the South in the final.

He was selected for the United States Soccer Federation

(USSF) National Select team for Americans and non-

Americans and once again played for the East squad at a

tournament in Washington, D.C. He also went to Europe

for two weeks and played for the Massachusetts AH- Star

Team vs. Belgium.

All of the playing he did this summer caught up with him

as he sprained his ankle near the end of the tour and

missed the entire preseason. He saw limited action in the

first three matches of the season for the Minutemen.

"I've always been healthy, so I had to learn to deal with

some pain and still play. But it did slow me down and that

is one of the reasons I went to play sweeper," Flynn said.

The soccer team is having another disappointing season at

2-9-5. Kevin, like many of his teammates has not scored

this season, but the defense has only allowed 13 goals in 16

games this season.

"No matter how good your defense is, you still have to be

able to put the ball in the net in order to win, and we just

haven't been able to do it," Flynn added.

. When Flynn graduates in May as a communication studies

field first. He would like a tryout with a team either in the

North American Soccer League (NASL), or the Major

Noun muerican Soccer League iNASL), or the Major

Incoor Soccer League (MISL), but has had no intentions of

playing for the 1984 Olympic team.

"I think the NASL must make some changes if it is to

survive. Team America should be expanded, and there

should be more Americans playing with better foreigners

to refine our skills," Flynn noted,

"i would be interested in playing in Europe, because

there is a lot more money and attendance as well as fan

.iLeresi mere, out i ..^w tolook at things realistically. I'm

nappy lo see more kids registered in youth soccer than in

baseball or football." Flynn said.

Commenting on his four years here at UMass. Flynn said

that it's had it's ups and downs. He feels it has passed

quickly but he has learned a lot and hopefully it will help

him on tne long road to success.

ColkKian photi) bv Jim Pow»i-»

OUTTA MY WAY — Kevin Flynn, UMass cap-

tain, is all over this Boston University opponent

earlier this year with his typical hustling effort.
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One student hurt

in lab explosion
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

An explosion yesterday during an experiment in

Goessman Laboratory left one woman with second degree

burns on her hands and face, and shattered windows in the

building's ground floor.

Christine Costello. a 25-year-old student from Pittsburg.

PA, was alone mixing toluene with sodium when the

combination caught fire and blew up. The polymer science

Ph.D. candidate, who was protected with safety glasses

and working under a protective hood, was immediately

placed into an emergency shower, and then taken by

ambulance to Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.

Last Night, she was reported by the hospital to be in

satisfactory condition. No other injuries were reported in

the incident.

"We heard a big boom and people were screaming and

someone was crying." said Kathryn Nobrega, a 19-year-old

zoology major from Millis. who was in a lecture hall near

Costello's lab when the blast rang out. She said the room

she was in filled with smoke before all students could

evacuate it.

"We were in the next room doing an experiment and we

heard an explosion." said 22 year-old Keith Borden, a

polymer science graduate student from Langhorne, PA.

He said someone ran down the hall screaming immediately

afterward.

Another graduate student, who met Costello rimning

from the room and had been working with her earlier, said

the chemicals involved are combustible when mixed with

water.

The student, who wished not to be identified, said no

flames came from the explosion, which could have been

started by either an electrical spark or contact with water.

She said the hood and two windows in the room were

blown out as a result.
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CollefiBii photo by Jin Powan

CHEMICAL EXPLOSION - Firefighters exit the scene of yesterday's explosion at Goessman
Laboratory in which a graduate student was injured.

Acting Amherst Fire Chief Victor Zumbruski said the

cause of the accident was undetermined.

Gas lines into the room were shut off, and police cordoned

off that section of the building. Classes in other parts of

Goessman were resumed soon after the 1:38 p.m. explosion

in Room 28.

No estimate of damage was provided by University

police.

Goessman, which is scheduled to undergo repairs this

summer, is now in the process of having some of its

laboratory equipment moved elsewhere on campus, said H.

Jackson Littlefield, director of facilities planning. An
added urgency in the building's repair schedule was

revealed last month when asbestos was discovered in one

of its laboratory rooms. Asbestos found there, as with that

identified in the Campus Center concourse, was deter-

mined not to be an immediate health hazard, but is ex-

pected by University officials to be removed this summer.

Abortion a fundamental right for every woman
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
CoUegian Staff

Despite gains won in the recent Supreme
Court decision the abortion issue must be

reframed around feminism in order for

women to achieve autonomy and full

participation in their own lives, said

reproductive freedom lawyer Nan Hunter

last night at Hampshire College.

In a speech on abortion entitled "Where
Are We Now," Hunter outlined the results

and implications of last June's Supreme
Court's "Akron" decision that repealed a

number of laws and restrictions on abor-

tion.

"Abortion is not just a right but it is a part

of our whole existence as women and our

need to force society to deal with us as

normal people," she said.
" 'Akron' was a big victory but it will be

subject to erosion and I don't think the

court will come down so clearly on our side

in the future," she said.

In defeating the human right to life

amendment the Supreme Court ruled in its

decision that the state cannot restrict

women who desire abortions with enforced

waiting f>eriods and hospitalization rtiles, to

name a few.

But Hunter said there are more battles to

win and the Reagan Administration clearly

supports right to life organizations in trying

to nullify the recent decision and do

anything they can to prevent abortions.

"There is a fear that if Reagan is reelected

he will appoint right-wing justices to the

Supreme Court in order to repeal the

'Akron' decision."

"I think we have control of abortion now
but there are many issues still alive and we,

must continue to fight them."

The biggest issue, she said, is the in-

stallation of federal and state laws, which

Reagan supports, that prohibit government

Medicaid funding for abortions.

Agency urges consumers to know rights

Collcfian photo by Drew Ofi«r

DEREGULATION ADVOCATE
Amanda Peterson, deputy director

of the Consumer Protection Agen-

cy, spoke last night on consumer

issues in the Campus Center.

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The Consumer Protection Agency of the

Federal Trade Commission has been

working hard to protect the consumer while

promoting a healthy economy, said the

deputy director of the agency last night in

the Campus Center.

Amanda Peterson, who graduated from

Vassar with a A.B. in English in 1967,

spoke to about 100 students on the topic.

"The Role of Government in Consumer
Protection."

The Consumer Protection Agency was

created in 1914 by an act of Congress and is

therefore "a creature of Congress, and not a

creature of the executive," Peterson said.

The former lawyer said the agency has

been acting very successfully under its

basic mandate: "Unfair acts and deceptive

business practices are unfair."

Peterson said the new doctrine of the

Federal Trade Commission is that com

petitive markets work very well.

"We believe that the most effective

consumer protection is going to be provided

by a well-functioning market place," she

said.

Too much regulation can be just as

harmful as too little, said Peterson, adding

that the agency was aware of the criticism

that they are doing nothing.

"To some extent, we are embarking on an

experiment. We are trying to use the

existing powers and sanctions to maximize

our ability to help the public," she said.

Most of what we do is invisible, Peterson

said, but a good example of the FTC at

work is the care labels in clothing.

"Companies don't put those labels there

out of the goodness of their hearts. If you

ever find any clothes not labeled in a store,

the manufacturer can be subject to $10,000

per day fine," she said.

Peterson said another important way to

protect consumers is to educate them.

People should know their rights con-

cerning debt collectors. Peterson said.

Debt collectors cannot call you at work or

call you an unreasonable amount of times,

nor talk to your friends and neighbors."

They should also know their rights

concerning bill disputes, Peterson said.

"If you have a bill dispute, and you call

about it. the company is not legally

obligated, but if you write a letter to the

designated address, you don't have to pay

untU they have proved that your bill is

correct." she said.

"If we are solidified, hopefully we can

defeat this inequity of denying this abortion

right to minors and poor women. We must

win this battle in Congress," she said.

Another issue preventing the full abortion

right is the parental notification and con-

sent law that can only be avoided by con-

vincing a judge in a local court, which.

Hunter said, is an empty choice for many

minors.

"I couldn't imagine going in front of a

judge at sixteen to persuade him I needed

an abortion. These laws must be changed

and will be the subject of much litigation in

the future." Hunter said.

/ ^
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Student feesmay rise by $10 neatt semester
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Animal rights: the necessity to

understand - p.®

Field hockey team's last game is its biggest

as top-ranked UConn comes to

town p. 2 0'
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Law and order are always and

everywhere the law and order whi<^

protect the established hierachy.
- Herbert Marcuse
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World and National News
East German spy

arrested by FBI
WASHINGTON (AP) - The FBI said late Thursday that

agents had arrested a 44-yearoid East German physicist on

espionage charges in Boston.

The bureau said the physicist, Alfred Zehe, was the first

East German intelligence agent ever arrested in the

United States on spy charges.

The arrest of Zehe at a scientific conference in Boston

earlier in the day culminated a two-year investigation by

the bureau and the Naval Investigative Service, the FBI

said.

The bureau said Zehe had established contact in Mexico

City in October, 1982, with an American civilian employee

of the U.S. Navy and requested secret documents dealing

with military technology. Unbeknownst to Zehe, however,

the American civilian, who was not identified, was

cooperating with the FBI and the Naval Investigative

Service.

The civilian employee, who worked for the Naval Elec

ironies Systems Engineering Center in Charleston, S.C,

was instructed by Zehe to photograph classified manuals

and was provided with a special camera and film, the FBI

said.

The civilian returned to Mexico City in May. 1983, and

was instructed to take a vacation in Europe and cross over

to East Berlin to turn over the film, the FBI said.

In July. 1983. the American civilian did travel to Europe,

crossed to East Berlin and met with Zehe where he ex

changed film of classified documents for money, the FBI

said. Federal sources, who asked not to be named, in-

dicated that the classified documents on the film posed no

threat to U.S. security if they fell into the hands of foreign

governments.

Since 1976. Zehe has been living in Mexico as a resident

alien and an exchange scholar at the University of Puebla

in Puebla. Mexico. His work involved teaching physics and'

research at the university and he is known to have traveled

frequently to the United States, the FBI said.

Greyhound Bus
workers on strike
BOSTON (AP) — A nationwide strike of Greyhound Bus

Lines workers forced some passengers to go across the city

to the Trailways Bus System for transportation Thursday.
"We are honoring their tickets." said Trailways Terminal

City Manager Frank Gatewood. "We've had quite a few

come in with Greyhound tickets. Some of them have

commuter tickets, which we don't have.

"But we'll honor them until they run out, to Portsmouth
(N.H ) and Portland (Maine)."

Gatewood said a second bus was added to carry

passengers to New York City. But he said the fall is

normally a slack time for bus travel.

He said he could not know how many passengers

traveled on Trailways as a result of the strike, but added.

"We have just been filling up our empty seats. They have

been mostly full to about 90 percent (capacity)."

Gatewood said Trailways parallels many Greyhound
routes in New England, except in Maine where Greyhound
alone serves north of Portland.

The Boston Greyhound bus terminal closed early Wed-
nesday evening in the walkout by 12,700 workers who
refused to take 9.5 percent pay cuts in a contract dispute.

The Boston terminal normally closes between 1:15 a.m.

and 4:30 a.m.

District Manager CM. Campbell said the walkout in

Boston will affect 170 employees including drivers,

mechanics and various Greyhound terminal employees.

Harry Rosenblum, president of the 31 -local council, said

the company's proposal would actually mean a cut in pay
and benefits of 20-25 percent.

;•:<•:•;
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TRIUMPH OF DEMOCRACY - Nobel Peace
Prize winner Adolfo Perez Ezquivel embraces
one of the "grandmothers of Plaza de Mayo"
yesterday in Argentina. The grandmothers of

Argentinian leftists, who were abducted during

the repression of the late 70s, have
demonstrated at the plaza for years in search of

information.

Computer break
no childish prank
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A UCLA sophomore, charged

with using a home computer to break into a Defense

Department communications system, tampered with "very

sensitive" information and will cost the government

"hundreds of thousands of dollars," a prosecutor says.

Ronald Mark Austin, 19, was arrested Wednesday at his

Santa Monica home and booked into the Los Angeles

County Jail on a complaint accusing him of 14 felony counts

of maliciously gaining access to a computer system.

If convicted, Austin could receive up to six years in

prison. Bail was set at $10,000.

"This is not some childish prank." District Attorney

Robert Philibosian told reporters. "We're talking about an

individual who has cost the federal government, private

organizations and universities literally hundreds of

thousands of dollars in reprogramming costs."

U.S. press poses

no security threat
WASHINGTON (AP) — A CBS executive says the

Reagan administration resorted to "unprecedented cen-

sorship" in banning news coverage of the U.S. invasion of

Grenada.

CBS News President Edward Joyce told Congress

Wednesday that the prohibition "introduced a new

relationship with the press, a relationship virtually

unknown in U.S. history."

The invasion began at dawn last Tuesday. Reporters

finally were given escorted tours to the island on Thur-

sday. On Sunday, reporters were permitted on Grenada

unescorted.

Joyce said journalists posed no threat to the security of

the invasion or the lives of U.S. troops. His view was

shared by senior commentator John Chancellor of NBC,

and ABC senior correspondent David Brinkley.

CIA guerilla aid

allowed by Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) — The RepubUcan-controUed

Senate agreed Thursday to allow continued CIA-backing

for guerrillas trying to overthrow the leftist Sandinista

government in Nicaragua.

The exact amount of money is secret officially, but

sources said the 1984 intelligence authorization bill —
approved by voice vote — contains $19 million to support

an estimated 15.000 rebels operating throughout

Nicaragua.

Despite debate on the question, there v/as no separate

floor vote specifically on continuation of funds for CIA

activity in Nicaragua. The Senate Intelligence Committee

approved the operation by a 13-2 vote in September.

The Democratic House has voted twice to cut off all

money for covert operations in Nicaragua and tough

negotiations on the issue are expected in a conference

committee.

Even if both houses eventually agree to legislation cuttmg

off the money. President Reagan could veto the measure

and it would take a two-thirds vote in both houses to

override him.

Lenox defendant

to be paroled
PITTSFIELD, Mass. (AP) — One of seven young Lenox

men jailed for a high school graduation party fight that

ended in the drowning of two youths from a neighboring

town will be paroled Monday, officials confirmed Thur-

sday.

Jim McCarthey, a spokesman for the state parole board,

said the seven, now ranging in age from 19 to 21, were all

granted parole following hearings on October 18. The first

to be released is Joseph Burke, 20, who is scheduled to be

paroled on Monday, McCarthey said.

Burke, now married and the father of a son, has been

working for the past several weeks at Tanglewood, the

summer home of the Boston Symphony, as a carpenter and

maintenance man under a jail work release program.

Bruce Kern, 21, is scheduled for parole on Dec. 12; Peter

Bianco, Mark Hinman. Steven Piretti, and Todd Terpak,

all 20, are to be released Jan. 9 and Robert Walker, 21, is

scheduled to be paroled Jan. 16, McCarthey said.

The seven have been held in the Berkshire County jail

since April 15, when Superior Court Judge William Simons

sentenced them to 18-month terms for assault and battery.
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Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily- ^ ,_

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movennents that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Csll 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, DC.
Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

rtiitnmohilB instiranr« and wnrkftrs r.ompfln«M»rion

\
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRICING!!!

DUKE 12oz. cans $1 .35 6 pk.

$5.25 case + dep.

Bud & Bud Light 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $4.25 12 pk.

Stroh'S 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Englesburg soft, semi dry white wine $1 .49 750 ml

IVIon Viso Asti Spumante $4.99 750 ml.

Large selection of barrelled beer in stock
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PVTA bus service extended
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

Articles proposed to extend PVTA bus

service, to introduce a "Peeping Tom" by

law and to work towards the lowering of

sulfur emissions were passed earlier this

week at the Amherst town meeting.

Town Meeting voted Tuesday to allow the

Amherst Board of Selectmen to accept a

gift of $2,346 from Dennis Jones, owner of

Mill Hollow Apartments, to extend PVTA
bus service past his property to the Cush-

man area of town.

The Cushman extension has actually been

in operation since Oct. 17, according to

Edith Wilkenson, chair of the Selectboard.

"People are saying that the extension is

working," Wilkenson said. "We are ex-

periencing an increased ridership."

Jones' grant will provide service for one

year and the Select Board is authorized to

accept future gifts.

The Board of Selectmen also passed a

"Peeping Tom" by law entitled. Entering

Child
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The United States has to change its at-

titude toward child care in order to ade-

quately meet the needs of women, Mary

Wentworth, former University of

Massachusetts Everywoman's Center

employee, said yesterday in the Campus

Center.

In a lecture sponsored by the Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy (SCERA), titled "Is the U.S.

Behind Child Care?". Wentworth said,

"child care is a critical issue in the U.S. to-

day because the provisions for the care of

children have enormous impact on

society

.

Wentworth, who ran unsuccessfully

against Silvio Conte (D-Mass) for the

House of Representatives in 1982, said the

lack of a national child care policy in this

country makes it difficult for women to go

to school and receive benefits and pensions

from their jobs.

The United States is the only developed

country in the world that does not believe

that child care is a woman's right.

"We are really in the bottom of the bar-

rel (as far as child care is concerned)" she

said.

Wentworth said East Germany and

Sweden have successful child care pro

Property to Commit Certain Acts

Prohibited, which states that no person

shall enter the premises of another for the

purpose of committing any wanton or

malicious act and/or for the purpose of

invading the privacy of another by peeping

into property or spying upon any person.

The fine for each offense was raised to $300.

up from $200 as proposed in the article.

The article also says nothing contained in

the by law shall be construed to limit in any

way the right of a police officer to enter

upon private property to perform necessary

official duties.

"We tried to work this by-law so as to

make it clear and concise." Wilkenson said.

"We want the community, the police and

those people who engage in this type of

activity to understand our intent. This by

law supplements state laws."

The Massachusetts Public Interest Group

submitted a petition that requested the

Board to write to the Governor of the

Commonwealth and the U.S. Congress to

work towards a state-wide cap on sulfur

emissions

grams because they have a national policy

stating, "children are a social responsibility

and not an individual responsibility."

She said children have been adversely af-

fected by the lack of a national child care

policy because without child care centers

each home has to function as a child care

center in itself.

"The general social-economic nature of

the home determines how good that center

is," she said.

Wentworth said day care centers that

.
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Child care is a critical issv£ in the

US today because the provisions for

the care of children have enormotis im-

pact on society,

-Mary Wentworth -formerly of the

Every Women's Center

ColUKtui photo bv Ih-ew Ogicr

ANOTHER WETDAY - Reflection of light post results from puddle

of yesterday's rain as the Campus Center and Graduate Research Tower

loom gloomily in the background.

Man charged with assault

have been established are insufficient

because they do not serve the needs of

women.
"The child care centers of this country

have been designed to meet the needs of

the children, not those of the mother," she

said.

When women want to put their children

in day care, they often find that centers

have limited space and hours and unaffor-

dable rates, she said

The victim of a stabbing incident outside

the Village Inn on Amity Street last month

was charged Wednesday with assualt and

battery with a dangerous weapon in con-

nection with an alleged beating at the same

location.

The 21-year old Pelham man allegedly

"stomped" another man with his shod foot,

which was the dangerous weapon. This was

the third incident of assualt and battery

near the Village Inn (formerly the Drake)

this semester.

In other police action:

A 25-year-old Sunderland man was

arrested Monday night and charged with

being a disorderly person. Amherst Police

said they responded to several calls about a

woman screaming at 9:05 p.m. The man
was allegedly "harassing his former

girlfriend," police said.

Two bicycles were reported stolen from a

Brittany Manor storage area at 1:30 p.m.

Tuesday. A red Motobecane 10-speed.

valued at $350, and a black, 12 speed Fuji

Gran Tour, valued at $210. were reported

missing, along with the chains and locks

that secured them.

A 16 year old was charged Wednesday

with possession of a dangerous weapon, a

pair of nun chuks. Amherst Police said

they were the second such martial arts

weapon they confiscated this week.
n have successtul cniia care pru- aaoie r»tt;a, anc oaiu. - - " - •-•-
Illegal aliens fraudulently obtain financial aid
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By SHEILA DONAHUE
Collegian Correspondent

Approximately 210 illegal aliens have been

indicted on charges of fraudently obtaining

nearly one million dollars worth of financial

aid this year, a U.S. Department of

Education newsletter reported this week.

Inspector General James B. Thomas, Jr.

said losses from the four programs - Pell

Grants, Supplemental Opportunity Grants,

National Direct Student Loans, and

Guaranteed Student Loans - have caused an

increased nationwide initiative to identify

and prosecute ineligible aliens.

The most recent investigations of alleged

ineligible students was completed in the

beg^ning of October and resulted in

charges being brought against 36 persons

located in Illinois, New York and Colorado.

These individuals, 16 of whom were aliens,

had fraudently obtained $170,000.

Arthur Jackson, director of the Office of

Financial Aid. said the University of

Massachusetts has encountered students

attempting to obtain funds illegally.

Jackson says that there is a very small

population of students who have attempted

to receive falsely obtained aid. "We are

very, very quick and direct to correct them.

Normally we don't have to, but we don't

hesitate to report students...They are liable

for civil and criminal charges, and possibly

expulsion from school, for false statements

on admission and financial aid applications."

"This initiative which identifies abuse and

wrongdoing in the student assistance

programs, should help in maintaining in-

tegrity in these programs and assure

American taxpayers that their money is

properly spent," Thomas said.

Jackson said that at UMass, "visa

classifications are checked to see who are

eligible residents," and that "we receive the

student's parents' 1040 tax statement,"

which resolves any doubt as to eligibility.

He also says that "it is a very serious

matter. Students should provide only the

correct information."

According to the newsletter, the most

common means used by ineligible aliens to

obtain student loans or grants is to

fraudulently claim to be U.S. citizens or

eligible non-citizens. The Office of the

Inspector General works with other

Federal agencies, including the

Immigration and Naturalization Service,

the Depratment of Justice and the FBI, as

well as state and local authorities, to locate

and bring charges against the students.

Many Federal, state and local courts are

seeking restitution of the fraudulently

obtained funds.

GSS condemns U.S. invasion

Collcfimn photo by Drew Ogin

FUNKY BUT CHIC - David Johansen dons a Frankenstein ap-

pearance at his initial Blue Wall show last night while performing his

"Funky but Chic" classic.

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

After a lengthy debate last night, the

University of Massachusetts Graduate

Student Senate (GSS) passed a resolution

condemning the U.S. invasion of Grenada

and urging the removal of U.S. troops.

The motion, which passed ten to six with

four abstentions, states: "The GSS con-

demns the U.S. invasion of Grenada. We
believe that all troops should be im-

mediately withdrawn from that in-

dependent nation."

The motion was first presented at last

week's senate meeting, but was tabled until

this week because many senators felt they

should speak to their constituencies before

voting while still others questioned the

senate's function in discussing "Political"

issues.

A committee was formed to formulate a

definition of political issues which will be

debated at next week's meeting. The

definition could produce a policy which,

J according to senate President Sanjiv Dugal

,

could be incorporated into the senate's by-

laws.

Senators who did take organized votes

among their constituencies showed that

opinions on the issue varied between dif-

ferent departments. Of 30 students

responding to a vote taken in the 110

student graduate Chemistry Department,

68 percent opposed the revolution, 14

percent supported it, and 14 percent ab-

stained from the vote. Senators from the

International Education and Economics

departments said that all the students they

spoke with in their departments supported

the motion, however.

A senator from the department of

Veterinary and Animal Science said that,

out of 18 students attending a departmental

meeting, 16 voted for abstaining on the

motion on the grounds that the senate is not

a "Political body."

"In our department, there seemed to be a

strong feeling that the issue shouldn't be

handled in the senate." said John M.

Morgan, a senator from the Chemistry

Department.
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0,0^.NOW OPEN jVo^
^O^ UTOPIA SPAS ^^s'-

Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am. ..Walk-ins are welcome

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY

• Hot Tub Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • TherapeutK: Massa^

• Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships availaWe) • AH natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area v^th vjrood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • E^ch area wired for your

own favorite music or sounds. . .AND MUCH MORE. .
-

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!?!

•••••

*
•••••

>••••••••••••• clip and save •••••••••••••••••

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)

$1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF .^L.
HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT ^^
TIJR^ (coupon valid through Novemt>er 17, 1983) yi ipclUDa

one coupon per visit, per person ivi.«.,^«.

*
*
*
*
*
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ALL
CURLEYS

ALL
CURLEYS

}*THREE STOOGES*
4- FILM FESTIVAL

FRIDAY NOV. 4th 5, 7, 9, 11

at MAHAR
AUDITORIUM

$1. All Shows

SPORTS JACKET
$29.95

Embroidered
imprint

^y---^

Contents:

Shell : 65% Polyester

35% Cotton

Lining : lOO% Nylon

Knit : 100% PolyestemSTORE

I II ij 1
1 1

1
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floor lamp
, eg. 49 95

39.95

desk lamp
teg. 19.95

14.95

A Store-full of Ideas

DosNntONNn /4mherst

Open DailK 10-6

FRIDKY'TILP

SuncJoK 12-5

11/4/83

10-4 pm

outside bookstore

Caucus urges vocalization
By LYNN PERKINS
Collegian Correspondent

As part of the Student Government

Association (SGA) Undergraduate Student

Senate, the Women's Caucus meets to

insure a women's perspective on Senate-

related issues and to encourage women to

be more vocal at meetings.

Dianne Arico, co-chair of the Women's

Caucus, said caucus meetings will be "for

women in the Senate in order for them to

feel more comfortable and understand the

issues, so that they will speak up." Women
tend to be less vocal because of socialization

and sexism, she said.

Although the university has an ahnost

equal number of men and women, only one-

third of 116 senate members are women.

"The number of wjomen has dropped

drastically in the Senate and it is

frightening," she said.

Arico said she would like to see the caucus

become a social bond between women. She

seek
said she hopes that through the caucus,

women senators will look forward to sitting

in on Senate meetings and not feel in-

timidated.

Arico said she would like to insure a

women's perspective on every issue in the

Senate. "The caucus will serve as an in-

formation session, so the women will know

about the issues," she said. However, she

said it is important that the information

sessions do not lead to debate.

All women senators are automatically

members of the caucus, but very few are

active participants. To increase par-

ticipation in the caucus, it will focus on

issues of concern to all women, such as

lighting on campus, rape, and sexual

harassment procedures. This will create

unity and draw women into the caucus, she

said.

The caucus has existed for over ten years,

but it has not been consistently strong.

Membership is not limited to only women
senators. It is open to all university

women.

By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

Student fees at the University of

Massachusetts will rise more than $10 next

semester if the Board of Crovernors fail to

receive a $330,000 cost waiver from the

UMass Board of Trustees, according to

BOG Chair Mike Reilly.

The Campus Center deck floor, located

directly over the Concourse, is in desperate

need of repair, thanks to the original ar-

chitect's mistakes, as more than 18 leaks in

the building have been reported, Reilly

said.

"If we don't get the cost waiver, then

we'll just have to raise student fees,

:giaa

longer. Putting buckets under all the leaks

just isn't an efficient solution tx> our pro-

blem," Reilly said.

As of 1983, the university issued a full-

costing" program totaling $1.2 million

across campus. This amount is the cost

from the physical plant to other UMass

buildings for services rendered.

As a result, each of the fee-based trust

funds including the Campus Center, Dining

Commons and dormitories, have all had to

"tighten their financial belts."

"We're just starting to feel the affects of

the new program and it seems that sources

for excess financial backing are less flexible

now," Reilly said.

If the BOG receives the waiver, it would
we'll just have to ^^^ ^'^^^'l}. ^^^ then take out a bond for 10 to 15 years
because these repairs can t be put off mucn i

Benefit dinner

to be held

New computer installed

By MARJORIE MOONEY
Collegian Correspondent

A new computer system recently installed

at the University of Massachusetts

Registrar's office will update the 22-year-

old in-house system, according to Registrar

Ralph Jones.

"The new computer will have increased

storage capacity and be able to process

information more rapidly," Jones said.

Jones said the new computer system will

bring about "a major historical change from

pen and quill to electronics," meaning that

now the records will be stored in the

computer instead of being written up and

kept in fUe cabinets. It wiU also provide

added convenience - "now students will be

able to retrieve 'complete' copies of their

records in the overnight process," Jones

said.

Jones explained there are four "levels to

this new system; the General Study Data,

providing student address and Iden-

tification number, the Branch Data which

provides more detailed information on the

student, a Subsystem supplying facts

concerning the student's major, and finally

the General Term covering course daU and

whether or not the student is on exchange.

"The beauty of this system is that each

level is expandable, unlike the old system

which had reached its saturation point and

lacked room for modification, enhancement

or addition of new processes," Jones said.

The funding for this computer will come

from budget aquisition funds, more

specifically from the allotment of the Data

Processing Center.

The overall cost of the computer and the

software system is difficult to estimate

because besides the initial cost, two and a

half years of work by a development crew,

should be taken into account, Jones added.

Jones said this Data Base is only the first

step in modernizing the University Com-

puter system, the next will be revisions in

the class scheduling system.

Sunday, Nov. 6

The Club Managers
Association of America, an

HRTA organization at the

University of Massachu-

setts will hold an all-you-

can-eat spaghetti dinner

this Sunday from 6 p.m. to

11 p.m. on the 10th floor of

the Campus Center. All pro-

fits from this benefit will go

to the Juvenile Diabetes

Foundation.
Spaghetti with sauce

and/or cheese, a salad bar.

bread and choice of dessert

will be served. There will

also be a cash bar, and a cir-

culating violinist.

Those interested can call

Josh Wirshba at 546-7874

CLAIRE GINN

presents

our November Special

Twofer One
BECKS
Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141 J

^jsss^

^^
1

A Store-full of Ideas

DowntO'wn >)mherst • Open DoilK 10-6, Sunda/ 12-5
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Arts
BRAINSTORMin a headache
BRAINSTORM
Directed by Douglas Trumball
Mountain Farms 4

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Correspondent

Douglas Trumball's Brainstorm is not just a bad movie,

it's an insult to our inteUigence. Trumball expects us to

swallow a series of boring cliches as an excuse for a plot.

There are so many time-worn truisms in this film, about

Dr. Michael Brace (Christopher Walker) and his thought

recorder, that the special effects are the only thing worth

looking forward to.

The climax is the most disappointing cliche of them all. for

it shows Uttle white angels flying toward a very bright

light, like moths to a Ught bulb. This is the most

dehumanizing, trite and sophomoric portrayal of heaven

that a filmaker could use. After attempting to buUd up our

expectations about the recorded thoughts of a heart attack

victim. Trumball veers away from any controversial ideas

of death and throws up this obsolete idea of Uttle white

angels flitting around the sky. How interesting it would

have been if Dr. Brace had played the death tape on his

thought machine and. as the woman died, the tape had

gone black! What a scary ending that would have been,

instead of the sloppy sentimental ending Tvith Dr. Brace

glimpsing heaven and coming back to tell his wife about it.

The characters don't help the plot any because they end

up as predictable, unreaUstic stereotypes. Dr. Brace is

nothing but the embodiment of all goodness and niceness

and when he goes back to his former wife. (Natalie Wood)

after his present girlfriend dies, their relationship becomes

almost heavenly. These two main characters are the focal

point of everything that goes on, so how can they further

the storyline when they have no depth as human beings?

Every person in this film is either nice, or mean; good, or

evil; smart, or stupid. None were a combination of both

and as a result no audience can get close to these cardboard

cut-out characters.

The special effects are meant to awe us into admiration,

but the characters and plot are so dull and unoriginal that

the special effects are not very exciting, either. As it

stands, with its cliched events and pointless special effects.

Brainstorm is nothing more than an insult to the paying

moviegoer who at least expects some entertainment, if not

something a little thought provoking, from a four dollar

film.

CtNEMAS
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nOUTE 5 RIVERDALE ROAO

WEST SPRINGFIELD
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Pudsey Surprise?
j

Oxford Treble
Bob?
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Demonstration {

English j

Change Ringing
Smith College

Bell Tower
Green Street

Northampton
Sunday Nov. 6

4-5:30
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Bar provides

link to the past
By RICH BRUNELLI
Collegian Staff

A reggae band is set to

play downstairs. Two
groups of men are arguing

over the rules of a game of

pool. Twenty-one folks are

bellied up to a bar that

nearly spans the entire

main room. And if at-

mosphere and character

are at all important to

drinking establishments,

Sheehans Cafe is a fine

one.

Sheehan's. on Pleasant

St. in Northampton, along

with Dewey's Pub
(downstairs) is a bar that

odv^nturo trov*!

549-1256

Reserve Holiday Flights Nuw
Save up lo 50%

Z33 N Pleasant St

Amharet Carriage Shopa

caters to a certain

mysterious link in the past.

It is a concept bar.

Although Sheehan's has

been around for 82 years,

no one is quite sure when
or where the mahogany
woodwork came from. As
with most secrets of the

past, the facts are handed

down through hearsay and

rumour. This is true of

Sheehan's. Assistant

manager Liz Benson
believes that the hand-

crafted wooden interior

was always here, and

simply refurbished. But

rumour has it that the

woodwork was shipped

over from France around

the turn of the century. In

any case, the true history

remains clouded, which

lends a certain mystique to

the bar.

In the long main room

Sheehan's has much of the

Ragtime era about it.

There is the tall, strong

woodworking, with
massive mirrors set into it.

There are the sculpted

ceiling tiles with whirring

ceiling fans suspended

from it. There are stained

glass windows and huge

hanging plants. And there

is an antique National cash

register that must be

cranked, but according to

Benson, "Still works."

Underneath Sheehan's

proper is Dewey's Pub -

here the clientele is

catered to in more con-

temporary fashion.

Dewey's is more compact

than upstairs and is;

therefore, usually more

crowded. From Monday to

Saturday Sheehan's stages

various acts in Dewey's.

On Mondays it's a sock hop

which Benson says is

always a good draw. On
Wednesdays its one of the

Valley's premiere bands.

Urban Renewal. Some
other acts that will be

booked in the near future

are Heroes in Trouble, and

Fast Ed's Fabulous
Heavyweights - a cor-

pulant comedy band.

Sheehan's boasts no cover

charge for any of their

entertainment, and two for

one Happy Hour on Friday

from 4 to 6 and Wednesday
from 8 to 10.

Nostalgia is to some
extent fun for everyone.

And at Sheehan's like the

old National cash register,

it still works.
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Sheehan's in Noho: a blast from the past.

BUD SUITCASES
MOLSON Beer Ale Golden.

VODKA
SEBASTIANI

$10.95 + dep.

. . $3.75 + dep.

...$4.99 1 litre

$4.50 1.5 litre

STARTS MONDAY
F ALLC

Ma""*'

''"mb,

C & C LIQUORS
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"
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*TNE HAFPCMNe U.MASS DAHCE CLUB'
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SPECIAL GUESTS PFV>M BcSIotJ

THE SEK EXECS
;3o PM,

S/Cr MOV.5 ^^^ iF/NRT/MiKTmmI

siEiGmomoops
^ BAMD" MY KoCKEK FoOr-

^ THe HVSEVH VlKeKToKS
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DE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUD

* Located on Special Sale Tables

at the front of the store

IPAPERBACK

BOOKS
original

price

ipen M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

MANDATORY
MEETINGS

TUES.

WED.

NOV. 8
CAMPUS CENTER 1 68

NOV. 9
SOUTHS!DE - HAMPDEN

FOR WORK COMMIHEES

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
(ALSO MEMEDERSHIP AND SUGARDUSH SIGN-UP)

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION
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FINAL EXAMINaI

Decembei
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AMHERST

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
December, 1983

I. The ttM-hour ex*«1net1on periods are Identified by code nuwbers

•ccordinq to the fol lowing chert:

8:00m

10:30ia

1:30pa

4:00pa

COURSE

ACCTG
Z?l

CHEK
262

SAT
DEC 17

MON
DEC 19

SECTION

2.4.5.6

TIIFS

DEC 20

WED
DEC 21

THURS
DEC 22

ENSL 190A 44

_j*^i l^is

12

13

16

/"
10

PERIOD

14 18

FRI

DEC 23

19

20

21

22

17 ---Implies that sections 2,4,5 S r of
ACCTG 221 win be exanined on

Thurs., December 22 at 1:30 p.m.

•17 ---liiplles that -'MEM 262, section 1

will be exam net! on Thurs., Dec. 22 at
1:30pm.

1^ ---implies that CHEM 262, section 2

will be examined on Thurs., Dec. 22 at

8:00am.

^-11 ---implies that only section 44 of ENGL

190A will have an exam, and it will

be on Wed., Dec. 21 at 8:00 a.m.

(WTE: WHEW SECTION NUMBERS WITHIN A COURSE ARE LISTEP, ASSUME THAT ANV

UNLISTFP SECnON IS NOT SCHEPULEO FOR AN EXAM.

II. See your Instructor for information on the place of examination. He or

she will NOT have this Information before Dec. 5. 1983.

in. COMFIICTS or MORE TT1AN TWO EXAMINATIONS IN ONE DAY. Students who have

cocrfllcts In thrlr examination schedule (as published in this schedule)

or wlio have more then three examinations scheduled for one calender day,

ly report to the Schedule Office (168 Whitmore) for resolution of these

pYiobieBS

.

PLEASE REUIEW THIS 5CHEVUU CAREFULLV. T»e SCHEWLE OFFICE WILL ASSIST

XM RESOLVING RELATEP PROBLEMS REPORTED ON OR BEFORE Dec. 5. 1983. AFTER

TWAT CUTE SruPEVTS MUST CONTACT THEIR ACAPEMIC PEAN.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Animal rights

misunderstood
Animal rights" is a term often misconstrued by the

public. To most people concerned with this subject,

animals have the right to be treated humanely and

to not be exploited by humans. Humans do not have the

right to inflict undue suffering on animals. "Animal

rights" does not mean that animals deserve "better"

treatment than humans.
As a member of the Animal Rights Coalition, I have

noticed that people think that to grant animals rights

means to take away certain rights from humans. It is not

the goal of the Animal Rights Coalition to pit animals

against humans; we simply want people to be aware of

how they often unwittingly inflict suffering on other

Lisa Borders

I want to know who'll stop the rain

As she walked toward the Student Union the

raindrops began to fall. It was a grey day on

campus and the sky was an endless blanket of

clouds. The horizon could not be seen though there was no

doubt that it was out there. The earth was soft, the air

misty, and the pavement started to darken as the rain-

drops raced to get space on the ground.

Approaching the pond she heard a static-filled radio tell

its audience that the "...nuclear arms race escalated today

as,..." some country or another increased their military

arsenal. The rain on the pond made rippling rings that

spread, one after the other. As drops fell close to each

other the rings collided, yet without hesitation formed

new rings. ^^^^^^

Taara Eden Hoffman

She arrived at the Student Union and bought a

newspaper. A major story described the "U.S. invasion

and securing of Grenada." She read about the 1900 troops

that infiltrated the small island and wondered if it was

raining there, too.

Walking toward the Student Post Office she put a

"World Peace" stamp on the letter she was about to mail.

Her best friend was stationed at Okinawa with the United

States Marine Corps and letters were his only connection

with peace and security. His company was one of the next

few that was being sent to Beirut and she felt her stomach

tighten as she posted and mailed his piece of "peace".

The pools of water outside flow into each other as the

people of the University busied themselves with their

day's events.

She preferred not to remain at the Student Union and

after a long day decided to head home. On the way out she

noticed the "Union Video" television surrounded by a

group of people. On the screen were military personnel m
camouflage jumping out of helicopters. The arnis they

were carrying seemed to weigh as much as the "boys"

themselves. The scene switched to a wooded area with

soldiers hiding in trees. The title of the program slowly ap-

peared: "El Salvador - Another Vietnam?". It was rain-

ing in those woods.

The rain had eased a bit and now there was a constant,

light shower. The clouds were higher in the sky though it

was still as dark as before. She quickened her pace and

sheltered her hands in her pockets for warmth. Her

newspaper caught some rain and a few edges curled with

the weight of the water.

Wearing her room she saw bulletins announcing a toxic

waste dump site that was to be established in the region in

the near future. Grafitti for and against the establishment

covered the bulletins as well as the cement posts they were

attached to. The rain had smeared the ink the messages

were marked with.

When she got to her building a T.V. was on in a room

near hers. A broadcaster was giving recent information on

the situation in Lebanon. The picture then showed an in-

terview with the family of one of the more than 230

Marine and Navy personnel thast had been killed in the ex-

plosion there.

She went to her room and saw that the rain had sprayed

some of her plants on the windowsill because of a window

she left open.

She looked past the raindrop-covered glass and as the

sun finally peaked through the clouded blanket she started

to cry.

Taara Eden Hoffman is a UMass student.

Letters '—
You freeze or you boil

To the Editor,

Well folks, the heating season is officially upon us.

Sometimes in the wee morning hours of October the first,

as mandated by our great and powerful General Court,

they turned it on, like it or not.
„._ , m *

Now we, the proud recipients of the Physical Plant

Management System, can enjoy the invigorating and life

sustaining temperature differences that make this a five-

star university. Why, just this morning I was blessed

enough to have a class in that architectural wonder,

Goessman Hall. There I found shelter from the skin-eatmg

early October cold. My auditorium, with its five radiators

hissing industriously for my comfort and warmth, was

eighty-five degrees.
,

I know what you are thinking, you are thinking: But

that only represents a temperature difference of less than

twenty degrees!!" Indeed, I did barely break into a skm-

moistening sweat. But soon, it will be November and then

December with forty, fifty and even sixty degree dif-

ferences between inside and outside temperatures.

What will it be like in these colder months? Imagine my

stimulation as I venture from freezing cold to marganne-

melting heat. No longer will I be robbed of my inalienable

right to sweat in class. No matter how fast I strip winter

parka, vest, over-shirt, gloves, hat and scarf from my war-

ming flesh, my boots and socks alone shall ensure the

moistening of my skin.
, , .

i „„^
After class, with coat in hand, hat in my pocket and

gloves left behind, I face the cold Northwest wind and skip

happily to my next class.

Then I shall get a cold, a most wonderful cold. I wi ex-

perience my joints as never before and my sinuses shall ex-

crete precious bodUy fluids for all to examine and marve

at My newly resonant voice will be the envy of all. shall

^sirSie infomary, the climax of any cold. To dizzily see

the clean modem halls, to fill out the pretty green and

white computer forms, to follow the soothing fat black ar-

rows to the office of the Nurse-Practitioner and to receive

her diagnosis, "You have a cold," and her palliative, "take

some aspirin, and, David, don't go into the cold with wet

skin..."

David B. Stanley

Sunderland

Both sides should be heard

To the Editor,

The demonstration by students in support of the

Grenada invasion is a heartening development. It should

help restore to the campus some of the political vitality of

yesteryear.

In the 1950's, the McCarthyites held sway and dampen-

ed political activism and the exchange of views so vital to

intellectual life. We seldom, if ever, heard a radical left

critique of American politics.

In 1968, Hubert Humphrey was unable to speak at the

University of Massachusetts and in 1983 Jeanne

Kirkpatrick was unable to speak at Smith College. In the

intervening years the political right was as effectively

blocked from the campus as the left in the 1950's. The cost

to the campus of barring the right has been identical to the

cost of banning the left. The political life of the campus has

been increasingly dull and dreary. The establishment left

has blamed "student apathy", whereas the real reason is

that when dissent is dampened and all that is recited is the

establishment left line, the brighter students turn to more
meaningful and interesting pursuits. And the activist left

residue becomes intellectually leizy and mentally flabby.

Witness the description in The Collegian by an establish-

ment reporter of the pro-invasion students as

"militaristic" and the rejoinder of an establishment

species. Animal rights activists question humankind's use

of other species and try to end many of the cruelties that

go on in factory farming and scientific laboratories.

Animal rights is not necessarily anti-vivisection 0>ve

animal experimentation) or pro-vegetarian. As a zoology

major, I have had classes where expenmentetion on

animals was a necessary part of my education. But I have

also attended labs where I felt that animals were wasted in

experiments whose main point could have been taught in a

different manner. Neither I nor the Animal Rights Coali-

tion preaches vegetarianism; we simply advocate more

humane treatment and better living conditions for animals

destined for the slaughterhouse.

On commercial chicken farms, for example, three to five

hens are routinely kept in cages no larger than an album

cover. Because they have no room to move, their feet

often grow around the wire of the cages; when they are

removed for slaughter, their feet must be cut from the

cages. These animals are raised using commercial

assembly line methods, hence the t«rm "factory farming."

One of the more publicized cruelties of factory farming

occurs in veal production. Veal calves are kept in constant

darkness, in stalls so small that they cannot turn around

or even stretch out. So that their meat will remain whit«,

they are fed an iron-deficient liquid diet with no roughage,

thus stifling the animal's natural urge to 'ruminate' (chew

its cud). This inability to chew causes digestive disorders,

including stomach ulcers, in veal calves.

Cosmetics and drugs must be tested on animals in this

country, and many of these toxicity tests are excessive

and cruel. In the Draize test, rabbits' eyes are held open in

mechanical devices so that concentrated amounts of a

substance, such as shampoo, can be dripped into the eyes.

The strength of the substance is measured by the amount

of damage done to the eye.
^ i

• »u
The standard test for toxicity of a chemical is the

"Lethal Dosage 50" or LD-50 test. This test determines

the dosage level at which 50 percent of the t«st animals

will die. It is used for a variety of substances, even fairly

harmless ones; therefore enormous quantities of the

substance have to be force-fed to the animals. In these

cases death is caused by the high concentration given to

the animal, and has no relevance to the circumstances in

which humans will use the substance.

We tend to think of ourselves as a species of supenor in-

telligence, and that this intelligence sets us apart from

other animals. As intelligent beings, it is our responsibility

not to abuse those less fortunate - and that includes

In order for us to consider ourselves a just and civilized

people we must show compassion for other species as well

as for members of our own. We should be able to coexist

with all other species, and it is this goal toward which the

Animal Rights Coalition works.

Lisa Borders is co pres
, of the Animal Rights Coalition

S.G.A. member to anti-left criticisms that they "stink."

Let us hope that dissent of every kind will return to the

campus and that we will once again enjoy a lively and yeas-

ty political environment, where minds are sharpened and

quickened by disagreement.
John H. Fenton

Commonwealth Professor

Department of Political Science

Sorry about phone books
To the Editor,

Apologies to individuals, students especially, who were

unable to obtain a copy of the Student Telephone Direc-

tory. We did not anticipate the high demand for this

publication when we first bid the contract in 1982 - for

three editions of 12,000 each. Effective with the Spring

1984 edition and two semesters following, the contract

calls for 15,000 copies, which, we trust, will meet
everyone's needs. Thank you.

Robert N. Brooks
Associate Dean of Students
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Did ybuldiowlhat you "can eat at

Frankies everyday for a whole

month and not eat the same thing

twice?
Try Frankies. You'll love our food.

Come see our menu.
THE HOME OF THE

89* V4 lb. HAMBURGER
Route 9 "gg'" Super Stop & Shop - Hadley

ANDY'S
PIZZA RESTAURANT

~
Open 7 Days 11-2 am

X Serving Beer Er Wine
Pizza • Spaghetti Dinners • Grinders

175 University Dr.

(next to Stadium Liquors)

256-8147

Delivery Available

SPECIALS
7 pm - closing

Small Plain Pizza % price

All Day Thurs - every 2 dinners

second is % price

offer ends 12/31/83

NOVEMBER CALENDAR
Sponsored by

The Mass. Daily Collegian

MONDAY TITESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

DON'T Bl
LIFT IN

^S^ ^r
IN WA^HiNGTOH.

tVEWBW
rtAK m Coaffii»Nj DARK!

Collegian

VIRY MORNINOI

"Do Lord Remember Me"
8:00 PM Hampden Th.

"She Stoops to Conquer"
8:00 PM Curtian Th. FAC

Gay Alliance Dance 9 PM CC

8

Faculty Brass Quintet

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

"She Stoops to Conquer"
8 PM Curtain Th.

14

Course update pamphlet
available - Scheduling Office

168 Whitmore

M Soccer - Hansard 2 PM

"Arms and the Man"
8 PM Curtain Th.

15

Jazz Ensemble I

Bowker Aud.

Film: "Shane" 9 PM
Gamble Aud, Mt. Holyoke

Faculty Recital: ;
Salvatore Macchia
String Bass
Bezanson Recital Hall

"She Stooops to Conquer"
8 PM Curtain Th.

Volleyball - Springfield 7 PM
Friday class schedule followed

Spring '84 Official schedule of

courses distributed 9 AM-4 PM
CC Concourse

"Amis and the Man"
8 PM Curtain Th.

VETERANS DAY
NO CLASSESI

"She Stoops to Conquer'

8 PM Curtain Th.

SATURDAY

Football - at Lehigh 1 :30 "
Field Hockey - UConn 1 1 AM
W. Swim - Vermont 2 PM
Gymnastics - Alumi Meet 7 PM

"Do Lord Remember Me"
8:00 PM Hampden Th.

"Amns and the Man " 8 PM
Curtain Th.

M Soccer - Hartwick
Football -at UNH 11AM
Volleyball - Northeastern 1 PM
Field Hockey - NCAA Playoffs

"Arms and the Man"
8 PM Curtain Th.

SUNDAY

"Prints of Bamett Newman"
University Gallery FAC

W. Soccer - NCAA Playoffs

UMass vs Keene State or

Brown 1 PM
Field Hockey - NCAA
Playoffs, % finals

Springfield Symphony
Orchestra, FAC

"For Better Not For Worse"
8 PM Student Ctr, Mt Holyoke

American Cancer Society ^ 'J
Smokeout

Oxfam America/UMass
Task Force for a Worid Hunger

B-52's at FAC

University Wind Ensemble

Bowker Aud, 8 PM

W. Swim - UConn 7 PM

Football-at Northeastern 1 PM
W. Soccer - NCAA Final Four

at Central Florida Semi-Finals

Field Hockey-NCAA Final for

at UPenn Semi Finals

Chaka Khan at FAC

W. Soccer - NCAA Final

Four at Central Florida

Held Hockey - NCAA Final

AMHERST S MICROCOMPUTING CENTER

H/©'©m$
Stop by and see us for

all your computer needs.

?66 No'fh Pieasa"! St J. ^53 56:j

21 No Classes

Thanksgiving Recess Begins
after classes.

Thanksgiving DayX'i

Auditions for "Rashoman'
4-6 Smith College

Classes resume

M. Basketball - UNH 7:30 PM
W. Basketball - St. Johns 5|

PM
Wrestling - Hofstra 7 PM
M. Swim - Tufts 4 PM

Choral Union and
Chamber Winds
First Congregational Church

University Symphony Band
FAC - 8 PM

J our OFW AMTHETIC
STuotNTs miAt -me

C0LLE6IAN

W. Basketball - UMass
Invitational

UMass vs UConn 3 pm
URI vs UNH 1 pm

W. Basketball - UM Inviational

Consolation - 1 PM
Championship - 3 PM

gsativetee-ihirts

CUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
TSkirli • Fmimlert Cmpt • Jmckrit

Bmttbmll Hts • SwtmUkirtt

• Grtet LttttriHt •

• Letlermt While You Wail •

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
FrmttrmMiet • SoroHtiet • (lub%

HAMPSHIRE MALL HADLEY
SJI6-9205

Furnari Jewelers^
«) '^JiS «-^-:^C5^"=:aiJ> <I:C:^<^"''^2i9 C^^^^CS'-^ai oft

Keepsake Jewelers ^

I
10% Student Discount

^
Expert Jewelry Repair ac

Hampshire Mall
|

Hadley 586-8222 |

Specialists for All

Your Trove! Needs

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES

• HOTEL RESERVATIONS
• CHARTER PACKAGES

• TICKETRON
• CAR RENTALS

• CRUISES
• AMTRAK

Campus Center (2ncl FIcxx)

U. of Mass, Amherst. 01003
545-0500

Mt. Tom
Ski Area

Rt. 5 Holyoke MA

When you want to ski

you want Mt. Tom
- 8 lifts

- 100% snow making
- Night skiing all trails

- Ski Shop
_ - Tom's Tavern

Isa't It flMM ye«

»w Available

I

Astron 100

Astron 100

( Botany 100

I

COINS 121

: COINS 123

[COINS 250
' Econ 103 B
j
Econ 103 D

j
Econ 103 E

r Econ 104 A
IEcoh 104 B

Arnv
Van Blerkhom
Shapiro

Kukikowski
Oranstain

Waiss
C Edwards
Resnick

Rivera Batii

De«re
Haim

Econ 104 C Duguay
Econ 104 D Gibson*
FSb.'J 101 Clydesdale

FS&N 130 Ben
Geol 103 Vuretich

Psych 100 A Turner

Psych 150 C Simonso
Physics 161 KoHler
Physics 162 Quinton
Zoo 102 Searsy
•First half only Hil 10/281

Klli«CMMs
WPrimiiif
Xkltanilcs

403 8t«4«Mt UiilM («psf«lrs)
ONNt MiTli V-S PrI 10-9

T«l. 84S.1171

Campus
Card.

Visit our X-Press 24 location

jn the Newman Center today.

TkySomeCfiIngB«ltor
^ . '—g- ^

i
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^BjjH

^p^^^ • * ^^^^

HEARTFELT LEATHER
Downtown Amherst
Monday - Saturday

9:30 - 6:00

Friday till 8:00

Sunday 11:00-4:00

253-5135
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Black Affairs
community

The debate around a Black presidential

candidate for 1984 has split the Black

community largely but not excusively on

class lines.

Poor people, blue collar and low to middle

income workers overwhelmingly endorse a

Black revolt within the Democratic Party.

Most Black middle class leaders of the

NAACP and Urban League, on the other

hand, have denounced the idea as a "hoax"

and a "fraud."

The majority of Black elected officials and

particularly the mayors of major cities have

already jumped aboard Mondale's band-

wagon, along with the AFL-CIO
bureaucracy. Even Atlanta mayor Andrew

Young, one of Jesse's closest friends, states

that "Blacks ought to be in any campaign

where the candidate is likely to be elected

president."

The immediate cause for debate revolves

around Jessee Jackson's strengths and

weaknesses as a candidate. But the more

fundamental issue-which no one is

discussing- -is the fact that the Black

community is nowhere nearly as culturally.

economically, or socially cohesive as it was

during the period of Jim Crow thirty years

aco
One viewrpoint on our recent history is

that Blacks have achieved a tremendous

degree of success. In Birmingham,

Alabama, only twenty years ago. police

chief "Bull" Connor unleashed dogs and

levied clubs and firehoses against passive

Black protestors. Today the mayor of

Birmingham is a Black progressive, Richard

Arrington.

In September. 1968. Andrew Young was

arrested for blocking sanitation trucks

during a stike of black garbage workers.

Four years later he was elected to

Congress, and today he is the mayor of

Atlanta.

Less than a decade ago Howard Fuller

was leader of the revolutionary Malcolm X

College in North Carolina. Late last year

Fuller became a cabinet member and top

Black administrator to the governor of

Wisconsin. During the Cold war Coleman

Young was the radical executive secretary

of the Communist-dominated National

r

Negro labor Council. For almost a decade,

he has been the mayor of Detroit.

Marion Berry, currently mayor of

Washington, D.C.. first became involved in

polictics two decades ago as a militant

leader of the Student Non-violent Coor-

dinating Committee.

Superficially, the sheer numbers of Blacks

moving into positions of political and

economic power seem to validate the myth

of American cultural pluralism and

democracy. The number of Blacks elected

officials nationwide jumped from 103 in

1964 to 5.003 in 1980. The number of Blacks

in Congress increased from 5 in 1964 to 21 in

1983

A generation ago, the "Black bourgeoisie

consisted primarily of school teachers,

posUl workers, and skilled workmen. Most

Black businesses consisted of "mom and

pop" grocery stores, barber shops, and

funeral parlors. With the passage of federal

legislation promoting affirmative action and

civil rights, opportunities for racial

development were created in both the

public and private sector.

Dr. Manning Marable

from the Grassroots

Announcements
Jorge Ridriguez-Beruff. consultant for

the Caribbean project for justice and peace,

in San Juan. Puerto Rico will focus on

Militarization and the Caribbean" on

Sunday, November 6. 1983 at 7:00 p.m. in

room 163 of the Campus Center at UMass.

There will be a planning session for the

New England Third World Student

Leadership Conference on Wednesday

November 9. at 3:30 in the New Africa

House Library on the second floor.

Holyoke's Minority Action coalition needs

student volunteers to help Holyoke's

minority community to get out and vote in

the all - important election on Tuesday

November 8th. Hundreds of newly

registered voters will be voting for the first

time and need assistance. There will be

free transportation to and from Holyoke on

election day Tuesday Nov 8th. For more

information please contact Gerry Scop-

pettuolo at SCERA 5-0341 or Andrea Cruz

1-534-4523 (work) or 1 536-5838 (home) or

Wilfred Buck, president of the Holyoke

NAACP 1 533-4148.

photo by Chrii Hmrdin

Curtain call for the cast of "Do Lord Remember Me." The play con-

tinues this Friday and Saturday at Hampden Theater in Southwest.

Tickets are $2 for students and $3 for the general public. Both perfor-

mances start at 8:00. Don't miss it! The cast includes, from left to right,

Mangold Washington, Richard Ammons, Leroy Blair. Gloria Bankston

and Felicia Thomas. —

At Frankies there is something for everyone

because we offer a menu from soup & sandwich to

seafood & grinders.

Over 40 items to choose from

fraotes

with weekly specials

Home of the 89*

Va lb. Hamburger

THIS WEEK:
ANY KIND OF HOT DOG, FRENCH

FRIES. SMALL DRINK $1.99
beginning 11/6

AT FRANKIES WE OFFER MUCH MORE
FOR ALOT LESS

saoB
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GERMAN

240

310
314
361
365
380

1.3
2

1

1

1

1

1

390H 1

390J 1

402 1

425 1

GREEK

126
230
310
393
693

HEBREW

101

201
2U

1-4

1.2

1

HIST

100

101

1

2

1

102H 1

1

110
lis
120
130
\A0

141

158

J«l

15U
Ml

1

1

1

1

1

3

4
5
1

2
lA
2b
3N
lA
3C
40
1

1

1
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i
i 1-3

aiT' 1

MA 1

17

13

22
10

11

I

20
4

19

8
5

187 II. pleasant st^ antherst, ma.

i^Pta

GEORGE CARLIN
Sunday Nov. 6

Doors open at 6:00 pm
Show begins

promptly at 8:30 pm
Tickets at door $15.00

Any seats unsold at

8:00 will be half

price for UMass students

with I.D.

rusty nail<
Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

Saturday Nov. 5

Mick Fleetwood Band
from

"Fleetwood Mac"

The Lmes

Julie and the Flashers

at the door $7.50

Doors open at

7:00

^^Z^'Tx

presents
I

You must be 18 to enter.

Tonight
Friday

BLUES BLAST
John Lee Hooker

Willy Dixon
John Hammond
Robert Cray

At the door Door Open at

$9.50 7:00 pm
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210
270

58Sa
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251
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454
460
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520
560
590M

DTM.

110

126

230
324

371

lIAPAN

1

1

1.2
1

1

1.2
1

1

1

1.2,3.4.5.
6.7
1

1.2
1

1

)S

120 1.2

126 1.2
143 1

201
302

1

1.2
393A 1

497H 1

lUOAlC

101A 1

10 IB 1

lOlC 1

301 1

390H 1

394A 1

15
12

19

13

9
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5
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6
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3

9
17
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5
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LAMM

S4Z 1

UIT AM

3920 1

UTIN
110 1

120 1

2
230 1

3
4
5

240 1

320 1

t.7
3
4.5.6.9,
11,12
8

LO OPR

SOIB 1

SOIC 1

SOID 1

S03A 1

S03B 1

S03C 1

S07A 1

S07C 1

S07D 1

LEGAL

250 2

3

251 1

390E 1

397G 2

U

12

21
11

15
4

15

21
6
11

15

21
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1

8
8
8
3

3

3

18
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18

16

3

20
4
17
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230 1

387 1

371 1

372 1

390S 1

Wt

LING

101 1 13

2 5

3 6

4 4

5 17

6 3

201 3 16

201
202
UO
211
213
2X
302
310
313
330
340
341
3S1
386
413
570
573
575
577
581

1

1

1.2.3.4
1

1

1.2.3
1

1.2.3
1

1

1

1

1

1.2,3
1

1

1

1

1

1

590H 1

597A 1

IS

8
3

12

22

8
19

4

2

21

IS

17

12

2

11

18

1

8
15

12

3

20
22

9
13

6

18
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PHYSIC

283
300
343
421
424
530
531
532
562
564

PLSOIL

SOI
503
S05
S07
S09
Sll

S37
100

105
105A 1

MATH
S03
OlOL
OllL
UOS
113
120

121

127

1

1.2.3,4,5
1.2.3.4
1

1,2
1N.2N.3N,
4N.5N.6N.
7N.8M.9N.
ISA. 168
1N.2N.3N.4N
5N,6N.7N.8N.
9A.11N 4
1N.2N.3N,4N
SN.6N,7N,8N
9N.10N.11N;
12N.13N,15A 1

41

200
210
315
490A 1

515

530
540

555
575

POLISH

no 1

230 1

250 1

POL SCI

101

121

141A

I51A 1

ISIB 1

203 1

lA

2B
4N
5N

2A
1

11
4

11

8
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15
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1
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PSYCH

32aM 1

330 1

335 1

3S0A 1

3S0H 1

3S6
360A 1

360N 1

370A 1

370M 1

380 1

381 1

1

404H 1

535 1

585B 1

590P 1

591B 1

591F 1

PUB HL

123 1

2

1

1

1

2

590K 1

361

564
575

17

22
10

7

4

5

4

11

20
20
6

19

5

16

13

20
22

1

5

9

16

15

22

10

2

RUSS

110

120

230
240
250
301

SOCIOL

.2.3.4.5 20
20

.2 6

6

19

6

102 1.2 14

103 IN 18

2N 14

3A 6

104 1 4

105 lA 10
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2A 14

106A I 14
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297A 1

bCT
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7N.8N
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1
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1
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1

1

2

3

1
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6
1

1

1.2
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1

1

1.2
1

1

1
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12

5

5

1

9

5
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1
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3

6
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6
9

13
6
8
9
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4

1

3

9

5

9

7

4

9
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301 1.2 12

314 1.5 14

2

3.4 7

330 16

6

3.4 19

3
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331 1.3 12

2

347 1.2 17

365 1

444 1

2.3
482 1 18

NIC8I0

155 1 21

310 1 8

540 1 5

560 1 13

MILSCI It

212 1.2 3

312 1,2 17

397G 1 18

412 1,2 16

HKTG

301 1.2 10

341 2 3

4 IS

410 3,4 22

412 1 9

2 17

422 3 21

425 2 2

437 1 12

459 3.4 18

MUSIC

100 16
7

101 12

110 14

111 11

112 1.2 7

9

212 1,2 14

300 3

500 IS
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100
210
300
330
415
425

ONI

103A 1

191L 1

PEP

310 1

311 1

4970 1
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110

160

310
320
513
550
S61
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2B
4
1

2

3

4

1,2

3
4

5

1

1

1

1

1

592A 1

PHYSIC
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1

2

1

1
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1

1.2

1.2
1

197B 1
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1.8,9
3

4
S

7
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1.2

1
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126H 1
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9
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1
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1

3
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4

3
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187 1
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120 1 19
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cru

1 15

401 1 9
403 1 15

508 I 19

538 1 13

101 18

102 18

104 19

1900 7

235 18

245 5

339 12

510 10

521 17

523 16

530 19

531 18

534 15

537 4

550 8

560 11

560A H
566 1
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590G
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GAYandLESBIAN
AWARENESSDAY

FRIDAY NOV. 4
9:00 - 11:00 am. CC room 903

Lesbian Union Workshop

9:30 - 11:00 am. CC rooms 904, 908

David Gearhart; GAY POLITICS

1:00- 3:00 pm.

CC room 903

Discussion; COMING OUT ON CAMPUS
CC room 904

Dr. Able; GAY MEN'S HEALTH WORKSHOP
CC room 908
Discussion; STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT GAY PEOPLE

3:00 - 5:00 pm.
room 423 Stu. Union MassPIRG Office

Discussion; BISEXUALITY

4:00 - 8:00 pm. SU room 433

Gay and Lesbian Counselling Collective;

OPEN HOUSE & COMING OUT RAP GROUP

8:00 - 9:00 pm.

CC 10th floor

PRE-DANCE COMING OUT GROUP

9:00 pm - 2:00 am
CC 10th floor

GAY AND LESBIAN DANCE
Admission $2.00

Sat. Nov. 5
& Sun. Nov. 6

9:30 am - 5:30 pm
Leach Lounge
Heterosexism Colloq

1 credit call 5-0422 to register, 9-5

It's a nice day to come out.

Sponsored by the People's Gay Alliance

ITHIS
WEEKS

Be Preoared
For the Flu and Cold Season

Amirlea'i but ulling

prturtptlon cold

product now ivtllibli

without a proscription.

DRDQORAL

10s $2.01
Nyquil 6 oz.

$2.56
reg. $3.94

|W^

^1

'.* ji t i ». *^'•N' *s"

Triamlnic"
Syrup

Reliel ot

runny, stuffy

nose and
postnasal dnp

4oz$2.01

Reg. $3.47

Triaminic

A
Expectorant

Relief ot

dry. hacking

Actifed i2's

$1.11

Triamintc

Sudafed 24's

$1.31 Reg. $2.50 L

cough and
stuffy nose

*.®^

4oz.

$2.31
Reg. $3.97

Triaminic Coldl
Contacios Tabs24$1.71

$2.01 Reg. $2.60

Alt sale item* also avaiiabte tr>e Mim Store located in the Student Union

^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

I ocated in fhe Campus Center Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

^i^B'U
'•*•-;

U. Mass.
4mheT»^

10 a.m. til 11 p.m. ^"

Be«r • ^»'^*
\o'

Ca,tc^
\ ^-

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Jlist past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Ov»'

>jgeeiKVW

SpecvaNs

Beck itordk $3.65 + .aoepk.

BUSCh 12 oz. export bottles

$8.95 + $1.50 cs.

Michelob or Michelob

Light $11.45 + $1.20 cs.

Miller Lite

12 pk. bttis $5.00 + .60 12 pk.

Duke i2o2.bttis $4.95 +$i.20cs.

Calif. Cellars 3L $6.25

Cribari Vinos3L $4.99

Sebastian! 3 l $5.65

Inglenook 3l $5.99

Mohawk Vodka 1 751 $7.95

Popov Vodka 175 $9.95

Gordon Gin 175 $11.99

Newport Rum 1.75 $9.59

McGregor Scotch
^^q gg

C. Rare Whiskey 1 75$10.25
not responsible for typoyraphical errors

.ColU^^icm 15

Hypercurricula
Today

SHABBAT WITH CHABAD - A total Shabbat ex-

perience as Chabad travels to the Chassidio community of

Brooklyn for a weekend of living, learning, enjoying, top-

ped by a concert. 11 a.m., Chabad House.

UNIVERSITY WIND ENSEMBLE AND
CHAMBER CHOIR - A free concert, presented by the

Department of Music and Dance, features two outstan-

ding ensembles performing works by Hindemith,

Nelhybel, Hennagin, Leslie Bassett and others. Guest ar-

tist is trumpeter Walter Chestnut in Haydn's Concerto for

Trumpet. 8 p.m.. Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

MARYMOUNT COLLEGE STUDY ABROAD OP-

PORTUNITIES - A representative from Marymount

College will be here to discuss their study abroad oppor-

tunities/internship programs in the United Kingdom and

Europe. 10:30 a.m. -12 p.m.. International Programs Of-

fice, 239 Whitmore.

SHABBAT SERVICES
Union.

7 p.m., Dukes Room, Student

KABBALAT SHABBAT - 6 p.m., 72 Triangle St.,

Amherst.

II

TIceBestCluiiefteFvad

Hot £r Sour Soup
Chicken Fing«rs

Pan Friec) Ravioli

B«ef with Green Pepper

BUFFET Chicken Fn«d Noodles

Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11:30 am - 3 pm

0t

MENU

Sweet & Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chinese Bartiequed Pork

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chicken Wings

Luncheon Special £r Take-Out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun - Thura 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri Cr Sat 11:30 am 11 pm

^ > Ki r AT ^0 Bolchertown Road
ALL YOU CAN EAT ., rj, 9 Amherst

$5.25 per person isfr^Qsi

Mikes Famous Friday Food Time

All you can carry

$1.00 this Friday

THE BEST OF
HOT AND COLD FOOD

attractions

Also Bee r and Drink
tooooooouuuui'innnnnnn

EXPERIENCE IN MEDITATION - Doda
(lalianeshwaronanda, a yogic monk and social activist will

introduce the science of meditating, and offer instruction.

A series of classes will follow. Call 253-9553. 7:30 p.m., CC
802.

Saturday

AMHERST MOZART PLAYERS - The debut of the

Amherst Players at Bezanson Hall. A 26 member or-

chestra performing an All-Mozart Program. Horn soloist

William Coffindaffer. Conductor E. Larry Grossman.

Free admission. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall, F'AC.

Sunday

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH
- All are welcome to join us for our weekly Sunday service

of worship, praise, and teaching from the Bible. 10:15

a.m., see CC. schedule for room number.

WORSHIP FELLOWSHIP - Rev. Robin L. Harden in-

vites everyone to share and celebrate in the style and

spirit of the Black Church tradition in this informal wor-

ship service. 11:15 a.m., James Classroom.

UMASS STRATEGY GAMES CLUB - The dub will

start a squad leader campaign, as well as playing other

board games and miniatures. 12 p.m.- 12 a.m., CC. 174.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Trumpet Virtuoso

MAURICE ANDRE
with ttie

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Robert Gutter, Conductor

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8 PM

Tickets: $11, $9, $7

Five College Students '/» Price

Available at Fine Arts Center Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield Civic Center

545-2511

TT

9^ Enjoy '

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very Friday

ENGLISH CHANGE-RINGING DEMONSTRA-
TION - Local change-ringers will demonstrate and teach

the art. Come to our open house to see (and hear) what it's

all alK)ut. 4-5:30 p.m.. Smith College Bell Tower.

Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts, (ireen St.,

Northampton.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Cheers! To a perfect

life together!

COLEMMA
from friends that love you,

Becky, Judy, Bill, Gary
Greg & Rob

12rh ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22 - 27

TRIP INCLUDES:

5/2 DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL orCONDO

MEALS ^uo,-~t«o owT,-,«,».o«>«*3r HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES

HOT RID PARTIES LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTLE RACES. FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE DEER b WINE PARTIES NASTAR RACES

SUGARDUSH COUPON BOOK. EQ, EQ.

HOTEL PACKAGE ^^^ "^^"^ ONLY*ic

CONDO PACKAGE ^*--auDiD, ONLY $16

FIWT 1 00 PEOPLE TO SIGNUP WILL DE EUGIDLE FOR A FREE TRIP

ta;i inCuDCD only S 1 84

T*;,,NauDiD, ONLY S 169

LAGNAF 84
fOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

SIGN-UP & INFO

TABLE TODAY
CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE

LINGUINI with CLAM SAUCE
a full bodied white sauce with lots of clams

6.85

BEEF STEW served in a large crock

and better than morn's O.ZO

I At A Prlc* You C-an Afford! .

Ut the L;G;1TS r\ north /,./»lli«.i»Al .i4».««43l
' We're op«a 7 day* wek 5 «.. to 9 P«"- '

jiengeczs^Siasie
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Fri. to Thurs. Nov. 4th to lOth Irom Australia: lor Loveis of Non Stop Action

On Screen At 7:10

PRAY HE'S OUT THERE !

lii^V^'
(^
11

Si.irnngr MM < ,IBS( )N Musk I>v BRIAN MAY

zsxn

On Screen At 9:00

In the future, the hope of m«\nkind

will appear as a stranj^er

\X\Xm mm c.ibson

,„ROAD_ o .

Warrior [si^jiiTP:i
WXTTTTTTW
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.Friday, November 4, 1983

^^^^^g^^%^%j^^^ M -vpM w^^^jrv-%^3«.-»-^r ar^g-ar-ag^c

VIOLENCE
IN SPORTS
film and lecture with

Attorney Rick Horrow

of the American Bar Association

Task Force on Violence in Sports

Monday, November 7th

L

Presented by the

Distinguished Visitors Program

Show Your Colors

DYNAMITE
RECORDS

has Soul and Disco

400 Used 12 in. EP's

$3.00 each

Thornes, a marketplace plus! 584-1680

Tastes like it

never left ( ]lermany.
Steinhauser Bier has authentic German

ta^ It IS brewed and bottled in Germany
a(3brclir;g to the Purity Law of 1516, which

SHOWS only natural ingredients. Then

Steinhauser is shipped to Amenca
Unchanged Uncompromised Next time

you re thirsting for authentic German beer,

ask for a Steinhauser, the one beer that

tastes like it never left Germany

<6(einfiatti!ier3ter
.VTALANiTA COF"^

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
<;t UNIVERSITY
STORE 1^

1^

FOUR SEASONS^
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mail

Just a quicit Jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mali

SPECIALS
BUSCH bts or cans $8.99

STROHS cans $9.99

LITE cans $9.99

GENESSE BEER bts $6.95

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RUM 1.75 $9.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 $8.99

PICCALA COFFEE LIQUEUR. . . . 750 ml. . . . $5.99

CARLO ROSSI WINES 4 L $5.99

E & J GALLO VARIETALS 1.5 $3.99

GALLO TABLE WINES 1.5 $3.99

We will take your cans and bottles with a smile.

No quantity too large.

KEGS WE DELIVER BEER BALLS
584-8174

Attention Wine Enthusiasts: We really know our wines and
someone is always here who can help you. Come see our huge

selection.

Friday, November 4, 1983j

Bloom County

iCc^Uegi^n 17

by Berke Breathed

Scrod Dan DeBellis

XSEBM TO Los^ny
SBNSB OF BVOV/INCi

ON FR/MYS!

Superbad by G.H.

THE^ 'e^fff^t' WAS 5eT DfT T>cAp|^»6

TMe. to ^Ae^A^PP-'^ c^ th& „^,.

6gAUNfe THgl^ PATg---

^^IpL£)1^P .' l^AS THAT Ar

(f(^(i^0T HIT'

After The Fall

1 DON' T KNOW IF I CAN
LlVf UlTVt SC>MgONE WHO
HASN T ACLen^eo jesos

INTO HIS HSI^T

by R. Miller

L00<, Slf^OM, J^30S
CAN COMt INTO f^y

MEAntr anv nivif H6
LlKfS^PROVlOHDHe
Does H IS DISHES AND
TURNS OUT -me light
WHEN HE LEAVE'S.

THg HgACT iSA
DA«.lC PlAC£

^Heisr iS FOULED
roLgAvC/ry

^

.

YfT, IF He IS Au^HjjeDTO
ENTBR, YOOCAN BE 5uaETH4T

HE uiiu^DOHlS DISHES "FbR
His love will CtfANSe YOUR
HEART OF ITS EVIL. YfA, AS
THe AfbSTLE P\)L REIVWOCS

IN HISSEOjND LfTTER TC)

THE THeSSAay4lAMS.

NEVEIC TFlL a KeutrtO«JS

JOKE Tb A Qd^-AjfiiH
<:>tK.lSTVVM

Wilson Low

COnt i>t£ WHAT BROOGHTUS
OUR PIZ2.A

I

ALIENS WOULDN'T BY
M^ CHAfiCE-Cit&A'^^

by C.C. McFly

fcmcrayji oiomt kmov/ th£Re ]
'

1 WEREMNrrGAYALIEMS |

lN.\iJ* 2 3 HI HONtY, /SRtN T YOU

CUTE, WAWNA STAY FOK A bLlC£ ''

LALi^N2J0H.Ht. 3UiV-!
ItR TOO."

Quentin

1 Wt.AL EVOLVED
j

bv Mark MacKenzie

5T«crr oo$%riQi^ IS-

-mffr SHOVLO 8eOpNt\
y^iTH (kOBNXiN 7*

/AVMiTti --J»W
$HOvi» wI9 HIM ^

ISAM- fc*'!
rmtNonri fo<t M»'5 MKt. err ••» Of

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b> MarKurrl larrar and Trude Jaffr

ACROSS
' Corddge plant

fi Fit.'geraid s UmIc

10 SupeHalive
eniling

l.f Love in Lt-nda

14 Popular name in

Pans
16 Mimir
16 Equesl'ienne

gear

18 Jacob s brolhei

19 Influence

20 Seat o\ autnonty

22 Large or small

2J Wei/rTiann ot

Israel

24 Woman of Hawan
2 7 Interrupted a

conversation

JO Suffouiult'd tiy

Ji George of lest

J2 Golden
Treasury work

33 Noted puppeteer

34 Pulil/er Pn.-e

novt«l by t lina

f efber

M> Double
3ti Poetic

contraction

(/ Broad expanses
)H Light craft

W Natural powers

41 Sudden outbreaks

42 Falfiers

43 Blackbird

44 Part of tfie street

scene
46 Dependence
'jO Student s

pu'ctiase

"il Ben Hur for one
fi3 Orders at the bar

54 Tidal tlovy

fif) Shelter Fr

fi6 Distress signal

f'/ Weaver s reeds

68 Hecess

DOWN
1 fasleru-r

2 Ofienlal ruler

3 Style

4 Urgent

6 Cook with fat

6 Underwater rei't

7 Wavy
H e Iver

^ Aboil

10 { iiglish raie

course
1 1 Connery of

I ilmbuigh

12 M.iKi- level

16 Hon(e on the

fieigfils

21

i.^

24

26

26
27

28

29

31

34

36

M

40
41

43

44

46
4/

48

49

Oscar winner

(With The »

Overacts
Evert Lloyd

Uncultivated land

With force

Game like quoits

Ice solids

No member ot the

brain trust

National birds in

Oahu
Wet blankets'*

Botany and
tiiology

Sheer cotton

fabfic

Site of the

lai Mahal
Something
bi/arre

Haycocks
Contradicts

Jovial

Down with

f leiu h style

Virtuoso s

spec lally

Latest fad

Mountain at north

end of Dead Sea

I ot)d fish

I sti.tdaot TV

M.i't h Of Lir\den

1 ? 3 4

1
s b 8 M

1
?l

10 1 1 1?

11 14

\h 17

?0

in

m

?7
Pl

7B 7<)
74 ?S

30 ^H31 ^H37

JJ ^34

41

3B

35

36 M"
431

3S 40

46
Jj^l

4?

47 4B 49
44 4S

bO

1

51 5?

1
b3 54 55

bh 57

1

58

1

Yes Watson, its right here

in the Collegian

k=-

DC Menu

LUNCH
Tuna Grinder

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Meatloaf/Beef Gravy,

French Fried Onion Rings

Shrimp and Scallop Creole

Egg Salad Plate

with Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Bulgar and Bean Salad

Macaroni and Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Vegetable Cro-

quettes

with Sauce

Shrimp and Scallop Creole

Weather

Today, cloudy with a

chance of rain

redeveloping, highs in the

40s. Tonight, cloudy with

a continued chance of rain

except chance of light snow
in the western hills, lows in

the 30s. Saturday, mostly

cloudy, highs in the low to

mid 40s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER

)l ai[nVs A 3

...

B B s

1 b B ^13 U DV B B 3 1 V

U 1 3 iT) 1 U V H 3H)t a

9 3 "if V 1 1 3 u N^3 H $ ¥

BDBC] QBDDB
s 1 ? una s 3 1 9yr J N J

a V s
3 0|N|V[3| i 3 a

swfN 1 M iH9ll a b

BIDE] BDIDIDE] yClDLlD

nODIDi] BBOBmm
DBDD BBDBD OBCJCJ

ISilLaLLLy
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T^

Charter

I J jr4'HnU^^ A Fot hassle-free group

I 1 C^^^BHf^^^ ^ travel, call the experts

I M ^"Tr Irntf^ 1^ >.^B '^^" Travel Time Before

I A|^^ y n! J—^d^M voi^'^ gf^o^P plans its^ ^^^ next trip- any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer;

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

Weil also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

7r-ji/»l 'IbnB.hiis Lint^s, Inc

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call General Office and Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297

DE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUD
MEMBERSHIP

$10 BEFORE NOV. 15/ $15 AFTER NOV. 15

Includes Free Traniportation. Free Refreshments. Discount Lift

Tickets and a Variety of Special Events which include: Saturday

Trips to Maior Vermount Mountains, Thursday Night Skiing at

Mt, Tom & Berkshire East, Hot Tub Parties. Happy Hours Ect,Ect.

1 2th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV. 16-19

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
$500,000 Worth of Top Name Winter Clothing

6r Ski Equipment at Incredible Savings.

1 2th ANNUAL DUSH DASH
JAN. 22 - 27

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK
Lifts, Lodgings. Meals, free Beer & Wine Parties. Hot Tub &

Sauna Party Beer Slalom. Nastar Races. Long Underwear Party.

Etc. Etc

LAGNAF 84
NOT JUST A CLUB. A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

SIGN-UP & INFO

TABLE TODAY
CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE

.Friday . November 4, 1983

Winner of the Best Dinner Under $4.
. in the Valley Advocate's Best of the Valley Poll 1983.

C'mon in and try one of our great specials.

v.

,^A VILLA
^...Offering Quality Mexican Foods^

Northampton, 21 Center St. 584-0673

Amherst, 41 Boltwood Walk 256-8217

UNIVERSITY
OF

MASSACHUSETTS
^ Schick TT
Superll
Specially Fashioned
in our school colors

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with

two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges

and a coupon good for 25c off your next

Super II purchase plus .

.

A chance to win a Schick Super II

Athletic Bag m your school bookstore's

sweepstakes. Every bookstore has at

least 50 or more winners!

Just fill out the coupon below and bnng it

to the bookstore to receive your special

razor.

The Super II twin blade shaving system

features Super II twin blades that are

custom honed for close, comfortable

shaves.

Quantities are limited and will be distributed on a first come

first served basis. Act now and experience great shaves

courtesy of Schick Super II. ^,^^»r*^^^
open M-F 9-5 ^^UNIVERSITY

Sat 11-4

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITY
^USTORE^

Deposit at Coupon Box

at the Info Counter

JMSTORE^
u ^ STORE COUPON i

^Schick TT
Superll

To rerP've your 'ift?

school razor lirsi til! 'r"

the required information

Then bring this coupon

to the tjooKstore

Hurry' quantities are iimiipr!

ONE PER STUDENT ONLY

Name.

Address-

City_ State Zip Code _-

Phone #.

rms coupon IS your entry to the Sctiick Super II Athletic Bag Sweepstakes.

p^^gy November 4. 1983, .Collegian i9

TIRES
$32A-78-13

Polyester

Blackwalls

00

1

MkPBICt
tcc^w 37 00
P'fObOD- 34 00
A7e '3 32 00

B78 13 34 Od
'-•1- '4 36 00
E7S - 3a 00
c'8 'i 39 00
G76 1J 42 00
H7b 14 45 00
t'Ou ^ 1

!

31 00
G7b 16 42 00
h76 i*! 4S 00
L7b '•: 4* 00

Plut F E T 1 42 10 2 78 per 1

tir« Price* include moun

tir>Q b trad« in. white walls

2 60 p«f tir» •ddittonal 1

10
ktftfll

01

5;

OR

*,lh a CASH purcn»Mf

of J s«t of 4 (ire»

with i*y* »f^

Addt o''*

vw.th a CHARGE of <i

Ml of 4 1"« "*"'*^

vout MC VISA AX

UI VflO«l}IRSrtCTI0ISTtTIO«

(l|ICIl[lll|T|R[SSP[CHurPRIC[D

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Fri. Nov. 4 - Sat. Nov. 5
Blazing Saddles 7:15

The Life of Brian 9:00
Sun. Nov. 6 - Tues. Nov. 8

Pride and Prejudice 7:00

Greer Garson Cr Lawrence Olivier

Wuthering Heights 9:05

Lawrence Olivier & Merle Oberan
DOWNTOWN AMHERS

i!

Your Weekly Calendar — Take A Closer Look

North Amherst

Tire & Auto

F3Center'
n/u. ttn¥ict rmf sront

76 Swod*rtof>d M.
\o. Amh«f»t. MA ocfou from

Wotrobo'i Stor*

549-4704

£riiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiMNiiiiaiiiNii(3

I ARE YOU BORED i
i WITH LIFE?

I
s Would you like a really q

S
'moving experience? 5

We'll put a little light in |
5 your life. Contact the 5
SB McGovern for President g
sCommittee, 169s
s Massachusetts Ave.,s
gBoston, 02115,

I

S 236-0332. You can make g
S a difference I S
UbimiHiiNaniiiiiNiiiaitmNi

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
Iwnh this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hair
Expires 11/30/83

Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA

• $1.50 Bar Drinks

• 60' Miller Drafts

• 85* Lowenbrau

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^ain
Happy Hour
FREE PIZZA

$1.50 Bar Drinks

60* Miller Draft

$1.00 OFF ANY
PITCHER
OF BEER

Friday

and
Saturday

DOUBLE
SHOT
DRINKS

at

regular prices

60* Miller

85* Lowenbrau

i

Monday
and

Tuesday

%

PRICE

on any pizza

when you buy a

Pitcher of

Beer

Pt«*M CaM for an Appotntmant

•For nmM dkmttt omy

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
•Jb Unrv-r-mv Oiv«

Amhe>» MA/S«a6tO

DaUv Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 5:00
Each Night Happy Hour 10:00 - closing

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^Tr ^^^^^n. . .T^^l ^ .^ » .- .. j_ i--:-i_.. - rv„.,^i;„« io "iAfk t\Ain Hauc nrinr tn nilhlication daV
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

APT/HOUSE WANTED FOUND

Quiet, laid-back student* need

house/apt. to rent starting Spring semester

at least 3 bedrms. 546-5353,546-5334

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Dataun may need body work but runs

well 35 mpg $180 call Jeremy 253-3076

1974 Mustang Hatchback new brakes

tires dependable $660 or best offer 549-6839

1978 Honda Civic no rust, runs well. Just

tuned. Good interior. $1295 neg. call 6-4230

after 10 P.M.

Womans Gold-plated Watch made by

Jules Jurgensen Fovno near FAC on 10/28

call 546-6686 __^
Shaggy German Shepard-like dog
found Friday night the 28th on East Hadley

Rd near Brittany Manor contact 256-1329

( Katie)

Found: man's watch 11/1 Boyden Gym
to claim call Kimo 546-6106 between 9 pm
and 12 am
Set of keys found in Nope field on Oct 30

call 546-3234 or 549-4079

10/28 very sentimental please call 549-1754

generous reward

Will the person who found my fountain

pen by the check cashing window on Nov 1

please return it. Its maroon with a gold

band. Call Pascale 546-4205 no questions

asked

Keys on silver ring. Please leave at CC in-

formation desk

Blue backpack w/important notes, at

Bluewall Tues call 6-9189

soooo much I - Sheryl Stacey

MDML I love youl MDZ

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy.
584-7924 evenings

RIDERS WANTED

PERSONALS
Need a ride to Calif

Dec 1st call 549-2615.

Leaving Amherst on

BUDDY HELP WANTED

Happy Annlversaryl Lets make it another

- with all my love, XXX Elizabeth

• CLIFF • ~~IIZ
Happy Birthday Cliffl I

BIG 20th yearl (I'll do
Susan

hope you have a

my parti) Love,

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS »
SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

Room 5 minutes from campus January

and Spring 1964 call Laura 549-6627

FOR SALE

FULL AND PART-TIME JOBS. Ideal for

College students. Join Mass. Fair Share's

fundraising and political outreach staff.

Work in a progressive environment for

economic and social change. No ex-

perience necessary. Will train. Mon-Fri

1-30-9:30 pm. Pay $155-$225/week +

benefits. Call 586-8713 10 am - 2 pm

Newspaper Deliverers Needed in

Dorms. Good pay. Short hours. Early mor-

nings plus weekends. Call 253-7009

Part-time - evenings - weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people

who have requested information on our

products. We sell mainly by

appointment in a dignified and profes-

sional

manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White (203) 528-9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

'Nise Happy Annlversaryl Where's my
bambino? I won't marry you until I get one.

It's been a great 365 daysv Hope we can

have many more. Love, 'Rence

My love - Thanks for eight beautiful mon-

ths. Love your Weebies

Nancy is underwear woman.

To DC. VA. NC early Thurs Nov 10 return-

ing Sunday night Doug 549-4125

ROOM WANTED

Two females seeking a place to live

starting Jan II Call Judy at 546-7644

Please, keep trying if no answer

ROOMMATE WANTED

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition $100.00 586-0723

Sugarbush Ski Condo for Intersession

'/i mile to slopes - wash/dry - fireplace Dec

26 - Jan 31 $295 546-5653

RCA Black and White TV 12 inch screen

$25 or BO 546-9543

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

HOT DANCE RECORDS for salel Bali!

Africal Arabial OrientI DON'T MISS
THESE Imported LP's! I For Discographic

Catalogs, Contact: J. Templeton, Box 172

Prince Stn. NYC 10012, or call message

(212) 673-8405 anytime!

Two old washers for sale $10.00; Triple

Beam Pan Scale wanted. 253-2239 ask for

Jim

INSTRUCTION

Needed: Tutor for Statistics 240 to meet

once a week or more. $5.00 per hour. Call

Laura 253-5978

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

To the Social Director at Baker: HAPPY
BIRTHDAY you sexy devil youl

Film and Lecture with attorney •
• Rick Horrow-chalrmari of American

Bar Association Task Force on *
i, VIOLENCE IN SPORTS

Monday Nov. 7

it 8:00 pm SUB
Free sponsored by DVP Free •

•••••••••••••*****
Mike S. Happy Belated Birthdayl Let's go

out and get lambasted! Love Michelle and

Martha .

Attention AK RG CL CS: Awesome is

stricken from the English language! Good

deal, O'Leary

Congratulations STEVE ELLIS! You've

finally "made it in Massachusetts." No
more fake ID's. Look out Pub, here we
come! Happy Birthdayl Love & kisses JKM

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p.m. 256-0102.

One bedroom in two bedroom Mill

Hollow apt. $156.00 plus call anytime Bruce

549-0437

Apt-mate wanted immediately for Brit-

tany Manor apt, own bdrm call 256-0097

Brittany Manor - share room in 2 bedroom
apt rent 150. 256-1419

SARAH McLEAN

Have a Happy Birthdayl! We love ya!

Chris, Colleen and Lisa

SERVICES

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client inten/iewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney supery-

sion For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LS0^9g.CanTpu8 Center

' LOST

CAREER DAY is coming.

Happy 20th Birthday Sharon you finally

have ID all our love Sharon and Stella Mim i

Dottle Hand Happy 20th Birthday - finallyl

Do a fishflopi Love Nance Luce and Marie

Megan "Butch" Casaidy Here's your per-

sonall Happy 20th Birthdayl Do I get my
year back now? Love youl JoJo

Tall, Dark and Tacky. Happy Birthday,

Danny. It's a little early but everything else I

do is late. Love, Shar

Happy Belated
Brady - Manhunt

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665-3414

THERAPY CLIENTS
~

Therapy Clients needed by mature
graduate counseling student 549-1499

nites.

WANTED

21st Birthday Julie

Arimtron Quartz Gold Watch SOM area

Mary BImby happy 19th Thanks for a

great weekend. Looking forward to even

greater times this semester. Nice Bike!

Love your Pine Needle Pal, Dave
^

To George, The person who returned my
key chain with all "iv ID's Thank vou

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Student Attorney Ganaral wanted to

coordinate judicial advocates and work on

student discipline cases good experience

applications available in SGA Presidents

Office 406E SUB tel 545-0341 deadline

10/21 5 pm AA/EEO women and Third

World students encouraged to apply

2 females looking for apartment to rent or

share in Puffton Spring semester call Laura

253-5978.

mm .•;•:•:::•:•::•:%•.•
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ranked UConn
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

i For some athletic teams, the season

^ends with the last game. For the fifth

(ranked University of Massachusetts field

hockey team, however, the last game of

the season marks a new beginning...the

( beginning of another season.

J Tomorrow, the stickers will close out

1 their regular season with a home game

against archrival Connecticut, currently

ranked first in the country, on NOPE field

at 11 a.m. According to coach Pam Hixon,

a win or a tie in this game could mean a

possible move upward in the national

rankings. A loss will most likely mean no

change in the UMass rankings.

"We have nothing to lose and all to

gain," Hixon said yesterday. "But right

now it is all speculation."

It will not be until Monday morning when

Hixon finds out which teams receive byes

in the first round of the NCAA tour-

nament. UMass has been in the national

championships for five out of the last sue

years, finishing second in 1981.

These girls know what it is all about."

Hixon said. "But as long as we do the job

Saturday and then go on to play the

tournament with the same enthusiasm we

had in the beginning of the season, we

have just as good a chance to win as an-

body else."

Ah, yes, but what about Saturday?

Last season. UMass lost to UConn in

regular season play. 2-0. This season.

UConn is undefeated, and the Huskies

have just one tie, against Dartmouth.

UMass defeated Dartmouth earlier this

season. 1-0.

None of that really matters now. What

is important is UMass come out of

Saturday's game with a tie or a win, and

show UConn some of what they may be

seeing in the NCAA tournament.

"I think this will be a wide open and

exciting game," Hixon said.

Hixon said UConn likes to use the fast

breaks, but their main source of power

lies in their midfield.

"We are going to try to take away their

midfield play and force them to pass to

people they don't normally pass to.

"We will also try very hard to stick to

our own style of play...our own game

plan." She added.

Tomorrow marks the last game of a

season in which UMass has compUed a 14-

2-1 record and remained ranked in the tq)

five in the country.

Tomorrow also marks the beginning of a

new season for Hixon and her team.

"The good thing about tournament play

is that every team starts out with a clean

slate," Hixon said.

"There are always upsets, and any team

can go all the way."
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BOSTON (AP) - Three million dollars for an ice hockey

rink at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst v»ras

among the nrwijor items in the 630.8 million dollar caqpital

outlay budg«t proposed Thursday by the House Ways and

Means Committee. And this is no joke.

Minutemen look to crack up the Engineers
By BILL SHEA
CoUegian Staff

The philosopher Irene Peter once had a

great revelation. "Just because everything

is different." she said, "doesn't mean

anything has changed."

I doubt Irene had the 1983 University of

Massachusetts football team in mind when

she uttered these words of wisdom, but

UMass head coach Bob Pickett and his

squad would be wise to heed Irene's ob-

servation.

Everything is different for the

Minutemen. One week ago they were

riding a two game Yankee Conference win

streak and in control of there own destiny

as far as getting a piece of the Yankee

Conference title and the NCAA playoff

berth that goes with it.

But last week the Minutemen dropped a

16-6 decision to the University of Con-

necticut Huskies, eliminating themselves

from any shot at a title or a playoff berth.

Hopefully nothing has changed for the

Minutemen. Ideally, the fact that the goal

of a post-season playoff berth is now an

immpossibility, will not deter the

Minutemen from the basic goal of the team -

to win as many football games as possible.

Tommorow. the Minutemen will be in

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, knocking heads

with the Lehigh University Engineers (5-3).

This game will match the potent passing

attack of the Engineers against the highly

regarded UMass pass defense, which was

ranked fifth in the nation in pass defense

last week, surrendering only 107 yards a

game.
Lehigh has averaged 221 yards per game

through the air this year behind quar-

terback Marty Horn. Horn has connected

on 120 of 226 pass attempts for 1,546 yards,

12 touchdowns and 15 interceptions.

The Lehigh ground game averages only 96

yards a game so Peter Tracy, Ken Johnson,

Dave Cavanaugh, and the rest of the UMass

defensive line can concentrate on getting to

Horn.
"This is a typically strong Lehigh Football

team," said Pickett, who was an assistant

coach at UMass when Lehigh beat the

Minutemen 30-23 in a 1977 NCAA Division

11 playoff game. "They've got the strongest

passing game we've seen to date and

they've got the running game to com-

pliment the pass."

Quarterback Barrett McGrath (19 for

40,201 yards against UConn), fullback Rich

Jenkins and tailback Frank Fay will be in

the starting backfield for UMass.

The UMass offensive line will remain

intact with the exception of Mike Briggs.

who has missed the last two games with a

bad ankle. John Benzinger (6'3" 245 lb.)

will start at tackle.

Collcgiui photo by Dmvid Dcubcr

THE SHUFFLE - Kevin Jackson (15) twists away after a catch

against B.U. Jackson and the Minutemen hope to crack the Eng^ineer's

plans for a win tomorrow. The game can be heard on WMUA (91.7) star-

ting at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow.

UM hooters take
third win of year

Collfgrian photo by Jipi Powm

KEEP AWAY - Lenny Margolis (20) keeps the

ball away from a Holy Cross defender earlier

this season. UMass took a win away from Spr-

ingfield Wednesday night, 1-0.

UMass teams busy
There will be many

UMass teams in action on

and off campus this

weekend. On campus, the

MEN'S and WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS teams will

compete in the 14th annual

Alunmi Meet at 7 p.m. in

Hoyden Auxiliary gym.

The WOMEN'S SWIMM-
ING team also opens up

their season by hosting

UConn at 2 p.m. at Boyden

pool.

Off campus, the
VOLLEYBALL team wiO
vie for the MAIAW state

crown at M.I.T. The team
is seeded second. The
MEN'S CROSS-COUN-
TRY team violl be at the

New En^and Champion-

ships and the WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY team
wifl be at the BCAC cham-

pionships.

By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Correspondent

SPRINGFIELD - Sophomore Tom Uschok's second goal

of the season at the 32:57 mark of the first half gave the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer team a 1-0

victory over Springfield College Wednesday night under

the lights. The win was the second in three games for the

Minutemen, and raises their record to 3-9-5.

The winning goal came when fullback Frank Neffinger

passed to Herb Sidman, who fed to Uschok, who broke in

all alone on Springfield goalie Bernie Watt and then fired

the ball past Watt for the game-winner. The goal tied

Uschok for the team lead in goals with Kayvan Khatami.

Freshman Jamie Firmage turned in another fine per

formance in goal, as he stopped five shots to turn in his

second straight shutout.

However, the 'close but no cigar' syndrome continues for

the Minutemen, as they continue to fail on their scoring

opportunities. Uschok, Neffinger, Rich Fortescue, and

Fritz Pike all had breakaways during the game that were

either stopped by Watt, or were shot wide of the net.

But if Minutemen goalkeeper Donald Donahue is correct,

that may very well change soon. According to Donahue, "I

can feel it. We're going to break out of this thing soon. I

just know it."

If Donahue's prediction is going to come true, the

Minutemen had better hurry, since there are just three

games left in their season. After the Minutemen travel

north to play their final road game at the University of

Maine- Portland on Sunday, they will return to the friendly

confines of Boyden Field U) take on Harvard on Tuesday

and nationally ranked Hartwick on November 12th.

Women's tennis ends

season at N. Englands
By ARIEL FOWLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team

met With difficulty as they were eliminated in the main

draw of the New Englands tournament last weekend at

Harvard.

Out of twelve participating colleges, UMass came ir.

tenth, winning nine of their consolation matches.

Harvard came in first place, with Dartmouth and Boston

College taking second and third.

"It was a really good experience for us," said UMass

coach Pat Stewart. "The scores were not indicative of

the team's performance. I feel more weight should have

been placed on the consolation matches."

Anne Tauger (2) and Diana Biagiolo (4) each made it to

the finals of the singles consolation in three rounds.

"Tauger was reaUy digging and playing well," said

Stewart. "She was out on the court for sue hours

Saturday."

Biagioli sailed bye in the first round of the consolations

and went on the defeat Brown and Northeastern before

falling to Dartmouth.

Number one singles player Lil Sullivan topped URI but

experienced a second round loss to Dartmouth while

teammate Anne-Marie Mackertich downed Providence in

the first round before being clipped by BC's Nannette

Hanson who went on to win the consolations.

In doubles action Maureen Hanlon and Jill Nesgos (1)

trounced URI in the first round and endured a 2-6, 3-6

loss to BC while Marie I^eary and Laura Morgan cruised

bye in the first round and were overcome by URI 6-3, 6-3.

"I have a really good outlook for the spring," said

Stewart. "I'm expecting some old players to return

which should have a good impact on us and I feel op-

timistic towards everyone's performance."
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2000 FEET ABOVE
SEA LEVEL — A
University of
Massachusetts student

runs in front of the

Tower Library Sunday
with an altitude
simulator which makes
his exercise more
demanding by limiting

his oxygen intake.

AMHERST (545-3500) Monday. November 7. 1983

LSO attorney to sue

UMass administration
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - Claiming constitu-

tional violations in his hiring, a University

of Massachusetts Legal Services attorney

and his wife will seek almost $250.(X)0 in

damages from three administration of-

ficials in a U.S. District Court trial schedul-

ed to begin today.

Plaintiffs Michael Pill and his wife, Carol

Holzberg, claim defendants Dennis Mad-

son, vice chancellor for Student Affairs,

and assistant vice chancellors Larry

Benedict and Bryan Harvey "repeatedly

interfered with the hiring of Michael Pill"

for his position as LSO staff attorney, as

well as other positions, "because he had

been investigating negligent, incompetent,

and corrupt practices in the University of

Massachusetts administration since \^l<o,"

and because the defendants and other ad-

ministrators "wished to intimidate Mr. Pill

and others employed by the student LSO,"
against such future litigation, according to

the complaint.

The complaint states Pill began working

part-time at LSO in 1976 and full time, per-

forming all duties of a permanent employee

on Sept. 4, 1979, but was paid as a tem-

porary consultant without medical or other

benefits until Nov. 9, 1980, because he was
not a member of the Massachusetts Bar
Association.

That prerequisite had not been stated in

the job description, nor had it been applied

to lawyers previously hired for LSO, and

was introduced in Madson's office, the last

administrative level for appointment ap-

proval, "for the sole purpose of presenting

the appointment of plaintiff Michael Pill to

a professional position in the Student Legal

Services Office," the complaint states.

Defending attorney Jeffrey McCormick
of Springfield said his clients' response to

the complaint constituted a "general

denial" of all claims and the case would l>e

argued using "affirmative defenses."

Pill will seek damages for all employee
benefits lost when he was classified as tem-

porary employee, including mental suffer-

ing, as well as punitive damages against

the defendants. Holzberg will seek

damages suffered when she Ixjcame preg-

nant and gave birth without health in-

surance as a result of her husband's

employee status, as well as all physical and
mental suffering resulting therein.

The suit, as prepared by attorney Steven

Schlang of Northampton, claims the follow-

ing legal arguments: "retaliation for exer-

cise of First Ammendment rights," in-

cluding the right to freedom of speech,

press and petition for redress of

grievances; "denial of equal protection of

the laws" under the Fourteenth Ammend-
ment, regarding the LSO's authority, as

decided by the UMass Board of Trustees,

to engage in litigation against the Universi-

ty; "interference with advantageous rela-

tions," involving the role of the student

government Legal Services (Governing

Board in appointing their own representa-

tion; "interference with contractual rela-

tions," citing that Pill's professional staff

appointment had been approved by LSO
and Acting Director of Student Activities

O.C. Bobby Daniels before reaching the Of-

fice of Student Affairs.

According to a pre-trial memo, the jury

trial is expected to last five days and 62

witnesses may be called, including UMass
President David C. Knapp, administration

officials and members of the Student

Government Association.

Sexual preference bill may get another chance
By TRICIA A. YACAVONE
Collegian Staff

The secretary of the Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus

said Friday in a speech at the University of Massachusetts

that he was optimistic about passage of the bill prohibiting

discrimination because of homosexuality, despite the

killing of the bill in the State Senate last week.

The Gay Rights bill was effectively killed by the Senate

when a vote on it was avoided, and the bill was sent to the

Supreme Court to determine its constitutionality.

Secretary David Gearhart said the bill will be approved if

it passes through the Senate before it goes out of session

on Thanksgiving. If the bill is not returned to the Senate

by this time, "It will hopefully be out in February on the

Senate floor," he said.

"We have the votes to win, but parliamentary

maneuvers defeated it. Next year, we'll attempt to avoid

parliamentary pitfalls," Gearhart said.

He said the Caucus and Boston Mayor Kevin White are

writing an amendment to the bill to prohibit discrimination

of anyone, not just homosexuals, due to their sexual

preference.

"The existing bill contains no definition of sexual

preference, which would legally allow homosexuals to

discriminate heterosexuals. The amendment includes a

definition of preference as bisexual, homosexual or

heterosexual.

"This (amendment) would make it difficult for the Senate

not to pass the bill," Gearhart said.

».!iJ) ' "."! ,W,!' I!I| ' 'i.J

Gearhart spoke in the Campus Center Friday, as part of

Gay Awareness Day at UMass. Other events during the

day included lesbian and gay men's health workshops at

the University Health Services, "Coming Out" groups,

bisexuality workshops and a discussion titled "Straight

Talk About Gay People," which allowed heterosexuals the

opportunity to express their views on homosexuality.

Ken Paulsen, vice-president of the PGA said the day was
successful. "I think the response went very well, especially

with the petition."

The PGA asked people to sign a petition which stated

that they approved gay rights throughout Friday.

"Over 600 people signed the petition which will be sent

to the State House, the chancellor and the SGA Senate to

show that there is support for gay civil rights in

Massachusetts," Paulsen said.

Inside

PLO leader Yasser Arafat retreats from rebels p. 2

Students begin lobbying for financial aid in

Washington P- ^

Lehigh Engineers defeat Minutemen, 21-20 .
. p. 16

''Life sucks, and then you die.

"

Lisa Mosley

wfammuna^^K. sr "**

( ollecian photo by Jim Powcrt

Pam Moyrl (23) tries to get the ball by UConn goalie Terry Kix as the first overtime came to a

close. UMass tied top ranked UConn 1-1 Saturday. See story on page 16.
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World and National News
Rebels drive Arafat, PLO from camp
TRIPOLI. Lebanon (AP) - Yasser Arafat and his PLO

fighters, driven from one refugee camp under intense

artillery fire, regrouped Sunday to defend their last Middle

East stronghold against a tank led assault by Syrian-

backed mutineers.

The harried Palestine Liberation Organization leader,

shuttling between Tripoli and loyalist positions, told

reporters Syria was trying to destroy him and his 8.000

fighters, and said no truce negotiations were planned.

The rebel tanks and heavy artillery forced Arafat's men

to abandon Nahar el Bared refugee camp outside northern

Tripoli and flee to the Baddawi camp just outside the city.

Arafat's last redoubt.

Some loyalists moved into Tripoli to escape the advancing

rebels, whose four-day onslaught has cost hundreds of

lives. Police say more than 500 have been killed and 840

wounded.
The rebels say they want to oust Arafat because he has

abandoned the struggle with Israel. Arafat's men say Syria

is backing the assault because it wants to control the PLO.

"An average of 25 to 30 shells were falling on civilian

heads every minute. " said a senior PLO official, at

tempting to explain the retreat. "We had to do something

to ease this massacre."

The official, who requested anonymity, also said the move

'strengthened our defense lines around Baddawi."

Lebanese police say many of the dead and wounded are

civilians, including Tripoli residents and families living in

the camps, which are home to about 45,000 Palestinian

refugees.

The two camps are about six miles apart. In the Beddawi

camp, rockets fired by Syrian forces supporting the

mutineers whistled overhead and exploded near an oil

refinery nearby. It has been spewing thick black smoke

since a shell set it blaze Thursday.

The rebels have been shelling the camps persistently.

Artillery and rocket barrages from Syrian positions hills

have provided cover for the mutineers, advancing behind

30 Syrian T54 and T-62 tanks.

Christian and Moslem religious leaders in Tripoli issued

a joint appeal Sunday for a cease-fire to end "this dreadful

catastrophe."

The International Red Cross on Sunday repeated its plea

for medical supplies, including blood and pain killers.

Arafat's control over the PLO began to falter seriously 13

months ago. when Israeli invaders forced him to evacuate

Beirut and disperse into Syrian occupied Lebanon and

other Arab nations.

In May. Syrian-backed guerrillas openly split from

Arafat's organization. Syria declared him unwelcome in

June and then helped the mutineers expel Arafat loyalists

from eastern Lebanon, their last direct confrontation line

with Israel. The loyalists retreated north.
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Chrysler workers end five-day strike
(AP) — Striking autoworkers at a Chrysler Corp. stam-

ping plant in Twinsburg Sunday approved a local contract

that puts them — and about 20,000 other workers

nationwide — back to work.

The proposed settlement, reached Saturday after a five-

day walkout, was approved 801 293, United Auto Workers

local President Bob Weissman said. The Twinsburg plant

will reopen with the midnight shift Sunday night, he said.

The 3,200 Twinsburg workers struck Tuesday, alleging

forced overtime, poor working conditions and safety and

health issues.

Under the agreement, plant workers will have every

third weekend off. The plant, which produces all front

doors and most of the steel underbodies for Chrysler cars,

has been operating seven days a week to meet demands for

parts. The compariy also agreed to provide more janitors at

the plant. ^

Union officials explained the new pact to workers

Sunday afternoon before voting at the Cathedral of

Tomorrow in Cuyahoga Falls.

Saturday's agreement had come after a bargaining

session stretching 34 hours, said Warren Davis, a regional

UAW director.

In Detroit, Chrysler issued a statement saying, "We are

gratified to have an agreement and look forward to

ratification so we can get back to building cars."

Chrysler said it will reopen car and truck assembly

plants Monday in Windsor, Ontario; Warren, Mich.; and

the St. Louis area.

Another Windsor truck plant and a Detroit car operation

will reopen Wednesday; a Newark, Del., plant will reopen

Thursday, and a Belvidere, Ul. plant will reopen Nov. 14,

the company said.

Boston (;iob* photo by Stmn (iroufeld

ARAFAT RETREATS — Palestine Liberation

Organization leader Yasser Arafat waves to

well-wishers Sunday at his Baddawi camp in

Tripoli. Arafat's supporters lost the battle at

Nahr El-Bared, leaving Baddawi as his last

Tripoli stronghold.

Union president dead
PITTSBURGH (

^ ^) — United Steelworkers President

Lloyd McBride, who recently had heart bypass surgery,

died Sunday in his sleep at his home, a union spokesman

said.

McBride, 67, who lived in suburban Whitehall, died at 7

a.m., spokesman Russell Gibbons said. The cause of death

was not immediately known.

McBride had been discharged Nov. 1 from West Penn

Hospital in Pittsburgh, where he had a sextuple heart

bypass Oct. 18.

US to rebuild hospital Dig©St European leaders meet

ST. GEORGE'S, Grenada

(AP) — U.S. Army choppers

dropped hundreds of leaflets

over northern and central

Grenada on Sunday urging

residents to cooperate in

locating any Grenadian

army or Cuban resisters to

the U.S. -led invasion.

Officials, meanwhile, said

U.S. aid will help rebuild the

mental hospital that the

American military says it

bombarded accidentally.

American efforts to clear

out all holdouts have con-

tinued since shortly after

the Oct. 25 invasion, when
U.S. military jeeps with

loudspeakers circulated to

rural villages blaring

messages urging resisters to

surrender and telling them
they would not be harmed.

by the Associated Press

Supreme Court debates

legislative reform bill

Rembrandts recovered
NEW YORK (AP) - The

FBI believes it has found

five stolen Rembrandt
etchings worth $500,000 in a

coin locker at the Grand

Central Station terminal in

Manhattan.
The FBI said two of the

art works. "Presentation in

the Temple in the Ark
Manner" and "Clement De
Jonghe. Printseller." are

believed to have been stolen

from the National Gallery of

Canada in Ottawa on Oct.

14. A spokesman said two

gallery officials would arrive

Monday or Tuesday to

certify that the etchings are

the work of Rembrandt, the

17th century Dutch master.

The other three works —
"Faust," "van der Linden,"

and "Manasseh" — are

believed to have been stolen

from the Byrd Library at

Syracuse University on

Aug. 10.

BOSTON (AP) - The
state Supreme Court will

hear arguments Wednesday
on a disputed legislative

reform petition that

Attorney General Francis

Bellotti rejected.

If the court overrules

Bellotti, the rules

referendum would become a

prime election issue in 1984.

The referendum, backed

by the Coalition for

Leg^islative Reform, would

curb the powers of the

House speaJcer and Senate

president over ap-

pointments and the flow of

legislation. It also would
drastically reduce bonus pay
for leadership positions.

Bellotti refused to ap

prove the petition on the

grounds that it attempts to

write legislative procedure

rules into law.

OTTAWA (AP) - Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott

Trudeau flies to Europe
Monday for talks with the

leaders of six NATO allies

and Pope John Paul II in a

peace initiative to improve

relations between the

United States and the Soviet

Union.

Trudeau will discuss his

ideas for encouraging
dialogue between the
superpowers, with West
German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl. French President

Francois Mitterrand, British

Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher and the leaders of

Italy. Belgium, and the

Netherlands.

"Just as war is too im-

portant to leave to the

generals, so the relationship

between the superpowers

may have become too

charged with animosity for

East-West relations to be

entrusted to them alone,"

Trudeau said when he

announced his initiative in a

speech in Guelph, Ontario,

last month.

Prisoner misses dog

Soviet Union develops

mind control weapons

FOOD FOR MARINES ABROAD - Gary

King of Walpole, Me. loads a box of cookies and

apples onto a Navy plane at Brunswick Naval

Station Sunday as "a message of love and

support" for the Marines in Beirut, Lebanon.

WASHINGTON (AP) -
The Soviet Union has

achieved "significant

progress" toward
developing mind-control

weapons, says a U.S. Army
study disclosed in a new
book on military uses of

psychic phenomena.

Author Martin Ebon
contends that mind altering

effects or "remote
monitoring of brain wave
activity" are among possible

reasons behind the Soviet

microwave bombardment of

the U.S. Embassy in

Moscow.

"Soviet scientists view the

brain as an apparatus

available for probing and

manipulation," Ebon says.

They are weii aware that

perfected techniques in ESP
and other phenomena would

make effective wartime

strategies."

Publication of Ebon's book

"Psychic Warfare: Threat or

Elusion'.'" comes amid in-

creased interest in

parapsychology research on

Capitol Hill as well as within

the Pentagon and U.S.

intelligence agencies.

A report prepared

recently by the

Congressional Research

Service, an arm of the

Library of Congress, con-

cluded that "psi phenomena"

could be applied in

education, medicine,
geological exploration and

business management.

NEW YORK (AP) -
Convicted murderer Jean
Harris says in prison she
misses her dog more than
she misses Dr. Herman
Tarnower. the lover she
killed, according to an in-

terview published Sunday.
Mrs. Harris, serving 15

years to life at a prison in

Bedford Hills. N.Y.. for the
murder of the Scarsdale
Diet author, told WPIX-TV
she wishes her dog could be
with hf"-

"I think if I had a dog in

here, I reaUy wouldn't miss

anything." she said. A
portion of the interview was
published in the New York
Daily News.

Mrs. Harris has written a

book on what to expect in

jail.

"You have to know what
it's like to live like an animal

in a cage to appreciate what
it's like to get out of that

cage." she said.
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THERE IT GOES — John Allen and Elie and Aaron Neugeboren of Hadley toss a styrofoam

glider in a field near their homes Sunday.

Committee seeks scheduling efficiency

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

A newly-created University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrative committee has started working to improve

the efficiency of the scheduling of classes and exams.

The Advisory Committee for Scheduling, established by

Acting Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Provost

Samuel F. Conti. held its first meeting Friday.

In a memo dated October 28, Conti said he was creating

this committee "to ensure that the Scheduling Office meets

the needs of both the academic and student areas."

Fern Johnson, acting associate provost for un-

dergraduate education pnd chair of the committee, said her

group hopes to achieve "the maximum use of time and

space on the University campus."
Policies for the scheduling of exams and classes will be

reviewed and changed if necessary, Johnson said.

"But it is too soon to talk about major revisions because

we need to see all the data. We have to be sensitive to the

concerns from student affairs as well as those from

academic affairs," Johnson said, noting the importance of

"input from all the trenches."

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Madson said

this comnuttee "will make some real difference" in the

efficiency of the scheduling office.

As a faculty member, Johnson said she was concerned

about issues addressed by the scheduling office and now

she is excited about the plans the committee is making.

"The scheduling office is one thing that intimately in-

volves the students." Johnson said. "We have a lot of work

ahead of us. but it is very important that we relate

academic affairs and student affairs."

Eventually. Johnson said, the committee hopes to up-

date the scheduling programs used by the central com-

puter, become more automated, and time more efficiently

the scheduling of classes and exams so as to have them

ready for the semester's preregistration period.

The committee will meet again in two weeks, and begin

to add details to the outline created at Friday's meeting.

UMass students

lobby for more aid
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - Acknowledging that Massachusetts

congressmen have supported higher education financial

aid programs in the past, a student lobbying group for the

University of Massachusetts yesterday arrived here to

reaffirm that support.

Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) has schedul-

ed meetings today and tomorrow with senators and con-

gressmen to enlist their help in maintaining student aid

which President Ronald Reagan has pn>f)<)sed l)e cut from

next year's budget.

SAFA President James Quinn said the three-day trip

has two primary goals; pushing the congressional delega-

tion harder tt) recommit its leadership in a critical year of

budget re-authorization, and thanking them for their past

efforts, since "without that support, many students

wouldn't be going to sch(H)l right now."

The Reagan administration h<is recommended a total

federal financial aid budget of %\J) billion less than this

year's appropriation, according to the National Associa-

tion of Student Financial Aid Administrators. Quinn said

this includes a recommendation of no new money for the

Supplemental Educational ()i)p<)rtunity (Jrant. the State

Supplemental Incentive Grant, and the National Direct

Student Ix)an programs.

Making this recommendation more threatening. Quinn

said, is that a bill to set the federal financial aid guidelines

for the next three to five years is scheduled for debate this

year. The 38 SAFA representatives are planning to meet

Tuesday with Rep. Paul Simon, D-Illinois. chairman of the

Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education of the House

Committee on Education and Lalx)r.

Students met last night with Maryln McAdams. a staff

member on Simon's subcommittee, who defended seeking,

against the advice of colleagues and educators, a new

reauthorization bill, with two years remaining on the pre-

sent one.

McAdams said she is seeking the reauthorization bill

now because the 1984 presidential campaign has nriade

education "a very major topic right now. and emphasis on

education will probably end the day after election."

The second purpose of reauthorization, she said, is to

immediately combat this summer's Supreme Court repeal

of the "legislative veto," which reserved the right of Con-

gress to rescind any regulation issued by the Department

of Education, or any other executive agency. As a result of

this ruling. Congress wil be forced to write more specific

language into bills to minimize freedom of interpretation

by the executive branch.

Having been briefed in Amherst and here on lobbying

procedures, small groups will form and begin visiting in-

dividual congressmen and their aides today. The organiza-

tion is led on this trip by former congressional staff

member Gerald Grady of the UMass political science

department.

Candidate Boilings' wife campaigns at UMass
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The wife of presidential candidate and U.S. Sen. Ernest

F. Hollings. D-S.C. Friday proposed $14 billion worth of

grants for students next year which could be paid for by

eliminating $70 billion earmarked for the MX missile and

Bl bomber.
"Surely the school children of America are worth one

weapons system." Peatsy Hollings, former "first lady" of

South Carolina, told a press conference Friday. "$14

billion for education leaves plenty for deficit liquidation."

Mrs. Hollings held the press conference after discussing

her husband's campaign with about 15 members of the

University community at a noon luncheon in the Campus

Center. Her visit followed stops here in each of the two

previous semesters by Democratic Sen. Gary Hart of Col-

orado.

While Hollings has been running behind former Vice

President Walter Mondale and U.S. Sen. John Glenn of

Ohio in recent Democratic straw polls, his wife expects

him to attract increased support after the holiday season,

when she feels attention will be paid to issues rather than

polls.

"The best defense you can have is an educated

citizenry." she said in advocating her husband's proposed

federal bonus of $5,000 annually for elementary and

secondary school teachers. She explained his plan would

establish local commissions which set down guidelines for

PEATSY HOLLINGS CampaiKn photo

campaigns for husband

a teacher receiving the federal bonus, which would be

doubled for inner city instructors.

Refusing to label the proposal "merit pay," she ex-

pected it would apply to college teachers holding a college

degree in their subject area, rather than basing it on a sub-

jective judgment of ability. Neither Hollings nor his plan

has the endorsement of any national education group, in-

cluding the National Educators Association, which is back-

ing former Vice-President Mondale.

In detailing her husband's position on higher education,

she said he does not support the president's sacrificing of

federal grant programs for more student loans, and gave

the senator cre<iit for adding $1 billion to Reagan's fiscal

year 1984 higher education budget.

Although he "has not been a vice president and he has

not been an astronaut." Mrs Hollings said her husband is

the only candidate to have served lK)th in his state

legislature and on Capitol Hill. "None of them have really

had that grass roots experience," she said of the party's

.seven other candidates.

"The Democrats are going to have to have a moderate

at the head of the ticket," she added as further reasoning

for his optimism about the race.

Rejecting the traditional hypothesis that a dark horse

such as Hollings is in the race only to settle for the vice

presidency, she said she "would be enormously surprised

if he chose that over being ninth in seniority in the senate.

"I don't think that he'd give that up."

Hampshire College conference says men have rights , too

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

Just as the women's movement in the

1970s grew from the local level into regional

and national support networks to change

the situation of women, the men's

movement today is expanding throughout

the country to affect change for men.

The National Organization for Men (NOM)

was established two years ago and this past

weekend at the Northeast Regional Men's

Conference at Hampshire College, gains

were made towards the formation of a

Northeast regional men's organization.

Also resulting from the three-day con-

ference, entitled "Making Connections",

were plans for a men's support network in

the Pioneer Valley.

About 30 men and women pledged

donations totalling $320 for this group to

get off the ground.

Another meeting is planned for Dec. 10 at

the University of Massachusetts.

NOM Spokesman Bob Brannon said the

men's movement involves young, old,

straight and gay men for purposes of

personal growth, escaping from typical

male stereotypes and fighting sexism.

The conference at Hampshire brought

together about 230 men and women, not

only to organize, but to socialize and to

educate each other through workshops and

discussions.

"This was an opportunity to let men
realize they are not alone anymore in

needing to relate and share feelings of

gentleness and loving for other men as well

as in rejecting the stereotype roles of

sexism." David Emery of Maine said.

The workshops allowed the participants a

chance to hear new ideas and talk to each

other about issues pertaining to men's

rights.

One workshop dealt with the problems

men experience with abortion and resulted

in the consensus of the group that support

groups are needed for men involved with

abortions.

"We get so focused on the women having

the abortion we don't take care of our-

selves. It is a very lonely experience." said

one man.
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SGA seeks input for constitution revisions

In an effort to gain campus-wide input on

revisions in the Student Government

Association constitution, a series of open

meetings will be held beginning today by

the Governmental Affairs Committee of the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

Committee member John Flynn said

students are urged to come to today's

meeting at 3:30 p.m. in Campus Center

room 177 and "state any objections they

have with the new document," or suggest

that the SGA "stick with what we have

now."

The SGA is rewriting its constitution so it

can be approved by the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees for the

first time in almost 30 years. UMass

Chancellor Joseph Duffey has threatened to

cut off all SGA operational funds if a revised

constitution is not turned in to him by

approximately the end of November.

GRADUATINGSOON'^

You're Needed
All Over the

World.
Ask Peace Corps volunreers why rheir ingenuiry and flexibiliry

ore OS Virol os rheir degrees They'll rell you rhey ore helping

rhe v^orld s poorest peoples onoin self sufficiency in rhe oreos

of food production, energy conservonon. educorion. economic

development and heolrh services And rhey II rell you obour

rhe rewords of honds on coreer experience overseos They II

rell you irs rhe roughest job you'll ever love

PEACE COKPS

See Greg Newman in 12 Draper Hall.

For information call 545-2105

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUB

AAANDATORY
MEETINGS

TUES. NOV. 8
4 PM CAMPUS CENTER 168

WED. NOV. 9
SOUTHSIDE - HAMPDEN

FOR WORK COMMIHEES

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
(ALSO MEMEDERSHIP AND SUGARDUSH SIGN-UP)

FOR MORE INFO 545-0437 430 STUDENT UNION

J

Amherst divided on coed
By KAREN MEYERS
Collegian Correspondent

Eight years after Amherst College became

a coeducational school, women there have

mixed reactions about how far the college

has come in its acceptance of female

students.

While some women said they have been

accepted in the school and have established

themselves in leadership positions in

campus organizations, others said there is

still a trace of subtle sexist attitudes on the

part of some faculty members and male

students.

Elizabeth Kloster, a first year student

from Norway, said, "There is less

harassment here than at schools which

aren't traditionally male."

Kloster said "Some men have trouble

dealing with women of the same or higher

intellectual levels," but that "all in all we do

get respect from the majority of the men
here."

Positive feelings are not diminished in

older students. Suzanne Weber, a junior

from New York City said she felt that "most

men (at Amherst College) are sensitive and

have a lot of respect for women".
Anne Marie McGowan, a junior and an

editor on the campus paper, the Amherst
Student, said "we have a lot of women in

high positions, both on the newspaper and

in student government."

McGowan said that the majority of

prejudice was subtle and came from "a few

of the older professors and some alumni."

She also said some men had trouble

dealing with women of the same or higher

intellectual levels and that although it's

"not a majority mentality, some men
wouldn't marry a woman with career goals.

They want a wife who'll stay home with the

kids," she said.

Other negative feelings about the

Amherst College men and their treatment

of women came from non-Amherst College

women.
Seana Chun, a sophomore from Smith

College said "men definitely have power

here" and "they have a definite macho

attitude."

The number of women at Amherst

College is slowly increasing according to

one administration.

"We now have roughly 39-40 percent

women" said Robert Grose of the Office of

Institutional Research.

"Over the last three years we've had a

sex-blind admission procedure," said Grose.

A sex-blind procedure means the sex of

the applicant is not used as a basis for

acceptance to the college.

Grose said that the number of women is

now increasing at a slower rate because "it

is now only proportional to the number of

women applying to college."
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

(DVitti this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.00 Long.Ilfiir
Expir— 11/30/83

Cat tor an A|»poinuwawt

•For TWndtmM only

FREE COWiUtTATlONS

Styles \sy Deborah
S6 Uravv-^HV Onv*

AmhOTM. MA/»»»10

ANNOUNCING PeGf Educatioii
Recruitment
University Health Services offers

Spring 1984 credited course work as:

if Peer Sexuaity Educators

•if Poor Alcohol Educators

^Hedth Aides and

if HoaHhRaach Workers

Training arxl working with others to

round out your University experience:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT
HEALTH EDUCATION/ 549-2671 extlSI

r
1

I

I

UHS DENTAL SERVICE
EXPANDS STAFF TIME

If you have had difficulty getting an appoint-

ment at the dental service, take heart. You can

now call 545-2400 for an appointment to begin

comprehensive care or simply for information

about the program.

The dental service at UHS is a prevention

oriented, comprehensive care program which

offers a complete range of servcies including

restorations (fillings) endodontic care (root

canals) and oral surgery. Costs for care include

copayments, modified fees, and prepaid ser-

vices. Underlying all visits is a fundamental

philosophy of educating individuals about

techniques and behaviors which can assure ex-

cellent oral health.

I

DOUBLE FEATURE rliyPUlL

Mon. Nov. 7 - Tues. Nov. 8

Pride €r Prejudice 7:00

starring Qraar Qarson Cr Lawrence Olivier

Wuthering Heights 9:05

starring Lawrence Olivier Cr Merle Oberan

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Wednesday

November 9, 1983

Campus Center - 7-9:30 pm

CAREERS IN VISUAL ARTS
MANAGEMENT AND SALES

with

Carlene Joyce Meeker,

Artist Consultant

and
Harriet Rogers,

Owner/Manager of Skera

This workshop provides critical information to you as

you build your own career in arts administration.

Next workshop: Careers In Performing Arts

Management
- Entertainment Law

- Role of Agent/Manager

To register for this FREE workshop, please call

AES at 546-2360

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Divi-

sion of Continuing Education at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst with the support of the

University Arts Council.
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FOR

MIXED DRINKS

MOM.-FRi. 3-6

CAMPUS

UNIVERSITY
OF

MASSACHUSETTS

\t^g

B.D.I.CX
could be the solution

Come to an Introductory meeting

Desififn an
interdisoiplinary

MAJOR
luited to your ifoals

^^ SchickTT
SuperU
Specially Fashioned
in our school colors

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with

two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges

and a coupon good for 25c off your next

Super II purchase plus . .

.

A chance to win a Schick Super II

Athletic Bag in your school bookstore's

sweepstakes. Every bookstore has at

least 50 or more winners!

Just fill out the coupon below and bring it

to the bookstore to receive your special

razor.

The Super II twin blade shaving system

features Super II twin blades that are

custom honed for close, comfortable

shaves.

Quantities are limited and will be distributed on a first come

first served basis. Act now and experience great shaves

courtesy of Schick Super II.

open M-F 9-5 ^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE

7:00

Mon. Nov. 7

Grayson Main Lounge
^W 7:00

Tues. Nov. 8

Southwest
JQA 5th floor

For more info oaii 646-0736

or oome to Bartlett Hall Rm 15

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^nmVERSlTY

Deposit at Coupon Box

at the Info Counter

^ Schick TT
Superll

STORE COUPON
To receive youf f'eo

school fd/or lifSl Ml I"

the requirert informaluc

Then bring this coupon

to the bookstore

Hurry' qu.li't I'CS ,1"' ' "i li-i;

ONE PER STUDENT ONLY

Name-

Address-

City State Zip Code

Phone #.

This coupon is your entry to the Schick Super II Athletic Bag Sweepstakes
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Joe Quinlan
ofAP Springfield
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will speak on

Reporting:

What to get Where to Go

The Significance of

Jesse Jaclcson's
Presidentiai Candidacy
fo Democratic Politics

in America

IVIayor

Richard Gordon Hatcher

6:30 p.m. Tuesday
Place to be announced
Staff encouraged to attend

Correspondents need two

workshops to make staff

Thursday, November 10, 1983. 2 00 p m
Campus Center. Room 1009

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Mayor M»lcfie' olG»ry Indima *«s 'ecenliy elected to r>is tOurlMe"" Me •$

past president oi boin Ifie U S Conletence of Mayes and the National

Conference o< Black Mayors Cufentiy ne is cnairman ol TtansAtnca the

African and Caribbean attairs lobby m wash ngion D C and Chairman ot

Jesse Jackson s Presidential Advisory Committee

Sponsored by Chancellor Joseph Dultey ol the University o' Massachusetts at Amherst and F ,ve College Black Stud.es inc

®
®

® ®

®

at the

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Over 18,000 New and Used Books

All titles are $2.00 or less.

This is a special truckload shipment

from a Midwest warehouse.

Sale runs Nov. 7 - Nov, 23

M-F 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Closed Nov. 11

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Columbus day-
What it is
Recently, we had a holiday, which most of

us including me. probably really needed and

appreciated. Do you rememlwr what that holiday

was? It was Columbus Day.

Most of our historical perceptions of Columbus are of

some great Spaniard who "discovered" America. We
learned of his three ships, the Santa Maria, the Nina and

the Pinta. We learned of his heroic adventures Xo "the new

world." What we didn't learn was WHAT HE DID
THERE! I'd like to share with you some enlightening in-

formation I learned in a Social Science course here at

II Mass and more directly from the book, "A People's

History of the United States" by Howard Zinn.

Columbus was on a voyage specifically after gold and

slaves. On October 12, 1492, Columbus and his crew

members landed on an island in the Bahamas. They were

greeted by the inhabitants, the Arawak Indians, (who

"discovered" America long before Columbus was born.)

Columbus wrote about these Indians in his log,

Dani Burgess

What in the world are we doing?
According to a survey conducted last July

only eight percent of Americans have an

idea of what's going on in Latin America right

now (i.e. for example at least what side the US govern-

ment is on in El Salvador). Steven Barrett, whom I had

the misfortune to read in last Thursday's Collegian, cer-

tainly is a member of the majority in this respect.

Several issues and facts seem to by either conveniently

forgotten, ignored or downright suppressed when it comes

to looking at the foreign policy in this country. Firstly, it is

an ill-publicized fact that the Grenadian invasion has been

on the U.S. drawing-boards ever since the 1979 revolution

in that country. This was shown by the Ocean 1 and Ocean

2-marine maneuvers that staged a quasi- invasion trial on a

small island near Puerto Rico, that in many respects

paraUelled that of last Tuesday. Four days of negotiations

were undertaken with Cuba before the U.S. invaded. So

much for a surprise rescue of Americans in danger, eh?

Blake Poland
Secondly, the airstrip that the administration has been

making so much noise about was begun with U.S. funding

prior to 1979, to enable 747's to bring more tourists to the

balmy little island. Thirdly, many political experts agree

that the Grenada incident may well be a testing of waters

for a U.S. invasion of Nicaragua, by testing public opinion

domestically and abroad (in response, that is, to a rein

vigoration of an interventionist foreign policy. Along the

lines of what Tucker proposed in his 1980 thesis-influential

in military circles-as a "surgical strike", that is strong, fast

and with quick withdrawal... effective in its success and in

minimizing critical public opinion). Fourthly, we seem to

have forgotten that grass roots revolutions (be they

socialist or not) are by definition effected for and by the

masses in response to their burning concerns, feelings, and

needs. This was as true of the October Revolution of 1919

in Russia, the Sandinista overthrow of Somoya in

Nicaragua, and the Bishop takeover in Grenada as it was of

the American Revolution. This is irrespective of whether

Communism has ended up evolving into a system that

really serves the people now or not.

One could hardly have called the Bishop regime in

Grenada a "Marxist dictatorship... built and maintained

upon the fear of death and imprisonment" when it was

brought to fruition by the people, characterized as it was

by social reforms to redress the problems of poverty so

common to many "underdeveloped" countries today. The

Letters ^:=^
Let's hear it for Steve
To the Editor,

Bravo Mr. Barrett, bravo! Your recent column defending

American intervention in Grenada affected me much like a

big glass of ice water would a man dying of thirst in the

Sahara!

How politically like the Sahara this campus is one may
easily determine by reading the Editorial/Opinion page of

this paper on any given day. If stUl in doubt one need only

note the numerous leftist, almost weekly, rallies, the

expenditures by the SGA for liberal politics, and the

bewildering number of left-minded groups on campus to be

thoroughly convinced. Reams and reams of the same

dusty, liberal stuff must be consumed, colunm after

column, till one reaches your writing, Mr. Barrett, which

provides instantaneous relief.

Some may find it hard to believe, but there are those

who agree with your politics. Not all of the UMass student

body believes that President Reagan is a swaggering

warlord dedicated to the eradication of humanity, or

believe the Communists are misunderstood idealists.

I, among many others less vocal than the liberals, ap-

Sandinistas, for their part, have always been concerned

with improving the lot of the common peasant people.

These cannot afford to feed their starving children, to lead

an even vaguelly healthy life, or enjoy a millifraction of the

many necessities and luxuries we so take for granted here

in North America. Unfortunately, U.S. backed aggression

from Honduras and surroundings has forced Nicaragua to

divert to military uses precious resources that would

otherwise have gone to the people. In such countries there

is no such thing as military slush funds or the like, food

must be taken from the mouths of the needy to engage in

military games in which they have no interest (except self

preservation). So why do we support a foreign policy that

bolsters neo Nazi regimes such as that of El Salvador,

raping and massacring a populace whose only interest is to

find food for the day and avoid torture and death? One

could hardly call this upholding democracy.

I say "we" because clearly our silence is being taken by

the Reagan administration as our tacit approval for policies

which the international community is finding increasingly

despicable, and which has won the U.S. nothing but

enemies in South, Central and Latin America, as well as

the rest of the world. To a considerable extent U.S. foreign

policy could, in this respect, said to be quite coun-

terproductive. We might be making enemies who then

"side with the Commies" (to put it in terms understandable

to the Barretts, 'Wineburgers' and Reagans of the world).

Is it in the name of "national security" that the world's

strongest nation invades the smallest in its hemisphere

with a total population of that of Springfield, Mass.? Do we

define justice by force or by democracy which the

government here purports to uphold?

Nor is this the first such occasion. This country has a

history of supporting characteristically undemocratic

governments/dictatorships. To name a few: Shah of Iran

(clearly not popular with the people, even if we find their

motives hard to understand-there is no such thing as

suppressing a people for their own good) "governments" in

the Dominican Republic (since 1965), Nicaragua (for

merly), Chile, El Salvador...the list goes on.

I urge that we examine the iacis-all the facts-in this

issue. A call pro-Reaganists often make in response to

"Marxist emotionalism" but rarely uphold in practice. I

also urge that we make not only our feelings but the facts

known to more (North) Americans, who at times seem

remarkably backward in this respect, for a nation so

"advanced".

Blake Poland is a UMass stvdent.

predate your articulate and insightful advocacy of the

conservative position. This paper should also be com-

mended for giving Mr. Barrett the opportunity to give the

"other" side, too often ignored at this university.

Bud Keegan
Sylvan
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"They...brought us parrots.. .and many other things,

which they exchanged...They willingly traded everything

they owned...they do not bear arms...With fifty men we

could subjugate them all and make them do whatever we

want." He also wrote, "As soon as I arrived in the Indies,

on the first island which I found, I took some of the natives

by force..."

Columbus was looking very hard for gold to bnng back

to Spain and thus justify his voyage to the King and

Queen. In return, Columbus would receive t«n percent of

the profits, governorship over new found lands and the ti-

tle, "Admiral of the Ocean Sea." This insane desire for

gold created a man who would stop at nothing, including

genocide in order to achieve his goal.

After sailing about the Carribean Sea, Columbus built a

fort out of the grounded Santa Maria (the first European

Military Base in the America's) on the Island of

Hispaniola, now known as Haiti. Columbus left 39

members of the crew stationed at the fort with the instruc-

tions to find and store gold. Columbus then left for Spain

in the Nina and the Pinta with the gold he had been able to

obtain and some Indian slaves.

Back in Spain. Columbus reported that. "Hispaniola is a

miracle there are many wide rivers of which the majority

contain gold." He also said that the Indians "are .so naive

and so free with their possessions...when you ask for

something they have, they never say no." (He neglected to

mention that he got in a fight with two Indians alxmt a

trade, and speared them with his sword and let them bleed

to death.) ,

Columbus' second voyage included se^^mteen ships and

over twelve-hundred men. Their purpose - slaves and

gold Returning to Haiti. (Hispaniola). Columbus found his

men had been killed in a battle. C;olumbus formed another

base in Haiti and from there he sent out expeditions to

find gold. They found no "fields of gold" so in order to

return something to his investors in Spain, he launched a

massive slave expedition in 1495. They caught fift^n-

hundred of the Arawak people and of these they picked

the strongest five hundred and sent them U) Spain, (two

hundred of these slaves died en route to Spain.) Columbus

later wrote. "Let us in the name of Holy Trinity go on sen-

ding all the slaves that can be sold."

Columbus, still eager for gold, ordered all Indians age

fourteen and over to collect a specified amount of gold

every three months. In exchange for the gold the Indians

were given copper beads. Indians found without a copp>er

token had their hands cut off and bled to death. The

Arawaks were no match for the musket and sword bear-

ing Spaniards. The Indians fled to the mountains and were

hunted down and murdered. Mass Indian suicide and in-

fanticide was spreading among the Indians out of ex-

asperation. In TWO years Columbus and his men were

responsible for the death of half, (OVER 125.000) of the

Arawak Indians. In 1515 roughly 50,000 Indians were left

in 1550, 500. In 1650, the report of the year shows none of

the original Arawaks or their descendants left.

GENOCIDEU . ^.

Samuel Eliot Morison, a Harvard historian, wrote in his

popular biography, Christopher ColumhuJi, Mariner (1954)

"The cruel Policy initiated by Columbus and pursued by

his successors resulted in complete genocide."

I hardly need elaborate to any great extent of the

atrocities of how this genocide took place, other than to

say that the Spaniards used women for their sexual

gratification, i.e. rape. They "thought nothing of knifing

Indians by the tens and twenties and cutting off slices off

them to test the sharpness of their blades." Or "Two of

these so-called Christians met two Indian boys one day,

each carrying a parrot; they took the parrots and for fun

beheaded the boys." Columbus day, A Celebration of

Genocide. ^ , , ,,

I don't know what all this means to us today, hopefully,

as slightly more humanistic people. What signifimice

does it carry that we celebrate a man who was so awfully

brutal.

Dani Burgess is a UMass Stiuient.
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IWOMEN'S FORUM
Women's Forum

Women 's Forum is a weekly listing ofup-

coming events relating to women's issv^-

Notices should be sent to the Women 's Issues

Editors, care of the Collegian, US Campus
Center, before the Friday preceding the

event.

There are two hotlines available on

campus for aid to victims of rape or other

violence. The 24-Hour Rape Hotline is

545-2677. The Everjrwoman's Center

Hotline for victims of violence is 545-0800.

Monday —The Anti-Racism Team will

meet at 4 p.m. in room 901, Campus

Center.

Tuesday — The Women's Issues Team
will meet at 4 p.m. in room 901, Campus

Center.

Wednesday — A six-week support

group for survivors of rape begins at the

Everywoman's Center. The group will

focus on some common issues facing sur-

vivors of rape, such as fear, anger, making

plans, family and friend's reaction and try-

ing to recapture intimacy in relationships.

For more information and to register for

the group, contact the Everywoman's

Center, 545-0883.

The Sojourners will hold an informal

discussion for women of all ages to explore

issues of faith, love, intimacy, and

spirituality from 7:15 to 9:15 p.m. in room
428 in the Student Union.

The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom will meet at 4 p.m.

in room 901, Campus Center.

Thursday — A resume writing
workshop will be held at 12 noon in Cam-
pus Center room 805-809. The workshop is

sponsored by the Working Women's Task

Force of the Everywoman's Center.

Saundra Oyewole will speak on From
Zoology to Microbiology and Back at noon

in Cole Science Center room 114, Hamp-
shire College. The lecture is part of the

Women and Science Lecture Series.

'UMass Answers' inquiries
By LISA BORDERS
Collegian Correspondent

A toll-free number at the University of

Massachusetts offers referrals on a wide

range of subjects -from agriculture to

writing resources- -to callers throughout the

state.

UMass Answers, which contains in-

formation on over 3,500 topics in its data

banks, is geared primarily towards aiding

Massachusetts business, industry, and

government, according to Jack Cavacco,

operator of the program

.

"The referral is set up to help anyone who
has a question they think someone at the

University might be able to answer,"

Cavacco said.

To get a caller in touch with the right

person, Cavacco refers to a computer

printout with subject listings. He is then

able to give the caller the name, address,

and telephone number of the contact

person.

"About 98 percent of the referrals are to

University contacts," Cavacco said.

Although UMass Answers is not intended

for students with general questions,

Cavacco said it has helped students to

gather information for research papers.

The Continuing Education Department

started the program in February of 1982 in

response to complaints that other areas on

campus did not cater to referral questions.

Costs are low, since the only real expense

involved is the telephone, Cavacco said.

The system requires periodic computer
updates to ensure its accuracy; aside from

this, it is virtually maintenance free.

"We are in the process of updating and

refining our subject headings to make the

system even more accurate," he added.

An average of three calls a day are

handled by UMass Answers, a number

which does not surprise Cavacco.

"People are not using it frivolously." he

said. "They know about it and use it when

they have a legitimate question."

The toll-free number is 1-800-282-7708,

and it is available Monday through Friday

from 9a.m. to 5 p.m.

Balloons for Parties

Ringing Telegrams

Bellydancers

Expires Nov. 15, 1983
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Conquer flawed but fun
THE STOOPS TO CONQUER
Nov. 1, 4, 7, 9, 11

^ urtain Theater, FAC
B> LORENA NUZZULILLO
CwHogian Correspotjdent

WTiat has 13 casi members, runs around

in circles, screams, yells, guffaws,

gesticulates, and has an all around good

time? The answer Ij- the MFA Showcase's

production of Oii ^r Goldsmith's She

Stoops to Conquer i>irector Lisa Komet-
sky conducts this play at such a fast clip,

you have to pay close attention to follow all

the action.

The play's sub-titlt> is "The Mistakes of

the Night" and wuh good reason. The

whole play is filled with misinterpretations,

trickery, and mischievous deceit.

The plot centers around an eligible young

maid named Kate Hardcastle. Her over-

indulging father informs her he has found a

wonderful suitor. This particular young

man is the son of his good friend, Sir

Charles Marlow.
The young man has a reputation for be-

ing scholarly, handsome, brave, but ex-

cruciatingly timid and shy. At their first

meeting he cannot e\?n look Kate in the

eye. Kate tries to conquer her problem by

"s.ooping" in her stature. In other words,

K.ite pretends to be a simple barmaid, so

tli. t her suitor will feel free to be himself in

her presence.

leanwhile, Kate's devilish step-brother,

To.y Lumpkin, has convinced young

M: '•low that the Hardcastle residence is a

lo a) Inn, and that Mr. Hardcastle, his

future father-in-law, is the inn-keeper. Mr.

Hardcastle is taken aback by this brash

young man, who is supposedly so meek,

and instantly takes a disliking to him.

While all this is going on, Constance

Neville, (Kate's cousin) is plotting to escape

from the clutches of her overbearing aunt,

Mrs. Harcastle (Kate's stepmother, mother

of Tony Lumpkin) to escape with her lover

Mr. Hastings (a close personal friend of

Mr. Marlow). Are you following alright?

Don't \yorry if you feel as confused as the

characters do, everything turns out right

for all concerned.

Young Mr. Marlow soon realizes that Mr.

Hardcastle is far from being an innkeeper,

and Kate is far from being a barmaid.

After this Mr. Hardcastle forgives him for

his rudeness, and Kate gladly agrees to be

his bride. Also, Mr. Hastings and Con-

stance decide against eloping, and return

home.
With everyone pulling tricks on one

another, pretending to be someone else, or

thought to be someone else, it's easy to

become as confused as the play's

characters. However confused you may be,

you'll no doubt appreciate the whimsical

script and the comedic antics of the cast.

Even though they spend most of the time

running around the Curtain Theatre stage

at breakneck speed, the cast slows down
enough to deliver some genuinely funny

performances. The most enjoyable actors

to watch were Elaine J. DeConinck (Mrs.

Hardcastle) and Richard F. O'Neill as Tony

Lumpkin. DeConinck was outrageous as

the nagging, domineering mother, and

Rita nakes the mark
Educating Rita

Directed by Le'

Hampshire 4 1

By JEAN BUCHP
Collegian Staff

Ednrating Rita

shot of a slim,

figure hobbling t'

England's colli

distinguishably a

a hot pink mini
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iilbert

res

)ER

-ns with a high-angle

'ly made-up female
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system. She is

mg class woman, in

.vith hair colored to

that keep getting
( crack.s.

This is Rita. Sh> .^ a wife, and a hair-

dresser, and she -s dissatisfied with her

life. She comes to the University, to Dr.

Frank Bryant's door, hoping to fill the

emptiness inside nf her with something

other than the baby that her family per-

sistantly urges her in have. It is with deter-

mined enthusiasm that Rita sets out to

discover a more fulfilling life.

Metamorphosis U-gins to set in, but one
wonders if the cacnc»n is turning into a but-

terfly or if the butterfly is backing into a ca-

coon. Rita goes through a series of super-

ficial changes — dress, hair and diction are

all adjusted to match the norms of the col-

lege pseudo-sophisticate. It is these dread-

ed, anticipated alterations that bring out a

long supressed cynicism in Frank; a scoff-

ing at the emptiness of theoretical study,

and a disdain for the cold heart that the

"intellect" turns to passionate living.

Situated in what he considers to be a

clinical job. Frank sees himself as a tainted

educator headed toward emotional sterili-

ty. Futilely the doctor drinks to mourn his

deafening ear. His daily stumbling about

the classroom in drunken stupor becomes a

floundering cry for release from
academia's cursory clutches. He has

become a dying poet lecturing on the

uselessness of dead poets.

It is Rita's vitality that he seeks. And it is

Rita's vitality that he wishes to preserve in

disuading her from higher education. What
Dr. Bryant fails to realize is that his soured

criticism of academia is an opinion

validated by experience. If Rita were to

drop out, as is his obvious but hidden

desire, she would be turning a cold heart to

passionate living. She must intellectually

"arrive" in order to determine where she

stands. It is at this point that she will be

able to "choose" the direction in which she

wishes to move. And it is at this point that

we are confident that she will make the

best choice.

David Mendes and Elaine DeConinck clown around in a scene from

the MFA Showcase's production of She Stoop» to Conquer.

O'Neil played the spoiled-rotten son with a

good amount of spunk and zest.

Becket Royce played the extravagant

Kate with a type of elegance and com-

posure. However, Cheryl Lamoreaux, who
played the cousin Constance, seemed to

have a lot more energy and exuberance in

her performance. Christopher Benoit, as

Mr. Marlow and David Mendes, as

Hastings, both made stylish gentlemen

suitors. Benoit also effectively falls apart

on cue whenever Miss Royce is in his

presence.

This should be a rollicking, madcap com-

edy that never lets up. Even though this

play is genuinely funny, it needs to have

just a little more life brought into it, to

make it work perfectly. Nonetheless, it's a

show certainly worth the money.

The performances were fine and funny,

the costumes — well-tailored, and the

script — truly comical. However, despite

all this, something was missing. Despite

the fact that the cast gave its' all, and that

the play moved at such a quick pace, this

production isn't quite as lively as it should

be.

"She Stoops to Conquer" urill be performed

at 8 p.m. November 7, 9, and 11 at the Cur-

tain Theatre, FAC.

Michael Cain is a disillusioned

working-class pupil in Educating

Educating Rita will assault the confused

student's common sense in initially making

one want to drop out of school, and then in

reaffirming some of the reasons why we
are here. While the theme, an offshoot of

the everpopular rags-to-riches story, is not

a new one (and there are lines of spell-

English prof and Julie Walters, his

Rita.

breaking cliche to match), Michael Caine as

Frank, and first timer to the screen, Julie

Walters (who originated the part on the

London stage) make the storyline fresh,

emotional, and endearing. Viewers will

leave the theater with the warm sensation

of having been entertained.

Rebels with a cause
The Alarm
The Alarm (I.R.S.)

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

With the current onslaught of new bands
over the past three years, one would expect
a wi(i'' variety of music and themes to have
emerk^ed. This, to a large extent, has occur-

red. Mowever, when asked to name a con-

vent, tnal rock and roll band, both socially

aware and truly rebellious in spirit, I am
hard pressed. Not since the beginning of

ounk rock, when the Clash and the Jam
were n their prime, has there been a band
whojas been able to meet these criteria.

Now, along comes a band called the

Alarm. A Welsh quartet, the Alarm first

appeared a few months back, opening a

few concerts for U2 quite successftilly. The

Vlarm are Mike Peeters (acoustic guitar,

larmnnica, and lead vocals), Dave Sharp

(acoustic guitar), Eddie Macdonald (bass),

and Twist (drums). It is most interesting to

note that this band employs no electric

guitars, preferring acoustics instead,

because, according to the band, "the songs
were written on acoustics." Don't be misl-

ed into thinking that the band plays soft

and slow though. One listen to their first

and only record, a self-entitled, five-song

EP, will dispel any notion of that.

The opening song, "The Stand," starts

the album off in fine fashion. This is, by far,

the best song on the album, and one of my
favorites of the year. Effective harmonica,
acoustic guitars, and drums provide a good
melody for the song's subject matter, per-
sonal politics. Some of the lyrics:

When I looked out the urindow, on the hard-

ship that struck,

I saw the seven files opened, that claimed

him innocent.

For a man to the grave in silence, headstone

endowed unth grace

A simple word across it had no epitaph

engraved.

Com£ on down and meet your maker

Come on down and make the stand-

"Across the Border," an accurate

description of the situation in Northern

Ireland, condemns violence while suppor-

ting neither British nor Irish viewpoints.

Strained lead vocals by Mike Peeters im-

mediately bring to mind an angry Joe

Strummer, back in the early days of the

Clash.

The rest of the EP is of varying quality

though. The subject matter basically con-

cerns a rebel attitude, inspired by a

dissatisfaction with one's lot in life, and the

social climate that therein exists. "Mar-
ching On" is a catchy song, but the other

songs ("Lie of the Land" and "For
Freedom") are musically muddled with ter-

rible harmonica and melodies that are

mediocre at best.

Don't be led into thinking that this is

"the band" of the future, or the "second

coming of the Clash," definitely not. "The
Stand" is a great song and the EP is a pro-

mising debut. Whether or not they are for

real though, is, as of now, uncertain.

inE ALARM

An energetic

Blues Bash
JOHN HAMMOND
JOHN LEE HOOKER
WILLIE DIXON
THE ROBERT CRAY BAND
Friday, Nov. 4

Rusty Nail

By SHEILA CLINTON
Collegian Correspondent

One generally sees the same faces when a good blues ar-

tist is in town; blues fans are a dedicated and appreciative

lot, but on Friday night at the Rusty Nail, four different

groups brought the blues to a crowd of over 400. The show
was billed as a "blues blast" and fans were treated to not

one, but four, talented blues singers and their bands. The
energy and enthusiasm generated that evening seemed at

an all time high.

The Robert Cray band opened the show at 9 p.m. Their

sound is a popular and highly danceable blues. John Ham-
mond followed, playing, alone and for a little while, giving

the evening a more mellow feel. The audience seemed to

enjoy both of these artists but they were there to see

Willie Dixon and John Lee Hooker. And when Willie came

on stage it felt as if the night was just beginning.

Willie captivated the crowd for over an hour. He has

written most of the great blues songs that have been

recorded by musicians from Howlin' Wolf to Cream. Willie

spent a while talking with me after his set, telling me
about the shape of blues and his own background. In 1937

he won the Golden Gloves Heavyweight Championship

and at the same time was playing the blues. When asked

why he pursued music, he laughed and replied, "The bass

fiddle don't fight back when you hit it. As long as there are

conflicts and misunderstandings blues will be around to

explain it. As times change the blues change. I play a

newer type of blues, John (Lee Hooker) plays an older

type. The average youngster today is questioning where

everything came from, including music, and that is why
blues will always be popular. All American music is deriv-

ed from the blues, but nowadays we call it something else

to keep it from being the blues, we commercialize it."

Willie's set covered a variety of forms, from the ever

popular "Wang Dang Doodle" to 'Mannish Boy" and "All

Night Long." He sang a beautiful song called, "It Don't

Make Sense if You Can't Make Peace" that pointed out in

our high technology age we can send a man to the moon
and give sight to the blind, but "it don't make sense if you

can't make peace." Willie's music is a vehicle for his

message of the need for peace v hin each of us. Willie

didn't just sing about peace and the blues Friday night, he

explained it to the crowd and in talking to him I could see

he lived by it.

And finally, the "King of Boogie", John Lee Hooker

came on. A member of his band dedicated the evening to

"Everyone who has been burnt, busted, laid off, evicted or

heart broken in the last 90 days. Did I get everyone?" The

crowd went wild. 'Til after 2 a.m., the audience danced to

John Lee Hooker's soulful, Chicago blues. When the lights

finally came on there were 400 smiling and energized peo-

ple milling around. This was the first "Blues Blast" that

the Nail has had; I know many who would like to see this

become a tradition.

C«ll«giui pkoU by Drew OfWr^

Legendary Bluesman Willie Dixon makes a plea for peace at the Rusty Nail last Friday nii^ht.

ColleKiu< plioto b7 Drew 0|pcr

John Lee Hooker strikes a somber pose during

last Friday's Blues Bash at the Rusty Nail.

It's That Time Again!!!
This January, join thousands of students from hun-

dreds of colleges at the student ski vacation capJtol

Mount Snow, Vermont A sellout, year after year,

it's the 8th Annual Snowmester Ski Week. Don't be

fooled by other ski weeks there's only one on cam-

pus Snownnester trip.

Whether you're a beginner or an expert, we guarantee

you loads of fun and great skiing. And our apres-ski

activities will drive you wild - fabulous meals, great

entertainment, movies, dancing and parties galore.

And take a look at our special prices:

Hotel Lodging Condo Lodging

$173 $149
Package includes: S nlghU cno«c« lodging

5 days IHt tick*!

Full brMktatU*

Full dinners*

AprM-skI sctlvlttos

Check your school bulletin boards for the

Snowmester brochure or call your On-Campus Rep.

Andrea (413) 546-0648

VUmnt Snowmester Weeks: 6 days, 5 nights

^irtO Vermont Jan. 1-6 / Jan. 8-13 / Jan. 15-20 / Jan. 22-27^

^^:^^
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Hypercurriciila
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Today

"THE CAUSES OF WORLD HUNGER from

OXFAM's Perspective" is the topic to be presented by

. 'ola Reinhard, Professor of Economics at Snuth College.

UMass Hunger Task Force encourages your attendance!

7:30 p.m. 904-908 Campus Center.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE - still needs help for

the 10th annual Fast for a World Harvest on November

17. Find out what you can do about world hunger! 4:30

p.m. 428 Student Union.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING - Changes in our constitution will be discuss-

ed. Anyone interested in Amateur Radio is welcome.

Check schedule for room number. Call 545-0744 for more

information. 7:30 p.m. Campus Center.

DISCOVER NEW ENGLAND CLUB MEETING - All

students welcome to attend. 7:00 p.m. Campus Center

805-9.

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE WORKSHOPS FOR
STUDY ABROAD - Meeting for all students going

abroad for the Spring '84 semester only, who will be ap-

plying for financial aid. Herter, 6th Floor Lounge. 2-3

p.m.

STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES IN SPAIN AND
LATIN AMERICA - Informational meeting on study

abroaJ opportunities in Spain and Latin America. Herter,

3rd Floor Lounge. 7-8:30 p.m.

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY -
General meeting. Newcomers are encouraged. 6 p.m. 306

SU.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING - All food science

nmjors welcome. Future trips and events will be planned.

Bring your ideas! 7 p.m. Chenoweth Room 227.

VETERAN'S SERVICE ORGANIZATION 10k ROAD
RACE — Volunteers needed for 10k on 1 1 Nov. Anyone
interested welcome. 4:15 p.m. Mobile Unit 5 (behind

Thompson).

FREE MESSAGE SERVICE - The UMass Amateur

Radio Association will be taking messages and

disseminating information (to be used at any time) on sen-

ding messages today. 9 a.m. -3 p.m. Campus Center Con-

course.

UMASS CONSERVATIVE COALITION - Organiza-

tional meeting today. All interested conservatives and

disillusioned liberals (neo-conservatives) invited to attend.

7:30-9 p.m. Room 901 C.C.

ECONOMICS MAJORS: THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
OPTION — An information session for Econ. majors

about Grad. School — types of programs, requirements,

costs, benefits, ways to improve your opportunities. 4

p.m. Campus Center 904.

EMT REFRESHER COURSE - an OEMS approved

refresher course will begin tonight, tentatively for five

Mondays but possibly a Saturday. Check N416 Morrill for

details. 7 p.m. N406 Morrill.

VIOLENCE IN SPORTS - Attorney Richard Horrow

will give a presentation, including a film, on violence in

sports. The event is free and open to the community. 8

p.m. Student Union Ballroom.

SOVIET EDUCATION - Emigre John Raley will be

giving a lecture on Soviet education and contrasting it

with American education. 7:30 p.m. 601 Herter.

WMUA STATION BODY MEETING - General Sta-

tion Body meeting for all members. Attendance is man-

datory. New members always welcome. 7:30 p.m. 803

C.C.

BDIC - Explanation of the Bachelor's Degree with In-

dividual Concentration (BDIC) Program, a degree gran-

ting program which allows a student the opportunity to

design his/her own major, today and Tuesday. 7:00 p.m.

Grayson Main Lounge.

Tuesday

"SALT OF THE EARTH" - A film about a miners

strike which raises both class and feminist issues. 7:30

p.m. Bangs Community Center in Amherst.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION -
Topics discussed will include the New York weekend. The

upcoming film "Death by Hanging" (CC 904-908, 11/13, at

12, 2, and 4 p.m.), future events and 5-college events. Also

showing: The China vs. Japan Women's Volleyball game

and U.S. semi-finals. New members are welcome to at-

tend. 7-8 p.m. CC Rm. 162-175.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING - There will be a

general meeting to discuss the club's portfolio and make a

decision on any new investments. 6:30 p.m. SOM 111.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - Join us to

discuss our plans about pornography and share our con-

cerns together. 4 p.m. CC 901.

MEETING - WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT -
Interested in women's issues? Join us and get involved! 7

p.m. Student Union 415.

COUNCIL FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS OF
PSYCHOLOGY — Come hear about options within the

psychology department. A general meeting will precede

program. It is important that all members and those

wishing to join attend. Dues will be collected. 7 p.m. Tobin

304.

Tf\GE!
/

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

RAMCJ&
:•:•:•:<

Monday, November 7, 1983
Showtimes: 6:00. 8:45 & 11:30 pm

$ 1 .50 Admission
Campus Center Auditorium

1 2fh ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI b PARTY WEEK

UIPMENT

» I

Racquetball Racquets

I

.\ Racquetball Balls

V^c'- Racquetball Gloves

"^f^^ Racquetball Glasses

FIRST 100 SKIERS TO SIGN-UP ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR A FREE TRIP

ALL SKIERS SIGNED-UP BEFORE
NOV. 15 WILL RECEIVE

A FREE CSUGARDUSH VALLEY / UGNAF) T'SHIRT
Also available ^s

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

Headbands
Wristbarxjs

Whistles

NON-MEMDERS WELCOME

» »

', » Tennis Accaeaories

•i Basketball, Soccer

V Football, Baseball

Frisbees,

Swimming Accessories

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION Located in the Cannpus Center

STORED

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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After The Fall
by R. Miller

so YOU'RE HAVlNCr R.6LA-

T10NSH\P PROBLgrAS, HUH?

^»t)OO0ULD9SYTH/ff,

JAKE. IT SgEI^S
like: the HASSLi^
DON'T START UNTIL

>10U (sET seRious.

DO YOU HAVE A STEADY
LOVER? OR IS THAT
TOO PeRSONAL A
auESTioN? r—-

tS OK,

m I'LL TELL YOU, I'VE

BEEN SEElNCr THE

SAME r^AN SINCE
HIGH SCHOOL.

/^SINCE HI6H SCHOOL?
YOU'VE MADE A
RELATlCbNSHlP LAST
THAT L0N6 ? FOR.

YEARS AND YEARS?

UM... I f^EAN, FOR A
WHILE

wT WHAT'S THAT. HONEY?
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HEAR S0 600D,
Y'KNOU).

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly
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WAY AC [^035 THE GALAXY IT5
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LMCKEY] ALIENS... JUST BE

CAUSE YOliRE EVOWEO OOEStfT

MEAN YOU CAN'T RE CHEAP.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milrd by Margarft I'arrar and Tnide Jaffe

ACROSS 64 Indian VIP 25 Causing panic

1 Alpha's opposite 65 Cousinof a timid 27 That, in Madrid

6 Swamplands soul 29 Neckline shape

10 Isolated rock 68 Black 31 Mediterranean

14 Vitamin acid 69 Inter port

15 River past Caen 70 Perry's Girl Friday 32 San ,
port

16 Feature of TLC 71 Fowl part of Italy

17 Like 65 Across 72 Keen desires 33 Smelting residue

19 Senior, in 73 Symbol of 34 Sights at JFK

Soissons hardness 35 Condition, in

20 Airport info Paris

21 Money, in a way DOWN 36 Before foil or

22 Deserved 1 Put to choice drome

24 Musical hiatus 2 • d'Arthur

"

38 Run

26 Reticence 3 Disney's middle 42 Teen, for one

28 Items on sports name 45 Poetic

programs 4 Victorian contraction

30 Cupids transport 46 Board a

34 Branded 5 Eight Ger Pullman

37 Northern canals 6 Enemies 49 Chemical ending

39 City on the Oka 7 Blochand 51 Nobility's wear

40 Music provider Borgnlne 53 Magazine piece

41 Hat style 8 Wind direction 55 Millie

43 Starchy root 9 Passover 56 English hymn

44 Dues ceremony writer

47 Noel nectar 10 Person who 57 Amount to

48 Squirrel away cries wolf 58 Henley

50 Menu offering 11 Eve's eldest participant

52 Apathy 12 English composer 59 1944 Nobel

54 Small creature 13 Orchestral physicist

68 Pursuits for instrument 60 Later

trendies 16 Bored with 62 Attaches

61 Pro 23 Gardner of the 66 Diminutive suffix

63 Beginning prefix movies 67 Up to now

t
7"

3 4 5

18

6 7 8 9

23

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17

P
22
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?0 21

P
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26
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Another Collegian workshop: Bill Za-

jec, Sports editor of Holyoke
Transcript-Telegram, will give a

workshop on sports feature writing on

Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the Suffolk

Room in the Student Union. Everyone

welcome. Mandatory for Collegian

sports staff and correspondents.

DC Menu

LUNCH
Grilled Ham and Cheese

Sandwich
Eggroll/Fried Rice,

Due Sauce, Soy Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Stew/

Herb Biscuits

Roast Lamb/Gravy,
Mint Jelly

Fruit Plate with Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

on Whole Wheat
Eggroll/Fried Rice

Due Sauce, Soy Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Carrot Loaf/

White Sauce

Chicken Stew
Herb Biscuits

Weather

Today, early morning
cloudiness then partly

sunny, highs in the 50's.

Clear tonight lows 20 to 30

inland to 30 to 40 near the

coast. Tuesday, sunny,

highs 50 to 60.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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Veterans Day
10 K ROAD RACE

November 11
Alumni Stadium at 10 AM
Preregistration Nov 7-10

Table on the C.C. Concouree
Cost - $4 ($5 - Race Day)

1
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UNIVERSITY„„
HYPNOSIS CENTER
358 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Short CoufMi:
• memory, concentration, motivation •

• speed reading • Language Learning •

• weight control •

On Oolng Services

• Sports • Stage fright • Exam panics •

• relaxation • self hypnosis • and more •

iMi'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinTm'fi'fiTii i
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Tnjmpet Virtuoso

MAURICE ANDRE
with the

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Robert Gutter, Conductor

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8 PM

Tickets: $11, $9, $7

Five College Students '/» Price

Available at Fine Arts Center Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield Civic Center

545-2511

SPORTS NOTICES
For anyone interested in SPORTS WRITING: BiU Zajac.

sports editor of the Holyoke Transcript Telegram, will

give a seminar on sports feature writing at 6:30 p.m.,

Wednesday in the Suffolk Room in the Student Union

building. Mandatory attendance for all Collegian sports

staff and correspondents.

SPORTS WRITERS: There wiU be a sports dept.

meeting at 5:45 p.m. sharp at the sports desk on Wed-
nesday. Winter beats will be the main subject.

Brown to face UMass
in NCAA soccer
Brown University will be the opponent for the

University of Massachusetts women's soccer team in

Sunday's NCAA quarter final match at 1 p.m. at Boyden
Field.

Brown defeated Keene State 1-0, last Friday in

Providence in the preliminaries. UMass defeated Brown
once before this season 3-1.

The third seeded Minutewomen, who have never lost to

the Bruins at home, got goals from Ellen Taggart, Stacey
Flionis and Lori Stukes in the Sept. 29. win.

SAT
NOV. 19
8 PM

with special guest star

PIECES
OF A DREAM

st.de.is $9 and10 p"* *11 and 12

Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center. Springfield Civic Center

Stop » Shop locations in Northampton, Holyoke, Greenfield

and Ptttstield No cans bottles, cameras or recording

FINE ARTS CENTER
UMASS

QailiiT litlti Irta tk* IcllftJ lltll

* Located on Special Sale Tables

at the front of the store

IPAPERBACK

BOOKS
original

price

ipen M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

h

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

RENTONE
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

ALPHA liTA
ffMT Mm CoII««« •! r«od m^

odv^ntufQ travel
549-1256

R«««rve Holiday Flights Now
Save up to 50%

Z33 N PlMsant St
Amharat Carriage Shop*

Pledge ••••ting

Hoy. 7th •r 8th

6t30 pm
StMkbrldg^ 311

ItofM to ••• yon tiMrol

»••••*•••••.

^o^ Now OPEIVr;Vo^
^O^ UTOPIA SPAS %.

:

Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am...Walk-ins are welcome
A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY
• Hot Tub Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntar^ Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • Each area wired for your

own favorite music or sounds. . .AND MUCH MORE. . .

TAKE A DEEP BREATH b RELAX!!!
• •••#»•••••••••»»• clip and save •••••••••••

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)• ^ ' OFF Located at 175 University Drive,

HOT Price Chopper Mail, Amherst
i-ijpq (coupon valid through November 17, 1983

one coupon per visit, per person

$1 OFF
HOT
TUBS
•

Ci
Cl

i<rw
co

^vcekcluviv
•-

7am- 11am
with ai^ 1/21?

purchase
»thru nov. 25

«

168 n. pleasant
amherst

m-f 7am 10pm/s<^s 7am 3pm 255-2291
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UMass wins in women's
swimming opener

Spikers second in MAIAW

By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's swim team opened their season

Saturday with an 80-60 victory over the

University of Vermont. Co-captain

Elizabeth Feinberg led the way, winning

four events.

UMass started out strong in the 200

medley relay with Feinberg conung from

behind on the last leg to give the home

team the lead that they never

relinquished. The junior went on to take

firsts in the 200 freestyle, the 100

freestyle, and the 200 individual medley.

Caroline Freitas added to the UMass
lead by taking second in the 1000 yard

freestyle and first in the 200 back stroke.

Freshman Alison Uzzo took firsts in the

1000 yard freestyle and then sealed

UMass' win with a victory in the 500

freestyle.

Jeanne Bushee dominated the diving

competition, taking second place off the

one meter board and first place off the

three meter board. Her combined 243.7

point total set a new UMass record for

women's diving.

"We have a tough schedule but I'm

looking forward to a winning season," said

head coach Valerie Turtle. "This team's

worked so hard the past few weeks. I feel

we're swimming now like most teams do

in the middle of the season. We've picked

up where we left off last year instead of

having to start over like most teams. We
won 11 out of 16 events thanks to the

efforts of swimmers like Liz Feinberg and

Caroline Freitas. I'm really pleased with

freshman Alison Uzzo as well. She's a

strong swimmer and a great competitor."

UMass travels to valley rival Smith

next Saturday at 1:00 for their next dual

meet.

Patriots win fifth over Bills

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - Steve Grogan

launched two scoring bombs to Clarence

Weathers and set up another touchdown

with a 35-yard completion to Stanley

Morgan as the New England Patriots rolled

to a 21-7 National Football League victory

over the Buffalo Bills Sunday.

The Patriots, 5-5, had won in Buffalo two

weeks ago, 31-0. and led 21-0 Sunday until

Joe Ferguson threw a 1-yard touchdown

pass to Mark Brammer with 4:01 left in the

game. The Bills dropped to 6-4.

Alter a scoreless first quarter. New
England capitalized on one of its four in-

terceptions against Ferguson to take a 7-0

lead.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - As the

overused cliche from the

baseball world goes, 'It ain't

over till it's over.' The
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) learned

this lesson and used it to

their advantage as they

topped the University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team for the MAIAW state

championship Saturday.

UMass broke out of the

starting gate against MIT in

the "so-called championship

game" and took an early 5-0

lead against a team that had

over 30 wins and was un

defeated.

It really wasn't designed

to be the championship

game, because it was a

round-robin tournament and

the team with the best

record won the title.

UMass and MIT came into

the match with 4-0 records

and so the tourney
organizers were plugging

the match as the state

championship finals. And
MIT had some estimated 400

loyal fans in the gym that

were quickly shut up when

the Minutewomen blasted

out of the box with their

quick lead.

"We came out sparkling, in

the first game," UMass
assistant coach Sara Bon-

thius said. "We were playing

defense out of our socks."

However, MIT came back

for five quick unanswered

points to tie the game up and

that took the wind out of

UMass' sails. And MIT
rolled to 15 6 and an

astonishing 15 1 win over

UMass for the title.

"It was all downhill from

there," said Bonthius. "We
lost heart. Our service

reception struggled and our

passing was off. We came

out timid in the second

game. "MIT was a very

strong team. They didn't

make errors and they read

our offense very well. They
were very smart."

Massachusetts was not

without their stars. Captain

Joanne Siler played ex

ceptionally well, both of-

fensively and defensively.

Everyone on the team
played, too, giving UMass
more depth than they've had

in quite a while.

And they used that depth
to go through the tourney

undefeated before the MI'T

game.

UMass (32 15) opened
with Lowell and struggled

but overcame with a 15-9,

11 15, 15 13 victory.

Wellesley fell next in a 15-6,

15-13 UMass win and
Eastern Nazerne fell to UM
15 11, 15-4.

* Field hockey
Citntinued fnrm p- 16

Of Patti Shea, Hixon said, "Patti was her usual, poised

self."

Although the game ended in a tie, statistically, UMass
outshot and outcornered UConn, 15-7 and 14-11 respec-

tively.

"We tied the top team in the country," Hixon said."To
me, that means we are just as good as they are. I'll take the

tie."

Looking ahead to the NCAA tournament, Hixon said her

team "knows the score," and she called the UConn game "a

confidence builder for the tournament."
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AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Mustang Hatchback new brakes

tires dependable $650 or best offer 549-6839

1975 Honda Civic no rust, runs well. Just

tuned. Good interior. $1295 neg. call 6-4230

after 10 P.M.

Very reliable, 1972 Caprice. Runs great.

Some bodywork. $200.00 Jim 253-9431

1981 Mazda B2000 Sundowner 43,000

miles excellent condition sport package

$4200. 549-6211

1971 Oldsmobile Cutlass great transpor-

tation many new parts $600 call 546-7098

1973 Mallbu exc running cond. depen-

dable $500 (617) 544-2017 collect - Curt

CALCULATORS

TI-59 Programable Calculator excellent

condition $150 call evenings 256-6948

ENTERTAINMENT

I

I

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

Room 5 minutes from campus January

and Spring 1984 call Laura 549-6627

FOR SALE ~~I
ATTENTION Woman's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $1/.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition $100.00 586-0723

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

CRT and modem $500 for both call even-

ings 256-6948

FOUND

Womans Gold-plated Watch made by

Jules Jurgensen Fovno near FAC on 10/28

call 546-6686

Found: man's watch 11/1 Boyden Gym
to claim call Kimo 546-6106 between 9 pm
and 12 am ^__

Sat of keys found in Nope field on Oct 30

call 546-3234 or 549^79

HELP WANTED
~

FULL AND PART-TIME JOBS. Ideal for

:

i

i

I

I

I

>

i

I

i

i

I

College students. Join Mass. Fair Share's

fundraising and political outreach staff.

Work in a progressive environment for

economic and social change. No ex-

perience necessary. Will train. Mon-Fri

1-30-9:30 pm. Pay $155-$225/week -t^

benefits. Call 586-8713 10 am - 2 pm

Newspaper Deliverers Needed in

Dorms. Good pay. Short hours. Eariy mor

nings plus weekends. Call 253-7009

Part-time - evenings - weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people

who have requested information on our

products. We sell mainly by

appointment in a dignified and profes-

sional

manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White (203) S28-9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

Employ Yourself I SNPS has openings for

an experienced (360, 1250) Press Operator

and a Copier Operator. Applicants must be

students, mechanically inclined, available

thru 5/85 and be willing to become involved

with a democratically managed student

controlled business. 10 hr/wk $3.50 to start

women and minorities encouraged. Ap-

plications in SU 403 due 11/14 5 pm

WMUA is looking for qualified student

to fill position of Business Mgr Applicants

should have some bookkeeping experience,

organizational skills, ability to work w/stu-

dent staff, and be available for consistent

weekly time commitment 8-10 hrs.

Qualified undergrads may apply at 416 Stu

Union. Deadline is Nov. 11 AA/EEO
women and third worid encouraged to app-

ly

INSTRUCTION

Needed: Tutor for Statistics 240 to meet

once a week or more. $5.00 per hour. Call

Laura 253-5978

KOV BABY

Happy Birthday from the bottom of our

hearts! We love youl Your two specials

sweethearts. K & K

sion. For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

MULTI-IMAGE CONCERT

I Saw the Wind Tues.

7:30, 10 pm - CCA
Nov. 15 2 shows

PERSONALS

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

••••••••••••**
Film and Lecture with attorney •

• Rick Horrow-chalrman of American

Bar Association Task Force on *

• VIOLENCE IN SPORTS
Monday Nov. 7 *

« 8:00 pm SUB
Free sponsored by DVP Free •

Mike S. Happy Belated Birthdayl Let's go

out and get lambasted I Love Michelle and

Martha

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GEORGEIII
Who says you could go to Hawaii?

Love from Laura & Jack

Career Day '83 - November 15, 1983 10 am
- 4 pm 1st floor Campus Center FREE spon-

sored by Undergraduate Business Club all

are invited

To the sisters and pledges of Chi
Omega. Thanks for making my 21st Birth-

day a sp>ecial one. You're the best! Love,
KQ

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDERS WANTED

Nead a ride to Calif. Leaving Amherst on

Dec 1st call 549-2615.

To DC, VA, NC early Thurs Nov 10 return-

ing Sundav niaht Doug 549-4125

ROOM WANTED

Two females seeking a place to live

starting Jan II Call Judy at 546-7644

Please, keep trying if no answer

SIMON KREMLIN How do you give

mouth to mouth resuscitation?

SIMON KREMLIN - Is the wind blowing in

your favor for a goal?

SIMON KREMLIN - Could you give your

MOTHER a ride to the beach?

i

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

relerrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney superv-

i

I

" **^ M JA M.

Dana - Happy 21st Birthday. How could it

not be wild, with our crewl We're all glad

you're backl Love ya. Donna

SKI FOR FREEI Let my brochure tell you

how. Send $1 to: Box 783 Quechee, Ver-

mont^050^
The Great Ski Snatch Nov 16-19

SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch
SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch
SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch

For more info 545-3437 430 Student Union

UMass Ski Club Mandatory Meetings

Tues Nov 8 Campus Center 188

Wed Nov 9 Southside Hampden

For Work Committees
The Great Ski Snatch / for more info

646-3437 430 Student Union

A Touch of Class

all university women are invited

to attend Open Rush

at Delta Zeta Sorority

11 Phillips St (across from BKO)
Tues, Nov 8 @ 6:00 pm dinner

Wed, Nov 9 @ 9:00 pm Dynasty Party

any questions contact Alicia

549-6823

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p.m. 256^102.

Brittany Manor - share room in 2 bedroom
apt rent 150. 256-1419

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 666-3414

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

Free Peer Counseling information and

referals at Lesbian and Gay Men's Counsel-

ing Collective 433 Student Union MTuThF
4 - 8 p.m. 545-2645 24 hr events phone

545-0684.

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession %
mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26

Jan 31 $295 546^5653.

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and siver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

B-S2's I have 4 balcony seats, want 4 close

to stage. Will trade -•- $$ for yours or buy

yours 549-2872

acac y.^MMV" " ^
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More Sports on Pages 14 , 15

SnakebittenUMass

Collcfiwi photo by D«»id I>»Mber

RATS! — UMa88 and head coach

Bob Pickett came that close to winn-

ing but Lehigh prevailed 21-20.

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

BETHLEHEM, Penn. - The University

of Massachusetts Minutemen dominated all

aspects of Saturday's football game

against Lehigh University but a dramatic,

last-minute touchdown drive engineered by

Lehigh rendered it all for naught as UMass

came up short losing 21-20.

With UMass leading 20-13, Lehigh mar-

ched 80 yards in sixteen plays as the

Engineers converted on three fourth down

situations to sustain the winning drive, also

kept alive by a super catch by Eric

Hunsberger in which he outwrestled cor-

nerback Glenn Holden for the ball.

Lehigh (6-3) quarterback Marty Horn (20

of 41 for 212 yards and 3 int.) hit

sophomore Rennie Benn for a 17 yard TD
pass with 20 seconds left in the game to

pull within one. Benn caught the two point

conversion and UMass was finished. A last

ditch flea flicker by flanker Kevin Jackson

was picked off.

The UMass offense was able to generate

more than 430 yards in total offense and

had possession of the football nearly twice

as long as the Engineers, but threw it all

away as quarterback Barrett McGrath was

intercepted five times, two of which led

directly to Lehigh touchdowns. To his

credit two of the interceptions resulted

from tipped passes.

"We beat ourselves...the mistakes will

kill you. We had gone nine quarters

without a turnover," said Minutemen head

coach Bob Pickett.

UMass had complete control of the game

in the first half as the offense posted 257

yards while the defense held Lehigh to just

75 yards. The defense registered eight

tackles in the backfield and nabbed two of

Horn's passes to contain the Lehigh of-

fense. But McGrath (15 of 33, 198 yards,

five interceptions) and company, although

able to march up and down the field, com-

mitted three turnovers within the Lehigh

35 yard line during the half.

Massachusetts (3-6) led at the half 10-0

on a 31 yard field goal by George Papout-

sidis and a nine yard scoring pass from

McGrath to Bob Simeone.

The second half started off much as the

first half did with UMass giving the ball up

on interceptions their first three posses-

sions. But the results were different as

Lehigh was able to convert two of free

safety Jimmy Gum's three interceptions on

the day into touchdown passes from Horn

to his high school friend split end Benn.

This enabled Lehigh to surge to a 13-10 ad-

vantage within the span of four minutes.

Given the swiftness of the Lehigh com

eback, it could have been expected for

Lehigh
UMass to be demoralized and lose all of its

momentum. But such was not the case as

the offensive unit came roaring back with a

69 yard touchdown drive led by a stellar

performance by the offensive line. Over-

coming a holding penalty and sparked by a

27 yard jaunt by tailback Frank Fay

McGrath put UMass up 17-10 with an op-

tion run up the middle for 12 yards through

a wide hole provided by the offensive line.

The onside kick by the Minutemen failed

and after a Lehigh punt, placekicker

George Papoutsidis nailed the longest field

goal of his career, a 43 yarder to put

UMass up 20-13.

Offensively, Fay Jackson, George Barn-

well, Rich Jenkins, Bob Simeone and

especially Jim Rice (who had his best game

rushing as a Minuteman, highlighted by a

33 yard third-quarter dash) all played ex-

ceptionally well with the offensive line able

to take heart in their effort also.

Defensively, linemen Peter Tracy and

Ken Johnson had two sacks each and Craig

Lesinski had an interception and 11

tackles. It was a game the Minutemen

could have won but the seven turnovers

and the final gutsy Lehigh drive has UMass

looking at its first back-to-back losing

seasons in more than 20 years. The

Minutemen travel to New Hampshire to

face the Wildcats next Saturday.

HustlingUM ties top rankedUConn
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Winning isn't everything, and in Saturday's University of

Massachusetts/Connecticut field hockey matchup, winning

wasn't the only thing, either.

Before the game, Hixon had emphasized her team's

objectives when playing UConn. A win or a tie would most

likely raise UMass in the national rankings, and a loss

would cause no change in her team's standing.

The fifth -ranked Minutewomen fought to a 1-1 double

overtime tie with the Huskies, ranked first in the nation in

what UMass coach Pam Hixon called "a total team effort.

"I can't really say anyone played any worse or any better

than anyone else." Hixon said after Saturday's game.

"Everyone did their jobs just as they were assigned to be

done."

This match was important not only because UMass and

UConn are rivals, but also because of the effect the game

would have on the rankings especially for UMass, and in

turn, on the first and second rounds of the NCAA tour-

nament.
The first four teams in the nation receive byes in the

first round of the tournament, and Hixon will know by

noon today whether UMass moved up. Old Dominion (2).

Iowa (3) and UNH (4) are ahead of UMass.

"If we do stay fifth." Hixon said, "then we would

probably have to meet UConn before the Final Four, and

that is not what we want."

Hixon called Saturday's match a "moral victory" and a

"spectacular match. " Both goals were scored in the last

twenty minutes of regulation play.

UMass scored first, at 21:32. On the second of two cor-

ners, middle Megan Donnelly took the pass from forward

Sue Packard, and nailed the ball into the back of the net.

All through the first half, and for the most of the second.

UMass spent a lot of time in the UConn end of the field, but

had trouble penetrating.

This did not get the Minutewomen down. The largest

home crowd of the season, coach Hixon. and the players

themselves kept l^Mass in the game.

More than once forward Patti Smith could be heard

encouraging her teammates, and shouting "Let's go

UMass!"

The LMass defense held tough through most of the game

Over and over preventinn UConn from scoring, most

especially on corners.

rConn lied the game at 10. 56 in the second half, when on

a corner play. I'Conn forward Cindy Dysenchuk took a

pass from teammate Laurie Decker, and put the ball past

UMass goalie Patti Shea.

Two ten minute overtime periods followed regulation

game, but neither team could find the net.

"Each goal was earned." Hbcon said, "the goalies kept

their (respective) teams in the game.

"We did what we had to do. Its hard to hold a team Uke

UConn to no goals."

continued on p 15

Collepwi photo by Jim Powert

COMING THROUGH -Chris Kocot of UMass fights for ball control with UConn's Janet Ryan

and Laurie Decker (9) in Saturday's 1-1 standoff at NOPE.

It was heated hockey action
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The game started in 40 degree weather and drizzle.

And even though many spectators had cold feet, the

action on the field was hot and continuous between the

UMass and UConn field hockey teams. Saturday.

The matchup between the lop ranked team in the

country. UConn, and fifth ranked UMass was a familiar

one. It was like a game played on the same NOPE field in

1981 when a scappy Connecticut team, ranked fourth in

the country at the time, came up and tied the unbeaten

and top ranked Minutewomen. UConn went on to beat

UMass for the NCAA title that year.

And as in 1981. it was full of emotion. This year both

teams were fired up from the start, but you could say

UMass was fired up just a little bit more in the role of the

underdog.
You could tell UMass was riding high when Patti Smith

led a cheer o//the field as the first half ended.

UMass put the pressure on UConn in the second half

with the 1-0 lead off the Megan Donnelly-Sue Packard

corner play that also came close quite a few times.

"Those are a set play," said Donnelly, an All-American

as a freshman last year. "That one meant a lot. They're a

real tough team."

UConn did tie it up about 15 minutes later on a got>d

goal, but the Minutewomen continued to dominate the

game. They outshot and had more corners than the

Huskies.

"We made some changes and it got us out of our

stateness." said Hixon. Among the changes: Pam Moryl

from forward to midfield. Carol Progulske and Donnelly

from defense to midfield, LU Hultin from midfield to

defense and Chris Coughlin back to sweeper. And

everyone made a big play sometime.

As Hixon said at the end of the game. "We did it

together."
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Black Homecoming Week 1983
by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

Black Honiecoming Week has been a tradition in

our community at UMass for quite a few years. Black

Homecoming is a time for the community to come

together and celebrate the new school year. But even

more than that, Black Homecoming represents the

culture, politics and personality of our community. It

grew out of a need for the Black community to ex-

press Itself and make Its presence known. A need that

was totally ignored and even supressed during the

traditional UMass Homecoming.

Every year Black Homecoming has a theme that

represents the significance of the coming year. Black

Homceoming 1983 was celebrated last week with a

very special theme: the celebration of the life of John

Coleman Wright Jr.

The week began with a memorial for John Wright in

which friends and family came togther not to mourn

his death but to celebrate his life. Close friends

Michael O'neal, Renee Payne and Elizabeth Skelton

spoke about John, his life and the examples he set for

the community. The singing, the laughing, the crying

and the praying of the people gathered together gave

the event a very special aura and meaning that

brought everyone closer together. The evening gave

Black Homecoming Week a new and special perspec-

tive.

Mrs. Carol Wright, John's mother, and Greg

Wright, John's younger brother, celebrated with the

community. "You have shown me a side of John that

I never really knew," said Mrs. Wright. "It makes me

very happy to know that others love John as I love

John." Mrs. Wright was given a bouquet of roses and

a lot of warmth and love as the evening came to a

close.

Black Homecoming Week continued with Dick

Gregory speaking at Bowker Auditorium (see related

story). His political perspective and keen Insight gave

the audience a type of education that is very rarely

found in a classroom. The audience was mesmerized

as Gregory's theories, strongly supported by facts and

statistics, came to the conclusion: "You can make the

difference, but you better get moving because recess

is almost over."

The culture of the Black community came alive with

the film, "From These Roots" on Wednesday and the

Gospel music and celebration that rocked the halls of

the Student Union on Friday.

The week ended on Saturday with the "Master

Rocker Jam" and the crowning of the First Annual

Black Homecoming King and Queen. Congratulations

go to Antonio Gomes, '85 and Jan Gumes, '87, our

first King and Queen.
.., .

. .

The success of Black Homecoming Week is at-

tributed to the Afrikan-American Students' Society

(Afrlk-Am) that sponsored and organized the events.

Special thanks go to all those who worked hard to

make Black Homecoming possible and to those who

attended the events and participated in the activities.

The only dissappointing aspect of the week is that

so few people were involved in the work of putting it

all together. Black Homecoming Is a community ac-

tivity that everyone should be involved in. The future

of other Black Homecomings and community ac-

tivities depends on participation of more students. All

too often too few do the work that many should be

doing. Let's all get Involved in bringing our community

together and making next yeart's Black Homecoming

as strong and beautiful as this one has been.

All Black Homecoming Week photos by Ed Cohen,

Maria DaLuz, Segun Eubanks and David Lee

Dick Gregory : Comedy with a Message
by Russell Jordan

Nummo Correspondent

The often controversial, always Irreverent, Dick

Gregory enthralled an audience at Bowker Auditorium

last Monday night. Gregory had the crowd rolling with

laughter one minute and in thoughtful contemplation

the next with his scattergun brand of comedy and

social criticism.

His topics ranged from racial attitudes in this coun-

try to the policies of the Reagan Admlnisatratlon, and

even his unique views on drug use and dietary habits.

Often called exterme, Dick Gregory is a deeply com-

mitted man who comibines a jaundiced cynicism with

hope and love for his fellow human beings. His com-

ments were often bitlngly satirical but always laced

with the belief that people have the power to change

things.

"You can make a difference," was the comment he

repeated throughout his speech. Gregory was often

on target with his statements; he struck sensitive

nerves with his chastisement of people's lack of com-

mittment and his pointing to their social and political

apathy. He appealed to Blacks and other Third World

peoples to register to vote. He supported Reverend

Jesse Jackson's bid for the Democratic nomination

for Presidency while, at the same time, questioning

the value of either the Republican or Democratic Par-

ty.

For over three hours Gregory spoke and assailed the

Soviet Union and the United States for creating much

Continued on page 3 Dick Gregory, speaking at Bowker Auditorium to highlight

Black Homecoming Week. photo by Segun Eubanks
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Ibrahim Gora, Michael Thelwell and Babu Abdulrahman
speak on South Africa at Amherst College. photo by Ed Cohen

Panel Discussion on South Africa
by Russell Jordan

Nummo Correspondent

A panel discussion on South Africa was held

Wednesday night in the Amherst College Converse

Hall Red Room. The speakers were Michael Thelwell,

author and UMass Afro-American Studies professor;

Babu Abdulrahman, an Amherst College visiting pro-

fessor from Tanzania; and Ibrahim Gora, United Na-

tions Representative from the Pan-African Congress.

Thelwell spoke first, calling South Africa "a tradi-

tional colonial state circa 1920." He continued by say-

ing, "South Africa is a ruthless, racist regime which is

supported tacitly and directly by the United States and

American business heavily invested in the country."

He accused South Africa of "possessing nuclear

weapons to intimidate bordering African states." He

said the entire region of South Africa is "as volatile as

the Middle East." He concluded by saying "Four

million white South Africans cannot continue to op-

press the 26 million non-white South Africans and, at

the same time, defy the rest of Africa."

Babu said that South Africa "has direct implications

for the surrounding, so-called frontline states of

Mozambique, Angola, Zambia, Botswana, Tanzania

and Zimbabwe." He spoke against South African

military strikes into Mozambique and Angola, and he

sharply criticized the system of Apartheid that con-

centrates an unequal share of the wealth and land of

the country into hands of the European descendants.

This system effectively discriminates against the

Mayor Dick Hatcher to Visit UMass

On Thursday, November 10 Richard Gordon Hat-

cher will speak at UMass on "The Significance of

Jesse Jackson's Presidential Candidacy to

Democratic Politics in America."

Hatcher, the fourth-term mayor of Gary, Indiana, is

nationally heralded as a leading Civil Rights activist.

He is committed to the interests of Black Americans

as well as to international affairs. His declining an offer

to join the Carter White House Staff in order to fulfill

his term in Gary; his chairing the African and Carib-

bean affairs lobby, TransAfrica; and his diplomatic

travels to Kenya and to the People's Republic of China

all reflect his domestic and global concerns.

The 50-year-old Hatcher has practiced law, has

taught college and has served on and chaired

Democratic, Black, urban and various other commit-

tees. He has published articles on cultural liberation,

on media's effects on the Black community and on

urban Black politics.

Hatcher's Thursday lecture will address Jackson's

recently confirmed candidacy and its political impact,

given Jackson's own words at his official candidacy

announcement, "We are necessary, we must assert

ourselves, our time has come."

All are encouraged to hear Mayor Dick Hatcher on

Thursday at 2 p.m. in CC 1009.

Sponsored by UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey and

Five College Black Studies, Inc.

native Africans, Asians and so-called Coloreds (people

of mixed racial background) by enforcing strict laws

that separate people along the lines of race. "South

Africa is the last bastion of colonialism," said Babu.

He claimed that South Africa's heavy arms build-up

and suspected acquisition of nuclear weapons was

brought about in part by the independence

movements that freed most of the rest of Africa from

colonial rule. This defense build-up is also in response

to the 1979 Zimbabwean revolution that overthrew the

racist regime of Rhodesia.

Babu said that because of the economic disenfran-

chisement of Africans, Asians and people of mixed

color in South Africa, the government must look to

the frontline border countries for expansion of their

markets. Because of this, these frontline countries are

in danger of South African military and economic

manipulation. As an example he said, "South Africa

wants to destabilize Zimbabwe in order to make it less

attractive to U.S. companies wishing to invest there

and thus prevent economic competition."

He compared Black South Africans with Black

Americans, showing the similarities between the once

prevalent U.S. segregation laws and the South

African system of Apartheid. "Most of Africa is ig-

norant of this kind of racist oppression. Black

Americans and (Black) South Africans have been

through the mill." He concluded by saying, "The

world will not have peace until South Africa is* free."

Ibrahim Gora spoke last, citing the history of armed

struggle that the native Africans waged against the

European, primarily Dutch, colonists from as early as

1652 to the present. He accused the leadership of

South Africa of being Nazi sympathizers, saying that

"many of the people in power in South Africa today

openly supported Hitler, and many of South Africa's

leaders were interned by the British during WWII for

being Nazi sympathizers." He spoke of the inequities

and absurdities that the system of Apartheid imposes

on all South Africans. "Education for whites is free

and compulsory, for non-whites it is neither free nor

compulsory. South Africa is a very violent society,"

he continued, "with the highest prison population in

the world." He quoted grim statistics on malnutrition

and infant mortality. "527 our of every 10,000 Black

chidlren die before the age of 5. The rate for white

children is only 27 out of every 10,000." He called the

80's the "most significant decade for South Africa,"

and stressed throughout his talk, the importance and

inevitability of armed struggle on the road to libera-

tion.

The panel discussion was sponsored by the African

Studens Association and concluded with a question

and answer period with the audience.
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In the last issue of NUMMO, actor Mangold

Washington's name was misspelled in a review of Do

Lord Remember Me. We apologize to Washington

and congratulate him and all other castmembers for

their outstanding performances.
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of the turmoil in the world and for the increasing arms

build-up. He called for greater concern for the han-

dicapped and said, "The mightiest nation will not be

the nation with the strongest army or air force, but the

nation with the healthiest people mentally and

physically."

Gregory, a vegetarian and frequent faster, en-

couraged people to live and eat naturally. He en-

couraged people to abstain from a wide ranging list of

substances such as tobacco, drugs, alcohol and meat.

He suggested that people would do well to take pro-

per care of their bodies because, "your physical health

can affect your mental health and vice-versa." He en-

couraged people to exercise and drink plenty of water.

Gregory, married and the father of ten children, also

spoke against capital punishment and abortion.

Though one may not agree with all his views, Dick

Gregory is a man of compassion, deep faith and com-

mittment. He moved the audierice to think through

their laughter, and he was as much educating as he

was entertaining. He is certainly one of the most biting

and sharp social commentators of our day, and a cori-

cumate comedian as well. Gregory, at the end of his

talk, thanked UMasss and the audience for inviting

him. The audience could respond only with a standing

ovation.

Vincent Chin and American Justice
by Aiko ParnJorf

Nummo Correspondent

The facts surrounding Vincent Chin's death il-

lustrate the growing wave of anti-Asian sentiments in

the United States. In August 1983, more than one

year after Vincent Chin, a 27 year-old Chinese-

american draftsman, was viciously beaten to death by

two white men in Detroit, the Department of Justice

finally agreed to the possibility of the violation of

Chin's civil rights and initiated a formal Grand Jury in-

vestigation.

In June 19, 1982 Vincent Chin and three friends

(one Chinese-American and two Caucasians) went to

a bar to celebrate Chin's upcoming wedding. In the

bar Ronald Ebens confronted and verbally assaulted

Chin. Ebens, thinking Chin was Japanese, accused

him of ruining Detroit's auto industry: "It's because of

you mother f—ers that we're out of work."

Later that night Ebens and his stepson Michael Nitz

consciously and deliberately stalked Chin and his

friend Jimmy Choi. In a McDonald's parking lot,

Ebens and Nitz clubbed Chin to death with a baseball

bat. Ebens and Nitz were arrested at the scene while

Chin murmured his last words: "It isn't fair."

On October 5, 1982 Judge Thomas C. Bayles

presided at the preliminary examination of Ebens and

Nitz. Bayles was critical of the charge of second

degree murder brought against Ebens and Nitz and

remarked on record: "There was first degree murder.

They have breen undercharged."

Bayles, as the preliminary judge, was nevertheless

forced to bind the defendants over to the Wayne

County Circuit Court on a charge of second degree

murder. On February 8, 1983 negotiations on a plea

bargain resulted in pleas by both the defendants to the

lower charge of manslaughter.

On March 16, 1983 Michigan Wayne County Circuit

Court Judge Charles Kauffman pronounced sentence

on Ebens and Nitz. Prior to the judge's decision,

however, no attorney from the Wayne County Pro-

secuting Attorney's Office was present to argue on

behalf of the deceased victim, Vincent Chin.

After hearing arguments from the defense attorneys

only, Kauffman released both Ebens and Nitz on three

years probation and a fine of $3000. Kauffman ra-

tionalized his sentencing with these remarks:

We're talking here about a man (Ebens) who's

held down a responsible job with the same com-

pany for 17 or 18 years and his son (Nitz) who is

employed and is a part-time student...

These men are not going to go out and harm

somebody else. I just didn't think that putting

them in prison would do any good for

them or for society...You don't make the

punishment fit the crime; you make the

punishment fit the

criminal.

In response to the negligent handling of the pro-

secution by the Wayne County Prosecuting

Attorney's Office and the gross insensitivity and

miscarriage of justice by Judge Kauffman, the

Chinese-American and Asian-American communities

of Detroit organized the American Citizens for

Justice(ACJ). The ACJ has demanded that the court

consider Ebens' and Nitz' racist intent in committing

Chin's murder, and has been greatly responsible for

the appeal of Kauffman's ruling.

Given the facts of Chin's case, the Asian-American

community charges that racism shadows the ideals of

justice and civil rights. The next step in Chin's case

may indicate where matters lie.

All quotes are attributed to the American Citizens for

Justice Report on Vincent Chin.

Editor's note: Due largely to the ACJ's efforts and to

the Asian community's demands, a Federal grand jury

reinvestigated Chin's case. On Thursday the court

found Ebens and Nitz guilty of violating Chin's civil

rights. They now face life imprisonment sentences if

convicted.

Richard Gordon Hatcher, fourth-term Mayor of Gary, In-

diana, will speak at UMass Thursday, November 10.
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Rufus and Chaka Khan Live-

Stompin' at the Savoy

by Richard Thorpe

Nummo Correspondent

Rufus and Chaka Khan: they are musical legends in

our own time. A great band which has continually pro-

duced hits throughout the 70's and 80's has, to this

writer's and many other fans' dismay, decided to go

their separate ways. Even though this statement is

now fact, the tell-tale signs of an imminent break-up

were festering since before the Masterjam LP, which

contained the smash hit, "Do You Love What You
*Feel," was released in 1980. Rufus and Chaka Khan

decided to try the solo route for a while.

Khan's success without Rufus began with the 1978

release of I'm Every Woman and continued for three

successive albums. Rufus sputtered during this time

and could only find limited prosperity. Rufus did enjoy

being an integral part of Michael Jackson's Off the

Wall, which was among some of the best selling

albums of all time. Khan, on the other hand, could be

heard on Quincy Jones' Stuff Like That.

Khan was also involved in an exciting experimental

label, Elektra-Musician, which primarily spotlighted

several prominent and new jazz artists. She was the

featured vocalist on that label's Griffith Park series;

Joe Henderson, Stanley Clarke, Chick Corea and Len-

ny White, the latter three-fourths formallly of the

stellar jazz-fusion band, Return to Forever, and the

former an internationally renowned jazz sax man,

backed her up. Finally after this hiatus, Rufus and

Khan remerged and made a stunning comeback early

in the summer of 1983 with the unheralded smash,

"Ain't Nobody."
This record reached the number one position on

Billboard Magazine's Black singles chart and, on the

dance/disco top 80 achieved a rank of number eight

after just ten weeks on. Its popularity is undiminished

in the face of time also. People still demand to hear

this record even though November creeps up. Musical

prosperity is often measured in sales and profitability,

but longevity also has a prominwent role.

The album which spawned this musical goldmine is

entitled, quite accurately, Rufus and Chaka Khan
Live-Stompin' at the Savoy. Rufus is conriprised of

Chaka Khan-vocals, Tony Maiden-vocals and guitar,

Kevin Murphy-keyboards, Hawk Wolinsky-keyboards,

John Robinson-drums, and Bobby Watson-bass. The
Savoy, a New York City club which has featured great

talent through the years, ironically closed soon after

this last Rufus and Khan concert appearancce.

Live at the Savoy, produced by Warner Brothers, is

a seventeen-song package including the best and

most popular compositions ever by them. Sides one,

two and three were recorded live at the Savoy and
side four has four brand new studio-produced cuts.

Only three songs, "Hollywood," "Everlasting Love,"

and "Best of Your Heart" were omitted from the con-

cert. The unbelieveable thing is that Rufus and Khan,

together as a unit, seem to have the uncanny ability to

continue on stage what they do in the studio. Every

live song, from "You Got the Love" to the roof-

tearing finale of "Do You Love What You Feel" has

the emotional intensity of a live performance plus the

consistency and excellence for which they are known.

The guest musicians on the recoro are among the

industry's best: Jerry Hey, Ernie Watts, Larry

Williams, David Williams and Lenny Castro. Hey,

Watts and Williams, along with Gary Herbig, comprise

the horn seciton, and what a horn sectioni Then

there's Joe Sample (piano), Paulinho da Costa (one of

the most requested percussionists around) and Greg

Phillinganes (synthesizer bass). The musicianship is

unsurpassed. Every song on the LP is a joy to behold

and although I would love to describe, in depth, each

and every one, space won't allow, so I'll just relay five

of my favorites to you.

"Stop on By" features a biting guitar solo from

Tony Maiden and a sassy tenor sax solo from side man

Ernie Watts. It's got an infectious hook and features

strong backing vocals by Stephanie Spruill, Lee

Maiden and Julia Tillman. "Stay" is a more melodic

and laid back song. Once again Ernie Watts solos and

aptly handles the chore. "Do You Love What you

Feel" is everyone's favorite, and judging from the en-

thusiastic reaction the audience gave, it was definitely

well worth being the finale. It has all the power and

emotion of the original studio version. "Try a Little

Understanding" features Bobby Watson's punchy

bass line and a rhythmic keyboard arrangement. Ernie

Watts' solo and a break add even more spice to an

already vibrant and powerful song.

My only criticism comes with the final song, "Don't

Go to Strangers." This classic jazz piece, arranged by

Ralph Burns, features Joe Sample on piano and Khan

on vocals. The music is fine, but towards the end she

struggles to hit notes without screaming. Her power-

ful voice is Khan's trademark, but on this classic she

exhibits too little restraint.

Chaka Khan and Rufus may never appear together

again, but they have left us fanatical fans and music

connoisseurs a legacy. It may have been said that a

good thing has got to end, but wine gets better with

age; to sacrifice musical fermentation for soloistic pur-

suits is something many people will be disappointed

with. I suggest, in light of reminiscing, to obtain a

copy of this album (by any means necessary-honestly,

of coursel) and ponder what the future brings as the

past rekindles the fire.

Look for Chaka Khan at the Fine Arts Center on Saturday, November 19!

xhibit at Augusta Savage Art Gallery

by Brenda Lirig

Nummo Staff

A special art exhibit of African tribal masks is on

display this week at the Augusta Savage Art Gallery in

New Africa House. Students of Dorrance Hill's class,

Sculpture: Clay and Plaster, have worked for six

weeks making these replicas.

Hill describes the students' projects: they begin

with a Xerox copy of the mask, but "alter it slightly

and, in the process, learn about the African tribe that

n^de the mask ar>d learn about the people." Students

keep the basic shape and form of these ceremonial

masks and add their individual touches, which is the

success of the exercise, says Hill. "I could look at each

of these masks and tell you who made them."

Nevertheless, the creativity involved in making the

masks begins not with the students' individual color-

ing or sculpturing. Hill says, "Every society has

masks. When you put on a mask you can alter your

personality, you can become another person."

The Clay and Plaster class will hold a critique ses-

sion during the next week to see the finished products

hung up under proper lighting. "Students need to see

their work in the right atmosphere, especially after

spending so much time on it."

The exhibit runs only through Friday, so be sure to

stop by soon.
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James De Jongh Speaks on Oral History and Do Lord Remember Me

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

On Saturday in Southwest Hampden Theater,

playwright James De Jongh spoke on "Oral History

and the Development of Do Lord Remember Me. " De
Jongh currently teaches at the City College of New
York University. In a loose discussion setting, he

spoke to the intimate crowd of twenty-five about his

personal approach to the play.

De Jongh began by saying that "When I look at

Black literature, two elements come to the fore: the

historical focus, historical events and attitudes; and

the oral tradition, the folkloric tradition." He noted

that the latter tradition had been underestimated and

ignored until the Black Awakening of the 1920's.

With the development of this oral focus in his mind,

De Jongh said, "I wanted to do something with a very

different world, a different angle, ' e.g. not about

street gangs like his previous novel. He turned to the

writings of the 1930's Negro Studies Project to read

the first-hand narratives of ex-slaves.

When reading the interviews De Jongh found that

they "had a theatricality in and of themselves." He

knew that he could use those peoples' real words

without "hav(ing) to conform to the needs of

publishers." He felt that his task was to make the

Blacks' experiences speak for themselves.

De Jongh told the enthusiastic audience that he

was always conscious of thematic clusters, of recur-

rent points, of "linkages of progressions from one set

to another." At times this was difficult to achieve,

given that "most of the interviews tend to be

fragments, pieces of a puzzle."

Later, when writing the play, De Jongh confronted-

the problem of combining the accounts of "hundreds

of different people-how do you produce a piece with a

unified theatrical movement?" He remarked that the

play originally had seven cast members and that he

narrowed it down to the present five who speak, real-

ly, as "a single voice."

Playwright James De Jongh speaking on the stage of Do

Lord Remember Me.
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^ ^^^uz

Actors Leroy Blair, Mangold Washington, Richard Am-

mons, Felicia Thomas and Gloria Bankstein in a performance

of Do Lord Remember Me.

photo by Ed Cohen

De Jongh mentioned that the Project's interviews

took place in the 1930's and involved Blacks who had

lived through emancipation at a young age. Missing

were testimonies of elder slaves who had tried to

escape. Segments of the play that focused on Nat

Turner, the Black slave rebellion leader, then "became
a central focus of the piece," to compensate for the

lack of oral records of attempted runaways.

Most trying for De Jongh was his own proposition,

"How do you write a piece about slavery that is not

totally depressing and horrible?" He responded that

"the challenge became sequencing, finding that

throughline (to) give the play a forward motion, a

sense of poise, a sense of balance."

Helping him most in this endeavor was his clearly

focused goal from the outset. A long statement of

Henrietta King moved him most strongly; in Do Lord

the woman sits in a rocking chair to tell the story of

how her mistress cut the long, deep scar on her face.

De Jongh said solemnly, "she lived with that

disfigurement for 86 years. When I found out that, I

knew it was going to be the end of the play. I only had

to get to it," to construct a backdrop to set that

scene.

And that final point De Jongh called "the wisdom
of the oral tradition," a complex attitude, a mannered

poise. "She still holds onto that anger (against her

mistress), keeping a lot of opposing forces in tension,

but in a kind of eloquent stillness.

"I didn't create that attitude. I discovered it in the,

people; it's a learning experience to get something like

that from people thought to be illiterate or

uneducated." In the end, though, De Jongh himself is

responsible for coordinating the scenes, for

highlighting peoples' experiecnes and for integrating,

in his words, the Nietzschean "lyric form and poetic

recitation" with the African storyteller whose tale, bit

by bit, becomes "less an imaginary person" and more
and more "begins to come to life."

READ
NUMMO

NEWS!

Astrud Giiberto, Brazilian jazz vocalist, performing with Stan
Getz, saxophonist, at the UMass Fine Arts Center last

Thursday.

photo by Ed Cohen

Support your Third World

organizations!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tuesday, November 8

Ho/yoke's Minority Action Coalition needs

student volunteers to help Holyoke's minori-

ty community to get out to vote in the all-

Important November 8th election. Hundreds

of newly registered voters will be voting for

the first time and need assistance. There will

be free transportation to and from Holyoke

on election day. For more information con-

tact Gerry Scopettuolo at SCERA, 5-0341 or

586-3790, Andrea Cruz, 1-534-4523 (work) or

1-536-5838 (home) or Wilfred Buck, Presi-

dent, Holyoke NAACP, 1-533-4148.

Wednesday, November 9

The Third World Caucus meets tonight and

every Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the OTWA,
SUB 308.

All Are invited to attend. For more informa-

tion, call 5-2517,

Joseph F. Brooks of the Emergency Land

Fund will speak on "The Crisis of Black Land

Ownership in America" at 8 p.m. in the

Shirley Graham Du Bois Library in New
Africa House. Brooks' lecture is sponsored

by the Five College Faculty Seminar in Black

Studies, with a reception following.

Progressive Films presents: The

Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman,

starring Cecily Tyson, at 8 p.m. in the East

Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College.

Thursday, November 10

Mayor Richard Hatcher of Gary, Indiana will

speak at 2 p.m. in CC 1009 on "The

Significance of Jesse Jackson's Presidential

Candidacy to Democratic Politics in

America."

For more information, see write-up on page

2.

Lecture: Guatemala: The Unnatural Disaster

- Political Repression in Guatemala

by Nancy Peckenham, author of Guatemala

in Rebellion, at 7:30 p.m. in the Bodman

Lounge, Smith College Hills Chapel

Sponsored by the Smith College Chapel

Friday, November 11

Because the last two scheduled shows were

sold out, an encore performance of Do Lord

Remember Me will play tonight at 8 p.m. in

Hampden Theater. Tickets are still only $2 for

students, $3 for general public.

Saturday, November 12

National March on Washington, D.C.

Stop U. S. Intervention in Central America

and the Caribbean

No More Vietnam Wars

Stop the nuclear and conventional

arms build-up

This mobilization was initiated by the

November 12 Coalition, a broad range of

peace, religious, solidarity, civil rights,

human rights, women's, community, profes-

sional and political organizations.

For bus tickets and more information, con-*

tact WMLASC, SUB 404 or OTWA, SUB
308.

Monday, November 14

Panel discussion: Crisis in the Horn of Africa

Come listen to panelists Dr. Bereket, Dr.

Habtu and Dr. Hussein discuss the war-torn

parts of Africa. Fraught by domestic

economic and political problems and swept

by the chilling wind of a Cold War, this area

has become one of the hot spots in the

world.

It is an intolerable human tragedy, with

phenomenal statistics of deaths and refugee

camp relocations.

7 p.m., SUB Ballroom, sponsored by the

African Students Association.

Tuesday, November 15

The Third World Caucus urges Boston

residents to be a part of Mel King's Rainbow

CoalitionI Final election is Tuesday,

November 15! Get your absentee ballots at

the Office of Third World Affairs, SUB 308 or

contact Peter Thomson, 584-7888.

Help bring Boston together for a chanael

Saturday, November 19

Chaka Khan will perform at the UMass FAC

with special guest. Pieces of a Dream_

Tickets are $9 and $10 for students, $11 and

$12 for general public, and are available at all

. . out ets.
Ticketron

Monday, November 21

NUMMO NEWS will publish a special Poetry

and Arts issue during the week of November

28, and the deadline for all submissions of

poetry, essays and drawings is Monday,

November 21 at 5 p.m. Hand in your works

to the NUMMO office. New Africa* House

103.

VITA BANK is a job referral service for

minority students, sponsored by the SGA.

Apply at the SGA Office of Affirmative Ac-

tion, SUB 420.

Have you listened to Concepto Latino lately?

For Latin American music and news, tune in-

to WMUA at 91.1 FM, Monday 7-11 Thurs-
day 9-12, Friday 9-12 and Saturday, 1-3

Sunday November 20, December 4 and

December 18, 11:15 a.m., James House

Classroom

Collegian
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SAOwomen
speak out

on 'pigeons'
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Women workers in the Student Activities

Office of the University of Massachusetts

Monday voiced concern over a gfroup of

male Building Operations workers who sit

in the hallway of the Student Union

Building and allegedly leer and whistle at

women who walk by.

"Everyone's felt the eyes upon them" as

they walk past the men, said Sue Jean of

the Student Activities Office. "They've

been doing that for years-it kind of goes

along with the buildings."

"We call them the pigeons," said Judy

Gagnon, another office employee. "They

just sit there and watch you as you walk by.

It really irritates us," she said.

Barbara Riordan of the office said, "There

are always three of four men who sit there

and smoke and drink coffee and watch you

as you walk up to them and then after you

walk away."
Judy Gagnon said, "I've heard them

whistle at women before. Some of them I

know by name will say sexist things like,

'you look sexy today."

UMass defines sexual harassment as "any

unwanted or inappropriate sexual at-

tention...that can make a person un-

comfortable on the job or in the academic or

living environment and includes looks,

leering, innuendoes, verbal abuse, and

remarks about a person's clothing.

"

Riordan said. "We have to walk down that

long corridor (next to the barber shop) as

they watch us walk pass. It makes the

females on the sUff very uncomforUble.

I've even heard some men complain."

The women said they thought the men

should congregate in the Hatch or in a

"break room" instead of sitting by the

window in the hallway.

The men do have a private break room.

according to Forrest Davies. the director of

Building Operations. But "we decided not

to force it on them. It would be infringing

on their human rights by dictating where

they should spend their breaks." he said.

"But I know what you mean." about the

problem, he said.

"If we got enough complaints we could do

something about it. If enough people felt

strongly about it they could circulate a

petition and then we'd have to do

something," Davies said.

/ " ^

INSIDE:
U.S. Officials reach agreement on ex-

istence of Grenada gravesite p. 2
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Senate
Chamber
bombed

CAREFUL — Jamie Young cautiously raises her creation,

"NUCLEAR MADONNA," onto the side of the Campus Center parking

garage. Assisting her is Dan Burgess.

By KEN HAZINKT
and PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A bomb exploded Mon-

day night near the Senate chamber inside

the U.S. Capitol Building, police reported.

There were no reports of injuries in the

blast, which one witness described as "a

big heavy clap of thunder" about 11 p.m.

A group calling itself the Armed
Resistance Unit claimed responsibility for

the explosion and said it was in reaction to

the U.S. invasion of Grenada and the

presence of U.S. Marines in Lebanon.

C'apitol Hill police officers Monday night

secured the perimeter of the Capitol

building. Several police vehicles circled the

Capitol Hill area and no one was allowed

within approximately a quarter mile of the

building. FBI agents were on the scene and

had entered in unmarked cars.

Uniformed officers made no comment at

press time but did tell Collegian reporters

there was no loud explosion.

Several fire trucks and three ambulanceB

were on the scene.

"It went off in the vicinity of my office,"

said Senate Minority Leader Robert Byrd,

D-W.Va., who was not in the building at

the time. The bomb went off just outside

the ceremonial Mansfield Room some 30

feet from the Senate chamber, said Rep.

Austin Murphy, D-Penn.

Murphy said the explosion appeared to

have been caused by two to five sticks of

dynamite and that the blast left that area

of the Capitol filled with smoke. Austin

said, however, that there was no fire. He

said the doors to the room were blown off

LSO attorney testifies in trial
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

NCAA seeds in - stickwomen third .

p. 12

"There's only one thing worse

than being talked about and

that's not being talked ahout-

— Oscar Wilde^

SPRINGFIELD Plaintiff Michael Pill

yesterday testified University of

Massachusetts administrators caused him

to suffer financial and mental hardships

when they denied him a professional ap-

pointment in the Legal Services Office after

the search committee had approved his

application.

Pill said he "felt angry and humiliated"

when he was refused professional status as

staff attorney for 15 months by Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson and Assistant Chancellor Larry

Benedict, whom he said would not approve

his appointment papers because he was not

a member of the Massachusetts Bar. .

Pill was classified as a "temporary con-

sultant," receiving an hourly wage and no

benefits but performing all duties of the

desired position, from Sept. 1979 to Nov.

1980, when he passed the state bar exam.

Pill was the sole witness called the first

day of the trial Michael Pill pnd (wife) Carol

Holzberg vs. Madson. Benedict and

assistant chancellor Bryan Harvey, which is

expected to last at least through Thursday.

U.S. District Court Judge Frank H.

Freedman is presiding over six jurors, four

men and two women, who will rule on the

suit seeking $250,000 in damages.

Pill produced copies of job advertisements

as evidence Massachusetts Bar membership

had not been required during the search,

though he noted discussion over mem-
bership in the Massachusetts Bar

Association - "a trade association, rather

than a court" arose during a search

comnuttee interview. Later, when he

received notification of appointment from

the committee, an attached job description

cited "membership in the bar," a phrase Pill

said he interpreted to mean "an attorney

%vith practical experience."

Pill said his membership in the Iowa State

Bar, the U.S. District Court for the

Southern District of Iowa and the U.S.

District Court for the District of

Massachusetts qualified him to perform all

duties of the LSO position. The job was to

involve litigation and advice for the Student

Government Association and other student

groups.

and there was wall damage where the ex-

plosion occurred.

The Washingtmi Po.sfreceived a telephone

call at 10:55 p.m. from a group calling itself

the Armed Resistance Unit, which ap-

parently claimed responsibility for the

bomb blast.

A recorded voice said: "listen carefully

because I'm only going to say this once,"

according to news aide Roger Saucier.

The voice did not refer to the blast but

said "the action" was in support of all na-

tions' struggle against U.S. militaiy action

and was in reaction to the U.S. -led invasion

of Grenada and the presence of Marines in

Lebanon, Saucier said.

Police dogs were combing the scene for

possible clues in the explosion, said the

minority leader.

Laurie Santos, a passerby, said she was

three blocks from the Capitol when she

heard an explosion that sounded like "a big

heavy clap of thunder" about 11 p.m. EST.

She said that seconds later, she saw

smoke coming from the Senate side of the

Capitol building.

"After the explosion, I saw people runn-

ing towards the Capitol, but no one was

running away from it," Ms. Santos said. "I

didn't see any damage."

SGA's Allen revokes threat of resignation
k-/VJXX O X AJ.XV/Aa M, ^

_,_.„, ,. ., T All«n. who has lived most of her Uft

By LISA-MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Charlene Allen said yesterday she has

decided to stay on as Student Government

Association (SGA) co-president, despite

announcing three weeks ago that she in-

tended to resign from the position for

financial reasons.

"I am very surprised and pleased that I

don't have to resign," Allen said yesterday.

She said she originally threatened to resign

due to rejected appeals for Massachusetts

resident status, and the federal cut backs in

financial aid.

But Allen said yesterday that a recent

meeting with the University Residency

Board has given her "good reason to believe

that my appeal will be approved."

Allen, who has lived most of her life in

Massachusetts, but graduated from a New
York high school, told the Undergraduate

Student Senate three weeks ago that

without in-state residency status and the

reduced tuition that brings, she would have

to quit her SGA position and "get a job that

pays 40 hours a week," to finance her

education.
Continued on page U
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World and National News
State Kpi. alters Grenadian story

ST. GEORGE'S. Grenada - U.S. officials

in Grenada and Washington, after issuing

conflicting reports about the finding of a

mass grave, agreed Monday that no such

grave has been found.

Earlier reports had suggested that a grave

containing the bodies of slain Prime

Minister Maurice Bishop and up to 150

other victims of a military coup had been

discovered near the southern coast of this

Caribbean island.

But Guy Farmer, chief spokesman for the

U.S. State Department mission here,

reached the department in Washington by

telephone and then told reporters: 'There is

no gravesite at this time. If someone finds a

gravesite. please tell me."

He blamed poor communications between

Grenada and Washington for the confusion

and said rumors about a mass g^rave had

been "very strong"
LariDbean isiana. i i • IkM"

Chairman predicts republican Mass.
BOSTON AP - President Reasran's new

state campaign chairman predicted Monday
that Reagan will carry traditionally

Democratic Massachusetts next year by a

greater margin than he did in 1980.

State Sen. David H. Locke, assistant

Senate Republican leader from Wellesley.

opened Reagan's re-election campaign in

Massachusetts Monday with announcement

of the formation of the 1984 Reagan-Bush

committee in the state.

Chairing the committee were several

people including Nancy Bush ElUs of

Lincoln, sister of Vice President George

Bush.

In 1980. the Reagan-Bush ticket narrowly

carried the state with 1.057.631 votes over

incumbent Democratic President Jimmy

Carter, who talUed 1.053.802. Democrats

outnumber Republicans in the state,

considered a liberal one in the past, by

about 3-to-l.

Senate shafts $2.1b MX budget cut

PARTY TIME — Former independent party member John Anderson

listens to questions regarding the newly formed National Unity Party

Monday.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate today

assured production of MX nuclear missiles,

rejecting an amendment that would have

cut construction funds from a $252.5 billion

defense spending bill.

The vote was 56-37 against an amendment
by Sen. Dale Bumpers. D-Ark.. that would

have deleted all $2.1 billion for production

of the first 21 MX intercontinental missiles.

The House had approved the spending by

a nine-vote margfin last week.

Bumpers contended that placing the MX in

fixed, alreadytargeted silos make them

"highly destabilizing" to the nuclear balance

with the Soviets and "heightens chances of

a nuclear war."

He also argued that eventual deployment

of 100 missiles, each bearing 10 warheads,

was inconsistent with President Reagan's

recent arms-control proposal to "build

down" U.S. and Soviet warhead stockpiles

to 5.000 on each side by retiring at least two

warheads for each new one produced.

Environmentalists discover

tux) new victims of acid rain Digest
Panel to provide expert advice

on media to warring military

WEST TISBURY -
A group of volun-

teer environmentalists said

Monday they have found

two biologically dead ponds

and three others where life

may expire soon because of

acid rain on Martha's

Vineyard Island.

"There are no fish or

amphibious life in these two
ponds." said William Marks.

"And most likely there is no

microsopic life as well. We
determined this about two
weeks ago.

"One is Harlick's Pond in

West Tisbury. the other is

Beetle Pond in Edgartown.

At Harlick's we had a

reading of 4.0 which was as

acid as tomatoes, and at

Beetle we had a reading of

4.3. With anything below

4.5, all fish are dead."

Marks said the six

volunteers. including a

retired New Hampshire
chemist and an island

biologist, set up a laboratory

last spring at the island

airport to develop a profile

of island rain, ground water
and surface water.

by the Associated Press WASHINGTON - A
panel of experts is being

assembled to advise the

military on how to cooperate

Supreme Court justices rule kias with the news media during

may testify in parents' trials

Editor's Note: Yesterday's quote of the day

was meant as a joke and Lisa Mosley is in no way

affiliated with the statement.
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BOSTON - A
sharply divided
Massachusetts Supreme
Court ruled Monday that a

minor can be compelled to

testify against a parent in a

grand jury investigation of a

murder case.

The justices, on a 4-3 vote,

said three teen-agers could

be forced to testify against

their father, who was being

investigated in connection

with the disappearance of a

young woman.

"We conclude that, in these

circumstances, a minor child

has no privilege to refuse to

appear. Further, the child

has no privilege to refuse to

testify as to what he may
have seen or heard, except

perhaps as to confidential

communications between
the child and the parents..."

the decision said.

The names of the children

and parent were not

disclosed.

However, the defense

attorney for William

Douglas, a former Tufts

University professor
charged with murdering a

21- year-old woman, con-

firmed the court decision

centered on the refusal of

Douglas' children to testify

against their father April 4,

1983, regarding their

father's activities with

Robin Benedict, a beautiful

young woman who was last

seen at Dout,''is' Sharon

house March 5.

combat in the wake of

complaints about the
Pentagon's barring
reporters from the invasion

of Grenada.

Gen. John W. Vessey Jr.,

chairman of the U.S. Joint

Chiefs of Staff, said Sunday

the advisory body will be

headed by former Gen.

Winant "Si" Sidle, who was

chief spokesman for the

Defense Department for two

years during the Vietnam

War.

Cambridge votes on nuke study

CAMBRIDGE -
A hotly debated

referendum that would

outlaw work on space-age

nuclear weapons in this

university city comes up for

a vote today, but results

won't be known for several

days — until all the paper

ballots have been counted,

by hand.

Local, national and even

worldwide attention has

focused on the Nuclear Free

Cambridge Campaign, a

drive to win voter approval

for a binding local ordinance

that would make it a crime

to work on nuclear weapons

and their components within

city limits.

The nuclear-free campaign,

spearheaded by Mobilization

for Survival, has been

campaigning door to door for

months. Recently, a group

called Citizens Against

Research Bans began a well-

financed media campaign
attacking the referendum as

an assault on First

Amendment freedoms-
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Seminar focuses on future of state institutions
Tuition increases possible

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Trustees and officials of public colleges and universities

from across the commonwealth discussed the value of a

state-wide tuition system proposed by the Board of

Regents of Higher Education at a seminar on public

education held Monday at the University of

Massachusetts.

The tuition proposal, put forth by Regents Vice

Chancellor for Academic Affairs Roger Schinnesson Oct.

4, would set tuition levels between 25 and 33 percent of

educational costs and mandates that tuition increases do

not exceed 15 percent. Since the $1,129 paid by in-state

residents at UMass is 29.4 percent of the cost of

education here, tuition may increase under the proposal.

The Regents' plan would establish four catagories for

setting tuitions: community colleges, state colleges, the

regional state universities and the University of

Massachusetts.

Schinness said this would be unfair to students at some

schools, because some institutions have very high costs

through no fault of their own. and some leeway is created

by sharing the costs within a group.

UMass Boston Chancellor Robert Corrigan said he

does not think it fair to lump UMass Boston with UMass

Amherst in the plan, since UMass-Amherst is a

residential campus that's attracting more and more

middle class students, while the average family income of

students at UMass-Boston is below the poverty line.

Schinness said. "The amount of money we're talking

about here is relatively small, (and UMass-Boston) has

the right to apply for additional waiver funds."

Chancellor of Higher Education John B. Duff said the

most effective policy is to have "the same tuition rates,

but giving more tuition waivers to UMass-Boston."

The board heard other trustee concerns and Duff said

he does "not think the Board has made up its mind at all,"

about the final plan

.

Composite drawing

of suspect provided
By GREG BROWN
CoUegian Staff

The Amherst Police Department have identified a suspect

in at least two recent ^ases of indecent exposure as a thin

white man between 17 and 21 years old, with straight

brown hair and an acne-scarred face (see composite below).

Amherst detective John F. Burns said the man is

suspected in "a couple" of exposure incidents which oc-

cured this weekend.

A female jogger near Puffer's Pond on State Street

reported an incident of indecent exposure at about 3:15

Friday afternoon. Her description fits that of another

alleged exhibitionist seen on Southeast Street by another

jogger an hour later. The second woman helped police

make the composite.

A third woman jogging on Strong Street Thursday also

reported an indecent exposure incident.

In other police action:

Amherst Police arrested 10 people this weekend, seven of

whom were charged with driving while intoxicated (DWI).

A 38-year-old Colonial Village man was stopped for

speeding on Southeast Street, and charged with DWI.

PoUce said he scored 0.24 on his breathalyzer test. A score

of 0.1 means a suspect is legally drunk.

Composite drawing of a man, slender 5 10 ,17

to 21 years old with straight brown hair, brown

eyes and an acne scarred face, being sought for

alleged indecent exposure. Those with any infor-

mation should contact Amherst Police at

253-2511.

REGENTS' RIGOR — Chancellor of Higher
Education John B. Duff discusses the old and
new policies presented for discussion at yester-

day's seminar.

Regents propose new policy

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

Provisions for declined enrollment and a shift to adult

students should be the basis for long-term enrollment

and curriculum planning in higher education, according

to a report presented at a Massachusetts Board of

Regents of Higher Education seminar held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Monday.

The report, the third topic discussed among presidents

and trustees from public colleges and universities across

the commonwealth at the annual event, made policy

recommendations resulting from a Regents' study which

predicted the 43 percent fewer 18 year-olds in 1994 than

in 1979 will mean less enrollment at that age level.

This decline will be slightly offset by a trend in adult or

"non-traditional" students to attend higher education in-

stitutions, but some schools may have to close if the ef-

fect is too great, according to the report.

Nine recommendations made within the report entitled

Shaping the Future of M<u(i<iu-hw<ett.s Higher Eduz-ation:

Demographic Changes and Enrollment Prospects, outlin-

ed steps to l)e taken by the Regents and Commonwealth

institutions in an attempt to minimize the predicted ef-

fects.

The first step U) be taken by institutions should \)e flex-

ible enrollment planning and managements, Vice

Chancellor for Planning and Program I>velopment

Peter Mitchell said at a press conference Monday.

Because of the expected scarcity of students and

resources, "independent institutes must be more accoun-

table and cooperative in adjusting to enrollment and con-

sequential program change," he said.

Regents Director of Planning Laura Klausen explamed

this action would serve to prevent duplication of

academic programs where unnecessary.

A recommendation for consolidation and elimination of

courses within academic programs will result in higher

quality and effectiveness of the programs before they are

funded, according to the report.

The Regents will hold their regular monthly meetmg

here today.

Lawyer blasts sports
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian SUff

A man. roughly six feet tall and weighing 190 pounds,

comes up behind another man at a rapid pace and procedes

to gouge at his eyes with a long slim piece of wood before

banging his head three times upon a rock-like surface. A
mugging maybe, or perhaps a gang fight? Not even close -

it's a hockey game.
Such incidents, becoming common in professional sports

today, were the focus of Attorney Richard Horrow's

lecture on "Violence In Sports" last night before a stan-

ding-room only crowd of over 500 at the Student Union

Ballroom.

Using films showing various acts of violence in pro sports

and his own viewpoints. Horrow attempted to drum up

support for a bill that would force professional leagues to

punish players that intend to injure another player outside

of the regular boundaries of the sport.

Horrow authored the Sports Violence Act of 1980 that

was killed in committee by Congress that year, and is

currently preparing a similiar bill that will appear on

Capitol Hill in December, and is sponsored by at least four

representatives.

Horrow's bill is intended to deter and punish, through

criminal penalties, the episodes of excessive violence in

professional sports. "I realize that violence is a part of

football and hockey, I know that fact. I just don't think it

should be carried to the extreme that there is intent to

injure after the play is over," Horrow said.

Horrow said he was not trying to eliminate sports or

throw athletes into jail, but wanted to separate criminal

intent from normal sports related behavior, such as hockey

checking or hard hits in football.

Colleirian photo by Andy ilrlirr

AGAINST VIOLENCE — Atty. Richard Bor-

rows promotes bill punishing athletes for ex-

cessive violence during playtime at a speech Mon-

day night.

"There are a lot of ten-year old kids who imitate the pros

they see and it's scary to think that these kids are being

affected by this."

Horrow was presented by the Distinguished Visitors

Program of the University of Massachusetts and is

currently Chairman of the American Bar Association's

Task Force on Sports Violence.
cnecKUig or nara niis m luutuou.

Students continue lobbying

Legislators praise SAFA efforts to increase aid
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - In the first of two days on Capitol

Hill, student lobbyists from the University of

Massachusetts met Monday and planned today's meetings

with the majority of the officers of the education subcom-

mittees' members.
"I got good response from everyone we spoke to," said

Cindy Howland, a 21 year-old junior political science ma-

jor from Winchester, who as secretary of the group was

making her third trip with Students Advocating Financial

Aid (SAFA). "I was so impressed with how well my group

performed," she said, noting that two-thirds of the

36-member group were on their first trip.

In a year of reauthorization of the higher education

budget and facing an election year proposal by President

Reagan to cut back student grant programs for higher

education, James (^inn, a 23 year-old senior political

science major from Longmeadow, said he was pleased by

the overly good number of appointments with key

members of the House.

"Overall we feel that maybe we're not changing their

minds, but we're providing them with personal testimony

— that's very important," said Quinn, whose lobbying

team of four students met with the education aid to New
Hampshire Republican Sen. Gordon Humphrey.

While the senator has never voted pro-education as

determined by the United States Student Assf)ciation, the

aidcomplimented the "very professionally lobbying" by

SAFA members, who for him "helped make some of the

abstract ideas clear."

SAFA, which is in its fourth year at the university, is

stressing in its meetings this semester what they see as

four "major areas" of the higher education issue: Presi-

dent Reagan's support for increased merit scholarships as

opposed to need-based scholarships; localization of the Pell

Grant program; the federal funding level of campus-based

funds such as work-study; and the issue of equal access to

funds between public and private schools.

Later in the day, some SAFA members met with Sen.

Paul Tsongas (D.-Mass.) to hear his praise of their efforts^

which, while he said may not carry enormous weight, is

nevertheless important.

"We get very little contact with students," said

Tsongas, who admitted to paying off his student loan two

years ago. "The kind of student activity I saw in the Six-

ties I just don't see anymore."
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UMass
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Several University of Massachusetts
departments may soon occupy office space

in a Commonwealth-owned building in

Springfield.

Although no decisions have been made
about which departments will be granted
permission to make the move, Associate

Chancellor David C. Bischoff said there is a

good chance that the School of E^ducation

will have an admissions office in

Springfield.

He also mentioned office space for the

School of Management.
"We want ^o establish a University

presence in Springfield, and the decisions

will be made carefully and thoughtfully,"

Bischoff said.

Bischoff said the building, which once

housed the Springfield Post Office and a

federal court, will not be ready for oc-

cupancy for a year to a year and a half.

When the federal government built new
locations for the post office and the court,

the Commonwealth bought the old building

and made in available to the University,

Bischoff said.

Besides office space for University

departments, this new space will also be

used to house offices of the Massachusetts

Department of Environmental Quality

Engineering-the Division of Water

Pollution Control, now in Draper Hall, the

Regional Office, now in the Public Health

Building, and the Divisions of Hazardous

Waste and Air Pollution, now located in the

Springfield Hospital unit of the Baystate

Medical Center.

Racism, sexism icorkshops offered
Beginning today, the Equity Institute in

Amherst will conduct a seven-week

workshop entitled Unlearning Racism. The

workshop, which will be held evenings, is

taught by Dr. Joan Lester, and registration

is charged on a sliding scale.

On Nov. 19 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., the

institute will offer the workshop How to

Stop Sexual Harassment. This will be

taught by Carole Johnson, J.D. and is also

available on a sliding fee scale.

For more information contact Dr. Lester

at 256-6902.

BDIC meeting to be held in JQA
Explanation of the Bachelor's Degree

with Individual Concentration (BDIC) Pro-

gram, a degree granting program which

allows a student the opportunity to design

his or her own major, will be held at 7 p.m.

ifSGA president—
Following Allen's announcement, the

senate passed a resolution supporting her

appeal to the residency board, and Allen

said yesterday the pressure put on the

board "has taken effect."

The senate resolution worked under the

"service to state" consideration, one of a list

of qualifications a residency applicant

should meet in order to work towards a

successful appeal, Allen said.

Alien said she also received loan offers

from friends and UMass people. "So long as

I can get by, I'm not going to quit," Allen

said.

The announcement of her final decision

on the fifth floor of John Quincy Adams
dormitory in the Southwest Residential

College, not Grayson as erroneously

reported in the Collegian Monday.

Continued from page 1

was expected at last Wednesday's senate

meeting. However, a walk-out,' led by

Third World Caucus members and in-

volving over 20 senators along with co-

presidents Allen and Tom Ahern, post-

poned that announcement.

The walk -out was in protest of a

resolution which denounced the invasion of

Grenada, and called for a troop withdrawal,

that was rejected by a majority of the

senate.

"That is an important stance which af-

fects us all," said Allen, who supported the

resolution.
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Boston mayor
a racy subject

Now that the two finalists for Boston's mayoral

derby have been chosen, it has come time for us to

turn our minds toward everyone's favorite ques-

tion, "who will win?" At first glance Ray Flynn seems to

be the clear favorite. Flynn and Melvin King both received

about 29 percent of the overall vote in the primary.

However their support came from entirely different voter

segments. Despite his "rainbow coalition" rhetoric, King

received 95 percent of the black vote, but far smaller

numbers of white votes than either Flynn or third place

finisher David Finnegan. In order to win the run-off King

will have to do far better among white voters, while Flynn

can win with virtually no black support.

Why I like paying a little more

A year ago I became extensively involved in the

campaign to Save the Bottle Bill and was actually

looking forward to saving and returning my bot-

tips 3.rici CAns

I am only mildly ashamed, if at all, to say I could count

the number of empties I've returned since the law went

into effect on one hand.

But I know I'm not alone, stories of bottles and cans

becoming permanent fixtures in kitchens, pantries and

sheds are always good for conversation.

Tami Borton

During early September transient friends either toted

empties to their next dwelling or left them for future

dwellers.

With aspirations of having a keg party at the end of the

semester, my housemates stacked enough empty sue

packs to cover an entire wall, and the metallic clanking

when my car rounds a comer is not a mechanical pro-

blem.

The noticeable improvement in the environment con-

vinces me the new law is accomplishing what it set out to

do, keep the land free of glass and metal.

While it is somewhat annoying to live among empty

beverage containers, I chose to do so rather than return

them.
When things get a little too crowded, I give the empties

away. I, and many others, willingly pay higher prices for

beverages either because we can rationalize the increase

as inflational or we don't care.

In its own way, the bottle law is acting as a modem day

Robin Hood, using these empties as the coins taken from

the rich and given to the poor.

Whoever cashes in on my collection benefits from the

extra money more than they suffer from the extra ag-

grevation. The proof is in the fact they bothered to do it.

Mothers love the law when it means not being nickeled

and dimed to death by Junior; just let him take care of

the empties.

Even bottles that are thrown away have a good chance

of bringing someone an extra nickel. Containers are

plucked out of the landscape, so even if one is so inclined

to toss one to the roadside, he probably won't feel guilty

(not that he would anyhow.)

Bottles will also be pulled from trash cans, by either

"bag people" or others like the well-dressed co-ed I

witnessed.

Those who complain of the financial inconvenience

have two altematives, return empties or stop buying bot-

tled beverages. With the exception of beer, finding

favorite beverages sans container is easy (as easy as

walking through the Hatch or any cafeteria.)

People whose greatest gripe with the law is the bother

of returning empties must simply set their priorities. Is

giving up soda worth the hassle saved?

Even the poor private store owner who has to contend

with the retums is reimbursed the deposit he paid plus a

penny or two. That miniscule margin can add up.

As I see it, anyone who bitches and moans about the

bottle law should not be listened to. Getting around any

inconvenience the new legislation causes is not hard, and

our cleaner environment speaks louder than any of those

curses. New York agrees with this logic.

Incidentally, my housemates had a nice little keg party

financed by bottle deposits.

Tami Borton is a Collegian columnist

Letters-

Keeping issues in perspective

To the Editor,

I would like to respond to the comments and criticism

raised by Peter Deliso (editorial Nov. 1) in reference to the

editorial written by BUI CoUins (Oct. 19). What at first

seems to be an editorial letter written in defense of the

culminating attacks upon the Student Government

Association (SGA) and its leadership. DeUso's letter,

quickly turns into an direct assault upon Collins. I am not,

however, writing this letter simply in defense of the issues

Mr. ColUns "speaks" of; but in defense of Mr. CoUins

because of the issues "attributed" to him.

To begin with, Deliso's comments referring to CoUins'

"stand" against the Students Against MUitarism seem

unwarranted due to his own misinformation. What Mr.

Collins actually said was, "the SGA continues to fund and

address poUtical issues of national and international

proportions, not university issues such as: the lack of

dormitory space, the lack of parking space, the quality of

our education, oversubscribed courses, ineffective tenured

professors, rising fees, tuition hikes and the re-paving of

pot-hole ridden on-campus roadways. When wiU the SGA

realize the the Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF -to

which each student contributes % dollars per year) fee is

for student "activities" not student politics."

The function of the SGA is not to perform those poUtical

actions of the United Nations or the U.S. Senate, but to

deal with issues pertaining to the University. The crises in

Lebanon. Grenada and of those in Western Europe are not

the responsibiUty of the SGA to tend to.

Secondly, Mr. Deliso states, "Mr. Collins attributes all

the Senate iUs to one radical group." In analysis of Mr.

CoUins' editorial, however, it is obvious and in evidence

that such a phrase does not exist. Nor does Mr. Colhns

ever refer to any such radicals. He continues, the bUA

Walter Branson

If one looks at the history of mayoral elections in other

cities, particularly Chicago, it seems unlikely that either

candidate will make significant inroads into the other's

ethnic power base, thus making Ray Flynn B()sU)n's next

mayor. Faced with these facts one might be tempted to

ask. "but what of the issues? Surely some voters must be

concerned with something besides the particular ethnic

group that these candidates happen to belong to?" Well

the fact is. these two men are remarkably similar in their

views. Both stand behind the little people who seem to

have been left out of Boston's fast paced growth of recent

years. Both men talk of shifting economic priorities away

from downtown and back to the neighborhoods. Both men

are concerned with ensuring equal access and equal opp)or-

tunity for all of Boston's citizens. Yet the cold facts re-

main. Mel King is expected to capture something like 95

percent of the black vote, even as he did in the primary.

That's 95 percent over a man who is broadcasting essen-

tially the same message, and whom King himself professes

to have great respect for. In contrast, many white voters

will go to the polls next month with the express purpose of

casting a vote for "one of their own."

True, great strides have been made. This campaign, so

far, has been remarkably free of racial rhetoric and

violence. But whUe we may be on the road we have only

just begun the joumey. I'm waiting for the day when

voters will look first and last at a candidate's record,

character, and stand on the issues, while looking at his or

her ethnic background at all. I'm waiting for the day

when no one will be able to say that "X got the black vote

and Y got the white vote" because race will no longer be

an important criteria for voter classification. I'm hoping

for the day when we can kick back in our armchairs the

day after the election, realize with surprise that we just

elected our first Black, Chinese, or Puerto Rican mayor,

and no one even noticed.

But maybe I'll be surprised. Maybe this will be the year.

Walter Branson is a UMass student

leadership has been accused of engaging in post sbcties

nostalgia. I submit that Mr. CoUins and his 'associates' are

guUty of post-fifties nostalgia. Their attitudes reflect the

unquestioning acceptance of authority." It has been my
experience that when an individual attacks the cause of a

set of problems, attributing them to one particular person,

he-she is sometimes Ul-informed or lacks complete un-

derstanding. However, opinion is opinion.

Yet once again, it is apparent that Mr. CoUins and his

"associates", if any. or whoever they may be. continue to

be harrassed by another letter writer who has failed to

check the facts. The issue I bring up is merely to point out

that it is time that students. especiaUy those whose

opinions are widely voiced, begin to speak through reason,

not emotion. It is this presence of emotion that has hin-

dered and shall continue to hinder the SGA. aspiring

editoriaUsts and students aUke unless to coin an overly-

used phrase, a greater objectivity can be achieved.

I suggest that Mr. Deliso first collect the facts 6e/ore the

mind is made up. Attack not a knowledge of which you

have been Ul informed. Let us think, not simply react.

Finally, let us keep issues in perspective. ShaU we?

John A. Nolan
SGA Senator

Misdirecting the blame
To the Editor,

In response to an editorial written by Dakin Ferris (Are

Politics the Problem?). I would lUce to respond by saying

that Mr. Ferris wrongly atUcks SGA Co-President. Tom

Ahern. by implying that he is stonewaUing this FaU's

Attorney General selection process. Ferris does this by

first accusing Ahern of setting up "the most extensive

advertisement process ever used." Second, he mentioned

the fact that the AG application "deadUne was extended

two times."
. . ,j i.

Ferris, as ex-AeUng Attorney General, should know

better than to make grossly unfounded charges. Being

famUiar with the SGA Constitution, he should know that

the selection committee is solely responsible for ad-

vertising, compiUng and coUecting applications, in-

terviewing candidates, and presenting a pool of quaUfied

candidates from which the SGA President may choose the

new AG. It was this selection committee, an autonomous

unit within the SGA structure, that was responsible for

any delays that have taken place during the course of the

selection process. Why is Mr. Ferris blaming the

Presidents' Office?

As chairperson of the AG Selection Committee. I cannot

get further involved in this ongoing debate. Let's put a

halt to these divisive and senseless battles so that the AG's

Office, and the entire SGA can get down to serious work.

Robert Teixeira
Amherst

Alternative and other radio
To the Editor,

I would just like to make a couple of corrections on the

article on radio station WSYL which appeared in the Col-

legian on November 2.

First of all, WSYL Station Manager Wayne Carney (not

Casney as reported) did not state that "WMUA is not as

progressive as WSYL." Rather it is important to note that

WSYL is primarily a campus station while WMUA is more

community orientated. WSYL's programming consists

primarily of "alternative rock" while WMUA programs a

wider variety of musical forms, other than alternative

rock, of which there may not be an audience for on campus

(i.e. blues, jazz, polka, etc.) Secondly WSYL's broadcast

frequency is not 89.9 but rather 89.7 on the FM band, a

minor but important difference.

Michael D. Malone
Program Director WSYL-FM
Technical Trainer WMUA-FM
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Another Collegian workshop: Bill Za-

jac, Sports editor of Holyoke
Transcript-Telegram, will give a

workshop on sports feature writing on

Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the Suffolk

Room in the Student Union. Everyone

welcome. Mandatory for Collegian

sports staff and correspondents.

Work For Yourself!
SNFS is looking for. . .

An experienced (360, 1250)
Press Operator

Copier Operator
experience preferred

—^ see classifieds for more information ^

I
UNDECLARED MAJOK? \

3^ CASIAC m»»tings for stud#nts int»r»st#d j
J in mojoring In th# following: ,^

x^ 9f School of Monag#m#nt ^
^ W*dn«sdQy, 4 PM Thorn 102 ^
^ Sp«ok*r D*on Pion -^

^ Pf# Pollsci;Pr# Low ^
? W»dn»sdQy, 4 PM Mochm^r EOT vl

Brcakim^M. Luncbc* A Dinner*.

inner at ^y
1 2th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

LINGUINI with CLAM SAUCE
a full bodied white sauce with lots of clams

6.85

BEEF STEW served in a large crock

and better than mom's 5.25
Plus 8 Other Delidoos EntreM To Choo«e.

At A Prk* You Can AHordt

|aT the lights in NOKTH AMHEBST S4»-««4S|
W«'rc open 7 days a wa«k 5 a.a. to 9 p.ai.

Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts . . .

call Travel Time. Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• fy^ini-Buses.

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

Trsatfrtl IblMBL Hu.< Lines Inc.

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK

FIRST 100 SKIERS TO SIGN-UP ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR A FREE TRIP

ALL SKIERS SIGNED-UP BEFORE
NOV. 15 WILL RECEIVE

A FREE (SUGARDUSH VALLEY / UGNAR T-SHIRT

NON-MEMDERS WELCOME

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call; General Office and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

Arts
Lord makes audience feel
DO LORD REMEMBER ME
Hampden Theater

Friday, Nov. 4

By ALISON MALOON
Collegian Staff

The Third World Theater continued its

fall 1983 season this past weekend with a

production of Do Lord Remember Me, writ-

ten by James De Jongh and directed by

Roberta Uno Thelwell. The play set on a

wicker porch of a retirement home in

Virginia, focused on the memories of

former slaves. Five actors who comprised

the cast, spoke directly to the audience at

times, as well as with each other.

Flashbacks and songs were used to break

up the pace of the dialogue.

"Wanna know about slavery? Well sit on

that chair," said a cast member. And you

sat on that chair and learned. The cast

members were talented in their use of ac-

cent and movement, but their use of facial

expression and eye contact highlighted

their performance?. The audience felt it

was as if each actor had really lived

through it all, felt all the pain that radiated

from their eyes. The audience had no

choice but to feel what these ex-slaves were

feeling. At times 1 even wanted to stop

looking and listening, to erase the pain, but

the superb cast made this impossible: you

were there to feel and you felt deeply.

Music also added much to the show. The

cast, when recalling painful incidents,

would start deep, mournful, gospel har-

monies, then suddenly would break into

upbeat, hand-clapping, feetstomping songs

as if to snap themselves away from the

misery; then the audience would join in en-

thusiastically.

The dialogue, which came partly from

recorded interviews with former slaves,

was powerful and encompassing. They

discussed topics ranging from marriage,

death and whippings, to masters, church

and rebellion. The conversations would

begin with rememberances of a child being

sold to a trader and flow into the pleasure

of eating hot cornmeal cakes, thus

demonstrating how the smallest joys in the

life of a slave were necessary to bear the

overall pain of this "peculiar institution.*'

At times the production was very funny

and musically uplifting but even while you

were enjoying the show, the horrible

Richard Ammons and Felicia Thomas reminisce in a scene from Do

Lord Remember Me.

underlying thought of slavery's reality

would come back to haunt you. And
although Do Lord Remember Me in itself

was not a depressing show, I left the

*Coor jazz sets FAC on fire
STAN GETZ WITH
ASTRUD GILBERTO
Fine Arts Center

Thursday, Nov. 3

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

A near capacity crowd was treated to a

living jazz legend in the form of saxophone

great Stan Getz last Thursday night at the

Fine Arts Center.

Getz, who along with Miles Davis and

Gerry Mulligan originated "cool" jazz,

played with intense warmth and convic-

tion, and balanced his 65 minute set with

beautiful ballads, and uptempo kickers.

On the ballad "My Old Flame," C^etz

showed why he is nicknamed "The Sound,"

as he exhibited his pure, liquid sonority.

Other highlights of the evening included

the Bill Evans waltz "Very Early," the

uptempo "Tempus Fugit," and a moving

Billy Strayhorn ballad that he dedicated to

the memory of a childhood friend.

In keeping with his reputation, he con-

tinued to introduce new music, as two of

the numbers were written by pianist Jim

McNeely. part of the quartet introduced by

Getz as a "world class band." He apologiz-

ed for a back injury, and he seemed occas-

sionally pained during the performance,

but his extreme professionalism that he has

maintained throughout his 40 year career,

first with the Jack Teasrarden Band, later

Saxophonist
Getz.

Stan "the sound*'

with Jimmy Dorsey and Benny Goodman
among others, prevailed.

Introduced as the "Brazilian

Bombshell," Astrud Gilberto proved not

only that she is the queen of bossa nova,

but that she is also a well rounded per-

former. During her 10 song - 50 minute

set, Gilberto and her six piece band,

highlighted by guitarist Emily Remler. and

trombonist David Sax, the songs ran from

Brazilian sambas to modern jazz-rock

works.

Highlights of her set included "Let

Yourself Go," written by Gilberto,

"Meditation." a ballad that showed the soft

whispery side of her voice, and "In The

Mood" sung in Portuguese. She also did

"Amazon." a song she just recorded for

the new Michael PVanks album.

After Stan Getz's set, he called Gilberto

back on the stage to "take a walk down

memory lane," and the duo recreated their

1963 number one hit "The Girl From

Ipanema." The show ended with many of

the audience members standing, and clapp-

ing, shouting for more, but this rare double

bill treat was over. Hats off to the Duke

Ellington Committee, and the Fine Arts

Center for bringing quality entertainment

to UMass. The fact that there were very

few empty seats in the concert hall, proves

Stan Kenton's famous statement "jazz is

dead," dead wrong.

theater not only with a deeper knowledge

of slavery but with a much deeper sense of

guilt.

Watch for

Andy Gordon's
TRAILERS

every Friday!

I read the

Collegian
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Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors
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Veterans Day

10 K ROAD RACE
November 11

Alumni Stadium at 10 AM
Preregistration Nov 7-10

Table on the C.C. Concourse

Cost - $4 ($5 - Race Day)

MillER

MillER LIte*

Bud

Bud Liqhr

STRoh's

TuEsdAy

All A

DoUar
A BottIe

NiqhT

FINE YARNS^i^EDLEWoWsU^^
20% Off

Knitting & Needlework
Instruction Books

Your chance to pick up ideas tor

handcrafted ChrlstmasGifts.
^^^^^ ^^

Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30 y^e Carriage Shops

549-6106 Amherst, ^y* 0'002

oorlcktds
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ANNOUNCING: Peer Education
RecruKment
University Heaith Services offers

Spring 1964 credited course wori( as:

it Peer Sexuaity Educaftors

if Peer Alcohol Educators

^HeiMi Aides and

if He^thReach Workers

Training and working with otfiers to

roufKJ out your University experierK:e:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT

HEALTH EDUCATION/ 549^2671 ext.181

rUHS DENTAL SERVICE
EXPANDS STAFF TIME

ilf you have had difficulty getting an appoint-

ment at the dental service, take heart. You can

inow call 545-2400 for an appointment to begin

comprehensive care or simply for information

J
about the program.

I The dental service at UHS Is a prevention

I oriented, comprehensive care program which

I
offers a complete range of servcles including

I restorations (fillings) endodontic care (root

canals) and oral surgery. Costs for care Include

copayments, modified fees, and prepaid ser-

vices. Underlying all visits is a fundamental

philosophy of educating Individuals about

_ techniques and behaviors which can assure ex-

I
cellent oral health.

TIRES
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Hypercurricula

WORD WATCH — Rev. Robin Harden

facilitates an in-depth exploration of New
Testament scripture and theology and its

relevance today, through intelligent,

serious open-minded study of the Bible.

1:30-3 p.m. 428 Student Union

SOJOURNERS — Rev. Robin Harden

facilitates this informal discussion group for

women of all ages, colors, and backgrounds

willing to explore faith, love, intimacy, and

spirituality. 7:15p.m. 428 Student Union

X-COUNTRY BICYCLE TOUR! - Gary

Jakacky has traveled 15,000 miles by

bicycle the last four summers. Come
see/hear his fascinating story,and plans for

a world tour. 7 p.m. Campus Center

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
AND REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM -
Meeting to discuss Depo - Provera and the

attacks on our reproductive freedom. All

welcome. 4 p.m. CC 901

UMASS STUDY OPPORTUNITIES IN

WEST GERMANY — Informational

meeting for students interested in the

Freiburg program and other study abroad

opportunities in Baden-Wurrtemberg. 7

p.m. Herter, 3rd Floor Lounge

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB - The club

will meet to play miniatures and board

games of all types. New gamers are

welcome; bring your games. 6:30 p.m. - 11

p.m. Check CC schedule

ACID RAIN TASK FORCE - Meeting

to discuss targeting of other towns after

victory at Amherst Town Meeting,

bringing John Kerry to speak on Acid Rain,

and Voter Registration Drive. 7 p.m. 423

Student Union

MEN'S CENTER MEETING - The

second organizational meeting for a men's

center on campus. All are welcome! 4 p.m.

Brett House Rm 128

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB MEETING -
The lUlian Club will hdd an important

meeting to discuss plans for upcoming

events. Come join us for wine and cheese -

All new members welcome/ 4:30 - 6 p.m.

3rd Floor Lounge Herter Hall

FACULTY RECITAL - String bassist

Salvatore Macchia and pianist Robert Stern

perform works by Johannes Sperger,

Charles Wuorinen, Alec Wilder, Max

Bruch, and the premiere of Stern's com-

position, "Aground on Sterlake." Free

admission. 8 p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall

CAREERS IN VISUAL ARTS
MANAGEMENT AND SALES - This

workshop covers the role of artist con-

sultant and crafts marketer including

education and skills needed. Sponsored by

The Arts Extension Service of the Division

of Continuing Education with support from

the University Arts Council. To register

for this FREE workshop, call AES at 545-

2360. 7 - 9:30 p.m. Campus Center - Room
804

SUPPORT GROUP FOR RAPE SUR-

VIVORS — Small group of women will

meet weekly for support and sharing.

Sessions facilitated by EWC staff. 6-8 p.m.

Everywoman's Center

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Fin^Arts
Center
Concert Hall

Tmmpet Virtuoso

MAURICE ANDRE
with the

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Robert Gutter, Conductor

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13. 8 PM

Tickets: $11, $9, $7

Five College Students V» Price

Available at Fine Arts Center Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield Civic Center

545-2511

Onlyone Ofthesepens
is thinenough

todrawthelineDelow.

YOU'VE GOT TO PLfl
HflRDBflLL

WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EXCITING
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

/tei
'••'•

The newest innovation In writing is the
Pilot Precise rolling bail pen It writes

extra thin and extra smooth because of

its micro ball and needle-iike stainless

steel collar A unique pen at a

uniquely affordable price ^
Only $1 19.

[PILOT] <BolUn«r

We mmgtjatpen that ivvokJtKfnizesttm writing.

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Th*r* ar« oppertunili** in

a variety of r«««arch and

d«v«lepm«nt projects

ranging from individual

•quipmcntt to very

cempUx interactive

tyitemt involving lorge

number* of

micreprecettort, mini-

computer* and computer

graphic*. Profe**ienal

growth i* enhanced

through interaction with

highly experienced NSA
prefe**ional* and through

contact* in the industrial

and academic world*.

Facilitie* for engineering

analy*«* and de*ign

automation are among the

be*t available.

MATHEMATICS
You'll work en diver*e

agency problem* applying

a variety of mathernotical

discipline*. Specific

a**ignment* might include

solving communication*-

related problem*,

performing long-range

mathematical re*earch or

evaluating new technique*

for communications

security.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
At NSA you'll discover one

of the largest computer

installations in the world

with almost every major

vendor of computer

equipment represented.

NSA careers provide

mixtures of such disciplines

OS systems analysis and

design, scientific

applications programming,

data base management

systems, operating

systems, computer

networking/security, and

graphics.

LINGUISTS

NSA offers a wide range

of challenging assignments

for Slavic, Near Eastern

and Asian language majors

involving translation,

transcription and analysis/

reporting. Newly-hired

linguists can count on

receiving advanced training

in their primary language(s)

and can plan on many

years of continued

professional growth.

NSA
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755

An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citiienship Required.

On campus recruiting

November 14-16, 1983.

THE REWARDS
AT NSA
NSA offers a salary and

benefit program that's

truly competitive with

private industry. There are

assignments for those who

wish to travel and

abundant good living in the

Baltimore-Washington area

for those who wish to stay

close to home.

Countless cultural,

historical, recreational and

educational opportunities

are just minutes away
from NSA's convenient

suburban location.

To find out more

about NSA career

opportunities,

schedule an interview

through your college

placement office. For

additional information

on the National

Security Agency,

write to National

Security Agency,

Attn: M322, Fort

George G. Meade,

Maryland 20755.
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Paid advertising
position

at the Collegian
All interested students

apply
113 Campus Center
Deadline: 4 p.m. Thursday

The Collegian is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

DC Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce

Chili Cheese Puff

Baked Ziti

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Ziti/Tomato Sauce with

Tofu and Mushrooms
Chili Cheese Puff

Weather
TODAY'S PUZZLE

ANSWER

Sunny today, highs 55 to

60. Tonight, clear but with

some clouds after mid-

night, lows 35 to 45.

Wednesday partly sunny,

highs from the upper 50s

to lower 60s.

aiiiVlHii
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The Significance of

Jesse Jaclcson's

Presidentiai Candidacy
to Democratic Poiitics

in America

iVIayor

Richard Gordon Hatcher
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Thursday. November 10 1983, 2 00 p m
Campus Center Room 1009

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

L
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AlLCan and Caribbean aMa.rs lobby .n Wasn.ngton D C md Chairman ol

Je»se Jacnon » Presidential Advisory Committee

Sponsored by Chancellor Joseph Du.tey o. the Um.ers.ty o. Massachusetts at Amherst and Fi»e College Bi.ck StoO.es inc

SCI-TECH

BOOKSAU

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high level

scientific and technical books from

leading publishers Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicine,

mdthematics engineering computers
and more Your savings range
from a tremendous 66% to an
unbelievable 90% _
On Special Sale Tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept.

f^VNIVERSITY ,

STORED
Open M-F 9-5^

Sat 11-4

ocated in

the

Campus Center

THE MILLER BREWING
COMPANY

PRESENTS . .

.

A multi-image presentation of ttie marketing

and advertising strategies ttiat have catapulted

Miller Brewing Company from seventti place in

ttie beer industry to second place today. This

entertaining program is free and open to the public

Date Wednesday, November 16

Time 7:30 PM

Location 163 Campus Center

Presented by Commercial Distributing Company

Craig B. Keenan

Young Adult/ Promotions Mgr.

For further information contact

Gregg Andonian BKO 549-7527

.Collegian n

DISTIH6UISHED TEACHERS

AWARD
HOMINATIOHS

Deadline: November 15, 1983

If you know a faculty teacher or teaching assistant/associate

(graduate students and undergraduates, teaching courses with the ap-

proval of the department) who is truly outstanding and deserves recogni-

tion, submit a nomination in writing with a brief description of why your

nominee deserves the award.
Any student, past or present, may make nominations.

Submit nominations by Tuesday, November 15, 1983

TO. Distinguished Teaching Awards Committee

Graduate Student Senate

919 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^^^™^^^"^^^^..^^r^.._ „ .^ „ .^ .- ^_ r.:j„.. -. r»„o^ii„« ic 1 iiR txAyo Havs nrior to Dublication day
Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday •

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FRE£

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Mustang Hatchback new brakes

tires dependable $660 or best offer 549-6839

1975 Honda Civic no rust, runs well. Just

tuned. Good interior. $1295 neg. call 6-4230

after 10 P.M.

Vary reliable, 1972 Caprice. Runs great.

Some bodywork. $200.00 Jim 253-9431

1981 Mazda B2000 Sundowner 43,000

miles excellent condition sport package

$4200. 549-6621

1971 Oldsmobile Cutlass great transpor-

tation many new parts $600 call 546-7098

1973 Malibu exc running cond. depen-

dable $500 (617) 544-2017 collect - Curt

1972 Valiant auto tran 6 cyl very reliable

600 or BO 367-9566 eves

BEATLEMANIACS

8 early Beatfea British import albums
•$5 each 253-5956

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

Party Mix Productions: has a recently

purchased light show, a great sound

system and a price you'll likel Call Jeff

Taylor 253-2152

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition $10000 586-0723

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

The best In rugged outdoor footwear.

direct from factory! Rock-bottom prices.

Watch for us in Campus Center

One way air ticket to LA December 12 or

before $250 or BO call 546-9978

Brand new standard typewriter Olympia

SFL manual. Never used. $125.00 call

Raynald at 546-8897

Guitar for sale - never used $150 or BO call

Cheryl 546-7295

Part-time - eveninga - weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people
who have requested information on our

products. We sell mainly by
appointment in a dignified and profes-

sional

manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White (203) S28-9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

Employ Youraelf I SNPS has openings for

an experienced (360, 1250) Press Operator

and a Copier Operator. Applicants must be

students, mechanically inclined, available

thru 5/85 and be willing to become involved

with a democratically managed student

controlled business. 10 hr/wk $3.50 to start

women and minorities encouraged. Ap-
plications in SU 403 due 11/14 5 pm

Mike S. Happy Belated Birthdayl Let's go

out and get lambasted I Love Michelle and

Martha

Career Day '83 - November 15, 1963 10 am
- 4 pm 1st floor Campus Center FREE spon-
sored by Undergraduate Business Club all

are invited

To my hot tub buddies - (you know who
you are) Thanx for the fun time Friday night

- and all of your support Maryland-ites

never had it so good - Next tinr»e the mood
strikes - give me a call . . .you know who

Enthusiastic Novice seeks to join ex-

perienced group for Dungeons and
Dragons adventures. Pam 253-5018

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RAYBANS

The most distinguished name in

sunglasses call Bruce The Rayban Man for

details 549-2879

WMUA is looking for qualified student

to fill position of Business Mgr Applicants

should have some bookkeeping experience,

organizational skills, ability to woric w/stu-

dent staff, and be available for consistent

weekly time commitment 8-10 hrs.

Qualified undergrads may apply at 416 Stu

Union. Deadline is Nov. 11 AA/EEO
women and third worid encouraged to app-

ly

INSTRUCTION

Needed: Tutor for Statistics 240 to meet
once a week or more. $5.00 per hour. Call

Laura 253-5978

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FOUND

Womana Gold-plated Watch made by

Jules Jurgensen Fovno near FAC on 10/28

call 546-6686

HELP WANTED

Newspaper Deliverers Needed in

Dorms. Good pay. Short hours. Early mor-

nings plus weekends. Call 253-7009

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney supery-

sion. For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO. 922 Camous r.«nt«r

LOST

Blue Wallet in Whitmore no questions ask-

ed. Imp. info please call 549-5103

MULTI-IMAGE CONCERT

I Saw the Wind Tues. Nov. 15 2 shows

7:30, 10 pm - CCA

PERSONALS

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

Kelly and fallow vegie. It's time for our

bi-monthly blood-letting. Sanr>e time-same

place. (Campus Center at 2 pm) - Don

Ellen M.
R.A.F.

Happy Belated 20th love always

The Great Ski Snatch Nov 16-19

SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch
SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch
SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch

For more info 545-3437 430 Student Union

UMaas Ski Club Mandatory Meetinga

Tues Nov 8 Campus Center 168

Wed Nov 9 Southside Hampden

For Work Committees
The Great Ski Snatch / for more info

646-3437 430 Student Union

A Touch of Claaa

all university women are invited

to attend Open Rush
at Delta Zeta Sorority

11 Phillips St (across from BKO)
Tues, Nov 8 @ 6:00 pm dinner

Wed, Nov 9 @ 9:00 pm Dynasty Party

any questions contact Alicia

549-6823

RIDERS WANTED

To DC. VA. NC eariy Thurs Nov 10 return

ing Sunday night Doug 549-4125

Ride needed to Rutgers U./Brunswick

area N.J. Nov. 10. Call Bev 546-7079.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p.m. 256-0102.

Brittany Manor - share room in 2 bedroom
apt rent 150. 256-1419

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665-3414

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

Free Peer Counseling information arKi

referals at Lesbian and Gay Men's Counsel-

ing Collective 433 Student Union MTuThF
4 - 8 p.m. 545-2645 24 hr events phone

546-0684.

Caddyshack tonight in CCA 5 pm-1.00 7,

9, 11-1.50 sponsored by Lambda Chi and

Tri-Sigma

Attention Orthodox Christian Studenta:

Forming a 5-college organization. Social

stress. Please call Chrys 584-1883 or Katrine

538-4003

Calf Women - I rr^et you Thursday in the

SOM Library. You helped me in Accoun-

ting. I would like to return the favor Chris

666-7518

BUM
I love you X 2.5

Always and Forever

BUM PSCH

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

I

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

«•—

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession H
mile to slopes - wash/dry - fireplace pec 26

Jan 31 $295 546-5663.

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea

sent. Amherst, 256-0710

B-62's I have 4 balcony seats, want 4 ctose

to stage. Will trade -h $$ for yours or buy

yours 549-2872

Old axeheads (minus broken handle)

253-5956

WANTED TO RENT

Two bedroom apt on bus route - starting

January 1st call Elena 546-4748 or Wendy
253 3971 keep trying

Two students
serr>ester

need ept starting Spring
take over lease or share 54&^879
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SPORTS STAFF and CORRESPONDENTS:
Bill Zajac from the Holyoke Transcript-Telegram

will speak on sports feature writing on Wednes-

day at 6:30 in the Suffolk Room Student Union.
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Stickiiiiied third inNCAAtourney
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The seedings for the 1983 NCAA field

hockey tournament were released Monday
and they are just as everyone expect^
them to be, with one small exception: the

University of Massachusetts is seeded third

alx^ve Iowa and the University of New
Hampshire.

After Saturday's tie against UConn,
coach Pam Hixon seemed confident that

her team would receive the fourth seed and

a bye into the quarterfinals of the tourna-

ment. She made no mention of the possibili-

ty of a third seed.

"I wasn't really surprised," Hixon said.

"Iowa lost 4-3 to Northwestern on Satur-

day and so they dropped Iowa to number
four and moved us up to three. That loss

(Iowa) definitely helped us."

UMass is in a bracket with the University

of Pennsylvania and Temple University.

The Minutewomen will play the winner of

that matchup Sunday at the University of

Pennsylvania.

Hixon said receiving the third seed

should have meant a home field advantage

for the quarterfinal match. However, she

saw two reasons for her team to travel to

Philadelphia, the site of the semi-finals and

finals.

Runners fini
By M E MURRAY
CoUegfian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's cross-country teams were in

action over the weekend, competing in

regional events that drew hundreds of

runners from the northeast regfion.

Saturday, the men finished fifth overall at

the New Englands held at Franklin Park in

Boston where approximately 280 runners

from 43 schools covered the five mile

course.

Tops for the Minutemen were: Rod
LaFlamme (14th, 24:27). Rick Doiron (27th.

24:54), freshmen Paul Stanislawzyk and

Wayne Levy (38th and 49th, 25:09 and

25:20 respectively) and Tom Carleo (50th,

25:21).

Coach Ken O'Brien said LaFlamme ran

his best race ever and commended the

freshmen that ran for their outstanding

performances.

"When you consider that it was a

championship meet and it was run in bad

weather, they handled the situation very

well."

O'Brien explained that he and freshmen

running Coach Randy Thomas had felt as

early as last summer that the incoming

junior varsity runners could aid the injury-

depleted Minuteman squad. The coach

pointed out that last weekend's results

show that six of the top five Minutemen

finishers were freshmen.

The first is the condition of the NOPE
field, and the second is that having UMass

travel to Philadelphia instead of having

both UPenn and Temple travel to Amherst

saves the NCAA money.

"It makes sense," Hixon said.

The coach said the stickers will be in

Philadelphia U) watch the Temple/UPenn

game.
"It's always nice to scout your opponent

before a game," she said.

In preparation for Sunday's game UMass

will scrimmage against Springfield at Spr

ingfield, as well as arrive a day early at

UPenn in order to practice on the turf.

Former Minutewoman Sue Caples, now a

coach at West Chester State, has offered

Hixon the opportunity to have the two

teams scrimmage before the game on Sun-

day.

"It's really nice that people are helping

us out and supporting us," Hixon said.

Here are the other tournament brackets:

UCONN, no. 1. will play the winner of

University of New Hampshire and Penn

State. Both games are at UConn.

OLD DOMINION, no. 2. will play the

winner of North Carolina and California

State Berkeley. Both games are at O.D.U.

IOWA, no. 4, will play the v*dnner of Nor-

thwestern and San Jose State. Both games

are at Iowa.

UMass edged out the Universities of New
Hampshire and Rhode Island in the final

team standings and are now preparing for

next weekends IC4A's. an NCAA qualifying

meet to be held at Lehigh University next

Saturday.

Meanwhile, at the ECAC Division I

championship meet at Eastern Connecticut

State University, the UMass women's

cross-country team cruised to a third-place

team finish behind James Madison and St

Johns University

The team missed Kim Baker who was

sidelined with a stress fracture and will

miss next weeks NCAA qualifier at the

University of Vermont.

Senior Dana Mikesell finished third

overall, first among the UMass entries,

covering the 3.1 mile course in 18:24.

Junior Co-Captain Maureen O'Reilly has

been injured of late but still managed a

surprising second among the Minutewomen
and 11th overall in 18:51.

She was followed by Sally Howes (12th.

18:52). Chris Pratt (13th. 18:56). and

Deirdre Doyle (14th, 19:04).

Only one team from next weekend's

qualifier will advance to the Nationals to be

held at Lehigh November 21st. along with

the top three finishers from other teams.

The Minutewomen may not match up well

on paper with powerhouses such as Boston

College. Boston University, and Yale

competing but will be running with the best

of them Saturday in Vermont.

Cbllegiui photo by Andy Heller

EENIE-MEENIE-MINIE-MO — Sue Packard struggles for posses-

sion of the ball with two players from the University of Rhode Island

two weeks ago.

Soccer suffers loss to Maine
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Remember that awful soccer article in

the Halloween issue of the Collegian?

That's right-the one which said that head

Coach Jeff Gettler and the engineering

department would install movable

goalposts at Boyden Field for next season.

Well, after Sunday's 1-0 loss at the

University of Maine at Portland, those

goalposts may very well become a reality

unless the 3-10-5 Minutemen can redeem

themselves against Harvard this afternoon

at 2:00 Boyden Field.

The Maine match was the latest in a

string of games in which the Minutemen

have dominated the action but have not

been able to come up with more than one

goal.

According to Coach Gettler, "We went

through them like Swiss cheese. You can't

play any better than we did."

The Minutemen outshot UMP by the

wopping count of 21-9. However, of their

21 shots, the Minutemen could only manage

to put four of them on net.

Obviously, if UMass has any intention of

beating the 5-4-3 Crimson this afternoon,

that percentage of shots-on-goal will have

to go up. In addition, the Minuteman

defense will have to do a good job against

Harvard's big front line.

Havard's roster includes six players from

foreign countries -two from England,

and one each from Scotland, Canada, Italy,

and the Netherlands. Add UMass forward

Kayvan Khatami, from Iran, and you have

the makings of a multinational invasion of

Amherst.
Game time is 2:00 PM for this intrastate

battle. After today's game and Saturday's

season-finale against Hartwick, it should be

known whether or not Dean James John of

the engineering department will be getting

a call from Coach Gettler any time soon.

Alumni return for gymnastics
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Winning not

everything. At least it was
not at the 14th annual gym-
nastics Alumni Meet on

Saturday night. Everyone
who was at the meet found

it was not a question of win-

ning or losing but who was
having the most fun.

For the University of

Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics team, the meet was
a chance to warm up for the

season and a chance to have

fun while introducing new
tricks. The Minutemen hit a

few of them and missed a

few, but Coach Roy Johnson

said that after the team

cleans up the rough spots he

will be looking forward to a

successful season.

The UMa.ss women's gym-
nastics team used the meet

simply to have a fun time.

"It was a good time had

by all," Coach Ken Ander-

son said. "I wasn't expec-

ting anything. 1 was very

pleased with the turnout of

the alumni and friends who

came to watch."

For the Minutewomen,
Karen Knapp returned
from last year's team to

help out the alumni. John

Macurdy and Bob Goulart,

who also graduated last

semester, came back to

compete for the men alum-

ni.

The UMass team still

have a month to go before

beginning their seasons.

The men will start out by

traveling to West Point to

take on their rival, Army,
on December 3rd. The
women will begin on Dec.

2nd by hosting New Hamp-
shire, Connecticut, Nor-

thwestern and Rhode Island

in the UMass Invitational.

Oh, by the way, the

Minutemen did pull out a

victory over the alumni by a

few points. However, the

Minutewomen could not do

the same as the returning

alumni showed they could

still do their stuff.

( ollr|ci*n photo Uy Jim Powrm

SLIP-SLIDING AWAY — UMass' Kayvan Khatami chips the ball away from an unidentified

player. The Minutemen lost 1-0 to the University of Maine at Portland.

There will be a meeting at 5:45 at the sports desk

discussing winter beats.
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Aa «i«lit-per»im rowing slieU glides dowB th« Coiuiectlciit Rirer near th« CalTin CooUdge brtdge

LSO attorneys not on State Bar
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - At least five University of

Massachusetts Legal Services Office staff attorneys hu-ed

since 1975 were not members of the Massachusetts Bar, it

was revealed yesterday in the trial where an LSO attorney

claims his lack of such membership prevented hun from

attaining a professional position in that office in 1979.

Witness testimony and personnel records called on the

second day of the trial Michael POl and Carol Holzberg vb

Dennit Madsan, Larry Benedict and Bryan Harvey showed

LSO Directing Attorney Ira Horowitz and staff attorneys

Michele Leaf, OzeU Hudson, Sally Shalfont and Fay Chu

had not been admitted to the sUte bar prior to their LbO

employment.
* * u

Leaf and Horowitz were members of other state bars

when appointed to their professional positions, and were

later admitted to the Massachusetts Bar. PjU
^ff/

member of the Iowa Bar, a federal Iowa court and the U.b.

District Court in Massachusetts when seekmg a similar

professional position. He was denied full pay and benefits

for 15 months until he passed the sUte exam and is now

seeking $250,000 in compensatory and punitive damages.

Former LSO managing attorney Steven Baumohl, a

member of the search committee when PiU appUed for the

position as Student Government Association counsel, said

the committee discussed Pfll's lack of bar membership and

how it would affect his job ability.

"If the students wanted to hire a litigator, that was not m
Mr. PiU's background." Baumohl said. "He waa not a

Utigator, not a court person, but others in the office had

those skiUs. (Pill's qualities) were interfaced with

strengths and weaknesses of other attorneys...he knew

the University quite well involving dealing with the ad-

ministration and various student groups."

Baumohl said Pill's federal bar membership would aUow

him to litigate if necessary because "most University suits

would most Ukely be filed in federal court."

Baumohl said he approached Benedict over PiU s tem-

porary consultant sUtus. among other Pf"<>nnf>

problems, and argued that while Pill did not fulfUl the

bar" requirement of his job description, that description

was "improper, (having) added qualities not required by

the search committee." Later, while "bantenng,"

•Baumohl said Benedict told him Pill was "not popular" in

^o*del?nse witnesses have yet been caUed during the

week-long trial.

Collegian correspondent Larry Boxu:hie also contributed to

this report.

Discrimination
suit continues

against UMass
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Despite coming to a "workable solution for the immediate

future," the associate director of the Office of Planning and

Budget said she still plans on continuing her sexual

discrimination charge against the University of

Massachusetts.

Rosemarie Strother. who filed the charge agamst the

University with the Massachusetts Commission Agamst

Discrimination and the Federal Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission last May. said she and acting

director of the office Paul Page discussed her position last

week for the first time.
u- u i.

"It was a very positive, very open meeting, which she

said made her feel somewhat better about her situation.

In September. Strother told the CoUegian she felt as if

she was "demoted" following the appointment of Page to

the position vacated by Marie Reid, who is on a one-year

leave of absence. ,

Page was chosen to replace Reid despite Strother s

position of associate director.

The choice was made by John L. DeNyse. vice chanceUor

for Administration and Finance.

DeNyse was named in the discrimination suit.

Strother said then that her old job responsibUities were

replaced with a new job description which was "a very

major difference" from her old one

.

At the meeting held last Wednesday, Strother said she

and Page came "to a compromise of sorts" on her job

descriptwn. ».!.•• *

"I'm not getting my old duties back, but I m beginnmg to

get more projects which nobody seems to have the time to

develop," she said.

Page said he did not want to comment on the matter wnue

it is stUl in the hands of the federal and sUte employment

discrimination agencies.

"She's an employee of mine and we have always worked

as professionals...there has never been a problem from my

perspective (on working together) and I thmk from hers,

too," Page said,
.

Strother said she still plans on seeing the suit through to

the end. „ , . . „

"Maybe some other woman wiU profit from all of this,

she said. -^ »• •• u..*

Strother said she is now "resigned to the situation, but

that "doesn't mean Tm accepting it."

"I'm trying to make something positive out of a negative

situation. I'm a contributing member of the staff and

always have been," she said.
.

Page said he has had no "qualms about her job per-

formance." , • .. 1 i /

Strother said Page has reaUzed that there is a lot of

Ulent here and he has taken the trouble to listen to me.

Despite the emotional stress she has been under since

filing the charges, Strother said she is optimistic.

"I stiU intend on winning. I stiU don't know what winning

will mean other than maybe personal satisfaction, she

said. ^
—

—

—*«v

member of the search committee when PiU appbed for the mxs repor^___ , . ^ -i £\0 t^

Regents propose $504.6M budget for 1985
^ ^ ^

^,__ ^;_ .. VJ.O r.h,nrpllor for Janet Eisner, chair of the Regents Cc

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents of Higher Educa-

tion unveiled their preliminary 1985 budget

recommendations for the state higher

education system and gave "qualified" ap-

proval to long range plans for the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and five state and com-

munity colleges at their monthly meeting

held here Tuesday.

The Regents are proposing a $504.6

million higher education budget to Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis. Regents Administra-

tion and Finance Committee member

David S. Paresky said the preliminary re-

quest is just the beginning of "a long and

complicated process" of budget approval

which should end in July, and budget

breakdowns for each school will be worked

out after that.

The Regents' proposal is an increase of

$48 million over the 1984 higher education

budget. Of that increase, $25 million will

pay for new engineering, computer

science, health sciences and business pro-

grams in state higher education institu-

\

tions, according to Vice Chancellor for

Academic Attairs Roger Schinness. The

state scholarship reserve is also increased

by $10 million in the Regents' plan.

Schinness said the Regents budget

recommendations, with calculations for col-

lective bargaining raises, represent a 15

percent increase over this year's budget,

which "is about average."

Eariier in the meeting. Chancellor of

Higher Education John B. Duff noted the

"marvelous turnaround in the last two

years," in higher education over that time

"makes us first in the nation" for improved

higher education support, Duff said.

Peresky said former Gov. Edward J.

King's education policies were

"misunderstood" by students, and King's

support, along with state education com-

mittees, was largely responsible for in-

creasing the state education budget.

The Regents also gave "qualified ap-

proval" to long range plans for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, Salem State College

and several community colleges at yester-

day's meeting.

Janet Eisner, chair of the Regents Com-

mittee on Planning and Resource Develop-

ment, said "qualified approval means there

are some points that need further develop-

ment" in the plans.

The long range plan for this campus was

approved by the UMass Board of Trustees

f^ct. 5. The plan is "not a specific five-year

plan, but an outline for planning," accor-

ding to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

In other business, the Regents approved

two tuition retention programs like the one

proposed by Duffey earlier this semester

and rejected by the Trustees last week.

Students at the University of Lowell and

Westfield State College will face 15 per-

cent tuition hikes next semester under the

approved programs. Lowell students will

have to pay a $74 increase to pay for new

laboratory equipment and added classes in

S)pular majors, and Westfield students

will pay $63 more next semester to help

pay for construction projects on campus.

None of the Regents questioned the in-

creases, and Duff said later that they had

"discussed (the retention program) off and

on, and we agreed to try a pilot program at

two or three schools."
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Attorney General
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I don't know ifGod exists, but it

would be better for his reputa-

tion if he didn't

"Jules Renard
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AROUND THE WORLD
Reagan lauds Asia *s Yankee spirit*

ANCHORAGE - President Reagan,

heading for six days of trade and defense

talks in Japan and South Korea, predicted

Tuesday that the United States would forge

vastly stronger bonds with Asian nations,

which "have the Yankee spirit we once

called our own."

Reagan spoke to several thousand airmen

and their families who crowded into a

hangar at snow-shrouded Elmendorf Air_

Force Base, where the president made a

brief refueling stop en route to Tokyo.

The next century, Reagan said, could see

"vastly expanding economic, political, and

cultural bonds with these countries" of

northeastern Asia and the Pacific.

"I believe we will witness a wave of

productive and creative endeavors im-

proving the quality of life on both sides of

the Pacific." he said.

AROUND THE NATION

Senate forges on in wake of bomb
WASHINGTON - FBI agents combed

through an estimated $1 million mound of

debris Tuesday as the Senate attempted

business as usual in the wake of a bomb
blast that ripped through a hallway and

severely damaged a meeting room near the

chamber. Officials said the device was

triggered by a wristwatch.

"The Senate will not be deterred or in-

timidated," declared Majority Leader

Howard H. Baker Jr.. R-Tenn., as he held

the Senate to a schedule which began at 9

a.m. EST.
Baker said that had the Senate been in

session at the time of the explosion, there

would have been "grave injury ... and,

perhaps, loss of life to senators and staff."

Kids flood out Maryland business
JOPPA, Md. — Four youths spent two to

three days digging through an earthen

dike, finally releasing a 6 million-gallon,

five-acre flood into a sand and gravel pit,

authorities said Tuesday.

"For kids, it was a tremendous feat,"

Larry Stancill, president of Harford Sands

Inc., said of the vandalism that has stalled

his company's sand and gravel business.

"I don't think you could have gotten them
to work that hard for pay." he said.

The boys, aged 12 to 17, were charged

with malicious destruction of property and

placed in their parents' custody pending an

investigation by juvenile authorities, said

Sgt. William Van Horn, a spokesman for

the Harford County Sheriffs Office. The
youths' names were not released.

AROUND THE REGION
Alcohol treatment program grows
BOSTON — An alcohol treatment

program for repeat drunken drivers,

plagued by an 11 -week waiting list, got

state approval Tuesday to expand to 131

beds.

The Public Health Council unanimously

approved Rutland Heights Hospital's

request to expand the 14-day residential

treatment program, mandated by a year-

old drunken driving law to treat two-time

offenders.

The treatment program, serving of-

fenders across the state, is currently

operating with 88 beds under a one-year

exemption from council review, according

to Linda Clancy of the public health

Determination of Need (DON) staff.

The 14-day residential rehabilitation

prog^ram offers an alternative to a seven-

day jail stay, which is the penalty for those

convicted of drunken driving twice within

six years.

Ms. Clancy told the council the increase

in beds is needed to meet the demand. She

said currently there are 535 people on a

waiting list for the Rutland program,

yielding an 11- week wait between referral

and admission.

Doctors must report AIDS cases
BOSTON - Cases of AIDS, the often-

fatal disease that robs its victims of their

immune system, must now be reported to

the state, under a mandate Tuesday by the

Public Health Council.

The council voted unanimously to add

AIDS — acquired immune deficiency

syndrome — to a list of five diseases that

physicians and hospitals are required to

report directly to the state Department of

Public Health. In the past, AIDS cases

were reported voluntarily.

The emergency regulation goes into

effect immediately.

"Adoption of this regulation will enable

the department to track incidences of AIDS

statewide through the Division of Com-

municable and Venereal Diseases, and

conduct epidemiologic investigations of all

reported cases." the department's staff said

in a memo to the council.

The information will be forwarded to the

U.S. Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta

where the disease, which has struck 35

Massachusetts residents since 1981, is

being studied. Eighteen of those 35 cases in

the state ended in death, according to the

department.
"With the appropriate information,

possibly we can get to the root of the

problem." Donna E. Levin. DPH deputy

general counsel, told councilors at a

Statehouse meeting.

AP Laserphoto

The Senate will attempt business as usual as the FBI investigates a $1

million explosion that»opened a gaping hole in an inside wall of the

Capitol and damaged congressional cloakrooms.

Men suspected ofplotting takeover
INDIANAPOLIS - Three men arrested on

charges of making a bomb may have

planned to forcibly "take over" their

hometown of Clayton, a community of 700

residents, officials said Tuesday.

A federal agent testified about the alleged

takeover plan in a bond hearing for the the town

Ms. Martha (Jollins takes Kentucky

suspects. Rawleigh Wilson. Jay H. Wright

and Shane Pringle. U.S. Magistrate

Thomas Faulconer said Tuesday.

Faulconer said James Quearry. an agent of

the U.S. Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms

division of the Treasury Department.

testified that there was a plan to take over

AP — Democratic Lt. Gov. Martha

Layne Collins of Kentucky claimed an easy

victory Tuesday night to become the only

woman among 50 state governors, while the

widow of slain Rep. Larry McDonald fell

behind in a Georgia congressional race in

elections certain to be sifted for clues to

national balloting still a year ago.

In Washington state, appointed GOP
Sen. Dan Evans was on the ballot seeking

an extension of his two-month term in the

Congress. And in a featured city hall race in

Philadelphia. W. Wilson Goode. the son of a

sharecropper, was favored to become the

first black elected to lead the nation's fourth

largest city.
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ATTENTION: College Graduates,

4/1/63-6/00/64

Would you like to own a HEW CHEVROLET?

MclHTYRE CHEYROLEL Rt. 9 (east)

West Brookfield, MA.
WOULD LIKE TO HELP YOU.

WE CAN OFFER:
* Low Cost Financing
* Financing with no previous credit

* Financing with no specific down payment

IHTEKESTED: Call Stan (617) 867-7169 (student)

or call MclHTYRE CHEVROLET (617) 867-7701 ^

Now's the Hmc
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Emptrt rayairs U
r«c*n4ltl«nlnc.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

V^ 549-2660

Work For Yourself!
SNPS is looking for. . .

^ An experienced (360, 1250)
Press Operator

* Copier Operator
experience preferred

—^ see classifieds for more information ^—

Workers vacate after women complain

ColleKian photo bv Andy Heller

FLYING HIGH-A flock of birds take off from the

top of the Campus Center.

By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Building Operations workers were noticeably absent

from their perch in the University of Massachusetts

Campus Center Tuesday after Student Activities workers

complained Monday about their presence there.

According to the women, the men sit in the hallway near

the barber shop in the Campus Center and watch women as

they walk by and sometimes whistle and make sexist

remarks.

But following a Collegian article Tuesday the men were

gone from the area for most of the day.

Eunice Konieczny. office manager of the Student

Government Association (SGA). said the women who work

in the (SAO) office made a habit of walking through the

Student Union BuUding. outside, and in the Campus

Center entrance to avoid the men's stares.

"It is really intimidating." she said.

Dakin Ferris, a UMass student, who said he noticed the

men sitting there before, said. "I'm insulted that they

would be so blatant about what they do."

Forest Davies. assistant manager of Building

Operations, said after a discussion in his office the men

decided not to sit there.

"I think everybody somewhat agrees with what was said

(by the women), but it was the first time they heard

anything about sexual harassment."

UMass defines sexual harassment as "any unwanted or

inappropriate sexual attention...that can make a person

uncomfortable on the job or in the academic or living

environment and includes looks, leering, innuendos, verbal

abuse, and remarks about a person's clothing.

"

Howard Gadlin. the UMass Ombudsperson, said the

conduct of the men does constitute sexual harassment.

"I see it as a problem if some people are experiencing it as

such," he said.

Tom Ahem, SGA co-President, said Tuesday he plans to

write a letter to Davies "concerning the fact that it's pretty

obvious that it (the conduct) is harassing to the women."

Davies said he understands the women's complaint, but

that he would be "infringing on their human rights by

dictating where they (the men) should spend their breaks."

Congress backs
student aid
ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON- -The director of student financial aid

services for the Department of Education yesterday told a

lobbying group from the University of Massachusetts that

despite the Reagan Administration's recommendation.

Congress' support of eight aid programs is too strong for

them to be seriously cut this year or next,

"(Student aid) receives consistent support from both

sides of the aisle no matter who is in the White House,"

said James Moore, describing to members of Students

Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) the strong bi-partisan

backing such programs enjoy on Capitol Hill.

Although now working in the Reagan Administration.

Moore questioned why the President submitted a budget

with zero funding for three federal aid programs to

Congress, since "you (should) come up here (Capitol Hill)

with budgets that have a chance, or you're wasting your

own time and theirs."

SAFA Director Gerald Grady of the UMass poUtical

science department said the group's seventh Washington

trip, which was the first for two thirds of the 35 lobbyists,

was different this year because of the record of support

Congress has shown them.

"It wasn't 100 percent sure that his budget was going to

be defeated," Grady said of Reagan's first spending plan

made in 1981, the year after his election, when SAFA

made its first lobbying trip. "And that's when we came on

the scene, and it helped," Grady said.

Group members spent Monday and yesterday visiting

individual Congressional and senatorial offices, reaching

the majority of members of both Houses' higher education

authorizing subcommittees, including several from

Massachusetts.

In describing the supportive attitude on Capitol Hill as

well as the election year politics that made this trip "not

more challenging but a bit more exciting for the group."

Grady concurred with Moore that the political emphasis on

education in recent years is beginning to pay off.

"When we put the (fiscal year) '84 budget together we

got the message from (Office of Management and Budget

Director) David Stockman that we didn't want the same

kind of trouble we got in (fiscal year) '83." Moore said.

"This is all right except that it doesn't allow much for

growth," Moore noted of recent federal financial aid

budgets, which while being saved from cuts, have

generally failed to grow with inflation.

"The idea of free education for everybody in this country

I think is going to be as extinct as a dinosaur in a few

years," he said.

UMass can wait

on coal removal
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Because of a proposal by University officials, the

Amherst Conservation Commission has voted to Uft a

cease-and desist order that barred UMass from adding coal

tothepileatTiUsonFarm. „ t i.

The plan, written by Associate Vice ChanceUor Jack

Littlefield, calls for the 45.000 ton heap to be cut to a

manageable 12.000 tons by late May or early June.

"We were looking at a long range solution and they (the

Conservation Commission) forced us to move a little

quicker with their order." Littlefield said. "We are looking

for a place off campus to store the coal and wiU put this out

to bid soon."
. . j t i

The Commission issued the University the order on July

12th under the State's Wetlands Protection Act as an

effort to stop pollution from seeping into nearby -Taylor

Brook. The pile first came under fire in the late 197U s

when local farmers complained about the condition of the

"We needed some time to come up with a solution and I

hope this wUl eventually solve the problems. L'ttlefield

said. Littlefield also said that he did not know when the

coal would be moved off campus.
continued to pag« 4

Ahem to appoint new attomeygeneral
By TOM MIDDLETON and

JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association Co- President Tom

Ahem said he will appoint a permanent student attorney

general at tonight's Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting.

"I think the person I appoint will be able to handle the

job." Ahem said, but he would not disclose the candidate's

name until he presents it to the senate for approval.

The person appointed will need "dedication and

knowledge of the legal system." Ahern said. "They must

be able to work with the Legal Services Office, have

knowledge of the University student judicial system, and a

lot of energy."
,. k w*m u-

The Attorney General Selection Committee cohcluaea its

selection process on Monday. Oct. 31 conunittee Chair

Robert Tebceira said. The Southwest Area Government

(SWAG) assembly unanimously passed a resolution last

Thursday which demanded that Ahern appomt a per-

manent attorney general, noting that there is a vacancy

currently in the office which has existed m one form or

By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

In a teach-in last night at the New Africa House, the re-

cent invasion of Grenada was discussed by a panel of four.

The discussion, sponsored by a number of local and

University organizations, was about why the U.S. invaded

Grenada, and what the implications of the invasions are.

Marea Wexler, a member of the Amherst Chapter of the

U.S.-Grenada Friendship Society, moderated the event.

She introduced the four panelists, allowing them each

time to develop different perspectives on the invasion,

before allowing questions from the audience.

The first panelist to speak. John Bracey, Professor of

Afro-American Studies at UMass, described the invasion

in an historical context. The invasion of Grenada can only

be understood as a manifestation of expansionist American

policy stretching back to the Revolutionary War. "Empire

is the precondition of democracy" in America, he said.

"You have to understand the twentieth century and the

problems of race, class, and the politics of exploitation. 'The

U.S. is not a paper tiger. ..and has no moral restrictions" in

pursuing a policy to guarantee democracy for white

Americans. He said that in the Caribbean basin this means

"keeping black people and revolutionary ideas from being

another for several years, and that the SGA constitution

mandates that an attorney general be appointed within

three weeks of a vacancy.

"Failure to appoint an attorney general within a

prescribed period is an impeachable offense." the motion

states, and the assembly "wiU take aU actions necessary

and proper." if Ahern does not appoint an attorney

general.

Ahern said he agrees with the motion and SWAG s action.

"I'm glad they're participating." he said.

The attorney general selection committee had extended

the search twice because they felt they did not receive

enough appbcations. Teixeira said. Two of the five original

applicants withdrew from selection because of the publicity

involved and for personal reasons Teixeira said.

"The committee's responsibility is to present Tom Ahern

with a list of qualified candidates in ranked order.
"
said

Teixeira.

Ahem said he did not think there would be any problems

with the appointment. "Some members of the committee

think they should have more time, but our overriding

concern b in appointing an attorney general," Ahern said.

Africa House
in the same place."

Michael Thelwell. professor of Afro-American studies

and author of the book The Harder They Come, put the

invasion in a more immediate context. He said the invasion

was "an expression of will." It's an expression of a men-

tality in which a world power must act like a world power.

"It represents the absence of any kind of foreign policy on

Reagan's part. The invasion represents a failure of foreign

policy," Thelwell said.

In Thelwell's opinion, the sequence of events leading to

the invasion of Grenada suggests that Reagan was looking

for a "short term success" to divide American attention

from the situation in Lebanon. George McKenzie, a

member of the Third World Caucus of the Student Senate,

and Manuel Pastor, a Cuban-American graduate student in

economics, concurred with Thelwell.

Pastor dismissed the accusation of administration of-

ficials that Cubans on the island were heavily armed

troops, and said that the allegation that the airport was to

be used to "export Communism" was an example of "the

big lie: if you lie enough it becomes truth." He defended

the presence of the Cubans in Grenada as being requested

by the Grenadian government. He said that if the U.S. had

pursued justifiable foreign policy, the Cubans wouldn't

have been asked to build the airport in the first place.

mmmfmfffffgmf

Collepan photo bjr David l^rubfr

BREAK TIME--Student8 take a break yesterday to watch the men's soccer game at Boyden

Field. UMass lost to Harvard 2-0. .
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The University is scheduled to come out

with a memo outlining the permanent

solution today. Commission staff member
Peter Westover said that he expects a final

resolution of the problem by about the

summer of 1985.

Associate Professor of Forestry and

Wildlife Management Carl Carlozzi is

chairman of the Commission. He was
unavailable for comment yesterday.

Workshop held tonight

on sexual harassment

A sexual harassment education

workshop will be open to all students in-

terested in training other students on the

issues and policies regarding sexual harass-

ment. It will be held from 5:30 to 7:30

tonight in room 802 of the Campus Center.
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Car * Track * Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
549 2880

Veterans Day

10 K ROAD RACE
November 11

Alumni Stadium at 10 AM
Preregistration Nov 7-10

Table on the C.C. Concxjurse

Cost - $4 ($5 - Race Day)

-1"^

COLLEGE PIZZA
549-6073 549-6098

DIG BONUS DAY
Large One Item Pizza Small One Item Pizza

$5 plus 3 Free $3 plus 2 free

Medium Cokes Medium Cokes

4-10 PM EVERY THURSDAY
(in store purchases only)

Wide screen TV with MTV and ESPN

Located ot th» Pott#fson Corner of Southwest

CAREER DAY 1983

^ Tuesday, November 15 ^

Your Weekly Calendar - Take A Closer Look «» ^

trtf UMiviBwrv •>

V.-^

Amherst's

Complete

Microcomputing
Center

Sales & Rentals

266 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, Ma 01002

25S-567S

(located behind Silverscape Designs)

• •PRINTER SALE^^
EPSON RX-80 $299. (untUNov. n, msi

or

Purchase any of our EPSON dot matrix

or COMKEX letter quality printers

(already below list price!) and get a

FREE BOX OF COMPUTER PAPER
ojfer ends Saturday Nov. 19, 1983

Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA

• $1.50 Bar Drinks

• 60= Miller Drafts

• 85* Lowenbrau

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^ain
Happy Hour
FREE PIZZA!

$1.50 Bar Drinks

60* Miller Draft

$1.00 OFF ANY
PITCHER
OF BEER

10:00 closing 2:00 5:X

Friday

and
Saturday

DOUBLE
SHOT
DRINKS

at

regular prices

60* Miller

85* Lowenbrau

10:00 - closing

Monday
and

Tuesday

on any pizza

when you buy a

Pitcher of

Beer

5:00 - closing

Daily Happy Hours M-F 3:00 5:00
Each Night Happy Hour 10:00 - closing

1 2th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK

FIRST 100 SKIERS TO SIGN-UP ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR A FREE TRIP

ALL SKIERS SIGNED-UP BEFORE
NOV. 15 WILL RECEIVE

A FREE (5UGARDUSH VALLEY / UGNAF) T-SHIRT

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

Col!sgi2LQ ^

DE PART OF THE TRADITION

$1000 car stereo stolen

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Amherst Police reported the theft this

weekend of a car stereo valued at Jl.UW

from an unlocked car on University Dnve^

The victim reported a Sony XR-70 AM-FM

stereo cassette player missing.

Police also reported the arrest Monday of

a 22-year old Brittany Manor resident who

allegedly beat up his girlfriend Monday

morning. Amherst PoUce arrested him at

about 5 p.m. and charged him wrth assault

and battery.

Continuing this weekend's report of

driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests:

PoUce arrested a 23-year old man from

New York City. Sunday at 1:16 a.m.. after

stopping him on Southeast Street for

"erratic operation", and charged him with

DWI.

A UMass student from Saugus. 21, was

stopped Saturday at 1:30 a.m. on East

Pleasant Street after striking a curb, and

was charged with DWI. He scored 0.16 on

the breathalyzer test.

A 16-year old Colrain youth was arrested

and charged with DWI. being a minor m

possession of alcohol, running a red light

and having no Ucense. This occurred at 1:30

a.m. Sunday on Lincoln Avenue.

UMASS SKI CLUD

SOUTHWEST
MANDATORY

MEETING /PARTY

WED. NOV. 9
7:00pm SOUTHSIDE • HAMPDEN

A 21-year-old Swiss VUlage woman was

charged with DWI at 3 a.m. Saturday after

scoring 0.17 on the breath test.

Stopped for speeding Friday night on

Belchiftown Road, an 18 year-old from

Needham was arrested and charged with

DWI.

A Randolph man. 20, was arrested at 3:20

a.m. Sunday on North Pleasant Street after

being observed operating erratically, and

charged with DWI, failure to sUy within

marked lanes and having no inspection

sticker.

In other police action:

Amherst dogs kiUed $60 worth of

Uvestock this weekend in two separate

incidents. A brooking hen valued at $10 on

Belchertown Road and two piglets worth

$40 were killed.

A woman's purse and coat were reported

stolen from under a table at Poor Richard's

about midnight Saturday. The full-length

black woolen coat was valued at $200. and

the purse had $25 in it.

""""oS*™"' CINEMA
Wed. Nov. 9 - Sat. Nov. 12

The Year of Living

Dangerously

Diner

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

7:00
I

9.00

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.o(r
(with thn coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.nLonaHair
Expires 11/30/83

PIMM C«> (or an AppotntmMt I

•For nM» dtan* on»V I

FREE COIMUtTATIONS I

Istyles by DetMrabl
Am«ws1 MA/5«56tO |

SCI-TECH

BOOKSALE
/o

FOR WORK COMMITTEES

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
(ALSO MEMEDER5HIP AND SUGARDUSH SIGN-UP)

FOR MORE INFO 545-0437 400 STUDENT UNION

smniKS
OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high leve

scientific and technical books from

leading publishers Our selection

ranges through numerous dtsciphnes

including physics, chem.strv. ^ediane

mathematics, engineering, computers

and more Your savings range —
from a tremendous 65% to an

unbelievable 90% — . •
"^

On Special Sale Tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept.
^ ' " "' Open M-F 9-5

^UNIVERSITY ,„^ri„

j^fellSlOxxXl/ ^^ Campus Center
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DONT GET STUCK
PAYING HIGHER PRICES...

RESERVE NOW FOR YOUR
HOLIDAY TRAVEL

Campus Center (2nd floor)

U of Mass Amherst 01003

546-0600

;

Wkkles
nnePfint

• COPIES
• RESUMES
• LETTERHEADS
!• ENVELOPES

> FORMS
1 INVITATIONS

!• TYPESETTING

The Significance cf

Jesse Jackson's
>iesldential Candidacy
to Democratic Politics

In America

Mayor
Richard Gordon Hatcher

1 BOLTWOOD WALK NOW OPEN !!

(behind Aubuchon Hardware)

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
256-0148

^ix»i

151 MAIN ST.
(n«xt to Cathy Cr**«)

NORTHAMPTON
586-9982

M-F •:» am-fiM pm SM t:00 am-ZiOO pmM-F 8:30 aai-S:30pa Sat. 9a*-Spn

____,_j_j_j_a_i_ii_ _'Lra-jf- | ~i' ,

.
,

.-- 1

Thursday. November 10. 1983, 2 00 p m
Campus Center, Room 1009

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Mavo' Miichef ot Gary maun, wis recenii,ei»ci»d to r.,$iounh lerm He >s

(MSI president ot both the US Conle.ence o( Mayors ar^d the Nat.onai

Conterer^ce ol Blacl. Mayors Currenlly he •$ chairman ol TransAtnca the

Atr.can and CanODean al(a<rs lobby .n Washington C and Chairman ol

Jesse Jackson s Presidential Advisory Committee

sponsored by Chancellor Joseph DuH.y o. the University o. Massachusetts at Amherst and F,ve College Blac. Stud... mc

Chancellors Lecture Series

Roger S. Porter

''Exploring che Limits

of Polymer Properties"

Thursday, November U, 8 p.m.

Bezanson Hall, Fine Arts Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Over 18,000 New and Used Books

All titles are $2.00 or less.

This is a special truckload shipment

from a Midwest warehouse.

Sale runs Nov. 7 - Nov. 23

M-F 9:00 am -4:00 pm Closed Nov. 11
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Vet Day combines history, emotion

Veterans'Day is

soldiers' memorial
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

November 11, 1918 was a day of great re-

joicing. World War I was over and the boys

were coming home after four years of

fighting. The American people initially set

aside this day to celebrate the end of World

War I. The tradition was eventually carried

on to include World War II, the Korean War

and the Vietnam War.

"As a historian. World War I was the

worst and most horrible war," said Robert

A. Hart, University of Massachusetts

history professor. "12 million lives were^

taken in this useless, meat grinder war."

"The 6,000 lives taken right before the

agreed ending of the war at 11 a.m.

November 11 is symbolic of the uselessness

of the war. Apparently at 10 a.m. some fool

started a barrage of gunfighting and 6,000

men lost their lives in the hour before the

end of the war," Hart said.

According to Art Hillson, director of

Veterans Assistance and Counseling Service

(VACS), the United States has a great

responsibility to those who have risked their

lives for the country.

"We have veterans who are a lot worse off

than those buried in the cemeteries," Hillson

said. "Our government owes an enormous

debt to those who have put their lives on the

line in the name of America."

"The country is remiss in this obligation.

The government is so apt to forget the

veterans on their return," Hillson said.

"Veterans are truly the unsung heroes."

Young people may not be able to relate to

this national holiday. Hart said, because the

farther away or more removed one gets from

a particular event, the less significance it

tends to have.

"Worid War I happened a long time ago.

Veterans from Worid War II, the Korean

War and Vietnam War are to be

remembered, also," Hart said.

"The government will now have a respon-

sibility to veterans of Lebanon, Beirut and

Grenada," Hillson said. "The observance of

the national holiday will continue."

b; Drew OfWr

Dealing with shock,

Coping with experience

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian S^aff

An 18-year-old high school graduate enlists in the army

because his only experience with war is his father's •nobU

enterprise'- in Wcrrld War II. After a few months of boot

camp he is sent to Vietnam where (kath w a way oflxje^

He rr^sfnends with afelUrw soldier and ths next day he

watches hisfriend die. Hefinds himselfstanding up to his

knees in the entrails of huH felUrw soldiers.

After »w months, he returns to the U.S., lucky to be alxve.

but unlike his father, he is labeled "boby kiU^ instead ofa

"hero."

• • •

Such is the typical scenario of a candidate for the recent-

ly recognized pattern known as Post Traumatic Stress

Syndorme, said Art Hilson, director of the Veterans

Assistance and Counseling Service at the University of

Massachusetts. Hilson said this type of person does not

want anybody to know he served in Vietnam, but he needs

to talk to somebody.
.. , .. * .

"All this pressure builds up, finally after three or four

years it starts to explode, he may become violent or turn

to drugs."
,r.. . • 1

An ordained minister as well as a Ph.d. in counseling,

Hilson said the stress syndrome had previously been

associated with victims of car accidents, but became a

noticable trend with veterans of the Vietnam War.

"Every war that this country has been in. the warnor

has come home a hero, but in this instance, the wamor

was condemned," Hilson said.

"Almost every veteran who served in Vietnam has some

sort of Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome." said UMass

student David Miner, a veteran who served as a medic in

Vietnam.

Veterans organize on campus

There are more than 500 veterans of the Vietnam War

on campus. Some of them have organized the Veterans

Service Organization, a Registered Student Orpnization

which works to inform veterans on campus of available

scholarships and legislation affecting veterans.

"Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome and Agent iJrange

are two of the main issues confronting veterans of campus

today." said Peter Zenello. president of the V.S.O.

Zennello said the organization has 30 active members

who try to serve as a voice for veterans on campus.

"We try to make sure that veteran students are aware

of the pending legislation that may affect them, like the

legislation that denied PELL grants to veterans.

The Veterans AssisUnce and Counseling bervice,

located in Hampshire House, provides many services such

as tutors, emergency loans, and information. The office is

staffed almost entirely by veterans. ^
,. , „

"The greatest asset to the VACS has been the veterans

on campus who volunteer to assist their peers^ Without

them, we would not have been able to accomplish anything

worthwhile," Hilson said.

The VACS also has an outreach program, Hilson saia,

designed to inform veterans of the programs at UMass

and to encourage them to attend UMass.

"We write to area veterans and suggest that il tney

decide to use their benefits, then they should consider

coming to this school," he said.

Vets express concern

Hilson said that anybody who had served in the Vietnam

War would have concerns and questions about the United

States involvement in Grenada.

"It is a matter of policy, there are two sides; I personally

oppose the imposition of one form of government upon

another But if on one hand a country has called for

assistance and they are part of an allied consortium, then

it's understood that allies respond to a request from

allies," he said.
i ^

The Veterans Service organization has not taken a stana

on the issue because they are an apolitical organization.

Zenello said.
,

.

,

"We represent a wide range of politics, he saia.

Miner disagreed with Hilson. "1 am against aggression

period." he said. But, he said, the U.S. government has

still not finished its job in Vietnam.

"The government is still not doing everything it can.

Miner said. ^ nrwu^ j
"We are trying to establish information on FUW s and

MIA's because there are too many unconfirmed reports.

Personally. I think numbers are immaterial, if there are

Americans alive over there, even if there is only one. the

government should be making efforts to bring them

home," he said.
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Bread& Circus^ Bread C3 Lircus is . 1 T^ _ _
Lowenns: the rnee
WHATARE
NATURAL lOODS?
1 1»n ail Idis ol ilrtinilions ol ilu icriii "iiaiural

IimkIn" Ouis is pivitv simpUv As lai as wi'ic

iDiuniutl. iialiiial (<kkIs arc inaM Ixil and |K)tati)

(liips aiul MX I ifain and lisli and applis and tlutsi'

and Imji and <akt aiul praitu.illy I'vnylhinmlsi'

vouVf Ikiii raiiiii; and ilnnkiiii!; — aiul <n)()yiiii^ —

all III youi liU'.

But duifs oiu- iiui iai dilliniut- Ixiwiiii natural

loods ami, well, the otlui kind Natural IimkIs air

inissini,' a wliolt- list (ilcjuisiionahli- int"niiunts that

air .ill UK) loinniDii in ordinary suptrmaikti lair —

a(kliti\rs, lioiinoiKs, antilxKlics, pivst-rvativi-s,

nliiu-d siii,'ars. .iiiilitial lolors and lla\i)rini(s and all

soits (it diIki tluinuals lliat don't ixlont,' m anytliini;

you lal.

\i Bh ad & C'inus, naiuial IckmIs .iir all wr sill

CHICKEN
LEG QUARTERS
Our thicken lii; tjuai Uis .ire iiesh. lender, juii^y.

\r\xM ior everyday eatiiiK-and more ih.in ')07^ o\\

our lei^ulai piiie ol 79c/lb. ^-^ m

Special price: %
Bread& Circus

WHOLE WHEAT
BREAD
No ()idin.ii\ ioiniiuni.il bir.id, Birail & Circus

whole wheat is Iresh, deleiiable and baked iii,'hi in

our store, with lovr and care. No irtiiucl sugars. No
irlined Hour mu\ no cheinic.il .idditives. It's a peileil

match for our n.iiural ptaiuii butler and jains. Our
everyday pricr: Sl.()'> for a JO oz loaf.

Special price: 69Vloaf

WHO SHOULD
SHOPAT
BREAD&CIRCUS?
II vou already e.ii natural locxls, Bread & Ciieus is

the store lor you. We oHer the i(iealc.st variety of

natural loods you've ever seen. So once you start

shopping here, you won't hu\e to scramble- to

provide your lainily with a delicious and varied

menu (lit hemic al-lire iixxls.

ir you're c onsidermi^ a healthier diet, but you'iv a

little hesitant. BiracI ik Circus is the store lor you,

loo. We have a lull-time inlormation sjkc ialist to

.mswei all of your c)uesiions, a rull-tiine demonstia-

iion irntei to show you how to iiKoiporatc n.iiural

IimkIs mio your dailv menu, rex i pes by the hundreds
— and lots of samples to ii\ beloir you buy.

Natural
SHORT GRAIN
BROWN RICE
A in.iioi staple-, brown nee is ,in important |)ari ol

• m.iiu wcll-balaiKiel dieis I'lai lie .illv (Acryone lo\(s

lis subtle tl.iMH .111(1 teiide 1 eollsistc lU y .And

le inemlxi — l)idwn iier retains its bi.ni .ind nciiii

l.i\(is which contain mosi ol the \itainins and

minerals in the i{i<itii

I IcK '- \otii ojipoi tuiiits lo siiH k up on II at

.1 siL;nilnani s.i\iin,'s ( )ur (vervd.ix low Inilk piiei

4Moib. in Inilk

Special price: 29^/0,

No chemical additives,

no refined sugars,

no artificial anything. .

.

just the best natural IcxkI

you c:an buy.

Adxeilised piiees .ire v,'o<kI throuy'h NovrinlMi \.i

ofNatural FoodShopping

_

Fresh Packed

TROPICANA
ORANGEJUICE
The orange juicr that's earned a place on bivaklasi

tables all over America. It's regularly $1.()'.> ptT

Yi gallon. This week, you can buy it at a

remarkable savings.

Special price:n.m'gal

Orpanicalb Gmwn
CALIFORNIA
TOMATOES
Our tomaKHs are organic. illy grown. ri|xned red on

the vine and iminccli.itely Mown in Iroin the- West

Cloast We think they're the best available and we

display them with pride. Normally, they sell lot

8<>c/li).

Special price:

JARANTE
Ai Bie.ul & Caicus we have a unicjue fxilicy — a

gn.iianiee without conditions .That's right, il you

don't like wh.itever you buy at Bread & Circus — lor

any re.ison — you can return the unused jx)rti()n lor

.1 lull le-hind. VVe do our Ixst lo oHer only the tinest

I()(k1 available anvwheir and wr stand Ix-hind what

GRADE
MAPLE
A high-quality datk. lull-Havotx-d maple syrup ideal

lor ccK)king, lor blending with honey or lor use a.s a

lopping lor puddings, pancakes and ite cream. It's

pc-rlect lor people who like a distinct maple flavor.

We normally sell il lor $1.13/lb. in bulk

Special price: 99^/ib

Mill Creek
KERATIN
SHAMPOO
This exceptional shampcKi not only leaves your hair

lustrously dean, il also irplacc-s missing hair

protein, helps prevent si)lit ends and helps restore

|)ropei pH levels. We usually sell an IH o/ bottle lor

$:{ 2.')

Special price: ^159

Uncle Roy's ^^^^^CASHEW DELUXE
GRANOLA
i-illed with all kinds ol delic lous .inci luitiilious

ingredients. Uncle Roy's is the besl-lasling. most

jHipular gianola we sell And it's l(Kally-pr(Klu(rd

We think voiii whole l.imily will love il. Our regular

price. SI. :S">/lb.. in bulk.

Special price: 95%

Bread& Circus ^
VITAMIN C
Like all Bread & Cine us vitamins, out vitamin C
has a lull-disclosure lalxl and it's dated lor Ireshness.

And now you can buy this important vitamin lor

less than .i third ol Us regular price ol $:Mr) lor 100

,'')0() mg. tablets. ^^^^ ^
LirmI 2 fhriu-slunur I Ji M\J

Special price: 99
OUR PHILOSOPHY
At Bread & C:ircus, natural loods are more than just

a way ol business. Thcy'iv also a way of lilc Thai's

why wr do out Ixst lo provide you with the Ireshesi,

healthiest, hnest natural loexl available anywhere.

.\nd, to make sure- our IikhI lives up to its manul.ic-

lure-i's ckiims and is accuiately labeled, our stall

experts i luc k our every item. Why.' Because we

won't sell what wr don't Ixlievc- in. We genuinely

care about what vou e.il

Mountain Hwhrr\r / Mountain riim
59^/ib YOGimT

Made wilhoui any irlined sugars, this honey-

swc-elent-d yogurt is available in many delicious

Havors. It's great lasting and it's gcK)d lor you. Its

great lor suae ks and great lor breakfast or lunc h. We
usually sell it at ()0c .m 8 oz. container

Special

price: 3fJ129
CLOVER
HONEY
It's unccx)ketl and unfilteivd and it's one of our most

popular and best-tasting honeys — and it's prcx)l that

we have everyday low piices, tex). Buy it at our bulk

liquids section, the only one in town.

Everyday low price.

OUR PRICE
POUCY
We Ixlieve natural lotxls don't have to Ix- expensive

— and we intend to prove it. Oir pricing px)licy

Ix-gins with a search lor the Ixst natural loexl

available. Once we find it, we use the puich.ising

|X)wei of the Bread & Circus chain to Ijuy .is much
as we can at the lowest |X)ssible price. Ihen we pass

the .savings on to you.

C^an you buv IckxI chea^x-r elsewhere;' \'c-s — but not

much ( heapei. C'an you buy top equality natural

IcHxl anywhere else at prices lower than we oiler

every da\ .' Almost impossible. And our s|x-i ials are

(•\rn harder lo Ix-at

Poland Sprint
SPARKLmC
WATER
(leiuialK .i( kiiowle-clged .is oneot the Ix'st tasting

bottled waic-is. Il (l(K-sn'i cont.im the- dubious che-m-

ic als olien louncl in ordinary tap water. This week,

wc-'ir selling it at a third oil its low i-\e-ryclav piier of

2 2Ho/. bottles lot ')<lc

/.mill l> /mi ( iisliiiiin ^^

Special price: Jj ]
99C

Monday lliiough Saturday Main -Mp.in

Sunday 12-()|).m.

Bread & Citrus will opi-n a( 1p.m.

Veterans Day, I'liday. November Uth

Mountain Farms Mall — Route 9

Hadley Massachusetts

(4i:{).-)mi-'>!»:{2

Rain c hee ks available il supplies run out.
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done
Politics
they've

it again
"YX T ell folks, can you stand one more voice speaking

\l\lo\xt on the battle over the SGA Attorney General

y V controversy currently being waged on the pages

of this newspaper? If you can, I'm certain you'll find some

real light being shed on the matter, instead of a volley of

slanders and accusations.

As SGA Affirmative Action Officer, one of my respon-

sibilities is to ensure that any searches done for vacant,

student positions funded through the Student Activities

Trust Fund (SATF) receive thorough advertising,

soliciting applications. This applies particularly to areas

that are accessible to women and minorities. I was assured

by the Chair of this past spring's Attorney General

Selection Committee. Liz Hill, then Acting Attorney

General, that this was done. Therefore, as far as af

firmative action is concerned. I found no violations.

Mary L. Palazzo— |Does the SGA Heed new ideas?
What to me appears to be the central point of this whole

controversy is this: the main argument I have heard from

Co Presidents Charlene AUen and Tom Ahern for not

appointing a permanent Attorney General last spring, is

that there were not enough applicants to begin with. There

reaUy is no problem with that argument: it is, m fact, a

very valid one— for extending an application deadbne or

starting an entirely new search. However. Tom and

Charlene did not bring their concern over the lack of ap-

pUcants up until after the entire selection process had been

completed. Only after the candidates had been in^

terviewed. and only after the selection committee had

made its final recommendations for appomtment to

Attorney General to Tom and Charlene did they state that

they did not feel there were enough applicants to begin

with, and they intended to conduct another search for the

position in the fall, leaving Liz HiU as Acting Attorney

General until that time.
.

"And that's the way it was." As I have consistently

maintained throughout this entire controversy and have

repeatedly tried to emphasize to both Tom and Charlene

that since the Co-Presidents had the sign-up sheet for

appUcations in their office, and were fully aware of the

number of applicants they had received for the position

when the deadUne for applications closed, that if they felt

they did not have a large enough applicant pool, the time to

stop the selection process or extend the deadUne for ap-

pUcations was then, 6e/ore and further steps in the process

had taken place, not after the entire process had been

completed. . .

Technically in a search, the appointmg authority—m the

case of Attorney General, the Co-Presidents-must select

a person to fill a position from the finalists recommended

by the search/selection committee. If the appointmg

authority feels that none of the finaUsts are truly quaUfied.

they must make a strong case to prove that, m order to

refrain from choosing. „ . ,, • t i

No such case exists against Dakin Ferris. He is a Legal

Studies major, has worked with LSO. and has been a

student senator. The selection committee felt he was fully

qualified for the position of Attorney General.

Although I cannot verify all of what Dakin has said in his

editorials, the majority of it. to my knowledge, « true. If it

is said with anger. I think it is an anger that is both un-

derstandable and justified.
, J -.u

Writing this was not an easy decision. I have worked with

all the parties involved for nearly a year, and have become

friends with aU of them. StiU. I cannot let my friendship

with Tom and Charlene obscure the fact that I believe that,

however weU intentioned their motives may have been

they were very, very wrong not to appomt Dakin Ferris to

the office of Attorney General this past sprmg.

Hopefully, my perspective wUl assist the student body m
making up their own minds about this controversy, and it

is my hope they wUl take the time to express their opinion,

be it on the pages of this newspaper or to their Senators or

to the Co-Presidents themselves.

Mary L. Palazzo is the SGA Affirmative Action Officer

The present situation in the SGA Senate is intoler-

able. The level of almost childish bickering and

rhetoric has reduced two very important issues in-

to two mutually exclusive opposites; that of local issues

versus that of national and international issues. This has

created an ugly wall which deteriorates lines of com-

unication. and undermines process.

Josh Meyer
The Collegian has received a large volume of letters

either supporting or condemning the SGA veto of a

Grenada statement, as we have anytime the SGA does

anything. When are people going to realize that BOTH
are necessary, that by refusing to address issues of na-

tional and international importance, the Senate would be

guilty of neglect as representatives of the citizenry of the

US. RepresenUtive democracy is based on the active

participation of all sectors of the society, not just on the

legislature of the government.

The student government of one university may not be

able to influence federal policy, but by making a stand for

what they feel is just (as a representative body), they can

contribute to a larger voice that is heard by the govern-

ment we elect. National outcry has saved us from inept

government too many times to neglect it.

If the SGA has not effectively addressed local issues

such as housing, educational services, etc., why not look

into the causes and effects of these failures and neglects

instead of condemning other Senators for debating the

"wrong" things like national and domestic affairs?

Why not do something positive like suggest the forma-

tion of a National Affairs committee within the Senate to

facilitate discussion and formulation of a consensus opi-

nion before an issue comes up on the Senate floor? If the

Senate can do this for Academic Affairs and Public

Policy, than why not do it for the other issues that they

waste their time arguing over on the Senate floor?

A committee such as this could help educate a largely

uninformed Senate body on issues such as Grenada so

decisions can be made on a rational level, not an emo-

tional one. It isn't as simple as "US out of
• ••."(Add any third world country that happens to

be at war.) The Senate spends more time debating about

whether or not to discuss issues like Grenada than it does

debating the actual issue. Why not do the research and

education in a committee where concerned members of

the Senate can draft an amendment, and get the bicker-

ing out of the way? Save the Senate floor for voting, and

frri*/ discussion of other amendments from the commit-

tees.

It is true that the Senate should spend more time on

local issues, or at least more time implementing pro-

grams that they have recognized to be in the students' in-

terest. Maybe if they stop bashing their heads against

this imaginary wall, they will succeed.

Josh Meyer is the Collegian Editorial page Editor

Letters
-"*""

Let's cut the crap, and work

The Student Government Association is here for one

purpose: to serve the needs of the students we represent.

Of late, it seems that many of us seem to be intent on

harassing each other into an excited state of frenzy. The

result of this is that our effectiveness as a governmg body

is diminished-to the detriment of the students. So. let s cut

the crap and get back to work.

Dissent is a student issue

To the Editor,
, ^ ^ , .

Lately there has been quite a bit of debate over what is

and what is not a student issue. Most of this debate stems

from the recent consideration of a motion during a Stu-

tervention in Grenada. Is this an issue that students

should be concerned with? I would contend it is a very,

very important student issue.

The invasicm ofGrenada is a student issue. Many voted

against the resolution (or didn't vote at all) because they

felt that this is not something with which the Senate

should concern itself. This attitude is a mistake.

The issue is student lives. This country has troops in

both Grenada and Lebanon right now, and it is possible

that we will be in Nicaragua soon. The possibility of a war

and a draft is close at hand, and that is a real issue for at

least 50 percent of the population of this campus. One
former UMass student has already been killed in Lebanon.

Many more could follow.

We are all over 18, and citizens of this country. To that

extent, we have both a right and a responsibility to make
our voices heard. The fact that students have not done so

in the recent past can be directly connected to our lack of

political clout on national, state, local, and campus levels

(The U.S. is one of the few countries where this state of af-

fairs exists). We must not allow the myth of the

"apathetic student" to live on.

Students were a major force in ending the Vietnam war.

If we are to have a say in whether students once again

fight in someone else's land, we have to mobilize ourselves

in the same way-campus by campus. No one else is going

to do it for us.

Students have already said that this issv£ is important.

500 to 1000 students, our constituents, attended rallies

concerning the invasion. This reflects a strong feeling on

this campus. As their representatives, we have a respon-

sibility to at least take a stand.

Less than 50 percent of the Senate decided this issue last

week. The roll-call indicates that 45 percent of the body

was absent, and 9 percent abstained from the vote. By
allowing the issue to be decided by a minority of the

Senate, we have failed to meet our responsibility to take a

clear stand.

Students are citizens of this country. Therefore, they

should participate in its decision-making process. I for one

am going to, and I invite all of you as students to attend

tonights Senate meeting, in CC room 163 at 7 p.m.

Tom Ahern
Campus President, SGA

. . . and more on the SGA
To the Editor,

This is a response to the article on Nov. 3, Grenada

Motion Causes SGA ujaikout. I found myself laughing un-

controllably in the Campus Center Reading room by the

fifth paragraph of the article, not at the reporter's humor,

but at the incredibly ridiculous situation the poor woman

was unfortunate enough to report on.

Apparently, the two student presidents were upset with

the fact that a resolution condemning the U.S. mvasion of

Grenada was defeated during the meeting. So severe was

their outrage and disappointment, their course of action

was to walkout of the senate government meeting over

which they preside as presidents. It is obvious that this

response is based on pure, unadulterated immaturity, for

the co-president's walkout implies the fact that they cannot

cope with differing political opinions with their own. Ihe

co-president's action was in itself oppressive. For by

vacating the meeting the presidents refused to respect the

fact that a dissenting opinion existed, and m essence,

oppressed this opinion by using their presidential powers

in an abusive way. They dramatically defined the term

"Sore Losers" and disrespected the democratic process

upon which this country is based.

George McKenzie. a Third World Caucus senator and

supporter of the resolution, went so far as to resign his

position after the defeat of the resolution; for the foUowmg

reason: "There is no way I can continue to participate with

a body of students who can go along with the government

and say it's all right to invade." ... t

If Mr. McKenzie feels he cannot participate with a body ot

students whose opinions differ from his, he should not have

pursued the controversial position of senator. To resign

his position due to confUcting opinions is a cowardly,

narrow-minded action.

The Student senate is not a means for its presidents to

coerce pubUc opinion by abusing their political clout, but a

representative democratic assembly which recognizes and

respects student opinion and rights. The SGA presidents

ignored this fact last Wednesday and unfortunately wiU

probably do so again in the next meeting, for a sunilar

motion is already in the process of being planned.

Lisa Stratouly

Patterson

Southwest
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Our compact
home entertainers

save more than space
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GE portable AM/FM
stereo radio/cassette

recorder, 20.00 off!

119
REG. 139.95

With compact slimline design,

unit features an oversized 2-way

4-speaker system, stereo accent

switch, twin built-in condenser

microphones and more. AC/DC.
#3-6000 Batteries not included

GE personal

AM/FM stereo

radio, 5.00 off!

REG. 24.99

Super slim design,

lightweight stereo

headphones, AM/FM
dial scale tuning,

bell clip. #7-1600
Battericf not included.
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Yorx compact
twin cassette

stereo, 30.00 off!

139~
REG. 169 99

Record from tape to

tape, from built-in turn-

table or AM/FM stereo

tuner. LED function in-

dicator; volume, balance

and tone controls, more.

«M2677

^
H

GE AM/FM
Space Saver

clock radio

REG. 27.99

Digital clock radio

wakes you to music or

alarm. Snooze bar,

sleep switch, red

LED readout. #7-4625

YORX

V -;

Panasonic

12-in.* color

TV, 50.00 off!

249»«
REG. 299.99

One-touch picture

control, color pilot,

UHF, VHF antennas.

CATV antenna connector.

#CT2012 Mir warranty

one year parts and labor, two years

on picture tut>e 'Diagonal measure

On a tight budget? You don't

have to miss a good buy. Use
our convenient layaway.

Available at the Bradlees below;

SALE NOW THRU SATURDAY

BKiiltecsK
iT)

MosterCord VISA

One o< Th« Slop A Snop Companias

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD

Black Affairs
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Grenadians set stage for invasion

AP L»»»rphotn

Philadelphia's democratic candidate W. Wilson

Goode flashes a victory sign to photographers

before voting in Philadelphia early Tuesday.

Polls indicate Goode is the leading candidate; a

victory would make him Philadelphia's first black

mayor.

By DR. MANNING MARABLE
Special to Black Affairs

Today a black man. Frank "Parky" Grace, is locked up in

a federal penitentiary in Memphis Tennessee. For almost

a decade he has been imprisoned for a crime he did not.

commit. His only offense was his unyielding commitment

to Black political rights and equality. Grace's ordeal is a

testament to the systemic racism of the American criminal

justice system.

Fifteen years ago, Grace was a well-known and respected

Black activist in New Bedford, Massachusetts. After his

discharge from the U.S. Army in December, 1968, he

quickly became involved in a series of peace-oriented,

human rights and Black Power organizations.

New Bedford police arrested him at least 14 times in a four

year period, on a variety of absurd and unsubstantiated

charges: "Conspiracy to commit anarchy," "conspriacy to

overthrow the government," "public drunkeness," and

By NORMAN HILL
Special to Black Affairs

Black Americans have reacted with concern to the recent

invasion of Grenada. Clearly, black Americans have a

particular interest in political developments in that tiny

island country with a population of some 110.000 blacks.

Indeed blacks and all Americans are concerned with the

question of whether the invasion was at all justified. Amid

much confusion surrounding Grenada, it would be wor-

thwhile to examine the recent history of that troubled

island before drawing any firm conclusions about the

advisability of the U.S. response.

In the 1970s Grenada was ruled by one Sir Eric Gairy, a

politician attracted to the study of UFOs, the occult, and

extra-terrestrials. Sir Eric's rule was characterized by

corruption and intimidation of the political opposition by

means of a private pro-government band of criminals

known as the "Mongoose Gang." Yet a political opposition

was permitted to function, trade unions had some degree

of independence, and the judiciary was independent of the

state.

Nonetheless, popular discontent with his administration

led to a growth in the popularity of Maurice Bishop and the

New Jewel Movement (its name stands for Joint Endeavor

for Welfare. Education and Liberation) he led. In 1979,

Bishop replaced Sir Eric in an armed takeover.

In short. Maurice Bishop differed in one important

respect from Sir Eric Gairy - he was a more ruthless and

able tyrant. The people of Grenada were subjected to four

years of intensive "revolutionary" indoctrination. Their

tiny island was transformed virtually overnight into an

island fortress complete with the East Caribbean's best

equipped army and hundreds of Cuban. East German.

Bulgarian and Soviet advisers.

The Grenada under Maurice Bishop, further aroused the

concern of its neighbors by building, with massive Cuban

Assistance, a new airport which had the capability of

serving as a base for Soviet-bloc bombers.

Thus, when in a mid October miliUry coup, the Bishop

regime was overthrown and Bishop murdered together

with other government leaders, there no k>nger was any

semblance of government on Grenada.

It was in this context the the black led East Caribbean

nations appealed to the U.S. to lead a multi-national in-

vasion of the island in the interest of stability and

democracy.
Small pockets of primarily Cuban resistance remain on.

the island today. But the miliUry action on the part of the

U.S., Jamaica, Barbados, and other East Caribbean

nations appears to have succeeded in wresting control of

the island from the Cuban-backed killers in the Grenadian

military junU. Not surprisingly, the black population of

the island has welcomed the American and Caribbean

forces as liberators and not as invaders.

The Grenadian people are probably the ones who are most

surprised at the great outcry on the part of many world

leaders.

• Clearly any committment of American forces is a grave

one, particularly when it leads to the loss of lives.

Moreover, there may be some justification to the view

that the invasion of Grenada violates some tenets (»f in-

ternational laws. The preponderance of evidence suggests

that there was sufficient justification for the action taken

by the United States at the urging of a number of Carib-

bean democracies.

Of course, what matters most now is the holding of open

elections in which the people of Grenada will be able freely

to select a new government which represents their desires

and interests. Only such a result will justify the military

action taken by the United States and its Caribbean allies.

Only such a result will bring with it the applause and

support of blacks, and all Americans dedicated to the cause

of democracy at home and abroad. Only such a result will

signify that those who lost their lives in Grenada have not

died in vain.

American 'justice' system
"conspiracy to commit murder."

Grace was one of the victims of the FBI's Counter-

intelligence Program (COINTELPRO) which arrested,

harrassed and executed political dissidents. Grace's free

shoe and clothing program for the city's poor, and a break-

fast program for children were viewed as dangerous and

subversive. But the authorities still had no evidence to put

him behind bars permanently. On August 8, 1972, Marvin

Morgan of Providence, Rhode Island, and two other Black

men came to New Bedford to purchase drugs. Getting into

a scuffle with some local men, Morgan was shot and later

died. Ross Grace, Parky's brother, committed the

shooting: Parky Grace was on the other side of town ihat

night, and learned of the incident a half-hour later. Grace

was arrested, handcuffed, and was viciously beaten on the

way to the station headquarters. Taken to a backroom, he

was froced to walk through a gauntlet of officers, who

pounded him with fists and clubs. When Grace finallv

resisted, he was electric shocked, blackjacked, and clubbed

to the floor. His legs were pulled apart and he was

repeatedly kicked in the groin; his hands were bloodied

and even bitten. The bruUl beating left Grace with

permanent eye damage, permanent back and side spams,

chipped teeth scars, bloody urine and testicle pain.

But the forces of "justice" lett nothing to chance. Grace's

supporters at Boston's Community Organization Toward a

New Survival (C.O.N. S.) have evidence which indicates

the bizarre "railroad" of Parky Grace.

Ross Grace, the man who pulled the trigger, was given

life with the possibUity of parole in 15 years. Parky Grace,

who was innocent, received "Natural Life Imprisonment -

absolutely no parole.

Despite the beatings, the torture, and the mjustice o! his

imprisonment. Parky Grace reUins his humanity - a

commitment to struggle. His ordeal is. in no way small,

the political battle for justice for all the oppressed.

BEARDSLEY'S
WE BUY RECORDS-

N
E
W

DYNAMITE
RECOKDS
$2.36 each
MAXELL UDXL II C90

TDK SA90
NO LIMIT

Thomes, a marketplace plual 584-1580

WE BUY TAPES

U
S
E
D

Fine antique and vintage

Jewelry ^^"^

BUYING AND SELLING:

ANTIQUE JEWELRY,

ENGAGEMENT RINGS,

GOLD, STERLING, ETC.
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JLECTRICA
ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS

Our recruiter will be visiting your campus on

November 16, 1983
Contact the job placement office for

interview times and appointments.

"X THINK
ilE NEED K NEW

• l
•'

Judge the patentability ot scientific and engineering discoveries made

by R & D engineers, inventors and scientists world-wide as a

PATENT EXAMINER
in Washington. DC

I he Patent and Trademark Office has unique career opportunities

offering • Challenge and responsibility • Career growth • Outstanding

career Federal Government service benefits

For more information about your career as a Patent Examiner

contact:

I
;s /^

Ivlanager. College Relations

Office of Personnel

Patent and Trademark Office

Washington. DC 20231

Call toll-free 800-368 3064

(703) 557-3631 (Collect inVA)

^*
*»»^ o*^ Co,

\
1^. t

*»V»TES O*
*"/

A Lorg* Assortm#nt

of PictoriQl WqII & DmK Col^ndors

How Avoiloblo

Located In th* Campus C*nt#r

Op.nM.F9.5 ^UNIVERSITY
Sot 11-4

¥ Now Hiring

for Holidays &- Intersession
ON-CAMPUS

JOBS
VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE

and
TRAINING

*
*

WANT
YOU

If you are an upperclassman or a graduate student, we will train you to

discuss the financial needs of your University with its alumni.

Telefund will pay ^-6 an hour for your time a few evenings a ^^,^'''
^^^^^^^

to alumni from all walks of life, from every type of profession about the

University Alumni Fund.

If

4-

Telefund is located at Memorial Hall,

stop in and pick up an application or call us at 545-3509 if you have any questions.
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Neighborhoods grow up
The Neighborhoods

Saturday, Nov. 5

Hangar One

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

The snow had been advertised as a "new

music dance party," and that, it turns out,

was a most fitting description. Two of the

heavyweights of the Boston and NYC rock-

new wave scenes, the Neighborhoods and

the Certain Generals, came to town last

Saturday night to make it all possible for

the large, enthusiastic crowd in attendence.

The Neighborhoods, for the unfamiliar,

are and have been one of the best unsigned

bands in Boston for four years now. They

first rose to prominence in the summer of

1979, when they won Boston's first annual

Rock and Roll Rumble, Now, some four

years and two bass players later, the Hoods

are a changed, more mature band.

The Neighborhoods are. and always have

been, a threesome. Original members
David Minehan (guitar, lead vocals) and

Mike Quaglia (drums) were joined by

bassist Lee Harrington about a year ago to

form the current line-up. The Hoods, often

characterized by the brisk, breakneck pace

of their music, still play at the same speed.

The difference, however, is in more
mature, thought provoking, and elaborate

lyrics.

The Neighborhoods played songs from

both their early days ("Think it Over,"

"She's so Good," and "Arrogance") and
more recent times ("Rhyme, Rhyme," "The

Witness," and "Innocence Lost"). About
five songs into the show (all of which were
played at a breakneck pace), the densely

packed dance floor slowly began to clear as

some in the dancing crowd began to tire.

Now, it seemed, would be the ideal time for

a change of pace. The Hoods responded

appropriately, and much to my surprise,

with an old song, the slower paced "Mr.

Reeves." At the show's end the Hoods were

wooed back to the stage for obligatory

encores, one of which was a cover of the

Buzzcock's "Ever Fallen in Love."

What does the future hold in store for the
Neighborhoods, who were once described
by a TYouser Press reviewer as "the best

extant band in America today"? Only
uncertainty. They have been one of the top

local bands in New England over the past

four years, playing throughout the region.

NYC. and as far South as Washington D.C.
They have successfully established both

their name and a following. Yet they are

limited by one factor, a lack of vinyl for the

potential listener.

In the four years they've existed, they've

released only one record (a single). That

was "Prettiest Girl" b/w "No Place Like

Home." which garnered heavy (local)

airplay after it was first released, but is

now somewhat dated. When reached for

comment about a future release, the band

replied that an LP they recorded some two

and a half years ago (produced by Rick

Harte). that wasn't released due to legal

implications, may now actually be released.

How soon though, is as yet, unclear.

In the meantime, the only real exposure

to the Neighborhood's music will be

through their live show, which, on

Satui^ay night, was most enjoyable.

SUNDAY

6 a.m.
Gloryroad
Gospel Show

10 a.m. Zamir

12 p.m.Under-
currents

MONDAY

6 a.m. Jazz
with Quinton
Wilder

TUESDAY

t) a.m. Fern
S p e i r e n

9 a.m. Stormy
Monday Blues

12 p.m. BMCP

9 a.m. Blues

wth Bob Doyle

WEDNESDAY

6 a.m. Louis

Alfred III

12 p.m. Frank
P u 1 z a n n i

3 p.m. BMCP

7 p.m. Coun-
try, Blues and
Bluegrass

10 p.m. Bar-
ron Roland

2 a.m. Over-
n igh t

6 p.m. Focus

9 a.m.
Midweek Blues

12 p.m. BMCP

3 p.m. Beat
Escape with
Nightmare

5:30 p.m. Mr.

Ted

7 p.m. Coiicep-

to Latino

10 p.m. BMCP

2a.m. Over-
night

7 p.m. Miss

P r 1 s s

3 p.m. Carol

Lowman and
the Rhythm
Section

6 p.m. BBC
College Concert

7 p.m. Terp-
sichorean
Cacophony

»_•_•••_• •

CollcglaB pkoto by Nuci

Dave Minehan of the Neighborhoods who performed Saturday night at

Hangar One

Opening for the Neighborhoods were the

Certain Generals, a NYC outfit, and (as was
advertised) "the top unrecorded band" in

that city. The band is a foursome consisting

of a bassist, a guitarist, a drummer (a

woman who was quite good) and a lead

vocalist. Their music is best described as

experimental rock, of varied tempos, with

lead vocals delivered in an intense, yet

introverted manner. They began in a

mediocre fashion, but the final few songs of

their set were very good, and persuaded

some to the dance floor.

Now if only these two bands would

release records...

THURSDAY

6 a.m. Pine
Street Jazz
Society

9 a.m. Concep-
to Latino

12 p.m. Ben
Wilder

3 p.m. Steve

Diamond Show

5:30 p.m. In-

vestigation

FRIDAY

6 a.m.

Keith

Johnson

9 a.m.

Concep ^^

Latino

12 p.m.

BMCP

3 p.m.

Soul

Furnace

SATURDAY

8 a.m. Polka
Bandstand

1 p.m. Concep-
to Latino

3 p.m. BMCP

WO

g

10 p.m. Life in

the Foodchain

2 a.m. Over-

n i gh t

10 p.m.
Dadavision

2 a.m. Death
Church

6 p.m. Sport-

s t al k

7 p.m. BMCP

6 p.m.
Athena's

Web

10 p.m. BMCP

2 a.m. Over-

n igh t

7 p.m.
Night
c 1 u b

10 p.m.
Scotty

Dread

2 a.m.
Gospel

Show

6 p.m. Reports

in Color

7 p.m. BMCP

10 p.m. BMCP

2 a.m. Soft
and Easy Cm
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Quality Stereo Systems from $299

Maxell XLII-90's for $2.49 each,

10 for $24 (through Sept.)

A wide selection of car stereos

expert installation.

Sony's awesome new compact

disc players.

Twenty-nine incomparable loud-

speakers. Two sound rooms in

which to compare them.

Knowledgeable staff and a fully-

equipped, factory-authorized

service department on the

premises.

Choose from the area's finest

selection of high-technology (but

not necessarily high-priced) hifi.

ADC
AR

Audio Technica

Avid

Boston Acoustics

BSR
B&W

Celestion

Concord

dbx

Denon

Discwasher

Dual

Empire

Fried

Hafler

Harman/Kardon

Jensen Video

JVC
Maxell

Mobile Fidelity

Nitty Gritty

Onkyo

Ortofon

Pioneer

Pyramid

Sheffield Lab

Shure

Sonus

Sony

Stanton

TDK
Teac

Telarc

Thorens

vy^

<i

WHERE ELSE!

ottttdg Music
92 King St., Northampton •584-9547 •M-S 10-5:30, Th. 'til 9

ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
FOR SPRING 1984

Reserving
your
Current
Room
Assignment

Changing
your
Room
Assignment

Roommate
Requests

In-House
Room

Request
Forms

Questions?

Please read carefully

If you intend to keep your present dormitory assignment,

personally sign up with your Resident Director/ Residence

Hall Manager on Monday, November 14. DEADLINE FOR
ROOM RESERVATION IS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14.

If you want to keep your present dormitory assignment
while also submitting a preference form you must do
the following:

1. Sign up for a room in your dorm on either Monday,

November 14 or Tuesday, November 15.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the

lower right corner is a box you must "check" if you vyish

to be returned to your dorm if your dorm or area choices

cannot be met.

YOUR OLD DORMITORY ASSIGNMENT IS

GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.

If you wish to move to another room in the same
dormitory, you must sign up with your Resident

Director/ Residence Hall Manager. Deadline for moving
within a dormitory is Tuesday, November 15.

If you wish to move to another dormitory, you must com-

plete a Housing Preference Form. Deadline for returning

completed Housing Preference Forms to the Housing

Assignment Office is Wednesday, November 23.

Preference Forms may be dropped off at any Area Operations

Office (Southwest-JFK Lobby, Northeast/Sylvan-Johnson,

Central/Orchard Hill-101 Baker).

If you wish to move to another dormitory to room with a

student already assigned to that dormitory, you must

together complete a Roommate Request Form. Deadline

for returning Roommate Request Forms to the Housing

Assignment Office is Wednesday, November 16.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a dor-

mitory to which neither of you is currently assigned, you

must each complete a Housing Preference Form. These

forms should be identical (with the exception of the "check"

box) and stapled together. Deadline for returning Housing

Preference Forms is Wednesday, November 23.

If, during the regular In-House Room Choosing period, you

were unable to secure a particular type of accomodation (a

particular single or double room), please contact your

Resident Director/ Residence Hall Manager and fill out an In-

House Room Request Form. Rooms that become available

during Intersession will be assigned according to seniority, to

those students who have filled out this form and returned it

to their Resident Director/ Residence Hall Manager.

If you still have questions about the Room-Choosing pro-

cess please contact your House Staff or the Housing

Assignment Office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

ilJ ./;. f '^J^iJ'^
• jvnU't^' > ,

' . vl /,i . a' . , . - . \y%iyf.
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OPEN RUSH
all UMass men
Kappa Fra

invited
.temity

TONIGHT 7-9 pm
next to Gorman Dorm.
Refreshments served

call 545-3197 for info

Conc«rned about career development end

financial need? The Office for Cooperative

Education place* student* In exciting paid

positions In business. Industry and flovern-

ment which complement their University

'spring semester openings for School of

Management majors Include:

The U.S. Patent Office—excellent salary

Agway Corp.-coporate headquarters

Filene's Dept. Store -Mgt. and Marketing

Stop and Shop -Internal Auditing

General information session November 10,

12:30 pm School of Management rm 101

Tomorrow: CFNR majors

Office for Cooperative Education

RooTi no Thompson Han

Univefsciy o' Massachusetts

Amherst Massachusetts 01003

REMEMBER

Today is a

Friday class

sciiedule

T La Cucina di

PINOCCHI

1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, Mass.

549-3669

OPEN WEEKDAYS 11 am - 2 am
SUNDAYS 4 pm - 2 am

Wednesday Is

SPAGHETTI DAY
Qt PInocchIo

spaghetti and meatballs $3.00

served with salad, bread andbutter

I
$1 .00 off every

j

PITCHER of
I

j
Miller or Lite

j

I with this_coupon__ i

From 5 till 12 PM
Also serving Baked Lasagna

and HomemadeManicotti and Rayij

Wednesday, November 9, 1983

HYPNOSIS CENTER
358 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Short Cour»#»«
^*^^^

• memory, concentration, motivation •

• speed reading • Language Learning •

• weight control •

On Ookig Servket
• Sports • Stage fright • Exam panics •

• relaxation • self hypnosis • and more •

IS

TOMIOHrS SPECIAL I

Yodko & Tonic
|

$1.00 I

TIMEm OUT
Free
'opcorn

I

i

Two T.V.'s

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula, " a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS/SAM MEETING
RepresenUtive from Western Mass. Latin Sohdanty

Committee (WMLASC) wiU talk about intervention m

Third World countries. Everyone welcome. 7 p.m. 4^

Student Union

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION - Please attend Animal

Rights Coalition meeting - talk on fur-trapping, m-

formatiMi on relevant issues. 7 p.m. 811 CC

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - You are invited to bring a

lunch and join others dedicated to the pursuit of wide open

conversation on various issues of theological import. 12:15

p.m. 428 Student Union

Amherst's Dlgg^st Little Dor

37 N PI#QSQnt

Amherst, MA

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Trumpet Virtuoso

MAURICE ANDRE
with the

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Robert Gutter, Conductor

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1 3, 8 PM

Tickets: $11, $9, $7

Five College Students '/» Price

Available at Fine Arts Center Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield Civic Center

545-2511

Wednesday

November 9, 1983

Campus Center - 7-9:30 pm

CAREERS IN VISUAL ARTS
MANAGEMENT AND SALES

with

Carlene Joyce Meeker,

Artist Consultant

and
Harriet Rogers,

Owner/ Manager of Skera

This workshop provides critical information to you as

you build your own career in arts administration.

Next workshop: Careers In Performing Arts

Management
- Entertainment Law

- Role of Agent/Manager

To register for this FREE workshop, please call

AES at 54&-23e0

SDonsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Divi-

sion^ Continuing Education at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst with the support of the|

University Arts Council.

r CHALLENGING
= ENGINEERING POSITIONS ^

WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH m
1 PortsmoutrWav "i;!pyard. Portemouth. New Hampshire, has opemngB for:

|
2 Electrical Engineers gs Mechanical Engineers ^

S meoine syetems and equipment. ^= ,^„r, i*»v*»l nftvinc over $26,000 within 2% years =S Career advancement to joumeyrnan ^^""^^^^^^^^"^ ^
' S

1 if hired at GS-5 and 1 % years if hired at GS-7 level.

^
I BS Engineering degree and U.S. Citizenship required.

|
= ^ *•. • u.A^ ^r^oa wnrkinff davB paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13 work- s

I^TC ^d"stk^eave"°oiS'ti^S;.g'^retirernent program - choice of health &
|s life insurance programs. g

S « «. >, TNjoxrai qviinvard was established in 1800 and employs over 9,000
"

S Portsmouth Nav^ Shipyaraw^esx^au ^ ^ maintenance and moder-

I le2^on B^eand other activities are available withm mmutes.

I The Shipyard Recruiter wiU be on campus on November 18. 1983.
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Hato...

I17UK£1HB
}M/eep.fOR WHYClJN'r

mfOiP'ti VW COOK IT

He^WNGWtACe' [Pioofiseif^

/

Me?

LOOK, MU5H-

WR-»WIN5...
vwveGOT
APHoweeooK..
nt NOT M£ANT
FOR STUFFING

TVRK6V*).

Bin'-

\

fmrmmf
*2& Cm*/ m/v fW ew\iN&,
NOW rW JUST HAt BWi l\

Scrod Dan DeBellis

5CR0D?- iVE got /^ BI6

PP^BI^M j I'M MAbLV IN

LCVE WITVi BRJ0KE SHIELbS [ I

WELL, I'm TW^HSFERRIMG TO

PRINCETON.. WHfRE I'LL

HOPEfUtY rviEETHER...

t)ATE HER., .THEN MARRV
HER.

Heynwrr...! think

VOokE CVERL00K»M6 A

PEVO MAJOR ??.OBLf»*\S

HERE

'

/ o
UIKE WH«T ?l|

WCU ,TTS «V CV^iS jme'c

PREFER SftMEONE A BT WG"
6ER ANt> A LOT LESS SC^^lV.

KSftES UXJULD VOl/ UKE TO
60 THROUGH LIFE tOMH THE

NAME BtoOKETROUTl
/ •

50,^H€CAlJ«E»>

Superbad by G.H.

U^iKiG Mli wo^yAU e.T^eK]6TH, ,".

AWA-i"

J'^-^

LET^ (^A-bT HlM^

After The Fall
by R. Miller

Wilson Low by CC. McFly

LMICKtY TWPPt-R] THtSE RA6^LU^N CLONE /V"

(*J^TM£WT COnPUE^tS ALU i-OOK SO IDENTICAL

I CANT FI&UR£O0T WHERE TO OEUVER
1 THIS PlZ.Z.^.J

V-

|LWOt3tG0NECWTE3^
THt FOI^E.,WCKp

^

miCK-EY) I &ET TH\S IS SQO^
\?}Z£^

Quentin

[@>,TP»4VDfA)t PR Q f

by Mark MacKenzie

THAT ftoMtHA *«»M
«*'«-*f

*•

WiTM TOMMj VA»/ *^*^^ ,

t€tf 5'rAi'Mi-?

V/M. .. I WAi »i^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdiird by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

l£.'l*«3 l*t \mtitn llatn N>a«cM>

ACROSS
1 Innocent person

5 Native Egyptian

9 Is unorthodox
13 Robert
14 Woody'sson
15 Kind of preview

16 Winged
17 Futile

IB Ringtaw
19 Musical institu

tion inOssining?

21 Typewriter part

22 Jalousie feature

23 Amuse
24 Taste experience,

in Britain

28 Twit

30 Explore

31 Transport for

Yankee Doodle

32 Have pity

36 Curtain

37 Conclusion

38 Ornamental case

for small articles

39 Kirgiz range

40 Copied
41 River of Twin

Falls. Idaho

42 Entryways
44 Fastening pin

45 Utterly foolish

48 Ore car

50 Like a Scout
camp

51 Very hungry

56 Anew
57 Ore concentration

58 Bride of

Lohengrin

59 Dormouse
60 Ado
61 Antiquing

material

62 Hot spot

63 Like a beanpole
64 Tabula

DOWN
1 Peaceful places

2
•• Do is

Dream of You"
3 Ornery

4 Arctic hazard

5 Buffet delicacy

6 Praying figure,

mart
7 Pledge to marry

8 Truck capacity

unit

9 Kind of

commitment
10 Bulldogger's

equipment

11 Badgerlike

animal

12 Dagger: Var.

15 Business
transactions

20 Lots

21 Implores

24 Animal lovers' gp.

25 Asian sea

26 Actress Negri

27 Duly

2St Geraint's wife

31 Kind of dream
33 French political

unit

34 'Cool Hand
"

35 Stadium level

37 Doomed
41 Not all

43 Concerning

44 Subterranean
chamber

45 Italian aviator

Baltx)

46 Beersheba's

desert

47 Pitfall

49 Arm bones

52 Imminent

53 Gymnast Korbut

54 Employs
55 FDR's mother

57 Landing craft

1 ? 3 4

1
70

5 6 7 8

1
i

9 10 11 1?

n 14

16 17 IR

19

i

71

?6 i
2? 73

?4 ?5 "

33 35
30 " i^

36

1
37 ja

39 40 ^^41

^^^^^l7~ 4^ ^H44

4'i 4b 47

1
4B 49

P
50

51

1

52 53 54 55

56

1

57 SB

"59~ 60 61

"6?" 63 64

-

Paid advertising
position

at the Collegian
All interested students

apply
113 Campus Center
Deadline: 4 p.in. Thursday

The Collegian is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

DC Menu
LUNCH DINNER

TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA «"«=' Top Round of Beef/

individu^d Cheese R^ ^^°°C^tT
Sausage Topping

^^rr,nr^ Wpdjre
Hamburg Topping ^J^^S^^^Ueese
Pepperoni Topping ^SS'

^,^ p,^"^

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes with Sauce

Baked Cod with

Lemon Wedge
Eggs and Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza

Eggplant Topping

Tuna Topping

Chopped Chick Peas

Weather

Mass.— Partly sunny

Wednesday. Highs 57 to 62.

Wednesday night. in-

creasing cloudiness. Lows in

the mid 30s to mid 40s.

Thursday, cloudy and

breezy with a chance of rain.

Highs, 50 to 55.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER

—V-
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18 Colk^mctn.

ORIRH
^P&BSS

trV or

^5f>"
lh€

fro.

gdcn

Michelob bottles S1.25

vca'

TOI^fthe -
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

llth Floor -Campus Center -UMass

\ix^

B.D.i.cX
oould be the solution

Come to an Introductory meeting

Design an
interdisoiplinary

MAJOR
suited to youp goals

B ^lIlrTh
7:00 '^Bti^

"^-^

Wed. Nov. 9 ^\\r Thupe. Nov. 10
Crabtree Southwest
Music Room Thoreau Classroom

For more Info call 545-0736

or come to Bartlett HaU Rm 15

Presenting High Bias H and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.

Memorex presenteHigh Bias II, a tape so extrMrdinaiy, were going

to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.
^ ^ ..>.nvidp

Because Permapa^s: our unique oxide bonding process locks eax3h oxide

particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music stays hve.

Notjust the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

WeTl guarantee the cassette.

Every facet of our cassette is engineered to protect

the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.

Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape

alignment. Housing is made strong by a design

unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.

Ifyou are ever dissatisfied v\rith Memorex

High Bias H, mail us the tape and well replaxje it frea

YUllJIJSmilliK^

Birun
SKIT

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

I

Tie ftHEAT Ski SiiTCH LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNS WANTED

«^/:-

*500;000
lOITI or TOP lAME 1

TIITEB CLOTIIie

SKI EQUIPMEIT
^RICES THIS LOW SHOUIB It OUTLAWI]^

NOV. 16 - 19
-f ] H.GHNOON

STUDENT UNION

TIL 10PM BALLROOM

TIL 5PM UMASa AMHERSTTIL 5PM

FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

The Legal Services Office has eight positions available for full-time

legal assistant interns for the Spring 1984 semester. Up to fifteen

credits may be received from academic departments. Legal assistants

aid attorneys of the Legal Services Office with client interviewing, in-

vestigations, legal research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals,

preparation of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District and

Superior Courts of Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin Counties, and

participation in administrative hearings and federal litigation. Legal

assistants maintain continuing caseload under the supervision of at-

torneys. For advice on arranging an internship and credit, contact Of-

fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For further information

about the internship, contact Legal Services Office, 922 Campus

Center. Completed applications are due Tuesday, November 22, 1983,

at the Office of Internships. Writing sample required.

Collegian i»

Good Food at Great Prices

FOR BREAKFAST — TWO EGG SPECIAL
Chilled juice, hot coffee 2 large eggs, ^ ^
home fries & toast OnlV $1 .95
80rv0d all day, anytlma '

) ^-v*.^^*

NEXT TO
8UP1R STOP « 8HOP

RTC •, HADUEY/AMNERrr

SUN.TNUIS.

6 A.II.-3 A.M.

ealiigpbce 256-6889

m.iMT.
24 ms.

"Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily- , .

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper. D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by rrtost major health insurance, personal injury and

automobile insurance and workers compensation.
^^.. ^^_. I ^aa ^aa ^~tl ^~1 .1

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Come to Collegian OfficJcT 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREfc

APT/ROOM WANTED

Female* looking for apartment to

rent/share starting Jan 1 call Ellen 546-1456

please keep trying if no answer

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Malibu exc running cond. depen-

dable $500 (617) 544-2017 collect - Curt

1972 Valiant auto tran 6 cyl very reliable

600 or BO 367-9566 eves

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadiac Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

Party Mix Productions: has a recently

purchased light show, a great sound
system and a price you'll like! Call Jeff

Taylor 253-2152

FOR RENT

Large room in two bedroom Cliffside

apartment, starting Spring. 666-7756

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Dorm size rafrigarator 5 cubic ft.

good condition $100.00 586-0723

very

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

The bast in rugged outdoor footwear.

direct from factoryl Rock-bottom prices.

Watch for us in Campus Center

Guitar for sale

Cheryl 546-7295
never used $150 or BO call

Spalding Squadra Course. 210 cm. one

year old, used twice. Buy while they're

cheap! Asking $100 256-0581

HELP WANTED

Part-time - evenings - weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people

who have requested Information on our

products. We sell mainly by

appointment in a dignified and profes-

sional

manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White (203) 528-9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

Employ Yourself I SNPS has openings for

an experienced (360, 1250) Press Operator

and a Copier Operator. Applicants must be

students, mechanically inclined, available

thru 5/85 and be willing to become involved

with a democratically managed student

controlled business. 10 hr/wk $3.50 to start

women and minorities encouraged. Ap-

ptications in SU 403 due 11/14 5 pm

WMUA is looking for qualified student

to fill position of Business Mgr Applicants

should have some bookkeeping experience,

organizational skills, ability to work w/stu-

dent staff, and be available for consistent

weekly time commitment 8-10 hrs.

Qualified undergrads may apply at 416 Stu

Union. Deadline is Nov. 11 AA/EEO
women and third world encouraged to app-

ly

Wanted: Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the CATE Guide information /application

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney superv-

sion. For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Blue Wallet in Whitmore no questions ask-

ed. Imp, info please call 549-5103

Lost goldtone Longine watch in Boyden

1 1 /8 if found please call 256-1318 reward

MOTORCYCLES

1977 Suzuki 750 new parts; clean and

quick. Must sell 546-6007

MULTI-IMAGE CONCERT

I Saw the Wind Tues. Nov. 15 2 shows

7:30, 10 pm - CCA

PERSONALS

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

Mike S. Happy Belated Birthdayl Let's go

out and get lambasted I Love Michelle and

Martha
^

Career Day '83 - November 15, 1983 10 am
- 4 pm 1st floor Campus Center FREE spon-

sored by Undergraduate Business Club all

are invited

12th Annual Bush Bash

First 100 skiers to sign-up ara

eligible for a free trip

All skiers signed up before Nov 15 will

receive a free ski T-shirt

For more information 546-3437 S.U.B.

SKI JACKSON HOLE WYOMING
Jan 10-17

Trip Includes:

5Vi day IJft ticket - Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare & transfers

8 days, 7 nights, luxurious condos

Hot Tub Party, Beer & Wine Parties

Beer Slalom, Awards Party, etc etc

Only $569 (taxes & gratuities

included)

Info Meeting
Sun Nov 13 Campus Ctr

Rm 804 © 7:00 pm
or call UMass Ski Club

546-3437 or 253-6757

jacksonholejacksonhole
jSckISSSBlejacksonhole
Info Meeting Sun Nov 13 CC rm W4

or call 646-3437/253-^^,^, ,,^SKICLUBSKICLUBSKICLUBSKICLUB
IjlcLUBSKICLUBSKICLUjSKICLUB

SOUTHWESTSOUTHWESTSOUTH
Mandatory

Meeting /Party
Wed Nov 9 7 pm Southslde Hampden

UMass Ski Club presents
THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
$500,000 worth of top name

winter clothing and ski equipment
at incredible savings

Nov 16-19 in the Student Union Ballroom

Cyndl Ho: Tonight. The Pub, then Dicks.

Finally going wild togetherl Live, Smitty

Leslee - Don't be scared. You have a good
reason to smile. Love, Chris

Fran and Tom aka Ma and Pa Kettle:

Thanx for the much needed TLC on Friday

11/4 remember keep looking at those

donuts Love Andrea

Happy Birthday, Christine Duggan.
hope this year is a special one

BRYAN - Happy 4thl

Just cuz I'm 2500 miles away. . .

my heart's still with you.

Love Beth

RIDE WANTED

Maryland, Washington DC, North
Virginia Thanksgiving, share expenses

Claudia 546-5350

Ride needed to Providence /Fall River

area Thursday call Sandy 256-0566

Ride needed to Prov or Newport Rl any

tin>e Nov 10-11 will share gas Mark
546-8696

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p.m. 256-0102.

Looking for 3 female roommates for

Brittany Manor Apt beginning January 1.

Call after 4:00 256-0740 ask Tricia

SERVICES

The Great Ski Snatch Nov 16-19

SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch
SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch
SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch

For more info 545-3437 430 Student Union

Attention Orthodox Christian Students:

Forming a 5-college organization. Social

stress. Please call Chrys 584-1883 or Katrine

538-4003

Calf Women - I met you Thursday in the

SOM Library. You helped me in Accoun-

ting. I would like to return the favor Chris

666-7518

Many thanks to whoever returned my
blue jacket

Joe - Wouldn't it be nice if we were older. .

.well we are, why not give us another try?

Ljz
^

Happy Birthday Dodlal I love you from

the bottom of my corrupted hearti YLD

Of course we're latel what else canyou

expect from roommates who engage in

premarital sex?
• • • Happy Birthday • • •

Shellyl

We love you I Lisa & Laurl

Bahamas Spring Break from 346.00 Ac-

comadation. Air, Transfers, Free AVM Par-

ties cruise and morel For info call Chris at

549^0533

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 666-3414

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

Free Peer Counseling information and

referals at Lesbian and Gay Men's Counsel-

ing Collective 433 Student Union MTuThF
4 - 8 p.m. 545-2645 24 hr events phone

545^)684.

Talented people wanted for Field cof-

feehouse on Nov 17. Musicians, jugglers,

etc. Call Mike 6-6797

SHERRY

Sherry
I love you
Greg

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SklCondo for intersesslon ^i

mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26

Jan 31 $295 546-5663.

THERAPY WORKSHOP

Weekend Workshop for Woman Dec

9-11 explore self defeating patterns, power

and intimacy issues leaders Nomrw Lahainer

and Mary Aubrey call 253-7038

Hey UMass Maacurh Delegates!

Let's get psyched for the

nationals in Coloradolll

Dickinson will be there!

P.S. who needs lights anyway?

_ I

WANTED

Florida from $136.00 Daytona Ft Lauder- |

dele Spring Break best hotels fill first
|

psyment plans aveilable reserve your
j

space now! For more info call Chris at !

649-0633
j

Adrianne Happy 20th you finally made it

[

love, BF I

Happy 21st RachI Love you always, Donz I

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

B-62's I have 4 belcony seats, want 4 close

to stage. Will trade -»- $$ for yours or buy

yours 549-2872

Old axeheads (minus broken handle)

253-5956

I need Third World students for a casual

interview about your background etc. For

fieldwork on my Anthro. paper. Get in

touch with me at 546-9695, nights eesier to

get mel Laurie Abbott Patterson

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

WANTED TO RENT

Dissertetions. theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RAYBANS

The most distinguished name m
sunglasses call Bruce The Rayban Man for

details 549-2879

Two male undergrads looking for an

apartment for Spring semester. Will take

over intersession if necessary. Call John

McGonagle, 256-6883. Leave message.

GOTTA GET OUTTA THE DORMS!
Looking to take over lease beginning Jan 1

Please help! Call Sharon or Sandra

546-5341 (keep trying)
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Don't forget the CoUegian sports ^^'ofH^^^oP.^ **

6-30 in the Suffolk room in the Student Umon. ANYONE

interested in writing for sports and in a winter beat there

will be a meeting at 5:45 sharp at the sports desk.

The MassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

Tough luck continues,

Harvard tops UMass
By MIKE LEVINE
Collepan Staff

It doesn't take a college education to

write about a loss by your school's soccer

team. But after ten losses, even Ernest

Hemingway would have a hard time coming

up with an original way to write about loss

number eleven. So rather than try to tiptoe

around the issue, let's just get down to

business.

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team lost their eleventh game in

eighteen outings Tuesday afternoon af

Boyden -this time to Harvard University.

20.
Things didn't start too well for the

Minutemen. Just 33 seconds into the game.

Crimson midfielder Glen Brack threaded

the needle with a pass to John Catliff, who

fired the ball past goalkeeper Mark Noble,

who was playing his first game in net since

being called up from the JV team earlier in

the week, to give Harvard a quick 1 -0 lead

Later in the first half, the Crimson came

close to adding another goal when Lane

Kenworthy broke in all alone on Noble, but

the freshman goalie made an excellent save

to keep the score at 1-0 at halftime.

Early in the second half, the Minutemen

put on a brief flurry that saw a John

Brigham shot stopped by goalie Matt

Ginsberg, and a Kevin Flynn shot go just

over the crossbar.

Shortly after that. Harvard scored its

second goal when midfielder Jay Hooper

took a pass from Catliff. outran the defense,

then put the ball inside the right post.

That second goal was typical of the style

of play, as the Crimson outran and

outhustled the Minutemen throughout most

of the game. u w
UMass will have one last chance to break

out of their season-long scoring slump (just

eight goals in 19 games) when they take on

Hartwick CoUege this Saturday afternoon

at 2 p.m. at Boyden Field. UMass starts at

3-11-4

CollcKUUi photo by Umvid Deubcr

DON'T TRIP-Tom Uschok attempts to elude the leg of this Harvard

player in search of the ball in yesterday's 2-0 Iobs at Boyden field.

he week, to give Harvard a quick 1-0 lead. 3-11-4. f J i zi
|

Spikers host Sfld tonight ^^omen's bowling optimistic

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Tonight, NOPE gym will

be the site for some exciting

division II volleyball. The

two teams squaring off

against each other will be

the fourth ranked, in the

Northeast, University of

Massachusetts and second

ranked Springfield College.

UMass last faced Spr-

ingfield on September 24th

at the Central Connecticut

Tournament. In that two

out of three contest, UMass
took game one, but lost the

ensuing games 15-9,15-12.

Tonight's 7 p.m. match is

a three out of five series.

UMass will be looking to

avenge that early season

loss. "That was a long time

ago, we've improved a great

deal since then," com-

mented UMass assistant

coach Sara Bonthuis.

The 32-15 spikers are

coming into this match
following a second place

finish in the state tourna-

ment behind undefeated
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. According to

Bonthuis, the team was
'disappointed' with their se-

cond olace finish.

"They know they have to

pull themselves up by the

bootstraps. It should be a

very even match, the kids

are up for it." commented

Bonthuis.

UMass has only one more

match (against Nor-

theastern University)

following the Springfield

contest. Followring that

match, the spikers will

hopefully participate in the

ECAC tournament.
Hopefully must be stressed,

because only the top four

teams in the northeast are

invited to play in the post

season tournament.

These circumstances
should lead to some thrilling

action at NOPE. It is a

'must' win situation for

both teams. Only one will

prevail.

By STEPHANIE SCHMALL
Collegian Correspondent

Beneath the ever-so-popular sports here

at the University of Massachusetts lurks

the women's bowling team.

The team, which has a record of 2-0 at the

moment, is a very competitive club. The

squad had a very impressive season last

year and it ended at the hands of West

Texas State at the Nationals in St. Louis.

This season, the team is eager to go for it

all once again. With their two victories in

October, UMass is in second place in the

eight team Tri-State College Bowling

Conference. The bowlers next match is

against the University of Lowell, who is in

first place and UMass' top rival.

"We want to beat them this time," said

captein Kelli MacDonald. "We have a

strong line-up and we're consistent."

The Minutewomen have seven veterans

on the team and one rookie and the team

averages an impressive 155. Their strength

lies with MacDonald and Pat Weygand who
average 180 and 162, respectively. As a

powerful doubles team, the duo came in

first in both of their nuitches this season.

Close behind and contributing are Tina I

Hoyt (150 average) and Karen Mayers

(148). Liz Grossman (146) and Amy
Freedman (142) finish out the starting sui.

Interestingly enough, the team has done

well without a coach and with a problem

that plagues all club sports - a lack of

money. The squad does get money on a

match basis through the intramural

department despite their tight budget. But

it is often not enough for the team to travel

to as many national tournaments as they

would like to.

As a whole though, the UMass women's

bowling team is looking very well and they

are confident in themselves.

Agood challenge doesn't bother Stacey Flionis

Cnllfirikn photo by Jim Powers

INTENSE-Stacey Flionis (5) competes for the ball against Springfield.

The sure-footed senior doesn't lose the ball too often.

For Flionis. playing sports was mainly a

way to keep up with big brother. But.

lucky for the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team, she liked playing

sports, especially soccer, and stuck with it.

"I grew up always playing with my
brothers and my brothers' friends. " the

senior tri captain said. "We played softball.

street hockey, basketball and football. It

seemed I was always a little bit slower. He

was older and better. I thought I was

tough. I'd hang out with the boys and play

in casual competition."

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Nothing seems like loo big of a challenge

for Stacey Flionis. While she was growing

up, if her big brother did something, she

could do it, too. Besides stacking up ac

compli«^hments on her soccer team in high

school. Flionis ran track, played softball

and was a center for a girl's ice hockey team
which won the Conference championship

two years.

That toughness and enthusiasm followed

Flionis into college as she was one of two

women who played on a men's soccer team

for three summers while in Amherst.

"It was rough but it was definitely a

challenge." Flionis said about the ex-

perience. "And we did really well because

they wouldn't have kept us on the team."

With the playoffs right around the corner

for UMass (Sunday at 1 p.m.). Flionis and

the team face yet another challenge. With

11 people on the field all season, there has

been only four relief people on the bench.

At one time, two players were injured and

two were playing while ill forcing most of

the 11 players to play the entire game

without a break. But this has not affected

the Minutewomen negatively. In fact, it

has done just the opposite.

"I don't think it's hard. I think it's better,"

Flionis said about the small, but winning,

team. "As far as the team goes, it brought

everyone closer. There's team unity and

team spirit because no one can afford to

take a break. In that way I think that's why
we've been doing so well."

For Flionis, who initially did not want to

go to UMass. this year's team is the

definition of what a winning team should

be.

'I feel like this year, right now. is the kind

of team I've dreamed of playing on." she

said. "It's that intense and close. You know

there's 11 people on the field to give 110

percent. This year I'm glad I had the

chance to experience this. " Although she

said she has loved playing on the soccer

team, this sea«i;n's squad was somehow
different and special.

"I feel like I was here three years too

early. I'd like to be a freshman this year."

she said wishfully.

"I can't say enough about the team. It's

different than any team I've been on. It's

the chemistry between everyone. You can

feel it on the field."

The senior halfback, who was a Globe All-

Scholastic for 2 years in high school, has

been leading the team in scoring since mid

October when she recorded a hat trick at

Dartmouth. With eight goals and 18 points,

Banda calls Flionis the best-skilled player

on the team.

She said she acquired her talent from a lot

of watching and playing, and from Banda.

Being quick on her feet and being able to

outrun her opponents is an asset. The only

problem she has encountered is with

wearing glasses during the games.

Whether she weats them or not, she still

runs into problems because she cannot wear

contacts.

"The only problem I have without my
glasses is misjudging a high ball coming

down."
Born in Marlboro and an English major at

UMass. Flionis plans on going to graduate

school and becoming a soccer assistant with

a team, possibly in New York. When she

receives her Masters degree she said she

would like to work for an athletic company.

She does have one dream that stUl simmers

in the back of her mind.

"I've always wanted to manage an NASL
team (North American Soccer League) if

it's still around by the time I get out of

Graduate school. I used to think I'd want to

coach a team as I grew older. But I figured

I'd go all the way and own one. It's just a

dream when I'm older and rich and suc-

cessful, that would be one of the things I'd

like to do."
Nothing seems Like too big of a challenge

for Stacey Flionis.
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Campus still troubledby

suspicious dorm blazes

ColleKWB pk«t« br Drew Oficr

SPRAYDAY — Plant and Soil Sciences Senior David Cramb sprays

insecticide on tobacco plants to rid them of Aphits at the Bowtich

Greenhouse yesterday.

By MARY ANNE BEEN
and PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The sucth suspicious fire within a week in

a University of Massachusetts dormitory,

less than one month following a series of

unsolved fires in another residence hall, is

causing fear and heightened security in the

building.

The latest fire under investigation by

police was discovered Tuesday night in

Cashin Dormitory in Sylvan Residential

Area after a paper bag stuffed with paper

was placed in a fire extinguisher cabinet

and lit. Although students were able to put

out the fire before firefighters arrived,

residents were evacuated from the eight-

story building.

Another fire of unknown origin was

reported early Tuesday morning in Dwight

Dormitory in Northeast Residential Area.

The Dwight fire, which University police

said was thought to be unrelated to the

Cashin fires, was caused by someone

torching a bulletin board on the third floor.

Although all sue fires in Cashin have

occurred on the building's second floor,

including one inside the lounge of one of the

building's eight-resident suites, Rosemary

Tarentino of the Hampshire County District

Attorney's office said "It is difficult to tell"

if the fires have all been set by the same

person.

"It's getting pretty scary," said Deborah

Bonner. 20. a junior pre COINS major from

Hudson. Bonner lives in a suite next door

to one in which a trash can fire was

discovered early Sunday morning. But 24-

hour security has now been instituted in the

dorm and. Bonner said. "No one leaves

their doors open any more."

However, despite the extra efforts of

housing officials to stress fire rules and

safety, the rash of small fires is causing

some students to become complacent.

"We are working to make sure that

everybody takes it very seriously." said

Ellen Wolf of the Student Affairs Office,

who noted that five of the six fires, as well

as the one in Dwight. were put out by

students without an alarm being pulled.

Wolf said she was told by one Cashin

resident's parent that "my daughter seems

to be taking this very lightly, but I don't."

According to police, students failed to

pull the alarm in the Dwight fire even

though at one point the smoke was

described as so thick students opened

several windows to clear it. The fire ii.

Dwight. the sbt this past week in Cashin.

and the seven fires last month in Crampton

Dormitory in the Southwest Residential

College are all under investigation, police

said. The Tuesday fire in Cashin caused an

estimated $25 in damage, police said.

University officials testify

against UMass attorney

SGA kills Grenada motion,

okays new attorney general

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD—The vice chancellor for

Student Affairs at the UniversHy of

Massachusetts testified yesterday the sole

reason he did not appoint Michael Pill to a

professional position at the Legal Services

Office (LSO) was because he was not a

member of the Massachusetts Bar.

Pill's suit claims defendants Dennis

Madson, then Acting Associate Vice

Chancellor Larry Benedict and Staff

AssisUnt Bryan Harvey "intentionaUy and

maliciously obstructed (his) appointment"

to the Student Government Association

(SGA) counsel position.

Madson, who alone held the signatory

power to appoint staff at the time in

question, said he did not sign Pill's per-

sonnel action form because he "was con-

cerned (whether Pill) could meet, with his

qualities, the duties outlined in the job

description."

That description required Pill be a

member of "the bar." a qualification

Madson said had been changed from

"member of the Massachusetts Bar

Association" for the first time during the

same 1979 search that hired attorneys

Charles DiMare and Mark Eckstein but

forced Pill to seek "temporary consultant"

sUtus.
. ^ *u

Madson said he was not sure what the

phrase "the bar" meant, and sought counsel

from University lawyer Sid Myer.

"Based on counsel's advice. I did not

appoint him." Madson said, citing a

memoradum dated Oct. 16. 1979 which may

be submitted as evidence if Myer is caUed

as a witness.

Under cross examination from his own

attorney. Madson denied there was any

other reason, stated or otherwise, that

caused him to deny Pill the position.

Madson said he "knew something of his

(Pill's) reputation against admiaistratk>n

processes" before Pill began seeking

professional LSO employment, but that

such views were "not unusual" and "like

(those of) hundreds of staff at the

University. . j -

Harvey, whom Pill had cnticized m a

CoUegian editorial in 1977 and later

reportedly called "an administrative spy."

said he told Madson that Pill was

"argumenUtive," "did not settle issues

amicably," and "was not effective as an

advocate." having lost a lawsuit against the

University.

Harvey, a former member of the SGA
Senate, said he "happened to know"

through his affiliation with that body that

"Pill was not a member of the

Massachusetts Bar, but had practiced

through admission of some special rule that

had expired." This knowledge drew PiU's

documents to his attentwn. and advice from

University counsel was sought to see if bar

membership was "proper," Harvey said.

Harvey said any dissent between himself

and Pill concerned a "few internal

organizational things in student govern-

ment."
Benedict testified he recalled two bar

mentions on Pill's resume, which he

reviewed before passing it on to Madson.

The $250,000 lawsuit also claims the

defendants "repeatedly interfered with

(Pill's) hiring and employment" for the

positions of director of Student Activities in

1979 and Associate Dean of StudenU in

summer 1981. Witnesses testified

yesterday Pill's resume for associate dean

was submitted during social after-hours on

the application deadline and was stashed in

Madson's pocket. When its absence was

noted. Pill was scheduled an interview,

though he did not get the job.

By LISA-MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

A resolution condemning the U.S. inva-

sion of Grenada was defeated last night for

a second time by the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate, and a permanent student At-

torney General was approved.

The Grenada resolution was defeated

with 40 senators opposing, 36 supporting,

and 3 abstentions.

"This is an important issue, but it is not

an appropriate issue for this forum," said

Orchard Hill area senator Timothy

Rudolph.

BUI Collins, a Southwest area senator,

expressed similar sentiment during the

debate period. "I am angry," Collins, who

opposed the resolution, said. "I believe the

invasion of Grenada was a positive thing. I

have a right to say that, but I don't feel I

have a right to impose this on the senate

body," Collins said.

"This is a student issue," Third World

Caucus senator Robert Teixeira said, and

mentioned that 500 to 700 students march-

ed in protest of the invasion on October 27.

"We as a student body have a right to ex-

press our opinion," he said.

Student Government Association co-

President Tom Ahem vetoed the ongina^

defeat of the resolution, a presidential

power which has not been exercised in two

years, on the grounds that there were 10

abstensions at last week's vote.

Ahern said the abstensions showed him

that some senators "feel it is not an impor-

tant issue," and that this is an important

issue to consider and vote on.

Senator Ken Levinson said he abstained

because he felt many people including

himself "did not know the facts."

The senate unanimously approved

Ahem's appointment of Susan Glachrin as

permanent attorney general. Glachrin is

the first permanent appointment to that of-

fice since Lisa Ziebel, who served from

1981 to 1982. Three acting attorney

generals have served since then.

The appointment of a permanent at-

torney general means the "civil rights of

students on campus will be better

secured," Dave McCarthy, president of

Southwest area government, said.

Glachrin was ranked second of the two

candidates presented to Ahem by the at-

tomey general selection committee. Some

senators expressed reservations at this,

but Ahem explained that "one person was

n-iKed better at doing the job, but both

were ranked dble to do the job."

The senate later passed a motion which

commended the UMass Board of Tmstees

for "sensibly and justly postponing the pro-

posed tuition increase until more research,

time, and energy can be given to the issue

of overcrowding in high demand classes."

The Senate also applauded SGA co-

President Charlene Allen's announcement

that loans from friends have allowed her to

stay on in her position.

r
Inside:
Amherst wonnen campout in Amherst

Common to protest missile deploy-

ment P- ^
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DINING OUT/ENTERTAINMENT
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1
Women's soccer hosts Brown ir

NCAA quarter final game p. 1(

"Why should we subsidize in-

tellectual curiousity?"
— Ronald Reaga
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AROUND THE WORLD
Palestinians shell PLO stronghold
TRIPOLI, Lebanon (AP) - Palestinian

rebels backed by Syria rained hundreds of

shells on PLO chairnian Yasser Arafat's last

Middle East bastion Wednesday, but an

Arafat spokesman said a truce was

arranged later in the day.

'We pray this is serious but we are very

skeptical" the truce will hold, said the hit

spokesman, who asked not to be identified.

Wednesday's withering barrage cornered

Arafat in this northern port city. His

spokesman said shelling diminished

"significantly" after the truce agreement,

but Arafat strongholds in the Baddawi

refugee camp and Tripoli still were being

Reagan discusses trade in Japan
TOKYO (AP) — President Reagan,

welcomed by Emperor Hirohito and flag-

waving school children, cautioned his hosts

Wednesday that failure to settle trade

disputes between the United States and

Japan could damage their political

relations.

Uniformed sentries, part of a 90.000-

member security force deployed for

Reagan's protection, stood guard on

downtown streets and atop buildings as the

president arrived for three days of critical

talks with Japanese officials on trade,

defense, energy and finance issues.

After a formal welcoming ceremony

under gray skies in the courtyard of the

ornate Akasaka Palace. Reagan toured the

Imperial Palace with the 82-year-old

Hirohito and held the first of two business

meetings with Prime Minister Yasuhiro

Nakasone.

AROUND THE NATION
Bar member pleads to be kept on
TALLAHASSEE, Fla (AP) - An elderly

black lawyer who once waged a one-man

fight against segregation in Florida's

university system made an impassioned

plea Wednesday to remain a member of the

Florida Bar.

Virgil Hawkins of Leesburg told the

Florida Supreme Court he will be 77 on

Nov. 28 and that his "hour glass" is run-

ning out of sand. He said he wanted to leave

as a oar member, a goal he had fought for

nearly 30 years to achieve.

AROUND THE REGION
Money for tunnel may be okayed

WASHINGTON (AP) - Prospects are good

Congress will pass acid rain control

legislation and approve money for a major

Boston highway project. Massachusetts

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and Sen. Edward

J. Kennedy said Wednesday.

Dukakis and Kennedy. D-Mass., made
their observations after emerging from a

private meeting with Sen. Robert T.

Stafford, R-Vt., chairman of the committee

that has jurisdiction over both issues.

Dukakis said Stafford, chairman of the

Environment and Public Works Committee,

was sympathetic to the state's plans to

build a third tunnel under Boston Harbor to

accomodate traffic to and from Logan
Airport.

That $2 billion plan also calls for

depressing the now-elevated Central

Artery, the expressway through downtown
Boston.

"It solves a very serious transportation

problem for Boston and New England,"

Dukakis said.

He said Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole, who wrote Stafford last

week criticizing the number of highway
projects the House had added to what was
supposed to have been an emergency road
bill, was wrong in singling out
Massachusetts.

Pure water chosen over tots* teeth
BOSTON (AP) — ChUdren living in

Springfield, Chicopee and Agawam face

higher dental bills due to the decision of

local voters to reject proposals to add

fluoride to public water supplies, the state's

dental chief said Wednesday.
But leaders of the anti-fluoride movement

said they hoped the 2-to-l vote in the

communities Tuesday agamst the tooth

decay preventative will end debate on the

issue.

"We hope this clarifies once and for all

what the public is saying and that is: Leave

our water alone," Stephen Dean, president

of the Massachusetts Communities for the

Purity of Water, said after the vote.

Crying babies harm moms* hearing
BOSTON (AP) — A mother cradling a

howling infant in her arms is subjected to

almost as much noise as somebody standing

three feet from a jackhammer, a doctor

savs.

Dr. Bruce Bostrom said the

measurements were made when a young

mother complained of temporary deafness

after an outburst of screaming by her 11-

month-old infant.
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INNOCENT VICTIM — Tripoli, Lebanon — A Palestian child stands

outside her parents' home in Tripoli Wednesday unable to understand

the carnage around her. She had earlier fled the Baddawi Camp to

Tripoli with her parents to avoid the fighting, but now it has begun in

Tripoli.

DC-lOs don*t scare passengers away
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) - The 1979

crash of a DC- 10 that kUled aU 272

passengers and three other crashes in-

volving the jetliners failed to deter

passengers from flying on them, a study

released Wednesday concludes.

"There was no evidence that people were

staying off the DC- 10 six to 10 months after

the crash," said the report by Arnold I.

Barnett of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology's Sloan School of Management

and Anthony J. Lofaso of Hofstra

University.

"It was not that we found limited

evidence of DC- 10 avoidance but could not

call it statistically significant; rather we

found virtually no indication that such

avoidance occurred at all."

FJynn is ahead of King

in mayoral competition
BOSTON (AP) - A city councilor who was once a strident

opponent of busing for desegregation appears to be

widening his lead over a black activist as the battle to

succeed retiring Mayor Kevin White heads into its final

days.

Raymond L. Flynn, capitalizing on strong labor support

and his solid Irish-American base in South Boston, has led

by more that 10 percentage points in recent polls against

Melvin H. King, a former legislator who is the first black to

make the city's mayoral runoff.

They were on opposite sides of the violent busing battles

which tore Boston apart in the mid-1970s and left deep
racial scars. However, both men have avoided racial at-

tacks during the campaign and have stressed many fo the

same issues.
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Money may bring about

centralized animal labs
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts may see

centralized laboratory animal facilities if a

$2.5 to 3 million capital outlay put forth by

the Animal Care Committee here is ap-

proved by the state legislature.

The request for money from the UMass

fiscal year 1985 budget came about as a

result of the committee's engineering

study, which followed United SUtes

Department of Agriculture charges of

animal care standards violations on campus.

Committee Head R. Glen Brown said.

USDA charges, made in August 1983,

claim that in some departments on campus,

animals' food supplies were improperly

stored, feeders were unsanitary, cages

were too small or unsanitary and some

buildings needed new floors, walls or

ventilation systems.

The department the University are

engaged in an attempt to settly the matter,

"but we're stiU discussing it, and it wUl be a

short while before we'll know the outcome.

Senior CompUance Officer for USDA Frank

Germaine said.

The centralized facilities will solve some of

the problems UMass was charged with and

it will organize animal care procedures.

Brown, the Food Science Department head.

said.
,

"Presently staff is scattered across

campus. The center wiU enable us to attract

a high-caliber technician," he said, "and

(the center) will solve organizational

problems," thus improving the quality of

care, he said.

Since the cost of upgrading already

existing faciUties is approximately the same

as the proposed project, the committee and

supporting administrators are pushing for

the new centralized laboratories. Brown

said.
. T^ T^, M

University ChanceUor Joseph D. Duffey.

who has the final say in policy decisions on

campus, is in favor of the proposal, but

other priorities may cut into the outlay.

Brown said.

USDA standards have changed since the

facilities in question were built. In fact,

"standards were not well defined at that

point." he said. "But if the University had a

good ongoing maintenence program, rather

than deference, we would have an upgraded

system now."

('ollrcian photo by Andy Heller

BUGGY DAY - A collection of old Volkswagen Bugs seems to soak

up the sun-s rays Wednesday at Amherst Used Auto Parts.

Women serving as educators

txn Towiah awareness at UM

Workshop addresses rape

awareness and prevention

By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

By the time a rapist is convicted, he or she

wiU have committed roughly 40 rapes,

according to Linda Piorun of the University

of Massachusetts Police Department.

Piorun spoke last night at a Rape

Awareness Workshop in Brown House,

sponsored by UMass poUce. Health Ser-

vices and the Everywoman's Center. The

women addressed the subject of rape, its

prevention, and the counseling of a rape

victim. ^ . . .

Rape is any sexual act engaged m agamst

the wUl of the victim by threat of bocily

harm, she said.

"The most important thing to remember is

that you don't have to say no." she said.

"Your fear wiU be exhibited. The rapist wdl

know."

Jo Ellen Franklin. an

Educator-Advocate at the Everywomans

Center said rape evolves out of a societal

myth that men are agressive whUe women

are passive.

"From this thinking a myth evolves that

women really want to be controlled, that

women secretly want to be raped, she

said.

Piorum said there is a "real obvious way to

encourage a rapist" when one is walking

alone: looking vulnerable or lost, hit-

chiking, taking the shortcut through the

woods instead of walking down a well- lit

street.

FrankUn said in order to prevent rape

when walking home, have an "awareness of

everything going on around you: who «

walking behing you. who lives nearby

should you be confronted or attacked.

"Learn how to say 'no' and mean it," said

Karen Larson of the Health Services.

"Women are taught to be nice, not to cause

scenes," but a rape could be a life or death

situation, she said.

If a person is raped, there are three

alternatives for help on campus: the police,

the Health Center, and the Educator-

Advocate-Rape Crisis Hotline at the

Everywoman's Center, Franklin said.

The first thing a person should do to help a

rape victim. Franklin said, is to "attempt to

give that person a sense of control, let them

make choices," because a rape invo ves

more than a violent sexual act, it mvolves

taking absolute control over someone's life,

she said.

By JEANETTE DEFORCE
Collegian Correspondent

Citing a need for people to be in touch with

their ethnic and cultural backgrounds, two

Jewish women at the University of

Massachusetts are serving as Jewish

awareness trainers for the campus.

Elise Young, who works in Hillel. a Jewish

organization on campus, and Marcia Black,

who works in the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy,

(SCERA) both agree the training is needed

to educate both Jewish and non Jewish

people about Jewish culture and are

currently setting up workshops on campus

for that purpose.

"We give personal and institutional

support." Young said.

Black said. "A lack of knowledge and

specific stereotypes." are major problems

surrounding the Jewish community. These

have led to instances of name calling,

defacement of posters and anti Semitic

graffiti.

o* »•'»

Women

On Campus

Schedule books available today

ColleKimn photo by Andy Heller

Elise Young —
'I will never be free until everyone

18

The Spring 1984 Official Schedule of

Courses will be distributed from 9 a.m. to 4

p m. today in the Campus Center Con-

course. Only one copy wiU be distributed

per person. The Course Schedule Pamphlet

will be available at the Scheduling Office in

Whitmore beginning Monday.

They are available to talk on a personal

basis with people who have had problems

with anti-Semitism, and there is now a

grievance procedure to deal with that issue,

they said.

She said there has also been ignorance of

Jewish holidays at UMass. This year the

Jewish community fought successfully to

have the date for the first day of classes

changed so it would not fall on Rosh

Hashana. the Jewish New Year, she said.

This semester Young said she wants to

focus on training the faculty and having

people realize that students have en-

countered anti-Semitism in classes.

"People are making an effort to combat

anti Semitism," she said.

Young said she would also like to unite all

the anti-oppression groups on campus and

help combat all forms of discrimination.

"I will never be free until everybody is."

she said.

Besides the training. Black said she would

like to help people explore theater, music,

oral histories and other forms of Jewish art

and expression.

"I hope to have an accreditfed troupe of

students to create plays that explore

Judaism in the past and present. They will

use materials that students write and

excerpts from Yiddish plays." Black said.

course. Only one copy wiU be distributee
^

.
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[Women campon Common,oppose deployment otmi^les
'' -^

_ . „_u_„:-;„„o^i;^o^. ..^fi, KnnHr^Hs of other encampments for ^omendnu j.f
tv.^„ «h11

By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

More than 20 women held a candlelight

vigil and camped out on the Amherst Com

mon Tuesday night, "emphasizing solidan

ty" with a British women's group which

opposes the planned deployment of

American cruise missiles in England.

The Amherst encampment coincided

CAMPING OUT — Margaret Holt a

ment Coalition, stands by the banner

mon. The protesters' tents are in the

I — '
'

" ^

rnllrKian photo by l)re« dkut

member of the Amherst Disarma-

Wednesday in the Amherst Corn-

background.

with hundreds of other encampments for

peace across the country in support of the

Greenham Women Against Cruise

Missiles, which filed a lawsuit Wednesday

in New York Federal Court against Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan and his administration

to prevent the planned "illegal" deploy-

ment of cruise missiles in Greenham.

England, in eight weeks. , ^ . , .

Felice Yeskal, a member of the Amherst

encampment, said all the encampments

have joined together in sending a telegram

of support to the Greenham women saying

"The action you take is from all ot

us ..together we will stop deployment

The Amherst encampment and vigil in-

cluded anti-nuclear banners, and peace

songs, the singing of which attracted

numerous people from the town, who join-

ed the vigil. „ ,

"1 thought the continuous coming and

going of people to the group was wonder-

ful It was very exciting. ' said Marcia

Black, a meml)er of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) at the University of

Massachusetts, who attended the vigil.

The women, who will be joined by more

women and men today, plan to stay on the

Common until Saturday night. They will

continue to hold candlelight vigils and have

begun weaving a woolen "web of life"

around the encampment to symbolize the

women involved with the peace movement.

Phyllis Rodin, a graduate student in

future studies at the University of

Massachusetts, said she feels that many

people are "paralyzed by the violence in the

"If there is to be a future (of the world) it

has to be female. Men are caught in a syn-

drome of violence." Rodin said.

According to the Greenham women 9b

cruise missiles will be deployed in

Greenham in less than eight weeks and

hundreds more will be deployed in Sicily,

West Germany, Holland and Turkey.

"The cruise missiles are too small to be

verified by spy satellites and once they are

deployed it will l>e impossible to talk about

a verifiable nuclear weapons freeze,"

Rodin said.

Rodin also said the cruise missiles use

"launch on warning" system controlled

totally by computers and "there have l)een

thousands of computer mistakes" recently.

< - _%_
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Second Set of Prints
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variety of prizes
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Johansen has stagnated

>:•:•:•:•:•

DAVID JOHANSEN
Thursday, Nov. 3

Bluewall, 7:00 show

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

Toward the end of the summer of 1982,

David Johansen seemed to be the next solo

performer destined for rock and roll

stardom. After all, he had firmly

established himself as the "tour de force" on

the club circuit of the Northeast, and liad

just released a live album (Live It Up) that

successfully captured the energy of his live

performances. After attending his Aug.

1982 concert at the Metro, in Boston. I was

a believer.

Now, some fifteen months later, little has

changed and David Johansen's career is at a

standstUl. Not only has he failed to release

any new material since 1981 (Here Comes

The Night), but more importantly, his live

performances remain basically unchanged

over the interim. The first of his two shows

at the BluewaU last Thursday night (all

ages, no alcohol) is a good example. Nine of

the thirteen songs in that hour long set

("Funky But Chic." "Melody." "Fren-

chette." "Personality Crisis." etc.) do

appear on Live It Up. Yet. in spite of the

repetitive nature of the show, a David

Johansen concert remains an enthusiastic.

rock and roll celebration.

David Johansen is. quite simply, a

natural. His wide range of facial ex-

pressions, coupled with his special ability to

"act out" the lyrics to his songs, make him

one of rock's more vibrant performers. A
case in point was his version of the Four

Tops' "Reach Out. I'U Be There." one of the

evening's highlights. During the song he

moved along the edge of the stage, reachmg

out into the crowd and grasping every

available hand. Then, much to the surprise

CollcKian photo by Drew ()ici*r

David Johansen has a

"frightfully" good time at Thurs-

day's all ages show at the Blue Wall.

of the small but enthusiastic crowd, he

joined them on the dance floor, letting the

mike circulate throughout the crowd.

The show did contain a few other sur

prises as well. One was an old New York

Dolls' song entitled "Pills." Another was

"I'm A Lover." a song from Johansen's

debut L.P. The song, a nonmacho plea to a

potential lover, began with a soUUquy in

which Johansen explains how true he would

be to her. In light of the "party" at

mosphere, this plea sounded totally

ridiculous, and some of the crowd began

laughing. Johansen, often quite the clown

himself, and trying hard to keep a straight

RENTONt
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face, finally broke down as well, only to be

saved by his band, who began playing at

just the right moment.

The band, by the way. are a group of

talented musicians who sounded very tight

and complimented Johansen quite well. A
new keyboard player, not long with the

band, was esoecially good. Cuitarist David

Nelson was too self indulgent though,

launching into far too many solos.

Once again, the major problem with the

show was a lack of new material. Whether

or not David Johansen fades into obscurity

depends on what new material he has to

offer. One new song, an attempt at white

reggae entitled "Stephanie." was especially

good, so maybe there is hope. In the

meantime though, if you've yet to see David

Johansen, by all means do. You may be

pleasantly surprised.

Script mars Dead Zone
THE DEAD ZONE
directed by David Cronenberg
Hampshire 4 Theaters

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

You never know quite what to expect

when sitting down to a film drawn by

horror writer Stephen King. You may be

treated to a chillingly unforgetUble tale

like The Shining, or such remarkably

melodramatic trash as the interminable

Creepshow. The newly released The Dead

Zone falls between these two extremes.

The plot revolves around blankly named

everyman John Smith, a rather serious

schoolteacher, who is severely injured in a

traffic collision. He awakens from a coma

five years later, in a posh private clinic, to

find his former fiance. Sarah, married to

another man. himself a half-decade behind

on "current" events, and his parents aged a

score of years with worry.

But the unfortunate hero's problems don't

end there. While still in the clinic, he ac-

.

cidentally discovers that he has developed

the ability - be it a curse or a blessing - of

being able to see people's pasts or futures

by grasping their hands.

While stUl recovering from his long illness,

John finds himself thrust into the role of an

extrasensory Superman. He foresees, and

thus prevents, the death of his nurse's

daughter, and the drowning of a boy he

tutors, in an ice-hockey mishap. And after a

bit of persuasion, John uses his talents to

solve a gruesome series of assaults and

murders on young women in the com

munity.

However, life is no bed of roses for John

Smith. Still sickly, he must deal with being

branded as a freak, eluding favor-seekers,

and even becoming the target of a very

angry woman with a very well aimed gun.

Smith is finally pitted against a vicious,

power hungry political candidate, Gregg

StiUson. masterfully portrayed by Martin

Sheen. The hero's struggle between per-

sonal privacy and benevolence highlights

the movie as Smith must decide whether or

not to make the supreme sacrifice of his

own life.

Although this sort of mystical plot has

plenty of potential, the script is very

stilted, making what were intended to be

dramatic scenes awkward, overplayed and

nearly ludicrous. Although all of the actors,

notably Christopher Walkens, obviously did

. their best with such poor screenwriting,

one gets the feeling that they are much

more capable than the film made use of.

Although The Dead Zone has some very

fine acting and an intriguing original

concept, these are outweighed by the

embarrassingly shoddy script, which

pervades and nearly ruins the movie. The

final verdict: if there's nothing else to do on

Saturday night, go and see it. But other-

wise, don't go out of your way.

Do You know That Over

16.000.000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily-

. ^
Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
e Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.

• Learn exercises to care for your low back,

e Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 to enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper. D.C^

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injunr and

automobile insurance end workers conr^pensatiorv ^^^ ^..^i.
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There's no need to hurry!

The Mini Store will be

open Veteran's Day

Candy
Tobacco

Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks

Paper

Newspapers

Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas

Many other items available

545-2528

Located in the

Student Union*

Convenient Hours
Veterans Day 8:30-10:00

Sat Nov 12 8:30-10:00

Sun Nov 13 8:30-10:00

the

mini Store

The Significance of

Jesse Jaclcson's

Presidential Candidacy
to Democratic Politics

in America

IVIayor

Richard Gordon Hatcher
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Organic Chemistry Studeritt

YOU KNOW HOW
liVIPORTANT MAKING THE
GRADE IN ORGANIC IS...

Now there's help from COMPress!
We produce Introduction to Organic Chemistry

by Professor Stanley Smith, University of Illi-

nois, Urbane.

Designed to supptement your first course in

organic, this is a seven disk set of microcom-

puter programs that run on an Apple II plus*

or lie' with 48k memory and 3.30OS.

The graphics, simulations, arxl practice prob-

lems are just what you need to clarify the topics

tt^t are causing your fits

of frustration!

Intowiorfd said. ".. the

best software tfurt any

of us have seen for

instructional use..."

2/15/82 issue.

Ci—thm Computing
said ,

"
. . .coukj make a

significant differerx^e

in tfie understanding

gained t>y any student

4/82 issue.

' Rewatmed trademark /
ol the Apple /
Compuler Company /

y Nam*

.y' School

/

/

Using them could make the difference in your

grade and your future!

The seven disks cover — Alkanes and Alkenes

. . . Substituton Reactons . IR & NMR Spec-

troscopy Arenes Alcohols Aldehydes

and Ketones . . Cartx)xylic Acids

PS to Teaching Assistants — Introduction to

Organic Chemistry can be an invaluable akj to

your tutoring efforts It will virtually pay for itself!

Individual disks ars WO.OO.

Comptets set of 7 S3SO.0O.

Demo Disk Available —
Send $10 00 (or charge to

your credit card) and we'll

send you a derrw disk with

samples from the programs

Return the disk and we'll

refund your rrxjney, or apply

It to your purchase of

program disks

Also available in microcomputer

stores throughout the country

For a dElicious

ANd deliqliTfiil meaI.

r^_

Return tfiis form today to: COMPress —
Dspt CS. PO Box 102, Wentwortti, NH 03282.

Please send me disk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Set Demo
(Circle you' choice)

O VISA D Mastercard

\ COMPress -
»v — A Division of

\Van Nostrand Reinhold

Acct #.

Address.

^ City/Stsi«/Zip.
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Offering Qua lity Mexican Foods

Northampton 21 center St. 984-0677

AMhERST 41 BolTWOod WAlk 296-8217

Exp date

Signature

IN A HURRY? — Ordjr by phone (credit cards only)

CALL 603-7M-5a31 and ask lor College Sales

12th ANNUAL BUSH DASH

BORN COMPETITORS

NiKEi saucony: pony

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK

FIRST 100 SKIERS TO SIGN-UP ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR A FREE TRIP

ALL SKIERS SIGNED-UP BEFORE
NOV. 15 WILL RECEIVE

-HHir-frj^:-^-----"-

Nike Challenge Court

Basketball Sneakers

Men's Sizes

Reg.S39.99

Now $30. Saucony Jazz Jogger

Men's 3u6 women's sizes

Reg S49 99

Now $38.

Pony High and Low
Leather Basketball Sneakers

Men's sizes

Reg. S29.99, $31.99

Now $24.

A FREE SUGARDUSH VALLEY / LAGNAH T-SHIRT

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

Whatever your sport, whatever degree of seriousness you play,

Olympian has the brandname styles and competitive prices

to put you in the winners circle.

FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 430 STUDENT UNION ^O/MMffM
UM? thriveon competition

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

THEATRES TIMES FOR TOOAV OHVt

HlOOCtClCllfO. SIUOINTS*

rsgOoamMEE h TWILITE SHOW «'r> c°i?:;^it ^^Th Mlic" cT.o.

[flJU^'.ILIII 584-7550MAIJ.ldJll 584^9153

Sleptwn King's

Fii Sat b Sun 16 00 a *2 001 7 15 9 »

In a cold world you need your

f rieiKis to keep you wariri.

ITHE BIG CHILL
Fn S«t b Sun 12 15 b 4 46 9 12 001 7 15

930

RICHARD PRVOR...
H€R€ RND NOUJ

Fn Sal b Sun (5 00 9 12 001 7 \i 8 SS

#<^-S

MICMAEI CAlNf tU II WAiURS

Ffi Sat b Sun 12 00 b 5 00 9 t^ 001 7 30

„ 946

m ,JAM(SM>ND»

Fn Sat b Sun II 30 b 4 15 9 »2 001 7 00

(Kl 946

THE GOLDEN SEAL

AllVie

jm (TuHe .\

CHEVY CHASE

ornn

CENTUinr
Fn Sat b Sun 12 15 b 5 16 (gl $2 001 7 30

Of<VID MCfMV OWISTMAS,
SOUJI€ MM. UMlNieKf

Fn Sat b Sun II 30 b 4 15 9 » 001 / UO

946

Fn Sat b Sun (2 15 b 5 15 9 12 001 7 46

946

HERCULES
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LIFE OF BRIAN
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Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

_ next trip -any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation'

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

7r-jji#»»l "IbnB^us Line-s Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, I^A

Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297

* 50(^,000
oiTi or Tor tkut

IIITEB CLOTHIIft

SKI laVIPMEHT
PRICES THIS LOV SHOULD BE OUTLAWED

NOV. 16 - 19
HIGH ryiooN

TIL 10PM

TIL 5PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437
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We don't live

in a zoo

I
know it's going to happen again this year.

It happens every time I go home for Thanks-

giving vacation.

I go to my hometown annual Thanksgiving Day football

game but instead of watching the game I fmd myself trap-

ped in one small talk conversation after the other.

Sometimes it's really fun talking to people I haven't seen

since my high school graduation, but most of the time I

run out of things to talk about. It seems like everyone who

comes home from their colleges for Thanksgiving and the

football game end up asking the same questions year after

year. ^.^»—^——^——^-^—^—
Miriam Zoll

"Hi! How are you?," they ask.

"Great. Just great. How's school this year?"

"School's going fine. A lot of work this semester. How

about you? Where are you going to school?"

"UMass," I tell them.

"Oh," they say with a big grin, "You mean the Zoo?!"

"No," I explain with a sigh, "I mean UMass, and it's not

even close to being a zoo."

For the past three years I've had to listen to my former

schoolmates, many of whom now go to private schools,

slander UMass. I realize they have no way of knowmg that

UMass is like in 1983. but referring to it as "Zoo Mass" is

like saying the Go-Go's are "groovy."

UMass has changed a lot over the last decade and it

seems to have successfully shed its reputation as being a

"zoo," at least with the press. But UMass is still one of the

biggest partying schools on the East Coast, which, one has

to admit, attracts a lot of potential students. But Iwneath

that carefree, "party your brains out" surface impression,

UMass is also attractive because it is ranked among the

top twenty schools in the United States.

Many people from Massachusetts are amazed to learn

that UMass is regarded as a highly respected educational

institution by members of the academic community. After

years of criticizing the best public university in the Com-

monwealth, they must find UMass' academic reputation

harder to believe than its partying reputation.

Besides thinking of UMass only as a "party school,
'

(what college or university isn't a party school?) a lot of

the people I run into at Thanksgiving time usually com-

ment on the size of UMass, Amherst. Some of them say

they could never "handle" going to a school as big as

UMass because they wouldn't get that "one-on-one rela-

tionship with their professors" that they get at their

smaller, private schools.

They've got a point there. Small, private schools do have

fewer people enrolled in classes, and maybe the professors

have the chance to give individual attention to their

students. But there are hundreds of professors at UMass

who offer individual help to students through office hours

and small group study sessions. Many professors at

UMass, who teach in lecture halls and classrooms that are

so overcrowded there is hardly an extra seat to sit in, care

just as much, if not more, about educating students as the

professors at the private schools do. Besides, crowded

classrooms and the large size of the student body is what

makes UMass such an interesting and stimulating place to

go to school. Where else but UMass could jocks, preps,

punkers. rastas. Deadheads, burnouts,

"earthy-crunchies," radicals, brains, conservatives,

"glamour" giris, political activists...share the same space

peacefully? Unlike smaller schools where peer pressure

often forces conformity among the students, UMass

students have more freedom to be "different" without

automatically being labeled a "freak."

People decide to come to UMass for different reasons.

Five years ago UMass was popular because it had spring

concerts that featured groups like the Grateful Dead and

the Allman Brothers. Other people like UMass because of

the academics, the political activity or the chance to live in

a co-ed dorm. Whatever the reasons are, UMass proves to

be one of the best places for young people to learn about

themselves, other people, and what's going on in this

crazy world.

Thanksgiving is two weeks away, and as a devoted fan

and loyal defender of UMass ideals, I am anxious to have

the chance to shatter the "Zoo Mass" myth once again. I

just know I'm going to have the chance to do it.

Mirram ZoU is a Collegian columnist

EDITORIAL/OPINION
•:•;•:•»»»;•.•••.•."

,oy,:^,,,,:^:rr^^

Correction — yesterday's letter urging SGA
senators to "cut the crap and get back to work"

was written by SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche.

We apologize for the confusion.

'OHlfki 0^^^'f
U>t^'t

'Born again with fascist cravings'
Notice anything different about recent Collegians'!

All the cover stories dealt directly or indirectly

with the latest world crises: Lebanon and

Grenada. It seems to me that the worid events are taking

high priority in our community at the University of

Massachusetts. And well they should be. This is not to

Neal C. O'Shea

say that the Collegian or UMass usually takes no interest

in these areas, but rather that interest has greatly risen

in the recent past. Do you wonder what brought these

situations to such a high priority? If you are not sure

"what," then I shall tell you right off it is "who." Still un-

sure? This "who" is the same one that made my parents

spend more money for my college education by reducing

financial aid. Not enough clues? The tipoff is that this

"who" raised the national defense budget to $2 - 74

billion for fiscal 1984. You have just zeroed in on the

"who:" President Ronald Reagan.

I'm sure that many of you are now thinking that this is

just another vicious attack on the President. Let me say

that I am not a radical leftist, communist, anarchist, or

anything like that. I am a human being. I am also an

American. And these days I am very scared as well. I am
scared because the most powerful office in this nation is

held by a confused and narrow thinking man. You can

give me every conceivable argument about government

spending, peace-keeping in Lebanon, and invasions in

Grenada. My views on them may be right or wrong. One

thing that I am right about is that President Reagan's

current policies are of a violent nature. And I am dead

right that violence breeds only more violence. Nothing

shall persuade me otherwise.

What is my point here? Is it that the Collegian and

UMass are heavily concerned about international affairs?

Or is it that I am condemning or condoning the Presi-

dent's policies? My point is best summed up by the hard-

core band, The Dead Kennedys: (Oh no, you say, a punk

rocker as well)

"I am Emper ,r Ronald Reagan,

Born again with fascist cravings,

Still, you made me President"

I am not saying that Reagan is a bona fide fascist, but

that we made a mistake by putting him in office. His ac-

tions are not only detrimental to students and foreign

governments, but to the future of mankind as a whole.

The power he holds is great, and I feel he is abusing it. I

strongly urge everyone to use their vote to dethrone the

"Emperor" in 1984. I do not recommend this because I

want to install a particular candidate either rightist or

leftist, but to help our race survive.

Neal O'Shea is a UMass student

Why tuition needs to be raised

W''ell, well, well. Chancellor Duffey's proposed

tuition hike has been nixed - temporarily,

anyway. I must be the only person on campus

who's sorry about that.

Elizabeth Luciano

Don't misunderstand me. I'm not a weirdo who'd relish

adding a little financial fat to the University. It's just that

getting around campus could be so much easier if Mr. Duf-

fey would sink those extra tens and twenties into a wor-

thwhile mass transit system. (Or should I say UMass tran-

sit system?).

For instance, plenty of people could use a moving

sidewalk from Franklin Dining Commons to Orchard Hill.

If it were routed through Central, those students could

just jump off when it reached their particular dorm. But

wait — it would have to be shoveled during February.

What a nuisance!

Maybe a chair-lift could be installed there, instead. Some
philanthropic fraternity could have their pledges disman-

tle Mt. Tom's lift and bring it over here. That would be an

exciting but benevolent project. Then we could assemble

and "borrow" it for a few months, just to see whether we
like it enough to buy one of our own. What a great way to

meet potential "flames." It always works on the Certs

commercial, right?

Better yet, why not implement a helicopter service from

Van Meter and the Southwest Towers to the Tower

Library? Maybe the ROTC people would be willing to pro-

cure and pilot the 'copters. A little favorable publicity

wouldn't hurt them at all, at least not on this campus.

Perhaps the Parachute Club could work out some kind of

deal v*ath them. too. (I, for one, love seeing parachuters

suddenly appear over Haigis Mall with their cheerfully col-

ored canopies).

But wait, that's not fair. It excludes the people in Nor-

theast and Sylvan, not to mention the firefighters who live

at North Station. An egalitarian transportation system

would be a subway connecting all the major buildmgs on

campus. The Campus Center could serve as UMass own

Grand Central Station, since it's presently comparable to

that, anyway and I'm sure the University Store could be

talked into selling tokens. They're already milking us for

everything from protractors to Peppermint Patties.

Or maybe we could all get from class to class via hot air

balloons, trolley cars, or Budweiser Clydesdales. Wouldn't

that be fun?

On second thought, I've put on a few pounds in th«

few weeks. Forget it, I'll just hoof it.

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist

Sound off!!!

i With a letter to the editor

Letters for publication must be signed and include the

writer's address and telelphone number for verification.

Please type triple spaced with 67 characters per line. Due to

space limitation and the volume of mail, we regret that un-

published letters cannot be acknowledged. Letters are sub-

ject to editing for clarity, and should not exceed thirty lines.

L

Press censorship in Grenada -Pro's and Con's
WRat if this nation waged a successful war. its

cause was just, the people gave it overwhelming

support — and the press wasn't allowed to cover

it? Sound strange to you?

Well, it just happened in Grenada.

Don't get me wrong. I am not reneging on my complete

and unequivocal support for the Reagan Administration's

wisest foreign policy move to date. It was just so good that

it's a bigger shame our citizens couldn't watch more of it.

To be frank, I enjoyed this show of force — and I hope it

gives the Nicaraguans and Cubans something to think

about; never mind their Soviet overlords.

Now, I can understand Admiral Metcalf s misgivings

about having a large press contingent roaming around

during the early hours of the invasion. The memories of

Steven P. Barrett

how the media, particularly television, helped the cause of

the Communists during the Vietnam War are fresh in

mind, and undoubtedly Metcalfs mind too. Who wants

some civilian editorializing during the same "objective"

report he's supposed to be giving the folks back home?

Yes, my friends — there is a liberal. anti-Pentagon bias

held by many reporters, and television commentators.

Vietnam and Watergate greatly helped to shape the at-

titudes of many reporters.

To some degree, this is understandable since many

reporters were lied to during the periods listed above. But

now everybody with a pad 'n pencil coming out of jour-

nalism school wants to be the next Woodward and Berns-

tein. "Don't trust a damn one of them," seems to be the

new prevailing attitude.

Since cynicism and skepticism are the dominating

"isms" within the news industry — Metcalf should've been

more aware that by censoring the events on Grenada — he

was virtually giving the media a loaded weapon for its use

in the future.

Never mind that the mission was a great success, and

our Rangers and Marines demonstrated their abilities in a

highly professional and dignified manner: the media will

forever hold yet another grudge not only against the Pen-

tagon, but also President Reagan.

Instead of being praised for his prompt and necessary

actions. President Reagan is getting the same old treat-

Letters

Keep the flag at half staff

To the Editor,

When the Marines were killed in Lebanon the Stars

and Stripes in front of the Whitmore Administration

Building was put on half staff. Two days after, when the

Marines defeated "the leftist thugs" on Grenada, it

stayed there. Wouldn't it save the ROTC students (or

whoever is in charge of the flag) a lot of trouble if we

simply left the flag on half staff as long as Ronald Reagan

is president of this country?

Frans Ronnov
Amherst

Dead birds are uncool

To the Editor,

We work in John Adams Dormitory in Southwest, and

we just came across somebody's idea of a funny joke: a

dead bird in the ice cream machine. Apparently,

someone caught this bird, and either broke it's neck and

stuck it in there, or let it freeze alive. If whoever kiUed

that bird is reading this, we just want you to know that

we felt this joke worthy of sharing with the entire

campus, and we'd both get a big kick out of someday

finding your head(s) in the same place.

Mark L. Gross

Carla Correa

Are religious people silly?

To the Editor,

lam writing to express my great displeasure at R.

MUler's recent comic strip where one character quenes,

"Did you know that Jesus died for you sins?", only to be

answered by another. "I didn't even know he was sick!

Aside from the fact that this is a very old joke it shows a

great lack of respect for the beUefs of many individuals on

this campus. Mr. MUler seems to think that people who

believe that Jesus Christ died for the sins of humankind

are very sUly. Are people reaUy siUy for beUeving in the

substitutionary death of Jesus Christ?
r-u •„.

. Two things should be pointed out. First. Jesus Chnst

ment the media gave Lyndon Johnson during the Vietnam

War.
It always amazed me how the scribes become sudden

"experts" on complicated subjects. But now I know how
the twin "isms" I listed earlier are so quickly applied.

Don't give the media their bones, and pretty soon you'll

have a crowd of angry canines barking at you from all

angles. Which is what the President is facing from the

press — particularly the press in the Northeast.

The very same industry which has in its midst some of

the most pacifist and appeasement-minded workers seem

overly enamored about war reportage.

The very same people who are now doubting our reasons

for being in Grenada couldn't wait to get there. But for

what? Can anyone hardly blame Adm. Metcalf for asking

this question, given the experience of Vietnam? No, but

unfortunately, I think he was over cautious — and for this,

the media turned on him, and his boss: President Reagan.

By not allowring the media to go in. even just a handful of

hours after the first troops had arrived, the Admiral only

gave reporters more grist for their paper and television

mills.

Immediately, comparisons with the Soviets in

Afghanistan, and other nations were brought up by liberal

commentators. Never mind the fact that we didn't set up a

pretext for invasion like the Soviets did in Afghanistan.

Unlike the Soviets who had their hands in the affairs of

the Afghani government long before they invaded; we
were effectively shut out of Grenada for nearly four

straight years. We were also asked by other nations fear-

ing for their safety to do something about the thugs in St.

Georges. The Grenadians didn't have any quislings like

Barbrak Karmal to "invite" the invaders in.

But, how the media picked up the comparisons l)etween

our invasion and that of the Soviets in Afghanistan so

quickly without even giving a closer glimpse of recent

history.

Well, we know how hard historical facts can gum up a

good story. But instead of winning only the military aspect

of the war; the military could've abo won the greater sup-

port of the American public via the press. It's a tribute to

our soldiers and government that they have won public

support for the invasion; inspite of an industry which

already antagonistic - didn't need to be aroused anymore

— particularly by unnecessary censorship.

Steven P. Barrett is a Collegian columnist

I in

\o say they were kept out for their own good is an

insult to the men and women who have died

covering wars." Ed Joyce. CBS News President,

had these words last week when asked his views on the

Administration's peculiar blockade of journalists from

Grenada. It was an unprecedented act. An act of censor-

ship so blatant that Joe Rosenthal, a photographer who

orginally captured the Marines erecting the flag on Iwo

Jima, would be furious. It raises a question that could

haunt the Administration longer than the propriety of the

attack itself. Was there, indeed, any justification for barr-

ing the press from covering this vital occurence?

One reason given for the press blockade was that the

safety of the journalists could not be guaranteed. There

Rich Brunelli

are more dangerous places in the world — Beirut and El

Salvador — where journalists are reasonably free to go

wherever they wish. No one is guaranteeing their safety,

and, more importantly, no one is asking for it. When
Eisenhower landed his troops on Normandy the press was

there. Important U.S. battles dating back to the Civil

War. and on through Korea and Vietnam, have never so

hindered the rights of the press. So why now? What was

the Administration hiding?

Another reason for the blockade was the absolute need

for secrecy so vital to the surprise attack. But the U.S.

press has a fine track record with respe<'t to keeping lids

on military secrets. In 1965. when President Johnson sent

the Marines into Santa Domingo, no journalists leaked

confidential information about prebattle briefings. And in

1970, when the Marines secretly crossed into CamlK)dian

territory. Gen. Creighton Adams lent his helicopter to the

press and trusted them to hold their reports until the

fighting began.

But this air of cooperation and trust is suddenly absent

from the Administration. When considering our most

basic rights - the Bill of Rights - there can only be

outrage after the fact. The freedom of the press is vital

because it protects all other freedoms. When the press is

told what news they can or cannot cover it is a scary.

Orwellian thing. No. there are no justifications.

Rich Brunelli is a Collegian staff member

claimed to be God. which in my opinion leaves a thinking

individual with only three options - He was either crazy

thinking He was God when He wasn't, or He was a liar

and made it all up to fool people, or He was who He

claimed to be.

This brings me to my second point. What kind of

evidence do we have available to us in the twentieth

century to determine who He was? Something happened

2000 years ago that the world hasn't gotten over yet.

Why was the tomb empty? When I view the evidence I

come to the conclusion that the most probable solution is

a bodily resurrection.

If the resurrection really did take place then it would

make sense to listen to Jesus when He claims to be able to

forgive sins. If it's a farce then Mr. Miller is correct and

Christians are indeed very silly. The question I leave

with him and with all of us is. how have we come to our

conclusions? Do we just believe popular hear about 'born

againers' or have we examined the historical evidence for

ourselves?

Brian Kelley

Dickinson

We thank you plasmatics

To the Editor,

The American Red Cross Blood Services would like to

whole-heartedly thank The Collegian for supporting our

recent "BIG UMass" blood drive.

The first day of the drive ended way under goal with

collections amounting to 111 pints of blood; we needed to

reach a goal of 180 pints per day for each of the 3 days.

Since we depend so heavUy on the donors at UMass. it

was critical for us to turn that trend around. We turned

to you. Your prompt response to the situation brought an

enormous reaction from the student population.

On the second day, collections rose dramatically to 187

pints. We were pleased and relieved. The overall

comments from the students were that they had read of

our need in The Collegian. Their dedication to the cause

really shown "proud" on the third day when collections

sky-rocketed to 219 pints!

We have you and the students of UMass to thank; your

efforts were worthwhile. We can't thank you enough or

express to you the value of your assistance by promoting

the second two days of the drive. Many patients in area

hospitals wUl be helped. Those few words in last

Wednesday's newspaper made all the difference in the

world.

Dorothy Beliveau

American Red Cross

We are better than they

To the Editor,

It has been suggested by some people that the recent

US-led invasion of Grenada was no different than the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan a few years ago. These

people are either forgetting or intentionally ignoring a

very basic and extremely important difference between

the two actions.

The Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan for the purpose

of installing a totalitarian regime; in contrast. US and

other forces invaded Grenada for the purpose of

removing a totalitarian regime.

This does not mean that the legitimacy of the invasions

of Grenada should not be vigorously debated, but any

direct comparison between that invasion and the uivasion

ot Afghanistan is ridiculous and irresponsible.

J. Kelley

Class of *83, Duxbury

Nuclear waste in the C.C.

To the Editor,

Pursuant to a request from Collegian staff on October

26. 1983. engineers from this office investigated a black

material discharging to the sanitary facilities located

behind the Collegian office. At this time it was found that

the discharge was the result of flushing the sprinkler

lines in that portion of the Campus Center building.

Thank you for your concern.

Roland J. Dupuis, P.E.

Deputy Regional Environmental Engineer

Editor's note: you said where it came from, but not

what it was. We're still concerned.
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• Bl SINKSS MANAGEMKNT • LAW
• MKDK INK • INTELLIGENC K
• ( IVII.KNGINEERING •AVIATION
• SHIPHOAKI) OPERATIONS
Ql'ALIEK^ATIONS: Minimum BA BS decree

(summer p'aduates may inquire). Applicants must

pass aptitude and physical examinations and

(lualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship

recjuired.

BENEEITS: Excellent package includes 30 days'

earned annual vacation. Medical dental/ low-cost

life insurance coverage and other tax-free

incentives. Dependents' benefits available.

Promotion pro-am included.

A Navy Representative will be on campus on

November 16, 17. For an appointment,sign up in the

Career Placement Office or call collect:

(518)462-6119

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

UMass/Boston
invites you to a special

Graduate Studies Open House

Thursday, November 17, 3-8 pm

For professional advancement or

personal growth, explore graduate

study at UMass/Boston Meet and

talk with faculty members from

UMass/Boston's fme graduate

programs

You should know that in most of

these programs you can pursue a

degree full-time or part-time. We
offer convenient hours and excel-

lent facilities for studyand research.

MA
American Civilization

Critical and Creative Thinking

English

History

History/Archival Methods
History/Historical Archaeology

Mathematics
Mathematics/Computer Science

Sociology (Applied)

And at UMass/Boston. quahty is

affordable

The open house will take place

Thursday, November 17, from

3 00 to 8:00 pm, m the third floor

Lounge of Building 020 on our

Harbor Campus For further infor

mation about the open house or

about graduate study at

UMass/Boston, call 929-8000

MEd
Bilingual Education

Counselor TYaining

Education (Elementary and

Secondary)

Educational Administration

English as a Second Language

Reading
School Psychology

Special Needs Education

MS
Biology

Biology/Applied Marine Ecology

Chemistry
Human Services*

Public Affairs*

Physics (Applied)

CAGS
Counselor Trainmg

Educational Administration

School Psychology

MBA
Business Administration

PhD
Environmental Science

'pending approval

MILLERHKH Ul
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Register at the

Intramural Office

Competition will

begin immediately

For more information

contact:

Intramural Office

545-2693

Qm^,
IfH.H I. Ill
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1*3 BEER BREWED BY THE WILLER BREWING COMPANY MILWAUKEE Wl
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KING OF BEERS®

INTRAMURAL HI0HLIGHT8
UPCOMING ENTRY DATES Men's/Women's Swim Meet, 16 Nov. . .6 pm
entries, Boyden Pool

Individuals, Teams. Trophies to individual event champions and overall

team champions. OPEN SWIM 16 November, Boyden Pool CANCELLED.

3 on 3 Basketball, men, women. Entries 16 November, play begins 28

November

3 on 3 Corec. One woman, two men. Prizes Schick. Tournament . . Boston

Flag Football playoffs, update. Final four Phi Kappa Alpha vs Ex Hogsters

Wed 9 Nov Ball State vs Mah Fahs Wed 9 November. Finals scheduled

Thursday 10 November 4:X pm third & fourth place 5:30 Thursday 10

November,

Co-Rec Flag Football playoff finals scheduled Wednesday 9 November

Chadbourne Maroons vs Simple Crustaceans 5:30Tied 3 third place Kappa

Gamma

Co-Rec Soccer finals Thatcher Threshers vs Strikers 9 November

Frisbee Finals, Monday 14 November, DeD Sevens, vs Rage 4;30 pm

CHAMPIONS: Tennis, Mens, J. Glover defeated D. Sapers, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4

for the 1983-84 mens singles championship

BADMINTON: Grad Faculty Divsion: T.M. Wee defeated Michael Chan

7-15, 15-5, 15-11 1983-84 Badminton singles championships

FACILITIES NOPE and Curry Hicks Buildings and all facilities closed

Veterans Day weekend; Friday 11 November - Sunday 13_NoyembgL

®

ikipMhlox^wl

at the

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Over 18,000 New and Used Books

AH titles are $2.00 or less.

This is a special truckload shipment
from a Midwest warehouse.
More titles added daily

Subject matter from
Aerodynamics -Zoology
Sale runs Nov. 7 - Nov. 23

M-F 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Closed Nov. 11

t.i.«--V,

10 a.m.

U. MaM.

^* • Be«r . ^»'»*

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

JLst past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

til 11 p.m.
;^* '•/

.-.V.

c«,\cV^

O^'
>Ne®,KW

SPec»a\*

BUSCh 12 oz. export bottles 98.95 + dep.

Becks light or dark $14.00/case + dep.

Michelob or Michelob Light

$11.45 +dep.

Miller Lite i2pk.bttis $5.00 +dep.

Cribari VinossL $4.99

Sebastiani 3l $5.65

Inglenook 3l $5.99

Almaden $5.79 ^,

FetZer premium red or white 1.5 L vH.uS

Gordon's Gin ub $11.99

Jim Beam Bourbon 175 $11.95

Popov Vodka 175 $9.95

not responsible for tvpcgraphica! errors
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Amherst Flics presents:

Roid^rs of th« Lost Ark

$1.50 Shows8PM&10Pm
Fri. Sat. Sun

Amherst College, Merrill 1

I

I

##*»#**»*###***#***********•***************'*******I

^S^
*pv

f2e<j(ure<A

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

Hvporcurriiula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at

the University of

Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day

before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

.:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•

Saturday

AMATEUR RADIO
NOVICE CLASS - This

will be the first meeting of a

class for anyone interested

in getting the novice class

amateur radio license. Call

256-6115 evenings for

details. 1:30 p.m., 14 Cosby

Ave.
Sunday

STRATEGY GAMES
CLUB - The club will meet

on Sunday to play

miniatures and board

games. Squad leader and

Avalon Hill board gamers

welcome. Noon - Midnight,

CC 174.

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH -
All are welcome to join us

for our Sunday Service of

worship, praise and
teaching from the Bible.

10:15 A.M., see CC schedule

for room number.

adv^nturo travel

549-1256

Reserve Hotiday Flights Nuw
Save up to 60%

233 N Pleasant St

Amherst Carriage Shops

UMass Express/Locals

New Location

MBTA - Riverside

Newton Mass

For reservations and information call

(617) 965-7040

y0000^ 0*000»00» *0*»*»»9f4*00*0»»»*******»»******

Veterans Day

10 K ROAD RACE
November 11

Alumni Stadium at 10 AM
Preregistration Nov 7-10

Table on the CC. Concourse
Cost $4 ($5 -Race Day)

^5 This is the fifth in a series of connecting ads.
^^•"t *• *%#^*.%.»«*'*.^-**V^."

... \,', •kp^ .-• ,« -w, f»-^mrym-r-^ .

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

-mi5 16 PUM6.

PfWKLY, I 6U5P8CT

\
TRYIT.

HaiO, OPERATOR.

I'FUKETHe
NWK^eRFOR

HeRRiN& Tdfia';

PLeAf£.

\

canwNLy.
ITWT'5
555-6717.

mvBANice

CftKE.

TH/TT.

(€00. lOOK IT UP,

I'P- MUSH FOR -«WW6.

Scrod Dan DeBellis

WftNTS Hlfi., EUERV I^N
KJMiTS To BE L\KE H|M'

'

^ujH^r ^ slob!'
\

.<^

Superbad by G.H.

^UT FfSONA itfil^ WHAT"

After The Fall

\ DON'T <N(MjJ, ^IV<e

... IT secNvs UIKE
NO ONE'S WILLING TO

MA<£ COnniTHgNTS
ANYMORe...

by R. Miller

YOO^'OOuJ, IT'S

POSSIBLE TO HAVE
STABLE, n6N0aAW0OS
RELATIONSHIPS T>iAT

LAST (iOR£ THAN A
(*V5NTh C>R.TWa...

1 KieAM,CHl^lST'
I'VE BEEN IN AT
LEAST NJIUE ».
TEN OF Trte^l

wself...

Wilson Low by CC. McFly

LOLl-TI,MARTlAwa3O,Y00RiWILS0N
LCW! LJU5T SAW YOUR PICTURE ON |

[MY Vlt>COM.)

LVIOCOM ] TADA-D^DATA^T^

CWOeRfWW 3 WILSON LOW \^s

A GOOD TIDING WtTOONOYOU
V —

|L^^^c^EY:3WH^^?^i_^

LWCKEY ] LOOMVE GOT pIZZ-AS IN

MY l^cy>ET CAR ItiAT ARE GETTING

COU-TI.J DONT MOVE! UNDER (*«
THtWME 5H0W HOST WILL KHtRE NflM'

I
KOtBt TWsisYOOR LUCKY DA>/'

|mk^T^I~]

LUN0tRPN«)W6KT
NO*/ WE'RE OtlNG SEEN

BY 30 TRILLION ALIENS

A*JO HOMLrV^^ERS J^
1 DO YOU FEEL'.^

ICOLD.r

/v A
/^^ ^<i^

CCIVCFUV

LUN0tRflM«3YE«»,WE KNOW WwJ

Quentin

-| EXCITED YOU MUST &E!

by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tlditrd by Margaret Karrar and Trudr Jaffr

«.>I«S) IM kmuitn lt«m s>a«rMt

ACROSS
1 Alpha's opposite

6 Swamplands
10 Isolated rock

14 Vitamin acid

15 River past Caen
16 Feature otTLC
17 Like 65 Across

19 Senior, in

Solssons

20 Airport info

21 Money, in a way
22 Deserved
24 Musical hiatus

26 Reticence

28 Items on sports

programs
30 Cupids
34 Branded
37 Northern canals

39 City on the Oka
40 Music provider

41 Hat style

43 Starchy root

44 Dues
47 Noel nectar

48 Squirrel away
50 Menu offering

52 Apathy
54 Small creature

58 Pursuits for

trendies

61 Pro

63 Beginning prefix

64 Indian VIP

65 Cousin of a timid

soul

68 Black

69 Inter

70 Perry's Girl Friday

71 Fowl part

72 Keen desires

73 Symbol of

hardness

DOWN
Put to choice
' d'Arthur"

Disney's middle

name
Victorian

transport

Eight: Ger.

Enemies
Blochand
Borgnine

8 Wind direction

9 Passover
ceremony
Person who
cries wolf

Eve's eldest

12 English composer
13 Orchestral

instrument

18 Bored with

23 Gardner of the

movies

5

6
7

10

11

25 Causing panic

27 That, in Madrid

29 Neckline shape

31 Mediterranean

port

32 San .port

of Italy

33 Smelting residue

34 Sights at JFK
35 Condition, in

Paris

36 Before toil or

drome
38 Run
42 Teen, for one
45 Poetic

contraction

46 Board a

Pullman

49 Chemical ending

51 Nobility's wear

53 Magazine piece

55 Miltie

56 English hymn
writer

57 Amount to

58 Henley
participant

59 1944 Nobel
physicist

60 Later

62 Attaches

66 Diminutive suffix

67 Up to now

1 2 3 4 5

1
6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17

25 27

W
19

?0 21

P
24 26

^
PP 33

f

30

t

34 TS 36 37 ^
39

40

I
49

44~

P

46 151^
41

43 47

55 P 57

48 SO

P
67

5?

59 60

65"P
«1 63

64

1
"sr W 70~

71 72 73

Paid advertising
position

at the Collegian
All interested students

apply

113 Campus Center
Deadline: 4 p.m. Thursday
The Collegian is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

DC Menu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH
Tacos Vegetable Tacos

Spinach Noodle Casserole Spinach Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce
Ratatouille

Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce
Ratatouille

Weather

Today — day, rain

developing. Highs in the

50s. Tonight and Friday,

rain continuing. Lows
tonight in the 40s and highs

Friday in the 50s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER

IfOT m
I 3

BflDElHB QDQIJaClD
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roOOWOPENjVo^
KO* UTOPIA SPAS ^'S'*

'-

I Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

5 Open 11 am-1 am...Walk-ins are welcome

: A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC ft RELAXATION FACItmr

Thursday, November 10, 1983

; HoTtJ;> Whirlpool Spas . Float To Relax Tank . ^^^^P^^l^.'^^^S
. Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships available) • ^^^^
.:freshmemsavai.a'b.e • Warm, comfortable lounge area w,^^^^^^

l A clean safe and supervised
^"^''^^"'^^"^^Vf^^VMOWE

own favorite music or sounds. .AND MUCH MOHfe. .
-

•

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!

• •••••••••••• clip and save ••••••••••••"

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)

$1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF
HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT

(coupon valid through November 17, 1983) i-ijdc
one coupon per visit, per person ^^' i^rvl,

<»^ ^A3^^^^
EVERY

^^^P THURSDAY
^'beginning 8PM TO

Pt^ by D.J. - Midrange Productions

[Hayloft Lounge
upstairs at the RedBarn Steakhouse

Route 9, 1/8 milepast Rolling Green Apts.

*
TUBS

AV-fjiGH'^tlAP^gcP

V^J-iAj||Ci\3rf!^^*j4;™fv - FridTtfeadline is 3:45 wo days prio, to publication day

Come ,o Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday
^ -^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive c^ays

APT/ROOM WANTED
= •
to •Females looking for "Partm^nt

rent/share starting Jan 1 call Ellen 546-1456

please keep trying if no answer •

ENTERTAINMENT
~ •

Party Mix Productions: has a recently

purchased light show, a great sound

system and a price you'll like! Call Jett

Taylor 253-2152
.

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS «
SPECIAL! Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

Boogying Blues / Rock Band for hire

live music for your party call 256-1394

Large room in two bedroom Cliffside •

apartment, starting Spring. 666-7756 ^

FOR SALE ~Z1 Z

WMUA is looking for qualified student

to fill position of Business Mgr Applicants

should have some bookkeeping experience,

organizational skills, ability to work w/stu-

dent staff, and be available for consistent

weekly time commitment 8-10 hrs.

Qualified undergrads may apply at 416 Stu

Union. Deadline is Nov. 11 AA/EEO

women and third world encouraged to app-

ly
^

IT'S COMING

Not him. the Great Pizza Drool-Off 1
WSYL

89.7-FM 545-0191 •

SKI JACKSON HOLE WYOMING
Jan 10-17

Trip Includes:

5% day lift ticket - Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare Cr transfers

8 days, 7 nights, luxurious condos
Hot Tub Party, Beer & Wine Parties

Beer Slalom. Awards Party, etc etc

Only $669 (taxes £r gratuities

included)
Info Meeting
Sun Nov 13 Campus Ctr

Rm 804 9 7:00 pm
or call UMass Ski Club
546-3437 or 2B3-B757

I FRAL ASSISTANTS WANTED •

FOR RENT

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
J

Top name running shoes $12. Lea^|;'er i^"

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12^

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Dorm size refrigerator 5 cubic ft. very

good condition $100.00 586-0723

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet •

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

Guitar for sale - never used $150 or 80 call

Cheryl 546 7295 ,

Spalding Squadra Course, 210 cm one

year old, used twice. Buy while they re •

cheap I Asking $100 256-0581 J

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from acadernic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client inten/iewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney supery-

sion. For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST
t

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Louie Larry Louis Have a great birthday

love you Randi Lynne

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LISA

Forever is a long time. . . That's how long

we'll be friends Love, Wabbit

HELP WANTED

e

Lost goldtone Longlne watch in Boyden

1 1/8 if found please call 256-1318 reward

Women's UMass class ring lost Nov 8

1863-1963 centenial ring great sentimental

value reward call Sue 546-6054

White checkbook type Baybanks folder

with 2 ID'S please call 256-6761 after 1 1 PM

Leslee - Don't be scared. You have a good

reason to smile. Love, Chris

Tricia and Errin Thanks for the pussy in

the box you gave us last Friday love Beanie

and Lambchops

Jill - Bill the Cat died of acne it's true, but

he was never afraid to look in the mirror.

Please don't be afraid. . .Quiche

Hey Chris and Judi plug and chug babiesl

Love Lis

Hey Seta I Are ya stickin' it up this

weekend? Lis

Cynthia XO Happy Birthday to the best

bug sis get pysched for UNH love Chns

Ann

Dean. Just think - you were only 19 when

we started going out. I hope we share many

more together. Happy 23! 1 love you more

than ever I

To my buddies on the women's swim

team CONGRATULATIONS and good luck

tonight and Saturday luv ya Christopher

Maureen McKenna Happy 20thl It'll be

the best birthday ever! Love Amy

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings
^

RAYBANS

The most distinguished name in

sunglasses call Bruce The Rayban Man for

details 549-2879

RIDE WANTED

PERSONALS

Part-time - evenings - weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people

who have requested information on our

products. We sell mainly by

appointment in a dignified and profes-

sional

manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White (203) 528-9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

Employ Yourself! SNPS has openings for

an experienced (360, 1250) Press Operator J pg, ^^f^ information 546-3437 S.U.B
and a Copier Operator. Applicants must be

students, mechanically inclined, available

thru 5/85 and be willing to become involved

with a democratically managed student

controlled business. 10 hr/wk $3.50 to start

women and minorities encouraged. Ap-

Dlications in SU 403 due 11/14 5 pm

Wanted: Course and Teacher Evaluation

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

IVIike S. Happy Belated Birthday! Let's go

out and get lambasted! Love Michelle and

Martha

Career Day '83 - November 15, 1983 10 am
- 4 pm 1st floor Campus Center FREE spon-

sored by Undergraduate Business Club all

are invited
.

12th Annual Bush Bash

First 100 skiers to sign-up are

eligible for a free trip

All skiers signed up before Nov 15 will

receive a free ski T-shirt

The Great Ski Snatch Nov 16-19

SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch
SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch
SkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatchSkiSnatch

For more info 545-3437 430 Student Union

Calf Women - 1 met you Thursday in the

SOM Library. You helped me in Accoun-

ting. I would like to return the favor Chris

665-7518

Bahamas Spring Break from 346.00 Ac-

comadation. Air, Transfers, Free AVM Par-

ties, cruise and more! For info call Chris at

549-0533

Florida from $136.00 Daytona Ft Lauder-

dale Spring Break best hotels fill first

payment plans available reserve your

space nowl For more info call Chris at

549-0633

UKLA - I love you. Bright Eyes

Ride needed to Providence/Fall River

area Thursday call Sandy 256-0556

Ride needed to Prov or Newport Rl any

time Nov 10-11 will share gas Mark

546-8696

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p.m. 256-0102.

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 666-3414

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

Free Peer Counseling information and

referals at Lesbian and Gay Men's Counsel-

ing Collective 433 Student Union MTuThF
4 - 8 p.m. 545-2645 24 hr events phone

545-0684. ^

Talented people wanted for Field cof-

feehouse on Nov 17. Musicians, jugglers,

etc. Call Mike 6-6797

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession !4

mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26

- Jan 31 $295 546-56M. _
SWEATERSI SWEATERS! SWEATERS I

Sweater Sale! Saturday November 12 9

am to 4 pm Howard Johnson's Motor

Lodge. Latest styles, wool blends, rags,

and cottons. All sizes. Visa/Mastercharge

welcome!

Guide Coordinator oversees production of «

UMass Ski Club presents

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
$500,000 worth of top name

winter clothing and ski equipment

at incredible savings

Nov 16-19 in thr *"• -<f-^r Union Ballroom

the CATE Guide information /application

420 SUB 545-0341 AA^EO
Overseas Jobs - Summer /year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing

Free info. Wnte !JC. Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE
JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE
Info Meeting Sun Nov 13 CC rm 804

or call 545 3437/253 5757

SKICLUBSKICLUBSKICLUBSKICLUB
SKICLUBSKICLUBSKICLUBSKICLUB

•
e
e
•

e
•
e
e
e
e
e

Jodi Bakalor. Happy Birthday! Tonights

plans: A Party in your honor, be there!

We're going to have a blast! Love, Julie &
Tracy

The delegates to NACURH wish to thank

our advisors and Housing Services for pro-

viding transportation to Geneseo. Next

stop Colorado 1

Pumpkinheads on 11-12 show New
Hampshire what you've got - cause we
know you've got alot! (talent of course!)

the Window Molesters

Jennifer Sinjem - Have a tantabulous

B-day - boogie it up in Beantown and )ump

a few BB's for us while you're at itl! We
love ya^SherjT&^Cyn

Hey Bit Happy Anniversary! 1 can't wait to

celebrate. It has been a super year! I love

you. Little Beth

e

THERAPY WORKSHOP

Weekend Workshop for Women Dec

9-11 explore self defeating patterns, power

and intimacy issues leaders Norma Lahainer

and Mary Aubrey call 253-7038

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

I need Third World students for a casual

interview about your background etc. For

fieldwork on my Anthro. paper. Get in

touch with me at 546-9695, nights easier to

get me! Laurie Abbott Patterson

WANTED TO RENT

Two male undergrads looking for an

apartment for Spring semester. Will take

over intersession if necessary. Call John
McGonagle, 256-6883. Leave message.

Collegian 15
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. . . IN CONCERT
Tuesday November 15 2 Shows
Campus Center Auditorium, UMass
7:30 pm 10 pm
Admission $2
Sp^mored bv WMLA hM

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Trumpet Virtuoso

MAURICE ANDRE
with the

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Robert Gutter, Conductor

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8 PM

Tickets: $11, $9, $7

Five College Students '/» Price

Available at Fine Arts Center Box Office

DATATIX Outlets and Springfiekj Civic Center

545-2511

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS

AWARD
KOMIKATIOHS

Deadline: November 15, 1983

If you know a faculty teacher or teaching assistant/associate

(graduate students and undergraduates, teaching courses with the ap-

proval of the department) who is truly outstanding and deserves recogni-

tion, submit a nomination in writing with a brief description of why your

nominee deserves the award.
Any student, past or present, may make nominations.

Submit nominations by Tuesday, November 15, 1983

TO: Distinguished Teaching Awards Connmittee

Graduate Student Senate

919 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

(TONIi
I

Hear th

TONIGHT
the new

music of

Requests We/come
Two For One 9 til M

- All Liquor Drinks -

FILM
DEATH DY HANGING

Directed by: Nagisa Oshima

A Japanese film about the capital

punishment in Japan

will be shown Nov. 13 CC 904-08

show times: 12, 2, 4 pm FREE

DEATH BY HANQING
Dlrm:t«d by NaglM Oshima
"Have you ever seen an execution?" asks the opening title. Daath

by Hanging describes the execution chamber and ceremony in

detail, then proceeds to show the execution of a young Korean

worker found guilty of raping and strangling two women. The con-

demned man is hanged according to the rules yet he refuses to die

and must be taken down. He remembers nothing of his crimes so

the officials attempt a re-enactment, creating a grotesque parody

imbued with racial discrimination. This provocative, exhilarating and

theatrical film was inspired by a real incident which Oshima fashion-

ed into an absurdist attack on the Japanese system of justice in par

ticular and capital punsihment in general.

Sponsored by th* Asian American

Students Assoc, of UMoss i

J spor

The Most Sophisticated

Training Ground
For NuclearEngineering

Isn't OnThe Ground.

^

It's on a Navy ship.

The Navy has

more than 1.900

reactor-years of nuclear

power experience -

more than anyone else

in America. The Navy
has the most sophisti-

cated nuclear equip-

ment in the world. And
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear

reactors in America.

With a nuclear program like that, you

know the Navy also offers the most compre-

hensive and sophisticated nuclear training.

Every officer in the Nuclear Navy

completes a full year of graduate level

technical training. Outside the Navy, this

kind of program would cost you thousands.

In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.

Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you

supervise highly trained personnel in the

operation of the most

advanced nuclear

propulsion plants

ever developed. You

get a level of technical

and management
experience unequalled

anywhere else.

You get important

responsibilities and you

get them lii^i. Becau.se

in the Navy. ;is your

knowledgi' grows, so do

\()ur resporT^iliilities.

Today s Nuclear

Navy is one of the most

chalienging and reward-

ing career choices a

man can makt . And
that choice can pay off

while you're still in school. (Qualified

juniors and seniors earn approximately

$1,000 per month while they finish school.

As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4

years with regular promotions and pay

increases, you can be earning as much as

$40,500. That 'son top of a full IxMiefits pack-

age that includes medical and dental care,

and 30 days' vacation earned each year.

As a nuclear-trained officer, you also

earn a place among this nations most

qualified and respected professionals. So,

NAVY OPPORTUNITY W 345

INFORMATION CF.NTER
P.O. Box 5000. Clifton, NJ 07015

[1 Please send me more information about

becoming an officer in the Nuclear Navy. (WN)

< Ptpasp Print )

Slate. .Zip_

if you're majoring in

math, engineering or

the physical sciences,

send in the coupon.

Find out more about

the most sophisti-

I

cated training ground

for nuclear engineer-

ing. Today's Nuclear

Navy.
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UMwomen inNCAA quarterfinals
Soccer hosts Brown

CoHtfuui photo by Aitdg Heller

FIFI n HOCKEY IN NCAA PLAYOFFS — The Univergity ofMasBochuaetts will face the win-

ner ofZ T?m^-- UnivoFPenn. game on Sunday at the UPenn in Philadelphia. UMass, who «

ZdedThi^dl^the twelve team tourney, has a record of 13-2-2. The Minutewomen already own a

iTwinTvt Temple and has not met UPenn. Pennsylvania will have the home-field advantage^

(UM^s NOPE field wasn 't suitable) and Temple will have US team goalie Robin Porter in the

'^UMass, in their earlier game with the OwU, dominated and outshot Temple 22-5. But since it s

the ru^onal tournament, previous games mean nothing. The future is now
''^^,^;^2^J.^^^^^

JLut the NCAA 's.
" said coach Pam Hixon. "We have a good strong nucleus. ^Massfe^ures

^ht se^i^rs^ winner of the UMass game advances to the Final Four next weekend. Above,

Chris Kocot drives past a Rhode Island player earlier m the season.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

puts it all on the Une this Sunday at 1 p.m. on Boyden Field

as they face 10th ranked Brown University m the quar-

terfinals of the NCAA playoffs.

UMass seeded third, defeated Brown earlier this season

here by a score of 3-1. EUen Taggart. Stacey Fhonis and

Lori Stukes scored for the Minutewomen, while Ellen

Bopp scored the lone goal for the Bruins as the defense was

solid during the match.

"They have a lot of young excellent talent, and recruit

well-seasoned soccer players from all around the country.

We have to take the game to them, because they are very

dangerous, and we can't make them feel comfortable." said

coach Kalekeni Banda.

The Minutewomen have a well balanced scoring attack led

by Flionis' eight goals and 18 points. She is followed by

Ellen Tagart with 12 points. Nadia Komarowski with 11,

Lori Stukes with nine, and Chris Taggart with eight.

Goaltenders Jeanne Paul and Lisa Ellis both compiled

super goals against averages. Paul's is 0.17. and Ellis is

0.75.

"When you're number one or three, everyone wants to

take a shot at you. and you can't take anything for granted.

The long layoff might make us a little rusty in the first five

minutes, but we have enough experience to overcome it. A
good team needs to go to tournaments and see the com-

petition." said Banda.

The 10-2-3 record and number three ranking represent

the best UMass has accomplished. They are an ex-

perienced team who has been to playoffs before. The

Minutewomen have been in the NCAA playoffs the last

three years, but has never made it to the Final Four.

"The key players are the Taggart sisters. If we get a good

game from them, we wiU do well. We need leadership and

play-making from Chris and hustle from Ellen. We will try

to get the ball to them more, because when they are hot,

we dominate," said Banda.

"The other veterans must show leadership and com-

posure. The defense must be at its best this year, like in

Cortland. The home field advantage will help us

psychologically, and we know the field we're playing on.

Win or lose, we will gain a lot of respect across the

country," added Banda.

Sophomore Martha Ruble is questionable for the game,

while Banda hopes freshman Michell Rodney, a defensive

substitute will be healthy and act as a sparkplug. Jamie

Watson is still out.

UNH
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

The rollercoaster ride for the 1963

University of Massachusetts football team

is coming to an end and head coach Bob

Pickett and his Minutemen will be looking

reverse direction once again and finish the

year on a upward swing.

UMass (3-6 overall, 2-2 conference)

began the season 1-4, but won two

straight Yankee Conference games

against Maine and Boston University,

before stumbling 16-6 against UConn and

21-20 last week at Lehigh.

If a common theme can be found for the

1983 football team it is that they can be

their own worst enemy. From the season

opening 45-13 loss to Toledo, where six

Minutemen turnovers were converted

into five touchdowns to last week at

Lehigh, when UMass had 433 toUl yard

had a 24 13 advantage in first downs and

still lost because they turned the ball over

six times.

The trend has become a familiar one.

The defense makes a big play to give the

offense good field position. The offense

moves the ball well, gets inside the 15

yardline and fails to score. An in-

terception, a bad snap, a holding penalty,

a clipping penalty, whatever the special of

the day is prevents the Minutemen from

putting points on the board.

"We made too many mistakes that kept

us out of the endzone," Pickett said last

week after the Lehigh game.

If UMass has trouble finding the endzone

when they take on the Wildcats of New
Hampshire (6-3 overall, 2-2 conference)

Saturday in Durham, N.H. in their final

Yankee conference game, they could have

big problems.

The Wildcats are riding a five game
winning streak, including their last two

Call helps UMass
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Two things were promised in the preview

for last night's Springfield-UMass

volleyball match. The first was that the

contest would be thrilling, and it was! The

second promise stated that only one team

would prevail, and the University of

Massachusetts did, by a nose.

It took UMass all five games of the 3 out

of 5 match to secure an exciting victory

over Springfield College.

The fifth and deciding game was

everything the spectators and players ex-

pected, almost. UMass led early 5-3, caus-

ing Springfield to use one of their two

timeouts. Springfield suddenly took com-

mand and sprung ahead of UMass 13-5.

Following a UMass timeout, the spikers

closed the gap to 13-10. Now it was Spr-

ingfields turn for their last timeout. This

call didn't help at ail, UMass continued to

fight back, taking a 13-12 lead.

Enter the boisterous crowd. Springfield

forgot their first timeout and tried to call a

third but was merely warned that they had

used up their two timeouts. Due to the

crowd noise the coaches missed the judges

warning and tried to call a fourth timeout.

The score was 13-13, but the judge had to

give a point to UMass for the infraction.

The spikers capitalized and won the final

point and the game 15-13.

Head Coach Elaine Sortino summed up

the match this way, "It was a hell of a

match. ..and that's a quote."

Games two and three went to UMass

with scores of 15-13 and 15-7 respectively

after Springfield took the first game,

15-12. The crowd, which would prove to be

a boisterous one, was beginning to feel the

excitement.

The fourth contest went to Springfield,

15-9. The spikers lost the game, but the

team experienced a new sensation in

NOPE, excellent crowd support, which

helped the team to victory.

PIKE.
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

Weekend Action
The MEN'S SOCCER team hosts their

last game of the year against 12th ranked

Hart wick Saturday at 2 p.m. at Boyden
field. The VOLLEYBALL team will finish

their season against Northeastern

oiitur'«ay at 1 p.m. at

It's not pro football, its not college foot-

ball, and it isn't even high school football,

but the intramural football playoff semi-

finals held their own for entertainment

value.

The players wear flags on their hips.

Nobody wears pads and the offensive line is

asked to block without making contact, but

the 1983 intramural semi-finalists still put

on an exciting show.

Yesterday at the Boyden intramural fields

Phi Kappa Alpha (Pike) defeated Ex-

Hogsters 13-10 on a 30 yard field goal by

Mike Raditz and Ball State knocked off Mah
Fahs 20-18 when Al Menino hit John Cahill

with a touchdown pass with seven seconds

left.

The Ex-Hogsters had a chance to win the

game in regulation. They came back from a

10-0 deficit on the strength of a Ronnie

Manning to Mike Galvin touchdown bomb
and a 20 yard field goal by Manning, before

conference games and have the leading

scorer in the conference in tailback Andre

Garron.
Garron, only a sophomore, leads the

Wildcats in rushing (880 yards, 10 TD's)

receiving (21 catches. 539 yards, 25 yard

average, 4 TD's) and also averages 45

yards every kick-off return.

Junior Rick Leclerc runs the Wildcat

offense. Leclerc is 83 of 155 through the

air with eight touchdowns and seven

interceptions. The Wfldcats have run up

some impressive numbers offensively.

They beat AIC 31-0, scored 30 points

against Holy Cross in a 42-30 loss, and also

scored 52 points in a 52-28 rout of Lehigh.

Manning attempted a 15 yard field goal

with two seconds left in regulation. But

Pike's Peter Lamb sent the game in

overtime when he blocked the kick.

Pike drove to field goal range and Raditz

nailed the game winning field goal to send

Pike into the final today at 4:30 p.m.

against Ball State.

State made a comeback of their own to

advance to the final. Mennino hit Cahill

with a touchdown pass and Reese Dozier

picked off a Gus Leddy pitch and ran it into

the endzone to give State a 13-12 lead.

The Mah Fah quarterbach Neil Kelliher hit

Dizzy in the endzone with a 35 yard bomb

with 35 seconds left before Mennino hit

Cahill with the winning touchdown pass.

But the Mah Fah weren't done yet. After

the kickoff Kelliher rolled right and fired to

Leddy. who made an outstanding grab, but

was ruled out of the endzone.

In the Co-rec final Simple Crustatcians

captured their second straight title with a

31-21 win over the ChadbOurne Maroons.

The Crustatcians are 16-0 over the last two

years.
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Eateries

cure the

DC blues

I ullrKiui photo by Drrw U|ricr

ELEGANCE - Located across the street from the Amherst Town Hall, Plumbleys provides

the gourmand with a varied cuisine.

It's Happy Hour.

Valley has fine drink specials
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

And now for something newsworthy: a review of local

Happy Hours in the Happy Valley. Most importantly,

remember to follow the sequence described; the whole

comprises more than the sum of its parts. What follows is

a typical Thursday evening OUT.

After eating dinner at your favorite eatery, go home,

change into that durable yet fiexible. preppy yet rustic

outfit, take a shower, and do anything else you might want

to do to make this a lasting and enjoyable evening.

First, go to Judie's for an incredibly expensive but exotic

concoction, now. while you can still appreciate it. Then

sidle next door to the new Barsie's. As with Judie's, this

place lacks any semblance of character, so have a quick one

or two, and head to the Top Of The Campus (TOO to take

advantage of their two-fer-one and the great view of our

prestigious and awe-inspiring campus. This is a great

place for intimate conversations of a subtly sexual nature.

Synchronize your watches and make sure it's still early,

because you have a long way to go. You'll be hungry again,

so go to Websters (in the basement of Plumbley's) for 50

cent drafts and cheap but exceUent chicken wings. Wipe

the grease off your chin, and dash over to Brad's Grapevme

(it's stUl The Drake, I don't care what anyone else says).

Go upstairs and order pitchers of Black and Tans (half

Guinness Stout and half Bass Ale) just to put a Uttle hau- on

your teeth.
. . , , u

By now it should be ten o'clock and you nught feel a buzz

coming on. Boogie over to Delano's, where an interesting

crowd and a buck a- piece imports await. You're having fun

by now, so stay for an hour, and drink heavily (Two-fers on

all mixed drinks abound, though one wonders if the booze

isn't distilled on the premises).

You are now ready to go to Mike's Westview. a bastion

of Thursday night regulars and hard cores, and a good mix

of other UMies. Shot and-a-rock is less than a buck and a

half, so make a lot of toasts to nothing in particular, and

take advantage of this deal. Revel in the "comfortable"

atmosphere, complete with spilt beer on the pool Ubles

and people getting sick in the bathroom. You might want

to wear something waterproof, because someone will spill

their drink on you. You can be sure of this. Stay until you

are kicked out. and head down the road to Seven O's as fast

as you can, because everyone else will be going there too

(it's open until two, at least).

By now you're having so much fun that you and your

friends won't want to leave. So don't. Wait until you're

kicked out. but leave before you get beat up by student-

hating townies. who frequent "the O's" every night, and

hate those drunken idiots that raid the place every

Thursday at one o'clock.

Hopefully by now you've made arrangements as to what

afterhours party to go to. Since you'll be wasted by this

point, find some responsible person to drive you there, if

you can. You probably won't, so drive slowly and

carefully, and stay between the lines. And hey, be careful

out there.

>,

Inside:

Harry Chapin had his ^cheap seats/ but does Amherst have any 'cheap

eats?'
p. 3a

Justin Ryan's: still in the works but well on its way. p. 4a

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

Students tired of dining common fare or itchy offcam-

pus dwellers need not travel any further than Amherst

center to find a variety of fine dining and entertainment.

A short walk from campus will bring those out for a bite

or drink to the Carriage Shop complex where restaurants,

a deli, a pizza place, bars and even a night club are located.

Dastardly Dan's is the first stop. It offers video games,

drinks and a chance to meet some of its regulars. Next

door is The Sub, a take-out or eat-in salad and grinder

shop.

Charlie's and The Pub are also locateti side by side.

While both serve sandwiches and the like, Charlie's has

daily drink specials, video games, a p<M)l table, a jukebox

and a dart Imard. The Pub also offers a daily happy hour,

video games and pool, plus a disc jockey and dancing.

La Mia Pizza is also located in the Carriage Shops and

serves pizza. La Mia delivers, provided the order is large

enough. Amherst Deli, highly acclaimed by the Valley Ad-

vocate's annual reader's poll, serves deli sandwiches,

dishes, salads, bagels and desserts.

Silverscape Cafe, across the common from the Carriage

Shops, serves natural food entrees, salads, breads and

desserts. For a less expensive, more casual vegetarian

meal, one might try the Face of Earth Cafe.

A short walk up Pleasant Street brings one to Classe

Cafe, new to Amherst, Classe Cafe serves breakfast and

lunch and a Sunday brunch featuring special pancakes and

other goodies.

Continuing toward the center brings the hungry or

thirsty walker to another cluster of shops housing

restaurants and bars. La Raclette and Judies. both serv-

ing French food, offer more expensive dishes than other

restaurants in the area, but both atmospheres are very

nice and the food is distinct. Judies new sit-down bar is

sure to attract many who have a passion for Irish coffee,

and the glassed-in patio is great for watching people while

enjoying lunch.

Delano's Restaurant and bar attracts a lot of young peo-

ple for lunch, dinner or its two for one happy hour, from

10 to 12 p.m. Their menu offers sandwiches, burgers,

salads and omelettes.

The newly renovated "Barsies" offers a comfortable at-

mosphere, complete with MTV, Spotlight, and piped in

music. A 4 p.m. - 8 p.m. happy hour, daily drink specials,

and munchies available to midnite complete the scene.

Time Out, a good bar to throw down a couple of beers

while watching the tube, is a favorite of UMass students

and offers free popcorn, a jukebox, video games and a dart

board along with libations.

Hiding "down the alley" is Taco Villa, serving fast, but

very good, Mexican food. Beer is also served at Taco Villa.

Amherst Chinese Food is a wonderful place to find

Chinese food, void of monosodium glutamate, for lunch or

dinner. Their luncheon specials are worth checking out.

Kim Toy, a quaint restaurant, located next to Amherst

Cinema, also serves Chinese food.

Plumbley's on the Common is an elegant place to eat,

and Plumbley's Pub, located in the basement, perio<lically

featuring live musicians, is a nice place for a relaxing

cocktail.

Next to the Common is the Lord Jeffery Inn, which

serves formal breakfasts, lunches and dinners, and is an

excellent place to take the parents or grandparents.

Tucked into the shops along Main Street is the Gas Lite,

great for quick breakfasts or lunches or a cup of coffee.

Across the street from the Amherst Cinema and Kim

Toy is the Village Inn, also known as the Drake, a unique

bar. The Drake has the largest selection of beer on tap in

town, and serves sandwiches. Their breaded and fried

french fries are well-known in Amherst. The downstairs

bar houses one of the areas only public fussball tables.

Whatever the pleasure, fine dining or a quick sandwich,

mixed drinks or a beer, a relaxed atmosphere or dancing,

pizza. Mexican or Chinese food, it can \ye found in

downtown Amherst, just a short walk away from UMass.
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VEGETABLE PASTRY fresh

vegetables sauteed, wrapped in swiss

cheese arid baked in a flakey pastry shell

5.95

NEW YORK SIRLOIN 8 oz. and broiled

I

to your liking 10.95

i
Served with parsleyed potatoes or nee

pilaf, homemade poppy seed bread and

ic*/dU.
At A PTtc» Vow Cn AHord!

[at tbe licbts in nobtv ambebst S4».a»4:
lV«'rc o^«a 7 dmy m weak S m.^. to 9 p.am.
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JUDY, JUDY, JUDY

-

' eJ Even Gary Grant would

\S have enjoyed the

IPb y/ossed-in patio ofJudie's

ColUgian. pkolu by Drew Ogtrr

Good Food at Great Prices .

FOR BREAKFAST — TWO EGG SPECIAL
Chilled juice, hot coffee 2 large eggs, ^ . ^

.

home fries & toast Only #1 .SO
Sf¥0d mil dmy, anytimm

NEXT TO
SUPCR STOP * SHOP

mC •. HADLEY/AMHERST

SUN.TNIIRS.

A.M.'3 A.M.

eauigpbce 256-6889

24 mn

We Buy Used Records

AL-BUMS
ow Open in Amherst!

Lowest Prices on
IMew. Used, and

Imported Re(XNrcte_
""""" coupon

I

50* OFF „j

R AMY If

§ USEDALDUM §j

I
Offer good thru Nov. j

I
coupon^ __j|

M-F10to6
Hours: Sot 9 to 5

^»^„^^ Sunl2to5
181 Norlti Pleoscmt Street, Amhrst 253-7137

Collegian photo by Drew Ogitr

THE NEW IMAGE — 'Barsie's,' acquired by Judie's management

over the summer, has a new image and a new look but the specials and

fun times we remember.
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Design your favorite bagel sandwich and bring us the blueprint we il build it to

exact specs We're the bagel engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. 549-6314

c/e^cnds
I

at the Hotel Northampton

L 36 King Street

I

M ENJoy lARqE SCREEN TV

T ANd SpEciAlry DrInLs

I
SPECIAL OFFER

F SI off ony snack plotter

^ with ttiis coupon

R

Limited: one coupon per customer

Sun. thru Thurs.

DINNER
Buy a dinner

from our

Italian Cuisine

and receive FREE a

glass of wine

5:00-?

Men. & Tues.

FAMILY NIGHT
Buy a pitcher of

Beer or Soda
and pay only

Half Prk*

for any large pizza.

5tOO-Closlng

Mon. thru Wed.

LUNCH

10% Discount

on Lunch
Offer Good thru

November 15

11:30-2:30

SUNDAY DKUNCH
Om*l*tt*

French Toott

Egg D«n»dicts

ond much mor*
Bloody Mary's only

11:30 Qm-2:30 pm

Dolly Hoppy Hours M-F 3:00-5:00

Eoch Night Hoppy Hour 10:00-closlng

Hours 11 30 AM I 00 AU 7 dayl

43 N. Pleasant St.

Annherst, MA 01002

Bud or Lite Draft 25<r!

w/ coupon & purchase of sandwich or dally special

Sandwiches: Roast Beef, Chicken.

Turkey, Ham & Cheese. BLT's.

Soups, side dishes...AND MORE!

Coupon valid 11/10. 11/11, 11/12, 11/13

mm$
WllAT'5 yOUR plEASUREf

Potato Skiws, WhoU pRiEd CIams,

^'ReaI" STEAk SANdwich etc.

Have you ^^Ed pRANkiE^^ yET?
At Frances we Nave

soiyiExhiNq For EVERyoNEl

TRy usi

Over 99 Stems to choosE From.

Why Frye?

How can boots that look this good, this

much In style, be over a hundred years

old? They're Frye Boots. Benchcrafted by

skilled hands the same way
since 1863.

So while the styles may
change the quality will remain

the same. The best.
120 GREAT YEARS FROM FRYE

•••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••**
Men. Sat. 9:30-6:00

HEARTFELT LEATHER
Downtown Amherst

FrI. till 8:00

253-5136

Sun. 11:00-4:00

No food like fast food,

greasy, fat and„oooh!
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

As any inveterate chow hound will tell

you, short of McDonald's, Burger King,

Wendy's, or any other national food

establishment using air as a main

ingredient, there seems to be a lack of

prime munchy food in Amherst: the kind

that ususally comes in a greasy wax bag and

adds calories, and usually lots of salt and

sugar, to the appetite that seems to creep

up as quickly and unexpectedly as the party

that form*^ " ^ew hours before.

We're talking real food, here, people.

Cheap food, good food, from the kind of

place heard of only by word of mouth, from

say, a woman whose boyfriend knew a guy

who used to rent the place to the former

owner. Places like these usually have no

big signs or artsy menus. The customer is

expected to know what he or she wants

before they get there, and until they do, the

counter help usually attends to clearing and

cleaning the counter of spilled ketchup and

dirty paper plates.

Well, this is Amherst, not LA. This is

Amherst, not Cambridge, Massachusetts.

And no. this reviewer doesn't know of any

place like that described above, or usually

found in the cities listed above. Nyah.

That's the whole problem. Oh, these

places exist, but most of the time a search

for them lands people in either end of

Amherst, when it's 2 p.m. and the stomach

is growling an hour before class. Amherst
Center is the thing, but since no amount of

prayer will produce a real Jewish deli, the

stomach searches for the next best thing.

That's what this article is about: the next

best thing.

So, culinary proletariats, are we going to

suffer? Are we going to be forced to eat at

the Hatch for the rest of our college

careers'.' Is it worth it to eat a sandwich on

a loaf of bread which you could squeeze into

an edible softball'.' Is that what Collegian

readers want'? No, no, no, people.

The desired thing is something that is

cheap, to put it bluntly, and which will fill

you up until dinner-time. Maybe something

you can walk out of the store with and eat

on the curb. That's all.

There are two, yup, two places chow
hounds will settle for when the tolerance is

low:

The Amherst Deli. These people call

themselves the bagel engineers, and melted

cheese on lox and the traditional cream

cheese are favorites. The prices aren't as

low as one would like, but they're not bad,

$2.70 for a full sandwich. The bread is

bakery and there are seven types of bagels.

At the Carriage Shops The Sub, 33 East

Pleasant St., offers subs bigger than usual

— the price is less than usual, too, the fare

is basic but good, and yet it fills. Try the

roast beef.

• Ryan's
Continued from pa^e Ua

The renovation will

become complete when
Ross installs his 15-inch

video screen attached to a

video recorder.

"It's going to be an

entertainment place,

really, where people can

come in and stay all

night." Ross says.

"Usually, people go to eat

at a place and then they

leave to do something

else."

Originally, Ross had
planned to have the

standard short order
fare— potato skins,

nachos. et al.. but wUl

expand the menu to serve

hamburgers, club san-

dwiches, and steaks.

Justin's will also cater,

and lease space for special

functions.

OP€N 11 A.M.-2 KM.

33 E. PUasanf Sr.

SEVCN DAYS A WCEK

549-5160

Otma P«P9«rt and Bl«ck Olly«« • Sptew

(Cxtr*-CtWM« Of Muthroom* 20< •*^r%)

the SUB
THE SPECIAL - Turkey Ham £r American Cheese

THE SUPER - Genoa-Pepperoni-Ham-Bologna-Provelone

ITALIAN - Pepperoni-Genoa Salami-Provelone

COMBO - Ham-Bologna-Genoa

BOLOGNA

GENOA SALAMI ^^^^^^.^^..^,^=^,,«=«===«==»x-==«-
PEPPERONI SANDWICHES on Syrion Brtod or Sub Roll

ROAST BEEF
TURKEY
PASTRAMI
HAM

HAM & GENOA SALAMI
CRAB SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
EGG SALAD
TUNA SALAD
FOOT SUB DOG
FOOT CHILI DOG
MEATBALL
MEATBALL & CHILI

VEGETARIAN

COCNCD ECEf

549-5160

CHEESE - American or Provelone
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JR's (not Ewing's) to open soon
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Joey is now Justin, the watering hole is now a

restaurant, bar, and dance spot, and it's time the place

opened, after so much publicity, for crying out loud. Well,

sports fans, it is, it is. most probably on Nov. 28, if aU goes

well.

Translation: Justin Ryan's, formerly Joey D's, the

Eating at home down

while eatery biz up
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

With busy course schedules, many students find them-

selves eating out night after night. But professionals,

including an ever increasing woman professional work

force, also spend many a meal in restaurants, making a

variety high quaUty. reasonably priced eateries a necessity

in this community.

It is a little known fact, but easUy comprehendibie, that as

personal incomes within the household go up, the number

of meals eaten at home goes down. The reasons are as

follows: when more money is made, more can be spent,

therefore the extra cost of being waited on becomes less

significant. Amherst residents are fairly affluent, with the

towns businesses and educational institutions.

More time is spent away from home because higher

paying jobs are generally more demanding, and when both

husband and wife are working, eating out is the convenient

and less expensive alternative to hiring a cook.

While the argument of high income levels does not ring

true for most students, the convenience factor of eating out

rates high.

Fortunately, the forces which bring wealth to this area

bring ways to spend it in a culturally and economically

varied selection of restaurants. Many are a short walk.

drive or bus ride away.

From Frankies to the Red Barn Steak House both on

route 9, Roosters (off 116) to Hunan Garden (on Rt. 9).

there is something in Amherst for every taste and

pocketbook.

nightspot near the Price Chopper shopping plaza, is just

about there - owner Bob Ross, a 23-year-old UMass

alumnus and former Minutemen football player, has only to

receive an okay from the Amherst Selectmen this Monday

for a liquor license, and the doors will open.

Ross had wanted to open sooner, but became tripped up

in the predictable legal snafus of establishing and having

approved hours of operation, permits for recorded music,

and capacity levels. Justin's will have a seating capacity of

280. Continxied on page Sa

Thurs. Night Special

$3.00 Cover
All the Drafts You Can Drink

9 pm - 12 pm

^ -^ w .^ JT " " " vL-u>wMn.ifi*xKyvvwM :^=:s
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MUHCH-OUT AT MIKES
zson

FKIDAYS

will get you

oil you con carry

D»«r ond Drink ^
sp#ciQls too - ^1

S«ryi^d Promptly ^
Qt 5:30

Tossed ond macaroni

salads

Chicken wings, •ggplont porm

Swedish meatballs

II^^ Spanish ric*, b«*f Julian*

American chop suoy

\> cold cuts

™_ And Much

Morol

V •« SLt VP Trf >g JC-Sg

BUB'S
BAR B - QUE
Complete Dinners from '5.95

Indudes Bub's Famous Hot Bar & Soup

'7/ ifou like Bar-B-Que,

You'll LOVE Bub'sr

OF JAPAN

Take the Sunderland Bus from campus

get dropped off at our front door.

HcNTs:
Daily 4-10 pjn.

Sunday 1-9 pjn.

Route 116

Sunderland, Mass.

* Our Special Tues. Weds. Thurs.;

Only with a College ID*

Two Dinners for $10 Dollars

Steak and Chicken Combination includes soup,

salad, vegetable noodle, rice, tea and ice cream

Watch as your personal chef exhibits his talents

in preparing for you the finest foods:

an exciting display

GOTEN OF JAPAN * Excellence in Japanese Cuisine

Full Liquor License
Casual Dress, avoid the wait: cell for reservationa

Rte. 116 - Sunderland 666-3628

R

S

T
E

R
S

STILL ^ 1

Breakfast

Luncheon

Draft Beer
ep io

Cocktails ^^

thru the lights
in

No. Amherst

256-6888

=»<s =)<s s^ ^^ sMs =-»«

you've enjoyed our
excellent dinners
now experience our
luncheon menu

Nov. Special
A complimentary glass of wine, beer or non

alcoholic beverage with every lunch

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141
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Amherst students rally

to protect fraternities

('ollcrian photo by Jim Power*

CONCENTRATION — Nadia Komarowski moves to get control of

the ball in Massachusetts' 1-0 NCAA quarter-final over Brown, Sunday.

The win qualifies the third seeded Minutewomen for the Final Four.

See story pg. 16.

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

More than 500 Amherst College fraternity

members and sympathizers Friday rallied

in a driving rain for almost an hour to

protest the possible abolition of the

college's Greek system.

Chanting "save our frats," the participants

held umbrellas and signs demadning

"liberte, egalite. fraternity," "Do it the

Greek way," and "Was it over when the

Germans bombed Pearl Harbor?" and

listened attentively as the carefully staged

event was addressed by its suit-and-tie clad

speakers.

Fraternity presidents, a college alumnus,

and faculty members spoke during the

afternoon rally, which was called in

response to the formation last month by the

college's trustees of a committee to examine

"the future of social life at the college."

The action followed acting President G.

Armour Craig's recurculation of a white

paper written by his predecessor, the late

Julian Gibbs, which questioned how long

fraternities could be allowed to continue at

the 1.500 student private college.

Included among the rally's participants

were members of the Alpha Delta Phi

fraternity from the University of

Massachusetts, which has a chapter at

Amherst College.

"Fraternities must not be viewed as part

of the problem, but rather as a vital agent

for its remedy," said Mark Petracca, a

professor in the Amherst College political

science department and former president of

the Inter Fraternity Council at Cornell

University.

Current Amherst College Inter- Fraternity

Council President Hal Ball, who is also

president of that school's Alpha Delta Phi

chapter, told the rally the college's eight

fraternities have adopted the six principles

Gibbs advocated in his white paper, in-

cluding the elimination of "hazing" during

rush, the system being made readily ac-

cessible to every student, and that all

houses be maintained in a safe and sanitary

condition.

Warren Tolman, a 1982 graduate of the

college and former president of the Student

Assembly (the college's equivalent of

UMass' Student Government Association),

praised the coed system which was

esablished in all fraternities in 1980.

"Such a novel idea deserves more than a

four-year trial period," said Tolman, a

former fraternity member.
He informed the rally participants of high

support for the fraternity system among
alumni, but warned, "if we fail to live up to

the high standards we are setting, we will

face the same danger we are now facing in

five years."

Craig, who will be replaced by President-

elect Peter Pouncey in June, last month

informed students they have until

December 1 to submit comments for

consideration by the trustees, who are

planning to vote on the matter in January in

time to cancel spring rush if the system is

eliminated.

Legal Services attorney loses $250,000 lawsuit
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - A University of Massachusetts

Legal Services Office attorney claiming constitutional and

contractual violations in his hiring lost his $250,000

lawsuit against three University administrators.

After deliberating for 50 minutes Thursday, a six-

member jury ruled unanimously in favor of defendents

Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor for Student Affairs, Larry

Benedict, then associate vice-chancellor, and Bryan

Harvey, a former staff assistant, concluding the four-day,

14 witness trial in U.S. District Court.

Plaintiff Michael Pill declined to comment on the verdict

and the likelihood of an appeal.

The mid-afternoon ruling followed an earlier motion to

dismiss the case by defense attorney Jeffrey McCormick.

Claiming there was "no evidence for the jury," to support

Pill's claims, McCormick said Pill had "singled out these

people (the defendants) when he technically could have

sued others."

The jury recessed before McCormick made his com-

ments. Judge Frank H. Freedman then dismissed two of

the five counts claimed by the plaintiff.

The jury's decision was based on the remaining claims of

First Ammendment, contractual and advantageous rela-

tions violations.

Pill, with his wife Carol Holzberg, claimed the three men

used his past record of student advocacy and ad-

ministrative opposition to deny him three professional ap-

pointments in 1979 and 1981. He was seeking compen-

satory and punitive damages for losses suffered when he

was forced to seek "temporary consultant" status when

his appointment for the position of Student Government

Association legal counsel, ^proved by a search commit-

tee, was rejected in Madson's office.

Pill testified he performed all duties of a professional

staff attorney but received no benefits for 15 months until

he was admitted to the Massachusetts Bar, a stipulation

he claimed had not been noted in job advertisements, nor

Four more fires reported on campus

made clear in his job description.

Pill was a member of the Iowa Bar and two federal

courts, including one in Massachusetts, when he applied

for the position which witnesses said would involve little if

any litigation in state courts.

Pill questioned the fact he was not appointed for direc-

tor of Student Activities and associate Dean of Students,

which defense witnesses said resulted from the first

search being thrown out for affirmative action reasons

and a lack of qualifications in the second.

Madson said the sole reason he did not approve Pill's

LSO appointment was because he was not a member of

the state bar and because he "was concerned (whether

Pill) could meet, with his qualities, the duties outlined in

the job description."

While admitting he "knew nothing of (Pill's) reputation

against administration processes," Madson said such

views among staff were "not unusual." Following the an-

nouncement of the verdict, Madson said "It's nice to see

justice work."
^ ^

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

No one was injured and no property damaged in four fires

that broke out on campus between late Wednesday night

and early Friday morning last week. University of

Massachusetts police reported.

I'he Amherst Fire Department and Emergency Health

Services responded to fires in the Campus Center complex

and in Grayson dormitory in the Orchard Hill Residential

Area just before 1 a.m. Friday. Fires were also reported in

the Student Union at 2:30 a.m. Friday and in Grayson

sometime Thursday morning, but the Amherst Fire

Department did not respond, police said.

Neither UMass police nor Amherst Fire Chief Victor

Zambruski would say if the fires have been labeled

suspicious.

Zambruski said an investigation into suspicious fires in

Crampton dormitory in the Southwest Residential Area

and Cashin dormitory in the Sylvan Residential Area "is

being handled through the state trooper assigned to the

state fire marshal's office."

An Amherst College student was arrested and charged

with arson Sunday by the state trooper, Zambruski said.

The officer on duty at the stai* police oarracks in Nor-

thampton said he had no inlormation on the arrest, since

the arrest 'was handled out of the District attorney's

office" in Northhampton.

Posters on a metal door in Grayson dormitory were

discovered burned at 7 a.m. Thursday, police said. No

damage was reported, and police said the posters were

burned some time between 11 p.m. Wednesday and 7 a.m.

Thursday.

Police reported a fire in a third floor trash room in

Grayson at 12:57 a.m. Friday. Amherst Fire Department

and Emergency Health Services responded, but no damage

was reported.

The two fires in the Campus Center/Student Union

complex occurred in two women's bathrooms, police said.

The first fire, discovered at 12:45 a.m. Friday was confined

to trash barrels in the women's bathroom on the concourse

level of the Campus Center. Amherst Fire Department and

Emergency Health Services responded but no damage was

reported.

No damage was reported at the second fire, discovered at

2:30 a.m. Friday in the women's bathroom on the first floor

of the Student Union, poUce said. This fire was also con

fined to trash containers, police said, and the Amherst Fire

Department was notified and advised no response was

necessary.

Inside:

President Reagan tours demilitarized zone between

North and South Korea at end of Asian trip p.2

More than 100 UMass students participate in a

Washington rally protesting President Reagan's

policies P- 3

Faculty Senate speaks out against loss of classroom

space P- ^

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet is reissued in comic

book form P- ^

Women's field hockey and soccer make the final

four of their tournaments p. 16

The world is a coTuedy to those that think,

a tragedy to those that feel

—Horace Walpole^
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AROUND THE WORLD
Reagan returns from Asia today

Violence in Lebanon continues

SEOUL. South Korea (AP) - President

Reagan wrapped up his Asian journey

Monday amid fresh signs of tension on the

Korean peninsula and with the White

House arguing that human rights problems

in the south must be measured against the

military threat from the north.

As Reagan prepared to fly back to

Washington, South Korean President Chun
Doo hwan said he had ordered artillery

gunners to stand ready to fire if necessary

to protect Reagan during his un-

precedented trip Sunday into the

demilitarized zone 30 miles north of Seoul.

The DMZ. 2.4 mUes wide and 151 miles

long, divides North and South Korea.

Chun said he had hoped Reagan would

change his mind about touring "such a

dangerous place."

"While you were away in the front-line

area, I ... ordered my forces to be prepared

at all times to place an artillery barrage

between you and the enemy." Chun told

Reagan during a meeting at the Blue

House, the presidential palace.

No problems occurred during Reagan's

stop at the DMZ. Standing in a mortar

bunker encircled by olive-drab sandbags,

Reagan told American soldiers they were

"our shield against the tyranny and the

deprivation that engulfs so much of the

world."

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Palestinian

rebels rocketed PLO loyalist bunkers

Sunday in Syrian-held north Lebanon,

Druse militiamen fought Lebanese troops in

the central mountains, and a car-bomb
exploded in the Israeli-occupied south.

State radio said one Lebanese soldier was

killed in the clashes in mountains

overlooking Beirut. The Israeli military

command in Tel Aviv said a boobytrapped
car in the southern city of Tebnit killed two
Lebanese civilians but the command did not

give further details.

The mountain fighting waned after a few
hours and did not affect U.S. Marines
stationed at the airport. "All is quiet down
here today." said Marine spokesman Capt.
Wayne Jones.

Grenadians thankful for invasion
ST. GEORGE'S. Grenada (AP) -

Thousands of Grenadians filled churches

Sunday in a national day of thanksgiving for

the U.S. -led invasion and to pray for the

dozens of people who died in the country's

crisis.

Cuba, too, mourned its dead. President

Fidel Castro announced a three-day

mourning period for the 37 Cubans he said

died fighting the U.S. -led invaders.

Scattered gunshots were heard in

Grenada's harborside capital at about 10

a.m. local time, but Maj. Douglas Frey,

spokesman for the U.S. Army here, had no
information about the shooting. He said

that as of Sunday morning, there had been
no casualties on the island in seven days.

AROUND THE NATION
High-tech will cause 'difficulties'

ROCHESTER. NY. AP - High
technology will throw people out of work in

coming years, causing a "period of discon-

tinuity that will produce great political and

social difficulties," says David Kearns,

president of Xerox Corp.

Kearns said American industry must

forge ahead with robotics and other labor-

and cost-.saving devices or "we will lose

even more jobs," to efficient competitors

such as Japan.

The United States must pass through a

painful period of readjustment to attain

manufacturing productivity to increase

jobs in other parts of the economy, Kearns

said Friday at a University of Rochester

conference on U.S. manufacturing.

CIA director's holdings revealed
WASHINGTON (AP) - William J.

Casey has acquired stock in companies that

do business with the CIA since he took over

as head of the agency, according to CIA
documents recently made pubUc.

The documents also disclose that Casey

had stock in firms with classified CIA
contracts when he took office in January,

1981, and that since then, has retained

stock in firms with both classified and

unclassified CIA cor.tracts.

Most of the documents, obtained in a

Freedom of Information Act lawsuit, relate

to CIA efforts to ensure that Casey's

multimillion-dollar stock holdings do not

pose any conflict of interest with his official

duties.

The documents show that CIA attorneys

and government ethics officials have found

no conflicts.

Deleted from the documents are the

names of companies with CIA contracts and
the size of Casey's holdings.

AP Laacrphoto

TRAIN CRASH CLEAN-UP — Missouri Pacific employees work to

clean up the wreckage caused by the derailment of an Amtrak Eagle in

Marshall, Texas. Four people were killed in the accident.

Four killed in Texas train crash

Wee-Haw' comedian dead at 56
GUMMING, Ga. (AP) - Comedian

Junior Samples, a regular on the televison

show "Hee Haw" since 1969. had a heart

attack at his home Sunday and died within

an hour at a hospital. He was 56.

The deadpan delivery of the 300-pound

comedian was considered the key to his

humor on "Hee Haw." He once said his

appearences "just 'bout ruint me" because
his neighbors in Gumming took it for

granted that he was rich and "they want me
to pay my bills."

MARSHALL. Texas (AP) - An Amtrak
train derailed, killing four people and in-

juring dozens of others, after hitting a

"separation in the track" in an area where
crews had been working two hours earlier,

a federal investigator said Sunday.

Donald Engen. a member of the National

Transportation Safety Board from
Washington, said Sunday a rail shattered in

the accident would be the focus of the

federal investigation into Saturday's

derailment.

He said lab tests would be needed before

it could be determined if the separated

track caused the derailment. A final report

from the NTSB probably won't be ready for

at least four months. Engen said.

The two-engine, nine-car Eagle was
bound for San Antonio from Chicago

Saturday when the last five cars left the

tracks deep in the East Texas woods.

Engen said 95 percent of the shattered

rail was recovered and sent to a Union
Pacific laboratory in Omaha. Neb.

"It's clear to see that the second wheel on

the right-hand side of (the fourth car) has a

very pronounced gouge that indicates that

could be the first wheel to hit a separation

in the track." Engen said.

AROUND THE REGION
Sex education stymied in Athol

PCBs found in Vineyard bluefish

ATHOL, (AP) — Three years ago. the

teen-age pregnancy rate in this depressed

factory town was one of the highest in the

state, and officials decided to consider

having schools offer a human development

course.

But a proposed health program that

would run from kindergarten through high

school is stalled and the high school's

elective course on human development may

be scrapped. On Tuesday, the School

Committee is scheduled to consider

whether to continue the class.

Leading the fight against the course is

committee member Richard Blanchard.

who says "it is a question of teaching

values." Blanchard objects to a book, called

"Person to Person." used in the course,

which he said advocates "the tenets of

secularistic religion."

BOSTON (AP) Two bluefish from

Vineyard Sound tested recently by the

Massachusetts State Laboratory contained

more than twice the federal limit of a

suspected cancer-causing agent, officials

say.

The fish were the only ones taken from the

area in a statewide test of 53 bluefish.

In results released last week, one

Vineyard Sound fish showed a level of 12.6

parts PCB to one million parts fish; the

other had 11.7 ppm. Federal standards set

5 ppm as the maximum and advises health

warnings to be issued when fish have 2 PCB

ppm.
The average PCB level in the 53 samples

was 1.7 ppm.
Polychlorinated biphenyls were banned in

1977 after tests showed they caused cancer

in rats and may cause cancer in humans.

Previously this fall, the highest level of

PCB recorded in the state was 9.7 ppm in a

fish from Buzzards Bay.

"We are seeing geographic differences and

we sill look at them a lot more — at Buz-

zards Bay and Vineyard Sound par-

ticularly," said Ralph Timperi. assocaite

director of the state laboratorym.

Flynn gaining ground
BOSTON (AP) — Boston city councilor Raymond Flynn

seems to be gaining ground over opponent Mel King in the

race for mayor, winning the support of half of the voters

polled by The Boston Herald in a survey published Sunday.

King, a black activist, trailed Flynn with 34 percent of

the vote in the poll of 800 registered voters. Twelve

percent of the voters were undecided and 4 refused to

respond, the newspaper said.

Several earlier polls put Flynn 10 percentage points

ahead of King.

Bill Johnson and Associates of Mount Vernon, N.Y.,

conducted the random telephone poll for the Herald last

Wednesday. Thursday and Friday. Respondents included

voters registered since the preliminary election Oct. 11.

The survey has a margin of error of 4 percent.

Boston voters go to the polls Tuesday to pick a successor

for Mayor Kevin H. White, who is retiring after 16 years in

office. It is the first time a black candidate has reached the

finals of a Boston mayoral election.
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Planes crash in Mass.
AP — A single engine American Yankee aircraft crashed

on takeoff from Fitchburg Airport at dusk Sunday, rolling

through a clump of trees and halting in the backyard of a

home, officials said. Four people aboard were injured.

About the same time, witnesses in Hull. 50 miles to the

east, saw a white single engine plane bank low over

Nantasket Beach and crash offshore. Coast Guard officials

said.

A search by two Coast Guard utility boats and a

helicopter produced no sign of debris or passengers, said

Chief Petty Officer John Mauro.
Three of the occupants in the American Yankee were

treated and released at Burbank Hospital in Fitchburg,

said Vicky Greene, hospital nursing supervisor.

A fourth was admitted and is in stable condition, she

said.

She declined to give the names of the injured, and Fitch-

burg police said they were awaiting a report by in-

vestigators.
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Weekend rally

held to protest

US invasions
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON Approximately 300 people from the

Amherst-Northampton area, including more that 100

University of Massachusetts tudents. joined thousands of

people from around the nation Saturday in a march and

rally protesting U.S. policies in Central America and

Grenada.

"The North American eagle has fastened its talons on

lands other than its own." said Rev. William Sloane Coffin,

senior minister at Riverside Church in New YORK City,

said to more than 20.000 people gathered behind the White

House Saturday afternoon.

He admonished the crowd to "make like citizens and not

like subiect. We must keep our anger high."

Making a four- mile loop past the Immigration and

Naturalization Service and Health and Human Services,

the other two rally sites, the marchers chanted slogans

such as "Hey, Hey, Ho, Ho. Ronald Reagan has got to go."

and "More employment less deployment."

Circling the White House before emptying into a park

nearby the march was temporarily impeded by a number of

people who attempted to lay down in front of the marchers.

Eighteen people were arrested as a result of this action.

During the afternoon rally, speakers condemned Reagan

Administration foreign policy as militaristic and racist,

trying to draw connections between that policy and

domestic social issues.

"We must see issues as interrelated," said presidential

candidate Rev. Jesse Jackson. "We must start a new world

t'Kiui Ptiotu by David l>rub«r

ONE LAST TIME — Members of the University of Massachusetts marching band perform their
final show of the year at Saturday's football game against the University of New Hampshire. The
Wildcats be^t the Minutemen. 35-10.

Jackson: the man to beat?

oraer.

ofRep. Ted Weiss, D-NY. accused President Reagan

abusing his power by invading Grenada.

Co-sponser of a bill to impeach Reagan pending before the

House, Weiss said the invasion violated the Constitution

by usurping Congress' power to initiate war, and by ac-

tively preventing the press from covering the invasion.

Students from the University of Massachusetts who
participated in the event were pleased with the demon-

stration.

Carolyn Oakley, a fifth-year music major, said she

thought the march was well-organized and inspirational.

"I thought music was a real effective way of bringing

people together." Oakley said. "They were all big-name

acts and they all sang political songs you don't hear a lot of

now."
Julie Fitzgerald, a member of the UMass Peacemakers,

said the march was "personally inspiring and gratifying,

but I don't know if it does any good."

"It's good to know we're trying to change things and

we're not alone," Fitzgerald said. "This is the history of

the future. There's a huge military momentum and it will

take a lot of participation to turn it around."

By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

Rev. Jesse Jackson's campaign manager claims "the

rightness and justness" of a black presidency "is there for

all to see,"

"We've reached the point where America can no longer

turn away from this notion of a black president," said

Richard Gordon Hatcher, five-term mayor of Gary, Indiana

and the chairperson for Jackson's presidential advisory

committee.
Addressing a Campus Center audience last Thursday on

"The Significance of Jesse Jackson's presidential candidacy

to democratic politics in America." Hatcher urged that

voters of all races and backgrounds seriously consider

Jackson as "the man to beat Reagan " in 1984.

"Jesse Jackson has the ability to galvanize people to

register and vote without even being a candidate first."

said Hatcher. "Reagan could not win again if three million

blacks registered."

Stressing that "Jackson has as good a chance as anyone."

Hatcher spoke about Jackson's qualifications, his potential

"divisive" effect on the Democratic party, and his stances

on domestic and international policy.

But even more importantly he spoke about Jackson's

electibility. Referring to national polls taken as late as last

week. Hatcher said that Jackson is running a fairly close

third, behind Walter Mondale and John Glenn.

"The nature of the American electorate is prepared to

elect a candidate on the strength of the issues and their

capacity to serve." he said. "People are more likely to vote

against rather than for anyone- and people will have a great

deal to vote against."

Campaigns are a series of local elections, not a single

national one. according to Hatcher, and on the local level,

"the color of a man's skin is not as important as if you can

fill the potholes and other local services."

If Jackson gets a good initial start in the first two

primaries, the campaign trail goes south, "where Jackson

will do his best," he said.

Responding to questions about Jackson "splitting the

liberal vote." Hatcher said that this "novel and un-

precedented theory" is asking that blacks operate under a

different set of rules than other candidates. "It's like

telling someone to run. but to try not to take votes away

from the other candidates." he said.

"Jackson's campaign can only strengthen the Democratic

party." Hatcher said. "With eight million unregistered

blacks, the Democrats can break the (Republican)

majorities in the Senate and in local elections, and even the

White House."
According to Hatcher, the Rev. Jackson's outspokenness

and backing by a "Rainbow coalition, with a full spectrum

of voters." will generate broader discussion of the issues

and more honesty in the campaign."

University students double as Amherst firefighters
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

They don't seem to have much in common.
Their hobbies range from photography to

gourmet cooking, and their majors are as

diverse as business and psychology.

Some are natural talkers, while others

prefer to remain quiet.

There is. however, a common denominator

linking these 13 young men. Together, they

constitute Amherst Fire Department
(AFD) Engine Company Number Three.

UMass' volunteer student firefighting

force

.

They are not people studying firefighting,

but rather, members of AFD who are also

UMass students. They have emergency

medical technician (EMT) certification,

enabling them to operate and utilize the

ambulance.

"When we go on a call, it's almost like a

Dr. Jekyll-Mr. Hyde (transformation) from

UMass student to Amherst firefighter,"

Capt. Mike Russell, a junior, said. He and

Lt. Lindsay Stromgren, a sophomore, serve

as the group's officers.

Photo by Scott Burke

TEAMWORK — Four university students who are also members of

the Amherst Fire Department wet down a fire at a Massachusetts

Firefighting Academy drill held last week m Hopkmton.

Despite the company's rigorous training,

there were more than 50 applicants during

last spring's recruitment drive, only two of

whom were women.
Preferred applicants are freshmen or

sophomores with EMT certification and/or

firefighting experience, although the most

important qualifications are "enthusiasm

and desire," .said Russell.

Accepted applicants attend once-a-week

training sessions during the end of the

spring semester, by a forty hour "wonder

week" before school re opens in September.

"We lose most of the people in the end of

the spring when (they) get the idea it's not

just riding on the red truck and waving to

everybody. It's dirty, back breaking work,"

Russell said.

Training isn't over once a new firefighter

is officially a member of the force. Engine

Company Three spends at least three hours

a week drilling.

Recently, they have been learning how to

deal with liquid petroleum gas (LPG) and

liquid natural gas (LNG) fires. This is in

addition to time spent maintaining the

station and equipment, and responding to

emergencies.

It can easily add up to 30 hours a week,

although the figure varies.

"You have to be able to pre-plan your

studying. You can't leave your studying

until the last minute, because you might not

have the last minute," Marc Gautreau. a

junior, said.

Schoolwork may suffer when firefighters'

beepers sound off and they must leave

classes to respond to calls.

Most professors are understanding and

willing to re-schedule quizzes for force

members, but this is not always the case.

"I had a professor give me a hard time

once," Russell recalled, "She got all upset at

me for disrupting her class, and then I

asked her if she lived in Amherst. She said

yes, and she goes, 'Okay, you just sit in

back, by the exit."

The cigarette pack-sized red beepers,

usually worn on belts, are the firefighters'

distinguishing marks.

"It's for my mother. When she wants me,
she sets it off," joked Russell.

"It's amazing how many ways you can hide

it, though," added Scott Burke, a senior.

Despite a recent rash of practical jokes,

trust is strong between force members.

This is necessary not only during actual

emergencies, but also during smokehouse

drills, in which a cement structure is filled

with fire and smoke, and the firefighters

are sent in to search for a mannequin.

Visibility is extremely low. and there is the

chance of an air tank malfunctioning-

.something which has actually happened to

more than one member of the force.

Nevertheless, the firefighters seem un-

daunted by routinely placing themselves in

danger.

"You know it (firefighting) has got to be
for the love of it when guys burn off their

beards at drills." Craig Greengus. a

sophomore said, referring to Burke.

"He (Burke) looked like Elmer Fudd after

Bugs Bunny did him in." Russell added.

Despite the company's sense of humor,
however, they are very much aware of the

seriousness of their work.

"I don't think I worry so much about ever

getting hurt as I do about not doing

something right, because then somebody
could get hurt. That's what worries me the

most." Burke said.
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Associate editorial page editor, Librarian
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Copy editors (5)

Associate women's issues editor

Associate photo editor Layout Technicians (5)
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Associate black affairs editor coordmator
Applications available 9 a.m. — 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday, 113 Campus Center. Decisions will be
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Faculty Senate demands input in classroom conversions
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

In an effort to have more input in the

conversion of classroom space for other

purposes, the University of Massachusetts

Faculty Senate Thursday unanimously

passsed a motion requiring the administra-

tion to consult with the Senate before

allocating class space.

"We do lose classroom space frequently.

The faculty is deeply concerned and hardly

ever consulted. We should at least get a

glimpse of what happens before it comes to

pass because adequate classroom space is

deteriorating," said Klaus Kroner, chair of

the Space and Calendar committee of the

Senate.

According to the Space and Calendar

Committee's report, five classrooms were

removed from the University's classroom

list "for other academic-related usage" this

fall. "Finding other classroom space after

losing these rooms was very difficult, and

included assigning classes to two of the un-

suitable noisy classrooms in the Graduate

Research Towers," the report stated.

Samuel Conti, acting provost, spoke

against the motion because "sometimes

renovations need to be made, therefore,

conditions are concerned but this in turn

may be inhibiting renovations."

Steven Zeil, computer and information

science professor, also spoke against the

motion because he said the senate is not the

place where decisions concerning

classroom space should be made.

"Changes must be negotiated (but) 1

don't think it's appropriate of this policy-

making body," Zeil said.

Student Government Association co-

President Tom Ahem asked if the resolu-

tion would concern study space because the

administration is "also taking study space

and converting it for non-academic uses."

Kroner said the issue of converting study

space to other things has not yet been

discussed but "we will be concerned with

that issue, also."

In other business, some senators ex-

pressed concern about the appearance of

advertisements in the 1984 spring course

scheduling booklet.
^

"I'm as embarassed as you are. Conn

said.

Vice Chancellor for University Relations

and Development Deirdre Ling said

neither she nor the administration were in-

formed of the appearance of adver-

tisements. She said a meeting will be

scheduled with Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Madson to discuss the

purpose of the advertisements.

English professor Thomas Ashton said

he felt Madson should have sent a

representative to the meeting, "consider-

ing the size of the salaries involved."

WOMEN'S FORUM
Women 's Forum is a weekly listing ofup-

arming events relating to women's issues.

Notices shovM be sent to the Women 's Issues

Editors, care of the Collegian, US Campus

Center, before the Friday preceding the

event.

The University of MaHsachusetts

defines sexual harassment as "any un-

wanted or inappropriate sexual

attention...that can make a person uncom-

fortable on the job or in the academic or liv-

ing environment and includes looks, leer-

ing, innuendoes, verbal abuse, and remarks

about a person's clothing."

The Sexual Harassment Education

Project is made up of students trying to

educate other students and members of the

university community about sexual harass-

ment. For more information, contact Teri

Hamlin, coordinator of the project at

323-4586.

Monday — The Anti-Racism Team will

meet at 4 p.m. in room 802, Campus

Center.

Tuesday — The Women's Leadership

Project will sponsor, as part of a series titl-

ed "Women in Power: Alternative Forms

of Leadership," a discussion called "Fin-

ding a Voice; Women of India" at 12:30

p.m. in room 178, Campus Center.

The Women's Issues Team will meet at

4 p.m. in the Dukes Room, Student Union.

Theresa Amott, visiting professor at

UMaas will speak on "Women's Wa^es

and Working Conditions: What's Changed

and What Needs to Change?" from 7 to 9

p.m. at the Jones Library in Amherst. The

lecture is part of a three-part series on

"Strategiesfor Survival: Changing the Role

of W(ymm in the Economy" sponsored by

the Everywoman's Center.

Wednesday — The Committee for

Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom

will meet at 5 p.m. in room 801, Campus

Center.
. , ,., ^

Saturday — the Equity Institute is

sponsoring a one-day workshop entitled

"Hwv to Stcrp Sexual Harassment" from 10

a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Equity Institute.

J 8rt

School of Management

CAREERDAY
'83

Tuesday, November 15, 1983

10 A.M. -4 P.M.

1st Floor Campus Center, UMass

•Luncheon f^oom 1009

12-2 P.M.

Featuring Keynote Speakers: Mr. Thomas Bonafair

Executive Vice President

of Coca Cola Company, Northampton

•Reception 4 p.m.-6 p.m. Room 1001 Campus Center

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club
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*"*^
off the
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Monday Night

Football Special
Pitchers of Draft Beer

$3.25

OUTTIME
Two T.V.'s

Amherst's Dlgg*st UttI* Dor
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS'
ON

AFRICA

Charter

Mon. Nov. 14: "Crisis In the Horn of Africa"

• Dr. Bereket Habte Sellassie

• Professor Alem Habtu
• Dr. Hussein A. Diilham

TONIGHT S.U. Ballroom 7 PM UMASS
Sponsored by the African Studenta A«»oclatloa

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip— any size

group-call us for a price quotation Well be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation'

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

Well also handle hotel, meal and sightseeinq

trrangements for your group Our deluxe hiuMw.>y

, o;h hes ,ire climate controlled and restroom equipped

Tiz^auBlTtnEL

\
,-83-0211

fiOO-322-0297
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NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Lx>an or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 1975. consider

spending a couple of years in the Army.

If you train for certain specialties, the government will release

you from 1/3 ofyour indebtedness (or $ 1 . 500. whichever is greater) for

each year of active duty.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels lOOTb ot your debt.

But ifyou sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,

well still cancel 2/3 of your debt.

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incennves.

To find out how to serve your counn7 and get out of debt, call

the number below.

In Northampton call, 584-2157

(In other areas, consult the

"Yellow Pages" under Recruiting)

ARMY.BEAUYOUCAN BE.

Best Sellers

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^̂
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GREEK AREA
BUFFALO CHIP

CRAIG B. KEENAN
YOUNG ADULT / PROMOTIONS MANAGER

Home Phone 549^4066

COMMERCIAL DtSTRIBUTING CO . INC

PC Box 493 WeatfieW. MA 01086 (413) 562-9691

CALGARY
CAHADIAK

DEER

CONTEST
$500

Five hundred dollars will be awarded to the top

fraternity and sorority which have collected the

most Calgary Beer bottlecaps as of December 21,

1983. Your bottlecaps will also be redeemable for

the Calgary merchandise seen in the Campus
Center Mondays and Fridays.

THE DUFFALO
19d3 IMPORTED BY MILLER BREWING COMPANY

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN, USA

Contest Dates: Nov. 8 • Dec. 21
For more information contact:

Gregg Andoniasn at BKO 263-9071
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Pigeons don't cause real problems
"TT TRile attempting to deal with lunch at the

lA/Dining Commons Tuesday I read an article

Y Y on the front page of that day's Collegian on alleg-

ed sexual harassment going on in the Student Union

Building. It seems that a number of male workers in the

building have been known to sit in the hallway on their

lunch break and watch the women of the Student Affairs

Office walk by, among others. According to one of the

women they "watch you as you walk up to them and then

after you walk away." Several of the women concurred

and one added that some of the men not only look at the

women but sometimes whistle or make remarks as well.

Walter Branson

After wondering why these men are not doing 10-20 years

in Sing-Sing for first degree eye undressing. I decided to

do a little investigation on my own. I went to the Student

Activities Office and talked to three of the women em-

ployees. Sure enough, they told me, the male workers

were accustomed to taking their breaks outside the Barber

Shop. From this vantage point the men would watch the

SAO women as they walked down the hall, sometimes

making comments to them. I asked if any of the women had

ever approached these men and let them know that they

found their behavior annoying. None of the women had.

nor did they know of any others who did. One of the women

thought that one of the men in the Building Operations

Office might have said something to the workers, but she

wasn't sure. The women also told me that the

Everywomen's Center had been pressing them to take

action against the men. Next I took a walk towards the

Campus Center. Upon approaching the area in question,

the radiator outside the Barber Shop, I noticed there were

no male workers in evidence. I sat on the radiator. Looking

straight ahead I found it impossible not to see everyone

coming down the hall towards me. My eyes fell on females

and males alike, but they didn't seem to notice. I thought

that perhaps one needs to be a middle-aged, beer bellied

construction worker in order to be a sexual harasser. I

next went to the Building Operations Office where 1 talked

to Director Forrest Davies. Mr. Davies told me that

several of the men had approached him upon reading the

Collegian article and expressed their surprise that their

behavior had been bothersome to the women. No one had

ever told them this before. One of the workers stated that

he had made remarks to some of the women, but only

because he knew them personally. The workers promised

not to do this in the future if the women were bothered by

it.

It appears that this is a clear-cut example of what is

known as "making a mountain out of a molehill." In other

words, this is not front page Collegian stuff. Now 1 am not

defending these men, but at worst what is involved here is

mildly annoying behavior on their part and perhaps poor

judgement. The label sexual harassment is clearly out of

line in this case, whatever the University's definition may

be. The problem is a minor intrapersonal problem that

should have been handled on an intrapersonal level. The

fact that the women in the SAO Office failed to address the

problem properly is not to their credit. The fact that the

Everywomen's Center has chosen to waste its time on an

incident of no importance is not to its credit.

Sexual harassment is a real and important issue in our

society. The misappropriation of that label to a petty

quarrel such as this can only serve to make us question the

reality of serious incidences of harassment. My advice to

anyone who may be involved in such a minor dispute is that

before you start the accusations, name-calling, and

petitions, try and effect a peaceful resolution of the

problem so that we don't have to spend our lunch hours

reading about this again.

Waiter Branson is a UMass Student.

Letters ^

Graffitists: clean up your act

To the Editor-

On Thursday, November 10th. many of you may have

been 'lucky' enough to see the red/green grafitti, such as

"Grenada Cries," and "U.S. out of the world",

spraypainted on the sides of university facilities. If you

were as outraged as I, you need read no further. I am

addressing this to the perpetrators and supporters of this

act. , .

I will not argue your right to free speech, nor your

political views, whether I agree or disagree with them.

However, I assume that you. just as I, do not want

University fees hiked. By your wanton, malicious,

criminal (destruction of pubUc and private property) act,

you. and others like you, succeed in bringing about what

you are against.

You have required the Physical Plant to sandblast the

damaged buUdings and flagpoles, not only raising ex-

penses, but also damaging the beauty (at least as I see it)

of our buildings. You also damage your cause by showing

that you care less about others and more about your own

•important' views, no matter the consequences.

So please, in the future, restrain yourselves when the

uree arises. Use the more conventional and mtelbgent

methods of postering and petitioning, and save your

money to aid your cause. You wiU gain more respect from

others for your plea, and your restraint wiU be greatly

appreciated by all. Harry Chevan
Northeast

In a land without values
To the Editor:

From the perspective of an infrequent visitor to the

college classroom scene, there seems evident the un-

mistakable stench of academic cowardice. As a graduate

of the University in 1973, part of a generation too

frequently labelled and dismissed, it seems saddening to

see the relative scarcity of intellectual ferment on

campuses.
The crucial issues have generally not been rectified yet

it seems a myopia spawned of materialism has dulled the

consciousness of too many of the young -and their faculty.

The quest for the American Dream, in all its deadening,

piggish splendor has caused far too many individuals to

abandon that which makes us most truly human -our

consciences, our capacity for compassion and empathy,

the ability to reason - and to doubt.

A land without values, one which neglects the call to

urgent and necessary change, is a wasteland. Is this what

higher education, in its fullest and most noble aspects,

prepares the human being to conform to? ^ .
Allain

Instructor of Sociology

Fisher Junior College

Swatting flies with bazookas
To the Editor,

All the rhetoric concerning Grenada is spewing out.

President Reagan ascertains the "rescue mission" is a

success. With a glint in his eye and a smile of pride, he

alludes to the heroism of our boys who fought bravely.

What am I

doing here?
It's so hot. I never felt this kind of heat before.

It's unbearable. I keep thinking about how I'd be

going skiing s(X)n if I were back home. Sweat pours

down my body as if I were enveloped by a stream. The filth

and scum stick to me like a second skin. It feels like I'm

covered by something that I'm never going to be able to

get off.

Great uniform I have. I'm God knows where in a place

where the temperature is over 100 degrees every day and

they give me a winter uniform! I can't even take my shirt

off If I do I'll get sunstroke. It seems like it's been so long

since I've worn real clothes but it's only been about a

month. This helmet sucks. I feel like I'm wearing a frying

pan on my head. My head is getting fried. I can't take it off

though. I might get wasted. You can never tell when the

firing is going to start again.

Gail E. Argentine

I've been here for two weeks, me and anyone that's left

that is. The food is running out, we're down to one meal a

day. Listen to me calling it a meal - half a can of

C-rations. The water is almost gone and what's left we can

barely drink because of all the crap that got in it. Not one

canteen is more than one third full. Without rein-

forcements it might, no, it will l)e over for all of us by the

end of the week.

When the sun goes down the temperature drops to near

freezing. At night we all huddle together to try to con-

serve body heat. None of us have blankets. When the wind

kicks up it feels like it's piercing through my body like a

sharp blade. Slowly we're dying from the temperature

variation between night and day. None of us are anywhere

near full strength.

I can't sleep. It's impossible. I'm constantly gnpped by

the fear that the enemy will launch a surprise attack. If

they ever snuck up on us we'd get wiped out. We wouldn't

stand a chance.

None of those bastards in Washington can imagine what

it's like to sleep with dead bodies, the bodies of their

friends. They don't have to go through each day watching

their buddies dropping all around them from wounds or

If they only knew what it was like to live in rat-infested

holes, drink polluted water, and eat rancid or bug-infested

food. They sit at their big desks and decide who will be the

next to come over here. Every night they see their families

and feel safe in their homes. None of us, not one, will ever

have that feeling of security again and they take it for

granted. We'll never be happy again because we're not go-

ing to get out of here alive. We're all trying to hide it but

sometimes we can't help crying when we think about hovi/

soon we're going to lose everything. I keep wondering if

I'll be next. How much do they expect me to take?!

I wonder what it would be like to die. Soon it'll be over

and I won't have to think about it anymore. There's no

way around it unless a miracle decides to drop m our laps

and save us. ^ . . , * •

I don't even know what the hell I'm fighting for. A piece

of land isn't worth all of this suffering. I'm going to die in

this godforesaken wasteland and I won't even know why.

But by my life I damn all those who started this war to

burn in Hell! If I ever get ho

Gail E. Argentine is a UMass student

some making the "supreme sacrifice."

He teUs us of the "big picture." He explains how m this

world that sits on a nuclear tinderbox, that is bombarded

by pollution, that is in a state of starvation, drought and

despair in undeveloped nations, 6,000 armed men in the

act of shelling and shooting their way through a tiny

island somehow help bring peace and stability.

We fall for it. We small, nameless Americans can feel a

bit prouder now that America has flexed its muscles and

proven itself to be no "paper tiger." We can sweep aside

the fact that we bombed a mental hospital on Grenada,

killing at least 17 patients, an act that in any context but

war would be regarded as the most despicable of crimes.

We should be ashamed.

We must realize that every gun brought to bear on a

target, every explosion of every bomb is not justice or a

rescue, it is terror. It is the saddest testament of our

times that our technology and intellectual devetopment is

so advanced, but we can not nearly reason with each

other out of mutual respect, affection and trust.

If we take pride in our crushing of Grenada, we are

conspirators in the crime. Beneath the political hype and

partiotic hyperbole now bantered about, beneath the

smoke of fancy phrases, lie the maimed and burned and

dead-war's true beneficiaries. Does the fact that only a

small "acceptable" number died on Grenada justify

anything?

Our crushing of Grenada was like the swatting of a fly

whose buzzing annoyed us. But they were people we

swatted, and slaughtered.

Myles Gordon
Amherst
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Campus Center Auditorium, UMass

7:30 pm 10 pm
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

/^ RACQUET
/ ) AND

y^ FITNESS CENTER ,

r Indoor Tennis, Racquetball,

Nautilus and Sunbed
- Located on Rt. 116 - 3 miles from

UMass on UMass bus line

Amherst/Sunderland Line

- Tennis/Racquetball Membership:

Student Rate only $55. per year

- Nautilus Memberships: $85. per 3 months

- Sunbed $5. per visit

Call 549-4545
=j^==jfe=j>=ji=ji=j

Roger S. Porter

''Exploring the Limits

of Polymer Properties''

Thursday, November 17, 8 p.m.

Bezanson Hall, Fine Arts Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

(2)

®
® ®

®

at the

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Over 18,000 New and Used Books

All titles are $2.00 or less.

This Is a special truckload shipment
from a Midwest warehouse.

Sale runs Nov. 7 - Nov, 23

M-F 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Closed Nov. 11

Arts
'•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.'
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Jorma's hot, Bobby's not
HOT TUNA & BOBBY AND THE
MIDNIGHTS
Thursday, November 3

Springfield Civic Center

Little Arena

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Of the bands on revival tours, how many

are turning out really new and exciting

music that makes you remember why you

respected them in the first place? Well let's

just say you can count them on one hand.

Sure, the David Bowie tour was good, and

I'm sure the Band reunion was good too.

But when I left the Hot Tuna show I felt like

I had really learned something new about

music; that I could view rock & roll from a

new perspective.

Although the concert was short, lead

guitarist Jorma Kaukonen. who is clearly

the real force behind the reformed Hot

Tuna, led the band through "Rock Me

Baby", "I See the Light", "Junkie on Angel

Dust" and four new songs. For people who

were expecting the pre- 1973 semi-acoustic

Hot Tuna, a surprise was due; for people

who had heard post- 1973 stuff, the concert

was a watershed.

The new Hot Tuna style revolves around

bassist Jack Casady and drummer Shegeni

Komiyama keeping a really steady back-

beat, second guiUrist Mike Falzarano

playing rhythm and Jorma playing lots of

heavily distorted chords and some leads on

top. It sounds really good. Surprising the

austere rhythm section provides a beat that

is actually stronger than even the new

Talking Heads.

Whereas the show at the Agora two

weeks ago sounded like an electric Jorma

show, this show displayed a more unified

concept. Jack was moving around the stage

alot more and although he isn't the same as

he was a few years ago, the austere ap

proach does work and even though he

doesn't fill in the spaces like he used to,

once you get used to it you realize that it's

inherent anyway.

As for the Bob concert, that was almost

pathetic. The first time I saw Bobby and the

Midnights was in 1980. Guitarist Bobby

Cochran and Bob (The Bob. Bob Weir of the

Grateful Dead) both ran around the stage

while Cochran played lots of loud solos; it

was kind of commercial but it was rock and

roll and it was really fun. This year is a

different story. Except for the very end of

the concert Weir hardly moved around.

There were only about three real solos

during the whole set. Cochran never really

reacted when he'd play; instead we were

treated to saxaphones. Hey, Bob's OK, if

you like saxaphones.

A few songs were pretty good. "Sup-

plication" is always great to hear and Bob's

solo was really good. "Josephine" started

out terribly and eventually ended up pretty

The Bard meets Marvel
By DAVID TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

It would be easy to cry "sacrilege" and

condemn this book as a desecration of a

work of art. Shakespeare has long been a

revered artist and one of the 'untouchables.'

But surely any medium that makes such a

universally accepted work of art more

accessible to the general reader, par-

ticularly in the younger age group, should

be encouraged rather than put down.

Romeo and JtUiet is a brightly colored

comic-book rendition of the faithful old

classic romance. The scenes are all there in

glorious technicolor — what the artist. Von,

has done is merely translated the visual in

the text into a form that is easier to relate

to.

As always in Shakespeare the visual cues

in the original are at best difficult to keep in

mind, and Von has done well in giving the

stage directions life in the cartoons. The

text is complete and unabridged — and

here is the main problem in the concept of

the book. I had great difficulty, not in

seeing what was hi^pening. but in un-

derstanding what was being said. The

spatial organization of the speech bubbles is

a little confused, and it is sometimes hard to

order the dialogue.

Generally the layout in the book is ex-

cellent. The whole book has as much rhyth-

m and orchestration as the best stage

productions and the visual selectivity

within the picture frames is concise and

effective. This selectivity ranges from the

close-up of a love-struck eye to a huge

double page spread for "Oh swear not by

the moon." Von's charactizations are clear

and believable and, just as his earlier

cartoon Macbeth bristled with violence,

Romeo and Juliet oozes coy sensuality.

If this version of the play fails for me at all,

it is because the text itself was unable to

hold my attention. I was not driven to my
copy of The Riverside Shakespeare but

more to sit back, follow the story in the

pictures, and revel in the artwork. Von's

Macbeth is now used in British schools to

teach Shakespeare, and has proved suc-

cessful in creating interest in the bard at

high school level.

Romeo and Juliet in this version could be

used for the same purpose since it is slick

and visually engaging, and, whilst not

replacing a good theater performance in

any way, allows the person who is not

enamoured with wading through 70 pages

of close-packed blank verse to And a way in

to one of the great dramas of the English

language.

Bob Weir — a new concept, complete with saxophones.

good. On the whole I would say that the

new Bob affair can be summarized by three

points. 1) Billy Cobham who at the

beginning of the bands' history played a lot

has been reduced to a position similar to

that Carl Palmer is Asia. Boom-Chick-

chick. 2) At the end of the concert Weir

moved to center stage and started his

patented scream at the end of "Book of

Kules". My personal feeling is that this is

what Bob really wants and what he should

have. Screaming Bob in front of screaming

guitars. With Bob center stage. 3) This

particular Bob show seemed like a tired

recitation of songs that once were fun but

now were boring. There was a big zero to

be learned here. At least it provided a

contrast.

Stoltzman shows versatility

Wherefore art thou Romeo - one of the many illustrations from the

new Knopf edition of Romeo and Juliet.

Richard Stoltzman, clarinet

with Irma Vallecillo, piano

and Salvatore Macchia, bass

Buckley Recital Hall,

Amherst College

By TONY SCILIPOTI
Collegian Correspondent

It is much more difficult to writ* a good

review than a bad one; it's more difficult to

describe why a performance was ex-

hilarating than why it was disappointing.

The constituent factors which combine to

make a recital outstanding as clarinettist

Richard Stoltzman's was Tuesday night, do

not glare out individually at the au

dience as do, say, poor intonation or missed

notes in a bad concert. A performer must

have a relaxed demeanor, an ability to

engage his audience and make its members

feel comfortable — instead of standing up

to play his first piece, an unaccompanied

solo, Stoltzman pulled the piano bench to

the edge of the stage and sat down on the

end of it — if his recital is to be successful.

More important, though, is the music itself,

and Richard Stoltzman has such awesome

technical command of the clarinet that, like

Heifetz and Segovia, he plays music as

though his instrument weren't even there.

His interpretations, however unorthodox,

are presented with such conviction and

beauty that one cannot help but hear them

as definitive. When he moves from one

register to another on his instrument, he is

like a cat leaping onto the top of a fence.

The first piece on the program, Bach's

Chromatic Fantasy in D Minor, was

originally written for harpsichord (there

were no clarinets worthy of the name

before Mozart's time, fifty years later). The

harpsichord is very unlike the clarinet: It's

dynamic range is extremely limited, and

the duration of any one note is pre-fixed.

Dispatching with aplomb the substantial

technical problems involved (in writing for

keyboard, Bach didn't take into account

the difficulties of leaping furiously among

octaves on the clarinet, nor. this being a

chromatic fantasy, the extreme awkward-

ness of certain keys), Stoltzman rebuffed

the authenticity buffs by playing the piece

as his instrument naturally dictates -

almost as a romantic-period fantasy —

with complete cogency.

In the second part of the first half of the

concert, Ms. Vallecillo accompanied the

soloist in the long Bb clarinet sonata of

Max Reger (1873-1916). The balance of

volume the two achieved was impressive;

neither drowned out the other, each

quieted a little for the other's lead-

passages. It is not easy to accompany well,

and Ms. Vallecillo probably receives less

credit for Mr. Stoltzman's fame than she

deserves. The moments of dark lyricism

cut short by violence in the piece are very

reminiscent of the Brahms clarinet-like

passages, but on the whole the piece is a bit

too long and a bit too predictable.

Toward the end of intermission, with

everyone talking in the aisles, Mr.

Stoltzman appeared at the back of the

house, playing W. T. McKinley's fanfares-

que "Entrata, No. 2." He strolled down

toward the stage while the audience was

being seated, before disappearing through

the stage door playing the piece's last note.

He and Ms. Vallecillo then returned for the

second-ever performance of Joan Tower's

percussive, puckish, and sometimes

ethereal Fantasy, and Francis Poulenc's

Sonaiafor Clarinet and Piano (1%2). This

latter piece, a staple of the clarinet reper-

tory, combines a certain classicism — in the

first movement are very clear melodic

references to the main theme in the first

movement of Beethoven's piano sonata

"AppassionaU" - with very much
twentieth-century French ideas: the orien-

tal flavor of Jolivet's clarinet piece,

"Meditation," in the second movement,

and the wild dance steps of Milhaud's Le

Creation du Monde in the third.

The last item on the program featured

Stoltzman playing two pieces - "Round

Midnight," and "Well, You Needn't" by

the recently deceased jazz great Thelonius

Monk - with bassist Macchia. Plainly, the

clarinettist is as at home with this idiom, is

as familiar with its conventions, as he is

with "classical" music. As he explained in a

feature N.Y. Times Magazine article last

summer, he started out playing jazz, and it

shows.

For the encores which an enthusiastic

Buckley audience demanded, Mr.

Stoltzman and company continued in the

black-music tradition, playing Bill

Douglas's "Bee-bop Etude No. 2" (with a

gratuitous and, I thought, rather tacky im-

itation of a drum solo by Stoltzman and his

accompanist), and a particularly moving

and soulful improvisation on "Amazing

Grace." In two words, that's just what

Richard Stoltzman shows: an amazing

grace.
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will not be run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian cannot guarantee printing of

airHypercurricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

f-fif-'M

Today

UNDERGRADUATE COMSTU CLUB MEETING -
ComStu Club Meeting. Raffle Tickets to be distributed. AU

ComStu and Cas/S majors invited. 4 p.m. Machmer

ComStu Lounge.

HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING - Anyone in-

terested in leafletting for the Fast for a World Harvest,

please come to the meeting! 4:30 p.m. 428 Student Union.

GUEST SPEAKER — Michelle Cooper, the Human

Resource Associate for American Can Company will speak

on "Getting a Job in Human Resource/Personnel."

Refreshments will be served and all are welcome. 7-9 p.m.

Campus Center 903.

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
MEETING — Offshore oil drilling, student environmental

conference. Earth day. TUlson Coal Pile update -
Newcomers welcome to dicuss issues. 6 p.m. 306 S.U.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM — Come join us for a discussion

on ways to achieve an anti-racist society. 4 p.m. CC 802.

Tuesday

CONCERT: JAZZ ENSEMBLE I - Under the direction

of Jeff Holmes, the University Jazz Ensemble I will

perform selections from the big band repertoire of Buddy

Rich. Thad Jones. Count Basic, and others in a free con-

cert. 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall.

STUDY ABROAD WITH STUDIO ARTS CENTER IN

ITALY — Meet the director of SACI and find out about

their program. 10:30 a.m. -12 p.m. International Programs

Office. 239 Whitmore.

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE WORKSHOPS FOR
STUDENTS GOING ABROAD, SPRING 1984 - Informal

meeting for all students who are applying for financial aid

who plan to study abroad for the Spring 1984 semester

only. 4-5 p.m. Herter Hall 6th Floor Lounge.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - The last meeting before

B-52's and Chaka Khan! New members are always

welcome. 6:30 p.m. CC 163.

CREATIVE DRAMATICS FOR EVERYONE - Dr.

Robert Barnett, director, playwright, creative behavior

instructor 'ill lead you into the fun of dramatic play.

Applicati(» or education, business and fine arts. Not to

be missed: < :J0 p.m. 176 Campus Center.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PRESENTATION - All

Accounting and Finance majors interested in Private

Accounting are invited to a presentation by Texas

Instruments. All encouraged to attend. 4-6 p.m. S.O.M.

Room 120.

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT CAREER DAY -
Luncheon tickets are still available in the SOM Lobby. The

Keynote speaker will be Mr. Thomas Bonafair. Vice

President. COCA-COLA CO. AU are invited to attend the

luncheon and presentations throughout the day. 10 a.m.-4

p.m. Campus Center, 1st Floor.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT BROWN BAG
SERIES — Amrit Wilson and AnnriU Basu discuss

collective leadership utilized by women in India. This is the

first in a series of "Women and Power: Alternative Forms

of Leadership." Discussions. 12:30-1:30 p.m. CC 178.

UMASS LESBIAN UNION GENERAL MEETING - To

discuss upcoming events, gather ideas, and meet new

womyn. All university women are urged to come! 7 p.m.

Student Union 406G.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING - There will be a

general meeting to discuss the club's Portfolio and make a

decision on any new investments. 6:30 p.m. SOM 111.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT MEETING -
Interested in Women's Issues? Come join us or stop by the

office anytime. 6p.m. SUB 415.

MEDICAL ETHICS LECTURE - Dr. Fred Rosner,

authority on Jewish medical ethics will speak on "Abortion

and Judaism - A Case of Medical Ethics." 4 p.m. Campus

Center 805-809.

ISSUES FACING ISRAEL - Topic: The Stress of War

and Security on Israeli Society. 7 p.m. Herter 108.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI — Informal lunchtime get-

together with Rabbi Saul Perbnutter. All are welcome. 12-

1 p.m. Suffolk Room.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - Join us for a

continuing discussion of pornography and program

planning. 4 p.m. Dukes Room.

AMHERST RAILWAY SOCIETY - Are you a rail fan or

a closet raU fan? Join us for an evening of color sUdes of

short line raUroads in the northeast. 8 p.m. Engineermg

East Auditorium.

MEDICAL ETHICS LECTURE - Dr. Fred Rosner,

authority on Jewish medical ethics will speak on "Death

and DyinG: Whose Life is it Anyway?" 7:30 p.m. Alumni

House, Amherst College.
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• merr^ory. concentration, motivation •

• speed reading • Language Learning •

• weight control •

On Going Services
• Sports • Stage fright • Exam panics •

• relaxation • self hypnosis * and more •
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/srr) Amherst

Insurance Agency

20 Gatehouse Rd.
Amherst. Massachusetts

(413) 263-9387
Auto - Motorcycle - Renters

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Make your own in the

STUDENT UNION

CRAFT SHOP

complete free instructions

naily 10-6. Sat 12-4

1984 STARTS HERE
AT UMASS JANUARY 3-28

75 credit courses - 1-3 credits each; Monday - Friday 57 credit-free workshops - evenings through January

CREDIT COLRStS
ACCTG 221-1 Introduction to Attounlinji I

Introduction to Accounting I

Introduction to Accounting I

Introduction to Accounting II

Business Applicjtions of Computers

Financial Reporting I

Federal Taxes

Introduction to Physical

Anthropology

Introduction to Cultural

Anthropology

Basic Drawing

Architectural Drawing

Painting-Oils

Photography I

Exploring the Universe

General Botany

Myth, Folk, and Children's Lit

Introduction to Mass Communitalion

History of Broadc.isting

Interpersonal Communication

Introduction to Microeconomics

Introduction to Macroeconomics

Human Interaction, Group Dynamics

Professional Development for Women
Computer Literacy for Educators

Computer Learning *ith Logo

College Writing

Expository Writing,' Rhetoric

Expository Writing/ Rhetoric

Satire Theory and Practice

Technical Writing

Technical Writing

Creative Writing

Insects and Man
Nutrition and People

Elementary French I

Elementary French II

Intermediate French

Intermediate Oral

Corporation Finance

Elementary German

Free Conservation

European History 1815 Present

Development of American

Civilization to 1876

ACCTG 221 2

ACCTG 221 3

ACCTG 222

ACCTG 311

ACCTG 321

ACCTG 371

ANTH 103

ANTH 104

ART lOO

ART 151 1

ART 220

ART 230

ASTROS 100

BOTANY 101

COMLIT 110

COMSTU 121

COMSTU 234

COMSTU 250

ECON 103 1

ECON 104

EDUC H 380

EDUC H391S
EDUC I 517

EDUC 16902
ENGL 112 1

ENGL 152 1

ENGL 152 2

ENGL 344

ENGL 351 1

ENGL 351 2

ENGL 354

ENT 226

FSAN 130

FRENCH 110

FRENCH 120

FRENCH 230

FRENCH 242

GBFIN301 1

GERMAN 110

GERMAN 250

HIST 141

HIST 150

HIST 151 Development of American

Civilization 1876 on

HIST 197T Tibet The Land of Snows

HIST 370 Contemporary American History

HRTA 202 Personnel Management in Holal.

Restaurant and Travel Admin

HRTA 291 A Rooms Division Management

HRTA 391 A Hotel Marketing

IE 479 Operations Research I

|S 300 Newsriting and Reporting

LATIN 240 Intermediate Latin

MATH 01 1 Elementary College Algebra

MATH 104-1 Algebra, Analytic Geometry and

Trigonometry

MATH 104 2 Algebra. Analytic (jeometry and

Trigonometry

MATH 106 Precalculus Algebra with Functions

and Graphs

ME 230 Thermodynamics I

MGT 301-1 Principles of Management

MGT 301-2 Principles of Management

MGT 314 Personnel Management

MGT 330 Managerial Behavior

MKTG 301 Fundamentals of Marketing

MKTG425 Sales Management

MUSIC 100 Appreciation-Introduction

MUSIC 110 Fundamentals of Theory

PHIL 300 Indian Philosophies

PHIL 382 Philosophical Approaches to Science

PSYCH 100 Elementary Psychology

PSYCH 308 Psychology of Women
PSYCH 360 Social Psychology

PSYCH 380 Abnormal Psychology

RUSS 250 Russian Culture

SOCIOL 102 Age, Sex and Kinship in

Contemporary ScKiety

SOCIOL 110 General Introduction to Sociology

SOCIOL t»t Drugs and Society

SOM 210 1 Introduction to Business Computeis

SOM 210-2 Introduction to Business Computers

SOM 497 Business Policy and Strategy

SPAN 110 Elementary Spanish I

SPAN 120 Elementary Spanish It

SPAN 230 Intermediate Spanish I

SPAN 240 Intermediate Spanish II

STAT 121 1 Elementary Statistics

STAT 121 2 Elementary Statistics

CREDIT FREE WORKSHOPS
The Designed Environment

Bron/e Casting

Interior Design

Framing

Life Drawing

Matting

Methods of the Masters

Naked Clay

Bartending

Speaking as a Working Woman
Speaking Up
Teaching on Your Feel

Typing

Women at Work Imposters, Fakes, and Frauds

Ballet I

Ballet II

Ballet III

Ballroom

)itterbug/Swing

Modern: Intermediate

Modern |a//

Tap
College Costs Through Tax Planning

Income Investment Vs. Growth Investment

Mutual Funds

Municipal Bonds

Tax Deferred Annuitici

Basic Hatha Yoga

Hatha Yoga for Problem Backs

Touch toi Health

The Natural Foods Kitchen

Meet the Micro

The DOS (Disk Opcr.ilinK System)

The Best Selling Spre.idshcil Piograin VISIC ALC

Basic BASIC

The Powerful Spreadslieel Alleriialivc LOTUS 1-2-1

The Word Processing Program WORDSTAR
|a// The Dynamic Years

Classic .il Guitar I

Classical (<uil.ir II

Folk Guil.ir

Black and Wliitv Plu.iogiaphy

Uarkioiiin Phoiogr.iphy

The Parenting Choiie

Unlearning Raiisin

Winter Shapes and Secrets

Cross-Counlry Skiing

(•ladiMle Maiugenu-ni Admission Test (GMAT)

Preparation

(.radiiaie Reioid Examin.iiion ((.RL) Pri-patalion

Law School Admissions lesl (LSAT ) Preparalion

Speed Reading

Mniiory Skills

Harness Weaving for Beginners

Sewing

Spinning

Ailing for Closel Ailois

Comic B«>ok Wfiling

Register now:
Records and Registration Office VISA or MasterCard:

Room 104 ^l^-"\f\^'\
University Library/UMass J*t*J ^J\^^<^

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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by R. Miller
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Wilson Low by CC. McFly
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ACROSS
1 Praclplce

5 Transgress
8 Art

13 Upbraid
14 Lyric poem
15 Endearing term
16 Sumnr>er drinks

18 Circle or tube
19 Dancer of tame
21 WW II command
22 Commander of

21 Across
23 Air: Ger
25 Stwrlff's men
28 Stair

30 Gentle
34 Play a role

35 Zfiivago's love

37 Spain and
Portugal

39 Meadow
40 Ukaallon
42 Plalnes, III

43 Joan of Arc,

for one
45 Machine suffix

46 Semlaquatlc
•nimal

47 Large knifa

ofoM
48 ••

a Kick

Out of You"
SO Poetry

52 Metttod for

inventory.

for short

54 Foot: Comb form

55 Immediately

56 Dancer In

"Singin' in

the Rain"

64 Hilo greeting

66 Ahab's vessel

67 league boots

68 Atom
69 Miss of

"Dallas"

70 Broker
71 Land east of Eden
72 Require

DOWN
1 TV songstress
2 Frost

3 Handsome young
man

4 "American in

Paris" star

5 Soft drink

6 March date
7 Snuggle
8 Leader
9 Mr. President,

at times

10 BarKroft

11 Measures of

length

12 Beginner

13 Second century

date
17 Expert

20 Ida of films

24 Mao tung

25 Tropical trees

26 Indian, e.g.

27 Gaze fixedly

28 Broadway hit sign

29 "La Plume de
ma "

31 Command
32 Feudal estates

33 Relish

36 Vaporize

38 Famous dancer
on Broadway

41 NYC subway
v44 Aviv

49 Mary
Wollstonecraft

Sttelley, nee ->—
51 Fit to be

consumed
53 " give you

anything ."

54 Like Mutt to <«

JeH
95 Space org.

56 CasainI of style

57 Used a loom
59 Part of a snaaze
60 At (near)

61 Food fish

62 Spoken
63 Summer, in Artes

65 Farm denizen
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Read the Collegian

DC Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Fried Chicken/

Cranberry Sauce
Orange Glazed Ham
Egg and Cheddar

Florentine

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
Fried Chicken/

Cranberry Sauce
Egg and Cheddar

Florentine

Weather

Sunny this morning then

variable cloudiness, highs 40

to 45. Cloudy tonight, lows

in the 30s. Tuesday, cloudy

with a chance of rain late in

the day. high temperatures

in the 40s.

TODAY'S PUZZLE
ANSWER
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RmoNt
OFOURS

Car • Track • Vaa

North Anhcrst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
lwlt^ this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hair
Expires 1 1 /30/83

PI«M« CcN fof an Appoinimam

•F<K nmM cHsntt ooty

FREE COWaUtTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
AmhwM MA'S«5«10

Why Frye?

I

How can boots thai look Ihit

gocxS this much in style be over

a hundred years old'' They re Frye

Boots Benchcratted by skilled

hands the same way
since 1B63
So while !he styles

may change the

quality will remain
the same The best .^

FRYE

HEARTFELT LEATHER
Downtown Amherst
Mon.-Sat. 9.30-6.00

Fridays till 8:00

Sunday 11:00-4:00

253-5136

i

Over 35,000 books at

40-60%
OFF

publishers list price

Sci-Fi/ Sports /Art

Poetry/ Mystery

Fishing/Drama
Dance/ Music
Field Guides

VALLEY
DOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire

National Bank)

Downtown Amherst
10-5:30 Mon-Sat

12-4 Sun
549-6052

INTRODUaNG
CAUGARYCANADIAN BEER.

Calgary Canadian is a rich, hearty-tasting beer brewed from the heart of Canada's

world-famous Conquest Barley Malt. Ask for it at your favorite watering hole.

I

J"——

Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily.

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Df. Howatd T. Ewert, D.C. '^r. Virginia D Harpe^ D.C.
'^' •"'"•''""'•' '-v mo-i •''ce. personal injury and

.Collegian 13

* Football loses to UNH

Collcrian photo by David Deubcr

CRUNCH BUNCH — UNH's Andre Garron is stopped here by UMass

in Saturday's 35-10 loss in Durham. There were times he wasn't stop-

ped.

cxmtinued from page IS

Papoutsidis' second punt of the quarter

gave the Wildcats the ball at the UMass 37.

UNH drove to the five where the

Minutemen defense rose to the occasion

and stopped UNH on a fourth and one.

However, UMass was forced to punt and

the Wildcats started their possession

needing only 31 yards for a touchdown.

They traveled those yards in two plays, the

first one being a Leclerc pass to O'Donnell

at the one. A Mark Nichols plunge gave

UNH a 14-3 lead.

Taking the kickoff, UMass was forced to

punt from their own 28. This time Papout-

sidis' punt landed at the 24, a loss of four

yards. In all fairness to Papoutsidis, he is

the field goal kicker, the fourth UMass
punter this year, and he was punting under

horrendous conditions — near his own goal

line, in freezing conditions, and into a

gusting 40 mph wind.

UNH once again took advantage of their

field possession and Garron scored from

three yards out as the fourth quarter was

l)eginning.

UMass was now trailing 21-3 but things

got worse as UMass quarterback Barrett

McGrath was intercepted at his own thir-

teen and Garron converted the turnover in-

to his second touchdown of the game.

The Minutemen finally scored a

touchdown and UNH added another seven

as time was running out to account for the

final 35-10 tally.

For UNH, it was their sixth straight vic-

tory, the first time their offense has scored

a touchdown against the Minutemen since

1978, and their first victory against the

Minutemen since 1976.

For UMass (3-7), it marks the first time

they have had seven losses in 15 years and

it puts a negative exclamation point on

their uneven season.

Open 11 am-1 am. ..Walk-ins are welcome
A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY

• Hot Tub Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • Each area wired for your

Own favorite music or sounds. . .AND MUCH MORE. . .

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!
••••• •••• ••••••••••••••••••:

BIN

• •••••••• clip and save

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)

^1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF
HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT
-rijpe (coupon valid through November 17, 1983) Time

one coupon pet visit, per person • vJDo

•
187 n. pleasant st^amherst

a«

MIliERHIGH LIFE
BASK

Register at the

Intramural Office

Competition will

begin immediateJY

For more information

contact:

Intramural Office

545-2693

1^3 BEEH BREWED pY THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY MILWAUKEE Wl
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Minutemen hooters play well but fall to Hartwlck
ByMIKELEVINE
Collegian Staff

"The ball just didn't go our way."

Very few quotes can characterize the 1983

men's soccer season like that one by junior

goalkeeper Donald Donahue following the

UMass soccoer team's 3 1 loss to Hartwick

College on Saturday at Boyden. The loss

gives the Minutemen a final record of 3-12-

4, while Hartwick, current-ranked four-

teenth in the nation, raises its record to 13-

3-1.

The Minutemen opened the scoring at the

13:15 mark of the first half when senior

forward Kayvan Khatami lofted a high

floater that was misplayed by goalie Mike

Harrison. Fritz Pike (who brought a con-

tingent of fans from his hometown of

Greenfield, MA to the game) then fed the

ball to freshman Paul Serafuio, who fired it

home to give UMass an early 1-0 lead.

Seven minutes later, Hartwick tied it up

when Lowuis Gonzales fired a shot that was

saved by UMass goaltender Jamie Fir-

mage, but Hartwick's Paul Cushion fed the

rebound to Pat Cruickshank, who con-

verted the shot to tie the game at 1-1.

Later in the first half, the Minutemen

almost regained the lead when Simon

Ostrov sent Pike on a partial breakaway

that was shot just wide of the goal.

At the 21:38 mark of the second half.

Hartwick took the lead when Cruickshank

threaded the needle with a pass to Cushion,

who put the ball past Firmage for a 2-1 lead.

Then with five and a half minutes left in

the game. Hartwick put the game out of

reach when Firmage came out of the net to

stop a shot by Dave Magistrate, but Greg

Brown put the loose baU past an airborne

Kevin Flynn to make the final score 3-1.

This game marked the last intercollegiate

game for ten seniors — forwards John

Brigham. Kayvan Khatami, and Fritz Pike,

midfielders Kevin Flynn. Steve Berlin, and

Simon Ostrov, and fullbacks Mike

Mahoney, Frank Neffinger, Lenn Margolis,

and Herb Sidman. Obviously, a 3 12-5

season was not what they were hoping for,

but if the returning players play up to form

next year and coach Jeff Gettler can bring

in some good new players, who knows what

can happen in 1984.

NEW COURSE 1

BRAZIL in FILM & FICTION
Portuguese 308 (in English) j

includes current feature films from Brazil
j

I For more information call 545-2887

1
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EARTH FOODS
WILL BE SERVED

IN THE
CAPE COD LOUNGE
TUES THRU FRI

, ' ii i' It .' i'';r.i-i''jJ!zi

USED EQUIPMENT

UAAASS SKI CLUD

TURN IK DATE NOV. i 5

SKI CLUD OFFICE

400 STUDENT UNION 545-0407 v^

Rt. 63. No Amherst

549-20d0

Tjet vour career off to a flying start. Become a

[Marine aviator If you're a college freshman.

Isophomore or junior, you could qualify for

lour undergraduate Officer Commissioning

iProgram and be guaranteed flight school

lafter graduation. All training is conducted

Flywith the finest.
during the summer. There are no on-campus This is an exce lent opporlunity t.

,

prr^our-

drills Plus, you receive $100 a month during self amongst the be,st and start o^ -'^ I

the school year. ma\^m frorn S 1 7.000 to $23,000

Seniors can qualify lor the graduate (Mlicer a year. .See if you measure up^

Commissioning Program and attend training Check out the Marine tonxs Olfi-

after graduation «r Commissionmg Programs.
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See 1st Lt. Schiffer

14, 16, 16 Nov. in Studsnt Centar

or call ooRsct at (203) 772-2166

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

r

1„,jn«.M«"^«-

^^H

Tii titAT Sir Sum I

ii
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WORTH OF TOP lAME ^

WIITER CLOTIIie
&

SKI EQUIPMEST
PRICES THIS LOV SHOULD RE OUTLAWED

UHS DENTAL SERVICE
EXPANDS STAFF TIME

If you have had difficulty getting an appoint-

ment at the dental service, take heart. You can

now call 545-2400 for an appointment to begin

comprehensive care or simply for information

about the program.

The dental service at UHS is a prevention

oriented, comprehensive care program which
offers a complete range of servcies including

restorations (fillings) endodontic care (root

canals) and oral surgery. Costs for care include

copayments, modified fees, and prepaid ser-

vices. Underlying all visits is a fundamental
philosophy of educating individuals about
techniques and behaviors which can assure ex
cellent oral health. J

Concerned about career development and financial need? The

Office for Cooperative Education places atudenu in exciting

paid positions in business, industry and government wttich

compliments their university studies.

Spring semester openings for Arts and Sciences majors In-

clude:

The Netional Merine Fisheries Service (COINS)

US Geological Survey (geology, chemistry)

NE Forest Foundation (legal studies)

US Patent Office (english. COINS, methi

US Dept Commerce (math. COINS)
Belchertown State School (com. disorders)

US Food Cr Drug (micro, chemistry)

Additiortai information at Co-op Office

110 Thompson 6-2B7V

new positions ere posted dally

Office tor Cooperative Education

Rooni 110 Thompson Mall

Unii.'tsiiv oi Massachusetts
Arnhersl Wassachusells 01003

11 li S45J5/9

OUBLE FEATURE ^^g^l^

NOV. 16 - 19
HIGH NOON

TIL 10PM

TIL 5PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437

Mon. Nov. 14 - Tues. Nov. 15

Chinatown 7:00

starring Jack Nicolson

Oscar for Best Story & Screenplay

Five Easy Pieces 9:15

Winner Best Picture!

DOWNTOWN AMHER

^ar after,
year, senester
after semester,

the K\iV^' |)lan fnmi Ki(k4il.v I'nkm Lift'

n-i^ h«'t'n the most aeeopted. most

popular life insurant projjram

on campuses all over Ameriea
pri»i;riim <in rampusfs all u»er \iiMTira.

(all Ihc Kidcli(\ I m<.m Lift-
Kind out »h>. |.„.|j \^^,„.j;,,^ j„ »,„,r area

Tel: 256-8351

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Rd., Amherst, Ma.

Fidelity

Union Life

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ Come to Collegian Office Cc 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

APT/ROOM WANTED

Females looking for apartment to

rent/share starting Jan 1 call Ellen 546-1456

please keep trying if no answer

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Datsun 280Z black exc cond 4-speed

BO call 546-8236

I

' >

1

1

' I

' >

1974 Audi Fox - runs

struts $900 665-3509
well new brakes,

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions: has a recently

purchased light show, a great sound
system and a price you'll like! Call Jeff

Taylor 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

Boogying Blues / Rock Band for hire

live music for your party call 256-1394

FOR RENT

Large room in two bedroom Cliffside

apartment, starting Spring. 666-7756

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

Spalding Squadra Course, 210 cm. one

year old, used twice. Buy while they're

cheap! Asking $100 256-0581

FOUND

Part-time - evenings - weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people

who have requested information on our

products. We sell mainly by
appointment in a dignified

and professional

manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White (203) 528-9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

Employ Yourself I SNPS has openings for

an experienced (360, 1250) Press Operator

and a Copier Operator. Applicants must be

students, mechanically inclined, available

thru 5/85 and be willing to become involved

with a democratically managed student

controlled business. 10 hr/wk $3.50 to start

women and minorities encouraged. Ap-

plications in SU 403 due 11/14 5 pm

Wanted: Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the CATE Guide information /application

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.

Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Evening Part-Time Jobs: MASSPIRG,

the state's most effective consumer and en-

vironmental lobby, is looking for people to

help build a grassroots citizen network.

Work on acid rain, toxic waste, and utility

reform. Evening hours perfect for students.

Call Terry, 256-6434

INSTRUCTION

Watch in Grad Tower Room 1536. Found

on November 1st. Call 6-7059 to describe

and claim ^ .

FREE THE THREE

Free the Student Affairs 3. Send your

cash contributions to: the Committee Ad-

vocating Student Haffairs, or CASH for

short.

HELP WANTED

Work study positions available in

Freshman Admissions Office. Clerical,

3.35/hr 8/10 hrs week call 545-0222

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday School teachers for Spring term.

Experience preferred. Call 549-0223

" LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, lega^

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Supenor

Courts and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney superv-

sion For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center.
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LOST

Women's UMass class ring lost Nov 8

1863-1963 centenial ring great sentimental

value reward call Sue 546-6054

White checkbook type Baybanks folder

with 2 IDs please call 256-6761 after 11 PM
Lost womens gold-plated watch made
by Hamilton 11-3 near SW tunnel $ reward

6-8164

MOVIE

National Lampoon's
ANIMAL HOUSE

Friday Nov. 18 at 5, 7, 9 & 11

Sponsored by Chi Delphia

PERSONALS

SOM Career Day Luncheon Tickets on

sale in SOM Lobby $8.00 until Nov. 14

Career Day '83 - November 15, 1983 10 am
- 4 pm 1st floor Campus Center FREE spon-

sored by Undergraduate Business Club all

are invited

12th Annual Bush Bash

First 100 skiers to sign-up are

eligible for a free trip

All skiers signed up before Nov 15 will

receive a free ski T-shirt

For more information 546-3437 S.U.B.

UMass Ski Club presents

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
$500,000 worth of top name

winter clothing and ski equipment

at incredible savings

Nov 16-19 in the Student Union Ballroom

Leslee - Don't be scared. You have a good

reason to smile. Love, Chris

CYNTHIA - XO Happy Birthday!! - a day

late we love ya - XO

SKI FOR FREE! Let my brochure tell you

how. Send $1 to: Box 783 Quechee, Ver-

mont 05059

HEY PALI ".
.

take you home
If I knew the way, I would

f r

Always, STINKER

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt avail. Nov 1 Please call after 11

p.m. 256-0102.

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665-3414

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549 0135.

Free Peer Counseling information ar>d

referals at Lesbian and Gay Men's Counsel-

ing Collective 433 Student Union MTuThF
4 - 8 p.m. 545-2645 24 hr events phone
545-0684.

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession K
mile to slopes wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26
- Jan 31 $295 546-5663.

TRAVEL

Dear Che - happy 21st birthdayl I know it

was just great!! Love ya KA

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U.S. Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 5931

A

Bahamas Spring Break from 346.00 Ac-

comadation. Air, Transfers, Free AVM Par-

ties, cruise and more! For info call Chris at

549-0533

Florida from $136.00 Daytona Ft Lauder-

dale Spring Break best hotels fill first

payment plans available reserve your

space nowl For more info call Chris at

549-0633

Planning a trip for Intersession or Spring

Break? Come see what Adventure in Travel

has to offer. Info meeting & Beach Parly

Thurs 11/17 7 10 m Cc rm 101 Featuring,

movie "Spring Break" & free beer free beer

or call Doug 253 9214

Bahamas, Bermuda and R Lauderdale

Spring Break and Intersession lowest prices

around call Doug or Liz 253-9214

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

;
sant, Amhers t. 256 07^0

WANTED TO RENT

I Two male undergrade looking for an

1 apartment for Spring semester. Will take

1 over intersession if necessary. Call John
: McGonagle, 256 6883. Leave message.
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Final Four Fever arrives here atUMass
_^^_ —^ • *j-f^ -

Women's soccer on its way

to Florida via a 1-0 victory

ColleKiui photo by Jim Power*

EXTENSION - Michelle Rodney flies in to get the ball away from

this Brown defender in Sunday's 1^ win that sends UMass to the Final

Four for the first time ever.

A lot depends ongoalie
By GERRY deSIMAS
CoUepan Staff

They are the last line of defense. In some

games, you never notice them. In others,

they can save a team or break them. And
it's tougher when it's cold out. like in

UMass' 1-0 win over Brown Sunday.

The cold and the nine shots the Bruins

presented to UMass goalie Jeanne Paul

didn't trouble her too much. Oh, she

missed one corner that created a scramble

infront that the Minutewomen defense

cleared. But, all in all, the freshman held

her own.

"I had a lot of support," said Paul. "The

defense was awesome."

On the other hand. Brown's Alex Smith

did not have such sure hands yesterday.

She bobbled at least three balls in the first

half and she made the biggest bobble of all

when she let Debbie Harackiewicz's shot

to get by her.

"She went down too early," Phil Pin-

cincre. Brown head coach said. "She

already had the angle cut down." Paul

thought that her gloves the Bruin senior

captain had on had something to do with

it.

"I don't like using gloves. You can never

tell for sure if the ball is in your hands."

Harackiewicz was a very surprised but

grateful recipient of the Brown blunder.

"I think I caught her off guard. Banda

(UMass coach Kalekeni) told me to play

with my back to her. I turned around to

shoot and I guess she lost her con-

centration.

"It was a goal and that's what counts."

For Smith, the goal was one that

nightmares are made of but Brown with

it's 15 freshmen should be back next year.

The Minutewomen, meantime, continue

on to Saturday's match with 16-1 North

Carolina and if UMass wins it's either

UConn or George Mason for the National

title.

Brown goes home and wonders what

could have been.

Football team hammered by

the wind and UNH, 35-10

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Who said dreams are for those who sleep?

The University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team certainly was not sleep-walking

when it beat out Brown University 1-0 in

the quarterfinals of the NCAA tournament

and took a giant step toward the dream of

being National Champions.

Despite a few close calls for UMass in the

scoring department, the ball just would not

go in. On the one shot that had 'save'

labelled all over it. the baU slipped out of

the Brown goaltender's possession and

found its way into the net for the lone

UMass score.

"Going into the final four is a dream and

it's impossible and we're going to try and

make it come true," an elated Coach

Kalekeni Banda said.

"We had our chances and Brown had

their chances, too. The bottom line is we

were lucky. It could've gone either way.

This was a tougher game then the ones

coming up. I think Lady Luck was on our

side today."

The Minutewomen had never gotten past

the quarterfinals before and will travel to

the University of Central Florida to face off

against North Carolina on Saturday in the

semi-finals and possibly go to the finals on

Sunday. North Carolina defeated the

University of California at Berkley 5-2

Saturday.

Debbie Harackiewicz scored the goal

which is sending the Minutewomen to

Florida in quest of their impossible dream

4:12 into the second half. As SUcey Flionis

fled down the field with the ball while

beating a Brown defender, she crossed to

Harackiewicz who was stationed in front

with her back to the net.

Without hesitating, Harackiewicz turned

and fired the ball at Brown goaltender,

Alex Smith. Smith dove for the ball and

stopped it but could not hold on to it. The

ball popped up and rolled over the

shoulders of the helpless goaltender.

"Debbie is a true competitor, "
Banda

said. "If there was anyone you'd want to

have in the situation today you'd want to

have a Debbie Harackiewicz. I have to give

Debbie credit for taking the shot. That's

exactly what we've been working on in

practice this week."

Luck was on the Minutewomen's side

with the goal that should not have been, but

with six minutes left in the first half

Harackiewicz was robbed of a goal that

should have been. The sophomore forward

caught a Michelle Rodney rebound and sent

it toward the center of the net. With Smith

down, a Brown defender caught it. Most of

the ball was in the net but an inch of it on

the white line, so no goal.

Brown had nine shots on "nervous

goaltender Jeanne Paul but the freshman

stood tall and was in the way of every

chance that Brown had to put the ball in the

net.

"She didn't want to lose that ball, Banda

said of Paul. "It's tough to ask a freshman to

play in goal in a game like this. I think

Jeanne has been tooth and nail but I won't

hesitate to put Lisa (Ellis) in if I have to.

She's (Paul) a freshman and I say she made

herself look really good today."

Brown gave the hardworking

Minutewomen a tough fight but UMass

proved it deserved to win. Now UMass has

the chance to show the powerhouse teams

in the playoffs that this team is for real

.

"Now we're playing to win," Banda said.

"We have to attack more and force the

issue. We'U hang in there. There are no

superstars here; we're a blue-collar team."

Field hockey tops Temple

3-1 for another trip to Penn.

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

Despite having history on their side, the

dismal season of the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen continued this

past Saturday as they traveled to the

University of New Hampshire for their

final Yankee Conference pame and were

blown away by the Wildcats and the wind,

in Durham, 35-10.

This was a game that only the mothers of

the players could find exciting as the

UMass offense could not be found most of

the game and the UNH offense consisted of

tailback Andre Garron carrying the ball 35

times for only 129 yards - an unimpressive

3.7 yards a carry. UNH would not have

gotten near 35 points if three of their

drives had not started at the UMass 31, 24,

and 13 yard lines.

The game began with much more pro-

mise than it ended as UNH quarterback

Rick Leclerc drove his team 80 yards for a

game-opening touchdown and then UMass
immediately countered with a drive of its

own which resulted in a 28-yard field goal

by George Papoutsidis. The 7-3 score

would hold up for the rest of the half.

The Minutemen started the second half

facing a wind that reached 40 mph and this

would be their undoing.

continued on page IS

By MICHELLE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - The NCAA field

hockey tournament is demanding competi-

tion. The University of Massachusetts has

the capacity to deliver under this kind of

pressure.

Sunday at the University of Penn-

sylvania, Temple, who had toppled UPenn

1-0 on Saturday, challenged UMass in the

quarter-finals. Massachusetts outlasted the

Owls 3-1 to earn their second trip to the

Final Four in three years.

Massachusetts, who now own a 14-2-2

record, came out fired up on both offense

and defense. Temple did too and it took a

Megan Donnelly save to break up the initial

Owl drive.

Senior goalie Patty Shea was dynamic in

goal, coming out of the cage numerous

times to make the save.

The first half was one of UMass offensive

pressure. Pam Moyrl and Chris Kocot both

drove into the circle before the Temple

defense broke up their drives.

Massachusetts broke out on top at 17:44

of the first half as Donnelly drove a shot by

Temple goalie Robin Porter, the US team

goalie. Patti Smith assisted on the goal that

gave UMass the 1-0 lead.

The Minutewomen defense played well,

led by midfielder Lil Hultin, whose job was

to mark Temple's lead leading scorer,

Caroline McWilliams, a senior from

Ireland.

However, Temple evened up the game

sweeping the ball past Shea with 6:27 to go

in the opening half.

After the Temple comeback goal, the

Owls were forced back on defense as

Massachusetts kept the ball on attack.

During the half, UMass went to the

bench for their halftime meeting while

Temple retreated to a goalie cage on the ar-

tificial turf at UPenn. Massachusetts

cheered "score and win" and went out

again more fired up but this time knowing

of the challenge, more knowing of Temple.

In the second half, UMass again controll-

ed offensively and when Temple did get the

ball, UMass marked tight.

With 1 1:48 to go in the contest, and after

numerous Minutewomen penetrations, the

UMass persistance finally paid off. Donnel-

ly scored off a comer, with assists from

Packard and back Carol Progulske, on a

strong drive that went by Porter into the

comer of the cage and the 2-1 edge.

With a scant two minutes to go in the

game, Temple was fighting to gain any of-

fensive edge but UMass continued to apply

pressure. UMass clinched the win when
Patti Smith sent another shot by Porter

with 47 seconds to go for the 3-1 edge.

When asked for a comment on the game,

UMass head coach Pam Hixon said

"Ecstatic!" The scoring pattern also forced

even greater pressure on the teams.

"It's always good to go ahead. We made

Temple come at us." The fine UMass effort

was even greater considering that UMass

played with bothersome injuries.

"Megan and Sue Packard both played in-

jured," said Hixon. "Both gave everything

they had for the cause. That's something

that is really inspiring."

UMass will travel back to UPenn on Fri-

day for the semi-finals, probably against se-

cond seed Old Dominion.

With the UM victory over injuries and

pressure, they deserve to be ecstatic.
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March On Washington
U.S. Out of Central America and the Caribbean!

November 12th Coalition
On Saturday, November 12th at the March on

Washington, an estimated 50,000 people voiced their

opposition to U.S. policy of intervention in Central

America and the Caribbean. At 10 a.m. three rallies

formed to focus on U.S. military build-up, support of

Central Amerrican refugees, and the human effects of

U.S. policy of intervention.

Although the November 12th Mobilization had been

planned prior to the October 23rd bombing of marine

headquarters in Beirut and the October 25th invasion

of Grenada, a tone of urgency was added in light of

President Reagan's recent committment to his

miliraristic foreign policy.

Several national organizations and individuals

dedicated to the struggle of the peoples of Central

American and the Caribbean joined together to form a

national network of November 12th coalitions. Among
the endorsers were the Committee in Solitartiy with

the People of El Salvador (CISPES), the Committee in

Solidarity with Free Grenada and the National Net-

work in Solidarity with the People of Nicaragua, as

well as the Progressive Student Network and Mel

King.

The local Northampton Committee on Central

America (NCOCA), Western Massachusettts Latin

American Solidarity Committee (WMLASC),
American Friends Service Committee (AFSC),

Amherst U.S. -Grenada Friendship Society, and

Venceremos Brigade, helped to educate area

residents on the issues and organized transportation

for the 200 who attended the March.

Last week Laurie Bozzi from WMLASC expresed

enthusiam over the positive campus and community

response to the issues of the March. She had said that

without a strong protest "it will seem like a go ahead

to other things in the face of Grenada and Nicaragua."

She referred to the growing concern over U.S. in-

tervention, and this was well demonstrated by the

numbers of buses, vans and private cars that left the

area on Friday night to travel to the demonstration.

March and Rally in Washington
by Aiko Pandorf and

Brenda Ling

The rally at the State House was the largest of the

three rallies which took part in the March on
Washington. The main theme was the effect of U.S.

foreign policy on peoples' lives in Central America and
the Caribbean.

Busloads of protestors arrived with banners and
posters that read "Our sons will not die for Reagan's

ruling class interests," "I'd rather pay more for

bananas than kill the people who grow them." "Stop
Gunboat Diplomacy," "Jobs and Peace, not Guns
and War," "Nobody's Backyard."

With caricatures of Weinberger, Kirkpatrick, and
Kissinger looming overhead, a mock graveyard of

cards symbolizing tombstones of persons killed in

Central America called to mind the thousands of dead
from revolutionary struggles for freedom and justice

against U.S. supported regimes.

An emergency campaign, "Fuel the friendship with

the Nicaraguan people," urged protestors to bring

quarts of motor oil to help replace what CIA-directed

counterrevolutionaries destroyed in the October 10th

attack on the port of Corinto. Demonstrators

presented their quarts of oil to a Nicaraguan medical

student who will deliver them to Nicaragua.

A short program of cultural pertormers and
speakers followed. Speakers denounced Reagan's
current foreign policies. Marguerite Samat-Matias,
Director of New York City College's Latin American
Studies Department said, "His defense is a greater

threat to us than the enemy." Others outlined that

Central Americans will not let up in their struggle for

self-determination, regardless of the extent of U.S. in-

tervention. Supporters' hope and dedication were ex-

pressed in their sign slogans of "You can kill the

revolutionary, but not the revolution," "The world is

not convinced of U.S. superiority," and "Long live

people's struggle everywhere."

GOnrilTTEE-CEK

Demonstrators at the November 12th Mobilization Against

U.S. Intervention in Central America and the Caribbean
photo by Ed Cohen

These thoughts fed the march from the State

House to the main rally site at the Ellipse outside the

White House. Along the 4-mile route various pro-

intervention supporters expressed their views. Groups

of veterans marched by proudly in a regimented step,

wearing military dress or fatigues, and all carrying

American flags. Other veterans stood atop vans to jeer

at and to give the finger to passing demonstrators.

Further along the route, a group of Reverend Moon's
Unification Church members carried signs and sug-

gested that ralliers were "Pinko Liberals" and were

promoting "Marxist genocide."

Nevertheless, the march filed on with positive

energy and with no violent confrontation to join the

other two rally groups for the final gathering at the

Ellipse.

During the main rally at the Ellipse various speakers

and performers drew together the three contingents.

The music group, Peter, Paul and Mary opened the

program with a song inspired by Mary's recent trip to

El Salvador. Dave Clark, of Washington's City Coun-

cil, then officially welcomed the November 12th Coali-

tion and emphasised that "the people of Washington

are for peace, too."

Sixties activist Revered William Sloane Coffin called

upon the government to"stop the lies and

violence, "stating that "lies lead to violence, and

violence leads to lies to justify its use." Referring to

Reagan's statements linking the roots of the revolu-

tion in El Salvador to Soviet "foreign soil," he stressed

that the revolution in El Salvador is popularly based.

Congressional Representative Ted White said that

"President Reagan's recent military manuvers iii

Grenada and Lebanon are immoral, unconstitutional

and Illegal, and he deserves to be impeached for it."

He announced the November 10th House Resolution

no. 370 sponsored by eight Congressional represen-

tatives that Initiates an Impeachment campaign

against President Reagan.

Leslie Cagan, of the National Mobilization for Sur-

vival, expressed her personal fright, anger and

sadness of U.S. military intervention. "I am sorry, Mr.

President, the people of Nicaragua, El Salvador and

the Soviet Union are not our enemy." She spoke of

foreign opposition to U.S. intervention policies and

said that it Is not too late to stop the military interven-

tion. Cagan stated, "Tomorrow belongs to the people

of the world, but we must act decisively if we are to

see tomorrow."
Ronnie Gilbert, with Holly Near, Grupo Raiz and

Bernlce Reagon, gave short performances, adding a

moving spirit and warming the crowd that was frozen

by the winds and 35-degree weather. Particularly in-

spirational was Reagon's prompting the crowd to join

hands and voices for a chorus of "Down By the River-

side."

Featured speaker Jesse Jackson drew the crowd's

attention as he strongly denounced President Reagan

and demanded "a new course, a new coalition and a

new leadership." Jackson urged the crowd to join his

Rainbow Coalition and described the Coalition as hav-

ing the "power to change the course of American

politics." Jackson spoke emphatically, received

rounds of applause and evoked confidence from many

ralliers.

Continued on page 2
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March on Washington
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More than once, though. Jackson's theatricism

showed through as he stumbled over contradictions in

his own speeach.

After intiailly stating the need for "a peace-keeping

force" in Lebanon and receiving loud boos from the

crowd, Jackson suddenly spoke of the immediate

need to "bring the boys home."

Jackson also alienated some participants by refer-

ing to his Rainbow Coalition as consisting of Black-

sand Hispanics, and never acknowledging other con-

stituencies that may support him.

Moreover, he capped off his stirring oratory by

restating his committment to women. In the end he

overstated his goal of empowering women when he

named Golda Meir and Margaret Thatcher as models

of political women. Jackson's assumption that Meir

and Thatcher embody all women's politics or active

political potential outlines not only his tokenism but

his misunderstanding of American women's develop-

ment over the past 20 years. Participants expresseed

their disapproval of Jackson's statement with loud

boos and hisses.

Nevertheless, demonstrators left the rally with

positive feelings and future dedication . Some UMass

students summed up their opinions of the day: Kim

Curtis "was impressed at the diversity of groups there

and excited by that. That legion of vets giving us the

finger reminded me that the state represents the

strongest military force." She therefore realized the

tremendous task ahead for supporters of non-

intervention. Fred Corn was impressed by the crowds

that had "lots of spirit (with) good chanting." Rom

Coles thought the demonstration "was well-

organized, that the spirit was good."

Overall, the November 12th Mobilization was a

positive statement about American people's objection

to growing intervention in Central America and the

Caribbean. The strong show of support helped all par-

ticipants to see that no one is alone in demandiong

U.S. OUT I And as Jackson had earlier recognized the

day's spirit, he urged the demonstrators, "let us not

give up, we are together now, help is on the way."

Jeese Jackson speaking in Washington at the November

12th March.
photo by Ed Cohen

Lautaro Sandino accepting oil to be given to the Nicaraguan

government
photo by Ed Cohen

Mayor Richard Hatcher speaks

on Jesse Jackson's Candidacy

by Russell Jordan

Nummo Contributor

Richard Hatcher, Mayor of Gary, Indiana, spoke at

the Campus Center Thursday about the significance

of Jesse Jackson's candidacy for the Democratic

Presidential nomination.

Hatcher refuted several of the arguments raised

against Jackson's candidacy. Many Democratic Party

officials and several Black leaders have criticized

Jackson's candidacy on the basis that it would have

an adverse effect on the Democratic Party.

"I find this argument difficult to accept," said Hat-

cher. "I don't believe the entry of Jackson will do

harm or create division in the Democratic Party; on

the contrary, I think it will strengthen it. Jesse

Jackson will bring new voters into the party; he has

the ability to galvinize people and cause them to

register to vote. A Jackson candidacy may in fact help

Democrats gain control of the Senate."

Hatcher also addressed himself to the belief that

Blacks will be demoralized if Jackson fails to gain the

nomination, and this in turn many discourage Blacks

from voting in the general election. Said Hatcher, "A

people who have survived slave ships, slavery,

reconstruction, segregation and racism will not throw

their hands up in despair if Jesse does not gain the

nomination. It is an insult to the intelligence of Black

people in this country to think so. If he loses, we will

continue to fight and struggle. Black people won't opt

out of the political process if Jesse doesn't win the

nomination."

Hatcher indicated that Jackson is currently ranked

third in the polls of Democratic candidates behind

Walter Mondale and John Glenn. "Jackson will do

well in the primaries in the South and Midwest.

If Jackson can bring together his Rainbow Coalition

he will go into the convention with a significant

number of delegates."

Hatcher said Jackson's most potent effect may be

on local political offices. He believes Jackson's can-

didacy may inspire Blacks, Hispanics and women to

Mayor Richard Hatcher speaking at the Campus Center last

Thursday.
photo by Maria DaLuz

run for local political offices, thus reshaping America
politically from the grassroots up.

Hatcher said that Jesse Jackson has received

several "vicious death threats," and as a result he is

already receiving Secret Service protectioon. "This is

testament to the man's courage," said Hatcher.

"Every political office should be open to all, based
on qualifications and regardless of race, creed, color

or sex," said Hathcer.

Upward Bound

by Donette Wilson and

Segun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

Many studies have shown that urban public schools

have not sufficiently prepared young minority and

low-income students for post-secondary education.

When a student begins to do poorly or to show low

motivation toward his or her education the student is

often ignored and discourgaged or even rejected by

the school system.

For students who have the potential to excel but

who have never been given the opportunity or en-

couragement, there is a place for them to turn to for

help. Upward Bound is a federally-funded college-

preparatory program designed to provide positive

motivation and an extra push for low-income or first-

generation students, those whose parents do not have

college degrees.

There are over 440 Upward Bound programs nation-

wide and one of the most renowned is

UMass/Amherst's Upward Bound (UB) program in

the New Africa House.

Charles Bohdi has been the Director of the Amherst

program for four years tffi Assistant Director Bryant

"Mr. B" Lewis started at 9B as a summer counselor

nine years ago.

Upward Bound developed out of the Great Society

programs of Lyndon Johnson in the mid-1960's.

Amherst UB was first funded in 1966 under the School

of Education and is currently under the dividion of

Student Affairs.

"The true founders of Upward Bound," said Lewis,

"were the brothers and sisters in the street who
created the pressures to make the government rep-

sond to the needs of the people."

UB offers a wide range of academic resources to

qualified students. The Amherst program recruits

ninth and tenth grade students from Springfield,

Holyoke, Amherst and other Western Mass areas. The

program assesses the studnets' academic standing

and their potential for college-preparatory work.

Once students are accepted into UB they par-

ticipate in academic, career and family counseling as

well as tutorials and cultural cativities. The program

works closely with parents, educating them areound

their roles and responsibilities in the school systems.

UB also acts as students advocate, helping students

schedule the proper classes and meeting with

guidance counselors and teachers.

Perhaps the most important service that UB offers

its students is giving them ongoing encouragement

and confidence. Mulazimuddin Rasool, Springfield

Area Coordinator, says, "We are creating the type of

environment to help our students grow and thrive."

Rasool has developed a Needs Assessment pro-

gram that will give UB a better idea of what skills are

most needed by students. "Study skills, math akills

and confidence are what is most needed," said

'^^^°°'"
To be continued next week
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In the last issue of NUMMO the criminal suit against

Ronald Ebens and Michael Nitz, murderers of Vincent

Chin, was incorrectly described. On Thursday,

November 3 a Michigan Federal Grand Jury In-

vestigastion indicted Ebens and Nitz on charges that

they violated Chin's civil rights, harassed him and
caused his death. The two now face life imprisonment

sentences if convicted.

Black Land Crisis

by Russell Jordan

Nummo Contributor

Joseph F. Brooks of the Emergency Land Fund
spoke last Wednesday on the crisis of Black land

ownership in America. Brooks' lecture was sponsored

by the Five College Faculty Seminar in Black Studies

and was held in the Shirley Graham Du Bois Library in

New Africa House.

"Currently Blacks own 6 million acres of land in ac-

tive production, but are losing 330,000 acres a year,"

said Brooks. "At this rate, by the year 2000 Black land

ownership will be zero."

Brooks said that land ownership represents the

single largest asset of Blacks in the country. He blam-

ed the loss of land by Blacks on several factors. Most
of the land owned is in the South, and with the migra-

tion north of past decades, land ownership became
misplaced.

Also, much of Black land is owned by several family

members. Because of laws in several states, it is possi-

ble for a buyer to acquire land simply by paying a

single family member.
Brooks also blamed overt racism on the part of

several federal agencies in local Southern farm com-
munities. "Blacks are not made aware of the same
programs (as whites) and are often denied access to

loans by these agencies," said Brooks. He added, "95

percent of the land in this country is owned by 3 per-

cent of the people."

Brooks said Blacks were denied access to land in

the past because of slavery. "There was no

Homestead Act for Blacks like there was for whites in

the 19th century, and several programs designed to

break up large plantations after the Civil War were

never passed or implemented."

The Emergency Land Fund was founded twelve

years ago by Robert S. Brown of the Black Economic

Research Center. The organization supports small

farms and rural communities and has a financial

assistance programs that has been responsible for 2 14

million dollars in loans to land owners.

Ken Thome's

Unfair Trial

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Staff

(Note: Arresting officers were unavailable for comment and

access to police arrest files is limited. The following informa-

tion comes from Ken Thorne himself.)

On September 24, 1982 Trinidad native and

Amherst resident Ken Thorne was arrested for receiv-

ing stolen goods. On October 17, 1983 Thorne was

found guilty on those charges. Today Thorne claims

not only police harassment, but mishandling of his

criminal trial by the Hampshire Country Superior

Court as well.

Thorne describes his case by saying, "It's a political

case, that's the whole thing." He asserts that racism

has played a crucial role in the police' and court's

mistreatement of him. And he now charges an unfair

trial, demanding a new legal defense.

In September 1982 an acquaintance, Richard

Hargrave, asked Thorne for a $350 cash loan, giving

as collateral a stereo system and a camera. The two

had had only limited, social contact, but Thorne says,

"I hate to see Blacks in any neighborhood not com-

municating with each other," and eventually loaned

Hargrave the money.
Hargrave agreed verbally to repay the loan in five to

ten days. Five days after the initial $350 loan, says

Thorne, Hargrave "came up to me and tried to get

another $300." Hargrave offered to give Thorne the

streeo and camera for the second loan, but Thorne
responded simply that he wanted his $350 back and
would then return the stereo and camera. That night

Hargrave was arrested and charged with theft of the

stereo and camera that were still in Thome's posses-

sion.

Grenada Resolution Defeated

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

At the November 2 Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting, Paul Gosselin and George McKenzie

presented a resolution condemning the invasion of

Grenada and calling for the immediate withdrawal of

U.S. invading troops. After an hour and a half of

questions and debate, during which McKenzie

answered over 15 questions concerning Grenada and

cited numerous U.S. reports on Grenada and the New
York Times, many senators said they did not have

enough information. Some said they wanted to look

into the matter for themselves.

The resolution was reintroduced at Wednesday's

senate meeting. Co-President Tom Ahern explained

that the reintroduction occurred because so many

senators abstained the first time and much of the

senate felt they need more time to gather information

on what the presidency felt was an issue of which

students should oe aware and knowledgeable.

After boycotting the remainder of the November 2

meeting because they felt much of the senate vyas

apathetic and insentitive to the issues surrounding

Grenada and the Grenadian people, the Third World

Student Caucus and other pro-resolution proponents

argued at the last senate meeting that there was am-

ple opportunity and invitation to evacuate the

American students before and without an invasion;

that the airstrip was indeed commercial, not military;

and that the Cuban and Soviet personnel on the island

were, in fact, not military troops.

They argued that there was no connection between

the Cuban and Soviet personnel and no plans to con-

vert the island into a Soviet military base as evidenced

by Soviet behavior and the airstrip construction.

They said the Cuban government also comdemned

the murder of Bishop and did not support his

murderers.

It was said that the U.S. would not have invaded a

white nation. Segun Eubanks, a UMass student,

pointed out that no one invaded America after the

American Revolution, even with the enslavement of

Blacks and genocide of Indians. He asked the au-

dience, "Aren't you happy no one invaded this coun-

try? Aren't you happy we got a chance to work it out

for ourselves?"

Many students felt that there was no justification

for the invasion and that there was no danger to

America or Americans. It was pointed out that Canada

got its citizens out before the invasion and that air

flight was not restricted or closed off. It was also

pointed out that Canadian and British companies were

major financers of the airstrip.

Much of the oppositional arguments revolved

around the statement: "This is not a student issue."

Some senators like Bill Collins supported the invasion

and were angry that the senate was considering the

resolution, which he felt was inapproproate for the

student senate to make.

Some opponents felt that it was more important for

the SGA to condemn the restriction of American jour-

nalistic freedom than the Grenadian deaths.

One anti-resolution speaker attempted to convince

the audience that Grenadians supported the invasion.

McKenzie pointed out the practicality of agreeing with

people holding guns. Collins referred to a Collegian

Black Affairs article written by someone he assumed

was Black in an attempt to prove that Black people

supported the invasion.

The Grenada resolution failed with a 40-opposed,

36-in favor, and 3-abstentions vote.

Of the students who attended Wednesday's senate

meeting, a few voiced their opposition, but the majori-

ty supported the proposal. After the resolution lost,

they chanted, "Down with U.S. Racist AggressionI"

Hargrave cooperated with the police from the

beginning by giving them information in exchange for

exoneration from all his own charges. He told them

that Thorne was keeping the stereo at a friend, Robin

Howard's apartment, that Thorne had helped hinri to

steal the stereo, and that Thorne possessed cocaine.

The latter two are charges that Thorne eventually

disproved. Nevertheless, in his statement Hargrave's

objective was to escape his own charges, and this he

achieved successfully by framing Ken Thorne.

Over a period of time Hargrave had stolen property

from his lover's home, including the stereo, two

cameras, a rifle, a coin collection and other items,

even the shirt that he wore when the police picked him

up last September. The total value of the stolen pro-

perty is unknown, however, as Amherst police accuse

Hargrave of stealing only the stereo and camera.

These are the goods found in Thome's possession

after Hargrave tipped off the police.

On September 24, 1982 five police officers arrived at

Howard's Puffton Village apartment searching for the

stereo and camera. Thorne describes their having no

search warrant, their wearing bullet-proof vests and

their carrying guns, "like they were expecting to find a

Black army with machine guns."

Instead the Amherst policemen. Detectives Burns

and Zahn, accompanied by a Belchertown officer,

found the stereo and then aakad Thorne about the

camera. Thorne volunteered the information that the

camera was in his own apartment, so the police then

took him back to Village Park to search for it and for

the cocaine that they suspected him to possess.

"They searched this place upside down," says

Thorne, and refering to their having no search war-

rant, he declares, "They violated my privacy."

Such violations continued at length. Unfounded

charges of Thome's possession of cocaine, the illegal

search through his apartment, his County Superior

Court trial based on allegations only and the police'

easing on Hargrave after his informing contribute to

Thome's claims of discrimination.

After a year of investigation and with no substantial

evidence for six of the charges, including possession

of cocaine with intent to distribute, the court found

Thorne guilty of receiving stolen goods, put him on

probation for two years and fined him $250 in court

fees. These fees are in addition to the $1600 that he

spent on lawyers who he feels misrepresented him by

not defending him assertively. Says Thorne of the

trial, "Its' like a compromise verdict. The DA's final

argument was that it's people like me who keep

Richard Hargrave alive - it's the system that's keeping

him alive."

The jury didn't believe him, but believed the stereo,

Thorne continues. As for the court's discriminartory

attitudes, he says that "just because I was found with

the things, I was guilty. The police treated me like a

nigger, like all Blacks are out there stealing."

Hargrave, the one who did steal, has faded into the

background. His name was never published in the

newspapers and he was never tried for the thefts. This

forces Thorne to question,"How come the investlga-

I

tion just stopped with me?"
After more than one year Thorne begins to take the

' offensive: "I plan on getting a new defense, a political

lawyer to challenge how they got what they got. My

lawyer will be able to prove how this system been pat-

tin' this guy (Hargrave) on the back. I have (until

November 27th) to pull this case together for an ap-

peal. The problem is getting money to get a good

lawyer." Thorne wants to bring the case back down

from the Superior Court level to a lower court "where

it belongs."

Thorne hopes that others understand his situation

because, as he says, "this is not just happening to me,

it's happening to other people, too, it could happen o

them tommorow. "

In order to raise monies for new lawyers the Kon

Thorne Defense Fund will sponsor a benefit concert

on Sunday, November 20 at the Amherst Unitarian

Church, from 8:30-10 p.m. Featured artsits include

J.R. Mitchell, Will Pye, Ken Thorne, Stratis Funk,

NTU Ensemble and other guests. There will be a $2

contribution toward Thome's new and necessary

defense.

For more information on the many details of this case,

call 549-6352.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
LEBANON: IN WHOSE INTEREST?

Lebanon, the Middle East and the U.S.

Tuesday, November 15

Lebanon in the World Arena: The Contem-

porary Situation in an Historical Perspective,

education and discussion with speakers:

Irene Gendzier (History, Boston
University),

Robert Haddad (History and Religion,

Smith College),

Steve Peiz (History, UMass)

8 p.m., Mahar Auditorium, UMass

Tuesday, November 15 and Wednesday,

November 16

Films on the Middle East showing all day on

the CC Concourse

Thursday, November 17

The Palestinian and Israeli Experience in

Lebanon, education and discussion, with

speakers:

Khalil Nakhleh (Fellow at the Institute for

Arab Studies)

Yakov Pipman (Israeli Physicist)

7:30 p.m., Herter 215, UMass

Tuesday, November 22

U. S. Foreign Policy in Lebanon and the Mid-

dle East, discussion and debate, led by

Stuart Schaar (History, Brooklyn College)

7:30 p.m., CC168, UMass

This lecture series is organized by the Educa-

tional Collective on World Affairs and is

sponsored by the Commuter Collective,

DVP, Graduate Student Senate, the New

Jewish Agenda and the SGA.

All events are free and open to the public.

Monday, November 14

Panel discussion: Crisis in the Horn of Africa

Come listen to panelists Dr. Bereket, Dr.

Habtu and Dr. Hussein discuss the war-torn

parts of Africa. Fraught by domestic

economic and political problems and swept

by the chilling wind of a Cold War, this area

has become one of the hot spots in the

world.

It is an intolerable human tragedy, with

phenomenal statistics of deaths and refugee

''s^mo relocations.

7 p.m., SUB Ballroom, sponsored by the

African Students Association.

An informal Asian-American women's group

is being formed out of a mutual need and in-

terest to meet informally with other Asian-

American women. The group is led by Carol

Young and Aiko Pandorf and will discuss

cultural, personal and political issues that

concern Asian-American women. For more

information, call Carol at CCEBMS, 5-0031.

7:30 p.m.. Campus Center (check at the in-

formation desk for room number).

Tuesday, November 15

Roberto Marquez speaks on John Hearne:

Politics in the Novel.PToiessor Marquez is

currently a Harold Johnson Scholar at Ham-
phsire College and will provide insight into

the mentality of those Caribbean ststes that

supported the recent U.S. invasion of

Grenada.

Sponsored by the Five College Seminar in

Black Studies.

8 p.m.. West Lecture Room, Franklin Patter-

son Hall, Hampshire College, reception Im-

mediately following.

Wednesday, November 16

The Third World Caucus meets tonight and

every Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the OTWA,
SUB 308. Anyone interested in becoming a

senator should contact the Caucus.

For more information call 5-2517.

James Baldwin, renowned author and Visit-

ng Five College Lecturer, will speak as part of

the "Writers on Writers and Social Respon-

sibility" series sponsored by the Institute for

the Advanced Study in the Humanities.

8 p.m., Mahar Auditorium, UMass

For Better Not Worse, a play written by

South African Salaelo Moredi, tells the story

of two men trying to find logic behind apar-

theid.

8 p.m., Chapin Auditorium, Mary Woolley

Student Center, Mount Holyoke College

Friday, November 18

Conference: Electoral Participation and Com-

munity Activism: Black Politics in the 1980's.

Sessions will be held from 3-5 p.m. and from

7-9 p.m. Both will be held in West Lecture

Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire Col-

lege.

Robert Chrisman speaks on "Solidarity with

Cuba: Implications for the Larger Movement
for Social Change. The Co- Founder,

Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of The Black

Scholar is presently writing a book The

Culture of Cuba a study of the development

of culture before and after the revolution,

with emphasis on race and class factors.

The lecture is sponsored by OTWA,
AHORA, Third Wolrd Caucus, Afro-Am

Department, and the Western Mass
Venceremos Brigade. It is free and open to

the public.

For more information call 256-0613.

4:30 p.m., New Africa House 315.

Saturday, November 19

Chaka Khan will perform with special guest

Pieces of a Dream at 8 p.m. at the UMass
Fine Arts Center. Tickets cost $9 and $10 for

students, $11 and $12 for general public and

are available at the Fine Arts Center, and at

Stop & Shop stores in Northampton,

Holyoke, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

Presented by UPC with the Duke Ellington

Committee.

November 20

Benefit concert for the Ken Thorne Defense

Fund, featuring J.R. Mitchell, Will Pye, Ken

Thorne, Stratis Funk, NTU Ensemble and

other guest artists.

8:30-10 p.m., Amherst Unitarian Church.

There is a $2 donation at the door.

For more information, see story on page 3.

Monday, November 21

NUMMO NEWS will publish a special Poetry

and Arts issue during the week of November

28, and the deadline for all submissions of

poetry, essays and drawings is Monday,

November 21 at 5 p.m. Hand in your works

to the NUMMO office, New Africa House

103.

Friday, December 2

The African Percussion Ensemble, Women
of the Calabash will perform at 8 p.m. in

Sage Hall at Smith College. Tickets cost $6

general, $8 contributing, $4 under 16/over

60, available at The UMass EveryWoman's

Center, Food for Thought Bookstore, For the

Record, Country Comfort, Womonfyre,

World Eye Books In Greenfield, and Main

Music in Springfield.

Saturday, Decembers

The Fifth Annual New England Third World

Students Conference will be held at UMass.

Colleges and universities from surrounding

states will send representatives to meet, to

discuss and to share ideas with all Third

World campus organizations.

Students who want to coordinate housing,

scheduling, public relations, booths,

workshops and hosting should contact

CCEBMS, OTWA or BCP for more informa-

tion.

Get involved! Third World students unite!

\

First missiles reach Britain despite the opposition
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u :. .u„ fi.„».,„ .-ii,« r.»m«in stalled, halted, modified Of reversed at any uiiie.

LONDON (AP) - Europe's first cruise

missiles arrived Monday at a U.S. air base

west of London, provoking outcries from

Britain's opposition lawmakers and anti-

nuclear protesters who called the step "a

major tragedy."

But the British government said it could

easily withdraw the low-flying missiles if

U.S. and Soviet negotiators reach an arms-

control agreement in Geneva in talks

scheduled to last six more weeks.

Just after dawn, a U.S. Air Force C-141

Starlifter transport landed at Greenham
Common in the countryside 50 miles west of

Iy>ndon. Armed soldiers ringed the plane as

helicopters hovered and workers unloaded

two crates containing the U.S. missiles.

Several hours later, Defense Secretary

Michael Heseltine informed Parliament of

the missiles' arrival, shouting to make

himself heard above opposition lawmakers

who screamed "shame! shame!"

Heseltine did not specify how many

nuclear-tipped missiles were in the first

shipment.

The missiles are the first of 572 cruises and

Pershing 2s that the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization plans to deploy sUrting next

month if the Geneva talks remain stalled.

The missiles are to be deployed in Britain,

West Germany, Italy, Belgium and the

Netherlands. They are meant to balance the

Soviet deployment of about 360 triple

warhead SS 20 missiles already in place.

The Soviets have threatened to quit the

talks if the NATO deployment proceeds and

say they will install more missiles in

response. NATO has said that arrival of the

U.S. missiles in Europe does not constitute

deployment.

"The NATO deployment is planned to be

halted, modified or reversed at any ume.

"

Heseltine said.

Anti missile protesters, encamped ontside

Greenham Common's gates for the past 26

months, were caught napping by the

missiles' early morning arrival.

"Many of us probably feel like weeping,

but we won't give way," protester

Elizabeth Beech told reporters,

Monsignor Bruce Kent, general secretary

of Britain's Campaign for Nuclear Disar

mament, called the landing of the missiles

"a major tragedy, not just for the CND or

completed over a 5-year period. It can be anybody else, but for the human race."
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HAS SHE BEEN ON YET? — ResponBibilities were put on hold Monday afternoon as hoards of

people gather to see Laura eye Luke for five seconds.

Lust for Laura leaves lectures lean
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Staff

More than 150 students gathered in front of the Campus

Center television on the first floor at 3 p.m. Monday

awaiting the five-second return of Laura on the daytime

soap opera General Hospital.

Students dragged over additional couches and chairs to

the area, sat on the floor, in the aisles and even on the

lockers in the back of the room for fifty-four minutes,

when Laura, of "Luke and Laura" fame, finally appeared

on the screen.

Most viewers knew Laura was returning Monday and

waited anxiously through commercials and clues alleging

to her comeback. Halfway through the episode, a curious

bypasser approached the attentive audience and yelled,

"Has she (Laura) come on yet?" One annoyed viewer

replied with an angry "shhhh," while one other told him

they (the crowd) were still waiting.

When asked why they were part of the "GH" crowd on

this particular afternoon, most students said they came

just to see Laura.

Karl Shultz, 21, a business major, said he used to watch

General Hospital a lot until Laura left. He found out about

her return in USA Today.

"This is sort of for old time's sake. I'd hate to miss an

event this important," he said.

Joanne Ettinger, 22, a food marketing major, watch«l

the show last Friday because she had read m T.V. Guide

that Laura would be coming back then.
^

"I was really mad on Friday when she (Laura) didn t

show up. I came down just to watch her today. I used to

watch it (General Hospital) all the time until Laura left. I

will watch it as long as she's (Laura) still on. I really like

the chemistry between Luke and Laura. It puts romance

back in the show," she said.

Alan Oskowsky, 21, a math major, said he s had a crush

on Laura since he was in the 10th grade.

He watched it Friday as well, and will watch it as long as

Laura is on the show, he said.

Ellen Klein, a communication disorders major, 21, had

watched General Hospital since she was fifteen until

Laura left the show. "I just skipped half a class to come

down and see if Laura comes back," she said.

When asked if he will return to watch General Hospital

today, one student replied, "I'll be here if Laura is."

Suspect arrested for fires in Amherst

Janitors' story

continues with

a 'mess' in SAO
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Building Operations workers at the University of

Massachusetts said Monday, Student Activities workers

went "too far" in their complaint against some men's

sitting in the hallway of the Student Union Building during

their lunch breaks and defended their right to be there.

The women complained last week that the men were

intimidating and leered and whistled at women who

walked by, and suggested that the men take their breaks

in the Hatch or in a private break room.

"As far as the whistlLng is concerned, we would have to

deny it," Head Janitor William Smith said, adding that he

had never heard any of the men whistle or make any

remarks to women.
Smith, said the men do not spend their breaks at that spot

for the sole purpose of watching women.

But Smith said, even if some of the men have whistled or

made sexist remarks, "You can't caU the whole group of us

bad when there are only one or two that are bad."

"They (the women) didn't take the time to find out what

we are actually thinking when we sit there." said Douglas

Fuller, a janitor.

"It's obvious that these ladies want to make a point, but

they just went too far."

He said they sit there in order to see people (they) haven t

seen all day.

"If somebody wants to get a hold of me from 12 to 12:30

p.m. they'll know where to find me. But if I'm sitting in the

Hatch or on the couches, they never will," he said.

Smith said the women who said they were whistled at or

verbally harassed should have gone directly to the Building

Operations Office and complained against a particular

individual.

As a result of the recent press coverage of the situation,

the men said they feel harassed themselves.

"We sit there now and students coo like pigeons and

women whistle at us. I'm not going to sit there anymore

and I'm not going to say 'hello' to anyone," said Bucky

Battey, a carpenter.

Thursday, women in the Student Activities Office (SAO)

found a live pigeon that had defecated on the desk of Judy

Vagnon, a woman who complained about the janitors.

Gagnon said the windows had been closed Wednesday

night but one was open when they found the pigeon in the

office.

"It's very strange that the pigeon chose my desk in this

very large office. Somebody called it poetic justice," she

said.

Forrest Davies, the assistant manager of Building

Operations said, "I know it wasn't any of the guys on the

day shift but I can assure you we're trying to find out what

happened."

An Amherst College student was arrested Sunday m
connection with six suspicious fires at Amherst College

this weekend, Amherst police said.

Police said they charged the 20-year-old man from North

Carolina with arson, defacement of a building by burning,

and malicious destruction of personal property. All the

fires occurred late Saturday night in the vicinity of Pratt

dormitory, policy said.

Rosemary Tarantino, of the Northampton District

Attorney's office, said the fires are not connected to the

rash of fires at the University of Massachusetts this

semester, and that the suspect was arraigned Monday in

Hampshire District Court.

In other Amherst action:

Five arrests Driving While Intoxicated were made this

weekend, on East Pleasant, South Pleasant and CoUege

Streets. One suspect was stopped when he was observed

vomiting out his window.

Two UMass students were arrested and charged with

being disorderly persons Friday night near a North

Pleasant Street bar, police said. The men, 19 and 21, were

allegedly fighting.

A woman camping out on the Amherst Common

reported a theft of her 9 foot papier mache cruise missile

at? a.m. Friday. No value was given.

GREG BROWN
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But in modem war...you will die like a

dog for no good reason
— Ernest Hewingway
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AROUND THE WORLD
Rebel cites integration as solution
WASHINGTON (AP) — Military in- from "friendly countries.'"

tervention by other Central American

nations to oust Nicaragua's leftist San

dinista trovernment is "definitely an op-

tion," a leader of a CIA backed Nicaraguan

rebel group declared Monday.
Adolfo Calero, head of the Nicaraguan

Democratic Force, or FDN, said that ap

proach would involve his Honduran-based

forces establishing a government on

Nicaraguan territory and then seeking aid

"We would ask for help if it would lead to a

quicker solution to the Nicaraguan

problem," he said.

"Central America is a nation," Calero

added. "Central America has a common
background. It's interdependent

economically, politically, socially. There

will be no permanent solution to the Central

American problems until we do integrate."

U.S. proposes 420-warhead limit

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United

States Monday proposed to the Soviet

Union that both sides cut the number of

medium-range nuclear missiles in Europe,

the State Department announced. The
proposal would limit NATO and Warsaw
Pact forces to 420 warheads each.

State Department spokesman Alan

Romberg said Paul Nitze, chief U.S.

delegate to the intermediate-range arms

reduction talks ii> Geneva, Switzerland,

presented the U.S. offer to the Soviet

delegation Monday.
Romberg noted that under the offer the

total proposed U.S. intermediate-range

force of 420 single-warhead missiles would

equal 140 three-warhead Soviet SS-20

missiles, "which is the number they have

proposed to limit their SS-20 forces in the

range of Europe."

He said the United States was "attempting

to be responsive to the Soviets by accepting

this level of deployment while insisting on

our own critieria for an agreement."

Truce becomes victim of war
BEIRUT (AP) - Druse shells hit Chris-

tian east Beirut on Monday, the Lebanese

army fired at militiamen in nearby moun-

tains and U.S. jets roared over central

Lebanon.
In Israeli-occupied southern Lebanon,

Israeli troops guarding the Awali River

bridge shot and killed an unidentified man
who tried to lob a grenade at them, the

military in Tel Aviv said. Earlier, a road-

side bomb slightly wounded two Israeli

soldiers as their vehicle traveled east of

Tyre, the command said. It did not

elaborate.

As the largely ignored Lebanese civil-

war truce entered its eighth week, the new
U.S. special Middle east envoy Donald

Rumsfeld conferred with President Amin
Gemayel and top aides in Beirut.

ATTACK AT FORT RUPERT — This photo from St. George Greneda

shows Soviet made tanks attacking Fort Rupert before the Oct. 19 ex-

ecution of Prime Minister Maurice Bishop. The photographer wishes to

remain unidentified for fear of reprisals.

AROUND THE NATION
Court upholds male societies

Bloodless surgery safer for organs

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme
Court set aside rulings Monday that could

have forced the nation's colleges to ban

student honor organizations that exclude

women.
The justices ruled by a 5-4 vote that a

dispute over the University of Miami's past

support of one such all-male group is now
moot, or legally irrelevant. The case was
sent back to an appeals court with in-

structions to dismiss it.

The court's decision, however, left

unanswered the key question that was

before the justices: May the federal

government cut off all federal funding to

schools that offer significant support to

such groups?

The justices said the 11th U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals never should have

reached its decision forcing the University

of Miami to ban a group called Iron Arrow
from its Coral Gables campus or face the

loss of all federal money. Iron Arrow,

founded in 1926 by the school's first

president, long was regarded as the most
prestigious campus organization.

ANAHEIM, Calif. - (AP) Open heart

surgery using no transfused blood has been

performed on almost 100 infants and

children by chilling their bodies and diluting

their blood with water and nutrients,

doctors said Monday

In comparison to conventional surgery,

"bloodless" surgery results in less loss of

blood and places less strain on the kidneys

and lungs, said Sambamurthy
Subramanian, chief of cardiac surgery at

ChUdren's Hospital in Buffalo, N.Y.

Scab labor allows buses to roll
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - Striking

Greyhound bus drivers in five cities burned

or tore up back-to-work notices Monday in

defiance of a company deadline. Meanwhile,

Greyhound said it would have buses rolling

again Thursday in 27 states but without

cross-country service.

Greyhound Bus lines, which normally

carries 60 percent of intercity bus traffic.

said it would resume abbreviated

operations with new hires and non-strikers.

The company had given the 12,700

members of the striking Amalgamated
Transit Union until noon Monday to tell the

company whether they planned to go back

to work Thursday under a new contract

that would cut wages and benefits.

AROUND THE REGION
Boston polls indicate King's failure

Governor seeks funds to end hunger

BOSTON AP - Melvin King said he'd fool

the pollsters today and become the first

black mayor in Boston's 353-year history,

but frontrunner Raymond Flynn also

predicted victory and proclaimed, "I can

make Boston one city."

After a compaign that downplayed race in a

city often marked by racial tension, Flynn

held a solid edge in polls of voters who were

picking a successor to the retiring Kevin

White.
Both said turnout was critical, and each

dispatched more than 3,000 workers to get

out the vote in an election that was delayed

a week by a court challenge to voting

district boundaries.

John Donovan, the chief registrar of

voters, said turnout could reach a record 70

percent "if it's a good day and everything

goes well." But rainy skies and gusty winds

of up to 25 miles an hour were forecast.

Flynn and King ran low-budget campaigns

reminiscent of the door-to-door efforts of

Mayor James Michael Curley in the 1930s.

Each spent only about $200,000 in the final

election; in contrast. White spent $1 million

in winning his fourth term in 1979.

BOSTON (AP) — Saying he was shocked

by recent reports on hungry children in

Massachusetts, Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

announced plans Monday to seek extra

state funds to buy food for infants and

pregnant women.
"I must say personally that, for me, simply

tolerating these kinds of conditions and

permitting youngsters to be damaged

because they don't have decent food to eat

is simply unacceptable," Dukakis said at a

news conference in his office.

Flanked by the leaders of the House and

Senate, Dukakis said Massachusetts would

be the first state in the nation to spend

state money to make up for shortfalls in the

federal Women, Infants and Children

nutrition program — known as WIC.

Senate President William Bulger, D-

Boston. said the legislative package would

mean an extra $30 per month for each

qualified family "if we're successful in

putting this through the Legislature —
which we will be." House Speaker Thomas
McGee (D Lynn) added, "There's no

question the bill will go through."

All told, the state's Democratic leaders are

seeking $6.6 million over two years to

supplement the WIC program in fiscal

years 1984 and 1985, provide targeted

nutrition assistance to Southeast Asian

refugees, help insure that all residents

eligible for food stamps and Project Good
Health programs actually receive benefits,

and provide for emergency removal of lead

paint where needed.

Educator blasts social creation of 'dumb jock'
BOSTON (AF) - A black educator criticized the U.S.

colleges and universities Monday, calling the "black dumb
jock" an "American sports tragedy."

"I^umb jocks are not lH)rn — they are being

systematically created." Dr. Harry Edwards, associate

professor of sociology at the University of ('alifornia at

Berkeley, told a gathering at the University of

Massachusetts-Boston.

"Over 65 per cent of college athletes on scholarship

never graduate. And they have no basis on which to return

after turning professional. A basketball player averaging

$243,000 or a National Football League performer

averaging $93,000 isn't going back to classes to listen to

some $13,000 associate professor tell him how to succeed

in life."
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Photo Technician
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Tami Borton

Tricia A. Yacovone
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Andy Heller

Ken Kalinowski

Lynn Eisenberg, Laurie Frank

Peabody athletes lose rights to remain on teams
PEABODY, Mass. (AP) - Two 17-year oi-l in^... J

athletes who lost their places on high school »»<ar.is because

the police found them drinking also have '.osi bids for

reinstatement.

Judge Roberi .viuiu^aa m Essex Superior Court at

Peabody rejected a bid Monday by Scott Bedell and

Christopher Nicholas, who wanted reinstatement on school

sporvs teams after they were suspended 'o- drinking.

to'-ney Daniel Donovan reported.

iiorney, Claudia Sullivan of Belmont, had con-
schou!
ine.i

•riHod thai police should not have released a report about
". Nov .T incident in which both submitted to oreath tests

determining the young men were legally drunk.

Both are seniors at Masconomet Regional High School.

Bedell was dropped from the football team, and Nicholas
from the soccer squad.

Neil Rhein, John Wielgus, Leslie King

Cheryle Burke, Doug Chapman. Tim Riviere

Jon O'Heam. Marianne Walsh

The MoMnachunettn Daily Collegian (USPS 333-220) is

published daily Monday through Friday excluding vaca-

tions, exam periods, or holidays. Subscriptions are

available for $18 at 113 Campus Center. University of

MassachusettH, Amherst, Massachusetts. Postmaster: Send

address changes to the Ma*aachu»ettB Daily Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,

MA 01003.
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Hampshire student receives degree in Frisbee
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

While earning his degree during the past

five years, John Dwork has been outstan-

ding in his field - or the Rose Bowl's. Or

Madison Square Garden. But always while

throwing a frisbee.

And in January, Dwork will receive from

Hampshire College the world's first

Bachelor of Arts degree in "Flying Disc

Entertainment and Education" - he ma-

jored in frisbee.

"I'm a fairly average student except for

the fact that I got into something fairly

unusual," said 22-year-old Dwork, who us-

ed the frisbee as a "catalyst to study sub-

jects including business, dance, natural

science, and physiology.

With his small piece of plastic, the

1978-79 World Flying Disc Freestyle

Champion has worked as a promoter and a

marketing consultant, appeared on shows

from the Wide Wvrld of Sports to SesatM

Street, lectured at a graduate school,

founded a magazine and library devoted to

the Grateful Dead, and formed his own

company.
"People are saying my degree represents

the ideal." Dwork said. "It's almost like

I've made legitimate — I wouldn't say the

California surfer image - (but) the whole

new American alternative lifestyle."

A product of a small private hi^ school

where he said he was learning things that

had no effect upon his life, the New York

City native knew since age 16 what he

would choose to study in college.

Coiltffiu pltoto bj Jiai P»w««

STUDYING HARD — The world's first frisbee major studies as he

does some reading in the Hampshire College Library.

For that reason, he picked Hamp^ire, a

campus of 1,100 pupils, founded in 1970 to

offer students a chance to create their own

discipline and then carry through an in-

dividual course schedule tailored to it. Its

students progress through three divisions:

basic studies, concentration in a chosen

field, and advanced studies.

In completing his requirements, Dwork

performed a number of projects which "if

you didn't use the frisbee would be normal

college courses," he said, covering subjects

such as public relations, marketing, and

management. These includetl courses he

took at the School of Management at the

University of Massachusetts, where he

maintained a B-average.

Upon passing his Division III re-

quirements in October, Dwork became the

first person to ring the college's "division

free bell," newly installed to symbolize a

student's completion of each division.

In completing his Division III, Dwork

went a step further than the usual Hamp-

shire criteria of proving his ability to pur-

sue a career in his field - he liegan one. He

provided prototype design, marketing con-

sultation, and product endorsement for a

new line of discs from AMF Voit. He also

formed his own comapny, "Freestyle For

Food," a traveling professional flying disc

demonstration team which donates a large

part of its revenues to CARE, the interna

tional world hunger organization.

Despite all of his success, however.

Dwork realizes the problems majors such

as his present for the college.

"Hampshire is having a problem that I'm

having as an individual," Dwork realized.

"Either you stick to your convictions or

you change to fit society."

"I think there are people who don t

perceive us as being a serious academic

place," said Richard Alpert, the college's

director of planning. "The image we have

does not match the reality. At every in-

stitution people get by with doing a little

less than serious work."

"We're at a crossroads at Hampshire,"

Dwork said, "As long as the students are

willing to take chances, and not be afraid of

the long lonely road to success, then much

good will come to the place. At the same

time, if the administration gets pressure to

be socially acceptable, then students will

have a hard time."

causes
By MARK PRATT
Collegian Correspondent

AU School of Management classes will be

cancelled today for the school's sixth annual

Career Day at the University of

Massachusetts.

The day long seminar, to take place on the

first floor of the Campus Center, will

feature speakers from various large cor-

porations, a luncheon, keynote address and

reception. Speakers will discuss business in

general, accounting, marketing and

management, according to Undergraduate

Business Club President Steven Schiffman.

Career Day's objective is "to help students

get a better understanding of career op-

portunities in business environments,"

Schiffman said, adding that students "will

be shown the paths open to them."

Although called the School of Management

Career Day, the event is open to all

students, Schiffman said.

"We encourage all majors to come- it can't

be emphasized enough," Schiffman said.

He said he expects about 1,000 students to

attend.

As well as guest speakers, there will be a

luncheon from noon until 2:00 when the

keynote address will be given by Thomas

Bonafair, the executive vice president of

Coca-Cola, Northeast. The buffet style

luncheon will allow students to mingle with

all the speakers in a "much more

professional atmosphere." Schiffman said.

A reception from 4 to 6 presents the op-

portunity for students to give speakers

their resumes and establish more formal

interviews for later dates. Many students

have obtained jobs directly through career

day, Schiffman said, citing recruiters

attending the day in the past. Juniors and

sophomores often get internships, he ad

ded.

Education project explains

sexual harassment procedure
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Since 1982, the University of

Massachusetts has had a formal sexual

harassment policy and procedure. Despite

being distributed to students as they enter

the University, the policy is still not widely

known or understood.

The Sexual Harassment Education

Project was set up a little less than a month

ago to help educate students, workers,

faculty and others in the University

community about the policy, procedure,

and definition of sexual harassment.

"Sometimes (people) assume others know

what sexual harassment is, but many

people don't know what it is. Our main

objective is just to get people to know what

it is and what they can do about it," said

Teri Hamlin, coordinator of the project.

UMass defines sexual harassment as a

form of discrimination that can make a

person uncomfortable on the job or in the

academic or living environment, impede the

abflilty to work, or inferfere with em-

ployment or educational opportunities."

The project helps set up workshops

around campus geared towards making

people aware of the campus policy on sexual

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police

responded to a report of a motor vehicle ac-

cident at 12:25 p.m., Saturday in the

Southwest horseshoe. According to the

report, one vehicle struck a second vehicle

while leaving a parking space. Damage has

not been estimated. There were no injuries.

In other police action:

Shortly after 11:30 p.m. Nov. 10 police

responded to a report of a motor vehicle ac-

cident on Fearing St. One car had been

traveling west on Fearing St. when a se-

cond car backed out of Lot 50 near Cance

dormitory, according to the police report.

Due to wet conditions, the first car was

unablji ta ^tQR, and jjutb .cara .suswnt^.

harassment.
Sexual harassment is a really big problem

on campus and most people don't know
that, Hamlin said.

The project does not only try to educate

individuals on how to detect if they are

being sexually harassed, but the gjoup also

tries to educate harassers or potential

harassers, in an effort to try and stop

harassment or prevent it from ever taking

place, she said.

The project is trying also to educate as

many men and women about sexual

hareissment.

Sexual harassment does not only effect

women it is a people's problem, Hamilin

said.

The group currently has just 12 mem-
bers, but keeps growing all the time,

member Mark Gross said.

Currently the project is seeking

volunteers who are willing to be trained in

leading workshops around the campus

educating individuals, but because few

people reabze the group exists it has had

trouble getting members.
"It's kind of hard right now," but as the

group gets older new members are ex-

pected, Hamlin said.

lotor accidents
$500 worth of damage, police said.

More than $350 worth of personal

belongings were reported stolen from the

Blue Wall shortly before 11 p.m. Nov. 11. A
man's black leather jacket, valued at $150,

a woman's grey leather jacket, valued at

$50, and various other items were taken

from a chair in the Blue Wall, according to

the police report. There are no known

suspects.

A wallet and its contents, valued at $70,

was reported missing shortly before 3:30

p.m. Nov. 11 from an unlocked dormitory

room in Gorman, police said. The student

apparently left her room for 15 minutes,

and upon return, discovered her wallet

stolen, according to the police report.

There are no ^uspects.

i'ollrKian photo by Andv Heller

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS? — No! She's just a wigless manequin on

display at a clothing store in the Hampshire Mall.
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Grads invite activist to lecture
BY SEAN CASEY
CoUe^an Staff

In an attemf)t to increase interest in the

lecture series, the University of

Massachusetts Graduate P'orum will bring

labor activist Ray Rogers to speak on Dec.

4 at 7:15 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Rogers, a VMass graduate, developed

and directed the 1976-80 strike against the

J. P. Stevens Corporation by the

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile

Workers Union.

Rogers, co-founder of Corporate Cam-

paign. Inc.. was "labor's chief strategist"

by the Journal of Commerce. He exposed

and attacked Stevens' corporate financial

links, which resulted in the company's

eventually signing labor contracts in 1980.

Corporate Campaign. Inc. provides

organizing, research and communications

services to its clients.

According to Senate President Sonjiv

Dugal. this Forum will be a "gauge" to see

if the sparsely-attended lecture series will

be continued.

"The graduate dean is seriously ques-

tioning funding the series, since attendance

at the last P'orum was so low," Dugal said.

The Graduate school, with the Graduate

Senate, co-sponsors the lecture series,

which costs about $4,000 per speaker.

In other business, Greg Graham, a

member of the Graduate Teachers

Organization (GTO) steering committee,

announced there will be a public forum on

the GTO at 7 p.m. today in Campus Center

room 101.

Representatives from the organization

and a representative from the

Massachusetts Teachers Association will

\)e on hand to answer questions aI)out the

organization's efforts to start a union for

Teaching Assistants and Associates on

campus. Graham said. The association is

helping the GTO membership drive.

The senate also voted to allocate $350 to

the Turkish Students' Association, which is

raising funds to help with relief efforts

after the Nov. 1 earthquake in Turkey. The

quake left about 1330 people killed and

many orphaned.

A representative from the Turkish

Students' Association said they hope to

raise at least $1,000, all of which will be

donated to the Red Crescent, the Turkish

Red Cross.

Board of Ed. holds open meeting
The University of Massachusetts School of

Education will host a meeting of the

Commonwealth Board of Education at 9:30

a.m. to 4 p.m. today in Mark's Meadow
Gymnasium.
The meeting is open to the public and

verbal and written comments on the issues

under consideration are welcome, according

to a statement issued by the Board.

The Board will present an award to the

Massachusetts Teacher of the Year, discuss

school-business partnerships and amen-

dments to the state basic skills policy, and

hear reports on state teacher certification

and program approval policies, according to

the statement.

The Massachusetts Daily NKW kn«;lam)'s i.ar(.kst ( ollk(.k daily
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ilVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS ^^ AMHERST (545-3500)AMHERST (545-3500)

The following paid positions

are open for the Spring

Semester:

Associate managing editors (5), Associate editorial

page editor, Associate sports editor, Associate news

editors (3), Associate arts editor. Associate women's

issues editor. Associate black affairs editor, Associate

photo editor. Copy editors (5), Layout Technicians (5),

Librarian, Night drivers, Training coordinator. Cable

news coordinators (2)

Applications available 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., Monday through Friday,

113 Campus Center.

Deadline: 4 p.m. Dec. 1, 1983.

Decisions will be posted Dec. 15.

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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HIGH SECURITY — Don LaBonte of the Garland Construction Co.

concentrates carefully on the new high security door to be installed in

Wheeler Dormitory.

Hillel sponsors lectures about life
Two lectures sponsored by Hillel will be

held today. The first, entitled "Abortion

and Judaism — A Case of Medical Ethics,"

will be held at 4 p.m. in Campus Center

Room 805-809.

The second, "Death and Dying: Whose
Life is it Anyway?" will be held in the

Alumni House of Amherst College at 7:30

p.m.

The speaker for both lectures is Dr. Fred

Rosner, director of medicine at Queens

Medical Center and professor at the

S.U.N.Y. College of Medicine at Stony

6rook.

HATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
PROGRAM INFORMATION MEETINGS

There will be two Informational meeting for students In-

terested In the National Student Exchange Program for Fall

W»dn«sdQy, Nov*mb#r 16, 4^ p.m., Koom 101 Compus

Ihuadoy, Nov«ffter 17, 7-9 pjiw Room 174GQmpuiContor

^Ca^^d^^^^€k

The Distinguished

Visitors Program
is now accepting

Outside Proposals

for the Spring semester.

Proposal forms can be obtained

in room 4 1 5 of the Student Union
Proposal forms are due no later

than November 18.
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Select Board grants licenses

to renovated Justin Ryan's
^ wl'.-.l -.«.. MiiciK in fin/4 rfcllt nf

By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Select Board Monday night

unanimously approved the transfer of a

liquor license from the bankrupt Joey D's to

the renovated Justin Ryan's which will

hold its grand opening on Nov. 28.

The nightspot near the Price Chopper

Shopping Plaza wiU be managed by Bob

Ross, a 23 year-old University of

Massachusetts alumnus and former

Minuteman football player. Ross still

needs approval from the Massachusetts

Alcohol and Beverage Commission before

J ustin Ryan's can open its doors.

When it does open, Justin Ryan's will be

a "sports minded bar." Ross said. The main

feature is a kick off lounge downstairs

complete with a 50 inch video screen at-

tached to a video recorder. Ross will show

sporting events and movies.

"It will be the kind of place where you can

come and spend the niijrht instead of

soifiewhere you rush in and out of," Ross

said.

Justin Ryan's will also provide dancing

and will cater and lease for special func

tions. It has a seating capacity of 280.

Sandwiches, hamburgers, potato skins, and

natchos will be served. Ross said most of

the fare will be price under $4 except for

steak.

Ross had hoped to open sooner but said

he underestimated the amount of time it

would take to apply for the license,

establishing approved hours of operation,

and obtaining special permits for playing

recorded music and capacity levels.

"We simply underestimated the amount

of time it would take for certain meetings to

take place." Ross said.

The Select Board also granted a transfer

of a liquor license at the Hungry U. located

on University Drive, from former manager

(kH)rge McQuillen to present manager

Antigoni Kostides.

Oxfam

('olIrK'*" photo •>* And* Heller

'TIS THE SEASON — ALREADY — Hampshire Mall employee Joe

Raymond hangs Christmas decorations from the ceiling.

By LINDA LODIGIANI
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students who

wish to participate in Oxfam America's

"Fast for a World Harvest" on Nov. 17 can

sign up at all dining commons beginning

lodav.

The UMass Hunger Task Force, along

with University Food Services, sponsors of

the drive, are urging all students on the

meal plan to skip Thursday's dinner.

According to University Food Services

Director Marie V. Cappadonna. $1.15. the

actual cost of the food, will be donated to

Oxfam America.

Students can sign up with the cashier at

anv dining commons through Thursday's

lunch and tables will be set up on the

Campus Center concourse for those not on

the meal plan who wish to donate to Oxfam.

Last year the University donated almost

$1 500 to Oxfam America through the meal

program, and the Hunger Task Force was

able to solicit another $1,000 from cash

donations. Task Force Coordinator Dan

St(x"kford said.

The 11 Mass Hunger Task Force is a group

of about 15 students, formed to educate the

community on the issue of world hunger.

St(K-kford'said in the past the group has

held small sessions in dorms to educate

students and most recently sponsored

lecturer Nola Reinhart. who spoke on

Oxfam America and world hunger.

Oxfam America is a non profit agency that

funds self development programs in Asia,

Africa and Latin America, and works to

educate .Americans about the causes of

hunger around the world. Stockford said.

This year, he said, the Hunger Task Force

plans to set up a UMass food bank, to which

institutions donate bulk food which is then

sold at a low cost to community service

organizations.

Stockford said the group also plans on

contributing to the Soup Kitchen which is

held at the First Congregational Church in

Amherst.

PVfllPpt teaCllGS mGlhOClS tor iGaUGrSniP The former president of the Warsaw chapter of Polisl

L IVJC/Vi/ t/\^C*V/Xi.V/kJ AH.'^w
^ journalists will give a speech on the PoUsh Undergrounc

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
and ANNEMARIE MALEY
CoUegian Staff

A five-week "Brown Bag
Lunch Series" called,

"Women in Power:
Alternative Forms of

Leadership." begins today

at the University of

Massachusetts. The event is

sponsored by the Women's
Leadership Project, a

student-run organization

working towards the em-

powerment of women.

Betsy Jelliffe, coordinator

of the project, said the

series wUl feature a variety

of women in the five-college

area who will lead open and
informal discussions on

different forms of leadership

roles for women.

The meetings are a place where women

can discuss personal issues going on in

their lives that are common to all women.
— Betsy Jelliffe

Today's discussion with two Indian women, titled

"Finding a Voice; Women of India," will be on the collective

forms of leadership skills that women in India have used to

mobiUze for social change. The talk will begin at 12:30

p.m. in room 178 of the Campus Center.

JelUffe said in the past the word 'leadership' has had a

corporate image meaning a director at the top of a

hierarchy, and the series is striving to change this.

"We want to educate people about the different forms of

leadership and change the connotation of leadership to

mean much more," she said.

The Women's Leadership Project is an organization open

to all women designed towards the empowering of women

in a variety of ways by offering a resource center,

programming and networking.

Their office offers a free library with Uterature on career

planning, abortion, financial aid and sexual harassment

issues, as weU local and national resource directories for

women.

Earlier in the semester the

project presented a women's

film festivaldtsigned to show

the diversity of women's

lives and Jelliffe said

another one is planned for

next semester along with

other events.

"We are planning, in

conjunction with the

Women's Issues Team, a day

long event centering around

pornography, rape, and self

defense featuring films,

workshops and panel

discussions," she said.

Also planned for next

semester are workshops on

public speaking, asser

tiveness training and self

defense.

Every Tuesday at 6 p.m.

the project holds a meeting

that serves as a self-

education session and a

support gjoup.

The former president of the Warsaw chapter of Polish

journalists will give a speech on the Polish Underground

today.
. L n

Jacek Kalabinski, will speak at 7:30 p.m. tonight m Room

1 16 of the School of Management. His talk is sponsored by

the UMass department of Slavic languages and literature.

"Study Commons' opens in SW
Berkshire Dining Commons in the Southwest Residential

Area will open as a study area for the first time tonight at 8

p.m. It will remain open from 8 p.m. to midnight Sunday

through Thursday.

-^
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STUDENTS
Students required

for shoveling snow
on cannpus

(Rate $5.00/hr.)

Must be available

to be on call

thru snow season,

including intersession

Contact Physical Plant

Grounds Office

4|CHRISTMAS CARDS
^ Make your own in the

STUDENT UNION

CRAFT SHOP

complete free instructions

Daily 10-6. Sat 12-4

# 545-0600 Exu 28^^^^ $
*************************

DONT GET STUCK
PAYING HIGHER PRICES...

RESERVE NOW FOR YOUR
HOLIDAY TRAVEL

Campus Center (2nd floor)

U of Mass Amherst 01003

545-0500

I read the

Collegian

RENTOfiE

OFOURS
Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880
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Semester at Sea

THE
WORLD
IS YOUR
CAMPUS ^g

Evening Presentation

Campus Center 166

Wed. Nov. 16 at 7 PM
Info Tabie in Campus Center
"^^

Hues & Wed 10-2

isMMMHMHMN

TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAILINGS

EACH YEAR
Departs in January from Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida, with stops

in South America, Africa, South

Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle

in September with stops in the Orient,

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.
r ,^. . i_

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh,

Semester at Sea offers students an academic pro-

gram of the highest standards with related in-port ex-

periences. This full semester is available to qualified

students from all accredited colleges and universities.

With faculty drawn from the University of Pitt-

burgh and other leading universities and augmented

by guest experts, more than 60 university courses are

offered.

Optional tours, including special tours into the

People's Republic of China, are available.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned,

18,000 ton ship, registerd in Liberia and built in

America. Semester at Sea admits students without

regard to color, race or creed.

For confiplete details in a color brochure,

write Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pitt-

sburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA
15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or

(412)624-6021 in Pennsylvania.

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

Tie 0BEAT Ski . Ssatch

• 50d;000
WORTH or TOP IAMB

WIHTEB €lOTHIi.e

SKI SQUIPMEIT
PRICES THIS LOW SHODLB BE OUTLAWED,

NOV. 16 - 19
HIGH NOON

TIL 10PM

TIL 5PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437

Starts Tomorrow!
Adult t dutdtion FrouTcHtis are dl-x.' fivviiUhlp

JMtHMNMRMMMtl

Available In both

Hardcover $23.00

and

Softcover $12.95

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

m

GO

Q^yUNIVERSITY
STORE ^^
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Controversy

Course schedules and Ads

I
was outraged to pick up the new course schedule

book on Thursday and find that it was paid for in

large part by the US military and multi-national cor-

porations.

"It's cheaper," was the explanation given by the people

handing out the books. "We save a lot of money this way.

I'm sure we do save a lot of money this way. Perhaps we

could also save a lot of money if the University catalogue

and other promotional material had ads for the Marmes.

the Navy and General Motors, along with our syllabi, class

handouts and final exams. Maybe we could save even more

by having our courses taught by military personnel and

corporate representative instead of professors. Better

yet, we could scrap our top-heavy administration and

academic departments and let the Pentagon and Trilateral

Commission run the University. We'd save a bundle that

way.

Where do we draw the line?

The military -industrial complex (an old but not at all out-

dated term) already exerts tremendous influence over our

lives and educations. Reaganomics has shifted hundreds of

billions of dollars to the military from education, job

development and other social programs. The military ab-

sorbs huge amounts of R & D money for science and

technology, and so is largely responsible for the current

movement of academic resources and pnonties away from

social sciences and humanities to technology and science.

Now they are capitalizing on a situation of their own crea-

tion in which public universities must grovel for funds

from any available source and graduates must grovel for

jobs from any available source, to increase their influence

over our educations.

Five full-page, full-color ads for the military in a course

schedule guide have an especially insidious influence, more

so than ads in other student-oriented publications, in-

cluding newspapers like the Collegian, which those

responsible for recruitment and PR for the military ob-

viously know. First, as a publication of the administration

of the University, the values and activities of the military

now have the administration's de facto seal of approval.

Secondly, and most importantly, in Reagan's world often-

plus percent unemployment and rampant jingoism, the

ads have a strong but subtle effect on students' decisions

as they choose their classes and majors. And as the direc-

tion of students' educations are effected, so is the overall

direction of the University effected.

We should not have to choose between higher tuition,

fees and taxes on the one hand, and having our educa-

tional services be underwritten and subtly directed, on the

other hand, bv the very people who are stealing money

awav from education and other vital social services

through trillion-dollar defense budgets and tax loopholes

UMass is supposed to be a publicly-financed educational

institution, not one whose educational direction can be

sold to the highest bidder.

There's a fine line between influence and control. I'm

afraid we won't know where that line is until we've cross-

ed it.

— by Peter P. Thompson
Northampton
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Goodbye Mayor White
Today signifies the transition of Boston politics from

old-time backnwm Kevin H. White tyranny to a

mayoral contest which for the first time in years

will be determined by younger, disenfranchised, and

newly registered voters. Both Rjiymond L. Flynn and

Melvin H. King have passed up the opp<^rtunity to run a

traditional campaign based on extensive paid advertising

in favor of a grassroots approach to recruit citizens who

they consider to lr>e f)otential voters.

Alan P. Smith

New blood inspires change. There can be no doubt that

the two frontrunners. King and Flynn, have inspired a

new interest in voting in Boston. Since 1982. more than

74,000 new voters have registered in Boston. Almost

25!oOO of these people have registered in the time follow-

ing the preliminary election just a few months ago.

One of the most important results of this increased at-

tention to downtown and neighborhood politics is the

focus upon issues which have remained dormant under

the old-boy dictatorship of Mayor White. After 16 years,

the people of Boston finally face the real possibility that

their opinions and needs will be addressed, not only dur-

ing tne election campaign, but in post-election City Hall

as well.

Despite the few isolate<i incidents of minor rai-iii!

violence during the last two weeks, this election cam-

paign has given cre<libility to the l)elief that Boston is

shedding its reputation as a haven for racist thought and

action. While differing on actual imph-nientalioii oi

(iiscrimination guidelines. lM>th candidates have In-nt over

backwards to cater to the needs of minorities and poor

whites alike.

For Mel King, the major obstacle to l)e overcome is the

appearance that he is not subsUmUitively different than

Flynn. In a race where the voters ptTceivt' the candidates

to"l)e more similar than different, it will be no surprise

for Boston voters to vote along color lines. In such a

scenario. Flynn the white will U' Flynn the major. Boston

may l)e making strides towards less racist culture, but

white voters must I)e given concrete im^KTatives in order

for them to vote against a historical and cultural trend.

Mel King or Ray Flynn. the city of Boston faces a

bright, more representative city government. Lets hope

that the new Mayor will have as much success courting

the executive appointments which will be relics of the

White dynasty as they had courting the voters of Bean-

town. ^ „ . ,

Alan P Smith is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Catcalling by pigeons
To the Editor,

I am grateful someone has finally spoken out as to the

offensive catcalUng that occurs outside the campus center

barbershop as I have been subjected to ,t whenever I walk

by and various janitxjrs have been sitting there on break.

This is a problem that wUl not dissolve unless it is openly

faced Just this week in the library two men got on the

elevator and leeringly looked at my sweater, and one

commented to the other that he liked meat. I was so angry

and disgusted. One of the men said to his friend that he

was reading a book on lesbianism and his ignorant com

-

oanion questioned just how it was they got it on together.

I feel women have supressed their anger over sexual

harassment in this society far too long, taking it for

granted as an expected hassle. I for one am tired of being

subjected to it without fighting back.

Name withheld by request

Right of the press, and people

To the Editor,

I applaud Mr. Barrett on his column of last Thursday.

His opinions are amusing to hear and certainly provide

some entertainment. ..r..u-
Mr Barrett offered us a possibihty. What if this nation

w^o-aH » -...o,c^•t "• i*- ' - "'«t t>>"—'" "'ve

cover it?' He then asserted that such a scenario had oc-

cured in Grenada. He went on to castigate the press for

being too overzealous in its 'persecution' of Reagan's

policies, an attitude he found somewhat understandable

since the Government had a history of lying to the press

(e.g. Watergate and Vietnam).

Nowhere does Mr. Barrett tell us what signs of grace

President Reagan has that makes his reign deserve a

'complete and unequivocal support'. I maintain that only

because of such a 'liberal. anti-Pentagon' press were we
able to learn about Watergate and Vietnam. Only

Barrett's 'cynicism and skepticism' will protect us from

abuses of power today. Don't give me a brown-nose press

praising the virtues of Reagan but the angry dogs of Mr.

Barrett's vision of journalistic hell. Reagan's converts

already praise him enough. If his virtues are real they will

survive the attacks of the most rabid critic, for it is a

strange truth that doesn't survive the scrutiny of an in-

formed citizenry.

Mr. Barrett and his 'opponent', Mr. Brunelli, center the

debate on the rights of the press, forgetting the people

that institution pretends to serve. Reagan didn't hurt the

press, he hurt us by controlling the number of skeptical

people who can tell us more than just Reagan's fantasies.

Paul K. lUych

More than a political issue
To the Editor:

I attended the SGA meeting on Wednesday November 9.

There was a debate about whether or not the SGA should

pass a resolution condemning the invasion of Grenada. The

motion faiI*»H Af\ nfroinst - ,36 for anH .3 abstentions

who are on the right and people who are on the left. It

doesn't matter, however, what political stand you take on

this issue. It is not merely a political issue. It is a human

issue.

As students in the U.S. it is so easy for us to cut our-

selves off from the rest of the world. It is not our country

being invaded and our citizens being murdered. We are

not in any direct danger so why is it our concern? We are

people with hearts and minds like all other people.

Whether we are black students or white students, men or

women, or members of any other category which divides

people; we are members of the human family.

We need to realize that there are other people around the

world who would like to live their lives without any ex-

ternal forces intervening. Now, there are a lot of people

who will be throwing out this rhetoric about the Com-

munist threat in Grenada. There is not true communism in

this world just as there is not true democracy. Each are

theories which in practice have never achieved their aims.

We are lucky in this country that we are able to debate

issues like Grenada in a government body, and we are able

to try to direct the course of our government. There are

body bags coming back from Lebanon, and a new

generation of First strike weapons about to be deployed in

Europe. These are all student issues and we all need to

think about them. The possibility of a draft and the threat

of nuclear war are not going to go away unless we educate

ourselves, and take actions to condemn war.

"The money required to provide adequate food, water,

education, health and housing for everyone in the world

has been estimated at 17 billion dollars a year. It is a huge

sum of money... about as much as the world spends on

arms every two weeks." Bet8v K-aft
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DOMINO'S PIZZA
Now hiring 50 drivers
Access to car preferred

Able to work until 4:30 a.m.

$30 BONUS
for any employee hired before
11/22/83 and willing to work
through 12/23/83

AvCRAqE $6 TO $8 pER kouR

Across From STOP & SHOP In HAdUy

•Alio hiring persons to oniw^r
Must hovo own tronsportotion

phones

j'"^'

i Do You Know That Over

16.000.000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily-

. ^
Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 to enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert. D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

mitomobile insurance and workers compensation. ^^^^^^^^^^^,^,.^

beyerdynamicMlf^OQ/;^ Roland

FQScex ^HAMBR,s. \(b<

o^^aend^ .^UnDT^AO

celestionB speakers

A few good reasons

check out the ^

music GflLL€RV
HflDLEY. MASS

Rockman'
EASTERN
ACOUSTIC
WORKS

•H
taJ>^

j&f^
{

[^ croLun
m\s\mv

GcrrARS

MXR

HOHNER

H

^Ijuaiiez
toft

Good J^ood at Great Prices

FOR BREAKFAST — TWO EGG SPECIAL
Chilled juice, hot coffee 2 large eggs,

home fries & toast
Smrfd mil day, anytlma

only $1.95

J<x«e&||.H(}f^
NEXT TO

SUPCR STOP « SHOP
irrV. f. HAOLEY/AMHCRST

SM.-TNIIS.

S A.ll."3 k,m.

eauigphn 256-68S9

RLIMT.
24m.

(jUontgome/ty's

Tflnnen Glinp ft Qiwnlioi/v

Roses are our speca/ry

for ALL your
formal flowers.

One rose presentations,

Corsages,

Bouts.

Nosegays

oaO RutwII St., Rt. 9, Hodlvy 564-0796

Only a

hop,

skip,

and a

Bus Stop

away from

— f--

Collcfiu pi>ot« by-Andr Heller

Jwma

r.nWvslViMl 9

WhAT'S yOUR plCASiiREf

Potato SkiNS, WlioU pRiid CIams,

"ReaI" STCAk SANdwich etc.

Have you trIecI France's yet? ^

At pRANklES WE hAVE %
soMEThiNq For everyone! ^

Try usI

Over 99 items to choosE From.

r*****************************^**************^

THE STABLES
Restaurant

Have you had a real home cooked meal lately?

''We have home cooked food with

down to earth prices"

"with this coupon" i

Buy 1 Dinner |

get 2nd Vi Price
j

I

Effective til 11/30

Breakfast

Mon-Fri

$1.

Special
Excluding Holiday

326 Russel St., Hadley, MA across from Four Seasons

Open Daily 6 am - 9 pm

For foreign auto parts call:

413 253-3403
M G ,

HONDA, DATSUN. LUV. SAAB
VOLVO, AUDI. SUBARU. V W .

TRIUMPH. TOYOTA. ETC

6

-lor.

V'l K,AVI KA- VI K \ L\ IR )K 1 1 1 ) I'AK I s C ( )KP( )K Al K )N

IF irS UNUSUAL TPy Ub Wt HAVE TMl BEST

PARTS LOCATEH SEBVIff IN THE NORTHEAST'

448 Russell Street (Rt. 9)

Hadley, Mass. 01035
(Next to the Super Stop & Shop)

10% off with this ad

I

I

Howard Johnsons
Take your pick!

fy(QW'©PE10fo;i

Big Breakfast I tm

TWO Eggs any style

TWO Fluffy Hotcakes

TWO Sausage Patties

TWO Crisp Bacon Strips

2.99

i

1
RuBseU St., Rt. 9

Big Breakfast II tm

TWO Eggs any style

TWO Sausage Patties

TWO Crisp Bacon Strips

Hashed Brown Potatoes

With Cheese Sauce
English Muffin 2.99

R>*UTOPIA SPAsf^«
S Call for reservations at 7SS-l>r/\^

S Open 11 am 1 am ...Walk-ins are welcome

^ r>r^KMoi CTP THFRAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACIUTY
A COMPLETE THERAPEUnuw^^^^

^ Therapeutic Massage
natural• Hot Tub Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank

• Suntar Lounge Room |MerT>t>erships available) •J^
.efraSntsav°aiia'b.e . Warr., comfortaWe lounge are^^^^^

. . A clean safe and supervised «"^'^°"'"f"» •J^^VmORE
• own favorite music or sounds. .

-AND MUCH MORt. -

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!
J

.•••»»»»»e9ss«©» dip and save •••••••••••••• •

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS •

(Good towards a soak, tan or tank) ,

*$1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive. $1 OFF ,^^ •

HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT ^^ •

• XI IOC (coupon valid through November 17, 1983) -|-i|oc J
• ' UBb Q^g coupon per visit, per person ^^ ' .rVl...^»«*,
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f Now'* tb« ««
to call

North Amherst
Motors

»a«ltl*al»C.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

. 549-2650 .

I

I

UHS DENTAL SERVICE
EXPANDS STAFF TIME

If you have had difficulty getting an appoint-

ment at the dental service, take heart. You can

now call 545-2400 for an appointment to begin

comprehensive care or simply for information

about the program.

The dental service at UHS is a prevention

oriented, comprehensive care program which
offers a complete range of servcies including

restorations (fillings) endodontic care (root

canals) and oral surgery. Costs for care include

copayments, .nodified fees, and prepaid ser-

vices. Underlying all visits is a fundamental
philosophy of educating individuals about
techniques and behaviors which can assure ex-

cellent oral health.

odvonturo travel

549-1256
./rr

R«s«rve Holiday Flights Nuwv

Save up lo 50%
233 N PiMaant St

Amharat Carriag* Shopa

iloCycJm/LcJL)
FINE YARNS & NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

The Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

413-549-6106

Mon-Sat 9:30 - 5:30

formorly tho Sheep Shop

USED EQUIPMENT

UMASS SKI CLUD

TURN IN DATE NOV. 15

SKI CLUD OFFICE

400 STUDENT UNION 543-0407

The Distinguished Visitors Program
presents:

Seymour Hersh
"Price of Power"

Thursday, Nov. 17, 1983
Campus Center Rm. 163

8:00 P.M.

i^.l

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
<wn^ this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Haii
Expires 11/30/83

PIWig C«H for an Appo«ntrn«nt

'for nww Jtoiiu ooty

FREE COI«Ot.TATIONS

Styles by Deborah
Am»w-n MA S48b610

Why Frye?
A

.^

Pfye boot* g*v»

you « gr»at n«w
tMitng
Pug9«di«ath«fft

Richer colors
OuaiiTy you can

»•• and touch
Styias with raal

staying powar
Vou can always

count on Frya
And that s why

FRYE

•/r. r.ntA' v( AR<- fWf-M f Bft

htAKTFELT LEATHER
Downtown Amherst
Mon-Sat 9:30-6:00

Fri til 8, Sun 11-4

253-5135

I

Over 35,000 books at

40-60%
OFF

publishers list price

Sci-Fi/Sports/Art

Poetry/ Mystery

Fishing/ Drama
Dance/ Music
Field Guides

VALLEY
DOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire
National Bank)

)wntown Amherst
0-5:30 Mon-Sat

1/ Sun
54. 052

Lisa Melili:
Photoaraoher Owavne Autery

Arts
;.:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•^:•:•:•:v:•^^:v:^•:•:v:

Klezmer music revived
KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
Saturday, November 5

John M. Greene Hall

Smith College

By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

About 1700 people piled into John M.

Greene HaU at Sniith College on Saturday

evening to see the Klezmer Conservatory

Band play "Jewish Jazz."

Klezmer music originated in small com-

munities in Eastern Europe and was spread

by street musicians, Klezmorim. who in

corporated strains of folk music and can-

torial music. When Klezmer music came to

the U.S. in the early 1900's it was in-

fluenced by dixieland and later by jazz.

The Klezmer Conservatory Band began

back in 1980 when Hankus Netsky

discovered that he had klezmer musicians in

his ancestry. He put together a klezmer

group and they put on a concert at the New
England Conservatory of Music. He found

that there was a great demand for Klezmer

music and therefore, decided to make the

band public.

There are fifteen members of the band;

fourteen are musicians and one is a vocalist.

They play a wide variety of instruments

ranging from the piano and the accordion,

to the drums and the violin.

The music that the band played stemmed

from Chassidic songs and songs from the

Yiddish Theater. The songs were lively and

spirited. The kind of music that made one

want to get up and do a hora; and that is

just what people did. Throughout the

evening people were doing sort of a "line

dance" version of the hora along the aisles;

while in the back of the hall, young men and

women were doing old Russian-Yiddish

dances and horas. Everybody was having a

good time, including myself.

The Klezmer band generated a lot of

warmth and spirit. The people who weren't

dancing were tapping their feet and

clapping their hands to the music. Both

young and old were having a great time.

Even though audience members were

sometimes distracted from the band

because they were watching the other

audience members dance, they didn't fail to

recognize the talent on the stage.

Judy Bressler, the vocalist in the group,

had a pleasant voice and appealing stage

persona. She sang in Yiddish, but before

each song she would explain the lyrics in

English. Different songs featured different

musicians, but I have to say the one who
captivated me the most, was the clarinetist,

Don Byron. He was featured several times

but really made the audience rave when he

did a medly of yiddish music mixed with

show and classical music.

If you missed this enjoyable per

formance. that was sponsored by the five-

college Hillel, you might have the op-

portunity to see the Klezmer Conservatory

Fire draws a big blank
UNDER FIRE
Hampshire 4

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Correspondent

Under Fire treats the controversial United

States intervention into Nicaragua as an

inspiring contest between the U.S. backed

Samoza government and the rebels.

Hollywood has trivialized the complex

struggle of the Nicaraguans into an ad-

venture film complete with a love triangle.

The plot centers around a free-lance

photographer (Nick Nolte) who arrives in

Nicaragua as the Samoza regime is at-

tempting to quash a rebellion led by an

enigmatic communist, Rafael. Nolte is

unmoved by the rebel's cause, for, as he

continually repeats, he is only there to take

pictures. But eventually, he ends up

helping topple the Samoza government

with his photographs; while all of this is

going on, he is having an affair with his best

friend's girl. These characters, who

revolve around Nolte, are all interesting in

their particular situations when they are

not involved in the love triangle.

Nick Nolte is very unconvincing as the

hero because he doesn't seem to have any

feehngs for anyone, except his camera. His

face just goes slack when he is supposed to

be concerned, or else he goes into a rage at

the people who he has hurt. His cameras

seem to be the only things that he is at

tached to. Gene Hackman as Nolte's un-

fortunate friend can't do much with his role,

though he does try. But in the second part

of the film, after the love triangle has been

dissolved, his character becomes involved

in the most frightening scene of the film and

Hackman plays it to the hilt. Joanna

Cassidy. at the center of the love triangle,

is an interesting actress. She doesn't have

much influence over the events in the film

and seems to be there only to be reunited

with Nolte at the end so that there could be

a happy ending.

Under Fire, as an adventure, has exciting

and scary moments, but it is pretentious

and dangerous to portray an authentic war

as glamorous under any view. Even if the

hero is largely unsympathetic a reaction can

be provoked from the audience by good

supporting performances, frightening

situations, and huge and explosive special

Klezmer Conservatory Band at Smith: made one want to get up and

do a nova.

BandonT.V. NBC was filming parts of the

performance for their show, "First

Camera," which is shown on Sundays at

7:00 p.m. The show will deal with

resurgent interest in klezmer music.

the

Read the Arts Page!f

effects. Exploding trucks, machine-gun

blasts, gernade explosions abound in this

film wherever our hero is. This isn't the

way it is; U.S. photographers and jour-

nalists aren't running around the streets of

Nicaragua determining, with their news

stories or photographs, the outcome of the

war. or what form of government will take

power. The journalist isn't always a

winner, or even a good guy, as portrayed in

this film, and war even if fought by rebels

seeking freedom, isn't always just. This

picture seems to be saying that if you

support the right causes and you're a

journalist, you won't be a causalty of war.

What this film is trying to do is force a

romantic image of war onto a totally

unromantic reality.

Not all of the film's moments are based on

the adventure formula, there are some

moments that are so unromantic and

frightening that they ring true. For

example. Gene Hackman and Nick Nolte

are driving down some Nicraraguan street

when the discover that they are hopelessly

lost. Nolte stops the car and Hackman gets

out to ask directions from a woman who is

standing in front of her demolished home.

She explains in Spanish that she doesn't

know where the hotel is, and Hackman

turns around to shrug and smile at Nolte.

He then goes down to a group of Samoza

soldiers who are hanging around on the

corner. He saunters down toward the

soldiers and as he approaches them one of

the soldiers points a rifle at his belly and

demands his credentials. Hackman has his

hands above his head and is slowly lowering

them while smiling and shrugging at Nolte

who is taking pictures of his predicament.

Both are used to this routine. But instead

of handing Hackman's credentials back, the

soldier shoots him, no questions asked.

Hackman slowly goes down as NcJte

photographs the whole incident. Hack-

man's assasination is particularly

frightening because he is the most likeable

character in the movie and he was com-

pletely defenseless. This was what one

imagines real war to be like: a slaughter of

human life. Unfortunately, realistic scenes

like this were very few, and usually the film

reverted to an adventure formula of car

chases and killers who chase the hero.

There is nothing wrong with the ad-

venture formula if it is anchored in a fan-

tasy situation but when a real- life situation

is used it makes the fantasy a bit hard to

swallow, especially when one might be

drafted to fight in this particular situation.

It's all right for Indiana Jones to fight the

extinct Nazis, but for Nolte to fight U.S.

intervention isn't quite the same. Under

Fire is only occasionally realistic and it is

only then that this film deserves our in-

terest.

New herald for Rand's wall

ColleRian photd h% Krew OgtrT

Rand Theater gets a new sign: "I think the woman has started eating

again."

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

A look at the wall outside the Rand

Theater at the Fine Arts Center reveals

something different. Look again. A new

painting for the theater announces a new

season of student produced drama.

Professor Jeffrey Fiala, who teaches set

design at UMass and is responsible for the

new 36' by 16' work, also did last year's

piece. He said that although this one is

similar to the old one, changes have taken

place.

"I think the woman has started eating

again," he said. "The couple has grown up,

they have matured."

The flat graphic style of the work com-

bines blues, oranges, yellows, and browns

in a scene painting context that employs

the heavy use of shadows.

"I've tried to use the colors to achieve a

3-D effect. Differences of effectiveness de-

pend on the distance it is looked at."

Fiala, who said the work was done "out

of the goodness of my heart," sjud the

piece took one and a half weeks to com-

plete, and is done on a material called ver-

saboard. The artist is a graduate of the

University of Wisconsin with degrees in

Theater and Stage Design, and has been

teaching set design at UMass since 1970.

He also free-lances, has worked in New
York City, and at Stage West in Spr-

ingfield.

Fiala said that black and white prints of

the new work will be displayed on the sides

of a half dozen PVTA buses to advertise

each upcoming Rand Theater production.

"We hope to connect the image of the

painting with the Rand itself. The painting

will remain for the rest of the '83- '84

season. One a year is enough."

Upcoming shows at the Rand Theater

will include The Shadow OfA Gunman, and

A Bedtime Story, that will run

simultaneously in a twin bill December 1-3,

and 7-10, 1983 at 8 p.m. For more informa-

tion call the Department of Theater at

545-3511.
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John Couig leads UMass golf
By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

Being captain of a collegiate sport is a nice

accomplishment. Senior John Couig

became University of Massachusetts golf

team captain after learning to play golf at

the age of 21.

The Pittsfield native started playing five

years ago while in the Army and his in-

tensity earned him the Washington military

district championship one year later. After

serving in the Army, Couig enrolled at

Arizona State University and tried out for

their golf team. ASU boasts one of the top

teams in the country and he found himself

off the team when last cut was made. Not

to be deterred from this, he went out and

became intramural champion of a 65.000

student campus. Not bad.

But New England called and Couig decided

to come home and enter UMass after a year

at ASU. He entered in spring 1982 and

played golf the following semester. He
quickly asserted himself as a leader and was

elected captain of last spring's team along

with being chosen MVP at the close of the

season. John was again elected captain of

the team and after a successful summer was

looking forward to it.

"I played a lot this summer and won a

couple of tournaments and placed second

with Tyler Shearer in a two-man tour-

nament at our home course, Hickory

Ridge." Couig said. He also won a long

drive contest in Pittsfield with a tremen-

dous 320 yard shot.

The management major credits his

chipping and putting as his strong points

but does not see himself becoming a

teaching pro in the near future because of

the lack of open positions. He does however

teach the General Physical Education

classes that are open to the students.

Couig will be graduating this December

and will be missed to the team for his

leadership, but his is optimistic of the

future of the UMass linksters.

"It's a promising young team with a lot of

potential. It just needs to be developed.

Couig feels that all the travelling to play

and practice tends to hurt the freshmen

(four on this semester's squad) who are

new to the University. He said he could see

the team as a contender in the next few

years.

Couig proved to be an essential part of

UMass golf these past seasons and will be

hard to replace. Not many people can

become a collegiate captain with less than

five years experience.

at the

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Over 18,000 New and Used Books

All titles are $2.00 or less.

This is a specie! truckload shipment
from a Midwest warehouse.
More titles added daily

Subject matter from
Aerodynamics -Zoology
Sale runs Nov. 7 - Nov. 23

M-F 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Closed Nov. 11

Water polo has successful season

By STKFAMK SCHMALL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts water

polo team ended up eighth in the east, with

an 18-9-1 record. a.s they wrapped up the

-season in Annapolis this past weekend.

The team suffered a 13-3 loss to Brown in

the first round, and second round action

provided an easy victory for Harvard.

UMass had a bad game and fell hard by a

score of 10-3.

In competing for the seventh place posi-

tion, the men played strongly against

Washington and Lee but were defeated 6-5

in a close, tough match.

Although the numbers might be deceiv-

ing, the team played well this weekend and

end up with an impressive eighth ranking

for the season.

"All twelve players really pulled

together. We earned a lot of respect this

weekend," said Coach Russ Yarworth who

was pleased with the performance of the

team.
Three members of the UMass team are

potential candidates for the All-New

England Team, including senior goaltender

Andre LaMontagne, and top scorers Chris

Porter and Paul McNeal.

EARTH FLOODS

WILL BE SERVED
IN THE

CAPE COD LOUNGE
TUES THRU FRI

_i » A A *.--* * * i— ..4 ' ' ^ '
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The better

i

ball poll

iljiiL
s-*s.

When It runs out
you won't have to.

TiK excHing Pilot Ball Poiat.

It's got everytliiag goiag for it.

Smoother writing. Specially designed

fiager ribbing for coatinaal writing

comfort. Stainless steel point.

Tangsten carbide ball. Perfectly

balaaced. A choice of mediam or

fiac poiats. And best of all...yoaMI

ever throw it oat.

Jast slip ia a 39c refill aad

yoa're ready to write agaia. So

acxt tiac yoar old scratchy see-

thra pea raas oat, raa oat aad get

a Mc Pilot Ball Poiat pea...

plas a few refills.

The Amherst Production Committee

proudly presents

The Jerry Garcia Band

'Our audience is like

people who like licorice.

Not everybody likes

licorice, but the people

who like licorice

really like licorice.
'

-Jerry Garcia to Geraldo Rivera,

20 --20, December 10, 1981

Jem GarcUi Ffx)to b\Jon Sut vrt

fpitof]

In the Cage, Amherst CoUege, Wedriesday, Dec. 7, 1983, 8:30 P.M.

Tickets are on sale now at the Cage from 14.

$11.50
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ACROSS 51 Former Met star 13 Assts to 1 Across

1 Men in white 53 Draft status 18 Ad (to the

5 Serape 54 Rainbow point)

10 Exact, as an 55 Fate 20 Do art department

answer 59 Victimof asofi work

13 Cato or Cicero 62 Vacuum tube 24 Avian features

14 Ancient Greek 63 Fortified place 25 Aleutian island

colony Abbf 26 To a smaller

15 Biblical priest 64 In music, slow extent

16 Weeping figure 66 Get out of 27 Leave undone

of Greek legend 66 Wood for bats 28 Arizona river

17 Protective device 67 Rhythmic pattern 30 Happy

19 Dreann disturber 66 Contradict 34 Rambling

21 And 35 Poems with

22 Part of a heroic themes

historic signature 36 Dark red

23 Peaceful 37 River into the

25 Revise DOWN North Sea

26 Designer s 1 What 39 Juan's girl

symbol Comes Naturally 40 Weather forecast

29 CX)ughboy s 2 Melville novel 42 Appease

headgear 3 Convertible s 45 Put up

31 Pianist Gilels ancestor 47 Puccini role

32 Attire tor 4 Curl one slip 48 The Last of the

Yunn Yum 5 Freud, to friends' Mohicans

33 Cold 6 Famous escape 49 Fido s need

38 Woodland god artist 50 Vital fluid

40 Gaffe 7 Nihilist 52 Succored

41 Interference 8 Lean and supple 54 Film critic and

42 Joey" 9 Young one novelist James

43 Industrial fuel 10 American painter 56 Cry

44 Muse of comedy 1 1 Tomorrow s 57 Whirlpool

46 Utility customer citizen today 58 Driver s need

47 City on the 12 Describing some 60 New England tree

Arkansas walls 61 Rocky hill

After The Fall by R. Miller
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OF COURSE, NOW I

FECL TOO ^ILTV
TO EAT ir.

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

Graphics Poste-up

Trainee positions available

No experience necessary

Apply at

Collegian Graphics Department

Room 113 Campus Center

Thursday night at 7 p.m.

Ask for James
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DC Menu

LUNOLR PNIK] THAT'S CORRECT '.

COWGRAOULATIOMS WILSOKJ.TME,

MEGA CRUISER SOPRETC IS YOURS I

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

LUNCH
Country Broil Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

DI^fNER
Spaghetti/Italian

Sweet Sausage,

Tomato Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

Beef Strips with

Mange-Tout

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

BASICS DINNER
Fish Fry Plate/

Tartar Sauce
Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce
Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

i,rT ZtU> OAC" T» HH feuim>
acfo<vf of<j rut Planer 4/v/ CtiAhJCS you <A»J

Cl*>f 'ttO A tiPT Tt
(»'«iO-'J »o* i^oo

Weather

Cloudy today. Rain
l)eginning aftern<K)n, high

temperatures 40 to 45.

Becoming windy with oc-

casional heavy rain

tonight, lows around 40.

Rain ending Wednesday
with clearing developing in

the afternoon, highs in the

40s.
"*T?Th
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^ A Lessons (from D*glnn#rs to Instructor) ^
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SKI AREA

Seoson Poss (99.
(good onytimo)

Season Pass & UMoss
Physical Ed. Credit

H49.
Tronsportotion

Sooson Poss

UMoss Pfogrom Only

S79.
6 Lossons

Tronsportotion

Lift Ticl^ots

Coll Gonorol Phys. Ed Dullding for dotoils

SCI-TECH

BOOKSALE

or writo to

Dorkshiro Host, PO Dox O. Ghorlompht, Mo$$ 01009<x

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high level

scientific and technical books fronn

leading publishers Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicine,
mathematics engineering computers
and more Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90% _
On Special Sale Tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept.

Open M-F 9-o

^.UNIVERSITY , -,-:

STORED the

Campus Center

••••••

DO YOU HAVE THE RIGHT STUFF?
Learn about flight training in the United States Marine Corps

and how you can qualify for an aviation guarantee as early as

your freshman year.
. .

IVIarine pilots will be on campus tonight to discuss aviation op-

portunities. There will be films on Harriers, Hornets, and

Helicopters. All majors, all classes are invited.

Tuesday, 15 Nov. at 7 pm 805 Campus Center

^\^

'^^' '^'..

/'r-i,.-..-^-

'rl;.
-'

^.^iJ^i^l^

lltods?^^"
,K\:Vbe

MarineiCS-

Maybe y^'"^^
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¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

Hypercurricula

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE DEPT. LECTURE -
Professor John W. Kronik from Cornell will speak on the

topic: "The Spider and the Bee: A Tale of Two Mirrorj="

(Self-consciousness in Hispanic Literature). Refresh-

ments. 4 p.m. Herter sixth floor lounge

CARING FOR ELDERLY PARENTS - A panel of

University staff will share their personal experiences.

Includes: Living Independently. Sharing a Home. Elder

Housing. Nursing Homes. Long Distance Relationships.

Also: Decision Making. Finances and Health Care. 3-4:30

p.m. Campus Center Room 803

UMASS STUDY OPPORTUNTIES IN JAPAN -
Informational meeting for all students interested in

studying in Japan. 3:30 p.m. Thompson Hall 100 A

UMASS STRATEGY GAMES CLUB - The club wUl

meet to play SPI and Avalon HiU board games. New

gamers are welcome. 5 - 11 p.m. Campus Center. 175

SEXUAL HARASSMENT EDUCATION PROJECT -
Open to all students interested in training other students

on issues and policies regarding sexual harassment. 5:30

7:30 p.m. 177 CC

NO ISRAELI FOLK DANCING NOV. 16 - Israeli folk

dancing will resume on November 30. UMass Hillel

HEBREW SPEAKING LUNCH - Bring a lunch and

join us for conversation - in Hebrew! 11 - 12 p.m. 801

Campus Center

INFORMATION ABOUT ISRAEL — Israel Maizel wUl

offer information about Kibbutz programs in Israel. Call

Hillel. 545-2526, for an appointment. 11 5 p.m. Campus

Center 802

SPECTRUM MEETING — Nominations for upcoming

editorial elections. Couldn't schedule conference room, so

meeting is in office down by Collegian. New members

welcome, mandatory attendence. 4:30 p.m. Index-

Spectrum office

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight positions available for full-time

legal assistant interns for the Spring 1984 semester. Up to fifteen

credits may be received from academic departments. Legal assistants

aid attorneys of the Legal Services Office with client interviewing, in-

vestigations, legal research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals,

preparation of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District and

Superior Courts of Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin Counties, and

participation in administrative hearings and federal litigation. Legal

assistants maintain continuing caseload under the supervision of at-

torneys. For advice on arranging an internship and credit, contact Of-

fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For further information

about the internship, contact Legal Services Office, 922 Campus

Center. Completed applications are due Tuesday, November 22, 1983,

at the Office of Internships. Writing sample required.

OLLEGIAN CLASSI^IE^*^ ^™*^~F~^J^f",?TTrcTTTr.wo., . PriH.w . npadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day
Come to Collegian Office C^IIS • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 345 two days prior

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount * Phone number FREE

APT/ROOM WANTED

Females looking for apartment to

rent /share starting Jan 1 call Ellen 546-1456

please keep trying if no answer

AUTO FOR SALE

I

1974 Audi Fox - runs well new brakes,

struts $900 665-3509

DOWN PARKA
AT BARGAIN PRICE

Bought at last years Great Ski Snatch.

Worn about six times. Good as new and

plenty cheaper. Mens size medium. Call

now before the snow gets here. Will

negotiate price. Phone: 256-1057

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions: has a recently

purchased light show, a great sound

system and a price you'll likel Call Jeff

Taylor 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertalnnfient Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $88

SPECIALI Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

Boogying Blues / Rock Band for hire

live music for your party call 256-1394

FOR RENT

Largo room in two bedroom Cliffside

apartment, starting Spring. 665-7756

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Lea^^^^N^"

shoes $10. Fashion shoes Er boots $10 $12

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM £r Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

Women's medium ski parka/bibs blue

exc condition $30.00 Marie 545-2255 days

FOUND

Watch in Grad Tower Room 1536. Found

on November 1st. Call 6-7059 to describe

and claim

HELP WANTED

Wanted: Course and teacher Evaluatiori

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the GATE Guide information /application

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500$ 1200 monthly. Sightseeing.

Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Evening Part-Time Jobs: MASSPIRG,

the state's most effective consumer and en-

vironmental lobby, is looking for people to

help build a grassroots citizen network.

Work on acid rain, toxic waste, and utility

reform. Evening hours perfect for students.

Call Terry, 256-6434

Work study positions available in

Freshman Admissions Office. Clerical,

3.35/hr 8/10 hrs week call 545-0222

Part-time - evenings weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people

who have requested information on our

products. We sell mainly by
appointment in a dignified

and professional

manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White 1203) 528 9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

INSTRUCTION

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday School teachers for Spring term.

Experience preferred. Call 549-0223

Tutor Services Offered Accounting,

Finance, Statistics, Basic Reasonable Rates

call Sharon 253-7217

^jGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Supenor

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney superv-

sion For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Off-ce of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required^ Further in-

formation, LSO, 922^ampusCenter.
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Campus Center arcade

keep trying

Call 6-3420 please

Goldtone Timex watch Nov 8 between

Goodell Library and Morrill science building

Please call Jean at 6-9853 if found very very

sentimental attachment!

Wallet lost with California license Maria

665-2776 reward - need desperatelyl

MOVIE

National Lampoon's
ANIMAL HOUSE

Friday Nov. 18 at 5, 7, 9 & 11

Sponsored by Chi Delphia

PERSONALS

12th Annual Bush Bash

First 100 skiers to sign-up are

eligible for a free trip

All skiers signed up before Nov 15 will

receive a free ski T-shirt

For more informatioin546-3437 S.UB.

Leslee - Don't be scared. You have a good

reason to smile. Love, Chris

Noles & Di were hanging like dudes at

Club 169 and decided to wish Linny Morash

a HAPPY BIRTHDAY! It's a hasty job, but

somebody's gotta do it. You MADE it!

Since you won't be good, be good at it!

DELANOS-be there! Love ya.

12 Annual Ski Sntach Nov. 16-19

signup for Sugarbush Bash, Membership

and Jackson Hole at the film and info

table in the SUB SIGNUP now! I

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
Nov 16-19 Student Union Ballroom

Wed, Thurs, Fri: Noon til 10 pm
Saturday 10 am til 5 pm

for more information 546-3437

PROFESSIONAL
TAPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail 666-3414

Airwaves TV Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession Vi

mile to slopes wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26

- Jan 31 $295 546-5653.

THE WHO

Hi Hide Happy B-dayl

Love Mare
Go wild tonitel!

LOST

Physics 162 Notebook last Thursday in

i

I

I

I

(

I

Kurt 1110 JOA: Your every move is being

watched and savoured I ^
MJGI Happy Birthday! Hope you had a ter-

rific B-day weekend. Love you. Love and

kisses, KSG

Bahamas Spring Break from 346.00 Ac

comadation. Air, Transfers, Free Rum Par-

ties cruise and more! For info call Chris at

549^0533

Florida from $136.00 Daytona R Lauder-

dale Spring Break best hotels fill first

payment plans available reserve your

space nowl For more info call Chris at

549-0633

Jay Thompson: Happy Birthday, you!

Now that you've partied in Philly, it's time

to REALLY party, UMass-style! Love &
kisses, Elizabeth

DAVID, These past six months have been

wonderful. I'll go to the moon with you, but

we won't talk about that now. I love you so

much, Jill

Tommy - The Who Rock Opera. Show-
ing on Wed. Nov. 16 at the CCA the 5:00

show is only $1.00 7, 9, 11 are $1.50

TO SUBLET

i

1

I

I

I

1

I

i

intersession 1 bedroom (2-3 people) Puff-

ton Village $305 plus 549-4890

TRAVEL

Planning a trip for Intersession or Spring

Break? Come see what Adventure in Travel

has to offer. Info meeting & Beach Party

Thurs 11/17 7-10 in Cc nn 101 Featuring,

movie "Spring Break" & free beer free beer

or call Doug 253 9214

Bahamas, Bermuda and R Lauderdale

Spring Break and Intersession lowest prices

around call Doug or Liz 253-9214

WANTED

Buying class rings. goW and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

House-size refrigerator needed call

Diana, Jorge or Marjorie 586-6327

•••••••••••*^^***********nn^^nnHH^^^r*••******* ^RhhhhT******"*'****"*'*'*'****"******
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SPORTS NOTICE: Candidates for UMass
men's and women's varsity ski teams will hold

an organizational meeting in room 306

Holdsworth Hall on Thursday, Nov. 17th at 7:00

p.m.

•:•:•:•:•;•:•;•;

lyball selected forECAC Tourney

Colleinan photo bv Jim Powers

UP-SI-DAISEY — UMass' Patty Grant spikes

the ball in a volleyball match while coach Elaine

Sortino and teammates look on.

Dear Haywood,
I've got an idea...
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

An open letter to Haywood Sullivan, Jean Yawkey,

and...alright Buddy Leroux too:

Hi guys (no offense Jean). How's tricks? It has reached

my attention down here at the Collegian Sports desk that

you're looking for a new first baseman. I've got a sugges-

tion.

There's this guy right now roaming around the National

League looking for a job. He's a pretty good ballplayer.

He's done things like lead the league in hitting, been a

clutch guy, and made hustle his middle name. You may
have heard of him, his name's Rose — Pete Rose.

Now guys, before you disregard my correspondence just

hear me out. See, I figure you need three things in your

new first baseman. Ability is the obvious, but two in-

tangibles also come into play (no pun intended), attitude

and box office attraction.

Mr. Rose's ability is not all that questionable. I realize

the fact that he didn't have what you would even classify

as a good season last year. But you've got to admit that

the platoon system Owens came up with put Pete out of

his element. He is a player that through self-admission has

to play consistently to do his best.

But let's get to the other two elements. First the at-

titude. I'm talking winning attitude here. All reports in-

dicated the Sox were a more than slightly disoriented and

discouraged club by last year. I think we know that certain

financial and power problems could have had a lot to do

with this, but let's not dwell too heavily on that here.

Anyway, you need a guy with a winning attitude, so-

meone who knows how to win. Esj)ecially since the Cap-

tain bid a fond farewell in October. Pete is perhaps the

connoisseur of winning attitudes. He's been a part of so

many top clubs. If hustle is his middle name then winning

is his last. It's what he eats, sleeps, and breathes. Pete

Rose is a winner and around him that same feeling could

become present.

The third point guys, is that Rose is an attraction. Hey,

there are a lot of people around the old ballpark that, shall

we say, aren't too pleased with the way things have

shaped up the last couple years. I'd say that they'd love

too see an exciting name in the new line-up. Rose is an ins-

tant drawer, worth an awful lot of tickets.

Think about it. Sure Pete's an old man, but he's worth

another couple years. esfHJcially with the I)H rule.

Anyway, take' care, and good luck with this little control

battle you're having. Personally, Buddy, I don't think you

have a leg to stand on. But then again, who am I to say.

Really, give Pete a call. Trust me.

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

By 4:00 p.m. yesterday afternoon, the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team's fate had been decided by

the ECAC selection committee. UMass would be one of the

four teams invited to play in the ECAC post season

tournament.

The four selections Springfield College, C.W. Post.

Northeastern University and UMass were the top teams

of the 65 volleyball programs in the Northeast. All four

teams are currently positioned in the top five slots in the

most recent Northeast regional rankings. The number one

team. New Haven, has decided to bypass this tournament

to participate in the Nationals.

The teams have not received the seeding for the tour-

nament, but the schedule of events is already laid out.

Beginning this coming Friday night, each team will play

one three out of five series. The single elimination tour-

nament will conclude on Saturday night when the victors

from Friday night square off against each other at the

Springfield gym. The winner of this match will be crowned

as the ECAC tournament champions.

For UMass. the road to this tournament has been a long

one. The spikers began their season on September 14th at

American International College and have traveled the

northeast coast compiling a 34-16 record.

The most recent match was a tough loss to Northeastern

which the spikers may have a chance to avenge. That

match, however, is history and was no indication of the

brand of volleyball Coach Elaine Sortino's corp has played

all season.

The teams' most recent victory was a nerve racking win

over Springfield. As one observer put it. "That was one of

the most exciting sports events I've seen in a long time."

That is the type of volleyball this team plays.

As said before, the road has been a long one and it has not

been real smooth either. Just shy of the half-way point in

the schedule, the spikers were hit with two injuries. Leslie

Smith, one of the top net players was hampered by

recurring shoulder problem and missed several key games.

Kirsten Smith was the other casualty when she sprained

her ankle at the same tournament L. Smith was injured in.

Both players have since returned, but are just beginning to

take on their active roles.

The spikers have played their hearts out this season. A
suitable end to their season would be just two more vie

tories and the ECAC championship, then the road can end.

The last game blues of an athlete
By MICHELE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

One week ago Saturday was the last game this season for

the junior varsity field hockey team at the University of

Massachusetts. When the horn sounded at the end of the

game against UConn. the season was over. Now I will

have to look back at the season as a whole instead of

looking forward to each day of practice and taking it one

day at a time.

It was a season that started way back when people were

still at the beaches. For the players who came to pre-

season practice, it was a commitment that stretched

through the whole day as we endured triple session

workouts. We'd joke every morning about the sun index in

the newspaper, trying to predict what kind of a tanning

day it would be. There was no question of why we were

here. We were practicing to be the best.

Then school started. We practiced once a day. from 3:30

to 6:00 p.m. New freshmen tried out. and our team was

finally complete. Next we had to get it together, just like

all teams at the sUrt of the season. It was a challenge to

begin to know each other and play as a team.

Practice was a part of the day. It came after classes and

just before studying. It was something to look forward to

and to think about.

Finally, on September 23rd. we walked into the locker

room at NOPE and picked up our uniforms for our first

game against Mt. Holyoke College. It was our first chance

to really be a team. We won. 2-0.

Then we played Springfield College and lost 1-0 in the

pouring rain. It was a game we thought we deserved to

win. There were six games after that, after which we
compiled a 4-2-2 record.

Suddenly it was over. For the UConn game on that

Saturday, it was cold and wet. But that wasn't important

to anyone at NOPE that day. What was important was

that varsity was challenged by the number one team in the

NCAA to show their stuff. And that for us, it would be the

toughest game of our season.

We lost. 1-0. But. we played well and we proved that we
were a good team. Our defense stood strong and our of-

fense fought characteristically hard for a goal.

At the end, we shook hands with the UConn players.

Our faces were red, and our long-sleeved uniforms were

stretched on our arms assymetrically. It was hard game

and a tough loss.

Then we left the upper field and went down the hill to the

locker room. I felt a sad, empty feeling. It was as if

someone had come and pulled the ground from under our

feet. In fact, they asked for everything back. So we all

congregated around the equipment cage and gave tham

our sticks, cleats, shin guards and uniforms. At that

moment the obligation was gone. There would be no

practice Monday and nothing to do after classes.

The season was over, but everthing it meant was not.

On my first day of "freedom" I felt defensive, even hurt.

It seemed unfair that there wouldn't be another chance to

play. The process of becoming a team was one that took a

lot of work and time. We had spent our afternoons

preparing for our games and trying to uphold the chaUenge

of excellence. Now it was like someone had come along and

said. "This is the end of your team."

The end of the season always comes. But an athlete

knows that the end of the team never comes. The team is

still there in the constant effort that made them able to

work together. They are still there in the jokes and the

friendships that made the practices fun.

So, even though at the end of the season the athlete is

forced to give back his equipment, he or she never gives

back his team.
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FAST ACTION: Cap-

tain Al Meninno of the

Intramural football team

Ball State, leads a player

frcrm Phi Kappa Alpha

on a wild chase in last

Thursday's final match.

Ball State merged as the

champions 28-7 over

Pike.
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Betterwork, wages help fewwomen
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Although working conditions and wages

have improved for women in the past

decade, the number of women affected by

those changes is only a minority, a

Wellesley College economist said at the

Jones Library Tuesday night.

Theresa Amott. a visiting professor at the

University of Massachusetts, said that

there has been a trend toward increasing

"feminization of poverty" in Amerkan

society.

"Single head-of-household women living

below the poverty level has increased by

seven percent in the past decade," Amott

said.

Amott said that although more women are

moving into traditionally male professional

jobs, the overwhelming majority of jobs for

women are still in the traditionally female

jobs.

"For the first time the unemployment rate

is lower for women than for men but the flip

side is that women have traded unem-

ployment for underemployment," Amott

said.

Amott defines underemployment as

working beneath one's skill level, with no

promotion possibilities or at a job where not

enough is made to support a family.

Amott said that "motherhood is the

kicker," meaning that unmarried women

with children are likely to be poor.

Amott cited Department of Labor

statistics that showed women workers with

four years of college earning the same

income as men who had only had one to

three years of high school. In addition

women high school graduates made the

same income as men who had not completed

elementary school.

Amott said women choose to take low-

paying work rather than to stay on federal

aid. even when it isn't in their long term

financial benefit, because of "lack of

privacy, surveillance and stigma while on

welfare."

Strategies for the future would be greatly

enhance! by full employment, which Amott

says is possible.

"The present administration has a vested

interest in keeping a certain degree of

unemployment so that workers won't get

too sure of themselves." Amott said.

Amott said issues that working women

have felt to be important in the past, such

as equal wages and promotion, are not as

crucial for the future. Women need more of

a say about what kinds of jobs are created

in the future, she said.

Amott said the occupations that will be

producing the most new jobs nationwide

into the 1990s will be typically dead end and

low paying. Women need to obtain more

political power and to exploit the gender

gap-

"I have never before been involved in

politics but getting the present ad-

ministration out in 1984 is the first step

here," she said.
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The state Board of Education met yesterday and

reevaluated its stance on basic skills and skills

testing P-^
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CC leaks

will go on

unrepaired
By PAUL TOMICH
Collegian Correspondent

Repairs on the increasingly leaky roof of

the Campus Center may be at least two

years away. Campus Center and University

officials reported recently.

According to an Oct. 3 memo from Campus
Center Director William Harris, there are

now 18 leaks, up six since 1978, in 'he

Campus Center, where the roof has leaked

since it opened in 1970.

"The most profuse leaks are experienced

in the most trafficked areas," the memo
states. "This is a double-edged sword, as

the areas which are revenue producing are

also the most affected by water damage."

While University Assistant Merchandise

Manager David Curley said he considers

the leaks "more of an inconvenience" than a

source of property damage, Harris's memo
states 50 percent of lower level meeting

rooms and hallways must be recarpeted "as

a result of mildew and water damage."

The water leaks are caused by breaks in

the waterproof membrane located beneath

the building's bluestone roof, according to

the Physical Plant's chief design con

structive engineer. Once water penetrates

the membrane, it can travel between the

membrane and the concrete until it finds a

crack leading into the building's interior.

"Just because you see water dripping

down below doesn't mean a leak is directly

above it," said Edmund Ryan, chief

engineer, noting this process makes it

difficult to locate and repair the leaks.

Ryan said a construction consultant's

estimate to replace the membrane, which

would entail removing and replacing the

bluestone. was $3 million in the late 1970s.

No further studies have been conducted

since then, he said.

Until those repairs are completed, there is

no point in repairing or replacing something

that wUl just become damaged again in the

next rainfall. Dudley Bridges. Campus
Center building operations manager, said,

citing the lower level carpeting as damage

that will not be repaired in the near future.

Funding for repairs on UMass Building

Authority owned buildings, such as the

Campus Center, must come from the

Authority itself, which now has a bill in the

Legislature requesting a debt limit increase

from $80 million to $100 million. If ap-

proved, the Authority would have an ad-

ditional $20 million to fund repairs on the

Campus Center and other Authority-owned

buildings on this and other UMass cam-

puses.

The limit increase could raise student fees,

which are used directly to pay off all bonds,

according to Student Government
Association Rents and Fees Committee

Chair Cindy Lehmbeck.
Jack Littlefield, director of planning in the

Office of Vice Chancellor for Administration

and Finance, said that while he anticipates

the legislation to be approved, he does not

expect repairs on the Campus Center or

other buildings to begin for "the next couple

of years."

"In the meantime, he said, "we will just

continue with the problems."

Personal injury due to the leaks has been

minimal so far. according to the assistant

manager of BuUdings Operations and safety

officer of the Campus Center.

Forrest Davies said, "people have fallen,

but no one has been seriously hurt," from

water on the floor.

While no one has brought any lawsuits

against the Campus Center because of the

leaks. Davies said "the situation is critical"

because the potential for serious injury is

there.
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CATCHING A FEW Z's-Beirut, Lebanon. U.S. Marine Tony Cleaves of Yarmouth, Maine, takes

a short nap Tuesday on the tarmac at Beirut airport awaiting the ride that will bring him

stateside.

AROUND THE WORLD

PLO rebels fight on
TRIPOLI, Lebanon (AP) — PLO chairman Yasser

Arafat's fighters claim they repulsed a tank assault by

Syrian and Libyan-backed mutineers Tuesday, but the

rebels kept sheUing the besieged Baddawi refugee camp

and parts of Tripoli.

Hospital officials said at least 13 people were killed and

75 wounded in the fighting that shattered a four-day lull,

but police said the toll could go much higher.

In the Beirut area, anti-government gunners pounded the

Christian populated east sector of the capital and nearby

port of Jounieh. Casualties in that fighting were not

reported immediately.

A communique issued by the Palestine Liberation

Organization command said three battalions of Syrian

troops with 60 tanks spearheaded the attack on the

Baddawi refugee camp outside Tripoli behind a barrage of

artillery at 7 a.m.

US naval attache shot
ATHENS. Greece (AP) — A motorcycle passenger fired

at least seven bullets from a .45 automatic into the stopped

limousine of a U.S. naval military attache Tuesday, killing

the officer and his Greek civilian driver.

Police said the killer and his accomplice roared off on

their motorcycle down a side street of suburban north

Athens after the morning rush-hour attack, and that no

group had claimed responsibility by late Tuesday.

Capt. George Tsantes. 53, serving with the Joint U.S.

Military Advisory Group in Greece, was hit by at least four

bullets. Police said he was sprawled in the back seat, his

civilian clothes drenched with blood.

"There was blood everywhere inside the car. We hauled

them out of the car but there was nothing we could do for

the American," said Athens police officer Athanasios

ZafIrakis.

AROUND THE NATION
Congress debates acid rain control

House nears another ERA decision
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House

headed today toward a decision on the

Equal Rights Amendment after several

Republican-led attempts to derail a vote
failed.

"The debate on this topic has gone on for

60 years and I think that's long enough."

said Rep. Peter W. Rodino, D-N.J.,

chairman of the Judiciary Committee.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A sharp

reduction in pollutants, paid for in part by a

fee on consumer electric bills, was proposed

Tuesday by New England congressmen as a

way of curbing lake-killing acid rain.

But the fee provision hit a quick snag,

opposition from Sen. Robert T. Stafford, R-

Vt., chairman of the Environment and

Public Works Committee that will consider

acid rain legislation for the Senate.

While praising the House members for

coming up with a plan, Stafford said, "We

must guard against the temptation to win

support for an acid rain control program by

adopting a financing scheme that would

reward the polluting industries and

penalize those who have been paying the

cost of good citizenship."

Stafford said electric customers in the

Northeast and West already are paying

higher bills because they have cleaned up

already.

Kennedy reviews American hunger
PIKEVILLE. Ky. (AP) - Sen. Edward

Kennedy. DMass.. will end a series of

public forums on hunger and deprivation in

America with stops in eastern Kentucky on

the day before Thanksgiving, his office said

Tuesday.
"The purpose of the tour is to determine

the extent of the problem, the effects of

unemployment and government policies on

the problem, and possible solutions." said

Melody Miller, reached by telephone at

Kennedy's Washington, D.C.. office.

"In each locality he will conduct public

forums to hear from affected citizens and

persons in the public and private sectors

concerned with hunger in America." Miller

said.

AROUND THE REGION
State prison 'skirts'purchasing laws

Flynnwins Boston mayoralelection

BOSTON (AP) -
Framingham state prison

split purchase orders to

avoid putting contracts out

to bid and possibly paid

more than than it had to, the

state auditor says.

"By skirting state pur-

chasing laws, the prison may

very well have paid more
than necessary for the

work." Auditor John J.

Finnegan said Tuesday.

Finnegan said the prison

violated state purchase

procedures by splitting the

orders.

In a report released

today, he said the prison

issued 14 contracts worth

more than $30,000 for

repairs and alterations to

floors, doors and carpets

between July 1. 1980. and

Sept. 7. 1982. AU of the

orders were kept below

$5,000 to avoid advertising

for bids, the report said.

Dukakis develops drug strike force
NEW BEDFORD. (AP) -

Gov. Michael Dukakis says

he will form a statewide

drug strike force to combat
the multi-billion dollar drug
trade, and proposed the sale

of ships confiscated in drug
raids to help finance the

battle.

"The attorney general and
I will work with the district

attorneys on a very tough,

very effective, statewide

drug strike force that can

crack organized crime and
the people that are making

billions and billions of dollars

from these enterprises,"

Dukakis said Tuesday.

Dukakis's remarks were
made at State Pier, where
three vessels taken during

drug raids this summer are

tied.
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BOSTON (AP) - One-

time school busing foe

Raymond Flynn was
elected mayor Tuesday,

defeating black community
activist Melvin King to

succeed 16-year Mayor
Kevin White.

Flynn, a 44-year-old city

councilor, received 106,035

votes or 66 percent
compared to King's 54.563

votes or 34 percent, ac-

cording to unofficial

returns from 201 of 252

precincts compiled by
WBZTV. No official

results were immediately

available, but other

unofficial counts by news
organizations confirmed

the margin for Flynn.

Immediately after polls

closed, all three major

Boston television stations

said their exit polls showed
Flynn would easily win the

runoff election and succeed

White, who is retiring

after 16 years.

Flynn captured 80

percent of the white vote

while King took 95 percent

of the black vote, ac-

cording to an analysis by
WNEV-TV.
King refused to im-

mediately concede and said

it felt "wonderful to be

part of a campaign, part of

a group of people, who
tried to make Boston
whole."

Flynn and King, who

topped a field of eight

mayoral candidates in the

Oct. 11 preliminary
election, tried to minimize

the racial issue as they

mounted low-budget ef-

forts for the final non-

partisan contest.

AP Lascrpholo

DEFEATED—Boston Mayoral candidate Mel
King reacts during an interview Tuesday. King
lost by more than a third of Tuesday's vote.
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PRO-SOLIDARITY—Jacek Kalabinski, a Polish

journalist and president of the Warsaw Chapter

of the Polish Journalist Association, the

newspaper union, last night said solidarity is

alive because of a Polish informational network.

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

A Polish journalist who fled that country last September

when he found police waiting U) arrest him at his Warsaw

home last night said an underground communication net-

work is keeping the Solidarity movement alive.

Jacek Kalabinski, a reporter for 20 years, and a former

president of the Warsaw Chapter of the Polish Journalists

Association, a newspaper union, said 162 newspapers, 18

publishing houses, and two news services are keeping

about 250.000 members of the Solidarity Underground

united. ...
"The common story in the Underground press is simply

instructions of how to survive and how to cope with mar-

tial law," said Kalabinski, 45, currently a visiting fellow at

Yale's Institute of Social Policy Studies.

Kalabinski said he escaped from Poland on Sept. 26

after he had spent two months in hiding at the home of his

wife's former music teacher. He said he was able to

receive a Yale fellowship on such short notice with the

help of some of his former classmates at SUnford Univer-

sity, where he studied in 1978.

Kalabinski said he would be in Poland today if his name

was not blacklisted along with another 1.200 Polish jour-

nalists. ....
His problems worsened when a column which he wrote

for the editorial pages of the Los Angeles Tiims praising

Lech Walesa on winning the Nobel Peace upset Poland's

ambassador to the United States in New York^ ^

"They said there were problems with my pas8{x)rt." he

said. "I kindly wrote them and told them that my

passport was g(K)d for two more years."

Kalabinski said the Solidarity Underground today is not

simply union activists, but now has scholars in its member-

ship.

"This is probably the first time in history that Poland s

intellectuals and workers are united." Kalabinski told the

30 students and faculty memk)ers gathered at the School

of Management at the University of Massachusetts.

"All the strategies of martial law which the government

used backfired," he said. "I was terrified for the first

hours of martial law. but the terror quickly failed away."

"Some concessions are going to have to be made to the

Polish people." he said referring to lM)th his government

and the Soviet Union's control over Poland. "The conces-

sions will lessen the strain on the Eastern European na-

tions."

"The reality is so grim that many people are ready to

sacrifice themselves if it would help Poland's future

generations," he .said.

The Solidarity Underground also has a network of safe

houses and legal service agencies, he said. Kalabinski said

small book collections, which he called "travelling

libraries," are circulated throughout Poland.

Historians, philosophers and e<iucators also visit small

groups of underground meml)ers as a "travelling universi-

ty," he said.

Technical skills such as producing a publicaiton are also

taught to Underground meml)ers, he said.

Board ofEducation proposes focus on basic skills
By JOHN O'CONNELL
and LAWRENCE BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Local school systems in Massachusetts will face yearly

state reviews of educational progress in major curriculum

areas if the legislature accepts recommendations made by

the state Board of Education at a meeting held Tuesday at

the University of Massachusetts.

The Board also recommended that a state-supplied and

graded test of basic skills improvement should be taken by

all ninth-grade students, that school districts which score

low on evaluations should receive financial assistance "for

educational remediation," and that the state should "not

establish, at this time, statewide graduation requirements

based on passing the basic skills improvement tests,"

according to the final motion.

The Board's action here was the culmination of a two-year

review of the state's Basic Skills Policy, a set of teaching

and curriculum guidelines first adopted in 1978, Board

Chairman Donald B. Walker said.

State Department of Education Commissioner John H.

Lawson will present the board's recommendations to CJov

Michael S. Dukakis and the state Legislature for con-

sideration. Lawson said the recommendations will not go

into effect until at least 1985.

The Board originally planned to make state basic im-

provement tests mandatory and state standards

established, at the fifth-grade level as well as in the ninth

grade, but after hearing complaints from local school

administrators and representatives of the Massachusetts

Teacher's Association (MTA) and the sUte Parent

Teacher-Student Association about this proposal, they

decided to maintain the present basic skills policy for the

elementary school level.

Stephen Baker, director of measurement evaluatmn for

the Worcester Public schools, asked that the board allow

local systems to continue administering their own basic

skills tests at the fourth-grade level.

"The basic skills policy has been successful," Baker said,

while the board's recommendations for improvement are

"vague and indefinite."

Citing a "tradition in Massachusetts to leave things to the

school committees wherever possible." Walker said the

board was "modifying our initial stance by taking into

account the learned opinions of people here today."

The Board later discussed but did not vote on approval

processes for teacher preparation programs. An outside

review team for the UMass preparation program, chaired

by Professor Peter Witt, of Brandeis University,

presented a report on the UMass program.

Witt cited "the interest and intelligence of the university

representatives" to the program review procedure and
praised the "careful organization and access" provided to

the review team, but he said "the repetitive nature and
cumbersome amount of paperwork required by the state"

hampered the process.

Lawrence Locke, a UMass physical education professor

who met with the review team, said "it would be hard to

streamline the process without a loss of information."

"If programs are to do things their way and be ac-

countable," Locke said, "the process will be cumbersome."

Jewish abortion views given

By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian SUff

While abortion is considered morally

wrong for Jewish people it is permissable

because Judaism maintains that "life begins

at birth" and a fetus is r.jt a full human

being, said Dr. Fred Rosner, who spoke at

the University of Massachusetts Tuesday.

In a speech sponsored by Hillel, F st,

director of the department of medic at

Queens Hospital, said. "Judaism dot .lot

sanction abortion on demand," but i; der

certain conditions a woman can hav an

abortion.

A woman cannot, according to Jewish

faith, have an abortion because of financial

or social reasons, or because she is raped or

the baby is genetically defective, he said.

But if it is determined that the woman

would be endangered mentally because of

the rape, she has the right to an abortion.

If the mother's m ital or physical health is

in danger abortion is allowed because "she

is a full human being and the fetus is not,"

he said.

"After birth one cannot touch the fetus

because it is now a full person. You can't

sacrifice one life to save another life," he

said.

This belief that life begins at birth con-

trasts with the Roman Catholic and other

Christian beliefs that life begins at con-

ception, he said.

Rosner said Rabbis have interpreted this

belief from a portion in the Old Testament

in which a pregnant woman is accidentally

hit in the stomach and suffers a

miscarriage. The person who hit her only

has to give her financial compensation and

is not punished.

"The fetus has status because it is a

potential human being. Therefore it is

morally wrong to kill the fetus. But

technically, it is not wrong because the

fetus is not a full human being until it is

bom," he said.

"Everyone has a right to an abortion but

that doesn't mean abortion is right," he

said.

Police get peeping torn complaint
Amherst Police reported an incident of a

man spying into a window of a Webster

Court residence at 9:07 p.m. Monday.

Police said the female complainant ob-

served the man outside her window when

he tapped the glass to get her attention.

She then turned off the lights to better see

who it was and the man fled, police said.

The woman, who said she did not get a

good look at the man described him about 5

feet 7 inches tall, thin, with curly black hair

and wearing a plaid jacket, police said.

—GREG BROWN

Amherst woman injured in crash
University of Massachusetts police

received a report of a motor vehicle ac-

cident at 11:18 a.m. Monday on

Massachusetts Ave. Police said Helen N.

Lee, of Amherst, apparently lost control of

her vehicle while in the eastbound lane and

crashed into a 24" concrete pole. Estimated

damage to Lee's vehicle, a 1983 Honda, was

in excess of $3,000 and damage to the pole

was $2,000. police said. Lee, alone in the

car. was injured and treated at University

Health Services, according to police.

In other police action:

Two 18-year-old John F. Kennedy

dormitory residents were arrested Monday

and charged with receiving stolen property,

police said. A search warrant was carried

out, according to the police report, and the

two men were found to be in possession of

stolen stereo equipment. Value of the

equipment has not been estimated. The two

were arraigned in Hampshire District

Court Tuesday, police said.

-MARY ANNE BEEN

( ollcifian ohoto by Jim I'owrrn

AUTUMN RANKS-Almost leafless trees frame a passei-by near the

School of Management Tuesday.
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SGA begins ratification of theirnew constitution
By JOHN OCONNELL
Coliegian Staff

The revised version of the Student

Government Association constitution has

been a long time coming, but when the

Undergraduate Student Senate begins

considering this new version at tonight's

meeting, the long process of ratification will

be just beginning.

That process will result finally in approval

of the constitution, the SGA itself in effect,

by the University of Massachusetts Board

News Analysis

of Trustees. Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan

said this has not happened in almost 30

years, but even with Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey's threatened cutoff of SGA funds if

his deadlines for completion are not met,

many members of the Senate say they do

not want to rush the process to meet any

deadline.

To begin the ratification process, the

senate must first pass the revised draft by a

majority vote and send it out to the area

governments. If four out of the seven area

governments do not reject the draft, it

comes back to the senate for a two-thirds

vote and. if approved, goes on to Duffey

and then to the Trustees.

The draft could be changed at any level of

the ratification, and in fact has gone

through a few already. The original revised

draft, submitted to the senate floor for

initial consideration three weeks ago. was

partly written by a task force over the

summer and finished by Sullivan and SGA
Treasurer Eric Nitzsche this semester.

Since then, the senate Governmental

Affairs Committee has been making

recommendations for a final draft.

As of press time last night, Committee

was beginning its third, and members

hoped last; open meeting to consider

revisions to the constitution.

The committee's first meeting lasted two

hours, and the second, held Monday night,

lasted five hours. Committee Chair Jay

Flynn said the committee has "basically

covered about 80 percent" of the charter,

but with the most extensive and con-

troversial proposed changes still on the

table. Flynn was not making any predic-

tions.

The committee is now considering three

different documents: the present constitu-

tion; the draft submitted by Sullivan and

Nitzsche; and a ';constitution of the

Association of United Students," submit-

ted by Central Area Government President

and Senator Timmi Rudolf Monday for a

new group he calls the "United Areas

Council."

Flynn said the committee is "taking the

old constitution and using Eric and Chris's

document and now Tim's also as the means

of coming up with a synthesis."

Flynn had proposed to delay considera-

tion of Rudolph's document "because it

proposes fundamental changes" and would

delay senate approval which could en-

danger SGA funding.

Rudolph said he "will work for nothing to

get a good constitution passed." He said

his document will emphasize "distinct

levels of student government," and

"separate the branches of student govern-

ment."
He also proposes to limit some powers of

the senate and make the judicial branch

and the office of SGA president "a little

more powerful."

Changes in area government funding re-

quirements for SGA membership, and on-

campus senate elections have been recom-

mended by the committee so far, but Flynn

said most of the approved changes involve

separating details out of the charter and in-

to the bylaws.

The draft recommended by the commit-

tee changes area government funding from

a fixed contribution per student ($8.40 per

year) to a percentage of the Student Ac-

tivities Fee paid by all full-time students.

This percentage is tentatively set by the

committee at 12 percent.

Students must carry at least eight

under^aduate credits and pay the student

activities fee to be a member of the SGA,

under the new draft. The present constitu-

tion requires that students only carry one

credit and pay the fee for SGA member-

ship.

The new draft also states that all

senators will be elected at-large from an

area, in proportion to the area population,

as off-campus senators are now. The pre-

sent constitution mandates that every

dorm have at least one senator, and dorms

with populations over 250 have two or

more senators.

"Greenough doesn't have a senator now.

But I know people in Baker and Chad-

bourne who would like to run for the

«.'.»-».'.'''.'-'.'.'.M.''.'.'.».».'.'.'r • •••!•!•:•.•.'

The Governmental Affairs

Committee is now considering

three documents: the present

constitution, a draft submitted

by Senate Speaker Chris

Sullivan and SGA Treasurer

Eric Nitzsche and another con-

stitution, submitted by the

"United Areas Council.
"
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THURS^
NOV. 1 1
8 PM

FAC UMASS

Ticket* on sale at Fln« Arts Canter

Students $10.50 and 9.50

public $1 1 .50 and 12.&
No cans, bottles cameras o. .ecofdmo

j

THE HUMflRY-U
Your Weekly Calendar — Take A Ooeer Look

Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA

• $1.50 Bar Drinks

• 60' Miller Drafts

• 85' Lowenbrau

10:00 closing

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^ain
Happy Hour
FREE PIZZIA

$1.50 Bar Drinks

60* Miller Draft

$1.00 OFF ANY
PITCHER
OF BEER

2:00 5:30

Friday

and
Saturday

DOUBLE
SHOT
DRINKS

at

regular prices

60' Miller

85* Lowenbrau

10:00 closing

Monday
and

Tuesday

on any pizza

when you buy a

Pitcher of

Beer

5:00 closing

DaUy Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 6:00
Each Night Happy Hour 10:00 - closingr

senate," Rudolph said-

SGA co-President Charlene Allen ex-

pressed doubt that the senate would agree

to such a measure, but Flynn said the exact

area and population of each senator's con-

stituency would be moved to the bylaws,

and decided by the senate.

^•^^•^••^
i"*

Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily-

.

.

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injun^ and

jiijtomobile insurance and workflrs compensation.
_-,.^p,.^..^ i
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Notice
Special Interest Housing

The following
Special Interest Corridors

will have vacancies during the up-

coming room choosing process:
Social Aivareness Corridor -

Brett House in Central Area
Music Corridor -

Grorman House in Central Area
Butterfield Kitchen Coop -

Butterfield House in Central Area
Older Students Corridor -

Wheeler House in Central Area
Honors Corridor -

Field House in Orchard Hill

Grerman Corridor -

Field House in Orchard Hill

Hearing Impaired Corridor -

Thoreau House in Southwest
To request housing in any of these special living

areas, please come to the Housing Assignment Of-

fice, 235 Whitmore during room choosing and fill

out a specially stamped housing preference form.
Students will also be required to sign an assign-

ment wEdver form euid a special interest housing
agreement unique to each special interest corridor.

Thank you.

conservative speakers to campus, hold rallies and en-

courage its members to join the Student Government
Association, Pyne said.

The first speaker will be conservative Massachusetts

politician Ray Shamie.

"Much of the radicalism here is a perception because they

(the radicals) are highly visible. But we are finding there is

a large conservative voice that is not being heard and
whose presence will be felt." said sophomore history major

Steve Erickson, club treasurer.

Another goal of the club is to support the government of

the United States.

"We are proud of our country and we want to revive

patriotism.

"It is upsetting to see so much dislike for the government.
When one goes to a radical student rally on campus in

opposition of American foreign policy they don't get a

feeling of pride or support for their country," Erickson
said.

"In any given social system there are bound to be flaws

but I think the United States is the best country in the

world to live in. We want to eliminate the flaws and work
to make the country better," Payne said.

.•_•-•-•.•.•.•-•

"Much of the radicalism here is a percep-

tion because they (the radicals) are highly

visible. But we are finding there is a larqe

conservative voice that is not being heard
and whose presence will be felt."

-Steve Erickson, Club Treasurer

• • • ' kA^^^.l^k

Collripaii photo by Jim Power*

UMass G.O.P.—Bill Pyne, center, president of the UMass Republican Club, and other club

members meet the public on the C.C. Concourse Tuesday.

Conservative students say join the club
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
CoUegian Staff

It all started when first-year English major William Pyne

filled out a classified advertisement in the CoUegian

looking for people interested in organizing the con-

servatives on campus. Four weeks later, the University of

Massachusetts Republican Club has a phone list of more

than 100 names and a politician coming to speak.

"I was sick of all the liberalism and radicalism on campus

and I know there had to be people out there who shared my
conservative political views. I found there are quite a

few," said Pyne. now club president.

Pyne said UMass is referred to by many as "a haven of

liberalism," and the club is seeking to change this notion by
counterbalancing the liberal element on campus and giving

the conservatives a voice.

To ensure that its voice is heard, the club will bring

>•••••••••••••••••••••••••••' • •.•.•-•*•*•-•.•.•

"In any given social system there are bound
to be flaws but I think the United States is

the best country in the world to live in."

-Bill Pyne, President

t.':tinti

The club holds organizational meetings once a week and

sets up a booth in the Campus Center for community

visibility and attraction of more members every Monday
and Tuesday.
Pvne said res!)on8e to the club has been excellent.

"When I first put the advertisement in 15 people called

me, and on the first day we had a booth. We got about 80

signatures," he said.

"I think the members are glad to have found a group incj

can relate to because they are also upset by the radicalism.

"We all thought we were alone before. All it took was a

spark," he said.

The UMass Republican Club is affiliated with the

Massachusetts College Republican Union and plans to

work closely with similar groups at Amherst, Mt. Holyoke

and Smith Colleges. Another Republican club at Hamp-
shire College is also in the organizational stages, Pyne
said.

The club is currently in the process of sending out a

newsletter and is also petitioning the SGA for funds.

"It is going to be a good year. I think it is fun to start a

club and watch it gn'ow," Erickson said.

-^ itirifkiritifkifkitir-kir-k-kitit'kiriHriHrit'kitir-k'kiHr'k-kirir-k-k-k-kirir-k
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SKI AREA

Season Pass $99.
^ (good onytimo)

• Located on Special Sale Tables

at the front of the store

IPAPERBACK

BOOKS
original

price

Ipen M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
STORED

^ 8 Lessons (from Beginners to Instructor

6 Lessons

Season Pass & UMoss
Physical Ed. Credit

%U9.
Transportation

Season Pass

UMass Program Only

$79.

r-

Transportation

Lift Ticliets

Coll G#n»rQl Phys. Ed Duilding for d«tQils

or writ* to

D#rkshlr* East, PO Dox O, Chorl^moht, Moss 01309^

I
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HOW
DOUBLE FEATURE r||yF|U|lL

Wed. Nov. 16 - Sat. Nov. 19

The Graduate 7:00

starring Dustin Hoffman

The Ruling Class

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
9:00

r

L

UHS DENTAL SERVICE
EXPANDS STAFF TIME

If you have had difficulty getting an appoint-

ment at the dental service, take heart. You can

now call 545-2400 for an appointment to begin

comprehensive care or simply for information

about the program.

The dental service at UHS is a prevention

oriented, comprehensive care program which

offers a complete range of servcies including

restorations (fillings) endodontic care (root

canals) and oral surgery. Costs for care include

copayments, .nodified fees, and prepaid ser-

vices. Underlying all visits is a fundamental

philosophy of educating individuals about

techniques and behaviors which can assure ex-

cellent oral health. J

CAN YOU WIN
2 S-Doy Ski Posses

to Sugorbush

i 2 2-DQy Ski Posses

to Stowo

i2 2-DQy Ski Possos

to Mt. Snow

12 l-Doy Ski Possos

to Killington

i 2 Doy Possos &
12 Night Possos

to tAt. Tom

i 2 Doy Possos &
i 2 Night PQSSOS

to Dorkshiro Eost

12 Ski Cord Intornotion

Momborships

i 2 Possos to Hot Tubs

from Utopio Spos

PLUS MANY MANY
MANY T-SHIRTS

OTOHT 10 po»

B^

Charter

Michelob bottles $1.25

TOIifthe
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

lltJi Floor -Campus Center -UMass

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip— any size

group— call us for a price quotation. We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses.

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

TV^i/ipf UnUS. Bus Lines Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297

The Amherst Production Committee

proudly presents

The Jerry Garcia Ban

--' it

ALL YOU HAVE TO
DO IS ENTEK THE
FREE KAFFLE

AT THE
12th ANNUAL
SKI SNATCH

\ i^

'Our audience is like

people who like licorice.

Not everybody likes

licorice, but the people

who like licorice

really like licorice.
'

--Jerry Garcia to Geraldo Rivera,

20-20, December 10, 1981

NOV /tm (itircia Pfx>h>fnJon Sut vrt

>
noon

In the Cage, Amherst CoUege, Wediiesday, Dec. 7, 1983, 8:30 P.M.

Tickets are on sale now at the Cage from 1-4.

$11.50
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Weighty decisions: Duffey's first year
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey looked at

ease as he spoke. Quality education,

educational opportunity and decisions,

decisions, decisions penetrated con-

versation as he reflects on the

achievements of his first year in office at

the University of Massachusetts.

Duffey, 51. said he believes he has made
a good beginning; but he hesitates:

"I think this place is very big and very

complex and it would be a great mistake to

feel that you know or understand it after

only a year," he said.
iii i i iiiiiii i i i iiiiiim itf»i»»iii ''.'.
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For the first time in teri

years, I am feeling like there is

leadership that isfoctising our

interest on academic quality.

--Bonnie Strickland

Duffey said he has trouble finding a

parking space outside Whitmore; even the

Chancellor, it seems, cannot escape the

occasional bureaucratic foul-ups conmion

to a large university. This is an example of

Duffey's knowledge at least, of some of the

problems at UMass.
An improved university budget has helped

Duffey to meet some of the important

developments during his first year. He said

he has gotten a hold of the space problem on

campus: with the money generated from his

proposed $50 tuition increase. Adding

sections to overcrowded courses;

renovation of Goessman Laboratory, the

largest academic building to be renovated

in the history of the university, and the

library tower reconstruction top Duffey's

list of important issues.

"This is the time we've really got to

devote ourselves to--and have been, after

all, the campus has devoted itself -to

growth and quality," Duffey said.

Duffey expects the University to

maintain its office space in Springfield,

Plans for a placement center to be located in

the former Alpha Delta Phi house are also

underway.
Of his future at UMass, Duffey spoke in

abstract terms.

"I think we have a lot more renovation

and repair work to do on this campus. "
he

said. "They're not very attractive and

they're not very glamorous, but they affect

the quality of University life."

Bonnie Strickland is a special assistant to

the chancellor. She has been at that

capacity for a little over a year, at UMass

for ten years, and has seen administrators,

deans and department heads follow each

other out the door.

With Duffey, things are different.

Strickland said, but her tone implies a

different attitude from most people who

comment on the chancellor.

"For the first time in ten years, I am
feeling like there is leadership that is

focusing our interest on academic quality."

Strickland said.

"That is what a major university is all

about." she said.

If Duffey could turn UMass into an Ivy

Leajrue of public institutions, he would do

AT HIS EASE

-

UMass Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey
relaxes ...

it. Even so. he is modest when he speaks of

his accomplishments, reserved in his

predictions of the future.

When Duffey arrived, only two of four

vice chancellor positions (Student Affairs

and Administration and Finance) were

filled. Restructuring Whitmore has been

steady; most new administrative officers

face a transition period when building their

staffs.

Duffey said the people he has worked

with over the past year have all been

"patient and gracious."

Duffey has changed his perceptions "on

many things, on the basis of listening to

people...how complicated some problems

are and how they should be dealt with."

"I hope I can continue to listen," Duffey

said. "But 1 don't think this campus wants

somebody who listens and then just sort of

tells people what they want to hear."

"There's a lot more to learn, and a lot more

to do, and I need patience when I make
mistakes and people who have been here

longer to teach me, people to correct some

of my perceptions. I understand this is a

gradual process."

Duffey cannot predict any better than

any student or administrator just how long

he will stay. At best, he makes this

analogy:

"When you're married and someone asks

you how long you plan to stay married --

how would you answer?"

Anne Wexler speaks on the role of 'today'swoman'
People hesitate sometimes when addressing Anne

Wexler in the presence of her husband.

Is it "Mrs. Duffey?" No, that would be her mother. And it

is certainly not "Anne."

"Ms. Anne Wexler" is what people usually call her. And

it's accurate, for it exemplifies the independence for which

she is known. ^• • •

Born in New York and raised in Connecticut, Wexler

began her career in politics by serving on the Democratic

town committee in Westport, Conn., and later as town

chairman and on the town zoning board.

Colleipan photo by Andy Heller

POLITICAL MOVER-Anne Wexler has been

considered a mover and a shaker in both Connec-

ticut and national government since the Johnson

presidency.

Wexler worked for Lyndon Johnson in 1964, and two

years later, managed one of the first congressional antiwar

campaigns.

In 1970, Wexler was one of two women in the country

managing U.S. Senate campaigns. Her candidate, Joseph

Duffey, upset the Democratic incumbent, Thomas Dodd,

and won the primary. Duffey lost a three-way general

election to Lowell Weiker.

In 1976, Wexler served as floor leader for President

Jimmy Carter at the Democratic convention. Under

Carter, Wexler also served as deputy undersecretary of

commerce.
In 1981, Wexler left her political life in order to found the

political consulting firm of Wexler and Associates. In early

1983, Nancy Clark Reynolds joined the firm as president

and top partner, and the firm's name was changed to

Wexfer, Reynolds Harrison and Schule, Inc.

She is now. according to Working Woman magazine,

"the closest thing today to a woman in the private sector

with political influence through her government con-

nections."
• • •

She sits in her kitchen with a cup of black coffee and her

feet up on a chair next to her.

"You really ought to see the NY Times this morning. It's a

good issue. On the Op Ed page, they're talking about the

situation in Grenada," she says.

Over coffee, she talks about her career, her success, her

roles as a woman - the latter a far different definition from

what is expected from an administrator's wife.

"I think that every woman leader must be a feminist,"

Wexler said.

She said she believes in the principle of always being

concerned about the women who are coming behind her,

and being sure that people are concerned for women's

rights.

"It's the small things you have to raise people s con-

sciousnesses about," Wexler said.

"I was invited to a meeting on an advisory committee, and

I am the only woman on the committee for this particular

institution. They were having the meeting in New York

next week at a club that doesn't admit women. So. I just

called up and said 'I'm not going. You should be sensitive

enough not to have meetings in places like this.' So they

changed the meeting."

Wexler, 53, said we live in a society that puts a high

premium on credentials - and women, she said, "are just

beg^ning to become credentialled.

"It's not easy out there," she said.

Wexler, a self proclaimed feminist, defines today's

gender gap as having to do with women's attitudes toward

politics, politicians and national issues.

Wexler said there is no question about the fact that

women feel very strongly about certain issues that have to

do with economic equity and social issues in general.

"People who don't recognize the gender gap... politicians,

I think... will suffer the consequences because it is very

real," she said.

She sees the current administration as having a problem

with the gender gap.

"You just have to look at who runs things in

Washington," she said. "The White House is

predominantly male." with the exception of Jean Kirk

Patrick however, who is "respected and listened to."

"There are some pretty good role models in the Reagan

administration," she said. "Who fight for recognition of

women all the time...Margaret Heckler and Elizabeth Dole

certainly both do."
, . .

'
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'...They were having a meeting in New
York at a club that doesn't admit women.

...I said
'7'm not going. You should be sen-

sitive enough not to have meetings in places

like this. " So they changed the meeting. ...

'

-Anne Wexler
. . . • .«t **

Wexler sees her generation as a transition from

tokenism to the real world.

"One of the things that has always been hard for women is

the translating in the minds of men...the benefits of

volunteer experience."

Wexler's own expertise has come from her volunteer

work and past jobs in the government.

"The bedrock of volunteer groups in the country are

women. And they don't just stuff envelopes and rmg door

beUs anymore," Wexler said.
^ ,u u- a t

"It's part of the discipline of what I do. and the kmd of

life I lead more than anything else. You get used to it after

"But " she added, "you pay a price for it in personal time."

As if on cue, the chancellor, who on weekends is just

plain Joe Duffey, emerges from an adjoining room.

Husband and wife are out for an afternoon walk.

—JILL LANG
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Semester at bed

THE
WORLD
IS YOUR
CAMPUS g

Evening Presentation

Campus Center 165

Wed. Nov. 16 at 7 PM
Info Table in Campus Center

Tues er Wed 10-2

TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAILINGS

EACH YEAR
Departs in Januarv from Ft.

Lauderdale. Florida, with stops

in South America, Africa, South

Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle ^ J
in September with stops in the Orient, ^ <« ^^

the Middle East and the Mediterranean.
oi^^u,,rr,V^

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh,

Semester at Sea offers students an academic pro-

gram of the highest standards with related in-port ex-

periences. This full semester is available to qualified

students from all accredited colleges and universities.

With faculty drawn from the University of Pitt-

burgh and other leading universities and augmented

by guest experts, more than 60 university courses are

offered.

Optional tours, including special tours into the

People's Republic of China, are available.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned,

18,000 ton ship, registerd in Liberia and built in

America. Semester at Sea admits students without

regard to color, race or creed.

For complete details in a color brochure,

write Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pitt-

sburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA
15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or

(412)624-6021 in Pennsylvania.
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Trumpet virtuoso Maurice Andre who, together with the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra, performed at the FAC Sunday evening.

OMxa Win.j.

LOU Gossf 11

All T,me Great Love Story

AN OFFICER
AND A

GENTLEMAN

5:00. 7:30. & 10:00 pm

Campus Center Auditorium

$1.50 All Shows
THURSDAY

NOVEMBER 17th
^DCSCP-) Dv :oiiJae '' rowers

THE MILLER BREWING
COMPANY

PRESENTS . .

.

A multi-image presentation of the marketing

[and advertising strategies that have catapulted

Miller Brewing Company from seventh place in

the beer industry to second place today This

lentertainmg program is free and open to the public

Date Wednesday, November 16

Time 7:30 PM

Location 163 Campus Center

Presented by Commercial Distributing Company

Craig B. Keenan

Young Adult/ Promotions Mgr.

For further information contact

Gregg Andonian BKO 549-7527

Arts
».•.••-•-•-•-'

Springfield charismatic
SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY OR-
CHESTRA
Sunday, November 13

Fine Arts Center

By JILL HALSTEAD
Collegian Correspondent

Trumpet virtuoso Maurice Andre,

together with the Springfield Symphony

Orchestra, delighted a smallish audience at

the Fine Arts Center Sunday night. The

audience responded positively to the first

piece. Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 5

in D major, which spotlighted harp-

sichordist Lory Wallfisch. violinist Masako

Yanagita. and flutist William Wittig.

Conductor Robert Gutter was obviously

jubilant with this Baroque piece that

welcomed the audience merrily. It was

clear, however, when the bouncy, burly,

wizard burst onto the stage for Haydn's

Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in E-

flat major, that he was the premier concern

of the audience. Andre, described as "the

reigning prince of trumpet music" by Time .

is sure to reign for a long time to come. His

"perfect" timing, wind control, and in-

tonational precision was pleasantly

overwhelming. The Haydn concerto was

played gracefully by the orchestra and

provided a prime backdrop for the whiffing

trumpet. This piece was applauded

vigorously and Andre obliged with a short

encore. During intermission a collage of

critiques could be overheard from around

me, all were positive.

The second half of the program began

with Marcello's Concerto in D-major. Here

again. Andre proved himself a master, this

time of another smaller horn. The full

orchestra returned as did the harpsichord;

together the sound flourished. Unfor-

tunately, this was the end of Andre. The

last piece. Mozart's Serenade No. 9

Posthorn in D major, was highlighted by

the wind section which performed with

delicate certainty. This last piece was long

and Andre's charisma was noticeably ab-

sent. The orchestra and Andre performed

co-operatively and created an enjoyable

musical evening.

Robert Gutter, conductor of the Springrfield Symphony Orchestra.

Dylan aspires for heroic voice
INFIDEL (Columbia)
Bob Dylan

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Infidels is Bob Dylan's 27th record in a career spanning

twenty years for the balladeerbard. a career marked by as

many disappointments as achievements. Infidels is no

exception.

The collection of eight songs is the result of two months of

recording. All eight on the album are new. but they total

little more than forty minutes of playing time. And it has

been two years since Dylan's last album.

"Jokerman"is the album's first track and it may be the

most complex song on it. Dylan for you. Speaking out at

you. but actually he is speaking reflexively about himself.

"Jokerman " signals more ambitious lyrics on Infidels: it

also signals a purer sound than ever, almost commercial,

but for the off-setting beat of Sly Dunbar on drums.

But it's Dylan. The Voice, the Message, The legendary

folk poet is still delivering, and after aU is said, sung and

done, he is consistent, and consistently good.

No. you argue. He's changed; the Folk Dylan, the Rock

Dylan, the Country Dylan, the Disco Dylan. Why he's

even converted to Christianity. Changed? He's flipped!

Not so, I say. The so-called shifts in his music reflect the

swerving currents of pop music; the so-called changes in

Dylan reflect the personal vicissitudes of a maturing man.

Dylan has always been concerned with religion. His

conversion to Christianity demonstrates an expanding

consciousness, not a radical change. If anything Dylan on

Infidels is reasserting himself, reaffirming his ideals. The

album announces a return to authentic Dylan motifs.

"Sweetheart Like You" confirms Dylan as a romantic, and

six years since The Rolling Thunder Review and two years

since Shot of Love, Dylan continues to heal and gain

confidence in his love lyrics, regaining the intensity of the

late Sixties, and yet revealing greater experience in this

wistful, bluesy ballad.

But it is the social critique of songs like the next one. "The

Neighborhood Bully. " which most dramatically indicate

Dylan's return to form. Isn't that what everyone has been

waiting for? Dylan has made the political world personal

for people for over two decades. It might be that he is now

aspiring to even greater heights. "The Neighborhood

Bully" is a reference to the terrorism of tyranny

throughout the world and traces it to our leaders who

behave like bullies. A rock and roll parody of power, a la

punk
The final song on tht first side. "License to Kill." is a rock-

blues number featuring rolls of gospel piano by Alan Clark

and Ecclesiastic tonalities on organ presumably played by

Dylan. The song questions the mores of a patriarchal

society and its predilection for war from the perspective of

a woman. It is significant for Dylan who must reconcile his

own private experiences with women through these larger

public statements.

The opening number on the second side takes you askance

by questioning the motives of the "Man of Peace." It is not

all that surprising, however, with the way the word

"peaife" is used in today's doublespeak. Those who don't

like Dylan's religiosity will find this tune far too

moralizing, but it does display the guitar talents of Mick

Taylor, Mark Knoffler, and Dylan working together

perfectly.

"Man of Peace" sets the mood for what I think is the

album's most exciting piece. "Union Sundown." These are

Ginsbergian rhymes lashing out at both sides of the

established order. Dylan defends the worker and attacks

management in the manner of Woodie Guthrie, but

decrying the failure of the unions and the injustice of the

system. Dylan's words echo lyrically in the folk tradition

and musically in the idiom of contemporary fusion. Backed

by a driving guitar rhythm and Clydie King's supporting

vocals. Dylan's voice has never sounded better.

The next cut. "I and I," seems like a lost track from the

SloMi Train Coming album although it is somewhat more

refined with a crisper melody behind Dylan's haunting

words. An introspective tune with some more nice guitar

licks, it's best as it fades out to the album's closing song,

"Don't Fall Apart On Me Tonight." another potential

popular hit. It's just tongue-in-cheek enough to not be

overbearing, as are some of Dylan's sentimental songs.

Although I dig Dylan's love songs, they are not why I

listen to Dylan. I listen for his phUosophical views. The

achievement of Infidels is the re emergence of Dylan as a

political artist. Dylan is getting off of himself again and

speaking up for a common humanity, not solely for the

individual. Addressing large issues makes the meaning

more accessible to the masses and Infidels has popular

appeal.

The strength of the album may also be its weakness.

Dylan is stUl not completely comfortable with his voice and

it could be because of his words. His is the frustration of a

poet trying to write to music; metaphors over-extended to

the point of obscurity in a redundant rhythm. There is a

serious question whether or not a song lyric can be true

poetry, that is spoken word. FerUnghetti says no. Fur-

thermore, Dylan aspires poetically to the heroic voice, a

difficult task.

There are those who will counter that Dylan's lyrics are

good poetry, hence his inclusion in several anthologies. I

say contemporary music has yet to contribute a great poet.

Infidels is about as close as it gets.

.»«».»'.•.'.'>.•

The B-52's are gonna' plant one big

whammy-kiss on the Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall Thursday night. The shoiv begins

at 8 p.m. and good seats are still available.

So get out of that state, get out of that state

you 're in
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Bread^ Circus

is out to prove
that an

ThanKsgMng
A NATURAL ^
THANKSGIVING
DINNER

Back when the Pil^ims sat clown

to their first ITianks^ix ing feast, they

didn't have to worry about siu h things as

artificial colorings and fiavorings, refined

sugai> or chemical additives. Well, neither

do you— not if vou buy your turkey and all

the "fixin's" at Bread & Circus Natural

F(H)d Supermarket.

WTiat vou'Il find here is every-

thing vou need to create a memorable

Ihanksgiving dinner, minus all of the

chemical substances that don't Ix-long

in anvthing you eat. .\nd to make it as easy

as possible for vou to have a natural

1 hanksgiving. Bread & Circus is offering

some very spec iai prices.

needn't be exiwnswe

Budweiser

BEER
Bud\vcisiris(,nu()l ilu- Itw popiil.irAiiuti-

ran U'cis madf t'nliiel\ Irom n.itinal iiigic*iitiiis

— witli n()chciniialaddiii\«'saii(l iioai tilkial

anvthitij'. This wfck.. wort- ofirrinu it ai in almost

imlu-ard-of prut'. If yoii'ira iHX'i-dniikfraiula

Bud-lover, this is the time to sUh k up.

FRESH „ , ,TURKEY
Our tui keys ate led with a nc h diet — a iiiix-

tuieot hi^h gluten tot n and sovln-an. 1 hev've

never lx*en t ro/.en, they i eceive no iniet tions ot

sodiuni solution, antihiotits or mowth hot inones

ami thr\ cjualitv tot the ISDA •niininiallv pn)-

cessed" ( lassification. l-ow in t holesten)! and

hi,nh in pi olein.oiri' till keys laiige from ll»lo24

pounds eac h and we guat aiitee that every one of

tliein is fresh and delec table.

Specialprice: 79%
Native

APPLES
1 his week, wcii- oHering five dillettiil

kind> i)t a|)pi^•^ a! the same spe< i.il pii<e:

Macintosh. Deluious. (.olden Delicious.

Colli tl.iiid and Imperial. .\p|)U> lonlain main
healtin minerals: maifiicsium. iron and pot.is-

sium. I lie\'ii' aNo hii;h in pec tin iwhic h .licK

dij;* stioii). Beside all that. lhe\ li.ixc.i wondci-

hilK c lisp .mil f iiiin lasie.

Specialprice: 59%
Genuine
SWISS
CHEESE

tiKi-seisthe real tliinu— it s

I
Switzerland. And unlike main

( )iii Swiss tlui-se IS the real thinj

imported from

!

!>lher Swi>Ntheeses, it loiuains no sugars, noai ti-

tii lal flavoring or coloring and no preservatives

or other t hemic al additives. Its the hest cjualitv

Swiss we've ever found and. we think the hesi-

tasting, too.

Specialprice '2.69/.

Specialprice:: k7 •±C7/ccLcase

WHAT IS A
"NATURAL FOOD
SUPERMARKET"?

Natural f<K)d supermarkets ccmibine

healthy, chemical-free natural f(K)ds with a

supermarket's breadth of selection and

pricing policies. In additicm to natural

f(M)ds, they also sell everything else a

supermarket should carry: paper goods,

cleaning supplies, vitamins and cosmetics,

pet f<K>d, etc., s<i that you can do all of your

shopping in a single store.

Natural food supermarkets are a new-

idea, but they're springing up all over

America. They're meeting a growing

demand from men and women who are

convinced that eating f(K)d w ithout chemi-

ails or artificial ingredients is important to

their continuing g(K>d health.

rhe Bread & Circus store in Hadley is

America's largest natural ftK»d supermar-

ket. We offer a remarkably wide selection

of the finest natural f(M)ds on the market

todav and at truly sensible prices. And we

won't sell what we don't Ixdieve in. We
genuinely care alx>ut what you eat.

Chico Sans

RICE CAKES
I hoc l)i|.;. roiiiicl. i)iiff\ c i.k kcis .ire gie.il

\Mih soups, or i)ei tec I with j.ims. nut Imlieis or

other spieads. Ihevre light, thex'ie extiemeh

nutritious, vet lem.iikahlv l!)w in caloiies

Special

Offer: Buy two packages,

get the third one free

Massachuset ts-Grown
CRANBERRIES

What hetter complement to piping hot

lurkev than fresh etanlK-rries grow n tight here

in Massac husetts? I heir langv sweetness is a

Thanksgiving ti adition. \m\ to make sure

they're af tordahle. we're liaving a sale on the Iwst
Thanksgiving tiadition

they're a f tordahle

( lanlxTrieson the market

Specialprice: 69%

No chemical additives,

no refined sugars,

no artificial anvthini^

just the best natural lood

vou can huv.

FARM FRESH
MILK

( )ii sale this week: Dell Dale's farm fresh

milk, hotli homogenized and non-hoinogeni/ed

(Creamline). This milk comes from a special

held of grain-fed Molstc-in cows that are given no

hot inones oi othei stimulants. It contains no pre-

served vitamins and it's pastuii/ed at low tempera-

tuies, so the cream doesnt melt down. We think

it's Int ter lot vc )u— and Ixt ler tasting— than any

<»ther milk on the market

.

%89LSpecialprice:

OUR PRICE
POLICY

We believe natural foods don't have to

be expensive and we intend to prove it.

Our pricing policy begins with a search for

the best natural food available. Once we

find it, we use the pun basing power of the

Bread &: Circus chain to buy as much as we

can at the lowest jxxssible price. Ihen we
pass the savings on to you.

Can you buy cheaper fcx>d elsewhere?

Yes, but not much cheaper. Can you buy

top quality natural f(x>d anywhere else at

prices lower than we offer every day?

Almost impossible. And our specials are

even harder to beat.

Fresh
GREY
SOLE

Out sole comes cliiectU I rom the ic v cold

waters of the famous (.rand Banks tisliing

grounds ol the North .\tl.iiilic. Fish is high in

protein, tree of c holc-sterol .tiicl loaded with

vitamins and minerals. ,\nd, unlike- mc)st super-

iii.ukel fish, ouis hasn't hecii dipped in .iiilihi-

oiics. Wh\- Bc-caiise we l)elu\c' that it vou're

not sick, vou shouldn't h.ive .mtihiotics foi

dinnei

Specialprice: '3.99%

OUR
GUARANTEE

At Bread &- Circus, we have a unique

policy—a guarantee without conditions.

That's right. Ifyou don't like whatever you

buy at Bread & Circus— for an)i reason—

you can return the unused portion for a

full refund. We believe in the food we sell

and we stand behind it.

Monday through Saturday 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.

Sunday 12- 6 p.m.

Mountain Farms Mall— Route 9

Hadley. Ma.ssachusetts

(413)586-9932

Advertised piicesaie good through Nov 20.

Rain checks availahle if supplies run out.

I
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Puerto Rico's role in Grenada cited panel on Africa

held at UMass
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The U.S. military invasion of Grenada has raised many

questions and much concern in Puerto Rico where plans

and preparations for the invasion were molded since 1979.

said Jorge Rodriguez- Beruff. consultant for the Caribbean

Project for Justice and Peace in San Juan Puerto Rico who

spoke recently at the University of Massachusetts.

Rodriguez-Beruff said the invasion was exercised in

Puerto Rico at least four times before the actual one took

place in Grenada. The most important of the four was

Ocean Venture-82. a "hypothesis" of the Grenadian in-

vasion practiced between April and May of 1982 m the

Puerto Rican island of Vieques.

The Caribbean Basin Initiative, a poUtical strategy of the

U.S. was also instrumental in the invasion of Grenada, he

said. The plan, was presented in the U.S. mainly as "an

economic and political plan for destabUization in the

region." he said.

Rodriguez-Beruff also pointed out how Reagan protested

against accusations of formulating a military policy along

with an economic policy for the region.

"He (Reagan) said 'no- no. the main elements were

economic aid. trade, investment, etcetera and the military

aspect was very secondary.' Now it's quite clear that the

main element was military and the secondary ones were

economics and politics," he said.

Puerto Rico played a central role in the Grenadian in-

vasion. Rodriguez-Beruff said. One of the most obvious

signs of Puerto Rico's involvement in the invasion was the

opening of Ramier's Field, a former Air Force base closed

since 1973 and used to refuel planes and other military

apparatus during the invasion.

Caribbean troops passed through Rooster's Road, "the

largest U.S. naval facility in the Caribbean and possibly in

the world." he said. The U.S. also used Puerto Rico as a

"rearback". when wounded U.S. and Cuban soldiers were

transported to Rooster's Road and the Veteran

Administration Hospital in San Juan, he said.

The national guard of Puerto Rico has been training

troops from Barbados. Dominica, St. Lucia and Jamaica

since 1979. he said. Rodriguez-Beruff also said at least

since 1982. the police force used to control the masses after

the invasion were trained in Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico, Rodriguez-Beruff said. Is a "place with a

large military concentration." In 1982. the U.S. tran-

sferred a major navy communication installation which

communicated with naval forces in the Caribbean from

Panama to Puerto Rico. This communication base was

established in the town of Aguada near Ramier's Air Force

base.

Despite U.S. and Puerto Rico plans made in 1973 to

reduce military bases in Puerto Rico, the U.S. government

have increased them, he said. For example. Fort Allen,

where the Haitian refugees were kept, was to become a

prison but the U.S. gave it to the U.S. Army Reserve . the

National Guard of Puerto Rico and to the U.S. Navy "to

jointly use the base for military purposes" after the

Haitians left, he said.

Before the Grenadian invasion, Rodriguez-Beruff said,

the U.S. Navy agreed with the Puerto Rican government's

methods to solve the unemployment problem in Vieques.

Sixty percent of the population is unemployed, he said.

The U.S. Navy helped resolve the problem, "by attracting

defense related industries that would absorb unem

ployment." he said.

"If they are successful in Vieques, perhaps we should

turn over the whole economic management of Puerto Rico

to the Navy so they can bring in more factories." he said.

By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

The problems of poverty and civil violence in the Horn of

Africa were the topics of a panel discussion at the

University of Massachusetts Monday night.

Encompassing Somalia. Djibouti and Ethiopia, the Horn

of Africa was described by the panelists as a region of

immense strategic importance to world super-powers, and

a region marred by a bloody history of exploitation and

rebellion.

"Those who commit violence deny the problem, and as the

problem is exposed they say they're not responsible for

their actions." said Dr. Hussein A. Dulham. a West-

Somalian presently studying clinical psychology at Boston

University. He said the problems of the region could only

be understood when put into an historical context.

Since the late 19th century. Britain. France. Italy and

Ethiopia have "committed all forms of colonial atrocities"

on the people of Western Somalia, according to Dulham.

He said the problems of West Somalia were the same as

those facing other people in the Horn of Africa. "No talk of

great ideas can approach the human problem... if people

continue to blind themselves to it." he said.

Prof. Alem Habtu. an Ethiopian now at Queens College in

New York City, said that by jockying for influence in the

Horn of Africa, the United States and the Soviet Union

"have become the instruments of local actors in the Horn."

The Soviet Union has given an estimated $2 billion in

military aid to Ethiopia, while the U.S. has located a Rapid

Deployment Strike Force in Somalia. Habtu said.

Because of cycles of drought, during any given year 5

million of the 33 million Ethiopian people will experience

famine, according to Habtu.

Yet, "In the war economy scarce resources are geared to

war, and at least half of the budget is expended on military

related acts," he said. Super powers have been unwilling

to invest economic aid in the region because of civil strife,

Habtu said.

Dr. Bereket Habte Sellassie, an Eritrian teaching at

Howard University in Washington D.C., said much of the

Ethopian military budget has been spent trying lo quell

the Eritrean rebellion in eastern Ethiopia. For the pa-st

twenty years Eritrians have been struggling for self-

determination, Sellassie said.

Though Sellassie thought the ideal .solution to the

Eritrean problem should be .sought via a meaningful

dialogue, he dismissed the possibihty as apparently

unrealistic. "A state formed by violence can only be

transformed by violence... Arguments are now being

fought in the battlefield." Sella.ssie said.

Applications now beinj^: taken for Black

Affairs' Associate editor for the Spring

semester. Applications are available 9

a.m.-4 p.m., Monday through Friday in

room 113 in the Campus Center. Deadline

is 4 p.m. December 1, 1983. The Collegian

is an equal opportunity employer.

Joree Rodrieuez-Beruff, consultant for the Caribbean Project for Justice and Peace in San

Juan, P.R. speaking on "Puerto Rico and Militarization in the Caribbean" at the University of

Massachusetts earlier this month.
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Outrage often

misdirected
Perhaps I find it increasingly difficult to keep things in

perspective nowadays. Events occur so quickly around the

world with such intensity and with such emotionality that

oftentimes my only reaction to them is frustration:

frustration that they're too far away or too close to home

and frustration that I'm not able to do anything about them

or influence them in any way. As I watch the news, I think

to myself: 'What a waste, surely there's got to be a better

way. " Yet I do not know what that better way is, nor do I

know what I can do to stop the death of men my own age on

land that is so distant.

Howard Axelrod

I certainly do not advocate a passive, apathetic student

body insensitive to the world's ever-changing events.

However, as I watched UMass students objecting to U.S.

policies in Lebanon and Grenada, I honestly couldn't help

but think that what they were doing was nothing more

than a futile exercise in student radicalism that had no

chance for any tangible results directly or indirectly from

their actions.

There are too many problems right in our own backyard

that do have the potential for achievable results and ob-

tainable solutions. These problems are not in El Salvador

or Grenada -they are on our campus and they demand our

attention.

There is an embarrassing contrast to the libraries at Mt.

Holyoke and Amherst College to our facility at UMass. The

storage-like reading rooms in Goodell are uncomfortable to

sit in, poorly-lit to read in, and certainly uninspiring to

study in. The 26-story monument in the center of the

campus, the "Tower" serves only as a humiliating

reminder to wasted state funds and misdirected student

fees.

The student senate should be utilized for student matters,

not for resolutions condemning U.S. foreign policies in

Grenada. These kinds of resolutions do the general student

body no good, and I do not believe that they represent the

needs of the students they were elected to represent.

Perhaps they should focus attention toward the intentions

of a student fee or tuition increase. I would propose, for

example, that if Chancellor Duffey had specified that a

particular increase was specifically for the improvement of

the library facilities at UMass i.e. the elusive reopening of

the library tower, instead of an ambiguous general in-

crease, he would have received more support. Even a

student on financial aid and one putting him/herself

through school, like myself, could accept such a specific

proposal and relinquish that hard-earned $50. It's that

important.

We should examine the poor conditions of some of the

rooms in Herter and Bartlett Halls: places that are crying

for some attention. We should ask ourselves why students

only make these places worse through malicious

destruction, hence skyrocketing building maintainence

costs and only resulting in security measures that

necessarily, but unfortunately, limit the use of much

needed study space.

It seems to me that student outrage and monies should

be directed toward these issues and goals. In a period

when money is tight and the University trustees and Board

of Regents are looking for alumni contributions, it only

makes sense that something as primary and central to a

large state university as a library should receive priority

funding to increase and iitfpfbve study space and to once

and for all reopen the library tower which only serves as an

embarrassment to the entire university community. Hold a

rally for that, and I might not only participate, I might

even volunteer to lead it.

Howard Axelrod is a UMass student
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Acceptance of diversity important

I'm
angry. I'm angry because it's so painful

to be homosexual. Painful only because our world,

our society makes it so painful. It needn't be! It's

wrong that I should have to read filth on bathroom walls

often suggesting execution of gay people. It's tasteless of

people, especially students, to blurt out "queer jokes"

without wondering whether or not they are offending

some one. It is quite disheartening to hear them from ac-

quaintances and even friends who just don't know better.

Richard Vigeant

Friends. I've seen so many straight male friends fade out

of my life because of anxieties they hold; "Oh, God, I better

not be too nice to him or he might come on to me. etc."

Ridiculous. It has gotten to the point where I avoid the

truth at times to save friendships. Are they really worth

saving? Fortunately, most of my female friends have been

quite empathetic and just generally wonderful. I suppose

there is something quite endearing about a sensitive man.

And I am sensitive. How could I not be, living a life on the

defensive?

An anxiety I often feel is that I don't measure up as a

man. That's another thing I'm angry about. I shouldn't

have to feel that way, ever. But I am human and I do.

Considering what I'm surrounded by and what I grew up

with, it's not surprising. My parents "sheltered" me from

any information about homosexuals other than that they

were strange and to be feared.

Relatives still wonder when I'll get a girlfriend or even

married. I had no positive role models to view on

television. We never saw "one of them" on The Brady

Bunch or The Partridge Family. And church! I grew up

Catholic! Catholics are supposed to get married and make

babies. There's no room for sexual "deviants." In short, I

have listened to people telling me to suppress a crucial part

of me my whole life. Absurd.

There are so many other things that I'm upset about. It's

apalling that supposed educated congressmen refer to

people with a homosexual preference as "fags" and

"lesbos." I'm disgusted that some think AIDS is funny and

even deserved. I doubt it will ever be acceptable for me to

hold the hand of someone I love in public. Tm angry that I

had to spend a great deal of time wondering whether or not

I should sign this. I'm angry mostly because I'd like not to

be angry.

Richard Vigeant is a UMass student.

BOG is much more than a title

The Campus Center is one of the three central

campus facilities servicing residents, students

and the immediate campus community.

The Campus Center is designed to provide service to all

segments of the students with equal priority. Its services,

activities and facilities encourage informal and extended

learning as well as relaxed and rewarding human in-

teraction. It is an essential part of the social context of the

multi-ethnic community and must continue to provide its

own unifying force.

Brad Jacobs

We. the Board of Governors, will always respond to in-

dividuals and groups from varied and diverse backgrounds

when planning and executing new services and new

programs in and about the Campus Center. But it's hard to

respond or plan when we don't hear from you. In the past,

the student body had been a valuable resource for the

Board of Governors. We received great input, resulting in

a number of services that were provided. Because of

student interest, the board ensures all increases in fees

and retail prices are justified. We certify vendors who

wish to sell items on the concourse. We provide food and

room waivers for qualifying organizations. We operate a

key function which is responsible for distributing the keys

to all student organizations in the Complex. The Board of

Governors also funds many groups providing services to

UMass. But the present students just don't seem that

concerned. Student lounge space on the ninth floor was

taken away without so much as a grumble.

This year the student fee looks like it is going to go

through the roof, but not one fll-spoken word has been

expressed as of yet. Student Co-ops are being buried by

the powers of Whitmore and the Campus Center

Administration. Students would normally expect support

from the Administration, after all, their fee is supporting

the building. But the co-ops and student run businesses

that operate in the Campus Center don't seem to be aware,

or just don't mind the adversarial attitude prevailing

within the University Administration. The powers that

are at Whitmore and in the CC Complex, are more in-

terested in burying the student businesses than supporting

their efforts and students are now seeming to accept this.

We mustn't allow the Administration to do what they

want, when they wish without student input or interest.

The students pay for this building. Each year a student

fee, over $80 per year the last three years, is paid toward

the retirement of bonds and their principal. Because

students pay this fee, they should receive services from

this building. It is a student complex, so let's make sure

we have input into our building. It is doubtful the average

student feels that this money is well spent, but we, the

Board, have no reason to assume otherwise if we don't hear

about it. Since this is a student-financed building, its

primary responsibility is to the students. We will act and

react, but we must know what you think, and want.

The Campus Center is truly a community center with a

myriad of services designed to meet the diverse needs of a

heterogenous clientele. We, the Board of Governors, take

an interest in all the entities, problems, and issues in the

Campus Center/Student Union; we only wish the general

populace would be concerned enough to do the same.

Brad Jacobs is a member of the Campus Center Board of

Governors.

Random Notes
Why we should fast

The first question the reader may ask is

"who are we?". "We" are a group of UMass
students that discuss hunger-related issues. We

want to sharpen our understanding of these important

issues and the ability to articulate them. We have joined

this group, because we realized that not all people on

earth have a living standard comparable to ours and that

there is a connection between our prosperous "American

way of life" and the peril of so many others in remote

areas of the world. Some of us joined the group because

we felt concerned when comparing the offerings in our

dining commons to the food an infant is offered in Nor-

thern Thailand, in Ethiopia, in Northern Brazil and in

many more countries. We were alarmed in discovering

that a dog held by an American family gets more meat to

eat weekly than many individuals in several Asian and

African countries, and appalled that one of Brazil's ma-

jor export products is crushed grain. Annually at least

400,000 children are dying of starvation in Brazil.

As members of the UMass Hunger Task Force each of

us has decided that to talk about these problems is not

enough. Each of us felt that it is necessary to move, to

set off to do some work in favor of the poorest of the

poor. 40,000 people die of starvation each day according

to UNICEF. It is high time that this scandal of the twen-

tieth century is brought to an end.

It is true that we alone cannot change the overall situa-

tion, but it is equally true that the situation cannot be

changed unless each of us takes responsibility for these

human fellows being in peril.

That is the major reason for our fasting on Thursday,

November 17. We will not eat one day long and will thus

try to sense what it feels like to be without food. In turn

the money that is spared because of our fasting will be

donated to OXFAM AMERICA. OXFAM is an interna-

tional development and disaster relief organization based

in Boston. OXFAM AMERICA was founded in 1970 and

is one of six autonomous OXFAMS, including two in

Canada and one each in Great Britain, Australia and

Belgium.
Every student and faculty member is cordially invited

to participate in the group and or the fast. Each will be a

substantial contribution to decreasing the number of

starving people - the most important goal of our days.

We have an information table each Tuesday in the Cam-

pus Center and are happy to talk to everybody who is in-

terested in this most important work.

GeH Webelhuth is a member of the UMass Hunger Task
Force

Letters

Abuse of political power . . .

To the Editor,

About three weeks ago, I began to read of S.G.A. Co-

President Charlene Allen's predicament of not receiveing

financial aid. Day after day I fell victim to the repetition

of her quote that she would be forced to acquire a forty-

1 our-per-week job to finance her education, thus she

would have no alternative but to resign from office. I

would like to point out to Ms. Allen, that many students

must work while at school in order to finance their educa-

tion. I feel she misused the power associated with her

position, by manipulating the Collegian in to helping her

pressure the Financial Aid office to render an appeal in

her favor.

No other student at the xuiiversity is allowed to use the

press to publish the fact they have been denied financial

aid; and there are many in the same situation. What has

happened is similar to all facets of politics, at any level; the

powerful use and abuse their powers. Ms. Allen is not

alone in what she has done.

However, I think it is only fair that a university, when

dealing with students (which Ms. Allen is), give ALL

students equal treatment despite any positions they may

hold. This is not a personal vendetta against Ms. Allen.

Rather, it is a statement to display my displeasure m the

uses and abuses of politi(^ power.
Keith M. Sherman

Amherst

. . .does little for rest of us

To the Editor,

Well folks, she's done it. Our co-president seems to feel

that her instate tuition will be granted and if she were just

a regular student I'd be very happy for her. Or even if she

approached the matter in a different fashion. I would still

have been happy for her but she didn't and that s why I am

appalled. ^ _,.

In case you've missed things let me update you. Ihree

weeks ago one of our co-presidents realized (mid-

semester?) that she would no longer be able to afford

school unless she stepped down from her position as co-

president and got a 40-hr/wk job. "Oh my, but she s too

valuable" we were all supposed to cry. "How could we get

along with out her."
, , . ..

ApparenUy some pwpjefeh this way andjet the ap-

Students can make the (difference

As a member of the Undergraduate Student

Senate's Public Policy committee, 1 would like

- to thank all those students who wrote their state

senators in opposition to raising the drinking age. The

Massachusetts Senate rejected the motion by a 27 to 7

margin. Student lobbying of the state senate played an

important role in influencing the vote. Ihiblic Policy com-

Gregory Madden

mittee members delivered over 750 letters from Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students, to the state senate, express-

ing opposition to raising the drinking age. Students from

this university, and other universities and colleges in the

state, organized and effectively lobbied the legislature for

defeat of the motion. Student lobbying was an effective

method implemented in persuading the state legislature

against raising the drinking age.

There are many other issues, directly affecting

students, that come before the legislature, the Board of

Trustees, the Board of Regents, and the administration;

but often students' interests and concerns are not ad-

dressed. The problem is that students' voices are not

heard, as was the case with the drinking age and proposed

tuition hike, their interests and concerns are listened to

and have an effect on decision-making policy and im-

plementation.

The Public Policy committee currently has filed three

bills before the state legislature. One is to place a student

on the Board of Regents, a second is to put students on the

UMass Building Authority, and a third is to put fines col-

lected by the student Attorney General from shoplifters at

the University Store, into an emergency financial aid ac-

count at the University. The first two bills deal direc-tly

with giving students a voice on governing bodies which

control the university. The third takes fines paid by

UMass students and returns the money to UMass

students.

Any of these bills could be passed if state legislators are

effectively lobbyed by students. As a fellow student 1 ask

you to become involved. It is not necessary to become in-

volved in every issue, just think about one over which you

are particularly concerned, whether it be rent control, the

tuition hike, the proposed Curry Hicks renovation fee, or

any other student issue. There are 23,000 students at

UMass and if everyone speaks up the students' voice will

finally he heard. Students have rights and one of those is

the right to be heard and with student involvement we will

be heard and achieve true student emjK)werment.

As a member of the Public Policy committee 1 ask you to

stop by the Public Policy table outside the HaU-h and find

out what you can do to help yourself. Once again, thanks

for making yourselves heard on the drinking age issue and

point to it as an example of students' power to make

policies that concern them reflect what they truly feel.

Gregory Madden is n member of the Student Senate

propriate people know. For her status will soon be chang-

ed to that of an "in-state" student.

So why am I ripped? Because what she did was use her

position as president and all the powers that come with it

(i e media coverage, front page stories of her predicament

that reached tens of thousands of students and ad-

ministrators) in order to attain (here's the kicker) a per-

sonal exemption.

Come now, Ms. Allen, have you forgotten why you were

elected? If so, let me remind you that the student body

elected you to, among other things, make changes in a

sometimes unfair educational system. Which means, that

if you really felt that you were being mistreated then you

should have used your powers as president to change the

appeals process and not just find a convenient loophole in

which to slither through.
, „ ou •.
J.P. Shanahan

Amherst

Our side has been ignored

To the Editor,

This letter is in response to the two articles published in

the Collegian on November 8th and 9th. These articles

refer to complaints about Building Operations' workers

allegedly harassing women as they walk through the

corridor near the CC. barber shop. 'There are a number of

points we feel must be addressed regarding both the ar-

ticles themselves and the issues they pertain to.

As far as the journalism involved in these stories is

concerned, we can only say it was extremely un-

professional. In both articles, only the assistant manager of

Building Operations was interviewed (and in one article

was inaccurately described as "director of Building

Operations"). He was quoted as saying he had discussed

the issue with the workers, and as a result the men,
"decided not to sit there."

Two things should be pointed out here. First of all, at the

time the articles were written, the Collegian reporter

made no attempts to verify what the assistant manager

said to the workers. If she had, she would have discovered

that NO SUCHDISCUSSIONEVER TOOK PLACE. And
secondly, the reporter NEVER even talked toANY of the

workers about whom the articles were written. Is the

Collegian afraid to speak with workers on this campus? If

the reporter had bothered to speak with us at the time, she

would have learned that most of us have been spending our

break time in our "break room" and not sitting in the

hallway near the barber shop.

The issue that most upsets us however, is the charges

concerning sexual harassment. The articles serve to

convey the message that all workers (in this case first shift

Building Operations workers) are leering, whistling sexual

deviants. This is a gross injustice to all working people.

Sexual harassment is a serious matter, and should not be

trivialized as was done in the 0)llegian articles. We do not

deny the fact that sexual harassment takes place in this

hallway (as it does everywhere, on and off campus, and by

all types of men-students, professionals, etc.). Unfor-

tunately, the manner in which the articles were written

generalize all of us as harassing women. This is simply not

true. There is now a sexual harassment grievance

procedure on this campus to redress this kind of behavior.

Any woman who feels she has been harassed by an in-

dividual or individuals should use this vehicle to stop such

actions. To condemn an entire group of people for the

actions of a few is irresponsible and unfair to all.

The editors of the Collegian who chose to give these

articles front-page exposure should do some soul-

searching. This type of journalism represents an anti-

worker mentality which is too often seen in our major

press publications. It is unfortunate that young, aspiring

journalists would perpetuate the same myths and

stereotypes of workers that their established counterparts

in the "real" world have done. For shame!

First Shift Building Operations Personnel
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students

$9 and 1
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Hckels on sale at Fine Arts Center. Sncingfietd Civic Center, Slop ft Shop

locations in htorthampton, Holyoke. Greenfield and PIttsfield.

No cans, bottles, cameras or recording

FINE ARTS CENTER - UMASS

The Distinguished

Visitors Program
is now accepting

Outside Proposals
for the Spring semester.

Proposal forms can be obtained

in room 415 of the Student Union. C
Proposal forms are due no later

than November 18.

Qdv^nturo travel

349-1256

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00*
(wTth this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lena Haii
Expires 11/30/83

Res«rv0 Holiday Flights Now
Save up to 50%

233 N. Pleaaant St.

Amherst Carriage Shops

\
TONIGHT •

\

\

^K^ri WITH Pltf^p^^^ X

\ HANGAR ONE :

\ Double Dor Drinks 6-9 \^
X Music by Rock-o-DIsc !tL

^"* ^ ^ ^
r

'

UNIVERSITY
HYPNOSIS CENTER
358 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Short CourMSt s*^^®*^

• memory, concentration, motivation •

e speed reading • Language Learning •

• weight control •

On doing Services
• Sports • Stage fright • Exam panics •

• relaxation • self hypnosis • and more •
illlllllllllllinillllllimmM"' Of

Pteeee Cat! for an Appointment

•Ry r>e<w cMenta onfy

FREE COHSU4.TATICNS

Styles by Deborah
j6 Un<\T-wtv Drive
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How can boots thai look this

good this much in style be over

a hundred years oW They re Frye

Boots 6enct>cralted by skilled

hands the same way ,

since 1863 PRVr
So while rhe styles limit

may change the

quality will rer jin

the same The beM

• I' <t6' 'tAHS rWOM f O'F

HEARTl-ELTLEATHEh
Downtown Amherst
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:00

Fridays till 8:00

Sunday 11:00-4:00

2S3-513B

m
m
m
m
m
m
m

m
m
fU

m

TIRES
A-78-13 $0000
Polyester W^
Blackwalls

m
m
m

P'5SftOD-i
A7e '3
B7? 13
C.7& 'J

E7S 14
e^7P 'i
G76 -4

H76 '4

eoc ^ • •:

G76 li
•-76 1»

L76 '^

37.00
34 00
32 00
34.00
35 00
31.00
3t.0«
42.00
4s.eo
3« 00
42.00
45 00
4«.00

nuaFfT. 1.43«e2.7«pw
tira. Pricai inclMl* mourt-

tifiQ (f trwto-m, vvtMla-Wifli

3 SO ear tmaddWenal.

10
01

5-.

Off

OR

AQd'I'O'^'
wrth a CASH purcnau

o< a «•• ot * on
«,n^ >rm ad

AdO'tor.a
with a CHAKGC o< a

,oo< Mt VISA AX

Fbr those#iose
tou^est scholastic

achievement is pspng
thefeiition.

It takes more tlian just a lot of hard work to get through

school these days. It takes mone\'. More than people have

on htind. So Shawiiiut offers sevenil tuition loan programs

like the Higher Eduoition Loan Plan (HELP), Parent Loans

for Undergraduate Students (PLUS), Equity loans and oth-

ers to meet specific needs.

Get an education on how Shawmut can help you go to

school. Ask for com- ^ QAA QQO 1AAQ
plete information. Call 1-0UI>00^-1UU0
or send in the coupon below.

r

m
m
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1
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Please send me more inf(»ination on Educational Loans.

Name

Address.

City State.

us tf*l««(3 liSPiCIlM WtWVK

: MICH[II^T|||[SSPICIAUYPIICID

North Amherst

Tire & Auto

enterl^-^

,A ocrou ttotjh

'» Stor*

I

I

I

I Return to: Shav\Tnut Banks. Marketing Division. lOt!

LOne Federal Street. Boston. MA <J221 1.^ ill

Shawmut Bank

i
1

Look tousfordirection.
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BEARDSLEY'S

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
SKI BtNPING

anil MOUNTING

mimmifmmmtimmiimmmmmmmmimt

mmmmm MripHMMMmW*

Complete Selection of Skis:

Downhill and Cross Country
f

mmm ttm mm

Fine antique and vintage

Jewelry ^^"^
BUYING AND selling: ,»- x, - ^,r >
ANTIQUE JEWELRY, If^-*^ v^
ENGAGEMENT RINGS, n^
GOLD, STERLING, ETC. '^^W^

MANIHaVN
JE>%1EILIL1EIC§

3 Pleasant st. Northamoton 5847000

I
Skt Wear

Athtetic Shoes and ClodiJng

M M*in St., li|«r^MM^<Hn

Q shopping event

!

Help panentebe the
pamits tii^ivant tobe
JL"T found Soencer Johnson's One _*I found Spencer Johnson's One

Minute Father to hit the bull's eye

in self-esteem development...he is

brilliantly accurate and relevant in

what he teaches. Every father and

father-to-be must read this book!

—Dennis E. Waitely, Ph.D. author

of Seeds ofGreatness .

-

"If I were a teenager, I'd certainly

buy this readable, understanding

book for my motheif—Manaime h.

Felice, M.D., Chief; Division of Ado-

lescent Medicine, The Umversity of

California (UCSD)
"Every parent in America would

^^

benefit from reading these books

—Dr Fitzhugh Dodson, author ot

How to Parent
"Whether you are a mother or a

father, with or without custody, Ur.

Johnson's forthright approach is

invaluable to the single parent-

demonstrates ways to make par-

enting a happier experience.

—Ms Connie Mallett, International

President, Parents without Partners

@ nmVERSITY
STORED

^•^ The new nationwide best sellers

from the author ofTHE ONE MINUTE MANAGER.

The Quickest Way to Help Children Like Themselves and Behave Themselves.

ITWOB^L
m M«**<»« A»«nu« N»« >KX»' N V t00«6 MUM
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SCB Day-Friday November 18-Student Union

Brought
To You By:

UNION RECORDS • PEOPLE'S MARKET • REDEMPTION • STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING • BUTTON UP •

^PORTING GOODS rpHOTO CO-OP • SPORTING GOODS • TIX • BIKE CO-OP • EARTHFOODS •

TrEA SNACKBA^^ • HILLTOP • JOHN ADAMS • KENNEDY • SYLVAN •

COOLIDGE - ^^j ^^
^^M^^ ^^^wwww-w-K-hJwvirfwx•»»« ^g^g se-^.-^,:

CLEARANCE SALE!! ^ I

TodAy - TbANksq^ /iNq

To MAkE ROOM For NLW STock -

GET PHYSICAL
SPORTING GOODS CO-OP

. ZjCnli/rruZcoL-

Over 100 pre-1982 AlbuMS

FoRONly SI.99- $7.99

201 StucIent UnIonI

SNEAKERS
Running tennis^ basl««rboR tuif shoes
Convert. Drooki Adida& Soucony. Ti««CN\ Tlgar

frisdees

The lorgesr sele^ion ond lowest prices in the voley
Toumoment Ini|IS»eTo

Mi^TO-op for

nentin Mq|^%

Ik 1 » TenniSk squosK rocquetbollDodmlfTen

BALLS
DasKetboll& footballs, bosebolls softbolti

Tennis bolls, rocouet boiivsquosn ooils bodmltten

volleybolls. soccertxalls etc Also hocky socks

YOUR SPORTING GOODS
CONNEQION

Mon - Fri 1 1.4 322 Student Union v^New ro lite Post Officej

In the Student Union

Main Floor - Back Hall

Juices - Sandwiches
Nuts - Nut Butters

Bagels - Cheeses

Fresh Produce - Yoaurt

PHOTO CO-OP
Kodak Jtgfa

HOURS:
M-F 9:30 - 5:00

W 9:30 - 7:00

I Now Serving BREAKFAST - Fresh Muffins, Hot Cider, Tea i

B & W and Color

ILFORD

Processing

Sale after Thanksgiving

321 Student Union

Low-Cost

Film

Developing

Paper

Supplies

Special Orders

HOURS
Monday - Friday

11:00 - 3:00

closed Thursday
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Sports Log
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts. .

.

After 11 weeks of the NFL season, only

Pittsburgh looks like the clear-cut winner

so far. Everything else is a dog fight. The
schizophrenic New England Patriots

probably played their best defensive game
of the year in beating the Dolphins 17-6,

highlighted by another 4th down, goal-line

stand. The loig question is this coming
weekend as they take on Cleveland, a team

that they should beat. Will it be Dr. Jekyll

or Mr. Hyde?... I finally found a cure for

insomnia. Just watch a Monday Night

Football game with the Giants. That'll put

you in a deep, deep sleep. I must admit, I

did stay up for the Giants- Cardinals 20-20

debacle. I couldn't stop laughing.

Flaseball season may be over, but it still

makes the news, thanks mostly to the free

agent draft last week. The Red Sox showed

interest in left-handed hitting first basemen

Warren Cromartie. Darrell Evans, and

Oscar Gamble. The Sox need that good left-

hander in the wake of the Captain's

retirement... Watch out for Steinbrenner,

He's got two big moves in the works. One is

a deal to obtain Montreal's Gary Carter.

The other is to fire Billy Martin so he can

re-sign Goose Gossage, who has indicated

that he doesn't want to play under Martin.

Turning to the NBA, the Celtics are the

best team in basketball right now. A huge
'ootor is Dennis Johnson. He has given the

C's defense in the backcourt. where they

have sorely needed it. It looks again like the

Sixers and Lakers will be the only other

top-notch teams as parity has hit pro hoop

as well as pro football.

Boston fans are sitting quite high thank

you as the Bruins also hold top honors in the

Adams division. Their 12-4-1 record also

sports an unbeaten mark at home, with

Buffalo and Quebec being their closest

rivals...Don't let Edmonton fool you. Sure,

they have Gretzky-you know him, gets

player of the week, every week-but they

really don't have too tough a division. It's

like Nebraska playing the Yankee Con
ference.

Speaking of Nebraska, what a game it

will be as the Huskers take on Miami down
in the Orange Bowl. The Texas Georgia

Cotton Bowl matchup should also be a

classic. It's a shame Nebraska and Texas

won't play, although I've heard of a

proposaJ to have the first and second

ranked teams square off after the bowls are

over for about one million dollars each. Not

a bad incentive... It's too bad BC lost, for

their chance for the Fiesta Bowl has

slimmed. But give credit to them for

building up the program from mediocrity a

few years ago. I wish they would do the

same in certain other colleges.

Finally, this one goes in the last but

certainly not least dep't: The UMass
women's sports are telling everybody else

what final four means as the soccer and field

hockey teams travel to Florida and Pen-

nsylvania this weekend. What would be

even better is beating UConn in the finals of

both sports. A national champion sounds

good in any sport.

1983 NCAA Field Hockey Tournament
New llanip>lnri'

IVnii State

Ciitiiieftii-iitIVtin State

N.irtliwi-stiTH

Connect ifut l-tl

Northwestern

Iowa

Surtliwt'MtTii

MaNsarhusi'tts

Sail .liis«' St.

*

I'cniisU \aiiia

'l\'iii|ile

'Irnipli-

MasNathusetts A 1

Ni'i-tli Cariiluia

did |)..iniiii.'ti

1 )|ii 1 loiiiiriioii

North t 'arohna
S II

1 Cal Hi-rkle)

1983 NCAA Womens Soccer Tournament
Boston ColU'Ke

Princeton

Boston College

* basketball
Minuteman fans may get to see more of

senior Craig Smith than they have in the

past. A starter when he was a freshman,

the 6'4" skywalker didn't see much action

under McLaughlin, but Gerlufsen sees

Smith helping out tremendously on the

defensive end.

"Craig has tremendous quickness and he

will help us defensively." Gerlufsen said.

"We want to nuike more things happen

defensively this year. Last year we packed

the zone in but this year we'd like to change

defenses more and try to get some easy

hoops off our defense."

Continuedfrom page U

One man UMass fans won't see this year is

Darryl Carter. D.C. had some academic

problems last semester and took this

semester off but will come back to school in

January. According to Gerlufsen, Carter

will spend his time in the classroom instead

of on the court when he does return. This

will not only bring Carter's grades up but it

will also allow him three more full years of

eligibility.

Gerlufsen may also call on junior guard

Hal Shaw, freshman walk on John King and

sophomore transfer Jackie Sheehan, who

will become eligible in January.

•jtt

t'oniiecticut

(oiiiiei-tKnit

Cortland St.

Missouri-St. Louis

G«)rtfe Mason

(l«>rge Masf)n

2-0

C'KH)rge Mason

2-1

6-2

Keene St.

Brown

Brown

1 ()

MuMchusetta

MaRBarhuBetta

1-0

North Carolina

Cinninnati

UCal-Berkley

North Carolina

5-2

UCal-Berkley
Ei-O

^1^'

160 GOOD
REASONS TO USE
YOUR PHONE
At a place where answers are hard tojmdrTlPS' has them right at vow

fingertips We have a large selection of tapes on a variety of subjects,

ranging from Academic Policies to Concert Tickets.

A complctctc listing of tapes can be found

in your Student Telephone Directory on page 5.

545 "1540 a service of the Dean of Students Office

ALL TAPES ARE AVAILABLE IN SPAMSH

^.^

r"

VO' ^->'
^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ~-~' — * — ^\y ^_-' ^.V-* >^ Vy »,.•' .' \J^^<^
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Stevens aims high forhoop team

time the tear
Now, sittir

native of Soi

thusiasm illuir

new year, a m

By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The lady has so often been a winner. As a player at

Bridgewater State to the coach at Clark University, the

victories have outnumbered the losses. And by a large

margin.

Now the show steps up to Division One for the new

University of Massachusetts women's basketball coach.

Barbara Stevens, where she will try to turn around a

squad that finished at a dismal 5-22 last season.

"In every area she was what we felt this university

basketball program needed.'* says Athletic Director Frank

Mclnerny, who concurred completely" with the selection

committee's choice of Stevens to replace well-liked former

Coach Mary Anr Odzarski. who resigned last year.

And why n • Stevens brings with her a more than

impressive siv ear 123-42 record at Clark, durmg which

a-hed the Division III Final Four twice,

.ck in her new Division I office. Stevens, a

-oridge Mass.. who's bright eyes and en-

les her personality, talks of focusing on a

c« j^cw . » .- . -irogram. and a new level of competition.

"That wiU pr ^bably be the biggest thing for me, gettmg

accustomed to ihe new level. I'm not familiar with a lot of

the teams weii be playing because many aren't from just

around the region that I've coached." ^ . ,

Along with a higher level can also go higher mtensity.

and Stevens is looking at some areas that she has not had a

chance to deal with yet. Scholarships, for instance.

"We never had scholarships at Clark," she says. "The

intensity level was a little different than it is here. Hoop

was always supposedly second there. Here the girls have a

big emphasis on basketball."
^^ ,

"I've got ten full scholarships to work with now. That s

up three from previous years. "That was one of my

priorities," she adds.

However, just the presence of more scholarship athletes

does not transform a team to contention status overnight.

Stevens knows this well. "It's going to take time." she

begins. "Everyone's got to realize this and be patient. But

basically, we've got the same kids and they're ready to

change and anxious to win."

Stevens, the capUin of Bridgewatej State teams in both

1975 and 1976 that she says were "pretty good and played

in the regionals," would like to begin that turn around by

playing her type of basketball-up tempo and fast moving.

"I like to use fast breaking and pressure defenses. A lot

of man to man and that kind of style of play." She realizes,

however, that nothing can be forced upon players. She

must, in other words, work with what she's got. "It all

depends on the personnel," she admits. "I've got to see

what the kid's skills are and go from there. Hopefully we'll

be able to combine it all and be successful!."

So as Barbara Stevens looks upon her new task, what

she wants to do here is the same thing she has done

everywhere else, which is to win. Then again, in a different

sense, it is more complex to her than that. "We want to

win, but it goes much deeper than that. We want to build

pride at the same time. I want my players to say when it's

over that they were happy to go to UMass and happy to

play basketball here."

r TONIGHT'S SPECIAL

Vodka G Tonic

Sil.OO

TIME m, OUT

Two T.V/s

I

Amh*rst's Dlggtst LIttI* Dor

07 K. PIvQSont

Amh*rst, MA

Chancellor's Lecture Series

Photo courtnjr of Sport* Infomiation

WINNING SPIRIT-New head coach of the

UMass Women's basketball team, Barbara

Stevens, has a winning outlook on the season.

NOW YOU CAN ROLL

WITH THE BEST!

Blended Virginia Cigaretle Tobacco

Collegian 19
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Roger S. Porter

* track CtmtiniLed from page 2J,

Senior Dana MikeseU was first in for UMass. Despite

slipping and falling just after the race got underway she

finished 32nd overall with a time of 18:01.

Harvard University won the team title, edging out

Boston University who placed four runners in the top sue

but found its fifth teammate in 47th place and finished one

point behind the Crimson.

Chris Pratt, Deirdre Doyle. Maureen O'Reilly. Sally

Howes, EUeen Kelly, and Traci O'MaUey all finished for

UMass, bringing to a close a season in which they gained

recognition around New England as a group of hard-

working competitors with a lot of potential.

Many of the Minutewomen are now appearing for the

indoor track season which commences December 10th at

the Boston University Relays.
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''Exploring the Limits

of Polymer Properties"

Thursday, November 1 7, 8 p.m.

Bezanson Hall, Fme Arts Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

I

i at the

i TEXTBOOK ANNEX
I Over 18,000 New and Used Books
I All titles are $2.00 or less.

I This is a special truckload shipment
i from a Midwest warehouse.
I More titles added daily

I Subject matter from
I Aerodynamics -Zoology
I Sale runs Nov. 7 - Nov. 23
i M-F 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Closed Nov. 11 i
fntiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiitinHi'""'""""'""'""""'"''"'"""""'"'"''''"''"'"''''"

I

ATTENTIOH: College Graduates,

1/4/83-6/30/64
Would you like to own a MEW CHEVROLET?

MclHTYRE CHEVROLET, Rt. 9 (east)

West Brookfield, MA.
WOULD LIKE TO HELP YOU.

WE CAN OFFER:
* Low Cost Financing
* Financing with no previous credit

* Financing with no specific down payment

INTERESTED: Call Stan (617) 867-7169 (student)

or call MclHTYRE CHEVROLET (617) 867-7701

inePrint

|# COPIES
> RESUMES

!• LETTERHEADS
|# ENVELOPES

> FORMS
> INVITATIONS

!• TYPESETTING

1 BOLTWOOD WALK NOW OPEN !!

(behind Aubuchon Hardwara)

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
256-0148

I

M-F 8:30 ain-S:30pn Sat. 9ani-5pm

^M^K^NM^^^Wit^i**^

151 MAIN ST.
(n«xt to Cathy Crvct)

NORTHAMPTON ,

586-9982
M-F •:» am-tiJO pm Sut •:» mn\-2M pm

^^^^»<»<»M<x»<iWi^^i^^»^^^*^«^^»^^M»i%^il

?>4.

Go Crosscountry ThisWeekend!

CanadianClub
Grass Skiing
Challenge.

It lets you head for the hottest skiing

this season-without going- off campus.

And while youre speednig along, you II

be raising money for a local charity.

Plus you'll be in the running for special

Canadian Club Challenge hats, T-shirts

and trophies.
* _, o ,. .

Get in on the action now. And tind out

why this weekend, cross-country is

where all the fun is going.

SKI DATE:
Thursday, Nov. 17th

LOCATION:
Grass area adjacent

to the campus pond
TIME:

11.00 am -2:00 pm

Sponsored by

PI KAPPA ALPHA
to benefit the

United Cerebral

Palsy Fund.
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Mail To h I s Spoftswear PO Box 9/. Bruceton Tenn 3831 ;

^or your $5 Rebate till out this (orn, and mail it with

1 Sales receipt showing you purchased a Chic garment

? The si/e ticket from your Ctiic purchase

cAu tof^'^ tu.»

:.^:*

^
^H

CriM Iff ' "•" '^'

• You mjst mjke your purchase between '.; ViH^ and 1?'31 83

• Request lor $^ Rebate must be p< strnarked no lalf than 1.2W
• Allow 6 to 8 weeks lor the receipt o( your \b Rthdte

• Request must be made on this torni

• Limit one %b Rebate per customer

• Ofler void where prohibited, ta»ed oi restricted by mw
• Good on aii Chic garments except ineguiars

\ This portion IS your shipping label Please print dearly \

m^

%- :\

,m

Ship To
PiirtHH' if'^rt

Addif-.-.

Ciw /*

Juniors' perfect fitting Chic® proportioned jeans at the perfect price!

Regular Price 25.99 and 27.99

Sale Price 20.99

Mfr. Mail-in Rebate 5.00

10.00 and 12.00 off with rebate! Chiic proportioned jeans

for the perfect fit in fabulous fashion looks! Of cotton

denim in indigo blue. Styles include 5-pocket, western jeans

or stripe baggy jeans in 1-11 short rise, 3-13 reg. rise

FINAL and 7-13 long rise.

COST Not shown: Chic Cheetah tigh* fit, tapered leg jeans

in 3-13 short or reg. rise.

Rebate ends 12 31 83 Details on coupon

VTM •HOtCE

Use your Choice card also in MD and VA Bmillons NOW THRU SATURDAY

One ol The Slop & Shop Companies

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD

Wednesday, November 16. 1983

Bloom County bv Berke Br**ath»»d

UKe A 75-105

IN -uwe
MANUAL.

fi&mzeR.
RJRMYI0M.

t3

SURE .

Riewr AWAY

/

/"rt?inri//_

'/

^

NATURALty, Vt3U WOW'T

l3eiy5lN&IT1D(WW/('W/A#f'j

TAP If/TD PROmiTiP

"-li 0^^

ANP VW WCWU^'T THMS
TO C«356-CHANNa IT'5

CAPACITDR LOAP 50'5 TO

(w/w; 5a?AMBa high-

5eci;«/TY ACCESS copes-

Scrod Dan DeBellis

COflRSES PiCKg-b OUT?

I

-/3rv

TRyiNG TO bFClDB
BFTtOEBti lUiO COURSES,

\

At>V/iHCEt> HKWeM^TICBL

««P THBO^BTICftL REP-
VNO/iHC/eS IN CYBtRNBT-

MV B/?fl/^/ HURTS I

/

Superbad by G.H.

A60IT 2-^ M60*^e> lA-^ef-

uVHEf^ -REHblu \e> -tWi^T)

pANI^l-l^)HAT A HCAC7A6HC^.

SO0(^ W/^^ THE i-A^T

SET Uf -. A 600P ^HOT
_TOO

After The Fall by R. Miller

LOOK, S1K\0N/STARSHINE

P\^OE ME A Pie/

pi 6? THAT R6N1IN0S

f^E OF A ST5R.y

IN "mE CrOSPEL
ACijO«J>lN& TO JOHN

DOES EVERYTHINC
REniNDY^ OF SiBLt

STORlgS, SIMON?

THE12^FO(2£ 6PEA<
16 THEI^ IN PARABLES

BeCAUS€ THeV Blah
BLAH BLArH BLAH
SlA-H...

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

ftfiiaTrmiPPpJwow!
WfVCT A SHIP! I CANT BtUBC

' HT5 ALLniNL.I

lMIC^£YJW-M&HT.C>OT
THLRfS iOrtTHlNG VEKX FA-

MILIAR ABOUT THIS 3TAR5M1P.

ICOU-TI] TAKE. H£R FORAT]
^^^^ FLIGHT. MUIKEYJ

c^PT^^»J larya la RtPOR.TiMG

FOR, DOTY sill. HEY WILJON.DWiaW

AMD ZiMSIt \iJAMTED TO KWOW IF

YOU'D GET THEM A PIZ.ZABEPDRE
1 WE TDO^ OFF J

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

zyto, I JUST oo(s»r tc<s»ew

NWMAT Wff CAW »0 TO C*T"
you HOMg FeA TMAr<MrS6'Vi»««.

l/tt »o <t9V H4V» 41^ CktAA
M^3t n ntt.fi!

I'll. T4»»^ 7'<t« M«A«C

fOK TM4Wr$*'«"»'«/

fAtr«A«AM WILL r.4Lt)

fA/uc^eP <s I TOO TP

i

Collegian 21

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Miled by Margarel K«rr«r and Trude Jiiffe

I IWI lot \»frlrt f>mr\ Sta«rM<

ACROSS 52 New York tourist 25 Philosopher

1 Small amounts mecca Descartes

6 Demeanor 56 River 10 the 26 O'Neill heroine

10 Fish or bird Severn 27 Potted plant

13 Reasonableness 57 Type of weapon 28 Con vote

14 Killer whale 59 Wax 29 Wine Comb fornr,

15 Com 60 East Indian ox 32 "I met m
classification 61 Free Kalamazoo

16 Kind of non- 62 Conversational 33 Au naturei

automatic gun pauses 34 Presidential

18 Uncles, in 63 Kepi and tez nickname

Edinburgh 64 Wall supports 36 Wastrel

19 IMarbles 37 Large African

20 Shanghai antelope

22 Take a lease DOWN 38 Carriage

23 Try out 1 Priestly apparel 39 Compass letters

24 Brilliantly 2 Spree 43 Prefix with

colored fish 3 Eye scope or meter

27 As to 4 Ritual 44 Planet 7th from

30 Time of day, headdresses the sun

to a poet 5 of Justice 45 Dormant

31 City or valley 6 Music without 46 Hurriedly

of S California accompaniment 47 Rod of tennis note

35 Irving Berlin 7 Spring bloom 48 Stravinsky and

Broadway hit 8 Habitat Prefix namesakes

40 Nautical 9 Pet in -Peter Pan 49 Happy sounds

sounding device 10 1957 NobeliSl for 51 Nanking nanny

41 Do a math literature 52 Burns' fellow

problem 11 Betel palm countryman

42 Certain beer 12 Snappish 53 NKVD
43 Device for 15 Heavenly sight predecessor

lifting weights 17 Continental movie 54 Good, in the

46 UFO passenger'' 21 Equatorial Highlands

49 Queen of heaven African 55 Yearbooks Abbf

50 Eastern shrine 24 Well being 58 Sayings
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Graphics Poste-up

Trainee positions available

No experience necessary

Apply at

Collegian Graphics Department

Room 113 Campus Center

Thursday night at 7 p.m.

Ask for James

DC Menu
LUNCH

Royal Zucchini Beef
Parmesan

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
HARVEST FESTIVAL

Roast Turkey/

Bread Dressing

Gravy, Whole
Cranberry Sauce

Fried Deep Sea Scallops

Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew
Grilled Cheese on

Wheatberry

BASICS DINNER
HARVEST FESTIVAL

Harvest Stuffed

Acorn Squash

Roast Turkey
Bread Dressing

Gravy, Whole
Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Tonight, a few showers

likely with lows falling into

the low 40s except for 30s

in the northwest hills.

Thursday, still a chance of

some showers with highs

45 to 50 degrees.
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I
The Distinguished Visitors Program

I
presents

I SEYMOUR
HERSH

author and journalist

Ithis

I
WEEKS

k;>

•5«n i«ii« otM52£- Yardley Soap 56*

Oatmeal or Aloe

Cutex Instant ^
Polish Rennover
$1.31 reg. $2.29

.^ MIUM VtM lyK Uh>

Bayer Aspirin 100's

$1.75

author of

The Price of Power
Thursday Nov. 17

Herter
Room 23

1

8:00PM

your

choice

$2.01

Jhirmack 8 oz

iiiiiiiiwiiiiw«iiiiii«iiiiii«iiit.iii«iiiwii*Hiiiiwiiiirtiiii*i'i>»>«'miirt*i'i't*wiWiiii.i*
iiiniiimiiHiiii.miwiif

l.oc«twf m Ihs Camput C»nfr

ADVANCED FORMULA tSt

Stresstabs
U/ITHTHE
ESSENTIAL
BiOTIN EXTf?A

$4.96 Stress Tabs

600 zinc

Alt sate item* also available the Mint Store located m the Student Union

^,UNIVERSITY
STORED

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Is now hiring 50 Drivers.

Preferrable to have acess to a car &
be able to worl< until 4:30 AlVI.

$aO DOKUS for any employee

hired before 11/22/83 who
is willing to work through

12/23/83.
Drivers presently ave. from

$6 to $8/hour. Apply ONLY in person

between 7 pm - 10 pm
Domino's Pizza across from

Stop & Shop in Hadley.
We are also hiring phone persons

must have own transportation.

Hypercurricula
Thursday

WORK IN BRITAIN/JVORK IN IRELAND EX-
CHANGE PROGRAMS - Representatives from Work in

Britain/Ireland will present information on their

program. Past UMass participants will describe their

experiences. Slide presentation, opportunities for

questions. Also in CC concourse 10-4. CC 165 7:00 p.m.

OLDER STUDENTS SEMINAR - Study skiUs for

returning older students by Muriel Wiggins of Career

Counseling. Open to all older students. 25 Plus Club

Meeting to follow. For info. tel. 545-2145 8 p.m. Student

Union 404

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION Animal Rights

Coalition meeting; news on pertinent issues. 7 p.m. CC
Rm. 803

HANG GLIDING CLUB MEETING - Old and new

members please attend. We will be discussing the rest of

this semester and planning next! Results of weekends

and fundraiser - movie plans. 7-9 p.m. Check CC
schedule.

STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES IN ITALY -

Informational meeting for all students interested in

studying abroad in Italy. Herter Hall 3rd floor lounge,

10:30 a.m. - noon

PEACEMAKERS/SAM MEETING - Planning for "The

Day after" 7:00 p.m. CaU 545-2661 for location

FIELD COFFEEHOUSE - Everyone invited to stop by

and enjoy the coffeehouse. Musicians and other talented

people to perform. Free refreshments. 8 p.m. - 12. Field

Main Lounge

ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING - Speaker: Prof.

George Greenstein of Amherst College Astronomy Dept.

on "Black Holes are Out-of- Sight!" AU welcome. Free

refreshments. Observatory tour, weather permitting.

7:00 p.m. 1033 Grad Tower

Collegian 23

IIIIIIIIIIINIIIi^

riiiiiiiiiiiin^^^^^^^^^^^ CHALLENGING
ENGINEERING POSITIONS

WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 1
= Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, has opemngs for: =

Eleotriccd Engineers M
Meohanical Engineers 5

The Shipyard's assigned mission is to modernize, refuel, convert, and repair =
= Nuclear Submarines. Work involves design, development, and testmg of sub- ^S marine systems and equipment. 5
M Career advancement to journeyman level paying over $26,000 within 2 V6 years =
M if hired at GS-5 and 1 % years if hired at GS-7 level. ^
S BS Engineering degree and U.S. Citizenship required. g
= Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13 work- ^= ing days paid sick leave - outstanding retirement program - choice of health & ^= life insurance programs. s
M Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was estabUshed in 1800 and employs over 9,000 g= employees. The Shipyard is a leader in the Life-Cycle maintenance and moder- ^
S nization of Nuclear Submarines and offers unparalleled challenge and oppor- s
M tunity. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is located in the heart of vacationland. All ^""

season sports and other activities are available within minutes. ^
= The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus on November 18, 1983.

I
Bjyou]

If you cannot make this interview and are interested in employment, submit =
your resume to: Industrial Relations Office, Code 170.5. Portsmouth Naval =
Shipyard, Portsmouth, NH 03801

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH^^^^
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OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^ Co'me"toC*o..egian?ff^i**?T5 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3j;^^-;o^^;vs prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% « discount » Phone number FREE

APT/ROOM WANTED

Females iooking for apartment to

rent/share starting Jan 1 call Ellen 546-1456

please keep trying if no answer

ATTENTION SKIERSII!

Get in proper condition now before the

season. Join The Ski Condition. 256-1341

AUTO FOR SALE

well new brakes,1974 Audi Fox - runs

struts $900 665-3509

1975 Datsun 280Z black exc cond 4-speed

BO call 546-8236

DOWN PARKA
AT BARGAIN PRICE

Bought at last years Great Ski Snatch.

Worn about six times. Good as new and

plenty cheaper. Mens size medium. Call

now before the snow gets here. Will

negotiate price. Phone: 256-1057

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions: has a recently

purchased light show, a great sound

system and a price you'll like! Call Jeff

Taylor 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

Boogying Blues / Rock Band for hire

live music for your party call 256-1394

Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Evening Part-Time Jobs: MASSPIRG,
the state's most effective consumer and en-

vironmental lobby, is looking for r>eople to

help build a grassroots citizen network.

Work on acid rain, toxic waste, and utility

reform. Evening hours perfect for students.

Call Terry, 256-6434

Work study positions available in

Freshman Admissions Office. Clerical,

3.35/hr 8/10 hrs week call 545-0222

FOR RENT

Large room in two bedroom Cliffside

apartment, starting Spring. 665-7756

FOR SALE
~~~"

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

Couch - black & white $30 665-2639

Part-time - evenings - weekends
SALES JOBS

Earn extra dollars calling on people

who have requested information on our
products. We sell mainly by
appointment in a dignified

and professional
manner. Complete training

offered. For details, call collect to

Betty White (203) S28-9771

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA

Reddish-brown pair of glasses in soft

blue case near Eng. East-ELab. If found

please call Michael Shapiro at

545-0329/leave message

MOVIE

National Lampoon's
ANIMAL HOUSE

Friday Nov. 18at 5, 7, 9& 11

Sponsored by Chi Delphia

RIDERS WANTED

Going to Lancaster, Pennsylvania (near

Phila.) Wed, Nov 23 returning Sunday have

room for 4 call Matt 6-5630

PERSONALS

SERVICES

INSTRUCTION

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday School teachers for Spring term.

Experience preferred. Call 549-0223

Tutor Services Offered Accounting,

Finance, Statistics, Basic Reasonable Rates

call Sharon 253-7217

I
LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

HELP WANTED

V/antad: Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guide Coordinator oversees production of

the GATE Guide information /application

420 SUB 545-0341 AA/EEO

Overseas Jobs -

Europe, S. Amer
fields. $500-$1200

Summer/year round.

, Australia, Asia. All

monthly. Siahtseeina.

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client inten/iewing, investigations, lega^

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney supery-

sion For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation. LSO 922 Camous Center.

Kurt 1110 JQA: Your every nrwve is being

watched and savouredl

Free Kittens gray, and black and white

253-5608

To Bill Happy one year - its been terrific &
so have you. Krisco forever. Hugs &
Kisses, Barb

Statistics 140 Tutor needed. Call Gayle

546-7253. Pricer negotiable

Silvertooth - Mike's? - the girl with the

sandy hairl

Bahamas Spring Break from 346.00 Ac

comadation, Air, Transfers, Free Rum Par-

ties, cruise and morel For info call Chns at

549^0533
.

Florida from liaBOO Daytona Ft L^u«!«'-

dale Spring Break best hotels fill first

payment plans available reserve your

space now! For more info call Chris at

649-0633
^

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
Nov 16-19 Student Union Ballroom

Wed, Thurs, Fri: Noon til 10 pm
Saturday 10 am til 5 pm

for more information 546-3437

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665^3414

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

TYPING. Papers, cases, resumes, letters.

IBM Selectric 1.25/du Nancv 549-6082

SKI CONDO

LOST

Phvsics 162 Notebook last Thursday in

Campus Center arcade. Call 6-3240 please

keep trying .^

Goldtone Timex watch Nov 8 between

Goodell Library and Morrill science building

Please call Jean at 6-9853 if found very very

sentimental attachmenti

Wallet lost with California license Maria

665-2776 reward - need desperately!

D.L. Happy Birthday to my one and only!

Congratulations on being 201 Let's go out

and have a wild time celebrating! All my

love, RMK XXXOOO
Andy A. you blue eyed cutie Happy Birth-

day Love, Mary

To Shep Dewey Bowregard
A cat in a box is better than

a sheep in a barn!

Beanie & L^mbchop

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession ^
mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26
- Jan 31 $295 546 5653.

THE WHO
Tommy - The Who Rock Opera. Show-

ing on Wed. Nov. 16 at the CCA the 5:00

show is only $1.00 7, 9, 11 are $1.50

TO SUBLET

Intersession 1 bedroom (2-3 people) Puff-

ton Village $305 plus 549-4890

TRAVEL

Planning a trip for Intersession or Spring

Break? Come see what Adventure in Travel

has to offer. Info meeting & Beach Party

Thurs 11/17 7-10 in Cc rm 101 Featuring,

movie "Spring Break " Er free beer free beer

or call Doug 253-9214

Bahamas, Bermuda and R Lauderdale

Spring Break and Intersession lowest prices

around call Doug or Liz 253-9214

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 eveninqs

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO/FROM UMASS from

Leverett Rd, Amherst 10-11:15 AM and

7:30-8:00 pm M-F will share expenses call

Pat 549-3547 between 8-10 am or after 8 pm

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

House-size refrigerator needed call

Diana. Jorge o r Marjorie 586-6327

BB2's contact MartyOne or two tix

253-2439 please

for

WANTED TO RENT

Two male undergrade looking for an
apartment for spring sen>ester. Will take

over intersession if necessary. Call John
McGonagle. 256-6863. Leave message.
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Milestone weekend forwomen kickers

CollripBii photo by I)mvid Ucubcr

HEAVY ACTION—Nadia Komarowski keeps her eye on the ball for

UMass while Debbie Harackiewicz (8) is ready to attack in the 1-0

quarterfinal victory over Brown.

Fieldhockey confident

as final four approaches

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

This will be a weekend of milestones for

the third seeded University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team as it

travels to the final four for the first time

ever in Orlando. Florida. For the third

consecutive season, Coach Kalekeni Banda

has Jed his team into the national playoffs.

These two games will also mark the end

of the collegiate careers of senior tn-

captains Stacey FUonis. Mary Szetela and

Denna Dennault. These three are special to

Banda in that they are the first group of

seniors he coached from start to finish.

The Minutewomen wUl have to play better

than on Sunday against Brown and their

whole game, which is based upon their

defense, wiU have to improve. If the team

plays good defense, reasons Banda. the

offense will just come.

"The theory is that with a stronger

defense." junior back Lori Stukes said, "we

can move up quicker and break up coun-

terattacks." The whole team has a

defensive outlook which is reflected in the

lineup of five backs, three midfielders and

two forwards.

The defense was Banda's idea to use. The

Italians used this type of defense to win the

World Cup in 1982.

"We have to give him a lot of credit,"

forward Sue Bird said. "He has brought us

this far and made us into a national material

team."
"He's the best coach I'll ever have,

Szetela said, whose thoughts were echoed

by Jeanne Paul. In fact, the entire team has

enormous respect for its coach.

But as Banda would say, it's the 12

players that do the work and Szetela and

Dennault are joined by Stukes, Beth

Semonik and Kristi Kelly on an experienced

back row. that anchors the team.

"Experience helps," Stukes said. "Less

mistakes are made this way. The big key,

though, is that this team is of no superstars.

"We're balanced very well." said Bird.

"This team works so well together.

Everybody's contribution helps the team."

Everybody is important from high scorer

FUonis to fr-^shman Michelle Rodney, who

played very w ell off the bench in the Brown

win.

So UMass. which took third in New
England three years ago (Banda's first

year), seventh in the nation two years ago

and fifth last year, faces two time defending

champion North Carolina on Saturday.

The Tar Heels are 16-1 but UMass with

its defense and team play is ready to go.

"We have a lot of confidence." said

Dennault. "We're on top now and we are

going to make the most of it."

UMass

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The NCAA Championship brings to mind

visions of national media coverage, top

ranked competition and pressure to per

form.

For several members of the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team, however,

there is more to the NCAA tournament

than meets the eye.

Sure, the Minutewomen want to come

home with the championship trophy,

something they have not done in all three

trips to the tournament. What more could

any team want after winning a national

championship?

The answer to that question, according to

UMass goalie Patti Shea, is/un.

"Fun is part of the game," Shea said

Monday. "If you're playing but you're not

having fun, you might as well throw down

the equipment and say good bye."

The stickers have worked hard all season

to get where they are today, but it goes

even farther than that. Seven members of

this season's squad are seniors... this is

their last shot at bringing a national

championship trophy back to Amherst.

For some of these seniors, making it to the

final four in Philadelphia this weekend is

just another step on the ladder of their field

hockey careers.

"Winning the championship would be the

icing on the cake for me," Shea said. "But

even if we don't win. I have four good years

to look back on, and I know I will have no

quarrels."

Senior co-captain Carol Progulske said,

"We've all been through a lot together. We
know how it feels to lose important games.

We want to win for ourselves, but we also

want to win for Pam. (Coach Hbcon) It's

hard to explain. We don't want to lose, but

we do want to go out knowing we played

the best we could."

The confidence level of the team is high, as

it has been all season. The confidence is

flowing several ways: between coach and

players, players and coach, and amongst

the players themselves.

"We're all pretty confident we won't come

up short this season," senior Dian Kobel

said. "We're peaking now. and this is what

we strive for peaking during the national

tournament."
Sophomore Chris Kocot. who was red

shirted last season with a broken ankle, is

playing in her first NCAA tournament this

season.

"We're playing very well right now.

Kocot said.

Senior co-captain Chris Coughlin. who is

playing in her third NCAA tournament as a

UMass field hockey player, said she feels

UMass is strong enough to win.

"We have worked very hard to get this

far. We have put a lot in. and hopefully, we

will get a lot out of it." she said.

Since this all seems to be old hat for some

members of the team, what about ner

vousness?

'It's excitement more than nervousness."

Kobel said.

Shea said. "If you're tense, then you can't

perform. You have to be confident, but it

can't be a nervous confident."

"The NCAA's are a naturally exciting

atmosphere." Progulske said. "But I don't

get all that nervous... well, maybe a little."

"I think we deserve the title; we've given

all we can. and it seems we've never had the

breaks. That's one reason we want to win it

all the more." she said.

Each of Hixon's players gives 110 percent

to the game of field hockey, both on and off

the field. This is reflected in their play and

in their attitude.

"As long as we come off the field knowing

we played our best game, that in itself is a

moral victory." Shea said.

with respectability and spirit

By BILL SHEA
CoUegian Staff

Editor's Note - This is the

first part of a two-part

preview of the 198S-8Jt

University of Massachusetts

basketball team which opens

the season Saturday night at

7:30 p.m. in the Cage

against Yugoslavian
National Team.

Minuteman hoop fans will

be pleased to hear the "Rage

in the Cage" will return for

another season.

The fold out picture poster

displays familiar faces to

UMass hoop fans. Edwin
Green slamming home his

patented two hand slam.

Donald Russell racing the

ball up court and John

Hempel ripping down a

rebound were familiar sites

at the Cage last year.

While the faces main

relatively the same, this

may be quite a different

Minuteman squad.

For starters, there's a new
head coach in Ron Gerlufsen

and Al Wolejko will join

Mark Shea as an assistant

coach. Gerlufsen replaced

UMass runners
By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's cross-country team sloshed their

way to an eighth-place finish at the NCAA
Division I. District I. qualifying meet

Saturday at the University of Vermont.

Neither rain, snow, sleet, or slush could

keep the Minutewomen from their ap-

pointed task, which they accomplished

much to the dismay of the Universities of

Rhode Island and Vermont, who finished

ninth and tenth respectively.

After losing to those schools early in the

year, UMass has improved steadUy in the

latter stages of the season and has now

proved itself to be the better team.

More than 65 women representing 14

schools competed in the event which was

held in weather conditions that dictated

cautious running. It resulted in slower than

normal times over the three mile course.

Continued on page 18

Collcpmn Tile photo

CONTROL-Donald Russell will be the anchor in

the scoring department for the Minutemen, who
start their season Saturday night at 7:30.

Tom McLaughlin who
resigned last spring, and the

former assistant to

McLaughlin has his own
ideas on how to utilize his

talent. The most important

ingredient Gerlufsen wants

to instill in his team has

nothing to do with offensive

plays or defensive sets, but

rather, competitive spirit.

"The fans at the Cage

really give the players an

extra lift." said Gerlufsen,

who was very much a part of

bringing basketball
respectability back to

UMass. "But we've got to

have the competitiveness on

the road that we have at

home. We have to be just as

willing to take charge on the

road as at home."

The Minutemen stumbled

to an 0-14 road record

mainly because of mental

breakdowns which led to

numerous turnovers which

resulted in blowout losses to

St. Peters 90-52 and Temple

91-64, among others.

Gerlufsen hopes he has

part of the answer in 5'11"

freshman guard Carl Smith.

The Fork Union Military

graduate will most likely

handle the point guard duty

with Donald Russell (13.3

ppg last year) moving over

to the shooting guard slot.

"Carl will handle the point

for us," said Gerlufsen.

"When we're pressured he'll

handle the ball 85 percent of

the time.

Smith possesses great

quickness and his presence'

will take the ballhandling

responsibilities off Russell

so he can concentrate on

putting the ball in the

basket.

Last year's starter Ron

Young (5.4 ppg) appears to

be the odd man out but the
6'4" guard is sure to see his

share of minutes and will

assume his familiar off guard

spot with either Smith or

Russell taking over the

point.
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WAITING PATIENTLY — Ski enthusiast Eric Battler contemplates

Wednesday's rain while anticipating the coming winter. ^

Handicapped losing access
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Side doors recently replaced in Brett dor-

mitory in the Central Residential Area are

inaccessible to handicapped students, a

problem which may not be resolved until

next semester, according to University of

Massachusetts Housing officials.

"The lack of dexterity in some students'

fingers affects the door pull, making it dif-

ficult if not impossible for some students to

use." said Daniel Curley. resident director

in Brett, one of the few completely accessi-

ble dormitories on campus.

Curley said the locks on the doors are

also in violation of Massachusetts Han-

dicapped Regulations, chapter 27, part

nine which states. "When hardware is pro-

vided or changed on doors in the means of

egress (entering), levers, push plates, panic

hardware, etc. shall be used. All hardware

shall be operable with a closed fist."

The handles on the new doors, located on

the sides and back of the dormitory, are not

operable with a closed fist and the crash

bar is too high, Curley said. The main en-

Student senate could

miss Duffey's deadline

trance doors have not changed and are still

accessible.

"There is no excuse for the lack of ac-

cessibility on the doors, given the kind of

information that is available on handicap-

ped affairs and regulations," said Donna

Folan, a disabled Brett resident. "It's in-

sulting to have something happen and have

to address the cause after the effect."

Another handicapped Brett resident,

who would not give his name said, "In the

winter we will become dependent on the

snow shovelers and run the risk of sliding

down the hill when going up to the front

door."

John Findly, UMass assistant director

for Housing Management said the project

to replace dormitory doors is part of a

campus-vsride program to reduce security

problems. No keys fit in the locks of the

new side doors, and thus all students must

enter the building through the front after 8

p.m. and pass security receptionists.

Curley said Housing Affairs has propos-

ed an automatic door opener to fix the pro-

blem, though it would not be ready until

next semester.
Continued on page 5.
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By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

The ratification of the Student (Jovern-

ment Association's revised Constitution

will not meet the end of the semester

deadline Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey set.

and a resolution opposing a bill file<i to the

state legislature which would raise student

fees $20, was passed at last night's

Undergraduate Student S.enate meeting.

Duffey has threatened to freeze S(JA

funds if his deadline is not met.

"We are taking a gamble." Jay Flynn,

chair of the government affairs committee,

said of the senate's decision to wait two

weeks before voting on the document.

The final document was not completed

until 3 a.m. on Wednesday, and "there has

not been enough time for people to go over

it." Flynn said. There are also some

"mistakes and inconsistencies," which

have to be worked out, he stated.

Several SGA members said it is possible

that Duffey will withhold his threat to

cutoff funds.

"I hope that Duffey sees that we have

made constructive progress," Flynn said.

According to the bylaws of the existing

constitution, a revision must be approved

by four out of the seven residential area

governments, and is to renmin with those

governments for four weeks. The initial ap-

proval of the new constitution by the

Undergraduate Student Senate is not ex-

pected for two weeks, and the area govern-

ments will not receive it until then.

Flynn said he expects the final ratifica-

tion at the first Undergraduate Student

Senate meeting in February, after which

the document "will go right to the

Trustees," he .said.

The new constitution is a synthesis of the

original constitution, a revised draft com-

pleted over the summer by a seven-member

SGA committee, and the United Areas

Council's input this fall.

"In the spirit of compromise, we came up

with the best document, which is what we
wanted," said Central Area senator

Timothy Rudolph.

The senate last night also approved a

resolution opposing a bill filed by Covemor
Dukakis to the state legislature, which

would raise student fees by 20 dollars next

semester.

The bill would increase the university's

borrowing cap by $20 million, to be used

for the renovation of Curry-Hicks Cage

and some dormitories.

"This would cause a $350,000 debt in-

crease per year," said Paul Gosselin. chair

of public policy, "that would mean a $20 fee

per student." he said.

"It is not in the interest of the students

to fund the renovation of the Cage in this

manner," said Jaime Steriling, a commuter
senator on the Rents and Fees committee,

which researched the implications and

costs of the bill.

Gosselin, along with co-president

Charlene Allen and several other senate

members, has been lobbying against the bill

in Boston periodically since last June.

Writers must seek the truth'

James Baldwin at UMass
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

"We must all question everything before

it is too late," said novelist and playwright

James Baldwin last night, to a standing-

room only crowd in Mahar Auditorium.

In the sixth lecture of a seven part series

on Writers <m Writers and Social

RespmisibHity sponsored by the Institute

for the Advanced Study of the Humanities,

Baldwin said. "We have to take upon

ourselves the responsibility to insure that

there is another century. I refuse to beUeve

that we can be manipulated into oblivion by

the most literate people in the world."

Introduced by Julius Lester, associate

director of the Institute, as "one of the best

and most important writers of our tmie.'

Baldwin said it is the responsibility of

writers to pursue the truth but

simultaneously understand its elusiveness.

"There is an unspoken promise not to

betray, to try to tell the truth, but every

artist knows that it is impossible to tell the

truth, it shimmers like a butterfly, . . . you

can't tell the truth, but you have to trust

it," he said.

Baldwin said terms like "minority writer"

indicate something about the language in

which we are trapped. He said a minority

writer is a writer whose concerns are

tangential to the mainstream.

"There is a mainstream and you better

get into it. If you aren't in the mainstream,

you are a minority—or a woman," he said.

The nature of being a writer. Baldwin

said is to be a disturber of the peace.

"A writer has to make you realize that you

are always asking yourself questions that

you don't want to face."

As a young boy, Baldwin said he knew

people in the street, in jail, those who

Collf|r>n photo by I>«»id De«ber

Author James Baldwin spoke on

social responsibility Wednesday in

Mahar Auditorium.

ended up as junkies, and a 14 year-old girl

who was pregnant and none of that im-

pressed him as unimportant.

"It seemed to me that what was hap-

pening around me differed in no way from

what Dickens was Ulking about centuries

before I was born."

He said it was his country that insisted

that what happened to him was different

than what happened to Oliver Twist.

"It was my country that insisted that I

was a minority writer and thus totally

unconnected with the civilized world." he

said.

Baldwin said, "I have been around a while

and I wish I could tell you that the dynamic

I have suggested has changed.

"
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AROUND THE WORLD
Army considered delaying invasion

US, USSR diplomatic since '33

NEW YORK (AP) — U.S. mUitary in-

telligence before the Oct. 25 invasion of

Grenada was so deficient that key Pentagon

officials considered delaying the operation

for another day. says the Army's chief of

staff.

The idea was dismissed to avoid giving

the already alerted enemy "another day of

better defenses." Gen. John A. Wickham
Jr. said Tuesday in an hour-long interview

with The Associated Press. "The timing of

the operation, the need to do it quickly, is

what prevented us from developing a

greater architecture of human in-

telligence," said Wickham. "We actually

debated at the eleventh hour, the military

folks, should we take another day to

prepare the intelligence field better." But
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other mUitary

experts concluded that "another day of

gathering intelligence and preparing

ourselves with better planning would only

give the enemy another day of better

defenses."

WASHINGTON (AP) - A half century
after being established, diplomatic relations

between the United States and the Soviet

Union are at one of their lowest ebbs,

diplomatic veterans of both superpowers
agree.

"We have got to find a way out of this

mess we are in." Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly Dobrynin said Tuesday night as he
helped mark the anniversary of the opening
of relations Nov. 16, 1933.

Four former U.S. ambassadors to the

Soviet Union joined Dobrynin in marking 50
years of U.S. relations at a dinner spon-

sored by the Woodrow Wilson Center at the

Smithsonian Institution.

Former Ambassador George Kennan was
the gloomiest.

One of the nation's foremost diplomatic

historians. Kennan said history teaches

that a weapons race, such as the one in

which Moscow and Washington now are

engaged, is "a dangerous trap, form which,

to date, the competing parties have never

found a means of escape, except in the

disasters of war." He said the two nations

had been thrown into today's nuclear arms

race and are "simply writhing helplessly, at

immense danger to themselves and to the

world around them."

AROUND THE NATION
Senate nixes tuition tax credits
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate

turned its back on President Reagan's pleas

for tuition tax credits for parents of private-

school children Wednesday and rejected the

legislation by a vote of 59-38.

Senators agreed to table a motion to add

the legislation, which would allow parents

of private school pupils a tax credit for up to

half of a school's tuition, to a minor bill

deahng with participants in the upcoming

summer Olympic games.
Supporters of the legislation, however,

indicated they would bring it up again after

Congress returns from a-y«ar-ending recess

due to start Friday.

Earlier, Reagan called the measure

"simple tax equity" and promised to call

senators seeking support for it. 3ut op-

ponents, led by Sen. Ernest L. Hollings, D-

S.C.. promised a filibuster, and in the last

busy days before getting out of town,

senators found that unpalatable. There is

no prospect the House will consider the

measure soon. Hollings said the legislation

would "rip a revenue hemorrhage in the

economic fabric" and called it "a ripoff for

the rich" that would undermine public

schools.

Feminist leaderacqidtted of murder

AP Laserphoto

SPECIAL TRIBUTE — House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. ad-

dresses a special tribute to President John F. Kennedy in the Capital

Rotunda.

GRETNA, U. (AP) - A jury found

California feminist leader Ginny Foat in-

nocent Wednesday of murdering an

Argentine businessman 18 years ago,

rejecting as lies the testimony by her ex-

husband who had implicated her.

"Thank you, thank you, everyone," Ms.

Foat, 42, said to friends and supporters who
cheered in the packed state District Court

chamber as the jury returned its verdict

after less than two hours of deliberations.

The six-man, six-woman jury had gotten

the case after a plea from Ms. Foat's at-

torneys to look on John Sidote. her ex-

husband and the prosecution's star witness,

as "a crazy man and a liar."

Ms. Foat was charged with clubbing

Argentine toymaker Moises Chayo to death

with a tire iron in a New Orleans suburb in

1965 while robbing him of $1,400 cash.

Jurors said the verdict was unanimous
for acquittal on the first vote.

After the verdict was read, Ms. Foat was
mobbed by people from the audience of-

fering congratulations. Even members of

the jury approached her, some asking her

to autograph placemats which they had

picked up at lunch.

Qvil Rights Commission to live

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress passed

and sent to the White House Wednesday a

compromise bill to extend the life of the

U.S. Civil Rights Commission for five years

but change its makeup.
President Reagan already has pledged to

sign the bill, a compromise between civil

rights groups, liberal and conservative

lawmakers, and the White House.

The House passed the measure by voice

vote. It was approved by the Senate

earlier.

UntU the compromise was forged last

week, the continued life of the commission

was threatened by a dispute over Reagan's

control of the agency.

Reagan claimed the right to dismiss

commissioners who disagreed with him,

and the dispute became especially bitter

with his recent firing of three conunission

members who opposed his policies.

AROUND THE REGION Sexist sculpture evicted from park
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) - The

creator of a bronze sculpture depicting

three boys peering wide-eyed at a Playboy
centerfold says it wasn't designed to in-

fluence children or insult women, but thinks

a city park may not have been the best

place for it.

The life-sized sculpture is to be removed
from Wooster Square Park next week after

complaints from nearby residents that it is

sexist and is a bad influence on neigh-

borhood youth. The sculpture,
"Playmates." contains a small but explicit

rendition of a page from Playboy. "You can
see a woman who basically has her back to

the audience and she is looking over her
shoulders. She's partially clad. You can

identify breasts and buttocks." explained
Mara Brazer. executive director of Park-
friends, the g^oup that brought the scuture

to New Haven.

Cops can't find victim's relatives

GREENFIELD (AP) —
Francis Doyle moved to

Greenfield about six months
ago and he served in the

U.S. Navy.

But that's just about all

police have been able to find

out about the 57-year old

man, who has been lying in a
Springfield hospital bed.

^U> Lucrphoto

THE DAY AFTER — Boston Mayor-Elect Raymond Flynn with his

daughter, Julie (center) and his wife Catherine (left) attend church ser-

vices Wednesday, after winning Tuesday's election.

Burned youngsterreturns to Boston
BOSTON (AP) — Turning down the offer of

a wheelchair, a 7 year-old boy burned over

most of his body when his father set him on

fire last summer returned to Boston for a

check up Wednesday.

""He's remarkable," Marie Rothenberg of

New York City said as her son. David,

walked stiffly but steadily through Logan

International Airport. "He's doing great."

David, with a New York Jets cap topping

the eiasuc nuian tuat j/iuts^wo iJis lace, was

returning to Shriners Burns Institute for

his first evaluation after being released

from the hospital Sept. 23.

He shook his head when an airport at-

tendent brought a wheelchair, then nodded
when asked if he was feeling better. He
walked with slight guidance from his

mother until stepping outside the airport,

when she carried him a short distance to the

waiting taxi.
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semi-conscious and unable to

talk for the last month.
"We have just hit a blank

wall trying to locate anyone
who is related in any way —
completely zero," Greenfield

Police Detective Henry
Burns said Wednesday.
Doyle suffered head in-

juries when he was hit by a

car Oct. 14 while crossing

Main Street in Greenfield,

Burns said. He was listed in

stable condition Wednesday
in Baystate Medical Center
in Springfield, according to

hospital officials. "The
doctor says he wakes up and
follows you with his eyes,

but he doesn't say
anything," Burns said.
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Public to get

further access

to Quabbin
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

Nearby Quabbin Reservoir already offers

a variety of watersport activities for

daytime users and could offer further use,

according to a University of Massachusetts

Landscape Architecture professor.

Professor Larry Klar outlined some ideas

for future recreation at the reservoir in an

interview with Jeanne Hopkins Stover,

host of the Commonwealth Journal, the

UMass radio news magazine on WFCR.
With the aid of civil engineering professor

Peter Murphy, Klar has conducted research

and several surveys concerning Quabbin

usage.

Klar said Quabbin Reservoir is "primarily

a sight-seeing and fishing reservoir.

Picnicing, hiking, fishing from shore or

from small-sized motor boats up to 20

horsepower, sightseeing, photography are

all permitted and in the winter, in certain

areas, snowshoeing."

A survey of almost 1000 Quabbin visitors

conducted several years ago indicated

respondents were in favor of many ac-

tivities presently not permitted there. But

Klar said participants were "not unex-

pectedly" against motorcycling,

snowmobiling, large power boats, hunting,

waterskiing and swimming.

"We have to keep in mind that a majority

of the people in the survey drink Quabbin

water," Klar said. "(But) Quabbin is so

large that it would dilute any contamination

from swimming to the point where it's

essentially the same as background."

Klar proposed several sport packages

with user fees to some of those surveyed.

"People would be willing to pay a $4

(entrance) fee to be able to hike, picnic, and

fish for a day," he said, "and when we added

canoeing and sailing it went up to $6."

Those fees would easily underwrite any

necessary reservoir expenses, he said.

As for increased recreational pollution,

Klar said the only significant problem

seemed to be fertilizer.

"If campers used (phosphorous) dish-

washing detergents, if you used

phosphorous fertilizer on green lawns,. . .

or if your sanitary facQities weren't up to

snuff so that you might need a sewage

treatment plant" then there would be a

build-up in the growth of algae, he said.

Klar said he recommended that great

care be taken with the management of

nutrient levels, particularly phosphorous.

"Other things, like motorboating with the

little bit of oil that gets in the water, just

doesn't seem to matter," he said.

"I do believe, even given the weaknesses

of hypothetical questions that with the

right design, the right marketing and the

advertising and image-building and service

on the part of Metropolitan District

Commission (MDC) officials, that there's no

question in my mind that it could be a very

popular place to go," Klar said.

Quabbin Reservoir is accessible by car by

taking route 9 east through Belchertown

Square and continuing for five miles to

signs which give directions to different

areas of the reservoir.

Collcfiui photo by Jim Power*

WINDOWS ON THE WORLD — An empty sig^nboard at Haigis Mall

I

offers little information to the passerby.

Rape victims given support
By ROBYN GOLDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Kathy Alexander would like to see a day

when there would not be a need for her job.

But until there are no rape victims on

campus, she will continue to counsel them.

"I hope one day my job will not be

necessary but I'm afraid that I'm going to

be here for a while since there is a need for

it," said Alexander, the Program Coor-

dinator for Direct Services and Training

Against Violence Against Women at the

University of Massachusetts.

Alexander is responsible for 25 counselor

advocates who provide around-the-clock

service to victims of rape, battering, incest,

and sexual harassment.

The counselors help victims deal with

everyday problems that may arise and help

them become aware of options available.

They also escort women to court or the

hopsital if necessary.

"I have always been interested in helping

women," Alexander said.

Her past job experiences include teaching

in New York for ten years, being principal

of Cambridge Rindge and Latin High School

for two years, working on the criminal

justice force in New York and Cambridge,

and counseling women in prison.

"I feel my past experience makes me well

qualified to help women deal with their

problems.

O* -'•i.

Women
On Campus

"It is important to educate people on the

problem of rape. Women especially need to

become aware of the problem," she said.

"There has been a definite increase in

violence against women on campus," she

said. "The only way to combat this problem

is by using preventive measures and

women should become aware of these."

Some of the preventive measures are

traveling in groups, keeping dormitory

rooms locked when sleeping, and always

having an escort when walking around

campus at night, she said.

"These protective measures stUl aren't a

guarantee that a woman will not be raped,"

she said.

"Sucty-three percent of the rapes that

occur are acquaintance rapes such as a

relative or family fiiend," she said.

"When a rape occurs, the blame should

never be on the woman; she is the victim.

The blame should be on the attacker — the

man," she said.

New law aids off campus students

A recent State Supreme Judicial Court

ruling on landlord security deposit regula-

tions is "definitely a great decision" for

students living off campus at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, the director of the Off

Campus Housing Office said Wednesday.

Director Joanne Levenson said that

while it was already illegal for landlords to

retain the balance of security deposits for

more than 30 days after a tenant's lease

had expired, tenants previously had to pro-

ve their landlord "acted in bad faith" in

order to receive the triple damages

available under the law in court.

Now, "it's a law in itself and tenants

don't have to prove anything," Levenson

said. "They broke the law, and you're en-

titled to triple the amount (of your security

deposit balance)."

Levenson said the law is already in effect

and would "have an effect for any case

that's happened over the summer," noting

new complaints would be forwarded to the

office of the attorney general.

- ANNE McCRORY

State may
help feed

needy kids
By MARY SHEILA LOUGHUN
Collegian Staff

Berkshire County families may benefit

from a proposed state supplement to the

federal Women, Infants, and Children

(WIC) nutrition program. University of

Massachusetts nutrition specialists said.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis proposed a $6.6

million state supplement in response to a

survey which found chronic malnutrition

among poor children in Massachusetts a

matter of concern.

Dukakis's proposal would make
Massachusetts the first state in the nation

to supplement the federal WIC program,

which provides nutritious foods, counseling

and health care referrals to low income

pregnant and nursing mothers, infants and

pre-schoolers.

The survey, conducted by the State

Department of Public Health on 1,429

Massachusetts children aged sue months to

six years, found that nearly 10 percent of

these children suffer from chronic

malnutrition.

Poor white and Southeast children in

Massachusetts were found to be the most

malnourished in the survey. Jeanne

Shumway. communications coordinator for

the Expanded Food and Nutrition at

UMass. said many Southeast Asians are

recent immigrants and must adjust to a

change in diet. For example, she said,

many are unable to digest milk, since it has

never been a part of their normal diet.

Hillel Liebert, district health officer for

the UMass Public Health department, said

a 1981 report depicted Holyoke as having

the highest infant mortality rate in the

state. A 1982 report showed Holyoke still

had a high mortality rate but not as high as

in 1981. he said.

"The low birthrate and infant mortality

rate (in Holyoke) are definitely associated

with undernourishment among pregnant

mothers and newborns," Lieber said.

Leslie Turner, nutrition specialist with

the UMass nutrition program, said only 25

percent of Massachusetts women and

children whose income qualifies them for

participation in the WIC program are

enrolled. Some $4.5 million of the proposed

supplement would, over the next 19

months, serve those who are eligible for the

nutrition program but who are not being

reached because of low federal funding

level.

"If the nutrition problem continues kids

will not grow well and function well in

school," Turner said.

Turner said it is often assumed that

malnourished low-income people do not

know how to shop correctly, but to many

people in the area the real problem is in not

having enough food.

The survey points out two basic needs,

Shumway said, the first need is to feed the

people and the second need is to educate

families on such things as budget planning

and getting the most food for their dollars,

she said.

The nutritional survey states that "acute

undernourishment is not a problem in

Massachusetts." "Yet 10 percent of those

little kids are in real trouble," Shumway

said.

Protest staged near recruiters
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

A small group of University of Massachusetts students

marched in formation to a spot beside the Marine and Navy

recruiting table on the Campus Center Concourse Wed-

nesday to protest United SUtes involvement in Lebanon

and Grenada.

At least eight of the students were dressed m mihtary

fatigues and sbc of them lay on the floor beside the table to

represent recent U.S. casualties in Grenada and Lebanon

while two more stood over them with wooden rifles.

Ron Mikarek, 27, graduate student and spokesman for

the group said the protest was designed to show Umass

students the reality of what has been going on in Grenada

and Lebanon. • j r

MUcarek said the group, which was comprised of

students from the Western Massachusetts Latin American

SoUdanty Committee, the Radical Student Union as well

as several concerned students, was not protestmg the

Marines who lost their Uves in Grenada and Lebanon, but

rather the policies of the U.S.

"The Marines kiUed in Lebanon and Grenada was a

terrible loss of Ufe," MUcarek said. "We have nothing

against people who have joined the Marines. We are

making our attack against the mUitary organization which

is not operating in the best interests of the United States.

Milcarek said the Marines should not be allowed to

recruit on campus. He also said the protest was designed

to help the average student make the connection between

what is happening in the news and their own lives.

Marine 1st Lt. R.L. Auman, who was seated at the

recruiting table, said he thought the students had every

right to protest.

"That's what America is aU about," Auman said.

L. Scott Cohen, 21, a political science major passing by.

said he thought the protest was "foolish as hell. "Cohen

said he supported the invasion of Grenada and felt the

protest might actuaUy boost interest in the Marines.

The protesters stayed beside the table for about lb

minutes, holding signs that carried the slogans of their

cause and whistling the Marine Hymn America the

Beautiful to the crowd. They then got back into formation

and marched away.

Brian Clark. 19. an undeclared major, said the protest

was a surprise, but he added "it's something you can ex-

pect at UMass."

Protestors '*play dead" near Marine

recruiting table yesterday in the Campus Center.
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Food drive helps families give thanks
By TRICIA A. YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

People who are unable to celebrate the traditional

American feast at this time of year because of a lack of

food will have a full table this Thanksgiving with the help

of a food drive sponsored by the Newman Student

Association.

The Thanksgiving food drive, under the leadership of

Darlene Martin, who ran the drive last year as well, began

collecting non-perishable food items last Sunday, and will

continue doing so until this Sunday.

The donations will be divided and wrrapped up into

bjuskets of varying sizes. The food will then be distributed

to families in the area who have been recommended by the

Anriherst Survival Center and other services and church

groups, said Brian McGrath, president of the association.

While food has already started coming in, he said, the

bag drive will be this Sunday because people will have time

to shop on the weekend, he said.

But shoppers do not necessarily have to donate food this

way, if they shop at Louis Foods on North Pleasant

Street, McGrath said. Customers buying at least $30

worth of groceries can tell the cashier that they want their

receipts validated. These receipts can be iirought to the

Newman Center, and Louis Foods will donate five percent

of the price to the drive for perishable items, Martin said.

McGrath said he was optimistic that the drive will be

more successful than last year's which resulted in the col-

lection of more than 50 food baskets for the area's needy.

He said the most important aspect of the drive is helping

people.

"Basically, (it's a way) that people can get involved and
help out a lot of people. Everyone can pitch in one can of

non-perishable food," he said.

*5;i

DVP to present Seymour Hersh this evening
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Seymour Hersh will

speak about his new book, The Price of Power, on Thur-

sday, November 17, at the University of Massachusetts.

Hersh won the Pulitzer Prize for International

Reporting in 1970 for his coverage of the My Lai massacre

in Vietnam. His work has appeared in Atlantic Monthly

Magazine, the New York Times, and the New York Times

Magazine. He has also published a number of books.

Hersh's lecture is being sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program. It will be held in Herter 231, and is free

and open to the public.
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"It will work something like a garage

door opener. The student will have a device

to open the door and then after entering

can close the door after them by pushing

the device," he said. "I think it's a good

idea, and it will make the doors more ac-

cessible than any others."

Paul Appleby, director of the Handicap-

ped Student Affairs Office said he was not

informed the doors were going to be replac-

ed imtil after the fact.

"I think it was an oversight and I'm con-

fident that something satisfactory will be

done," he said.

Curley who said he also was not notified

of the replacement, said he believed the

new doors would reduce security problems

in the dorm, noting instances of female

students being harassed in Brett stairwells

and bathrooms.
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China Gate falls short
CHINA GATE
By William Arnold
Villiard Books, 429 pages, $15.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

China Gate was an ambitious project for a

first novel. Author William Arnold spans

three decades and as many continents,

trying to distill the modern American

experience in Asia into the life of one

mythic figure. Perhaps one should not be

surprised, then, that Arnold fell short of his

goal with China Gate; in many ways it reads

as a book that was written by an author

unready to grapple with such a massive

topic. ,

China Gate is ostensibly the story of

William Jennings Bryan Whyte, an

American bom and bred in China, and the

dynasty he founds on Taiwan after the

separation from mainland China. Whyte

begins hjsjcareexin the earlv 1960's as the

leader of a teenaged street gang, the

Omega Chi, that is involved in the thriving

blackmarket underworld of Chinese and

Taiwanese mobs. China Gate follows

Whyte and his cohorts through the tur-

bulent years of the Vietnamese war, as

friendships and fortunes, all on an epic

scale, rise and fall in concert with in-

ternational events. Arnold juxtaposes

these personal and public landscapes with

the grace and skill of a novice juggler.

Arnold seems unable to detach himself

from his narrative at any point. He spent

his own youth on Taiwan in the early 60's,

and seems not to have put much distance

between himself and his past. The many
clumsy correlaries between Arnold's

nostalgic reminiscences and the plot of

China Gate are blatant and rather em-

barrassing. Unresolved semi-

autobiography in the guise of fiction won't

fool anyone for long, especially not when
written in flat, rambling, uninspired prose.

The novel is uneven; time moves in jumps

and spurts. Arnold's incessant

editorializing of world events if irritating,

and his presumptuous characterizations

unsatisfying. The women in China Gate in

particular are two-dimensional characters

idealized to a level of complete unreality.

They, and the male characters as well, lack

clear motivations for their actions and are

in effect pawns over-manipulated by

Arnold. One is always aware, while

reading China Gate, of the author's

presence. He weighs down the narrative

and ultimately crushes the potential of his

novel.
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In the Cage, Amherst CoUege, Wedriesday, Dec. 7, 1983, 8-30 P.M,

Tickets are on sale now at the Cage from 14,

$11.50
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live mrire
by David Chevan

Boy, if ever there was a weekend that was not hap-

pening last weekend was it. Why are we in such an all or

nothing valley? I know I've harped on this one in the past,

but it amazes me how consistantly we get large quantities

of good music or none at all. Once again we've got a good

weekeno to look forward to. but honestly, you can't sur-

vive most weekends going to the movies every night.

Sure, Dead Zone is awesome, I'd be the last one in the

world to doubt Andv Gordon, but how many times can you

see it before you gobeserk? TUNEAGE. I look forward to

something every weekend, too bad it doesn't happen.

Maybe the administration should move this school to

Boston. .

.

So tonight what do we have thats so great? For one the

Fine Arts Center features the offbeat wall-of-sound that

has become affectionately known as the B-52s. Its been a

few years since Rock Lobster, but age has dealt this band a

level of maturity which should please all. After the concert

you can head to the Bluewall for Boston Punk night

featuring the loudest and brashest from the Bean Pot. or, if

your head needs some cooling down. Leo Kottke, the

contemporary king of folk guitar will be making one of his

all too rare appearances at the Iron Horse Cafe. Or if ya

still gotta dance bip over to Sheehans Cafe to bop with the

Bounce, a new local band with some impressive sounds.

Friday night features the return of the New Models to

the Hangar One. Once the toast of all Boston, this group

has yet to overcome a severe case of Car-itis, a disease

groups that come in contact with Ric Ocasek often con-

tract. Opening are Rapture of the Dope. The November

Group and Kasper Hauser will be at the Bluewall, and

NRBQ will sling the blues down memory lane at the Rusty

NaU.
. ^

Saturday night the Fine Arts Center is once again the

Chaka Khan: if her vinyl's any hint, Saturday's

show should be dynamite.

place to be, with singer of reknown Chaka Kahn and Pieces

of a Dream i Pizzas and Ice Cream?). For the less daring

there is Berlin Airlift, a watered down version of Luna,

which was a watered down version of Orchestra Luna,

which was a watered down version of flitter rock-David

Bowie, at the Hangar; they put on a good show. Reggae is

still alive and well with Loose Caboose at the Wok; they're

also there Friday night.

Upcoming concerts include Translator out of L.A. on

Monday at the Hangar and the Rick James show featuring

the Mary Jane Girls, the Stone City Band, and the S.O.S.

in Hartford on Nov. 25.

"Record breaking" new vinyl
By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

A better week than last, new rec's from the heroic

Husker Du and always-changing Minutemen insuring that

I won't be able to hear by the time this reaches print. Cool

gig coming up that you should be aware of:

On Saturday the 19th, Flipper, San Francisco's noise

equivalent to the Grateful Dead will be playing for all-ages

at the Guiding Star Grange in Greenfield, MA. Also ap-

pearing will be Christmas (from Boston), the Pajama

Slave Dancers and Sorry. Admission is $5 at the door, and

the show starts at 6 p.m. (sorry, but no alcohol is allowed).

For more info, call 546-6546.

Now back to the usual stuff:

AZTEC CAMERA — "Oblivious"/*'We Could Send

Letters'VBack On Board" (WEA Import double 45) -

Best songs from the fab High Land, Hard Rain LP. as

performed live in Toronto: strong, sloppy versions. I'm

still a fan. but I'm wondering how much longer Roddy

Frame is gonna live off songs he wrote 2V2 years ago -

time tor some new material? '

CIRCLE JERKS — Golden Shower Of Hits (Lax LP)

- An improvement over last year's disappointing Wild In

The Streets, new songs like "When The Shit Hits The

Fan' and "High Price On Our Heads" barkening back to

the days of Group Sex. The Jerks also continue their track

record of selecting fine hits to cover, "Jerks On 45" fin-

ding such worthy targets as the Starland Vocal Band's

"Afternoon Delight," or Paul Anka's "Having My Baby,"

a hit which raised the ire of feminists everywhere

ECHO & THE BUNNYMEN — The Echo (Sire 12
"

EP) — Echo greatest hits repackaged for the US market,

a live take of "Do It Clean" included to get fans' $$. Wait

for the new 45 instead.

THE FALL— "Kicker Conspiracy" (Rough Trade Im

port 45) - No real progress here, "Kicker" reminding of

the worst elements of the dull Room To Live EP. The flip,

"Wings" is being referred to by Mark E. Smith as, "the

best thing I've ever done." Aaahh, not quite, but pretty

hypnotic just the same.

DISCHARGE — Warning: Her Majesty's Govern-

ment Can Seriously Damage Your Health (Clay 12" Im-

port) — It's not Discharge's new heavy metal sound that I

mind, it's their current lack of energy or imagination.

Cal's trademark shriek is now reduced to a muttering

monologue, new guitarist Pooch pales next to Angus

Young when you're forced to think about it.

BOB DYLAN — Infiedels (Columbia LP) - Worthless

and predictable. Sly & Robbie appear to have been hired

on name alone. Bob's "insight" being more clouded than

usual. Dylan a "poet?" As he's said before, only Smokey

Robinson gets that tag.

KURTIS BLOW — Party Time? (Mercury 12 ") - It's

been a while since Mr. Blow came up with anything nearly

as hot as "The Breaks", and Party Time? is no exception.

The title track is essentially as poor re-do of "The

Mes.sage," nuevo-catch phrases like "bill collector" and

"World War III" get thrown into the call & response fray

with little sensitivity shown.
Continued on page 9

CAN YOU WIH
2 S-Doy Ski Pqss#s

to Sugorbush

i 2 2-DQy Ski Pqss#s

to Stow*

12 2-DQy Ski Possos

to Mt. Snow

12 l-Doy Ski Possos

to Killington

i 2 Doy Possos &
12 Night Possos

to Mt. Tom

i 2 Doy Possos &

i 2 Night Possos

to Dorkshiro Eost

12 Ski Cord intornotion

Momborships

1 2 Possos to Hot Tubs

from Utopio Spos

PLUS MANY MANY
MANY T-SHIRTS

FLIPPER!- Sure they look a bit disjointed here, but they'll be pulled together for Saturday's all

ages gig at the Greenfield Guiding Star Grange.

ALL YOU HAVE TO
DO IS ENTER THE
FREE RAFFLE

AT THE
12th ANNUAL
SKI SNATCH
NOV. 16-19

>
noon

til 10 pm

til 5 pm

Student Union Dollroom
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TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

Super Prices

Selling at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE

Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley

Saturday, November 19 12 - 4 pm

MASTERCARD. . .VISA. .
.ACCEPTED

RVM Associates

No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RVM Sales Corp

(^,

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL

AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

For careers in: International Banking and Business

Federal, State and Local Government / The United Nations

Private Voluntary Organizations and the Media

SIPA has been successfully placing students in these positions since 1948

For information or an application, write to:

School of International and Public Affairs

Office of Admissions

1420 International Affairs Building

Columbia Universilv • New York, New York 10027
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at the

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
\

Over 18,000 New and Used Books i

All titles are ».0u or less. |
This is a special truckload shipment I

from a Midwest warehouse. I

I
More titles added daily

|
I Subject matter from |

I Aerodynamics -Zoology i

I Sale runs Nov. 7 - Nov 23 i

i M-F 9:C0 am - 4:00 pm Closed Nov. 11 I
liiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'

..iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitimMitiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiitifniiiiimuiie

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS®

INTRAMURAL HIGHUGHTS
Entry Dates: 3 on 3 Basketball, Men, Women, Coed 16 Nov. play starts

Mon. 28 Nov.

1 on 1 continues: Thurs. 6 pm Boyden Gym. Double elimination

5 on 5 28 Nov. starting date 1 Feb. 1984

Racquetball Championship play begins Thurs. 17 Nov. 8 pm, schedules

outside 215 Boyden

Flag Football Champions are Ball State who defeated Phi Kappa Alpha.

Team members are: D. Aiken, J. Cahill. E. Costa, F. Dafonte, W. Dillon, J.

Frazer, T. Gallagher, M. McGee, A.Meninno, S. Ondricks, K. Rocha, P.

Sanborn, B. Smith, J. Webb, G. Leiser, M. Dozier, Ball State will travel to

Worcester Polytechnical Institute to participate in the NE Regional

Playoffs. Mah,Fahs finished in third place.

Co-Rec Champions Simple Crustaceans defeated Chadbourne Maroons.

Team members are: J. Allen, R. Anthony, G. Cermto, M. Conroy, D. Dar-

naby, J. Hogan, J. Hynes, F. Lindstom, M. Leonard, A. Menino, P.

Moineau, M. Novak. K. O'Neill, C. Reed, P. Stashis.

Co-Rec Soccer Champions Thatcher Threshers defeated the Strikers:

Team Members are: K. Pliszka, J. Devlin, J. Denauit, D. Mehlhorn, C.

Bergsten, K. Beemsten, S. Hess, H. Sydney, Y. Jadene. V. Silva, C.

Kristenson, R. Wendt, R. Pereira.

Co-Rec Frisbee Champions Rage defeated Ded Sevens: Members are: R.

Adams, F. Geary, D. Ehiman, B. Riley, E. Kejue, J. Goodhart, M.

Donoghue, D. Bmce, K. Modeston, P. Connelly, L. Goldsamt, B. Chisolm,

D. Ranzo, E. Buddenhugin, J. Geary, L. Cohen, G. Galat

iUVtAUful

Enter the SKOAL BAMPIiy

EEPSTAKES

nRmTPrizs: ,-,

Vio Day Trip for 10 Lucky Studentff^
^

to Daytooa All Expenses Paid,

j^noludes Meals, Hotel, Travei^^

Irvtf -Quest Experience. , ^,.
^ riMT PRIZE:

TiwoWlfKlSorfars

WcoMPPfUZB;.
Tw«>Home oompoters

Tll!^Hftu<rTlwiiiir ^irm Jackets

, 1,<|||0 "Sftoat B^jpftr- T-Shirts

I

»*.

Pick up your official

Skoal Bandits SPRING FLING

Sweepstakes entry form

at the following retail stores:

University Store

Mini-Store

Augie's Tobacco Shop
7-11 in Sunderland
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C(mtinued from page 7

THE MINUTEMEN — Buzz Or Howl
Under The Influence Of Heat (SST 12 ')

— Where their last LP, the magiiifieent

What Makes A Man Start Fires? hinted at

a slant towards jazz in the M-men's

jazz/punk forays, Buzz Or Howl goes full

tilt. There's more built-up tension in "Cut"

than anything they've ever recorded; taut,

pointed interplay between the Watt/Hurley

rhythm section and the newfound
psychoselectric guitar riffs of D. Boon. One

of America's finest units continues to

evolve.

SISTERS OF MERCY — "Temple Of

Love" (Brain Eater 12" EP) - Although

their live set is one of the more laughable

I've ever seen, the Sisters have yet to make

a bad 45; "Body Electric," "Alice,"

"Anaconda" all being the best

Bauhuas/Killing Joke updates currently

playing. "Temple Of Love" goes farther in

terms of establishing an original identity;

production is LOUDER, drum machine

pumps harder, etc. Their best yet, although

the limp, doomy version of "Gimmmie

Shelter" that's on the flip should be ig-

nored in favor of (gasp) the new Stones 45.

Organic Chemistry Students_

YOU KNOW HOW
IMPORTANT MAKING THE
GRADE IN ORGANIC IS...

Now there's help from COMPress!
We produce Introductkxi to Organic Chemistry

by Professor Stanley Smrth, University of Illi-

nois, Urt)ana.

Designed to supplement your first course in

organic, this is a seven disk set of microcom-

puter programs that run on an Apple II plus*

or lie' with 48k memory and 3 3DOS

The graphics, simulations, arxl practice prob-

lems are just what you need to clarify the topics

that are causing your fits

of frustration'

Intowiorfcf said, "...the

besx software that any

of us have seen for

instructional use..."

2/15/82 issue.

Omatlve Computing
said, "...could make a

significant differerwe

in the understanding

gained by any student."

4/82 issue.

Using them could make the difference in your

grade and your future!

The seven disks cover — Alkanes and Alkenes

. . Substitution Fteactions IR & NI^R Spec-

troscopy . Arenes Alcohols Aldehydes

and Ketones . Cartxixylic Acids

PS to Teaching Assistants — Introduction to

Organic Chemistry can be an invaluable aid to

your tutoring efforts It will virtually pay for itself

Individual disks are $60.00.

Compl«t« set of 7 $350.00.

Demo Disk Available —
Send $10 00 (or charge to

your credit card) and ^e'll

send you a denx) disk with

samples from the programs

Return the disk and we'll

refund your money, or apply

It to your purchase of

program disks

Also available in microcomputer

stores ttiroughout the country

• nagislarad lr»d»m«f1i /
oitTwAppi* y^

Compul*( Company /
/ Name

y

y^ R«lumttito form today to: COMPreaa —
Dapt CS, PO Box 102, Wentworth, NH 03282.

Please send me disk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Set Demo
(cird* your chotce)

D VISA D H^astercard

V COMPress -
N. — A Division ot

\^Van Nostrand Fteinhold

Accl#_

THE CRAMPS — Smell of Female

(Enigma 12") - The Cramps Halloween

show in Boston was their most restrained

live appearance to date, singer Lux In-

terior somehow managing to keep his pants

on for the duration (40 minutes?!) of the

set. The new Cramps' live record is much

the same; you anticipate wild abandon on

the way in, you exit having heard a clean,

yet effective rave-up. How the band that

made such grundgy studio records now

sounds so slick on a live EP is a mystery to

me. Still, the Cramps' cover of "Psychotic

Reaction" is worth the price of admission.

PICK OF THE WEEK:

HUSKER DU: "MeUl Circus" (SST

12") — "People talk about anarchy/and

taking up a fight/well I'm afraid of things

like that/I lock my d(X)rs at night/I don't

rape & I don't pillage/other people's lives/I

don't practice what you preach/and I won't

see through your eyes." Bob Mould says it

Ijetter than I ever could; along with REM,
Husker IXi are making the most vital

American rock of any band in these post-

Burma days.. .raw, passionate, not enough

control to stay calm, enough control to stay

rational.

Address. Exp date.

^ City/Stat«/Zip_

Payment or credit card information mutt accompany order

lumiA

Signature
^

IN A HURRY? — Order by phone (credit cards only)

CALL 603-7S4-5«31 and ask lor College Sales

lames tteorf iAnrwr Im» totn

CflAtd the mo^ ori$^#Htorist

SNKe Jimi Hendrix.mmn
album, "Odyssey," » on epk

odventur«-the kmd ol

boumiary^reoking, totegory-

confusing songs thot am only b«

called greot musk.

JAMES BLOOD ULMER

OOYSSEY

Available at the University Store at $5.99
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Blind patriots

won't save us
In what is perceived as one of the most progressive

communities in the nation, it is amazing how many
University of Massachusetts students are conser-

vative as suggested by the success of the newly-formed

UMass Republican Club.

And while a person's political preference is not a sole

basis for a lasting impression, the motivation behind

choosing one's party persuasion arouses my curiosity.

The logical steps would be to learn current issues, the

liberal, conservative and other points of views, and make a

decision. .^.^^^_^«^__^«__«_^^.^^—.^.^

Tami Borton

But Ronald Reagan's popularity, much of which was

gained through a barbaric act and effective deluding of the

public about its significance, concludes this matter is not

being addressed logically.

The attack on Grenada (a suggested vacation destina-

tion in a recent Giamour magazine) should be equated to a

college kid picking on a first grader, especially with the

lack of clear cut evidence that we beat Cuba to the punch.

When the administration changes its point of view ''in-

vasion," "rescue mission," "gravepit," "no gravepit" -

what they do tell us worries me. After all, the press is not

getting complete access to evidence. They call this

freedom of the press?

Are we not the same as the bestial "thugs" who attack-

ed us in Beirut? Peace through military strength is playing

a game of Stratego with our lives that becomes increasing-

ly dangerous as more and more nuclear weapons are

deployed.

The newfound blind patriotism among our conservative

peers will not save us, for our opponents are also willing to

die for their cause, without any hope of returning home

(for example, the recent kamikazee attack on our

Marines.)

It is too soon to judge the stability of the controversial

"Reaganomics," much of the high inflation and unemploy-

ment is due to a lag from the Carter days.

But if implementing policies of tax and budget cuts,

many thoughtless decisions were made on the letter.

When public schools are the only place many poor

children eat a nutritious meal, reducing allocations to

federal lunch programs is inexcusable. In fact, any hunger

in a country where the government pays its farmers to

store their surplus is appalling.

The tightening of funds for education not only prohibits

many a brilliant mind from the right to use it, but jeopar-

dizes the potential for the future of our country.

This, indirect assault on humanity is only compounded

when military expenditures are constantly increasing.

This all leads me to believe that other inputs influence a

conservative's ideology.

Perhaps it is the very image of a well dressed, successful

businessman versus the jean-clad liberal who worships the

Dead or the Clash that may be enough in itself to make one

want to be a conservative.

Perhaps Reagan holds a hero status in the hearts of

these conservatives.

By this token, John Wayne could be a strong candidate

for the Republican presidential ticket, if he were alive.

I have yet to see a good reason for a conservative view-

point when it represents our present leaders. But too

many continue to support this administration under the

false belief that everything is okay.

Tami BorUm is a Collegian columnist
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Reagan exports the Red Scare
During his visit to Tokyo last week. President

Reagan lavished praise on the Japanese, who, he

said, "are of one heart (with Americans) in their

devotion to the principles of our free societies." He called

upon them to join the U.S. in a "powerful partnership for

good."
He also took the occasion to say: "a nuclear war can

never be won and must never be fought...our dream is to

see the day when nuclear weapons will be banished from

the face of this earth."

Ian Polumbaum
This oration surely strikes an emotional chord in the

country of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, but it reeks of

hypocrisy. The Reagan Administration's real nuclear

policy aims to be able to "prevail" in a nuclear exchange,

asking Congress to fund more first-strike weapons which

will make the atomic hair-trigger even more sensitive.

(Let us not forget a TV address several months ago in

which the President's eyes gleamed as he announced his

desire to extend the arms race into space.)

By "partnership for good" Reagan means, of course,

alliance against the Soviet Union, which he has called

"the great evil empire." He lauds Japan's peace-loving

character, undoubtedly knowing that that nation's con-

stitution says "the Japanese people forever renounce

war" and pledges Japan not to revive its pre-WWII
military power.

At the same time, his Administration and members of

the House Armed Services Committee (i.e. Rep. Levin of

New York) clamor for Japan to increase its military spen-

ding, saying that all the weight of its defense is being

shouldered by the United States. Last Thursday's

"20/20" audience saw ABC's Sylvia Chase's bleached

hair flapping in the breeze on a carrier deck as she pro-

claimed our Navy the "protector of the Pacific."

Protector of the Pacific from what? Japan might ask.

The Japanese evidently do not fear, however Mr. Reagan

would like them to, that they are about to be invaded by

the Soviets. With their phenomenal industrial prosperity

and strong nationalism, they could easily start a nrugor

military buildup if they saw fit.

But, while they are as distressed as anyone else by the

invasion of Afghanistan, the repression in Poland and the

downing of KAL flight 007, the Japanese do not see con-

frontation and displays of force as ways to ease world

tensions.

They are not apt to be convinced otherwise by the

polemic pitting "civilized values" against terrorist

thugs" which has become a Presidential trademark; nor

by flowery admiration of their peacable nature which

veils the dubious premise that to preserve their tranquili-

ty, they must become more militaristic.

Reagan's address to Japan's Parliament was cleverly

crafted. He skirted economic issues causing friction bet-

ween Washington and Tokyo, so that he could^ "use

praise of Japan to denigrate the Soviet Union" (NY

Times, 11/11) and drum up support for his own foreign

policy. His underlying motive was not to further

diplomacy, but to export the Red Scare.

Ian Polumbaum is a UMass stvxknt

Letters ^————^—

—

Blue Wall policy is useless
To the Editor,

I have come to realize that the new policy for under-age

Blue Wall-goers is ludicrous. The new policy has made it

possible for 18 and 19 year-old students to attend "special

events" at the Blue Wall but, it remains to exclude those

same students from entertainment which is not classified

as "special," such as the mid-week free movies. Who
defines what a "special event" is? Why is this new and 'im-

proved' policy so needlessly restricting? Why are the

'under-age' Campus (Center fee-payers excluded from sim-

ple entertainment? Poor policy is useless policy!

Brian G. Galencia
Amherst

Minor intrapersonal problems?
To the Editor,

Much controversy has been generated lately about the

"pigeons" in the Campus Center, that is. Building Opera-

tions employees who sit on the radiator by the barbershop

during their breaks and watch the women walk by. In a

Collegian editorial "Pigeons Don't Cause Real Problems"

(Mon. Nov. 14, 1983), Walter Branson states: "the misap-

propriation of that label to a petty quarrel such as this can

only serve to make us question the reality of serious in-

cidences of harassment." Cases of "serious" sexual

harassment often begin with what some people would

refer to as 'innocent' comments or 'appreciative' stares,

only later to progress to more overtly physical manifesta-

tions.

This situation is more than a "minor interpersonal pro-

blem." Mr. Branson states that "one of the

workers...made remarks to some of the women, but only

Ijecause he knew them personally." Does knowing the

women "{)ersonally" give this worker the right to verbally

hara-ss her? One should not exptn^t this U) be handled on an

"interp<>rsonal level" by the SAO women; the disciplinary

action should be taken by the workers' supervisor.

I do not work in the Student Activities Office, but this

past summer I also had to walk by the place and persons ii

question to pick up our office's mail in the Campus Center

Several times I would walk around to the outside of the

building rather than subject myself to the stares of a few

of the men (not all of them engage in this practice). This

behavior is more than "mildly annoying." It provokes in

myself, and in others, frustration and anger at the fact

that because we are women we must, in order to avoid be-

ing gawked at, drastically alter our perambulatory habits.

I do not believe in infringing upon a person's right to

mobility during his/her breaJt time; however, when his/her

behavior interferes with someone else's right to walk in an

area comfortably, without being an object of lascivious

gazes and verbal harassment, then I think a designated

break area or areas (such as the Hatch or the Coffee Shop)

should be suggested and adhered to as places of congrega-

tion.

Andrea Bates
Amherst

Is Rand our future?
To the Editor,

I would like to bring to your attention the article in you
paper on November 15, 1983. When I initially saw thi

Rand mural, I was offended because it was not represen
tative of the kind of theater that I would like to see offeree

by this university. It pwrtrays an elitist image of whit<

aristocratic society that does not relate to real life. Per
sonally I was deeply disturbed when I first viewed th«

mural some two weeks ago. As a member of the Thirc

World Community I felt the image was tantamount U
posting a "Whites Only" sign on the building, effectivelj

creating an artistically rendered message of Jim Crow -
ism 1980's style.

In the article the artist is quoted as saying, "We hope tc

connect the image of the painting with the Rand itself." 1

am dismayed by this rather blatant and insensitive state-

ment.

Why must we continue to revert to the restrictions and

stereotypes of white superiority and sexism that students

Random Notes
TV can be educational

One afternoon this past weekend, for lack of

anything better to do, I turned on the television.

Consequently, I was assaulted by commercials

(what can you expect from network television?) and in-

sulted by the products women are used — almost ex-

clusively — to sell.

I learned that afternoon that I, as a woman, am sup-

posed to have clean, beautiful, bouncy, and well-

conditioned hair. If I don't, I should hide in a doorway if

any male acquaintance walks by because my "greasies"

would revolt him and I would lose all hope of ever being

able to speak to him again. I should also have a figure as

lithe and slim as the woman/straw who slips sensually in-

to the water in the Diet Pepsi commercials. I now know

that to be sexually appealing my whole body has to be

perfect - my arms, my thighs, my waist and especially

my chest. Think for a moment about that commercial.

Have you ever noticed that the only man on it is shown

only from his waist to his upper thighs? His crotch is the

main focal point. This implication is that our sole judge of

a man should be his "natural endowments." Even so, the

criteria set for women are tougher — a woman has to

have complete beauty: face and torso, to be

beautiful/sexy (both words mean the same thing in the

context of this Diet Pepsi commercial).

I was also informed via the commercials that afternoon

that I should read the labels on every item of food I pur-

chase for my house. To be a "true" woman I must insure

that my children get their full days supply of vitamins

and that they do not gorge themselves on evil foods filled

with chemical preservatives. This is my natural duty, of

no concern to my husband (for I must Jilso insure that he

eats the correct foods).

Imagine, if you can, a healthy middle-aged man stan-

ding in a spotless kitchen, lovingly holding a jar of Tang

and being comforted by the fact that his children will get

their "full days supply of vitamin C." It's a pretty

ludicrous image isn't it?
^^

I was also informed that women are the "authonties

when it comes to doing laundry (what an educational

afternoon it was!). The only men ever shown in commer-

cials relating to laundry are young bachelors. It's always

a woman, whether it's a girlfriend who comes for dinner

(and is so disgusted by his "ring around the collar" that

she forgos a delicious meal in order to teach him how to

properly wash his clothes) or a mother who pays a sur-

prise visit, that teaches these young, helpless men the

fundamentals of doing laundry. It's a woman who

develops a guilt complex when she realizes that her fami-

ly's clothes are scratchy and uncomfortable because she

didn't use Downy fabric softener. Finally, it's always a

woman who is shown being educated (by another woman

none-the-less) as to the new and improved laundry

detergents such as ERA (does that title, the same as the

acronym for the equal rights movement, imply that

"liberated women" should use this product?) or Solo.

Can you picture a man driving up in a pick-up truck,

thrusting two measuring cups out the window and yelling

"Hey Sam, you got any laundry detergent and fabric

softener? I'm out with two loads to go!"

I realize that these commercials are designed to sell

their products. Therefore they try to appeal to the people

most likely to purchase these products — women. It's no

excuse for perpetuating these stereotypical images:

woman as mother (only), woman as happy homemaker,

woman as sex symbol. As long as these commercials are

dominated by women, the chores and images depicted

will be considered exclusively "feminine." Not only do

these commercials reinforce traditional notions of

women, they also educate and condition the young, male

and female alike, to these generalizations.

Thus I became disgusted that afternoon. I was con-

stantly conditioned as to what my work as a woman

should be. If I tried to forgo these chores and (god forbid)

give them to a man I would be shirking my "natural

duties." It seems funny that when I am in college, trying

to educate myself so I wUl not be doomed to bemg

"barefoot and pregnant," I still have this feeling ..no

matter what work I secure after I graduate it will still be

assumed that household chores are my "natural work

Becky Lockwood is a Collegian cmresporui^nt

have fcught against for so long? Artists are the visionaries

of society. Is this our vision of the future?
^

Victoria Carter
Amherst

Men already have rights

To the Editor, ^ . , .. ,

Thank you for covering the Northeast Regional Men s

Conference that was held at Hampshire College recently. I

enjoyed talking with your reporter and sharing about the

men's movement with him.

However, I am angry about the headline that was used

' for the article: "Hampshire College conference says men

have rights, too." This kind of distortion and misrepresen-

tation of information for sensational appeal reflects the

worst in journalism.

The focus of the conference was not on men's rights,

and certainly not "men's rights, too" (i'"P>y";»g
J ^""J"

parison, even competition, with women s nghts) The con-

ference was about challenging traditional male gender

Do you know what I really hate?
You know what I really hate? It's people who say

they're radical, or progressive, and committed to

"change," yet insist on killing themselves, and

me with them.

What heineous bunch of people are we dealing with

here? Yes, cigarette smokers. Especially those who ask

me if "I'd mind," and when I say "sort of," wind up tor-

ching one up anyway. „ • -,

Do they think cigarettes are sexy, macho, or allunng.'

Josh Meyer
Evidently so, no doubt due to the good grace and massive

ad campaigns of the major cigarette companies.

They probably already know that the tobacco lobby is

the second most powerful force affecting federal and

state legislation in the country, able to kill any and all

anti-smoking laws and ad campaigns with one swipe of

its massive hand. And I'm sure that they know they're

being manipulated by the tobacco companies into con-

suming as many "cancer sticks" as they can, and into

giving themselves lung, mouth, esophageal and bladder

cancer, not to mention heart and circulatory disease, just

so these corporations can "increase their profit margin."

My friends all love it when I tell them that to be honest,

kissing a chain-smoker is like licking an ashtray. Maybe

they think smoking is something to be envied or at least

noticed. I know I've always been incredibly fascinated at

the way people hang burning sticks of garbage out of the

sides of their mouths as they squint to stop going blind by

smoke in their eyes. And I know that they listen atten-

tively when I tell them that each cigarette they smoke has

over 2000 chemicals, two hundred additives, dozens of

known carcinogenic hydrocarbons in the tars (not coun-

ting the carcinogenic effects of the smoke itself)-

And I know that they listen to me when I tell them that

the smoke out of the side of the cigarette is much worse

than that drawn through the filter. And that smoking

(and breathing in other peoples' smoke) does more than

cause lung cancer, one of modem society's killers. Most

people are very considerate and understanding alxmt

how I feel as a non-cigarette smoker having to be con-

stantly subjected to inhaling disgustingly stale grey

smoke which makes my eyes tear, and my nose itch, and

my clothes smell, and my head hurt. In fact, they c^re so

much that a little later they'll light another one up. You

see, nicotine (the prime ingredient in cigarettes that com-

panies cram in to keep people buying the 500 billion butts

smoked every year) is an addictive drug. According to

junkies, it is easier to kick heroin than nicbtine, a legal,

fully advertised and acceptable over-the-counter product.

So they can sympathize with me when I ask them to

even blow the smoke in the other direction. Sometimes

my friends feel bad when 1 ask them to stop. They'd like

to stop, but they can't.

Today is National Smoke-Out Day. where all you poor,

crazed and drugged-out tobacco fiends will attempt to do

the humanly impossible task of kicking the habit for ONE
DAY. Even if the intense desire to succeed is there, the

end result may well be a failure, due to the physical and

chemical addiction.

But please try to stop. If not for your sake, then for

mine

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

FiU IN run fi^tiiL ,-rOa*
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Solomon appears to be unfair

The Solomon Amendment is so discriminatory and

unconstitutional that it causes me to wonder what

exactly America stands for.

For those of you unfamiliar with the Solomon Amend-

ment, it is a law that requires people applying for federal

financial aid to prove that they have registered with the

Selective Service, or prove why they are exempt from the

law, i.e. women, people bom before 1960 and such.

The law is temporarily in effect until the U.S. Supreme

Court determines its constitutionality, probably sometime

in the spring of 1984.

Dani Burgess

Although personally I feel that Selective Service and the

draft are certainly vulnerable to criticism, I do not want to

focus on that issue here. Instead I would like to focus on

the problems found within the Solomon Amendment. In

other words, it is not the law that I am questionmg here,

but the means of enforcement.

There are a^number of different ways that the Solomon

Amendment is prejudicial. The primary discriminatory

factor is that it only applies to people applying for finan-

cial aid, i.e. people of the lower economic class. The second

way the Solomon Amendment is unfair is that it only ap-

plies to men. If you are a woman then you are exempt

from the law. The last way that the Solomon Amendment
is unfair is that it only applies to men bom after 1960.

In terms of constitutionality, one of the basic rights of

people in this country is the right to have one's innocence

assumed until frraven guilty. The Solomon Amendment

assumes guilt until a person proves him or herself inno-

cent.

An analogy to the issue of enforcement could be com-

pared to police issuing speeding tickets. We have a law

that states that no one shall go faster than the posted

speed limits, and we want to enforce that law. Suppose

that it was easiest to check the speed of blue cars rather

than red cars and police decide only to check the speed of

blue cars in order to at least start to enforce the law and

decide that they will get the red cars sometime.. .Is this

fair to the people in the blue cars? Of course not. Compare

this to the issue of the Solomon Amendment, we have a

law that we want to enforce, and right now we are only en-

forcing people who apply for financial aid supposedly since

it is an easy area to enforce. To me this seems very unfair

and discriminatory. Why should rich people get by without

being checked? I would say that an equitable way to en-

force Selective Service would be by way of driver s

license's. This would apply to a much larger amount of the

population, it wouldn't discriminate on either the basis of

class or race, and it would give no one an unfair advan-

tage. To choose people applying for financial aid as a main

group to enforce Selective Service simply perpetuates a

problem this country has had since its foundation, that a

gross inproportionate amount of poor men find

themselves the first to be drafted and the first to die on

the front lines. This is a United States historical fact!

The week after the Korean Airiine incident, the House

of Representatives in Massachusetts passed a state ver-

sion of the Solomon Amendment. They didn't even wait to

see what the Supreme Court had to say. Early last week

right after the Lebanon Crisis, the Mass Senate p^sed

the law as well. When I think of how timely both of the

State Bills passed I feel like a pawn in someone else s

chess game. When there is a national incident people seem

to 'forget' that the issue is still unresolved in the Supreme

Court. It is for these and other reasons that I feel that

"Solomon sucks."
, . ,

Dani Burgess is a UMass stuxwra

roles that limit men and oppress women. The conference

was about confronting sexism m ourselves and our socie-

ty; about overcoming homophobia and ending the oppres-

sion of gay men and lesbians.

We in the men's movement are very explicit about these

directions. I carefully explained them to your reporter.

And yet, you still have the presumptioii to put wuru;> in

our mouths, and to present a completely incorrect sate-

ment U) the public.

Please be more careful about your reporting

Steven Botkin

Conference coordinator

Editor 'fi note: Reporters do not write their own

headlines. He was not responsible for it.
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The debate

is painfully

irrelevant

To the Editor,

What is the proper func-

tion of a student govern-

ment? Presently, the SGA
is deeply divided over the

issue of the Grenada
'resolution. What is unfor-

Itunate is that the division

is not centered on a judge-

ment of the invasion itself,

but whether it is proper for

the student government to

say anything, either pro or

con, about Grenada or in

general about issues of na-

tional and international

scope. Much of the debate

is painfully irrelevant. One

side presents the locality

of the SGA's concerns as if

it were an axiom, the other

side responds by citing the

importance of national and

international issues in our

immediate lives as

students and as citizens,

and generally by reciting

the standard litany of

politically correct con-

sciousness.

My first comments are

to the 'localists'. It is not

etched in stone that the

SGA must be a parochial

body. Do whatever you

want, address whatever

you please, — alienate

your constituents! Your
political power is at best a

little vanity; you can sur-

vive among us plebians.

Could you imagine evinc-

ing some interest from the

student body? Enough to

get you turned out of office

for some action that you

took as a representative?

For the defenders of the

faith and their melody of

the 'pressing concerns of

the day' I have even less

patience. The Grenada
resolution was at best an

opportunity to heap invec-

tives upon your stodgy col-

leagues. When it failed, it

died, and it rapidly began

to putrify. Bury it — the

symbolism is being made
into a fetish. But spare us

the defense of your posi-

tion! Why appeal to the

student body now, in this

context? The conservative

dinks have already been

elected. Drop the posture

of political education, plot

to seize power, conspire to

throw the ROTcies off

campus, — alienate the

mass of the students! Dare

to be interesting.

Paul K. Illych

Amherst
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All Time Great Love Story

5:00, 7:30. & 10:00 pm

Campus Center Auditorium

$1.50 All Shows
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Collegian NFL Picks
It's week 12 of the National Football

League and the competition is heating up

for playoff berths and the Collegian

writers are jockeying for position.

Last week, Billy Shea was tops as he

went 10-4 to move into first place, overall.

Tony Betros and Kevin Deuca stayed tied

by going 9-5 and Deluca picked the San

Diego upset over Dallas and the Houston

upset over Detroit. Scott Hood and Gerry

deSimas went a respectable 8-6. The

hurting Jets and New Orleans play on

Monday night.

Shea deSimas Deluca Hood Betros

(68-43-1) (61-50-1) (65-46-1) (67-44-1) (6G-46-1)

Browns at Patriots Pats Pats Clev Pats Pats

Lions at Packers GB GB GB GB GB
Chargers at Cardinals Card SD SD SD SD

Oilers at Bengals Cinn Cinn Cinn Cinn Cinn

Vikings at Steelers Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt

Giants at Eagles Phil Phil NY PhU Phil

Redskins at Rams Wash Wash Rams Wash Wash

Raiders at Bills LA LA LA Buff LA
Colts at Dolphins Miam Miam Miam Miam Miam

Bears at Buccaneers Chic Chic Chic Chic Tampa

Seahawks at Broncos Seat Seat Seat Denv Denv

Chiefs at Cowboys Dall Dall Dall Dall Dall

49ers at Falcons SF SF SF SF SF

Jets at Saints NO NO NO NO NO

ifMen's hoop
Cmtinued from page 20

experience frontcourt for UMass allows

Gerlufsen the luxury of grooming his

sophomore center for the future. Including

Emerson. Gerlufsen has six forwards

battling for minutes.

The first and probably the best, Edwin

Green will open his fourth season as a

forward playing center. The 6'6" Green has

jumped center 82 times for UMass since he

hit the Amherst campus and facing taller

men is nothing new for Eklwin.

Green uses his size and quickness to his

advantage. He has perfected his 15 foot

turnaround jumper in the lane, leading the

conference in field goal shooting last year,

and his leaping ability and long arms helped

him swat away 58 shots last year.

Horace Neysmith will be back at his

power forward spot. Last year's leading

rebounder, Neysmith averaged exactly 11.7

points both his freshman and sophomore

year. Consistent in most areas of his game

Neysmith needs to improve on his

ballhandling (he led the team in turnovers

last year) and his foul shooting (53 percent

carrier).

At the other forward spot is sophomore

John Hempel. The 67" 225 lb sophomore

led the team in scoring last year (16.2 ppg);

three point land (24 for 42. 57 percent) but

record. Hempel led the Atlantic Ten from

three point land (24 for 42), 57 percent) but

this year, with the abolition of the three

point shot, Hempel may spend less time

tossing three pointers from the left corner

and spend more time moving with out the

ball on offense.

First off the bench will probably be junior

Bobby Braun. The junior from Neptune,

New Jersey came to UMass two years ago

from Drexel looking Uke a miniature BiUy

Paultz but this year he's 20 pounds lighter

and (ieriufsen wiU be looking for the usual

consistent performance underneath from

Braun.
. .

According to Gerlufsen. junior bkip

Connors has been impressive in preseason

workouts and should see some action. The
6'8" Connors transferred from Manhattan

College and contributed at both guard and

forward last year.

Finally, junior George Ramming may help

off the bench. The 6'6" Ramming started as

a freshman but saw very little action last

year with the arrival of Hempel.

Equestrian

in top three

Sutteen University of

Massachusetts Equestrian

riders brought home 20

awards in the team's final

meet of the season,

November 12th at Becker

Junior College. Eleven

UMass riders finished in the

top three of their classes.

"The team showed talent,

depth, and character." said

UMass Coach Ken
WheUhan. The Ulent

department was headed up

by freshman Jody Osinoff,

who won the reserve high

point rider award and two
first place ribbons.

Melissa Bilodeau
exemplified the team's

determination by taking

third in her jumping class

riding with a broken leg.

The team will practice

throughout the winter and

resume its show schedule in

early March.

-THEATRES TIMf S FOB TOD** OHL*
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Discover your

Hairstyle Personality

ai/> « •

Marjon Hair Design
Rt. 9, Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, Mass 586-4551

**i4 cut above the rest''

We use and prescribe Redken

Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6; Sat 10-4
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Chancellor's Lecture Series sci-ncH
BOOKSALE

/o

Roger S. Porter

"Exploring the Limits

of Polymer Properties

Thursday, November 1 7, 8 p.m.

Bezanson Hall, Fine Arts Center

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

6S-90
SAVIN9S
OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high-level

scientific and technical books from

leading publishers Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicine,

mathematics engineering, computers

and more Your savings range

from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90% ^
On Special Sale Tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept.

^UNIVERSITY
STORED
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The Distinguished Visitors Program
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Physical Ed. Credit
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^ Transportation ^
Season Pass
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"There reaiiy hasn t been aiiy^mng iiKe this m contemporary mystery]

fiction: says Publishers Weekly. Wiiiiam Morrow and Compary is

ottering Si 000 m cash to the reader who most correctly answe'S

the questions *Vrto Killed the Robins family'' And Where ano

When and how and Why did »hey die"*

The DooK itself 's a taut murder mystery in the classic tradition

—except you are me detective' There are eight wealthy, iii-fated

Robins you must account for Red herrings abound So do 'eai

clues. First clue you n fmd contest rules m the front of the booK.

Second clue advance readers agree that this is a puzzle that

mtngues. delights, and makes every mystery tan an instant Sherlock

Holmes. —Mary Higgms Clark, author of A Strangar la Waiching

"A humdinger of an ld«a Readers are going to have

loads of fun trying to figure Out the answers A most

ingenious puzzle.

—Barbara Bannon. Publiahera Weekly

A Main Selection of the Mystery Guild • An Alternate

Selection of the Literary Guild • Motion Picture Rights

Optioned by Columbia Pictures* $9.96 List

• $2.00 off list

An Intematienal Publlahlng EventI

"> v William Morrowa
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Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

A NOVFL CREATED BY BILL ADLER WRITTEN BY THOMAS CHASTAIN

UNIVERSITY
STORED

The art finalwas a 6-foot painting.

Your friends helped
you passwith flying colors.

<J

V

i

A deftly hurled splotch of magenta blended

surrealistically. with a cascade of vermilion,

occasional suggestions of orange and cobalt

blue and what do you have? What else: "The

Birth of the Universe!'

It's the painting that completed your

art final, and frankly, you couldn't

have done it by yourself.

Afterwards, it's time for a little

down-to-earth gratitude. You

owe them at least a few

Lowenbriius, not to mention the

laundrv bill.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

1983 Beer Brewed in U S A by Miller Brewing Co .
Milwaukee. Wl
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THURSDAY
BEGINNING 8PM TO

r)lV '^ijy D.J. . Midrang. Productions

\H^^ftLoung^\
upstairs at theRedBam Steakhouse

Rout. 9. 1/8mUepastRolling GreenApts.

Celtics win
over Denver
DENVER (AP) - Guards

Gerald Henderson and
Dennis Johnson each canned

10 points in the third

quarter, and Larry Bird

funneled in 28 as the Boston

Celtics rolled over the

Denver Nuggets 140-124

Tuesday night for their

ninth NBA victory in a row.

The Celtics, who lost their

season opener at Detroit,

had to hold off a frenzied

Denver rally in the middle of

the final quarter to post the

triumph.

The Nuggets cut an 18-

point Boston lead to just

five, 122-117, with 4:43 to go

on a basket by Kiki Van-

deweghe, who had 13 of his

game-high 38 points in just

three minutes of the Denver
bUtz.

But Boston reeled off nine

straight points, starting

with a three point play by
Robert Parish, to keep

Denver at bay and won
going away.

Boston hit 15 of its first 18

shots in the third period,

after holding only a three-

point lead at the half. They
opened a lead that grew as

large as 13 points in the.

quarter and took a 106-96

bulge into the final period.

Parish had 13 points and

Bird got 12 and the Celtics

hit 67 percent of their field

goal attempts in first

quarter. After Boston

jumped to an early 19-12

edge, the Nuggets rallied to

puU ahead 32 31 - their

only lead of the night — on a

basket by Vandeweghe.
However, the Celtics moved
on to 39 34 after the end of

the first quarter.

Kevin McHale had 24

points for the winners,

Henderson added 21, Parish

added 18, and Johnson

chipped in 16.

Alex English pumped in

19 points for the Nuggets,

ic Celtics
Continued from page 20

Venerable general
manager Red Auerbach
would like nothing less then

to shake the
Commissioner's hand in a

winning locker room one

last time before retiring.

The Green has a lot to prove

after last year and seem in-

tent on doing that.

1981*8 crown was a long

time ago and the legions of

Green fans are hungry for a

celebration. Barring key in-

juries the Celtics seem
ready to deliver, so sit back

and enjoy the show.

Woody AUen's

EvERyrhiNq You ALwAys WantecI

To Know AbouT Sex"*"

*BiiT Were Ahuid To Ask

SpoNsoREd By - UMass CouNSElliMq CoIUctive

NoVEMbER 19Th

Campus Center AudiTORiuM

ShowiNq AT

9:00 p.M. $1.00

7:00 p.M. $1.90

9:00 P.M. $1.90

11:00 p.M. $1.90
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G)ngtatulations.

Yomt justbecome

abetter
photogtapher.

No need to change your

equipment or your tecnmque

...]ust try the new family of

Kodacolor VR films.

Advances in color print film

technology can help you get the best

color pictures ever from Kodak films.

Try all four new films in your 35 mm
camera...and be a better photographer!

Kodak redefines shaqjness.

Kodacolor VR lOO film is

the sharpest color

negative film

we ve ever made.

Ideal for big

blovAips with top

quality.

Great for close-

ups, anything wheie '^^L^'tJt^.

detail is important.

Kodak redefines

versatility. Kodacolor VR
200 film nas all the sharp-

ness, fine grain, and color

saturation you got with

Kodacolor II film— with twice

<^
.<^^

--^^^r-

i^^

<^
Bk-^i

the speed. Great all-around performer.

Kodak redefines fast action.

Kodacolor VR 400 film has wide

exposure latitude, plus color that's

even more saturated on un-

derexposures, and grain

that's even finer than

Kodacolor 400 film.

Ideal for stopping

sports action, even

with long telephoto lenses.

Kodak redefines low light.

Kodacolor VR lOOO film is the fastest

color print film in the world, for good

pictures in low Ught. and when you

I need very high shutter speeds to stop

action. An advanced, new emulsion

technology enables the film to capture

more light without the grain and

loss in sharpness you'd

normally expect with such

a fast film! Try all four

new films...and see all the

ways you can be a better

photographer!
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Hypercurricula

Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at

the University of

Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day

before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB
— will sponsor a lecture and

slide presentation on the

Valpollicella in the Veneto

region of Italy.

Refreshments will be served

— All are welcome! 7-9

p.m., 3rd Floor Lounge

Herter Hall.

ROLLER
SKATING/ROCKY HOR-
ROR SIGN-UP - Sign up

for the Roller

Skating/Rocky Horror Pic-

ture Show night in Hillel by

noon today. 302 S.U.

KABBALAT SHABBAT
— A creative welcoming of

the Shabbat. 6:30 p.m., 72

Triangle St., An^herst.

SHABBAT SERVICES
— 7 p.m., Dukes Rm., S.U.

COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING TASK
FORCE MEETING -
Group forming to represent

student interests in collec-

tive bargaining on campus

and to educate students

about workers' rights. 1

p.m., SUB 420.

S^

O Eastman Kodak Company. 196.^

^ New KodacolorVR films.

The Collegion

{

Holding down the »^ position on the singles chart with Ain t Nobody

and #6 with her "Stompin' at the Savoy" LP, the Queen of Funk will be

"stompin" at the Fine Arts Center Saturday nightl

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

Tie ftBEAT Ski . Siatci

* 500.000
lOBTH or TOr lAHE

IIITEI CLOTIIie
h

SKI EQUIPMEIT
.^PBICES THIS LOW SHOULB BE OUTLAWED

NOV. 16 - 19

' students

and10

$11 and 1^

HIGH NOON

TIL 10PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

( p„i,„ S|.nngt.pi<1 (,iv.r (.filler. Slop* Shop lo< aliotis in Northampton. HolyoKp Gippniiplrlnnd Pitlslield

Nil ( :\n<k tiilttlpS CampMS (i| Ipi ordl'lU

FINE ARTS CENTER - UMASS'

TIL 5PM UMASS. AMHERST
FOR MORE INFO 545-3437

Still lOOO's of

Bargains Left

i
Thursday. November 17, 1983, iCollegJan n

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

ATTENTION, INTRUt^R:

'THI8l5'meCeNTKflU IR.6

COWPUTBR OFnC€ YOU m.
CONPl/CnNG AN ueXjfiL INTKI/-

5I0N INroi.R5 FlteS.

IPeNTlFY YWRSei/.

Hwe wfc GO.. OiT 1HI5

-sTi^. pom/

Scrod Dan DeBellis

THf^EE O'CLOCK TI^B

FOR G.H.

U)Hf\r!..X TH0U6HT J 6UBSS nONBy CRN
CRBfiTBi MIRACLES.

Superbad by G.H.

CELe&PATE THE PPA-m of 6^e\f-

,

g/\P •

After The Fall

SHOULD , Assme that
THg Pl£ YOU SCNTME
WAS A PEACE Ci?mi\ij,

STARSHINE?

SAV THAT. Burn

THINK we NKDTO
DISCUSS TERMS.

by R. Miller

AHH,,, su^\^\lT
TALKS.

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

tOWIBHOT.] HEY iinSLE, WHY ARE WC
GOING (yVlK TO EftvRTH AGAIN ?

[DWibHOTjLlKEWHO?

[L^RYA330MEONE &Y THE NWIE]

r] OF JATO DOGSTARhAH-l

UlttSlE ] r 6UESS WILSON WW<T5 TO
GIVE SOME OF HIS SOL-03 fT?IEMDS A

RIDE. IN HIS NEW SPP^SHIP

[Z.IMS1E JJATO D0G5TARn^N ^^^s

ALREADY LEFT 30L-03 AND 13

ONE OF THE. MC6T FEARED PiRATEf?

1 IN ALL THE GALAXY I
I

LDWI&HOT 3 YO HO HO
^ND A &OTTLE0F5IR-
IU3 bYNAPSt SNAjygR.

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie

Witi T«tiw* ft) TM(W«ro*^

felt T><4(«ACS6<V<V6 ?

TMt* It >* C*MIC St««^,
tt\^>4rf •• So, *©« Oo*< r

wfX© A ^AMCi ifAtfiHtfi

ixitcteei Of *us penctc >

-rue mos*'. y*^ *^''<»' ..

W0<0 A
H M

1
^^I^^^H

II ASMOT. 1 suepo^e^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUniE
fcxiitrd by Mtrg^rel Famir and Trude Jaffc

|£>I«I3 iM »i>iln TIan S»««l»«n

ACROSS
1 Rodent of

South America

5 Legal

proceedings
9 Ecology issue

13 Clock feature

15 You, ma way
16 Beginner
17 Tommy Atkins's

truck

18 Praise

19 Concerning
20 Fort Knox

deposits

22 Descendants
24 Stioof the works

26 LA clock setting

29 Musical's music

30 Less humid
32 Undergrad
36 Game outcome
37 National symbol

38 For each
40 Puzzling

situation

41 'The Lady or

the
'

42 Go (one's way)

45 Couple
46 Certain Saxon
47 City of S Turkey

49 Napoleonic leader

50 Worthless buy
55 Hound dog
57 Like Samson
59 Enthusiasm
61 Dance the light

fantastic

63 Make happy
64 Twig distinction

65 Singer Home
66 Functions
67 Road race vehicle

68 Impatient

69 Hair feature

DOWN
1 Buddhist
language

2 Go way
3 Load for a hold

4 Traffic sign

5 Relative of Pac
6 Pursuers

7 Moves to

sympathetic
feeling

8 TV sound
9 Laurel

10 Kermlfsgirl

friend

1

1

Scrap of food

12 Viscous stuff

14 Fables
21 Architectural

feature

23 Humorist Nash
25 Ancient card

game
27 City on the

Alabama
28 Water or mill

31 Fridge foray

32 Fallen angel

33 Suppose
34 Home saver's

device

35 Command to

a dog
39 Corn and barley

40 Millay and others

42 Placed a bet

43 Publisher's |ob

44 Annie's relative

48 More prone
51 Fiber for baskets

52 Ship's deck
53 Creature from

down under
54 Inscribe

56 Poker stake

58 Adventure story

59 Recede
60 Oahu wreath

62 A penny earned''

7— I—«8 IB 11 1?

^11
f^VH!}^N il

^H|HBH^9 ~lr
ff ff ff^™s«

Ji"ir- ^ IMITLl^tfT; 43

Shi^4'

V r Hu

Tl
it

-t.—
Graphics Poste-up

Trainee positions available

No experience necessary

Apply at

CoUegiav Graphics Department

Room 113 Campus Center

Tonight at 7 p.m.

Ask for James

DC Menu

LUNCH
Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Manicolti with Sauce
Chopped Beefsteak

Special

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu
Manicotti with Sauce

Weather

Chance of showers and

flurries today then partly

cloudy tonight. Highs today

in the 40s and the lows

tonight down into the 20s in

interior valleys and the 30s

elsewhere.

nnoFi nnpir^^nnny

RBFinii HRiiiii_ninnn

ininiin miiicia n
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FRIDAY 10 A.M. 12 p.M

SATURDAY 109 PM
SUNDAY 125 PM

FRIDAY 10A.M 12P.M

SATURDAY 109 PM

SUNDAY 125 PM

^ 1 i

MOVED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE TO

MOUNTAINFARMSMALL, HADLEY
ALL SALIS FINALS NO LAYAWAY* •OUAHTITIM LIMITIP^NO RAINCMMK*

CAR STEREO
SOUND CREATION 6x9 4 way 40

oz speakers

SOUND CREATION moash
AM/FM cassette

JENSEN 6x9 20 oz coax speakers

ROADSTAR 2647 moash am/fm

cassette

JENSEN 100 InDash AM/FM cassette

PIONEER 1500ln-DashAM/FM

cassette

JENSEN 200 I n-Dash AM/FM cassette

ROADSTAR AM/FM cassette with 5

band equalizer

ALPINE in-Dash AM/FM cassette

SANYO Dolby. AM/FM cassette

SANYO Dolby, AM/FM cassette

BOSE 1401 car stereo system

PIONEER KPA 700 Super Tuner III

cassette

JENSEN 40e Deluxe Dolby. Auto Ftev.

AM/FM cassette

(S50) $29.99

TURNTABLES

($70)

($80)

($100)

($160)

($150)

($150)

($220)

($200)

($220)

($339)

$39.99
$49.99

$69.99
$79.99

$99.99
$99.99

$149.99
$159.99
$129.99
$139.99
$249.99

$169.99

$199.99 I

BSR 50 MX belt drive

AKAI IOC belt drive

AKAI B110 belt drive

TECHNICS 100 belt drive

PIONEER PL2 belt drive

AKAI D210 direct drive

TECHNICS 300 belt drive

AKAI Q50 quartz direct drive

JVC LE600 lateral tracking

JVC LE5 lateral tracking

($60)

($79)

($85)

($99)

($99)

($119)

($139)

($149)

($200)

($300)

$39.99
$49.99
$49.99
$59.99
$59.99
$69.99
$89.99
$89.99

$129.99
$179.99

RECEIVERS

SPEAKERS

ALL ATARI
CARTRIDGES
50% OFF

WALD 8' 2 way ($60)

SCOTT 208 8" 2-way ($80)

SCOTT 310/11 10" 3-way ($120)

MARANTZ MS15 lO* 3^ay ($175)

MARANTZ MS-20 10" 3-way tower ($210)

BOSE 201 direct reflecting ($110)

LINEAR ACOUSTIC 12 3 way ($230)

BOSE 301 direct reflecting ($149)

ADS 300 mini 2-way ($170)

GENESIS 110 10" 3-way ($200)

ADS 710 3-way ($400)

ADS 810 3-way ($490)

BOSE 901 direct reflecting system ($1200)

$29.99
$49.99
$79.99
$69.99
$89.99
$79.99
$99.99
$99.99

$109.99
$129.99
$269.99
$299.99
$799.99

KEN TECH AM/FM receiver

TECHNICS 1 10 20 watt receiver

PIONEER 202 25 watt receiver

TECHNICS 210 25 watt receiver

PIONEER 303 45 watt receiver

AKAI R31 38 watt digital receiver

SONY VX3 35 watt receiver

TECHNICS 410 45 watt digital

receiver

BOSE 550 • 50 watt receiver

HARMON KARDON 460 30watt

receiver

LUXMAN 3055 55 watt receiver

HARMON KARDON 570 45 watt

receiver

JVC RX - 80 watt with graphic equalizer

LUXMAN 5010 - 40 watt digital receiver

BOSE Spatial 100 watt receiver

($120)

($160)

($180)

($200)

($240)

($360)

($300)

($350)

($450)

($380)

($600)

($460)

($540)

($500)

I$900)

$49.99
$99.99

$109.99
$139.99
$159.99
$199.99
$199.99

$199.99
$199.99

$259.99
$399.99

$359.99
$359.99
$399.99
$599.99

MAXELL
UDXLII C90

$2.29 (Limit 3)

CASSETTE RECORDERS

VIDEO RECORDERS
PANASONIC 400 color camera

SANYO 9100 BETA VCR

QUASAR 5031 VHS VCR

PANASONIC 1220 VHS VCR

SANYO 4200 BETA VCR

RCA VHT 250 8-hour VHS VCR

SONY 5100 wireless remote BETA MAX

PANASONIC 600 6 to 1 zoom color

camera

RCA 200 video disc player

RCA CCOIO color camera

PANASONIC T120 tape

($499)

($499)

($499)

($599)

($600)

($650)

$299.99
$399.99
$399.99
$419.99
$449.99
$499.99
$549.99

COLOR TELEVISIONS

($700) $399.99

($260) $199.99

($1100) $699.99

($14) $6.99

PORTABLE STEREO

PANASONIC 3011 13 color TV

PANASONIC 9012 19 color TV

RCA 330 13' color TV2

RCA 440 19" color TV

RCA 468 19" remote control color TV

HITACHI 1912 19" color TV

HITACHI 1923 19" color, electronic

tuner

HITACHI 1927 19" color TV. remote

SONY 1217 12" color TV

SONY 1515 15" color TV

SONY 1546 15" remote control color TV

SONY 1 746 1
7" remote control color TV

SONY 1947 cable ready 19", remote,

color TV

SONY 2145 21" cable ready, remote

color TV

($349)

($399)

($300)

($400)

($540)

($419)

($499)

($549)

($389)

($469)

($569)

($599)

$269.99
$299.99
$239.99
$299.99
$399.99
$359.99

$399.99
$459.99
$339.99
$359.99
$449.99
$479.99

SANYO RD-10 metal dolby ($100)

PANASONIC 608 metal dolby ($120)

TECHNICS 205 metal dolby ($139)

PIONEER CT20 dolby cassette ($160)

TECHNICS 227 DBX & dolby "B" ($199)

AKAI F14 dolby "B-&-C" ($199)

SANYO W50 dubbing cassette ($210)

AKAI GX31 glass heads dolby B & C ($399)

LUXMAN KX100 dolby cassette ($400)

HARMON KARDON 301 doiby

cassette <*^-^^

MARANTZ 5010 cassette in the drawer ($499)

AKAI 4000 reelto-reel recorder ($^00)

PIONEER 707 reel-to-reel recorder ($600)

$59.99
$79.99
$99.99

$119.99
$159.99
$159.99
$149.99
$249.99
$319.99

$399.99
$299.99
$299.99
$449.99

($729) $569.99

($819) $699.99

AMPS & TUNERS

PANASONIC 55 walking stereo

cassette

PANASONIC 444 walking FM stereo

PANASONIC 1935 FM stereo

cassette

PANASONIC 5010 AM/FM stereo

cassette

SONY WM7 auto reverse walkman

HITACHI 7800 AM/FM stereo cassette

PANASONIC 45 3dc AM/FM
cassette

PANASONIC 5600 AM/FM stereo

cassette

SANYO 25 double cassette AM/FM

($35)

($30)

$24.99
$23.99

($80 $64.99

$79.99
$139.99
$119.99

($220) $189.99

$299.99
$299.99

TELEPHONES

($125)

($170)

($180)

($400)

($420)

EXTENSION TELEPHONE ($i499)

BELL DESK TELEPHONE ($29 99)

ITT WALL PHONE ($3499)

ITT EXTENSION TELEPHONE ($5599)

CALL JOTTER telephone answerer ($79.99)

KEYTRONICS 7100 cordless phone ($1 19.99)

WEBCOR 2-pc. cordless phone ($149.99)

PHONE MATE 2-pc. cordless phone ($199.99)

$7.99
$19.99
$19.99
$19.99
$49.99
$79.99
$99.99

$129.99

CYBERNET 100 AM/FM stereo tuner

AKAI 37 watt stereo amplifier

EMPIRE 10 band graphic equalizer

MARANTZ 400 digital AM/FM stereo

tuner

MARANTZ 3200 stereo preamp

MARANTZ 3800 stereo preamp

MARANTZ 1 70DC - 85 watt DC amp

MARANTZ 300-155 watt DC am

MARANTZ 1 152 96 watt DC amp

LUXMAN T115 AM/FM stereo tuner

LUXMAN M120A - 120 watt power amp

PHASE LINEAR 2000 stereo preamp

ADCOM GFP-1 stereo preamp

ADCOM GFR-1 stereo amplifier

ADCOM GFP-1 stereo tuner

($150) $79.99

($200) $109.99

($160) $99.99

($350)

($300)

($600)

($450)

($725)

($420)

($400)

($600)

($450)

($350)

($490)

$149.99
$159.99
$299.99
$219.99
$369.99
$199.99
$229.99
$349.99
$199.99
$249.99
$389.99

($399 99) $299.99

^^^ a ^m^^ SINCE 1961

heSoundCompan
SPRINGFIELD S mncr Ave ot the X 736 3626

,v,uM Tho' •.^" '0 9 T,,f.. Wed. & Sot to 5 30

CHICOPEE Fa.rfield Mall near Caldor^ 593-5330

Open Every Evening til 9.30 PM Open Sunday 12-5 PM.
AMHERST 201 N Pleasant Street 256-0744

Mon ,
Tufs Wed. 1 1 7: T)iurs & Fn. 11 8, Sot 10 5:30
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PUBLIC NOTICE
i DAY ONLY
selling At Th*

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE ^

Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley a^"

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

0BEAT Ski . SIATCH

HOTEL
SURPLUS H8.00 fiTT

AND UP

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $55.
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00
FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00

Be Early For Best Selection FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new, factory

sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection. Bring your car,

truck or station wagon. We will load for you. SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CARRY

SATURDAY, NOVEMDER 19 11 om - 4 pm

* 50(^000
TOBTI or TOP lAME

WIITEB CLOTIIie
&

SKI EQUIPMEHT
^PRICES THIS LOT SEOUL BE OUTLAWED

NOV. 16 - 19
HIGH NOON

TIL 10PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

TIL 5PM UMASS. AMHERST
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

Still 1000's of

Bargains Left

OLLEGIAN CLASSI^IE^^
Co^e"to Collegian Off^i**-?75Tondav Fnday • Deadline is

l^^^^J^^^^^^^^
P"^""^'°" '''

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive c^Pys 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Panasonic port AM/FM/caM stereo 16

W. exc cond $120 Steve 546-4167

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Audi Fox • runs well new brakes,

struts $900 666-3509

1976 Toyota Corona well maintained, best

offer 586-5122

1979 Malibu 4-door good running cond.

excellent body some motor problems best

offer/ 1800 $ must sell Kathi 546-6492

DOWN PARKA
AT BARGAIN PRICE

Bought at last years Great Ski Snatch.

Worn about six times. Good as new and

plenty cheaper. Mens size medium. Call

now before the snow gets here. Will

negotiate price. Phone: 256-1057

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions: has a recently

purchased light show, a great sound

system and a price you'll like! Call Jeff

Taylor 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS #99

SPECIAL! Why pay more? Domis, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

Apartment for rent in Colonial Village

one bedroom call after 3 266-6612

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Woman's Shoes Chaap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0633 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thm XL - $14.96 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 396, Teaticket, MA 02536

Couch - black & white $30 666-2639 ~
CALCULATOR for Engineering majors or

Computer majors Tl 5511 programable with

seven memories best offer from 35 dollars

call Noel best time at nite 546-6276

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round

Europe. S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 f"onthly Sightseeing^

Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Work study positions available in

Freshman Admissions Office^ Clencal,

3.35/hr 8/10 hrs week call 545-OZa

INSTRUCTION

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday School teachers for Spring term.

Experience preferred. Call 549-0223

Tutor Services Offered Accounting,

Finance, Statistics, Basic Reasonable Rates

call Sharon 253-7217

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSD with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney supery-

sion. For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Wallet lost with California license Maria

665-2776 reward - need desperatelyl

Reddish-brown pair of glasses in soft

blue case near Eng. East-ELab. If found

please call Michael Shapiro at

545-0329/leave message

Man's silver watch at Tinr>e Out on Nov 9.

Engraved 'SPS' please call 546-9741

REWARD LOST BRACELET double band

great sentimental value please call 549-1792

MOVIE

love you and hope we will always be sen-

sitive to each other's needs. Love, Jane

Sam - I love you more than Ham Er Swiss

and miss you even more. Two weeks is upl

I want it nowl - Liz

Bahamas Spring Break from 346.00 Ac-

comadation. Air, Transfers, Free Rum Par-

ties, cruise and morel For info call Chris at

549-0533

Florida from $136.00 Daytona Ft Lauder-
dale Spring Break best hotels fill first

payment plans available reserve your
space nowl For more info call Chris at

649-0633

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
Nov 16-19 Student Union Ballroom

Wed, Thurs, Fri: Noon til 10 pm
Saturday 10 am til 5 pm

for more information 545-3437

Gina Er Laurie - You're

mamas I know. - Liz

SWEETPEA, the HS of the BW
XOXOXO

Announcing the UMass International

Relations Org. Interested undergrads con-

tact Brian 546-4023 or Dave 546-4138 hope
to attend the National Model United Na-

tions in New York PAF

Happy 20th Melissa, I'd like to buy you a

drink Richard Gere

SERVICES

TYPING - Fb"^ professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665^3414

Airwaves TV
Amherst only

Sevice Center 549 0135.

- Audio 15 East Pleasant St

complete Audio & Video

SKI CONOO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession Vi

mile to slopes - wash/dry - fireplace Dec 26

- Jan 31 $295 546 5653.

TO SUBLET

• intersession 1 bedroom (2-3 people) Puff-

ton Village $305 plu s 549-4890

Room in quiet comfortable house.

• Route 9 before Belchertown. Seeking older

the best w -ch student. 50 yds to bus. 323-4528 5-12 PM
• TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Planning a trip for Intersession or Spring

Break? Come se^ what Adventure in Travel

has to offer. Ir ' j -rieeting & Beach Party

Thurs 11/17 7-10 in Cc rm 101 Featuring,

movie "Spring Break" & free beer free beer

or call Doug 253 9214

Bahamas, Bermuda and Ft Lauderdale

Spring Break and Intersession lowest prices

around call Doug o r Liz 253-9214

NYC Bus Trip Nov 19 $17 pay Baker Base-

ment Th, Fr 10-12

National Lampoon'a
ANIMAL HOUSE

Friday Nov. 18at 5, 7, 9& 11

Sponsored by Chi Delphia

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO/FROM UMASS from

Leverett Rd, Amherst 10-11:15 AM and
7:30-8:00 pm M-F will share expenses call

Pat 549-3547 between 8-10 am or after 8 pm

UNCLE BOB

Hope you are feeling bettarl Everyone

here in Amherst is pulling for you so take

care of yourself. You have the luck of the

Irish on your side and no matter what Cana-

dians may say Irish luck isn't too bad to

have. Get rest and get well. Rita Mane.

O'Brien in spirit but Murphy in name.

RIDERS WANTED
WANTED

PERSONALS

Free Kittens gray, and black and white

253 5608 •
Statistics 140 Tutor needed. Call Gayle ^
546-7253. Pricer negotiable ^
•••• Colege •••• Spring •••• Break •••• •
• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe •

• Motor Coach Transportation • •
• • ocean front accommodation? night * ^
• • Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

•Make reaervations Now and Save $20* ^
• Check out our table in the *

• CC Concourse or call 546-6422 * •
••• D*A*Y*T*0*N*A ••• B'E'A'C^H ••*

Cockpit Happy 20th Birthday see you •
tonight Weso and Cash __^_ ^
Gerry - Happy Birthdaylll I miss you and ^

Going to Lancaster. Pennsylvania (neer

Phila.) Wed, Nov 23 returning Sunday have

room for 4 call Matt 6-5630

Riders wanted to upper Cape Cod Buz-

zards Bay area on Tues Nov 22 leaving after

five pm. Please call Noel at 546-6276 best

time at nite keep trying or leave number I

will reply

ROOMMATE WANTED

Buying claaa rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

House-size refrigerator needed call

Diana, Jorge or Ma rjorie 586-6327

Students for John Glenn
help needed to start a

atrong campaign drive

call 546-4020

ask for Jacob

Quiet female wanted to share apt

Townehouse - spring - 549-5848

in WANTED TO RENT

One bedroom In two bedroom Mill

Hollow apt. $156.00 plus. Call anytime

Bruce 549-0437
.

Male or female to live off campus in 3

bedroom house, 1 mile from campus Call

549-6621 in evenings Ask for Dave

Two male undergrads looking for an

apartment for spring semester. Will take

over intersession if necessary. Call John

McGonagle, 256 6863 . Leave message.

2 females want 2 or 1 % bedrooms in Puff-

ton or N Amhprst $30 reward 549-3720
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Experienced frontcourt will be

the key for the Minutemen

CollcKian phto by Dmvid I)*uber

UP AND OVER — Edwin Green is one of the

key players in the strong UMass front court and

will be returning for his fourth season.

By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the second of a two part series

previewing the 1983-84 University of Massachusetts

basketbaU team which opens its season Saturday ai 7:30

p.m. in the Cage against a Yugoslavian team, but not the

National Team as previously reported. Today, the

7f tb^re was one aspect of the game of basketball which

the University of Massachusetts basketball team con-

sistently executed last year under Tom McLaughUn. it was

rebounding. „ ,

Temple prevaUed because Terrance Stansbury was

buly'g th'ee pointers. Rutgers beat UMass by forcmg

turnovers with pressure defenses. Rhode Island won

because theT made their foul shots down the stretch and

1 ITVIass didn t

but m none ol theu- 20 losses last year did the University

of Massachusetts lose a basketball game because they were

out rebounded. None.

New head coach Ron Gerlufsen knows that. He sees the

Minutemen led the Atlantic Ten in rebounding last year.

He sees leading rebounder Horace Neysmith returning

with 8.5 rpg. He sees Edwin Green (7.7 rpg) and John

Hempel return to the starting frontcourt and Bobby Braun

coming off the bench.
. . ^v

He likes what he sees up front for UMass but others see

differently. ^ _
They have visions of 6'9" sophomore Tom Emerson

controlUng the middle for UMass. dropping in soft jumpers

and starting fast breaks with outlet passes. Gerlufson sees

this too. but not right now.
, .. ^ , * At

"We want to bring him along slowly. Gerlufson said of

his sophomore from Fork Union MiliUry. "We know

Tommy wiU help us in the future but right now we don t

want to rush him."
,

There's no reason to rush Emerson because there s no

place to put him. The experience frontcourt for UMass

Swim teamhostsUConnFriday
, • _ -- 1 1 -o ..,«> An M/oii hp a team to re

By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's swim team

is looking forward to a winning season this year.

Although the team lost freestyler Jean Nicolai diver

Gina Parrone and backstrokers Anne Whitlock and

Jennifer Black due to last semester's graduation, theu-

replacements should pick up the slack.

"Although we don't have many new faces on the team,

this year's returnees have all improved tremendously.

I'm looking forward to having alot of school records

broken this year." Coach Valerie Turtle said.

Among freshmen, Alison Uzzo stands out as someone

to watch. The long distance free styler should be a force

to reckon with in upcoming years.

The approach used by Coach Turtle plays a big part in

how the team performs.

"We're a real hard working team. Every swimmer out

there wants nothing less than a first place finish in their

event."
, , ,

Hard work is the key. This year Turtle has the team

swimming more yardage at quicker intervals every

practice.
, _^ r

"Strength and endurance are mtegral parts ot

swimming. There's some good Ulent on this team and by

working as hard as we do. we U be a team to reckon

with " Turtle said. She uses video tapes to help the

swimmers iron out faults in styles and to work on the

smaller details.

The heart of the team wiU be returning veterans.

Heading the list is a junior captain Elizabeth Femberg.

The fr^styler took first in aU four of her events in the

season opener against the University of Vermont.

CaroUne Freitas. Rosemary Kelsall. and Valerie Niece

are other top performers from a year ago.

Jeanne Bushee will be the team's star diver this year.

She already set a school record for total points on the one

and three meter boards in the season openmg win agamst

UVM
Lori McCluskey and Teacey Anderson wUl aid UMass

in the shorter distance races.

When asked to point out the stars of her squad, coach

Turtle repUed. "I'd rather not pick out any mdividuals.

The entire team has worked reaUy hard and 1 m pleased

with all of them." Turtle has alUgned a tough schedule

for her swimmers, dropping two weak teams m Clark and

Southern Connecticut in favor of last years Division three

National Champion WiUiams and UMaine. who fmished in

New England's top three last year.

UMass is 1-1 on the season so far and hosts UConn

Friday at 7 p.m.

This year could be year of the Green
•^

. . ,, . • . ^u:_ Aic^ Hnnp that. Sir Larry

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Having to watch broom-

waving Midwestern loud-

mouths chant "Sweep.

Sweep, Sweep," during the

final game of the Celtics'

semi-final demolition last

May at the hands of the

Milwaukee Bucks, did little

to help my standing as a

lifetime Green fanatic. But,

after an off-season of

change and the inspired

start of the current cam-

paign, I've re-established

that old Celtic pride in my
soul.

I know it's early in the

seemingly forever NBA
season but the Celtics'

raucous romp through

November (9-0 this month,

10-1 overall) has made my
step a little lighter and the

upcoming winter seem a lit-

tle less colder.

The Celtics and the Sixers

now stand alone atop the

NBA. The Lakers have

fallen from the Great Eight

to the Struggling Seven

with the trade f)f guard

Norm Nixon and a host of

injuries, least of which to

center Kareem-Abdul Jab-

bar.

The Sixers have nothing

left to prove. They
dominated the NBA last

season as Moses led them to

the Promised Land. The

Doctor has no ffoais left, he

has his ring and finally the

respect of everyone who

said he couldn't win the big

game. There 'A'ere nimor?

that coach Billy Cunn-

ingham would hand in his

clipboard but he's returned

to make a run at back-to-

back titles. I have to wonder

about the Sixers' motivation

going into this year. Also,

their forward play is shaky.

Now the Celtics. Easy-

going K.C. Jones has replac-

ed drill instructor Bill Fitch

and it shows. The Celts

seem to be enjoying round-

ball more these days and of

course they're winning too.

Crybaby Tiny Archibald has

joined the Bucks after being

released. Add All-Star

guard Dennis Johnson, drop

burly Rick Robey and his

lack of offense and maybe,

just maybe it's time to

reserve a spot for another

banner.

The biggest factor, by far,

has been the play of one

Larry Bird. The NBA's l)est

player has taken it upon

himself to win games. He
did say that he would punish

himself during the off-

season to improve the team

and no one can say he hasn't

done that. Sir Larry has

been scoring at an awesome

clip, handing out a bundle of

assists and rebounding like

a bull. Robert Parish and

Kevin McHale have ironed

out their contracts and have

only hoop on their minds.

The only weak spot of the

team last year was the

guard play. Now. with the

steady two way play of

Johnson, a renewed Quinn

Buckner and a budding

superstar in Gerald Hender-

son, the Celtics are solid.

Danny Ainge is a capable

backup and Carlos Clark

can sell popcorn with Greg

Kite. Dependable Cedric

Maxwell can be counted on

at forward and Scott Wed-

man and M.L. Carr know

their roles.

Continued on page 15

CollcciBK photo hj Jin Power*

SPLASH! — The UMass women's swim team

plans on making some waves on Friday when it

faces UConn in Boyden pool. Here, Georgia Wood

prepares for the match.
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BOPPIN' IN THE '80's - MTV couldn't have done better Iwt night »* t^*/^,^ "
'jJJ*"' ^^^^J^J

own prime veejavs and performers in new wave's fruggin' Fab Five, the B-52«. who swayed a

sdSd Trowd to a one hour galactic frenzy. Fred Schneider, Kate Pierson, Keith Stricklaiid and

R^d.r«id Cindy Wilson traversed through favorites of their four dance music lUbums, and came

out for^wo encores. Bouffants. Bermuda shorts and the nosi^gic attraction oy,»»«
8J»«P 7*^«

?he crowd reluctant to leave as "Rock Lobster''. "Dance Th» Mess Around and Private

Idaho." vinUge 52 tunes, dominated by FAC standards, was fairly well behaved.

60 million to view "The Day After"
••The seventeenth century was the century of

math4rmatic8, the eighteenth century that of the phygwaX

sciences and the nineteenth thai ofbiology. Our twentieth w
the century offear.

"

Albert Camus

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Never before has a television show had the potential to

change history. The attention focused on the ABC movie

"The Day After", to be aired at 8:00 p.m., Sunday, is une-

qualed. An estimated 60 million people, more than the

number of voters in the last Presidential election, will look

on as the people of rural Kansas have their lives destroyed

by nuclear war.

Since its conception, "The Day After" has been m the

national media spotlight. Much has been made of its in-

ability to draw advertisers. From the cover of the current

Newsweek to the smallest weekly newspaper it has

blossomed into more than just a movie. "The Day After

has become a national event.

At the University of Massachusetts, the UMass

Peacemakers have organized public viewing and discus-

Inside:

UMass professor

speaks out on the

Human Life Amend-
ment p-3

Graduate Senate con-

demns deplojmrient of

missiles in Europe...p.3

Women's field hockey

and women's soccer

teams make the NCAA
semi-finals p. 16

"Don't let the

world jvdge you too

rrmch. Everyone has

the right to make an

ass ofthemself'"

Ruth Gordon in

Harold and Maude

unfair

Rally scheduled

to protest plans

for state school
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN Up to 1,000 people are expected to

gather Sunday on Town Common to protest State plans for

new construction at the Belchertown State School and

emphasize the success that the menUUy handicapped have

had with community living programs.

According to Carol Shelton. a member of the Committee

in Support of Community Living, the rally's sponsor, the

Belchertown State School now holds 420 people and the

proposed construction there would make it impossible for

these individuals to receive treatment from within their

community.
^^ .

"It's a matter of being cost effective, Shelton said, ii

they (the Commonwealth) go through with this buUding,

then they wUl be forced to keep people in there to show

that the money was wisely spent."

A study released this month by the University of

Massachusetts Department of communication studies

showed that 73 percent of the people polled said the

mentally reUrded should get treatment from the local

community. whUe 16 percent felt that they should be in

stitutionalized.

"We are in the majority and the people in the mmonty

have been the ones that those in charge at the Legislature

have been Ustening to. This gathering wUl show that we

have a voice and are deeply concerned about this matter,

Shelton said.
,

"Should this proposal go through then its another 50

years of institutions," Shelton said. "We feel that the

money could be put to better use by funding community

support programs for the mentally handicapped."

The State School in Belchertown had a budget of $31

million last year and Shelton said her group supports

community living not only because it's more effective with

the handicapped but because it would be cheaper then

funding institutions.

"President Reagan signed a law making (medicaid) pay

for roughly half of the community services and

Massachusetts is one of only 20 sUtes not to take steps to

implement this law. The SUtehouse will just create jobs

and keep existing payrolls intact with their plans," Shelton

Currently community service programs have been

running using the same amount of funding they received

two years ago. "There has not been any increases in two

years," said Shelton, a UMass graduat* and current staff

member at a vocational work program.

"We have to make it known what is happening and that

the SUte should disband the old institution system in favor

of community services, hopefully the rally wUl accomplish

this. "Shelton said.

Sen. Jack Backman, chair of the Committee on Human

Services has been invited to address the crowd along with

Dr. Gunnar Dybwad, Professor Emeritus at Brandeis

University, and an internationally known expert on the

subject of mental retardation. Parents and former

patients at the school will speak as well. A march to the

gate of the SUte School wUl begin the rally, and bad

weather wUl move the proceedings to the Belchertown

High School.

sions following the film. Television sets located on campus

include the first floor lounge area and Room 917 of the

Campus Center, where discussions will follow m both

places. Sets are also located in the Newman Center and in

dormitory lounges. „
"From what I've heard, the movie is devastating, said

Peacemakers spokesperson Danny King. "We just want to

be around to listen and share the feelings of people who

have seen it. We want to talk about this movie and what

people can do to prevent nuclear war," he said.

King said he feels the movie will confirm the worst fears

people have regarding nuclear war and that mass depres-

sion will result.
. . k;„«

"If we can channel this depression into something

positive then we'll have accomplished something big,

^R^sfdent Directors are being asked to prepare for possi^

ble outbreaks of violence or acts of vandalism a.s a result of

seeing the film. The UMass Mental Health Center and

University Health Services will have additional staff per-

sonnel to cope with the expected need. Some Resident

Assistants have been issued news articles telling how to

deal with despair among students who view the movie.

Contintied on page 5

i;

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The press in the United States is far too

weak and the presidency is far too strong

for the former to keep an effective check on

the latter, according to a Pulitzer Pnze-

winning journalist who has made a special-

ty of government exposes.

In a visit yesterday to the University of

Massachusetts to publicize his latest book

The Price of Pmuer. Seymour Hersh

discussed the dangers presented by this im-

balance of power as he saw it not only dur-

ing Richard Nixon's administration, but

throughout all recent presidencies The

book, which deals primarily with Nixon s

secretary of state, Henry Kissinger, caused

national controversy upon its release this

summer. Among other things the book

made allegations of a deal in which Uerald

Ford was maneuvered into the presidercy

by Nixon in exchange for the pardon he

received after his 1974 resignation during

impeachment proceedings.

Although Hersh did not address that

specific point in his speech to more than

200 people in Memorial Hall, he discussed a

list of illegal activities Nixon conducted in

his five and a half years, and the ad-

ministration's arrogance in carrying them

out.

"There seemed to be no limit," Hersh

said of the activities which included the

secret bombing of Cambodia during the

Vietnam War, phone tappings, and the

famous break-in at the Watergate Hotel.

After detailing the offenses ht- research-

ed on Nixon in writing his book, Hersh ex-

tended to Ronald Reagan the trend of ab-

solute authority he said was seized by the

presidency in the 1960s.

"Since John Kennedy, we've given our

presidents, Democratic and Republican,

two basic rights," Hersh said. These, he

said, are "the right to lie to the American

people and the press and the Congress,"

and in specifically dealing with the

military, the right "to send our boys

anywhere without consulting Congress."

Continued on page 5

Collc|r<aii photo b; Drew O^icr

"You can't blame the press because there's

nothing that can stop the President from doing

what he wants." -Seymour Hersh
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AROUND THE WORLD
French jets bomb Shiite fighters

Andropov reportedly shot in arm

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — French jets

bombed, rocketed and strafed Shiite

Moslem guerrillas holed up in a barracks

and a hotel in the Bekaa Valley Thursday in

reprisal for the suicide attacks on French,

U.S. and Israeli troops. Lebanese police

said at least 39 were killed and 150 wounded

in the raids on camps of the pro-Iranian

extremists.

The French raids were mounted a day

after Israeli jets pounded the same area,

leaving 43 dead, and moments after a

massive funeral procession in the city of

Baalbek during which a shiite Moslem

guerrilla leader threatened more suicide

attacks against the French, Americans and

Israelis.

AP Liurrphilii

HELL OR HOME - U.S. Marine Lance Corp. Dale Sumn£r, 21, watches

new Marinesfrcym the 22ndMAU arrive Thursday. The sign next to Sumnsr

reads, "Hell or Home"imth the arrow Hell pointing towards Beirut and the

arrow Home pointing towards ships which will take Sumner's unit back to

r./M? US- ^-.^^=

AROUND THE NATION
Classified Carter papers found
WASHINGTON (AP) - Classified foreign

policy documents from the Carter ad-

ministration have been discovered in files

from President Reagan's 1980 election

campaign, according to the head of a House

investigation.

"We've found some 'your eyes only' type of

stuff. That means classified — the highest

classification," said Rep. Donald J. Albosta,

D-Mich., chairman of the human resources

subcommittee of the Post Office and Civil

Service Committee.
Albosta, whose panel is attempting to

learn how Carter White House materials

Forty rowdy demonstrators were dragged
away to police vans in Boston after delaying

a Bus for an hour.

In Philadelphia, hundreds of strikers

joined by sympathetic unionized plumbers.
Lane Bonner, an FBI spokesman, said he

had no comment on the congressman's

statements.

Albosta made the statements in an in-

terview Wednesday after announcing that

Jan. 26 is the tentative date for the start of

public hearings that could see both Carter

and Reagan White House officials called to

testify under oath.

Empty Greyhound buses attacked
Greyhound buses — many of them vir

tually empty — pulled out of stations to the

jeers of union members today for the first

time since a strike halted the nation's

largest intercity bus line two weeks ago.

Sixty demonstrators were arrested, and

AROUND THE REGION
Mayor-elect meets with Dukakis

LONDON (AP) — The Daily Express said

today there are reports that Soviet

President Yuri V. Andropov has not ap-

peared in public for three months because

he was shot in the arm by Leonid

Brezhnev's son, who was reported furious

over KGB allegations of moral and financial

corruption.

The Daily Express said it based its article

on reports that emanated from Moscow
KGB sources, and that these reports had

spread through intelligence circles in

London and elsewhere in Europe. The

two were injured.

About 300 rain-drenched strikers

struggled with riot-clad police in San

Francisco. A rock shattered the window of

one bus, and baggage handlers were pelted

with bottles.

BOSTON (AP) — Raymond Flynn met

with Gov. Michael S. Dukakis Thursday for

the first time since his election as mayor of

Boston, and both men pledged to work

closely on problems that affect the state's

largest city.

"We want very much to make this

relationship work. You can't have a healthy

Boston without a healthy Massachusetts,

article was headlined, "Was Andropov

Shot?"

There was no conmient from Soviet of-

ficials, but Yuri Brezhnev's office in

Moscow said he still held his job as first

deputy foreign trade minister, which

tended to cast doubt on the report.

The Daily Express said the Brezhnevs

"are reported to have nursed a bitter

grudge against Andropov because they

believe that when he was head of the KGB
he tried to implicate them in allegations of

moral and financial corruption."

Arms talks to resume Wednesday
GENEVA, Switzeriand (AP) - U.S. arms

negotiator Paul H. Nitze met for more than

two hours with Soviet Ambassador Yuli A.

Kvitsinsky today and afterwards said the

talks on limiting medium-range nuclear

missiles will resume next Wednesday.

"They are continuing," Nitze said on

returning from the Soviet mission to U.S.

delegation headquarters.

The meeting next week would come one

day after West Germany's parliament

concludes debates on accepting U.S. cruise

and Pershing 2 missiles. West German
arms experts have said the Soviets consider

that the "cut off date for the talks in

Geneva.
The Soviets have repeatedly threatened to

walk out of the talks when new U.S.

missiles are deployed in Europe, but are

apparently waiting for the debates in West
Germany. The first cruise missiles arrived

in Great Britain on Monday.
Today's session followed a 35- minute

meeting Tuesday — the shortest plenary

meeting in more than 100 negotiating

sessions since the intermediaterange

nuclear force talks began two years ago.

Mexico fears unrest in Chiapas
TUXTLA GUTIERREZ, Mexico (AP) -

The Mexican government is pumping

money into the impoverished southern

state of Chiapas, concerned that poverty

could be the seed for social unrest along the

border with strife-plagued Central

America.
"If there is a seedbed for revolution in

Mexico, it is Chiapas," said a state official

who asked not to be identified because of

political reasons.

"We have neglected this area for cen-

turies, and there are great social problems

that must be resolved."

The government has invested $900

million in development projects in Chiapas

state this year - twice as much in dollar

terms as is 1982. Officials say the effort is

to improve communications and step up

social services in an area affected by an

influx of Central American refugees and by

protests of Mexican leftist and peasant

groups.
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and vice versa," Dukakis said after the two

men and their wives dined on seafood and

white wine during an 80-minute private

luncheon at the Statehouse.

Flynn, a city councilor who served in the

Legislature during Dukakis' first term,

noted the governor had twice gone through

a transition period before taking office. He

said he hoped to pick up some pointers.

Sun. thru Thurs,

DINNER
Buy a dinner

from our

Italian Cuisine

and receive FREE a

glass of wine

5:00-?

Consul not charged with assault
BOSTON (AP) — The Dominican

Republic's consul here has diplomatic

immunity and therefore can't be prosecuted

for an alleged assault on a police officer, the

state's high court ruled Thursday.

The decision upheld a Boston Municipal

Court judge who dismissed the 1982 charge

against Rafael Jerez.

The court based its immunity conclusion

on a provision of the Vienna Convention

that states:

"Consular officers and consular employees

shall not be amenable to the jurisdiction or

administrative authorities of the receiving

states in respect of acts performed in the

exercise of consular functions."

Jerez went to the consulate's office in a

downtown building after business hours to

pick up a flag and other material to bring to

a function in the Brighton section of the city

April 18. 1982. He declined to sign in with a

security guard, who told a police officer he

thought Jerez was a trespasser.

The officer approached Jerez, who was

chatting with a Colombian occicial seated in

an automobile outside the building.

Mon. & Tues.

FAMILY HIGHT
Buy a pitcher of

Beer or Soda
and pay only

Holf Pric*

for any large pizza.

StOO-ClosIng

Mon. thru Wed.

LUNCH

10% DiKOunt
on Lunch

Offer Good thru

November 30

11:00-2x30

SUNDAY DRUNCH

French Toott
Egg D*n#dlctt
ond much mor«

Bloody Mary's only
99*

11:30 Qm-2:00 pm

Dolly Hoppy Hours M-F 3:00-5:00

Eoch Night Hoppy Hour 10:00-closlng
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SWAG discusses

new study space,
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Correspondent

Creation of study space in the Bershire Dining Common

and the relocation of WZZZ, the Southwest radio station,

were discussed last night by the Southwest Area

Government (SWAG) assembly. ^ v m
SWAG co-presidents Mike Bean and Dave McCarthy said

that In an effort to help solve the campus-wide problem of

limited study space, the Berkshire Dinmg Common m

Southwest wiU be opened as study space by Monday.

"There have been some red tape problems of late,

McCarthy said, "but everything seems to be going as

Bean said although the opening is planned for Monday,

there has been a delay due to poor communication among

SWAG, Dean of Students William Field, Food Services

and University security.
,

"People have been left in the dark about this thmg, Bean

said, "ane I feel responsible."

Bean said there is concern in University Food Services

about students ruining the equipment used for meals.

Marie Cappadona, director of Food Services, said she

wants to be assured there will be adequate security during

the study hours before she gives final approval to open the

D.C., Bean said. Bean also said Cappadona feels she has

not been consulted enough throughout the discussions

about proper security.

Dean Field informed SWAG that Berkshire, once open,

wiU be used on a three-week trial basis. Bean said. Durmg

that time, security personnel will be taking a survey of the

students who use the facility.

"If enough students use the area. Dean Field will let us

keep it open," Bean said.

McCarthy discussed relocating the Southwest radio

station WZZZ from John Quincy Adams Tower to the

Hampden Student Center lobby, a move that would help

the area government achieve its goal of making Hampden a

student center and not a building for the University to use.

he said.

Food Services has proposed moving its large main service

computer into the Hampden Craft Shop area, a move that

Bean and McCarthy said they see as a continued effort by

the University to take student space.

"Between the I.D. office that we now have in here, and

this proposal for the computer, we see this as a double

whammle from the University," Bean said. "I feel con-

fident, though, that we won't lose our space."

Cillr^nn pkolit tnt Jim I'nuvm

WIRY WEB - Tennis players at the Boyden Courts are seen through the textured pattern ofa chain-

linked fence.

Crampton hit with 8th fire since Sept

University of Massachusetts police responded to a report

of a fire from residents in Crampton dormitory in the

Southwest Residential Area at 1:08 a.m. Thursday. Pohce

said a bulletin board on the second floor of the south wing

was Ughted on fire, causing $15 worth of damage. The

Amherst Fire Department and the Environmental Health

and Safety Department were also on the scene. There are

no suspects.

Seven fires occurred in Crampton from Sept. 25 to Oct.

18. according to police. The fires were aU contained in

trash barrels on the second and third floors. Cashm dor-

mitory in the Sylvan Residential Area had six fires from

Nov 1 to Nov. 8.-Fires on Nov. 1, 2 and 6 were m trash-

cans. Bulletins boards were set on fire Nov. 3 and 7. A

flaming paper bag was stuffed into a fire extinguisher

cabinet Nov. 8.

Two fires were also reported in Grayson dornutory m tne

Orchard Hill Residential Area Nov. 9. On Nov. 10 fires

were reported in women's bathrooms on the Campus

Center Concourse and the Student Union Building.

"These fires are all under investigation," said Amherst

Fire Chief Victor Zambruski. "Crampton and Cashin are

being watched. The information is being handled through

the District Attorney's office." he said.

UMass Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil ex-

pressed the department's concern for students' safety.

"Of course these fires are being given priority. We have

yet, however, to apprehend or identify those persons

responsible for setting the fires," O'Neil said.

-MARY ANN BEEN

CASIAC
44 Survival " motion passed

By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Staff

Pre-registration period is here and the

lines are forming.

At 2:30 Thursday afternoon, more than

50 people crammed into the College of Arts

and Science Information and Advising

Center (CASIAC) and the crowd was

spilling out into the hallway. Students

waiting to speak to one of the three ad-

vis<M^ on duty were told to sign a waiting

list and informed there would be a two hour

wait.

"During this period they should have a lot

more advisers," Mame Goodman, a first

year student who had been waiting for

more than an hour, said. "I came here early

in the morning Uke they suggested and the

place was jammed."
JuKe Berwald, assistant to the dean,

admitted pre-registration period does pose

some problems for the CASIAC and that

"it's always been this way."

"I think it's bad to have students have to

wait two hours." Berwald said. "It's a

ridiculous wait but I don't know how else to

doit."

Berwald said that when she came to

UMass in 1975, CASIAC had to advise 3200

students with imdeclared majors. That

number has since increased to more than

5000 but the advising staff has not in-

creased at all. There are currently about 15

faculty advisers available for shifts of two

hours a week.
"Many students get tired of waiting and

walk away without ever seeing an ad-

visor,"and then have to struggle to work

out academic problems on their own,

Berwald said.

Meeting the needs of large numbers of

students during pre-registration Is also a

problem for the Registrar's Office, said

Administrative Assistant Marion Mark-

well.

"Starting (Friday) well be jam packed

from the time we open untU the time we

close," Markwell said. "During the last two

days of pre-registration our office wlU be

knee-deep in people and the whole lobby

will be filled."

Markwell said if her office has enough

staff it wiU try to have staff people in the

lobby to collect forms and assist the 11,000 to

12,000 students whom she predicts wlU be

coming to the Registrar's Office the final

days of pre-registration, which ends at 5

p.m. Wednesday.

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate (GSS) passed a

motion last night condemning the

deployment of missiles in Europe, despite

the question of "political issues" being

raised.

The motion was presented by Phyllis

Rodin, a graduate student who was in

volved with the senate for six semesters

before leaving this fall.

"This is not a political question, it's a

question of survival," Rodin said when the

political nature of the motion was

questioned. "I hope we can go beyond

partisan differences to be humanists."

Although there were four abstentions to

the motion which passed 18 to 0. some

senators pointed out that this issue is not a

current issue, but it has been around as one

senator said "before many of us were born,"

and therefore did not have to be questioned

at length, he said.
.

"The senators should know how their

constituencies feel on this issue by now,"

said an said the unidentified senator

When some senators raised the issue of a

worldwide balance of power. Rodin clarified

that her motion refered to missiles from any

country.
. , j ..

"I'd like to see the U.S. take the lead,

she said.
. .

Rodin mentioned the women s sit-m at

Greenham. England as an example of the

European oppostition to the missiles,

calling the sit in, "an exciting thing hap-

pening with the women's movement."

"They are not trying to be sensationalists

or frighten you. They're trying to tell you

what the danger is," she said.

"No one here knows what the war (World

War II) was like close up because it wasn't

fought on our lands." Rodin said.

"The American people don't know what

it's like to have short-range missiles aimed

at them, because none are positioned in

Canada or even Cuba," said Cristos

Karastamatis, a graduate student from

Greece.

Also at the meeting, literature was

distributed about "The Day After," an ABC
movie depicting the effects of nuclear war.

Anti-choice wrong, says prof

BOG gears for budget war
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors (BOG) Is getting

ready for their annual "budget war" with

the Campus Center adminstratlon, Chair

Mike Reilly said last evening at the BOG
meeting.

Similiar to the past years, the BOG will

soon begin an attempt to keep student fees

at their present rate, but due to Campus

Center administration actions, this may be

difficult to accomplish Reilly said.

"The administration has had an annual

policy of under-budgeting many Campus

Center groups, not only the BOG," he said.

Reilly said that when the BOG's budget

gets cut. the United Program's Council, the

Governor's Program Council, the Craft

Shop, the Art Gallery, and the Cable

Station all get penalized because they

operate within the BOG.

"We have enough problems operating

with the tight budget they give us now. If

they squeeze us any tighter, it will probably

raise student fees anywhere from $10 to

$20," he said.

One of the major concerns of the BOG is

keeping student fees down, but in the past,

it has been difficult for them to give it their

fuU attentlOT he said. Because the Campus
Center's annual budget meeting takes place

a few weeks before final exams begin, it Is a

busy time academically for almost all

students, ReiUy said.

"I find it kind of odd and very irritable

that budgeting is scheduled at this time of

year. They couldn't have chosen a worse

time to do it.

"While it's admirable that the ad-

ministration is very careful with their

spending money, they also must consider

that these groups need this money to stay

alive," ReiUy said.

By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Anti-choice "rhetoric" ignores the rights of

women and nuikes the fetus sacred in their

belief that a fertilized egg is a person,

according to Ann Ferguson, a professor of

philosophy at the University of

Massachusetts.

Ferguson spoke Thursday at a slide show

presenUtion which was the second in a

series of lunchtime discussions on childcare

and reproductive rights sponsored by the

Women's Task Force of the Democratic

Socialist Association and the Student

Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA).

The Human Life Amendment which would

give a fertilized egg the same rights as a

person is among many constitutional

amendments being sponsored by over 100

members of Congress that would wipe out

the Supreme Court's 1973 ruling which

legalized abortion, she said.

"A miUion teenagers become pregnant

every year in the United States and 70

percent of teenage mothers never finish

high school," she said.

"Under the egg-as-person law (HLA) you

would be forced to carry a pregnancy to

term even if you have a disease such as

cancer, or if your doctor says the baby will

be born fatally ill, or grossly deformed." she

said.

"The fertilized egg has a life, but it is a

blueprint that conUins a genetic code," she

said. "A blueprint is no building and the

egg does not have the qualities o per-

sonhood and the ability to relate.

"

Ferguson said, "The rhetoric about

respect for Ufe ignores the ab^ady living

woman as if she were a non-person and the

fetus is made sacred."

She identified various Uctics used by anti-

choice supporters. The charges that

abortion is murder and that women who

have abortions are 'baby killers" depend

upon the accepUnce that a fertilized egg is

a person, she said. Anti-choice supporters

also magnify pictures of an aborted fetus to

giv*s "iJiiiH;, seiisatioutti impressions" oi a

fully developed baby, she said.

But "ninety one percent of all abortions in

the United States are done in the first

twelve weeks of a pregnancy." she said.
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MT. TOM
Ski Area

Rt. 5 Holyoke

If you want to

REALLY ski,

you want Mt. Tom
- Only a Yz hour away
- Best snow making

around
- Night skiing

on all trails

- Tom's Tavern
& The Tom Skellers

Check with the UMass Ski Club

and pick up night ski trips to Mt.

Tom and pick up a Mt. Tom poster

or brochure at the UMass Ski Sale

Nov. 16-19 at the Student Union
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The most revealing,

most intimate study ofmen andwomen
in America since die Kinsey Report.

AiMERICAN
COUPLES

MONEY
WORK
SEX

PHIIJI* BUfMSTEIN.PKO.~AN I > _
pepPFJl SCHMARTZ. Ph. Ik

How arc today's couples dif-

ferent? Have the sexual revolu-

tion and the women's movement
spawned new ways of coping

with earning a living, managing

money, and making love ' Or do

today s couples find traditional

values a protective port in such

stormy times ' To find out. a

team of siKiologists spent nearly

a decade dcK inj: into the private

|i\CN ol more than 6.0()() ordi-

nar\ American couple^ in cverv

region ol the counirx In every

(.jNc-, hoih parincr> vkcrc ci)n-

Nulicd Mjrncd. Inini: liVJClhcr

.iikI honiONC\ujl ».i>uplc«« j1I lnok

part, m.iin m d.iv loni; in-dcpih

mUTMCvvv Now ihc rcNulls are

out in a hook ihai ^;l^c^ Anicri-

«.jii ^.lUlpk•^ an I'iKii ^u Tisini;

iitok at lhcmNclvc>
"~

Moth men and utMUcn feci it

iv the hiivh.iiKl >. leNiHMiMhiiilv to

pr,)vidv li>rhi- vMie ll ihe man

is no< a good provider, the rela-

tionship may be in jeopardy.

Women do most of the

housework, even if both partners

have full-time jobs. I1ie more

household chores a man has to

perform, the less happy he is

likely to be with the relationship

n the money that a working

woman brings home earns her

power in the household and

respect from her partner

—

unless >he makes enouiih to

threaten his di>minani role.

E\tramjriial sex lelN

\er\ little about the stale ot a

relalu>nship *

C Couples v^ho attend Lhur».li

i>i s\naeoi;ue are no more likeK

to k." n>onoi:ami>us than those

v^lio do niM

n The p«H\er ol ph\su.al

heaui> nexer wanes L\>.. .1

lon;jlerm relationships, peop'*-

who Hnd their partners attractive

say they have a better sex life.

"Although Blumstein and

Schwartz undertook AMERI-
CAN COUPLES as a serious

scientific study, they hope peo-

ple will read it in bed' and use it

to shed light on their own rela-

lionships." Sewswcek reports,

adding. "Much of the book is

devoted to the couples' own
descriptions of their lives, which

cives the work an intimate, con-

iidini: quaiitv almost like ii

therapv sesMon" EveeptionalK

candid, unprecedented in Us

si«ipe and iinaluable in its

msijhis. AMERICAN COIPLLS
shows how we live todav— and

what It w ill take t»i live better

tomorrow X disiini:uished

work caretul and earini:
"'

—Kiikit\ Ri \ /( >> >

USTORE^
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

ic DAYAFTER
Whether or not these preparations are

needed remains to be seen. But people who

have seen the movie or its previews report

they experienced "deep emotional shock

and a sense of hopelessness." ABC plans

an announcement that "The Day After"

may not be suitable for children under 12

and some promotional posters recommend

that "This film should not be viewed

alone."

The story written by Edward Hume, is

largely based on a Congressional study by

the United States Office of Technology

Assessment titled, "The Effects of Nuclear

War."
The plot involves how people of

Lawrence, Kansas are affected when a one

megaton missle airbursts over Kansas Ci-

ty, Missouri, 38 miles away. The movie has

been criticized because it is optimistic

-Kansas City would actually be the target

of a 20 megaton assault. Director Nicholas

Meyer, in an interview with the New Age

JouT-nal, admitted this discrepancy saying,

:imiiiiiiNiiiiiiHini
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,mMiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiii«iniiii'ii"""""""'n""""

Continued from pcu/e I

"If you told this story accurately, there

would be no story."

The movie stars Jason Robards and

Jobeth Williams as people who live through

the attack and are forced to cope with the

resulting desolation. The film shows the

survivors facing radiation sickness,

virulent epidemics, inadequate health care,

limited food and water and the outbreaks

of violence that occur. These physical hard-

ships are compounded with the numbness

and feelings of hopelessness that the worl<^>

they know is destroyed.
.

Meyer said he hopes the film will win

converts to the anti-nuclear cause." He is

not alone in this opinion as hundreds of na-

tional peace organizations are using the

film as a basis for discussions about stopp-

ing nuclear warfare.

•ABC itself will have a special View-

point" with Ted Koppel to give both the

anti-nuclear and the conservative views

about the movie and its consequences.

Locally "The Day After" can be seen on

channels 5 and 40.

i^HERSH Continued from page 1
i s

"How do you convince people?" Hersh

asked before his speech in discussing the

need to get people to question their govern-

ment and its ability to hide virtually

whatever it wants from the media.

"Most people think the press has too

much power," he said.

"You can rough them up a little on the fi--

inges. but you can't really get at them."

Hersh said of the administration. But, he

said, "you can't blame the President from

doing what he wants."

Hersh's appearance was sponsored by

the Distinguished Visitors Program.

Three car accident injures two

A three car accident Wednesday on

Belchertown Road injured two drivers,

Amherst Police reported.

Police said the 12:38 p.m. accident oc-

curred when the first vehicle, operated by

Ellen Moore. 33, of Amherst, had slowed

down to turn and a second automobile,

driven by Phyllis Shermeta, 20, struck it

from behind. Moore's car continued into

the eastbound lane, striking a third vehicle,

driven by Gino Renda. 21, of Greenbrook.

NJ. Renda's vehicle hit both cars. Police

said Moore and Shermeta were taken to

Cooley Dickensen HospiUl in Northampton

and released.

Police also reported the theft of a pair of

grey warmup pants from Wildwater

Outfitters on East Pleasant Street. Police

said the pants, valued at $30. were

allegedly taken by three youths aged 16 to

20 though the suspects were not seen

taking them. -GREG BROWN

at the

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Over 18,000 New and Used Books

All titles are $2.00 or less.

This is a special truckload shipment
from a Midwest warehouse.
More titles added daily

Subject matter from
Aerodynamics -Zoology

- Sale runs Nov. 7 - Nov. 23

I M-F 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Closed Nov. 11
|,„„!.m,i ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,iiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiuimiiiiiiiii««^

10 a.m.

U. Mass.

^* • Be«r . V<W«
•

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Jtjst past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

til 11 p.m.*
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BUSCh 12 oz. bar bottles $8.95 -Hl.50cs.

Becks light or dark $14.00/-f 1.20 cs.

Lite 12pk. bottles $5.00 -h.6012pk.

Molson Golden, Beer, Ale

$12.75 + 1.20 cs.

Almadens l $5.79

Blue Nun Liebfraumilch
$3.99

750 ml

Martini 8- Rossi Asti 75omi$7.99

Lancer's Rose or Bianco 750 ml $3.59

Blacl( Velvet 175 $12.59

Fleischmann Vodica 175. $9.25

Gordon's Gin 175 $11.99

Clan McGregor Scotch
$11.49

not responsible for typcyrapnical errors
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DOUBLE FEATURE TliyFUA
Fri. Nov. 18 - Sat. Nov. 19

The Graduate 7:00

The Ruling Class 9:00

Sun. Nov. 20 - Tues. Nov. 22

The Band Wagon 7:00

a Fred Astaire classic!

Seven Brides for

Seven Brothers 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

oov»

t Now** the time
to call

North Amherst
Motors

ta»«rt rmpmlr* U
•candltlsiilfMI'

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(wTth this coupon I

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Long Hair
Expires 11/30/83

Pt«M« Can for an Appotntrrwm

•For nm*t dktntt oolv

FREE COMSOCTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
36 Umvf-wtv Dfiv*

Amherst MA 'M6 5610

^iCLi

our November Special

Twofer One
BECKS
Proper ID a Must

S7 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

"TheBttiCiuiKMlwl" MENU

BUFFET
Men - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11:30 am - 3 pm

Hot Er Sour Soup
Chicken Finger*

Pan Friad Ravioli

Ba«f with Graen Pappar

Chicken Fried Noodles

Sweat Er Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rica

Chinaae Baftoaqued Pork

Broccoli in Oyaier Sauce

Chicken Wings

Uinchaon Special ft Take Out Sarvio*
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun - Thur* 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri a Sat 11:30 am 11 pm

^ . >• I- *-r 10 Balchartown Road
ALL YOU CAN EAT ., Rt, 9, Amherst

$5.25 per person zembbi

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

with this coupon

NOVELTY T-SHIRTS

Factory OutIet

7 For »$

aU sizEs

loNq sIeeve

shoRT sIeeve

'sWEATSkiRTS >$

SWEATPANTS f%

Hours 1 2-8 TktRS, FrI, Sat

SuNdAy 8-8

Mountain Farms MaU
NEXT TO Papa CIno's

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

any two entrees

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very Friday

J

TOIif the
CAMPUS

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRICINGIII

DUKE 120Z. cans
$1.366pk.

$5.25 case + dbp.

Bud & Bud Light 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep

Old Milwaukee 12 az. cans ^-25 12 pk.

Stroh'S 12 oz. cans ^^'^ ^^e + dep.

Champagnes white and pink $3.29 & up 750 mi

Englesburg soft, semi dry white wine $1 .49 750 ml

Men Viso Asti Spumante ^99 750 mi

Large selection of barrelled bee'- in stock

Dada
Kritashiuanawda
Labor Cr Studant

Organizar
Yogic Monk
Cr Taachar of

Meditation

will spaak on -

"Social Justice

and Pacifism"

11/19 10:30 am

.Friday, November 18, 1983.
Friday, November 18. 19831

sC2ll£giaQ_z

RENTOm
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
549 2880

RSO's
interested in

requesting a budget
from the SGA

are advised to pick up
budget packets

from 420 S.U.B.

before Nov. 22.

You are also advised

to sign up for one of the

scheduled workshops.

SGA Budgets Committee

IP!

Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

_ next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation. V.'e'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group. Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

7r-.3ri/CTl JbnSL Bus Ljnes Inc

W*'r« having o Shoe Sole
Thurt. - Sun.

Nov. 17 20

20%
savings all shoes bags

*Doots not includod

J

saofE
ASaIN 187 n. pleasant st^ amherst

^^^:/yy^^,^//^

EDirORIAL/OPINION
The day after

any winners?

Some of you may already be familiar with the

controversy surrounding the ABC movie "The Day
After". The picture, wWch portrays the aftermath

of a nuclear explosion in Kansas, has been criticized for

various reasons.

Some groups have said the movie is too pessimistic, and

that it overdramatizes what would really happen after a

nuclear holocaust. Others claim the movie is not graphic

enough in its depiction of the devastation and horrors that

would follow a nuclear explosion. Pro-nuclear groups, like

the Moral Majority, have annovmced their plans to boycott

the film because of its "unpatriotic" and "unamerican"

overtone.

Miriam ZoU

Regardless of the criticisms made against the movie, its

plot and general theme address an issue many Americans,

and millions of people throughout the world are concerned

with: a nuclear war or nuclear holocaust.

The Reagan Administration has repeatedly told the

American public that a nuclear war would be

"survivable." But numerous medical and science organiza-

tions, including the American Medical Association and the

National Academy of Sciences, have concluded that there

is no effective way to save our people in the event of

nuclear war. Medical groups claim that after a nuclear

detonation, the food and water supplies would be con-

taminated with radioactive nriaterials. "Survivors" would

be surrounded by millions of dead bodies, about 100

million, in addition to millions of blind and other injured

people. Health epidemics would skyrocket because of the

massive number of corpses, and the remaining medical

personnel would not be able to adequately nurse the sick

and dying. In other words, the survivors of a nuclear war

or accident would be the losers, not the winners.

Despite all of the medical and scientific evidence that

says a nuclear war is not survivable, the Reagan Ad-

ministration has proposed a seven year, 4.2 billion dollar

civil defense program they claim will save 80 percent of

the population. The Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA), is responsible for the cml defense and

evacuation procedures. According to FEMA, in the event

of a nuclear disaster, two-thirds of the American popula-

tion would be relocated to rural areas. They would be ex-

pected to bring along items such as "insurance policies,

stocks and bonds, shovels, and building materials to con-

struct fallout shelters in the host area." FEMA even sug-

gests people bring their wills - just in case.

One of the main flaws in the FEMA plan is that the com-

plete evacuation of approximately 150,000,000 million

Americans would take a little less than a week to com-

plete, but it only takes a Soviet missile a half hour to reach

the United States. The FEMA handbook also mentions a

"blast shelter program" that would protect about 4

million "essential" workers, who would continue to carry

on industrial activity after the explosion. The other

Americans who are not considered "essential," are advis-

ed to build makeshift faUout shelters by "digging trenches

under cars, building a log cabin, or hiding under tables."

According to Dr. Bruce Clayton, a FEMA-certified

Radiological Defense Officer, "...few civil defense profes-

sionals think the plans wiU actuaUy work. Many of them

will tell you quite candidly that they are writing the plans

only because their federal funding is contingent upon it.

The general opinion about the civil defense propam is

that it can not protect people from nuclear attack in the

ways it says it can. Even if people could remain isolated

from the radioactive fallout, the food and water supplies

would be contaminated, and the environment would be un

fit for life to exist. Some scientists, however, have pointed

out there are certain kinds of insects that might be able to

endure the intense heat and fallout.

The producer of "The Day After", Robert Papazian,

says the film is not about politics and that it doesn't pre-

tend to be. "It is," he said, "simply a quantum leap into

the effects of nuclear holocaust." Maybe ABC, and. the

director and producer of the movie don't want to officially

declare that the film is "political," but it seems more than

coincidental that it is being aired six days after the first

US made Euromissiles were deployed to Greenham Com-

mon in England. ,.,-,.
Putting politics aside, the content of the fUm has promp-

ted some educators and psychologists to urge parents not

to allow their chUdren to watch the flick. They have also

advised that adults don't watch the movie alone, but with

a group of friends, or in a church or community center

Obviously, people who have pr^'viewed the movie believe it

will have great emotional, and maybe political, impact on

American television viewers.

Good luck if you plan to watch ^ „ . ,
.

,

MiViam 7o« w a CoUegian column%st.

Help Stamp out dorm fires

There have been so many fires inten-

tionally set in recent weeks that every

time one is lit, it is reacted to with more

and more apathy. Fear and apprehension

about the potential damage of these fires

has turned to indifference, and even mild

amusement. But enough is enough.

Students must take an active role in fin-

ding the perpetrator(s) of these acts of ar-

son, a very serious criminal offense. Help-

ing to distinguish between the real ar-

sonists and extremely demented
pranksters who like to "pour gas on a lit

fire" - (no pun intended) is as important a

problem as finding the real crooks.

When in and around your dorm, par-

ticularly at night, he aware! Keep an eye

out for strangers on your floor, in the laun-

dry, bathroom, or any other place people

shouldn't use as hangouts. Don't hesitate

to ask people what they're doing or whom
they are visiting -- just explain to them

why you are concerned - they might be

able to help as well.

Don't be afraid to get your Resident

Assistant, or call Campus Security or

Amherst police. This is an extremely

serious problem that merits extensive,

perhaps costly investigation. But the

^students themselves must help, too.

As it is, people don't respond to fire

alarms, and this recent barrage of arson

has made the problem drastically worse.

The more often something happens, the

less seriously it is taken. Hopefully no

one's injury or death will have to occur

before this problem is seen in as serious

light as it should be.

So try to help. Let's find these deranged

individuals before they can hurt some one.

Just think -- at the very least you might

save yourself a trip outside one brisk night

for a fire alarm that you think is fake.

Poli<yy editorials are the majority opinion

of the Board of Editors.
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Love is a many splendored thing
•^

tKo miTTv^r "H*> had to break into my room with

Lorraine floated across her Z-room to the closet and

flung open its doors. She was preparing for a dinner

date with the newest love of her life. She did not

walk, tread, step, stride, stroll, traverse, or ambulate. She

Jloaied.
, . T

"What are you going to wear?" I asked^ Lorraine

regards every day as sort of a mini-Halloween. She 11 go to

class clothed in anything from a tux to a baseball uniform.

I could hardly wait to see the costume she d chosen tor her

rendevouz with Mr. Right.

Elizabeth Luciano

"Something conservative," she said, pulling on a prep-

pie sweater, "I may as well look rational, since God knows

how I'll act. I've got this talent for doing really dumb

things on dates."

"Like what?" I asked, surprised.

"Well, last month I went to the movies with Dennis,

from my calculus class. He fell down the stairs on the way

out the dorm." She tugged her skirt into place.

"So? That wasn't your fault," I told her.

"I started laughing," she admitted, "It wasn't funny or

anything, I was just nervous. He never asked me out

again, though." She started glopping on some Maybelline

before continuing.
, x^ . ^u

"That wasn't as bad as the time I went to the Pub with

Jeff. My roommate fixed me up with him. I went to the

women's room and accidently flushed my keycase down

the toilet," she said.

"You're kidding!" I unsympathetically chuckled.

"It wasn't funny," she reprimanded me, turning back to

Letters
—^""""""""^

One last ''pidgeon'' letter

To the Editor.

Bravo to the First Shift Janitors for their enlightening

Letter to the Editor November 16. Now the other victims

of the pidgeon saga would like to speak out.

The women of the Student Activities Office would like to

set their side of the story straight. First of all, we DID

NOT contact the Collegian to complain about the presence

of the janitors on the heaters in the hallway. The Collegian

called us! We were informed by the reporter that people in

the SGA had complained initially and she was checking

other offices for other opinions. She also informed us that

she did not know what she was going to do with the infor-

mation, and that she was very busy. She didn't even know

if she was definitely doing an article on this topic. Imagine

our surprise to see the headline on the front page the very

next day. Our office and our office only, three women

representing ALL women in the SAO, attacking the

presence of the janitors in the hallways.

When the story escalated to the point where there was

the presence of a live pidgeon, complete with feathers, in

our office one morning, we all knew something had to be

done. I told Michele to talk to the janitors, find out why

they chose to sit there, if they did indeed have a break

the mirror, "He had to break into my room with his l.D. I

had to pay for the dorm key, too." She tossed a pack of

Marlboro Lights into her pocketbook. "Oh, that reminds

me of another one."

"What?" I prompted, finding her tales of woe highly

entertaining. , * i

"When I was at a party last summer, I ran into a guy i

used to have a tremendous crush on. His name's Michael,

and he's a/oz" she paused, partially for emphasis, and

part^ially to brush her hair. "Anyway, he was outside m the

backyard, smoking a joint, and he offered me some

"Yeah'" I could tell this story was going to be a classic.

"I took a hit off the lit end." Lorraine hesitated for a

moment. "It didn't hurt, but I was pretty embarrassed.

Her reverie was interrupted by a knock at the door.

"That's him!" she hissed, "He's fifteen minutes early!

He can't see you here!" she whispered, panic-stncken.

"Why not?" I asked.

"It'll look like you're babysitting me! she rapidly

squirted on some Ambush.

"Aren't I?" I said. Without answering, Lorraine grabb-

ed me by the arm and shoved me into her closet. I sat

amidst her high heels and odd assortment of garments,

listening while she let him in.
. , „ . u j

"Hi Steve'" she sang, a!^ if I weren't painfully hunched

down,' stUl trying to adjust to the dark. "Is it terribly chily

outside?" Oh, God. She'd actually started talkmg about

the vueather. How unoriginal!
, ..v '

"It's freezing," the unseen hero proclaimed. You re

going to need a jacket."

"Oh, no I won't!" Lorraine said quickly.

"I don't want you to catch a cold," Steve said. Let me

get your coat for you."

That's when he opened the closet door.

Elizaheth Liiciano is a Collegian columnist

room and was it a decent break room. Of course those

quotes were never fold.

l«or all those other people who inundated our ottice with

phone calls of support, wanting to start workshops, and

wishing to sign our petition - thanks, but no thanks. We
do not have a petition and do not wish to have any part in

workshops. We admit that the janitors choice to sit in the

hallway is an irritant for some of us and has been for quite

awhile. However, we feel we have larger concerns for op-

pression and sexism on this campus. This particular situa-

tion is not high on our priority list of things that need

change at UMass.
The last point I would like to make is that the most un-

fortunate consequence concerning this particular lack of

responsibility on the part of the Collegian, is that it has pit

workers against workers. UMass employees share a com-

mon interest at UMass, and that is seeking comfortable

and fair conditions on this campus. We cannot afford to be

against each other. Let us hope that the damage in our

relationships that this has caused is not unalterable.

Judy A. Gagnon
Student Activities Office

Editor's note: The Collegian regrets that th£ more

serious problems of sexual karrassment have been reduced

to what seems to be a series of misunderstandings.
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A store-full of Wees
DosNntcwn /Imherst • Open DaiV 10-6, SunctaK 12-5

FALL
GRADUATES
YEARBOOK

PORTRAITS
Nov. 28 - Dec. 2
Hours 9-12, 1-5

Sign up in

Boom 103 Campus Center

or call 545-2874
until Nov. 23

From Nov. 28 to Dec. 2

sign up in Room 178
Please bring a sitting fee of $5.00

Is now hiring 50 Drivers.

Preferrable to have acess to a car &
' be able to work until 4:30 AlVI.

$00 DONUS for any employee
hired before 11/22/83 who
is willing to work through

12/23/83.
Drivers presently ave. from

$6 to $8/hour. Apply ONLY in person

between 7 pm - 10 pm
Domino's Pizza across from

Stop 8- Shop in Hadley.
We are also hiring phone persons

must have own transportation.

Black Affairs
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Physicist discusses Isreali reaction to Lebanon invasion
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

The Israeli invasion of Lebanon has caused a war which is

immoral and is causing a polarization of Jews in Israel,

according to an Israeli physicist who lectured Thursday

night at the University of Massachusetts.

"This is the first war in which there was not clear support

for the war from the Israeli population," said Yakov

Pipman, who has ties to a number of progressive

organizations in Israel. He is presently employed by a

cancer research firm in New York City.

Over 100,000 people participated in a demonstration in

Israel condemning the invasion, Pipman said. He said that

in a country the size of Israel, it is the same as a demon-

stration of 10 million people in the United States.

The invasion of Lebanon was rooted in the ideology of the

Zionist Movement, Pipman said.

"Zionism wanted to create a state for Jews in Palestine,

and not defend or represent the interests of people already

there," he said.
- Yakov Pipman Collegiui photo by Drew Ofitr

Student shares travel encounters
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian SUff

Some University of Massachusetts students have an

opportunity to do more than just read about what is

happening in Central America. Thanks to a program

through the University of Kansas, UMass students like

Beth Benton can go to Cent -al America and learn what is

really going on.

"In Nicaragua we were obviously two Americans because

of the accents of our Spanish. I expected to be met with

hostiUty, but people welcomed us. They were glad we

were there so that we could see for ourselves what was

going on," Benton said.

Benton said government officials she talked to at the

Nicaraguan embassy in CosU Rica and in Nicaragua en-

couraged her to find out more information,

'They told me 'I can tell you what I think a going on. but if

you want to know you have to go and ask questions," she

said.

Benton, a 21 year-old social thought and political economy

major from Birmingham, Alabama spent eight months in

Central America. She was in Costa Rica for 6 and a half

months, for two weeks in Nicaragua during the

celebrations for the fourth anniversary of the Sandinista

revolution, and in GuaUmala for ten days, right before the

coup that toppled Christian fundamentalist Rios Mott from

power. CosU Rica is really untouched by much of the

turmoil sweeping Central America, Benton said.

"The only problem they have is on their northern border,

where the Contras (backers of former Nicaraguan general

Somoza) are using Costa Rican land to invade Nicaragua.

Since there is no army in Costa Rica they really have no

way of keeping them out." she said. "The Costa Ricans are

not aU thrUled about having Nicaraguans there. Some

people say that it is Cuban and Communist dommated, and

others say no, they are just trying to work out their

problems."
. ^, . ^ »

"The government tried to call in United Nations troops to

guard the border, but they have not been successful,

Benton said. .

Costa Rica faces bankruptcy and has problems with

paying back loans to the International Monetary Fund

(IMF) she said. "They had a socialized system before, but

the government went bankrupt. When I was there

electricity rates shot up 500 percent. The rates were

increased to pay off the IMF. Costa Ricans are more

concerned with their internal rather than external

problems." Benton said.

Benton went to five different cities in Nicaragua. sUymg

with contacts she had gotten from Costa Rica. According

to Benton, people are generally supportive of the

government, even when they have made mistakes.

"There have been co.-.crete changes. The literacy cam-

paign has increased literacy by 50 percent. People cannot

read Shakespeare, but they can read newspapers and

write their names. This had never happened before, she

said "They have modernized the market places and put m
running water. Every child in Nicaragua has been vac-

cinated against childhood disease."

Benton said whUe she was in Honduras in between coups,

there were soldiers and armed plain clothes people

everywhere.

"It was hard to get any information because the press is

so censored, and even moderate opinions were dangerous

to speak. Nobody would reaUy talk to us about the

government. Anytime we tried to start conversation they

would turn away. This was in the city." she said.

"Once we started going out in the country the Indians

either didn't speak Spanish or wouldn't talk to us. The few

people that would talk to us would explain something that

was going on. but they would not offer an opmion, she

said.

The polarization has occurred between "those who think

Israel should deal with Arabs with force, and those who

want new fresh air in the scene. It is common knoviedge

that the main purpose of the invasion was to destroy the

PLO," he said.

Israel has control over 400.000 Palestinians in the West

Bank, the Gaza Strip and Israel. Pipman said. He said

Israel is holding more than 10.000 people in connection

with the Lebanese war. These people have been interned

in camps, and denied human rights, he said.

The people have been refused prisoner of war status, so

the Geneva conventions do not apply, and they have also

been denied civUian status. Pipman said these people are

known as "those who were brought in," and have only

recently been allowed to talk with lawyers, at their own

expense.

Besides the elimination of the PLO, the Israeli govern-

ment was also urged to invade Lebanon by the United

States, he said.

"Increased activity in the U.S. gave Israel the green light

to go ahead." he said.

Pipman said the war in Lebanon was a testing ground for

Israeli weapons. He said 35 to 40 percent of Israel's total

exports are arms related, expected to amount to $2 billion

worth of business in 1984. He said the weapons functioned

well in the invasion, and Israeli arms manufacturers are

now advertising in military magazines as "bombs you can

count on."

Announcements
On Friday November 18 a conference on Electoral Par-

ticipation and Community Activism: Black Politics in the

1980s will be held in West Lecture Hall. Franklin Peterson

Hall. Hampshire College. Sessions will be held from 3-5

p.m. and 7-9 p.m.

Robert Chrisman. co-founder, publisher and editor in-

chief of the Black Scholar wiU speak on "SoUdarity with

Cuba: Implications for the Larger Movement for Social

Change." The lecture wiU be held at 4:30 p.m.. New Africa

House 315. The lecture is sponsored by OTWA, AHORA.

Third World Caucus. Afro-American Department and the

Western Mass Venceremos Brigade. It is free and open to

the public.

Corrections
"Grenadians set sUge for invasion." an article published

in Black Affairs on November 9. 1983. was the editorial

opinion of its author. Norman HiU. president of the A.

Philip Randolph Institute in New York.

Black Affairs apologizes for any inconvenience caused by

its publication.

In "Puerto Rico's role in Grenada cited. "
published on

November 16, 1983. Roosevelt's Road, a naval base m
Puerto Rico was incorrectly referred to as, "Roosters

road."
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OiSSf
WTcONTtMKJRARY FASHON THONtS MARKET NORTHAMPTON

FOURSEASClNS;>
Location: On Routa 9 In Front of Mountain Farma Mall

Juat a quick jaunt fron» fraa bua atop at Hampahira Mall

BcAujoUis NovcAU Um AimivEdl!

BarreI $AMpU TASxiwq FRidAy EVCNiNq

ANd SATURdAy aU dAy.

BUSCH bT$ OR CAWS $8.99

MICHELOB & LIGHT bxs $11.49

STROHS CAMS S9.99

MEISTER BRAU cams $/.99

MOLSON GOLDEN brs $12.99

VODKA & GIN : . . 1.7> L $7.99

CALVERT WHISKEY 1 7* $1 ?.99

RON ROBERTO 175 $9.99

CLAN McGregor scotch. . . . i .75. . . . $i i 99

OLD CROW BOURBON 1.75 $12.99

We Iiave wime spECiAls rliROwqliouT tIie stoke \h MAMy

CATEqoRiES TO COVER youR TkAMksqiviMq MEEds. Come im

A Iet our wime comsuItamts pick out ThE perFect wime.

KEGS WE DELIVER BEER BALI «-

584-8174
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With Holidays around the corner

proudly presents:

Blue Nun German Wine $3.99/750 mi

Dos Equis Gold Beer $4.25/6 pk

Kahlua Coffee Liquer $10.99/750 mi

Dress up your Holiday table

with these and many other specials that are available

COLD KE6S, ICE, PARTY SUPPLIES '

not responsible for typographical errors

TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

Super Prices

Selling at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE

Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley

Saturday, November 19 12 - 4 pm

MASTERCARD. . .VISA. . .ACCEPTED

RVM Associates

No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RVM Sales Corp
"
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K»^ UTOPIA SPAS% '•

• Call for reservations at aS3-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am...Walk-ins are welcome

mm̂
>*

• #•#•#«#««'•%••••••• clip and save

• ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
• (Good towards a soak, tan or tank)

S 4 $1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF ,^L
• '^WT HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT ^^
• ^^

TUB^ (coupon valid through November X, 1983)

• I UOa ^^g coupon per visit, per Pe'^son

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION EACtUTY

• HofT«b Whirlpool Spas . Roat To Retox Tar* •J^P~^„'^«S
• SimtT Lounge Room ^Memberships avaiteWe) • Wln^
refreshments avBJlable • Wami, comfortable toungear^r^^^
• A clean safe and supervised

•"^°'^'"?2r. JI^m^ST^
own favorite music or sounds. . -AND MUCH iwune. .

-

iilCE A DEEP BREATH Er RELAXIH

HOT
TUBS

Why Frye?

How can boots that look this good, this

much in style, be over a hundred years

old? They're Frye Boots. Benchcrafted by

skilled hands the same way
since 1863.

So while the styles may
change the quality will remain

the same. The k>est.

120 GREAT YEARS FROM FRYE

HEARTFELT LEATHER
Downtown Amherst

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:00 Fri. till 8:00

253-5136

Sun. 11:00-4:00

Woody AUen's

EvERyrhiNq You AlwAys WantecI

To Know AbouT Sex*
* But Were AFRAid To Ask

SpoNSOREd By - UMass CouNSElliNq ColUcTivE

NovEMbER 19tIi

Campus Center AudiroRiuM

SkowiNq AT

9:00 p.M. $1.00

7:00 p.M. $1.:r0

9:00 p.M. $1.»0

11:00 p.M. $1.90

Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily.

Don't beconfie a statistic! Attend the

LQW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learii the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 to enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01CX)2

Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Ci..roprP-tic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

iiiitomobile insurance and worfcern compensation

PLAN YOUR
FUTURE

J^eed Information about

Pre -registration? Call

mPS'cxtS^b-
^^^osk for^tapes:

1316

1030

1029

1005

Pre-registering for Courses

Internships

5 -College Courses

Who is my Academic Dean

IDB^\®TIPS

Arts
;:;::w:;:::.:;:^:^:.::w:::x^^^^^^

Trailers
John Carpenter is a fantastic director,

but with each tidbit I hear about Christine,

his new film, the sillier it's beginning to

sound. Based on a novel by Stephen King,

whose got quite a track record as well, the

title character is a car. To quote the film's

press release, which uses the pronoun

"she" about eighty times a page, "she is a

vehicle posses^ of evil, with the terrify-

ing power to seduce those of her choosing

and destroy anyone in her way. She is

Christine, a red and white 1958 Plymouth

Fur>' whose standard equipment includes

an evil, indestructable vengeance." Keith

Gordon, the young star of Dressed to Kill,

stars as Arnie Cunningham, the oWner of

Christine, "consumed with an irrational

passion for her sleek, Chrome-laden body."

The coming attractions make the picture

look just as foolish. Carpenter or no

Carpenter, this could be The Car Part II.

Farley Mowat's best selling book. Never

Cry Wolf, has been made into what has

already been touted a very beautiful film.

Directed by Carroll Ballard, whose first

film was the beautiful The Black Stallion,

the picture was shot on location in Alaska,

which doubles as the vastness of the Arctic.

Charles Martin Smith (Toad in American

Grafitti) stars as a young biologist study-

ing and living amongst wolves. Brian Den-

nehy also stars.

Fans of the sleeper comedy VaUey Girl

should be warned not to mistake it for a

new film. Valley Girls (plural). While the

Osterman W
THE OSTERMAN WEEKEND
Directed by Sam Peckinpah

By JAMES TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

Sam Peckinpah is a director with a ver-

satile and, in today's times, rare talent -- he

knows what a camera is for and he knows

how to use it.

The Osterman Weekend is Sam's 'return

from exile' after seven years. He has incor-

porated many of the elements that had

made his earlier work great.

The plot of The Osterman Weekend is

based on the second novel by Robert

Ludlum. John Tanner (Rutger Hauer), "a

by Andy Gordon

former concerns the tender relationship

between a young San Fernando woman
and a Hollywood punker, the latter film

features recently acquitted John Holmes

waving his tree trunk at everything that

moves. It also stars Cindy Shephards, Mis-

ty Dawn (sure), Becky Savage and Desiree

Lane. The ad line reads "Like gag them

with his spume." Very tasteful. Suffice it

to say we couldn't run the press photos.

Local Best Bets: It's beyond me how
anyone could dislike The Big Chill, a

beautiful film about friendship and idealism

and how time takes its toll on each. The pic-

ture is still playing at the Hampshire 4 and

although it's become chic of sorts to rag on

the film it is definitely worth catching.

Even David "why-see-a-movie-when-you-

can-catch-a-concert" Chevan would enjoy

it. A highly acclaimed "small" film called

The Grey Fox opens today at the Academy
of Music. Roger, Gene and the Boston

Phoenix all loved it, which is good enough

for me. The Amherst Cinema has The

Graduate, which is timeless and without

flaw, playing with the uncut version of The

Riding Class. The cut version is long and

tedious, the long version must be torture.

Flicks to avoid: Nate and Hayes; This sil-

ly looking piece of clap-trap has had it's ti-

tle changed about a thousand times. It was

Treasure Island, then Savage Treasure,

and up until maybe three weeks ago.

Savage Island. A bomb by any other name

would sink as fast. AmityvUle S-D; This

Director John Carpenter crouches on the set of his new

Christine, adapted from the best-selling novel by Stephen King.

film

waste of celluloid wouldn't be quite so bad a

shame had they not recruited the talents of

Tony Roberts. Candy Clark and Tess

Harper (who was wonderful as the widow

in Tender Mercies). A Christmas Story;

How can I dare rag on this great classic?

It's a contemporary comic update,

perpetrated by Bob Clark {Porky 's).

Blasphemy.

TRAILERS Trivia: A lot of correct

answers to the last question. John Landis

will direct Michael Jackson's Thriller song

for national distribution. Paul Holt was the

first to answer and as such received passes

to Richard Pryor's new concert film. Here

and Nou\ which is currently playing at the

Mountain Farms 4. This week's question:

General Hospital, in the news lately

because of Laura Baldwin's return to Luke

Spencer (when already?), gave time off to

actor Stuart Damon to appear in a just-

released film. Alan Quariermaine turns up

in what film? (Note: I'm not talking about

Young Doctors in Love). The first correct

answer will receive an 8x10 photo of Blake

Edwards biting his finger. Happy
Thanksgiving.

bigot for American Justice," is partially

convinced by a CIA operative, Facet (John

Hurt), that three of his friends are

members of Omega, a Soviet spy network.

Tanner and his friends meet once a year for

a weekend. This time it is under

surveillance by Facet.

Peckinpah introduces his own elements

into the story, and successfully. The kinetic

editing of the slow-motion action sequences

are timed perfectly with the standard

speed shots. Sam pans, zooms, and tracks

at the right moment, and uses close,

medium, and long shots when they should

be used.

There are many events happening

simultaneously in this story, and if the au-

dience is eating too much popcorn the

movie may become a bit confusing. There is

no villian. and the characters are very cold

in their relationships, so we can not really

tell who we should trust.

There is a variety of characters, all in up-

per middle-class status, ranging from a

fatuous doctor and his young wife "with a

nose problem" (Dennis Hopper, Helen

Shaver), an aggressive stockbroker and his

uncultured vdfe (Chris Sarandon, Cassie

Yates), and a liberal "neo-anarchist living

on residuals" (Craig T. Nelson). AH (Meg

Foster), Tanner's wife, is the strongest

character. She spends her time hunting

with a compound bow and a crossbow. The

Tanners are the stereotypical American

family: husband, wife, boy, and dog.

All of Peckinpah's films revolve around

the "constriction of the modem world and

contemporary man's paranoid retreat from

instinct." This is the theme of The Oster-

mun Weekend.
Peckinpah's action sequences are, as

always, exhilarating. Hj is the best action

director of his time, and if he continued

filmmaking (as I wish he would), he would

remain the best. Peckinpah once said, 'Ac-

tion, if it's to work, must be rooted

ruthlessly in character.'

This is a strong American motion pic-

ture, and if you have not seen it in a

cinema, then you may be lucky enough to

catoh it on cable or video cassette.

Winner of the Best Dinner Under $4.
- in the Valley Acivocate's Best of the Valley Poll 1983.

C'mon in and try one of our great specials.

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

The 6b£AT Ski . Shatch

yji
VILLA

Offering Quality Mexican Foods

Northampton, 21 Center St. 584-0673

Amherst, 41 Boltwood Walk 256-8217

* 500,000
VOBTH or TOP lAME

WIITEB CLOTHIie
h

SKI EQUIPMEHT
.PRICES THIS LOV SHOULB BE OUTLAWED

IMOV. 16 - 19
HIGH NOON

TIL 10PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

TIL 5PM UMASS. AMHERST
FOR MORE INFO 545 3437

LAST CHANCE
TODAY & TOMORROW

a service of the Dean of Students Office
i.i»Vij»*-r*'** • .•.«.- »* .'•v •'»-' .•(,*v*- 4. •*-*.• ••*»••<. •*•»•»*•%«•»•• t..**4k« •^•>«
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CAH YOU WIH
2 S-Doy Ski Pqssm

to Sugorbush

i 2 2-DQy Ski Posses

to Stowo

i 2 2-DQy Ski Possos

to Mt. Snow

12 l-Doy Ski Pqssm

to Kiiiington

12 Doy Possos &

12 Night PQSSOS

to Mt. Tom

i 2 Doy Possos &

12 Night Possos

to Dorkshiro Eost

1 2 Ski Cord Intornotion

Momborships

1 2 Pqssos to Hot Tubs

from Utopio Spos

PLUS MANY MANY
MANY T-SHIRTS

Monday , November 21, 1983

Campus Center - 7-9:30 PM
MANAGING THE

PERFORMING ARTIST
with

Fred Fierst, Attorney, Northampton

and

Yvette Schumer, Agent/ Manager

New York City

Covers entertainment law and role of the

agent/manager in performing arts.

To register for this FREE workshop, please

call the Arts Extension Sen/ice, 545-2360.

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Divi-

sion of Continuing Education at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst with the support of the

University Arts Council.

TIRES
A-78.13 $0000
Polyester W^
Blackwails

eoc»i2
P'56 eODl3
A7e 13
B/e 13

E.73 14
f 78 1-:

G76.14
H78 14
600 Llti

G7e 16
H 78 1*1

L76 1^

PlirtF.E.T 1.42 to 2 78 par

tir«. Pricas includ* moun
ting ft trada-in. wt>ita-waU«

2.60 par tifa addtUuiwI.

IICE

37.00
34 00
32 00
34 Od
36 00
38.00
39 00
42 00
45 00
3t 00
42.00
45 00
4a. 00

10
oi

5'

Oti
k««llian*'

OR

Aoa>l<ond.
wilh t CASH puicrnse

with this ad

on

Adci't>ona'

with a CMARGf ot a

your MC VISA AX

•US VflOXSmSTiCTIOISTtTIOK

MICHLlIti TIKES SPECIAUT PRICED

North Amherst

Tire & Auto

F3Center*^-^
>uu. tff*vtct rmf r:TOf^

76 Swrtd*rtond M.
\o. Amhant. MA ocrou hom

Wotrobo'i Sfor*

949-4704

Friday, November 18, 1983

Hyporcurriiula

Saturday

ROLLER
SKATING/ROCKY
HORROR PICTURE SHOW
NIGHT SATURDAY - A
great combination! Don't

miss it! Meet at HUlel. 302

S.U. at 8:30 p.m. Nov. 19

UMass HiUel

Sunday
AMHERST AREA NEW

TESTAMENT CHURCH
SUNDAY - AH are

welcome to join us for our

weekly Sunday Service of

worship, praise and teaching

from the Bible. 10:15 a.m.

See C.C. schedule for room

number „„,t,
COMMUNITY WORSHIP
— In the style and spirit of

the Black Church Tradition.

Rev. Harden welcomes

anyone willing to share and

celebrate their affirmation

of faith. 11:15 a.m. James

House Classroom

HILLEL BRUNCH
PROGRAM - "The
December Dilemma Being

Jewish at Christmas Time."

Brunch at 12 noon ($1, free

to Hillel fee payers),

program at 12:45 (free).

Program led by Elise Young
and Marcia Black. 12 p.m.

Campus Center 163

y %# fct Jg y^ ^ W V Vf U. X
B , M w H H H K .^^ W W W y k^-H-«"«r^ .

r^ MUNCH-OUT AT MIKES
FRIDAYS

• •

will g«t you

oil you con corry

D**r and Drink

sp*ciQls too -

Sarvod Promptly

ot 5:30
-m, V *i jg. Jl.

S«l*ctlon of sQlods

chlckon wings, •ggplont porm.

sw#dlsh mootballs

Spanish t\c; b##f Juli*n»

Dor-D-Qu« ribs

ItQllon dlsh«s

f^ cold cuts

zL and

much morol
,>

V ** " ^ ^ ^ vr w a*.

ALL YOU HAVE TO
DO IS ENTER THE
FREE KAFFLE

AT THE

i 2th ANNUAL
SKI SNATCH
NOV. 46-49

PUBLIC HOTICE
i DAY ONLY
Selling At The

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley ;A^,-

SURPLUS **^-®^

i>
noon

til 10 pm

S til 3 pm

Studont Union Doiiroom

AINDUF

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS ^55
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00

"^^^f?

FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00

Be Early For Best Selection FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new, factory

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CARRY

SATURDAY, NOVEMDER 19 11 om - 4 pm

Friday, November 18, 1983

,

Bloom County

WHO*- KNOCWN' Ihe FBI, /
ON fAYmm MR. (PfilLMS.

POOR AT 5 00 WFlUNPeK
\^mit»f'^ euemONQf A

PIRACY. OPEN

Collegian 13

-roTAueiMeKisH.

HiJiT 66 PRiyNK...

TOOeA&tY H BUNCH OF

WY OiU FKAT dmM^S:
fiMRmr GUib...

^ JO
W»OCK

K^OCK

by Berke Breathed

7

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mitrd by M»rg«rel Fmrrmr and Trudf J«ffe

Scrod Dan DeBellis

LIT MB 6IVE "/OU /» M^b
Of nbmCE. tiON'r SIM UP
fet^ntty OF THESE '6ur

B^ABfiBEZB".
I

Z>K7" SEMTSTIR "X TOOK

BMSKrr UlE^fWlNG',!

F7$URBt> ANFASY '/?'..

W6HT!

UflL 7HRIE NWffJO
X^iANS 5/£NEt> ifpfH^

THE CCHASE MNt> SCKBteEb

t/f'THE CtnSS, AVERA^l
JFMbEt> WWITH fi 'b'.

ACROSS
1 Muslim qu..n
6 Count, In Bonn
10 Piece of news
14 Get flood

thing

15 Brooklet

16 Nothing, In

Nogales
1

7

Look after

18 GlotMl ad agcy.

org.

19 Turkey or fox

20 Large part of a

ship, in Soho
21 "Thwe ain't

Eugene Field

24 Recompense
26 Spanish title

27 Tunes
28 Lays away
33 Nobles
35 Show contempt

for

36 Expensive
existence, for

short

37 arms
38 Dim
39 African nut tree

40 "All is

gold..."

41 Get -— on
42 Young hog
43 Doing homage

45 Norwegian name
46 Follow closely

47 Diamond drives

50 Got out and away
55 Caroline island

56 Latvia's capital

57 O'Hara estate

58 Seventh: Prefix

60 Name in the East

61 Part of the range

62 Harmony
63 Dense ductile

element
64 Farmer's

purchase
65 Hammerheads

DOWN
1 Auctioneer's

metier

2 Gay
3 Brushoff of sorts

4 ,do8, tres

5 George Eliot's

Silas, et al

6 Bud a tree

7 Coin of Iran

8 Jai

9 Failed at bat

10 Speak, In a way
11 Mountain lake

12 Biblical

kingdom
13 Officer on

merchant vessels

22 Prepositions

23 Classify

25 General
appearance

28 Ancient weapon
29 Quality

30 Southern

delicacy

31 Home of the

Bruins: Abbr

32 Kind of map
33 Score in

basketball

34 Informed at>ouf

35 Old word for

"gladly

"

38 fancy

39 Fellow

41 More than a
little

42 Errs

44 Abdicated king

45 63 Across,

In Baja
47 fro

48 Financier Cyrus

49 Gyrates
50 Amphibian
51 VIP's transport

52 The same, on
the Seine

53 Roof feature

54 Early American
59 From Kansas to

Maine

Superbad

After The Fall

ISHMAEL?

by R. Miller

STARSHINE...

T::nj^

...BV MOTUAL CONSENSU**.

THE TUJO OF US ARE NOW
A NEW A(>E, VEGETARIAN,

SUT A8S0UJTBLY
M0N06AM0US
CO-OPBCATlVf GSAUrwN.

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

It's true, thar's gold in

that thar Colleaianl

[TiCUSa UMFRIEMDLY VESSELS fggWjCIWfcJ

|^2IWS7EJQH6^W0! ip HnjA^TO 006STARI^I^>^ rE^R£D A»JDl

DKTO 00(;5TARMAN.O»JH\SSHIP:]WHERt

0»0 L LE*>»/E MY PWJTS ... I CAN T
P1UUAJG>E AJJO PLUMPER WITHOOT

1 MY p/skjts. r

LMKKtY TKJPPtR 3 50 JATO
DOG&TNWSN HAS ^ SRF^BHP
too! BUT I CANT UNDERSTANP
WHY HE. DtClOtO TP TOW

ITO Pl^^THyi6 J

DC Menu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Garbanzo Vegetable

Sandwich/ Bake

Cranberry Sauce Chicken Cutlet

Spanish Shrimp and Sandwich

Rice Casserole Cranberry Sauce

Quentin
OU , '(OW o./^^ ^ ft •rtl(/^^ by Mark MacKenzie

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Fish with

Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Squares

Baked Fish with

Herb Crumb Topping
Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

rTMtW. TMAt'u. M0* ^^^^H

«i ^S^ (U>

^»;-r^Iv

Weather

Today, sunny, highs in

the mid 40s. Clear tonight,

lows in the 20s. Saturday

should be sunny, highs 45

to 50.

Today's puzzle

answer

nriRPin nRnn nnnFi
mrnnnm nnnn nnnn
nnii nnFinniTinnniin
fiFifinnnn nnn

nnnn nnnfinnnn
nnniTiFi nnnEin nnn
EiEiFiFi nnnnn nnnm
iinni nmniin nnnmn

DPin nnnnnnn
FirnFifiFiiiiiiinn Eifim
nrnnn nnnn nnnnn
nnnn eieioh nnnnn
rFinn nnnn nnnnn
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JOIN TODAY

!

Virgianne M Janeczek -John Cruise

Lisa Owen - Lisa Melille-Chris Chadwick

photographer Dwayne Autery

Membership limited to those with

an official athleisurewear "Cheers"

club T-shirt. Meetings are held

wherever 2 or more club members

meet on Friday afternoon.

Official "Cheers" shirts are

available exclusively at the

University Store, "cheers" shirt $9.95

New Members Accepted Daily

M-F9-5 Sat 11-4 "stored

Friday, November 18, 1983

,
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rx^nofK^r:

DON'T JUSTWASH YOUR FACE
GIVE IT AWORKOUT

with a deep pore cleansing treatment from

FACE TO FACE
European Skin Care

for Men and Women
10% DISCOUNTWrW THISAD TtmU NOVEMBER

26 Gatehouae Road. Echo HUl. Amher»t 256-6008

THE BEST LOOKING NEN
in the Amherst Area
WILL BE LOOKING FOR

/, a P i^ ?.

BUD SUITCASES
BECKS light or dark

ROLLING ROCK refills

.. $10.95 + dep.

$3.99 +glep

$10.00 + deposit

/
\ n

I

, ooe hor componq^*^
experiehced in all phases
or MEM'S HAIR STYLING fif

SKIN CARE

if

PRINCIPATO 1.5 litre ^3.99

MACON PINOT CHARDONNAY
^ ,

$4.99
750 ml

1980 CH. TALBOT 750 ml $8.25

C & C LIQUORS
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"

26 Gatehouse Road. Echo Hill, Amherst
256-6008

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIEV^ I I
,
1

, I "
.._t^^!? ~~ "^.rinrv - FridaTDeSTTs 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8.45-3:45 Monday - Fnday
^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^

ATTENTION
WORK AVAILABLE

The Collegian is advertising a position for

work-study. We are taking applications un-

til Wednesday November 23. Stop by the

Collegian Office Rm 113 Campus Center

between 8:45 am - 3:45 pm daily to find out

more information.

~ AUDIO
~

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days

The Collegian is advertising a position tor

work-study. We are taking applications un-

til Wednesday November 23. Stop by ihe

Collegian Office Rm 113 Campus Center

between 8:45 am - 3:45 pm daily to find out

more information.

INSTRUCTION

Panasonic port AM/FM /case stereo 16

W. exc cond $120 Steve 546^167

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Toyota Corona well maintained, best

offer 586-5122

1979 Malibu 4-door good running cond.

excellent body some motor problems best

offer/ 1800 $ must sell Kathi 546-6492

1974 Plymouth Duster: new radials

Pioneer stereo; runs well; some work -

450.00 Ruth 549-2719

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Mix Productions: has a recently

purchased light show, a great sound

system and a price you'll likel Call Jeff

Taylor 253-2152

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALl Why pay more? Dorms, Greeks,

Semis. All occasions. Paul 256-1393

FOR RENT

Apartment for rent in Colonial Village

one bedroom call after 3 256-6612

January space available Brittany

Manor female $1 17 heat included 256-001

1

Jewish Community of Amherst needs

Sunday School teachers for Spring term.

Experience preferred. Call 549-0223

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at ISO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney supery-

sion. For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST

Q -
1 just had to tell you how mucn i love

you Two months isn't forever, but 1
hope

that it will be. S. Renee

UMASS MARCHING BAND Thank ywi

to my friends, staff, drum majors. GNK

and especially the seniors. Such love and

dedication allows all UMass eyes to be

' 'v^ith pride"
.^

Hey Schmegma Breath, Let's talk turkey

on your birthday. We'll make sure to tap

the one on reserve. Happy 21. K.H,

FOR SALE

Reddish-brown pair of glasses in soft

blue case near Eng. East-ELab. If found

please call Michael Shapiro at

545-0329/leave message

Men's silver watch at Time Out on Nov 9.

Engraved 'SPS' please call 546-9741

8-12 keys on leather keyring with initial

TTKA call 545-2150/549-7833

""" MOVIE
~~~"

Bahamas Spring Break from 346.00 Ac
comadation. Air, Transfers, Free Rum Par-

ties, cruise and morel For info call Chris at

549^0533
^

Florida from $136.00 Daytona Ft Lauder-

dale Spring Breek best hotels fill first

peyment plans available reserve your

space nowl For more info call Chris at

549-0633

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
Nov 16-19 Student Union Ballroom

Wed, Thurs, Fri: Noon til 10 pm
Saturday 10 am til 5 pm

for more information 545-3437

Phila.) Wed, Nov 23 returning Sunday have

room for 4 call Ma tt &-5630

Riders wanted to upper Cape Cod Buz-

zards Bay area on Tues Nov 22 leaving after

five pm. Please call Noel at 546-6276 best

time at nite keep trying or leave number I

will reply

ROOMMATE WANTED

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jaM

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$U.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thm XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 396, Teaticket. MA 02536

Couch - black & white $30 666-2639 _
CALCULATOR for Engineering majors or

Computer majors Tl 5511 programable with

seven memories best offer from35 dollars

call Noel best time at nite 546-6276

• • • SKI GLOVES • • •

LOWEST price anywhere
Call Dan 546-9146

National Lampoon's
ANIMAL HOUSE

Friday Nov. 18 at 5, 7, 9 & 11

Sponsored by Chi Delphia

Happy 21st to her Dooliness. From the

concerned OHAG/ Field contingent

Happy Birthday Jane KentI This personal

entitles you to a birthday dinnr at Paul &
Elizabeth's Sat. Nov. 19th at 6:30. Your

dinner company will be wearing dart<

glasses. See you there I

To the sisters and new pledges of XO
we're psyched for this weekend. Love the

super pledges

• Attention Fall GraduatesI
*

• onMonNov28-FriDec2 9am-6pm •

• Yearbook Portraits
*

• will be taken
*

• for appointment call 546-2874 *

• up through Nov 23 or
*

• sign-up on portrait dates
• in Room 178 CC

Quiet female wanted to share apt in

Townehouse - spring - 549-5848

Male or female to live off campus in 3

bedroom house, 1 mile from campus Call

549-6621 in even ings Ask for Dave

Puffton Village roommate wanted from

Jan 1 on. Call 549 1616 Rose

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $l,20/pg

manuscripts. Rnsunies, correspondence,

statistical avail . 665-3414

Airwaves TV Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only ^^oinplete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549 0135.

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession )4

mile to slopes wash/dry - fireplace Dec 26

- Jan 31 $295 £46 5653.

TO SUBLET

Room in quiet comfortable house.

Route 9 before Bolchertown. Seeking older

student. 50 vds Jo bus. 323-4528 5-12 PM

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CAROLE REIS

We all love you Carol; Get psyched

for this weekendl
Love Chris. Frank, Jane

HELP WANTED__

Work study PO*"'""*
•^"'''"fSi!icar

Freshman Admissions p^^C\enca\,

3.35/hr 8/10 hrs week call 545-0^g_

Free Kittens gray, and black and white

253-5608

Statistics 140 Tutor needed. Call Gayle

546-7253. Price negotiable

•••• College •••• Spring
•••• Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe •

• Motor Coach Transportation
• • ocean front accommodation? night •

• . Welcome Party with FREE BEER
•

*Make reservations Now and Save $20

• Check out our table in the
• CC Concourse or call 646-6422

*»« D»A*Y*T*0*N*A*** B*E'A*C*H
***

Suzanne, here it is, your very own i^r-

sonal - Merry Christnrwis! I mean Happy Bir-

thday Baby I Love from your Buddy from

the South
^

Peter - Happy 20thl Even though we may

be miles apart my heart is forever with you.

I love you always Roz

FLIPPER - Livel Greenfield Grange Sat 196

PM all ages, info: 546-6546

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WEENEY Love from

all of usi ^

Sandy (Rippling) Waters my bets "meet

me at my house at noontime" friend from

Chatham Cape Cod. Happy Birthdayl See

you on the beach in Florida

Happy 20th Birthday to someone who
has lit up the past 9 months of my life Hap-

py Birthday Melissa, Love David

Annetje - Happy Birthday you little cutiell

I'm so thankful to have you as my room-

mate. Nancy

TRAVEL

Bahamas, Bermuda and Ft Lauderdale

Spring Break and Intersession lowest prices

around call Doug or Liz 253-9214

NYC Bus Trip Nov 19 $17 pay Baker Base-

ment Th, Fr 10-12

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 eveninas

WANTED

Buying class rings, goW and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256 071

House-size refrigerator "••^*<' ^^"

Diana, Jorge or Marjorie 586-6327

Students for John Glenn
help needed to start a

strong campaign drive

call54MQ20
ask for Jacob

Experienced tutor needed for Accoun-

ting 321 please call 253-3313 Sharon

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO/FROM UMASS from

Leverett Rd, Amherst 10-11:15 AM and

7:30-8:00 pm M-F will share expenses call

Pat 549-3547 between 8-10 am or after 8 om

RIDERS WANTED

Going to Lancaster, Pennsylvsnia (near

WANTED TO RENT

Two male undergrade looking for an

apartment for spring senr>ester. Will take

over intersession if necessary. Call John

McGonagle, 2f6 6863. Leave message.

2 females went 2 or 1 Yt bedrooms in Puff-

ton or N Amherst $:v) reward 549-3720

Rent your house, apartment, room; 1-3

bedrooms ne.if A 'horst for intersession

and/or spring :.">6 i347
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The UMasB volleyball team, seeded first in the

ECAC tournament faces fourth ranked Spr-

inirfield Saturday in the semi-finals. The winner

faces the C.W. Post - Northeastern survivor
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UMasswomen vie forNCAA titles
Soccer faces North Carolina

could face UConn in final

C<ill*ffU« plH>U> by Jin Powers

WOMEN'S SOCCER LOOKS FOR NCAA TITLE - Stacey Flionis,

UMass' leading scorer, is bumped in last week's quarter-final win over

Brown. UM faces UNC Saturday for the right to play for the Champion-

ship Sunday in Orlando.

Held hockey goes for it;

faces Old Dominion
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team is in Philadelphia this

weekend, at the University of Pennsylvania

for the NCAA championships. Tonight, at

7:30 the Minutewomen seeded third will

play second seeded Old Dominion in the

semifinals of the tourmanment. Depen

ding upon the outcome of that game, UMass
will either move onto the finals, or play in a

consolation match, both on Sunday.

This is the most important weekend of

the season.

Yet, in an interview Wednesday, coach

Pam Hixon was laughing and smiling while

she spoke about the upcoming weekend.

Why isn't she nervous?

"Why should I be?" she said. "1 can't be

uptight now. If I was, I'd be exhausted by

Friday."

But seriously, the most important thing

for Hixon and her team is the game against

ODU.
"Friday means everything, and Sunday

means nothing right now." Hixon said. "As

soon as we know what we're playing for.

then we'll think about it."

The stickers played ODU earlier on the

season, and lost 10 at Temple. Hixon said

that game was not truly indicative of her

team's ability, and she said she is looking

forward to a more exciting game tonight.

"This will be a great contest. They

(ODU) know they won't walk away from

this match." Hixon said.

"We have 'a great mental attitude going

into this weekend," Hixon said.

"We're hungry. We're not afraid to put

ourselves on the line... and that's the way
to play a tournament,"

Looking back on the last season, when
UMass lost to Iowa in the quarterfinals of

the tournament, Hixon said she sees a big

difference in the team's attitude.

"We lacked commitment last year. We
weren't believers." she said. "This year

we're confident in ourselves as a team.

"They (the team) are more willing to

sacrifice themselves for the betterment of

the team. They're more willing to accept

new roles and ideas."

No matter what, Hixon said, "We're just

gonna reach back and go for it."

Leading a balanced offensive attack is

junior forward Pam Moryl with 13 goals and

senior forward Su^ Packard with 14 assists,

many off of corners. In the back, four year

starter, goalie Patty Shea is the anchor.

Shea has 14 shutouts on the year and has

only given up four goals. All-American

Megan Donnelly and Carol Progulske lead

the defense.

"If we can get past Old Dominion, we

have a good chance to take it all," Hixon

said. If the 15-2-2 Minutewomen overcome

the Monarchs, they will face either top

ranked Connecticut or Northwestern in the

Championship game. UMass tied UConn 1-

1 this season and defeated Northwestern.

Two years ago, in the first NCAA cham-

pionship, UConn topped beat top-ranked

UMass 4-1.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian SUff

Two months and 16 games ago, Kalkeni

Banda, coach of the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team, had

small hopes of UMass competing in the

NCAA Tournament, never mind the Final

Four.

"I think we're going to be competitive but

we're not going to be great," coach Banda

said at the end of August. "There are

better teams and we have a tougher

schedule. Everyone has improved more

than us. although we're still good."

Who would have thought back then that

the young Minutewomen team, consisting

of 11 freshmen and sophomores and five

upperclassmen would be going to the Final

Four this weekend in Florida? Not Banda.

"I'm not going to beat around the bush,"

he said before leaving for Florida. "When

we first came here in preseason I said,

'Holy mackerel, we're in trouble.' If you

had asked me then if we'd make the final

four, I would be lying to you.

"We took a chance and changed our

system dramatically. I knew we were not

going to be an explosive team."

Against North Carolina (16-1) on Satur-

day, the Minutewomen will stick with the

style that has made what could have been a

mediocre team into a National contender.

Defense has been the key to all victories.

The Minutewomen defense of Mary

Szetela, Beth Semonik, Kristi Kelly and

Deanna Denault have been the aggressive

wall in front of the UMass goal. Two time

All-American Lori Stukes combines tough

defense and leadership, and has scored four

goals this season for UMass. Freshman

Michelle Rodney has played well when

called upon.

"Our playing defense was the only way to

gain respect around the region," Banda

said. "We save our energy and put in more

on defense and hope there's niistakes.

That's how we survive; there's no other

formula."

The Minutewomen will have to play their

game and keep their heads against two-

time defending National Champion North

CaroUna. The Tar Heels have an explosive

forward line and precise passing. Player

for player on paper North Carolina, whose

sole loss was to UConn, is the better team •

but UM is prepared and has the winning

formula.

"We're looking for team play," Banda said,

"Playing defensive soccer is the number

one priority. They're going to try and come

on us hard and I'm hoping to slow them

down and force mistakes. It's a niatter of

containing our emotions. We can't afford to

be frustrated. We have to stand the

frustration longer and play a better game

and make them frustrated."

The Tar Heels do have one weakness"

amongst their talent and it lies at fullback.

The backfield is not as strong as it should be

and UMass will be aiming to apply the most

pressure there.

"It will be our defense versus their of-

fense." Banda said in reviewing the

situation. "They're similar to George

Mason, who UMass beat 2-1, in terms of

speed up front. Talent wise, similar to

UConn. They have well-skilled players,

they're explosive, a scholarship team, their

bench is stronger than ours, and besides

that they're National Champions two years

in a row. They have very few weaknesses.

In other words, we've got our hands full.'*

The Minutewomen do have another thing

going for them since they have played at

the University of Central Florida before

and it should be an advantage,

psychologically.

"It's magic. It's a dream," Banda said.

"These girls have worked hard and you've

got to give them credit. We're just going to

go out there and play as if we're playing our

final game and this is it. We'll let the game

take care of itself."

If UMass tops North Carolina, they will

take on either top ranked Connecticut or

unseeded George Mason on Sunday af-

ternoon. Jeanne Paul, who has a 6-0-1

record, is slated to start in goal against

UNC.

- **
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FIELD HOCKEY LOOKS FOR NCAA TITLE ~ Sue Packard, who
leads the team in assists, and her UMass team hope to top ODU today

and have a chance to win the national crown Sunday in Philadelphia.

Football trys
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

To most, the game means little.

Vegas won't put out a line and the Globe

isn't going to hold the presses waiting for

the score. The game won't decide a

national playoff berth and the networks

didn't wage a bidding war for the TV

rights. ,

But when the University of

Massachusetts (3-7) football team takes on

frustrating
the Northeastern Huskies (5-4-1) at 1 p.m.

Saturday in Boston the game will have

significance.

Maybe not to the oddsmakers or the

newspapers or the television networks,

but to seniors playing in the final game of

their career, this game means a lot.

A 3-7 season is a disappointment for any

player but for seniors, it hits home extra

hard. The season may have been a painful

and frustrating experience for the UMass
seniors, but an impressive season finale

could ease the pain. Tri-captains Gary

Freker, Rich Jenkins and Grady Fuller

will all play their last games in UMass
uniforms. So will Peter Anderson, Kevin

Jackson, Jim Rice, Barrett McGrath.

John Shay, Craig Lesinski, Scott Rose,

John Jeffries, Allan Roche, and Jim
Sears.

The reason this season has been so

disturbing for the Minutemen and their

folk)wers is because UMass is better than

a 3-7 football team. The ten opponents

winning note
UMass has faced this year have a com-

bined record of 63-32-3 and Northeastern

head coach Paul Pawlak realizes his

Huskies better be ready for UMass.

"I will not be decvived by a 3-7 record,"

declared Pawlak, who served as an of-

fensive coordinator at UMass under head
coach Bob Pickett before taking the

Northeastern job three years ago. "I

know that five of those losses could have
very easily been wins."
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Asbestos being removed from Campus Center
^ x t •

University Store set for move into Student Union
^
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By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

The University Store at the University of

Massachusetts will begin moving to the

Cape Cod lounge and the ballroom in the

Student Union next Monday.

UMass spokeswoman Ann Wood said the

move is being made so asbestos can be

removed from the store's Campus Center

site.

Win Cummings, manager of the

University Store, said the move had to be

made immediately, although "it will

probably cause a lot of headaches."

The move is expected to be completed by

Dec. 20. and the asbestos removal will

begin on Dec. 21, Cummings said.

"In this area, we can't talk from ex-

perience because we've never had to

exercise a tull-scale move like this heiore.

Cummings said. "We're going to try to

make the move with least disruption to the

students as possible."

The University Store, which covers an

area of 12,000 square feet in floor space is

moving into 9,000 square feet, Cummings

said.

"We're actually losing much more than

the 3,000 square feet, because we won't

have all the wall fixtures that we put a lot of

clothes on, nor the excess storage space

that comes in so handy," he said.

Paul Knight, Campus Center Board of

Governors member said conference rooms

"/ill be opened evenings to make upfor the

lossof study space.

"Many of the students would rather

study in the smaller rooms where it's toUlly

quiet," Knight said.

Once the asbestos is removed, the

University Store must move back mto the

Campus Center location by Jan. 31, the

beginning of spring semester.

"As soon as we get by the Christmas rush

we have to begin getting ready for the

spring school supply rush," Cummings said.

The University Store will "not

necessarily" lose money during the move,

Cummings said.

Various departments within the

University Store will try to remain open

during the move, and goods already in the

Student Union Mini-Store, will not be

moved up to the balb-oom or the lounge, he

said.

Cummings said there may be some with

the move.
"People are used to going into the store

and knowing where to find certain items,

"

he said. "But after the move begins.

will havepeople, including employees,

trouble finding specific items."

Although the move is a new challenge for

the University, Cummings said that the

removal of asbestos in public buildings

wasn't unusual.

The Springfield Post Office recently went

through the re-position.

The removal of the University Store

asbestos is part of a program to remove

asbestos from the ceiling of the Campus
Center Concource and Goessman
Laboratory. The entire program should

cost $400,000 to $600,000, according to

University spokesman Arthur Clifford.

Richard Bradley, vice-president of

Barnes and Jamis, consulting on the job.

said bids for the asbestos removal contract

are being accepted, and the job will

"definitely" be finished before students

return in February.

Two more fires reported
Two bulletin board fires, one in Cashin

dormitory in the Sylvan Residential Area

and one in Mary Lyons dormitory in the

Northeast Residential Area, caused no

damage this weekend. University of

Massachusetts Police reported.

Police said the Cashin fire, reported at

12:10 a.m. Sunda>, involved various adver-

tising brochures and memos on a bulletin

board on the second floor's east side. No

damage resulted in the uorm a seventh fire

in the last month, police said.

Police also responded to a report of burn-

ing posters on the third floor of Mary

Lyons dormitory at 8:45 p.m. Saturday.

The fire had been extinguished by two peo-

ple by the time police arrived.

The UMass Department of Environmen-

tal Health and Safety, and the Amherst

Fire department also responded to the

fires, police said.
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AROUND THE WORLD Israeli fighters rocket Syrians

AP Laaerphoto

ALL LIT UP — Looking much like the Berlin Wall, floodlights il-

luminate the security fencing around the U.S. Air Force base at

Greenham Common, England, where cruise missiles were recently

deployed.

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) -Swarms of

Israeli fighter-jets rocketed and strafed

positions in the Syrian-held mountains east

of Beirut in a retaliatory raid Sunday, and

ground gunners shot down at least one of

the planes.

The fighters came from over the

Mediterranean, roared low over Beirut, and
hurtled east starting at 2 p.m., (7 a.m.

EST). They made at least a dozen runs over

the capital and the mountains.

State radio said as many as 18 warplanes

struck a half-dozen villages in the 45-minute

attack, the third Israeli retaliatory strike

this month against targets in Syrian-held

parts of Lebanon.
Syria claimed two Israeli planes were

downed Sunday.

There was no official word on casualties,

but a statement from the Syrian-backed

Druse militia said Israeli bombs killed at

least two civilians and wounded eight in the

Drusecontrolled town of Sofar.

In northern Lebanon. Syriansupported

mutineers in the Palestine Liberation

Organization shelled the followers of PLO
chairman Yasser Arafat for the 17th day.

hitting targets in the city of Tripoli. The
loyalists returned fire, and Arafat said the

rebels "will not be able to destroy me."

Beirut witnesses and state radio said

Israeli Kfir fighter bombers dived in pairs

from overcast skies over Lebanon's central

mountains, then strafed, rocketed and
bombed positions in and around half a dozen

villages about nine miles east of Beirut.

Beirut radio said eight Kfirs participated

in the bombing runs and F-4 and F-16 jets

circled providing cover.

Reporters on the Beirut-Damascus high-

way, which cuts through the central

mountains, said they saw at least one

Syrian artillery battery fire dozens of

rounds at the planes, and anti-aircraft

missiles crisscrossed the sky.

Heir to British throne takes hike
LONDON (AP) — Seventeen-month-old

Prince William has gone on his first royal

walk-about.

London's tabloid weekly the News of the

World displayed on Sunday what it said

were exclusive pictures of his first steps in

public.

The photos show the prince, second in line

to the throne, toddling from a baby stroller

on the grounds of Highgrove House, the

rural home of his mum and dad, Princess

Diana and Prince Charles.

"The new royal 'footman' was intrigued

by a flockof birds and tried to go solo to take

a closer look," the newspaper reported.

"But the future king...managed about 50

yards under his own steam before taking a

well-earned rest in his baby stroller."

Iowa explosion

leaves 2 missing
PLEASANT HILL, Iowa (AP) - Two

teen agers last seen hunting near the site of

an enormous dynamite explosion remained

missing Sunday, and authorities think they

may have fired shots that set off the blast

felt up to 4J miles away.

The 12 Vz tons of dynamite that exploded

Saturday was five times the amount used to

level the U.S. Marines installation in

Beirut, Lebanon, last month, officials said.

Officials were only theorizing that the

blast may have been set off by gunshots and

still were not sure what caused the ex-

plosion, said Polk County Sheriffs Deputy
Harold Strasbourg.

But Des Moines Sgt. Frank Murray of the

police department's Hazardous Device

Team said bomb investigators from that

department believed a shot might have

been fired from the hill behind the bunker

and penetrated the roof.

A gfunshot wound normally would not

cause such a blast, said Reynold Hentges,

assistant Iowa fire marshal.

The boys were identified Sunday as Clint

woodard, 14, and Jeffrey Wadell, 13, both

of Des Moines.

AROUND THE NATION

AP L««*rphoto

BLAST SITE — Reporters and rescue workers mill around the crater

where 25,000 pounds of dynamite exploded in a storage building. Two
teenaged boys are missing as a result of the Pleasant Hill, Iowa, blast.

Women's activist

still has hope
NEW YORK (AP) — Last week's vote by

the House of Representatives against the

Equal Rights Amendment was not a set-

back for women's rights, Judy Goldsmith,

president of the National Organization for

Women, said Sunday.
"The women's movement is moving

forward very energetically," Ms. Goldsmith

said on the CBS News program "Face the

Nation." She called Wednesday's House
vote "a failure of our elected representative

officials ... to implement the will of the

people."

Anti-ERA activist Phyllis Schlafly, also

appearing on the program, supported the

House vote, saying the proposed amend-

ment to the U.S. Constitution is un-

necessary because women "do not have the

ambition and drive to succeed" in the job

market as men have.

"Women do have ambition and work
hard," she said, "but most women choose to

apply those energies to building their

family."

Rep. Barbara Mikulsky. D-Md.. said

major institutions that "contribute the big

bucks to campaigns" are fighting ERA
because it would end wage, pension and

insurance discrimination.

Boston man fished out of Charles AROUND THE REGION
BOSTON (AP) - A 24-year-old Navy

veteran was yanked from the icy Charles

River by a policeman and revived by a pass-

ing news reporter after a woman spotted

his empty wheelchair by the water's edge,

his rescuers said.

Kenny Knowlton, a patient at the

Veterans Administration Hospital in the

West Roxbury section, was in satisfactory

condition there Sunday, according to a

hospital spokeswoman. He was being

treated for hypothermia.

Metropolitan District Commission police

officer Vernon Beldon was sent to the

scene Friday after a woman reported she

could see a wheelchair with no one in it

near a hopd house on the river bank, across

the street from the ho.'ipital.

"I approached the area an(i saw the

wheelchair tracks leading to the water,"

Beidon said. '!l walked down there and saw

the wheelchair at the edge of the water.

Then I saw a face, only a face showing up

from the water.

"I ran into the river, grabbed the man
and pulled him out to the bank. I ran back

to the cruiser to call for help and waved
down a car pulling in. He was coming from

the direction of the hospital and I thought

he was a doctor."

The driver was J. Michael McGorty, a

reporter for the Quincy Patriot Ledger.

"I ran down the hill and first saw the

empty wheelchair and then noticed the san-

dy, muddy marsh — not a pretty area,"

McGorty said in an interview. "Then I saw

the l:x)dy, feet lapping in the water, and all I

could think was, 'Oh, my GoA.'

"First I just looked at him. His eyes were

f)pen. I asked him, 'Are you hurt? Are you

suffering.?'
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INJURED STUDENT — Harvard Freshman Margaret Mary Cimino,

18, of Tarrytown, N.Y., is loaded into an ambulance Saturday after be-

ing struck on the head by a goal post torn down following the Harvard-

Yale game in New Haven, Ct. She is listed in critical condition at a local

hospital.
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Shelter keepswomen,
children from beatings

CotlcgiMi pkoia bjr Jim Power*

CAMPUS CENTER CLEAN-UP ~ Physical plant employee Jesse

Green rolls up the hoses used to drain the sprinkler system iu the base-

ment of the Campus Center.

By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

She had a masters in social work and had

been married for eight years.

She was beaten from the day she was

married.

She was a devout Catholic.

It was hard for her to get a divorce and

move out.

Wben she did move she got a restraining

order against her husband, but he was able

to get her kicked out of 12 places in three

years through abuse and harassment.

Wben she went to court for custody of

her child, the court held that because the

father had a permanent place to live and a

steady job, while she had neither, the

father should get custody.

The above scenario was "the worst case

that I have dealt with, but far from un-

typical," Nina Ryan, a UMass student in-

tern at the Womanshelter/Companeras

said.

This Holyoke-based battered women's

shelter is one of 22 that work together

across the state. Wbile offering a variety of

services, their common aim is to help bat-

tered women and their children deal with

the problem of abuse.

A woman is battered every 18 seconds in

the country. The gamut runs from murder

and sexual assault to harassment, kicks,

and punches. Though the act may be

isolated it is a frequently recurring and

escalating problem, Ryan said.

"Womanshelther/Companeras utilizes

student interns and a grass roots approach

to problems. Our aim is to empower women
to combat violence against them in society.

We are a self-help type of shelter, offering

different options as well as support and ad-

vocacy, but the women's decisions are their

own," she said.

For students interested in working as in-

terns in the shelter, there are three op-

tions.

One is the direct service internship which

includes working on the shelter's 24-hour

hotline, accompanying women to court,

and helping women obtain housing.

The child advocacy internship is for help-

ing children of battered mothers while the

outreach intership involves publicizing

work of the shelter.

"We provide training, do role plays,

readings, and have a very intensive pro-

gram for the interns," Karen Hakala said.

Hakala is the Student Intern volunteer

coordinator for the shelter.

Womanshelter/Companeras is a member
of the United Way and receives part of its

funding from there and the rest through

donations and their own fundraising.

Women can stay at the shelter for up to

six weeks.

"We get about 75 hotline calls a month

and handle 25 women and children in that

time," Hakala said.

"Offering a support group is the most im-

portant thing that we do. Battering cuts

across all class and age groups. When they

call us up on the hotline, we try and help

them figure out what options are available.

Women who do not have options talk alx)ut

coming into the shelter," she said.

"It has lt)een a tremendous growth ex-

perience personally, to Ik? part of a suppor-

tive group of women who are changing the

status quo. Everytime a woman goes for a

resisting order in court it makes it easier

for the women who come after her," Ryan

said.

IJM to get grant

for $5 million
The University of Massachusetts will be receiving a $5

million to $6 million grant from the state legislature and

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis this morning at a press con-

ference at the Governor's office.

A member of the UMass administration confirmed

Sunday that this money is primarUy directed toward the

Polymer Science Department, reflecting a commitment

to promoting research in this area at the University.

The money might also be used to build a new facility to

take advantage of the capabilities of the department.

WiUiam MacKnight, head of the Polymer Science

Department, said he would be able to better comment

after the press conference.

Belchertown
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - About 800 people gathered Sun-

day on Town Common for a rally opposing proposed con-

struction on Belchertown State School grounds.

Organizers and guests spoke against the institutionaliza-

tion of handicapped people, and advocated the idea of com-

munity living programs where patients move back into the

community and receive help from staff and volunteers.

Organizer Carol Shelton said a bill has passed in the

House and is now in the Senate. The bill would prohibit pa

tients from leaving the institution and returning to com-

munity life.

"The whole idea behind normalization is putting people

back in the community," said Gary Hartwell, a member of

Services For Community Living in Holyoke.

One demonstrator said he's been in institutions, in-

cluding the Belchertown School, all his life.

"People call me mentally retarded, but it takes a mental-

ly retarded person to call someone else one," said Anthony

Gibson.

He added that in every institution he's been in the treat-

ment of patients has l)een terrible.

"In every institution they treat you bad," he said.

"They'll beat the living 'you know what' out of you," Gib-

son said.

"It costs about $70,000 a year for each person now liv-

ing at the Belchertown State School," the Committee In

Support of Community Living said in a press relea.se.

Bob Lipton, a member of that committee said, "We
could use that money a lot more efficiently putting people

back in the community."

Carol Shelton, a member of the organizing committee,

said she was happy with the outcome of the rally and that

the message was presented well and "we want to see what

shakes out of this."

She added a possible future rally in Boston might echo

their opinion and hopefully kill the bill in the Senate.

WOMEN'S
FORUM

Women's Forum

Wcrmen's Forum is a weekly listing of upcoming events

relating to uKnnen's issues. Noti/xs should be sent to th£

Women 's Issues Editors, care of the Collegian, US Campus

Center, before the Friday preceding the event.

There are two hotlines available on campus for aid to

victims of rape or other violence. The 24-Hour Rape

Hotline is 545-2677. The Everywoman's Center Hotline

for victims of violence is 545-0800.
^

Monday — A "Brown Bag" discussion called Irom

the Inside Out: Women in Administration" will take

place at 12:30 p.m. in room 805, Campus Center. The

event is the second in a five-part discussion series called

"Women in Power: Alternative Forms of Leadership,

sponsored by The Women's Leadership Project and is free

and open to all. . „„

The Anti-Racism Team will meet at 4 p.m. in room 802.

Campus Center.
. . ^ on ^

The UMass Hunger Task Force will meet at 4:30 p.m.

in room 428, Student Union. Topics of discussion will in-

clude reviewing the fast and future planning.

Tuesday - The first of two lunchtime workshops on

career development will take place at 12 p.nu in room 805

Campus Center focusing on Interviewing SkiHs- Sponsor

for iJoth workshops is the Working Women s Task Force

af lIMass

The Women's Issues Team will meet at 4 p.m. in room

901. Campus Center. The team is focusing on por-

nography this semester.

ColUfiat photo b// Jim l*ower»

HYPERSPACE — A Blow camera shutter speed blurs this van passing through the intersec-

tion of Commonwealth and Massachusetts avenues.
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FALL
GRADUATES
YEARBOOK

PORTRAITS
Nov. 28 - Dec. 2
Hours 9-12, 1-5

Sign up in

103 Campus Center

or caU 545-2874
until Nov. 23

From Nov. 28 to Dee. 2
sign up in Boom 178

Please bring a sitting fee of $5.00

V'. ./////

Monday, November 21, 1983

Discover your

Hairstyle Personality

at. , .

Marjon Hair Design
Rt. 9, Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, Mass 586-4551

*'i4 cut above the rest""

We use and prescribe Redken

Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6; Sat 10-4

Monday, November 21, 1983
Collegian 5

• tilt

FALL SALE
20% Off

all Rugs & Bedspreads

20-40% Off

many Sweaters, Jackets

Dresses, Blouses, Skirts

Framed Prints

Other Gift Specials, Tool

UP TO $30. OFF!

Best Sale Yet! I

Daily 10 am 6 pm
Amherst - Sunday 12 - 5 pm
Amharat • Fri Night til » pm

Northampton - Thur* Night til 9 pm

/HCI^ANTILC
AMHMST CARRIA^ SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

JOSTEISrS

White Lustrium

RINGS

See your Josten's Representative

Mon., Tue., Wed., Nov. 21, 22, 23

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm

Place: outside Univ. Store

Deposit: $15.

EDrrOMAL/OPINION
A President
they all liked
During this year's 20th Anniversary of President

Kennedy's assasination, many rememberances

and columns will have been written about the man

for "what he might 've become." This is perfectly

understandable, given the fact Kennedy was such a young

president.

There are those, no doubt, who believe Kennedy

would've become our greatest post-WWII president. Of

course, his detractors claim he wasn't so great or produc-

tive after all. Whether or not Kennedy was the shining

knight or Camelot or a pre-packaged myth: I wish to leave

that to professional historians.

Steven P. Barrett
What I do wish, however, is to discuss Kennedy's role as

a scholar-president. We've had very few of these kind of

men sitting in the White House. But the list of scholar

presidents is a prestigious one indeed. Jefferson, Madison,

John Q. Adams, Woodrow Wilson are a few names to men-

tion, and Kennedy's name belongs with theirs. I'm not

saying Kennedy achieved the same kind of success - and

certainly no one in our nation's history will ever match

Thomas Jefferson in terms of pure intellectual and

political ability.

Unlike his brothers and father, Jack Kennedy was the

"intellectual" of his family. The other men were pure

politicians. Jack was the only true scholar in the family.

Yes, I've read reports saying he didn't really write all of

While England Slept and Profiles in Courage; but instead

Kennedy used classified documents for the former and us-

ed ghost writers for the latter. How true these reports

are, can only be left to speculation. It's easy to knock a

dead writer. Rather than quibbling over the sources he us-

ed — perhaps we should pay more attention to the

message he tried to give us - particularly about the

dangers of unilateral disarmament and appeasement

Strategies when dealing with totalitarian regimes.

Whether for good or bad, Jack Kennedy's real desire to

be a scholar-president (and a scholar first) manifested

itself through his choice of confidants and cabinet-level ap-

pointees. Don't get me wrong; after all, Jack Kennedy was

a superb politician as well.

Yet, because of his untimely death, followed by the

murders of his brother, Robert, and Martin Luther King

only five years later — the nation's youth eventually

became the ultimate victims in terms of a loss of intellec-

tual spirit which a nation as vast, heterogeneous and great

as our's could not afford to lose.

Adding to the deaths of the Kennedy brothers and Mar-

tin Luther King, my generation endured and fought

through the Vietnam War, and became disillusioned

because of Watergate, and the CIA hearings shortly after

Watergate and the Vietnam War were over. (I will always

refer to this period during the mid-seventies as

liberalism's and Frank Church's revenge for McCar-

thyism.)

On top of these setbacks, we had the oil embargoes,

rapid inflation, urban unrest, declining social values,

(abortion became legal and the rising divorce rate) and

what also became commonly referred to during the end of

the Carter years, "malaise of spirit." But the ultimate in-

sult came in the form of the Iranian hostage seizure, and

botched rescue mission.

Aside from the more well known setbacks we've en-

dured during the last twenty years, there's another illness

which has plagued us; the complacency of our youth vvith

regard to learning about our historical and political

heritage. What are the teachers telling our students

nowadays when a professor volunteered to inform high

schoolers one night a few years back at a local high

school's "candidate night" about his candidate for presi-

dent — only to find out he had to teach them about the

basics of our political and electoral systems instead? What

did their teachers ever bother to tell them before?

When Jack Kennedy marshalled the youth to reach for

the stars, he didn't have to worry about whether Johnny

could read or not. But today's leaders must worry about

whether we have a literate generation to count on in times

OT riPfHl

Twenty years ago we set our sights on the moon.

Nowadays we have to set our sights back on the

blackboards - no, not computer screens - in order to

remedy twenty years of relative neglect.

Doesn't it strike you oddly when you pick up the paper

and read about people who don't even know who their con-

gressman or senators are? The voting age was lowered,

the drinking age was lowered, access to a college educa-

tion was made easier, and the standards in some cases

were lowered to accompany those who were trying to

overcome years of discrimination. Mediocrity was in-

6ivitftbi€

Here's a fitting memorial for Kennedy, and a challenge

for students if it's followed. To paraphrase Kennedy s

famous "Ask not what your Country can... I say, ask not

what our colleges and universities can do for you, but what

we can all do to revive our heritage of intellectual

challenge and civic responsibility.
D-^»;j««f

We not only owe this as a lasting tnbute for President

Kennedy, but more importantly, to our future genera-

Steven P. Barrett is a ColUgian Columnist.

Nuclear madness- a desperate time

If,
this Sunday evening, you felt like watching

something mindless and entertaining, did not

turn to The Day Ajler. For those who did watch, it

did not pacify you. It may have turned your lounge chair

into a timebomb. and evoked feeling you invest a great

Jessica Barmack
deal ot energy in repressing. It mirrors a hideous

nightmare which you don't acknowledge living in fear of.

On the other hand, if the powerlessness you feel in facing

the future is eating into you, then perhaps it is time to

confront the nightmare.

The Day After may be your future. Can you bare to see

it? It is absolutely realistic. Do vou ever think about it?

Can you truly say that the threat of a nuclear hok>caust

does not influence you? Do you believe unequivocally in

your continuance? Because if you do you're kidding

yourself.

The nuclear dilemma should, logically, be the greatest

motivation for action. Why is it not? Because all the energy

that should be put into expressive action is being put into

denial of the problem's existence.

You do have power. Find out about it. You can vote,

write your political representatives, participate in rallies...

Do face reality. Painful though it is, it is also freeing.

Realize that it is the tew who are happy to have our energy

harnessed in self-delusion so that they can manipulate the

future which is rightfully all of ours.

Jessica Barmack is a UMass student.

Letters-

Quentin deserves better

To the Editor,

As the author of the comic strip "Quentin," I was in-

deed surprised, or rather dismayed, to find on the

editorial page of Nov. 17 a "Quentin" I had never seen

before. This is to apologize for the "Quentin." which was

in my judgement patently offensive, and ought not to

have been printed.

There are three reasons that this strip should not have

appeared in the Collegian.

First, I don't approve of the use of comic strips for toe-

stepping and editorializing. Too much of that has been

done in the past, and I have deliberately avoided that

kind of content in "Quentin."

Second, I don't endorse the viewpoint expressed in the

cartoon. The personal attack on the SGA co-president

Charlene Allen was unwarrented, and I have personally

apolog^d to her for it.

Third, the strip was published without my consent, or

I even my knowledge! I, like thousands of other readers.

first learned of it when I flipped through the newsaper

Thursday afternoon.

Further, I resent being put in a position where I have

to apologize for someone else's actions. The strip was not

mine, yet I'm the one saying Tm sorry.

Collegian Associate Women's Issues Editor RiU

Murphy is responsible for the strip, and from her there

should be an apology forthcoming, as well as from

whoever is responsible for the decision to print the strip.

The integrity of "Quentin" should not be jeapordized

by the irresponsible mud-slinging of others.

Mark MacKenzie
Northeast

Editor's note: The Collegian apologizes to Mr. MacKenzie

for not notifying him of the publication of the "Fill-in-

your-own" Quentin before hand.

The editorial ccmtent of the cartoon does not reflect the

opinion of any or all Collegian Editors. It is, like

anything else on the "Ed/Op" page, the ojyinion of its

author. .

Random Notes —
On Protest

When passing the White Hous during our search for the

rally again t U.S. militarism abroad, we saw a stream of

complacent tourists slowly flowing into the Reaganless

White House. Seeing no radicals or protestors, we mar-

ched pass this thin ring of symbolically supportive citizens

apparently concerned with what Nancy has done with the

White House and chanted, "War! No Morel U.S. out of El

Salvador!... We received curious stares and blank faces.

Little did we know that within two hours there would be

tens of thousands marching along with us, the block

completely encircled with upset American liberals and

angry but eager radicals, two lanes of traffic thick.

Unfortunately, world-wide reactions to the march and

rally in Washington D.C. on Saturday, March 12, 1983 will

probably be similar to the reactions we received when

passing the White House tourists and faU far short of the

ideals and aspirations of the protestors and speakers we

listened to.

The rally lacked the air of anger and militancy that some

people believed to be the only effective demonstration.

The crowd generally believed that non-violence was the

best way to convey the message, establish moral supenori-

ty, and thus express desire for change from militant policy

-a change towards tolerance, civility, and proper com-

munkatjon. The hope is that people in America will fully

realize that the stance our federal government takes

means deaths, now and in the future. Russians and

Americans are not enemies. Our governments are

enerme
-^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^^j^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^he continuity ot

American expansionism and racism. The calling is for an

end to U.S. imperiaUsm, the extraction of U.S troops in

Central America, and even the impeachment of President

Reagan ("the old fascist") for lying to the American people,

iUegaUy invading Grenada, and denying the press its

freedom as guaranteed by the First Ammendment. The

caUing is for drastic changes in ethics and strategy, a

return to sovereignty and a turnabout from fascism.

The aspiration is a difficult one to attain, the Imes drawn

are difficult to erase, and trust difficult to estabhsh. A

departure from the ideology which justifies the resurgence

of mUitary action is needed, and assessments of social

realities, existing contradictions and the possibUities for

their resolvement. need to be discussed world wide.

America stands in a position of strength. It is the strong

who must lay down their arms if peace is to be attained.

Let us be the quiet giant. Let us speak and act from

wisdom, rather than from strained ideologue.

The unity of the superpowers, in recognition of their

simUar goal to unify the people of the world, « ne«Jea.

Extensive communication, tolerance of the free

development of independent nations, social cooperation

and peaceful trade replacing mUitary aid; aU these thmgs

are called for, and necessary. The time has come.

WalUr Mecham is a UMass student.

by Walter Mecham
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.o(r
(w^^ thM coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.H)LonaHair
Expiree 11/X/83

DUBL.«.TU.E fIIIIEIHA

C«M for an Appointmerrt

•For rmti dentt only

FREE COMULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
36 UnK/rmr) Dtiv*

Amhe<« MA b«&610

Mon. Nov. 21 - Tues. Nov. 22

The Band Wagon 7:00

A Fred Astaire Classic

Seven Brides

for Seven Brothers 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

AnEHTIOM: Coll^g* 6roduot#s,

1/1/63-6/30/84

Would you like to own a MEW CHEVROLET?

MclNTYRE CHEVROLET, Rt. 9 (east)

West Brookfield. MA.
WOULD LIKE TO HELP YOU.

WE CAN OFFER:
* Low Cost Financing

* Financing with no previous credit

* Financing with no specific down payment

INTERESTEDt Call Stan (617) 867-7169 (student)

or call MclHTYRE CHEVROLET (617) 867-7701

Otganic ChemistryStudents

YOU KNOW HOW
IMPORTANT MAKING THE
GRADE IN ORGANIC IS...

Now theie's help from COMPress!

J

Wto produce Introduction to Organic Chemistry

by Professor Stanley Smith, University of Illi-

nois, Urbana.

Designed to supplement youT first course in

organic, this is a seven disk set of microcom-

puter programs that run on an Apple II plus*

or //b* with 48k menmry and 3.3DOS.

The graphics, simulations, and p>ractice prob-

lems are just what you need to clarify the topics

that are causing your fits

of frustration!

Intowoffd said, "...the

best software ttuit any

of us have seen for

instructional use..."

2/15/82 issue.

CrMtfw Computing
said, "...coukjmakea

significant differerK^

in the understanding

gained by any student."

4/82 issue.

y
RagiMaradlradamark /
otthtApiii*

y^

CompuMf Company y
/ Nenw

,^ School .

Using them couW make the difference in your

grade . . . and your future!

The seven disks cover — Alkanes and Alkenes

. . . Substitution Reactons IR & NMR Spec-

troscopy Arenes . Ateohols Aldehydes

and Ketones . Carboxylic Acids.

PS to Teaching Assistants— Introduction to

Organic Chemistry can be an invaluable aid to

your tutoring efforts It will virtually pay for itself!

IndlvWual disks ar* S60.00.

Complste set of 7 $350.00.

Dsmo Disk Available -
Send $10 00 (or charge to

your credit card) and we'll

send you a demo disk with

samples from the programs

Return the disk and we'll

refund your money, or apply

it to your purchase of

program disks

Also availat)te in microcomputer

stores throughout ttie country

fWium tWs term today to: CO««»rsss

-

Dapt CS, PO Box 102, Wsntwofth, NH 03282.

Please send me disk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Set Demo
(circto your choica)

D VISA G Mastercard

N COMPress-
S. —A Division ot

V^Van Nostrand Reinr)old

\ —

y
y^ AbdreM.

Acct#_

^ Ctty/State/Zip

Exp date.

Signatur*.

Uivisiun ui

lostrand Reinhold

N

lUMA _^^^i_^^^H

STILL CONSIDERING A
SPRING INTERNSHIP?

Planning Session for students I

interested in Spring *84 intern-

1

ships will end December 2.

Contact: Office of Internships,
16 Curry Hicks 6460727

with this coupon

NOVELTY T-SHIRTS

Factory OutUt
7 For >$
aU sizes

loNq sUeve

shoRT sIeeve

^SWEATSklRTS 9$
SWEATpAMTS 7$

Hours 1 2-8 Fri, Sat

SuNdJAy 8-8

Mountain Farms MaU
NEXT TO Papa CIno's

Balloons for Parties

Singing Telegrams

Bellydancers

call 665-7664

UMASS SKI CLUB
would like to

thonk oil those

who helped moke
this yeors

Ski Snotch

SUCCESSFUL
Thonk You.

I
I

ed like to

introducevou to

The AcKdt
Monday Night !

Football Special I

Pitchers of Draft Beer i

$3.25

TIMEm OUT
Free
'opcorn

I

Two T.V.'s

Amhorst's Diggott Littio Dor

37 H PI#QSQnt

Amh#rst, MA Interskate 91 has times available for Private Parties

call Jay McCoy at 588-8346

Arts
B-52's party out of bounds

^ ^ _„..». \^k tkotn Mnu/n FroH niillnH out a fake blue D

iSSvWrXvXr^WrWxWS

B-52'8
Thursday, November 17

Fine Arts Center

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

I'd venture to punk parts unknown, my
in true motherly fashion — would always

Whenever
mother — _.

question the credibility and safety of my plans, just short

of asking for the birth dates of the participants:

"And just exactly what are you doing, tonight?" she'd

thunder.

"Dis-<7u«-ting things you'd never anticipate," I'd half-

sing and walk out.

Cryptic? She thought so. But she doesn't listen to the B-

52's.

The Une is from the B-52's '81 hit "Party Out of Bounds"

and the phrase is an almost exact description of their

Thursday night dance party at the Fine Arts Center.

It wasn't the band's performance; tapes backed a couple

of songs, there was a hidden bass player backstage, and

singer Cindy Wilson looked a little tired, but after "Song

For A Future Generation," the enthusiasm of the crowd

somehow wafted to the stage, and the B-52's picked up.

And stayed that way.

In short, Kate still screams with the intensity of one

being stabbed to death, Cindy still imitates fish sounds as

well as any sub-amphibian, and Fred, Ricky, and Keith

bopped around the stage in a burst of new wave androgny

not before seen at the FAC.
"Strobe Light" picked the crowd off the floor once and

never let them down. Fred pulled out a fake blue phone,

the strobe lights went on. Ricky whooped and danced while

the strobe lights flashed. All in all it was fairly wild, and

left the audience only with a feeling of anxiety that the rest

of the concert would be just as good. It was.

"Planet Claire" followed, and put to rest the suspicion

that "they never play the old stuff." Some groups play

their old material in the style of their newer albums and

fans with a memory don't like to hear it ail unless it's

played right. No disappointment here.

The newer, David Byrne sound followed for

"Mesopotamia," next. This gave Fred the chance to erupt

into a frenzy of hieroglyphic like quasi-Egyptian dance

music which complemented the song. And we all know it's

supposed to be the other way around.

'Queen of Las Vegas," a new one, in which Kate and

Cindy performed the classic 52's bent-arm dancing —
previewed the well received "Wammy Kiss," but it was

"Dance This Mess Around" that came second only to "Rock

Lobster" as the night's favorite frug attraction. When
Cindy rolled out a slow guttural "roll it ovah in your

mahnd." there were a few guys in the audience who could

have benefited from a cold shower.

"Rock Lobster" then, needed no intro other than the

first three notes and the audience was on top of each other

in order to try to capture the aura of nostalgia and

everything else the song provokes when played.

Encores were expected at this point, and "Party Out Of

Bounds," and another new one — this is the "Whammy"
tour, you know — "Big Bird" came out, but the second

encore finished with an oldie — "There's a Moon in the

Sky."

ATTENTION
students Area

Come & Celebrate the Holiday

at Boston's 1st Annual

Friday Nite, November 25, 1983 9:00 P.M.
^

$10 admission

• Dancing • Cocktail Bar •

^/^ ^1
Proper Dress Required

No One Under 20 Will Be Admitted^

Being held at: Bayside Exposition Center

Function Hall Room
Exit 17 — Southeast Expressway. (5 minutes

from Downtown Boston) Parking for over

2,000 cars ^

*^v

Cindy Wilson
your mahnd!"

ColleKian photo by Drew Oficr

of the B-52'8: *'Roll it ovah in

E\^T®fl

MOfl-FRI. 3-6

''^r..r.r.:. .
,•
T^** of the
CAMPrS

Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts .

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Bus Lines. Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free in MA 1-S00-322-0297
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Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back oain
daily-

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday nnovements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Lea p exercises to care for your low back.

• Led^n how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 to enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

automr>bile insurance and workers compensation. .^^
••••••«

;:o^;now open -v©^

^O^ UTOPIA SPAS % i

Call for reservations at 253-SPAS •

Open 11 am-1 am. ..Walk ins are welcome :

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILmT .

• Hot Tub Whirlpool Spas . Float To ^^^^^-^^^^H^^^'^'Z!^^ I
• Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships available)

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove .

tTTesnJe and supervised environment .Each a^wued for your .

own favorite music or sounds. . .AND MUCH MUHC. . . ^

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!! ;

«••••••••••••••••• clip and save ••••••••••••••••••«

•
ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)

$1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF
HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst

TIIRQ (coupon valid through November 30, 1983)

one coupon per visit, per person ^^^^^•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HOT
TUBS
*
>•••••«

o ,

vouCOu\deven

^e&kencis-
placement P---^^^^^,^^entcoor

(617)732
8359

A5,198AV5P'

^eeKdav^
°^

ea^iai opv •

5 - COLlEOe

muCJx. irvd Ntu- iA«Q.i Ord. ntu. rr>vr\\itn, ore.

yi;<iame Citt ir*/L\'^ di^ Klp f^WJ* *»i fl-

but ^«r<- rrvskl *"3 nniBiog piooi arwui- h<«n

f C»/CVi ttl^ 544- 13SS

First MEmMfi: "/n

Hvporcurriiula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at

the University of
Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day

before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

ORGANIZATIONAL
STAFF MEETING -
UMASS CONSERVATIVE
COALITION - Organiza-

tional staff meeting for (3on-

servative Coalition.

Members only. We'll be

planning future events,

speakers, forums, etc.

7:30-8:30 p.m. CC 177.

Over 35.000 books at

40-60%
OFF

publishers list price

Sci-Fi/ Sports/ Art

Poetry/ Mystery

Fishing/ Drama
Dance/Music
Field Guides

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire

National Bank)

Downtown Amherst
10-5:30 Mon-Sat

12-4 Sun
549-6052

UMASS AMATEUR
RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING - We will be

voting on important con-

stitutional revisions.

Anyone interested in ham
radio is welcome. 7:30 p.m.

CC 178.

ARMENIAN
STUDENTS CLUB - Will

hold a mandatory meeting.

7:30 p.m. 905 CC.

RENTS AND FEES
COMMITTEE - Will be

having a meeting. 4 p.m. CC
178.

ONE -SEMESTER
STUDY OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM - Informa-

tional meeting for one-

semester study abroad op-

portunities in the United

Kingdom. 3-4 p.m. Herter

3rd Floor Lounge.

THANKSGIVING: A
JEWISH PERSPECTIVE
— Join us at Chabad House

for a light lunch and discus-

sion on Monday and Thurs-

day noon. 12 p.m. Chabad

House.

UMASS OUTING CLUB
MEETING - Everyone is

welcome to attend Outing

Club meetings. We will have

a slideshow and will an-

nounce interesting trips.

See our board in the Stu-

dent Union. 7 p.m. Campus
Center.

DISCOVER NEW
ENGLAND CLUB
MEETING - Boston trip

will be December 3, 1983;

anyone interested in taking

part should attend this

meeting!! Also, we wrill have

a slide presentation of

Boston. 7 p.m. CC 805-9.

UMASS COLLEGE
REPUBLICAN'S
GENERAL MEETING -
The UMass College

Republicans will hold their

2nd meeting in Room 804

CC. All party supporters

welcome. 8 p.m. Rm. 904

Campus Center.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB
MEETING - General

meeting - Guest speaker

invited. Topics to be

discussed: Holiday Fund
Raiser, Party, T-shirt con-

test. All are welcome! Bring

your ideas! 7 p.m. Food

Science Library.

KGB? WHERE? -
Emigre Tanya Okshteyn

will be giving a talk on how

to recognize a KGB agent.

Refreshments will be serv-

ed. 4 p.m. Herter 301.

MEXICO WORKING
TRIP INFORMATION
MEETING - First three

weeks of January to give

food and clothes to the poor

in Mexico. $395.00 includes

2 meals a day. ($75.00

deposit due Nov. 30.) Come
to the meeting or call Sheila

665-7138, after 5 p.m. 1:45

p.m. No smoking room —
Newman Center Cafeteria.

OPPORTUNITIES IN
ISRAEL - Danny Pins will

offer interviews and infor-

mation on interships, school

and job opportunities in

Israel. Call Hillel, 545-2526

for an appointment. 10 a.m.

- 6 p.m. Suffolk Room.

JUDAISM AND
NUCLEAR WEAPONS -
Discussion in response to

the ABC-TV film "The Day
After" with Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter. The film airs

Sunday night at 8 p.m. 3:30

p.m. Herter 110.

Equaling Mfl fictioit best sellers in

suspense-a real-lile mission impossiiHe

earned out by authentiG American beroes.
Th«y Mwe aX oornputsr siacutr>«9,

employes o( Poss Porecs DaJlas-t>asad

EOSCofporaBor They v»w» iraineO and
>eO Dy lormer Omen Bare* Coton«l Bu«
Simoria— (he man John Mkyne one* \ot&

'Mju am the man I ptay m tfie movies'
TV^f secrol mission to do *tia4 the U S
Government ax/t<*it (Jo Tcreacut aqmret
staggering odds. r*to EDS colleagues

ocKed lip in an Iranian pnson m 1978.

Thm » the stuff of Kan fcHtns #1 ticaan

beat saMer»—undefoover inflnraaon into

hostile terrain, a hairbreadVi escape from a
pODnerlut enemy, a hamwwig ot«r1and race

past vmed patrols and maraudng tnbee-

men tor the safety of the bordat BultNs
bme. rts real—/f actuaf^ happened.

filled with suspense. ON WINGS Of
EAGLES wdl M >ou wTlh pnde. as you shai*

an exlraorduviry ad^nture wiffi some
authentic Amencai heroes.

"As exciting as any of

Follett's tliriilon.
'An mvrasaive nonficlion detXJt*

-Pobkshen WMUf

•••••••••••••**

I $2.00 OFF
I

I List Price *

*••••••••••••••
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Superbad by G.H.

After The Fall by R. Miller

Wilson Low by CC. McFly

tI\MSl£]THM- PIRATE JMO >S LIKJING

HIS 3PKCESHIPS UP IN K CLASS»CAJTACK
1 hANEUVERJ

[MICKEY TRlPPtR 3 ^R£NT
THOSE TWO PIRME SHIPS GET-

TING ^ LITTLE TOO CLOSE
'-
jTO ^fOK OTHER. ...

I

Lieua J ENEMY SPACECRAFT CLOSINGRAPj
IDLY. ACTIVATING SHIELDS j

[Ucu

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
txliird by M«rgaret Karnir and Trude Jafft

!«•) IM «*t<«n Iliii»« s>»*clt

ACROSS
1 Members of

the Co
5 Fruits

10 Exchange
14 Type of apple

15 Plus Item

16 Tijuana treat

17 Away from the

wind
18 Pave again

19 Suits to

20 PanofTLC
22 Fruit

24 Burma's neightx>r

26 Show contempt
27 Certified

31 Meter readers

34 Smallest

35 Medieval helmet

37 Greek letter

38 Respites,

en route

39 Preceding

40 Pride and |oy.

in a way
41 Sprocket

42 Postulated

43 Wear away
44 Uplifts

46 Intensified

48 Cowpoke's
equipment

50 "Rosebud,"
for one

51 Imparl gradually

53 Condescends
57 Clinging type

59 Reflection

61 Excellent, mod
style

62 Entry

63 Measuring device

64 Cheerio!

65 Plateau

66 Promised lands

67 Fruit part

DOWN
1 Whippersnapp«r
2 Walkon, tor one

3 Strawin the wind

4 Like some fruit

5 Ape
6 Ethnic ending

7 Comparative
words

8 Brings up
9 "I, a and

afraid...":

Housman

10 Places for plays

11 Fruit

12 King topper

13 Lit. course
subject

21 Near or Far

23 Shipshape
25 Shrivels

27 blue

28 Singing voice

29 Fruits

30 Like some fruit

32 Musical exercise

33 Dubbed
36 Fashions
39 When the horses

are at the gate

40 Foretells

42 School orgs.

43 Sword
45 The silver screen

47 Church officers

49 Pointed

52 Anachronous
54 Laughingstock

55 Account entry

56 Grand or small

57 Verve

58 Suffix meaning
native

60 Army rank: Abbf

Yes Watson, its right here

in the Collegian

DC Menu
LUNCH

Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on
Water Roll

DINNER
Roast Port/Gravy,

Spiced Apples

Braised Beef and Onions

Tuna Salad Plate

with Chips

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod with

Lemon Wedge

Weather

Today, rain ending during

the morning, clearing by

afternoon. Windy and mild,

highs in the mid to upper

50s. Partly cloudy tonight,

lows in the 30s to lower 40s.

Tuesday, mostly sunny and

mild, highs in the 50s to

lower 60s.

Today's puzzle

answer
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UNIVERSITY
HYPNOSIS CENTER
358 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Short CourS*tt 549 4645

• memory, concentration, motivation •

• speed reading • Language Learning •

• weight control •

On •oing Services

• Sports • Stage fright • Exam panics •

• relaxation • self hypnosis • and more •
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Minutemenrackup first victory

82-76 over Zadar, after slow start
1 It 1

.

I
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By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

Some suggest the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts' 82-76

win over Zadar (Yugoslavia)

Saturday night in the Curry

Hicks Cage was merely an

exhibition game, its

significance not deserving

of statistical recognition.

Regardless of whether the

win counts on their record

or the statistics are included

in the season totals, first

year Coach Ron Gerlufsen

and his team passed the test

against a good, not to men-

tion big Yugoslavian team.

"We treated it like a real

game," said Gerlufsen.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

FineArts Center .y
Concert Hall ^ '

THE
RIDGE

STRING QUARTET

wf^
-4.

isl Pnie Winners ol the prestigious

Fischott and Coleman
Chamber Music Competitions

FRIDAY. DEC. 2. 8pm
S5.00

RAMSEY
LEWIS
Keyboard

WYNTON
MARSALIS
Trumpet

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL
SUNDAY, DEC. 11, 8 pm

$9,-$7-$5

9Vvi^
A Holiday l«trovo9onia »oi th» Whol» fomily

Froi,c, op.ro . HANSEL AND GRETEL

SATURDAY , DEC. 10, 2:30 p.m.

'But I was really surprised

by the size of the crowd con-

sidering we didn't really

publicize the game."

Nearly 3000 fans saw the

Minutemen stert slowly,

falling behind by as many as

15 points in the first half,

before Donald Russell and

John Hempel iced the se-

cond half comeback win

from the foul line.

UMass shot poorly in the

first half mostly due to poor

shot selection, while the

Yugoslavians, led by let lef-

ty jump shooter Branko

Skroce (27 points) broke to

a 29-21 lead with 8:25 left in

the half and pushed that

lead to 41-26 with 4:25 left.

The Minutemen closed the

gap to 48-38 at the half.

The UMass offense strug-

gled in the first half,

especially Hempel, who
finally got on track in the se-

cond half. The 6'7"

sophomore scored 28 points

(9 for 24 shooting, 10 of 12

from line) and grabbed a

career high 17 rebounds.

"I thought John rebound-

ed extremely well against

taller people," said

(ierlufsen. "Offensively we

talked about getting better

shots out of our offense."

Hempel began to heat up

as he and Edwin Green (15

points, 10 rebounds) hit

jump shots while Donald

Russell handled things from

the foul line. Russell shot 12

for 14 from the line and had

several key free throws

down the stretch.

UMass turned the ball

over eight times. Russell

and Craig Smith did not

turn the ball over the entire

game and Carl Smith's

three turnovers were the

only mistakes attributed to

the backcourt.

UMass scored the first

eight points of the second

half to close the gap to 48-46

and Zadar began to miss the

15 foot jump shots they

were making in the first

half. The Minutemen spread

the offense and Russell and

Hempel made key free

throws in the last five

minutes before Green cap-

ped the win off with a

reverse slam at the buzzer.

* football

Five Co<l*ge Students ' j Price. Ticket* at the Fine Art* Center Box 01-

flce. DATATIX and Springfield Cl»lc Center. (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-

243-4S42

CollcKiui photo by David l)eub*r

GIMME THAT BALL! - John Hempel fights

with a member of the Yugoslavian team in batur-

day night's game, in which UMass was vic-

torious, 82-76.

tercepted a UMass pass and

ran 30 yards for the

touchdown. Barnett
McGrath and Jim Simeone

were combined 4 for 19 and

86 yards on the day.

Northeastern jumped out

to a 10-0 lead on a 12 yard

run by Mark Curtain and a

48 yard field goal by Geoff

Hart. Senior tri-captain

Rich Jenkins (3 carries 49

yards) pulled UMass with

continued from p. 12

three points with a 24 yard

touchdown run.

After NU pushed the lead

up to 10 points again, Barn-

well scampered 27 yards for

a touchdown but the late

turnovers sealed the defeat

for UMass.
The loss gives UMass a

3-7 record for the year, the

worst record since the 1968

Minutemen went 2-8.

Is now hiring 50 Drivers.

Preferrable to liave acess to a car &
be able to work until 4:30 AM.

(30 DONUS for any employee
hired before 11/22/83 who
is willing to work through

12/23/83.
Drivers presently ave. from

$6 to $8/hour. Apply ONLY in person

between 7 pm - 10 pm
Domino's Pizza across from
Stop 8- Shop in Hadley.
We are also hiring phone persons

must have own transportation.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
INTERNS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight positions available for full-time

legal assistant interns for the Spring 1984 semester. Up to fifteen

credits may be received from academic departments. Legal assistants

aid attorneys of the Legal Services Office with client interviewing, in-

vestigations, legal research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals,

preparation of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District and

Superior Courts of Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin Counties, and

participation in administrative hearings and federal litigation. Legal

assistants maintain continuing caseload under the supervision of at-

torneys. For advice on arranging an internship and credit, contact Of-

fice of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For further information

about the internship, contact Legal Services Office, 922 Campus

Center. Completed applications are due Tuesday, November 22, 1983,

at the Office of Internships. Writing sample required.

Monday , November 21. 1983

Campus Center - 7-9:30 PM
MANAGING THE

PERFORMING ARTIST
with

Fred Fierst, Attorney, Northampton

and

Yvette Schumer, Agent/Manager

New York City

Covers entertainment law and role of the

aigent/manager in performing arts.

To register for this FREE workshop, please

call the Arts Extension Sen/ice, 545-2360.

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Divi-

sion of Continuing Education at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst with the support of the

University Arts Council.

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE^^
Come to Collegian Office Ccl 13 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 345 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION
WORK AVAILABLE

The Collegian is advertising a position for

work-study. We are taking applications un-

til Wednesday November 23. Stop by the

Collegian Office Rm 113 Campus Center

between 8:45 am - 3:45 pm daily to find out

more information.

AUDIO

Panasonic port AM/FM/cass stereo 16

W. exc cond $120 Steve 546-4167

Run for Ritter Road Race: The Road
Race Committee is now accepting applica-

tions for the following positions: Prize

Director, T-Shirt Director, First-aid Direc-

tor, Course Director, Greek and Dormitory

Directors, P. A. Director, Water Director,

Clen-up Director, Finish Line Director,

Computer Director, Treasurer, Police Direc-

tor, Student Recruiter. All positions are

voluntary. Applications and job descrip-

tions can t>e picked up at the table on the

first floor of the Newman Center. Applica-

tions are being accepted until 12/2.

BECCII 31 DTYGLI

Larry Er Neil Smith: Happy Birthday yous

guysl I'm glad we've got another wonderful

year ahead of us. I couldn't ask for t>etter

brothers. I love both. We'll have a celebra-

tion you won't forget. Kim

Leslie Pessin Happy Birthday 20 yearsi

This is when the real fun supposedly

beginsi We love you MIK, ID, KVK

P. Dioli looking forward to a great year at

Pike love your Lil' Sis

Happy Birthday Stephie Baby! You're

almost legal to do anything I From Me

ROOMMATE WANTED

Quiet female wanted to share apt in

Townehouse - spring - 549-5848

Puffton Village roommate wanted from

Jan 1 on. Call 549-1616 Rose

Room available in Townehouse Apts.

starting Jan. Please call Guy 549-2638

Male wanted to share room in

Townhouse $110/month -i- utilities start

Jan call 549-6353

SERVICES

INSTRUCTION

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 Toyota Corona well maintained, l>est

offer 586-5122

1979 Malibu 4-door good running cond.

excellent body some motor problems best

offer/ 1800 $ must sell Kathi 546-6492

I Tutor Needed: Phil 110 (logic). Will pay

well. Contact Leah: 546-8280

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT

January space available Brittany

Manor female $1 17 heat included 256-001

1

Beautiful View 4 bedroom house South

Amherst on busline $750. 253-2945

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1984 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departnrwnts. Aid attorneys at LSD with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney supery-

sion. For advice on arranging an internship

and credit, contact office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. Applications due

Tuesday, November 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSD, 922 Campus Center.

Bahamas Spring Break from 346.00 Ac-

comadation. Air, Transfers, Free Rum Par-

ties, cruise and morel For info call Chris at

549-0533

Florida from $136.00 Daytona R Lauder-

dale Spring Break best hotels fill first

payment plans available reserve your

space nowl For more info call Chris at

549^1633

• Attention Fall Graduates!
*

• onMonNov28-FriDec29am-5pm *

• Yearbook Portraits
*

• will be taken *

• for appointment call 546-2874 *

• up through Nov 23 or *

• sign-up on portrait dates *

• in Room 178 CO *

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 665 3414

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

SHARON KEIL

Congratulations to the best UBC Presi-

dent! Good job on Career Day! Love, your

roomies

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession Vi

mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26
- Jan 31 $295 546-5653.

FOR SALE LOST

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
^

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazzi

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12. i

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex 1

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 hand!-

1

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet
|

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

Couch - black & white $30 665-2639

JVC 66 watt receiver, digital, etc. $250,

and Acousti-phas speakers $300. both fori

$500 worth at least $900 retail must sell

leaving school! Steve 549-6353

Size 40 Peacoat 100% wool super warm|

$60 call Debb 6-8478

Stolen blue knapsack - books for classes

not for resale. Please return to 420 Student

Union no questions asked reward $10

545-0341

Please return my leather gloves. Your
wish = my command. Great sentimen-

tal value. REWARD. 646-6933

Sanyo AM/FM tape sportster in FS&N
exam call 549-4537 nieasel sentimental

Liz Happy Belated Birthday. Will you

forgive us? Hope you had a great day!

You're a great friend. XXXOOO Mike,

Glenn, Eric

My dearest Patricia and Erin: sweet

dreams! Love Donald

All cultural center and clubs, craftspeo-

ple, artists and musicians interested in par-

ticipating in the Orchard Hill/Central Holi-

day Festival please contact Debbie at

666-7020 or John at 546-6634

Happy Birthday Ann! What are you up

for? Hot Tubs and champagne? Have a

great one! Love always, Scott

TO SUBLET

Room in quiet comfortable house.

Route 9 before Belchertown. Seeking older

student. 50 yds to bus. 323-4528 5-12 PM

WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver

jewelry, coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Plea-

sant, Amherst, 256-0710

Experienced tutor needed for Accoun-

ting 321 please call 253-33 1 3 Sharon

To Trade: Sony TV with battery pack for

FM-Cassette headphones 546-9527

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

PERSONALS
WANTED TO RENT

HELP WANTED

The Collegian is advertising a position for

work-study. We are taking applications un-

til Wednesday November 23. Stop by the

Collegian Office Rm 113 Campus Center
(

between 8:45 am - 3:45 pm daily to find out

more information.

•••• College •••• Spring •••• Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe *

• Motor Coach Transportation •

* • ocean front accommodation7 night *

• • Welcome Party with FREE BEER *

'Make reservations Now and Save $20*
* Check out our table in the
* CC Concourse or call 646-6422
••• D>A*Y*T*0*N*A •*• B*E*A*C*H ***

C. Kostro get psyched for a super year at

Pike. Thanks love your little sis

Muttonface: Have a great B-day. May a

St. Bernard fall in love with your knee.

Guess Who!

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Genesis Hartford Civic

Center Dec 1 will pay! Call 546-6375 or

546-6368 keep trying I

N.Y.C. or L.I. either Tues. night or Wed.

morning. Call Mat 6-7087.

RIDERS WANTED

Going to Lancaster, Pennsylvania (near

Phila.) Wed, Nov 23 returning Sunday have

room for 4 call Matt 6-5530

2 females want 2 or 1 \4 bedrooms in Puff-

ton or N Amherst $30 reward 549-3720

Rent your house, epartment, room; 1-3

bedrooms near Amherst for intersession

and /or spring 256-1347

HELP - Looking for 2-3 bedroom apartment

near bus route. Will take over lease Jan 1.

Gary 546-4921 or Andy 665-3343

XMAS GIFTSIII

Have a lingerie show and win free

lingerie! Free gift! Xmas is coming so get

some friends together. Call Heidi at

546-4237 today!
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Hockey, s

Hockey loses 3-2

in semifinal to

Old Dominion
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - The University of

Massachusetts field hockey team had to

overcome a lot this weekend. P'irst, the

Minutewomen lost a 3-2 overtime thriller to

Old I>)minion despite Megan Donnelly's ty-

ing goal with 10 seconds left in the regula-

tion period. Then, they had to fight the let

down of playing in the consolation game.

Patricia Shea overcame too. After suffer-

ing a possible fractured forearm against

ODU, the senior goalie lead UM to a third

place finish as the Minutewomen overcame

Northwestern 2-1 on penalty strokes Sun-

day at the NCAA Championships at

Franklin Field.

Shea, who was named to the Coaches Ail-

American Team and made the All-

Tournament Team, kept I 'Mass in the con-

solation game as the UMass offense sput-

tered in the first half and into the second.

With six minutes left, the Minutewomen

broke loose and unleashed their offensive

barrage.

"We were very flat as the game first

started," UMass Coach Pam Hixon said.

"Consolation games are hard to play. We
were disappointed after losing a tough

game to ODU."
Donnelly, who was also selected to the

All-Tournament Team, along with Pam
Moryl, tied the game at 29:21 off a Sue

Packard corner and the game went into

overtime where the UMass domination

continued. Northwestern finally broke out

with two minutes to go in the overtime and

fired six straight corners at Shea and the

UMass defense. UM stopped them and the

game went into stroke-offs...

The game was tied after the first stroke-

off and both Moryl and Northwestern

super-scorer Lisa Griswold scored in the

second stroke-off so it was even when Patti

Smith scored the game winner.

Shea said that she was not tense during

the stroke-offs though she dove several

times on her sore arm and ran the show in

the net.

Against ODU, the defending National

Champions controlled the midfield and, by

doing so, offensively dominated the trame.

finish third
As injuries haunt,

UM losesto N.C.

in semifinal play

I ollfKi»n photo by Jim Powem

SLAPSTICK — Sue Packard fights for posession of the ball. UMass

was defeated by ODU 3-2 in O.T. but came back to win over Nor-

thwestern 2-1.

UM, which was outshot 22-3 by ODU,

took the early lead in the semifinal game as

Moryl drove the length of the field and

snuck the ball past goalie Lynn Currie at

19:15 of the first half.

"We scored almost too early," Hixon

said. "It seemed like we didn't know what

to do with the ball. We were almost

desperate when we should have been in the

driver's seat."

ODU stopped UM passes and kept the

pressure on but the UM backfield of Carol

Progulske, Lil Hultin, Andrea Muccini and

Nancy Croode kept ODU scoreless.

(ioode was a key as she marked ODU
high scorer Christy Morgan throughout the

first half. However, with less than two

minutes gone in the second half. Cioode was

struck in the head with the ball and had to

leave the game.
And Morgan let loose. The junior AU-

American tied the score at 19:25 and

assisted on a Jennifer Walsh goal as ODU
took the 2-1 lead.

However, ODU did not let up and when

Shea sat on a ball it resulted in a penalty

shot for Dawn Hill with 5:38 remaining.

Hill scored and ODU went on to win.

"Massachusetts was never out of it,"

ODU Coach Beth Anders said. "It was a

battle. Their defense was solid. I thought

that break through would take a lot and it

did."

Old Dominion came out as the National

Champions on Sunday when it defeated the

University of Connecticut 3-1 in triple over-

time.

Spikers sweep Indians,

becomeECAC champs
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Storybooks endings are not always

fictional. Occasionally, a real life script

has just as good an ending... if not better.

Just ask the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team, correct that — cham

pions.

The topseeded spikers traveled to

Springfield this weekend, to compete in

the ECAC tournament and lived up to

their billing.

UMass faced Northeastern University

in its first match and was looking to

avenge a late season loss to the Lady

Huskies. The match went all five games

of the three out of five series. UMass won

the first two games, only to see N.U. fight

back and take games three and four. In

the decisive fifth game, UMass pulled all

the stops and would not be denied. The

spikers fought hard for their 15 11 victory

and birth into the ECAC finals.

"That match was incredible, it was

tough to see either team lose in that

match." UMass Coach Elaine Sortino said.

^i^J^}^2^^^^^^^^^

itie other contest pitting C.W. Post

against Springfield College was played to

the five game limit as well. In that match

up. Springfield came away victorious and

the stage was set for a UMass vs.

Springfield grand finale.

UMass was about to face its biggest

challenge of the year. There was no

turning back; they had to produce. The

young team responded admirably. The

performance lead Sortino to call it "a

beautiful volleyball match, and the

greatest night of our volleyball program."

The key to the three game sweep (15-7.

15-2, 15-10) by the Minutewomen was

their team play. Individual names could

be given but there is not enough room to

give the whole team and coaching staff

justice.

The young team played hard all season

and on this weekend. Everyone was

playing well, everything fell into place and

they "brought home the bacon." according

to Sortino.

There are no more scheduled matches

or meetings for the champs or their

followers. Anyone interested however,

can visit the ECAC championship trophy

in Sortino's office anytime, just don't try

and take away her newest piece of fur-

niture.

Collcihan photo br D«Tid Dcub«r

SOCCERCHASE — The
Minutewomen 'b Stacey Flionis bat-

tles for the ball in an earlier eame.

UMass finished third in the NCAA
finals.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

ORLANDO - After struggling, but

winning, through the season with injuries,

almost no bench and little scoring power,

the University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team saw the dream of reaching

the Final Four almost turn into a

nightmare when three more injuries

hampered the team's prize defense

resulting in a 2-1 loss to defending Cham-

pion North Carolina on Saturday.

The Minutewomen are known and

respected for their never-say-die

toughness and comeback ability and prov-

ed it in Sunday's 1-0 consolation win over

the University of Connecticut which gave

the team a third-place finish nationally.

The underdog team also came back as

Northeast Champs.
Leaving UMass Thursday night on the

way to Florida, the team was confident in

its ability. However, on Friday the

Minutewomen's best defender, Lori

Stukes, sprained her knee and would sit

out the remaining games.

If that was not enough, defenders

Michelle Rodney and Deanna Denault

hurt their ankles in action on Saturday as

the UMass defense began to get very

small.

Only three defenders remained and

Denault and Rodney hobbled about the

field for their team. Rodney played so well

in the effort that she received a game ball,

along with UMass goaltender Jeanne

Paul.
, .

UMass held its ground defensively m
the first half of the semifinal match

against NC and Paul played outstanding

guarding the net. But it would not last

long as the wear and tear of a non-stop

NC team with a large bench broke

through the thin layer of UM defense.

April Heinrichs snuck past the defense

and went in on Paul alone, scoring 7:42 in-

to the second half. The goal put UMass

back a step as it lost the sharpness it was

playing with in the first half.

Amy Machin scored an insurance goal

with 5:27 left in the game on a head shot

which hit the left post and bounced past a

helpless Paul. The UM goalie made 11

saves to NC goalie Beth Huber's one as

the Tar Heels outshot UMass 16-3.

"For her l)eing a freshman she played

the best game I could have expected out

of her," UM Coach Kalekeni Banda said

of Paul, who was undefeated Y)eiore this

game.
UConn, which was undefeated before

the playoffs, defeated UMass 1-0 eariier

in the season. The game started out even-

ly until at 12:20 of the second, Nadia

Komarowski took a pass from Debbie

Harackiewicz and, beating the defense,

forced the goalie out and slid the shot into

the right corner.

After light rain all morning, hurricane-

like wind and rain forced the ball out of

bounds many times with minutes to go. In

one instance Paul caught a UConn shot

which slipped through her hands and into

the net, but UConn had been called offside

before the shot. The final game between

George Mason and NC was postponed un-

til this morning. J

Football loses to N.U., 31-14
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

The 1983 University of Massachusetts

season started in disappointing fashion with

a 45-13 loss to Toledo and a 17-0 loss to Holy

Cross, and Saturday it ended in equally

disappointing fashion when the Huskies of

Northeastern handed the Minutemen a 31-

14 loss before 4200 at Northeastern.

As the case has been the entire year the

Minutemen were victims of turnovers as

Northeastern turned UMass turnovers into

fourth quarter touchdowns.

With the score 17-14 Northeastern.

UMass tailback George Barnwell (22 yards,

114 yards) fumbled on the Northeastern 25

yardline. The Huskies drove 75 yards for

the touchdown an 11 yard run by Gary

Benoit.

Then. NU's Shawn O'Malley closed the

door on the UMass season when he in-

contmiied on p. 10
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Presidential candidate the Reverend Jesse Jackson.

photo by Ed Cohen

Due to conflicting reports about what Jesse

Jackson said at the Nov. 12 rally in Washington and

the outrage of many people at the reporters' analysis,

Nummo News has agreed to print portions of

Jackson's Presidential Annoucement to achieve a

more balanced coverage.

...We are here to heed the call of this nation's

highest and noblest principles that we might fulfill our

mission to defend the poor, make welcome the out-

cast, deliver the needy, and be the source of hope for

people yearning to be free everywhere.

...we are here that we might fulfill the promise of

democracy and assure equal protection under the law

and equal regard within the law for all...that we might

elevate the lot of common humanity and build a func-

tional new rainbow coalition spanning lines of color,

sex, age, religion, race, region and national origin;

that we might set a new moral tone and usher in a

reconciling and redemptive spirit.

...I offer myself to the American people, not as a

perfect servant, but as a public servant. I offer myself

and my service as a vehicle to give a voice to the

voiceless, representation to the unrepresented and

hope to the downtrodden.

As I look out over the landscape of America and see

10 million able-bodied men and women who are ac-

tively seeking employment but unable to find jobs - as

I read with sorrow about the record number of

foreclosures on homes and farms because people who

have worked all their lives are unable to make the

mortgage notes - as I behold families sleeping in

automobiles and under bridges and standing humbly

and shamefully in cheese lines because they have no

food in the wealthiest nation on earth - as I witness 3

million additional people added to the welfare rolls -as

I see schools being closed and jails being built,

teachers being fired and jailers being hired - as I

watch our national tax code become increasingly

regressive, unfair, and full of wasteful, unjustifiable

subsidies for big corporations and wealthy individuals

-- as I watch the leaders of the nation's largest cor-

porations use windfall tax breaks for foreign invest-

ment, conglomerate mergers, acquisitions, and other

fast buck schemes which add nothing to our national

levels of employment, productivity, or output - as I

witness students cry because educational opportunity

grants and loans are no longer available to enable

them to attend college - as I watch the distress of the

senior citizens who are terrified because they fear their

Social Security benefits will be taken from them - as I

watch our government join forces with undemocratic,

oppressive regimes in South Africa, the Philippines,

and El Salvador and see our flag burned by nations

because we are thought to be a contradiction of the

freedom we proclaim - as I watch American soldiers

die needlessly on foreign battlefields in undeclared

wars without clear missions - as I observe our unfair

immigration policies and watch o^^^'^exican neiqhb

ors being met at our borders by armed guards and Hai^

tian refugees licked up in concentration camps while

continued on page 2

Chaka and Pieces Make a
A "Dream" Come True

by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

"They were supposed to be the warm-up group but

instead they stole the show," was the feeling of most

spectators after 'Pieces of A Dream, " a group of

young musicians from Philadelphia, opened for the

UPC-Duke Ellington Committee production of Chaka

Khan on Saturday, Nov. 19. "Pieces," which is pro-

duced by renowned jazz and contemporary sax-

aphonist, Grover Washington Jr., put on an excellent

display of diversity and talent as they explored the

realms of contemeporary Black music.

The group consists of four young men with an

abundance of musical and creative talent. Bass, elec-

tric bass and lead vocals were handled beautifully by

21 yr. old Libra, Cedric Napoleon. On the drums was a

21 yr. old Scorpio, Curtis Harmon. James Lloyd, a 19

yr. old Virgo, gave an amazing performance on

keyboard, synthesizer, and grand piano. The newest

member of the group, 20 yr. old Randy Bowland, add-

ed new dimension to the "Pieces" sound on lead

guitar.

photo by Segun Eubanks

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

Chaka Khan seemed to be more in the mood for jazz

than her popular hits. While she rhapsodized a few

jazz songs beautifully, she forgot some of the words

to a few of her own hits.

Electrifying as always, Chaka wiggled across stage

and at one point was helped down into the front row

to charm a few of the young men up close.

While at the show, people danced and screamed

and sang along with her. but expressed some disap-

pointment after the show. Valerie Singleton, a UMass

Legal Studies junior said, "I was more impressed with

"Pieces of A Dream"(the opening act of the concert);

they're really talented." This statement echoed the

sentiments of much of Saturday night's audience.

After weeks of buying tickets and clothes, of plann-

ing and preparation, the concert-goers were disap-

pointed with a show that was too short and in which

the vocalist was often practically inaudible.

The length of the show can be blamed on the

group's touring schedule, while the poor acoustics

must be attributed to the Fine Arts Center where

bands always seem to drown out their vocalists.

But with Chaka's strong vocal abilities, and equally

strong personality, her presence was definitely heard,

felt and seen, from the moment she stepped out on

stage in a red, hugging top, with a V-style back and

black leather loin strips, and red leather boots.

Although people grumbled later about the price of

the tickets, everyone thoroughly enjoyed Chaka

Khan's bluesy interjections, jazz annotations, and in-

terplay with the band. Though Chaka will always be

Chaka, she is also reminiscent of Tina Turner.

photo by Begun Eubanks

They opened the show with a couple of jazz

numbers, one mellow the other up-beat. Cednc

Napoleon sang a love ballad from "Pieces" upcoming

album, then the group moved into a few up-beat R&B

instrumentals that brought many people to their feet.

James Lloyd even used his synthesizer to "scratch"

which made the beboppers in the audience very hap-

PV- J
"Pieces" closed with up-tempo jazz numbers and

solos from each band member. With particularty

strong performances from bass and keyboards

"Pieces of A Dream" proved in the opinion of this

reviewer, to be one of the most talented and diver-

sified groups in the music industry today. Although

the strongest emphasis is on jazz, "Pieces" crosses

over the lines of contemporary music "labels", i.e.

Rhythm and Blues, Funk, etc., that too many of us

restrict ourselves to.

In a back stage interview after the show we found

that the members of "Pieces" are not only talented

but very friendly and easy going. The group, which

celebrated their eighth anniversary in October, feels

that the manager they've had since jr. high school,

along with Philadelphia's great jazz heritage and cur-

rent musicians have been the groups's strongest in-

fluence. "We try to be very versatile," said Napoleon,

"we play in front of groups such as The Duke Ell-

ington Orchestra and people such as Chaka or Rick

James."
This is the second time "Pieces" has appeared in

the Valley, and if it was up to this reviewer it would

not be the last.
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by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

On Tuesday, Nov. 15, Boston held the final elec-

tions for mayor. Eighteen students from UMass went

to Boston that day to support the campaign for Mel

King. As most people know, Mel King lost the election

by a considerable margin. However, the effect that his

'-ampaign had on the Boston political arena was far

greater than many people realize.

The Office of Third World Affairs (OTWA) and the

Third World Caucus of the Student Senate provided

vans on three separate occassions during the course

of the King campaign. Students went to Boston to

vote, campaign, and do any thing that they could to

help Mr. King. Many of the students were not even

from the Boston area but they felt that it was impor-

tant to support the campaign. Special thanks is given

to all those students who participated in the effort.

I traveled to Boston with the feeling that I could

contribute to a very vital, historical event that was tak-

ing place. To me the thought of a Black mayor in

Boston was electrifying. It took a little while for the

thought to sink in though.

A Black mayor in Boston, Mass.? The city where

racial violence is as common now as it was 25 years

ago? OK, wait a minute; a Black mayor in a city where

a Black businessman was attacked with an American

flag (KKK style) on the steps of city hall??? You mean

the city that has a major investigation (which never

gets past that stage) every few months because of

white cops shooting Black youth? Kevin H. White's ci-

ty? No way! A Black man could never win in that city.

I'm from Boston myself. I've seen race riots in my high

school, I've been chased out of Charlestown, and I've

been called "nigger" too many times in Boston.

In spite of all this, I knew that I had to do my part in

helping Mel. After all Mel had been helping Boston for

so many years. He was even good friends witth my

parents, and he was a good man. So I went to Boston

four times during the course of the campaign.

The first time I went was when Jesse Jackson and

Dick Gregory spoke in Boston in support of Mel King.

Jackson and Gregory were very dynamic and the

crowd was very large and enthusiastic. But Mel

started talking about this "Rainbow Coalition" and

JACKSON continued from page 1

our Canadian neighbors and refugees from Poland

and the Soviet Union are greeted with open arnris and

resettlement assistance - as I witness astronomical in-

creases in poverty, unemployment, and preventable

disease on Indian reservations and witness the

reckless use of the powers of our government to usurp

land and other national resources that rightfully

belong to Native Americans - as I witness increasing

discrimination against people because of their sexual

preferences - and as I watch our Department of

Justice refuse to enforce civil rights laws, aggressively

oppose civil rights laws and lead the effort to disman-

tle federal civil rights enforcement machinery, it is

clear to me that if America stands before the mirror of

justice it must answer Ronald Reagan's question "Are

you better off today than you were four years ago?"

with a resounding "NO!"
Thus, I seek the Presidency to serve the nation at a

level where I can help restore a moral tone, a redemp-

tive spirit and a sensitivity to the poor and dispossess-

ed of this nation.

I seek the Presidency because I want to affirm my
belief that leadership is colorless and genderless, and

that the sole hallmark of a true leader is not the skin

color he or she received from God, but the ability of

the person to bring competence, compassion and

fairness to the sacred trust that the people elect their

officials to discharge.

I seek the Presidency because I am disturbed that

the future of our nation is in jeopardy when nearly half

of our citizens who are eligible to vote are so disen-

chanted with years of promise without performance

that they think voting is worthless.

...I am firmly convinced that there must be a new

litmus test for measuring the nation's greatness. Our

nation's greatness must be measured by our ideals

and plans, and how closely we approximate them.

...In the days ahead, I will supply detailed positions

on the varied issues we feel are important in this elec-

tion. Today, I want to focus on the basic themes of

my campaign and provide an outline of the new

course for renewal and revival of our nation.

My candidacy will be a quest for a just society and

peaceful worid. Domestically, we must replace

Reaganomics and new federalism with new legislative

enactments and strategies in the areas of demand-

Mr. and Mrs. Mel King.
photo by Ed Cohen

about bringing Boston together. And I thought that

maybe he might have a slight chance. His support ex-

tended beyond the Black community and even though

Boston's only so-called Black newspaper. The Ban-

ner, did not support King, he was still holding his own.

The next time I went down was for the primaries.

We went door to door encouraging people to vote. It

was cold but we hung in there. We decided to go to

UMass students with mayorai candidate Mel King in front of

his Dorchester headquarters. photo by Ed Cohen

the Park Plaza Hotel to Mel's reception. It was there

that I saw the most amazing thing I've ever seen in

Boston. Over 2,000 people of every size, age and col-

or, all together in the same place for the same thing:

Mel King.

Then when it was announced the Mel won the

primaries and was going on th the finals. I thought,

'He can win! A Black mayor in Boston!' And I went

outside the hotel and rallied and danced with all these

people from different backgrounds. Black and white,

young and old, together, and there were no fights,

and no pick pockets, or purse snatching. If you are

from Boston you know how unusual that is.

Even though Mel lost the vote, his reception at the

Sheraton Hotel had a clear sense of victory. As Mel

put it, "Both Ray Flynn and I are winners today." For

over 10 minutes the audience cheered and chanted,

"Mel King, Rainbow!" And although Mel only receiv-

ed 34 per cent of the vote, he created a sense of

change in Boston.

Ray Flynn, the Mayor-elect, is supposed to be very

liberal although if you look at his political record you'd

never know it. Flynn knows that he must represent the

people of Boston fairly. Boston will no longer allow its

politicians to run racist, big-business oriented govern-

ment. Because, Mel showed the people of Boston

that they can make the difference.

oriented and training policies, tax reform, trade policy,

immigration, civil rights enforcement, military and

foreign policy, and health education and welfare

policies.

We must recognize, as did Dr. King, that we need

to develop a world house. Likewise, we must ap-

preciate that the world has become a global village

where military resources alone will not supply peace.

Accordingly, my foreign policy proposals will seek to

emphasize negotiations over confrontation, gunboat

and big stick diplomacy, military adventurism and

racial insensitivity; and will seek to measure human

rights for all human beings by one yard stick. We can

no longer continue to send mixed signals in the world.

We can no longer define democracy as majority rule in

America and minority rule in South Africa. We cannot

condemn the invasion and occupation of foreign lands

by the Soviet Union and engage in the same actions

ourselves. Our foreign policy must make it clear that

America, regardless of the practices of other nations,

will participate in international affairs with one set of

rules.

...We will choose the democratic forces over the

aristocratic forces, and will seek Third world economic

and democratic political development through persua-

sion rather than invasion, imposition and

intimidation... Likewise, we will fight for a bilateral

verifiable arms freeze and a reduction in the arms race.

We will emphasize bilateral and multilateral over

unilateral actions and assume creative and aggressive

leadership internationally in keeping our respon-

sibilities as a world power. We will seek normalized

ties with all nations and will pursue unconditional

dialogue but never compromise our basic national

security interests, our transcendent values and our

principles.

Thomas Jefferson once observed that "no man has

a natural right to commit aggression on the equal

rights of another." Despite this wise admonition,

Ronald Reagan has led us down a shameful course of

retreat from civil rights and women's rights. He has

opposed the ERA, retarded civil rights enforcement,

presided over the demise of the Civil Rights Commis-

sion and instructed the government's lawyers to op-

pose affirmative action and other needed equitable

continued on page 3
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Givii^ Poative Motivation and Practical Help

:

by Donette Wilson and

Segun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

Many studies have shown that urban public schools

have not sufficiently prepared young minority and

low-income students for post-secondary education.

When a student begins to do poorly or to show low

motivation toward his or her education the student is

often ignored and discourgaged or even rejected by

the school system.

For students who have the potential to excel but

who have never been given the opportunity or en-

couragement, there is a place for them to turn to for

help. Upward Bound is a federally-funded, college-

preparatory program designed to provide positive

motivation and an extra push for low-income or first-

generation students, those whose parents do not have

college degrees.

There are over 440 Upward Bound programs nation-

wide and one of the most renowned is

UMass/Amherst's Upward Bound (UB) program in

the New Africa House.

Charles Bohdi has been the Director of the Amherst

program for four years and Assistant Director Bryant

"Mr. B" Lewis started at UB as a summer counselor

nine years ago.

Upward Bound developed out of the Great Society

programs of Lyndon Johnson in the mid-1960's.

Amherst UB was first funded in 1966 under the School

of Education and is currently under the division of Stu-

dent Affairs.

"The true founders of Upward Bound," said Lewis,

"were the brothers and sisters in the street who

created the pressures to make the government rep-

sond to the needs of the people."

UB offers a wide range of academic resources to

qualified students. The Amherst program recruits

ninth and tenth grade students from Springfield,

Holyoke, Amherst and other Western Mass areas. The

program assesses the students' academic standing

and their potential for college-preparatory work.

Once students are accepted into UB they par-

ticipate in academic, career and family counseling as

well as tutorials and cultural activities. The program

works closely with parents, educating them around

their roles and responsibilities in the school systems.

UB also helps students schedule the proper classes

and meet with guidance counselors and teachers.

There are two phases to the Upward Bound

academic program, the first of which is a six-week

summer program on the UMass campus which all UB

students attend. Fifteen college-preparatory and basic

skills courses are offered for students to either get

ahead for the coming year or to make up courses they

failed the previous year.

Upward Bound
There is a pretest that enables the placing of

students into the proper classes and a post-test that

measures the amount of growth by the students.

"These tests give us a much better idea of the

students' growth," said Lewis. "Many of our students

increase two to three grade levels over the summer."

Along with the academic portion of the summer

program a great many other activities are offered. Arts

activities such as dance, drama, music, martial arts,

etc. play an important role in developing students'

creativity and cultural awareness. Students also par-

ticipate in sports activities, field trips, and education

projects.

There are four UB programs on campus over the

summer and they participate in many inter-program

activities. "We have sports competitions and a college

bowl every summer," said Lewis. "It gives students a

chance to meet people from different places."

The second phase of UB takes place during the

regular academic year. Area coordinators go to the

areas to counsel students and are responsible for

tutorials and meetings.

Amherst Upward Bound students participate in a college

bowl as part of the 1983 summer UB activities.

photo by Ed Cohen

Perhaps the most important service that UB offers

its students is giving them ongoing encouragement

and confidence. Mulazimuddin Rasool, Spnngfield

Area Coordinator, says, "We are creating the type of

environment to help our students grow and thrive.

Rasool has developed a Needs Assessmen pro-

gram that will give UB a better idea
oJ.,y^^«^
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most needed by students. "Study skills, math slo Is

and confidence are what is most needed, said

Rasool.

Upward Bound serves all types of students

although it is often considered to be a "minority" pro-

gram. "This is a grave misperception that we are try-

ing to change," said Lewis. Bohdi added that there is

a federal mandate for the program to reflect the ethnic

composition of the school systems they work with.

Although direct service to students ends once they

complete high school, many UB college students

come back to help their younger peers, see friends,

share experience and to get a little more encourage-

ment from the Upward Bound staff. "The program is

designed not only to get students into college but to

provide them with the skills to complete a college cur-

riculum," said Bohdi.

Analida Munera, a 1982 Upward Bound graduate, is

a good example of the program's success. Munera is a

sophomore at UMass majoring in Hotel, Restaurant

and Travel Administration. She is also a Resident

Assistant (RA) in Emerson dormitory.

Munera said that UB helped her "get adjusted to

college life." Academically Munera adds that

"Rhetoric and pre-calculus at 'the Bound' gave me a

head start. I knew what to expect. My time manage-

ment and study habits improved." Munera said that

UB helped all the students see the benefits of educa-

tion.

"Now that I'm at UMass, they (UB staff members)

always keep in touch...UB is a very good connection

to have. It's like a big family," said Munera. She add-

ed that UB is very supportive but the individual stu-

dent must take advantage of the opportunity offered.

Like all human services programs. Upward Bound

has had to struggle very hard for sufficient funding in

recent years. During the last funding cycle Reagan

proposed budget cuts that would eliminate 370 UB
programs.

Due to strong lobbying by the New England

Association of Educational Opportunity and the Na-

tional Council of Educational Opportunity Associa-

tion, the cutbacks were stopped. "We were able to

turn the problem around," said Bohdi, "and instead of

a two-thirds cut we received a $156,000 increase."

Bohdi added, "It is quite a statement to get through

the guns of Ronald Reagan with an increase."

"There is a need to see the program continue," said

Lewis. "Our success has been unequivocably

proven."

The battle is still not over for the Upward Bounds

across the country. In Reagan's most recently submit-

ted budget proposal, the request for UB was zero.

Media Prints, Sandinist Style

NICARAGUA

REVOLUTION

Qj,^ I by Brenda Ling

i^iyi" Nummo Staff

"NICARAGUA: Images of the Revolution," is an

exhibit of Nicaraguan posters and prints presently on

display at the Augusta Savage Memorial Art Gallery in

the New Africa House. UMass student and WMLASC
member, Brandon Fine gathered the collection while

in Nicaragua from February to June of this year.

In a printed statement at the gallery. Fine describes

the exhibit as containing messages from the "streets,

markets, schools, factories and rural communities

(about the) history, health care, military defense and

adult education" of the Nicaraguan people since the

Sandinista victory of 1979.

In an interview. Fine said that when he traveled to

Nicaragua on his own, "the posters appeal(ed) to me

politically and visually." When he approached poster

hangers, including members of the Sandinist

Worker's Confederation, students, workers and

church members, most people gave him a free copy.

Several of the posters he bought.

Of the printed messages, many celebrate the

Nicaraguan people's strength, support people's war

and condemn U.S. intervention. One newspaper page

commemorates the anniversary of the death of

Augusto Sandino, the Nicaraguan leader who was kill-

ed by U.S. -backed Nicaraguan National Guards in

1934.

Fine acknowledges that wide use of these media

prints points not only to the success of the San-

dinistas' literacy campaign, but also to the reality that

Nicarguans' daily lives are not abstracted frorn

politics. Says Fine, "This is both propaganda and

education."
. . „

"NICARAGUA: Images of the Revolution runs at

the Augujta^Sav^eArtGalle^Jth^gh^c^^^

continued from page 2

remedies.

I will fight for the ratification of the Equal Rights

Amendment. Likewise, I intend to make enforcement

of the Voting Rights Act and other civil rights laws a

major national issue in the 1984 campaign. Blacks,

Hispanics, women and the poor are not apathetic; we

are oppressed...Thus, this candidacy is much more

than just a man running for an office.

...This administration has turned its back on civil

rights, human rights and the poor, both in this country

and in the world....My concern is to chart a new

course... to fight for education based on one's ability

rather than the ability to pay; to fight to provide health

care for all Americans on the basis of need and not

wealth... to provide a strong and adequate national

defense, but end the massive waste, fraud, abuse and

other unnecessary costs of the military; to campaign

on behalf of a rational and fair immigration policy; to

move beyond our current racial, sexual and class bat-

tlegrounds to economic and political com-

mongrounds; and to change the present course of our

foreign policy so we can again be respected in the

world community, not just feared.

...Currently, America rejects and excludes more

people than it accepts and includes. Accordingly, I

would like to use this candidacy to help build a new

rainbow coalition of the rejected that will include

Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, Indian and Native

Americans, Asians, women, young people, poor peo-

ple, old people, gay people, laborers, small farmers,

small businesspersons, peace activists and eri-

vironmentalists. If we remain separated, we will

forever remain poor and powerless. But, if we come

together around our common economic plight and a

humane political agenda, we won't be poor and

powerless anymore.
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The Afrikan-American Soceity and the

Malcolm X Center would like to thank the Of-

fice of Third World Afairs headed by Sher-

wood Thompson and the Third World

Caucus for their diligent work throughout the

Boston primary and right up to the general

election.

By staffing the polls and lending their sup-

port toward the King candidacy, they show-

ed that as students they are not removed

from their neighborhoods and are willing to

do more than just voice their opinion; but

work to make their opinions and beliefs

become a reality.

Although it's a thankless job, we the com-

munity are well aware of your service to the

community. Thank you.

Signed,
,

Michael Nawls, Vice-President, Afrik-Am,

Co-coordinator, Malcolm X Center

On Tuesday, Nov. 15, as we listened to

Mel King's concession speech, there was

clearly a feeling of victory for the city Boston.

Although Mr. King was defeated, never in

Boston's history, filled with bussing, corrup-

tion, and racism, did a Black have a

legitimate chance of winning, until Mel King

with his "rainbow coalition," polled 36 per

cent of the vote in the primary, and a

substantial amount of votes in the general

election.

Boston moved closer to the time when a

man or woman's race will not play a factor

when seeking a political position. We feel

Mr. King planted the seed, and maybe on his

fifth try, he will wear the title we had hoped

he would achieve this past Tuesday, Mayor

Mel King.

Signed,

The Malcolm X Center

Co-coordinator, Malcolm X Center

"Nicaragua: Images of the Revolution" will

be shown at the Augusta Savage Gallery in

New Africa House from November
15-December 2.The posters, which were

brought from Nicaragua, chronicle the last

four years since the fall of the Somoza

regime and the rise of the Sandinistas.

See write-up on page 3.

Tired of the meal plan? Eat lunch or dinner at

Yvonne's Place for West Indian cooking at its

best!! In the basement of New Africa House,

Monday-Friday, 12:30-6:30 p.m.

Thursday and Friday are student discount

days.

Monday, November 21

NUMMO NEWS will publish a special Poetry

and Arts issue during the week of November

28, and the deadline for all submissions of

poetry, essays and drawings is Monday,

November 21 at 5 p.m. Hand in your works

to the NUMMO office. New Africa House

103.

Tuesday, November 22

U. S. Foreign Policy in Lebanon and the Mid-

dle East, discussion and debate, led by

Stuart Schaar (History, Brooklyn College).

Participating panelists include Morgan

Brauman of Channel 22, Haim Gunner of

UMass, Fred Lawson of Smith College,

David Scwartz of Amherst and an Valley Ad-

vocate correspondent.

7:30 p.m., CC168, UMass

This panel discussion is part of the lecture

series, Lebanon: In Whose lnterestP,organ\z-

ed by the Educational Collective on World

Affairs and is sponsored by the Commuter

Collective, the Graduate Student Senate, the

New Jewish Agenda and the SGA.

Wednesday, November 30

Gloria Joseph, author and Hampshire Col-

lege professor will speak on Third World

Women and Feminism.

The talk is sponsored by the Third World

Woman's Program.

For childcare, please call 5-0883 by

November 25th.

7 p.m., UMass Campus Center, room to be

announced.

Friday, December 2

Women of the Calabash, the African Percus-

sion Ensemble will perform at 8 p.m. in Sage

Hall at Smith College. Tickets cost $6

general, $8 contributing, $4 under 16/over

60, available at the UMass EveryWoman's
Center, Food for Thought Bookstore, For the

Record, Country Comfort, Womonfyre,

World Eye Books in Greenfield and Main

Music in Springfield.

Tuesday, November 29

Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., a public service

sorority, will host an informational session.

7 p.m., Malcolm X Center in Southwest.

The Working Women's Task Force of the

Everywoman's Center and the Coalition of

Labor Union Women are sponsoring a series

on "Strategies for Survival: Changing the

Role of Women in the Economy." They will

be held at Jones Library, 43 Amity St.,

Amherst, from 7-9 p.m. on November 29 and

December 6.

November 29: Joan Sweeney, Co-director,

Women's Educational Equity Project

Topic: Women's Work and the Creation of

Jobs in Franklin and Hampshire Counties

December 6: Elaine Sorenson, Professor of

Economics, UMass
Topic: Comparable Worth and Pay Equity

For more Information, call the Everywoman's

Center, 5-0883.

The Third World Theater Program presents

A. B.C.: American Born Chinese, a one-man

show starring Charlie Chin. Tickets for the

production cost $2 for students and $3 for

general public.

8 p.m., Bowker Auditorium. For more infor-

mation, call 5-0910.

Saturday, Decembers

The Fifth Annual New England Third World

Students Conference will be held at UMass.

Colleges and universities from surrounding

states will send representatives to meet, to

discuss and to share ideas with all Third

World campus organizations.

Students who want to coordinate housing,

scheduling, public relations, booths,

workships and hosting should contact

CCEBMS, OTWA or BCP for more informa-

tion.

Charlie Chin will hold a workshop on 12

Years of Asian-American Performance.

For more information call Third World
Theater, 5-0190.

2 p.m., location to be announced.

VITA BANK is a job referral service for

minority students, sponsored by the SGA.
Apply at the SGA Office of Affirmative Ac-

tion, SUB 420.

Have you listened to Concepto Latino lately?

For Latin American music and news, tune in-

to WMUA at 91.1 FM, Monday 7-11 Thurs-

day 9-12, Friday 9-12 and Saturday, 1-3.

2 ,400 UMass workers settle contract with Regents
By BROOKE STATES

Unions representing 2,400 workers at the

University of Masachusetts-Amherst
campus have reached contract agreements
with the Board of Regents of Higher

Education. These are the first major

collective bargaining agreements in which

the Board has been involved.

The Massachusetts Teachers Association

(MTA), representing 1,200 secretaries and

technical workers signed off on a contract

last week which gives them a 19 percent

pay raise spread over the next three years,

said Winniphred Stone, grievance officer

and negotiating committee member.
"We won and strengthened contract

language involving health hazards of video

display terminals, asbestos, and the right to

know about dangerous chemicals," she said.

The MTA also won maternity leave for

part-time employees covered by the union.

"This is important because 85 percent of

our people are female." Stone said.

'The Board of Regents' bargaining team
which included people from this campus and

the University President's office in Boston

spent a lot of time in caucus among
themselves. They did not seem to have a

unified game plan," she said.

Local 1776 of the American Federation of

City County and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME) also signed off on their contract

last week. The local represents janitors,

food service workers, and maintenance

workers at the Amherst campus.
Benefits secured in a contract negotiated

by a statewide coalition of AFSCME locals

and unions include free tuition for union

members at any state college or university

except the Worcester Medical school, shift

differentials, and a reduction in pay grades

from seven to five, meaning that workers

can reach their maximum salary in any one

gjade in five years instead of seven. The
contract, which took six months to

negotiate, involved 33 meetings between

the different parties and contained a 19-

percent pay raise spread over three years.

"This is a new contract bargained in a

new way with a new employer -- the

Regents. It is the first master contract,"

said Jonathan Tuttle, negotiating com-

mittee member and shop steward. Local

1776 had called since 1979 for a unified

approach among the different bargaining

units.

"There will be no major problems but a

few bings at the beginning because we are

dealing with a master contract. Once we

get by those it wiU be all right," said

Regents Vice Chancellor of Labor Relations

Roy Milberry. "We all started the process

with a little bit of trepidation. Both sides

were a little bit slow in getting off the

ground," he said.

According to the Board of Regents press

release 98-percent of the classified em-
ployees in the Commonwealth's higher

education system are covered by the

nuister contract that AFSCME was in-

volved in. However, the Massachussetts

Society of Professors, which represents

faculty on the Amherst Campus, is still

negotiating a contract.

"We have met with the University
Presidents's Office 35 to 40 times and are
making some progress," Union President
and Journalism professor Jim BoyIan said.
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Science center proposed

to help fight competition
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

State officials announced yesterday

plans for a $6 million science center at the

University of Massachusetts designed to

help the University and the United States

keep ahead of foreign competition in

polymer science research.

The funds, which will be part of the

capital outlay budget if approved by the

legislature will be coupled with $14 million

t • •.•_•_•_•_•• » ••••••• ,• .•

"Japan and Germany, our
biggest competitors in the field

(of polymer research), are sen-

ding their PhD. 's to UMass to be

trained.
"

— Gerald Indelicate, special

education assistant to the gover-

nor
»••>.•.•.•.••

from the private sector, to make the

polymer science lab at UMass perhaps the

best in the world, according to Geriad In-

delicate, special education assistant to

Governor Michael S. Dukakis.

In an announcement made in the gover-

nor's office yesterday morning, Dukakis

was joined by State Sens. Chester Atkins

(D-Concord) and John Olver (D-Amherst)

as well as by University President David C.

Knapp and UMass Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey.

"Japan and Germany, our biggest com-

petitors in this field, are sending their

PhD.'s to UMass to be trained," Indelicato

said yesterday. "Our competitors are look-

ing to us for training."

"There is also great interest from in-

dustry, and the governor is delighted to

sponsor this type of funding," he said.

Atkins, Olver, Dukakis, Duffey and
Knapp were not available for comment.
UMass' existing program in advanced

plastics research, a joint venture of the

university's chemistry, chemical engineer-

ing and polymer science departments has

outgrown its quarters and needs
sophisticated new equipment to remain

competitive, the Associated Press reported

yesterday.

The plans call for the creation of a Center

for University of Massachusetts — In-

dustry in Research on Polymers. This

center would be jointly run and funded by

the University, the National Science Foun-

dation and 13 large industrial companies,

including Gillette, General Electric and
Monsanto.
Dukakis acknowledged that there are

"risks" associated with involving profit-

oriented corporations in the academic pur-

suit of knowledge, according to AP
reports.

"There is certainly nothing revolutionary

about the notion that a center of academic

excellence should not scorn economic ap-

plication," the Governor said.

Polymers are a group of chemical com-

bines with a wide variety of commercial

and industrial uses, including synthetic

rubber, nylon, rayon and a host of plastics.

JUST WALKING
ALONG - A mxin

and a boy approach

the Fine Arts

Center yesterday.
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**We have the power to make this the best

gerveration ofmankind in the history ofthe

world — or to make it the last
"

John F. Kennedy

Memories evoked on JFK anniversary
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Cdlegian Corespondent

Warm and sunny weather greeted parade watchers in

Dallas twenty years ago today, but in Amherst overcast

skies better reflected the tragedy awaiting the natk>n.

That Friday afternoon at 12:30, Lee Harvey Oswald fired

several rifle shots from the sixth floor of the Dallas School

Book Depository, killing President John Fitzgerald

Kennedy.
William F. Field, who was the University of

Massachusetts Dean of Students then as now, recalls

immediately telephoning the University Board of

Trustees, who were meeting in Boston that afternoon.

"Nobody had the heart to continue as usual when they

heard the news," Field said, "so I asked the board if we
should close school. They said 'yes."'

With school closed for tne period just before

Thanksgiving recess. Field called Peter Pan Bus Lines,

knowing that many students would want to go home.

"The buses were lined up and leaving all day, one after

the other," Field said.

The Reverend J. Joseph Quigley, director of the

Vewman Center, was assistant director then.

"It was pandemonium on campus that day. People were

fainting and we literally had to hold people up at services.

We held special Chapel services all day and night, and

many people would come in and just cry," Quigley said.

"Jack Kennedy had been here in October to dedicate the

Robert Frost Library at Amherst College, and the news

was stupifying," he said. "Many dreams were tied up with

him, it seemed to be the end of a new era."

Robert L. Campbell, associate director of UMass Housing

Services, was in the Air Force at the time.

"I was at the Almandorf base in Anchorage, Alaska when

it happened, and we were immediately put wi nationwide

high alert status," Campbell said, "Our jet aircraft fighters

were then armed with nuclear warheads."

Glenn Gordon, director of the UMass political science

department, heard the news at the end of teaching a class

at Michigan State University.

"My first impression was that the president of the

University had been shot -it was too unbelievable that it

had been Kennedy," he said.

The assassination was widely discussed among his fellow

teachers, he said. "It was believed that it must have been

some right-wing fanatic from Dallas who did it. When it

was revealed that Lee Harvey Oswald, who seemed to be

more of a left-winger, was responsible, there was an air of

disbelief," Gordon said.

University President John W. Lederie, was at the Board

of Trustees meeting in Boston. "There were conflicting

stories for a while, and we were all in disbelief. We
thought that the President was so well-protected. We
wondered how the country would carry on without Ken-

nedy." Lederie said
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AROUND THE WORLD
Hijacker's attempt fails at OWare
CHICAGO (AP) -

A man who said he had a bomb com-

mandeered a Republic Airlines DC-9
Monday and demanded to speak tx) the Rev.

Jesse Jackson, but was tackled and sub-

dued by passengers, authorities said.

Four passengers were slightly injured

during the scuffle. No bomb was found.

The passengers tied the man "spread

eagle" to the seats, using belts and

anything else they could find, said

)assenger Esther Ahlteen of Sweden.

"He was running around hollering, erratic.

He hit one of them passengers and the

passenger hit him back," said Sgt. Terry

O'Donnell of the Police Department's

special unit at O'Hare International Air-

port.

The man, identified by authorities as

Rasul Ali Shakir and also known as Russell

Chappelle, 33. of Detroit, was taken off the

plane and into custody by the FBI. who said

Shakir is a bus driver for the Detroit

Department of transportation.

AP Laaerphoto

TURKEY REUNION — President Reagan receives a live turkey from

Lew Watts, Executive Vice President of the National Turkey Founda-

tion. which will be donated to charity.

AROUND THE REGION
Dukakis wants draft amendments
BOSTON (AP) - A bill that would deny

scholarship aid to college students who
don't register for the military draft was

returned to the Legislature on Monday by

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who is seeking

two amendments.

His proposed changes would deny finan-

cial assistance only to those college

students actually convicted in court of

failure to register and would suspend the

law's effective date until after the U.S.

Supreme Court rules on the issue.

Both amendments were offered on the

floor of the House in September and

defeated, "rhe bill won easy approval in the

House and Senate atter supporters argued

that the state should help federal

authorities enforce the draft law.

The bill, sponsored by state Rep. Walter

DeFilippi, R-West Springfield, states: "No
scholarship or student loan shall be award-

ed...to any student who has not registered

with the selective service system of the

armed forces of the United States."

At stake is an estimated $168 million in

aid to higher education distributed by the

state. Under the state constitution, both

houses of the Legislature must either ac-

cept the governor's proposed amendments

or resubmit the bill to him. If it is sent back,

he must sign it or veto it.

Lech Walesa plans price protest

WARSAW, Poland (AP) -
Parliament broadened Gen. Wojciech

Jaruzelski's ability to crack down on unrest,

giving a defense council Monday some of

the sweeping powers that were held under

martial law.

Unanimous passage of the bill, which has

been in the works for at least a month, came
a day after Lech Walesa met with un-

derground Solidarity leaders and endorsed

a call for protests against the food price

hikes the Communist government intends

to impose in January.

"The working people cannot agree with

the price hikes and it is the duty of the

GREENFIELD (AP) -

A Franklin County district judge MMkday

upheld the constitutionality of the gate's

drunken driving roadblocks, imposed by

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis over the July

Fourth holiday weekend.

The ruling, by Judge William McDonough,

came in a case involving three people who
were stopped and arrested July 2 by state

police on Route 116 in Sunderland.

The suit was the first to challenge of the

legality of the controversial police use of
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union to organize the struggle in defense of

their interests," Walesa said in a joint

statement with fugitive leaders Zbigniew

Bujak of Warsaw, Bogdan Lis of Gdansk,

Tadeusz Jedynak of Katowice and

Eugeniusz Szumiejko of Wroclaw.

The meeting with fugitive Solidarity

leaders was one of Walesa's boldest acts of

defiance since his release from an 11-month

martial law internment a year ago.

Asked to comment about Walesa's en-

dorsement, a goverment spokesman,

Andrzej Prochwicz, said: "Right now we

have more important things on our mind

than what Mr. Walesa is doing; mainly at

the Sejm," Poland's parliament.

AROUND THE NATION
undaunted

WASHINGTON (AP) -
The United States intends to follow a set

schedule for shipping new nuclear missiles

to western Europe and will prepare to put

Pershing II rockets in West Germany after

the German Parliament reaffirms its ap-

proval, an administration official said

today.

Denying a report in The Washington Post

that there would be a nine-month pause —
until next September — between the first

and second rounds of missile shipments, the

official said there is no change in the five-

year deployment schedule.

The schedule calls for installing 572

I°UaUUicn.iva.

State police stopped 503 motorists at the

Sunderland roadblock and released all but

the three defendants and five other drivers.

The five were also charged with motor

vehicle violations.

The three filed "motions to suppress,"

charging that the roadblock program

violated constitutional standards governing

unreasonable searches and seizures.

At a hearing, defense attorney Robert

Bray of Greenfield said police detained

motorists without cause.

Pershing II and cruise missiles in West
Germany, Britain, Italy, Belgium, and the

Netherlands through 1988 unless a

limitation accord is reached with the Soviet

Union.
The first wave of cruise missiles was sent

to Britain last Monday. West Germany is

next on the schedule. The official, who
declined to be identified, said preparations

to receive nine Pershing II rockets would be

undertaken soon after the West German
Parliament, the Bundestag, concludes

debate Tuesday.
The missiles, designed to reach Soviet

territory , are due to be operational by the

end of tne year.

Five indicted on $130m tax fraud
NEW YORK (AP) -
Five businessmen were indicted Monday

on charges of setting up more than $130

million in false income tax deductions for

scores of executives and celebrities, in-

cluding actor Sidney Poitier and TV
producer Norman Lear.

U.S. Attorney Rudolph Giuliani called the

63-count indictment "the most substantial

tax fraud ever criminally charged."

He said there was "no evidence that they

(the celebrities) were involved in criminal

wrongdoing."
The defendants were accused of operating

two securities houses in Manhattan,

Sentinel Financial Instruments and Sen-

tinel Government Securities, that traded

fraudulently in U.S. Treasury securities.

According to the charges, the trading in

Treasury notes was fraudulent because the

defendants never actually bought or sold

any. Meantime, the government charged,

they helped clients to $130 mUlion in false

income tax deductions based on their

purported trades.

When the purported deals lost money,

investors could claim tax benefits.

Convicted murderer gets new trial

BOSTON (AP) -
A Somerville man convicted of murder in

the clubbing death of an upstairs neighbor

he believed was a Russian spy wUl get a

new trial because of a ruling Monday by the

state Supreme Court.

A Middlesex County jury had found

Robert Guiliana guilty of first-degree

murder in the Dec. 15, 1977, slaying of

Dorothy Cyr, 47.

But the high court set aside the finding,

which carried a mandatory life term

without parole, and ordered a new trial for

Guiliana, saying there were serious

questions about whether he was legally

responsible for his actions. "We conclude

that the verdict is against the weight of the

evidence, and that there is a substantial

liklihood of a miscarriage of justice," the

court said.

Acid Rain idlls 4 out of 5 lakes

Roadblock constitutionality upheld

BOSTON (AP) -

Four out of every five Massachusetts

lakes, streams and reservoirs may have

been damaged by acid rain, according to the

preliminary results of a statewide survey.

One-fifth of the waterways have been

seriously damaged and three-fifths showed

some effects from the problem, according to

samplings of 1,500 of the sUte's 2,800 lakes

and ponds in the Acid Rain Monitoring

Project.

Lt. John Kerry, who has been working on

a national solution to the problem, released

the results with a promise to press the issue

at the next meeting of the National

Governors Association.

"We intend to make this a major part of

the debate," Kerry said Sunday in Milton

while workers monitored Houghton's Pond.

AP Luerphoto

MEMORIAL BILLBOARD — Jim McGonyle of Haverhill pauses to

gaze at a billboard in Boston commemorating the 20th anniversary of

President John F. Kennedy's assasination. The Ackerly Co. put up 100

such billbaords throughout Massachusetts.

Equity Institute

educates about

job oppression
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

As consultants to corportations, school boards, police

departments and political organizations, the Equity

Institute in Amherst serves to combat the negative effects

of oppression in the workplace.

Co-director Dr. Jean Lester, said the institute conducts

broad human relations training to a variety of

organization* through workshops, technical assistance and

writing of Affirmative Action plans.

"After participating in our workshops people become

more comfortable and effective at having a wide range of

friendships and relationships. We help people break down

the divisions that have been artificially imposed on us

towarHs pthnir mroiins and social claf»sr^«! ' T,»'-*pr said.

The issues the institute deals with range from racism

and sexism to heterosexism, employment discrimination

and multi -cultural education, she said.

"Organizations hire us to help them comply with laws of

Affirmative Action and to improve theu- sensitivity ol

complex human relations issues," she said.

The institute's usual method in consulting, is to do a needs

assessment of the organization and, based on that, make

recommendations and set up a series of workshops.

Carole Johnson. J.D. co-director of the institute said the

workshops emphasize the experiential aspects of racism

and sexism but also offer legal information and trace the

history and background of the problem.

"We do a lot of role playing in the workshops. We wUl

have people strategize ways that men and women can be

more supportive of each other and be more cooperative m
the workplace.

"The workshops are very successful, people's behaviors

really change," she said.

Another way the institute helps organizations is through

technical assistance on issues of Affirmative Action and

sexual harassment policy that organizations are having

trouble intiating.

Lester also offers private and short term counseling on

issues of oppression in which individuals can work out their

feelings in a supportive environment.

Although working mostly with outside organizations the

institute conducts workshops open to the public on a

sliding scale basis.

Besides the co-directors, the institute is comprised of a

community intern, two student interns from Smith College

and numerous outside consultants.

If interested in contacting the Equity Institute call 25b-

6902.

FANi^Y'rODDBR — Cow» in a Hadley pasture fe«i on pmnpkuis and winter aqoAah left ov«r

from the fall hanrett.

Eleventh fire strikes Crampton
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff „ .^ ^. , .

Crampton dormitory in the Southwest Residentia^ Area

was again the victim of arson this weekend, according U>

University of Massachusetts Police. Police, the Amherst

Fire Department and Environmental Health and Safety

responded to three more fires there since Saturday

.

The ninth fire in Crampton since Sep.. 25 occurred at

12-51 a m Saturday poUce said, when a bulletin board on

the second floor of the east wing was set on fire, according

to the poUce report. Damage was not estunated. There

were no injuries. * „„„k
The 10th and 11th fires occurred within an hour ol eacn

other Papers hung on a waU in the third-floor bathroom in

the south wing were set on fire at 10:53 p.m. Sunday and a

plastic trash container and its contents m the thu-d-floor

bathroom of the north wing were ignited at 11:47 p.m..

police said. There were no injuries. Police said there are

no suspects at this time, although all fires are under in-

vestigation.
^^

"We're doing as much as we can at this point,' said

Joseph Zannini, executive director of Housing Services.

"Our office is working collaborately with state and campus

police. We offer suggestions and supply the police with

information that we may have.

"

Despite the outbreak of so many dormitory fires, Zannini

said there has not been any immediate outcry from

students wanting to move from either Crampton or Cashin,

a dormitory in the Sylvan Residential Area where seven

fires have been set in the past month.

"I haven't heard from any student wanting to move

because of the fires." Zannini said. "Everything possible

would be done to move any student in such an event."

bathroom ol tne norm wuik wcic .b...-^- »^ —•-• r
- • • • 1 J. *

Police report thefts, driving violations
. . 1 1 J 4... ^..,.r^ ^t ^\\d.\ mon

A Honda motorcycle valued at $500 was rep<irted stolen

Saturday by a Swiss Village resident, Amherst Police said.

A stereo cassette player valued at $300 was also

reported missing from a' parked car at Bedford Court

Saturday. A Taylor Street resident reported the theft of

another cassette player Friday, valued at $175.

A 44-year-old Sunderland man was arrested at 1:40 a.m.

Saturday on Belchertown Road and charged with driving

while intoxicated (DWI).

Three Brandy wine men were charged with disturbing

the peace at .') a.m. Sunday after police responded five

times to complaints alK)Ut a loud party. Two of the men

ages 19 and 20 were UMass students, and an 18-year-old

was also charged with being a person under 20 in posses-

sion of alcohol.

A Northwood resident. 19, was charged with UWl at A

a.m. Saturday on Rte. 116.

A 21 -year-old woman from Port Washington, NY. was

arrested and was charged at 4:40 a.m. Thursday with driv-

ing to endanger, driving on a sidewalk, and driving with

""^ ''^^"^- _ GREG BROWN

Hunger drive raises ^2,600
By CAMDEN PEIRCE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students

Thursday raised more than $2600 for

OXFAM America, a national organization

dedicated to addressing the problem of

hunger.
Mark Helfant, presid- " the UMass

Hunger Task Force, wh « coordinated the

event, said 1695 student on the University

Food Services meal plan, 300 more than last

year, fasted Thursday night, resulting in a

University Food Services donation of

$1941.25 to OXFAM America. The figure

donated represents the cost of the food the

students would have eaten.

Students who didn't wish to fast, or who
were not on the meal plan, could give

directly to Oxfam American by dropping off

donation's at a table in the Campus Center.

Helfant said the Hunger Task Force raised

about $650 in cash contributions, including

donations of $100 from both Earth Foods

and the People's Market.

"This was the first increase in a while,"

he said. "It's not just the publicity. ..I think

it shows people are becoming concerned

about suffering in the worid and what we

can do about it. That we got an increase

says a lot." Helfant said the money donated

to Oxfam American will go to development

projects in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

The Hunger Task Force is looking into

the possibility of another fast next spring,

but Helfant said they are still in the process

of deciding what the organization is all

about.

He said the group hopes to start printing

an educational newsletter next semester to

address the issue of hunger in the United

States and the world, and the politics which

relate to hunger.

Program seeks holiday hosts

BLUSTERY DAY - With her hair swirling

woman makes her way past the Campus Pond in

gtrong wind. —-:-.

C«llrr>'" P*"**" ^ *•«•? Htller

about, this amused
the face of Monday's

By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Amherst area families are encouraged to

share Thanksgiving dinner and the coming

holidays with one of 80 Asian scholars and

students under a host-family program

sponsored by the American

Culture/Language Program at the

University of Massachusetts.

Most of the students and scholars

working and studying at the University are

here without their families, and many who

stay two or three years do not see their

families at all during this time, said

Jacqeline Mellen, coordinator of the UMass

Culture/Language Program.

Two-thirds of the UMass students and

scholars represented by the program are

from the People's Republic of China, and

the rest are from Korea, Japan, Taiwan and

Hong Kong, Mellen said.

In addition to some language difficulties.

they may also have problems in adjusting to

multi-cultural American society.

"Through the host family program, we

hope these scholars and students will have a

more comfortable stay and also learn

something about the American culture

through the family," she said.

"In the past the program has proved

mutuallly beneficial to the host and the

visitor," Mellen said. "The time shared

together has helped in better un-

derstanding cultural differences and also in

promoting better international un-

derstanding."

Since the program began three years ago,

"We have received favorable response

from families in the Amherst area. Faculty

and students at the University have also

participated in the program, " she said.

Seven people have been placed with host

families so far. We hope to get everyone

placed during the holiday season or even

during the Spring," Mellen said.
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UMass students and
'The Day After'"'

Number of students
polled: 76

Men: 37 Women: 39

Did you watch *The Day
After'?

lYes: 58 (76%)|
lo: 18 (24%) iliii

Was it realistic?

|No:26(45%) 1

Did you feel depressed
afterward?
Yes: 24(41%)!

Students pensive the day after

No: 34 (59%) ^»^

[Did the show live up to the

ledia hype?
'es: 21 (36%)
[o: 37 (64%) i»iiiiii
'This Collegian random telephone survey was conducted

Monday by Collegian staff writers Michelle Hyde and
I Tom Middleton.

I CoUagtan graphics by Ray Beauchemin.

Michael WsMcnaan

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students interviewed in the

Campus Center yesterday said a movie shown on national

television Sunday night depicting the effects of nuclear

war left them "freaked out," depressed, or just laughing.

But 77 percent of the persons interviewed said they at

least watched the fibn. The Day After, and many thought

it was an understatement of the actual problems a nuclear

war and its aftermath would bring.

The Day After, shown on ABC-TV Sunday evening,

dramatized the explosion of nuclear warheads on the town

of Lawrence, Kansas and surrounding communities. The

Boston Globe estimated 50 million people across the nation

watched the film.

Michael Wasserman, 21, a political science and.Spanish

major, said the movie was overwhelming.

"Watching those huge missiles come out of the ground

freaked me out," he said.

Wasserman added he thought the discussion moderated

by Ted Koppel which followed the film was fantastic and

the film would help discussion on the nuclear issue.

Jill Okun, a 19 year old English major said the movie

Okun Richard Forman

depressed her very much. "I think it would be much worse

than they showed," she said. f'They couldn't show how bad

it would be."

Richard Forman, a 20 year-old electrical engineering

major, said the film made him realize how privileged he

was.

"I tried starting my car this morning and it worked," he

said, referring to the scene which showed thousands of

cars stalled on the highway immediately after the nuclear

explosions.

Sociology major, Naomi Abraham, 19, watched it with 20

other people.

"It was understated," she said. "If nuclear war was to

happen there would be no survival. I don't think civil

defense is possible."

Of the people with whom Doreen Fleming, a 19 year-old

English major, was watching the movie, "a lot were

laughing. They said it would never happen," she said

Fleming said she believes there is a possibility of nuclear

war occurring and she felt sorry for the people in the film

left living. "I'd rather die," she said.

"I feel we do need nuclear arms for political balance," said

Scott Maxwell, 19, a communications studies major. "If we
let our defenses down, Syria and others will be probing at

us," he said.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(wn^ this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hait
Expires 11/30/83

Scott Maxwell Dorccn FIcmioK Naomi Abraham

Seminar advocates political rights in workplace
1 >^u- i : ^f D,^n1<>*B Marlot ntliri(>nt ;iiefi/>a" ani\ f.hl» belief that Hinlncnio and disCUSS

PIMM CflM for an Appointment

•Fof rwH olarTta oofy

FREE CO»«tULTATI0NS

Styles by Deborahl
Amherst MA 'MB 5610

By ANNEMARIE MALEY
Collegian Correspondent

The democratized work-

place was presented as a

successful alternative to the

traditional business
hierarchy in a seminar held

at the University of

Massachusetts Friday.

Grant Ingle, a private

business consultant who also

works in the University

office of Human Relations,

conducted the seminar

which introduced workplace

innovations and their un-

derlying dynamics.

'\/orkplace democracjr is

simply the extension of

political rights into the

workplace," Ingle said.

A worker cooperative

differs from a conventional

company in that all those

who work in the company
also own the company and

can vote to elect all

managers and determine

company policy, he said.

Further, Ingle said, workers

in this system share all

company profits.

There are approximately

30 worker cooperatives in

the western Mass. area,

including Pelham Auto and

the Earth Foods and

People's Market student

coops at UMass, Ingle said.

Digital Equipment Cor-

poration has also ex-

perimented with innovative

workplace ideas by
establishing small work

teams" in their Enfield,

Conn, office. These groups

are responsible for coor-

dinating all facets of

production, including

shipping, receiving and

equipment testing, he said.

The nine-montn-old plan

has been successful so far.

Ingle said.

Enfield Digital Plant

Manager Bruce Dillingham

said a sense of "social

justice" and the beUef that

expansion and development

should benefit all levels of

the workforce motivated the

company to implement the

plan.

Friday's seminar, "Lessons

from Democratized Work-

places: Implications for

Innovation in Traditional

Organizations," was one in a

series sponsored by the Five

College Center on Work and

Democracy in conjunction

with several other business

and labor-related
organizations at UMass.
The bi-monthly seminars

are held to "promote

dialogue and discussion in

this area," and the project

also offers a four-course

certificate program on the

subject at Hampshire
CoUegp Ingle said.

I read the
Collegian

WHY WASTE TIME IN LINE

WHEN YOU CAN BE ON LINE?
Why waste time waiting in line for an available terminal when you (and your friends) could be

working in the comfort of your own room? For less than $1()0 each, you and three of your

friends can own a reconditioned L*or Sl*gl*r ADM OA T*rminQl with an Anderson Jocobton

242A Acoustic Modern. The total package cottt only $390 and can be hooked up to any

computer (with dial-in telephone data lines). And what's more, your two-unit system is backed

by a 30-day warranty and is guaranteed to meet all original manufacturer specifications.

No more fighting the crowds. No more going out in the snow, rain, sleet, or hail. You can now
tie into the school's computer center from your own room. So relax— and let Continental

eliminate those frustrating hours spent standing IN LINE instead of being ON LINEI A wise in-

vestment for the computer wiz or for the student taking computer electives.

For further information, contact Continental Resources, Inc. Today.

CONTINENTAL RESOURCES, INC.
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730 (617) 275-0850

P.S. Maybe you could suggest the idea to Santa this year I

Living scared in the Atomic Age

The legacy
will live on
He was young, energetic, and courageous — he

represented a new look a new outlook to America.

His eloquence charmed America's heart while his

idealism moved America's soul.

On this day, the twentieth anniversary of the assasina-

tion of President John F. Kennedy, people in this Com-

monwealth, the nation, and throughout the world will

pause — perhaps only if for a time — and reflect upon

what history has written.

Every November since 1963 television programs,

newspaj)ers, and magazines have been filled to the brink

with tributes and reflections about John F. Kennedy as

president, and more importantly as part of a movement in

America. And yet it has been in 1983, more than any other

time, that our country has rejuvenated his spirit and drive

by redefining and recommitting ourselves to those ideals

and principles which he stood up and spoke out for so

courageously.

Reuven M. Carlyle

At this point, there are those (especially of JFK s

generation) who may question what gives a young, inex-

perienced student at the University of Massachusetts,

who was but a twinkle in his mother's eye in 1963, or for

that matter any young person, the right or the ability to

speak out in honor of this great figure of our history.

Granted, one third of today's population is too young to

remember JFK. Our knowledge of him comes through

television, history books, writings, and stories from those

who did. Yet there are three fundamental reasons why I

personally, and as a member of the young generation feel

an inextricable bond with the late President Kennedy.

Firstly, as a teenager growing up on Capitol Hill as a

U.S. Congressional Page for three years, I learned that

the spirit of JFK is not only living, but an everpresent and

powerful force within the people and institutions of the

United States Government. A day does not go by, ever,

when a representative or a sentor does not quote, com-

pare, or reflect upon the life of President Kennedy. I

learned that all peoples whether Democrat or Republican,

liberal or conservative, Black or white, male or female (^n

all refer to the wisdom of John Fitzgerald Kennedy for

their purpose. He spoke for all Americans. He rose above

politics of selfishness to Govemnient of purpose, from

special interests to common objectives.

The second connection is the relevance and importance

of those issues which JFK addressed, to today's worid.

President Kennedy's greatest ideal was peace on Earth,

as he stated it, "Together we will save our planet or

together we will perish in it's flame." It was under his ad-

ministration that the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. signed the

first Test Ban Treaty.

Yet the issues do not end with nuclear proliferation.

JFK addressed the issues of "permanent unemployment

insurance," "medical care for the aged," and of course

"higher education in America." These are all issues which

cry out because of inattention and indifference to today's

world.
, . , .

This brings us to the third and probably the most impor-

tant bond between President Kennedy and my generation

of Americans. JFK appealed to the youth - not a time of

life but a state of mind. He challenged young Amenca with

"a call to action" JFK was the first to admit that the ob-

jectives and goals he strived for would not be met during

his day - yet he took the first step. With that in mind, I

think it is fair for me, as a member of the young genera-

tion to question the present leaders of our Nation and ask,

"What have you done for America in your day and genera-

'what it all really adds up to is "action." In his inauguraJ

address JFK announced to the worid that the torch of

leadership had been passed to a new generation of

Americans. Now, in 1983, 1 believe the time has come once

again for that torch to pass on to a new, courageous,

dedicated generation of Americans. This generation has

been raised in a country haunted with assasmations, divid-

ed by Vietnam, and discontent with corrupt politicians.

The student had just sat through "The Day After,"

having spent two hours interspersed with grave

seriousness and nervous jokes. She sat amidst the

people now quiet, who had not fully realized the impact

the show had had on their consciousness. She didn't see

how anyone could have known what to expect.

She looked at the pages of notes she had taken during

the show — and she listened to the panel discussion,

where "great men" on the screen were throwing

numbers around like they somehow had the answer to

this nuclear madness. She heard Ted Koppel, moderator

of the discussion, ask "How do^ one live in a nuclear

worid?" and someone reply, "There's no conceivable way

out."

Her friends were dispersing, and she wondered how

many were now thinking of calling their loved ones. And

she thought of her loved ones, and how far apart they

had been of late, and not merely by distance.

She thought back to the movie, and the tension and

eventual chaos of the people during the air strike.

Screaming amidst the air raid sirens, and the ridiculously

futile attempts at looting food and supplies, something

that would have taken months to do in real life. She

thought of the terror at the heart of the people who

thought their worid had ended, and the grief and after-

Josh Meyer
shock of those who realized that they had survived. She

saw doctors try to treat the wounded; most without any

experience with radiation sickness, fallout, severe emo-

tional trauma, physical violence and the other effects of

the blasts. She saw a doctor, who had given his last re-

maining days waging an insurmountable effort to help

others, crawl back to his house so he could die beside his

family. And she saw that same doctor curse a dying old

man and his family off his property, only to be offered

precious bits of food by the man he cursed to Hell. The

men separated and then came together again, and in

what seemed their last living moments they hugged each

other, bowing their heads together in some strange

reverence, and by this contact pulling the last strands of

hair off of their decaying heads.

She thought back, even further into the show, when

the President of the United States announced that the

missile exchange had ended, and that there had been "no

surrender from the principles of freedom and

democracy." She thought it strange how familiar this

voice and message sounded, and she thought it funny

how similar the world events of her day were to the ones

preceding the "imaginary" holocaust: so funny it scared

her.
. . . J

The student sat in front of her typewriter and turned

on some music. She sat some more. Wondering where

everyone was, she looked out the window, into the

bright, starlit November sky. It's funny she thought, the

trivial little things that shot through her head at such an

important time. She had so much to do, and so little time.

And now she began to think that time was running out.

She hoped friends would stop by, for she was alone now,

and it seemed that nothing mattered more than being

with close friends. At times when the future seemed

most uncertain, she had always wanted to party, be

cavalier, and live "for the present."

She thought to watch TV, to laugh, and shrug it off, to

got out and find a party. There was nothing she could do

about nuclear proliferation and the state of things to

come. So why wallow in self-despair? She wondered how

many out there shared her "optimism." and how many

others had been filled with grim but futile determination

to go out and change the world. Perhaps she too should

get involved — there certainly were enough groups at

UMass — she even knew some of the most dedicated ac-

tivists, who seemed to be fighting windmills while all the

time arguing amongst themselves on how to take the

first step.

At least now the activists had a common enemy - a

tide of conservatism so strong and demented that it had

hit home, in the form of a Young Republicans club, who

blindly supported the President's insane nuclear confron-

tational pt)litics to the hilt. She thought of the elected

"leader" of our country who said that "the only reason

we have (nukes) is to see that they aren't used." and his

righteous indignation over the wrong attitude of the

"other side." She thought of the mutual distrust and

paranoia that her President had provoked, edging the

world ever closer to Armageddon time.

But wait! The world was at a critical time — with

Soviet leader Yuri Andropov feared dead, and elections

in her own country on the horizon, she dreame<l of having

people represent her and the other side that respected

our awesome nuclear destructive capability, instead of

waving nukes in the air as silly bargaining chips. So. yes.

there was something she could do - get her ass in gear

and vote, and maybe even organize! Reagan and his

miserable cohorts often won elections on as little as thir-

teen percent of the vote, and there must be something

she could do to get the bastards out of office. And then

she wouldn't have to spend time worrying so much.

Her thoughts again drifted back to the show, to the

two old men at the end, reduced to blind animal rage,

fear and then love - the barest of all human emotion,

cradling each other as though they were the last

creatures on the Earth. She thought that they were cry-

ing but she wasn't sure. But did details really matter

that much? She herself had almost cried, and she did not

know why exactly. And when she noticed this, she smil-

ed. And then she did the weirdest thing - she started to

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

Letters-

Time for thanks, and thought
To the Editor,

Dear Amherst Citizens;

As Thanksgiving approaches, many of us look forward

to having days off work, spending time with our friends

and families, enjoying the harvest and being grateful for

what we have.

But to some of us, it also brings thoughts of sadness. We
want to share a story about the man for whom your

workplace and this town are named:

In 1763, the commander of Fort Pitts was negotiating

with local Indian Chiefs. Under orders from General Jef

frey Amherst, he intentionally gave the Native American

Indians "gifts" of blankets from the smallpox hospital. A
fatal epidemic of smaJlpox soon spread among the Indians.

We mourn the loss of thousands of these Native

Americans who harmoniously lived and worked the land

here in Western Massachusetts.

During the coming holidays, we feel it is important,

though difficult, to consider the continuing violence to

people of color, as well as the everyday violence to women,

Jews, gay men and lesbians. Such irreverence for human

life has also brought the threat of nuclear destruction to

our world.
. .

We invite you to spend a moment at your Thanksgiving

dinner acknowledging those who have been killed as part

of United States policy. There will be a public mourning at

the Amherst Common at 5:15 p.m. on Tuesday, November

22, which you are welcome to join.

We express our hopefulness for the time when we will

cherish our human differences, living free from fear of

violence and weapons. We yearn and hope for a day when

we cUZ can be truly thankful.

Jamie Tesaler and friends

Amherst

"
U-store '*anti-handicapped?''

To the Editor,

This letter is in regards to the inaccessability ol the

University Store to individuals confined to wheelchairs.

As such an individual. I have encountered enormous dif-

ficulty maneuvering independently about the store. The

narrow aisles and numerous comers make turns virtually

impossible without knocking the stock off the shelvesThe

clothing section in particular is so tightly packed that I

find myself literally being slapped in the face by merchan-

dise and often have clothing fall into my lap. Items hang-

ing on the walls are frequently too high to inspect or ob-

tain without assistance. And finally, simply locating items

in this jungle of obstacles adds further inconvenience to an

already frustrating, fatiquing and time-consuming task.

The University of Massachusetts prides itself on its

social awareness and sensitivity to the oppressed

members of its population. Yet, its own University Store

demonstrates in its current design an incredible insen-

sitivity to the needs of the members of the handicapped

student population.
Norman Mercer

Participant of FREE
(Fundamental Right fvr

Educational Experience)

Letters Policy

All letters must be sig^ned and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type doable

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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A book that helps take the byte out of buying computers

THE COMPLETE BUYER'S GUIDE TO
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
By Tim Hartnell and Stan Veit

400 pp. Paperback
$4.95

Bantam Books

By DAVID TAYLOR
Collepan Correspondent

Ten years ago the smallest computers filled large rooms

and cost millions of dollars. Today there is a microcom-

puter as small as a textbook costing under $50. The in-

vention of the micro- processor in thp e»riy '70s has

revolutionized computer design allowing most people

access to high technology for very little cash. Just under

half of the citizens in the U.S. at present own. or have ac

cess to a computer, and the number is rismg raoidlv. Ifte

Complete Buyer's Guide sets out to introduce the layman

to the bewUdering array of machines on the personal

computer market.

Beginning with a brief but interesting history of com-

puting, the guide suggests what one should look for when

selecting a machine, and which micros offer the best

facilities for particular applications. Later in the book.

presuming that the reader has by then
dtp.'^^f**,*},^"jJfj^*;

computer suits them best and has bought it, the authors

give some basic advice on programming and a few simple,

non-machine-specific example programs. The book closes

with a quick glance at the way in which computer

technology is developing and some possible predictions for

the future.

But by far the greatest part of the book is filled with the

specifications of virtually every personal computer on the

U.S. market today - their processor type, language,

memory size, expandability, best and worst features, and

cost. Unfortunately, because of the manner in which these

machine analyses are written, they will probably mean

little to the layman hunting his first computer. The 'at a-

glance' bold-faced summaries of each machine are in-

consistent in their format, making comparison between

one micro and another difficult.

Technical language is liberally sprinkled throughout the

text and left unexplained by the feeble glossary, and what

began with potential for the first time buyer eventually

ends up as a collection of bewilderingly superficial

specification sheets. Such information can easUy be picked

up at any dealer, where 'hands-on experience will in a few

minutes surpass anything offered by a book such as this.

The programs at the end of the book are all in a general

BASIC lan^age and are inferior to most programs in

every machine's user manual.

Perhaps the one redeeming feature of this book is the

final section of "Resources" which lists User Clubs,

publications and other information sources for each

machine family - a comprehensive listing I have seen no-

where else. A book which sUrted out with fine potential.

The Complete Buyer's Guide To Personal Computers

ultimately fails because it offers no more information than

one can find in a news-stand computer magazine.

V The Meetmq Place^^^ ^^^ ^^—
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- Bar employee night

Show bar stub and drink
for half price

SSnsIs^ Night - Football special

50" TV screen - 50' 12 oz. drafts

g Delta Chi t-shirt night

?1.00 drinks with t-shirt,

$1.50 without

WssislBSsiag - Ladies night

Ladies drink mr free from 8-9 pm
2 for 1 all night (Justin Giants)

Thasrsday - Beat the dock
75* 8-9; $1. 9I0; $1.25 10-11;11-reg.

FrBslagandBatMrsisg8-io pm
$1.00 cover - $1.75 Justin Giants

Editor's Note: Due to a technical foul-up, last

Thursday 's Live Wire listed a band called Rapture

of the Dope. Those ofyou who arefamiliar with them

knew it should have read Rapture of the Deep, and

now those ofyou who aren't know, too. Sorry, Dave.

UMass Express/Locals

New Location

MBTA - Riverside

Newton Mass

For reservations and infornnation call

(617) 965-7040

TONIGHT

A Pre-Holiday

Happy Hour

Two for One
all Mixed Drinks

9 til 11

Miller-Miller Lite

50^ Draughts

Calgary 12 oz. Bottles

$1.00

Music by Rack-A- Disc

Arts
>x%w:-:':-:-xv:xxxv:-;
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Chaka Khan couldn't

keep 'em dancing
CHAKA KHAN AND
PIECES OF A DREAM
Saturday, Nov. 19

Fine Arts Center

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

In the Lobby of the Fine Arts Center,

there are sig^s reading "No Dancing in the

Balconies." After Saturday's concert,

however, it was obvious that these signs

weren't really needed anyway.

Chaka Khan, the "Queen of Funk." did an

11 song set and one encore. The word

which best describes here performance is

disappointing. Chaka didn't seem to know

where she was ("You know, no matter what

they say, Boston is a real rockin' town...")

or what she was doing. Two or three times,

it seemed she forgot the words to songs,

and she also wandered off stage several

times.

There were several highpoints, though.

Chaka and guitarist Tony Maiden (from

Rufus) sang a duet of "Stop on By," that

was well harmonized and executed. "Tell

Me Something Good" was also well done.

although the sing along Chaka requested

from the audience trivialized things a bit.

Even the encore. "Ain't Nobody." Chaka's

recent hit. was disappointing.

The audience's responses were lukewarm

at times, reflecting Chaka's performance.

Ni one wanted to respond that way. but it

was hard to get excited about something

that wasn't there.

Pieces of a Dream, a Grover Washington.

Jr. produced group from Philadelphia, was

wonderful as the opening act. If they could

have played all night, the evening nught

have been justified.

The four member group, made up of

James Lloyd, on keyboards, Cedrik

Napoleon on bass and vocals, Curtis

Harmon on drums and Randy Rowland on

guitar played a seven song set, which was

clean and precise from beginning to end.

The only vocal song of the set, "It's Time

For Love," is from their upcoming album,

and although short, was a nice, jazzy love

song.

Pieces of a Dream closed with their best

known song, "Mount Airy Groove," a tune

which brought anyone who was still sitting

to their feet...and readied the audience for

a rowdy, rockin' performance by Chaka

Kahn.

Too bad it never came.

ColleKiu photo by Dave Dcuber

"BOSTON'S A ROCKIN* TOWN" — Sure Chaka, but what about

Amherst?

Dadavision: no-sanity radio
By Howard W. Campbell, Jr.

Special to the Collegian

"April 21, 1983" - a song by the Two Tonys

featuring a random choice of words and

chords from a dictionary selected by

throwing dice;

"Trust Best Friends" - a catchy rap tune

by the Dadavision Band whose words were

lifted from an article in Reader's Digest

magazine;

"Here Come the Crocodiles" - a doom-

laden dance number by Two Mouth Luke
where all the strings to all the instruments

are tuned to the same note.

These are just a few of the minor

masterpieces aired by the Dadavision radio

collaborative Wednesday nights from 10

p.m. to 2 a.m. on WMUA 91.1 f.m.

The weekly radio shows are three-ring

collages of music, television and radio

snippets, live interviews, comedy, drama,

and a host of other madness - all chopped

up, pared down, and put back together in a

way that can only be described as

"Dadavision."

"I like using things that already exist for a

purpose other than what they were meant

for," Dadavision Ringmaster Dna (sic)

Gentes said in an interview, conducted

while dubbing a broadcast of the Hin-

denburg explosion over African drum-

dance music.

The experiment was an unqualified

success, as are most of their experiments.

The tense, pushed-over-the-edge quality of

the disaster broadcaster's voice blended

well with the insistent, primitive drumbeat,

giving this listener a sense that the end is

near.

Gentes spends hours every week in local

libraries, record stores, and other places

searching for such combinations for his

show. He also spends hours behind the

controls of the mini-studio in his apartment,

mixing this tape with that record, this

interview with that film score, until the

product is worthy to be called

"Dadavision."

But all that is Dadavision is not mere

madness. Gentes and his crew also provide

a healthy dose of the best new wave, rap.

dub. movie, soundtracks, nostalgic

music... "If it fits, it's there," Gentes said.

Dadavision was bom on Jan. 20, 1981, the

day Ronald Reagan was inaugurated and

the hostages freed from Iran. Gentes and

his crew were at a friend's house watching

the event on television, and there happened

to be some musical instruments within

reach.

"We came up with this wretched gar-

bage," he said. "But we were so surprised

we could make music at all that we started

doing it a lot."

Each resulting session sported a new side

of this blooming Dadavision sound, but

usually involved a different set of musical

concepts. For instance. Solid Fun (due to

appear at the annual WMUA extravaganza

at the Hangar One early December) is the

Dadavision cover band alternately praising

and butchering songs from the past and

present.

They like the music from the sessions so

much that they'd make a name for each

incarnation. Names of bands under the

Dadavision umbrella include the Sea Pigs,

Sick Day. the Scoops. Noisivision (also

called the Palindromes), and the Avante

Bards.

Each Dadavision radio show is as different

as all of their bands. AU are highly

recommended to those interested in

hearing how familiar sounds can be made
into something new and fresh - in the

tradition of Brian Eno. David Byrne, Laurie

Anderson, and others in the field of using

"found" sounds to make music.

"It's more fun that listening to someone

play popular records," Gentes said.

Early American art exhibit t

Boston a stop for famous paintings

AMERICAN ART EXHIBITION
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

By MELISSA K. GRAHAM
Collegian Correspondent

Last weekend was the last chance for

anyone interested in late 18th and 19th

century American art to see the spec-

tacular exhibition at the Museum of Fine

Arts in Boston. For those of you who are

going to Washington during intercession,

however, you are in luck. The 1 10 master-

pieces will be shown at the Corcoran

Gallery of Art in Washington D.C. from

December 7, 1983 through February

twelfth, 1984. So if you plan to be in the ci-

ty, make a visit that will be well worth your

time and money.
This exhibition is special in that it reflects

a new interest in American art in both

America and Europe. These paintings

range from artists as diverse as the Bosto-

nian colonial portraitist John Singleton

Copley to the master painter of native land-

scapes. Frederic Church. It gives a real

sample of what American painting is all

about; the early settlers' doubt that art and

culture would ever prosper on American

soil would vanish after one look at these

magnificent works of art.

I found the landscapes to be the most

breathtaking works. Thomas Cole, Fitz

Hugh Lane, and Frederic Church all ex-

emplify the kind of landscaped painted in

the 1830's. Cole brings to life the American

wilderness with a wonderful sensibility to

the beauty of native mountains and draws

the eye, almost mesmorizing in their

brilliance. Church, who was undeniably a

favorite with many of the visitors to the ex-

hibition, caught my undivided attention as

well. His amazingly large canvases served

to emphcisize the open vastness of the New
Worid, creating a feeling for the enormous

opportunity of expansion that was going on

at that time.

The exhibition alsp consisted of genre

painting, represented by the great My only regret is that the show has left

American artists George Bingham and the museum for now. Those of you for-

William Sidney Mount. Bingham was rais- tunate art enthusiasts who may be in Paris

ed in the west, and his paintings reflect the from March 17th to June 1 1th, 1984, please

simplicity of river life with their classical go to the Grant Palais after a visit to the

lines and carefly balance. This life is por- Louvre. You'll find there is much m
trayed as very easy-going, with men American Art to appreciate,

floating lazily by in river boats, rather than

depicting scenes of hard labor. Both Mount

and Bingham's works reflect their belief in

the American dream, where optimism

abounds.

The post-civil war period is represented

by works of J.A.M. Whistler, the illusionist

William Harnett, Mary Cassatt of the

French Impressionist school, Winslow

Homer, and Thomas Eakins. The famous

painting of Whistler's "Mother" is also

here. Its abstract qualities as well as its

careful balance of space and color sets it

apart as a classic. Winslow Homer's works

of rocky coastlined shores and outdoor

scenes are marvelous in their tough yet ap-

preciative tribute to nature. The exhibition

then ends with an enormous work of

Thomas Eakins "The Gross Clinic," a

realistic portrayal of a rather bloody opera-

tion which uncompromisingly reveals the

importance of a surgeon's work.

The reknowned "Whistler's
Mother" is part of the American Art
Exhibition to be displayed

Boston, Washington and Paris.

in
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Special
Thanksgiving Party

with free Miller Giveaways

Tuesday Night

Miller

Miller Lite

Bud
Bud Lite

Stroh's

All for a

Dollar

a Bottle

No Cover

oorl^lckTc^

Grand Opening 1

N0VCM5E.R ^
V donee -Hi

free cnampoone

4h

once Moor<5

Ooex\ 7pm-Jam

DOOR PRIZES
OPEN 8-1 am

Corner of Univ. Dr.

and Rt. 9, Amherst

Positive ID required

7^ ncM?e^i gpiimj^ tn ijcrni

Monday night football 2 free kegs

Cincinnati at Miami

Tuesday, November 22, 1983
Tuesday, November 22, 1983

Hypercurricula
Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding "«»'«»

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will not be run. Due to space limiU-

tions. the Collegian cannot guarantee printing of

air'Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

Today

STUDENT RECITAL - Allen Bumsteed, violin/piano

and Richard Schwartz, baritone present an array of

classical music. Works of Schubert, Mendelsohn, Mozart

and others. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

KARATE INSTRUCTION - The University of

Massachusetts Karate club, a member of the Japan

Karate Association welcomes beginning students. For in-

formation contact Prof. Sara Grimes, Journalism,

545-1376. 9:30 a.m., NOPE 101.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - Join us to

discuss the connections between pornography, rape &
prostitution and make concrete plans! 4 p.m., 901 CC.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - The last meeting of the

semester. Come say your farewells...6:30 p.m., CC 163C

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal lunch time

get-together with Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. All are

welcome. 12-1 p.m., Suffolk Room, S.U.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT EDUCATION PROJECT
— New members are welcome. 4:30 - 6:30 p.m., CC 803.

UMASS LESBIAN UNION GENERAL MEETING -
Join us in planning an upcoming event and in discussing

womyn's issues. All university women are urged to come!

7 p.m.. Student Union rm. 406 G.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT - Women's

Leadership Project is meeting once again this week.

Come join in on discussions by women, for women. New
members welcome! 6 p.m., 415 Student Union.

Wednesday

HEBREW SPEAKING LUNCH - Bring a lunch and

join us for Hebrew conversation! 11 a.m. - 12 noon, Suf-

folk Room, S.U.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

-meArts Center .^
Concert Hall ' "

THE
RIDGE

STRING QUARTET

^IrJ?^
JL

ML

1st Prixa Winners of the prestigious

FischoM end Coleman
Chamber Music Competitions

FRIDAY, DEC. 2, 8pm
S5.00

t

RAMSEY
LEWIS
Keyboard

WYNTON
MARSALIS
Trumpet

in

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL
SUNDAY, DEC. 11. 8 pm

$9,-$7-$5

9Vvi^
A Holiday Eitrovagania for tho Whol* Fomily

prof.cr op.ro . HANSEL AND GRETEL

SATURDAY , DEC. 10, 2:30 p.m.

Five College Students "j Price TIcliets at the Fine Arts Center Boi 01-

(Ice. OATATIX and Springfield Civic Center (413) S4S-2S11 or 1-800-

243 4842

^»^W •^* ^^* ^^*

•X-

STUDEHTS
Students required

for shoveling snow
on campus

(Rate $5.00/hr.)

Must be available

to be on call

thru snow season,

including intersession

Contact Physical Plant

Grounds Office

^giiOm^^U^

Bloom County by Berke Br«*ai,h«»d

(J cMa^ you %Hjze mfi^r

TWe 6H0W(N6 Of 'THePWY AFTER

WA& fwcT OF A ueeRAL-HOiywoop

WAS NO ewer, a major

CON5PIRATOR...^''-V

H0WI51HI5(MlRy

C/Nt 15 ^ , I

m JUffT UbTZN

1DTH6... 50CH

CWRA&e ' YA

WWNNA KNOW WfVif

\

v.^^

TlMe FOR
1

Scrod Dan DeBellis

ijjBLL Be P.t6HT B^CK TO

THESE riEssn&es.

Ti m/f^ Hi/lb TN^OtBlNG
r^f^ 7HE mUrmT^NG BLMSTS
OFMUCLEHfk W/tktm»bS ? THE
N^UIH^ EFFICT^ OP n^hl-
ifntN? The inoNbii^iNO of
UBn's OtEUHFht?....

BE «f>^/>y f^R THE

BIG BLfisT With..-

£XTM STRENGTH

TVLBNOL //^,

THESE GUYS U)ILL

COFnniBKOHUZL
/kHWTHfNG.

Superbad by G.H.

soppc^t^ L-Y

After The Fall by R. Miller

I'f^ GLAD WE PATCHED
TrtlKjCfS UP. STARS^lNe.

NOUJ THAT WEV^ WJT

STeAl(:yHT6NeD OUT
fAAVSe ij£ CAN
COKCENltArg ON OOR
CLASSES.

Nlou iSrtMAgL, you
DIDN'T PC><2ii€r TO S\C3N

UP pcC. Ci>6SCS, WD YOO .

I KNCW I W^S

mmm

Wilson Low by CC. McFly

riCt!:JSUR>VIVLRSOF THE
PIRATE SHIPS ARE NOW IN VNi

]SHomt BAY

IMICKEY TRIPPER. J L WONDER IF JWO
DO&ST^RMAN HAS MADE IT ABOARD

[MICKEY]! RECOGNIZE THET
SHIRT HE-S WEARING, IT 5ATS

"GOD IS DOG SPELLED SAU^-

WARDi.l

CCAPTAIN LARVA LA ] HOW CAN YOUj
TELL FROh THIS PlSTAJJCErf"^

Quentin by Mark MacKenzie

>-tot>«i- ©EAR or.af

iop4ts fi«sf terrt*. cowfci f«oM

STEV6M «AMA< ftOt^ fieLO "OtM

P« Q - WMS /4HE -fow SOCK A SWIW ?

fcA«Fieto o« opus T Mr ^

HAlUCOtf

v

M64T iw JoMAiSoiJt " Peak

[)( Q. i» ir T*oe -rM«T ZiPfS

TMf PtWHtAO is*o«yaW«R
9itvrntf'> (Pi- »'o ^oo

ffpt„„„inn"n»iiiiiiirrrntfnaiH7Z J

0£A« MG- vJM^^ t>o fou

/»A)0 Twe crxe/i CM^CAcrEei

IW TM6 COMIC STRIP ^CSF/mSLC

oooetc CH*Ma£« Roiot*^"

cezsz-

[f »NALI.S -TO*^ t*ADW Pi*0W

Q. - vJAKir TO MECr MC ft>* A

p«i*jK, TOMifcMT AT Twe ro c
^'

.Collegian »

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milrd by M«rg«r»l larnir and Trudf J«ffe

ACROSS
1 Kindol nail

6 Important

10 Typeot
tournament

14 Hiliot

seat of

Irish Kings
15 Superior

16 Prix~
17 Neighbor ot Mex
18 Large goose
19 Crackeriacks

20 Items ot hand
work

23 • Krazy
"

24 Bumpkin
25 Palm off

27 Leatherneck

30 Nursery meal

32 Word ot cheer

33 Brought out

36 Woe IS me'
38 David of rock

and film

39 Designation

40 Empowered to

act tor

42 Mountain legion

of Morocco
43 Famed 5 string

banioist Pete

44 Conversational

47 Escapes slowly

48 Deck in the stern

49 Yore of yore

50 Will

56 Smooth spoken

58 Magnetic tape

compound
59 Hosp dept

60 Sphinx site

61 Come to

62 Behold to Cato
63 Witnessed
64 Fishhook line

65 Disburden

DOWN
Musical abbr

Henry VIM s sixth

Domingo offering

Overpower with

brilliance

5 17thcen court

entertainment

6 Respecting

7 Pretty, to Pierre

8 Rose Bowl, eg
9 Like some

lodgings

10 Two kind

1

1

Dissects

12 Permission to go
British style

13 Cozy spot

21 Far oft

22 Besmirch
26 Wise to

27 Alum
28 Nathan Hales

alma mater

29 Wax lyrical

30 Not so many
31 Raring to go

33 Catnap
34 Give out

35 Challenge
37 Near East canal

38 Persons of

prominence
41 Kickoff props

44 Sportscaster

Howard
45 Lindy

46 Culminations

47 Stan s friend

48 Ride a bike

49 Quiche base

51 Nerve cell

process
52 High flier

53 Saucy
54 Sprint

55 Took a look

57 Proscription

Many paid Collegian

staff positions are still

open. Apply to front office

(Rm. 113 CC.) by Dec. 1,

1983.

DC Menu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich Humus Vegetable

Eggs Foo Yung/ Pocket Sandwich

Due Sauce Eggs Foo Yung/

Due Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Meatballs/

Spanish Sauce

Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Mushroom

Fondue Bake
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Mass., Conn., R.I. —
Sunny today, highs 55-60.

Increasing clouds tonight,

lows 35-40. Cloudy
Wednesday with a chance

of showers late in the day

in the extreme southwest,

highs 55-60.

Today's puzzle

answer
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UMass men's
swimming
optimistic
By ED HAV'WARD
Collegian Correspondent

By having a young and large squad, coach

Russ Yarworth feels this could be one of

"the strongest years ever" for the

University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team.

"This is the biggest squad weve ever

had." said Yarworth. "The large size will

promote competition and competition

breeds excellence. I'm reaUy excited about

this season."

The team only lost four members from

last year's squad which was 4-7 in dual meet

competition and was ranked tenth in New

England. This year freshmen make up half

of the team.

Yarworth feels this has given the team a

new and positive identity: one that stresses

hard work in practice to improve and

develop.
, /, w

Yarworth is looking to a couple of fresh-

man to perform weU this year. Rick Bishop

from Newton. Mass. is outstanding m
freestyle and butterfly and should do well

and possibly place at the New England

championships this year. However, at the

moment he is hampered by a shoulder

injury.

Mike Hoover, another newcomer, from

Eddison N.J. is "the best athlete I've ever

coached. He has unlimited potential," said

Yarworth.
Returning members like senior co-

captain Chris Porter, one of the best

freestylers in New England and Paul

McNeil, holder of three Minuteman

records, are swimming better than last

year and are expected to contribute

heavily. The team will miss their other

captain PhU Surretle who is being red

shirted this year.

'This team has good depth and will be

very strong in the distance events. Our

only weakness will be in the sprints."

Yarworth said in evaluating the team. He

SMOOTH — Rosemary Kelsull

meet this season. The men's team

feels his 400 meter medley relay team is one

of the best in New England.

Yarworth has established several in-

dividual and team records to be ahieved this

season: every swimmer is working to beat

his own personal best times. The team

hopes to break every record in the UMass

book, attain a winning dual meet record,

and in the top ten in New England.

The team has set its sights on the New
England Championships, the last meet of

the year. They will be "tapering down" in

practice throughout the year in preparation

for it. This may hurt their dual meet

record, said Yarworth, but the New
England's is the most important as far as

they are concerned.

For the first time ever, UMass will be

competing in the Atlantic 10 Championship

meet . There they will take on strong teams

like West Virginia, Penn. State, and

Temple. Yarworth feels this will give the

team recognition and aid in future

recruiting.

But the present is what Yarworth is

excited about. "We've been having good

practices and everyone is workine hard

with a lot of enthusiasm. We're an-

ticipating a fine season."

ColUfian pKoto by Jim Power*

of the women's swimming team glides through the water in an earlier

hopes to move with such precision to a winning season.

FALL
GRADUATES
YEARBOOK

PORTRAITS
Nov. 28 - Dec. 2
Hours 9-12, 1-5

Sign up in

Room 103 Campus Center

or call 545-2874
until Nov. 23

From Nov. 28 to Dec. 2
sign up in Room 178

Please bring a sitting fee of $5.00

Wright named asAthlete-of-the-year

The late John Wright of

the University of

Massachusetts and Nick

Saunders of Boston
University have been nam-

ed 1982-83 Athletes-of-the-

year by the New England

Track Coaches Associa-

tion.

Wright, who died in a

swimnning accident at Puf-

fers Pond last August, is

the Association's Track

Athlete of the Year. He

was a two year captain for

the Minutemen, named
MVP of his team, and was

high point scorer. During

his career, he won both the

Eastern Conference and

New England indoor and

outdoor high hurdle titles

establishing a record in the

New Englands (7.41).

Wright also finished

third in the outdoor

IC4A's last spring, the

highest place for a New

England hurdler since

1979. His award will be

presented posthumously to

his Mother, Mrs. Carol

Wright of Dorchester,

Mass.

Runnerup to Wright was
Brendon Quinn of Pro-

vidence College and
Ireland. Quinn was the Big

East and IC4A champion

in crosscountry and the

5000m and 3000m step-

plechase events.

* basketball-
graduation only 5 schools were interested in

him because of his size. Coach Valvano had

no second thoughts about signing Spud

Webb for his final two years of eligibility

.

"Too many people get caught up in his

size and jumping ability when the fact of the

matter is he is a very good basketball

player. I don't think he gets the credit for

his basketball ability," said Valvano.

Houston, who was ranked in the top five

Continued from page 12

of all preseason polls, was just flat. They
could not get into the groove all game.

They had a weak game in all departments,

especially rebounding.
"We are a lot smaller without Clyde

Drexler and Larry Micheaux (who are now
in the NBA). We are not able to bang it

inside like last year." said Houston coach

Guy Lewis.
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sci-ncH
BOOKSALE
100's of New Titles added

0/

SAWNOS
OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high-level

scientific and technical books from

leading publishers Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicme.
mathematics, engineering computers

and more Your savings range

frorri a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%

I

at the front of

the store

^UNIVERSITY
STORED

Open M-F 9-o

Sat 11-4

Located in

the

Campus Center

Collegian ii

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT 100.

LODGING;

(802)4648501

SKI REPORT
(802)464 2151

Mt. Snow is OPEN with top to bottom skiing. 2 runs
from the summit and plenty of nauvice terrain total

2V2 miles of skiing.

4 chairs will operate for the Thanksgiving Day
Holidays. Have $49 of fun. Ski any 2 days between
Sunday and Friday and stay for only $49.

Call (802) 464-8501 for details.

mount Snoui
VERMONT

UMASS SKI CLUB
would like to

thonk all those
who helped moke

this years
Ski Srtatch

SUCCESSFUL
Thank You.

Over 35,000 books at

40-60%
OFF

publishers list price

Scl-FI/ Sports/Art

Poetry/ Mystery

Fishing/Drama
Dance/Music
Field Guides

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire
National Bank)

Downtown Amherst
10-5:30 Mon-Sat

12-4 Sun
549-6052
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First MEmMe-- "A*

$20.00 OFF
All LcAThER Coats

ExpiRATiON Dec. 16

HEARTFELT LEATHER

Downtown Amherst

253-5735

Hours: M-S 9:30-6:00

Fri.: 9:30-8:00 Sun.: 11:00-5:00

1

I

I

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
ATTENTION

WORK AVAILABLE

The Collegian is advertising a position for

work-study. We are taking applications un-

til Wednesday November 23. Stop by the

Collegian Office Rm 113 Campus Center

between 8:45 am - 3:45 pm daily to find out

more information.

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 Toyota Corona well maintained, best

offer 586-5122

1979 Malibu 4-door good running cond.

excellent body some motor problems best

offer/ 1800 $ must sell Kathi 546-6492

1980 Mazda 628 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from domn ^rties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT

January space available Brittany

Manor female $117 heat included 256-001

1

FOR SALE

The Collegian is advertising a position for

work-study. We are taking applications un-

til Wednesday November 23. Stop by the

Collegian Office Rm 113 Campus Center

between 8:45 am - 3:45 pm daily to find out

more information.

Run for Ritter Road Race: The Road

Race Committee is now accepting applica-

tions for the following positions: Prize

Director, T-Shirt Director, First-aid Direc-

tor Course Director, Greek and Dormitory

Directors, P. A. Director, Water Director,

Clean-up Director, Finish Line Director,

Computer Director, Treasurer, Police Direc-

tor Student Recruiter. All positions are

voluntary. Applications and job descrip-

tions can be picked up at the table on the

first floor of the Newman Center. Applica-

tions are being accepted until 12/2.

INSTRUCTION

Tutor Needed: Phil 110 (logic), Will pay

well. Contact Leah: 546-8280

LOST

ATTENTION Women'* Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

FOUND

Found Timex Watch Lib Tower identify

6-7713

Stolen blue knapsack - books for classes

not for resale. Please return to 420 Student

Union no questions asked reward $10

545-0341

Please return my leather gloves. Your

wish = my command. Great sentimen-

tal value. REWARD. 646-6933

Thin black rimmed glasses in purple

w/black trim velvet case. If found please

call 546-7352

Yellow suede pencil case containing,

(among other things) a clear plastic foun-

tain pen w/red dots. Sentimental value. If

found please call 546-8871 thank you

PERSONALS

Larry £r Neil SmKh: Happy Birthday yous

guysl I'm glad we've got another wonderful

year ahead of us. I couldn't ask for better

brothers. I love both. We'll have a celebra-

tion you won't forget. Kim

To the Brothers of Umbda Chi Alpha a

special thanks from the new brothers. It

feels great to be a part of the house

Have a fabulous birthday Skinner and

Sarah. Love ya Sharon

•••• College •••• Spring ••** Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe •

• Motor Coach Transportation •

• • ocean front occommodation7 night •

• • Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

*Make reservations Now and Save $20*

• Check out our table in the
• CC Concouree or call 546-5422 *

••• D*A*Y*T*0*N*A ••• B«E»A*C»H •••

All cuKural center and clubs, craftspeo-

ple, artists and musicians interested in par-

ticipating in the Orchard Hill/Central Holi-

day Festival please contact Debbie at

666-7020 or John at 546-6634

Attention Fall QraduatesI

on Mon Nov 28-Frl Dec 2, 9 am-5 pm
YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

will be taken

for appointment, call 545-2874

up through Nov 23 or

sign up on portrait dates

in Room 178 CC

Deb - To the best roomie - Happy 18thl

Thanks for everything. Hope you have

much mol Jilly

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Naacy,
584-7324 evenings

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Genesis Hartford Civic

Center Dec 1 will pay I Call 546-6375 or

546-6368 keep trying I

ROOMMATE WANTED

Room available In Townehouse Apts.

starting Jan. Pleese call Guy 549-2638

SERVICES

TYPING - Fast professional $1.20/pg

manuscripts. Resumes, correspondence,

statistical avail. 666-3414

AirwBves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

Expert typing/processing. Rough, revis-

ed or final copy. Call 253-5318

SKI CONOO

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession Vi

mile to slopes - wesh/dry - fireplace Dec 26

Jan 31 $296 546-5653.

TO SUBLET

Room In quiet comfortable house,

ROute 9 before Belchertown. Seeking older

student. 50 yds to bus. 323-4528 5-12 PM

WANTED

Experienced tutor needed for Accoun-

ting 321 please call 253-3313 Sharon

To Trade: Sony TV with battery pack for

FM-Cassette headphones 546-9527

Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Rent your house, apartment, room; 1-3

bedrooms near Amherst for intersession

and/or spring 256-1347

HELP - Looking for 2-3 bedroom apartnrtent

near bus route. Will take over lease Jan 1.

Gary 546-4921 or Andy 666-3343
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UM wrestlers open up hopeful season tonight
Faces conference favorite Boston University at 7p,m,

By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Correspondent

The outlook for the 1983-84 University of

Massachusetts wrestling team this year is

an optimistic one.

"This is the first legitimate lineup I've

had here," third year Coach Rick Freitas

said. "The last two years we've had an

inconsistent roster due to wrestler's

academic problems and lack of interest.

This year I know Tve got a group of athletes

who are here to wrestle."

The proof is in the pudding. This year's

lineup is saturated with top notch fresh-

men, four of them state high school

champions. "We have the best crop of

freshmen in the east," Freitas said.

Massachusetts will start five freshmen in

their nine man lineup along with a

sophomore, senior and two sophomores.

And this young lineup will be tested as the

Minutemen open their season against

Yankee conference favorite Boston

University tonight at the Boyden Auxiliary

Gym at 7 p.m.

Starting at 118 lbs. for UMass will be

Mass. state high school champion Richard

Gardiner. The freshman also placed nineth

in last year's USA Junior National

Freestyle Wrestling Tournament, which

included some of the best high school

wrestlers in the country.

Salem's Chris Lee enters the lineup at the

126 lb. spot. The freshman is another state

high school and freestyle champion.

At 134 lbs., sophomore Tim Heitzman is

someone to watch. As a freshman he was

the Mass. high school state champion.

Freshman Wesley Beckwith, another

Mass. high school state champ, will be

wrestling at 132 lbs. Freshman David

MacDonald will be at the 150 mark until

Mike Bossi can return to the lineup. Bossi

is a pre-season AU-American Honorable

Mention. Sophomore William Pearsall will

start at 158 lbs. for the Minutemen.

Captain Scott McQuaide should have

another great year at 167 lbs. The senior

placed second in the Yankee Conference

last year and third the year before.

Two time high school National team
member, Brian Shaughnessy, enters the

lineup at the 177 spot. Shaughnessy is also

afrosh.

Juniors Francisco Gutierrez and Mike
Dwyer will handle the 190 and heavyweight

spots respectively. These starters will

have to deal with the Terriers tonight.

"It's far from beyond our abUity to beat

them (BU)." Freitas said. "If we get some
wins in the lower weights and score early,

we should be able to hold them."

The key matchups in the opener will be at

the 118 and 134 divisions. BU's Dennis

King will meet Gardiner at 118 lbs. Both

were state champs last year in high school.

King is used to wrestling at a higher weight

(130 lbs) and will have to come down. At
the 134 lb. weight class Heitzman will meet

BU's returning New England champion

Mike Enzien.

"We have a tough schedule this year but

we'll surprise some people" Freitas said.

"These guys wrestle year round and with

their talent could be as good as anybody."

Photo coartc*)' of Sporti Infonnation

CAPTAIN Scott McQuaide is the

only senior starter on a UMass team

that takes on BU tonight at Boyden

at 7 p.m.

UConn downs swimmers College basketball starts
By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's swim team came up short last Fri-

day night against the Connecticut Huskies

but it wasn't a total disappointment. The

women were beaten 86-53 but showed

some definite potential in many events.

Of the 36 entries for the Minutewomen,

16 of those bettered their times from the

seasons previous meets. In addition, 11

swimmers were entered in events they had

never competed in before. Coach Valerie

Turtle was pleased with her team's effort,

"It was a decent meet for first time entries

and drops (in time)."

UMass boasted two triple winners in the

meet. Freshman Allison Uzzo Brockton,

with victories in the 400 yard freestyle

relay (with Lori McCluskey, Rosemary

Kelsall, and Elizabeth Feinberg), the 500

yd. freestyle and a record setting effort in

the 1000 yd. freestyle with a time of

11:15.17 was superb. She broke the two

year old record in 1000 freestyle by over 4

seconds.

Junior Captain Elizabeth Feinberg was

the other triple winner with wins in the

freestyle relay, and the 100 and 200 yard

freestyle races.

Jean Bushee was a double winner, winn-

ing the one meter and three meter diving

competition. Caroline Freitas qualified for

the New Englands with her effort in the

200 yard backstroke.

UMass is now 1-2 on the season, but

Coach Turtle is optimistic. "We're trying

some new events for people and they are

trying to explore their potential," she said.

"We set some meet goals, but we also want

to set some individual goals and we have

seen that in black and white."

UMass' next meet is with Springfield

College November 30th at 6 p.m. in

Boyden.

as NC defeats Houston,76-64
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD — The 1983-84 college

basketball season is officially underway as

North Carolina State defeated the

University of Houston 76-64 at the fifth

annual Tipoff Classic last Saturday in the

Springfield Civic Center.

A capacity crowd of 8,700 witnessed this

rematch of last season's championship final

where North Carolina State prevailed 54-52

on a Lorenzo Charles dunk off a Derrick

Whittenburg air ball at the buzzer.

Charles was a relatively unknown before

"the shot heard around the world." He was
a player who started for the Wolfpack just

to round out the starting five. He was an

excellent player who could rebound with

the best of them but, wasn't much of

scoring threat.

Charles worked "his butt off this summer

according to Wolfpack coach Jim Valvano to

improve his shooting. It paid off as the 6-7

junior from Brooklyn, New York shot 7 for

11 and scored 23 points, Saturday.

The now complete player Charles also

pulled in 13 rebounds and blocked 2 shots.

Believe it or not he wasn't the game MVP.
Spud Webb, a 5-6, 135 pound guard from

Dallas, just stole the show and collected the

MVP award.
This mighty-mite junior, a transfer from

Midland Texas Junior college, had the

crowd on it's feet. He possesses a deadly

jump shot, lightning speed, an incredible 42
mch vertical leap, and tremendous court

presence. He put this all together Saturday
with a 18 point, 5 assist and 3 steal per-

formance.
Last season Webb led Midland to the

junior college national championship. Upon
Continued on page 10

UM hockey, soccer still camehome winners
NCAA FINALBy GERRY deSIMAS

and ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

From the various and numerous notes

from the NCAA Division I field hockey

championships this weekend at Franklin

Field in Philadelphia and the division I

women's soccer championships from

Orlando, Florida

The defense of the Old Dominion field

hockey team was awesome as it shut down
the offensive attacks of both Massachusetts

in the semi's (outshooting UMass 22-3) and

top ranked CJpnnecticut (outshooting the

NOTEBOOK
Huskies 25-4). The Monarchs, winners

from the second year in a row, placed four

players on the AU-Tourney team including

Christy Morgan, who had two goals against

UMass ("She's real dangerous," said UM's

Pam Hixon.)

UM placed three players on the squad,

UConn two and Northwestern two. Pam
Moryl, Megan Donnelly, who had the tying

goals in the ODU and NW games, and Patty

Shea were named to the squad.

And Shea did play tRe Northwestern game

with a small crack in her arm below the

time.

"The same thing happened to us four years

ago in Springfield and we came out with a

loss," said Patti Smith, who scored the

gamewinner. "I just wanted to be on the

winning side." Smith was the last of five to

shoot in the first strokeoff which ended tied

at 1-1 and her shot hit the post.

The game was going to feature the

University of Massachusetts defense vs the

University of North Carolina offense and it

was going to be one tough match. The
tough match turned into an even tougher

one when the UMass defense dwindled to

only three healthy defensemen - Mary
Szetela, Beth Semonik and Kristi Kelly.

With Lori Stukes^ forced out of action

because of sprained knee sustained in

elbow. Nevertheless, the goalie was diving practice, the Minutewomen team began to

AP L4U«rphoto

ODU TOPS UCONN — UConn goalie Terry Kix and defender Ginny

O'Neill can only watch after ODU's Jackie Grady, in the middle of her

teammates, scored to lead ODU to a 3-1 triple overtime win in

Philadelphia, Sunday.

all over the field and made 19 saves against

NW.
Another Minutewomen played hurt

against NW. Fefender Nancy Goode, who
took a ball to the head that required eight

stiches, came in the second half to prop up

the team.
"We tried not to play her," said Hixon.

"You have to be careful with head injuries."

Goode played well though as she stopped

one goal when Shea was out of the cage on a

"Nancy's been kind of a unsung hero," said

Hixon. "She's been very steady for four

years. She's always there at the right time

(in reference to the save)."

"Chris Coughlin has played every position

on the field," Hixon said. "She's been very

steady and doesn't make a mistake that

hurts you." Also, how m«iiy players have

their sister on the team too?

In the consolation game against NW,
("They were pysched just to be there," said

Hixon). it took a while to get untracked and

feel the effects of playing with a small squad

all year. The combination of losing Stukes,

who was the only UMass defender to score

this season (four goals), and the offensive

explosiveness of the Tar Heels wore the

team down faster.

Jeanne Paul was outstanding in the UMass
goal and kept the team in the game when
the minimalized defense ran into problems.

Paul, a freshman who received her first loss

of the season, finished the year with a 6-1-1

record while recording five shutouts. Paul
and other freshman Michelle Rodney on
defense received game balls for their play.

Despite losing to North Carolina, the
Minutewomen regained their composure
and came back the next day to get the next
best thing to winning the Championship -

defeating UConn.

One of the Minutewomen's top priorities

this season was to prove that they are

respectable team. The 16 members of this

team worked together and worked hard to

go as far as they did and have no more
after one overtime (it was agreed before to proving to do as they played with the best

play only one OT in the consolation game ^g^ms and, injuries or not, showed their

due ESPN's tight schedule), it was strokes ability.
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mental abuse in a ceremony on the Amherst Common.

Genocide mourned on Common
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Governor sends
Fire Marshall
tosolve problem
By PAUL BASKEN
and MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

Even as two Crampton Dormitory residents made final

plans yesterday to move from their arson-plagued buUding

in the Southwest Residential Area, the twelfth and

thirteenth fires there forced residents to evacuate twice

more.
Students were evacuated after an alarm was pulled at

7:30 last night, and were forced to wait more than two

hours outside as police questioned all residents returning

into the building.

Sarah Pike, a second-floor Crampton resident, who was

waiting outside the dormitory last night said toilet paper

rolls were set on fire in a third floor bathroom, and

University of Massachusetts police "want to know if

anyone has seen anyone suspicious."

"It's an inconvenience, to say the least," Pike said of the

evacuation. "We have exams and papers due tomorrow,

and professors aren't impressed by the fact that we had a

fire alarm."

A second floor bulletin board was discovered on fire

early yesterday at 12:37 a.m.. and during the day, spurred

by the concern of Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, the state Fire

Marshall visited the campus to meet with University and

local officials to determine a solution to the problem.

"We're too scared to live here anymore." said freshman

communications studies major Kristin Peterson of

Abington, describing why she and a friend will not be

living in Crampton after Thanksgiving break.

Freshman Kimberly Stoll said she and Peterson spent

Monday night at StoU's parents' home in Agawam.
State Fire Marshall Joseph A. O'Keefe came here from

Boston yesterday to meet with officials including

University Police Chief Robert Joyce and State Police

trooper Jay Bowman.
"I'm out here to help them in whatever is necessary to

resolve these problems. " said O'Keefe.

He said Dukakis had received phone calls from parents

of residents and has himself become "concerned" about the

arson plague which has included more than 20 suspicious

fires in four of five residence areas this semester. Although

all have been quickly extinguished before causing serious

damage and injury. O'Keefe stressed it is a serious crime

and is being treated as such.

But despite such admonitions to take the incidents

seriously, and assurances of a full investigation by police,

some Crampton residents aren't impressed.

"It doesn't bother me at all. " said Jean Carroll, a fresh-

man political science major from Newburyport. Concurring

with other residents questioned yesterday. Carroll said

she felt more than one person is responsible, and that "I

don't think the police are doing enough, but I don't know

what they are doing because they don't tell us."

"They say they're doing everything they can. but if they

were, they would have someone by now." agreed

sophomore Moira Fitzgerald of Springfield. "I wish they'd

catch the person."

Although Carroll said she is printing up a sweatshirt

declaring Crampton "the hottest place to be at UMass."

she said "a lot of people are saying 'there's no way I'm

living there next semester.'"

However. Gerald Quarles, assignment coordinator for

Housing Services, said only six Crampton residents in-

dicated a desire to relocate during the room choosing

process for next semester. He admitted, though, that any

such movement is rare in the all female dormitory, which

he said is normally "a very popular place,"

Director of Housing Services Joseph Zannini said 24-

hour security will remain on in Crampton and in Cashin

Dormitory in the Sylvan Residential Area, the site of eight

suspicious fires this semester.

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

Through letters and public mourning many people in

Amherst are bringing attention to the darker and less well

known side of the Thanksgiving holiday, involving acts of

destruction against Native American Indians committed

when the Pilgrams discovered America, including here in

Amherst.
Last night on the Amherst Common about 60 people

took part in a mourning ritual for acts of genocide happen-

ing today around the world to reflect on the genocide of

the past when this country was founded.

Kim Erslev, a graduate student at the University of

Massachusetts, said Amherst was a site of genocide in

1763 when General Jeffery Amherst, who the town is

named after, supposedly created a huge epidemic of small

pox among the Indians by giving them infested blankets.

"H6 deliberately killed the native populations of

Western Massachusetts in 1763," said Erslev, a member

of an eight person feminist affinity group who organized

the ritual.

Another woman from the group said the main point of

the ritual was to make people aware that Thanksgiving is

not just a celebration for the country's democracy and

freedom but also a time for mourning.

"We can't forget that the freedom people are

celebrating was won off the backs and blood of the Indian

Natives," she said.

To raise public awareness of the genocide in Amherst,

the affinity group has sent letters to 71 Amherst

businesses and organizations describing the events.

"We are letting them know about the activities of Lord

Jeffery Amherst so they can make a choice whether to

keep a name for someone responsible for acts of

genocide," said another member.

The ritual included the singing of songs, chants to drum

beats, kneeling to the earth and many people held candles.

One chant, of the Hebrew phrase meaning "and the

spirit shall heal it" was recited dozens of times after peo-

ple called out current and past issues of distress to them

such as poverty, racism and the United States presence in

El Salvador.

Other chants were a common Indian Medicine women

chant and one for peace orated by several Buddhist Monks

from the order of Nipponzan.

An Indian woman from New Mexico attended the begin-

ning of the ritual but then left after criticizing participants

for only mourning Indians of the past and ignoring the

needs of living Indians who the woman said are still being

neglected.

"If you are really sincere about Indian issues then

familiarize yourself with what is happening today on the

reservations," said the Native American woman named

Fire. ^ , .

"The native American circle of life is much larger than

people realize. You must know more about our people to

talk about us. We were here when the invaders came, wt

are here now and always will be," she said.

One participant of the ritual said the Indian woman s

opinion was quite valid.

"People talk about the Indians as if they are not here

anymore. This must be changed," said Kathy from Nor-

thampton who refused to give her last name.

Several students from UMass attended the ritual and

one said he felt very strongly about the issues being ad-

dressed

"I came because I feel the United States has taken a

historical role in destroying people of other lands and na-

tions everywhere," said junior Court Cline.

Thanksgiving

Indians are giving no thanks
«-^ __ xl -J 1 ^A. W A.M.Bk4«m««v r\a>«Aa

By VIRGINIA WARFIELD
('ollegian Correspondent

Thanksgiving traditionally symbolizes the gratitude and

good fortune of the Pilgrims.but the holiday has a different

meaning for the other Massachusetts inhabitants of 1620.

According to Umass associate professor of anthropology

Dena Dincauze, American Indians feel a bitterness that

surfaces everyl Thanksgiving.

She said the holiday "has become a sort of counter-culture

image for Indian self awareness, ii undermines their

Indianness and reminds them how they have suffered."

Though once prevalent in New England, umcaze suid

Indians today as far west as the Dakotas are beginning to

stress Thanksgiving as a symbol of the tragedy on their

part.

She added the issue is becoming an important one to

Indian students and culture here on campus.

During the mid-17th century. Dincauze said, large

populations of Indians inhabited Hadley, Northampton,

and Deerfield.

These native American people in New England, who

belonged to no specific tribes but were named accordingtc

where they lived, were part of a culture already lO.OOC

years old when the pilgrims arrived at Plymouth.

As hunters and farmers, the Indians here-the Nontucks

or NowottucVs— were centered around major areas ol

fertile soU. she said, until 1675, when they were driven out

of the vaUey during battles of the King PhUUp s War

Alter witnorawing to Connecticut, they came back in

1704 and raided Deerfield. "Deerfield has been riding on

the fame ever since." she said.

Though war and disease destroyed a great part of the

Indian population, many native people survive today in

New England, and much of their culture and craft is

preserved .
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AROUND THE WORLD
Schmidt launches paper Pershing
BONN. West Germany (AP) - Former

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt flew a paper

airplane in the main chamber of the West

German Parliament on Tuesday while his

longtime party rival. Willy Brandt, was

making an anti-missile speech.

Schmidt began folding the airplane as

Brandt attacked supporters of a new
NATO missile deployment in West Ger-

many. Then, to the amusement of deputies

nearby, Schmidt launched his missile-like

paper construction. Witnesses said he had

svTitten "Pershing 2" on the wings.

Schmidt. Social Democratic chancellor

from 1974 to 1982. was an originator of the

1979 NATO decision to deploy 572 new

U.S. -built nuclear missiles in Western

Europe starting in 1983 if the superpowers

failed to reach an arms control agreement

first.

The left-leaning Brandt, also a former

chancellor and rival of the more con-

servative Schmidt, is credited with having

turned the Social Democrats away from the

NATO missile deployment. The party voted

last weekend to reject the missiles.

AROUND THE NATION
JFK mourned in televised Mass
WASHINGTON .AP> - In the church

wh*r* John F. Kennedy once worshiped.

his :*njily md aging heirs of the New-

Frontier gathered Tuesday on the 20th

anmversAry of his death.

With President Reagan sitting on the

front row in Holy Trinity Roman Catholic

Church. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. D-

Mass.. and Archbishop James A. Hickey of

Washington took the occasion of a

nationally televised memorial Mass to

appeal for renewed efforts to achieve racial

justice and end the nuclear arms race.

Senator Kennedy summed up his brother

in these words:

'He was a hero of war who fought har-

dest for peace.

"He said and proved in word and deed

that one man can make a difference, which

is why his thousand days will be remem-

bered for a thousand years and more."

"As the torch is passed to each succeeding

generation." the senator concluded, "I

believe that those who seek peace and

justice, those who join the forward march of

the human pilgrimage on earth, will say of

John Fitzgerald Kennedy. He has never

left us. and he never will'."

Draft resister sent to jail for 6 months
BOSTON \\P) — A draft resister who

refused to perform court -ordered volunteer

work was dragged away by federal mar-

shals Tuesday after being sentenced to six

months in prison for violating terms of his

parole.

Edward J. Hasbrouck. 23. of Wellesley.

collapsed to the fk>or when U.S. District

Judge David S. Nelson said he was
revoking his parole and ordering him to

prison.

"When you first came before me I

believed you. but I don't believe you

anymore. " Nelson said. "You lied when you

said you'd perform public service and you're

lying now."

Nelson ordered Hasbrouck uken to

prison "not next week and not tomorrow

but right now. this minute."

"I can't conceive of any reason why

people are willing to express support for

our suicidal military policy." said

Hasbrouck.

Hasbrouck was sentenced to six months
in jail in January for failing to register for

the draft. However. Nelson suspended the

sentence and ordered Hasbrouck to per-

form 1,000 hours of public service.

"Although you have clearly and ab-

solutely acted in defiance of the law. you

acted out of conscience." Nelson said Jan.

14 when he suspended the sentence.

Hasbrouck was found innocent July 19 of

charges he assaulted a U.S. marshal at a

court hearing in Cambridge during a scuffle

that broke out after protestors plastered

anti-draft stickers in a courtroom.

AROUND THE REGION
Financial compensation proposed

for victims of toxic waste exposure

WOBURN. Mass. lAPt — Families

victimized by chemical waste spills en-

dorsed a plan Tuesday for the federal

government to pay for medical treatment

for people exposed to toxic substances.

Witnesses told the U.S. House Energy

and Commerce Committee that current

laws covering the cleanup of dump sites do

nothing to pay for the medical coverage of

people whose illnesses are linked to con-

taminated areas.

"For the want of some benefits or

financial resources, some lives and some

families have been k)St." said the Rev.

Bruce Young, pastor of Trjiity Church in

WobuTO. He urged the iegisiaiors to amend

a proposed v.cians compensauoo bill and

include psych;a:nc couiiseliiig to help

families cope with med:cai prooiecQ-s

Young has counseled rvasy larn^es thai

blame the aty's spraw^g l:iCur.r5)>x

dump — one of the 10 worst haixtious

waste spots in the country — for rxCXA.

problems, mcludmg one <rf the iufb**:

cancer rates in the state.

The congressional field hearmg. chaired

by U.S. Rep Edward Markey. D Mass ,

was held at a hotel kxrated several hundred

yards away from the dump, which contain*

acres of chemical soaked earth and pools of

poisonous arsenic.

Ann Anderson of Woburn testified that

her son Jimmy died in January 1981 due to

drinking water that had been contaminated

by the dump. Jimmy, one of many local

children who contracted leukemia, battled

the disease from age 3 until his death at age

12.

"I will say that every aspect of our lives

have changed for the worse." said Mrs.

Anderson. She urged the panel to expand

the bill and make it retroactive to cover

people like her son who have already died.

The sweeping compensation bill,

sponsored by Markey. would cover medica!

costs — including surgery, hospitalization.

nursing care, ambulances, drugs,

rehabliuiioo and other services — which

are incurred in connection with a physica]

x^ury or illness connected to hazardous

waste exposure.

Since scienusts can rarely establish a

cau»e- and -effect relationship between

cfleoucAJ exposure and iiiness. a victim

would be allowed to esUblish the link

simply through a preponderance of the

evidence."

PLO rebels give Arafat three days
TRIPOLI. Lebanon (AP) — Syrian-

supported Palestinian rebels shattered a

self imposed truce Tuesday, shelled

buildings around Yasser Arafat's offices

and gave the PLO leader 72 hours to get out

of the embattled city alive. Police said at

least 30 people were killed.

"If he does not go from Tripoli, we will

attack him in the streets." said Ahmed
Jibril. who leads one of the groups fighting

the Palestine Liberation Organization

chairman. Asked how long Arafat had to

flee the city. Jibril told reporters: 'This

situtation will continue for only three

days."

In Washington. Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger said the suicide truck-

bomb attack on U.S. Marines in Beirut last

month was carried out with "the spon-

sorship, knowledge and authority of the

Syrian government."

The bomb killed 239 American ser-

vicemen. President Reagan has publicly

promised that the atUckers would be

punished, but Weinberger refused to

discuss any retaliation.

Jaruzelski tightens political grip
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Premier Gen.

Wojciech Jaruzelski on Monday took

control of a new defense councU that gives

him many of the sweeping powers he en-

joyed during 19 months of martial law.

Parliament installed the Polish leader as

chairman of the council and named him
supreme commander in chief of the armed
forces after he formally resigned as defense

minister, a post he held for 15 years.

It also approved his proposal to shuffle the

economic ministers in his Cabinet to "make
the government work more effectively."

Jaruzelski retains the jobs of premier and

first secretary of the ruling Communist
Party.

The changes strengthen the 60-year-old

general's grip on power and guarantee a

prominent role for the military in Poland.

AP photo

POSE FOR A PICTURE - Members of the Kennedy family pause in

the driveway of the Kennedy Compound in Hyannisport Tuesday on

their way to a private service for JFK.

Dukakis
BOSTON lAP) — A new law extending

voting hours in Massachusetts will make

the voting process more accessible to

residents. Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said

Monday.

Under a law passed after an 11 year

legislative battle, the polls must now be

open 13 hours for all sute elections.

lace
PROVIDENCE. R.I. iAP> - Four

youths broke into a shoelace company, stole

28.000 colorful sneaker laces then sold

about half of them in school before getting

caught, police said Tuesday.

Detective Cyril Rourke said four boys

forced opened the rear door of the Lincoln

Lace & Braid Co. Sunday and made off with

14.000 pairs of laces valued at $16,000.

Previously, the law set a minimum of 10

hours, although most larger communities

stayed open 12 hours, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m..

with a few opening even earlier.

Under the bill Dukakis signed into law

last week, the mandatory closing hour

remains 8 p.m.. but requires an earlier

opening.

They have been charged with breaking and

entering and referred to Family Court.

When Rourke went to the boys' homes,

all at the same housing project, he said he

found "closets full of these laces — I mean
literally closets full and bags full of laces."

Detectives spent most of their in-

vestigation at the Oliver Hazard Middle

School, where "just about everybody had a

pair of the things." R<iurke said.
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Ceremony remembersJFK death
By ANNE McCRORY
and DAVID B. MINER
CoUegian Staff

John F. Kennedy dormitory at the University of

Massachusetts Tuesday hosted state and University of-

ficials in a ceremony commemorating the former President

on the 20th anniversary of his death.

The hour long ceremony, which concluded with the

unveiling of a Kennedy portrait donated by the John F.

Kennedy Library in Boston, featured speakers who

praised Kennedy's dedication to education and reflected

upon his time in power.

"Because of President Kennedy, I believe that education

is the key to everything," said Resident Director Sam

Hanger in opening the ceremony. "It is through education

that we combat those things that hurt society. Even

though 20 years have passed, it is particularly fitting to

single out President Kennedy as a sincere and gifted Pied

Piper of social reform
.

"

"We feel that the recognition of the man after whom this

tower is named, and the commemoration of what his past

achievements and contributions to our society have meant,

exemplifies the mood which now presides on this campus

as a whole, and specifically within the JFK residence hall,

dormitory Treasurer Todd Treacy said in his remarks.

Treacy said in an interview that the dorm is working to

change its image from a residence with reputedly bad

physical conditions and lack of activities to "one where a

positive attitude exists."

Peter Themistocles, dorm vice president, said the idea

to commemorate Kennedy's anniversary came about a

month ago.

"We wanted to do something— we're the only dorni for

Kennedy on campus, and we wanted to gain recognition

throughout campus as one of the better places to live at

UMass," he said.

Themistocles said he thought Kennedy would be "proud"

to have the dorm named after him from "the general level

of enthusiasm in the dorm and in Southwest."

"It's ironic," he added, "that three quarters of the people

here were not even born when he (Kennedy) was

president, but they still appreciate what he did and what is

going on."

Three members of the Reserve Officer Training Corps

color g^ard were also on hand to commemorate the late

President, saluting with rifles as student John Powers

trumpeted Taps at the ceremony's closing. A moment of

silence was also observed in Kennedy's memory.

Speakers offering their recollections of the slain leader

included Kennedy associate and family friend Sebastian J.

Ruggeri of Greenfield, William Courier of Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' Western Massachusetts office, administrative

representative Bonnie Strickland and Joseph Hernon, a

UMass history professor who plans to teach a course on

Kennedy next semester.

JFK dormitory, located in the Southwest Residential

Area, is one of four towers named after former presidents

raised in Massachusetts.
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SGA's VS government certificates come due

SATF money to be reinvested
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association (SGA) coor-

dinating committee recently authorized reinvestment of

$150,000 in Student Activities Trust Fund monies.

The SGA has invested the money, which represents a

portion of unused cash in the SATF account, for the past

two years under the SGA Investment Policy, SGA

Treasurer Eric Nitzsche said.

The SATF includes all accounts and transactions of all

Registered Student Organizations (RSOs) including the

SGA at the University of Massachusetts, plus $962,000

cash on hand, which the groups have not used yet, Nitz-

sche S3ii(l.

The $156,000 is invested in U.S. Government Cer-

tificates of Deposit, and interest on the certificates is plac-

ed into two accounts, "to replace capital equipment that

breaks down and to buy equipment needed for unusual

contingencies," he said.

The $150,000 principle is not allocatable, Nitzsche said,

and any increase in the investment must be approved by

the Coordinating Committee, the Student Activities Office

Business manager, and the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs.

The SGA invests "what we feel is a safe amount," Nitz-

sche said, "but I think we could probably afford more in

there."

The interest income "depends on the going rate," he

said. "Last year, since the interest rate was about 10 per-

cent on this bond, we made $15,000," and "this year, the

interest rate will probably be lower, so we will make about

$10,000," he added.

Nitzsche said the SGA might be able to make more

money by investing in private companies instead of

government bonds, but added that "we're a state trust

fund. We can't just go out and buy all kinds of securities."

The SATF, paid for by the $96 yeariy Student Activities

Fee and totaling almost $2 million in revenue, is one of

many trust funds in the three-campus university system.

Reserve money from these trust funds is invested by the

University treasurer, and the interest from these in-

vestments is redistributed by University President David

C. Knapp.
This policy "is fine when you are dealing with state

monies," Nitzsche said, but student groups "work hard to

raise a few thousand dollars" for activities, and the SGA
Investment Policy was set up "to help make up for the fact

that we don't get any interest."

Apple II computers stolen from lab
University of Massachusetts police reported three thefts

yesterday.

Two Apple II computers, valued between $5,000 and

$6,000, were reported stolen from the second floor in

Chenoweth laboratory between 4 p.m. Sunday and 8 a.m.

Monday, police said. Chenoweth houses the Food Science

and Nutrition program on campus.

A necklace valued at $180 was reported stolen from an

unlocked room on the second floor of Moore dormitory,

police said. The necklace was taken between 4 p.m.

Saturday and 12:30 Sunday, according to the report.

A leather jacket and wallet, valued at $135, were taken

from the Blue Wall in the Campus Center between 9 p.m.

and 10:30 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 18. police said. There are

no suspects.
__ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
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DOING HOMEWORK - Jim Walsh, a junior Art major, secures his sculpture for his **3 Dimen-

sional Foundations", art clasps. .._..._ '

CollrKian plwito by David l>*ub«r

TRAVELIN' MAN - A UMass student, with

bags in hand, heads home yesterday afternoon

for Thanksgiving break.

Commission will

review ethics code,

faculty civility
By LIZ TURNER
Collegian Correspondent

Upon request from the Chancellor's Staff, the Chan-

cellor's Commission on Civility will review the Code of

Professional Ethics for the Faculty at the University of

Massachu.setts and their own review of faculty in-

volvement in civility.

The review, tentatively set for early December, will

involve members from the Civility Commission and

Faculty Senate—and presumably members of the

Personnell Policies Committee, a standing committee of

the Faculty Senate, according to Senate Secretary Bob

Jones.

Vincent Dethier, Civility Commission chair, explauied

the two reviews. The first, he said, wilj be "to see if the

code is adequate, if it addresses certain issues, and how

well it operates." The second review, the commission's

was motivated by the results of two reports and "the

Commission's perception that the faculty did not assume an

outstandingly active role in matters concerning civility
."

Dethier said.

The Evaluation of the Year in Civility, completed in

August of 1982, "did not indicate widespread faculty

participation in general," Dethier said. In the second

report, compiled by the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA), "students have raised

questions about the rights of students vis-a-vis faculty and

professional staff," Dethier said.

The present code of ethics outlines aspects of teaching

such as, "to seek and state the truth, to encourage the free

pursuit of learning in the student, and the obligations that

derive from common membership in the community of

scholars."
, r,

The first code, drafted by the Academic Personnel

Policies Committee on February 9, 1978. was a

"modification and adaptation ' of a similar code drawn up

by the American Association of University Professors,

Jones said. In May 1980, an amendment was added to that

code which requires faculty to exercise equality with

respect to the rights of others, in evaluation of peers and

students and assignments of duties in the University, and

to "promote the ideals of a learning environment that

fosters individual rights and encourages mutual respect."

When asked his feelings concerning the present code.

Profe.ssor of English William O'Donnell said, "Maybe the

code is not clear enough. There are specific problems, such

as giving grades and letters of recommendation, where the

code would be of more help if it were specific." The present

code. O'Donnell said, "ought to be read very carefully."
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AROUND THE WORLD
Schmidt launches paper Pershing
BONN. West Germany (AP) - Former

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt flew a paper

airplane in the main chamber of the West

German Parliament on Tuesday while his

longtime party rival, Willy Brandt, was

makinK an anti-missile speech.

Schmidt began folding the airplane as

Brandt attacked supporters of a new
NATO missile deployment in West Ger-

many. Then, to the amusement of deputies

nearby, Schmidt launched his missile-like

paper construction. Witnesses said he had

written "Pershing 2" on the wings.

Schmidt, Social Democratic chancellor

from 1974 to 1982, was an originator of the

1979 NATO decision to deploy 572 new

U.S. -built nuclear missiles in Western

Europe starting in 1983 if the superpowers

failed to reach an arms control agreement

first.

The left-leaning Brandt, also a former

chancellor and rival of the more con-

servative Schmidt, is credited with having

turned the Social Democrats away from the

NATO missile deployment. The party voted

last weekend to reject the missiles.

AROUND THE NATION
JFK mourned in televised Mass
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the church

where John F. Kennedy once worshiped,

his family and aging heirs of the New
Frontier gathered Tuesday on the 20th

anniversary of his death.

With President Reagan sitting on the

front row in Holy Trinity Roman Catholic

Church, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., and Archbishop James A. Hickey of

Washington took the occasion of a

nationally televised memorial Mass to

appeal for renewed efforts to achieve racial

justice and end the nuclear arms race.

Senator Kennedy summed up his brother

in these words:

"He was a hero of war who fought har-

dest for peace.

"He said and proved in word and deed

that one man can make a difference, which

is why his thousand days will be remem-

bered for a thousand years and more."

"As the torch is passed to each succeeding

generation," the senator concluded, "I

believe that those who seek peace and

justice, those who join the forward march of

the human pilgrimage on earth, wiU say of

John Fitzgerald Kennedy. He has never

left us, and he never will'."

Draft resister sent toJail for 6 months
BOSTON (AP) — A draft resister who

refused to perform court-ordered volunteer

work was dragged away by federal mar-

shals Tuesday after being sentenced to six

months in prison for violating terms of his

parole.

Edward J. Hasbrouck. 23. of Wellesley.

collapsed to the floor when U.S. District

Judge David S. Nelson said he was
revoking his parole and ordering him to

prison.

"When you first came before me I

believed you. but I don't believe you

anymore," Nelson said. "You lied when you

said you'd perform public service and you're

lying now."

Nelson ordered Hasbrouck taken to

prison "not next week and not tomorrow

but right now, this minute."

"I can't conceive of any reason why
people are willing to express support for

our suicidal military policy." said

Hasbrouck.

Hasbrouck was sentenced to six months
in jail in January for failing to register for

the draft. However. Nelson suspended the

sentence and ordered Hasbrouck to per-

form 1.000 hours of public service.

"Although you have clearly and ab-

solutely acted in defiance of the law. you

acted out of conscience," Nelson said Jan.

14 when he suspended the sentence.

Hasbrouck was found innocent July 19 of

charges he assaulted a U.S. marshal at a

court hearing in Cambridge during a scuffle

that broke out after protestors plastered

anti-draft stickers in a courtroom.

AROUND THE REGION
Financial compensation proposed

for victims of toxic waste exposure

WOBURN. Mass. (AP) - Families

victimized by chemical waste spills en-

dorsed a plan Tuesday for the federal

government to pay for medical treatment

for people exposed to toxic substances.

Witnesses told the U.S. House Energy

and Commerce Committee that current

laws covering the cleanup of dump sites do

nothing to pay for the medical coverage of

people whose illnesses are linked to con-

taminated areas.

"For the want of some benefits or

financial resources, some lives and some

families have been lost." said the Rev.

Bruce Young, pastor of Trinity Church in

Woburn. He urged the legislators to amend

a proposed victims compensation bill and

include psychiatric counseling to help

families cope with medical problems.

Young has counseled many families that

blame the city's sprawling Industriplex

dump — one of the 10 worst hazardous

waste spots in the country — for medical

problems, including one of the highest

cancer rates in the state.

The congressional field hearing, chaired

by U.S. Rep. Edward Markey, D Mass..

was held at a hotel located several hundred

yard* away from the dump, which contains

acres of chemical-soaked earth and pools of

poisonous arsenic.

Ann Anderson of Woburn testified that

her son Jimmy died in January 1981 due to

drinking water that had been contaminated

by the dump. Jimmy, one of many local

children who contracted leukemia, battled

the disease from age 3 until his death at age

12.

"I will say that every aspect of our lives

have changed for the worse." said Mrs.

Anderson. She urged the panel to expand

the bill and make it retroactive to cover

people like her son who have already died.

The sweeping compensation bill,

sponsored by Markey. would cover medical

costs — including surgery, hospitalization,

nursing care, ambulances, drugs,

rehablitation and other services — which

are incurred in connection with a physical

injury or illness connected to hazardous

waste exposure.

Since scientists can rarely establish a

cause-and -effect relationship between

chemical exposure and illness, a victim

would be allowed to establish the link

simply through "a preponderance of the

evidence."

PLO rebels give Arafat three days
TRIPOLI, I^banon (AP) - Syrian-

supported Palestinian rebels shattered a

self-imposed truce Tuesday, shelled

buildings around Yasser Arafat's offices

and gave the PLO leader 72 hours to get out

of the embattled city alive. Police said at

least 30 people were killed.

"If he does not go from Tripoli, we will

attack him in the streets," said Ahmed

Jibril, who leads one of the groups fighting

the Palestine Liberation Organization

chairman. Asked how long Arafat had to

flee the city. Jibril told reporters:"This

situtation will continue for only three

days."

In Washington. Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger said the suicide truck-

bomb attack on U.S. Marines in Beirut last

month was carried out with "the spon-

sorship, knowledge and authority of the

Syrian government."

The bomb killed 239 American ser-

vicemen. President Reagan has publicly

promised that the atUckers would be

punished, but Weinberger refused to

discuss any retaliation.

Jaruzelski tightens political grip
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Premier Gen.

Wojciech Jaruzelski on Monday took

control of a new defense council that gives

him many of the sweeping powers he en-

joyed during 19 months of martial law.

Parliament installed the Polish leader as

chairman of the council and named him

supreme commander in chief of the armed
forces after he formally resigned as defense

mini.ster, a post he held for 15 years.

It also approved his proposal to shuffle the

economic ministers in his Cabinet to "make
the government work more effectively."

Jaruzelski retains the jobs of premier and

first secretary of the ruling Communist
Party.

The changes strengthen the 60-year-old

general's grip on power and guarantee a

prominent role for the military in Poland.

AP photo

POSE FOR A PICTURE -- Members of the Kennedy family pause in

the driveway of the Kennedy Compound in Hyannisport Tuesday on

their way to a private service for JFK.

Dukakis okays 13-hour voting day
BOSTON (AP) — A new law extending

voting hours in Massachusetts will make
the voting process more accessible to

residents. Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said

Monday.

Under a law passed after an 11 -year

legislative battle, the polls must now be

open 13 hours for all state elections.

Previously, the law set a minimum of 10

hours, although most larger communities

stayed open 12 hours, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.,

with a few opening even earlier.

Under the bill Dukakis signed into law

last week, the mandatory closing hour

remains 8 p.m.. but requires an earlier

opening.

Police lace up another theft case
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - Four

youths broke into a shoelace company, stole

28.000 colorful sneaker laces then sold

about half of them in school before getting

caught, police said Tuesday.

Detective Cyril Rourke said four boys

forced opened the rear door of the Lincoln

Lace & Braid Co. Sunday and made off with

14.000 pairs of laces valued at $16,000.

They have been charged with breaking and

entering and referred to Family Court.

When Rourke went to the boys' homes,

all at the same housing project, he said he

found "closets full of these laces — I mean
literally closets full and bags full of laces."

Detectives spent most of their in-

vestigation at the Oliver Hazard Middle

School, where "just about everybody had a

pair of the things," Rourke said.
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Ceremony remembersJFK death
By ANNE McCRORY
and DAVID B. MINER
Collegian Staff

John F. Kennedy dormitory at the University of

Massachusetts Tuesday hosted state and University of-

ficials in a ceremony commemorating the former President

on the 20th anniversary of his death.

The hour long ceremony, which concluded with the

unveiling of a Kennedy portrait donated by the John F.

Kennedy Library in Boston, featured speakers who

praised Kennedy's dedication to education and reflected

upon his time in power.

"Because of President Kennedy. I believe that education

is the key to everything." said Resident Director Sam

Hanger in opening the ceremony. "It is through education

that we combat those things that hurt society. Even

though 20 years have passed, it is particularly fitting to

single out President Kennedy as a sincere and gifted Pied

Piper of social reform."

"We feel that the recognition of the man after whom this

tower is named, and the commemoration of what his past

achievements and contributions to our society have meant,

exemplifies the mood which now presides on this campus

as a whole, and specifically within the JFK residence hall,

dormitory Treasurer Todd Treacy said in his remarks.

Treacy said in an interview that the dorm is working to

change its image from a residence with reputedly bad

physical conditions and lack of activities to "one where a

positive attitude exists."

Peter Themistocles. dorm vice president, said the idea

to commemorate Kennedy's anniversary came about a

month ago.

"We wanted to do something— we're the only dorm for

Kennedy on campus, and we wanted to gain recognition

throughout campus as one of the better places to live at

UMass." he said.

Themistocles said he thought Kennedy would be "proud"

to have the dorm named after him from "the general level

of enthusiasm in the dorm and in Southwest."

"It's ironic." he added, "that three quarters of the people

here were not even born when he (Kennedy) was

president, but they still appreciate what he did and what is

going on."

Three members of the Reserve Officer Training Corps

color g^ard were also on hand to commemorate the late

President, saluting with rifles as student John Powers

trumpeted Taps at the ceremony's closing. A moment of

silence was also observed in Kennedy's memory.

Speakers offering their recollections of the slain leader

included Kennedy associate and family friend Sebastian J.

Ruggeri of Greenfield. William Courier of Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' Western Massachu.setts office, administrative

representative Bonnie Strickland and Joseph Hernon, a

UMass history professor who plans to teach a course on

Kennedy next semester.

JFK dormitory, located in the Southwest Residential

Area, is one of four towers named after former presidents

raised in Massachusetts.

SGA 's US government certificates come due

SATF money to be reinvested
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association (SGA) coor-

dinating committee recently authorized reinvestment of

$150,000 in Student Activities Trust Fund monies.

The SGA has invested the money, which represents a

portion of unused cash in the SATF account, for the past

two years under the SGA Investment Policy, SGA
Treasurer Eric Nitzsche said.

The SATF includes all accounts and transactions of all

Registered Student Organizations (RSOs) including the

SGA at the University of Massachusetts, plus $962,000

cash on hand, which the groups have not used yet, Nitz-

sche said.

The $150,000 is invested in U.S. (^vernment Cer-

tificates of Deposit, and interest on the certificates is plac-

ed into two accounts, "to replace capital equipment that

breaks down and to buy equipment needed for unusual

contingencies," he said.

The $150,000 principle is not allocatable, Nitzsche said,

and any increase in the investment must be approved by

the Coordinating Committee, the Student Activities Office

Business manager, and the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs.

The SGA invests "what we feel is a safe amount," Nitz-

sche said, "but 1 think we could probably afford more in

there."

The interest income "depends on the going rate." he

said. "Last year, since the interest rate was about 10 per-

cent on this l)ond. we made $15,000," and "this year, the

interest rate will probably be lower, so we will make about

$10,000," he added.

Nitzsche said the SGA might be able to make more

money by investing in private companies instead of

government bonds, but added that "we're a state trust

fund. We can't just go out and buy all kinds of securities."

The SATF, paid for by the $96 yeariy Student Activities

Fee and totaling almost $2 million in revenue, is one of

many trust funds in the three-campus university system.

Reserve money from these trust funds is invested by the

University treasurer, and the interest from these in-

vestments is redistributed by University President David

C. Knapp.
This policy "is fine when you are dealing with state

monies," Nitzsche said, but student groups "work hard to

raise a few thousand dollars" for activities, and the SGA
Investment Policy was set up "to help make up for the fact

that we don't get any interest."

Apple II computers stolen from lab
University of Massachusetts police reported three thefts

yesterday.

Two Apple II computers, valued between $5,000 and

$6,000, were reported stolen from the second floor in

Chenoweth laboratory between 4 p.m. Sunday and 8 a.m.

Monday, police said. Chenoweth houses the Food Science

and Nutrition program on campus.

A necklace valued at $180 was reported stolen from an

unlocked room on the second floor of Moore dormitory,

police said. The necklace was taken between 4 p.m.

Saturday and 12:30 Sunday, according to the report.

A leather jacket and wallet, valued at $135. were taken

from the Blue Wall in the Campus Center between 9 p.m.

and 10:30 p.m. on Friday. Nov. 18. police said. There are

no suspects. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^j^
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DOING HOMEWORK -- Jim Walsh, a junior Art major, secures his sculpture for his "3 Dimen-

sional Foundations;', art plasms.
, _ _

( ollvKian phuto b.T David I>*al>«r

TRAVELIN* MAN - A UMass student, with

bags in hand, heads home yesterday afternoon

for Thanksgiving break.

Commission will

review ethics code,

faculty civility
By LIZ TURNER
Collegian Correspondent

Upon request from the Chancellor's Staff, the Chan-

cellor's Commission on Civility will review the Code of

Professional Ethics for the Faculty at the University of

Massachusetts and their own review of faculty in-

volvement in civility.

The review, tentatively set for early December, will

involve members from the Civility Commission and

Faculty Senate—and presumably members of the

Personnell Policies Committee, a standing committee of

the Faculty Senate, according to Senate Secretary Bob

Jones.

Vincent Dethier. Civility Commission chair, explained

the two reviews. The first, he said, will be "to see if the

code is adequate, if it addresses certain issues, and how

well it operates." The second review, the commission's

was motivated by the results of two reports and "the

Commission's perception that the faculty did not assume an

outstandingly active role in matters concerning civility
,"

Dethier said.

The Evaluation of the Year in Civility, completed in

August of 1982. "did not indicate widespread faculty

participation in general." Dethier said. In the second

report, compiled by the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA). "students have raised

questions about the rights of students vis-a-vis faculty and

professional staff." Dethier said.

The present code of ethics outlines aspects of teaching

such as. "to seek and state the truth, to encourage the free

pursuit of learning in the student, and the obligations that

derive from common membership in the community of

scholars."
, . r. i

The first code, drafted by the Academic Personnel

Policies Committee on February 9. 1978, was a

"modification and adaptation " of a similar code drawn up

by the American Association of University Professors,

Jones said. In May 1980, an amendment was added to that

code which requires faculty to exercise equality with

respect to the rights of others, in evaluation of peers and

students and assignments of duties in the University, and

to "promote the ideals of a learning environment that

fosters individual rights and encourages mutual respect."

When asked his feelings concerning the present code,

Professor of English William O'Donnell said, "Maybe the

code is not clear enough. There are specific problems, such

as giving grades and letters of recommendation, where the

code would be of more help if it were specific." The present

code. O'Donnell said, 'ought to be read very carefully."
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The following paid positions

are open for the Spring semester:

Associate managing editor (5), Copy Editor (5), Layout Techni-

cian (5), Training Coordinator, Associate editorial page editor,

Associate sports editor. Associate news editor (3), Associate arts

editor, Associate women's issues editor. Associate black affairs

editor. Associate photo editor. Librarian, Night drivers.

Work/ Study personnel

Apply at the front office: 113 Campus Center

Application deadline: Dec. 1. 1983

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall

THE
RIDGE

STRING QUARTET ^
1st Prize Winners of the prestigious

Fischoff and Coleman
Chamber Music Competitions

FRIDAY. DEC. 2, 8pm
$5.00

f

RAMSEY
LEWIS
Keyboard

wy'nton
marsalis
Trumpet

m
A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL

SUNDAY. DEC. 11, 8 pm
$9,-$7-$5

9VO^
A Holiday Extrovagonzo for the Whol* Family

Pro^.cf op«ra > HANSEL AND GRETEL
SATURDAY, DEC. 10. 2:30 p.m.

Five Coll*o« Student* </^ Price. Tickets at the Fine Arts Center Box Of-
fice. DATATIX and Springfield Civic Center. (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-
243-4842.
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Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily-

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Csll 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

automobile insurance and workers compensation.

Job placement manual can
help hone job search skills
By THOMAS PITONIACK
Collegian Correspondent

For University of Massachusetts students

who want to improve job search skills and

learn more about the employment search

and placement process, the free '83

Placement Manual is now available from the

University Placement Service in Hamp-
shire House.

The Fall '83 manual provides specific

information about careers and
placement—information that can be

referred to after graduation as well as now.

For example, the "Hints to Help You Write

an Effective Resume" w ould be a useful tool

for rewriting a resume ii later years.

"It is another step in providing services for

our students." said Arthur Hilson, director

of University Placement Services, "and it is

designed to prepare students entering the

world of work."

The Placement Service has detailed in-

structions for completing a Job-Employee-

Matching System (JEMS) form, and

initiating a credential file, two of the first

steps in establishing a partnership with the

University Placement Service.

Also included in the manual is a thorough

section on interviews, with general tips and
lists such as the "Fifty Questions Most
Often Asked by Employers During the

Interview With College Seniors" and

"Negative Factors Evaluated During an

Employment Interview Frequently
Leading to Rejection of the Applicant."

Another section of the manual is "Prin-

ciples and Practices of College Career

Planning, Placement, and Recruitment." It

is a set of "basic agreements" which gives

all parties in placement and recruitment a

common code of ethics and acceptance of

respective responsibilities.

The manual can help future graduates

make a self-evaluation. The challenge of

deciding on a career objective and
preparing a resume requires a self-

evaluation in regards to one's goals and
aspirations.

Admissions tightens loophole
By SHEILA DONAHUE
Collegian Correspondent

A Population of "not more than 10"

University of Massachusetss transfer

students have attempted to conceal

previous poor college--a small number,

perhaps, but one reason the Admissions

Office has changed its application,according

to staff there.

Office of Transfer Affairs Director Kathy
Ryan said there ia now one application for

both freshmen and transfer students-

there used to be two-"strictly for

processing reasons, for expediency." But
that application now includes the
disclaimer: "Failure to disclose previous

college or university attendence may result

in denial of admission and/or refusal to

transfer credit to the University of

Massachusetts record."

"It is normally a transfer student who tries

to hide his records," Ryan said, "and
transfers have to be screened a little more

carefully. The way we find oiit generally,

after the student is admitted," us that he

wants credit for a flunked course. They

just honestly think if they flunk out it's

okay(to get credit)."

The problem is corrected by talking about

it with a staff member and "generally, the

students are cooperative," Ryan said.

The new application also gives "more
specific" information about certain

requirements on restricted programs, Ryan
said, noting some departments are now
more selective about whom they admit to

certain majors because of the demand for

restricted programs.

The new application also does not require

not require the signature

of a notary public, and is now
included in the University Viewbook,

a magazine-style publication issued in the

Admissions Office to acquaint prospective
students with the school.
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See your Josten's Representative

Mon., Tue., Wed., Nov. 21, 22, 23

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm

Place: outside Univ. Store

Deposit: $15.
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CLOSED ~ H«.gK One is closed for finwcial rewons but it m.y reopen under new m.n.ge-

Poiiceprotect Amherst College student
An Amherst CoUege student is under poUce protection

today after he was allegedly abducted Sunday by two

armed men from his dorm room.

Amherst Police reported Monday that a 19-year-old man

was confronted in his room by two men, one with a gun

and the other carrying a knife, Sunday at about 11 a.m

The men allegedly threatened the student, then kidnapped

him and left him on a South Hadley roadside

.

The victim suffered a minor slash wound on his wrist,

police said, which he said was caused by the man who had

the knife.
. . , , . * * „

Police said the victim will be held for his own protection.

They also said that the victim was the same man who was

allegedly assaulted bv another Amherst College student

last week, in connection with an unpaid gambling debt, ac-

cording to Amherst Police.

The first assault occurred in the victim's room Monday

night Nov. 14, when a 24 year-old man allegedly attacked

him and threatened him with a pair of scissors. John Man

Sine Eng, of the University Park Apartments, was

arrested at his apartment the next day at 9 p.m. and

charged with assault and battery and assault with a

dangerous weapon in connection with this incident. Police

said they also charged Eng with possession of cocaine and

possession with intent to distribute, after police found 21

bags of white powder when they arrested Eng Nov. 15.

- GREG BROWN

Grand Opening I

NOVEMBER 33
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DOOR PRIZES
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Monday night football 2 free kegs

Cincinnati at Miami

Hangar One down
... but not out yet

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Local nightclub Hangar One Inc. cancelled scheduled

acts and abruptly closed its doors late last week for finan-

cial reasons, according to the club's manager.

Michael Densmore, manager of the Route 9 nightspot

distinguished by its rooftop airplane decoration, said the

closing was effective immediately, though the club was

"doing absolutely fine" businesswise.

Densmore said the Hangar could reopen shortly, more

than likely under different management.

The case is currently "under assignment for the benefit

of creditors," which is one step away from bankruptcy, ac-

cording to Legal Services Office attorney Michael Pill.

Attorney Eugene B. Berman of Springfield, who is

working on the case, said he is in the process of

negotiating the club's debt, noting there are "a lot of

creditors" tt) be paid. Berman said he was uncertain when

creditors would get their money, but said he anticipates

"no unsolvable problems."

"The structure of the club required that it l)e closed,"

Berman said. "They were encountering firiancial dif-

ficulties such that restructuring was required."

Hangar One Inc.. which featureti live bands, dormitory

parties and semi-formals, was one of two area bars open to

patrons under the legal drinking age.
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Letters-^——^—i^—
Let's get to work, advisors

To the Editor,

I am responding to the article that appeared m
Friday's Collegian (11/18/83), "Students crowd

CASIAC." I beheve that during the pre-registration

period there should be more advisors.

However, this is not the solution to the problem. Maybe

if the advisors showed up when they were scheduled to,

that would help also. I went to the CASIAC office at 9

a.m. on Nov. 21, and there were ten people waiting to see

an advisor. I was told the wait to see an advisor would be

an hour. The student advisor wasn't sure how long it

would be because the faculty advisor hadn't shown up

yet, and he was scheduled to be at the office at 8:30.

I agree that there is a problem of the number of

students wanting to see the few advisors available.

However, the problem will never be solved if the advisors

we do have don't show up.

Steven J. Murphy
Amherst

Disgusted and not amused
To the Editor,

I'm angry, I'm frustrated, I'm disgusted and appalled.

These feelings are a direct result of Continuing Educa-

tions policy changes with regard to registration for in-

tersession classes. Students were mislead as U) the policy

and dates for registration. This is due to unpublicized

changes made two days before catalogues arrived. It is

disheartening to discover that many courses were over-

subscribed by November 9th. when registration in person,

was s<'heduled to commence November 28th. The question

is; why were tuition fees accepted in person on November

9th instead of November 28th when students were con-

tinuously lead to believe registration would only be by mail

until that date?

Also once again UMass continues its tradition of

frustrating and depriving students by oversubscribing

classes. We continuously hear about plans for adding sec-

tions to overcrowded classes. Again I ask why do- we not

see these overpublicized plans materialize?

Bonnie L. Ballato

Southwest

To all those on other planets
To the Editor.

Here I stand in eternal fire and damnation. I do not

really know why I am here. All I did was send some third

world country 500 nuclear missiles. Who would think

that they would actually use them? I never meant to in-

stigate a war.

A friend and colleague of mine told me that we are here

because we are indirectly responsible for blowing up

planet earth. I don't think that is fair because we didn't

want our world to be destroyed. All that we wanted was

for all of the little countries of the world to follow our

country's political philosophy.

Actually, I think we are here because Providence is

angry with us for never believing in him. Well, we only

believed in our country. We thought that was good

enough.

The people upstairs said they never sent little countries

big weapons because Providence had instilled a cons-

cience in them.

Maybe we were wrong not to consider Providence

when making our decisions.

Well, what do you want? We were only human.

Ronda A. Applebaum
Collegian Staff

Please read our holy work
My Dear Sir:

As Almighty GOD, I greet you:

Incompetence is no excuse for ignorance, by some

Editors and Publishers who want to destroy a Holy

SPIRIT by fanning the flame of hate, which may cause

l'. » ^'^S <^^*»6^,^

^^T.^^^

many Souls to go astray, from the comfort of the

CREATOR. Be not like them, but publish a story of Love

and Devotion to bring back stray sheep to the fold of a

Loving Shepherd.

My Son, Eugene, is truly Jesus -- resurrected with Me.

I bore My Son's pain from that resurrection, and bring

glad tidings to the mass of people who believe in the

Trinity. Love is not meant to be cast aside as a worn gar-

ment, but set upon a pedestal of Grace, where mercy

abounds. May Love abound in you to last a lifetime -- and

beyond.

Please read Our Works with Grace, then write about

Us in your Newspaper, to make believers out of skeptics.

The truth should not be hid in Newspaper Morgues

throughout the World, but revealed to the population

who believe that GOD does Exist in this Dimension of

Time and Light.

My son and I are not here, on Earth, to condemn the

World, but to refurbish it with abounding Love. True

Love can cast out fear in this frightful Nuclear Age. A
world cannot survive half free and half-slave to the

whims of mongrels who try to degrade it.

Eugene Changey
Maple Heights. Ohio
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EDITOBIAL/OPINION
Scream aloud

or you perish
The Day After wasn't the horror movie the hype

made it out to be. I wasn't terrified by the

Hollywood special effects, nor even the spon-

taneous hemorrhaging of the young woman during church

services. I don't think it's because I'm callous or msen-

sitive, perhaps my reaction is from prior knowledge of the

effects of a thermo-nuclear war.

About a year ago, I visited the opening of "The Un-

forgettable Fire" at the Peace Museum in Chicago. The

exhibit was of drawings by the survivors of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki done forty years later. Art critics might have

said they were childish; defense strategists, inaccurate,

but I was horrified by their reality. The artists' trauma of

their day after was irrefutable.

Mindy Chateauvert

One drawing depicted a hand held by a woman. Literally

a hand. The words on the picture read, "I was trying to

pull my daughter out from under the house, but her hand

was all I could save." Another showed hundreds of injured

people lying in a room, much like the scene in the movie.

The words on this picture said, "There was a woman who

kept asking for water all day and night, but the water was

contaminated so we couldn't give her any. Finally, her

cries became whispers, and then she died. To this day, I

still wish I had given her some."

There was also a poster from the Japanese freeze move-

ment at the exhibit. Imagine yourself enclosed in a red

plastic garbage bag. Push against its sides, push hard.

There is no escape, the bag will not break. You suffocate

from the heat and lack of air. That was the poster.

What angered me most about the show was not the

movie but the "distinguished panelists" and what was not

said after it. If it is true that neither the U.S. nor the

U.S.S.R. would use nuclear weapons knowing their real

effects, then why manufacture them at all? There is not

logic in the strategies of build-up or build-down. Why do

we need to be able to kill the Russians thousands of times

over, and they us? Why, if they are so unthinkable? The

only logic to making nuclear weapons, to spend billions, is

to actually use them.

Some may be overwhelmed by statistics, billions of

dollars for nuclear warheads, but what is most over-

whelming for me are the millions of underfed, ill-housed,

unhealthy people, the real costs of nuclear production. The

human economic contradiction of this is ;u; nn-ithcma to

me. This is what terrifies and angers n

If we can't break out of that red plastic bic: hwause its

sides only stretch, not break, we can st *Ve can

scream out loud, together. Thr Day After \c<i\ f. ub feeling

powerless, nuclear annihilation seems inevitable. Screani

until we are heard. People in Hiroshima ami Nagasaki

screamed when the bombs dropped on them, they are still

.screaming today. Let's not have to scream iH.'cause it hap-

pened to us.

Mindy Chateauvert ix <i UMaxs stmient-

What can be done?
There are many people in this country who are unable

to confront the idea of a possible nuclear holocaust simp-

ly because the thought is so terrifying. The issue is ig-

nored and pushed under the rug far too many times. We
are constantly reassured by our politicians that such a

catastrophic event could never occur and that the safety

of this nation depends upon its military strength.

The Day After has such a strong impact on us that we

can no longer dismiss such a horrifying possibility as

myth. The notion of nuclear war becomes all too real. We
see it happening in our living rooms. It comes right out of

our televisions and slaps us in the face. By acting now we

can prevent such a devastating event. Unfortunately, the

problem isn't ane easy one.

We are living in a nuclear age where cold war paranoia

still prevails. A nuclear freeze and disarmament treaty

between the U.S. and Russia would be a first step, but it

would not be altogether affective. A freeze would put an

end to the construction of nuclear arms but it would not

eliminate the danger of nuclear war. Disarmament of

American and Soviet arms still doesn't solve the problem

for there is always the possibility of smaller nations and

terrorists obtaining the bomb.

The major way to deter a nuclear war is to inform peo-

ple of the potential threat nuclear arms pose on our ex-

istence Why should millions of innocent people die as a

result of bureaucratic decisions made by our war crazed

leaders? Films such as The Day After are an affective

way of showing the nightmare of nuclear war because it

visually shows us its devastating affects. The film and

films like it should not only be shown in Russia but in

every country in the world.

v^ Oi Build \r9mx^,cm?iR , more ENHR^v-Effjcimr, i^mv^rocKmt anp

SAt^RtO HANPIE THEN VlCXX>m U.S. ^^ARKET WITOi IT?

The fateful day JFK was shot

I
was two years old in November of 1963 when John F.

Kennedy, thirty-fifth President of the United States,

was assasinated. I have obviously no recollection of

the event, only the admiration of my father - to see, his

bookshelves filled with books on Kennedy, a kind of

respect and fascination for a continuous enigma in the

American experience.
.

Paul Banks
So we look back, twenty years later, and celebrate Ken-

nedy's death. Was it his death that made him great, or was

it his life? My own opinion is that Kennedy was full of life,

and we know it, and that's what made him great, and

that's why his assasination is so unjust.

Clearly, having been bombarded from all sides with

memorials from television, newspapers and magazines,

we know that Kennedy was no saint. Clearer still, he was

not infallible. Just a man. A mortal man. Not a Cod. But

still the jury comes in:

'We award the defendant disdain for the "missile

gap" claim while campaigning in 1960, disdain for in-

itiating the arms race, disdain for the Bay of Pigs, disdain

for allowing J. Edgar Ho<»ver's VM.l. to harass Martii)

Luther King. We award praise to the defendant, however,

for resolving the Cuban Missile Crisis, for establishim '

Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. I'rai.se for (he Peace C. . .

praise for the Alliance for Progress, praise for handling

Berlin, praise for committing the United States to put a

man on the moon."

A hung jury, can you l)elieve it? For those of us still look-

ing for a clear decision, perhaps we must c<»nsult

something else other than the record. Perhaps we should

look at the man. Kennedy was, after all, not a particularly

successful or great President.

Three things stand out. A millionaire by inheritance, at

the age of twenty-one, John F. Kennedy was a driven

man. The drive came from his father, a success himself,

who drove Kennedy to succeed. Out of this influence came

a pursuit of excellence.

Ted Sorenson writes of Kennedy, a man with, "a mind

so free of fear and myth and prejudice, so opposed to can't

and cliche's, so unwilling to feign or be fooled, to accept or

reflect mediocrity..."

A second characteristic of Kennedy was his idealism. In

an address to the United Nations on September 25, 1961,

Kennedy said: "Today every inhabitant of this planet must

contemplate the day when it may no longer be habitable.

Every many, woman and child lives under a nuclear sword

of Damocles, hanging by the slenderest of threads,

capable of being cut at any moment by accident,

miscalculation or madness. The weapons of war must be

abolished l)efore thev alK)lish us."

A final worthy attribute of Kennedy's was his ability to

learn from mistakes, from new knowledge and new ex-

periences. Kennedy grew and changed throughout his en-

tire life. This stands out, l)ecause personal growth and

development is what life itself is all alM)ut. John Kennedy

Ix'lieved that we all have different opportunities in life,

and that to miss them, whatever they may U-, is a sin. To

him the measure of success in life was not .^o much what

you did in your lifetime, but hou .)|K)rlunities you

Kenned

.

! few opportunilic'^ atifl he grev, ;u^ a per

son iM'cau.se > li In tlu- words of Lance Morrow, 'one of

Kennedy's strongest qualities was his capa<-ity t<. learn

from experience, to grow."

Tliese comprise by far the elusivf verdict on Kcniu'dy.

We would do good to take them to heart in our own lives,

and to remember. To the extent that each of us have our

own potential yet to fulfill, John Kennedy was sf)ecial. He

came close to meeting his.

Paul R. Banks is a Guest Columnist ftir the Collegian.

Letters

V,
by Rob Ginocchio

North Amhent

Don't leave the driving to

them
To the Editor,

As Thanksgiving approaches many of you will be taking

bus transportation home. Please do not take Greyhound.

Greyhound bus drivers are on strike. The reason for the

strike is this: Greyhound Corporation with profits of 103

million dollars last year, is demanding a 25 percent cut in

salary and benefits from their workers. By offering cheap

rides and using "scab" drivers, the company is attempting

to break the union, and force bus drivers back to a stage

where the only rights workers have are those given to

them by the company at their discretion.

Since Reagan took office and fired PATCO strikers,

union-busting has been on the menu for corporations all

across the country. Greyhound will negotiate with the

union only when they are forced to by financial conditions.

This is where we come in. Don't leave the driving to

Greyhound this vacation. Take Trailways, Peter Pan, or

carpool. Remember, Solidarity begins at home.

Alan Compagnon
Brooke States

Letters for publication must be aipied and include the

writer's addreaa and telelphone number for verification.

Please type triple spaced with 67 characters per line. Due to

space limitation and the volume of mail, we regret that un-

published letters cannot be acknowledged. Letters are sub-

ject to editing for clarity, and should not exceed thirty lines.

Voting may be good for you

To the Editor,

Why should students be concerned with Voter Registra-

tion? Because by registering to vote and then voting,

students can have a greater impact on their environment.

Students' interests are ignored and disregarded by the

political system; a great deal of current legislation reflects

these sentiments. Some examples are the Solomon

Amendment on the federal and state level, the attempt to

increase the drinking age, and the lack of student

representation on boards that dictate policies for students.

Students can change these policies and hopefully pre-

vent them from occuring in the future by helping elect peo-

ple who are sympathetic to students needs. But as long as

students are widely perceived as an apathetic populace we

will continue to be disregarded by the lawmakers.

To make voter registration easier and more accessible to

students, the voter registrar will l)e on campus on Tuesday

November 29 from 1 1 a.m. -4 p.m. She will be on the Cann-

pus Center Concourse to register people to vote in

Amherst - also available will be change of address forms

for people who have moved since they registered to vote

so that they will be able to vote in the upcoming presiden-

tial primaries.

I hope people will take a minute to register to vote since

this is one of the few ways we have of affecting the

political system that has such a tremendous impact on our

lives.

Fran Pheeny
Public Policy Committee, SGA
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The University Store is...

'

•

Temporarily Moving

•••••••••••••••••••••••••*****************^
1^

>^

y^

This temporary move is due to the need to remove asbestos from the

ceilings of the University Store and Campus Center Concourse.

In order to minimize disruption of services to the University Communi-

ty, alternatives have been established by the Campus Center Board of

Governors and Staff. The University Store will continue to operate

from temporary facilities in the Student Union Building in order to pro-

vide necessary and needed goods and services. The following rooms

will be used; S.U.B. Ballroom and Cape Cod Lounge. The initial move

will be to the Cape Cod Lounge on November 28th. The Store will

continue to operate in both locations until the moving process is com-

plete.

Additional study areas will be announced as of November 28th, to ac-

comodate students.
Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

^UNIVERSIT-i
MmSTORED
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Black Affairs
,;;.;.:.:.!•!•!•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•>>•:'
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Revolutions a threat to capitalistic system
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

The revdutions in Latin America and the Caribbean are

part of an historical progression towards self-

determination, according to Robert Chrisman, co-founder

and editor-in-chief of the Black Sckolar, who spoke Friday

at the University of Massachusetts.

Rooted in the physical and cultural genocide of the people

of Latin America and the Caribbean by the Spanish and

English colonizers, the revolutions are percieved as

threatening by an exploitive, capitalistic economic system

centered in the United States, said Chrisman.

Chrisman said the Spanish in Latin America and the

British in the Caribbean established a "Metropole" system,

in which colonies were ruthlessly exploited for their

natural resources, to benefit the mother countries. In

emergingas a world power, the United States took over

the role of suppressing the people of the region, he said.

The "sugarization" of Cuba was part of the Metropole's

strategy of "divide and rule." By turning into a

"monocrop" economy, Cuba became dependent upon

Metropole goods for survival. Chrisman said.

Since the overthrow of the capiUlistic government of

Cuba in 1959, the revolutionary government has tried to

diversify Cuba's economy with marked success, despite

interference from the United States, he said.

"By pursuing the path to independence, Cuba has won

the respect of the World community, and developed itself

prodigiously." Chrisman said.

The United Stated is entering into economic crisis,

Chrisman said. Because labor is a socializing force, the

chronic unemployment of black and white youth is causing

their social alienation. Further, the increasing miliUry

budget is at the expense of social infrastructure, he said.

"We'er building an intolerable climate of hostility , fear,

and anxiety...which not only makes for human suffering

and misery, but which itself increases the possibility of

work! destruction,"he said.

By nationalizing resources, abolishing racism and
guaranteeing income and health care to its citizens,

Chrisman said Cuba is effecting a Renaissance of not only

political and economic significance, but also a "Renaissance

of consciousness."

Militarism and Fascism are increasingly becoming the

"mode fOT dealing with political and social problems (in

Latin America and the Caribbean)," Chrisman said.

Admonishing the audience to fight the trend, he said "we
must not be fascised while we live here."

MEP head looks for new horizons
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

"We have been conditioned and constantly told that we

don't have the capabiUty to succeed" said Reynolds

Winslow. new director of the Minority Engineering

Program in the School of Engineering at the University of

Massachusetts in a recent interview. "It is clear that we

do," he said citing the fact that the number of minority

irraduates in professional fields is increasing.

A native of Albauburn, New York, Winslow began his

post in September. He replaced Ting-wei Tang, who

served three years as part-time director for the progrann.

Before coming to the University this year, Winslow

directed a similar engineering program for minorities for

seven and a half years at the L.C. Smith CoUege of

Engineering at Syracuse University.

Winslow is a '61 graduate of Syracuse University with a

degree in industial engineering.

He is a charter member of the NaUonal Association for

Minoriity Engineering Program Administrators

(NAMEPA). a network of individuals dedicated to in-

creashig the participaUon of minority engineering students

in coUege level programs, and the American Society for

Engineering EducatiMi (ASEE).

Winslow said he views his new directmg position as a

challenge in another prestigious institution m New

England." He said he likes his new position, and feels

absolute satisfaction performing it. His greatest reward,

he said lies in his ability to change people's lives by ex-

posing them to the opportunities offered in engineering.

"We need role models in the industrial and teaching area

desperately," he said. Winslow said his immediate con-

cerns as director are to be able to communicate to the

entire program body in the most effective way to find new

ways of helping minorities in engineering, and be able to

create a student run chapter of the National Society of

Black Engineers (NSBE).

A plan already in progress, the chapter will be

developed by creating interest through the community

with the support of blacks in Syracuse.

The student chapter of the society will be a "com-

munication device to inform present and future

engineering students." Winslow said it is unfortunate that

"black" is part of the title because the society "serves the

need of all minorities."

As long range term plans. Winslow said he hopes to in-

crease the program's counseling staff to make it more

effective for studenU. He said he hopes to increase cor-

porate funding, build a strong NSBE chapter, and expects

to visit community colleges, particularly in New England,

to attract more minorities. By 1988, he said he hopes to

graduate eight thousand minority students.

^ # ^.^
r

«^Jp
IF*

Reynolds B. Winslow, new appointed director

of the Minority Engineering Program at his of-

fice in Marston Hall.

Laurie Cart.r, Chrl. Chidwlck. Lisa M*!""'.^ John CmI.e.

Usa Owen. Susan C. Morth, Virgianne M. Janeciek

Heavyweight Reverse Weave Sweatshirt 34.96

Heavyweight Reverse Weave Sweatpants $21.96

S-M-L-XL, Grey, Maroon, Scarlet, Navy

Photographer Dwayne Autrey

UNIVERSITY
STORE*
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Arts
Trowerbacks it up

Boston's next big thing
SIGHT AND SOUND
New Models

By THOMAS VINCENT
Collegian Correspondent

Many innovative new wave bands have

emerged from out of the Boston music

scene. Groups like the Rings, Mission of

Burma, and the Atlantics in the past have

gained local as well as national success.

Once airain Boston has produced yet

another band, whose national success is

certainly in the realm of possibUity. The

band Tm boasting about is the New Models.

Sight and Sound is the name of their

debut album (it's actually a five song E.P).

The three man band consists of Steven

Thurber (who plays synthesizers, drum

machines, and sings), Michel Johnson

(drums), and Casey Lindstrom (lead vocals.

guitars, synthesizers). The album has had a

fair amount of radio play around New
England. One song entitled "Say What."

was one of Boston radio station WBCN's top

local singles. The New Models also have

some national progress. Their video

"Strangers in Disguise" has appeared on

Music Television (MTV).

The album's material definitely has an

upbeat sound. The mixture of Johnson's

drums with Thurber's rhythm machines,

gives the band an immistakably unique

sound. Casey Lindstrom's vocals are

somewhat harsh, but give a haunting light

on songs like "Listen," and "Just a Motion."

By far the best song on the album is "Say

What." It opens with a bubble gum sort of

rhythm, but when Johnson's drums, and

Lindstrom's guitar set in, take a seat and

hold on.

The New Models are also known for

putting on superb live shows. They are one

BACK IT UP (CHRYSALIS)
Robin Trower

By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Staff

Back It Up is this Engish guiUrist's

seventh solo album since he left the confines

of the quite successful Procol Harum. He

was only a side musician on that hit song,

"A White Shade of Pale." during the early

1970's, but he has since blossomed as a solo

artist. His side musicians have changed

often through his solo career. On his fifth

and sixth recordings, he had Jack Bruce,

former bassist with Eric Clapton during his

heyday with the super-group Cream.

James Dewer takes care of the vocals on

this album along with Frankie Miller,

another English crooner who also sang with

him before his first albulm was put in the

stores. Frankie left because of stylistic

differences.

Trower has never been much of a singer,

he's been just the guitar player who gets

the accreditation for his bands work. He

used to be a magician with special effects,

such as the wah—wah pedal, but on this

album he plays sans help from them

allowing his playing to "do the talking."

sound is also changed from his other

recordings in that he is now his own

producer. His production makes the guitar

sound a bit too meUllic. This album really

does not have as much kick to it as the

others, but is still worth a listen, especially

for electric players.

This record starts off with the title song,

"Back It Up." It's an upbeat song in which

it sounds as if it is a guitar over-dub. As

most of the songs on this album are played,

the music is presented in a certain form.

It's the form used on most all records these

days actually. The song begins with two

phases of singing, a break for the solo

instrument, which here is Trower s ex

cellent guiUr playing. foUowed by nio.^

singing to a general

The second song. "River." has an excellent

opening guiUr part that with the drum beat

gives the feel of "going iown a river."

"Black to Red" puts the hammer down with

a repetitve lick on Robin's trusty Fender

Stratocaster. His work on guitar com-

mands the beat to move forward, even

further than the drumming of Bobby

Clouter, the fifth drummer Trower has

used in his recordings. The final tune on

this side is a slow—down affair that allows

his guitar to be at the forefront. At the end

of this song he heats up the vinyl as much as

the beat will allow to.

Side two continues along the same venues

with Trower's guitar holding up the front.

Here can be heard his little trick of making

it feel he is playing many notes to get his

goal without actually making them sound.

"Islands" starts with what could be the

ocean coming of his playing. Only his

guitar tells the story of the islands. They

must be nice islands! On the second side the

songs start out with little guitar parts that

are well-done. "None But The Brave' has

one of these licks to get the tune started.

"Settling The Score." the last son^ of the

album, shows his blues influence the best of

any song on the album with its pharac-

teristic beat. He has a bit too much of a

white influence to be in the category of

stars such as B. B. King, but then there are

few that do.

ReadArts
of the bands featured on the album Live At

The Metro, which is a collection of Boston

bands playing live at the Metro. The two

songs, "Can't Relate" and "Future

Assasins" give a good example of what the

New Models sound like live.

Lisa Ow«n - John Cruise

Ct is Chadwick
Su^an C. Moith
Virgianii«i M. Janaczek

Uurio Cajrttr.

WearlbCo
Photographer Dwayne Autrey

available at the

ji(si
ujv/vERSiry

L.A.'s best proved less than X-citing
Wednesday, Nov. 16

The Rusty Nail, Sunderland

By LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Staff

Early into X's show at the Nail last Wednesday, John

Doe insisted that we were all gonna have fun. and as he

said, "Would John Doe fuckin' lie to you?"

Well, maybe.

Don't get me wrong—I really love these guys. And yes.

everything that's repeated almost verbatum from review

to feature to review etc. is true. X is one of the very few

bands to emerge from the L.A. punk scene with the ability

to expand and develop stylistically. It's simple: X is a great

band. But Wednesday's was not a great show.

Understand that it was a good show; I don't think that a

band with that kind of talent is capable of giving a bad

j)erformance. I just don't think the one they gave last week

was of the high caliber fans have come to expect.

The song list was broad and satisfying, with tunes

ranging from the early "Los Angeles" and "Johnny Hit

And Run Pauline" to the most recent "More Fun in the

New World" and "Breathless." With four albums' worth of

material behind them, the progression X has made to their

current hard-driving, country-edged sound can easily be

traced.

Of course, Billy Zoom was flawless as usual. Not only

does he play a damn good guitar, he does it without

sweating. Or moving. Or changing his facial expression.

(Now. I'm well aware that Gerry Garcia doesn't move
when he plays, either. It's just that Zoom does nothing

with a lot more style.)

On a basic, musical level, the show was OK: good songs

performed well by a talented band. It's not that aspect I'm

complaining about. What marred this show was attitude.

From the moment he stepped on stage, John took ob-

vious pains to convey to the audience his dismay at having

to play in Western Mass. (Woah! Here we are in Sun-

derlandl I hear thi$ place is a rockin' town! Fuckin A!)

Now, a litUe pompus spewing from a man who probably

got tost in the wilds of GreenfieW while trying to find the

club is understandable. The lethargy of the set wasn't.

The band showed at plenty of shows in the past. The two

big offenders here were John and Elxene. John seems to

have moved more or less into the spotlight, and Exene

spends a lot of time wandering aimlessly around the stage,

tugging at her US Olympic Drinking Team Sweatshirt. (If

she was that bored, she could've sat down on the drum

riser...)

Hey, c'mon guysl We don't like being stuck in this

musical desert any more than you liked having to come out

here. And yes, we're really sorry that you probably didn't

make a whole lot of money on this gig (tickets cost about $4

less than at this month's Boston date. But are the fans who

came out last Wednesday any less enthusiastic than those

in the "big cities"? Don't they deserve your best, too? I'd

like to think so.

X at the Nail - great rockers, but what happened to the enthusiasm? CollcKian photo* by Ut«w Ogirr

Tonight is

Dynasty night

with

Giant TV screen at

T
I

I

I

I

All Well Liquor Drinks 950
(music won't start till the show is over)

Free Champagne
for Ladies

from 8 - 10:30

$20.00 OFF
All LeatIier Coats

cxpiRATioM Dec. 16

HEARTFELT LEATHER

Downtown Amherst

253-5735

Hours: M-S 9:30-6:00

FrL: 9:30-8:00 Sun.: 11:00-5:00

1
I

25 off on all

Liquor and Drinks

Wkkles
nnePfint

COPIES
RESUMES

!• LETTERHEADS
\m ENVELOPES
FORMS
INVITATIONS

\m TYPESETTING

1 BOLTWOOD WALK NOW OPEN !!

r*>«»«|IS|U|«#««KA«*«Mk*

(behind Aubuchon Hardware)

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
2*^6-0148

M-F 8:30 am-StSOpflu Sat. 9am-5pm

151 MAIN ST.
I

(n«Bt to Cathy Cro«»)

NORTHAMPTON
586-9982

M-F 8:30 am-StJO pm Sat t:00 •m-2:00 pm
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ATTENTION

!

students Boston Area
Come & Celebrate the Holiday

at Boston's 1st Annual

Friday Nite, November 25, 1983 9:00 P.M.
^

$10 admission

• Dancing • Cocktail Bar •

Music by: "Lisa Lips"

ADii

Proper Dress Required

No One Under 20 Will Be Admitted

Being held at: Bayside Exposition Center

Function Hall Room
Exit 17 — Southeast Expressway (5 minutes

from Downtown Boston) Parking for over

2,CXX3cars

LIVER and ONIONS - tender baby beef

liver with lots of onions and bacon. . . 5.46

HADDOCK - marinated in fresh ginger,

soy sauce and lemon juice then baked to

perfection 7.10

Served with parsleyed potatoes or rice pilaf,

homemade poppy seed bread and salad.

Plus 8 Other Dcbclou* EntrMS To Chooe*,
At A Price You Can AHordI

IAT THE LICHT8 IN NOBTB AUniBBST S4».««49
W«'g« ogy 7 days • weak S a.m. to 9 ».a.

TONIGHT'S SPECIAL

Gin & Tonic

Vodko Tonic

$1.00

TIME m. OUT

(

l.

Amhorst's Diggost Littio Dor

37 H. PI^QSont

Amherst, MA

Wednesday, November 23, 1983

Hvporcurriiula

"HypercurricuU," a

listing of events held at

the University of

Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day

before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

Sunday

AMHERST AREA
NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH - All are

welcome to join us for our

weekly Sunday service of

worship, praise and
teacfiing from the Bible.

10:15, see C.C. schedule for

room number.

Monday

ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS ASSOCIA-
TION -- This is a man-
datory meeting for
everyone interested in par-

ticipating in the "5-College
Asian Night" to be held

next semester. New
members and ideas are
always welcome. Also a
showing of the China vs.

Japan volleyball game. 7:00

p.m., CC 917.

Wednesda^November 23, 1983 iOoMg^a ^3

Lisa Melllli - Lisa Owen

Our Top of the Line MVP Jaclcets

Tackle Twill Lettering

Two Tone Jacket $39.95

All White Jacket $34.95

Photographer Dwayne Autrev

UNIVERSIT
STORED

Bloom Coiuitj by Berke Br<»athed

d0 9(E\€(MiAd

WgeK FOR COWVTW
PIRACY, 6H ? OH,

TMATd 100 MUCH.<..

/

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
lUlitrd by MargWTl Fsrrsr and Trud* Jsffe

eiWl l« ^•^•*n Itxm s>»*c«<«

Scrod Dan DeBellis

ACROSS 56 "1 all that 22 Bestrode

1 Bygone may become a (with "on')

5 Kind o( love man ': Macbeth 23 Clean up

10 Rundown car 58 Baltic seaport once more

14 Go away' 59 Marketplace 24 Secluded

15 as a beet of old 26 Hebrew letter

16 • each lite." 61 Wallet contents 27 Hindu instrument

17 Name of fame 64 Resound 29 Allot

in Ohio 65 Whimpers 32 Nostril

18 Strengths 66 Food shop, for 34 Acorn.

19 Etta of comics short for Pedro

20 Exactly 67 Spicy stew 35 Financial gain

22 Prefix with comic 68 Uptight of a kind

23 Confabulate 69 Van follower 36 Cold

25 Immovable 37 Madame de

28 Tropical resin 39 Steeps, as flax

30 Take it on the lam 41 Gratuity, tor

31 Recent DOWN Dmitri

33 Asian holiday 1 Sibilant signal 44 Crush politically

34 Split and sweet 2 Cry of triumph 46 Gal of song

38 Spreeing 3 Dampen, in a way 47 Winners,

40 Region of the 4 In informally

world 5 Singer Page 49 One of Minnie

42 Retired soccer 6 Stadtum guides Marx's sons

great 7 Take for oneself 50 Rebel angel

43 Capital VIP 8 Compartment in 'Paradise

45 House of with seats Lost

Romanov realm 9 Grid gains, 51 Stately

46 Wait for short 52 winning

48 English 10 Hrtch attachment hand

composer of 11 Winter month, 53 Clear the slate

church music in Bilbao 57 Senator from

49 Tough and 12 "Toys In Connecticut

strong the
•

59 Total Abbr

54 Brooks 13 Author Chaim 60 Gosh

of farce 62 BPOE member

55 Staggering 21 Glowing 63 You. in Hamburg

Superbad

After The Fall

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO
PO P6K. THAN|CS(5lVlM(y,

STA1^HIN6 ?

/f/l DON'T KNOUlJSH,.. IT

\[l DoeSN'TiEeMLlKEA^/ERV

NOW,,. I
y^H.VJHKT

HXVE wt CfOT TO Be
TVIAN<WL foe 7

... THg fALT THAT W£
UVE INACDUNT(2.V
THAT ^NDS ITS OWN

TOKia ANDSe
<|LLeD IN fOKKiN
COUNTf^ieS ?

UHAT A30jr TR^t^i
JOSTi^, AMDTH6

WHAT ASOOT VAt
PReSlPeNfT? C0N6«BS
AND THf ^eNATE?
Mol^ AMD DAD?

SEND THEM
TO LEBANON.

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

Many paid Collegian
staff positions are still

open. Apply to front office

(Rm. 113 C.C.) by Dec. 1,

1983.

CMiatYTWPPtR3JM0 ..IT'S

GOOD TO StE. YOU, E.VEN THOOM
YOU TRIED TO Pt<tAT£. US-

^\y

LhlCNLX :] L WOM IT HOW DID YQUGffl

1
YOUR SPNCECRAFT?)

UMO D06STARM^N.]WELL.
rtlCKtY, HOW DID YOUGTrro

^5T^Ri>H^P'i'
I

DC Menu

LJ^TO :J hiMD E.XPWDIMG DRUGS-

1

SnOKE.,THER.fc'S Ht6HER.

LUNCH
Hot Corned Beef

on Rye
California Quiche

DINNER
Hamburg Special

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

California Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie L

Weather

Mass. — Sunny Wed-
nesday. Highs 55 to 60 in-

terior sections and in the 50s

coastal sections. Becoming
cloudy Wednesday night

with the chance of showers.
Low in the 30s inland and
near 40 along the coast.

Mostly cloudy with oc-

casional showers Thursday.
High temperatures in the

50s.
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UM overcame
weaknesses to win
Championship
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Ck)llegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team embarked on their

1983 season with high hopes

and some lofty dreams. The
1982 version of the spikers

had compiled a 25-27 record,

so aspirations of reaching

the post season ECAC
tournament seemed far

away.

The philosophy of Coach

Elaine Sortino can be simply

stated. To become the best,

you have to play the best.

Thus the division II spikers

began a difficult 50 match

schedule against the top

flight division I and II

volleyball programs of the

east coast.

The young team (no

seniors) played poised but

somew hat cautious
volleyball for the first half of

the season. The wins were

oonung. but several times

the team seemed wary of the

opposition. They were
winning, but the other

schools were scholarship

schools. Could UMass the

state school be as good as

their competition?

Following the mid point of

the season, the spikers

traveled to Delaware.
UMass had been invited to

compete in their division I

tournament. Following the

tournament, the spikers

realized they could have

beaten their opponents if

they had only gotten a few

breaks. They may not have

beaten the foes on this

occasion, but they certainly

defeated any doubts they

may have had about their

actual ability.

The following weekend, a

determined UMass team

traveled to Vermont for a

division II tournament. The

determination paid
dividends and UMass came
home with their first

tourney victory ever.

From Vermont until the

end of the season all doubt

and awe of the competition

was cast away and the

spikers charged forward in

the hopes of being selected

for the ECAC tournament.

The invitation came, and

along with it was the

number one seeding. As was
the case in Vermont. UMass
would not be denied. The
spikers peaked last

Saturday and the unlucky

foe was Springfield College.

The spikers defeated

Springfield in straight

games and were crowned

ECAC champions.

The ECAC trophy sits in

Sortino's office but the story

behind it is as impressive as

the prize. Summary of the

season and championship

was as simple as her playing

philosophy, "Who would

have thought?"

• Now'* the rtme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Ea^rt rapmtn U
r«c«ndltl«nlng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660

Wednesday, November 23, 1983
Wednesday, November 23, 1983 iCollegJan is

Moffet fired
NEW YORK (AP) — Ken Moffett was fired as executive

director of the Major League Players Association Tuesday,

less than a year after he was elected as the union head,

three separate sources told The Associated Press.

One of the sources, who requested anonymity, said

Marvin Miller, the man whom Moffett succeeded, would

act as interim executive director. Former MiUer aide

Richard Moss, now a player agent, later confirmed the

firing and Miller's interim stewardship.

Moss, contacted at his Pacific PaUsades. Calif., office, said

he understood MUler would act as interim executive

director only until the union's executive board meets in

Hawaii on Dec. 5.

* Whalers
Cmfi' ufd from page IS

And remember, the Whalers, who have been tough at

home this year (6-1-1 so far), have already beaten the

Bruins once before and pounded Chicago 6-1 two weeks

ago.

Maybe the Whalers won't be challenging Boston for first

place this year but you know that Hartford isn't going to

be a Cakewalk anymore. They've got respect.

* Whinnem

SLAM -- Sally Maher spikes the ball for

UMass in a match during the season.

(imlmurd iTtim fiagf IS

They are questions that will only be answered if he

comes back. Returned legend or helpless hanger on. Gor-

die Howe or Willie Mays. Carl Yastrzemski or Muhammed
Ali. George Blanda or ...

Maybe ten years from now the sports world will look

back with excitement and remember the succesful com-

eback of Jim Brown. Or mayl)e they will remember how he

changed his mind and backed out of a return gracefully.

Hopefully, though, they won't look back and remember

how a legend was sadly embarrassed.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.W
iwTth this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11 SO Long Halt
Expires 11-30/83

Plaaa« C«»i •ch an AppoinTmwnT

•Fo< n#w dtorrti oofy

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah

Lisa Owen - Laurie Carter

Chris Chadwick - Lisa Melilli

available at the

Photographer Dwayne Autery

>^,UNIVERSITY

Jim Brown's return to the NFL-a good orbad idea?
RUSS

WHINNEM

The man is a legend indeed. One of the

greatest, they have said. Perhaps never

another runner like him. Now, in some eyes

that legend has been tarnished. Words
have been said, claims have been made, ac-

cusations have l)een leveled.

Jim Brown, the all-time leading rusher in

National Football League history is coming

back. At least that is what he says he will

do if certain things happen. If another pret-

ty prominent running back, namely Pitt-

sburgh's Franco Harris, breaks Brown's

record (he's about 450 yards behind) and an

N.F'.L. team gives him a chance, he will

return next year.

Incredible? Yes. Brown last touched a
professional football 18 years ago. He is

now 47 years old. Eighteen years ago there

weren't that many 300 pound linebackers

frothing at the mouth for the opportunity
to stop Jim Bn)wn. Forty-seven year old

bones break a lot easier than 29 year old

bones.

Impossible? That's something that can't

be determined without performances being
seen. Some say Brown was and still is an
incredible physical speciman. Besides that,

nothing can take away the fact that he was
the best. Can that be retained? Can it be
frozen through time, enduring a retire-

ment? Maybe he can, maybe it can still be
put together. But still there's the question
of the legs, of the speed, of the bones.

There is also the wonder of how Brown
will be received, or how he is even looked

upon now. The comments he made were

not very kind. Saying that Harris is simply

hanging around to break his record does

not make for good public relations. Records

were made to be broken, they always have,

they always will. Brown's is no different. If

F>anco didn't crack it, someday someone

else will.

There is, however, probably not much
question that he will get a chance. The

Cleveland Browns, for who he did his runn-

ing before, have already said that he is

welcome in camp next summer. The

publicity would be enough incentive for

many teams to take a chance. If Brown
produces, the organization looks great on

and off the field. If he doesn't then

everyone will know it was a longshot

anyway.
The fans and media would soak it up. You

thought John VAway and Ralph Sampson

got a lot of coverage? The opponents would

be inspired to be the one to stop him,

although inside, they probably will not wish

to see him do poorly. The Steelers, of

course, may be an exception U) that. P>an-

co is their leader. Hearing Brown's

remarks will make them very hungry.

So now it comes down to the man
himself. Will he or won't he? Can he or

can't he? Should he or shouldn't he? Forty-

seven years old is closing in on middle age.

1965 was a long time ago. It would have

been better if he hadn't made his remarks

and accusations, if he had just announced

the comeback without them. It certainly

did not sound at all classy. Then again,

would it really have made much of a dif-

ference? Does he honestly think he can still

be great or is he sacrificing his pride simply

by coming back, statements or not? There

are so many questions. r.m/.Fi««y i,, page u

Hartford shores up defense,

They aren't patsies anymore
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Don't look back too quickly, now folks.

They are not entrenched in last place any
more. They are only a game under .500.

They were ahead of the famed Montreal

Canadiens, who were struggling in last

place of the National Hockey League's

Adams Division (they should rename it

the Black and Blue Division). They are

only a point behind the Habs.

The Whalers, who have been

towgh at home this year (6-1-1 so

far), have already beaten the

Bruins once and pounded
Chicago 6-1 two weeks ago.

AH l.anerphoto

CAN HE COMEBACK? -- Jim Brown, shown here with the 1964

Cleveland Browns is thinking of returning to football at the age of 47 if

his career rushing record is broken.

Yes, they are the Hartford Whalers, who
get as much respect as the University of

Massachusetts. Let me rephrase that.

They get less.

Who? All of you Bruins fans are saying,

while laughing loudly. Well, don't laugh so

loud any more. The Whalers aren't the

same patsies that finished last in the

league last year.

General manager Emile Francis, late of

the Blues and once of the Rangers and

coach Jack Evans have done an admirable

job in making Hartford a competitive

team.

One of the sparks has been number two

pick Sylvain Turgeon, the fourth leading

scorer on the club, an exciting wing that is

giving fans in the Civic Center something

to cheer about, for once.

The other big guns up front, and no it's

not Blaine Stoughton, are Mark Johnson,

Ron Francis and Ray Neufeld. Neufeld is

the team's leading goal scorer.

The offense seems to be working well

but Francis and Evans have shored up the

Whale's awful defense from last season,

one that gave up the most goals in the

league. This year, while still not the

greatest, it is better than Montreal,

Quebec, Chicago, Edmonton and Min-

nesota in terms of goals allowed. The

Whalers have the league's third best

power play.

The power play has improved. Turgeon

is fourth in the league with power-play

goals. Hartford killed off their 22nd

consecutive short hand situation against

the Islanders on last Tuesday. And
Hartford ranks right behind Boston (tops

in NHL) in killing off penalties. In that

game. Hartford also outshot New York 12

4 to open the game.

At the base of the Whaler D is goalie

Greg Millen, who looked bad last year due

to the lousy defense. This year, he looks a

lot better. CorU\n%tM m jxigr U

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Come to Collegian OfficecTlia • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to pubhcat.on day

Cash In advance • 15 consecutive days 10% * discount * Phone number FREE

ATTENTION
WORK AVAILABLE

The Collegian is advertising a position for

work-study. We are taking applications un-

til Wednesday November 23. Stop by the

Collegian Office Rm 113 Campus Center

between 8:45 am - 3:45 pm daily to find out

more information.

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 Toyota Corona well mair.tained, best

offer 586-5122

1979 Malibu 4-door good running cond.

excellent body some motor problems best

offer/ 1800 $ must sell Kathi 546-6492

1960 Mazda 826 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

ENTERTAINMENT ~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT

January space available Brittany

Manor female $1 17 heat included 256-001

1

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket, MA 02536

HELP WANTED

The Collegian is advertising a position for

work-study. We are taking applications un-

til Wednesday November 23. Stop by the

Collegian Office Rm 113 Campus Center

between 8:45 am - 3:45 pm daily to find out

more information.

Run for Ritter Road Race: The Road

Race Committee is now accepting applica-

tions for the following positions: Prize

Director, T-Shirt Director, First-aid Direc-

tor, Course Director, Greek and Dormitory

Directors, P.A. Director, Water Director,

Clean-up Director, Finish Line Director,

Computer Director, Treasurer, Police Direc-

tor, Student Recruiter. All positions are

voluntary. Applications and job descrip-

tions can be picked up at the table on the

first floor of the Newman Center. Applica-

tions are being accepted until 12/2.

LOST

Please return my leather gloves. Your

wish = my command. Great sentimen-

tal value. REWARD. 546-6933

Thin black rimmed glasses in purple

w/black trim velvet case. If found please

call 546-7352

Yellow suede pencil case containing,

(among other things) a clear plastic foun-

tain pen w/ red dots. Sentimental value. If

found please call 546-6871 thank you

Black pocketbook 11/16 in CC reward

call Sharon 665-4789

FOUND

Found Timex Watch Lib Tower identify

6-7713

PERSONALS

Larry & Neil Smith: Happy Birthday yous

guysl I'm glad we've got another wonderful

year ahead of us. I couldn't ask for better

brothers. I love both. We'll have a celebra-

tion you won't forget. Kim

•••• College •••• Spring •••• Break ••••

* • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe *

* Motor Coach Transportation *

* • ocean front accommodation? night *

* • Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

*Make reservations Now and Save $20*
* Check out our teble in the *

* CC Concourse or call 546-5422 *
««» D>A*Y*T*0*N*A **• B*E*A*C*H ***

To the Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha a

special thanks from the new brothers. It

feels great to be a part of the house

Happy 20tfi Anniversary Doctor Who
UMSFS
Junior Samples lives onl

All cultural center and clubs, craftspeo-

ple, artists and musicians interested in par-

ticipating in the Orchard Hill /Central Holi-

day Festival please contact Debbie at

666-7020 or John at 546-6634

Sue Cr Andrea I'm sorry I was wrong. I

love you. Let's stay friends. Please. Love,

Richard

Alex Roberts Happy Birthday Turkey

breath I From Batman and Robin

SERVICES

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0 135.

Expert typing/processing. Rough, revis-

ed or final copy. Ca ll 253-5318

skTcgn^o

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession H
mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26
- Jan 31 $295 546-5653.

TO SUBLET

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Genesis Hartford Civic

Center Dec 1 will payl Call 546-6375 or

546-6368 keep trying I

ROOMMATE WANTED

Room available in Townehouse Apts.

starting Jan. Please call Guy 549-2638

Wanted to share 2 bdr apt Amherst
253-3633, 545-2375 eves

Room in quiet comfortable house.

Route 9 before Belchertown. Seeking older

student. 50 yds to bus. 323-4628 5-12 PM

WALLET LOST

Lost wallet in SBA, Thompson, or

Marston it contains my ID, wallet, and
license. There is no way anyone can use
any of the contents. Please return the

wallet to me so I can be considered a per-

son for I am no one without any IDs. If you
have any info please call nr>e. John 6-9237

WANTED

Experienced tutor needed for Accoun-
ting 321 please call 253 3313 Sharon

Buying Class Rings, GoM and Silver

Jewelry, Coira. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

Security Guards for evenings in Amherst
area. Ideal for retired, college student or se-

cond job. Call 774-3092

WANTED TO RENT

Rent your house, apartment, room: 1-3

bedrooms near Amherst for intersessk>n

and /or spring 256-1347
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Women'shoop host Invitational thisweekend

THINGS ARE LOOKING UP - that is, for the UMass Women's

Basketball team which starts its season this weekend. The play of

Karen Damminger, shown here, will be an important faetor on the

team. %

Colilegian NFL
Shea deSimas Deluca

(75-.^) (67-58) (72-53)

Steelers at Lions Pitt Pitt Pitt

Cardinals at Cowboys Dall Dall Dall

Patriots at Jets Pats Pats Pats

Vikings at Saints NO NO Minn

49ers at Bears Chic SF SF

Oilers at Buccaneers TB TB Hous

Eagles at Redskins Wash Wash Wash

Colts at Browns Clev Bait Clev

Bills at Rams Buff Rams Rams

Giants at Raiders LA LA NY
Broncos at Chargers Denv Denv SD

Packers at Falcons GB GB GB
Bengals at Dolphins Miam Miam Miam

Chiefs at Seahawks KC Seat Seat

picks
I Betros Hood

1 (71-54) (72-53)

Pitt Pitt

Dall Dall

Jets Pats

NO NO
SF Chic

TB TB
Wash Wash

Clev Clev

I Rams Rams
LA LA
Denv SD
GB Atla

1 Miam Miam
Seat KC

Mackertich works hard to success

By JOHN BADGER
Cdlegian Correspondent

It has been over seven months since Neal

Mackertich has played tennis. Those who

follow the University of Massachusetts

tennis team remember Neal as last year's

great first singles player (third in New
England) who planned to go professional at

the end of last semester.

"I had planned to leave in June to play on

a satellite circuit in the France and Belgium

areas." said Mackertich. Unfortunately,

Mackertich's plans were delayed by an

unexpected injury. "It's a bizarre type of

injury, more common among basketball

than tennis. The ligaments just under my
knee have been wearing down over the past

few years and luckily it was caught in time

to avoid an operation."

Mackertich's belief that hard work is the

key to success in tennis is what caused the

problem. "I've played tennis four hours a

day for the past ten years. All that running

around on such a hard surface is what

caused the wearing down process in the

ligament."

Mackertich plans to begin his comeback

this winter, "I'm planning on beginning to

play again in early January and slowly build

the muscle back up. If things go well I

should be back to oar by April."

A last semester senior, Mackertich is a

high marking chemical engineering

student. If things don't work out on the

courts, he's prepared himself with

something to fall back on.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team is coming off a

disappointing 5-22 season, but is hopeful

that a new coach, a different attitude and a

few new players will bring some more wins

and respectability back to the basketball

program.
"I always thought UMass would be a good

place to go to, and the position became

available," said Coach Barbara Stevens who

came from Clark University and Division

ni to UMass and Division II. "This team is

eager to do well. They work extremely hard

in practice and want to improve their image

as a losing team."

This year's team is still young, but they do

have an extra year of experience. The team

will probably use a three forward, two

guard formation. They will try to utilize

speed more and pressure defense in order

to create turnovers.

"They are very receptive to what we're

trying to do. Td like to try to run a little

more, and incorporate a fast-breaking

style. We must be more aggressive and

improve our defensive skills. We're not the

biggest, quickest team, but we will try to

protect our own basket and cut down their

shooting opportunities. The best offense is

a good defense," Stevens added.

The team has eight returning players, led

by senior point guard and captain Wendy
Ward. She will be looked to as the an-

chorperson on the team and for her

leadership. She will control the offense and

meet the ball-handlers on defense.

"I think we're more used to each other so

things are running more smoothly," said

Ward, who had a 9.9 scoring average and

led the team with 87 assists last season.

"The coach is giving us the encouragement

that we need and the players seem to be

incorporating it well. We're more of a fast

break team this year and we will play a

variety of defenses."

Also returning this season is S'll"

sophomore forward Karen Danmiinger who
led the team with 146 rebounds and was

defense further. She wiU be challenged for

the forward spot by 5*10" sophomore

forward, Jerrie Bemier. She has worked

hard at both ends of the floor."

Bemier and/or Damminger will be joined

in the frontcourt by 5'8" sophomore

Rebecca Kucks, who was second on the

team in rebounds with 143. 6'2" sophomore

Kelly Collins will be the other starting

forward/center. Kelly led the team in free

throw percentage last season, and will be

looked to more for scoring this year. Oach
Stevens has been impressed with her hard

work.
Barbara Hebel. who led the team in

scoring last year at a 12.8 clip and was

second in assists with 56, will be the

shooting guard. "Barbara needs confidence

to go against various defensive pressures,

and has been working on it in practice,"

Stevens said. "She is recognizing when to

take good shots and is working hard on

defense as well."

The other returning players are 5*9'*

junior forward Jennifer Todd and 5*9"

sophomore guard Jean Cooper, who has

been injured for most of the pre-season and
|

won't practice for another month.

Some of the new players include 6'2''

freshman center Karen FitzgeraW, who is

improving steadily with every practke and

shows the most improvement according to

Stevens. Mary Marquedant a 5T' freshman

guard and Karen Rowe, a 5*9" freshman

guard round out the incoming freshmen.

Roz Olson, a 5'6" junior guard who has

had one previous year of experience for the

Minutewomen in 1981-82 is returning to the

team. Patti Keams is a S'lO" forward who
transferred from UNH and is also working

hard in practice.

In the pre-season poUs UMass was picked

lor a seventh place tie ak>ng with Gewge
Washington in the tough Atlantk Ten

Conference, which only features nine teams

so far.

"Changing from one system to another

takes time. If we win games we should and

pull off a few upsets we should h(dd our own
in the conference. We're trying to get

across that we want them to play as hard as

they can with their best skiDs through

second in scoring with a 12.0 average. She practicing hard every day," Stevens said.

has been hampered by injuries so far but is

starting to get over them and will play a

major part on the team this year.

"Karen is looking to balance out her

game," Stevens said. "She is a natural

talent, who is looking to improve her

The Minutewomen's first game will be

this weekend as they host URI, UNH and

UConn in the UMass Invitatwnal. UMass
will meet UConn in the first game, and the

winners of the preliminary games will meet

for the championship on Sunday.

Fourth annual N.E. tourney
hosted by UM this weekend
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

They are not going to take the easy way
out. Barbara Stevens, the new coach of the

University of Massachusetts and her young

troops will be tested right away as they

host the fourth annusd New England

Women's Basketball Tip-Off Tournament

Saturday and Simday at the Cage for those

few of you that will be around the area.

UMass, trying to rebound

from a disasterous 5-22 season

la^t year, faces a Connecticut

team that posted a 9-18 record

la^t season, almost just as bad.

The Minutewomen will host the Universi-

ty of Connecticut at 3 p.m. on Saturday in

one semi-final. The University of Rhode
Island, Atlantic 10 rivals, face the for-

minable Wildcats from New Hampshire at

1 p.m.

The championship game will be at 1 p.m.

on Sunday for those students returning

early and the consolation game will be at 3

p.m.

UMass, trying to rebound from a

disasterous 5-22 season last year, faces a
Connecticut team that posted a 9-18 record

last season, almost just as bad. The
Minutewomen beat UConn in this tourney

last year 64-43, but lost in the semis to URI
75-53.

The two stronger teams in the tourna-

ment, the WRams and New Hampshire
meet in the other semi-final. Rhode Island

went 20-12 last season, winning 20 games
for the first time ever. The WRams return

all five starters fi-om the team that finished

third in the Atlantic 10 and came in second
this tourney last year.

As a matter of fact. New Hampshire has

won this tourney each of the three previous

years since it was started in 1980 and URI
has come in second each time, too.

Michelle Washington, the Atlantic 10 co-

rookie of the year, and senior co-captains

Helene Roher and Carol Smith (URI's top

scorer with 12.9 ave. and team leader in

steals with 98) lead URI.
New Hampshire, went 22-7 last year and

were the ECAC women's basketball cham-
pions. They are considered to be the top

team in New England and have crept into

some national Top 20 polls. UNH jdready

opened their season with a 90-37 romp of

Southern Maine, last week.

UNH is led by senior co-captains Gail

Jackson and Corinne Gulas, who combines
with her twin sister Chris to form one of
the fastest backcourts in the East.

URI has also already won a game beating

McGill University of Montreal 73-64 in an
exhibition game. For UMass and UConn,
this is their season openers.

So, for whoever is around this holiday

weekend, there will be some top New
England basketball in the Cage on Satur-

day, especially the URI-UNH game.

However, the UMass-UConn game doesn't

look to be a bore. These traditional rivals

are moving up and it should be a hard-

fought game.
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DA, police plead

forhelp with fires

—Alexander
Pope

folU'ifinn phnid by

l)u ltd Deuber

Activities included in
newWnd of transcripts
By THERESA GALVIN
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students

will soon have an opportunity to record

their extra-curricular activities to show

prospective employers in a co-curricular

transcript.

•»>»i« •-•-••.•••••.•.•.'

"We try to show that participa-

tion in different activities will

lead to education, will lead to

growth expansion.

"

— Joel Weissman
SCERA director

X:X!X-X::!X«:!:!X*:>t^:W:%W*XxXv::X::::::::!>xrx

The co-curricular transcript program has

been approved by the Student Senate and

is targeted to begin next semester, said

Joel Weissman, director of the Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocasy (SCERA).

The program proposal describes the

transcript as "a mechanism to enable

students to record their extra-cumcular

activities and plot their growth in a wide-

range of skills.

"The transcript is a way of documentmg

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

A state official is asking Crampton Dor-

mitory residents at the University of

Massachusetts to help catch the person set-

ting fires in their Southwest Residential

Area dormitory.

W. Michael Ryan, district attorney for

Hampshire and Franklin counties, said a

state police trooper assigned to the state

fire marshall's office has a few leads in his

investigation, but "we haven't received

any information at all from students."

"We're hopeful that any of the students

who saw anything or heard anything could

give us a call," Ryan said.

Cramptom residents have been

evacuated because of suspicious fires 13

times since September, and the state Fire

Marshall visited campus last Wednesday to

meet with town and University of

Massachusetts officials to determine a solu-

tion to the problem.

Residents complained that the fires were

an "inconvenience" as they waited outside

the building for two hours while police

questioned residents after the most recent

fire Tuesday night, and Ryan said the fires,

set in trash barrels, bulletin boards and

bathrooms at night or in the early morning,

"have been more or less nuisance fires."

But with five fires in the dorm l:)etween

Saturday anH Tuesday nijrht la.st week,

the educational value of the activities on

campus," the proposal continued.

Weissman said the co-curricular

transcript is a way to coordinate student

activities with the educational learning pro-

cess.

"We try to show that participation in dif-

ferent activities will lead to education, will

lead to growth expansion," Weissman said.

"We hope that by recording activities

students can see their development."

Students wishing to participate in the

voluntary program will meet with trained

advisors, Weissman said.

SCERA is now writing forms and a

brochure explaining the program.

"We don't want it confused with

academic transcripts," Weissman said.

Co-curricular transcript programs have

been successfully implemented by a

number of colleges and universities. Accor-

ding to the "Co-Curricular Transcript —
What Do Employers Think? A National

Survey", employers are impressed with

this type of transcript.

"Results of this national survey suggest

the co-curricular transcript is preferred by

employers over the traditional resume of a

career planning and placement center."

Weissman said the transcript will be

valuable in monitoring individual growth,

and will be usefull to send out with a

resume or placed in a credential file.

mJi'f

"activity is accelerating," Ryan said, and

"we are fearful that there haven't been any

life threatening fires, but there could be."

State Fire Marshall Joseph A. O'Keefe

said Tuesday that Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

has received calls from parents of residents

and is "concerned" aliout the arson plague,

which has included more than 20 suspicious

fires in four or five residence areas this

semester.

At least two residents will not be return-

ing to the dorm after the Thanksgiving

break. First-year communications studies

major Kristin Peterson said she and

Kimberly Stoll, another first-year Oamp-
ton resident, are moving out because

"we're too scared to live here anymore."

Sarah Pike, a second-floor Crampton

resident, said the fires are "an inconve-

nience, to say the least." as she waited to

get back inside the dormitory Tuesday

night. She and Eileen Stout, another

second-floor resident, claimed they could

get no information from University of

ficials on the problem.

"I think the students have found the in-

vestigation has been more disruptive than

the actual fires," Ryan said. But students

should direct their anger at the arsonist,

not the investigators, he said, and if so-

meone is caught, "the fires will stop, the in-

vestigation will stop, and students can go

back to their studies."

Open meetings start as

college looks for dean
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A search committee for a dean of the Col-

lege of Food and Natural Resources at the

University of Massachusetts will hold four

seminars this week open to the public to aid

in the final selection.

Each of the four candidates for the posi-

tion will make a short presentation and

answer questions at one of the seminars,

according to search committee member
Ernest Buck of the Food Science and

Nutrition department.

"We urge students from the college

(Food and Natural Resources) to attend,"

Buck said.

The committee will interview the can-

didates next week and make it's recom-

mendations to acting Provost Samuel Con-

ti.

"We are trying to move rapidly, hopeful-

ly we can get someone in by next

semester," Buck said.

The former dean of the college, Daniel

Padberg, resigned from the post on July 8.

Assistant Etean David E. Leonard then

replaced him in an acting capacity, as

Padl)erg returned to the faculty.

Earlier this fall, Leonard expressed con-

cern over reduced funding and subsequent

faculty shortages as challenges facing the

college. He also noted his intent to main-

tain quality programs in his role as acting

dean until the search committee appoints a

permanent successor.

The first seminar will begin at noon to-

day in Campus Center room 804 and can-

didate R. Glenn Brown, head of Food

Science and Nutrition Department, will

answer questions.

At noon Tue.sday in 804 CC, Leonard, ac-

ting dean and director of the
Massachusetts Agriculture Experiment

Station, will be the subject of the search

committee's seminar.

At noon Wednesday in room 903 CC,

head of the division of Hotel, Restaurant

and Travel Administration Dr. Stevenson

Fletcher will answer questions.

Bruce MacDougall, head of the Land-

scape Architecture Department, will

answer questions at noon on Thursday in

room 804.

r
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AROUND THE WORLD
Palestinians ignoring cease-fire.

Druse and Christians still fighting
TRIPOLI. Lebanon (AP) - Rival

Palestinian soldiers traded fire sporadically

across their tense cease-fire line Sunday

and Beirut radio said Druse and Christian

militiamen renewed artillery clashes in the

Chouf mountains.

President Amin Gemayel went to Rome
and Washington in efforts to get foreign

troops out of Lebanon.

There were official reports from

Damascus that Syria's president, Hafez

Assad, met with leaders of his party,

countering widespread rumors that he was

dead or seriously ill. Assad has not been

seen in public for two weeks.

For the second day, the Syrian military

command said its forces had "confronted" a

U.S. F' 14 reconnaissance jet over the Metn

Mountains northeast of the Lebanese

capital. On Saturday the Syrians also

claimed to have "confronted" a U.S.

warplane.

Neither indicated whether the Syrians

had fired on the jets. U.S. officials routinely

refuse comment on reconnaissance flights.

The scattered shelling in Tripoli came

despite an agreement between supporters

and opponents of Palestine Liberation

Organization Chairman Yasser Arafat to

end weeks of warfare and withdraw from

this northern port city.

Ahmed Abdul-Rahman, spokesman for

Arafat, said Rashid Karami, a former

Lebanese prime minister, was expected to

announce details of the disengagement

agreement in Damascus on Monday.

Egypt taking bids on N-plants,

Westinghouse is among bidders

Monday, November 28, 1983 Collegian 3

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Egypt has

received five bids, including two from

American companies, to build its first two
nuclear power plants, the daily newspaper
Al-Ahram said Sunday.

The paper quoted electricity and energy

minister Maher Abaza as saying the five

companies were Westinghouse Corp. and

Bechtel Corp. of the United States,

Kraftwerk Union of West Germany,
Framatome Consortium of France and

Brown-Boveri Corp. of Switzerland and

West Germany.
Abaza said three committees were

studying the bids and that it would be three

to six months before a decision was made.

The plants, estimated to cost about $2.4

billion, are to be built by 1990 or 1991, in El-

Dabaa, 100 miles west of the Mediterranean

port of Alexandria. Construction will start

next September.
Egypt hopes to produce 40 percent of its

energy by nuclear power by the year 2000.

AROUND THE REGION
Bloody coup feared in Philippines
NEWTON, (AP) - A display of Benigno

S. Aquino's bloody shirt and trousers and a

warning to the United States against

backing military repression in the

Philippines marked the commemoration

Sunday of the birthday of the slain

politician who lived here for three years

before his death.

'There are fears of a military takeover in

the Philippines that will be even more

repressive," said Manila attorney Charito

Planas. "We would like to join in asking the

U.S. government not to support the

military takeover,

"The United States government must

stop considering the Philippines as the

home of the biggest U.S. bases outside the

United States but start considering it as a

country of 50 million people who have been

denied thier freedom."

Ms. Planas, who left the PhUippines five

years ago being jailed and now lives in

Arlington. Va., spoke on the impact of

Aquino's Aug. 21 assassination in Manila at

a Boston church meeting marking the 51st

anniversary of Aquino's birthday.

Highway deaths drastically down

from Thanksgiving weekend, 1982
AP — At least six highway deaths were

reported in Massachusetts over the long

Thanksgiving weekend, far less than the 20

recorded for the same weekend last year.

State officials had warned motorists that

unannounced roadblocks would be set up by

state police and Massachusetts Registry of

Motor Vehicles personnel in an effort to

keep drunken drivers off the road.

The latest fatality occurred at 1:10 p.m.
Sunday in Quincy, where police said an
East Milton man veered off the road
because of an undetermined medical
problem.

GRADUATINGSOON''

You're Needed
All Over the

World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why rheir ingenuity and flexibility

ore OS vitol os their degrees They'll tell you they ore helping

the v^orlds poorest peoples ortoin self sufficiency in the oreos

of food production, energy conservotion, education, economic

development ond health services And they'll tell you about

the rewords of honds on coreer experience overseas They'll

tell you It s the toughest job you'll ever love

PEACE COUPS

See Greg Newman in 12 Draper Hall.

For information call 545-2105

AP [.ascrphoto

CRASH AFTERMATH — Rescuers work on the turned over fuselage

of a Colombian 747 jet after the airliner crashed in Madrid, Spain early

Sunday morning, killing 183 passengers.

AROUND THE NATION
Exxon accused of water thievery
PORT EWEN. N.Y. (AP) — Environ-

mentalists call it "a new form of piracy."

Exxon Corp. says it hasn't done anything

wrong.

But the corporate oil giant has created an

uproar by collecting millions of gallons of

fresh water from the Hudson River and

then transporting it to the Caribbean

eairlier this year.

"The idea that a corporation can come in,

take our water, leave the country and sell it

and do it all free of charge is outrageous,"

said John Cronin, who as paid riverkeeper

for the Hudson River Fishermen's

Association monitors the river's use.

Last month, Cronin and his group charged

Exxon with dumping polluted salt water

into the Hudson then collecting fresh water

for use in its Aruba refinery and to sell to

the Caribbean island's government.
In a letter to Exxon, the organization

charged that not only were tankers, after

delivering oil to Exxon's New Jersey

refinery, traveling the 75 miles up the

Hudson to load up with water, but idle

tankers were making the journey solely to

take water to arid Aruba.
Sixty tankers, carrying fresh water, have

made the trip this year, according to

Exxon, 20 making the 1,900-mile journey

just for the fresh water. Exxon said it

transported some 360 million gallons of

water to Aruba in 1983. Cronin and his

group claim the corporation has taken

between 500 million and 1 billion gallons

this year.

"Exxon was getting into the water

resource business and the Hudson was a

great place to open shop," Cronin said.

Central Plains plagued by drifts,

snowstorm moving to Northeast
AP — Drifts up to 8 feet high, ice half an

inch thick and zero visibility made travel

nearly impossible Sunday in the central

Plains as a snowstorm chugged nor-

theastward after plastering the Rockies.

Denver declared a snow emergency and

its airport, fifth busiest in the nation, was

closed.

At least 41 deaths have been blamed on

the past week's weather.
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Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are
treated for low back pain

dailv-
Don't become a statistic! Attend the
LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL

• Learn the causes of low back pain.
• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.
• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge
\

Amherst Chiropractic Center
j

190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002 5
Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

\
Chiropractic is covered by most nriajor health insurance, personal injury and {

Automobile insuranc« and workers nnmnensation

.
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UM research

helpingheal
stroke victims
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Because of the work being done by a University of

Massachusetts professor, 40 partially paralyzed stroke

victims can move their damaged limbs again.

Professor Walter KroU, of the exercise science depart-

ment has been working with stroke patients completely

paralyzed in one arm and one ankle. He said the paralysis

is caused by a learning problem with the brain.

"We analyze the undamaged part of the brain and make

a blueprint," Kroll said. "We then send electrical stimuli

to the brain through the paralyzed arm and ankle."

The patients receive the treatments one hour a day, five

days a week for four to six weeks.

•'There is no deterioration," Kroll said.

As a result, all 40 patients were able to lift their arm at a

90 degree angle, and grip and lift an object, and bend their

ankles, Kroll said.

Kroll said this success is "amazing" because, according

to the Diagnosis of the Management ofStrokes and TIA 's,

published in 1982, "neurologic deficiency which persists

for more than six months should be considered perma-

nent."

Kroll expanded his research, which began with adult

stroke victims, to children who have suffered from strokes

or cerebral palsy.

"Children have more plasticity of the brain," and hence

can recover faster and more thoroughly than adults, Kroll

said.

Kroll said he also plans to work with victims of Parkin-

son's disease, which causes muscles to become rigid, and

eventually hopes to be able to treat any pathological pro-

blem with the brain.

The research began three years ago when Kroll and

Pierre Lagasse of Laval University in Quebec City,

Canada, were trying to improve speed and efficiency in

athletes.

With the help of William Kilmar of the UMass depart-

ment of electrical engineering, the group discovered a way

to improve the athletes' speed and coordination through

electrical impulses.

Kroll said they realized using these impulses would be

unethical for athletes, but realized the process could

possibly help paralyzed people.

Collcfian photo by Ilorothf* Arroll

GRAZING TIME — Six horses enjoy the warm sunshine and sweet hay of a late autumn

afternoon in Hadley.

WOMEN'S FORUM
Women's Forum is a xoeekly listing of upcoming events

relating to women's issues- Notices should be sent to the

Women 's Issues Editors, care ofthe Collegian, US Campus
Center, before the Friday preceding the event.

There are two hotlines available on campus for aid to

victims of rape or other violence. The 24-Hour Rape
Hotline is 545-2677. The Everywoman's Center Hotline

for victims of violence is 545-0800.

Tuesday — The Women's Issues Team will meet at 4

p.m. in room 901, Campus Center.

A lecture on Women's Work and the Creation of Jobs
in Franklin County will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. in Jones
Library, Amherst.

Wednesday — A lecture on the Mass Media: What are

they saying about us will be held at 12:30 p.m. in room

905. Campus Center.

The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom will be meet at 5 p.m. in Campus Center, 901.

Gloria Joseph, author and educator, will discuss

"Third Worid Women and Feminism," at 7 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center 168.

Friday — The Pornography Planning Conference will

meet at 3:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 911.

Cranston to speak on nuclear freeze in SUB
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., will speak on the nuclear

arms freeze at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Union

Ballroom at the University of Massachusetts.

Cranston, a candidate for the Democratic presidential

nomination, has made the arms freeze a major plank in his

campaign platform. He is currently the Senate minority

whip, the number two Democratic position in the Senate.
Preceding the lecture, the UMass Peacemakers will

sponsor an assembly with speakers advocating the freeze
movement. Frances Crowe, a member of the American
Friends Service Committee, is one freeze proponent
scheduled to speak at the 2 p.m. gathering.

UMass group receives

$5000 grant from state
'They don't have the expertise to pour
through volumes of regulations. In many
cases they don 't know if they are in com-

pliance with the new regulations or not.

'

Rick Taupier

acting EEMC director

Colleirian photo by Andy Hrlirr

CLEAN SWEEP - John Bruso of the UMass pounds crew does a

last minute fall cleanup in the Southwest Residential Area.

By PAUL TOMICH
Collegian Correspondent

The Environmental Education and

Management Center (EEMC) at the

University of Massachusetts has been

awarded a $5,000 grant to begin educating

local companies on regulations concerning

hazardous waste.

Rick Taupier. acting EEMC director, said

the grant money, donated by the State

Bureau of Solid Waste Disposal, will allow

the Center to educate small scale hazardous
waste generators in Franklin Coun-
ty—including tanneries, printers, dry
cleaners and furniture refinishing plant-

s—on recent state and federal regulations

regarding hazardous waste management.
Small scale generators are companies that

produce between 20 and 1000 kilograms of

hazardous waste a month.

Taupier said the Center wants to educate

the smaller companies because they "don't

have the expertise and the staff to pour

through the volumes of regulations. In

many cases they don't know if they are in

compliance with the new regulations or not.

"Larger plants," he says, "have to report

every amount of waste they generate and

what happens with it," while the smaller

companies do not.

""The idea is to try to work with them to

develop a reasonably simple technique to

identify whether of not there are certain

regulations that are likely to affect them

and then...determine whether or not they

are complying with those regulations,"

Taupier said.

He said he feels that while a study has not

been done to establish the fact that small

waste generators constitute a serious

hazard to health or the environment, this

program is worthwhile because it will make
people aware of potential problems.

The Center also plans to develop a

method by which hazardous waste coor-

dinators—volunteers who keep track of

wastes in their community—can identify

local waste generators. There are 351

coordinators in Massachusetts.

The Center will also hold several

workshops across Franklin County on

groundwater protection.

Their purpose will be to educate planning

officials, local environmental organization

members, and citizens in hydrogeology and
the way haz£U*dous wastes from small-scale

generators can affect water supplies. They
will also learn how they can test the quality

of their own water.

Taupier said the EEMC, a self-

supporting non-profit component of the

University, strives to educate local,

regional, state, and federal agencies, non-

profit organizations and business and in-

dustry groups and the general public in

regard to environmentally related issues.

By acting as a sort of "clearing house" for

environmentally related information, the

Center breaks down and organizes in-

formation from various departments on
campus and other sources into a form that

can be understood by the above mentioned
groups. Taupier said.

Since the Center's founding in 1981 it has

"run a whole variety of (environmentally

related) educational seminars and technical

short courses for the industry, " Taupier
said.
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lono Hail
Expires 11/30/m

PtasM CaN for an Appo<fitm«nt

*For nmnt oRanti onty

FREE CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborah
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North Amhcrtf
Motors
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FUR
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GRE'CPA

YEARTODIETIS THEBEST
TIMETOJOINGLORIASTFVeWS.

Feb. 4, 1984 Exam I j^„^ jS, 1984 Exam

GRE
classes begin 1/3/84

GIVIAT
classes begin 12/14/83 |«^ - -^,. ^
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1/2/84 I -"^

Take advantage ofour holiday offer now,

and you won't have to start ourprogram

until the first of the year It's our best

introductory price ever And it willshow
you how ournew fitness program can

make yourNew Year's dieting plans more

thanju$t another resolution.

HOLIDAY OFFER'S,

aWEEKS
FOR
$15

Intersession Class

LSAT
Begins 1/4/84

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Apnl 28, 1984 Exam I .JPTit'./y

MCAT l^'iH
classes begin 1/3/84

1/7/84

Call Days Eves &
Weeltends

264 N hsasant Strest

Amhsrtt

253-5108

For information atrout other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

1984 STARTS HERE
ATUMASS JANUARY 3-28
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75 credit courses - 1-3 credits each; Monday - Friday 57 credit-free workshops - evenings through January

CREDIT COURSES
ACCTG 221 1 Introduction to Accounting I

ACCTC. 221-2 Introduction to Accounting I

ACCTCi 221 3 Introduction to Accounting I

ACCTG 222 Introduction to Accounting II

ACCTC, 311 Business Applications of Computers

AlCTO 321 Financial Reporting I

ACCTG 371 Federal Taxes

A\TH 103 Introduction to Pln^ial

Anihropologv

ANTH 104 Introduction to Cultural

Anthropology

ART 100 Basic Drawing

ART 1511 Architectural Drawing

ART 220 Painting Oils

ART 230 PhotographN I

ASTRON 100 Exploring the Universe

BOTANY 101 General Botanv

(OMLIT 110 Myth, Folk, and Children's Lit

COMSTU 121 Introduction to Mass Comniunicaiion

COMSTL' 234 Hislor> of Broadiasting

COMSTL' 250 Interpersonal Communication

ICON 103 1 Introduction to Microeconomics

tCON 104 Introduction to Mai roeconomics

LDLC H 380 Human Interaction Group Dsnamics

EDUC H 391S Professional Development for Women
EDUC I 51 ' Computer Lueracv for Educators

LDUC I 690/ Computer Learning with Logo

ENGL 112 1 College Wriimg

ENGL 1 52 1 Expository Writing Rhetoric

ENGL 152-2 Expository Writing Rhetoric

ENGL 344 Satire Theory and Practice

ENGL 351 I Technical Writing

ENGL 351 2 Technical Writing

ENGL 354 ( realne Writing

ENT 226 Insects and Man
FS&N130 Nutrition and People

FRENCH 110 Elemeniarv Fienih I

FRENCH 120 Elcmemarv French II

f R{ N{ H 230 Intermediate f reiich

f KEN( M 242 Intermediate Oral

(.BFIN301 1 ( iirporalion Finance

GERMAN no Elomentars German

GERMAN 250 Free fonscrvalion

HIST 141 European Mistorv IHIiPiccni

HIS! 150 Devclopmenl 111 Ameiican

C n ili/alion to 1876

HIST ISl Development of American

Civili/aliun 1876 on

HIST 197T Tibet The Land of Snows

HIST 370 Contemporary American History

HRTA 202 Personnel Management in Hotal,

Restaurant and Travel Admin

HRTA 291 A Rooms Division Managenuni

HRTA 391 A Hotel Marketing

IE 479 Operaticms Research I

IS 3(X) Newsriliiig and Reporting

LATIN 240 Intermediate Latin

MATH 01 1 Elementary College Algebra

MATH 104 1 Algebra, Analytic (jeometry and

Trigonometry

MATH 104-2 Algebra. Analytic Geomeiry and

Trigonometry

MATH 106 Prccalculus Algebra with Functions

and Graphs

ME 230 Thermodynamics I

MGT 301-1 Principles o( Management

MGT 301 2 Principles of Management

MGT 314 Personnel Management

MGT 330 Managerial Behavior

MKIG 301 Fundamentals of Markcling

MKTG 425 Sales Management

MUSIC too Appieciation-lnlroduclion

MUSIC 110 Fundamentals of Theory

PHIL 300 Indian Philosophies

PHIL 382 Philosophical Approaches lo Science

PSYCH 100 Elementary Psychology

PSYCH 308 Psychology of Women
PSYCH 360 Social Psychology

PSYCH 380 Abnormal Psychology

RUSS 250 Russian Culture

S(K lOL 102 Age, Sex and Kinship in

Contemporary Society

SOCIOL 110 General Introduction to Socmlogv

SOCIOL »S» Drugs and Sociels

SOM 210 1 Introduction lo Business ( ompiilcis

SOM 210^2 Introduction to Business Computers

SUM 497 Business Policy and Slrategs

SPAN 110 Elementaiv Spanish I

SPAN 120 Elementary Spanish M
SPAN 210 Inlern-.edi lie Spanish I

SPAN 240 Inic-rmeiliale Spanish II

SfAt 1211 Elemi-nlary Statistics

SI A I 121 2 Lleinenlary Statistics

CREDIT FREE WORKSHOPS
The Designed Environment

Bron/e Casting

Interior Design

Framing

Life Drawing

Matting

Methods of the Masters

Naked Clay

Bartending

Speaking as a Working Woman
Speaking Up
Teaching on Your Feet

Typing

Women at Work Impostcrs, Fakes, and F rjiids

Ballet I

Ballet II

Ballet III

Ballroom

litterbug, Swing

Modern Intermediate

Modern |d//

Tap
Collcgr Costs Through Tax Pljniiing

Income Investment V's Growth line-.iment

Mutual Funds

Municipal Bonds

Tax Deferred Annuities

Basic Hatha Yoga

Hatha Yoga fo. Problem Backs

Register now:
Records and Registration Office

Room 104

University Library/UMass

Touch for Health

The Natural Foods Kitchen

Meet the Micro

The DOS (Disk Operating System)

The Best Selling Spreadsheet Piogr.im VISIC ALC
Basic BASIC
The Powerful Spreadsluei Allernalive LOTUS 12 3

The Woid Processing Ptogram WORDSTAR
ja// The Dynamic Y eais

Classical Guitar I

Classical Guitar II

Folk Guilai

Black and While Plioiogia|)liy

Darkioom Phoiogiaphy

The P.iieniiiig C lioice

Unlcaining R.icisin

Winlei Shapes and Seirels

C loss-Country Skiini;

Giaduale ManagemcMl Aclmi>Miiii 1e>.i (GMAT)
I'repaiaiion

Gi.icliiale Recoid Lxaniinalion |GRL| Piepaialioii

Law ScluHil Admission> lesi (LSAT) I'lepaialion

Speed Re.idiii);

Meiniiiv Skills

llaiiless Wi'.niiiK liii Begiiiiieis

Sl'WlllK

Spiiiiiini:

Ac t im; loi C loNel -Xc loi n

( II1I11C Hook WiiliilK

VISA or MasterCard:

545-3653

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

I

EDITORIAL/OPINION

f^<^'

"ftjT EM0U6H OfMlm^oSwWK ANDSEMK- HEtt HE IS, WWOI^ HK BKiMjOUCEN©ff
"^^ ^^mmaMi^^a^^'^mm a a6 hand... He«EREs jesse.':

Sexism comes
in many forms
The term sexism is macie of two component

parts, positive sexism and negative st>xism.

In negative sexism, we find the stereotypical op-

pressive insults that openly state the alleged inferiority of

women when compared to men. Such terms as "Woman
Driver" or "Dumb blonde" are examples of negative sex-

ism. Positive sexism, on the other hand, is sexism that

does not directly insult or harm a woman.

The woman is put upon a pedestal in [x)sitive sexism, by

such actions as a male opening a car door for her, or lock-

ing it beside her. Positive sexism is harmless by itself, pro-

viding it does not aggravate the woman. The danger lies in

the fact that it carries a potential power, instrumental

guilt. This guilt is instrumental in the sense that it propels

action by almost brainwashing its victims; destroying

them mentally.

The real meaning of patriotism

If
the leaders and legislators of our nation

do not realize the urgent need for a moratorium

on the production of new nuclear and chemical

weapons, the world is going to suffer the increasing threat

of total annihilation. While it is a priority of the Reagan

Administration to increase our national defense budget,

they would do the entire world an immeasurably great ser-

vice if they instead put our funds to more constructive

uses.

Thomas Pitoniak
If one ignores this dangerous trend toward increased

armament, one is only leaving the matter to others, which

is morally a disservice to the rest of the world. Who are

some of the "others"? They're people like Ronald Reagan

and John Glenn, who both support the appropriation of

more than $120 million to recommence the production of

"nerve gas," or chemicals for the purpose of killing people.

Do you remember napalm jelly? It clung to the skin and

burned until self consumption. The same chemical giants

that gladly produced Agent Orange are ready to once again

secure lucrative contracts with the government.

With an arsenal that is already unimaginable in its

destructive potential, what is the reason(s) behind our

determination to further endanger the fragile conditions of

this planet? One reason is the recent resurgence of anti-

Soviet sentiment that seems to me to have begun

fomenting during the hostage crisis and the Soviet mvasion

of Afghanistan in 1979. I'll be the first to admit that I doii't

approve of Soviet hegemony. But why. regardless of the

reason, should we produce the same insidious chemicals

that we have been indignantly accusing the Soviets of

using in Afghanistan?

If we commence production of these pernicious weapons

we are showing our hypocrisy to the whole world,

regardless of the arguments we put forth in our defense. If

chemical weapons are morally despicable in their kUIing of

innocent civilians, as has occurred in Afghanistan with

"yellow rain." how can we justify it ourselves? Morality is

not removeable for convenience.

I disagree with those who justify our participation in the

arms race by proclaiming patriotic devotion. If patriotism

is your rationale, consider the effects on our nation of this

costly competition. Even if the bombs and missiles are

never used, the moneUry and human resources funneled in

this direction is sapping the collective strength of the

whole world. Can we afford to put over $200 biUion into

defense when we can't even afford Social Security? When

the federal deficit is itself over $200 billion? In this respect.

Reagan and all supporters of an increased defense budget

are not truly patriotic; they are not acting in the best

interests of our country. Those who desire to prevent the

decay of our nation are the real patriots, unswayed by

enmity.

Thomas Pitoniak is a UMass stvdent.

Letters

Campus fires are no joke Nuclear war can be bad

To the Editor,

We are presently waiting for the fire alarm to go off for

possibly the second time tonight. Robes and slippers are

strewn carelessly across the floor, ready to be put on

again if necessary. The emotional tension is thick and

there are a lot of frayed nerves.

Well. Crampton just had what amounts to our four-

teenth fire, and we feel that it's a bit of an em-

barrassment and quite pitiful that the University and the

Police Force have achieved nothing in their attempts to

apprehend the culprit. The school should be taking

further measures to ensure the safety of it's residents;

we should be guaranteed safe housing, yet the fires

persist. Whether it takes full time guards with assigned

posts, or even security cameras, it is obvious that we

must go to further extremes than fire and smoke

detectors. This person has to be caught-should have been

caught.

We are quite angry, frustrated, annoyed, and more than

a little scared about the problem at hand. It is absurd that

180 women must suffer from the pranks or sickness of

another (or others). Especially when the fires seem to be

an inside job most of the time. A dorm should have a

community that is close instead of being harassed at all

hours of the night.

It has become a common sight to see Crampton

residents leaving the dorm during a fire carrying their

school books. It takes about 45 minutes for each fire to be

put out and to have everyone signed in for the remainder

of the night.

Essentially, what we are saying is that further actions

of protection should be taken, even if it entails movmg

some residents temporarUy. Fires aren't the most

conducive thing for studying, yet we don't want to have

to go through further hassles by moving to another dorm,

especially when we like the one that we Uve in now.

Wendy Elia

and other dorm residents

To the Editor,
, ^ .u

WARNING. ABC network has determined that

nuclear war is disastrous to your health, an already ob-

vious statement. The film "The Day After" did not con-

sider how to prevent this disaster. For that ABC arrang-

ed a panel discussion which would consider alternative

solutions to the problem. The line up for the commentary

was horrendous. It began with Charles Schultz vfho

advertised for a further U.S. military build-up. A panel

discussion followed whose members were all white, older

males of whom the majority had held government posi-

tions. Only Cari Sagan spoke on the ridiculousness of the

arms race and advocated disarmament. On a panel of six

this obviously misrepresents the popular support of a

nuclear freeze and disarmament. Considenng the social

implications and the emotional impact of the film the

discussion mediated by Ted Koppel was a farce.

Sarah Bayle

Debbie Bayle
Amherst

Study space in the D.C.'s?

To the Editor. .

The Southwest Area Government deserves a great

deal of credit for accurately determinig that lack of study

space is a serious problem on campus, and doing

Smething about it. The decision to open Berkshire D.C

?^r niehttime studying makes a lot of sense and Dean

FielS Mane Capad'inna and Presidents McCarthy and

Bean should be congratulated for the.r

f
fort

^
When I lived in Southwest during the 70 s study space

was at a premium. I assume that the lighting problems in

SSdeiraTtlTaccess problems in the Tower library

have only exacerbated the difficulty.

The creation of a new. quiet study area deserves sup-

port and utilization by students living in Southwest. If it

works, maybe the D.C. will give away coffee.

Jon Hite '78

Director of Alumni Affairs

Lisa Stratouly

George is a forty-five year old, recently divorced, semi-

alcoholic man who is Ixired with his life but loves his work.

He is a bartender at Studio 4, a once successful disco that

is becoming tired of existing. He has worked at Studio 4

for about fifteen years now and is quite satisfied with his

work; He enjoys meeing new people every night; especial-

ly women. , • u
Cheryl is an eighteen year old high school senior who

was recently hired to work at Studio 4 during the summer

as a cocktail waitress. She had waitressed tefore in

restaurants, but never worked in a bar. She was excited

that with her eighteenth birthday came the legality needed

for her to serve alcohol and make substantially larger tips.

From the first day he saw her, George was instantly at-

tracted to Cheryl. He found her naivete and sincenty a

rare occurrence in such an atmosphere. George sensed

that Cheryl was not happy with her employment situation;

the pace was too fast for her. She frequently mixed up her

orders as well as the drinks themselves which consequent-

ly led to fewer tips. After expressing these sentiments to

George, he took the initiative and began labeling her drink

orders on the napkins underneath them. The two of them

established not only a system that they joked about often

but also a very close relationship.

The other employees perceived correctly that George

was "taking Cheryl under his wing." This information

trickled down to Cheryl, to whom the thought had never

occurred. Phrases like, "He's so good to you". "You're so

lucky", and "I wish I had sonicone like that when 1

started" echoed in Cheryl's ears. Soon she began to

realize that his helpfulness evoked a strange sense of guilt

in her. This guilt peaked one night when a customer made

a pass at Cheryl and George came flying from around the

bar and grabbed the man. He shoved the man towards the

door while Cheryl stood poised with a tray in her hand

ready to smack the man in the face. The other waitresses

clustered around Cheryl, praising George, and her good

fortune to have him as a friend. Cheryl uncomfortably

thanked George for his help. Later. George insisted that

she accept a ride home because, "she was emotionally

distraught from the night's occurrences." Cheryl

begrudgingly agreed.

George drove to his apartment and invited Cheryl

upstairs. Her first instinct was no, for she had intimations

of some type of danger, or unattractive situation. But at

his comment, "After all I do for you, sweetheart, can't you

even give me the pleasure of your company for a while.' ,

she got out of the car.

The rest of the story need not be told. Cheryl did things

that night she never would have done otherwise, for the

guilt George evoked in her was tremendously powerful

over her mind and consequently her actions.

Many women today, like Cheryl, have experienced

similar confrontations with the instrumental guilt that

sometimes follows positive sexism. The word

"sometimes" appears here because this does not happen

to all women. More accurately stated, instrumental guilt

does touch most women, but not as seriously as in Cheryl s

case.

Cheryl's situation exemplified one of three ways in

which positive sexism can be utilized by men. One, it can

be the instrument through which a man shows his sincere

love for a woman. Two, positive sexism can be a way for a

man to get to know a woman, and then unexpectedly,

unintentionally, become a manipulative tool for the man.

Three, it can be a means to only one desired goal for the

man, with absolutely no sincerity behind it.

It is difficult to distinguish between these types of at-

titudes. However, women must learn to discern the

sincere from the insincere. They must change their feel-

ings of guilt to anger, a much more positive force for the

woman, and satisfyingly deck the next man who says,

"Aw you mean after that nice dinner you can't even give

me one little kiss?". And we all know that the word kiss is

subject to many substitutions.
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Over 35,000 books at

40-60%
OFF

I publishers list price

Sci-Fi/Sports/Art

Poetry/ Mystery

Fishing/Drama
Dance/ Music

Field Guides

VALLEY
DOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire

National Bank)

Downtown Amherst

10-5:30 Mon-Sat
12-4 Sun
549-6052

Monday Night

Football Special
Pitchers of Draft Beer

>U^ -Ui. 'n •><

$3.25

FALL
GRADUATES

TIME m, OUT
Free
'opcorn

• • •

Two T.V.'s

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

37 N Pleasant

Amherst, MA

Year
Portraits

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST^

FineArts Center . / .

Concert Hall
THE
RIDGE

STRING QUARTET

1st Prize Winners of the prestigious

Fischoff and Coleman
Chamber Music Competitions

FRIDAY, DEC. 2, 8pm
$5.00

RAMSEY
LEWIS
Keyboard

wy'nton
marsalis
Trumpet

In

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL
SUNDAY, DEC. 11, 8 pm

$9,-$7-$5

A Holiday EKtravogonia for th« Whole Family

^S pro/.ct op.ro . HANSEL AND GRETEL
9V^ SATURDAY, DEC. 10, 2;30 p.m.

Five College Students V] Price Tickets at the Fine Arts Center Box Of-

fice. DATATIX and Springfield Civic Center (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-

243-4842

NOV. 28 - DEC. 2

Hours: 9-12, 1-5

Sign up Boom 178 CC

or call

545-2874/545-0848

Please bring a sitting fee

of $5.00

AUDIO. VIDEO. CHEAP.
STEREO

COISAPONENTS

TeclmicS direct drive turntable

with quartz lock, semi-

automatic w/ pitch 8-

^strobe. Model
SLQ200, List $140,

$88.
Teclinics
cassette deck with

Dolby & DBX. Soft

touch controls, cue &
- "^ I

revue, metal tape

lll^ capable. Model
RSM227X List $180,

$139.Tecliiiics
AM/FM stereo receiver. 90 watts

total power (45x45) quartz digital

tuner with presets, computer

drive. Model SA410, List $^^'<1QQ

CtOPiOMeen
60 watt total AM/FM stereo

receiver with quartz digital tuner

and presets. Model SX5, List $250,

$139
Call for prices on home stereo components

by Pioneer, Technics, Akai, Aiwa, Sony,

Sherwood, Onkyo, Hitachi, JVC and more!

PHONO
CARTRIDGES

audio-technica.
phono cartridge with elliptical diamond
stylus. Model AT71E List $50.00

$9.88
ADC phono cartridge with elliptical

diamond stylus, 10 mass standard

mount. Model QLM50

$28.88
SHURE phono cartridge with elliptical

diamond stylus. Light tracking, "P

mount" style.

$28.88
BLANK
TAPE

MAXELL
UDXLII chrome
bias audio tape.

List $5.49

$2.39 ea.

All merchandise is factory fresh

and fully warranteed. No sales tax

on orders shipped to MA residents

DBX is a reg. trademark of DBX
Inc. Dolby is a reg. trademark of

Dolby Labs, Inc.

CAR
STEREO

CfipiONcen $179.
indash AM/FM cassette stereo. Supertuner II with Dolby,

automatic reverse, 4-way fader control and tape equalization.

List $340

COMPLETE 40-WATT
CAR STEREO SYSTEM

Audlovox AM/FM
cassette stereo with
locking fast forward.
Model 3000. Audiovox
40 watt total (20x20)

power booster.
Audiovox 6"x9" triax-

ial car stereo speakers
with 20 oz. magnets.
Model tryvox 9. Total
system list $190

for $99.99
Call for prices on car stereos by Pioneer, Jensen, Sony,
Blaupunkt, Clarionn, Concord, Audiovox, Sanyo, and morel

NOW ON CAMPUS
To take advantage of these and other GREAT deals,

contact your campus rep.

David Nahor 546-6341

Barry Sanders 546-6823

Mike Frankel 567-5950

or call the Audio Underground Hotline (203) 668-0723

The AUDIO UNDERGRGUHD Wh*r« th* b«st In hom*
•!*ctronlcs costs l*ssl

Collegian staff:

Michael Pill of LSO
will speak on

Public Meeting and
Public Record Law

6:30 p.m. Tuesday
Rm. 811-815 CC.

Washingtoon spoofe politics

UJJ^tift

_y ^ ^/t^/i

Discover your

Hairstyle Personality

ai* •

Marjon Hair Design
Rt. 9, Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, Mass 586-4551

**A cut above the resV

We use and prescribe Redken

Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6; Sat 10-4

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Washingtoon is a reference book about

the American political system that is well

worth reading. Unfortunately, because it

uses the medium that best describes

American politics, cartoons, most libraries

won't put it on their shelves. Alas, what a

shame, for this is the most accurate book on

American politics that I've read in a while.

Mark Alan Stamaty's cartoons have been

in the Village Voice, sandwiched between

Feiffer and Stan Mack's Real Life Funnies

(all dialogue guaranteed true) for years,

little discussed and little read, probably

because there were too many words or

because the drawings were imperfect. His

first cartoon. MacDoodle Street, ended

when all the characters flew off at the end.

A few weeks later, Washingtoon appeared.

Washingtoon's central figure is Bob

Forehead, the head of the Congressional

JF'K Look Alike Conservative Caucus. Bob

decided to give up pursuing his dream of

becoming a game show host after being

enlightened of the burdens of the tycoon

sector by Gerard V. Oxboggle, President of

the Glominoid Corporation.

Oxboggle, who had seen Bob selling glow

in the dark hangers on the Late Late Show,

then introduced him to Arthur Giggle, the

inventor of the Giggle Wiggle theory of

Economics. Giggle's theory is based on the

following observation: If you put a layer of

Cookie Crumbs on the bottom of a fish tank

lull of worms then only the worms at the

bottom of the tank eat. But, if you dump the

crumbs at the very top of the tank, the

crumbs trickle down to all layers and all the

worms get to eat. Of course, as go the

worms, so goes the nation.

The book is full of clever insights into both

Washington and the way the American

public is manipulated by charisma and

intellect. When Bob's public begins to feel

that there's no substance behind his buzi

word image, his advisors come up with the

necessary fuzz words to give Bob the im^ge

of having an in-depth perception of the

issues.

As Dwight Lidlud, Perceptional
Engineer, puts it: "The vast majority of

Americans are very upset about our
economy. They are also very fuzzy minded
about what should be done or even about

what exactly is causing the problems.

Whenever they try to figure it out they

become engulfed in a vast mental fuzziness.

P'uzzwords speak to their fuzziness and
offer hope. Fuzzwords express concepts

that elude the comprehension of the

average voter. For instance. Bob might
urge a 'non-interventionist monetary policy'

or call for the federal Reserve to 'Abandon
its targets of aggregates.' If spoken with an

air of confident authority, Fuzzwords like

these can attract millions of anxious,

fuzzminded voters who have lost faith in

politicians who use oniy buzzwords."

The promotional letter that came with
the book called the events that take place

therein, "zany." I would say that this is a

serious insult to a book that should be
treated as one of the finest satires to come
out in years.

p cfQ^r^j^ifupii

f^ponrl Dfi

NOVETMDER ^
^ donee M0Qr<5

•fi-ee cnampoane

^

Open 7pm - iorn

DOOR PRIZES

odv^ntufQ travel
349-1256

R«9«rv« Holiday Flights Now
Save up to 50%

Z33 N PUaaant St

Amharat Carriaga Shopa

RENTOm
OFOURS

Car • Track • Vaa

North Anherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

zmz

Corner of Univ. Dr.

and Rt. 9, Amherst

Positive ID required

OPEN 8-1 am

„,, rf iiiir
ii"iii>iiriiiili,ii,iii.i.Tf

EHelp.
Ifyou hirrs the difference befDten LEkflon! and

LStiiffy, you may he theperson 'jx are looking

for tojoin our staff. Instead ofexperience, ix look

for a '^ilhntmess to learn ourparlKular style.

We stnvejor oxellence, demand enthus-

Uism and can promise a uniquely ^^^"^ ^
rmarding association uitb one of

/\«i- England'sfinest restaurants.

We are no^o hiring:

Waiters
(Lunch & Dinner)
Weekend Cleaner
(9 am to 5 pm)

Prep Cooks

*-4 Hl,„ K,«i, W«m«*~ . \U«-d««r. DM.* urn sy- 1 )

N

Equal Opportunity iJ /

EAmitie 1

7& nevi>e^i opiiaij^ tn imm.

Monday night football 2 free kegs

Cincinnati at Miami

20% OFF
All HANdbAqs

ANd BrIeFcases

NORMAlly pRicEd

From $11. TO $100.

HEARTFELT LEATHER
Downtown Amherst

253-5735

Hours: MS 9:30-6:00

Friday 9:30-8:00

I Sunday 11:00-5:00
.mummy M tfvw^*****"**'*******^****^^^^^^^**^
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^.^ING TO Be ON CA^iP^^^ IN^JANOARY?

i wt-ieoe ^Q£ "icv oome so Ovr ?

^Viorcester Dmhv) Coimv^is will beopei)

Luncii And Dintt^r- Mc^vixj - fi'id^y

i w Choose joiy of "Hie f(ve ni£jJ pljai5 aikI

5AVe/ 20-Z5-30-35-' 5€>

Frcm *7z.0O To ^130,00

l^eAL ticKer Off\ce^ fT^AWtoiw Coms^o^s
Offering Soup, Sandwich, Casserole, Self-

Service Salad Bar, and Homemade
Desserts for Lunch.

Dinner two Entrees, Self-Service Salad

Bar, some Vegetarian Selections,

Homemade Breads and Desserts.

All this and more for less than you would

pay anywhere in the campus area.

WHY NOT TfO^ IT OUT/

"ft"/

m

^
AHeniicHv« fo yn Ifrttrstssion Board Pbn |

R^y Cvsh or Buy Sln'p Tkk*5 M

Compete With Confidence

mum '« Liiduuuj

UNIVERSITY_^^^
HYPNOSIS CENTER
358 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Short CourS«tl 549^»645

• memory, concentration, motivation •

• speed reading • Language Learning •

• weight control •

On Going Services

• Sports • Stage fright • Exam panics •

• relaxation • self hypnosis • and more •

ou and l^oun
Ponent

facing the holidays and intercession can be especially difficult

for students who have parents or relatives with d"nt'ng problems.

The University Health Services is offering

a workshop which will cover:

-Identifying alcoholism or problem dnnkmg panerns

- Alcoholism and family dynamics

Common problems facing adult children of alcoholics

• Resources for help locally and in your hometown area

'-"' Puma Sky

Leather Basketball Sneaker

Reg S59 99

Now $46.00
Brooks Super Villanova

Nylon and Suede Jogger

Reg S29 99

Now $22.00

Puma Basket

Leather Court Shoe

Reg. $41 99

Now $31.00

Date: Monday, Dec. 5, 1983

Time: 7.00 9.00 pm
Place: University Health Services,

Room 302

Please register

by catting

Carlene Riccelli at

549 2671, ext 181

Sale ends 12/6/83

You know >^u're making all the nght mov^s

when you play with proven winners like Puma®

and Brooks®. No matter w4iat field you enter

>t3u can be assured that Olynpian footwear will

give you a superior performance.

At Olympian we compete to win.

Men's sizes 6'/2- 12

^iMMWjffM
\X4s thriveon competitk)n.

V Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley. ^

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

If you're planning a career In medicine you

owe it to yourself to find out about the Air

Force's Health Proferssions Scholarship

Program.

Qualified U.S. citizens can receive scholar-

ships for medical or osteopathic school.

Our scholarships inlcude:

Tuition

Required Books
Required Lab Fees

Required Equipment Rental and more

than $550 Monthly Stipend

For Details Contact:

Bruce E. Kiselauskas 413-785-0192 or

call your nearest Air Force recruiter.

* y> I <j' •>•. I f' *•'*

Bloom County

mn.vo you swot

by Berke Breathed

Scrod Dan DeBellis

They put the paper to bed

a little early last night

but ril be back Tuesday.

.Ht\» #* .* ' J*:-—

9Cfl0D(!)M<gMi>.Mi ti

Superbad by G.H.

MR*«>^iWHag- Ar mi-i\IO^'-

ANi EXf^fcF-lM&MT THE.

AMP 5yP6|Z-BAt7 n\/es.

After The Fall

IS THIS ia^hat you're

GOIN^ TC> TELL THe
R£6-ISTT2AR.?

-r
VOO THINK IT'S

TOO SOSTl£ ?

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

tniCKEY J WHAT 00£S THM HKVE TO
DO WITH 0ECOn\NG^ PiR.ME.'!'

Um OOGST^RMMJJL ^^i 7S PEYOTE BUTTONS, WALKtO I^T^O.^^ MWN
OFFICE OF THE RYPAWF INSUfVJ^E CORPORATION, LEVITATED

THE BUILDING COMPLEX INTO SPACE AND AbSUME.0 THE__—
1 ROLE OF GOD EMPER.OR INCMINATE

I

LDWIfcHOTj&ET A
PIECE OF THE nOCK.

LJATOJ WE STILL SELL INSURANC£|

Quentin
by Mark MacKenzie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milfd by MargarrI Karnir and Trude Jaffe

IM) IM *•••" Itmn svMksw

ACROSS 51 Assigned duties 11 Bulgaria's capital

1 Bungle 53 Court jester 12 Lady,

6 Port sights ADbr 55 River turning Cather novel

10 Peter the Great, 56 Hitchhike 13 Remainder

eg
14 Mountain retreat

62 Coiffure 21 Worsted fabric

63 Floribunda 25 Culture medium

15 • saw Elba 64 Dormer sections 26 'The

16 in the wall 65 Thecals of Avon

17 Clique 66 Prayer response 27 No, So or Can

18 London gallery 67 Locales 28 California valley

19 Controversial 68 American colonist 29 Negative

aerial 69 More or 31 Gender abbr

phenomena 70 Run away 34 Dweller in Eden

20 Leafs through 36 Highlander

22 Weather word 37 And others Abbr.

23 Home of 38 Put trust in

Broadway DOWN (with "on ")

24 African capital 1 Datum 40 of the town

26 Playful teasing 2 Wife of Jacob 42 Pulsate

30 Politician s 3 Language of 45 Turns down

concern Pakistan 48 Starry

32 Oriental nurse 4 Business 50 Pass

33 Festive occasion establishment 51 Portable home

35 Writer Horatio 5 Lacking in 52 Goon
39 Supposed strength 54 Straws in the wind

41 Furrowed 6 HallUniver 55 Give the gate

43 Broadway sily.N J 57 Word with team

offering 7 Physical toil or game
44 Roguish 8 Nerve network 58 Racetrack barrier

46 Actress Patricia 9 Leone 59 Look

47 Hold responsible 10 Subject of a 60 Low in pitch

49 In truth Danny Kaye song 61 Being Lat

1
5 T—

r

4 5

1
?1

6 7 8 9

1

to 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

?0

"W

22

1

^^H?3
i

30"

PP
?6 27 28 ?9

i
"33"

Ti

f

3?

I
45

41

35

3q

44

P
43

P
75"

46

IRP
47 48

I
57

sT"1

1

56

^^^^1
M M 59 M 61

-6?^ 63 64

65 66 67

68 69 70

by R. Miller I

—

Many paid Collegian
staff positions are still

open. Apply to front office

(Rm. 113 C.C.) by Dec. 1,

1983.

DC Menu
LUNCH

Hot Corned Beef

on Rye
California Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

California Quiche

DINNER
Hamburg Special

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Barley-Soyl)ean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

Weather

Partly sunny this morn-

ing, giving way to clouds

this afternoon, highs in the

mid 40's. Cloudy tonight,

lows in the 30's. Cloudy and

cool tomorrow, highs in the

low 40's.

answer
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The University Store is...

^

-tr— L- I

Temporarily Moving
r^-r:=_-=i:^

••*••*•••••••*

>^

)^

>^

This temporary move is due to the need to remove asbestos from the

ceilings of the University Store and Campus Center Concourse.

In order to minimize disruption of services to the University Communi-

ty, alternatives have been established by the Campus Center Board of

Governors and Staff. The University Store will continue to operate

from temporary facilities in the Student Union Building in order to pro-

vide necessary and needed goods and services. The following rooms

will be used; S.U.B. Ballroom and Cape Cod Lounge. The initial move

will be to the Cape Cod Lounge on November 28th. The Store will

continue to operate in both locations until the moving process is com-

plete.

Additional study areas will be announced as of November 28th, to ac-

comodate students.
. . , ^^

Campus Center, Univ. of Mass.

§,UNIVERSIT^
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Hypercurricu^a
AKK YOU REGISTKREDTO VOTE? -

A voter re^strar from the town of
Amherst will be on campus to register peo-

ple and answer any questions. 11 a.m. — 4

p.m. C'ampus Center.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed

the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and

Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Today

GENERAL MEETING - The UMass

College Republicans will hold their 3rd

^reneral meeting. Help present another

viewpoint on campus. All party supporters

welcome. 8 p.m. CC 904.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING -

(rt'neral meeting. All food science majors

welcome. 7 p.m. Chenoweth library.

CEQ MEETIN(J - Important meeting

for all meml)ers who have not been able to

attend regularly. New meml)ers welcome.

l)o you care alH)ut the earth? Then join us.

6 p.m. 306 SU.

INDEX STAFF MEETING - IndU^x

staff meeting 4 p.m. in the office. All must

attend. 4 p.m. Index office room 103 CC.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING — Discussion about first issue

of HTF newsletter. 4:30 p.m. 428 Student

Union.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS/SAM
MEETING - last minute planning for

FREEZE Rally and Cranston appearance

tomorrow. More peacemakers welcome!

4:30 p.m. CC 177.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - 6

p.m. Dukes Room, S.U.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING -
Join us to work towards a vision of an anti-

racist society. All welcome. 4 p.m. CC 802.

Tuesday

NEW LABOR LEADERS - The Collo-

quium Committee of the LRRC will spon-

sor Domenic Bozzatto, President, Hotel,

Restaurant and Bartenders Union, Local

26. Everyone welcome. 6:30 p.m. Campus

Center 804-808.

FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT -
Meeting. 10 p.m. 4N Morrill Science.

KARATE INSTRUCTION - The
University of Massachusetts Karate Club,

a meml)er of The Japan Karate Association

welcomes beginning students. For infor-

mation contact Prof. Sara Grimes, Jour-

nalism. .545-1376. 9:30 a.m. NOPE 101.

FREEZE RALLY - Key speaker: Alan

Cranston, Democratic Presidential can-

didate, 2:30; American Friends speaker;

musicians; voter registration tables. Call

545-2661 to volunteer to help or for infor-

mation. 2 p.m. Student Union Ballroom.

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB MEETING -

Will hold a meeting to discuss plans for la

Festa di Santa Lucia and the coming

semester. All are welcome! 6-7:30 p.m. 3rd

Floor Lounge, Herter Hall.

UNIVERSITY CHORAL UNION AND
CHAMBER WINDS IN CONCERT -
Free concert featuies Kodaly's Mvisa

Breiris (for mixed voices and organ) and

Hindemith's Septet for Wind Irnitruments.

8 p.m. First Congregational Church in

Amherst.

SOCIAL STRESS IN ISRAEL - Pro-

fessor Eugene Weiner from Haifa Univer-

sity, Israel will speak on "The
Ashkenazi/Sephardi Rift." 7 p.m. Herter

108.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal

lunch time get-together with Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter. 12-1 p.m. Suffolk Room.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING
— Join us to discuss pornography and how

it affects our lives. 4 p.m. CC 801.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S EVENT
- Join us for the first organizational

meeting. International Women's Day is the

only holiday for women. 7 p.m. CC 801.

5 - COLLEOe
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CREDIT FOR
STUDENTS

VISA- and MasterCard* Credit Card$ Now Available

to Students through TimEBflVER" '$ BankActlon ProgramI

No Minimum Income or Job Requirements

Savings account and fees required Mail ttiis coupon for compJete

information
Send to Timesaver Headquarters BuildJng /

Student Dept / 12276 Wilkins Avenue / Rockville MD 20852

Ntome

Address

City Stale ^ip
e'

Ption»
^ )

G'Oii

Sctyx)! Atterxiing

Status ^l . Soph Jt Si

There's Never Been a Better Time to Get VISA' and
ly/lasterCard " Credit Cards! Apply Todayl

>
o

t

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Cometo Co.legiar.ffircr 1**5-3:45 Mor^day Friday • Deadl.ne is 3^45 two d^s Prjor to pubhcat.or. day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% * d.scount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Auto Speakers, 200 watts, 4x4 deluxe

with 4-way speakers attached. IV^ounting

studs and wiring included. $38.00 Call

Raynald at 546-8897

AUTO FOR SALE ~~~
1980 Mazda 626 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

ENTERTAINMENT ~~~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT

January space available Brittany

Manor female $117 heat included 256-001

1

bedroom
includes

One bedroom available in 4

Swiss Village apt. 174 mo
everything call Wendy after 7

Amherst Center room in house for 2

females cheap available Jan 1 call quick

Lisa or Bonnie 549-5799 -—-—=:
FOR SALE

"

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Hospital Scrub Suits - Most colors Unisex

sizes XS thru XL - $14.95 plus $2.00 handl-

ing - Indicate two color choices. Janet

Moore, Box 395, Teaticket,_MA 02536

180 Skis. Poles. Bindings used twice

$125.00 also ski boots $50 call Andy

549-4857 after 6 pm

FOUND

Dee Dee bags a manlll! Studley

Stevens 1 1!

LOST

Black pocketbook 11/16 in CC reward

cal l Sharon 665-4789

One small gold hoop earring in the SUB
vicinity - has sentimental value call 2bb-i Ja<:

lost on 11/21 - reward

Dorm Key on heart shoelace (Morr

Sci?) if found please call 546-8419 Reward

a huge hug!

I

Taken from Blue Wall 11/19 blue wool

coat sentimental value PLEASE RETURN

REWARD Ram 6 7972

All cultural center and clubs, craftspeo-

ple, artists and musicians interested in par-

ticipating in the Orchard Hill/Central Holi-

day Festival please contact Debbie at

665-7020 or John at 546-6534

PERSONALS
, ••••

Guitar amp. Legend Rock/Roll SO^®"'

cellent condition $325/BO Michael

532-0242

•••• College •••* Spring •••* Break
• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe •

• Motor Coach Transportation
• • ocean front accommodation? night •

• • Welcome Party with FREE BEER

•Make reservations Now and Save $20*

• Check out our table in the
*

• CC Concourse or call 546-5422

••• n»A»YM;*0'N*A *'* B*E*A*C»H >*'

L^^^^TfrN^JTSmith: Happy Birthday yous

guysl I'm glad we've got another wonderful

Cear ahead of us. I couldn't ask for better

brothers. I love both. We'll have a celebra-

tion you won't forget. Kim

DROID Happy birthday, you D.TI Sorry

I 'm two days laye. Love, Larry

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

T^e Collegian Office will be open dunng

lanua^ Mon-Fri, to sell display and

classifid advertising^____

Sheath! From Batman and Robin

Great Christmas Stocking Stuffer -

"ACID, Don't Rain on Me!" bumper

sticker. $1.00 with self-addressed stamped

envelope to: FM Novelties, Box 562, West

Lebanon, NH 03784

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U.S. Government? Get the facts today!

Ca ll (312) 742-1142 ext. 5931

A

$30 reward desperately needed one

bedroom Puffton or Brandywine apartment

to start Dec. 1 or Jan. 1 Please call 549-4827

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 eveninas

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Genesis Hartford Civic

Center Dec 1 will payl Call 546-6375 or

546-6368 keep trying!

ROOM WANTED

Quiet female looking to room with other

females Spring '84 prefer Colonial Village,

call Erica 6-5340

ROOMMATE WANTED

One bedroom in two bedroom Mill

Hollow apt $155.00 plus available im-

mediately Bruce 549-0437

SERVICES

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video

Sevice Center 549-0135.

Typing fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, etc. 665-3414 anytime

SKI CONDO

Sugarbush SklCondo for intersession Vi

mile to slopes - wash/dry - fireplace Dec 26

- Jan 31 $295 546-5653.

TO SUBLET

Room In quiet comfortable house.

Route 9 before Belchertown. Seeking older

student. 50 yds to bus. 323-4528 5-12 PM

WANTED

Experienced tutor needed for Accoun-

ting 321 please call 253-3313 Sharon

Buying Class Rings. Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

Security Guards for evenings in Amherst

area. Ideal for retired, college student or se-

cond job. Call 774-3092

WANTED TO RENT

Room available in Townehouse Apts.

starting Jan. Please call Guy 549-2638

Wanted to share 2 bdr apt Amherst

253-3633, 545-2375 eves

Four people looking for house or apt in

Amherst area for spring semester. Mark

256-1374 or Matt 253-8678

HELP ^ Looking for 2-3 bedroom apartment

near bus route. Will take over lease Jan 1

.

Gary 546-4921 or Andy 665^3343
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Women's tough but
By GERRY DiSIMAS
Collegrian Staff

Tommy the squirrel sees it all in the Curry

Hicks Cage. He was busy scurrying around

the top. on the beams and across the

netting used by the baseball team in search

of his nuts during yesterday's University of

Massachusetts— Rhode Island consolation

game.
Tommy also saw the UMass women's

basketball team go 5-22 last year. Tommy
saw a new coach hired from Clark

University and he saw the Minutewomen

open their 1983-84 season this weekend

with two losses, one to UConn, 74 68, in

overtime, the other a 77-52 blowout at the

hands of URI.
Things change. But not overnight.

Things are changing for the UMass

women's basketball team and it showed in

Saturday's tough loss to Connecticut. And

Sunday's loss to Rhode Island made UMass

painfully aware of the things that they have

to work on.

"We have to work on our passing," said

assistant coach Pat Glispin after the URI

game which newly appointed head coach

Barbara Stevens missed with a very nasty

cold. 'And we have to get ready to play

aggressive defense and work on our fast

break."

"Yesterday (against UConn) we stayed in

our game plan." stated Glispin. "Today.

URI's aggressive defense disrupted us."

It was the WRam defense that took

UMass out of the game forcing numerous

turnovers and bad shots late in the first half

and early in the second when they out-

scored UMass 24 5 to take a 40 21 lead after

being tied at 16. UMass never recovered.

"They were (URI) the more aggressive

team today. We're prone to offensive

lapses." said Glispin. "I'm proud (not of the

lapses but the team effort) of them," she

added quickly. "They don't have the word

quit in their vocabulary. The kids played

very hard."

Against Connecticut in the tourney semi-

finals, UMass stayed with the Huskies and

led at the half by a 33-30 margin. However,

the Huskies led by the hot shooting of Lori

Kulo (21 points) and Leigh Curl (17 pts.),

UConn opened up a six point lead with 2:30

to go in the game.

But UMass tied the game and sent it into

overtime when high scorer sophomore

Barbara Hebel's (29 pts.) jumper hung on

the rim for two seconds before falling to tie

the score at 62-62.

"We climbed a mountain in the last three

minutes." said Stevens on Saturdav. "It

was a terrific effort."

However in the overtime, a tired and a

little sloppy UMass sent UConn to the line

and developed a big foul problem. UConn
won the game from the charity stripe

hitting 12 of 14 to pull out the win.

Hebel was the UMass high scorer in each

game with 29 against UConn and 13 vs URI.

Karen Damminger sank 11 (UConn) and

eight against URI. Wendy Ward, the

team's only senior hit for 11 vs the WRams.
New Hampshire won the New England

Tip-Off Tournament for the fourth year in a

row with a 76-68 win over the stubborn

Huskies.

The Minutewomen hosts St. Johns on

Tuesday and as Tommy the squirrel would

attest to, this weekend was a fine effort but

UMass will have to do much better if they

hope to top St. Johns.

UM women's soccer got

it all back together

Photo courtMV 111 !>ptj Information

HIGH SCORER — Stacey Flionis

(above) and fellow seniors Deanna
Denault and Mary Szetela led the

team to its highest finish ever, 3rd in

the nation.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The last NCAA and end-of-season

women's soccer notes...

The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team had a season of ups

and downs but played a tough game against

defending champion North Carolina and.

instead of being disappointed with the 2-0

loss, just happened to be all smiles the next

day against the University of Connecticut (a

1-0 win).

UConn. which had defeated UM earlier in

the season 1-0, came out against UMass in

the consolation game and was thrown a

little off balance by the change of five

backs, three halfbacks and two forwards to

a 4-4-2 lineup. The change was made due to

three injuries to the defense and UMass

took advantage, or should it be said took

pleasure, in the confusion of UConn.

"They owed us one," Coach Kalekeni

Banda said referring to UConn's victory in

early October. "We thought, 'Let's go out

there and show them and have the last

laugh'. They had the first laugh earlier."

Maybe just a touch of revenge was

wanted and gotten on the New England

rivals. The victory also brought UMass

back as Northeast Champs and the team to

beat next season. It was the third* year in a

row that UConn has. shall we say, choked

(at the Final Four) and if you listened hard

enough you could hear them coughing all

the way over here.

"It was a sweet win," Banda continued.

"After we scored the goal thfa^ were

players falling all over the place. They were

jumping all over the place and had to take a

break. It was like, 'What a reUef. It was a

very emotional game. They never gave up."

Awards Department: Of the three MVP
awards given out at the Final Four— of-

fense, defense and all around. - junior

forward Chris Taggart received the All

Around MVP and rightly deserved it.

Banda said. "She gets respect from other

teams, this team and me"... Senior tri-

captain Stacey Flionis and Nadia

Komarowski and Taggart were selected to

the All-Tourney Team. Flionis played a

skillful game and outran most opponents.

Komarowski was second, along with Ellen

Taggart for most goals scored (five goals,

11 points).... Against North Carolina, fresh-

man Michelle Rodney and freshman goalie

Jeanne Paul received the game balls. "She

(Rodney) gives the impression that she

doesn't care in practice but when that

whistle blows in the game you want to have

Michelle in there." Banda said of Rodney.

Paul has played "tremendous" all year for

UM....Last but not least, Komarowski and

Debbie Harackiewicz took the game balls

against UConn. Komarowski put the shot in

that gave UM the win. Harackiewicz. who

missed four games earlier in the year

because of a fractured nose, and came back

in the quarterfinals to score the goal against

Brown which sent UM to Central Florida.

Pain Department: Paul played out-

standing in the net and came through when

UMass needed her most, but did not have a

restful plane flight home. She was walking

for most of the flight due to a bad back and

could not sit down for more than 15

minutes....Both Rodney and Dennault

looked like they were going to sit on the

bench with injured Lori Stukes. Neither

could put any weight on their ankles. "If

you saw them you would have said there

was no way they could play tomorrow

(against UConn). The trainer said if they

played it would be from the bench." But

they did....Jamie Watson, who suffered a

knee injury mid-season and missed eight

remaining games, saw some action due to

the depleted squad, as did freshman Martha

Ruble who has been ill most of the

season.... After Stuke's "freak" accident in

which no one was near her and she twisted

her ankle the wrong way. Banda "just got

the girls together at the other side of the

field and resumed practice as if nothing

happened. Emotionally, we were in control.

We were more worried of the severity of

the injury,".. ..With three injuries and one

ill player, the Minutewomen had only one

healthy playw to come off the ben-

ch—freshman goalie Lisa Ellis... .Mary

Szetela. Beth Semonik and Kristi Kelly

were the only healthy defensemen.

Miscellaneous Department: Banda called

Ellen Taggart "the surprise of the camp" in

August and she proved herself scoring five

goals and two assists for 12 points - second

best on the team....Susan Bird played

tough all year long while being ill for some

of the time. Bird still managed to play in all

but one game this season....North Carolina

coach said to Banda after his team's 2-0

semifinal win over UM, "Your game was

our toughest game of the year."

TOUGH GAME, TOUGH YEAR - As Frank Neffinger finds out in a

game this year, no me gave the UMass men's soccer team any respect this

fall. UMass and the ten seniors on coa^h Jeff Gettl£r's team started the

seas(m with high h(rpes but a lack of offense stifled the team. Ii^nes also

hurt. The defense was very good but didn't get any help. Kevin Flynn stood

out (m the S-12-5 that had preseason playoffhopes. UMass earned their wins

by beating Springfield, Westfield St and NoHh Adam^ St

"They're always tough when you don't score, " said Gettler at one point

this season. Hopefully next year thvi will be corrected.

NY hammers pimchless Pats
NEW YORK (AP) -

Richard Todd fired two

touchdown passes to Wesley

Walker, including a tie-

breaking 64-yard bomb in

the third period, and the

New York Jets beat the

punchless New England

Patriots 26-3 in a National

Football League game
Sunday.

v^

A tough New York
defense, keyed by three

sacks of rookie quarterback

Tony Eason by Mark
Gastineau, shut down the

Patriots' running ganie

which was ranked No. 1 in

the NFL and had hurt the

Jets earlier in a 23-13 New
England victory.

Tony Collins, New

England's leading n^sher

who had a club record 212

yards in the Pats' earlier

victory over the Jets, was
held to just 22 yards on 18

carries.

Todd's first TD pass to

Walker came on that

electrifying 64- yarder on
the Jets' first possession of

the third quarter and brok«
a3-3tie.
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Plaraung for Tomorrow
i-<* - >^«i*.

by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

People of color have always had to struggle very

hard to maintain and foster our organizations on the

UMass campus. However, compared to student

organizations for people of color on other majority

white campuses across New England, we have been

very successful in terms of the number, variety, and

strength of our organizations.

It is for this reason that we were asked to host the

fifth annual Third World Student Leadership Con-

ference this Saturday, Dec. 3 at the Campus Center.

Students of color from all over New England and New

York have been invited to attend and participate in the

conference designed to address the issues, concerns

and needs of Third World organizations.

There will be a full day of activities featuring

workshops, a "meet the people" luncheon, presenta-

tions and a keynote address by author James

Baldwin. A formal constitution for the New England

Third World Students Alliance will be presented,

reviewed and formalized.

The success of this conference depends upon the

attendance and participation of UMass and Five Col-

lege Third World students. If you are a member of a

Third World organization, this will be an excellent op-

portunity to meet with other organizations to discuss

strategies and exchange ideas. If you are not a

member of a Third World organization, it is an even

better opportunity to learn more about these organiza-

tions and find out how they can benefit you and vice-

versa.

This conference is important not only in building

unity with Third World organizations throughout New

England, but in rebuilding unity in the community

right here at UMass. It is interesting to note that this

year we have the largest Third World first-year class in

history. However, the number of freshpersons involv-

ed in our organizations is the /owest it has ever been.

Third World organizations are here for the good of

all students. This conference is an opportunity for us

to grow and organize; and we must take advantage of

it.

Many of the students who come up for the con-

ference will be spending the entire weekend. Any

students willing to share their room with the visiting

sisters and brothers, call 545-0031 to make ar-

rangements.

The following is a list of activities taking place.

Please try to attend and bring a friend:

James Baldwin will be the keynote speaker at the Third

World Student Leadership Conference on Saturday, Dec. 3.

photo by Ed Cohen

SATURDAY, DEC. 3, 1983

8:30-9:15 Registration, coffee, juice and rolls

Campus Center Auditorium

9:15-9:46 Welcome by staff and students

Kevin IHatton, Greater Hartford Community
College

9:46-10:46 Keynote Speaker - James Baldwin

10:46-11:15 Break

11:15-12:30 Concurrent workshops:

Student Caucus: African American, Hispanic,

Cape Verdean, Native American, Asian

American, African and Carribean.

12:30-1:46 "MEET THE PEOPLE" luncheon -

Blue Wall Cafeteria,

Campus Center Complex

1:46-3:10 Concurrent workshops: Session I:

Organizational Skills for Third World Student

Organizations

Racism and Stress Management

Intercultural Relations Among Third World

Students ^

3:20-4:45 Concurrent workshops: Session tl:

The Importance of Participation in Student

Government

Third World Student Media

The Survival of Third World Student Cultural

Centers

Problems/Challenges Facing Third World Artists

4:56-5:45 Presentation, review and formal ap-

proval of Constitution and Bylaws for New
England Third World Student Alliance

5:46-6:15 Final wrap-up of days activities
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EDITORIAL EDITORIAL EDITORIAL
by Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga

Question: Do people who use the phrase Third

World really understand the origin and connotations it

denotes. This article is timely and important because

most people of color, progressive and non-progressive

permit others to put them into numerical digits that

negates being first. It is serious and dangerous for a

people to continue to use Third World without in-

vestigating its origin.

Charles De Gaulle first used the phrase when he had

to give a report to the then European power block of

the world. De Gaulle was apologizing for losing the

war to Bro. Ho Chi Minh in North Vietman. The white

countries of the world at that time were afraid of the

outcome of people of color really controlling their own

destiny. Back in the early 50's one could see the even-

tual fight between the Soviet Union and The Republic

of China. The struggles of Mao Tse-Tung is a prime

example of people of color organizing among

themselves to fight against the powers of Europe.

People of color must realize their potential as op-

pressed people and become critical thinkers. A lot of

progressive people think the term Third World is ac-

ceptable because of Franz Fanon, the African

psychiatrist who used the phrase in his two major

books, "The Wretched of the Earth" and "Black Skin

White Mask." People of color soon forgot this

brother's contradictions that he eventually admitted to

In "The Wretched of the Earth." He did not support

the oppressed Africans in Algeria until he came to the

conclusion that there was a war going on between the

Oppressed and the Oppressor; and then had to decide

like other Freedom Fighters who desire freedom from

the common oppressor who they will support. Bro.

Frantz came to his conclusion almost too late; he had

treated many French soldiers for their emotional pro-

blems they received from killing and emotionally

defeating the oppressed Africans.

People of color must begin to see that language is a

large part of their oppression. Today in the U.S. and

other parts of the world oppressed people have not

yet realized that they hold the balance of power in the

world today. People of color must refute the phrase

Third World. Comments or disagreements can be

directed to Nummo News, 103 NAH. Anherst, Mass.

01003.

by George McKenzie

In an precedented show of force the U.S. stepped

upon Grenada the little ant on Oct. 25th. In attemp-

ting to justify the act of aggression and the flagrant

disregard for local and international laws, President

Reagan retreated to the usual red-baiting, so prevalent

in American society.

However, he was not confident that red-baiting

would be enough so he took further measures. First

he claimed that lives of U.S. nationals were threaten-

ed, in spite of direct assurances from the great majori-

ty of U.S. nationals residing on the island, and

assurances from the Grenadian government that no

harm would come to the Americans on Grenada.

In an even more stupendous manner President

Reagan stated that among the reasons for the inva-

sion is the fact that he was invited to invade Grenada

by Caribbean leaders such as: Prime Minister Adams,

of Barbados; Prime Minister Charles of Dominica and

certainly not least among the "apostles," Seaga, of

Jamaica.

When the President appeared before the American

public to announce the invasion, he made mention of

the fact that his actions were in response to an appeal

for help from the organization of Eastern Caribbean

states ( O.E.C.S ). What he neglected to relay to the

American public however, is the fact that of the group

of nations which allegedly invited him to invade

Grenada two were not members of the O.E.C.S.,

namely Barbados and Jamaica. He also neglected to

relay to the American public that such an invitation

violated the charter of that body, which calls for a

unanimous vote of agreement before any such action

can legally take place. He also failed to inform the

American public that the pact signed by the group of

nations which form the O.E.C.S. was a pact never

ratified by the United Nations and therefore not

recognized by any international or for that matter,

regional body.

One would think that these were but a tew minor

details overlooked by the President and his advisors in

their zest to restore "order and democracy" to a coun-

try which both Carter and Reagan over the past four

and a half years consistently and systematically refus-

ed to recognize.

These are but a few of the long list of facts denied

the American public, on whose behalf President

Reagan acted. Among the claims advanced by the

president is that of the closing of Grenada to the out-

side world on Monday, Oct. 24, the day before the in-

vasion. There was indeed a closing which made it im-

possible for Americans <:o leave Grenada by air, but

that closing was not based on the island of Grenada.

Instead, the closing originated on the Island of Bar-

bados, again, one of the nations of which the presi-

dent claimed to have invited him to invade Grenada.

The above brings to light an interesting issue, one

that made the airport being constructed on the island

of Grenada one of the world's most renowned air-

ports. One may recall a little more than a year ago

President Reagan appeared on national television

showing photographs of the airport under construc-

tion in Grenada. At that point President Reagan

charged that the airport was intended for Cuban-

Soviet military purposes. He also posited the notion

that an island as small as Grenada had no legitimate

need for an airport with a 9,000 ft. runway capacity;

this he claimed was proof that the facility was to be for

the exportation of revolution in the region.

What the president neglected to point out to the

American public was that Grenada without the capaci-

ty of the airport under construction was totally depen-

dent on Barbados' Grantely Adams International Air-

port for its air service since the existing Grenada

airstrip. Pearl, has only the capacity to land small air-

crafts. Ironically it was the closing of that air link bet-

ween Barbados and Grenada which jerked the panic

button in Washington, resulting in the Oct. 25th U.S.

invasion. How very coincidental?

Yet that was not the only thing President Reagan

failed to bring to the attention of the American public.

He failed to bring to the attention of the American

public the following: that the plan for an international

airport on the island of Grenada was a 20-yr. old

dream finally being realized. Since the end of the se-

cond world war Britain had recognized such a need,

but backed down from the project because of worsen-

ing economic conditions in Britain. That Aruba, with

only 75 square miles has a 9,000 ft. runway. That, An-

tigua, 108 sq. miles has a 9,000 ft. runway. That, Bar-

continued on page 4
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MEP : Engineers of Succ< •"%;%

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

The engineering program at the University of

Massachusetts is one of the most difficult and intense

majors around. This can be especially true for many

Third World students. Nine years ago a group of Black

students and faculty realized the problem and began a

program to recruit, retain and place Third World

engineering students after graduation.

Today the Minority Engineering Program (MEP) of-

fers academic counseling, tutorial assistance and

workshops to help students of color successfully com-

plete the engineering program.

"The administration had been ignoring Black

engineering students," said DwightTravada, assistant

director of MEP. "The public schools are still not do-

ing the job of preparing minority students in math and

science."

Travada also said that the public school systems

often discourage minorities from higher level subjects

and therefore the students are not motivated to take

the classes.

"We begin on the junior high school level and try to

give students motivation and create more positive im-

ages about math and science," said Travada.

As part of MEP's recruitment campaign, they run a

summer program, the Engineering Career Orientation

(ECO). The program consists of testing, math classes

and workshops featuring speakers from private in-

dustry. It is, along with all of MEP's services, free to

students.

Working with Admissions is another important

phase of MEP recruitment. "We help students who

normally wouldn't be accepted, to gain admission to

the university," said Travada.

Once the first year students are accepted, many of

them participate in an MEP summer program called

the Minority Engineering Freshmen Orientation

(MEFO). The students come to UMass two weeks

prior to the start of the semester and take basic

calculus, chemistry and physics classes. Travada ex-

plained, "This gives the student an academic head

start and a chance to get adjusted to the university
."

The program has proved to be very successful

because students who participate tend to do much

better first semester than those who did not par-

ticipate.

MEP's main priority is retention of students once

they reach the university. They coordinate activities

and workshops with other programs and offer

students academic, financial and personal counseling.

"Working with CCEBMS and BCP has been very

beneficial," said Travada. MEP has been very suc-

cessful, recently graduating its largest class in June

and bringing in its largest first-year class in

September.
"Minority engineers are very much in demand,"

said Travada. Although Affirmative Action guidelines

are part of the reason, private industry is beginning to

realize that minority students are just as competent as

white students. Travada said, "Many minorities have

to go through a lot more which can make them work

harder than the average worker."

A degree in engineering could also lead to a career

in business, law or the medical field; therefore MEP
strongly encourages its graduates to pursue master's

degrees. "We want our graduates to be in decision-

making management positions," said Travada.

MEP is unique in that a good portion of its funding

comes from private industry. This year the National

Action Council for Minority Engineering granted 12

freshperson scholarships of up to $1,000. MEP is also

funded by the U.S. Department of Energy; one of only

15 schools to receive those funds.

Many of the 205 students of MEP are very involved

in the program. The students are now trying to

reorganize the Society for Third World Scientists and

Engineering, a student organization that dissipated a

few years ago. The first-year students began an

organization called Minority Engineers (ME) and the

women in the program are members of the National

Society of Women Engineers.

Director of MEP, Reynolds Winslow, and Travada,

offer students as much support as possible, but, as

Travada said, "The students must want to be suc-

cessful." He said that all MEP can do is to make the

student "think." "Most of our students are very in-

telligent," said Travada, "but the key to success is

determination." The record proves that many of

MEP's students have that key.

Paintiiig the ABCs of American living

The Third World Theater closes Its fall season on

Dec. 2, 1983, with "ABC: American Born Chinese," a

one-man performance by veteran actor "Charlie"

Chin, in UMass' Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

"ABC" paints a picture with music and monologue

illustrating the experience of American born Chinese

versus foreign born Chinese. The 'ABC have adopted

many American values, yet retain important ties to

their mother culture. "ABC" satirizes popular

stereotypes and corrects common generalizations.

The show is a celebration of life and survival against

many odds.

"Charlie" Chin has been playing banjo and guitar,

singing, writing, composing, acting and teaching for

over twenty years. He recently recorded an album,

"Back to Back," with Chris lljima on the East West

World Records Label. He is a published poet and has

appeared in several professional theatrical productions

including the Broadway and national touring com-

pany, "Pacific Overtures."

The day following the performance will be a free

workshop entitled "Twelve Years of Asian-American

Performance," Dec. 2, 2 p.m., Emily Dicker^son Hall,

Hampshire College.

Tickets are $2.00 for students and $3.00 for the

general public. Tickets may be obtained Monday-

Friday between 10 a.m. -4 p.m. from the Fine Arts

Center Box Office or at the door the evenirtg of the

performance.

A supervised child care space is available free by

reservation by calling 545-0190, Monday- Friday bet-

ween 9 a.m. -5 p.m. the week prior to the perfor-

mance.

"Chariie" Chin will perform a one-pereon show entitled,

"ABC: American Born Chinese."

The Electric Side

of A Legend

by Rich Thorpe

Nummo Correspondent

Miles Davis is star people. His electric side has come

back suddenly revitalized by a new energy, a marriage

to Cicely Tyson and much improved health. This

album marks a point in his career where the blues

means a great deal. You could say that "Star People"

is an omage to the city of St. Louis, a city of blues.

There is no Jean Pierre here. No sing-songy, weak

playing from the man. His horn rings true, loud and

clear, the notes, sparce and few-between, but the

meaning all the more accented.

This recording, the third since his six-year absence

from the industry (and subsequent return in 1981), is

his best; almost as powerful and influential as some of

the earlier electric Miles material. Although I prefer to

listen to Miles perform straight-ahead jazz, this record

is certainly a joy to hear. Music fans will certainly get a

thrill out of the mixture in the album: jazz, funk, rock,

blues. His band has changed somewhat, but those

changes only strengthen the music.

Tom Barney has replaced phenom Marcus Miller as

regular bassist and both John Scofield and Mike Stern

share the guitar work.

Surprise number two: Miles plays keyboards! Hard

to imagine, but on the Ip's title track he solos at the

beginning and two-thirds of the way through. While

he doesn't play like a Herbie Hancock, it is sufficient;

enough to suit the purpose.

Side one contains three songs, "Come Get It," "It

Gets Better" and "Speak." "Come Get It" retains a

strong blues-funk bass line, explosive drums and per-

cussion with Mile's horn and keyboard accents. "It

Gets Better" is slower in tempo and features very nice

guitar work by Scofield. "Speak" is more rock in its

approach and the keyboards add an eerieness which

translates into total kinetic energy. Miles and Bill

Evans (sax) combine to create a strong horn section.

Side two contains my favorite piece, the title track,

"Star People. " More than in any other composition

the blues is not only present, it sticks out like a sore

thumb. As soon as you hear it you'll know. Two fine

guitar solos, reminiscent of blues great B.B. King, are

performed by Mike Stern. "U' n' I" is a little funky

tune that even sounds uplifting and happy. Perhaps

this is an indication that Miles isn't through yet. "Star

People" is the final work. It is ? piece dedicated to

Cicely Tyson, Mile's wife and inspiration.

"Star People" is definitely worth making the trip to

the record store. The musicianship is tighter and more

cohesive than ever before and nr>eny fans and non-

fans should grow to appreciate the electric side of a

man who has had such a profound effect on the music

world.

Letter to the Editor

by F. Ahlijah

UMass Exchange student

As a sign of total disagreement and disgust of US

foreign and military action of the past two months^

will any country comtemplate boycotting the 1984

Summer Olympics to be held in Los Angeles, Califor-

nia USA? Can the US avoid beeing accused of in-

creasing its imperialist actions as the USSR was in its

invasion of Afganistan in December 19797

Who will lead the Third World countries and coun-

tries of the West in the boycott of the 1984 Olympics

as the US led the other countries of the world in 19807

It would be of great interest to see if any country

will show its disapproval of the US military actions by

boycotting the 1984.Olympics.

What is to be done when any nation, democratic or

not, challenges International law and national

sovereignty by forced invasion onto a foreign nation?

The American Olympic team should lead the rest of

the world in boycotting the 1984 games in order to

demostrate against increased US militarism.
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bados, 166 sq. miles has an 11,000 ft. runway. That,

Curacau, 171 sq. miles has a 13,000 ft. runway. That

St. Kitts, 65 sq. miles has a 9,000 ft. runway. That St.

Marten, 27 sq. miles has a 9,000 ft. runway.

Of course President Reagan in his infinite wisdom

would and did lead the American public to believe that

Grenada, an island of 133 sq. miles was embarking

upon an unusual path when it too decided to consruct

a 9,000 ft. runway. But that is only scratching the sur-

face of inconsistency in President Reagan's treatment

of the Grenadian people. Not for one minute in his

talks with the American public would President

Reagan ackowledge the fact that the construction of

the Grenadian airport was being done by anyone else

but Cubans. He failed to even allow a slip of the

tongue to mention the fact that funding for the airport

came largely from NATO allies and Third World coun-

tries. Even worse, he failed to point to the fact that the

U.S. firm, Layne Dredging Ltd. held a seven million

dollar contract with the Grenadians to do work on the

airport.

The impunity with which President Reagan handled

the airport controvercy trickled over into his handling

of the Oct. 25th invasion of that island. His actions

can best be characterized as cruel and unusual punish-

ment - for the Grenadian people who dared to assert

their rights to "life, liberty and the pursuit of hap-

piness." As such, if Grenada posed any threat it was

it's daring to assert these rights which we in the U.S.

so proudly espouse; indeed this is what prompted the

invasion. An act well-documented and proven to be

nothing less than calculated, premeditated and cold-

blooded. History will never forgive "American the

Great" for its treatment of the 120,000 inhabitants of

that island.

President John F. Kennedy in his 1961 Inaugural

Address said the following: "...the same revolutionary

beliefs for which our forebearers fought are still at

issue around the globe...We dare not forget today

that we are are the heirs of that first revolution."

Judging from the action of President Reagan on the

now historic day of Oct. 25, and the American public's

response, Americans have indeed forgotten, or have

chosen to conveniently forget that theirs was the first

revolution that would set into motion the long chains

of revolution that have since taken place.

Contrary to those who buy the notion that revolu-

tions in the Third World are externally motivated,

revolution will continue to occur until every mouth is

fed, every naked is clothed, every illiterate is learned,

and every sick is cared for. No amount of neutron

bombs. Cruise missiles, or whatever the latest

weaponery may be, will thwart revolutions from erup-

ting from the bosom of the oppressed. Failure to

recognize this truism is failure to lead the road to pro-

gress for all humanity.

ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS

"Nicaragua: Images of the Revolution" will

be shown at the Augusta Savage Gallery in

New Africa House from November

15-December 2.The posters, which were

brought from Nicaragua, chronicle the last

four years since the fall of the Somoza

regime and the rise of the Sandinistas.

Monday, November 28

NUMMO NEWS has had to postpone the

Poetry and Arts Issue for a week due to

technical difficulties. It will be included in

next Monday's issue, Dec. 5. We are no

longer accepting submissions. Submitted

work may be picked up any time this week at

the NUMMO office. New Africa House 103.

Tuesday, November 29

Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., a public service

sorority, will host an informational session.

7 p.m., Malcolm X Center in Southwest.

The Working Women's Task Force of the

Everywoman's Center and the Coalition of

Labor Union Women are sponsoring a series

on "Strategies for Survival: Changing the

Role of Women in the Economy." They will

be held at Jones Library, 43 Amity St.,

Amherst, from 7-9 p.m. on November 29 and

December 6.

November 29: Joan Sweeney, Co-director,

Women's Educational Equity Project

Topic: Women's Work and the Creation of

Jobs in Franklin and Hampshire Counties

December 6: Elaine Sorenson, Professor of

Economics, UMass

Topic: Comparable Worth and Pay Equity

For more information, call the Everywoman's

Center, 5-0883.

Have you listened to Concepto Latino lately?

For Latin American music and news, tune in-

to WMUA at 91.1 FM, Monday 7-11 Thurs-

day 9-12, Friday 9-12 and Saturday, 1-3.

Wednesday, November 30

Gloria Joseph will give a talk entitled, "Third

World Women and Feminism, " at 7 PM in

the Campus Center at UMass. Gloria Joseph

is a professor in the School of Social Science

at Hampshire College.The talk is being spon-

sored by the Third World Woman's Program

of the Everywoman's Center. For more infor-

mation call 545-0883. If childcare is needed

please call by November 25.

The Western Mass Latin American Solidarity

Committee will be meeting today at 6 PM in

404 Student Union. ALL are welcome to at-

tend.

Saturday, December 3

The Fifth Annual New England Third World

Students Conference will be held at UMass.

Colleges and universities from surrounding

states will send representatives to meet, to

discuss and to share ideas with all Third

World campus organizations.

Students who want to coordinate housing,

scheduling, public relations, booths,

workships and hosting should contact

CCEBMS, OTWA or BCP for more informa-

tion.

Friday, December 2

Women of the Calabash, the African Percus-

sion Ensemble will perform at 8 p.m. in Sage

Hall at Smith College. Tickets cost $6

general, $8 contributing, $4 under 16/over

60, available at the UMass EveryWoman's

Center, Food for Thought Bookstore, For the

Record, Country Comfort, Womonfyre,

World Eye Books in Greenfield and Main

Music in Springfield.

The Third World Theater Program presents

A. B.C.: American Born Chinese, a one-man

show starring Charlie Chin. Tickets for the

production cost $2 for students and $3 for

general public.

8 p.m., Bowker Auditorium. For more infor-

mation, call 5-0910.

Saturday, December 3

Charlie Chin, will speak on 12 years of

American Chinese theater

2 p.m.. Southwest Hampden Theater.

VITA BANK is a job referral service for

minority students, sponsored by the SGA.

Apply at the SGA Office of Affirmative Ac-

tion, SUB 420.

Thursday, Decembers

"The Once and Future Fire: James Baldwin

and Roger Wilkins Ponder U.S. Society on

the Eve of 1984 and discuss their works,

"The Fire Next Time" and "A Man's Life," at

8 PM, Campus Center Room 101, UMass,

Amherst.

James Baldwin, noted author and civil rights

activist, recipient of Rosenwald and Gug-

genheim fellowships and the National In-

stitute of Arts and Letters Award, is currently

a Five College Professor of Literature.

Roger Wilkins, Pulitzer Prize-winning jour-

nalist for his Washington Post editorials on

Watergate and former Assistant Attorney

General, is presently a Senior Fellow at the

Institute for Policy Studies in Washington,

D.C.

Sponsored by Chancellor Joseph Duffey of

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

and the Five College Black Studies, Inc.

Tired of the meal plan? Eat breakfast, lunch

or dinner at Yvonne's Place. Yvonne's is

now serving coffee, tea, doughnuts and

rolls. And Yvonne's still has West Indian

cooking at its best!! In the basement of New
Africa House, Monday-Friday, until 6:30 PM.

Thursday and Friday are student discount

days.

By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

A bill which will extend the authority and borrowing

capacity of the University of Massachusetts Building

Authority and raise student fees passed unanimously

through the Massachusetts House of Representatives

Monday.
The bill extends the Building Authority's powers to the

Worcester campus in order to build an $1 1 million parking

garage there, and allows the authority to raise its borrow-

ing ceiling to pay for $22 million worth of renovations on

campus buildings, including $2 million for renovations to

the Curry Hicks Cage.

Student Government Association leaders have opposed

the bill because it could raise student fees at the Amherst

campus by $20 and more per year, SGA Public Policy

Committee Chair Paul Gosselin said.

Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, said he thinks the bill is

a good idea and expects the bill will be acted on in the next

week or so in the Senate.

The 1983 legislative session is expected to wind up in

four or five days, and Gosselin said he fears "a late night

session where they push all the bills through."

The bill, proposed by University President David C.

Knapp and filed by Gov. Michael E. Dukakis, raises the

bonding, or borrowing, ceiling from $80 million to $100

million within the UMass Building Authority, to finance

the $33 million project.

Parking garage at the Worcester Medical Center will

create 1,200 critically needed parking spaces, the bill

states, and $22 million will pay for "long overdue deferred

maintenance to certain buildings of the Authority con-

structed on the Amherst campus including code mi-

provements — i.e. fire, safety, handicap|)e(i architectural

barriers, recreational facility and other capital projects."

The bill also proposes to finance the project without in-

creasing costs to students, but SGA co-President ('harlene

Allen said the bill will end up raising student fees because

the only way to pay oli building authority bonds is through

student fees.

Cindy Lehmbeck, chair of the senate Committee on

Rents and F'ees, said the bill sets a precedent, whereby

students are seen as an easy funding source for campus

construction projects.

The bill also states that the Worcester parking garage

should pay for itself with a $1.2.'j daily fee, but (iosselin

said it will not hap{)en.

"I think it's outlandish to extend the authority (to

Worcester) and then fund a projwt that's unfeasible," he

sjiid Cimtinued (mpage S
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Note warns
Oampton of

fire fourteen
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The series of arsons at Crampton Dormitory wasted little

time in resuming after Thanksgiving break, with the 14th

fire this semester having been predicted in messages

scrawled in red mag^c marker in and around the all-women

dormitory.

According to dormitory residents who waited for more
than two hours in a chilling drizzle to re-enter their rooms,

the 3:12 p.m. fire alarm was pulled during a search of the

building by residents who were prompted by threats

written with a red marker on a roll of toilet paper in a

ground-floor stall, to "Kill Crampton."

A note written with the same marker inside of the stall's

door specified "arson time 2:01 p.m. noon (sic) November
28. 1983." said 20-year-old Rosalee Abbott, a junior

nutrition major from Newton. She said she reported both

messages immediately after seeing them to her floor's

resident assistant, who in turn said she called the police.

The resident assistant. Joyce Sumpter, said the police

were on their way to respond to her call when the fire

alarm rang out.

However. State Police Trooper Jay Bowman, who was in

the building during the investigation following the fire,

said he found no written threats anywhere in the building,

and refused further comment altogether.

Meanwhile, a group of three Crampton residents con-

tinued circulating among fellow residents waiting next

door in Prince Dormitory a petition they planned to

present to Housing Services today demanding a full refund

of their board fee for this semester.

Collripaii photo bv David l)«ubrr

FIRE COPS — UMass Director of Public Safety Phil Cavanaugh (center, dark coat) instructs

State Trooper Jay Bowmen (left) and UMass Lt. Michael Grabjec on the next move regarding the

Crampton fire Monday. The other men are unidentified.

"If we don't get money back, (then) we would like

something added to our curriculum." said 19-year-old Lori

LeBrun. a sophomore exercise science major from North

Andover, who admitted their proposal had little chance of

being realized, but said she was working to let people know
"our grades are suffering."

"We're getting harassed by the police. " said LeBrun.

adding that she feels the four-hour wait they had before

returning to their rooms following the previous fire last

Tuesday. "We're all suspects... there's alot of tension

among friends."

Rally coincides with registration drive
By JOHN O'CONNELL
and JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

Students conducting a voter registration drive today hope

to register 500 to 600 University of Massachusetts

students to vote in Amherst this year.

Fran Pheeny. a member of the Undergraduate Student

Senate's Public Policy Committee, said six voter registrars

will be present at a table the committee set up in the

Campus Center concourse today.

Pheeny said she will speak at the nuclear freeze rally

featuring Alan Cranston, D-CaUf., at 2 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom to "link the significance of the power

people have with their vote to influence things like the

A voter registration drive conducted during a nuclear

freeze rally last fall registered more than 1,200 students,

the largest one-day voter registration drive in

Massachusetts history, Pheeny said.

That rally featured Democratic U.S. Sen. Edward

Kennedy from Massachusetts, singers James Taylor and

Peter Yarrow, then-candidate for Governor Michael

Dukakis and actress Lauren Bacall. and drew thousands of

students. Six hundred rejristrants will be considered

successful this year because the speakers at this year's

rally are not quite as popular a draw. Pheeny said.

"It's one of the objectives of the Public Policy Comnuttee

to get people to particpate in the political system. ' she

said.

The committee will be handing out copies of a pamphlet

which rates state legislators according to their voting

records on student- related bills at the voter registration

table.

The publication. Far the Record, "is designed to dispel

the myth that individuals cannot make a difference in the

legislative process," writes Public Policy Committee Chair

Paul Gosselin, in the pamphlet.

He said, "(The committee) is a watchdog in the State

House (for students)."

The committee has filed bills to put students on the Board

of Regents of Higher Education and the UMass Building

Authority and to use Shoplifting Fines from the University

Store for financial aid.

State Senators and Representatives are rated, in For the

Record, from zero to 100 percent according to their voting

records on 19 biUs filed since 1979, ranging from student

scholarships and the state education budget to tenant's

rights and the death penalty.

Amherst Rep. James Collins, House chair of the Joint

Committee on Education is rated 83 percent favorably,

while Amherst Sen. John Olver is rated at 93 percent on

votes recorded in the pamphlet.

"Students should remember that these elected officials

were placed in office to serve the needs of their con-

stituents." Gosselin writes in the pamphlet. "As students,

we must take an active role in government to insure that

the needs of students are maintained."
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AROUND THE WORLD
China protests Congressional bill

Israel wants greater U.S. presence
_ T^_:__ »«:»:„„- oc Q Bicrnnl tn Svria and its Soviet spon

PEKING (AP) — Two measures in the

U.S. Congress that support Taiwan have

disturbed Chinese-U.S. relations and cast

some doubt on President Reagan's plans to

visit China in April.

Reagan is expected to sign an ap

propriations bill, passed by Congress in

mid November, which backs Communist

China's application to join the Asian

Development Bank. But the bill also says

that Taiwan - which still claims to be the

legitimate government of all China - should

remain a full member of the bank.

The vote prompted a formal protest from

the Chinese government on Nov. 25, the

second in a week, warning of "grave con-

sequences" for relations with the United

States.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir raised Israeli proposals

with President Reagan on Monday to

strengthen U.S. -Israeli mUitary and

economic ties and to counter what both

nations say is a Soviet-backed threat in

Lebanon.

U.S. and Israeli officials said they ex-

pected agreement on closer military

cooperation, such as building a U.S. arms

depot in Israel and joint military exercises.

as a signal to Syria and its Soviet sponsors

that they won't be given a free hand in

Lebanon.
After an initial 20-minute meeting with

Reagan and his key advisers in the Oval

Office, Shamir told reporters that he had

"very friendly and good talks."

A second meeting between the two

leaders was scheduled for today, preceding

the arrival in Washington on Wednesday of

Lebanese President Amin Gemayel. who

also is expected to seek more U.S. aid.

Marines uninjured in Beirut attack

Nicaraauan official denied U.S. visa
MANAGUA. Nicaragua lAP) - The

government newspaper said Monday that

Interior Minister Tomas Borge will visit the

United States this week as planned, but the

U.S. Embassy said he had not been been

granted a visa.

"We are still awaiting authorization to

issue the visa." embassy spokesman Gilbert

Callaway said.

Another embassy official, who asked not

to be identified for security reasons, said.

"Borge's case is not being studied by the

State Department but directly by the

White House, which wUl decide whether to

grant Borge a visa."

The United States has denied the interior

minister a visa on two previous occasions,

but U.S. Ambassador Anthony Quainton

said last week he did not anticipate any

problem in getting authorization for Borge's

visit this time.

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - U.S. jets

thundered over Beirut Monday after two

overnight atUcks on American Marines,

and gunners shelled the capitals harbor for

the first time since the summer of 1982.

In Tripoli, besieged PLO chief Yasser

Arafat accused Syria of massing troops

near the port city.

The American jets flew reconnaissance

sorties over Beirut and nearby hUls after

the attacks on Marine positions. The

shooting caused no casualties to the

Marines and only minor damage to the

Rpirut airport where the Marines are

stationed.

But the 15-minute bombardment of the

port wounded four construction workers

shortly after noon. Police were unable to

determine who was responsible for the first

shelling of the harbor area since Israel's

1982 summer invasion of Lebanon.

One salvo of five shells and rockets

slammed into the harbor area about a mile

east of the U.S. Embassy on West Beirut's

seafront.

"Nothing fell close enough to alarm us."

said embassy spokesman John Stewart.

AROUND THE NATION
Alaskan warms kids'Hannukah
LOS ANGELES (AP) - During his

childhood in Massachusetts. Dan Bloom felt

confused because the schools and stores

didn't celebrate Hanukkah. and he couldn't

write to Santa Claus for presents.

Now. at 34. Bloom is helping Jewish

children enjoy Hanukkah while other

children are celebrating Christmas.

From his home in Nome, Alaska, Bloom is

answering letters from Jewish children who

are writing to him because Hebrew

traditions forbid belief in Santa Claus.

Two years ago. Bloom created Bubble and

Zadie — two retired furriers who live in

Alaska and love to write letters to children.

Their names are Yiddish for grandmother

and grandfather.

Last year, Bloom received more than 2,000

letters to Bubble and Zadie, and answered

every one, he said in an interview with the

Los Angeles Herald-Examiner.

"Dear Bubble and Zadie," one child wrote.

"Please explain to my sister. Michelle, why
we don't have a Christmas tree."

Workers refuse Greyhound's offer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Members of the

Amalgamated Transit Union have voted

overwhelmingly to reject the latest

Greyhound offer to settle a bitter strike, a

union official said Monday.

Rex Hardesty. a spokesman for the AFL-

CIO here, revealed the vote as represen-

tatives of the union were meeting with

reporters in Phoenix. Ariz., home base of

Greyhound.
According to Hardesty. 9,181 union

members voted to reject the new offer,

while only 335 vo*«d in favor of it. That

represented a maigin of 96.4 percent voting

against the strike.

AP I.»iierphoto

SPACE TRIP — Six astronauts head out for a nine-day trip aboard

the space shuttle Columbia, complete with Spacelab One. This trip is

the longest of iCs kind ever, and the first U.S. trip with a non-American

aboard.

School drug busts may be illegal

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme

Court said Monday it will decide whether

drugs seized from public school students in

illegal searches by teachers or ad-

ministrators may be used as evidence when

the students stand trial.

The justices voted to hear arguments that

searches by public school teachers or ad-

ministrators are exempt from the "ex^

clusionary rule" banning Ulegally seized

evidence from criminal trials.

AROUND THE REGION
Shore's Pac-Man packs its bags
MARSHFIELD (AP) - Merchants plan

to get rid of the 50 or so video games

sprinkled around this South Shore town to

comply with a U.S. Supreme Court ruling

Monday, but residents say they don't

expect much of an outcry.

"That's what they decided so we'll have to

get rid of them. " said Debbie Vetra. whose

family runs Seaside Groceries, one of nine

businesses that challenged the ban. "I think

it's kind of ridiculous."

On Monday, the U.S. Supreme Court

refused to hear arguments that the town's

ban on video games violates free-speech

rights of would-be players, saying the case

lacked "a substantial federal question."

Ms. Vetra said the four electronic games

in the general store are used mostly by

children under 14. "They're in here every

day after school." she said. "They'll miss

them. But it won't stop them from playing.

They can go to Hanover or Plymouth."

The decision let stand a June State

Supreme Court ruling upholding the ban on

the grounds that the games are "in essence,

only technologically advanced pinball

machines." The coined fed beeping and

blinking machines have remained in

operation while the case wound its way

through the courts.

AP Ijiserphoto

"X-MASS" RUSH — Massachusetts residents join the rest of the na-

tion as they wait five hours for the "cabbage patch kid," as displayed

by this happy customer. The doll is expected to lead the nation in

Christmas sales this year^ .^ -
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Shamie challenges Tsongas' seat
BOSTON (AP) — Republican Ray Shamie,

saying he could better represent working

men and women of Massachusetts than

U.S. Sen. Paul Tsongas. formally an-

nounced Monday he would oppose Tsongas

in the 1984 election.

"1 understand the problems of the workmg

men and women. I'm a working stiff, too."

Shamie told supporters at the Marriott

Hotel in downtown Springfield.

"In the tradition of Democratic concern for

working men and women, in the tradition of

Democratic concern for a strong America,

this is one Republican who is more of a

Democrat than you are, Mr. Tsongas," he

said.

Shamie. 62, who became a millionaire by

founding two high technology firms,

traveled by airplane in freezing rain from

his home in Walpole to Springfield to launch

his campaign. He then departed for similar

events in New Bedford and Boston.
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Century-oldwomen's
event celebrated locally
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Planning begins Tuesday at the University

of Massachusetts for the International

Women's Event, the only international

holiday dedicated to celebrating the

strength of women and their contribution to

society.

International Women's Event, a series of

programs and events pertaining to women's

issues, has been a tradition at UMass since

its beginning in 1971 for celebrating

International Women's Day, March 8. said

Mindy Chateauvert, a member of the

coalition organizing this year's event.

International Women's Day is held in

honor of demonstrations by women factory

workers more than 100 years ago who
protested unfair working conditions,

women's inability to vote, and low pay.

Chateauvert said.

At the International Sociabst Convention

in 1911, Clara Zetkin. a socialist and leader

the German women's movement, proposed

celebrating the demonstrations in-

ternationally by scheduling annual ac

tivities on this day.

Chateauvert said International Women's

Day has more of an international context

than a feminist one. and said every year

there are celebrations in China, Russia, the

United States, Mexico and France.

There are about five women helping to

organize the event so far. but according to

Chateauvert, Andrea Bates, another IWE
organizer, said more people will show an

interest at their meeting tonight in the

Campus Center.

The UMass International Women's Event

is being sponsored and subsidized this year

by the Student Committee for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA). the

Student Government Association, the

Commuter Collective, and the

Distinguished Visitors Program. Bates

said.

Bates said that since planning of IWE is

still in its preliminary stages, the group

does not know if this year's event will take

the form of a celebration, as it did last year,

or whether it will be a political conference.

Bates said she sees the event as a

celebration of the diversity of women and of

the progress the women's movement has

made since the early 1900s. and as a means

to educate the UMass community about

women's concerns.

Chateauvert said, "This is the one day of

the year when, no matter what women are

doing, whether they are working within a

social group, everybody has a chance to

become involved (in the women's

movement)."
The first organizational meeting for

International Women's Event '84 will be

held Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. in room 801,

Campus Center.

Projectproposesprizes

for busandbus-stop art
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts art students

will be eligible to receive a $200 stipend and

have their art work displayed in a local

PVTA bus shelter, if their idea is accepted

by the Arts Project.

The Arts Project, a non-profit corpora-

tion that supports area artists and works

toward better public education of art, is ac-

cepting submissions from artists to create

art installations for ten PVTA bus shelters

in the Northampton-Amherst area.

Jane Axelrod, director of the Arts Pro-

ject, said the contest is open to all artists.

"The project is open to video, graphics,

photography, theater, and mixed-media ar-

tists. We'd like to see a lot of student sub-

missions," Axelrod said.

Funding for the project came from a

$1500 grant from the Amherst Arts Lot-

tery council. "The Arts Project will provide

a matching $1500 and up to ten artists will

receive the stipend if their idea is

accepted." Axelrod said.

"The project was advertised beginning in

mid-October in area newspapers and radio

spots. So far we've had about 100 inquiries

and some people have already submitted

their designs. We will be accepting pro-

posals until January 1." Axelrod said.

Accepted designs will be publicly

displayed in May and Arts Project staff will

then assist the artists in the execution of

their ideas into the designated bus shelters.

In addition to the financial stipend given

accepted artists the poject will also offer

greater exposure for the artist and will fur-

ther encourage public interaction with art,

Axelrod said.

"Also, depending on the success we have

with this project, we may have the oppor-

tunity to continue next year and expand to

further shelters," Axelrod said. "This is

our trial year."

Artists who are interested may contact

Jane Axelrod, P.O. Box 564. Northampton.

Mass., 01061 or call her at 268-3148.

< (illejfian pholn b> And* Heller1 1•«f^>• f

RAINY DAY FKOJECT — Peter Dugan, a Stockbridge Senior.

works on a clay creation at the Campus Center Crafts Shop Monday.

^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^— CollfKian photo by Andy Heller

NECESSARY MOVE — University Store workers Sharon Davies, Mike

James and Peter Rielly begin the move of the store (located in the Cam-

pus Center Concourse) to the Cape Cod Lounge and Student Union

Ballroom so that aesbestos can be removed from the permanent loca-

tion. .

Benzie, 33, dies of coronary
A married 33 year-old University of

Massachusetts student and father of a 9

month-old son died Saturday of a heart

attack.

Andrew D. Benzie, a 16-year resident of

Amherst currently of 22 Riverglade Drive,

was transported by ambulance to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton at 6:02

a.m. for a reported blood clot near his

heart, according to Amherst Police.

He died of a heart attack and the bursting

of an artery, according to the Amherst

Funeral Home. An autopsy was not

performed and the hospital and district

attorney refused comment.

A spokesman for the funeral home said the

deceased had visited a doctor the day

before, who claimed Benzie was in fine

health.

Benzie, born Aug. 9. 1950 in Boston, was a

candidate for a second degree in computer

science. He received a Bachelor of Arts

degree from UMass in 1973. and was a 1968

graduate of Lincoln Sudbury High School.

Benzie leaves his wife. Rickie Ellen

Newman, orginally of Great Barrington; a

.son. Ryan; parents George Benzie and

Margaret L. Dickenson, of Sudbury; and a

sister. Allison Provenener of Marlborough.

Funeral services were held Monday

morning at Amherst Funeral Home, with

the retired Rev. John Balcom presiding.

Benzie is buried in Wildwood Cemetery in

Amherst.

Wilkinson to resign after 8 years
The resignation of Thomas 0. Wilkinson,

dean of the faculty of Social and Behavioral

Sciences in the College of Arts and Sciences

for eight years, is now before Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey. according to the dean's

office. Duffey is expected to announce the

resignation, to take effect Aug. 31. 1984.

sometime this week.

Local bar may face charges
An East Pleasant Street tavern may be

charged with liquor license violations after

two men were seen drinking there after-

hours this weekend, police said.

Amherst Police reported Monday that a

community service officer observed two

men drinking in the bar at 3:30 a.m.

Sunday. The officer further observed that

the bar's front door was locked.

Amherst Police Detective John F. Burns

said that liquor license laws prohibit anyone

(even owners) from drinking in a licensed

establishment after 1 a.m. He added that

the case is still under investigation, but that

charges will "probably" be made. Burns

said the owners of the bar would have to

face the Amherst Select Board if charges

are made.
Chief of PoUce Donald Maia said that he

would not relea.se the name of the bar until

the investigation is completed.

The Thanksgiving weekend was very

quiet otherwise. poUce said, with only ivfo

arrests, and no arrests for driving while

intoxicated.
. o en

A 17 year old man was arrested at 8:5U

p.m. Friday and charged with transporting

alcohol whUe under 20. A South Deerfield

boy 15 was arrested at 10:37 p.m.

Thursday and charged with operating

without headlights or a driver's Ucense.

GREG BROWN

if Buildings Continuedfrom page 1

The proposed renovation of the Curry Hicks Cage,

which includes new seats and floor, improved sight lines

and a gla.ss-enclosed lobby, (]osselin said. "Is not even

worth the money they're paying."

Lehmlieck said the renovations will not increase the

seating capacity of the cage, and will provide only

cosmetic change.s to the 52 year old building.

Students have also opposed the $20 million renovations

on campus buildings, mostly in dormitories, claiming that

students would end up paying for mistakes and corruption

in state building contracts in the past.
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Collegian workshop

Marcia Black of SCERA,
formerly of the Gazette

and the Advocate
will address

anti-Semitism and journalism

6:30 p.m., Thursday
C.C. Rooms 165-169
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Nicaragua!! posters dra!!!atic
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RICHARD HAHCOCK
YOU'l^E GRUMPY, I MEYER WIN
& YOU WORK TOO HARD.

I HAPPY DIRTHDAY! j

1 LOVE -
I

I SIHO-COMMIE I

I (ALIAS: FRUIT LOOP) SancIra |
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RENTOHE
OF OURS

Car • Track * Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt 63, No Amherst
549 2880

odv^nturo travel

549-1256

Rsserve Molidav flights Now
Save up to V)%

233 N Plaasant St !

Amharst Carnag* Shop*

Over 35,000 books at

40-60%
OFF

publishers list price

Sci-Fi/ Sports /Art

Poetry/ Mystery

Fishing/ Drama
Dance/ Music
Field Guides

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire
National Bank)

Downtown Amherst
10-5:30 Mon-Sat

12-4 Sun
549-6052
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Now'* the Hmc
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Ea^art rai^alr* U
r«c«ndltl«nlnK.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660J

NICARAGUA: IMAGES
OF THE REVOLUTION
Through Dec. 2

Augusta Savage Gallery,

New Afrika House

By NINA ELIASOPH
Collegian Correspondent

An exhibit in the Augusta Savage Gallery,

in the New Afrika House, (through Dec. 2)

challenges us to overcome our precon-

ceptions about revolution. "Nicaragua:

Images of the Revolution" is a collection of

posters gathered by a UMass student who
recently returned from a five-month stay in

that country. The posters were made for

display in public places- streets, clinics,

schools -by diverse groups, including labor

unions, church organizations, student's and

women's groups, independent and

government newspapers, and government

departments. Through a mix of visual and

verbal messages, the posters make clear

their purpose of not just decorating the

streets, but also of educating. It is a non-

consumerist kind of advertising, with a

budget of thousands of dollars rather than

the multi-billions spent yearly by our ad-

vertisers.

Some of the most dramatic images in the

show form a photo-coUage series on

newsprint recounting some of the many
U.S. invasions of Nicaragua. The last

invasion, of 1926, gave rise to the situation

which was finally overthrown in 1979: the

Marines, occupying the country from 1926-

1933, assembled and armed the National

Guard, initially an official U.S. police force,

and installed Anastasio Somoza, father of

the deposed dictator who fled in 1979.

Since the U.S. backed "contras" who have

been entering Nicaragua from Honduras to

attack civilians are mainly ex-National

Guardsmen, and since most Nicaraguans

lost relatives in the long war against the

Guard, reading the history in these posters

must resonate very powerfully with the

emotions of all Nicaraguans. The images in

the photo-collages show Marines clutching

the sawed-off heads of Nicaraguans, piles of

garbage and skulls strewn across a street,

bleeding heads: images that would seem to

be from horror movies to us, who have not

seen such terror in our own lives. One of

these stark posters cries, "Never again!"

Hope illuminates other posters: a delicate

watercolor showing a dove and the head of

Sandino (assassinated hero from the 1930's

rebellions against the U.S. occupation)

emerging from a volcano, saying, "Sandino

lives in those who struggle for peace", a

luminous image of a woman and a man
keeping night watch with a quote from the

Bible (this being a church group's poster).

An exhibit like this illustrates strongly the

idea that visual messages are not

necessarily cross-cultural; that is, a work of

art that might bring people in one society to

tears might not have the same effect on

people in another society. At first glance

these posters might leave a North

American with the rather dry feeling of

having read a newspaper filled with

miracles and horrors, all seemingly in-

comprehensible. If we try to put ourselves

in the shoes of the typical Nicaraguan, poor,

perhaps newly literate, who probably lost

relatives in the war for national

sovereignty, who has seen dramatic im-

provements (as documented in these

statistics-filled posters) in health care,

housing, child care, access to food for the

poor, political and cultural freedom--if we

put ourselves in her or his shoes, then we

will open ourselves to experience the

emotionally charged content of these

beautiful posters.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS
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New York University School of Law

Brenda Fingold, U. of Mass. '81

from

New York University School of Law

will be at the U. of Mass. on

Wednesday November 30th

from 11:00 until 1:00

to speak with interested persons about admission to

New York University School of Law, and to answer

any questions about law school. For further informa-

tion contact the Placement Service.
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BECKS NITE
^Becks bottles 2 for 1

Becks representatives giving away

the impossible to find Becks Shirts inmitedi
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BQ's drive the Nail
NRBQ
Friday, November 18

Rusty Nail

By SHEILA CLINTON
Collegian Correspondent

If you have never been to an N.R.B.Q.

show, put it on the top of your list of things

to do in the Happy Valley. The band is a

legend locally and after seeing them once

you'll understand why. The New Rhythm
and Blues Quartet has been playing

together since 1968. and while they have

not yet achieved great commercial success,

their following continues to g^ow and their

music and style only improve. On Friday

night, hundreds of fans turned out for

N.R.B.Q. s second appearance at the Rusty

Nail this semester.

Opening for N.R.B.Q. was a band called

the Chills. Like N.R.B.Q., their music was

upbeat and light. While they were quite

good, they were not especially appreciated

by the audience. N.R.B.Q. fans are loyal.

The moment the Chills left the stage, the

previously empty dance floor began to fill,

as "B.Q. disciples came forward to be

nearer the stage. For the rest of the

evening the floor and aisles were packed

and they pulsated with the energy of people

dancing.

And N R.B.Q. did not disappoint anyone.

Their enthusiasm and crazy sense of humor

was infectious. They sang a couple of songs

from their new album, as well as most of the

songs they are best known for such as, the

song. "All Night", which was sung alone by

'Big Al" with a lot of help from the

audience. "Driving in my Car," "It Was an

Accident," and "Captain Lou" were also big

hits with the crowd. In fact, whatever

N.R.B.Q.. sang or did on stage the crowd

enjoyed. And N.R.B.Q., in their charac-

teristic style, rose to match the enthusiasm

of the audience.

Today when so much music sounds

methodical. N.R.B.Q. is refreshingly

spontaneous. There really is no other act

like them. They are unique, from their

style of dress (bright colors and wild

patterns), to their style of playing in-

struments (the piano player pounces on the

keyboard as if it were a bongo drum), to

their devoted following; an N.R.B.Q.

audience can't seem to keep their feet still

or wipe the foolish, happy grins from their

faces. As a band they have always been

willing to improvise and deviate from the

norm musically, and most often their

commitment to spontaniety has been to

their benefit. However, it did prevent

them from an appearance on Saturday

Night Live since they could not tell the

producers in advance which song they

would perform. With N.R.B.Q. there are

always surprises!

N.R.B.Q. loves the Valley, and the

Northeast is the area that they have always

been best received. As they continue to

tour further West, their popularity is

expanding. At the Bottom Line in New
York they are now playing before sell out

crowds. (They'll be at the Bottom Line on

or about, Dec. 15.) And like "Dead Heads,"

N.R.B.Q. fans are willing to travel to see

them play. (Although unlike Dead Heads, I

doubt very many spend a few weeks on the

road travelling with them.) At the Nail on

Friday, I met fans from the Cape,

Springfield and Boston College. I asked one

Merely parts of a world
Brazean penetrates the mystery of Stevens

PARTS OF A WORLD:
WALLACE STEVENS
REMEMBERED
By Peter Brazeau
Random House, 330 pages,

$19.95, (Hardback)

By DAVID TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

The medium of poetry is one that exists

outside its authorial context - it can be read,

understood and appreciated without the

reader having any knowledge of the poet.

But the ability to fit the poem into a wider

context by means of reference to the poet

and his life gives an added depth and

meaning to the work and enhances the final

poetic experience. When I studied the

poetry of Wallace Stevens there was no

such context to the poetry. Stevens was

enigmatic because the poet Stevens and the

insurance man Stevens seemed irrecon-

cilable and his private life took on an

irrelevance whicli made the man seem

unapproachable from a literary point of

view.

Peter Brazeau, author of Parts of

a World.

PARTS OF A WORLD is an intense

biography of Wallace Stevens which at-

tempts to penetrate the mystery of

Steven's life and to supply the context

which until now has been missing. The
book is sub-titled "An Oral Biography" and

comprises a myriad of different facets and

perspectives on Steven's private life by

means of documented interviews with the

poet's contemporaries - family, other

literary figures, and his work-mates.

Among those interviewed are Conrad

Aiken, Samuel French Morse and Harry

Levin.

The book is divided into three sections -

"The Insurance Man," "The Man of Let-

ters," and "The Family Man." The most

interesting is the second section which

deals with Stevens in the context of the

literary society of the early twentieth

century. He became acquainted with many

of America's best modern writers and artist

- as William Carlos WUliams said, "He was

really felt to be part of the gang." Yet the

vital but modest poet was also a leading

light in the field of insurance. What comes

across from the biography is Steven's great

mental energy. He regarded the reading in

public of his poetry as an opportunity only

to analyze his art.

Few people, it seems, were friends of

Stevens. "Stevens didn't have any friends"

says one of the contributers. But there

were intimates' those who jrot closest 'o

the man, and Peter Biazeau has done well

in trackmg these sources down. and

researching deep into the Stevens archives

to present a close and intimate record of the

poet as man. Stevens was trapped in an

unhappy marriage, a situation carefully set

down in the last section of the biography.

Piece by piece the reader learns the details

of Steven's life, enabling him to create a

three dimensional portrait of the poet,

adding immeasurable to our understanding

of the poetry's context.

This is an important and vitally

refreshing biography of one of America's

greatest poets written in an intense and

interesting style. Brazeau finally strips

away the myth that has surrounded

Wallace Steven's life, and has at last shown

that the insurance salesman, the man of

letters and the family man are not separate,

but merely parts of a world

.

*.*.*.*.*.< •.•.•_••-•.'

NRBQ, who performed at the Rusty Nail Friday night.

man why he travelled from the Cape to see

them, he replied, "They are the most fun

band around. You can't help but feel great

when you see them. So much else in life is

serious, but I know when I see N.R.B.Q. I

can put some of that seriousness aside an

go crazy!" I'm sure his response would
"

echoed by most in the crowd.

PARTS OFAWORLD

R E M E M B E RE D

AN ORAL BtO0,R,APHY

artslines...
The University of Massachusetts

Department of Theater will hold auditions

for John Ford's Jacobean tragedy, "TisPity

She '8 A Whore from 7 to 10 p.m. Dec. 4 and

5 in Room 204 of the Fine Arts Center.

Those wishing to audition should sign up for

an audition time. The production is open to

multi racial casting. For further in-

formation. caU 545-3490.

The University of Massachusetts

Symphony Band, conducted by Malcolm W.
Rowell, Jr., will appear in its first concert

of the season 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall. Admission to the

concert is free. For more information call

545-2227.
I I I I
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Not another Grenada article

There has k)et'n quite a lot of publicity concerning

the recent invasion of Grenada by the United

States. However, much of the publicity has

centered on whether or not it was morally correct. But

people, you're all missing the point. Kveryone was in

favor of the invasion. Basically, the way 1 see it is that

every stereotyped group is in favor. You've got your

Monday Night Football watcher whose most prized

p<issession is his copy of the Charlie Daniels song "In

America." This character is happy that we finally kicked

some Commie butt.

Then you've got your basic left-wing, long-haired,

radical l3eadhead. who was dying for something new to

complain alnm'.. Come on Trouble Makers of America,

admit it. You were sick and tired of complaining alK)ut

nuclear weapons in Europe, abortion, and saving the

Praving Mantis. When you woke up on ()ctol)er 24th

(25th 26th. or whenever it occurred) and you turned on

the radio and heard the news, you were one happy dude.

Not since Vietnam has the I'.S. government done

something as beneficial f(jr you. Now you can be on

Nightline once again. And, if you were a younger bumm-

ed out radical who'd missed the days of the draft, now

there is hope. You have an honest to goodness chance to

make an appearance in a national publication. Seriously.

I'd like to take the time to congratulate you. I mean, you

were going to complain about something anyway, but

now you have something to "bitch" about, which means

something.

It also gave college studs (like me) a chance to use a

new line. "So. what do you think about Grenada?" said

the guy to the female. This affected both parties because

it gave the cute female (or the not so cute female depen-

ding on the time of the party and the amount of alcohol

consumed) a different, interesting line to hear other than

"Don't I know you?," "So, what is your major?".

"Where on campus do you live?" and "Do you have the

time?"

Others are pleased by the invasion too. ROTC members

can get excited because now. for a change, they look

more important than foolish. And all anti-ROTC people

are happy because maybe they'll get a chance to get

these modem-day patriots out of their lives. Professors

and students of courses like Mathematical Logic and

Model Theory were relieved to have something in-

teresting to talk about for a change.

The invasion took one's mind off of what the D.C. was

serving (Have you ever noticed that any UMass article

attempting humor must have at least one D.C. joke in it?

It is like a prerequisite for humor here.). It gave the SGA
a chance to debate for hours and come up with a mean-

ingless resolution; it gave the Collegian and other

literary sources something to beat to death; and it finally

gave one Karl Schieneman something to write about.

So. all I can say is let's sit back and enjoy the invasion

while we can. Who knows when we'll be so fortunate

again.

by Karl Schieneman
Southwest

Keep in touch
with your
parents

and don't
write home!

Have them subscribe to

the Colle^an and know
just what's going on

on campus!
Spring semester rate:

$13
For more information
come down to the
newspaper's offices,

113 Campus Center
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
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Different pictures of reality

In the picture the little boy was sitting up on

the edge of the stretcher, his body was bloodied.

He was screaming crying. Behind him lay his little

brother, unconscious. He would eventually die. He looked

about three years old.

Medics were carrying the stretcher while people looked

on. horrified by the sight of these children, of what was

happening around them. Their city was being destroyed,

their friends and neighbors were being killed.

John Kenney

"1 was sick of all the liberalism and radicalism and I

know there had to be people out there who shared my
conservative political views. I found there are quite a

few," said William Pyne recently. Pyne is founder and

president of the newly formed University of

Massachusetts Republican Club.

A few miles away a truck loaded with explosives had

ripped apart the dreams of two hundred young men

while they slept in a land unfamiliar to them, in a conflict

confusing them.

"It is upsetting to see so much dislike for the govern-

ment. When one goes to a radical student rally on cam-

pus in opposition of American foreign policy they don't

get a feeling of pride and support for their country," said

Steve Erickson. treasurer of the University of

Massachusetts Republican Club.

On a small island in the Atlantic Ocean United States

military Rangers rescued several medical school

students. During the mission several civilians were killed

and a hospital for the mentally insane was bombed. Our

government said it was essential for the safety of the

students and for the preservation of democracy.

"In any given social system there are bound to be flaws

but I think the United States is the best country in the

world to live in. We want to eliminate the flaws and work

to make a better country, William Pyne was saying.

Last Sunday the Devlin family buried their son and

brother Michael. He was killed in Beirut. He was a stu-

dent here for one year. He was 21 years old.

"It is going to be a good year. I think it is fun to start a

club and watch it grow," Steve Erickson was saying.

John Kenney is a UMass student

There is more than one candidate
Imagine how disastrous the next four years will be

if Ronald Reagan is reelected in 1984?

Military spending will increase and there will be

more cuts in domestic programs and education. Blacks,

minorities and women can expect few gains during his

next administration, and it's likely that Reagan will ap-

point more conservative Supreme Court Justices. In addi-

tion to this dismal forecast, the arms race will probably

escalate and Reagan might continue to ignore the voices of

over 85 percent of the American public who favor a

nuclear freeze.

Miriam Zoll

If you've been following the Democratic presidential

campaigns like I have, you're probably wondering which

candidate has the best chance to defeat Reagan if he

decides to run. The way things look now two of the can-

didates, former vice president Walter Mondale and

Senator Alan Cranston (D-Cal). have realistic chances of

winning the national democratic nomination this summer.

Up until now, only one of the democratic candidates.

Senator Gary Hart (D-Colo). whose campaign has been

faltering during the past few months, has targeted the

potential student and young people voting bloc.

Since 1972, when the 26th amendment to the United

States Constitution lowered the voting age from 21 to 18.

young people have come nowhere near realizing their

potential electoral impact. With a crucial national election

coming up however, millions of young people have the op-

portunity to back a progressive candidate who can defeat

Reagan and stop the arms race.

College conservatives and groups like the Young
Republicans have been more noticeable on campus nation-

wide since the Republican victory in 1980. The vast ma-

jority of young people, though, are liberal and progressive,

and with the nuclear freeze as his number one campaign

issue. Cranston has a good chance of winning young peo-

ple's support. And if a vote for Cranston means a vote for

the nuclear freeze, it automatically translates into an anti-

Reagan vote as well.

There is a potential student voting bloc of over 400,000

in Massachusetts, and during the state primary this March

13th, students will have a chance to show the presidential

candidates, and other students throughout the United

States, who the young people in one of the major Nor-

theast industrial states support for president in 1984.

Many people think that Mondale will win the

Massachusetts primary because he's backed by CJovernor

Michael Dukakis and labor. Others argue that Senator

John Glenn (D-Ohio) will win because, in the past,

Massachusetts' liberal facade has broken down and con-

servative democrats, like former governor Edward King,

have been voted into office.

But last April, Cranston beat Glenn and came in third

behind Mondale and the issue of jobs at the State

Democratic Issues Convention in Springfield. Even

though Mondale has received important political en-

dorsements from the AFL-CIO and the National Educa-

tion Association, Cranston still has a better chance than

Mondale of defeating Reagan in his homestate of Califor-

nia. Cranston is hidden by the press attention paid to Mon-

dale now, but don't forget, Jimmy Carter was hardly visi-

ble during the beginning of his campaign for president in

1975.

Senator Cranston is speaking this afternoon in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom. Whether or not you support his

campaign, it is important that UMass students attend his

speech and the nuclear freeze rally to let him know that

young people will be a decisive voting bloc in the '84 elec-

tions.

Miriam ZoU is a Collegian columnist

Coming home on weekends
It's

hard to be in one place when your friends are

in another. It is even harder when they are all in a

different place; they are all different. We all went

away to school and we all belong in a different environ-

ment now. It is hard to accept this change sometimes. I

wonder if my friendships from home have really lasted.

We don't all wear the same outfits that we did in high

school. We could have been an ad for Levi's and Izod then.

Now we wear red converse high tops, glow-in-the-dark

earrings, and our hair is cut so that it goes back on the

sides, and up in the middle. We're from New York,

Philadelphia, and Chicago.

Michelle Dolan

When I came home from a trip to visit one of my friends

at another University this past weekend. I realized this.

As we walked the streets of Philadelphia after dark,

unable to find the Lil)erty Bell, my friend said, "This is

ridiculous. I live here." 'Yeah,' I thought. 'And I live in

Massachusetts.' It was a strange realization. It was ex-

citing and saddening at the same time. I had to tell myself

how good it was to have been able to go to a different place

and to fit in. to convince myself that it wa,s good. But in-

side. I wondered where the friendship had gone, and if it

was lietter or worse after this change.

My friendships don't seem to be gone. After all. there is

always the chance to visit a friend, and that's fun. Long

weekends are a perfect time to visit, we want to get away

anyway. It gives us the chance to see something new. and

forget about the pressure of school. On those trips away, it

seems that we come and go; with just enough time in l)et-

ween to party and talk. When we leave it can l)e sad. It can

be sad because it wasn't more than a few drinks or a

movie, because it wasn't more than a short tour of a

foreign campus, a bemused reaction to a new place. And

then we are separate again. Our daily routines, our strug-

gles, our jokes, and our parties, are bridges by many

miles.

It seems that friends should struggle together, laugh

together, and party together. And liecause of that these

weekend trips are only weekend trips, and the friendships

only last for that long. When 1 saw the way my friend in

Philadelphia had changed, from the way 1 knew him

before, and realized that I have Uh), 1 knew that this is

partly tru. . It made me a little sad. But it is ;:lso a lesson in

knowing that you can't go on thinking that the pai^t will

last forever. As long as you accept change, you're alright.

I also learned that accepting change is what makes the

friendship last. So I told my friend that 1 thought

Philadelphia was a fun place to live. And he invited me

back; to visit.

Michelle Dolan itt a Collegian staff member

Letters

Exercising our voting clout

To the Editor,

In the wake of "The Day After", many of us are asking

ourselves what we can do to alter the present ad-

ministration's insane policy of nuclear arms escalation.

Well, there is something we can do.

Today there will be a nuclear freeze rally at 2:00 in the

Student Union Ballroom. Democratic presidential

candidate Alan Cranston will deliver the keynote ad-

dress.

An excellent way for us to become involved and show

how much the students of this university care about the

current state of world and national affairs, especially

regarding the crucial issue of nuclear arms, is to attend

today's rally. We must as college students, as well as

concerned citizens, begin to exercise our enormous
potential political clout.

Today's rally and voter registration drive is a great way
for us here at UMass to begin.

Marty Ferrero
Amherst

Clarifying the ' Valk-out
yy

To the Editor,

Allow me the space to respond to a letter published in

your November 9th, edition written by Lisa Stratoutly of

Patterson dorm. Southwest.

Ms. Stratoutly said "I found myself laughing un-

controllable in the Campus Center Reading room by the

fifth paragraph of the article, [GRENADA MOTION
CAUSES SGA WALKOUT] not at the reporter's humor,

but at the incredible ridiclous situation the poor woman

was unfortunate enough to report on."

That the writer, Ms. Stratoutly, was able to find

humor in the political statement that the SGA co

Presidents, myself and 30 other student senators made

by walking out of the Senate meeting after the motion to

condemn the U.S. invasion of Grenada failed, is in-

teresting. Perhaps the invasion itself, was to her a

laughable matter. Who is to say?

Our position was clear! We felt that the lives and

sovereignty of the Grenadian people was in no way

comparable to the notion of freedom of the press; that we

were deaUng with human beings and not some abstract

notion. It is advisible to state here -that we also were

outraged at President Reagan's handUng of the press but

saw it not as important as the flagrant disregard for

international laws of conduct aimed at governing the

actions of nation states. What was clear was the fact that

we saw the invasion, as students who wiU be subject to

the draft come the war, as being uniquely a student issue

and no less important than tuition hikes, poor bghtingon

campus, sexual harassment on campus and the vast array

of issues dealt with on the senate floor. We ve taken

vigorous sUnce on those issues and our stance on the

Grenada invasion is to be no less vigorous.

She went further. "George McKenzie. a Third World

Caucus senator and supporter (author) of the

resolution, went so far as to resign his position after the

defeat of the resolution;..." Again, for your mformation 1

did not resign my position. I merely mentioned my in-

tention to do so. To the credit of many members of this

senate and most of aU fellow members of the Third World

Caucus, and some 250 student suppori,ers. I was con-

vinced that a resignation would merely render the senate

into the hands of those who dare not take principled

stances on issues as controversial as the Grenada

resolution.

She carried her statement futher and added, "To

resign his position due to conflicting opinions is a

cowardly, narrow-minded action." It would appear to be

the contrary! Indeed those who led the fight to defeat the

motion on the grounds that it was not a student issue,

that the senate was being turned into the U.N. , that the

notion of freedom of the press is more important than

human lives, and that an act such as the invasion of

Grenada is and can be rationalized away, is what I sought

to protest when I announce my intention to resign.

Even as I write this response, the issue of Grenada has

still not settled in my mind, nor in the minds of millions of

other people around the world. It will take. Tm afraid, a

very long time for it to do so. The sense of rape and rage

I (and so many others) felt when at 5:45 a.m., on that now

historic day of Oct. 25th, the telephone rang and the

caller announced. "Grenada is being invaded -the U.S. is

invading Grenada!" is very much present.

Whatever that may be said of the actions taken either

on my part or on the part of the SGA co-Presidents and

supporting senators, let it at least be said that those

actions were guided by passion and love for life and

people. Love for some of the very principles upon which

this nation was built: People have a right to pursue "Life,

Liberty and Happiness". The Grenadian people have

such a right. Their quest for such will not faint, even in

the presence of the most powerful war machine. Their

revolution will prevail!

George M. McKenzie

You can do something too

To the Editor.

I too. am outraged by the presence of advertisements for

the U S armed forces in the Spring Course Schedule Book.

(See the November 15th Letter to the Editor by Peter

Thompson.)
, , ,. ^

We can send a message back to the publishers - write

directly on the BUSINESS REPLY MAIL cards facing

page 65 They'U pay the postage to hear that we object to

the insane glorification of the mUitary and resent their

attempted coercion. That maU permit is valid through

September 30, 1984.

Laurie Gans
Amherst

Concerned about darkness

To the Editor,

We, the students of University of Massachusetts and

those affiliated with the students, are concerned with the

lack of lighting on the Sylvan access road. This concern is

due to the fact of the recent assaults on campus and other

problems presented by the lack of lighting on the road.

This lack of lighting not only affects the riders and

workers from the Tilson Farm Equine Center, but also

affects joggers, pedestrians, and bicycle riders. This

problem also affects motor vehicle operators, because

they cannot see the pedestrians due to the lack of

lighting. There is no bus before 7:30 a.m. and after 6:00

p m., the buses run forty-five minutes aoart. It seems

that it would be easier to install lighting than to readjust

the entire bus route to fit the needs of the people. We
need lighting on the road for our safety and the safety of

others. We hope you will take the stated problem into

serious consideration and take prompt action in

remedying this situation.

Holly Hatch and others

Sylvan

Let us beat
their heads in
Arising tide of cimservatism at UMa.ss'.' Why am I

not surprise<l'?

1 always knew there were enough ignoramuses

on campus to fl(K'k to the worst possible political activism.

It's a g(K)d time to be a patriot, and not just l)ecause the

New England f<K)tball t^am had l)een doing surprisingly

well. The big bad United States of America has gone m
and l)eat up on tiny Grenada. Lil)eralism has U'en shoved

back into the shadows U'cause we've finally killed some

c«)mmies. Isn't that the way God meant it to be?

Rich Nangle

Otherwise apathetic students now have something to In?

proud of. Maybe we can't U'at the ('olts but there are

other have-nots we can comjuer.

But wait a minute. This is Ma.ssachusetts. not Arkansas.

People here are supposed to Ik- driven by some .sort of

enlightenment. Isn't this the sUite that laughed the

loudest when Trii'ky Dick left the (K'al Office in disgrace?

We alone votetl f(»r that mush lil)eral McGovern,

rememU'r? He's that wimp who supjM)rted peace and ptH)-

ple over iKjmbs and corjM)rations.

Now we have a new bunch of preppy frat Ixiys signing

up in droves to join backward con.servative organizations

on a campus that has traditionally stood for the lilwral

(politically correct) point of view.

And maybe I'm being shortsighttni to think that this is

just lt)ecause conservatism has enjoyed its finest autumn in

many years. What with the shooting down of KAL 007 by

the evil empire, the replacing of Watt by a quiet but etjual-

ly depraved ideologue named Clark, the inevitable deploy-

ment of death weapons in Europe and dead martyrs to

mourn in Lebanon and the Grenada invasion conser-

vatives can only he wondering what is next? Public educa-

tion? Minorities? The possibilities are endless.

Maybe I'm being easy on these new born-again converts.

Maybe I'm giving them too much credit for having the

ability to think.

Perhaps this new sense of macho inferiority nationalism

has been brought on by our tragic defeat to the

Australians in the America's Cup Oust the thought of it br-

ings tears to my eyes).

Or maybe it's the way those damned campus com-

munists dress with their silly overalls and dirty sweat-

shirts while they eat vile earthfoods in that socialist em-

pire known as the Student Unio'

So let's cut our hair real short and harass anyone who

doesn't. Let's carry the flag and support truth, justice and

the American way. And let's beat the shit out of anyone

who doesn't see it our way.

Let's chastise the lil)eral slanted press when we read

facts in the newspaper that don't jibe with our narrow

beliefs. Of course that's if we choose to read. We usually

choose to drink l)eer.

Let's vote for Flynn in Boston tecause he's white and

let's kill that black presidential candidate Jesse Jackson

l)ecause he wants to turn this country into another Africa.

Let's support U.S. military intervention in El Salvador,

Chile, Nicaraugua and any other country we can't locate

on a map.

And most of all let's do something that takes some real

effort. Let's go to a top notch school to get an education

and remain stupid.

Rich Nangle is a former Collegian columnist, class of '83
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Hou €ind l/oun

PnoUem Uninkinq Panent

Facing the holidays and iniercession can be especiallY difficult

fof students who have parents or relatives with drinking problems

The University Health Services is offering

a workshop which will cover:

Identifying alcoholism or problem drinking patlerns

Alcoholism and family dynamics

-Common problems facing adult children of alcoholics

Resources for help locally and in your hometown area

Date: Monday. Dec. 5, 1983

Time: 7:00-9:00 pm
Place: University Health Services,

Room 302

Please register

by calling

Carlene Riccelli at

549 2671. ext 181

^"^^^^'repare for

MCAT»LSAT»GMAT
SAT«ACT»DAT»GRE»CPA

THE MOVIE

FRIDAY
DEC. 2
MAHAR AUD
7 9:30&12 '

ADM.$1.50
Sponsored by
Union Video Ctr.

Feb. 4, 1984 Exam

GRE
classes begin 1/3/84

Intersession Class

LSAT
Begins 1/4/84

TEST PREPARATION
ISPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Jan 28, 1984 Exam

GMAT
classes begin 12/14/83

1/2/84

April 28, 1984 Exam

MCAT
classes begin 1/3/84

1/7/84

Call Days Eves &
Weekends

264 N Ptoatant StTMt

Amiwrst

253-5108

For information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

If you're planning a career In medicine you

owe it to yourself to find out about the Air

Force's Health Professions Scholarship

Program.

Qualified U.S. citizens can receive scholar-

ships for medical or osteopathic school.

Our scholarships inlcude:

Tuition

Required Books
Required Lab Fees

Required Equipment Rental and more
than $550 Monthly Stipend

For Details Contact:

Bruce E. Kiselauskas 413-785-0192 or

call your nearest Air Force recruiter.

A ^reot WOT o'trte

Hypercurricula

Wednesday

WMLASC MEETING - General business meeting of

the Western Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity

committee. All welcome. 6 p.m., 404 Student Union Bldg.

SOJOURNERS POTLUCK - Bring food to share and

join Rev. Robin Harden and other women of diverse

backgrounds to explore faith, love, intimacy, and

spirituality. 5:30-7 p.m., 428 Student Union.

SYMPHONY BAND CONCERT - The University

Symphony Band, directed by Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr.,

presents a free concert of works by Vaughan Williams,

Mennin, and others. The Wachusetts Regional High

School Wind Ensemble will open program. Free. 8 p.m..

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

CHANUKAH PARTY! - Sign up today for Hillel's

Chanukah party on Saturday night. December 3. Latkes,

dinner, candle-lighting, music, prizes and more! 302 S.U.

(Hillel Office).

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - 7:30 beginners, 8:30 all

others. Commonwealth Room, S.U.

HEBREW SPEAKING LUNCH - Get together for

lunch and Hebrew conversation. 11 a.m. - noon, Suffolk

Room, S.U.

MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL
RIGHTS & REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM - Join us to

view a slideshow called "Matters 80 Fundamental." 5
p.m., CC 901.

F/NE YARN & NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

20% Off All Christmas Kits

11/28 - 12/3
233 N. Pleasant St.

The Carriage Shops
Amherst, MA 01002

Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30

549-6106

1983-84

SCHEDULE
N'.'v 10 UCOSI A\1A 7 ^0

20 NlVVHAMl'SHIRI 7 30

[>c 3 BENTLEY 1:30

at Stetson Univ. Tourn P30
10 Gei>rgia Si'ulhern

Houston Baptist

Stetson

LMass

8:30

12 at Duke 7 30

15 COWHCTKLT 730
17 nARTMOlTH 1:30
-t ~\

at MansI 800
Idn 5 at Duquesne* 8 00

"•

at Kutm'rs* 3:00

M at Temple* 700
14 VVtSTVIKClMA- 4 OC

IP at Holv Cross 7:30

lo at St loseph s* 700
21 at St Bi>naventurt* 7 30

2p ChOKCtVVASHIN'ClON •7 30

28 KHODtiSi.AMV 1 30

Ffh 2 at IVnn Stale' 8:00

4 at Rhode Isldnd* : 00

ST BONAVENTIRI '

> v\

11 I'ENN STATE- 7.30

It) ST lOSEI'H S J^ 00

18 dl Geor^je VVashinxton* 8 00

23 at West Vir^;mia* 7 30

27 TEMPIE- 7:30

Mar 1 RUTGERS- 7:30

3 DUQUESNE- 7:30

'Afldntic 10 ConJerence (jame

Hfdd Coac 1: Ron Gerlufsen

TONIGHT
BASKETBALL HOME OPENER

7:30 pm
UMASS vs NEW HAMPSHIRE

'*RAGE IN THE CAGE"
1983-84 MINUTEMEN BASKETBALL

EXCITING ATLANTIC 10 ACTION!
ST. BONAVENTURE • TEMPLE • URI • PENN STATE •

• GEORGE WASHINGTON • DUQUESNE • MASSACHUSETTS •

• WEST VIRGINIA • RUTGERS • ST. JOSEPH'S

t.iAs.'^'
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ACROSS
1 Shearer of

ballet fame
6 Abbr demanding

speed
10 Courtroom figure:

Abbr
13 Perfume
14 Coty or Clair

15 Noggin
16 Claiborne of

cookery
17 Rocky emmence
16 Solecism
19 Passages for

troops making
sorties

21 Sound of surf

22 Byway
23 Infused

25 Judged
29 Headdress for a

princess

31 ThisSp
32 Partakes

34 Needlework
expert Wilson

38 Like some foods

40 Firedog

42 Sfioe leatfier

43 Der
"

45 Cellar or box

46 Delegateat
48 See 37 Down

50 Settle

53 Campaign team
member

55 Vigorous spirit

56 Looped fabric

62 Drudgery

63 Florence's river

64 Le , Smiley s

creator

65 Grand ole Nasti

villesite

66 Bearing

67 Bircfikin

68 Prefix witfi ptiyte

69 Goals

70 Lasso feature

DOWN
1 Apples, for sfiort

Otfier: Sp
Type of type:

Abbr
Fence
Sock pattern

Urban problem
Cacfie

8 Art course,

for stiort

9 Cyrus domain

10 Speller s quintet

11 Aligfiieri

12 Fed Itie kitty

2

3

4

5

6

7

15 Unenligfitenment

20 Italian university

city

24 TVtiorse

25 Lairs

26 Biblical twin

27 Ending witfi major

28 With effusive

sentimentality

30 Woman
heart a rake":

Pope
33 Dross
35 Dies

36 Paddock romper

37 Social insects

39 Interpret

41 Wanting
44 Erudite

47 Subdue anew
49 Native of a holy

city

50 Energetic person

51 Runoff
52 African capital

54 Does a household

chore
57 go bragh

58 19th cen French

composer
59 Church book of

feasts

60 joli

61 •— today.
"

1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

74

10 11 17

13 14

16 17 18

19 70

i
?3~

71

^^^^77

33

79?5 ?6 77 78

41

^^^H
31

39

3?

I
44

40

34 35 36 37

38

4? 43 45

i 57

46 47 ^H48 49 1

50 53 54

55

1

56 57 58 59 60 61

62 63

i

64

65

I
66 67

68 69 70

11/29/83

Collegian staff:

Michael Pill of LSO
will speak on

Public Meeting and
Public Record Law

6:30 p.m. Tuesday
Rm. 811-815 CC.

J

DC Menu
LUNCH

drilled cheese sandwich

Southern Beef and Noodle

Casserole

DINNER
Roast Pork

Gravy, Applesauce

Chopped Beefsteak

Special

Greek Style Skillet

BASICS LUNCH
Fettuccine witii Sprouts

(irilled Cheese on

Wheatl)erry

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf

Mushroom Sauce

Greek Style Skillet

Weather

Showers this morning,

then partial clearing in the

afternoon with highs

50-55. Variable cloudiness

tonight and Wednesday,

lows in the 30s and highs

45-50.

answer
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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GRADUATE
FORUM

DECEMBER 4, 1983

MEMORIAL HALL
7:15 p.m.

The Graduate School and the Graduate Student Senate

invite you to attend the Graduate Forum, featuring an

address by:

Raymond F. Rogers,

who developed strategies that helped force

J. P. Stevens & Co. to recognize the ACTWU
in 1980 after a 17 year organizing campaign.

Mr. Rogers will speak on:

Corporate Campaign:

Confrontation Strategies

for the Future

Cheese and wine reception following the address

The Graduate Forum is an effort by the graduate student

community to develop a better climate for intellectual

and social exchange.

Miami gets Shula
MIAMI (AP) — Miami Dolphins Coach Don Shula.

saying he's happy and at home in Miami, signed on

Monday for at least a few more years with the National

Football League club he has directed to four Super Bowl

appearances since 1970.

Neither Shula, 53, nor Dolphins owner Joe Robbie

would disclose any terms of the new deal, saying they

were "personal to both of us."

Last month Shula turned down an offer of at least 11

million a year to coach the rival United States Football

League's New Jersey Generals.

IMhoop
register
Intramural basketball:

Attention men's, women's,

and co-rec teams — Team
registration is taking place

now at Boyden 215.

Managers must attend one

of the two manager's
meetings on either

December 13 or 14 at 6 p.m.

at Boyden 215.

• WOMEN'SBASKETBALL
Continuedfrom page 12

who is very strong, physical and a great

leaper with a lot of experience, according

to Stevens. They also have a good

backcourt and have acquired Barbara

Rapp, a transfer to replace their top

scorer Debbie Beckford who has since

graduated.

"Don Perrilli (St. Johns head coach) is

one of the best coaches in the business.

His teams are always well-disciplined and

well-prepared. We worked a little on im-

proving defensive aggressiveness and

mobility. We want everyone to try to get

open and get into the shooting act. We
must produce offensively, but we will try

to play the best game we feel we can," ad-

ded Stevens.

The Collegian
will be printing

a special weekly edition

on Thursdays

during Intersession.

The Collegian Office

will be open

Monday thru Friday during January

to sell display and classified advertising.

p=;)=jf~i=jl!=lfctJt=JIBHatliJjL

FALL
GRADUATES

Year' • tiffik

Portraits

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall

THE
RIDGE

STRING QUARTET

NOV. 28 - DEC. 2

Hours: 9-12, 1-5

Sign up Room 178 CC

or call

545-2874/545-0848

Please bring a sitting fee

of $5.00

1st Prize Winners of the prestigious

Fischoff and Coleman
Chamber Music Competitions

FRIDAY, DEC. 2, 8pm
$5.00

RAMSEY
LEWIS
Keyboard

WYNTON
MARSALIS
Trumpet

in

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL
SUNDAY, DEC. 11, 8 pm

$9,-$7-$5
A Holiday Extravoganio for the Whole Family^ Pro,.c. op^ro I HANSEL AND GRETEL

9^ SATURDAY, DEC. 10, 2:30 p.m.

Five Coll*o« Stud«nU */^ Pric*. Tickets at the Fine Arts Center Box Of-

fice. DATATIX end Sprlnott*ld Civic Center. (413) S4S-2S11 or 1-800-

243-4842.

If

Tonight

CCA

J Kramer vs Kramer }

4-

34-

jTime: 5, 7, 9, 11 pm J
4<

Tuesday, November 29, 1983 Collegian "

CHelp.
Ifyou knorj: the differatce betvxen LTJegqnj and

tStuffy. you may be theperson lit are looking

for toJoin our staff. Instead ofexperience, ue look

for a zitllin^ess to leant our particular style.

We strivejor excellence, demand entbtis-

U2sm and can promise a unufttely

rm'ardinjj association ziitb one of

Sr^- England'sfinest restaurants.

i

We are runj hiring:

Waiters
(Lunch & Dinner)
Weekend Cleaner
(9 am to 5 pm)
Prep Cooks

EAmitie
\

A'4 nint Hiad. I iaipncwlno . NUuKhuvni (II IIM

Equal Opportunity
Employer

""'"'

Br«ii ki«>fie, Lanchae Ik PianTe.

LINGUINI with CLAM SAUCE
a full bodied white sauce with lots of clams

6.85

BEEF STEW served in a large crock

and better than mom's 5.25
Plu« 8 Other DcUdous Entrees To Chooec.

At A Price You Can AHordI
AT THE LIGHTS IN NORTH AMHERST S4».4«4S|

W«'r« op«a 7 days a w««k 5 a.aa. to 9 p.M.

20% OFF
All HANdbAqs

ANd BrIeFcases

NORMAlly pRicEd

From $11. TO $100.

HEARTFELT LEATHER
Downtown Amherst

253-5735

Hours: MS 9:30-6:00

Friday 9:30-8:00

Sunday 11:00-5:00

It's That Time Again!!!
This January, join thousands of students from hun

dreds of colleges at the student ski vacation capltol

... Mount Snow, Vermont. A sellout, year after year,

it's the 8th Annual Snowntester Ski Week. Don't be

fooled by other ski weeks - there's only one on cam-

pus Snowmester trip.

Whether you're a t)eginner or an expert, we guarantee

you loads of fun and great skiing. And our apres-ski

activities will drive you wild - fabulous meals, great

entertainment, movies, dancing and parties galore

And take a look at our special prices.

Hotel Lodging Condo Lodging

$173 $149
Package includes: S nights cnolce lodging

5 days lift ticket

Full breakfasts*

Full dinners*

Apres-skI activities

holal packse* only— ill ralas (ubiact to 1S% lu A tarvic* ctiarg*

Check your school bulletin boards for the

Snowmester brochure or call your On-Campus Rep.

Andrea (413) 546-9648

Vlount Snowmester Weeks: 6 days, 5 nights

3nalO Vermont Jan. 1-6 / Jan. 8-13 / Jan. 15-20 / Jan. 22-27

K^

Charter

For hassle-free group

travel. call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation"

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• (Vlini Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free m IVIA 1-800-322-0297

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIS^^ ^ComTtoCollegian OfficecTllS • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount * Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Mazda 626 38000 miles AfS/l FM csst

great shape 546-6033

ENTERTAINMENT

Recruiter. All positions are voluntary. Ap-

plications and job descriptions can be pick

ed up at the table on the first floor of the

Newman Center. Applications are being ac-

cepted until 12/2.

LOST

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT ~~I~

Black pocketbook 11

call Sharon 665-4789

'16 in CC reward

Amherst Center room In house for 2

females cheap available Jan 1 call quick

Lisa or Bonnie 549-5799

FOR SALE

Dorm Key on heart shoelace (Morr.

Sci?) if found please call 546-8419 Reward

-a huge hugll
,

Taken from Blue Wall 11/19, blue wool

coat, sentimental value PLEASE RETURN
REWARD Pam 6-7972

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

180 Skis, Poles, Bindings used twice

$125.00 also ski boots $50 call Andy

549-4857 after 6 pm
Guitar amp. Legend Rock/Roll 50 ex-

cellent condition $325/80 Michael

532-0242

Pair of glesses,

please call 6-6953

plastic frames 1 1 /21

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Run For Ritter Road Race: The Road

Race Committee is now accepting aPP"ca

tions for the following positions for tne

following positions: Prize Director, l_snin

Director, First-aid Director, Course Direc-

tor, Greek and Dormitory Directors, K. a.

Director, Water Director, Clean-up Direc-

tor, Finish Line Director. Computer Direc^

tor, Treasurer, Police Director, Student

•••• College •••* Spring •*•* Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe •

• Motor Coach Transportation ^

• • ocean front accommodation7 night
^

• • Welcome Party with FREE BEER

•Make reservations Now and Save $20^
• Check out our table in the

• CC Concourse or call 546-5422

«>*n«A>Y«T«OV^*A*"'B»E*A'C'H***

C^yf ft NeiTsinithrHappy Birthday yous

auvsl I'm glad we've got another wonderful

year ahead of us. I couldn't ask for better

brothers. I love both. We'll have a celebra-

tion you won't forget. Kim

AlTcultural centeTand clubs, craftspeo

Die artists and musicians interested in par-

ticipating in the Orchard Hill/Central Holi

day Festival please contact Debbie at

665-7020 or John at 546-6534

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.*

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and#
classified advertising.

The Warriors SUB 5, 7, 9, 11 Wed 30th •

Great Christmss Stocking Stuffer •
-"ACID, Don't Rain on Me!" bumper

sticker. $1.00 with self-addressed stamped •
envelope to: FM Novelties, Box 562, West

Lebanon, NH 03784 #
$30 reward desperately needed one

bedroom Puffton or Brandywine apartment ^
to start Dec. 1 or Jan. 1 Please call 549-4827

To the Moon Cloudless Moments of Moon «
rippling the mountain lake, give cry to the

loon. HAPPY BIRTHDAY Love, John ^

Wanted to share 2 bdr apt Amherst

253-3633, 545-2375 eves

One bedroom in two bedroom Mill

Hollow apt $155.00 plus available im-

mediately Bruce 549-0437

SERVICES

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video Ser-

vice Center 549-0135.

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, etc. 665-3414 anytime

SKI CONDO

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Sugarbush SkiCondo for intersession Vi

mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26

- Jan 31 $295 546-5653.

WANTED
Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Genesis Hartford Civic

Center Dec 1 will pay! Call 546-6375 or

546-6368 keep trying!

ROOM WANTED

Quiet female looking to room with other

females Spring '84 prefer Colonial Village,

call Erica 6-5340

ROOMMATE WANTED

Room available in Townehouse Apts.

starling Jan. Please call Guy 549-2638

Experienced tutor needed for Accoun-
ting 321 please call 253-3313 Sharon

Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

Security Guards for evenings in Amherst
area. Ideal for retired, college student or se-

cond job. Call 774-3092

WANTED TO RENT
~

Four people looking for house or apt in

Amherst area for spring semester. Mark
256-1374 or Matt 253-8678

HELP - Looking for 2 3 bedroom apartment

near bus route. Will take over lease Jan 1

.

Gary 546-4921 or Andy 665-3343
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Minuteman basketball opens vs.UNH
Veteran team
looks for win
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

After six weeks of pounding the floor of

the ancient Curry Hicks Cage and playing

against imaginary opponents, the

University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team is ready.

They are ready to register a winning

season after a 9-20 mark last year. They

are ready to rock the Cage. They are ready

to take on a New Hampshire team that

UMass has lost to six times in the last seven

years, tonight at 7:30 p.m. in UMass'

season opener.

But most of all according to rookie head

ccach Ron Gerlufsen, the team is ready and

willing to play basketball.

"We're real excited," the head coach said

yesterday after practice. "We've been

practicing a long time and we've worked

hard. We are looking forward to the

competition."

The competion comes in the form of the

New Hampshire Wildcats, who have beaten

UMass for the last four years. Last year,

the Minutemen led 60-50 with a little under

four minutes to go when the Wildcats

clamped down a vicious full-court press and

outscored UMass 13 to win 63 60.

"They seem to always get up for us,"

Gerlufsen said. "It will be a tough

ballgame." The Wildcats will attack with

their top two scorers from last year, Dan

Nolan (16.1 a game) and Al McClain (12.8).

UNH went 16-12 last year for coach Gerry

Friel.

"We will try to focus the defense on the

two of them," Gerlufsen said, Gerlufsen

will be looking for the Minutemen to ac

complish three things besides the obvious

fact of winning the ballgame.

"Three things that we've worked on is

ballhandling, individual team defense and

I'd like to see game intensity for a full 40

minutes. We've been working hard in these

areas.

"Hopefully we can force UNH to shoot a

low percentage from the floor. I want our

team to come out and play our hardest for

40 minutes. If we can accomplish these

(olleipan photo bv David Uvubrr

WHATS GOT EVERYBODYS ATTENTION? — The rebound off a shot in Massachusetts win
over Zadar of Yug^oslavia two weeks ago. Horace Neysmith (15), co-captain Edwin Green, and op-

ponent go for the elusive rebound.

At the center will be the big man (i.e.

team leader) senior co-captain Edwin Green
from Tampa, Florida.

First off the bench should be g^uards

Craig Smith, Ron Young, and forward

Bobby Braun. according to Gerlufsen.

Massachusetts will be looking for the

win, which will be very important if UMass

is to be over .500 this year as Gerlufsen

wants to be. If the Minutemen can top

UNH tonight and then dispose of Bentley on

Saturday, it will give them an inspiring 2-0

things we'll win."

Alas, the best laid plans of mice and

basketball teams often go astray and thus

the players will have to be on their toes.

Four of the five probable starters are back

from last year.

Rookie Carl Smith will lead the team
from the point guard slot allowing junior co-

captain Donald Russell to move over to the

shooting guard position. At the point last

year, Russell averaged 13.3 points a game.

Sophomore John Hempel will have to do

without his long range bombs from three

point land this year at one forward position.

Hempel, an Atlantic 10 AU-Rookie team
pick last year led the team in scoring last

year with 16.2 a game.
At the other forward postion, Horace

Neysmith will hopefully be gathering in the

rebounds (he was the team leader last

year).

start which will put UMass in a much better

frame of mind going to their tough

Southern swing the next weekend.

And if they are 2-0, the fans will be even

more excited.

"The crowds in the Cage are always a

factor," Gerlufsen said. "The fans here at

UMass are very Knowledgable and en-

thusastic. They're worth a few points in

every game."
The Cage floor will be rocking tonight at

7:30, tip-off, and the stands should be too.

UM wrestlers host 29th

ranked Hofetra tonight

Minutewomen psyched for

meeting powerful St Johns

By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
wrestling team lost its opener last Tuesday

at conference favorite Boston University.

"Anytime you open against a conference

champion you're going to have problems,"

said Coach Rick Freitas, "I felt we were in

better shape than they were but our lack of

experience hurt us."

Nine of the Minutemen's ten starters

never wrestled at the college level before.

Only senior captain Scott McQuaide had
experience wrestling in a college dual

match.
BU's Dennis King decisioned Rich Gar-

diner at the 118 spot. Gardiner wrestled
even with King (the larger and stronger of

the two) until King scored at the end of the

second period and held the lead for the rest

of the match.

At 126 freshman Chris Lee pinned BU's

Mark Oliphant in 31 seconds to put the

Minutemen on the board. "That was the

quickest dual match I've seen since I've

been here," said Freitas.

The Terriers went on to get pins at the

134, 150, and 177 weight classes.

McQuaide came on strong for UMass at

167 pounds and decisioned BU's Pete

laenello 144. The senior is just four weeks

off a hernia operation and may be tested

against Hofstra's Pete Capone tonight.

Capone is ranked third in the nation at the

167 spot. Whether or not he will wrestle at

that weight tonight remains to be seen.

Wesley Beckwith and Bill PearsuU lost

close decisions at the 142 and 158 marks

respectively.

"Anytime you open against a

conference champion you're

going to have problems," said

Freitas. "Our lack of ex-

perience hurt us."

'1 was pleased with the performance of my
middle weights," said Freitas. "They

wrestled well and executed some new

moves that we've only recently worked on."

UMass and BU traded forfeits at the tmal

two positions. 160 lb. Francisco Guttierez

is the closest thing the Minutemen have to a

190 pounder and BU didn't want anything

10 do with UMass' 260 lb. heavyweight

Mike Dwyer.
The Minutemen face Hofstra at 7:00 p.m.

tonight at Boyden. The Flying Dutchmen

are ranked 29th in the country and should

make for an exciting match. Support

UMass wrestling by buying a program and

poster tonight and get a free Olympic

Sweepstakes entree.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

After concluding a disappointing

weekend as the hosts of a tournament, the

University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team will have its hands full

trying to rebound against the tough St.

John's team, who have one of the

strongest teams in the Big East.

"They made it to the NCAA tourna-

ment last year and are perenially strong.

We realize it's going to be difficult, but

we're going in with a good attitude. The
kids are out to play to win, and not just

absorb another loss," said Coach Barbara
Stevens.

The Minutewomen (0-2) lost both games
of the tournament this weekend, but did

show some bright spots in defeat. They
were led by Barbara Hebel's strong 29

point performance and as a team they

grabbed as many rebounds as UConn, 43.

They were led in that department by

center Kelly Collins who pulled down nine

boards, but will not play against St. Johns

because of an achilles injury, and hopeful-

ly will return to action this weekend
Karen Damminger, who played well with

an 11 point, eight rebound performance

vs. UConn, will start in her place.

UMass also outrebounded URI by a

38-29 margin but dished out less assists

against both teams and shot poorly in

both games.
"We lost to UConn, but played a pretty

good game. We had things together for 40

minutes, but gave up too many fouls in

overtime. We were a step behind and the

transition wasn't working. They hit shots

and we didn't. We will have to be more ag
gressive against St. Johns because they

always have a strong team," said senior

captain Wendy Ward.
St. Johns is led by center Diane Pugh

Continued on page 10

Scuba available over intersession

Sports Notice

There will Ik* a meeting for all memlnrs
of the indoor/outdoor women's track and
field team on Thursday, I)eceml)er 1 at 5

p.m. in Boyden 223. For more informa-

tion contact coach Banda at .546-2759.

THE DEEP — This scuba diver catches a ride
with a friend who's more experienced at the
deep ins and outs of underwater life.

How would you like to

spend a week scuba diving

in the Florida Keys during

intersession and earn col-

lege credit for it? Project

DEEP at UMass is sponsor-

ing such a course in Key
Largo, Florida worth two
credits in PE. The Jan. 3-9

course is open tc all

students certified or not.

Students wishing to attend

who are not certified must
also participate in a pre-

course training session star-

ting Dec. 12. Course cost is

$325. A general meeting

and slide show will be held

Thursday Dec. 8 in room 10

in Curry Hicks. Questions?

Call 586-7046.
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Now five suspects in Crampton fires
By MARY BETH HEBERT, JILL LANG
and PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A state trooper last night told residents

of arson plagued Crampton dormitory at

the University of Massachusetts, which ex-

perienced its 15th fire set on a student's

desk, yesterday that the investigation has

been narrowed to five suspects.

Speaking in a lounge packed with dorm

residents. Jay Bowman, assigned to the

case by the district attorney, said it is likely

the fires, occurring in trash rooms,

bathrooms, on bulletin boards and most

recently in a student's room, have been set

by one person. While officials are not dis-

counting the possibility of group involve-

ment and may be seeking a "ring leader",

all notes found concerning the fires have

been in the same handwriting, he said.

Bowman said the field of suspects includ-

ed everyone in the dorm Monday but was
narrowed to five because of increased resi-

dent cooperation in the past 24 hours.

Beginning today, Crampton will be staff-

ed with security personnel-trained housing

security, Crampton residents and uniform-

ed guards-on all wings of the four story

building, 24 hours a day. All locks, except

for the main entrance, will be changed,

though it was not decided at last night's

meeting whether all guests would be re-

quired to sign in.

According to Rosemary Tarantino of the

Hampshire County District Attorney's Of-

fice, the dorm's 15th fire was found yester-

day shortly after 10 a.m. by a student

returning from a shower. The student,

who lived on the second floor, had left the

door unlocked and returned to find papers

on her desk ablaze. The room sustained no

damage and the fire was put out by

MassPIRG advocates

sulphur emissions limit
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Correspondent

In a petition drive to collect signatures

supporting a statewide cap on sulfur

emissions, the UMass division of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPIRG) collected more than 500

signatures in the Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday.
MassPIRG is trying to persuade

Massachusetts Governor Michael
Dukakis to impose such an emissions cap.

"Having met once with Lieutenant

Governor John Kerry, MassPIRG decided

that a petition drive in support of an

emissions cap might offer a greater in-

centive to impose a cap," said Rich

McClintock, campus coordinator of

UMassPIRG.
"MassPIRG hopes to get 10,000 signatures

statewide in one week, including 1,000

signatures from the Amherst area,"

McClintock said.

"MassPIRG has also been helping in-

dividual towns pass their own sulphur

emissions cap resolutions to demonstrate

public support for the proposal, "McClin-

tocksaid. Amherst Town Meeting recently

passed one such resolution.

According to data compiled by both the

National Academy of Sciences and the Acid

Rain Monitoring Project, 20 to 30 percent of

acid rain in Massachusetts in caused by
sulphur emissions within the state.

The National Academy of Sciences has also

concluded that the evidence pointing to

sulphur emissions as the major cause of acid

rain is "overwhelming," and has called for

50 percent reductions in sulphur emissions

over the next ten years.

Presidential candidate Alan Cranston said

he would support such a nationwide
resolution during a rally Tuesday in the

Student Union Ballroom on the UMass
campus.

"Once MassPIRG gets 10,000 signatures

and a list of towns that have passed

emissions cap resolution, we will return to

the Governor's office with a better

demonstration of public support,"
McClintock said.

UMassPIRG representatives will be at a

table in the Campus Center Concourse from

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. through Friday to collect

signatures and provide information about

acid rain.

Provost search committee

begins reviewing candidates
By STEPPHEN HOWE
CoUegian Staff

The search committee formed to find a

permanent provost and vice chancellor for

Academic Affairs at the University of

Massachusetts is meeting today to begin

considering candidates for that position.

The search to target a final candidate for

recommendation to Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey is expected to take several more

months at the very least, according to

Richard Stein, search committee chair.

"We're really just beginning. We're

several months off," Stein said.

Samuel F. Conti now fills the position in an

acting capacity and will continue to do so

until a permanent replacement is hired.

Conti replaced former acting Provost Dean

Alfange, who resigned from the post in

September.
The position of provost was formally

vacated by Loren Baritz last June but

Alfange had been acting provost since late

1982.

The provost is chief academic advisor on

campus and an internal administrative

leader. Supervision of faculty and academic

programs is the primary responsibility of

the provost.

The University began a nationwide search

for a provost last year at the time of Baritz's

resignation. The candidate Duffey selected

for the position, however, had already
accepted a position at the University of

Tennessee. Duffey initiated a second
search early last month.
According to Stein, candidates from
UMass and outside of the University will be
considered and a decision will probably not
be reached until spring.

"There will undoubtably be over a hun-
dred of these applications," Stein said.

"You can't hurry these procedures."
One administrator contacted yesterday

cited a lack of administrative stability at the
University as a result of the absence of a

permanent provost.

Frederick W. Byron Jr., dean of the

School of Mathematics and natural sciences,

said the University "suffers when you don't

have long term stabUity."

"In the day to day running of the provost's

office, Dr. Conti has been doing a good job,"

Byron said. "But the main problem when
you don't have a permanent provost \s that

projects which evolve over a long period of

time suffer."

students wielding extinguishers, though

residents were evacuated into a cold driz-

zle.

Officials questioned would not say if

notes were found prior to yesterday's fire,

as occurred Monday.
While University sources set the total of

Crampton fires this semester at 15, some
dorm residents claim 17 have now l)een set.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson, who will be addressing the

F'aculty Senate Thursday to request faculty

cooperation in dealing with Crampton
residents having academic difficulties, said

in afternoon press conference that 22

Crampton residents now want to move out

of the dorm.
"We can handle them all," Madson said,

noting swing spaces will be used to ac-

comodate the students, with the Campus
Center Hotel as a backup. "We'll give

them options about moving. We can't give

them refunds."

Madson also acknowledge<l the investiga-

tion's progress.

"There are a number of in-'i.K.rtant

suspects in the case,'* he said. 'Some are

students, some are not. I just wish I could

tell you we are close to .solving it. We are

following up on every lead that comt'S in.

"There have l)een many, many calls from

concerned parents," Mad.son said. "We
cannot alleviate fears by telling them aljout

our investigation and security measures."

"We are helpless in terms of knowing
how to respond to parents," agreed Direc-

tor of Housing Services Joseph Zannini at

the press conference. Zannini also address-

ed last night's Crampton meeting, where
students proposed that he and the fire mar-

shall "live in Crampton for a week so they

can experience the fear and paranoia we
feel."

CANDIDATE ON CAMPUS—Candidate for the Democratic

Presidential nomination Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., enters the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom Tuesday before his speech to about 500 people.

See related story on Spotlight on page 5.

r
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Women overeducated and underpaid P-^

Minutemen pull out 75-73 win over UNH P- 16

It is hard to think at the top,

Stringfellow Burr
J
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AROUND THE REGION
Rape defendants claim cops lied

FALL RIVER (AP) - Two men
accused of raping a young woman on a

barroom pool table testified Tuesday that

police told lies and insulted them during

questioning and failed to inform them of

their rights.

"They were saying what I had done, that I

was a pig, and I was no good," Daniel Silvia

of New Bedford testified in Portuguese

through an interpreter.

Silvia and Joseph Vieira, both 27, took the

stand at a hearing on defense motions to

suppress evidence the two may have given

police on March 7. They were arrested the

previous day after a 21-year-old woman
said she was gang raped at Big Dan's

Tavern in New Bedford.

The case drew national attention when
police reported the woman was raped for

more than two hours while bar patrons

cheered her attackers on.

In addition to Silvia and Vieira, rape in-

dictments were returned against John M.

Cordeiro and Victor M. Raposo, both of

New Bedford.

Accused on accessory charges were

Virgilio Medeiros and Jose Medeiros, both

of New Bedford. The two are not related.

Trial is scheduled Feb. 6.

Silvia said police never told him he had the

right to remain silent and to consult an

attorney.

"No one told me anything," he said. "They

just asked me questions."

Silvia also said police demanded to see

whether he was wearing underwear and

asked him to pull down his pants to show he

was not.

When defense attorney Edward
Harrington asked why he cooperated, Silvia

said, "Because the police do what they want
with us ... because if I didn't, they might

beat me."

Patients may refuse drug treatment
BOSTON (AP) — Patients in mental

hospitals have a right to refuse continued

treatment with antipsychotic drugs unless

they are ruled incompetent by a judge, the

state Supreme Court declared Tuesday.
The high court was asked to answer nine

questions on state law by the 1st U.S. Court
of Appeals. The federal court is considering

a suit by patients at the Boston State

Hospital against the commissioner of

mental health, several physicians and
administrators.

The drugs, which the court said can have
dangerous side effects, are used in the

treatment of schizophrenia and related

conditions to curb possible violence. The
medications include Thorazine. Mellaril,

Prolbcin and Haldol, the court said.

A synopsis released with the ruling ex-

plained. "A patient may be treated with

antipsychotic drugs against his will and
without prior court approval to prevent the

immediate, substantial and irreversible

deterioration of a serious mental illness."

But. it said, this cannot be continued unless

the patient is found incompetent to

determine his course of treatment.

AP Laacrphoto

WHAT IS THIS?—This photo shows two rare North Atlantic whales in

courtship. The whales have become very rare but the New England

Aquarium monitoring the whales have spotted one previously identified

whale with her baby off the Massachusetts coast. See story below.

Fermata helps save the whales
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BOSTON (AP) — Fermata. who spends

her summers frolicking off the coast of

Maine, had another baby this summer and

the birth has scientists excited about the

future of her breed, most endangered of all

the large whales.

The lumbering mother is a right whale, so

called "because they're the right whales to

kill," says Scott Kraus. a research associate

who has spent the last three years

monitoring them in the North Atlantic.

"You can catch up to them in a rowboat."

he said. "They're slow, they float when
dead and they yielded the most amount of

oU and baleen, which was most important

for the corset industry."

Scientists know very little about the

A'hales, so when they spotted the 45-ton

black mammal with her baby off the

Massachusetts coast this summer, it meant

a leap in knowledge. They knew it was the

same whale because of the lump of

thickened skin on her head, shaped like the

musical symbol fermata. which means to

hold the note.

Kraus. who heads the New England

Aquarium research group monitoring the

whales, came to Boston to deliver a paper

Tuesday night on Fermata and her

colleagues, at the Fifth Biennial Conference

on the Biology of Marine Mammals.

"It's significant and encouraging that one

of the known females has given birth to two

calves." Kraus said in an interview

Tuesday. "It suggests at least a hint of a

birthing interval. It could be a four-year

interval, or it could be shorter."

With the population of right whales in the

North Atlantic down to about 2(X). any birth

is important, he said. Scientists estimate

only four or five right whales are born in

the North Atlantic each year.

.
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INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
HOUSING^ERy[CES_

Emphasis on career advancement skills in-

ternship awards spring semester stipends

of $3.65/hr. - 15 hr/wk and 3 credits in-

dependent study.

Interested sophomores and juniors should

submit resume, personal goal statement,

and 2 letters of recommendation by Dec. 9,

1983. Send application materials to:

Joya Jimenez, Intern Coordinator

c/o Affirmative Action Office

307 Whitmore

For information call: 5-0472 or 5-1550

\J^wr after
1 year, senester
M^ after semester,
thTmlk^' pliui fnim Fidelity Union Life

nas been the most accepted, most

popular life insurance program
on campuses all over America
proeram on campuses all over America.

(all the Fidelity Inion Life C^Jftlrf, ,

Find out why. pj^u Associate in vour area: rRX^lliy

Tel: 256-8351 UnionUfc
RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Rd., Amherst, Ma.

i

Wed. Nov. 30 - Sat. Dec. 3

Angelo My Love 7:00

The Great Santini 9:00

starring Robert Duvall

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

11

Balloons for Parties

Singing Telegrams

Bellydancers

call 665-7664

ipOOOOOODOOOoeooooooooeoooooooooooooeo^

$54.99
Campus Center Concourse

Tuesdays and Thursdays

until Christmas

All Leather, Waterproof,

and Goodyear-welted

Many other styles to choose from

TIME OUT
""

i^fflfej DUD

po'clm fmif
^'^"^

T-shirts, hots and oth^r prizes

Drown on th« half hour

storting ot 9:00 p.m.

THE PLACE TO DE

I Amherst's Biggest LittI* Dor

i Amh#rst, MA
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Boston union president speaks on labor situation
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

"You don't have to apologize to anybody because you have

to make beds," was the message that Domenic Bozzottx)

sent to the 60 person gathering in the Campus Center

Tuesday night.

Bozzotto is the resident of Union Local 26, Hotel

Restaurant; Institutional Employees, and Bartenders

Union, Boston. He spoke to the gathering about how his

local won their three-year contract, and what the general

situation for organized labor is in the country.

I am 43 and I have worked in hotels since I was 13. In

Boston the Hotel industry used to be a mom-and-pop in-

dustry The owners lived in the hotels, now it is the

Marriot Chain, AETNA, and ITT," he said. "The Sheraton

and Marriott in Boston are the biggest money makers in

the country for their respective chains. Hotels are the

second highest growth industry behind high-tech. Bet-

ween now and 1986 there wUl be fourteen new hotels, he

said.

Bozzotto said that as the hotel industry grew it changed.

"The hotels became divided into the front of the house and

the back of the house. Fifty percent of the workers at the

Boston Sheraton are people of color, but you could walk

through and never know it." he said.

"We beat the 12 year incumbent union leadership three to

one. The old leadership never identified with the changing

membership. South Boston used to be the largest zip code

on our union's mailing list, now it is the smallest," Boz-

zotto said.

Bozzotto's local includes sue thousand workers in six

hotels in Boston, and in such diverse places as Suffolk

Downs and Harvard University. In 1982 the union and the

six hotels, including the Ritz, squared off over a three

year contract."

"We went about trying to organize people to feel good

about themselves. We borrowed from Jesse Jackson, that

you are somebody. Some of the rooms in the Ritz Carlton

go for $800 a night. Some of the manuals for the maids who

clean those rooms are 35 pages. That is a skUled job. he

said.

Bozzotto said that his strategy included home visits and

talks with union member's families to make them un-

derstand that the struggle around the contract and the

strike that developed out of it was a family affair.

"We drew a map of Boston and found out where our

membership was. This is where the Greeks live. This is

where the Haitians live. This is where this group lives.

We went to community groups in the neighborhoods and

said that you have to get involved in this fight. We are

asking for justice from these hotels." he said.

Bozzotto said that the hotels wanted only five people on

the union negotiating team and no publicity.

"We showed up with 50 and I don't think there was a

media outlet that we missed. Besides the 50 member

negotiating committee we had a 350 member group that

could mobUize the rank and file and help counteract rumors

that the Hotel owners tried to spread." he said.

"They brought scabs in from Texas and put them in the

hotels, but wc went in and talked to them and convinced

them not to work. We set up a large picket line and only

five scabs applied at their Job Opportunity Center. Three

of them were our people who wanted to know what was

going on." he said.

Bozzotto said that now his union has real seniority,

stewards that speak whatever language members are most

fluent in contract language to help end segregation bet

ween the front and backs of the hotels, and a revised

pension system.

"The National AFL-CIO is a paper tiger. Lane Kirkland

should have been figuring out how to call a one day strike

instead of just a boycott against Greyhound. They made 19

million dollars last year and have 60 percent of the bus

business in the country. They can survive the loss

of business but not the loss of confidence. The only

way to win the strike is to keep people from buying tickets

and stop the buses. A victory for the labor movement will

cone when Greyound will deal with the union," he said.

Hanukkah celebration

time to think ofrenewal
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

While reflecting upon the Jewish holiday

of Hannukah. which begins tonight, people

may become inspired to take a step toward
reducing the dangers of a nuclear world,

Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter said Tuesday.

Hannukah. which is the Hebrew word for

rededication. is the celebration of Jewish
leader Judah Macabbee's successful revolt

against the Hellenistic Syrians who oc-

cupied the land of Canaan around the year
165 B.C. During the rededication of the

Jewish temple in Jerusalem, the Macab-
bee's priests could find only one flask of

sacramental oU to burn in the temple.
Although this amount of oil would burn for

only one day, legend says the flame lasted

for eight days.

Perlmutter said that while the fact the

light lasted eight days was astounding, the

true miracle was that Judah Macabbee and
his followers tried to "light one little candle

in the first place."

"They were taking a risk and lighting

something when everything was dark and

gloomy," Perlmutter said.

"One could say there are thousands of

nuclear warheads," he said. "One could say

what could we possibly do. Even if it is not

clear what the results may be, it's im-

portant to light that first candle."

Perlmutter also said he is encouraging

people to renew aid to Soviet dissidents

during the eight days of Hanukkah.

"Hannukah is part of a struggle of freedom

of people who are being oppressed, people

who are not allowed to practice their

religion." Perlmutter said.

During the past year the Soviet Union has

drastically cut down on the number of Jews

who are allowed to leave that country, he

said. "It's easy to forget about it."

"The generjd message of Hannukah is a

message of reassertion. of religious

freedom under the face of oppression,"

Perlmutter said. "It's a reassertion of

hope."

The University of Massachusetts chapter

of B'nai B'rith Hillel has "adopted" a Soviet

dissident and is encouraging the University

community to write letters to Soviet and

U.S. officials over the next few weeks to aid

Jews in the Soviet Union.

Over the eight days of Hannukah Hillel

will sponsor several parties. On Saturday

evening. HUlel wUl begin its annual Han-

nukah party by preparing lathes (poUto

pancakes), at 5 p.m. in the Earthfoods

kitchen. At 8 p.m. the party wUl begin in

Campus Center Room 101.

During that party they will celebrate by
lighting candles on a menorah. The
menorah is a special candle holder with

spaces for eight candles and a shamus. The
Shamus, which means "head" in Hebrew, is

used to light the eight other candles of each

day of Hannukah. On the first evening of

the holiday, only the first candle and the

shamus are lit. One additional candle is lit

on each successive night until the shamus

and all eight candles are lit on the final

nii;ht.

Perlmutter said he encourages students to

participate in one of the Hillel celebrations

or to organize a party in their home or

dormitory. The Hillel office wUl distribute

Hannukah candles, menorahs and

songbooks this week, he said. He said they

also have signs for students to put in

dormitories to advertise their own

celebrations. "They just have to fill in the

time and place," he said.

Bike club hopes to race
By JOHN SHEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The IJMass bicycle Club has begun a

process that it hopes will eventually bring

intercollegiate bicycle racing back to

UMass,
Mike Carpentei . the bike Club president,

said his group plans to file a 20-page ap-

plication with the Office of Athletics and

Intramurals before the close of the

semester, which is the first step in officially

organizing a UMass intercollegiate cycling

team.
The proposed team would compete in

criterium races, several laps around a 2 or 3

mile loop, and bicycle road races. It would

consist of both men and women, having

them train together, but not competing

directly against each other.

Carpenter said he hopes the UMass team

will compete against teams from Yale.

Harvard, and Holy Cross.

"UMass nad a team in the late 60s but it

broke UD." Carpenter said.

Carpenter said the UMass Bicycle Club

also wants to heighten bike use and

awareness on campus and correct the many

problems that face cyclists, noting many

buildings, such as NOPE gym. lack bicycle

racks.

"The administration tries to discourage

automobiles on campus by charging

exhorbitant parking fees, yet they are not

responsive to cyclists." Carpenter said.

Carpenter said the UMass cycling team

should actually be racing next semester but

won't be receiving any assistance such as

uniforms and transportation from the

University. "That should take about a year

because of the application process and all

the red tape." he said.

The UMass Bike Club has been as RSO
group for over ten years and sponsors

bicycle touring trips throughout the

semester as well as an annual trip to Florida

or Virginia during Intersession. The club

also plans to sponsor a bicycle road race

open to everyone sometime before the end

of the academic year. Carpenter said.

Collciriui photo by Andy Heller

PUPPY LOVE—Art History major Tracy Hollander enjoys some time

with Wesley, her golden retriever last week.

Educated women stymied
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

More than half the women in Franklin and

Hampshire Counties have at least a four

year college degree compared with

seventeen percent nationwide, yet jobs

available are equally low status and low

paying, according to Joan Sweeney, co-

director of the Women's Equity Program at

the University of Massachusetts.

The second of a series on working women.

Women's Work and the Creation of Jobs in

Franklin and Hampshire Counties, spon

sored by the The Working Women's Task

Force of the Everywomen's Center, ad-

dressed the increasing importance of job

creation and its impact on women's lives.

A survey mailed to 2000 women

representing every community in Franklin

and Hampshire Counties elicited a 62

percent response rate and "an outpouring of

feeling." according to Sweeney.

"No one had ever asked these questions

before. The situation we have in the Valley

is that of a body of women with an enor-

mous set of resources not being tapped,"

said Sweeney.
Unemployed women unable to work at

low-paying jobs due to child care costs

chose chaUenging positions with a chance to

upgrade their job skills as the number one

criterion for returning to work.

"We were surprised to find that child care

was low on the list and that both employed

and unemployed women shared the same

concerns." said Sweeney.

According to Sweeney, the Western

Massachusetts Economic Development

Conference, which is responsible for

creating jobs and bringing corporations to

the area does little to dispel the feeling that

the Valley offers highly educated people

willing to work for wages 10 percent below

the national level.

"The people making decisions and creating

jobs are people who are unaffected by the

outcome of those decisions. WMEDC is

composed of 95 percent white men,"

Sweeney said.
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Michelob bottles $1.25

TOIif the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Itth Floor -Campus Center -UMass

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall

THE
RIDGE

STRING QUARTET

1st Prize Winners of the prestigious

Fischoll and Coleman
Chamber Music Competitions

FRIDAY. DEC. 2. 8pm
$5.00

RAMSEY
LEWIS
Keyboard

WYNTON
MARSALIS
Trumpet

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL
SUNDAY, DEC. 11. 8 pm

$9,-$7-$5

9Vv3^
A Holiday Evtrovogania (or the Whole Family

Pro/ecf op.ro . HANSEL AND GRETEL
SATURDAY, DEC. 10, 2:30 p.m.

FIv* Coliag* Sludtntt ^/i Pric*. Tickvtt at the Fin* Art* Center Box Of
fic*. DATATIX and Springfield Civic Center. (413) 545-2511 or 1-SOO
243-4842.

With Holidays around the corner we at R & P en-

courage you to come check out our prices, wines

our specialty.

''Serving the 5 College Area

• UMmm

^^shms
Amherst's Full-Line

Microcomputing
Center

266 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002
253-5673

VIC 20 Christmas Package
$299.

Includes: Commodore VIC-20, Datasette Recorder, Modem, 12"

Television, Expanded Memory, Terminal Communications Package

• • • only while supplies last *_Ajt

FALL
GRADUATES
Year • •!•ik

Portraits
•flHMBvfwMr

1-"

460 West Street

253-9742

Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily-

_. ^
Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Csll 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

aiitr>mobiln insiiranrfl and vworltRrc; mmnnnsatinn

NOV. 28 DEC. 2

Hours: 9-12, 1-5

up • 0111 178 CC

or call

.^j.

545-2874/545-0848

Please bring a sitting fee

of $5.00
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i
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Cranston looking for nomination, jobs, peace
..„,... . j_j :. „_ „n ^..» ^ft^^ f« npantiat*. with the Center in conjunction with the nu

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

Calling for an all-out debate on the nuclear freeze issue

and pledging to personally negotiate arms control if elected

president. Sen. Alan Cranston, D Calif., addressed about

500 people at a nuclear freeze rally in the Student Union

Ballroom of the University of Massachusetts Tuesday.

"We need the hardest, longest debate in American

history in this country on nuclear war. We risk surren-

dering ourselves to darkness but this need not be our fate.

Human beings created these weapons and we can control

them," said Cranston, who is trailing former Vice

President Walter Mondale for the Democratic nomination

in recent public opinion polls.

Lashes out at President's policies

Cranston lashed out at President Ronald Reagan and his

policies, accusing Reagan of involving the U.S. directly and

indirectly in four shooting wars: Lebanon. Grenada. El

Salvador and Nicaragua, and lacking true commitment to

arms control.

"For the next 14 months the United States will be led by a

man who thinks the only way to solve every complicated

international (political) problem is to send in the

Marines...The President has not even the slightest hint of

distress that Soviet-U.S. relations are at their lowest point

since the Cuban missile crisis," said Cranston during the

afternoon gathering sponsored by the UMass Peacemakers

and the American Friends Service Committee.

Cranston spoke of his career - long dedication to arms

control and stressed the need for high-level negotiation to

resolve the arms race, as opposed to leaving it to "un-

derlings" who get "bogged" down in details. He also

criticized Reagan's arms control negotiators and the

constant changing otarms control proposals.

"The first year of the Reagan administration was marked

by bellicose rhetoric about limited nuclear war and

(necessity for) test shooting," Cranston said. The

President "feels a nuclear freeze is somehow subversive.

Administration ignores historical realities

The inability of the administration to see world situations

as anything other than an East-West confrontation is to

ignore historical reality in particular regions such as

Lebanon and subsequently to increase the danger of

nuclear war, he said.

"Causes of problems (El Salvador. Lebanon) reside m
poverty and tyranny. Too often we have been indifferent

to poverty and backed the tyranny. If every conflict that

starts anywhere is viewed as an American- Soviet conflict,

it just may lead to an American-Soviet conflict. We must

join together to stop the president." Cranston said.

Cranston praised the successful negotiations conducted

by former President Jimmy Carter at Camp David as an

example he would seek to emulate in achieving a bUateral

freeze on the production, testing and deployment of

nuclear weapons. He called for an immediate moratorium

on testing weapons and a subsequent percentage scaUng

down of the sizes of U.S. and Soviet nuclear forces.

"What is needed is an all-out effort to negotiate with the

Soviet Union to end this folly before it ends us." Cranston

said.

Urges student campaign involvem«»nt

Cranston urged students to get involved in his campaign,

and according to Jackson Katz of the Cranston campaign at

UMass. they are seeking to link the nuclear freeze with

Cranston to make them synonymous in the voting public's

mind, especially students, because Cranston sees the

freeze as the pre-eminent issue of the day

.

Also participating in the nuclear freeze rally were Jim

Crosby. Cranston's on-campus campaign coordinator,

Frances Crowe, director of the AFSC. and Charles Francis

Carroll of the UMass Peacemakers.

"Whenever you talk about a race, you talk about a finish

line. That race (the arms race) will come to an end and

there will be no winners," Carroll said.

Amherst voter registration continues

A voter registration drive held Tuesday in the Campus

Collrrian photo by Drew Oiper

Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., candidate for the

Democratic nomination for President, addresses

UMass students Tuesday. Cranston petitioned

for jobs and peace.

VERMONT IS SKIING

Cut apadi down a mountain. Weave your

way along a tree-lined trail. Alpine or

cross-country, there's so much more to ski-

ing Vermont. Send for our free brochures

and see what we mean. State of Vermont,

Dept. hX Montpelier, VT 05602.

Please send: D Alpine Ski Guide D Inns

D X-C Ski (niide n Full Resort

D Hotel/Motel

1 will be in Vermont.
M<Mnh

Name.
llVawPrinil

Address.

Zip

Center in conjunction with the nuclear freeze raUy and

Sen. Cranston's appearance netted more than 400 new

UMass voters for the Amherst area.
.

, • »u
Sue Amherst voter registrars sat at the table in the

concourse from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and received about 200

change of address requests, besides the 400 new

registrants, said Fran Pheeny, an Undergraduate Student

Senate Public Policy Committee member who organized

the drive.

"I would call it a success," Pheeny said. Action at the

table "got hectic between class changes, but it was a

steady now all day." she said.

Pheeny said she would have liked to address the rally on

"the importance of voter registration and voting in the

nuclear freeze movement," but scheduling problems at the

rally prevented her from speaking.

Collegian staff writers Tami Barton and John O'Connell

contributed to this report.

Qdv^nturo travel
549-1256

TIRES

Resarve Holiday Flights Nuw
Save up to 50%

233 N Plsasant St

Amharat Carriaga Shop*

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7:00*
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lena Haii
Expires 11/30/83

A-78-13
Polyester

Btackwalls

«3200
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ting & trade in, white walls
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FREE CONSUi-TATICNS

Styles by Deborahl
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Tire & Auto
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SKI POWDER WINiER DREaK

UMASS SKI CLUB

WYOMING
TRIP INCLUDES:

JAN 10- 17

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE & TRANSFERS

5 DAY LIFT TICKET JACKSON HOLE
8 DAYS, 7 NIGHT LUXURIOUS CONDOS
COLLEGE SKI FEST ACTIVITIES

(TAX INCLUDED) ONLY $559

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437
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Gifts you want to give

and receive, all at low

prices you can afford!

AmiTican
Tourist*''

American Tourister mix and match luggage

%> OFF!
NYLON TOTE BAG. REG 44 99 32.88

21 IN NYLON CARRY-ON BAG, REG 54 99 39.88

NYLON GARMENT BAG. REG 69 99 44.88

26 IN NYLON PULLMAN, REG 74 99 55.88

26 IN MOLDED VINYL PULLMAN. REG 79 99 59.88

29-IN. NYLON PULLMAN, REG 84 99 62.88

28-IN. MOLDED VINYL PULLMAN, REG 89 99 66.88

Grey nylon with navy trim or grey molded vinyl. Pullmans

with pull strap and wheels, not in fields corner, ma.

O Samsonlte

All Samsonite luggage

Panasonic

REG. 21.99

Electric sharpener
By Panasonic. Pencil sharpener

features auto-stop for minima
cil waste. #KP-100

pen-

OFF
O/ TOTE BAG. RLG 14 99 1124

/O 21 IN NYLON CASE,

. REG 39 99 29.99

26 IN NYLON PULLMAN,
RtG 54 99 41.24

21 IN MOLDED CASE, not shown. REG 4199 31.49

26 IN MOLDED PULLMAN, not shown, REG 62 99 47.24

Handsome luggage for your favorite traveler in

fashion colors Pullmans have wheels and puM

straps NOT IN FIELDS CORNER MA

Webster's
Dictionary

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Unabridged edition

with 2.347 pages, thumb
index. 19 encylopedic

supplements, 3,000

Illustrations, full-color

maps.

REG. 17.99

Mini book light

Great gift idea! Clips to hard

or soft covered books so you can

read anywhere. Uses batteries or

standard outlet. Battery pack incl.

Batteries not inci Stationery Dept

High intensity

lamp

g99
REG. 12.99

Desk style with

adjustable arm.

woodgrain trim on

plastic. UL approved.

SUlmnery Dept

*imi

NOW THRU SATURDAY

Extra shopping hours now
until Christmas!

Available at the Bradlees below.

BmdkH^s VISA

MoifcfCofd HAPPY CHANUKAH

One o« The Slop A Shop Comp«nie$

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

The only way
is not to play
In 1960 the United States and the Soviet Union

had less than 100 long-range land-based missies

between them. Twenty three years later each side

has thousands of missiles and warheads, all more powerful

and effective (i.e. deadly), then those of 1960. Yet we are

far less secure despite all of this nuclear arsenal. Billions

have been spent on weapons. That money might have bet-

ter gone towards dealing with some of the social problems

that will help create the war, before the war that will be

fought with bows and arrows.

Brooke States
Some argue that nuclear weapons will never be used,

and are in fact only a deterrent. The problem with this is

that there has never been a weapon which has not been us-

ed. You have weapons to use them if you need them.

Needing a nuke is like destroying the village in order to

save it—not very smart. Another reason why this argu-

ment is faulty is the gap between human social structure

and thinking, and our technological development.

Consider somebody who is 75 years old this year, and

grew up in South Dakota. They would have been bom m
1908, and could remember World War 1. Imprinted on

their brains are changes that we can hardly fathom. They

would have seen airplanes, nuclear bombs, men on the

moon, pocket calculators, eradication of major diseases,

and the growth of the California vdne industry. In short

technology develops at a certain rate. If we were to put it

on a graph we would see that the end of the line, today, is

rising sharply.

Most of this technological change has been good; but

some including nuclear weapons has not been. Even this

would not be a serious problem, if our social structure had

evolved at an equal rate. But this is not the case. We do

not really understand our relationship to our fellowman,

to the fragile world in which we live, and to life and death.

Our concepts of good and bad, right and wrong, are un-

suited for the nuclear age. If we were to put social

development on the same graph with a technological

curve, we would find that we are rising much slower. The

gap between our technological development, and our abili-

ty to understand the results of that technology is growing.

At some point it will become too large and "go critical."

Leaders, shakers, and movers are trapped by concepts

and abstract theories to an extraordinary degree.

We see in the movie "The Day After" that ther-

monuclear war has been launched to protect our freedom.

The voice from the radio assures us that is done.

(Presumably the premier of Russia is saying the same

thing to a group of dazed farmers on the plains of the

Ukraine.) The problem is that having gone to that length

to protect ourselves, we see that there is little left to pro-

tect. Conservationist Aldo Leopold once said "Of what

good are fourty freedoms without a blank spot on the

map " We should substitute writh for without, and ther-

monuclear war for blank spot. Freedom is worth

something only in reality not as an abstract concept.

Closer to home and reality than the film; the Cruise and

Pershing missiles are being sent to Europe. These are

tremendously destabilizing weapons because of their small

size and ease of concealment. This makes verification a

serious problem. The Soviet Union will retaliate by park-

ing nuclear subs along the East coast, and heavily deploy-

ing nuclear weapons in Eastern Europe. They will also

probably switch to launch-on-warning mode, which allows

far less reaction time for mistakes. These measures will in

turn force us to take additional steps. "And so it goes and

so it goes, but where its going no one knows."

Faced with problems like this and a film like "The Day

After," many people simply feel that there is nothing they

can do. Others go into deep depression, while yet others

preach about nuclear war as some abstract concept.

All of these are disempowering ways of dealing with

nuclear war. One of the things that sections of the freeze

movement are trying to do is "change the game not just

the rules." We must look at not only who runs our country

and makes decisions, but what are those decisions based

on Even in East Germany an independent peace move-

ment is springing up in response to the understanding of

regular people the world over that something concrete

must be done to stop the threat of nuclear war. As the

computer in the movie "War Games" flashed on its

screen, "The only safe.mpye is not to i)lay.

SGA Democracy in Action
The Undergraduate Student Senate at Amherst

has recently come under attack for basically

two reasons; one, that the Student Senate is

unresponsive to student interests, and two, that the Stu-

dent Senate is run by a group of "radical elites." There

also seems to be a gross ignorance of how people Iwcome

involved with the Student Senate as if the Senate whim-

sically or politically appoints people to pt)wer on an irra-

tional, self serving basis. People who believe the above

are completely wrong, that is W-R-()-N-(]. wrong!

Dani Burgess

In terms of being unresponsive to student interests, 1

would like to point out that Student Government leaders

(as well as Student Senators in general) were substantial-

ly responsible in defeating both the fifty dollar tuition

hike as well as the bill to raise the drinking age! Other

issues that the Student Senate is concerned with are, the

Cage renovation, the Coume and Teacher Evaluation

Guide, future tuition hikes, WMUA and its financial

struggle, oversubscribed classes, students and local

government, busses to drinking establishments and shop-

ping centers etc. etc. etc.

A criticism I read recently in a letter to the Collegian

was that Student Senate was not concerned about the

high cost of rent off campus. The person who wrote this

letter didn't take the time to look into what the Student

Senate does or s/he would have noticed that this is a

primary issue that Student Senate is trying to deal with,

essentially through voter registration drives and through

encouraging students to run for Amherst Town Meeting.

(Please call the SGA President's Office for information

on how to do this! It is easy, educational, fun and impor-

tant!)

In terms of whether or not the Senate is democratic, I

have not seen a body with as many or as frequent elec-

tions. In other words, the undergradiuUe Student Senate

at Amherst is (me of the most Democratic bodies I have

ever seen. One hundred and twenty student Senators are

elected from within their residential area. The SGA
President is elected by a general student election, that is

every student has a vote. The speaker and the Treasurer

are elected from within the Student Senate. The Com-

mittee Chairpeople are elected from within their respec-

tive committees and absolutely nowhere can you find a

"totalitarian radical regime" in the Student Senate.

If the students will not vote, then by virtue of not

voting they are silently asserting that whoever is electeti

will represent them. It is very rare that more than ten

wrcent of the student vote at any given election, just as

it is rare for all available senate seats to l)e filUnl. This is

not so much a problem of the Senate as it is a problem of

the students as a whole.
^ • . . o*

If you have any desire to "get involved with the stu-

dent Senate there is a potential chance that the senator

position for your area is empty. If this is the case, it is

relatively simple for you to become a senator. It not, 1

highly encourage you to run next year.

1 have difficulty with [>eople who take time to blindly

criticize and label while at the same time they don't vote

and don't get involved. Care enough to become a part of

the Student Senate. Become involved and l)e an active,

caring and knowledgable student instead of an inactive,

apathetic and uncaring student. It makes you feel like

you are a part of the decision-making process at 1
1
Mass

and it encourages student goverance and input at the

University. By the way, for those of you who might not

know, the Student Activities Trust Fund (SAlh)

generates $1,800,000.00 per year! Students are respon-

sible for the allocation of over $800,000.00! This is not a

typo students control over eight hundred thousand

dollars per year. Undeniably, an "awesome" amount of

money. , ^

Get involved and utilize some of the gams students won

in the sixties and seventies; insure your voice is heard.

There are also a number of different University Wide

Committees ranging from the Academic Matters Council

to the Health Council to the Parking Appeals Board ete.

ete., which have student seats, many of which are vacant.

If you want more information on the University Com-

mittees, the SATF, the Student Senate or if you just

have general questions, please feel free and encouraged

to call 545-0341 at the Senate Office between eight and

four weekdays, or stop by room 240 of the Student

Union.
• ,,,, .

Dani Burgess is a UMass student

Letters
"

Republicans get a bum rap
To the Editor.

The members of the University of Massachusetts

Republican Club have recently been referred to as, among

other things, "blind patriots" and blind suppori:ers of

President Reagan's "insane nuclear confrontational

politics
" In addition to being called insane, the President

has been accused of being a perpetrator of "barbaric

acts," a deluder of the public, and a "token John Wayne.

UMass Republicans have been stereotyped, and have even

been called "demented." As a member of the club, I guess

I should feel offended, but it is difficult to take such at-

tacks seriously in the face of such immaturity. This name

calling and emotional rhetoric is intellectual cowardice,

making the perpetrators of it look like the non-thinkers, as

opposed to their targets, the Republicans.

Examples of this retreat from argumentive essay into

emotional rhetoric abound, the most recent example is

Josh Meyer's column of Tuesday, November 22, where a

fictional character is used as a vehicle to express the

writer's emotional pleas and insults. The heroine of the

column is a giri who has just seen Th^ Day Afier and has

become terribly caught up in the movie's horrors. This is

only appropriate in that the very nature of the movie is

emotional, as it was designed to scare people. In light ot

this, the irony of Meyer's column is incredible when the

giri thinks of the said "paranoia that her President had

provoked." ... x u
All of this is not to say that nuclear war should not be

feared, nor that a certian degree of fear isn't natural, but

fear that leads to decisions based on fear is never rational.

People being scared into making rash political decisions is

verj' frightening in itself. If we, as a society, cannot nse

above our fear to reason, then we will surely pensh.

The movie taught us very little, as most people already

had a good idea that nuclear war would be utter y

devastating. The discussion that followed was truly

enlightening and intellectually stimulating, however, as a

panel of some of the brightest and most authontative

minds on the subject addressed the problem of how to pre-

vent nuclear war. Meyer's fictional character brushed

these great minds aside though, as he writes, ".
.
.and she

listened to the panel discussion where 'great men on the

screen were throwing numbers around like they somehow

had the answer to the nuclear madness." She would

rather dwell on the horrors than listen to the experts and

their various opinions. It made little difference what they

had to say, for she had the answers herself. She "knows^

that the policies of Reagan and his "miserable cohorts

are "insane" and that she must try and "get the bastards

out of office." Unfori;unately, perhaps Mr. Meyer has

drawn and all too realistic view of how some people reach

political conclusions. It is this kind of thinking, or lack

thereof, that might lead our nation into that nuclear con-

.fVontfttion t*>«* '• •« feared' «« - the^ exiBtinr Micy • of

•

'peacedeterence is underminded through so called

movements."
. ^^

As a member of the University of Massachusetts

Republican Club, I should like to make a point that I feel is

crucial. Our goals are the same as our more liberal friends

- peace, freedom, justice, prosperity, eic. Our means of

achieving them are different, however. We like to feel

that our means are more realistic. We are not "blind

patriots." but we do love our country and feel that blind

passivism is a more dangerous threat to our existence

than say, the nuclear deterrent of the United States.

Surely one of the highest virtues is an open mind to

varying points of view. Debate and discussion encourage

higher levels of reason. Decisions should not be made en-

tirely out of fear or without examination. In the words of

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, "We have nothing to

fear but fear itself."

Stephen Erickson
Butterfield

An '^Indian'' misunderstan-

ding
To the Editor,

On the front page of the Collegian of Wednesday,

November 23, 1 am grievously and repeatedly misquoted.

As the issues are sensitive ones, particularly to Native

American people, I wish to clarify my positions.

I am quoted as saying that the negative Thanksgiving

observance "undermines their Indianness" when I actual-

ly said underlines. The negative Thanksgiving is an im-

portant symbol of self-awareness, and as such, is a source

of strength.
,

The statement that Connecticut Valley peoples belong-

ed to no specific tribe" has a connotation very different

from what was intended. It is not the case that they lack-

ed effective political and social organization, which is one

possible interpretation of the statement. Rather. I was

trying to explain that native peoples were not organized

by the principles implied by vernacular and Eurocentric

uses of the word "tribe," but instead identified themselves

with communities. ..» r-

Central valley peoples did not withdraw to Connec-

ticut" after 1676; they moved either west toward the Hud-

son River or, in larger numbers, up the Connecticut River

Ujwara v^ueoec. where they setiieu tiortn ot what is now

the Vermont-Quebec border.

There is widespread ignorance about the native peoples

of this area, and about their history. I regret that one

small opportunity to reduce that ignorance has been

thwarted by it.

Dena F. Dincauze
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UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI Cr PARTYWEEK

Christmas Suntanning Special

SP\S
$15 unlimited visits for 30 days

as little as 50* per day
175 University Drive

Price Chopper IVIali

253-SPAS
good through 12/30

purchase of special redeemable through 1 /31

f

I 7 ^

I The Collegian wishes everyone the§

I best of luck during finals f

Start your Christmas making early

in the Student Union Craft Shop

$3.00
for less than 3 dollars you can make a

leather belt or a pair of silver earrings or

a pottery vase or you can print 40

Christmas cards.

Complete free instruction.

Open 10-6 Mon-Fri, 12-4 Sat.

INIINHIimillllMUIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUlUIMIIIUlllinillll^

WAddes
[FineR'inl'

!• COPIES I
• RESUMES I
• LETTERHEADS |
• ENVELOPES I
!• FORMS I

INVITATIONS I
• TYPESETTING i

1 BOLTWOOD WALK NOW OPEN !!

•h«hl»4 AMbMCkOfl H«fdws>«l

DOWNTOWN AMHERST ^l.!.,'™':*?.; |
256-0148 NOBTHAMPTON

586-9982

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiI

Ym eaa b« • ^art of ^eomlaf ealtadart.

Conlaet Hit CollaiiaM S4S-3S00.

UMASS
Sporting

Goods Co-op
your sporting goods

your sport'*:J goods

your sporting goods

your sport/ng goods

your sport/ng goods

your sporting goods

your s:

connection

connection

connection

connection

connection

connection

SALADS SUBMARINES

11 AM TO 2 AM / 7 DAYS

33 E PLEASANT ST .
AMHERST / 549 5160

^0HA
\X4e thrive

competition.

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadiey.

The Informaticn Lota Eank
and Taped Information
Phone Service have
what ycu need to
know about campus
policies, events,
and schedules.
Call, or stop
by room 227
Whitmore.

DECEMBER i^ALENDAR
Sponsored by

The Mass. Daily Collegian

MONDAY

DON'T Bl
LIFT IN
THE

DARK!

TTTESDA^TwEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

"^^ ^r
Collegian

VMY MOKNINOI

"Shadow of a Gunman" In

reportory with "Bedtime
Stories" Dec. 1-3, 7-10

Rand Theater. FAC

Women of the Calabash 8 PM
Sage Hall, Smith College

Ridge String Quartet

8 PM FAC
"ABC: American Born
Chinese" by Charlie Chin

Bowker Auditorium

W. gymnastics -

UMass Invitational 7 PM

M. hoop - Bentley, 1:30 PM
W. hoop - Vermont, 7 PM

Linda Horvitz Post

Gallery exhibit at Herter Gallery

Reception

Opera Workshop
Bezanson Recital Hall

FAC

Speak-out on Violence Against

Women 7 PM Skinner Hall

Auditorium

Vocal Jazz Ensemble
Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

wrestling sjouthern Conn, f»
7:30 PM "
The Euromissles: Why? What
next? A debate and discussion

with former security advisor

under President Carter David

Aaron 8 PM Merrill I Amherst
College
Speech by Elaine Sorenson on

Comparable Worth and Pay

Equity 7 PM Jones Library

Five College Orchestra

FAC Concert Hall

Julius Lester on

"Writers on Writers and Social

Responsibility" 8 PM Herter

231

Rim on Pornography, "Not a

Love Story" 4 PM CC

Youth Wind Ensemble

Bowker Auditorium

Wrestling - Albany, 7:30 PM

W. hoop - Yale 2 PM

M. swimming
1:30 PM

Springfield

Ramsey Lewis

Wynton Marsalis 8 PM FAC

W. swimming - Maine 1 PM

16
W. hoop - Springfield 7:30 PM

Half Day Reading Day

Collegian concludes publishing

for semester

Final exams begin

M. hoop - Dartmouth, 1 :30 PM

Santa comes to Amherst Ctr.

Finals

AMHERST S MICROCOMPUTING CENTER

'@m%
Stop by and see us for

all your computer needs.

^hh No'!' P »-,iSrt'^! St

AT-'^f.rst KAA C ' 002
4- i ^6J 5fc

Christmas

CUSTOM
PRINTED

SPORTSWEAR
T-ShirU • Paimters Cmpa • JackHt

Bmsebmil Hats • Swemtshirts

• Greek Lettering •

• Letterimg WhUe You WaU •

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
FrmtenMet • Sororities • Clubs

HAMPSHIRE MALL
S86-9205

HADLEY }

Furnari Jewelers^
9i> ''Oi? c^c^O^-^cii? (ic^Ci^'^rxs^ <tc^(»^"«t:ii nSj

Keepsake Jewelers ^

I
fO% Student D'^^^^'-'

|
Expert Jewelry Repair or

Hampshire Mall

Hadiey 586-8222

Specialists for Ail

Your Travel Needs

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES

• HOTEL RESERVATIONS
• CHARTER PACKAGES

• TICKETRON
• CAR RENTALS

• CRUISES
• AMTRAK

Campus Center (2nd FIcxx)

U. of Mass. Amherst, 01003
545-0500

ALL FOR
ONLY

Special Introductory Offer

(Regular rate $45 for single room.)

For information or

reservations

call (413) 584-3100

HOTEL NORTHAIvlPTON

36 King Street, Norttiampton

Massachusetts 01060

Your place m history.

XT
'Bas«d on one room with up to 4 person occupancy

Valid only Friday— Sunday nlghls

Good Food at Great Prices

FOR BREAKFAST
^. TWO FGG Si>ECIAi

Chilled iulce, hot coffee 2 large eggs,

home fries & toast onlv Si .96

•upmsTorasNor
nVL t, MA0I.1V/AMNCMT

Mli|gpl» 2564SS9
ilN.-TMIS. ni.tttT.

«UI.-31UI «».

Campus
CArrJ.

Visit our X-Press 24 location

in the Newman Center today.

i«;^??5»!^s»s

Wne step beyond

Fashion footwear

$10. off all Zodiac Boots

r..-«aTFELT LEATHER

Monday - Saturday

9:30 - 6:00

Friday till 8:00

Sunday 11:00-4:00

253-5135
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Black Affairs Arts
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lawyer
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collefnan Staff

The government of the Philippenes has become a "con-

jugal dictatorship" which is oppressing the people of that

nation, said ChariU Plana, a Philippene lawyer who spoke

yesterday at Amherst College.

But oppression is not new to the people of the Philip-

penes, its history is one of "occupation, colinization, and

domination," Planas said.

Planas has been the only woman ever to hold the position

of Director of the Philippene Chamber of Conunerce. In

1978, she escaped to the United States after being jailed

during the elections where she ran for director of Social

Service's.

Since 1521, Philippene people have endured nearly 400

years under Spanish colonialists, 48 years of American

domination, and 3 and a half years under the Japanese

during world War II. In each case. Planas said, the in

vaders claimed to be the liberators of the Philippene

people. 'When are we going to do our own liberation by

ourselves?," she said.

Though the "liberators ciauned their actions were vn the

best interests of the Philippene people, Planas said the real

reason was the Philippines represent a good source of

cheap labor."

The Marcos Government has encouraged American in-

vestors to take advantage of the poverty of the Philippene

people, Planas said. Oslensibly, the purpose of the pobc^

IS to attract foreign capital, Planas said. But its purpose is

to solidify its standing with the U.S. government, which

supplies the military might that keeps Marcos in power.

The Reagan administration is giving $450 million in

military aid to the Marcos regime, she said.

The recent assassination of Aquino has turned the middle

class against Marcos and has solidified opposition against

him. Business people who used to curry the ad-

ministration's favor "are now leading demonstrations in

spite of warnings by Marcos." she said.

But while Planas said there "is no stopping the in-

dependence of the people." the problems of her country are

profound. Given the present U.S. policies, even if Marcos

is deposed, she said it is likely that there"will be a military

take-over that will be even more repressive."

Women of the Calabash to per-
form at Smith
Dedicated to the preservation of traditional African music

forms. Women of Calabash, a three piece African en-

semble, draws music from Africa. Latin America, the

Caribbean and Black America, to expose its audience to

new sounds.

According to the ensemble's founder, vocalist and per-

cussionist Madeleine Yayodele Nelson, the group sings and

plays types of music people are unfamiliar with using

instruments made from natural materials.

The ensemble gets its name from the calabash, a gourd

that grows in Africa which is used to make the percussion

instrument featured in the ensemble's music. • The en-

semble also uses instruments made from bamboo and

wood.

Nelson said she started the ensemble after working with

other percussion ensembles, whose members were

predominantly male where she could not be as creative as

she wanted to be.

Nelson said she thinks women naturally "bring a different

feel" to percussion instruments, but that they traditionally

get less recognition for their talents than men.

She played an instrument called the "shekere." a

variation of the calabash, which makes a rhythmic, rattling

sound, which was easily covered up by the sounds of the

other drummers.

"We have been called 'edutainers' bv Chuck Davis of the

Chuck Davis Dance Company in New York City," she said.

Women of Calabash will perform Friday at 8 p.m. at Sage

Hall at Smith College. MICHELLE HYDE

Lono: more bad craziness

or, Hmiter goes to Honolulu

ABC teacher—''Charlie" Chin, fnitariat, writer,

composer, actor and teacher will perform his one

man show; ABC: American Bom Chinese in

Bowker Anditorium at the University of

Massachusetts on Friday Dec. 2 at 8:00 p.m.

Amherst

insurance Agency

20 Gatehouse Rd.

Amherst, Massachusetts
(413) 263-9387

Auto - Motorcycle - Renters

1 2th ANNUAL BUSH DASH

Work semester Break
We offer excellent earning potential from

end of December thru end of January. If

you live from the Cape thru Southern N.H.,

Greater Boston, Worcester and west from

Springfield thru Northampton and are over

18 and dependable, you can work, depen-

ding on your availability, 20-35 hours a

week and start at $4.75 an hour.

Nationwide inventory service needs to

supplement out present staffs of auditors

in taking physical inventories in various

retail stores. Must have weekend,
weeknight availability, day hours also

possible. A good work reference for the

future. Must have phone and transporta-

tion. Contact Student Employment Office

by Dec. 6 for interview schedule. EOE.

niiarhnrtiwifa

THE MOVIE

FRIDAY
DEC. 2
MAHAR AUD
7 9:30&12 '

ADM.$1.50
Sponsored by
Union Video Ctr.

The Curse of Lono (Bantam)

Hunter S. Thompson and Ralph

Steadman
158 pages; $10.95

By NEAL O'SHEA

Collegian Staff

A new Hunter Thompson novel. My first

impulse is to rush out and load up on MDA
and while driving around Amherst in a huge

red convertible, charging the whole thing to

the Collegian. No. A clear head must

prevail. It is the correct choice as The

Curse of Lono is actually a cohesive novel,

unlike the almost surreal Fear and Loathing

m Las Vegas, or The Great Shark Hunt.

The current round of "Bad Craziness"

takes place in Hawaii where Thompson and

the crazed English artist Ralph Steadman

are observing the Honolulu Marthon at the

Expense of Runner Magazine .
There are

the usual trademarks of drugs (mescaline

on a fishing expedition), booze (driving

around in a Mustang, drinking gin), and

horror (staying in a house that almost

washes away).

But this book has more than that. There

are historical excerpts of Captain Cook's

ill— fated jouney to Hawaii in the 1700's.

Cook was mistakenly believed to be the god

Lono, but was later disembered by the

natives. Thompson works in a similar

manner and also becomes ostracized from

the island of Kona, where Cook met his

death. Thompson clinches it by proclaiming

that he is Lono during a crazed frenzy

brought on by landing a marlin and clubbing

it to death with a huge Somean war club.

One sure thing is that Thompson is slowly

changing his pace. Journalism is just too

tiring these days. "Journalism is a ticket to

ride, to get personally involves in the same

news other people watch on TV—which is

nice, but it won't pay the rent, and people

who can't pay their rent in the 'Eighties are

going to be in trouble." Not such gre&i

news for people like me, but just about

anyone else will have a good time.

Larry Devine, Letitia Ord and Laureen Kapin star in the Rand

Theater production of Sean O'Casey's Shadow of a Gunman.

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27

TRIP INCLUDES:

5^/. DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL orCONDO

MEALS ^0— . c»™-K,.. «-,«r, HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTIES , LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTLE RACES, FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES

FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES NASTAR RACES

SUGARBUSH COUPON BOOK. EQ. EC

HOTEL PACKAGE ^** •^^"'^ only S 1 54

CONDO PACKAGE a*»"a««n only S189

HMT 100 PtOm TO SIGH-Uf Vlli DC aJGIBU FO* A FREETRIP

^ LAGNAF 84
- INfO 545-3407 400 STUDENT UNION

ed like to

introduceyou to

The Adult

TOP of the CUVIPIIS

11" FIX>OR CAlVIPtS CENTER IMISS

PRESENTS

Interskate 91 has times available for Private Parties

call Jay McCoy at 586-8345

2 Fashion Show
Luncheons /

"career Dressing into Evening V^ar",

DECEMBER 6&7
12:30 to 1:30pm

Featuring Fashions From

m mtarMhs
fWMDOR

Cosmetics From •

mERLE noRmflfi

'.•.SSSSSSStWrW :<•:v^:•^^:•:•:•:v:v:r:v:!:r::W:W^v•:•:•:•^:•^w^^^^

4S»C«^

The Honolulu Marathon, as seen by the ever-warped Ralph Steadman

artslines...
The UMass Department of Theater will

present its production of Sean O'Casey's

Shadmi of a Gunman Dec. 1-3 and 7- 10 in

the Rand Theater. All performances will

begin at 8 p.m. For further information,

call the Fine Arts Center Box Office at

545-3511.

Open auditions will be held for the Jaco-

bean tragedy, Ti.s Pity She's a Whore,

from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. on Dec. 4 and 5 in

room 204 of the Fine Arts Center. Anyone

wishing to audition must sign up for an

audition time. For further information,

call 545-3490.

The Amherst College Department of

Dramatic Arts & Dance will present a

Festival of One-Ad Plays in Kirby Ex-

perimental Theater during the month of

December. The student-directed plays in-

clude He's Dead All Right, Hopscotch and

The Boor, which will be performed Dec.

1-3, The Jealousies ofBarbouille and Sister

Mary Ignatious Ejrplnms It All For You,

which will be performed Dec. 5-7 and Im-
promptu and Cowlxrys II, to be performed

Dec. 9-11. All performances l)egin at 8

p.m. For further information, call

542-2277.

The Five College Orchestra, under con-

ductor Dennis Burkh, will continue its third

season with a concert on Monday Dec. 5 at

Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Holoyoke College,

and another on Wednesday Dec. 7, at John

M. Greene Hall, Smith College. Both con-

certs will begin at 8 p.m. and are free of

charge. For further information, call

256-8316.

Coleman Chamber Competition winners,

The Ridge String Quartet, will perform at

8 p.m. on I3ec. 2. at the Fine Arts Center.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office, the Springfield Civic

Center and at all DATATIX outlets. For

further information, call 545-2511.

' 7 know the mind of Ireland because I am within it."

M. 7 W. Itn. •«• »m
Ihe Rand Iheotef presenti

Bedtime Story &
The Shadow of a Gunman
by Sean O'Casey
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shoe SALE
shoe SALE

shoe SALE
shoe SALE

shoe SALE
shoe SALE
shoe SALE
shoe SALEV^/Z.-^A-Z/Z/A^i^

20-50% savings
on all fall shoes

also many boot specials

the
SHOE

Ay^A^ 187 n« pleasant St., antherst

Tonight is

Dynasty niglit

with

Giant TV screen at

All Well Liquor Drinks 95°
(music won't start till the show is over)

Free Champagne
for Ladies

from 8 - 10:30

25 off on all

Liquor and Drinks

COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

FOR

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX

Dec. 5- 9 9:00-4:00

DEC. 12-16 9:00-4:00

DEC. 19-22 9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

AH.rm MiAiKM l*\KrY'6 ]/IC£
'

P0U5HIN(j WHAT 15 HOPSPW BE

THi i^oerexciriNO iiceecH w bc

Milrd by MargarrI Karrar and Trudc Jaff«

Scrod Dan DeBellis

EfiCH GflLfiV,V CONSISTS OF

BILLIONS m BILLIONS

OF STARS.-..

4

N0UJ,7HERB m^ d/LUONS
ftNb BILLIONS OF 6nLf\)LIFS

IN BMSTENCB, TMS NEMS
rHeHEmE...B/uiONS'.

•AND BILLIONS ANL>

BULioNS fiNbEBB-

lLLimmBBBILL
IONS f^NO B.

BBILU0MS\

COME Bf^CK TO ^EfiLiry

CftRL BfiBY/

I

Superbad
by G.H,

XT3 MY ^HIUD Y^J^ C0\)^^ Al-lAf^

Ke^fIM' \A)I1H THAT

[ After The Fall
by R. Miller

I HEAR. A LOT OF HXCUSfS,
VOUMG- MAM, AND FRANKLY,

'

I^.SERiOOSLV/ \r

UIAS COMPLETELY
OUT OF r^rCONTftflLl.

WE HAVE rKisaT,set,

AViD SHE LEARMfD
HC,\^1 Ti> ToRM ON
THt G-<VS STO\/g...

Wilson Low
i lrMlfKE^YTR^PPER:3J^TO. TH^T^3 JU5T~~1

JDWISHOT.

f

CJATO D0G5TARMAN a MICKEY. LOOK
OUT! THERE'S Av HORRID INTtdSTELlAR

5UP.N0UT CR£^TURE 6EHIND YOU

LDWIU.HOT J BURNOVJT?! LOOK MAN T
HAVENT EVtN T00CHEDM0OQZIN3-

'

Quentin
bv Mark MacKenzie

IMI IM ^M**" ••w< StatflcMr

ACROSS
1 Offend

5 Same thing

10 Kind of hug
14 Spoken
15 Without power

to act

16 Historic island

17 Optinnistic

18 Country place

19 Came down
20 Picnic poacher

21 Amusement
center of old

23 Gem State s

capital

Washed drwii

Talisman
Hunter In

mythology
Silver tongued

orator

32 While Hocse
nickname

33 Buggy
37 Sort

38 Boomerang
40 Turku, in Sweden
41 Clerks post

43 one swords
44 Silver screen

siren

47 Circulate

49 Strikingly

beautiful

woman

50 Todays frontier

53 Photographer's

request

54 Early jukebox

58 Astern

61 Aweather s

opposite

62 Squirrel's find

63 f^akeeyes at

64 Young salmon
65 Fragment, old

style

66 Kind of market

67 Bench warmers

68 Treat for Pooh

69 G-men

25
26
28

31

DOWN
1 Delay, m law

2 Household need

3 Earnings on the

shadyside

4 Ointment's bane''

5 Shoppers' choice

6 Pointless

7 Neighbor of Ken

8 City on the

Hudson
9 vez

(another time)

10 Guiding lights

1

1

Gre^k name
for Greece

12 Remain
13 Ranked high

21 Table or glass

22 Greek letter

24 Acclaim for

Don Jose

26 Unwanted kind of

rain

27 Jogger siaunt

28 Declaim

29 Bird of myth
30 Well heeled

34 Numu natist's

prize

35 Ben Adhem
36 Kennel

complaint

39 de vie

42 Cards held in

poker

45 Hebrew letter

46 Emstein s sub|

48 Appreciate

50 Some cookies

61 Rice dish

52 Bitter

53 Tennis action

55 Eyewinker

56 Eight, in the

Prado

57 Wear out

59 Took off

60 Norfolk repasts

63 Canceled

1 ? 3 4

1

5 6
,

7 8
'"

1

ift 11 1? 13

14 15 16

17 Tir 19

w
1

tT ??

pflli !P *5

y Lw

i

» JO

P
31

J
5J

'

I
JJ J5

ir-

1

Ti w^ ! 40

41 r in

1
IT" 4b

!r 44

51 sT" ^^^1
54

1

55 56 57

P
58 59 nu

61 ^j

1
64 w ET"

57- w W~
1

Collegian workshop
Maria Black of SCERA, will address

anti-Semitism and journalism

6:30 p.m. Thursday

C.C. Rooms 165-169

Typist Wanted
There is an opening in the Graphics

Dept. of the Collegian for a typesetter.

You must be able to type a minimum of 50

wpm. Experience preferred but not man-

datory. Apply in person at the Collegian

Thursday 6 pm.

DC Menu
LUNCH

Roast Beef Grinder

Chicken a la King with

Savory Garden Biscuit

DINNER
Veal Parmesan
Baked Cod

Newburg Sauce

Ham and Turkey
Cold Plate

Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Chicken a la King with

Savory Garden Biscuit

BASICS DINNER
Eggplsuit Parmigiana

Baked Cod
Newburg Sauce

Weather

Today, partly sunny.

Highs 45 to 50. Part-

ly cloudy Wednesday
night with Lows 25

to 30. Thursday,
variable cloudiness.

Highs 40 to 45.

Todays puzzle
answer
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At Bread & Circus we have the

Lowest Natural
Exxl Prices
in Pioneer Valley. We guarantee it

VVc will match any natuiiil

l<xxl piicf in Pionct-r ViUley on

any il«tn vvi- carry. Or. it you

ha\f idrt-adv lx)iight sornt-tliing

at t)ur sloR' iuul iinci that it's

selling lor less elsewhere we

will rehjnd the dillerence.

FARM FRESH

MILK
On silc ilii> wok: I XII D.tif s t.imi In-sh .ill-naUinil

milk. lx)lh lioiiiom-ni/A-il aiui iion-hoiiioimiu/rd

(Ort-aniliiu) This milk (onus trom a sjxi uil hcnl ol

naturallv-lfd Holsttin rows that aren't given any

arlilKi.d stimulants to intrease pnxiuction. In the

non-liomogetiized variety, the t team isdearlv visible

at the top. just like the old days. We think this milk is

the healthiest and best-tasting milk available

-/• (jsygalSpecid price:

ANJOU

PEARS
This week, we're featuring a new crop of fancy

.\niou p«'ars from Washington State. Besides Ix-ing

sv\<tt and delicious, Anjou pears iire high in vitamins

Bl and Rilxiflavin. magnesium and potassium. We
usuiiUv sell them lor b9c/lb

Specid price. 49 lb

J Bread & C:n-cus Coupon

1 25%OFF
OUR REGULAR PRICES ON

\
All

j
National

j
Brand

I Vitamins
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

ii

Our huge selection features

Thompson, Solgar, Schifl, Plus, Kal,

Nature's Plus, Richlife, and many others

BreadiCircus,

fi
WITH THIS COUPON UNTIL
SUNDAY. DF.CFMBER 4TH

OUR GUARANTEE
At Bread & Circus, wc have a

unique jwlicy— a guarantee

without conditions. I'hat's right. If

vou don't like whatever you buy at

Bread & Circus— for any reason—
we'll give you a full refund, no

questions asked.

HOME MADE
SAUSAGE
I Ins week, we're h.is ing a siKciid on three diflerent

varieties of extra lean jxnk sausage; Itidian sausage,

hot sausage and gaili* ;uid ( lieest- sausagt .Ml are

made at the Bread & C Incus .store, to our exclusive

recipes. And we add no MSCj. nitrates or nitrites.

Our regular price $2.7't/ll)

'1.79.Special price:

LOW FAT

YOGURT
This week. Bread & Ciaus intrtxluces a delicious

new line ot fruited, low-fat, honey- sweetened

yogurt— Sundance yogurt. We're selling ibur

tliflerent flavors; spiced appU-, wild Maine blueberry,

raspberry and strawlx-rry/banana. Made with a high

concentration of milk solids. Sundance yogurt is low

in calories and high in pn)tein and dfxrsn't contain

stabilizers or emulsifiers. Our normal price: 59c for

WHOLE WHEAT

BREAD
.\l.ide csix-ci.tlly lor Bread & Cuius, this stone-

ground whole wluat bread is organic. That means

it's made irom wheat that w.isni grown with

fxsticides or hediicides. hurthermoie. it's all

natural— it contains no artificial ccjiors or flavors, no

chemicid additives, no tillers and no retined sugars.

Whole wheat bread is high in lilxr iind high in_

nutrition— and it's full of flavor

Special price:

one-pound loaffor69

an 8 oz. container

Special price:

three/or99

WHOLE WHEAT ^CROISSANTS
All across the country, Americans are discovering

how great-tasting hot, buttered croissants can be.

Well, this week, we're having a sale on natural

buttered whole wheat c roissants fresh fn)m our own

in-store bakery. These croissants contain no artificial

flavors, colors or chemical additives. Our regular

price; 60c each

Special price: ^
twofor100

llw Bread & Circus ^^^

BulkFood Story
At Bread & Circus, we offer appn)ximately Dry bulk.!

;i{)() (iiflcrent items in bulk— ;ill at extep-

tioniilK low e\(M\'day pnces. CXir bulk ttxds Rolled oats 33c/lb.

include iUl kinds ot grains iuid pastas, herbs Hulled sunflower seeds 89«/Ib.

and spices. Also, we're one of the few stores
Pistachios J3.99/Ib.

m the Unitcxl States with a nitrogen -flushed
MiUer's bran 27</Ib.

liquid bulk dispt^nser It serves oils, syrups,
. ic^nu

,

^ ^
. Short grain brown nce Jbc/ib.

honeys, vinegars, etc.
auwis
Whole wheat bread flour 34</lb.

Why buy foods from our bulk bins and dis- Popcorn 33(/Ib.

pensers? There are many good reasons: 1) j^ .^ granola (special buy) 99c/Ib.

You get the product at a rock bottom price,

since you' n' not paying for a fancy package,

2) You buy exacdy the amount you need, rto Liquid bulkl
more, no less, 3) You see exacdv what you're ^
buying— before you buy. Grade A maple syrup $1.45/lb.

We're proud of our low, everyday bulk food ;
' " ' */

qa^/iu

prices and we think vou'U be pleas.«d with Apple ader vinegar 94«/lb.

them too. Here are a just a lew examples

:

Uncooked clover or

wildflower honey 99«/lb.

Moiid.u iliioughSatmd.n Ma.iii.- '• jJ-in.

Stmd.iv l2-»ip.m.

Monni.un K.irms Mall— Route •>

lladUN, Mass.K hiisetis

(H:M.">«b-'.t<.t:vj

Advertiseil prices are gtxxl thnjugh I>x 4.

R.iin checks available if supplies run out.
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at

the University of Massachusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in the Collegian. Events

are listed the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's

events. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

Thursday

HILLEL COUNCIL - 6 p.m. Dukes Room, S.U.

"THE BIBLE AND HUMAN SEXUALITY" - You are

invited tx) bring a lunch and join Rev. Robin Harden and

others for this Brown Bag Theology. 12:15 p.m. 428 S.U.

READ THE
SPORTS PAGE

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

If you're planning a career in medicine you

owe it to yourself to find out about the Air

Force's Health Professions Scholarship

Program.

Qualified U.S. citizens can receive scholar-

ships for medical or osteopathic school.

Our scholarships inlcude:

Tuition

Required Books
Required Lab Fees

Required Equipment Rental and more

than $550 Monthly Stipend

For Details Contact:

Bruce E. Kiselauskas 413-785-0192 or

call your nearest Air Force recruiter.

Beachcomber Tours
presents

JET TOUR BUS TOUR
m*$279' $17500

Marcri 10-17 or March 17-24 March 9-18 or March 16 25

TOUR INCLUDES

• Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe Motor Coach Transportation

• First Class Ocean Front Accommodations
• Welcome Party with plenty ol FREE BEER
• Discount ID Card
• OPTIONAL: Kitchenettes, Disney .Vorld Epcot Center

Pnce 0(j«k Nul ImluflF A<Sdiliu<l«l tS9 00 lui l.i> • 'I t' A gf.itiiilics

VihtXt DfPOStT RtQUIRlU
IIMIIIU SPACt AVAIIABLE

ALSO AVAILABLE
Jel Ftiqhl Only $21»"

Bus Transportalion Only $138"

Land Package Only $138"

(iiiLliitiek lai ^(MVH r diid qtiiluitlev)

•MAKE Reservation by January 1st, 84 and

SAVE 520°°

IRA

546-5422

CONTACT

Beachconiix loiiis liu . (/lb) b.l^ Sli.\

COLLEGE
SPRING
BREAK

* gieof woy o' Me

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ACT NOW
EXCITE THEM this holiday with genuine

Raybans by Bausch and Lomb. Comfor-

table. Fashionable. Durable sunglasses that

are known around the world to be the finest

made. Call Bruce 549-2879

Minifridge - new $70.00 Folk Guitar

sound $80.00 Tim 665-3951

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Mazda 626 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

1975 Datsun 280Z 4-speed black

cond. Taking BO call 546-8236

60000

exc.

I 1979 Chavette
545-0842 or 253-3901

miles Roland

76 Honda good condition AM/FM moving

must sell 665-7530 eves BO
1975 Peugaot 504, reliable $1300 or best

offer 549-6728 evenings

76 TR7 good cond. + extra parts $2,500

after 9 pm Dave 546-7119

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA

•X-

^ Run For Ritter Road Race: The Road

^ Race Committee is now accepting applica-

^ tions for the following positions for the

^ following positions: Prize Director, T-shirt

^ Director, First-aid Director, Course Direc-

tor, Greek and Dormitory Directors, PA.
Director, Water Director, Clean-up Direc-

tor, Finish Line Director, Computer Direc-

tor, Treasurer, Police Director, Student

Recruiter. All positions are voluntary. Ap-

plications and job descriptions can be pick-

ed up at the table on the first floor of the

Newman Center. Applications are being ac-

cepted until 12/2.

Enamel Earrings in a handsome gift box, 6

pairs for $5. Call evenings Lisa or Mary Ann
549-7611.

ENTERTAINMENT

•x-

•X-

Ve-

nice •X^The awesoma pladgas of Chi Omega:

^ Hope you has a memorable weekend I Stay

jf psychedl Love, the Sisters

¥: PattI and Kathyl What a woman I Here's

•X-to Peter Panski and IntersessionI Love ya,

¥: Gumby

j^ Dear Sowwoman, I can't believe you

^ finally made it; and your still alivel "no"; "I

"X" swear", I never thought you would ever

•X" reach the big "2.0". Here's to "Girlscout

•X- Cookies " and "playing shit". Have a good

^ one and remember me; your friend forever,

^ Seacow; (baby seacow that isl) P.S. one of

^ these days we are gonna be calf, bound just

^ you wait and seel

^
^ All cultural center and clubs, craftspeo

^ pie, artists and musicians interested in par

Holiday Jobs for Social Change. Take

action on acid rain and consumer fraud this

vacation. Work with MASSPIRG's
outreach & fundraising staff to build a

citizen network. Will train. Call Terry at

256-6434. Positions in Amherst. Worcester,

and Boston

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739
LOST

plastic frames 11/21

FOR RENT

Amherst Center room in house for 2

females cheap available Jan 1 call quick

Lisa or Bonnie 549-5799

Intarsassion single and double occupancy

rooms modern facilities call Dave 549-7583

253-9071

One bedroom available in 4 bedroom
Swiss Village apt. 174 mo includes

everything call Wendy after 7 253-3971

One badroom apartment, Puffton,

549-1331

One double room in

on call Matt 549-6999

Puffton from Jan 1

Part-time Christmas help. Good pay.

Good hours. Good location. 253-3834

S anytime

•X- —======
•x-

•x-

•X-

•x-

•x*

X-
•X-

•X-

•x-

•x>

Pair of glasses.

please call 6-6953

Lost thin black rimmed glasses in purple

w/black trim velvet case. Please call

546-7352
^

Glasses in case in or near Newman Center

call Teresa 549-1703

MIZZ LIZZ

Happy Birthday Skizzial 21 and a ton of

funi See ya at Fitzs. C, M, H, & M

PERSONALS

Beautiful view 4 bedroom house South

Amherst on busline$750 253-2945

•••• Collage •••• Spring •••• Break ••••

jL • • Round Trip Jet HIght or Deluxe •

!!• Motor Coach Transportation •

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Woman's Shoes Chaap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$12.

If interested please call 549^)533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

180 Skis, Poles, Bindings used twice

$125.00 also ski boots $50 call Andy
549-4867 after 6 pm

IWIOlOr \#0»cn iraii»|#»*ii"»»»»"

ocean front accommodatlon7 night •

jt - • Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

2 "Make reservations Now and Save »20

* • Check out our table in the

^* CC Concourse or call 646-6422 •

"X- *> p*A*Y*T*0*N*

A

*••B*E*A*C*H ***

jLThe Collegian will be printing a weekly

J edition on Thursdays during Interswsion

•X-

•x-

•X-

•X-

•Jf

¥:
•X-

*
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

*
•X-

*
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

^
•X-

•X-

•X>

<X-

•X-

*
-X*

•X-

^
"X-

•X-

•x>

ticipating in the Orchard Hill /Central Holi-

day Festival please contact Debbie at

665-7020 or John at 546-6534

Great Christmas Stocking Stuffer

-"ACID, Don't Rain on Mel" bumper

sticker. $1.00 with self-addressed stamped

envelope to: FM Novelties, Box 562, West

Lebanon, NH 03784

SUGARBUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR

Sugarbush Valley

Ski & Perty Week Jan 22-27

5 'h day lift ticket 5 nights lodging

hotel, with meals or condo

free beer & wine parties, hot tub party

long underwear party, turtle races

Nastar races, Sugarbush coupon book etc

Hotel Package only $184

Condo Package only $189

for more info call 546-3437 LAGNAF84

Mary Twomey deserves a "Happy Birth-

day" from her friends. Bongreath

Ski Powder Winter Break
Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare & transfers

transportation to & from airport

8 day - 7 night accomodations

gorgeous condos, wine & cheese party

hot tub party, beer slalom, free t-shirt

5\4 day lift ticket for Jackson Hole

for more info call 545-3437

Hey Schonberglll
Happy Big 21 II I Party

nite. Okie dokie?
at least Friday

Love ya - LJ

Ms Ryan;
Happy 23rd - have a great day I (Tough,

have one anyway) I love you very much;;;;

MS LJG
2 The Collegian (Wee will be o!>»nJ"""fl J ps-shall we dance?/ Is this a PDA? ;

5 January, Mon-Fn, to sell display and J

Quean oak waterbad waveless $300 or

BO 323-5964 after 6 pm
Bed, table h 5 chairs Roland 545-0642 or

253-3901

Skis - K2 shorts, 195cm, barely used.

Boots - Nordica Cosmos, size 10M, good

condition 125 for both call Kim 549-6689,

Dave 549-7756

Great Gift Ideal New Brother EP20

typewriter weighs only 5 lbs, n>emory

retails at $225 my price only $110 going

classified advertising.

^ The Warriors SUB 5, 7. 97 1 1 Wed 30th

4(> Michelle S. happy Belated Birthday, final-

es' ly legal, about timel Hope to see you at the

^ meat maricets in Amherst Pater & Juan

"X" SKIERS: Ever consider taking off a

-X" semester to ski? Let my brochure be your

4f guide to adventurel Send $1 to: Box 783

jf> Quechee, VT 06069
^

* JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE-
* JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE-
S JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE-
5 3ACKS0NH0LEJACKS0NH0LE

<X>

•X-

•x-

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, esses, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED
~

Ride neaded to Genesis Hartford Civic

Center Dec 1 will payl Call 546-6375 or

546-6368 keep trying!

•x-

•X-

•x-

•x-

•X"

•x-

•X-

•x-

•x-

•x-

•X-

X-

•x-

•x-

•X-

•x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

X"
•X-

•x*

X-
•X-

X-
•X-

•X-

X-
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

*
•X-

•x-

•X-

•x-

•X-

•X"

•X-

•x*

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-

RIDERS WANTED

Rider to Los Angeles
Doug 323-7774

leav after finals?

ROOM WANTED

Quiet female looking to room with other

females Spring '84 prefer Coloniel Village,

call Erica 6-5340

Looking to rent room in apt. or house
near bus route call Bob 546-9198

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wanted to share 2 bdr
253-3633, 545-2375 eves

apt Amherst

Looking for 1 or 2 females for spring

semester at Brittany Manor call 253-5660

Wanted: male roomrnaxe to share apart-

ment at Col. Village starting immed 100 mo
-»- call 253-7178

Nonsmoking female to share room in 2

bedroom Brandywine apt available Dec 1 or

Jan 1 549-5951

SERVICES

Airwaves TV - Audio 15 East Pleasant St

Amherst only complete Audio & Video Ser-

vice Center 549-0135.

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions. theses, etc . 666-3414 anytime

TYPING. Papers, cases, resumes, letters

IBM Selectric 1.25/pa. Nancy 549-6082

SKI CONDO

Sugarbuah SkiCondo for intersession !4

mile to slopes - wash /dry - fireplace Dec 26
- Jan 31 $295 54^5653

WANTED

Experienced tutor naadad for Accoun-

ting 321 please call 253-3313 Sheron

Buying Class Rings, Gokl and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith. 25 North

Pleasant. Amherst, 256-0710

Security Guards for evenings in Amherst

aree. Ideal for retired, college student or se-

cond job. Call 774-3092

Apartment wanted to sublet over In-

tersession within walking distance of cam-

pus. Pleese call Debbie 6-8498 after eleven

WANTED TO RENT

2 females want space in house or apt

Amherst area for spring semester call

5<6-3293

1 am looking for a two or three

bedroom apt in Amherst, North Amherst.

call Paul or Tony 665-7806 starting Jan 1

2 bedrooms in 4 badroom apt available

Jan-Aug Craig or Rory 266-0089

Mala grads looking for 1-3 bedrooms
near campus for intersession. sprir)g and/or

summer and/or fall call 545-2688 Dharma

reSis at $225 my price only $110 going ^ j aCKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE ^ 54ft«88 keep trying! fr '•^"J?2!g« ^^^^u.u,^u,**^Jc
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Minuteimenhang in for first win, 75-73
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Well, they certainly know how to put on an

exciting show. Carl Smith's double-pump

fake with two seconds to go gave the

University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team an exciting 75-73 win over

those hustling Wildcats from the University

of New Hampshire after the Minutemen
had blown a 22 point lead.

UNH led by three, their biggest lead since

early in the first half, 73-70 with 1:22 left in

the game when sophomore forward John
Hempel was fouled as he sank a 10-foot

jumper. Hemple sank the foul shot and

recovered a UNH turnover with 25 seconds

to go when UNH was trying to set up the

last shot.

That set up the game winner to Carl

Smith.
The shot saved face for UMass, who was

superb in the first half running out to a 46-

32 halftime advantage built upon stellar

defensive efforts by Edwin Green (three

blocks). Donald Russell (three steals) and

the hustling play of Craig Smith off the

bench.
'

In the second half. UNH outscored UMass

27 10 over a six minute span to even up the

game.
"We were concerned about our mental

intensity before the game." UMass Coach

Ron Gerlufsen said. "We stopped thinking.

We have to learn to be patient offensively.

The mental sharpness left us for 10 minutes

in the second half.

"We are not a team used to playing with a

big lead coming into the second half." That

is true and UMass got sloppy and UNH was

right back in the ball game. With the hot

shooting of senior Al McClain leading the

way and a pressuring half court press that

forced numerous turnovers (and left Carl

Smith without a player to inbounds the ball

to three times as the five second limit

expired) killed the big lead.

"I'm a little disappointed in our play.

Gerlufsen said. "We just didn't handle it

mentally." .

However, when the Minutemen got their

game in gear, they walked all over New
Hampshire. "We played very well in

stretches." the coach said. The first big run

came in after UMass struggled to take the

lead on a Braun layup at 21-20. In the next

four minutes, Massachusetts proceeded to

outscore the Wildcats 11-2 and was in

command for the first half.

UMass opened the second half, in a

situation that they haven't seen much in

past years, with a big lead. They increased

to 22 points with hoops by Neysmith and

RusseU and then thev fell asleeo.
.

Dan Nolan, the game's high scorer with

24, started to gun and it didn't help when

Green had to be sat down with his fourth

foul. And when Nolan took a break,

McClain shot them in from the outside.

All which led up to the designed play after

UMass took the ball with 25 seconds to go

and Carl Smith took it to the hoop in a

crowd of Wildcats.

"Carl always knows the situation,

Gerlufsen said. "Being the smart player he

is, he went to the hole." And instead of a

bitter opening game loss, UMass is 1-0 for

the first time in five years.

Neysmith. Russell, and Hempel all scored

16 for UMass with Hempel pulling in nine

rebounds. McClain hit 18 for UNH, which

drops to 0-2. UMass can move to 2-0 with a

win Saturday against Bentley at 1:30 p.m.

in the Cage.

Tough loss for Hoopsters
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team gave a good effort but came

out on the losing side once again as Big East

powerhouse St. Johns defeated the

Minutewomen by a score of 71-64 at Curry

Hicks Cage last night.

The Minutewomen were led by center

Karen Damminger's 22 point, five rebound

performance. She filled in well starting for

the injured Kelly Collins, who will return

for the hoopwomen's next game.

She was supported by Barbara Hebel who
scored 14 points and added four assists.

Rebecca Kucks had a perfect night shooting

four for four from the field and five for five

from the foul line to collect 13 points while

also pulling down live boards.

"It was a good effort. There were a few

crucial situations where we missed a few

free throws and had some costly turnovers,

and that hurt us. The pace of the game took

a lot out of us, but all in all we're very
pleased," Coach Barbara Stevens said.

Both teams came out at the start of the

game shooting cold. The Minutewomen's
defense was tough and they forced St.

Johns outside and into a lot of turnovers (25

altogether), while building up an early 13-6

leaa.

But veteran Coach Don Perrelli quickly

called timeout to re-group his experienced

squad. They responded by closing the lead

to 13-12, as they began to turn things

around and force UMass to make mistakes.

However, the Minutewomen held tough and

did stay ahead throughout most of the first

half until the last four minutes when St.

Johns pulled ahead to take a 39-32 halftime

lead.

In the second half, Hebel came out and hit

three straight shots to pull UMass within

41-38. But the young, enthusiastic

Minutewomen were just overpowered by

the veteran squad, which began to run its

fastbreak well and hit their shots and went

up by a 49-40 count.

St. Johns added to this lead, but the

Minutewomen made a good attempt at a

comeback, led by Damminger's inside

game, only to get into foul trouble and end

up coming short by seven points.

Faye Gerald led St. Johns with 18 points

and some good shooting. Senior center

Dianne Pugh added 13 points, while pulling

down nine rebounds and controlling the

front of the basket.

"Karen played well for us," Stevens said.

"Her main problem is getting into foul

trouble, but she stayed out of it tonight and

played good inside and off the boards. Our
main problem was that we couldn't get

anything going offensively for a lontf

stretch. If we kept the momentum going,

we would have done better, but they played

well."

The hoopwomen bring their disappointing

0-3 record back into the Cage on Saturday

night as they try to rebound against the

University of Vermont, who they defeated

last year by a score of 63-59.

Hoover leads UM to first win
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Correspondent

Freshman Mike Hoover's three first place

victories paced the University of

Massachusetts men's swimming team to a

narrow 57-56 win over Tufts University

yesterday at Boyden pool.

On the victory. Coach Russ Yarworth

said, "I am pleased with the way the guys

swam today; we beat a really good team. 1

can't think of a better way to begin the

season. It's a promising start."

Hoover won the 200 Individual Medley,

the 200 Breaststroke. and swam a strong

leg for the 400 Medley Relay team which

defeated Tufts by a wide margin. Of the

talented freshman. Yarworth said "He

swam an excellent meet. It's easy to see he

s one of the best in New England this

vear."

In other events, Chris Porter won the 200

freestyle, Chris Clarke won the 200 but-

terfly, and Mark Surrette won the 200

backstroke. These three also teamed with

Hoover in the 400 medley relay victory. In

both the 1000 and 500 freestyle UMass
swimmers placed second and third to

further aid the team's cause.

Diver John Macurdy also played an im-

portant part in the win. Since both the

swimming and diving results are used m
determining the final score, losses in the

two diving events could have shifted the

outcome either way. But Macurdy took

first in both the one and two meter com-

petitions as he led the divers to a 12-6

triumph.

The victory was an upset of sorts for

UMass Yarworth said. "This is the first

time since 1978 that we've beaten Tufts.

Photo by Dmvid Dcubcr

JUMP SHOT—Donald Russell tangles with UNH's Andy Johnston as he

hits for two of the 16 points he scored in the Minutemen's 75-73 opening

win.

Sports Log
by TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

basketball, has lost its luster due to the

expanded playoffs.

On to more exciting things: college hoop is

back, and looks really good. North Carolina

is the early favorite, along with Kentucky,

who looked mighty tough in destroying

arch-rival Louisville. UCLA should also

come back after its obscurity due to

probation...Who is Anthony "Spud" Webb,

and why are we cheering for him? All Mr.

Webb did was score 18 points in the Tip-Off

Classic victory over Houston. The catch?

Webb is 5'6" (There's hope for me, yet.)

What a game between Nebraska and

Oklahoma! The Huskers had to fight to

survive this battle, 28-21. And tell me that

there was no interference on the next to

last play of the game. I think the men in

Just a few thoughts. .

.

Football is almost over and we still have

the inside track as the Steelers and the

Vikings are blowing their leads. It's for-

tunate that the NFL does have these races

because of the strike last year. Many
thought a lackluster season could have

spelled big trouble for the NFL...Well I

finally, after 7 weeks, picked a correct

Patriots game. Thank you. New York Jets.

Tony Eason just could not handle the Sack

Exchange and the swirling winds of

Shea...The big match of the year will be on

Dec. 11, as Dallas hosts Washington. These
,^2^1, y^^y „i 4,,,^ ga„,c. 1 numv 1,..^ ...v... ...

two teams would not exactly go to the prom stripes were also thinking of a national

with each other, so look for a lot of blood. championship...Meanwhile, Mike Rozier

Just when I thought the Celtics were continues to clean off a spot in his trophy

about to runaway with a good start they go case for the beloved Heisman. He is having

on a four game losing streak, highlighted by an awesome (UMass student, or what)

two losses to the Knicks, who have the best year... Should be a good lineup of bowl

defense but the worst offense in the games on Jan. 2nd, highlighted by

NBA...the76ers, meanwhile, are still doing Nebraska - Miami in the Orange

quite weU, but not the class of the league as Bowl... Also look for BC to take the Vatican

they were last year. In fact, no one seems Bowl. In fact, other clubs deserve a better

to want to be the NBA's #1 team. ..But shot than the Fightin' Irish..Speakmg of

watch out for the DaUas Mavericks. BC, did you see how they made over 2

They're off to a good start and they're in a mUlion for their TV games, with another

pretty weak division... Can't say enough on $600,000 coming from the bowl game?

the hideous officiating so far. In all fair- They're sleeping weU at Chestnut HUI

ness. it is not their fault. They were

pressed into service which they really

weren't ready for.

The Bruins are back in the first after a

slight skid. Thank God for the New Jersey

Devils...This new overtime is quite stupid.

5 minutes and that's it. Why not have two 5

tonight.

Finally, some good news and bad news

from the past weekend. I really enjoyed

the Skins game with those legendary

golfers. Seeing Palmer sink a 35 foot putt

for $100,000 made for an exciting tour-

ney... Did anyone sneeze Friday night? If

-J

'". :""
J Vu«« o" oV,r»«tr«,t Thp so. you missed the Larry Holmes-Marvis

mmute periods and ^^en
^ ^^'^^f°"^"-^J^ Frazier debacle. No more need be said,

hockey regular season, similar to "^

developing a new and positive identity,"

Yarworth said. "Our present goal is to go 3-

in the meets before winter break."

Yarworth's squad is to go 3-0 in the meets
before winter break."

It's all the more important since they

finished second in New England last year."

Because of these two factors Yarworth said

that this victory is the biggest of his career.

"This team is really pulling together and
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Psychological motives

maybe behind dorm fires

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The number of suspects has been reduced

to three in the 16 incident Crampton dor-

mitory arson case, at the University of

Massachusetts, Rosemary Tarantino of the

Hampshire County District Attorney's Of-

fice said Wednesday night.

Tarantino's statement followed the se-

cond meeting of Crampton residents with

University and fire officials, where State

Trooper Jay Bowman elaborated on Tues-

day's desktop fire.

Bowman said that fire, discovered by a

second floor resident who said she was

returning from a shower, must have l)een

extinguished "within 30 seconds" after it

was set to have caused the minimal

resulting damage.
"There are psychological reasons the fire

did not go further," Bowman said, noting it

is "possible" the fire was lit and put out by

the same person.

Meanwhile, the Undergraduate Student

Senate unanimously passed a motion to

allocate $150 to create a Student Network

United to h ight Fires Fund. The fund will

solicit donations of $50 from area govern-

ments and $10 from dorm councils and

registered student organizations for an up

U) $1,000 reward for information leading to

the arrest and conviction of the Crampton

arsonist.

Speakers at vVednesday night's meeting

seeking to reassure the tired and anxious

residents include<l Director of Housing Ser-

vices Joseph Zannini, Director of Public

Safety Gerald O'Neil, the state fire mar-

shal, Amherst fire chief, Environmental

Health and Safety and University Mental

Health Services officials.

This meeting followed the first day of

24-hour security measures which did not

prevent Wednesday's 11:29 a.m. toilet

paper fire.

That fire, occurring in a second floor

bathroom, was discovered by students who
notified a security guard. Though the

guard extinguished the fire and radioed

police, the dorm alarm was not pulled, ac-

cording to Philip Cavanaugh, assistant

director of Public Safety.

While some students expressed relief

that "the awful noise" of the fire alarm did

not sound l)ecause of the small fire, others

were angry their vote of the previous night

to pull the alarm for all fires had l)een ig-

nored.

"It upsets me because we took a vote last

(Tuesday) night to pull the alarm no matter

how big the fire and she (the g^iard) t(K)k it

into her own jurisdiction," said Crampton
resident Donna Murj)hy, 18.

Students also expressed dismay at a

statement made by Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis Madson in Wednes-

day's Collegian, which quoted him as say-

ing there would be no housing fee refunds

for Crampton residents, although accom-

modations would U' made for those wan-

ting to move.
But Zannini said Wednesday night

"there is a prm-css" by which refunds could

he obtained, and agreed to meet twlay with

residents who have a f)etiti'm with 130

signatures to work on a pr()|)osal.

Two other Southwest fires of suspicious

origin were also rejM)rted Wednes(iay ac-

cording to UMass fH)lice.

('ance dormitory was evacuated at 1:43

a.m. Wednesday when a fourth n<M)r trash

room fire was discovered mui put out by

residents, {)olice .said. There were no in-

juries or damages, though the smoke was
fairly heavy, police .sai«l.

Student senate concered over worker's health
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate approved last night

the development of a task force aimed at investigating the

many problems caused by the asbestos levels found at the

University Store, including the store's current move to

new locations as a result of the danger.

A September 27th air sample conducted by the UMass
Department of Environmental Safety and the State

Asbestos Commission revealed a "cause for concern and

the store was advised to remove it as soon as p>ossible,"

said Cindy Lembeck, chair of the rents and fees committee

which is now investigating the issue.

"People who work there are worried about their health,"

said Paul Gosselin, a commuter area senator, who, along

with several other senate members, expressed concern

about the long-range health implications of the University

Store's workers. "You might not hear about workers

becoming ill for another 10 to 20 years," he said. Asbestos

has been identified as a highly carcinogenic fiber by science

researchers.

Another central concern "is the loss of study space" as a

result of the move, Lembeck said. The University Store

has now relocated a portion of its merchandise in the Cape

Cod Lounge and also plans to utilize the Student Union

Ballroom. The store is expected to occupy those spaces

until the end of January but certain people were advised

not to schedule anything in the Student Union Ballroom for

part of spring semester," said Eric Nietche, the senate

treasurer.

The estimated loss of revenue for the store is $425,000

Lembeck said. According to University's Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) sources,

the total cost of the asbestos removal is $600,000.

Alternative study spaces are being planned, and the

Coffee Shop will be opened from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. to ac-

commodate students.

The senate also reviewed grammatical errors in the new
SGA constitution. Ratification of the document is expected

to be completed by next February. Chancellor Joseph

Duffey has extended his original December deadline to

March and the UMass Board of Trustees will receive the

document at that time.

In other business, the senate approved a $1,000 grant to

the UMass Music Theatre Guild to fund The Rocky Mid-

night Experience, a musical production planned for next

semester. According to guild representative Gregg
Spisak, the group's request for permission to use the

original title "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" was turned

down by copyright holders at 20th Center Fox. However,

"the entire production will be almost exactly the same," he

said.

Yale prof speaks on fifth dimension
Theory involves gravity, electromagnetic forces

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

The possible existence of a fifth dimension may explain

theories of gravity and electromagnetism under a unified

theory, a visiting professor from Yale University said

Wednesday at the University of Massachusetts.

Dr. Alan Chodos. who has been teaching and studying at

Yale for seven years, said during a physics coUoquim that

the quest for such a unified theory provides the motivation

for studying additional dimensions.

Nearly 150 people listened to the talk, entitled "Life in

More than Four Dimensions. " which used algebraic ex-

planations of exi.siing physics theories to verify a

relationship between gravity and electromagnetic forces in

five dimensions.

The four existing dimensions used to explain natural

phenomena are width, height, depth and time.

Applying physicist Albert Einstein's Theory of

Helalivity to live dimensions, an equation explaining the

existence of electromagnetic forces is reached which

serves as the basis for the relationship.

Chodos said "the fifth dimension is small enough not to

be seen and its size is dependent on the magnitude of the

electromagnetic charge at a given time." Again, using

physics equations, he verified this relationship, and its

variability over time.

Right after the "Big Bang." a theory explaining the birth

of the universe as an explosion, all dimensions were the

same size, he said.

As the four confirmed dimensions expanded, the fifth

dimension shrank. This would explain the present 40-to-

one magnitude difference between gravity and elec-

tromagnetism. Chodos said. Equations also support

Chodos's hypothesis that the explosion was linear, rather

than from one point, as many physicists believe, he said.

The nun dimension turns back on itself, jusi as a circle

does, and is wrapped within the visible dimensions in

iir.ear fashion, he said.
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"/ am a pari of all that I have met,.-
"

— AlfredoLord Tennyson
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AROUND THE WORLD

AP Lmserphoto

DEATH DEMONSTRATION — Beirut, Lebanon. Shiite women hold

up "Death to USA" signs Wednesday at the Iranian embassy in Beirut

during a Shiite demonstration over Lebanon's decision to sever

diplomatic relations with Iran.

AROUND THE NATION
Ovil Rights Commission extended
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan revived the U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights on Wednesday after waiting

until virtually the last moment to sign

legislation reducing his power to influence

the panel.

Reagan named the commission's last

chairman, Clarence M. Pendleton, to serve

on the reconstituted panel and said

outgoing staff director Linda Chavez should

resume her position, although her ap-

pointment is subject to concurrence by the

full commission. Technically, the com-

mission died at midnight Tuesday. The bill

signed by Reagan revives it, but with

greater congressional — and less

presidential — control over its makeup.

Farmers paid to not produce milk
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan, trying to curb the burgeoning cost

of the nation's surplus dairy production, has

signed into law a bill that will for the first

time pay dairy farmers not to produce milk.

The White House announced the signing

without comment late Tuesday, just two

hours after Reagan met with farmstate

congressmen lobbying for the legislation.

The bill also included tobacco provisions

and a drought feed aid program.

Reagan's approval was hailed as a step
toward cutting the $2.6 billion annual
government cost of buying up surplus dairy

products. It is cheaper to pay farmers not
to produce milk than to buy it up af
terwards, they reasoned.

AROUND THE REGION
Condominium controls become law
BOSTON (AP) — Statewide protections

for tenants in apartments being converted

to condominiums were signed into law

Wednesday by Gov. Michael Dukakis, over

the real estate industry's opposition.

Boycotting the signing ceremony were

industry representatives, who had worked

with the administration for a compromise

but in the end opposed the bill that Dukakis

signed.

"A lot of people in the real estate com-

munity were not happy with the final

product, but I must say it's a better product

because of their participation in it,"

Dukakis said.

"My own feeling is it's essential. It's

desirable, and I don't think it's going to

have a serious effort on our ability to

produce good housing for people in the
state," he said.

Druse attack closes Beirut airport
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Shellfire

closed Beirut airport Wednesday, and

Druse gunners threatened fierce attacks on

Lebanese army positions at the terminal,

harbor, power stations, schools and

peacekeeping bases.

No casualties were reported at the

airport, where the U.S. Marine base came

under shelling for a third day, but Druse

attacks on army positions in Christian east

Beirut Tuesday killed six civilians and

wounded 30.

In a written statement, the Progressive

Socialist Party of Druse leader Walid

Jumblatt accused the Lebanese army and

Christian militias in Beirut of shelling

Druse mountain villages.

It demanded they dismantle their bat-

teries and clear out of positions protecting

the airport, the harbor, power stations,

schools and from multinational

peacekeeping force garrisons.

The Druse statement urged civilians to

avoid army and Christian militia garrisons

and vehicles "because they are all going to

be the target of fire."

Printers blockade newspaper plant
WARRINGTON, England (AP) - Some

4,500 picketing printers and leftist sup-

porters blockading a newspaper plant

battled with 2,000 police early today,

causing more than 30 injuries.

Inside the besieged plant, however,

operations continued and the first editions

moved out under police protection.

A spokesman at Cheshire county police

headquarters said 21 police and 12 pickets

were injured and 73 pickets arrested in the

melee outside the Messenger group plant in

this northwest England town.

The protest lasted all day Tuesday and

continued past dawn Wednesday, with

pickets hurling rocks, bottles and cans and

lashing out with fists and feet as officers

linked arms in a human wall to push them

back from the plant entrance.

The violence ebbed after daybreak, but

Messenger chairman Selim Shah said he

was prepared for a two-day siege.

Military plans headquarters on ship
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon

plans to set up a small floating forward

headquarters in the Middle East by the end

of the year to help protect U.S. interests in

the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean regions.

A staff of up to 20 officers and men will be

placed aboard a U.S. Navy ship operating

with a small flotilla of warships called the

Middle East Force, the Pentagon an-

nounced Tuesday.

Bus collides with truck, killing six
LIVINGSTON, Texas (AP) - A Con-

tinental Trailways bus carrying 12 people

rammed the rear of a truck before dawn
Wednesday and plunged 40 feet nose first

into a muddy creek, killing six passengers

and injuring the others.

Several of the passengers were pinned in

the mangled wreckage for 90 minutes as

'

rescue workers cut the top off the bus and

climbed inside, officials said.

Four people, including the driver, were
taken 75 miles by helicopter to a Houston
hospital after the 5:30 a.m. accident five

miles north of this southeastern Texas city.

Truck driver Richard Paloma Garcia, 43,

of Livingston, said he had just pulled out

from his home onto U.S. 59 when he was hit

in the rear. He was not injured, and said he

ran down th embankment to the bus.

"Everything down there was quiet. I

talked to one lady and asked if they needed

any help and she said some people were

hurt," Garcia said. "They weren't talking.

They weren't in any shape to talk."

Garcia said he ran back to the road and

tried to hail help from passing cars, but

none would stop. ^p Uxrphoto

Rape shield law protects New Bedford victim
FALL RIVER (AP) - A Superior Court judge Wed-

nesday denied a defense request to interview the victim of

a gang rape before the trial of sue men charged in the

crime.

'1 simply don't have the power to grant any such

deposition," Judge William Young said after hearing

argument? from attorneys representing six men charged in

the March 6 gang rape at Big Dan's tavern in New Bedford.

"We have never spoken to her. We have never seen

her." attorney Kenneth Sullivan told Judge William Young

in asking for permission to interview the victim. "If this

wuniai. i3 going Lo lesiUy m teoruary, is there any reason

why she can't testify under the controlled environment

under the superintendency of this court? What is the harm

in it?"

Sullivan represents John Cordiero, one of four men
charged with rape.

Pat EUis, an assistant district attorney, argued against

the defense request, saying the state rape shield law

prevents victims from courtroom harassment.

Northampton landlord convicted in fatal fire
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NORTHAMPTON lAPl — .\ landlord cvinvicted of in

voluntary manslaughtiT charges for failing to provide

proper fire safely measures in a house where a tenant died

is scheduled to )><• sentenced today in Hampshire Superior

Court.

A jury found Robert Niquette Sr.. 52. of Ware, guilty (if

involuntary manslaughter Tuesday.
He was convicted of contributing to the death of James

ivioeiru Jr.. 2i, ut Grariu^. , v .lO died in a Jan. 1 fire in a

Granby home owned by Niquette. Involuntary man-
slaughter carries a maxi'umum sentence of 20 years in a

state prison.

William Collins, assistant district attorney for Hamp
shire and Franklin counties, told Judge Herbert Traverr,
that Niquette caused the death by improperly installing a

wool stove and failing to follow building codes requiring a

secor.d exit from an apartment and other safety measures.
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Committee searching
fornew provost...again
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Staff

For the second time in a year, a chan-

cellor's search committee has started

receiving and processing applications for

the position of provost at the University of

Massachusetts.

About 50 people have applied for the

provost position so far, search committee

chair Richard Stein said, and the number of

candidates is expected to grow to more than

100 before the search ends.

The provost supervises academic

programs and faculty at the University, and

Stein said he expects a lengthy search

because the committee is determined to

find a well-qualified candidate.

"We want a person who exhibits

leadership." Stein said. "We want a person

who wiU stay around a while."

Candidates should have strong academic

and administrative backgrounds and should

be able to "make difficult decisions such as

what (academic) programs should be ex-

panded and what programs should be

contracted," Stein said.

Because the new provost will play a

major role in shaping the future of UMass,

Stein said the University is employing

Herdick and Struggles, Inc., an executive

search organization which has found upper

level administrators for Harvard

University, Clark University and the Rhode
Island School of Design.

The University ran a provost search last

year which cost $14,000. The search proved

fruitless when the top candidate found a job

at another school before UMass could notify

him of the offer here. Stein said Herdick

and Struggles, Inc. should help make this

search more successful.

The University has not had a permanent

provost since late 1982, when Loren Baritz

resigned. UMass professor Dean Alfange

took the position until June 1983 and

Samuel F. Conti will hold the position in an

acting position until a new provost is found.

Many changes await a new provost. Stein

said.

"It's estimated that in the next eight to 10

years about one third of the faculty will be

retired," and the new provost will play a

large role in the rehiring, he sjiid.

The new provost will also have to manage

the implementation of the general

education curriculum requirements if they

are approved by the faculty senate. Stein

said.

Stein said he is very optimistic about the

University's ability to attract qualified

candidates for the job.

"I think most people visualize (UMass) as

the top public university in the Northeast,"

he said. "Many large universities are

phasing out departments where we are

expanding."

Woman gathers data at IJM
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

For four years as a student at the

University of Massachusetts, Hannah

Hosom has been doing what she loves best:

getting information to the people.

As the UMass Information Data Bank

Coordinator (IDB) and a former news editor

for the Collegian, Hosom likes to know what

is going on and thinks it is important for

other people to know too.

"If you know the right person to talk to or

where to go to get information, it makes life

much easier." she said.

Her job involves gathering information

from groups and offices across campus, as

well as community information, and then

communicating it to students upon demand

in the Dean of Students office from 8:30

a.m. to9p.m.
For the most commonly asked questions

such as pool hours or legal and health in-

formation, Hosom runs and writes the

script for the taped phone answering

service called TIPS.

She also helps prepare the student

telephone directories, registration updates,

and is now working on an emergency loan

brochure due to come out soon, she said.

Helping her control this vast flow of

information are 10 staff members, whom
she hires, and Gladys Rodriguez, assistant

to the Dean.

o» ""t.

V.

Women

On Campus

Culleihui photu bv Jim Powera

MAGAZINE TECHNIQUES — Speaker Ellen McCracken lectures

Wednesday about advertising methods used in magazines aimed at

women.

Magazines prey on women

"I enjoy gathering information and

putting it out so people are aware," she

said. "Since the University is so huge it is

easy to get confused."

Although Hosom looks favorably on her

stint as a reporter, she said she enjoys her

current job more because she can see

tangible results.

"At IDB I know I am helping people

because there are hundreds of callers every

week, but at the Collegian you knew many

times people were not reading your stories

and that was frustrating," she said.

Hosom said the experience gained

through extracurricular activities at the

University is invaluable.

"The University can offer you real life

experience. It is like a training ground,"

she said. "It enables you to handle what

happens in the future," she said.

"I have worked with and interviewed

many people and the experience has been

very valuable," she said.

By ANNEMARIE MALEY
Collegian Correspondent

Women's magazines exist more for

advertising than for editorial content, said

Ellen McCracken. an associate professor

of comparative literature at the

University of Massachusetts in a lecture

Wednesday entitled "Mass Media: What
are They Saying about Us."

"Women do most of the buying in

society so publications are created with

that consuming function in mind. '
said

McCracken, who is conducting a three

year study on advertising techniques in

women's magazines.

"Unfortunately, this reinforces a

woman's single importance as a con-

sumer" and undermines her intellectual

capacities, she said.

McCracken said one magazine

technique is known as "covert ad-

vertising," and she gave several exam-

ples.

"Advertorials are designed to fool the

audience." she said referring to a feature

in 'Teen magazine called "Dear Beauty

Editor."

In this feature, beauty and fashion

questions are answered with specific

endorsements for products advertised

elsewhere in the magazine, she said.

Another method of integrating editorial

and advertising content is a technique

called "subliminal synergism," created by

the publishers of New Woman magazine.

In this technique, an editorial or feature

page is highlighted with a color which

refiects the color scheme on the opposing

advertising page. This technique directs

the reader's eye from one page to the next

and the creators of it claim that ad-

vertisers get two ad pages for the price of

one. she said.

While advertisements compose two

thirds of women's magazines, these

forementioned tactics increase the ad

verlising content to nearly 90 percent.

"What I object to is that there's

deception involved when one thing is

labeled as another. The editorial content

material is separate from the ad-

vertisement, but there's really a lot of

adverti.sing in the editorials." McCracken

said. McCracken also emphasized the

interesting interplay of magazines, at

tractiveness and their "ability to put

women down."

"The most salient advertising technique

is 'induced insecurities'," she said.

Advertisers accomplish this through an

implicit or expUcit male voyeur in the

advertisement.

"Judgement is passed according to the

woman's outer visual appearance. There's

a real effort to 'undercut' women, then

offer remedies to their 'problems' through

the purchase of specific products,"

McCracken said.

"Even when we decode their real

messages, magazines are still

pleasurable," McCracken said.

UMass Police report theft in dorm
A sum of $99 in cash was rejKtrted stolen

from a room in John Quincy Adams dor-

mitory shortly l)efore 12:30 a.m. Wednes-

day. Police said a resident had left her

room on the 1 7th floor for a short time and

upon return discovered that her money,

which had l)een on the top of her desk, was

gone.

University of Massachusetts Police

responded to a re^ntrt of a suspncious per-

son in Crampton dormitory at 6:30 a.m.

Tuesday. According to police, the male sub-

ject had l)een trying to get into a dorm

room and apparently had had a key. Police

were unable to apprehend the subject.

- MARY ANNE BEEN

Input desired for

Duffey's report card
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey is being evaluated by the Board of Trustees, and

student trustee Charlene Allen wants students to com-

ment.

Allen, who as Student Government Association (SGA)

CO-President is a member of the Board of Trustees, said the

evaluation is a routine yearly event, but "this one is

especially important for (Chancellor) Duffey because it's

his first one."

"I'm trying to get a well-rounded viewpoint," Allen said,

"and that means more than SGA officers who have only

dealt with him on student government issues."

Trustees will present their individual comments on the

performance of Duffey and University President David C.

Knapp to the evaluation committee at the Dec. 6 board

meeting, but. Allen said, "as a student trustee, I have a

responsibility to give a student view and not just my own."

Allen said any student who have formed an opinion of

Duffey based on his public activities and what they have

read in the press, and students who have dealt with Duffey

on specific issues should come by the SGA President's

office on the fourth floor of the Student Union.

"I'd like to know the outcome of those matters and how

competent they felt (Duffey) was. " she said.

( iillrKikn pniito bt Jim riiWFri)

EVENING WORKS — UMass students Linda Gardner and Ivy Gorovoy practice hitting a few

balls off the wall of the Rand Theater Wednesday evening.
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Collegian workshop
Maria Black of SCERA, will address
anti-Semitism and journalism
6:30 p.m. Thursday
C.C. Rooms 165-169

The Collegian will publish weekly
over intersession. Organizations
that regularly send press releases

are asked to continue to do so to help

us serve our readership.

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
_HOUSING^£RyK:jS__

Emphasis on career advancement skills in-

ternship awards spring semester stipends

of $3.65/hr. - 15 hr/wk and 3 credits in-

dependent study.

Interested sophomores and juniors should

submit resume, personal goal statement,

and 2 letters of recommendation by Dec. 9,

1983. Send application materials to:

Joya Jimenez, Intern Coordinator

c/o Affirmative Action Office

307 Whitmore

For information call: 5-0472 or 5-1550

SKI POWDER WINiER DREaK

UMASS SKI CLUB

DR. RON KARREN
for

I

I

CONORA TULA TIONS
to

Not Smoking For

6 Months
Paid for by The Committee of

Ron Karren's Students and Friends to

Rid Him of Obnoxious and Unhealthy Habits.

i

I

I

I

OuaAoriimia
THE MOVIE

FRIDAY
DEC. 2
MAHAR AUD
7 9:30&12 '

ADM.$1.50
Sponsored by
Union Video Ctr.

WYOMING
TRIP INCLUDES:

JAN 10-17

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE Ef TRANSFERS
5 DAY LIFT TICKET JACKSON HOLE
8 DAYS, 7 NIGHT LUXURIOUS CONDOS
COLLEGE SKI FEST ACTIVITIES

(TAX INCLUDED) ONLY $559

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437

Be
ecological!

Recycle
this

Collegian...

Qdv«ntura travel

549-1256

Hevjive Holiday Flights Now
Save up to 50%

Z33 N PI»«Mnt St

Amharat Carnag* Shopi

RENTOHt
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

CIEE BUDGET
AIRFARES

, USA
I from Boston

I

I

I

I

I

I

Chicago

New York

Los Angeles

Houston
Raleigh

I Washington

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

round trip from

$229

46

369

138

129

80

International
Paris 519

London 459

Tokyo 925

Caracas 290
Also many other destina

tions. EuratI pass, Britrall

pass, Int'l Student ID

card, AYH card, books,

tours, insurance, ski

vacations and more.

497 1497
Council Travrl

Congtatidations.

¥)uVe justbecome
abetter

photographer.
No nfi\l U) chnniic your

eqLiipmcnt or your tfcfinicjuc

...[ust try thf new family of

Kodacoloi Vl\ films.

Advancfs in color print film

technolot^y cc\n help yoii get the iu'st

color pictures ever from Kodak films.

Iry all four new films m your 35 mm
camera. ..and be a better photographer!

Kodak redefines sharpness.
Kodacolor VR lOO film is

the shaipest color

negative film

we ve ever made.
Ideal for big

blowups with top

quality

Great for close- ^^
ups. anything where
detail is important.

Kodak redefines

versatility. Kodacolor VR
200 film has all the shaqv
tH'ss, fine t'jairi. and color

Mtui.ition V(Ui i;oi v\-iih

m u'lth tu'ict

%
iiii

^
Kcxlai^'olo!

the speed. Oeat all-around performer.

Kodak redefines fast action.

Kodacolor VR 400 film has u'ide

xposure latitude, plus color that's

^^v,.., even more saturated on un
'*«>' >s

derexposures. and grain

that's even finer than
Kodacolor 400 film.

Ideal for stopping

sports action, even
with long telephoto lenses.

Kodak redefines low light.

Kodacolor VR lOOO film is the fastest

olor print film in the world, for good
pictures in low light, and when you

need very high shutter speeds to stop

action. An advanced, new emulsion
technology enables the film to capture

more light without the grain and
loss in sharpness you'd

normally expect with such

a fast film! Try all four

new films...and see all the

ways you can be a better

photographer!

«

^
rJKtl

i t.»-.?Pt.

New KodacolorVR films.

Students befriend children
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Some University of Massachusetts
students spend their free time studying,

partying or just resting. Other students
spend their spare moments being special

friends to area children who for various
reasons need companionship.

The Companion Program in Amherst is

made up of area volunteers who spend
several hours each week with a little friend

seeing a movie, playing games, or just

talking, said MaryJane Shannon, a UMass
intern in the Companion Program.
The program has been in existence since

1975, and offers adults and chUdren the

opportunity to participate "in a one-to-one

relationship with one another," Shannon
said.

Currently, about 25 children have been
matched with an aduk companion through
the program. Although technically the

program helps people from three to 19
years of age find companions, the majority
of those in need of older friends are about
seven or eight years old.

Many of the adults in the program are
UMass or Amherst College students.

"Sometimes students get really involved
in school. The program offers them a

release from their schedule. It's fun and
enjoyable, and for students it offers a break
from school," Shannon said.

Not anyone can be a companion. The
program screens potential companions and
ashs for references. All candidates must
also be interviewed by someone in the

program's office.

Shannon is one of those who conducts

interviews.

"The big companion must be willing to

spend three to five hours a week with their

little companion and must be wUling to

commit themselves to it for nine months,"
she said.

EXEMPTION EXAM
The Exemption Exam will be given on

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 7, 1983

7-9 p.m.

HASBROUCK 20
The exam is for exemption from Level II Core *B'

(English 152). This test is open only to students who
entered as freshmen prior to Fall 1982 or transfers who
will be juniors before Fall 1984. Bring student I.D. and

Jewish sectors discussed
By HONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

Social stress between Jews of different

European origin in Israel dates back to the

founding of that country after World War
II, and continues today in many forms, a

visiting Israeli professor said Tuesday in a

speech at the University of Massachusetts.

Eugene Weiner, sociology professor at

the University of Haifa in Israel and a

visiting professor of religion and Zionism

at Boston University, discussed the roots

of conflict between the Sephardim, Jews of

Spanish origin, and the Ashkenazim, who
came from parts of Europe other than

Spain. He also spoke about the ongoing

social stresses in Israel.

The Sephardim left Spain during the In-

quisition, a period of intense religious

persecution, and settled in the area which

is now Israel in the 19th century, Weiner

said. They had an enormous sense of pride

and a strong religious identity, including

their own prayer Ixwk and rituals, he said.

The Ashkenazim who settled in Israel

were Westernized and looked down on

what they perceived as the "primitiveness

of tiie Sephardic Jews," Weiner said. This

stigma continues today, he said. Since

Sephardim were often laborers with little

education, many Ashkenazik educators

stereotype Sephardi youth and tell them to

take vocational training instead of pursu
ing higher education, Weiner said.

'fhe differences l)etween the two groups
continue throuj^h the holocaust experience

of World War 11, Weiner said.

The Sephardim has "less animosity"

than the Ashkenazim because they did not

have to face the intolerance that the

Ashkenazim did. and "they don't identify

with the Holocaust mentality because it is

not really part of their history," Weiner
said.

Weiner also emphasized that Israel is a

country with a society that not only has in-

ternal difficulties but is also "a society that

lives in a perpetual state of stress because

of the constant possibility of war."

He said the average male in Israel serves

in the army for seven years, and it is com-
mon to find fathers and sons fighting in the

same war. Since almost everyone has l)een

influenced by the wars, "people in Israel

are highly traumatized," Weiner said.

It's not too late ^^^^^ s to get a piece of the Pi!

"jTi-

AETT
FRATERNITY

Is Growing Strong at UMASS
Come Party with us at our

RUSH
When: 9 pm Thurs. Dec. 1st

Where: Campus Center 163

COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

FOR

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX

Dec. 5- 9 9:00-4:00

DEC. 12-16 9:00-4:00

DEC. 19-22 9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE
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ITS TIME

TO GET ON
THE SAUCE!

ONLY

•DurincCarbur's Famous Happy Hour
Mi>nuay thni Thursday 4 to b p.m.

aiKl Sunday evening 9 to 11 p.m.

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

at The Elmwood* Route 9»Hadlev. Ma.
1413)586- 1978

Every fine Siladium ring is crafted

with careful attention to detail, and
backed by tfie ArtCarved Full Lifetime

Warranty Now, at these special sav-

ings, the value is exceptional' Don't

miss this opportunity to get a beautiful

buy on a fine Siladiunn ring Visit the

ArtCarved Ring Table soon

Date12/1 - 12/2'„.». 9:30 - 4:30 p,ace

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted

^.UNIVERSITY
i^USTORE^_

/IKKTIRVED*
\CLAS5RINGSi'*:

Thursday, December 1, 1983

Discover your

Hairstyle Personality

Marjon Hair Design
Rt. 9, Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, Mass 586-4551

**A cut above the rest"

We use and prescribe Redken

Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6; Sat 10-4

-i'\

THEHPMflRT-P
! Your Weekly Calendar — Take A Closer Look

gw uMiviBarrr i

Qj hmtmrm Ha**.

Wednesday
and

Thursday

FREE PIZZA

• $1.50 Bar Drinks

• 60* Miller Drafts

• 85* Lowenbrau

10:00 closing

Friday
Afternoon
Once A^ain
Happy Hour
FREE PIZZA

$1.50 Bar Drinks

60* Miller Draft

$1.00 OFF ANY
PITCHFR
OF BEER

2:00 5:30

Friday

and
Saturday

DOUBLE
SHOT
DRINKS

regular prices

60* Miller

85' Lowenbrau

Monday
and

Tuesday

%

PRICE

on any pizza

when you buy a

Pitcher of

Beer

10:00 closing 5:00 closing

DaUy Happy Hours M-F 3:00 - 5:00
Each Night Happy Hour 10:00 • closing

NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

fii idSc' ArtClifvod Ciau (^^». inc

* t ^ r'w "

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 1975, consider

spending a couple of years in the Army.

If you train for certain specialties, the government will release

you from 1/3 ofyour indebtedness (or $ 1 ,500, whichever is greater) for

each year of active duty.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% o\ your debt.

But ifyou sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,

we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives.

To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call

the number below.

In Northampton call, 584-2157

(in other areas, consult the

"Yellow Pages" under Recruiting)

ARMY.BEALLYOU CAN BE.

'-'!«-
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TONIGHT: The Return of

tn^ . \ featuring the Deit of the Volley

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall

THE
RIDGE

STRING QUARTET

SEE SOME OP THE FUNKIEST COMEDIJ

9:30
mpden Snack Banl
Southwest

Joke Telling Contest - tell your best (15 prize) CT^

1st Prize Winners of the prestigious
Fischoft and Coleman

Chamber Music Competitions

FRIDAY. DEC. 2. 8pm
$5.00

RAMSEY
LEWIS
Keyboard

WYNTON
MARSALIS
Trumpet

in

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL
SUNDAY, DEC. 11. 8 pm

$9,-$7-$5

?v\>^
A Holiday Eitrovogania for the Whole FocTtily

Pro/.cr op.ro s HANSEL AND GRETEL
SATURDAY, DEC. 10. 2:30 p.m.

Five College Students */> Price. Tickets el the Fine Arts Center Box Of-
fice, DATATIX end Springfield Civic Center. (413) 54S-2511 or 1-»00-
243-4842.

^'0^- EVERY
THURSDAY

BEGINNING 8PM TO
SOl^iS CLOSING ,^..

oF>^^ ENTERTAINMENT!!
yjy^ by D.J. MIdrange Productions

HayloftLounge
upstairs at theRedBam Steakhouse

Route 9, 1/8mUepastRolling GreenApts.

At|ixGH^llAF-fguK

PGA
Holiday
Season
Dance

\f^ • ^ I

i>«i<iiiliri 'Srd

Campus ( cillcl lOlll llnoi

'» 2

S'i.flf) .idmissiuii

Dunks
jiiKc har 'ill ( liiMii^

SpoiisDK'd h\

The Pniplc's (.av Alliaiui

r^Mk. COUNTDOVtfN TO

Our "SHOP EARLY AND SAVE" bicycle promotion is

the deal of the year-, if you have ever thought of

purchasing a bicycle for yourself or as a gift, NOW IS THE TIME!!

THE OFFER*: From Dec. 1-Dec. 24 deduct the

percentage noted on the calendar for the particular

date from any new Bicycle, Exercycle or Rowing Machine.

* We have a complete selection of 24 ' Ten Speeds * Ski Packages starting at $79.95!!

* For stuffing stockings: Tune-Up Gift Certificates only $19.95

PaloUm

THURS. 10-8
SAT 10-6
SUN. 12-6

Sfforts

No Trade-ins Accepted toward new bicycle purchases

There will be a $6 00 surcharge for discounted bicycle,

exercycle & rowing machine purchases when using MC/V

Discounts only apply on the date listed

No Rainchecks available on Bicycles

Layaways require a 50% deposit

AMHERST • 1 E Pleasant Street/ 549- 6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St./ 584- 1016

GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall/ 773-5572
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The Quabbin
should be wild
As if there isn't enough sliding by in the world —

at this and every moment — making one wince with

each scanning of a newspaper, one has to be exf>osed

to an article such as "Public To Get Further Access To

Quabbin" which appeared on page three of the Daily Col-

legian, Thursday. November 17.

Assuming that the author of the article is naive in the

ways of journalistic purpose, thereby explaining the arti-

cle's lack of insight and depth, and resulting one-

dimensionality and one-sidedness, one can reason out the

article's appearance but not its appearance. For the

reporter, his naivete yields his innocence. Blame falls to

the reporter's editor, whoever he or she may be, for allow-

ing such a piece to see print in such a state.

Stephen Murphy

It is in quite the impoverished state, l)eginning with the

completely distorted title: "Public To Get..." The slight in-

formation we are given does make one thing clear; that

the ideas expressed within the article (as quoted from a

WFCR news magazine) are propomLs and nothing more,

with no one geUing anything. Title-writers ought to read

articles through prior to their titling. After all, sensa-

tionalism begins with misleading headlines, and one would

hate to think that the Collegian would wallow so low.

If I may proceed, point by point, righting wrongs:

1). A Landscape Architecture professor (Larry Klar)

and a Civil Engineering professor (Peter Murphy) have

"outlined some ideas for future renovation" in the form of

"sport packages" in a reservoir known for its abundance

and variety of wildlife, a distinction evolving out of Quab-

bin's wide variation in habitat and relative inaccessihiHty

by man. Two sins here. First of all. where do a Landscape

Architecture professor and a Civil Engineering professor

get off iK'lieving that they know anything at all of forestry,

wildlife management, natural resources or of nature itself,

least of all interfering with an ecosystem as fragile and

unique as Quabbin's. Secondly, the alxwe point withstan-

ding, why would anyone, as Klar and Murj)hy have done,

want to introduce waterskiing, swimming, canoeing, sail-

ing, camping, and increased motorl)oating and pollution to

an area already suffering the havoc of acid rain, especially

when there exist some eighty-five Massachusetts stat^

parks offering similar "sport packages?" Is grant money

that abundant?

2.) Quabbin Reservoir does not offer "a variety of

watersport activities." The Metropolitan District Commis-
sion (MIX'), the official s-cM TO -caretakers of Quabbin, allow

fishing in a restricted Massachusetts state fishing license.

Period.

',i.) Landscape Architecture professor Klar took "a

survey of almost 1000 Quabbin visitors" several years ago

which "indicated respondents were in favor of many ac-

tivities not permitted there." A survey of almost a 1000.

Quabbin received 310,000 visitors in 1979 abne according

to MDC figures. At point-three percent of one year's

visiting population could Klar have cut the slice any thin-

ner?

4.) Klar's statements on pollution: "(But) Quabbin is so

large that it would dilute any contamination from swimm-
ing to the fKiint where it's essentially the same as

background" and "Other things, like motorboating with

the little bit of oil that gets in the water, just doesn't seem
to matter." It is years of thinking along these lines that

has carried us head-on into acid rain toxicity, high PCB
levels and outcast nuclear wastes. Quabbin is the largest

Ixxly of untreated drinking water in the country. If the

water should even become slightly contaminated chemical

treatment would become necessary at an initial cost of bet-

ween $75 and $100 million to be paid by the users of the

water, metropolitan Boston. Boston already has enough
problems.

Evidently, professors Klar and Murphy should either

conduct some .serious research on the many possible con-

sequences of their proposed actions, meet with a learned

naturalist, or hike alone through any of the more remote
regions of Quabbin. seeing through sound, feeling and
wonder as well as through vision, allowing Quabbin to

speak for itself As one of the few wilderness island

-

worlds available to wildlife, naturalists and in many ways
to the Earth herself — Quabbin Reservoir should remain
a-s is.

Stt'phen Mnrfihu is n I'Mass <!t}ui4'vt

EDITORIAL/OPINION
•»>I*IO

Sound off!!!

With a letter to the editor
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Which day is it, before or after?

It's a week later and I'm expecting A.B.C. to

announce a sequel. Seriously, the most unusual

aspect to The Day After is that it depicted a nuclear

war as somewhat sun-ivable. No way: the world would be

an uninhabitable wasteland after such a war. How does

such a myth persist in the face of the dark, cold, deathly

truth that there will indeed be no survivors in the event of

a nuclear war!

Charles Francis Carroll

Despite the film's minimizing the bombs' aftermath, the

sequence of events leading up to the outbreak of the war

were all too believable, all too true as the deployment of

nuclear missiles is taking place in Europe. The realism of

the scenario, from (Germany to Kansas, made the film im-

portant, more important than the usual escapist horror

movie. For, after all, that is what The Day After was, the

latest in a series of similar thrillers such as Special

Bulletin on N.B.C. and The War Game produced by the

B.B.C.

"TV's Nuclear Nightmare" had an abundance of

monsters that still haunt us a week later. Of course, the

exchange of nuclear weapons was the absolute monstrosi-

ty, and, a week later, the threat of nuclear war is all the

more real and no less a monster. But, the monster in Ttw

Day After who frightened me most, even more than the

all-too-familiar voice of the president propagandizing over

the Emergency Broadcast System, is the doctor.

For it is the doctor who portrays, a la Jekyll and Hyde,

an internal struggle between the innate good of the

Samaritan and the evil of one who can only think about

himself. After several days of treating burn victims at the

hospital and close to death himself, the doctor returns to

his home in Kansas City to discover some squatters in the

rubble which was once his house. He yells, "Get out of my
house!", to which one of the squatters, an old man,

responds by offering him a piece of fruit. It was the doc-

tor's sense of property and lack of humanity which hor-

rifies me, not because it represents a return to barbarism,

but because it reveals the irrational and unjust way with

which we treat each other already existing in our day.

Someone points out that the old man and doctor em-

brace in common humanity? What brotherhood is this?

While some semblance of society survives, brotherhood

does not. What a horrible world would exist even if we

could survive such an exchange, for the fact is the world is

doomed in the event of nuclear war.

What strikes me as even more horrible than The Day

After was the discussion after The Day After. If the movie

didn't scare you, the panel did. I won't waste print to

review it all, but whenever Henry Kissinger starts talking

about national security, I get scared. I got really scared by

the way the constituency of the crew upheld the values of

the status quo to the extent that El Wiesel accused the

others of fighting a nuclear war around the table. Carl

Sagan's points on arms reduction couldn't keep the con-

versation, rather the agenda from moving in the other

direction. Why were there not any women, anti-nuclear

activists, like Dr. Helen Caldicott or Randall Forsberg? A
week later, and I'm still struck with the panelists unwit-

ting futility, and yet their continuing pomposity in the face

of a problem which may end with our extinction, however

sober they were. It's terrifying to think that we can't do

better than that! That these men, who seem so resigned to

war, are those who must prevent it!

What effect the film, which was supposed to alter the

course of history, is having a week later is still unknown.

Many are simply already committed to their own view of

peace. But many are shaken. If the film is to have any real

political power, it had to reach home to whole lot of people

who didn't really have an awareness of the problem and

the effects of nuclear attack.

A week later, and the cruise missiles are being deployed

in Europe...A week later and the Soviets have walked out

of the arms talks in CJeneva.-A week later.. .or is it the day

before?

Charles Frauds Carroll is a member of the

UMaas Peacemakers

Terrorism in the American tradition
In politics, as much as in our relations with other

people, it is helpful, once in a while to sit back

and question things, without taking anything for

granted.

In the height of his illegal invasion of Grenada our navy-

bombed a mental hospital. This action resulted in the

destruction of more than 25 doctors and patients.

Foad Vafaei

The Soviet Union has been portrayed to us by President

Reagan as barbaric for having shot down a Korean airliner

which had entered its territory illegally. We still don't

know whether the Soviets knew they were dealing with a

spy plane or a civilian one. (How could they? — when the

pilot had refused to answer them).

The I'.S. 82nd division command had all kinds of maps
lelliiig them where that mental hospital was. and yet they

murdered 25 people. There is one difference: The Korean

Airline tragedy happened inside the Soviet territory. The
U.S.. however, has committed a terrorist act on a foreign

territory, which it invaded in violation of all international

laws.

Some could play down the gravity of the bombing of a

mental hospital by asserting that the incident happened

during a war. But this argument has no moral founda-

tions; can we then justify the criminal killmg of civilian

Jews by the Nazis in World War II on the ground that it

was done during a war?!!

As a final defense, some could say: "but the Soviets are

Communists; we are a democracy!" (as naive as the se-

cond assertion may sound.)

We would answer to these friends that this doesn't

make any difference in the illegal and terrorist nature of

Ronald Reagan's foreign policy, a foreign policy bent on

aggression, war mongering, preparing for a nuclear

holocaust, cowboy attitudes, use of crude force as the only

means of reaching objectives — in short "law of jungle;"

all reminiscent of the U.S.'s barbarities against the people

of Vietnam (i.e. Napalm bombs, chemical warfare, mass

destruction, etc. ..all resulting in the death of hundreds of

thousands of civilians "to save them from Communism. ')

Moreover, put into a global perspective, the invasion of

Grenada, added to the aggressions committed by ad-

ministration in Central America in support of murderous

and sadistic regimes, along with a militaristic attitude

toward the USSR (e.g. in Europe) which can only lead to a

nuclear catastrophe, requires us not only to be concerned

with these insanities but also actively oppose all nuclear

build ups and foreign interventions.

Foad Vafaei is a UMass student

Random Notes

On the future of the PLO

As the U.S. government continues to estimate their

date for leaving Grenada, and the death toll for the

•bombings in Lebanon seems definite, more ag-

gression occurs in Tripoli. Several months ago the PLO's
many factions, once harmonious, began warring. Have
the Israelies broken the strength of the PLO? Will they

ever be able to continue their protected struggle to wipe

out the Zionist entity of the Middle East as is stated in

their Covenant (similar to our constitution)? What will

become of the PLO?

Perhaps the question should be rephrased, "What will

become of Lebanon after it is rid of Yasser Arafat?" The
answer is clear, in that his removal, if it occurs, will end
only one of the many threats to Lebanon's sovereignty.

Perhaps the Islamic Jihad Organization, the group which
took responsibility for three "kamakazi" type bombings
and over 300 lives, can replace it. Jihad means "holy

war" in most Arabic and Persian dialects, referring to a
war in the name of Allah — the Moslem G-d. Similar to

the PLO, they are a Syrian and Soviet supported
organization, however, they are primarily loyal to the

words of Ayatollah Khomeini of Iran. Perhaps some
readers remember the attack on the American Embassy
in Beirut by a parked truck loaded with explosives last

April. The Islamic Jihad Organization took responsbility

for that act as well. Terrorism is their only form of at-

tack.

What will become of the PLO? It will be replaced if

necessary. There are still many forces with a desire to

perpetuate instead of solve the Palestinian refugee pro-

blem. Their ultimate goal is the destruction of the state

of Israel as it is stated in the PLO charter. Lebanon has

been under attack from various groups for more than

eight years now. Isn't it about time we call on those

responsible to retire?

One mistake is all it will take
The renewal of freedom and prosperity that

Thanksgiving signifies was clouded on that day as

we learned of the Soviet deployment of missiles.

While this action is a step in the wrong direction for

world peace, our enemies can hardly be blamed for calling

our bluff (we can only hope it's a bluff.) Remember,

almighty America provoked this escalation in the arms

race by deploying missiles in Europe earlier this month.

Tami Borton

by Howard Glantz
Orchard Hill

President Reagan called this reaction "a sharp

variance" in Russia's claimed desire to negotiate for

peace. But this statement rings hypocrisy in view of the

U.S. mihtary actions following repeated reassurances that

we want to negotiate.

One questions what Reagan and his boys expected as the

repercussions of their threat. The Soviet walkout of peace

talks in Geneva was not without notice, and not

unavoidable had the U.S. agreed to backtrack in what

seems like a race to push the button.

In a USSR broadcast following the news report last

Thursday, it was said that the country's leaders could see

no reason to continue efforts toward world peace and that

deployments would only continue as to re-establish the

balance of powers. The U.S. would have done the same if

the shoe was on the other foot. My feeling is that our

leaders will not let the Soviets' action go without upping

the ante.

Just what are we fighting for anyhow? A missile could

be deployed in every world citizen's back yard and the pro-

blem would probably not be solved, unless they were fired.

Neither super power stands to lose any land, nor are they

motivated to gain more through this cold war.

The silly poker game we are playing could just as easily

be carried out with conventional warfare. Reagan's

message that a few must die to preserve peace would,

ironically, be a welcome solution right now.

Unfortunately, through a combination of media hype

and network censoring, "The Day After's" vital message

of the unimaginable results of nuclear war backfired. The

naive and perhaps not-so-naive were told by the movie

"sure it will be rough, but after a month or so in a fallout

shelter we can carry on, who cares if we loss a little hair as

long as we're alive."

The dismal truth would be a sub-freezing planet that,

because of the 100-year-plus half-life of radioactive

substances, might never be inhabitable again. In short, the

end of all life, believed by many ;.Tiyself not included) to be

the only life in the universe, would result.

But what is happening today draws too close a parallel

to the first hour of that movie; people going about their

daily business, even planning for their future, when the

destiny of the world is becoming increasingly unstable.

I, too, try not to think about this too much because it

makes four years of studying and any future plans seem

less important. But if something isn't done, the thought

that this Christmas could be our last is not entirely

unreasonable.

In our favor, if Ronnie wants to run again, a nuclear war

will be avoided during the election year. But if he decides

not to run, wins, or especially if he loses, we are still in

danger under present foreign policies.

If any solution is to be met this year Reagan must meet

with Soviet leader Yuri Andropov, if he's alive (I have my
doubts.)

It is so very sad that we are sitting ducks until this hap-

pens, with nothing to do except pray to God (or whomever)

that another John F. Kennedy comes out of the political

woodwork in time to be elected in 1984, and that war is

averted while Reagan finishes out his term.

The pages and pages and hours and hours of media

devoted to remembering John F. Kennedy are particularly

significant at this time.

The nationwide nostalgia for the youth and promise this

man brought the country is frightening, after all, nostalgia

got Ronald Reagan elected.

But in remembering Kennedy, America will be remind-

ed of the Cuban missile crisis and the real danger we face.

The U.S. responded to the Soviet placement of nuclear

weapons in Cuba with the threat of nuclear war.

Although that disaster was avoided, Kennedy expressed

concern over the larger problem of U.S./USSR security.

Sooner or later somebody will make a mistake, he said,

and someone will.

Tami Borton is a Collegian columnist

Letters-

Gallery's drawings offensive

To the Editor,

During the past week I have been involved in a personal

quandary which pitted my desire to understand and be

open-minded against my sensibilities. This situation is the

result of drawings of women currently being shown in the

Hampden Gallery in Southwest. The exhibit depicts

grotesque-looking women with distorted genitalia and

hands. One woman has a gaping dog's mouth instead of a

vagina. Another has two penises while yet another woman
with a penis fellates herself.

I was instantly offended when I saw these prints but I

assumed that they must not be oppressive or else they

would not be so prominently displayed here at UMass. The

more I thought of it the more I began to doubt their value

and question their propriety. Now I realize that these sket-

ches have no redeeming social value and in fact are op-

pressive to women as well as vulgar and base. I made the

mistake that assuming that because these drawings were

bold and radical that it was proper to display them. I also

assumed that they had a purpose and served some good. I

was wrong and it made me wonder if we have been lulled

into a complacent attitude that only questions the conser-

vatives and right wingers while accepting as good

anything that can in some way be construed as left wing or

liberal. I hope this is not the case as it can only stifle future

progress. This exhibit came to us under the guise of mean-

ingfiil expression that raises important questions and

hopefully promotes social growth (The nature of these

drawings allows no other explanation barring the blatant

sexual harassment of women).

Yet they do not promote growth, they have no value and

they have no place at an institute of higher learning. These

drawings would be better set in the pages of Hustler com-

ics or quickly scrawled on some dirty bathroom wall (The

men's room in Goodell basement would be perfect) and

composers of oppressive works should be referred to these

places in the future. This exhibit should be removed im-

mediately and in the future we should all be aware that

there are problems to the left as well as to the right.

Neither side of an issue is totally correct and we should

question both sides as we attempt to end the abuses so

prevalent in our society.

Daniel J. Hoban
Southwest

Stand for liberalism inflexible

To the Editor,

Rich Nangle's column lauding liberalism is one of the

most outright displays of off-the-collar cry baby tactics

ever put into the Collegian. The amount of moralizing m
his argument is so overbearing that his point is rendered

almost irrational.

Although I don't consider myself diametrically opposed to

Nangle's ardent liberalism, I find his assertion that the

conservative movement on campus is comprised simply of

"a new bunch of preppy frat boys" as particularly an

noying. Aren't blind generalizations like this something

that liberals seek to avoid?

Another point, Mr. Nangle automatically asserts that

liberalism is "politically correct". (Gee, thanks for telling

us the truth . . . now let's all become liberals.) There is a

vast difference between offering a viewpoint and being

totally inflexible and unrealistic: every issue has at least

two sides.

Displaying liberal policies should be put into the hands of

people who can generate a trenchant, intelligent argument

— not one littered with gasps of anguish and home made

morality. I can see why one would not support the U.S.

presence in Grenada and Lebanon, but don't even some

liberals agree that our nation must be aware of its own best

interest? Today, wars and conflicts are almost completely

ideological, and ideologies worldwide are wholly inflexible

— the question is where do we draw the line as to when too

much sand is kicked in our faces?

My general point is that even Mr. Nangle's political

opposition has a point. Juvenile depictions of "preppy frat

boys" and unsubstantiated mockery of a campus backlash

movement is foolish and does nothing to promote an ap-

parently legitimate liberal movement in the practical

sense.

Finally, Mr. Nangle associates conservatives with those

who "cut their hair real short and harass anyone who

doesn't". Well, I don't harass anyone, but my hair is short

only because I think that long hair went out with polyester

leisure suits. Now how is that for moralizing?!

Chris Bacich

Sunderland

Think before you act please!

To the Editor,

It's 12:45 a.m. Saturday night (though the events about

to be described are commonplace any night of the week).

I'm writing this letter while lying in bed, unable to sleep.

Why? Because some guys are "playing guns" in the

hallway, someone else is blasting a stereo, and some other

inconsiderates are yelling down the hall. Ah. college life,

where "kids" grow- up and become women and men-or at

least that's what I thought was supposed to happen.

Instead, unfortunately, the great amount of freedom

afforded in the dorms is severely abused, and signs of

maturity are few and far between. I do not understand

why the "boys" in the dorms act so aggressively (and yes,

males do cause most of the problems). Do they think it is

attractive behavior? Are they frustrated and/or lonely, in

need of attention? Of course obnoxious display is not

confined solely to the residence halls on this campus, but

the uncaring disregard for others does seem to surface

most conspicuously in the dorms.

Maybe for the present, students simply need to be

reminded that the walls in the dorms are very thin, that

noise penetrates them easUy, and that just one stereo at a

high volume can disturb a whole floor. But in the long-run,

I am afraid that "reminders" an • pleas for common

courtesy will be of no avaU. At least not until people learn

to cope with their emotions and tensions.

Martha McClune
Sylvan

Invasion is a serious matter
To the Editor,

I would like to direct this letter to Mr. Karl Schieneman.

Mr. Schieneman, I believe that your letter of November

29 was a bogus display of ignorance and insensitivity.

Sarcasm is often funny but sometimes inappropriate.

You chose an event of great controversy in the world

today. Grenada is an especially important issue in the

United States, and yet you feel that there is too much

publicity about it. What do you suggest the press write

about?

You also have the insensitivity to sterotype people. This

practice of narrow minded thinking, of insulting people,

will not get you far in life, Mr. Schieneman.

People died during the invasion of Grenada. Children

were kUled, soldiers were killed, elderly people were

killed. Understand that. It is. and was not funny.

You suggest, "So all I can say is let's sit back and enjoy

the invasion while we can. Who knows when well be so

fortunate again." If that's all you can say. fine. Please

don't say anymore.

John B. Kenney
Greenough
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Work Semester Break
We offer excellent earning potential from

end of December thru end of January. If

you live from the Cape thru Southern N.H.,

Greater Boston, Worcester and west from

Springfield thru Northampton and are over

18 and dependable, you can work, depen-

ding on your availability, 20-35 hours a

week and start at $4.75 an hour.

Nationwide inventory service needs to

supplement out present staffs of auditors

in taking physical inventories in various

retail stores. Must have weekend,
weeknight availability, day hours also

possible. A good work reference for the

future. Must have phone and transporta-

tion. Contact Student Employment Office

by Dec. 6 for interview schedule. EOE.

UMass Express/ Locals

New Location

MBTA - Riverside

Newton Mass

For reservations and information call

(617) 965-7040

BUB'S
BAR - B - QUE
Complete Dinners from '5.95

lodudcs Bub's Famous Hot Bar & Soup

'// you like Bar-B-Que,
You'll LOVE Bub's!"

HfNvs:
Daily 410 pjn.
Sunday 1-9 pjn.

Route 116

Sundedand, Mass.

1 2th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI (j PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22 - 27

TRIP INCLUDES:

S^/^DAv 'JFT TICKET

5 NIGHT5 LODGING
AAEAL5^

SUN -FW

HOTEL onCONDO
w, HOTEL ONLY

EMTERTAINMEMT: FRn BEER & VINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTIES . LONG UNOOWEAR PARTIES

TURTU KACEl FREE BEER b VINE PARTIES

FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES MASTAR RACES

SUGARDUSH COUPON BOOK. ECT. EG,

HOTEL PACKAGE

CONDO PACKAGE

Cuxmaxtmr, 0HLY$1ft4

a- •««)•) ONLY $189

FWST 100 PEOPU TO itOHAJf WKi K OKJIBU fOK. A FREETWP

LAGNAF 84
346-0407 400 STUDENT UNION

I
OFF PRICE SALE

Choice Merchandise

for Gift or Personal Use
- Handcrafted Boxes
- Napkin Rings

- Leather Handbags
- Candlesticks

- Small Leathergoods
- Cotton Print Scarves

- Bangles
- Wrapping Paper
- Sisal Bags
- Hatboxes
- Necklaces
- and much more

All Priced Below Wholesale

CONFERENCE ROOM
HOWARD JOHNSONS MOTOR INN

ROUTE 9 HADLEY
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 10 AM TO 7 PM

DECEMBER 3&4
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THEATRES
[S2?o MATINEE h TWILITE SHOW mOUCIO 'MlCIS 'OK STUOCNTSI

SINiO* CiriliNStiriTM «MC Ciac

NAMPSHIRE k 584-75501
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friends to keep you warm.
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The Amherst Production Committee

proudly presents

\The Jerry Garcia Ban

'Our audience is like

people who like licorice.

Not everybody likes

licorice, but the people

who like licorice

really like licorice.
'

-Jerry Garcia to Geraldo Rivera,

20-20, December 10, 1981

/t7-'i (,ii>\i,i riM<iuln Jen "^icuTt

In the Cage, Amherst College, Wedriesday, Dec. 7, 1983, 8:30 P.M.

Tickets are on sale now at the Cage from 1-4.

$11.50

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE

Arts
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Herterdsplay intriguing
By MELISSA K. GRAHAM

Collegian Correspondent

Lisa Hochstein's one week showing,

entitled Discrete Moments, is both

imaginatively conceived and impressively

conveyed. Through her paintings,

Hochstein evokes an intriguing protrayal of

the way memory is overlapped by various

associations of both time and place. Her
collages are a brilliant recognition of the

continuity in shapes and colors, as well as

the strong relation of surface texture. Her
complex textures and abstract forms all

reveal the quality of consciousness beneath

the work, thus generating a strong degree

of intimacy with the work and the feeling

that the artist is indeed sharing a strong

part of herself with the viewer.

Although the paintings first strike one as

being predominantly made up of greys and

blacks, Hochstein adds striking touches of

color which fill the work with a sense of

richness. Since they are acrylics, the

paintings consist of multiple layers slowly

built on top of each other. These physically

multiple layers* correlate with the mulitple

layers of images possible at different levels

of consciousness. The painted images, as

well as the color, work together to reveal

the existence of these multiple levels of

memory and consciousness. Hochstein, a

UMass senior working toward her B.F.A,,

explained to me that the paintings "trigger

all sorts of things — a sense of home and

place, a sense of time, and a kind of allegory

of the subconscious." She further revealed

that many of the paintings contain "dream

images" and are trying to come to terms

with the way in which "memory overlaps

associations."

In the Sun Room of the Gallery one finds

the collages. These works display a

brilliant use of texture as well as an ex-

ploring of the nature of layer and depth.

The collages are of mixed media: cloth,

paper, canvas, gauze, plaster, and thread

are all layered to reveal complex surfaces. I

later found out that this imagery was
derived from looking at concrete walls

under light, a fact which exemphfies

Hochstein's belief that it "is important for

people to take time to look in their own lives

at the world."

This belief characterizes one of the

wonderful aspects of this showing the true

quality of intimacy between the artist and

her world, and her creative urge to share

this world with others. In looking at these

works one must, as one viewer put it, "look,

think, and feel it." And one does.

Reknowned percussionist and composer Joseph Chambers will lec-

ture and perform on campus today. At 2:30 p.m., in room 36 of the Fine

Arts Center, Chambers will speak on "The Percussionist as

Composer," and give a demonstration on the drums and zylophone. This

lecture is open to the public. This evening. Chambers will be a guest

lecturer in Archie Shepp's class in the Fine Arts Center. For time and

exact location of this class, call the Office of Third World Affairs at

545-2517.

cordially invites

Seniors

to the Campus Center

on Monday, Deeeniber 5th

at 7:00 P.M.
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Works by Lisa Hochstein currently on display in Herter Gallery

live wrire
bu David Che

It's funny how the balance of nature

works, especially in the movies. For
example, in a B movie if someone dies, the

next scene invariably shows the birth of a

baby, cheap symbolism, but it works.

Well, I guess the Happy Valley is actually a

B movie, and a pretty bad one at that.

Even as one club dies, another is born,

actually reborn, reincarnation being a

major plot twist in this work. The Hangar
One bastion and butt of hundreds of jokes

has officially closed. Alas, the walls that

resounded to many of the areas best, along

with many of the better upcoming national

groups is no more. And yet, even as many
of us shed a small tear, from out of the

ashes rises . . . Rahars, the club that

couldn't stay dead. When Rahars closed a

couple years ago. a chapter of local hustory

completed. But apparently thiswas
epitaph was a bit premature, for this

weekend will mark the club's reopening.

Thank goodness for that. With grand

opener Lynn Meryl, the club also reflects a

growing trend in local clubs toward booking

jazz and other musics which may not be

considered entirely in vogue. Kudos to

Rahars and best of luck.

At the clubs tonight the Rhythm Rockers

at Sheehan's are your best bet for dancing.

Tomorrow night there's Lynn Meryl at the

new Rahars. or Heroes in Trouble at the

Wok. Saturday night Preston Reed, a

guitar virtuoso, will be at the Iron Horse

Coffeehouse.

Sunday night Archie Shepp will be at the

Iron Horse and Big Country will be at the

Agora. Other concerts on the horizon

include Jerry Garcia next Wednesday at

Amherst College, James Cotton at the

Bluewall next Friday, Dec. 7, and the

Roches that same night at the Calvin.

Coming up next week: the great

Christmas trivia contest and album

giveaway. Get Psyched.
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Budw^eiser
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Ball State the UMass Intramural Flag Football Champion, participated m

the annual Northeast Regional Flag Football Championships, held at

Worcester Polytechnical Institute, on the 25 November 1983. Twenty two

teams entered from as far south as Matyland. Round one was played on

Friday, 25 November, a beautiful, rainy, cold and snowy day Ball State

played and won three games Westchester State, Northeastern, and Brad

ford. On Saturday, 26 November, colder but drier, UMass lost to Towson

State in a single, sudden death overtime period. On Sunday, 27 November,

Layfayette College defeated UMass in a double overtime period. Both

defeats were in overtime placing UMass in 8th place Al Mennino the Cap

tain/Manager of Ball State and co player Greg Bowman vote were

unanimous selections to the All Region All Star Team Three officials from

UMass, J. Peimontese, J. Sciabarrasi and P. Dalton participated in the

tournament J. Sciabarrasi was selected as an All Region Official and will

accompany the winning teams to the Sugar Bowl Championships, held at

New Orleans, New Years Day The winning team was Towson State, and

the runner up was Livingstone College

Basketball entries are still being accpeted Tentative cutoff date for entries

is the 11 December Basketball managers meetings are scheduled for the

13/14 December, 6 pm. Room 251 Boyden Building. An officials clinic will

follow at 7 pm Managers or a team representative must attend at least one

meeting.

Volleyball Playoffs begin Monday, 5 December Drawing for playoff posi

tions will be held in Room 223, Boyden Building, Thursday 1 December at 6

pm Schedules will be available at the meeting or Friday AM in the In

tramural Office.

iURdsU^I
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Thurs. Night Special

$3.00 Cover
'All the Drafts You Can Drink

9pm- 12pm

TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome
Two For On# 9 til 14

- All llquof Pflnks

No
Cover

0»c»mb«r 1 a 7 fO IMS. I 00 pni

R»nd Th*«t»r, Fin« Ans Ctw*
Un.v*r«ltv of M»ft*achu»*n«
R«s*rvations S46 3B11

AAAfifiSbSSS^

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

The Clothing

Department
has temporarily

moved to the

Cape Cod Lounge
In the S.U.B.

Lisa Owen - Laurie Carter „^^ Photographer Dwayne Autery

Chris Chadwick - Lisa Melilli |^ UNIVERSITY
available at the TORE^

Hypercurricula

**HypercurricuIa," a

listing of events held at

the University of
Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day
before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-
day.

Friday

RIDGE STRING
QUARTET - As part of

the Fine Arts Center's Win-

ners Circle Series, this

young quartet will present a

program of works by
Haydn, Bartok and Dvorak.

8:00 p.m.. Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

KABBALAT SHABBAT
6:30 p.m., 72 Triangle

St., Amherst.

SHABBAT SERVICES
7 p.m., Dukes Rm.. S.U.

ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY
-MEETING - Join us to

1 plan a conference on por-

nography for this spring.

3:30 p.m., CC911.

TA6E!
/

Now'a the Hmc
to call

North Amherft
Motors

r«««ndlti«(ilng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660

Scott's

TREE
FARM i

Sunderland, MA |

take Rt. 47

to 252 Hadley Rd.

Christmas
Trees

Balsam Fir $12.

Scotch Pine $14.

Wreaths $4.

665-4791

••••••••••••••••••••••
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Scrod Dan DeBellis

HOin/ CAN YOU SIT IN THftT

OonI- YOU bo nNnniNG^.
I

[>CN'r Be SUCH /? LCSEf^.

GBT R HfilRCUT.- GET
A roB.i
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TO HEftR FROM AN /^55
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ACROSS
1 Short haircuts

5 Carries on

10 Castor, for one
14 Dies

15 Entertain

16 What rr^oons do
17 Pitcher

19 Another: Sp.

20 Batters nemeses
21 Tenants
23 Burden
24 Rouge et

25 Tenets
28 WorKers who

supply food

32 Kind of verb: Abbr
33 Formal reception

35 English dramatist,

1556-1596

36 Close
38 Agave fit>er

40 Salaa bar Item

41 Rascal, in Yiddish

43 Moves with a easy
gait

45 Suffix denoting

origin

46 Eccentrics

48 A Roosevelt vice

president

50 SilK. in Paris

51 West African

republic

52 Unaffected
55 MonKshood
59 One of the Ladds

60 the vote

62 19th cen. novelist

George
63 Join

64 Town in cen.

Sicily

65 Baseball's

Williams, etal

66 Alleviates

67 Spool

DOWN
1 Parts of overalls

2 Type of history

3 Island of song

4 Hardly ever

5 Swimmers of

northern seas

6 Pile up
7 Fawkes
8 Donkey, in

Heidelberg

9 Composed
10 Aspects of every

question?

11 Picnic treat

12 Concerning
13 Modernists

18 Kind of code
22 opera
25 Wild dog from

down under

26 Mountain nymph
27 Play to impress

the audience
28 Kisses, in Spain

29 Harvest
30 Put in high spirits

31 More original

34 Township: Abbr.

37 Springs back

39 Bequests
42 Trade exhibition

44 Drawing room
47 National, for one
49 Impostor
51 Dull finish: Var.

52 Publisher Conde
53 Wings
54 River to the

Laptev Sea
56 Pompeii heroine

57 Bring into

harmony
58 And others, for

short

61 "... of thee"

Superbad

AfOt? THAT6 Tt-I^ 'i>'\ofii. 6>H^ Ta>*^ ^
VMW T^^'^ ^^ <^0OO P<Cft 'Sei.L'lM'

C^OM^O, T^ENJ Tc>C?K- T^4& f^^f ^^

After The Fall
by R. Miller

i'r\ soRRy, youN& mam.
BOT I'n AFRA\D m NOT
GOING TO ALUW YOU TO
JOIN MY CLASS.,. YOU
YOUNCr FOL< HA\/g THINGS

TOO EASY T^l'Ji DAYS <

L00<. IP YOU WANT IT TO B6
T0U(*H FO«e. (W\e , WHY DON'

T

YOUMV€MElWfVAl*\flfS0M6
KIND -IF

I PASS IT, Y^ LiT

ME |NY(iURaASS,..lPlFAlL

IT Y00LLN£V&i5e€M6
A6AIN.

HOW f^ANY V0WEi5 DID

I use IM N\Y LAST
TH«gE SENT^MceS?

Yoo'vl pr:vedmy point.

VOO WElttNT TAKlt^

DdNT I
6€T A

OH, ALL Rl<>^T.

HERE'S YOUR TIES'

Typist Wanted
There is an opening in the Graphics

Dept. of the Collegian for a typesetter.

You must be able to type a minimum of 50

wpm. Experience preferred but not man-

datory. Apply in person at the Collegian

Thursday 6 pm.

Wilson Low
i
ljato d063tarh\an 3 &e gone , i |

IUne.vokethe.fi
[

LWCKEY 3 DWIBMOT ! WHAT DID YOU DO WITH 0ATO?T

rPWlRHOT] HE.S ALRICHT. I JUST SE.NT MIM THROUGH"]

by C.C. McFly

|LJAT0:)TH6 POOO LOOKS TERK>BLE!|
^WHM IS THIS PLACE?!

Applications are being accepted

for COLLEGIAN Women's Issues

editor, Assoc Women Issues

editor and Assoc Black Affairs

editor. Apply to Joel Myerson 113

Campus Center.

•^THE FIFTH DIMLNSIGN AHEAD OP US-

f

C MK-KEY TWPPtR ] JATO, LEAVE OWWPT
ALONE. HE'S NOT DANGEROUS -

kMlCKEYlWELL.WHYDON'TWE'nW/ELUKE THAT >W-"]
'

ISTEAD OF THIS BULKY SPACEi4ilP?
|

ILDWISHQTJ BYE. BYE jATO . . . \

Quentin

LOWIBHOT 3 5-0 TRAVEL IS RISKY, LIKE IT'S NOT AC-

CURATE. YOUC>*JEW0j£PjNSOM^^

bv Mark MacKenzie

DC Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on a Roll

Pork Fried Rice

Soy Sauce

DINNER
Simmered Corned Beef

Horseradish

Steamed Cabbage
Chicken Cutlet

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Tomato Torte

DESSERT SPECIAL

BASICS LUNCH
Tofu Burger with Roll

Vegetable Fried Rice

Soy Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cutlet

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Tomato Torte

DESSERT SPECIAL

Weather

Today, partly sunny,

quite breezy and cool.

Temperatures will range

from 40 to 45 degrees.

Tonight, partly cloudy

with a chance of showers,

temjjeratures falling into

the 30s.

Todays puzzle
answer

CiUlDtJ IJDDDL] UUQI]

LJUUnOt] liUUDtlUUlJ

IDDCTD HyEJDC HUIJU
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O'Reilly's son may need transplant

THE LONELY BOYS
'"••"ROLLING STONES*"*"*"
with former members of night bear
and featuring maurice Raymond

former lead vocalist of the Blushing Brides

FRIDAY DEC. 2

THE BLUE WALL

BOSTON (AP) - Four-month-old Evan

O'Reilly, son of Boston Bruins captain

Terry O'Reilly, has a serious liver disorder

that eventually could require a liver

transplant, the National Hockey League

star said Wednesday.
O'Reilly said he and his wife. Lourdes,

• Speaking of...

('ontinm'dfrom page 16

learns, who are currently one, two in the

F'atrick division.

Everybody knows that Al Arlx)ur and
the Islanders arc in their Drive for Vwa but

everyhH)dy's sentimental hope has to l)e the

Rangers, except for Bruins fans. The
Rangers and the Islanders were lied for

first last night.

Herb Brooks has the talent, the fighters.

and Rangers fans hope the smarts to end
the Rangers 40 plus drought win the Cup.
Pierre LaRouche is the top scorer for the

Rangers. Mike Rfxigers is another top gun.

Fdmonton and Gretzky (74 points,

leading his nearest rival by 23 points) are

cleaning house in the weak Smythe Divi-

sion. So what else is new? Who needs
defense out there?

The Norris Division has turned into one

have begun a waiting game, closely wat-

ching Evan's progress.

Flanked by several of his teammates,

O'Reilly and Evan's doctors held a press

conference at the New England Medical

Center's Floating Hospital to explain the

babv's condition.

of mediocrity. The North Stars have 25

points and Detroit, Toronto, and Chicago

are all tied for second with 22. Since when

have Detroit and Toronto been in seconci

place?

The Red Wings are plaving exciting

hockey in the Motor City and they drew the

biggest NHL crowd in history (21,000 plus)

to see them play Pittsburgh of all teams.

Hmmmm.
Oh yes, the Bruins. True. Boston is

leading the toughest division in the league

even with a rash of injuries. But Buffalo

and C^ebec are close l)ehind. (juel)ec

should fade, though.

So this season looks to be an interesting

one to be sure. Hockey should be an in-

teresting break from all that ESPN basket-

ball this January.

MILLER SPORTS NIGHT

MILLERHIGH LIFE
WRISTWRESTLING

SERIES

It s grip-and-grimace time Miller s popular wnstwrestlmg series

-open to all challengers men and women feather-weight

hght-weight. middle-weight and heavy-weight categories

Prizes trophies, applause and glory Sign up now Come and

compete, or come and cheer for your favorite competitors

(WHEN! JjLtTn. to 9 p.m.

(WHEREi .Blue Wall _ —
Regstaton iwHEN) Pre-reglstrBtlon at Blue Wall

from 12-7 p. m. at the bar

MILLER BEER SPECIAL

il

.V '

IT^

Charter

For hassle-(ree group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time. Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses
• Ivlini-Buses.

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group. Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Jr'Ji/»=tf JlntEL Bus Lines Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

If you're planning a career in medicine you

owe it to yourself to find out about the Air

Force's Health Professions Scholarship

Program.

Qualified U.S. citizens can receive scholar-

ships for medical or osteopathic school.

Our scholarships inlcude:

Tuition

Required Books
Required Lab Fees

Required Equipment Rental and more

than $550 Monthly Stipend

For Details Contact:

Bruce E. Kiselauskas 413-785-0192 or

call your nearest Air Force recruiter.

* ^ra^ woy o' We

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE FOUND

1960 Mazda 626 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

1975 Datsun 280Z 4-speed black exc.

cond. Taking BO call 546-8236

1979 Chevette 6OOO0
545-0642 or 253-3901

miles Roland

Found a tennis warmup jacket on Sun-

day night near the campus. If you can iden-

tify it, contact George at 6-6445

An umbrella in the Campus Center ladies

room around 11:00 am, Tuesday morning

call 546-4885

Housing available for spring semesterl

Good food, friendly atnnosphere--all in-

terested females call 545-0162

The great pizza drool-off is harel Tonite

at midnite WSYL 89.7 FM 545-0191

Jeenie Thanxs for everything. I'm going to

miss you: "you are so specical. "
I love you.

Dave

76 Honda good condition AM/FM moving
must sell 666-7530 eves BO

HELP WANTED

1975 Peugeot 504. reliable

offer 5^6728 evenings
$1300 or best

76 TR7 good cond. + extra parts $2,500
after 9 pm Dave 546-7119

73 Comet 77k mi stereo great condition

$400 call Rick 549-3679

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA ~
Enamel Earrings in a handsome gift box, 6
pairs for $5. Call evenings Lisa or Mary Ann
549-7611.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT

Intersession single and double occupancy
rooms modern facilities call Dave 549-7583

253-9071

One double room in

on call Matt 549-6999
Puffton from Jan 1

Bedroom available in 116 Swiss Village

starting Jan 25. Takeover lease until Aug
31. Rent 174.00/mo includes utilities call

Nancy after 5 256-1286

Mature parson for room in Northwood
Apt occupy Dec 23 - Jan 1 call evenings

665-8567

FOR SALE

Run For Ritter Road Race: The Road
Race Committee is now accepting applica-

tions for the following positions for the

following positions: Prize Director, T-shirt

Director, First-aid Director, Course Direc-

tor, Greek and Dormitory Directors, P. A.

Director, Water Director, Clean-up Direc-

tor, Finish Line Director, Computer Direc-

tor, Treasurer, Police Director, Student

Recruiter. All positions are voluntary. Ap-

plications and job descriptions can be pick-

ed up at the table on the first floor of the

Newman Center. Applications are being ac-

cepted until 12/2.

Holiday Jobs for Social Change. Take

action on acid rain and consumer fraud this

vacation. Work with MASSPIRG's
outreach & fundraising staff to build a

citizen network. Will train. Call Terry at

256-6434. Positions in Amherst. Worcester,

and Boston

Part-time Christmas help. Good pay.

Good hours. Good location. 253-3834

anytime

Production Manager - SNPS to supervise

and coordinate print/copy shop operation.

An exciting challenging job in a student

controlled business. Two year committ-

ment. Print shop experience helpful - not

req. Detailed description and application in

SU 403. Application due 12/7 AA/EEO
545-2271

LOST

All cultural canter and clubs, craftspeo-

ple, artists and musicians interested in par-

ticipating in the Orchard Hill/Central Holi-

day Festival please contact Debbie at

666-7020 or John at 546-6534

Great Christmas Stocking Stuffar

-"ACID, Don't Rain on Mel" bumper

sticker. $1.00 with self addressed stamped

envelope to: FM Novelties, Box 562, West

Lebanon, NH 03784

SUGARBUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
B USHSU GARB USHSU GAR

-

BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR
Sugarbush Valley

Ski Er Party Week Jan 22-27

5 14 day lift ticket 5 nights lodging

hotel, with meals or condo

free beer & wine parties, hot tub party

long underwear party, turtle races

Nastar races, Sugarbush coupon book etc

Hotel Package only $184

Condo Package only $189

for more info call 545-3437 LAGNAF 84

Ski Powder Winter Break
Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare & transfers

transportation to & from airport

8 day - 7 night accomodations

gorgeous condos, wine & cheese party

hot tub party, beer slalom, free t-shirt

5Vi day lift ticket for Jackson Hole

for more info call 545-3437

Nonsmoking rumale to share room in 2
bedroom Brandywine apt available Dec 1 or

Jan 1 549-5961

Serious student wanted for apartment in

Presidential $115 month call at night

549-0740

Relatively mature and responsible

female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor apt call 256 074O

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, etc. 666-3414 anytinw

SPEAK OUT

Speak Out
on

Violence fi jainst Women
on the UMass Campus

Monday D«c 5, 1983 7 10 PM
Skinner Hall Auditorium

panel disc, refreshments,

music ^jrate demo
for nv, call 5-0290

STEPHANIE

DlttoDittoDittoDittoDittoDittoDittoDit-
toDittoDittoDif-DirtoDittoDittoDittoDitto:

And you can't chanqe that! Dangerous

TO SUBLET

Spring Semes"^' 'nly: Jan-May Cliffslde

Apts. 1 bedroor . 305/ month util. incl.

ca ll late nights n- n^m^ 665-3440

Colonial Village 14 '.50 from Dec 23 call

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

180 Skis. Poles. Bindings used

$125.00 also ski boots $50 call

549-4867 after 6 pm
Queen oak waterbed
80 323-5954 after 6 pm

twice
Andy

waveless $300 or

Lost thin black rimmed glasses in purple

w/black trim velvet case. Please call

546-7352

Glasses in case in or near Newman Center

call Teresa 549-1703

Glasses in black plastic case on campus

Jim 549-0498

Lost mens gold ring initials RAS reward

call 6-9436 extremely sentimental

Tim - Happy Birthday to someone very

special! Have a great day. I love you! Pam

Hey SB 1114). KJ 1/16) and EK (/76)l The
"3" of you have been noticed! Hope you

had a nice Thanksgiving! The Melville "3"
.

..•....••••..•STRIPES»^«»»*********
starring Bill Murrey SUB THurs Dec 1

5.7. 9. 11 $1.-5:00 show

256-1375 after F> pm

Helpl 3 female subiattors wanted for in-

tersession 3 bdrn n Townhouse apts rent

neg 549-5216

Belchertown Ctr spacious 4 bedroom

house available j .< 1 call 323-7310

WANTED

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Buying Class Rings. Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

Bed, table Er 5 chairs Roland 545-0642 or

253-3901

Skis - IC2 shorts, 195cm, barely used.

Boots - Nordics Cosmos, size 10M, good
condition 125 for both call Kim 549-6689,

Dave 549-7755

Great Gift Ideal New Brother EP20

typewriter weighs only 5 lbs, memory
retails at $225 my price only $110 going

fast! Call Kelli 545-0320

Ski Boots - Dolomite Secret Weapons sz

8% -9'/^ exc. cond. best offer Jeff 6-9571

Wholesale prices rings, necklaces, wat

ches, 10-14 crt gold jewelry call 546-4408

for more info unbelievable low prices

Lab Series L-3 Guitar Amp 60 watts, 2

channels exc. condition $150 firm, call Rob
546-5595

PERSONALS
••••

1

•••• College •••• Spring •••• Break
• • Round Trip Jet Right or Deluxe
• Motor Coach Transportation
• • ocean front accommodatlon7 night •

jj,

• • Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

"Make reservations Now and Save $»•
• Check out our table in the

*

• CC Concourse or call 546-6422 •

••• D>A*Y*T»0*N*A *** B*E*A*C*H ***

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to

classified advertising.

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

564-7924 evenings ——^—-==
RIDERS WANTED

~

Rider to Los Angeles leav after finals?

Doug 323-7774 ^—-==
ROOM WANTED ZZH

Security Guards for evenings in Amherst

area. Ideal for retired, college student or se-

cond job. Call 774-30^

Apartment wanted to sublet over In-

tersession within walking distance of cam-

pus. Please call Debbie 6-8498 after eleven

Tutor 110 Phil (logic) very reasonable pay

call: 256-6625

sell display and

Looking to rent room in apt. or house

near bus route call Bob 546-9198

Quiet responsible clean senior looking

for room in house or apt for spring

semester call Rich 549-1215

For Intersession. Must be close to cam-

pus. Call Anne 546-6028

WANTED TO RENT

s^ssi^i^ssie??;^!*??^?!^

i JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE X

S Jacksonholejacksonhole
J

? JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE^ \

I
i^KSONHOl^LlMi^^ONHG^^ J

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for 1 or 2 females for spring

semester at Brittany Manor call 253-5560

K/ 2 females >want space in house or apt

ft Amherst area for spring semester call

{ 546-3293

Y I am looking to a two or three
\ bedroom apt in Amnerst, North Amherst.
Y call Paul or Torty 66:.' 7605 starting Jan 1

.V 2 bedrooms in 4 bf*droom apt available

S Jan-Aug Craig - -y 256-0089

I

2 males looki

tersession call

^>i.>f>ffii'iir!i''ii>9!^^

cheap apt. for in-

«3-7742
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Swimmers lose

to Springfield

for third loss
By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

It was a tough night for the University of Massachusetts

women's swimming and diving team. They were outdone

by a strong Springfield College team 87-53 and dropped

their third straight meet. UMass is now 1-3. Springfield

finished third in New England's last year.

UMass was not without it's bright spots though. Co-

captain Liz Feinberg was a double winner taking the 50
yard freestyle and an exciting 200 yard freestyle. Liz

qualified for the New England's with her time in the 50.

Trying to duplicate last meet's triple was not to be
however. A new experimental NCAA rule states that

after one false start, the swimmer will be disqualified. This

rule only holds for dual meets and the regular format of

allowing one bad start will be followed for championships.

Coach Valerie Turtle is still optimistic on the future of

the team. "We had some drops in time and personal bests

again, Nancy Stephens took almost two full seconds off

her previous best in the 100 yard butterfly."

The most exciting match of the night belonged to

freshman Allison Uzzo. She won a close 500 yard freestyle

that had the whole crowd on their feet. Coach Turtle was
especially pleased with the 200 yard freestyle relay team
(Sue Freitas. Nancy Stephens, Jennifer Lowe, and Lori

McCluskey) who had their fastest time of the year in that

event last night. "Even in meets when you don't come out
with a victory, you can still have victories in other areas,"

observed Turtle.

Rosemary Kelsall was strong for the swimmers last

night finishing second in the 200 yard breaststroke and
placing third in the 100 yard breaststroke by three-

hundreds of a second. In addition, her times in both events

qualified her ft)r the New England's. Allison Uzzo was
another who qualified in an event with her time in the 200
yard freestyle.

"I'm pleased where we are now," said Coach Turtle,

"they're swimming strongly and there is still a lot of ex-

citement within the team."
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Nancy Connolly, swimming in the 200 fly in an earlier meet, couldn't help the UMass women's
team as they dropped a 83-57 meet to Springfield last night in Boyden.

UMaine have not competed in a dual meet in over four

years. "There will definitely be some good swimm.ing at

that meet." commented Turtle, "UMaine is a tough team

and it's a match where we have nothing to lose and
everything to gain."

The match will be in Boyden and start at 1. If you've

never seen a swim meet before this will be a good oppor-

tunity to watch the UMass women and it promises to be a

highly competitive match against a high caliber opponent.

So take a break from your final studies and come to

Boyden and catch some exciting women's swimming.

''Even in meets when you don't come out

with a victory, you can still have victories

in other areas. " observed Coach Turtle.

Coach Turtle and her squad will have a lot of time to

prepare for their next match which isn't until December
1 1 . The swimmers and divers will have their hands fulls

there as they take on the Black Bears of the University of

Maine. UMaine has been a perennial powerhouse in the

New England area placing second last year. UMass and

YoungUMass wrestlers pinned down by Hofistra
Bv JOHN baik;er
and CERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Wrestling is a sport where the individual

meets his opponent alone. It's one on one

and the rest of the team can only yell en-

couragement.

Even so, when one team starts to roll it

does affect the other. Such was the case

Tuesday night in the Boyden Auxiliary

gym as 29th ranked Hofstra University

sent the University of Massachusetts

wrestling team reeling to it's second

straight loss by a 42-10 margin.

This time. Massachusetts took the early

lead as Richard Gardinaer picked up six

points as Hofstra forfeited the 118 pound

class. The Dutchmen came right back and

narrowed the lead to 6-4 as the Flying Dut-

chmen's Gary Pesky took a tough 17-8 deci-

sion from freshman Chris Lee at 126.

UMass lost the lead for good as freshman
Mike Hanlon was pinned with just four

seconds left in the match, at 6:56 by a more
experienced Chris Amelia. The matches
are seven minutes long, three, two, two.

Hanlon fought hard but Hofstra built it's

lead to 10-6.

After Philippe Durant (142 lbs) was pinn-

ed by Hofstra's Herbie Valentine to give

the Dutchmen a 16-6 margin, UMass' Dave
MacDonald was decisioned by Ted DiPas-

qualle by a 21-5 score. MacDonald was
elusive with several escapes. Hofstra now
led 21-6 and the rout was on.

After another Hofstra pin at 158 lbs of

Wesley Beckwith (normally a 145). and the

lead was now an insurmountable 27-6,

senior captain Scott McQuaide gave the

Minuteman fans something to cheer about.

The senior dominated Ken Dick for the

entire match before coming on strong in

the iniru penoa lo cnncn i/ie maicn. Mc-

Quaide had Dick on his back but time ran

out before he could get the pin. His decision

left the score at 27-10.

Hofstra took the rest of the matches to

build up their 42-10 advantage. Francisco

Guitierrez was pinned at 177 lbs. At 190,

Brian Shaughnessy, wrestling up a class,

did a good job on his Hofstra opponent,

controlling most of the match. But he made
an error which Hofstra capitalized on and

the Dutchmen went on to take the match.

At heavy weight, UMass had no one to

offer, and forfeited.

"We haven't been producing," said Mike

Hanlon. "We have a good team. We just

haven't been getting the breaks."

One factor in the loss could be the inex-

perience of the Minutemen to college

wrestling. UMass started seven freshmen

in their ten man lineup. McQuaide (a

senior) and Gutierrez (junior) were the only

upperclassmen - che lineup.

The team, naturally, does not want to use
this as an excuse but it is a factor.

"I can't sp)eak for the rest of the team,"
said Hanlon, "but I have to get used to col-

lege wrestling. It's a lot faster and they
(opponents) are very strong."

Another thing that hurt UMass was the
re-shuffling of men to fill the weight classes

because some were overweight. Durant,
went at 142 because regular William Pear-
sail was over. Hanlon was a second string

126, now he's a starting 134. It's a definite

disadvantage to wrestle out-of your class

as Shaughnessy found out. The freshman
was 15 pounds lighter than his opponent
and when he made a mistake his opponent
just, literally, sat on him.

The Minutemen hope to get on the winn-
ing track this weekend as they travel to the
Coast Guard Invitational Tournament this

weekend.

Speaking of... fast bicycling

and some suprising hockey
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Speaking of sports that do not have var-

sity teams here at UMass, hockey and
bicycling come to mind.

Hockey, the most popular sport in

Massachusetts some claim, is something
that deserves mention. But bicycling?

Yesterday in the Collegtan, there was a

story about the UMass bicycle club and

their attempt to bring back intercollegiate

bike racing to the Amherst campus. It

sounds like a good idea.

They should not have any trouble finding

riders or a place to practice on this campus.
Don't you .see those bicyclists weaving
through the ticked-off, paranoid
pedestrians between classes coming inches

from knocking them into the ground and

crashing into themselves.

They would be a natural for bicycle rac-

ing, which requires close manuevering and

close drafting of riders in races. Weaving
through the pedestrians is a challenging

thing to especially at twenty M.P.H. down
the hill by Southwest. What practice for

the team.
On a more serious note, let's leave the

pedestrians alone and look at the sur-

prises in the National Hockey League.
One of the biggest has to be the demise of

the Montreal (Tanadiens to the status of

also-rans. The once-proud Canadiens are

only at ..'jOO (11-11-1) and only three points

ahead of the Whalers. It looks like the Habs
will be canned after the first round of the

playoffs again this year, if they make them
at all.

The Washington Capitals are a fx>or

start, have come to be respectable. They
trail the Flyers and the two New York

Continxied on pag- U

Collegian NFL Picks
It's now the 14th week of the NFL

season and there is now only three weeks

to go. Last week, amazingly, all the home

teams were winners. Amazingly, the in-

credible Scott Hood picked all but three of

the winning teams. The Hood had the best

record of the year last week with a 11-3.

That enabled him to tie the master Bill

Shea for the overall lead. Shea went 8-6

Raiders at Chargers
Saints at Patriots

Bills at Chiefs

Bears at Packers

Bengals at Steelers

Falcons at Redskins

Rams at Eagles

Cardinals at Giants

Cowboys at Seahawks
Buccaneers at 49ers

Browns at Broncos

Jets at Colts

Vikings at Lions

last week.

Awesome Tony Betros came in with a
close second to Hood with a 10-4 mark.

Hard-luck Gerry deSimas pulled out a 8-6

stance while the argumentive Kevin
Deluca held up the bottom with an even
7-7.

Minnesota at Detroit looks like a good
Monday Nighter this week.

Shea deSimas Deluca Betros Hood
(83-56) (75-64) (79-60) (81-58) (83-56)

LA LA LA LA LA
Pats NO NO NO Pats

KC Buff Buff KC KC
Chic GB GB GB GB
Cinn Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt

Wash Wash Wash Wash Wash
Rams Rams Rams Rams Rams
Cards NYG NYG NYG NYG
Dall Dall Dall Dall Dall

SF SF SF SF SF
Clev Clev Clev Denv Denv
Jets Jets Bait Jets Jets

Detr Detr Minn Detr Detr
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Students walk pa^t
a recent addition to

the railing outside

the Fine Arts
Center as both are
reflected in the pool.
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Faculty Senate questions

priority of UM sports rink
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A motion by the Faculty Senate to oppose

the proposed construction of a multi-

purpose sports facility at the University of

Massachusetts was substituted at

yesterday's meeting by a new motion to

include discussions with the Campus
Physical Plant Committee and the Athletic

Council before taking a stand on the issue.

A $600 million state capital outlay budget
now in the Massachusetts Senate ap-

propriates $3 million for planning and

preliminary construction of a multi- sports

facility at UMass. the heart of which will be

an ice hockey rink.

Faculty Senate Secretary Robert E. Jones

said the state plan has met with varying

opposition from faculty and administration

members, because, "the ice hockey rink

was not on anyone's priority list, and all of a

sudden, $3 million is appropriated for its

construction."

"I am not opposed to the ice hockey rink,"

Jones said. "The issue is one of priorities.

For so many other critical needs, to spend

$3 million seems to many people an inap-

propriate use of funds."

The faculty senate feels that the

equivalent sum be used for repairs of

deteriorating classrooms, buildings, lecture

halls and for replacement of obsolete and

non-functioning equipment used for

classroom and laboratory instruction." he

said.

"I personally don't see (the sports facility)

as a high priority," UMass President David

C. Knapp said during his senate address.

Knapp said he is not oppostt.i lo the

building of a sports facility since "other

Cimtinued on pngp 7.

Proposed outlay budget

givesUMass $16 million

Crampton andCashin fires

may be interconnected
By ANNE McCRORY
and MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

An official investigating the more than 30

acts of arson at the University of

Massachusetts this semester have
determined fires in different dormitories

are related.

Rosemary Tarantino of the Hampshire
County District Attorney's Office said

Wednesday that "some" of the eight

suspicious fires in Cashin dormitory in the

Sylvan Residential Area "are related to"

the 16 fires in Crampton dormitory in the

Southwest Residential Area.

Tarantino further said investigators

"don't believe there is any kind of con-

spiracy" among residents in setting the

fires, and noted messages found prior to at

least one Crampton fire are being con-

sidered as evidence.

Chancellor Joseph P. Duffey said

Wednesday there are "still some things we
are not prepared to announce" in terms of

the investigation being conducted by both

University and state officials.

Duffey would not comment on the effect

the fires, publicized by local, state and even

national media, have had on the image of

UMass.
"My first concern is not the image, but

the safety of the students," he said, noting

he has spoken with Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis on the investigation.

UMass President David C. Knapp, on

campus to address the Faculty Senate

Thursday, said he is "convinced the cam-

pus is doing everything it conceivably can

to cope with the situation."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson, addressed the senate and

noted the Dean of Students Office is open

to aid Crampton residents with academic

and other problems. Madson requested

that faculty consider delaying exams and

assignment deadlines for Crampton
students. Fifteen residents have moved out

of the dorm so far with three more schedul-

ed to leave today, he said.

According to Thea Costine, assistant

housing assignment coordinator, six of the

former Crampton residents have found

permanent rooms, and nine are now living

in swing spaces. Ten of the 15 former

residents have moved out of Southwest,

she said.

Director of Housing Services Joseph A.

Zannini met Thursday with Donna Mur-

phy, author of a petition signed by 131

residents requesting a full refund of the

$606 housing fee.

"He didn't want to say 'yes' and he didn't

want to say 'no'." said Murphy, who will

speak before her housemates at a private

meeting on Monday.
Zannini said the refund could take up to

two weeks, Murphy said.

While no reported fires disrupted

Southwest residents Thursday, a dor-

mitory across campus was hit with

suspected arson.

A smoldering toilet paper fire in an

elevator in Brown dormitory, a Sylvan

residence next to Cashin. was reported just

after midnight Thursdny. according to En-

vironmental Health and Safety Director

Donald Robinson. The 12:10 a.m. fire was

Continued on page 5.

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The proposed state capital outlay budget

which would allocate more than $16 million

to the University of Massachusetts for

extensive building repairs and projects

would preserve the school's priorities,

UMass President David C. Knapp said

Thursday.
The proposed budget includes $5 miUion

for deferred maintenance projects, such as

the renovation of Goessman Laboratory and

Fine Arts Center roof repairs, and $6

million for utilities to repair and improve

the high pressure steam pipes which heat

the Southwest Residential Area. Another

$3 million has been proposed for the study,

planning and construction of a multi-sports

facility, including an ice rink.

Knapp, .speaking before the Faculty

Senate, .said the budget would 'help us to

begin dealing with some of the maintenance

problems" on campus. Office maintenance

costs were cited as one area in need of

support, which Knapp attributed to

"significantly increasing" utility costs and

personnel items. "But I think it's a general

problem." he said.

"Tho.se who support excellence in public

colleges and universities expect a clear fit

between academic and institutional plans

and operating and capital budgets." Knapp

said. "They want us to be clear about our

priorities, and they expect us to make hard

choices."

The Southwest steamline is now 18-

years-old with a life expectancy of 20 years,

according to Physical Plant officials. Funds

would pay for estimated construction costs

and an emergency repair fund in the event

the system failed. The budget would also

fund renovations in Marshall Hall and

Goessman laboratory, the site of future

asbestos removal. A laboratory animal

facility and additional pedestrian lighting

area is also funded in the proposed budget.

H.J. Littlefield, director of facilities

planning for the University, said following a

Wednesday night meeting with legislature

committee members he felt "they were

comfortable" with the budget recom

mendations.

"Bear in mind that they were going over

the entire capital outlay budget in three

hours." he said, "they didn't have time to

ask questions on specific items."

The budget, the state's first since 1980,

was passed in the Massachusetts House of

Representatives two weeks ago and will

hopefully go before the Senate next week,

Kathleen Marrigan. aide to Sen. John

Olver. D Amherst, said Thursday. It is now

before the Senate Ways and Means

Committee.
"Public higher education once again has

CollrKian photo by Drew <>in»r

University of Massachusetts
President David C, Knapp speaks to

the faculty senate yesterday.

value in the Commonwealth, but support is

by no means automatic," Knapp said.

"Fiscally we will, in fiscal year 1985. be in

fierce competition for what are likely to be

limited increases in revenue."

Inside:

Dormitory violence against women to be discussed p.3

Orchard Hill roof repairs prove inadequate p.

5

WINTER/SPORTS SPECIAL P- 16. 17. 18

Professor speaks on black feminism pH

Gerald Cosloy on Truth, Trust and Pain p.l3

You never listen to a word 1 say, you only judge me by the

clothes I wear the Public Image
-- John Lydon
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AROUND THE WORLD
Agencies to submit own reports

WASHINGTON lAP) - Five private

agencies promised Thursday to prepare

their own report on human rights abuses in

El Salvador, after President Reagan vetoed

a bill that would have required Salvadoran

political and s<Kial reforms as a condition of

U.S. military aid.

At the same time, leading Democrats

denounced Reagan's veto as likely to en-

courage right wing death squads in El

Salvador which recently have intensified

killing of civilians regarded as politically

suspect. The Democrats said they would

resubmit the vetoed bill when Congress

reconvenes Jan. 23.

The bill would have revived a two-year-old

law that required Reagan to cut off military

aid to the rightist Salvadoran government il

he could not certify every six months that it

was making progress on human rights and

political and economic reforms. The next

report would have been due Jan. 16.

Meanwhile, five anti-Sandinista groups

told the United States they are prepared to

end military operations against Nicaragua if

that nation lakes "credible steps" toward

democracy, a senior American official said

Thursday. The official, reporting on talks

Thursday in Panama City between the anti-

Sandinista leaders and Richard Stone.

Reagan's special Central American envoy,

said his report was intended to convey a

message directly to Sandinista leaders in

Managua.

t'ApT^J -rr-
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DIGGING OUT -- Ron Leprell, left, and James Stoner brush snow off

their car yesterday after a snowstorm dumped 28 inches near Buffalo.

Jury finds Lavelle guilty of lying
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rita Lavelle.

former head of the government's $1.6

billion hazardous waste cleanup program,

was convicted Thursday on three felony

counts of perjury and one count of trying to

obstruct a congressional inquiry.

After deliberating almost seven hours, the

jury found Ms. Lavelle guilty of lying last

February about the date she learned her

former employer, Aero Jet General Corp..

was involved in a California waste dump.

The jury convicted her on two counts of

lying before Senate and House committees

about this fact and on one count of lying

about the date in a sworn statement sub-

mitted to Congress.

Ms. Lavelle also was convicted of trying to

obstruct a congressional inquiry by sending

the false statement to Congress.

The only count for which the jury did not

return a guilty verdict was a charge that

Ms. Lavelle lied last February when she

denied using her post at the Environmental

Protection Agency to help Republican

candidates.

However, on four of the five felony counts

brought against Ms. Lavelle by a grand

jury in August, the 10 women and two men
on the jury found her guilty.

AROUND THE REGION

Former senator convicted ofextortion
Boston (AP) Barring possible further

appeals, former Sen. James A. Kelly Jr.

faces a prison term for allegedly extorting

$;J4.500 from the defunct Masiello &
Associates Architects Inc. of Worcester.

The 1st I'.S. Court of Appeals has rejected

all objections to Kelly's conviction. These

include claims of prejudicial pre-trial

publicity and a laik!-',- of .'ne trial cour' "«

investigau- iiiiegauons oi possible juror

nisconrtuct.

Mark h. Kohinson. assistant U.S. at

torney, said Thursday this means Kelly

will 'negin serving his sentence.' However,

he said he did not know exactly when he

would have to report or if there might be

further appeals.

John S. lA'onard. Kelly's lawyer, was

involved in another trial and was

unavailalbe for comment.

Murder conviction thrown out
BOSTON (AP) - The state Supreme

Court threw out a murder conviction

Thursday against a defendant charged in

the stabbing death of a man near the Boston

Common.
The justices ruled that William M. Dorsey

should not have been convicted of second

degree murder in the 19H1 death of Michael

T, Lumenti. However, they allowed a guilty

finding on assault and battery charges to

stand.

The attack i(K)k place Sept. '20, 1981

AP Laserphoto

KIDNAP VICTIM-Jaime Betancur, brother of Colombian President-

Belisario Betancur, shown with alleged kidnappers, is to be released

Wednesday.

AROUND THE NATION
may agree to stop fighting

Three Nicaraguan guerrilla groups told

U.S. envoy Richard Stone yesterday they

are willing to stop fighting if the leftist

government takes specific steps toward

democracy, a senior American official in

Washington said.

Stone met with guerrilla leaders in

Panama City in an effort to get the rebel

groups to work together, according to a

senior official in Washington who spoke on

the condition that he was not identified.

The Washington official said "the anti-

Sandinista groups are prepared to open

negotiations with the Sandinista govern-

ment" and "suspend paramilitary activity in

Nicaragua if the Sandinista government

takes specific, credible steps to implement

the democratic promises they made to the

OASinl979."

Large defense rise planned for '85

WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger is planning a

Pentagon spending request for the next

fiscal year of about $305 billion, an increase

of nearly $55 billion or more than 21 percent

over this year's level, congressional sources

disclosed Thursday.

Several sources predicted a request that

large would provoke a major election year

fight in Congress, which fought a pitched

battle with President Reagan over defense

spending earlier this year before voting less

money than he wanted.

A request that large also would become a

certain issue in next year's presidential

election campaign, should Reagan choose to

seek a second term. All eight Democratic

hopefuls favor cuts in the administration's

buildup, although they differ widely on

specifics.

It was not known whether Weinberger has

forwarded the Pentagon's request for fiscal

1985 to the White House for Reagan's

review. But one source said the spending

blueprint "hasn't been thrashed out in front

of the president yet." Reagan will

ultimately decide how large a defense

budget request to submit to Congress.

Congressional sources said Weinberger

went over his proposal at a private break-

fast meeting Wednesday with five key GOP
leaders in the Senate, including Republican

Leader Howard Baker of Tennessee.

One aide said Weinberger left at least

some senators "pretty much stunned,

pretty adamant they won't get a number

that big."

"It's going to be a real donnybrook if they

insist on asking for that large a number."

this aide added.

Columbia to be visible this weekend

BOSTON (AP) — If weather conditions

are right it should only take the naked eye

and some imagination for New Englanders

to spot the space shuttle Columbia at

certain times through the weekend, said a

space agency spokesman Thursday.

On its ninth trip into space, the Columbia

will look to its observers like a star in the

sky. said Lu Sudak of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA).
Viewers in Massachusetts and Rhode
Island should look to the sky at 4:43 p.m.

Friday. 4:32 p.m. Saturday and 4:22 p.m.

Sunday. In New Hampshire, the times are

the same on Friday and Saturday but starts

one minute earlier at 4:21 p.m. on Sunday.

Maine observers should have their eyes on

the sky at 4:42 p.m. Friday, 4:32 p.m.

Saturday. 4:22 p.m. Sunday and 4:11 p.m.

Monday. In Connecticut, the shuttle will be

visible at 4:43 p.m. Friday and 4:32 p.m.

Saturday only, Sudak said.

The shuttle is scheduled to land at

Edwards Air Force Base in California at

11:11a.m. Dec. 8.

followinr an incident at 'he Park Str-et

nass transit station on i;ie edge of the

Dorsey and co deie..«i;u,. .niukin h".

Herinessey were standing at a bank of

public telephones when a dog urinated on
Hennessey. After several spectators

laughed, Ilennessey kicked at the dog and
chased it, the decision said.

When the do^.' returned later. Hennessey
stabbi'd it with a knife he slid from his coat

sleeve.
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Speak outondormviolence to bringwomen together
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

She is sitting in her dormitory room urith

the man who has been in her class all

semester. They are talking, laughing,

becoming friends.

It is getting late and she asks him to leave.

He refuses.

She doesn 't know what she can do. She is

about to become a victim ofa violent crime.

She is not alone.

Violence against women in the dorms is

not an uncommon occurance at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts. It effects many
women in the residence hall system, so

much so that the East Side Residential

Education Sexism Awareness Program,

together with women's groups on campus,

have organized a speak out set for Monday
night from 7 to 10 p.m. in Skinner Hall

Auditorium.

The speak out will give women on cam-

pus the opportunity to come together to

discuss the problem of violence against

women in the dorms, said Angela M.

Giudice, one of the coordinators of the

event.

"People don't report crimes against

women on campus so it's hard to put the

problem into statistics, but it is a problem.

a major problem on this and on other cam-

puses," Guidice said.

The speak out is to bring women on cam-

pus together to let each know violence does

exist, and something can be done about it,

she said.

Photo by Uorolb** ArrotI

HAY'S AWAY! ~ Horse stable worker Pat Condraski tosses a bale of

hay yesterday at Stockbridg^e Farm.

Man charged with assault
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Amherst Police arrested a 17-year-old

University of Massachusetts student

Thursday morning after he allegedly threw

a beer mug through the front windshield of

a police cruiser.

Eden F. Pomeroy, a Leach dormitory

resident from Gloucester, was arrested at

1:40 a.m. Thursday and charged with

throwing a projectile at a moving car,

malicious destruction, and assault and

battery with a dangerous weapon.

Police said a cruiser was traveling south

on North Pleasant Street, en route to the

scene of a brawl on Pray Street, when a

mug was thrown through the car's wind-

shield. The officer got out of the car near

the Fine Arts Center and chased the

assailant on foot. He then tackled the

suspect near the Morrill Science Center,

which sent both men flying through the

window of a neighboring greenhouse.

The officer had minor cuts on his forearm,

and Pomeroy sustained a small laceration

on his head, police said. An ambulance took

Pomeroy to Cooley- Dickinson Hospital,

where he was treated then brought to the

Amherst police station.

The fight to which the officer was

responding occurred in front of the Pub
Wednesday night, and involved five men.

Police said two men allegedly jumped three

others, and a brawl ensued. The officers at

the scene had to separate the men. and the

two who allegedly started the fight fled.

Police arrested one 21 -year-old man, and

charged him with being a disorderly per-

son.

asPolice said the assauli on the c. u.oc

in nc way connected with the brawl.

Pomeroy was arraigned Thursday mor-
ning in Hampshire District Court. His case

was continued to Dec. 28 for a pre-trial

conference.

Activists to speak against FBI
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

Two members of Puerto Rican in-

dependence movements, who face prison

:«entences for criminal contempt for

•efusing to testify before a grand jury after

being subpoenaed by the FBI, are to speak

Saturday at the University of

Massachusetts.

Julio Rosado, a leader in the National

Liberation Movement Puerto Rico, and

Shelly Miller, a member of the New
Movement in Solidarity with Puerto Rican

Independence and Socialism, are being

sponsored by Loose Lips Sink Ships, a local

coalition of progressive groups.

"It's in response to recent FBI activity in

the Northampton, Amherst area," said

Angela Keefe, a member of the coalition.

Gays and lesbians in Northampton have

been harassed by FBI agents, she said.

Keefe said the cases of Rosado and Miller

represent the first time the criminal con-

tempt charge has been us"d against

political activists, and may portend a new
wave of repression by the FBI in the United

States. Rosado has been sentenced to three

years in prison after refusing to te.'<Luy

before a New York Federal Grand Jury

formed to investigate bombings in New
York City last New Year's Day. He is free

pending appeal of his conviction.

Rosado and Miller are to speak ai me oth

floor lounge in Thompson Hall, at 2 p.m.

Marta Rodriguez will provide en

tertainment.

Violence agamst women on campus can

take many forms. The most drastic of

which is rape. But, there are other forms of

violence which affect women, beatings by

boyfriends, the trauma of incest, verbal

abuse, to name a few.

There is no sure fire way of preventing

violence against women, but there are

things women can do.

Susan Kirshner, a counselor advocate at

the Everywomen's Center, said one of the

most important things for women to do is

to talk abt)ut the problem of violence

against women.
"A major problem for women victims is

the feeling of isolation and shame. They

need to talk with others, by doing so,

they'll see they're not alone." Kirshner

said.

Giudice said the speak out's success or

failure will l)e judged on whether or not

women can leave the event with the

knowledge they are not alone in fearing

violence against women.
"If women can walk out of there and feel

unified in the struggle against combating it

(violence), then I'll be satisfied," Giudice

said.

While Giudice said she hopes the speak

out will help women deal with violence, the

event is only one step to helping the cam-

pus better deal with crimes against women.

"The event must be put into historical

perspective. Women have l)een working
over the last 10 years on ways to deal with

the problem. With a transcient population

it has l)een difficult," she said.

Baldwin will address
student leaderconference
By JIMFINKLE
Coll-'gian Staff

Novelist James Baldwin, University of

Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

and a representative of the Embassy of the

Republic of ('ape Verde will speak Saturday

at a Third World student conference held

here.

Duffey will make welcoming remarks to

more than 300 student leaders who are

expected to attend "The Fifth Annual New
England Student Leadership Conference,"

according to Director of the lIMass Office of

Third World Affairs Sherwood Thompson.

Registration for the conference, which is

free and open to the public, will begin at

8:30 a.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

Baldwin, a visiting professor in the Five

College Area, will make the keynote ad

dress at 10 a.m. on "how blacks and Third

World students can best impact higher

education in the 1980s," Thompson said.

"We (Baldwin) is a noted activist who >ias

worked in the student movement for many

years." Thompson said. "He is timely

because of his empathy with student

movements and his experience in the civil

rights movement."
Raymond Almeida, public information

officer for the Embassy of the Republic of

Cape Verde, will speak to members of the

Cape Verdean American Student Caucus on

"leadership issues and how to impact

student life on campus," according to John
Lopes, career component coordinator for

the Collegiate Committee for the Education

of Blacks and Other Minority Students

(CCEBMS).
Thompson said the goal of the conference

is to discuss, improve and coordinate

student leadership in the New England
Third World C'ommunity. "It's a solidarity

conference," he said.

"We hope to establish a networking
system among participants." Thompson
said. "Our goal is to highlight our com-

monality, to highlight our special in-

terests."

After a 12:30 p.m. luncheon at the Blue

Wall with James Baldwin, participants may
attend a variety of workshops. "Third

World Students and the Media," "Racism

and Stress Management," and
"Problems/Challenges facing Third World

Artists" are topics of some discussions,

llniversity of Massachusetts Afro-

American Studies Professor William

Strickland will lead a workshop on "The

Significance of Jesse Jackson's Presidential

Campaign" at 1 :45 p.m.

The conference will conclude with the

formal approval of the constitution and

bylaws of the New England Third World

Student Allianc* ,A 4:45 p.m.

Wilkinson resigns as dean
"/ have been here eight years and during

that period of time I've run out of creative

ideas. I want to give somebody new a look at

it"
- T.O. Wilkinson

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Correspondent

The dean of the department of social and
behavioral sciences at the University of

Massachusetts has announced his resigna-

tion, citing a desire to return to research at

the University.

T.O. Wilkin.scm has worked as dean of the

social and behavioral sciences department

I9t*2 ( ollrKian Kilf Photn

T.O. Wilkinson, dean of the Facul-

ty of Social and Behavioral Sciences

for eight years, and has also worked as

coordinating dean of the Bachelor's Degree
in Individual Concentration (BDIC) at

UMass and as representative to the Five

College Curriculum.

"I have Ix'en here eight years and during

that period of time I've run out of creative

ideas." Wilkinson said. "I want to give

somelK)dy new a hack at it."

Bonnie Strickland, special assistant to

the chancellor, praised Wilkinson's work
during his term a-s dean.

"I'm sorry to see him go," Strickland

said. "He is a splendid dean and has given

much to this University."

Strickland said that as dean, Wilkinson

works on all personnel policies in his

department including hiring, evaluating,

and granting tenure to department pro-

fessors. Wilkinson is also involved in

creating the College of Arts and Sciences

budget, and works with department heads

on curricular and instructional matters.

"He has been helpful in attracting
women faculty and minority faculty and
supporting them once they get here,'

Strickland said.

Wilkinson announced his resignation 'wo
weeks ago. but he will remain as dean until

August, he said. He then plans to return to
faculty duty at UMass.

"I hope to l»e able to get a sabbatical

grant to get back into the research area,"
Wilkinson said. He said he has studied
demography of Japanese population in the
;>ast, and would like to return to that field.
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Hot h Sour Soup
Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Ravioli

leccT ^'** ''^'"^ Green Peppe
BUFFET Chicken Fried Noodles

Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11.30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.25 per person

ti

MENU
Sweet it Snu' Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chnese Bartseoued Pork

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chicken Wings

lonchaon Special Er Taka-Out Sarvica
Full Cocktail Manu

Sun Thurs 11:30 am • 10 pm
Fri tr Sat 11 30 am 11 pm

10 Belchartown Road
at Ria 9, Amherst

:!Ji6-02S1

OFF PRICE SALF

Choice Merchandise

for Gift or Personal Use
- Handcrafted Boxes - Bangles

- Wrapping Paper

- Sisal Bags
- Hatboxes

Napkin Rings

Leather Handbags

Candlesticks

Small Leathergoods

Cotton Print Scarves

- Necklaces
- and much more

All Priced Below Wholesale

CONFERENCE ROOM
HOWARD JOHNSONS MOTOR INN

ROUTE 9 HADLEY
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 10 AM TO 7 PM

DECEMBER 3 &4

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
_HCDUSING^£Ry2CES_

Emphasis on career advancement skills in-

ternship awards spring semester stipends

of $3.65/hr. - 15 hr/wk and 3 credits in-

dependent study.

Interested sophomores and juniors should

submit resume, personal goal statement,

and 2 letters of recommendation by Dec. 9,

1983. Send application materials to:

Joya Jimenez, Intern Coordinator

c/o Affirmative Action Office

307 Whitmore

For information call: 5-0472 or 5-1550
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THE DEST VACATIOH
i YOU WILL EVER HAVE

SIGN-UP
\

\

\

\
12th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

\ UMASS SKI CLUD
1 SUGARBUSH
1

VALLEY
1 SKI & PARTi' WEEK

JAN. 22-27

North Amherst

Tire & Autd"

F3Centerl^
r-vu. nnrfct rm£ srottt-

7t SwAd^rlond h6.

. Am*»«nt. MA ecrou froAt

Wotrobo't Star*

54«-4704

TRIP INCLUDtS

S'/s DAY urr Tic«T w^ '^

5 NIGKT5 LODGING HOTtL « CONOO

MEAU ~.— .—-—'
"O'^ o*"-^

tKTWTA.INM£MT fHt 0£E» wmt f»*VV>

MOT n* ftjcnti lOMO uMO»wtA» p*»nD

IWITU HAOi n« «a» b WINE PARTIES

fun »a» b viMi PAjiTiti >«*sT*»»»a;

iu<iA»»uv< cou»cx ooon. to fa

HGTIL PACKAGE '-«—

COHDO PACKAGE ""^
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I

SIGH-UP TABLE
W-TH-F In front of th* HATCH
ALSO MEETINGS NEXT WEEK
FOR MOCt iNtO '145 34o7 430 STUDENT UNION

TOP of the CAMPUS
RKSTUHWT
ir'nxum lxmvis ci:\ti:r i>iass

PEEgENTS,^
2 Fashion Show

Luncheons (
"career Dressing into Evening Wbar".

DECEMBER 6&7
12=30 to 1:30pm

Featurinii Fcisliions From

^§ HitorMiss

fSVMXR

Cosmetics From

(TIERLE nORfTlfln

Orchard Hill dormitory roofrepairs prove faulty
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The controversial repair of the roofs in

Field and Grayson dornutories in Orchard
Hill took a turn for the worse Wednesday
when a testing process, which entailed
flooding the roof, caused leakage to the

seventh and sixth floors of Field and short-

circuited the fire alarm system after

causing two false alarms.

"They flooded the new roof in order to see

if it worked," said a firefighter who was on
patrol. "Itdoesn't work," he added.

But Don Peikey, assistant operations
manager in Orchard Hill and Central, said

the work on the new roof involved a state-

of-the-art method for repairing flat roofs

that requires careful application and sealing

of large pieces of single-ply rubber.
"This is the ultimate in roof construction,"

Pelkey said.

Water entered the pipe chase which
contains the fire alarm system and other
utilities, when they flooded the roof, Pelkey
said.

Mich««" ,ucy a facilities engineer, said

they had not yet figured out what had
caused the leak into the pipe chase.

BOG questions SGA facts
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Members of the Student Government
Association (SGA) of the University of

Massachusetts have released "most

questionable" information to the public by

not checking their facts with the Campus
Center Board of Governors, BOG chair

Mike Reilly said last evening at the board

meeting.

Reilly and other members of the BOG
raised the issue after an article appeared in

the Collegian yesterday regarding the

Student Senate's concern of the health of

University Store employees, as asbestos is

soon to be removed form the store.

While Reilly listed four statements within

the article that were "doubtful, if not

erroneous," he traced the unjustice back to

Cindy Lehmbeck. rents and fees committee

chair, and also partly to the Collegian.

"While we usually maintain effective

communication with the SGA, Lehmbeck
and other members of the SGA should

bother to check their information with the

BOG office. They'd find out much more
reliable information," Reilly said.

The article states that the store employees
are worried about their health.

"After talking with Win Cum-
mings( manager of the University Store), he
assured me that no employees are worried
about their health as the asbestos at its

present state won't cause any illness,"

Reilly said.

The article mentions the loss of study
space in reference to which Reilly said "that

is just ridiculous. We now have more study
space than before, because we've opened up
many meeting rooms in the Campus Center
and also the Coffee Shop for studying."

SPRI
EEK LONG VA

ermuda - ^28

Ft Lauderdale - «I19*

Disneyworld - ^399*

San Juan - ^329*

Nassau - «329*
•PLUS 15%
SERVICE

PER PERSON QUAD OCCUFmNCY
TRAVEL FREEtll

BE A CAMPUS REP ...CALL FOR DETAILS

*^- ^Qu^ 1034 Great Rain Avenue,

\a Needham, MA 02192

&TIMI^L (617)449-6860

BECKS light or dark 6 pack.

MOLSONSepack
ROLLING ROCK

..$3.99 + deposit

. . $3.75 + deposit

$10.00^^ deposit

1980 CHATEAU TALBOT 750 mi $8.25

PRINCIPATO red and white 1.5 litre $3.99

FOLONARI 1.5 litre $4.99

VODKA litre
^-99

C a- C LIQUORS
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"

"We think it might be a crack m a drain,

but we don't know for sure." Iaic* s^id.

Some Field residents are aiigrv with the
way the roof repair program has been
going.

"This whole roof-fixing affair has been
handled with little respect for the
students," said Steve Shore, a music and
accounting major.

Harold Salant, a resident who has headed
an effort to get compensation for the
students living on the seventh floor, said his

petition had been denied by Housing
Services despite "violations of the Field
House rules on the part of the University."

"We have been affected by the noisy roof

construction. For three weeks the noise in

the rooms made a machine shop sound like a
church, it was like the sound of a dentist

drill multiplied by ten thousand," said the
irate resident.

"We signed up for the academic corridor

because we expected to be able to study in

our rooms, thanks to the universtiy, we
were not able to study in our rooms for

fifteen school days," he said.

Pelkey said the subject was still under
discussion, and administrators and students
are planning to meet at the next Field house
Council meeting.

Auto accidents reported
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

An accident on Route 116 and Meadow
Street sent a 1970 Dodge van skidding

116 feet on its driver's side, after the
van's drive shaft broke off, lodged itself

into the pavement, and catapulted the van
into the air.

The driver. Wallace E. Wenzel, 48, of

Springfield, reportedly sustained only
minor injuries in the accident, which oc-

cured at about 10 a.m. Wednesday. Police

said the van's gas tank also ruptured in

the accident, and that the van was
"demohshed."

In another accident Wednesday, a car
reported stolen from Hoiyoke struck an
embankment and was totalled, police said.

A silver Oldsmobile was reportedly

travelling at "a very high speed," police

said, when it sUuick a West Street em-
bankment. The driver, identifietl only as a

young black man, fled the scene on foot,

police said.

Larcenies plagued Amherst apartment
complexes Tuesday and Wednesday.
A Puffton Village resident reported at

12:30 p.m. the Isurceny from a car of a
stereo equalizer and a power booster, the

total value of which was reported to be
$145.

A jar with about $200 was reported
missing from an apartment in Bran-

dywine at 7:55 p.m. Wednesday. Police

said the apartment was broken into, but

nothing else was taken.

A car parked in the Brittany Manor
complex was broken into some time Tues-

day night, police said, and taken were a
bookbag, a checkbook and a calculator.'

No value was given.

Three cars parked outside the
Southwood Apartment complex were
broken into Wednesday, police said. An
AM-FM stereo radio was taken from a
white Fiat there, valued at $100.

ifFlres Continiied from page I

discovered by a student who stopped the

elevator on the sixth floor and notified the

floor's resident assistant, who called the

police, he said.

The building alarm was not pulled and

the building not evacuated because "there

was r.o smoke condition -- the fire had self-

extinguished," Robinson said. There were
no injuries or damage.

"It depends on the situation whether to

pull the alarm or not," he said. "We have

to be careful with the more frequent alarms
-- they could be false. We don't want the

students to become apathetic. Our policy

now is that if anyone has any doubt, don't

hesitate to pull the alarm."

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

-meArts Center
Concert Hall

THE
RIDGE

STRING QUARTET

Itl Prize Winners of the prestigious
Fischoff and Coleman

Chamber Music Competitions

FRIDAY. DEC. 2, 8pm
$5.00

RAMSEY
LEWIS
Keyboard

<»

WYNTON
MARSALIS
Trumpet

in

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL
SUNDAY, DEC. 11. 8 pm

$9,-$7.$5

vv\>^
A Holidoy Eirtravagonio for th* Wf>ol« Family

proi.o op,ro. HANSEL AND GRETEL
SATURDAY, DEC. 10. 2:30 p.m.

Five College Students V; Price. Tickets at the Fine Arts Center Box Of-
fice, DATATIX and Springfield Civic Center. (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-
243-4642.

fc-

PROMOTIONAL
SALE!

Special Reducation

on

DOWN VESTS

.^
^

ifi^'

Also: Mens Flannel Shirts

Reg. $22. Now $17.95!

Saturday Clothes

NOW

$26.95

197 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
Mon. -Sat 10-6 Sun. 12-5 253-9729
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AweekofpinkBermudabeaches
andwarmBermuda sun.
Areyoutoughenough totake it?

BennudaGdkgeWedcs
Maich3to31aiidApril]4to21

One of i^ur previous cc^Hego visitor'^ Jes* ribcd

this event js ".i week ot wretched excess ." Ari

exaggeration ^xTh.ips, hut iiot ciltogetlier

inacajrate.

Your vvtH'k K^gin-^ with .i SunJ.n' night

Ciet Acquainted bash M o]V' o\ our hot'^U,

clubs or dis(.t>s— mei'tin^ old t'lend^, makmi;
new ones. The ur\\ miMnuH',, the tough par*

begins

•-•p-ndinv', da\ aMcr --i'^ 'rm,

soft, pmk l'*Mi h'-'-- ^^wr-

ga/m;.-. inibibin>' imh -•;>• .- 'loiv

in^: tree be.i< h ! iftet I;

!

\ J

steel band waterside concerts, even a free

cruise—all courtesy of the Bermuda l\^part-

ment c»t Tourism.

What will you do with your free time?

What woii't yiui do! Bermuda is famed for its

snorkj^ling and sailing, tennis and golf. For its

fine n^staurants, discos and Bntisli pub'-. And
fiw its iabuloiis mopeds—eveiA'body's tavour-

!'«• way tn tour tlie island.

1 biink vou can handle a week of this? Talk

to N'our ( ai-sipus friends, and see your C ampus
1 ravel Representative or your Travel Agent for

t oniplete detaik.

For more information,

including a Bermuda
College Weeks brochure,

contact your Campus
Travel Representative or

your Travel Agent.

( iMildn't vou use J littk'

Hcrnuidci thi'- spnni;^

Friday, December 2, 1983, Colk^^ian 7
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shoe SALE
shoe SALE

shoe SALE
shoe SALE

^\^ shoe SALE^ shoe SALE
.^y ••>.-.. .^.. .-^ shoe SALE

-' • 't i\ Till •.'I'l >'r '

shoe SALE

20-50% savings
on all fall shoes

also many boot specials

187 tt> pleasant st^ amherst

I FOURSEASOsfS;^
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick iaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

MOLSON GOLDEN bts $12.99

LABATTS beer or ale $10.99

STROHS cans $9.99

MILLER bts $9.99

LITE bts $9.99

MICHELOB & LIGHT bts $11.49

GENESSE bar bts $6.95

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

CANADIAN CLUB 750 $7.99

PICCALA coffee liquer 750 $5.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 $8.99

SEBASTIANI table wines 3 L $5.99

ALMADEN table wine 1.5 $4.69

E & J VARIETALS 1.5 $3.99

IT'S RAFFLE TIME AGAIN - Conne in and fill out the form. No pur-^
chase necessary - I've got mirrors, clocks, a radio, large beer bottle, j^
wall plaques and tee shirts - only to mention some of the prizes. §•

KEGS WE DELIVER BEER BALL
^84-8174

i^Rink
Continued from page I.

institutions have been commended as first

class for their hocitey."The University is in

great need of student support in sports

Knapp said, and he believes the sports

facility would generate that support.

Environmental Sciences Prof. Linda Lock-

wood expressed her opposition to the

facility saying that "mushrooms are

growing through the floors in her
laboratory, I find this disgusting and I think

the senate should express outright in-

dignation. We ought to scream and 1 urge
you to scream," she said.

English professor Thomas Ashton said the

$3 milhon would not be enough to complete
the facility and future funds would derive

from other sources, perhaps in tuition

increases.

"I would never support a skating rink," he
said.

Dean of the School of Physical Education
David C. Bischoff said in an interview that

the idea for a multi-purpose sports facility

derived from the concern of a group of

UMass aJumni who worked on influencing

the proposal into the House of Represen-
tatives Ways and Means Committee.
"We said yes, we need a rink, among
others things, hut we are not op[K)sed.

Sports has to do with the quality of student
life and there is a tromendou« "r«d for

recreation," Bischoff said.

Bischoff said total cost would amount into

about $5V2 million and the project would

takeJLhree years to complete.

If the Senate Ways and Means Committee
approves it and the proposal is signed by
the Governor, the facility may be con-

structed by the Hoyden lower fields and
could be utilized for spring sports as will as
winter, Bischoff said.

Professor of pohtical science Jerry Mileur
said the issue is not what the $3 million is

spent on but "whether we get the money at

all if we don't use it for a sports facility."

"If we want the alumni to support us, we
have to support the alumni," Mileur said.

Faculty Senate Rules Committee Chair
Chester Davis said "we are not anti-sports,

we ju.st have our priorities. After the $3
million, where will the rest of the money
come from?"

li
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

Fri. Dec. 2 - Sat. Dec. 3

Angelo My Love 7:00

The Great Santini 9:00

Sun. Dec. 4 - Tues. Dec. 6

Barry Lyndon 7:00
1

J

$7.00*
Iwrth this coupon!

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hah
Kxpiren I'Z/aO/K.T

PiMM Can for an Appotntmam
•For rmn ctarrta onty

FREt CONSULTATIONS

Styles by Deborab
'i6 Uni\-rTrtv Oriv*DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Amtmsl MA'MBbSIO

rouathophenia
THE MOVIE

FRIDAY
DEC. 2
MAHAR AUD
7 9:30&12 '

ADM.$1.50
Sponsored by
UnionVideoCtr.

00^

\;

Now** tbc Hmc
to call

North Amherif
Motors

v««*tl.lll*Mln..

Rt. 63, No Amherst

349-26A0

$1.00 Cover at tIie Doo?
^ StartInq at 9:00

pRidAy ANd SATURdAy
2 For 1 on

EVERYTHING
From 8:00 to 10:00
OPEN SUNDAY - 2 For 1

From 8:00 to 10:00 wirh no cover

oorRcktds

SKI POWDER V/INiER BREAK

UMASS SKI CLUB

WYOMING
TRIP INCLUDES:

JAN 10- 17

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE & TRANSFERS
5 DAY LIFT TICKET JACKSON HOLE
8 DAYS, 7 NIGHT LUXURIOUS CONDOS
COLLEGE SKI FEST ACTIVITIES

(TAX INCLUDED) ONLY $559
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437
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Thft nectind Place

The Area's Newest
Entertainment Center!

**2 Dance Floors**

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

Justin Giants
8:00-10:00 P.M.

$1.00 cover

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

If you're planning a career in nnedicine you

owe it to yourself to find out about the Air

Force's Health Professions Scholarship

Program.

Qualified U.S. citizens can receive scholar-

ships for medical or osteopathic school.

Our scholarships inlcude:

Tuition

Required Books

Required Lab Fees

Required Equipment Rental and more

than $550 Monthly Stipend

For Details Contact:

Bruce E. Kiselauskas 413-785-0192 or

call your nearest Air Force recruiter.

Check out the j^.!',,^;>Mr (i'-r^yy'.- downstairs

presents

our December Special

Twofer One
Kronenbourg

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

A creot wof of We
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Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily-

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.

• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Cell 256-6700 To enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

automobile insurance and worknrs nomnensation
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HO ONE DESERVES
A VACATION

MORE THAN YOU
SUGARDUSH VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN 22-27

SIGN-UP NOW UMASS SKI CLUD
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cumfiev

I read the
Collegian

Thi lirgstt selection

of herd ilumlnum

MEASURING TOOLS

In the country!

sfeTi!

STRAIGHT EDGES/TSQUARES

METRIC RULES/ L-SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/ CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

ind many others . .

.

SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

or SEND FOR CATALOG

FAIRGATE

RULE CO.. INC.
tlktimtn*.
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Meaning of

conservatism
One of the most misunderstood ideologies or set of

|)hilosophical beliefs is contemporary conservatism.

This is particularly so within college campuses --

especially in the northeastern section of the country. But

why? Isn't this area one - if not the - most "enlightened"

in the United States?

Why then, is conservatism an ideology or set of

political/philosophical beliefs held only by a minority in

this region? Perhaps it is not "fashionable" to be conser-

vative on college campuses; because conservatism, by its

own nature, implies maturity, frugality, prudence, (not

necessarily the "moral" variety) adherence to a strong na-

tional defense, belief in the marketplace, and a greater

emphasis on individual sovereignity.

Conservatives have in the past been regarded as "right-

Steven Barrett

wing reactionaries ' hell-bent upon preserving the status

quo. Yet, don't liberals do the same thing from time-to-

time when it serves their interests and special projects? Of

course, and it's perfectly understandable. All sides have

their reactionaries, compromisers, and outright appeasers

" and the labels we apply to each other won't alter this lit-

tle, yet concrete fact one iota.

It might even be safe to say contemporary lil)erals

dedicated towards maintaining large domestic spending

programs are becoming the "reactionaries" against the

Reagan Administration's attempts to reduce the effects of

Big Government. Unfortunately, the Reaganites cannot

reduce the size. But even in attempting to reduce the ef-

fects of Big Government, Reagan and his followers have

come under attack by the present day liberal reactionaries

who are trying to preserve the status quo of their large

and expensive government projects.

True - liberals can always point to the Pentagon and
say, "But Reagan's not a 'true' conservative when it

comes to pleasing the military." (Somehow I've never

understood the liberals' unwillingness to supply the means
to those who are charged with defending their ends.)

So now we see how labels and stereotypes can easily

become transferable - depending upon which side of the

fence you're on. It's all part of human nature - and if you
stop and think about - it's really one of the more amusing

quirks in politics.

Yet, even after we take a look at how labels are easily

transferable, and misapplied - several perceptions about

contemporary conservatism still persist. Actually, they

are misf)erceptions; "racism" and "lack of compassion",

of which I will r<- • -.ec «Viortly. It's also quite possible some
of the more inai ' n-ulate hard-core right wingers received

more attention from the press, than they actually deserv-

ed. But they are not "true" nor "proper" representatives

of conservatism and its real values and principles.

"Racism" and "lack of compassion" are two major

misperceptions which haunt the more responsible conser-

vatives; who valiantly, yet vainly try to shake them off.

Bigotry is just bigotry -- not a noble ideology. It is an ugly

stain upon the soul of mankind - not an inclusive and in-

tegral part of anyone's ideological beliefs.

True conservatives who respect the individual dignity

and sovereignity of a person's character are properly in-

dignant when bigotry overshadows the intellectual con-

tent of an argument, either pro or con.

"Lack of compassioTi" is often misunderstood. Wheras

thf quest for peace through strength is often

misconstrued into "warmongering;" frugality in public

spending is translated into harshness and uncaring

cheapness. But what about inordinately high taxes?

Yes indeed though, several "conservatives" like the

Nazis. KKK, and other more extremist elements scattered

throughout the "new right" movement give a black-eye to

an otherwise wholly respectable movement, the rise of

conservatism. But even liberals cannot, and should not

always be blamed for what the radical left and communists

do either.

When I began this column, I never intended to solve the

differences between conservatives and liberals. No man or

woman could. What I am proposing, however, is a call for

a lecture series or symposium about conservatism and its

relationship with its counterpart: liberalism. Surely this

great institution could welcome such an undertaking since

it'll only help to increase the public's awareness about

political ideologies.

A couple of years ago, this university witnessed an at-

tempt to bring a badly needed touch of "civility" to all

members of the campus community. Perhaps the same

zeal could be put into a drive to increase our political

understanding
'^ • >'.„ Barrett is a Collegian columnist

POfOuM*^ ANV IDEA JUST V*I|N W ICLfSiAN anaEWEN WIU 5 BWTK S»? ?

Letters

Dialogue yes, rhetoric no

To the Editor,

In response to Stephen Erickson's recent polemic

("Republicans get a Bum Rap") alxjut the so called "at-

tacks" on himself and other memb-ers of the recently

formed University Republican Club, I offer the following

thoughts. Implied, very covertly, in Mr. P>ickson's

remarks is that A), American liberalism has nothing

more to offer than irrational rantings, emanating from

no logical base and that B) Any strongly negative, even

insulting, opinion of national leaders is "immature" and

intellectually unsupportable. I contend that such a view is

alien to our democratic tradition of full and free dialogue

and certainly runs counter to Mr. Erickson's plea for an

end to name calling and a start to rational dialogue.

Interestingly. Mr. Erickson fails to mention that it is

the Right Wing in America who have consistently engag-

ed in name calling above and beyond the normal calls to

political rhetoric. One only has to remember the McCar-

thy witch hunts, the "eggheads" that Richard Nixon so

much resented, the moderate "traitors" that Barry

Ck)ldwater led the charge against, and even up to today

to the "fascist" elements Ronald Reagan reminds us ex-

ist in our political institutions, and yes the "Communist"

Civil Rights leaders that Jesse Helms insists spearhead-

ed the Civil Rights campaign.

Mr. Erickson accurately points out the intellectual

vacuity of Josh Meyer's column on nuclear war. Mr.

Meyer makes simplistic generalizations al)<)ut Ronald

Reagan and his policies and fails to back up his

generalizations with either evidence or argument.

However, the crucial point is that the lack of evidence

presented does not mean the evidence does not exist.

There is ample evidence that Mr. Reagan is a gross ig-

noramus, surrounded by people almost equally as ig-

norant, and that members of his administration have

deliberately distorted the truth lx)th domestically and

foreign policy wise. However, often when I attempt to of-

fer supportive evidence of such general statements, con-

servative friends of mine plug up their ears and charge

me with being simplistic and unreasonable.

It seems to me that the underiying, perhaps un-

conscious, assumptions that such people make, including

Mr. Erickson, is that strong and commited beliefs

especially those that may degrade our nations leaders are

to be bitterly opposed and hooted down as quickly as

possible. I do not consider it unreasonable of Josh Meyer

to call Mr. Reagan's policies "insane" or to describe

members of his administration as "miserable cohorts"

and yes I do find Republican policies, in general, to Ix?

"demented". The mistake of Mr. Meyer and others is

that they do not support their generalizations with hard

evidence. However, I'm more convinced that it is the

language itself and not Mr. Meyer's neglect that has ir-

ritated conservatives.

We often forget that our American tradition is based

on strong and vituperative opinion. The American

revolutionaries did not fight with ambiguous thoughts

alK)Ut their British opponents and similariy we did not

fight World War II with any illusions alH)ut the Nazis.

Americans fight hard becau.se they l)elieve strongly, and

that goes for American liberals as well as anyone else.

Anyone can agree with Mr. P>ickson's violin credenza

filled call to open minded debate, but we dare not let

polite words get in the way of our realization that power-

ful immoral forces are at loose before us, and one of

those forces is the threat of nuclear conflict.

In closing, let me say that I don't believe there is

enough rational public policy debate on this campus. The

strong words are there to be seen but there is little to he

seen of substantive debate. I advocate that a public policy

debate by conducted each week on campus. Every week

at a set time and place we should have a new subjec* ^md

new speakers, liberal, con.servative, and indep)endent to

voice strong opinions and yet to engage us in informed,

detailed dialogue on the vital questions of our day. I in

vite Mr. Erickson and his comrades to join in such an ef-

fort.

Joe McHugh
Southwest

The song is

not the same

I
did not go home to New Jersey for Thanksgiving this

year. Prompted by the advancing due-date of a
15-page research pa[)er. I forsook turkey and pum-

pkin pie to spend T'hanksgiving break hunche<l over my
typewriter, solitarily starving.

Actually, that's a lie designed for a certain professor, who
has hopefully turned the page by now. I had a hell of a good

time chewing down with my cousins from Brookfield.

However, I did make it home a few weeks ago, and
managed to catch a football game at Matawan Regional

High School, my alma mater. That esteemed institution

has, despite the dispersion of the Class of 1982, remained
standing and reasonably healthy. Nevertheless, my visit

was disconcerting. There have f een, to say the least, a lot

of changes there in the past year and a half. A lot.

EUzabeth Luciano

To beg^n with, sandblasters have done away with the

very best of our graffitti. "C'lass of '82. this Bud's for you!"

has been banished from the roof of the field house, as has

the less cultural epigram. "Screw me in '83." The Class of

'84 hasn't been too creative yet, but they'll probably keep

up the tradition and come up with some witty little slogan.

"The problem with the new gratitti at my old high school is

that I can't figure out who all the initials belong to. What
fun is it to know that R.S. loves T. I., if you don't know who
R.S. and T.I. are? According the gym wall, S.G. has done

some things too obscene for me to report here. That in-

formation could be both interesting and useful, i/I could fill

in the other letters. But I can't.

Another noticable change pertains to the grandstands

which have shrunken by at least 30 percent. They
shriveled, just like my levi's after a good washing and five

extra pounds. Nobody at the game that day would admit

this, but I swear it's true. In fact, everything at Matawan
Regional looked smaller, including the students.

The marching band, clad in the same uniforms used

during my stint as a flag majorette, had the kind of faces

you see on the Campbell Soup kids. And the females (I'm

not sure whether the proper term \s 'women' or 'girls' in

this instance), were dressed for the nightclub scene, not a

football skirmish. Rhinestone studded blouses glittered

above silver lycra pants — no joke.

"How do they get all that make up ofr/" I asked Mr. Post,

my old English teacher, "Chisels or sledgehammers'?" I

paused, and added. "I never went 'o lootball games looking

that ridiculous!"

Mr. Post shot me an odd look and coughed. "Yes. you

did." He informed my quietly.

I had a sudden rush of recollections of high school. Yes. I

had cheered on the mighty Huskies from beneath an inch-

thick coating of Desert Fawn foundation! 1 had purposely

matched my nail polish to my lip gloss! It was time to

confess.

"I'm guilty." I admitted.

Checking out the old place was fun. but once a year is

sufficient. So much changes, or maybe we're the ones who
do the changing. At any rate, I wouldn't turn the clock

back, even if I could.

And that's something to be thankful for.

bjlizabeth Luriano is a C'ollegian columniat-
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PGA
Holiday
Season
Dance
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRICING!!!

Bargain Bud Light 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Pabst 12 oz. bottles $9.00 case + dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $4.25 12 pk. + dep.

Pils Draft 12 oz. cans $3.75 12 pk. + dep.

Kronenbourg light/dark $3.99 6 pk. -1- dep.

Champagnes & Spumante's $3.29 & up/bottie

Vodka & Gin 80° $4.99 litre

Barrelled Beer &- Beer Balls in Stock

Large Selection of Stocking Stuffers

any two entrees

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95

TOIi£ the
CAMPUS

1 2th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMA5S SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI (j PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27

TRIP INaUDES:

5'A DAY UFT TICKET SUN - FW

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTIL c*CONDO
MEM5 c^,^.co.mm^m..^ HOTaONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTIES . LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TWTlf RACES. FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES NASTARRACD

SUGARBUSH COUPON BOOK. EQ. EC

HOTEL PACKAGE c^ma^x^ only S164

CONDO PACKAGE cT««ai««) onlySi69

FWST 100 KOm TO itOmP WU. K OJGWU FOA A FREETRIP

LAGNAF 64
FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 400 STUDENT UNION
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Black Affairs
Professor saysThird Worldeffort neededin feminism
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Correspondent

Gloria Joseph, a self-proclaimed black feminist, author

and professor at Hampshire College spoke Wednesday on

"Third World Women and Feminism" at the University ol

Massachusetts.

"In order to obtain the most effective result, we must
unite with other Third World brothers and sisters. We
must be concerned with the struggle of Third World
women here as well as abroad," she said.

Joseph said Third World women must strive for an at-

mosphere that is free from the fear of economic and
political oppression.

"As Third World women, we face racial oppression in

every arena possible," she said.

Third World women produce, consume and are com-

modities for multinational corporations, she said. "In order

to be a Third World woman feminist, one must be con-

cerned with the workings and the effects of the

multinational," Joseph said.

Joseph said she believes white feminists are not joined by

Black feminists in their struggle for equality because of low

economic conditions and the association of feminism with

lesbianism.

"Black feminists do not want this kind of connotative

association," she said.

Another influential factor, she said is the movement is

white, middle class oriented and does not see the needs of

blacks. But the most significant factor is white women's

attitudes in dealing with racism, she said.

Joseph said it is understandable that black feminists and

other Third World women are not working together.

"We haven't recognized each other's problems. The

government keeps the group divided," she said.

Recuerda Nuestras Hermanas.
Ven y veunete con otras mujeres del Este del campus

preocupados por el aumento dramatico de violencias con-
tra mujeres. Esto es una oportunidad de escuchar lo que
otras mujeres sienten sobre los asaltos sexuales que ocur-
ren en el campus; y tu tambien puedes compartir tus ex-
periencias, si deseas. Ven al Skinner Hall Auditorium el
Lunes 5 de Diciembre de 7 a 10 p.m.. y Alza tu voz.

"There should be a conscientious effort made to work

towards this unity."

"Black feminist are aware of the overwhelming stress

placed upon black men by society and work towards

combatting them, she said. However, this is no reason for

the harsh treatment of Third World women by Third

World men, she said.

"They fail to overcome their sexism and help in the

struggle," she said. This is not to say both can not work
together, but not until these differences are recognized

and understood, can they work together effectively, she
said.

"It is not a battle of the sexes. It is a matter of un-

derstanding. Third World women must determine their

own destiny," she said.

Gloria Joseph citing the lack of involvement

by Third World women in a lecture sponsored by

the Third World women's program of the

EveryWomen's Center at UMass.

i> ••••-•-•-•-.

Remember our Sisters.

Come g^ather with other women from the East side who
are concerned about the dramatic increase of violence

against women in a Speak out at Skinner Hall Auditorium
on Monday, De<'ember h, 1983 from 7 until 10 p.m. This

speak out is an opfKirtunity to hear what other women are
feeling about sexual assault on campus and to share your
own experiences if you'd like to.

Giant Screen T.V<
Weekend Schedule

FRI: MOVIES

SAT: 1:16 Bruins
4:00 Alabama vs. Auburn

SUN: NFL FOOTBALL
Celtios va. 76*a

•^•« •••_•«
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LLEGIME
CKET BILLIN?DS
URNI\N\ENT

Takeon thefuture in styleI
f

Weara College Rin^ with

diamondsfrom ArtCarved.

You can qualify for the

Lite Beer/ACU-l National Championships
by winning your local and regional

tournaments.

Pref«fli»tratIon: Monday Friday

9 a.m. - 1 p.m. at the gama room

The on-campus tournament will tie:

Pl3Ce: game room in Studant Union

Date: Oac. 10. 1963

Trme: 12;0O p.m. to 5 p.m. y...,^

Utc

GrecrtToste.^
Less Filling

yM w
*.<•

^^*<ri

riH.' Wiiii-i

DATE

Dec. 2

TIME PLACE

^UNIVERSITY
9:30-4.30 A^iSTORE^
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A Store-full of Ideas

Do>j^ntosNn /Imherst • Open Dail/ 10-6. Sunda/ 12-5 I

BICS
In The
BLUEWALL

W/ AbEl SilvAS

MON. DEC. 9

TUES. DEC. 6

MON. DEC. 12

TUES. DEC. 1

5

2:70 - 5:50

FREE
WoRk oFf FInaI exam &

HolidAy STRESS

FeeI qood^ look qood

For rhE new year!

ALL WELCOME!

COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

FOR

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX

Dec. 5- 9 9:00-4:00

DEC, 12-16 9:00-4:00

DEC. 19-22 9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE
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We're into Deceml:)er and as the year

comes toward a close, critics and film

writers everywhere will be choosing their

favorite pictures of the year. It's still too

early to do so, as the studios traditionally

save their quality films for this season, but

I thought I'd get a jump by choosing my ten

favorite films of all time. If you look closely

at the following list, you'll notice a recurr-

ing theme prevalent in all the films; an

idealistic protagonist, be their idealism

directed toward love, duty, justice or

humanity; and ultimately a reinforcement

of the positive aspects of life.

To Kill a Mockingbird - Gregory

Peck won an Oscar for his portrayal of At-

ticus Finch, a small-town Southern lawyer

who defends a black man wrongly charged

with rape. With Robert Duvall in his first

film as Boo Radley.

Miracle on 34th St. - Edmund

Gwenn got the Oscar for his Santa Glaus,

put on trial for lunacy by a crew of stiffs.

The scene where businesswoman Maureen

O'Hara tells an eight-year-old Natalie

Wood that he really is Santa Glaus never

fails to bring tears to my eyes. I'm talking

about the 1947 version, not the recent

by Andy Gordon

remake with David Hartmari and Mr.

French.

12 Angjy Men — Director Sidney

Lumet's first film puts an amazing cast --

including Henry Fonda, Lee J. Col)b, K.G.

Marshall, Jack Warden, Martin Balsam

and Jack Klugman - into a small jury room

to deliberate over a murder trial. Eleven

vote for execution. Fonda has doubts.

Flawless plotting and character study.

Mister Roberts — Fonda again, here

as a naval officer stuck aboard a garbage

scow during World War II. James Cagney

is the despicable captain and Jack Lemmon
in his greatest role as the lazy, womanizing

Ensign Pulver.

The Caine Mutiny ~ Another sea story,

this one centering around Van Johnson as a

naval officer who, during a storm, relieves

the unfit captain of his rule; And of his

eventual court martial. Humphrey Bogart

is fantastic as the paranoid Gaptain Queeg,

as are Jose Ferrer as a lawyer and Fred

MacMurray. here playing a real bastard.

Breakfast at Tiffany's - Blake Ed
ward's greatest film stars Audrey Hepburr

and George Peppard as neighbors, with

Mickey Rooney in a hilarious role as th^

Director Blake Edwards. Breakfast at Tiffany s was his first film.

The Man who Loved Women is his latest.

Some of the women Burt Reynolds loves in The Man who Loved

Women. (Note: the answer to this week's trivia question is not contain-

ed in this photo).

Japanese photographer upstairs. The clos-

ing scene is heart-stopping.

The Graduate -- Mike Nichols. IXistin

Hoffman. Katherine Ross. Anne Bancroft.

Magic. You've seen it, you know what I'm

saying. A great line: "It's like I'm playing

some sort of game, but the rules are l>eing

made up by all the wrong people. No, no

one's making them up, they're making

.themselves up."

Summer of 42 - Beautiful tale of

adolescence and rites of passage with Gary

Grimes, Jerry Houser and Jennifer O'Neill.

Herman Raucher's screenplay has classic

narrative -- "Life is made up of small com-

ings and goings, and for everything we

take with us there is something we leave

behind."

Harold and Maude - Hal Ashby's

wond*'rful story of the relationship hei-

ween an eighty year-old woman and a

twenty year-old man is warm, sad,

touching and extremely funny. It's power

is evidenced by the massive cult following

which will catch the film any time it's play-

ing within ten miles.

Some other great movies which not coin-

cidentally also fit into those prerequisites

of idealism are It 's a Wonderful Life, Great

Erpertationa. Breaking Away. The Turn-

ing Point. Local Hero and Diner- These

films are my favorites, next week

TRAILERS will print the favorites of

students. Titles may U' sent this week to

TRAILERS C/0 The Gollegian. 113 Cam-
pus Center through campus mail.

L(K'al Best Bets: T/i^ Dead Zone is back at

the Hampshire 4. The picture left for a

week to make room for the blockbuster

smash hit Nate and Hayes (see review next

week), r/w Dead Zone is exciting, sjHK)ky

and features great performances by

Christopher Walken, Martin Sheen and

Geza Kovacs (The Fez). Amherst Cinema

has Angelo My Love and The Great Santini

tonight and tomorrow. Mt. F'arms has A
Night in Heaven (Don't make me gack),

which is this week's flick to avoid.

TRAILERS Trivia: No one got last

week's question correct. (General Hospital

fans can catch Alan Quartermaine (Stuart

Damon) in Star HO. the biopic of the late

Dorothy Stratton. The pic opens here

sometime after finals. This week's (jues-

tion: The Man wh) Loved Women. Blake

Edward's remake of theTruffaiit cla.ssic. is

scheduled for release the HHh. in it, in

various roles, are four PlaylK)y playmates.

What are their names? The first five cor-

rect answers wi'l receive passes to a special

Columbia Pictures sneak preview of the

film Christine, which o])em a week from

today. More on Th-e Man who Loved W(mum
next week.

Truth, Trust, Pain, Beauty andother stuff
By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

What's at issue here is not QUALITY.
What's at issue here is not TALENT.
What's at issue here is not VIRTUOSITY.
I'm not reviewing records to confirm

already held opinion; the questions I

grapple with while listening to music aren't

confined to the turntable — they're meant
to apply to everyday life (but sometimes

they don't). The issues that ARE at stake in

this column are TRUTH. TRUST, and

PAIN. Ever feel like you didn't care if you
died, just so long as you spent 5 minutes

gaining the sense of purpose everyone else

assumes unattainable? Me too (maybe).

PARTY TIME doesn't equal TRUTH, but

TRUTH could equal PARTY TIME - and

so much more! (If we can spend 5 minutes

sensing our oum strength, we won't need
God, Hangar One. or Stroh's). Contused?

Read on:

THE ASSEMBLY - "Never Never"

(Mute Import 45) — Not as light and frothy

as it seems, the Assembly's debut 45 is

tortured adolescence at it's most melodic.

Vince Clarke & Eric Radcliffe (both ex-

Yazoo, Depeche Mode) team up with

suddenly unemployed Undertones vocalist

Feargal Sharkey to produce "Never

Never, " as well crafted a tear-jerker as

anything the Undertones ever came up

with. Not the most predictable of

collaborations, nor the most predictable of

results.

THE CURE - "The Love Cats" (Fiction

12" Import) — Another surprise here, the

Cure taking an unexpected sidetrack from

their recent synth-drone forays ("Let's Go
To Bed." "The Walk"), and opting for a

sparese. ja.7zy/skilfle approach. Brushes hit

the snare, bass slaps and Robert Smith

sings his most appealing vocals since the

first LP. Bright, airy, and fun.

THE SMITHS - "This Cue.. ..lUig Man'

(Rough Trade 12") — "...I've nothing to

wear/it's gruesome that someone so

handsome should care;" the unmarked

terrain where a Mancucian intellect like

Howard Devoto merges with a Mancucian

laborer like Mark E. Smith? Instantly

accessable yet instantly breaking off on

newer tangents, Manchester's Smiths

understand all too well that the machinery

of pop is too dilicate to be bludgeneoned,

but to corrupt not to be sliced. Subversion

that might fool us at the first listen, the

Smiths could be one of 84's best, so long as

they keep both feet on the ground.

DEEP WOUND — Reconstructing The

Border Of Crumbs (Radiobeat 7" EP) —
Localism rules. OK? Half of this bunch are

UMass students (voxman Charles,

drummer J), which if this record wasn't so

good, would be enough info to disregard it

on. BUT DON'T. Few American bands

today (save for the broken up Flesh Eaters

or Ann Arbour's Negative Approach) have

an HC/metal groove that can match that of

Deep Wound...or the potential to expand

(check out the unfortunately titled "Dead

Babies, ' a pop' crossover hit if I've ever

heard one).

ICICLE WORKS - "Love Is A Won-

derful Colour" (Beggar's Banquet 45).

JULIAN COPE — "Sunshine Playroom"

(Mercury 12") —
As the Smiths once again show us.

Manchester produces original voices with a

fine degree of consistency. Liverpool, on

the other hand, is a city forever emulating

the Crucial 3 (Wylie/MacCulloch/Cope)

with more pretenders each year. Like the

hapless Dead Or Alive. Ellery Bop, Black

and It's Immaterial before them, the Icicle

Works (name stolen from William

Burroghs) shamelessly Uft the chord

patterns and vocal stylings of the Teardrop

Explodes with (predictably) little success.

Unlike their passable "Birds Fly" 45. the

Works' "Love" is an uncoordinated mess;

isn't this what producers are for' Julian

Cope, for his part, is as original and flaky as

ever; "Sunshine Playroom" rushes harder

than most teardrop material ever did, plus

with a clearer tone.

THE THREE O'CLOCK - Sixteen

Tambourines (Frontier LP)

RAIN PARADE - Emergency Third

Rail Power Trip (Enigma LP) —

California dreamin' I hope. The 3 O'Clock

LP (second if you count the Salvation

Army, which I'm not) moves the band into

strict bubblegum territory tongue being

more than slightly in cheek. "Jet Fighter

Man" would've done Bolan proud; "A Day

In Erotica" uses the studio trickery of

producer Earle Mankey (ex Beach Boys

Engineer) to full extent. Primed for the

pages of 16 Magazine, the Three O'Clock

have come up with their finest record yet.

And where the Three O'Clock are now

grabbing the milkshakes, the Rain Parade

thankfully still prefer kool aid with nore

than liberal amounts of acid thrown in. The

new version of "What's She's Done To Your

Mind" is even more of a Byrds rip off than

the original, consequently making it my
favorite sont this month. Come to think of

it. "I look Around" sounds quite a bit like

pieces of revolver, here and there, but I

won't tell if you won't.

On a brief aside Cath E. Trix has

organi.sed an all ages hardcore gig taking

place this Saturday night at 5pm. at the

Greenfield Guiding Star Grange. Featured

will be Psycho, Chronic Disorder. Zero

Mentality. Reflex from pain, the Out-

patients and Grey Matter. For more mfo.

call Cath at 546-6262).

Winmovie tickets!
The Collegian and Columbia Pictures will be giv-

ing away passes to Richard Pryor, Here and Now,

Christine, and The Man who Loved Women this

month. Check TRAILERS weekly for trivia ques-

tions.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

leeian Events are listed the day before they take place except Monday

which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

>r'

;

THE LONELY BOYS
intheROLUNG STONES*™**"
with former members of night bear
and featuring maurice Raymond

former lead vocalist of the Blushing Brides

FRIDAY DEC.2
THE BLUE WALL

Saturday

CHANUKAH PARTY - Join us for latke-

making, dinner, music, menorah-lighting,

prizes and more! 5 p.m. dinner prepara-

tion, 7 p.m. dinner. CC 101

STUDENT RECITAL - Faith Patterson,

trombone and Howard Katz, piano will

play classical and jazz pieces, including

works by Gabriel Faure, Mozart, Chopin.

Debussy, Sanders, and J.J. Johnson. 8

p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall. F.A.C.

ANARCHIST CONFERENCE - Con-

ference on anarchism. Workshops to in-

clude - Workers Self-management. Law

and Anarchism. Anarchi.stic Perspectives

on Ontral America and Spanish Anar-

chism and more. 10 a.m. -5 p.m., CC, rm

901.

Sunday

COMMUNITY WORKSHOP - in the

Black Church tradition. Rev. Harden
welcomes anyone willing to share and

celebrate their affirmation of faith. 11:15

a.m.. James House Classroom.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH - All are welcome to join us for

our weekly Sunday Service of worship,

praise, and teaching from God's word - the

Bible. 10:15 a.m.. see CC. schedule for

room number.

SOVIET AND FALASHA JEWRY
BRUNCH PROGRAM - Noon-brunch,

small fee. Discussion of Russian Jews in

America and the plight of Ethiopian Jews

begins at 12:45 and is free. Dukes Room.

S.U.

PERFORMANCE BY UNIVERSITY'S
OPERA WORKSHOP - With percussionist

William Hanley. the Opera Workshop com-

pany will present scenes from Tramiforma-

tiona by Conrad Susa and from Gi/p.si/

Baron by Johann Strauss. Thet company

will be joined for the Strauss numbers by

the University Chorale. Free. 3 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall.

(GRADUATE FORUM - Ray Rogers will

speak on "Corporate Campaign: Confron-

tation Strategies for the Future". Wine

and Cheese Reception following the

presentation. 7:15 p.m., Memorial Hall.

'#»*»»#*#»****#*#**»*#»*#**»*»»*#»»**»******^**»*^

;

Amherst Flics presents:

Arthur
% A .50 Shows 8 PM &10 PM

Fri. Sat. Sun.

Amherst College, Merrill 1

j»»***»»*##*»»»*******»****************'************

RENTOm
OFOURS

Car • Truck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

• .'^r.l.'^

U. Mass.
^mhers^

10 a.m. til 11 p.m.

Beer • ^^«^* C8
,\cV>

O^^

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Jlist past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

\Ne*,Vi\N

SPec»
8\»

Miller 12 pk bottles $5.00 + 6oi2pk

Bud 12oz. loose cans $9.95 + 1.20 case

Meister Brau 12 oz loose cans

$7.95 -I- 1.20 case

De Luze red or white 750. $3.99

Blue Nun 750 $3.99

Almaden premiums 3 L $5.79

Inglenook premiums 15 $3.99

Kahlua 750 mi $9.95

Mohawk Vodka 175 $7.95

Cossack Gin 175 $8.99

not responsible for type graphical errors

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

mil f\CK

EV3^E

MMPH.

Pf{RPON?

IhPiT WE HA% ONce

AWW CUT (M, Of

C0MI65.

Scrod Dan DeBellis

WELL AT LEAST US FRiDftV.

/

U)f>HT "TO TAG ONE
ON CLflM r>

/

2VE ntREftbV

START Fb.

_. ^-^
cf

1 CftN SFE -THAT !

/

J HEftLLV GET INTO IT
\

Superbad by G.H.

' THAfs IT. FKANI^EE ^vC
m. HI5 ^UNi To H0UOv;TME-

MB. 50 H&f^E. I /^M.

MOM^ :;t)ESN'r KMOl^J twat
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1, \jf ^cJONi*

After The Fall

\ 1SHIAP.EL.1 THINK
I yoOR. ATTiTUOe 51HOWS

A,6P£ATUaC0FI^£SfR.T

poR. THE seuefs 6F

THIS CAI»^PUS.

by R. Miller

IT'S NOT THAT I tJON'T

%spgLT yooe B€ueP5

Sl^DMll DON'T %SPecT
YOOll CONSTANT 99lHAm
Cf VOui?. BCuCft TO
DlilNT^B^STeO PAKTiCS,.

LI Kg. M€'

^ I HAVE TO
SPREAD (iOD'S W<)W.

ISHMAEU/ TO

THE^JXHAVETO
5£ DiSttSPCCTFUL

TO YOO UIH^N
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Wilson Low by CC. McFly

LIIMSIE J WERE NOT GOING TO SOL-Oi, WERE GOING TO PLAW-

ET CMNYWg Of THE DOG STAR SIRlUS. THE GREAT CANE HAS

REQUESTED YOUR PRESENCE. IT 5 ^ GREAT HOMOR, YOU
MUSTN'T 3AY NO.

|

[MICKEY TRIPPER] WtLL.Sl^^EDWIB^«T

HAS MREADY iENT JATO TO EARTH\
THROUGH THE FIFTH OlMENSIOtg,

WE CAN JUST PICK HIM UPWHEN
1 WE GET THERE.]

LMICKEY] POORJATO
7^

LDWIBHOTJNOT TO WORRY, WE'LL
JUST S-0 RETRANSPORTJATO

THE.RE IN5TEA0.I

^.lark MacKenzi<

C0»JT1EST/|

DAILY CROSSWORD PUnii
Edited by Margarrl Farrar and Tnidc Jaffc

0IW.« IM 4*(«tn TIawt SnMrtt

1

5
8

13

14

15

ACROSS
Priests robes
ArmyVIPs
Dance ot the

sixties

Dominion
Jacket opening
Flinch

16 Amaryllis's

relative

17 Axillary

18 Gold brick

19 Hoofer s rendition

Member ot the

flock

Yalie

Stick of a sort

Traveled at

high speed
Untamed lands

34 Genetic

substance

35 Author Anita

37 Take flight to

unite

39 'Comin' In On
, 1943 tune

43 Twangy
44 Piece of

furniture

45 Wine: Prefix

46 Do a gardener's

)ob

48 Vipers

51 Overwhelnfis

53 Ot bronze. Abbr

22

23
24

26

31

54 "Long and
Far Away"

57 "I ,"fllm

about the Air

Force

63 Poem segment
65 Watson, to

Holmes
66 Billy

67 Mideast magnate
68 Critic Rex
69 Request from

Oliver Twist

70 Purview

71 Coastal bird

72 Once more

DOWN
Bedouin
Humdinger
Coalition

Jason of myth,

e.g.

Canasta ploy

Chew
Airport area

8 Having more
shoots

9 , place,

or show
Splendor in the

Grass scenarist

Barge
Henri's head

14 Flavoring

20 Malt beverage

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

10

11

12

21 Women's assn.

25 Clay pot

26 Muffin favorite

27 Sadat

28 Up the ante

29 Long spans

30 Passe ones

32 Group's senior

member
33 Squandered
36 Diamond call

38 Aphiodite's son
40 Viny valley of

California

41 Glow little

glimmer..."

42 Strolled en masse
47 Afternoon affair

49 Place for a

prie-dieu

50 Elgar's "

Variations"

52 Kind of drum
54 Maple tree

genus
55 Backgammon,

for one

56 Draft status

58 Wedding cake
layer

59 Idyllic place

60 Time of day

61 Railway station,

in France

62 Ragout
64 Wire Abbr

1 ? 3 4

1
?o

14

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 15

16 17 18

P
?5

19

I
?7 ?8 ?9 P

22

P
33

?3 ?4

I76

iP

31

i34 35 37

39

I
47 49 P

43 44

I
52

45

I
46

I
5S S6

48

PP 60 61 PI Ti"

'

P

53

sT 57

1

63 65 66

67 68' 69

70 71 7?

It's true, thar's gold in

that thar Collegian!

DC Menu
LUNCH

Seafood and Shell

Casserole

Pizza

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Jardinere Sauce

Fish P>y Plate

Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Seaff)od and Shell

C'asserole

Pizza

BASICS DINNER
Colache

Fish Fry Plate

Tartar Sauce

Weather

Today, mostly sunny in

the morning, clouding up

during the aftern(M)n with

a chance of light snow over

the Western hills (»f

Massachusetts and (>)n-

necticut towards evening,

highs from the mid 3()s to

the lower 40s. Tonight,

cloudy with light snow

likely over the Berkshires

of Massachusetts

Todays puzzle
answer
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VEGETABLE PASTRY fresh
vegetables sauteed, wrapped in swiss
cheese and baked in a flakey pastry shell

5.95

NEW YORK SIRLOIN 8 oz. and broiled
to your liking 10 95

Served with pars/eyed potatoes or rice

pilaf, homemade poppy seed bread and

salad l^"* * Chhrr Ddlcktut Lntrws To Choo««.
At A Prior You Can AHord'

[at TBE riCHTS IW NOBTB 4MHEBST S4».««4:
^••f oy 7 day mw li 5 a.^. to 9 •.«.

s:sc -girar -•^ -'^ -^ -—' -—' -»«- -—' -.«- -.^ -.-^ -w

MUNCH-OUT AT MIKES
FRIDAYS

will get you

I

I

I

I

oil you con corfy ^
I D*»r ond Drink ^/

specials too - ^1

Sorvod Promptly *
Qt 5:30

Urac3caB

3C3C2C^ Ig^g ^ ^ 3g 3C

S»l*ction of solods

chicken wings, •ggplont porm.

sw#dlsh m^Qtbolls

Spanish ric*, b#«f Juli*n«

Dor-H-Quc ribs

losogno

Itolion dishes

coid cuts

ond

^ ^ much mor*l

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1960 Mazda 626 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

1975 Datsun 280Z 4-speed black exc.

cond. Taking BO call 546-8236

1979 Chevette 60000
545-0842 or 253-3901

miles Roland

76 Honda good condition AM/FM moving
must sell 665-7530 eves 80
1975 Peugeot 604. reliable $1300 or best

offer 549-6728 evenings

73 Comet 77k mi stereo great condition

$400 call Rick 549-3679

1979 Malibu 4 door a /cond exc. body
some motor prob. runs good 1800$ or 80
Kathi 546-6492 must selll

VW Bug 1971 80,000 mi. no rust, heater

works; overall, in exceiient shape $1250
253-7396

CAPTAIN TACT

Please give up roast beef or control

yourself, swine. It is unkind and uncouth to

emit toxic fumes in the rooms of friends

and associates. Next time, I'll kidnap your

dustbunnies and vacuum them away, one

by one. This is no idle threat! The Queen of

Asphyxiation

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA

Enamel Earrings in a handsome gift box, 6

pairs for $5. Call evenings Lisa or Mary Ann
549-761 1

.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

New Years in Montreal College New
Years Party Weekend $69 + tax/grat.

round trip transportation 3 days 2 nights

hotel News Years Eve Party admission and

more call Maureen for details 549 1671

FOR RENT

Intersession single and double occupancy
rooms modern facilities call Dave 549 7583
253-907 1

One double room in Puffton from Jan 1

on call Matt 549-6999

Bedroom available in #16 Swiss Village

starting Jan 25. Takeover lease until Aug
31. Rent 174,00/ mo includes utilities call

Nancy after 5 256-1286

Mature person for room in Northwood
Apt occupy Dec 23 Jan 1 call evenings
665-8567

Amherst, Rte 9, 2 bedrooms lease to Aug
150 -- /mo. Intersession avaiiahlf> ?fvl-2364

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

180 Skis, Poles, Bindings used twice

$125 00 also ski boots $50 call Andy
549-4857 after 6 pm
Queen oak waterbed waveless $300 or

80 323-5954 after 6 pm

Bed, table €r 5 chairs Roland 545-0642 or

253-3901

Skis - K2 shorts, 195cm, barely used.

Boots - Nordica Cosmos, size 10M, good
condition 125 for both call Kim 549-6689,

Dave 549-7756

Ski Boots - Dolomite Secret Weapons sz

8%-9Vi exc. cond. best offer Jeff 6-9571

Wholesale prices rings, necklaces, wat-

ches, 10-14 crt gold jewelry call 546-4408

for more info unbelievable low prices

Lab Series L-3 Guitar Amp 60 watts, 2

channels exc. condition $150 firm, call Rob
546^5695

Sony Walkman WA56 AM/FM
stereo /cassette recorder built in MIC
speakers headphones 200 sell for $95.

Lawrence 546-5694

1982 Gibson ES336 TOB Accosunburst
mint cond $490 Craig 256-1231

Balsam Firs, Scotch Pines 4-6 ft $12-14

252 Hadley rd Sunderland 665-4791

Lab Series mint guitar amplifier Gibson
SG must sell 80 6-9283

FOUND

Found a tennis warmup jacket on Sun-
day night near the campus. If you can iden-

tify it, contact George at 6-6445

An umbrella in the Campus Center ladies

room around 11:00 am, Tuesday morning
call 546 4885

HAPPY BIRTHDAY "D"l ~
Have an awesome 20th. It's about time! I

don't have to buy you a card now, right?

Love T

HELP WANTED

Part-time Christmas help. Good pay.

Good hours. Good location. 253-3834

anytime

Production Manager - SNPS to supervise

and coordinate print /copy shop operation.

An exciting challenging job in a student

controlled business. Two year committ-

ment. Print shop experience helpful - not

req. Detailed description and application in

SU 403. Application due 12/7 AA/EEO
545-2271

GMAT Instructor required qualification

high GMAT scores teaching experience

preferred Springfield Kaplan Center
1 737-3788

LOST

Lost thin black rimmed glasses in purple

w/ black trim velvet case. Please call

546 7352

Glasses in black plastic case on campus
Jim 549-0498

Lost mens gold ring initials RAS reward

call 6-9436 extremely sentimental

Lost 11-30 CC downstairs ladies room
unique stone brown /blue ring with deep
sentimental value reward Beth 253-9414

PERSONALS

The Collegian will t>e printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and
clas<iifi«^ advertising.

•••• College •••• Spring ••• Break •••
* • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe *

* Motor Coach Transportation *

* • ocean front accommodation? night *

* •Welcome Party with FREE BEER *

*Make reservations Now and Save $20*
* Check out our table in the *

* CC Concourse or call 646-5422

***D*A*Y*T*0*N*A*** B»E*A*C*H •••

JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE-
JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE-
JACKSONHOLEJACKSON HOLE
J AC KSONHOLEJACKSON HOLE
Housing available for spring semesterl
Good food, friendly atmosphere-all in-

terested females call 546-01S2

Frank Cirino... Congratulations on the

great job I Does it feel good to be a real

human now?? Hope it's all you wanted and
more. CC.
Yo Fran Get pysched for Sunday we will

celebrate over an iced tea it's on me con-

gratulations n stuff love K.T.

Jay Happy Birthday much happiness,

much love, (how tacky) Devra

Happy B-day Julio and Slowpoke
Rodriguez may your days be filled with 17

year olds and tabasco sauce The Bunkies

Honey you are a gift Happy Birthday love

your RA

All cultural center and clubs, craftspeo-

ple, artists and musicians interested in par-

ticipating in the Orchard Hill/Central Holi-

day Festival please contact Debbie at

665 7020 or John at 546-6634

SUGARBUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR
BUSHSUG A R BUSH SUGAR

Sugarbush Valley
Ski Cr Party Week Jan 22-27

5 ^/i day lift ticket 5 nights lodging

hotel, with meals or condo
free beer b wine parties, hot tub party

long underwear party, turtle races

Nastar races, Sugarbush coupon book etc

Hotel Package only $184
Condo Package only $189

for more info call 545-3437 LAGNAF 84

Ski Powder Winter Break
Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare & transfers

transportation to & from airport

8 day - 7 night accomodations
gorgeous condos, wine & cheese party

hot tub party, beer slalom, free t-shirt

5 % day lift ticket for Jackson Hole

for more info call 545-3437

To Jill at XO Happy Birthday! As a sister

and a friend you are the greatest. Love

Kristin

To Terry, who I met at the B-52's, you got

my number. Can I have yours? Martha

"See your dentist regularly" I know I will

I love my dentist! Congratulations at get-

ting your second interview - good luck,

keep smiling Sharpie

"D"»«*Happy Blrthdayl***(a day early!) I

guess I'll never have your patience it will

power, but I think that's what makes you

uniquel See you at the Pub, Dick's, the

Blue Wall. . .Go nutsi! Love ya, Bev

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,
584 7924 evenings

RIDERS WANTED

Rider to Los Angeles leav after finals?

Doug 323-7774

ROOM WANTED

Looking to rent room in apt. or house
near bus route call Bob 546-9196

Quiet responsible clean senior looking

for room in house or apt for spring

semester call Rich 549-1215

For Intersession. Must be close to cam-

pus. Call Anne 546-6028

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for 1 or 2 females for spring

semester at Brittany Manor call 253-5660

Serious student wanted for apartment in

Presidential $115/month call at night

549-0740 _^
Apt mate wanted immediately, own
bdrm, Brittany Manor, at bus-stop

256-0097

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats.

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta

tions, theses, etc. 665-3414 anytime

TO SUBLET

Spring Semester only: Jan-May Cliffside

Apts. 1 bedroom apt. 305/month util. incl.

call late nights or morn. 666-3440

Colonial Village 147.50 from Dec 23 call

256-1375 after 5 pm
Help I 3 female sublettors wanted for in-

tersession 3 bdrm in Townhouse apts rent

neg 549-5216

Belchertown Ctr spacious 4 bedroom
house available Jan 1 call 323-7310

TRAVEL

Now Years in Montreal College New
Years Party Weekend $69 -t- tax/grat.

round trip transportation 3 days 2 nights

hotel News Years Eve Party admission and
more call maureen for details 549-1671

UMASS SPORT KARATE ~
Larry Kelley: 13 U.S. fighter. Next
semester! 256-0080 CALL NOW!

WANTED
~

Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

Tutor 110 Phil (logic) very reasonable pay
call: 256-6625

WANTED TO RENT

2 females want space
Amherst area for spring
546-3293

in house or apt
semester call

1 am looking for a two or three
bedroom apt in Amherst, North Amherst.
call Paul or Tony 665-7605 starting Jan 1

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available
Jan-Aug Craig or Rory 256-0089

2 males looking for cheap apt. for in-

tersession call Dan 546-7742

Need Intersession Sublet Puffton or
Townhouse Tom 546-6690

Woric Semester Break
We offer excellent earning potential from

end of December thru end of January. If

you live from the Cape thru Southern N.H.,

Greater Boston, Worcester and west from
Springfield thru Northampton and are over

18 and dependable, you can work, depen-
ding on your availability, 20-35 hours a

week and start at $4.75 an hour.

Nationwide inventory service needs to

supplement out present staffs of auditors

in taking physical inventories in various

retail stores. Must have weekend,
weeknight availability, day hours also

possible. A good work reference for the

ifuture. Must have phone and transporta-

tion. Contact Student Employment Office

by Dec. 6 for interview schedule. EOE.

UMass and college basketball Extra

Lounge Hours:

Mon.-Fri. 7:00 PM-1 AM
Sat. & Sun. 11:00 AMI PM

Movies or Sports every night

Try our great food

SERVED ALL NIGHT

•looat«d downstairs at JUSTIN RY^

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Despite blowing a 22 point

lead before beating New
Hampshire Tuesday night
you have to like the 1983-84

version of the
Massachusetts basketball

team. Coach Ron Gerluf-

sen's bunch was on way to a

rare blowout of a

Minuteman opponent before

they were hit by the
dreaded "mental lapses."

Still, they play periods of

sparkling hoop when they
controlled both ends of the
floor.

But once Atlantic 10
Conference play sets in the
team will not be able to lose

their edge for extended
times without flirting with
disaster. The likes of St.

Joseph's and Temple figure

to make conference play
rough and West Virginia,

St. Bonaventure and George
Washington are no walk-
overs. As for Rhode Island,

Duquesne and Penn State -

two are bad and the other is

worse.

You have to wonder what

the Wildcats were thinking

on the way home, Edwin

Green rejected a few of their

shots with his shoulders,

never mind his hands. The
rangy center was credited

with only three blocks on the

Stat sheet but actually

directed a few more UNH
attempts away from the net.

According to a local paper

forward John Hempel is

becoming a quote "nice

guv." Tell that to the

Wi'ldcats. The burly 6 7

sophomore ripped down nine

rebounds with some
agressive play under the

boards. He also poured in 16

points as did Horace
Neysmith and Donald
Russell.

Let's hope the Minutemen
aren't looking past Bentley

toward sunny Florida and
the Stetson Tournament
which starts on December
9th. UMass will play

Georgia Southern. Houston

Baptist and Stetson in the

tourney. UCLA, North
Carolina and Kentucky
they're not but each had
respectable records last

year. All three are little

schools with enrollments

under 6,000. While down
South. UMass will also face

powerful Duke. A 4-1

record isn't too much to

expect before coming home.
On to the national scene: I

can't understand why
StonehiU continues to beat

Al* l.aiirrphoto

Jim Valvano

their heads against the wall

by scheduling Boston

College every year. It took

the Eagles less than four

minutes ot jump out to a 12-

lead before coasting in for

the pasy win.

N.C. State Coach Jim

Valvano has an idea. He

wants his 5-6 guard Spud

Webb to jump center

against 5 3 (that's right, 5 3)

Wake Forest guard Tyrone

"The Human Assist" Bogues

when the two ACC teams

meet on January 21st.

Sounds like an entertaining

idea from .he witt Italian.

My pick for the darkhorse

challanger for the national

championship is Iowa. The

Hawkeyes have 6 11 for

ward Michael Payne and 6-

10 center Greg Stokes, both

good scorers and reboun

ders. Inconsistent Lute

Olson is gone as coach and

capable George Raveling is

at the helm after leading

Washington State to a 23 7

season. Raveling should go

far with the Ulenl he has.

• fT. GymnasUcs
('ontinvedfrom page 18

of timing and flexibility which results in, at

best, slipshod routines, and at worse, in-

juries.

Enough pessimism! The only thing the

Minutewomen can control and therefore

should worry alK)ut is their performance in

the gym. Tonight could be the start of a

very g(K>d year.

For gymnastic fans, tonight's meet is the

first and last chance to see UMass gym-

nastics in comjH'tition this semester. The

next women's meet is January 14th against

Duke at home, so be at Boyden at 1:00

tonight for the UMass Invitational.

*M Gymnastics
Continued fnrm page 19

somersault dismount in a layout position.

Tri-capiitiii Willie Stevens has been

working on his routine and is adding a

double back somersault with a full twist.

"We're exceptionally strong in high bar,"

Johnson said. "Tony and Bert will be the

leaders. They get through a lot of sets (in

practice)."

Looking forward to a winning season, last

year the Minutemen defeated Army in the

first match of the season and finished ahead

of their rivals in the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League Championships.

UMass posted a fourth place finish behind

East Strousburg, Navy and top finisher

Southern Connecticut. Army will be tough

but the UMass squad is confident in its

skills and routines.

1 think the total moves thrown and all,

that we'll have a better team, " Johnson said

"It is really important that everybody

concentrates on executing whether than

worrying who's the better team.

GRADUATE
FORUM

DECEMBER 4, 1983

MEMORIAL HALL

7:15 p.m.

The Graduate School and the Graduate Student Senate
Invite you to attend the Graduate Forum, featuring an

address by:

Raymond F. Rogers,
who developed strategies that helped force

J. P. Stevens £f Co. to recognize the ACTWU
in 1980 after a 17 year organizing campaign.

Corporate Campaign:

Confrontation Strategies

for the Future

Cheese and wine reception following the address

The Graduate Forum is an effort by the graduate studen:

community to develop a better climate for intellectual

and social exchange.

Great Gifts

Clothing Earrings
Stocking Stuffers

Posters Cards

Mugs Rugs Vases

Tree Ornaments

Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals Toys

Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, etc.

Candy Tea Tea Sets

OAI p "P 30% OFF selected

Blouses, Skirts, Dresses

Sweaters, Jackets

WeeKDights 9 PM Dec 9-^3

Sundays 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 6 PM

MERCANTILE
Amherst Carriage Shops

also: 18 Center St. Northampton

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES
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Women gymnasts look for super season
Invitational tonight at Boyden

i oll«Ki>n filr photo

BALANCING ACT - Sophomore Yael Kantor is amon^ the many let-

termen back for the women's gymnastic team. The women host the
UMass Invitational tonight at Boyden Auxiliary Gym at 7 p.m.

Massachusetts Karate Qub
wins the New England title
Special to the Collepan

In an impressive display of graceful skill

and strength, the Massachusetts Karate

Club from the University of Massachusetts.

Amherst, gained its hard-earned and well

deserved place as new England's finest

collegiate team by winnmg ir.v *-\'W

England Title.

On November 20. Boston College's

Roberts Center hosted the bi annual New
England College Karate Tournament. The
competition was tight, readily supplied by

over fifteen prominent schools including

Boston College. M.I.T.. Dartmouth.

Columbia. University of Lowell.

UMass Boston, Tufts, Boston I'niversity.

North Eastern, Yale, and harvard, along

with UMass" own Massachusetts Karate

Club.

The 7 hour affair provided for a long —
but never dull — day of eliminations and

fight offs in several catagories of KATA
(forms competition) and Kl'MITE (free

fighting).

Massachusetts Karate began the day by

claiming first, third, and fourth in Women's
Novice Individual Kumite and a second

place finish in Women's KATA. In

Advanced Team Competition, the spirited

Mas Hchusetts team cleaned up. Grasping

first in Team Kata were C'aptain Ray .>ione,

Jeff Laughlin, Diane Weingartner, Joe

Morirty, and Brian Marley, defeating

Bridgewater State. UMass/Boston. and the

highly competitive sedond place team of

M.I.T. brought about their victory.

1 i.e climax of the competiti ..
—

Advanced Team Kumite - was, again,

claimed by the Massachusetts Karat, te^^m,

with a superb effort by Stone. La.ighbn.

Moriarty. Marley, and John Mileszko, who
replaced Weingartner. An intense battle

against second-place M.I.T. brought about

their victory.

Laughlin and Moriarty placed second in

the Boston Battle (2 on-2 full contact)

competition and team members Stone and

Brian Marley received further awards in

recognition of their excellent fighting

styles.

The Men's Novice Team Kumite did not

finish in any of the top 3 spots, they are

awaiting another shot in the next tour-

nament.
Also on hand as two of the referees were

coaches Keith Gauthier and Frank Paolino.

and honoring all present was Sensee

Kazumi Tabata. Master of all New England

college teams.

After several years of hard work and much
anticipation, the highly successful day for

the Massachusetts karate team was indeed

a well earned reward.

TODD M.FORSYTH
MASSACHUSETTS KARATE PUBLIC
RELATIONS

UM home fields
So you don't have the excuse — 'I didn't
know where they play here is where the
winter athletic teams play.

MENS and WOMEN'S HOOP - The
Cage
MEN'S and WOMEN'S SWIMMING -
Boyden Pool

MEN'S and WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
— Boyden Auxilary Gym
WRESTLING - Boyden Auxilary Gym

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

Another women's team with an im-

pressive winning record starts its season

tonight as the University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team hosts New
Hampshire, Connecticut, and Nor-
theastern in the UMass Invitational at

Boyden at 7 p.m.

Last year UMass was 1 1 -2 and they have

lost only two players to graduation. Add a

talented freshman class to an already ex-

perienced group of performers and it is evi-

dent that the potential exists for an even

better season this year and in the long run.

"We're off to a slow start," said coach

Ken Anderson. "We have a lot of people

coming off of injuries and illnesses and we
are experimenting with modern tricks."

However, Anderson sees this year's

squad improving on the second place finish

in the Atlantic 10 and the fifth place finish

in the NCAA Eastern Championships

achieved by UMass last sea.son.

"Last year's team was strong and consis-

tent. However, we have tt) push for Ikjhus

points with new tricks. Some of the girls

are not ready with their routines yet but it

will make us l»etter toward the end of the

sea.son. We hope to surprise some people,"

concluded Anderson.

For the uninitiated, women's gymnastics

consists of four events -- the floor exercise,

the balance l)eam, the uneven bars, and the

vault. Each team enters six competitors in

each event with the top five scores coun-

ting. Three of the six must compete in all

four events.

In the Invitational tonight the three all-

arounds figure to be senior Robin Low.

who has been a top all-around for four

years, Jennifer Pancoast. who is making
her "debut" after sitting out last year with

a back injury, and Maureen Sutherby, a

promising freshman.

Others who will be competing at the In-

vitational are Sue Allen, who is "coming on

very strong" according to Anderson, on

the uneven bars and balance beam; Lisa

Griffin, who is a floor exercise and vault

specialist; senior co-captain Barbara Lord,

who will compete in her specialty, the

balance beam; Yael Kantor, who is

bothered by bursitis of the shoulder, but

will, at the very least, vault; Elizabeth Jan-

ney, who is recovering from a broken

finger, and will also vault; Abigail Farris,

''Last year's team was strong

and consistent' However, we
have to push for bonus points

with new tricks. We hope to sur-

prise some people.

"

-- Ken Anderson
::;:;;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:::;>:;:;:;:.:;:.:::.:.:.:.:.:•:;:.:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:

who was out all last year with a knee in-

jury, will l)e in the floor exercises; and

Tricia Harrity and Tricia Camus will both

be on the uneven bars.

"The last two weeks the line-up has pull-

ed together." remarked Anderson. "It is

our first meet and we are just looking for

solid routines."

At the Invitational. UNH figures to be

the Minutewomen's toughest competition.

They I)eat UMass last year and finished se-

cond in the NCAA Eastern Champion-

ships.

This is UConn's first year in Division I

and they have never beaten UMass.

However, as they do with most of their

sports programs. UConn is putting lots of

money and scholarships into gymnastics,

so they could prove to be tough.

Northeastern is the unknown, the dark

horse, of the meet.

As the Minutewomen prepare to start

what looks to t)e a promising season, their

biggest problem may not be with the com-

petition but with the lack of money for-

thcoming from the Athletic Department.

Two years ago the Athletic Department,

in its ultimate wisdom, decided that the

women's gymnastics team no longer need-

ed scholarships. That decision will cause an

inevitable decline in the quality of gym-
nasts who decide to enroll at UMass. There

is a more pressing problem, however.

"My biggest concern is the lack of sup-

port women sports get during
intersession," Anderson said. "They are

expected to compete, eat, and live without

aid. I cannot afford to pay for everyone to

come back. I might not be able to compete
with a full team."

If the worse happens, the Minutewomen
will be forced to compete at less than full

strength for four meets, which is one third

of their season. A team cannot participate

successfully at the college level with such a
handicap.

Also, in gymnastics, a layoff means a loss

Continued on page 17

Men's swimming to Lowell

^Nl/^t
mr'^^f^

w 1?
Co-captain Mark Surette

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team will be going for their

second straight win of the year as they

travel to meet the University of Lowell

tomorrow at 3 pm.

Russ Yarworth's troops picked up their

first win of the year on Tuesday as fresh-

man Mile Hoover's three first places

Co-captain Chris Porter

boosted UMass to a narrow 57-56 win over
Tufts. UMass is now 1-0.

Co-captains Chris Porter and Mark
Surette along with Chris Clarke and diver

John Macurdy won for the Minutemen.
The UMass women's swimming team, led

by co-captains Martha Sweeney and Liz

Feinberg is idle until December 11 when
they host the University of Maine.

Special
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UMassgymnasts looking to excel
Men opening
season tomorrow
out at Army
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

With improved skills and most of last

year's team coming back, the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team is

looking forward to a successful season and

will try to earn its first win tomorrow at

West Point against Army.

The Minutemen have improved in all sue

events with their strongest being the high

bar. Against Army, the team will be

executing riskier skills. Sophomores Joe

Demarco and Phil Gorgone will lead the

Minutemen in the floor exercises by per-

forming a double back somersault in their

routines. Coach Roy Johnson said although

he is not sure of Army's squad, Doug
Garmer will be one gymnast to beat on

floor.

"Phil and Joe could match up to him

(Garmer) on floor," Johnson said. "Jim

Corbett is in there too with a nice, clean set

on floor."

Ken Dougherty and Bert Mathieson will

be the top competitors on the pommel horse

event. Dougherty, a transfer student who
was uneligible to compete last year, is

swinging well for the Minutemen and has

shown improvement, according to Johnson.

Mathieson has been adding difficult tricks

and improving old ones. Freshman Steve

Baia is a new face on the team this season

and may be used in pommel horse, his best

event, if needed.

"We have to get down the routines that we
have," Stevens said. "We don't want any

breaks (in the routine) — that's five-tenths

(off) right there and that hurts the score."

Along with pommel horse, Mathieson will

perform a full twisting back somersault

dismount off of the still rings. The
Minutemen have improved their giant

swings, swinging with straight arms and

have added difficult moves while swinging

in their routines. Johnson said he is looking

forward to a stronger ring team than last

year.

Collrinan filf photo

SWINGING MAN ~ Bert Mathieson works out on the pommel horse during a meet last season.

Mathieson, a senior, and his teammates open their season tomorrow traveling to West Point.

The last three events look just as good as

the first three. Ending with the team's

strongest event —the high bar — is a big

boost for the Minutemen. The parellel bars

event is not as promising but should come.

The vaulting event is another strong event

which should bring the team some good

scores.

"It's probably the most consistent vaulting

team we've had in a long time," Coach

Johnson said. "The vaults all start from 9.4

and up. Everyone hit their vaults standing

up. They're pretty consistent. Jim Corbett

and Tony Sbarra vaulting has improved

drastically."

It will be Dougherty and Mathieson again

in the parallel bars event. Both will be

performing double back somersaults as a

dismount off the bars.

Dismounts off the high bar will be a nice

sight to see and the routines are spiced

up with some difficult moves. Demarco and
Sbarra have cushioned their routines with

some risk tricks and both include a double
Ciinltnued on page 17

McQuaide overcomesoperation
Minutemen travel to Coast Guard tournament
By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Correspondent

Although the UMass wrestling team is off to a dismal

start this season, there are a few bright spots. The

brightest spot is the wrestling captain Scott McQuaide.

The 167 lb senior is 2-0 regardless of the fact that he's only

four weeks off of a hernia operation.

"The major problem with the operation was that I lost a

lot of work-out time. I couldn't do nearly as much weight

lifting or roadwork as I would have liked to while I was

recuperating. I'm not in the shape I'd like to be in." said

McQuaide, "I'm wrestling well but I'm a little worried

about the Coast Guard tournament this weekend. I'll be

wrestling three to five matches a day and my stamina will

really be tested. If I had been working all year I'd want

first place this weekend, now I'll be happy with a finish in

the top three."

McQuaide went 20 7 last year but has changed his style

slightly. "Scott's a more controlled wrestler this year,"

explains coach Rick Freitas. "Last year he'd do a lot more

scrambling and banging heads with an opponent. He's still

very aggressive but he's not inclined to give up as many

points as last year."

Wrestling at 167 pounds, McQuaide finds himself in one

of the toughest weight classes. Among upcoming op

ponents for McQuaide is Boston College's Bill Hanlon.

Hanlon was dropping down to 167 this year.

"I'm looking forward to wrestling him more than

anybody." said McQuaide, "I realy don't like B.C. and I

don't like Hanlon even more. Win, lose, or draw he's going

to know he's been in a match when I'm through with him.

"

New Hampshire's returning conference champion at the

158 class last year, David Yale, is also going to be at 167

this year. "Yale worries me more than anybody because he

wrestles a style similar to my own and he's very tough, but

I'll be ready for him. The main thing I'm looking forward to

this year is the New England's. This is my last year and

I'm looking forward to placing high in that tourney."

"I really don't like B.C. and I don't like

Hanlon... Win, lose or draw he's going to

know he's been in a match when I'm through

with him."
- Scott McQuaide

;.:.:.^v.^v.:.v.^:.:.:.:.^:.:.:.^:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.^:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.^:.^:•:.:^:•:.:.:.:•:•^:.:

1 ve always thought 01 iii>seu as a team player. I'd.

much rather have the team win than myself." said

McQuaide. "I feel bad for these freshmen who are coming

right out of high school and starting again.st much more

experienced division one wrestlers. Most of these guys

should be second or third stringers this year for the

learning experience. When I was a freshman I couldn't

touch the starter. I was a backup and was afforded the

time to learn before my first match. These guys aren't

getting that chance. It's really too bad."
'

i L.i ' .

Give 118 pounder Rich Gardiner credit for his per

formance again.st Hofstra Tuesday. Although the Dut

chmen forfeited that spot. Gardiner pinned Hofstra's

ineligible starter Dion Dye in an exhibition match.

The grapplers lost their heavy weight to the weightroom

last week. Football coach Bob Pickett felt 260 lb. offensive

guard Mike Dwyer would do better lifting weights instead

of wrestling. Dwyer's presence against Boston University

last week was enough to make the Terriers forfeit that

spot. Cleveland Browns noseguard Bob Golic says that he

owes his ablity to handle giants like Steeler's Mike

Webster to his college wrestling career.

uuD
UMass travels to The Coast Guard Invitational tour-

nament this weekend before hosting Southern Connecticut

next Tuesday at 7:30 pm. Southern Connecticut is among

the top 20 in division two and is ranked eighth in New
England overall.

Kile phiilii hv Alin Taupi"--

OUTSTANDING - Jon Segal, of the UMass
men's team, skis in a rare last year. The men's
and women's teams were both invited to the

NCAA regionals and the men went 64-6 while
winning the NEISC and the women went 65-0

while winning the WISC. The teams start com-
peting in January.
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Minutemen seek to ground Falcons

r ' f » * 9 * t r f

Benttey comes to

afternoon contest
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It doesn't happen that often except in

Hollywood or in a case when the entire

starting lineup is freshman that a freshman

will cooly put the ball off the backboard

after a double pump fake in a sea of red-

woods (players that are all taller) and that

shot wins the game.

But it happened for rookie point guard

Carl Smith Tuesday in the win over New
Hampshire after UMass had blown a 22

point lead. Besides that all that this fresh-

man, the only one to start, did was direct

the offense at the point and score seven

points.

All in a day's work. Smith and his

Minuteman teammates hope the work of

winning ball games will continue tomorrow
at 1:30 p.m. as UMass takes on Bentley, a

division H team from the Northeastern

Eight, in the Cage.

Smith and the team are ready to correct

their mistakes that made the Wildcat game
close. "We want to play pressure defense all

over," Smith said. They have also worked

on their in bounds play, which gave them
trouble against UNH.
"I didn't panic." Smith said. "They were

doubling our one man (the one Carl was
supposed to inbounds it to) so we changed

the routine and brought three back. We'll

be more prepared for that situation. I don't

think that will happen again."

The biggest thing to correct will be the

intensity of the player players on the floor.

"We are looking to again improve in our
areas of weakness," head coach Ron
Gerlufsen said. "This game will be another

test to do those things correctly."

the Cage for rare

Saturday at 1:30
The mental intensity for a full 40 minutes,

ball handling and the ability to play good

individual defense are the areas Gerlufsen

wants to see improvement.

"We have intensity for 40 minutes. We
can't have any letdowns," Gerlufsen said.

"We're looking forward to the game."

So is Bentley, probably. Even though

they have lost to UMass the past three

years, it has never been an easy win for the

Minutemen. The Falcons beat UMass twice

1979. Coach Brian Hammel's team,m
which played Merrimack last night, is led

by Todd Orlando (14.9 average last year)

and Jerry Siczenski (10.4 last year).

Orlando is also the team's top rebounder.

The Minutemen would like to win this

unique afternoon game because it would

send them off on their Southern swing with

a 2-0 record. No UMass team since Jack

Leaman's 15 12 1977 78 team had done that.

"We have a real tough stretch coming up,

but we don't want to look ahead. It will be

important to be 2-0. It will be a real credit

to our players if we can accomplish that,"

Gerlufsen said as he rushed out of Curry

Hicks last night so he could go scout

Bentley.

The starting five remains intact with Carl

Smith at the point, co-captain Donald

Russell at the shooting position, John

Hempel and Horace Neysmith at forwards

and co-captain Edwin Green in the middle.

MINUTEMAN MUBLINGS - The guards

combined for seven steals in the game
against UNH (4 by Russell)...Craig Smith,

the first guard of the bench played very

well shooting 3 of 4 from the floor in scoring

his six points... Bobby Braun also saw a lot

of time at forward.

('ollririan photo bv l>avid I)«ubcr

MINUTEMEN CONCENTRATE - John Hempel has his mind on only
one thing - the hoop — in Tuesday's win over UNH. Hempel will give
the hoop his undivided attention tomorrow against Bentley.

Womenhope to get it all together against Vermont
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Winning is not evervthing, but the first

victory of any season comes awfully close.

The University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team has not hit the road yet,

nor have they hit the win column. Tomor-
row night, the women hope to obtain their

first victory of the young season, before

hitting the road for their first road game.
UMass hopes to make the University of

Vermont their first victims of the '83-'84

season. The Catamounts invade C!urry

Hicks Cage tomorrow to tap off against

the women hoopsters at 7:00 p.m.
Vermont is currently 0-2. Their losses

came at the hands of division II St.

Michaels College and division I Holy Cross.

Considering their similar records, the con-

test should be very exciting, with both
teams in search of their first victories of

the year.

The Catamounts, who went 4-20 last

year under now departed head coach Jean
Condon, have eleven lettermen returning.

Tops among them is senior Shelia Martin,

the second leading scorer for Vermont last

year with a 8.7 average. Martin, at 5'7 will

be at the guard position.

Lisa Johnson, a 5'1 1 senior forward, who
owns several UVM records will also be a
top gun for new head coach Robin Markey,
a 1 982 graduate of Tennessee Tech, ranked
sixth in the nation at one point.

Johnson, who scored a team high 15

p<^ints in last year's loss to UMass. averag-

"We^e not going to do

anything different, we've been

falling, just short, we have to get

a little better in every depart-

ment...and I think we are.
"

" Barbara Stei^ens

ed 8.6 points a game and was the team's se-

cond highest rebounder. Vermont will be

just as hungry as UMass for a win.

UMass head coach Barbara Stevens

views the upcoming game this way: "They
(Vermont) are a scrappy team, they can lull

you into a pattern and make you play their

game. We're not going to do anything dif-

ferent, we've been falling just short, we
have to get a little better in every depart-

ment. ..and I think we are."

Karen Kamminger picked up the scoring

against St. John as she sank 22 while for-

ward Barbara Hebel hit for 14 and Rebecca

Kuchs scored 13 including five for five

from the line.

Senior point guard Wendy Ward and

Hebel active defensively with four steals

each hope to combine with their teammates

to keep Vermont at bay.

In their last contest against a tough St.

John's team, UMass was only 7 points from

a victory. Last year against Vermont,

UMass won by a 63-59 margin. Eor first

year coach Stevens, any margin of victory

will suffice. The first win will not be

'everything' but it could be the start of

something good.

< ollrEon pholo hi And* Hrlirr

WHAT A CROWD -- The flying basketball attracted quite a crowd
Tuesday against St. Johns. Rebecca Kuchs (25) and Jerrie Bernier (4)
make sure UMass is rppresented in the frav.

Men's Gymnastics opens tomorrow against pgI9

MoQuaide excells at wrestling despite operation pgl^

Women's Gymnastics host Invitational tonight Pgl^

Men's Swimming faces Springfield tomorrow Pg-li^

Inside: Winter Sports special

Rocket attack kills eightMarines inLebanon
(story, pouge 2)
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Oampton R.A. arrested for dorm fire
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A Crampton Dormitory Resident Assistant will be

arraigned this morning in Hampshire District Court in

Northampton of charges of setting one of the 16 fires that

have plagued the all-women dormitory this semester.

Yvette I. Henry, a 20-year-old senior chemistry major

from Philadelphia, "was charged Friday night with two

complaints alleging burning the personal property of

another," University of Massachusetts police said.

The two counts, referring to both personal and state

property, stem from the single fire set Tuesday on the

desk of a resident in Room 209, which is next door to

\

Lie detectors may be used in investigation

ByJOHNO'CONNELL
Ck>llegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police are considering

using lie detector tests to aid in the continuing in-

vestigation (rf suspicious fires on campus.

Three fires have been reported on campus since Friday

morning. One of those fires came after the arrest of a

resident assistant Friday night.

Gerald T. OVeil, director of public safety at UMass.

said the use of p<rfygraph lie-detector tests is "always

another thing we are looking at." in the search for the

people lighting fires in Crampton dormitory in the South-

west Residential Area and other dorms.

Northwestern District Attorney W. Michael Ryan,

who is directing the investigation of more than 30

suspicious fires at UMass this semester, said the tests

may not be considered admissable evidence in a trial.

"You can't use a polygraph against someone in court

except under very cdliistricted circumstances," he said.

Both O'Neil and Ryan said the investigation is con-

tinuing after the arrest Friday of Crampton residential

assistant Yvette I. Henry charging her with one of the

fires. Neither man wouW say if Henry is one of the three

suspects the district attorney's office announced last

week were being sought in connection with 16 suspicious

fires in Crampton this semester, or if there are any

definite suspects now.

"We follow aU leads, " O'Neil said. "We can't give out

too much information for fear that you might prejudice

people who might be sitting on the jury."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said during a press con-

ference Friday that the FBI has been called in to help

with the investigation.

Fire investigators have enlisted the FBI for their

"expertise in identifying the psychological profile of an

individual who may indulge in this kind of behavior,"

Duffey said.

Ryan said the FBI "mainly provided us with advice and
direction" in Henry's arrest. FBI agents have also offered

to perform tests on "charred remains" of fires, and
"analysis of any materials," he said.

A paper was reported burning on a bulletin board at

1:40 a.m. Saturday in Cance Dormitory in Southwest,
University spokesman Arthur Clifford said, and two fires

were reported in CooUdge Tower in Southwest Friday.

A fire outside a door on the fifth fktor of CooUdge was
reported at 3:40 a.m. by a 22nd floor resident who
smelled smoke in the elevator shaft. Clifford said. The
fire, which appeared to be lit with newspapers and
burned the carpet outaide the door, was "a niinor fire, but
it was obviously lit by someone," Cliffwd said, and "could
have had the potential for damage."
The remains of a poster fire were discovered during a

floor-by-floor check of the building conducted Friday
afternoon, Clifford said.

door, was "a minor fire, but it was obviously lit by

someone," Clifford said, and "could have had the

potential for damage."

Thens of a poster fire were discovered during a floor-

by-floor check of the building conducted Friday af

ternoon, Clifford said.

All three fires were extinguished before firefighters

arrived, and there were no injuries, he said.

Henry's, according to Janet Rowe Dugan, clerk

magistrate of Hampshire District Court.

Henry was taken early the following morning to

Franklin County Jail in Greenfield after Dugan set bail at

$10,000. She was released yesterday afternoon aft«r

posting bond of $1,000. which was raised in part by

contributions from fellow residents in Crampton Dor-

mitory.

About one half hour after Henry had left Crampton Fri-

day. University police, in conjunction with state fire mar-

shal Jay Bowman, made a decision to activate the fire

alarm in Crampton Dormitory to "evacuate the building

and make an inspection of a number of the conunon areas

of the building." said Phil Cavanaugh. associate director

of Public Safety.

However, the "administrative search" had no relation

to the subsequent arrest, said Hampshire County District

Attorney W. Michael Ryan, as "anything found cannot be

used in court."

Police have refused to comment on what evidence had

been used against Henry, or about whether additional

charges were planned against her or any other persons in

relation to approximately three dozen suspicious fires

this semester on campus.

Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neil yesterday said

Henry would not be allowed to immediately return to

Crampton Dormitory, while Director of Housing Services

Joseph Zannini refused to speculate on Henry's Resident

Assistant position, as he is "not sure of her status with

the University."

Thelma Griffith Johnson, director of affirmative action

for the University, said police officers came to Crampton

around 5 p.m. Friday and asked Henry to come with them

to the University police station for questioning. She was

arrested at 8 p.m. on a warrant issued by Dugan. ac-

cording to police.

However, only hours after Henry's arrest, another fire

was reported set to a third floor bulletin board in Cance

Dormitory, in the Southwest Residential Area.

Johnson, who termed Henry a "very genteel young

woman." said that upon arriving at the police station

Friday night she "could hear her crying." Johnson said

she requested Henry be allowed to contact her mother in

Philadelphia, and then called Legal Services Office at

torney Chju-les DiMare. who arrived later to serve as

Henry's counsel.

Show causes quite a flurry

( olleiriMi photo by D»»id I)eub*r

OUT OF CONTROL — Chris Burton, a sophomore business major,

loses his sled while riding down Orchard Hill near Gorman dormitory.

Two men charged with rape

ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

Hundreds of University of

Massachusetts students joined an all-

campus snowball fight that began early

Sunday afternoon in the Southwest Area

and ended later in the day with an assault

against Amherst College.

"It was good, clean fun that binds the

east and west sides of campus," South-

west Area Government co- President

David McCarthy said Sunday.
"They came up between Field and

Webster and started whaling on the

balconies," said Michael Altneu, Orchard

Hill Area Government co-president and

Dickinson dormitory student security

coordinator. "Of course, people came out

on the balconies and started to fight

back."

According to Brad Price, a sophomore

business student from MacKimmie
dormitory, a group of 100 Southwest

students travelled to the Central area

before assaulting Orchard Hill.

"We weren't attacking, we were just

having a snowball fight," he said.

"I think it is very dangerous," Altneu

said. "Someone can get seriously hurt. It

was all Southwest-provoked. Snowballs •

were aimed at people on the balconies."

"If damage was done, I think it was
deplorable," McCarthy said. "If you are

using slush-type snow, you are dealing

with a weapon. If you are using light

snow, I see the potential for damage to be

less."

According to Altneu and students

participating in the adventure, no one was
seriously injured.

Altneu said, however, he called the

UMass Police because he feared somebody
might get hurt.

"There is not really much we can do,"

UMass Officer Thomas Bernaski said.

"The students have to have some way to

work off tension. It's a big country. If you

are going to have snowball fight, then

have a snowball fight."

University of Massachusetts police

arrested two men Saturday night in con

nection with a rape, a UMass spokesman

reported Sunday.

UMass Director of the Office of Public

Information Arthur Clifford said one of tj^

men. a visitor to the campus, was charged

with rape, and the other, a University

student, was charged with attempted rape.

Clifford said UMass police refused to

release any more information on the in-

cident.

/inside:

Three U.S. planes downed in air strikes in Lebanon 7^.

Union leader raps nation's top banks and insurance companies p. 3

Ray Beauchemin examines media coverage of campus fires p. 7

"Nate and Hayes": one to miss P- 9

Minutemen stuff Bentley, 80-7.5 P- 1*)

"Power does not corrupt. Fear corrupts, perliaps the fear of

I loss of power.
'

' — John Steinbeck
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Druse gunners

kill 8 Marines
BEIRUT. Lebanon lAP) - Druse

gunners blasted the U.S. Marine base at

the Beirut airport with rockets and artillery

shells Sunday night, killing eight Marines
and wounding two. a Marine spokesman
reported.

Maj. Dennis Brooks said the Marines
came under intense fire about 12 hours
after Syrian anti aircraft batteries shot
down two U.S. Navy jets that were among
28 warplanes that launched the first

American air strike in Lebanon.
The Pentagon said a two man A 6 and a

single pilot A-7 fighter- bomber were
downed when the planes attacked Syrian
positions in Lebanon's central mountains
about 8 a.m. (1 a.m. EST) in response to

earlier attacks on U.S. reconnaissance

planes.

One flier was rescued, at least one was
captured and Syrian soldiers said a third

died of injuries.

U.S. Navy warships opened fire on the

Druse positions in the mountains
overlooking the Marine base and the

thunder from their heavy guns rattled

buildings in Beirut.

Brooks said the Druse militiamen began
spraying the southern end of the Marine
encampment with small arms and 23mm
anti-aircraft fire at about 7 p.m. p.m. (12

noon EST) and soon "the entire airport

perimeter" was being shelled.

7'he naval gunfire "was the result of

heavy, sustained artillery, rocket, small-

arms and mortar fire that the Marine
positions have been under," Brooks said.

He said the Marines "opened up with
everything we have," including 155mm
artillery. M-60 tanks, heavy machine guns
and small arms.

The shelling of the Marine encampment
ended 4 V4 hours later, Brooks said.

Union urges

strike's end
WASHLNGTON (AP) - Union leaders

are expected to push hard for ratification of

a contract agreement aimed at ending a

bitter, month long strike against

Greyhound Lines, although one union of-

ficial acknowledged "we bit the bullet" on

wage concessions.

After two days of make-or-break
bargaining, the Amalgamated Transit

Union and Greyhound reached a tentative

settlement on a new contract, with a

ratification vote planned before December
20, according to federal mediators.

But union sources acknowledged the

agreement contained major concessions,

including a 7.8 percent wage cut — the

same amount rejected earlier by a union

vote — and a commitment by the em
ployees to assume from the company a 4

percent payment into the pension plan.

"We felt that we went as far as we could

go," one member of the union's bargaining
council said, insisting on anonymity. He
added: "We bit the bullet hard on the
economic issues" but kept major work rules

and won assurances that striking workers
would return to their old jobs with seniority
intact.

AROUND THE WORLD

AP Lmsfrphoto

ORDERS BOMBINGS — President Reagan speaks with reporters
Sunday after returning from Camp David, Md., where he and his wife
Nancy spent the weekend. Reagan vowed *'to defend our forces" and
ordered air strikes against Syrian gunners.

force that also includes British. French andThe deaths of the Marines brought to 254
the number of American servicemen killed

in l^ebanon, including 239 who perished in a
suicide truck bombing of the Marine
headquarters on Oct. 23.

A Defense Department spokesman in

Washington said names of the latest victims

would not be released pending notification

of relatives.

About 1,500 Marines are stationed here
as part of a multinational peacekeeping

Italian troops.

In Washington, White House national

security spokesman Robert Sims said, "I

know we've had an attack from Druse and
probably Shiite positions around the airport

at Beirut and it is pretty intense. We have
had some casualties and we have respond-

ed with tank and naval gunfire."

White House spokeswoman Sheila Dixon
said President Reagan had been briefed

about the development.

AROUND THE NATION
Astronaut talks to Jordan 's king
SPACE CENTER. Houston (AP)

After talking by radio to the king of Jordan,
a "happy bunch" of handyman astronauts
u.sed a makeshift darkroom inside a bedroll

to fix a jammed camera Sunday, then
repaired and fired up a twicebroken fur-

nace.

Spacelab scientist Owen Garriott reached
fellow ham radio buff King Hussein, who
told him, "We're very, very, proud of you,
and we share this pride with all the people

of America, all the people of the world."
Bob Parker and Ulf Merbold of the Red

Team — one astronaut shift — and Garriott

and Byron Lichtenberg of the Blue Team
got out tools and instructions Sunday to

repair a series of broken experiments
aboard their orbiting Spacelab. Then they
charged on with the nonstop ex-
perimentation they have kept up since

Spacelab was launched with space shuttle

Columbia last Monday.

Billg Martin unemploged again
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) - BUly

Martin's third stint as manager of the New
York Yankees has come to an end. a source
close to the club said Sunday.

It was also reported that Dr. Bobby
Brown, a former Yankees infielder and now
a cardiologist, would be the new American
League president.

Martin's firing, the source for that story
said, would be announced at baseball's

vr laarrphiito

CABBAGE PATCH MANIA - Robert Kenv of Renv's department
stores auctions off a "Cabbage Patch Kid. " one of this vear's hottest
Christmas pifts. The doll was sold for $215.

winter meetings here by owner George
Steinbrenner on Tuesday, at which time
Yogi Berra would be named Martin's
replacement.

The source said Steinbrenner made the
move "to make the players happy."
The meetings open officially on Monday

with many club executives promising a
more lively gathering than in past years,
which have seen steadily diminishing ac-

tivity in player transactions.

Syrians down
two USplanes
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Syrian forces

shot down two U.S. warplanes Sunday

during the first American air strike in

Lebanon. One flier was rescued, at least

one was captured and Syrian soldiers said a

third died of injuries.

The Pentagon said a two-man A-6 and a

single-pilot A-7 fighter-bomber were

downed when 28 U.S. planes attacked

Syrian positions in Lebanon's central

mountains at about 8 a.m. 1 a.m. EST in

response to earlier attacks on U.S.

recoannaissance planes.

The White House said President Reagan
authorized the raid. Reagan vowed to order

more strikes if Syrian anti-aircraft bat-

teries continue to fire at American sur-

veillance planes.

"We are going to defend our forces there,"

Reagan told reporters at the White House.
"...If our forces are attacked, we will

respond."

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger
said the Syrians were believed to be holding
two of the fliers. "We are attempting to

negotiate their release," Reagan said.

But a Lebanese photographer on
assignment for the Associated Press said he

saw a captured American at one crash site,

as well as another severely injured

crewman taken away by Syrian soldiers.

The Syrians later told reporters one
American died of his injuries.

A Syrian communique mentioned only one
pilot held.

The other U.S. planes returned safely to

the aircraft carriers USS Independence and
USS Kennedy off the Lebanese coast, the
Defense Department said.

Tornadoes kill

8 in the south
The latest in a series of strong

snowstorms blew through the Rockies on
Sunday, dumping up to 21 inches of snow,

while snow and ice made travel hazardous

in the Northeast and the South started to

dry out after waves of thunderstorms that

produced floods and tornadoes.

At least three people were killed by the

flooding and tornadoes, and the storm in

the West was blamed for three deaths,

bringing the death toll from a series of

storms since Nov. 21 to 89.

By Sunday morning 26 inches of snow had
fallen at Norden, Nev., and the wind gusted
to more than 80 mph at Henderson, Nev,,
south of Las Vegas. About 30 inches of new
snow fell at the Sundance ski resort in

Utah, and a total of 102 inches covered the
ground at Powder Mountain, the National
Weather Service reported.

Winter storm warnings also were posted
over much of the Northeast from Penn-
sylvania into New England as snow, sleet

and freezing rain moved up from the Ohio
Valley. Watertown. N.Y., got 7 inches of

snow and Rochester had 6 inches. Fort Dix,
N.J., got 1.16 inches of rain.

Schultz leaves for NATO meeting
WASHINGTON (AP) -

Secretary of State George
P. Shultz leaves Tuesday for

Europe for t^lks with the

NATO allies that will focus

on EastWest relations,

including the new missile

rivalry and the possibility of

a meeting with Soviet

Foreign Minister Andrei

Gromyko.
Shultz will go first to Bonn

to meet with West German
leaders and move on to

Brussels where NATO
foreign ministers begin a
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two day meeting Wed-
nesday. He plans later stops
in Tunisia, Morocco and

Portugal before returning to
the United States on Dec.
13.
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ATTACK - A
wave of students

from Southwest
Residential Area

prepare to assault

Orchard Hill

residents with

snowballs Sunday
afternoon.
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UMass alumnus spi
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

Advising business on how to combat unions has become

big business in the past several years. Now a group called

Corporate Campaign, Incorporated is showing unions how

to fight companies with new strategies and concepts.

Ray Rodgers, a 1967 graduate of the University of

Massachusetts and founder of Corporate Campaign spoke

to 30 people in Memorial Hall Sunday night.

Rodgers used a slide show to present a strategy where

pressure was brought against stockholders, creditors,

banks, insurance companies, and other behind-the-scenes

controllers of whatever target company a union might be

struggling against.

"The overriding issue which should be raised to the

highest levels of public and political debate, but never is. is

who controls the flow of the huge concentrations of money

and for what ends," Rodgers said.

"The 50 largest commercial banks have 1 trillion dollars

in assets and 800 billion dollars in deposits. The three

largest insurance companies. Metropolitan. Equitable,

and New York Life, have connections with 171 "ut of the

200 leaders of the Business Roundtable," he said. "They

get the power because they control the flow of money.

they undermine democracy and decide whether to build or

destroy regional economies. The only control they have is

the power of money and what it can do. They have to l)e

held accountable and we have to have a mechanism to con-

front power with power. City Bank has 130 billion m

assets which is more control then most (lovernments.

Rodgers furst developed his strategy while working for

the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers (ACT-

WU), which was trying to unionize the workers of the Jt

Stevens Textile Company.

By researching Stevens links to other companies such as

Metropolitan Life, Rodgers says he helped trigger internal

corporate power struggles which helped the ACIWU
become recognized by Stevens.

. .

The ACTWU had been trying for 17 years to unionize

the Stevens Workforce.

Rodgers and his ten peers on Corporate Campaign staff

have six major strategies. As an example: If the president

of Company Y sits on the board of bank Z, and they have a

dispute with Union X, Rodgers finds out what pressure

the union can put on the bank, through, for instance, the

withdrawal of pension funds. Rodgers also helps unions

work with community groups and gets coalitions to buy

stock in companies that are involved in labor disputes so

that they can vote an attempt to use influence within the

companies.

FORUM
Women's Forum is a weekly Ivtting of upcoming ei'evts

relating to womev 's issiws. Notices should f>e sent to the

Wom^m 's Issues Editors, care ofthe Collegian, 1 13 Campw<

Center, before the Friday preceding the event.

There are two hotlines available on campus for ai<l to

victims of raf>e or other violence. The 24-Hour Rape

Hotline is 545-2677. The Everywoman's Center Hotline

for victims of violence is 545-0800.

Monday — Willesse Comissiong will speak on

"Domesticity and Kconomic Solvency" at 12:30 p.m. in

room 162, Campus Center.

The Anti-Racism Team will meet at 4 p.m. in room 801,

Campus Center.

C^eraldine Crisci, Project Director of the Personal Safety

Program will speak on child sexual abuse, its treatment

and prevention at 7 p.m. The lecture is sponsored by the

Council of Undergraduate Students in Pyschology and will

be held in room 904, Campus Center.

There will be a "speak-out" on violence against

women in the dormitories at 7 p.m. in Skinner Hall

Auditorium. There will be a karate demonstration and a

panel of speakers. All university women and men are in-

vited to attend.

Tuesday — The Women's Issues Team will meet at 4

p.m. in room 803, Campus Center.

Thursday — 'La Operacion,* a film about sterilization

abuse will be shown at 12 p.m. in room 903, Campus

CenU'r. Panna Putnam of the Everywoman's Center will

"Not a Love Story." a film about pornography will be

shown at 7 p.m. in room 134, Hasabrouck.

CLLANiNG UP - David Russel'

Amhemt Ptott Office.
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•'e«f»8 mail trucks with the aid of a spray i^un outside the

Speak-out on
violence to be
held tonight
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Angela Giudice did not want to organize just a forum on

violence against women which students could attend and

listen to. She wanted students to be the ones doing the

talking in the hopes that others would listen.

As special projects coordinator for the Nor-

theast/Sylvan Residential Areas at the University of

Massachusetts. Giudice is one of many people responsible

for organizing a "Speak-out on violence against women." to

be held tonight from 7 to 10 p.m. in Skinner Hall

auditorium.

"In my 10 years here, I've seen many events done for

ourselves which few students feel part of." Guidice said.

"We wanted to do something to really reach students.

'

Speak -outs were popular open forums on college cam-

puses during the late 1960's and early 1970's. The last

speak-out on violence against women at UMass was in

1976, when women gathered to express the fears and

anger at acts of violence against women, particularly rape.

Tonight's discussion does not have an agenda. While

rape will undoubtedly be discussed, other forms of

violence, such as beatings from boyfriends, the

psychological affects of incest, .sexual harassment and

abuse will probably be touched upon, she said.

"Mwe than just focusing on the incidents though, we

want to try and focus on what we can do about it," she said.

One thing women can do about violence is help each

other not feel isolated. By coming together, women can

offer support to other women, she said.

"If women can walk out of a speak out not feeling alone

and isolated, then it will be a success, " she said.

Third World reps

attend conference
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

More than 100 Third World students from colleges and

universities in Ma.ssachusetts, Vermont and Connecticut

attended the fifth annual New England Third World stu-

dent leadership conference held at the University of

Massachusetts Saturday.

The conference was held to bring Third World students

from different institutions in New England together to

share ideas on improving education outside the

classrooms.

Started in fall, 1981 at the University of Connecticut,

the conference was born out of the outgrowth of student

activities. Its initial purpose was to develop enrichment

programs to combine informal and formal education, ac-

cording to Kevin Hatton, co-coordinator from Greater

Hartford Community College.

Leading the introduction. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

said Third World students were "privileged" l)ecause of

the resources UMass holds for them like the bound papers

of W. E. B. DuBois.

"We recruited you, but you have to be successful. You

have to survive," he said.

Duffey said he believes the university has done better

than the years before, in terms of providing financial sup-

port for Third World organizations. "The University is

trying to bridge the education gap," he said. He said he

hopes students attending the University can also get in-

volved in social programs.

Keynote speaker .lames Baldwin, renowned author and

visiting five college literature professor, focused on the

education blacks receive in predominantly white educa-

tional institutions.

"There has been no America for us," Baldwin said. "It

is very difficult to pledge allegiance to a country that can't

pledge allegiance to you," Baldwin said.
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PRESENTS
2 Fashion Show

Luncheons /
'Career Dressing into Evening VW?c3rVvv,

DECEMBER 6&7
12=30 to 1:30pm K^'^
Featuring Fashions Fnim

^.
g§ mtarMhs

Cosmetics From

fTlERLG nORfTlfln

REHTOHt

OfOURS
Car • Truck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880
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FUNDING

FOR

INDIVIDUAL

PROPOSALS umass /Irts council

545-0202

The deadline for the next UMass
Arts Council funding period is Feb.

8, 1984. Applications nnay be pick-

ed up in Herter Hall 125, Monday
through Friday, 9-5.

1984 FUNDING PERIODS

Period 3 Proposal deadline-2/8/84

Council vote-2/ 14/84

Period 4 Proposal deadline-3/30/84

Council vote-4/ 10/84

Period 5 Proposal deadline-4/30/84

Council vote-5/ 14/84

(for Sept. '84 events)

Scott's

TREE
FARM
Sunderland, MA

take Rt. 47

to 252 Hadley Rd.

Christmas
Trees

Balsam Fir $12.

Scotch Pine $14.

Wreaths $4.

665-4791

••»——•••••>••—»—mm 11—11

ATTENTION!

All students interested in
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE for Fall 1984:

There will be an information session on
December 7, 1983 from 4-6 pm
in the Campus Center, Room 804.

If you have any questions about the program or
would like to talk to students on exchange from
other schools. Please Come!!

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

I

Info sessions are still being held for paid spring semester placements.

ISign up 110 Thompson.
jPlus - If you have a job which relates to your major ask us about earn-

|ing recognition for the experience

SEE US THIS WEEK

Office for CkDoperative Education

Room 110, Thompson Hall

University of Massachusetts
Amherst. Massachusetts 01003

(413)545-2579

Men's center in Brett gives

peer counseling, support
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts may

have a full-time men's center to provide a

place where students can discuss men's

issues and receive peer counseling.

"Still in the planning stages," the center,

located in Brett dormitory, is now open

Wednesday nights according to Hugh

Grogan, a center organizer. Grogan said he

and other organizers would like to see the

center operating on a full-time basis by spr-

ing, with added services and programs.

The center provides services "somewhat

similar to the women's center," Grogan

said, including peer counseling, a resource

center, and support groups.

While there have been previous unsuc-

cessful attempts to organize a men|s

center. Grogan is optimistic of this one's

chance for success. "The timing is really

good, people are talking about the issues

that (we confront)," he said.

"Lots of men don't feel that they can

communicate with each other (men) as

friends, and we hope we can validate that,"

he said.

"Men are getting confused, in a

sense. ..the women's movement, the civil

rights movement, gay rights, these have all

prompted men to take a look at themselves
and explore who they are and what they
want." he said.

Grogan said that while the center will be
"pro-feminist and anti-sexist," he said he is

reluctant to label it.

"It's important to take political stances,

but more important is to encourage

''Lots of men don't feel that

they can communicate with each

other as friends, and we hope we
can validate that.

"

— Hugh Grogan
Men 's Center Organizer

'*' ' - - l.t.!,!,!!!!!!!!.

dialogue between people about what's go-

ing on," he said.

Not yet a Registered Student Organiza-

tion, the center is funded through the East

Side Residential Education Office, Grogan
said.

The center, which is handicapped accessi-

ble, is located in 126 Brett dormitory, in the

Central Residential area. While it is not yet

open full time, the center holds meetings

every Wednesday from 4 to 5 p.m. and en-

courages everyone to attend, with no

obligation, Grogan said.

Collegian staff:

'Many Faces of Racism' at 8

p.m. Tuesday in 101 can be

used as workshop time.
Also: mandatory meeting, 7

p.m. Thursday in newsroom.
Topics include party, in-

tersession production, hellos

and goodbyes of editors.

Shakers actress Puerto Rican independence

Activists assail grand juries

Collegian 5

By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

The United States government uses the grand jury

system to discredit and destroy the Puerto Rican in-

dependence movement, according to two activists who
spoke Saturday at the University of Massachusetts.

Julio Rosado and Shelly Miller — the former leader in

the National Liberation Movement in Puerto Rico, the lat-

ter a non-Puerto Rican member of the New Movement in

Solidarity with Puerto Rican Independence and Socialism

— said they face prison sentences for criminal contempt

after refusing to testify before a New York grand jury

formed to investigate bombings in New York City last

New Years Day.

Miller said she and another woman face a January trial

date.

"I assume we'll be convicted and probably be sent to

prison for three years," she said, adding that three year

sentences seem to have become the rule in such cases.

Miller said hers is the first case of criminal contempt

charges against North American political activists.

In the past, the government has used the civil contempt

'charge against political activists.

Civil contempt is a coercive measure, and imprisons a

witness who refuses to testify before a grand jury for the

duration of the jury: a maximum of 18 months. Criminal

contempt is a punitive measure, and there is no theoretical

limit to the period of time a person convicted of the crime

could be sentenced to serve.

Grand juries are being used to "selectively strike out.. .at

key people in the structural apparatus of the movement,"

said Rosado, who has already been sentenced to three

years in prison, but who is now free pending appeal of his

conviction.

Using the grand jury's power of subpoena "as a weapon

of intimidation," the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI) hopes to remove leaders from the movement,

Rosado said.

"The grand jury offers the government of the U.S. an

apparatus rooted in the legal system of this country. And

therefore, while it serves as an apparatus of repression, it

is also an apparatus that is very well disguised," he said.

^^!w.^^^w.^!.^:.^!.^!.!.!.^^^^!^^w•!W^^
^
^
^

"The grand jury offers the government of

the U.S. an apparatus rooted in the legal

system of this country. And therefore,

while it serves as an apparatus of repres-

sion, it is an apparatus that is very well

disguised.

"

—Julio Rosado
National Liberation

Movement
•.v.v.^^^y•:^v^^^x^;^•;•••••^•^^

The motivation of the U.S. government, in continually

trying to keep a legitimate Puerto Rican independence

movement off-balance, is continued dominance in the

Caribbean basin. Rosado said. The U.S. is supporting the

current Puerto Rican government because it fears an in-

dependent government would threaten the function of a

naval base already in existence, he said. A new govern-

ment would also threaten the installation of a "tactical air-

wing base.. .from which the U.S. can cover the entire zone

of Central America, the oil fields of Venezuala. and a ma-

jor part of Mexico." Rosado said.

Refusing to be intimidated, leaders in the independence

movement are taking a position of "non-collabaration,"

though they face imprisonment for criminal contempt, he

said.

lymtj

PREPARE FOH

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
SAT«ACT*DAT»GRE»CPA

Feb. 4, 1984 Exam

GRE
classes begin 1/3/84

Intersession Class

LSAT
Begins 1/4/84

Educational Center

Jan. 28, 1984 Exam

GMAT
classes begin 12/14/83

1/2/84

April 28, 1984 Exann

MCAT
classes begin 1/3/84

1/7/84

Call Days Eves b
'«/Veekends

264 N PteasintStrwl

Amhtrtt

253-5108

Charter

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

l-or information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip -any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation'

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mmi-Buses

Well also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

77-jji^*j7 JbnB. bus Lines. In.
-

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call Gen.p- ii '''ttice and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297

m:

12rh ANNUAL BUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27

TRIP INCLUDES:

yA DAY LIFT TICKCT

5 NIGHTS LODGING

MEALS 1U1 DMan k aymsno.

SUN - FRI

HOTEL o^CONDO

HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINAAENT: FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT TDD PARTIES .
LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTLE RACES FREE BEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE BEER b WINE PARTIES NASTAR RACES

SUGARDUSH COUPON BOOK. EQ. EO,

HOTEL PACKAGE a-«a^) only S164

CONDO PACKAGE aAA«ci««^ only S109

nwT 100 Pto«>a TO ston-up via M tuwaa fc* a FREE TRIP

LAGNAF 84
FOR MORE INFO 545-0407 400 STUDENT UNION

«*^^^«^ty«^«^*y^^^«i^»^^!^«i^

6. ^

]oy' gomes anubuol giff^ & unique

-y ' fc"j , )'!(?', frir under $3 GO

A Store -full of Stocking Stutters

Sundays 12- 5 Downtown Amtnerst

'^
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Keep in touch
with your
parents

and don't
write home!

Have them subscribe to

the Collegian and know
just what's going on

on campus!
Spring semester rate:

$13
For more information
come down to the
newspaper's offices,

113 Campus Center
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Mon. Dec. 5 - Tues. Dec. 6

Barry Lyndon 7:00

Directed by Stanley Kubrick

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

^uiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiHiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiHiiiaiiHiiNuuaiiiiiuiHiianiii^

I ''Liberty |

i means responsibility. |

I That's why most men |

I dread it/' I
i g
S \i.'\l MMi il "» .ill III' li> \«>ii ( )nK viUK.iiulci. iilc S
D s
S 111 si.iri .in mMii.iiKi- P'«>;-raMi iiiivv IIk iMn;ji.-r —

S \i«ll v^.lll ill inniV ll ^.l^^l^ lllltliHIl Ili'UiMsV —

CHECK THE FIHE PRIHT

on all trav«9 packages

S 11 Is l>> IV 'Ml "til >-"ll<-'.^'>-" pl.'ll JiilsiM In lilt IK-

Q Mlimis 1(1. II .u\\ nllli'l

s
S ( .ill iIk- I uUli'^ ' ''I""

S iK' I kUI \n-i». i.il.' Ill \i'>ii .lU'.i

RONAID I NATHAN AGENCY
iO (,al«'hi»uso Rd Amherst, Md.

Tel: i'.h-8«il u
klcliiy. I

nionl ifc g
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LOOK OUT

FOR HIDDEN
COST

ALL SKI CLUB PRICES
INCLUDI

ALL TAXES A QRATUITIES

PROMOTIONAL
SALE!

Special Reducation

on

DOWN VESTS

.^
^

*<*•
NOW

$26.95
Also: Mens Flannel Shirts

Reg. $22. Now $17.95!

Saturday Clothes
197 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

Mon. -Sat 10-6 Sun. 12-5 253-9729

AEROBICS
"»

In The
MON. DEC. 9

TUES. DEC. 6
MON. DEC. 12
TUES. DEC. 17

BLUEWALL
w/ Abel SilvAS

L

2:J0 - J:?0
^ FREE ^

WoRk off FInaL exam &
HolidAy STRESS

FeeI qood^ look qood
For tNe new xearI k^

^ ^ ALL WELCOME! ^

macGOING To B€ ON CAMPOS If^jAJ^OARV?

v/i-;£ue A\^ "iov eome To (Eat ?

- Vv'orcc^t'er Cln\:v:^ Ccn]\\v^::> will becpa^

w C!kx>5£ July of "riie five nve^J pljai5 aiiJ

5AV6/ -CO-Z5-30-35- 5^
Prcm ^7z.OO To ^!30,00

^

Offering Soup, Sandwich, Casserole, Self-

Service Salad Bar, and Homemade
Desserts for Lunch.

Dinner two Entrees, Self-Service Salad

Bar, some Vegetarian Selections,

Homemade Breads and Desserts.

All this and more for less than you would
pay anywhere in the campus area.

WHV NOT m\ IT OUT/

?^ Cvsh or Buy 5trip TkWts m

UNIVERSITY OF2MASS. ATAMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL

RAMSEY
LEWIS,
keyboards

and
WYNTON
MARSALIS,
trumpet

Sunday,

December 11,

8:00 pm
Tickets: $9, $7, $5
Five-college

students Half-Price

Available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. DATATIX outlets,

Springfield Civic Center Call (413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842

EDITORIAL/OPINION
vXvX-X-XXX-X-X-t^X-X-X-X-W^^

> • • •*••'•'•*•*•'!

Arson — we call it as we see it

A woman from one of the professional newspapers

covering the fire situation asked what I thought

about them. A staffer asked me why I wasn't get-

ting involved (i.e.. writing alx)ut the fires). Another staffer

questioned the news play the incidents have received.

Questions flood my desk and the desks of my fellow Col-

legian editors — questions from Philadelphia, Boston,

Worcester and Washington. The hxqidrer, the Globe, and

Kiss 108, the EvemnQ (jozettc and the Post.

Labor unions

get the shaft
The recent clash between the Greyhound Bus

Company and it's employees is another battle

in the escalating struggle between working people

and the large corporations of this country. For workers it

is a struggle for survival, and not since the early years of

the labor movement have they faced such a struggle. Not

only are thousands of jobs being shipped overseas, but the

practice of union busting has greatly increased in the last

decade. Although it has become a sophisticated business

the intent hasn't changed since the days when the Pinker-

tons policed the property of America's ruling class.

Modern union busting methods include terrorizing

workers into de-certification drives, instituting quality

control circles, and most notably threats of bankruptcy as

in the case of Continental Airlines. In both situations, the

companies forced the rank and file to make back-breaking

concessions, which resulted in dramatic cuts in pay and

loss of jobs.

Paul Hetznecker

Ray Beauchemin
Fire-plagued Crampton and Cashin and the University

have become a news event; no matter what 1 think about

the fires - whether 1 think they are minor incidents

(Chancellor Duffey said we should put quotes around

'fire') or major incidents (Duffey also said this pathological

behavior has placed the whole university community in a

hostage situation) - the Collegian has a responsibility to

its readership.

Collegian reporters were on the story from the beginn-

ing and did the initial wiring to Associated Press and

United Press International. If the fires are a media event,

it is because of experience<i reporters who know what is

meant when the press says it has a responsibility to inform

the public. The Collegian has done a good job reporting the

fires objectively. We play it as we see it, which is not to

say, however, that we don't question what we do.

Editors sometimes feel forced into playing the fire as

the top story questioning whether it is all that big; ques-

tioning the residents of Crampton who post bail for the

woman who has been charged with two counts of burning

the property of another in their dorm; (juestionmg

whether the' arrest made is the arrest that should have

t)een made: is Yvette Henry responsible for an act of ar-

son'' And when Henry is released today after bail has been

posted, will she still be an R. A.? If she is not, isn't that con-

victing her before she gets her trial? If she is kept on as

the 'fioor counselor,' might that subject her fellow

students to undue trauma?

And speaking of trauma...Since polygraphs are inad-

missable in courts (for the most part), and since UMass of-

ficials are seriously considering use of the lie-detectmg

device to find the arsonist, aren't investigators this time

subjecting the dorm students to more undue trauma.

And timing, on am.ther note. How timely it was that

Crampton was evacuated and an arrest was made within

hours of a press conference and the reluctance of ad-

ministrators to allow the press inside the dormitory- that

Friday afternoon? (We were finally allowed m and ushered

out quickly.)
, . . , , . ,,

And how coincidental is it that the FBI is involved in the

investigation? Is it really because of their expertise in

mapping psychological profiles or does it have anything to

do with the 'rumor' that one of three suspects in the fires

has left the state? And when investigators said there were

three suspects and now refuse to say whether or not the

'three' has changed, does that mean Henry m'os or was not

one of the three?

I suppose there are answers to most of these questions,

whether the fires stop or not. But until everything does

blow over, the Colle^an will proceed in the same manner

as it has: this is a news event and it will be played thus.

Ray Beauchemin is the Collegian managing editor.

There is still another front to this crisis and that is the

significant loss of jobs to technological innovation. The

point being is that while all of these fronts have become

losing battles, the union leadership of this country has not

been able to provide their rank and file with a viable

strategy to counteract this disintegration of workers

power. The major part of the problem lies within the union

hierarchy itself. Union leadership and company manage-

ment are increasingly seeing eye to eye when it comes to

restoring the economy, as evidenced by the outrageous

concessions that are being made. This hasn't stopped the

onslaught of union busting, but it has opened a whole new

can of worms regarding the traditional class antagonism

between workers and capital. Union hierarchy and the

managers of industry now have a common interest which

up until now put them in conflict, they both are bent on

protecting their respective positions of power. While mak-

ing for strange bedfellows it has left the rank and file with

the short end of the stick. This is clearly exemplified in the

auto industry where the president of the United Auto

Workers sits on the board of Chrysler, agreeing to the lay

off of thousands of workers while the company goes ahead

with its plans to build a plant equipped with robots in place

of humans. .

Despite losing battles, the result of bureaucratic sell in-

terest, conciliation, or lack of imagination on the part of

union hierarchy, the rank and file workers themselves are

in greater frequency finding their own solutions. In 1981,

under similar circumstances as the ones faced by the CWA
this summer, workers in a key communications network

owned by GTE in British Columbia, Canada took a page

out of history and went on a sit down strike. For six days

the workers controlled and operated over twenty installa-

tions over an area as large as California, Oregon and

Washington combined. Not only did the occupations force

the company to come to terms with the workers but it

created a very exciting situation of collective decision

making and workers control. With the recent acquisition

of Weirton steel plant by the workers in West Virginia and

countless other examples of worker's self-management

cropping up all over the country, the workers, the rank

and file may be finding their own way out of this cnsis. A

way which may create important new democratic forms ot

social organization.

Paul Hetznecker is a f/Afoss student.

Editor's note: The Greyhound management and union

leadership have reached an agreenvent on a tentative neu^

contract. As of press time, the contraet hm not been

ratified by union rank and file (the workers).

Letters for publication must be signed and in-

clude the writer's address and telephone nurnber

for verification. Please type triple spaced with 67

characters per line. Due to space limitation and the

volume of mail, we regret that unpublished letters

cannot be acknowledged Letters are subject to

editing for clarity, and should not exceed thirty

lines.

On violence against women

J

In September a woman was raped

outside of Butterfield dormitory.

Over the course of this semester other

women have been raped, beaten, sexually

abused, and sexually harassed. Yet the

number of reported incidents to police is sur-

prisingly low.

Why?
, ^ .

When a person's car is stolen he or she

reports it to the police. Anger is usually the

top emotion felt.

When violence is committed against a

woman, not only does she feel anger, but many

times guilt, which is just as strong.

The criminal justice system prosecutes car

thieves, yet very few rapists, wife beaters, or

even sexual harassers are jailed.

Many times if women do take legal action

against their attacker, they are not treated as

victims but rather as the guilty party. As a

result, women hide the crimes committed

against them.

They hide the pain, the fear, the guilt.

Tonight at 7 p.m. in Skinner auditorium,

there is a speak out on violence against

women. The event will be an opportunity for

Letters

The murderers still continue

To the Editor. .

This December 3 marked the third anniversary of the

murder of four U.S. religious workers by the Salvadoran

National Guard in that country. The four - Ita Ford,

Maura Clarke. Jean Donovan and Dorothy Kazel - were

killed by a right-wing death squad V)ecause they worked

with the poor people of El Salvador. It is widely recogniz-

ed and admitted - even by members of the Reagan Ad-

ministration, such as ex-ambassador to El Salvador Deane

Hinton, and current ambassador Pickering - that these

death squads are intimately connected with the

Salvadoran military. ,

Now it is not my intention, by remembering the murder

of these four women, to slight the memory of more than

30 000 Salvadoran citizens who have been killed by the

Salvadoran military in the last four years. Indeed, m a

population of only several million, it might seem ^toun-

ding that there are still enough "subversives" alive for the

murders to continue at the rate of 200 per week. It might,

until we remember that the intention is simply to terrorize

the entire population, who overwhelmingly support the

"leftist guerrillas."
. ^ , , u^

No my intention is not to slight the Salvadorans who

have 'been tortured, raped and murdered at the hands ot

the U.S.-equipped, trained and backed Salvadoran

military. Since these four U.S. citizens were murdered by

the same hands, we have heard repeated threats from

U S. administration officials to the effect that continued

aid is contingent on improvements in human rights and in

particular on finding and bringing to justice the murderers

of the religious women. Nevertheless, their murderers

women to stand together against violence

against women.
While the speak out will not bring an end to

violence against women, it will be useful in

showing everyone that when violence is com-

mitted against one woman, it is committed

against all women.
There are no easy solutions to the problem of

violence against women, as there is not a cure

for cancer. But bringing the problem out in the

open will bring a solution one step closer.

Unfortunately, the problem with such

events is that very few people bother to show

up for them thinking their presence or lack of

will not make a difference. In this case, it will

make a difference. If enough women show up,

their voice will be heard and the message will

be clear; violence against women must stop.

The women who are there will be there to

stand united against violence against women.

The men who show up will show they are sup-

portive of any and all means of helping to stop

violence against women.
If 25,000 people could show up tonight, the

campus would be a better place to live in

tomorrow. ____>

have not been orougnt to triai - neaner muse who pUlled

the triggers nor those who gave the orders - and there is

no expectation they will be. Meanwhile, the aid not only

continues, but grows larger and larger.

The money we need here in the U.S. for day-care

centers for health clinics, schools, housing - the wealth

we produce in this country - continues to flow to those

who murdered Jean Donovan, Dorothy Kazel, Maura

Clarke and Ita Ford, precisely so they may continue their

dirty work. The only question is: How much longer will

we, in the U.S., allow this to continue?

Blair Sandler

Economics Student

No uncluttered thinking here

To the Editor,

Thank you, Karl Schieneman, for the concise and to-the-

point overview of the Grenada invasion printed 1 1/29. It ip

refreshing to see a researching student cut through t) ••

tedious moral and military implications and get straigh'. to

the superficial results.

Your masterful analysis has reduced this issiv to the

point where we can lump it together with the r .ner tnvial

issues of the day such as the threat of nuclear conflict, and

promptly ignore it.
. , j u

Please continue to keep your thinking uncluttered by

any real information.

Margaret Miley

Harry Shanley

"Middle America," Amherst
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Monday Night

Football Special
Pitchers of Draft Beer

$3.25

TIME^ OUT
Free
'opcorn

I

I

I

I

Two T.V.'s

Amherst's Digg^st LittI* Dor

37 H Pleosont

Amherst, MA

I

I

J

INTERNS WANTED
HiUrop HeaItIi Club, a Mulri-fACETEd

FItness FAciliry im rkE OncliARd Hill REsidEN-

tIaI Area, is scEkiwq {nterns For tIie SpRiwq

SEMESTER.

Interns skould possESs:

KNowUdqE oF kolisTic IieaItIi Issues

kMOwUdqE oF pRiNcipUs & pRACTicES

oF CARdioVASCulAR FiTNESS

KNOwUdqE oF wEiqliT TRAiNinq skills

ANd EQuipMENT

LEAdERskip ANd ORqANizATioNAl skills

CoMplETE job dESCRipTioN & ApplicATIONS

AVAiUbU AT B 70 BAksR House, ORckARd
Hill REsidENTiAl Area.

ApplicATioN dEAdliNE - Dec. 12, 1987

m

e otter excellent earning potentiar/rorfT*'

end of December thru end of January. If

you live from the Cape thru Southern N.H.,

Greater Boston, Worcester and west from

Springfield thru Northampton and are over

18 and dependable, you can work, depen-

ding on your availability, 20-35 hours a

week and start at $4.75 an hour.

Nationwide inventory service needs to

supplement out present staffs of auditors

in taking physical inventories in various

retail stores. Must have weekend,
weeknight availability, day hours also

possible. A good work reference for the

future. Must have phone and transporta-

tion. Contact Student Employment Office

by Dec. 6 for interview schedule. FOE
,^mmm»mmmmmm0mmm»m mmm^m^m"
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Read the

Collegian

every day

rEXEMPTION EXAM
The Exemption Exam will be given on

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 7, 1983

7-9 p.m.

HASBROUCK 20
The exam is for exemption from Level II Core 'B'

(English 152). This test is open only to students who
entered as freshmen prior to Fall 1982 or transfers who
will be juniors before Fall 1984. Bring student I.D. and
a pen.

0^^m •••••••••••••••••••*••••*•*••—••••••*

^o^ NOW OPEN -Vo^

^O^ UTOPIA SPAS % i^ .. , ^'. _-. na onAO m
Call for reservations at 253-SPAS

Open 11 am-1 am. ..Walk-ins are welcome

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY
• Hot TuV: Whirlpool Spas • Float To Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntar Lounge Room (Memberships available) • All natural

refreshments available • Warm, comfortable lounge area with wood stove

• A clean safe and supervised environment • Each area wired for your

own favorite music or sounds. . AND MUCH MORE. . .

TAKE A DEEP BREATH & RELAX!!!
•••*•»•-•»« ©e**** clip and save csssee- sseee

ANY VISIT TO UTOPIA SPAS
(Good towards a soak, tan or tank)

$1 OFF Located at 175 University Drive, $1 OFF
HOT Price Chopper Mall, Amherst HOT
TUBS 'coupon valid through November 30, 1983)

one coupon pet visit, per person ' vJDo

• *
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SPEAK - OUT
on

Violence Against Women
on the UMass Campus
Monday, Dec. 5, 7-10 PM
Skinner Hall Auditorium

Panel Disc.

Open Mike

Refreshments

Music

^ Self Defense

= Attend and Bring Friends

iJllffilllllllllllilllJiiilillllJIIIH^^^^^^

East Asian Residential Education

Sexism Awareness Program ^
NE/Sylvan Ef OH/Central Women's Centers S
Anacoana Center Sylvan Cultural Society S

»>^ W.^^9*

IIIIIIIIMIII m

UHURU
•.^•^••^^••*

The UMass

Third World

Performing Ens><)mble \

is hosting a PREVIEt/V

of their Fall' 83 production

UHURU - freedom of motion"

at Butterfield Dorm, Central

Tonite at 9:00 p.m.

FREE!
\

s

Sponsored by: East Side Arts Council,

Central Area Gov't , OH/C \
*

program support funds, and Butterfield Arts Group, j

(

Watch for our performances Fri, Sat, & Sun in Hampden Theatre. SW!
j

tFREE SHOW

^^Nature^s Beauty

^^Cannets of

BONAVENTURE^^
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In the autumn of their lives

Is November Group in a rut?
THE NOVEMBER GROUP
Nov. 19

Bluewall

By ALISON MALOON
Collegian Staff

Bluewall. Saturday. Nov. 19. The
November Group. Yes, they are considered

to be Boston's most-likely-to-succeed band.

Yes, their sound is basically good. Yes,

they do have that rhythmic dance beat, but

the band seriously lacks variety. Yes,

bands should possess that special sound

which distinguishes them from the others,

but when that uniqueness begins to get a

little monotonous, that's when it's time for a

change.

And the band is changing, a little. The
show at the Bluewall was a bit different

from the band's early-day performances.

The November Group does seem to be

experiencing some attitude revisal. They
did establish some audience contact and

Ann Prim even smiled a few times — really!

Persistant Memories, the group's recently

released e.p. may be contributing to this

new attitude. The songs from the record
are more polished and even more warm
sounding than previously recorded
material. Songs bound to produce a grin

such as "Put Your Back To It" are much
smoother, more relaxed, much less grim.
But the grimness does remain, (after all,

that is their "sound") and particulary in one
song, a wonderfully eerie instrumental
entitled "Night Architecture," as well as in

"I live Alone."

But despite some change, the band still is

fairly removed. This isn't to say that the

November Group should become a J. Geils-

sing-a-long band (please) but rather to

recommend that they become more aware
of their audience. To the November Group a

performance is not for audience interaction,

but just a far off show. So the group

remains distant and almost regimented in

style, but some fans feel that this attitude is

the band's attraction — they drew a good
crowd on Saturday night. But their

Bluewall performance at least showed that

the November Group is beginning to realize

that audience awareness is vital to success.

Wind is comic, touching
I SAW THE WIND
Nov. 15

Campus Center Auditorium

By MARK PRATT
Collegian Correspondent

"We ate at McDonald's about 500 times

... a month!" joked Never Summer
Productions, Bob Jamieson, as he described

his mountaineering expeditions to the

Yukon and Rocky Mountain areas of the

United States and Canada.

Along with musician Mark Thompson,
Jamieson was touring American colleges

and universities, presenting a unique and

entertaining slide show and concert, called

"I Saw the Wind." A sparse audience of

about 100 people came to the first of two

performances by the duo. Both were held

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Although the slides were from all of

Jamieson's expeditions, the main focus was
on his two major accomplishments — a

partial ascent of Alaska's Mt. Kennedy, and

the dangerous rock climb of the Diamond on

the east face of Long Peaks in Colorado.

After one of Thompson's own com-

positions, accompanied by some spectacular

photography, Jamieson described his

experience in Alaska in 1981 , where he led a

37 day 250 mile ski-mountaineering ex

pedition through the St. Elias mountains in

the Yukon. During his talk, he developed an

amazing rapport with the small audience,

who appreciated his comic delivery.

Thompson performed some songs from

his latest album. Instruments of Desire,

before giving an amusing demonstration of

the versatility of his band — a drummer
and a bass synthesizer player. Jamieson

then described his breath-taking ascent of

the 900 foot sheer Diamond.

The concert closed with two familiar

songs; Cat Stevens' "Where Do All the

Children Play" caused a slightly depressing

air when Thompson simultaneously showed

slides of modern American industrialized

society.

Finally, to the tune of "Somewhere over

the Rainbow." the audience was treated to

a series of photographs of sunsets and

rainbows, all selected from Jamieson's

expeditions.

Fridrikh Begelmakher and Mary Jo Grews will dance in the Pioneer

Valley Ballet's production of The Nutcracker. See artslinet for further

information.

Ann Prim — too aloof for her own good?
Pttolo by John Dovretu

Treasure^ but no pleasure
Nate and Hayes bombs locally

NATE AND HAYES
Directed by Ferdinand Fairfax

By JAMES TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

It is usually not my policy to waste good

ink on bad images of celluloid, but because I

have seen two good motion pictures in the

span of one month (a rarity today), I will

make an exception.

Nate and Hayes, Savage Islands, Savage
Treasure, or whatever the hell it is being

called, is another one of those let's-slop-

together-some-action-set-pieces-to-make-a-

movie that will-lure-little-kiddies-into-the-

cinema sot hat we-can-steal their money
movies.

Tommy Lee Jones and Michael O'Keefe

are the good guys, if you really care. John
Hughes, a National Lampoon editor,

collaborated on the screenplay.

The cinematography is bright and

cheery, which it always is in a film like this.

The characters, if there really are any, do

not seem to have any worries. The action is

Artslines.,,

Amherst College's Department of

Dramatic Arts and Dance will present

Carlo (ioldoni's The Servant of Two
Mobsters in Fayerweather Theater Dec.
6-14. The 18th century comedy will be

directed by visiting professor Richard

Edelman. with original music composed by

Lewis Spratlan and choreography by
Spider Kedlesky. For further information,

call 542-2195.

Bertolt Brecht's The Good Woman ofSet-

zuan continues at Smith College's Theater

14 Dec. 8. 9 and 10. All performances begin

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4 for the general

public. $2 for students and senior citizens.

For further information, call 584-3023.

Pioneer Valley Ballet will present The
Nutcracker at 3 p.m. Dec. 11 at Greenfield

High School, at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Dec.

17 at the Academy of Music in Northamp-
ton and at 3 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 18

(also at the Academy of Music). Tickets are

available at the Academy of Music Box Of-

fice, or by calling 584-8435.

The UMass Vocal Jazz and Afro-

American Music Ensemble, under the

in the so-called 'Saturday-matinee'
tradition. I have seen these serials and I

like them. This film, like^oirfer* of the Lost
Ark, exploits action, rather than using it.

The repetition of the same action scenes

gets boring. The use of wide angle lenses

during fights and stunts moving from one
side of the screen to the next is nothing
new. The quick editing and use of a
Medium-Close shot to emphasize the pace is

standard in action.

If you want to see a real adventure film,

look for the 1%0 007 flicks at a revival

theater. Yes. they are edited on cassette as
well as television.

Nate & Hayes is a fundamental film for

certain simple-minded primates who would
drop some acid then say that they just saw
a wonderful adventure. And don't anyone
tell me that this is paying homage to the old

adventure serials or I will smash you in the

face with a shovel.

This film was playing at the Hampshire-4
Theaters for one week, then dropped. Only
God and the distributing company knows if

it will be back. Spare me.

direction of Horace Clarence Boyer, will

present its fall concert at 8 p.m.. tonight at

Bezanson Recital Hall in the Fine Arts
Center. Guest artists will l)e LeBoi Blair

and Peter 1 evesque. The concert is free of

charge. Vor further information, call the

[Apartment of Music and Dance at

545-2227.

The Early Music Ensemble in residence

at the Folger Shakespeare Library in

Washington will present a program of
music from the Shakespeare plays, from
early 17th century France and from Nth
century Italy in Buckley Recital Hall at

8:15 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 7. F\)r fur-

ther information, call 542-2195 (mornings).

Keyboardist Ramsey Lewis and Trumpet
player Wynton Maralis will perform a dou-

ble bill concert at 8 p.m. on Dec. 11 in the
P'ine Arts Center Concert Hall a.s p?.r , of
the Duke Ellington beries. For ticket ii lor-

mation, call the Fine Arts Center Pjx Of-

fice at 54.5-2511.

The Fine Arts Center's sev iith season of

Concerts F'or Young PeopI'. continues with

Amhl and the Night Vu^-ltors, a theatrical

production of Gian C?.io Menotti's classic

holiday opera, at 10:30 a.m. on Monday,
Dec. 12. For f^uther information, call

545-0190.
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COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

HE ONCE AND FUTURE FIRE;

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX

James Baldwin

and

Roger Wilkins

Ponder U.S. Society

on the Eve of 1984

and Discuss their works.

Spontorad by Chancallor Josaph OuHsv of the Univarury of Mauichusans at Amharst
and Five CoOaga Black Studies Inc

The Fire Next Time and A Man's Life

i2rh ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27

^fW%
James Baldwin noted author and civil 'ights activist

recipient ot Rosenwald and Guggenheim (ellowships

and the National Institute ol Arts and Letters Award is

Currently Five College Prolossor ot Literature

Roger Wilkins. Pulitzer Priio-winning lournalist for his

Wtshinglon Post editorials on Watergate and former

Assistant Attorney General, is presently a Senior Fellow

at the Institute lor Policy Studies in Washington D C

Thursday, December 8, 1983, 8 p.m.

Campus Center, Room 101

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

TVitr.c-s

^\
<^1

i«iAPrt«t-r/A>*i

Dec. 5- 9

DEC. 12-16

DEC. 19-22

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE
These are some of the titles we are buying

Author
Agrios

Aziueso

Beck

Beck

Bubrow
Bustzin

Boger

Baymer
Burnham
Carson

Christensen

Clydesdale

Comeaw
Compton

Title

Plant Pathology 2/e

Lecturas Periodistucas

Motivation 2/e

Mechanics of Materials

Elem. Linear Circuit Analysis

Psych Today

Elementary Differential Equations BVP
Intro, to Hotel &• Restaurant Mgt.

Democracy in the making

Macroeconomic Issues Today
Policy Formulation and Adrfiinistration

Food, Nutrition & You
Ensemble

Inside Chemistry

We Are Paying

$14.50

$5.00

$12.50

$16.75

$19.00

$12.50

$15.00

$7.00

$12.00

$3.50

$13.00

$7.00

$8.50

$12.00

Great Gifts

Clothing Earrings

Stocking Staffers

Posters Cards

Mugs Rugs Vases

Tree Ornaments

Crystals Calendars

,_i:!^^^i_

Stuffed Animals Toys

Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, etc.

Candy Tea Tea Sets

QAI C "P 30% OFF selected

Blouses, Skirts, Dresses

Sweaters, Jackets

Weeknights 9 PM Dec 9-23

Sundays 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 6 PM

MCCCANTILt
I Amherst Carriage Shops 11

W^r^ aien- 1R r.Pntfir St. Northampton ^|^^S
Amherst Carriage Shops

also: 18 Center St. Northampton

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

YOU NEED A VACATIO

SIGN-UP NOW
MEETINGS
WED DEC 7 SOUTHWEST
7:00 pm hampton-southside

THURS DEC 8, ROOM 1«I4

4:00 pm campus cenyer

TABLES WED-FRI DEC 7-9

.4 FRONT c' THS H.9'^CH

FOR MQRF INFO C^LL J45-3437
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IMANUFACTURINCi/
FINANCIAL ANALYST
Develop your technical and problem-solving skills with Varians

Semiconcjuctor Equipment Group-a research, design and manufac-

turing organization speciali/mg in semiconductor fabrication

equipment As a contributor to our team environment, you II enjoy the

recognition and rewards you deserve And you II find plenty of

opportunities and encouragement to develop professionally If you re a

motivated innovator, explore the following high visibility opening ai

Varian SEG

Reporting to the Director of Manufacturing Operations, you will

evaluate manufacturing procedures and maintain a high level of

financial performance for the department Youll develop monitoring

systems and controls as well as assist in justifying capital equipment

recommendations Acting as liaison between Manufacturing and

Accounting you II help generate computer systems design for financial

operations You will also review budgeting and inventory management

techniques, develop variances and assist with financial training for

manufacturing personnel

This key position calls for a c tear understanding of accounting practices

^nd financial controls for a high technology manufacturing

environment You should hs\/e familiarity with budgets, standards and

inventory management for manufacturing systems Qualified

applicants should also have solid interpersonal and communications

skills A auhelors degree in Industrial Engineering or Accounting is

desirable, an MBA is preferred

Along with unique opportunities for career development. Varian SEG

offers a Rte 128 location on beautiful Cape Ann You canenjoyall the

t)enefits of scenic North Shore living with Boston s cultural resources

close by We are an equal opportunity employer To explore this

position please send your resume to

Hugh B. McGcttigan
Manager. College Relatiorns

VARIAN SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP
Gloucester. MA 01930

Now'a the Hmc
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Import rayalr* 10

r«c*itdltl«iilns.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

. 549-2660 .

varian

Over 35,000 books at

40-60%
OFF

publishers list price

Sci-Fi/Sports/Art

Poetry/ Mystery

Fishing/ Drama
Dance/ Music
Field Guides

VALLEY
DOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire
National Bank)

Downtown Amherst
10-5:30 Mon-Sat

12-4 Sun
549-6052

Attention College Students. .

.

We're Ready To Go!

!

papa Qino^

Specials

The more Pizzas you order,

the more you save • . .for

pick-up or eat-in

• Great for Pizza Parties!

T:OU.EGESTl3DENTDISCOLlVrCOLP^ Jr^oTs"p«cuis

Student must show College Identification Card to get discount.

Quantity Quantity

Purchased

1 Pizza

2 Pizzas

Discount

10%
15%

Purchased

3 Pizzas

4 Pizzas

Over 5 Pizzas

Discount

20%
25%
30%

^.^ K!S"^CaU: 584-0220
PIZZA&MORE

Hj^jercurricula
"Hypercurricula,*' a listing of events held at

the University of Massachusetts and surrounding

area, is published daily in the Collegian. Events

are listed the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's

events. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

Today

UMASS OUTING CLUB MEETING - Everyone is

welcome to attend our meetings. Come see a slideshow on

Greenland. See Outing Club board next to SUB for

location. 7 p.m. location to be announced.

COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES CLUB MEETING -
General meeting of club. The raffle will be discussed. Plans

for final wine and cheese party will also be discussed. 4

p.m., ComStu lounge.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL INFORMATION TABLE
— UJA has a table set up in the Campus Center Concourse

where information about the organization can be obtained.

9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Campus Center Concourse.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING — This will be our last regular meeting this

semester. Next year's budget will be discussed. Check CC
schedule for room number. 7:30 p.m. Campus Center.

VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE'S WINTER CONCERT -
UMass Afro American Music Dept. presents: under the

direction of Dr. Horace Clarence Boyer; the Vocal Jazz

Ensemble's winter concert. Come and enjoy! Bring a

friend! 8 p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall (FAC).

CONCERT: THE UMASS VOCAL JAZZ AND AFRO
AMERICAN ENSEMBLE — Ensemble will perform "I'm

Home." 'When I fall in Love, " and "0 Come. Come

Emmanuel." Guest performers LeRoi Blair and Peter

Levesque. 8 p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall.

W.L.P. BROWN BAG DISCUSSION - Wilesse

Comissong will speak on the Homefront: Domesticity and

Economic Solvency. All are invited to join. 12:30 p.m. CC

162.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING -
Discussion about first newsletter. 4:30 p.m. 428 Student

Union.
GENERAL MEETING — Hear SUte Representative

Royall Switzler speak on legislative rules reform and State

House politics. Everyone welcome. 9 p.m. CC 804.

STUDENTS ADVOCATING FINANCIAL AID (SAFA)

— General meeting — elections will be held. New mem-

bers welcome!! 7 p.m. CC 917.

ANTI RACISM TEAM MEETING - The Anti Racism

team will meet to finish planning for "The Many Faces of

Racism" panel discussion. Come and join the team! 4 p.m.

CC801.
SLIDE PRESENTATION - John Green will show his

color slides of New England. "Natures Beauty" and the

coast "Gannetts of Banaventure. " Take a new look at the

world around you with this dynamic show. 6 p.m. CC 905.

EARTH DAY MEETING - The first and probably most

idealistic meeting for next semester's celebration of the

earth will need you and your ideas to work. Get involved in

a better environment. Call 5-0618 if you can't make it. 8

p.m. 905 CC.
.

Tuesday

UMASS HORSEMASTER'S CLUB - Last meetmg ot

the semester. A fun trail ride will be discussed. We will

also vote on whether or not to manage the Intercollegiate

team. 7 p.m. 311 Stockbridge.

ZULU MEETING: UMASS WOMENS ULTIMATE
TEAM — There will be a meeting of ZULU, the UMass

women's Ultimate Team. All women interested in playing

this spring, please join us! Any questions call Taara: 546-

9765.7 p.m. CC 811.

HISTORY AS ENTERTAINMENT - The topic wUl be:

"Fun and Profit at the Bastille." with Professor Charles

Rearick speaking. Presented by the UMass History Club. 7

p.m. CC 174.

"THE MANY FACES OF RACISM" - A panel com-

posed of leaders from the Five College educational com-

munity will discuss topics including: Racism in U.S.

Foreign and Corporate Policy. Institutional Racism, and

Racism and Education. 8 p.m. CC 101.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT - A general

meeting which will include a discussion of upcoming events

for this semester, plans for January and next semester. All

are welcome. 7 p.m. 415 Student Union.

FILM: "THE GREAT DICTATOR" - A tragicomic

masterpiece starring Charlie Chaplin, this film is his first

with dialogue and marks the final appearance of his famed

"tramp" character. Sponsored by Hillel. 7:30 p.m.

Thompson 104.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal lunch time get-

together with Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. All are welcome. 12 -

1p.m. CC 802.

DISCOVER NEW ENGLAND CLUB MEETING -
Important organizational meeting. All members must

attend. 7 p.m. 172 CC.
VALLEY WOMEN'S VOICE COLLECTIVE MEETING

— There will be an important meeting, open to all women

at Everywoman's Center. For more information contitct

Amy at EWC by calling 545 0883. 7:30 p.m. Everywoman's

Cpntcr

UMASS LESBIAN UNION GENERAL MEETP u -

All university women are invited to join us t' discuss

issues and plan events. 7 p.m. 406G Student Un-' jn.

PROGRESSIVE STUDENT NETWORK .iEETING -
Peacemakers, Students Against Militarisn' and the Radical

Student Union have merged. Organizational meeting. 7

p.m. Suffolk Room SUB.
WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MFc:TING - Join us to

discuss violence against women ?,nd what we can do about

it. 4 p.m. CC 803.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Superbad by G.H.

After The Fall
by R. Miller

Wilson Low by CC. McFly
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ACROSS 53 Sky blue

1 Word with ware 55 Venetian dignitary

5 Israeli port of old

10 Vacationers 57 Ultimate

choice 59 River of central

14 Domingo s forte Asia

15 Biting 61 Spa on Lake

16 Arabic father Geneva
17 Gainful 65 Lombardy city

19 Took the trolley 66 Smallest state s

20 Metric unit largest city

21 Abbr ma 68 Outstanding
gazetteer figure

22 Galvanizer 69 I9lhcen French

23 Ckjmposed of composer
Abbr 70 Church court

25 Official in early 71 Virginia of tennis

Rome 72 Facing a glacier

27 Got You 73 State of agitation

Under My Skin"

30 Relating to heat

32 Univ degrees
35 Critic DOWN
37 Elephant-tender 1 Timeworn sayings

39 Arrow poison 2 Easy gait

40 Playitagainman 3 Irish Republic.

42 Role for a formerly

Shakespearean 4 Mother Prefix

43 Time of day 5 Command to

46 One who a team
interferes 6 Heel or tendon

49 Scornful exclam 7 Resplendent

at ion bloom

50 Plant wi*h purple 8 Stuffing

flowers 9 Lemon additive

52 Help with the 10 Sing loyously

dishes 11 On the level

12 Style

13 Boy, in Caesar's

day

18 And so

22 Isinglass

24 Cornfield call

26 Indistinct

27 Kind of stew
28 Location of atrial

29 Impartial

31 Take the stump
33 Tool kit Item

34 Reporters goal

36 Ending with book

38 Make haste
41 Islands SW of

India

44 Hebrew month
45 Hilltop rockpile

47 OSole
"

48 Called for

51 City in the news
54 Kinshasa s

country

56 One of a famous
baseball trio

57 Stream
58 Inner Hebrides

island

60 Timber wolf

62 Get the

groundfloor

63 Dramatic
beginning

64 Polished

66 de deux
67 Gvt service

/^Yes Watson, its right here

in the Collegian

DC Menu
LUNCH

Reuben Sandwich

Corn Fritters/

Sausage Patties,

Syrup

DINNER
Roast l.,amb/

(iravy, Mint Jelly

Chicken a la King/

Biscuit

Fruit Plate with

Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Spinach Noodle

Casserole

Corn Fritters/

Syrup

BASK S DINNER
Carrot Loaf/

White Sauce
Chicken a la King/

Biscuit

Weather

Cloudy this morning, .sun-

ny during the afternoon,

highs in the 40s. Clouding

up tonight, lows 25 to 35.

Tuesday cloudy with
showers likely, highs 45 to

50.

Todays puzzle
answer
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Women gymnasts finish

second to the Wildcats
By KEVIN DELUCA
Colle^fian Staff

After the University of Massachusetts

Invitational was over Friday nifj^ht, the

women's g\'mnastics teams were where

they were expected to t)e, with the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts finishing in second

Itehind New Hampshire and ahead of Con-

necticut and Northeastern. However, it

took all four events and two stellar perfor-

mances by Robin Low for the

Minutewomen to capture second place.

The meet started off ominously for

UMass, as their first competitor, Maureen

Sutherby, in their first event, the vault,

sprained her ankle and was lost for the

meet. What made it worse was that

Sutherby was competing as an all-around.

"By NCAA rules you cannot replace an

all-around, though you can replace a

s{)ecialist," explained UMass coach Ken

Anderson. "It meant every score counted

(instead of the l)est five out of six)."

After each team had completed two

events (the Minutewomen's second event,

the uneven bars, was their worst of the

night). U'Mass was in last place while New

Hampshire had already occupied first

place.

Despite trailing the pack, it was fairly ob-

vious that the Minutewomen were a better

team than either UC/onn or Northeastern

and should beat them. Also. I'Mass' last

two events, the balance l)eam and the floor

exercises, were their best. Catching UNH,
however, was out of the question, as the

Wildcats were exhibiting great execution

while performing very difficult tricks.

On the balance l)eam. co-captain Barbara

Lord and Low gave the two l>est perfor-

mances of the night in that event, receiving

scores of 8.95 and 9.15, resf)ectively. The
team total of 42.55 was the high of the

meet for the balance l>ean and moved the

Minutewomen into third place, behind

UNH and UConn.

In the floor exercises. Abigail Farris led

off for UMass. and proved that despite

missing last year with a knee injury', she is

still an extremely graceful dancer.

However, it was Low who once again gave
the best performance. Her flashy dancing

and her nearly flawless execution of some
daring tricks, had the appreciative

standing-room-only crowd entranced. The
judges were nearly as appreciative as the

audience and awarded Low a 9.1.

The Minutewomen's team score of 41.60

on the floor exercises gave them a total of

162.05 for the meet — good enough to edge

UConn for second place. UConn finished at

160.60 while UNH easily took first with a

team total of 171.20. Northeastern ended

up with a 159.55.

"I was very pleased with the way the

girls pulled together and really helped each
other (after the injury to Sutherby)." said

Anderson. "I knew we could come back —
the floor exercises and balance l)eam are

very strong events for us."

The Minutewomen now have until

January Nth, when they host Duke, to

practice their more difficult tricks and to

perfect their routines as well as to recover

from various injuries and illnesses.

WHAT A DAY FOR
FOOTBALL — As many
avid fans will attest to,

snow is great to play

football in. Many
games were being
played yesterday all

over campus and in

Foxboro where Tony
Collins and Robert
Weathers exchange
high fives after a TD
against New Orleanes.

AP Laacrphnto

.Collegian i5

* men 's gymnastics continued from p. 16

make them a little cleaner

and more consistent."

Mathieson performed well

on the rings scoring a 9.15

and leading the pack. Cic-

cione followed behind with

an 8.95 as the Minutemen

took the event 42.3-41.25.

UMass lost long horse

vaulting by 3.15 points

despite a difficult vault by

Phil Gorgone. Placing

behind Smith (9.6) and Doug

Garmer (9.4), Gorgone per-

formed a layout tsukhara

with a slight pike scoring a

9.3.

Mathieson (8.65) and
Dougherty (8.35) placed

first and third respectively

in the parallel bars event for

UMass. The team had a

rough high bar set with Joe

Demarco placing third for

UMass with an 8.7. Demar-

co who competed with sore

ankles due to hurting them

in practice last week, will sit

out the meet against

Lowell.

"It's nothing major,"

Johnson said. "Because he

took some time off for the

ankles he needs some time

to work and brush up on his

routines."

UMass will travel to

Lowell on Wednesday for a
week-night meet.

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
_HOUSING^E^fWICES_

Emphasis on career advancement skills in-

ternship awards spring semester stipends

of $3.65/hr. - 15 hr/wk and 3 credits in-

dependent study.

Interested sophomores and juniors should

submit resume, personal goal statement,

and 2 letters of recommendation by Dec. 9,

1983. Send application materials to:

Joya Jimenez, Intern Coordinator

c/o Affirmative Action Office

307 Whitmore
For information call: 5-0472 or 5-1550

Pursuing A Coft In Th* Arts?

Th* Fln« Arts C*nt*r

hos Internships avollabl*

\n th» following areas:

ARTS MANAGEMENT
CONCERT HALL MANAGEMENT

PUDLICITY

PRODUCTION SERVICES

For more Informotlon, coll tho

internship Office 545-0727

tm
cVc

o«^'

^"^^^

Hadley
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Route 9

-or iMiiiflffii^W
IbatwMn Amh«r»t h Northampton)

I
Hour* 10-9:30, Mon thru Sat

12-6. Syn.

SKI POWDER WlNiER DREaK
MILLER SPORTS NIGHT

UAAAS5 SKI CLUB

# f^^iM^^ i t

^

WYOiVIING
TRIP INCLUDES:

JAN 10-17

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE & TRANSFERS
5 DAY LIFT TICKET JACKSON HOLE
8 DAYS, 7 NIGHT LUXURIOUS CONDOS
COLLEGE SKI FEST ACTIVITIES

(TAX INCLUDED) ONLY $559

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437

JMUERHIGHUFE
WRISTWRESTUNG

SERIES

It 5 gripand annuce lim# Millet s popular wnslwresHmq senes

-op<>n to all challengers men and women featherweight

hghl weight middleweight and heavy weight categories

Prues trophies applause and glory Sign up now Come and

compete O' come and cheer lor your lavonte competitors

f Pi"!, to t p.m.

„,, , , ,., .. Pr*-r*glatratton at Blue Wall

from 12-7 p. m. at the bar

MILLER BEER SPECIAL

18 yaara and oldar

bo You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are
treated for low back oain

daily.
Don't become a statistic! Attend the
LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL

• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday rriovements that cause or aggravate low
back problems.

• Learn exercises to care for your low back.
• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 To enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and
automobile insurance and workers comnensatinn

shoe SALE
||

shoe SALE
"'

shoe SALE
shoe SALE

shoe SALE
shoe SALE
shoe SALE
shoe SALE

20-50% savings
on all fall shoesthe

SHOE
M^mA^ 187 n. pleasant st^ amherst

a/so many boot specials

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEuome to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8 45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day
Cash in advance * 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Mazda 626 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

73 Comet 77k mi stereo great condition

$400 call Rick 549-3679

1979 Malibu 4 door a/cond exc. body
some motor prob. runs good 1800$ or BO
Kath i 546-6492 must sell!

VV\rBug 1971 80,000 mi. no rust, heater

works; overall, in excellent shape $1250

253 7396

1976 Chavatte autotrans great mpg all new
under hood cassette/stereo exc cond
$1695 546-8739

72 VW Squareback, radial tires, new front

fenders, trans, just replaced, sunroof,

rebuilt dual carbs, dependable transporta-

tion, $350 549-7883

BETTER GRADES

New Report reveals effective

techniques to help you study for exams
and pass!! Even if you have to cram!!

Valuable aid to any student send $2.00

to P.O. Box 1155 Northampton MA 01061

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA

Enamel Earringa in a handsome gift box, 6
pairs for $5. Call evenings Lisa or Mary Ann
549-761 1

.

CHRISTMAS TREES
~

Balsam Firs, Scotch Pines 4 6 ft $12 14

252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 665-4791

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations
Marc Carey

Lambert Sheng
Tom Tullie

John Garrity

Jim Kearns
PI KAPPA ALPHA!

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

New Veers in Montreal College New
Years Party Weekend $69 -t- tax/grat.

round trip transportation 3 days 2 nights

hotel News Years Eve Party admission and
more call Maureen for details 549-1671

UHURU - UMass Third World Performing

Ensemble PREVIEW! Tonight @ 9:00 in

Butterfield Dm; Central FREE! sponsored
by BAG OH/C area govt, house council &
Eastside Arts Council

FOR RENT

Intersession single and double occupancy

rooms modern facilities call Dave 549-7583

253 9071

Bedroom available in 116 Swiss Village

starting Jan 25. Takeover lease until Aug
31. Rent 174.00/mo includes utilities call

Nancy after 5 256-1286

Mature person for room in Northwood
Apt occupy Dec 23 - Jan 1 call evenings

665-^7
Tvwo persons wanted to share room in

Rolling Green apartment 256 058

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Skis - K2 shorts, 195cm, barely used.
Boots - Nordica Cosmos, size 10M, good
condition 125 for both call Kim 549-6689,
Dave 549-7755

Wholesale prices rings, necklaces, wat-
ches, 10-14 crt gold jewelry call 546-4408
for more info unbelievable low prices

1982 Gibson ES336 TOB Accosunburst
mint cond $490 Craig 256-123 1

Lab Series mint guitar amplifier Gibson
SG must sell 80 6-9283

New Polaroid Cameras 2 models $15 to

$20 call Glen 246-6456

Yamaha FG340 six string folk guitar
great condition $100 Julie at 546-6425

Ski Boots Pair of high performance
Technica 'pro' ski boots, size 8% one
season, excellent condition interested? call

Morgan 6-5469

Volvo 68 very low mileage one owner good
condition call 549-7877

Typewriter interchangeable type
elements, correction ribbon, etc. $250 or

BO 586 9305 8 am - 1 1 pm

FOUND

Joan M pick up your wallet at the CC Infor

mation Desk

HELP WANTED
~

Part-time Christmas help. Good pay.

Good hours. Good location. 253-3834

anytime

Production Manager SNPS to supervise

and coordinate print /copy shop operation.

An exciting challenging job in a student

controlled business. Two year committ

ment. Print shop experience helpful not

req. Detailed description and application in

SU 403. Application due 12/7 AA/EEO
545-2271

GMAT Instructor required qualification

high GMAT scores teaching experience

preferred Springfield Kaplan Center

1 -737-3788

The Collegian has an opening for an

associate black affairs editor. This is a

salaried position. Prior experience not a

necessity. The Collegian is an equal oppor

tunity employer.

The Collegien has openings for a women's
issues editor and an associate women's
issues editor. Both are salaried positions.

Get involved. The Collegian is an equal op

portunity employer.

LOST

Lost 11-30 CC downstairs ladies room
unique stone brown /blue ring with deep

sentimental value reward Beth 253-9414

2 tame birds: white parakeet and grey

cockatiel Riverglade Apts.

256-1323/549-6000

PERSONALS

•••• College •••* Spring •••• Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe *

• Motor Coach Transportation *

• • ocean front accommodation7 night *

• •WelcomeParty with FREE BEER *

•Make reservations Now and Save $20*
• Check out our table in the *

• CC Concourse or call 546 5422 *

•••D*A»Y^T»0'N«A»»»B*E'A"C»H»»^

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession

The Collegian Office will be ooen during

January, Mon-Fri, to

classified advertising.

sell display and
spring

JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE
JACKSON HOLE J ACKSONH OLE
JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE
JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE
Housing available for spring semester!
Good food, friendly atmosphere all in-

terested females call 545-0162

Mr. W Happy 20! I hope it's a good one
'cause you're the best! I love you. Mr. S. W
Intersession Housing. Any university

women interested in living in SDT Sorority

house during wintersession contact Sue G
545-0527 for more info

Happy 20th Birthday Suzanne XO Judy
have a great day

Peter feel like a newborn babe? Hope the
operation was a success. Don't worry it will

grow back soon

for room in house or apt for

semester call Rich 549-1215

ROOMMATE WANTED

(Looking for 1 or 2 females for spring

semester at Brittany Manor call 253-5560

Serious student wanted for apartment in

I

Presidential $115/month call at night

I

1
549-0740

Female Brittany

549-1754
start Feb 1 call Linda

Female roommate needed spring

[semester Brandywine 549-0505 ^^_^
Looking for 1 female to share Brittany

Manor apt starting Jan 1 call 253-3796

Large bedroom availeble in pleasant

Townhouse apartment starting January call

Michele or Cheryl 549-5990

SUGARBUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR
B U S H S U G A R B U S H S U G A R

Sugarbush Valley

Ski Er Party Week Jan 22 27

5 Vi day lift ticket 5 nights lodging

hotel, with meals or condo
free beer & wine parties, hot tub party

long underwear party, turtle races

Nastar races, Sugarbush coupon book etc

Hotel Package only $184

Condo Package only $189

for more info call 545-3437 LAGNAF 84

Ski Powder Winter Break
Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare & transfers

transportation to Ef from airport

8 day - 7 night accomodations

gorgeous condos, wine & cheese party

hot tub party, beer slalom, free t-shirt

5% day lift ticket for Jackson Hole

for more info call 545-3437

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, etc. 665-3414 anytime

TO SUBLET

Colonial Village 147.50 from Dec 23 call

256- 1375 after 5 pm
Help! 3 female sublettors wanted for in-

tersession 3 bdrm in Townhouse apts rent

neg 549-52 16

Belchertown Ctr spacious 4 bedroom
house available Jan 1 call 323-7310

Help 3 female sublettors wanted for in-

tersession 3 bdrm in Townhouse Apts rent

neg 549-5216

TRAVEL

Hi Bri Happy Ann.
Demo!!!

You made it. Love

Collegian Staff - Mandatory staff

meeting, Thursday, Dec. 8, 7:00pm
in the newsroom. Topics include

intersession paper, new editors, and

a Christmas party

Nick Cokes Happy Birthday!! from Cyn

Will you install my car stereo? Generous

compensation call llisa 549-5920

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584 7924 evenings

I

i

i

I

I

I

!

I

New Years in Montreel College New
Years Party Weekend $69 + tax/grat.

round trip transportation 3 days 2 nights

hotel News Years Eve Party admission and

more call maureen for details 549-1671

UMASS SPORT KARATE

Larry Kalley: 13 U.S. fighter,

semester! 256 0080 CALL NOW!
Next

VENDERS WANTED

Venders wanted to sell original arts and
crafts for GPC and craftshop fund raiser.

On the CC Concourse Dec 7, 8. 9 contact

Penny in the SUB Craftshop

WANTED

Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith. 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

Atten Photogs: last years Gymnastics

photos? Call 549 1889 after 8:00

RIDE WANTED

To Denver Colorado before Jan 1 will

share driving & gas Gary 546 6027

Ride needed to Bredley Airfield I need a

ride to Bradley Tuesday December 20 mor-

ning Must be there by 11 am please call

Sherry 253-7854

WANTED TO RENT

RIDERS WANTED

Rider to Los Angeles leav after finals?

Doug 323 7774

ROOM WANTED

I
Quiet responsible clean senior looking

I

I

(

2 females want space in house or apt

Amherst area for spring semester call

546-3293

1 am looking for a two or three

bedroom apt m Amherst, North Amherst,

call Paul or Tony 665-7605 starting Jan 1

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan Aug Craig o^ Rory 256-0069

Urgent! Apartment for intersession star-

ting Dec or Jan on bus line call 546-5725

Seeking two bedroom apt in house or a

room in one for soring semester 256-1069

m
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UM struggles but prevails over Bentley
By BILL SHEA
Collegian Staff

The show at the Curry Hicks Cage Saturday afternoon

had all the elements of a Clint Eastwood flick — the good,

the bad and the ugly.

The good, of course, was that the University of

Massachusetts basketball team defeated division H
Bentley 80-75. boosting their record to 2-0 on the year. The

bad was that they didn't look very good doing it. The

referees took care of the ugly.

Although UMass controlled the contest most of the way.

their largest lead was just eight points. And more than a

few fans were disappointed that the Minutemen couldn't

bury their division II opponent.

"People who have followed basketball the last few years

know the days are over that you can just show up and

win," said UMass first year head coach Ron Gerlufsen, who

was yet to taste defeat as a college coach. "Teams you

never heard of are knocking off major college teams. I

think expecting our guys to come in and blow Bentley out

is unfair pressure."

Bentley hung close early. The biggest first half lead for

UMass was 27 19 on two free throws by John Hempel. who

finished with a game high 22 points.

UMass led 39 37 at halftime and built up a 53-45 lead

when Hempel followed up a Edwin Green miss. But

Bentley scored eight straight points to produce a 55-55 tie

with 11 minutes remaining.

The teams traded hoops until Hempel nailed a 15 foot

jump shot and a free throw. Then Horace Neysmith (18

points. 13 rebounds) hit three consecutive free throws to

give UMass a 76 59 lead with 1 :2U lett in the game.

Here comes the ugly. The officiating throughout the

game was questionable and may have hurt Bentley's

comeback. TraUing 78-75 with 18 seconds left, Bentley's

Andres Cabrero fouled Hempel. But a new rule in college

hoop this year states that two shots will be awarded for

any foul with under two minutes left in the game. The

purpose of the rule is to take the pressure off the referee

so he doesn't have to decide between an itentional foul,

which is a two shot foul, and the customary one and one

penalty shot.

But referee Paul Campbell decided to tack on a "T" on

Bentley for an intentional foul. So UMass had three free

throws, one of which they made and they also got

posession of the ball due to the technical.

A Donald Russell foul shot iced the win for UMass. "I

don't like that rule," said Gerlufsen. "Because it makes the

last 10 minutes a lot longer."

The Minutemen are now 2-0 for the first time since 1977-

78. But there are still problems to be worked out. The

problems aren't physical, they are mental. A good example

is the fact that Bentley managed at least six offensive

rebounds off of missed free throws. Considering Gerlufsen

stressed mental toughness in his pre-game talk, the let-

down in this area is not a good sign as the Minuteman start

their Southern swing next wing.

MASSACHUSETTS - Neysmith 6-6-18. Hemple 6-10-

22, Green 2-0-4, Carl Smith 1-2-4. RusseU 6 3 15. Braun 5-

10. Craig Smith 3-0-6. Connors 0-1-1.

BENTLEY - WUkinson 1-0-2. Jones 6-0 12, Orlando 8-

5 21, Woodley 2-3-7, Cizyinski 3-0-6, Calzonetti 2-3-7,

Dixon 6 2-14. RUey 1-2-4. Carboreo 1-0 2.

Women hoopsters take first win

by holding off pesky Vermont

< iilli-Kiiin ph»tii I" \ni)> 11. lii'r

THE DRIVK FOR TWO - Senior puard Wen-
dy Ward takes a jumper in a croud of St. John's
players last Tuesday.

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

By 8:45 p.m. Saturday night, the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball game was history.

Looking across the now empty floor, the two coaches on

their respective benches told the whole story without

saying a word. University of Vermont head coach Robyn

Markey was trying to find some justice in her team's

third straight loss against no victories. On the home side,

first year head coach Barbara Stevens was reflecting on a

little personal history. By a score of 62-58. the team had

achieved their first victory of the season and the first

victory under Stevens.

The final two minutes of this contest were no doubt the

most exciting and perhaps the most important of the

young season for UMass.
Vermont seemed like an easy victory after the first half

of play as UMass had a commanding 29-20 lead. "I felt we

wer*> in control in the first half, but I had heard Vermont

was a scrappy team which could have come back," stated

Stevens.

The Catamounts proved Stevens correct, almost word

for word. Vermont came out in the second half and scored

the first four points of the half. The rest of the half was a

'see saw' battle. Catamounts Margaret Anderson and

Cindy Malinowski were causing problems for the UMass
defense. The Minutewomen, which used man to man. full

court press and zone defenses, were occasionally caught

off guard by the drives by Malinowski and the strong

rebounding by Anderson. The nine point lead was cut to

only two with 2:15 left to play.

Following two quick buckets by Vermont, and a

questionable out of bounds call against UMass. The

Catamounts were up by four 58-54. UMass scored a

strong two points by Jerrie Bernier (15 points) under the

hoop. Wendy Ward's tenacious full court press defense

caused a turnover and an easy layup for Ward to tie the

score at fifty eights.

On the next trip down the court, Karen Damminger

stole a Vermont and put UMass up by two with an easy

bucket. With ten seconds left. Vermont was still in the

hunt. Once again Damminger stole the ball, was fouled,

and with ten seconds left, scored her 21st and 22nd points

of the game from the charity line.

As the Catamounts traveled down the floor, the UMass

crowd counted down the last few seconds and then the

uproar began. The entire UMass team was leaping,

shouting and congratulating each other as the disap

pointed Catamounts trudged to their locker room.

It was a few seconds later when the two coaches were

seen in their reflecting poses. The summation from an

excited coach Stevens was this. "The first one is always

th«> hardest, hut it feels great. Yes. I would like some

more' claimed Stevens.

IMass (1-3) will have their next opportunity for a

victory Tuesday when ihey travel to play the Harvard

Crimson. Last year's meeting ended with a 72 64 victory

for ' 'Ma«s.

(ollrinan photo bv Oavid l>rul>fr

OUTTA MY WAY — Donald Russell drives to

the hoop against UNH similar to the way he did

against Bentley in UMass 80-75 win over the

Falcons.

Gymnasts drop

opener to Army
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

There always seems to be

a light at the end of the tun-

nel and the University of

Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics team's
255.65-247.40 loss to Army
on Saturday, there were a

few bright spots that shin-

ed.

It was the lack of getting

through the routines and

missed tricks which con-

tributed to the defeat,

something the Minutemen

will be working hard on in

the next couple of days

before their second meet of

the season against Lowell.

"We had 20 major breaks

on 30 routines," Coach Roy
Johnson said. "It was the

worst we've ever had yet

this team has the most

talent. Army just didn't

have too many major
breaks. That's the key."

Ken Dougherty displayed

the team's talent, along

with Bert Mathieson and

Kric Ciccione. Dougherty

took the top honors in the

pommel horse event with

'..4. "It was just a tough day

l)Ut there were a few bright

spots," tri-captain Jim ("or-

bett said. "Ken had an

outstanding set, but besides

that we were really glum.

He really came through for

us." Johnson agreed. "He
was the real bright spot,"

and added, "Bert looked

good in the first three

events and had a nice ring

routine and Eric's ring

routine looked great."

Mathieson came in first all

around with a 52.85.

The first event, floor ex-

ercises, turned out to be the

team's best score — a 42.95.

However Army took the top

three spots, with Mike
Smith (scoring a 9.65 for

first), and won the event

with a 45.8.

UMass won the pommel
horse event 39.3-39.1. After

Dougherty's 9.4, Mathieson

placed second with 9.15.

Despite the good scores it

was, again, the breaks

which kept the horse scores

down and are "like a knife

in the back" according to

Johnson.

"We talked alx)ut it in the

gym but we're not really

sure (what's wn)ng). It has

something to do with not be-

ing conditioned correctly or

the routines are too hard for

them. We'll try to rear-

range the routines and

rmihnvwd ov p. li
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Black Woman Arrested

in Crampton Fires
by Segun Eut}anks

Nummo Staff

On Friday December 2, at approximately 5:00 pm.,

officers from the state and university police depart-

ments took Yvette Henry, a 20 year old Crampton

Resident Assistant into custody in connection with

the rash of fires tliat have plagued Crampton dor-

mitories this semester. Three hours later officials ar-

rested Yvette Henry and charged her with two com-

plaints alleging burning the property of another^

Friends and family of Henry, particularly from the

Third World Community were shocked and outraged

at the circumstances surrounding the investigation

and arrest. Aside from the official announcement,

police have not released any information concerning

evidence of witnesses against Henry.

Chuck DIMare, Henry's lawyer, "hopes authorities

have not made her a scapegoat," said Michael Pill, an

attorney who works with DiMare at the student-

financed Legal Services Office.

Students and faculty got together to help raise

enough funds to get Henry released from Franklin

County Jail in Greenfield, Ma. Bond was set at $10,000
and the group successfully raised the $1,000 cash

needed for bail late Sunday Henry will be arraign-

ed Monday morning in Northampton District Court.

Editorial

A Legend

On Dec. 2, in Sage Hall at Smith College, the group

"Women of the Calabash" performed before a packed

house. The group, made up of three African American

women, performed traditional music from Africa, the

Carribean, South American and the United States.

The group, based in New York City, seeks to

presen/e the musical traditions of African people all

over the world, through the use of traditional in-

struments and songs sung in the original African

tongues as well as the dialects of the Carribean and

the United States.

The women performed with warmth, intelligence

and humor. Between songs they would joke with one

another and the audience. The group's approach was

as much educating as it was entertaining. Before each

song they would explain the meaning behind the

songs and give insight into the variety of traditional

instruments used.

They performed songs from Ghana, South Africa

(Azania), Nigeria, the United States, Carribean Na-

tions and Brazil. The musical styles ranged from tradi-

tional African ceremonial chants, to Calypso, to

Blues-tinged Gospel. The "Women of the Calabash"

performed with a verve, sincerity and commitment

that is too often lacking in much of popular music to-

day. "Women of the Calabash" do what few groups

do today - presen/e the historical and cultural tradi-

tions of African people everywhere.

It was a delight and a rare treat to observe these

women in performance, and this reporter would en-

courage everyone to see them when and if the return

to the area.

The arrest of Yvette Henry took the Third World

community by surprise. Reactions of those who knew

Yvette were that of shock and outrage. A resident of

Crampton dormitory who asked not to be identified

said that when the police announced Yvette's arrest

more than half the people in the room broke down cry-

ing. "We just could not believe that Yvette could do

that."

Reaction was similar to all those who know Yvette

as the news of her arrest quickly spread on a national

level. We at Nummo News believe that the Black com-

munity and in fact all of the community must take a

long hard look at this investigation and arrest. We
must ask a lot of questions and demand a lot of

answers before we accept the conclusion of the

authorities.

First of all, let us consider some facts. Yvette Henry

is a senior at the university. For three years she has

maintained a high grade-point average in a very dif-

ficult major. Chemistry. Yvette has never been in any

sort of trouble with the police and has a perfect record

as a citizen.

Now let's ask some questions. Considering Yvette's

circumstances, why was her bail so high? Why did

police wait until late Friday to arrest Yvette, causing

major difficulty in abtaining a bondsperson and get-

ting access to funds? If Yvette is only charged with

two out of twenty fires, why are police so anxious to

pina// the fires on her? Think about these questions.

More facts: In a letter dated December 2, 1983 from

the office of Dean William Field, Yvette Henry was

suspended and barred from the university. There have

been actual cases where male students were caught in

the act of rape and were not suspended or barred.

Why did they suspend and bar Yvette?

Why is it that Black administrators could get no in-

formation from police, student activities, or the

Dean's Office? Yet immediately after the arrest

Philadelphia's largest radio station, WKYW began an-

nouncing the arrest every fitteen minutes.

We need answers to all these questions. But there

are two more very important facts that we must ex-

amine. 1) Of the five suspects the police announced,

a// of them were Third World women. In a study done

by the university a few years back, vandalism was

described as mainly "a white male problem." Yet all

five suspect were Third World women?

The second and perhaps most important fact is that

since Yvette was arrested, there have been three more

fires one of them In Crampton. The police have label-

ed these "copy cat" fires. What proof do the police

hae that these fires were not set by the original ar-

sonist? If Yvette is innocent until proven guilty why

are the police so eager to brush these latest fires off? If

the original arsonist is still out there aren't the police

putting the safety of all of us in jeopardy?

We must seriously consider the facts and find

answers to these questions and more. Nummo News

believes that Yvette Henry should be immediately

reinstated so that she may have the option of com-

pleting the semester. We feel that the university

should continue extensive investigations of the most

recent fires to find any possible connection. Finally,

we must demand that the police present sufficient

evidence to the community so that we may be

assured of our safety on campus.

Lastly, due to the vast publicity of the case, there is

no way that Yvette can come out of this without being

seriously affected. Glenn Silva, UMass student At-

torney General said, "I believe irreputable damage has

been done to her character and she may never be able

to continue her education." Yvette and her family

needs the support and help of community and friends,

regardless of the outcome.

Women of the Calabash

perform

at bmith College.

Friday, December 2
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In a shining one-man show, William
David Chin, alias "Charlie" Chin, en-
tranced his Friday audience with a per-
formance of A. B.C.: American Born Chinese.
Chin's musical and theatrical talents
absorbed the UMass Bowker Auditorium
audience in his description of the ex-
perience of being an A. B.C.

In the performance Chin spoke to an

imaginary character, Dennis, a young
Chinese American, who proclaimed, "I

don't know who I am." As a New York
Chinatown restaurant owner. Chin, out-

lined the basic differences for this

young man. "Your father is a Chinese
in America, not a Chinese American. He

doesn't have two cultures."
After asserting that "you gotta look

ot the history of us Chinese people in

America; we've been here for 130 years,"
Chin spoke of A.B.C.'s dual experiences
through the generations. He described the
journeys of first generation Chinese-in-
America. The psychological sell of "Am-

ericans love Chinese people, the streets

are paved with gold," and the bait of

'come discover your fortunes,' lured

ships full of Chinese people to America;

many, only to die in transit, only to dig
gold instead of walking on it, and to

work without due appreciation, and to live

in a strange socio-cultural environment.
Referring to this heritage Chin said of
the Chinese translation of America, "mei

guo" - literally "beautiful country,"
"it's not beautiful to me any more. I live

in Queens.

"

Chin's dialogue with Dennis and the

audience reflected the open experience of

A.B.C.'s. Growing up familiar with Chinese
phrases, Chinese cooking and old country
values , in addition to American culture
yields a strange mix. Chin demonstrated
with his songs, "Wandering Chinaman," aboui

the first generation of Chinese immigrants,
"Noodle Connection" and "Mott Street on
Sunday," describing Chinatown restaurants
and culture, and "The Only Chinaman in

Great Falls, Montana Blues," on the burden
of not living near a strong Chinese cul-
tural center. In addition to the lyrics'

message, Chin's Western-style banjo pick-
ing and guitar strumming stressed further
his sense of cultural duality.

He gave more examples relating tales of

superstitions and "old ways" imported by

elders, his eventual outgrowing "the

stories, learn (ing) about the empirical

method," but his inability to ignore the

superstitions, as in washing down a

Contac pill with medicinal herbs to cure

a cold. He said that at a Chinese res-

taurant: "We want the English menu, but

we wnat chopsticks, too." He spoke of

difficulties in relationships with non-

Chinese saying, "She really couldn't

understand what I couldn't say out loud"

about underlying cultural differences.

"Being an A. B.C. is all part of these

things, it's spending the first half of

your life frustrated aind the second half

feeling grateful that you don't show your

age .

"

Several A.B.C.'s expressed pride after

the performance. UMass student, Karen Su

said, "It's good to have things like that

around this area because there are so few

events that deal directly with Asian

Americans." CCEBMS staff mombev Carol

Young liked it "because it was important

to see an Asian on stage (who) accurately

portrayed what it's like to be an A. B.C."

I, as an A. B.C., can only say that

everything from Chin's exclamations of

"aiya" to his communicating the complex

notion of belonging to two cultures,

fully describes the ABCs of the Asian

American experience.

The Fifth Annual New England Third World

Students Conference

Gloria Joseph

'Third World Women and Feminism,

Third World women's "struggle to over-
come racism, classism, sexism is not a

question of choice; it's about staying
alive," said Gloria Joseph to an audience
of twenty-five on Wednesday in her talk,
"Third World Women And Feminism."

The Hampshire College professor and
author of Common Differences was spon-
sored by Third World Women's Program
of UMass' Everywoman ' s Center. Joseph
described descendants of Third World
nations as the United States' Third
World population.

She cited "the problems created by
the multinational (corporations) ,

" in-
cluding Third World women's production
of commodities. Third World women's
consumption of commodity and Third World
women's being commodities. Saying that
"Women are special targets of corporate
marketing, Joseph emphasized that the
present economic reality "instills a
sense of inadequacy abroad as well as
at home .

" "We have one and the same
problem; it is only a matter of inten-
sity," said Joseph. She compared the
industrial economic wages of $3.35/
hour in the U.S. to the $3.35/week
earned by many women in Third World
countries who are employed by U.S.
multinationals

.

Within this perspective of global
oppression, Joseph asserted that "The
battle against sexism is not of men
against women. It is a battle against
an exploitative social system." She
.stated, "We must put politics, not bio-
logy, in the lead," suggesting that
"Third World feminists must be willing
to determine our own destiny."

Joseph said that "in spite of cult-
ural differences, a common oppression
unites us. We must struggle to overcome
racism, classism, sexism, to oppose
any force that seeks to deny" Third
World women's ability to combat broad
social constraints. She sjxjke of the
need for a "major coalition on the for-
malWomen's Movement" to address the
issues and concerns specific to women
of color in an industrial capitalist,
patriarchal, imperialist nation.
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Poetry and Arts

BLACK PEOPLE'S LEGACY

MOTHER AFRICA GAVE BIRTH TO ALL OF
HER SONS AND MANY BEAUTIFUL
BLACK DAUGHTERS.
THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS WERE
STRONG AND WORKED THE LAND.
MOTHER AFRICA REWARDED THEM FOR
THEIR LABOR.
THEN THE WHITE MAN CAME
WITH GUNS, TREASURES AND SHIPS HE
STOLE SOMEWHERE IN ASIA
IRONS WERE LOCKED AROUND THE
NECKS OF BLACK WOMEN AND MEN
PACKED INTO THE HOLDS OF SHIPS

WE IN OUR MINDS HEARTS AND SOUL
KNEW THIS WAS WRONG.
THE WEAK CRIED, THE STRONG
FOUGHT, SOME ESCAPED MOST DIED

TRYING TO GET HOME WHERE THEY
KNEW THEY BELONGED.
BROUGHT TO AMERICA AGAINST OUR
WILL
LIKE ANIMALS WE WERE BRED WITH
MOTHERS, FATHERS,SISTERS,
BROTHERS,
SONS,AND DAUGHTERS
FORCED TO BELIEVE WE WERE UGLY,

INHUMANE, A THING, NOT A HUMAN
TAUGHT WE HAD SINNED AGAINST GOD
AND HELL NOT HEAVEN IS WHERE WE
SHALL DWELL
THROUGH THE SUFFERING OF THE PAIN

AND THE AGGRAVATGION OF THE
YEARS
THE THOUGHT PROCESS WE ONCE
POSSESSED VANISHED
THE HEART BEAT OF OUR HOMELAND
CEASED TO SOUND
SOUR MINDS FORCED ONTO SLUMBER,
WE COULD ONLY SLUMBER
THE WHITE MEN FOUGHT AMONGST
EACH OTHER
THE NORTH WANTED US FREE

BECAUSE THEY ENVIED THE RICHES THE

SOUTHERN WHITES MADE FROM OUR
LABOR
THEY FREED US AND SAID WE WERE
MEN AND WOMEN AND POSSESSED THE
SAME
RIGHTS AS THEY
YES WE WERE FREE
FREE TO LIVE IN SLUMS AND SLAVE IN

FACTORIES
FREE TO GO TO COLORED ONLY
RESTAURANTS, RESTROOMS AND BARS
OUR FREEDOM WAS A HIGHER FORM OF

SLAVERY
OUR RIGHTS WERE TO BE HUNG FROM
TREES, CASTRATED AND BURNED IN

OUR CHURCHES
TUDAY WE ARE TOLD OF THE
ADANCEMENTS WE HAVE MADE
ADVANCED TO WELFARE, UNEQUAL
EDUCATION AND MIDDLE CLASS
PROJECTS
WE BETTER OPEN OUR EYES OR WE WILL

ALWAYS ADVANCE ONE STEP BEHIND

THEM
MOTHER AFRICA CRIES FOR US

WHILE WE PIMP OUR SISTERS AND KILL

OUR BROTHER BEING SO SLICK.

BEING THE WHITE MAN'S WHORES
YES WE BETTER WAKE UP OR DIE SLEEP-

ING Author Unknown

This poem is dedicated to Alex Eldridge and John

Wright. Good-bye My Friendf

I didn't get to say Good-bye

I didn't kr^oyN you were leaving

Or I would'ye told you. .

.

just how much I valued your friendship

I would'ye told you...

how I always knew that you were on

my side

And I would'ye told you. .

.

how I would always remember talking

to you, listening to you, and laughing

with you

I didn't know you were leaving

Or I would've told you. .

.

just how much I'd miss you

I Just didn't get to say Good-bye.

By Mary Custard

I'D LIKE

I'd like to give the women of El Salvador

Black lace dresses

they can mourn in on a Sunday

and celebrate in on Saturday nights.

I'd like to give them

Pearl necklaces

to line their bosoms
holding too much pain.

I want the sea

to wash away
Blood

from their children's faces

splattered on their hearts /their bodies

allowing nothing soft to pass.

I'd like to see them drink

clear water from a clean stream,

or preferably a faucet - WHICH EVER
THEY PREFER.

I'd like to hear the shouts of children/

in song - not in sorrow

I'd like to see the people, leaning against

trees.

not on one-legged canes.

I'd like to see
^ r-, rs , ^the people of El Salvador

victorious over war

triumphant over death

which are just the celebrations of oppression.

I would like to See/

someone try to lift their burden,

instead of watching them carry it.

There is much we can do I

I'd like to see us/

bear their pain,

if we do not.
By Tracey M. Bryant
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BLUE ROSES

blue roses are pretty on a pillow case
.

but not in real life

because there are no

blue roses

in our life.

unless you imagine it

which is different from

changing the chemical

balance of a flower.

And in supreme insult you say,

you are not three-dimensional

I have overlooked your beauty;

ft does not serve my purposes

HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN
By Marcel

WAS JESUS BLACK?

Hey, I wanna know, was Jesus black?

They gave him forty lashes on his back.

Was he black when he was born?

I heard they gave him a crown of thorns.

Was his face the color of Death's mournin'

veil?

They came in the night and took him to jail.

Are you sure they didn't see him with a

woman black like me?
I heard they beat and scourged him, and
shouted profanities.

I heard they nailed him to a tree.

Now I know he had to be black like me.

and fit my needs.

it is not sacred, enuf

to he left, UNTAMPERED!
Maybe, your needs are not real

maybe you are not sacred, enuf.

You do that to a little flower.

What do you do to me?

by Tracey Bryant

Have you forgotten a dream long past

That they said would never last

Have you forgotten how we were brought to these shores

Do you remember the atrocities our people have bore

(on mind and body, the scars and the sores)

Have you forgotten that we bear them still

Do you think that this was God's will

Have you forgotten God made us vital and strong

Are we not earthly soldiers, here to combat the wrong

Do you think we were put here simply to exist

Never to fight, never to resist

Have you forgotten we are likened to the tree

They can chop it down, but it will never cease to be

And have you ever listened to the tree in song

Bearing it's grief and sorrows, but never grieving long

(Just whispering to God, and then carrying on)

As you walk along, look into the tree

You'll see the branches, the leaves - the Black race -

its infinite beauty

Here on earth my branch, my task

These are questions I must ask... Will the tree rot?

What have we forgot?

Have you forgotten, your people still bleed

Have you forgotten to nurture your seed

BV
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Polyester people, manufactured highs-

manufactured suits, manufactured lives.

Polyester people, with their polyester

personalities-Smile manufactued by

MONSANTO. ..and "Where would we be with-

out chemicals?"

True feelings? The only "true" feelings

we see are made by DOW... and Where would

we be without chemicals? "I'll wear my
7 like you, I care' face now while you're

here, and change to my 'Guess what I heard

about you' when you disappear.
"

Mentality by DUPONT... 'Without us, life

itself would be impossible. . .

"

Is there no end? Is there no "true friend"?

In whom can we trust - when being phony is a must? Where peo-

ple with tongues that cut like an axe, smile in our faces and talk

behind our backs - Where are we anyway? In the land of sugar-

coated lies, fairytales and phony highs. . . undaring and uncaring.

Conscience by MONSANTO.. .AND WHERE WOULD WE
^^^' ' '

' WITHOUT CHEMICAL S...

By Esrich

BLACK MUSIC TODAY

Music, Black music, you're the key to my
soul. You unlock my mind and set it free. Our

music, today's Black music, is unlocking our

bodies more than ever. Why? We can't think

with it but it's not all our fault.

YOU see, the music industry is controlled

by a handful of myopic, tunnel-visioned

hucksters who only want a pocketful.

They want to see your green, transform it

to their greed which supplements this racist

society's capitalistic need.

A need to "Blind us with Science," to

boogie us to death, and after we tune in,

plug in and turn on, they've got us.

They've got us just where they want us; in

their hands, while the blues goes unnoticed,

raggae is ignored and the jazz musicians

starve. Gospel? Have you been to church

lately?

We support the rhythm but not the blues,

would rather boogie than pay some dues.

We do this while men on Madison Avenue,

and even your view, ponder another

maketing scheme to keep us in our place. We
watch the dancers break and we are broken.

Broken by money - (the lack and misuse of

it), by lack of jobs and no control over an in-

dustry which rapes our talent, our music,

and, by doing so, controls us. And we love it;

by loving it we hate ourselves and our rich

culture. We groove to "Sucker MC's" and

"Sucker DJ's" while we sucker ourselves

and think it's okay.

Oh sure, nothing Is wrong with the rap, the

clap and the big beat but we've got to put

something much more positive onto the

streets. Put out love of self and love of race

-(not drugs and sex and empty phrases),

surely it's a much better fate than "Got to

have your Lovin" or "Give it up till you get

Enough."

And while we dance to the music we
oughtto listen to the message. It's message,

the real message, lest we forget our musical

past which is the link to the musical future.

Do we really want to be nasty? People imitate

lyrics and try to live by them. Lionel, Lillo,

Prince, Kool, they're our heroes; they make

our day. How can we "Let the Music Play"

and strive to reach an "Electric Kingdom"

when our neighborhoods are in disarray, our

land is being lost and jobs cut daily? What do

our heroes really offer? Why is sex so much a

part of our music? We all like sex and it's

essential but in our music it is too much.

Consider the impact today's music has on

our black youth. Teenage pregnancies

among our youth are rising. Do you simply

want to blame it on the "nigger" who did it.

He probably thought it was fine. It's okay to

be a nasty girl or boy, just don't get preg-

nant. Fantasy is turned into reality then and

you better think more than twice when it

does.

Enough of the vocoders, body lyrics, beat

boxes, synthesizers and all the C'ler

technological crap; just bring back the

music, our music, which was meanin jfu! and

strong in emotion, rich in culture jnd free of

frills. Don't become blinded, think! Wake up

children before this dream becomes a

nightmare.
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7H£ POET'S SO/VG

/.ef me write my sadness

in a poem that doesn't rhyme.

Let me write my doubts and fears,

in a poem that has no time.

And even Jeremiah understands.

and Mom I didn't want to admit/you/

knew what I was feelin/ when the feelin was too new/to me/to

be

touched.

I couldn't admit/it would make you too great/

too great to sacrifice for me/ too great to scrub floors. You
became too big for me to hug/
and too small for me to hold.

So I had to deny your existence/Outside of me/
I didn't want to give you up. Cauz you

were my mother/and that was good enough. /

Even that was incomprehensible to me/ You were
% of me, and still more/ I found myself feelin

humble while I was walkin behind you arguing.

And I love you/
I love you/when I see/me in you, /when I see you in yourself/

when I see you in others/and definitely touching others. /

I appreciate their appreciation of you/that I didn't appreciate/

I see you strong/Even when I see you weak I see you strong/
I see your strength in midst of you, holding you up, like

silicone your breasts don't have/

I see your strength holding up your body, though your shoulders

may sag/

I see strength in the midst of you/wrapping itself around you like

a bandage, not letting you bleed 'til you die/though sometimes

you

tn/.

I see strength telling you it's more a part of you than you know/
but like to pretend/

I see strength telling you /that you don't see it/cauz you carry it/

on your back/ in your feet/ and under your hands. /

I see you/

by Tracey M. Bryant

CD

I

Daddeo or James Monroe

I know a man can be good!

but must he first go blind,

and have his right arm chopped off?

Before he learns to touch,

instead of grab

to reach out, instead of thrust

to soothe

instead of assault,

to caress - instead of choke?

I don't think they realize

the power of their hands:

the magic that trickles down/and explodes/

when they reach up to love someone.

This is not about gentle rape

it's about living a life indicative of its Essence

it's about being a life-giving, or at least

-perpetuating force/

It's about making your actions equal to your

love

It's very rejection is an act of Violence.

FOR I AM LIKE NO MAN YOU WILL EVER KNOW

Don't underestimate me...for I am like no man you will ever

know.

Don't "assume" that I will react to you, or anyone else in a

certain way...for I am like no man you will ever know.

Don't label me as you would an animal or food...for I am
like no man you will ever know.

For I am what I am, the original man...that man I'll remain,

seven ounces of brain.

He who was sent here...to share the knowledge with all those

who would lend an ear.

Even when all others turn their backs on you... I will still

be the one you can call "friend"... for I am like no man you

will ever know.

So don't, in your "divine ignorance", try to categorize me...

for I am like no man you will ever know.

Don't "assume" I'm supposed to be like "other guys you've

met"...for I am like no man you will ever know.

Trust me, learn from me,KNOW ME...

FOR I AM LIKE NO MAN YOU WILL EVER KNOW...

By Esrich

UNTITLED

A baby is born in the ghetto

Unaware of the struggles before him

Innocent, of all crimes, of those around him.

Forced to grow up in a world so uncaring

Is it right or wrong?

Tis a question that I can answer only

by saying that in this life there are two roads.

Neither of which guarantees him anything.

Yet he has only to take one wrong turn

and he could lose everything.

As the baby grows into a man even then

the struggles do not end. Why, because

of a man's race, creed or color should

he be shunned? No one knows. Yet

these are the factors that matter so much
in the world of today

Mankind as we know it has

set standards based solely on these

factors. Instead of a man's ability

to perform.

Now that he has passed, the gifts

of flowers and the tears of sadness come

out like vultures over their prey.

Yet it is now too late to give of one's heart

or to express feelings of love.

"He shouldn't have died so young, " is the

cry

to be heard, but it is too late for such cries,

far too late. If only we as a people could

realize

that there are so many babies who live this

same life.

Maybe then, and only then will the flowers

be given

when their fragrance can be enjoyed. Rather

than used as

dressings for the graves of the departed.

Maybe then we can end these deaths of

babies born in the ghetto.

By James Robert Johnson

FOR I AM LIKE NO WOMAN YOU WILL EVER KNOW

Don't underestimate me...for I am like no woman you will ever

know.

Don't "assume" that I will react to you, or anyone else in a

certain way...for I am like no woman you will ever know.

Don't label me as you would an animal or food...for I am
like no woman you will ever know.

For I am what I am, the original woman...that woman I'll remain,

seven ounces of brain.

She who was sent here...to share the knowledge with all those

who would lend an ear.

Even when all others turn their backs on you... I will still

be the one you can call "friend"...for I am like no woman you

will ever know.

So don't, in your "divine ignorance", try to categorize me...

for I am like no woman you will ever know.

Don't "assume" I'm supposed to be like "other women you've

met"...for I am like no woman you will ever know.

Trust me, learn from me,KNOW ME...

FOR I AM LIKE NO WOMAN YOU WILL EVER KNOW...

A variation of "I AM LIKE NO MAN YOU WILL EVER KNOW'
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They're taking it away... They 're doin' us in...

AND YOU SOLD US OUT!

All we've fought for. All our brothers & sisters

died for or were imprisoned for. ..All that will have

been in vain...

'CAUSE YOU SOLD US OUT!

WE looked to you... our "supposed" leaders to keep

what we fought & suffered for...

BUT YOU SOLD US OUT!

What was "OURS" is now "OURS St THEIRS", Et soon may

be "ALL THEIRS" again...

'CAUSE YOU SOLD US OUT!

We went from strong leaders who wouldn't take refuse

to those who eat it...

AND YOU SOLD US OUT!
We now have new leaders, caught up in the constant

struggle to retain the IDENTITY & PRIDE you try so

hard to take from us all. .

.

SINCE YOU SOLD US OUT!

Can we rely on you? The security guard who sleeps

as the bank is being robbed? NO!. .

.

'CAUSE YOU SOLD US OUT!

Will B.S.A. ever be the same?... Who knows?...

SINCE YOU SOLD US OUT!

SLAVERY IS ALIVE AND WELL...

BUT THAT'S ANOTHER STORY...

SINCE YOU SOLD US OUT!

By Esrich
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YOU TELL ME

You tell me: lam Black/

what do I need to worry about the Indians for/

Wounded Knee was not my fight.

But in my dreams: your

mouth runs like

a muddy river;

never flowing freely

when you speak

Some say you're carrying toxic waste

and I see you trying to get rid of it/

some other place I shouldn't worry about

You tell me: in fact I shouldn 't worn/ at all -

Once I learn your ways, I'll be okay.

But I hear voices!

You say you protect us all from impending

night

Might in the left hand, true light in the right.

I say night never bothered me before.

But if you say.

Still, I must think: since contact with you,

the Indian population has been decimated

but still lives, the strength of a good spirit,

and the African populations,

also, continue to live through the strength of

a good spirit.

And I must wonder

and must ask: This friend of yours - The Plague,

Who did it think it was protecting?

and what did it protect people

from?

Oh good and white, you worry for us, too

much,

(over) impending night.

It never did the things you do.

» '
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Henry pleads innocent to dorm fires
Crampton RA suspended

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Yvette I. Henry, the 20-year-old Crampton resident

assistant charged with setting one of that dorm's 16

suspicious fires, pleaded innocent in Hampshire District

Court Monday.
Henry appeared emotionless as she and Legal Services

attorney Charles J. DiMare stood before Northampton

Judge Richard Connon at 10:40 a.m. Henry, of

Philadelphia, was accompanied in court by family and

fellow Crampton residents.

Henry was released Sunday on $1,000 bail raised in part

by Crampton residents. Assistant Distri'-t Attorney

Rosemary Tarantino said Monday Henry could remain

free, and that her case should be continued to Jan. 16 for a

pre-trial hearing.

Tarantino also said that the state was still considering

whether Henry should undergo psychiatric examination,

but that she did not have to for the time being.

Members of the Third World cmmunity. and newspaper

and television reporters crowded the courtroom and its

outside foyer during Henry's arraignment.

As Henry and DiMare left the courtroom, supporters

surrounded them and lifted up coats as a protective cover

to block Henry from photographers.

The people guarding Henry from photographers followed

her down to a small car driven by DiMare. Reporters and

photographers were met «ith hostility by about a dozen of

Henry's supporters, none of whom consented to be

identified, but many claimed that Henry was "being used

as a scapegoat. " and that "the fires are still going on.

That's the real story."

Dean of Students William Field said Henry has been

suspended from the university, and that "she will not be

permitted on campus until she and her attorney can meet

with me."
Field confirmed the reports that a letter of suspension

was sent to Henry this weekend, dated Dec. 4.

Field said, "It's the last resort when you have an im-

mediate threat to the university community."

DiMare mentioned that the Legal Services Office will not

be the only law firm defending Henry. "We are going to be

one of three law firms representing Ms. Henry," he said.

(:oll«fian photo by Jim Power*

PROTECTION FROM THE PRESS — Supporters of Yvette Henry cover the vehicle she is

riding in with coats to hide her from photographers as she leaves her arraignment Monday.

DiMare refused to identify the attorney, except to say that

one is a prominent Northampton criminal defense at-

torney, and that the other is a former U.S. attorney.

DiMare refused to comment on whether Henry was

suspended, or whether the five original suspects in the

fires were indeed Third World students, as reported in

Monday's edition of Nummo News. But another Legal

Services Office attorney, Michael Pill, said, "There is a

history of race relations problems with some police on this

campus, and we have had complaints in this case related to

that."

When asked to confirm the alleged fact, Tarantino ex-

pressed shock. She adamantly denied that all five suspects

were Third World students, but refused to comment on

any other aspects of the investigation, including the use of

polygraphs.

UMass student, guest charged with campus rape
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A starting offensive tackle for the University of

Massachusetts football team was arraigned in Hampshire

District Court Monday in connection with an alleged rape

this weekend in MacKimmie dormitory.

Michael E. Briggs, 21, a MacKimmie resident from

Oxford, Conn., was arrested by University police early

Sunday morning and charged with indecent assault and

battery and assault and battery with intent to rape. His

weekend guest. Clarence G. HUton, 20. also of Oxford.
Conn., was arrested and charged with rape.

Both men pleaded innocent to the charges. Police said the

incident occurred between 1 a.m. and 2:15 a.m.

Reports of where the assault occurred vary. Gerald

O'Neil, director of public safety, said the rape occurred in

the area surrounding MacKimmie, while his assistant,

Philip Cavanaugh, said the incident occurred in a

residential hall. A resident assistant from MacKimmie

said, "It was in Mac, on the third floor. I think it was in his

room."

Rosemary Tarantino. assistant Northwest district at-

torney in Northampton, refused to comment on the case,

except to say that the state has not completely prepared

their case yet.

Both Briggs and Hinton were released from the Hamp-

shire County Jail Monday after the payment of either

$1,000 in cash or a $10,000 surety bond. Their case was

continued to Dec. 14 for a pre-trial hearing.

C«ll*ciaii photo hj Jin Powen

STUDENT SUSPECT — Michael E. Briggs. 21,

charged with indecent assault and battery with

attempt to rape leaves the Northampton court

room Monday.
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Rape victims are survivors;

police stress coming forward

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

When a woman is raped she is more than just a victim of a

crime. She is a survivor.

According to the dictionary, to survive something is to

continue to live or exist after the death or occurrence of.

For many victims, rape is worse than death.

"A women's own personal safety is of paramount concern,

that's why they're called survivors. We treat them as

such," said Mary Dumas, staff assistant to the Department

of Public Safety, and a University of Masachusetts police

officer.

It is not easy for the survivor to come to grips with rape,

that is one of the reasons why she needs the support of

others, especially the police.

UMass police have 17 sUff personnel certified in rape

counseling. They are usually available day or night,

whenever needed, she said.

It is important for the survivor not only to contact the

police for support purposes, but also so police can try to

find the rapist. This is especially true on a campus of this

size.

"We need daU (on the rapist) to protect the rest of

residents on campus." Dumas said.

"There is a lot of peer pressure going on. When someone

turns another in they usually don't get a lot of support from

their peers." But the only way a rapist can be caught is if

people do come forward, she said.

It is also important for people to call the pouce if they see

a suspicious looting person walking around.

"Once when I was on the West Coast I saw something that

looked strange, but I told myself I'm okay and this is going

to look silly if I caQ the police." she said.

Dumas <Ud call the police. They found a rape and a

murder had taken place.
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AROUND THE WORLD
Soviets want US concessions first

Marine position unlikely to change

MOSCOW (AH) - Top Kremlin officials

Monday rejected Western "wishful think-

ing" that the Soviets might return to

Euromissile negotiations without U.S. con-

cessions first. They said U.S.-Soviet

strategic arms talks are headed toward a

similar stalemate.

The Soviets, at a rare news conference

for foreign and Soviet reporters, also reaf-

firmed Moscow's intention to match the

new U.S. medium-range missiles in Europe
with powerful Soviet submarine missiles

off the American coast.

These counter-weapons will "be no less

effective than the American systems

deployed in Europe, in range, yield, ac-

curacy and what is especially important, in

flight time to their targets," said Marshal

Nikolai V. Ogarkov, chief of the Soviet

genera] staff.

Ogarkov was joined in the news con-

ference by First Deputy Foreign Minister

Georgi M. Kornienko and Leonid M.
Zamyatin, chief of the Kremlin's Interna-

tional Information Department.
On other subjects, the officials said

Soviet President Yuri V. Andropov, not

seen in public since August, is "recovering

well" from illness, and they denounced
Sunday's U.S. air attacks on Syrian anti-

aircraft positions in Lebanon, saying

Moscow will support those fighting "Israeli

and American aggression."

On Nov. 23, the Soviets suspended talks

in Geneva, Switzerland, on medium-range
weapons in Europe

AROUND THE NATION
Reagan freezes Salvadoran accounts
NEW YORK (AP)— Newsweek magazine

says the Reagan administration might try

to deport or freeze the bank accounts of

Salvadoran exiles in Miami who are

suspected of sending money to right-wing

death squads in El Salvador.

President Reagan is solidly behind the

move, Newseek said in its Dec. 12 issue. It

quoted one unidentified administration

official as saying Reagan recently told

aides, "This killing must stop."

As part of a "major investigation" in

Miami, the magazine said. National

Security Adviser Robert McFarlane

recently asked Attorney General William

French Smith and FBI Director William

Webster "to explore legal grounds for

deporting exiles long believed to have

financed death squad activities."

The magazine said the federal government

is looking for possible violations of "im-

migration, tax, firearm or currency laws"

by the suspects.

US giving good offices, says Shultz
WASHINGTON (AP) Secretary of State

George Shultz said Monday the use of

American airpower against Syrian targets

in Lebanon does not foreshadow an

American effort to impose a military

solution to that country's problems.

At a news conference, Shultz sought to

portray the American air strike Sunday as

an isolated incident which does not

represent an escalation of the conflict

there.

At the same time, he called on the Soviet

Union to use its influence with Syria to

moderate that country's policies.

"We urge the Soviets to urge the Syrians

to look on Lebanon in a sensible way,"

Shultz said.

Emphasizing the U.S. intention to seek a

diplomatic solution in Lebanon, Shultz said

special U.S. envoy Donald Rumsfeld will

return to the region Tuesday morning.

Dukakis* aid proposal rejected
BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts

House has rejected an attempt by Gov.

Michael Dukakis to weaken and delay a

proposal to ban state scholarship aid to

young men who fail to register for the

draft.

The House rejected Monday, on a 95-50

vote, Dukakis' proposed amendments to

the bill. The Senate considers the amend-
ments next.

Those amendments would have limited

the ban on financial aid only to students ac-

tually convicted of violating the Selective

Service law and delay its implementation

until the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on the

constitutionality of a similar federal ban.

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court agreed
Monday to decide whether male college

students applying for federal loans or

grants must prove they have registered

with Selective Service. A federal judge in

Minnesota had struck down the govern-
ment's draft status disclosure rule as un-

constitutional.

In the Massachusetts House debate, op-

ponents of the ban argued in favor of

Dukakis' amendments, saying they ad-

dressed the unfairhess of legislation which
applied a sanction only to needy students.

Rep. Walter A. DeFilippi, R-West Spr-

ingfield, said the amendments were only in-

tended to "buy time" so Dukakis could veto

the bill by failing to sign it after the

legislative session ends.

He argued similar amendments had
already been defeated in both the House
and Senate.

WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. officials are

warning Syria against any new attacks on

American forces in Lebanon, but clearly

are worried that marine peacekeepers are

caught up in escalating violence — and

uncertain where it will lead.

"The real danger from our point of view

is getting drawn into the conflict as one of

the parties to what is essentially a local and

regional conflict," one State Department
official said privately. "That is the last

thing we want to do."

Despite a growing list of American dead,

the official said the Reagan administration

probably will make little, if any, change in-

the U.S. role in Lebanon.

Sandinista exile offer * a farce
'

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - A major
opposition leader said Monday that political

concessions announced by Niciu'agua's

governing Sandinistas do not go far enough.

A rebel Indian leader rejected the San-

dinista offer as "a farce."

The leftist government announced Sunday
it would welcome back Nicaraguan exiles,

including most of the rebels who have been
fighting to topple the Sandinistas, and
promised to announce a date early next

year for elections in 1985.

"To be frank, we were hopins: the decrees
would be broader," said a leader of the

Constitutionalist Liberal Party, one of the

country's four opposition parties. The
other parties have not commented yet.

The Liberal party leader, who spoke on
condition he not be identified, complained
that the amnesty-like decree, which offers

safe conduct home, property rights and
voting rights to exiles, gives them too little

time to act. The offer expires Feb. 21

.
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ATTORNEYS AT THE WHITE HOUSE - President Ronald Reagan
gives Attorney General William French Smith a few pointers during a
conference for U.S. attorneys held at the White House Monday.

AROUND THE REGION
Group to unify freeze movement
BOSTON (AP) - A new umbrella

organization formed to unify the nuclear

arms freeze movement may be able to call

on up to one million i>eople for funds and

political activism, says the founder of the

freeze drive.

"It's really a two-pronged effort," said

Randall Forsberg on Monday, after a

weekend conference of peace groups in St.

Louis where formation of Freeze Voter '84

was announced.

She said one group aim is for a leg^lative

ban on testing nuclear warheads or the

deployment or flight testing of ballistics

missiles. The second aim is to work for or

against political candidates next year based

on their nuclear arms views.

"Within the Freeze Voter '84 group we do

need some initial money to support the staff

and for printing and field organization and

so forth," said Miss. Forsburg. "That

money is being raised through direct mail

and major donor fund raising this fall.

Uniform drinking age endorsed
SECAUCUS, N.J. (AP) - Six Nor-

theastern governors, including
Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis,
endorsed a proposal Monday by their New
York counterpart to establish a uniform
drinking age in states from Maine to

Pennsylvania.

The members of the Coalition of Nor-
theastern Governors said a uniform
drinking age would reduce highway
fatalities by preventing youths who are

under the drinking age in their home states

from driving across borders to get a legal

drink.

Drinking ages are now 19 in New York,

20 in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire and Rhode Island and 21 in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The
governors did not say what the uniform age

should be, although several said they ap-

proved of 21.

"In order to avoid seducing people across

borders, you have a regional age," said New
York Gov. Mario M. Cuomo, a Democrat.
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OVERTURNED TRUCK — Due to inclimate weather, this tractor

trailor truck spun out on icy 1-90 (Mass. Pike) Sunday.
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INTRIGUING ICICLES — Beautiful ice formations decorate this roadside barn in Hadley.

Snowmay give students holiday
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

WhUe Sunday's six inch snowfall melted quickly and

posed no threat to class cancellations, future storms could

give students an unexpected holiday.

Vice Chancellor For Administration and Finance, John L.

DeNyse, the UMass administrator responsible for deciding

whether to cancel classes because of snowfall said he

makes that decision around 4:30 a.m. when a winter storm

is in progress.

"It depends on a number of things," DeNyse said.

"Mainly whether or not we can get the parking lots cleared

on campus."
"The decision to cancel classes will be made if the in-

dications are that road travel is or will become hazardous

or that insufficient parking capacity will be available,"

according to the University's 1983-1^84 fenow Policy. That

document defines "sufficient parking" as meaning that the

following parking lots can be cleared by 7:30 a.m.: Lot 62,

Lot 63, Lot 40, Lo2»25, Lot 65, Lot 26, Lot 31, Lot 66 and
Lot 32.

Announcement of cancellation of classes is made on 18

area radio stations, including WHMP in Northampton,

WTTT in Amherst, WMUA in Amherst, and WFCR in

Amherst.
"It should be assumed that the library and bus services

are operating, unless announcements are made specifically

to the contrary on WTTT-AM and WMUA FM," according

to the Snow Policy document.
A decision may be made to delay the opening of the

University hntil 11:00 a.m. to provide enough time to plow
and clear roadways and sufficient parking capacity, ac-

cording to the document. Lots cannot be efficiently plowed

if they contain parked cars.

NRLB says students should be included in deal

PVTA drivers to vote on union
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

Twenty five University of Massachusetts student bus

drivers will vote Wednesday on whether to join a union

and enter negotiations with their employer, Western

Massachusetts Bus Lines.

The students and the other full and part time drivers

would be represented by no union, the Western

Massachusetts Bus Lines Employees union, or local 1459 of

the United Food and Commercial Workers Union, which

has 1.3 million members nationwide.

The student drivers make up about one quarter of the

company's workforce, and drive the Amherst-

Northampton, Williamstown, and Easthampton routes.

Western Massachusetts Bus Lines operates these routes

for the Pioneer Valley Transit Authoity (PVTA), and also

has school bus routes in Northampton, as well as a charter

bus service. Students who drive the UMass routes are not

affected.

"Most of the workers are supportive of the union; some of

the new student drivers are scared. They have a job that

pays more than slinging burgers and it is a lot more

responsibility," said John Cogan, a senior philosophy

major. Cogan will have driven a bus for the PVTA for two

years in January.

According to company president John Herlihy, student

bus drivers make a maximum of $4.75 per hour and start

off at $4.oo.

"My feeling is that a lot of full time people are against the

union, a lot of part time people are for the union, and I do
not have a feeling for the students because most of them
live in Amherst," Herlihy said.

"People on our organizing committee are full and part

timers as well as students. We feel confident that we will

vvrin," Richard Courtney, UFCW local representative said.

Courtney also said two members of the union organizing

committee had been fired by Western Mass. Bus Lines

since the campaign began.

"It looks really good. The question is not whether we win
but by how much. We have full-timers' support," said

Richard White, who has also driven PVTA buses for two
years this January and is a senior political science major.

In a brief filed before the National Labor Relations Board

(NLRB) the company argued ihat the students should not

be included with the bargaining unit because they "clearly

do not have a community of interest." But the labor board

found in favor of the union and against the com-
pany stating: "In analyzing whether the students have the

requisite community of interest with other unit employees,

the board takes into consideration such factors as

regularity and continuity of employment; tenure of em-
ployment; similarity of work duties; and similarity of

wages, benefits, and other working conditions. Applying

these criteria to the instant case, it is concluded that the

student drivers possess the requisite commmunity of in-

terest to warrant their inclusion."

Women express

unity, fear over

campusviolence
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Pledging support to one another, nearly 100 people

gathered at the University of Massachusetts Monday
night to express unity, fear and rage over violence against

women.

The event brought women and men of different areas of

campus together to speak out on the problems of violence

against women at this campus and in other walks of life.

"Violence is alive and well on this campus and it is too

alive," said Kathy Alexander, coordinator of Against

Violence Against Women at the Everywoman's Center.

"Women on this campus are not really safe."

Women have to walk around in fear, fear of being raped,

assaulted, sexually harassed, or fear of just being made

uncomfortable because they are the sex that they are. This

fear can only stop if the source of it is stopped, she said.

"This is our University. We shouldn't have to live in fear

of sexual assault, of sexual harassment...anything that in-

sults us we will not tolerate anymore," she said.

During the nearly three hour discussion, members of the

audience participated in voicing their concerns over

violence and some gave examples of times in which they

were the victims of violence.

"What disturbs me most," one member of the audience

said, "is that a large majority of students don't even know

(violence) exists. In my dorm a man was flashing some

women, students just said 'well this is college life."

Even though such incidents are prevalent they need not

be tolerated, another person said.

Alexander said it is important for women to come

together as one group and show others they stand united.

"As women we must unite, we must join together and

say very loudly, very cleariy, we will not tolerate it

anymore. This University has a vision, they're planning in-

to the year 2000...but we've got to deal with violence here

and now, we must say we won't tolerate it anymore," she

said.

During the speak-out, the Valley Women's Martial Ar-

tists gave a Karate demonstration on self defense. Follow-

ing their performance, nearly all of the audience stood,

clenched their fists, and while "karate punching" in

unison yelled "No, no, no."

Angela Guidice, Special Projects Coordinator for the

Northeast/Sylvan area and one of the organizers of the

event, said it is difficult to think about violence against

women because when people do, they realize just how

prevalent it is.

It is important for society "to come to grips about what

violence against women is all about," Giudice said.

Alexander said right now is "a terrible time for

violence," and everyone must be aware that violence can

happen day or night.

It is important for women to "reclaim the day and the

night." They need to get strength from support systems,

acknowledge the various services the University does sup-

ply victims, and attack the "lies that women want to be

raped or need to be abused," she said.

Euromissle debate to be held at 8 p.m.
A debate and discussion on "The Euromissiles: Why?

What Next?" will be held at 8 p.m. tonight in Marrill I,

Amherst College.

Christopher Paine, director of Physicians for Social

Responsibility and David Aaron, former Deputy National

Security Advisor to President Carter, will host the event,

which is sponsored by the Five College Peace and Interna-

tional Security Studies Project.

59" Faces of Racism " talk held tonight
A panel of University of Massachusetts students,

professors and third world community leaders will host a

discussion of "The Many Faces of Racism" at 8 p.m. tonight

in Campus Center room 101.

Topics of the event, which is sponsored bv the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA)

Anti-Racism Teani, include Instjtutional Racism, Racism

and Education, uiieruMuuuM r«.^-;r., ine Connectrons

between nacism and bexism, i heater and Racism, and

Working to End Racism.

The directors of the UMass Office of Third World Affairs

and Third World Programs, the director of Educational

Access and Outreach Divisron of the UMass Student

Affairs office, two education professors, and SCERA and

Student Government Association representative; will

participate in the panel discussk>n.

SPEAK OUT — Angela Giudice, Special

Guidence Coordinator for Northeast/Sylvan area

feels society must "come to grips about what

violence against women is about."
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Keep in touch with
your parents and
don't write home!
Have them subscribe to the

Collegian and know Just what's

going on on campus!

Spring semester rate: $13

For more information come
down to the newspaper's
offices, 113 Campus Center
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COLD CALVES — Two junior members of the UMass livestock herd
observe their first snowfall yesterday.
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Police charge student

with breaking glass
University of Massachusetts police reported the arrest

of an 18-year-old Baker dormitory resident at 12:40 a.m.

Monday.
Police said the subject threw a snowball through a win-

dow in Thatcher dormitory in the Northeast Residential

Area. The student was charged with breaking glass in a

campus building, police said.

A stereo and a box of cassettes valued at $600 were

reported stolen from a motor vehicle parked in lot 32,

police said. The theft occurred between 9 p.m. P'riday and

8:50 a.m. Saturday, according to police.

- MARY ANNE BEEN
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Crisci refutes abuse myths
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

One in four female children will be

sexually abused before the age of 14 and

one in 11 male children will be sexually

abused before the age of 16.

These statistics were cited by Geraldine

Crisci, an area social worker who
specializes in sexual abuse and the program
director of the Personal Safety Program, a

developed curriculum used to teach

children how to be assertive in dangerous

situations.

In a lecture sponsored by the Council of

Undergraduate Students in Psychology and

the Educator/Advocate Program of the

Everywoman's center, Crisci rebutted

some of the myths about child sexual abuse,

and described the preventive measures

taught in the program.

Crisci said people often think that sexual

abuse of children often happens on

playgrounds or elsewhere by a stranger.

Parents warn children about "stranger

danger," (not taking candy from strangers)

but in 85 percent of the reported cases of

child sexual abuse, the assailant is someone

the child knows, either a family friend or

relative, she said.

"The victims of child sexual abuse tend to

blame themselves. That self blame
becomes self hate and then turns into self

destructive behavior," she said.

Sexual abuse has a lasting effect on a

child's developmental process and may lead

to multiple personalities, juvenile

delinquency, and other deviant behavior,

she said.

The Personal Safety Curricula, taught in

two school systems in Franklin and

Hampshire Counties aims to teach children

about their rights to bodily privacy," how to

say 'no' to adults in situations where they

feel threatened, and who they need to go to

for support if they feel threatened or have

been sexually abused.

pt^ptri^j^ Fa>kv>. cookies.

What's that I hear?
The Collegian's

printing over
intersession?

You bet. The largest college

news source in the Valley

will be publishing weekly

during January.

Be sure to pick up

your Collegian Thursdays in

the Campus Center and other

key locations in

Amherst and Northampton

African struggle same
everywhere, says Ture
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Speaking for one hour and fifteen minutes

without so much as a few hand-written

notes, Kwane Ture, formerly Stokely

Carmichael, enthralled an audience of about

100 at Smith College with his anecdotes and

theories on the "inevitable revolution."

Kwane Ture is the African name taken by

Stokely Carmichael, a prominent civil

rights and black power activist of the 1960s.

Ture said he has since moved to Africa,

where he has been involved as an organizer

in the Pan African liberation movement,

but he sees the struggle for Africans to be

the same everywhere.

"I was getting shot at in Guinea, just the

same as I had been getting shot at in

Mississippi, so I don't see any differences

between the two movements," Ture said.

The two themes of his presentation were

the inevitability of the revolution and the

need for Africans to organize.

Ture noted that the Roman Empire and

the British Empire had each dominated the

world in their time.

"American imperialism is the largest

imperialist force today; but that to will pass

away," he said.

"Everywhere capiUlist has gone to fit

fight against socialism it has been

defeated," he said.

He said the capitalist systems must be

ended because it fails to learn from history.

"After suffering blatant defeat in Korea,

the United States took its young and we

went to Vietnam." he said.

Organization. Ture said, is the

essential ingredient needed by Africans in

the United States.

We have the most organizations in the

country. The problem is that 95 percent of

our people do not belong to any of these

organizations," he said.

Ture repudiated the claim that the African

movement needs leaders, "We have a

probably produced more leaders than many
movements put together."

He said the movement needs the support

of masses: "ideas become material reality

when the masses take hold of them."
He also repudiated the claim that Martin

Luther King's greatest gift to his people is

the tactic of nonviolence.

"Martin Luther King made a mistake

when he elevated the tactic of violence to

the level of a principle," he said.

He said Martin Luther King's mistake

does not detract from his greatness.

"The only man who does not nuike a

mistake is a man who does nothing," he

said.

He said King's greatest contribution was

to teach his people to confront their op-

4)ressors without fear.

Ture said capitalists try to confuse the

definition of knowledge by giving people

the impression that it is a commodity.

He said, "knowledge's only purpose is to

alleviate the suffering of the people."

' Ture said capitalists "inculcate stupidity"

by giving people only the facts necessary to

come to the preferred conclusion.

"The capitalist system knows that people

have to think that they are thinking, so not

only does it make them stupid, it makes

them arragant about their stupidity," he

said.

Collegian Staff:

Mandatory meeting
re: party, new editors

7 p.m. Thursday
Newsroom
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A TIME TO WOBK A TIME TO PLAY

fin'*'.

A

While John Bottum. the Hampshire Mail

maintenance supenmoVy moves sntm
with a blower during Sunday's storm^ (afbove),

a '*GormamWfound making 'ProBty*

^ <m the ledge outside his windxiw —
wdl worth his timet even though

Fro$^ suceumbed to warmer
temperatures Monday

^

G.RC. FLMD RAISER

pU-S^'^'^tO- f?v|

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO

BIG WOUNTAIN SKIING

lOCATtOlNEASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT 100

LODGING
(802)464 8501

SKI REPORT

(802)464 2151

10-12 inches of snow on Sunday have provided nnid-

winter conditions. Don't miss the most skiing ever

this early in the season. 30 trails are open on Main
Mountain and North Face. Ski 2 days from Sunday
to Friday and stay 1 night in between for only $49 un-

til Dec. 16. Call (802) 464-8501 for details. We've got
the snow, let yourself go!

^^ VERMONT
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Take a Greater Ft.Lauderdale Break.
HOLLYWOOD • POMPANO BEACH • LAUDERDALE-BY-THE-SEA • DEERFIELD BEACH
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
• • • • • I

Christmas is

not my holiday

My
uncle once told me that the most difficult thing

for him was to be a guest in a Christian home
during the Christmas celebration. I had never

really thought about it or understood what he meant until

recently. As a Jew, 1 am flattered and honored to share

Christmas with a Christian family, yet it is probably the

loneliest and saddest time for me. As I enter the dwelling,

I can sense the love, the joy, and the intimate family ties

within. The celebration is lovely. A large tree, lights, food,

stockings — everyone has gathered from far away places

to see one another and share in the holiday spirit. The at-

mosphere is festive and the company accepting and willing

to have me partake in their holiday season. These family

friends go back to my Mom's college days. I even call them
aunt and uncle. Without a doubt, we are as much a part of

their family, as they are of ours. So why then do I feel bit-

ter and lonely and depressed at such a happy time of the

year with such close friends?

Dayna Nepiarsky

While it is true that we, as Jews, have already

celebrated our holiday two weeks prior, 1 still feel left out.

I am glad that Hanukkah doesn't fall at the same time as

Christmas only because it distinguishes the holidays from

one another. Hanukkah is also a family-oriented holiday,

like Christmas, but we as Jews aren't permitted the time

off to spend with family and close friends. So many of us

on this campus will once again spend an isolated Hanuk-

kah, either with a few close friends or lighting candles by

ourselves only because Hanukkah doesn't fall during the

ever-so anticipated Christmas break. A family-oriented

holiday and celebration has had to become a make-shift oc-

casion to fulfill the needs of each Jew individually on cam-

pus. I find this to be the saddest part of what is generally a

holiday filled with fun and celebration.

Just as I don't feel comfortable in a private home during

this time, I don't feel comfortable in America, which is

supposed to be my home, either. This is not due to the

Christmas tree on the White House lawn and it's not due

to when vacation falls. It isn't even the country being

decorated in red and green holly berries and bows that ir-

ritates me most. It isn't the smaller things either, like go-

ing into a drug store and not being able to purchase

Hanukkah cards or gift wrap because they only carry

Christmas stock. Or Salvation Army donations — did you

ever notice the volunteers always say Merry Christmas?

Why don't they say Happy Holidays? No, individually none

of these things would get me upset enough to write an

editorial, but combined, all of these things (and more) form

an ambiance that I as a Jew can never fully participate in.

As an American I am still overlooked. It saddens me and

hurts me to know that my country could just casually let a

holiday slip past without recognition. After all, I am an

American. I vote. I am politically interested and devoted

to the betterment of this country, my country. I'm just as

good as the next guy — I just don't celebrate Christmas,

and the way Christmas is looked upon today makes me
feel almost unAmerican for not celebrating it. Feeling

unAmerican in my home, America, makes me feel as

though I don't belong here. And believe me, it's the worst

feeling in the world to feel as though you don't belong in

your own home.
So once again, I ask myself, how does it feel to be a Jew

at Christmas time? It feels lonely. Lonely because even

though I am the same as the next American, I am dif-

ferent in that Christmas is not my holiday. I feel left out.

Not because 1 don't celebrate Christmas, but because peo-

ple don't acknowledge or realize that there are other

holidays that other religions celebrate at this time of year.

I feel sad. Sad because while I am a Jew, I am expected to

attend and give Christmas parties, send greeting cards

and give Christmas gifts, after all Sam, it's good for

business. And I feel depressed. Depressed because while it

is the season for giving, the gifts I receive (apart from

those given by my family and Jewish friends) are usually

those with the Christmas spirit in mind. It is not that peo-

ple are uncaring, it's that so many of them just don't think

about the red and green wrappings or the Christmas tree

print on the greeting card. Most people don't even notice

the holly berries on so many of the Hanukkah packages

they wrap. It's not that they don't care, most people are

just simply unaware of the fact that it's Hanukkah too.

What was that? Oh, what do I want for Hanukkah?

Ultimately, the best gift for me would be to be able to walk

down the street and be reminded that there are other

religious holidays celebrated at this time as well as

Christmas. But until then, during this season of celebra-

tion, wish everyone you see a happy holiday rather than a

Merry Christmas. It will make my day.

Dayna Nepiarsky is a UMass student

Letters to the Editor
see page 9
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On maintaining one's Jewish identity
Imagine that it is the year 167 B.C.E. (Before the

Common Era.) You are Jewish and the religion of
your people has just been outlawed by the ruler of the

land, Antiochus Epiphanes, the Hellenistic King of the
Syrian branch of Alexander's empire. The death penalty
has just been decreed for anyone caught practicing
Judaism, pagan sacrifices and rituals have been instituted

at the Holy Temple in Jerusalem, and Torah Scrolls have
been burned.

Marcia Black
What would you do? Some people in 167 B.C.E. felt that

they had to fight back, recognizing that the very survival

of the Jewish people and religion were at stake. Others,

who had become integrated into the Hellenistic culture,

decided to obey the decrees of Antiochus and give up
Judaism and separate themselves from the Jewish people.

Some Jews, under the leadership of the Maccabees, waged
a guerrilla struggle in the hills surrounding Jerusalem for

three years, and in the year 164 B.C.E., the Temple was
rededicated. As a result of this struggle, the Jewish people

were once again able to practice their religion and culture

for a limited period of time. The celebration of Hanukkah
commemorates the Jews who fought bacK against the op-

pressive decrees of Antiochus, and thus enabled Judaism
to continue.

There is another story told about Hanukkah: When
Judah Maccabee recaptured the Temple, there was
enough oil only for one night. This oil is said to symbolize

the last, irreducible bit of spiritual light within the Jewish

people. Miraculously, the oil lasted for eight nights, show-
ing that the Jewish people's connection to God was as im-

portant in this victory as the {wlitical struggle that had
taken place. The Hanukkah menorah is lit for eight nights,

one candle on the first night, two candles on the second.

etc. during this holiday, to symbolize the 8 days of
rededication.

These dual themes of political and spiritual struggle and
survival are as present for Jews today as they were in 167
B.C.E. The question of how to maintain one's Jewish iden-

tity when one is living in a dominant culture was faced by
the Hellenized Jews in Jerusalem, and is faced by
American Jews today. There is a difference, however.
Judaism has not been outlawed in America, and Jewish
people are free to celebrate their religion as they choose.
Yet, still, the holiday season is a difficult time for Jews, as
we see few, if any, reminders of our culture, and often feel

inundated by the symbols of the surrounding Christian
culture.

Here, in America, a multicultural nation by definition,

we ask ourselves: Can we, perhaps, find a different solu-

tion to this age-old dilemma, one that does not enforce in-

visibility on minority cultures? Wouldn't it be possible to

publicly acknowledge all the many different cultural and
ethnic holidays that fall at this time of year? All of these

holidays are, in one way or another, Festivals of Lights.

Can we, in our dorms, our communities, our cities, our

stores, acknowledge this commonality in all our religions,

rather than impose one .set of cultural and historical sym-
bols on everyone?

Each people of the earth have created holidays that give

a personal meaning to the larger life-cycle we are all a part

of. Hanukkah, Christmas, Kwanza, and all the other

holidays at this time of year are clustered around the

winter solstice. Yet, what makes each holiday unique, is

that each culture has given us important insights into

humanity. At this time of year, the Jews' questions about
assimilation and identity are ones that apply to all people

in America, as we strive to build a nation that honors and
values the many cultures that form the whole of our coun-

try.

Marcia Black is a Jewish Awarervess/Anti-Semitism

trainerfrom SCERA

The draft threat and student options
Given the perilous state of global affairs, perhaps

some registration and draft deferment information
is timely before its too late. U.S. troops are cur-

rently deployed in "hot spots" around the globe, straining

the capabilities of existing personnel. One needn't be over-

ly imaginative to foresee a sudden military escalation in-

volving, either wittingly or unwittingly, American troops.

Such a catastrophe would require rapid and recurring

replacement of already thinly-spread forces. How would
this be accomplished? The draft. The requisite

bureaucratic infrastructure now exists for the swift resur-

rection of the draft. They're prepared, are you? Prior

awareness of your status and your options is crucial to

making informed decisions.

Guy L. Spencer
If you have chosen not to register, what are your op-

tions? What is the statistical probability of your being pro-

secuted; how does attendance of college, payment of

federal taxes and similar acts affect your chances of slipp-

ing past the Selective Service? What do threatening let-

ters from the Selective Service really mean? Are there

others who for moral, political or other reasons refused to

register? Yes, we are everywhere and we need to contact

one another both for support and strategizing.

If you have registered, are you aware of the legally

available deferments from military service? Conscientious

Objector status is legitimately sought by both religious

and non-religious opposers to war in any form. The pro-

cess requires a great deal of planning. One's thoughts and

beliefs must be clearly elaborated, letters of sincerity

solicited and obtained and a lengthy application com-

pleted. Personal appearances before a potentially hostile

panel are required. Once the draft is announced, it may be

too late. Induction and classification are to occur 10-15

days following notification; precious little time to organize

a viable CO. claim. A draft counselor will, free of charge,

assist a hopeful CO. during this crucial preparatory

period.

As you may or may not be aware, STUDENT STATUS
DOES NOT ENTITLE ONE TO A DEFERMENT! An
enrolled student will be permitted to complete only his cur-

rent semester before reporting. The list of legal medical

deferments is ponderous and full of potentially useful sur-

prises. An hour with a draft counselor reviewing the list

could prove life-saving. Deferments for economic hardship

and "surviving son" status are quite detailed and specific.

A draft counselor will help you determine whether or not

you qualify.

All registrants have the legal right to deferments and all

information concerning them. As the Selective S- -vice

hardly goes out of its way to promulgate these '•egiila-

tions, it is necessary for each of us to be eduf«ited con-

sumers and seek them. Our fate is in our ow*. hands.
Students concerned about these and other draft related

issues (such as possible alternative financial aid sources
for non-registered men) are invited ano encouraged to at-

tend the first meeting of a group forning to address these
topics. The meeting will take plp^e 7:00 p.m. Thursday,
Dec. 8 in the Suffolk Room of flje Student Union.

Gv-y L" Spencer is a UMas^ student
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COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX
Dec. 5- 9

DEC. 12-16

DEC. 19-22

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE
Author
Curtis

Curtis

De Paula

Devore

Dommick
Donahue
Dorf

Pagan
Pagan
Plinn

Plippo

Promkin
Geoghegan
Gilson

These are some of the titles we are buying

Title

Biology

Invitation to Biology

Marketing Todays Pashion

Probability & Statistics Por

Engineers €f Sciences

Dynamics of Mass Communication
Learning, Language & Memory
Modern Control Systems
In the Beginning

People of the Earth

Engineering Materials & Theii Application

Personnel Management
Introduction to Language 3/e

I anguage Piles

AJ/ertising

We Are Paying

$14.00

$13.50

$10.00

$15.00

$8.50

$11.00

$15.00

$10.00

$7.50

$15.25

$13.00

$8.00

$6.15

$12.50
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Letters

Help for Crampton

residents available

To the Editor.

To the residents of Crampton:

This has been a horrible semester. You

have been frightened, bothered, and moved

around. This morning at a meeting of the

Faculty Senate Committee on the Status of

Women we talked about your situation and

how we could help. We want you to know

that we understand how hard this has been

for you.

However, we don't know who you are.

You may be in our classes, and your grades

may be suffering, but we don't know why
— unless you tell us. Please — if you are

having trouble, trust us to understand.

Talk to your professors and TAs and see

what can be worked out. We know that

you're not making up excuses. The Univer-

sity is doing what it can for you, but if you

need support and some personal attention

to your studies, go to your professor and

ask. We ivill get through this semester.

Good luck on your (gulp) finals!

BartMura Baker
and the Committee

on the Status of Women

Republican Club

will thrive
To the Editor,

An open letter to Rich Nangle, John Ken-

ney and sundry other contributors to the

Collegian Op./Ed page:

I would like to express my smcere

gratitude for the support your self-

indulgent attempts at journalism have

given to conservatism. If Mr. Kenney and

Mr. Nangle are any indication of what the

campus liberals represent I have no doubt

that the UMass Republican Club will not

only endure, but thrive.

Because Mr. Kenney had nothing in-

telligent to write, he resorted to a cheap,

emotional attempt to blame every evil

known to civilized man on the members of

our club. I half expected to be accused of

the murder of Cock Robin. Trying his hand

at a stream of consciousness editorial is

certainly original, but I think that Mr. Ken-

ney would benefit from a good creative

writing course.

Mr. Nangle's article was as offensive to

me as it would be to any clear-thinking in-

dividual, liberal or conservative. His ac-

cusations are so outrageous that they

border on libel. His methods of refuting an

opposing viewpoint are terrifying in their

implications. If anything reacts with

hysteria at the merest hint of disagreement

it is The Liberal Mind. It is unfortunate

that their tolerance for diversity does not

extend to those who do not obediently

march to their tune.

I am happy that many students at the

University of Massachusetts do read these

articles, for they serve to open the eyes of

many students to what many
"progressive" individuals and groups

represent. Membership in my club in-

creases.

William T. Pyne

President, UMass Republican Club

Do not steal

those Xmas trees
To the Editor,

After drinking a few pitchers of beer or a

few belts of 80 proof rot-gut, the Christmas

trees, for sale by the Amherst Boy's Club
on the town green, seem like an awfully

tempting challenge to try to steal. I work in

the District Attorney's Office in Nor-
thampton and I've already seen eight

people convicted of this alcohol-related

crime this season. Take a few words of

advice and-or save yourself at least a $100
court cost (which goes to the Boy's Club)

and give up this notion of trying to steal a

tree.

As Pete "The Ax" Axthelm (a personal

friend of mine!) has put it, "your chance of

success is equal to the N.F.L.'s attempt to

combat cocaine use among its players, or 40
to 1!" I'll be taking bets from now until

Christmas.
Robbie Weinberg

Amherst

Ithe oiHE ONCE AND FUTURE FIRE:|

James Baldwin

and

Roger Wilkins

Ponder U.S. Society

on the Eve of 1984

Sponsored by Chancellor Joaaph Duftay of the Univariitv of Mauachuiatlt at Amherst,

and Five College Black Studies, tnc

^^»»«l
James Baldwin, noted author and civil rights activist

fecipient ol Rosenwald and Guggenheim fellowships

and the National Institute ol Arts and Letters Award, is

currently Five College Professor of Literature

Roger Wilkins. Pulitzer Prize-winning |Ournali$t lor his

Washington Post editorials on Watergate and former

Assistant Attorney General, is presently a Senior Fellow

at the Institute for Policy Studies in Washington. D C

Thursday, December 8, 1983, 8 pro

Campus Center. Room 101

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

i 2th ANNUAL BUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27
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YOU NEED A VACATIO

SIGN'UP NOW
MEETINGS
WED DEC 7 SOUTHWEST
7:00 pm hampton-southside

THURS DEC 8, ROOM 1^4
4:00 pm campus cektier

TABLES WED-FRI DEC 79
..V FRONT OF THE HAl'CH

FOR MORS INFO CALL 545-3437
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Over 35,000 books at

40-60%

OFF
publishers list price

Sci-Fi/Sports/Art

Poetry/ Mystery
Fishing/Drama
Dance/Music
Field Guides

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire
National Bank)

Downtown Amherst
10-5:30 Mon-Sat

12-4 Sun
549-6052

A DIM

LIVER and ONIONS - tender baby beef
liver with lots of onions and bacon. . . 5.45

HADDOCK - marinated In fresh ginger,

soy sauce and lemon juice then baked to

perfection 7.10

Served with parsleyed potatoes or rice pilaf,

homemade poppy seed bread and salad.

P1u« 8 Other Deltdout Entrws To ChooM.
At A Prtc« Y<Hi C*n AHord!

[at the lights in north AMHERST S494«4J
Vim'w op<« 7 day w—h 5 •.«. to 9 p.a.

''Study In The Berkshires''

t^>''>;^fr^^

Extra Study Space Available
in Berkshire D.C. - SouthwestI

8:00 pm to 12:00

This IS a 3 week tnal penod arranged by SWAG. Come
show your support by studying with us!

Sorry - No food or drink.

Ad: courtesy of Academic AHairs S G A

Tonig^ht
A Party in Celebration

of Columbia's New Thriller

Two For One 9 til 11
all drinks

50^ Miller / $2,50 Pitchers

60 Movie Passes to be
given away

- Copies of the book
- Key Chains

- Bumper Stickers
- Trivia Contest

- Posters
Opening

Governors made ar-

bue to the relocation of the University

Store, study space has been temporarily

diminished in the Student Union. The
Board

rangements to provide space. The
available rooms change daily so we will

post schedules by approximately 3 P.M.
each day in the following areas: Entrance
to the Cape Cod Lounge, S.U.B.,Cof-

fee Shop doors. University Store and
Concourse Elevators.
We encourage you to take advantage
of these rooms. Good Luck on finals.

Arts
.:•:•:•:•:•;•;•;•;•.•••

':•:•:•:•:•:•;•;
• ••«••••«••••• •.•
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PitchDark illuminating
Renata Adler creates a modem classic

PITCH DARK
By Renata Adler

Alfred A. Knopf, 144 pages,

$12.95, (Hardback)

By DAVID TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

There are few works in recent times that I

would personally rate, upon first en-

counter, as classics. PITCH DARK, the

new novel by Renata Adler is a classic. It is

a brilliant piece; a fresh poignant stream of

consciousness reminiscent of James Joyce;

but much more accessible, in touch with the

reality and emotions of a young American

woman.
What is the novel about? It is difficult to

say. What is presented is a slice of life.

Kate, the narrator and heroine, is a

freelance writer. She is involved with Jake,

in what becomes increasingly apparent to

be a restrictive relationship. Kate leaves;

she wants somewhere quiet and peaceful

to collect her thoughts. But she finds

herself instead, on a wet, dark road in

Southern Ireland under strange and

suspicious circumstances. A small accident

involving her rented car and a truck

escala;.es into a sinister web of intrigue and

deceit. She has, or is about to comniit a

crime. Or perhaps this is just in her mind.

Only when she has returned home to the

States and Jake is she able to assemble

these circumstances into some framework

that can be looked at in perspective. And
the reader finds that what has been

presented is perhaps just the documen-

tation of a young woman's paranoia at a

time of emotional stress.

In a style that at one time encompasses

both journalistic and poetic techniques the

novel moves easily between personae,

shifting from one perspective to another.

The most engaging effect is the way in

which Adler conveys the ominous pall of

distrust which seems to cling to the country

of Ireland. A violence and evil cruelty

seems to ferment beneath each encounter

between the young woman and the Irish,

and the uneasiness remains even when the

novel returns to a more comfortable

American setting.

PITCHDARK is a stunning book. It has a

directness which absorbs the reader en-

tirely. A fresh and neoteric approach to

writing allows the novel to go deep within

Kate's psyche- to convey the way in which

this woman acts and reacts to the modern

world. An emotional book, it is certain to

become a sUndard English study text in the

future, for it has a style which will no doubt

be copied, and adapted for other means.

This is a splendid novel which offers a rare

glimpse into another's world of feeling and

experience.

artslines . .

.

A Crafts Market, featuring the work of 70 professional

artists and crafts people, will take place from 10 a.ni. to 5

p m on Saturday, Dec. 10 and Sunday, Dec. 11 at Smith

College's Scott Gymnasium at the end of Green Street

Sponsored by the Smith College Campus School PIU.

the Crafts Market is in its fourth year. Proceeds go to

school programs and scholarships.

According to David Dempsey of Montague, display

manager, this year's market will feature painters, wood

workers, potters, photographers, weavers, knitters and

ornament makers, to mention a few.

In addition to crafts displays, the fair will also offer area

musicians performing throughout the day, films and

special crafts activities for children and some demonstra-

tions of craft techniques, according to Dempsey.

Hot lunches will be served and there will be baked goods

and snack food tables as well as used book displays.

The Campus School serves children pre-school through

Grade 6 Youngsters come from communities in Hamp-

shire, Hampden, and Franklin Counties. For more infor-

mation, contact David Dempsey at 367-2711.

The Wesley United Methodist Church in Amherst will

once again sponsor a community sing-along of the

Christmas portion of G.F. Handel's MESSIAH on Sunday

afternoon. December li. at 3:30 PM. All those in the

greater Amherst area who wish to participate in this

seasonal event are cordially invited. Guest soloists will be

Suzanne Anderson, soprano; Joanne Blanchard, alto;

Peter Payson. tenor; and John Ring. bass. Accompanying

the sing-along will be the Northampton Chamber Or-

chestra playing from the original scoring for the Mesniah.

Twenty-one orchestral members will be playing, and both

organ and harpsichord accompaniment will be included.

The MESSIAH sing-along will be directed by Cieorge

Orsten, Choir Director at Wesley United Methodist

Church, as part of Wesley Church's njusic program.

Copies of the vocal score will be available at the church,

and parking is available in the commercial parking area off

Fearing Street. Participants are urged to arrive at the

church by 3:15 P.M. The church is located at 365 N. Plea-

sant Street in Amherst.

The Smith College Theatre Department will present

Bertolt Brechfs THE GOOD WOMAN OF SETZUAN on

December 2, 3, 8, 9, and 10 at 8:00 p.m. in Theatre 14,

Smith College.

Three gods come to earth in search of good people. The

only person to befriend the gods is Shen Te. the prostitute.

The gods reward Shen Te's goodness with her very own

tobacco shop. To protect herself from her own generosity

Shen Te assumes the identity of Shui Ta, a greedy, mean,

heartless person. The ensuing events are comical but tmg-

ed with moral overtones inspecting the human condition.

Tickets are available at the Theatre Department Box Of-

fice, weekdays, 12:30 - 4:30 p.m. Dollar Night is December

8. General admission is $4; students and senior citizens -

$2. For reservations call 584-3023.

Origins, an MFA installation by Stephen Oakley, will be

exhibited December 11-16. 1983, at Hamfxlen Gallery.

Southwest Residential College. UMass. An opening recep-

tion will be held Sunday, December 11,5-7 p.m.

Working in copper, Oakley has created microcosmic and

macrocosmic sculpture that stimulate the participant's

conception of the human realm. Of obvious human origin

but offering no reference to time or purpose, the forms ap-

pear to emerge from below the surface, suggesting the ex-

istence of much that we do not perceive.

Special gallery hours for the duration of the exhibit are 5

8 p.m., Monday through Friday. For more information,

call the director at 256-6365.

Watch for

Andy Gordon's
TRAILERS

every Friday!

: T^ *>«' -^ -• ^, -
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Trumpet extraordinaire WYW?O^ARSALISMdll^^^^^^
jazz double-biU at 8 p.m. on Sunday, December 11 at the Fine ^-Center Concert Hall. Look

an exclusiye preview on the ihow by David Chevan later this week.
i^*'^*^*l"Ht'
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12th ANNUAL BUSH DASH

UMA5S SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27

TRIP INaUDES:

b'A DAY UFT TICKET SUN FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL c^CONDO

MEALS <^omm,.<,>mm^w,M^ HOTR ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTIES . LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTU RACES. FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES

FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES NASTAR RACES

SUGARDU5H COUPON BOOK. EC EQ.

HOTEL PACKAGE a**«a-») onlyS1S4

CONDO PACKAGE ^- •«««' o>«-Y $1 69

FIMT iOO P€OPa TO MGH-l* V«l M OiOMil FO* A FREE TRIP

LAGNAF 84
FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 400 STUDENT UNION

oo?»

Now's the Hmc
to call

North Amherst
Motors

r*c*ndltl«nlng.

i:

Rt. 63. No Amherst

549-2660

CIEE BUDGET
AIRFARES

. « USAfrom Boston
round trip from

Chicago $229

New York 46

Los Angeles 369

Houston 138

Raleigh 129

Washington 80

International
Paris 519

London 459

Tokyo 925

Caracas 290
Also many other destina-

tions. Eurail pass, Britrail

pass, Int'l Student 10

card, AYH card, books,

tours, insurance, ski

vacations and more.
497-1497
Council Travel

1271 M*M Ave Harvard Squari
Ca»ibt<««> MA U2IM

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed the day before they take place except Monday
which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

„» J J for academic year. 3 - 4:30 p.m., Herter
Wednesday Hall 3rd. floor lounge.

I

.J

FILM - UMass Sci-Fic Society is spon-

soring a showing of Excaliber — Free. 7

p.m.. CC 804-808.

INFORMATION ABOUT ISRAEL
PROGRAMS - Israel Maizel will offer in-

terviews and information about Kibbutz

programs in Israel. Call Hillel 545-2526 for

an appointment. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., CC 801.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - The last

night of Israeli dancing this semester. It is

also the last night of Chanukah — join us

for lighting the menorah. 6 p.m., Com-
monwealth Room, S.U.

HEBREW SPEAKING LUNCH - Br-

ing a lunch and join us for Hebrew conver-

sation. 11 a.m. - 12 p.m., Dukes Room, S.U.

PROUT - PROGRESSIVE
SOCIALISM AND SPIRITUALITY -
Dada Ramana, meditation teacher, yogic

monk, and prout worker will speak on

"confronting the superpowers and
superideologies" at 7 p.m. on 12/8 — An-

nabelle's 3rd floor Thome's Market. Free!

Also: 12 p.m., Hampshire College COLE
126.

ONE YEAR STUDY ABROAD OPPOR-
TUNITIES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
— Informational meeting for students in-

terested in studying in the United Kingdom

RALLY — Another view of world affairs

on campus. 12 p.m., in front of S.U.B.

MEXICO WORKING TRIP INFORMA-
TION MEETING - Information about 3

week working trip to Mexico. We'll

distribute food and clothes to the poor.

$395.00 is the total cost, includes meals!

Today is last chance to make a $75.00

deposit to hold space. Call Sheila, after 5,

665-7138 or Emily 9-11 a.m. 253-7503. 1:45

p.m., Newman Ctr. Cafeteria — No smok-

ing room.

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
MEETING — Mandatory meeting. Anyone
interested in finding out about finishing

their lessons must attend. Fund raisers and

future plans are being settled. 7:30 - 9:30

p.m., 805-09 CC.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING -
Chapter meeting with guest speaker Betsy

Ham, speaking on the Restoration of the

Atlantic Salmon on the Conn. River.

Refreshment will lt)e provided. 7:30 p.m.,

312 Holdsworth Hall.

MEETING - COMMITTEE FOR
EQUAL RIGHTS & REPRODUCTIVE
FREEDOM — Join us as we view the film

"Matters So Fundamental" about
reproductive rights issues. CC. 802 5:00

p.m., Wednesday December 7.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
OFFERS FOR GRADUATE STUDY

DURING 1984-85

The National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta

announces that the fellowships for graduate study
listed above will be awarded for use during the

1984-85 academic year. The amount of each fel-

lowship is $3,000. Applicants will be judged on
academic record, recommendations submitted, the

soundness of the proposed project and its purpose,
and need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduat-

ing with a cumulative average of 3.50 is eligible.

Graduating seniors may apply if they have achieved
this average at the end of the first semester (or first

quarler) of this year.

Application blanks may be obtained from the

Chapter Adviser, Gladys Rodriguez, at the Dean of

Students Office, Room 227, Whitmore. The dead-
line for application is January 4, 1984. For further

information regarding the fellowships, see Gladys
Rodriguez.

Pursuing A Cor^^r In Th« Arts?

Th« Fin* Arts C*nt*r

hos Int^rnthlpt ovoilobl*

In th* following or^osx

AKTS MANAGEMENT
CONCEUT HALL MANAGEMENT

PUBLICITY

PRODUCTION SERVICES

For moro Informotlon, coll tho

Intornthip Offico 545-0727

SKI POWDER WINiER BREaK

UMASS SKI CLUB

WYOMING
TRIP INCLUDES:

JAN 10- 17

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE & TRANSFERS
5 DAY LIFT TICKET JACKSON HOLE
8 DAYS, 7 NIGHT LUXURIOUS CONDOS
COLLEGE SKI FEST ACTIVITIES

(TAX INCLUDED) ONLY

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437

Bloom County by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Superbad by G.H.

After The Fall by R. Miller
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Wilson Low
by CC. McFly
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[xiiird by Margaret Farrar and Trudc Jaffe

ACROSS 49 Pertaining to 11 down ones
1 Summary the back nose

6 Once, long ago 51 Levin and 12 Chemical

10 Musical sign Gershwin compound
14 In any way 53 Modern 13 Counterfeit

16 Treaty org 54 • Little 18 Lodged
16 A Chaplin Teapot' 23 Thine: Fr.

17 Engine apparatus 57 Diamond players' 28 Shade of blue

19 Cranny's goal 29 Titled

companion 60 Aswan attraction 31 Andrew Johnson.

20 Prefix with gram 61 Avian feature for example
21 Word ma mail- 62 Emit smoke 32 Crooked

man s motto 63 Brown, as sugar 33 Since, to Burns
22 Sputter 66 Seed coat 34 Vipers

24 Fam room 67 At anytime 35 Chesterfield

25 State VIP 68 Lasso 37 Of minor

26 Windy day sight 69 Spy thriller importance
27 Tarzin. e.g. character 41 Steady flow

30 Biblical 70 Depend (on) 44 Evening, in Venice
seamstress 71 Sub finder 48 Chorus Line"

34 Deed, in Dijon performer

36 Greek letters 50 Suzanne of TV
38 Raphael s home fame

land DOWN 52 Forestall (With

39 Like some 1 Track competitor "off")

pickles 2 A day's march 55 Memorable
40 Communities, in 3 Parody hostess

ancient Athens 4 Priestly robe 56 As hungry as

42 Nutrition must 5 Rush headlong 57 Nanny s concern

43 Stop (or 6 Weakens 58 Architect

Gershwin's 7 Spill the beans Saarinen

American 8 Supply 59 Astronaut

45 Religious taction 9 Scorching Armstrong

46 Slangy reply 10 Accordion's 64 CSAVIP
47 Cooked, m a way cousin 65 Zodiac sign
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YOU'LL BE HOOKib.

DC Menu
LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich

p'ish in Batter

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Baked Ham
PVuit Sauce

Baked Ziti

BREAD BUFFET

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Baked Ziti

Green Bean Strata

BREAD BUFFET

Weather

Today, cloudy with rain

developing, highs in the

mid to upper 40s. Rain,

heavy at times early

tonight, ending late at

night, lows in the 20s as

temperatures turn sharply

colder late at night.

Wednesday. mostly
cloudy, windy and cold,

highs in the SOs.

Todays puzzle
answer
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INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
_H()USING^EIWI(^S_

Emphasis on career advancement skills in-

ternship awards spring semester stipends

of $3.65/hr. - 15 hr/wk and 3 credits in-

dependent study.

Interested sophomores and juniors should

submit resume, personal goal statement,

and 2 letters of recommendation by Dec. 9,

1983. Send application materials to:

Joya Jimenez, Intern Coordinator

c/o Affirmative Action Office

307 Whitmore

For information call: 5-0472 or 5-1550

Patriots release Fred Steinfort
C«Ai'nf^_**<. f.»_ _~_ i\.. oAQBrkn (ramoc loft Mev^r /•tinor fimitn a rr

FOXBORO. Mass (AP)

Placekicker Fred Steinfort,

who made just six of 15 field

goal attempts with the New
England Patriots this

season, was cut Monday for

the sixth time in his seven-

year National Football

League career.

Coach ron Meyer said a
replacement has been
chosen and will be disclosed

Tuesday once contractual

matters are settled.

P.^jPwK^^MWjRflB!

•****^e^of?er exceTFent earnTngTpiStenitiarfrom'

end of December thru end of January. If

you live from the Cape thru Southern N .H .

,

Greater Boston, Worcester and west from

Springfield thru Northampton and are over

18 and dependable, you can work, depen-

ding on your availability, 20-35 hours a

week and start at $4.75 an hour.

Nationwide inventory service needs to

supplement out present staffs of auditors

in taking physical inventories in various

retail stores. Must have weekend,
weeknight availability, day hours also

possible. A good work reference for the

future. Must have phone and transporta-

tion. Contact Student Employment Office

, by Dec. 6 for interview schedule. EOE.

Sports Notice
There will be a manager's meeting about team registra-

tion for intramural basketball on December 13th or 14th at

6 p.m. in Boyden, room 215

Steinfort's fate apparently season games left, Meyer
was sealed when he failed on said, "I'm tempted to do
all three of his field goal anything to win...I'm always

attempts, from 37, 48 and 24 looking to improve this

yards, in Sunday's 7-0 football team."

victory over New Orleans. He hoped to do that when
But Meyer said he had he released veteran kicker

decided before the game to John Smith after the fifth

release the kicker and did game. Smith had made
not say why he waited to do three of six field goal at-

it. tempts and 12 of 15 extra-

Asked if it was a gamble point kicks this season,

for a team harboring slim "You can't look back in this

playoff hopes to change crazy business. How can

kickers with two regular- you regfret it?" he said.

cage

citing Smith's mediocre

performance. He added that

Smith will not replace

Steinfort.

In his first four games with

New England, Steinfort

made four of seven field-goal

kicks with all the misses

coming from beyond 40
yards. In the five games
since then, he was two for

eight with misses from 24,

37 and 39 yards. His longest

successful field goal was a

35-yarder.

PREPARE FOR

MCAT*LSAT«GMAT^-r/
SAT*ACT*DAT*GRE*CPA

Feb. 4, 1984 Exam

GRE
classes begin 1/3/84

Intersession Class

LSAT
Begins 1/4/84

TEST PREPARATION
ISPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Jan. 28, 1984 Exam

GMAT
classes begin 12/14/83

1/2/84

April 28, 1984 Exam

MCAT
classes begin 1/3/84

1/7/84

Call Days Eves Er

ii Weekends

U 2S4N PtoatantStTMt^ Amhtrst

253-5106

For information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Colletrian photo by Andy Heller

MAKE WAY FOR NEW TRACKS - When the

Continued from page 16.

The players will now hav< direct access to the court in-

stead of fighting through the crowd as they know do.

The UMass locker rooms will be like "self-conUined

suites" according to Patrick W. McCarthy, one of the

designers. The Minutemen locker rooms will include

showers, lockers, training rooms and will be a bit more

elaborate than the visitor's locker rooms of just showers

and a locker upstairs.

"The home court advantage has to be played up," said

Tony B. Casendino, another architect.

Other sports would also be able to use the locker room

facilities, including the soccer teams who could use the

facilities along with the coaches.

Inside the Cage itself, a concrete floor will be placed over

the ancient dirt floor and then a synthetic surface will be

placed on top of that. The track will be resurfaced with the

same synthetic covering. A removable basketball wooden

floor will be placed on top of the synthetic surface. The
planners recommend that the wood floor would not be

easily demountable because frequent movings and storings

could damage it.

New bleachers, that will roll up into stacks, will be placed

on the floor and the seats on the balconies will be new and

moved forward.

The roof will have a little skylight at the top and ducts will

run down the corners of the roof to help air circulate and

make the Cage a more comfortable place.

While the architects say that the seating will be 4024. the

capacity of the building will remain 4200.

Now, after meeting with Faculty Senate Campus Plan-

ning Group and the University Atheltic Council earlier in

the day, both of whom were pleased with the plans, the

architects will now finalize their plans and make a few

minor changes.
MAKE WAY FOR NEW TKALKb - wnen ine

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^j,^ q^^^ „j r^^^^^s. who wiU

plans to renovate the Cage are approved, the old
y^^^^ ^^^^ j^ according to Bischoff. After that the project

wooden floor of the track will be resurfaced with ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^id and hopefully construction will start as

a synthetic covering. soon as possible.
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Amherst College

Department of Theatre and Dance
presents

Carlo Goldoni's

The Servant of Two Masters
In the improvisational style of the

Commedia deH'Arte

Directed by Richard Edelman

Music by Lewis Spratlan

Movement by Spider Kedelsky

7 consecutive performances

in Fayerweather Theatre

Decembers, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 at 8:00 P.M.

General Admission $4.

Students Er Senior Citizens $2.

A.C. students free with I.D.

Box office hours 1 -5 daily

For reservations call 542-2277

Place: UMass Campus Center,

Room 911

Dale: Wednesday, I>ec. 7lh

Time: 7 p.m.

This event is free o\ charge and sponsoreii by

the Student Health Advisory Board shab

Christmas Cards, Wrap,

and Gifts

Are Now Available

in the Ballroom of

The Student Union Building

Christmas Wrap & Trims

Discover the distinctive wrappings

that make gift-giving a joy!

WiFRirAN
m(MUWNtt-

'i^ .UNIVERSITY
:AiSTORE^

1
\T0PoftheC4MPDS 1

restuhaimt
ir FliOOR CAIHPrS CEiVfER IIMASS

PRESENTS

Open
M-F 9 5

Sat 11-4

2 Fashion Show
Luncheons

!

^Career Dressing into Evening VVtar

DECEMBER 6&7
1230 to 1:30pm

Featuring Fashions From

MKorMitt

IcI^MAuJ

Cosmetics From

meRLE noRfriRn

I

Prospectfor

golden oldies.

Discover grandpa's

shirts. Grandma's
nightgowns. Skinny

ties. Hollywood

glitter. And other

choice nuggets.

Rush right in.

5>"n"(D[PCL

in the Carriage Shops
Amherst
M-Sat10-5

IN SPITE OF REAGANOMICS
Career opportunities are continuing to

develop in

PUBLIC HEALTH
The Division of Public Health at the

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

will be holding an

OPEN HOUSE
for students interested in master's and

doctoral programs in:

Biostatistics

Community Health Education
Environmental Health

(Epidemiology

Health Administration

Public Health Nutrition

Friday, December 9, 1983 at 10:00 a.m.
in Room 904 of the

Murray Lincoln Campus Center

Meet Faculty and Students
All Are Welcome

For more information call or write:

Robert W. Gage, M.D.
Graduate Program Director

University of Massachusetts
Division of Public Health
Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-1317
«•••••••••••••••••••••••) ;;r.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ARE THEY BORED?

EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch and
Lomb Raybans this holiday. Call Bruce
549-2879

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Mazda 626 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

1979 Malibu 4 door a/cond exc. body
some motor prob. runs good 1800$ or BO
Kathi 546-6492 must sell!

1976 Chevette autotrans great mpg all new
under hood cassette/stereo exc cond
$1695. 546-8739

72 VW Squareback, radial tires, new front
fenders, trans, just replaced, sunroof,
rebuilt dual carbs, dependable transporta-

tion, $350 549-7883

77 Flat 131S gold 5 speed newly tuned
good shape taking BO 546-7637

BETTER GRADES

Volvo 68 very low mileage one owner good
condition call 549-7877

TI-59 Programmable Gale w/magnetic
cards $160 reg. $250 TlPCI000 printer fits

TI-59 or TI-58C $140 reg. $200-546-6775 or
546-8475

Ski Boots Nordica Typhoon used 2 yrs size

9 good cond. Kurt 549-5897

Dorm Refrigerator,
256-8412

1.7 cu. ft., $90,

FOUND

Joan M pick up your wallet at the CO Infor-

mation Desk

HELP WANTED

New Report reveals effective

techniques to help you study for exams
and pass!! Even if you have to cram I!

Valuable aid to any student send $2.00
to P.O. Box 1155 Northampton MA 01061

•••••

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA ~
Enamel Earrings in a handsome gift box, 6
pairs for $5. Call evenings Lisa or Mary Ann
549-7611.

CHRISTMAS TREES

Balsam Firs, Scotch Pines 4-6 ft $12-14
252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 665-4791

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT

Intersession single and double occupancy
rooms modern facilities call Dave 549-7583
253-9071

Two persons wanted to share room in

Rolling Green apartment 256-0058

FOR SALE
~

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.
If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Skis - K2 shorts, 195cm, barely used.
Boots - Nordica Cosmos, size 10M, good
condition 125 for both call Kim 549-6689,
Dave 549-7756

Wholesale prices rings, necklaces, wat-
ches, 10-14 crt gold jewelry call 546-4408
for more info unbelievable low prices

New Polaroid Cameras 2 models $15 to

$20 cal l Glen 246-6456

Ski Boots Pair of high performance
Technica 'pro' ski boots, size 8'/^ one
season, excellent condition interested? call

Morgan 6-5469

Production Manager - SNPS to supervise
and coordinate print/copy shop operation.
An exciting challenging job in a student
controlled business. Two year committ-
ment. Print shop experience helpful - not
req. Detailed description and application in

SU 403. Application due 12/12 AA/EEO
545-2271

Jobs for Intersession! Work for pro-
gressive social change with our political

outreaching and fundraising staff.

MASSPIRG has full time openings in

Amherst, Boston and Worcester. Call Terry
256-6434

I CANT TAKE IT ANYMORE
I'm dropping outi Buy my drafting equip-
ment! T-squares, templates, pencils,
boards, etc. You name the price. Call Sam
Meader 253- 2284

LOST

2 tame birds: white parakeet and grey
cockatiel Riverglade Apts.
256-1323/549-6000

Intersession Housing. Any university

women interested in living in SOT Sorority

house during wintersession contact Sue G
545-0527 for more info

The Marine Corps will give the aviation

qualification test tomorrow night, Dec 7 at

6 pm in Room 811 Campus Center, or call

20i3-722-2168 collect for an appointment

HARRY: Because equations stimulate your
mind here is one of the creative kind. .

.Saturday -^ Xmas party + midnight = the
unveiling I Elise

SUGARBUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR

Sugarbush Valley
Ski Cr Party Week Jan 22-27

5 !4 day lift ticket 5 nights lodging
hotel, with meals or condo

free beer & wine parties, hot tub party
long underwear party, turtle races

Nastar races, Sugarbush coupon book etc
Hotel Package only $184
Condo Package only $189

for more info call 545-3437 LAGNAF 84

Ski Powder Winter Break
Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare & transfers

transportation to & from airport

8 day - 7 night accomodations
gorgeous condos, wine & cheese party
hot tub party, beer slalom, free t-shirt

5'/4 day lift ticket for Jackson Hole
for more info call 545-3437

ROOMMATE WANTED
Looking for 1 or 2 females for spring

semester at Brittany Manor call 253-5560

Female Brittany start

549-1754
Feb 1 call Linda

Female roommate needed spring
semester Brandywine 549-0505

Looking for 1 female to share Brittany

Manor apt starting Jan 1 call 253-3796

Large bedroom available in pleasant

Townhouse apartment starting January call

Michele or Cheryl 549 5990

1 or 2 females needed for room in

Southwood townehouse Jan 1st 256-0354

Woman needed to share Ig bdrm in 2
bdrm Puffton apt. Rent $127/mo heat in

eluded. Call Terri 549-5845

I need a considerate female roommate
for the Riverglade Apts call 256-0033 and
ask for Melanie

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats,
manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, etc. 665-3414 anytime

Typing Special $1.00 page - single space
$.50 page - double space pickup Er delivery

avail. 413-772-0694

TO SUBLET

Collegian Staff • Mandatory staff

meeting, Thursday, Dec. 8, 7:00 pm
in the newsroom. Topics include

intersession paper, new editors, and
a Christmas party

NICE AND TIGHT

Tired of just listening to that great R Er B
and Rock and not playing it for people?
Dedicated drummer, bass, keyboard need-
ed. Call 665-7148

PERSONALS
•••• College •••• Spring •••• Break ••••

* • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe *
* Motor Coach Transportation *
* • ocean front accommodation7 night *

* • Welcome Party with FREE BEER *

*Make reservations Now and Save 120*
* Check out our table in the *

* CC Concourse or call 546-5422 *

### D*A*Y*T*0*N*A *•• B*E*A*C*H ***

The Collegian wilt be printing a weekly
edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and
classified advertising.

JACKSON HOLEJACKSON HOLE
JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE-
JACKSONHOLEJACKSONHOLE
JACKSONHOLEJACKSONH OLE
Housing available for spring semester!
Good food, friendly atmosphere-all in-

terested females call 545-0162

ZORG There's a little black fly in my eye to-
day Santa

Georgia, It's been a helluva semesta
teachin' withya. 'til class David

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,
584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED
To Denver Colorado before Jan 1 will

share driving & gas G ary 546 6027

Ride needed to Bradley Airfield I need a
ride to Bradley Tuesday December 20 mor-
ning. Must be there by 11 am please call

Sherry 253-7854

RIDERS WANTED

Belchertown Ctr spacious 4 bedroom
house available Jan 1 call 323-7310

Help 3 female sublettors wanted for in-

tersession 3 bdrm in Townhouse Apts rent

neg 549-5216

Available Jan 1 University Park Apts 1

bedroom apt $295/month util. incl. call An-
dy or Tuan 256-1339

UMASS SPORT KARATE ~
Larry Kelley: 13 U.S. fighter. Next
semesterl 256-0060 CALL NOW!

VENDERS WANTED

Venders wanted to sell original arts and
crafts for GPC and craftshop fund raiser.

On the CC Concourse Dec 7, 8. 9 contact

Penny in the SUB Craftshop

WANTED
Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

Atten Photogs: last years Gymnastics
photos? Call 549-1889 after 8:00

Mary Frick lookalike,
need you now!

where are you I

WANTED Mary Frick lookalike Apply at
Phi Mud

Rider to Los Angeles leav after finals?

Doug 323-7774

WANTED TO RENT

ROOM WANTED
Quiet responsible clean senior looking
for room in house or apt for spring

semester call Rich 549 1215

Clean quiet responsible male exchange
student looking a room Spring '84 close to

campus 546-1031 John

2 females want space
Amherst area for spring
546-3293

in house or apt
semester call

1 am looking for a two or three
bedroom apt in Amherst, North Amherst.
call Paul or Tony 665-7605 starting Jan 1

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available
Jan-Aug Craig o r Rory 256^0089

Seeking two bedroom apt in house or a
room in one for sprinq semester 256-1069
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Plans released forrenovation of Cage
by GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Plans for the renovation and addition to the Curry Hicks

Cage were revealed to the media yesterday by the Dean of

the School of Physical Education, David C. Bischoff, and

the architects from the Boston based firm of Childs,

Bertman, Tseckares and Casendino, who prepared the

plans.

The project is estimated to cost $2 to $3 million and

Bischoff hopes the construction will start in the spring or

early summer.
According to Bischoff, the funding for the project has not

yet been determined and that is up to the Board of

Regents. The state has not appropriated any money for

this.

The renovations should take 10-12 months to complete,

according to the architects, and the cage should be ready

by the 1985-86 season.

"It's a sacrifice well worth making." Bischoff said. During

construction, teams could play at the Springfield Civic

Center, and there may be more road games and maybe
some games at Amherst College.

"If the Cage wasn't on a campus, it would be con-

demmed." Bischoff said. "The people in the Atlantic 10 are

most unhappy about the facility. They have to dress in

primitive locker rooms," added the Dean.

"It (the renovations) will serve many interests and many

other teams (besides the basketball teams) will be

enhanced," he said.

Among the proposed changes are the addition of a new

two-story building to be built along the South side of the

Cage, where the student ticket entrance is now. There

would also be an exterior ticket window, a trophy case and

concession stand.

Bathrooms and locker rooms will be on the right side of

the addition, with the left side used for storage and offices.

The building and bathrooms would be accessible to the

handicapped. The visitor's locker rooms will be upstairs on

the left and right sides.*
( imtinued on page U-

CollfiriAn photo b< Andy Heller

THE "BEFORE" PICTURE — An after picture of the renovated Cage will take a few years. A

two-story addition will be built on the student entrance with an outer ticket window, a trophy

case and concession stand.

Inexperience haunts the UMass wrestlingteam
By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Staff

An inexperienced University of

Massachusetts wrestling team traveled to

the Coast Guard Invitational Wrestling
Tournament and came back with less than

spectacular results.

In the 118 pound class. Rich Gardiner was
0-2 on the day. Gardiner is experiencing

major problems with his weight. The
freshman is small for his weight class,

tipping the scales at a mere 114 pounds.

"Rich is a heck of a wrestler," Coach Rick

Freitas said. "As soon as he gains some
more experience and learns how to handle

the larger wrestlers he'll be scoring a lot

more points for us."

Salem's Chris Lee won two matches and

looked impressive for UMass.

"I didn't wrestle as well as I would have
like to," explained the freshman. "A
wrestler always feels he could have done
better when the match is over and that's

how I felt after the tournament. The
qualilty of wrestlers is much better here

than in high school. I'm coming up against

much stronger, more aggressive opponents

who don't give up easily."

At the 134 mark, Mike Hanlon won his

first collej^ate match. Hanlon wrestled up

a weight class which made his victory that

much sweeter.

Wesley Beckwith entered the tournament

with a hyperextended elbow and sti'I

managed to go 2-2. The 142 pounder has

improved immensely since the start of the

season.

Middle weights Dave MacDonald and Paul

Hardy came away empty handed at the 150

and 158 spots, respectively. Both freshman

Although the score didn't show
it, our improvement since the

beginning of the season showed.

These guys are still young but

are maturing quickly: They're

beginning to realize that they

can't get away with a lot of the

things that they did in high

school.

— Wrestling Coach
Rick Freitas

wrestled well but weren't ready for the
more experienced competition.

Captain Scott McQuaide didn't place but

wrestled well. The senior went 3-2 in the

tournament. McQuaide is only five weeks

off a hernia operation and that he wrestled

five matches in such a short time span is an

accomplishment in itself.

The Minutemen's 177 pounder Brian

Shaughnessy was overwhelmed by more
experienced gjapplers and went 0-2 in the

tourney.

"Although the score didn't show it, our

improvement since the beginning of the

season showed," Freitas said. "These guys

are still young but are maturing quickly.

They're beginning to realize that they can't

get away with a lot of the things that they

did in high school."

UMass hosts Southern Connecticut

tomorrow night at Boyden at 7:30.

Connecticut is ranked eighth overall in New

. England and is ranked in the top 20 in the

country in Division two. The UMass
wrestling team will sell programs and

posters at the door.

UMass track finishes third

PLAYING IN THE SNOW — It seems that UConn's Eric Myren has

the upper hand, and foot, over Columbia University's Neil Barks (6) on

the icy field, but actually Columbia defeated UConn 4^ in Division I

semifinal action.
-u. Ml l.<] II

By ME. MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

In the introduction of a long season that

will stretch until early March, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts men's indoor track

season shot out of the blocks Saturday at a

four team meet at the University of Con-
necticut.

Host UConn held off a powerful St.

Johns team while UMass managed to stay

just ahead of the University of New Hamp-
shire to grab third.

At least 12 of the 15 scorers for the

Minutemen Saturday were freshmen and
sophomores, evidence that this years edi-

tion of UMass track is a young one.

Some standout performances Saturday
included the third place finish of freshman
Rawie Crichlow, who completed the 60

yard dash in 6.4 seconds. Sophomore Jay

Lynch placed second in the 800 meter

(1:59.6) and sophomore Ted White came in

second in the 1000 meter (3:31.7).

The team appears to be strong in the

longer distance events with veterans John
Pannacione, Rod LaFlamme, and Rick

Doiron all coming off strong cross-country

seasons.

Brian Osborne will be looking to break

his own records in the 500 and 600 meter

events. The senior set UMass marks in

both events last year and sprinted to a

third best in New England in the 600.

Co-Captains Osborne, Doiron and Todd
Johnson lead a team whose scoring poten-

tial should develop strongly throu^o jt the

indoor season and may be fully real)'.ed by
Spring when they move outdoors

Meanwhile, the Minuteme^ will join

many other New England teams this

Satimlay at the Boston Uraversity Relays.

Sports Notice
Intramural officials needed for men's,

wom^'n's and co-rec hoop. Come to nrneeting

December VSth or 14th at 7 p.m. in Boyden
216. Season starts February 1st.
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Trustees api
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

BOSTON-The University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees approved

a request for a 9.8 percent budget increase

for 1985, citing large increases in applica-

tions, "the University's improved image in

the media," and the need to expand and

strengthen high-demand career-oriented

programs.

The initial budget request, coming more

than three months late because of delays in

the 1984 budget, also places special em-

phasis on physical plant improvements to

address problems of an aging campus and

improvements to the Tower Library and

the equipment replacement program to

"enhance research capabilities" at the

Amherst campus.

The trustees approved a budget request

of nearly $124 million for the Amherst

campus, as part of a $200.5 million request

for the entire University system.

Two trustees voted against the proposal,

and members expressed anger at Universi-

ty President David C. Knapp for releasing

his recommendations to the Board of

Regents of Higher Education before let-

ting the trustees review them.

The Regents' recommendations to the

state legislature for the 1985 Higher

Education System passed at their Nov. 11

meeting, includes a "pared down version of

the University's (budget) request," Knapp

said.

The University's new requests for the

Amherst campus total $6.7 million, and the

Regents requested only $3.5 million for the

1985 UMass-Amherst budget. Of that, the

trustees had asked for an extra $1.5 million

for library acquisitions for the Amherst

campus, but the Regents recommended on-

ly $500.00.

"We're in a difficult situation of bringing

this request to you (the trustees) after the

Board of Regents have heard . . .and acted

on all the requests here before you,"

Knapp said. The President usually

presents these recommendations to the

trustees in August, for approval by

September and presentation to the regents

in October. However, Knapp said, because

the final 1984 University budget was held

up for three months, until October this

year, the trustees could not review the

1985 recommendations before the had to

submit them to the Regents for inclusion in

the Higher Education Budget requests.

Trustee John Sweeney said the regents

had cut "some very meaningful and impor-

tant programs" and the lx)ard voted to

send the regents a letter which Sweeney

said would show "not only that we are

unhappy with their actions but that we

won't go along with their recommen-

daitons."

When some members expressed concern

that the letter would damage relations bet-

ween the two boards, Sweeney retorted,

"if there are good relations between us on

important issues, I have yet to see them."

In his final comments, Trustee Chairman

Robert H. Quinn said the Knapp "was com-

pletely out of line in submitting the budget

requests to the Board of Regents .

without any attempt at consultation with

the Board." This action, Quinn said,

"diminishes the strength of the Board of

Trustees."

In other action yesterday, the trustees

approved the establishment of the first

University-wide admissions policy, which

includes the eligibility requirements

established by the Board of Regents last

April.

The admissions policy aims for academic

quality and diversity, in the University

population, according to a statement sub-

mitted by Knapp. The Regents' eligibility

requirements, which include achievement

in secondary school and community college

programs, SAT scores, class rank, recom-

mendations and "non-curricular measures

of achievement," and have opportunities

for waivers based on certain classifications,

should ensure these two goals according to

the statement.

Although the policy includes the regents'

requirements for the first time, "little or

nothing in the general policy statement

seriously changes the general guidelines

we have followed for some years." said

Frederick Troy, chairman of the Trustee

Committee on Academic and Student Af-

fairs.

CollcKiaji photo by David I>*ubcr

FIRE—Firefighters leave MacKimmie dormitory in Southwest Monday night as students

wait to return to the dorm.

Newstudentgroup forms to fightcampus fires

Aid for (>ampton discussed
By ANNE McCRORY
and MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

The Student Network United to Fight Fires (SNUFF)

discussed academic and financial restitution measures for

Crampton residents last night following yet another fire on

campus earlier in the day.

According to UMass Police, a resident assistant in

MacKimmie dormitory in the Southwest Residential Area

discovered a fire in a basement traihroom at 12:30 a.m.

Tuesday. Police said students extinguished the trash can

fire before the Amherst Fire Department, Environmental

Health and Saferty officials and the state fire marshal

arrived. No serious damage or injuries were reported.

Police have no suspects in the fire they have labelled

"apparently suspicious," though the case is under in

vestigation with the other fires that have plagued the

UMass campus.
Last iiiKiit S.N'ui-f represenitttivt'S discusseu campus

outreach programs and proposals to alleviate the pressiires

facing residents of Crampton dormitory, who have been

subjected to frequent dorm evacuations as well as media

interrogations.
. « _.

SNUFF voted to support Crampton residents efforts

seeking academic restitution iniougn an oo signature

petitu>n. The petition states that "Crampton residents

should have the option of omitting their semester grade

point average from their overall cumulative average and

this semester be listed separately" on their transcripts.

Student Government Association co- President Tom

Ahern said Chancellor Duffey has seen the petition, which

Ahem may revise and will present to both Vice cnancellor

tor Student Affairs Dennis Madson and the Faculty

Senate.

SNUFF also agreed to support residents' efforts to

receive a full refund and/or credit of dormitory fees for the

semester.

"There's no way these students should have to pay for

room this semester, ' Ahern said. "We expect a safe,

comfortable academic learning environment. There is a

way an entire dorm can ask for a rebate if an entu-e dorm

has suffered."

SNUFF members also discussed outreach tactics, m-

cluding representation at area government meetings to

solicit both new members and contributions to a reward

fund. Letters will be sent to dorm councils and registered

student organizations urging donations, while Crampton

residents and their parents will receive letters urging

them to express their concerns to University officials.

oiNurr urged Crampton residents not to talk to the

press, but rather refer media personnel to representatives

away from the dorm.

Fire suspect

suspensions

are challenged
By JOHN O'CONNELL
and TOM KELLEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON-The University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees Tuesday asked Chancellor Joseph Duffey to

review the process of suspension and due process which

has suspended two students charged in connection with

suspicious fires on campus but ha.s not suspended a student

charged with attempted rape.

Kent Bierly. a 20-year old physical education major from

New City, N.Y. was suspended Tuesday after arraignment

in Hampshire District Court on charges of ripping a fire

alarm box off a wall in Cance dormitory in the Southwest

Residential Area during a 1:40 a.m. evacuation Saturday.

He was arrested about 10:30 a.m. while attending

Professor Jack Thompson's American History class in

Herter Hall.

Crampton Resident Assistant Yvette Henry was

suspended Friday after being charged with lighting one of

the 16 fires in that dorm this semester.

"The campus must have the authority to suspend anyone

whose actions are a threat to the community," Duffey said,

stressing that "immediately that person must have the

opportunity for a review."

When asked if 21year-old MacKimmie resident Michael

Briggs. charged Sunday with indecent assault and at-

tempted rape, would be suspended, Duffey said the victim

in that case had withdrawn charges.

But Mary Dumas of the UMass Police sensitive crimes

unit said that sUtement had "no validity. "
Victims must go

through a court proceeding to withdraw charges, she said,

and "that hasn't happened."

Trustee James Carlin asked for the suspension policy

review to ensure proper procedure was followed, because

"these students are going to carry it for the rest of their

lives and you want to be sure."

Duffey was asked to report back to Trustees Chair Robert

Quinn by Monday.

Inside:

Pearl Harbor p. 3

Time for even break for women p. 3

Chronology of UMass fires— p. 6

Women's hoop blasts Harvard p.l6

Wouldn't it he terrible if I quoted some

reliable statistics which prove thatrrwre

pecyple are driven insane throtigh religious

hysteria than by drinking alcohol

--^W.a Fields
\_ ^
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AROUND THE NATION Tornadoes ravage South

AP Laacrpholo

MASSIVE BLAZE—Thirty to forty area firefighting units attempt to

control a massive petrochemical plant blaze. Heavy winds fueled the

fire which authorities say could take 2 to 3 days to control if conditions

continue.

A double plague of tornadoes and floods

hit the Deep South Tuesday, killing one

person, tearing houses from foundations,

flinging sleeping people into streets and

reducing barns to matchsticks.

Scattered snowstorms, meanwhile,

churned over the Plains and into the East

and threatened to coat countless roads

anew with ice and snow. A new, big chill

turned the eastern Rockies into an icebox,

with temperatures dipping to a bone-

numbing 31 below in Colorado.

Sections of Selma, Ala., were leveled. A
housing project and college dormitory were

smashed. In LaPlace, La.. 100 people were

homeless.

The fury was unleashed in the darkness

before dawn when nearly everyone was

indoors, and some dazed, nearly naked

residents stumbled outside in the chilly

aftermath screaming for missing children.

The deaths stood at one and injuries at 15

in Seima, where 12 trailers, four houses and

50 new cars at a dealer lot were destroyed.

In LaPlace, 126 houses were damaged and

25 people were injured.

For D.C. Nichols of Selma, it began after

he got up to hear weather bulletins and "the

lights went off and we heard roaring. I said,

'My God, it's going to happen.' You could

just hear it whoosh."

At Selma's Rangedale housing project,

where the one fatality occurred, the twister

hit a building and "it just fell down,"

resident Ella Jean Wright, 19, said. "I could

see the debris flying up in the air. It was

just horrible. Trees cracking and people

running around and screaming and

hollering," she said. "I don't ever want to

see anything else like that in my life."

Clarence Chappell, 70, perished when a

wall fell on him.

Nichols said he went outside to the middle

of the road and found a little girl who ap-

parently had been hurled from her house.

Kimberly Pettway, 5, was carried from

the rubble by neighbors on a makeshift

litter made from someone's door. She was

hospitalized with a head injury and was

reported in stable condition.

May Gordon, 74, of Selma, awoke in the

road with an apparent broken back and

asking why "someone was beating her and

throwing water on her," said her neice,

Renee Blackwell. She was in stable con-

dition.

AROUND THE REGION
Court teaches old judge new tricks

after attorney files legal complaint

Boston cops save kidnapping victim

NORTHAMPTON, - An attorney who
complained about Judge Michael Donohue's

courtroom manners says he has seen at

least one change in the judge, who has been

censured for the acts.

"He now comes in the courtroom and says

good morning." Aaron Wilson said

Tuesday, a day after the Supreme Judicial

Court censured the presiding judge of

Holyoke District Court.

The censure, a public scolding, was the

second one imposed this year by the state's

highest court. The court in April censured

Judge James Killam III of Maiden District

Court after Killam acknowledged he was

caught driving drunk in 1981.

The Supreme Court rejected a recom-

mendation by the state Commission on

Judicial Conduct that Donohue be censured

and also banned from presiding in district

court in his native Holyoke for the next two
years.

"I think the judge did well for himself in

the decision," Wilson said.

WUson, who filed his complaint 2Vi years

ago, accused Donohue of embarassing him

before clients, making him sit in court all

day before hearing his case, scheduling his

cases on dates Wilson had said he couldn't

make and causing him other problems.

"I'll say one thing," Wilson said. "He's fair.

He has no prejudices. He hates everyone."

Donohue, 60, who was assigned Tuesday

to jury trials in Hampshire District Court,

refused comment.

BOSTON - The sergeant who found a 17-

year-old Haitian kidnapping victim tied

with a noose to a oioe in an abandoned

buUding while her captors demanded
$200,000 said Tuesday he is hopeful she will

overcome her ordeal.

Meanwhile, a fifth man, also Haitian,

pleaded innocent Tuesday to kidnapping

and extortion in the alleged abduction of

Nadeje Remy. whose father. Raoul. is a

businessman, former diplomat to Spain and

retired army colonel, living in Haiti's capital

of Port au Prince.

Two other men remained at large.

"She's gonna make it. They're doing a

beautiful job," said Sgt. Emmanuel
Dambreville. 36, also a Haitian native, who

has followed the case since Ms. Remy was

abducted Saturday night from a grocery

store parking lot. She was tied up, put in

the back of a van and left in a wet basement

for nearly 36 hours.

Dambreville, a 10-year Boston Police

veteran, and his brother Yves, a detective

with five years on the force, spent Sunday
questioning members of the Haitian

community. Both speak Creole, the

language of most Haitians.

As a result of several leads, they found the
girl at 7:15 Monday morning in the

basement of an apartment building, empty
since it burned around 1975. which was
undergoing renovation on Alabama Street

in the city's Mattapan section.

Dukakis signs bill against job bias

Shooting

injures tux)
MALDEN. (AP) - An

apparent dispute between

husband and wife erupted in

a shooting Tuesday af-

ternoon in which a man and

a woman were injured,

police reported.

Lt. John Gearty said

details were sketchy, but

the shooting occurred at the

Embassy Motor Lodge and

the injured were sent to

Maiden Hospital.

'The husband shot the wife

and then shot himself, it

looks like that." Gearty said.

Hospital spokesman James
Rendle said Joanne Cavoni,

49, of Nahant, suffered

nndnor gunshot wounds while

Benito Cavoni. 48, of

Maiden, was brought in

unconscious, but suffered no

apparent injury.

"It's really only one of the

patients just has superficial

wounds to her hand and leg

and on the other, there was
no evidence of a gunshot

wound," Rendle said.

"They are now in the

process of doing tests, an

EKG (electrocardiogram

heart test) and others to

determine why... I have a

new report that Benito is

fine, is responding and he

has come out of it."

Rendle said doctors were
evaluating the woman's
wounds to determine
whether she would be ad

m it ted.
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BOSTON - Surrounded by cheering

deaf, blind and wheelchair-bound people.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis signed a bill

Tuesday prohibiting Massachusetts em-

ployers from discriminating against

qualified handicapped workers.

"We did it." one man shouted as Dukakis

affixed his signature to the bill, ending a

seven-year fight by handicapped rights

groups to overcome business opposition to

the measure.
Dukakis said the bill, which takes effect in

90 days, is "an extraordinary milestone" in

the way Massachusetts businesses and

individuals look at thousands of disabled

people.

"I can't think of a better way to help the

people in this state who are handicapped

and disabled and deserve every opportunity

to achieve the best that is in them,"

Dukakis said.

National studies indicate there are 722.000

people in Massachusetts over age 5 with a

handicap such as mental retardation,

hearing impairment, arthritis, emotional

disorders and blindness, said Karl Kastorf,

an associate planner in the state

developmental disabilities council.

Under the new law. the Massachusetts

Comnussion Against Discrimination would

be enpowered to investigate complaints of

bias involving qualified handicapped in-

dividuals in job hiring, promotion and

retirement.
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Tues - Sat

NO COVER
8 PM TO CLOSING

ENTERTAINMENT!!
by D.J. - Midrange Productions

Hayloft Lounge
upstairs at the RedBam Steakhouse

Routes, 1/8mUepastRolling Green Apts.

Charter

For hassle-free group
travel, call the experts .

.

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation. We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer;

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini- Buses.

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements lor your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

Trzavrtl TbuEL Bus Lines. Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call General OMice and Charte-- Service 783-0211

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297
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Carter advisor blasts Reagan

Collecian photo b3> Drew Ogficr

HEADS—An enterprising UMass student uses the Collegian for rain

gear in yesterday's freezing rain.

It's time to givewomen
an even break, says prof
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Despite passage of the Ekjual Pay Act in

1963 and the Civil Rights Act in 1964 the

overall economic status of women has not

improved, according to Elaine Sorensen,

professor of economics at the University of

Massachusetts.

Sorensen spoke Tuesday night at the

Jones Library on "Comparable Worth and

Pay Equity," the last in a three-part series

sponsored by the Working Women's Task

Force of the Everywomen's Center.

Sorensen said employers have

traditionally undervalued skills that

women's jobs tend to require because of an

"inherent sex bias."

"Women's wages have been historically

low and women's work historically un-
dervalued," she said.

Wages have been determined in this

country since 1671 by means of a job
evaluation process. These evaluations were
originally used to perpetuate and
rationalize existing wage structures.

Advocates of comparable worth and pay
equity doctrines want to use the same

Church receives $5,000

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

President Reagan has administered the

nuclear weapons race without regard to the

safety of the people he has been appointed

to lead, said the former deputy security

advisor to President Carter to an Amherst

Colleere audience of 150 last nitrht.

"If you are the custodian of the security of

all people, you have to act with respon-

s'bility for, as Jonathan Schell put it, the

fate of the earth. I don't believe the Reagan
administration has behaved in this manner
in word or deed." David Aaron said.

Aaron said the Reagan administration

talks with great and inexcusable

callousness about the possibility of a

nuclear war.

He said at the heart of the arms race and

the need for the tactic of deterrence are

deeply rooted questions about the role of

Germany in Western Europe and the world.

He said West Germany's lack of trust in

the United States has led to the excessive

deployment of weapons to that area.

"During the Carter administration they

were afraid that we wouldn't come to their

defense. Now they are afraid that we will

bring them into a war without asking - like

in Lebanon," he said.

Aaron said he believed in deterrence

because it has worked to keep the peace for

35 years, but he added that he had doubts

about it working for the next 50, 100, or 200

years.

technique but with different purposes she

said.

"Job evaluations have never be«h used to

eliminate wage discrimination. Comparable

worth doctrines would change that,"

Sorensen said.

The comparable worth doctrine would

ensure equal pay for jobs of comparable

worth. Traditionally worth has been

determined by separating each profession

and classifying iobs within that structure.

The job evaluation procedure would include

jobs of all types and rate worth by criteria

of skill, effort, responsibility and working

conditions.

"My feeling isn't that women's wages are

low because men's wages are high, but

because of discrimination in firms,"

Sorensen said.

A 1977 study of wages in public jobs in San

Jose, California showed women earning 15

per cent less than men. After a strike by

both women and men, the state enacted a

16 per cent cost of living increase for all

workers and then gave women an additional

5-15 per cent.

"Comparable worth just corrects

inequities which have been around for

years. Companies have been making out;

now it's time to pay up," Sorensen said.

ByPAULTOMICH
Collegian Correspondent

The First Baptist Church of Amherst
Tuesday received a $6,000 grant for its

development of Chi Rho House, a co-ed

Christian living option for students at the

University of Massachusetts.

The award, presented by Norman Peale,

co-publisher of the interfaith monthly

Guideposts Magazine, is g^ven annually to a

church or synagogue whose congregation

develops an imaginative and helpful

program.
"We look for a kind of Christian caring

service in the community that's a little bit

different." said Mrs. Ruth Peale. a co

publisher of the magazine. "The

denomination doesn't make any difference,

it's the program."

Rev. Edward C. Jager of the Amherst

church said the development of Chi Rho
House is helpful because it is "a way that we
(the church) could relate meaningfully to

the campus."

Jager said the house "offers an op-

portunity for Christian growth" which is

not as accessible in dormitories.

"The congregation will vote on what to do

with the money," Jager said. "It won't

necessarily be used for the dormitory."

According to Barry Tan, director of Chi

Rho House, the house opened in the fall of

1982 and is a non-profit and self-supporting

house dorm. Located in a former fraternity

house in fraternity/sorority park, Chi Rho

receives minimal financial aid from the

First Baptist Church and no financial help

from the University. The residents are

charged $995 each semester for room and

board which covers most of the house's

expenses.

The purpose of Chi Rho is "to help

students learn a value system that's con-

sistent with Jesus Christ." Tan said. "We
communicate values that the Bible teaches

and somehow incorporate them into our

lives."

Tan said these values are applied to daily

problems a student faces, such as how to

cope with the stress of classes and how to

deal with the pressure of finals.

One goal of Chi Rho House is to teach its

members how to bring other UMass

students to Christ. Tan said, which is ac

complished by encouraging residents to

move to a campus dormitory after their

stay at Chi Rho.

Mark Gray, a resident of the house, said

no one is forced out. but the house shouldn't

be considered "a haven for Christians to

flock to." Gray said he views moving as a

chance to "share the things I've learned and

go out and vocalize it to people who want to

hear."

Tan said he sees Chi Rho House as being

different from other housing.

"The primary thing that binds us together

"There has to be a better way." he said.

"There still are a number of common in-

terests that we share, for example,

defusing crises in the Middle East and in

Central America," he said.

Aaron said there is room for discussion

and conciliation.

Though work on arms control is needed,

Aaron said, he insisted that the current

United States deployment of missiles to

Western Europe is necessary to maintain

the balance of power.

"To stop deploying the Pershing missiles

now would be pulling the rug out from

under every elected leader in Europe who
has stood up against the opposition and
insisted on this deployment," he said.

Aaron said it was the underlying political

differences that need to be solved.

"We tried to do this by creating the United
Nations, but that has become a dumping
ground for ideologues and people who like

to talk a k>t," he said.

Unbridled sovereignty. Aaron said, is an

anachronism in the nuclear age.

"There is nothing in human nature that

says we have to divide up into little states

and kill each other with nuclear weapons,"

he said.

The speech at Amherst College was

originally to be a debate until Christopher

Pane, from Physicians for Social

Responsibility in Washington D.C. failed to

show up because of the weather. It was

sponsored by the Five College seminar on

Peace and International Security Studies.

RememberPearlHarbor
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

The starting point of a significant

chapter in American history began 42

years ago today, at a place called Pearl

Harbor.

The 1941 surprise attack on the U.S.

naval base by the Japanese bfegan at 7:55

a.m., leaving 2,434 dead and another 906

missing by sundown. The event was the

immediate emse of the United States en-

trance into World War II, and the worid's

firtt look at atomi<; destruction.

Pearl Harbor "reminds us to examine the

causes of war, and its relevance today is

what we can learn from it," said University

of Massachusetts political science pro-

fessor Eric Einhom.

The fear the unexpected attack left on

the American mind "is still strong,** said

Einhom, calling it the "Pearl Harbor Syn-

drome." He said it is a source of distrust in

today's world between the U.S. and the

Soviet Union.

Einhom said the Soviets carry that same

fear due to a similar assault made against

them by Hitler's army in June of that year.

This mutual fear is "an unstable factor" in

the two powers' needed for a stable

deterent, he said.

Scott Foti, a senior chemical engineering

major, disagrees with the Pearl Harbor

Syndrome idea. "I don't think it has any

pertinence today, because no one would at-

tack the United States in that manner," he

said.

"I think it's important to remember,"

said senior civil engineering major Mflce

Wiiser. He said he hopes peo^e don't

remember Peari Harbor in twrms c^ a
single event, whi<* "might create anti-

Js^tanese sentiment," but rather they kxric

at the "whoie idea of war, the r^t and
wrongs botiEi sides commit"

CHRISTIAN HOME—Chi Rho House provides an oppoitunity for

students to become closer to God

has a spiritual and directional content. The

primary thing that binds other fraternities

and sororities is academic and social ac

tivities....we are building things that will

last," he said.

Although the rules of the house do not

allow residents to smoke or drink, Chi Rho

is similar to other dorms in many ways.

Rpsidenis taKe trips lo tne mountains, play

movies every Friday night and have dances

and snowball fights with the sorority next

door. Tan is currently planning to show a

series of Three Stooges and Pink Panther

films during finals week to help students

unwind.

"More students are trying to get in the

house than we can let in," Tan said. Chi

Rho now houses 50 students.
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Attention College Students.

.

We're Ready ToGo!

papa Qino^

Specials

The more Pizzas you order,

the more you save . . .for

pick-up or eat-in

Great for Pizza Parties!

COLLEGE STUDENT DISCOUNT COLPOIV ^_^^ I
Student must show College Identification Card to get discount. nTgoxI on Spreiaii

tadngt^^*^*-
j^cvA^ issue

Place: UMass Gimpus Center,

Room 911

Date: Wednesday, Dec. 7th

Time: 7 p.m.

This event ib tree of charge and sponsurcti by

the Student Health Advisory Board

NMJHTSJWPf

Quantity

Purchased

1 Pizza

2 Pizzas

Discount

10%
15%

papa Qind^
PIZZA& MORE

Quantity

Purchased

3 Pizzas

4 Pizzas

Over 5 Pizzas

Discount

20%
25%
30%

Mts. Farms Mall

Hadley, MA CaU: 584-0220

Michelob bottles $1.25

KIZX/^ <K inv/nt ^^HB^^^^iM^^^^^^^^^^l

Albert Einstein College of Medicine/ Montefiore Medical Center Pre-Med Student Symposium

An MD Degree?

VVhich School
Should it Be?

TOII,f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

lUh Floor 'Campus Center • UMass

You are invited to attend a
one-day symposium on selecting

and applying to tt^e appropriate
medical school, sponsored by
the Office of Continuing Medical
Education of Montefiore Medical
Center/Albert Einstein College of

Medicine. The progrann is de-
signed for pre-med students and
will be an explicit, pragmatic
and impartial examination of all

considerations in selecting and
applying to a medical school.

Odice o' Conlinu<ng Medical fducofion

Albert Einstein College of Medicine/
Montefiore Medical Center
111 E 210 St. Bronx, NY 10467
Please Send F-urttier Information

Ertciosed is S86 Please reserve my seat
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cauG€

iPATON

STATf ZIP

Gfcxloaton
Dole

I

I

I
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I

Faculty members, adminis-
trators and authors will discuss
and answer questions relating

to the following:
• Organization, Structure,

OrientcJion of Various Medical
Schools

• Admissions Procedures and
Criteria for Acceptance

• Finance
• Choosina the Correct School
• The Flip Side: Warnings, Mis-

conceptions, etc.

• Considering Foreign Sctxx)ls

• Roundtable Discussion with

Recent Graduates of Medical
Schools

The program will be held at the
Cardozo Law School Auditorium in

NYC on Sunday. January 22, 1984.
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Total fee is $85.

Space IS limited arxj will be availa-
ble on a first come, first served basis.

Call

212-920-6674
for further information

or send coupon.

12th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTYWEEK
JAN. 22-27

TRIP INCLUDES:

5'A DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FRi

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o* CONDO
MEALS ^«^ . co.««.« MA»Asn HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT TUO PARTIES , LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTli RACES. FREE DEER 6 >J/1NE PARTIES

FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES NASTAR RACES

SU(»ARDUSH COUPON BOOK. EC EQ.

HOTEL PACKAGE a*« »«««, only $ 1 84

CONDO PACKAGE ^*'»«««'^ only Si 89

HMT 100 PfOm TO SIGN-UP WIU B€ OJOIBU FO« A FREE TRIP

LAGNAF 84
FOR MORE INFO 5453437 400 STUDENT UNION

]
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Fire: chronology of a media event
CompUed by MARY CRESSE
from Colleffian staff reports

It began as a two-column, 26-line story

topping page five of the Tuesday, Sept. 27

Daily Collegian: "Crampton fire causes

evacuation." Such reports would within

the next week crop up in the paper's pages,

as they would stay in the minds of the

readers, just as they would in the minds of

Crampton residents, who like the rest of

us, would wonder whether the fires were

freak or the beginning of a pattern.

The Crampton fires have, in the words of

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, "held the whole

campus hostage." The recent events in

Hampshire District Court Monday mornmg

warrants a review of the occurrences since

Sept. 26 and how events leading from that

date have caused members of the Universi-

ty community to question themselves and

their peers, on everything from ethics to

accuracy.

The details of the first fire are simple

enough. A trash room on the second floor

is ignited at 10:17 p.m., and reported to

have caused $500 worth of damage, the

most expensive damage, interestingly

enough, of all of the Crampton fires. Of-

ficials now assert no damage was done. A
smoke detector alerts two residents and

two floormates who see smoke seeping out

from underneath the door and inform Resi-

dent Assistant Jeanne Gonsalves, who

opens the door and attempts to extinguish

the fire but is driven back by smoke.

UMass fire official Keith Hoyle says the

fire is "suspicious" and under investiga-

tion. ^^^
Tuesday. Oct. 8th, 198S: Resident Assis-

tant Yvette I. Henry, conducting a routine

security check, discovers at 9:21 p.m. a fire

in the second floor trash room. Hoyle rules

tiie fire "definitely suspicious" the building

•evacuates while four engines dispatched

from the Amherst fire department to the

site extinghuish the fire.

Wednesday, 0ct.l2, 198S: UMass police

receive a report of a fire at 8:57 pni.

Crampton, again. Again "suspicious,"

again "under investigation," again, no

suspects. This fire: number seven.

Attention from Crampton is sidetracked

when, on Wednesday, Nov. 2, Cashin Dor-

mitory in the Sylvan Residential Area is hit

with its own fire, shortly after 8 p.m. This

time the UMass department of En-

vironmental Health and Safety is summon-

ed and fire officials label the fire

"suspicious" and "under investigation."

Fires beginning at this period, are con-

sidered by some to be "copycat" occur-

rences.

(By Tuesday, Dec. 6, more than 20 fires

will occur in other dormitories on campus,

including Cance, Coolidge. MacKimmie,

Brown, Patterson, Grayson, Mary Lyon

and the Student Union/Campus Center

complex.)

Thursday, Nov. 17,: Crampton 1:08 a.m.

Bulletin board on the second floor, south

wing, is reported afire. Still, no suspects.

Police now reveal all fires were on second

or third floors.

M(mday, Nov. 21: Tenth fire strikes

Crampton.
Tuesday, Nov. 22: Fear heightens as

another fire occurs when a bulletin board in

the second floor of the east wing is set afire

and two more fires occur within an hour of

each other. Papers hung on a wall in the

third floor bathroom in the south wing are

set on fire at 10:53 p.m. and a plastic trash

container and its contents in the third floor

bathroom of the north wing are ignited at

11:47 p.m., according to police.

mine a solution to the problem. O'Keefe

notes that Dukakis had received calls from

concerned parents of residents. He ex-

presses his own concern. Some residents

are quoted as saying the fires bother them

and say they want officials to catch the in-

stigator, but have no plans to move from

the building. Six other Crampton residents

express their desires to move. Requests

are granted as Zannini and Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson say

all requests for a move can be granted.

Twenty-four hour security is instituted.

Residents wait outside building in below-

zero temperatures while police question

their housemates after a 12:37 a.m. second

floor bathroom fire.

Sunday, Nov. 27: Northwest District At-

torney asks Crampton residents to aid him

in catching firestarter, saying his staff has

WAITING—MacKimmie residents wait outside their dormitory and

Amherst Fire Dept. Engrine No.l waits on Sunset Avenue as

firefighters inspect a blaze in a basement trashroom Monday night.

Executive Director of Housing Services

Joseph Zannini says his staff is doing as

much as they can and reveal their col-

laborative investigative efforts with state

and campus police. There have been no re-

quests from Crampton residents to move,

according to Zannini.

State and regional papers and television

stations now pick up the story. As the Dai-

ly Collegian continually presents the fires

as its lead story, the regional dailies such as

the Daily Hamphsire Gazette and the Mor-

ning Union of Springfield pick up the

story, University residents think maybe

the coverage may be instigating the fires.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis expresses his

concern, after which the state Fire Marshal

Joseph O'Keefe visits the campus to meet

with University and local officials to deter-

a few leads, but no information from

students. Students stress increasing dif-

ficulty in maintaining grades; become

reluctant to discuss the matter.

Monday, N(w. 28: Frequency of fire ex-

calates and assumes an eerie quality after

crayoned note warns of fire fourteen.

Residents stand in freezing rain after a

3:12 p.m. evacuation prompted by a fire

alarm. State trooper denies presence of

notes, refuses further comment.
Freshman Donna Murphy, who with a

sister conceived a petition requesting a full

refund of the $606 housing fee, ex-

pressesintentions of presenting the peti-

tion cir-culated among residents to Zan-

nini.

Tuesday, Nov. 29: Crampton residents are

informed during a private meeting that five

suspects have been chosen. Officials do not

discount the possibility of there being a

"ring leader;" they reveal all notes have

been found in the same handwriting.

Locks are changed and six to eight quards

are added. A second floor student's desk is

set ablaze shortly after 10 a.m.; this spurs

more fears because fires are considered

now to have personal nature.

Wednesday. Nov. SO: Fires climb to six-

teen. Student senate offers $1,000 reward

for information leading to arrest of

firestarter.

Friday. Dec 2: Yvette I. Henry, 20-year-

old second floor resident assistant and

chemistry major from Philadelphia, is ar-

rested shortly before 8 p.m. after taken for

questioning at 5 p.m. and a press con-

ference by Duffey at 3:30 p.m. Charged

with two complaints of "burning the per-

sonal property of another," Henry is held a

the Franklin County Jail in Greenfield until

Sunday night when she is released on

$1,000 bail, partly raised by Crampton

residents.

Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neil

says Henry will not be able to return to

campus. Police refuse to comment on the

evidence that lead to Henry's arrest.

Monday. Dec. 5: Henry pleads innocent

during arraignment in Hampshire County

District Court. State is still considering

placing Henry under a psychiatric ex-

amination, according to assistant district

attorney. Dean William Field says Henry

was sent a letter of suspension dated Dec. 4

and will not be permitted on campus until

she and her attorney meet with him.

Tuesday, Dec. 6: Henry's case will

resume Jan. 26. Board of Trustees re-

quests Chancellor to review suspension

policy, as suspensions are permanently

recorded.

THE BEST LOOKING MEN & WOMEN
In rhE AMhERsr Area

WILL BE LOOKING FOR

3n one hoir componM
EXPERIENCED IN ALL PHASES

OF MEN'S AND WOMEN'S STYLING

26 Gatehouse Road. Echo Hill, Amherst
,m4UmWt4^fttmim.^

^m^tmmtt

,^ 256-6008

M.E. GRADUATES: lOIN
OUR TECHNICAL

TRAINING PROGRAM
Meth.mKdl EnginferingGrdduaU>s...)Oin dlOUC ESltK

ENGINEERINCJ's 2 year Ttthnital Training Prfjgr.im g,iin

first hand knowledge from (leople who create f)roducts

whK h are firsts" for the plastics industn/ and ()ursue

a I areer with us m either engineenng dfsign or

marketing. Under our 1 year training program you II

work with exfjenemed (X-rsonnel while developing a

thorough knowledge of plastics processing machinery

and systems Your work assignments will f)e varied and

inc lude our Engineering Laljoratory. Manulac turing and

Assembly Ofierations, and Fi<>ld Servic e wcKk .it our

customers' plants Uix)n completion ot the program

we'll work with you m selecting a career with us in

either enginiH-ring or mark«*ting.

If you are a recent M.E. graduate interested in r(jlling up

your sleeves to really learn the [jiastics mac hiner>

business and if you are comfx'tent in your ability to

, ommunic .He effectively, you're the tv|)e of fjerson

w,. re looking for to hel[) us meet the challenges .ihead

In .iddition to this excellent career of)(K)rtunitv we

otter a cf)m|)etilive salary plan, ccjmprehensive liene

tits p,ic kage and the IxMUty ot C a(>«'

Ann lIcK.ited ]ust 4S minutes North of

B<jstonL At CiLOUCtSlLK ENGINEER

INC. vou II find everything you ve

Ix-cMi looking lor in vour c .ireer and

your living

Send ycxjr resume and salary re-

quirements to: Ruth Ann Clarfc,

GLOUCESTER ENGINEERING,
Co., Inc., Blackburn Industrial

Park, Gloucester, MA 01930. An

equal opportunity empk>yer, M/F.
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Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back oain
daily- ^ ^

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Csll 256-6700 to enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

automobile insurance and workers compensation.

Christmas Cards are now
available at the Ballroom

of the Student Union Building

Christmas Boxed Cards
You'll fidd a special Yuletide

wish for everyone on your list!

f,l<ll IIN(.s

,^»<^^<"^»«"^j«'^x"^i»'^^''

Memo To Faculty:
We are now processing course book

orders for the Spring 1984 semester.

Can we handle yours? No order is too

big or too small. . ^r

AmKerst

BooksKop

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

"1 Mosi- Ot'Mtvi

•in Ciif'etiiiqs CorponiM

5!?,UJV/VERS/Ty
ISTORE*

HEADLIGHTS" LIVE!

• ••Dan Akroyd • • •

• • Eddie Murphy *•

Friday, Dec. 9th

5:00, 7K)0, 9:00,11^)0

all shows $1,50

To be shown at

Mahar Auditorium

Prestented by the Central Area (huncil

and the Sortheast Area GocemmerU

Dance!

FRIDAY
DECS
9pm - 1am
the Blue Wall
(moved from the SUB)

Cash Bar

Adm. $2.50
18 year olds welcome

This bash sponsored by:

25^ Club & Commuter Area Govt.
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Cyprus-an unknown war rages on

•aa iMSoww »*f? t5 »ti6uS0N bur wn>^ a* r«w tvEN;M»^ltst)^^tss inwge

WE CW4T LET
'

'let OJf. NCf WENPS IN tltHER

On November 15th, one more tragic event

In the inflammable and extremely sensitive

area of the Middle East; an event that was largely

unnoticed by our local media. On that day, Turkey earned

off its long-planned partition and consequent destruction

of the independent state of Cyprus, after a nine year oc-

cupation by tens of thousands of its troops. The proclama-

tion of the Turkish occupied the northern part of the

island as the new "Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus"

completes, while trying to legitimize, "the land grab

begun by a Turkish invasion in 1974" (New York Times,

Nov. 16, 1983).

Editorial Notes
On Violence against women

Because I am a victim of violence against

women, I attended a speak-out held on this

campus which attempted to deal with this issue. I

was not surprised to find that the discussion did not

center only on the University and its residence halls, but

was an open forum in which women shared expenences

that occured on the job, in the home, and also walking

down the street. I was also not surprised to find that 1

was one of only a handful of men in attendance. In June

of 1976, my mother separated from my father after nine-

teen years of loneliness, pain, and fear. No one could

understand why she would leave her husband. Her

friends could not hide their dismay. Her mother, her

sister and her brothers were shocked that this seemingly

happy marriage could fall apart. However, my mother

did have five very frightened individuals who could em-

pathize with her decision. With our mother we formed a

support group which could verify for friends and

relatives the horrors that she never dared to share with

anyone The pain and embarassment of growing up in an

abusive household is still very hard to discuss. Never-

theless, the victims of this violence need to speak.

The speak-out on violence against women had much U)

say to the victim of this abuse, but most importantly it

had much to say to those who did not experience the

physical violence, but, the emotional injury of this

malady. If one lesson can be learned from this gathering,

that lesson is that the victim is a wife, a friend, a mother,

and a child. The perpetuation of violence against women

needs to stop, yet, to the small gathering in attendance,

it was disheartening to see that the concern of a student

body of 25,000 did not manifest itself on Monday night.

The speak-out attempted to provide those in attendance

with a feeling that a support system does exist. Violence

against women goes on not only in the University com-

munity but in the whole wide world as well. What is

dismaying is that even with such support networks as

The Every Women's Center and the Sexual Harrasment

Education Project of S.C.E.R.A., much violence on cam-

pus is unreported. If indeed violence perpetuates

violence, one needs to consider that the child of an abus^

ed woman has the potentiality to allow a continuation of

this violence. If a male, this child can become an abusive

husband-if female, this child can become an abused

wife.

A few women in the audience shared with those in at-

tendance their own experiences of victimization and their

mother's reactions when they went to them for help and

advice. The general consensus was that their mothers

viewed the abuse as exaggerated and far-fetched. One

mother suggested that her daughter see a psychiatrist to

help her deal with the problem. This is frightening.

I attended the speak-out because I desired to share my

victimization with those who were concerned. Unfor-

tunately, the speak-out was not large enough for me to

share my thoughts on the realities of violence against

women. Hence, I've decided to use this forum to impress

upon many that the victimization of women knows no

barriers-it transcends socio-economic, religious, and

racial lines. Violence against women makes no distinc-

tions or broad generalizations. It exists and is real. The

pain that it inflicts is enormous.
, . .

As men, as women, as students, as friends, and as

children we must not ignore this oppression. We have a

responsibility as human beings to protect one another

from violence and all of its consequences. My parents

reconciled about two weeks after the intial separation.

As far as her children know their father has not abused

her since. We watch carefully for signs that could mean

a return to the old days of their seemingly happy mar-

riage My mother realizes that we are there to help her if

8h?needs us. I worry about her and I worry about the

future of my older and younger sisters. The pain ol the

victim and those in the periphery is very real.

David A. Rego is a UMass studmt

Hellenic Student
Association

Lying in the southeast corner of the Mediterranean, 60

miles west of Syria, the island state of Cyprus (pop.

620,000) was esUblished on Aug. 16, 1960 after a long and

bitter struggle against the British colonizers, its ruler

since 1878. An island smaller than our neighboring sUte of

Connecticut, Cyprus remained after its creation an in-

dependent, strictly non-alligned nation, virtually unarmed

and unprotected. From the start Cyprus turned its at-

tention and energy to providing for and improving the

welfare of all its people, a mixture of 79 per cent Greek, 19

per cent Turkish, and the rest of various other

backgrounds. Like any other state new and old, it had its

share of socio-economic tensions, of successes and failures.

But on July 20, 1974. the process of progress was

abruptly and ruthlessly halted. Under the false pretext of

protecting parts of the Turkish Cypriot minority, from a

danger which has yet to be proven. Turkey. Cyprus

northern neighbor, viciously attacked the young republic.

In the next few days it carried out murderous assaults by

massive ground, naval and air forces: arms ironicaUy

provided by the U.S. and other NATO allies for defensive

purposes. As the world, stunned and outraged, watched

the slaughter of the defenseless island. "Turkey proceeded

to use its superior force to impose an inequitable division of

land" (N.Y. Times. Nov. 16. 1983). "By the time in-

ternational pressure affected a real cease-fire on Aug. 16,

the Turks were in control of the northern 40 per cent of

the island, and 250.000 Greek Cypriots were refugees

(CBS News Almanac. 1978). Thousands of Turkish

Cypriots were also impelled to "relocate". The toll that the

martyred island had to pay was heavy. Besides the

hundreds of thousands of uprooted, destroyed lives, there

were an unknown number of dead and at least 5,000

missing.

The international community was appaUed. but every

legal pressure which it exerted to end the occupation was

in vain. With the silent and covert support of some of its

NATO allies, emanating from "broader strategic in

terests." Turkey proceeded to colonize the northern part in

the economic, political, as well as physical sense. Deaf to

continued world castigation and indifferent to the human

suffering it had caused. Turkey remained the master and

sole supporter of the so-called independent "Turkish

Cypriot Federal State" which it had carved.

"Knowing that the price would be less land, the Turks and

Turkish Cypriots have resisted proposals for a united

government. They ignored the United Nations resolutions

and were unmoved by a United State arms embargo or

the Ufting of it." (N.Y. Times. Nov. 16. 1983.) Instead of

pursuing a gradual de-escalation of the crisis, the Turkish

government and the Turkish Cypriot authorities

repeatedly chose the precarious road of provocation. They

resorted time and again to unilateral solutions, culminating

in last week's events.

The establishment of the new state under the

aforementioned circumstances not only violates human

rights, exacerbates and perpetrates the plight and pain of

the refugee populations and sets a dangerous precedent. It

also creates at this particular historical conjuncture an

unacceptable and dangerous situation for peace in the

sensitive region of the Southeast Mediterranean. It serves

to further aggravate an electrified environment already

blackened with the clouds of war. To quote senator Percy

(RlUinois) "...the Turkish Cypriot move was totally

contrary to any efforts to bring peace and stability in the

area" (N.Y. Times. Nov. 16. 1983)

We the Greek and Cypriot community of the five college

area deplore and strongly condemn this outrageous, un-

justifiable and internationally unlawful act. We join our

voices with those of the United Nations and members of

the U.S. Congress in demanding the immediate reversal of

the situation and the adaption of the U.N. resolutions by

both the Turkish and the Turkish Cypriot leaderships. We
express our soUdarity with the people of Cyprus in regards

to the basic universal right of any nation, large or small in

size or might, to decide its own destiny with neither the

fear nor the actuality of intervention and military

terrorism by outside forces.

The government of Turkey is at present the third largest

recipient of U.S. economic and miliUry aid. In this con

text, the leverage the U.S. administration has in ad-

vancing and pressuring for the reversal of the decision is

unmatched by any other country or group of nations,

Turkey is universally viewed as "solely responsible for the

purported declaration of independence which would have

been impossible had it not been in occupation of that part of

the territory of the Cyprus republic." (United Nations

debate, Nov. 17. 1983) We therefore urge you. our

coUegues on this campus, to contact your government

representatives and protest this unsupportable act.

Christos Karastamatxs xs Hie prexid^t of the Hellenic Stu-

dent AsKociatian

Sound off with your
letters to the editor!!

.^_rtj,4l#|jtitMlii<»ii«k*- ^ iMt-a**-*

Letters-

What happened to justice?

To the Editor, wit^r
On their eleven o'clock news. (Dec. 5, 1983). WFSB

channel 3 in Hartford reported that alleged arsonist

Yvette Henry has been suspended from the university

because of the charges brought against her. This decision

goes against every aspect of American law. In our system

of law an individual is always assumed innocent until he or

she is proven guilty by a jury of his or her peers. The

university has taken this judgement into their own hands

when they suspended Ms. Henry as an arsonist even

before a trial has begun. I know little of Ms. Henrr except

that she is (was) a R.A. and a chemistry major. Why has

the university taken such swift and extreme action

without a verdict on her case in sight? Has the university

forgotten that we are in the United States and not Ger-

many of the 1940s or Russia?
.

Ms Henry might be the most guilty person in the world

but that does not give the university any right to pun^h

her just because charges were brought against her. i nis

suspension is a disgrace to the American legal system as

well as an injustice to Ms. Henry. The university in their

haste to appease the residents of Crampton and critics of

their handling of the situation made a grave mistake when

they suspended the alleged party. The students of the

university should be outraged by the suspension and

should allow the university U> know their feelings^ A solu-

tion to this whole fiasco would be to allow Ms. Henry to

return to school (in a different dorm or off campus) until a

verdict is reached. Then and only then should the univer-

sity take action. If the accused is found guilty then sus-

pend her, and if she is found innocent allow her to continue

her studies if she wishes.
^^^^ ^^^^^
Southwest

Oppression by democracy
To the Editor,

I was deeply offended by Foad Vafaei's column. Ter-

rorism in the American Tradition, in the December 1st

Colleen, I w^ p|£ep^ed j\^\ onljr^b^ Ijis jujif^iptiQ .apji

,

rambling accusations against U.S. foreign policy, but also

by his blatant ignorance of certain facts surrounding

events of the past year.

On Grenada: Mr. Vafaei chooses to ignore the fact that

the United States was asked by other Carribean nations to

intervene, or that the overwhelming majority of the

Grenadian population welcomed their lil^ration. (1 won't

even mention the problem of Soviet encroachment.) And

to go as far as to imply that the United States bombed the

menUl hospital in order to murder civilians is

preposterous.

On the downing of the Korean airiiner, Mr. Vafaei says

"We still don't know whether the Soviets knew they were

dealing with a spy plane or a civilian one." Maybe he

doesn't. Obviously he hasn't heard the recording of the

Soviet fighter pilot discussing the night lights of the Boe-

ing 747 with his control center, and therefore Mr. Vafaei is

probably unaware that one thing spy planes don't have are

night lights.

Mr. Vafaei takes his accusations one step further. He

attempts to compare not only the KAL tragedy and the

liberation of Grenada (how can one see similarity between

murder and liberation?), but also the bombing of the men-

tal hospital and the Holocaust: be real, Mr. Vafaei! Don't

tell us you consider an accident and the preordained mass

killing of Jews the same thing!

Finally, Mr. Vafaei implies at one point that to consider

the United States as a democracy is naive ("As a final

defense, some would say: "but the Soviets are Com-

munists: we are a democracy!" (as naive as the second

assertion may sound.)"). All I can suggest to Mr. Vafaei is

that he leave this fascist country of ours and go try to

publish the same sort of column in Pravda. Meanwhile,

we'll register to vote and write letters against the govern-

ment and rally and march and freely express our ideas on

any subject. Boy, 1 love being oppressed by democracy!

Come on Mr. Vafaei, be real!

Ben Brogan

,^^,.^^,, ,,^<# •.»*.»•»»*>•' '
Central 4
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Christmas Cards, Wrap
and Gifts

Are Now Available .

in the Ballroom of the

Student Union Building

Christmas Wraps & Trims

Deck your gifts

m the season's finest!

I j<;^ y

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

MCV.

0.UNIVERSITY
SXQRK^

SKI POWDER WINiER DREaK

UMASS SKI CLUB

WYOMING
TRIP INCLUDES:

JAN 10- 17

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE & TRANSFERS
5 DAY LIFT TICKET JACKSON HOLE
8 DAYS. 7 NIGHT LUXURIOUS CONDOS
COLLEGE SKI FEST ACTIVITIES

(TAX INCLUDED) ONLY 3559
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437
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Panel unveils the 'many faces ofracism
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Institutional and international racism, traces and trends

of racism, education and racism and racism and sexism

were the topics discussed in a panel discussion held at the

University of Massachusetts last night on "the many faces

of racism."

Leading the discussion were Enmia Cappelluzzo,

professor of education and director of the multicultural

education program at UMass; Charlene Allen, co-president

of the Student Government Association; Gloria De
Guevara, director of educational access and outreach

division in student affairs; and Monica Gorden. assistant

professor of sociology and black studies at Mount Holyoke

CoUege. Sherwood Thompson, director of the Office of

Third World Affairs at UMass served as moderator.

"Many would have you believe racism was something that

exists in outer space. They would make you think racism

was packaged similar to those lovable, cuddly little teddy

bears depicting creatures such as E.T. (the extra

terrestrial). But, as you know, it roams," Thompson said,

mentioning Yvette Henry's case, a black woman charged

with setting one of the fires at Crampton Dormitory.

"Prejudice, racism, discrimination, aggression and hate

are not relics of the past. They exist and can increase

dramatically at any moment," De Guevara said, addressing

racism on the content of the Puerto Ricans. Puerto Ricans

face a particularly brutal form of racism, she said. "You

can't disguise this kind of accent. You are bilingual to some
extent, but on the interference, it is noticed and used

against you," she said.

"Like a sector, racism continues to haunt us in this

twilight years of the twentieth century retaining its major
characteristics of repression," Gordon said. Gordon, who
focused her talk on international racism said, "racism

remains internationally a useful tool."

Cappelluzzo said language and transmission of ideas in

most societies are done via education, but in the American
society education is taught in a biased, slanted and racist

curriculum. "Those who ought to be here tonight are not,"

she said.

"The oppressors themselves are affected by the disease,"

Allen said. "Racism is a white problem," Mosley said.

Cape Verdean American heritage, nationalism discussed
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Raymond Almeida, Public Relations Director from the

embassy of Cape Verde led a discussion and slide show

Monday at the University of Massachusetts to a group of

Cape Verdean students on "Cape Verdean American and

the African Liberation."

Almeida said he wanted to show his experiences and
formal comprehensive understanding of how international

Cape Verdeans can relate to Cape Verde, a set of ten

islands off the coast of Northern Africa.

Cape Verdeans have always been small in numbers, he

said, but as individuals Cape Verdeans have been able to

make a difference.

"Through history Cape Verdeans have been able to make

dramatic differences that have impacted on the lives of

everyone in the island or country," he said.

"This is one of the advantages to being small," he said,

"measured input at (the) correct moments when other

variables weren't playing can make a dramatic impact upon

the progress your people are making," he said.

Almeida asked Cape Verdeans present at the lecture to

force themselves to "put Cape Verde in your agenda."

CalleipBn photn h« And* Hrllcr

"Calling yourself a Cape Verdean is making a

statement about a personal relationship that you

want to have with your people and your

ancestral homeland," Raymond Almeida

"What will it mean in 1983," he asked.

"In 1983, caHing yourself a Cape Verdean is making a

statement about a personal relationship that you want to

have with your people and your ancestral homeland. "
he

said.

Almeida said not many people know where Cape Verde

is, or are aware of the history of the islands except where

they accidentally run into them. He also said Cape Ver-

deans themselves have to learn more about the islands.

Almeida said native Cape Verdeans as well as American

born Cape Verdeans who constantly hear about the Islands

tend to say they are experts on Cape Verde. "I've never

seen an ethnic group that has so many experts as the Cape

Verdean community," he said.

According to Almeida, every where you go in Cape Verde

there is an evidence of connections with the Cape Verdean

population residing in the United States. Many natives

depend on what is sent from the U.S. to build homes and

stabilize themselves economically.

Almeida went on to discuss the progress Cape Verde is

making. He said tuna fishing will be an important part of

Cape Verde's future. Cape Verdeans have always had a

"vocation for the sea," he said. The sea is a part of the role

Cape Verdeans are playing within the economic com-

munity in the Western African states, he said.

ll'=l>=Jr±J>±=JfaJgJ^P^

MTA:NEA

Contract Ratification Vote
Monday, December 12

8 am - 3 pm
Memorial Hall

Don't forget to make your opionion count! All members of the

bargaining unit represented by USA/MTA/NEA should have receiv-

ed notice of Monday's contract ratification election, for which the

University has agreed to provide one hour of release time for each

bargaining employee unit who wishes to cast a ballot.

If you believe you are eligible to vote, and have NOT received

notification, please call the Union office on Friday, so that we can

check your bargaining unit status.

igH»U^»l«lfe=lr±Jf=i*dJf=l*SIigl

"Study In The Berkshires"

ONCE AND FUTURE FIRE;

James Baldwin

and

Roger Wilkins

Ponder U.S. Society

on the Eve of 1984

Spomofad by Ch«ncrtlof Jo»«ph Duft»v of ttw Ur»iv«f»itv o' M»M»chu»»n» M Amh«f»t,

and Fiv* CoHag* Black Studiaa. Inc

Ttie Hre Next Time and A Man's Ule

:^j

o^^

-ai

i^><

Extra Study Space Available

in Berkshire D.C. - Southwetii

8:00 pm to 12:00

This is a 3 week trial period arranged by SWAG. Come
show your support by studying vrith us!

Sorry - No food or drink.

Ad: courtesy of Academic Affairs S.G.A.

James Baldwin noted author and civil rights activist,

recipient o( Rosenwald and Guggenheim fellowships

and the ^4atlonal Institute of Arts and Letters Award, is

currently Five College Professor of Literature

Roger Wilktr>a. Pulltzef Prize-winning iou">alisl for his

Washington Pott editorials on Watergate and former

Aaaistant Attorney General, is presently a Senior Fellow

at the InstituM for Policy Studies in Was^i^gton, DC

Thursday. December 8. 1983, 8 p.m.

Campus Center, Room 101

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

AC/DC: heavy, man
By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

Heavy Metal, the bane of creativity,

refuge for neandrathals, soulless empty
rituals played to an unquestioning, min-

dless mob. . .right?

Who you callin' mindless, asshole? Sorry

to shatter your cozy illusions, but Heavy
Metal '83 is as vaUd a musical form as

anything else going. I'm not talking about

the clean and fluffy ranks of Foreigner,

Journey and Quiet Riot; their collective

brand of saccharine-sweetened shit

deserves no defense from me or anyone

else.

AC/DC are a unique case, being one of the

harder lot to break through to mass ac-

ceptance without going soft (not the case
with acts like Def Leppard and Iron

Maiden). That same uncompromising
rawness that has a non-HM fan like me
liking AC/DC is also their commercial
downfall; their new LP, Flick Of The
Suntch (Atlantic) has been a flop saleswise,

even the presence of wimp producer Mutt
Lange (Def Leppard, Cars) failing to assure

airplay (as my 15-year-old sister, who
knows more about these things than I. so

succinctly put it, "Nobody in school has the

album 'cause no one knows what it sounds

like 'cause we haven't heard any of it on the

radio"-familiarity breeds consumption?).

Mcn'e surprises: there was no dry
ice. no antiquated comments from the stage

like "hello Worcester." or "Are you ready to

roek?" (and suppose someone says no?).

What there was: a more than competant

display of high-energy guitar pyrotechnics

from the brothers Young, Angus and

Malcolm. AC/DC are no airbrushed joke.

The twin engine catharsis of "Guns For

Hire" isn't based on feigned anger or

heavily rehearsed teeth gritting -tAe siueat

is real, the forward motion genuine. True,

there's not much lyrically inventive, in-

novative or socially responsible about

AC/DC, but I figure you've got to Uke
these things <m the level of what they are.

AC/DC harbor no pretensions toward being

socially or politically correct. They harbor

no pretense, period.

A few complaints (didn't think you'd

escape without at least a couple, did you?):

Angus' skills as a soloist are apparent, but
there's really no excuse for the large

number of melodramatic, overdone solo

spots attempted each complete with its own
idiotic stunt: writhing on his back, jumping

off the P. A., taking off his clothes, etc.).

Another unneccessary distraction was the

gaudy computer-controlled lighting rig,

which closely resembled the spaceship from

Close Encounters (perhaps some members
of the audience want this sort of thing,

feeling that it adds to a "good show." I say

AC/DC can leave that kind of crap to Yes

and Genesis). Fuck stage sets! With

declining record sales, maybe soon we can

have AC/DC back in the clubs where they

belong (hopefully on a triple bill with the

Dream Syndicate and the Meat Pup-

pets... patrons exit the hall with blood

pouring from their ears). Best metal bank

I've seen since Killing Joke 18 months ago,

miles funnier than watching Dallas, AC/DC
are the most unhip gang in town. And I'm

glad.

i^

Hey
Secret

Santas
Have balloons

and a card

secretly delivered to a

friend under $5.00
call 665-7664

s

\iH^

TIME OUT
M .

r%

'^•#

^QiPCOirn

Vodko & Gin Drinks

Sp#ciQl S1.00

Amherst's Digg»st Littk Dor

37 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

.*-«-

]ftVi»'

U'l- \X ish All Cioiitlt-mt-n.. H:ippv Hi)liJav>>.

iinJ ( .>rJi,ilK liuiif TlnMii to

Gentlemen Only Nite
Thurf. Drt. Hth 6 to 10 p m

C'lif hvr .1 f,';/c f/l.lr^ rnj(7\ runi.inn.

S..tt s,a TfitJio. ( .ilnivk- \. I i|" I' ""
M.ii< hiiiK I)r jv in KiLini-. ( <.iti< i IVIi-

SielM C.nMi-.l ..:\ l.rc\ JvV li.lilll, K-l-r .!..lii.i.r,

Chumpagnv Hi Horn J'li^uvrcs St-rvcJ

Carriage Shops, 233 N Plaatant SI Amhwit.
tuppwKvMI Mt-A9l&

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX

§

Dec. 5- 9

DEC. 12-16

DEC. 19-22

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE
Author
Glahe

Goldman
Goode
Goodwin
Gordon
Greenfrick

Greenwood
Guyton
Harmatz

Henderson

Honour
Hooper

Hysom
Irwin

Jarvis

These are some of the titles we are
Title

Microeconomics

Constitutional Law
Principles of Sociology

Agricultural Economics

Amer. Family in Socio-Hist. Persp. 3/e '83

Using Microprocessing & Microcomputers

Physics

Human Physiology

Human Sexuality

Ten Notable Women of Latin America

Visual Arts: A History

Greek Realities

Business and It's Environment

Prisons in Turmoil

Invitation

buying
We Are Paying

$11.50

$12.80

$13.50

$12.00

$6.50

$14.00

$12.00

$13.25

$10.50

$6.00

$10.50

$4.25

$11.50

$5.00

$13.00

ToK^ games unusual gifts- & unique

accessories tor under $3 00

>O^V
O^c^^^^^

S^^'cloq;

W-"'

^

A Store -full of Stocking Stutters

Attention College Students. .

.

We're Ready To Go!!

papa Qino^

Specials

• The more Pizzas you order,

the more you save • . .for

pick-up or eat-in

• Great for Pizza Parties!

"tLEGESTlJDElWDISCOLlVrC^ !CiiS^„Tpccuis

Student must show College Identification Card to get discount.

Quantity Quantity

Sundays 12-5 Downtown Amherst

Purchased

1 Pizza

2Pizzas

Discount

10%
15%

Purchased

3 Pizzas

4Pizzas

OvcrSPizzas

Discount

20%
25%
30%

ooooooooc aoooouoBOOOOo i

t^.g2l* {SiSSSl""call: 584.0220 Expire*

PIZZAftMORE naoicy, rviix x>cm*. ^^^ -~- v2m^ j
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Fbr thosewbme,
toi^est scholastic

achievement ispspig
the tuition.

It takes more than just a lot of hard work to get through

school these days. It takes money. More than people have

on hand. So Shawmut offers several tuition loan programs

like the Higher Education Loan Plan (HELP), Parent Loans

for Undergraduate Students (PLUS), Equity loans and oth-

ers to meet specific needs.

Get an education on how Shawmut can help you go to

school. Ask for com- - Q{\(\ QQO 1AAQ
plete intomiation. Call 1-oUU-OOi^-lUUO
or send in the coupon below.

r
I

I

I

Please send me more information on Educational Loans.

Name —

—

Address

City State.

Return to: Shawmut Banks, Marketing Division, lOtli Floor.

One Federal Street. Boston. MA 02211. ^qq 12/7/83

Shawmut Bank

Look tousfordirection.
MembtTs \-V\C Eniial Housing Lenders _i—

,

jilPflllfifrglPIMfMMBMlfPlMMlllMM^MlM

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at

the University of

Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day

before they take place ex-

cept Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sun-

day.

STERILIZATION
ABUSE: MOVIE AND
TALK - Panna Putnam will

speak on Sterilization Abuse
and show a film called

L 'Operacion, on sterilization

of Puerto Rican women. All

welcome; bring bag lunch.

12-1:30 p.m. CO 903

STUDENT LOBBY FOR
SOVIET JEWRY
Preparatory meeting for

National Soviet Jewry
Lobby in Washington, D.C.

on February 22 and 23.

Make your voice heard! 7:30

p.m. Dukes Room, S.U.

MINORITY GET-
TOGETHER Rev. Robin

Harden invites members of

the minority community to

socialize arid relax before

final exams begin. Please

call 5-2661 if you plan to

attend. 7-9 p.m. Malcolm X
Center

THE NECESSITY FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS a panel

discussion with represen-

tatives from the Jewish,

Catholic. Unitarian and
Bah'a'i communities.
Refreshments will be
served. 8 p.m. 168 CC

WMUA MANAGEMENT
BOARD MEETING AU
management board mem-
bers are urged to attend

because important business

needs to be discussed.

General meeting to follow at

7:30 in 905. 6 p.m.. CC 801

MOVIE "Not a Love
Story" is a movie based on
pornography. Everyone
interested should be there.

7 p.m., Hasbrouk 134

UNIVERSITY OFiMASS. ATAMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^'

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL

RAMSEY
LEWIS,
keyboards

and
WYNTON
MARSALIS,
trumpet

Sunday,

December 11,

8:00 pm
Tickets: $9, $7, $5

Five-college

students Half-Price.

Available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office, DATATIX outlets,

Springfield Civic Center. Call (413) 545-2511 or 1;800-243-4842^J|||^^

Bloom County by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farnir and Trade Jaffe

IWONPgRIFYOUMIGHf
U)OK AFTE/? W/ PUWb.
I'LL Be im\Wj fm-Mt
50VrH rote TH6 AFTERfWW

TDU)p|U'ORMYMaM^,

r"^, fHANK YOU.

8AC7.

fHAT FOR (\

Scrod Dan DeBellis

THIS WEATHER 15

DEPRESS/N6.W

/^

U^VE 60T...SNOVO,JCE,

SLEET, bR\ZUE,F06,f1DD
Vou Mow rr^ 6oT7d fe

/TTFR AlC tm USE 10

Superbad by G.H.

HAitUCM. HE.*i> J06.T A-
CAf TAIN) - WT A 51& ,

CAf TAirvJ IKi TMr ^HMhl

V.

»V>^ l^ll^ MAMa? ALMA.'"'

|^5f^Nlp TO (XT C^

J^K^

COT \T..—

AFT^ ^oU^ ASS.

After The Fall by R. Miller

so you TWO AR£ OP»y,HUH?

HPkv^ Either. OF Yoo EVER

REAOTK^BlBii^BetAUSE
JESUS SAYS -

i LOVE tJHPrT JESUS SAYS

ASOJT PAOFISM,., AND
L0VIN6 EVatVOie ASYOO

LOVE YajRsei-F...ABx;r

GIVIN<5 ALLYOO CAKJTO

HfLP oTHees...

fipwi«"

HSWASNiOM-VIOL£NT,
KOM^ST, U>VlMCf ..,

U/KO WOULDN'T Is/ANT

TO TRY -R) BE THAT
WAV

SO I(JhaT were V^ ^
<SOlKJC;ToSAV, SlMON^

Wilson Low by CC. McFly

HCUJCONTINUE F1/6HBACK
"TWSlSYOOr^SP^CtLlPE Mia
E.y TRIPPER "T^PE 1,EM?TH:

LJMO DO&STARr'VSN ) THE. Smf^
H^VE BEEN HELPING HUM^MS
ron MiLLENNiun^rM sure
WE'LL FlWD A WAY. . .

u^

LMICKtYTf^lPPtRJMALKINGOOGHN^OSUSTHE BLUEPRINTS FOR. A
FLYING SAUCER AND WE^RE SUPPOSED TO BUILD IT. WHERE'3
THE aiLLIONS OF CELLARS GOIKJG TO COnE FROM TQ a)N-

1 STR.UCT TH\g> UfO?

Quentin

LMICKEY J SURE, MAYBE I COULD
DELIVER PliZA FOR A FEW

1
THOUSAND YEARS.

|

bv Mark MacKenzie

> ^^ -^ -« o I »itmi iiiim < » I ytttitrntim^ '

©l«U Lm 4aartn Tlan Sr*«al>

1

5
10

14

15

ACROSS
Data, for short

Fauna's partner

Brand
Baby whale
Mideast vessel

16 Capital of

W. Samoa
17 Star in Pegasus
18 Blusfiing comic?
20 Oing-a-ling

22 Stiorten

23 Easily molded
24 Tincture

25 Certain acid

27 Charge
28 Thighbone
32 Pattern

33 Baseball's Red or

White
34 Request starter

35 Transport

36 Hodgepodge
38 Massage (with

"down ")

Chemical
compound
Volcano in

Kyushu
To be, in Paris

Doctrine

Numero
Kind of alcohol

Intended

48 East African

people

49 Tooth socket

52 Sought to attain

55 Flowing comic?
57 Spelunkers

milieu

58 Mine entrance

59 Capital on the

Aare

60 Hebrew letter

61 Nevada resort

62 Mass of metal

63 17thcen Dutch
painter

39

41

42
43
44

45
46

1

2
3

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

DOWN
Menu items
Zola novel

Tossing comic?
Impromptu
Raid

German song
Word with guard

or hat

Discount

Curacao's
neighbor

Daytime event

Footless

12 Chess piece

13 Command (with

"at")

19 Dally

21 Outside. Comb.
form

24 Navigation

instrument

25 Circuit

26 Disney character

27 Reynard

29 Beaming comic?

30 Excessive

interest

31 Noncomformist
33 Galahad
34 Seasoned player

36 Heavenly sight

37 Hospitality center

forOls

40 Keepsake
42 Moral

44 Irregular

45 Sixth sense
47 Excuse
48 Plus feature

49 Partly open
50 Before stone

or star

51 Conceited
52 Memorable

cartoonist Peter

53 Sinister

54 Disavow
56 Energy unit

HERD THE Coite^ian I

YOV'LL BE HOOKEb.

I

f

v

DC Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Ekp-oII

Fried Rice, I^c Sauce
Soy Sauce

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod

Lemon Wedge
E^ggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Roast Top Round of Beef

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod

Lemon Wedge
Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Vegetable
Croquette with Sauce

Baked Cod
Lemon Wedge

Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

Weather

Today, cloudy with rain

developing, highs in the

mid to upper 40s. Rain,

heavy at times early

tonight, ending late at

night, lows in the 20s as

temperatures turn sharply

colder late at night.

Wednesday, mostly
cloudy, windy and cold,

highs in the 30s.

- • w^^jo*' re r^e-^ - - - • r

Todays puzzle
answer

A 1 31H 1 0I9IN III i 3 U
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Mail To h I s Spoflswpdf PO Bo« 9/ Bruceton lenn 38317

fof your $5 Rebatf (>" out this toirti and mail it with

1 Sales receipt showing you purchased a Chit garment

/ The si/e ticket from your Chic purchase

rA//- ta*>^ H.1

«

. h-..n — - .>M.nOw.«ii

• Ybu rr.ust make your purchase betwrt-en K l'>83 and 12'31'83

• R(>quest tor %b Rebate must be pistmarltpd no later than I'P/W

• Allow 6 to 8 vxeeks tor the receipt ol your ib Ri bale

• Request must be made on this lorm

• Limit one %b Rebate per customer

• Otier void <»here prohibited taxed oi restricted by i«*

'^^ • Gocjd ofi all Chic garments except irregulars

I This pwlion IS your shipping label Please print clearly I

Ship To
iMniriPurli

Address

Cilv
/«

Juniors' perfect fitting Chic® proportioned jeans at the perfect price!

Regular Price 25.99 and 27.99

Sale Price 20.99

Mfr. Mail-in Rebate 5.00

10.00 and 12.00 off with rebate! Chic" proportioned jeans

for the perfect fit in fabulous fashion looks! Of cotton

deninn in indigo blue. Styles include 5-pocket, western jeans

or stripe baggy jeans in 1-11 short rise, 3-13 reg. rise

FINAL and 7-13 long rise.

COST Not shown: Chic' Cheetah tight fit, tapered leg jeans

in 3-13 short or reg. rise.

Rebate erxls 12'31/S3 Detaih on coupon

VISA Mas<(-'Ca'dBi*HOtCE

Use your Choice card also in MD and VA BmdiMS NOW THRU SATURDAY

One o« The Stop & Shop Companies
tVsJ

CHICOPEE • NORTHAMPTON

SPRINGFIELD • W. SPRINGFIELD

Pursuing A Cor^^r In Th« Arts?

Tht Fln« Arts C*nt*r

has internships ovalJobl*

In the following oroos:

ARTS MANAGEMENT
CONCERT HALL MANAGEMENT

PUDLICITY

PRODUCTION SERVICES

For moro Information, coll tho

Irttornship Offico 343-0727

Wed. Dec. 7 - Sat. Dec. 10

Marx Brothers Triple Feature

Duck Soup 7:00

Horsefeathers 8:15

Animal Crackers 9:30

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

UHS DENTAL SERVICE

I

i

i

EXPANDS STAFF TIME
If you have had difficulty getting an appoint-

ment at the dental service, take heart. You can

now call 545-2400 for an appointment to begin

comprehensive care or simply for information

about the program.

The dental service at UHS is a prevention
oriented, comprehensive care program which
offers a complete range of servcies including

restorations (fillings) endodontic care (root

canals) and oral surgery. Costs for care include

copayments, modified fees, and prepaid ser-

vices. Underlying all visits is a fundamental
philosophy of educating individuals about
techniques and behaviors which can assure ex-

cellent oral health.

I

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ARE THEY BORED?

EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch and
Lomb Raybans this holiday. Call Bruce
549-2879

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Mazda 826 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

1979 Malibu 4 door a/cond exc. body
some motor prob. runs good 1800$ or BO
Kathi 546-6492 must sell I

1976 Chevetta autotrans great mpg all new
under hood cassette /stereo exc cond
$1695. 546-8739

77 Fiat 131S gold 5 speed newly tuned

good shape taking BO 546-7637

1977 Subaru 4 wl drive standard just tuned

up new brakes reliable 900 or BO call Bill at

546-5066

1976 Datsun 280 Z black 4-speed exc.

cond. taking 80 546-8236

1966 Plymouth Valient rebuilt motor good
condition BO Jeff evenings 549-6935

BEV IS 191

Juat think only one more year and you can
blow off Joanna. Have a great one! Love
ya, Terese, Cheryl, Charmain and Staph

CAMPUS REPS WANTED

Earn free trips and $ working on your

campus for America's number one student

travel organization. Call for full details.

212-356-4706. Or write Inter-Collegiate

Holidays, 501 Madison Ave., NY, NY 10022

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA ~
Enamel Earrings in a handsome gift box, 6

pairs for $5. Call evenings Lisa or Mary Ann
548-7611.

CHRISTMAS TREES

Balsam Firs, Scotch Pinas 4-6 ft $12-14

252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 666-4791

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT

Intertassion single and double occupancy
rooms modern facilities call Dave 549-7583

253-9071

Two persons wanted to share room in

Rolling Green apartment 256-0058

Room in Mill Hollow Apt available for in-

tersession. Completely furnished. Make an

offer. 549-7612

Townahousee - Large bedroom available

for 1-2 people starting Jan. 1 with option to

continue lease. Michele or Cheryl 549-5990

One bedroom available in 4 bedroom apt

in apt complex on bus route - take over

lease from Jan 1 - 174 mo includes

everything call after 5 253-3971

Apartment to rent Brittany Manor 2 br

256-0994

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0633 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Skis - K2 shorts, 195cm, barely used.

Boots - Nordica Cosmos, size 10M, good
condition 125 for both call Kim 549-6689,

Dave 549-7755

Wholesale prices rings, necklaces, wat

ches, 10-14 crt gold jewelry call 546-4408

for more info unbelievable low prices

New Polaroid Cameras 2 models $15 to

$20 call Glen 246-6456 Mike 546-6451

Volvo 68 very low mileage one owner good
condition call 549-7877

TI-69 Programmable Calc w/magnetic
cards $160 reg. $250 TIPC100C printer fits

Tl 59 or TI-58C $140 reg. $200—546-6775 or

546-8475

Ski Boots Nordica Typhoon used 2 yrs size

9 good cond. Kurt 549-5897

Dorm Refrigerator,

256 8412
1.7 cu. ft., $90,

Roland SH-09 Synthesizer. Perfect con-
dition unlimited sound range $250 call Mike
253-3971

Double bed. desk Er dresser sold separate-

ly or together 549-0505

Peavey XR-600 Mixer-Amplifier 210
watts outrageously powerful $300 Mark
5468606

Skis - Rossignol XP70 175 cm never used
only $351 call 6-6177

1 to 3 t^in beds - comfortable - please

take them away $60 ea or BO Andy
665-7130

FOUND
~

Found at Lib Tower Timex watch iden-

tify 6-7713

Watch found by bus stop across from FAC
during week of 21 Nov. Contact D. Dunn at

549-1051 after 7 pm

HELP WANTED
Production Manager - SNPS to supervise

and coordinate print /copy shop operation.

An exciting challenging job in a student
controlled business. Two year committ-
rr>ent. Print shop experience helpful - not
req. Detailed description and application in

SU 403. Application due 12/12 AA/EEO
545-2271

Jobs for InterseasionI Work for pro-

gressive social change with our political

outreaching and fundraising staff.

MASSPIRG has full time openings in

Amherst, Boston and Worcester. Call Terry
256-6434

QMAT Instructor with high scores Spr-
ingfield Kaplan 737-3788

Temporary full-time help needed pre £r

post Xmas in textbook warehouse in

Waltham. Call Mike Canavan (617)
899-7154

LOST

Square cased wetch brown strap lost

near Boyden call Gail 253-3630

Key ring lost in or around Grad Tower, CC,

or Cashin Friday aft. 12/2. Please call Dave

546-4046

Jean Jacket taken from Justin Ryans Fri

night had Bowie and Dead buttons reward

Kim 546-9115

Brown wallet Dec 4 between Franklin DC
and Orchard Hill call Pat 6-4478 or 6-6745

Coat red duffel bag w/Anthro books &
notebooks please call Mike 6-9824 Reward

PERSONALS

•••• College •••• Spring •••• Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe *

• Motor Coach Transportation *

• • ocean front accommodation7 night •

• •Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

*Make reservations Now and Save $20»
• Checkout our table in the

*

• CC Concourse or call 546-5422 *

•••D»A»Y*T*0*N»A ••• B»E»A*C*H •••

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to

classified advertising.

sell display and

J ACKSON HOLEJACKSON HOLE-
JACKSON HOLE J ACKSONHOLE
JACKSON HOLE JACKSONHOLE-
J_A C K SONHOLEJ ACKSONHOLE
Intersession Housing. Any university

women interested in living in SDT Sorority

house during wintersession contact Sue G
545-0527 for more info

To the Brothers of Alpha Delta Phi - we're

proud and honored to be members of the

great A.D. Phi society. From the New
Brothers

Hey Swingbag Have a great dayl Get

psyched for tonitel Happy Birthday Kiddo!

Love J

sugarbushsugXrbUshsugar-
bushsugarbushsugar-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR
BUSHSUQARBUSHSUGAR

Sugarbush Valley
Ski Er Party Week Jan 22-27

5 ^/t day lift ticket 5 nights lodging

hotel, with meals or condo
free beer ft wine parties, hot tub party

long underwear party, turtle races

Nastar races, Sugarbush coupon book etc

Hotel Package only $184
Condo Package only $189

for more info call 545-3437 LAGNAF 84

Ski Powder Winter Break
Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare 8- transfers

transportation to & from airport

8 day - 7 night accomodations
gorgeous condos, wine £r cheese party

hot tub party, beer slalom, free t-shirt

5^ day lift ticket for Jackson Hole
for more info call 545-3437

• Collegian Staff - Mandatory staff *

• meeting, Thursday, Dec. 8, 7:00 pm *

• in the rwwsroom. Topics include *

• intersession paper, new editors, and *

• a Christmas party
*

To the mad units and other brothers of

Alpha Delta Phi we finally made it Riff-Raff

Congrats Owen, you finally did iti Made
you swim faster, huh?

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED

To Denver Colorado before Jen 1 will

share driving & gas Gary 546-6027

Ride needed to Bradley Airfield I need a

ride to Bradley Tuesday December 20 mor-

ning. Must be there by 11 am please call

Sherry 253-7854

Ride needed to Syracuse anytime Friday

please call Perry 6-7937

ROOM WANTED

Responsible female looking for a room
to share in Townehouse Brandywine or

Puffton starting Jan 1 call^ue 256- 1286

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female Brittany start

549-1754

Feb 1 call Linda

Female roommate needed spring

semester Brandywine 549-0505

Looking for 1 female to share Brittany

Manor apt starting Jan 1 call 253-3796

Large bedroom available in pleasant

Townhouse apartment starting January call

Michele or Cheryl 549-5990

1 or 2 females needed for room in

Southwood townehouse Jan 1st 256-0354

Woman needed to share Ig bdrm in 2

bdrm Puffton apt. Rent $127/mo heat in-

cluded. Call Terri 549-5846

I need a considerate female roommate
for the Riverglade Apts call 256-0033 and

ask for Melanie

Girl wanted for single bedroom in nice

three bedroom house. In South Deerfield

on bus route 15 plus utilities Kim 546-9115

Roommate needed for 302 Puffton

Village $154 plus utilities call 549-6411 or

549-0937

Female non -smoking student to share

Puffton 2 bed apt starting Jan 1, Edie at

545-2707 or 549-4869 leave message

One or two quiet males for spring sem in

Brandywine 549-5416 Mike

Female roommate needed to share room
Brittany Manor for spring 256-^^
Room available in 3 bedroom apt star-

ting Jan 1 on bus route ca ll 665-4896

Female roommate wanted to share

studio apt Hadley 175.00 + tel not on bus
rt. 586-3682 available Feb 1

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, etc. 666-3414 anytime

Typing Special $1.00 page single space

$ 50 page double space pickup & delivery

avail. 413-772-0694

Underground Ski Repairs professionaly

sharpen plane and wax skis price 12-15 call

John 256-1419

ST. JUDES NOVENA

May the sacred heart of Jesus be

adored, glorified, loved, and presented

throughout the worid now and forever.

Sacred heart of Jesus, pray for us. St.

Jude, worker of miracles, pray for us. St.

Jude, help of the hopeless, pray for us. Say

this prayer 9 times a day, by the 8th day

your prayer will be answered. It has nevei

been known to fail. Publication must be

promised. Thank you St. Jude K.B.

STUDDED SNOW TIRES

Semperit 156SR13 tires plus Volkswager

wheels $40 call Bill Irvine 545-0733

TO SUBLET

Belchertown Ctr spacious 4 bedroom

house available Jan 1 call 323-7310

Available Jan 1 University Park Apts 1

bedroom apt $295/month util. incl. call An-

dy or Tuan 256-JI^

Townehouse - single room available 12/23

- 1/M. Normally $150, will sublet for $100.

Shelly 549 5990

WANTED

Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

1 am looking for a two or three

bedroom apt in Amherst, North Amherst,

call Paul or Tony 665-7605 starting Jan 1

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan-Aug Craig or Rory 256-0089

Seeking two bedroom apt in house or a

room in one for spring semester 256-1069

Responsible person looking for space in

apartment or ! ise 546-1080 atter 5
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UM earns secondwin

;

rolls over Harvard 74-57
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team put together back to back

victories for the first time in two seasons as

it easily defeated cross-state opponent

Harvard University by a final score of 74-

57.
. ^

The Minutewomen were led in scormg by

the starting backcourt tandem of shooting

guard Barbara Hebel and point guard and

captain Wendy Ward, who poured in 17 and

16 points respectively. Karen Damnunger

added 13 points to the UMass cause.

"It was a pretty close game in the first

half." Coach Barbara Stevens said.

"Harvard played a pressure game and we

were rushing our shots a little. But in the

second half, we took more time and waited

for the better shot to take. I felt that when

the game was tight the kids maintained the

lead and didn't go into a lapse like they have

done in past games and that shows im-

provement."

Harvard began the baUgame by using a

man toman and pressure defense on

UMass. The somewhat nervous

Minutewomen did not respond well right

away as they began to force their shots and

throw the ball away. But they did hold their

composure and played well enough to post a

30 26 halftime lead

"In the first half, we didn't play ex-

ceptionally well, but to end up leading by

four points shows something to me," added

Stevens.

The Minutewomen came out and scored

the first basket of the second half and began

to settle down and play more of their type

of game. They maintained a 6-8 point lead

throughout the half, and with about eight

minutes left in the game, they began to

open it up and pull away.

Harvard was forced to foul after it fell

behind and the women hoopsters hit their

foul shots and went on to win the game.

UMass attempted 30 free throws in the

second half alone, and hit 20 of them, after

hitting only four out of six in the first half.

"We came out with more intensity and

more intensity and outrebounded them in

the second half. We were better blocking

them out and getting position and showed
more patience waiting for our shot. From
the floor, the shooting was better, and we
were a little bit more effective with the

man-to-man defense. We played more
consistently than we have been," Stevens

commented.

The women hoopsters now bring their 2-3

record back into the Cage for a Saturday

afternoon contest with another Ivy League
opponent, Yale University, while Harvard's

record drops to a poor 0-6.

Gymnasts to take on Lowell

with refined skills, routines

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

After some rearranging and repeated

practicing of routines, the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team is

ready to execute skillful routines when it

travels tonight to compete against the

University of Lowell.

"We've been working on hitting our sets

this week and performing real quality

Iroulines)," Assistant Coarh John Macurdy

said. "We rearranged a few sets because at

Army we just didn't hit too well."

lA)well, which almost did not have a

gymnastics program this year, should not

be a hard opponent to heat . However Coach

Roy Johnson is more concerned with the

Minutemen's performances at this point.

"The other team's performance is im-

portant when the final scores are totaled

but while the performance is going on you

think about what you're going to do,"

Johnson said. "Wins are fine and dandy but

let's go out and execute the routines.

Remember, we don't have to go out and

tackle them.

Among the changes the Minutemen have

made are to rest Eric Ciccone, hampered by

a bad back, and Joe Demarco who is

hobbled by sore ankles.

Also, the routines of tri-captain Willie

Stevens and Tony Sbarra have been

rearranged so as to eliminate any breaks in

the sets. In his high bar routine. Sbarra will

take out the delchev (a back somersault

with a half twist, recatch the bar).

Stevens will start with a different mount

and opening combination on highbar and

parallel bars.

"He's got so many different skills he can do

and they're upper level skills, so he's all

set." Johnson said of Stevens, who will not

compete in the still rings because of a bad

back. "We're just taking the best one he's

hittinK.

'

Phil Gorgone will be seeing action in four

events and Johnson said he would like to

see him score a total of 36 points in the four.

Mark Mcgaunn will compete in the pommel

horse and long horse vaulting event.

As for lx)well, all around John Knowles

should be the only threat to UMass.

"He's a really talented gymnast," Macurdy

said. "He will be good on floor. We
definitely have guys who can score better

than him on floor but we might not put

them up because they've (Lowell) got a

hard tumbling surface and we've got some

guys with bad ankles.

"He's (Knowles) also a good vaulter. But,

Willie (Stevens) has come on real strong in

vaulting. All of a sudden something clicked

and he's been coming on real strong. AU of a

sudden something clicked and he's been

coming on real strong. Everybody's been

vaulting pretty well."

UMass should come back from Lowell

tonight with an even 1-1 record, since the

Minutemen have never k)st to Lowell, and

they're also hoping to come home with the

improved individual scores that they've

been working on.

Intramural officials needed for mens women's and co-rec

basketbaU. Meeting Dec. 13th or 14th at 7 pm in Boyden

215. There will be a manager's meeting about team

registration for intramural basketball on Dec. 13th or 14th

at 6 pm in Boyden 215. Season starts Feb. 15th.

Collegian photo by Jim Poweri

AND THE WINNER IS—UMass captain Scott McQuaide who battled

Connecticut freshman Charelton Merdith in the 167-lb. category.

Wrestlers pinnedby SC,

third loss due to forfeit
By JOHN BADGE :i

Collegian Staff

Wrestling Coach Rick FreiUs should take

out an ad in the personals that looks

something Uke this; Wanted: large male,

preferably 230 lbs or more who enjoys

intense paramutual groping.

The lack of a heavyweight cost the

Minutemen an upset victory over Southern

Connecticut, hot off their first place per

formance last weekend at the Coast Guard

Invitational Tournament. The Owls won the

match 29-23 with six points given them by

the forfeit in the last weight bracket.

Connecticut's 118-pounder Jim Miller

pinned UMass' undersized Rich Gardiner

with 1:24 left in the match. Miller took first

place in the aforementioned tourney last

weekend.
Chris Lee tallied for the Minutemen.

pinning sophomore Bob Crego at 3:46 of the

match to even the score at six apeice. The

Minutemen's freshman is now 2-1 in dual

matches at the 126 nnark.

UMass' Mike Hanlon battled Owl's John

Schumatti to a 7 7 draw at 134 lbs. to leave

the score at 8 8. The match ended not by

the usual buzzer but by fire alarm. An

alarm was pulled at almost the exact time

the match ended and took twenty minutes

to shut off. causing an annoying delay to the

night's activities.

At the 142 lb. mark, UMass" Wes Beck-

with decisioned Dave Zehnbaurer 10-8 to

put the home team up 11-8. Dave

MacDonald kept the momentum going with

a six point victory over SC's Ray Talanoelli.

MacDonald wore Talamelli down to the

point where the Owl's junior was

disqualified for delaying the match. Con-

necticut came back with a 19-5 decision as

junior Norm Forrester dominated

Minuteman Paul Hardy, leaving UMass

with a slim 17-13 lead^

The match the people came to see took

place at the 167 spot. UMass captain Scott

McQuaide took on SC's freshman sensation

Charelton Meredith. Meredith outpointed

McQuaide on his way to taking third place

in last weekend's Coast Guard Tournament

and revenge was on the UMass senior's

mind. The two wrestled even through the

first two periods before McQuaide's ex-

perience proved superior as he scored

several times in the third period before

pressing the South Connecticut star's

shoulders to the mat with seven seconds

left in the match. Unfortunately for the

Minutemen. those would be the last points

scored by them.

Owl's John Tobias outscored Brian

Shaughnessy 14-2, which sould have left the

match score at 23-18 in UMass' favor,

however SC was penalized a team point for

calling an injury time out with no injury, so

the score was 23-17 going into the last

match.

UMass' Fransisco Guttierez put forth a

valiant effort, wrestling up four weight

classes but was eventually pinned by a

much larger Vin Mattaliano at the 190 spot,

which tied the score at 23 and the forfeit at

heavyweight secured the win for Con-

necticut.

"We didn't even place in the Coast Guard

tourney and here we are wrestling the

winners to a near stand still. That's quite an

improvement in two days," Coach Freitas

said.

The Minutemen started the season with

260 lb. Mike Dwyer at the heavyweight

position. However, UMass football Coach

Bob Pickett felt that his offensive

guard would do better lifting weights

during the off season than wrestling.

UMass hosts Albany at Boyden Friday at

7:30.

Baseball talks underway, Sox trade Tudor to Pittsburgh
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

For baseball fans this can be the best of

times or the worst of times (Charles

Dickens, eat your heart out). And in the

past few years it has, no doubt, been one

big ZZZZZZ. This is, of course, baseball

winter meeting time and this year our

heroes have descended on the magical

musical kingdom called Nashville, TN to

talk trade, turkey, and bid farewell to

Bowie Kuhn, who made his final "State of

the Game" address on Monday, thus ending

his 14-year reign as Commissioner.

Along with the meetings come, inevitable,

the rumors. And a lot of them. For Red Sox

fans (Sorry, but Tm not one of them), the

past two weeks have not been uneventful as

Haywood Sullivan has gone hunting for

lefthanded power and starting pitching.

The most persistent rumor of this off-

season has the Sox shipping Dennis

Eckersely and Mark Clear to the California

Angels for Daryl Sconiers, a young hard-

hitting firstbaseman, and Mike Witt. The

deal has been held up due to the Angels'

reluctance to part with Witt, who possesses

the best arm on the staff. The deal in recent

days had reportedly been expanded to

include the Expos, with the Sox sending

John Tudor to the Expos, and receiving Al

Oliver and Scott Sanderson in return.

But all Ulk around Tudor was officially

ended yesterday as the Sox traded the left-

handed pitcher to Pittsburgh for left-

handed powerhitter Mike Easier.

Another rumored deal, but now also dead,

was a three way agreement among Boston,

Texas, and Detroit. The Sox wouW have

given up T idor and Reid Nichols and

received Rangers pitcher Danny Darwin

and Tigers DH Howard Johnson. Tudor

along with Rangers 3B Buddy Bell, would

have moved to Motown with Tigers out-

fielders Glenn Wflson and Kirk Gibson

taking up residence in Arlington, TX.

Another club active in the trade rumors

are the Cubs where GM Dallas Green has

stated that he is willing to "overpay" to

obtain quality pitching. A deal that appears

close has the Cubbies sending OF DH Keith

Moreland to Texas for Darwin, although

they prefer Mike Smithson. Other Cubs

that appear gone are Bill Buckner and Leon

Durham. Even ace reliever Lee Arthur

Smith could be shipped out of the Windy

City. A rumored blockbuster had the Expos

trading Gary Carter and Steve Rogers to

the Cubs for a slew of players, including

Durham, Jody Davis, and Ryne Sandberg.

Other trade items: Milwaukee is yearning

for Hangers catcher Jim Sundberg...The

Indians appear set to move Gorman Thomas

to Seattle for Tony Bernazard. Other

Clevelanders on the block are Rick Sut-

cUffe, Ron Hassey, Toby Harrah, and Chris

Bando. . .The Dodgers have the inside track

on free agent uarreii Lvans...There is a

bidding war between the Yankees and the

Braves for Goose Gossage. If Gossage does

sign with Atlanta, look for Steinbrenner to

sign Kent Tekulve.

^MC4^̂ ^—
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Everything (anything) foryour 'nut'
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

"Real" sports nuts won't get Aqua Velva

Cologne or gold chains for Christmas. New
improved, super-duty Right Guard maybe,

but no cologne or jewelry.

But don't despair if you're in love with,

related to, or play racquetball with an avid

sports nut because there are a lot of gifts

you can give him or her. For instance,

there's the basic T-shirt, buttons, caps, pat-

ches, jackets, bumper stickers or sweat

pants—all of course with the logos or

names of their favorite sports teams on

them.

Or if you want to be creative, and have

the money, how about paying the first pay-

ment and for the installation of cable televi-

sion since channel 38 won't be broadcasting

Bruins and Red Sox games starting in

April (right before hockey playoffs, I might

add?) Or how about season tickets for their

favorite team? Still too much? You should

probably settle for a funny card and tickets

to one game . . .

If you really love your nut and want to

see him or her happy, a video recorder for

those days when there is more than one

game on, or for when your beloved sports

nut is talked into going to that bowling ban-

quet on the same night the Bruins play the

Islanders would be a handy gift. Or, better

yet-a Seiko TV watch (it's ONLY
$500.00)!

Then there is new sportswear—and

we're not talking K-Mart. From head to

toe you can dress up your sports nut. Start

with a New York Yankees baseball cap

because sports nuts love controversy and

where there's the Yankees, there's con-

troversy. Maybe throw in a Billy Martin

for President button for flavor.

Forget about buying them a gold chain

necklace. A whistle on a piece of string

would be better and it's cheap, if you've got

a tight budget. Just buy a whistle and take

the piece of string from your window shade

and you've got it made.

How about a pair of boxing gloves so that

when the avid fan gets into an argument

with his or her best friend about the

Bruins' style of play, they can have it out

during mini one-on-one? Too rough? Settle

for Rock'em-Sock'em Robots.

Sports fans love to advertise "their"

team. You can get bumper stickers for a

dollar, hats for about $5 or mugs are bet-

ween $3 and $13. They can even sleep with

their favorite team if you buy them night

shirt.

For the visual sports nut (i.e., the sports

nut who's only physical action is running to

and from the bathroom between commer-
cials) there's the standard equipment. Also

known as the survival package for during

games, a case of beer would be great. Or
there are the basic pretzels, chips, peanuts,

popcorn and Pepto Bismal (for after the

game).

There are a lot of things you can do to

make your sports nut happier at home. For

example, buy him or her earphones for the

TV, a telephone message recorder for dur-

ing games, artificial turf for the living

room, a sponge brick to throw at the TV, or

a tape recording of a crowd of people.

For the physical sports nut, get them a

basketball (nerf for inside the house), ten-

nis or racquetball racquets, bowling balls,

hockey stick, darts and dart board, golf

clubs, weights, and so on.

Finally, there are many good sports

books to choose from. For $8.95 you can

get "To Absent Friends From Red Smith"

which includes a collection of Smith's

writing. Or there is "Giant Steps", the

autobiography of Kareem Abdul-Jabbar for

$16.95. "Baseball's Greatest Experience"

is about Jackie Robinson and his legacy.

Written by Jules Tygiel, it sells for $14.95.

Body-building books are in now and if

you want to have a good-looking sports

nut, those books are selling anywhere from

$7 to $20. There is also "Happy to be

Alive" by Darryl Stingley, selling for

$13.95. Finally for the one who loves to

run, "The Complete Book of Running" by

Jim Fixx is a good buy for $12.95.

The Collegian sports staff extends its

holiday greetings to everyone. Don't

worry, I'm sure your sports nut will like

anything you give them. They'll probably

be too busy watching the big game to notice

anyway.

'On' and 'off-the-road' gift ideas
By ALICE R. KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Even though spring is months away, it's

not too early to go shopping for bicycle

gear. If you know an avid cyclist, then one

of these goodies may be just the thing for

Christmas.

For the cold-proof masochist who insists

on biking through the winter, the best gift

(short of a mountain bike) is a pair of

winter biking shoes. The shoes, which look

a lot like ordinary bike shoes, retain heat

with a vengeance. They retail for around

$40 at good bike shops.

There are other winter gifts for the more

economy-minded, including wool helmet

liners, gloves, arm and leg warmers, and

Gifts for the 'cold-proof masochist who bikes through snow-

bound streets and the warm-weather springtime cyclist can be

found at most local bike shops.

little hoods which mount on the toe-clips

and help keep the feet warm. Or, if you

really want to splurge, there are all kinds

of winter training machines which allow

the bike enthusiast to ride the winter blues

away - indoors. Rollers are the most basic

training device, but there are also a lot of

fancier contraptions on the market which

purport to simulate road conditions.

If your cyclist is going south for interses-

sion, or even if you just want to give a spr-

ing gift early, there are many options no
matter what your price range. The cycle

tourist uses gear ranging from the $5
water bottle through gloves ($10 to $15)

and handlebar bags ($20 to $30) and on up

to full touring bags, or panniers (a $75 in-

vestment). Clothing is also good and the op-

tions include shorts, jerseys, and skinsuits

(the overgrown bathing suits worn by drag-

conscious bike racers).

To the delight of gadget-crazy riders, a

whole array of bicycle computers has

recently hit the market. That's right, bicy-

cle computers. Actually, the so-called 'com-

puters' are more like calculators; they are

mounted on the handlebars and allow the

rider to calculate speed, distance and

mazimum speed attained, all at the push of

a button. Some even measure the pulse. If

you or someone you know is feeling

depressed because they are out of shape

and have no computer, then this is the gift

for you.
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•S. For your holiday gift needs. .

n Rhinestones, hats, sweaters,

ff:
wool coats, and much more!

n Let us help you stretch your

'ff:
Christmas dollar.

Collcfiui photo by Kcrin J. Fkchetti

Prospectfor

gDlden oldies.

Holiday glitter and

other choice naggets.

Rofh right in.

233 N. Pkaiant St.

IB tkc Carriage Shops

Aakcnt

MOB-Ml 10-S

Supplies for Quickly Crafted Christmas Gifts

Santa Suggests. . .

Gift Certificates, Needlework Kits,

Instruction Books, Christmas Kits,

Stocking Staffers, Yarn, etc.

Men. Sat 9:30 - 5:30

Open in December Sun. 12 - 5

Holiday Flights
Reserve Now & Save up to 40%

^

%

549.1256

Computerized Ticketing for most Airlines

QdventufQ travel

Eurailpass, Charters, Club Med.

INTERNATIONAL
GALLERIES

M Last Minute

GIFT IDEAS

SALE

When yoa need it nott

Prints - Framed

and Unframed

10 • 50% Off

Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1398
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Area shelters provide

holidayhousing toneedy

Colloglan photo by Drow Ogiar

AND WHO MIGHT YOU BE? - Just a white-whiskered, jolly old Santa

reflected in a downtown Amherst store window.

Gifts for the (well) read
By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Books make wonderful gifts because they

are available not only on a tremendous

number of topics, but also in a full range of

prices. There are books to please everyone

on your holiday gift list even the illiterate -

and when properly chosen, no other gift

reflects so well the character of the giver

and the receiver.

The best way to select a book as a gift is to

wander through a bookstore. To start you

off, I've compiled a short list of books

suitable for giving. If nothing else, this

should make clear to you just how great a

variety there is to choose from. (All books

listed should be readily available from local

booksellers).

For a friend moving off campus for the

first time, you might consider The Campus
Survival Cookbook, volumes I and II (by

Jacqueline Wood and Joclyn Scott

Gilchirist. Quill Books. $5.95 each). These

books cover everything from how to turn on

a stove to how to throw a party, and include

time and money saving hints.

The novel of the year. The Color Purple

(by Alice Walker. Washington Square

Press, $5.95), is available in paperback.

This moving atory of two sisters who grow

apart and then together won bot h the

Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award
for fiction. It would make wonderful in-

tersession reading for someone who hasn't

discovered it yet.

Outrageous Acts and Everyday
Rebellionsiby Gloria Steinem, Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, $14.95), selections

from the best of Steinem's writings on

politics, feminism, and life over the past 20

years, is a chronicle of an era interpreted by

a perceptive and lively mind.

Out-of-state or exchange students might

consider Massachusetts: A Senic

Discovery, (photographs by Steve Dunwell.

Foremost Pubishers, $25.00) to show the

folks back home what they're missing.

Dunwell has photographed the state from

the Berkshires to the Cape in one of the

best local picture books in recent years.

Annie Leibovitz Photographs (Pan

theon/Roiling Stone Press,) is a gorgeous

book of celebrity photos that somebody on

your list would probably love but never buy

for himself. Leibovitz, celebrated Rolling

Stone cover photograph, has captured

these peole so well, you would almost

believe they were real.

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

What is the holiday season like for the

homeless?

'These people are the same as you and I,

they're just in difficult times," said Felice

Brooks, executive director of the Hamp-
shire County chapter of the Red Cross.

The homeless, the people that society has

forgotten or at least do not like to think to

much about, celebrate the holidays much

like others. They are thankful not for

material possessions, for they have little or

none, but they are thankful for l)eing alive.

The homeless in Hampshire County can

be particularly thankful for organizations

like the United Way, the Red Crass, the

Amherst Survival Center, and especially

Jessie House, the area's only emergency

shelter for those without roofs over their

heads.

Jessie House, located in Northampton,

opened its doors la.st March through lioth

public and private donations. While its

residency changes periodically, at any

given time it will provide shelter for nearly

21 people, give or take a few, said Cathy

Bennett, housing advocate for Jessie

House.

"Because we are limited, we turn away

anywhere from 80 to 100 people a month.

We just don't have the space," Bennett

said.

The home away from home for people

without them takes in as many families as

possible. Families with small children is its

first priority, she said.

"Those families are more fragile than

others, we make them our top priority.

"

she said.

This time of year is hard for those either

in the shelter of without housing

altogether.

"It's hard to be in a shelter during the

holidays. The holidays are based on home
and family; these people have no home,"

she said.

Bennett said the problem fo the homeless

is a "horrible and .serious one" locally and

nationally. The Northampton-Amherst
area is only a "small representation of the

national problem of the homeless."

John Sheehan, executive director of

United Way in Northampton, said the pro-

blem is .so prevalent that people are "sleep-

ing in cars, back staircases, anywhere

that's warm."
United Way. a private corporation, helps

the homeless by providing agencies like the

Red Cross with money to provide food and

shelter.

The reasons for the homeless are many.

Some are one day in a two-family income

household, then the next day are trying to

exist on one income and finding it impossi-

ble. Others come to the area thinking they

are set in a job or in housing, only to find

few available housing complexes and little

chance for employment. Brooks said.

"Much of the reason for the homeless is

economic-based. Also getting housing in

Hampshire County is not easy, if not im-

possible, to come by," Brooks said.

Jessie House is trying to make the holi-

day season as pleasant as possible for its

guests. A holiday tree has been .set up and

44
Ifs hard to be in

a shelter during

the holidays.

The holidays are

based on home
and family;

these people have

no home,

-^9
-Cathy Bennett

of Jessie House
through various donations, food is being

gathered for a holiday dinner, Bennett

said.

This is a difficult time of year for Je.ssie

House becau.se when intersession comes,

students go home and many of the

volunteers at the shelter are students. Ben-

nett said she hof)es the house is not forgot-

ten by students during vacation.

While students return home for the

holidays, the guests of Jessie House will

have their own holidays, complete with

thanks for the little they have and the hope

for a brighter New Year.

1 50 Moin Street, Northompton. MA 564-7603 or 7901 open Mon-Frl 9i30-9, Sot 9,30-5.30, Son 12-5
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^ SPORTING IDEAS
FOR CHRISTMAS.

Basketball...Basfball. ..Soccer-

Track...Swimming...Handball-

Football. ..Hockey.. .Lacrosse..

Jogging. ..Softball. ..Tennis-

Badminton. ..Volleyball...

Table Tennis. ..Squash...

Rugby..Wrestling...

Skate Sharpening...

Tennis Racket Restringing

Racquetball Equipment

'Supplying rhe Amherst area with ttie finest

in athletic supplies & equipment!

FENTON'S

••*••••••••••••••••••• •••••^r•*•*•••*•••••*••

J We Buy Used Records J

I r>«>< • r <•

377 Main St.. Amherst 253-3973

Open : Men. thru Fri., 9 - 5:30 Sat., 9 - 4

Lowest Prices on
New. Used, and

Irnported Records

A must tor Christmas

"Wil(ff»e«sep,3r,^ft^^^^§.49:

Eurythmic's Animals
Ramones
Motels
P. Benatar
Billy Joel

4-

Def Lepard
R.E.M.
Air Supply Grt>
Heart

Diana Ross Stray Cats
Ann Murry

M-F10to6
Sat9to5

Hours: Sun 12 to 5 ,

"IF IT HAS WHEELS. YOU CAN WASH IT HERE.

"

AMHERST SUNSHINE
r.AR WA^H

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
DAILY 8 A.M.

TO 5 P.M.

3 SELF- SERVE BAYS
OPEN 24 HOURS

• BUBBLE .ENGINE
BRUSH DEGREASER

Be a "Secret .^anta"

give a car w ken

for an automatic was
GREEN STAMPS CATALOG CENTER

you CAN REDEEM HERE M0N04 V,
i

TUESDAY A WEDNESDAY, 10-4

381 ''""PQEST

^s

^

1^

^

TO BUY
OR NOT TO BUY,
THAT IS THE QUESTION?

THE ANSWER IS THAT
CHRISTMAS WILL BE
HERE SOON!

The House c' Walsh can help you through these trying times
wi^h our offering of fine clothing and accessories that are
guaranteed to please.

We have many fine gift suggestions that will satisfy the very
discriminating men and women on your holiday gift list.

Stop in soon.

L.

32 0m ^rn\
SmlKrsi. fliaMachufcils

^Ailp 9 00 to 5:30 253 3361

wsiLmmATmm
9 Ejst Plt,-asant Street

Arnherst MA 01002
413 549 5863

1'
1.

Best Selection of Sweaters

in town by Woolrich, Cambridge

and Green Mountain Threadworks.

RUGBY
SHIRTS

s35 95

•->-

GOOD StttC, TH
RljGHY SMOf?'
AM; PANTS

say
'Merry Christinas
in f(lowin{( color. TK^Ht^^^me/uf*4^

flowers and plants

4 Your Christmas Store for:

]k Poinsettias

jl^ Centerpieces

jL Flowering Gift Plants

j^ Roping

L Wreaths

jL Corsages

Baskets and Silk Flowers

Cemetery Boxes

4 Amarylis and Narcissus Bulbs

FTDhas
a perfect way

to make
a spirit brighi.

350 Russell St.

Hadley, VA
584-3798

The Holiday Glow * Bouquet

MasterCharge

VISA

,
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Looking forward to

seeing you again.

The management and staff

would like to thank all

I ^w«->'. ;t«2flS3sar-

;«i.*

who joined us for opening week.
^9tftOi)QoooooooooooooooooooooooQOQor

I

:

FinePrint

• COPIES
• RESUMES
^m LETTERHEADS
ENVELOPES
FORMS
INVITATIONS
TYPESETTING

I BOLTWOOD WALK NOW OPEN 1!

lb«Hlfi4 AubMchon H«rdw«r«>

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
256-0148

151 MAIN ST.

NORTHAMPTON
I? 4» ^ ^^a%4f> *%

r*ty^ y^adin^i^rm^

-••#••'
N) H BOOKS AT HALf WlCE

^''^fe-'^.S^

Mon-Sat 10-6

Thurs, Fri 'til 9

Sunday 12-5

Art Thty Silly or Serious

A Book is a Thoughtful GiH

71 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Deals

FbrYoui

Wheels
RIONCeR
KP-2000 $119*
AM/FM Cassette deck Locking
fast forward and rewind, auto

eiect, loudness.

$259 WSE
KS-R55

Higli power AM/FM cassettf!

with digitally synt'

Dolby noise redo*
'

bass & treble, music "^"d'-M

and JVC's exclusive Biphonif

processor Two year warranty

CONCORD*
HPL.525 $387
Audiophile quality AM/FM
digital cassette deck witri

Matched Phase head. DC serv^

motor and 25 watts per
'speakers and installation not included

Expert Advice • Professional Installation

Factory Authorized Service

90-92 King StreetTRte. 51, Northampton* Mon-Sat 10-5:3(

VISA, MasterCard, American Express 'Financing Available* 584-9547

^j$hn>o hMlwf,>

$10. off all Zodiac Boots

HEARTFELT LEATHER

Downtown Amherst

Monday - Saturday 9:30 - 6:00

Friday till 8:00 Sunday 11:00 - 4:00

253-5135

Great Gifts
Clothing Earrings

Stocking Stuffers

Posters Cards

Mugs Rugs Vases

Tree Ornaments
Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals Toys

Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, etc.

Candy Tea Tea Sets

Blouses, Skirts, Dresses

Sweaters, Jackets

Weeknights 9 PM Dec 9-23

Sundays 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 6 PM

MriPCi^NTILE
Amherst Carriage Shops

also: 18 Center St. Northampton
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A *Santa, 'by any othername. .

.

By TRICIA A. YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

It's here again. The season to be jolly with

heralding angels, silent nights spent

roasting chestnuts, thousands of season's

greetings and good tidings.

But also around this time of year, rumors

circulate about a generous, plump and

beared man who wears a red suit and

distributes presents to aU the good boys

and girls around the world. He aUegedly

executes his mission with the help of eight

flying reindeer who puU his gift-laden sleigh

through the sky.

Every now and then, hot allegations fly

about another reindeer that was born with

a mutation which allows his nose to light up.

permitting the jolly man and the rest of the

reindeer to see on foggy nights.

This man goes by the name of Santa Glaus,

a man who lives on the North Pole with a

battery of elves who make the presents he

gives away. He hops on his sleigh on

Christmas Eve, stopping on rooftops to

shimmy down people's chimneys and leave

presents under the Chirstmas tree or in the

stockings hung by the chimney with care.

Is there any truth in these rumors* Where
did these outrageous stories begin*

This story is based on some facts... and

many exaggerations. There mas a saint.

Nicholas, who was Bishop of Myra during

the fourth century in what is now called

Turkey. St. Nicholas had a reputation for

kindness and generosity which finally

earned him the honor of being the patron

saint of children. The reasons for his ap-

pointment are certainly worthy of the

recognition he obtained.

It is reported that St. Nicholas gave three

bags of gold as a dowry to three poor

sisters. One bag, thrown through the

window at night, fell into a stocking hung

over the chimney to dry. resulting in

thatmodern tradition.

Although disputed, it is also reported that

St. Nicholas restored life to three students

who were butchered and pickled by an

innkeeper.

During the Middle Ages, especially in

Germany and England, Dec. 6 was

designated St. Nicholas' Itast day. During

the festival, a zty ae electee' bishop for the

day. He would be robed in the full Episcopal

regalis of miter, cope and crozier and lead a

parade through town
Gradually, this tradition became

associated with Christmas because the

Dutch tradition of giving presents on Dec. 6

became anglicized. The tradition of Santa

Claus was also a result of the Dutch people,

who called this man "Sinter Klaas."

From thie point on, the modern image of

Santa Claus is more of a literary rather than

a mythical creation. Washington Irving, in

his Knickerbocker's History of New York

(1809), described Santa Claus as a rotund,

jolly figure wearing a wide-brimmed hat

and smoking a long-stemmed pipe. \nA

Visit From St. Nicholas, a poem by Clement

C. Moore, begins "Twas the night before

Christmas..." The reindeer, sleight

twinkling of the eye and the laying of his

finger alongside his nose were part of that

poem.

The idea for the reindeer is derived from

the Scandinavian or Norse traditions of this

season that claim Kris Kringel aided St.

Nicholas with his reindeer and sleigh that

could glide across rooftops. The reindeer

seemed to be derived from a Norse legend

Holiday Special Staff

Editor Ray Beauchemin

Contributing writers and photographers Ellen Richard Alice R. KJingener

Rita Murphy, Christine Marini. Tricia A.

Yacovone. Jim Finkle, Drew Ogier

Cover Art Mark Rollins

Ad Design and Composition

Advertising and Sales

Production and Composition

Faye Whitney-Lussier, Lynn Eisenberg

Neil Rhein. Dave Rath, Mark Roden
Laurie Frank. Gail Tanzer. Marsha Wilcon

Martha Connors, Joy McCarty

Jeff Taylor, Eric Mann
Adrienne Newman. Chris McManus, Janet

Morgenstern. Lori Silver, Kathy Kelly

Stacy Schott, Joel Cantor, Mike
McDonald, Caren Orlick. Jon Levy

Liz Zwerlinf?, Rus.s Jones

Pam Smith. Tim Riviere, Pete

SoderlHjrg. Ray Beauchemin
and James P. Shanahan

immAmherst Car Parts
^^" has a neiv line.
We now sell imported car parts by CarQuest

Come check out our great savings.

Kendall lOW-40 Special Price $1.09

Permanent Anti-freeze $4.33 per gallon

Windshield Solvent $1.29

Dry Gas 2 for 99''

3 yr top & side term Noreaster Batt. $39.99

256-8940 319 Main St.

THE BEST LOOKING MEN & WOMEN
In rhE AmIierst Area

WILL BE LOOKING FOR

ooe on one hor comporu^
EXPERIENCED IN ALL PHASES

OF MEN'S AND WOMEN'S STYLING

26 Gatehouse Road, Echo Hill, Amherst
ofMn Mo(Mtoy-Saiurd«y wid Moi»-W«l * Fri mmt. by a*^. 256-6008

about Odin's white horse Sleipnir who had

eight feet and was the fastest horse in the

world.

The German image of St. Nicholas as a

furry imp,"Peiz Nichol." led to the tradition

of a fur suit; the soft, furry cap was first

seen in a depiction of Santa Claus by

Thomas Nast in a political cartoon in

Harper's Illustrated Weekly.

In the Netherlands, the tradition is not as

distorted from the orig^al concept as is the

American tradition. In Dutch tradition, St.

Nicholas still appears in the Episcopal

regalia of a mediaval bishop, descends the

chimneys and leaves presents for the

children in wooden shoes they leave filled

with hay for the white horse.

In Italy, Santa has a female counterpart,

Befana; in Russia, Babushka, recently

changed to Grandfather Frost; in England,

it is Father Christmas; in Germany, it is

Christkindl (Christ child); and in Denmark,

the personality is called Yule Man.

Santa Claus is a tradition in Christian

countries that has evovled as differently as

the nations themselves have.

Reprinted from an article appearing in the

fall 1982 Collegian holiday special.

Collaglan photo by Dr«w Ogi«'

THIS MIGHT JUST DO! - Shopping for Christmas trees is made easier

when local groups sell them as this tree shopper knows.

COMPUTER PORTRAITS i

Cafe Square

Hampshire Mall

for last minute gifts

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

.J

THE TASTEFUL

ALTERNATIVE

Fisherman's Catch
A Dinner Special of Fish & Chips: buy the

first, get ihe^econd 1/2 pncefwilMlte ad)

4-6pm(Tues-Thur) * All Day Sat & Sun

tnioy our co/y iilmosphero for casual dining oi

phone ahead lor lake out service You can also

purchase Iresh fish in our market

lIKOltCMlt >v.

h Days a •"ek

I
I iira-h » ninn.-i

CIO.SI l>

MoixI'iV'

Cape

Cod
Clam

StiacK.
te 9<»Belchertownt>d23-6552

COFFEES,

PASTRIES,

LUNCH,

GOOD MUSIC

AND GOOD PEOPLE

63 S Pleasant St. Amherst

256 1390

1239 Main St. Northamptoil

Hats, Gloves,

)jf
Socks &

Gift Boxed
Gloss Wore

Champagne
Brandy • Pilsner • Wine

Hf^,fe^efMsa
Marble Rolling Pins 'Coffee Makers • Mugs
Espresso Pots • Vacuum Jugs • Tea Kettles

Pasta Makers & Pizza Accessories • Baskets

a complete assortment of bar accessories

Kitchen 8i Bar
..•••••«••••«••••••••••••••••••••••*•*>•*•*****•************************"**"************'*****'*****"""-

j
|II H I HHIH IIIIIII H III TT t TTT i TTT II I t l ) ]miHl

The Soap Cart

bubblebaths • moisturizers

soaps • soaps for kids

loofahs • brushes • sponges
sachets

muminiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii ii i i ii^

Downtown
Amherst
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And what do you
want forChristmas?
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

While it may be better to give than to receive, it may be

better to know what you want or you may get something

you don't want.

If you have not yet begun to make a list of gifts that you

want for the holidays, you better hurry. With finals com-

ing up, holiday shopping to take care of and preparing for

intersession, there is not much time left.

"I want money," junior Paul Grenier said. "That's all I

want. That's all I need. That's all I'll get." Grenier, a

forestry major from Waltham, said he plans to use that

money for a five-day ski trip to Mount Snow.

First year School of Management student Jill Carpenter

is also a ski enthusiast. "I want everything you need to go

skiing," Carpenter said. "But first off all I want a 3.8 cum."

Barbara Donovan, a pre-COINS major from Newton, is

not requesting a particular grade point average. "I just

want to be able to finish college without getting an ulcer,"

the Grayson resident said.

Senior accounting major Mike Quinlan said he wants to

get a job offer by the end of this semester. "I need a job,

but it's going to be touch and go."

'I don't know what 1 want," said art major Dawn
DeLong of Framingham. "I really haven't thought about

it yet." Although DeLong has de<'orated her room with

paper snowflakes, she said she has not gotten the Holiday

spirit. "At home I'd be helping put up the Christmas

tree."

First year School of Management student Scott Kimball

said he would like gifts that will help decorate his dorm
room. "I want a rug, a tapestry, a curtain for the cubicle, a

toaster oven and a desk blotter." Kimball also said he

would like some new sweaters. "I like to look nice and in

style."

Leisure studies major Leslie Maclver has a request for

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey. "I want all morning classes

abolished."

Communications Studies sophomore Tom Glynn of

Westwood has a request for Marie Cappadonna, director

of Food Services at UMass. "I want chopped egg at the

salad bar," Glynn said.

While Maclver and Glynn may or may not have their

holiday wishes granted, HRTA major Wendy Horowitz

has already had her wish. "I wanted rainbow-colored leg

warmers," the Needham resident said. "And that's what I

got."

s

I

Say
"Merry Christmas"

with a pair of

Bausch & Lomb
'''Extendedwear

'

'

Soflenses

at an unbelievable price

$129.00
Dailywear' lenses available at $98.00

Ask for a FREE demonstration. Gift

Certificates available. Offer good with

this ad thru December '83. Offer

precludes previous discounts

isiop

Your locally owned Optical Shop

HAMPSHIRE MALL across from KMart 584-8324

obofo'
Isbl

(nountsin
fsptns

(RSlI
Sisdiey
53'*-9669

PASSPORT TO DISCOUNTS

4|fPrestige Print ;̂^

Save on
developing and
printing your

Kodacolor ' iiim

Borderless prints are

big and bright... resist

finger prints.

12 exp. roll $249
20axp. roll S3.49

24 exp. $3.99

Coupon Must
Accompany Order

Ri[Pr««ge Prlnls)^!

bvB««*V
1

2forl
sale!

L_.

2nd sel of color
prinis FREEI
Bfinf In your color fHm
lor developing S printing

•1 the regular price

Gel a second sel of
prInliFREE
• Kodecolor. FuH or 3M

color prini Him
• 110. 13«or nsitim

tltei

• Saltn botderlrit printt

• Pilnli ere deled

This coupon must
accompany order.
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shoe SALE
shoe SALE

shoe SALE
shoe SALE

^\. shoe SALE
shoe SALE
shoe SALE
sho0 SAlf

20-50% savings
on all fall shoesthe

sacfE
JDmA^ 187 n* pleasant st^amherst

also many boot specials

266 N PL£fiSflNT 5T

AMHeRST.MP 0002

253-5€73

Dear Santa.

For Christmas I'd like a pair of joysticks and a desk to

put my micro-computer on. I edso need a box of disks
and a 'Flip File* to keep them in. I don't have a surge
protector and I need supplies for my printer. Some soft-

ware would be nice, or some mag^azines and books.

You can get all this atCOMPUTERWORKS in Amherst.
In fact, it'll probably be so cheap you'll have enough left

for a second drive and a modem.

Thanks. And don't forget COMPUTER WORKS.
Computer Enthusiast

^M^.
I ues - Sat

NO COVER
8 PM TO CLOSING and (^Aitar^VOiyrk^lxop

ENTERTAINMENT!!
by D.J. - Midrange Productions

Hayloft Lounge

GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC:
MUSIC FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS, GUITARS, CASIO
PIANOS, RECORDERS, AUTOHARPS, DULCIMERS,
THUMB PIANOS, OSI DRUMS, HARMONICAS,
METRONOMES, ELECTRIC TUNERS, MUSIC STANDS

Upstairsai theRedBam Steakkouse

Rout. 9. 1/8mikpastRolling Green Apts.

^\ha^^Xh^ DRAFTS.

Located in the Amherst Carriage Shops

233 No Pleasant Street. Amherst ^—^^
Tel. 549-1728

MONDAY

COUNTDOWN TO

THDBSBAT

20%

L

DEDUCT

"fOftiu

DEDUCT

DEDUCT

16% |Bil5%
m

DEDUCT
DEDUCT

OP
13%

Id

DEDUCT

gniAT
I

SATWIBAY I SDWWT

$10 off any Ski Package

DEDUCT

DEDUCT DEDUCT

Buy a pair

of BMX Wheels-Get

DEDUCT 7%1—6% DEDUCT

12%f™ll%
E

5%

DEDUCT

HMfji'iin

DEDUCT DEDUCT

'°'"i4%
DEDUCT

lasssr—
DEDUCT

DEDUCT

[E KOialHg

^oi„
3%

BMX Bicycles!

J

The BIGGEST SALE

OPENING

Get a $24.95 Tool Kit with

any new Bike purchase! |i 8'

in Peloton's Histonf!!

AT BAM

Our "SHOP EARLY AND SAVE" bicycle promotion is

the deal of the year-, if you have ever thought of

purchasing a bicycle for yourself or as a gift, NOW IS THE TIME!!

THE OFFER*: From Dec. 1-Dec. 24 deduct the

percentage noted on the calendar for the particular

date from any new Bicycle, Exercycle or Rowing Machine.

• We have a complete selection of 24" Ten Speeds * Ski PacKages starting at $79.95!

!

* For stuffing stockings: Tune-Up Gift Certificates only $19.95

PaloUm

THURS. 10-8
SAT. 10-5
SUN. 12-5

SiBorts

No Trade-ins Accepted toward new bicycle purchases

There will be a $5 00 surcharge tor discounted biCycle.

exercycle 8, rowing machine purchases when using MC/V

• Discounts only apply on the date listed

• No Ramchecks available on Bicycles

' Layaways require a 50% deposit

AMHERST* IE. Pleasant Street/ 549- 6904

NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St./ 584- 1016

GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall/ 773-5572
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Duffey still stands firm

on recent suspensions
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Collegian Staff

As the first of two University of

Massachusetts students suspended from

school for being charged in connection with

suspicious dormitory fires prepared to

appeal her suspension last night, Chancellor

Joseph Duffey restated his policy that any

student charged in connection with fires

will be suspended immediately from the

University.

Duffey said the policy is, "You suspend

first and have a hearing as soon as

possible." But a Legal Services Office

attorney and the professor who most

recently chaired the University Discipline

Board disagreed with that sUtement. The

UMass Board of Trustees asked Duffey

Tuesday to review the policy used to

suspend the two students to ensure that

due process was followed.

Duffey said Yvette I. Henry, 20, a senior

chemistry major and resident assistant in

Crampton dormitory, would appeal her

suspension which was ordered last Friday

after her arrest on charges of lighting one of

16 fires in the Southwest Residential Area

dormitory.

Kent Bierly. a 20 year old physical

education major, was suspended from the

University Tuesday after being charged

CoUcgian photo b; Jim Poweri

REMEMBERING PEARL HARBOR - Jim McNally, past com-

mander of VFW Post 806 in Florence, listens yesterday to a speaker m
front of the Student Union describe the Japanese attack on Pearl Har-

bor. McNally served with the U.S. Navy during the Korean conflict.

UMass Republican Club
stands up for patriotism
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

In a noontime rally Wednesday on the

steps of the Student Union, the

University of Massachusetts Republican

Club blasted the policies of the Soviet

Union and pledged their support of the

United States government.

A crowd of more than 75 people stood m
the cold to hear a number of speakers

before proceeding to Memorial Hall to

watch the placing of a wreath honoring

the men killed at Pearl Harbor.

"We must not forget that 42 years ago

today the United States was caught

sleeping. We can never let that happen

again," said Steve Ericson, Republican

Club treasurer.

Bill Pyne, president of the organization,

said the club was formed to "counter-

balance the liberal element on campus and

show support for the United SUtes

government. The rally is for the same

reason."

Matthew Levine, a member of the club,

spoke on the issues surrounding the in-

vasion of Grenada by U.S. forces. He said

the United States was justified in in-

vading the island in order to save the

medical students. He continued by

criticizing Russian motives across the

world and said that America must "deal

from strength" when meeting with the

Soviets.

"The Russians are not concerned with

hunuin issues when they act," Levine said.

"They (the Russians) killed 60 to 80

million of their own people under Stalin

and today they are led by the former

leader of the KGB, and organizatbn

dedicated to terror," he said referring to

current Soviet Premier Yuri Andropov.

Katherine Kurda, a Soviet studies

major, presented a long history of Russian

actions since their revolution in 1917.

Stephen Barrett, a member of the Con-

servative Coalition at UMass, spoke

following Kurda.

Barrett said, "The United SUtes must

never back down against the Russians.

We have to have peace through strength."

Barrett challenged people opposing the

conservative viewpoint to, "Go to

AfghanisUn, go to Vietnam, go to

Hungary — Ask those people about

Communism."
At Memorial Hall. "Taps" was played

while six members of the Veteran of

Foreign Wars Post 8006 stood at at-

tention. James Anderson, president of

the Amherst College Republicans, held a

sign reading "support Reagan."

"We're out here to show that we

remember the dead of Pearl Harbor and

thank them for the ultimate sacrifice,"

Ericson said. "Let Pearl Harbor be a

lesson for the United SUtes and may we

never let down our guard."

with ripping a fire alarm box from a wail in

Cance dormitory in Southwest.

"Any violation of law relative to these fires

is going to result in a suspension," Duffey

said. "I consider the University to be in a

state of emergency over this issue."

Michael Pill, an attorney for the UMass
Legal Services Office, said the office "has

counseled dozens of alledged felons," during

his years there.

"It is highly unusual for the student to be

suspended even when charged with felonies

such as rape, assault with a deadly weapon

or destruction of property, and even then,

the suspension has always been after going

through the hearing process," Pill said.

The University Discipline Board, the

highest judicial board on campus according

to the Code of Student Conduct, has not

been active yet this semester, but its most

recent chairperson. John Brigham, said the

discipline board "meets to decide whether a

suspension goes into effect," and "until (a

hearing) is completed, the suspension

doesn't operate."

However, Duffey said, the code "refers to

hearings held before and after" a

suspension.

"It's a judgement call," he said. "At the

moment, we're trying to end a situation

that is potentially life-threatening to the

student body."

Status ofrape case still cloudy
Charges of indecent assault and battery

with attempt to rape will be dropped

against a University of Massachusetts

student. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said

Wednesday.
But, according to UMass police no such

action has taken place.

Michael E. Briggs, from Oxford, Conn.,

was arrested by UMass police early Sunday

morning and charged with indecent assault

and battery and assault and battery with

intent to rape. His weekend guest,

Clarence G. Hilton, 20, also of Oxford,

Conn., was arrested and charged with rape.

There has been no information on whether

Hilton's charges will be dropped.

Duffey said he has been told by a reliable

source the victim "has requested the court

to withdraw charges" against Briggs.

Gerald O^Neil, director of the department

of public safety, said he has not heard from

the Hampshire County District Attorney's

office on whether charges have been or will

be dropped against Briggs. Normally,

UMass police would be notified on such

matters, he said.

Mary Dumas, a UMass police officer in the

sensitive crime unit, said, "We have heard

nothing" about Briggs' charges being

dropped.

The District Attorney's office could not be

reached for comment.

SGAcondemns suspensions
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night unanimously passed a resolution

which called for immediate reinstatement

of two students suspended from the

University of Massachusetts for charges

made against them concerning alleged in-

volvement in recent dormitory fires and

fire alarm vandalism.

The students Yvette I. Henry, charged

with setting one of 16 fires in Crampton

dormitory, and Ken Bierly, who allegedly

tore a fire alarm from a Cance dormitory

hallway, were "charged, not convicted,"

said Third World Caucus senate member

Eugene Bull, who opposed their suspen-

sions prior to due process of law.

Dave McCarthy, Southwest area co-

president said, "All of Southwest is

disturbed at the treatment" Henry has

been subjected to since the charges were

made, and said he questions the legality of

the "prior restraint" the suspensions pose.

Bull said, "Their academic careers and

reputations have been placed in jeopardy."

A person "is innocent until proven guilty,"

he said.

The resolution also called for the Univer-

sity to provide housing for the students on

or near campus, in order for them to com-

plete the semester.

The resolution will be presented to the

administration tomorrow, Bull said.

Robert Teixeira, a Third World Caucus

senate member, said administrators

responsible for the suspensions, "should

come under heavy fire from the University

community for their complete disregard of

due process."

Teixeira, along with several other senate

members, said he felt "civil rights may
have been violated" in the Crampton fires

investigation.

"It is alleged that all five of the (latest)

suspects were Third World women," said

Teixeira, who said he learned this informa-

tion "through a confidential administrative

source."

The senate last night also deliberated

over the revised constitution before the

document was again tabled to the Govern-

mental Affairs committee. The recently

Contimied on page 5
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"ffl repent any thing, it is liker

ly to be my own good t>ehavior.

"

-^ Henry David Thoreau
i in Walden
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Spanish planes

crash, kilUng 92
MADRID. Spain (AP) - Two Spanish

jetliners collided in heavy fog today as they

accelerated to take off from Madrid,

touching off a fiery blast and killing all 42

aboard one plane and 50 on the other, of-

ficials said.

Earlier official reports said 62 died

aboard the second plane, which was

traveling about 100 mph and carrying

dozens of Japanese tourists. But Japanese

Embassy officials said this resulted from

confusion over names, and that the toll was

50. Some of the Japanese were

honeymooners. they said.

Two Americans who survived the crash,

Thomas Goltz. 39, and his wife Sydney, 32,

residents of Madrid from El Paso, Texas,

were "bruised but otherwise fine," Goltz

said.

"We were just about to take off when we

heard this big crunching sound of metal,"

Goltz said in a telephone interview from his

home in the Madrid suburb of Arevaca.

"The plane sort of broke up in pieces, and

smoke started to fill the cabin. The smell of

burning plastic was awful.

"A crew member was struggling to get

the back door open. I grabbed my wife and

jumped out when the door was open and we

ran. We found ourselves in a sort of field

with the co-pilot and a badly burned man.

We wandered around for about 15 minutes

in the fog and finally were picked up by

some people in a jeep. . .

"

Goltz is general manager of the Singer

Co. in Madrid.

Airline officials said the accident was

similar to the 1977 Canary Islands disaster

in which two jumbo jets collided on the

ground in heavy fog, killing 582 people.

The planes involved today were an Iberian

air Lines Boeing 727, said to be going about

100 mph, and a DC-9 of Aviaco, a domestic

airliner hit near the fuel tank, killing all

aboard.

AP Lurrphotb

BACK HOME — Morehead City, N.C. — Marines from the second

battalion go down the gangplank of the USS Iwo Jima after arriving

from Lebanon Wednesday at the Morehead City Port, N.C.

Navypilot's body

is sent backhome
(AP) Syria released the body of U.S.

Navy pilot Lt. Mark A. Lange on Wed-

nesday but said the return of American

prisoner Robert 0. Goodman depended on

relations with the United States.

Syria also accused the United States of

direct involvement in the Lebanon war.

Meanwhile, bombs and rockets slammed

into residential neighborhoods in Christian

east Beirut from Druse positions in the hills

overlooking the city. Police reported two

civilians killed and 16 wounded by shrapnel.

The body of Lange, 27, of Fraser, Mich.,

was flown by the Marines to the aircaraft

carrier Independence off the Beirut coast

for its eventual journey home, said Maj.

Dennis Brooks, the Marine spokesman.

Lange's A-6 fighter-bomber was shot

down Sunday in an attack on Syrian

positions in Lebanon's central mountains.

His body was delivered by the Syrians to

the Lebanese army, which in turn handed it

to the Marines.

Syria's state minister for foreig^n affairs,

Farouk Charaa, told a news conference in

Damascus that Goodman, 26, of Virginia

Beach. Va., Lange's bombardier- navigator,

was considered "a prisoner of war."

Germans citizens are flocking to see 'The Day After'
FRANKFURT. West Germany (AP) -

Some critics said the film was poorly made
and badly acted, a "nuclear soap opera."

But it hasn't mattered to West German
audiences who are flocking to theaters

around the country to see "The Day After,"

the U.S. made-for-television movie about a

nuclear war triggered in Germany.
At least 250,000 people saw the film

during the first four days of its release, said

Patricia Wiedenhoest, spokesperson for the

West German distributors, Tobis. The
movie, which opened Dec. 2, is showing in

100 theaters.

"Interest in the fUm is extremely

high. ..much more than we expected," she

said. "We have ordered 35 copies more
because of the high interest."

Tobis, which paid $1 million for the West
German movie, video and television

distribution rights, has shrugged off some

critics, charges that it is profiting from

"scare tactics" in the film.

West German audiences, however, seem
generally impressed by the film, which

focuses on the town of Lawrence, Kan.,

following a nuclear exchange between the

United States and the Soviet Union.

The film opened 10 days after the West
German parliament, following a stormy

debate, voted to deploy new U.S. nuclear

missiles despite the objections of the

country's vocal anti-nuclear movement.

The 500-seat Europa Palast in downtown

Frankfurt is filling the house at nearly

every showing, said spokesperson Doris

Amthor.

"We've been showing the film five times a

day for the past four days, and the house is

usually full." Amthor said.

AROUND THE NATION
Surviving Marines welcomed back

AP I.«Mrphoto

LING LING — Washington —
Washington's giant female panda,

Ling Ling sits in the corner of her

cage at the Washington National

Zoo Wednesday. Ling Ling is

seriously ill with kidney failure and

National Zoo specialists say her

chances of recovery are poor.

MOREHEAD CITY. N.C. (AP) - Some
1,800 Marines who survived the Oct. 23

terrorist bombing in Beirut returned to the

United States today to welcoming signs,

marching bands, American flags and

thousands of yellow ribbons.

The USS Austin, carrying 600 to 800

members of the 24th Marine Amphibious

Unit, was the first to arrive, docking at the

North Carolina State Ports Authority

terminal at 10 a.m., said Helen McBride. a

terminal employee.

"It's just great," she said adding that a

large crowd including hundreds of f"m'ly

members had braved chilly temperatures

and 30-40 mph gusts to greet the troops.

The flagship Iwo Jima, carrying about

1,000 Marines, was due to land at 12:15

p.m.. delayed by high winds and seas.

The Marines are based at Camp Lejeune,

60 miles east of Morehead City.

As the large, gray Austin came into views,

Ann Krose began crying and said to a baby

in her arms, "Look, there's Daddy's ship."

Her husband. Navy radioman Joe Krose,

had been in Beirut since May.

Elaine Sandrik, whose son Alfred Jr. is a

Marine meteorologist, shouted. "Isn't that

the most beautiful sight you've ever seen."

Sandrik said she and her husband, Alfred

Sandrik Sr., drove 11 hours from Atlantic

City. N.J.. for the homecoming.

Sandrik said it took a week after the

bombing to learn that her son had survived.

Petition pushes

for reform in '84
BOSTON (AP) — A coalition seeking to

force the Legislature to reform its internal

rules said it presented 115.000 certified

signatures to the secretary of state's office

Wednesday in hopes of getting the issue on

the 1984 sUtewide ballot.

"It's a wonderful day. a very rewarding

and happy day." Elizabeth Fay of Common
Cause said after members of the Coalition

for Legislative Reform marched to the state

office and dropped off the petitions.

A coalition of animal lovers also met the

Wednesday 5 p.m. deadline and submitted

140,000 signatures asking for an end to

experimentation on pets.

If the secretary of state's office finds the

groups met the requirement of 61,508

signatures, it will refer the petitions to the

Legislature. If the lawmakers refuse to

approve the petitions, supporters can

collect 10.000 more signatures and force the

question on the 1983 ballot.

However, the legislative coalition still

faces a mjaor hurdle in its effort to decrease

the power of the House and Senate

leadership and give rank-and-file members
more control over the fate of legislation.

AROUND THE REGION
Dukakis hiring more minorities
BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis said Wednesday he was proud of

his administration's affirmative action

record, which includes the hiring of 20

percent blacks and 49 percent women for

top jobs since January.

Dukakis credited "hard work and a

commitment to progress and equity" for the

high percentage of blacks and women in

state jobs. The statistics were released in a

report issued by the state's affirmative

action office.
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Ford, Kissinger

appear on soap
NEW YORK (AP) — Former President

Ford and former Secretary of State Henry

Kissinger have entered show business -

appearing briefly as themselves in an

episode of ABC's television series

"Dynasty."

ABC said Wednesday that when Ford,

his wife Betty, and Kissinger all attended a

charity ball in Denver the producers of

"Dynasty." which chronicles the lives of

wealthy families in Denver, decided to fuse

fiction with reality by having the cast at-

tend the benefit.

On the episode, to be shown Dec. 21,

Kissinger and the Fords each have one line

of dialogue. Kissinger will talk with the

scheming character Alexis, played by Joan

Collins, who says: "Henry, I haven't seen

you since Portofino."

Replies Kissinger: "That's right."

MassPIRG
fights acid rain
BOSTON {AP) - The Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group launched a

campaign Wednesday to place an im-

mediate cap on statewide emissions of

sulfur dioxide, a key culprit in creating acid

rain.

"Massachusetts causes a significant share

of its acid rain problem." Mindy Lubber of

Mass PIRG said at a Statehouse news

conference.

She said her group has collected 10,000

signatures in less than two weeks sup-

porting such a measure, which will be

delivered to Lt. Gov. John Kerry, a

prominent advocate of national legislation

dealing with acid rain.

"John Kerry and the Dukakis ad-

ministration have been at the forefront of

the national fight against acid rain." Mass

PIRG attorney Joyce Roop said. "We hope

to see their equally decisive action here at

home."
Highly acidic precipitation has damaged

waterways, soil and buildings in the

Northeastern states.

UMass labs will receive
badly needed repairs
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Badly needed repairs for Goessman

Laboratory at the University of

Massachusetts will soon be made because of

an $800,000 allocation for deferred main-

tainance on campus. The money wQl be

used for heating, ventilation, and air

conditioning (HVAC) renovation in

Goessmann, Hasbrouck and Stockbridge

labs.

James E.A. John, UMass dean of the

School of Engineering, said "The situation

right now is critical. In Goessman we have

a problem with the ventilation and plum-

bing. In addition, many, many laboratories

in Goessmann need to be renovated.

"Right now, we are very concerned with

the safety of ventilating hoods, which carry

away toxic vapors," John said. "These

buildings are getting very old and there is

still research being performed in

Goessmann.
"There are also electrical wiring

renovations that need to be done," he said.

"But the maintainance has been held off for

so many years that it will take a lot of

money to correct those problems."

According to Ed Ryan, chief design and

construction engineer of the Physical Plant,

the University is now soliciting and

receiving contracting bids for the HVAC
renovations. Funding for the HVAC
renovations was provided by the

Massachusetts capital outlay budget, which

allocated a total amount of $5 million for

deferred maintainance at the University.

Goessmann has also experienced problems

with water leakage as a result of either

faulty plumbing or roof leaks.

However, Ryan said, "Structural

renovations will only be done as a result of

related HVAC work.

We hope to award the HVAC contract to

the lowest bidder within 30 days. That wUl

then allow the contractor time to prepare

himself and his workers to begin the work

on May 1," Ryan said. "The renovations are

scheduled to be completed by the end of

August." Currently, John said, "Our most

pressing problem is the HVAC system and

hope to have that problem settled soon."

Coordinator helps working

women gain on-the-job power

Women
.

On Campus
BY DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

As coordinator of the Working Women's

Task Force of the Everywoman's Center at

the University of Massachusetts and a

member of other campus groups, Myra

Hindus said she is continually trying to

change the condition of women in the work-

place.

"It is important to help women feel more

powerful and I see organizing as a way for

them to get more power, " Hindus said.

The task force she heads is a program

aimed specifically to help working women
through workshops, seminars counseling

and resources.

"Eighty percent of women workers are

concentrated in the dead-end and low

paying category of traditional women's

work such as clerical, service and sales.

Women need to have access to higher

paying and more challenging jobs," she

said.

Much of the program centers around

work related problems such as sexual

harassment, job stress, health and safety

issues. SupF -^rt groups are also offered in

career development, assertiveness training

and interviewing skills.

For many of these issues, the task force, in

connection with the Western

Massachusetts Coalition for Occupational

Safety and Health Women's Committee, of

which Hindus is a member, has compiled

written information and fact sheets to raise

workers' awareness.

"I think one goal is to get correct in-

formation to people so they can know that

there is assistance if they have a problem."

Hindus is also involved with several other

groups designed to improve the condition of

women in the workplace.

One group she belongs to is the Sexual

Harassment Education Committee which is

trying to implement campus wide in-

formation on the issue of sexual

harassment. Another group is the UMass

Chancellor's Sexual Harassment Hearing

Panel and also the Labor Advisory Council

to the Occupational Health Center, a group

of labor people who educate the health clinic

on the needs of workers.

To increase knowledge on work- related

issues, professors and community
organizations often request that Hindus

conduct workshops for them, she said.

"We help people problem-solve about their

jobs and do a lot of work on job stress,

discrimination and sexual harassment." she

said.

Hindus said she also does work on state-

wide legislative issues.

"There are many ways to change the

system." she said^
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PEOPLE PATHS — Seen from the 20th floor of the library tower,

well-trodden walkways next to the campus pond form a zigzag pattern

in the snow.

Writer speaks on spirituality
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The responsibility of writers is the

responsibility of all people: to fulfill

obligations which are poUtical, social and

spiritual, said author, professor and

broadcaster Julius Lester Wednesday night

in the last of the series of lectures on

"Writers on Writers and Social Respon

sibility" at the University of

Massachusetts.

"We must live with reverence towards

and responsibility for our souls. We no

longer know how to do that. I know that is

true because of the monstrous weapons in

existence. Only people trapped in chaos can

be so in love with death." said the UMass

Afro American Studies and Judaic Studies

professor.

Lester, who is also the assistant director

of the Institute for the Advanced Study of

the Humanities, said. "Religion in our

society has been replaced by politics, which

is nothing less than a religion in which we

have a chance to play God."

He said he needed to fulfill a spiritual

obUgation to his people and describe the

slave experience in his books. However his

critics erred when they thought he and

other black writers could only express

anger, he said.

"I have entered the fray and my pen has

gone to battle," he said.

It is a mistake, Lester said, for people to

want a writer to be their public voice.

"It is enough that I take responsibility for

my voice being on key— that I am singing a

melody that is a faint echo of heaven," he

said.

Lester said his autobiography had

damaged his reputation because his critics

not only thought it was presumptuous for

him to write an autobiography at the age of

37, but it also "did not fit the mold that

white Uterature had decreed it should."

"They failed to consider that as a black

man and an outspoken one, that I might not

live to be an old man," he said.

Lester said he did not believe literature

could change society.

"All too many make it a game, a vampire

orgy of analysis. Then after a Draculian

feast, the writer is given a prize or two and

sent back." he said.

CabbagePatch fevercropping up everywnere
Northampton harvestpickedclean

AP l,«ii»rphoto

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS — Eighteen Cabbage Patch dolls sit

strapped in the seats of a chartered airplane Wednesday in Wichits,

Kansas. A Wichits radio station paid $1700 for the dolls, had them ship-

ped to Wichits from Dallas, and then posed them m a chartered plane

for a publicity stunt.

By DAVID MUNIZ
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts student

Peg Fuller stood in front of the Caldor

store in Northampton in order to take part

in a craze that has swept the nation.

As Cabbage Patch fever strikes the

minds of everyone who sees the cuddly

computer-made individuals who come

with their own adoption papers, the dolls

are becoming harder and harder to find.

"I heard a rumor about Caldor having

them. It was pretty hush hush," she said.

The rumor spread quickly. Ronald

Sodergren. manager of the Northampton

store said. "We put them on the shelves

Tuesday night with no advance ad-

vertising, and this morning (Wednesday)

we had a line of about 40 people waiting

for the store to open.

"

Sodergren said the store sold about 90

dolls, its whole supply, in about an hour.

"They smell cabbage I guess." he said.

Customers who bought the dolls had to

pay for them in advance, and then go

around to the back of the building where

they could pick them up. But Peg Fuller

and other customers were not able to pick

out the doll they wanted.

"They just issued us a doll, and then we

could trade amongst ourselves if we

wanted a different doll." she said.

What do UMass students think of the

$28 fad?

"I think they are the most vile, crude

things I have ever seen," said Robin

Shorr. a theater major.

Deirdre Marley. a sophomore

economics major agreed. "It shows vvhere

people's minds are at. Its insane." she

said.

Francis Dietrich, another sophomore

economics major said. "From what I hear,

it's an absurd frenzy for the homely

looking, over priced dolls."
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HE ONCE AND FUTURE FIRE;

James Baldwin

and

Roger Wllklns

Ponder U.S. Society

on the Eve of 1984

Spontorad by Chancallor Joaaph Duffvy o4 tt>« UrHvaftitv of ManachuMtts at Amharet,

and Fiva Collaga Black Studias, Inc

The Fire Next Time and A Man's life

THE CONTINUING
SAGA OF THE featuring The Naked Mike

Talent Contest ($10. prize)

aspiring comedians sign up

9:00-9:30

liE

DEC. 8
IVI.C. Drew Anderson

9:30
Hampden Snack Ban|

Southwatt
Joka Tailing Centast • tall your batt 05 priza) <B»

--^;

/
iv!^

Jam«t Baldwin, noted author and civil rights activist

recipient ot Rosenwald and Guggenheim fellowships

and the National Institute ol Arts and Letters Award is

currently Five College Prolessor ol Literature

Roger Wilkins. Pulitzer Prize-winning |Ournali*l lor his

Washington Post editorials on Watergate and lormer

Assistant Attorney General, is presently a Senior Fellow

at the Institute (or Policy Studies in Washington. D C

Thursday, December 8, 1983, 8 p.m.

Campus Center, Room 101

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

F'ermalens®

Extended Wear Contact Lenses

DRINKS

H I T E

Thursday

POO!\ RICHARDS

Buying contacts '^"—-^^
and eyeglasses is easy as AVCa
And now. American Vision Centers has made buying Permalens*

Extended Wear contact lenses even easier. We've lowered the price

to just $99. That's the lowest price we've ever offered and it's the

lowest price in the city. We guarantee it!

New purchases only • Limit one pair per customer • Cannot be used in con)unction with other discounts or specials

Permalens'

Extended Wear
Contact Lenses

Regular $149
"Th* Mnw* yuu can MMp with

30 day trial wearing plan • Full

credit within 30 days on lenses

only il not satisfied • Eye exam
prolessional and littmg lees not

included • SPH lenses only

Coupon must be presented at

time of purchase

Expires 1/15/84 DC

Soft Contact
Lenses

A full refund on the cost of

tfie lenses if not satisfied •

Professional and fitting fees

not included

Coupon must be presented at

time ol purchase
Enplraa 1/1 5/84 DC

SAVE

33V3%
on frames

With pu'Chase ot complete

pail ol eyeglasses

50% OFF

FRAMES
on second pair ot eyeglasses

I not 10 sucsed value oi 1 si pair)

with purchase ol complete pan

Coupon must be presented at

time of purchaee
Expires 1/15/84 DC

AMERICAN VISION CENTERS
great eye core -great eyewear

Hampshire Mall, Hadley • 584-7958 • Open M-Sat 10-9 Sun 1Z^5

Maior cradit canto accaptad ^-=

The Collegian

CIEE BUDGET
AIRFARES

. u USAfrom Boston
round trip from

Chicago $229

New York 46

Los Angeles 369

Houston 138

Raleigh 129

Washington 80

international
Paris 519

London 459

Tokyo 925

Caracas 290
Also nnanv othar destina-

tions. Eurail pass, Britrail

pass. Int'l Student ID

card, AYH card, t)ooks,

tours, insurance, ski

1"
vacations and more.

497-1497
Council Travel

_ t27t M*M *v> Hanaia S«>i*» —
C>i«bfi«*> MAUIIM

UMass Express/ Locals

New Location

Man admits to indecent

exposure, turns himself in

MBTA - Riverside

Newton Mass

For reservations and infornnation call

(617) 965-7040

y /^mf\ y^m^\ /^rs L.N.

WGGKGMDei^

Amherst Police reported Wednesday

that a 45-year-old man turned himself in

Tuesday night and admitted to exposing

himself and masturbating on a bench in

front of Price Chopper. The man has not

been charged with indecent exposure yet,

police said, but an investigation is un-

derway.
Police said the man allegedly sat on the

bench Tuesday afternoon and proceeded to

expose himself. The man is a suspect in a

few other indecent exposure incidents,

police said, none of which occurred in the

area where a rash of exhibitionism was

reported earlier this semester.

In other police action:

A 20-year old Amherst man was arrested

Tuesday afternoon and charged with two

counts of receiving stolen property. Police

said they recovered a $312 television and

$2000 worth of stereo components.

A Brittany Manor resident reported

Tuesday the loss of a silver 1980 Mercury

Bobcat. Police said the car had a New
Hampshire registration and the theft oc-

curred between 4 and 7 p.m. Tuesday.

-GREG BROWN

Dormitory resident arrested

after disorderly behavior

•J

^t • >•••/ *;*!'"-*rfh'"-^!fc'' *•*•< V^ift' '0!fc''> Offcy' '^T&t'y

State Student Association of

Massachusetts is a statewide student

organization created to represent students

at the legislative level. If you are a student

dependent on financial aid or a job for

your education, or want to participate,

come to the UMass SSAM chapter meeting

- 8 p.m., Dec. 12 in CC 911. Find out what

we're doing this year for you. Together we

can make a difference.

A 20-year-old Brett House dormitory

resident was arrested at 1:46 a.m. Wed
nesday and charged with being a disorderly

person. University of Massachusetts police

reported. Police said the subject ap

parently had been trying to start an

argument with his Resident Assistant and

other members of his floor, and was causing

a disturbance in Brett House basement.

In other police action:

Police received a report of malicious

destruction to a motor vehicle shortly

before 3 p.m. Tuesday. Both headUghts

and the left rear side marker light of a

vehicle parked in Lot 21 were smashed,

according to police, causing $35 worth of

damage. There are no suspects.

A resident in Moore House dormitory

reported a case of vandalism at 3 a.m.

Tuesday, police said. The resident ap

parentlv heard glass breaking and found a

dorm room window in next door Pierpont

dormitory broken. Police said the resident

reported seeing two males in sweatpants

running from the scene. The resident of

Pierpont had been sleeping at the time,

police said, but discovered a round hole in

his window. The window was apparently

broken with a snowball, according to the

police report. The case is open.

A ski jacket, valued at $90, was reported

stolen from a corridor in Boyden gym
shortly before 10:30 a.m. Tuesday, police

said. There are no suspects.

A Libertas bicycle, valued at $550, was

reported stolen at 12:24 p.m. Tuesday,

police said. The bicycle had apparently

been stolen from the student's room in John

Adams dormitory, according to police.

There are no suspects.

MARY ANNE BEEN

Film explores sterilization abuse
La Operacion, a film about sterilization

abuse in Puerto Rico, will be shown at 12

p.m. today, in Room 903 of the Campus
Center.

The film, by Ana Maria Garcia, explores

government action in Puerto Rico to curb

overpopulation by advocating sterilizaticHi

of women as a form of birth control.

Following the film, there will

discussion led by Panna
Everywoman's Center.

be a

Putnam of the

Putnam is coordinator of the Third World

Woman's Task Force at the Center.

ifsenate
Continued from page 1

rewritten constitution has been a subject of

discussion at the meetings for the past five

weeks, and Chancellor Joseph I). Duffey

has extended his original end-of-the-

semester deadline to mid-March.

Some senators felt the document in its

present form does not adequately repre-

sent the entire UMass community.

Student Government Association Co-

president Charlene Allen, along with

several other senate members, said she

felt, "there was not enough input from

women and the Third World Caucus," and

advised the senate to use the "extra time"

in order to get the "best document possi-

ble."
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COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX

FAS

Dec. 5- 9 9:00-4:00

DEC. 12-16 9:00-4:00

DEC. 19-22 9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED
f^^^

;!• EFFICIENT •
These are some of the titles v

RtLAbLt
^ 1

I 1^
ve are buying

Author Title We Are Paying

Kagan Western Heritage Since 1648 $9.50

Kagan Western Heritage to 1715 $9.50

Kane Physics 2/e $14.50

Keli Modern Auditing $14.50

Larson Putnam's Geology $13.50

Lefcowitz Writing Skills Wrkbk. $4.50

Lefrancois Psychology $12.50

Hehminger Principles of Biochemistry $17.50

Mansfield Principles of Macroecon. 4/e $7.50

McCornnal Structural Steel Design $16.25

McGarrah Productivity Mgt. $15.50

Mencher News Reporting & Writing $8.50

Miller Organic Chemistry $11.50

Morrison Orgar ^ Chemistry 4/e $18.00

Morton La Presse II $5.00

Thursday, December 8, 1983
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UHS DENTAL SERVICE
EXPANDS STAFF TIME

If you have had difficulty getting an appoint-

ment at the dental service, tal(e heart. You can

now call 545-2400 for an appointment to begin

comprehensive care or simply for information

about the program.

The dental service at UHS is a prevention

oriented, comprehensive care program which

offers a complete range of servcies including

restorations (fillings) endodontic care (root

canals) and oral surgery. Costs for care include

copaynients, modified fees, and prepaid ser-

vices. Underlying all visits is a fundamental

philosophy of educatirtg individuals about

techniques and behaviors which can assure ex-

cellent oral health.

iCollegian ?

SKI POWDER WINiER DREaK

Bruins vs. Canadians

35' Drafts

during game

I

Amherst College

Department of Theatre and Dance
presents

Carlo Go/doni's

The Servant of Two Masters
In the improvisational style of the

Commedia deH'Arte

Directed by Richard Edelman
Music by Lewis Spratlan

Movement by Spider Kedelsky

7 consecutive performances

in Fayerweather Theatre

December 8. 9, 10, 1 1 , 12, 13, 14 at 8:00 P.M.

General Admission $4.

Students & Senior Citizens $2.

A.C. students free with I.D.

Box office hours 1-5 daily

For reservations call 542-2277

YOU NEED A VACATIO
SIGN-UP NOW

MEETING
THUR«> DEC a, ROOM i4A

4:C0 pm CAMPUS center

TABLES. WED-FRI DEC 7-9

WFBONT OF THE HATCH

UMASS SKI CLUB

<

TONIGHT
Closed for

Private Function

* Don't milt

Friday Night Lacrosse
"

Team final exam jam

WYOMING
TRIP INCLUDES:

JAM 10- 17

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE & TRANSFERS

5 DAY LIFT TICKET JACKSON HOLE
8 DAYS, 7 NIGHT LUXURIOUS CONDOS
COLLEGE SKI FEST ACTIVITIES

(TAX INCLUDED) ONLY $559

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-3437

Tough competitor

at every angle.

Leave the competition in the

dust. Olympian leather work-

boots are made to meet the

roughest of conditions From

thick padded collars to oil

resistant soles, our insulated

leather lined boots are designed

tor durability, protection and

connfort. No matter how you look

at It. our leather boots work.

Now $30.00
Reg. $39 99
Men's sizes 7-12.

^•/^/^

Wsthriveon competitfgn.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9. Hadlcy.
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Is it justice

or just us?

Yvette Henry, the 20 year old senior Chemistry

major arrested Friday night in connection with the

numerous fires which have placed our University on

the front pages of the nation's major newspapers and

television screens, is being made a scapegoat many among

the student body believe. Students have come to the

following conclusion for a number of what 1 consider to be

valid reasons. Perhaps the most telling of these reasons

are: Ms. Henry's arrest came at a time when pressure was

being placed on the University administration by parents

and elected public officials to take measures to assure the

safety of students residing on campus; especially those

students residing in Crampton dorm, the site plagued with

most of the fires.

At the request of the Governor, Michael Dukakis, the

State F'olice were brought in to help solve the crisis. It

turns out that the State Police felt themselves inadequate

and turned to the FBI for help. Being the top law enforce-

George Mckenzie

EDITORIAL/OPINION
».•-•.•.•.•.•.•.•' •.•-•.•.•.•.' ••••••< •>i";«»>»-»-'
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ment agency of the nation, the FBI was bent upon finding

the culprit or culprits involved. To accomplish this they

made composites of the psychology of the individual or in-

dividuals thought to be the most likely perpetrators. The

FBI composites suggest that the individual or individuals

involved are most likely Black and/or Hispanic and female,

that the individual either lost a parent at a very early age

or was undergoing undue stress.

Based upon these and other assumptions, Ms. Henry,

who is Black, who indeed lost her father at an early age,

was picked up for questioning at 5 p.m. on Friday. She

was questioned for over three and a half hours before

finally being arrested at 8:30 p.m. on the said night. Bail

was posted at $10,000 cash. Ms. Henry was charged with

setting fire to her neighbor's desk. The consequence for

which wan that Ms. Henry was subjected to spending two

days and two nights in jail l)efore she was finally released.

We, as memlwrs of this student body, must ask what are

the evidences that link Ms. Henry to the fire she is accused

of setting to her neighbor's desk? Why was hail set at such

a high amount? Why did the law enforcement authorities

wait until after five when all the banks in the area were

closed before arresting her? Further, why the adamant

stipulation of cash as op{K)sed to assets in the form of pro-

perty? (Which was incidentally refused when offered!) Yet

even further, why did the law enforcement authorities

refuse to release Ms. Henry into the custody of a high-

ranking University authority when requested to do s<j?

Answers to these and other questions pertaining to the

arrest and treatment of Ms. Henry both l)efore and after

her arrest have not been forthcoming from those directly

involved in her arrest nor the University administration

who were party to the arrest. Yet, there are other perti-

nent questions to \w raised. Ms. Henry, after her arrest,

was subsequently dismissed from the University and ban-

ned from the campus, in what at present appears to Ix" the

unilateral decision of the I^an of Students, Mr. William

Field. What was the basis of her dismissal? Certainly. Ms.

Henry has not been tried and proven guilty of any crime.

Is this a normal University policy to dismiss and ban all

students arrested and charged with having committed a

crime here on campus; if it is, why has the individual

recently charged with attempted rape in Mackimmie dorm
not been dismissed and banned from the campus?

While the entire student body is outraged at the fires

and the undue stress it has come to cause those residing on

campus, we as students have a responsibility both to

ourselves and to Ms. Henry, to come to her defense. To
allow this kind of treatment to be meted out to students

without raising questions, without challenging the powers

that be, is to leave ourselves open to similar treatment. In-

deed, anyone among us can be picked up and treated in

like manner, merely because of the existence of a crisis

which affects the name and prestige of our beloved institu-

tion. While the crisis of fires on campus have not been

solved, since Ms. Henry's arrest — there have l)een four

such fires, any one of us could be carted off and be made to

suffer in the same manner.

Judging from the handling of the Yvette Henry affair,

we have a classic case where the accused is Inking presum-
ed to lie guilty l)efore proven innocent. Our judicial system
is based upon the assumption that "one is innocent until

proven guilty." Taking all this into consideration, it is our
responsibility to rally the administration to reverse its

fX)sition and that Ms. Henry l)e unconditiunallj re-

admitted and Ir' allowed to complete the semester. Unfor-
tunately, the damage is already done; it is not clear to me
*ha( afttr -I'l t^^at Ms. Henry bad gone tlirough slie will he
'•'1 t'n. f-

< of mind to carry on her work. The option

;dt?d hpr and if the events of this weekend
IT. k'

. - LH.* Uhj mui'fi Lr her t.o come back and handle the
regular classroom setting, provision should l>e made for

her to comfjjete the semester in an atmosphere conducive
to such.

iieort^f McKem\4' is co-rnordtnalor of the Third World
Caucus of the SGA

^b*''S*AVXf

1984 - Big Brother or Big Mother?

It's
that time of the semester again and things

have l)een happening too fast. With the Middle

East and Central America ablaze with conflict it is

difficult to relax, regardless of exams. Having signed up

for the draft in the conservative sawmill days of my year

off, I've given too much of my computerized identity to

the government. The Selective Service System has my

Social Security number, and that bothers me.

But lately I've also begun to feel anxious about the com-

ing phone monopoly divestiture. Although on the surface

it resembles a consumer-oriented undertaking, it may be

Thomas Pitoniak

the ultimate cause of a techno-centralized society. Con-

sider for a moment the immensity of the United States'

information network. According to a recent article in

Timf, "Americans make more than 800 million phone

calls a day, and have twice as many telephones (183

million) as toilets (87 million)."

With the Computer Age upon us, we are becoming a

society forever altered by the basic compatibility of the

telephone and computer. Currently the telephone is an

essential link between terminals thousands of miles

away. Even Richard Nixon talked with the Apollo

astronauts with the help of Ma Bell's machinery.

Also take into account the ongoing advancement in the

area of info-network technology. A telephone that stores

a measly ten numbers is already old hat; today people are

talking about cordless phones that don 't make you deaf.

Such big-brain concerns as Bell Laboratories are pushing

the science of message transmission to new levels of

sophistication. On the horizon is the marriage of the

silicon chip and the individual voice print, which makes

me a little edgy. I don't like to think that someday there

may be catalogs of voices. The F.B.I, would have a ball.

A fugitive walks into a "wired" McDonalds, orders a Big

Mac Pack, and within minutes he's spirited back to the

slammer.
And that's not all. AT&T has begun marketing

videotex terminals, reminiscent of Orwell's "telescreen,"

that combine both image and voice. Don't try calling in

sick when you're not; it could mean your job. Although

we couldn't afford it anyway, this device would take up

too much room for us poor students; it would take up half

of my Belchertown shack.

It may not be coincidence that the divestiture takes

place in 1984. The term itself is doublespeak. After all,

the same greedy souls will l)e running the "new AT&T"
and its seven babies. We will owe money every month to

AT&T for access to long distance lines, in addition to our

new bills to a beast called NYNEX. NYNEX and its six

siblings are already filing for rate hikes to make up for

their loss of a piece of AT&T's long distance pie.

People will l)e so in debt that they will have to borrow

from the banks. And since the economy is already under-

mined by a grave deficit, the unthinkable will happen: the

government will have to relinquish its entire assets — the

nation — the phone companies. Move over Big Brother,

here comes Big Mother.

Thomas Pitoniak is a Collegian correspondent

Well-graced, and leaving the stage

WRen Ronald Reagan is finished with his stay in

the White House, he will leave more than a legacy

of bombs and bullets. Not only will the world be in

a more precarious position than it was in January of 1981,

but the political sophistication of the general public will be

as retarded as the policies of the EPA under the con-

spicious reign of Ms. Burford. The fact that support for

Reagan rose after the invasion of Grenada is testimony to

the American public's lack of awareness in the realm of

John Oilman

world politics. The intellectual vaccuum in which foreign

policy is debated by the vast majority of Americans, is

primarily the responsibility of the national media. The
mass media limits the breadth and scope of its reporting,

and the discussion of issues by the public is corresponding-

ly narrow. Distortions in the media lead to distortions in

the views of millions of people. The true loser in this ar-

rangement is democracy in America, which requires a

public that is lK)th interested and well informed. It must be

assumed that the perpetrators of this system of misinfor-

mation are not too concerned with the preservation of

democracy in this country.

In the issue of Newsweek of November 7th. 1983. an

editorial by George Will demonstrated the disdainful view-

that much of the media holds towards democratic prin-

ciples and the intelligence of the American people. Mr.

Will states that "even if every nation in the world disap-

proved (of the invasion of Grenada,) an invasion to over-

turn an indecent regime would have been justified by the

security needs of our decent society." Mr. Will fails to

define what he means by decent and indecent, but this is

not what I find most disturbing about this statement.

Security has been cited as the reason for more oppression

in this world than the next ten reasons combined. This is

the reason cited by the Soviet Union for most of its brutal

methods of supressing political dissidents; it is truly ironic

for Mr. Will to justify our actions along the same lines as

"the mortal enemy of all open societies." This is not to say

that George Will is a vociferous supporter of open

societies. He does not view the exclusion of reporters from

Grenada as an affront to our legal right to know what our

government is doing. Not to mention that the aura of

dubiousness surrounding the entire operation could have

been removed by the presence of reporters. Rather, he

feels the "adversary stance" of some journalists is

justification for the sealing off of the island.

Mr. Will states: "Someone must make judgements."

The implication of his article is that the judgements must

be reached m secret. "It is an unanswered question

whether, given modern communications technologies and

modern sensibilities, a dem(^rac.v can pay the price of re-

maining a great power. "For George Will, and journalists

of his political temperament it is imperative for the United

States to retain its position as a great power. Democracy

will have to be abandoned.
John Gilman is a Collegiari rnlumviiff

Random Notes

On Dying Young

It
was a year since she had run away. She

had run away from all the things she hated

about life. It was unfair, she thought, that her

cousin had died so young. He was only nineteen, and

nineteen years wasn't enough. She wishes he was alive to

laugh and smile again because she loved him so much.

The whole thing made her question the world. It made

her hate the world. Her cousin had been so good, an A
student in the pre-med program at Georgetown, a foot-

ball star, and above all someone who loved his family

more than anything else. He had known what was impor-

tant. He always cared, and he showed that care in his

smile, in his determination to be the best.

Michele Dolan

But then he got cancer. He struggled through his

senior year in high school battling leukemia. In his high

school yearbook he put the quote, "I was given life so

that I may enjoy all things, I was given all things so that I

may enjoy life." He realized how important it was to

have life. He didn't believe he would die. He was a strong

person. God shouldn't hurt those who are good.

During his freshmen year in college, he died. And the

girl fell to pieces. 'God was wrong,' she knew. He was un-

fair. He had taken life from the best person she knew, the

person who cared so much, and was so glad to be alive,

and left murderers to walk the streets.

It hurt her more than anything ever had before. It was

the holiday season, but it wasn't happy.

It took her a year to understand, to come to know why

this had happened. She knew that her cousin was special.

She knew that he knew what was important. He showed

it in the way he cared about people, his family, above all.

He had a hand for his brothers, and a hand for everyone.

He knew something about life that other people fail to

realize. That was what made him good, and that was

what made him die.

And she knew it now too. Life is fleeting. In it we

should know that the most important thing we have is

our family and friends. Those are the things that really

matter. She realized that nineteen years had been

enough for her cousin. When he died he said, "I'm giving

a part of my heart to all of you." She knew he meant it,,

and she wished that people would take that heart and live

the way he did.

Michele Dolan is a Collegian staff member

The need for guidance, not criticism

Letters

Holidays should be for all

To the Editor.

On December 4th at 7 P.M., Mary Lyon Dorm had a

"Holiday Party" in the main lounge, which was not ad-

vertised beforehand. However, I was told by an R.A.

that a Chanukah Menorah would be lit at the party, along

with a traditional holiday celebration.

Well, I stayed for the entire party. The lounge was

decorated with a Christmas tree and Christmas or-

naments. Many residents were gathered around the

piano singing religious Christian songs like Silent Night

a nd Covw All Ye Faithful. Even the cookies served were

in the shape of Christmas trees.

But the main point is that no Chanukah Menorah was

symbolically lit. or even present-beside the ever so

obvious and decorated Christmas tree.

This year is not termed the Year of Civility. And this

year Mary Lyon Dorm is mainly supervised by the

R.A.'s, rather than a Head of Residence. Do these R. A. 's

need to be reinforced of their training in order to be

sensitive and fair to people of all religious beliefs?

The purpose of a "holiday party" in a dormitory is to

celebrate all holidays that occur during the winter

season. No one should have to feel out of place at a dorm

event. „
Tracy Hatch

Northeast

D.C. eaters geU a raw deal

To the Editor.

As a UMass student, I am pleased that the University

Food Service has taken such a strong stand against food

waste. Hopefully the measures taken by students and

staff will help to reduce food costs and our board-plan

bills. In my opinion, the University Food Service

provides an interesting and adequate fare, and I do not

like to see food, labor and money wasted. However, I

have found that some foods are consistently un-

dercooked. The hot-dogs are olien unintentionally

served raw, and therefore inediblf^. Students cannot

bring the food back, as they have already eaten some of

it

This is an aspect of food waste that the University

Food Service has apparently overlooked. I hope

corrective measures will be Uken to prevent continued

^^^"'"'
Patrick Mahoney

Sylvan

Wfhter seemed to arrive overnight. The wind

whipped off of the pond and chilled any flesh

that dare expose itself. He did not enjoy keeping

this appointment.

He always became very anxious when he had to go

there. And why not, he thought, my transcript is fairly

"exemplary." But they make you feel like a criminal. How
can they really even know me — I've changed so much
since I've been here. How can my record show maturity,

state of mind? He thought. And those advisors, a great

John Kenney

help they are. "Well son," (they were always saying)

"You're about two-hundred credits shy of your degree,

I'm afraid you're going to be administratively withdrawn
after this semester and be forced to run through the cam-
pus center in your underwear," thanks for the help. He
didn't even know what CASIAC meant, exactly.

He had to wait a long time. He simply sat there in the

small waiting area, hearing bits and pieces of conversa-

tions.

"We went to 'Poor Dick's' last night. It was awesome.
Cheryl finally introduced me to Rick, ya' know him." "Oh
God, yes" the other replied, "He's a fox."

"So how'd you do on the exam Phil?" "Well, uh, not too

good, I think. I was only sure of two answers." "Hmmm

— out of fifty - that's good Phil."

"Paul Goodwin?" someone yelled. He got up and walked
around the partition. He sat down. The advisor was look-

ing at his transcript and did not even look up at him.

"What happened your first semester?" he said, eyes still

lowered.

"Well sir. I feel that I was mentally unstable."

"It says here that you visited mental health?"

How the hell did he know that? He had gone there once,

hoping to find someone, anyone at this place who would
listen to his problems and perhaps understand his confu-

sion and fear of the future. He never went back.

"Ah — yes sir — that's true. But it was just that once
and I feel a lot better about things now."
"Hmmm, well, how do you plan on making up those

credits? I mean you have core requirements that you
haven't filled and — I mean what's your plan?"

"Well, I plan to do an internship."

"Ha — yes - but you have several core requirements

you still have not filled. Son, you're in fairly big trouble."

Mistakes that inevitably accompany youth are often dif-

ficult to leave behind. He was made to feel dumb, ter-

minally unsuccessful, alone. And instead of guidance, he —
many of us — receive criticism, judgement, disapproval.

It was getting dark when he walkeii outside. He wished

he had not kept this appointment. But that would have

been irresponsible.

John Kenney is a UMa^s student

Don't leave the driving to them
The current Greyhound strike illustrates a union-

busting trend among certain corporations as they

try to root out and destroy one of the large remain-

ing strongholds of citizen and worker power — trade

unions. We can all learn a lot from this struggle about the

concentration of economic power in this country and the

attempt of trade unions to defend the living standards and

working conditions of their members. UMass students

should be concerned about the Greyhound strike because

as future members of the labor force, everyone's wages

and working conditions are weakened when any one group

is forced to make concessions. Furthermore, the gains

made by our parents and grandparents in this country will

be severly undermined the more workers are forced to

make concessions to the large corporations. Social Securi-

ty, the minimum wage, unemployment compensation,

equal employment opportunities, and other protective

laws were forged largely by coalitions of unions, civil

rights activists, and others. The Greyhound Corporation

and other powerful sectors of private industry clearly wish

to erode the wages and working conditions of people who

work for them, for no good reason.

Gerry Scoppettuolo

Greyhound is actually a holding company of which its

bus service is only one part. The parent firm's revenues

for 1982 exceeded $4..5 Billion. Greyhound Corjx)ration

owns the following subsidiaries: Manncraft Exhibition

Services (trade shows), Delaware Sunshine Hatcheries,

Cattle Science Corporation (feed cattle), (until Dec. 13) Ar-

mour Foods, "Burley" Men's Personal Care Products,

Dial soap and deodorants, the Verex Corporation (the 2nd

largest insurer of residential home mortgages in the U.S.),

Treet Canned meats. La Sauce food products. Greyhound

Manufacturing Corporation (the largest manufacturer of

inner-city buses in the U.S.), Greyhound Temporary Per-

sonnel Agencies, Appian Way Pizza, the Pine Top In-

surance Co., over 400 cafeterias, coffee shops, and fast

food restaurants. Traveler's Express Money Orders (sold

in over 23,000 retail outlets), and Oast but not least) the

Greyhound Financial and Leasing Corporation.

How is Greyhound doing financially this year? We have

information for the first 3 quarters (through Sept. 30,

1983). Net Income is up from last year in this period,

$81.28 million as compared to $79.41 million. Further-

more, Greyhound is selling its Armour Meats division this

month for a cool $166 million. Despite this less than dismal

picture. Greyhound demanded that its bus drivers take a

22.7 percent wage cut in the first round of bargaining this

year, which would reduce wages from $27,437/yr. to

$21,208/yr. What self-respecting worker, whether he or

she belongs to a union or not, would willingly accept an ar-

bitrary wage cut of 22.7 percent? How would you feel if

your parents had to swallow such a pay cut? Mr. Teets, the

Chief Executive Officer of Greyhound has not offered to

reduce his salary, which for the past year clocked in at

$614,000 or $11,807 a week.

The real reason why Mr. Teets and Greyhound want to

take away so much from the workers is not because of

declining competitive position, as we have documented in

the figures which disclose that their net income is up for

the first three quarters. One has to look elsewhere. For in-

stance the Greyhound Financial and Leasing Corporation,

which is the money-lending arm of the corporation, has

lost $12.9 million already this year on operations which

have nothing to do with the bus service. I defy anyone to

prove that there is any information in the public domain

which shows that the bus service of Greyhound is losing

money. Even if it were, the parent corporation could cover

the losses. There must be other reasons for busting the

union. Rememl)er that Greyhound is sellin^f off its Armour

Food division. Well, the company discloses (in its current

Standard And Poor Corporation Reports) the meaning of

this sale, please read on:

"13 Armour facilities operated under a ma.ster agree-

ment with the United Food and Commercial Workers

Union representing employees at such facilities would be

closed by Greyhound on December 17. Conagra (the new

owner) would complete the transaction at that time and

reopen the plants with a new workforce." The intention is

for the workforce to be non-union.

It is clear from such statements that (Jreyhound is out to

bust not one, but two unions. Again, please note that when

wages fall in any area there is a depressing effect in other

areas (students of microeconomics can verify this). When

students support striking drivers by refusing to ride

Greyhound this holiday intercession they are protecting all

workers 'wages — including their own and their families.'

If our country can care about Lech Walesa and Solidarity

in Poland it can support our own people, right here.

Gerry Scoppettuolo is a UMass graduate studmt

No one should be left out
To the Editor,

First. I would like to apologize for your left out feelings

during this festive time of year. It is unfair that anyone

should feel like this. However Christmas is the holiest

day of the year in the Christian Faith. Regardless of the

commercial build up it has developed into. Do you find it

unfair that we should spend the holiest day with our

families, as the Jewish Faith did during Yom Kippur. and

Rosh Hashanah in September? You also make a gross

generalization by stating that "people" don't

acknowledge other holidays. I personally have many

Jewish friends, and during Hanukkah. we lit the

Menorah. The "people" that do not acknowledge other

holidays are the advertisers and businesses. It angers

me also, that the businesses have lost the true meaning of

Christmas. However I don't think you should be angry at

people because they wish others a "Merry Christmas", it

is tradition, as other religions have traditions. Dayna.

Happy Holidays.•^

Elizabeth MacDonald
Amherst

Board of Editors

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Productio;. Manager
Business Manager

Editorial Page Editor

News Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Arts Editor

Arts Elditor

Black Affairs Editor

Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Joel Myerson
Ray Beauchemin
J.P. Shanahan
Andrew May
Joshua Meyer
Anne McCrory
Michelle Hyde
David Summersby
Doug Muise
Lisa Mosley
Yadira Betances

Gerry deSimas
Drew Ogier
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The Distinguished Visitors Program
presents

Betty Friedan
speaking on

'*Women's Changing
Roles in the 1980's"

Monday December 12, 1983

8:00 P.M. Bowker Auditorium

I
Christinas Sale

I
All "E" priced albums

* are only $6.00

* • also -

I TDK SA90s are only $2.75

I Sale ends the last day of classes.

[U][R|]D

UNLIMITED
\WM^W^(KXimmMlS9SlKm 5************************************^

«ii-CC5i>r«^

Ilast chance
I to place ony

I odvertising

I in the Collegian

f (classified or display)

I
is on Wed. Dec. 14

I by 0:45 P.M.

LOVE • • • •
STORY ^x

Tonight Dec. 8 J6 '{ - -\nJvfiin Hasbrouck 124

at

1, 9, & 11 p.m.

$1. admission

THE MOVIE

sponsored by Governor's Program Council

A N
^•PEELING
OFFER!

^ - ^^

* Durirw Cdrbur s Pamoiu Happy HiHir

Vtonddv thru Thunday 4 to 6 p.m.

and Sunday evening 9 to II p.m.

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

dt The Elmwood'Route '^•Hadley. Ma
(413)586 1978

^-^r^^""

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Five on Five Basketball Last Chance

Entries were due November 28, 1983 there are at present, a few slots re-

maining. ^ _
215 Boyden Building. 545-2693. 0022, Men, Women, Co-Rec

Play begins February 1, 1984, managers meetings are scheduled for the

13/14 December 6 pm. Officials clinics are scheduled on the 13/14

December at 7 pm. Managers should attend at least one of the scheduled

meetings. Schedules will be issued at this time.

Basketball officials needed: Applications in Office

Volleyball Playoffs and Racquetball Playoffs are in progress.

Three on Three Champions are:

Women- The Whips: Judy Bryant, Diana Gendron, Joanne Gregory,

Karen Tsoulas. Beep and Sick-Chicks second and third respectively.

Men Three to Beat: John Crowley, Tom Cioppa, Duck Grange, Troy|

Turner. Second place Unity, third Friends of Fred

ICE HOCKEY
Applications for the winter session are now being accepted. Rosters are

due not later than 8 December 1983 Entry fee is $350. per team. A $25.00

1

deposit is required. Play begins February 1, 1984 Goalie equipment is sup-

plied. Ice time is limited.

{ltiA%(hio^(jo((l

Arts
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Nothingbugs the Roches
Su2zy talks abouthermusicandherself
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

"I don't think that we'd be making the

same music (If we were men). We would

probably be very different." But they

aren't men and very different. Who are

they? They are Maggie, Terre and Suzzy

Roche. They'll be coming to the Calvin

Theatre tomorrow night. They'll be playing

songs that they've rehearsed since last

May.
The tour will only last a week and they say

that there will be some "new things" when

they come to the Calvin. What are these

things? "Maybe they should be a surprise"

says Suzzy.

Suzzy said that they rehearse every day

from about noon until 5 p.m. "It's just like

going to a job." Do the Roches socialize

together when not in the studio? "We don't

do out together, we don't really have to see

each other more than we do". The group

has a working relationship with

guitarist/producer Robert Fripp who

produced and played on their first and third

albums. Suzzy said that Fripp usually will

play something and then ask if they like it

or if it feels right. Terre. Maggie and Suzzy

all help Fripp mix the album (or visa versa).

Suzzy has a daughter, age two, who is

taken care of by both a school and by

friends. "I wish I had taken a course in

daycare," she said. Unlike Tina Weymouth
she won't be taking her on the road. Does

the comparison with the Talking Heads end

here? No. The Roches are the Talking

Heads of that acoustic folk genre. Their

songs are really intelligent and witty (I say

this, not Suzzy, although she does say that

she likes all their songs) and they don't all

sound alike. On their last album Keep on

Doing there's everything from the

"HaUejuliah Chorus" to "Losing True" one

of the saddest happy songs you'U ever hear.

Some of the songs on that album have Bill

Bruford listed in the credits as per-

cussionist, but Suzzy says that he's way

back in the mix so you really have to listen

for it. I've only been able to find him

playing triangle on one song.

Other Cool things that Suzzy said:

Q: Are you tired of people telling you that

you're cute and sweet and that kind of

stuff?

A: I don't really care what people say.

They can say whatever they want.

Q: Did you go to college?

A: 1 did. I had a great time. I went to an

acting school and I never graduated but I

learned alot.

Q: What are the words to "Sex is for

Children"?

A: They're from an A.A. Milne poem.

"Timothy Tim has ten big toes . .

."

Q: Which voice is yours?

A: Mine is kind of in the middle.

Q: On the songs you write with Terre on

the last album; how do you come up with

them?
A: We write everything together. Each

song really happens differently. Sometimes

somebody wiU have a piece of a tune, an

idea or something, but it's pretty jointly

done.

Q: What have you done with the money

you've made?
A: Lived ... I consider myself very for-

tunate.

Q: Have you ever thought of doing an

electric tour, with the electric guitars and

drums and stuff?

A: We're not very traditional, you know. I

don't think we'd ever have a traditional

rock and roll band.

Q: Do you think that Keep on Doing was

overproduced in comparison to the first

album?

A: It was overproduced? (Surprised) No

we really like the way it came out.

Beachcomber Tours

presents

DAYTONA
Spring Break '84

Trip Info Meeting
' TONIGHT -

Rm 904 Campus Center at 8 PM
Everyone Welcome

FREE SUN TAN LOTION

tr
00^

Now's the tiaic

to call

North Amherst
Motors

\:

Eap«rt rayair* U
r*t«n<lltl*niaf.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

349-2660 J

ST. PAULI GIRLit ordk 6pk $4.45 + dep

CALGARYepk $3.50 + dep

STEIIMHAUSERepk $4.25 + dep

BUD suitcase $10.95 + dep

BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES NOUVEAU

750.1 ^^
JIM BEAM litre $7.99

CANADIAN MIST ntre $7.99

C & C LIQUORS
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"

Maggie, Suzzy and Terre: Folk's foremost serenading siblings.

Maralis shakes jazz world
By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Staff

There are times when all the literature

you read about a musician is worth little

more than the paper it is printed on because

when you g^t right down to it, it's the music

that really counts. Wynton Marsalis is one

of those few. At 22, Marsalis' sound is one

of the hottest among today's jazz musicians.

Born in 1961. Marsalis is the son of Ellis

Marsalis. a highly respected jazz pianist.

At age six he already had his first trumpet,

given to him by his father's employer. Al

Hirt. But it wasn't till he was about 12 that

he really got involved with the instrument,

and by the age of 14 he was playing the

Haydn Trumpet Concerto with the New
Orleans PhUharmonic.

All the time he was practicing his

technique, he was listening. In a recent

interview Marsalis identified some of his

earliest roots. "As for me, in high school I

listened to funk for a long time people like

King Curtis - but later I began paying

attention to jazz: Charlie Parker, Can-

nonball Adderley, and then I went on the

road with Clark Terry's band, someone told

me about Wayne Shorter. I learned every

solo off every album Wayne had done for

Miles. John Coltrane was a very recent

discovery for me." As a result. Marsalis

was playing with Art Blakey when he was

18 years old.

In soloing Marsalis makes use of the

entire history of the jazz trumpet. Some of

the players that he lists as major influences

include; Miles, Freddie Hubbard, Lee

Morgan, and Louis Armstrong. This

becomes apparent upon listening to any of

his solos on either of Wynton Marsalis' two

jazz albums on Columbia, including the

recent Think of One. The maturity of his

playing lies mainly in Marsalis' ability to

synthesize all these artists into his sound.

While there are moments when he may
sound like a particular artist, the overall

feeling is his own. not something one can

say of most young musicians. In addition to

his recent jazz recordings, Marsalis

recently recorded his first album of classical

music.

Wynton Marsalis and his group,

featuring his brother Branford on tenor and

soprano sax, will be appearing Sunday

night at the Fine Arts Center. Opening wUl

be Ramsey Lewis, also a major figure in the

jazz world. So if you're free Sunday night,

I'd recommend this unique opportunity to

catch a rising young jazz musician, and let

the music do the talking.

live iirire
by David Che

As finals approach we have less time for

frivolity and the like, which is as it should

be, but forget not the adage of all work and

no play... This weekend features some good

music in the clubs and a special concert

Sunday night. Tonight the Bongos will be

at the Bluewall. I don't know why everyone

insists upon identifying this group as new

wave, they play some of the most creative

pop on the market, including the very funny

"Nothing Bad Ever Happens to Me."

Tomorrow night the Roches, an oft-

celebrated and semi -successful modern

sibling folk trio will perform at the Calvin;

opening is local pianist Steve Schoenberg.

At the Iron Horse you can find Claire

Arenius and her jazz group, and the Rusty

Nail plays host to Sal Baglio's Stompers.

Saturday night Dead Heads should swing

by the Rusty Nail for an evening of Max

Creek. Julie and the Flashers will be

performing at Sheehan's Cafe.

Sunday night pianist Ramsey Lewis and

trumpet player Wynton Marsalis will front

their respective groups and the Fine Arts

Center. Wynton's no electronics, no

gimmicks approach to jazz has created

something of a stir in the jazz world. Even

Miles Davis writes commercial music, but

Marsalis' level of integrity is

unquestionable, here's an opportunity to

hear why.
And now the Great Holiday Trivia

Contest and Album Giveaway! There are

ten questions, answer as many as you can

and send your answers to Trivia Contest,

Arts '. I>esk. • UMA6S . Daily . Coaegian,

Rmll3. Campus Center. UMASS. We wiU

award prizes to first, second and third place

entrants as well as special prizes for

creative guessing on questions you don't

know. Basically, its gonna be very hard to

lose. All entries must be in by 12:00 noon.

Wed. Dec. 14 and must include a local

phone number so we can contact you. Good

Luck.

1. Joan Jett belonged to what group

before going solo?

2. Who performed the original version of

the Linda Ronstadt hit "Tracks of My
Tears?"

3. Lenny Pickett is currently touring

with David Bowie and playing some very

mean sax licks, what group did Lenny

originally belong to ?

4. What artist regularly used the Band as

his backup group during the sixties and

early seventies?

5. a. Who was the Beatles first manager?

b. Who was the Beatles first drummer?

6. Who wrote the Monkees smash hit,

"I'm a Believer?"

7. What's the name of Rick James' new all

woman band?

8. The supergroup Asia is made up of

famous players of famous bands, name

these players and the bands they belonged

to.

9. Who had the hit "Hello, Its MeT
10. Before Diana Ross had a hit with the

song "Aint No Mountain High Enough" a

duet turned it into a number one soul

«ma8h^identi£yJiDth halves of this <lua. .
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The Adelphia Theater, Film

& Production Company
is proud to present

*
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The Play . .

.

Starting from back

row (left to right)

Peter Q'Ciaire

Lisa Lanzarotto

Karl Askins

James Belisle

Gary Rubin

Darlene Rose

/..,/., i'\ 1.

1

.
' "'

"One Day Last Summeq
-A True Love Story - Directed by Louis J.P. Rivers IV

January 20 & 21 Curtain Time: 7p.m.

Springfield Symphony Hall

Ticket Cost

$5.75 - Orchestra

$4.75 - LoRe

$3.75 - Bakony

Tickets in advance may be

purchased from

Gary Rubin

714 Grayson. Orchard Hill

546-7049

Or ••nd to:

Ad«lphia Th«atre Him fr Production Co
PO Box 477. Ludlow. MA 01066

add 20 cants for postaga

Tickats may also ba purchaaad

tha nights of tha show at

Symphony Hall

INDIVIDUAL

PROPOSALS umass /Irts council

545-0202

The deadline for the next UMass

Arts Council funding period is Feb.

8 1984. Applications may be pick-

ed up in Herter Hall 125, Monday

through Friday, 9-5.

1984 FUNDING PERIODS

Period 3 Proposal deadrme"2/8/84

Council vote-2/ 14/84

Period 4 Proposal deadline-3/30/84

Council vote-4/ 10/84

Period 5 Proposal deadline-4/30/84

Counci! vote-5/14/84

(for Sept. '84 events)

Hypercurricula

"BUILD RESISTANCE TO FBI REPRESSION -^
An

evening of discussion about buUding resistance to brand

Jury and FBI repression. Grand Jury resistor Eve Rosahn

will speak. All are invited to participate. 7:30 p.m..

Campus Center Rm 811

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - 6 p.m., Dukes Room,

S.U.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - Rev. Robin L. Harden

faciUtates dialogue on "The Day After". Everyone is in-

vited to bring a lunch and join the discussion. 12:15 p.m.,

428 Student Union

STERILIZATION ABUSE: FILM & SPEAKER - Panna

Putnam from the Everywoman's Center wiU discuss

sterilization abuse and the film "L'Operation" which

reveals the situation in Puerto Rico will be shown. 12-1:30

p.m. CC903

INTERVARSITY CHRISTMAS DINNER - Come out in

holiday dress for dinner, a movie, and Christian fellowship!

Proceeds from the $5 charge wiU go to College Church's

Bibles for India project. (RSVP: 253-9487), 5 p.m.. First

Baptist Church. Amherst.

••Dan Akroyd • • •

• • Eddie Murphy **

Friday, Dec. 9th

5K)0,7K)0,9:00,11K)0

all shorn $1.50

To be shown at

Mahar Auditorium

Preitented by the tentml Area thuncil

and the Sortheost Area Gocemnent

CONCERT: UNIVERSITY OF
YOUTH WIND ENSEMBLE -

Auditorium. Stockbridge Hall.

MASSACHUSETTS
7 p.m.. Bowker

SPECIAL SHABBAT SERVICES - A special Shabbat

service to thank and honor graduating seniors. 7 p.m.,

Dukes Room, S.U.

KABBALAT SHABBAT Creative welcoming of the

Shabbat. 6:30 p.m., 72 Triangle St.. Amherst

WOMYN'S SOCIAL GATHERING - An evening of music,

dance, conversation and fun! Coffee, cocoa and tea

provided free. Join us for a good tyme! 7 p.m.-midnight.

Commuter Lounge across from the Hatch.

CASE OF HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION - Bahai

Persecution in Iran today. Showing segment of 20-20

concerning the Iranian Bahais. Speaker: Kavous

Monadjemi. Refreshments will be served. 8 p.m.. 168C

Campus Center

MEETJNG/FILM - "Utter Chaos," followed by the

voting of constitution no. 8. Followed by "Film Star Wars

Trilogy." 7 p.m., Machmer W-26.

Pursuing A Cor^^r In Th« Arts?

Th* Fln« Arts C«nt*r

hos Internships ovollobl*

In th« following oroost

ARTS MANAGEMENT
CONCEUT HALL MANAGEMENT

PUDLICITY

PHODUCTION SERVICES

For moro informotlon, coll tho

Intornship Offico 545-0727

•»••»•»•—

IN SPITE OF REAGANOMICS
Career opportunities are continuing to

develop in

PUBLIC HEALTH
The Division of Public Health at the

University of Massachusetts

Annherst, Massachusetts

will be holding an

OPEN HOUSE
for students interested in master's and

doctoral programs in:

Biostatistics

Community Health Education

Environmental Health

Epidemiology
Health Administration

Public Health Nutrition

Friday, December 9, 1983 at 10:00 a.m.

in Room 904 of the

Murray Lincoln Campus Center

Meet Faculty and Students
All Are Welcome

For more information call or write:

Robert W. Gage, M.D.
Graduate Program Director

University of Massachusetts
Division of Public Health

Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545-1317

••••••••••MM•••••#

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Cditrd by MargirtI Farnir and Trudr Jaffe

Scrod Dan DeBellis

ACROSS
1 Sounds from the

kennel

5 Intone

10 Employs
14 Onthebrmy
15 Mechanism
16 metangere
17 Spent

18 Heath
19 Family unit

20 Creator of

Gunga Din

23 Many many years

24 Snick's partner

25 Reading
29 Dreiser's

Carrie'

33 Mississippi or

Missouri: Abbr
34 Keepsake
36 Ancient money

t>ox

37 Creator of

Charles Primrose

41 Greek letter

42 'Cookery has
become ":

R Burton, 1621

43 relief

44 Market areas

47 Moved in

masses
49 Genus of sheep
51 Aromatic leaf

52 Creator of Maud

59 Spanish-American

money
60 "I am the ruler

of the Queen's
I"

61 City on the

Hudson
63 Baseball family

64 Disney's middle

name
65 Regarding

66 Kilim and
Kirman

67 See l Across

68 Small com

DOWN
Swerve off course

Ancient stringed

instrument

Land of the

llama

Device for

floor renovation

5 Household item

6 Munich man
7 Ardent

8 Narrow margins:

Slang

9 Prepares

10 National symbol
1

1

Songs for

Pavarotti

12 Joiede vivre

13 Choral

performance

21 ' the cream
inmy coffee

"

22 American
architect

25 Person at the

helm
26 Long-playing

musical

27 Pond growth
28 Circus performers

30 Huron or Erie

31 Outward
32 Sounds in the

stadium

33 Louis XV and XVI

35 Type of hammer
38 Marked by bravery

39 Dull state

40 Wander
45 Timetable abbr

46 Actor Poitier

48 Seaport in

Connecticut

50 Word with mate

52 Shebat follower

53 Alban Berg opera

54 Kermit

55 Wicked
56 Type of tide

57 River into Bay
of the Seine

58 Norse goddess
of fate

62 For the present

After The Fall
by R. Miller

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

IWWEX TBPPtMJMO« WUVE FlNMLY MAOt IT HERE THE SlR-
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COLLEGIAN STAFF

MANDATORY MEETING
TONIGHT AT 7:00 pm.

NEWSROOM

Many important issues to be

discussed, including Ray^s tearful

departure./^a/t/ci68 will not be sup-

plied.

([PWISWTJIU GET THE THORAaME.

Quentin

OUR fi«T tmwrocMrf

8k«rrE«Ficu>--'*De4R Dir.fiL-

IboR MOt^lt fbftCM(rtr>«4$7

bv Mark MacKenzie

%eMnt 'iO'Jtt Hi*H 3cate, Mt*r?'

DC Menu
LUNCH

Cold Cut Grinder

Shells in Cheese Sauce

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Ratatouille

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Ratatouille

lieu suMtAf* oc-<»<f>ifS '

THIS IS -rHC LAST

Weather

Today, partly cloudy
with high temperature in

the 30s. Tonight, clear

with lows in the upper
teens to mid 20s inland to
near 30 along the coast.

Friday, becoming cloudy
with highs 35 to 40.

Todays puzzle

answer
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TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome
Two For On« 9 til 11

- All liquor Drinks -

No
Cover

^^ Mmm^!^

12th ANNUAL DUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTYWEEK
JAN. 22 -27

TWP INaUDES:

5Mr DAY UFT TICKH SUN - FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o«CONDO

MEALS ^ <.» * CO-—.«—«r HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE OEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT nJO PARTIES . LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTLE RACES. FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES

FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES NA5TAR RACES

SUGARDUSH COUPON BOOK. EQ. EQ.

HOTEL PACKAGE

CONDO PACKAGE

CT««Quoo» ONLY $164

CT**iHou«D^ ONLY $189

fWST 100 PtOW TO MGH-UP VIU. M OXMU. FOR A FREE TRIP

LAGNAF 64
FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 400 STUDENT UNION

Thursday, December 8, 1983 Thursday, December 8, 1983

Scott's

TREE
FARM
Sunderland, MA

take Rt. 47

to 252 Hadley Rd.

*womens track
Continued from page 16

iCollegian 15

Christmas
Trees

Balsam Fir $12.

Scotch Pine $14.

Wreaths $4.

665-4791

I.——•—•••—•——
••••••i

people in meets and qualify more for the

Easterns," said Banda.

Junior co-captains Leah Loftis and

Maureen O'Reilly are the leaders of the

largest women's track roster yet at

UMass - a group that includes more than

27 names.
Loftis was the number one runner for

the team last year, setting school records

in the 400 and 440 sprints, finishing

number one in New England in the 400,

and placing third in the East in that event.

Also covering the shorter distances for

UMass will be Deborah Smith who may

have the best raw talent on the team and

needs only more experience in order to

score consistently.

Freshmen Barbara CuUinan and Susan

Goldstein finished two and three among

New England high schoolers last year in

the 400. They will join Loftis and Smith to

form a strong mile relay team.

Two other freshman sprinters to watch

for are Kayla Morrison. Connecticut high

school champ in the 100 meters last year,

and Coni Anderson, a native of Nor-

thampton who last spring captured the

Western Massachusetts High School

Championship in the 100 meters.

Sharon Lassard of Westfield was the

Western Massachusetts champ in the high

jump last year and finished in the top

three in New England.

Freshman JuUe Ott, from New York

State, could be a surprise in the mile

where she will be joined by Deidre Doyle,

Sally Howes, Eileen Kelly, and Chris

Pratt, who are rested up after an exciting

cross-country season.

While Coaches Banda and LaFreniere

were busy with their respective fall

sports, Curtis Pittman, newly arrived

from Kent State University was busy

training some of the throwers and jum-

pers.

"Curtis has been a great help to the

team," said Banda. "The people he has

been working with are all in good shape."

Sophomore Liz Patterson will be

heaving the shot-put, an event she holds

the school record in. and may also throw

the discus.

Colleen Dawkins improved much during

last season in her specialty, the javelin -

she should be a strong challenger again

this year.

^4

I WANTYOU
TO THINK

BEFORE YOU REGISTER
FOR THE DRAFT

The First General Meeting

of people concerned about

the Draft and the

Solomon Amendment
will be at 7:00 P.M.

in the Suffolk Room
in the Student Union

Come before it's too late!

Everyone welcome!
For more info:

call Dan at 549-1233, 545-0487

Sports Notices

Women's Lacrosse
Mandatory meeting on

Dec. 13. 1983 in room 153

in NOPE at 5 p.m. AU
must attend.

Intramural officials

needed for men's, women's
and co-rec basketball.

Meeting on Dec. 13 or 14 at

7 p.m. inBoyden215.

There will be a

manager's meeting for all

team's registered to play

intramural hoop on Dec. 13

or 14 at 6 p.m. in Boyden

215. Season starts on Feb.

1.
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Christmas Cards, Wrap, and Gifts

Are Now Available

in the Ballroom of

The Student Union Building

Christmas Wrap &^ Trims
'^

S'

c%

Discover the distinctive vvrappmgs

that make gift-giving a )oy!

V

m r^^UmVERSITY Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 114

TMEATRES
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Fri 14 46 @ •2 001 7 16 9 46

^ Sal b Sun II 30 6 4 15 gl »2 001 7 16 9 66

In a cold world you need your

friends to keep you warm.

ITHE BIG CHILL
f„ 14*5 @ »2 00' 7 15 9»
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Skins, Dallas set to battle
The game to watch this weekend, (he

game to watch of the season, kicks off from

Texas Stadium in Irving, TX at 4 p.m. on

Sunday as the Cowboys meet their arch-

rivals Redskins with the division title and

home field advantage at stake.

Dallas (12-2), which* already owns a

thrQling 31-30 win over the defending

Super Bowl champions way back on Sept. 5,

- the first week of the season - can win the

division with a win. Washington (12-2)

needs a win Sunday and in their finale

against the Giants to win the title.

Both teams have already qualified for the

playoffs and the home field advantage will

be up for grabs here. The Skins rolled

through the playoffs at home last year, but

have trouble winning on the road. In the

last 10 years, the Skins haven't won a

playoff game on the road.

Dallas has won seven of the last eight

games. Their only loss came in the NFC
championship last year, where Dallas has

lost the last three years in a row.

The pre-Super Bowl' as one paper called

it, matches the league's top offense,

Washington, and the Cowboys fifth ranked

offense.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day mj\

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE ^L

AAA STUDENTS
AND THE DRAFT

9 good cond. Kurt 549-5897

Are you concerned 77 Come to the first

general meeting of students concerned

about the draft and the Solomon Amend-

ment will be tonight at 7:00 in the Suffolk

room in the Student Union, before it's late!

Everyone encouraged to attend. For more

info call 545-0487 or 549-1233

ARE THEY B0RED7 ^
EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch and •«.

Lomb Raybans this holiday. Call Bruce ^
549-2879 A!

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Mazda 626 38000 miles AM FM csst -g

great shape 546-6033 %^

1979 Mallbu 4 door a/cond exc. body \
some motor prob. runs good 1800$ or BO «
Kathi 546-6492 must sell I C
1976 Chevatte autotrans great mpg all new

jj
under hood cassette/stereo exc cond |i

$1695.546-8739 \
Tl Fiat 131S gold 5 speed newly tuned 7
good shape taking BO 546-7637 \
1977 Subaru 4 wl drive standard just tuned U.

up new brakes reliable 900 or BO call Bill at C
546-5068 2
1975 Datsun 280 Z black 4-speed exc. t
cond. taking 80 546-8236 \
1966 Plymouth Valiant rebuilt motor good %
condition BO Jeff evenings 549-6935 »\

CAMPUS REPS WANTED
"J^

Earn free trips and $ working on your -^
campus for America's number one student "1'

travel organization. Call for full details. JU
212-355-4705. Or write Inter-Collegiate Q:
Holidays, 501 Madison Ave., NY, NY 10022 n

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA ifif

Enamel Earrings in a handsome gift box, 6 }a
pairs for $5. Call evenings Lisa or Mary Ann Q:
549-7611. __^ n

CHRISTMAS TREES %
Balsam Firs, Scotch Pines 4-6 ft $12-14 j\
252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 665-4791 Q-

ENTERTAINMENT fl

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc. ^
Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties }A
to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

jfif"

FOR RENT 2f.

Intersession single and double occupancy
rooms nfKKlern facilities call Dave 549-7583

253-9071

Two persons wanted to share room in

Rolling Green apartment 256-0058

Townehousae - Large bedroom available

for 1-2 people starting Jan. 1 with option to

continue lease. Michele or Cheryl 549-5990

Apartment to rant Brittany Manor 2 br

256-0994

One bdrm Puffton Village available im-

mediately with heat, cable call 1-736-3760

after 6:30 p.m.

1 bedroom apartment loctaedright in

Amherst Center. $385.00 per month - heat

included. Take over lease January 1. Call

evenings 253-5012

Two spaces in Brittany Manor Apt for

spring semester starting in jan or Feb with

option for next year. Call Dan or Steve

256-1280

FOR SALE

Dorm Refrigerator, 1.7 cu. ft., $90,

256-8412

Roland SH-09 Synthesizer. Perfect con-

dition unlimited sound range $250 call Mike
253-3971

Double bed, desk 8- dresser sold separate-

ly or together 549-0505

Skis - Rossignol XP70 175 cm never used

only $351 call 6-6177

1 to 3 twin beds - comfortable - please

take them away $60 ea or BO Andy
665-7130

190 cm Rossignol St Competition
w/Salomon 727 bindings $210 or BO
546-6032

1973 Saab good conditon many new parts

must sell $950 or BO call 666-4801

•• WINTER GLOVES ••

All-Purpose makes a Great Gift

LOWEST price anywhere
call Dan 546-9146

FOUND
~

Found at Lib Tower Timex watch iden-

tify 8-7713

Watch found by bus stop across from FAC
during week of 21 Nov. Contact D. Dunn at

549-1051 after 7 pm
Foundlll One pair of glasses outside Grad

Research Center. Call 546-8352 to identify

HELP WANTED
~

Jobs for Intersession I Work for pro-

gressive social change with our political

outreaching and fundraising staff.

MASSPIRG has full time openings in

Amherst, Boston and Worcester. Call Terry

256-6434

GMAT Instructor with high scores Spr-

ingfield Kaplan 737-3788

Temporary full-time help needed pre &
post Xmas in textbook warehouse in

Waltham. Call Mike Canavan (617)

899-7154
^

Production Manager - SNPS to supervise

and coordinate print/copy shop operation.

An exciting challenging job in a student

controlled business. Two year committ-

ment. Print shop experience helpful - not

req. Detailed description and application in

S.U. 403. Application due 12/12. AA/EEO
545-2271

The Collegian Graphics Dept. has open-

ings for two graphics technicians to work

days during the Spring Semester. Ex-

oerience helpful. Apply this week in Room
105 CC between 9 am and 3 pm.

LOST

Square cased watch brown strap lost

near Boyden call Gail 253-3630

Key ring lost in or around Grad Tower, CC,

or Cashin Friday aft. 12/2. Please call Dave

546-4046 ^
Jean Jacket taken from Justin Ryans Fri

night had Bowie and Dead buttons reward

Kim 546-9115

Lost rod duffel bag w/Anthro books Er

notebooks please call Mike 6-9824 Reward

Metal Frame Glasses in black plastic case

on Campus rewrad call 549-0496

MOVIE

Don't miss the movie classic. Love

Story, tonight in hasbrouck 124 at 7, 9, 11

PM. $1 admission

PERSONALS
ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Skis - K2 shorts, 195cm, barely used.

Boots - Nordica Cosmos, size 10M, good

condition 125 for both call Kim 549-6689,

Dave 549-7755

New Polaroid Cameras 2 models $15 to

$20 call Glen 246-6456 Mike 546-6451

Volvo 88 very low mileage one owner good Aj
condition call 549-7877 0}
TI-59 Programmable Calc w/magnetic

cards $160 reg. $250 TIPC100C printer f.

TI-59 or TI-58C $140 reg. $200-546-6775 or .

546-8475 .«

Ski Boots Nordica Typhoon used 2 vrs size jff-

tic n

•••• College ••** Spring ••** Break •••*

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe *

• Motor Coach Tranaportation '

• • ocean front accommodation? night •

• • Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

•Make resen/atlons Now and Save $20^
• Check out our table in the
• CC Concourse or call 646-5422

••• D«A*Y*T*0*N*A*** B*E*A*Cni^*

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and

classified advertising.

Intersession Housing. Any university

women interested in living in SDT Sorority

house during wintersession contact Sue b

545-0527 for more info

To a fascist friend on her birthday from

the best

To Jcobb - Howya dooin'? Ya look great.

Can we talk? Lunch Tuesday? GreaattI

Supal - Lirosa

Bella Someone very special to me. Hope

it's the happiest b-day everl! And, G, I'm

gonna miss you sooo much next semester.

Love you always, MEI P.S. green flem,

SOMC
Tom Malone well here is your final clue.

Take all the previous clues with stars and

reverse them

Beth JazabI Happy Birthday, hope this

year is as good as the last I Love, Sue

Leslee, Thinking of you. Always, Chris

SUGARBUSHSUGARBUSHSUGA

R

BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR

Sugarbush Valley

Ski Er Party Week Jan 22-27

5 % day lift ticket 5 nights lodging

hotel, with meals or condo

free t)eer & wine parties, hot tub party

long underwear party, turtle races

Nastar races, Sugarbush coupon book etc

Hotel Package only $184

Condo Package only $189

for more info call 545-3437 LAGNAF 84

Ski Powder Winter Break
Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare & transfers

transportation to & from airport

8 day - 7 night accomodations

gorgeous condos, wine & cheese party

hot tub party, beer slalom, free t-shirt

5 V4 day lift ticket for Jackson Hole

for more info call 545-3437

Collegian Staff - Mandatory staff

meeting, Thursday, Dec. 8, 7:(X) pm
in the newsroom. Topics include

intersession paper, new editors, and
a Christmas party

To my Hun - since its your birthday, i

should tell you, that I knew when you of-

fered me your rice at dinner that we were

destined to be togetherl My turn to confess

I kind of liked you tool Wanna be friends?

8442 CongratsI Have a super dayl I love you

- your Hun PS happy 7th

I

Sue Happy Birthday love always Scott

Help defeat R R in 84 Free

transportation room meals to canvass in

NH this weekend for Senator Alan

Cranston for President call Marty Ferrero

253-2439

Augie - Happy Birthday. Let's all get

busted again. -Captain Crunch and friends

Mr. Manzon I've been watching youll

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Syracuse anytime Friday

please call Perry 6-7937

RIDERS WANTED ~~
St. Pete for Xmas leaving 12/22 return

1 12. Want 2 responsible riders to share driv-

ing, gas. Jack 253-9237

ROOM WANTED
~

Responsible femele looking for a room
to share in Townehouse Brandywine or

Puffton starting Jan 1 call Sue 256-1286

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate needed spring

semester Brandywine 549-0505

Looking for 1 female to share Brittany

Manor apt starting Jan 1 call 253-3796

1 or 2 females needed for room in

Southwood townehouse Jan Ist 256-0354

Woman needed to share Ig bdrm in 2

bdrm Puffton apt. Rent $127/mo heat in

eluded. Call Terri 549-5845

Girl wanted for single bedroom in nice

three bedroom house. In South Deerfield

on bus route 150 plus utilities Kim 546-9115

Roommate needed for 302 Puffton

'.Village $154 plus utilities call 549-6411 or

549-0937

Female non-smoking student to share

Puffton 2 bed apt starting Jan 1, Edie at

545-2707 or 549 4869 leave message

One or two quiet males for spring sem in

Brandywine 549 5416 Mike

, Female roommate needed to share room
Brittany Manor for spring 256-0358

Room available in 3 bedroom apt star-

ting Jan 1 on bus route call 665-4896

Female roommate wanted to share

•studio apt Hadley 175.00 -- tel not on bus

rt. 586-3682 available Feb 1

. Female roommate wanted for January

to June. Nicely furnished apt in Brittany

Manor. A quiet, serious student preferred.

Beverly 256-1335

Female roommate wanted to share
'. Townehouse apt Jan 1 nights 549-4781

Female wanted to share Southwood
townhouse apt. 256-0463 Kathy

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats,
manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, et c. 666-3414 anytime

Typing Special $1.00 page - single space
$.50 page - double space pickup Er delivery

avail. 413-772 0694

Underground Ski Repairs professionaly

sharpen plane and wax skis price 12-15 call

John 256-1419

SOFABED

Sofabed in fair condition for sala. $25 or

best offer - you haul it away. Call 549-6305

between 12 am and 1 am

S8AM

State Student Association of
Massachusetts is a statewide organiza-

tion, created to represent students. If you

are a student dependent on financial aid or

a job for your education, come to the

UMass SSAM Chapter meeting 8 pm Dec
12th in CC91 1 find out whar we're doing

this year for you. Together we can make a

difference.

STUDDED SNOW TIRES

Semperit 1S6SR13 tires plus Volkswagen
wheels $40 call Bill In/ine 545-0733

TO SUBLET

Townehouse - single room available 12/23
- 1/30. Nomially $150, will sublet for $100.

Shelly 549-599

Rooms for intersession Amherst Center

furnished $110 inclusive two available

256-1083

2 bedroom apt on bus route $375/mo

available Jan 549-6471

TRAVEL

•Toni8ht»Tonight*Tonlght*Tonlght*
T Don't be left behind T

Join the FUN in the SUN
N Daytona Beach is the II resort in N
1 the country for college Spring Break I

G Trip Information Meeting G
H Campus Center Room 904 at 8:00 pm H

T FREE Sun Tan Lotion T

'Tonight "Tonight 'Tonight 'Tonight*

WANTED

Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan-Aug Craig or Rory 256-0089

Responsible person looking for space in

apartment or house 546-1090 after 5

Still gotta get outta the dorms 1 1 Looking

for an apt or room in house please helpl Call

Sharon 546-5341 keep trying

Will take over lease on 1 or 2 bedroom

apt starting Dec 23 or Feb 1 546-1080 after 5

Three engineering students need apart-

ment for intersession in Amherst area. Call

Mike 546-9426 or Steve 546-9403

Need sublet Puffton or Townhouse
Tom 546-6590

Room available in house. Jemi^ry. On
bus route, cheap rent, call Lisa ?M 5iB93

a I vonoon usou ^ viaoito j^- . > ^'
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It's the holiday season- Time
for those Bowl predictions
The Christmas holiday season is once

again upon us and to college football fans

that also means bowl season. It's

therefore time for my second annual

predictions. I have been told that my
picks often show a certain infinite wisdom.

Of course it has usually been said sar-

castically.

COTTON BOWL

BYU 45 MISSOURI 21

BYU has this habit of breeding quar-

terbacks that keep breaking the previous

one's records. This year it is Steve

Young. Young has completed an amazing

71 percent of his passes with 33 touch-

downs. Critics will argue that any

quarterback who is allowed to throw on

any down will complete a lot of passes and

throw a lot of touchdowns. A bunch of

NFL quarterbacks throw as much as

Steve Young. They don't complete 71

percent or throw 33 touchdowns.

ALOHA BOWL

WASHINGTON 21 PENN. ST. 20

Even though the Huskies lost their

chance to kick-off January 2nd they still

have a shot at being another Washington

team to win a bowl this year. That would

make two, along with the Redskins in

D.C. It could give the Gipper some

braggin' rights.

LIBERTY BOWL

BOSTON COLLEGE 30 NOTRE DAME
17

There will be more cassocks and white

collars in this crowd than anywhere since

the choosing of the current Pope. It will

also be the first and probably the last time

I wilJ ever root against the Fighting Irish.

PEACH BOWL

FLORIDA ST. 23 NORTH CAROLINA 19

There was a time when North Carolina

was undefeated and ranked 3rd in the

Nation. There was also a time when the

Tar Heels had lost three straight and it

was suggested that a season finale loss to

Duke would warrent them wearing bags

over their heads in this one. They came

awful close.

GATOR BOWL

FLORIDA 27 IOWA 10

The Bowl carries the same title as

Florida's team name. How can they lose?

CALIFORNIA BOWL

NORTHERN ILLINOIS 3 FULLERTON
ST.O
This one is guaranteed to create a

whirlwind of blinding excitement. All

eyes will, without question, be glued to

the TV screen unless there is something of

drastic importance on another channel--

like a re-run of The Brady Bunch.

ROSE BOWL

ILLINOIS 24 UCLA 13

Here you have UCLA, a 6-4-1 team, in

the biggest Bowl of all because it is PAC-
10 locked. Some things in this world just

don't seem right. Right, SMU?

HALL OF FAME BOWL

KENTUCKY 23 WEST VIRGINIA 21

Kentuck's Sam Bowie gives up his

basketball comeback and joins the Wildcat

football team as a designated kick blocker.

It pays off when he blocks a last second

game-winning Mountaineer field goal

attempt. However, a new referee, of-

ficiating his first game since defecting

from the NBA where he was on strike,

loses his head and calls Bowie for

goaltending. When order is restored the

kicker is given another attempt but

having had his concentration shattered by

all the commotion, he misses anyway and

Kentucky still wins.

HOLIDAY BOWL

TEXAS 24 GEORGIA 17

The Dawgs have proven there is life

after Herschel. However, if Texas wins

and no. 4 Miami upsets Nebraska the old

arguement of who really should be

National Champs will begin. The
Longhorns will take care of their end.

ORANGE BOWL

NEBRASKA 35 MIAMI 21

Here's the scenario. Nebraska triumphs

and has the Championship in their back

pocket. Their flight home from Miami is

then hijacked to Cuba. Texas is named

number one and the Corn Huskers start a

Cuban National team.

Holmes will still fight-

but only on his terms
PHILLIPSBURG. N.J. (AP) - Larry

Holmes said Wednesday he will continue to

fight - but only on his terms.

"I'm not going to quit and I'm not going to

be forced to quit by any organization or by

any promoter," said the 34-year-old un-

beaten World Boxing Council champion.

"I will not honor my contract for Greg

Page unless they increase the purse,"

Holmes said at a news conference at his

hotel here. The agreement with promoter

Don King calls for a $2.55 million purse for a

Page fight.

Holmes has a contract with King to make a

mandatory defense against Page, the

WBC's No. l-ranked contender, in

February or March. If he doesn't, he

certainly will be stripped of title recognition

bytheWBC.
But while challenging the WBC and King.

Holmes also said he would go to Las Vegas

Thursday and confer with Jose Sulaiman,

WBC president, and King at the WBC
convention at Caesars Palace.

Holmes, who last week said he might

announce his retirement at Wednesday's

news conference, is angry about WBC
pressure to meet the Page commitment,

noting that he has until March to fulfill that

contract.

The champion, 45-0 with 32 knockouts,

said early in the news conference that

Murad Muhammad would be his exclusive

promoter. But later he said Muhammad
would serve as his agent. "If you deal with

me, you have to deal with Murad," said

Holmes.

He also said: "I'm promoting my own

fights. I'm Don King with a haircut."

The fight Holmes seems to want most is

one with South African Gerrie Coetzee, the

World Boxing Association champion. But

Wednesday he said that because of press

criticism he would now fight Coetzee only in

the United States.

Holmes also talked about possible fights

with John Tate, the former WBA cham-

pion, and unbeaten Pinklon Thomas.

He mentioned a $4 million purse for a fight

against Tate and $100 million for a Coetzee

fight. Many boxing people consider both

figures to be much too high.

Holmes was introduced at the news

conference as "the heavy-weight champion

of the world and also a businessman." The

champion then made it clear boxing was, for

him, strictly business from now on.

More Sports on Page 14

The MassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

ColUfian file pkoti) fry Ttrm Kudla

FLIPPING OUT - Jim dyrbett, a tri-captainfor the Minutemen, led the

squad (0-1, a loss to Army) against the University ofLowell last night com-

peting in five of six events. Massachusetts travels to Syracuse on Saturday

for another meet. The Orangemen vhll have to deal with Senior Bert

Mathieson, who excelledfor UMass against Army by unnning the all-around

title. UMass will not see the friendly confines ofBoydm gym until Jan. 28.

AP Luerphoto

WHY ISN'T GERRY FAUST
SMILING? Because Russ Whinnem
picks B.C. over Notre Dame in the

Liberty BowL

Veteran team
returns
By M.E. MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's track and field team will kick off

the indoor season this Saturday when
they travel to the Hub to compete in the

Boston University Relays.

"This could be our strongest team,"

according to Coach Kalekeni Banda,

noting that a quick group of highly

regarded freshmen are teaming up with

some proven veterans.

Banda and assistant coach Julie

Lal'>eniere expect to improve on last

year's record which saw UMass finish

among the top seven in New England

indoors. "We're hoping to score more

Continued on page H

FINALWEEK

CollegianNFL Picks
It is week 15 of the NFL season and this

is the last week of the popular Collegian

NFL picks for this semester. Going into

the home stretch, Scott Hood holds a

scant one game lead over Bill Shea in their

dogged pursuit of the championship title.

Tony Betros is three games off the pace

while Kevin Deluca and Gerry deSimas

are vying for the right to stay out of the

Steelers at Jets

Falcons at Dolphins

Patriots at Rams
Saints at Eagles

Bears at Vikings

Browns at Oilers

49ers at Bills

Seahawks at Giants

Lions at Bengals

Chiefs at Chargers
Cardinals at Raiders
Colts at Broncos
Redskins at Cowboys
Packers at Buccaneers

cellar. Last week. Hood, Shea, and

Betros all went 10-4 with deSimas pulling

a 9-5 and Deluca getting a 8-6.

The big game this weekend has to be

the 4 p.m. Sunday duel between Dallas

and Washington. Green Bay and Tampa
Bay will be the Monday night game. A
long streak of lopsided, boring Monday
nighters continue.

Shea deSimas Deluca Betros Hood

(93-60) (84-69) (87-66) (91-62) (94-59)

Pitt Pitt Pitt Jets Pitt

Miam Miam Miam Miam Miam

Pats Rams Rams Rams Rams

NO Phil NO NO NO
Chic Minn Minn Minn Minn

Clev Clev Clev Clev Clev

Buff SF SF SF Buff

Seat Seat NYG Seat Seat

Cinn Detr Cinn Detr Cinn

SD SD KC SD SD
LA LA LA LA LA
Denv Denv Bait Denv Denv

Wash Dall Wash Dall Dall

GB GB GB GB GB
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Fire suspect

at large despite

arrest warrant

CollrKian photo by I>rfw Oxirr

JERRY IN THE CAGE - The Jerry Garcia Band performed to a nearly sell-out crowd at the

Amherst College Cage Wednesday night. The ten - (or so) song concert, which lasted for two and

a half hours was slow at first, more upbeat as the night went on, and extremely anti-climatic as

the band left with no encore.

Rape case conclusion still uncertain
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian SUff

Hampshire District Attorney W. Michael Ryan said

Thursday an announcement was forthcoming on whether

or not charges would be dropped against a University of

Massachusetts student charged in connection with a recent

rape.

"I know what we're going to do, but I don't know if we can

announce it until we do it, " Ryan said about the case in

volving Michael E. Briggs, who was arrested Saturday

night and charged with indecent assault and battery with

attempt to rape in an incident at MacKimmie dormitory

Saturday night.

William A. Norris, lawyer for Briggs, said charges have

not yet been dropped against his client and is unsure

whether or not they will be.

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said Wednesday the

charges would be dropped against Briggs, a MacKimmie
resident from Oxford, Conn, and a starting offensive tackle

for the UMass fottball team.

Ryan would not say whether or not Duffey's comments

were accurate, but he did say it was "unusual" for a

chancellor of a university to make such an announcement.

Duffey had said he had been told by a reliable source the

victim "has requested the court to withdraw charges"

against Briggs.

Ryan said he was "surprised Duffey made a statement

about it." "I'm not sure where he got (the information), or

why he published it."

Duffey could not be reached Thursday for comment.

While some speculation has been made on Briggs'

charges, nothing has been said about the charges of rape

against Clarence G. Hilton, 20, of Oxford, Conn., who was

a weekend guest of Briggs'.

Ryan did say, however, the case could continue against

one of them even if charges were dropped against the

other.

Norris said it was a possibility charges would be dropped

against his client.

"Whenever there is a crime against society, any crime, it

is society who brings charges against someone, it's not just

the victim," Norris said.

Society is the District Attorney and he has not made a

decision yet, Norris said.

Pom institutions outnumber eateries
By ANNEMARIE MALEY
Collegian Correspondent

There are four times as many Adult book stores and

peep show theaters in this country than there are

McDonald's.

Playboy and Penthouse magazines each have a greater

circulation in the United states than Time and Newsweek

magazines combined.

These statistics were presented in Not a Love Story, a

film about pornography sponsored Thursday night by the

Women's Leadership Project, the Women's Issues Team,

the Student Government Association and the Women's

Forum Against Media Violence.

About 200 people, half of whom were men, crowded into

Hasbrouk auditorium to watch the film.

Pornography has been the subject of the team's

research this semester. "It's an important issue because it

(pornography) is doing awful things to the images of

women," said Turchinetz.

Valerie Singleton, a member of the team said, "Por-

nography represents violence against women and it

perpetuates rape."

A study done in 1981 by two UMass professors found

massive exposure to pornography tends to create

callousness towards rape victims, and for women in

general.

Team members said in pornography, violence, sex and
love are equated and women often submit to and enjoy

sexual acts of brutality, mutilation, and abuse and that

this is dangerous because it perpetuates the myth that

women actually want to be raped.

In a discussion after the movie, one woman said she felt

like she was on the screen because men were in the au-

dience.

"I just feel very caught," said another woman, 1 ve

been working in women's organizations and talking abo'it

this issue for years. I'm feeling all this tragedy insidr...so

what do you do?"

r
Inside

Argentina now eligible for U.S. military

aid P-2

Local restauranteur extends good cheer to Cramp-

ton residents P-5

Is there life outside of UMass? P-9

Male gymnasts chalk one up p.l5

"Laws are like spider webs through

which the big flies pass and the little ones

get through."
-' Homore deBalzac

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A warrant for the arrest of a Moore House resident to be
charged in the setting of a previously unreported fire in his

dorm was still outstanding late last night, as calls to his

room yielded no information of the whereabouts of the

University of Massachusetts student.

John Campbell, a food and natural resources major from

Stoughton, had not been apprehended at press time on a

warrant obtained by State Trooper Jay Bowman from

Hampshire District Court. Campbell is accused of "burning

the property of another...exceeding the value of $25" in a

carpet fire Monday in the Southwest co-ed lowrise, ac-

cording to University spokesman Arthur Clifford.

Campbell will be the third student arrested on charges

relating to the string of suspicious fires on campus this

semester. Yvette Henry, a 20 year-old Crampton resident

assistant and chemistry major, was arraigned Monday on

charges of setting one of that dorm's 16 fires. Kent Bierly,

a 20 year old physical education major living in Cance

dormitory, was charged Tuesday with ripping a fire alarm

box from a wall in his residence during an early morning

fire evacuation Saturday.

Both Henry and Bierly were immediately suspended

following their arrest, but were granted a "modified"

suspension Thursday which will allow them to attend

classes for the rest of the semester.

Clifford said Henry, whoie lawyer n>et Wednesday with

Dean of Students WUliam Field, will be aUowed U) attend

classes though her "suspension is still in effect." Henry's

"living arrangements will not be the same as prior to

suspension, " he said, and must be accompanied on campus

by her mother or a friend approved by the University.

Both students will be allowed to finish academic

obligations for this semester, though they have not been

reinstated. Student Government Association co- President

Tom Ahern said folk)wing meetings with Chancellor

Joseph Duffey and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis Madson.
Ahern said adrmnislrators defended their controversial

suspension action by reiterating a press release issued

Thursday.

The release states that University officials complied with

"the provisions of the University Code of Student Conduct"
by arranging Wednesday's meeting with Field to review
the student's status. They now must arrange a University

Discipline Board hearing. Such action is "standard

University policy" when the University exercises its

"responsibility and authority" in temporarily suspending

students because of "an immediate threat to the safety,

peace or well-being of the community," according to the

statement.

But Discipline Board Chair John Brigham said Wed-

nesday the board "meets to decide whether a suspension

goes into effect and until a (hearing) is completed, the

suspension doesn't operate."

"they (the administrators) do not have the authority they

think they have," said Legal Services Office attorney

Michail Pill, speaking in behalf of on of Henry's lawyers,

LSD attorney Charles DiMare. "There is no such 'standard

practice.' It's an after- the fact effort to cover something

outside their authority."

Ahern said administrators contended they had correctly

followed the code of the Student Conduct. That document

states: "Every case of disciplinary action involving a

penalty of suspension or dismissal shall be heard by the

(University Discipline) Board before becoming effective as

a disciplinary action. This shall be so even when the Dean

of Students shall have suspended a student, pending an

appeal, upon reasonable presumption that continuance of

this student would constitute an immediate threat to the

safety, peace, or well-being of the University community."

The administration's statement also noted, "Because

minor fires have continued on campus, creating a state of

emergency, any individual found contributing to the

problems will be considered for immediate suspension."

It was also announced Thursday that attorney Harry L.

Miles of Northampton has been hired to work with DiMare

on Henry's case, which will continue with a pre-trial

hearing Jan. 26. Miles was Hampshire/Franklin County

assistant district attorney from 1974 to 1978 and first

assistant district attorney from 1979 to 1980.
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AP UMrpkoto

LIVE PRACTICE - Military police of the U.S. 82nd Airborne, sta-

1

tioned in Grenada, leave a live fire range by helicopter after completing

target practice.

AROUND THE NATION
Columbia returns after recordvoyage
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE. Calif.

(AP) — Six astronauts overcame broken

equipment Thursday, fired Columbia's

rockets and started a blazing descent to

Earth with a cargo of science treasures

gathered in a record 10-day shuttle voyage.

Touchdown on a dry lakebed at Edwards
Air Force Base in California was set for 3:47

p.m. Pacific time but did not occur until

6:15 p.m. Eastern time. Landing weather
was ideal, with light winds and only a few

scattered clouds.

For the first time, a space shuttle ap-

proached its landing from the northwest.

The glide path carried it over the Aleutian

Islands of Alaska, across the U.S. coastline

80 miles north of San Francisco, directly

over Fresno, then 20 miles east of

Bakersfield and on into Edwards.
Columbia's return was delayed nearly

eight hours after the craft experienced a

powerful jolt and both a computer and a key

navigational instrument failed.

Doctor will save life despite law
RIVERSIDE. Calif. (AP) - A

psychiatrist reaffirmed his vow Thursday

to force-feed a cerebral palsy victim rather

than let her starve herself to death, even if

it meant he was breaking a law.

Dr. Donald E. Fisher, chief of psychiatry

at Riverside General Hospital, where

Elizabeth Bouvia is being treated, said he

was convinced the 26-year-old woman
eventually will change her mind.

However, he also said he did not know
how long he would continue to wait for her

to have a change of heart.

AROUND THE REGION
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RUNAWAY BARGE -- A guardian helicopter hovers over this

gasoline barge off Martha's Vineyard Monday. The vessel broke loose

of its tug and drifted 30 miles before being recovered by the Coast

Guard. None of its cargo leaked.

State representative reprimanded
BOSTON (AP) — The Massachusetts

House reprimanded Rep. James J. Craven

for violating the state's conflict of interest

law Thursday despite his charge that the

move was politically motivated.

The Boston Democrat, the senior

representative in the House, lashed out at

Common Cause, a citizen's lobby which

brought the issue to the attention of the

House Ethics Committee.

"For much of the past decade this group

has been devoted to removing me from

office," he said.

Tree thievesprofitable forscouts
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) - Crime pays

for the Boy Scouts in this western

Massachusetts college town who are tur-

ning a tidy profit on fines levied against

ihieves who steal their Christmas trees.

According to William Burke III. chief

probation officer, between 18 to 24 of the

scout's trees are pinched each year from

their lot on the town green and the scouts

average about $2,000 in court-ordered

donations from tree thieves.

AROUND THE WORLD
Argentinamay get U.Smilitary aid
WASHINGTON (AP) -The State

Department, citing "significant progress"

in Argentina's human rights situation,

announced Thursday that country has met
congressional requirements for a resum-
ption of American military assistance.

The announcement by department
spokesman Alan Romberg came two days

before Argentina's formal return to con-

stitutional rule with the inauguration of

President-elect Raul Alfonsin.

Vice President George Bush will head the

American delegation to the inauguration.

Legislation dating back to the Carter

administration barred U.S. security aid to

Argentina unless the State Department

was able to certify an improvement in

human rights performance and in other

areas.

The legislation was prompted by

widespread abuses by Argentina's military

government in its so-called "dirty war"

against leftists. Thousands of Argentines

disappeared at that time and remain

unaccounted for.

VSdeployment detains dialogue
GENEVA. Switzeriand (AP) — The

Soviets today suspended talks on long-

range nuclear rockets and bombers, saying

new U.S. missiles in Europe made a

"change in the overall strategic situation."

In Washington, President Reagan said he

does not interpret the Soviet announcement

as a "walkout" and indicated he might be

Andropov for a summit to improve relations

between the superpowers.

Reagan, speaking to reporters as he left

the White House for a speech in

Indianapolis, noted that the end of the

Geneva Ulks on reducing long-range

nuclear weapons was a "regular ad-

journment that was scheduled to take

willing to meet Soviet President Yuri place.'

Official requests civil disobedience
MADISON. Wis. (AP) - Gov. Anthony

S. Earl says civil disobedience and mass

demonstrations may well be required for

the nuclear weapons freeze movement to

succeed in influencing government policy.

Earl delivered a guest lecture Wed-
nesday at the University of Wisconsin in a

course called "Perspectives on Nuclear

War," and one student asked him about an

apparent failure of the democratic process

to influence policy on arms reductions.

"It apparently is going to take something

more than we have done to date," Earl

replied, "and perhaps it's going to have to

take on the dimensions of what did happen

in civil rights in the 1960s, and what did

happen in the Vietnam War. What's

happened to date does not seem to have

galvanized enough support from those we
elect."

Reagan orders end to **drug dens
99

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - •President

Reagan declared Thursday that America's

schools must be "temples of learning and

not drug dens," and said he ordered the

Justice and Education departments to find

ways of helping schools "enforce discipline."

The president, in a speech delivered

before an education summit of 2.300

teachers, school administrators, politicians,

parents, and teachers' union represen-

tatives, called for stricter classroom

discipline and unveiled a program of

presidential academic awards.

He told the group he had ordered Justice

and Education "to find ways we can help

teachers and administrators enforce

discipline."

On the flight from Washington, White

House spokesman Larry Speakes,
discussing Reagan's order to the Justice

Department, said the department was
looking for ways in which school principals

can work with law enforcement officers to

improve community support for school

discipline.

Bowie Kuhn remains untilMarch
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Outgoing

Commissioner Bowie Kuhn was given a

second extension on his contract Thursday

as major league owners, unable to find a

successor, met formally for the first time at

baseball's annual winter convention.

The extension will keep Kuhn in the

commissioner's office until March 1, 1984.

By that time, the search committee headed

by Milwaukee Brewers owner Bud Selig

must find a new man.

'That's the latest date he will be there,"

Selig said, "and it comes from him frankly

more than it comes from us." Kuhn has said

he is anxious to pursue other commitments.

One leadership vacancy was expected to

be filled Thursday, however. The American

League was looking for a replacement for

the retired Lee MacPhail. and Dr. Bobby

Brown, former New York Yankees third

baseman and noted Dallas heart specialist,

was the heir apparent.

Transplantpatient wants to hide
BOSTON (AP) -John Faragi, who

received a new heart this summer after a

public campaign raised money for the

transplant, says he is growing a beard to

help disguise himself.

"Wherever I go people say, don't I know

you? Aren't you John Faragi?" he said. "I'm

trying to get back to a normal bte.'

But Faragi added that without the

publicity his case received he might not be

alive today and he thanked the people of

New England for pitching in money for his

operation after his insurance company

refused to pay for it.
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Administration willing to resume negotiations
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

A meeting called by the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors (MSP) scheduled for Thursday to protest the

University of Massachusetts administration's unwill-

ingness to negotiate a contract with the union was
postponed because of a renewed administration commit-
ment to negotiation, a union spokesman said.

James Boylan, chairman of the UMass Journalistic

Studies department and president of the Amherst chapter
of MSP, said contract negotiations broke down last Fri-

day, but "essentially we have a committment from the ad-

ministration to continue bargaining."

Boylan said negotiations for the contract, which will ef-

fect about 1,200 faculty and librarians at the Amherst and

Boston campuses, were 95 percent completed last Friday,

when the administration resubmitted proposals from a

Nov. 14 meeting, without considering union counter-

proposals from a Nov. 22 meeting.

"We had been going very slowly, but at least we were

making progress at that time," Boylan said. "We felt we
were getting very close to an agreement."

Both Boylan and T.O. Wilkinson, dean of the school of

social and behavioral sciences and a member of the

University bargaining team, said talks will resume Mon-

day.

The negotiations began in January, and union members
have been working without a contract since June 30.

Boylan said he hopes the university negotiators continue

to bargain the issues rather than take the position they did

last Friday, but added that the union is setting aside next

Thursday for a protest if talks show no progress next

week.

Six important issues remain unresolved, Boylan said, in-

cluding procedures for laying off and rehiring faculty. The
union wants to ensure that these procedures and pro-

cedures for awarding merit pay and allocating educational

needs funds are handled equitably, he said.

Retrenchment procedures, which entail "...terminating

contracts so as to meet a financial emergency or eliminate

a program," can be used as political tools, Boylan said.

The swiministration's proposals leave the way open for

targeting individuals in a retrenchment situation, and pro-

cedures for calling faculty back after a layoff leave the

way open for denying tenure rights, he said.

The educational needs funds for research support are

important because appropriations for professional travel

in many departments are...chronically low, and the ad-

ministration also wants to begin charging professors for

computer accounts, Boylan said.

"We think the faculty could use this money to pay for

what is free at other universities," he said.

Wilkinson said, "We (administration negotiators) have
consistently had the union's proposals before us and have
considered them very seriously."

"We're down to very critical issues on both sides and I

hope we can come to agreement very soon," he said.

BOG requests permanency of

Campus Center study space
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Board of

Governors member Jerry Quill

spearheaded a motion last night to allow the

Coffee Shop and some meeting rooms at the

Campus Center to remain open until 11

p.m. weekdays permanently.

Originally, study space was taken away
from the students because the University

Store had to move into the Cape Cod
Lounge while asbestos was removed from

the store's usual sight.

To fill the study space void, the Coffee

Shop and certain meeting rooms were

opened to the students. The program has

worked "swimmingly", (sic) and many

members of the BOG would like to see it

continue indefinitely, according to Quill.

Each student pays $84 a year for this

building. I want to see them get their

money's worth," Quill said.

While there were not enough BOG
members present last night at the meeting

to have a quorum. Campus Center Director

William Harris said that there were reasons

that the Campus Center administration had

not carried the policy in the past.

"The final three weeks of every semester

we open meeting rooms up to give the

students additional studying space. But

what makes this possible is that there are

less meetings to prepare for at this season,

and to keep some rooms open throughout

the semester would create major hassles for

the administration and the janitors," Harris

said.

Besides not being able to clean rooms in

time for meetings taking place on the

following days, Harris also said that the

potential policy would cause safety

problems.

The janitors would have to keep a close

eye on the rooms, and because the elevators

are shut off at 11 p.m., the students' access

to exits would be limited to the stairs,

Harris said.

BOG Chair Mike ReiUy said that Campus
Center offered much more to the students

than any other building on campus, and that

if the Campus Center administration was

against the idea of increasing the amount of

study space in the Campus Center, then it

was against excess revenue for the Campus
Center.

"Students enjoy taking study breaks at

the various food shops and the arcade in the

Campus Center. This brings in a great deal

of money for the Campus Center." ReiUy

said.

L. Scott Cohen, another BOG member,

said, "The administration's argument is

weak, because the new program, at status

quo, is working magnificently."

GSS requests asbestos info
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts ad

ministration was criticized last night by

Gerry Scoppettuolo, associate director ol

the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA). for what

he feels has been an inadequate flow ol

information on the presence of asbestos in

the Campus Center.

"The University should have com
municated more with the students about

the issue," Scoppettuolo said.

"It's been the feeling of workers, students

and other people on campus who are

concerned that people should've gotten a

memo on the subject," he added.

Scoppettuolo was addressing the Graduate

Student Senate (GSS) on the asbestos

which has been found in the ceiling of the

Campus Center Concourse and the

University Store.

Scoppettuolo said workers will start

removing the asbestos in about three

weeks.

After Scoppettuolo's presentation, the

senate passed a motion requesting "that the

Department of Environmental Health and

Safety give detailed information with

regard to the situation of asbestos in the

Campus Center ceiling."

Scoppettuolo said that in a recent in

spection by the state's Asbestos Com
mission, the ceiling tiles were found to have

between 30 and 50 percent asbestos in

them, which could eventually flake off and

become airborn.

An air sample conducted on the concourse

showed only background levels of asbestos,

but Scoppettuolo questions the fact that

only one sample was taken.

"I personally feel one air sample is not

enough to accurately gauge the problem,

but OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health

Administration) says that the asbestos is

bulk and not in the air," he said.

"I want to stress that I'm not saying

anyone is in any danger now. The

University's view is that there isn't any

immediate danger," he added.
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CARNAL CAT -- The Broadside Bookshop in Northhampton was host
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AT IT AGAIN - George Hubbard (left) was pictured last year taking

down the snow fence he is now putting up in front of the Boyden play-

ing field Wednesday. Assisting him is fellow UMass employee John

Daley. ^
Dedicated donate to telefund
By VIRGINIA WARFIELD
Collegian Staff

Through an alumni money-raising

operation known as Telefund, nearly 13,000

UMass alumni and parents have pledged

$569,259 since July 1. said Larry Kocot,

director of Telefund and assistant director

of development for the annual fund.

"We expect to reach 55,000 people and $1

million in pledges by the end of our fiscal

year," he said.

Such funding enables many programs and

organizations at the University to exist, by

supporting what University budget cuts

must leave out.

Telefund, which began full-time operation

March 15, is a phone/mail program which

begins with an introductory letter and is

followed by a phone reqi' st for a pledge.

"We employ about 50 students," he said.

"Some are work-study and some aren't, but

they are all the very best, and extremely

committed."

Up to 24 callers may be at work during an

evening; the phoning takes place Sunday

through Thursday nights, 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.

A separate day-time staff handles the

necessary organizational paperwork.

Telefund is part of the alumni Annual

Fund, which last year raised about

$740,000. Awards of $653,740 have been

distributed among various academic affairs.

student affairs, and chancellor's programs

through the fund, Kocot said.

"We give money to various scholarship

programs," he said, "as well as augment

funding for the marching band and in-

ternational programs. We raised $64,000 in

pledges for the School of Management

campaign, and a gift of $65,000 will go to

the Barber Scholarship Fund for athletic

scholarships."

Some of the pledge money is restricted to

certain areas of donation, while the rest is

unrestricted and may be awarded wherever

it is needed.

Kocot said many of the student workers

are dedicated because they are able to see

the value of the money to the University as

well as the value of their own educations.

He added that the donors are very loyal,

too, and 69 percent of them renew their

pledges.

'These people really care about the

students and the university. They are able

to see the worth of their educations in

retrospect."

Kocot said recent graduates have been

giving a lot more than older alumni and the

average gift from the class of 1983 was

about $50.

Before Telefund, Kocot said the alumni

used to hold phonathons staffed by

volunteers, but these were not as effective.

"There were too many alumni for the

volunteers to handle, and still we couldn't

reach all the people," he said.
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Sterilization used
to better economies
By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

A million Native Americans and Puerto Ricans a year are

being used as "guinea pigs" for sterilization by the United

States government, said the Third World Women's Task

Fo-ce Coordinator of the Everywomans Center at the

University of Massacheuctts, Thursda v

.

"One third of all Native Americans are sterihzed in this

country," said Pann Putnam who spoke as part of s lecture

series sponsored by the Everywomans Center and the

Democratic Socialists of America.

Putnam said one reason the amount of sterilization is so

high among Native Americans is because the ijovernment

wants to reduce the population in the areas where they

live, which are rich in coal and uranium.

"Women under 21 are threatened by the U.S. Govern-

ment that Welfare funding will be taken away if they do

not consent to sterilization
.

" she said

.

There are two methods used to control the population in

Puerto Fico. Putnam said. The first is through forced

migration of Puerto Rican people to the United States.

The second is to subject women to the "most intensive

sterilization policy in the world."

"In Puerto Rico the goal is to sterilize all women of child-

bearing age to control the population there," Putnam said.

"The number of Puerto Rican women sterilized reaches 35

percent and 92 percent of these women are under 35 years

of age," Putnam said.

Putnam also said the U.S. forces sterilization in other

countries.

"In India over 10 million women and men were sterilized,

Putnam said. Sometimes bicycles and other gifts were

offered to these people if they would consent to being

sterilized."

She said in Bolivia the Peace Corps sterilized people

without their even knowing it.

The U.S. gives reasons why population control is needed

in the countries mentioned, Putnam said.

First the U.S. wants to increase the standard of living in

the countries with population control.

Secondly, the U.S. says that it is our government's

responsibility to offer better health care to these countries.

It will be able to do this when there is a decrease in the

population.

Third, the population must be controlled to maintain U.S.

economic interest in these countries, she said.

Drug possessor arrested
Amherst Police reported the arrest Wednesday night of

a 23-year old man, charging him with possession of a

quarter gram of cocaine.

The man was cited by a community service officer in a

car behind The Pub. He reportedly was seen imbibing the

substance, and police were summoned. The cocaine was

valued at $40.

A Brandywine resident reported the larceny of a

television set Wednesday night. The TV was taken from

the victim's apartment, police said, and no value was

given.

An 18-year-old man from Thoreau dormitory was

arrested Wednesday night and charged with possession of

a falsified ID card. He was arrested at an East Pleasant

Street establishment.

GREG BROWN
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Hundreds evacuate S.U.B. due

to fire alarm malfunction
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

A malfunctioning fire alarm sent more
than 200 people outside of the Student

Union Building at the University of

Massachusetts Thursday, closing all

businesses located inside for about 15

minutes.

The 11:15 alarm rang out because of the

malfunctioning of a fixed temperature heat

detector, located in that building's art

gallery, according to Amherst Fire

Department lieutenant Paul LaLande. The
crowd returned inside and the relocated

University Store, Post Office and Ear-

thfoods reopened after the building was
searched and a fire was not found. Fire

officials then checked the alarm system and

determined the cause.

UMass Police received a report of a fire in

Wheeler dormitory in the Central

Residential Area at 4:24 p.m. Wednesday.
Police said a notice taped to the mirror in

the fourth floor bathroom had been burned,

and a roll of toilet paper had also been

slightly burned. Amherst Fire Department

and Environmental Health and Safety

responded to the scene. There were no

injuries.

Police were called at 9:20 p.m. to check a

past fire in Leach dormitory in the Nor-

theast Residential Area. Police said ap-

parently a person or persons had attempted

to burn a notice taped to a fourth floor

bathroom stall between 7:30 p.m. and 9:20

p.m. The case is open.

In other police action: A 22-year-old

Brighton resident was arrested at 2:10 a.m.

Dec. 8 and charged with driving while

intoxicated, police said. The subject has

been traveling west on Massachusetts Ave.

and was observed to be driving erratically

and was stopped, according to police, and

placed under arrest.

Police received a report of breaking and

entering and motor vehicle larceny shortly

after 4 p.m. Dec. 7th. According to police,

the driver's window of a vehicle parked in P
Lot near the stadium had been smashed and

a stereo, two speakers and a power booster

were stolen. Damage was estimated at $60

and value of the stolen property was

estimated at $100, police said. There were

no witnesses.

Fire fearer feeds Crampton
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Ernie Arena remembers all too well the

fear of fire. The day Chicago's Our Lady of

the Angels elementary school was gutted

by a blaze claiming the lives of 99

schoolchildren and three nuns. Arena was

sitting in a restaurant with two of his

friends, who with him rushed over to the

site in time to pull a sister out of the

building.

"I remember the hate and the fear and also

the love that came out of the fire," he said,

"and I'd hate to see anyone be threatened

with anything like what I saw."

So the owner of the Red Barn Steakhouse

on Rt. 9 hosted a spaghetti and meatball

dinner Thursday night - "nothin" real

special, just a good meal" - for Crampton

residents.

"I think they need to have a little pressure

taken off them. I think it's time for them to

unwind, forget about the fires, and just

have a good time." Arena is also providing

them with free use of the disco floor up

stairs.

Life at Crampton now is slowly returning

to normal, residents say.

Crampton head of residence Eileen

Ranneberg called the dinner "a marvelous

gesture" about which residents were

"definitely excited."

First floor resident Laura Gevanter, who

had to study for a final exam Thursday

night, said she was joined by only a few

others on the floor, all, apparently who had

to skip the meal for study purposes. "It was

very thoughtful," she said.
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You can qualify for the

Lite Beer/ACU-l National Championships

by winning your local and regional

tournaments.

Pr«r»gl«tr«tlon: Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 1 p.m. at the gama room

The on-campus tournament will toe:

Place Q^ma room In Studant Union

Date Dae. 10, 1983

Time 12=00 p.m. to 5 p.m.

GreatTosle^
LessFHng V^Vi-'

198? Miller Brewing Cotnpanv Milwaukee Wisconsin

#^* Great Gifts

I Clothing Earrings
Stocking Stuffers

Posters Cards

IVIugs Rugs Vases

Tree Ornaments
Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals Toys

Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, etc.

Candy Tea Tea Sets

SALE

L

"P 30% OFF selected
to

Blouses, Skirts, Dresses

Sweaters, Jackets

Weeknights 9 PM Dec 9-23

Sundays 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 6 PM

MEI^ANTILE
Amherst Carriage Shops

also: 18 Center St. Northampton
GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES
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10 a.m. til 11 p.m
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Just past U^^ass Stadium, from SW dorms
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ROUTE t16

BU Cl 12 oz. cans

Miller 12 pk. bomes

StrOh 12 oz. bottles

BUSCh 12 oz. cans

Meister Brau i2oz cans

Wiedemann i2oz cans

Schmidt's or Light i2pk cans

Martini & Rossi Asti 75omi

Harvey's Bristol Cream 750ml

$9.95 + 1.20

$5.00 + .6012pk.

$9.95 + 1.20

$8.95 + 1.20

.$7.95 4- 1.20 case

$6.75 + 1.20

$3.95 + .60

$7.99

$7.95

California Cellars 3l $5.99

AlmadensL $5.79

Gallois $3.49

J. Walker Red ,75 $18.95

C. Mist ,75 $12.49

Jim Beam 175 $11.95

Gilbey Gin 175 $10.99

Black Velvet 175 $11.99

Tanqueray Gin l $10.99

Southern Comfort l $8.99

Kahlua 750 mi $9.95

Smirnoff De Czar7so $7.95

ROUTE 9

E&J Brandy

L

$8.39 253-5595
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Authors discuss U.S. society on the eve of '84

By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Correspondent

Chancellor Duffy welcomed
last night distinguished
guest in and around the five

college area to the campus
center at UMass to listen to

James Baldwin, noted
author and civil rights ac-

tivits. and Roger Wilkins,
Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist and former
Assistant Attorney General
who discussed their books.
The Fire Next Time and A
Amn's World.

Professor William
Strickland of the Afro-

American department at

UMass began the discussion

with a series of questions
covering two broad scopes:

what they felt the craft and
the responsibility of a writer

were and how they viewed
the world.

In regard to how they came
to write in the
autobiographical style for

Tke Fire Next Time
(Baldwin) and A Man's Life

(Wilkins), Wilkins said that

"it was a long letter to my
children; to all black
children and white children.

The worst thing that you can

do to a person," he said, "is

to deprive them of their

history...you take away
their future."

"It's a two-way street,"

Baldwin said. "You try

1
man

James Baldwin looks up for hope as Roger Wilkins looks at the au-

dience and around him as they came together last night to speak on the

once and future fire.

something now and hope to

be heard. People have
called me a prophet; it's not

a matter of prophecy... if you
this, this will happen. You
try to tell the truth," he
said, "and hope to live to see

it."

"I don't believe for a

moment that President

Reagan represents the
American people," Baldwin

said. He said President

Reagan doesn't represent all

Americans, but some
people, some corporation.

"World leaders today,"

Rogers said, "are not

prepared to deal with

reaUty; their own reality of

human beings."

"I'm very worried about

our leaders' attitude

regarding nuclear power,"

said Wilkins. "The Day

After was a very useful

movie," he said.

"The nuclear war is too

much for people like you and

me to think about," Wilkins

said. "Leave it up to the

expert."

"The only way to stop

this," he added, "is if or-

dinary people march in

numbers to make the mad
man stop."

Baldwin and Wilkins both

agreed that white women
and black people are op-

pressed by the white male.

Wilkins said he feels that in

order to be productive,

should be common

do you deal with

people after you

that you can't play

said Wilkins,

there

goals.

"How
white
realize

the game,
"gingerly!"

"My time," he said, "is

going to be spent helping

black people and associating

with those white people who
really are grown up in

every sense of the word."

"It is time perhaps," said

Baldwin, "that one concieve

of the possibility of taking

our lives into our own
hands."

UHURU to perform

at HampdenTheater
On Friday and Saturday December 9 and 10, at Ham-

pden Theater. Southwest. UHURU, the Third World
performing ensemble of the University of Massachusetts

will give a performance entitled UHURU—Freedom of

Motion. There will also be a performance on Sunday Dec.

11 at 2:30 p.m.

This performance will be a presentation of dance, music,

theater and fashion modeling exploring subjects of artistic,

social, historical and cultural importance.

UHURU was created with the objectives of presenting

the theatrical, musical, dance and fashion modeling talents

of those students at the University who desire to learn

more about the Third World performing arts.

In their attempts to preserve the concepts of the Third

World arts, the performers hope to expand and enlighten

the community by revealing the lifestyles and historical

experiences of all Third World peoples through the aspects

of performance and production.

Both performances wil begin promptly at 8:00 p.m., with

general ticket sale beginning at 7:30 p.m. All ticket holders

will receive a discount to the UHURU dance party, to be

held directly following the fashion modeling show from

10:00-1:00 a.m. on Dec. 10 in the Hampden Southside

Complex. Southwest Residential area, UMass.
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Innocent 'til proven guilty...

To the Editor,

We have been avid Collegian readers since our arrival

at the University this past fall. By following what has

transpired in the last few months, we have noticed that

the Collegian reporters are quick to give out the names of

mere suspects in various crimes. In the case of the

Crampton fires, as well as in the recent alleged rape case,

the names of the suspects have been released with little

evidence. Do you not believe in "innocent until proven

guilty?" We feel that alleged suspects names, especially

those of UMass students who have reputations at stake

and who have to continue their education here, should

not be tarnished because of someone's loose lips.

Whether these people are guilty or not is not the issue.

The reputations of these people are permanently damag-

ed and their privacy is lost.

We feel that the staff of the Collegian should use more

discretion when publicly exposing the names and or

photographs of the accused suspects.

Michelle Wdensky
Southwest

...or Kangaroo court action?

To the Editor.

I have sent a letter with the following text to

Chancellor Duffey of the University:

"Dear Chancellor Duffey:

I am outraged by the I'niversity's suspension of Yvette

1. Henry, the suspect in the arson case, and its demand

that she leave the residence hall. I had. perhaps naively,

believed that in the United States our system of justice

held that people are innocent until proven guilty. People

accused of crimes. 1 had thought, had the right to, while

released on bail, continue to live their lives and maintain

their residences.

Why is the University of Massachusetts not following

this principle? Is it because:

1) the University does NOT believe that criminal suspects

are innocent until proven guilty?;

2) the University does not believe that blacks have the

same civil rights as whites; or

3) the University does not believe that students have the

same rights as other people, including the right to con-

tinue living in your home as long as you pay the rent or

the mortgage.

Whatever your reason, I am disgusted by this treat-

ment of Ms. Henry. I hope she is able to bring you and

the University to court and obtain massive damages for

what you have done to her."

Marc Breslow

Graduate Student, Dept. of Economics

Let's not bash their heads

To the Editor,

Over the past several weeks, I have noticed the increase

of conservative activism on campus and have been

tempted to write something about it in a letter such as

this. I procrastinated, but I couldn't keep my typewriter

unplugged after reading what I did in the Collegian's

EMitorial/Opinion pages last week.

I am an unabashed liberal Democrat, but I found the

article by Rich Nangle ("Let us beat their heads in,"

Collegian, Nov. 29) to be too objectionable to go unan-

swered... by a liberal. I would not want it thought by
anyone that Mr. Nangle's opinions are shared by all of us

on the left-of-center at UMass.
The column is full of ignorant sarcasm that does the

liberal cause no good at all. Mr. Nangle equates student

conservatives with fascist militancy. He writes: "And

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
OFFERS FOR GRADUATE STUDY

DURING 1984-85

The National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta

announces that the fellowships for graduate study

listed above will be awarded for use during the

1984-85 academic year. The amount of each fel-

lowship is $3,000. Applicants will be judged on
academic record, recommendations submitted, the

soundness of the proposed project and its purpose,
and need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduat-

ing with a cumulative average of 3.50 is eligible.

Graduating seniors may apply if they have achieved
this average at the end of the first semester (or first

quarter) of this year.

Application blanks may be obtained from the

Chapter Adviser, Gladys Rodriguez, at the Dean of

Students Office, Room 227, Whitmore. The dead-
line for application is January 4, 1984. For further

information regarding the fellowships, see Gladys
Rodriguez.

let's beat the shit out of anyone who doesn't see it our

way.
I don't know whether Mr. Nangle has bothered to talk

with any conservatives at UMass, but I doubt it. I have

had a few intelligent conversations with a member of the

local Massachusetts College Republicans and came away

from it quite uninjured. Indeed, I've come away from

such taUcs with greater respect fw conservatives in

general. I like talking with people who can defend their

positions intelligently, even if I don't agree with them.

What I do not like, and have precious little respect for,

are those who make inarticulate attacks on other people's

beliefs. Mr. Nangel put himself in the second category

with his column last week.

Some UMass liberals could learn something from our

conservative colleagues. Let's stop "beating the shit out

of anyone who doesn't see it our way " and start a real

political dialogue on campus that could enrich us all.

Geoffrey A. Feller

Pelham

AC/DC review lacks voltage

To the Editor,

In his December 7 review of AC/DC, Mr. Cosloy used

descriptive terms that are not only offensive and un-

necessary, but could have been better utilized in the lat-

ter stages of his article. Also, I'm curious as to where Mr.

Heavy Metal gets off on knocking people who criticize his

music (although I don't know why), and then does a com-

plete turn and dumps all over the musical preferences of

others! All in all, 1 would say this was A Crappy/Deal Col-

legian, and in the future, you should screen your articles

more carefully if you desire to sell any subscriptions to

parents.
Phillip Jackson

Amherst
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Random Notes
Presidential Fitness
and You

Another Sunday morning. I rolled out of bed and look-

ed out the window to discover the snow bearing down.

Before spending a well needed day studying I made a trip

to Augies to buy The Globe and decided to sit down in

Classe Cafe with a coffee and read the paper. As usual, 1

unfolded the double-stuffed Sunday paper and fished

around for Parade so I could get caught up on all the

celebrity gossip. Well, as I soon discovered, this weeks

Parade was no ordinary one! Peering at me with deter-

mined eyes was a t-shirt clad Ronald Reagan busy at

work pumping up those Presidential biceps. The title of

this "executive" style article was "How to Stay Fit" by

Ronald Reagan. Without a second to spare 1 flipp)ed

quickly past these weekly columns that 1 never miss to

find out more about "The President's Personal Exercise

Program". I'm sure that you, like myself, have always

been just a little curious how an aging B-movie celebrity

turned president with nary a gray hair on his head,

manages to stay so fit. Well folks, as I soon discovered, it

isn't life with Nancy that keeps our number one man

looking so young. As I read, I marvelled at how lucky 1

was to be fortunate enough to discover such a wealth of

information about our President's personal life.

I read on, and was pleased to discover that Mr. Reagan

truly enjoys the great outdoors and never misses the op-

portunity to get out into the fresh air and chop some

wood. Although, as Mr. Reagan tells us. "There is not

alot of wood to chop or trails to clear on the White House

lawn, so I have set up a gym on the second floor". Well

Mr. R.. good for you! I was pleased to know that after all

that has been spent on our "well needed" defense, there

was still a little bit left over to keep our President in tip-

top shape. Reading on, I soon found that Mr. Reagan

even thinks of ways of dealing with psychological

trauma, he tells us, "Someone recently recommended I

get a punching bag, so that when I have had a rough day,

I could paste up the picture of whomever has been giving

me trouble and give them the what for". Now there's a

constructive way of dealing with all those numerous

presidential pressures.

As I continued, I discovered paragraph after

paragraph filled with helpful hints on diet and exercise

routines with endless tips on staying healthy. I knew that

from this moment on my life would never be the same;

and it occured to me this must be what Mr. Reagan has

meant when he says that we will achieve "Peace Through

Strength". Unfortunately though, reality slowly sifted

back to me and I remembered that I was a student with

neither a personal gym nor a punching bag and little time

left after classes to chop fire wood. But, at least I was

left with the satisfaction of knowing that after reading

this enlightening article, I was left with a "dream". I

gathered together my paper, paid for my coffee and got

ready to bear the elements. As I trudged through the

snow to school with my newspaper under one arm and

my books under the other, I couldn't stop thinking of one

bit of advice that this healthy, strong and incredibly fit

man - our President, had said: "If all of us get out there

and exercise, America will be in better shape". Well, Mr.

President, I sure do hope that's all it takes.

by Scott Slarsky

Amherst

The real world is coming

My
Uncle, normally a sedate person, rushed into the

department store, his tie askew, eyes glazed. He
collared a salesperson and demanded, "1 have to

have one of those Cabbage Patch dolls! Do you have any

left? I have to have one!"

It is obvious that we at UMass, isolated in our small

world of two or three square miles, have no idea of what is

going on out there in the Real World. Our Collegian is fill-

ed everyday with intelligent (if somewhat rej)etitive) and
ferocious arguments on the nature of nuclear deterrence,

our anger at those with differing points of view, and our

arrogance in insisting that those people see the error of

their ways immediately. I have read heart-rendering

editorials about oppressed Third World peoples,

Thanksgiving was ruined for me by guilt over what my
Anglo-Saxon relatives did to the American Indians, and
Columbus, a former hero, turned out to be a real scum-of-

the-earth type.

Diane Lane
When I left the happy Valley for a few days to visit some

friends over the Thanksgiving break. 1 found my self-

righteous anger and smug intellectualism quite displaced

in this Real World. They are fighting one another over

Cabbage Patch dolls (for those not privy, the doll is the

hottest selling Christmas item, with her pushed-in but

lovable face and indestructible cloth body). My Uncle's

granddaughter hati to have one of these dolls, along with

millions of our little girls, half of whom will k)e sorely

disappointed. The dolls sell out in hours wherever they're

advertised.

The Real World is concerned with Christmas shopping,

with money-making activities, with investments and

stocks. They are concerned with fashion and hairstyles

-people self-consciously wear outrageous outfits and feign

casual ness. (Do I fit in? Am 1 in any way different?) The
World is in active pursuit (jf a cheap but go(xl haircut. My
friends wear their hair extremely short now. It is the

latest thing. Real People are deeply involved with real

estate and cars (how much and what kind).

My friends are getting older now. Social consciousness

is seriously Out. At UMass our zeal for truth, beauty and

the American Way is seen as...quaint. We fee! we are

Right yet most of the World sees us, at best, misguided

liberals and more often as arrogant and presumptuous.

Out There people in power are those with money and posi-

tion. The writers of editorials will find a less available

outlet for their anger and concerns. The world closes up

after graduation. People want things. They want tangible

evidence of success. Keeping the world from blowing itself

up is a distant vision, certainly someone else's business

and decidedly not a reality. Those concerned with it are

considered frivolous, and thereafter are tainted with a

touch of suspicion. Collegiate rallying cries pale before the

World's trumpet, "For (iod's sake, protect the status

quo!"

Racism and sexism are discussed loftily and theoretical-

ly on this campus. I wonder what good it can do to sensa-

tionalize what is old news. The plight of the American In-

dians at the hands of white settlers revelling in the newly

discovered joys of imperialism is admittedly destitute. It is

a Bad Thing. Yet minority peoples alive today receive the

same prejudiced and crippling treatment. Surprise!

American Indians continue on, a lot worse for the wear,

and in fact in terrible shape. Let's change the name of

Amherst to make amends.

We trivialize sexism by calling full blown attention to old

men watching people walk as an example of terrible sexual

harassment. Sexism is usually much less blatant and a lot

more debilitating.

Over the weekend, and mind you there was only four

days of it, I witnessed real live racism that hurt those who
received it, lH)th personally and economically. I experienc-

ed matter-of-fact sexism that left me feeling shut out, less

important and frustrated. I heard casual racist comments

taken for granted, accepted and unquestioned.

Money is a god in the Real World. The people who Have

Money are not alH)ut to change the world in ways to help

those who don't. All the rallies in the world, all the

organizations, all the coalitions, meetings, and discussions

won't seize power from those who have it. As students and

future potential leaders of this world, our duty is not to

mindlessly mouth cliches handed down from our parents

or intellectual society but to learn new ways to approach

problems. There are no answers today. It occurs to me
that we may find ourselves forty years from now, no Ik4-

ter off, facing the scorn of our children. We netnl to learn.

We nee<i to change the basic assumptions by which we all

live: liberal and conservative alike.

We have to combat sexism and racism on j)ersonal levels

- every day, in all ways -- Lord knows this is challenge

enough for the moment. We cannot change the world to-

day and not ever if we don't change our programmed
methods of dealing therein. Women have as much respon-

sibility to combat sexism as men, for we are sometimes the

biggest perpetrators of the stereoty])es we abhor. Men
have to risk the loneliness that showing real respect for

women may bring. All people must fight our fear oi

cultures and peoples not like ourselves. Let us each con-

front alone the ugliness of our own racism.

Poverty, war, economic chaos, hatred. The Real World

seems to have no time or place for the ideals we as

students espouse. They are very busy with More Impor-

tant Matters. A doll for a child, the newest fashion, mor-

tgages, boats, cars, possessions, Things. If we graduate

and forget - if we chase things as breathlessly as our

predecessors have then we are no better than those we ral-

ly against. The Real World challenges us to practice what

we preach.

Diane Lane is a Collegian stajf member.

Letters

Wait, and judge the facts

To the Editor,

I can understand the frustrations of students concern-

ing the fire-related student suspensions and the lack of ac-

curate information in this regard which was reflected in

Mr. McKenzie's Editorial and in the Senate news story of

December 8, 1983.

I would welcome an opportunity to correct these errors

and to present to the Senate and all students a full analysis

of every action taken in relation to these students and to

the allegations which have been made. The managing at

torney of the Student Legal Services Office, Mr. DiMare,

supported by Associate University Counsel, Mr. Sidney

Myers, has made it clear that I may not comment on or

respond to questions on either of these matters in any

public forum.

I believe that every action taken was reasonable, proper

and in the best interests of the University and its student

body. Whether or not these actions were in fact entirely

correct will depend upon an open, complete public review

and judgement when the attorneys for the students involv-

ed and University counsel permit a public presentation of

the facts. I agree with Mr. DiMare that in fairness to the

students involved such a public discussion is not possible at

this time.

I hope that everyone will be patient until the court pro-

cedures have I)een completed and until Mr. DiMare and

University counsel permit me to respond to all questions

which the Senate, the Collegian or student body may wi?'i

to rais^

.

It is a difficult time for all of us. Let us, through care

and consideration, wait in our response until the facts are

available to all. _. .

.

William F. Field

Dean of Students

"PR" that we don't need
To the Editor,

Regarding the letter that was published in the Collegian

supplement "Newsweek on Campus":

-J iV$?Jife^'^"^^^K^to«§4ad{4^^

our own requirements reganiing possible inclusions to oui

evergrowing list of "gut courses": a course may only

qualify if one can attend a maximum of four classes and ef-

fortlessly receive a grade of A. My fraternity published a

biannual list of such courses.

Robert S. Weinberg
U. of Massachusetts

Amherst, Mass.

As a strong supporter of this university I was appalled

at the insensitivity and blatant disregard Mr. Weinberg

displayed by submitting a letter of such demeaning

nature. This university gets enough bad publicity without

its' students "proudly" seeking approval for knowing how

to get an easy "A". Six other letters to the editor of

Newsweek were in defense of their universities and the

course load they provide, while Mr. Weinberg proceeded

to encourage a "Zoo Mass" image and make the course

load at this university look like a joke. Mr. Weinberg,

maybe you should consider teaching one of these "gut"

courses yourself to add to the "evergrowing" list entitled

"HOW TO GET YOUR NAME PUBLISHED IN

NEWSWEEK".
Patricia Casey

Amherst

Not your everyday problem
To the Editor,

Recently, I was rendered a sprained ankle, and could

walk only with the use of a cane. This made it hard for me

to use the regular stalls in the women's bathroom, as they

are too small and uncomfortable.

So, I had to use the handicapped stall. This was usually

impossible, as people who are not handicapped insist on

using that stall. Many times, I would find every stall in the

bathroom empty, except for the handicapped stall.

My awareness of the problems that the permanently

handicapped face was heightened by my temporary injury.

I am writing this letter to try to heighten other people's

awareness, also.

Please, have some consideration and do not use the han-

dicapped stall.

Elizabeth N. Rich ,

Sandcrland t
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Nothing Else
Feels LikeNavyFlying.

The thunderous roar

of jet engines rolls

across the carrier's

flight deck.

Throttles are at

full power, and you're

waiting for the signal

to launch.

Now. The catapult fires. G forces

press you back into your seat. Suddenly,

you're flying low and fast over the open

sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.

Nothing else feels like Navy flying.

Nothing. And when you become a pilot or

flight officer you're at the very heart of it.

Once you've earned your wings,

the Navy puts you in full control of a multi-

million-dollar supersophisticated

combination of jet aircraft and electronic

wizardry.

And Navy training makes sure

you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight

training gives you the f
—

. — —
navigation, aerodynam-
ics and other techni-

cal know-how you need.

Leadership and
professional schooling

prepare you for the

immediate decision-

NAVY OPPORTl'NITY
INFORMATION CENTER
PO Box 5000. Clifton, NJ 0701.5

3 Please send me more information about
becominjj a member of the Naval Aviation
TV-am (0Al

Nam.".

Address.

making authority and
management respon-

sibility you have as an

officer in the Navy.

On the ground, as

a Navy officer, you
work with and supervise

today's most highly

skilled aviation professionals. In the air,

as part of the naval aviation team, you

have about the most exciting job anyone

can have.

It's a uniquely rewarding job with

pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
— more than the average corporation

pays you just out of college. After four

years, with regular Navy promotions

and pay increases, your annual salary

climbs to $31,100. That's over and above

a full package of benefits and privileges.

Find out how much more a job in

naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
"1 coupon. No other job

gives you the kind of

leadership experience

or fast responsibility

you get as part of the

naval aviation team.

And nothing else feels

like Navy flying.
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"Hey Gordon, learn to count," "10

comes after 9 you moron." Yeah, yeah, I

know last week's film list was short. Don't

blame me; I listed Singing in the Rain as

my tenth favorite film of all times, but ap-

parently someone in the graphics room

didn't believe me. The response to last

week's question "what is your favorite

film?" was fairly underwhelming. The

responses were largely divided between

duplications of my choices (with The

Graduate and Harold and Maude frontrun-

ners) and extremely recent pictures

{Fiaskdance, Risky Business). We'll just

assume the lad who chose Nat and Hayes

was kidding, not retarded. Other good

choices were Kubrick's 2001: A Space

Odyssey and A Clockwork Orange, The Big

Chill, Fosse's Cabaret and All that Jazz,

"anything by Fellini," "anything by John

Landis," Ordinary People, Kramer vs.

Kramer, Diner, E.T., and Fast Times at

Rid^emont High.

The Man Who Loved Women will open

next week and although it's been getting

positive publicity of late, the jury is still

out. Burt Reynolds stars in the title role as

a "sensitive" sculptor (like gag me with a

chisel) who is "both creative and complex,

by Andy Gordon
daring and darling (gack)." I shouldn't be

so negative, the flick is based on a wonder-

ful 1977 French film of the same name. I

suppose the cause of my wariness liec with

the director. While the original was made
by the brilliant Louis Malle {Atlantic City,

My Dinner with Andre), the new version

was directrd by Blake Edwards. Edwards'

Breakfast at Tiffany's was wonderful and

the early Panther films were a lot of fun,'

but judging from his latest pictures -Trails

of the Pink Panther and Victor/Victoria --

1

can't decide whether he's turned into a

slimebag or just a boring old fuck. In any

case, the new film has a fantastic suppor-

ting cast: Kim Basinger {Never Say Never

Again), Marilu Henner, Cynthia Sykes

("St. Elsewhere") and Jennifer Edwards
(Blake's daughter). Mrs. Edwards (Not

again!) also stars. Incidentally, the original

can be seen on spotlight Monday night.

Following the success of their recent

Educating Rita, Columbia Pictures is

releasing another film adaptation of a Lon-

don stage play. The Dresser stars Tom
Courtenay as a theatrical wardrobe master

to Sir, a pompous actor played by Albert

Finney. The "smallish" film should be a

nice vehicle for director Peter Yates, who

Albert Finney prepares for a performance as King Lear in The
Dre»»er.

Clint Eastwood as Dirty Harry in Sudden Impact: "Gk) ahead, make my day."

It's udderly incredible!

Today is a big day. Besides being the Mic-

Bio final exam day, today is the day the

new Dirty Harry flick opens. Clint

Eastwood again plays our favorite

homicide detective in Sudden Impact, the

fourth of the series. Clint, who also produc-

ed and directed the picture, here is off to

Northern California to find a killer plagu-

ing a coastal resort. One complication is a

sub-plot concerning the death of a

gangland boss. Dirty Harry is being held

responsible and becomes the target of

repeated assassination attempts. The ac-

tion film, which purportedly has a lot of ac-

tion, also stars Sondra Locke (almost as

predictable a piece of casting as Julie An-

drews in the Edwards film). Unfortunately

the advertising is overusing one of Clint's

great lines: "Go ahead, make my day."

-which, incidentally, is not an original; the

detective in Vice Squad said it two years

ago.

This just in: It was announced today

(yesterday when you read this) that Roy

Scheider has been selected for the leading

works best on this scale - take Breaking

Away for example. His massive flop KrvU

cost Columbia like three trillion dollars.

The light comedy-drama is set during

World War II and co-stars Edward Fox

and Rex Harrison's 23-year-old grand-

daughter Cathryn.

role in MGM's 2010: Odyssey Two, which

will be produced, written and directed by

Peter Hyams. Principal photography for

the film will begin on February 6 and will

also star John Lithgow and Bob Balaban.

Written by author Arthur C. Clarke, the

sequel sends Scheider, Lithgow and

Balaban to the vicinity of Jupiter to search

for astronaut David Bowman, victim of the

H.A.L. 9000 computer of the original. Ap-

parently, a lot of questions about the

original will be answered here. The produc-

tion crew working on the film is amazing,

and includes such big-time effects wizards

as Richard Edlund (the Spielberg and

Lucas movies) and Syd Mead {Blade Run-

ner). 2010: Odyssey Two is scheduled for a

Christmas 1984 release.

Local Best Bets: We're hooked-up; all

sorts of good flicks are hitting the area to-

day. Besides Sudden Impact, the Mountain

Farms 4 is getting John Carpenter's

Christine, Barbara Streisand's YerUl and

Terms of Endearment. The Hampshire 4

has Al Pacino in Scarface. For people who

don't feel like hearing singing or gunplay,

Martin Guerre is returning to the

Academy of Music.

The Cow Book
by Marc Gallant

55 pages, $17.95

Alfred A. Knopf.

Prince Andrew
by Nicholas Courtney
64 pages, $7.95

Little, Brown & Company

By DAVID TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

Once in a while I take a break from

reading Quentin and turn for intellectual

relief to less serious literature. What more

could I ask for, then, than a 55 page picture

book on cow wit? The Cow Book, by a 37

year old Canadian graphic designer. Marc

Gallant, has all the appeal of a D.C. break-

fast. "With this book, the time of the Cow is

irresistably upon us!" the glossy cover

informs the reader. Whoopee.
Some of the treats the book offers are a

history of civilization from the cow's point

of view, and "a celebration of bovine

wisdom, wit and beauty"! Gallant, it seems,

has travelled around the world twice

researching the book, and commissing the

artwork for the expensively finished and

squarely bound volume (obviously intended

to qualify as a 'coffee-table' book). The 25

paintings range from crass to tasteless, and

so accompany the text in true harmony.

I fail to see exactly what market this sort

of rubbish is aimed at. It would certainly

not hold a child's interest beyond the

dedication page. (I think if I was 'Mom and

Dad' I would disown you, son!) Perhaps

Gallant sees The Cow Book as a

replacement for Playboy in some lonely

farmer's bam in Idaho? Perhaps the

collector of useful facts would find the text

informative; "The first drive-in movie

theater opened on a ten-acre plot near

Camden, New Jersey and the first movie

neighboring cows get to see is She Done
Him Wrong, starring Mae West."
Interesting, huh?

Frankly I cannot see how the publishers

dare ask nearly $18 for this trash. It seems

a waste of decent paper. I am surprised that

they did not go the whole way in their

journey into tastelessness and make the

pictures 'Scratch and Sniff. Give this book

a wide berth - it deserves to remain on the

shelves. Maybe they should give it to the

cows to read?

From the sublimely crass to the

ridiculous; the second book in the trash

publishing stakes is a British pictorial on

Prince Andrew, a collectron of press

photographs strung together with a tacky

biography of the 'teen-idol' of the Royal

Fanuly. The author, Nicholas Courtney, is

usually a sensible, coherent biographer,

and his other books on the Royals are

amongst the best there are. However, the

emphasis in this publication seems to have

been upon reducing the level of readability

to suit a sub-normal eskimo.

Prince Andrew, we are told, is the

playboy of the Royal Family. This is a polite

way of saying that he is a bit of an em-

barrassment. The third in line to the British

throne is not supposed to galavant around

the world with various women of dubious

background. (Yes, Koo SUrk is in there in

soft-focus, helping along the rapid

deterioration of taste.) But without

Andrew's naughtiness sensationalist,

gossipy trivia like Prince Andrew would not

be able to survive.

The Falklands Conflict, sUrring the

brave prince, features prominently in this

book, of course, as the market the

publishers seem to be aiming at is the group

of people who have the complete set of

'Captain Crunch Falklands Memorial

Medallions' in a Genuine Leather- look

washable presentation case'. Prince

Andrew is also heavily oriented toward

sales in Canada, with a complete chapter

devoted to 'The Canadian Experience'.

Basically Prince Andrew is an expensive

magazine of the People genre, poorly bound

and presented, a wallowing symbol of the

British 'gutter press'. If a nude center-fold

of Andrew was avaUable it wouki have been

there, in 'superb fuU-colour'. There arerco/

books for those with a desire to read about

the Royal Family for the same price which

make infinitely better reading than this

garbage. It is sad to see the sorry state of

publishing that allows pap as obnoxious as

these two offerings to clutter bookstore

shelves. They may be of use. perhaps, as an

alternative to D.C. trays now that the sled

weather is here. They would then realize

their true position in literature.
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COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX
Dec. 5- 9

DEC. 1216
DEC. 19-22

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

FAST • EFFICIENT • REUABLE
Author
Meter

Pavia

Peckham
PeAirson

Pi-Sunyer

Prescott

Rewoldt

Riasnovsky

Riddell

Rodin

Romer
Rubin

Schewe
Schiller

Schneider

These are some of the titles we are

Title

Applied Statistics

Intro, to Org. Lab. Tech.

Foundations of Food Prep.

Income, Employment & Economic Growth
Humanity 8- Culture

Cancer: the Misguided Cell

Intro, to Mkting. Mgt.
History of Russia

Economics
Basic Calc. w/Appl.
Vertebrate Body - Long
Worlds of Pain

Marketing 2/e

Micro Economy Today
Linear Algebra

buying
We Are Paying
$14.50

$14.50

$12.50

$10.00

$14.00

$7.60

$14.50

$10.50

$8.00

$12.75

$16.00

$4.25

$12.50

$8.50

$12.50
am^iWP

'^

yS:-:

GOING To Be On CAMPOS IN^JANUARY?

Wweaem Vou going \o 0\t ?
^Sfiorcestex' V\mv^ Co»iinujf!f) will fcecpai

Lunch^ Dinner- /MctKiAs^ - filday

Choose joiy of liie five twi^X jf\yx\s And
5AVe/ 20'Z^-30^3S-' 5&

Prom *7z,00 To ^130.00

-3!ejsL0P' Oec.\-zo.
l^e/\L TiCMer Ofnce^ FKAWJOiw Ccmt^^o^s

Offering Soup, Sandwich, Casserole, Self-

Service Salad Bar, and Homemade
Desserts for Lunch.

Dinner two Entrees, Self-Service Salad

Bar, some Vegetarian Selections,

Homemade Breads and Desserts.

All this and more for less than you would

pay anywhere in the campus area.

WHY NOT TRV IT OUT/

AHcnwHve to 3n Tnte^^on Bowd Fbn
Pay CAsh or Buy 51n> Tkk*5

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mui» b» li to •nt»r

Opmn til 2

665 4937
24 Hour Topad M«iia9«

U/^

rusty nail PROUDLY PRiStNTS

/ZAly

TONIGHT
starting at 11:00

Coming the 10th

MAX CREEK
Coming the 17th "Grateful Dead nnusic'

U siev^^^
and Julie and
the Flashers

NOVEMBER GROUP *" Tickets at Door Only
IIw ki

Doors open at 7:00open
All Bottles Beer 7-9 $1.00

Christmas Gifts

50% OFF

Q

of original prices C'

* Games
and

* Jewelry
* selected items only - Limited Quantities

Sale items are located in the front

of the Main Store in the Campus
Center f?yl/iVi VERSYTY

STORE

^

Open
M F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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$ 1 .00 Cover at tUe Door
StartInq at 9:00

pRidAy ANd SATURdAY
2 For 1 on

EVERYTHING
From 8:00 to 10:00

oorHtock

"TkeBetiduiiefternd'' MENU
Sweet & Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chinese Barbequed Pork

Hot £t Sour Soup
Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Ravioli

Beef with Green Pepper Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

BUFFET Chicken Fried Noodles Chicken Wings

Mon - Thurs
L«jnch«on Special Er Take-Out Servic*

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun - Thurs 11:30 am - 10 pnn
Fri Er Sat 11:30 am 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte 9, Amherst

SMOBI

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11.30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

i

.0

Christmas Cards, Wrap
and Gifts
Are Now Available .

in the Ballroom of the

Student Union Building

Christmas Wraps & Trims

Deck your gifts

in the season's finest!

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

(,Rfl IIV.S

«?,U1VIVERSITY

If

It#

^oy^ games unusual gifts & unique

accessories for under $3 00

^ FACES i
A Store-full of Stocking Stutters ,1

Sundays 12-5 Downtown Amherst

Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily-

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

CbII 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

«i|tomohil#» insiir«nr« and wnrknrs cnmnnn.«;ation

Ilast chahcei
I

to place any i

I
Qdvertising

|

I
in the CoiiegJQn i

f (classified or display)
|

I
is on Wed. Dec. 14

f

f by 0:45 P.M. I

Gymnasts blast out Lowell;

travel to take on Syracuse
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Lowell

was no competition fcM* the

University of

Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team on
Wednesday as it received

consistent performances

from Bert Mathieson, Ken
Dougherty and Phil

Gorgone to blast its op-

ponent 24L85 - 197.45.

Mathieson scored 53

points to capture the all

around title for the second

meet in a row. Anchoring

the floor and high bar

events, Mathieson posted a

9.1 on each event.

"I think his level of dif-

ficulty is right there,"

Coach Roy Johnson said of

Mathieson. "He starts

every event with a 9.5, 9.6

(points are added and

subtracted depending on

how well the routine is

executed.) If he can get a

9.2 on every event, that's

what he's striving for. His

goal is to go 55."

Dougherty led the

pommel horse team with a

9.0 while Gorgone
averaged an 8.5 on three

events. Johnson com-

mended Dougherty for his

performances on the
pommel horse, still rings

(8.2) and parallel bars

(7.85) and praised Gorgone

for fine performances on

floor (8.9) and rings (8.4).

Tri captain Jim Corbett

stood up his vault to

receive an 8.85 and a

placing behind

John Knowles
He also placed

Mathieson and
the floor

wasn't really

down that well.

fastened with what
is doing,"

"Ideally we could go out

and score 45 on floor, we
could go 42 on horse, 44 on

rings, 45 on pommel horse,

45 on parallel bars and 45

on high bar. It's not

beyond their ability to

score that hi^h but they

sure haven't come close to

doing that yet. The
Syracuse meet (on

Saturday) should be a good

meet for them because

they've got nothing to lose

and everything to gain."

Syracuse will be a tough

competitor for UMass on

Saturday. The Minutemen
will concentrate on

executing their routines

with few flaws.

"We shouldn't really be

concerned
Svracuse
Johnson said. "That's the

nice thing about gym-
nastics. You just have to

concentrate on what you
have to do. Fd like to have

them swing their routines

with clean sets. They've

all done it at one point,

they just haven't done it all

at the same time."

After competing against

Syracuse, the Minutemen
will have a seven-week

break between meets to

work out and prepare for

their return. After three

away meets to start the

season, UMass will

compete in its next six

meets in Boyden gym. The
season will continue on

January 28th when the

Minutemen host Navy.

in

second

Lowell's

(9.15).

behind

Gorgone
exercises (8.8).

In summing up some of

the performances Johnson

said, "Corbett had a really

nice floor set, for a hard

floor. Lew (tri-captain

Wingert) hit a nice high

bar routine. He looked

great considering the bar

SITTING PRETTY - Ken Dougherty performs

his routine on still rings for the Minutemen.

Dougherty led his team on the pommel horse

against Lowell, scoring a 9.0.

^ fourseasqn;Cm Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

^^ Just a quick jaunt from fraa bus stop at Hampshire Mall

^ MOLSON GOLDEN bts $12.99|

LABATTS beer or ale bts $10.1

MEISTER BRAU cans $7.99 csl

ST. PAULI GIRL bts $3.99 8ix/$14.99 cs.

BECKS bts $3.99 six/$14.99 cs.

GENESSE BEER bar bts $6.95 cs.l

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

SOUTHERN COMFORT 1 L $8.99

CPT. MORGAN SPICED RUM... 750 ml. ..$5.99

KALUHA 750 ml $10.49

AMARETTO Dl SARONNO. . . .750 ml.... $11.99

SEBASTIANI table wines 3 L $5.99

ALMADEN table wines 1.5 L $4.69|

RIUNITE (all kinds) 750 ml $2.99

GALLO VARIETALS 1.5 L $3.99

KEGS WE DELIVER BEER BALLS
584-8174

IT'S RAFFLE TIME AGAIN - Coma in and fill out tha form. No pur-

chasa nacessary - I'va got mirrors, clocks, a radio, iarga baar bottla.j

wall plaquas and taa shirts - only to mention soma of tha prizas.

BlackHawk suspension is upheld
PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) - The

suspension of Chicago Black Hawks star

Tom Lysiak was upheld Thursday by the

National Hockey League board of gover-

nors, averting a possible walkout by
referees who were said to be considering a

strike if the penalty was reduced.

The decision, the first order of business at

the annual NHL winter meetings, was
announced in a brief statement which said:

"It is the board's decision that the

suspension of Lysiak for 20 games is con-

firmed."

"I guess I'll be playing a lot of golf,"

Lysiak said as he was whisked out of the

meeting room with his attorney. Bill

Martin.

NHL game officials had threatened to

take some kind of action if the board of

governors softened the penalty imposed on

Lysiak by NHL President John Ziegler.

Lysiak received the suspension Oct. 30 for

hooking linesman Ron Foyt with his stick

and left knee, causing the official to fall to

the ice. Foyt was not hurt and referee Dave
Newell automatically suspended Lysiak.

Supported by the Black Hawks and the

NHL Players Association, Lysiak obtained

a temporary injunction from Cook County

(Dl.) Circuit Judge George A. Higgins on
Nov. 3, which allowed him to continue

playing.

• Women'sHoop-
some confidence now, but not over con-

fident. We're getting to the point of

thinking 'let's play our game...and win,"

stated DePai^o.

UMass wUl be squaring off against the

Continued from page tO

division I Elis at 2:00 p.m. tomorrow af-

ternoon in the Cage. The team will be

searching for victory number three of the

season and looking to avenge last years 71-

57 loss at the hands of Yale.

UNIVERSITY OF/MASS. AT AMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall \^^

A JAZZ DOUBLE-BILL

RAMSEY
LEWIS,
keyboards

and
WYNTON
MARSALIS,
trumpet

Sunday,

December 11,

8:00 pm
Tickets: $9, $7, $5
Five-college

students Half-Price

Available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office, DATATIX outlets.

Springfield Civic Center. Call (413) 545-251 1 or 1-800-243-4842

Memo To Faculty:
We are now processing course book
orders for the Spring 1984 semester.

Can we handle yours? No order is too

big or too small.

^
Jeffery

AmKerst

Bookshop

LINGUINI with CLAM SAUCE
a full bodied white sauce with lots of clams

6.85

BEEF STEW served in a large crock

and better than mom's 5.25
Ptua ft Other Ddkious kntrMS To Qmkmc.

Ar A Price You Can AffordI

AT TBE LIGHTS IN NOBTI AMBEBIT 54».eMS
W«'r« op«a 7 daya «««li 5 .§. to 9 p.M.

TIRES
A 78-13 $0000
Polyester W^
Blackwal

•• BtCi
eoc»i2 37.00
P'55 60D' 1 34 00
A7e 13 32 00
B7e 13 3400
C7& '4 3« 00
E73 14 3*. 00
C78 14 3*. 00
G76 14 42 OO
H76 14 4f00
e-ou LI.'. 3seo
G78 15 42.00
H 76 1*1 4f.00
L78 ^^ 40.00''

Ptu«F.e.T 142lo27tp«r 1

tim Priow inciud* moun 1

Ung » trad*-in. wtMv-wsIa 1

2S0fMr«f« MMNllunil. 1

10 ^0
ot»

kaani.o*'

on

Oft

avitti a CASH pufcfuH
0< t ••< 0< 4 IITM

wMh • CHAMCr a< *

Mt of 4 1ir.« «Mh
your MC VISA AX

.Mil» ttm Ml

in tfvnnjinncTiwturiM

MIGHELINTII£SSf[ClllUYPIiCEO

I

North Amherst

Tire & Auto

F^PCenterK^^
76 Swf>d*r(o(>d ha

o. AmK«r»t, MA ocrOM frofi

Wotrobo I $tOf»

549-4704

.^i.
«. • »«*«*«^< rfcl»*,«.»».%iJ»i«»S«W-»i.4A*»»"«i**"«*^-*»*»«~-*'^
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRIO...W..
Beck's light/dark ^-25 12 pk + dep.

Bud or Bud Light 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Duke 12 oz. bottles $5.25 case -»- dep.

PabSt 12 oz. bottles $9.00 case + dep.

PlelS Draft 12 oz. cans $3.7512 pk. + dep.

Strohs 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Champagnes & Spumante's $2.99 & up/bottie

Vodka & Gin 80° ^-49 i.75i

Barrelled Beer & Beer Balls in Stock

Large Selection of Stocking Stuffers

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Sunday

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH - AU
are welcome to join us for our weekly Sunday service of

worship, praise, and teaching from God's word - the Bible.

10:15 a.m. see CC Schedule for room number

CONCERT: THE ARIAN ENSEMBLE - The Arian

Ensemble, which is the graduate woodwind quintet of the

University, will perform works by Joseph Haydn, Anton

Reicha, Paul Hindemith, and Elliott Carter. FREE 8 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB MEETING No need to

study because there is still one week before finals! Come
and play the latest in board games and miniatures. Noon-

Midnight, Campus Center

RAMSEY LEWIS/WYNTON MARSALIS - A Jazz

Double-Bill: Two concerts in one. Ramsey Lewis on

keyboards and Wynton Marsalis on trumpet will perform

seperately with their own back-up musicians. 8 p.m. Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall

1 2th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTYWEEK
JAN. 22 - 27

TRIP INCLUDES:

5Vi DAY LIFT TICKET SUN • FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o^CGNDO

MEALS ^0— »c»«^M«««.n HOTEL ONLY

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTIES . LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTU RACES. FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES

FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES HA5TAR RACES

SUGARDUSH COUPON BOOK. EO. EC

HOTEL PACKAGE a** »«^) only ( 1 84

CONDO PACKAGE ^^ "*^) only S1 69

nUST 100 PtOfU TO M6HUP WIU BC QJGIBU FOR A FREE TRIP

LAGNAF 84
FOR MORE INFO 545-0437 400 STUDENT UNION

>^^ NO COVER

8 PM TO CLOSING

ENTERTAINMENT!!
by D.J. - Mldmnge Productloni

\

Hayloft Lounge
l

upsUursMi theRedBamSieMumse
Reut«t, VSmkpastRoUuigGreenApts.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

^ i)'-

<^'

''^//A-

IS WPefmt..FlR5TSTBF: OCT
TO Tf€ m9rcof]ffrflNP cmn
ASHinoimsotmifdiMTK...
liOPRomf^.

Scrod Dan DeBellis

SBS^yfS STILL lHfiTH£f(RV

PlMb'lOVCUS TIMecp Yff>R

IT'S THE...

JIHRISTMfiS^
% %EHSOM <S>

^

grfat!

KOMCOPBOUbVfPRE'

CHEBRm fCR "^^RRS

10 COME ff

KHRfSTMRS^f R/\TVRiNG

KfliBY'S TOP fO MKS f^OH THE

TOf^O F^f! THE LAST -«
liiWTHS..fiUfq)R JUST H-^9 TOO MUCH.

/

Superbad by G.H.

After The Fall

wow' |WAS.R.lCyHT' )

Sl!>^N DID HAVE h
\

WOrUhJ OVEX LAST
\

NICjHT /

by R. Miller

Wilson Low

tGRERT DRNEJWtLCOMC TO CAYNYNE JMO 006STARMAN. TH\S

IS'^YOOR.SPN^E L\FE' DO YOU REMEMBER THE RRST TIME WL
CONTACTED YOU? ^

'

by CC. McFly

JLSIRIKN ON TV. J THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WIT^ YOOR TLLEVlSIQIil

; L/

—

f)

I EJMO 3 WHAT IS THIS? WHAT HAPPEMEOTO MTVr|
I —— •

\. >>
:^>^

CyR^^N 0\t TV. 3 WE WILL CONTROL THE VE^TIC^L,WE WILL.
v/

LJ^TO DOGSTARMANJ ALLTOO WEL

I DIDN'T KNOW WHAT TO THlWKJ

t WAS WATCHING TV

LICU2.JR0LL FLASH

•

BACKTAPE.2,JATO
AT HOME ON EARTH:

Quentin

LiAT0:JWHY IS LASSIE OOlNG
AfJIMlTATlOW OF THE OOTEIV

bv Mark MacKenzie

B-

I'M <^K>g aiSICEC

eoe»?rj

FDiTioig of "»x Txc Comics"
TOOA^^ W6«E 60(»^W TO
TAKe A UXX AT*fi06^^r^^/"J

i'^i

Qy}£tiy\H IS A W«4.-D«*hW,

Od^- eCAT STfflP wi-rw >»

UMIQOC aCAMO OF HUA«0«-
-- IT IS oFTEjM OfluHAA/T,
t^h INT>HS SC^hth W<tXHlS

6'«UF«i6AJ0.-

ci/r-me c«ap, *»vf .' rxE
5T»»»> iS *^CAT, <?00<M€AJrVlt*

0«A«jaJ,4aj^ SeCMS "^ AC
A\Met> AT r<pTi4-6«Aoc*s
fV^eRc s A u«»r y»^k on
Me«e, feCA'fe. Bar I f^t»K
AM ^Jt^r irAf>(?evSE=t>)

THtS- fy?OM TVc MAkJ
WHO vo«AC(OUStV ReADS|

MOMA-iA" evFPS t>A^ ! I

*H LOOT Af
-COHRAO"

luiitrd by Margarrt Farrar and Trade Jaffc

ACROSS 44 Wheedle 12 Icelandic volcano

1 Pari of Chicago 47 Ancient Persian 13 Shade of blue

(with "The") 48 Mythical women 21 Gaelic

5 Irritate warriors 23 Trackmeet event

10 Baron in "Der 50 water 26 Way to pay

Rosenkavalier

'

53 Iwo 27 Exchange

14 Border river 54 Crowd figure premium

of Asia 56 Formerly existing 28 Greeting for Dolly

15 Balanced 57 Frankfurt's 29 African antelope

16 Huntley of TV river 30 Resolute reply

17 Memt)erofthe 58 Serve an 33 Brotherly

crew apprenticeship 34 ,

18 Spring up 59 Destiny Pagiiaccio..."

19 Menu Item 60 Place for 35 Oil org

20 Sage reflection little peepers 37 Without a sound

22 Minute quantity 61 Jolly boats 38 Exchange, of

24 Food and drink 62 Antiaircraft fire a type

25 Pertaining to the 40 Song: Prefix

ankle 41 Fed agents

26 Pan of a 42 Amadeus
fitness program DOWN 43 City in N France

31 Lissome 1 Part of the 44 Narrow gorge

32 French student street scene 45 Ammonia
33 To and 2 General Bradley compound
36 Falls from grace 3 Off base 46 Richmond's river

37 Great River. 4 Dominates 49 New York City

Canada 5 Red-purple color arena

38 Vacation choice 6 Flavoring agent 50 Blackbird

39 Do a farm job 7 Bird: Comb form 51 Minutes of court

40 Winniethe Pooh 8 Escutcheon band proceedings

creator 9 Optional 52 Welsh emblem
41 Military rating 10 Comes to pass 55 Inclement, as

42 Sensational 11 Cowboy gear weather

1 2 3 4 5 t 7 r- i

1

10 11 12 il-

14 w 1l

"^ w ii

IT tT
JEJ!IT H H

y.JIT
1

H u pM
31 M

i
34 ls

w
I

^
39 TT Ti"

IM^I
45"

44 *i 46 *'

1^1
IT «^^^BM 51 52

S3

1

54 55

1

ST"

57 Tt- ST"

60 61 fi~

12/9/83

V

DON'TMISS THEAC ION!

READlfeE
SPORTS PAGE

j«^

DC Menu
BASICS LUNCH

Lentil Spinach Stew
Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
Carrot and Cauliflower

Pie

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tartar Sauce
Cocktail Sauce

LUNCH
Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Meatloaf

Mushroom Sauce

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tartar Sauce
Cocktail Sauce

Weather

Sunny, giving way to

clouds during the afternoon,

high temperatures 30 to 35

in the Berkshires and north-

west Connecticut hills to 35

to 40 elsewhere. Tonight,

chance of a little snow or

snow flurries, low tem-

perature in the 20s.

Saturday, sunny, high

temperature 30 to 40.

Todays puzzle
answer
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Hey
Secret

Santas
Have balloons

and a card

secretly delivered to a

friend under $5.00
call 665-7664

Swimmers take on Springfield at Boyden
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team

will need a strong performance from its divers tomorrow if

it is to have a chance to defeat Springfield College for

UMass' third straight victory of 1983.

Having demolished Lowell University last week by a

score of 76-37 UMass takes a perfect 2-0 record into what

coach Russ Yarworth feels will be the team's toughest

meet of the year. "This is one of those meets that gets you

nervous; Springfield has a very strong team," Yarworth

said.

UMass divers must come through if the team is to have a

shot at winning the meet. "Springfield looks tough. Their

divers have a good chance at sweeping us and if that

happens we're going to be in real trouble," Yarworth said.

UMass must hope for at least a split in the diving com-

petition. If that happens then it will be up to the swimmers

to hold their own against a tough Springfield line up. "It's

just a matter of getting in there and going head to head.

But rm confident, these guys have worked awfully hard

for the past few weeks," Yarworth said.

"There's a little bod blood between us

(UMass-Sjyringfield) so we're hungry. We
want to get 'em.

- coach Russ Yarworth

Springfield is led by Larry Jordan, an excellent all-around

swimmer who is concentrating on the sprint event this

season. Freestyler Doug Backlund and a good group of

freshmen also add to Chiefs strength, Yarworth said.

Yarworth also noted that Springfiekl is the only team in

New England that has a 400 medley relay that comes close

to UMass' excellent foursome of Chris Clarke, Mike

Hoover, Chris Porter, and Marc Surrette. Yarworth also

sees the 200 backstroke and the 200 and 500 freestyle races

as close events.

UMass swimmers have vengence in their minds which

stems from last year's meet. "There's a little bad blood

between us so we're hungry; we want to get 'em," said

Yarworth.

>^ w w; ^ » M^ ^^-w M 3^:x:x-xrii m Vf y s-p vi' -vi^

North

Amh«rst's

Fln«st

Grocer

WATRODA'S
I Wine Specials

I r^ Almaden light Rhine or Chablis 1 .5 liter Reg. $4.99 NOW

% ^^ Gallo 1 .5 liters Reg. $4.99 NOW $3.99

^^^ Chablis Blanc, Hearty Burgundy, Pink Chablis, Red Rose

\ Vivante Rose 4 liter Reg. $6.99 NOW $5.99

^^ Beer Specials
Imported Furstenberg $3.99 -t- dep.

Kronenbourg $3.99 + dep.

O'Keefe $3.70 + dep.

Red, White and Blue - case - $7.75 -t- oep.

Schweppes - 1 liter ginger ale, diet ginger ale, tonic water

2 for $1.10 + dep.

"Look for our Weekly Specials"

MonthruSatSam-H pm Sunday 8 am -9 pm

N Amherst
Lights

HNE CHOCOLATES AND CONFEQIONS

Over 100 Kinds of Candy

Secret Santas
Christmas gifts and gift certificates

Quality Chocolate
Tins, Glassware and More

Downtown Amherst
253-5589 and

68 Main St, Northampton

586-4180

jc ac

LOWENBRAU & DARTING
MILLER SPORTS NIGHT

Monday Dec. 12, Time 7:00-9:00 pm
LOWENBRAU DARTING TOURNAMENT

at the Blue Wall

Preregistration at the Blue Wall

12;0O pm - 7;00 pm
trophies, shirts awarded to winners

prizes for spectators also

NFL film shown
18 yrs and older invited

HERE'S TO GOOD FRIENDS.

IJCREDIBLE
STEMWARE.

CHAMPAGNE
FLUTES AT
PILSNER
PRICES.

BOXED
SETS

FOR
THE
HOLIDAYS

INCREDIBLE!

J. G. DURAND Downtown
Amherst

The Collegion

: DOUBLE FEATURE rlllEllJL

Pursuing A Career In The Arts?

The Fine Arts Center

hos Internships ovoilobie

In the following areas:

ARTS MANAGEMENT
CONCERT HALL MANAGEMENT

PUDLICITY

PRODUCTION SERVICES

For more informationr coll the

Internship Office 343-0727

r Fri. Dec. 9 - Sat. Dec. 10

Marx Brothers Triple Feature -

Duck Soup 7:00

Horsefeathers 8:15

Animal Crackers 9:30

Sun. Dec. 11 - Tues. Dec. 13

I
Sandakin 8 7:00

II
The Demon Pond 9:06

1 DOWNTOWN AMHERST j

Collegian 19

Now** the Hoac
to call

North Amherst
Motors

BaiMrt rayaira U
raccndit tailing.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

\^ 549-26A0

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ARE THEY BORED?

EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch and
Lomb Raybans this holiday. Call Bruce
549-2879

AUTO FOR SALE

1960 Mazda S26 38000 miles AM FM csst

great shape 546-6033

1976 Chevetta autotrans great mpg all new
under hood cassette/stereo exc cond
$1695. 546-8739

1966 Plymouth Valiant rebuilt motor good
condition BO Jeff evenings 549-6935

1968 Dodga Dart runs excellent must sell

nowl $300 call Rob 586-6889

1970 Chevy Nova 6 cylinder dependable

transportation $299 256-0747 / 253-5259

1974 VW Bug, 120000 mi, excellent condi-

tion, $600, Mike Kajen, 545-2690 days

CHIP'S & PLEDGES
~

I resigned because I don't feel I can give

you 100% and you deserve that I'm sorry,

Sherril

CHRISTMAS TREES

Balsam Firs, Scotch Pines 4-6 ft $12-14

252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 665-4791

DANCEDANCEDANCE

Don't miss The Corporate Actors
Bluewall - Saturday 12/10 9-1 pm $2.00 18

and over welcome

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed ?Fifi-n7'?o

FOR RENT

Intersession single and double occupancy

rooms modern facilities call Dave 549-7583

253-9071

Townehousee - Large bedroom available

for 12 people starting Jan. 1 with option to

continue lease. Michele or Cheryl 549-5990

Apartment to rent Brittany Manor 2 br

256-0994

One bdrm Puffton Village available im-

mediately with heat, cable call 1-736-3760

after 6:30 p.m.

1 bedroom apartment loctaedright in

Amherst Center. $385.00 per month - heat

included. Take over lease January 1. Call

evenings 253-5012

Two spaces in Brittany Manor Apt for

spring semester starting in jan or Feb with

option for next year. Call Dan or Steve

256-1280

Single rm in boarding house for interses-

sion. Furnished, in Greek area $75 549-0363

One bedroom in a quiet 2 bedroom apt

on bus route take over lease in January

665-7564

Share apartment thru Intersession.

Near campus. Own room. Guests

welcome. Tel. 549-3940

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549 0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

New Polaroid Cameras 2 models $15 to

$20 call Glen 246-6456 Mike 546-6451

TI-59 Programmable Calc w/magnetic

cards $160 reg. $250 TIPC100C printer fits

TI-59 or TI-58C $140 reg. $200-546-6775 or

546-8475

Ski Boots Nordica Typhoon used 2 yrs size

9 good cond. Kurt 549-5897

Dorm Refrigerator,

256-8412

1.7 cu. ft.. $90,

Roland SH-09 Synthesizer. Perfect con-

dition unlimited sound range $250 call Mike

253-3971

190 cm Rossignol St Competition

w/Salomon 727 bindings $210 or BO
546-6032

1973 Saab good conditon many new parts

must sell $960 or BO call 666-4801

•• WINTER GLOVES ••

All-Purpose makes a Great Gift

LOWEST price anywhere
call Dan 546-9146

Mans all laather gloves with linings sizes

M & L 9.00 call 549-1224

Tenor Sax,
253-5991

Conn, almost unused. $250

FOUND

Foundlll One pair of glasses outside Grad

Research Center. Call 546-8352 to identify

Found 12/7/83 AM SBA 120 round wire

frame tinted (prescription) glasses in color-

ful hard leather case. Call 546-8017

HELP WANTED

Temporary full-time help needed pre £r

post Xmas in textbook warehouse in

Waltham. Call Mike Canavan (617)

899-7154

Production Manager - SNPS to supervise

and coordinate print /copy shop operation.

An exciting challenging job in a student

controlled business. Two year committ-

ment. Print shop experience helpful - not

req. Detailed description and application in

S.U. 403. Application due 12/12. AA/EEO
545-2271

LOST

Jean Jacket taken from Justin Ryans Fri

night had Bowie and Dead buttons reward

Kim 546-9115

bag of clothes at Morrill bus stop late

Sunday 11-1 am please call 665-8514

reward

Pub Saturday night - black wool coat

need desperately no questions call 546-9578

Brassdisk key ring with five keys. In

front of parking garage. 546-1044 or

545-1772

Long black cashmere coat from T.O.C.,

of great value, call Steph 546 1130

PERSONALS
•••• Collage •••• Spring •••• Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe •

• Motor Coach Transportation *

* • ocean front accommodation? night *

• -Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

*Make reservations Now and Save $20*
* Checkout our table in the *

* CC Concourse or call 546-5422 *

••• D*A*Y*T*0*N*A***B*E*A*C*H***

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and

classified advertising.

Intersession Housing. Any university

women interested in living in SDT Sorority

house during wintersession contact Sue G
545-0527 for more info

Rush Meeting
Alpha Epsilon Pi

Monday, December 12

CC 802 7:00 PM
Get into it! Rush AEPil

For Info: 256-1458

Housing available for Spring Semester!

Good food, friendly atmosphere all in-

terested females call 545-0162

Mary Lyon: Thanks for the X mas carol.

Happy Holidays! - Sally

Adam the past year has been fantastic, i

love you more than ever. Happy Anniver-

sary! Love always. Amy

Barry Happy ZirdI 1 hanks tor sharing it

with me. Love ML PS Welcome Home

David Lawless, Congratulations on your

BFAI I love ya. M.C. Lori W. Congrats also l

Hey Jensen! Are you ready for the big

double whammy weekend? Everything else

is. Love Tom __^
Sharl A, You're finally in the 20's club!

Happy Birthday love J.H.

SUGARBUSHSUQARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR-
BUSHSUGARBUSHSUGAR

Sugarbush Valley

Ski Er Party Week Jan 22-27

5 'A day lift ticket 5 nights lodging

hotel, with meals or condo
free beer & wine parties, hot tub party

long underwear party, turtle races

Nastar races, Sugarbush coupon book etc

Hotel Package only $184

Condo Package only $189

for more info call 545-3437 LAGNAF 84

Ski Powder Winter Break
Jackson Hole

Round trip airfare & transfers

transportation to & from airport

8 day - 7 night accomodations
gorgeous condos, wine & cheese party

hot tub party, beer slalom, free t-shirt

5 % day lift ticket for Jackson Hole

for more info call 545-3437

••• Diogenes, call me . Karen ***

Thaa: Happy first UMass B-dayl Love ya,

Rene

Avoid the crowd order by phone Jessica

the Cabbage Patch doll BO ask for Donna
Fri & Mon 3-4:00 256-1066

Robl. . .It must t>e love. . .Rob2

Kathi Bouchard -

Happy Happy 20th Birthday! I

Lauren

Estelle - Wishing you love, laughter and

happiness! Happy 21st! Love always,

Sharon and Sharon

Happy Birthday Mol The MPC Fan Club

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Syrecuse anytime Friday

please call Perry 6-7937

To Boston on Tues Dec 20 afternoon call

Elaine 6-1451 please call

RIDERS WANTIED

St. Pate for Xmas leaving 12/22 return

1 12. Want 2 responsible riders to share driv-

ing. gas. Jack 253-9237 _

"roomwant^d

Female senior looking for room
preferably single near campus for Spring

semester, 549-0313, Anne

Vary neat, responsible mala wishes to

acquire room or apartment for intersession

Mark 546-4435

roommate wanted

Girl wanted for single bedroom in nice

three bedroom house. In South Deerfield

on bus route 150 plus uti lities Kim 546-9115

Female non-smoking student to share

Puffton 2 bed apt starting Jan 1, Edie at

545-2707 or 549-4869 leave message

Room available in 3 bedroom apt star-

ting Jan 1 on bus route call 665-4896

Female roommate wanted to share

studio apt Hadley 175.00 + tel not on bus

rt. 586-3682 available Feb 1

Female roommate wanted for January

to June. Nicely furnished apt in Brittany

Manor. A quiet, serious student preferred.

Beverly 256-1335

Female roommate wanted to share

Townehouse apt Jan 1 nights 549-4781

Female wanted to share Southwood

townhouse apt. 256-0463 Kathy

Wanted female to share room in Brittany

Manor spring semester call 256-0393

Housa-mate wanted for targe beautiful

house large room fireplace hardwood floors

garden on bus route call 253-3868

Female roommate wanted to share one

bedroom apt sta rti ng January 546-5754

Female roommate over intersession to

live in Brittany Manor call nights 253-5716

Female roommate needed Southwood

townhouse 2568817 available now or

January
.

Roommate needed Amherst Center apt

full kitchen call Pdtrick 253-5298

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, etc 665-3414 anytime

Typing Special $1.00 page - single space

$.50 page - douhio space pickup & delivery

avail. 413-772-06H4

Underground Ski Rapairs professionaly

sharpen plane Hrut wax skis price 12-15 call

John 256-1419

SOFABED

Sofabad in fair condition for sale. $25 or

best offer - you haul it away. Call 549-6305

between 12 am and 1 am

SSAM

State Student Association of
Massachusetts is a statewide organiza-

tion, created to represent students. If you
are a student dependent on financial aid or

a job for your education, come to the

UMass SSAM Cirtpter meeting 8 pm Dec
12th in CC911 find out whar we're doing

this year for you Together we can make a

difference.

TO SUBLET

Townehouse sin^jle room available 12/23

- 1/30. Normally $150. will sublet for $100.

Shelly 5492^J

Rooms for intersession Amherst Center

furnished $110 inclusive two available

256-1083 .

2 bedroom apt on bus route $375/mo

available Jan 549 6471

Townhouse A (its Intersession cheap call

Michael after 4 549 6797

TRUCKING

Intersession Truck Service to Boston or

Long Island. Fully insured. Call now for free

estimate! 549 4490

WANTED

Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan-Aug Craig or Rory 256-0089

Responsible person looking for space in

apartment or house 546-1080 after 5

Will take over lease on 1 or 2 bedroom

apt starting Dec 23 or Feb 1 546- 1080 after 5

Three engineering students need apart-

ment for intersession in Amherst area. Call

Mike 546-9426 or Steve 546-9403

Need sublet Puffton or Townhouse
Tom 546-659r)

Wanted 4 females seeking 2 bedrm apt Jan

1 call 546-7364 or 546-9253
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Minutemen travel South to Stetson
UMass takesonHoustonBaptist
in Stetson tourney semi-finals
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team may be able to get away

from the cold weather when they hit

Deland. Florida for the annual Hatter

Classic at Stetson University tonight, but

the Minutemen could be in for a chilly

reception^ when they meet undefeated

Houston Baptist at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the

opening game of the tournament.

The Minutemen are currently sporting a

2-0 record with victories against New
Hampshire (75-73) and Bentley (80-75) in

the Cage. However Houston Baptist has

defeated Oklahoma State, the defending

Big 8 champ, and Texas Wesleyan, the

NAIA champion.

The Huskies went 20-9 last season and

return all five starters. In the frontcourt, 6-

8 center Anicet Lavodrama from Africa will

jump center and is joined by a 6-7 and 6-5

pair of forwards. Leading scorer Larry

Holiins (11.3 points per game) is at guard

along with Terry Hairston (also 11.3 ppg).

Of course UMass, also, has run up some

impressive stats. Leading scorer John

Hempel is averaging 19 a game along with

nine rebounds. Forward Horace Neysmith

Stetson is regarded as one of the better

independent teams in the nation while

Southern went to the NCAA tournament

last season. Stetson was 19-9 last year with

Georgia going 18- 12. Both are 3-0 this year.

Houston Baptist plays only man-to-man
defense, so the Minutemen have been

preparing for the individual pressure all

week in practice. "I'm confident that we can

match up well against Houston and put

some pressure of our own on them,"

Gerlufsen said. "Our execution has to be

very good and our shooting has to be about

50 percent if we expect to win."

In the two games this season UMass is

shooting 49 percent from the field at 58 of

118. Gerlufsen, who has yet to experience

defeat in his rookie season, has played ten

players and showcased a team that knows
how to score.

"We aren't as concerned with our offense

as we are with our defense," commented
the coach. "We'll have a few wrinkles on

defense and hope to try a couple of new
things down there."

Defensively, center Edwin Green has

rejected eight shots but has been plagued

with foul trouble in the two games. Russell

has seven steals to lead the team while

freshman point guard Carl Smith has 18

assists and 5.5 ppg. Gerlufsen said he will

is tossing in 15 a game with guard Donald go with his usual starting quintet of Green,

Russell getting 15.5 per game thus far in

the young season.

"TheMdgames down South will tell the

coachirtMtaff a lot about the team," Coach

Ron Geflufsen said before leaving for the

Sunshine State yesterday. "We are pleased

with our progress so far and are very loose

going down there to play some very good

teams."
In the second game of the tournament

host Stetson faces Georgia Southern.

Hempel, Neysmith, Russell and Smith.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: The
championship game will be Saturday night

at 8:30. The consolation game will be at

6:30. Donald Russell is 12 of 20 from the

floor for a .600 shooting percentage. Horace

Neysmith is .524 from the field. Both

Hempel and Neysmith are hitting 80

percent from the foul line. UMass has not

gone into it's third game undefeated since

1978.

Women host Maine Sunday
The University of

Massachusetts women's
swimming team takes on
the Black Bears from the

University of Maine this

Sunday at 1 p.m. The
Minutewomen's mark
stands at 1-3 this season.

The early part of the
season belongs to Liz

Teinberg, a junior from

Lawrenceville, NJ.
Feinberg is undefeated in

the 2(X) yard freestyle and

has won three of her four

starts at 100 yards. She
was disqualified for an

early start in her fourth

start. Coach Valerie Turtle

is also pleased with fresh-

man Allison Uzzo of

Brockton. Uzzo is 3-0 at

the 1000 yard freestyle and

set a school record of

11:15.17 against UConn.

The meet takes place in

Boyden and will be a stiff

challenge for the

Minutewomen. This will be

their last match before

semester break so it's your

last chance to see them

before you go.

IN BATTLE - Mike Hanion, 1S2 lbs., and the rest of the University of

Massachusetts wrestling team urill take on Albany tonight in search of their

first win at 7:S0 p.m. at Boyden Auxiliary Gym. The Minuternen, who nar-

rowly lost to Southern Connecticut 29-2S in their last outing, are led by Cap-

tain Scott McQuaid£, Id? lbs. The team also hosts Harvard Monday night at

7:30 p.m.

CollcKMn photo bv Itevid D«uber

REACHING FOR THE BALL - Horace Neysmith reaches for the ball

in an earlier game. UMass takes on Houston Baptist at 7:30 p.m.

tonight. The game can be heard on WTTT-AM 1430.

Women'shoop takes on
Yale in the Cage
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts womens
basketball team, under the direction of first

year head coach Barbara Stevens and
Icompany, may have a legitimate streak

going. The team has posted two consecutive

victories after a dismal 0-3 start. The first

UMass victim was the University of

Vermont. Win number two was a con-

vincing 74-57 trouncing of Harvard

University.

Tomorrow, UMass meets Yale, at 2 p.m.

in the Cage. The contest will also be

somewhat of an anniversary for the team. It

will be the one week anniversary of the

teams first victory of the season and their

first triumph under Stevens.

A victory over Yale would bring the team

record back to an even .500 clip. The last

time the team was at five hundred was

when they were standing at the starting

block waiting for the season to begin.

The attack the women will be using can

best be described as 'diverse'. The team is

not led by any one player. Last Saturday

(SPORTS INSIDE.
'inside SPORTS: Mens gymnastics
travels to Syracuse tomorrow to take on the

Orangemen- page 15. Men's swimming
t^kes a splash in Boyden Saturday at 2

Karen Damminger led the scoring attack

with support from Jerrie Bernier who
contributed 15 points of her own that night.

The Harvard victory was supported by the

backcourt duo of captain Wendy Ward (16

pts.) and Barbara Hebel (17 pts.).

Karen Damminger, despite only

averaging about 24 minutes of play per

game, leads the team in scoring with a 15.7

clip per game. She is also tied for second on

the team in rebounds with Bernier at a 4.7

average. Kelly Collins, who has only played

in two games thus far because of injuries,

leads the Minutewomen with a 6.5

rebounding average.

Shooting guard Hebel is second on the

team in scoring with a 5.5 points per game
average and leads the team in assists with a

3.5 average. Forward Rebecca Kucks is

third in scoring with a 8.2 average, and

leads the team in field goal percentage at

.603 and a free throw percentage with a

1.000.

The team will not be changing their game
plans or strategy for the Yale game. While
speaking with assistant coach Val DePaolo,

the theme of team confidence and 'playing

our game' were the topic. "We are getting

Continued im page IS

• • • •

p.m. against Springfield- page 18. Black
Hawks Tom Lysiak 20-game suspension -

page 18.
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Officials puzzle overUMass fires
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The rash of University of Massachusetts fires that

l)egan in a trash can on Sept. 25 in Crampton dormitory

has become a national media event, which, according to

UMass mental health professionals, has gone beyond "ar-

son".

An arsonist -- one who starts fires for the "excitement"

of evacuations and fire engines - may have been behind

the early Crampton dormitory fires, says David Kraft,

director of UMass Mental Health Services. But, "from a

psychological point of view, (that profile) is not particular-

ly instructive of what's (now) going on on campus."

"Any sort of public media play, both frightening and ex-

citing, can lead to copycat behavior," said Kraft, relating

the potential epidemic to the college fad of streaking in the

1970s.

Bonnie Strickland, former chairperson of the UMass
psychology department, concurs. These incidents now
cannot accurately be termed "arsons," but rather

"negative attention-seeking behaviors." she said.

"One person or a few people can disrupt the lives or ac-

tions of enormously large numbers of people," Strickland

said. "It's showing that you've got some power - unfor-

tunately enormously disruptive power."

While no suspicious fires were reported this weekend

-only two false fire alarms in Kennedy and Washington

towers and two fires caused by careless disposal of smok-

ing materials - the anxiety of an arson plagued campus

lives on.

"The University is paying overtime and security, but

there are those who cannot be compensated," Clifford

said. Some individuals involved are not entitled to extra

hours - it's coming out of energy they're normally able to

expend on other matters. The administration and staff are

several weeks behind in their normal work because of the

fires. In that respect, the campus is paying a price you

can't quantify.

"We are not prepared to end the investigation - there

are too many questions that have not been answered. Most

of the individuals involved in criminal actions will be iden-

tified and punished," Clifford said, "but I can't say we can

be sure we'll ever find all the people who have done it."

Satellites will transmit to Hasbrouck
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Remote Sensing Center

has received funds that will enable that facility to receive

data transmissions from satellites.

The Remote Sensing Center in Hasbrouk, a research

outfit that uses delicate mstrument.s to take scientific

measurements, has received $140,000 from the Univer-

sity's Board of Trustees to start a research corporation,

said RobertHuguenin. dirj^-tor of the program.

Huguenin, a professor in astro- phisics, said he was

putting together "a corporation to make data retrieval

cheap and easy."

The corporation, Huguenin said, will be totally funded by

the private sector, and its goal is "to fund research."

Huguenin said the corpo'-ation's profits would "acquire

data, process it, and sell it." He also said the program will

help regional planners, geologists and meteorologists, but

not the military. "The data transmitted will be strictly

civilian," he said.

The bulk of the funding is to set up reception facilities for

the satellites. Huguenin said the Landsat, Metsat, and

Noah series of satellites would be received from.

The corporation is "a real source of pride to the univer-

sity," because it will make it cheaper and easier for

researchers and scientists to get any information they

need.

Huguenin said this program, unlike most similar ones,

will be available to anyone, regardless of whether they are

a part of the university or not.

Inside:

Student dies in Texas fraternity fire p.2 Referees, Georgia Southern, beat hoopsters p. 12

UMass seniors combine classes with running ,,,... . , . , ., r ^..^'^..n
businesses p.3 'Life IS, Simply put, a bundle of curious

juxtapositions.

"

Conservatives make it back in Massachusetts p.5 _ f^^ Marcel

J

Worker fears

prompt state

asbestos tests
By JOSH MEYER
and JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian SUff

Editor's note: This is the first article in a series on asbestos

on camptis at UMass.
Fears of asbestos- related health hazards by Campus

Center employees prompted the University of

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Health and

Safety to take air samples Friday to check asbestos levels

there.

The Massachusetts Asbestos Program found an asbestos

concentration of 30 to 40 percent in the spray-on coating of

the concourse and University Store ceilings in tests taken

Oct. 7 and recommended removal as the most effective

method of controlling the substance.

The removal project, which is expected to cost up to

$400,000. is scheduled to begin in the University Store

Dec. 21.

Department Director Donald A. Robinson said an in

dustrial hygienist took air samples to measure airborne

particle levels in the concourse and store "for a period of

time" Friday with equipment approved by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency.

The air sample "is not something we ordinarily do,"

Robinson said. "It's basically a way to give people ad-

ditional assurance."

Results of the air sample will be available Dec. 16,

Robinson said.

Asbestos was banned by the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency from use in fireproofing in 1973 and for

all other uses in 1978 because of medical evidence which

"suggests that individuals exposed to asbestos fibers are

vulnerable to environmentally-induced cancers." according

to Joseph Lamalva. chemist for the Asbestos Program.

Both Robinson and University Store Manager Win

Cummings said asbestos concentrations in the concourse

and store are not dangerous and should not concern

Campus Center workers, but several members of the

University Staff Association and the Massachusetts

Teachers Association complained that their fears of health

hazards have been ignored by the Campus Center ad-

ministration.

"For many years people have been complaining about

the air (quality) and the dust that gets over everything,"

said a University Store emptoyee who asked not to be

identified. "There have been specific confrontations over

the issue, and it's an outright lie that there has been no

concern."

"Our biggest concern is that when questions are raised

they are immediately brushed off," the employee said.

"There have been no memos or anything to inform people

of the potential hazards and removal of the asbestos. There

have been no tests on the dust that falls from the ceiling,

even though it gets on the clothing, the desks and

everything else."

"The dust is natural," Cummings said. "With the amount

of traffic in the concourse and the University Store, it's a

constant problem, the same as in a house."

Robinson said air samples are an inaccurate indication of

the levels of airborne asbestos particles, and that bulk

sampling is better suited to assessing the level of ex-

posure.

Recent laws requiring removal or containment of asbestos

in public buildings, especially schools, were passed "in

view of the increasing knowledge of the potential of

asbestos as a cancer inducing agent at low-level ex-

posures, " according to an EPA "guidance document" for

asbestos-containing materials in school buildings.

The dangers of heavy exposure to asbestos in factory or

construction workers have been recognized for many

years, and the lung disease asbestosis "is a classic oc-

cupational disease," the report states.

More recently, the report states, other cancer related

diseases of the lung and digestive system have been

associated with lower levels of exposure, and "no safe level

of exposure has been established."

The spray-on coating used in the Campus Center,

Gk)essman Laboratory, Tobin Hall and some other campus

buildings is considered more dangerous than other forms of

asbestos because of its tendency to crumble and send

asbestos fibers into the air. Fibers are small— .5 microns in

diameter— and can stay airborne for as long as 80 hours.

According to the EPA report, asbestos fibers can lodge in

the lungs or digestive system and remain there for years,

detectable only with an electron microscope.

Most asbestos- related diseases do not appear for 20 years

or more after the initial contact with the substance,

making the connection between the disease and asbestos

exposure difficult to establish.
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One student deadin fraternity fire

AUSTIN (AP) — A University of Texas
student was killed and six oth«>r people

were injured Sunday morning when fire

roared through a fraternity house.

The blaze, reported at 6:17 a.m.,

destroyed 22 of the 28 rooms in the two-

story Lambda Chi Alpha house west of the

UT campus, fire officials said.

Firefighters said a strong north wind

hampered their efforts to extinguish the

blaze. The fire finally was brought under

control by 8 a.m. by 70 firefighters using 16

pieces of eouipment.

Officials still were investigating the fire's

cause Sunday afternoon, but said arson was

not suspected.

The victim was identified as Margo
McFee, 19. of San Antonio. Firefighter

Danny Stamper said it took two hours to

find her body in the rubble.

Ms. McFee was in the room where the

fire apparently started, Stamper said. He
said the fraternity brother who lived in the

room tried to carry her to safety but could

not because of the heat and smoke.

FRATERNITY FIRE -- Firefighters help University of Texas Lamb-
da Chi Alpha member Ted Pestorius, 20, after a fire in his fraternity

Sunday morning. He is listed in stable condition.
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AROUND THE NATION
Castration constitutionality at issue
NEW YORK (AP) — The crime is rape.

The sentence is chemical castration. The
issue is whether judges who mete out such

"eye for an eye" justice are overstepping

moral and constitutional bounds.

Searching for a means to effectively

punish sex offenders, at least three judges

have recently ordered rapists and child

molesters to take a drug that causes

"chemical castration."

The drug, Depo-Provera, decreases the

male libido by suppressing the hormone

testosterone, and patients lose the urge to

commit sexual offenses, according to

researchers. At regulated doses, it cuts

down men's sexual aggressiveness without

makinf? them impotent.

Depo-Provera has been voluntarily used
by sex offenders for at least 15 years on an

experimental basis, but in the past year,

several judges handed down unusually

short or probated sentences to be served

while taking the drug.

In February, a municipal judge in Vista,

Calif., sentenced a 61-year-old child

molester to a year in custody and five years

of bi-weekly Depo-Provera injections. He
had faced a maximum sentence of eight

years.

Last month, a judge in Anderson, S.C.,

gave three admitted rapists the choice of 30

years in prison, the maximum sentence, or

castration — either physical or chemical —
while on five years' probation.

AROUND THE REGION
Bostonian forgives five assailants

BOSTON (AP) - Five men who pleaded
guilty to beating a Boston man with a nail-

studded club, a tire iron and a jack on
Revere Beach last July 30 are free after the
victim asked that they be spared prison.

Boston attorney Thomas Simmons,
representing Emanuel Gonsalves, said his

client worried that "because of their age

and the state of the jails today...they would
come out in worse shape if they had gone to

jaiJ."

Kevin Cawthron, 23, Jeffrey Bailey, 17,

Edward Cabral, 17. all of East
Bridgewater, William Mills, 20, of

Brockton, and James Emerson, 17, of

Halifax, were charged with assault with
intent to murder, armed robbery and
assault and battery with a dangerous
weapon.
They were given suspended 3- to-5 year

prison sentences after pleading guilty to the
charges Friday in Suffolk Superior Court,

according to The Sunday Enterprise of

Brockton. Assistant District Attorney
Thomas Mondy had recommended 10- year
prison terms with an opportunity for parole

in two years.

Under a sentencing agreement worked
out with the victim, the five defendants will

pay $5,000 each in restitution to cover the
victim's hospital bills.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The Umass Music Theatre Guild announces

AUDITIONS for

THE ROCKY
MIDNIGHT

EXPERIENCE
An adaptation of everyone's favorite Midnight

|

Movie to rehearse over Intersession and be per-

I

formed in February at several 5-College locations.

PLACE: Room 162 Campus Center
TIME: Monday, Dec. 12 and Tuesday, Dec. 13

7-11 P.M.
For more info please call Gregg 256-6150

1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~Doli^oirKnow fhat"Ovef^
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
dallv.

_. ^
Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Csll 256-6700 To enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

Aiitomobile insurance ar>d workers compensation.
^^.^^^i^ii ^» ».^t»^^».^»»^ n,.^n^i»^»«^"»».^»»^'»J»

Arcadegames doing well

Collepxi pkoto by David Deuber

BUT WERE YOU A GOOD GIRL? ~ Cristina Thibeault of Springfield
tells Santa Glaus what she wants as her parents shop in the Hampshire
Mall this weekend.

Hampshire hosts peace rally
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

On the eve of NATO's decision to deploy

Cruise and Pershing missiles in Europe, 30

people gathered at Hampshire College

Sunday night to show their support for

women's peace encampments world-wide.

A slide show, presented by Feminists

Against Militarism, showed the strength

and energy of the women's peace en-

campments at Greenham and Heyford,

England, and Seneca, New York.

"The best thing that motivated me to the

peace movement was spending a year in

Hiroshima. There is nobody that I look at

that may not be burned like these people

were," said Phylis Roden, a University of

Massachusetts Future Studies major.

Roden, a former member of the Seneca

peace camp said the experience was very

"moving."
The Seneca encampment was inspired by

the Greenham one, which in turn has

fostered camps in Minneapolis, Pungent

Sound, and Tuscon, Arizona.

"Women from all over the world are being

connected. What we've struggled and cared

for at Seneca was the same everywhere.

The encampment have made the world

smaller," said Felice Yeskel, a dormitory

assistant in the Northeast residential area

at UMass.
Yeskel, who narrated the slide show, said
women "must take responsibUity to tell

others what is going on."

The Seneca encampment, which Yeskel
attended, was held at the army depot

believed to be the sight of the neutron bomb
and the transatlantic shipping point for

United States Cruise missiles bound for

Europe.
Before and after the slide show, the crowd

sang songs much like the women at the

peace encampment in New York.

The audience expressed unity with others

in encampments.

"I was really amazed at the slide show, I

found them very empowering, and Fm
really glad to be a woman," said one
member of the audience.

Another member of the audience said the

slides made her "feel the need to do more
than I am doing right now to change the

world. I want to hook up with other men
and women in the valley."

By DANIEL SOBEL
C^legian Staff

The video game arcade in the Campus

Center at the University of Massachusetts

is more than a means of relaxation for the

many students that visit it daily.

It is a big money-maker for the school.

Campus Center Financial Manager

Mohamed Idrees said the arcade brought in

$220,876 in revenue this year, the

equivalent of 883,504 games on video and

pinball machines.

In 1982. the arcade earned $226,537, the

equivalent of 906,148 games, Idrees said.

Traditionally, there is one game that

outearns all the others, and this year, that

game is "Dragon's Lair."

The animated game runs on a video disk,

offering players an alternative to the blips

and dots of old video games or the bumps
and pings of pinball machines.

In "Dragon's Lair," Dirk the Daring

braves purple aardvarks, firey pits and

mud men to rescue the voluptuous Princess

Daphne, quite possibly the raciest thing to

happen to family entertainment in a long

time.

Previously, it had been Pong, Space

Invaders and Pac Man. But the story is

always the same: big money for the people

who sell and own the machines, and an

almost compulsive obsession for those who

play them.
Marty Rheault, a sophomore electrical

engineering major, said he spends $15 a

week on video games because "they're

relaxing."

But others don't share Rheault's love of

the games.
Judy Binda, a 20-year-old psychotogy

major, called the games "a waste of time,

money and brain cells."

Video games owe their popularity to their

predecessors, pinball machines.

Before television screens became standard

equipment in family arcades, pinball

machines attracted practically anyone with

loose change in his pockets.

But now, with video games gradually

pushing the older machines out of arcades

altogether, it seems pinball games have

become just another dinosaur killed off by

the video age.

George Lane, a 19-year-old Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration

major, still sees an advantage pinball

machines hold over video games.

"You can beat a pinball machine," Lane

said. "You can't beat a video game."

Whether it is video games or pinball

machines, however, there is one thing that

seems certain: arcades will not go the way
of hoola-hoops, yo-yos and pet rocks.

Arcades will be around for a long time.

Which means lots of fun for video addicts.

And lots of money for arcade owners.

WOMEN'S FORUM
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

upcoming events relating to women's
issues. Notices should be sent to the

Women's issues Editors, care of the

Collegian, 113 Campus Center, before the

Friday preceding the event. The Collegian

will be publishing during intersession.

The Valley Women's Voice has moved
from its Northampton office to the

University of Massachusetts
Everywoman's Center. The newspaper, in

its sixth year of publication, is the only

feminist newspaper of its kind in the area.

For more information on the Voic^ con-

tact Joan Wilse, coordinator of the project,

at 545-0883.

Monday-Bettv Friedan, author of The

Feminine Mystique, will speak on women's
changing roles in the 1980's, at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

Friedan is the co-founder on the National

Organization for Women, and was its first

president. Recently, Friedan has been a

leader in the fight for the Equal Rights

Amendment. The lecture is free and open to

the public.

Tuesday-Women and the law, is the

topic of a discussion by UMass Professor

Janet Rifkin at 12:30 p.m. in room 162,

Campus Center.

There are two hotlines available on

campus for aid to victims of rape or other

violence. The 24-hour Rape Hotline is

545-2677. The Everywomen's Center

Hotline for victims of violence is 545-0800.

Students combine school with business ventures
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

Most college students wait until after graduation to begin

making their fortunes.

But two University of Massachusetts seniors aren't

letting classes get in the way of their careers.

Karol Jamrok and Joel FischI both split their time bet-

ween their studies and their own businesses.

FischI, 23, a political science honors student who will be

graduating in May, co-owns High Notes, a singing

telegram delivery service, with his wife Maureen Walsh,

out of their home in Sunderland.

Jamrok, 22, is a BDIC microcomputers and database

management major also be graduating in May. Jamrok is

the co-owner of Computer Works in Amherst.

Computer Works is the first complete computer center in

the Amherst area. Jamrok said. It is the only store that

offers rentals to students and rentals while systems are

being repaired, the store also offers a wide variety of

systems — from computers for $299 to complete systems

worth $5,000.

"We cater to 10-year-olds who are looking for games to

65-year-olds who feel they must be involved in the com-

puter scene," said Jamrok.

The rentals have gone well also, Jamrok siad. Many
families want to see how much use a computer would get in

the home, and rent for a period before deciding to buy a

system.

Jamrok and his partner, Dennis Faquette, started last

spring renting terminals to students on campus. Jamrok

spent most of his summer finding a location and thinking of

a name.
Computer Works held its grand opening December 3.

"We're largely financed through the bank and

distributors with what is called a floor plan arrangement.

We have two part-time employees and several volunteer

workers who are developing their own software. It works

out really well for all concerned. Sales are booming," he

said.

Jamrok has arranged his schedule to have classes on

Tuesdays and Thursdays from8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

"I spend every other available hour here, at the store. Fm

often here at night doing homework." he said.

At the end of the school year. Jamrok will re-evaluate his

plans for the future.

"If all goes as well as it has been, perhaps weU open

another chain. I can always pursue my career in data base

management if demand decreases."

FischI. Uke Janu-ok. is enjoying success in his business.

Co\ltgiu\ pkoto by Jim Powcn

GETTING STARTED EARLY - Karol Jamrok, a University of Massachusetts senior,

owns the Computer Works in Amherst while going to school.

"We started in September of 1982 with $1,800. Business

went slowly but surely. Things picked up around

December, but were dead in January. Then in February

things took off." said FischI.

In February. Channel 22 in Springfield did a Valentine's

Day special on Maureen and the business.

Interviews with area newspapers followed, and from

there, "things have been very busy. There seems to be a

demand for this type of thing in this area."

FischI and his wife financed their business through

savings from former full time jobs in New York City.

FischI was then assistant buyer for a department store and

Maureen worked for Eastern Onion, another singing

^r.^r^,r^om ^-oTr-r--"" At the time, '^'sohl was attending

PACE Business School but decided to transfer to UMass
for financial reasons.

"We had had the money saved for tuition and then didn't

have to use it, so my wife and I had the cash to use for the

business." FischI said.

High Notes telegrams are accompanied with balloons and

singing tuxedo-clad delivery persons. Or a clown. Or even

belly dancers.

'The Northampton Association of Belly Dancers works

through us. They're great. We're all hams — we're great

for parties, our employees are all part-time and all go to

school. The arrangement works well for everyone. Our

workers do it for enjoyment and enterainment." ,•
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Conservative
revival in state
Do conservative politicians and their ideas have a

chance to succeed in Massachusetts, or are they on

the permanent endangered species list? This isn't

just a rhetorical question for the sake of building a catchy

lead.

Just after the results of last year's election tallies began

to trickle in, I was clearly overtaken by a sudden sense of

gloom. The future didn't bode too well for conservatives in

this state. With the re-election of Ted Kennedy to the U.S.

Senate, and the return of Michael Dukakis to the Corner

Office in the Statehouse; there was little reason to feel op-

timistic for the future. But who knows, I thought,

something might give way and things might look brighter.

Stephen Barrett

The Republicans put it best when they claimed

Massachusetts was a one-party state, meaning dominance

by the liberal Democrats. Well, were the Republicans

right? Yes, but in many respects, the Bay State's GOP has

only itself to blame, particularly with regards to local elec-

tions and contests for seats in the Statehouse.

Let's face it, you can't win if you don't run. On the

statewide level, the Massachusetts GOP is beginning to

play smarter politics. Instead of nominating men and

women for the Governorship and U.S. Senate who held

key seats in the legislature, the GOP chose non-

officeholders like John Sears and Ray Shamie. Smart and

savvy politics for a change.

When your chances of winning are low, at least you

ought to avoid even losing the ground from under you. In a

real sense, Massachusetts Republicans learned from past

losses, and have laid the groundwork for better things to

come.

If only conservative Democrats would also start

challenging the predominate liberal wing of their party

more often; even the Massachusetts Democratic Party

might begin to resemble a more truly democratic organiza-

tion.

For the moment, however, I'd like to concentrate upon

the most realistic avenue for conservatives to take in this

state. The best shot for the Tories in this stat« to

demonstrate their resurgence, is the defeat of Paul

Tsongas. But who will pull this off?

Presently, there appears no one else on the political

horizon to defeat Tsongas other than Ray Shamie. The

man is a proven vote-getter. Ask Ted Kennedy.

Remember, Shamie is the man who derailed Ted

Kennedy's plans for running for president next year. If an

"unknown" like Shamie could keep the legendary incum-

bent's victory margin down to only 59 percent, what could

Shamie do to Tsongas who doesn't have the same status

Kennedy has. Tsongas is still a relatively new commodity

on the political market scene in this state.

If I were Paul Tsongas, I'd be typing out a new resume

just in case. Tsongas, despite what the pundits say, isn't

that "safe." He's a first term Senator, devoid of any per-

sonality to carry him over in a pinch - and his record on

foreign policy, not to mention his debacle last summer

while defending the ERA before Sen. Orrin Hatch

(R-Utah), will surely help to render hhim vulnerable.

Tsongas is also a "loner". He doesn't even fit in well

with the rest of his party machinery. While the vast ma-

jority of Bay State Democrats are backing Walter Mon-

dale, Tsongas was one of the first big backers of John

Glenn for the presidency. Although I think he was wise in

supporting the idea of basing the Battleship U.S.S. Iowa

in Boston, he'll pay dearly as time proceeds.

The hard-core liberal wing of the Democratic Party in

this state isn't a very forgiving group. They live by litmus

tests.

But Tsongas has also failed miserably on foreign policy

issues. Okay, he supports the Afghan Freedom Fighters

-but who wouldn't? By conservative standards, Tsongas

completely cancelled out whatever gains he made with his

support of the Afghan rebels by cuddling up to the San-

dinista government, particularly Daniel Ortega, "Coor-

dinator of the Junta." When Tsongas invited Ortega to

come up here and observe our democracy in action, I hope

he didn't have the great laboratory of democracy in mind:

Massachusetts Legislature. Ortega would just love seeing

Commandantes McGee, Bulger and Keverian in action.

Some lesson.

Shamie ought to be able to garner conservative

Democrats alongside his campaign bandwagon. If

anything, he ought to take advantage of the rift between

the newer white collar professional Democrats, (the more

liberal branch) and the older and more traditional blue col-

lar Democrats. However, I'm sure Shamie is quite aware

that any Democrat, particularly an incumberit, in this

state has an enormous advantage - the letter "D" by his

name.
Nevertheless, I'm quite confident that conservatives

can, and should re-assert themselves. They not only owe

to themselves, but also to the public. C'mon Tories, let's

blow some fresh air into the political system here and

clean out thirty years worth of liberal cob-webs and iner-

tia.

Stephen Barrett is a Collegian columnist.

^^

Women's rights: far to go
Are you a feminist?" asked my friend incredulously.

"Of course", I replied. "How can anybody be a

woman and not be a feminist in this day and age?"

Well, apparently there are a lot of women in the world to-

day who do not define themselves as feminists. This

curious phenomenon is difficult to explain. First of all, I

want to draw your attention to the words of the feminist

historian Gerda Lemer, upon dedicating her book. The
Majority Finds its Past. "This book is dedicated to my
students - a new generation of women, who take for

granted the time and space for thought we had to win - in

faith and trust that they will carry on."

Rebecca Thatcher

The rights of women have come so far in the last cen-

tury, it is sad, but not surprising, to see apathy and ig-

norance about the women's movement when success is so

close, but so far away.

Women who are going to school, having careers, par-

ticipating in sports, or making their own choices concern-

ing who, when and if to marry and are not feminists, are

failing to uphold the struggle that allows them to lead the

lives they are leading. It is similar to the worker who en-

joys the shorter hours and higher pay procured by their

union - but refuses to pay the union dues.

There are many reasons why people are unwilling to

take the final steps towards full equsility for women. The

early successes of the women's movement were more
straightforward, because they were curing more blatant

inequalities. They involved obtaining for women the right

to vote, the right to be educated and the right to be a legal

entity who can, among other things, file a suit or own pro-

perty.

These concessions on the part of male dominiated socie-

ty are hard won but obviously justified. The most difficult

years for the women's rights movement lie ahead because
there is still a lot of less overt discrimination that must be

fought. The resistance to women gaining complete equali-

ty will be great because social change worries some peo-

ple. People are especially resistant to giving women equal

rights because, for some reason, they are afraid of

finishing the task begun by Elizabeth Cady Stanton in

1848 when she wrote: "We hold these truths to be self evi-

dent: that all men and women are created equal..."

My suggestion is: don't take anything for granted, and

you will begin to see why the women's rights movement

must continue. Appreciate women's presence in the

University: it was only a hundred years ago that it was

widely believed that women's brains could not cope with

education beyond the eighth grade level. But remember,

the proportion of male professors and administrators to

female ones is still lopsided. Appreciate birth control being

widely available to women, especially when only seventy

years ago, the first women to publicly advocate birth con-

trol were condemned as prostitutes. But rememt)er, the

anti-choice movement is large and powerful and trying all

the time to legislate control of women's bodies away from

them. When a person says being a feminist is sexually

unattractive, consider the comment to be a symptom of a

sick society in which violence against women occurs every

hour of everyday.

To let the struggle drop now is to accept a second class

role for women in American society.

Rebecca Thatcher is a Collegian staff memher.

Letters

Employees talk on asbestos

To the Editor.

We are some of the emptoyees of the University Store

and are writing in response to Friday's article that

quoted Mr. Cummings, general manager of the Store, as

saying that "...no employees are worried about their

health as the asbestos at its present state won't cause any

Illness." We would like to make it clear that many of us

are concerned about the health hazards connected with

asbestos. Asbestos is an extremely dangerous substance

causing many diseased including asbestosis, lung cancer,

and mesothelioma. According to the National Institute

for Occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH(. "Human
data provides no evidence for a threshold or 'safe level* of

asbestos exposure."

We feel that our concerns have not been seriously

considered. At a MTA-USA Union meeting, Nov. 10th,

several full-time employees raised questions about the

health hazards connected with asbestos. Many of these

questions have remained unanswered.

In the future we would like to be able to speak for

ourselves. If the Student Senate, Collegian or Board of

Governors wants the opinions of University employees,

staff and students alike, it should ask them directly.

Several University Store Employees

Both groups should listen

To the Editor,

I believe there is a mistake being made by the "liberals"

and "conservatives" on this campus. Neither one of the

groups are listening to one another.
. » . . * ; .

Let's take a for instance: recently in the CoUegian there

have been many letters and articles from one side or the

other. The "conservatives" of this campus and elsewhere

are accused of voting for Ray Flynn because he is white

and wanting to assassinate Jesse Jackson because he is

black. The "conservatives", those short-haired, flag-

waving, frat boys, are shown as people with no feelings.

They ignore the fact that people were killed in Grenada

and don't really care that over 200 marines were killed in

Lebanon. I believe these people do care and are not racists

and they will listen.

Likewise we have the attacks on the "liberals." Those

commies who don't care about our country. All the left-

wing radicals want to do is protest and live in their own

little world. Will they ever learn there is a real world out

there? How dare they protest about nuclear build-up? You

know, you can't live on earthfoods all your life. I believe

these people have been unjustly accused also.

Mr. i^aiiftie wrote, on November 29, "And most of all let's

do something that takes some real effort. Let's go to a top

notch school and remain stupid. " To you Mr. Nangle I

would like to say you are as quilty as the ones which you

write about. Generalizations and accusations don't get you

an education. An open mind and open ear do, however. The

close mindedness you accuse those "preppy, frat boys" of

having is just like yours.

The University of Massachusetts is an excellent

educational institution. We should use it to learn together.

Perhaps an open mind to all views is the highest degree we

could recieve from our University.

Lisa L. Mead
Amherst
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OFOURS ICar • Track • Van I

North Amherst I

Motors
I

Rt. 63, No Amherst I

5492880 I

Amherst

Insurance Ag^ency

20 Gatehouse Rd.
Amherst, Massaohueetta

(413) 263-9387
Auto - Motorcycle - Renters

Christmas Special

25% Discount
ON SpRJNq Semester MEMbERships

(includes Jan. Break)

regular $45.00 NOW $33.75

BODY SHOP
Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden.
Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout
Call IDBTIPS for info 545-1555 Dec 12 to Dec 22 only

AEROBICS
"»

IN TkE
MON. DEC. 9

TUES. DEC. 6
MON. DEC. 12
TUES. DEC. 17

BLUEWALL
w/ AbEl SilvAS

L

2:70 - 7:70
^ FREE ^

WoRk oFF FInaI exam &
HolidAy STRESS

FeeI qood^ look qood
For tNe new year! >j

^ ^ ALL WELCOME! ^

^iiiiiiniiiiiniiiiim«i^iiiniiniuiiiiiiii^l«liini|HKi^^

Summer of "84"
Summer staff wanted for large Girl Scout

resident camp in Tolland, Mass. Positions

available for General Counselors; Nurses; f
Specialty Staff: Waterfront, Smallcraft, 1

Riding, Gymnastics, Arts & Crafts; and f
Cooks. Salary with Room & Board for 9

or 10 weeks.

For applications write: Timber Trails,

Star Route 158, Tolland, MA 01034

or call 1-413-258-4592
fiiiiiiitntniitiNiiHHiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiii'iiiiiiii<HiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiinirtiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

MANUFACTURINO/
FINANCIAL ANALYST
Develop your technical arxj problem-solving skills with Varians

Semiconductor Equipment Group— a research, design and manufac-

turing organization specializing in semiconductor fabrication

equipment As a contributor to our team environment, you'll enjoy the

recognition and rewards you deserve And you II find plenty of

opportunities and encouragement to develop professionally If you're a

rrxjtivated innovator, explore the following high visibility opening at

Varian SEG

Reporting to the Director of Manufacturing Operations, you will

evaluate manufacturing procedures and maintain a high level of

finarxial performance for the department You II develop rDonitonng

systems and controls as well as assist in justifying capital equipment

recommendations Acting as liaison between Manufacturing and

Accounting, you II help generate computer systems design for financial

operations You will also review budgeting and inventory management

techniques, develop variances and assist with finarxial training for

manufacturing personnel

This key position calls for a clear understanding of accounting practices

and financial controls for a high technology manufacturing

environment Yuu should have familiarity with budgets, standards and

inventory management for manufacturing systems Qualified

applicants should also have solid interpersonal and communications

skills A Bacfielors degree in Industrial Engineering or Accounting is

desirable, an MBA is preferred

Along with unique opportunities for career development, Varian SEG

offers a Rte 128 location on beautiful Cape Ann You can enjoy all the

benefits of scenic North Shore living with Boston s cultural resources

close by \X/e are an equal opportunity employer To explore this

position please send your resume to

Hugh B. INcGcMlgan
Manager, College Relations

VARIAN SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP
Gloucester. MA 01930

varian
PREPARE FOR

MCAT«LSAT»GMAT
SAT*ACT»DAT»GRE»CPA

7Ef
•

Feb. 4. 1984 Exam I j^^^ jS, 1964 Exam

GRE
classes begin 1/3/84

Intersession Class

LSAT
Begins 1/4/84

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

GMAT
classes begin 12/14/83

1/2/84

April 28, 1984 Exam

MCAT
classes begin 1/3/84

1/7/84

Call Days Eves &
Weekends

2S4N Ptoasant StrMt

Amhtrst

253-5106

For information about other centers
|

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Christmas Cards, Wrap, and Gifts

Are Now Available

in the Ballroom of

The Student Union Building

Christmas Wrap &? Trims

Discover the distinctive wrappings

that make gift-giving a joy!

AMtRR -W®(,[ii[ii\(^'

^^.UNIVERSITY Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Chin explores feeUngsaf American-Ounese

Not quite as easy as 1-2-3

ABC: American Born Chinese

By Charlie Chin
Friday, December 2

Bowker Auditorium

By LORENA NOZZOLILLO
Collegian Correspondent

In a unique and entertaining way, ABC: American Bom
Chinese, explores the feelings and the attitudes of the

American-Chinese. The play, presented by the Third

World Theatre, was a one-man show featuring actor

Charlie Chin. Chin also wrote the play, and throughout the

show dances, sings and plays the banjo and guitar.

Chin uses pantomime and imaginery settings instead of

using real props and other actors. On stage, all the au-

dience sees are a couple of folding chairs spread out over

the stage. However, the audience is led to believe that

they are looking at a bar and grill somewhere in New
York.

The storyline begins when Chin's illusionary nephew,

Dennis, comes to visit him, just when Chin is closing down

his bar.

He and Dennis discuss the image of the Chinese in

America, both present and past. Chin states that "the only

thing they have written in your history books is that the

Chinese helped build the railroad." Chin then proceeds to

tell the story of immigration into the U.S. He tells how the

Chinese were coaxed into America with false promises of

instant wealth. Of course, like other immigrants, all the

Chinese ever found in America was hard labor and hard

times. At this point. Chin sings a stirring ballad about the

plight of the Chinese immigrant and his struggle to sur-

vive in this countrv.

Chin then moveson to the image of present day Chinese,

and all the stereotypes that are associated with it. He ex-

plains to Dennis, that since he's a bartender, he's been

confronted by his customers with every cliche in the book.

For example, they expect him to know the name of an

exotic Chinese dish ("what's that dish called with the let-

tuce and the brown things") or, in general, to be an expert

on Asian culture.

His favorite questions, though, are the intimate ones

("Have you ever had a white woman before?") or the truly

ignorant ones ("How did you learn to speak English so

good," "I don't speak English very good" explains Chin.

"I speak it very well.")

Misconceptions like these are an example of the

obstacles American-Chinese have to deal with in their at-

tempt to fit into a predominantly white society. Chin then

touches upon the subject of inter-racial dating, and the

complications it causes. It seems that Dennis has had a

fight with his traditionally minded father about his white

girlfriend. Chin mentions the affair he had with a blonde,

white dancer. He explains how they were happily living

together for awhile, but then it eventually fell apart.

"But," he tells his nephew, "it can work if you are really in

love."

Chariie Chin handles the problems of the American-

Chinese with humor, sensitivity and poignancy. Since he is

an American-Asian, he can relate to the circumstances

A.B.C.'s have to face.

Charlie Chin's one-man stint shows his wide range of

talents. He has taken advantage of these talents to put

together a presentation that educates his audience, as well

as entertains them.

Read Arts

Graduate Student

Position Available

Departmental Assistant/ Coordinator of

Southwest Woman's Center.

Educational, cultural and research ac-

tivities. $5.95 per hour for 20 hr./wk. 03

position carries no benefits.

Fonward letter of application, resume, pro-

of of enrollment in graduate school, three

letters of reference to:

Pamela S. Dice

Residence Director John Quincy Adams

Southwest Residential Area

Mon. Dec. 12 - Tues. Dec. 13

SandakinS 7:(X

The Demon Pond 9:0!

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Christmas Cards, Wrap
and Gifts

Are Now Available

in the Ballroom of the

Student Union Building

Christmas Wraps & Trims

Scott's

TREE
FARM
Sunderland, MA

take Rt. 47

to 252 Hadley Rd.

Collegian 7

/

Christmas
Trees

Balsam Fir $12.

Scotch Pine 114.

Wreaths 14.

666-4791

Over 35,000 books at

40-60%
OFF

publishers list price

Sci-Fi/Sports/Art

Poetry/Mystery

Fishing/Drama

Dance/Music
Field Guides

VALLEY
DOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire

National Bank)

Downtown Amherst
10-5:30 Mon-Sat

12-4 Sun
549-6052

•X-

i|^:|ca|c:|e9|c:|C3|e3|e9|c:|c4e:|ca|e9|e)|e4ea|e:ic:|c9|e:|c:|c9|c:|ejt

Monday Night
Football

Free Draft
with food purchase
Football Bloopers
starting at 8:00

I2rh ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22-27>

Deck your gifts

in the season's finest!

« ^ l-¥;>f>t}y

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

AMt RirAN^PJrC ,f<tE TINCxS

^nmVERSITY SIGN-UP NOW
Last Chance Deadline tign-up Dec. 16

TABLES Wed-Fri Dec 14-16

IN FRONT OF THE HATCH
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LOWENBRAU & DARTING
MILLER SPORTS NIGHT

Monday Dec. 12, Time 7:00-9:00 pm
LOWENBRAU DARTING TOURNAMENT

at the Blue Wall

Preregistration at the Blue Wall

12:00 pm - 7:00 pm
trophies, shirts awarded to winners

prizes for spectators also

NFL film shown
18 yrs and older invited

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed

the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and

Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Today

AUDITIONS FOR ROCKY MIDNIGHT
EXPERIENCE — The UMass Music

Theatre guild will hold open auditions in

room 162 CC. Be prepared to dance, and

sing a song from "Rocky Horror." 7 p.m. —
11p.m. 162 CC.

AEROBICS IN THE BLUEWALL -
Work off finals and holiday stress by doing

Aerobics in the Bluewall. AU are welcome
— Free of charge, today and Tuesday. 2:30

— 3:30 p.m. BlueWaU.
CONCERT: UMASS CHAPEL JAZZ
ENSEMBLE — Directed by Devid Sporny,

the Ensemble will perform a broad range of

jazz styles. Guest artist is faculty trum-

peter Jeff Holmes. Free. 8 p.m. Bezanson

Recital Hall.

LAST OUTING CLUB MEETING - Alas!

— The semester is ending ! Come finish it

with us at our party! Bring a dessert and

enjoy! See you there! Everyone is welcome.

7 p.m. 168 CC.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION — The Asian American

Students ASSOC. WILL HOLD ITS LAST
MEETING OF THE SEMESTER. Elec-

tions will be discussed, — everyone is

welcome. 7-8 p.m. CC. rm. 165.

FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP FOR
STUDENTS STUDYING ABROAD 1984-

85 — Meeting for students planning to

apply for financial aid to study abroad for

the academic year 1984-85. 2 p.m. Hwter

Hall 6th floor lounge.

UMASS REPUBLICAN CLUB
GENERAL MEETING — This will be the

last meeting of the semester topics will

include next years agenda. All Republican

Party supporters welcome, informal with

refreshments. 8 - 10 p.m. 164 CC.

HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING -
Last meeting for the semester - it's not too

late to help! 4:30 p.m. 428 Student Union.

INDEX STAFF MEETING - 4 p.m. in

the office. Please be there ! Or you are dead

meat... 4 p.m. Index Office.

STUDENTS FOR GARY HART
MEETING — A meeting to discuss in-

ternship opportunities in upcoming

presidential campaigning for Senator Gary

Hart will be held with State Student

Coordinator-Andrew Hurwitz Call 549-

4462. 7:30 p.m. See CC room schedule.

Tuesday

FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP FOR
STUDENTS STUDYING ABROAD 1984-

85 — Meeting for students planning to

apply for financial aid to study abroad for

the academic year 1984-85. 4 p.m. Herter

Hall 6th Floor Lounge.

ISSUES FACING ISRAEL - The film

"America I Love You" will be shown;

followed by discussion led by Dr. Alan

Lieberman. 7 p.m. Herter 108.

AUDITIONS FOR ROCKY MIDNIGHT
EXPERIENCE — The UMass Music

Theatre Guild will hold open auditions in

room 162 CC. Be prepared to dance, and

sing a song from "Rocky Horror" 7-11 p.m.

162 CC.

PROGRESSIVE STUDENT NETWORK
MEETING — New group made of

Peacemakers. SAM. and RSU — Short

meeting! — to plan for next semester. 7

p.m. 428 Student Union.

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB MEETING -
We will have our final meeting to close out

the semester and to organize for the Feast

of Santa Lucia. All are welcome 6 p.m. 3rd

floor lounge Herter Hall.

WORKSHOP ON SEXUAL
HARRASSMENT — The workshop is

designed to define sexual harrassment and

its effects on UMass students. 5:30 - 7:30

CC. 903.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT
MEETING — Join us for a party/discussion

to celebrate the semester's end. 6 p.m.

Student Union 415.
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Bloom Counter
by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUnii

Edited by Mar(«ret Famr and Trade Jaffc
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Scrod Dan DeBellis

ACNOSS
1 Robert Burns,

fororw

5 Ethical

10 Poet-slr>g«r

o(yor»

14 Easyean
15 Author Jong
16 Away from th«

vvaatlMT

17 Hymnal ending

l« Start a meal
19 "Peter Pan" role

20 Potted dwarfed
plant of Japan

22 Annexation

24 Whale
26 Vague amount
27 Amplify

31 Certain tecs

34 Supportive

expression

35 Roman robe

37 Prepares, as
chocolate

39 Spring emotion,

Spanish style

41 Muse of poetry

43 Word with horse

55 PennsyWanIa port

56 Supplements
60 Cavalryman
64 Kind of bag
65 Small role for a

big star

67 Extinct bird

68 The latest thing

69 Helen's cousin

70 Sheep. In old

Roma
71 Winged
72 Patched
73 Nerve plexus

DOWN
1 Thick slice

2 Lake In Lombardy
3 Frank

4 Stretching muscle

5 Apply a healing

agent

6 You
7 Baltic seaport

8 Muriatic and
acetic

9 Roosevelt rival

In 1936

10 Joshed
11 KIrglz mountain

range

12 City near Lake

Tahoe
13 Campus figure

21 Greek god

23 f*rayer leader of a
ntosque

25 OM stringed

Instruments

27 Certain bank
accts.

28 CityW of Boise

29 Loft occupants

30 Raise the spirits

32 Barton of the

Red Cross
33 Swagger
36 Unanimous
38 Alpine equipment:

Var.

40 "I Mama"
42 Burden (as a

circuit)

45 Greek commune
47 Assam silkworm

SO Puddingheads

52 SMewalk sales-

person

54 TImeworn
56 Carpet from India

57 Asian boundary

range

58 Fuddled
50 Merganser
61 Inlet

62 Check a rough

draH

63 Ftower for

Gertrude Stein

66 One way to sail:

Abbr

10 11 « 13

ts

1<

After The Fall

ICAN'T3aiEVHY0U'
Se0^4C5 SIMOM. SAHOV.
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THIN< YOU'RE 50

TH^WEIS?
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WaL I TWINK

HE'S VEBX NILE
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HARD AT SOWEWfr
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[H?Hy, WE ^ ^
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by R. Miller
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Wilson Low by CC. McFly
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C2IMSZE. ] THIS IS ^ WORLDOF
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YOU'LL BE HOOKCb.
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C^NT Ht^R ANYTHING

DC Menu
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LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental

DINNER

Roast Turkey/Bread
Dressing, Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce

Knockwurst

BASICS LUNCH

Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER

Egg and Cheddar
Florentine

Roast Turkey/Bread
Dressing, Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Partly cloudy today, highs

in the low 40s. Rain tonight,

lows in the 30s. Clearing

Tuesday, highs in the 30s.

Todays puzzle

answer
iTTrMTITsI

RDon mDnDB one
iimnn OBCiaB oar
jiindGD nqapnnrni

noon nionEi

noon nonnB_nHn

iinns nHQE
no ooEiDn ngn

1 ¥ ¥ J ' ' 'M ^ * °

LQ fiJMTMilftBMmiJ

^^ it* ^ * *.-.
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COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

1

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX

FAS

Dec. 5- 9 9:00-4:00

DEC. 12-16 9:00-4:00

DEC. 19-22 9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED —

I

1 A r"^i

T« EFFICIENT • RtlJABL
^ 1

These are some of the titles we are buying

Author Title We Are Paying

Skolnick Family in Transition 4/e $6.50

Smith Voix Du Siecle $5.00

Smith Food For Sport $3.50

Sonntag Intro to Thermodynamics 2/e $18.75

Spotts Design of Machine Elements $18.50

Stanton Mgt. of the Sales Force 6/e $13.50

Stockton Essential PreCalculus $13.00

Sykes Criminology $12.50

Tanur Statistics: Guide to Bus. B Econ. $4.25

Taylor Intro. Readings in Metaphysics $8.00

Tippo Humanistic Botany $10.00

Tortara Principles of Anatomy & Physiology $15.00

Tucker Marx-Engels Reader $4.50

Uyterhoeven Strategy and Organization $13.25

Wslnstein Freedom and Crisis Vol. 2 $7.50

.E

^SSSSSSSSBSS^S^S^H

I LAST CHAHCE

ff

a

to place ony
odvertising

in the Collegian

(classified or display)

is on Wed. Dec. 14

by 0:45 P.M.

RNE CHOCOLATES AND CONFEaiONS

Over 100 Kinds of Candy

Secret Santas
Christmas gifts and gift certificates

Quality Chocolate
Tins, Glassware and More

Downtown Amherst

253-5589 and
68 Main St, Northampton

586-4180

^g -^g «

EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ARE THEY BORED?

EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch and

Lomb Raybans this holiday. Call Bruce

549-2879

TI-59 or TI-58C $140 reg. $200-546-6775 or

546-8475

Dorm Refrigerator,

256-8412

1.7 cu. ft., $90,

AUTO FOR SALE

1968 Dodge Dart runs excellent must sell

now! $300 call Rob 586-6889

1970 Chevy Nova 6 cylinder dependable

transportation $299 256-0747 / 253-5259

1974 VW Bug, 120000 mi, excellent condi-

tion, $600, Mike Kajen, 545-2690 days

1972 Dodge Dart good running condition

low gas milage asking $400 call 546-7898

Must sell 1960 Mazda 626 2 dr 5 spd

stereo only $4600 546-6033

1976 Plymouth Fury. Runs well excellent

interior, snow tires, stereo. $500 549-2872

76 Honda Civic Wagon 4 speed $1000

negotiable moving sale 666-7530

74 Toyota Corolla gd. cond. 4 spd Rm 20

Goess. Lab - days/533-3687 - eve 750/80

1975 Datsun 280-Z black 4-speed exc.

cond. takina BO 546-8236

190 cm Rossignot St Competition
w/Salomon 727 bindings $210 or BO
546-6032

1973 Saab good conditon many new parts

must sell $950 or BO call 665-4801

Mens all leather gloves with linings sizes

M & L 9.00 call 549-1224

Leaving country must sell rare Cinnamon
Cockatiel $100 or best offer 1-863-8510

weeknights Sat & Sunday

Fischer Skis with bindings and poles

195c $50 or 80 256-1210

FOUND

Rush Meeting
Alpha Epsilon Pi

Monday, December 12

CC 802 7:00 PM
Get into it! Rush AEPi!

For Info: 256-1458

CHRISTMAS TREES

Balsam Firs, Scotch Pines 4-6 ft $12-14

252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 666-4791

CRANSTON FOR PRESIDENT?

Coma and learn what Senator Alan

Cranston's presidential campaign is all

about. Everyone welcome to meet in the

Hatch at 7:00 this Wednesday, December

14.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm^rties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

FOR RENT

Intersession single and double occupancy

rooms modern facilities call Dave 549-7583

253-9071

Two spaces In Brittany Manor Apt for

spring semester starting in jan or Feb with

option for next year. Call Dan or Steve

256-1280

Single rm in boarding house or inter^

sion. Furnished, in Greek area $75 549-0363

One bedroom In a quiet 2 bedroom apt

on bus route take over lease in January

666-7564

Share apartment thru Intersession.

Near campus. Own room. Guests

welcome. Tel. 549-3940

Intersession room cheap close to campus

everything furnished 549-4067

One bedroom available in spacious five

bedroom house near bus stop. Rte 9 Hadley

$145.00 ^ call 586-3936

Two rooms available in spacious

Sunderiand house 686-2939

Found \ini?Ci AM SBA 120 round wire

frame tinted (prescription) glasses in color-

ful hard leather case. Call 546-8017

Found purple mitten with white trim

near Thompson. Call Linda 549-4585

HELP WANTED

Temporary full-time help needed pre Er

post Xmas in textbook warehouse in

Waltham. Call Mike Canavan (617)

899-7154

Production Manager - SNPS to supervise

and coordinate print /copy shop operation.

An exciting challenging job in a student

controlled business. Two year committ-
ment. Print shop experience helpful - not

req. Detailed description and application in

S.U. 403. Application due 12/12. AA/EEO
545-2271

Housepersons needed next semester for

local sorority. Kitchen help in exchange for

meals. If interested contact Paula M.
549-7538, 256-6874

Full Cr Part-time student advocates for

Wintersession Et Spring semester at Com-
muter Area Gov't. Organizational, leader-

ship £r writing skills needed. Apply 404
SUB 545-2145 deadline 12/16 AA/EEO

Earn extra money photographing rock

bands. Rock photo company is looking for

new photographers and/or photos. Write

to Pop Shots, P.O. Box 1247, Boston, MA
02117 or call (617) 262-3401 and ask for

Mark

Housing available for Spring Semesterl

Good food, friendly atmosphere-all in-

terested females call 545-0162

Shari A, You're finally in the 20's clubl

Happy Birthday love J.H.

$10 off of UMass Sugarbush Ski Trip for

anyone who takes my place call Mabel

546-1481

BZ, Janice, Jo - Thanks from my heart for

everything, especially memories: Diads,

Dynasty, Judy's for a thrill; chowda', long

talks, our own fire drill I I love you all - Kelley

John, You are a nut and I love ya Jeannie

Avoid the crowd order by phone Jessica

the Cabbage Patch doll BO ask for Donna
Fri &Mon 3-4:00 256 1066

Lori Usher. Happy 21st Birthday I Let's

celebrate all Intersession long I Love, Patty

Jake the potatoes will be waiting for you
when we get back - Waddy's Girl

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44

through the U.S. Government? Get the

facts today! Call (312) 742 1142 ext. 5931

A

Townehouee female roommate wanted
for Spring take over lease Jan 1 call

549-7690

Responsible female to share room in

Brandywine, $118-heat included call

549-1406

Apt mate wanted, own bedroom
Presidential Apts. 150/month + util.

549-0686

SARAH BABY

Sarah Baby Thought I missed your B-day

on the 5th you're rightl Your big linle sister

Rebecca

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thoses. cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 eveninos

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Co. share exp.

586-5876

Art

ROOM WANTED

LOST

bag of clothes at Momll bus stop late

Sunday 11-1 am please call 666-8514

reward

Lost Wed Dec 7 9-10 PM Poor Dicks

mohair scarf by Bar great sentimental value

reward please call 253-3339

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap

Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes Et boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0633 Mon 5-7

PM Et Thurs 3-5 PM only

TI-B8 Programmable Calc w/magnetic

cards $180 reg. $250 TIPC100C printer fits

•••• College •••• Spring •••• Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Right or Deluxe *

* Motor Coach Transportation *

* • ocean front accommodation? night *

• • Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

*Make reservations Now and Save t20*
* Check out our table in the *

• CC Concourse or call 546-5422
•

•••D*A*Y*T*0*N*A ••* B*E*A*C*H •*•

The Collegian will be printing a weekfy

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open dunng

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and

classified advertising.

Female senior looking for room
preferably single near campus for Spring

semester. 649-0313, Anne

Very neet, responsible male wishes to

acquire room or apartment for intersession

Mark 546-4435

Helpl 3 feoMles looking for 3 bedroom apt

for intersession in Puffton or Townehouse

please call Karen 546-9696 or Shari 6-9623

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Female roommate wanted for January
to June. Nicely furnished apt in Brittany

Manor. A quiet, serious student preferred.

Beverfy 266-1336

Female roommate wanted to share

Towr>ehouse apt Jan 1 nights 549-4781

Wanted famale to share room in Brittany

Manor spring senf>ester call 256-0393

House-mate wanted for large beautiful

house large room fireplace hardwood floors

garden on bus route call 253-3868

Female roommate wanted to share one
bedroom apt starting January 546-5754

Female roommate over intersession to

Ih/e in Brittany Manor call nights 253-5716

Female roommate needed Southwood
townhouse 256-8817 available now or
January

Roommate needed Amherst Center apt
full kitchen call Patrick 253-5296

Roommate wanted to share rm w/1 other

F in 2 br Twnhse apts call 549-4685

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, etc. 665-3414 anvtin>e

SOFABED

Sofabed in fair condition for sale. $25 or

best offer - you haul it away. Call 549-6308

between 12 am and 1 am

SSAM

State Student Association of
Massachusetts is a statewide organiza-

tion, created to represent students. If you
are a student dependent on financial aid or

a job for your education, come to the

UMass SSAM Chapter meeting 8 pm Dec
12th in CC911 find out whar we're doing

this year for you. Together we can make a

difference.

TO SUBLET

Roomk for intersession Amherst Center

furnished $110 inclusive two available

256-1083

2 bedroom apt on bus route $375/nrK}

available Jan 549-6471

Townhouse Apts Intersession cheap call

Michael after 4 549-6797

One bedroom in 4 bedroom Swiss Village

apt from Jan 1st 174 mo includes

everything call 253-3971 after 5

TRAVEL

•••••••••SKI SWITZERLAND*****^***
• low cost ski tours to the Alps *

• everything included one low price *

• tour infomwtion and slide show *

• Wednesday 7:30 pm Campus Ctr Rm 903 '

TRUCKING

Intersession Truck Sen/ice to Boston or

Long Island. Fully insured. Call now for free

estimatel 549-4490

WANTED

Buying Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jevvelry, Coins. Daniel Smith. 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan-Aug Craig or Rory 256-0089

Need sublet
Tom 546-6690

Puffton or Townhouse

Wanted 4 females seeking 2 t>edrm apt Jan
1 call 546-7364 or 546-9253
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Minutemen fall just short in Tourney
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

DELAND. Fla. - For the past few
months it's been the NBA coaches who
have been irate about the officiating in

their games, but on Saturday night down
in Florida it was the University of

Massachusetts" hoop mentor Ron
Gerlufsen who had all the complaints.

In the consolation game of the Hatter

Classic at Stetson University, UMass
dropped a 67-64 decision to Georgia

Southern, but not before a pair of calls by
the referees turned the momentum
against the Minutemen in the last six

seconds.

With the score 66-64 in favor of

Southern, UMass' Horace Neysmith stole

an inbounds pass and on his drive toward

the tying hoop was apparently fouled.

But the call was instead traveling, and

their was no chance for any free throws or

overtime. Donald Russell was then called

for a foul, putting Georgia's Steve Jessup

on the line with no time left, he made one

of the two free throws and UMass now has

a 2-2 record.

On Friday night, powerful Houston

Baptist topped UMass 68-55 in the first

round contest. The Huskies broke off a

streak of eight unanswered points to make

a close 50-47 game a blowout.

Neysmith continued his hot pace with

17 for the Minutemen but co-captains

Donald Russell and Edwin Green com-

bined for only five. John Hempei con-

tributed 12 with Carl Smith and Bobby

Braun canning eight apiece.

In Saturday's game against Georgia

Southern, Green and Russell reverted

back to their old form by leading UMass to

a first half edge of 42-32. RusseU had 14 of

his 16 points in the half with Green getting

10 of his game-high 20. The Minutemen
shot 52 percent from the floor and netted

10 of 14 foul shots while not allowing

Georgia Southern a chance to go to the

line.

In the second half, Georgia chipped

away and took the lead until Green and

Neysmith hit back to back hoops that

narrowed the Southern margin to 66-64.

Massachusetts fouled an opponent, and

after misses from the stripe. Russell

worked the ball downcourt before being

called for a charge with six seconds left to

set up the eventual travel call on

Neysmith and the end of UMass' chances.

Neysmith had 13 and Hempei eight for

UMass in the game.

Tonight, the team takes on Atlantic

Coast Conference powerhouse Duke in a

7:30 game. The Blue Devils started five

freshmen last season on way to a 11-17

mark but are undefeated this season.

Leading scorer Johnny Dawkins (18.1

points a page) returns for coach Mike

Krzyzewski. This is the first meeting

between the two squads and figures to be

a tough one for UMass. The Minutemen

will be looking to snap a 25 game streak of

road losses against Duke. The game can

be heard on WTTT-AM 1430.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: A lack

of bench production killed UMass in the

Georgia Southern game. Bobby Braun hit

for the only two points off the pines.

Against Houston Baptist Braun and Craig

Smith combined for 13. The team will

return home Tuesday afternoon from

their Southern swing and face UConn
Thursday.

Women hoopsterswalk over Yale in 73-56win
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team recorded their

third straight victory of the season,

Saturday afternoon to even their record at

3-3 by pounding Yale in the Cage. Perhaps

more importantly, they are no longer

playing or living under the shadow of last

years team and record of 5-22.

"We really keyed in on this one. We still

had to establish ourselves as a 'new team'

because we hadn't beaten anyone we
haven't before," stated happy UMass coach

Barbara Stevens.

The '83-'84 version of the women
hoopsters established themselves via a

convincing 75-76 score. The 19 point victory

over Yale is quite a turnaround from last

years 21 point loss to the Elis.

The undisputed number one star in this

contest was Barbara Hebel. The 5'9"

sophomore guard was unstoppable. Hebel

hit 14 of 18 from the floor and 3 free throws
for a game (and season) high 31 points.

UMass was in control of this game from

the onset, except for occasional lapses.

UMass surged to a big early lead, and
looked to be unbeatable. The Y'ale offense

was marred by poor passing, poor shot

selection, traveling violations and a tough

Minutewomen defense. The combination of

circumstances led to UMass leads of much
as 14 3 and 25 13.

At the end of the first half, the UMass
surge stalled and Yale was right back in the

ballgame. The halftime score stood at 34-27

and UMass headed to the locker room to re-

group.

Half number two began with both teams

merely swapping turns to score. F'inally the

UMass team decided to play some
basketball. Aided by the fact that Yale was
in the penalty (one and one situation on any
personal foul) for the final ten minutes of

the game, UMass took control. The women
built their lead as Yale haplessly began to

'go thru the motions'.

The Elis attempted one last defensive

ploy to stem the UMass attack. Their full

court press failed, miserably. At one point,

number one star, (Hebel) left a Yale

defender reaching for the rafters for a fake

pass, as Hebel strolled by her and in toward
the hoop. Hebel and Karen Damminger (12

pts.) composed Hebel for the easy two
points brought the crowd to their feet. It

was the crushiiig two points of the game,
and the prettiest two of the season.

The game didn't end on that play, but it

may as well have. The team continued on
their way to the 75-76 final.

Other instrumental figures in this game
were Jerrie Bemier (14 pts.) Wendy Ward
(9 pts.) and the freshmen contingent of

Karen Kowe, Karen Fitzgerald and Mary
Marquedant.
The next opponent for the women is a

road trip to New Haven to meet a tough
division II team in Southern Connecticut.

The Owls were number four in the nation

last year. UMass was pounded by Southern
82-56 last season. But that was last year's

team!

Wrestlers pinned down
by Albany State
By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
wrestling team was handed their fourth

consecutive loss Friday night at the hands

of the Albany State Great Danes by a 33-

18 score at Boyden.

Shawn Sheldon started things off for

the Danes by pinning UMass' Rich

Gardiner at 1:21 of the first match in the

1 18 pound weight class.

Albany's Dave Averill put the visitors up
9-0 with an 115 decision over Minuteman
Chris Lee. The UMass 126 pounder is now
2-2 in dual meets this year.

At the 134 mark UMass' Mike Hanlon

dropped a four point decision to John
Balog before Wes Beckwith put points on

the board for the Minutemen. Beckwith

dominated Albany's Greg Stackel the

entire match before introducing his

shoulders to the mat with 15 seconds left

in the match. The score was now 13-6 in

ASU's favor.

The Danes increased their lead to 17-6

its 1.50 pounder Glen O'Conner outpointed

TMass' Dave MacDonald 16 8. Paul

Hardy didn't fare much better for the

Minutemen as he was outpointed by Stu
Brodish,21 9.

Albany's Doug Slater was no match for

UMass captain Scott MacQuaide as the
senior pinned Slater at 2:35 of the match.
MacQuaide started the match by prac-

ticing his take downs on Slater until the
Great Dane gave MacQuaide a tooth-

loosening head butt and UMass' 167
pounder decided that enough was enough.
After an injury time-out. MacQuaide got
himself a mouth piece and pinned Slater

almost immediately after the match
resumed, leaving the score at 22-12.

UMass' Francisco Guttierez was out-
scored by Albany's Sandy AddUsterin 23-

10 to put the Great Danes up 27-12 before
Coach Rick Freitas and the rest of the
wrestling squad got a surprise from 190
pounder Brian Shaughnessy. The fresh-

man, wrestling up almost four weight
classes, pinned a much larger Paul
Feltman at the very end of the second
period. Feltman led points the whole
match before Shaughnessy reversed him
and finished off the pinning combination.
UMass forfeited the unlimited spot to
make the final 33 18 for Albany.
The Minutemen host Harvard tonight at

Boyden Auxiliary Gym. The match is

scheduled to start at 7:30.

Coll(Ki>n photo b> David Deubcr

YOU'RE NOT GETTING BY ME -- Karen Damminger blocks the path
to the hoop in UMass* 73-56 win over Yale Saturday in the Cage.

Holmes resigns

WBC title

LAS VEGAS. Nev. (AP) - Larry Holmes

resigned his World Boxing Council world

heavyweight title Sunday and said he would

fight as champion of the fledgling Inter-

national Boxing Federation.

Holmes made the surprise announcement

at the final day of the WBC's convention at

Caesars Palace, and WBC President Jose

Sulaiman accepted Holmes' title

resignation.

Holmes relinguished the title just as the

WBC was to approve a compromise that

would have ordered arbitration to resolve

Holmes' dispute with promoter Don King

over a mandatory defense against No. 1-

ranked Greg Page.

Skinswin
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Joe Theismann

threw for two touchdowns, John Riggins

ran for two more and Washington's defense

shackled Tony Dorsett and victimized

Danny White as the Redskins seized first

place in the National Conference East

Sunday with a 31-10 rout of the Dallas

Cowboys.
It was the worst regular season loss ever

by the Cowboys to the Redskins.

The Redskins, 13-2. wUl win the division

title if they beat the New York Giants next

Saturday or if the Cowboys, 12-3, lose

Monday night to San Francisco.

If the Cowboys and Redskins finish tied

at 13-3. the Cowboys would win the NFC
East title based on a better division record.

Dallas and Washington have already

clinched playoff berths.
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"UHURU: Freedom in Motion" performed this weekend at

the Hampden Theater in Southwest in their first production.
photo by Segun Eubanks

UHURU:Freedom inMotion
by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

"UHURU: Freedom In Motion," a new Third World

performing ensemble at the university, opened their

ifirst production of dance, theater, and music this

weekend at Hampden theater in Southwest.

In front of a full house on opening night, UHURU
gave the audience an impressive performance con-

sisting of a whole realm of culture and tradition. The

ensemble showed their talent and creativity from the

opening dance number of "To Be Young, Gifted, and

Black," through to the ensemble finale, "Long

Distance;" which combined dance with the song of

many languages to represent the unity of all people of

color who "must travel in order to purge the trauma of

slaveries of the past and the Impending threat of

genocide of the future."

Under the theatrical direction of PattI O'Neal and

the choreography of Olivia Sabulau, John Ruddock

and Patti O'Neal, the student ensemble presented a

unique cultural perspective that Is too rarely seen In

this area. This unique quality even carried over into in-

termission as the audience, instead of going out for

munchies, was educated by the words of El Hajj Malik

al-Shabazz, otherwise known as Malcolm X.

The two dance duets, "For all we know," perform-

ed by John Cruz and Kathleen Young and "When I

first saw you," performed by John Ruddock and

Mellnda Ripps, were the most talented performances

of the evening as the dancers portrayed the emotions

that flow between men and women.
The strongest and most impressive performances

came from ensemble member, Lorraine Smith and

special guest Nigel Lewis. The message of the entire

production was brought out in Smith's theatrical nar-

ration of excerpts from Ralph Ellison's "Invisible

Man." "Take your mind out of hybernation.. Create,"

said Smith, "Diversity Is the world."

I was particulariy moved by Lewis' excellent rendi-

tion of the hardships and frustrations of a Black man
In his dance solo to the Gil Scot-Heron composition of

"Pieces of Man."
This was the first time UHURU performed together

as an ensemble. There were a few bugs, such as

lighting and music coordination, that need to be work-

ed out. However, overlooking these minor technical

difficulties was very easy as the ensembles' talent,

creativity, and strong cultural spirit combined for an

excellent and very enjoyable show.

Being the first third World student dance ensemble

at UMass gives this production added significance.

John Ruddock, production manager and main

founder of UHURU said that he formed the ensemble

In fall 1982 because "There was no avenue for people

of color to express their art and culture" at UMass.

The UMass dance major and the UMass dance ensem-

ble are very exclusive and have never allowed for

cultural expansion, Ruddock added.

Olivia llano, who has been performing in the area

since 1978, teaches the Third World dance theatre

workshop for the university and was very instrumental

in the UHURU formation. Patti O'Neal, who has been

teaching and performing dance, music, and theater in

the area since 1977 said "UHURU is a collective

endeavor." Music and theater are "natural com-

pliments to dance" and are necessary aspects in

presenting the culture of people of color, she added.

The future success of UHURU will surely add new
perspectives and avenues for people of color in the

Five College area. UHURU is, in the opinion of this

reviewer, the most important and exciting ensemble

for the Third World community since the Third World

Theater Series (TWTS) opened with its first produc-

tion in 1979. Hopefully, with the support of the

students and participation of Valley artists, UHURU
will be as successful as TWTS has been throughout

the years.

Talking about
Change

by Brenda Ling

Nummo Correspondent

"Change is constant. Those who are oppressed to-

day will not be oppressed tomorrow." Kwame Ture,

formerly Stokely Carmichael, activist and political

philosopher, delivered this message to an audience of

75 people at Smith College last Monday.
Referring to all people pf African descent, Ture

stressed to students that "only because of the strug-

gles of the 60's" are there more African students in

American colleges and universities today." Ture
asserted, "the better organized you are the more
(able) you are to fight for self-determination."

He urged all students to join organizations, the

NAACP, PUSH, the National Urban League, the BLA,
the New Afrlkan Independence Movement, any
organization, because "Inactivity works against peo-

ple."

However people become involved, Ture proposed,

all will finally see, perhaps through disillusionment

with other movements, that "scientific socialism (is)

the only just economic social system."

He gave as example of mass movement leaders,

Martin Luther King Jr. and Jesse Jackson. Mention-

ing King, Ture said that King's mistake was transferr-

ing the tactic of non-violence Into a principle. This was
a mistake, said Ture, because the "search for power is

not moral, but political. " King contributed most by
teaching people "how to confront the enemy without

fear," he explained.

In response to a question Ture explained that

Jackson "will raise the minimal level of con-

sciousness" by raising issues that the other

Democratic candidates will bypass and ultimately "will

raise revolutionary aspirations of people when they are

disillusioned" further by the present unjust system.

Ture told his audience, as workers in many different

political struggles, to "break out of the confines of the

U.S., (to) look Internationally," as had Malcolm X. He
supports "Pan-Africanism, the total liberation and

unification of Africa," and said It is an example of

solidarity that all African must strive toward in the goal

of "anti-sectarianism, (because) only the enemy wins

with sectarianism."

Kwame Ture, his African name, is a combination of

the names of two political philosophers and leaders,

Kwame Nkruma and Seka Ture. He resides In the

Peoples' Revolutionary Republic of Ginea, but travels

widely on touring circuits. His visit was sponsored by
the Smith College Black Students Alliance and the

Smith chapter of the NAACP.

UMass Chaplain Robin Harden (right) and student Andrea

Baker In discuwJon at a "communitv get-together" spon-

sored t>y the Minority Worship Committee this Thursday at

the Malcolm X Center.
p^,^,^ ^^ gegun Eubanks
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EDITORIAL EDITORIAL EDITORIAL
I am not writing this letter as an alumni holding two

degrees from this institution, nor as member of the ad-

ministrative staff. I am writing as a member of the

community at large, because I feel a responsibility to

raise some question - not because they stem from a

consensus of the community or represnt a popular

cause, but because moral conscience dictates it.

I realize that there are many facts of which I may not

be well informed. If my concerns stem from ig-

norance, then perhaps they will be answered in order

that the community at large may be enlightened.

On this campus two students are charged with two

separate offenses. One, a young Black female charg-

ed with two complaints alleging burning of property of

another. She was arraigned before District Court

Judge Richard Connor on Monday, December 5,

1983. On this same date another student, a white

male, was arraigned in Court Room Number One at

9:00 a.m. for allegedly raping a fourteen year old child.

One question to be considered is the value placed

upon the separate offenses that would regulate the

respective actions taken by the university. In the case

of Ms. Henry, she was withdrawn from the university

and issued a no trespassing order, barring her from

setting foot on campus.
In the case of Mr. Briggs, it is my understanding

that he remains a student in good standing until the

jury reaches a verdict after hearing the facts in his

case. Are we then to believe that justice shold be car-

ried through in the latter example but not in the

former? Or should we believe that the university takes

stern sanctions against a student only when there has

been national coverage and community outcry to con-

vict someone? Or should we believe that if you are

charged with sexually abusing and debasing the body

of a 14 year old child, and potentially scarring that

child's mind, that this is not worthy of, nor requires,

university sanction? I personally believe that the alleg-

ed sex offender should have his day in court before

being sanctioned by the university. So I applaud them
for their sense of judicial reasoning and fair play in Mr.

Briggs' case.

Is there a reason why Ms. Henry has not been af-

forded the same fair treatment? Or do we have two
victims - both female - one a 20 year old college stu-

dent accused of a crime and the other a 14 year old

child who has been raped? Does justice fall short

when a female is involved, or does justice fall short

by Segun Eubanks

It has been ten days since federal, state, and univer-

sity police concluded an investigation and arrested

Yvette Henry for burning the personal property of

another. Since that time there has been a lot of activi-

ty and a lot of talk concerning the case.

In beginning the press was very slanderous and had

already convicted Yvette. However, the more facts

come out the more the press has had to change the

stories and ask questions.

When Yvette was arrested, she was immediately

suspended had barred from the university. However,

due to the work of many people in the community and

much to the embarrassment of Dean Field, Yvette was

readmitted and given the option of attending classes.

Another development was the arrest of two more

students in so-called fire related issues. The first stu-

dent was arrested for pulling a fire alarm off a wall.

Now the press and the university quickly associated

this arrest with the string of fires that has plagued the

campus. They did this in order to take some of the

negative publicity away from the Yvette Henry case.

The only problem is that this arrest really had nothing

to do with the fires. The alarm went off and a student

with a hang-over ripped the box down: typical van-

dalism but not an arsonist.

The other arrest was of a student for setting a rug

on fire; university property just as the desk that Yvette

was supposed to have set on fire. However the charge

of burning the personal property of another, a felony,

was reduced to a misdemeanor, in that case but not

so with.

So as you see there are still a lot more questions

that need to be answered. And there are a lot of peo-

ple looking for those answers. One such group of peo-

ple is the newl> jrmed Legal Defense Committee

designed to raise funds for Yvette and gather informa-

tion about the case. Approximately 30 members will

work to keep the community aware of new
developments, raise money for attorneys, and provide

transportation to Yvette's pre-trial hearing on January

26th,

We must support the Defense committee in their ef-

forts and offer whatever support we can. As time goes

when one is a female and black? Is there a different set

of standards applied when the subject is a white male,

or a football player, who is accused of doing nothing

less than raping a child? It is my fen/ent hope and

prayer that these are not the standards applied in this

case.

Much was made earlier about the psychological

profile of an arsonist. If the experts are willing to con-

sider this profile, I hope they will consider the follow-

ing profile.

Ms. Henry, at the age of 20, is completing a

rigorous academic program. She is the daughter of a

widowed social worker who served as an advocate for

child welfare in the Pennsylvania court system. She is

the daughter of a father who worked 25 years for the

federal government. She is the granddaughter of a

Pennsylvania judge, a fifth generation college student

on the maternal side and sixth generation college stu-

dent on the fraternal side. She has a sister who
graduated from UMASS last year, and a sixteen year

old sister who has applied for admission next fall. Ms.

Henry is a young woman who comes from a long line

of people who believe in the importance of a quality

education and of making a positive contribution to the

community at large.

There are other questions to be asked. For instance,

what process was used when Ms. Henry was detained

incommunicado; was she denied her civil rights? But

enough has been said for the moment. I will close with

a message to the community. We must develop a

coalition of conscience, a grand alliance, which will

one day bring an end to the evils of injustice that have

clouded our days and transform a dark today into a

bright tomorrow. We must stand up and ask ques-

tions based upon our convictions and our perception

of right. This is our community and we should become
active participants in It, rather than passive by-

standers.

Sincerely,

Rev. Arthur L. Hllson

Florence, MA.

Editor's Note: It is Yvette's great Uncle that was a

judge not her grandfather.

Also, since this letter was written Yvette has been

temporarily readmitted in order to attend classes.

Nummo feels that the questions raised in this letter

still have significance

NOTE: Reprinted from the December 8, 1983 issue of The

National Leader, the newsweekly linking the Black com-

munity nationwide.

by Claude Lewis

If you believe in Santa Claus, or have a need to,

perhaps you had better not read this.

It is Christmastime, 1983, and most of us are again

involved in our annual delusion that giving gifts and

whooping it up makes us better people. But lingering

just below the surfaces of our minds are the realities of

the previous 1 1 months. And painful realities they are.

A sweater from Aunt Mildred or a camera from Un-

cle Reggie does not make the war in Lebanon less of a

reality for me. There is no moratorium in my mind as

legal murder on our globe continues.

I suppose that we should all be thinking happy

thoughts because its Christmastime, but what are we
supposed to do with truth? Are we to deny reality for a

week? During the rest of the year they put people in

mental hospitals for doing that.

Even a one-minute-and-20-second filmed message

from President Reagan or the mayor does not fill me
with joy at what I see. No, I am not suggesting that we

all walk around with our heads hanging in despair.

What I do suggest is that we hold our heads up and

give some real meaning to Christmas.

This should be a time for renewed dedication to the

principles of love and respect between all people, a

time for a determination to rid ourselves of baseless

suspicions and false prejudices.

Instead, Christmas for many has become no more

than an opportunity to broaden their materialism.

Many families strain their budgets each December

because they are too embarrassed or too insecure to

face their loved ones with empty hands even though

their hearts are full.

I have four children but long ago I stopped

delighting them on Christmas morning with gifts. And

I have provided none this year.

What I will offer will not be gift wrapped. As we do

each year, we will talk about the gift of life and the in-

herent value of evey man and woman on this earth. I

believe that these unique gifts will last a lifetime; they

will not be discarded because the batteries run down
or because of some manufacturer's planned ob-

solescence, continued on page 3

Score's Anti-Racism team sponsored a panel on racism in

education Tuesday night.

photo by Ed Cohen

on and more answers are found, still more questions

will arise. Such as why a pre-trial hearing was set for

mid January when students will be at home for in-

tersession?

And maybe when this is all over and Yvette is free to

piece her life back together, we as a community can

stay organized . For lack of organization makes us

vunerable to attack. Any one of us can be taken off

the streets and denied freedom as Yvette was.

However, this can not happen when we are united

and strong.

So go home this intersession and enjoy your vaca-

tion, but remember what you left behind. Remember

Yvette had come back ready to continue your sup-

port. In the words of Yvette Henry: "Thank you very,

very much for your love and support. I love you all."

On Sunday, December 11, Crampton received

another threat of fire. Found in a Collegian typewriter

was the quote "Crampton dies young... gasoline on

carpets december 11, 1983." Yet, security in Cramp-

ton, according to many residents in the dorm, has eas-

ed up considerably.

THINK ABOUT ITI

Third World Leadership
by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

On Saturday, December 3, 1983, the University of

Massachusetts hosted the fifth annual New England

Third World Leadership Conference. Over 250

students attended a full day of workshops and
speakers, designed to bring together Third World
organizations from majority white campuses.
The conference was highlighted with a keynote ad-

dress by James Baldwin who spoke on the collision

between Third World interests and present higher

education. Baldwin said that the purpose of higher

education is to maintain order in the world and to

"preserve the status quo."

He went on to say that "white" is a state of mind

designed to justify the enslavement of people. He con-

cluded saying that the institutions, including higher

education, want to keep us "on the auction block"

and that we (Third World people) will remain slaves

until we decide not to be slaves. "The world is ours,

we must take it."

Coordinators of the conference, Paul Barrows,

director of the Committee for the Collegiate Education

of Black and Minority Students (CCEBMS) amd Sher-

wood Thompson, director of the Office of Third World

Affairs felt that the efforts of students and staff led to

the success of the conference.

STUDENT REACTION

Most students interviewed felt that the conference

was very successful. According to Kevin Hatten from

Greater Hartford Community College, this was the

biggest and best conference so far.

Robert Texeira, co-chairman of the UMass Third

World Caucus and facilitator of the workshop, "In-

volvement in Student Government," said "Paul (Bar-

rows) and Sherwood (Thompson) deserve deep

thanks and appreciation from students; however

students should be more involved in the planning and

implementation of the conference." He also added

that the UMass student turn-out could have been

much better.

Hakim Abal-Khallaq, a sophomore Psychology ma-

jor from American International College and Hank Mc-

Two UMass students register for the fifth annual Third

Work! Leadership Conference.

Coy, a junior Criminal Justice major from the same
school, both participated in the Black Student

Caucus. Abal-Khallaq said that the caucus was
beneficial but "spent too much time jumping fom
issue to issue." McCoy thought the caucus was very

important but that it didn't have enough time to get

anything started.

Another student from Manchester Community Col-

lege, Blayne Cohen, a sophomore said, "I felt the con

ference was very informative, and gave the Black

perspective more definition." He would like to see the

conference become national if it can be accomodated.

Other schools that have hosted the conference fiave

done so for two years in a row and Barrows is hoping

that UMass will do the same. "We can improve on our

mistakes and have an even stronger conference in

1984."

A constitution for the Northeastern Minority Stu-

dent Alliance was presented to a sub-committee to be

formalized and should be ratified at the next regional

meeting. According to Paul Reeves, student trustee

from UMass Boston, "We have made giant strides in

bringing together Third World people in the Northeast

region."

continued from page 2

The money that our family normally spends on gifts

will be turned over to an organization which assists or-

phaned children. Christmas morning will be no shock

in my house, because my family concurs with the idea

that it is better to give than to receive.

For several years my wife and I have sorrowed at

the encroaching commercialism of Christmas and

each year we have grown less and less involved in pur-

chasing gifts. Now all ties with this holdiay as it is

generally practiced have been severed in our home.

All year long, people offend one another's deepest

sensibilities. We engage in unkind deeds, dishonest

acts, and then at Christmas we rush out and spend

billions of dollars on toys, household furnishings, fan-

cy automobiles, computers, video recorders, and

other gifts, while not far from our homes, our

neighbors exist on year-long starvation diets.

In our kindness we do not forget the poor entirely.

We send a ten-cent toy to some lonely orphan who
would much prefer a hug and a home. Or we send a

dollar to an lr>dian starving to death on a reservation,

because we have "the Christmas spirit."

Each yter with monotonous regularity we hear or

read of those who knock on doors delivering food

baskets to the poor and the hungry. Thi is a kind deed,

but who helped these same families on March 1, or

June 20, or August 6, when hunger was just as real

and Christmas was several months off?

Somehow I can no longer rejoice over a new bowl-

ing ball at Christmas while Black and white Americans

and brown Asians and others are engaged in war. It is

also difficult for me to put aside the problems of world

hunger, the violence between the Israelis and Arabs,

the deadly trap of drug addiction or the many other

transgressions we have grown used to.

I am not a religious person but I am very respectful.

And it is because of this respect that I can no longer

dwell on materialism. It pains me that every year most

of us go off on a commercial venture on the birthday

of a man named Jesus Christ who was born in a

stable, offered his life to those who would accept it,

and died in a plain garment on a rough wooden cross.

I can no longer trade His image and what He

represents for Santa Claus.

I love my children and your children much too much

to continue doing that.

Here Conies

Eddie!

by Richard Thorpe
Nummo Correspondent

Here comes Eddiel The mastermind of Buckwheat,

Velvet Jones and Raheem Abdul Muhammad from

Saturday Night Live (SNL) has done it again. This

multi-media star of television, film, cable and concerts

has just released an uproariously funny album entitled

simply, "Eddie Murphy: Comedian." And what Pryor

did to audiences in the seventies. Murphy is doing to

them in the eighties.

Recorded in Constitution Hall, Washington D.C. on

August 17 and 18 the Ip is part of the five city

"Delirious" tour and was also made into a video that

was shown on Home Box Office (HBO). Aside from

creating and writing all his material. Murphy also co-

produced the record.

The two-sided, one-record set contains nine selec-

tions: "Faggots Revisited /Sexual Prime," "Singers,"

"Ice Cream Man /Shoe Throwin' Mothers," "Modern

Woman," "The Barbeque," "Fart Game,"
"Politics/ Racism," "Languages" and "T.V."

Anyone who thought that Eddie would be doing

SNL-like material is in for a surprise;for not only is his

material different than that of Saturday Night Live, it

is offensive enough that he warns those who are easily

offended to "get the f -k out now."
Clearly there are three routines that are destined to

become classics: "Singers," "Ice Cream Man/Shoe
Throwin' Mothers" and "The Barbeque."

On the first he talks about singers being able to

manipulate their audiences, particularly the

women. He imitates Michael Jackson, Elvis Presley,

Luther Vandross, James Brown and Stevie Wonder,

so flawlessly that you actually believe they're up on

stage and not Eddie.

"The Ice Cream Man" reminicses hot summer days

and the havoc that the ice cream man causes among
mothers and kids alike. Part two of that selection is a

recreation of Eddie's mother and her accuracy at

throwing shoes at her son to disipline him.

"The barbeque is probably the funniest thing on the

album, and at over twelve minutes in length, the

longest. It is the hilarious escapades of the Murphy

family at a family picnic. He describes how their

backyard happens to get burned up every year by Ed-

die's over exuberent uncle, and the destruction caus-

ed by his aunt, who rips down the stairs evsy year

after falling down them.

Murphy's imitations of Mr. T and other celebrities

are both brilliant and too funny. He is able to take

situations arid not only breathe life into them but

create funny monologue. I recommend this record for

fans and also for those who are hams at heart. I also

recommend that you see the HBO video because it

contains the album version plus some material too

visual to put on the album. Listening to him is a

pleasure but seeing him on the screen performing is

sheer delight.
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Rhythm
Changes

On D«c«mber 16 and 17 at 8:00 p.m., in the Hamp-
den Theater, there will be a multimedia performance

entitted "Rhythm Changes." This presentation is an

outgrowth of the senior thesis work of two Africa-

American Studies majors at the University of

Massachusetts, Barry Haq and Victoria Carter, and

will present an overview of African-American music

with a special emphasis on the historical process out

of which it developed.

"Rhythm Changes" was conceived and produced

by Barry Haq and Victoria Carter. The production is

directed by Ingrid Askew and uses music, dance,

theater and visual media to instill the audience with a

message that is both educational and entertaining.

The production staff which includes both artists and

stage crew is composed predominantly of students

from the five colleges.

This event will be free and open to the public and all

are encouraged to attend. The Hampden Theater is

located at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

in the Southwest Residential Area.

by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Staff

This time of year has always been special

to me. It has been a time to rejoice and

celebrate. The family and the community

comes together to learn, to share, and to

love. To give strength for the coming year

and to look at the accomplishments and

shortcomings of the previous year.

Of course I am talking about my favorite

holiday. No, I'm not referring to Christmas. I

have not celebrated Christmas for many
years.

There are many reasons for this, but I

won't go into them now. The joyous spirit

that I feel around this time is the spirit of

KWANZA.
Kwanza is a celebration in the cultural

spirit of African tradition. It is a celebration of

the Nguzu Saba, seven principle, of which

we all should live by. Come celebrate with us

this Friday at 12:30 in the NAH library. Be a

part of our family.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Anyone who will be in the area during in-

tersession and is willing to share their apart-

ment with people coming up for Yvette

Henry's hearing on Jan. 26, please contact

Nummo at 545-0061 or CCEBMS at

545-0031.

For pictures or tapes of the fifth annual Third

World Student Leadership Conference con-

tact the Office of Third World Affairs at

545-2517.

Friday, December 16
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CCEBMS' Christmas and Kwanza celebra-

tion will be held at 12:30 in the Shirley

Graham DuBois Library, New Africa House.

Monday, December 12

There will be an informational meeting on the

Yvette Henry case at 8:00 PM in Campus

Center Room 175. The meeting is sponsored

by the Everywoman's Center and the Office

of Third World Affairs.
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Address all letters to the Editor to:

NUMMO NEWS, New Africa House 103

The Legal Defense Committee of Yvette

Henry will meet at 4:00 PM in rm. 428 SUB.
For more information call Nummo at

545-0061.

Sunday, December 18

Community Worship in the tradition of the

Black church, will be conducted by Rev.

Robin Harden, UMass Chaplain at James

House classroom in Southwest at 11:00 AM.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

U.S. Embassy in Kuwait bombed
KUWAIT (AP) - A dumptruck packed with explosives

crashed through the U.S. Embassy gates today and blew

up, killing three people and injuring 14, officials said. Five

other explosions in the city killed one person and injured

about 40 others.

The blast collapsed a three-story annex of the U.S.

Embassy, shook buildings hundreds of yards away and

hurled chunks of concrete into nearby buildings. The truck

blew up before it reached the four-story main embassy
building, but initial reports spoke of severe damage in the

American compound. U.S. officials said no Americans
were killed.

Witnesses and hospital sources said one of two men in the

cab of the six-wheeled truck was killed, but his partner

was hurled into the air by the blast and survived. He was
unconscious and in serious condition at a hospital hours

after the attack, sources said.

Police sources said others killed included two Arab
security guards employed by the U.S. Embassy and a

technician at the airport.

A seventh car bomb was defused near the Kuwaiti
Passport and Immigration Office in the Remaithiya district

of the city.

A shadowy group calling itself "Islamic Holy War"
claimed responsibility in a telephone call in Beirut for the

bomb blitz in this small Persian Gulf country. The obscure

g^oup has said it was responsible for other recent suicide

bombings of American, French and Israeli targets in

Lebanon.

The Kuwaiti government asked the public for calm.

Police sealed off the blast areas and stepped up security at

foreign offices.

U.S. Embassy spokesman David Good said the truck

bomb detonated in a parking lot just inside the American
compound after crashing through the main gate about 9:30

a.m. 1:30 a.m. EST. Witnesses said the administration

building housing the consulate collapsed.

Kuwait's news agency said 54 people were injured by the

explosions and said several arrests had been made.

The state news agency quoted security sources as saying

the other five bombs were detonated by remote control in

parked vehicles rigged with explosives and gas cylinders.

The airport blast did not disrupt service, and there was
only minimal oamage at the industrial complex.

Normally, the U.S. Embassy has a strong security force,

including armored cars. CBS News reported Aug. 25 that
U.S. intelligence had thwarted a plot to bomb the embassy
and that security was beefed up.

The other explosions were at the French Embassy; in a

car in a parking lot near the Kuwaiti International Airport
control power; in a residential district where U.S.
technicians and diplomats live at Al-Badah, nine miles

north of the city; at the Al-Shoaibab industrial complex 30
miles south of Kuwait; and at an electric power station.

The Kuwait News Agency said 54 were injured in all the
explosions and also said several arrests had been made.
Secretary of State George Shultz condemned the attack

and said it would not deter U.S. effortshto bring peace to

the Middle East. He was in Rabat, Morocco, where he met
with King Hassan II.
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State legislature closes;

UM repairbudget killed
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Staff

When the Massachusetts Legislature

recessed for the year early Saturday they

left in limbo a capitol outlay budget which
would provide the University of

Massachusetts with up to $22 million for

much needed repairs.

Included in the budget approved by both

chambers of the legislature are $6 million

for repairs to the high pressure steam pipes

that provide heat to the Southwest

Residential Area, and $5 million for

building repairs on campus.

The 18 year-old steam pipes, which were

only designed to last 20 years according to

Physical Plant officials, are the sole source

of heat for 5,400 students who live in South

west. The pipes are .'aid to be

deteriorating, and ('hancellor Joseph

Dufley has been involved in the search for

money to pay for replacement. Governor

Michael S. Dukakis recommended that $3

million be allocated for the project.

The $5 million for building repairs would

pay for extensive renovations of Goessman
laboratory, which has the oldest lab

facilities on campus, and repairs to the roof

of the Fine Arts Center. Dukakis recom-

mended only $3.5 million for these projects.

The House and Senate also both approved

$2.5 million to study and implement a

solution to the pollution of Taylor brook by

a University owned coal pile at Tilson

Farm, while Dukakis recommended no

money for this project.

According to Kathleen Merrigan, an aide

to Sen. John Olver. D-Amherst, the

Senate's version of the capital outlay

budget, approved last Wednsday, would be

rejected by the House, and differences

between the two would be worked out in a

conference committee and a final budget

passed before the legislature broke for the

year.

The budget was the first state capital

outlay since 1980, and according to

University President Dayid C. Knapp,

would be the last for another three or four

years.

H.J. Littlefield, director of facilities

planning at UMass. said last week he would

be "delighted" if the UMass allocations

went through. However, the legislature

recessed at 9:30 a.m. Saturday, after a 23

hour session, leaving the budget differences

unresolved.

('ollr|;ian phnio bv Jim i'ciurrK

University of Massachusetts at Amherst Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey
addresses an audience of resident assistants and other invited guests,

including University police and Housing Services personnel, yesterday
at his Orchard Hill house, to announce that after "a very difficult few
weeks," which have included more than 40 fires in University dor-
mitories, "I hope the next couple of weeks will be quiet ones and you
will go off and have a nice holiday.*'

The chancellor, at the first of two such receptions he has planned for

members of the University community involved with the series of small

fires which he stressed are in essense "only matters of a small part of
the student body," thanked all attending and called the problem one
"which we ought not to hang our heads over."
"This campus has really a marvelous reputation...despite the events

of the past few weeks," Duffey said, although admitting some damage
to the school's reputation as a result. However, "most parents I've

talked to are quite understanding," and the "public is now beginning to

understand the situation," Duffey said, although emphasizing that his

primary concern — the safety of dormitory residents — has thus far

been achieved.

Discrimination in Henry case

Inside

Civil Disobedience used to voice nuclear arms protest p. 2

Dead heads — Garcia reviewed • P- 5

"History repeats the old conceit ti, the glib replies, the saw£

retreats."
— Elvis Costelto

^

By DAVID SUMMKKSBY
('ollegian Staff

Despite University of Massachusetts
Chancellor Joseph D. IXiffey's statement
Monday that the fire fia.sco is over and is

something "which we ought not to hang
over our heads," supporters of the black

woman charged with setting one fire in

Oampton Dormitory said Yvette Henry
was a scaj)egoat u.sed by the University and
her arrest was an attack on the whole black

and third world community at UMa.ss.

"They (the university) goofed and goofed

badly. Singling out Yvette Henry was an

act of hysteria. The heat was on and they

had to act," said Muriel Wiggins, assistant

director of Freshman Admissions last

night at an information session on the

Henry case.

"The university was under pressure to

make an arrest and they had to find

.s()melM)dy. "It was unfortunate choice,"

said Reverand Kobin L. Harden, from the

United C'hristian F'oundation.

"If it can happen to one [)lack it can hap-

pen to anyone who is black or third minori-

ty on this campus," Harden said.

The information session was attended by

mor than fifty people who listen to a four

()er.son panel view their concerns alK)ut the

Henry ca5>e and then answered questions

from the audience.

'•'^'"Ima (Iriffith-Johnson, dirccfor <if Af
n.-'iative Action at I'Mas.s and another

panelist said the decision to arrest Henry

was an act of hysteria by the University

and that Henry was treatt-d unfairly

becau.se she was black.

"In my view her, constitutional rights

were violated," Johnson said referring to

the night Henry was arrested and forced to

spend two subsequent nights in jail before

appearing at her arraignment.

"I offered my own property, all my
jewelry and my future employment to take
that woman into my home," she .said.

"There wa.s no need except public

hysteria to allow them to post a $10,000
bail and take her into custody.

"I believe if she had l)een white, I would
have been allowed to take her into my
home," Johnson .said.

Johnson and .several others at the forum
ma<le appeals for everyone to support

Henry through donations and their

presence at her .January 26th pre-trial

hearing.

"She is going to need money. She has
l)een damaged for the rest of her life. It

de|:)ends on us to turn it around for her,"
Johnson said.

Legal Services lawyer. Michael Pill .said

Legal Services have dealt with 12 similar

serious student discif)line ca-ses and none
were suspended. "I suf>port the statements
made alntut the problems."

Pill also said it was im|M>rtant that many
people attend Henry's pre-trial hearing on
.January 26.

"It will have a solid effect for the judge
to look at a packed courtroom," he .said.
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Personasprotestaban

contra annas deUwieron
Boston- A tightly guarded conference on missile

development and marketing drew hundreds of protesters

Monday, and more than 50 were arrested for sitting down
on the sidewalk in the hotel lobby and in elevators to

protest U.S. arms policies.

The arrests took place shortly before 8 a.m., when dozens

of demonstrators sat down on a sidewalk outside the 57

Park Plaza Hotel. Police Superintendent John Geagan said

about 40 demonstrators out of a crowd of 350 were charged

with disturbing the peace.

About 15 others, who got through police lines and sat

down in the lobby and elevators, were charged with

trespassing. George Furst of the Worcester Support

Group Against Euromissiles said his gjoup released,

cockroaches in the lobby "as a reminder that insects will

inherit the earth following a nuclear war."

Coast Guardcasi cesa
una remesa de marijuana
BOSTON - After a Vk day wait for diplomatic

approval, the Coast Guard halted a suspected marijuana

"mothership" with a salvo of gunfire Monday, only to find

the ship's $25 million cargo had been thrown overboard.

The freighter Adina stopped after the cutter Unimak

fired a .50 caliber machine jun volley about 275 miles east

of Nantucket, said Chief Petty Officer Griggs of the Boston

Coast Guard base.

Griggs said the warning fire was authorized after the 154

foot freighter, suspected of ferrying Colombian marijuana

to the Northeast, refused to stop.

AP IjiMrphotu

...*AND I'D LIKE the session to end

December every year...' Mass. Senate President

William Bulger sits on Santa's knee during a

senior citizens' party in Boston Sunday.

\o .FALLON ^i^iea^ -
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Michelob Prizes

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor • Campus Center • UMass

FUNDING

FOR

INDIVIDUAL

PROPOSALS umass /^rts council

545-0202

RENTONt
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

The deadline for the next UMass

Arts Council funding period is Feb.

8, 1984. Applications may be pick-

ed up in Herter Hall 125, Monday

through Friday, 9-5.

Open
•M-F 9-5

Sat 1M
^jVNlVERSlT^
mSTORE^.

Period 3

1984 FUNDING PERIODS

Proposal deadline -2/8/84

Council vote-2/ 14/84

Period 4 Proposal deadline -3/30/84

Council vote--4/ 10/84

Period 5 Proposal deadline-4/30/84

Council vote--5/ 14/84

(for Sept. '84 events)

PERSONALIZED
STYLEJjAIRCUTS

$7.00'
(¥vrth this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Lonq Hair

Expires 12/31/83

PItMMi Can 'fK an Appointment

•For n»*v danta oi*i

FREf COMSOi-TATIONS

Styles by Eteborab

AEROBICS IN THE BLUEWALL — Twice a week. Californian Abel Silvas hold . lerobic

classes in the Bluewall Bar on campus. A class will be held today, free of charge, from .l:30-3:30

p.m. CullrKian photo b> \nd> Hellrr

35 PVTA drivers vote for union
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

Drivers for the Western Mass. Bus Lines, including 25

University of Massachusetts students, voted to join the

United Food and Commercial Workers Union, in an

election held last week.

Thirty five workers voted to join the union, and 21 voted

against, according to union representative Richard

Courtney. Twenty one ballots were challenged, he said,

and must be judged before the National Labor Relations

Board will certify the election, so the union can begin

contract negotiations with the company.

"I am delighted by the results," Courtney said. "Once we
get certified by the National Labor Relations Board as the

bargaining agent the company has to sit down and

negotiate in good faith accordi ig to the law."

The student drivers make up about one-quarter of the

company's workforce, and drive the Amherst-

Northampton, Williamstown and Easthampton routes.

Western Mass. Bus Lines operates these routes for the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA). Students who
drive UMass PVTA routes are not affected by the election.

Company officials do not want part-time student em-

ployees to be included in the union barj^aining process.

"We do not agree with the bargaining unit and do not feel

that students should be included in it," John Herlihy,

president of the bus line, said. He noted that benefits and

pay "have doubled in the past few years." and claimed that

full-time workers do not support the union.

"We have to wait until the challenged ballots are counted

and see what type of bargaining order we recieve from the

National Labor Relations Board, " Herlihy said. "We also

have to respect the 25 people who voted against the

union." Herlihy added that if the labor board appro\-es the

election the company may file an appeal with the first

circuit court of appeals.

The board had earlier decided that students could be in

the bargaining unit.

Tom Burnell, a senior UMass legal studies major and

member of the union organizing committee, called the

election results "Fantastic."

"Just to sit down and negotiate with the company will be

great." Burnell said. But he said. "(Herlihy) wants to

isolate the full timers from the rest of the people so we will

not have a unified bargaining unit."

Herlihy gave full time employees a raise and told them

that "they were the most important people to him,"

Burnell said.

Three men arrested for fight in Pierpont
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police arrested three men
shortly before 9:30 p.m. Friday, in connection with a fight

at Pierpont dormitory in the Southwest Residential Area.

Police said a 19- year old Jamaica Plain resident was
charged with being a disorderly person and in possession of

an altered Massachusetts license, a 19-year-old West
Newton resident was chargeo with being a disorderly

person and a 17-year-old West Roxbury resident was
charged with being a disorderly person and with assault

and battery on a police officer. All three were involved in a

fight and disturbance at Pierpont dorm, police said.

In other police action:

A 20-year old North Scituate resident was arrested at

2:27 a.m. Saturday and charged with driving while in

toxicated, police said. The subject was also cited for

failure to use care in turning, according to police, when he

was observed on Commonwealth Ave.

Police arrested a 28-year old Boston resident at 4:46 a.m.

Sunday and charged him with possession of amphetamines.

The arrest occurred at police headquarters after the

subject was brought in for protective custody, police said.

The drugs were found during a routine search in booking

procedure, according to police.

Police and the Amherst Fire Department responded to a

report of a fire in the Student Union at 3:10 p.m. Sunday.

The fire occurred in a trash barrel on the first floor, but the

alarm was not activated and there were no damages, police

said.

Police, the Amherst Fire Department and Environmental

Health and Safety responded to a report of a fire in

Washington dormitory in Southwest at 9:30 p.m. Friday.

The fire occurred on the lllh floor, according to ponce, and

was caused by careless disposal of smoking materials into a

wastebasket. A resident of the floor extinguished the fire,

police said, and there were no damages.

Police report arrests for DWI, assault
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A Greenfield man aUegedly assaulted a police officer

Sunday morning after an accident that flipped over the 21

year-old's car.

Amherst Police reported that the man was arrested at

1:24 a.m. on East Pleasant Street and charged with driving

whUe intoxicated (DWI). driving to endanger, assault and

battery on a police officer and being a disorderly person.

The two car collision caused the Greenfield man's

Volkswagon Beetle to flip over at the intersection of

Cherry Lane and East Pleasant Street. Police said they

approached the man sitting by a tree, and he "swung at t he

officer, then ran." He was chased, and he reportedly

kicked a policeman in the shins before being apprehended.

Two passangers were slightly injured m the accident, a

23 year-old man and an 18 year old man.

Amherst PoUce reported two other DWI arrests this

weekend, and four arrests for larceny of Christmas trees

from the Boy Scouts on the Amherst Common on North

Pleftsant Strict.

A 1978 Chevrolet Monte Carlo was recovered from a

Southwood Apartments parking space Thursday night.

Police said the car was reported stolen in Palmer, and no

arrest was made.

A white man was reported to have exposed himself at

Hampshire College. A Prescott House resident said the 5

foot 8 inches man was on a fire escape near the dorm early

Friday morning.

A resident of Cosby Avenue reported Sunday .afternoon

that $300 in burnt money was missing from th-n- garage.

MTA-USA sign
contract for

workers ' safety
By JOSH MEYER
and JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the second article in a series on

asheatos oti cnmpiis at UM<iss.

With the removal of asl)estos-containing materials from

the Campus Center to Iw^n in eight days, employees

there are still concerned over the [x>tential cancer risks

associated with exposure to asbestos particles.

Workers in the Massachusetts Teacher Association —
University Staff Association (MTA-USA) ratified a con-

tract yesterday which orders that "areas found to contain

friable asbestos shall Ik' posted and all reports of

suspected areas of asl)estos shall l)e promptly in-

vestigated." said Winnie Stone, grievance officer for the

union.

This is the first time a contract has specifically mention-

ed HslH'Stos, Stone said.

Removal of asln'Stos-conUiining spray-on coating from

the ceiling in the concourse and University Store is

scheduled to l)egin Dec. 21, and yesterday workers remov-

ed pictures from the walls of the concourse, the first step

in clearing the concourse for the project. The store l»egan

moving its stock up to the Cape ('od Lounge and the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom after Thanksgiving.

University of Massachusetts Department of En-

vironmental Health and Safety Director Donald Robinson

has said present levels of asln'Stos in the air are not

dangerous, and said air samples wre taken Friday to give

added assurance to workers.

Asl)estos concentration increases considerably during

removal, though, according to an Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) report, and employees who are work-

ing in the University Store basement during removal, are

worried they might l)e exposed to dangerous levels of the

cancer-causing fil)ers.

University Store manager Win Cummings said some

management, lM)okkeeping and receiving emi)loyees will

l)e working in the basement during the removal.

"We"ll be working directly underneath the removal

area," said a University Store worker who asked not to l)e

identified. "Our main concern is that the area will not l)e

sealed up right. We've still l)een told nothing formally —
all we have to go on is hearsay."

Kathy Murray, president of MTA-USA, .sai<l, "P<H)ple

have expressed concerns (al><»ut) testing and relocating

(people who are found to have l)een exfM)sed to a.slK'S(os)."

"A lot of (H'ople have l>een hearing a lot of things," Mur-

ray said. "Our f)rimary concern is with |)eople who are

stuck there."

Murray added that the University administration has

lieen "fairly forthcoming in terms of willing to do tests

and plan meetings, but the problem has been discovered

only recently.

Stone said the administration has agreed to meet with

Campus Center empiloyees and discuss concerns as s<M)n as

a meeting can 1h> arranged.

Becau.se the asl)estos levels are exjiected to increase

during removal, the entire work area will be sealed off

with polyethylene sheets, and elevator d(K)rs and ven-

tilator shafts will be blocked with plywood sheets, accor-

ding to the safety .specifications Tor the project. Workers

removing the asl)est()S materials will wear disposable

clothing and respirators, and will \ye required to take

showers before leaving the site, the si>ecifications sUite.

SECRET SANTA SIREN — Kermit Kimball

a school of management major, performed an in-

teresting Secret Santa stunt in front of the

Grayson House Council. Resident Director Ted

Mone was reported to have "gotten a kick" out

of the prank, which was required before Kimball

received his gift.
, „,„^..„ p,„,„ ^, ^„.,, „,„„
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ANNOUNCING: Peer Education
Recruitment
UniversrtY Hearth Services offers

Spring 1984 credrted course work as:

ir Peer Sexuality Educators

if Peer Alcohol Educators

if Health Aides and

if HealthReach Workers

Training and wr, iving with others to

round out your University experience:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT

HEALTH EDUCATION/ 549 2671 ext. 181

PREPARE FOR ^O"'

P

MCAT« LSAT'GMATW
SAT*ACT«DAT»GRE-CPA

Feb. 4, 1984 Exam Jan. 28, 1984 Exam

GMAT
classes begin 12/14/83

1/2/84

GRE
classes begin 1/3/84

Intersession Class

LSAT
Begins 1/4/84

April 28, 1984 Exam

MCAT
classes begin 1/3/84

1/7/84

Educationil Center

Call Days Eves £f

Weekends

264N PtMtantStrMt

Amherst

253-5108

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

For informati'>n about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

ThB /'leetind Place

'y

$1.00

BAR
DRINKS
ALL
NIGHT

^

Christmas Cards, Wrap, and Gifts

Are Now Available

in the Ballroom of

The Student Union Building

Christmas Wrap &* Trims

Discover '..le distinctive wrappings

that make gift-giving a |oy!

\\M W< W!i ( ,K1 ( ! I\( .^'

u- r-
'^r;^ UNIVERSITY
AdSTORE

Open
M F 9 5

Sat 114

Located in the S.U.B.

dollar

bottle

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

Miller
Miller Ute'

Bud
Bud lite

Stroh's /

Stroh's lite/
Old Milwaukee Drafts 3 for one dollar

One pitcher of Old Milwaukee for $2

oorM:Teb
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
'.VAV.W.V.-A-.V-.'.

Living in a Nasty World Letters

"TTT Tlh the televising of ABC's nuclear horror show
\/\/The Day After, the editorial pages of the

T Collegian were filled to overflowing with columns

and letters, the message of which could be summed up by

the insightful and brilliant observation that nuclear war
can indeed ruin your day. Those who spoke of such factors

as deterranre. SS-20's, or Afghanistan were met with the

horrified stares and self-righteous indignation of those

self-proclaimed moral superiors who had no time to quib-

ble over such silly details. They had a world to save! Yet

Katharine Curda
putting aside this hysterical preaching, the rest of us must
come to recognize some of life's harsh realities that will

not change through positive thinking.

Niiclear voeajxms are not going to disappear for a very

long time- You can not wish them away at prayer vigils,

sing them away with folksongs, march them away at

rallies, or simply negotiate them away at Geneva. Nuclear

technology is just too simple to ever be truly erradicated.

In today's world the possession of nuclear weapons, with

all its political and military significance, has come to sym-
bolize that a nation has entered the realm of the super-

powers. National ambition rarely gives in to moral

pleading.

Even if a group managed to defeat the development of a

weapons system in their own country, the rest of the

world, particularly our enemies, would continue along

with their own national concerns, barely noticing this

selfless act. National security, which today includes

nuclear weapons, is infinitely more important to most na-

tions, than whether or not some over-righteous disarmer,

cozy and secure in their ivory tower, writes something

nice about them in the editorial pages of the New York
Times.

Nticlear weapons are not the greatest threat to mankind.

According to columnist Brooke States, "There has never

been a weapon that has not been used." Now statements

such as this, with their aura of impending doom, can be

quite effective in scaring the uninformed because they

mmnd logical. Yet it is based on the false a.'^sumption that

wars are caused by arms, rather than from unresolved

political ambitions and differences among nations, and

thus can be prevented solely by reducing or eliminating

arms.

Yet as Salvador de Madariaga, who chaired the League
of Nations disarmament Commission in the 1920's, realiz-

ed to his sorrow, "Nations don't distrust each other

because they are armed; they are armed because they

distrust each other. Therefore to want disarmament

before a minimum of common agreement on fundamentals

is reached is as absurd as wanting people to go undressed

in winter."

It is not the destructive power of nuclear weapons that

is the primal threat, rather it is the aggression and ambi-

tion of states like the Soviet Union who have nuclear

weapons which is the greatest threat to peace. However, a

nation will only consider aggression if it feels that it can

gain something from it at a minimum of risk. To preserve

the peace we must convince all belligerent nations that

any gains they may secure by going to war will be at a

price too high to bear. Hence we have deterrence.

The Soviet Union is our adversary and nothing short ofa

revolution will change that. Many in the peace movement
today, working from the rather obvious notion that the

Soviet people don't want war, have come to believe that

over 35 years of conflict can be magically wiped away
through annual visits by Samantha Smith. It is just not

that simple.

Meetings with various Soviet Peace groups have ab-

solutely no significance at all in East-West relations

because all groups actually allowed to go abroad must

mouth the Party line or else. Not one of these groups has

an ounce of political power or independence, rather they

exist merely for show and to fool gullible Western intellec-

tuals. The cold reality is that our relations with the Soviet

Union are with a dictatorial regime, thus it is the ambi-

tions and l)eliefs of the ruling Politburo which should be

oui- main concern, not of its voiceless citizens.

Such are a few of life's nasty realities which are not go-

ing to change for anyone. It may be cynical, it may Ik?

unpleasant, but it is better to work toward {)eace in the

real world, than to long for peace in your dreams.

Katherine Curda is a Collegian Columnist

More living and laughing

To the Editor,

I read the Collegian daily and admit that the Editorial-

Opinion section is my favorite. Yet, over the last few

weeks topics that seem to be consistently appearing are

those about combat, chaos, criticism and nuclear

catastrophe. Consequently, the Editorial-Opinion section

has proved to be somewhat depressing lately. I do live in

reality and do keep abreast of current issues and un-

ders'. nd that these issues should not be overlooked.

Yet, must conclude that there seems to be a lack of love

and laughter in the world today.

With the Holiday season upon us I thought I might write

a little something about love and laughter and how I think

they relate, something that might not solve world

problems but something which people could think about

after reading it.

Love is proportional to laughter

The more you love someone
The more you will laugh

The more you laugh with someone
The more you will love

Once the laughter is gone the

Love will soon follow

Love without laughter is like

Death without sorrow

So laugh with someone today

For you will love with them tomorrow.

Doug Bodenka
Northeast

Sound off with your
letters to the editor!!

Arts
Back to the same old story

Jerry entertaining butpredictable

JERRY GARCIA BAND
Wednesday, December 7

Amherst College Cage

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Back to the same old story. When you've

seen a band more then two or three times

you know if the musicians are really up tq

par. If they're not, you go home cranky

while all your friends have had a good time.

So after a while to have a good time you

learn not to get sukidal about things like

quality. Needless to say, many
"Deadheads" develop this cold sholder

attitude, myself included.

Last Thursday's Jerry show, featuring

Jerry Garcia, lead guitarist from the

Grateful Dead, was a tot of fun and for all

those except those people who are hyper-

critical, it was a very entertaining event.

Garcia himself didn't fXvy all that well but

bassist John Kahn wM exceptional, as was

Garcia's choice of songs. Playing an odd

combination of his own songs, Bob Dylan's

songs, and some others, including "How

Sweet It Is." The Garcia Band ripped

through some of the most dance oriented

music since the Temptations/Four Tops

show a few weeks ago.

Problems? Yes. Problems with the sound.

They usually use the Cage as a horse arena.

Some of the songs, particularly "Tangled

up in Blue" sounded more like Hot Tuna

than Max Creek. Actually they got some

pretty funky sounds out of a bad situation.

The bass solo on "Simple Twist of Fate"

sounded like one of the instrumental pieces

on Brian Eno's Another Green World. But

that was U.K. ii sounoed reau> kuwu.

What did they play? What did they play

well? They played "I'll Take A Melody"

which was very good. They played it

during the first set and there was no bass

solo, which was good, and Garcia's playing

was really good. They played "Mississippi

Moon" which was also really good. That

was also during the first set. The second

set opened with "Rhapsody in Red,"

perhaps Garcia's answer to "Let it Rock".

"Simple Twist of Fate" was pretty. And
then came the medley. First he whipped

through "Love in the Afternoon" which was

fun to hear but not played too well. Then,

"Cats Under the Stars." which was really

good, but that could be because it's one of

my personal favorites. And to finish the

concert (there was no encore) he played

"Midnight Moonlight" at about double

speed. Unfortunately the solo was about

half as long as the one at UMass, when he

played here three years ago. yet almost

exactly the same as the first half of that

solo.

Although he has been playing the same

material for the last two or three years, it

seems to me that "Midnight Moonlight" was

the only piece that was dissapointing to

hear. Of course, that's my point of view and

a lot of people really enjoyed hearing it. I

haven't seen the Garcia Band in about two

years and I think that's a good amount of

time to wait before going to see him again,

if he's still alive, because that way the

music is a lot fresher and it's easier to

appreciate it without worrying that this

isn't the best show of the tour. For non

Dead Heads this concert gets a nine,

because it was very entertaining. For Dead

Heads who care about their music I would

give it a six.

Pnnto hy l)r»» 0({i»r

Jerry at Amherst College for Dead-Heads he gets a "6", for everyone

else, a "9".
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Now** the time
to call

North Amherst
Motors

r«c*ndltl«nlng.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

549-2660

Graduate Student

Position Available

ofDepartmental Assistant / Coordinator

Southwest Woman's Center.

Educational, cultural and research ac-

tivities. $5.95 per hour for 20 hr./wk. 03

position carries no benefits.

Fon/vard letter of application, resume, pro-

of of enrollment in graduate school, three

letters of reference to:

Pamela S. Dice

Residence Director John Quincy Adams

Southwest Residential Area

iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiintniiiittiiiiiiiniiiiiitflHttiiititnttiiKiiiiiiiitiiiii|iiw

Summer of "84" |

Summer staff wanted for large Girl Scout f

resident camp in Tolland, Mass. Positions |
available for General Counselors; Nurses; f

Specialty Staff: Waterfront, Smallcraft, 1

Riding, Gymnastics, Arts & Crafts; and |
i Cooks. Salary with Room & Board for 9 |

1 or 10 weeks. 1

I I
3 =

I For applications write: Timber Trails, f

I Star Route 158, Tolland, MA 01034 f

I or call 1-413-258-4592 |
li#llin«lllllWl<IM%lillllililiill>lwilllllil«l<lHiiill oinilllllllllllllMlllllI'lMllAHliiiMiiiilllMIIM^^
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OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come ptck up a stack oi high ievei

scientific arxj technical books from

leading publishers Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics chemistry medicme
mathematics engmeenr^g computers
arxJ more Vour savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%

On Special Sale Tables
located In the rear

of the Trade Book Dept.

OVNIVERSITY"^^.",;.
mSTORE^ r-;

i

ymmer
CXXJkH(K)K

A Christmas
Idea

THE DIET
COOKBOOK

Maruiterit* l^tten

/

x

'(^ &J
y

\K \Hi.i J A i« i\t K & 1! ss \n< \^/ .|.«

* -minute
^Feasts

t<i'U(.tNilmtsivt ipi'sUMtiw
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THEXnOF

Of International

COOKING

COQKBOOK SALE
Our Most Popular Cookbooks"

Publ. List SALE prices \

/ The Joy of International Cooking $25 .$12.98

Farm Journal's Cooking and
Entertaining in America $15.90 ... 6.98

Bon Appetit Summer and Winter. $25 $10.98

5-Minute Feast $12.95 . . $3.98

The Joy of Chinese Cooking .
.Special Value. $12.98

The Diet Cookbook .$19.90- $10.98

V f
'

A Sample Selection

Quantities limited on Individual Titles

Ai^STORE* -"
Located in the S.U.B.

^t>^^i>^^*>^

Memo To Faculty:
We are now processing course book
orders for the Spring 1984 semester.

Can we handle yours? No order is too
big or too small.

, ^r
Jetfcry

AmKerst

BooksKop

I

I

I

I

HOLIDAY JOBS
FOR

SOCIAL CHANGE
Work on Acid Rain
This IntersesBion

CaU MASSPIRG at 256-6434

i

,CsiC>*5s«©'5!i*S '2siCjCsitoC!^/«5w«©C!«C 'SiCD' !i<=>cs^s;«aic;'^.

1

J

Christmas Cards
...make the season merry,
and show you've remembered
someone special!

mamericanIWcreetings

LAST CHANCE|
to piece any |

advertising ^

In the Collegian f

(classified or display) |

is on Wed. Dec. ^4 f

by 0:45 P.M. |
4vyiJlv»L.Vxi>^A>^7>.^;^*Si?gSlS?=^g^l&;

Open M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

American Greetings with Rose Design"

MCMLXXXIII American Greetings Corporation

Ziggy

© MCMLXXXIII Universal Press Syndicate M

Located in the Student Union Ballroom

UNIVERSITY
STORED

ivith any food
purchase

plus Movies

AChristmas

Checklist
Plan ahead now so you wont forget anyone

Some of our best ideas for

Christmas have just been shelved
Hardcover Fiction

-Works of
f9LESVERNE

I
4 SOI EL

5 Complete Novels

Sale $7.98

List $33.35

Jules Verne

Soecial Value $7.98

SLOAN
WILSON

Ice Brothers

Sale $2.98

List $11.95

Limited quantities of

Individual Titles

Hardcover Science Fiction

P.G Wodehouse
Sale $7.98

List $15.70 jYm^ ara hundr««i o< tU^cts lo

chooM from. W« bmim •vwytNngfrom
to tfw nwM rS'

PUEStNTS

^VljS^gP

The Golden Years of SciFi

Special Value $6.98

Twilight Zone

Special Value $6.98

oaot

And dl you ••• our

So bring vour XfiMi fet tp *• UnMni
tySlora. SomaofourbMlMi'MMR

Located In the S.U.B.

QJjmVERSITY
mSTORE^
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OVERSIZED ORIGINALS?
AMHERST COPY CORNER

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

i</i

371

CORNEI

St.*

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events aie listed

the day before they take place except

Monday which will carry Monday's and

Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Wednesday

DISCUSSION - PERSPECTIVES ON
ANTI-SEMITISM - Informal discussion,

with speakers, on anti-Semitism as seen

through various perspectives —
refreshments served — all welcome. 7:30

p.m., Webster Main Lounge.

GENERAL MEETING - Western Mass

Solidarity Committee will be holding its

next general meeting. All are welcome to

attend. 6 p.m., 404 S.U.B.

CONCERT: UNIVERSITY CHORALE
AND BRASS CHOIR - The ensembles

will perform a traditional winter concert.

Highligh s include Pinkham's Chnstmds
Cantata and David Uber's Christmas in

Brass. Conductors are Richard duBois and
Walter Chestnut. FREE. 8 p.m., Bowker

Auditorium.

ANGERS PROGRAM MEETING -
Third and final meeting for all students

participating in the Angers Program, Spr-

ing 1984. Please come — we hope to tie up
lose ends before January break. 7:30 p.m.,

3rd Floor Lounge, Herter Hall.

WMLASC MEETING - General

meeting of the Western Massachusetts

Latin American Solidarity Committee. All

welcome. 6 p.m., 404 Student Union

Building.

CRANSTON CAMPAIGN GENERAL
MEETING — Anyone interested in learn-

ing more about or becoming involved in the

campaign is welcome to attend a brief

meeting. 7 p.m.. The Hatch.

Now Featuring The Xerox 2080 Printer

The Printer will accept documents up to 36 "wide

by any length and output prints up to 24" wide by

any length on either Xerox Bond or Engineering

Vellum. In addition, the machine has variable

reduction and enlargement capabilities ranging

from 45% to 141% of any size and any increment

in between.

We know our 2080 will increase your productivity

by providing you with fast turnaround, high

quality copies. Stop in today and let us fill all

your copy needs.

ADIi

^dinner ^J^iiij/^

VEGETABLE PASTRY fresh

vegetables sauteed, wrapped in swiss

cheese and baked in a flakey pastry shell

5.95

NEW YORK SIRLOIN 8 oz. and broiled

to your liking 10.95

Served with pars/eyed potatoes or rice

pilaf, homemade poppy seed bread and

calaH P»u« 8 Oth«T Ddtciou* E/itivM To Qmxmc.
Saiau.

^j ^ p^^ Y^ ^^ AHord!

[at the licbts in nobtv ambebst s4»-«m:
mm'w o»«« 7 day wli 5 a.^. to 9

Over 35,000 books at

40-60%
OFF

publishers list price

Sci-Fi/Sports/Art

Poetry/ Mystery

Fishing/ Drama

Dance/ Music

Field Guides

VALLEY
DOOKSHOP
5 E. Pleasant St.

(next to Hampshire

National Bank)

Downtown Amherst

10-5:30 Mon-Sat
12-4 Sun
549-6052

SPECIAL VALUE
* 99(t *

A Christmas Checklist
Plan ahaad now lo you won't forget anyont

UMASi

K

Give a Gift of

Warmth A

> r- -!—

r

Limited

Quantity

y

Legwarmers
Assorted

Colors and Styles .^^

.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

X._i__j_>^
J

UMass Plastic 12 oz.

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green
Located in the S.U.B.

°''" ""' ''
sa, 11-4 ^ nmVERSITY

S:

"1

STORED ' //:-

Located in the

Cape Cod Lounge

,
^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Bloom County bv Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACONfROWmnON

OH, stewwRP/ wrTM sovier

WHAT'S ON iHe WHAUN&5HIP5,

e^iAu AeeNPfl

FOR THIS flPTER-

NOON.^

Rem.V. ACTIONS ftGAlNST THC
ANI? OCeAN PUWNO OP

LATEK ^ NUO^AR m'oK
NO

SHUFFLeeOARP ?

NO.

50Me '^WV«E WAT.

A (V\ARTWI.

CARROT
juice.

Scrod Dan DeBellis

SCROD?..

WHAT BRE

V00Glv;iM6

UNCLE MEBBO

mX) AlMT

UJELL..! 1H»NK 3U6ET
fl 'HICKOP.V FfiRMS DELUXE

SNACK ?AC<' RiR nUKT
MARTHft...

BUT.. I THOUGHT VOU
UOEt^E 6>VIN6 HER

S0METHIN6
70 HELP HER
WATCVl HER
WEIGHT f

..hH\> A GMC 6UI0E ON

^ HOW TO UVE COMFORTftBLY

WITH RTROCK' FOR UNCLE

MEBBO.

Cdiled by

ACROSS
1 The sights on

Wuthcring
Heights"

6 Vestments
10 Church area

14 God of Islam

15 Use the phone
16 Twain character

17 Proiecting shelf

18 Competently
19 Kind of rags

20 Not to be found

21 Ripened

22 Boutiques

23 Intrinsic

25 Notable acts

26 Red Baron,"

for one
29 Genghis Khan,

for example
31 t^^edicmal plants

32 Design
33 Moved quickly

37 Draft org

38 Past

40 Head or cap
42 Finial

43 Monetary unit

45 Jai

47 Root used in

perfume
49 Companion of

true

51 Mendelssohn
symphony

Marcvrt larnir and

52 Luxury fabric

54 Dominoes
56 Be excited

57 Citrus fruit

58 Ancient Asian

country

62 Lodgings

63 Ripped
64 Evening wear

65 MacLaine role

66 Modern Persia

67 Symbol of

strength

68 Average
69 Trapper's trophy

70 Default

DOWN
1 Place for

22 Across
2 Kitchen staple

3 Auto maker
4 Jaz2 predecessor

5 -Who is
'"

6 Saw
7 Party affiliation

8 Lacking adorn

ment
9 Christopher in

"Taming of the

Shrew"
10 Coverlets

11 Aviator

12 Fasteners

Trudr Jaffc

13 Purposes
21 Name meaning

"beloved"

22 Red or Yellow

24 Space agency

25 Dandy s com-
panion

26 Show surprise

27 Otherwise

28 Betsy of

Philadelphia

30 Draped garment

32 Item for May Day
sport

34 Saucy
35 Grandiose
36 Bouillabaisse

39 Get better

41 Arrive, in a way
44 Footstool

46 Naval rank

48 Flowerlike

ornament
50 Skeletal part

51 Compass reading

52 Aquatic area

53 Kitchen

emanation
55 Catkin

56 In shape
57 Learning

59 Sprawl

60 Word of woe
61 Hosiery fabric

63 Apex
64 Band or buzz

After The Fall
by R. Miller

m^'^--^^,,,,<,;-i n- M

uJtML

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

bSntSTT^. LET'S 3UP OUT M'O CH^^OUT I1J.\'^D
^T^

gSgLRCjDUNTEI^IMM ^T'S just DOWN THE STKfc&n

tCAm\NL>W^LK:]WHO'S PlW^?!
ONLY THE MOST ST^R OUT BWO IN

THE TOTW.LY ENTIRE GMJ^Y JUNK

W)C^3 3tST THE STYWfO^M_^N-
-OR0ID5

'

[

LwmYTWPWiNWSFwiir^ [mZ^o^^

Quentin

tOWiSwfO THtY^Rt ON THE

POLYINTERSTELLAR DOMP
RELOAD U^^EL.YOO KNOW.

hv Mark MacKcnzie

DC Menu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Hot Corned Beef on Rye The Salad Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Spaghetti/Italian Sweet
Sausage, Tomato Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

Fish Fry Plate

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce

Fish Fry Plate

Tartar Suace
Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

Wjeather

Occa-sional rain through

late today. Temperature in

the 4()s along the coast and
rising to near 40 or the low

40s inland by early today,

low temperature tonight

25 to 30 inland and 30 to 85

along the coast. Wednes-

day a few morning
showers or snow flurries

giving way u< a cloudy

afternoon, high
temperature 30 to 40.

Todays puzzle
answer

Df^Diic: nniin onng
oDonn cinna nnpf
iiBFian nnnn cinni

.

onDFi nmnn nnnmni
HOFind cinnnn

dnnnnn nfinnn

Dnn nun nnn nnr'
npinn nnwn H|inni„

mnnnn nnnnnni
nnn»in n^innn

Hnnmn iiFinn minii
nnEin nnnn iinnPini
liiician nnnn mniinnl
|fifinn nnnn nnnnrr

. i"* .*> '^•' » •'• "rf. f m •' 1 I #•! •*m -fj » . • ' • *«r»''iF*»»««"- ••-
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Tuesday, December 13, 1983

COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

FAST •

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX
Dec. 5- 9 9:00-4:00

DEC. 12-16 9:00-4:00

DEC. 19-22 9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

EFFICIENT RELIABLE
These are some of the titles we are buying

Author Title We Are Paying

Weiss Sport: A Philosophic Inquiry $4.50

Wessells Cognitive Psychology $11.00

Whinnbley Developing Mathematical Skills $9.00

Wilmot Dyadic Communication $5.00

Wilson Living Theatre $9.00

Wylie Les Francais $10.50

Yergin Shattered Peace $6.50

Yangs American Realities Vol. I $5.50

Tuesday, December 13, 1983 Collegian n
— "w -w ^esK'-x-mr M w ^j. «> T tr'

nNE CHOCOUTES AND CONFEQIONS

Over 100 Kinds of Candy

Secret Santas
Christmas gifts and gift certificates

Quality Chocolate
Tins, Glassware and More

Downtown Amherst

253-5589 and

iihP^e3eae-!>g-M'-!fcp«%gi»p-vfVfvf>fve w g^SZ"

68 Main St, Northampton
|

586-4180 f

.:.... J

ChrlstmQs Special

25% Discount
ON SpmNq Semester MEMbERsbips

(includes Jan. Break)

regular $46.00 NOW $33.75

I20DY SHOP
Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden.

Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout
Call IDBTIPS for info 545-1555 Dec 12 to Dec 22 only

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Offk» CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

NOW THEREFORE. FOR SALE

DEAR LEE: Thanks for making the effort

to teach an extra section. We not only

learned about the Bible, but how to be a

good student and a responsible individual.

Thanks for the advise, we will treasure it!

We'll miss you. Have a nice holiday in

New York. Love your 2:30 Bible class.

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3 5 pM on'v

f

Pam, you krum' who you are! I knnw wh>

you are- Does anyorw else want to know

who Pam is? I bet you u>ould. Flake-off

touchhole.

190 cm Rossignol St

w/ Salomon 727 bindings

546-6032

Competition
$210 or BO

ARE THEY BORED?

EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch

and Lomb Rayt>ans this holiday. Call

Bruce 549-2879

Leaving country must sell rare Cin-

namon Cockatiel $100 or best offer

1 -863-8510 weeknights Sat & Sunday

Fischer Skis with bindings and poles

195c$50<-' ^0 256-1210

Collegian Night Graifics - been a hell of

a year, huh? Ray's Nummv nightmares,

"be outta here by 12." Anybody see

1 01?" Monday night apologies, "got your

bong?" "I wanna go h//me!" Been aUmg

2'/t years, but tuorth if. See ya»Kalo.

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 VW Bug, 120000 mi, excellent condi-

tion, $600, Mike Kajen, 545-2690 days

1972 Dodge Dart good running condition

low gas milage asking $400 call 546-7898

Must sell 1980 Mazda 826 2 dr 5 spd

stereo only $4600 546-6033

1975 Plymouth Fury. Runs well excellent

interior, snow tires, stereo. $500 549-2C72

76 Honda Civic Wagon 4 speed $1000

negotiable moving sale 665-7530

74 Toyota Corolla gd. cond. 4 spd Rm 20

Goess. Lab - days/533-3687 - eve 750/BO

1975 Datsun 280-Z black 4-speed exc.

cond. taking BO 546-8236

FOUND

Found purple mitten with white trim

near Thompson. Call Linda 549-4585

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS TRESS

Balsam Firs. Scotch PInea 4-6 ft $12-14

252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 665-4791

CRANSTON FOR PRESIDENT^

Alar if:

is al U
Come and learn what Senjator

Cranston's presidential campaign

about. Everyone welcome to meet in tht

Hatch at 7:00 this Wednesday, Decembei

14.

Temporary full-time help needed pre &
post Xmas in textbook warehouse in

Waltham. Call Mike Caiavan (617)

899-7154

Housepersons needed next semester for

local sorority. Kitchen help in exchange

for meals. If interested contact Paula M.

549-7538. 256-6874

Full Er Part-time student advocates for

Wintersession & Spring semester at Com-
muter Area Gov't. Organizational, leader-

ship & writing skills needed. Apply 404

SUB 545-2145 deadline 12/16 AA/EEO

Earn extra money photographing rock

bands. Rock photo company is looking for

new photographers and /or photos. Write

to Pop Shots, P.O. Box 1247, Boston, MA
02117 or call (617) 262-3401 and ask for

Mark

606 — You're Evil — Beast

The Collegian will be printing a weekly'

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.
j

The Collegian Office will be open during!

January, Mon-Fri, to ? II display and!

classified advertising.

Housing available for Cpring Semesterl

Good food, friendly H'nosphere all in

terested females call 54- J162

$10 off of UMass Sugarbush Ski Trip for

anyone who takes my place call Mabel

546-1481

Kappa Kaopa Gamma Invites all univer

sity woman to a celebration of the Holiday

Season Thursday Dec 5 3:00 5:30

545-0320.

SWF looking for a foreign lover,

preferably a tall red headed Russian,

athletic build. I enjoy sprots, trips to the

beach, imported liquors and your mother.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

Jobs for Intersession. Do something for a

change! Paid Holiday jobs with Masspirg.

Come work with us on acid rain and toxic

waste this intersession call Terry at

256-6434.

LOST
Faye

Hi from your Secret Santa

FOR RENT

Intersession single and double occupancy

roomi- modern facilities call Dave
549-7583 253-9071

Two spaces in Brittany Manor Apt for

spring semester starting in jan or Feb

with option for next year. Call Dan or

Steve 256-1280

One bedroom in a quiet 2 bedroi.m apt

on bus route take over lease in J< nuary

665-7554

Intersession room cheap close to campus

everything furnished 549-4067

One bedroom available in spacious five

bedroom house near bus stop. Rte 9 Hadley

$145.00 -K call 586-3936

Two rooms available in spacious

Sunderland house 665-2939

Lost Wed Dec 7 9-10 PM Poor Dicks

mohair scarf by Bar great sentimental

value reward please call 253-3339

Blue and Beige winter Jacket at

Dastardly Dans Thurs December 8 I have

coat that looks similar call Marty

546-6916.

Lisa. Laura and
BabiesI!" Luv, MK

Chris: "Get Higher

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

MARSHAS BIRTHDAY

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy.

584 7924 evenings

RIDE WANTED

Happy Birthday Masha Wilcon

You're our favorite "North Shore Girl"

Love from Billy Joel and your Thousands :Q,

of Fans. yf

Ride needed
586 5876

to Co. share exp. Art

To New York /North Jersey Area Dec 21

afternoon call Karen 6 9534.

Marsha Hey sagitterious - Happy Birth-

day! We will have to celebrate Saturday

Night? Hope you have a great day and get

all A's on your projects! Love Laurie,

Idalyn, Ellen, and Sam.

Northbound for Christmas. Vermont or

Canada, will share expenses. Call Blake

546^5336.

ROOM WANTED

Large Room
Feb. Sublet
665-7756.

in 2 bedroom
- on bus rt.

available for

Sunderland
PERSONALS

2Space8 Available in Brittany Manor for

Spring Semester call 256-8656.

One Bedroom in Brandywine for 1 or2

people. 260/ month, heat included. Starts

February 1 M/F call eves. 549-4750.

•••• College •••• Spring •••' Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe
• Motor Coach Transportation
• • ocean front accommodation7 night

• •WelcomeParty with FREE BEER

*Make reservations Now and Save $20*

• Checkout our table in the * -^

CC Concourse or call 546-5422 • O.
^#c»H*** fy

ROOMMATE WANTED

••*D*A*Y*T*0*N*A***B*E*A*

Female to share room in Brittany star

ting January. Quiet Student preferred.

Call Beverly 256-1335

Wanted female to share room in Brit-

tany Manor spring semester call 256-0393

Female roommate wanted to share one
bedroom apt starting January 546-5754

Female roommate needed Southwood
townhouse 256-8817 available now or

January

Roommate needed Amherst Center apt

fu ll kitchen call Patrick 253-5298

Roommate wanted to share rm w/ 1 other

F in 2 br Twnhse apts call 549-4585

Townehouse female roommate wanted
for Spring take over lease Jan 1 call

549-7690

Responsible female to share room in

Brandywine, $118-heat included call

549 1405

Apt mate wanted, own t>edroom Presiden-

tial Apts. 150/month ^ util. 549-0886

Female Roommate wanted to share

Southwood Townhouse Apt Jan 1st

256^8471.

Male Roommate wanted to share

Southwood Townhouse apt 256-0095 Rob.

Female wanted for single bedroom in nice

Townhouse apt 256-0463 Kathy.

SERVICES

The Sisters of AXO would like to extend

warm congratulations to Karen Kochanek

on her pinning to Barret of Lambda Chi

Alpha. Hugs and kisses from all of usi

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions. theses, etc. 666-3414 anytime

Professional Typing 253 9582 after 3

p.m. M F Anytime weekends.

SOFABED

Happy 21 B-Day Lori U! Hope you have a

great year. Get psyched for Washington

DC. & Florida! Lynn Lori.

Mr. Manzon what comes between you and

your Calrins?

Sofabed in fair condition for sale. $25 or

best offer. CaM Jim after 11 p.m. 549-6308.

T-Shirts

Light My Fire and burning down the

house great price Cam - Con Jos 549-6364.

TO SUBLET

One bedroom in 4 bedroom Swiss Village

apt from Jan 1st 174 mo includes

everything call 253 3971 after 5

1^3 People for~Jan in Duplex in

No. Hampton Center, 120 + call Steve

546-8198.

Amherst CTR 1 Room Avail in 4 bdrm apt

starting Feb Call 253-5298.

TRAVEL

•••••••••SKI SWITZERLAND*''^**^^'
• low cost ski tours to the Alps '

• everything included one low price '

• tour information and slide show '

• Wednesday 7:30 pm Campus Ctr Rm 903

'

Female senior looking for room
preferably single near campus for Spring

semester, 549-0313, Anne

Very neat, responsible male wishes to ac-

quire room or apartment for intersession

Mark 546-4435

WANTED

Buying Class Rings. Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

"wanted to rent

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan-Aug Craig or^^ 256-0089

Need sublet Puffton or Townhouse Tom
546-6590
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Duke sliuShteSUMassby 88
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.C. The University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team, for a

variety of technical delays, arrived over

three hours behind schedule and barely had

time to prepare to play Duke University

last night down in North Carolina.

As the final score indicates, maybe the

Minutemen would've been better off not

showing up at all.

The Blue Devils ran their record to a

perfect 7-0 with an 88 56 demolition of

UMass as the locals dropped their third in a

row down South.

The shooting statistics, as they usually do.

Harvard sticks

grapplers with
fifthloss, 33-11
Bv .lOH^' DAiX^ER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Minutemen l(»st their fifth straight wrestl-

mg match to Harvard last night at the

Boyden Auxiliary Cym. S.'Ml. UMass is

now v)-5.

Harvard's 1 IS jtounder Mike Meade gave

the Crimson an early lead as he suuck away

from his match with 7(1 decision over

UMass' Rich Cardiner.

At the \2i\ pound mark, UMass' Chris

LtH' up.set Harvard's Steve Heatti 9-8.

"Beatti's one <»f the U'St wrestlers to ever

come out of Massachusetts, and Chris took

it to him tonight." said coach Kick Freitas.

Lee d(>minated the two time high school

state champ tfie entire match, only Beatti's

experience kef)t the .score from l>ein^ more

lopsitjed in Lee's favor.

Minutemari Mikt' Hanlon droppe*! an 8-fi

decision to Dan Medalie of Harvard to

leave the score at 6-3 in the Crimson's

favor at the \'M Ih-hracket.

Wes Keckwith (142 Ihs.) won his second

straight match by outseoring Harvard's

Dave Ellen h-2 to tie the match score at six

apiece. "Beckwith gets better every time

he steps on the mat." said Freitas.

Harvard's .lerry (Jreenhurg put the

visitors up I'i-H hy pinning Paul Hardy at

the ir>0 {Miund class.

Dan Levey increased the lead to ir)-fi by

outpointing UMass l.W pounder Brian

Shaughnessy H-2. Shaughnessy came up

flat last night after a superb effort last Fri-

day against Albany.

Captain Scott MacQuaide won a five

point decision over Harvard's masked 167

jK)und Kevin McCinty by outseoring him

21 -f). McCinty wore what looked like a

hockey goaltender's mask to f)rotect him

from the brawling style that has made Mac-

(.Juaide so fK)pular with the fans. "Scott's

an extremely ;iggressivt* wrestler," said

tell the story. Duke was a sparkling 38 of

77 (48 percent) from the field (56 percent in

the first half) while UMass shot up bricks to

the tune of 32 percent (24 of 75 ) from the

floor.

Garbage Time began the same time the

second half did as Duke sprinted out to a 29

point 54 25 lead after the first half. The

minutemen, now 2-3. where a pitiful 9 of 38

shooting while committing 16 turnovers

against relentless Devil pressure. The

teams's leading scorer, Horace Neysmith,

was held scoreless while picking up three

fouls, two offensively on charges. Center

Edwin Green was the only bright spot with

eight points.

Every Devil who played in the half scored

led by Johnny Dawkins and Mark Alarie

with ten each, Duke also benefited from 12

of 16 shooting from the line.

In the second half. UMass fell behind as far

as 40 (82-42) but cut the lead in the final

minutes against seldom-used Duke subs.

David Henderson had a dozen for Duke in

the period with Green and John Hempel

getting six each.

For the game, UMass turned it over 25

times but did improve defensively in the

second half holding the home team to 31

points.

The game marks an end, thankfully, of the

team's Southern Swing. UMass lost to

Houston Baptist and Georgia Southerii in

the Stetson Tournament, but at least wero

in bc'h games. Against an established

Atlantic Coast Conference team like Duke,

Coach Ron Gerlufsen's crew showed they

were in deeper than they belonged. The
familiar Curry Hicks Cage should be a

happy sight as the team faces Connecticut

on Thursday night at 7:" ).

UMass- Green 5-4-14, Russell 5-2-12,

Hempel 5-0-10, Carl Smith 2-2-6, Neysmith
2-0 4, Craig Smith 2-0-4, Ramming 1-0-2,

Shaw 1-0-2. Braun 1-0-2, Young 0-0-0,

Connors 0-0-0, Emerson 0-0-0.

Duke- Henderson 8-0-16. Dawkins 6-2-14,

Alarie 6-2-14, Amaker 6-0-12. Meagher 4-2-

10, Nessly 3-2-8, BUUs 2-2-6, McNelley 2-2-

4, Byrant 2-0-4, Ford 0-0-0.

Collririan photo bv David Upuhrr

ALL WRAPPED UP — Chris Lee (right) and his Albany State opponent struggle in last Saturdays match.

Harvard sent UMass to their fifth loss last night.

assistant coach Ken Tashjy. "hut he needs

to work on controlling his style and not

brawling as much." The senior is M) in

dual matches this season.

UMas.s' F>ancisco Cuttierez was no

match for Harvard's Barry Bausano at the

177 s|«)t and was pinned late in the first

fK'riod. The Minutemen forfeited the last By ED HAYWARD
two weight classes giving Harvard a 33-11 Collegian Staff

Springfield swimmers sink

IJMass in semester finale

vict(>rv.

Feinberg shines inUM loss
By TOM SC( JLLllNb

Colle^an Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team were l)eaten

Sunday afternoon by the University of

Maine swimmers, %-44. The match drew

a better crowd than usual with the UMass

women still providing an exciting match.

Leading the UMass team (1-4) was co-

captain Elizal>eth Feinl»erg. Feinl>t>rg was

a (juadruple winner with wins in the aO,

100. and '.^OO yard freestyle races. She

capped off the aftern(M>n by swimming the

final leg of the winning 200 yard freestyle

relay.

UMass was in third place when

Feinl»erg started her leg. "1 was real rier

vous about this match." Feinberg sai<l

after the match, "1 knew they v^ere a

strong team and 1 wanted tn improve my
times especially in the 200 yard

freestyle."

Feinlterg improved her tim«' m the 100

and 200 yard freestyle though UMaine's

strongest swimmer in the 'iOO did not

swim that distance yesterday. U Maine did

not put their regular line-up mto all the

races.

Coach Valerie Turtle commented, "If

they had put their l)est line-up in it could

have been a different story. " The UMaine

team In^at the Springfield College S(juad

(that had previously l)eaten UMass)

Saturday night. "We've l>een putting in

good yardages in practice and I expected

more drops in time l>ecause it was the last

meet of the semester," said coach Turtle

after the match. There were four drops in

time yesterday and Feinberg had two of

those.

"We were division two when I came
here and now we're in division one which I

think is a little alxwe our level." observed

FeinlK'rg.

I Mass IS off until .January 1 7 when they

visit the Lord .leffs of Amherst College.

The women can now look forward to a

tri|i to Montreal Olympic Stadium and it's

.")() nu'ter facility for some winter practice.

The women will In- there from DecemU'r
28lh until .lanuary 4th, U'ginning double

practice .sessions which will last until the

women start up the'- dual meet s<'heduie

again.

A strong Springfield College team took

to the water on Saturday and handed the

University of Massachusetts men's swimm-

ing team a 74-41 defeat, th?ir first of the

season.

Going into the meet l^Mass coach Russ

Yarworth felt a strong performance from

the diving team would be necessary for his

team to have a chance at victory. But in the

end this did not matter as Springfield prov-

ed to be too tough for the Minutemen.

The meet l)egan with UMass' strong 400

medley relay team falling to Springfield.

However, the Minutemen came right back

with Paul McNeil ?nd Rick Bishop placing

first and second respectively in the 1000

freestyle. Chris Porter followed with a

come from behind victory in the 200

freestyle for UMass.
Springfield then won the 50 freestyle,

the 200 individual medley, and swept the

one meter diving competition. Chris Clarke

then led a UMass sweep of the 200 butterf-

ly in which Jim Jacobson finished with a

very strong second. UMass gained one

more victory on the day, that of Mike

Hoover in the '200 breaststroke.

In the three meter diving event UMass'

,Iohn Macurdy prevented another Spr-

ingfield sweep by placing second. The final

score of the diving competition was 14-4,

Springfield.

Of the meet Yarworth said, "We swam a

good meet. I think we could have swam a
little l)etter but I'ni in no way disappointed
with our effort today." Yarworth admitted
he had expected a better time drop from
the team's previous meet times but that

drop did not appear.

"They were the better team today," Yar-
worth said of Springfield. "They've got
some good swimmers. Jordan is

awesome," Yarworth said refering to Spr-
ingfield's stand-out Larry Jordan who won
a pair of races.

The Minutemen take a 2-1 record into in-

tersession. During the break the team will

travel to Montreal. Canada to train at the
Olympic training center from December 28
to January 3. "Then it is back to Boyden
pool. In January the team will travel to

Northeastern and the University of Rhode
Island for meets. UMass will take on
Williams at home. Yarworth sees all three
meets as tough

Women at SC
The UMass women's basketball team

hopes t<) move over the ..'SOO mark for the

first time this season as they face the

Lady Owls of Southern ('onnecticut

tonight in New Haven. Barbara Stevens

troops have won three games in a row
after dropping their first three. Last year.

Southern beat UMass 82-56. The correct

score in Saturday's game was UMass 75

Yale 56.
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! S5pe3on a tKeat for professors
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

More than 50 University of Massachusetts professors wUl

be subject to a one-week suspenswn without gross pay

during intersession for the faUure U> pay the

Massachusetts Society of Professors teachers union agency

fee, according to a letter recently sent to them by the

University's president.

The letter, from PresidentDavid C. Knapp, dated Dec. 2,

also states that professors have two alternatives to avoid

this suspension: "(a) you must protect your rights before

the State and/or Federal Courts; or (b) you must pay the

agency fee."

Professors must take one of the above actions, witn

evidence of that action communicated to the president's

office by certified mail before December 31 to avoid the

suspension, according to the letter.

The office of James R. BoyIan, MSP president, said the

move "is a legal obligation we have under contract

guidelines approved by a majority of the membership. The

law sUtes that we are offering them (the professors)

services and they are required to pay the fee lor those

services.

Edward R. Harrison, a UMass professor of astronomy

who received one of the letters, said. 'Tm very disap

pointed, though this action was somewhat expected. I

think that this is a punitive threat.

"It's a shame that at this University, something like this is

going on. The union is where one goes with grievances and

if one already has a grievance against the union, then one

has nowhere to go," Harrison said.

CollcciM photo by Bm<ri4 Dr«bcr

PUDDLE JUMPING—These UMass students use

their skills to avoid getting their feet wet in

yesterday^s strong down pour.

'I'm not against the faculty organizing," Harrison said.

"I'm against a new layer of administration which tends to

break collegial relations. Unfortunately, we've now got

administrators who don't have scholarly reputations-they

don't know what makes a University."

"This union once proposed to withhold student grades as a

job action. I hope that more faculty will come to realize the

situation we have. It's a question of the appropriateness of

the union," Chappell said.

One professor, who requested anonymity, said "This

suspension will especially hurt faculty near retirement.

Pension benefits are determined using the salary figures

for their three highest paying years. If a professor was to

lose $500-$1000 because of this suspension and this was one

of their highest pay years, then they wiU be penalized

throughout their retirement years.

"We serve the University in so many ways, yet we're

getting slapped down now because we are not truly ap-

preciated." he said.

'The penalty for faculty near retirement was discussed

earlier this fall during two meetings with those who

haven't paid the agency fee." said Edward P. Kelly, vice-

president for Human Relations at UMass. "We solicited

alternatives for this question, but no one had any concrete

suggestions.

"We also advised people that they would have to make

their own benefit payments if they were not paid because

that professor did have their gross pay suspended. I would

assume, however, that many professors will take some

sort of action to avoid the suspension, " Kelly said.
nas nownereioKu, ««u i lawn £»«,«.
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SCBs askDeNyse for policy change
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Staff

A committee set up to review the Student Controlled

Businesses (SCB) purchasing policy has drafted a letter to

the vice chancellor for Administration and Finance asking

that the University's current policy toward SCBs be

abolished.
, . ,, • •» t

The policy in question is a four-year-old University oi

Massachusetts poUcy prohibiting UMass administrative

departments from doing business with SCBs.

The policy came under review earlier in the semester

when the student economic development board sent a

letter to Vice Chancellor for Admnistration and Finance

John L. DeNyse requesting that the policy be "reviewed

with an eye toward abolishing it." The letter charged that

the policy is "in contradiction with a spirit of cooperation

between students and the administration."

The letter to DeNyse, which has not been approved by all

members of the committee yet, presents a four point

refutation of the policy.

The SCB committee met on December 9 and designated

committee members Joel Myerson and Katja Hahn

d'Errico to write a draft of the letter which is subject to the

approval of the rest of the romrnitte'^ :it the next meeting.

Dec. 19th before it is submitted to DeNyse. d'Errico said

the meetings have been very positive.

"It (the Dec. 9 meeting) was a good meeting. " she said.

"We are glad that the committee was formed by DeNyse."

She also said that she believes the suggestions made by

the committee will be carefully considered by the ad-

ministration.

"We are addressing the concerns that the people in

Whitmore have, " d'Errico said. "The policy is old...the

businesses have evolved... the policy needs updating."

The policy was created in 1979 by then Vice Chancellor of

Administration and Finance George Beatty. Beatty sUted

in a memo that "the practice of several University

departments to purchase goods and services from student

operated co-ops... is not appropriate to maintaining good

relations with the downtown community."

DeNyse declined to comment on the policy or the letter

until he hears from the committee.

Water leaks release asbestos
By JOSH MEYER
and JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

Edit(yr's note: This is the third in a series of articles on

asbestos on campus at UMass.

Although University of Massachusetts officials insist

asbestos is not flaking off the Campus Center Concourse

ceiling and presents no health hazards, water leaks have

removed large sections of asbestos-containing materials

from the ceiling over the years, with release of con-

siderable amounts of asbestos into the air probable.

In several places, especially around a large leak in the

ceiling next to the Blue Wall, portions of the gray, fuzzy

material have fallen off due to water erosion.

According to a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) report on asbestos in school buildings, "sprayed

asbestos-containing materials . . .are susceptible to

fragmentation from leaking water." The report says

water can carry asbestos fibers "to other areas in the

building where evaporation will leave a collection of fibers

that can become resuspended in the air." and inhaled.

The central ventilation systems in the Campus Center

make it possible to spread the fibers anywhere in the

building. .

Exposure to even low levels of asbestos can result in

cancers of the lungs or digestive system, the report states.

Asbestos fibers can lodge in the lungs or stomach or in-

testinal lining, and remain there indefinitely, slowly ir-

ritating cells until one mutates into a cancer cell.

The removal of the material is scheduled to begin next

Wednesday, "to avoid the potential for a health hazard,"

Donald Robinson, director of the UMass Department of

Environmental Health and Safety, said in eariy October,

when tests for asbestos were done in the Campus Center.

Building workers have questioned the bulk samples of

the materials, which in 1980 contained asbestos concentra-

tions of only one to ten percent, and this year reported

fiber concentrations of 30 to 40 percent. Robinson said a

hazard did not exist because particles were not falling off,

and that samples were different because they were taken

in different parts of the ceiling.

Evan Johnston, who was vice-chairman of the UMass

Building Authority from 1966 to 1972, said the ceilings in

the concourse, the University Store and the Blue Wall

have leaked since the building was finished in 1969.

"At that time nobody knew of the dangers of asbestos,"

Johnston said. "It was a pretty common type of substance

to put on ceilings then."

Although EPA banned spray-on asbestos for neariy all

uses in 1978, "it didn't even occur to our committee (which

investigated' structural problems in Umass buildings)

about the asbestos problem," he said. c«nti».«i »« p.4

Inside: A group i8 formed to protest the

Solomon Amendment p.3

A UMass employee is killed in a car ac-

cident on Rt. 116 p.3

Women's hoop loses P-20

Cut loose like a douce,

Another runner in the night.

—Bruce 'The Boss' Springsteen

in dedication to the Collegian drivers
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Digest

Insteadofexcavating toxic waste,

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency

wouldrather bury the evidence
HOLBROOK. MA (AP) - Instead of

removing the chemical-saturated soil,

engineers trying to clear one of the

country's worst toxic waste sites here may
seal the pollution in the ground, says a U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency official.

Excavating behind the Baird & McGuire
chemical plant virtually is out because of

the expense, said Dave Mclntyre, the EPA
engineer overseeing the work.

"We'd have to dig up the whole area to

remove all the chemicals and we'd create

more problems than we would solve,"

Mclntyre said in an interview published

Tuesday in the Patriot Ledger of Quincy.

"Excavation is an option, but I don't think

it will be seriously considered. It would

cost $5 million to $10 million just to start."

To keep the toxic wastes from seeping into

the Cochato River. Mclntyre said, walls

could be sunk to a depth lower than the

waste and the area capped with clay or

plastic or the wastes could be filtered from

contaminated groundwater.

"It will take a lot more study to find the

most economical and practical thing to do,"

he said. "But anything costs less than

excavation."

The Cochato River is the main tributary of

a reservoir serving 8,000 people in

Braintree, Randolph and Holbropk.

The EPA has spent $812,000 so far on the

clean up.

Baird and McGuire, which produced the

pesticides, went out of business after 70

years when the town revoked its permit to

store chemicals.

Chemicals found at the site include

chlordane, naptha, creosote, DDT and
PCE.

AP Laserphoto

BLAST—East Meadow, NY—Firefighters stand by across the street

from a building housing a Navy recruiting station by two "high order"

explosive devices Tuesday. The blast came moments after a bomb
threat caused the building to be evacuated. ^^^

Bee Gee song rejected
MIAMI (AP) Maurice

Gibb, a two-time Grammy
winner and one of the three

Bee Gees brothers, has been

informed that the song he

volunteered for a

promotional film on Miami

wasn't lively enough.

"I think what he did was

write it the way he feels

about Miami, which is laid

back." said Hank Goldberg,

an advertising executive

representing the local

tourism department.

Goldberg said Monday he

will recommend to an ad-

visory board that it reject

the 15-minute musical score

written by Gibb for the film

"Greater Miami: Where
Business and Pleasure
Meet."

Gibb lives on Biscayne Bay
with his brothers. He said

he wrote and recorded the

score free of charge because
"Miami is one of the best

places in the world to live."

But Goldberg said it was
not "strategically what we
wanted for this fUm...We'd
like to see the music more
upbeat."
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Against pom
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Linda Lovelace,

star of the X-rated fUm, "Deep Throat."

testified before City Council in favor of an

ordinance making pornography a civil

rights offense against women.

Miss Lovelace, now Linda Marchiano, told

the committee her former husband coerced

her to perform in pornographic movies

through daUy beatings and threats on her

life and those of her family.

"Tm hurt and disappointed in my society

and country that 'Deep Throat' is still being

shown...every time that film is being

shown, people are watching me being

raped, " Mrs. Marchiano said Monday.

The amendment would shift control of

pornographic book stores and movie houses

from zoning laws, which have failed to

control them, and place them under the city

civil rights ordinance.

'Hahvard' men
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) - Haig

Bagerdjian didn't like the image people had

of the typical Harvard Law School student,

so he pubbshed a calendar to show that

Harvard students "do just about everything

that everyone else does."

"It seemed that everyone looked at a

Harvard student as a tuxedo or striped suit-

wearing type. I didn't like that," explained

Bagerdjian, a first-year law student at the

highly regarded Cambridge institution.

"Why should Harvard Law School be

considered untouchable."

Bagerdjian's 1984 calendar is titled "Bar
Review: The Men of Hahvard Law School."

It features black and white photographs of

casually posed male Harvard law students.

one each month.

About half the models, who are identified

are not wearing shirts. One is shown, waist
up, taking a shower, several are flexing

tneir muscles and one is removing his

tuxedo.

"Fm trying to show there's a human side to

law school, not just a student sticking to the

books 16 hours a day. There's a personal
life, with personal interests," Bagerdjian
said.
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Robert Wayne Williams, right, listens to his mother plead for his life

before a Louisana Pardon Board. The request was denied and Williams

is scheduled for the electric chair this morning.

To pledge or...

BROOKLINE (AP) - John Bain says he

just wanted to inject a little patriotism into

his town meeting by reciting the Pledge of

Allegiance. Now he's at the center of a

controversy after it was ruled that saluting

the flag "would be a divisive course."

Williams claims innocence

The resulting rift between pro- and anti-

pledgers in the birthplace of John F.

Kennedy was to be settled by a special

statement at Tuesday's meeting. But the

resulting publicity has attracted nationwide
attention.

Bain, a 40-year-old store-worker, had

suggested that Tuesday's meeting start out

with the pledge.

Fedswantage21
BOSTON (AP) - Despite a call from a presidential com-

mission for a uniform drinking age of 21. opposition

remains strong in the Massachusetts Senate to raising the

age here, legislative leaders said Tuesday.

The Massachusetts House voted to raise the state age

from 20 to 21 earlier this year, but Sen. Louis P. Ber-

tonazzi. the Senate's expert on drunken driving, helped

convince his peers that the age change would have little

impact on highway safety.

"I'm sure that they wiU be looking to use this as another

reason to raise the age." Bertonazzi, D-Milford, said after

the Presidential Commission on Drunken Driving

recommended Tuesday a cutoff of federal highway funds to

states that don't have 21 as the drinking age.

"The members of the Senate realized this year that the

facts do not bear out the change... If the facts don't change,

I think they'll do so again next year," he said.

Officialnabbed
HARTFORD. Conn. (AP) - State

Agriculture Commissioner H. Earl

Waterman was arrested Tuesday on a first-

degree larceny charge in connection with a

scheme to sell sand to the town of Suffield

from a company he controlled while he was

the town's top elected official.

Chief State's Attorney Austin J.

McGuigan said that Waterman, who was

appointed to the agriculture post in

January, turned himself in at the

prosecutor's office shortly after noon.

Waterman was released on a written

promise to appear in Windsor Superior

Court on Dec. 21. The charge carries a

maximum penalty of 20 years in prison and

a $10,000 fine.

Attempts to contact the one-time police

officer were unsuccessful. Waterman's

secretary said the 54-year-old com-

missioner was not expected to return to his

office Tuesday afternoon.

In a prepared statement, O'Neill said

Waterman had "told me he is innocent of

the charges" and is "confident he will be

vindicated."

ATLANTA (AP) - Wayne WiUiams.
blamed by police for the slayings of 24

young Atlanta blacks, broke a long silence

on the case today by telling reporters he

has been "wrongly accused and connected
with a series of heinous crimes."

Williams called a jailhouse news con-

ference to make his first public comments
on the case since his February 1982 con-

viction on two counts of murder. He said

the purpose of the news conference was to

respond to last week's Georgia Supreme
Court ruling denying him a new trial.

"Naturally, I am disappointed" with the

court's ruling. Williams said after being

introduced by his attorney. Lynn Whatley.

"The (trial) transcript itself contains many

misrepresentations of factual evidence and

errors on the part of Judge (Clarence)

Cooper and the prosecution, and shows a

lack of diligence on the part of my previous

defense. It has to be obvious that popular

opinions of the public played a part in their

(the Supreme Court's) decision."

Williams, wearing a blue and white

sweater and grey slacks, smiled broadly as

he entered the conference room.

Corrections

In Tuesday's Collegian, Thelma Griffith-

Johnson spoke as a counselor for the
Committee for the Collegiate Education for

Blacks and other Minority Students.

Griffith-Johnson did not say the arrest of

Yvette Henry was an act of hysteria by the

University, but a result of an act of hysteria

by the public.

The headlines on page two should have

read: 'People protest against arms

development' and 'Coast Guard almost

ceizes a load of marijuana.'

Grayson Resident Director Ted Mone was

not amused by a Secret Santa student there

as was erroneously reported in a photo

caption in Tuesday's Collegian.
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New student group

forming, vows to

fight Solomon bill

Colle|p>n photo by Andy Heller

FURRY FEAST—A squirrel enjoys munching on the contents of a discarded pumpkin

yesterday.

Birthright offers women other options
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the first in a two-part series.

Two years after opening its Amherst doors. Birthright is

continuing its advocacy of the right to life for unborn

children.

Birthright is an emergency pregnancy service offering

alternatives to abortion for women who find themselves

with an unplanned or unwanted pregnancy.

Director of the service, Margaret Coty said Birthright

believes in the "right of every woman to have her baby and

the right of every child to be born.

"We try to help them make up their own minds and en-

courage them not to rush into anything," Coty said.

Birthright was organized in 1968 by Louise Summerhill, a

Canadian housewife who addressed herself to the problems

that face those women in distressed pregnancy who were

increasingly offered only abortion as an alternative.

According to Coty, Birghright is an international

organization with 16 chapters in Massachusetts and 550

centers throughout the world. It is staffed by volunteers

and "subsists totally on the generosity of the public."

"We are basically a reference service but we do have

some maternity clothes and furniture to offer women, as

well as shelters if a woman feels she cannot live in her

home during the pregnancy." Coty said.

Birthright offers a confidential pregnancy test on the

premises to women of any age and then provides

references to the kind of help each woman may need.

"We have a large list of references, including whereto go

for prenatal care, financial help, both professional and

clergy counseling, and the option of temporary shelter in

another town or state." Coty said.

According to Coty more than 300 women have used the

service since they opened two years ago and many women

do choose to have and keep their babies. "Currently

adoption seems to be an unpopular option. "I am surprised

by a woman saying that she would never give her baby up

for adoption yet she will abort," Coty said.

Birthright is not a reUgious organization but the volun-

teers are "approximately fifty-fifty Catholic and

Protestant." According to Coty, Birthright feels that

supportive care and concern are all that is needed for many

women to bring their babies to term.

"We fret a lot of college students, and many wonrien who

already have children. If a woman wants »" abortion we

try to make clear that she has other options. Coty said.

Coty said Birthright does not seek its cUents but "is ready

to help any women."

"We feel there should be some place for them to go," Coty

s:aid.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A group of University of Massachusetts students have

started the initial steps to fight the controversial Solomon

Amendment, a proposed bill that would take away
government financial assistance from any student who
refuses to register with the Selective Service.

"The proposal would discriminate against only one

segment of society, male students," said Dan Burgess,

spokesman for Students Concerned About the Draft and

The Solomon Amendment. "Then it would also go on to

disadvantage poor students who can't afford to make up for

any aid they may lose for not wanting to register."

The Solomon Amendment, proposed in Congress about a

year and a half ago, would force male students who turn 18

to register with the Selective Service, or lose any federally

administered financial aid. The Selective Service system

was re-started by then President Jimmy Carter in 1980.

The group has two draft counselors, Guy Spencer and Bill

Heintzelmen, to talk to students. They are available once a

week at the Union Christian Foundation offices in the

Student Union Building.

"We are hoping to distribute literature to educate people

about this," Burgess said. "Next semester we hope to

reach many students."

Burgess, who works out of the Student Government

Association (SGA) President's office, said his group has

been operating with funds from that office and the SGA's

Public Policy Committee. About 15 people attended the

first meeting, including several students who have yet to

register and said they cannot go to school without federal

aid.

Several schools, such as Harvard University and nearby

Amherst and Hampshire Colleges, have instituted plans to

have the individual school pick up the difference needed to

finance a student's education without government aid.

UMass, being a state institution, cannot do that but

Burgess said he hopes his group can provide a venue for

students needing money in tlie future.

"If the bill is made into a law (it is temporarily in effect

pending a possible Supreme Court decision this spring)

then we may try to establish a fund for students to have

access to in order to meet financial need," Burgess said.

"Hopefully the Supreme Court will strike it down and we
won t have to worry about it."

Burgess claims the amendment is unconstitutional

because it discriminates against students and is a

disproportionate scrutiny on a small segment of society. If

the biU becomes law. an estimated $20,000 would be

needed to cross check UMass students to see if they-

registered, he said. „

"There have to be better ways to spend J20.000. said

"It (the amendment) isn't fair," Burgess said. "And we'll

do everything we can to fight it.

Suitcase, jacket stolen
University of Massachusetts police reported the theft of a

suitcase and ski jacket, valued at $150. from the Campus

Center kitchen on the 10th floor. The theft occurred

between 11:30 p.m. Saturday and 1 a.m. Sunday, police

said. There are no suspects.

In other police action:

Books, a calculator, cash and study material, valued at

$202. was reported stolen from the fifth floor lounge of

Kennedy dormitory in the Southwest Residential Area,

police said. The complainant was apparently absent for 10

minutes, according to police, between 2 a.m. and 2:10 a.m.

Dec. 13. There were no witnesses.

Police received a report of stolen equipment from a

resident in McNamara dormitory in the Sylvan Residential

Area on Sunday. Approximately $1,400 of stereo

equipment and records was taken between 9 a.m. and 12

noon Sunday from a locked room on the fifth floor, police

said. The case is open. -MARY ANNE BEEN

UMass employee killed

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

An autopsy will be performed today on a University of

Massachusetts employee who diedTuesday after she was

crushed in her automobile when ii coiuued wan con-

struction equipment. . . j

Lucy M, Gromaski. 64, of Whately, was pronn-mced dead

of chest injuries at 2:58 p.m. by Dr. Mark Mannmif at the

Bay SUte Medical Center in Springfield. The accident

occurred at 6:15 a.m.. according to Sunderiand poUce.

Police "itif^ Gromaski vvoa l.t<ideu aoutu on .>jui« aao in

Sunderland towards Amherst when her car collid^ wan a

Warner Bros, construction front end loader. She was

brought to Cooley Dickenson Hospital m Northampton and

later transferred to the Springfield facility.
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Central Residential Area. Funeral arrangements have not

yet been made.

Rainy days and Mondays

get UMass students down
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Correspondent

The inclement weather prevalent in

western Massachusetts the past few

days has been met with varied reactions

by University of Massachusetts students,

who. rain or shine. wiU begin Uking final

exams in three days.

"(The rain) has a detrimenUl effect on

my studying," said 23-year old Scott

Freedman, a sociology and statistics

major, in a random weather poll taken on

the Campus Center concourse Tuesday. "I

won't go to the library."

"1 might study more because I'll stay in,"

said Marty Ferreno, a 21 year-old political

science major. "It's a bummer-snow

would be much better."

Robert Huettner disagreed.

'I like It, its much better than snow,'

said the 20 year- old English major. "I just

llkp walking through the mud."

"It's terrible -my feet are all muddy,"

said 18-year-old pre-med and

biochemistry major Lori Rassmeise. "I

want it to get cold so I can go ice skating

and skiing. Can you loan me a scuba suit?"

"Its cold and wet but so far I haven't

fallen in it," said Carol Brossi, a 22-year

old mathematics major. "I don't think we
will have to start building an ark yet."

"The weather is not cooperating like

usual in New England," said Sheila

Manning, 18, a business major. "I think if

it was snow, we would be snowed in by

now."

"I think it's strange because of the time

of year. It should be snowing and a heck of

a lot colder," said John Harris, a 21-year-

old geology major.

"It's good for the green stuff and lousy

for people," said 18-year-old animal

science major Dina Smith, with 19-year-

old engineering major Charles Rinehart

concurring, "It's a real pain."

"It's strange, you usually don't get rain

now." said Brett Bowden, 20, a political

science major. "It's cleansing and it's

getting rid of the ice."

"It's exceptionally fortunate that we

haven't had a worse winter," added Glenn

SUte, 21, who is majoring in psychology.

"Its depressing-it fits this time of year

(finals)." said Stacy Rogers. 18.

But gloomy or not. the rain might actually

Se helping Jerry Janafsky. a 22-year-old

olectrical engineering major.

"li helps because 1 have nothing to do but

<tay in and study," he said.

Robert Haettncr
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* ASBESTOS
rontinurd from p.l

The committee recommended in 1978

that the University try to fix the structural

problems which caused the leaks, but the

University has paid almost no attention,

Johnston said. He said Win Cummings,
manager of the University Store, has com-

plained about the leaks, which can move as

the water runs along beams above the ceil-

ing.

Cummings has repeatedly stated that

there has been no cause for concern about

the health hazards posed by floating

asbestos particles. Store workers
disagree, and have expressed concerns

about the continuous layer of dust allegedly

falling from the ceiling, and the potential

for hazardous levels of airborne asbestos

fibers.

The Massachusetts Teacher Association-

University Service Workers union, which

represents 1,200 workers on campus, Tues-

day ratified a contract which orders that

"areas found to contain friable (crumbling)

asbestos shall be promptly investigated,"

Winnie Stone, greivance officer for the

union, said.

The American Federated Society of

County, Municipal Employees (AFSCME)
union, which represents more than 2,400

workers on the UMass campus, finished a

contract with similar safety regulations in

November.
"All University Store employees will be

eligible for asbestos screening tests at

University Health Center to determine

possible exposure (to asbestos fibers)," said

Kathy Murray, president of MTA-USA.
The exam, which consists of a chest x-ray

and a breathing test, was started in the fall

to examine UMass workers who work with

asbestos.

Neither the concourse nor the University

Store will be open to occupation after the

removal until the area is cleaned and

recleaned using wet methods, which should

insure that the fibers, which can stay air-

borne for 80 hours in still air when dry, will

be removed. Several air samples, using

EPA-approved equipment, will have to pro-

ve that no fibers are present before the

area is reoccupied.
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University of Massachusetts

Student Federal

Credit Union
The largest student run Credit Union

in the country will be open for

INTERSESSION
* starting Jan. 4, 1984

we Will be open Mon, Wed, Fri 10 am - 3 onn

Happy HolidAys
Conveniently located in the Student Union

545-2800

fL'!ajj[i][eJl(iJia[iJ|[sJJ[iJ|llJ[iJJ[iyiJJ^

m
m
m
m
m

A Christinas

Checklist

m

§1 Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

LARGE SELECTIOIM
of UMass Imprinted

Childrenswear

i!

m
m
m
m
m

m
m
m

Located in the Cape Cod Lounge

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Open Tonight

until 9:00 pm

^XJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

m
m
m

i

fgJMiM^M^MMMflMMPMUlMMiMMllEM^

PAPERBACK

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4
original

price

^JJNIVERSITY
STORED
Located on Special Sale Benches

in the rear of the store

Located in the S.U.B.

SpQtlight
»_•-•-•.•.•.• »-•.•.•..•.•-• •:•^^X!:•:^•:•:•:•^x•:•x•^:•:<•x•:::v:!^:!^:!:^y:^:¥^^^^ .«W!.ft •-•.•••.•.•.•.•.•-••'
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Feminism be
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

The term, 'feminism,' according to adnunistrators and

professors of various disciplines at the University of

Massachusetts, has no standard definition; its meaning is

as varied as the women and men who embrace feminism as

an ideology.
. , .u u.

For some it describes a political onentation, for others re s

an activist orienUtion and for others it represents an

ideological view of the world that incorporates a female

perspective of how to interpret culture.

Some people think the meaning of the work has changed

throughout history, and. as a result, it has become am-

biguous and more successible to stereotypical attitudes.

"Feminism is an umbrella term that encompasses so wide

a range of positions that you really have to hunt hard for a

common denominator," said Joyce Berkman. a professor of

women's history at UMass.
Over the past ten years, feminism has come to mean a

committment to combat aU forms of injustice against

women, including gender and class injustice, and the

"determinati<» to uncover the social sources of cultural

patterns which discourage and favor female self-

affirmation and self-realization," Berkman said.

"It (feminism) has become sort of a catch word. People

build into it their own perceptions, which are colored by

the person's experience with feminists and their exposure

"The effort has to be made to over

come the limitations of our own condi-

tioning ..."

—Jules Chametzky
Director, Institute for the

Advanced Study of the Humanities

to media coverage of feminist issues," said Bonnie

Strickland. Associate to the chancellor at UMass

BaUey Jackson, a professor in the School of Education

who works with graduate studente in the Oppression and

Social Issues Program, defined feminism as "a behef that

the female culture shouW be integrated into the whole

culture. . X •
1

"Some feminists have the position that in a male-

dominated society, the male persuasion needs to be

balanced by, or in some cases replaced by. a femmist

persuasion or a women's erientation." he said.

Panna Putnam, Co-coordinator of the Third World

Women's Task Force at the Everywoman's Center, said a

feminist of color has to be "very clearly conscious " of Imks

between sexism and racism.

"Sexism doesn't work in a vacuum. It exists as only one

part of a larger oppressive society," she said.

Janice Raymond, a Women's Studies professor, said she

thinks people engage in a "willful ignorance." by not takmg

the time to become acquainted with what feminism is.

"What amazes me is that within the last several years,

women students have grown conservative, they think that

feminism is a thing that ah-eady happened." said Raymond.

"You see many women who are doing extra-ordinary

things who say they are not feminists. Many women reject

the label because they don't want to be stereotyped as

being out of the ordinary, when in fact they are doing

something out <rf the ordinary."

Because of "willful ignorance." she said feminism is

reduced to what people find threatening about it.

Jackson said a lot of people fear that feminists want to

take away the rights of men and destroy the family. Berk-

man said many people think that feminists hate men.

Anne Ferguson, a philosophy professor at UMass, said

that people associate radical feminism with the idea that

women are anti-family, pro- individualistic, or lesbian.

"People have to realize that you can be anti-nuclear-

dominated family without being anti-family. You can

oppose male power without hating men. Many women say

they are not men haters but are rather women lovers," she

said.

People engage in "smear tactics" as a way of avoiding full

grappling with social issues, Berkman said, and have

simplified distinctive features of feminism as a way of

rationalizing the fact that they have not chosen to identify

themselves as feminists.

"What upsets some people about feminism is that these

people (feminists) mean business," said Jules Chametzky,

director of the Institute for the Advanced Study of

Humanities at UMass.

"The effort has to be made to overcome the limitatKms of

our own conditioning. At a university, students are ex-

posed to serious bodies of thought. I think the feminist

movement is a way to make people confront hard poUtical

issues and get us out of the narrow boxes culture has

placed us in," he said.

"You can oppose

male power without hating men.

—Ann Ferguson

Professor, Philosophy

"Some feminists have the position

that in a male-dominated society, the

male pursuasion needs to be balanced

by, or in some cases replaced by, a

feminist persuasion or a women's
orientation."

—Bailey Jackson

Professor, School of Ed jcation

Fern i nism (fem'e niz'em), n. 1.

the doctrine advocating social and

political rights for women equal to

those of men. 2. an organized

movement for the attainment of

such rights for women.
—fem'i nisi, n., adj.

—Random House Dictionary

Studentshave theirown meaning for feminism
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Staff

Feminism, according to a poU taken at the University of

Massachusetts, is a political statement, a means of

women's strength, a faciliUtor of free expression and a

way of viewing the world.

While it is sometimes resented and seen as a phenomenon

that has "lost steam," feminism is a mechanism for

promoting sexual equality, said students who were poUed

Monday in the Campus Center.

Mindy Chateauvert. s Women's Studies major, said that

as she studied feminism, "it became a way of looking at the

world."
,,

"Feminism means that you can find strength for yourself

by working with and listening to what other women have

to say. That strength is powerful and gives (one) a way to

continue." she said.

"Feminism is more than just the Equal Rights Amend-

ment, which, in my opinion, is a moot issue at this point. It

will not have a profound effect on the culture and on

society unless we make it do so." she said.

Russell Carter, a geology major from Newburyport. said,

"When I think of feminism. I think of looking at all people

35 people and trying to put sex roles aside. Feminism has

aUowed me to express myself as a person and as a man"

and to recognize stereotypical male roles. "It has helped

me to realize what those roles were, and they they were

not really necessary in order for me to survive as a per-

Sylvia Kinn. a psychology major from Boston, said

feminism was a means for women to separate themselves

from men and from a society that "defines people in terms

°
"Women' is a subcategory." Kinn said. "Feminism is a

woman's sUtement that she is separate and not really a

subcategory." It is a "defense against the stereotypes that

have been put upon (women) by this society, such as the

attitude that (they) are second-class citizens.

Walter Mecham. an ecnomics major fa-om Amherst saia

"feminism appears as a reaction to the histonc organization

of mankind. These people (feminists) are reactmg to what

they consider to be an historical process of oppression

which wUl continue unless (women) speak up and not let it

happen any more."

Andrea Bates, a junior English major, said she thought

"feminism has not been in focus anymore, (that) it has lost

steam." But when a person does focus on it. "feminism

helps to open up the avenues of expression and the ability

of women to do what (they) want."

Carter said he resented some feminist attitudes. In some

instances. I resent militant feminists who consider me an

enemy simply because I am a man. They (militant

feminists) are setting themselves up as adversaries rather

than as (promoters of) equality. I see women as being

equal, not as being superior. Militant feminism threatens

my opinion of equality."

Russell Carter
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Graduate Student

Position Available

Departmental Assistant/ Coordinator of

Southwest Woman's Center.

Educational, cultural and research ac-

tivities. $5.95 per hour for 20 hr./wk. 03

position carries no benefits.

Forward letter of application, resume, pro-

of of enrollment in graduate school, three

letters of reference to:

Pamela S. Dice

Residence Director John Quincy Adams

Southwest Residential Area

Ladies Night
2 for 1 all night

Open Bar
8-9, 10-10:30

Dynasty will be shown

Celtics vs.

Cavaliers

at 7:30

50'' Drafts

f:^. '/'.

''''>.'

/ <-jr

K%
' ^i>,.ji

'*'..

'^«

Just 95* ^^ ^—^ ^-^ — '-m

buys you

four tubes of

Bocour Paints. . .

up to a $10.00 value

Here's your chance to prove how easy it is to

bring out the master in you with fine paints

like Bocour Bellini Aquatec Acrylics. . .

* Limited quantities

* Color assortment consists of Hansa Yellow, Titanium White, Permanent

Green Light, and Burnt Umber

OPEN M-F 9-5 Located in
*

the Student

Union Ballroom
Sat 11-4

^XjmWERSlTY\

«»^a*.^»-«*-^«*«

Wkldes
nnePfint

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
\
m

f
(behind Aubuchen Hardware)

) DOWNTOWN AMHERST
256-0148

m

\ M-F StSO •»-S:SOp« Sat. •••*»•

• COPIES
\

• RESUMES
\

• LETTERHEADS \

• ENVELOPES
\

• FORMS
\

• INVITATIONS \

• TYPESETTING
|

NOW OPEN !!

151 MAIN ST.
(n«xt te Cathy Cr**«)

]

NORTHAMPTON i

586-9982
|

M-F 9:M am-fcJO pm' Sat ttOO •m-2:00 pm
|

l?^*
Great Gifts

I
Clothing Earrings

I Stocking Staffers

I Posters Cards

Chfistmos Special

25% Discount
ON SpRiNq Semester MJEMbERships

(includes Jan. Break)

regular $46.00 NOW $33.75

I30DY SHOP
Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden.

Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout

CalllDB 'S for info 545- 1555 Dec 12 to Dec 22 only

Mugs Rugs Vases

Tree Ornaments

Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals Toys

Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, etc.

Candy Tea Tea Sets

3/^|_£ ^P 30% OFF selected

Blouses, Skirts, Dresses

Sweaters, Jackets

Weeknights 9 PM Dec 9-23

Sundays 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 6 PM

MCIXANTILE
Amherst Carriage Shops

also: 18 Center St. Northampton
GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES
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Black Affairs-
Newdirectorhas plenty to add
Bv BRENDA LINfi ..

" ... . T_ _,.__ r „^ ^^By BRENDA LING
Collegian Staff

"I think I bring with me a sensitivity to and
an understanding of daily oppression," said

Jacquelyn Crooks, now co-coordinator of

the Third Wolrd Women's Program in the

Everywoman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts.
"Knowing that politics cannot be ignored,

progress can be hampered by not moving

on," she said. Crooks brings her academic

and practical experience to the Center "to

network, develop communication" and
insure that "nobody's ideas will be totally

squashed."

As a Black woman originally from Georgia

she said she sees the expression of racism in

the North to be more destructive than that

of the South. Crooks said she can "identify

it in terms of psychological warfare." As
co'coordinator, the 35-year-old Crooks said

she hopes to bridge her theoretical grasp of

Third World women's double burden of

sexism and racism with her practical ex-

periences.
Teaching community academics through

the program. Teacher Corps, running

workshops on women and race realtions,

"enjoy(ing) people, being able to network"

are some of Crooks' qualifications for the

job, she said.

She came to UMass six years ago to

pursue her doctorate degree in the School

of Education and Social Sciences. Her

research, which she completed in the

Spring of 1983, focussed on collegiate

education. During her program she was an

academic advisor for CCEBMS and was an

administrative intern with ex-Associate

Provost J ohnetta Cole, she said.

With knowledge of this campus Crooks

said shewants'Third World women to know

ihat I am here, that I will be available,

developing ongoing services, developing

communication." , ...
This kind of development may mclude

projects like the "Black Women Moving On"

symposium, a conference on black women
and career development which Crooks

coordinated last year through the Center.

New projects include plans for a course on

"The Socio-Historical Exploration of Black

and White Women in America."

Crooks said she and a friend also in-

terested in multi-cultural education felt

women could benefit from exploring, within

a more personal context, women's in-

terracial relations. The two had originally

wanted to include all women of the world,

but realized the impossibility of this task,

"so we're starting small," Crooks said.

She said she hopes all women "see that we
have a common interest and a common
enemy, white male supremacy. " She also

hopes Third World women "examine these

things to come away as more whole per-

sons."

The Center is receptive to Crooks' ideas

and has made her feel welcome, she said.

Ruth Weekes-Washington, coordinator of

the Center, reflected this when she

remarked,"! think that Crooks will be a real

positive addition to the staff. She is bright,

creative, has the kind of skills we really

need, is committed to Third World women's

issues.

In this spirit, Panna Putnam, the other co-

coordinator, said, "Fm definitely looking

forward to it (working with Crooks)."

Crooks' concerns for Yvette Henry as a

Third World campus resident and as a

victim of outright discrimination have

provided her with an immediate entry to

campus organizing.

"It's been mishandled; I was enraged." she

said, "realizing the emergency around

Henry's issue and (oO pulling it all

together," Crooks said she sets in to work

diligently in support of Henry.

Crooks emphasizes, as she becomes more

involved, she would need the support of

Third World women and Third World

organizations on campus "in order for me to

do the job."

"I can't make any grandiose promises. I

could, but I won't." Instead, Crooks

modestly proposed to emulate the words

that an elder woman once spoke to her, "I'll

do the best that I can."

Barry Hag and Victoria Carter will perforin an overview of

African-American music in Hampden Theater, Southwest Dec. 16

and 17 at 8:00 p.m. in a performance entitled "Rhythm Changes."

This performance will also encompass dance, theater and visual

media to instill both an educational and entertaining message.

AChristmas
Checldist

Art Books

PW ahead now so vou wont fofoet anyone ^

Some of our best ideas for

Christmas have just been shelved

^Carlj Fabei^
. ^ ...jKS. iMMmmu

^^^^P^ mm&^i!^
^^^^^^^^^H|^H^i& , ^isy|!plA

Imperial Court of Russia

SALE $9.98

List $35.00

The Art of the Popes
SALE $17.95

List $35.00

Limited quantities of

Individual Titles

The

Collected

Drawings

of

AUBKt i SiAROSlEV

«r»«*S«»(W'

Drawing & Painting

SALE $12.96

Reg. List $30.00 hwMJr««i of

tOtfM

III II 1 tt It- .\»tK » uil ( *Jlt^ivolAn

And «Mil dl vow M* our

11^

So bHng your XmatW
fy Sfeora. SomaofoivlM

I
to to pickad tip^

Special Value $6.96

Aubrey Beardsley

Folk Painting

SALE $11.98

List $35.00

Located in the S.U.B.

American Masterpieces Q IJPtlVJBRSITY
Special Value $12.98 ^STORE^
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I CASH FOR
I CHRISTMAS
Bring your textbooks to

"^y^AKpifh-^f

^ NEW BOOKS AT HALF PMCC ^
71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Open Sun 12-5, Mon-Sat 10-6

Thur & Fri 'til 9

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

*
*
*

•••••••••••••••••• ••••••*<^************;

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
Important Notice

jj. All Undergraduate Dormitory Residents J
)f will receive their financial aid forms (FAF) ^
)f via campus mail in their dorms during the ^
)f week of December 19th 1983. j^

^ *
^ Off Campus and Graduate Students can jj^

5f pick up FAF'8 during this time period at the jf

^ Financial Aid Office - 243 Whitmore, and )f

^ the second floor lobby information desk in ^
5^ Whitmore. ^
1 *
J The FAF filing deadline for academic year J
j^ 1984 85 is March 1. 1984 *

IjCREDIBLE
STEMWARE.

hIwi

BOXEI
SETS

FOR
THE
HOLIDAYS

R^GNE
FLUTES AT
PILSNER
PRICES

INCREDIBLE!

J. G. DURAND Downtown
Amherst

AChristmas

Checklist
Art Books

Plar ahead now so vou wont forget anyone

Some of our best ideas for
Christmas have just been shelved.

Great Gifts

The House Book
SALE $17.96

List $35.00
Ford 1903-1964

special Value $14.96

Laurel & Hardy
SALE $9.96

List $25.00

Limited quantities of

Individual Titles

HANDTOOLS
OFARTS

ANDCRAFTS

TVMTi wi% of

tO«M

And

»»-

iy9lom.Som«ofoivl

Dick Clark

SALE $8.98

List $24.95

The World Guide to

Model Trains

Special Value $12.98

Hand Tools of Arts £r Crafts

SALE $7.98

List $19.95

Located in the 8.U.B.
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COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX
Dec. 5- 9

DEC. 12-16

DEC. 19-22

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

9:00-4:00

FAST
I.D. REQUIRED ^

EFFICIENT • REUABLE
These are some of the titles we are buying

Author
Azevdo
Barnet

Barnett

Baron

Beck
Bootzin

Brymer

Burnham
Carson

Current

Curtis

Curtis

Davidson

Elkins

Title

Lecturas Periodisticas 2/e

Types of Drama 3/e

College Math for Mgt, Lire and Soc. Sci 2/e

Medical Microbiology

Motivation 2/e

Psych Toay 5/e

Intro, to Hotel and Rest. Mgt. 3/e

Democracy in the making

Macroeconomic Issues Today 3/e

Essentials of American History Vol. I

Biology 4/e

Invitation to Biology 3/e

After the fact Vol. I

Management

We Are Paying

$5.50

$7.50

$13.00

$17.50

$12.50

$12.50

$7.00

$12.50

$3.50

$4.50

$14.00

$13.50

$4.00

$12.00

t
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Carnage the

AmericanWay
From the bits and pieces of our memories, we

are led to ask ourselves a basic question: Why
is our government so interested in military interven-

tions across the world? What is there which seems so

worth the cost? Why do the rulers of this country sitting

on their comfortable chairs in the White House, Pentagon,

and Wall Street basically consider human lives expendable

stocks to be sacrificed for THEIR strategic interests?

What ARE these damned strategic interests?

Foad Vafaei

Some of us are happy with the explanation that our

government is doing all this to preserve peace and

democracy(!!) Need I remind these miserably misinformed

friends that our government in all its foreign interventions

has used its troops to back the most barbaric, and brutal

dictatorships: today it is all too clear to all of us that our

surrogate in Saigon (South Vietnam) had the worst record

of human right violations against its people. In Lebanon,

WE set up a regime in the summer of 1982 after our ally,

the expansionist state of Israel invaded Lebanon (that in-

vasion led to the destruction of 37,000 human beings). In a

country torn by a civil war, we put all of our cards behind

the most hated faction in the country. We supported the

Lebanese Falangist Party. Any political dictionary will

tell you that "Falangist" is the Spanish term for . . .

Fascist.

The U.S. administration claims the Lebanese govern-

ment became established after an election. We must

realize under the conditions of a brutal Israeli occupation

and a civil war in that small country that this claim is

ludicrous and hvpocritical. In El Salvador, too, the ad-

ministraiton sponsored an election under the conditions of

civil war. (As RoI)ert White, our ex-ambassador in El

Salvador, put it, "How can you have elections in a country

torn by civil war? This was the biggest travesty of justice

ever committed by the I'. S.I") In El Salvador a bloody

dictatorship backed by the U.S. has murdered at least

40.000 civilians in the last 4 years. The White House has

declared it is ready to send the Marines to another military

intervention. EI Salvador.

Faced with a world in a state of crisis, suffering from a

deep intellectual sterility, the only response the ad-

ministration is able to propose is the use of crude military

force under all kinds of justifications and excuses. In the

case of Ronald Reagan, indecisiveness, hypocracy and ly-

ing are not so much the expression of personal weakness,

as the inability of an aggressive imperialist foreign policy

to go on disregarding the integrity and sovereignty of

other nations.

The Lebanese tragedy was just a sample of what can

happen on far larger scales if we let this insane foreign

adventurism escalate in our names, and with our tax

dollars.

Food Vafaei is a Collegian correspondent

Editors note: This article was urritten before the illegal in-

vasion of Grenada.

Letters

Imperial parking spots?

To the Editor,

Dear Chancellor Duffey; Last night (Wed., Dec.7) I

received a parking ticket for parking in your parking

space in front of Whitmore at 9:45 p.m. Apart from the

fact that you were not using it, I wish to protest the

ticket on two grounds.

Firstly, I noticed that the list of $10.00 fine codes are

all safety-related obvious violations, and the list of $5.00

fines are simple violations like expired meters. Why is it

that parking in your "reserved" space is among the

$10.00 crimes? I realize that "reserved" spaces include

handicapped spaces, but I do not equate a private space

reserved for an administrator with a space reserved for

those who cannot easily walk to further lots.

Secondly, and far more to the point, I would like to ex-

plain why I parked in your space in the first place, in-

stead of Lot 34, where I park during the day. I am a

graduate student in the theatre department, and my
assistantship requires that I work nights when there are

f)erformances. I enclose only the most recent description

of why it is not safe for a woman to be walking to a

remote parking lot after dark.(photograph of an jilleged

attempted rapist) At other schools with this problem,

parking lots close to central campus buildings are made

available for women to park in after business hours.

Why doesn't this University have a similar policy? I

parked in your space because all of the others on the "U"

were taken, and I knew I would not be leaving campus

until after 11:00p.m.

I plan to protest this ticket through regular campus

channels, but I ask your support. I ask that this ticket be

recinded, and that the University finally take some con-
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Anti-Semitism still touches nerves

W'
henever anti-Semitism strikes it is a fearful

occurance. It scrapes an open wound in Jews
who know what anti-Semitism, if allowed to

fester, can develop into. In others it touches a sensitive

nerve. In all forms, anti-Jewish feelings are cause for

alarm. Wlien anti-Semitism is blatant, the acts, expres-

sions, or occurances can be reckoned with. Now, however,

anti-Semitism is disguised and the sheath placed over its

face receives respect. This sheath is the biases of the

media.

Howard Glantz

Recently, I^ebanon had lieen the location of mass killing.

The truck explosions which massacred over 300

Americans, French, and Israeli troops are still fresh in our

minds. An Irani and Syrian backed militia took respon-

sibility for these deaths. More current was the renewed

fighting between the factions of the PLO. Palestinian

civilian camps were constantly shelled and boml)ed by

Syrian supported rebels of the PLO. The latest Interna-

tional Red Cross count was estimated at 500 dead and

1500 wounded, and they specified that most were civilians.

But the voices of the concerned world seemed muffled

and the public outcry against the actions of the rebels was
virtually non-existent. The newspapers and broadcasts

did not show us the bloody results of these bombings, yet

they undoubtedly existed. Ahmed Masri, administrator of

the Islamic Hospital in Tripoli expressed his genuine con-

cern, "All of us are very angry, it is unfair to do this in

Tripoli. If they want to fight, they should fight in another

place, for example Israel."

Syria is coming into increased military conflict with the

United States and has been a serious and constant threat

to peace in Lebanon. What is incredible is that Syria's

Prime Minister Assad makes no effort to conceal his

motives. He has proclaimed over and over that Lebanon,

Israel and Jordan are all parts of historical Syria and
should be under his control. Yet no public condemnation

has been issued by the so-called peace-loving nations of the

world.

I fail to understand why there is a difference between

the way Israel's military activities are reported and the

way other nation's military activities are portrayed. Why
the paradox? In September of 1982, World Jewry was em-

barrassed when most of the world condemned Israel for

her indirect role in the Sabra and Chatilla massacres. At

the demand of her citizens, Israel employed the Kahan
Commission to conduct an inquiry and find an area of

blame for these Phalangist perpetrations. Israel's defense

minister, Ariel Sharon, was removed from his office along

with some top military officers who did nothing to stop the

killing. What is more important, however, is that before

this finding was publicized, the press and live media bom-

barded the public with severly bloated estimates of the

dead and wounded, graphic and bloody displays of

murdered bodies, as well as ludicrous comparisons of

Israel to Nazi Germany and of Former Prime Minister

Begin to Adolf Hitler. Where was the so-called and ex-

pected objective element in reporting?

Where was the media's concern for human life when just

one month before Israel entered Lebanon, Syria nearly

obliterated the entire population of Hama? The "Hama
Massacres" killed 15,000 innocent civilians. Why are

there no condemnations now while the Arab world is com-

mitting crimes against humanity.

Although criticism towards Israel is quite acceptable,

bigotry towards Israel is bigotry towards Jews. The ma-

jority of Jews, both in the diaspora and living in Israel,

support both the cultural and religious aspects of Judaism.

By and large, Jews understand the need for a Jewish

state and Zionists accept the value of the Jewish religion.

Bigotry towards Israel in the media or anywhere else is

a serious form of anti-Semitism. It is an expression of

hatred towards Jews, yet in the media it is disquised under

the auspices of responsible journalism. As consumers of

the mass media, we need to examine what is fed to us.

This form of anti-Semitism is of the utmost importance

because prejudice, perpetuated through the media, grows

and has costly affects.

Howard Glantz is a UMass student

Crete steps to insure the safety of the women who work
and study here.

Iris A. Valanti

North Hadley

Share your kindest gift

To the Editor,

Help Someone! There is much discussion on this campus

proliferating peace and man helping his fellow man.

Here is an opportunity for many of us to practice what

we have been preaching: Many elderly are placed in Nur-

sing Homes, and if you've been in a nursing home you

may have noticed that many of these people appear to be

just waiting to die.

What I need are many volunteers to help bring a little

joy to some of these people.

In cooperation with Amherst Nursing Home (Universi-

ty Drive), I need volunteers for 1-2 hours a week to go

and become a friend of someone in a nursing home. They
need our help.

David Crevier

Southwest

Editor's Note: If interested, please call Daind Crevier at

546-8927 Over intercession, call Roger Ochs at the

AmAersi Nursing Home, £56-8185.

Holiday was for everyone
To the Editor,

In regard to the letter entitled "Holidays Should Be
For All," Mary Lyon House Council would like to make
the following statements:

We would like to apoligize to Ms. Hatch and anyone I

else who may have felt out of place at a dorm event.

Hopefully you will read on so we can explain the plans

and unanticipated outcome. The issues we wish to ad-

dress include the activities as well as the planners of the

holiday party.

A Menoraii celebration was planned but due to per-

sonal circumstances the woman who volunteered was

unable to participate. We were not informed of her

unavailability until the last moment and did not have a

substitute.

Also, residents were singing what are considered holi-

day songs which were considered Christian, and we

realize that someone of other religious beliefs may have

felt uncomfortable in a crowd singing Christmas carols.

Concerning the planning for this party, the event was

sponsored by the Mary Lyon House Council. The R.A.'s

were not responsible for the planning or the party itself

and therefore the responsibility should not be placed on

them.

Finally, the advertising for the party was left to the

responsibility of the floor representatives. Unfortunate-

ly this advertising was not adequetly circulated through

the dormitory and some residents may have been

unaware of the party.

Again, we would like to express our apologies. We
hope that in the future a misunderstanding of this nature

can be avoided.

Jeanne Roscigno
Jennifer Saccone

Co-Presidents
Mary Lyon House Council

Controversy
Liberals and Conservatives

Conservatism versus liberalism—the argument
manages to captivate people's interest. That,

in and of itself, is a positive thing.

My recent column was in no way intended to be the

definitive argument in favor of liberal policy. But some

p)eople chose to view it that way. I'll be the first to admit

that generalizations are a poor substitute for facts.

However, if my column inspired people to march with

Republicans they must have been pretty shallow in-

dividuals in the first place.

And isn't it interesting that the responses to liberal col-

umns and others which choose to deal with issues in a

variform manner are disproportionate to that of those

columns and letters which deal with the same issues for-

mally?

Taite for example an excerpt from William Pyne of the

UMass Republican Club's recent letter:

"If anything reacts with hysteria at the merest hint of

disagreement it is The Liberal Mind. It is unfortunate

that their tolerance for diversity does not extend to those

who do not obediently march to their tune."

Is that not the pot calling the kettle black?

Also, it comes to my attention that a recent discussion

at a UMass Republican Club meeting touched on the

perceived problem of the Collegian being liberally slanted

and inaccessible because the Editorial page Editor is a

liberal.

These charges are, of course, ridiculous. This

semester's Collegian has been the most balanced in

years. Conservative viewpoints have enjoyed more at-

tention these past few months than they have in a long

time.

Anyway, not so strangely enough, one of the points I

made in my earlier column was that conservatives, on the

whole, prefer to criticize the media for telling it like it is.

Let's not forget that a vast majority of newspaper

owners are Republican.

If conservatives are truly concerned with their image

let them defend their stances on various issues they

believe the media have distorted.

Let them tell UMass students why they support a coun-

try that financially backs fascist regimes in Chile, El

Salvador, the Philippines and most notoriously in the

past; Iran.

Let them explain why the U.S. invasion of Grenada

was kosher and Russia's of Afghanistan not.

Let them explain why so-called pro-lifers repudiate

abortion while championing capital punishment.

Let the conservatives explain why people starve in this

the most plentiful of countries, while tons of food lies in

storage and farmers are paid by the government to

watch television.

Let them tell us why forced prayer in school is in keep-

ing with the First Amendment when it would infringe on

the rights of a child who doesn't believe in a (Jod. Let

them explain why the New Right believes (]od is on its

side. Because they know full well that if Jesus Christ

were a candidate for public office he would support social

reforms, oppose the arms race and favor the Equal

Rights Amendment.
The best idea to come along at UMass in a long time is

the proposal to have public policy debates on campus. If

they should come to pass I'd be only too delighted to take

on any of the new campus nationalists.

—by Rich Nangle

UMass alumnus

This little thing called Christmas

The Washington Hillbilly

To the Editor:

To commemorate the Soviet walkout and the way that

the Reagan Administration has handled the arms

negotiations, Tve written a song. It's sung to the tune of

"The Beverly HUlbiUies".

The Washington Hillbilly

Oh, let me tell ya' story 'bout a man named Ron.

Before he went to bed he flicked the T.V. on.

His arms flew in the air as he screamed contemptfuUy,

"The whole darn world is a-turnin' commie!"

Cuban backed, Soviet aided, Andropov (Yuri).

Weell the next thing you know there's missies in the air.

An' ev'rybody's dead, but Ronnie doesn't care.

He says, "Least the world is safe for all Democracy.

'Cause the only people left are my cabinet and me."

Reagan that is. A long life to ya' Mr. President.

You're welcome to it.

I've been thinking about the winter festival

called Christmas. As people, we have never

been the hibernating type. We must stay somewhat

awake through this season of darkness and cold. And so in

our search for light from the darkness, and warmth from

the cold, we have Christmas—a very powerful entity.

The season activates an infinity of complex triggers in our

response pattern. I would suggest that Christmas has

more reflex triggers than sex has. If Christnus were a

wheel, it would have thousands of glittering spokes, and all

the spokes would be identifiable as Christmas images. So

many triggers, that it has become rather easy for us to

suffer from Christmas burnout.

Steve Masse

Imagine the condition of your eyes (and mind) when a

light has been turned on and off seven hundred and sixty-

two times in rapid succession. Christmas trees, sugar

cookies, wooden toys, colored lights. Buy presents.

Candles in windows, bells and wreaths. Spend money.
Pageants, concerts, snow falling, memories. Santa Claus

and reindeer, the Nativity scene (for the purists) - and, of

course, the Kmart Kwire Karols and the Xmas Shopping

Xpress. Spend more money.
Add to this barrage of Christmas images all of our other

concerns: exams, jobs, family problems, religious doubts,

financial shipwreck, sucky love life and world war three.

Not to speak of fire alarms.

Sounds like a shopping list for a nervous breakdown.

What to do, what to do? Every time I walk into a

department store. I feel in a large way like Pavlov's dog

the poor pooch who was conditioned to drool every time a

bell rang to herald the coming of luscious biscuits (whether

the biscuits came or not.) The Christmas music! The
tinsel! The Hershey kisses with red and green foil! (Ring,

ring: drool, drool.)

But I won't let those Pavlovian tricks fool me this year. I

must not spend money just because music is being piped

through a store's PA system.

I have tried to re-educate my Pavlovian Christmas reflex.

Instead of spending money on cue when exposed to for-

tieth-rate holiday music, I put on my Charles Dickens

eyeglasses. All the windows become frosted with snow.

The air becomes fragrant with gingerbread and a hint of

candle wax. Children become greeting card angels and

elves and such. Parents slow down in this Currier and Ives

montage, smile with real patience, I hold a lost child's

hand and help fmd the parents.

And it hasn't cost a dime. Yet.

But later! My middle class mind gets me going full speed

for a middle class Christmas. I brave all manners of

horrible cold and storm to find the perfect Christmas tree,

forgetting all about why I want to bring something green

and alive into my home. I scratch up the roof of my already

abused car with the branches, and knot my numb fingers

with the rope I intend to stabilize the tree with. I drive

home slowly, knowing that the hastily-tied knots could fall

apart at any moment. And when I get honked at, I quickly

find my middle finger to stick up at somebody.

I get home to find out that all of last year's lights are

tangled and burned out. When I test them, I get zapped.

Eyes bulging and ears smoking, I swear a blue streak. I

race for the car and zoom out again, this time for the

shopping center (where else?). Once Tm inside, the music

hits me again.

And this time, I go for my wallet.

I excuse the action by pleading to myself that this is

totally on purpose, it is not just a reflex to the piped-in

music. I turn on my Chucky Dickens to add more

credibility to my plea: Yeah, though I shop in the Valley of

Commerce, I will fear no Vomitrocious Music, for mine

eyes seeith the lights that twinkleth on the tree, my gloves

smelleth of pine from a hundred forests, my dog chompeth

on his rawhide pork chop with the red and green ribbons.

Oh, well. I guess there's just no getting away from those

Christmas reflexes.

But still. I know something is missing. I realize that it all

doesn't matter, it makes no difference whether I celebrate

with or without music or a tree or money. What makes the

difference is people. Human closeness. We can use the

holidays to cushion our shyness, to say hello to strangers

and not get weird looks in return. If we remember people

through all the Christmas frenzy, all the rest of the

seasonal images come into focus. No great expectations,

no resentments, no holiday burnout. Just a satisfaction

that we gave some of our warmth in the coldness, and some

of our light in the darkness.

Steve Masse is a UMass alumnus Uving in Amherst.
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How feelings sometimes vanish

I
bare.

t was so cold now. Not just in the morning,

but all day. The sun seemed to hide most of

the time. The sky was gray and lifeless, the trees

She did not like the cold. She loved the warmth that

spread through her whole body when whe lay on the

beach, eyes closed and the sound of the waves and of

children, the whistle of the lifeguard, the smell of the

ocean that is pure, clean. The beach, she always knew, let

you be free, to dream, to be as a child: warm, confident,

safe.

John Kenney

Ya'U burn black now ya' hear!

Daniel Larkosh
Sonthwest

But it was winter again and the wind seemed to blow

right through her as she walked to class.

She had an exam in two days, a term paper due in a

week and she wasn't concentrating on her work. She

knew why.

People were grumpy in the winter, she thought. They

were always hurrying off to .someplace or another with

their head down and their hands buried in their pockets.

It seemed unfriendly. He got mad easier, too.

She had feared few things in her life-the dark (and she

still was afraid,) asparagus (God, how she hated to eat that

stuff,) her dog dying. But this was different. Now she

was afraid of someone she loved.

At first, things worked out so well, he was thoughtful,

funny easy to be with. But one night, drunk, he had lost

his temper and she had been afraid of him.

He had apologised and she had forgiven him, for that is

what love is about.

Then they were arguing one time, and he hit her, with

his hand, in the face. She looked at him in the moment

before the flash of pain was realized and she cried. She

held her cheek, burning red, and she stared at him in

shock. He stared back, muttered something about

"women" and left.

He called the next day to apologize. He said they should

talk, that they should meet and talk about it. But she was

afraid. And yet she agreed. And in the fog that was his

conversation, she found herself saying that it was all right,

everything would be all right.

She knew that truly deeply, she was afraid of what

would happen if she broke up with him, of how he would

react. His temper . . .

Her friends said to break up with him. But when you

love someone, or have loved someone and the trust you

have in them is broken, it is the worst of all relationship

pains. She did not want to let him go.

Yet she knew deep in her mind, she would never really

trust him, like she had, and deep in her heart, that she

would really never love him, as she wanted.

On a morning when she knew she should be concen-

trating on her work, when she should have been able to fall

back and draw strength from her boyfriend, when she

would have given anything to be on the beach, she found

herself cold, confused and very scared.

John Kenney is a Collegian columnist

Editor's note: Counseling is available at Health Services

for women who have experienced violence-
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Service with a smile
THE SERVANT OF TWO
MASTERS
December 8-14

Fayerweather Theatre, Amherst
College

By LORENA NOZZOLILLO
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst College's production of Carlo

Goldonfs The Servant of Two Masters, is a

high-spirited, mischievious show that is

filled with improvisations, ad libs, and

countless prat-falls.

Director Richard Edelman, a visiting

professor to the school's Department of

Theater, gives his actors the freedom to

elaborate on their characters, and to add

their own personal flourishes. This makes
the play all the more enjoyable to watch.

The play itself is a romantic comedy with a

Shakespearian flavor. It takes place in 18th

century Venice, and all the action takes

place in one day. In the morning Signor

Pantalone, a Venetian merchant, promises

his daughter's hand to her true love Silvio.

Silvio is the son of Dottore Lombardi, a

long-time friend of Signor Pantalone. The
complication starts when Signor Federigo,

a man thought to be dead, arrives to claim

his promised bride, Clarice.

However, all is not as it appears to be.

The person who claims to be Federigo

Rasponi is really Beatrice Rasponi,

Federigo's sister, Federigo was killed in a

duel with Beatrice's lover, Florindo

Aretusi. Beatrice has disguised herself as

her brother so she can search for Florindo,

who soon departed after the dueL

In the afternoon of this day Truffaldino,

Beatrice's servant, is impatiently waiting

for his mistress/master outside a local inn.

This is where he meets Florindo. Florindo

tells Truffaldino how he is without a
manservant and Truffaldino instantly

volunteers for the job (not mentioning that

he is in service to someone else.) Truf-

faldino's plot is to wait on two masters at

the same time, while in turn, getting two
suppers at the end of the day.

Truffaldino, thought to be a fool, is ac-

tually quite clever, and is able to carry this

off for a while. Soon the deception falls

tiirough for both Truffaldino and Beatrice.

In order to comfort Clarice, Beatrice

reveals who she is, and Truffaldino is finally

caught by his two respective masters.

As in any good romantic comedy, each

character is coupled off with the mate of his

choice. Since Beatrice is a woman, and
Federigo is dead, Clarice is free to wed
Silvio. Since Beatrice has found her

Florindo, they are now free to be together.

Even Truffaldino is able to win the hand of

Clarice's maidservant, Smeraldina.

Edelman and his cast have produced a play

that is fUled with fun and laughter. In fact,

the cast seems to have as much fun as the

audience. John Dunne, who plays Truf-

faldino, spends his time joking with the

audience, performing flawless prat- falls,

and cracking ad libs. For example, at one

point in the play, Beatrice angrUy asks

where Truffaldino is going to. Trufifaldino

retorts, "La Mia Pizzal"

John Dunne is the most boisterous and

out- going actor in the cast, but the other

players have fun with their roles also. Kiki

Norbeck is perfect as the crybaby Clarice,

promptly flying into a temper tantrum on

cue. In fact, Norbeck spends more than half

her time on stage screaming, pouting, and
cr3ring like a three-year-old. Despite these

obnoxious qualities. Norbeck still makes

"We spell our last names R-0-C-H-E!*

I Christine needs tune-up
CHRISTINE
Directed by John Carpenter

By JAMES TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

John Carpenter's Christine (based on the

recent Steven King novel) is a ridiculous

little farce and Carpenter has his tongue

firmly in cheek aU the way. Carpenter was

hired to direct King's The Dead Zone and

FvrestaHer, but was fired for going over

budget. Carpenter is behind the wheel for

the whole riae of Christine and it seems like

it was made for him. It is his most well-

made fOm (I don't really know if that s

saying much,) and it is enjoyable.

There is an exterior and interior film here.

The exterior deals with a killer car on the

rampage of those who have made her an(^

her owner mad. The interior deals with the

obsession of youth and their individual

desires of growing up. No, really.

Christine, the car, may be evil, but she

kills only punks.

There are good contrasts of cotor

throughout this fihn, and being a

cinematography nut, I enjoyed watching it.

There is a various soundtrack of music

Christine plays, from the Mike Hammer
theme to George Thorogood. For you

psychoanalytic Freudian freaks, there are

interesting scenes of symbolic castration.

Christine is a predictable vehicle, but

enjoyable nevertheless. She has many
flaws, but is still all fun, from the glistening

high beems, to the shining steel tail pipe.

Trailers
ReadAndyGordon's last installment

of the semester in Friday's Collegian!

John Dunne, Ivana Kucan, and Kiki Norbeck perform in the Amherst
College production of The Servant of Two Masters.

her character appealing to the audience.

Jonathan Curelop plays Signor Pantalone

as being a dirty old man, and Ezra Barnes is

equally as amusing as his over-weight

fnend. Dottore Lombardi.

Diana Sheehan is fine as the cool, con-

fident Beatrice. Sheehan's character is

strong and independent and is in contrast to

Clarice's daintiness and delicateness. Most

of the cast members have many comedic

talents, both verbally and physically. Not

only are they quick-witted, but they are

very capable in performing slapstick. The
play reues heavily on the use of slapstick

and physical humor. The cast even has a

slapstick advisor, Alan Ball. The stunts are

carefully planned and choreographed and
are skillfully performed by the actors.

The Servant of Two Masters is a colorful,

fast-paced comedy which is performed in

the extremely intimate (and small)

Fayerweather Theatre. This creates a

feeling of closeness between the audience

and the performers. John Dunne (Truf-

faldino) takes advantage of this closeness

by clowning with the audience and talking

to them directly.

The Servant of Two Masters is a play that

is non-stop fun and can be enjoyed by all

ages. It is now playing through tonight,

December 14.

Like watchin' the Waltons
Maggie, Terre andSuzzy Roche get high at the Calvin

THE ROCHES
Friday, December 9

Calvin Theatre

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

How were the Roches? They played very

well Their show was very entertaining.

They came on stage, turned on a rhythm

machine and yelped: "It's summertime,

summertime, sum, sum, summertime."

And the concert was underway. Oh, boy.

It was fun. They played lots of songs firom

their first album, like "The Man on the

Train" and "Mr. Sellack" (written before

Tom came ak>ng) and played a bunch of new

songs, never before performed in front of a

live audience (except a couple of nights

before).

Can they harmonize as well in person as

they do on recent, or is it all a trick? They

can. In fact, 'The Troubles," they per

formed with such vigor that it blew away

the album rendition. Unlike Quentin's

narrator, they have personalities to go with

their voices. At the beginning of the show,

Suzzy was the only person who was talking

a lot and they seemed to have developed

this pattern/rap for her to do to lead into all

the songs. It was mildly interesting but

nothing to write home about. On the other

hand, all three, as they loosened up, began

to talk a little bit more. Particularly Terre.

but even Maggie began to shake a leg, both

legs actually, at the end of "Keep on

Doing/Jerks on the Loose."

But they came to play and sing, and play

and sing they did. Terre has her acoustic

guitar wired so that she can sound like

Robert Fripp. The songs really test the full

vocal ranges of all three of the band

members. They only used the rhythm

machine on the new songs and the covers

they did (except the "Hallelujia Chorus").

The new songs were pretty fun. Maggie

sang most of them. The two which were

particularly good were "Fve Got to Get

Away (From You)" and another song,

whose chorus is "Turn off the faucet, you

waterfall, I'm not a bucket, dammit ail."

What is that all about? It's about a woman
who comes up to Maggie and talks and talks

and talks her heart out to her, but she can't

seem to stop talking about her problems.

This is what Suzzy talked about, her

problems and about how she talked and

people got tired of listening, but she wanted

to tell people about these things because

they were important. People need to know,

etc.

'Are you going to name all the songs they

played or just talk about a few of the better

ones?" 'Sure, why don't we wrap it up with a

discussion of some of the more "interesting"

performances of the evening.' I thought

that "Pretty and High" was done really well

with Suzzy as the "pretty lie" and Terre as

the clown who was pretty and high and only

partially a lie. The weird thing is that

sometimes I think that the sound that the

Roches produce evokes the same kind of

feelings as watching the Walton's and

having something rea^y nice happen. Does

this mean that we can't listen to them

anymore.?

"For the encore they played a reaUy nice

version of "Runs in the Family" and then

they played "Listen to the Rhythm of the

Falling Rain" and they finished with "We,"

their theme song. The other high point was
when they got ready to play their last song,

people booed because they said they were

leaving so they sang "Good King Wen-
ceslas" before playing "Keep on Doing."

I had a really good time at this show. A lot

of people thought that it wasn't long enough

(about 100 minutes), but I think that seeing

the Roches is like seeing the Ramones, they

work so hard on stage that you expect

they'll tire after an hour and a half. The

only other complaint I have is they only

played two songs from Keep on Doing. But

what they did play, songs both old and new,

were really well presented and in general it

was one of the finest shows Tve seen all

year.

Read Arts
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VodkQ & Gin Drinks

Special S1.00

Amherst's Digg«st Littk Dor

37 N. PI»QSQnt St.

Amherst

Christmas Cards are now

available at the Ballroom

of the Student Union Building

Christmas Boxed Cards
You'll find a special Yuletide

wish for everyone on your list!

AMt IOC Ar s^pjrr,K£n INC.S

'^-^rS'^r^^flSco,po,a„onMCMLXXXm American

«?,UJVrVERSrTY
mSTORE*

I2rh ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 22 -2X

W'.'irtiJ/

u
tl£/-

Gift Boxed rn
Glass Ware n

Champagne
Brandy • Pil«ner • Wine

Marble Rolling Pins •Coffee Makers • Mugs

Espresso Pots • Vacuum Jugs • Tea Kettles

Pasta Mai<ers & Pizza Accessories • Baskets

i a complete assortment of bar accessories

Kitchen & Bar

YOU NEED A VACATIOI
SIGN-UP NOW

Last Chance Deadline sign-up Dec. 16

TABLES Wed-Fri Dec 14-16

IN FRONT OF THE HATC^

Downtown
Amherst

Arts
The SpyWho
LovedMe
Deighton transcends cliche
BERLIN GAME (Knopf)
By Len Deighton
345 pages, $15.95

By DAVID TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

Those books which may be classified as 'genre'

novels have a tendency to be written in style that is

almost entirely made up of cliche. Len Deighton,

author of Berlin Game, knows every possible cliche

in the spy thriller writer's handbook. Indeed, if

there was such a handbook, he would have written

it! Deighton has a string of worldwide best sellers

to his name - The Ipcress File, Billion Dollar Brain, and
XPD to name but a few - and Berlin Game does not disap-

point the reader who goes to Deighton for the 'traditional

stuff.'

In the world of cliches characters exist as

stereotypes. Here in Berlin Game we have Bernie

Samson, stalwart 'field man' of the British Secret

Service, used to going 'under the wire' but now
stuck behind a desk in London. Samson, it seenris,

comes from a long line of British Secret Service

men - all jolly chaps of course - and the poor man is

also married to a spy! Strain is evident in their mar-

riage from the beginning of the novel, due, no

doubt, to their stimulating bed-time conversation

that reads like a CIA cryptogram.

Both Fiona (Samson's wife) and her sister hop

around from one spy's bed to another like a pair of

nymphomaniac bunnies. Secrets, it becomes ap-

parent, are difficult to keep between the sheets,

especially if there is a hot Russian between them

too! Samson thus has all the stress needed to give

him a humongous ulcer, but being British he keeps a

stiff upper lip and thinks of England.

Deighton's portrait of Samson makes the

stereotype nevertheless a very real stereoptype.

Bernie comes across as an introverted even pathetic

hero. In a landscape of jumped-up Oxbridge twits

who thrill to the crackle of neatly-typed Foreign Of-

fice memos and always call the Director (ieneral

"the Old Man," Samson is a likeable fellow. It's a

hard life being a spy, and even more difficult when
everyone in the family is a spy, too!

The style of writing is simple and informal. Berlin

Game is written in the first person and the treat-

ment is in effect very cinematic - a constant point-

of-view shot with frequent 'voice-overs' as Samson

confides in us what he really thinks of the preten-

tious idiot smiling over his tea and muffins on the

other side of the desk. There is a sort of 'sighing'

humor in the novel as the weary hero anticipates

every command and intimates the state of play.

ISIffi

always a few moves ahead.

Although we are drawn from the outset towards

the real battleground of the novel - Berlin - the book

is as much about the battle of snobbery and deceit

inherent in the British governmental hierarchy,

where the uniforms are the 'old-boy's tie' and

everyone is a 'spiffing chum.' It is this aspect of the

novel that held my attention most. The world

Deighton describes, despite all the cliches is a very

real, very complex and very corrupt world. It pro-

vides an interesting background against which the

'web of intrigue' (cliches anonymous) unfolds, and in

which the quiet, but sinister Samson can conform

and react, ever growing closer to uncoverieng the

maggot in the apple.

Berlin Game is a novel which exists within a very

rigid structure, that of its genre. This genre

demands the use of the 'old faithfulls' - the cliches

that make a spy thriller a spy thriller. As Deighton

himself puts it, in Chapter 8;

He liked cliches- They were, he said

the best way to get simple ideas into

the heads of idiots.

But, if Berlin Game is a prostitute novel, giving the

customer what he wants regardless of any literary

value, its the best prostitute of its kind. This is a

great book for reading in bed, or on the bus. Simple,

fun and easy. Bernie Samson should read

Deighton's novels in bed, rather than talk shop with

his wife; she might be a little less bored, and stop

galavanting around with half the Secret Service.

Berlin Game is an above average novel of the 'light

reading' category and well worth a read.

Neurosis and the state ofnew music
By GERALD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

Still grasping and grasping on this end; straws are for

frappes, "love is the sops" (The Outcasts, 1980). Del really

believe it? An EMPHATIC NO. Cynicism and self-doubt,

portrayed as "romantic" by certain pathetic individuals, do

little more than orovide fodder fw bad "orogressive"

music. The New Scene (Fleshtones, 1983): neurosis is NOT
NOT an act of rebellion or a natural guideline. Filled with

despair for lack ot better subject matter? SNAP OUT OF
IT!

THE GO-BETWEENS-"Man O'Sand To Girl O'Sea"

(Rough Trade 45) - While US outfits like R.E.M. or the

Bongos have been relatively successful at building their

own grass-roots following, Australia's Go-Betweens

remain largely unknown. After 3 45's and 2 LPs (including

this years woefully underrated Before Hollywood, the

Cleverest Dylan parody yet), the Go-Betweens have honed

their unpredicUble rhythmic shifts and Uut wordplay to

their sharpest point. 45 #4. "Man O'Sand To Girl O'Sea"

nearly collapses in its mad rush, vocal call-and-response

that might get blurred if it weren't for the song's quick

change of moods-exhuberant to somber and back again.

Like two other sadly unappreciated pop giants, the dB's

and the Soft Boys, the Go-Betweens tend to cram more

lines, more great ideas into too short a tune for some

listeners (and more than a few programmers) to handle.

When this band falls short (and they rarely do), it seems

more out of aiming their sights too high than a lack of

creative drive; even their failures (one of which "Man

O'Sand isn't) have a greater spark than the successes of

many. (The Go-Betweens will be making their US debut in

Boston on 12/28, and in New York on New Year's.)

NO TREND -Too ManyHumam (No Trend LP) --"We

play hardcore shows because a lot of the people ^ttat. are

into the hardcore scene are supposedly open min-

ded...humans are basically just mindless sheep, waiting to

be led in one direction or another, and most hardcores are

no better...""Jeff, vocaUst for No Trend, interviewed in

FUptide.

Admirable sentiments, yeah. Original, not quite. Y'see,

No Trend seem to view themselves '(as their cliched name

would suggest) as the ULTIMATE non-conformists, the

counter-culture that hates the counter culture. A shame

then that they resort to typical Flipper/PiL noisemaking

to get their "point" across. We've heard it done better.

And we'll probably hear it some more...

CABARET VOLTAIRE-'The Dream "ncket" (Some

Bizzare 12 ")

CABARET VOLTAIRE-T^me From Jokrmy Yetno

(Doublevision EP)—

"The Dream Ticket" is tite Uab's latest attempt at ex-

panding on their recent dance- disc change in direction.

Where The Crackdown was a healthy, if not a ground-

breaking merger (like the move from Fear of Music to

Remain In Light), 'The Dream Ticket" just marks time, a

dance liulse that couldn't have taken more than 5 minutes

to compose. Not a total disaster or anything: Cabaret

VolUire at their weakest are still more challenging than

the Simple Minds of Clock DVA can ever hope to be. Its

just that we've come to expect more... like thit. Johnny

Yesno, recorded in 1981, catches Cabaret Voltaire in the

transitional period between Red Mecca and 2X45, the first

signs of a faint industrial pulse being brought closer to the

mainstream...and later infecting the whole river. Johnny

Yesno shows Cabaret Voltaire grounng, "The Dream

Ticket" is hopefully a temporary nap.

DOUBLE FEATURE
$2.50 CINEMA

Wed. Dec. 14 - Sat. Dec. 17

The Story of Adele H 7:15

Shoot the Piano Player 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Located in the S.U.B.

f^ .UNIVERSIT'i
mSTORE'^
I

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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Christmas Cards, Wrap
and Gifts ..

. .

Are Now Available

in the Ballroom of the

Student Union Building

Christmas Wraps & Trims

Deck your gifts

in the season's finest!

i

JB

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

AMERlGVN^BrCREE TINGS

^VNIVERSITY

siHypercurricula
25-PLUS CLUB MEETING AND SOCIAL Meet with

older students; Election of officers will be held. UWW,
IWW, Grad. and Undergrad. students and new members

welcomed. Refreshments served. 8 p.m. Commuter Area

Governments' Off. - 404 SU

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB - will celebrate the Feast of

Santa Lucia with a spaghetti dinner. Everyone is welcome

to join in the festivities. For more info, call John Hadley at

6-5588 or Nancy Generelli at 6-7317. 7 p.m. 3rd Floor

Lounge. Herter Hall

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - You are invited to bring a

lunch and join others dedicated to the pursuit of wide open

conversation on various issuts o| theological import. 12:15

p.m.. 428 Student Union

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL MEETING -

Semester wrap-up. 7 p.m.. HiUel Office (302 SU)

SUMMER SESSION IN SAPPORO. JAPAN - Infor-

mational meeting for students interested in 1984 one-

month summer program at Hokkaido University. Theme:

"Contemporary Japan." Optional registration for six

UMass credits. 4 p.m., Rm. 1620 Tower Library

»

i

ATTENTION E.M.T.s - The Five College Chapter

M.A.E.M.T. is sponsoring a continuing ed. seminar en-

titled "Isolated Head Injury" by Raymond F. Conway.

M.D. This program will be heW from 7-10 p.m. in Conf.

Rm. A C.D.H. O.E.M.S. approved for 3 cr. hrs. 7-10 p.m.,

Cooley Dickinson Hosp.

CONCERT: UMASS FACULTY RECITAL - Per-

cussionist William Hanley is the featured performer. The

program touches on classical, jazz and contemporary styles

with guest artists Nadine Shank, piano; Lynn Klock. alto

saxophone; David Spomy. trombone; and Meiinda

Spratlan, soprano. FREE 8p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall,

FAC
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Fbr those^ose
tou^est scholastic

achievement ispapig
the tuition.

It takes more than just a lot of hard work to get through

sch(X)l these days. It takes money. More tlian people have

on hand. So Shawmut offers several tuition loan programs

like the Higher Education Loan Plan (HELP), Parent Loans

for Undergraduate Students (PLUS), Equity loans and oth-

ers to meet specific needs.

(jet an education on how ShawTnut can help you go to

school. Ask for com- ^ QAA OOO 1AAO
plete information. Call 1-oUU-OOZ-iUUo
oc send in the coupon below.
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAjRCUTS

^wrt^ this coupon i

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.80 Lena Hair

Expires 12/31/83

PleMO Can »o« an Appointrrwnt

FREE COMtOtTATIONS

Styles by Deborah!
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

eecomj owe w/th

POINO COMNWWICflTEW/THTHgM

WHfiT, THROUGH W;6IC,YA KNOW,

mm^ I'MR?IN6MY7HK<60N
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mU I PLAY THE ^(WONLICMT

ANYTHING.^

JACKSON PROWNe

Edited by Margarri Farrar and Trade Jaffc

Scrod
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Wf5 IS ONE SECRET
SUNT^, J MSH THEYKEPT

E{ 5ECREr.

ACROSS
1 Last word
5 Supplement to a

t)Ook: Abbr
8 Uncertainties

14 Refinished

i6 German vowel
marking

17 Exaggerated

18 Hackney
19 Celtic Neptune
20 Edith, to Arctiie

22 Chess piece:

Abbr

23 Sled of a Kind

25 Pepys's product

26 Theology deg
27 Heidi's creator

29 Bad .German
spa

30 Tepee
homemaker

32 Obliterate

34 Part of the
city scene

35 Name for sweet
girl?

38 Eccentric

39 Immortal Colt

40 Befall

42 " a Grecian

Urn ": Keats
43 Gl address
44 Harvard

48 Gazetteer abbr

49 Correct

51 Piece of candy 1

52 Color: Abbr 2

53 Composer Key
55 Kind of cure or

cycle

56 LaSalle or DeSoto
58 Assume control

60 Nevada
61 Catch up with

62 TV offering

63 Draft or grant

endings
64 Fuegian Indians

1

2

3
4

5

6

DOWN
- House ":

Ibsen

Advance
Important issue

Saul's

grandfather

Eschew
- Fronn

Heaven"
7 Kind of sports

interview

8 15thcen Low
Countries

composer
9 Leave undone
10 Diminutive suffix

1

1

Inverted musical
ornament

12 Check or reverse

13 Galley direction

15 Bizarre

21 Parts of cities:

Abbr
24 Structural

workman
26 Fit (with "with')

28 Western part of

New Guinea
30 Garden feature

31 Exclamation of

surprise

33 DDEs opponent,
1962

34 FDR project

35 Pair

36 Support

37 Remain subject

Feature of a
sandal

Rounded and
hollow

43 Early chalice

45 Capital of

Armenia:

Var

46 Midwestern
capital

47 Church features

49 French tapestry

center

50 Embankments
52 Tweed, for one
53 Cabbie s concern

54 Indian weight

57 Le dernier

59 Native American

40

41

Superbad by G.H.

1 2 3 4 ^H"S 6

1
) \ 1 1 2 13

14 15 6

17 "1
19

I"! " L1 22

?3 ^ 25
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n

1

21 1
29 JI

30 31

kVBB
15" 33

1
34

35 36 37 3« ^
39 1 40 41

^P*
4? br II"

45 |4( 47

1" ^H49 50 51

5? I
53

1

54

1
55

"is" 57

—
5a 59

60 61

67 63 ^H64

After The Fall

I HAVE TO &0, ISHMAEl!

I'VE BEEN AatfrSD TO

TH£ fnoST PRgST|(5iOUS

SRAD SCHOOL 11^ hV
FIELD/

I'M NOT INVITING; YflO.

lFYOOR£ftLLYWANT
TO STAY WIT>^ M^,
VOU'VE&OTT^PINISH
SCHOCL ANO D6
SQMerHiN6 WITH
YOURS fLF,

ALL ALONE

M l l i il ll|tl| |\

VOU CAN DO IT, ISH

.

I'LL COMC B^0< TO

VOU. r^EAK WHILE,

VS^ 60T TO UNDeft-

STANO TVIAT If 1 WANT

TO MAKE IT, I'VE (KT

TO TflJ^Zl. THAT'S

THE WAY IT60esiN
W F16UD/

WHAT IS YOUB.^

FIELD, ANYWAY^

by R. Miller

I'LL CALL YOC
WHEN I 6-ET a^^,
ISH.

WAIT,. I <NOW
IT.,. JUST
GIVE ME A

HlKiT...

',
If rTTTTTTTT

if I

1

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

LTHE3TYR£)F0N^ ANOROIQS^JUNKf^OCKBANO ] FIVE DlMtNSWNM THATSME

TIME STRETCHING ^hE^D LI|\E QR/VWCHtSOFKTREE ID TO THE POINT ^-D

ANO TIME LINE, 30 A NO CLOCK CUBE.HD IS ALL BEHIND YOU, 5D YEA YEA/
1 MY5D MULTILINEAR FUTUf<E IS 5TARbTRUCI<.V
I ^

LMtCt^EY THIPPERJ
f^E POETIC

AimsTi>.r~

CDWIBHOT] N:TU^LLY YOUCAN COM-

30LI0ATE THOSE IDEA3. THEIR. Ki:

BUM >V<S A PtCTURE OF A TRASH
COMPACTOR ON THE COVER.

Quentin bv Mark MacKenzie

DC Menu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Hearty Latin Stew
Grilled Cheese on

Wheatberry

BASICS DINNER

HOLIDAY DINNER
Stuffed Baked Eggplant

Breaded Chicken Breast

SteaksAVhole Cranberry
Sauce

Zucchini Beef
Parmesan

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER

HOLIDAY DINNER
Roast Prime Rib

of Beef/Au Jus

Breaded Chicken Breast

Steaks/Whole Cranberry

Sauce

Weather

Today, a few morning

showers, otherwise cloudy.

Highs in the 40s to near 50

along the south coast.

Tonight, cloudy, chance of

rain late at night. Lows in

the low to mid 40s, except

mid to upper 308 in the

western hills.

Todays puzzle
answer
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Problems forUMass gymnasts contribute to Syracuse loss

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Problems have plagued the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team in its

first three meets including the latest, a

267.35-248.95 defeat at the hands of

Syracuse University on last Saturday.

'Tm pretty disappointed," a confused

Coach Roy Johnson said. 'Tm not disap-

pointed at not beating Syracuse because

they're pretty good, but we've had three

meets now and we haven't been able to hit

our routines."

Bert Mathieson is one gymnast who has

been hitting consistently this season for the

Minutemen. The senior has improved his

all around score from 52.85 (Army) to 53.0

(Lowell) to 53.85 against the Orangemen.

Mathieson received his best score of the day

on the high bar event, a 9.35.

"He was having a little problem in warm-

up on high bar," Johnson explained of

Mathieson. "Seconds before he went up on

high bar we figured out what the problem

was. He made a real quick adjustment.

That just shows how skillful he is. I don't

think you could say that to too many
athletes and have them adjust."

Sophomore Joe Demarco, who sat out the

Lowell meet to rest his bad ankles, posted a

9.25 on the floor exercises to tie for the top

spot with the Orangemen's Gary Simon.

Floor was the Minutemen's best event as

Syracuse just nabbed UMass 45.15-44.5.

L'Mmaa photoffraphir •crrirci

LOOK MA. ONLY ONE HAND—Bert Mathieson is shown here on the
§ommeI horse in which he scored a 9.15 in the Minutemen's loss to

yracuse.
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SAVE BIG
50%-70%oft
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Direct from the factory prices .... SAVE! SAVE!

* • * CAMERAS * * *

DISC CAMERA, moiof drivin IM Kodak
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Disc Ftlni

DISC CAMERA moloi flnw" •/«««•> '•'

Kodak Olic Film 59 9b Z6 uu
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it * * LUGGAGE • * *
^tm 4 OatcnetlM

'RAVEL BAGS Llama Skin Malal Zlpptri

sheutdtr strap dial )or many ustt

SHOULDER BAGS sivoral contpartmints

uni-iO> (athir critttd. ^rtat

QARMENT BAGS, dial 'Of man or woman
BRIEFCASES i LEATHER PORTFOLIOS lot

sctieot or Dutinott

LEATHER WALLETS a ^rttt gilt idaa

BACKGAMMON daluia modM talt lininQ.

lulW paddtd

LUGGAGE sAouldor Pa^a. im bafi. grm
i»qt garmantt

64 95 70 00

74 9S » 00

84 9S 29 00

nOOO 2100
2S DO 10 00

S9 00 IS 00

SAVE- 70%

Oon. SALE -

V''

^° Off

* * * MISC. * * *
twi i OwtillM l

40 PIECE SOCXn WRENCH SET induatnal

quaWv
INDUSTRIAL PLIER SET manr manr uati

CARVINS SET pratMliarwl quaMy

STEAK KNIVES. I PMca iM. iurjical SIM
ELECTRIC SHAVER, cortftoti parlKt Im

lra«*l

BEAR RUS. lar Mim or darm

S«OUfi Tm* met

629S 18 00

499S 15 00

6495 1100
S4 9S 16 00

7999 1100
4S0I 1*00

Phil Gorgone, another consistent per-

former this season for UMass, posted a 9.15

score on his way to a second placing in floor.

The Minutemen had their worst pommel
horse score of the season with a 36.85.

Mathieson was the only gymnast who
scored well (9.15) and placed in second.

Johnson was pleased with the first per-

formance of freshman Steve Bain who
scored a 7.9, the second best score for

UMass.

"He did an excellent job," Johnson said.

"He had clean form, swung pretty well, and
just had a little trouble with his dismount."

Mathieson flnished third in the still rings

event with a 9. 15, and Demarco had a clean

routine and added a swift cover-up to one

trick on his way to an 8.75 score. The
scores of Eric Ciccone, sidelined with a bad

back, were missed in the meet, according to

Johnson.

The vaulting scores improved about a

point with Gorgone leading the pack. The
sophomore finished second with a 9.45 and
Johnson said with a little more height he
could score a 9.65. Tri-captain Jim Corbett
had a nice vault (9.3) and Tony Sbarra
notched a 9.1 vault.

Mathieson (8.5) finished best for UMass
with Corbett and Ken Dougherty per-

forming 8.25 routines on the parallel bar
event.

Mathieson won the high bar event while

Sbarra returned to his usual flair scoring a

9.25.

"We'll try to concentrate more on con-

ditioning than skill development," Johnson
said of the plans over intersession break. "I

just think coming up with some exercises

that are a little more specific with their

routines."

The Minutemen are off until January 28th

when they compete in their first home meet
against Navy.
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Summer of "84" |

Summer staff wanted for large Girl Scout |
resident camp in Tolland, Mass. Positions j

available for General Counselors; Nurses; |

Specialty Staff: Waterfront, Smallcraft, I

Riding, Gymnastics, Arts & Crafts; and
|

Cooks. Salary with Room & Board for 9

1

or 10 weeks. 1

For applications write: Timber Trails,

Star Route 158, Tolland, MA 01034

or call 1-413-258-4592
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* « * ELECTRONICS * * *

CASSETTE ^APfS |P*9 ol lOl

STEREO HEAD PHONES. •rtH adaplat far

uia «rtli partabM or hama ittra«a

MINI-SPEAKER SYSTEM maka » walking

starta or cattafla into t dask top staroo

STEREO FM/AM »itn datacKaeia oalkinq

siarao caiiana piayar w/haadpnonai

WALKING STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER «itli

naadpnonat

WALKING STEREO AM fM RADIO wrtN

naadpAonas

WALKING STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER

with naadpnanai

WALKING STEREO CASSETTE. «, FM radio

i laadpnonat

$H Lai ra* *nm

44 00 19 00

19 95 9 OQ

19 95 9 00

119 00 59 00

49 95 23 00

49 95 20 00

39 95 28 00

69 95 29 00

THIS WEEK ONLY

SHOP NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
)

XE

Prizes

TIME:
9-3

DATE:
DEC. 14-16

WED.-FRI.

LOCATION:
next to

Reading Room

DIRECT FROM FACTORY
ELOW WHOLESALE PRICES

TOI»»f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floof •Campus Centef 'UMass

Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily-

Don't become a statistic! Attend the
LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL

• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.

• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Call 256-6700 To enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

automobile insurance and workers compensation

5

:

1

I

FINE CHOCOUTES AND CONFEaiONS

Over 100 Kinds of Candy

Secret Santas
Christmas gifts and gift certificates

Quality Chocolate
Tins, Glassware and More

Downtown Amherst

253-5589

68

and
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LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance* 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ARE THEY BORED?

EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch and

Lomb Raybans this holiday. Call Bruce

549-2879

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 Dodge Dart good running condition

low gas milage asking $400 call 546-7896

Must 8«ll 1980 Mazda 626 2 dr 5 spd

stereo only $4600 546-6033

1975 Plymouth Fury. Runs well excellent

interior, snow tires, stereo. $500 549-2872

76 Honda Civic Wagon 4 speed $1000

negotiable moving sale 666-7530

74 Toyota Corolla gd. cond. 4 spd Rm 20

Goess. Lab - days/533-3687 - eve 750/BO

71 VW Bug 80,000 miles. No rust, heater

works. Excellent mech. condition, must be

seen. $1250 253-7396

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

PM & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Leaving country must sail rare Cinnamon
Cockatiel $100 or best offer 1-863-8510

weeknights Sat £f Sunday

Portable Panasonic AM/FM stereo

cassette recorder. Model RX5030. $100 call

546-6302

IT Need X-mas presents? Alpaca sweaters

?at low prices call eves 253-9494

"Jj" HELP WANTED

BIKE IN FLORIDA

UMasa Bicycia Club's January Florida

junket is in the making: for information call

Frank Olbris @ 545-2778 or come to the

club meeting Wednesday evening (see CC
meeting sheet for time and place).

CHRISTMAS TREES

Balsam Firs, Scotch Pinas 4-6 ft $12-14

252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 665-4791

CRANSTON FOR PRESIDENT?

Coma and learn what Senator Alan

Cranston's presidential campaign is all

about. Everyone welcome to meet in the

Hatch at 7:00 this Wednesday, December

14.

^ Temporary fuli-tima help naadad pre ft

4f post Xmas in textbook warehouse in

^ Waltham. Call Mike Canavan (617)

^ 899-7154

Mr Houseparsons naadad next semester for

4t local sorority. Kitchen help in exchange for

4t meals. If interested contact Paula M.

^ 549 7538, 256-6874

^ Full a Part-time student advocates for

4t Wintersession & Spring semester at Com-

4t muter Area Gov't. Organizational, leader-

^ ship & writing skills needed. Apply 404

^ SUB 545-2145 deadline 12/16 AA/EEO

^ Jobs for Intersession. Do something for a

"Jt changel Paid Holiday jobs with Masspirg.

¥r Come work with us on acid rain and toxic

•Jf waste this intersession call Terry at

* 256-6434.

JULIE a PILA

Looking for apartment near campus star-

ting Feb 1 call 546-6425 or 546-6414

LAST CHANCE FOR A GREAT GIFT

••••Hoky Carpet Sweepers $17.60*^'

Gourmet Trays $8.00

something - I'll always love you. P.S.I trust

you. Louanne

Bari Spielman - Here's a personal for my
best buddy; thanks for the memories esp.

our talks. Good luck during exams and be

good until I see you. Love, Glenn

Stava A. You stood us up againi Not only

parties but dinner tool P & B

Coolldga staff (and Kirk) Happy
Holidays. Thanks for everything. Love ML

Coolidga 21. Thanks for a great first

semester. I love you all. ML
Panacha. La tua amiciza vale molto a me.

Se caso nrw, avrati bisogno del mio aluto ci

saro' per te. Mary

To 4 North Field - to the best floor any

CRA could ever want. I will miss you all.

Happy Holidays. Danno

T.J. Bryant. Thanks for a beautiful month.

Tu es beau. Love Tuffianio

* Supple * The thing is, and here's the

thing, I really love you guys, a lot. But, the

best thing is, you really make me feel loved.

Take care and good luck on finals. We'll

do it up in New York -

Simon - Can I borrow your rape whistle in a

big way? - Moana
the

*
ROOM WANTED

room
j[ Responsible adult looking for single

^ to rent in or around Amherst pleasel Call

* Amy 584-2814

j^ 2 male roommates wish to trade room
2 in Sylvan for same in Southwest for next

2 semester 6-4043

*
II Female to share room in Brittany star-

7 ting January. Quiet Student preferred. Call

J Beverly 256-1335

^ Female roommate wanted to share one

»t bedroom apt starting January 546-5754

ROOMMATE WANTED

4(> Roommate needed Amherst Center apt

^ full kitchen call Patrick 253-5296

4f Roommate wanted to share rm w/1 other

^ F in 2 br Twnhse apts call 549-4585

^ Townehouse female roommate wanted
2 for Spring take over lease Jan 1 call

* 549-7690

jT Responsible female to share room in

2 Brandywine, $118-heat included call

C 549-1405

wanted, own
Apts. 150/month

Budman, Happy Birthday!

U-Mass Women's SIti Team
Love

Mark. I'm so sorry

friends. Wendy
it couldn't end as

? * call Dave or Paul nights 10-12 pm * ^
TT ••••••••fQf nfiore info 546-5232******** j^

ENTERTAINMENT

Reckadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

Poor Dicks
> ntal value

FOR RENT

*
* LOST

jl Lost Wed Dec 7 9-10 PM
*# mohair scarf by Bar great sen*

7 reward please call 253 3339

SL Pub Saturday Night - black wooi coat need

jt desperately no questions cal l 546 9578

^ A pair of glasses in a soft biut case please

^ call 549-5811

Two spaces in Brittany Manor Apt for

spring semester starting in jan or Feb with

option for next year. Call Dan or Steve

256 1280

Intersession room cheap close to campus
everything furnished 549-4067 ^

One bedroom available in spacious five

bedroom house near bus stop. Rte 9 Hadley

$145.00 -^ call 586-3936

Two rooms available in spacious

Sunderland house 665-2939

Large Room
Feb. Sublet
665-7756.

in 2 bedroom available for

- on bus rt. Sunderland

2 spaces Available in Brittany Manor for

Spring Semester call 256-8656.

Intersession: sublet, 2 bedroom, Colonial

Village. On bus route, near convenience &
liquor stores. $150 253-3082

Room available begin Jan or Feb 2 mi.

past Rolling Green bus rt 253-3517

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 -$12

•X- PERSONALS
•••• College •••• Spring ••" Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe *

• Motor Coach TransportPtion •

• • ocean front accommodt^tion7 night •

• • Welcome Perty with FREE BEER •

'Make reservations Now unci Save $20*
• Check out our table m the *

• CC Concourse or call S46 5422 *

***D*A*Y*T*0*N*A*"B'E*A*C*H***

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and
classified advertising.

Housing available for Spring Semestarl
Good food, friendly atmosphere-all in-

terest3d females call 545-0162

Kappa Kappa Gamma Invites all universi-

ty woman to a celebration o* the Holiday

Season Thursday Dec 5 3:00 - 5:30

545-0320.

Somehow I was hoping it would end like

this. But I wouldn't mind sta'^ing it over

again, and again, and again and. . .thanks,

RMB
Boomer - The rumors are flying - I don't

know if they're true, but just remember

•X-

•X-

•X-

X-
•X-

•x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

-x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

$6.00 Off Sugerbush Week Trip for so-

meone to take my place I 323-4080

Pam. Happy 19th. Try to stay out of trou

blel The Little Ant

Margy and Shari Heres to a fresh start.

. Happy Holidaysl K

If you enjoyed "The Adventures of

George and Earlene " you'll also enjoy the

soon-to-be-published sequel: "George and

Earlene Go SkiingI"

Dana from Wheeler: I've watched you for

two fall semesters. I only wish I knew you

betterl Have a great intersession Mary's

friend in Math

X-
X-

x>

X-

X-
•X-

X-

x-

X"

x-

X-

x-

X-
Bert B Happy Graduation. I'll miss you. ^
Let's still get married. Love Marcie M ^
Joanne - I'm sorry about being one of ^
them on Monday night but at times some ^
of us have to. P.S. I'm psyched that you're •)(•

also in Boston next semester Chris ^
.. -je

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-

^
From San Francisco, CA. Crucifix, Out- ^
patients, CIA, Dec 17 5 PM Grange in ^

•X

^ Apt mate
JL Presidential

J 549-0886

•)f Female Roommate
^ Southwood

^ 256-8471.

^ Male Roommate wanted

bedroom
+ util.

wanted
Townhouse Apt

to share
Jan 1st

to share

Southwood Townhouse apt 256-0095 Rob .

2 female (nonsmoking) roommates
wanted for spring in Brandywine call

549 3892

Rolling Green Ig. bedroom in 4 bedroom
townhouse. Avail Jan 1 on bus rte, AC,
pool. 143.75 , inclusive call 256-8261

Female apartmentmate wanted for

January and spring semester , own room
549-3720

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, liisserta-

tions, theses, t>t( 665-3414 anytime

Professional Typing 253 9582 after 3

p.m. M - F A.iyt me weekends.

SOFABED

PETER BUCKLEY

Sofabed in fair condition for sain. $25 or

best offer. Ca'l Jim after 11 p.m. 549-6308.

Good Luck in the jungle! I miss you

already love, Jenny

TO SUBLET

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, ceses, pepers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings

PUNXUNITE

1-3 People for .Jan in Duplex in No. Hamp-
ton Center, 120 -h call Steve 54b 8196.

Amherst CTR 1 Room Avail in 4 tjdrm apt

starting Feb Ca ll 253-5298.

2 bedrm Colonial Apt to subl»^t Jan 1
-

Sept 1 253 5288

TRAVEL

Greenfield Alleges more info 6-6262

RIDE WANTED

To New York/North Jersey Area Dec 21

afternoon call Karen 6 - 9534.

Northbound for Christmas. Vermont or

Canada, will share expenses. Call Blake

546-5336.

One woman and luggage (not a lot) need

a ride to New Jersey on Tue 12-20 / after 4

pm on Wed 12/21 anytime will help pay

gas. Jill 6-7277

X-

•X-

-X-

•X-

•x*

•••••••••SKI SWITZERLAND'*******'
• low cost ski tours to the Alps '

• everything included one low price '

• tour information and slide show '

•Wednesday 7:30 pm Campus Ctr Rm 903'

WANTED

Buying Class Rings. Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coms. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant, Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan-Aug Craig or Rory 256-0069.unmny ;,,,«.,:, ^.^^uo-w- ,-^. o Know IT iney re uu«, uuv ,uo. .o...«,..^. ^ gas. Jill 6-7277 •X>
——«-•"« "
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Cnllripan photo by Andy H»ll»r

AIRBORN—Senior guard Wendy Ward controls the ball in midair in

last Saturday's match against Yale. Ward scored 12 points in the SC
loss.

By TONY BETROS
Colegian SUff

Just a few final thoughts...

Here we are. in the middle of December,

one game left, and the Patriots are stUl m

the playoffs. All they have to do is beat

Seattle and hope Cleveland loses to

Pittsburgh. Or. if Cleveland. Buffalo, and

New England aU win. the Pats have a

good chance, depending on the net con-

ference points. But the fact is that they

are stiU in the thick of thmgs Yes.

Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. .W.th so

many playoff spots open, the best thing to

do is let the computer spit out the results

and wait 'tiU Tuesday...Odds on favorites

has to be the Redskins for the Super Bowl.

They pounded the Boys down in Dallas.

31-10. Rumor has it that Tom Landry has

more than a headache, he has an Exedrin

headache.. .again. Frank. Howard, and

Dandy Don witnessed another travesty of

a Monday night. They should rename

Tuesday morning The Day After.

Larry Bird and co. wasn't too happy with

the floor conditions in Hartford, so 1 don t

know if we'll be seeing too many more

games outside of theGarden ...Meanwhile,

{he Celts have the gum on the shoe

Knicks on their tail. They just can t get rid

of them... I see Magic is renegotiating his

contract. It seems 25 mUlion just doesnt

buy what it used to.

On the ice. the Canadiens just arent

what they used to be Fig^hting Hartford

for the last spot is sad enough, but tying

SportsLog

More sports on page 18

Women stopped by SC,

lose intensity in defeat
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team, attempting to climb above

the .500 mark for the first time since last

season, were stopped by a tough Southern

Connecticut squad in New Haven by a 68-

52 count.

Barbara Hebel led the Minutewomen

offensively with 18 points, and captain

Wendy Ward also played well in con-

tributing 12 points of her own. Gina

Depeane led Southern by pouring in a game

high 23 points from her guard position.

Cindy Boudreau added 14 for the Lady

Owls.

"We didn't play our game in the first half,

but were able to stay with them and only be

down by two points at halftime. We had a

good chance to come out and control the

second half, but we got into foul trouble and

they lost their intensity, which hurt them

down the stretch," Assistant Coach Jody

Lavin said.

In the first few minutes of the game it was

close, but with about 13 minutes left to play

in the first half. Southern went into the

penalty bonus and shot a lot more foul

shots. UMass had only one free throw in the

first half, and that was on a three point play

converted by Rebecca Kucks. Southern had

13 attempts, of which they hit on nine of

them. But the Lady Owls only led 29-27 at

the half.

The Minutewomen could not get back on

track in the second half, as Southern

remained in the bonus situation and con-

tinued to dominate the free throw line.

With about six and a half minutes gone by

in the half, the Lady Owls began to score

consistently each time down the floor, while

the Minutewomen went into periods of

sever*! minutes at a time when they just

couldn't get the ball in the hoop at all.

At about the nine minute mark of the

second half for most of the rest of the way,

Southern kept around a ten point lead.

UMass cut it to six at one point with about

six minutes remaining in the game, but the

Lady Owls were in the one-in-one situation

at the foul line and began to hit their shots.

They connected on nine out of 12 during the

half, while the Minutewomen hit a more

respectable five out of six from the charity

stripe.

Southern outrebounded the Minutewomen

by a considerable amount, and UMass poor

shooting percenUge helped account for the

final score.

The Minutewomen return to the familiar

confines of the cage on Friday night as they

host Springfield CoUege at 7:30. Lavin

would like to see them improve on their

shooting percentage, control the game from

the ouUet and keep intensity vs.

Springfield.

Basketball notebook

Pittsburgh 3-a makes lor plenty oi uicers

north of the border...The Bruins,

however, show the mark of a good club by

not getting into any kind of losing streak.

After losing to Buffalo, they didn't let up

and defeated Winnipeg. They may just

yet bring the Cup back to Boston.

The bowl games are just around the

corner, with Nebraska having the inside

track to number one. It's a shame that

they won't play Texas for the real

championship...In college hoop, it looks

like another exciting season with plenty of

good clubs around, the early choices being

Kentucky and North Carolina. But with so

many teams that are high caliber, it

should be fun in March and April. And 1

have cable-now Til never get any

studying done.

UMass lost big to Duke, but the big thing

is that they are on the schedule. We must

play good clubs to get people to come

here. Recruiting is our first step in for-

ming a successful franchise. It may mean a

few losing seasons, but in the long run. it

just may pay off. .

.

On other notes: Will "Hitman" Easier fill

the void of the left-handed power hitter

the Red Sox need? The Sox gave up a good

pitcher in Tudor, and I don't think

Eckersley is going to have the year Ralph

Houk thinks... Finally, are we in for

another fight of the century? Possibly, if

Sugar Ray Leonard goes all the way and

fights Hagler. Now. that will be a fight.

Have a terrific Christmas...

No more need be said.

By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

The college basketball season is once again

upon us and once again parity is the name

of the game. As each season passes, more

and more teams improve. The reason for

this is that as each year passes the high

school talent graduating into the college

ranks becomes better and available to more

schools. This is especially true in the world

of Eastern basketball. Let's delve into the

wonderful world of Eastern basketball and

see whats goin on. .

.

The three biggest conferences in the East

have to be The Atlantic Coast Conference.

The Big East and the Atlantic 10. There are

no clear favorites in any of these con-

ferences and there should be upsets left and

right...

...In the ACC any one of the eight teams

could walk away with the title. On paper

North Carolina seems like the logical choice

with the Tar Heels as talent laden as ever.

They return two All-Americans in 6*9"

forward Sam Perkins and 6*6" guard

Michael Jordan. Also returning is 6-8 senior

forward Matt Doherty who lends stability

to the sUrting line up. The Tar Heels also

recruited the nations two premeir high

school big men a pair of 6-10's in Joe Wolf

and David Popson. Thier bench players

could sUrt for most schools in America.

Unfortunately for the Tar Heels, basketball

games are not played on paper and all the

other teams in the ACC are out for their

necks.

Wake Forest returns its sUrting five and

much of the bench. They also have two

players coming in to help out in 6-8 Ken-

tucky transfer Todd May and 6-7 high

school All-American Mark CUne. They will

be tough, as will Maryland featuring the

stupendous 6-8 forward Adrian Branch.

Clemson. Virginia. Georgia Tech. North

Carolma State, and Duke are all rebuilding

but what their rebuilding with is great and

could be worthy of an ACC championship

for any of them. Look for NC and Wake

Forest to be at the top, but anythmg can

happen. u n- c
The majority of the teams in the big t.ast

are rebuilding. The team hurt least by

graduation is Georgetown and thus they

have been picked by most to wm it. They

have 7' foot junior All-American Patrick

Ewing manning the middle. This fart alone

puts them in the upper echelon of the

basketbaU world. The cast around him isn t

shabby either. They have an all senior

backcourt in Gene Smith and Freddie

Brown. Joining Ewing up front is the

nation's premier high school player last

year, 6-7 forward Reggie WUUams out of

Balitmore who can just do it aU. The bench

is strong and many different individuals

should break into the starting lineup.

The Atlantic Ten progresses more eacn

year. The favorites this year are Temple

and St. Josephs but not clear favorites to

say the least. Temple features the nations

most under publicized player in 6-5 guard

Terrence Stansbury, who tossed in 25

points a game last season and can just shoot

the lights out. Rutgers. St. Bonnaventure,

Duquesne. West Virginia, George
Washington, and Penn State are all

rebuilding. Our UMass Minutemen have a

big question mark next to their chances.

They could take the title or they could finish

last. If the question mark becomes I's

stability, they will make a lot of teams

miserable on the court.
The East's entrees for college basketball

player namer of the year are Napolean

Lightning of St. Francis, Fitzgerald Bobo of

Duquesne, and Sir John Collins of Seton

Hall...

...UMass is on the verge of (signing) 6'5

shooting guard Matt Ryan out of Long
Island but it will have to wait until the

Spring signing period...Enjoy the season

Intramural hockey finals underway
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Last year's defending intramural ice

hockey champions. Yukon Jack, advanced

to the finals on Sunday when it out-hustled

the top-placed Nads 5-2. In the best two out

of three finals, which began last night in

Greenfield. Yukon Jack will tackle Mass
Confusion which edged out What the Puck
4-3.

Joe beiiini scored the winning goal for

Yukon Jack, who finished fourth in the

league with 17 points. After picking up the

puck behind the Nads net, Bellini shifted

around and stuffed the puck inside the post.

Mat Lions played a fine game while con-

tributing two goals to the upset vktory.

"Yukon Jack just showed more spirit,"

manager of the league, Scott Andrews said.

"They just outplayed the Nads. They
looked like they wanted the win much
more."
The Nads blasted Yukon Jack earlier in

the season, 4-0 and 7-2, but Yukon came
back and got its revenge in the semi's.

Mass Confusion (third, 18 points) is a

favorite to win on paper, however Andrews
said there could be some surprises.

"Mass Confusion has the better team but I

think Yukon Jack might want the win a

little more."
The second game of the finals will be

played tonight and if necessary, a deciding

game wiU be Thursday night.
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Areview of

the Senate
By JOHN O'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

It has been a semester of resignations for

the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Nearly every committee chair has

News Analysis
resigned this semester. The most recent

two, Paul Gosselln of the Public Policy

Committee and Cindy Lehmbeck of the

Rents and Fees Committee, both cited

"burn-out" from the raging Student

Government Association internal politics as

the nuiin reason.

And the resignation of Dakin Ferris from
his position as temporary student attorney

general in October was merely the high

point in a controversy that began in the

early summer and split the SGA leadership

this semester.

In the middle of that controversy, SGA co-

President Charlene Allen's threatened

resignation in November seemed ready to

throw an already tumultous SGA into a

new, more intense round of politicking.

Amid all the infighting, the senate did

manage to get considerable work done on a

new constitution (although many will

contend that politics have prevented final

passage of the charter), and members also

worked to stop Chancellor Duffey's

proposed tuition increase.

But the most obvious characteristic of the

SGA this semester was the seemingly

endless debate over any issue that came
before it.

The fall senate elections added a new
dimension to the usual debate in senate

meetings, and perhaps the best indication

of new trends in the senate were the two
votes to reject a motion condemning the

United States invasion of Grenada.

The senate elections on Oct. 5 drew barely

enough candidates to run for the availabto

seats, and 8 percent of the undergraduates

voted in probably the most conservative

senate in years.

The debates between these senators and
the senate leadership, who were elected on

a progressive platform last spring, might

have been interesting, but it often seemed
the senate would exhaust their energy on
the more emotional, politically charged

issues and pass over the usual day-to-day

business on campus.
Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan said the

semester "has been full of difficulty and
trying to a lot of people, but I'm not sure

there is going to be a semester that's not

Ukethat."

After the senate voted not to condemn the

U.S. invasion of Grenada on Nov. 2, SGA
co-President Tom Ahern placed a

suspensive veto on that vote, and brought

the issue up again the next week. He said

he would limit debate to 25 minutes, but the

senate went over it for two and one-half

"*"''
continued on page 5
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SETTLING THE DUST — A University farm employee wets the sawdust on the floor of Grinnell Arena

yesterday in preparation for an upcoming dog show. Built shortly before World War I, the arena has hosted

animal shows for decades.

Amherst alumni to discuss fraternities' fate

"They (the alumni letters) cover the range from
people who feel strongly that fraternities ought to be

sustained and strengthened, to people who feel

significant change is calkd for,*' said Richard

Spies, chairman of the Alumni Council.

Collerian photo hj Jim Pbwcra

FRATERNITIES IN TROUBLE — Amherst College

students relax in the living room of Psi Upsilon yesterday.

The future of the fraternity system has come into question

at Amherst.

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

With students strongly opposed and faculty strongly

supportive, alumni of Amherst College are scheduled to

meet tonight with trustees to give their opinion on a pro-

posal to eliminate their century-old fraternity system.

The future of the liberal arts college's 624-member

fraternity system was questioned earlier this year in a

white paper written by Amherst's late President Julian

Gibbs and recirculated this summer by his successor, G.

Armour Craig. The college's trustees, now seeking com-

ment on the subject from interested parties, plan to vote

on the matter next month in time to cancel next year's

rush if the system is eliminated.

At a specially called meeting last month, Amherst Col-

lege faculty voted 90-29 to "abolish fraternities at the end

of the academic year."

Last week, however, an Amherst Student poll of 1,174

members of the about 1,500 member student body found

85 percent supported keeping fraternities in some form.

As a result, students expect tonight's meeting in New
York City of the Alumni Council's executive committee

and the trustees' specially formed ad hoc committee on

campus life will provide a large key to the future of frater-

nities.

"They probably have the heaviest ballot," Interfratemi-

ty Council (IFC) President Hal Ball said of alumni, and

"we don't know which way it's going to go."

Although refusing to state either his or his committee's

position, chairman Richard Spies said the Alumni Council

has received letters from more than 400 graduates.

"They cover the range from people who feel strongly

that fraternities ought to be sustained and strengthened,"

Spies said of the letters, "to people who feel significant

change is called for."

However, Spies said he found "no clear-cut and over-

whelming alumni view," and that with more than 14,000

graduates, it is "a little bit hard to generalize about the en-

tire alumni view."

Political science professor George Kateb. who at last

month's faculty meeting introduced a resolution calling

for a phaseout of the system over a two year period, said

"in general, I sympathize with the project of abolishing

fraternities, but I think those now living at Amherst Col-

lege should be allowed to finish their college career with

the fraternities intact." The resolution, introduced by

Kateb on behalf of a faculty committee, was subsequently

defeated.

English professor Benjamin DeMott argued unsuc-

cessfully before the faculty vote that the group was "un-

continued on 'page 5
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AROXM) THE WORLD
Syrians blasted

byNewJersey

Reagan wantsno war inSyria

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The
American battleship New Jersey fired its

16-inch guns on positions in Syrian-held

hills east of Beirut today — the first time it

had opened fire since arriving off the

Lebanese coast in September, U.S. officials

said.

The officials did not specify the targets,

but said the shelling by the New Jersey, the

only operational battleship, was in response

to attacks on a U.S. reconnaissance flight

earlier in the day.

They had no detaUs on fire directed at

U.S. reconnaissance jets.

The projectiles from the 16-inch guns, the

largest conventional artillery afloat, weigh

up to 1.900 pounds a piece. The New Jersey

has three batteries, each with three of the

big guns.

Spokesmen for the U.S. Marine con-

tingent and foi the U.S. Embassy con-

firmed the New Jersey had fired its big

guns.
Officials in Washington said the

destroyer Tattnall and the guided missile

cruiser Ticonderoga joined in the shelling.

AP Laaerphoto

HEY MOM! — A jubilant Brazilian high school senior phones home

after learning this week she passed the first round of nationwide col-

lege entrance exams for next year. The results were published in area

newspapers.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President

Reagan said today America has no interest

in going to war against Syria and suggested

that U.S. forces in Lebanon would be with-

drawn if all hope vanishes for achievement

of their goal — a stable Lebanon free of

foreign forces.

Speakinjf hours after American naval

gunpower cwne into play in Lebanon for a

second consecutive day, Reagan defended

his decision to strike back against Syrian

gun positions that fired on U.S. warplanes.

"I'm never going to send our men any

place where they aren't allowed to defend

themselves," the president declared, but

added, "We're not thereto shoot first,"

At the same time, he suggested the need

for an international peacekeeping force, of

which the 1,600 U.S. Marines are a part,

would vanish if all hope collapses for with-

drawal of Syrian, Palestinian and Israeli

forces from Lebanon and for a stable central

government in that troubled country.

In that case, Reagan said, the Marines

would come home.

"There would be no reason to stay," he

said.

But Reagan repeated the rationale for

keeping the Marines on duty since Sep-

tember 1982 — to create a climate for

stability that would allow a Lebanese

government to take hold.

AROUND THE NATION

Discrimination suitnets $225

M

OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) - A federal

judge Wednesday (wrdered Washington

state to spend an estimated $225 million

over the next two years to end pay

discrimination against its women em-

ployees.

U.S. District Judge Jack Tanner also

ordered the state to work with an already

appointed special master to start im-

plementing his order granting back pay to

Sept. 16, 1979. The master, Tacoma lawyer

Edward Lane, will work out the details of

backpay.

Lawyers have indicated the total set-

tlement could reach $1 billion.

The state said it would immediately file

an appeal, which would stay the order from

taking effect.

Tanner held Sept. 1 that the state

violated federal civil rights laws by paying

less for jobs held predominantly by women

than for those held predominantly by men

and requiring the same skills and effort.

His decision could set a precedent for

similar lawsuits around the country, union

officials have indicated.

Acidrain *s severity questioned

CHICAGO (AP) — Acid rain may not be

increasing as rapidly as thought because

experts have been comparing the problem

to an "abnormal meteorological period" in

the 1950s, an Illinois State Water Survey

researcher says.

Researcher Gary Stenslund told a

meeting of the American Meteorological

Society on Tuesday that the common
scientific comparison of recent acid rain

levels to those of the 1950s may result in an

overstatement of the increase.

A drought in the early 1950s increased

the amount of earth dust in the atmosphere

and that dust found its way into the rain

and snow, Stenslund said.

The dust led to abnormally low readings

of acidity in the rain and snow because it

contains calcium and magnesium, two

alkalis that tend to counteract acid content,

said Richard Semonin, the water survey's

assistant chief and Stenslund's coresear-

cher.

AP Laacrphoto

INDICTMENTS ANNOUNCED — U.S. Attorney Dan K. Webb
yesterday announced the indictments resulting from "Operation

Greylord," an investigation of the Cook County, Illinois judicial

system. Three present or former judges were indicted.

Reagan aware ofwelfare cheats

AROUND THE REGION
Teenageradmitssexgamemurder

' WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan said today a White House aide's

remarks on hunger were taken "totally out

of context" but added that, because there

are people who try to cheat the welfare

system, he assumes some also try to obtain

free food they're not entitled to.

Meeting with reporters in an informal

session in the White House press room,

Reagan also said that "if there is one person

in this country who is hungry, that is one

too many.
The president's prefaced his comments

by saying he had hoped someone would ask

him about the statement last week by

White House counsellor Edwin Meese III.

In an interview, Meese said he had seen

no evidence there were hungry children in

America and commented that some people

go to soup kitchens because "the food is free

and that's easier than paying for it."

Volpe urges drinking age hike

SPRINGFIELD, (AP) - A teen-ager

faces sentencing next month after ad-

mitting he caused his roommate's death by

letting him hang from a sheet during a

sexual game.
Donald Tremblay, 18, of Springfield

pleaded guilty Tuesday in Hampden
Superior Court to manslaughter for the

Jan. 24 death of Alan Masciadrelli, 22, of

West Springfield. The pair formerly lived

together in West Springfield.

Judge Charles Alberti scheduled sen-

tencing for Jan. 4. Manslaughter carries a

maximum sentence of 20 years in prison.

Tremblay originally told police the death

was a suicide, but Medical Examiner Bruce

Dziura reported Masciadrelli died during a

sexual game.

BOSTON (AP) — Former Gov. John A.

Volpe said Wednesday he believes it is

possible to pass legislation in the coming

year that would raise the legal drinking age

Massachusetts to 21. The currentm

"We will be making a very concerted

campaign for passage," Volpe told a news

conference to outline the recommendations

made by President Reagan's commission on

drunken driving, which Volpe headed.

drinking age is 20.

Transplantpatientoutraces doctor
BOSTON (AP) — One heart transplant

patient has recovered so well that he ran a

12 mile race faster than one of his doctors.

The example of "a high level of physical

rehabilitation" was reported in a letter in

Thursday's New England Journal of

Medicine.

The 48-year-old patient underwent the

transplant in August 1982. Four months

later he began taking long walks and in

January he spent a week skiing.

Last June, he told his doctors he wanted

to take part in a jogging competition in

Belgium.

They gave him an exercise test and then,

"under close medical supervision," let him

compete in the race in Brussels while

wearing portable heart monitoring

equipment.

He finished 12,031 in a field of 16,000

runners.

"Although patients with transplants

generally regain a normal level of physical

performance," the doctors wrote, "this

patient was able to outrank both his (un-

trained) physical therapist and a member of

the surgical team in an official competition."
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Older student looks forward to future peace

Doctoral candidate and futurist

Phyllis Rodin.
CaUafiM rkoto by Jia Powcn.

By D. KIRKWOOD SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

At 70, future studies major Phyllis Rodin

is one of the oldest students at the

University of Massachusetts, but age can

be deceiving. She is one of the most active

people around.

"I do aerobics and yoga every day. I am

in good shape," said Rodin, a feminist,

psychotherapist, self-proclaimed

planetary citizen and now a doctoral

candidate at UMass.
"Very few people can keep up with me. I

find people in their twenties are older

than me. They are scared," she said.

Rodin's life in all 24 countries she has

lived and worked in has always taken her

in the direction of peace and progress on

earth. While continuing those com-

mitments, she has now turned to the

future; the space age.

Her dissertation is called "Space

Communities: Penal Colonies or

Paradises," in which she examines the

potential of future scenarios of life in

space.

"We study future scenarios by looking

for ways and means for all the even-

tualities that come out of a situation and

choosing the one that does the greatest

good for the greatest number of people,"

she said.
" 'Star Wars.' 'Planet of the Apes.' these

are future scenarios. Which one do you

pick?"

"We are going out into outer space.

Think of it," she said.

As a feminist and a peace activist Rodin's

actions have been endless. For a time in

the 1940s she helped remove the

psychosomatic effects of radiation of

people living in Hiroshima, and in the

1970s, helped initiate programs and rallys

to help women in the early days of the

women's movement.
More recently, Rodin spent time at the

Seneca Women's Peace Encampment, and
was the oldest person to climb the fence of

the Seneca Army Depot, which resulted in

her arrest.

"I was not scared of that. What can
happen to us that is worse than 'The Day
After,'" she said.

Rodin is quite critical of President

Ronald Reagan and the attitudes of people

in power.

Women
On Campus
"If the Russians and the United States

could get over the enmity and look

towards the future we could have a

milleniumon Earth." she said.

"If they couii only change their goals

from killing peo(>le to helping people, ' she

said.

"My favorite theory about what has

happened is that these people who are

driving us towards war are aliens who
have taken on human bodies and are

intent on destroying the human
race. Like 'Star Trek,' she said.

Despite her apparent youth, Rodin said

the future lies in the hands of young
students.

Turkish students

respond to quake
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Cdlegian Staff

Responding to a massive earthquake that hit the

mountain province of Erzurum, Turkey, a group of seven

native Turkish students raised almost $1150 in the

Amherst area towards the relief of homeless villagers.

"The money was mailed to Red Crescent, the Turkish

equivalent of the Red Cross, two weeks ago,"said Gonull

Kaletunc Gencer, a University of Massachusetts student

who participated in the fundraising.

"The money will be used for medicine, blankets, food and

medical personnel. Many people were left without shelter

and the climate is harsh in that mountain region," Gencer

said.

Turkish officials say the earthquake, which struck on

October 30, killed 1,126 people and injured 534 others. The
earthquake was so severe that it left 44 out of 50 villages

struck without a single building standing and 25,000 people

subsequently left without homes or shelter.

Three weeks ago, the group of seven University students

set up a collection table in the Campus Center Concourse

for two days. The students took turns working the table.

In addition, another booth was stationed in the Hamp-

shire Mall for one day that week. Several western

Massachusetts groups and one company also made outright

donations with money collected from employees and

management.
The Lesnow Manufacturing Co. in Easthampton raised

$250, the Western Islamic Society in Springfield raised

$250 and the UMass Graduate Student Senate donated

$350 Gencer said.

"Many native Turks across the country also sent money to

Red Crescent, " Gencer said. "The earthquake was

devestating and was foltowed by severe weather.

"The Islamic Society at UMass let us use their name to

raise money, and we would just like to express our

gratitude to everyone who donated money. People were

very receptive to responding to this disaster; we'd like to

thank them," Gencer said.

Cashin dormitory

is struck by fire

With only two days remaining in a semester destined to

be remembered for small suspicious dormitory fires,

another flaming trash can caused the evacuation of Cashin

Dormitory last night.

"I thought it was over," said second floor resident Betsy

Marr, a senior from Acushnet, after Cashin's ninth such

fire this semester, but the first in almost a month, was

found in a trashroom at the end of the hall by a friend

visitinfiT her.

University spokesman Arthur Clifford said the 9:18

alarm is "under investigation" by police.

Three students have been arrested this semester in con-

nection with the more than 40 fires this semester in

University of Massachusetts dormitories.

JonesLibrary holding

*no-fines*daysnow
The Jones Library in Amherst announced no fines will

be collected on overdue materials returned between today

and January 14. The library staff encourages people to br-

ing in all overdue materials without fear, and start off the

new year on the right foot. Students are especially re-

quested to bring in materials now. before leaving for in-

tersession. „ , , , „ .

The library also announced it will be closed all day

December 24. 25 and 26. The library will also be closed

January 1 and 2.

University employee dies in collision

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Memorial services will be held today for Lucy Gromaski, a

University of Massachusetts employee who died Tuesday

of injuries suffered in a car accident.

Observances are to be held at the Lipinski Funeral Home
in South Deerfield from 2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. with a

memorial service scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.

Gromaski, 54, of Whately. had been working as a

custodian on the sixth and seventh floors of Dickinson

dormitory in the Orchard Hill residential area. She died

Tuesday afternoon of massive traumatic injuries after the

car she was driving collided with construction equipment

early that morning.

Monday night, students on the two floors had de'*''<*»'l to

donate" money for a holiday gift for Gromaski, money which

will now go to a charity in her name, said sixth floor

resident. Ken Levinson.

"All she talked about was wanting the best for other

people. She understood what we were going through and

thought we should make the most of the opportunity,"

Levinson said of the deceased woman. "She thought it was

great that we had a chance at a higher education."

Gromaski. a graduate of Smith Academy of Springfield,

leaves her husband, John, of Whately. and a son. David, of

West Springfield. She also leaves three brothers, two

sisters, one grandchild, and several nieces and nephews.

Funeral services will be held tomorrow at the Holy Name
of Jesus Church in South Deerfield, where Gromaski was

married in 1949. She will be buried in the Holy Name of

Jesus Cemetery.

Everywoman's Center selling gifts
By MAURA DARE
Cdlegian Correspondent

Students who are scurrying around looking for that last

minute Christmas gift for their special someone do not

need to go any further than the University of

Massachusetts Everywoman's Center.

Since 1972, The Everywoman's Center has sold inex-

pensive holiday gifts relevant to women. Since that time,

the center has expanded and changed, and so has the gift

section, said Sandy Mandell, coordinator of resource and

referral program.

The gift section is "very small because of extremely little

space," but there are quite a few gifts available, Mandell

said.

Some of the gifts the center has are books on women's

health issues. Four books by the Boston Women's Health

Collective, and "Our Children's Ourselves," are available in

English and Spanish.

Other gifts include rape whistles, bumper stickers, an

Everywoman's Center Herstory manual, calendars, and

TViWuim, a directory of local services by and for women.

Buying the gifts is "a way of expressing concern by giving

information which can be helpful to others in their life,"

Mandell said.

The cost of the items ranges from five cents to a few

doUars. The center does not make a profit on the items and

considers the price paid for them donations to the center,

she said.

Buying the gifts is a way of simply giving someone a gift

and supporting the Everywoman's Center at the same

time," she said.

The Everywoman's Center, which is located on the second

floor of WUder Hall, is open Monday, Tuesday, Thursday

and Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., and Wednesday from 12

p.m. to7 p.m.

( ollfKian photo by Jim Powern

A REAL GAS — Workers unload cylinders of helium gas at Hasbrouck Lab yesterday. After be-

ing supercooled, the helium is used for experiments in liquid form. From left to right. Rick

Wilkey, Ed Kelleher, Mike Doney and Jake Govin.
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Student Federal
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* SGA senate^nUnuea^vn^agel

This debate was equal in length with many debates in the

senate this semester, but in emotional intensity it was
unsurpassed. Highlights had to include Southwest

Residential Area Senator BUI Collins "I am angry" speech,

and Sullivan's plea for senators to "think about death."

Collins had to stop and compose himself several times

during his speech, in which he said "the invasion of

Grenada was a positive thing."

"I have a right to say that, but I don't feel I have a right to

impose this on the student body." he said.

"I don't know how the rest of you felt." said Sullivan, his

voice cracking. "But when I first heard about the invasion

my first reaction was, 'God. I hope a lot of people didn't

die."'

The motion failed by four votes, an indication of the even

division in the senate over many issues.

But the senate was not divided on political views alone.

Last spring, a g^oup of young senators joined with some

graduating seniors to elect Ahern and Allen, Sullivan and

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche. As Lehmbeck said in her

resignation letter, "We all had similar political views and

we had common feelings about the direction which the

SGA would take in the future."

This did not last. First.there was a controversy over

Ahern's failure to appoint a permanent attorney general.

Ferris' attacks on Ahern behind the scenes gradually

became more open until he resigned, and explained the

resignation in two CoUegian EDITORIALS. WHERE HE
ALSO CONDUCTED A GENERAL ATTACK ON THE
PRESIDENTS OFFICE.
The split of the SGA between the presidents and the

officers also affected the progress of the new SGA con-

stitution.

A task force had worked on the document through the

summer, but as little work got done on it during the fall

and Chancellor Joseph Duffey presented the SGA with an

en-of-the-semester deadline for finishing it, Sullivan and

Nitzsche took it upon themselves to complete the

document. In their revision, they transferred many
powers from the President to the speaker or the senate.

Ahern said the constitution, which has been tabled until

next semester, "got farther than it has in a long time." He
said he feels "people got carried away" with the attorney

general controversy, and acknowledged that the

leadership did not work together much this semester.

"It's evident that we're not going to finish with the same

close-knit agenda that we all started with," Ahern said.

M/I%H^^ continued from page 1

qualified and unempowered" to make such resolutions on

student life, and was in effect saying "students are

children."

This month, the IFC sent a 13-page letter to Charles

Longsworth, chairman of the trustee's ad hoc committee,

complaining about the lack of student input in a decision

process they feel "has been tainted with biased attitudes

and unfair practices."

UMass Express/ Locals

New Location

Police report accidental dormitory fire
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police and the Amherst

Fire Department responded to a report of an accidental

fire in Pierpont dormitory shortly after 7 p.m. Tuesday,

said Art Clifford, director of the Office of Public Informa-

tion. Clifford said a student apparently had inadvertently

plugged in a hot water immersion heater, thinking he had

only plugged in his desk lamp, thereby igniting the box

containing the heater. While the student extinguished the

fire the head of residence called the police and fire depart-

ments, Clifford said. The building wos not evacuated and

damage was very slight, Clifford said.

In other police action:

Police received a report of larceny at 8:32 p.m. Tuesday

from a woman in Curry Hicks Cage. A Seiko watch,

I2rh ANNUAL DUSH DASH
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valued at $150, was stolen from the women's locker room,

police said. There are no suspects.

A ski jacket, valued at $80, was reported stolen from

NOPE gym shortly after 7 p.m. Dec. 13, police said. There

were no witnesses.

Police said a necklace, watch and three 14 kt. gold rings,

valued at more than $400 were reported stolen from the

women's locker room in Boyden gym at 3:44 p.m. Tues-

day. The complaintant apparently left the items in a bag

leaning against a locker and after returning from a short

absence, found the jewelry missing, according to police.

Police received a report of larceny in Melville dormitory

in the Southwest residential area at 7:27 p.m. Tuesday.

Police said a wallet and its contents, valued at $90, and

$15 cash were taken from a student's room while she was

gone for a short period. The door had been left unlocked.

There are no suspects.

J^L-
£$tions
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UNIVERSITY
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Open M-F 9-5
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IMPORTANT HOUSING
INFORMATION
Reminder Notice

It is important for all students planning to live in the

residence halls for the Spring 1984 semester to

remember the following important policies. Please read

this information carefully and be sure you understand

and are aware of each of the following obligations.

1. SPRING SEMESTER BILLS ARE DUE JANUARY
6, 1984. As always, financial obligations must be met by

all students who wish to retain their assignments for the

up-coming semester. Failure to pay your bill by the in-

dicated initial due date will immediately cancel your

housing assignment for the Spring. If you lose your

assignment for failing to pay your bill, you will be re-

quired to remove your belongings from your room dur-

ing intersession, prior to the beginning of Spring

Semester.

2. Residence halls close for the fall semester on Fri-

day, December 23, 1983 at 8:00 pm. No student will be

allowed to remain beyond that time. Make certain that

you follow indicated "check-out" procedures to avoid

any unnecessary inconvenience or charges.

3. Residence Halls open for the Spring 1984 semester

on Sunday, January 29, 1984 at 12:00 noon. No one will

be allowed to return to the residence hall system prior to

that time.

COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX

FAS

Dec. 5- 9 9:00-4:00

DEC. 12-16 9:00-4:00

DEC. 19-22 9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

iT* -FFCENT'RELlABL) 1
1 1 1 v»y iiii 1 ^1
These are some of the titles we are buying

Author Title We Are Paying

Franklin Intro, to Language 3/e $8.50

Gleitman Basic Psychology 2/e $11.00

Goldfeld Economics of Money and banking 8th /e $13.00

Greenfield Using Microprocesses and Microcomputers $15.00

Hare Basic Programming 2/e $9.50

Harmatz Human Sexuality $10.50

Honour Visual Arts: A History $10.50

Krech Elements of Psychology 4/e $12.50

Kotler Marketing Management 5/e $15.00

Louderback Managerial Accounting 3/e $15.00

Mansfield Principles of Macroeconomics 4/e $7.50

Meter Applied Statistics 2/e $14.25

Peebles Probability, Random Variables. . . $14.75

Purver Business Law $14.00

Riddell Economics 2/e $8.00

£

f̂tp
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The pleasure of being a bouncer
Strolling through the Campus Center one day

I noticed the nicely dressed gentlemen in

the Blue Wall. They were all dressed m spiffy

black pants, sparkling white pressed shirts, snazzy dark

ties and the always fashionable athletic sneakers. Instant-

ly l' identified with them. I noticed the way they walked

and talked. They spoke in very distinct voices and concen-

trated carefully before uttering the phrase which is their

trademark: "Look Pal, I ain't tellin" ya again - you get

the »$!"$ outta here, you freaking scum-bucket! 1 realized

as 1 witnessed this event that college wasn't just dumb o d

b,K.ks. and cold, unfriendly resident halls. I could realy

have fun - I could be a btjuncer for the BLUE WALLl

Dodi B. Levenson

Things for an idealistic freshman are never easy though.

I tried to be arrogant and self-centered, which was a good

start, but I needed more. Day after day I sat in the

Campus Center and picked up little pointers. I needed to

learn the proper way to throw around the teeny tiniest bit

of authority as though it were the Titanic.

Just as I had hoped, one of the Blue Wall bouncers had

taken notice of the way I bumped into people and pushed

them out of the way without even a glance of apology.

I tried to become friends with him. slowly. I mean I

couldn't just be friends with him. that would mean showing

compassion and understanding for another human being -a

big no-no in the Blue Wall bouncer business.

So he eventually took me on as a kind of apprentice. He

began teaching me how to pick out people who were small

and harmless, since they couldn't or wouldn't do anything

back.

Naturally I was a quick learner, and soon it was getting to

the point where I could give folks a hard time and not even

let on how much I was enjoying it. He said there was one

more thing I needed before I could get this job. He called it

"personal relations," but I liked to call it "brown-nosing."

since it was more accurate. He taught me to let the really

pretty girls and their friends in for free or with at least

some privileges- -free passes for some other night, etc,.. He
said we do that, so if we see girls again we can talk to them
or say "hi" since they owe us.

Once I had mastered brown-nosing, I was accepted to the

staff, or "gang." I mean it really was a gang, since no

matter how stupid or moronic the decision I make or action

I take. I know I can count on my fellow Blue Wall bouncers

to support me 100 percent.

Well, the big day finally happened. I was now a member

of the elite. As I put on my slick black pants, pressed

white shirt, and that menacing black tie, I realized few

men get to see their life's dreams come true, and I was so

glad I had realized mine. Now, if I can just remember

which ones to give a really hard time to...oh, what's the

differences?

Dode B. Levenson is a UMass student-

Editor's note: Dode Levenson has never been a Blue Wall

bouncer. He tuas, hotuever, throvun out of the Blue Wall

for no apparent reason.

Birth control

is for men too

H

It's way too late to procrastinate
Why is it that whenever 1 think of great ideas I never

write them down? Why is it that I always think of these

great ideas the second I am about to pass into the un-

conscious REM dream state? Or when I'm in a lecture

trying to concentrate on Truman's policies during WW^II?

Why is it that 1. a fourth semester journalism major,

can't get my act in gear to sit down and type out all of

these immaculate ideas?

A freshperson on my floor declared herself as a JS major

and as of today she's not written anything so I don't fee l

Taara Eden Hoffman

too bad. but that's no excuse for me. Okay, so I am

carrying a heavy 15 credits -. okay, so I played Ultimate

Frisbee every day and traveled on weekends. Okay, so

Im exhausted at the end of each day, but who wouldnt

rather sleep than tiptoe on a bunch of mUuneter sized

keys with their fingertips?

I think the main problem here is time management, or

more likely, my lack of it. People make aU kinds of

peachy keen excuses for why they haven't gotten vanous

tasks done. From blowing off homework to skipping

practice to not writing articles, I pour out excuse upon

excuse to justify these slips.
, . o

Is it lack of motivation? Nooo. Is it lack of desu-e/

Nooo. Is it lack of discipline? Nooo. It is purely and

simply a poor understanding of time management.

Procrastination -s a nasty , nasty habit (though

sometimes it can be fun, but that's another tale...), but,

unless we quit wasting time, none of us will ever feel that

glorious sense of accomplishment.

How do we do that, you ask? Its simple make a list.

How will we ever taste the thrill of achievement if we

don't elliminate items from our "lists'7

Now, mental lists are always inscribed on our

psychological bla'-kboard, but for those of us whose

blackboards are never erased, a piece of paper is much

more useful. Try to avoid ripping a shred off yesterday's

Collegian for the list; outlines of this sort have a tendency

to blow with the wind. Decide whether you're making a

list of daily doings or a long range roster. This will put

your future time into perspective.

Let's get it together, folks. Intersession is just around

the corner. Let's get in gear, wake up, turn on the lights,

and all those other faddy expressions-before it's too late!

If we had only put in those valuable two hours a day

during the whole semester...

Whether it's writing articles, getting to the library,

completing unfinished letters, doing some laundry before

your whole wardrobe is in your laundry bag. going food

shopping before you starve, studying for finals before

they start, or just dreaming, partying, and sleeping

-

start by making a list.

Good Luck on finals and have a jazzy January!

Taara Eden Hoffman is a Collegian correspondent.

Letters

Staging a political rope-pull

To the Editor,

1 think that it's about time that us liberals and conser-

vatives stopped the bad mouthing and started getting

around to some positive interaction. We need to sharpen

our understanding of the complex world we live in by get-

ting some facts (are there any true facts?) that support oiu*

arguments. We need to learn how to actively listen to each

,other, not just hear what the other side is saying. We all

especially need to bring our fellow students into the

political forum to find out what they think.

I have a suggestion, when there's lots of mud in the spr-

ing, let's hold a rope pull between the conservatives and

the liberals. We can hold the weight on each side to 1800

pounds to make it fair, and have a blast!

After the tension was released between the two groups,

and a sizeable crowd had gathered, we could all move into

the Student Union Ballroom (that is, if the store is out of

there) and have a debate in true academic style. What 'ya

think?
Jamie Stirling

Amherst

Money talks, freedom walks

To the Editor,

A while ago. Collegian editors told an audiciu-c of 200 at

their conference on "Social Conflict and Freedom of the

Press," how the Collegian strives to present both sides to

an issue, remain neutral by way of "objective rept)rting

and journalistic ethics," and achieve independence from

outside interests and pressures, such as the administra

tion and student government. To become independent.

ave you ever wondered how many of the

thousands of sexually active men at UMass

share birth control responsibilities with their part-

ners?

I would venture to say that a huge majority of men enjoy

the pleasures and convenience of modern birth control

methods without really thinking about their respon-

sibilities regarding birth cwntrol.

Before 1960, when "the Pill" first made its debut in the

United States, and before women had legal access to con-

one editor explained, the paper had ended its financial

relationship with the S.G.A. and now raises all its monies

from advertising.

As I pointed out at the conference, there are serious

questions whether or not outside funding assures freedom

of the press. Is it a move towards independence in fact, or

does it restrict press freedom by making it totally depen-

dent on advertising? Are these advertisers not the real

outside interests and pressure? Two of the leading adver-

tisers are alcoholic beverages and the military. To what

degree do these vested interests contribute to the quality

of life on campus?

One of the slogans in the newspaper worid lately is

"money talks, bullshit walks." The truth is that when

money talks, freedom walks. WTiile the S.G.A. is forced to

question its priorities, no one seems to be concerned about

the assault on our civil liberties by allowing war-makers

and money-makers to dominate the media.

To what degree this situation exists because of

manipulation of the media is questionable. There are many

factors involved in the growing military presence at the

University of Massachusetts: the current federal ad-

ministration, the political and financial pressures put upon

the university administration, the changing student pro-

file in the 80's, the failure of the academic community to

respond, etc. But that the media is serving a cleariy

{Kilitical program by allowing the military to undermine

media integrity by highly sophisticated recruiting techni-

ques is not in question. One merely has to l<M)k through

this paper.

Instead of lip service and a mock defense of self

proclaimed "indefiendence," 1 urge the C'ollegian to take ;i

good, hard look at itself, in the form of a community

review of its advertising policies. When the almighty buck

rules, freedom is the slave.

Charles Francin Carroll

Amhernt

Miriam ZoU

traceptives, men were forced to think about birth control

seriously. They either used condoms or they didn't have

sex. But now that women have more contraceptive

choices, the common complaint from men is that the con-

dom, which is still frequently used, "takes away from the

sensation," and robs men of "true sexual fulfillment.

Since all of the new birth control devices that are

marketed are designed for women, many men have bowed

out of their responsibilities when it comes to birth control.

Some women argue that this doesn't matter because

women are the only ones who should decide what type of

method to use. Other women, and very few men that I

know, argue that men should learn about the individual

methods and discuss uses and side effects with their part-

ners. Men should also help pay for the expensive costs of

gynecological exams and some of the birth control

paraphenalia.

A lot of men assume correctly that their partners are us-

ing the pill, or some other form of birth control. But too

often, say on a one night stand, men expect the woman to

be using something, and there are probably some men who

don't even bother asking whether or not their partner is

protected.

While it's true that a large number of sexually active

women today use birth control, the high rate of teenage

pregnancy and abortions proves that all women don't. It's

unfair to blame male partners for these unwanted

pregnancies because there are other factors involved, like

the lack of sex education, but if more men concerned

themselves with the important issue of unprotected sex,

then maybe some of these unwanted pregnancies could be

avoided.

I imagine that many men think modern birth control is

easy and simple to use, which often times it is, but there is

more to it than just taking a pill every day or renewing a

prescription. Even the simplest and easiest method re-

quires a certain degree of effort and dutiful committment

from women who use it effectively. Just because the new

and more effective methods have cut down on the rate of

unwanted pregnancy when used correctly, women who

loyally use a certain method still worry about becoming

pregnant because so far none of the methods are

guaranteed 100 percent to prevent pregnancy.

Women also worry if, in twenty or thirty years, scien-

tists will discover that the pill, or contraceptive sper-

micides and foams will cause new kinds of cancer or birth

defects in future generations. Women have to deal with

the side effects of most contraceptive methods, which may

include increased blood pressure, infections, cramping or

minor irritations. Obviously men can't be expected to feel

guilty because they don't experience any of these discom-

forts, but judging from the conversations I've had with

women friends, it seems like many men tend to distance

themselves from the problems and daily hassles related to

contraceptive use or misuse.

Some men may be embarrassed to talk about "women's

problems" with their partners. But in general, I would say

that most women would be pleased and appreciative if

their partners made an effort to tmderstand and help out

with birth control responsibilities.

Birth control isn't just a "woman's problem," or issue

anyway. Both women and men should be concerned with

sharing the sexual responsibilities that have to exist along

with the sexual freedoms otu- generation has had the op-

portunity to enjoy.

Miriam ZoU is a Collegian columnvit,
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Controversy
In the case of Yvette Henry

Dear Dean Field,

Because of the recent incident concerning the Yvette

Henry case, your attitudes concerning a specific popula-

tion have resurfaced. The manner in which you handled

this case and the controversial suspension has raised some

serious questions. Your actions in this dilemma have il-

lustrated to me and countless others your insensitivity to

women. Third World students and the student population

in general.

In the case of Yvette Henry, you have clearly

demonstrated what many consider to be racist attitudes.

Yvette, a black Resident Assistant, was harassed for

several days before being arrested and charged with set-

ting one of the "Crampton Fires" (what about the other

17?). Here are some of the facts which I'm siu-e you are

familiar with having taken part in them:

— On December 2, 1983 Yvette was brought into the

detective trailer behind the university police station for a

"voluntary" interview. The approximate time was

somewhere between 5:00-5:30 p.m.

—Despite the fact that this was a "voluntary" interview

Yvette was held incommimicado from 5:00-8:30 p.m. Dur-

ing that time, neither faculty, administrators nor students

knew of her specific whereabouts. Another student in-

formed the group she had observed Yvette being taken

from an unmarked police vehicle to the station handcuff-

ed.

—Yvette was not allowed to call her mother until 8:30 p.m.

the approximate time of her arrest.

—The University officials did not assist Yvette in getting

appropriate legal counsel. Rather their posture was to de-

fend tt\e University.

— You along with Denny Madson and Joe Zannini (Mr.

Civil Rights), panicked and abused Yvette's right to due

process by suspending her and issuing a no tresspass

notice that barred her from campus, without the benefit of

a hearing. You further defamed her good character by

releasing a statement to the local and national press

prematurely.

I am outraged at these facts because I know that in

similar cases and circumstances, your office has been

more supportive of white male students who are charged

with crimes. Your inconsistency is apparent; for, in this

case, a Third World Woman is forced to face the max-

imum criminal charges and university sanctions, based

purely on circumstantial evidence that no one wants to

reveal. At the same time a white male student charged

with the violent crime of raping a child under age 15 is

protected from the media and harsh university sanctions.

Your use of rarely used university regulations to justify

your violating the civil rights of students has been a com-

mon practice when dealing with Third Worid students. If

there is a consistency in your actions and policies, it is the

abuse of Third Worid student's rights and privileges and a

lack of commitment to protect those rights no matter

what the cost.

In the four years that I have attended this university I

have never seen or heard of anything p'>sitive for

students, Third World students specifically, cjming from

your office. Instead of assisting students I think that you

have become somewhat of a menace to the student body.

However, your actions of the late have created national

concern about the quality and safety o' life faced by

students here on the Amherst Jniversity of

Massachusetts campus. Likewise, yr-ir actions have

created a statewide suspicion of this university's commit-

ment to protect the students it recruits and brings to this

residential setting.

In the fact of these liabilities, for which you are in great

part a responsible agent, I ask that you resign your office

and step aside. I ask that you step aside so that a Dean

who is sensitive to contemporary social issues, considerate

of student rights and compassionate of the unique cir-

cumstances and problems faced by Third Worid students

and women may be installed in your position. I do not ask

that University policy or rules be overlooked; I demand

that University policy and rules be administered fairiy.

You may have acted out of these concerns when you first

took office in the early 1950's. However, it is clear that in

this twentieth plus year of your reign, yoiu" actions are a

danger to some which is a danger to all.

Step down; Allow us to grow as a community

Step down; Take a well deserved retirement

Step down; The futures of my peers and, perhaps, the

future of this growing University are at stake

Step Down.

Glenn A. Silva

Asst. Student Atty. General

In Howard Glantz's article, "Anti-Semitism still touches

nerves," the author felt that the comparison of Nazi Ger-

many to Israel sometimes made in the media is an example

of anti-Semitism. The fact that Jews were systematically

exterminated because they were Jews separates it from

the also horrible deaths occuring in Lebanon today. This

portion of his article was deleted.

Don't breathe until you read this

The recent investigation into the asbestos

hazards and removal in the Concourse and

the University Store has raised more questions

than it has answered. The more we look into the problem,

the more disturbing it becomes. Frankly, we're scared.

Maybe Collegian access to accurate and complete infor-

mation on the subject is against the better interests of

the University. In this case we certainly think so, because

we definitely have been given a run around. Asl)estos is a

much more serious problem than many administrators

are letting on. There has never been a safe level of con-

tamination established. A few tiny asbestos fibers in your

John O'Connell &Josh Meyer

lungs are more than enough to cause cancer, and since

the particles float for 80 hours or more, there's plenty of

opportunities to breathe them in.

Moreover, the University, a public building, is not even

required to comply with government regulations. While

administration officials are quickly covering up any

evidence of negligence left behind since the first time the

Asbestos Commission came to UMass in 1978 and found

serious problems on the very immediate horizon, they're

keeping mum on present removal procedures too, much

to the dismay of everyone else involved.

As a federal book about removal in public schools

states, "until recently, exposure to asbestos was general-

ly considered an occupational hazard for astestos

workers,...we have now learned of an equally serious ex-

posure problem that can occur in all types of buildings m
which certain materials have been used." Materials just

like the ones in the various ceilings at UMass.

The report says matter-of-factly that "Asbestos can be

released from these materials and contaminate the

building environment. Individuals who are then exposed

to the asbestos could develop lung cancer or cancers of

other parts of the body." The problem is that the "lag

time" between exposure and cancer is ten to 20 years.

These are very comforting thoughts to people who work,

study and hang-out in the Campus Center, where central

ventilation systems like the HVAC system at UMass can

spread the deadly fibers all over the entire building.

School officials' standard reply is that only high levels

of exposure are dangerous, or that there really isn t any

danger at all. That's what they said about radiation too.

So while people are in all probability ingesting car-

cinogenic (cancer-causing) particles every day.^and buy-

ing things in the CC that "have this grey dust all over

them, the official response has been to hush things up,

and quickly try to remove the asbestos from the ceUmg.

They'll worry about the rest of the campus later.

The most upsetting thing about the asbestos problem is

that if the Collegian hadn't been "tipped-off ' about the

whole removal process and its implications, NO ONE
would have heard about it at all. The manager of the

University Store said that the first he knew of air

samples being taken, and of the potential hazards

themselves was "when someone in my office said he read

about it in the Collegian." The people lower down along

the line had even less of a clue. No memos were issued

saying there was a "potential problem" under investiga-

tion, or even to tell them the levels had been determined

to be safe. Once the Collegian started asking questions of

administrators like Campus Center manager William

Harris, all we heard was, "Why are you asking so many
questions?"

And why are we asking so many questions? Is it just

because pesky reporters have nothing l>etter to do? Why
should we want to know why the University Store just

spent $500,000 for a complete renovation last summer,

for rugs that will be ripped up next week, le.ss than seven

months after they were put in? And why was the ceiling

on the fourth floor of the Student Union and the Blue

Wall suddenly replaced with no explanation recently?

And why, after removal estimates of $.500,000 were

given, has the administration apparently accepted the

lowest hid, of $274,000 without investigating the com-

pany first? (The federal and state asliestos removal

reports state that bids must be accepted under "advise-

ment," meaning that the companies involved in the bid-

ding process must be carefully checked out, to prevent

situations in which "the harassed school principal...often

seeking the quickest and cheapest contractor services

may create a potential for significant exposures and con-

tamination." And we all know how careful contractors

are - just look at the Library Tower, and the Campus

Center itself, both shining examples of carefully-

executed, safe work.

And why should we care if there are no regulations

protecting building users once the contractors leave?

The problem of asbestos exposure, even on the

smallest level, is potentially a deadly one. While it's too

late to worry about previous exposure, it is imperative

that we know that our university administration is, and

has been doing everything it can to make sure the area is

safe (this includes informing those who must bear the

consequences of any negligence.) One University Store

employee who will be working in the U-Store basement

over intersession said, "it would be nice to know that the

administration is as concerned about our safety as it is

about its image."

That's the understatement of the year.

John O'Connell and Josh Meyer are Collegian staff

vfiemheTs.

Letters

Crampton resident speaks

To the Editor,
,

,

..

I am a resident of Crampton House. After reading ar-

ticles in the Collegian, The Boston Globe, and listening to

all the news media, I feel the need to write myself.

First, I was acquainted with Yvette Henry and was

shocked at the news of her arrest. I do feel there was a

reason for her arrest and it was not some "act of hysteria

(as reported recently in the Collegian). The investigators

are well educated and professionals and would not act

without justification. I feel bad that it was Yvette because

from what I had seen of her she was very nice, intelligent,

and had a lot going for her but I do believe it would be un-

fortunate tor anyone possessing those positive qualities

whether black or white, male or female.

Secondly, no one can rightfully speculate the reasons

behind Henry's arrest without substantial facts. We as

residents of Crampton have not been given access to the

information concerning her arrest.

The last point I want to make is that I do not feel the

University acted in a fair manner by their immediate

suspension of Ms. Henry. She is innocent until proven

guilty and there is no one individual on this campus that

has the right to try her before the courts do.

Why not drop the issue until everyone has heard the fac-

tual evidence and then make your decisions.

Gina Jeansonne
Crampton
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Hello gorgeous!

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
I

Congratulations Volleyfoall Champions:

CO-REC Last Chance (1(W)) defeated AASA (9-1). 15-12. 11-15, 15-10,.

Melissa Drogden, Michelle Selicious, Bonnie Synder, Merizy Stuart, Mike

Blanchard, Peter Berwold, Kenneth Loo, Juan Maldonado, Wilfredo

lOuinones, David Simeone, Cheryl Verkade, Lown Teresa.

IwOMEN: Patriotas III (7-0) defeated the Pretenders, 16-2) 15-11, 15-13,.

JLeticia Acevedo, Brenda Buxeda, Anabel Fosas, Teresa Martinez, Maria

IPortela, Anna Scappetia, Dagmarie Velez, Susana Cardona, Marily

iMonserrate.

MEN: Patriotas III (8-0) defeated Persapolis (6-3), 15-13, 15-9. George Car-

jreras, Javier Lugo, Ramon Borges, Mickey Ros, Bernado Agebal, Juan

jPagan, WiKredo Quinones, Enrique Caballero, Jose Racheco, Javier

[Ubarri. Anael Cruz, Francisco Guitierre.

I BASKETBALL A very, very few slots remaining. Play begins]

February t^

ICE HOCKEY Playoffs in progress, best two of three. Yukon Jack leads
|

Mass Consumption 1-0.

jRACQUETBALL MEN Richard Opton, Residence, undefeated, defeated!

I

Jan>es Jarzynieski, Independent, (5-2)

••••GOOD LUCK'^^^DURING FINALS***^

^ They say that making up Is hard to do.

S But at Edie, we know that's not

gl true. Applying makeup like a

h pro is easy, once you know how

^ That's why, when you buy

^ Makeup or skincare

^ products at Edie, we'll

8j do more than just wrap

^ them up - we'll show you

" exactly how to use

fi them. And we

Q guarantee that

k everything we sell you

p will be right for you.

At Discount Prices

on Cosmetics, Fragrances

and Beauty Supplies

arriving

Dec. 15. 16. 19, 20, 21

Come try the

personalized

approach

to beauty

at Edie.

And find

out how
easy it

is to be

beautiful.

••••HAPPY AND SAFE HOLIDAYS''^*
1
••••SEMESTER BREAK. . GLADLY CHANGE PLACES.
[FEBRUARY. . .

.SEE YOU IN

iiuAFuihlo^cjml

K Rne cosmatlct, parfumes, toilatrias and accessories. For men and woman. ^

^ spoNsoREcJ by 3

i
WMUA-FM 5
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AChristmas

Checklist
P\%r ihead now so you wont forget anyone

< Some of our best ideas for
Christmas have just been shelved

HISTORY
' 'Ml V-- lit Kl I \t.l

Civil Wai
List $35.00

iry uueen of Scots
List $17.95 Middle East Conflicts

Tharv art hundrwte of MfafKlB to
chooM from. W« h«v« MWYttiing IVwn

I to tfM nKMI 19-

ARMIES&
LEADERS

And 'tl you ••• our
caMvii<iia'rj<ii«w

III

DECISIVE
BATTLES

So brino your Xmae ftt to <te
ty Slom. Soma of our

•0 be picfcad up.

rtJuM

The Calvary

L' lited quantities

o. selected titles

Armies and Leaders

SPECIAL VALUE
Civil War Histories

$8.98 each

decisive Battles

Located in the S.U.B.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

OjUmvBRsrrY
mSTORE^

Arts
live wire

^ by David Chevan
Okay, lets get it over with quickly. There are some good

bands at the clubs this weekend, but I can't see them; I've

got a final Monday morning at 8 a.m., so I have to study.

Hey, if I've gotta suffer, so do you. If you want to see

anyone this weekend, look 'em up in the Advocate, I'm

sure you'll find out everything you want to know.

Can you believe that Michael Jackson guy? Whew, That

Thriller video is going to give him another number one,

that's almost a certainty. Its almost the biggest selling

album of all time, bar none. A friend of mine who plays in a

top forty band told me that the band knows and plays the

entire album at every gig. I guess that might say

something for the popularity of an artist. In the meantime,

there have been several new artists on the scene cashing in

on Michael's crossover sound, notably local guitarist

Michael Gregory Jackson, now called Michael Gregory to

denote a difference. While his is not a bad album, the

shadow of Michael Jackson looms over it in the distance,

and Michael Gregory's vocals are not yet mature enough to

hold their own.
Albums for Holiday gifts. In a world of hundreds of

thousands of LP's, which one do you buy for your favorite

music freak ? My personal all time favorites go right

across the board. For the pop, Paul Simon's Still Crazy

After All These Years is still one of my faves, same goes

with Bowie's Ziggy Stardxut or Diamond Dogs. The best

Stones' album is still Exile on Main Sf...and Bob Dylan's

Basement Tapes makes Infidels sound like Infantiles.

Probably the finest "obscure" album by a major artist is

the Pete Townsend-Ronnie Lane collarboration Rough

Mix. And the nouveau artist in me still digs Eno's Music

far Airports, and the Fripp 'n' Eno collab. No Pussyfooting.

Don't bother getting anyone Thriller, 'cause they already

have it, but anything by Marvin Gaye is solid or maybe the

Mary Jane Girls debut album. For jazz anyone will ap-

preciate a fresh copy of Mile Davis' Porgy and Bes«,BiU

Evans' Explorations, or the collected recordings of Lester

Young on Columbia. Big band fans will enjoy Basie's

Superchief, or any pre-sixties Duke (though he did do some

brilliant stuff then too), but if you buy for a true big band

aficion, do not get anything by Buddy Rich. From my
experience, classical fans will appreciate you for what you

don't get them. Don't buy them Beethoven's A/tn<A, Bach's

Brandenberg Concertos, or the 1812 Overture.

The winners of the Great HoUday TYivia Contest and

Album Giveaway are: First Prize: Jim McManus, Second

Prize: Elizabeth Langlois, and Third Prize: Ellen

McCollough. Honorable Mention goes to Maria Restive for

the most amazing answers. Congrats to all who entered.

And to all you swell readers, have a great holiday, and

have a wonderful time during vacation anticipating reading

Livewire once again next semester.

Photo by Ka.T Hfurhman

Even though it doesn't say so in Live Wire, the Stompers will grrace the Rusty Nail on Dec.

30.

Atriumph of imagination
FOREST OF A THOUSAND
DAEMONS
By D.O. Fagunwa, translated by
Wote Soyinka
Random House, 140 pages, $12.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Ogboju Ode Ninu Igbo Irunmalf is a
classic African novel written in Yoruba by
the late Chief Fagunwa in 1939. Fagunwa,
a gifted storyteller, wrote a tale that

beautifully combines the historical and
legendary past with the present by mingl-

ing the Yoruba oral tradition with its

emerging written style. Thanks to Wote
Soyinka's meticulous yet flexible rendition

of the tale into English as Forest ofa Thou-
sand Daemons, a much larger audience can

now appreciate both men's literary talents.

The novel is an episodic fantasy narrated

by Akara-ogun, a great hunter who has

more than a few connections with witches,

monsters, and "ghommids." Akara-ogun

tells of his adventures hunting in Irunmale.

the Forest of a Thousand Daemons. Fagun-

wa combines satire, horror, and allegory

into a remarkable novel meant to teach as

well as to entertain.

Soyinka's translation is clear yet poetic.

One gets a sense of Fagunwa's prose as

well as his meaning in Forest ofa Thousand
Daemons, Old Akara-ogun tells his story in

sweeping, colorful language, full of descrip-

tion and metaphor. He wants to share the

lessons of trust, loyalty, and wisdom that

he has learned under duress in the en-

chanted Forest. Forest of a Thousand
Daemons is truly spellbinding.

As much as he emphasizes the past and

the unreal in his novel, Fagunwa still had a

clear conception of the present, and was

concerned about his country's role in it.

This concern is what elevates Forest of a

Thousand Daemons above the level of mere

fairy-tale. Fagunwa sought to prove that

the lessons of the past can help a nation on

the brink of modernity, and to a large ex-

tent he succeeded.

The luck of the Irish
O'Caseyplays delight audiences

A classic African mm]

FORESTOFA
THOUSAND DAEMONS

BEDTIME STORY and
THE SHADOW OF A GUNMAN
Rand Theater
December 1-3, 7-10

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Theater-goers were treated to two

skillful interpretations of Sean O'Casey's

Dublin last week as the University Ensem-

ble Players presented Bedtime Story and

Shadow ofa Gunman at the Rand Theater.

The two plays showed O'Casey's satiric

sense of humor as well as his more serious

side, and displayed once again the wide

range of talents in the Theater depart-

ment.

The first play, Bedtime Story, is a more

or less light-hearted look at moral

hypocrisy. Andrew Dolan played John Jo

Mulligan, the typical good Irish Catholic

boy, and Christen Lenard was Angela

Nightengale, the "loose" woman that lead

John Jo to his downfall. Dolan's John Jo

was played with a delightful mixture of

passion and contrition. Lenard's wicked

Angela was also well-done. Things got a lit-

tle clumsier when the rest of the cast joined

in the antics, unfortunately, but overall

Bediime Story was an effective and enter-

taining piece.

The Shadow of a Gunman, a more com-

plex play, focuses on the effects of fear and

hostility on a wide range of characters.

Director Edward Cohen handled his large

cast well in some difficult scenes. There

were many good performances in The

Shadow of a Gunman, particularly

Lawrence Devine's Donal Davoren, Todd

Thacher Cash's Seumas Shields, and Alan

Arenius' Adolphus Grigson. The whole cast

worked well even those cast v^nth difficult

parts, such as Moira Driscoll as Mrs.

Grigson

.

As usual, the sets (by Harold McCay Jr.),

the costumes (by Nancy Wilkinson) and the

lighting and sound (by Mary Tarantino) at

the Rand added to the production without
overshadowing the players. All in all, the

O'Casey plays were the kind of well-

rounded entertainment one has come to ex-

pect from the University Ensemble
Flayers.

Watch for

Andy Gordon'sl

TRAILERS
every Friday!
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Christmas Cards, Wrap, and Gifts

Are Now Available

in the Ballroom of

The Student Union Building

Christmas Wrap 6e Trims

Discover the distinctive wrappings

that make gift-giving a joy!
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A "^^ HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

From tNe EntIre

StaFF at youR

UNivERsiry Store

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Hypercurriciila
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the

standard form and not submitted by the Friday before

the week the event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee

printing of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be g^ven to UMass organizations.

^•> <'iyK^^^ ~*<!<k*<.,>'0i>*!-^'<^

CONCERT: MERIDIAN STRING QUARTET - The

program will include works by Schuman, Bartok, Hadyn,

and Beethoven. The Meridian String Quartet is the

University's Post-Graduate String Quartet-in-Residence.

FREE! 8 p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall.

KABBALAT SHABBAT - Creative welcoming of the

Shabbat. 6:30 p.m. 72 Triangle St., Amherst.

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7 p.m. Dukes Room, S.U.

Beat the Clock
$.75 drinks 8-9

$1 drinks 9-10

$1.25 drinks 10-11

Bruins v. Whalers
$.35 drafts

Memo To Faculty:
We are now processing course book

orders for the Spring 1984 semester.

Can we handle yours? No order is too

big or too small.

Jeffery

AmKerst

Bookshop

I ^i

Christmos Special

25% Discount
ON SpRJNq Semester MsMbERships

(includes Jan. Break)

regular »46.00 NOW $33.75

^
>̂^",0^

aVx^^<^

Tues. - Sat.

NO COVER
8 PM TO CLOSING

Call IDB

Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden.

Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout

'S for info 545-1555 Dec 12 to Dec 22 only

ENTERTAINMENT!!
by D.J. Midrange Productions

Hayloft Lounge
upsTAiRs AT TkE Rcd Barn STEAkhousc

Route 9. 1/8 mIIe past RoUiNq Green ApTS.

50'

DRAFTSAU Night Happy Hour

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Collegian i3
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After The Fall
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by R. Miller
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Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

LWfSTt LEADER OF THE STYROFO^M ANDROIDS J UKC ME
AND TKt CLONES ARt PLAYING /\ GK5 ON THE DARK SJDE. OF

OF THE MOON IT'S USUALLY STRiCKLY FOR AUENS, BUT KDU

SEEM LIKE RE.N.LY STAROUX FOR f\ HQMANJ. CAN VOU GIVE 16—
1 A HOP THERE.

I

COWIBHOT] WILSONS RATHER
NEW TO THE INT£KST£LLAF>jeT

bET

CMICKEY TRIPPER] GREAT
I
TUNES.WASTE.

Quentin

5^5?ffl^V/^
7
/

?^w 2~7\
ILWCKEYJ SUR£ j

by Mark MacKenzie

DMLY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by MarfsrrI Farrar aad Trade Jaffe

C>l««l IM A*|rtn rtan Sywmntf

ACROSS
1 Something to fill

In or out

5 Take a catnap

9 Strike with

wonder
14 Region

15 Weather word

16 Four-time

Wimbledon
champ

17 Observed

18 Made do (with

•out")

19 City In western

New York

20 Something to hall

21 Do an archeok)-

glst's )ot>

22 Sounds from

the zoo
23 Hill's companion

2S Likeness of a sort

27 Playwright

Connelly

29 One, In Bonn
X RIalto personage

34 Cuckoo
36 Cookout

needs
38 Tiny amount
39 Swiss psychia-

trist, associate

of Freud

41 Confuse
42 Bohemian
43 kilWeest gulf

44 Do a lawyer's |ob

46 pasa?
(What's the

matter?)

47 Makeover
48 Buddhist of

Thailand

49 Spiritual guide

51 Magtelan's stock

In-trade

54 Important paper

56 Let up

59 Game towards
rubber

61 "Famous"
cooklemaker

63 Pay, in a way
64 Iranian coin

65 Hemingway's
nickname

66 Choose
67 Place for a

chapeau
68 Ideal place

69 Cheeky
70 Being

71 • of

Our Lives"

DOWN
Rapid

Mountain nymph
Went over again

Pacific capital

Scott

Jack of film fame
tntertalnment of

the good okl

days

8 Finale

9 As a companion

10 Far Eastern

land

11 Claim

12 Fen/ency

1

3

Sea raptors

22 Medicinal root

24 Work unit

26 "La du
Regiment,"

Donizetti opera

28 Held tenderly

31 Inquisitor General

of Spain.

circa 1483

32 Aleutian Island

33 Martha of the

movies

34 Slightly open

35 Type of painting

37 Perfect

40 Certain Christians

of old

45 Ineffective

person or thing

50 Harvested

52 Small-minded

53 Ushers

55 One of Snow
White's friends

56 War god
57 LugosI

58 Iowa college

town

60 Delight

62 souci

64 Mapabbr.
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...walk out of any doorway
feel your way
feel your way like the day before

maybe you 'll find direction

around some comer
where its been waiting to meet you
what do you want w£ to do

to watch for you
while you 're sleeping

then please cbn't be surprised

when you find me dreaming to

look into any eyes

you'll find you can see clear to

another day ...

DC Menu
LUNCH

Ham Grinder

Broccoli and ('auliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER

Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak

Special

BASICS DINNER

Falafel Pocket Sandwich Stir Fry Vegetables

Broccoli ana Cauliflower and Tofu

Casserole Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

Weather

Today, cloudy with a

chance of showers. Highs

mid 40s to lower 50s.

Tonight, mostly cloudy with

a chance of some rain east

coastal sections and the

chance of a few showers or

snow flurries in the interior.

Lows 40s to 45 along the

coast, in the 30s in the in-

terior.

Todays puzzle

answer
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Guesswhat these guyswant from
ole Santa this Christmas
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

Dear Santa:

I'm only asking for a couple of things this year. The
obvious is a playoff spot for my Patriots. I think we
deserve it. Oh, we have made mistakes here and there

but the guys are real young and you know what they say,

"Boys will be boys." But anyway I won't badger you
about this because I know about 10 other coaches are

asking for the same thing.

What I really want is a g^y who can kick field goals. So
far I've gotten rid of John Smith cause he lost his touch,

Freddy Steinfordt because he had trouble getting the ball

in the general area of the goalposts, and now I'm dealing

with this guy who's name I have trouble spelling. I think

its Zendejas. So far he's 0-1

.

So what do you say, huh, I've been pretty good. My
players even tolerated me this year.

RON MEYER

Dear Santa:

How's things? Tve only got one request for you. Can
you please get me my job back? You see I know I was
what you would call a "bad little boy" last week but
really, Santa, it was only a joke. I didn't mean that thing

I said about the Louisville basketball team having a total

IQ of 40. I was just joshin' around but they went and took

my job away. They say I can't broadcast the Eagles -

Cardinals football game next week. That's gonna be a

classic.

Can you see what you can do? I'd really appreciate it,

and I promise I won't say stuff like that anymore on the
air. I think they just all took it too seriously, don't they
like a little humor in the booth?

TOM BROOKSHIER
FORMER CBS SPORTSCASTER

Dear Santa:

No request here Mr. Claus, just a note of thanks because
you've brought our Christmas early by returning our real
referees to the NBA. Those rookie guys tried hard but
they just couldn't cut it. I mean, our collective Grand-
mothers could have made better calls than some of these
guys. So thanks for the regulars, even though we'll

probably think they're incompetent too after a month.
Say hello the the Mrs.

THE NBA COACHES

Dear Santa:

How about a couple of real football teams to play for?

EARL CAMPBELL
WALTER PAYTON

Dear Santa:

I was wondering if I could have about five BoBo dolls

specially made with arms sticking up straight, and
dressed in Washington Redskin uniforms. Then I could

rock them together and when their hands are about to

touch in that stupid "Fun Bunch" thing, I could knock
them all down.

MICHAEL DOWNS
DALLAS COWBOYS
(TEARS STILL WET)

* More wintermeetings
Omtimued from page 16.

corps; 2. Texas rescuing
shigger Gary Ward from
Minnesota and in return,

banishing pitchers Mike
Smithson and John Butcher:

3. the Cubs acquiring Scott

Sanderson from Montreal in

a three-team deal that also

included San Diego, who
traded pitcher Gary Lucas
to the Expos and received

three unknowns from the

Cubs.
Undoubtedly, the team

that helped itself the most at

these meetings was

* IMhockey—
continued from page 16

The second of the three game series was
played last night and the third game, if

necessary, will be played tonight. Yukon
Jack will try to take its second straight

championship, after winning the title last

spring.

It was almost an upset in itself that

Oakland. Through trades

with the Mariners, Expos,
and Orioles, the A's
dramatically improved their

relief pitching by acquiring

respectively. Bill Caudill,

Ray Burris, and Tim
Stoddard, who was dealt for

third baseman Wayne
Gross. On top of that,

Tuesday they signed Joe
Morgan, who had been
released by Philadelphia,

and earlier had signed free

agent Bruce Bochte.
Oakland also acquired
catcher Jim Essian, who wUl

provide quality backup to

Mike Heath and now are on
the brink of getting Dusty
Baker from the Dodgers for

a couple of minor-leaguers.

More deals in Nashville:
The Brewers, after much
speculation, finally acquired
Jim Sundberg from the

Rangers for Ned Yost, who

only threw out 8 of 63

baserunners last year, and a

minor leaguer... .The
Phillies unloaded Tony
Perez to Cincinnati and Ron
Reed to the White Sox. . .The

Yukon Jack and Mass Consumption are in

the finals. Yukon Jack, seeded fourth in the

four team playoffs upset top seeded Nads,
5-2 to gain the finals. Yukon Jack really

hustled to gain their finals berth.

Mass Consumption was seeded third in

the playoffs and they upset What the Puck,

second seed, 4-3.

Dodgers dealt Joe Beckwith
to the Royals.

Free agent signings:

Dave Parker inked a $1.3

million deal with the

Reds.. .Frank LaCorte,
although only 22-42 with a

4.88 ERA in his career,

agreed to a $1.3 million

contract with the Angels.

Major League ballplayers

have discovered a new way
to strike gold: Just threaten

to enter the free agent

market. One of the many
teams victimized by this

scheme has been the Angels,

who in the days before the

draft, signed potential free

agents Doug DeCinces to a

three-year, $2.7 million

deal. Bob Boone to a three-

year, $2.75 million contract,

and Brian Downing to a

three-year, $2,025 pact.

The average salary on the

Angels is now $500,000.

I

Scott's

TREE
FARM
Sunderland, MA

take Rt. 47

to 252 Madley Rd.

Christmas
Trees

Balsam Fir $12.

Scotch Pine $14.

Wreaths $4.

666-4791

——»>>>—»———————

Open
•M-F 9-5

Sat IM
qVNIVERSlTy
mSTORE^.

AP Laacrphoto

USA, USA, USA....— Scott Biugstad, of Olym-
pic hockey team, exhaults after scoring early in

the third game of the US-Russian select series in

Richfield, Ohio. The US won 4-2.

Open M-F 9-5

sat 11-4 Located in the S.U.B.

Now's the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

r«««ndltl*nlng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

\^,_549-2aao JJ
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Graduate Student
Position Available

ofDepartmental Assistant/ Coordinator
Southwest Woman's Center.

Educational, cultural and research ac-

tivities. $5.95 per hour for 20 hr./wk. 03
position carries no benefits.

Forward letter of application, resume, pro-

of of enrollment in graduate school, three
letters of reference to:

Pamela S. Dice

Residence Director, John Quincy Adams
Southwest Residential Area

loooooooooooeoooooooooooooo
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.ocr
(with this coupon!

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blo^ Dry

$11.S0LonQHaii
Expires 12/31/83

PXmmii Can to* an Appointment

•for nmiM dtanti ooty

FREE COMSUtTATIONS

Styles by Deborah

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ARE THEY BORED?

EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch and

Lomb Raybans this holiday. Call Bruce

549-2879

AUTO FOR SALE

Must aall 1980 Mazda 626 2 dr 5 spd

stereo only $4600 546-6033

71 VW Bug 80,000 miles. No rust, heater

works. Excellent mech. condition, must be

seen. $1250 253-7396

1973 Saab good condition many new parts

must sell $950 or BO call 665-4801

68 Plymouth Fury dependable $450.00

546-3218

BIKE IN FLORIDA
~

UMass Bicycle Club's January Florida

junket is in the making^for information call

Frank Olbris @ 545-2778 or come to the

club meeting Wednesday evening (see CC
meeting sheet for time and place).

CHRISTMAS TREES

Balsam Rrs, Scotch Pines 4-6 ft $12-14

252 Hadley Rd Sunderiand 665-4791

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entsrtainmant Agency Iric.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

Frank Marcsn: Congrats on Act III II It's a

terrific start for an awesome playwright.

You really are my favoritel Billie

FOR RENT

Ona bedroom available in spacious five

bedroom house near bus stop. Rte 9 Hadley

$145.00 + call 586-3936

Large Room in 2 bedroom available for

Feb. Sublet - on bus n. Sunderland

666-7756.

2 spaces Available in Brittany Manor for

Spring Semester call 256-8656.

One Bedroom in Brandywine for 1 or2

people. 260/ month, heat included. Starts

February 1 M/F call eves. 549-4750.

Intersassion: sublet, 2 bedroom, Colonial

Village. On bus route, near convenience &
liquor stores. $150 253-3082

Room available begin Jan or Feb 2 mi.

past Rolling Green bus rt 253-3517

Puffton Village one bedroom apartment

available for Intersession 549-7864 call now

2 bedroom apt in duplex house

Sunderland on bus route 665-7148

Female needed to share a room in N.

Amherst during intersession. $120.00 in-

cludes utilities. Call Marj 549-0813 1 1 :30 pm
- 1 :00 am

FOR SALE

ATTENTION Women's Shoes Cheap
Top name running shoes $12. Leather jazz

shoes $10. Fashion shoes & boots $10 $12.

If interested please call 549-0533 Mon 5-7

Pf>./I & Thurs 3-5 PM only

Portable Panasonic AM/FM stereo

cassette recorder. Model RX5030. $100 call

546^6302

Need X-mas presents? Alpaca sweaters

at low prices call eves 253-9494

Televideo computer terminal model

910 -f for sale $350 or best offer excellent

condition 253-3728

HELP WANTED

Full Er Part-time student advocates for

Wintersession & Spring semester at Com-
muter Area Gov't. Organizational, leader-

ship £r writing skills needed. Apply 404
SUB 545-2145 deadline 12/16 AA/EEO

HEY PINEBOXI

Move out, move off, move on, enlist,

transfer, drop out - you deadweight^iff

I NEED A ROOM
Clean/neat senior female seeking a room
in an apt. or private home for spring

semester. . .preferably close to campus.
Carol 546-4803

KRISTA AT SEA

Kris. This is a sincee apology for not

writing to you until Turkey. Hopefully I'm

forgiven. Even from halfway across the

world you're there to pick me up when I'm

down, (say toyboat 3 times fasti) Is that

friendship or what? I think a week should be

long enough to catch up with the news of

the past 3 months. Say hi to all your bud-

dies at sea for mel See ya soon I Love, Lor i

LAST CHANCE FOR A GREAT GIFT

••••Hoky Carpet Sweepers 17.60»»^«
* Gourmet Trays $8.00 *

* call Dave or Paul nights 10-12 pm *

••••••••for more info 546 5232*»»»^*»»

LOST

A pair of glasses in a soft blue case please

call 549-5811

In Boyden parking lot Sat night Dec 10

women's tweed blazer. Reward if returned.

Call Annette 549-2638

Round glasses Er brown case Dec 12 on
campus call 256-6849

PERSONALS

•••• College ••• Spring "•• Break ••••

• • Round Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe •

• Motor Coach Transportation *

• • ocean front accommodation? night *

• •Welcome Party with FREE BEER •

•Make reservations Now and Save $20*
• Check out our table in the *

• CC Concourse or call 546-5422 •

••• D*A*Y*T*0*N*A*** B*E*A*C*H^**

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and

classified advertising.

Housing available for Spring Semesterl

Good food, friendly atmosphere-all in-

terested females call 545-0162

Kappa Kappa Gamma Invites all universi-

ty woman to a celebration of the Holiday

Season Thursday Dec 5 3:00 - 5:30

546O320.

Hey D.C. Loser.

the hint?

.you ruin my dinner. Get

Happy B-day RIcsl To the X mas baby of

the 14th floor we all love you Maureen

Margaret Henault, Happy Birthday

Margaret. Signed, an old friend

Spring Semester Housing. Any women
interested in boarding at a local sorority in

the spring semester. Call 545 0527 for more

info.

Janet - Behold, a personal! For thee I I

would like to take this opportunity to

publicly express that I love you I XXOO
Steve

Dan as promised. Happy Birthday. All my
wishes for happiness and for never feeling

neglected. Best always Devra

Mary, Here is your damn personal. Only

kidding really. Sorry you are leaving us.

Good Luck with whatever you do. Kevin

P.S. Where is mine

Question-answer period: What would

soccer be without a red-head who has a

fear of flying objects?

$6.00 Off Sugarbush Week Trip for so-

meone to take my place! 323-4080

The toad said to the frog "Just one more

chocolate chip cookie" They ate one then

they ate one more Happy Bday Trace

Peg okay you'll graduate with a p>ersonal.

Enjoy your time left in the "fake" world.

Good luck at Med school love, Elena

SISTERS OF AXO You guys are greati I

really appreciate everything you've all done

for mel Thanx love, Billie

Jill - We finished your paper, though it

took all night. Here's to another fantastic

semester. I love you forever, David P.S.

Happy Anniversaryll

Suzanne 12/09/63; not Sue. Maybe your

roomie was right. Ask her

i^Grayson It's been differentl Hope your

Christmas is sooo good ok. Watch out for

spiders and look forward to a better

semester (we hopel) Love, The Herd

A-Sorpresol lo sperare questo fare tua

giorno. Come va? Piacierel Sei mia numero

uno bambino e una metal lo volunfa

sicuramente p>erdere tua malamente ogni

volta che io aver bisogno una massaggio.

Giusto scherzil Arriverderci, Americal

Amore, Z

RMB - Just wanted to let you know I'm

really going to miss you next semester - it's

been lots of fun at work. . .and at play. I

hope there are more good times to come. .

Thanx for the personal - it was my first (the

personal that isl) And congratulations on a

j
ob well done. . .M isty

J. P. Wicket - Thanks for all the moral sup-

port this semester Fveryone needs a warm

fuzzy. Animal I tovf you tool (in the paper

even) While we're at it - Hi Josh, Ethan,

and Moon.

I

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, esses, papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy,

584-7924 evenings
^

PUNX UNITE

From San Francisco. CA, Crucifix, Out-

patients, CIA, Dec 17 5 PM Grange in

Greenfield Alleges more info 6-^62

TrewardI

I lost my blue knapsack in the parking lot

behind Judy's last weekend. Books and

notes are needed desperately before finalsl

Reward. No questions asked call Danny

256-1279

RIDE WANTED

To New York/North Jersey Area Dec 21

afternoon call Karen 6 - 9534.

One woman and luggage (not a lot) need

a ride to New Jersey on Tue 12-20 / after 4

pm on Wed 12/21 anytime will help pay

gas. Jill 6-7277 ^^^^^
ROOM WANTED

J.
Responsible adult looking for single room

to rent in or around Amherst pleasel Call

Amy 584-2814

2 male roommates wish to trade room
in Sylvan for sanr>e in Southwest for r>ext

semester 6-4043

2 responsible non-smoking students
looking for quiet apt call Rob 545^182 Rich

549-1816

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share room in Brittany star

ting January Quiet Student preferred. Call

Beverly 256- 1335

Roommate wanted to share rm w/ 1 other

F in 2 br Twnhse apts call 549-4586

Townehouse female roommate wanted
for Spring take over lease Jan 1 call

549-7690

Apt mate wanted, own bedroom
Presidential Apts. 150/nrK>nth -i- util.

549-0886

Male Roommate wanted to share

Southwood Townhouse apt 256-0095 Rob .

2 female (nonsmoking) roommates
wanted for spring in Brandywine call

549-3892

Rolling Green - Ig. bedroom in 4 bedroom
townhouse. Avail Jan 1 on bus rte, AC,

pool. 143.75, inclusive call 256-8261

Female apertmentmate wanted for

January and spring semester , own room
549-3720 ^___
male roommate wanted to share room in

Brittany Manor apt spring semester call

253-2298

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Stats,

manuscripts, correspondence, disserta-

tions, theses, et c. 666-3414 anytime

Professional Typing 253-9582 after 3 p.m.

M - F Anytime weekends.

Typing special $1.00 page single space

$.50 page double space pickup & delivery

avail. 413-772 0694

2 SOUTH PATTERSON

Although we'll be separated by
distance, we'll always stay together,

thanks for being the best! We love youl

Signed, 2 of the 8 DM and SS
OHIYHADFTI

TO SUBLET

1-3 People for Jan in Duplex in No.Hamp-

ton Center, 120 -t- call Steve 546-8198.

Amherst CTR 1 Room Avail in 4 bdrm apt

starting Feb C all 253-5298.

2 bedrm Colonial Apt to sublet Jan 1

-Sept 1 253 5288

Private room completely fumlshed for

Intersession asking 100 + (negotiable) Pete

549-7612

WANTED

Buying Cless Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant, Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedrooms In 4 bedroom apt available

Jan-Aug Craig o r Rory 256-0089

Two bedrooms in apartment or house for

January Linda 546-5973 Steve 546-4081

2 bedroom ept in Amherst call evenings

leave message 584-4306
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Minutemen host rival Connecticut
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''We've done a nice job inside. We have done a good job on the

offensive rebounds and with defensive rebounds...we've held our

own. That put its in the position to win.

"

— Coach Ron Gerlufsen

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

After a trip to the lions den in Durham,
North Carolina, and a very sobering loss to

Duke, the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team returns to the

friendly confines of dusty, old Curry Hicks

Cage tonight to start: a two g^ame home
stand.

Being at home, where the team does not

have to deal with 26 straight road defeats,

won't guarantee a win for first year coach

Ron Gerlufsen's team, where UMass is

undefeated thus far this year.

Tonight, the University of Connecticut,

of Big East fame, and an old New England
rival faces, UMass in a 7:30 p.m. game,
which will not be on any television as was
previously announced at the last home
game.
UConn, who is coming off a 75-47 pasting

of Brooklyn College on Tuesday, is led by

the sophomore guard Earl Kelley, who was
the Big East player of the week after scor-

ing 71 points in UConn's three wins.

"Earl is a real scoring threat," Gerlufsen

said. "He will Im? a focal |X)int defensively

for us." Kelley, who was the Big East

rookie of the year last year, hit for 37

against Boston University last weekend.
And at the other guard is senior Karl

Hobbs, who runs the UConn offense with

precision. Don Perno's team is 5-1 on the

year having won their last four after a loss

to Ohio State.

Massachusetts, who hasn't beaten
UConn since 1977, is 2-3 after two season

opening wins. The Duke game was the only

one that UMass was out of. Against the

Blue Devils, the Minutemen had everything

that could go wrong do that.

"We have to be more consistent with our

efforts," Gerlufsen said. "We have to func-

tion as a team." In the previous four

games, UMass was in a position to win, ex-

plained the coach. "We've done a nice job

inside. We have done a good job on the of-

fensive rebounds and with defensive re-

bounds, even though we are a bit smaller,

we've held our own. That put us in the posi-

tion to win.

"We just didn't shoot the ball well in key

situations," Gerlufsen said referring to the

Houston Baptist and Georgia Southern

losses. "I'm confident that our shooters

will break out of their scoring slump soon."

Forward John Hempel has been a little

under average.

If UMass entertains any chance of

beating the Huskies, not only will they have

to break their scoring slump but they will

have to stop Connecticut, and Gerlufsen is

concerned about UConn's transition game.
"The main thing defensively will be to

keep Connecticut out of their good transi-

tion game. A high percentage of their shots

are off of the transition. We have to be able

to get back strong and stop the easy

baskets," Gerlufsen said.

If the Minutemen can stay close and not

turnover the ball t(x) much, the Huskies

could be surprised. If UMass can get their

act together offensively, they'll be in the

game. The thing that hurt UMass in the

past three games was at least one of the

starters had a sub-par game and no one
really picked up the slack.

MINUTEMAN MUMBLINGS - Edwin
Green, who had 20 points against Georgia

Southern, leads the team with nine blocks.

Don Russell, the other co-captain with

Green, leads the team in steals, 10. Horace
Neysmith, the team's leader in rebounding

with 44 shares the scoring lead with

Hempel, 13.6.

AP LaMrphoto

I DIDN'T SEE HIM FLY BY ME — Carl Smith looks in shock as
Duke's Tommy Amaker goes in for two in the Blue Devils romp over
UMass, Monday.

Baseball fans nightmare:

Yukon Jack takes 1-0 lead in Five days in Nashville

intramural hockey finals
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

A goal late in the third period by Joe
Beelini pushed defending champion Yukon
Jack past Mass Consumption, 2-1, in the
first game of the intramural hockey cham-
pionship finals Tuesday night in Greenfield.

Beelini, who also scored the winning goal

in the semi-final game against the Nads to

send Yukon Jack into the finals, shot the

puck between the pads of Mass Consump-
tion goalie Rich Hanlon.

The game was as close as the score in-

dicated with both teams playing ag-

gressively for the win.

"I think the reason Yukon Jack won was
because they were much more patient than
Mass Consumption," Scott Andrews,
manager of the league said. "Mass Con-
sumption was making much too long passes

from defense to v.i"icnse (due to the absence

of the red line in the league play). The
defense for Yukon Jack just seemed to

break up their passes."

Paul Marmai started Yukon Jack on the

way to its win in the first period when he

tipped the puck into the net, for a 1-0 lead.

Yukon Jack's goalie Bob Montanna turn-

ed every shot by Mass Consumption until

early in the third period. Defenseman John
Hart played well in breaking up Mass Con-
sumption's plays.

Brad Tercho scored the lone goal on

Montanna to even the score in the third

period until Beelini broke the tie. The win
gives Yukon Jack the 1-0 lead in the best of

three series.

"Yukon Jack wasn't looking for that

pretty play," Andrews explained. "They
just dumped it (the puck) in and went in

after it. Bruins style."

continned on page I
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Comeback Shea wins picks
It was an amazing comeback in the last

week of picks as Bill Shea roared out of

second place and took the Collegian NFL
picks championship for 1983. Last week,
Shea went 11 3 and far outdistanced the
rest of the field. Scott Hood, who entered
last week with a one game lead, faltered

going 8-6. The rest of the field of Tony
Betros, Kevin Delura and Gerry der-mas
wnt "7-7

With the 11-3 mark. Shea, a graduating
senior, tied Hood for the best weekly
mark of the season. Thus, the first season
of NFL picks comes to a close. Hope you
enjoyed them. Happy Holidays.

Finals Standings

1. BUI Shea 104-63 (.622). 2. Scott Hood
102-65 (.610), 3. Tony Betros 98 69 (.586),

4. Kevin Deluca 94-73 (.562), 5. Gerry
dpSimas91-76( ."144).

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

If they were to make a
movie of last week's winter
baseball meetings, a most
appropriate title would be
"A Baseball Fan's Night-

mare: Five Days in Nash-
ville." And that's being
nice. Hey, what else can you
say when the biggest deal

involving "somebtKly" was
Gorman Thomas and Jack
Percente to Seattle for Tony
Bernazard. It's all downhUl
from there, boys and girls.

There were, of course,

other deals that merit

mention, but none that wUl
send chills up the spines of

even the devotest and
willingest patients of

baseball fever.

For Red Sox fans, we give

you Mike Easier, possessor

of a powerful lefthanded bat

in return for Boston's

winningest pitcher in 1983,

John Tudor. For Yankee
fans, the Bronx Bombers
acquired shortstop Tim Foli

from the Angels'for Pitcher

Curt Kaufman and cash, and
then improved their relief

pitching corps by getting
Mike Armstrong from
Kansas City for Steve "Bye-
Bye" Balboni and pitcher

Roger Erickson.
Other wheeling and dealing

in Music City, USA included
1. Toronto sending Barry
Ronnell to Seattle for lef-

AP Lancrphoto

ON THE ROAD AGAIN - Joe Morgan will be

in Oakland next year after leading the Phillies to

the series.

thanded hurler Bryan Clark, already outstanding and

who will certainly be a young, Blue Jay pitching

welcome addition to the continued on page i-4
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Senate questions Duffey

CollcKiaB ^hoto by Drew Ofier

OLD MEETS NEW - This modern sculpture by Russell Jaques ap-

pears to move in many directions at once around the Amherst College

chapel steeple.

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts faculty

senator questioned yesterday whether

racism and the violation of student rights

were involved in the arrests of students ac-

cused of setting several dormitory fires on

campus.
Afro-American studies professor

Chester Davis told the faculty senate one

question that remains unanswered in

regard to the procedures of the arrest and

interrogation of Yvette Henry is "a ques-

tion of incompetence on behalf of the office

of Dean of Students and of racism," he

said.

"There is the question of the implication

of racism. But the matter is that it .should

be looked into because it could bring un-

favorable publicity to the University,"

Davis said.

However, Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

said he could not remember a time when

outside authorities were forced to take ac

tion.

"I think the arrest and interrogation pro-

cedures were entirely proper in preserving

the life and safety of the community
"

Duffey said after meeting with the Com-

mittee for the Collegiate Education of

Blacks and Minority Students (CCEBMS),
that the University needs a statement and

a policy for the responsibilities of the

University when outside authorities are in-

volved.

"The code of student conduct needs to be

examined but 1 am not pursuaded to

believe that there was improper conduct. It

was a bad and hectic time for all involved,"

Duffey said.

Davis said, "We must avoid even the im-
pression of the violation of student rights

and even more so the impression of
racism," Duffey said. "I'm not prepared to

discuss in either way details in question.

There is a criminal process in prosecution.

The disciplinary board will review the

case," he said.

In other business, the faculty senate, the

athletic council and the campus physical

planning committee unanimously passed a

motion that "supports the additional ap-

propriation of $3 millon for the planning ad

construction of a multi purpose sports

facility." The senate also approved "the

planning for the facility to taJte into con-

sideration the need to improve the quality

of life for the students as well as the need

to provide a service to the communities in

the surrounding area."

Even though an agreement was reached

by the committees, mixed feelings are be-

ing expressed by some professors.

Athletic Council representative (Jeorge

Urch said he believes, "There is a feeling of

support after talking to students and the

administration. We are here to serve both

the alumni and the students."

Environmental science professor Linda

Lockwood and history professor Mary B.

Wickwire said they still question where ad-

ditional funding will be found if needed.

"If more money is required to complete

the construction, where will it come from?"

Wickwire asked.

Vice Chancellor of administration and

finance John L. DeNyse said there are

presently no funds for the construction of

the facility since the 1984 capital outlay

budget has been rejected by the senate

ways and means committee.

UMass polymer program striving to be the best
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

When a plastic product stronger than steel was

developed, polymer science was recognized worldwide as a

field with limitless potential.

These durable plastics are a fairly new development for

polymer researchers worldwide, but after playing a major

role in the creation of these materials, scientists at the

University of Massachusetts say their contribution is

minor.

It is not that the faculty and graduate students who are a

part of the Center for UMass Industry Research in

Polymers, the largest polymer program in the country, are

necessarily humble, it is that they are striving today to

have the best program in the world.

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, Massachusetts

Secretary of Economic Affairs Evelyn Murphy, U.S. Rep.

Edward Boland. D-Springfield, and UMass scientists

Thursday joined representatives from industries to renew

and explain UMass' comnuttment to polymer research.

The group held a press conference early Thursday in

Springfield, and later attended the opening of the Polymer

Laboratories, a private firm, in Amherst.

"We are grateful for this expression of confidence which

Polymer Laboratories has made by coming to Amherst,"

Duffey said to more than 40 people gathered in the lobby of

that plant located in the Amherst Fields Research Park on

Route 9. "We look forward to the relationship."

Polymer Laboratories was formed in 1976 to develop and

commercialize polymer products. It is based in the United

I pkoto b; IHtc IHnhtr

"We are here to show iivt, vmnmUment
the state has to the Pioneer Valley.

"

- Evelyn Murphy, Mass. Secretary

of economic affairs

Kingdom, where its three parent plants are located.

"I look very much forward to working with the University

faculty, " said Frank Warner, director of the Amherst

plant. "The UMass polymer faculty formed the basis for

our decision to move here."

Warner is not new to the area; he met with UMass
scientists seven years ago to discuss and exchange ideas on

polymer research.

"We are here to show the commitment the state has to the

Pioneer Valley," Murphy said. "The opening of this ex-

citing new company is the first establishment of a polymer-

related business in Amherst and will add significantly to

our efforts to expand the plastics industry in the region.

"It is a proven center of excellence that has achieved

international acclaim," she said of the UMass polymer

science program, which operates at a cost of $4.5 million

yearly.

Boland said the federal government also has an interest in

polymer research, although their contribution has been

limited. Earlier this semester Gov. Dukakis proposed $6

million in state monies be earmarked for a new expanded

polymer research facility.

"Congressman Silvio Conte and myself agree that support

for this program is necessary," Boland said in an interview

following the press conference. "UMass is a leader in

current competition for federal money."

Boland said some industry has been diminishing in the

U.S. and polymer research may be the way to rejuvenate

those industries.

"Hopefully there will be additional funding," Boland said.

"The very fact that this firm has opened here signifies a

very fruitful and important relationship."

DA's office to announce decision on Briggs today finside:

The Hampshire District Attorney's office said Thursday

an announcement would be made today on whether or not

charges would be dropped against a University of

Massachusetts student charged in connection with a re-

cent rape on campus.

Although UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said

Thursday he was unaware of the announcement today,

last week he told a Collegian reporter he had been told by

a reliable source the victim "has requested the court to

withdraw charges" against Michael E. Briggs.

David Angier, of the district attorney's office, said an

announcement was scheduled for this morning on the

status of charges against Briggs, who was arrested two

weeks ago and charged with indecent assault and battery

with attempt to rape in an incident at MacKimmie dor-

mitory.

William A. Norris, lawyer for Briggs, confirmed there

would he an announcement concerning his client but said

he does not know what will be decided.

"We're just waiting until (today) to see what happens."

A pretrial hearing was held Wednesday tetween the

prosecution and the defense in the case. Neither Norris or

Angier would give specifics about the outcome of the

meeting.

Briggs is a MacKimmie resident from Oxford, Conn, and

a starting offensive tackle for the UMass football team.

- RITA MURPHY

UMass mails letters to parents concerning recent

fires P-3

Accidental fire reported in Brown p.3

UMass coach will help train the U.S. Olympic

women's field hockey team p.l6

See Special "photos of the semester" insert.

Educaticm is what survives when what
ha^ been learmt has been forgotten.

^ -'B.t. Skinner/
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AROUND THE WORLD
Columbian cargojet explodes
BOGOTA. Colombia (AP) — A Colombian

cargo jet with mechanical problems ex-

ploded in the air while trying to make an

emergency landing at Medellin and flaming

debris set fires in five factories. The
coroner said 14 people were killed.

The Tampa Airlines Boeing 707 was on its

way to Miami for repairs Wednesday when
it exploded and crashed, airline officials

said.

All three crew members in the plane and

11 people on the ground were killed,

Medelin coroner Humbert© Sierra told the

Associated Press.

In a statement. Tampa said the plane had

tried to take off in the morning when it was
loaded with cargo, but had been forced back

by mechanical difficulties. The cargo was

unloaded and the jet took off, the airline

said.

But the pilot immediately asked per-

mission to return and make an emergency

landing, a spokesman for Colombia's Civil

Aeronautics Agency said in a telephone

interview.

"The plane made a turn to try to get back

to the runway and was just 50 meters (60

yards) short of the runway when it ex-

ploded," said the spokesman, who did not

give his name.

Police killnun heldhostage inLima
LIMA. Peru (AP) — Police opened fire on

prisoners trying to escape from a jail,

killing eight convicts and an American nun

they were holding hostage, a Roman
Catholic church organization said Thur-

sday.

The Episcopal Commission of Social Action

in Lima said the nun, Joan Sawyer. 51, of

the Missionary Saints of St. Columban, was

hit by four bullets when police fired on a

prison ambulance fleeing Wednesday with

her and five other women hostaK'es.

The convicts, armed with knives, seized

the women during the presentation of the

annual Christmas program at Lurigancho
Prison. Prison authorities made the am-
bulance available to 10 convicts holding the
hostages when the prisoners threatened to

kill them.
The mission's headquarters in Chicago
said Sister Sawyer, a U.S. citizen, was
originally from Belfast, Northern Ireland,

and had lived in Boston and Chicago for nine

years before going to Peru.

^^^^OUND THE NATION

AP l.aiwrphotn

MICKEY'S FRIEND - Trine Enpebretsen, who doctors say has only

several weeks to live, hugs Mickey Mouse in her Miami home Thursday.
The two-yen'--old is expected to die of kidney failure unices a donor can
be found for a transplant.

UND THE RE^ilM
Dukakis signs housingpackage
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Michael Dukakis

signed a $196 milHon housing bond package

into law Thursday, saying it will create

"decent, sound, affordable" housing for the

poor, the elderly and the handicapped.
"This nation is failing in its responsibility

to its citizens — particularly those of low

and moderate Income, the elderly and the

handicapped," Dukakis declared. "Thanks

to Congress, we are beginning to see a

recotrnition of that fact."

Dukakis spoke at a bill-signing ceremony

held at Beacon House, a recently renovated

apartment building a block from the
Statehouse that was hailed as a model of

public-private cooperat ion in the creation of

housing.

The governor was joined by Senate
President William Bulge*", House Speaker
Thomas McGee. Secretary of Communities
and Development Amy Anthony, housing
advocates, developers and key legislators,

including the chairmen of the Housing and
Urban Development committee, .Joseph

Timilty. D-Canton, and John Cusack, D-
Arlington.

Deliberations begin inAVCO trial

LOWELL, (AP) - A six -member
h-r-y KnfTgr ' ' ' Hting the case today -A

spvr". politic.i' .ctivists accu.sed of vn.

hi'l/ir/j tv,. .\«-. System Division plant i".

Wiln-ingtontopntrst nuclear missiles.

v'onvict or acquit and ;.

,v ratio:. . behind i.

' ' r,-,uri .' ;i;»- EdWa

.ho ' •-! in- '.

. ,, as vandal..-i;*! relatuu .

,

a July 14 invasioi of the plant.

Three o'. inf delindantb -Jd during the
trial they used hair- mi"- >..rJ nu.-sir.g

bottles filled with human blood to dama^t
•'«,iiipr';int as a fv '.n vf d\i\ Jisobedit.-.cj,

hascf* .in the anti-Vietnan"! War writing -jf

' ^ Daniel Bcrrigan.

defendents.

DEIR EL-KAMAR,
Lebanon -

Israeli troops in

tanks and armored
personnel carriers

watch over the

evacvxition ofbesieg-

ed Christian

refugees Wednesday
in the town square

ofDeir El-Kamar.
The town had been

cut off by the Druse
militia which had
surrounded them

for three Tnonths-

AP Lsaerphoto

Missilecomponents reach Comiso
COMISO, Sicily (AP) - Components of

cruise nuclear missile systems, including

four missile launchers, have arrived at a

NATO base outside this Sicilian town. U.S.

officials reported Thursday.

Joe Johnson, the U.S. Embassy
spokesman in Rome, said parts of the

missiles were sent to the base from a U.S.

naval air station in Sigonella near Catania

on Dec. 9 "without any incident,"

He said in a telephone interview that it

was the latest in a series of shipments of

missile components to reach Comiso. 45

miles southeast of Sigonella.

Under a NATO plan. Italy has agreed to

deploy 112 cruise nuclear missiles in

Comiso. The first batch is expected to be

operational starting this spring when
coiitruction is completed at the Comiso
base.

Job opportunities P^ -ncrec^v bi 1984
EVANSTON. Dl. tAl^^ - Job op

port unities for college graduates will in

crease next year more ihan 20 percent,

ending a two-year dtolinc, according tc

Northwestern University's annual 198^

Endicott report released tcxlay.

The report is based on a national survey of

262 large and medium size business and
industrial firms. It is regarded as an im
portant indicator of employment op-

portunities for graduating students.

"The better prospects for g^aduat'v

reflect the economic advance.*- reported I,,

respondents for 1983 ar.d Lheir continutd

optimism for 1984," Siiid Dean Victor R.

ind .or

— f-V'***

, autnoi o.

enl at Noi. • a.

that 57 percent of tht ILms
fruni 2o btalc.3 rciiurktu liteir

hud inipit-veu ii. IJ&J, and hau of

;--.t ever more improvement in the

Ovr ill 71 percent of .ill companies

re.j. . :
' business >vould bo better despilt a

'^•'''j?fr"o "-^oncern about the federal deficit

•u)d h'^h interest r?.tcs. • rJd T indqui*^'

.

Tho survey indicated that employ k, at

will incrtase 20 ptrcenl for graduates with

^ucht'lv. 's degree^ cind 2R p^-.^eiu for Lliose

iti' Maxtor's degrees.

Kuwait asks for toughenedsecurity
WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S.

Embassy in Kuwait asked the State

Department for toughened security

measures in Septembi-r, but the depart

ment delayed approving them because it

didn't have the money, its spokesman said

Thursday. The approval finally was sent on
the "eve of the bombing," one official said.

Monday's blast left six people dead.

Rivermay be sparedfrom ^^ewagr

John Hughes, the State Department
spr.ke.sman, said the embassy t«x>k some
ri'Aefit steps of its own to improve security
-ft^r ;; '•\:^ptf.'nb'rr request, bul '.!;_. '.i'.e

mnin package was not implemented"
because the money was lacking.

"I'm ict suggesting nothing 'vas danc ...

but the main package was not dent." he
said.

HARTFORD. Conn. (AP) - There's a
chance the city of Springfield, Mass., might
alter its plan to dump 80 million gallons of

raw sewage into the Connecticut river,

according to U.S. Sen. Christopher Dodd.
Springfield plans to dump the sewage into

the river while it makes repair to its sewage
treatment plant, a proposal that has been
strongly opposed by Connecticut officials.

Dodd met privately Wednesday with
Michael R. Deland, regional administrator
of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, who last month approved the
dumping scheduled for March.

"I made some suggestions to him and

as\id hini to take a look at some thing ,"

Duud bdid, although he declmed tu detail aia

proposal until Deland has a chance to

revievv iL.

"There's some indication there's a ray of

hope here," Dodd said in an interview with
the Journal Inquirer of Manchester.
Spi iiigfleld plans to divert about 80 million

gallons of raw sewage to the river over
eight days in March while maintenance is

performed at its York Street pumping
station. The work would cost $215,000.
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SUN WATCHING
-- An unidentified

man watches the ap-

proaching winter

solstice while look-

ing through the

"sighting loop" at

Merrill Center. The
loop is used to line

up important sites

on the horizon.

Collegian pkoto\

by Drew Ogier

Letters mailed to calm students' parents
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts has mailed more than

11.000 letters to parents of students living in the residence

hall system in an effort to ease anxiety over the rash of

fires which have plagued the campus this semester.

Dennis L. Madson. vice-chancellor for Student Affairs

told the Faculty Senate Thursday the letters were mailed

out earlier this week.

The letter explains to parents the problem the fires have

caused on campus, especially in Crampton House, the

victim of 16 suspicious fires.

The letter, signed by both Madson and Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey, states. "WhUe the events of the past few weeks

have caused concern, anger, and frustration among all of

us who live and work on the campus, we have worked

together to limit the extent to which the actions of a few

individuals can disrupt the on-going life of the campus."

At the senate meeting, Duffey said each fire on campus

has been set by "individuals who for whatever motive,

have played Russian roulette with the lives on this cam-

pus."

In battling the fires and the publicity surrounding them,

the University has gone "through a very difficult time

when the rights of students to be free of harassment." have

been in jeopardy at times, Duffey said.

Duffey thanked the faculty for their "considerate"

response to the academic problems of those living in

dormitories which have had numerous fires, specifically

Crampton.
The letter sent to parents also states, "Cooperation
among students, faculty, a staff, and outside agencies has
been critically important." Duffey said administrators,
staff and faculty members who have been on campus for a
number of years "cannot remember a time" when a
situation has been so drastic to warrant a "turnover to civil

authorities." as was the case this semester with the fires.

Since the arrest of Yvette I. Henry on December 2 in

connection with one of the fires in Crampton. criticism has
been levied against the administration, particularly the
Dean of Students office, for possible civil and/or student
rights violations. Duffey said, "students rights and the
rights of citizens in society do not exactly coincide."
In other Faculty Senate news, Duffey announced that

Bonnie R. Strickland, associate to the chancellor, will be
stepping down from her position in January. Strickland
took over her current duties last January.
Duffey gave no reason for why Strickland was stepping
down. However, she had only signed a one-year contract.
Strickland will return to the ranks of the faculty where she
is a psychology professor, he said.

Duffey said Strickland has "with extraordinary skill, good
humor, and patience... been of great service to this

University."

Duffey did not say who, if anyone, would replace
Strickland, but he said he "plans to experiment with a

lighter staff next semester.

Accidental fire in Brown 'poses no threat'

Brown Dormitory in the Sylvan Residential Area was

the site of an accidental fire Wednesday, which was pro-

bably caused by an unextinguished cigarette, University of

Massachusetts police reported.

Director of public safety, Gerald O'Neil, said police

found some papers which were accidently ignited when a

cigarette was thrown into a box at approximately 9:54

a.m.

O'Neil said the fire was immediately extinguished, and

the Amherst Fire Department was not dispatched. He

said the fire posed "no threat" to students in Brown.

In another incident, police reported that a woman was

After 6 years, colonel

reunites with family
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) - Eight years ago. Kham Minh

Nguyen said goodbye to his wife and four daughters as he

put them on a U.S. transport plane in Saigon. "I will see

you in a few days." he said.

Three days later, on April 30, 1975, Saigon fell to the

North Vietnamese.

Last week, after nearly six years in Conmiunist re-

education camps and 16 faUed escape attempts, Nguyen

survived a typhoon on a small boat with 134 others and

eventually reached this small college town and his family.

Nguyen, 48, a Roman Catholic who left Hanoi in North

Vietnam before the partition in 1954, rose to the rank of

colonel in the anti-communist army backed by the United

States. He was imprisoned after American support ended

and Saigon fell.

WhUe Nguyen was in prison, his wife, Lucy earned her

doctorate at the University of Massachusetts and raised

four daughters. She now teaches French at Amherst

College.

"We were all so excited we couldn't say anything. All we

could do was cry," said Mrs, Nguyen.

"When I saw him I recognized him from far away, but the

children didn't recognize him at all. He cried like a baby,"

she said. "It was the first time that I ever saw him cry."

In a copyright story published in Thursday's editions of

the DaUy News in Springfield, Nguyen described his

odyssey that began with the morning radio broadcast

announcing that Duong Van Minh had surrendered Saigon

to the rebels.

observed driving her automobile recklessly on the access

road to Lot 21, near the Southwest Residential Area at 1

a.m. Thursday.

A 20-year-old resident of Marshfield was arrested and

charged with reckless operation of a motor vehicle, and

operating without a license in her posse.sion.

In another arrest, a 22-year-old South Deerfield resident

was stopped at 6:.30 a.m. Wednesday for possible motor

vehicle violations. When officers ran a check on the

suspect, it was found that he had an outstanding warrant

issued on him by the Brookfield Police. He was turned

over to Br(X)kfield authorities, police reported.

Budget, asbestos

removal in plans

By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors (BOG) of the

University of Massachusetts will be "busier than ever"

throughout winter session, said BOG chair Mike Reilly,

Thursday night at the final meeting of the semester.

Reilly said among the board's most important assign-

ments will be to maintain close watch on the asbestos

removal project, create an efficient budget proposal for the

University administration, evaluate the present use of

space within the Campus Center and the Student Union
Building and to build a formal contract with University

officials regarding the BOG's powers.
"While most students are home relaxing over vacation,

many board members will be up here busting their butts,"

Reilly said.

Asbestos removal will begin Dec. 21, and must be

completed by January 30 if the Campus Center wishes to

open on time for selling school goods etc.," Reilly said.

"We're going to keep the pressure on the administration

to keep the pressure on the asbestos removal contractos,"

he said.

The BOG must also "hammer out" a budget proposal for

the University. While no figures have been released,

Reilly said school officials have told him that students fees

would not be rising in 1985 from this year's $84 figure.

"After reviewing our records, we've found that there is

no reason for student fees to increase," Reilly said.

Besides working on the budget, Paul Agranaut, space

allocations coordinator, said he will be conducting a

complete evaluation of student office space at UMass.

"We've received some information that some student

gfroups haven't used their offices to their fullest potential.

It's time we've cleaned house around here," Agranaut said.

But before the BOG takes any action against any of the

groups, Reilly said he wished to find out "how far the

board's power stands."

"Once we have our powers more outlined, we can take

more direction to represent the students. All we want is to

have the formal power that we used to have, " Reilly said.

Collririan photo by Drew Ofrirr and Jtm i-uwria
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MOTLEY CREW -- Collegian staff members (many of whom are missing from the above photo)

wish everyone a happy holiday and good luck with finals. See ya next aemester!
^^
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Emergency
Medical
Technician
Course

130 hp. oourse Tuition $200.00 Lab Fee $50.00

Classes begin 2/2/84, meets Tues. and Thurs. 6:30 -

10 PM. For more information or to register call

684-2391 leave message.
Sponsored by UMass Fire Bt First Aid Unit

Memo To Faculty:
We are now processing course book

orders for the Spring 1984 semester.

Can we handle yours? No order is too

big or too snnail.

Jeffery

AmKerst

BooKsKop

THERE eOB^

<Bm.

'^^'^^^^

Seasons Greetings

from the Ski Club

See you ot Sugorbush
table in front of Hatch today

"What did Reagan know
about the rescue mission
and when did he know
it? . . . This question is as

terrible as those asked of

Nixon and Kissinger about

the manipulation of the

Paris peace talks for

political gain. A terrible

question of treason/'
—Dow Freed

in the premier issue ofTIsMIBBS'
at your local newsstand

^T^V ^^
•».:' 4^'

^F\r^<^
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""sr™" CINEMA

Fri. Dec. 16 - Sat. Dec. 17

The Story of Adele H. 7:15

Shoot the Piano Player 9:00

Sun. Dec. 18 - Tues. Dec. 20

Tess 7:00

starring Nastassia Kinski

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

•i^

Hot & Sour Soup
Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Ravioli

icccx ^'*' ^'^^ Gf»«n Pepper
BUrrcT Chicken Fried Noodle*

Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pnri

; Sunday Brunch

11:30 am - 3 pm
; ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.25 per person

//

MENU
Sweet h Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chinese Bartjequed Pork

Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

Chicken Wings

Loncheon Special Cr Taka-Out Servic*
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun Thurs 11:30 am 10 pm
Fri Cr Sat 11:30 am 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte 9, Amherst

Sft^BSI

Graduate Student

Position Available

ofDepartmental Assistant/Coordinator

Southwest Woman's Center.

Educational, cultural and research ac-

tivities. $5.95 per hour for 20 hr./wk. 03

position carries no benefits.

Forward letter of application, resume, pro-

of of enrollment in graduate school, three

letters of reference to:

Pamela S. Dice

Residence Director, John Quincy Adams
Southwest Residential Area

fourseasom:
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Jtf^ Just a quick Jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

~ LABATTS beer or ale bts cs. $10.99

MILLER 12 pack btis cs. $9.99

BUSCH bar btIs cs. $8.99

ST. PAULI GIRL bts cs. $14.99

GENESSE BEER bar bts $6.96

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RUM 1.75 $9.49

SOUTHERN COMFORT 1 L $8.99

KALUHA 750 ml $10.49

AMARETTO Dl SARONNO. . . . 750 ml. . . . $11.99
* Lots of Specials and Christmas suggestions

all around the store including. . .

• wine gift sets • hard liquor gift sets

• new supply of Tee-Sweatshirts
• favorite liquors in gift boxes

IT'S RAFFLE TIME AGAIN - Coma in and fill out the form. No pur-

chase necessary - I've got mirrors, clocks, a radio, large beer bottle,

wall plaques and tee shirts - only to mention some of the prizes.

* Free Gift Wrapping

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

mGi ^%.

KEGS 1.8174 FREE DELIVERY

GOING To B€ ON CAMPUS IN JANUARY?

Wweae ARe NDu going so Ovt ? |
- \Atonc€5tei* Dining Co\\\x\'^\s will fcecpsii 1

- Qkyoos^^ joiy of +lie five nieU pijai5 And 1
5AVe/ 20-z3-d0^^s- 5&
From * 7^.00 Jo ^I3aoo

j|

- 5I6ISLUP : Pec. 1-20. I
Al£AL Tici^r OrFiC£-FRAWtaiwCoNfiixys II

Offering Soup, Sandwich, Casserole, Self-

Service Salad Bar, and Homemade
Desserts for Lunch.

Dinner two Entrees, Self-Service Salad

Bar, some Vegetarian Selections, ^
Homemade Breads and Desserts.

All this and more for less than you would

pay anywhere in the campus area.

WHY NOT TR.V IT OUT/

AHemxHve to jh Trtter^tssion Doaid 9\iii\

P^ CAsh or Buy Sln'p TkUts^

Bongos are still there
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THE BONGOS
December 8

Blue Wall

By GERARD COSLOY
Collegian Staff

It could be the Great American Pop
Revival; simplistic, unpretentious, fun and
intelligent music being played by
homegrown American bands, like Boston's

Neats, LA'S Rain Parade or New York's

Individuals. But where most of these

groups appear mired on the risky indepen-

dent circuit, Hoboken, New Jersey's

Bongos have broken out. From their early

45' s on Britain's Fetish label to last year's

excellent debut LP, Drums Along the Hud-

son (Jem/PVC), the Bongos have displayed

a bursting, bouyant appeal, based more on

the wry, yet hopeful lyrics of

vocalist/guitarist Richard Barone, than on

any calculated marketing push. On vinyl at

least, they haven't given in, the brand new
Numbers With Wings EP(RCA 12")

featuring their strongest compositions to

date, like the brilliant weaving title track,

or the brooding "Sweet Blue Cage".

But with a move to a major label, it

seems that some compromise has resulted.

Playing at the Blue Wall last Thursday (in

what can only be called one of UPC's
sharper bookings this year), the Bongos'

precise rhythmic foundations seemed
uncluttered as ever, the anchored, loping

bass lines of Rob Norris and the whiplash

drumming of Frank Giannino setting a

firm pattern for principal

guiltarists/vocalists Barone and Jim
Mastro to jab around (clearly, the current 3

month tour has left the Bongos in better

command of their musicianship). What was
infuriating was the way the band's stage

presence has undergone such a severe

facelu't; aside from the fact that the Bongos

played a set absolutely identical to their

last New England appearances (Boston

and Providence in October), complete with

standard arena-rock signatures like highly

choreographed jumping and flailing

(something they've yet to master; in Pro-

vidence, Barone slipped and crashed into

the drum riser, at the Blue Wall, Mastro

smashed himself in the head with his guitar

neck), many disconcerting guitar effects

(not to mention a fair amount of pointed-

guitar stadium gesturing). Then again, the

same facets of the Bongos live set that left

me yearning for the days when their sound

was more raw and spontaneous might have

been the elements that got the Blue Wall

audience on its feet (or as Rob Norris said

to me, "it's really nice to play a place like

this where there's no pressure"). While

contemporaries like R.E.M. have retained

their amateur charm in the face of big-time

success, the Bongos want the snake's fruit

and they want it now.

Not to be totally cynical, the songs are

still there, the sly pacing of "The
Bulrushes" or the cool detachment of "my
Sin" reminding us that the Bongos are still

amongst the best songwriters we've got.

Now, the only question is if the Bongos'
move to RCA will pay off; will Podunk,
USA (or Amherst, MA) dig the Bongo
beat? Talking to bassist Rob Norris after

the show, I was told that RCA will be
releasing "Barbarella" as a 45 off the EP,
and a video of said song has just been
released to MTV (but will it be played? Nor-
ris: Depends on how much money RCA is

willing to pay off MTV with."), and there

are plans for a 12" remix, supervised by
NYC^ mastermixer John "Jellybean"
Benitez (New Order, Freez). (Wouldn't the

Bongos be a bit out of Benitez' league? Nor-
ris: "Well, he's done Pat Benetar"). Plus,

there are chances of a tour with U2 early in

the new year. Only time will tell if the

Bongos' recent gambit has been successful;

I'm hoping it will, but I'm still left wonder-
ing where all the energy went.

Christmas Special

25% Discount
ON SpRiNq Semester MEMbERships

(includes Jan. Break)

regular $45.00 NOW $33.75

BODY SHOP
Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden.

Start NOW to GET FH
come in for Free Workout

Call IDB 'S for info 545-1555 Dec 12 to Dec 22 only

Trailers
A very short TRAILERS this week. What

with finals and all, I don't have time to

write it and you probably don't have time to

read it. Not that you could read it anyway,

lately this column has been lookinjg more

like a jigsaw puzzle than a movie article.

You had to be a mindreader to follow last

week's.

So what's new? Last semester I reported

that John Landis, as a result of problems

concerning his accidental manslaughter of

Vic Morrow (Oops), lost the rights to Dick

Tracy, which he wanted to star Clint

Eastwood. Walter Hill at that time picked

up the rights and tentatively signed

Warren Beatty to the project. Apparently

Paramount and Universal, who are co-

producing the feature, didn't appreciate

Hill's proposed 25 million plus budget, and

gave him the old seeyalaterbye. Richard

Benjamin has now been signed to direct,

but with his 12 mU budget it's doubtful that

any reaUy big name will star. Benjamin

meanwhile is finishing shooting on a buddy

picture called Racing ufith the Moon,

starring Sean Penn.

Landis' Thriller video is stUl seeking

theatrical distribution as a short (for which

it will undoubtedly be nominated for an

oscar), but is meanwhile being shown on

MTV every twenty minutes. Starring

Michael Jackson and Playboy playmate Ola

Ray, the short is classic Landis, and

features such recurring Landis jokes as a

plug for See You Next Wednesday, a fic-

tional film which has turned up in just about

every one of his flicks.

Sahara is scheduled for release next
month. Brooke Shields stars as an heiress

who drives in the grueling trans-Sahara car

race. The film is set during the twenties.

Could beat out A Night in Heaven as

shittiest film of the year starring someone
from The Blue Lagoon.

by Andy Gordon

Local best BETS: Everything looks good.

Go see everything. Wait; of special note is

KoyanisqiMtn at the Pleasant St. theatre.

Mickey's Christmas Carol is coming soon to

the mall for you freshmen. But Roger and
Gene panned it big time. Ain't that a kick?

TRAILERS Trivia: No question this

week. The answer to last week's question

was Ola Ray, Cathy St. (George. Tracy

Vaccaro and Sondra Theodore, all former

Playboy playmates and all appearing in The
Man who Loved Women, starring Burt

Reynolds and Rolf Budd.

Mickey Mouse in Christmat Carol.

boot SALE
shoe SALE

boot SALE
shoe SALE

boot SALE
shoe SALE
boot SALE
shoe SALE

the
SHOE

mBh^I 187 n. pleasant St.,antherst

up to 50% savings
all fall boots and shoes

Do You Know That Over
16,000,000 Americans are

treated for low back pain
daily.

Don't become a statistic! Attend the

LOW BACK WELLNESS SCHOOL
• Learn the causes of low back pain.

• Learn the everyday movements that cause or aggravate low

back problems.
• Learn exercises to care for your low back.

• Learn how to consult and use the Doctor of Chiropractic

for your health care service.

Csll 256-6700 lo enroll at no charge

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Dr., Amherst, MA 01002

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C. Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Chiropractic is covered by most major health insurance, personal injury and

automobile insurance and workers rnmpflnsation.

,

••••••••••••••••••••••••*•************-
J
3^

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
Important Notice

J AU Undergraduate Dormitory Residents J
)^ will receive their financial aid forms (FAF) ^
)f via campus mail in their dorms during the ^
^ week of December 19th 1983. ^
^ *
)f Off Campus and Graduate Students can y^

^ pick up FAF's during this time period at the 4
^ Financial Aid Office - 243 Whitmore, and jf

^ the second floor lobby information desk in if

Z Whitmore. J

J The FAF filing deadline for academic year J
1 1984-85 is March 1. 1984 J
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HappyHolidaysfrom the Collegian
The CoLlegian would like to

express its sincere best

wishes to the University and

the Amherst/Northampton
area for this Holiday (and

finals) season.

We would also like to

express our thanks to the

CoLlegian sUff for a job well

done.
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It's over and
we survived
She so desperately wanted to go home she was aching

inside. She knew that the Christmas lights were up
all over the neighborhood. There was a tree in her

living room. Her friends were all home from school by

now. It was time for Christmas, friends, eggnog, and all

the good things that make the holiday so special. Not ex-

ams. The last thing Christmas was for was to sit in a

dingy classroom until 3:00 and 4:00 in the morning trying

to absorb the past three chapters of a textbook and all her

notes since the last test. All the while looking around the

room, wishing it was easier, wishing someone would give

it to her, christen her with the knowledge and stop the

Michele Dolan

pressure. But she had to study hard. Doing well was im-

portant to her and she pushed herself constantly.

In the lobby of her dorm they were watching "How the

Grinch Stole Christmas". She passed through on her way
to the library. A few more hours, a few more pages

memorized, a little bit closer to being home. She reasoned

vvith herself that getting good grades was part of her

responsibility at college. She didn't send cards or buy

presents because she was too busy. She wanted to skip the

hell of preparing for exams and excel at happiness. It

seemed a season of happiness was evading her and she

feared missing it. She wanted to be bouncy and excited,

but was restrained by her conscience, a conscience that

always told her what she SHOULD be doing.

On the day of her last exam she had to fight to keep her

concentration. She was living in a cloud of exhaustion; an

exhaustion that had crept up on her from studying a great

deal in a short period of time. But the other exams had

gone well. This one came and went and the semester was
over. It had been a fun one. There were football tailgates,

some great times with friends, and one excellent snowball

fight at the end. But the end crunch had challenged her to

survive the pressure, resist getting caught up in the holi-

day spirit, and do well on all her exams.

But it was over, suddenly. The end gave her great relief.

The exhaustion she felt was borne of the challenges she

had been forced to meet. But the same feeling of in-

escapable fatigue filled her with a sense of accomplish-

ment and gave her a gratifying feeling.

She had done well. She had stayed up nights, resisted

partying, and studied in the way that finals demanded.

She felt good. Knowing that all the studying had paid off

she smiled in satisfaction. Then she laughed. The laugh

was of the kind of happiness that no one can take away.

She slept all the way home in the car. Her family met her

at the door and everyone talked at once. "How were

finals?", her mother asked. "You look tired."

She stood for a moment in front of the tree, watching its

bright lights blink on and off. She felt a sense of freedom,

the kind one had after surviving a struggle. She sat with

her family and drank eggnog. Tomorrow was Christmas.

She wouldn't miss a thing.

Michele Dolan is a Collegian Columnist

N

Asbestos just won't go away
The asbestos problem in the Campus Center has

received a lot ojf attention lately -- particularly the

la/ik of administrative feedback concerning the

issve,

People who have been in the Campus Center > and
plan to be during and after the removal process have

been extrem£ly worried about exposure to car-

cinogenic asbestos-fibers. They have received little

assurance from the officials in charge.

And now the semester ends, and the removal

begins. Are we going to have assurances that even

the lowest standards of conformity to federal and

state standards are met? These standards

themselves have proved to be unsafe, as NO level of

asbestos has been proven to be safe. And the air sam-

ple tests that determine levels ofexposure have been

described as inaccurate, and a waste of effort by in-

dustrial hazard experts, on campus and off.

So we at the Collegian will remain uneasy. We
will continue to work in the Campus Center (right

under the removal area), breathing in air that

comes from all over the building. And then, when
the workers are done, we 'II walk through the rest of

the Campus Center, and hope to God the contractors

have done a good job.

We at the Collegian would like to see air samples

taken, and we'd like to see the results. We want to

see concern on the part of the administration, and
we don 't want to be treated as ignorant kids. We 'd

like to see evidence that the contractors are resear-

ched carefully, and that safety measures are taken

during removal and after. We ask this because

we 've heard ofplaces where asbestos has been remov-

ed on campus already, only to create more con-

tamination than before.

We also ask this because we'd like to sleep a little

easier at night.

Policy editorials reflect the majority opinions of

the editors.

What's it all about UMies?
Only a few more days and then - freedom. A sigh of

relief, a break, a chance to earn that much needed

income or take more classes, a graduation, a

career, unemployment. These are just some of the dif-

ferent environments awaiting us. At any rate, practically

everyone on this campus will feel the effects of winter

break in one way or another.

But what have we really done this semester? Did we
learn what we wanted to? Did we 'party* enough? Did we

Dani Burgess

learn more about ourselves? Did we come closer towards

our perceptions of where we would like to l)e after UMa.ss?

Do we feel more or less threatened by nuclear war? Did we

work on any social issues? Do we have new friends? Do we

have new outlooks on life?

What have been the significant changes in us since we

began the semester? What changes do we feel good about

and will we take these with us on our voyage through life?

What changes do we feel not so good about, and what, if

anything, are we planning to do about that?

There are so many questions to be asked about this pa.st

semester's experience. We certainly have had no shortage

of national and local issues of high import. For instance

the Korean Jumbo Jet tragedy, the massive earthquake in

Turkey, the defeat of the insensitive $50.00 tuition hike,

the removal of James Watt (about time!), the unfortunate

defeat of Mel King in Boston, the U.S. Invasion of

Grenada (what ever happened to "Self-Determination"),

the continued use of death squads in El Salvador, the suc-

cessful prevention of the Massachusetts version of the

Solomon Amendment, the unfortunate defeat of a pro-

posal for Cambridge to l)ecome a Nuclear Free Zone, the

defeat of the bill to raise the drinking age to 21, the show-

ing of the film The Day After and a fire plagued campus
are just some of the major issues that have cK-cured since

September.

What thoughts pervade our brain about the future?

What do we want to do with our lives? Will Nicaragua be

invaded by U.S. troops? Will the draft be implemented?

What will happen in Lebanon and Grenada? Are we sure

that we want to be engineering majors and not Women's
Studies majors? Are we safe enough to think about our

careers when nuclear war is .so conceivable? Will we go to

war with Syria? Will the P^RA ever become a reality? Will

we have to endure Ronald Reagan for another four years?

Will we ever decide to register to Vote? Will the senseless

fires on this campus end? Will we survive IJMass? Will we

be 'successful' in the world?

These are some of the questions I am sure that many of

us ask ourselves, usually without an answer. How can we

proceed without answers? I don't know. 1 do know that my
"question" list is constantly growing. Should we question

so much? I find that 1 can't help it, unless 1 blind myself to

the world's reality. 1 hope that when we ask these ques-

tions that the answers or glimpses of the answers will help

direct us in our decisions in life. No one knows all the

answers, but at least we can question, no one can take

awav that right.

Dani Burgess is a Collegian columnist.
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Asbestos - groty to the max

To the Editor.

The recent asbestos articles in the Collegian have stir-

red a bit of paranoia around the campus.

Should we wear masks while strolling by the university

store? Was the ceiling replaced in the southwest munchies

coffee shop for visual effects? What was all that grey

powder that covered the tables? If deadly asbestos fibers

are spread through the Campus Center and other

buildings, why weren't students warned? If we have been

exposed to asbestos, don't we have the right to know?

Questions such as these are not cheerful ones to take

home over intersession. Does someone have answers?

Tricia Hadley
Southwest

Bouncers bounce back

To the Editor,

In response to Dode Levenson's column of 12/15 we, the

staff of the Blue Wall, would like to respond.

We are ready to accept constuctive criticism as this

would be helpful to us in the completion of our tasks. But

Mr. Levenson's unsubstantiated attack that we singled

him out "for no apparent reason" and forced him to leave

the bar is as groundless as is the rest of his column. His

sweeping general statements lack any kind of fact that

could make his column anything more than the wild rambl-

ings of one bent on revenge. In short, Mr. Levenson's col-

umn makes good fiction but poor journalistic reportage.

One of the facts Mr. Levenson fails to point out is that

he is under the legal drinking age in Massachusetts. He

also fails to consider that we do not have to let such people

in the bar. We do, however, because we believe we should

serve all students and give them a place to enjoy

themselves.

This policy, enacted by Campus Center Food Services, is

a gamble and we are entrusted with the responsibility of

insuring this policy doesn't backfire in the form of the loss

of the bar's alcohol license. With the recent changes m the

state's laws concerning alcohol we can be held liable not

only for serving underage patrons, but also for any

damages resulting in alcohol-related accidents.

We, "the elite," openly invite Mr. Levenson to put on

his "slick black pants, pressed white shirt and that menac-

ing black tie," and join us for a Friday night shift when

18-19 year olds are allowed inside. We can guarantee that

by the end of the shift he will not be an "idealistic

freshman" but an aware, conscientious and understanding

student who will think twice about making sUtements not

based on fact.

Blue Wall Supervisors and Staff
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1"^* Great Gifts

Clothing Earrings

Stocking Staffers

_ Posters Cards

Mugs Rugs Vases

Tree Ornaments

Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals Toys

Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, etc.

Candy Tea Tea Sets

V Campus Center Concourse

3^LE ^P 30% OFF selected

Blouses, SkirtSr Dresses

Sweaters, Jackets

Weeknights 9 PM Dec 9-23

Sundays 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 6 PM

MEI2CANTILC
Amherst Carriage Shops

also: 18 Center St. Northampton
GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

1

TodAy ANd Next Week

Hello gorgeous!
}

i' They say that making up is hard to do.

S But at Edie, we know that's not

9 true. Applying makeup like a

4 pro is easy, once you know how.

g That's why, when you buy

f{
Makeup or skincare

^ products at Edie, we'll

9| do more than just wrap

A them up - we'll show you

« exactly how to use

5 them. And we
o guarantee that

i everything we sell you

f.
will be right for you.

At Discount Prices

on Cosmetics, Fragrances

and Beauty Supplies

arriving

Dec. 15. 16. 19, 20, 21

Come try the

personalized

approach

to beauty

at Edie.

And find

out how
easy it

is to be

beautiful.

Fine cosmetics, perfumes, toiletries and accessories. For man and women.

spoNsoREd by

WMUA-FM
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The Committee
cordially invites

you to

a pre-back'tO'Schi
mixer for

'H

#:•

WELLESLEY/U.MASSAMHERST
Tuesday, January 24, 1984

STUDIO 54
254 IV. 54

New Yorl( City

Doors open 9:30pm

Complimentary admission for two

until 10:30pm with this ad
After 10:30pm-$8 p.p.

Dress: Jackets required.
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Black Affairs
Unitedwe stand stereotypes cleared
By YADIRA BETANCES
and MARILYN BOU
Collegian Staff

As of today, the fall '83 semester is one

step closer to being officially over. For

many students and faculty members of the

University of Massachusetts the end of the

semester means relief from strenuous

pressures like exams, professors, and the

university itself.For the Third World

community on the other hand, a semester

full of struggles and frustrations lingers on.

It all started when on December 2, 1983

sister Yvette Henry was detained by police

in connection with the rash of fires in

Crampton Dormitory.
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There was a tremendous pressure to find

someone to blame. And what better target

than someone black and female?

Umass. being the state university of the
commonwei^lth needed to saye face nation
wide to maintain its reputation as a good
institution.

They then thought they had it made:

phone calls from worried parents would

stop and the fire would cease. But. they

were wrong.

The Third World community is once again

molested by that monsterous creature

which has been haunting the lives of evenr

Third WotW member -racism since their

encounter with the white men.

This is the same creatwe "killed" by a law

which promised "equal rights" blatantly

exercised in America. This is also the

creature envisioned in the minds of many as

a ghost or sometimes a make-belief

creature.

Racism is alive and well at the University,

and Henry's is not the only case that can be

dted.

The Third World community, even though

it has been battling with this monster for

quite some time, has over the years proven

itself a united cmnmunity. This past

semester has proven how very true this

bond of unity exists on this campus.

One subject which will be largely

discussed over the holidays will be the fires

on campus. For some it will be a thing of

the past.

while the Third World community will not

let this be a part of history. It must be a

burning ember within our hearts.

As a result of being a united community,

on January 26, 1984 at the Northampton

District Court, we can take one step for-

ward on actually killing that monster.

By JULIE BARALDI
Special to Black Affairs

"Puerto Rico? Sure, I know where that is.

It's off the coast ofSpain somewhere--Or is

it down near Cuba?. ..I don't know. Where
is Puerto Rico anyways?" orie student

answered
Eighty students on campus were asked a

few questions about the island of Puerto

Rico and only 30 percent knew Puerto Rico

is located between the southern tip of

Florida and the northern coast of

Venezuela. According to some of the

UMass students polled, Puerto Rico is

located somewhere betweeen the Califor-

nia coast and the Mediterranean Sea.

Althou^ most knew Spanish was the

island's native language, students polled

did not know English is common in the

capital city of San Juan, and is taught in all

the school systems.

Only one person polled said Puerto Rico

is a commonwealth which means Puerto

Ricans have American citizenship, but are

not entitled to vote in U.S. elections. Some
students responded saying, "Puerto Rico is

a territory of the U.S." or "We own
them."

Many UMass students polled said Puerto

Rico is a tropical island with beautiful

beaches, warm weather, and many palm
trees. Many said they did not realize that

the island is extremely crowded and suffers

from extreme poverty in some areas, and
in other areas is similar to an American
town or city.

Many students' responses discussed

poverty and the lack of education.

"There are lots of oppressed women,"

said one student, "and the men are

sometimes lazy."

It is obvious from reviewing the survey

which described the native Puerto Rican as

only having dark skin and dark eyes, with

coarse black hair or as being short and

skinny with a heavy accent, that very few

students realize the Puerto Ricans are as

diverse a people as Americans.

The melting pot concept so prevalent in

American thought can also be applied to

Puerto Rico. Spanish, Indian, African, as

well as French, Lebanese, German,
English, American, Irish and even Chinese

contributed in making the Puerto Ricans a

varied ethnic group rich in both art and
culture.

FUNDING

FOR

INDIVIDUAL

PROPOSALS umass ArXs council

545-0202

The deadline for the next UMass
Arts Council funding period is Feb.

8, 1984. Applications may be pick-

ed up in Herter Hall 125, Monday
through Friday, 9-5.

1984 FUNDING PERIODS

Period 3 Proposal deadline-2/8/84

Council vote-2/ 14/84

Period 4 Proposal deadline-3/30/84

Council vote-4/ 10/84

Period 5 Proposal deadline"4/30/84

Council vote-5/ 14/84

(for Sept. '84 events)

^^Li

I

our December Special

Twofer One
Kronenbourg

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

kkli A Dla»«r«.

inner alt

VEGETABLE PASTRY fresh

vegetables sauteed. wrapped in swiss

cheese and baked in a flakey pastry shell

5.95

NEW YORK SIRLOIN 8 oz. and broiled

to your liking 10.95

Served with pars/eyed potatoes or rice

pilaf, homemade poppy seed bread and

fii*laH Plu* * Other IVlkiout Lntrvc* To Oiont*.
:>aiau.

^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ AHorH!

[at TBE LICHTS in nOBTI 4MHEB§T S4».«»l]
We're o^«a 7 day wek 5 a.^. to 9

Merry ChRisTMAsI

SPRING CATALOGS
ARE IN

Pick up your copy at

the Division of Continuing Education

University Library

ff^tier for %.
9^ Enjoy ^

any two entrees

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very %day

TOIif the
CAMPUS
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COMPUTERIZED
BUY-BACK

END OF SEMESTER UPDATE

ONLY AT
THE TEXTBOOK

ANNEX
Dec. 5- 9 9:00-4:00

DEC. 12-16 9:00-4:00

DEC. 19-22 9:00-4:00

I.D. REQUIRED

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE
These are some of the titles we are buying

Author
Rubin

Scanlon

Schewe
Smith

Stanford

Streetman

^omacott
Morrison

Kaufman
Graebner

Gordon

Royer

Goldfeld

Berman

Title

Worlds of Pain

Sixty- Five Two Software Design

Marketing

Food for Sport

Management Policy

Solid State Electronic Devices

Intro, to Microeconomics 2/e
Organic Chemistry 4/e
Financial Institutions. . .

American Record Vol. I

American Family in Socio-Hist Persp 3/e

Educational Psych '84

Economics of Money and Banking 8th/e

Retail Management 2/e

We Are Paying

$4.25

$6.75

$12.50

$3.50

$13.00

$17.00

$9.50

$18.00

$12.50

$5.00

$6.50

$11.00

$13.00

$14.00

Last Day of Class > 1 i >!.iv l).M'in;>i •
-li^

hinal bxanis

V•.\^^ >'\.i!ii- u;ll Ivqm .it 1 '1' p ir '" '-^.iMtiMV

Don'tiibi'i 17 >imi lun ihi' >iii^li I I'l'.ii I ).! .'MH'.')

T!u' im 'ininy ')f S,i!iirl,>v I )i'i iinrri 17 - ii.ilf .i

U'fuimq d<'A^ Liiui 111! >'\<uns <iir >i t'..'iiuR'il t "i

luttlii'i inform. Ill' >!i .-n iiiiif- <iiui pl.u .'^ ^f ,A,,in'-

Cdl! ihf liif(iini.=ilu.ii Dcii.i \^.^^''^^ '>4'>
1 > ii

Residence Halls

All >iii(.it'nis mu'^i '>(K<iii.' il.i' u'Mil>'!\ > !i.\:l- '^v. 8

n n. . Iiidciv. Dei L'liiK'i 21-> •d.' l.wi li.iv. . .f
f;!!.;!-

Mail
Mriii rf coivi'ii M\k.'r thk' ii'MiiiMU » !..i;.- i ; i-. \.<:\l ix*

del'.veri'd to itu' rt'suU-i.c-fc- h.ills .iin: NO'l tio

aardt'd U) tmnit' <u;d! «-•<-*;">

Libraries

Thk? Goodi-li .iiui 'l'rn.*.i'i Ibr.ir.'- v».'il t'.' ^k--

Monday throuqli Irici.i, ffin >- .i :'i i" ni vi;,>;hi

<ind vvt'ckfiais fnmi Itl.im lo iii;(iti ijht thu.uqli

Thursdav Dt'tt^nilvr 22 ()y> t t:d<i^ [Xai'inbfi

2'A \he !tisi dr)v "f ! imi-. tiu'v. v<,:ll bt- upi'ii ti-'iii .'

ii ni to () pi I'l

n Ml . Iiidiiv. Dei L'liiK'i 2^ •d.' l.wi d.iv. . .f *:\\,'.'.- Dining Commons
Thu' dining coninioi^ \.\ili be ''pcii ti- u-i..tl diii^nq

Change of Address and Spring 1984 Directory ihe fmal k'xam v.«.«'ek On 1 ruicn. Diivm'xi 2 i

W^orCi'SIfcT and Hamp-hiri' ( oiiimon- v^ill bo i.pi-ii

throiioh d.nnt'r. until 7 n in biankhn, and Bi'rk

Ani.oiK' ^'.ho v^ill b'O iivainy slioulii iir.nK ;tu' WorCi'StfcT anct Hamp'-hiri'

Ht'qistriar ^ (Mfice 2\^ Whitiiuirf IM()H.MAi'l()N through d.nntn. until 7 p n

rOR THK SPRINC. STUDINT ILIJ \'\ K )M 1)1 shir^- will bf closed

HP.CTORY IS RhCF.lVF.!) I ROM IHl Ri (.Is

TRAR AND MUST (U liPDATr.D Til! Rl H\ Bus Schedules

THK KIRSI V\KKK Of THK M V^ s[ MK^IKR UMasb bus^'- aill run on fl

T() BK CORRffT IN IHK HOOK throuyh Knday. Di'tfinbcr

Telephones

ffus Schedules
UMdSb busk'^ v. ill run on tht-ir pic-v'ni -.clu'iiuli'

throuyh Knday. Di'tfinbcr 2
'< Thi'v, >.m1I bfijm thi-

intt'rsfSSKin scheduli' Mond<K ,
Di'n'nibtn 2(i f-ivv

Collcgt' and Nortlianiplon M'hi'duli'x m.iv. diiti'i

l)onnit(;rv. looiii iiii'iihoiu'^ >a''i bt'.jin t" b,' -Iv.ii during fxam^ Km all bus mfi nmalion. rail

,11' iyiiil'v. iifti'i [ )i'i I'nibi'i 20 1: inKjhi bv bv

irikt' (iiv, iinpi irl.iiit I .iIn tirtoii' llu'ii

5H6 fiHOh

IDB^®T1PS

':• *'.' '

.
' a service of the Dean of Students Office

yw : -x::.:-::-.v V-. : . : . - : sl.-^:v.-^X-.v,.:;^ij.-.-.Yi--i i.v.-,v. rjjr.Vi

GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS! HAPPY INTERSESSION

!

HOWTOSERVEABUHfAUX

casacasp ^:QWb

IWTRODUaNG CALGARYCANADIAN ;^ 33
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RENTOm
OfOURS

Car • Track • Vaiv

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
5492880

Scott's

TREE
FARM
Sunderland, MA

take Rt. 47

to 252 Hadley Rd.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00»
(WIt^ this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.60 Lona Hair
Expires 12/31/83

,Friday, December 16, 1983

TIRES
A.78-13 $0000
Polyester W^
Blackwalls

Friday, December 16, 1983„ .Collegian is

CaM for an Appo<ntm«nl

•Fot nmM dtanti on»v

FREE COMSUi-TATIONS

Styles by Deborah
•Jtt VMWKT-UKi DllV»

Anihtnt MA/MB 4610

Christmas
Trees

Balsam Fir $12.

Scotch Pine $14.

> Wreaths $4.

665-4791

Ij»———•>—••—•

to call

North Amherst
Motort

i^rt repair* H
r«c*itaitl«allig.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

V^ 549-2600

"
PRICE

eoc«i2 37.00
P'55 60D: J 34 00
A7e 13 32 00
B7e 13 34.Od
C76 i<» 36.00
E78 14 3S.00
P78 ii 39.00
G76 14 42.00
H76 14 45.00
600 Li f. 38.00
078 15 42.00
H78 l«i 45.00
1.78 ie 48.00
Ptu» F.E.T. 1.42 to 2.78 par |

tir». Prica* induda moon-
ting (t trada-in, whita-walte |

2.S0par tin addftionat. |

10
*««ti>i«<

OR

Ion

. AacJitfOnj:
wilh • CASH purcnjM

a) • wt ol 4 ti'M

with this ad

with • CHARGE ot a

a«i of 4 tir«s wn^
yout MC VISA AX

US VflOVia IISfiCTIM STiriM

MICHEIIN TIRES SPECIALLY PRICED

North Amherst

Tire & Auto

MAi tffivtci rmt ZTom

o. Amh«r»t. MA ocfOM from

Votrobo't Stora

549-4704

Hats, Gloves,

}/ Socks &
Scarves

Active Wear for women
& men

by Boston Traders & Lee

^- Your
Typewriter

and Calculator
need a Holiday cleaning!

Drop them off at

Pioneer Galley Uah cquipmenl 3nc.

for cleaning and repairs

They'U be ready
after intersession

^.

259 TRIANGLE ST
AMHERST. MA 01002

CINDY FOURNIER
413 549 1017

The
ittybitty si
x)ok

i

liffht i

;;;;:;;;:;;;aa:a:a:::s:«:ti::g:t«t!:::;;;aat«u;!!;:::!t;!;;t;!:::i!!;si!a:::t;;:;;» 1
Marble Rolling Pins • Coffee flickers • Mugs
Espresso Pots • Vacuum Jugs • Tea Kettles

Pasta Makers & Pizza Accessories • Baskets

a complete assortment of bar accessories

Kitchen & Bar

i

bubblebaths • moisturizers

soaps • soaps for kids

loofat^s • brushes • sponges
sachets

mm

Stuff your
Stockings
Rubber Duckies

vVindup Toys • '-"jzzles

Kaleidoscopes • Kazoos

Maze Books and
Stocking Stutters Ga'<c

Plusti Animals
Big Bears. Little Bears. Seals,

Lions, Monkees

1 2fh ANNUAL DU5H DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 222X

.'»

^ ^.,.v:

1 ^""^j!;
\\\<>

<.

r wavr ft

I—TJ

an__
r

Downtown
Amherst

YOU NEED A VACATIOI
SIGN-UP NOW

Last Chance Deadline sign-up Dec. 16

TABLES Wed-Fri Dec 14-16

IN FRONT OF THE HATCH

Bloom County by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

mmmi,

Scrod Dan DeBellis

Superbad by G.H.

After The Fall

VIHEW.' FINISHED

wiMT A niMon.'

IS THAT IT? YOU'RE

JUST (iC\^k TD

LEAVg f^e HERE'

by R. Miller

SOWV. ISH , BUT I
WON'T 2 i Viai. I'M UcMml IF YOU ^.

HAVE T^ME FOR VOO
NgxT senesTER .^^

Haw CAN yoo Be so

SELFISH? VOUR P£f5S0NAL

LIFE IS IRRELEVANT.'

yoUHWEAEESfWSIBlUTY
To YOUR ^HARAOERS/

IT, PRftW YOUJt OWM
STR.IP./

Wilson Low by C.C. McFly

CCKPTWN LWWA LA J ARE WE
READY FOR. LIFTOFF?

V
LilMSIt J Ye\ BUT WHtRE IS

WILSON LOW, SPP^E /\C£ ?
ILMICKEY TRIPPERJXOUR SPftCLSHIPOR MIME?]

fCDWlBHOTjr THINK HE'S ^H,
'

1
STILL>T THE &AR '

Quentin bv Mark MacKenzie

(^ - WeU., IT IOOK*> UKC
OOR HC«0 fotn W0M4T WA$
Cc>M\»J6 TO Hi*A .. euT-

WHO 5H0r QUe»^INJ ?

Ixliled by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Arabian Sea gulf

5 Actress Blake of

"Gunsmoke"
11 Rlgfitotfthe

14 Hoarfrost

15 Impressionist

painter

16 Baseball slat

17 Among
18 City slicker,

to a cowt>oy

20 Popular game
21 Wikj ox of Tibet

22 Endless

23 Term in

billiards

25 Coeur. Paris

landmark

26 Forty

27 Racing
vessel

31 Fatigues, tor

stiort

32 Moment In the

theater

34 Bart>ecue

36 "Leave to

Heaven"
37 Bill of the

Old West
39 Type of curve

42 Emulated Smiley
44 cochere,

large entrance

46 Patriotic gp.

49 Parts of a

Texas spread

51 Small amounts
of liquid

53 Cowpokes'
transportation?

55 Indigenous
57 Kindled

60 Romaine lettuce

61 Popular at a luau

62 Western
personage

64 Mother of Apollo

65 Collection of

table talk

66 Moving parts of

a motor
67 Tennis term

68 Exclamation of

surprise

69 Memtwr of a

Palestinian sect

70 Mos.

DOWN
1 Catherine of —
2 Make smaller

3 Distinction

4 Old uncle

ot song
5 Moroccan
weights

6 In a gentle

manr>er

7 Massachusetts

cape
8 Predicament

9 Formal assembly

10 Nips in the bud

11 Mustang
12 Ready to sail

13 Property rights

19 Brother

21 Tale

24 Party provender

28 Triomphe

29 Bill's partner

30 Fastener

33 Majestic

35 Haute, Ind.

38 Poetic "always"

40 Disaster on the

range
41 Symbolistic

43 Herd's place

45 Probability

46 Certain t>andages

47 City north of

Fort Dodge, Iowa

48 Airstrip

50 Discriminate in

thought

52 Descendants
54 Swindle Slang

56 Scandinavian

58 Slaughter of

t>aset>all

59 Certain papers:

Abbr
63 Cultivate

64 Teenager

1 1 3 4

1

i 6 7 • f 10

1
11 17 13

u IS 16

n II 11

w- tT

1
n

n 24 1^ n

W ^ n 3« 31

1

w 34

IM I
43

37 3* 3« 40 41

1l^r
fb

45

47 41- 4« 51 51

TT 54 b M̂

TT^ S4 <i 11

?r t3

1

•4

TT

1
ii 17

M W L t!"

COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS
Well we made it. I never thought this

semester would end but it did. I want to

thank all of you who rose to the occasion

when things looked bleak.

Kalo and Joyce you really put out; no

wonder you're in production. It's just too

bad that you'll be leaving.

Thank you all and good night! (Can you

believe I'm writing this at 2:30 in the
$&»7o* mourning?)

J.P. Shanahan

DC Menu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Chicken Cheese Puffs

Spanish Shrimp and Rice

Casserole

DINNER

Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Fish with Herb
Crumb Topping

Garbanzo Vegetable Bake

Chicken Cheese Puffs

BASICS DINNER

Vegetable Squares/Light

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Fish with Herb
Crumb Topping

Weather

Today, partly sunny,

highs in the 40s to near 50

along the coast. Tonight,

fair and colder, lows in the

20s except in the teens in

the western hills and

around 30 along the coast,

Saturday, sunny, highs in

the lower 3Cs to lower 40s.

Todays puzzle
answer

Tiiind uniinim nor
iniiii i'»ifnHiiiiinr:.if>ii«

iiiri HI*! i'»i"n'lL n

HnHtiK uunriiicii']
ifini'ifiroi nnn ninii

nnn noi'ionn yrini
LlllllM-iiililiiimi
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IXEGIAN CLASSIFIE

Offlice CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

• 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AAAHI

4- This is it. It's been fun; it's been shitty; but

now it's done and things are just titty. Lot-

* sa luck with the paper next semester. Ray

CHRISTMAS TREES

4-

AIMHERST JOURNALISI\/l REVIEW

Announcing the winner of the
Amherst Journalism Review's
Rrst Annual "Roommate of the

Year Award"! -Tami B.

(but don't expect too big a check)

!l the committee would like to thank all those

^ who tried out this year, and reminds all new

If entrants to have their application in before

» finals.

'^Ken'and M.B. -- Have a Merry Christmas
* and an abnormal New Year - Paul

4-
'

4- Balsam Firs, Scotch Pines 4-6 ft $12-14

» 252 Hadley Rd Sunderland 666-4791

i CLUELE^

j^Yes, that's you Mary-Beth! Have an
4- awesome birthday, we love ya Lisa & Shari

HELP WANTED
Full £r Part-time student advocates for

Wintersession & Spring semester at Com-
muter Area Gov't. Organizational, leader-

ship Er writing skills needed. Apply 404
SUB 546-2145 deadline 12/16 AA/EEO
Experienced reliable childcare sought
for 4 yr old car needed call 253-3162

ANNE, MAUREEN, Cr

IN CASHIN
KATHIE

If
.

*Just thought I'd wish you a very Merry
* Christmas and an excellent New Year! We'll

jihave to go out during Intersessiont Love,

)! Penny

ARE THEY BORED?

AUNTIE PORTLY

AUTO FOR SALE

» —--^_
J EXCITE THEM with genuine Bausch and

ilLomb Raybans this holiday. Call Bruce

i; 549-2879 ^__
*

]^ How's Doug? Break any tables lately?

3 What's up with Rosemary? No more cake,

5 5 pieces is enough! The Yahoo Girls! One

4 will never be the same. Love, Renny

4
4

J 71 VW Bug 80,000 miles. No rust, heater

^ works. Excellent mech. condition, must be

,) seen. $1250 253-7396

* 1973 Saab good condition many new parts

* must sell $950 or BO call 665-4801

% 68 Plymouth Fury dependable $450.00

< 546-3218

\ 73 Comet - 77k mi, stereo, great condition.

\ Call Rick, 549-3679

* Pontiac Catalina 1972 runs we!!, lots left

* $350 Jim 773-3998 late morning

1 1974 AMC Hornet body is in mint condi-

Jtion runs excellent AC AM/FM $1000.00

* 253-3568

4-

DAVE. PAT, CHRIS h JEFF

If
the spring semester. Call 545-0627 for more ^
info.

To tha lust of my life Happy Graduation

and Merry Christmas Love Rita XXOO *

Doug - Thanks for an interesting and ex- if

citing semester things aren't the same w/o
you love Jodi

Barb - Thanks for making this the l)est
j^

i hope you ail have happy holidays and a

great, relaxing Intersession! Johanna

DAVID NAHOR

* Could you take care of my kitten over semester yet. Men with binoculars can only
j^.

? Intersession? Starting 12/23 will pay Jody * wonder how lucky I am! I can't wait to have jf

J 546-4349 intersession with you. i need it bad! Love, »
^ .._ , -..-.- * Doug _^^____^_ *

HEY LAURIE

Happy Birthday! Have a "great'

celebrate lots!

DEBBIE I NEED A ROOM

Happy Birthday ma charia, happy 19th, I

love you, Chris ^^^^^
DUSTBUNNY

3 in tha Rat, 3 in the bed Thanks for all the

late night pizzas, where-to talks. Sesame
Street routines, and all the other good
times. Good luck in California. Hurry up
and come back before the wax dries! We'll

miss you. Love always, the mature

WOMEN Dustbunnies

e-EAST DICKINSON
~

6-East Dickinson—(also the walk-ons,

Pam, Tim, Beaver, and Tom) Happy
Holidays and good luck on finals. Have a

great Intersession. See ya in January - Mike

and Pat (Let's go Knicksll)

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackedisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Discjockeys and bands from dorm parties

to major concerts guaranteed 256-0739

3rd FLOOR BROOKS
~

Happy Holidays! Good Luck on finals and
have a great intersession. Love, Adrienne

FOR RENT
~

Room avaiiabie begin Jan or Feb 2 mi.

past Rolling Green bus rt 253-3517

Puffton Village one bedroom apartment

available for Intersession 549-7864 call now

2 bedroom apt in duplex house

— -. * Laurie "It's my birthday! Maybe I like it
day and

J alright!"

4> Clean/neat senior female seeking a room
4' in an apt. or private home for spring

4- semester. . .preferably close to campus.
» Carol 54M803

JASON

ik I want for you should have congrats on

your bar-mitzvar such expensive pastry

Love Jenny Honey

JENNIFER SACCONE

Jenn, It's been great working with you!

We'll have to go shopping in Boston.

Yahoo for Boston, Chariestown, and South

Boston. Keep in touch guess who?!?

To tha H-woman Shiri and Dab. Thanks ^
for everything this semester especially ^
for giving me somewhere to live. I can't -^

even walk down tha stairs without 4>

laughing I I'm looking forward to the

only weekend we have to spend
together this semester (no sarcasm I) ^
from the confirmed non H-women ^
Diana - you're not an H-woman aithar l ^
Hey Michelle we did it. can you believe it 4-

is over. It is time to get obliviated. Please
* don't spill any nwre drinks. Rita and I will

^ mice \ir\t i Ma aena/^inllu nrtuu I am tha rtnl\y ^

18 JOHN ADAMS
4- 18 John Adams Happy Holidays and good

luck on finals! A special congratulations to

Rick - knock em dead out there! Love, Liz

4
KING KRETiN

(also B.P.A.) - Blue Wall, T.O., etc. won't

be the same without you. UMass will be

"lame"! I'll miss yal - Guess Who?!?

KJP

LBE

* 1966 Plymouth Valient rebuilt motor good 4. Sunderland on bus route 665-7148

5 condition $500 Jeff evenings

BIG GUY

'*' UMbss

4-

Bicycle Club's January Florida
th. ATTENTiON

'^ Yes its me egain (see Stud) I wish to ex-

*"tend a warm greeting to all my women
* friends and a special thanks to Glen my

I EUNUCH! 5466689 Andrew!

BIKE IN FLORIDA

Female needed to share a room in N.

Amherst during intersession. $120.00 in-

cludes utilities. Call Marj 549-0813 11:30 pm
- 1:00 am
Two large rooms avaiiabie for spring

semester in house in Sunderiand. One
minute from bus stop. 665-2512

FOR SALE

J junket is in tbe making: for information call «> jop name running shoes

J Frank Olbris @ 545-2778 or come to the » g^oes $10. Fashion shoes
_ rliih m««tino Wodnesdav evenina (see CC < :_.^ ^«.«^ „i.»»„« „»ii c

Women's Shoes Cheap
$12. Leather jazz

& boots $10 $12.

Tha little Canadian boy in the Dairy

4 Queen: Thanks for adding pizzazz to a drab

semester. Meet me in the Alps and we'll

* type papers and learn dirty French words.
* You are so special. Michelle 4-

miss you. Me especially, now ! am the only

one to get picked on. Go wild en Francais.

What is feminism? Don't know but it's for

men too. D Kirkwood Summersby

David. .Oh David. . .What?! Jesus Rita

will you stop bothering me. . .no seriously,

Rita you were the glue that held us all

together and we never would of pulled

through without you. You deserve that

drink. D. Kirkwood Summersby

PJF Happy Birthday! 1 1 Terrier en
celebrate! H.T.'s ice cubles, champagne
and D.B.!! Much love, little cuj

Dickinaon Dorm Security Lynne,

Heather, Mary, Dave, Missy, Deanna,
Wendy, Joan, and Caria - Happy
Holidays. Thanks for all your hard work this

*"

semester. Good luck on finals - Mike *
Reuven is a wimp for not running in the if

election. What's the matter, your ego can't

take it! I PS Reuven, Quiet Hours. . .Damn
it!

M'ai Even though you're moving - we're

still sisters (FMITB) Er best budies, so let's

stay that way next semester! Love, Dijon

Happy Birthday Pat a month eariy Jan 18

I love you Dianne

Warning • A blue Deluder, the weed lady,

a speed biter, the purple paintslinger, and a

snapkicker will all be loose New Years Eve -

the Vilest Member

Bouf kill those finals & live it up over In-

tersession, oh yeah . . .Happy Bday too -

BJB

4- Yo, Grossie Here's your persona!, Dude.
Good
snow.

tuck with

Love, D
finals, get psyched for

Heyl David Have a great January! Love,

those H.Q.S on 18

]^ putting up with my jokes, moods, drinks

]f etc. We did the best job ever; you 2 are to *
» blame. Michelle, viva la France, David, viva

J*.

la Collegian. Thanks for the memories. ^
stories, the W-Team shall live on forever,

j^,

Rita M 4-

Need X-mas presents? Alpaca sweaters

at low prices call eves 253-9494

Bike for sale 1981 Puch Pathfinder, 10

speed, 25" frame excellent condition

$155.00 or BO call Mike 256-1347

Dresser, 3 draws call Ann 549-0505

CATHY 'THE GOOB "

sick senseYes, we are going to miss your ^.^^ .,„...,>. ^
of humor, be happy (in other words stay

j^

w/Nick) and that'll be 50 cents (and a note j^.

from your mother!) Yahooo! Love your jf

great workers, Andrea & Goobskil

4. COLLEGIAN BORED OF EDITORS J

2 new 13 in

morning
radials $35 Jim 773-3998 late

^ It's bean fun.

If It's been shitty-,

* But now it's done,
^ And things are just titty.

* I'll miss Andy's notes,
* And abstaining from votes ,

* So Goodbye, Joel, Janf>es, Lisa, and Doug,

J Gerry, Anne, Josh, Michelle and Dave,

^^. Yadira, I owe y'al! a hug. *

]^ (poems are a drag when they rhyme, eh?) jT

J COLLEGIAN BUSINESS TYPES
J

Z, Happy Holidays to the best business staff ^
. f>* I lliilseell AnH nnxAi a fauu uunrrlc frnm niir ^'^ at UMassll And now, a few words from our

Ski Boots - Nordica woman's size 8.

Call Patti wkdyg B-0616, eves 586-2949

Alder Manual Typewriter excellent con-
dition. Must sell, make an offer call Lisa

617-867-7169 after 7:00 PM
Smith Corona electric typewriter like

new w/case. $70 or 80 6-5982

Just the car you've been looking fori

1972 VW Super Beetle, runs well, good
cond. snow tires, tools. $900 call Alexis

549-4600 x317 lea. mess.

FRONT COUNTER STAFF

I want to thank you all for a pretty good
semester, (this inlcudes Gail, Johanna, An-
drea and Jennifer). Have a good holiday
and relaxing break to prepare for next
semester's work. Cathy PS Andrea -I hope
you're not as shy and quiet next semester!!

T^- sponsor. . .Do any of you understand what jT

"Double-Cash" means? Is there anything ^
else ! can get for you Andy? Hey Liz, get a ^ Thanks

* duel Front counter -
1 can't understand this 4.

* message! Jim, Maureen, Cathy, thanks for j^

GOOBER-RASINET

for all the xtra help this
semester. Gonna miss you if you don't
come back to us next semester, but

*
all the help. Amy, when are office hours? remember: late, late night calls, I'm gonna

J Take care everyone, Mike sell you, andof course it could only happen

4-

CRIS
to Jennifer Sacconell

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Have a great holiday in Arizona, see you* :

in January. In case I forget (which is im* W^rry X-mas and a happy new year to my
possible), have a great birthday. Looking* good friends Jim, Dan, Maura, Kara, Brian

forward to more lunches and hearing about* and Barbara. ! wish the rest of 7S an ex-

the mail. Cathy * p^j'^nt holiday. . .1 Ipve

'Come on girl, rock your boy'7 Oooh.
That almost sounds obscene - but we know
better, eh? It's more like 'rolling like

thunder, under the covers' and I'm sure

that's why they call it the bluesl Here's hop-

ing that the miles don't separate a wonder-

fu! pair of aces - Love ya, RMB

LIKE YO. DAY GRAPHICS ~
Goodbye, Good Luck, Take Care, Take it

Easy, Keep Calm, Keep the Faith, Stay

Warm, Stay Dry, and other motheriy ad-

vice. The Boss

LOST

A pair of glasses in a soft blue case please

call 549-581

1

in Boyden parking lot Sat night Dec 10

women's tweed blazer. Reward if returned.

Call Annette 549-2638

Round giassas £r brown case Dec 12 on
campus call 256-6849

Dorm key tost at Bongos on Broadway
ticket key chain reward 546-5195

Reward for tha return of "Nastasha" 5

month old calico white, grey, tan kitten

green collar with bells. Lost 12/10 East

Pleasant Street/Chesnut St area call

-J- —I J Three short Moore House, SWAG, and
If found please J i^f.^ cqa crazies - Haoov Holidavs - Bill

Beverly - I guess our times together are

coming to an end, but remember its a small

world, don't be surprised if i see you on
'^ some unexpected dessert in the Mideast

]f this summer. Thanks for all your en-

4- thusiasm and thoughtfulness. I'll always
* have you on my mind, your fantastic. Love,
* Joel PS Good luck on your exams
* Chuck. What the. . .? Life's a bitch than

^ you move to N.H. Psssyched remember. .

* .I'll miss you Chuck

^ Dearest Jesssshica: Thank you so much
* for letting me share a part of your life. I love

jT you very much. Your Hello Kitty

4' Mother-Jin: Go for the dean's list. Your
>^ brother Dave

Red ski ticket lost 12/10
contact Kristen 546-8507

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED

Mill Hollow Apts for Intersession and or

spring semester. On bus line 549-3967

MER. YOU SEX BOMB

Hay, didn't think I would, huh? Get ready

for nest semester in Noho - it's gonna be
wild! Luv Liza

J^.
fellow SGA crazies - Happy Holidays - Bil l

* Fall 83 - HK, Toole, JC, JK, Slime - leave

*my door alone. 22ed quiet, conform no
* way. Philly and lack of study? So much to

j^ remember its a blur - women's soccer - you

^ guys are a lot of fun - to all Merry Christmas

4 and watch out for bikers. GGD
* Thanx Mary for the help in JS. Happy
* Holidays.

4 The Big H looking for short unathletic

PERSONALS
••••

1* woman with lots of shoes
* Happy Birthday Spankyll Sweet dreams 4>

* are made of these Love you much POOPIE

]f Anyone from Long Island going on the ^Coilaga**** Spring •••• Break •••• ^ Sugarbush Ski Trip? Looking for car pool - 1
• Round Trip Jet Right or Deluxe
Motor Coach Transportation *

* • ocean front accommodation? night *

* • Welcome Party with FREE BEER *

'Make reservations Now and Save $20*
* Check out our table in the *

* CC Concourse or call 548-5422 *

>## D*A*Y*T*0*N*A *•• B*E*A*C*H •••

The Collegian will be printing a weekly

edition on Thursdays during Intersession.

The Collegian Office will be open during

January, Mon-Fri, to sell display and
classified advertising

.

Spring Semester Housing. Any women
interested in boardino, at a local sorority in

call 6-8978

Dakin - Tennis in January? My k>b is get-

ting stronger - watch out! H
DJ's FOR LESS - less because they don't 4.

show up! Contact Paul Friedman

The Sisters of AXO would like to extend *

warm congratulations to Karen Kochanek ^
on her pinning to Bob Barrett of Lambda j^

Chi Alpha. Hugs and kisses from all of us i

Lisa G. Look your very own personal!

Thanx for everything and that's alot!!! Take

care and tell Bob he's wrong - See ya! Debi

»•••*••

Bob You're wrong and you know it but

have a good intersession anywav.... -» ^ novo a Y|v.fwu ii iiui acooiui i «j,;t»to-

•*••••••••• ^t********************^*************************

Friday, December 16, 1983 Collegian is

Private room completely furniahed for T
intersession asking 100+ (negotiable) Pete ^
549-7612 . 4.

WANTED i
Buying Class Rings. Gold and Silver ^
Jewelry, Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North ^
Pleasant, Amherst, 258-0710 4.

WANTED TO RENT J
2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available Z
Jan-Aug Craig or Rory 256-0069 ^
2 bedroom apt in Amherst call evenings 4>

leeve nf>essage 584-4306 *

YAHOO *

women I'd be lost without. Here's to good 4. others, i'l! miss you so much next semester!
times, good sex without being sluts n- I love you, Ann ^

J
(because we don't know their. . .) May we j,n. Ellen. Sue. Michelle. Amy. Karen. J

J always be happy and enjoy life as much as
J p,„^, ^iz. & Mikay & Comapny.

we do now. Love Chnstie
J Thanks for such great times! I'll miss you all

Sue-Z-Q

ROOM WANTED

Members of SAFA - Congratulations on jf next semester! Love, Ann

Responsible adult looking for single room Tk

to rent in or around Amherst please! Call ^ ABOVE
Amy 584-2814 *

Maryanne, Paula, Patty, Carol. Susan. 4-

Jeen. Joanne, and Donna. Have a very 4-

Merry Christmas and an excelient New *
Year! Keep in touch over January. Love *
Renny

j^

ALL, Annie, understand this *
time together meant a lot. Last night may *

4-

4-

4-

»

*

4-

need ya .. uu-o , ^u.ua. r
• ^ Lauren C. Yipee ya hoo & congratulations.

™D 4. You finally made it! No more sitting on your
Christopher - Looks like we're going to ^ head. I'll miss you next semester. Friends
make it through the "Third-year-doubts"! i 4- Forever - Jodi
knew we could do it! i love you more than

ever - I'd even go through another gnarly 4-

year - if i could do it with you! Love always, ^
Karen

To ihti Collegian Board cf Editors:

RjV Jces it snow nvjj, . >^ rlul/oke?

Jim You've done a grnar iob ?s always

Anoy-fiiled my shoes wtjiii

Josn It s fun to be in the middle, huh?

Aiine-Fantastic job for a cht'fetieaderj

Mich'jiiu Ccnne cliance. VMBl^^H^r
Dsi-^e It took guts. Very r '.-rrs-.iv*?.

Douq-Good luck in the rest wnrld.

[js-^t-Vff nr.t*3 have arts Kp«p it up
Vadira-Good job, especially alone.

G«rrv-C(insistently excellent.

Drew-Nice pics, as usual.

Looking forward to Sat night. Welcome to

tho Eoaru, Bill. It shoijlo bt 6 ^ood spring.

V^yatch out Holyoku and France! Joe!

To the Collegian anchors: Jim, Maureen,

Catiiy and Faye. Vou lad us througn

ariolhtti semester. This place would cruni-

ble without the stability you provide Thank

you. Joel

To the hooded warrior - another warning
for boy gorgeous: have a great Christmas.

Ja Security

Laurie - Happy Birthdayl (early) how old

are you going to be? Happv (jradurttif>n'

Happy apartment looking I Hope you fi:id

your way in the big apple without me thcf^

- it could be trouble I'll miss you. Save me a

place for next year. Love ya - Marsha

To 10th floor JQA: All of you are the

greatest! Thanx for a great semester, look

forward to more.

idalyn and Ellen

Jackson

Love, Peter^^

officialIt's Michael

Thom finally you got one happy six love

you Killer Lamb

Chariena Sorry to see you go but I'll see

you again next year. Good luck Rnd have a

* To the members of 2H and 2E, I love you

all, you have made school very memorable

and above all fun! Please plan on a visit to

the Big Apple next semester, OK! Be good,

I know, you're always good! Love, Laurie,

Fenway, Bucket, Lauretta, etc.
.^^

Mr Manzon we have to stop not meeting

like this!!

It-

For Students Chi Rho House welcomes

goodvacation. Well miss you on the sixth J
applications from single grad or

S,ke It easy Love Adam _ * ""H«rnr«duat« students seek.na Chrn

IS^arcel. Just wanted you to

undergraduate students seeking Christian

IT-. * living environment call 549-3596
know that —H ;

—

-

your personal was .noeeo persona. -Ireau.i -r Jtacey Happy B-day to ^^he best roomy

beforr anyone else did including the Thanx for making this past year bearable I

printer! Thanx for the mistletoe - when can J
love ya Lisa

we test ii out? ?. . if you don't know by * Rick (Beast) Good luck in the future come

now. . .never .Tiind!

Brenda Are you alive? Hope
_ back and visit. The Budmen will carry on.

"the » Chris & Gary _^_
-'-"^ "^ Shwinkie I'l! miss you &iiu sssstuff etri set

for a memorable spring 'they're always the * we'll soon love ya Shwankie
besi) hi\'j Meiiy Christrr-ss' - St anger fn-nr. ^^^^ ^^^. Lgurie "Buc'^o" Fran!<, Marcha
1^ brittany i "jt's official" Wilcon, Gail "Grafix" Tanzer,

-Anne [flash" Rath, Faye "honorary Bucko"

To Jodi and Kelly - You yuys deserve Lynn "Blueberry" Eisenberg, Martha "No
something for puttinq up with a lary high pat" Connors, Neil "doesn't eat either"

1 and yes, neurotic roomie this semester. But phein, Joy "happy humidifier" McCarty,

]f it's almost over! Here's to a great spring *Mark "time to work" Roden, Dave "in a

4-

4-

*
4-

Ray -It was hard, it was long, it was tough, *Whitney^Lus«er. It's been real. Love the

it was crazy-but we mede it! Congrats and ^ graduating seniors.

good luck - Pebbles Joel-just wait and PROFESSIONAL
wonder

Here vve~go. Collegian staff to a wild

news staff and wilder associate (good luck
4-

TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers.

in Greenfield!), much needed breaks in the
* i^ljXeninT"'*'

'°'' '"'""' ""'"'''

darkroom (thanks Drew), Paul - you ended » 584-7924 evemngs_

J things on an ambiguous noted) but you

4. were great; Ken - you weren't but at least
^

PUNX UNITE

4- my slang improved and Mary - next

> semester is a new one. Good luck Tami and

* Bill Collegian grads! Happy Holidays to all!

* News Ed ^^_^__
4. Haroiyn

^ From San Francisco, CA, Crucifix, Out

J patients, CIA, Dec 17 5 PM Grange in

4. Greenfield Alleges nrwre info 6-6262

You finally made it nine

Con

RAYB.

4- semesters on the sixth floor wowi ^ ...» — - -
, „

4- gratulations anfd good luck always take ^ had our differences) but I really want to

care Lev Adam

Dear Sr:ci*i and Et.n: hope you had as ••

much fun as we did Tuesday night. It gave ^
us an e)r -use to was'- o-ir shoc^'; Lovp, thp

^
guys of 902 . j^

It-

It-

»

4-

*•

1*-

V.t^ ^ -^ ^ t. *. J. ^ J.

* We've had our differences (boy have we

!^ had our differences) but I really want to

^ wish you the best of luck. Let's put the past

m the past Rita PS I hope you find it somp-

riay

$60 REWARD

^ .. n ^y .0-,.-, • .a'iir' We Z *50 reward for returr of long Wack coat
Teresa McCarthy ^ ^ppv oio^jaiior.. we ^

^^^^ .^ ^^^_ Departn^nt of »' "M '^o

horrific, -.'.lii^. .
•--»'^'^'"1' -'

- ,'\-"^:,t niiestions '-ked call ^^'thv at P 'r?04 or
fo- m.?,-.. this ser-nster th. ^m\ love ^

nuesj.ons ^^k^ed^ca
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^^^

VOU_vK!t'"«»

Holly t
v'Hdc! ?

-—-r-T- » to pink tin $

Sch?bc vaW • Hep, , Bi'thda> ^
ast now .7ii wor^'i Hr-e to be *

-f -^ 4- t^*
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4>

Apt mate wanted, own bedroom
Presidential Apts. 150/month -* util.

549-(J886

Male Roommate wanted to share

Souihwood Townhouse apt 256-009b Rob.

2
;.ull

^r..

female (nonsmoking)
w'itVH'l for spring tn t' •

54P-3S92

R-^'ti ig Hreen - Ig bec'roor

townhouse. Avail Jan 1 on h

pcj' i43.75, inclusive i:

wb'-a roommate wanted ic

e- ; .:i y Manor api spriny

:::.: :^38

\ Kit t. fentaias for a house. .

Or. rijus: $300. or $225
.

p.',,. t : £.o^tictively 549- 022;,
'

Female roommate W8nte<!
Fub ni... 35 'mo util L

Sunderland 665-4148 or 256 r>"

Roomnt&te wanted Sot. lUvVoc^J
?r.6t,mo start anytime Cj/y ^' Ed

256-0061

Bubbles, Janet, Spunk;- and Andy (A.J )4.

Gordon ~ Have a jT^at interses,si(.n.4-

Doug, good luck on your intership. I'll*

miss you all. Take t ui c I^tve, Itocky. j^

roommates * Elizabeth - (this is tht <lrst and last tinie^.

.1 4.

jsnd

•an or

Court

/!

SERVICES

TYPING fast professional. Slats,

rn.in'i.sf ripts, correspondenr«. m .sRrta-

tions, theses, etc. 665-3414 any if"-

Professional Typing 253 9582 att^;. 3 p.m.

M - F Anytime weekends.

Tv»p;nr •peciel $1 00 iiaoft - s^ ' •».•-

$.50 page - double space pickup & delivery

avail. 413-/72-0694

SHARI FELDMAN

Happy Chanukah Shari, and we i'

mean iti Love, thejhird floor

SONDRA SOBFRf;

4>

4
4-

4
4-

4-

4-

4
4

4-

»
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4-

*
4-
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4
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4
4
»

4-

4
4
4
4
4
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I'll call you that).
'

semesters of bull
'

Ijeen the lH?st room

gonna pick on next

(a hit early but I'l.. .

Kappa-ship. All the

love, Martha.

CATHY thanks f.

my mail, the suppof

the humor to keep

the semester. Let's

soon, huh? Merry C

great intersession!

SPORTS~STAFF
semester. It was f

Glad to work with

Thanx for the .su/x

Have a great holiday

Lhe_spring. j_- Ger^_

Barbara, or Misty,

.

and if you don't. ..n

advantages tn see",,-

(and after) they're

out: I got the last (

Anyway. ..just shov.

mistletoe. And mat.

the right place. Ootx.n;

• put up wit!

me and you'

•viT. C\Vho cii

tor?') Con^rr

.•Ti'lent) on y<.

!ck and wish

.uiiousity ;il)i

;•_) problems;',

.aching throu^

riiiio s .somef.i:

iiias rUtd huv.

Cris _
tnx for a gre.i

fpaf job, Fll< •

Hill. GoofI hi

Jim and Da

')d I'll see you i'

^^'•v 4 Susan "Dancing Machine

Mary Anne "Sroo"

vocates of tempera

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

>
4-

4>

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4>

nw who you :i'»Tf

iiind? There >

J
.orsonals bef"r<-||.

paper Gher^ •

•MM (s.ay wb"

he way to t'l.

. it's hanging 1

.vove ya, Marnl

Lynch am
are vM ;»'!Rcpn

Tc he bBt,t room:Tiate 0.

HO-AC au.ntio? Holiday' Can !
j

sip? Only 5 more days, that 120 houfb one

will never be^the same' Love Cj",

STACEY LEVINE

Hera's your birthday personal a utlo bit

early! happy 20th I Have a goou i^reaki

Love, Robin & Sue!

STUD

i wouid like to take this oppuriu.><i|^ to

wish the university and its student .>.Aiy a

very Merry Christmas!! Your enduring

friend Andrew 5466689!

THE ROOMMATES

*
"»

4-

*

4-

4
4
4-

»
4-

4-

4
4
4
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

,

4-

Hey you guys. I'll miss you! 1 1 have a great ^
vaCdtiori and a fun seniestei. juyouA ivud. ^
XOXO Michelle _

4
4
4
1*-

»-

4
"

jblican can (>. >

glagoo!, Ai

iiotwithstandinL*":

iys knew, s«-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4>

4-

4-

4-

4-

Barthelonai^-

Even the Collegiai

tills game: Vasch

McCrory, BTS partM

and for Mimsi Sue '

me sorority news fr<>m

Dough and Lisa, N(.v.-ml .-r group, the 1

'!.
*

and Aqua Net rule: '^'''' n - really no .• j^

timidation intend* I '"ill, don't ii"if

wondering; Ellen, w»'!' >;. live bands n<xt *
time...MERRY GHRISTMAg.! _

,.-. S East and .i.v 4-

i,i.-,t too! (lOCXi ha n •

year! Love, Dodf. *

To my good friend-

pals at the Blue Wa .

on finals! See ya nexi

Chris Habel: Care to j<jin me in a 7&7?
jj

Ijove, Annie

Tracy - Happy Hanukah Maura - Merry

Xmas and to both a happy new year try to

make it through 84 without killinn each

other Rita PS Muchas Gracias

TO BROWN

TO SUBLET

'•J People for Jan in UupidA in i<«^.n<>inp-
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UM coach to train Olympic fieldhockey team
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts field hockey
and women's lacrosse coach Pam Hixon wiU
be coaching the United States Olympic

women's field hockey team as a second

assistant coach this spring in Philadelphia.

This means that Hixon, who coached the

women's lacrosse team to a national

championship in 1981 and a fourth place

finish in 1982, will not be behind the bench

for the Gazelles this spring. Polly Keener
and Paula Petrie will assume the reins.

"This is a professional improvement."

Hixon said, "for myself and my team. It's a

chance to upgrade my coaching and I can

learn a new kind of game."

The United States team, which is said to

have a good shot at a medal, is being

coached by Bonnie Gros and the first

assistant is Marge Watson. Hixon will be

down with the team in Philadelphia (the

main training site) during the months of

February, March and April.

In April, the Olympic group that will be

going to Los Angeles will be chosen and if

Hixon will be going to LA as part of ths

team, it will be. decided then.

During the time Hixon will be with the

team, they will travel to tournaments (10

day trips) in Australia and Germany, along

with the daily training to pick the American

team.

"The University supports me in this and

this will be very helpful to the field hockey

program (at UMass) in the future."

Hixon wUl still assume her managerial

duties with both the UMass field hockey

and women's lacrosse team. She wfll still

be responsible for their recruiting,

budgeting and the scheduling.

The field hockey teams, from both UMass
and the US, look to benefit. UMass in the

long run, the United States now.

Interestingly, Beth Anders, who was the

coach of the Old Dominion field hockey

team which won the NCAA title last month

(beating UMass 3-2 OT in the semis), is a

player on the team. Hixon and Anders have

been friends for a long time, for they used

to play on the same team, according to

Hixon.

Hixon will also be reunited with UMass
graduate Judy Strong, who was a leader on

the UMass team that finished second in the

NCAA championships in 1981. There are

no college field hockey players on the US
Olympic squad.

SPORTS NOTICE: All teams interested in intramural

hockey, get your roster in by the end of the semester.

Forms can be picked up at the intramural office in Boyden.

Hoopmenwin tHriller

in OT and nudge UConn
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

With no time showing on the clock in

overtime Donald Russell hit a driving layup

over Karl Hobbs to give the University of

Massachusetts a 67-65 victory over Con-

necticut last night before 4,200 screaming

fans at the Cage.

Here's the scenario: UConn's Earl Kelley

tossed up a nine footer with five seconds

left in the overtime that bounded off the rim

to Minuteman center Edwin Green. Green
uncorked a downcourt lob pass to Russell

who outraced Hobbs to the hoop before

driving over him for UMass' sweetest win

of the year.

Want more excitement? How about

regulation. Carl Smith, a freshman point

guard who makes a habit of these sort of

things, (he won the New Hampshire game
on a similar play) dribbled calmly around
for nine seconds before tossing in a double-

pump drive from the lane to send the game
into OT tied at 61.

John Hempel started the overtime by

canning an eight footer before UConn
answered with a layup. Russell then picked

up a loose ball and laid in his own duece to

make it 65-63 UMass. UConn hit a layup off

a fast break before Smith was called for a

five second violation with only 1:43 left.

Horace Neysmith then fouled the Huskies'

Alvin Frederick who proceeded to miss

both his foul shots, UConn got the ball back

with a rebound before Kelley missed his

jumper letting Green and Russell take care

of the rest for the 3-3 Minutemen.
For the Minutemen the victory ends an

eight game drought (back to 1978) against

the Huskies and a three game losing streak

this season. UMass is now even at 3-3 for

the season.

"I'll tell you what, if Carl Smith was in the

army he'd be a general," a jubilant UMass
Coach Ron Gerlufsen said after this, the

most pressure-packed game in his rookie

season.

"He did the job on offense but his defense

is what won it for us. He totally shut down
Kelley."

That he did. Kelley, the Big East Player

of the Week and holder of a 20-point scoring

average, was held to only ten points by

Smith and was not a factor in the game.

"Coach said that if we could stop their

guards we'd win. I guess he was right," said

Smith. "I kind of enjoyed playing Kelley,

he was a challenge. But I had some good

hoops of my own."
Kelley's backcourt mate Hobbs was held to

nine as UMass' pressing man-to-man

defense kept the two dynamos in check.

Meanwhile, Russell and Smith connected

for a total of 24 in the Massachusetts back-

court with Smith also handing out 11

assists.

For the game UMass got 18 from center

Edwin Green who single-handedly kept

them in the first half, which ended on a

Horace Neysmith tap in at the buzzer for a

26-26 tie.

Green also ripped down seven rebounds

and was his usual force on defense.

Neysmith. Russell and Smith had 12 each

with Hempel getting ten.

In the first half Green hit four hoops in a

row to bring UMass from being down 14-10

to being up 16-14. Smith then hit a pair of

foul shots to complete a run of 10 points and

let the Huskies know they were in a game.
Neysmith tied it at the buzzer to set the

stage for a wild second half that saw six ties

and seven lead changes.

Yukon Jack prevails as champions
in the intramural icehockey finals

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

With almost an instant replay of the first

game of the intramural hockey finals,

defending champion Yukon Jack took the

second game of the three game series with
Mass Consumption Wednesday in
Greenfield. 2-1. to ascend as champions
once again in a "scrappy" and hard-fought
match.
Joe Bellini gave the victors the win when

he scored on a power play with 18 seconds
left in the game. It was Bellini's third game
winning goal this week as he scored on

Sunday in the semifinals to send his team
to the finals, and again on huesday in game
one.

Although Yukon Jack finished fourth in

the eight team league, it was team
determination and pride which led the team
to the championship, according to Bellmi.

"That was the climax of the whole season."

Bellini said. "A lot of us are graduating this

semester and next semester, and a lot of

the younger teams get clocky and say its

time for us to steop aside. Well it's noh

time for Yukon Jack to step aside. We won

it with our hearts."
' V*e were gearing more toward the piayeis

rather than the season." Bellini continued.

"The last four days no one could do

homework. They were all thinking

hockey."
Both teams had their eyes centered on

victory but the puck bounced the right way
for Yukon

Yukon Jack just played the way they've

been playing all season. " Scott Andrews,
manager of the league, said. "I thought
that Mass Consumption could beat them in

the finals. Yukon Jack knew what they
wanted to do. They just put their nose to

the ground and scored."

liellini s goal came alter a controversial

tripping call on Mass Consumption with 40
seconds left in the game. Mass Con-
sumption goaltender Rich Hanlon. blocked
a Jody Ferrelli slap shot from the blue line

but before Hanlon could cover the puck up.
Bellini pounced on it from right wing and
slid it in behind the goaltender.
"Mass Consumption was moving the puck

out of the zone but couldn't clear it (on that

play)," Andrews said. "The slap shot was
right or. largei ana weliini dove and slid it

in. It was great effort on Bellini's part."

Paul Marmai. who started Yukon Jack off

in game one. did it again in this game when
he scored in the first period, slipping the

puck through the pads of Hanlon on a wrist

sh )i from 15 feet out.

Collegian photo by David Dcnbcr

YOU CANT HAVE IT -- The Minutemen's Bobby Braun jumps up for

a shot with two UConn players right beside him. UMass came up vic-

torious in overtime, 67-65.

Hoopwomen shooting to win,

take on Springfield tonight

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts womens
basketball team will be looking to hop back

on the winning track tonight. Following a

three game winning streak, the good
fortune ended Tuesday night at the hands

of the Southern Connecticut Owls.

The loss dropped the UMass record to 3-4.

The SC defeat was caused not by what the

Owls did, but more so by the minutewomen
themselves. UMass was hurt once again by
foul trouble and a lack-luster performance

offensively. The foul trouble allowed

Southern to capitalize on the one and one
situation in both halfs. Offensively, the

team could not get inside against the Owls
and were forced to shoot from the

perimeter.

"We were taken out of our offense against

them (Southern). We'll be hoping to come
back and get the win." UMass coach

Barbara Stevens stated.

Tonights game against Springfield College

will be the final game before the women
break for the holidays. Last year's contest

was dominated by Springfield, as they

breezed to a 76-48 score.

Coach Stevens will be looking for a more

even match up this year. According to

scouting reports, UMass should size up well

against Springfield. The only mismatches

may occur in the backcourt. Springfields

starting guards are 5'8 and 5'10 respec-

tively. The minutewomen start 5'4 Wendy
Ward and 5'9 Barbara Hebel in their back-

court.

Inside. UMass should match up fairly

evenly. The only concern is their habitual

foul trouble. The game promises to be a

close contest if UMass can keep everyone

on the court for all 40 minutes. Forty

minutes is a key number for the hoopsters.

Forty minutes is a key number for the
hoopsters. The team must put together a

complete 40 minute effort. UMass came out

a little sluggish against Southern and never

could get on track. To get back on the

winning side again, the women will have to

come out hungry and play that way until

the clock reads:0O. Tonight at the cage at

7:30 the forty minutes will begin.
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People in the news
Left to right, top to bottom: Supporters of Yvette I. Henry, charged with a fire in

Crampton in early December, cloak the car she is a passenger in before her arraign-

ment Dec. 5. Henry was the first suspect charged with the rash of fires that headed
news pages across the country. University of Massachusetts students and others

march on Whitmore in protest of the U.S. invasion of Grenada earlier this year. Kn-
trepreneur John Dwork twists a frisbee on his finger. Jim Powers' photo of the

Hampshire College frisbee major received wire play across the nation. UMass au-

diences were captured by Bloom County author Berke Breathed, comedian, author

and Civil Rights activist Dick Gregory. Sen. Alan Cranston. D-Calif., candidate for

the Democratic presidential nomination and author James Baldwin, (bottom right).

Drew Ogier caught former University President John W. Lederle and Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey sharing a go<xl laugh during the rededication of the Graduate

Research Center in Lederle's name.

CoUegian photos by David Deuber, Andy Heller, Drew Ogier and Jim Powers. Copy and layout by Ray Beauchemin.
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Left to right, top to bottom: The Quabbin Observatory towers over the

man-made reservoir. Quabbin is a picnic-rest haven for many UMass

students during the early fall. Drew Ogier's shadow cast upon Campus

Center steps provides interesting looking. Jim Powers made national wire

play again with his shot of this parachutist waving 'bye-bye' on his way

'out.' Pets are a familiar sight on campus and even more so m the CoU^an

but Andy Heller's shot here is a pet photo with an added dimension. Eddy

Grant was one of many stars who graced UMass stages this semester.

Rebecca Nordstrom solos in a performance of "That Voice/A Tribute to

Edith Piaf' at Bowker Auditorium in October. Romantics (from Word-

sworth to modem-day naturalists) must have enjoyed David Deuber's uni-

que glimpse of the Connecticut River Valley from Mt. Sugerloaf
.
The Cam-

pus Pond provided hours of relief to many UMies including this raft-g(^r.

The Homecoming Bonfire: warm, and beautiful. Cindy Wilson of the B-52s

and Da\id Johanson had two good shows during November. The Campus

Pond wa."^ also used for rather challenging ROTC gimmicks including this

ropK- bridge. Aiiaahhh!
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The Sporting life

The trick in sports photography is timing and Collegian
photographers Dave Deuber and Jim Powers are well

aware of that.

P>om left to right, top to bottom: Deuber caught Jim
Simeone on his way down as Holy Cross' Steve Raquet
sacked him during the 17-0 UMass defeat in Sept. Chris
Kocot fights for ball control with I'Conn's Janet Ryan
and Laurie Decker (9) during all standoff. Stickers
made it to the Top Four in the nation. Nancy Connolly is

the Minutewomen's 200-meter fly, but she couldn't elude
the quick camera shutter of Jim F'owers Nadia
Komarowski (4) vies for the ball in a 5-0 win over Spr-
ingfiel(] College. The women kickers made it to the Final
Four as well. F'irst year student Anne Tauger displays

the material that made her the numlier two singles

players of the tennis team. A 3-12-5 season might sound
bad but Minutemen kickers (including Frank Neffmger)
n< - gave up hope. Ann Ringrose (foreground) puts a

ba ^ack in play in a manner that put them in the
.reiront n'"the Vr^r
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Workers fearasbestos
contaminationin C C

Collegian Photo by Kevin Fitcheiu

DANGER ZONE-Entrance to Campus Center by the Coffee Shop is

blocked off as asbestos removal continues.

Conferences are cancelled
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

Problems relating to the removal of

asbestos in the Campus Center have now

closed down operations for the University

of Massachusetts Conference services and

all intersession conferences have been mov-

ed to area hotels, according to Ashok

Ganguli, director of Auxiliary Services for

the University.

"The decision to move conferences away

from the Campus Center was purely for

logistical purposes," Ganguli said. "Get-

ting hotel guests up the stairs and into the

building, and the icy conditions" were some

of the factors influencing the Tuesday deci-

sion, he said.

Joel Weissnr\an, director of the Student

Center For Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy, located in the Student Union

Building, said these reasons were "the

most ridiculous thing I've ever heard."

Campus Center Director Bill Harris said

the relocation of conferences was due to

logistical problems such as transporting

people to and from Conference sites and

hotel registration desks through service

elevators, as mandated by the on-going

removal of asbestos from the Campus
Center concourse ceiling.

"We would lose more through public rela-

tions through inconvenience (of conferees)

than we would gain in profits (if the con-

ferences were held as scheduled)," Harris

said. "We have a responsibility to the

groups that come here to give them the

finest services available."

Some conference rooms are on the first

floor of the Campus Center which was

partly sealed off Monday, when airborne

asbestos fibers were found in the area.

By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

Campus Center employees have been

evacuated, and heating and ventilation

systems shut off as a result of potential

asbestos contamination throughout the

Campus Center and Hotel.

Asbestos fibers detected in air samples

taken Monday outside the removal area

called for an immediate stoppage of

asbestos removal.

The contamination occurred and spread

the cancer-causing agent when "unknown
leaks" in the removal areas and vent

systems caused the airborne fibers to

spread to the first, second, third, and

possibly other floors of the Campus Center

building. Although continuous air samples

of work and adjacent areas were promised

to CC employees, and daily posting of air

qualities were guaranteed to start Wednes-

day, none have occurred. "Contractors in

the CC have detected a trace amount of

asbestos in the air while working on the

removal containment project,. . . measur-

ing .01 percent. This is considered an ac-

tion level but it is not considered a

dangerous level. The leak which caused the

asbestos release is small and has not been

found yet," according to an official state-

ment by the Office of Public Information.

"Action levels that were found (above .01

per cubic cc) were very low, but indicative

of a need to take certain action," said

Donald A. Robinson, Director of En-

vironmental Health Services (EIIS).

Robinson said that escalated levels of air-

borne asbestos fibers occurred on the first

level near the escalators and in the third

floor lobby of the CC hotel.

Fear of contamination of areas of the

building which are open to the public and

experience heavy pedestrian traffic have

been expressed by employees and students

alike, culminating in reports yesterday of

"ten to fifteen asbestos-removal workers

walking around outside confined areas in

their contaminated protective gear and

respirators," according to an Information

Desk staff person who asked not to be iden-

tified.

"Two of the guys came out of the con-

taminated area, walked all the way down

three corridors from the coffee shop to the

Hatch, and went into the bathroom.

They're not even supposed to leave the

sealed off area with their suits on," said a

Second Shift Building Operations

employee, who was supported by all five

other staff members, who were in the

Hatch Tuesday evening at the time of the

incident. "Their suits were covered with

the crap, (asbestos) and they weren't the

only ones who did this. People have been

coming out of that area with their suits on

all the time," he said.

Charles Morris, head contractor for Ser-

mac. Inc., the company in charge of the

removal, called the charges of contracted

employees contaminating the Concourse

"blatant lies."

"It can't happen. We're complying to the

letter of the law, and then some," he said.

"Someone is just trying to use the college

newspaper to create an uprising."

"Workers on the Second Shift, Building

Operations (working near the removal

area) came to me with concerns about the

asbestos leaks," said Alan Compagnon, a

CC union shop steward. "There has been a

definite disregard for peoples' safety -

especially in suspected areas of contamina-

tion . the University likes to keep things

like this as quiet as possible and they are

willing to believe things are under control

when they may not be," Compagnon said.

Whether the Campus Center is con-

taminated, and people being exposed to po-

tent carcinogenic asbestos fibers or not, CC
staff and employees have lodged com-

plaints alK)ut the lack of information and

apparent lack of concern by administration

officials.

continued on page 2.

Lawsuit may be filed due to arrest
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A Crampton dormitory resident assistant, against whom

charges of setting a fire have been dropped, is now con-

sidering filing lawsuits against officials according to one of

her lawyers.

Legal Services office attorney Charles DiMare said his

client Yvette Henry may file two lawsuits against law en-

forcement agencies, UMass and its officials for alleged

violations of her civil rights and laws.

Henry was arrested and charged v^rith two complaints of

"burning personal property of another" after being ques-

tioned by authorities on Dec. 2. She was held at the

Franklin County jail in Greenfield for two nights and then

released on $1,000 bail. Her pre-trial hearing was schedul-

ed for Jan. 26. ,. ^. ... „ . ,

"UMass as a whole would be a party (in the suit) and of-

ficials of various departments and administrators may be

sued" as officials or both, said DiMare. "It s our firm

position that there wasn't any evidence to begin with to

warrant her arrest and i,.ibsequent prosecution, he said.

"Not only wasn't there probable cause for an arrest in my
opinion, but there wasn't even reasonable suspicion. The

evidence was so flimsy it was ridiculous."

Prosecuting District Attorney W. Michael Ryan stated to

the court that due to insufficient evidence the Com-

monwealth of Massachuetts was unwilling to further pro-

secute Yvette Henry. The decision to drop the charges

was "discussed for a couple of days prior" to the official

Dec. 23 statement according to Assistant District At-

torney Rosemary Tarrantino.

Henry, who was suspended immediately upon arrest, has

been reinstated into the University and all actions have

been erased from her record, according to UMass

spokesman Art Clifford.

Since Henry's clearance, there are "no new suspects" in

the investigation, according to Gerald O'Neil, director of

the UMass Department of Public Safety. "There is

nothing new I can report on the case since three weeks

ago," he said.

Inside: courses still

Qui^tions continue on

asbestos removal. . . p.3

Men hoopsters are on

the road P-4

Minutewomen hope the

basketball keeps bounc-

ing their way p.4|

'7n these times of

contfmtion, it's not

my intention to

^.oJce things plain."

i -PETE SHELLEY

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Interested in accounting, anthropology,

art. astronomy, education, French, Ger-

man, Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Ad-

ministration, math, mechanical engineer-

ing, philosophy, sociology or management?

Some courses in these departments are

still open this wintersession at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, and registration will

continue through tomorrow. Spaces are

also available in 22 credit- free workshops,

offered on topics from public speaking to

computers.
Tomorrow is also the la.si day of the

wintersession add/drop period and the last

day to select the pass/fail option. Monday

and Tuesday, students who withdraw from

courses will receive a 'W'.

Credit courses cost $55 per credit plus a

late registration fee; the cost of the credit-

free workshops range from $20 to $50,

depending on length and amount of class

time. Applicants should drop by the Conti-

nuing Education Office, on the first floor of

the library tower between 8:30 a.m. and 5

p.m.
Approximately 2,200 students have

enrolled in courses this month, with

business, accounting, economics and

English courses especially popular, Gary

Strong of the Division of Continuing

t:ducation. through which the courses are

offered, said yesterday. That number is

"about on par with last year," he said.

UMass benefits

in state budget
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

The recently approved state capital outlay budget con-

tained $6 million for the Southwest Residential Area and

the Polymer Research Institute at the University of

Massachusetts.

Southwest steampipes, which have a 20 year life expec-

tancy, are 18 years old. "The pipes have reached the end

of their useful life and have sprung some leaks, which

have been repaired," said H.J. Littlefield, director of

UMass facility planning. "We're delighted to have the

appropriation." The next step on repairs vrill be the clos-

ing of a contract, he said.

Funds for the Polymer Research Institute are

designated for new facilities and equipment. The state

grant was announced to the University at a Nov. 21,

1983 press conference held by Gov. Dukakis, UMass

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and Senate Ways and

Means Chair Chester G. Atkins (D-Concord).

Three million dollars was appropriated for the construc-

tion of a multi-sports complex and ice skating rink on

campus. Other appropriations include $5 million for Fine

Arts Center roof leaks and renovations on Goessman

laboratory, $2.5 million to find and implement a solution

to the leaching of coal residue at the presently defunct

coal burning facilities on campus. Another $1 million

was appropiated for reserve equipment.

The $746.3 million state capitol outlay, the first since

1980, was passed Dec. 30, 1983 during an emergency

legislative session called by Gov. Michael Dukakis.

The legislature also granted Gov. Dukakis the authority

to set state license and service fees, which are expected

to rise as a means of financing the outlay, said Greg

Dillard, legislative aide for Rep. James Collins

(D-Amherst) House chair of the Joint Committee of

Education. IXikakis is expected to approve the new
budget.
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irAsbestos' continued fram page L

"Basically, our problem now is getting access to the

readings (determining the air quality of workplaces in the

CC), said Kathy Murray, president of the Massachusetts

Teachers Association/University Staff Association (MTA-

USA).

"If we'd been given access earlier on, at least people

would have known and been a lot less upset when they

were told to 'get out of there.' Relocation without infor-

mation scares people," Murray said.

As an example, Murray cited the example of two cashiers

who entered an "alleged" contaminated area and worked
for 45 minutes without seeing the Warning/Keep Out
signs.

William Harris, director of the Campus Center, said that

"They only stayed in there about twenty minutes, and I'll

bet it was a negative air sample." (Negative air samples

indicate an uncontaminated workplace.)
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Memo To Faculty:
We are now processing course book

orders for the Spring 1984 semester.

Can we handle yours? No order is too

big or too small.

Jeffery Amherst
Bookshop

55 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
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LIFE OF BRIAN

Thurs. Jan. 5 - Sat. Jan. 7

Risky Business 7:15

Body Heat 9:00

Sun. Jan. 8 - Tues. Jan. 10

Trading Places 7:00

48 Hours 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

All Season White Wall

Size

P155/8a-R13

P185/80-R13

P195/75-R14

P205/75-R14

P205/75-R15

P215/75-R15

P225/75-R15

P235/75-R15

Price

46.00

54.00

62.00

66.00

66.00

67.00

70.00

73.00

10
% Additional

Off

with a CASH purchase
of a set of 4 rires

\SAVE

8

or

Additional

Off

All pncas mcijOe Mounting.
A Traoe-ln Tiro.

With a CHARGE of a

set of 4 tires with

your MC-VISA-AX

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Michelin Tires al$o Specially Pnced

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center ^
'*f^{}LL SERVICE TIRE STORE"

78 SanderlaRd M.. Ro. knhtnl MA

Across froa Watreka's Store S49-4704

J

Questions of asbestos

have to be addressed

^W-Tuesday
i Beer Nite

^
i Drafts 3 for a dollar

j
I bottles 1 dollar *

; y^ Weds
1^

J Ladies Nite
j

t Open Bar
j

J9-I0and 11:30-12:00
j

i also 95* drinks *

t for everyone »

1_ »

J ^'Thursday j

J
^ for 1 all nite

>|C Friday and Saturday !t

J^ No Cover }

; 2 for 1 8-10 PM 5

folMIIFl I i.
Amherst's Finest

Computer Store

^M@m%
266 N PL£RSfiNT ST flMH£RST,Mfl 0002

253-5673

Wintersession Rentals $25.00
80 column CRT terminal

fully compatible with Cyber

includes 300 band modem

* does not include security

deposit, sales tax, or
optional delivery

During the month of December, concerns

about the asbestos removal in the Campus
Center and the long-term effects of

asbestos exposure were heightened by a

series of stories printed in the Collegian.

Administrators involved with the project

were less than helpful when questioned by

reporters, preferring to leave the Universi-

ty community up in the air, so to speak.

EDITORIAlT"
The removal began as scheduled, but

within a week there were major problems.

On Tuesday of this week, the lobby of the

Campus Center hotel was evacuated

because of a dramatic rise in the amount of

asbestos found there. At the same time,

half of the first floor of the Campus Center

was evacuated and sealed off. According

to Campus Center administrators, first-

floor workers had asked for temporary of-

fice space after the heating system was

shut off because it was interfering with the

removal. This is a questionable explana-

tion. The lobby of the hotel has since been

reopened, but the elevators have been seal-

ed. All conferences scheduled for the

month of January have been cancelled.

It seems there is more to the current

situation than the administrators are tell-

ing us. Supposedly, the Collegian was go-

ing to have to move its office for the next

two weeks, one would assume because the

office was asbestos infested. However, we

have since been told that we would only

have to move if the cold temperatures

bothered us. We have been assured that

even though the other half of the first floor

has been sealed off (the Collegian office is

on the first floor), the rest was perfectly

safe. Although we are not "systems

contemptuously, we do have doubts aboui

the safety of our office.

Yesterday, there were reports of worker
coming out of the contaminated work area
and walking around the Student Union ii

protective suits. They aren't supposed t*

leave the sealed areas of the Campu
Center. Some of the workers removing thi

asbestos are untrained students who an
being paid $16 per hour; this is hardly skill

ed labor. Who is supervising this opera
tion? Who will take responsibility whei
these mistakes result in serious illnesses ii

ten or twenty years? Why haven't air sam
pie results been released? If there are con

taminated areas why are people still work
ing there? (Like the Collegian staff).

The University community should no
tolerate the veil of safety being spread b;

the Campus Center administration. Then
have been too many past projects con

tracted out by the University which havi

turned out to be a dismal failure (Towe
library, Campus Center garage
Southwest, etc,). None has been as poten
tially hazardous to students' and workers
health as the asbestos problem. Healtl

hazards should not be brushed aside to pre

vent bad publicity or embarrassment. W«
deserve more than the administrators hav«

given us. ^ They must be held accountabli

for their actions, and for the actions o

companies which are supposed to be solv

ing problems rather than creating them.

One may hope things wouldn't have got

ten to this point, but it seems that ^e;

already have.

Unsigned editorials represent the viajorit

opinion of the Collegian Board ofEditors

oorMzi(fs

January Special

Twofer One Becks
Plus our Original

Twofers & hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

m ^Uunna ivttJtr^e^Hou..

\ \

17$ University Drive, Amherst
Price Ciiopper Mall

A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY

• Hot Tub ¥fhiripool Spas • Float to Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage
• Suntan Lounge Rooms Membership available) • All natural refreshments available

• Warm, comfortable lounge areas with wood stove

• A clean, safe andsupervised environment
• Each area wired foryour own favorite music or sounds ... AND MUCH MORE..

Call for reservations 253-SPAS (7727) (WaiKins welcome)

Open II A.M. to I A.M.

MONDAY
2 for 1 College Night
1st Student: Full Price

2nd Student: FREE
good for Tub, Tan or Roat
BRING YOUR COllEGE 10

TUESDAY
DOLLAR NIGHT

1«t person: full prie

2nd person: SI
good for tub, ten or float

(Thot's only $3.50 p*non
for '/i hr. in a hot tubl

OFF
TAN or TANK

.ec9P_TH.a«JAN^ia9jaL>_
WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

OFF

I2fh ANNUAL DU5H DASH

UMASS SKI CLUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEKEND

JAN. 27-29

P^CAsh or Buy 5inpllckid5

Thirsty for news?

Read the Collegian

SHOEMAKER-KUSKO

LSAT/GMAT/GRE
REVIEW

CLASSES BEGIN
JANUNRY 21st

FOR FEBRUARY 4th

GRE EXAM

IN MASSACHUSETTS CALL:

(413) 253-2996

OR WRITE:
SHOEMAKER-

KUSKO.P.O.BOX 426,

AMERST, MA 01004

ThaTfki indwd*»

'A'TransportoTlon

#2 NIghfs Lodging

Meals '

•2 Day Utf Ti«*«

• W.teom. Porry •

• Hof Tubs & Souno

'« h 'jfan*»f»ea »»«'uaefl onlyS99

>^or more info call 545-3437

SHOE
JDAA^ 187 n. pleasant st.gamherst
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Hoopmen hit thehighway
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's meat and potatoes time for the

University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team as they dive head first in-

to the Atlantic 10 slate with three con-

secutive road contests.

The Minutemen outlasted New Hamp-

shire and Bentley before dropping three

in a row on the road to Houston Baptist,

Georgia Southern and Duke. Then

UMass upset UConn in a superb effort

and toppled Dartmouth in their last

outing.

After piloting the Minutemen through

their first seven games with a 4-3 record,

rookie coach Ron Gerlufsen has led

UMass to their best start since 1977-78

when Jack Leaman's team started off 8-0.

The Dec. 22 game at Marist was cancell-

ed due to snow and rescheduled to Feb.

14. But that was all in the old year, 1983.

With the coming of 1984 come new
challenges and Atlantic 10 competition.

Massachusetts is away at Duquesne at 8

tonight (WHMP 1430 AM) and then

travels to Rutgers for a contest against

the conference favorite on Saturday at 2

p.m. That game will be televised on

SportflChannel and on the TVS network.

And next Wednesday, Jan. 12, the

Minutemen will visit the Palestra and

Temple University will be the opposition

(7 p.m.).

The trip to Duquesne will hopefully have

the MinntPTnp" hr«»?>l- fhpir 97 g^rre losing

streak on the road. The last time UMass
won on the road, ironically, was at Du-

quesne by a 57-55 score two years ago on

Jan. 9, 1982.

The Dukes (0-0 in conference) have

struggled to a 2-6 start. Duquesne is com-

ing off a 60-59 win over Detroit in which

freshman Mark Beavers sank two foul

shots with seven seconds left for the win.

Emmett Sellers, the team's leading scorer

averaging 18.8 points a game, sank 22 in

the winning effort.

However, his Duke teammates haven't

been helping out a lot. Duquesne ranks

last in the league, shooting only 40 per-

cent from the floor.

UMass, on the other hand, is only ranked

seventh with 46 percent. Forward John

Hempel is leading UMass with 14.1 points

a game, followed by Donald Russell (12.4)

ani Horace Neysmith (13.4). Edwin
Green is also averaging in double figures

(10.7) and he leads the team with 18

blocks.

f FOUR SEASONS^
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick Jaunt from frsa bus stop at Hampshira Mall

SPECIALS
Bud Suitcase cans $9.99

Miller bottles $9.99

Labatts Beer or ale $10.99

Meister Brau Bottles $7.99

Genesse beer Bottles 6.96

Vodka & Gin 1.75L 7.99

Rum 1.75L $9.49

Wild Turkey 101 500ml $6.49

Dewars 750ml $949

^, Sebastian! Table Wines 3L $5.99

^ E €r J Gallo Varieties 1.5L $4.99
jgf^ California Cellars Table Wines 1.5L $4.99
^^

ni RUINITE Lambrusco, Rosato. Bianco. D'oro. 1.5L. $4.99

Ir WINTER SALE
20 - 50% Off

Selected

Clothing Chinese Shoes

Rugs Bedspreads Gifts

January Hours

Amherst and Northampton

Mon-Sat 10-5

Weeknights 9 PM Dec 9-23

Sundays 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 6 PM

MERCANTILE
Amherst Carriage Shops

also: 18 Center St. Northampton

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

CollcKimn Photo by D«*e Dneber

CEASE-Mary Marquedant blocks the path to the hoop during a

December game against Yale. The Minutewomen face Central Conn.

Friday.

Womenup formore success
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

A three week layoff can do two things to

a team. It can either be a help in giving a

team a break, a chance to regroup, or

frustrating if a team just started to roll

before the layoff.

Such is the case for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team

as they prepare to open up their 1984

slate of games this week.

The Minutewomen, who lost their first

three games of the year, rallied to win

four of their last five games to end 1983

with a 4-4 record. After losses to UConn,

Rhode Island, and St. Johns, UMass top-

pled Vermont, Harvard, Yale before bow-

ing to a tough Southern Connecticut team

on Dec. 13. Massachusetts defeated Spr-

ingfield 86-73 on Dec. 16 to even up their

slate.

"My main concern," said first year head

coach Barbara Stevens, "is the three

week layoff. We're looking to get our

game back into gear." To help combat

this, the team has been having double ses-

sion workouts since January 1.

The Minutewomen are preparing for

games tomorrow in New Britain against

Central Connecticut, a tough Division II

opponent. Then, UMass opens their

Atlantic 10 slate with consecutive home
games against defending Atlantic 10

champion Penn State and George
Washington.
The Lady Nittany Lions visit the Cage

on Sunday, January 8 at 2 p.m. Penn
State is 6-2 (3-0) and is led by juiiior center

Kahadeejah Hebert, who is sixth in the

league in scoring with 16.3 points a game.

Hebert is also Penn State's leading re-

bounder with 10.5 a game.
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ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT
Shot of Bar Liquor with

THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER
Beat the Clock

Every Night

8-9».S0, 9-10 $,75, 10-11 $1 .00,1 1-12 «1 .25

CATCH THE ACTION
Sports or Movies

Every Night

$.75 12oz drafts
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ICY HOTHOUSE — Although Frosty on the outside, the Bowdich Greenhouse maintains a toasty climate on

the inside, providing shelter for its inhabitants throughout the long winter months.

Acid rain topic of UMass seminar
By TAMl BORTON
G)llegian Staff

The status of acid rain and related legislation in New England

and the nation was the fcKUs of a seminar held at the Universi ty

of Massachusetts Tuesday, despite the inclement weather

Acid rain is a condition of low pH rainfall caused by sulphur

einissions from business firms in the midwest and east, and

nitn)gen emissit)ns from cars Its impact on the environment

includes a reductit)n in the ability of lakes and streams to sustain

life, tree and vegetation damage and a reduction in visibility, said

Stephen H«)Wdrds, legislative representative for the National

Wildlife Federation.

An acid rain monitoring project conducted under the gui-

dance of Paul J (kxlfrey, director of the Water Resources

Research Onter at UMass. found that in Massachusetts, six

percent of the lakes and streams are too acidic to sustain life, and

another 16 percent are in critical condition

He explained that any given body of waters buffering ability

— high alkalinity — that acts as a "biological rolaid" —
decreases significantly once a certain concentration of acid is

reached. Forty-one percent of Massachusetts streams and lakes

are at or beyond that point, he said

The Metropolitan District Commission spends $12 million

annually in attempts to raise pH levels, Godfrey said Adding

lime to highly acidic water is the most widely used solution.

"This only buys time," he said, adding that additional envir-

onment impacts due to the lime are inconclusive at this point

Acid rain promises to be the environmental issue for the

upcoming presidental election, as ^0 million tons of acid rain

causing emissions each year are released into the atmosphere,

Howards said However, the innportance of that issue will

depend on who the final candidates are.

Howards sees DemtKratic presidential candidate support t>f

acid rain legislation, as verified at a recent conference in New

Hampshire, as symbolic

On the other hand, "the Reagan administration has taken no

stand on acid rain and will not do so until they have to." he said

Howards expressed support of the US Senate Stafford-Hart

bill which calls for a 1 "> million t«>n retluction in emissions over

the next I") years, but feels the time period has to be- tightened

He also expressed concern over the bill's political appeal in that

if passed, it may cause a reltKation of coal mi ners from the

midwest where, high sulphur coal is mined, to the south, an area

housing low sulphur coal.

"This may not appear to be a problem, but there are a lot of

votes in the mid-west, and they will want to protect their coal

industry,' he said.
, « ,t

In Congress. Howards supports the Waxman Sikorski Bill,

which calls for a ten million ton reduction over ten years Seven

million tons must be reduced through technological means, such

as "scrubbers" installed on emission-releasing smokestacks, to

reduce the sulphur content

The cost of such requirements will ultimately be borne by the

consumer, he said, but the reduced threat to the coal industry

makes the legislation more acceptable nationwide, he said

— He also supports a New England Caucus bill in Congress,

which calls for an increase of emissions reductions from ten

million to 12 million tors

Asbestos debate
continuesbetween
UMassandunions
By JOSH MYERS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials have allowed employees

of the Campus Center/Student Union Ct>mplex to reltKare to

other areas on campus, while maintaining that no one working

111 the area has been exposed to unsafe levels of asbestos.

The decision, described by Campus Center Director William

Harris as 'meeting the unions halfway " was announced Tuesday

morning in an informational meeting attended by union

members. University administration officials, and representa-

tives from the firm contracted to clean up the asbestos, an

engineering consulting firm, and the UMass Environmental

Health and Safety department ( l-HS)

Union leaders had expressed concern over the safety of their

members, and had requested that the Campus Cxnier/Student

Union Complex be closed down for the duration of the removal

prtKess While representatives from the American Federation

of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) Lxral

1776 and Massachusetts Teachers Ass«Kiati«m/University Staff

AssiKiatum (MTA/USA) were pleased with the compromise,

they were not in agreement with the University position on

ctmtamination

We cannot guarantee that you have n«)t been exposed but we

suggest that you take the option and transfer to amnher loca-

tion, " said Ken Dietrich, business representative ft)r AFSCME.

"1 can't tell whether you are going to get anything from this or

not."

Kathy Murray. MTA/USA president agreed

There are s»> many unknowns If you ch(H)se to stay, the

administratit)n says that it's safe and they might be right but we

recommend that you reliKate." she said

Union officials said that independent air sample tests will

continue until the complex has been established as within the

safe" level of asbestos concentration (01 fibers per cubic

centimeter).

University officials said that all tests done by Hygeia Inc .
the

independent air-sampling and hygiene firm, had shown levels

of mostly zen) concentration

Anita .Serroll, a hygienist for EHS, said the first three fkM)rs of

the Campus Center w«)uld remain closed for the duration of the

removal process.

The three lower fl(H)rs, including the ht)tel lobby, weredosed

last week when asbestos particles were found to have migrated

from the second floor where removal was taking place. Office of

Public lnft)rmation Director Art Clifford said

Independent tests taken with funds allcKated by the Student

(.overnment Ass»)ciati«.n and the uni«ms were taken the same

day, and results are expected in a week," said Sue Boyle, a

hygienist with HUB Testing, who set up monitoring devices

outside the Hatch cafeteria and in the Student Union.

Also at the meeting, discussion focused on what union offi-

cials felt was a lack of concern and response by the

administration.

"In their zeal to remain clean and maintain a gtxxJ image for

the University, they ch«).se to have a hide-and-seek route instead

of trying to have an informed public," said Alan Compagnon. ^

union shop steward for AFSCME
"They should have arranged these meetings long ago They

( the administration ) have created their own problems, and now

it looks as though they're sinking in the quagmire of their own

mess. " Compagmm said

Contractor Charles Morris, of Sermac Corpt)ration, the firm

contracted to remove asbestos, of Weymouth, said, 'asbestos as

a business as a whole is very sensitive — its easy to blow things

way out of proportion The removal process is done, and no bulk

asbestos remains We re at the clean up stage now, which is just

like washing down a house" ^^^^^^^^^_____

Funds for maintenance, sports center included in budget
. . . „._.-_.:.. .,„„ ..„ .^ r...... h..ult.es HIanninc lack l.ittlefield said. But the the leaching of a coal pile on campus which is

By TAMl BORTON
Collegian Staff

The $2^.8 million appropriated for the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts at Amherst from the

state capital outlay budget will address mainte-

nance and new projects, and create jobs for the

community once it is signed. University offi-

cials said

'The multitude of projects acrt)ss campus

signify a major public works program which

will help the Valley's economy for several

years. ' UMass Chancellor Joseph D Duffey

said at a recent press conference

We cm't say when or what the dovcrnor

(Michael Dukakis) will sign, but were fi>;hting

for the funds. " said Kathleen Merrigan. .ndi t..

Sen John W. Olver ( D-Amherst

)

The outlay, the first the state has seen in

three ve.irs, includes funds of S6 million for the

Southwest Residential Area steampipe repairs

and replacements, S6 million for a Polymer

Research Center, S^ million for deferred main-

tenance; $^ million for a multi-sports complex,

S2^ million for correction of a coal leaching

problem on campus; S 1 million for equipment;

$*)00,000 for energy conservation and 5 ^ ^0,000

for planning for the renovation of Marshall

Hall on campus

The Southwest steamlines, which are close to

the end of their 20 year life expectancy, are top

priority, Vice Chancellor for Administration

and Finance John I. IXNyse said

But because of the administrative process ot

using outlay funds, the project will not be cum-

pleted by next winter, when the pipes will be 20

years old

"Within the 56 milium. h..wcvtr, .irc tuiuis

foremergencyrepairs.if the pipes. Director. .f

Faculties Flanningjack l.ittlefield said. But the

20 year life expectancy doesn't mean the pipes

will stop working at that point"

Funding for the Polymer Research Center

was announced at a press conference held by the

Chancellor and Gov Dukakis in early

December Duffey does not knowat this point,

however, if the project will include a new

structure

Funds for the multi sport complex, to

include an ice skating rink, were not requested

by the University

Language for the complex was written by

the I 'Mass alumni, probably involved in the

hockey program the schtKil once had," said

Ciregg Dilliard.aide to Rep James Collins, ( D-

Amherst). who supported the legislation

Plans .is to the cost and locationof the facilitv

An still in the study stage, Duffey said

Another S2 ") million will be used to address

the leaching of a coal pile on campus which is

contaminating the town s Taylor Brook

Part of the problem here was that standards

have changed since the coal pile was created 23

years ago. " Duffey said "The standards are now

as they should be and we have a chronic, but not

accute, pollution problem."

Parties involved can correct the problem in

four to five years, IX-Nyse said.

The $*> million for deferred maintenance and

the S I million for equipment will be used for "a

shopping list of problems," DeNyse said

Included within that are the repair of the leaky

Fine Arts Center nnif and the renovation of

C.oessmann laboratory on campus

The senator and University ofticials do not

know how much of a time lag there will be-

before projects can get utiderway .ift'i tludov

eriior signs the bill
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I FOUR SEASONS^
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from fraa bus stop at Hampshire Mall

SPECIALS
Bud cans $999

Miller bottles $9.99

Strohs cans $999

Genessee bar bottles $6.95

Vodka & Gin 1.751 $799

Rurr^ 1.751 $9.49

Myers dark 750nnl $7.99

Dewars scotch 750ml $9.49

BIG JANUARY WINE SALE
January 13-JanuafY28

•20% off any '15% off any

1 2 ( 750ml )bottles 6 ( 750ml ) bottles

6 (1.51) bottles 3 (1.51) bottles

The Collegion

^

^^J^|
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it
1%

•10% off any
3 (750ml) bottles

Joiwtlwrt f^dd.

^
Coikea wne only ' cosh and c^iecks orl^ no crecht cofds

Start your
day refreshed

with the

Collegian

UTOPU SPASl
175 University Drive, Amherst

Price Cliopper Mall
A COMPLETE THERAPEUTIC & RELAXATION FACILITY

• Hot Tub Whirtpool Spas • Float to Relax Tank • Therapeutic Massage

• Suntan Lounge Rooms (Membership available) • All natural refreshments available

• Warm, comfortable lounge areas with wood stove

• A clean, safe andsupervised environment

• Each area wired for your own favorite music or sounds ... ANDMUCH MORE...

Call for reservations asS-SPAS (77*7) (Waik-ini welcome)

Open II A.M. to I A.M.

MONDAY
2 for 1 College Night
1st Studsnt: Full Pries
2nd Student: FREE

good tar Tub, Tan or Real
MING YOUR COLLEGE ID.

TUESDAY
DOLLAR NIGHT

1st person: full prie

2nd person: $1
good for tub, tan or float

(Thot's only iS.SO pmnon
fof % hf in o hot hib)

I

WINTER SPECIAL
$1 Off HOT TUB

. ^^^ TAN or TANK ^^^
lPJFF ^GPOp^THRyjANL?ld^?.l QE.Fj

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

» '^I^Tuesday »

4^ Beer Nite >*^

Drafts 3 for a dollar *

bottles 1 dollar »

1^ Weds ^

4^ Ladies Nite *

» Open Bar

J9-I0and 11:30-12:00 J

I also 95* drinks »

»^ for everyone

'hursday

^ _ .or 1 all nite

^fl Friday and Saturday !t

J No Cover J

I 2 fori 8-10 PM J,•••••••• ••••••••••••^

oorM:t(^

JONATHAN REID Ltd. FabulousSO's

sidewalk SALE

Entire stock of:

suits, sportcoats A
sweaters20%-50% off

January 11tt)-15th

Located in the Hampshire Mall Hodley

Fhfiir~r'~i" " """

DOUBLE FEATURE /^IlipilT^

Thurs. Jan. 12-Sat Jan. 14

1 Beau Pare 7:15

Pauline at the Beach 9:00

Sun Jan. 15-Tues Jan. 17

Children of Paradise 7:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

in©

January Special

Twofer One Becks
Plus our Original

Twofers & hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

TMEATnES

rS2yilUmEE &TWIUTESM0W
1

584-7550

KlOUCfO r«IICiS 'OK tTUOfMTS »
SiNion cinziNSimrM *iwc camm

|

HAMPSHIRE 4

THE BIG
CHILL
In a cold txnW you
n«ed your friends

rMi4«c conns (30

MT.FARMS4Eiia^llf2SJ

GORKY
PARK

'«ll««cl7(IB|M5 9«S

S«T ( SU« 1700 *4«c (ton MS ««

DAVID NAUGHTON
SHANNON TWEED

HOT DOG
••Ili40c 17001 7 W 9tf

SIT «SUIII7iStS«ci?l)OI7MI •«

cuM-rEASTW/OOO

S<T :i ist4isc t700i:iS lOiS

•^^UHII I5»4l5c K00I7 li '8I>

C/^tm 14 00c nooi'oo 4S5

IS
stT II got 400 el? 001 roo 9SS

sumioonaicKooroo 94i

HotToBi
'•llSiSc 17 001 730 9»

IVC SIT 1 SUN 1700 «S ISC I7ni 7 30 tSS

g
BARBRA

STREISATHD

YENTV
f HI 1400 c 17001 7 00 9M^
SIT MOO (400 c 17 001701 9SS

y> sun i'00»4«c l? 001 7 00 9 45

^ UNCOMMON
^4|J^ VALOR
*t^^ GENE HACKMAN

'HI 14 30 c 17 301 7 30 10 IS

S4I II 30 » 4 30 e 171)01 7 30 1015
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NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD
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LIFE OF BRIAN

EDITORIAL/OPINION
•:v:v>x«:'X'X«:<':'X-x«>W':'XvXrV'W*Wr:!>:::r:r:ssr:!-!>^^^

A wedding with all the trimmings
My friend Kara was always overly careful with her money.

She's hardly on the brink of fxjverty; she's just obsessed. It's one

thing to clip coupons, watch for sales, and buy generic tunafish,

and quite another to wait until April to buy calendars at half-

price, or split a Velamint four ways. Kara's upcoming nuptials

haven't changed her attitude, either.

Elizabeth Luciano

I want toget married as inexpensively as possible, " she said,

"l-veryone wants a handout: the photographer, the band, the

bridal shop. It's disgusting how capitalism takes the romance

out of getting married."

"Are you going to hire a florist? "

I asked.

"Ni).' Kara replied.

"You're not going to have flowers at your own wedding:' "
1

was appalled as any other true romantic.

"Oh, 111 have em," she assured me "I'm going to make

Kleenex bouquets I'm very giuKi at it, I was student council

president in high sch(X)l

"i'jkc flowers? Im not usually so redundant, but 1 really

couldnt get over that

Well. I was thinking of picking wildflowers," Kara admitted,

"But my maid of honor has allergies. I don't want her sneezing

all over the place while I say my vows."

"What are your bridesmaids wearing.' " I almost hated to ask

They're borrowing cheerleading uniforms from a nearby

high sch(M)l, " Kara said 1 wanted red and white, but the best

they could do was black and gold, she sighed

"Why don t they all wear their red-checkered dresses from

Pasta Roma?" I joked Wed all picked up a couple extra bucks

waiting tables there (xcasionally.

Sounds giM)dI" Kara smiled, enthused. "And waif until you

see what I'm wearing!"

"What? " I winced in expectation.

A white, satin bedsheet with a hole cut out for my head, ' she

said,m l(H)k virginal, but sensuous."

I coughed "Yes, you certainly will," I agreed "What about

the reception?
"

Til probably have it at Mickey D's, " Kara answered

"Where s that?" I asked, picturing a classy restaurant Kara

shot iTie an odd l(M)k.

' Mcl>»nalds are everywhere." she said gently. Its a very

large fast-tixKl chain," she paused. "I was thinking of having a

pollock dmner or asking everyone to bung hag IuiuIrs. but 1 in

just nor sure McD«)nald"s may noi let me play the stereo box too

loudly
'

"Stereo boxi'

"

"Instead ot a band, she said

"What about pictures?"

"Oh. my tDUsin liin is taking lare of ili.ii.
" she s.iid brighiiv.

He got a KiK.lak InsiamaiK for ( hnstm.is Oh. ( md No'

"And where are you and Markus going tor your lioiuyirnKuv'""

Weve reserved a hmhii with a view of the p<H>l at the

Hcono-Travel. " Kara answered, "We were going to ride there in

a linio. but Markus said S^7 •>() was a ridiculous price, so we re

borrowing a moped
""

You know. I almost hate to admit it. but it lixtks like this was a

match made in Heaven Kara and Markus are as perfect for each

other as the bride and griHjm on top of their Sara lee cake

I'lizabeth l.ucian«> is a Cullciiun columnist

We have the right to know 1
To the Editor:

I would like to clear up any possible misconceptions that

may develop concerning the role that students are taking in the

asbestos situation The reason that the Student C.overnment

hired a private sampler to test for asbestos in the Student

Union was not to undermine the authority of the agencies

involved, nor was it to create a negative image of the Univer-

sity The sole purpose was the dire need tt) obtain crucial

information that was not being made available

To the outside observer, the culmination of events has

created a justifiable concern I.iH)kmg at the situation, ime can

see that in less than two weeks. c«)ntamination has spread from

one nK.m to three fl.Kirs of the Campus Center The leaks were

cited to have a l(Kation that was unknown ' The ventilatum

system had also been contaminated signifying the possibility of

asbestos dissemination throughout the entire building

Moreover, employees and students were possibly exposed to

dangerous levels of asbestos (their lungs may be iiermanently

damaged).

Naturally at (his pt)int, anyone would become justiti.ibly

concerned about what appears to be aits ot mcomjxtance and

carelessness The sjxxulation that the .Student I 'nion has also

been lontamin.iied c.mnot h<- considered to he far fetihed

when so much loiuammation has already taken place

Miireover. attempts to have samples conducted in the Student

Union were futile No samples were taken and thus peoples

loiuerns grew This inaction and disregard for employees and

siuilenis foiled the Student ( loverniiient to l(M>k for outside

help in onler to ilisc«»ver if they were w«»rking in a safe

environment

It was and is crucial to know if our lives are being endan-

gered It is understandable that the pmject and those involved

would prefer toavoitl bad publicity, but it is tnir right to know

If inhirmati»in is refused to us ( for whatever reason), how can

anyone exjiect us to just ignore the fact that our lives could

potentially be reduced t«> a mere twenty years?

Barbara Brodley

Student Ciovernment Ass«Kiacion

"20%-60% SAVINGS
ON ALL WINTER
BOOTS, SHOES AND
BAGS."

\^fUA GREAT BARGAINS!

SHOE
JKMIa^ 187 n. pleasant st^ antherst

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Accepting applications

The Amherst Campus is accepting applications tor the

position of University of Massachusetts Police Officer, m

order to establish a listing of eligible persons tor future

positions All applicants will be required antj notified to

take exanninations appropriate to the position These

positions carry full fringe benefits Beginning salary

$277 09 per week Applicants should apply to the Per-

sonnel Office, Room 1 67, Whitmore Administration Build

ing. University of Massachusetts. 01003 by 5 00 pm

,

Wednesday, FfeWuary 15. ^"984 An AHwrnative Acti

on/Equal Opportunity Employer

KEYS LOST

(ireen 'plastic cowboy hat key

chain with four keys lost Fri-

day/Saturday in Amherst.

(UMass keys) Reward' If

found, please drop them off in

the Student Activities Office in

the Student Union atid leave

your name and number

gililMMIIIIOItllMHIIIiailllllMIWDIIIIIWIIIWOWWIHW"IP*'''>'**W*'g

ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT
s I

Shot of Bar Liquor with

z I draft chaser $1.25 m
liaNHiNNiiiaiiiiiimNiaiiiiHiNniaiiifimiiuaiiMMNNiaiiHNiHK

M. aiiWi^ tnter^e^^unv*

jg^^nl^fij^_p^MjUtg Csmtfumi^ pud.

P^CAsh or 0vy Strip Ikfccb

1 ^\om4^^^' U&^'^r^o-^^c^a^^^'^'i^^

Classifieds

APARTMENT NEEDED

Apartment in Amherst
needed rent/stiare sprir>g

'84 Bus route a must Non-

smokers C a t e
61 7-531 -8864 collect

ROOf^ATTwANTED

Male roomate wanted to

st)are bedroom in Brittany

Manor Apt Winter sublet

Witt) spring option. (413',

442-3832. Asl( for Gerard.

2 Female openings Ir

Brandywine apartment
Available February 1. Cat

549-0116.

79 MALIBU CLASSIC

4 door a/c stereo& ott>ei

extras. Excellent
condition Must sell

50.000 m. $3200 549-6054.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

SERVICE

Dissertations, theses

cases, low rates, on cam
pus 584-7924 Nancy.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN".
EVENT

Proposals f o
International Women'
Event are due on Jan 1.

in SCERA. Call 5-0341 to

info

A planning meeting wi

be hela on Ian 18 7

pm. in l^actimer E33
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Hoopsters hoping to win

Thursday. January 12, 1984

By DAVID CCUDFIELD
( ollcgian C-orrc'spondent

The University of Massachusetts mens bas-

ketball team (4-'>) will ltH)k tt)snapatwt)-game

It.sinp streak when they travel to the Palestra in

Philadelphia tonight to take on the Temple

Owls and will then return home Saturday to

host the Mountaineers of West Virjjinia

Temple, who lost to West Virginia in the

finals of the Atlantic Tournament last year, is

.urrently ridinj; on top of the conference with

in HI record overall, vO in the league The

Owls, with five players who are averaging 10

points «)r more, are led by <^>'K" lunior forward.

Ciranger Hall, a potential All- American a year

a^o before suffering a serious knee injury in the

fifth game Hall has returned in super fashion

leading Temple in scoring, averaging 17 4

points per game, 7 i rebounds, nine bliKked

shots and eight slam dunks Last year's c«)nfer-

tnce scoring champ and the tournament MVP,

Terence Stansbury. ^'i' senior guard, is averag-

ing 1<')4 pomtspergame Stansbury also partic-

ipated in the Pan American Ciame trials this

past summer Two-time Atlantic 10 R(M»kie-of

•he Week Nate Hlackwell.f-' (guard, is averag-

ing 1 1 1 points per game and is the team's only

freshman

The West Virginia Mountaineers, who will

invade the cage this Saturday for a 4 p.m. game,

recurrently in sixth place in the Atlantic Ten

Conference with a ^- ^ record. I -
1 in the league

West Virginia plays at Rhtnie Island tonight, as

it ofiens a three-game road trip for coach dale

( atletts squad One of the youngest teams in

the league and winners of the Atlantic Ten

Tournament in 19K^. West Virginia has only

two seniors and one junior

Massachusetts has struggled lately dropping

both ends of a two game road swing vs

Duquesne and Rutgers last week

"We did not play well in either game. Tur-

novers in key situati»)ns hurt us terribly (24 vs.

Duquesne. 2^ vs Rutgers), " said UMass coach

Ron (»erlufsen

UMass was troubled by inconsistent play

from their guards. )unior co-capt l>)n Russell

.ind freshman playmaker (arl Smith Russell,

after missing nearly a week of practice with a

sprained ankle hit (m only one.of four shots

.igainst the Dukes while Smith, the league

leader in assists, had seven turnovers in the

r.')-64 loss, which evened the Minutemens

record at i-4

UMass connected on just 47 percent of their

shots from the field Sophomore forward John

Hempel. the team's leading scorer with I'S 7

points per game, led UMass with K> points,

lackie Sheehan. a 6'V freshman guard Uniked

impressive in his first game as a Minuieman

since becoming eligible over intersession after

sitting out a year after transferring from Rider

College

Amherst's Finest

Computer Store

?M N PltflSflNT ST *1H£I?ST,MB OlOO?

Wintersession Rentals $25.00
80 column CRT terminal

- fully compatible with Cyber

- includes 300 band modem

• does not include security

deposit, sales tax, or
optional delivery

•. 'V

n^^^\ K \^

-^ y/\< n ^

In the HK-«s loss to the Scarlet Knights of

Rutgers in New Jersey, Massachusetts' 29th

consecutive road loss, the Minutemen again had

problems with their backcourt as Russell could

only manage 7 points Despite jumping out to

an early 7-0 lead, the Minutemen faltered late in

the first half trailing 4J-^1 at halftime After

Rutgers (6-4) built a H point lead midway

through the second half. UMass fought their

way back into the contest with g(H)d pressure

defense, gi>ing on a ^0-9 surge to close to within

^S-69 with two and a half minutes remaining.

Once again costly turnovers by UMass killed

any chance of a victory as the Minutemen fell to

2 in the league heading into tt)night's clash

with Temple John Hempel once again led the

Minutemen as he had a season high (for both

himself and any UMass playert) with 27 pt)ints

against Rutgers, while forward Horace Neys-

mith went four-for-four from the field against

Duquesne and seven-for-seven against Rutgers

for a f>erfect 1 1-for-l week

AP IjIMTpholO

JESSE TO BE HERE — The Rev. Jesse Jackson, seen here in Chicago recently

being commended for the navy flier's release, will sp>eak at } p.m. Friday at Helen

Hills Chapel at Smith College as part of a Mass. campaign swing in his quest for

the Democratic presidential nomination.

JUSTIN RYAN'S challenges

you lo BEAT THE CLOCK
JANUARY
SPECIALA

BOTH FOOD
7:PM

9:PM

10: PM

ir.PM regular

starting

at JiQOm
& DRINK'

,
^"

'

A Store-full of Ideas

DoNNDtcN^n /Amherst • Open DailK 10-6. Sunda/ 12-5

OPENS AT 8=00p"i with .50 drinks

• • * * *Welcome Back!* * * • *
TheMassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY
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Asbestos removal complete

but controversy continues

NIGHT MARE
on Tillson Farm.

By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Cam-
pus Center is once again open, following a

month-long project to remove asbestos

from the second floor ceiling which at one

time caused the evacuation of building

employees.

Merchandise was expected to be back in

the University Store by yesterday in time

for spring semester, after it was transfer-

red to locations in the Student Union

Building during the removal period. The

Campus Center Hotel remained open for

business throughout the removal project

despite its lobby's relocation when fiber

counts registered higher than is safe. The
loss of conference guests who were

relocated to other area hotels was offset by

the large number of asl)estos workers who
lived on the premises for the duration, ac-

cording to Campus Center Director Bill

Harris.

(>)ntamination was first noticed in air

samples taken Dec. 30th, and University

officials were notified there was a leak in

the supposedly airtight asbestos removal

area. Air samples were posteii January

6th, at least 1 1 days after the initial con-

tamination.

The contamination level was as high as

1.53 in the first three floors of the Campus
Center, more than 150 times the acceptable

level of .01 fibers per cc, as re(|uired by con-

tractor Sermac, Inc.'s specifications with

the University.

"Action levels that were found were very

low, but indicative of a need to take certain

action," said Donald A. Robinson, director

of the UMass Department of P^nvironmen-

tal Health and Safety (EHS).
Robinson said elevated levels of airlH)rne

asbestos fil)ers were found on the first level

near the escalators and in the third fi(M)r

lobby of the CC hotel.

After extensive cleaning and removal

procedures, the level dropped to .72 and
.328 near the escalator connecting the two
floors. At this time, a full day after the in-

itial contamination was detected, a new
barricade was installed, more vent systems

were shut down, and the area was enclos-

ed.

Employees working in the building ex-

pressed their concern over the contamina-

tion and lack of information to their union

representatives. They were worried about

the proximity of their offices to the

removal areas and by reports that con-

tracted asbestos-removal workers were not

complying with mandatory decontamina-

tion procedures.

On Jan. 4, there were reports of "ten to

15 asl>estos workers walking around out-

side confined areas in their contaminated
protective gear and respirators," accor-

ding to CC log book reports compile<l by

security personnel.

"Two of the guys came out of the con-

taminated area, walked all the way down
three corridors from the coffee shop to the

Hatch, and went into the bathroom," said a
second shift Building Operations employee,
who was supj)orted by five other staff

members.

"Their suits were covered with the

(asbestos) and they weren't the only ones

who did this. People have been coming out

of the area with their .suits on all the time,"

he said.

Charles Morris, head contractor for Ser-

mac Inc., the company in charge of the

removal, called the charges "blatant lies."

"It couldn't have happened. We were
complying to the letter of the law, and then

some," he said.

All intersession conferences .scheduled

for the ('ampus Center were moveti to area

hotels, the Lord Jeffrey Inn and the Hotel

continued on page IS

1984: has Orwell's

vision arrived?
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

The word 1984 has become an expression that brings

visions of Big Brother, doublespeak, thought police, and

two-way telescreens, watching one's every move.

Now that the fateful year is upon us, it can safely be

said that George Orwell's warnings about total control

and tyranny haven't come true. At least according to

UMass journalism professor Howard Ziff.

Ziff, who has written and lectured widely on the sub-

ject of George Orwell and his works, was also "in at the

founding of the National Council of Teachers of English

'Committee on Doublespeak'". He has also just finished

teaching a course on the noted F^nglish journalist and his

vision of 1984, a course he has taught sporadically over

the years.

"The key point of /S«4 is its analysis of a totalitarian

society and the ingredients in any large industrial society

that could lead U» it, regardless of the system -

socialism, capitalism or whatever," Ziff said.

A central theme in the book 198Jf is the notion that the

truth can be manipulated, and that history can be com-

pletely rewritten for the political advantage of a few. The

masses of people are anesthetized by propaganda and

doublespeak, or words that mean the opposite — war is

peace, freedom is slavery, ignorance is truth.

"Orwell was very strongly opposed to the notion that

political and social truth was either individually or social-

ly subjected - because he saw that idea being used in a

tyrannical way."
.-.,.ru„i tm pace i

Sports complex included in budget
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

The $25.8 million appropriated for the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst from the state capital outlay

budget will address maintenance and new projects, and

create jobs for the community once it is signed. University

officials said.

"The multitude of projects across campus signify a ma-

jor public works program which will help the Valley's

economy for several years," UMass Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey said at a recent press conference.

"We can't say when or what the Governor (Michael

Dukakis) will sigri, but we're fighting for the funds," said

Kathleen Merrigan, aide to Sen. John W. Olver

(DAmherst).
The outlay, the first the state has seen in three years, in-

cludes funds of $6 million for the Southwest Residential

Area steampipe repairs and replacements; $6 million for a

Polymer Research Center; $5 million for deferred

maintenance; $3 million for a multi-sports complex; $2.5

million for correction of a coal leaching problem on cam-

pus; $1 million for equipment; $500,000 for energy conser-

vation and $330,000 for planning for the renovation of

Marshall Hall on campus.

The Southwest steamlines, which are close to the end of

their 20 year life expectancy, are top priority, Vice

Chancellor for Administration and Finance John L.

DeNyse said.

But because of the administrative process of using

outlay funds, the project will not be completed by next

winter, when the pipes will be 20 years old.

"Within the $6 million, however, are funds for emergen-

cy repairs of pipes," Director of Faculties Planning Jack

Littlefield said, "But the 20 year life expectancy doesn't

mean the pipes will stop working at that point."

F'unding for the Polymer Research Center was announc-

ed at a press conference held by the Chancellor and (iov.

Dukakis in early December. Duffey does not know at this

continued on pnge IS
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New U.H.S. director takes charge

(ollrifian photo by DrrK Offirr

David P. Kraft, director of University Health

Services,

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

It was the location that ori^nally brought the western

Connecticut native to the University of Massachusetts

Mental Health Services from Washington D.C. in 1974 as

a staff psychiatrist. Now, David P. Kraft, the former

director of mental health services since 1978, has taken on

new responsibilities he feels his psychiatric training will

enhance — running the 27.000 member health facility as

its executive director.

"In addition to health administrators, there's a need for

clinicians who are good at administration to go into that,"

Kraft said. "There's nothing like having 'oeen through

helping (people) to keep me sensitive over how to provide

excellent health care still at a reasonable cost."

"I looked at it as an opportunity," he said of the job

vacancy, which opened following the announced resigna-

tion of 15-year-director Barry Averill early last fall.

Averill has accepted a position as executive director of the

55,000 member Michael Reese Health Plan in Chicago.

Kraft was one of 64 applicants for the job, five of whom
were finalists, and one of two recommended to Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Iannis Madson for ap-

pointment. Kraft was chosen for the job because he "much
more closely matched the qualifications of the job descrip-

tion" than the other candidates — a job "so specific" in

nature because very few college health facilities are also

health maintenance organizations, said Lawrence
Benedict, chair of the position's search committee. "There

are very few people who can do that," he said.

Kraft, who will continue his mental health practice one

morning a week, said one of his goals is to "help my col-

leagues help each other help provide health care."

"As a director. I aim to maintain the high quality and

aim to improve it as much as I can," he said. "I know the

system enough. I know some of the places we can im-

prove."

Collabf)ration of professionals from various specialties

within the facility is one such concept, which has already

l)een applied to patients with psychosomatic — mind-

causing — illness. Kraft said. Here, physicians diagnose

the physical pain, while mental health specialists work on

the psychological aspect of the pain with the patient.

Kraft said he sees the health services staff — 120 profes-

sionals and 130 support staff — as a "support service of

the University," with their employee health and preven-

tative health care programs. Personnel seen to be having

difficulty with their jobs because of personal or family pro-

blems are referred to the center for help before any ac-

tions are taken against them, while workshops seek to

educate students and others about stress and other health

related topics.

As an administrator, Kraft said he intends to be an in-

tegral part of the administration.

"1 come from a certain vantage point that I think I can

help make the (University) environment more humane,"

he said. "I want to do my part to help (administrators)

remember we are dealing with people.

PAUMA officially recognized by administration
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

After ten years in existence, the Profes-

sional Association of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst (PAUMA), has

"There was a legitimate con-

cern that the -professional staff

were in danger of becoming the

only unorganized group of
employees on campus. It turns

out, that is now true, " said in

reference to thefact PAUMA did

not unionize but became
recognized by the trustees.

achieved the goal of gaining official

recognition from the University's Board of

Trustees and administration.

A "Statement of Understanding" bet-

ween the trustees and PAUMA, which

recognizes the association "as the ap-

propriate unit for articulating policy

recommendations and advice to the ad-

ministration and the Ixtard of trustees,"

was passed by the trustees at their Dec. 6

meeting.

PAUMA includes about 850 non-faculty

and non-clerical staff from departments

such as the Housing Office, Bursar's Office

and the Division of C'cmtinuing Education.

The two major concerns of the association

are "the status of members as professional

employees and the association's {)articipa-

tion in search committees and resource

allocation and generally the life of the

university," PAUMA executive Iward
memlter Rick Taupeier of the Division of

Continuing Education said.

"Very early on, it (PAUMA) wanted to

become a formal organization and was
looking for governance status in line with

other governance organizations such as the

F'aculty Senate and the Undergraduate
Student Senate," former PAUMA senate

speaker Pete Wozniak, of the Physical

Plant, said.

According to the acting speaker Sally

Ives, "many general frustrations" led to

the need for a governance document.

"We had no clout, our recommendations

were ignored," Ives said. "We need this

document to ensure that people will listen

to us."

According to the statement, the profes-

sional staff through PAUMA. "recom-
mends policies and procedures affecting

the profession status of PAUMA meml)ers.
including appointments. reapfM)intments.

terms of appointment, evaluatit)n, salary

adjustments and other matters affecting

the professional staff."

"This is a turning point that represents a
new. more flexible arrangement l)etween

the University and the professional staff."

said Tau|:)eier. He added that "if it doesn't

work, the only alternative is collective

bargaining."

Since the formation of the association,

PAUMA worked with four different

chancellors. This constant change made
agreement of the document "really just a
time consuming process." said Wozniak.

"It was just a matter of getting it ap-

proved by all the bureaucratic parts of the

process." Wozniak said. If one party didn't

approve of a section of the document it

would have to go through the process

again. "So every time you'd go through it

you'd end up spending six months coming

and going back and forth," he said.

"There was a group, initially, who felt

that they wanted something that would l)e

a little more active and a little more ag-

gressive than PAUMA was," former ex-

ecutive lx)ard member, Kevin Grennan
said, noting that some members of

There have been two drives toward

unionization since the formation of

PAUMA, according to Grennan.
"The professional association was look-

ing for governance (status) in hopes that

unionization would not take place," Woz-
niak said. "Some of the people who looked

to unionize were looking to do that in

frustration of not having governance
recognition. Then some people really felt it

was a very necessary thing — regardless of

the situation.

"I think the document we have now in

theory is a very useful document," he said.

"However the effects are what will make it

useful or not."

UMass image getting boost

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Six months after its creation, the division

of University Relations and IX'velopment is

working to raise money and gain recogni-

tion for the University of Massachusetts in

the national media, the department's vice

chancellor said last week.

The division is composed of offices

geared towards development — Alumni Af-

fairs and Development — and University

Relations - the Office of Public Informa-

tion, State Relations, Community Rela-

tions. Contact magazine. Design and I'ro-

duction Service and Photographic Ser-

vices. Budget funding is "modest," con-

sisting mainly of salary and support ac-

counts already allocated those offices

before they were grouped together under

Vice Chancellor Deirdre Ling. But, Ling

says, the idea is to concentrate more on

raising money than spending it.

Ling .said a development plan is under-

way l)etween alumni affairs and the

chancellor's development council to "begin

to look at fundraising policies," such as the

creation of a chancellor's executive council

for donors of "the next level of major gift"

over $1 .0(K). Currently, donors of $1 .000 or

more become meml)ers of the Chancellor's

Council, hut that numl)er has now grown to

more than 90 and a new incentive is need-

ed, Ling said.

The telefund program, conducted
through Alumni Affairs, will be concen-
trating on getting new donors next
semester. Ling said, after raising almost
$250,000 more in the fall than the same
time a year l»ef(»re. More than 25,000 alum-
ni have l>een contacted through the pro-

gram, she said.

Where relations are concerned, the con-

sulting firm Gehrung Associates has Ix'en

hired to promote University ac-

complishments in the media. The firm,

which compiles data on school research and

teaching, acts as a sort of databank for

media studying education, so. Ling says,

UMass could be featured in the New York
Times, as Smith College — another

(iehrung client — was recently.

As the schcxil's educators and resear-

chers are recognized for their ac-

complishments in the national nu>dia, the

coverage — articles, and news releases —
will he displayed in new recently designed

wood framed, glass encased bulletin lx)ards

on campus. They will lie located in the

Newman Center, the Faculty Club and the

Top of the Campus Restaurant.

"What we, as students, faculty and staff

convey to the outside community and

world, will gradually have an effect on

what is said about the University." Ling

said. So it is imperative that professor's

achievements be recognized at home, and

not just elsewhere.

Vice Chancellor Deirdre Ling.
("ollrifimn photo by llrew Ogin
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Rev. Jesse Jackson
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UMass is a stop

on campaign trails
Two candidates for the Democratic presidential nomina-

tion will make the University of Massachusetts a stop on

their campaign trails this week.

Former Sen. George McGovern, right, will speak at 7:30

p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom. McGovern,

who won the Democratic nomination in 1972 and ran

against then incumbent President Richard Nixon, has

been out of national politics for several years but is return-

ing to seek the office he tried for in 1972.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson, left, will speak Thursday at 8

p.m. in the Fine Arts Center. Jackson, a civil rights ac-

tivist and Chicago preacher, visited Smith College two
weeks ago following his return from Syria where he

secured the release of captured Navy filer Robert O. Good-

man.

These two candidates are the initial arrivals in what pro-

mises to l)e a lively campaign season in the Amherst area.

Voter registration drives are tentatively scheduled to

start up early in the semester to ensure a student vote in

the upcoming elections. George McGovern

Investigation of fires to continue until resolved

Henry fiUng suits

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The investigation into last semester's series of

suspicious fires at the University of Massachusetts has not

ended, according to the Hampshire County district at-

torney.

"The investigation is continuing - it hasn't been solved

or resolved," W. Michael Ryan said Saturday. "In that

sense, it will always be continuing, unless someone is ap-

prehended and convicted for setting the fires."

Ryan said his office is now compiling a report of the in-

vestigation to present to the Grand Jury, probably in

February.

Ryan said investigators are "always l(X)king" for more

leads in the case, but "nothing significant has happened

since all the students left."

The day students left for winter vacation, Yvette Henry,

the Crampton House resident assistant charged with set-

ting one of the 16 suspicious fires in her dormitory, had all

charges dropped against her. Though her suspension, in-

curred immediately upon arrest, was scratched from her

record and Henry will be returning to live in a residence

hall, she's filing two lawsuits against law enforcement and

administration officials, according to her attorney.

Charles DiMare of the UMass Legal Services Office said

charges in the suits — one of which may be settled out of

court — will include violation of rights, false arrest,

malicious intent to inflict emotional distress and defama-

tion. Racism, he said, is "an aspect of lK)th."

"Only minorities were harrassed, accused, searched in

the middle of the night, who were primary suspects at that

time," DiMare said. While all dorm residents, white and

minority, were subject to the police interrogations, only

black and hispanic women came to his office prior to

Henry's arrest, DiMare said.

"They were terrorized to the extent that we had to take

steps to intervene and instruct (investigators) on prior

consent and knowledge."

While Ryan said he had not heard of the racism charges,

MUA mixes well in Campus Center
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Staff

Broadcasting from the new studios of WMUA, t^e

University of Massachusetts' student radio sUtion, will

begin this Friday with a grand opening ribbon cutting

ceremony, said Carl Lowman, the station's general

manager.
Although only one of the three new studios will be

operating. WMUA, which has been broadcasting out of

the basement of Cashin House in the Sylvan Residential

Area since its move from MarsUjn Hall, plans to be in full

operation by the end of the month, said William Stepchew.

chief engineer.

In December of 1979. the staff of WMUA was informed

by the engineering department that they would have to

find other space for their studios. Stepchew said. The

radio station was occupying space allocated to the

engineering department (Marston Hall) which was in the

process of expanding, said Robert Welch, assistant vice

chancellor of student affairs.

A formal request was issued by former Provost Loren

Baritz in October 1982, requiring WMUA to vacate the

building by July 1, 1983, Welch said.

Construction of the new studios, located on the first

fioor of the Campus Center next to the Collegian office,

began last October, after three years of searching for

available space, necessary funding and finally a bid and

design, Stepchew said.

"We did not ask for this mess," stressed Stepchew. It

was difficult to find the new space, which was originally

used as offices for student groups.

"We had to rip out existing walls to build the studio." he

said.

The entire project, which cost just over $100,000. came

to a halt in December when the construction company

RAB of Chicopee. was "thrown out" of the Campus

Center by the Physical Plant due to the asbestos removal

project, Stepchew said. "It (asbestos removal project)

really messed up our scheduling," said RAB President and

Treasurer Ronald A. Berthiaume.

Funding for the new studios, which are equipped for

studio production, editing and preprogramming, wa.s

allocated mainly by the Student Activities Trust Fund,

Stepchew said. • i u
"Vice Chancellor of Finance and Administration John

L. DeNyse helped to get a large chunk of the funding from

a returning Campus Center loan payment," Stepchew

said. The rest of the funding came from the Student Af-

fairs Office and a fundraiser held by WMUA m early

December, he added.

The new format for the radio station will consist of non-

commerical programming, "the kind of music that will

eventually be on commercial stations," said Music Direc-

Collripan photo by Drrw Ogirr

Kevin C. Myron, (top), program director, and

Carl Lowman, station manager of WMUA select

music for a radio show.

tor James Neill.

"We are hoping that the construction of this new facility

will increase the morale and professionalism of the staff of

WMUA, and at the same time, upgrade our broadcasting

operations," Lowman said.

"We hope to get more people involved in the station,

people interested in media broadcasting," urged Step-

chew. "We're happy being in the Campus Center. We'll

have mutually beneficial interaction with the Collegian

and other student groups. We're psyched!"

Assistant District Attorney Ro.semary Tarantino said,

"It's not true."

DiMare said his office was still working on representing

other Crampton residents in jK)ssibk' rights violation suits

and in obtaining a refund of dormitory fees for last

semester, atK)ut which he was "optimistic."

On the administration side. Vice Chancellor for Univer-

sity Relations and Development Deirdre Ling called the

situation "particularly frustrating."

"We took the situation so seriously Inn-ause of the

responsibility for the safety of students," Ling said. "If

we had not taken it so seriously we would not have gotten

so much attention.

"We attract a lot of attention because of our location in

the state," she continued. And the media had "a tendency

to characterize it as though the University were in fiames.

"All we can do is be patient and try to explain the facts

as we know them, and trust the gwxl judgment of our con-

stituents to be able to put the bad news in perspective,"

Ling said. "We can only hope the good news about the

University will outweigh temporary problems on

campus."

DA drops charges

against student
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Staff

Charges against a University of Massachusetts student

in connection with an alleged rape on campus last

semester were droppetl by the Hampshire District At-

torney's office in Deceml)er.

Michael VI. Briggs, a MacKimmie House resident from

Oxford, Conn, and a starting offensive tackle for the

UMass f(M)tball team had l>een charged with indecent

assault and battery with attempt to raj>e in an incident at

MacKimmie.
Hampshire District Attorney W. Michael Ryan said he

dropf)ed the charges becau.se "there was an essential

witness who wouldn't testify."

"The D.A. dropped the charges because he had no

evidence," said William A. Norris, lawyer for Briggs.

"One witness, the alleged victim, wouldn't testify. It's

very hard for a woman to stand in front of a jury, knowing

the defense lawyer will tear her apart. If she d(X>sn't feel

strongly, she will back out," he said.

"Mayl)e she wasn't a victim at all," Norris addtni.

Charges were also dropped against Briggs' weekend

guest, Clarence (i. Hilton, also of Oxford, Conn.

Briggs declined comment last week.

Dormitory housing tight
By ANNEMARIE MALLEY
C^ollegian (Correspondent

Dormitory housing will l)e "sun)risingly tight this spr-

ing" at the University of Massachusetts, according to the

director of the Housing Assignment Office.

Gerald Quarles said there are generally between 400 and

1200 room vacancies in the spring, but in the last four or

five years, dormitory housing has been in high demand. It

appears that graduates are staying in the area, and filling

many of the off-campus vacancies, and as a comparative

cost, "the dormitories have been more stable than the

private market." Quarles said.

"We're looking at a full system." Quarles said. But,

"while the situation is tight, we expect it to lighten up

when the 'no show' count is determined," he said.

Despite the fires that plagued Crampton House last fall,

students will be assigned there "like any other dorm,"

Quarles said.

"Only 30 Crampton residents requested reassignments

this spring, and they were given priority," he added.

Last year, the office could not place 153 students in the

residence halls due to a lack of space, he said.

P
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Graduate student experiments

with waste water treatment

for thesis project

Howard Ziff

Colle^an photo by Drew Ogitt

* Orwell-
Orwell, whose real name was Eric Blair,

wrote in the turbulent post-first World

War era, when fascist and tyrannical

leaders like Franco in Spain, Hitler in Ger-

many, and Stalin in Russia, were reaching

the heights of their rule.

But Ziff disagrees that there is an

emergence of totalitarianism, or total con-

trol by the state.

"In 1984^ , Orwell is predicting a society in

which basic civil liberties and freedom of

conscience are denied. And that's just not

the case in Western societies. Even in the

Socialist bloc things are better today than

they were then," Ziff said, adding that,

"There are terrible abuses of free speech

and freedom of conscience throughout the

world that have to be corrected."

On the contrary, the United States is ex-

periencing more allowances for freedom of

the individual than it ever has, Ziff said. In

the nightmare world of the book 19S-4, peo-

ple are taken away in the middle of the

night and never seen again if the "Thought

police" suspect them of having anti-Party

thoughts, or even unorthodox thoughts or

actions. Their names disappear from all

records as though they never existed at all.

"Most Western democracies have a freer

press Uxlay. as seen by our more liberal

libel laws. Conventions of acceptable

continued from page 1

political discourse have been widely ex-

panded," Ziff said. "There are several

dozen self-avowed Marxist professors on

this campus alone. That's a terrific im-

provement."

"We have to realize that perhaps the

strongest thing that kept us away from this

is our attitude towards human rights and

freedom of the individual. It is a concept

embodied in the whole complex of political

practice and legal decisions," Ziff said.

"Our weakness doesn't lie in our traditions

— that is the source of our strength."

But the past few years have seen drastic

cutbacks on our civil liberties and in-

dividual rights, Ziff said. "President

Reagan's administration is far and away

the worst, even worse than (President)

Nixon."

The trend toward totalitarian control in

the United States and elsewhere can be

reversed. The problem is that many have

given up the struggle, and accepted

measures that restrict their freedom, Ziff

said.

So what can be done by anyone m-

terested in helping reverse the trend of

decreasing civil rights and liberties?

"Read George Orwell. That's a good

enough start for the year 1984," Ziff said.

By TOM KELLEY
Collegian Staff

A project that uses micro-organisms to

consume the organic matter in waste water

and convert it to methane gas is underway

at the University of Massachusetts and was

explained recently by Michael Shapiro, civil

engineering graduate student and project

participant.

The process, called the anaerobic treat-

ment of waste water, is not new but has

seen renewed interest because of the rising

cost of fuel in the last decade and the fact

that methane is a direct and useable form

of energy.

According to the 25-year old Shapiro,

waste water is normally treated using an

aerobic process — that is, oxygen is

pumped into the polluted water using high

amounts of electrical energy. The

anaerobic process derives its name from

the fact that the process uses no oxygen.

Methane producing bacteria, called

methanagenic bacteria, are placed in an

air-tight reactor through which polluted

water is pumped. As the bacteria consume

the organic matter in the waste water they

produce a by-product of methane gas which

is readily tapped as it comes to the surface.

The process requires a temperature of 35

degrees Celcius. The process uses methane

as a fuel as well as using it as a fuel for the

pumping of the polluted water.

"There has been renewed interest in the

process because of the favorable by-

product," Shapiro said. "People are in-

terested in alternate sources of energy and

different ways of doing things."

Under Professor Mike Switzenbaum of

the civil engineering department, a pilot

study was done to treat waste water from

Amherst with the anaerobic process. The

results of the tests showed that the quality

of the water was close to that treated with

conventional means while the costs of the

anaerobic process were lower.

Shapiro's concentration in the study of

the anaerobic process has been the early

stages of the development of the

methanagenic bacteria in the reactor

through which waste water passes

through. Early Biofilm Development is the

title of his thesis which will be completed in

May.
Methanagenic bacteria originate for ex-

ample, in the stomachs of cows or manure.

They are placed in an air tight reactor to

attach to a surface such as sand, plastic

beads or ceramic and left to multiply.

Methanagenic bacteria, being one of the

most primitive forms of bacteria according

to Shapiro, are slower growing and thus

create a problem. Through his research,

Shapiro has found that methanagenic

bacteria grovrth occurs quicker initially, in

a greater concentration of bacteria. This is

new information in the study of the

anaerobic process.

Shapiro, a Canadian citizen with a B.S. in

biology from Concordia University in Mon-
treal, came to UMass in the fall of 1981 to

study pollution control in the environmen-

tal engineering program.

"I've really enjoyed myself here at

UMass," said Shapiro. "I think it's a great

school."

Apart from his studies, Shapiro swims
and enjoys cross-country skiing, but when
referring to his research he said, "I've

worked pretty hard. Experimental work is

very time consuming."

After completing his thesis, Shapiro

plans to travel and begin looking for a job

in a country that is interested in resource

recovery in the recycling of waste material.

Mentioning Israel, China, Brazil and In-

dia as examples, he said, "These are coun-

tries where the benefits obtained by
resource recovery would be important to

that country's economy."

Back to School

Specials
regular SALE
price PRICE

3 subject notebook (120) $1.99 $1.19

5 subject notebook $3.35 $1.89

legal pads $.95 $.59

mounting tape $1.89 $1.59

soap dishes, toothbrush holders $.35

distilled water (gallon) $.89

lightbulbs (75 watt) $.89

extension cords (6 ft.) $1.25

pens $.19

also a postal sub-station

packages up to 4 lbs.

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRICINGll!

COLLEGE

I

D^UG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. ^^t^m^m^^

4 MAIN STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523

Bud & Bud Light 12 oz. cans. $10.95 case +dep

Stroh &- Stroh Light 12 oz. cans

$9.95 case -I- dep.

Grizzly Canadian Beer ..$3.99 6pack + dep.

Becks Beer $4.25 e pack + dep.

Narragansett le oz. cans. . . . $2.50 e pack + dep.

$9.80 case + dep.

Vodka or Gin 8o° $4.99 l $8.49 1 75 l

Morello Lambrusco $1 .99 750 mi.

$2.99 15L

Barrelled Beer & Beer Balls

Always in Stock
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Special EditionPliimbley's Times
Downtown Amherst 253-9586

99 DINNERS SMASH HIT!!
Runs Monday thru Thurs-

day thru March 1, 1984
from 5 - 9:30 p.m.

Choose from one of our

special entrees for $9.95

Receive the second for just

99 e

. . .Broiled sirloin w/cognac

and peppercorn sauce

. . .Sauteed chicken Mar-

sala w/rice pilaf

. . .Baked stuffed sole

Florentine w/Hollandaise

sauce

. . .Fresh filet of haddock
w/baby shrimp and
Newburg sauce

All dinners include salad,

bread & butter, and potato.

(Not valid Tuesday Feb. 14, or

Monday Feb. 20)

RIB-TICKLING
PRICES
ON SUNDAYS!
Prime Rib Dinner $7.25 served

every Sunday in Feb. from 4:00

-9:30. Fresh Cut Prime Rib with

potato, salad, bread and butter

PLUS. . .Your 2nd Cut of Prime

Rib is only $4 more* and your

3rd is still only $4 more*
* Served per person only.

Now is the time to feast upon a

superb dinner at Plumbley's:

M-m-m-mouth-watering prime

rib! We invite you to savor the

succulence of this choice cut of

beef. . .expertly prepared to

delight your personal fancy.

Whether you prefer its richness

rare, medium rare, medium or

well-done, Plumbley's prime rib

offers you a wealth of extraor-

dinary taste. . .at an appetizing-

ly affordable price. Join us for a

slice (or more) of the good life!

CLASSIFIEDS
This Mon. night only all par-

ticipants of backgammon
receive complimentary bot-

tle of Grizzly beer. After

that 75 ^ each.

For
Ladies

Only
Ladies Night all night

every Wednesday. All bar
drinks 99 t including our

famous frozen libations of

Pina Colada, Strawberry
Daiquiri, and frozen
Margueritas. Only 99 ^

from 7:00 - closing

And Not To
Discriminate

Against You
Gentlemen. . .

Thursday Night is your night.

Bass Ale and Heineken 99 t

Molson Golden, Miller Light,

Budweiser, and Michelob all

just 75 * All night 7:00 - clos-

ing.

•••*•«•>••«* « »«••«•« ••«•• • ••«* • • • • •••-••«-» -«^»-»-»-«^« *••••• '•'••^-»-» k .« .* • ^ i»^^^«^^ ^«*^^ ••^ ^•.««i«'-««**A-«
fc-«^m-'».*.» .r.v I

Hacpy Hour Mon-Fri 4-7

50 e off all drinks with light

hors d'oeurves
k

Indoor Sports
Abound In

Webster's Lounge!!
Backgammon Tournament every Monday beginn-

ing February 6. $150.00 cash prize. 30 participants

to guarantee maximum payoff. $90. - first place,

$40. - second place, $20. - third place. Minimum
prize money paid will be $100.00 dollars. $70. - first

place, $20. - second place, $10. third place. Double

ehmination - 2 chances to win. Match begins at 6:00

p.m. must sign up by 5:45 p.m. $5.00 entry fee. BR-

ING YOUR OWN BOARD. Must be 20 years older.

Mass. LD. required.
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Tuborg 12 pack bottles.

Miller

Pabst

12 oz. losse cans

12 oz. bottles.

Stroh 12 oz. bottles.

Busch 12 oz. cans.

$4.95

$9.95

$8.80

$8.99

$8.95

-I- .80 12 pk.

+ 1.20 case

-I- 1 .20 case

+ 1.50 case

-I- 1 .20 case

Gallo Premiums 3l $5.90

Almaden Premiums 4l $6.99

$4.99

$3.99

Petri Wines

Masson Premiums i s fl • • •

Sebastian Premiums 15 $3.99

Jim Beam Bourbon 175 $11.95

Gordon Vodka 1.75 $9.99

Ron Roberto Rum 175 $9.25

Canadian Rare 1 75 $10.25

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

McGregor Scotch 1 75 $10.99

Cossack Gin 175 $8.99
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SGA constitution draft

tops semester agenda
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

The latest draft of the Student Govern-
ment Association's constitution is expected
to be presented at tomorrow night's

meeting of the Undergraduate Student
Senate, after a year of revisions and rejec-

tions by that body.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan, said he

was optimistic the present constitution will

be voted on by the second or third meeting
of the semester. If accepted, the document

will be sent to area governments for ap-

proval before going to the Board of

Trustees.

Robert Teixiera, a Third World Caucus

member, along with many other senate

members, opposed the draft submitted to

the SGA last semester because it did not

"adequately represent the entire Universi-

ty community, particularly third world and

women members." But Teixiera said that

"those problems have been addressed over

intersession."

Sullivan said more people have been in-

volved in the development process of the

document this past January, than previous-

ly.

"I think we now have a well-rounded,

representative point of view," he said,

noting that the constitution is important to

the University population because "we
need a strong, viable document to protect

the rights of students."

Teixiera said the constitution gives

students a "stronger voice and better con-

trol of their trust fund money," through its

rhetoric and bylaws.

The third and latest revision will not,

however, meet Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey's February 15 deadline. After initial ap-

proval by the senate, the constitution, ac-

cording to existing bylaws, must remain in

area governments for a four week review

period before it is finally voted on.

Duffey has threatened to freeze SGA
funding and submit his own document to

the Trustees if his date is not met.

Sullivan said "this would be detrimental

to students," if Duffey followed through

with his plans.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson, who has been involved with

the SGA and the constitution issue, said he
predicts that "some revision of the latest

draft would be forwarded by Chancellor

Duffey, to the Trustees, if the deadline

were not met."

In other business, the Public Policy com-
mittee has organized a voter registration

drive which will enable students to register

for the November presidential elections.

Tables will be located at several dormitory

and academic areas, and registration will

be held February sixth through 14th.

A new bus route was also initiated

through SGA efforts, which will run from
Haigus Mall to Price Chopper and Stop &
Shop on Wednesdays between 9 and 3 p.m.

and Saturdays between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

SGA co-President Tom Ahern said his of-

fice is also trying to organize more late

night and weekend PVTA busses.

Famous authorspeaks

Jong devoted to poetry
By MELISSA GRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Highly acclaimed poet and novelist Erica

Mann Jong succeeded in completely cap-

tivating the audience with her honesty,

sureness, and humor when she spoke at

Mount Holyoke College last Thursday. She

began with an explanation of her genesis —
admitting that she started off as a poet and

then "fell by accident into the novel."

Her poetry sold millions of copies around

the world leading to a tour of such places as

Tokyo and Yugoslavia which encouraged

her to begin writing novels.

When asked about the often erotic and

bawdy nature of her work Jong candidly

expressed her admiration for writers who

express the unspeakable, where the un-

conscious speaks out on stage.

"That kind of writing can't be polite, and

if a woman tries to write like that most find

it totally unacceptable." Yet Jong has

managed to make it not only acceptable but

accessible to all who enjoy warmth and

honesty in both the poetic and novel form.

Her first book. Fear ofFlying (1973) was

enormously successful, and this success led

her to write How to Sam Your (hm Life,

the second book in what Jong says "will he

a trilogy." This b<K)k was denounced as a

sequel, but Jong was not discouraged, turn-

ing instead to a dream of hers — writing an

eighteenth century novel. Having received

her Masters Degree from Columbia

University in eighteenth century literature,

it was only a matter of time before Jong

began what took her four years to com-

plete: a novel written in an eighteenth cen-

tury voice like Swift or Fielding. The book

also adopts the eighteenth century theme

of an orphaned hero (heroine in this in-

stance) cast into the world without an in-

heritance, which is later regained. This

book, Fanni/,(The True History of Adven-

tures of Fanny Hackabat Jones) earned the

praise of some critics as the "best modern

eighteenth century novel."

Yet what Jong emphasized the most in

her talk was her devotion to poetry. Her

first volume "Fruits and Vegetables" was

important in that she learned poetry

"didn't have to be about Roman
fountains", but could be written about

anything. Jong then read a section from

the poem "Fruits and Vegetables" describ-

ing the Onion:

"I think of despair when the onion sear-

Continued on page 16

UMass student found dead
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts senior

was found dead in a Townhouse of

Amherst apartment bedroom, late Thurs-

day morning.

Mary E. Diamond, a 21 -year-old hotel,

restaurant and travel administration major

was discovered dead by her roommate
Michele Patterson.

The cause of death is undetermined at

this point, according to police reports.

Amherst police lieutenant David
Jankowski said that although "there was

no indication of foul play," an investigation

is presently being conducted through the

Northwestern District Attorney's Office.

The case will remain closed until laboratory

tests, which were sent to Boston last Fri-

day, are completed, he said. The district at-

torney's office has not released any infor-

mation.

Amherst police arrive<l at the apartment

at approximately 10:45 a.m. after being

notified by a neighboring resident.

According to a maintenance worker who

wished not to be identified, Patterson ran

into the hall upset and told him Diamond

"looked like she was asleep but not

breathing." Patterson entered Diamond's

tedroom to wake her after a request from

maintenance to move her car for snow

removal.

Diamond, a Cashin dormitory resident,

was living at Townhouse apartment 80

over intersession.

Funeral arrangments were conducted in

her native town of Stoneridge, New York,

and Diamond was buried in Angola,

Delaware. Diamond leaves her father

Robert Diamond, her mother Elizabeth,

and her brother Robert Jr.

not responsible for typographical errors
Firefighters leave GoesBinan Uboratory after exploBJon last semester.

CoUcfiM filf photo

' ' * '

Research assistant

to be commended

for quick thinking
An award to recognize the quick thinking of a faculty

member in emergency procedures followed when a

chemistry student's experiment exploded last semester

was scheduled to have been presented yesterday by

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

Richard Nethhorst, a research assistant, was passing

through Goessman laboratory Nov. 2 when graduate stu-

dent Christine Costello's toluene and sodium mixture ex-

ploded. Nethhorst's actions in extinguishing the flames

and pulling an emergency shower reduced the possible ex-

tent of Costello's burns, said Karen Watson, a University

spokeswoman.
Costello had received second degree burns on her face

and hands and was taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton following the incident.

Watson said Nethhorst would be commended for his ac-

tions and given a citation by the chancellor and Depart-

ment of Environmental Health and Safety officials.
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U.P.C. presents UB 40
The Stray Cats and UB 40, a British reggae band, top

the Union Program Council spring semester schedule so

far at the University of Massachusetts.

Tickets for the Stray Cats go on sale today for the Feb. 6

concert in the Fine Arts Center for $11.50 and $12.50 for

UMass students and $13.50 and $14.50 for the general

public. UB 40, which will appear in the Student Union

Ballroom March 14, will cost less than $10 to attend, said

UPC program director Mike Akrep.

UPC is also planning a jazz series to start in February or

March and end the last day of the Black Musicians Con-

ference in late April. Six "low key, free" events will take

place weekly in the Student Union Ballroom or Cape Cod
lounge, Akrep said.

Plans for the spring event, which will be "the high point

of the entire year's production" in early May, are still

(uncertain, Akrep said, and will depend on who is available

and how much they cost. Concerts have been held near the

campus pond the last several years, and stadium concerts

have also been held in the past.

UPC has about 250 members whose leaders - produc-

tion manager, business manager and talent coordinator —
are elected each spring. The group is funded by the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund, the Arts Council, and the

Campus Center Board of Governors. Students interested

in joining UPC can attend the first meeting of the

semester at 6:30 p.m. today in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

Wallpaper & paint store

. . . your complete

home decorating center

256-6753

320 College St. Amherst

y 'its T j„v»i^_ J 'ft-k-i—i^-j^

AL-BUMS
FOR LATEST RELEASES
AND LOWEST PRICES

$5.49

Police

Air Supply

Def Leppard

Stray Cats

Flashdance

and more

$5.99

Duran Duran

Culture Club

Rolling Stones

Linda Ronstadt

' Hall & Gates

1 Rt 9 (next to ffock^^'ardwaTe) Hadley 586-4250J

DONT FORGET WE BUY USED RECORDS
181 No. Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-7137

I

Things to look forward to...

FIM YARNS tf NEEDl EWORK SUPPL IBS

Mid-Winter Sale
20% - 50% off entire stock

Tubs. Jan. 31 - Sat. Feb. 4

The Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St. 549-6106

$ JOBS $
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

I
$ $ ,

% Student Note & Printing Service $
"X* ^
{ is now hiring for spring sennester|

Stop by and apply M-F 10-4
•X-

•X-

-x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-

-X-

•X-

t 545-2271 I

Student Note & Printing Service

403 Student Union

(upstairs)

545-2271

The staff at

La Cucina

Di Finocchio

welcomes you
back to school

We would like to invite you

into our restaurajit to try

varieties of Veal and Chicken, Homemade
Pasta, Lasagna, and other dinner specials,

all served with salad & garlic bread.

Full Bar • Wine List

A Free Glass of Wine is served,

with our compliments, when you
dine with us before February 14.
Our quality meals start at an incredibly low

$3.75

We still deliver pizza and subs

and now we deliver our quality dinners

until 2:00 AM.
Take out dinners don't include salad and garlic bread

1177 N. PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

FREE DELIVERY
549-3669
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Coming back to

school — again

When we come back tx) school, we are always

leaving something behind.

We come back with our stereos, our clothes,

our popcorn, our IDs. We are psyched U) see our friends

and to meet new people.

When we pack up our cars and pull away from home ear-

ly Sunday morning we know that our excitement to get

back to school is balanced by what we leave at home. We
think about our family, our home, our job. We consider

Michelle Dolan

UMass to be a place for studying, aspiring, and decision

making. It is as if a transformation is necessary. We've

got to become students again. Within a few hours of

travelling we'll be back at school. Instead of getting up for

work, we'll have to get up for class. Instead of putting on a

uniform, or dressing carefully, we'll be grabbing whatever

clothing is nearest to us and scrambling out.

For some, the adjustment to being back at school is

hard. They are often reminded of what is so good about Ink-

ing home. School is just a place for studying. It is a place

from which they will get a degree, and hopefully later a

good job. They have not found UMass to be a special place.

They go home every weekend because they want to.

For others. UMass is their own place. It is a place that

offers perhaps more than can be taken advantage of. They

recognize their opp<»rtiinities, to learn more about other

people, more about themselves. It is a place to "get ready"

for the "real world." Studying hard is just what you do to

earn the fun.

Having a long intersession is good and bad as well. For

those who were lucky enough to work, it was a chance to

earn those needed finances. For those who stayed at home

and had to be "creative" so they wouldn't die of boredom,

it wasn't so great.

The five weeks of intersession, whether we worked or

rested, weren't easy for most of us. There were the good

parts about being home. Familiarity. Family. Good food.

Old Friends. Time. Sports teams. Hockey games. The

Superbowl. A car.

There were also the not-so-good things. Parents getting

bummed out if we got in at 3 a.m. A feeling of desertion

when friends went back to school on the 16th, and the bars

were full of high school kids for the rest of the vacation.

Cleaning the house. Shovelling the driveway and having it

snow again the next day. Paying for gas.

There is good and bad in everything, everywhere. Even

at UMass. But no matter how we feel, we still have to ad-

just to being away again. Sometimes it takes a while. We
are usually shocked into studying for that first exam, but

when we sit down at the library we feel as if we've never

left. We become busy and the semester goes fast.

UMass is a great place to be. There are so many things

to do. You can leave home wondering what'll happen to

you this semester, and pack up in the spring having tried

something new and being totally psyched about it.

Going to a big school has its advantages. People say,

"It's too big for me." It doesn't have to be. Don't get

caught up in being someplace else. Get caught up in being

here.

I suppose I was lucky in a way. Many of my friends were

at home during this whole intersession. But they are still

at home. They stopped going to school, for whatever

reason. I wish it didn't happen because going to school is a

great opportunity.

Like many of the students here, I come from a small

town where everyone knows everyone else. It is hard to

leave that place because it is so much its own world. The

friends stay friends for a lifetime. The college kids meet at

one of two bars. The high school kids hang out at the pizza

place. The junior high kids go ice skating at the pond. You

always know where people are.

So when I pulled out of the driveway at home, I was

leaving a great deal Iwhind. Things at home are familiar,

and predictable. But I go to school at UMass. And I want

to take advantage of the opportunities here.

There are a lot of people here from small towns. People

who have left someone, something, behind.

UMass isn't too big for any of us. If we want to be bigger

ourselves.
j^^rhelle iJohn (s -; ('f)llegian Columnist.

Letters for publication must be signed and in-

clude the writer's address and telephone number

for verification. Please type triple spaced with 67

characters per line. Due to space limitation and the

volume of mail, we regret that unpublished letters

cannot be acknowledged. Letters are subject to

editing for clarity, and should not exceed thirty

lines.

Middle class mobility impaired
Letters*

As we enter year one of the Orwellian calender,

we should all pause for a moment and consider

our own individual contribution to the establish-

ment of George Orwell as a prophet or a misguided enemy

of totalitarianism whose "1984" has no relevance to our

times. This year will see the debate rage back and fourth,

with the most relevant topics mistreated or ignored. With

talk of telescreens, newspeak, perpetual superpower con-

frontations and the like, the crucial question of the in-

dividual will be relegated to the ash heap of the inconse-

quential.

John Gilman

In Orwell's "1984" the role of the individual is to be

utterly subservient to the state, a submissive lump of

abject misery. While this condition is analagous to the lot

of many in other parts of the world, it is not true of the

majority of Americans. But this all could change.

The role of the individual in the social fabric of this

country has greatly changed in the last twenty years.

Reaching its apex in the late 60's and early 70*8, in-

dividuality has been on the wane ever since. Opposition by

a large percentage of Americans to racial and sexual

inequalities and the slaughter of the peasant societies of

Indochina led to a raising of consciousness that was truly

remarkable. It was also threatening to the people who

benefitted from the old system.

Samuel Huntington, a professor of government at

Harvard, wrote that these advocates of social change couW

best be rendered ineffective by reducing their freedom. He

found that most of these alienated Americans came from

middle and upper-middle class backgrounds that had the

time and security to become an effective opposition to the

status quo. They were essentially an economic class to Mr.

Huntington's mind, that could be best dealt with by

harming their economic standing. Coupling this with the

construction of a "wartime mentality" among the populace

to 'Tight this war amongst themselves" would alleviate the

threat to the power structures in this country. Writing in

1975. he advocated inciting confrontations with the Soviet

Union to bring this about.

Nine years down the road, it appears that many of Mr.

Huntington's suggestions have been implemented.

Inflation, unemployment, the abandonment of America's

industrial base for a high-tech pie-in-the-sky, and increases

in the cost of higher education have all greatly reduced the

social mobility and economic well-being of the middle class.

The increases in miliUry spending, (justified through

confrontation with the Soviets) and the emphasis on high

technology has served to funnel most of the promising

students from this formerly disgruntled class to politically

safe positions in engineering, business, and the sciences.

The result has been an acquiescent return to complacency

and disregard for individual rights.

Viewed in this context. Orwell's "1984" presents an

interesting question to students on American campuses.

Why did you choose your particular field? Was it the

monetary incentive, job security, or the qjen fields of

opportunity? If so, a reassessment of the role of the in-

dividual in this country may well be in order, as well as the

relevance of "1984" to the United States.

John Gilman is a Collegian columnist

Asbestos problems in the CC,

To the Editor.

1 am a Campus Center employee, and a member of the

Massachusetts Army National Guard speciaUzing m

Nuclear Biological Chemical decontamination procedures.

On January 10. 1984. I inspected the Campus Center

Concourse which is undergoing the majority of the

asbestos removal. I checked all seals, spot checked the

scraping procedure, the disposal of the asbestos fibers,

and the decontamination of the Sermac employees

working in the Concourse area.

In my opinion the Sermac employees have used all

possible safety measures in the removal of the asbestos

insulation. All work areas were sealed U> the public and

dangerous exposure to the material was limited to

Sermac employees who were properly protected for this

type of work. AU seals were checked at the sUrt of each

shift. Any leak from the work area was immeduitely and

professionally rectified by Sermac employees.

Although all necessary precautions were taken tor the

protection of the Sermac employees, it was not the same

for the employees of the State. My office, which is located

between the Campus Center Concourse and the Hatch,

remained open despite the recorded asbestos level from

the nearby sealed work area. I was unprotected in a

potentially dangerous work area with the consent of the

University.

I personally question how and why the State can decide

on keeping emptoyees working in a situation that could be

dangerous to its employees. Do the economics of closing

the entire Campus Center outweigh the personal safety

of the emptoyees?

The administratwn of the University of MasMchuaetts

must not lose sight of the human element. Whitmore

must not forget their responsibility to the employees of

the University. To endanger the health of its employees

is to endanger the future of the University itself.

Francis S. Mazzei

Sunderland

...might be cleared up?

To the Editor,

The Campus Center/Student Union Board of Gover-

nors has monitored and participated in the development

of the asbestos removal project from the initial stages

We're happy to announce that the work is finished and

all areas involved are clean and safe.

Despite some problems with controUing the asbestos

dust early in January, we'd like to conmiend aU parties

involved for completing the project on time and ef-

fectively cleaning the Concourse area and University

Store. The Companies which did the work, as weU as the

University and Campus Center administration were very

much concerned with the safety of students and

University employees and took the necessary precautions

when they felt a dangerous situation had arisen.

The project was an inconvenience for many peoP'®-

especially because the University Store had to be

related and access to the Campus Center was made

difficult, yet it was work that was a necessity not a

choice. If the project had been extended pwt the com-

pletion date and into the semester, we would have faced

some serious problems in the Campus Center. For fur-

ther information on the asbestos removal and current

situation, please contact the Board of Governors at 545-

0194.

Jeremiah Quill

Board of Governors

Who does SAFA
represent?

A year ago, I wrote a column about Students

Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA). In that

column ("Student aid a political football" 2/9/83) I

more or less exonerated the group from being a "group of

glossy-eyed liberal dreamers." Unfortunately, I've come

to the sad conclusion. 1 was wrong on that particular

point.

Don't misunderstand me: students should lobby for

whatever aid programs they can get from the government

STEVEN P. BARRETT

inthin reaaoti — and at a reasonable cost to the taxpayers.

But, 1 cannot sit back quietly and withoid comment alK)ut

things I've seen since my visit to Washington with SAP'A

in November of 1982. and my internship at the National

Journalism Center (NJ(') in Wa.shington la.st Spring.

While interning at the NJC, one of my assignments was

U) write an issue brief. Among several topics to choose

from, I picked student loan programs since I had already

studied into the issue before. (My findings about the

defaults, etc., are certainly worthy of another ct)lumn.) In

this particular column, 1 wish to share some observations

regarding the ideological battle which is also going on in

the student loan program business.

One of SAFA's guiding lights in Washington is the

United States Student Association (USSA). The title

sounds fairiy innocuous, but don't let it mislead you.

USSA is nothing less than a pro-communist front outfit.

While this description might send some people off deman-

ding my head, or for the boys in white coats to pick me up;

I certainly hope enough people will take a moment to read

the following evidence and decide for themselves in a calm

manner.

Janice Fine, USSA's National Chairperson, in August of

1981, gave this bit of political wisdom during her accep-

tance speech: "Reaganism spells racism, sexism and op-

pression. We must mobilize and come to Washington with

labor and the masses in a united voice in opposition to the

budget cuts." It's one thing to be opposed to budget cuts,

it's another thing entirely to call for the mobilization of

"labor and the masses." Wasn't the woman mouthing

Marxist-style rhetoric?

Fine was elected during USSA's 34th National Student

Congress which was held at the University of Wisconsin-

Madison campus. According to a report written by a stu-

dent who attended this gathering, the following

luminaries had also graced the event with their reknown

^ Tml Hayden was the keynote speaker, and he urged the

jrroup to become more activist and militant in their dnve

to change government policies. Let's bring back the good

old days of tear gas and Sixties style rebellion in the

streets' There was also Frank Jackalone, former presi-

dent of USSA, (whom I might add, was elected at an an-

nual congress which was held h^e in 1979.) Jackalone

once wrote a letter in the communist newspaper Daily

World (9/27/80) praising the Young Workers Liberation

League on its 10th Anniversary, and for its work at the

nth Worid Festival of Youth and Students which was

held in Havana. But, Jackalone and Hayden weren t

alone.

Well now; there was the Peoples Anti-War Mobilization

Movement, the Spartacus League, the World Federalist

Association, the Young Workers Liberation League, the

Voices of the Future, and the Democratic Socialist

Organizing Committee. Lest I forget to mention, in atten-

dance, there was also a representative from the Socialist

Union of Polish Students. After giving his speech, which

stressed among other things, "developing a strong work-

ing relationship between all communist student union,

this lackey of the Jarulzelski government was given a

standing ovation from over half of the audience!

Just at the end of last semester. College Democrats of

UMass was getting off the ground. Many of its member-

ship wi" come from SAFA's ranks. Alright, there s

nothing wrong with a political club getting off the ground,

especially one associated with a mainstream pohtica^ par-

ty (Well the party's leaders might be to the far-left, but

the Democratic Party, on paper, is still "mainstream )

But I have a few questions to ask. Will SAP A continue

its willing association with a leftist lobbying outfit m
Washington - which in fact dmsn't represent most

students in America? Will College Democrats follow

SAFA, or will its leaders recognize a danger to the

Democratic Party's credibility by associating with USbA?

Perhaps some words of caution from I>if"«
/»]>J«"!.*"'

Ledslative Director of College Democrats of America

iSgit h% According to Jablonski. USSA's 1981 anmia^

Singress "was dominate by left-leaning activists, m^y

of whom were self-proclaimed commumsts, and «head-

vised College Democrats across the nation to refram

from working with the USSA. ^ „ . , • *ironi WWIIU1M5
^^^^^ ^ T?^y^rt* vo n Collegian column'«t.
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WELCOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

and

hatch
So Much to Enjoy

under One Roof

SALAD T^EOUNCE
Salad Bar Monday-Friday

11:30 am-1:30 pm
|S^.«<*<ftS3ft:->'9*:S!i««^^

9eli fiarden
mtmmmmimmmmmmmm.

Sandwiches
& Deli Meats
Open 7 days

11:30 am-6:30 pm

Deli Carryout
Monday-Friday

3 pm-6 pm
Saturday

11:30 am-5 pm
m^isim^!>>mmmimif>Hmmm

theWNUTE
LANEA Quick Breakfast

Lunch or Snack
Open 7 days

8 am-10 pm

% %ucbina
^^ J Serving a Variety of

:; Pasta Dishes, Pizza,

and Italian Specialties.

Featuring the PASTA BAR:
the Pasta of Your Choice Topped
with Our Delightful Sauces

Monday-Friday

11:30 am-1:30 pm
Open 7 days

5 pm-11 pm

Ttie
: >-'xK^:;^-^v;-.v:? ViNemRt)
Featuring
the Best

in Student
Entertainment
Most Nights

Monday-Friday

11:30 am-12 am

Saturday &
Sunday
5 pm-12 am

3t >c -ae"

lU:

WELCOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

CoSfee Shop
Monday-Friday

7 am-3 pm
Offering a Variety of Menu Items

• full Breakfasts • Salads
• Grill Items • Snacks

Monday-Friday

5 pm-10 pm
Offering a Limited Menu

QUICKIE lUNCH
Tenth Floor of the Campus Center

MONDAY-FRIDAY 11:30 am-1:30 pm

DLuimLL
BAR Monday-Friday 11:30 am-1 am

Saturday: Group Rentals/

Private Parties

Closed Sunday

The Hottest Friday
Happy Hour in Town

DLUEV^LL
mhhmCAFETERIA

Monday-Friday 11:30 am-1:30 pm

New York Style Deli
Hot Entrees Prepared Daily

TOP off the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Luncheon: Monday-Frlday/11:30 am-2 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Thursday/ 5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations, Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Ask about the T.O.C. Dinner of the Month Club

Lounge Hours:

Monday-Friday/11:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/4:30 pm-1 am

CAMPUS CENTER CATERING
Personalized Attention • Flexible Service

Off Premises Catering ... call 545-0418

MIKE'S KITCHEN
HAS A NEW LOOK

Homemade luncheon's, the finest in homemade
gumplings, stews, soups

all reasonably priced

and in a comfortable

hometown atmosphere

'jg. »*, Ag. >g 3g>eTi»PT«p^g3g 3g 3g^g-ne ag"-^g-3 » JfE ^'M tg^ ^^ ^^ ^"i .
•%r ^ X.-X X X

For a 20 « ?8 lull-color . , ,. >^ .»nd 16 00 checH o. money o-der payable to Anheuser B>.sch Inc Oepl 1 ? D One Busch Place SI Lo*i.. MO 631 18 Alio* 4< »mM
posle' of tiiis ad send »6 00 cnec* o- "u '„".,";' ,^, ,„. ..,., . «. . m . . .. -euos to* voo ••«>.»« usibbosch .nc -51100.5
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if Budget-
continued from page 1

point, however, if the pioject will include a new structure.

Funds for the multi-sport complex, to include an ice

skating rink, were not requested by the University.

"Language for the complex was written by the UMass
alumni, probably involved in the hockey program the

school once had," said Gregg Dilliard, aide to Rep. James
Collins, (D-Amherst), who supported the legislation.

Plans as to the cost and location of the facility are still in

the study stage, Duffey said.

Another $2.5 million will be used to address the leaching

of a coal pile on campus which is contaminating the town's

Taylor Brook.

"Part of the problem here was that standards have

changed since the coal pile was created 25 years ago,"

rXiffey said. "The standards are now as they should be

and we have a chronic, but not acute, pollution problem."

Parties involved can correct the problem in four to five

years, DeNyse said.

The $5 million for deferred maintenance and the $1

million for equipment will be used for "a shopping list of

problems," DeNyse said. Included within that are the

repair of the leaky Fine Arts Center roof and the renova-

tion of Goessman laboratory on campus.

The senator and University officijils do not know how
much of a time lag there will be before projects can get

underway after the Governor signs the bill.

ifAsbestos-
Northampton. Unionized CC employees

were allowed to relocate to other areas of campus on Jan.

10. Thirty-one workers took advantage of the University's

offer to allow them to relocate and work elsewhere on

campus. University officials maintained that "no one was
exposed to hazardous levels of asbestos, relocation (was)

being allowed to allay worker fears about their safety,"

Public Information Director Art Clifford said.

That day. Anita Serrol of EHS reporte<i that "all levels

are now below the action level, and most areas have zero

levels of asbestos." Independent air samples, paid for by

the Student Government Association (SGA), were taken in

previously untested areas. The results show that elevated

levels of asl)estos existed in public areas while they were

o|:)en. The Hatch cafeteria, registered a .02 level, twice as

high as specifications allow. The hallway outside the

enclosed removal area showed readings of .05, yet

employees c«)ntinued to wf»rk there.

A representative of the AFSCMK local 1776 has file<i a

class-action grievance against UMass. As the represen-

tative for the American Fe<leration of State, County and

Municipal F^mployees, Alan Compagnon said that "the

grievance is based on the principle that the University

must be ultimately held responsible for the whole process.

The University violated the contract specifications concer-

ning the removal process by exposing Campus Center

employees to levels of asbestos that they shouldn't have."

"The remedy we seek is that the University

acknowledge its liability in the matter, and its responsibili-

ty of setting up free bi-annual screening programs for

anyone who feels that they were working in contaminated

areas," Compagnon said.

Scott Overing, of the Employee Lalwr Relations Board

would not comment on the suits.

Other employees have filed workers' compensation

claims.

"Other than that we're going to wait and see, concern-

ing the possibility of taking legal action. People are deeply

concerned with how their health has been affected, and

with the lack of any University response," Charles

DiMare, director of the UMass Legal Services Office said.

"People were locked into contaminated areas and wonder

why they weren't even warned."

A positive effect of the removal/contamination has been

the esUblishment of a University Asbestos Commission,

designed to research asl)estos-related issues on campus.

"The cause (of asbestos-contamination precautions) has

been helped greatly by this whole thing - even in terms of

recognition by University officials. They're taking things a

little more seriously, and will be more concerned about

liability in the future," said Compagnon.

According to UMass spokesperson Clifford, "The one

thing we learned from the experience is that people really

became most fearful because there was a lack of effective

communication and information-sharing between all P'^r-

ties as to what possible danger there was. Once efforts

were made, people weren't nearly as anxious."

• ««4*»|f|««Vf«

,*,\i»»w*w*y/MW^^^^^^^

.• •.•^« •^»

1984 Spring Semester

Men Jan 30 Registration Day
Tue Jan 31 First classes

Mon Feb 20 Holiday

Tue Feb 21 Monday class schedule followed

Sat Mar 17 Spring vacation begins after last class

Mon Mar 26 Classes resume

Mon Apr 17 Counselling period begins (classes not

suspended)

Wed Apr 18 Monday class schedule followed

Sat Apr 21 Counselling period ends

Wed May 16 Last classes

Thu May 17 Reading Day
Fri May 18 Reading Day
Sat May 19 Finals be^n
Fri May 25 Last finals, semester ends

Sun May 27 Commencement
Wed May 30 Final grades due, 12 noon

Associated Dates: Good Friday Apr 20

^••^^^^^v.v.^'*^>^//-^^t.iJL^»:V^^•»JLLr.WJJJU'.^JXI,r,t«•
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HOT TUBS
UTOPIA SPAS

HOT TUBS

A CoMplETE ThERApEUTic & REUxATioN pAciUry

MONDAY
SPECIAL

COLLEGE NIGHT
First Student

Full Price

Second Student

FREE

TUESDAY
First Person

Full Price

Second Person
99*

SUNTANNING
SPECIAL

30 days unlimited tanning

starting day of purchase

$25.

A DivisioN of Stress MANAqEMENT Inc.

LocATEd at ^79 LlNivERsiTy DrIve

NEXT TO StacHum LIquor In tNe PrIce ChoppER MaU
OpEN EvERydAy 1 1 :00 am - 1 :00 am

PhoNE 2$7-SPAS caU For reservation or just wAlk In

TAKE A DEEP BREATH AND RELAX!!!

cfjarlies

foo^foolt^nnK

DRINK SPECIALS AT QUfarlte'a
1 Pray Street, Amherst, MA 549-5403

Super Heppy Hour Psily 3-6 p.m.

"2 for 1" JUMBO DRINKS

(Everything but Bottled Beer)

FREE MUNCHIES

c\}nr\its

goo^foo(iS.lirinh

MONDAY
Molson Night

99
' Bottles of Molson Golden Ale

75
' Molson Ale Draft

$4.CX) Pitchers

SURER NIGHT SPECIALS

(8 p.m. until closing)

WEDNESDAY
Double Trouble Night-"2 for 1" Jumbo Drinks

(everything but bottled beer)

TUESDAY
Pizza and Beer Night

For $4.95 you get a Pitcher of Domestic DraVt (Pabst or Miller)

or Carafe of any wine and a Cheese Pizza

(a $8.90 value)

(while kitchen is open)

(add for additional items)

THURSDAY
Strohs Night
95 ' bottles

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Come in b Check Out Charlies

SUNDAY
Dollar and a Penny Night

Any Low Shelf One Shot Drink $1.01

(regularly $1.50)

I

We are open daily, 7 days a week, from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. We serve lunch, dinner, and we also have a late

night nnenu. featuring pizza and sandwiches. Check out our daily food and drink specials. Come to our
Happy Hour for "2 for 1" Jumbo Drinks and Free Munchies every day (3-6 p.m.)

Charlie's is a nice place to drink, the place where friends meet.
Pool table, video games, dartboard, jukebox, two color T.V.'s.

We make homemade pizza, even the dough is made in our kitchen.

Come check us out!

OPEN COURSE LIST
AFRQAM 112 Intro Qty » PIm
AFROAM 112 Intro Oty ft PlMtw
AFRQAM 1 13 AMth Afram Arthis

AFROAM 131 Afrtow) Htotory II

AFROAM 186 R«v CNCP A-A Mm II

AFROAM 167 BMogr ft R« AfroAm
AFROAM IttA S«n-Blk Anwr Ut I

AFROAM 212 Sculpt-Shwt MmI
AFROAM 217 Com Bk Img Mk
AFROAM 261 BMc Anwr Drwna
AFROAM 2B4 Intro AfrfMn^Study

AFROAM 290J BIk ftWh Wmn Wrft

AFROAM HIA S«n-HiM Cvl Rights

AFROAM 2i1D S«n-ThMtr 3rd Wl Am
AFROAM ailE Sam-Mdcolm X Tope 3

AFROAM 2i1Q S«n-HiM CM Rights

ANTH 10QA Intro to Gwwral Anth

ANTH 10QB Intro to Gsnsral Anth

ANTH 1Q2A Intro to ArohMologv
ANTH 1028 Intro to ArchMOlogy

ANTH 103A Intro Physical Anth
ANTH 1038 Intro to Physical Anth

ANTH 104A Intro Cultural Anth

ANTH 1048 Intro Cultural Anth

ANTH 191R Sam-Pris/Mkroam See

ANTH 206Culturo Through Film

ANTH 234 PrinMva Art

ANTH 270 N Amar Indians

ANTH 271 Human Evolution

ARTHIS 110Survay-Rsn-Mod

ARTHIS 307 Romanssqua ft Gothk:

ARTHIS 313 Itai Lata Ran ft Mann
ARTHIS 317 Baroqua Art in N Eur

ARTHIS 321 Eur Art 1780-1880

ASTRON 100 Exploring Univarss

ASTRON 100 Explorir« Univarss

ASTRON 100 Exploring Univarss

ASTRON 100 Exploring Univarss

ASTRON 100 Exploring Unh^arss

ASTRON 103 Astronomicai Obs

ASTRON 106 Waathsr ft Our Atmoa

ASTRON 222 Galawias ft Tha Univ

ASTRON 234 Hiatory of Astronomy

8I0CHM 206 Intro to BkKhm
8I0CHM 206A Intro to Biochm

8I0CHM 211 Molacular BkKhmtry

BOTANY 100 Intro Botany

BOTANY 101A Ganaral Botany

BOTANY 101B Ganaral Botany

BOTANY 190E Intro Btotogy II

CHEMIIOGanCham
CHEM 1 1 1 Gan Cham-Sd
CHEM112GanCham-Sd
CHEM112GanCbam-Sci
CHEM 241 Int Daacr Inorg Chm
CHEM 280 Organic Chamiatry

CHEM 2B2 Organic Cham Lab

CHEM2B Organic Cham Lab

CHEM 282 Organic Mon-Maj

CHEM 286 Organic Chsm-Maj

CHEM 286 Org Lab-Maj

CHIN8E 110 Non-lm Bam Chins I

CHINSE 1 10 Non-lm Bsm Chins I

CHINSE 1 10 Non-kit Bsm Chins I

CHINSE 164 Lt-Tala Sh Stry ft Novl

CLSICS 102 Roman Civ

COINS 121 Intr Prb Solv w/Comp
COINS 123 Intr Pit Sohfw/Comp

COINS 201 AaaamWy Lang Prognn

COINS 267 Data Structuraa

COMLrr 101G Bravs HmM World

COMLIT1 10 Myth. Folk ft ChUd Lh

CCMLIT 144 Japan Ut-Modam
COMLrr 164 Lt-Tals Sh Stn< ft Novl

COMUT 201B Potttks of Ptaosurs

0UTCH110 Bamantary Dutch

DUTCH 120 Elai iiantary Dutch

BXIC H 220 Intro to Juv Oalqncy

EDUC H 291D 8am-ln ft Tm Akx)h Ed

EOUC H 316 laauas In Humn Sarv

BXiC H 386 imamwd Sign L«ig

BHiC H 378 Valua ClarMoMlon

EDUC H 360 Hum Imsract/Qrp Dyn

B)UC H 3610 8«nMntro Ed Handk:p

B>UCHJ82D8«ninar
EDUCHa2E8«i*«r
BXiCHaBF Seminar

B)UCHJB08«n4oc li»-Hindkpm

EDUC H»H 8am-8oclM Haivoax

BUG H»l SMn^gm Di9i » Fund

BUG Hau tvMIppim • Sec Chg

»UC 12MC SmMAMnf Non-Nat 8p
;i

.111

.112N

.11M
ISM

BI0L1«
.140

.140

ofWUi
andUt

TuThI

TuTh4:QB«:16
M 4:00-18:30

MWF 12:20

MWF2:30
TuTh2:30-3:46

TuTh 1:16-2:16

TuTh 19:00-21:30

TuTh 11:16-12:30

Tu 19:00-21:30

MWF 10:10

Tu 11:15-12:30

F 9:06-12:06

ByArrgt

Tu 11:15-12:30

MW 11:16

Tu 19:00-21:30

MW9:05
M 19:00-21:30

TuTh 9:30-10:46

W 19:00-21:30

MW1:26
Th 19:00-21:30

Tu 19:00-21:30

Tu 19:46-22:15

W 19:00-21:30

TuTh 2:30-3:46

MWF 10:10

MW 11:15

TuTh 11:15-12:30

MW 3:36-4:60

TuTh 9:30-10:46

MWF 12:20

TuTh 9:30-10:46

MWF 11:15

MWF 10:10

MWF 9:05

TuTh 2:30-3:46

Th 19:30-21 .30

TuTh 2:30-3:46

TuTh 2:30-3:46

TuTh 2:30-3:46

MWF 11:15

MWF 11:15

MWF 11:15

MWF 11:15

MW3:36
TuTh 2:30

MWF 11:15

MWF 11:16

MF1:25
TuTh 9:06

TuTh 10:10

MWF 11:15

TuTh 9:30-10:45

Th 12:20-3:20

Th2:30-5:»
MWF 11:15

MWF 9:06

W1:2fr4:25

MWF 11:15

MWF 9:06

MWF 1:25

MWF 10:10

MWF 9:06

MWF 10:10

TuTh 1:00-2:16

TuTh 2:30-3:46

TuTh 9:30-10:46

MW11:15
MW 10:10

TuTh 2:30-3:46

MWF 10:10

Tu 19:46-22:46

MWF 1:26

MWF 2:30

Tu 19:00-21 :»
W 2:30^:16

W 1:00-3:30

ByArrgt

ByArrgt

ByArrgt

TuTh 9:30-10:46

ByArrgt

ByArrgt

ByAngt
ByArrgt

ByArrgt

W 19:00-21:30

ByArrgt

TuTh 12:30-2:30

TulMO-21:30
TuTh1«>-2:16

TuTh 11:18-12:30

TuT1iMM0:48
TuTh 8^8-10:48

TuTh 1«>-2:18

MWF 11:16

TuTh1KM>-2:16
MWF 11:16

ENGL 142 Raading Drama
ENGL 162 Expoaltory WiH/Rhat
OiQL 183 Sd Fte-Masiarworks

ENGL 187A Sptc-Black Lh i

ENGL 202Mi^ Brit Wrftars

ENGL 222H Shakaspsara

ENGL 272 Amarican Romanticism

ENGL 286 Intro to Folktoro

FRENCH 120 Elamsntsry Franch II

FRENCH 120 Elamsntsry Franch II

FRENCH 121 Franch Raading Knovvl II

FRENCH 123 Ital ft Frsn/Vok)s Msj

FRENCH 230 Intsnnsdiata Franch

FRENCH 230 Intsrmediata Franch

FRENCH 230 Intannsdiata Franch

FRENCH 230 Intannsdista Frsnch

FRENCH 230 Intsmnsdiata Franch

FRENCH 230 Intamiadiata Frsnch

FRENCH 230 Intsnnsdiata Frsnch

FRENCH 242 Intannsdiata Oral

FRENCH 244 Intarni Rction

FRENCH 244 Intann Fkrtion

FRENCH 244 Intann FMktn
FRENCH 247 Intannsd: Soc Sd
FRENCH 248 Intsnnsd: Math ft Sd
FRENCH 248 Intsmisd: Humanitias

FRENCH 2E0 Unguaga ft Utsrstura

FRENCH 261 Intermsd Gram Rsv

FRENCH 272 ConvsrMtion

FRENCH 272 Convsrsstion

FSftN 101 Stnjggia for Food
FSftN 101 Struggis for Food

FSftN 102 Worid Food Habits

GEOG 145 Physk:al Environmsnt

GEOG 166 Intro to Human Gaog

GEOL 101 Phyakal Gsology

GEOL 101 Physk:si Gaology

GEOL 103 Intro Oossnography

GEOL 106 Faca of ths Earth

GEOL 107 Hiatory of Ufa

GERMAN 1 10 Bamsnray Garmsn

GERMAN 1 10 Bsmsntary Garman

GERMAN 1 10 Bsmsntary Garmsn

GERMAN 120 Bamsntary Garman

GERMAN 120 Bsmsntary Gsm^n
GERMAN 230 Intann Raading Garm

GERMAN 230 Intarni Raading Gami

GERMAN 230 Intann Raading Gann

GERMAN 230 Intann Raading Gamn
GERMAN 240 Imsnn RawJtoig Gamn
GERMAN 240 intann Raading Garm
GERMAN 240 Intsrm Raading Gann
GERMAN 240 Intann Raading Garni

GERMAN 242 Imsmwdiata Gsnnan

GERMAN 242 Intannadtota Gsnnan

GERMAN 246 Businsss Gannsn

GERMAN 2S0 Frss Convorsstkxi

HEBREW 102 Bsm Mod Hsbraw II

HEBREW 102 Bam Mod Habravv II

HEBREW 102 Bsm Mod Hsbraw II

HEBREW 202 Imsnnad Habrswr II

HIST 100 Wast Thot to 1600

HIST 121 Latin Amarican Civil

HIST 141 Eur Hist 1815-Prassm

HIST 143H Honors Modam Europa

HIST 160 Dav Amsr Civ to 1876

HIST 160 Dav Amsr Ov to 1876

HIST 161 Dav Amar Civ 1876^
HIST 151A Dav Amsr Ch^ 1876^)n

HIST 163H Honors Amar Civ

HIST 197A Sptp-1619to Cvl War
HUMDEV 210 Hum Dav Ufa Cyda
HUMDEV 270 ChiM Davalopmam
HUMDEV 270 ChIM Davatopmar

.

HUMDEV 270ChHd Davatopmsm
ITAL 120 Bamantary Ital II

ITAL 120 Bamantary Ital II

ITAL 120 Bamantary hal II

ITAL 120 Bamantary Itai II

ITAL 128 Intans Bsm Italian

ITAL 2018 Pol Plaasr/ltal FNm
ITAL2i0lntannadltalll

JAPAN 1 10 Non-lntan B Japan I

JAPAN 1 10 Non-lntan B Japan I

JAPAN 144 Japan Ut-Modam

JAPAN 246 Intans Bsm Japan II

JAPAN 248 Intans Bam Japan II

JUDAIC 102A Ths Jawvlah Paopla II

JUDAIC 102B Tha Jmf^th Paopla II

.f^^p^frinaCThsJamilahPsQoiall

LATIN 1 10 Bamantary ladn I

LATIN 248 Intans Intarmad Lst

LSftR 100 Lalaura Contmp Soc

LSftR 103 FMd Exparlanoa I

LSftR 104 FWd Exparlartoa It

MATH 103 Pracak Trig

MATH 104 Alg/Anil QMm/TrIg
MATH 106 P-Cal Aig-Func ft Graph

MATH 107 Anal Qaom

MATH 120 Catc for Bualnass

A service to students provided

TuTh 11:16-12:30

TuTh 4:005:15

W 19:46-22:46

TuTh 2:30^:46

MWF 10:10

M 19:46-22:46

MWF 12:20

W 19:45-22:46

MWF 2:30

MWF 2:30

MWF 11:15

MWF11:15
MWF 10:10

TuTh 2:30-3:46

MWF 9:06

MWF 1:25

MWF 11:16

MWF 10:10

MWF 9:06

TuTh 11:15-12:30

MWF 1:25

MWF 11:15

TuTh 1:00-2:15

MWF 2:20

MWF 12:20

MWF 10:10

MWF 10:10

MWF 11:15

MWH 12:20

TuTh 2:30-3:46

MWF 9:06

MWF 3:36

MWF 12:20

TuTh 9:30-10:46

TuTh1 1:15-12:30

TuTh 11:16

MW2.30
TuTh 1:00-2:15

MWF 10:10

TuTh 9:30-10:46

IMWTh9:06
MWTh 11:16

MWTh 10:10

MWTH 4:40

MWTh 9:06

MWF 10:10

MWF 9:06

MWF 12:20

MWF 11:15

IMWF 10:10

MWF 9:06

MWF 12:20

MWF 1:16

MWF 1:25

MWF 9:06

MWF2:X
W3:36

MWF 11:15

MWF 9:06

MWF 12:20

TuTh 11:15-12:30

MWF 11:16

ly/IW 12:20

TuTh 11:15-12:30

M 19:00-22:00

MW 12:20

MW1:2B
TuTh 4:00*: 16

TuTh 2:30

Tu 19:00-22:00

TuTh 1:00-2:16

M1:2M:26
MW3:0(M:16
TuTh 2:30-3:46

TuTh 9:30-10:46

MWF 9:06

MWF 12:20

MWF 11:16

MWF 1:26

MWF 10:10-12:06

Tu 19:46-22:46

TuTh 1:00-2:16

MWF11:16
MWF 9:06

TuTh 2:3(^:46

MTuWThF 10:10

MWF1:26
TuTh 9:30-10:46

TuTh 11:16-12:30

MW11:16

MWF 9:06

MWF 8:009:66

TuTh 9.30-10:46

M 19:00-21:30

M 19KX>-21:30

TuTh 2:303:46

MWF11:16
MWF 2:30

MWF 12:20

MWF 3:38

MATH 121 Gate Ufa-8oc 8d II

MATH 128 Cak Ufa-Soc Sd II

MATH 128 Calc Ufa-Soc Sd II

MATH 133 Honors CakxikM II

MATH 236 Intro UnAlg
MUSIC 100 Appradation-lntro

MUSIC 100 Apprsdadon-intro

MUSIC 101 Utaratura of Musk:

MUSIC 103 History of Jazz

MUSIC 104 Piano Tuning ft Tach

MUSIC 1 1 1 Thao Survay-Nonmai

MUSIC113Hannonyll
NAREST 100 Conaarv of Natil Raa

PHIL 100 Intro to Phil

PHIL 100 Intro to PhM

PHIL 110 Intro to Logic

PHIL 110 Intro to Logic

PHIL 160 Intro to Ethtea

PHIL 160 Intro to Ethk:a

PHIL lOOB Intro to Mad Ethkx

PHIL 182 Man ft Tha Stata

PHYSIC 100 Phystea For Poata

PHYSIC 100 Phystea For Poats

PHYSIC 1 17 Nudaar Enargy

PHYSIC 138 Intro Phyaic-Hlth So

PHYSIC 141 Phys-Ufa Sd Maj I

PHYSIC 142 Phys-Ufa Sd Mai H

PHYSIC 181 Ganaral Physics I

PHYSIC 162 Gsnsrai Physics II

PHYSIC 182 Physk:s II

PLSOILlOBSoiis
PLSOIL 120 Org Fsmn ft Gsrdsng

POLISH 120 Bsmsntary Polish II

POLISH 240 imsnnad Polish II

POLSC1 101 Amsrtean Polhkx

POLSC1 101 Amarican PoMtkx

POLSC1 1 1 1 Comparativa PoMttea

POLSCI 121 Wodd PoHtkx

POLSCI 161 B Study of War

POLSCI 208 Pd Partiaa ft Bctna

PORT 1 10 Bam Portuguaaa I

PORT 120 Bam Portuguass II

PORT 230 Intannadiata Port I

PORT 240 Intannadiata Port II

PSYCH 100A Bamantary Psych

PYSCH lOOB Bsmsntary Psych

PSYCH 100C Bamantary Psych

PSYCH 100O Bamantary Psych

PSYCH 100G Bamantary Paych

PSYCH 1 10A Psych as Nat Sd
PSYCH 1 IOC Psych as Nat Sd
PSYCH 1100 Psych aa Nat Sd
RUSS 1 10 Bamsntary Ruii lin I

RUSS 1 10 Bamsntary Riiii lin I

RUSS 120 Bamsntary Russian II

RUSS 230 Intsnnsd Russian I

RUSS 268 Mod Russ Wrftr Tmd
SOCIOL 102 Ags. S«i, Knshp in Soc

SOCIOL 103 Sodal Problams

SOCIOL 103 Sodal Problams

SOCIOL 104 UH) Ufa ft Indst Soc

SOCIOL 107 Com Amar Soc

SOCIOL 107 Com Amar Soc

SOTIOl 107A Com Amar Soc

SOCIOL 108 Populatkxi ft Envkonmt

SOCIOL 1 10 Gan Intro Sodotogy

SOCIOL 1 10 Gan Intro Sodology

SOCIOL 1 10 Gan knro Sodotogy

SOCIOL 201 Thaor ft Parspacdvas

SOCIOL 21 1 Data CoHact ft Anal

SOCIOL 212 Bsm Statistkx

SOCIOL 220A Guns, Cdma. Vk)ianoa

SOCIOL 222 Tha Famly

SOCIOL 241 CHminology

SOCIOL 241 Crimlnotogy

SOCIOL 241 Criminology

SOCIOL 261 Populatkx) Studlaa

TuTh 1:002:16

MWF 2:30

MWF 11:18

TuTh 9.3010:48

MWF 2:30

TuTh 2:303:48

MWF 3:38

MWF 10:10

MWF 1:26

W 18:3021:30

MWF 2:30

MWF 9:06

MWF 10:10

MW 12:20

MW 10:10

MWFOKK
TuTh 2:30-3:46

MWF 2:30

MWF 3:36

TuTh 9.3010:46

MWF 10:10

MWF2:30
MWF 10:10

MWF 9:06

TuTh 4:005: 16

MWF 10:10

MWF 906
MWF 2:30

MWF 11:15

MWF 10:10

MWF 8:00

TuTh 11:16

MWF 906
MWF 10:10

WF94B
TuTh 2:30

MWF 10:10

MW 11:16

MWF 1:26

TuTh2:303:46
MWF 906
MWF 1:26

MWF 11:16

MWF 11:16

MWF 10:10

MWF9KJ6
TuTh 9.3010:46

TuTh 8:009:16

Th 1:003:30

TuTh8K)09:16
TuTh 1:002:16

TuTh 2:303:46

MWF 10:10

MWF 1:26

MWF 12:20

MWF 12:20

TuTh 93010:46
TuTh 11:16-12:30

MWF 10:10

MW1:26
TuTh 1:002:16

TuTh1K)02:16
TuTh 9:3010:46

TuTh 11:16-12:30

MWF 10:10

TuTh 2:303:46

M19K)022K»
MWF 10:10

MWF 1:26

TuTh 9:3010:46

TuTh 1:00-2:16

TuTh 11:16-12:30

WF 11:16

MWF 9:06

TuTh 93010:46
MWF 10:10

TuTh 9:3010:46

SOCIOL 2B1 Society 6r lr>dlvMu«l

SPAN 1 10 Bwnwitary Spwiiih I

SPAN 1 10 BwTMmary Spwtith I

SPAN 120 BwTwntary Spwtiah II

SPAN 120A Ownwitarv SpwiWi II

SPAN 126H BefTMnttfy-lntsnaivt
SPAN 230 INtwm«diat9 SpMi I

SPAN 230 Inttymgdif Spy I

SPAN 246H liUwiiMiJ Intsnalw
THEATR 100 Intro to ThMtar
THEATR 1 10 Pwfomwno9 Mot
THEATR 140Bm T«ch in Pwform
THEATR 210 RahMTMl ft Prod
WOST 201 FourKtotiona of WOST
WOST291BS«ninar
WOST2a2MMklMt:Wmn,HftaDvl W 3:36-18:36
WOST296WS«n-Blk&WtWmWrt MWF 10:10

MWF11:16
MWF2:»
MWF 2:30
MWF 11:16

MWF2:»
MWF9K)6
MWF 1:26
MWF2:X
MWF 10:10

MW 3:36-6:30

ByArrgt
TuTh 8-10:46

ByArrot
MWF1:a

M 19:00-21:30

ZOOL 101 Intro Animd Biotogy
ZOOL 102 Int An Bloi/Sd MJ
ZOOL103 Bid of SocM iMUt
ZOOL 200 NaturdHiMory
ZOOL 236 Intro Pfiytlology

TuTh 11:16
TuTh 2:30^:46
TuTh 9:30-10:46

Th 10:10
MW 12:20

Lists courses with only 5 or more spaces. Ex-
cludes upper-level courses and/or courses for
majors.

A more detailed list is available at CASIAC (see
Machmer East lobby).

by the Student Government Association and the Collegian
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Emergency showers in working order
All emergency drench showers on cam-

pus were tested last week by the Depart-

ment of Environmental Health and Safety,

and all were in working order, said senior

fire inspector Dave Beaudin.

The showers, located in laboratories, are

checked twice yearly for operational and

shut-off problems and are also tested to

flush them out. All showers were reported

to be in working order, with the exception

of a few which did not shut off properly,

Beaudin said. Plumbers were dispatched to

repair them.

* Jong-
Continued from page 7

ches its soul and finds only its various

skins; and I think of the dried tuft of roots

leading nowhere and the parched um-
bilicus, lopped off in the garden. Not self-

righteous like the proletarian potato, nor a

siren like the apple. No show-off like the

banana. But a modest, self-effacing

vegetable, questioning, introspective, peel-

ing itself away, or merely radiating halos

like lake ripples."

Jong finds a measure of her own souJ in

the onion, claiming the job of the poet is to

"look at life afresh" and to reveal things

that haven't been seen in their true light.

Anne Sexton was Jong's mentor, as was

Colette, to whom Jong's book of poetry

"Loveroot" is dedicated. For Jong, Colette

was a figure to look up to, because there

are "not many role setters for women
writers, not many lived." Colette lived un-

til she was eighty and "died with a pen in

her hand." This was important to Jong,

who said she was beginning to wonder

"whether all women poets had to be

suicides or spinsters.

Jong explained that when she went to

college (she graduated from Barnard in

1963) college English meant Auden, Yeats

and T.S. Eliot. She claims no one studied

Dickinson as a woman poet but as a "man
of letters." Great novels were clearly about

men. Jong fought against these things

when she began to write.

When she began publishing poetry in the

early 1970's, her poems received a great

deal of attention because "women were the

rage," Jong laughed, "as if women go in

and out of style!" Yet at the tail end of the

sixties, according to Jong "the more you

wrote about menstruation and rage the

more you were applauded for it."

She wrote many poems out of a phase of
her life where she was connecting with her
own anger, but what kept them from being
poems of pure anger was Jong's saving

humor beneath that anger, a humor which
makes all tolerable and remarkably
sincere.

f
TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

RCA XL-100 Solid State

Selling at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley
Wed. Feb. 1 2 pm - 7 pm
Thurs. Feb. 2 1 1 am - 3 pm
MASTERCARD. . .VISA. . .ACCEPTED

RVM Associates

'No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RVM Sales Corp

-I

ImportantPhone Numbers
University Police and Fire. . . 545-3111

Amherst Police and Fire 911

Health Services 549-2671

UMass Rape Hotline 545-2677

Student Phone Numbers 545-1515

University Operator or 545-0111

Information Data Bank 545-1555

Bursar's Office 545-2368

Registrar 545-0555

Financial Aid 545-0801

Campus Housing 545-1960

Off-Campus Housing 545-0865

Dean of Students 545-2684

Dining Commons Menu 545-2626

PVTA 586-5806

UMass Transit 545-0056

Library Information 545-0150

Foreign Students Office 545-2843

Handicapped Student Affairs545-0892

Collegian 545-3500

WMUA 545-2876

BCP 545-1987

Student Government Assoc. 545-0341

Textbook Annex 545-3750

Parking Office 545-0065

CASIAC 545-2191

CCEBS 545-0031'

i wish I knew
how felt

about being

pregnant.

If vdu'rc lanriK an unwantrd
prt'Knam v. it's niirnial to liaxc

ven mixed fi-f linns Bui talkinn

III a Preterm lounseior lan help

v(iu figure out what you trulv

want. Call t()da\. Beiause if you

diin't decide, vour badv will

IVelerni 7:WHL'1(I

preterm
Thr most cxprnrmrd

frprodurlive health care rrnirr

in thr Nonhrasl.
1842Bea<im Street

BrooWine. MA 02146
\ h en^m mm pntftt twtllh ' ac U •)<'

I
m Box 1253M>|

\Vrii« jcr a catalog i

The Sub

33 K. Plraanni St.. Amhrnil

Welcome Back Student8
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and frenh xrpirlablro. F<»r h ireal try one «f our lant* Tuna.

( hiekrn. Kptg or Oab Salad Sandwiched nerved on ii\rian 4ir

Kiibroll.

FREE BOWL
OF CHILI

I

I fW>I IIJ«IM
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Birth control not a national priority Add/drop continues through Feb, 13
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

This past Jan. 22 marked the eleventh

anniversary of the Supreme Court deci-

sion, Roe V. Wade, which made abortions

legal in the United States.

Since 1973, however, specific legislation,

restricting legal abortion and contraceptive

access, has been proposed, and some im-

plemented, by state and federal govern-

ments.

A majority of the abortion and contracep-

tive access restrictions affect female

minors and lower income women, who are

usually black and minority women.
In Massachusetts, according to Ellen

Story of the Family Planning Council of

Western Massachusetts, there is much
"confusion" concerning Medicaid funding,

which finances abortions for low income

women.
"Medicaid does pay for abortions, and

has never stopped paying for them in

Massachusetts," Story said. "There is con-

fusion about this because there has been a

lot of publicity about the states that do not

fund abortions."

In 1982, Massachusetts became the only

state to pass the Abortion Parental Con-

sent Law, which mandates that anyone 17

or under must have parental permission

from both parents in order to have an abor-

tion. If a young woman decides not to in-

form her parents, or if one parent says yes

and the other says no, she must go before a
judge and "prove" she is "mature" enough
to have an abortion.

Story said most of the judges she has

spoken with "feel, number one, that this

issue doesn't belong in court, and they are

sorry they have to be involved in it."

Family Planning Centers throughout the

nation provide birth control and counseling

for all women, but most clients are poor

women who cannot afford the high costs of

private health services.

"Women pay according to their ability to

pay, and no one is turned away because

they don't have enough money," Story

said.

Fifty per cent of all Family Planning Pro-

gram funding comes from Title X, which is

federal financial assistance. In Fiscal Year

1981, 25 per cent of these federal funds

were cut.

Story says the Reagan Administration is

"attempting to defund Family Planning

facilities nationwide" because the Ad-

ministration has other "priorities," and

believes Family Planning is "dispensible."

Add/drop period began yesterday and

will continue through Feb. 13, at which

time both add/drop and pass/fail forms are

due. Students must drop any course they

do not intend to take, even though pro-

fessors may now optionally drop students

who do not attend the first two classes or

make other arrangements. All forms

should be returned to the information desk

in Whitmore Administration Building.

Back to School Edition
Spring, 1984

Managing Editor Bill Wall

News Editor Anne McCrory
Editorial Page Editor Josh Meyer
Living Editor Tami Borton

Arts Editor Lisa Mosley

Sports Editor Gerry DeSimas
Photo Editor Drew Ogier

Night Editor Michelle Murray
Advertising Manager Eric Mann
Advertising Reps Michael McDonald,

Caren Orlick, Stacy Schott,

Liz Zwerling

Cover Art
Candidates Graphic
Production Manager
Typesetting

Mark Rollins

Brian Sullivan

J. P. Shanahan
Laura Zigman,

Tracy Lang

Production Norm Achin,

Lynn Eisenberg, Joy McCarty
Sue Giannetti, Lesley Clark

Contributing Writers and Artists

Camden Pierce, Tom Middleton

Miriam Zoll, Elizabeth Luciano

Annemarie Malley, Dave Goldfield

Tom Kelley, Matt Luczkow, Andy
Gordon, Jim Fein, Melissa Graham
Ed Been, Lisa Marie Cantwell, Risa

Freeman, Mark Rollins, George Hill,

Jim Walsh, Dave Winmill and Rich

Hancock.

Special thanks to...Joel Myerson, Jim
Ristuben, Maureen Majerowski, Faye
Whitney-Lussier, Cathy
Chilson...Ware River News. ..and

James P. and Michelle M. for enduring

the deadline extensions... Deadlines,

what are deadlines?

m

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Men. Jan. 30 - 9 am - 5 pm

Tues. Jan. 31 - 9 am - 9 pm

Wed. Feb. 1 - 9 am - 9 pm

Thurs. Feb. 2 - 9 am - 9 pm

Fri. Feb. 3 - 9 am - 9 pm

Sat. Feb. 4 - 9 am - 3 pm

Men. Feb. 6 thru

Fri. Feb. 10 9 am - 5 pm

thereafter 9 am - 4 pm

BEDSPREADS

WALL HANGINGS
LAMPS

BAMBOO WINDOW SHADES

RUGS

RECORD CRATE KITS

PRINTS

ASkxe-

OownMwwn Amherst /Open

fii Of Ideas I

lO-&Moa-Sat
I

^^Who loves ya! Baby?''

We do

Welcome Back Twofers

2 for 1 Molsons

Plu8 Our Original

twofer8 & hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

10-midnight

I » . •• t

.^^
I I .... , t^^¥*f» ffr * fttfft rt'ktAt I'.ti'^.tr.trtJt*

• * 4t «k~^

^SSSk^-'^SSSlff, .
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pv-vjs THORNES Thornes Marketplace,

150 Main Street, Northampton

Open Daily 9.30-5:30 •

Thursday until 9 pm • Sunday Noon-5 pm

RQCK & ROLL RLUES

DYNAMITE RECORDS

D
O
CO

2.38 plus tax

2.38 plus tax

3.00 plus tax

3.75 plus tax

MAXELL UDXL 1190

TDKSA90
SONYUCXS90
MAXELL UDXL-S

Thornes,
a marketplace plus!

150 Main St., Northampton
584-1580

FOLK JAZZ

Thornes Market

150 Main St.

Northampton 586-8050

Suspendar leotards Et unitards

• Cotton dancewear by Dance Basics

• New Danskin styles

• Dance trunks and matching tops

PLUS
50% off selected leotards and

warm-up wear

"THORNES, a marketplace plus"

CHONA
UP TO 50%OFF,

WINTER
CLOTHING
Beginning Thurs,

Jan 19th

(Women s Clothing also on sale

downstairs)

CONTLMPORARY
FASHOSI FOR MEN

M N 2"^ FLOOR
THORNES MARKET
ISO MAIN SIRffT NOeiHAMPTON

UP TO 50% OFF WINTER

CLOTHING
JOHN HENRY, WILLI WEAR, BELLE FRANCE,

FENN WRIGHT AND MANSON AND MORE

LINGERIE
LILY OF FRANCE, HANRO, HANKY PANKY,

CHICAS AND MORE

SHOES
NICHELS, JAZZ, IMPO, THOM BROWN
AND MORE

MENS

t*^^

open daily 9 KVS 30, Thurs eve ttl 9 Sun 12 5

ALL WINTER CLOTHING (2nd floor)

Beginning Thursday,

Jan 19th

THORNES MARKETPLACE
ISO MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON
open daily 9 30-5 30, Thurs eve til 9

Sunday 12-5

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come !o Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth, Dennis; Largest inventorv

of studios, 1 , 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/528 8300 or

617/771-2233.

part-time positions,

256-6434.

2-10 pm. Call Terry,

HELP WANTED

Need cash? Earn $500 + each schoo

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing

and filling posters on campus. Serious

workers only; we give recommendations.

1 -800-243-6679

Button-Up is looking for a creative person

to design and make buttons. 10 hrs. of

workstudv/week. Call Roberta at 545-0341

X28 ASAP. Start right away.

PRACTICE YOUR POLITICS this termi

Join with MASSPIRG's political outreach

staff to work on Toxics, Acid Rain, and

energy policy in Massachusetts. Full and

ARTISTSI The SGA Communications Of-

fice now has a workstudy graphic designer

position open. Portfolio required. See
Kelley in 423A Student Union for applica-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Public Relations/Advertising! The SGA
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring '84: Opera-
tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Experience helpful, but not

necessary. See Kelley in 423A Student
Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84.

PERSONALS

Go Down with someone you
know and trust

R. Lauderdale - Springbreak

Ski Club Goes Down
for more info 545-3437

D
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U.S. Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 5931 -A

Cash for college available. Computer
shows $16.5 million unclaimed. Results

guaranteed - Send $1.00 (refundable)

SDR-49 Downing Fall River, MA 02723

SPRING BREAK '84

FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, low rates,

or^amou^g^g^lancj^^^^^^^

ROOMMATE WANTED

Male roommate wanted to share
bedroom in Brittany Manor apt. winter

sublet with spring option (413) 442-3832 ask
for Gerard

SERVICES

Typing, Copies. Binding Pickup and
delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

WANTED

Commission student travel sales represen-

tatives. Contact Greg Hogarth at BIyth ft

Company, 84 Yorkville Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Canada M5R IB9 1-416-964-2569

WFCR-FM needs student interns for

work in news reporting and station opera-

tions. Call the program director at 5-0100

Tuesday. January 31, 1984,

Blooiti County

Collegidn i9

by Berke Breathed DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Superbad

Milrd by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffr

ACROSS
Declivity

Nigeria s capital

Knock
The Gold Bug

etai

15 Small coin of

Israel

16 Name in coaching
1/ Happening
18 One club e g
20 Ring' composer
22 Mystery writer

Josephine

23 Shade of green

24 Line on a

weatherman s

map
26 Toast, in Malmo
27 Unheeding
30 Popular

condiment
32 China

33 Cover ground
34 Indulge

39 Describing

Hawthorne s A
41 To the right Fr

42 crab
43 DC based agcy
44 Actress Patricia

45 Classify

47 A Pans airport

48 Revise

52 Cricket

54 Stinging remark

55 Kingston s prov

56 Cattle herder

60 Ballpark hit

63 Infirm

64 Cosy spot

65 Pinnacle

66 Lombardy s

metropolis

67 Timeabbr
68 Puts to trial

69 Cologne

DOWN
1 Hodgepodge
2 Etna output

3 Fashion name
4 Like a feather

5 Colorado s

Park

6 Palmas or Vegas
7 Kick around a

political football

8 Dead ducks
9 Carousal
10 Gal of song
1

1

Proportion

12 Lavender, lor one
13 Jury

19 BPOE member
21 Vestments like

surplices

25 Temptation

26 Box

27 Menu choice

28 Suffix with refer

29 Month after

Shebai

31 Modernized

35 Repetitious

36 Part of the

waterfront

37 And others Abbr

38 Trust (with on")

40 Teller of tall tales

41 Affected manners
43 Challenge

46 Scorches
48 Residence
49 Regular routes

50 Nottingham s

river

51 Subside

53 Stuffs

55 Fairy tale

character

57 Despicable

58 Spirit

59 Budget item

61 Statute

62 NFL players
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DC Menu

LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich
Fi.sh in halt or

BASIC LUNCH
Vegetable (Irinder

Fish in Batter

DINNER

Baked Ham/Fruit
Sauce

Green Bean Strata

Baked Ziti

BASIC DINNER

Green Bean Strata

Ziti/Toniato sauce with

Tofu and Muahrooms

Weather

Clearing today, Higha
into the SO's,

Todays puzzle
answer

K-*^^ fi * D hi^i to ii
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. Quantities Limited • No Rainchecks • iVIC, VISA. Amex & «"a"f
["J

available

TURNTABLES CASSETTE RECEIVERS

SAVE ^30 RECORDERS^ SAVE $60

SAVE $40

\ $CQ99

Technics BELT DRIVEN

STRAIGHT ARM TURNTABLE
Akai B110 semi auto belt (79) 59.99

Akai D210 semi auto direct drive (119)

89.99

Pioneer PL2 semi auto belt drive (99)

69.99

Technics Q2Q0 semi auto quart direct

(109) 89.99

Akai Q310 auto quartz direct (149)

109.99

Technics BL3 linear tracking (179)

139.99

Technics P8 compact disc (600)

499.99

Empire 250 magnetic cart (39). .
.29.99

Audio Tech 33E nude elliptical cart

(119) 69.99

Audio Tech 114S shlbata cart (129)

69.99

CAR STEREO
SAVE '40

$79.99

99 Yf

iROADSTARcar in dash AM/FM
stereo cassette player

6x9 40 oz speakers (50) 29.99

Jensen 6x9 20 oz coax speakers (69)

49.99
Pioneer X1 surface mount speakers

(pair) 19.99

Alpine 356 18+ 18 watt power amp
59.99

Pioneer 6904 6x9 20 oz coax (99)

59.99

Jensen lOO in dash AM/FM cassette

(149) 89.99

Pioneer 4500 in dash auto reverse

AM/FM cassette (225) 119.99

Pioneer 55(X) super tuner AM/FM
stereo cassette (250) 139.99

Alpine 7151 in dash AM/FM stereo

cassette 199. "5J

Pioneer KEX20/GM12 60watt AM/FM
stereo cassette (449.99) 339.99

Jensen R250 in dash AM/FM stereo

cassette (420) 329.99

FlSHER^ Metal Dolby

Cassette Tape Recorder

Technics 205 Dolby Cassette (129)

109.99

Akai HX1 Dolby Cassette (159). 129.99

Akai F-14 "Best Buy" Dolby (199)

159.99

Technics 227 Dolby & DBX cassette

(199) 169.99

Pioneer CT5 "Best Buy" cassette (199)

169.99

Luxman 210 Dolby B & C cassette (249)

199.99

Akai F31 GX head with 17 year guarantee

(299) 239.99

Harmon Kardon 91 "Our Best

Value"Dolby 249.99

Akai HX-R5 auto reverse Dolby cassette

'«3*-*'/ § 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
^Vw. w«/

Harmon Kardon 401 deluxe Dolby

(725) 459.99

$rra
SCOTT 25 Watt AM/FM

Solid State Receiver
Technics 210 25 watt digital receiver

(199) 159.99

Scott 34945watt receiver (249). 179.99

Technics 410 45 watt digital (249)

199.99

Luxman 5030 35 watt receiver (349)

249.99

Harmon Kardon 45 watt receiver

(430) 359.99

Luxman deluxe 40 watt receiver (499)

419.99

Harmon Kardon 60 watt digital (650)

529.99

PORTABLE STEREO

WE WILL NOT

UNDERSOLD!

TDK
SAC 90

CASSETTES
$1.99

Limit 3

Panasonic

Portable

AM/FM
Stereo Cassette Recorder

Emerson 808 3 piece AM/FM cassette

(79) 69.99

Emerson 939 stereo FM dual cassette

(109) 89.99

Hitachi 7800 AM/FM stereo cassette

(219) 159.99

Panasonic 51 50 4 speaker deluxe

AM/FM stereo cassette (260). . . . 189.99

Panasonic 45 AM/FM stereo 3 piece

cassette (219) 189.99

WALKING STEREO
FM Stereo walking radio (15). . . . 9.99

Panasonic RF444 AM/FM stereo

walker (29) 24.99

Sony WM 8 Walkman cassette (49)

39.99

Panasonic 1935 FM stereo walking

cassette (79) 69.99

Sony WMF 5 sports FM stereo cassette

Walkman (150) 129.99

Sony WM7 Dolby auto reverse walkman

cassette (169) 129.99

Panasonic 3 piece AM/FM stereo

cassette (walking type) (169) 139.99

Sony WM R2 recording stereo walkman

cassette (199) 159.99H ^^^ ^^^^ SINCE 1961

heSoundCompan
SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave of the X 736-3626

Mon , Thur & Fri fo 9, Tues ,
Wed & Saf to 530

CHICOPEE Foirf.eld Moll near Coldors 593-5330

Open Every Evening til 9 30 P M Op«n Swndoy 12-5 P.M.

I

AMHERST 201 N Pleosont Street 256-0744
^^on

,
Tue'. Wed 11 7 Thu.-- & Fm. 11 8. Sot 10 5:30
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The buck starts

with programs

here at UMass
By JIM WAS
Collegian Staff

As the semester begins, a student's immediate future,

until the summer months, is certain. For those students

with a declared major, their future, until graduation

anyhow, is generally planned.

But what ab<jut after graduation?

It is quite easy to get caught up in the diverse microcosm

that is the I'niversity of Massachusetts and not plan for

one's future in the real world. P'or students with or

Regardless ofhow close one might he to graduating,

the time to start planning for a future in the real

world IS NOW.

without a specific major, and regardless of how close one

might be to graduating, the time to .start planning for a

future in the'real' world is NOW.
Beginning this process is not nearly as difficult as one

might suspect. All one need do is take advantage of the

counseling, guidance, and placement services provided by

the University for students, all of which are free of charge.

For those students undecided on either a major or a

career, a visit to the Counseling and Career Development

Office, located at 123 Berkshire House, is recommended.

The office is staffed by several state-licensed

psychologists, who are specially trained to counsel

undecided students. Career, academic, and personal

counseling are among the services offered. Special

workshops for students with undeclared majors will be of-

fered in the spring. Any interested student should either

visit the office or call 545-0333.

Students who are certain of their major but would like to

add some work related experience to their education have

two options, the most popular of which is an internship.

An internship is a part-time or full-time job for which up

to fifteen graded, academic credits can be received. The

job is related to a student's major and may ite either paid

or unpaid. Internships are arranged through and by the

Internship Office, which has been quite successful, placing

about six hundred and fifty students per year in jobs

related to their major, on a local, national, and interna-

tional level. Interested students should either visit the In-

ternship Office at room 16, Curry Hicks, or call 545-0727.

Another way of gaining work experience related to

one's major, and being paid for it, is through cooperative

education. The Cooperative Education Program at UMass
is relatively new, and places about one hundred students

per year in either professional or pre-professional posi-

tions, which related specifically to a student's career goals

or major.

Co-op jobs, which range in duration from a summer to

several semesters, are not only a valuable learning ex-

perience, but are also a very feasible way of financing a

college education. A Cooperative Education Job Fair,

sponsored by the Office For Cooperative Education, will

be held in the Campus Center on Wed., Feb. 15. In-

terested students should contact the office at 1 10 Thomp-
son Hall, 545-2597.

For students certain of their major, and interested in ob-

taining a full-time job suited to their major upon gradua-

tion, a trip to the Placement Office is essential. Among the

services offered are resume development workshops, in-

terviewing techniques and strategies, on campus inter-

views with prospective employers, job referral and job

search.

The latter is a recent addition to the services offered,

having previously been available only through privately

operated, fee-based, job search agencies. The Placement

Office is open to all students and is located in room 102.

Hampshire House (545-2224).
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COMPUTER WHIZ — An unidentified student familiarizes herself with the Plato system of

computers.

Computers integral to UMass
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

Steadily, computers at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst have become indispensable

tools of students, faculty, and administrators and the

trend will continue, school officials said.

Between 8000 and 9000 UMass students are active

users of computers at UMass, said Conrad Wogrin,

director of the University Computing Center at UMass.

In the future, more students may use computers when
teachers implement the machine as a teaching aide, he

said.

The use of computers as teaching aides is in the

developmental stage at UMass. Last semester, for

example, quizzes in an introductory chemistry course

were administered via computers, said Carol MacKnight,

director of the PLATO system at UMass .

The response of the 55 students who took the course,

chemistry 113, was generally favorable, said Roberta

Day, associate professor of chemistry, who taught the

course. Although some problems arose because the

system was being used for the first time, Day said, she

plans to use the PLATO system in her class this

semester. Day expects science professors eventually will

use computers more extensively in their own courses.

"It's just a very natural direction for us to go," she said.

MacKnight said that by next fall, 2000 chemistry

students may be using computers in their courses.

But using the computer isn't limited to the sciences,

MacKnight said. Last semester, 20 to 50 students were

required to use the PLATO system in an introductory

French course. Most of the students found the exercises

they completed on the computer to be beneficial, she

said, adding "by next fall or spring we hope to have 1500

students" using the PLATO system as a part of their

language courses.

Even students who never lay a hand on a computer

keyboard are effected by computers at UMass.

The UMass Data Process Center, located in Whitmore

Administration Building, keeps track of accounting and

finance, including weekly personnel payroll. Further, it

keeps track of student business such as registration,

admissions, and housing, said Martin A. Smith, Director

of the Data Process Center. "Every major ad

ministrative department is automated in some form," he

said.

The administratin has used computers since the early

60's, Smith said. Since then, the expansion of computer

usage has been "Phenomenal", he said, adding "it's

difficult for us to keep up with demand" for computer

time.

Watch far Camden Pierce's upcoming series on com-

puters on campus.

Lift spirits, weights at the same time
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

You've been slipping on ice and slogging through snow

for weeks now. and Spring Break seems about as far away

as the year 2.000.

But don't despair. There are quite a few effective

remedies to lift your spirits, and some of them are good

work outs.

There are plenty of facilities right here at UMass that

can give you a skinny waistline without a skinny wallet.

How about doing a few laps in one of the University's

three pools? N.O.P.E.. Boyden, and Curry Hicks are

available for the flash of a valid I.D.

There are lots of ways for landlubbers to stay in shape,

too. Try stopping into one of the weight rooms, or
swinging at a ball on one of the University's raquetball or

squash courts. Courts can be reserved on weekdays, 24
hours in advance, in the Intramurals Office in 215 Boyden.
On weekends, it's first come, first serve, so be sure to get

there early.

Students are also entitled to a locker, a towel, and a

change of clothes, including socks, a tee shirt, and shorts.

More information is available from the Athletics Office at

545-2342. That certainly makes it tough to come up with

an excuse not to exercise, doesn't it?

And if you're one of those people who actually needs to

pay money in order to become motivated to move, Umass

Continued on page 6A.

Twenties needn't be hazardous to health
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Women and men in their 20s are not as immune to

illnesses, injuries, and even death as some might think

they are.

"The early 20s are the risk taking years— years of

driving fast, drinking hard, indiscriminate sex. smoking,

drug use and getting into trouble." says Earl Ubell.

whose recent article. "How to Live Longer At Any Age."

appeared in Parade Magazine last month.

According to the article, of the people who die in their

20s. only one out of five die of natural causes. Car ac

cidents. homicide and suicide claim thej. lives of ap

proximately 50.000 young people evecy.y*ar.

Bonnie Strickland, former chair of the University of

Massachusetts psychology department who is studying

gender differences in health care, says more men than

women die from these three leading causes of death

among young people.

"Men probably drink more, drive later at night and

engage in more dangerous phsyical activities, like

hunting, than women do. she said.

Men also have a higher rate of suicide than women.

Women attempt suicide more often than men, but, in

general, women do not succeed. Strickland suggests this

is most likely because women often use reversible suicide

methods, such as sleeping pills, while men tend to use

irreversible methods, like jumping off buildings.

Ubell suggests that people in their 20s are better able

to change poor eating and living habits than people in

their 30s.

"In each following decade, changing your eating habits

and exercise patterns becomes progressively difficult."

According to Ubell, by age 30 there is a downward
trend in health, including conditions of the heart, lungs

and body metabolism. Both men and women experience

weight gain in their 30s; men because of lack of exercise

and most women because of childbearing.

Help Hotlines

COCAINE HOTLINE 1-800-COCAINE

ANOREXIA OR BULEMIA AN AS 259-9767

RAPE CRISIS: EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER 545-0883

EMERGENCY RAPE 545-2677

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 545-2337 OR 549-2671

OFFICE OF HANDICAPPED STUDENT AFFAIRS545-0892

OR 545-0665

PROBLEM PREGNANCY COUNSELIN(; UMASS HEALTH
SERVICES 549-2671

GAY COUNSELING COLLECTIVE 545-2645

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 732-9283

Many people predicted that women entering certain

high pressure professions would begin to develop stress

symptoms equivalent to men in the same professions.

But, Strickland said, "recent studies showed that

women in clerical jobs with low support systems suffer

from higher rates of stress related heart disease than
women who hold executive positions."

Elections stir issues, candidates, and (hopefidly) voters

JacksonandMcGovem
to speak on campus
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

Political activism promises to run rampant at the

University of Massachusetts this spring with the upcoming

presidential election and student organizations' efforts to

inform the public on issues and candidates.

These attempts will become visible this week when
former Sen. George McGovern and Rev. Jesse Jackson,

two of the Democratic Presidential candidates, speak on

campus.
An extensive voter registration drive, national as well as

on campus, is also underway at UMass.

"Getting people to register is the important first step in

getting them to vote," said Kurt Norwood of Commuter

Area Government, a member of the multi-organization

coalition on campus sponsoring the event.

"By locating the registration tables at various places on

campus, such as the dining commons and the Whitmore

Administration Building as well as the campus center, we
will reach a lot of people."

The campus effort is part of a national focus on getting

people to vote.

"It's an important year to bring people together," said

Rich McClintock, campus organizer for the UMass public

interest research group (UMassPIRG), Pirg's nation-wide

voter registration efforts include the linking together of

student governments and campus news editors to initiate

campus drives.

McClintock is actively preparing for a national voter

registration conference in Boston.

The presidential candidates have been invited to attend

the event, which runs Feb. 10 to Feb. 12, McClintok said.

"Once people are registered to vote, there will be a

tendency for them to become educated on the issues,"

McClintock said.

"We are the most educated generation ever, but we need

more power," Norwood said, "Half of our generation is not

yet registered."

UMassPIRG is also part of lobbying efforts calling for

legislation setting a state-wide cap on sulpher emissions,

the main cause of acid rain, and a 50 percent reduction

nationwide.

"Acid rain will be the environmental issue of the

presidential election because of its national perspective,"

McClintock said, "But hazardous waste is very important

on the statewide level."

"It's one thing to have acid water." he said, "quite

another to have no water." Some sUte water supplies

have already been contaminated," he said.

"We are beginning to see a sharpening of state and

national issues with the election and the recent opening of

(Sen. Paul) Tsongas's (D-Mass) seat." said Joel Weissmann

of the Student Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy, "There are a lot of disenchanted voters,

especially in this area."

McGovern, the South Dakota man who is running

"becau.se he doesn't like what any of the other candidates

are saying," will be at the Student Union Ballroom

Wednesday Feb. 1 at 7:30 p.m.

Jackson will speak in the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. as

not only a presidential candidate, but as keynote speaker

for the kickoff of Black History month. The speech will be

broadcast over WMUA. 91.1 FM. and transmitted to video

screens in the Campus Center Auditorium.

But if the other five candidates don't make it to campus,

the Student Government Association Public Policy

Committee will be publishing an informational pamphlet on

the candidates and the issues, Norwood said.

Years of service provide * island ofwarmth

'

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

He was very sorry, he said, about having so little time to

talk in between fundraising efforts and a trip to Boston.

But Father Joseph Quigley of the Newman Center at the

University of Massachusetts was calm and unhurried,

despite the seeming whirlwind around him, as he

reminisced last month about his 28 years in the priesthood.

24 of which have been at UMass.

"I was very shaky when I came here," he said. "I felt

very naked, in a way. I felt inadequate — not that I'm very

adequate now!"

Jokingly describing himself as "paunchy and bald and

( ollfrn«" photo bv I)r»w Ofitr

HELPING HAND - Father Quigley has been

on campus for years benefiting the UMass com-

munity in any way he feels he cun.

beaten by life," the 60 year-old "lace curtain Irish" man

from Marblehead and Ware served in Italy as a radio

operator during World War II.

Quigley. who spent a year in the pre med program at

American International College in Springfield before

hostiUties broke out, earned a bachelor's degree in

business from Fordham University, "the only name college

I could get into, " in 1950. He then attended Boston

College's Delayed Vocation School and Saint John's

Seminary, and was ordained in 1956.

He came to Amherst's Saint Brigid's Church in 1960.

after serving briefly in Saint Mary's Church, Westfield.

Quigley was with the Newman Center when it opened m
1963.

"The '60s were terrifically unsettling. Young men and

women were very angry. They were disenchanted by

what had been done by their forebears," he said. "They

wanted to burn down things here on the UMass campus."

Classes were suspended as a result of the "emotional

explosion," Quigley said.

The 1970s, he said, were a "cooling-off period m which

students "wanted to work within the establishment.

"

Quigley sees the 1980s as being "entirely different," he

said.
"A student today wants to get ahead and get a good job.

He's not as rebellious— at least you don't see it on the

surface.

"This is an epic age." Quigley said. "Some people caU it

schizophrenia, but its more of a growing up."

The priest said the maturity of young people today is

characterized by a wilUngness to make their own decisions

and to Uke responsibility for themselves. The Church can

be a key source of information when decision-making, he

said.

"The Church has been in business a long time, and

shouldn't be ignored, although other sources of information

should be explored." he said, adding, "Not every priest

feels that way."

"There's a scarcity of heart people, people with com-'

passion," he said, adding that the Newman Center,

although it is not open around the clock, tries to alleviate

that problem by giving students a place to go.

"We try to be an island of warmth," he said.

Campus awareness

needs improvement
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

School began a week later last semester to let Jewish

people celebrate their new year, Rosh Hashana. Yet

when a student tried to garnish the dorm tree with a Star

of David this past Christmas, another donned a swastica

arm band and burned the star.

Contradictions of this type perplex Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter, of Hillel at the University of Massachusetts,

as to the status of anti semitism on campus.

"I'd like to think of Hillel as a Jewish Community

center." Perlmutter said, adding that too much talk of

anti- semitism associates the center with oppression. The

center, housed in Student Union Building room 302, does

provide personal counseUng and other services to combat

anti semitism. but it also plans cultural, socuil and

religious events.
• ^u-

"We're planning a sleigh ride and an arts festival this

month," he said, "and events are open to the public."

But Hillel does pay special attention to Jewish issues.

"We are part of a Jewish awareness and anti semitism

task force and involved in a National lobby effort to help

Jews in Russia. Once they apply to leave the country,

they lose everything and are just stuck there,

Perlmutter said.

Perlmutter feels the general open atmosphere towards

Jewish people is much more positive than in the past, but

that cannot conclude that attitudes have changed or

anything greatly different has happened in the way Jews

are treated.

"I see different kinds of anti-semitism." he said, hate

of the Jewish image, and political hate.

ImpressionisticaUy, there are fewer swasticas painted on

doors; politically, maybe there's been a change in the

system.'

A nationwide trend towards the decline of anti Semitic

incidents, as indicated by a recent audit, is not pertinent

to anti-semitism at UMass. Perlmutter said.

Continued on pagr HA.
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a service of the Dean of Students Office

Bottle bill cleans streets

but inconveniences some
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

One need only look at the landscape

across the state to determine that the year

old bottle law is doing the job it was in-

tended to do— reduce litter.

"The law has cut litter by 30 to 35 per-

cent, and 80 to 90 percent of all containers

are returned to bottlers," said Rich Han-

nigan of the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MassPIRG), the lobby

group responsible for the bill becoming law.

MassPIRG feels confident the state has

accepted the legislation.> III I iHiMj..,i.i.i. i ...i.i.i.i.i.'>.'.-. J. '....*.•/
'

.•!

It 's a chore, but we 're

dealing with it fine.

— Kelly Crutch, Delanos

"If the bottle industry wanted to gel nd

of the law, the first year would be the prime

time to draft legislation," Hannigan said.

"Nobody has."

And although area residents and mer-

chants found the change an inconvenience,

people are getting used to saving, storing

and returning bottles and cans.

"Our apartment tries to return empties

fairly regularly, to avoid smell and mess,"

University of Massachusetts student Lynn

Hutton said. "It look some time to gel used

to it, but now it's second nature."

Not every consumer is that organized,

however, said the manager of Russells

Liquors in Amherst who wished to remain

anonymous.

"We see a lot of abuse— different brands,

out-of state bottles, dirty, half full bottles."

he said. "I have found dead mice type

animals in some bags (of empties)."

Under the law, stores do not have to

accept empties of brands they do not sell,

but often do so.

"We would rather absorb the loss than

deal with angry customers," a represen-

tative from Stop and Shop supermarket in

Hadley said. These bottles are then thrown
out, making them eligible to be returned

again, she said.

In spite of snags of this type, the

situation is being adapted to. "We had no

choice," said Russells, "but the customers

are catching on and becoming more
organized," he said.

Stop and Shop, which was remodeled

over the summer, has plenty of storage

space, but this isn't the case with all

supermarkets, the representative said.

Delano's Restaurant has a two-for-one

beer happy hour, so bottles accumulate

quickly, said Kelly Crutch, general

manager.
"We have anywhere from 50 to 200 cases

at any given time," she said. "It's a chore,

but we're dealing with it fine."

Beer and soda prices did go up during the

first year, but all sources agreed the

market did not decrease.

.•\dditionally, they noted a "trade and

buy " trend. "Up to 85 percent of the bottle

receipts given out are used at that time,"

Stop and Shop said.

"The bottles and cans are great to have

around when we run out of beer money,"

UMass student Ted Babbick said. "But the

cases thai have become our kitchen decor

make the place smell like a brewery," he

said.

Management seems concerned about the

potentially unsanitary empties. "We had a

lot of bugs over the summer," Russells

Liquor said, "Which we don't want."

Stop and Shop agreed that the warmer

weather summer brings creates unsanitary

conditions in storage rooms.

"We haven't heard horror stories on the

condition of storage spaces," Hannigan

said, adding that MassPIRG has not yet

studied the situation.

( iillcKiitn photo h> Urrv, 0|{ipr

STOP & REDEEM — Cashier Shaun Jorden tosses a returned bottle

into the appropriate storage bin at Stop & Shop supermarket, Hadley.

irHillel-
Contuiuf'd from page SA.

The 670 total incidents recorded in 1983,

a 19 percent decline over the previous year,

addressed vandalism and attacks against

Jewish institutions.

"UMass has never reached that per

spective," Perlmutter said. "We've never

had our office vandalized. We have had

swastikas," he said.

The study was released this January by

the Anti Defamation league of B'nai B'rith.

Based on data collected from regional of-

fices across the nation, it also noted a 41

percent decline in assaults against in-

dividual Jews.

"There is more to anti-semitism than

such incidents— there are opinions and

stereotypes," Perlmutter said. "I don't

know if attitudes have changed.

"

DONT BE LEFT OUT
IN THE COLD. . .

COME IN NOW TO BOOK
YOUR SPRING BREAK TRIP

Campus Center (2nd floor)

U of Mass Amherst 01003

546-0600

IIUilt||IIIHi||aHI«|||ltlHi|tlHINlitllllHl|||HIHHHilNillHlH*nt^

Amherst Chiropractic

Health Center

N>

Many Olympic and Professional athletes utilize

chiropractic care to improve

performance and overall health. Do you?

by appointment only - Call 256-6700

Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C.

190 University Drive at Rte. 9 (on the busline)

lIlNtHltallilNt^^

BEDSPREADS

WALL HANGINGS
LAMPS

BAMBOO WINDOW SHADES

RUGS

RECORD CRATE KITS

PRINTS

^ip^ A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open X)-6. Moa-Sat
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• Workout
Continued from page 2A.

has

something for you. too. Body Shops are

located in both NOPE and Boyden gym-

nasiums, and are available to students on a

semesterly basis. Orchard Hill residents

will be able to pump iron in the Orchard Hill

Fitness Club, in Webster Dormitory, as if

climbing up that hill a few times daily

weren't enough exercise for a human being.

tor those people who are really fed up

with the llniversity and need to get away
from the campus, Hampshire Fitness

Center on Gatehouse Road. Amherst, offers

use of Nautilus equipment, an Olympic size

indoor pool, tennis courts, saunas, and a

Jacuzzi whirlpool at special student rates.

Its right on the P.V.T.A. bus route, too.

which is a plus for students without

"wheels."

If you prefer to dance the blues away,

Jazzercise in the Hampshire Mall, Route 9,

Hadley, is also on the bus route, and will

have you sweating and smiling for only

$2.50 a work-out. So get out those Flash-

dance sweatshirts and get moving!

After you've flexed those muscles and

gotten all the tension out of your system,

why not treat yourself to a leisurely time-

out in one of the Valley's hot tubs? Utopia

Spas on University Drive, Amherst lets you

soak to your own music, and has plenty of

specials. Get in touch with them at 253-

7727.

If Northampton is clo.ser to home, check

out East Heaven Tub Company, and try

their rooftop tub oce the weather warms

up. Call 586-6843 for reservations.

And whatever you do, hang in there. It

won't be long before Fort Lauderdale is

right around the corner.

Fhoto rourteiiv of the Newi Bureau

BODY SHOP — UMass Exercise science professors display the

hydraulic fitness machine.

_\ V -^v

TAILORS

JIouB^eof ^Hafal^
IMHORTTRS

hnni
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The finest in Mens and Womens
clothing and furnishings

since 1902

SEMI -ANNUAL

WINTER

SALE
STARTS TOMORROW

FEBRUARY 1

ALL SALES CASH, VISA, M/C, AMEX ONLY

ifiiiuiic nf IDaliih. Inr

^tnlirrBt, «+1,ir'Uthu8fii6

starting

February 6th. . .

Professionally taught

DANCE CLASSES
P^or Adults

Beg. Ballet

Men. 7:30

Inter. Jazz

Tues. 7:00

Inter. Modern
Tues. 8:00

Inter. Ballet

Thurs. 6:30

Beg. Jazz Fri. 3:30

Ten-Week
Courses $50

Phone 549-1555

THE AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm
across

E. Pleasant St.

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-3534

ENJOY
GETTING IN
SHAPE

•:•:•:•:•:•

FOHO
i SHAMPOO
I

7oz.

j $1.59
j reg. $2.75

WELLA BALSAM
CONDITIONER

16 oz.

$1.44
reg. $2.19

>•...•.•.•.•.

Murine
Plus^

I
i*S:\

{MURINE PLUS
j 0.5 oz.

! $1.33

:.::Hi=i_
^^r:s

I reg. $2.35

ONE-A-DAY
MAXIMUM
FORMULA

60 tablets

$3.69
reg. $6.05

I ^m ^m ^

'..-•..-..•-•.

• • • • • "-•-'I rrHT !.• ^

Pond s

CREAM a^

COCOA

I

BUTTER
I

8oz. 5

$1.33
reg. $2.29 !

What makes Gloria

Stevens ' new 4-Phasc
Fitness Program

special!^

It's fun, and It gets

results.

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

weeks
only

Vf'

I

]• AEROBICS

2. WEIGHT
TRAINING

3. FLEXIBILITY

4. NUTRITION

STRI-DEX
I

Medicated Padsj
75 count .

$1.79
reg. $3.15

^i^.lfe^iHampshire Mali

.
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From Ye 01' to the Seven O's, they've got the beer
By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

The flavor of Ye 01 Watering Hole in

Northampton is unmistakable. The 3,000

plus beer can decor and various artifacts

provide a visual feast while the daily soup

special often reads 'vennison stew.'

"We'll serve the stew whenever one of

our regulars brings in a piece of meat,"

owner Al Drew said. In fact, bartender

Mark Chase's wife recently shot an eight

point buck, we learned when visiting the

bar.

Drew has been collecting and trading

beer cans for eight years. His collection, a

world wide selection, each different, is the

largest on display in the northeast. Last
month Drew and his bar appeared on
Evening Magazine.

The bar sponsors and endorses the
Jimmy Fund and Muscular Dystrophy fund
drives, as verified by the pictures of Drew
with former Red Sox Carl Yastrezmski.
"We have a local type crowd, 98 percent

regulars," Drew said. "We get some
students, but not in the same proportions as

other places," he said.

An extra large TV screen is turned to

MTV most of the time, but "if the majority
wants to watch something else, we oblige,"

Drew said, "We aim to please."

Charlies in Amherst is another area night
spot with its own atmosphere.

"We're a comfortable place to eat and

drink for a wide cross section of people,

including many students, but the at-

mosphere is not super preppy," said

general manager Ron Hadge.

The New York style pizza (an NY chef

came to CharHes with the recipe) is a hit,

especially on Wednesday when a pie and

pitcher of domestic beer costs $4.95.

"We often give out pizza during our

happy hours (two for one Monday through

Friday, 3 p.m. to6p.m.), Hadge said.

"We're a cool, laid back place," he said,

"We take care of our regulars."

Mike's Westview Cafe, also in Amherst,

has a solid reputation among students for

its Friday night all-you-can eat buffet, if not

its sports minded atmosphere.

Mike's owner Joe Dinatale notices a local

crowd during the day and students at night.

"But anybody comes in, students, faculty

and locals," he said.

The daily 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. happy hour
peaks on Friday with the huge smorgasbord
that has become somewhat of a tradition

among UMass students. During the week,
Mike's cuisine hits the road with 'Mike's

Munchies on Wheels.' a food van
frequenting area shops and construction

areas, and UMass residential areas.

And for those wanting a final beer after

closing, the Seven O's in Sunderland is still

open to 2 p.m. on Fridays.

ojoba from head to toe.
shampoo, liath ( ii-I, Bath ( )il. lialh Si-cds and a Soothing C ream.

A compItU- raii^c- oljojoha toik'tiios lo niauh our iniinitahic loilft soajr

lojoha (pronounced ho I lo ha) Irom Crahtrec t^- IacIviv

99 BOTTLES of beer on the wall. ..Bartender Mark Chase pours a pit-

cher or draft at Ye 01 Watering Hole, the largest displayed beer can col-

lection in the Northeast.

I
71 N. Pleasant St. Amhers

I
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 - 5:30

I Sat 10 - 5:00

1^ 253-9561

Crabtrcc 6 Evelyn
LONDON '

d^
.N^'
o

^i^^

^^'
.^^'

If you are an upperclassman or a

graduate student, we will train

you to discuss the financial

needs of your University

with its alumni.

%''^>

'0

WANT
YOU

Telefund will pay $4-6 an hour for your time

a few evenings a weelc. You will talk to

alumni from all walks of life, from every

type of profession about the

University Alumni Fund.

Telefund is located at Memorial Hall,

Stop in and pick up an application

or call us at 545-3509

if you have any questions.
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Catch the snow and excitement at |^,TOM

SKI BUDWEISER''
COLLEGE NIGHTS

EVERY THURSDAY:
• COLLEGE DISCOUNTS

• BUD GIVEAWAYS
• OUTDOOR PARTIES

• FREE BUS FROM UMASS

CONTACT
THE SKI CLUB

FOR MORE INFORMATION
545-3437

INTERSTATE 91 • EXIT 17A • HOLYOKE, MA • (413) 536-0416

Welcome Back UMass .

.

.

We're Ready To Go!!

papa Qino^

specials

• The more Pizzas you order,

the more you save . . .for

pick-up or eat-in

• Great for Pizza Piirties!

"college STLDEl\7DISCOl]lVrCOl3P01V
Jj^-iS^j^^^,

Student must show College Identification Card to get discount.

ROUNDiifMOTION^^ THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS ^
321 MAIN STREET- AMHERST MA 01002 « 253-0341

Quantity

Purchased

1 Pizza

2 Pizzas

Discount

10%
15%

Quantity

Puivhascd

3Pizzas

4Pizzas
OvcrSPizzas

Discount

20%
25%
30%

l^doa GinO^ Mts. Farms Mali a^-*a
*^K7*K Hadley, MA Call: 584-0220

Expires
3/18/84

Weekly
Auto Alarm

Cr'TCStopper Current &

motion sensing Passively

Arming $ 159.95
iN'iT ALLtU

16jvo"AM hM Cassette with

dolby & Metal Tape capability

Seporo'e Boss & Treble

Speakers
includeci

lQ-1200
RadarDetector$l39.'^

$199.95
iN-jTAttfof

Sound in Motion's

FREE INSTALLATION WEEK
with the purchase of any

car stereo system

Get The Installation Free

MiSS^PJ coupon g^^^ 5/11/841

M<tsi<!( chaige

^< *^C

m

INTERNS WANTED
Hillrop HeaItIi Club, a Mulri-FACETEd

FItness FAciliry in rkE ORchARd Hill REsidEN-

tIaI Area, is SEEkinq interns For tIie SpRiNq

SEMESTER.

Interns should possess:

KNowUdqE oF kolisTic kEAlTk issuES

KNowUdqE oF pniNciplES & pRACTicES

oF CARdioVASCulAR HtNESS

KNowUdqE oF WEiqliT TRAiNiwq skills

ANd EQUIPMENT

LEAdcRskip ANd oRqANizATioNAl skills

CoMplETE job dESCRipTiON & AppUcATiONS

AVAiUblE AT B 70 BAkER House, ORckARd
Hill REsidENTiAl Area.

Application deadline - Feb. 7, 1964

SAVE
on Paperbacks

over 30,000 now in stock

on all subjects

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP

Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

10-5:30 Mon-Fri

10-5 Sat 549-6052

12:30-5 Sun

Custom
Designed
Hairstyles
that only

look

expensive I

A| G'p.ii t»^if>:MtH)n'. vijull iea\*' with the style

Viiu had "' rnioil ,« d price vou itif^ .sford

SATISFAC TON GUARANTEED

SHAMPOO, PRECISION CUT
& BLOW DRY STYLING. . .

still only $12.50 ^^ ^'

Hampshire Mall

Hadley
Men. -Sat. mW
10-9:30 C
586-6182

IT

lins
^-^IClSKJiN HAlRaJTTERS

by Andy Gordon
Welcome back, sports fans. It's a whole new year of

movies and movie trends. Last year has come to a

thankful end and wrapping it up is more a burden than

anything else. The Screwbcdls/Joysticks/Getting It/Losing

It/Spring Break/Spring Fever movies replaced last year's

gore fests for the quickie audience and quality films were
sorely lacking all around. Choosing the year's 10 best is a

feat: 5 is more reasonable. The year had some good films,

notably T%e Dead Zone, Scarface, Trading Places, Bad
Boys and War Gaines, but I wouldn't feel right about put-

ting them on a year's best list. Here is my list:

The Big Chill — One of the best films of this or any
other recent year. The story of seven friends from the six-

ties mourning the death of an eighth, Alex — a metaphor

for the social commitment of that era — is funny, touching

and insightful. The film features excellent acting by

William Hurt and Jeff Goldblum among others and an

amazing script and directing job by Lawrence Kasdan.

With a fantastic soundtrack.

Tender Mercies — A beautifully understated film from

Australia's Bruce Beresford. Robert Duvall is a retired

country singer and Tess Harper the lonely young widow

he works for. The photography is stunning; so much so it

fets distracting.

,ocal Hero — Peter Riegert as a go-getting young ex-

ecutive sent to buy up a Scottish coastal village to turn in-

to an oil refinery. He, and we, are eventually won over to

the beauty of the area. What a great film. Bill Forsythe

{Gregory's Girl) directed this.

The Return of Martin Guerre — Well-done French

film with Gerard DePardieu as a man whose identity is in

question and Nathalie Baye as his wife who knows the

truth. Great courtroom scenes.

Silkwood — Meryl Streep is without question the

greatest actress working today. She's 180 degrees from

Sophie here and just as fascinating. Mike Nichols' film re-

mains true to the characters before the plot.

That out of the way, here is a mixed bag of questionable

achievement awards;

Most overrated film of the year: Flashdance. Paramount

took a great idea for a three minute music video and made
it a two hour movie instead. Lame idea, lame movie.

Though hugely successful, the film is pointless, plotless

and thoroughly implausible. Will Alex (played by Jennifer

Beals and Marine Jahan) make it into the Philadelphia

ballet by bopping around in strobe? Ask me if I care.

The Justin Henry tearjerker award to Huck Fox, the

younger son in Terms ofEndearment. The sight of a child

crying over the imminent loss of a parent is amazingly ef-

fective. Perhaps the single most effective image of Terms

'Trailers' choice for one of the year's best. The Big Chiltfeaiured fine acting by Mary Kay Place

and William Hurt in a very moving;, emotional picture.

and Kramer vs. Kramer.

The originality award to Clint Eastwood and the line,

"go ahead, make my day," from Sudden Impact. Clint

pounded this message down our throats twenty times a

day in commercials and coming attractions. Too bad it was

stolen from the wretched 1982 film Vice Squad (see trivia

question).

The Cheech and Chong dangerous drug award to both

William Hurt as the pensive dealer Nick in T/w Big Chill,

who in that film drinks, smokes, does coke, ludes and

Valium; and to Al Pacino, who at the end of Scarface in-

hales more coke than Southwest in five years. (Actually, it

was dextrose).

The p)erpetuation of an art award to Th£ Fez, an in-

dependent Canadian feature shot on location in Nantucket

last summer by a professional cast and crew; with 10 film

student interns from different Massachusetts schools

assisting; but serving only to teach the students (et moi)

how to make a racist, sexist, unfunny piece of crap. Look

presents

;f(CNi>

for it on HBO in March.

The "I forgot" award to Rodney Dangerfield, who

forgot to say or do anything funny in Easy Money; to Scott

Glen, who forgot to use diction in The Keep; to Francis

Ford Coppola, who forgot to buy color film for Rumble

Fish; and to John Landis, who forgot not to chop Vic Mor-

row's head off.

Most bizarre montage sequence: Karen (Diane Franklin)

having an abortion while Gary runs around town trying to

scrounge up money for it set to I12's / Will Follow - in

The Last American Virgin. What were the filmmakers

thinking?

Local Best Bets: Rear Windou) is at the Academy of

Music. Silkwood and the new Steve Martin film are at the

malls.

TRAILERS Trivia: Who played Ginger the hooker in

the 1982 film Vice Squad. No prize this week, just the

satisfaction of knowing you jwssess that knowledge.

As seen on

wth Syepiai gutst

tffOJJiVfi

Tickets available, at all datatix locatiais

at the FineArts Ceatei: SpnngtieW Cryic

Center and :>top i ^homfeW^
UMas5 Students: *rnL''

Public l^^^H^

WAaf6 ID. re([uiredwithstucfcnt tick

an5.botdes. cameras, or recording i
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Fine Arts Center
DIANA walkp:r leuck. sofkano
Friday. February 3

Ml'MMENSCHANZ, SWISS MIME &
MASK THEATER
Tuesday, February 7

(UJARNERI STRING QUARTET
Saturday, February 11

STEPHANIE CHASE, VIOLIN
Thursday, March 1

LES BALLET .lAZZ DE MONTREAL
Friday, March 9

JEAN-PIERRE RAMPAL. FLUTE
P>iday, March 30

PHILLIP JONES BRASS ENSEMBLE
Sunday, April 1

MURRAY LOUIS MODERN DANCE
COMPANY
Thursday, April 12

JOHNNY GRIFFIN. SAXOPHONE
CHICO FREEMAN, SAXOPHONE
Friday, April 27

JUDY COLLINS
Saturday. May 12

Seating in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall will l)e^nn thirty minutes prior to

performance time. The Fine Arts Center l)ox office is located at the main entrance

to the Concert Hall. Box Office hours are Monday-Friday 12 noon to 4 p.m. and one

hour More performances. Tickets will go on sale at the Ikix office for each event

three weeks In'fttre the performance date.

Fi'f nittre information, call .')4.'')-2iil 1.

SPECIALEVENTS
FACULTY CHAMBER MUSK
SERIES IN BOSTON
February IH. H p.m.

March li. H p.m.

April 1, H p.m

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
SCHOLARSHIP AUDITIONS
March 3

April 7

April 2H

J<.nian Hall at New En^'hmd Conservatory Contact I Mass Music Department

NEW ENGLAND YOUNC.
PERFORMERS COMPETITION FOK
WOODWINDS. BRASS AND
PERCUSSION

I March 10. all day
' Music Department. FA('

I

NEW EMJLAND YOUNC
PERFORMERS COMPETITION
FOR STRINGS
April 14, all day

Music Department. FAC

NEW EN(;LAND SAXOPHONE
SYMPOSIUM
May 5, all day
Music Department, P^AC

There will l)e an entrance or admission fee charged for all concerts and recitals

listed above. For further information regarding these events, call the Music Office at

.=^45-2227.

V.

Soprano
D i a n a
Walker
Leuck will

ope7i

the Fine Arts
Centers' Spr-

ing

19 Hit season

ivith a con-

cert

at S f).ni. on

Frh. ,i.

The dapper-looking^ Guarneri String Quartet (above) will appear at

the Fine Arts Center on Feb. 11.

Five College Theater

Smith College

RASHOMON
PVbruary 17, 18. 24, 25

Theater 14. Northampton

TAKfJN IN MARRIAGE
March 8-10

Hallie P'lanagan Studio Theater.

Northampton

WOYKNCI
April 1.3. 14. 19-21. 26-28

Hallie Flanagan Studio Theater.

Northampton

Tickets for Amherst College productions are $4.00 for the general public and

$2.00 for students and senior citizens. For reservations and further information, call

542-2277.

Amherst College

THREEPENNY OPERA
February 3-5,9-11

Kirbv Theater. Amherst

THREE ONE-ACT PLA YS
FROM THE'SOh:

"Waiting For Lefty"

"Pullman Car Hiawatha"
third play to be announced

Kirbv Theater, Amherst

Tickets for Smith College productions are $4.00 for the general public and $2.00

for students and senior citizens. For reservations and further information, call

584-2700.

University Ensemble
RAND THEATER

•TISA Pin' SHE S A WHORE
bv J(»hn Ford

March 8-10, 14-17

OF MICE AM ^ MEN
by .lohn Steinl)eck

May 3-5. 9-12

CURTAIN THEATER

LORCA: POET IN NEW YORK
February 21-25

A LOVELY SUNDAY FOR CREVE COEVR
by Tennessee Williams

April 3-7

FIFTH OF JULY
by Lanford Wilson

April 11-14

Tickets for Rand Theater productions are $4.00 for the general public and $3.00

for students and senior citizens.

Tickets for Curtain Theater productions are $3.00 for the general public and $2.00

for students and senior citizens.

Tickets and season subscriptions for University En.semble productions are new be-

ing handled by the Fine Arts Center Box office. It is open weekdays from 10:00 a.m.

to 4:00 p.m. For more information call .545-3511.

ARTSAT AGLANCE
.•-•-•-•-•.•.•..-•-•.•-•-•.•-'.•.•-•-•.•.'-•-•-•.•.•.•.•.•.*.'

Department

ofMusic

and Dance
DAVID SPORNY. TROMBONE
Wednesday, February 1

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

JON HUMPHREY. TENOR
JOANNE TANNER. FLUTE
Sunday, February 5

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

LYNN LKOCKM. SAXOPHONE
Wednesday, February

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FACULTY CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
Sunday, February 12

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

JEFF HOLMES. TRUMPET & PIANO
Wednesday, February 15

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

CHAMBER MUSIC WITH OBE
Wednesday. February 22

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

ESTELA OLEVSKY. PIANO
JULIAN OLEVSKY. VIOLIN
LEOPOLD TERASPULSKY, CELLO
Sunday, February 26

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

BRASS CHOIR. WIND ENSEMBLE AND
SYMPHONY BAND
Wednesday, February 29

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

JAZZ SHOWCASE
Wednesday. March 7

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

THE WILLIAMS TRIO

Sunday, March 11; 3 p.m.

Bezanson Recital Hall. FAC

FIVE COLLEGE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Monday, March 12

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

FACULTY CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
Tuesday, March 13

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

CHAMBER WINDS
Tuesday, April 3

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET
Wednesday, April 4

Bezanson Recital Hall. FAC

CHAMBER CHOIR
Wednesday, April 11

Bowker Auditorium. Stockbridge Hall

MICHAEL SUSSMAN. CLARINET
Wednesday, April 25

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FIVE COLLEGE CHAMBER SOLOISTS

Thursday, April 26

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

CONCERT BAND
Sunday. Apri 29

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

FACULTY BRASS QUINTET
Sunday. April 29

Bezanson Recital Hall. FAC

JAZZ ENSEMBLE I

Wednesday, May 2

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

•.•.•-•.•-•-•-•.•.•-•
•-•-•-•.•.••V

•"••••• • • • •

>•••«•«

UNIONPROGRAM COUNCIL
THE STRAY CATS
Friday, February 6

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

UB40
Wednesday, March 14

Student Union Ballroom

UPCOMIN(;:
Solos and Duos Jazz series

Black Musician Month

For ticket information call UPC at .54.5-2892. See UPC

story in today's first section.

THIRDWORLDTHEATER
PROUD PAINT YOUR FACE ON THE
DROWING IN THE RIVER
February 11

Bowker AudiU.rium, Stockbridge Hall

ARROW THAT KILLS WITH LOVE

TSUNDAY VISIT WITH GREATGRANDFATHER
March 10

Bowker Auditorium, St(K-kbridge Hall

GULLAH
April 5-7. 12-14

Hampden Theater, Southwest

All Third World Theater Series presentations l.gin at 8 p.m^Tickets are $3.00 for the genera, public and $2.00

fofstudents. For reservations and further information, call 545-0190.

LEOPOLD TERASPULSKY, CELLO

Thursday. May 3

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

BRASS CHOIR. WIND ENSEMBLE
AND SYMPHONY BAND
Friday. May 4

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

FIVE COLLEGE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Saturday, May 5

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

YOUTH WIND ENSEMBLE
Sunday. May 6; 3 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium, Stockl|fidge Hall

NADINE SHANK, PIANO
Sunday, May 6

Bezanson Recital Hall. FAC

VOCAL JAZZ AND AFRO AMERICAN MUSIC EN-

SEMBLE
Monday, May 7

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL CONCERT OF MUSIC
FOR PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
Wednesday, May 9

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

CHAPEL JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Thursday, May 10

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

OPERA WORKSHOP
Saturday, May 12

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

CHORALE AND CHORAL UNION

Sunday, May 13

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbnge Hall

Th, Snrin^ Recital and Concert Series is presented by the faculty and student ensembles of the IVpartrnent of Mus,c and Uance at

UMa^sAlTreciS^and concerts listed above are free of charge and begin at 8 p.m. unless otherw.se noted.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
2 Days Only

selling At Th*

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley -A^-

HOTEL -^cp^

-^ TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $55.
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00 '^'^S;^,

FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00

Be Early For Berselecon FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used m this motel, every piece .s brand new, factory

sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection. Bring your car,

trud o'statrn wagor,' We will load for you. SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CARRY

1 pnn-7pm Thurs. Feb. 2 10 am - 3 pm

leather Workboots

That take the Competition Seriously

Req S35 99

Now $27.

Reg $34 99

Now $27.

Be a top contender Meet the challenge

in Olympian's leather boots They're crafted for

style and durability of supple nubuck leather, extra soft

cushioned Cambrelle* insoles, long-wearing Goodyear welt construction

and oil resistant soles Olympian's leather boots are ready

to take on the toughest tasks And make it

easier for you In Men's sizes 7-12

Sale ends February 11, 1 984

U/e thriveoncompetition. f>
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

CA

REPLACE YOUR LOST OR

DAMAGED CONTACT LENSES

Bausch & Lomb ^OK
orAOSoft VfcW.

Price of other brands on request

We need your contact lens

prescription and will have

your lens in 2-3 days.

Norman Spencer MD
170 University Dr.

256-8561

ri AT STCCEL
ARE YOU 18?

We're Vermont's Largest Nightclub

offering

The Area's Greatest Entertainnnent

Three Levels, Two Bars, Deli

Join the FLAT STREET Fannily

only 35 minutes from Northampton

positive I.D. required

17 Flat St. Brattleboro, VT

Vt drinking age 18 (802)254-825

v\

Every Tuesday
IS

Ladies Nite
at

From 4:00 -10:00 p.m.

Draft Beers

Domestic Bottled Beers

Most Other Drinks

$.50

$1.00

$1.00

TJ 's located

1 Bridge Street

Northampton. MA 01060

(413)586-1726

Open Daily 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m
mmmmmmmm^

SHOViCUSE
CmiMMIS

^ ^Ol-n'l 5 RIVEHDALE ROADL
\A/jESTSPRINOFIELD 733~SI31

BAnCSAHSI rVIATNMEE DAMLY FIRSTSMOW OIMI.V SS.50
dCDNTINUOUB f>CnFOnfVUUMCaS BATUOOAV, BurgCUkV ANO MOCIOAVS

!J.TRIUMPHANT
FILM MAKING.'.:
- Shtila Bftuon lO.\ WCtUS TIMES

"There are sequences in this movie that

make your ia^ drop open out of genuine

amazement!' - oaru Ansen sewhuk

"...a scar>. exhilarating movie ..I found

it utterly fascinating..:'

- Krx KefJ Vf» YORk POST

"A unique chiller thriller - the most

absorbing and satisfying survival movie

- and appealing hero - in years!'

-JuMthlriil UOKrt

.-.<« ^'^-

NOW showing' >^

\|\(KlH\tti>U . (IUK11>M\HI|\ ^MIIK RKIW DKNMin
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new and used records

on two floors

the area's largest

selection of imports

Ip's and 46's

For 17 years the Best Pizza and Subs

in the Pioneer Valley"

BE/XjL s
RECORDS

weekly sales on Ip's, cassettes

and blank tapes

we now carry compact discs

586-5726 or 584-3130

213 MAIN STREET,
NORTHAMPTON. MA

X

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE

65 University Drive

Amherst, IVIass.

253-9051 549-1311

invites

Seniors 'of all Majors

fo sobmif fhe.r resumes for considerof.on for our

Execyf.ve Deve/opmenf Progrom. /f yoo are o

creohve .nd.v.doo/ w.fh proven obi/if.es and

och.evemenf who seeks chollenge and

exc.femenf, lord A Toy/or, Americo's leod.ng

fash.on spec.ol»y store, would /.ke »o see your resumiJ.

Resumes should be g.ven fo »he Plocemenf Service

no lofer fhon friday. February (0»h if you

„,sh fo be inferv.ewed on compus on lueidoy. March 6th.

U»^=!?^J
*COLLEGE

SPRING BREAK *84"

We'll Take You Where You

Want To Go!

BiiY ^nd Sell Used Btx)te

attt!eBookExclM!9i

Ft. Lauderdale

Sheraton Yankee

Trader $189.

Days Inn $119.

Bermuda

Complete Trip $289,

Daytona

Jet Tour $279.

Bus Tour $175.

Bahamas
Nassau: Complete

Trip $299.

Freeport: Complete
Trip $279.

For Information and Reservations Please Call

IRA 546-5422 ROB 546-1201

Qeva^f BooksofiTableaf Concourse

SaleCf3rkfeb.2^MnRni. ife5->^^

Qpori9oradl byfiamma^ma ^igiro

National 5ervi^ Sorority

Scarface holds no punches
SCARFACE
starring Al Pacino

directed by Brian de Palma

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

The latest effort from Al Pacino, a remake

of the 1932 film Scarface that starred Paul

Muni, offers no new ideas or insights into

the world of two-bit hoods, and their

avaricious rise to power. Handguns and

bootleg whiskey have given way to sub-

machine guns and cocaine, but the message

remains the same, "there's no stoppin' me, I

could go all the way to the top."

The story revolves around Tony Montana

(Al Pacino), who after being kicked out of

Cuba as a criminal during Fidel Castro's

social reform, comes to Miami in the late

1970's, in search of a better life, or as he

puts it, "I want what's coming to me." For

the next three hours, the viewer sees Tony

rise, stumble, and fall, brought down by

greed and the search for power that was his

reason for ascension in the first place. Just
before his bloody end, he is seen with
literally pounds of cocaine on his desk,
wired, confused, and out of control. Crime
doesn't pay - what else is new?

What makes this movie work is Brian De
Palma's brilliant direction, especially his

handling of the numerous scenes of

violence. Originally Scarface was given an

"X" rating for its massacres and the con-

stant profanity. In one part of the film

Montana's wife (Michelle Pfeiffer) yells,

"Fuck! Is that all you know how to say'.^"

After some heavy editing, the film received

an R, and what results is a mindbender of

visual assault. The violence abounds, it is a

part of Montana's world. But what makes
the viewer's stomach squirm, is what he

doesn't see. The best example of this is the

torturous chain-saw scene, in which

Montana is forced to watch his friend being

carved up in a shower stall. The audience

doesn't have to see the gore. Pacino's facial

expressions, coupled with the occasional

spray of blood are more than enough.

Other aspects of the film bear De Palma's

signature as well. His attention to detail

shows, for example, in the placing of a

picture of President Carter on the im-

migration office wall. He also paints a

marvelously gaudy picture of heavily Cuban

populated Miami, complete with gold

Cadillac convertibles. The drug world itself

is shown as a dirty backstabbing en-

vironment. As the film progresses though,

it is not hard to deduce that Montana can

double cross just so many people before he

gets what is really coming to him.

Even with the predictable script, the film

is a worthwhile experience, for De Palma's

direction and Pacino's artful portrayal of a

bad man gone worse. He takes the

character of Montana all the way from a

street living foreigner to a stuffed animal,

on another planet via the snowball express.

The film constantly treads the thin line of

emotions, that of total disgust for the

gangland code of ethics, and the thrill of the

power these warlords possess, complete

with all the trimmings, beautiful women,

sunken golden bathtubs, and all the coke

one can snort.

Al Pacino stars as a "bad guy gone
worse" in Brian De Palma's riveting

remake of Scarface.

2.

GREAT
IDEAS!
CUMQUE'S THREE-STEP, THREE-MINUTE CLEANSING SYSTEM

Because good looks start with healttiy-looking skin!

The system: 1. Soap-mild or extra strength to

cleanse your skin... 2. Lotion -in strengths 1. 2.

or 3 to deflake. clarify & polish your skin...

3. Moisturizer-to replenish natural oils,

keep your skin soft and young-looking!

YOUR LATEST CLINIQUE BONUS- 'FULL OF IDEAS"

Yours at no charge whatsoever with any

Clinique purchase of 7.50 or more!

Special try-sizes of five beauty helps!

In each: Dramatically Different l^oistunzing

Lotion. (Jreaseless Body Lotion. Currant Stain

Semi-Lipstick. Honey Gloss Re-Moistunzing
"

Lipstick and Glossy Black Brush-On Mascara .

Yours with 7.50 purchase One bonus per customer

THE CLINIQUE COMPUTER Programmed by a

group of leading dermatologists, it asks

8 essential questions and analyzes the

answers to determine skin type and

the proper Clinique products and

procedures for your skin.

The Clinique Counter All Steiger Stores

ALL CLINIQUE PRODUCTS ARE
ALLERGY TESTED &

100% FRAGRANCE FREE
CLINIQUE
i^
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PERSONALIZED STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with Shampoo
and Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 2/29/84 C

Please Call for an Appointment

Styles by Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610
.

CO

g
<
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TUESDAY

ALL DAY

2 for 1

ALL DRINKS

/ UNIVERSITY OFMASS.
I 1 ATAMHERST

FineArts "

Center
Concert
Hall

Second Fritm.

Intminafional

Ammtlcan Mul/c
Compmimon

Diana
Walker,
Soprano

WEDNESDAY
SPAGHETTI DAY -

All spaghetti dinners

include a

FREE glass of wine

or beer

HAPPY HOUR
3-6 and 10-closing

$1.25 bar drinks

$.60 drafts

2 for 1

on blender drinks

The Department of Dramatic Arts & Dance

ofAmherst College

presents

The Threepenny Opera
by Bertolt Brecht & Kurt Weill

Directed by Walter Houghton

February 3, 4, 5 February 9. 10, 1

1

Kirby Theater

8:00 P.M.

General Admission $4.00

Students & Senior Citizens $2.00

Box office hours 1-5 daily

Reservations: 542-2277

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 3. 8 PM
TICKETS; $5 00

A oMAJtviNma
m rm 'MiArn

numEN5CHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theatre

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7. 8 PM
TICKETS: $9. $7, $5

GUARNERI
STRinO

QUARTET

H

ilm

SPRING DKEAK '64

FT. LAUDEKDALE

THE BEST HOTELS

THE BEST FLIGHTS

THE BEST DUSES

ALL AT THE DEST

PRICES

UMoss Ski Club 6o«s Down

Coll 545-0407 for Info

WOHDS UAsrif

Of C 1AIHU9 MUSIC
rim0 Mogonnm B%

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9, $7

Five-College Students Half- Price

Tickets Available at Fine

Arts Center Box Office.

DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call

(4131 545-2511 or ^h ^^
1-800 243-4842 JMd ^W

LOOK FOR THESE GREAT FILMS

AT THE AMHERST CINEMA
THIS SPRING:

DOUBLE FEATURES..
ONLY $2.50

All That Jazz

Clockwork Orange

Fanny and Alexander

The Rear Window
The Lady Vanishes

and many more!

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
253-5426

111PIERCE'S
ART STORE

"'f^ VIST i
Ifii^' PltRCt S FOR m

Al L YOUR m
FlNt ARIS & m
GRAPHICS PI
SUPPLIES A t

196 MAIN ST. ^
NOKIHAMPION

584-1207

|i

=lr=J>i=Jf==Jr=Jf==lte=Jf==Jf==li4=Jr=Jf=«l«Jll^tell=Jf»^

iQ RACQUET
%^ and ^

/FITNESS CENTER
Sunbed $5. a visit

or 6 visits for $30. (you get 1 visit

KEEP A TAN OR JUST START ONE
Located on Rt. 116

Amherst/Sunderland Line

3 miles from UMass on Umass bus line

Call 549-4.^45

SPORTS
Volume CXIV, Issue 2 Tuesday, January 31, 1984

i»w^.:o:covovoT.>%v.:ox.>:o>rSy:viy!y:%y;%W:W^^^>;.K.NK«:.:.K'X«:'

INSIDE:
Men's hoop finds trouble on the road pg. 2

Women hoopsters confident and winning. . . . pg. 3

Alumni get money for UMass hockey rink pg. 5

Men and women swimmers train hard pg. 8

Massachusetts skiing gets underway Pg- 10

7 love ike school fUMass) and I love hockey.

'

John M. Riley

Class of '78'
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UMhas trouble on the road again
[Mass tops W, Virginia,

Hawkssneakaway
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Somewhere in the land is the secret formula for winning

basketball games on the road. Tony the Tiger doesn't have

that formula but if anyone knows where it is, coach Ron

Gerlufsen and his University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team would probably pay you big bucks for it.

It has been so (since the beginning some feel) since

1976-77 when UMass last had a winning record on the

road, 8-7. Then the record began to tumble as UMass

basketball fortunes did. On the road, UMass went 7-8 m
1977-78 followed by 4-12, 1-14, 0-15, 4-10 and 0-15 last

year.

At press time, Massachusetts has a 33 game losmg

streak on the road. So far they have been perfect at home,

5-0, before the George Washington and Rhode Island

games last weekend.

Over intersession, UMass had the chance and almost

broke the long skein. Some say it was taken away down in

Philadelphia against St. Josephs. More on that later.

The players, though Gerlufsen claims that they aren't

bothered, have to be frustrated. Sophomore forward John

Hempel averaged in double figures in six of the seven

games during January. Hempel hit for 27 twice against

Holy Cross and Rutgers. Last week, Hempel was ranked

sixth in the conference scoring.

Horace Neysmith, the league's third leading rebounder,

led the league shooting off the floor last week (.637). And

Neysmith leads the team in rebounding with over nine a

game.
Then there is Edwin Green, who has suffered enough

losses. Green led the league last week in blocked shots

with 31. Add to that he's fifth in the conference in reboun-

ding at 13.4 points a game, and he's doing his share.

And Carl Smith leads the Atlantic 10 in assists, and is

ranked sixth nationally. Earlier he was ranked fourth. At

this writing, Smith has 112 assists in just 15 games. Last

year, Ron Young led the team with 74 over 29 games.

Well, the players are capable of doing the job. It's just a

matter of doing it all at once. The Marist game was

cancelled and rescheduled for a February date. UMass fac-

ed Duquesne in Pittsburgh and lost a game they could

have won. Emmett Sellers hit for 16 second half points to

help the EXikes. Hempel hit for 16 while Green had 16 also

and Bobby Braun scored 12.

i

Ptioto eouitfj of UMmi iport* information

HEY YOU OVER THERE — UMass floor general Carl Smith directs traffic for the

Minutemen. Smith was named Atlantic 10 rookie-of-the-week early in January.

In New Jersey, Rutgers built an early lead and held oft

UMass by an 88-83 margin. UMass led in the first half but

turnovers hurt.

"We did not play well in either game," (Gerlufsen said.

"Turnovers in key situations hurt us terribly (24 vs Du-

quesne, 23 vs Rutgers). We're not that far away from be-

ing successful. We have to win on the road."

Hempel scored 27, Neysmith scored 19 and got 13 re-

bounds and Green hit for 16 points vs. Rutgers.

After that UMass visited the Palestra and Temple

University who promptly knocked UMass' block off with

an 83-66 win.

Temple led by 20 after 17 minutes and led 42-26 at the

half. The closest UMass got was 13 at 62-49 with 10:02 to

play. Turnovers again hurt the common cause.

Nat'l rank
Carl Smith,

Massachusetts freshman

point guard, was ranked

sixth in the nation

(Division I) in assists

according to the NCAA (up

to Jan. 16 games). Smith,

the leader in the Atlantic

10, had 112 assists in 15

Kames fora 7.5 average.

So with a 4-6 slate, UMass came home to the friendly

confines of the Curry Hicks Cage and the not-so-friendly

West Virginia Mountaineers. And well, they were a dif-

ferent team.

They fell behind quickly 12-9 but hung tough despite the

slams of Lester Rowe. UMass took a 27-22 lead before

West Virginia came back and it took a Hempel rebound to

tie it up.

In the second half, before an excited crowd of 3644,

UMass eased into command. A Neysmith layup gave

UMass a 52-46 lead with 7:04 to go. After Hempel hit from

the top of the key at 5:38, UMass didn't sink another field

goal as UM outshot WVU on the foul line for the win.

Back on the road again. Holy Cross made Massachusetts

play their way and UMass got into a huge hole that they

couldn't get out of. Holy Cross outscored UMass 16-0 at

one point in the first half and that in effect iced the game.

In a foul filled game in which Neysmith, Donald Russell

and Carl Smith fouled out, the UMass offense sputtered.

"We took bad shots and weren't patient," Gerlufsen said

after the loss.

Hempel hit for 27 while Green s^nk 25. Russell had 12.

Determined to play better, Massachusetts stormed into

the Palestra to take on St. Joseph's and end the losing

streak once and for all. But this time, it was fate or as

others would say a lousy official's call that took away the

win from UMass. Continued (m page S.
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BOWLS 'EM OVER — Horace Neysmith runs over Karl Hobbs in the

UConn win at the Cage which is more friendly than the road to UMass.

Men'shoop
UMass 75 New Hampshire 73

UMass 80 Bentley 75

Houston Baptist 68 UMass 55

Georgia Southern 67 UMass 64

Duke 88 UMass 56

UMass 67 UConn 65, overtime

UMass 78 Dartmouth 75

Duquesne 69 UMass 64

Rutgers 88 UMass 83

Temple 83 UMass 66

UMass 71 West Virginia 60

Holy Cross 89 UMass 83

St. Josephs 67 UMass 66.

double overtime

St. Bonaventure 81 UMass 64

Jan. 26 GEORGE WASHINGTON

Jan. 28 RHODE ISLAND

Feb. 2 At Penn SUte. 8 p.m.

Feb. 4 at Rhode Island, 2p.m.

Feb. 9 ST. BONAVENTURE, 8 p.m.

Feb. 11 PENN STATE, 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 16 ST. JOSEPHS. 8 p.m.

Feb. 18 at George Washington, 2 p.m.

Feb. 23 at West Virginia, 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 27 TEMPLE, 7:30 p.m.

Mar. 1 RUTGERS. 7:30 p.m.

Mar. 3 DUQUESNE. 7:30 p.m.

Mar. 7 10 Atlantic 10 rh-mpionshtp

Women's hoop
UConn 74 UMass 68

Rhode Island 77 UMass 52

St. John's 71 UMass 64

UMass 62 Vermont 58

UMass 74 Harvard 57

UMass 73 Yale 56

Southern Conn 68 UMass 52

UMass 86 Springfield 73

UMass 76 Central Conn 57

UMass 67 Penn State 63

UMass 61 (ieorge Washington 54

Rutgers 86 UMass 51

UConn 82 UMass 65

Fordham 78 UMass 76, overtime

Jan. 27 BOSTON UNIV.

Jan. 29 at New Hampshire

Jan. 31 at Providence, 7 p.m.

Feb. 4 NORTHEASTERN, 2 p.m.

Feb. 7 at Dartmouth, 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 11 MAINE, 5 p.m.

Feb. 14 at Boston College, 7 p.m.

Feb. 16 ST. JOSEPH'S, 5 p.m.

Feb. 18 at West Virginia, 2 p.m.

Feb. 20 at Duquesne, 3:30 p.m.

Feb. 23 at Rhode Island, 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 25 TEMPLE, 7:30 p.m.

March 2-4 at Atlantic 10 Championshipsj

UM women
hoopsters on
winning track
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

When we last saw the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team, they were 4-5 and many still

didn't believe that they were a better basketball team than

the 5-22 squad of a year ago.

After all at the semester break last year. Massachusetts

was a respectable 4-6. But then the bottom fell out and

UMass won only one of their next eighteen.

''We didn't play well (in the first half).

We were -playing the mystique not the peo-

Coach Barbara Stevens after

UMass camefrcm 16 points down

at the half to beat Penn State.
.-.-.....->!.;.v.^^**v^^v.^v^^%^^^^^^!^^!^;^^!»!*^^^^^^;»^!»^^v^'-'*-•

DO NOT assume that of this year's edition, which has no

desire to be anything similar to that. First year coach

Barbara Stevens' squad has been no pushover for anyone.

After defeating a tough Springfield squad before finals

by a 86-73 margin, UMass won their next three in a row.

They toppled Central Connecticut, defending Atlantic 10

champion Penn State and George Washington.

However, UMass met up with a tough Rutgers team and

lost. That was followed by a loss to Connecticut and a

tough overtime loss to Fordham that left UMass 7-7 at

press time.

"We're feeling pretty good," Stevens said. "MenUlly, we
have been a little unprepared at times."

Unprepared or not. Massachusetts has been performing

admirably down the January stretch. UMass has been

winning with a team effort.

And one of the most pleasant surprises has been the play

of freshman center Karen Fitzgerald. Used most of the

time coming off the bench, Fitzgerald had scored in double

figures in six of the last seven games for the

Minutewomen.
Fitzgerald led UMass with 19 points in the Penn State

upset. Earher in the week against Central Connecticut,

Fitzgerald scored 14 points, and grabbed 11 rebounds. For

these two games, Fitzgerald was named Atlantic 10 Rookie

of the week for the week of Jan. 11.

Sophomore Barbara Hebel leads the Minutewomen in

scoring with a 17 point average. Hebel scored 23 in the

overtime loss to Fordham and added 17 against Penn
State. Hebel, along with Karen Damminger has been very

steady.

Senior captain Wendy Ward has "offensively and
defensively totally in charge" according to Stevens. From
her point guard position, Ward offers leadership and
experience. In the Penn State game. Ward had 9 steals,

four assists and six points.

Forwards Rebecca Kuchs and Jerrie Bernier have been

consistent too.

To review what has happened in the last six weeks, one

must start with the loss to Southern Connecticut 68-52

followed by the 86-73 win over Springfield just before

finals in December.

Then the Minutewomen drew the task of facing CEN-

TRAL CONNECTICUT for their first game in almost three

weeks.
"It was an important win for us," Stevens said. "It was

our first game back and we only had five days practice.

You never really know how the team will react."

While Central went one on one, Stevens said UMass

"played a team oriented game. I was really pleased."

UMass recorded a 76-57 win.

Then came Massachusetts' third win in a row. A win over

PENN STATE by a 67-63 score in the Cage. The Lady

Nittany Lions, who have been ranked in the Top 20 this

season, were on the last stop of a nation wide road trip.

"All the right situations were there for us to beat them,"

Stevens said. UMass luUed Penn State by playing flat in

the first half and Penn SUte led by 16 at the half.

"We didn't play well (in the first half)." Stevens said.

"We were playing the mystique, not the people."

Massachusetts opened the second half by scoring the

first two hoops to narrow the lead to 12. With 13 minutes

left, and down by 18, UMass made their move. And with

two minutes to go, UMass tied it up and Penn State helped

by missing the front ends of one and ones.

UMass capitalized on their mistakes to win.

"The win gave us confidence," Stevens said for a positive

note. On a not-so positive note, it sort of swelled Umass'

heads.

Against GEORGE WASHINGTON, UMass was a little

flat but still had enough composure to come back and win

after being down by seven at the half. Damminger and

Hebel led the charge in the last two minutes.

The Cardiac kids, as UMass was getting known to be,

kept people involved in the game said Stevens. It also

gives coaches grey hairs.

l'olle(iui photo by David U«ub«r

I DARE YOU — UMass' Mary Marquedant blocks the road to the hoop in a win over Yale.

UMass won four in a row at one point in January, including one over Penn State.

"We realize that we haven't played up to par and have toWith the win, UMass was 7 4 and faced RUTGERS,
another top 20 team. "Rutgers had lost a couple of tough

games and they were prime to beat somebody up," Stevens

said. UMass didn't help themselves as they "didn't play

well or up to our ci4>abilitie8. We didn't play the way we
have played."

And as a result, Rutgers blew out Massachusetts.

UMass traveled to CONNECTICUT for their next game
and again met another struggling team. UMass fell behind

by 10 early and never caught up. UMass also got into foul

trouble.

play better," Stevens said after the UConn loss. 'That's a
sign of a team coming around."

Against FORDHAM, UMass struggled and lost in

overtime. They led by three at the half but only shot 41
percent from the fk>or and despite Hebel's 23 points and 14
from Fitzgerald.

Massachusetts looks to keep themselves on the winning

track despite some heavy competition in the very near

future. And as their performance showed this January,

they can do it.

YoungMinutewomen get

experience in competition
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Heading into the third fourth of their

season, the University of Massachusetts

women's track team is looking to pick up

some momentum and head into the home
stretch of their indoor season.

Coach Kalekeni Banda's young squad on-

ly has two more meets before the New
England indoor championships and the

team is striving for qusilifying times.

Veterans Maureen O'Reilly and Leah

Leftis lead a squad that includes many
talented freshmen including Kayla Mor-

rison, who has been outstanding so far this

season.

Morrison won the 55 meter dash in the

season's first meet at the Boston Universi-

ty relays in December and also won the

event at the prestigious Dartmouth Relays.

In Dartmouth, Morrison set a school record

with a 7.20 in the dash.

At the BU Invitational in January, Mor-

rison again ran well and won one of her

heats. "Right now, Kayla is a class above

everyone else," Banda said before the Yale

Invitational and Greater Boston Track

Club meets. Morrison has already qualified

for the New England smd Eastern cham-

pionships. She is now trying for a shot at

qualifying for the Nationals.

Freshman Barbara Cullian has also been

turning in fine performances. Cullian was

the top UMass runner in the 200m at Dart-

mouth and was the second UMass runner

behind Morrison in the 200m at the BU In-

vitational.

The upper classmen have held their own,

too. Leah Leftis won her heat in the 400m
dash at the BU Invitational and sophomore

Sue Bird was right behind in second.

In the longer distances, Dana Mikesell

won her heat of 1500m at Dartmouth and

Chris Pratt finished first at the BU Relays

in the 3000m with Diedre Doyle taking se-

cond.

The field events cannot be ignored. Liz

Patterson took first place in the shotput at

both Dartmouth and BU Invitational.

High jumper Sharon Lassard is showing

improvement and she took second at Dart-

mouth.
So the women, who have the Princeton

Relays this weekend and their indoor

season's only dual meet of the indoor

season at New Hampshire next week, look

to improve and peak for the New England

and ECAC championships scheduled for

the end of the month.

C«lla(iMi 111* pkoU kr Jii

MAN FOR ALL
SEASONS - Rod
Laflamme has been one
of the leaders for the in*

door track team. Sec
atory on page 5.

if Men'shoop
Continued from page «

Hawk senior Kevin Springman was fouled at the buzzer

and sank both ends of a one and one to give St. Joes a bit-

ter 68-67 double overtime win over UMass. It was a very

controversial call.

Springman was attempting to follow up a missed shot

when referee Austin McArthur called a foul on Carl

Smith. The UMass bench was up in arms. They thought

the foul came after the buzzer.

"I felt that time had expired," Geriufsen said. "Our kids

played hard and deserved to win."

Tony Costner and James Flint fueled a 8-0 spurt that

gave St. Joes a 59-56 lead. But Hempel tied it up with a

three point play at 2:39. Smith missed the front end of a

one and one with eight seconds left and it was overtime.

Maurice Martin hit with 4:34 to play in the first OT but

UMass held the ball and Hempel's 25 footer at the buzzer

tied it at 61.

Green's layup and a Russell foul shot gave UM a 64-61

edge with 2:18 to go but Costner 's layup and Geoff Ar-

nold's two free throws gave St. Joes a one point lead with

0:15 left.

Green hit a layup off a Neysmith feed with 0:09 before
St. Joes scored with 0:00 on the clock.

Unfortunately, St. Bonaventure was up next and they

took care of UMass in a 81-64 loss. Massachusetts fell way
behind early 14-2 before their one big run closed the score

to 20-18. The equalizer wouldn't fall, though, and UMass
just fell farther behind.

UMass never got closer than ten as they lost their sixth

game in the last seven.

"The team doesn't feel like they've lost 30 in a row,"

Gerlufsen said before the St. Joseph game. "We feel as if

we have lost seven. We want to do something about it.

We've been working hard to turn it around.

"On the road, we seem to hit stretches of inconsistency

and to win we just can't have that."

Hopefully, for UMass' sake they can come up with the

formula for a win. They face Penn State Thursday in

University Park and URI in Kingston on Saturday before

returning home for six of their last eight games.
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AMHERST'S FINEST

MICROCOMPUTING CENTER
MON-SAT 10:00-5:00

266 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

253-5673

• •WELCOME BACK* *
Spring Semester Rentals

UIC^20
1 he frienill\ computer

OR
80 col. 12" CRT,

300 baud modem,

numeric keypad

$135.*

Commodore Terminal Package

includes Computer, B & W TV,

cassette recorder, 40 col. soft-

ware, modem and more

V

1

UO per semester

RCA-APT 80 col. terminal

with built in 300 baud
modem, printer interface,

choice of 9" green or

amber monitor, keypad,

function keys, and morel

$150.
* Rental prices do not include sales tax, security deposit or op-

tional delivery charge.

BUD
suitcase $10.95 -i- dep.

BECKS
Lt or Dark $3.99 6 pk

+ dep^

PIEL'S

Draft $3.59 12 pk + dep

Fall Sports News................

Football alumni go pro
Garry Pearson, the number one ranked

rusher in UMass history with 3,859 career

yards, was cut by the New Orleans

Breakers of the United States Football

League, January 19. Pearson had been cut

by the Seattle Seahawks as a free agent last

August.

Other former UMass players trying to

hook onto a professional team are Scott

Lafond, a former guard who last played for

the Minutemen in 1982 with Pearson, who
is trying out with the USFL Birmingham

Stallions. Max Jones, a former cornerback,

is also trying out with Birmingham.

Not all is bleak for Massachusetts football

alumni. Bruce Kimball (76-78) is a second

string guard for the NFC champion

Washington Redskins. Kimball was a co-

captain on the 1978 UMass team. The Skins

picked Kimball up on waivers from the New
York Giants at the start of the season.

Kimball didn't play in the Super Bowl but

he still got a loser's share of $18,000 and a

Super Bowl ring.

George Lewis, who last wore a UMass
uniform in 1981, is trying out with the

Philadelphia Stars.

Greg Landry ('65- '67) a veteran of the

Soccer All-

Amer. chosen
The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team finished third in the

country this fall, thanks to their 1-0 victory

over Connecticut in the Final Four. North

Carolina won the title for the third year in a

row with a 4-0 win over George Mason.

Massachusetts was voted the top team in

New England for the first time ever. Three

UMass players also made the All-American

squad. Junior back Lori Stukes, and senior

forward Stacey Flionis were named first

team All-Americans. Junior forward Chris

Taggart was named to the second team.

Photo toiutfy ot Sport* Informatioa

Garry Pearson

NFL Detroit Lions, Baltimore Colts and the
USFL Chicago Blitz is now with the Arizona
Wranglers.

Joe McLaughlin ('76-'78) saw time with

the Giants this year and Mike McLaughlin
('76-'78) was a center with the Breakers last

season. Former Massachusetts field goal

kicker Sandro Vitiello ('78, '79) spent last

season kicking for the USFL Washington
Federals.

i^Feinberg
Continued from page 8.

makes you stronger."

Another advantage to swimming is the

opportunity to travel. She especially en-

joyed the team's recent New Year's trip to

Montreal where they trained in Olympic

Park's 50 meter pool.

"It was tough. It wa.«^ a character builder.

By the time ^e New Year's came around,

we were all too tired to celebrate," she

said.

Feinberg will get the chance to travel

again later this month when the

Minutewomen compete in the New
Englands at the University of Maine at

Orono.

"It's a serious meet," Feinberg said.

"It's the finale."

MICHELOB
Light $12.99 + dep.

ALMADEN MT. WINES
11.5 Liter $4.49

JIIVI BEAM
1 Liter $7.49

PAULIVIASSON
Table Wine

1.5 Liter $4.49

VODKA
1 Liter $4.99

HEINEKEN
LtorDarkSpk . $4.45

+ dep.
TAYLOR 1.5 L $4.75

Zinfandel, Chenin Blanc

French Columbard

C & C LIQUORS
61 Main St.

"Across from Plumbley's"

All Specials in store only

Phone 253-3091 For Free Off Campus Delivery $15.00 Minimum

Alumni move to get money for ice rink
By TOM KELLY
Collegian Staff

Ehie to the efforts of University of
Massachusetts alumni and two former
UMass hockey players, hockey and recrea-

tional skating may be available to students

in the near future.

Governor Michael Dukakis has sigfned a
$700 million capital outlay budget that in-

cludes $3 million for the planning and con-

struction of a multi-purpose sports arena

including ice facilities.

The appropriation for the sports facility

did not take the normal route by which re-

quests to the state for money take. It was
put into the capital outlay budget by a
Somerville representative at the request of

John Riley, a 1978 graduate of UMass, and
Fran Guiliano, a 1959 graduate.

Riley, an account supervisor for the

largest advertising agency in New
England, Hill, Holiday, Connors and
Cosmopulos of Boston, played goalie for

the UMass ice hockey team from
1975-1978.

UMass was the division 2 National Cham-
pions in 1972 and Riley came to play in

1973 as one of the last players on scholar-

ship. In his final year, Riley played on a

team that missed the playoffs by losing the

last game of the season. Riley saw his

former team play to a miserable record the

following year and the drop of the program
in 1979.

Watching a program that he'd been a

part of for four years go down the tubes

prompted Riley to seek support for a rink

on campus.
"I love the school and I love hockey,"

said Riley. "It has always been a dream of

mine to see an ice rink at UMass. This is my
way of repaying all the good things that

happened to me at UMass."
Proposals for projects such as this

generally follow a procedure that includes

a feasibility and cost-benefit study done by

the university and then are presented to

the Division of Capital Planning and Opera-

tions. In this case it wasn't. After passing

the House of Representatives, the proposal

was knocked out of the Senate budget

ijecauscit was not a request of the UMass

administration. But when the General
Court came back into session to attack the
capital outlay budget under pressure from
the federal government to spend money on
state hospitals and schools for the retard-

ed, it approved all the capital outlay budget
projects of both the House and Senate.

Senator John Olver of Amherst pointed

out that UMass benefited immensily from
the overall budget which included $6
million for the establishment of a polymer
science research institution at the Universi-

ty-

"The inclusion of the sports facility in the

Capital outlay budget resulted in no direct

loss of educational benefits," Senator

Olver said. "This is needed and deserved by

the University."

When the UMass rink was reported to be
on the line veto list of Governor Dukakis,

pressure was brought forth from Senator

Olver and many prominent alumni in-

cluding Riley and Guiliano.

"I was a student at RPI when they won
the National Championship," said Senator

Olver. "I happen to love Hockey. UMass is

the largest public institution in New
England and Massachusetts has one of the

largest public and private skating pro-

grams in New England. It seems inap-

propriate that it should be without ice

facilities."

John Riley cited support from students,

the faculty and the administration in

general and pointed out that support came
from all types of alumni not only hockey en-

thusiasts.

"This is one of the biggest things to hit

the university in twenty years," said Riley.

"It'll be great. The ririk will be in use not

only by hockey players but by recreational

and figure skaters 24 hours a day. It's the

frosting on the cake and a very smart in-

vestment on behalf of the commonwealth."

The University must now prepare a
feasibility study and present it to the Divi-

sion of Capital Planning and Operations.

Dean of Physical Education, David C.

Bischoff who has been supportive of the

rink, was unavailable for comment.

HOCKEY ACTION IN AMHERST? — Ice hockey and skating could
return to UMass if two alumni's plan works.

Tracksters on upswing
Rod Laflamme

highlighted the month of

January for the University

of Massachusetts men's in-

door track team as the

Minutemen competed in

three invitational meets.

Laflamme won the 3000
meter run at the Dart-

mouth Relays in 8:27.8.

Coach Ken O'Brien's

team is a young one which
was highlighted by
"outstanding individual

performances" by
Laflamme, an old hand on

the squad. Lafiamme also

took fifth at the Boston
University Relays (Jan. 14)

in the two mile with a fine

8:21.6.

Freshman Rawie
Crowley took fourth in the

55m dash at BU and "has

been outstanding in his

four meets," O'Brien said.

Two other UMass
freshmen also performed
well over intersession.

Wayne Levi, a freshman
from New Haven, Conn.

set a UMass freshman
record in the 3000m at a

New Year's Eve track

meet at BU. Paul
Stanislawczk also set a

UMass freshman record in

the 1500m.
O'Brien is optimistic.

"When we started the

season (indoor) we only

had four people back and a

lot of question marks.

After five weeks, enough
questions have been
answered and I think we'll

have a solid team for years

to come."
The Minutemen have

twenty freshmen and
sophomores who are new
to the squad.

Like the women's team,

the men have competed in

just invitationals this

month. While the lack of

dual meets does hurt the

development of some of

the younger team
members, O'Brien doesn't

have the entire team here

in Amherst to compete in

dual meets either.

The members that were
here got to l(x)k and com-
pete on "outstanding
tracks with blue chip

facilities," according to

O'Brien. Not to mention
the good competition.

The Minutemen will

travel to the Princeton

Relays this Saturday and
perform in two more com-
petitions before the New
England ind(K)r champion-

ships at Boston University

at the end of the month.
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Brighten Your Room!!

W 2 Stores! Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton - next to Iron Horse

Pn.QTPR.Q «."!™«
BLINDSPOSTERS

Largest Salectiorr Ever

BEDSPREADS
cov«r wall*, fumltur*, windows

from $7.96

RUGS €r MATS
colorful, durable

Paper

LAMPSHADES

CARDS
over 1400 designs:

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS €r BLOUSES
lots of comfortabis cotton

Stsriing and Qold Rllad

JEWELRY
Earrings. Ear Cuffs. Rings, ate.

CLOTHING SALE
20% - 50% OFF

SELECTED BLOUSES,

SKIRTS, DRESSES

MEI^ANTILC
AMHHKT CARKIAGE SHOPS

GREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES

THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER
Beat the Clock

Every Night

8-9 $.50, 9-10 $.75, 10-11 $1.00,11-12 $1.25

CATCH THE ACTION
Sports or Movies

Every Night

$.75 12oz drafts
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Graduate into the £ast lane.
GuararJue flight training after you graduate with the

Marine C\)rps undergraduate Officer Commissioning Pro-

gram. If you're a college freshman, sophomore or junior,

you could qualify.

All training is conducted during the summers between

school years and you'll receive your commission as a

Second Lieutenant the day you graduate. You'll also re-

ceive $ 1 00 a month during the school year and qualify

for free civilian flying lessons.

If you're a senior, you can still qualify for our graduate

?'.v t>, •y-fl'^i^'

Officer Commissioning Program. In it, you'll complete

your training in one 10-week summer session. You can

also be guaranteed flight school after initial training if

you qualify

So, if you're looking for a chance to fly

to prove yourself amongst the best, check

out the undergraduate and graduate

Marine Officer Commissioning pro-

grams. They're your chance to graduate

into the fast lane as a Marine Officer.
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See 1st Lt. C.J. Schiffer

in the Campus Center, on Feb. 27, 28, 29 10 am - 2 pm
or call collect. . .(203) 722-2168

''Sub-Minutemen'' keep up their intensive training routine
ByTOMKELLEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team lost a tough meet Saturday

January 21 to last year's New England

Champion Williams College, bringing its

record to 3-2. But the team was back in

training Monday despite pleas from some of

the swimmers to their coach during a Super
Bowl party on Sunday.

Coach Russ Yarworth was pleased

despite the 90-26 loss to Williams as he saw
his team swim to thirteen seasonal bests.

"They swam well being as tired as they

were." said Yarworth. The "Sub-
Minutemen" as Yarworth calls his team,

have been in training since September.

Most of the team's 23 swimmers played on

the 18-9 UMass water polo team that

finished third in the New England cham-

pionships this fall. During intersession, the

team swam twice a day and then lifted

weights.

UMass is led by senior co-captains, Chris

Porter and Phil Surette.

"Chris Porter is one of the better

sprinters in New England," Yarworth said.

"He's a real team leader and is doing a great

job."

Coach Yarworth refers to Surette as "a

little inhuman" in his approach to training.

"He's the hardest worker on the team,"

Yarworth said. "Phil has a good shot at

making the top ten in New England."

Coach Yarworth hopes to improve upon

last year's record of 4-8 and a tenth place

finish in the New England Championships.
He attributes earlier wins over TuJfts,

Lowell and Northeastern to not only first

place finishers but to those swimmers that

pick up points in second and third places.

UMass' strengths are junior Chris

Clarke, butterflyer, fifth in New England in

the 100 fly. sophomore Marc Surette in the

backstroke, and freshman Michael Hoover

in the breaststroke.

Speaking of Hoover coach Yarworth said,

"He's a contender for a New England

Championship."

Marc Surette. as a freshman, finished

sixth in the New England Championships in

both the 200 and 100 yard backstroke. He
also maintains a 4.0 average in electrical

engineering.

UMass lost earlier to Springfield, a team
Yarworth feels is a legitimate contender for

continued on page 8

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
TRYOUTS- Tryouts for the

team will start on Wed-
nesday Feb. Ist. Meet in

the NOPE gym ready to

play at 4 p.m. BE THERE!

JOIN THE 1984 SUMMER STAFF
CAMPRAMAH
in New England

outstanding cemaping in a
traditional Jewish
environment
counselors and junior counselors
Judaic and Hebrew teachers
camping activity speciedists
waterfront staff
maintenance staff
kitchen and dining hall staff

for information and applications,

contact: ^^ ^^ Graff, director

Camp Ramah in New England
233 Harvard Street

Brookline. Ma 02146 617-232-7400

\li^ /k^^^Y' j^d^

KNOWS WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOWABOUT
ARMY NURSING

What it's like being an Army officer. The
lifestyle. Profession.il development. What
your BSN is worth in pay and benefits.

How you qualify. Travel. Advanced

education. Special training. Promotions.

Any cjuestions you have, the answers are

worth knowing.

call

at

SSG DOTSON (COLLECT)

261-8498 in Trumbull. CT.

from 9 AM to 5 PM, Monda\ through

Friday.

ARMY NURSE CORPS
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Campus
Card.

No m.ittor what your st-ht-dult' or workli>.id is, yi>u

nn now do your b.inkin^ .it the X-IVi'ss 24 Uuafi'd

in thf Ni'vvm.ui Center ciffteria There's only I'Hf

I ,ird th.)t lets vou do .ill your re>;ul.H l\uikin>; .it

more th.in 4oO \ Press 24s .iiound M.iss.u Inisetts

the B.iyB.inks X-iVess 24'"t .ird

To >;et your i.ird, |Usf visit our Amherst C^tfue ^\

75 L.isl I'le.is.mt Stre»-t tod.n

TtySomething Better

i

i"1lieBi5(Cluiii5eFM^

\

Sw««t and Sour Chickwi,

Pan Friad Rica (

Hot and Sour Soup
Chickan Fingars

Pan Frtad Ravioti Chinaaa Barb«)uad Pork

BUFFET Baaf¥vith Green Pappaf Bfoccoti in Oyatar Sauce J

Mon - ThurS C*''<=''*" ''"^ Noodl« chicken Wing«
j

K nm A nm Luncheon Special & T«k«-Out Service r

Sunday Brunch g^^ . jj,y„ ^vx am 10 pm
\

11:30 am -3 pm Pri Er Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm I

I ALL YOU CAN EAT 10 Belchartown Road
|

\ $6.25 per person "
"^tl^Sri''''"'
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UMASS SKI CLUB

*«- HW- HK- -*«- -^f- HWr- »• HN- -«-••**•-*«--*«- HK- -«- HK- -«••-*«- •*•.

L.JM 1=^ S3 SS f^ F'C T E3 OO LJM C: X L_:
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HE'VE GONE COnPUTERIZEO, THAT NEANS HORE ATTENTION TO YOU <

OLJFc F-I-JFCF-OSEE I iB YOLi

NE ARE AN ARTS EVENT FUNDIN6 ORGANIZATION INTERESTED IN YOUR

PROPOSAL (S) FOR AN EVENT.

DO YOU OR AN ORGANIZATION YOU BELONG TO HAVE AN ARTS-RELATED

EVENT THAT SOUNDS INTERESTING ?

IF SO, THE ARTS COUNCIL NOULD BE INTERESTED IN TALKING NITH

-»«- VOLJ *

INDIVIDUAL PROPOSAL DEADLINES ARE: FEBRUARY 8, 1984

MARCH 30, 1964

«or early Fill, 1984 proposals) APRIL 30, 1984

CONE SEE US FOR DETAILS, HE ARE GLAD TO HELP YOU
'

125 HERTER HALL 545-0202 HON-FRI 9:00m to 4:30pi

umass y^rts council

M- •**• •»*• •*« ..^ .^, ..>e .^ .^ -mr -W-^ ^- •«- -*!-

THE SPORT OF
SUN & SURF

FORT
LAUDERDALE
SPRING BREAK
SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
FOR MORE INFO 545-3437

NOW PILOT K

TWO POINTS UP ON THE

COMPETITION.

'^

"i

If you love fine writing,

now you can choose between

two Precise Rolling Ball pens

that write so fine yet flow so

smoothly you'll wonder how
we mode it possible.

And it's only The Precise

that allows you to write so

beautifully in either fine point

or extra fine point.

The price? It's even finer.

, Only $1.19 each.

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.

2 a THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

[PliOt
•

I RoHing Ball

Located in the Campus Center

<t.UNIVERSITY
41STORE*
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UMwomen swimmers
continue to improve
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Ordinarily, the time from the end of

finals to the beginning of January would be

lost time for the University of

Massachusetts women's swimming team.

All the improvement gained in December

would be put on hold.

However, this year the Minutewomen

along with the UMass men's swim team

traveled to Montreal for a week of intense

training in the 50 meter Olympic pool on

December 28- January 3.

"It was a lot of good work," Valerie Tur-

tle, UMass women's coach said. "We got in

an extra five or six days of swimming. It

helped get our times down."

This was especially evident in the Jan. 17

meet over Amherst, which UMass won

71-61. The Minutewomen had a 2-5 record

at press time. UMass lost to a tough

Williams team, who are the defending Divi-

sion III national champions 74-46.

"We're going after the upset," Turtle

said before the Williams meet. "We have

nothing to lose and everything to gain."

Against cross-town rival Amherst, the

fruits of the Canadian workouts came

through. For example, Nancy Stephens has

already topped her best times from the end

of last season in the 50 and 100 meter but-

terfly and the 100m freestyle.

Colleen Martin dropped her time in the

Amherst meet 13 seconds in the 500

freestyle, a huge drop. Martin also dropped

six seconds in her 200 freestyle time.

"We've been working hard," Turtle said.

"Intersession really allows us to do a lot

when the team doesn't have to deal with

academic pressures." The team swam dou-

ble sessions all month.
The improvement continued against

Williams. Elizabeth Feinberg won the 100

and 200 free while Jean Bushee swept the

diving competition taking off the one and
three meter boards.

Alison Uzzo set two records in a stellar

performance. She first set a school record

in the 500 free and then she set a pool and
school record while winning the 1000 free

in 10:49.84.

"This is the type of team that gives credit

where credit is due," Turtle said. "But it

takes more than one person to make up a

team." This squad wins and loses together

in an individualistic sport.

Improvement has been seen in everyone

including freshman star Uzzo, who set a

school record in the 500 freestyle against

Amherst. Another fruit of victory was the

women qualifying for the New England
championships. Uzzo qualified in the 400

IM along with Caroline Freitas (400 IM),

Janice Rowan (200 breast) and Feinberg.

"We're trying to be strong in as many
events as we possibly can," Turtle said.

The Minutewomen have three more
meets this month before winding up their

season at the New England Championships

at Maine on February 24-26.

What has 16 letters and

means "exciting engineering"?

The answer is

Hamilton Standard.

If you're the type of person who won't let

go of a problem until you ve got the

answer Hamilton Standard is your kind

of place

If ycur degree is m EE. ME. Aeronautics
or Computer Science and you'd like to

make your professional mark by
creating new solutions to exciting

engineering puzzles then let's gel

tofjether

Hamilton Standard

is coming

on campus

Feb. 7th

Be sure to sign up
for an interview.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

All t qu.il Opixi'luDil V t mpliiyc

Swimming....

Feinberg gets more from
swimming than just wins
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

According to Elizabeth Feinberg, of the

UMass women's swinn team, there are

some women who just can't wash this sport-

out of their hair.

Feinberg, a junior from Lawrenceville,

New Jersey, should know. She's the co-

captain of the 17 member team here at the

University.

"If you don't want to do it, it's agony,

because it's a lot of time. It's a big time

commitment." she said.

During the semester, the women attend

mandatory practices from 3:30 to 5:30

every afternoon and may dive in for op-

tional practices once or twice a week in the

mornings. Over intersession, the team

swam from 9 to 11:30 in the morning and

again in the afternoon from 3:30 to 5:30.

A swim team practice, according to

Feinberg, usually consists of swimming

10,000 yards, or approximately four miles.

This is followed by a workout on the

hydragym equipment in the UMass Body

Shop. The equipment is similar to Nautilus,

Feinberg said, but is more "specific to

swimming."

Feinberg, an environmental science ma-
jor, competes mainly in freestyle events.

She swims in the 200 yard, 100 yard and 50

yard events and would like to train to swim
the 500 yard event better.

"Coach Turtle (Valerie) tries to make us
versatile swimmers," she said, "but we all

have our specialties." And Feinberg's
speciality is winning. "

The junior has already qualified for the

New England championships in the 50 free,

100 free, 200 free, 500 free and the 200 IM
(where swimmers swim the backstroke,

butterfly, freestyle and breaststroke).

In the UMass loss to Williams earlier this

month, Feinberg won the 200 free and the

100 free. She came in second in the 50 free

by four seconds.

"She is one of the stronger freestylers in

New England," Turtle said. "When she

really gets her mind going and wants the

race, she's awesome and really gets

going."

Photo courtesy of Sport* Informmtion

Elizabeth Feinberg

Against Maine, in December, Feinberg

took three firsts in the 50, 100 and 200 free

along with being the anchor leg of the win-

ning 200 free relay.

However winning isn't the only respon-

sibility Feinberg has as co-captain with

Maura Sweeney. Feinberg said that her

most important responsibility as captain is

helping to motivate the team, which is

primarily composed of underclassmen.

This means having "good practice habits",

arriving and being in the water on time and
swimming the sets of laps the best that she

can.

"Both (captains) are very dependable,"

Turtle said. "They are very responsible in-

dividuals voted in by the team."

Swimming has also helped out of the

pool. Feinberg said that swimming has

taught her to manage her time wisely

because it is so limited.

"I'm probably a little more disciplined

than the average student," she said. "I

swim at a certain time and I have to do my
work around swim practice. I have to make
time to go out. But it has been an asset. It

Continued on page k-

i^ Men *sswimming
continuedfrom page 7

the New England Championship. Their

diving team is strong as well as their

swimming. The Minutemen diving team is

in a rebuilding year and should improve
with the addition of a new coach next year.

UMass had three tough meets in a row
including Saturday's loss to Williams and
has Rhode Island and UConn coniing up.

Yarworth would be delighted with a

fourth place finish in New England but feels

they should be at least sixth.

'We should score a lot of points," said

Yarworth. "and suy right up there with the
top teams."

Coach Yarworth is continuing the heavy
training schedule despite up-coming meets.
"Some teams rest up before dual meets

but we don't," said Yarworth. 'We keep
them training and working hard."

Yarworth looks to the New England
Championships as the true test of his

swimmers. "We'd rather have them tired

now," said Yarworth, "and key on swim-
ming faster at the end of the season for the
New Englands."

GRADUATIhGSOON?

You're Needed
All Overthe

Worid.
Ask Peoce Corps volunteers why rheir inger>uiry and flexibility

ore OS virol os rheir degrees. They'll rell you rhey ore helping

the world's poorest peoples otroin self sufficiency in the orea^:

of food produaion, energy conservation, educohon, ecor>omjc
development and heolrh services. And they'll rell you about
thie rewords of honds on career experience overseos. They'll

rell you ir's rhe roughesr job you'll ever love.

PEACE COKPS
SEE GREG NEWMAN IN 12 DRAPER FIALL

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMfli: !:;?

TALL 545-2105 FOR AN APPOINTMFNT.

YoungMinutemen wrestlerskeep plugging away
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Wrestling is an individualistic sport. For a team to
excell, there must be a winner in each weight class. The
University of Massachusetts wrestling team's problem is

the lack of bodies to even fill the weight classes.

Third year coach Rick Freitas' team faces the prospect of

giving up twelve points every match due to forfeits and
with freshmen laden team, those points are very difficult

to make up.

:i.t:^^x^x•^:»^:^:W:y:W:::^:•:•^:yx^^^

**But now that intersession is over,

UMass dives into 'the meat of the schedule'

as Freitas calls it, with four matches in six

days starting tomorrow.

"

"We have no upper weights and that's been our

problem," Freitas said. At press time, Massachusetts

sported a 0-11 record after a loss to Maine.

There are winners on the Minuteman squad despite the

team's dismal record. Senior captain Scott McQuaide is

undefeated so far in dual meets with a 11-0 record and the

captain also sports a 17-2 overall record.

Wes Beckwith, 142 lbs, is now 7-4 in dual meets and 11-6

on the year. Chris Lee. a freshman at 126 lbs. is 12-7

overall and has won two tournaments so far.

Mike Bossi is also doing well at 150 with a 6-4 overall

slate.

The Minutemen spent intersession training hard and

spent 10 days in Virginia training and wrestling against

schools like Morgan State, George Mason, American and

James Madison.

"The trip was a great learning experience," Freitas said.

"It opened a lot of the freshmen's eyes. It was the best

thing to happen to UMass wrestling since I've been here."

The wrestlers also comf>€ted in the MIT open tour-

nament during January and UMass came in second as a

team. McQuaide and Lee both took firsts while Bossi took

third.

But now that intersession is over, UMass dives into "the

meat of the schedule" as Freitas calls it. with four matches

('ollripan pholn by David Drubrr

AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PILE — UMass' team record may be terrible but that doesn't mean

the wrestlers aren't good. Dave MacDonald tries to get off of the bottom.

in six days starting tomorrow.

New Hampshire visits Boyden tomorrow at 7:'0, after

that UMass faces Springfield on Friday, and Boston

College comes to Boyden on Saturday night. These will be

important matches and these will help decide the seedings

for the New England championships to be held here at

UMass at the end of the month.

But the job now is to win. "I'm always optimistic,"

Freitas said. "But when you're giving up points they're all

going to be tough."

CoUege Supplies
of all kinds
Notebooks

Greeting Cards
Newspapers &
Magazines

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdesder and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

HEW/LETT PACKARD
CALCULATORS

41 CX ...SS49.99
41 CV S199.B9
ai C ai44.S9
HP 16C $88.99

HP 15C $88 99

HP 12C $88.99

HP 1 1C $69 99

HP lOC $51 99

HP 75C $749 99

CAMPUS REPS
NEEDED

We need Sales Representatives
{

on your campus to sell Hewlett i

Packard Calculators and other
computerproducts. Vou'llmake
generous commissions selling

only the finest quality name
brands on the market Call today
to see if you qualify (or a Campus

I

Representative Kit. No invest-

ment IS required

(gO^^QDTgK IM^ @mfM
east
B00-S33-B950

In PA c*ll|nr|327 9S75 Ocpl 0O4
Ordec Sl>tu« Numbat 3?r»Sr6

Cutlomar S«rvic* Number 33/ 14SO
477 E Third Si Williamtpon PA1770t

vs/est
BOa-64B-331 1

In NVcall (702IS88 &6&4 Ocpl 0134

Ordvr Slaluft Numbvr S88 &eS4

P O ao> 668S
Stalvlin* NV 89449

An impressive technoloKK-dl journey began over

three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company

Today, with more than 90 diverse technologies

ranging from sub micron electronics to large scale

systems, you 11 find Hughes people forging new

discoveries, new futures

Become part of the Hughes tradition of

technological firsts, if your degree is in

Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturmg

or Industrial Engineering, Computer

Science, Physics, Electronics Tcclinology.

Requirements may vary Check wilh your

placement office about Hughes company wide

opportunities at any one of 12 Southern C.iiilnrma

locations and Tucson Arizona

Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations,

Dept NC BIdg C2/B178. P O Box 1042

El Segundo, CA 90245

Hughes representatives will be on campus
February 6

(See your placement office for an appointment )

Crraling a new world wtlh etfctronirs

HUGHESi
I

'

L J
MUGMES AIHCRAFT COMPANY

Equal Opportunity Employer

(•roof of US Citi/enship Required

Heiden wins

NCAA award
A petite All-American

cross-country skier from the

University of Vermont joins

four Ail-American football

players from Ohio State,

Michigan, and Georgia and

Brigham Young as winners

of the highest academic-

athletic award given by the

NCAA Top Five Award.
Beth Heiden (83), national

champion in the 7.5

kilometer individual cross-

country event last March
received the award Jan. 9 in

Dallas this month.

Heiden maintained a 3.4

average in math/physics

since transferring from

Wisconsin in 1961. Heiden

made the UVM team in 1981

and finished 15th in the

country. In 1982, she

shocked the collegiate skiing

world in her second varsity

season.

Heiden, a former bicycling

star, won a bronze medal at

the 1980 Winter Olympic

games at Lake Placid, New
York in speed skating.

Accepting the award
along with Heiden were

Terry Hoague (Georgia),

BUY's Steve Young, Stefan

Humphries (Michigan), and

John Frank (Ohio State).

ON CAMPUS

Amherst
ChinMS
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amharat
CloMd Wadnndays

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm
BEER er WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
263-7836
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Minutemen skiers spend

Super Bowl Sunday on the slopes

Photo by Alan Tmupier

FINE CUT — Bob Faigel takes a gate on Super
Bowl Sunday as the ski teams started their

seasons.

By MATT LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

CHARLEMONT, Ma., - While many students sat home
and watched the Super Bowl, the UMass ski team was
trying to stay warm as their season got off to a good, cold

start in sub-zero degree weather.

At Berkshire East the weekend of Jan. 21-22, UMass
placed five men in the top twenty from a field of 75 com-
petitors. Despite their strong showing in the slalom, the

men settled for second place behind first place Plymouth
State College. UMass' team time of 550.93 seconds just

missed PSC's time of 549.46. Boston College took third at

554.51.

Both Jon Segal and Bob Faigel were outstanding for the

Minutemen during the two-day competition. In the slalom,

Segal finished in fourth place overall and Faigel came in

eighth place. Skiing at his best on Sunday, Segal won the

giant slalom race and teammate Faigel finished close

behind to take second.

Also skiing well for UMass in the slalom were Matt
Luczkow (10th), Tim Enright (13th) and Kris Vanderzee
(16th).

UMasswomen skiers open season strong
By MATT LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

The women's ski team of

the University of

Massachusetts continued

their winning tradition by

sweeping their first races of

the season at Berkshire

East on Jan. 21-22.

Outstanding freshman
Alice Gigliotti skied ex-

tremely well both days and

took top honors in the

slalom and giant slalom.

Also turning in a fine per-

formance for UMass was
captain and last year's

league champion, Sue

White. White finished se-

cond in the slalom and third

in the giant slalom.

In Saturday's slalom,

UMass posted a team time

of 353.63 seconds. They

beat second place Boston

College by 15 seconds. BC
clocked a time of 368.66 and

PSC took third with a

372.01.

Also skiing well in the

slalom were UMass
freshman Lisa Tomack (6th)

and Junior Sue Levy (11th).

In the giant slalom, led by

Gigliotti and White, UMass
took first place again over

BC and PSC. The winning

margin wasn't as great this

time around, but again the

women hung on for the vic-

tory. UMass' team time of

346.92 gave them first

place, while BC had the next

best score at 350.64. PSC
finished third with a time of

361.31.

UMass Senior Bobbi Vol!

contributed to the giant-

slalom victory with her

seventh place finish. Team-
mate Sue Levy finished

12th overall.

For the past eight years,

the UMass women's team

BUB'S
BAR - B - QUE

has trained at the Berkshire

East on the same courses as

the men's team.

Over those eight years,

according to head coach Bill

MacConnell, the women
have been even more suc-

cessful in their win-loss

record than the men.

"Last year," MacConnell

said, "they won eleven out

of twelve races."

This year, the women will

be looking for their eighth

consecutive championship.

They compete in the

Women's InterCollegiate

Ski Conference (WISC) and

face the same colleges as

the men do. (With the ex-

ception that UConn has no

women's team, but Smith

College does.)

Strong competition for

the women's team will also

come from BC and PSC, ac-

cording to MacConnell.

The women will travel to

Cannon Mnt. in New Hamp-
shire this weekend for their

next race.

Led by the one-two finish of Segal and Faigel, the

Minutemen came back to take the victory from PSC in the

giant slalom. UMass had eight men score among the top

twenty in the race few a team time of 539.70 seconds. Also

contributing to the UMass win were Dan Conway (6th),

Andy Clarke (11th) and Kris Vanderzee (12th).

Second place went to Boston College (543.65) in the team

standings, while PSC placed third (549.20).

The skiers have been training hard at Berkshire East

since Dec. 27th and are preparing themselves for another

successful season. Coach Bill MacConnell thinks the men
have a good shot at extending their string of conference

championships from 14 to 15.

Returning for the Minutemen are four strong veterans

who MacConnell hopes will score frequently for UMass.

"Captain Tim Enright and Junior Dan Conway should

win a few races for us," he said. "And Jon Segal and Bob
Faigel should also finish among the top five for us con-

sistently."

Freshman Andy Clarke, who spent three years of high

school at Waterville Valley, should also be a great help to

the team, said MacConnell.

The team has nine other outstanding Class A racers to

give them probably the best depth of any college in the

conference.

Once again, however, UMass expects tough competition

from Boston College and Plymouth State College.

"Plymouth State is always strong because they train at

Waterville Valley, Loon and Cannon," said the coach.

"And it's funny," he said, "They regard thenvselves as big

mountain men and us as flatlanders from the Valley."

Boston College has also improved its program by renting

a ski chalet near Waterville Valley.

"Obviously," said MacConnell. "they also want to be big

mountain men."

MacConnell is already looking forward to another

winning season.

"Last year we won 9 out of 12 races," he said. "And
we're hoping for good success this year."

Other strong teanis in the New England InterCollegiate

Ski Conference (NEISC) are Brown University, Amherst
College, Army. UConn and Trinity College.

UMass has eight more races scheduled for the season

and will face the seven other colleges at each tournament.

This weekend, the skiers will travel to Cannon Mountain

(N.H.) for their next races.

Former University of Massachusetts racer Paul Suozzo

took fourth place Dec. 18 in the Peugot Grand Prix-East

tour at Hunter Mt.. New York,

Suozzo disposed of Swiss ace Hans-Uli Bowesch and

former national pro champ Wayne Wright in advancing to

the semi-finals.

"It was a good race for me, I think I'll win one soon," he

said.

Before turning pro, Suozzo was at UMass for four years

and was one of the ski team's best racers.

$3.95 - $7.95

Includes

Bub's Famous

Hot Bar & Soup

''Ifyou like Bar-B-Que,
You'll LOVE Bub's!''

Daily:

11:30 - 10:00

Sunday:

1:00 - 9:00

Route 116

Sunderland, Mass.

U.S. NAVY MEDICINE
MEDICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM
Arc you seeking a way to help financo your modical

school Mlucation? Th« NAVY has a perfect opportunity in

its Medical School Scholarship program.

BENEFITS
• Full tuition and educational fees
• $479.00 per month stipend
• Commission as a United States Naval Officer
• Internship & Residency training available

upon graduation
• Practice at one of23 hospitals nationwide or

nine overseas locations

OBLIGATION
• A minimum of 3 years after graduation.
• 45 days of required annual active duty that
can be spent in Navy clerkships, (required,

elective, clinical or research) or at Officer

Indoctrination School.

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS
• U.S. citixen • Excellent professional references

• Accepted to an AMA approved medical school

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
MARCH 1,1984

For further Information, write or call:

LT. Dan Fahler

Medical Officer Prograin

1 35 Bumside Ave, Lower Level

EastHartford,Ct 16108
(203) 528-9988

Gymnastswin and lose
By DAVID GOLDFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

and GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Both the men's and women's gymnastics

teams of the University of Massachusetts

have both kept busy during January with

arduous training and competitive meets.

The men's squad under coach Roy

Johnson has a 3-2 record at press time and

is coming off a fifth place showing at the

Shenandoah Valley Invitational at James

>..'.•.••»»

"In fact, in each meet this

season, UMass has been behind

after the vault and the bars. 'But

we happen to...have outstanding

tumblers and dancers, ' (UMass

Coach Ken) Anderson said.

"

Madison University on Jan. 20, 21. It was

UMass' first appearance down South

competing against such schools as Georgia,

James Madison, Navy. North Carolina

SUte. Georgia Tech and winner PitUburgh

(257 points).

Johnson said that since the Minutemen

were considered "foreign" to the judges,

they faced tough judging. But they still

scored 236 points.

UMass got excellent performances from

Bert Mathieson and Ken Etougherty in the

finals of the pommel horse. Mathieson

scored a 8.6 while Dougherty earned a 8.8

while scoring an impressive 49 in the all-

around topping his personal best of 44.

Earlier in the month, UMass traveled

to Raleigh, N.C. and won a tri-meet with

NC State and James Madison. UMass was

first with 246.8, NC State finished second

with 236.7 and James Madison took third

with 219.25. Mathieson won the all-around

with a score of 52.

Mathieson and Dougherty, both fine all

around performers, were very strong on

the pommel horse. It's rare for a team to

have two strong pommel horse competitors

since it is one of the most difficult events.

The men's team, after heavy traveling in

January, will now settle down and host
their next six meets at home beginning
tonight against Dartmouth at 7 p.m. in

Boyden Auxiliary Gym.
"All the traveling tired us out," Johnson

said. "We're a lot more comfortable at

home."

The women's team sports a 4-2 record at

press time. Coach Ken Anderson's team
has been hurt by some injuries. And it

showed as UMass fell to UConn narrowly

losing by a 170.15 to 169.7 score. At that

same meet. UMass beat Towson State's

161.7.

Massachusetts also defeated Duke on

January 14, their first meet since the

UMass Invitational in early December, by a

slim 170.25-167.20.

"The long layoff hurt a bit." Anderson

said. "It hurt because a few girls were out

of shape. But then it helped others who
needed rest. We really had no choice."

The rest helped sophomore Yael Kantor,

Massachusetts top all-around last year, who
strained ligaments in her shoulder. Chris

Cloutier and Trisha Camus, who had a

shoulder pull, are looking to return to the

bars, the weakest event for UMass.
In fact, in each meet this season, UMass

has been behind after the vault and the

bars. "But we happen to be very proficient

and have outstanding tumblers and dan-

cers," Anderson said.

Massachusetts is especially strong on the

floor. Lisa Griffin scored a 9.2 against Duke
and a 9.15 against UConn. Robin Low (9.1

at UConn, Duke), and Tricia Harrity (9.0 at

UConn) boost UMass.
On the beam, Harrity. Low and senior

Barbara Lord have been scoring high eights

and low nines. "The beam and floor are our

strongest events," Anderson said.

Having competed in two meets in the

past week, including a tough one at

Maryland with Duke last Saturday, the

Minutewomen face two more road dates

soon.

"I'm expecting that we'll be a little tired

by then," Anderson said. "But we should

be OK.
"We are looking to get healthy and really

go after New Hampshire and ride into the

championships (Atl. 10)."

Amherst Chiropractic

Health Center

Many Olympic and Professional athletes

utilize chiropractic care to improve

performance and overall health. Do you?

by appointment only - Call 256-6700

Dr. Virginia D. Harper, D.C.

Dr. Howard T. Ewert, D.C.

190 University Drive at Rte. 9 (on the busline)

Donna Kelley

#1 New Eng.

1982-1983

Kirk Jenness
Black Belt

Larry Kelley

#1 New Eng.

1977-1982

#3 USA
1982

Full time, professional,

well equiped facility

UM Winter Sports Schedule

MEN'S VARSITY INDOOR TRACK VARSITY WRESTLING

Feb 4 at Princeton Relays
11 Eastern Intercollegiate A A

at Colby
18 at Dartmouth

i 00
24 25 New England Championships

at Boston University

Mar. 3-4 IC4As at Princeton

Coach: Ken O'Brien

WOMEN'S VARSITY INDOOR TRACK

Jan 7 at Dartmouth Relays
14 at Boston University Invitational

21 at Yale Invitational

29 at Greater Boston Track Club

Feb. 4 at Princeton Relays
18 at New Hampshire
25 New England Championships

at Bates

Feb 3C

30

OC

7 30

12 00

1 30

Mar 3 4 EC A C at Yale

' Coach; Kalekeni Banda

MEN'S VARSITY GYMNASTICS

Feb 4 EASTSTROUDSBURG 1:00

7 SO CONNECTICUT 7:00

11 CORTLAND 1 00
18 M I T 7 00

25 at Temple 1 00

^ar 3 at Springfield 1 00
16 17 EIGLatE Stroudsburg 100

Coach Roy Johnson

WOMEN'S VARSITY GYMNASTICS

Feb 4 at Cornell

1

1

at Springfield

18 NEW HAN^PSHIRE
23 SO CONNECTICUT
25 at Yale

Mar 3 at Rutgers

9 11 Atlantic 10 Championships
at Rhode Island

Coach Ken Anderson

12 00
1 00
1 00
7 30
1 00

1 00

1 NEW HAMPSHIRE
3 at Springfield

4 BOSTON COLLEGE
6 CENTRAL

CONNECTICUT
11 at Brown/Princeton

24 26 NEW ENGLAND
CHAMPIONSHIPS at UMASS
NCAA Qualifier

Coach Rick Frettas

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S VARSITY SKI

Feb 4 5 at Plymouth State Tournament

11-12 at Brown University Tournament

18 19 at Amherst College Tournament

24-25 Eastern Championships

, 25 26 NEISC/WISC Championships

Coaches Bill MacConnell
Dale Maynard

MEN'S VARSITY SWIMMING

Feb 1 CONNECTICUT 7 00
4 at Vermont 100

1 1 at New Hampshire 1.00

13 AMHERST 7:00

16 18 Atlantic 10 Championships at

Penn State

Mar 1 3 New England Championships

at Springfield

Coach Russ Yarworth

WOMEN'S VARSITY SWIMMING

Feb 4 at

11

14 at

2426

Rhode Island 12 00

NEW HAMPSHIRE 100
Mt Holyoke 7 00

New England Championships

at Maine

Coach Valerie Turtle

HAMPSHIRE BUSINESS MACHINES

SALES TYPEWRITERS SERVICE
321 -R Main Street (corner of Main & Dickinson)

Amherst 549-6177

CLIP THIS COUPON
10 DAY SUPER SPECIAL

AIR CLEAN, OIL AND RIBBON

I

I
For portable typewriters 5 years old or under

I
over five years - free estimates

I OFFER EXPIRES 2-28-84 $14.95

KARATE

Stop in to say Hello to your Friends
They ll bejiere

^. i^^\ I Free Popcorn

TimeAout
Two T.V.'s

256-0080

Health Fitness Ctr.

460 West St. (Rt. 116)

S. Arnherstjtopfloor)

256-0080

Happy Hour Daily 4-8

16 oz. Drafts 85* 16 oz. Giant Drinks

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. J
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Budweiser
KING OF BEERS ®

Men's and Women's
Intramural Activities

SPRING SEMESTER
Basketball Entry Date Starting Date

Ice Hockey * + 1 1 /28/83 2/01/84
Squash * 12/08/83 2/01/84
Bowling + 2/01/84 2/13/84
Wrestling * 2/01/84 2/08/84
Soccer * 2/27/84 3/05/84
Softball 2/27/84 3/26/84
Badminton 2/27/84 3/26/84
Doubles 3/27/84 4/02/84
Track & Field 4/17/84 4/24/84

PLEASE NOTE: Each sport requires a team representative to at-

tend a mandatory Manager's Meeting. Check with IM flyers or IM

Office for date, time and location.

* Health Clearance Forms are required

+ Non-refundable entry fee is required

If you would like additional information or if you have questions,

contact the Intramural Office at 545-2693 or stop by 215 Boyden.

If you do not have a team but would still like to participate, attend

the Manager's Meeting and we will attempt to find you a team

SPRING 1984

MassachusettsDaily Collegian January 31,1984

Back to the Grind
Spring 1984

News, Living, Sports, Arts and
Editorial/Opinion
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UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE

WEEKDAY OUTREACH
SCHEDULE
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Sept 12. 1983-May 25, 1984
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All service operates on Intersession Schedule
Dec 27 Jan ? 7 and Mar i7 Mar n
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Schedules avsilaHe at the

Campus Center InlfKnuilian Desk
and on all UMTS buses
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UMass Transit Service

Weekend Inbound
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KAYPRO 11,^1595.

COMPLETEWITH SOFTWARE.

Fc^r Si S*^)5, a Ka\pro II not only comes complete

with all the hardware vou need, it ct^iies complete

with all the software vou need:

Word Processinij/Spelling

Data Rase Manai^ement (tiling

re^x^rtinti;) Financial Spread-

4uvtin^. And with CPAl
K.npro can run thousands ot

other pRH^ams [or mc^re specialized

needs. C A>inc in todav tor .1 E^^IW^^f^
complete demonsrr.uion. iiHA.M„pku Hiisin7-~TiT>iiur.

1073 St. James Ave. Mountain Farms Mall - Rt. 9

Springfield, MA 01 104 Hadley, MA 01035

413-737-4562 413-584-3933

STUDENT and FACULTY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
K,v-n '.^1 l'.«Vn, .>k. 'V.., K,-

COMPUTER
ACCESS CENTER, INC.

On Site Microcomputer Time Rental
• Access to UMass Cyber
• Instant Print-Outs

• Complete Word Processing Equipment £f More
• Reasonable Rates

79 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
256-1213

(behind Peter Pan terminal building)

Open 7 days a week
Opening February 15 • Mastercard £f Visa accepted

4-

*

SUPERIOR VVZSLA
UMass Students Favorite Pizza!

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
also grinders, salads, dinners

17 Montague Road

North Amherst

549-0626
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The Skier'sChoice

!

Four chairlifts, snowmaking, and 1180 vertical feet.

21 trails and slopes.

Berkshire East Alpine Ski Program 339-6617
Feb. 8 - March 10

8 lessons from Beginner - Instructor

$79, for this complete season

Includes: lessons •use of lifts • practice time • transportation to and from ski area

during program • free skiing mid-weekdays and nights Wed. -Sat. until the end of

ski season.

Rental equipment only $32. for lesson period.

Offered Wed. -Sat. afternoons and evenings

Registration will be in Boyden, 9 am - 3 pm Jan. 30, 31 & Feb. 1, 2

Alpine Skiing G61 Section 1 Schedule # 598429 (1 credit pass/fail)

May be taken 2 years for credit.

SAVE $3. ON LIFT PASS B SAVE $3. ON LIFT PASS
Bring this coupon for $3.00

savings on skiing. Good anytime

with Student/ Faculty ID.

$7. Off on Fri. during the day.

SAVE $3. ON LIFT PASS
Bring this coupon for $3.00

savings on skiing. Good anytime

with Student/Faculty ID.
$7. Off on Fri. during the day

I

Bring this coupon for $3.00

savings on skiing. Good anytime

with Student/ Faculty ID.

$7. Off on Fri. during the day

1

Bring this coupon for $3.00

savings on skiing. Good anytime

with Student/ Faculty ID.

$7. Off on Fri. during the day

SAVE $3. ON LIFT PASS J SAVE $3. ON LIFT PASS
1 Bring this coupon for $3.00 Bring this coupon for $3.00

A
ing this coupon

savings on skiing. Good anytime
with Student/Faculty ID.

$7. Off on Fri. during the day ^
savings on skiing. Good anytime

with Student/ Faculty ID.

$7. Off on Fri. during the day

SAVE $3. ON LIFT PASS SAVE $3. ON LIFT PASSJ SAVE $3. ON LIFT PASS
Bring this coupon for $3.00

savings on skiing. Good anytime

with Student/Faculty ID.

$7. Off on Fri. during the day

Bring this coupon for $3.00

savings on skiing. Good anytime
with Student/Faculty ID.

$7. Off on Fri. during the day. I

Bring this coupon for $3.00

savings on skiing. Good anytime

with Student/ Faculty ID.

$7. Off on Fri. during the day.

<

This offer cannot be combined
with any other discount.
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Student and professor fees

questioned by UMass Board

CollcgiM pkoto by Dbtc DmAmt

The Lone Jogger—Five inches of new snow was not enough to keep

this unidentified man from excercising yesterday on Massachusetts

Avenue.

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board

of Trustees will meet today in Boston to

discuss a proposal that would restructure

student fees. The Board will also decide on

a tentative agreement with the

Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP)

concerning that unions' fee.

The proposed restructuring of student

fees would benefit the UMass Building

Authority and its plans to enact several

improvement projects, including the

renovation of Curry Hicks Cage.

The students hit hardest by the

restructuring of the fees would be un-

dergraduates living off-campus. This group

would pay an additional $153, a rise to $396

from the current $243.

Students living on campus would pay

$161 less and graduate students living in

family housing would pay $702 less.

A University Resource fee would be

added to the bills of students having

Student Activities, Campus Center

Athletics. Residence Halls, and Boarding

Halls fees cut. In the case of off-campus

undergraduates, the Campus Center

Activities, and athletics fees would be cut

by a total of $91 with the new resource fee

being 1244.

Student fees support the payment of

debts for Authority projects and the

proposal would create the resource fee to

pay off these debts and fund a $21 million

capital improvement project. These funds

would be targeted at several projects in-

cluding $9 million to repair the dorms, $2.5

million to renovate the Curry Hicks Cage

and $9.5 million toward improvements in

the Campus Center, the parking garage,

and the North Village family housing area.

The Authority can presently borrow up

to $100 million through bond.s for building

projects, for which it spends about $5.5

million yearly to pay them off. In order to

refinance the Building Authority's payment

of outstanding debts a restructuring of fees

needs to be discussed by the Board.

Student Trustee and Student Govern-

ment Association co President Charlene

Allen said yesterday that the streamlining

of debt payments are directly related to the

fee changes.

"It is not definite that the fees will go up

for commuters or down for residents,"

Allen said. "This is just a proposal to help in

refinancing the debt payment and is not

going to be voted on from what I un-

derstand."

"I plan on asking questions and finding

contintied onpg. A

McGovem to speak atUMass
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Candidate for the Democratic

presidential nomination Geor overn

will speak at the Un . ity of

Massachusetts tonight following a rally to

promote next week's student voter

registration drive.

The rally, scheduled to begin at 8 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom, will feature

speakers from the Public Policy Committee

of the Undergraduate Student Senate,

which is coordinating the UMass effort in

next week's nationwide drive to register

student voters for the presidential

primaries this spring. The Massachusetts

primary will be held March 13.

McGovem is scheduled to speak at 8:30

p.m. (not 7:30 as reported in yesterday's

Collegian.) The former South Dakota

Senator won the Democratic nomination in

1972, when he ran against then incumbent

President Richard Nixon.

A taped version of McGovern's speech

wUl air on WMUA, 91.1 FM, at 10 p.m.

Speech by Jesse Jackson kicks offBlack History Month
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Democratic presidential candidate nominee Rev. Jesse

.Jackson, will deliver the opening address for the 1984

Black History Month celebration tomorrow at the Fine

Arts Center at the University of Massachusetts.

This year's celebration will center around the

achievements of blacks in the media and in politics.

"Jackson symbolizes an achievement in politics," said

Sherwood Thompson, director of the Office of Third

World Affairs. "People were influenced by his heroic act

of freeing Lieutenant Robert Goodman . . . and by his

historic human rights struggles," he said.

Thompson called the celebration one of the few which

"are taken rather seriously."

"Like Christmas, blacks are aware of Black History

Month," he said.

At the University, Thompson said a lot of attention is^

placed on the celebration from student organization.

"Very active Third World student organizations in turn

put forward a tremendous amount of development," he

said

Thompson also said because the University is supportive

of multicultural events, Black History Month will draw a

large audience this year. But he added, "Everyone should

get involved, not only blacks and Third World people, but

the total (university) community."
With this year's celebration, Thompson said Third

World organizations want to bring aiwut open com-

munication between Third World people, bridge the

cultural gap and encourage the campus, especially blacks,

to take part in the celebration.

Black History Month was developed by Carter G. Wood-

son, founder of the Association for the Study of Negro

Life and History. First celebrated on February of 1926,

its goals were to commemorate the past achievements and

present status of blacks in the United States.

"(Black History Month) is one of the many celebrations

sponsored nationally to bring self-awareness to blacks,

and point out specific achievements," Thompson said.

Nominations taken out for Amherst posts
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Nominations have been taken out for the nine offices and

80 Town Meeting positions to be decided in the April 10

Amherst town elections. Town Clerk Estelle Matusko said

yesterday.

Two incumbents have announced they will seek re-

election.

Selectman Richard Minear is seeking a second three-

year term on the board. Minear, a Japanese history

professor at the University of Massachusetts, has served

as vice-chair since 1982.

Rosemary Sprague is seeking another term as an Elector

for the Oliver Smith Will. She has held the post for the past

eight years. Sprague said the office is one of eight seats in

Hampshire County that awards cash gifU to brides, young

tradesmen, nurses and widows. The gifts are distributed

under the terms of a trust established in the will of Oliver

Smith, a wealthy Hadley farmer who died in 1845. Sprague

said.

Recently. Edith Wilkinson, chair of the Select Board,

announced that she would not seek re-election which will

leave that position open.

Other offices to be filled at the town election include:

Town Moderator for a one-year term; one School Com-

mittee seat for a three year term; a seat as Elector of the

Oliver Smith Will for a one year term; two seats on tha

Jones Library Board of Trustees for three year terms; one

seat on the Housing Authority for a five year term and one

seat on the Redevelopment Authority.

continued on pg. i

"It is so widespread it allows people to reinstate their at-

tention on the achievements of blacks. Its symbolism is

being fulfilled," Thompson said, "but one can only pro-

duce limited results (in one month). One should not lose

sight of the ongoing active involvement of black people."

The schedule of events for Black History Month will go

as follows:

Monday, February 6-Tribute U) Harriet Tubman will be

performed by Saundra Dunson Franks at 8 pm in Bowker

Auditorium.

Saturday, February 11 -"Proud" with Glynn Turman

and Phylliss Bailey at 8 pm at Bowker Auditorium.

Tickets are $2.00 students and $3.00 general public.

Thursday, February 16—Lecture by Vincent Harding. 8
pm Mahar Auditorium.

Monday, February 27-"An Evening with Geoffrey

Holder" at 8 pm at Bowker Auditorium.

Programs are free, otherwise stated.

The Residential East Program Office will be sponsoring

other programs throughout the month. For more infor-

mation about these programs call 545-0422 or 545-3604.

^ >^
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World and National News
U.S. foreign policy discussed

by presidential candidates
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CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — Former

Vice President Walter F. Mondale likened

U.S. covert action in Central America to

the Vietnam War and Jesse Jackson called

for "Palestinian justice" as Democrats

staged a gentlemanly campaign debate on

foreign policy last night.

Mondale, asked about when Americans

troops might properly be committed to

OMnbat, said the "war in Vietnam was a

classic example, as is the covert action in

Nicaragua, of an effort that was totally

without justification and counterproductive

in the most fundamental sense."

The Reagan administration has been

providing covert aid to guerillas fighting

the leftist government in Nicaragua.

Jackson, outlining his Middle East policy,

said American foreign policy should have

three objectives: supporting Israel's right

to exist, supporting "Palestinian justice"

and normalizing relations with the Arab

world.

He did not say what he meant by

"Palestinian justice."

Mondale and Jackson were joined by five

of the six other contenders — Sens. Alan

Cranston. John Glenn, Gary Hart, Ernest

Hollings and former Sen. George

McGovern.

Alone among the contenders, former

Florida Gov. Reubin Askew did not par-

ticipate in the event hosted by Harvard's

Kennedy School of Government and the

Boston Globe.

In its early moments at least, the debate

was free of the sharp exchanges that

marked an earlier eight-way candidate

confrontation this month at Hanover, N.H.

The seven Democrats scarcely mentioned

one another, but several of them criticized

Reagan.
McGovern, who based his unsuccessful

bid for the presidency in 1972 largely on

opposition to the Vietnam war, won ap-

plause from the audience with his assertion

that American foreign policy of the last 35

years was based on a "tendency to embrace

every tinhorn dictator ... who waved an

anti-Communist banner."

"We get stuck with these oppressive

dictators," he said.

The forum, one in a long series of face-to-

face campaign confrontations, was

arranged at a time when the pace of the

campaign is quickening, with the lead-off

Iowa caucuses less than three weeks away

and the New Hampshire primary set for

eight days later on Feb. 28.

AP LaMrphoto

ASTRONAUTS REPORT—The crew for space shuttle flight eleven

wave after arriving at the Kennedy Space Center yesterday.

Russians will be at Summer Games

AP L*»«rphoto

REHEARSAL PARADE—Yugoslavians carry various flags underneath

the bowl of the Olvmpic flame in Sarajevo in preparation for the open-

ing ceremony of the Winter Games.

SARAJEVO. Yugoslavia (AP) — The

head of the International Olympic Com-

mittee said yesterday he was certain the

Soviet Union and all other Communist

countries would have teams at the Summer
Games in Los Angeles this year.

Soviet sports officials as recently as this

month refused to commit their athletes to

the Los Angeles Games, accusing the

American government of interfering with

transportation plans.

But Juan Antonio Samaranch, president

of the IOC, said at a news conference that

he had visited all Socialist and Communist

countries in the last month 'and I can

assure you that they are all busy preparing

their athletes for Los Angeles."

"Provided the Olympic Charter is ob-

served, I am sure they will all be there," he

said. "And I am confident the charter will

be honored, because we have had a letter

from President Reagan gfiving us that

pledge."

Samaranch added that the United States

government has promised a decision soon

on Soviet plans to transport its athletes to

L.A. in airhne charters, "and I hope very

much it will be positive."

The question of a Russian-led boycott of

the L.A. Games has existed since the

United States and some three dozen other

nations stayed away from the 1980

Olympics in Moscow to protest Soviet

military intervention in Afghanistan.

It surfaced repeatedly today, as

Samaranch addressed reporters athered for

next week's start of the XIV Winter

Games.
The IOC president said he was pleased

with facilities and preparations in Sarajevo,

which has been hit by an unusual lack of

snow in the city itself.

"I flew over the mountain sites, and there

is plenty of snow," Samaranch said. "Even

if we had no more snow during the coming

days, there is enough to have wonderful ski

competitions."

Judges custody ruling

aids biologicalparents
BOSTON — A judge can "tip in favor" of a child's

biological parent to settle a custody battle if the biological

and foster parents are both fit to have custody, the sUte

appeals court ruled yesterday.

The judges upheld a ruling regarding an infant who had

gpent the first several years of her life traveling to various

tUtes with a natural father who had a serious drinking

problem and a mother who was twice hospitalized for

psychological problems, the court decision said.

In May 1980 a Florida judge, noting that the biological

mother was under the care of a psychiatrist, transferred

custody of the young girl to a set of foster parents, the

decision said. The foster mother was the former sister-in-

kw of the girl's biological father.

Teen-ager wins re-trial

afterjudgemakes error
BOSTON (AP) — A Boston teen-ager, who said he

tabbed someone in self-defense during a street fight, was
granted a new trial yesterday when the state appeals

court ruled that the trial judge had erred.

The unidentified 16-year-old defendant had been con-

victed of delinquency by reason of murder following a

scuffle in Boston's Dorchester neighborhood on March 27,

1982, the court decision said.

The incident began after the youth hurled snowballs at a

girl and called her names, the decision said. The girl,

sitting in a car with her family, later spotted the youth and
told her brothers and sisters what had happened.
When the girl's brother confronted the defendant, he

said, "Get out of my face," the decision said.

The brother punched the youth in the face while another
brother left the car and approached, the decision said. A
friend of the youth then yelled to "watch his back," the

decision said.

Digest
By AssociatedPress
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Hub shrink believes

pesticide causedkilling
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - A Boston psychiatrist

testified Tuesday he believes a lawn caretaker was
mentally disabled by pesticides when he strangled a

secretary last March 29.

"My opinion is that he was suffering from a mental

disease or defect" that day because of exposure to

organophosphate garden chemicals, said Dr. David M.
Bear, professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School.

"I don't believe he was able to form intent," Bear said,

adding, "My opinion is that the chemicals played a major
role."

Bear was a defense witness in the seventh day of trial for

David Garabedian, 23, a chunky onetime Chelmsford lawn

care worker charged with murdering Eileen Muldoon, 34,

in the back yard of her Dunstable home.
Defense Attorney Robert Mardirosian contends

Garabedian's mind was clouded by the pesticides he used in

his work, and he could not tell right from wrong when Mrs.

Muldoon surprised him urinating in her back yard.

Under cross examination by Assistant District Attorney

Thomas Reilly, Bear said he does not see private patients,

and is not a toxicologist.

The slight, bespectacled psychiatrist said he drew his

opinion from interviews with the defendant, his family and

friends, study of case records and scientific reports about

pesticide poisoning.

Bear told Reilly he ordered sophisticated brain wave and

psychology tests for Garabedian and said that while the
results were not completely normal, they were wiinui

normal limits.

Trouble-making bear

movedto remote area
HATFIELD — Freida, a black bear whose romps in this

rural town created traffic jams, has been moved miles

away by researchers who hope she will do what other

bears do in the winter: hibernate.

Freida was knocked out Monday by a tranquilizer and

moved to a remote, man-made den in an undisclosed

wooded area, said Wendell Dodge, a wildlife researcher at

the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.

"It was just a question of time before she got into real

trouble that might have ended in someone getting hurt.

Some residents were getting antsy about Freida coming so

close to their homes," Dodge said.

Freida, born in Hatfield, spent the last several weeks

wandering through town along Routes 5 and 10 and in the

backyards of homes. State police were summoned one

weekend to direct traffic as researchers herded Freida

away from curious motorists.
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Milton man arrested for
University of Massachusetts police arrested a 26-year-

old Mihon resident Sunday and charged him with driving*

without a license or an inspection sticker and driving with

defective equipment. The arrest occurred at 11:37 p.m.

after the subject was observed driving on North Pleasant

St. with no rear lights.

In other police action:

A 23-year-old Amherst resident was arrested at 1 a.m.

Monday and charged with driving while intoxicated, police

said. The subject was observed driving erratkally when

stopped by the police.

Police confiscated beer from three underaged youths at

4:30 p.m. Monday when they were observed carrying it in

lot 49. After an identification check, police found all three

were under 20.

— MARY ANNE BEEN

runnmg
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Despite an increase in undergraduate enrollment of

more than 400 this spring, business is as usual for some

members of the University of Massachusetts ad

ministration.

The Registrar's Office has been busy re-issuing

schedules and grade reports to some students while giving

out add/drop forms to others, according to Ralph Jones,

undergraduate registrar.

"Traffic has been spaced out fairly well," Jones said,

because "the highest number of students cleared their bills

on time."

Eighty four percent of the undergraduate students at

the University paid their bills by the January 6 due date,

he said. With an estimated eight percent no-show factor,

only eight percent of the student body had to pay their bill

after the due date, Jones said.

"Registering by mail cuts down a great deal on the wait

in line," he said.

The College of Arts and Sciences Information and

Advising Center (CASIAC) deserves the name "ZooMass"

during the first weeks of the semester, said Julie Berwald,

assistant to the dean of the college.

"At the beginning of the semester, it's always like that,"

Berwald said.

"It's very, very bad here (in the CASIAC office), "
she

said. "I'm laughing before I cry."

Berwald noted that students needing advising had

almost a two hour wait yesterday before they could see an

advisor. "Many students get discouraged and leave or just

go to class," she said.

The waiting list for students at the CASIAC office was

closed at 3:30 p.m. both Monday and Tuesday. With only

two advisors usually working at a time, "we have quite a

few students waiting." she said.

"Today we just don't have the normal schedule we will

CoUcKian photo b; David Deabcr

Heavy Traffic—Students traverse the ramp to

the Whitmore Administration building yester-

day during the first day of classes.

have once things settle down," she said.

The add/drop period will end February 13. Pass/fail

forms must also be handed in to the registrars office by

that date.

Sexuality program
t*ains counselors
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

The Peer Sexuality Education Program (PSE). located
at the University Health Center, has been training un-
dergraduates to help students communicate about male
and female sexuality since 1969.

According to Ron Mazur, Director of the PSE Program
at UMass, "every program has a protocol with certain

areas to be covered and certain methods to teach by."

PSE trainees currently specialize and conduct

workshops on five specific sexual topics: Contraceptive

Technology and Information, Men's Sexuality and Birth

Control, New Facts and Fallacies About Sexuality. Sexual

Orientation, and Focused Topics, such as herpes, rape

awareness, and sexual harassment, he said.

"We view sexuality as a vital part of the total person. It's

a valid health entity that shouldn't be ignored." Mazur

said.

Sexuality is an issue which is rarely discussed in nursing

or medical schools because, it is such a controversial issue

and many people feel uncomfortable talking about it, he

said.

The PSE educators communicate sexual topics, as well

as dispense information about contraceptun, sexual

responsibilities, and alternative sexual orientations.

Mazur said many women's issues are not confronted

because there is lack of communication between men and

women.

"Men joke about it," he said, "and this could be because

there has been a "lack of modeling."

"In many homes there are discussions about everything

but sex. Parents feel uncomfortable talking with

adolescents about sex, and schools don't talk about it

because it's so controversial."

Generally more women than men enroll in the PSE
training programs, last semester 62 percent of the

students who participated in the workshops were women.

"We are trying to involve men in sexuality and trying to

go beyond the notion that contraception and sexual

pleasures concern women only," Mazur said.

"Initially it's difficult to get men involved in the training

programs. We really need aware men to be trained as

educators. We need men to reach men."

Staff members of the Health Education Services at the

University Health Center hold educational contraceptive

sessions four days a week.

The session hours are:

Monday - 3 p.m.
Tuesday 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday - Couples only - 7:30 p.m.

Thursday 3 p.m.

Jackson tickets available
Tickets to see Rev. Jesse Jackson speaking tomorrow

night in the Fine Arts Center (FAC) will be distributed at

the FAC Box Office beginning at 10 a.m. today.

About 1000 tickets are available and one per person will

be given out. Those unable to obtain a ticket to see the

Democratic presidential candidate nominee in person can

get tickets for a closed circuit screening to be broadcast

live from the FAC to the Campus Center Auditorium.

Both events are scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.

Speech on SovietJewry
William Korey, a leading authority on the condition of

Soviet Jewry will speak at 7:30 p.m. today in the Wright

Hall Common Room, at Snuth College. His topic wUl be:

"Soviet Jews: Their Desperate Plight."

Korey is a prolific writer of both popular and scholarly

works and his most recent book was TheSoviet Cage:

AntiSemititm in RiLtsia. His visit, open to the publk, is

being sponsored by the Jewish Cultural Center and the

Smith/Amherst Binai B'rith Hillel Foundation.
Today we just aont nave me normal scneuuic we wui

that date , « . •«

Women, blacks& long-haired kidswereMcGovem's backbone
' -Tr' . .-._ Raltrnnm Mrrrf>vt>m is scheduled to sDcak at 8:30, but a

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The supporters of George McGovern, the women, blacks

and long-haired kids who surrounded the 1972 Democratic

nominee, were students. They were the peanut butter and
jelly sandwich cadre of loyal campaign workers who
distributed leaflets from door to door, staffed telephone

banks and did their best to give the former South C^ota
Senator visibility

Massachusetts was the only state which chose

McGovern over Nixon in '72, and students from schools in-

cluding the University of Massachusetts, Harvard, and

other politically oriented colleges and universities, par-

ticipated in campaign activities which, it was hoped, would

defeat the hawkish president who had brought the United

States to its peak as a 20th Century police state.

But the image of the McGovern campaign set the

American electorate back. McGovern was viewed by the

'72 voters as a wishy-washy literal, who threatened the

national security. His '72 campaign managed by Gary

Hart, then an aspiring Colorado Senatorial candidate,

sought to register a wave of new supporters which would

rebuild the Democratic party. The McG<wern voter

registration drive was an effective strategy during the

Democratic primaries, but in the general election it could

not compete with a well-financed establishment-backed

Nixon organization.
ii,mDe<lded in what has been called a Democratic

Market Society," the corporate media had more in com-

mon with Nixon than McGovern, and with little trouble

were able to do tiieir best to assist in creating a false im-

age of the students involved in the Democrat's campaign.

McGovern knows more about the press and presidential

"/ thought the convention was great, but what came

acroM on televUion, apparently, to many of these guy

»

was they »au> a lot ofaggre$sive uwmen, they saw a lot

of militant blacks, they saw long-haired kids, and I

think that comibination, which helped win the nomina-

tion for me, I think it offended a lot of them.

"

George McGovern in an interview with

Hunter S. Thompson following his

defeat to Richard M. Nixon in the

1972 Presidential election.

elections than any of his seven Democratic colleagues, but

he has managed to remain a peace candidate in support of

nuclear disarmament and human rights. He has not

changed his approach.

He has also continued to register new voters wherever

he goes, and he hopes to encourage UMass students to

register tonight when he speaks in the Student Union

Ballroom. McGovern is scheduled to speak at 8:30, but a

voter registration rallv will bejrin at 8.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson another candidate for the

Democratic nomination, has also had to encounter his

share of bad press. The return of Lt. Robert Goodman

was a media windfall for Jackson, who has since been

criticized for accepting campaign donations from a nation

considered unfriendly by the Reagan Administration.

When Jackson appeared at a New Hampshire soup kit-

chen with bags of food for anyone who waited in line, he

was accused of being an opportunist by members of that

state's legislature, and the press gave the impression that

there was more opposition to Jackson's food packages

than support. But he also has learned to accept the

politics of the corporate press.

Jackson is another candidate who has his strategy

designed around voter registration. He spoke before an

overflowing crowd at Smith College two weeks ago, and

registered about 50 people at that time. He will speak at 8

p.m. tomorrow at the Fine Arts Center, and again he will

attempt to register new voters.

The Massachusetts primary is March 13, and our enroll-

ment at the University of Massachusetts promises a front

seat to the issues and the candidates. It is likely that all

the Democratic candidates will speak on campus. Take ad-

vantage. You can't believe everything you read.
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Trustees-
cmtmued from pg. 1

out what they (the board) plan to do," said

Allen.

Abo to be discussed and voted on today is

a tentative agreement with the MSP
teaching union concerning those University

professors who choose not to pay that

agency fee.

The proposed agreement between the

University and MSP would mandate a one

week suspension without gross pay for all

professors and librarians who refuse to pay

that year's fee.

James R. Boylan, MSP president and

UMass professor of journalistic studies,

said "Union bargaining teams have been

working with the University throughout

1963 to draft this tentative agreement.

Altogether, it took 45 sessions to work out

I this agreement.
"We'll be holding informational meetings

on February 8 and 9 where bargaining unit

members, regardless of their union

membership status, will be able to vote on

ratification of this agreement," Boylan said.

Previously, professors who did not pay

the yearly union fee were subject to ter-

mination by the University. Despite this

University administrators chose to suspend

professors — the "Amherst 11" — who
withheld payment during 1982 and 1983,

and notify them of possible termination.

Ed Harrison, a professor of astronomy

and an original member of the group

notified of the original suspensions in 1982,

previously said that, "Continued suspen-

sions will only serve to hurt this univer-

sity's academic future."

• Amherstelections- continued from pg. 1

Also 80 Town Meeting member posts will be filled in the upcoming election. There

are ten seats open in each of the eight precincts to serve for three-year terms. Students

are permitted to run for Town Meeting representatives provided they meet eligibility

requirements. According to Minear, 25 students presently hold positions.

Summer jobs for counselors
The new Students Program is now ac-

cepting appUcations for 30 summer

counselor positions. Students with positive

attitudes toward university life, counseling

experience, academic success and high

energy levels are encouraged to apply.

Applications may be obUined from the new

students Program in room 101 Berkshu-e

House before February 10.
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50c Drinks

75<t Food

75C Drinks

1.25 Food

1.25 Drinks

1.75 Food

1.75 Drinks

Reg. Price- Food

Wednesday Night

starting

February 6th. . .

Professionally taught

DANCE CLASSES
For Adults

Beg. Ballet

Mon. 7:30

Inter. Jazz

Tues. 7:00

Inter. Modern
Tues. 8:00

Inter. Ballet

Thurs. 6:30

Beg. Jazz Fri. 3:30

Ten-Week
Courses $50

Phone 549-1555

THE AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm
across

;. Pleasant St.

\

PERSONALIZED
STYLl HAIRCUTS

r""l7.oo
(with this coupon)I

I $10.00 with

j Shampoo and

I
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
I Expires 2/29/84 C |

piMsTcalTfor an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

I

Welcome Back UMass . .

.

We're Ready To Go!!

papa Qino^

Spedals

• The more Pizzas you order,

the more you save . . .for

pick-up or eat-in

• Great for Pizza Parties!

Student must shofw College Identification Card to get discount.

Summer Jobs

UPWARD BOUND/
UMASS AMHERST

Positions Available: I

Instructors (for College Prepatory Curriculum)

Counselor/ Tutors (for residential component)!

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: Feb. 29, 1984

Internships also available
^\

THE WORD IS OUT!
ROAD WARRIOR"
IS A HIT!

THE ROAD
WARIUOR— o

Date: Sunday, Feb. 5, 1984 CC Auditorium
5:00-$1.00 7,9,11 -$1.50

sponsored by Washington Dorm

Quantity

Purchased

1 Pizza

2 Pizzas

Discount

10%
15%

Quantity

Puivhascd

3 Pizzas

4Pizzas

Over 5 Pizzas

I(^

Charter

Paoa Qino'^ Mts. Fanns Mall

'^llf^ro.r Hadley,MA CaU: 384-0220
PIZZA&MORE

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

JhanBl TbnB. Bus Lines Inc

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call General Office and Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297
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'HEY, LOOK, WB'I^E WARM, WE'RE PRY, WE MAVE A m)F CVER OUR MEADS EM0U3H TO EAT
S6 Wia YOU QUIT V^R^ING ABOUT 7WIN6S V^ OHXSei:

Union-reality as State of the it isn't
President Reagan's State of the Union address (Jan.

25) couJd have laeen inspiring. It could have been if his

soothing tone and uplifting phrases had been matched
for the past three years by parallel actions. Clearly, they
haven't. This President is content to usher us through
polished paragraphs of persuasion while thousands of
Americans face the daily nightmare of homelessness,
malnutrition and despair.

R. Jay Allain

These are not merely words—they signify a reality that

I'm afraid the President, Edward Meese and we, who are
not feeling it acutely, can scarcely comprehend. How
many of us dare to hear the words of Shakespeare's King
Lear? A man of great secular power, as is Mr. Reagan,
he counsels "Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel."

This insight comes to him during a howling tempest. Can
our President, seemingly feel for the downtrodden, the

students, the elderly and unemployed? This seems
unlikely while he wanders in the intoxicating world of

words he prefers over reality.

The content of his speech is certainly entertaining but

not to be mistaken for the real world. While such flights

of fancy may be excusable on the tube, they are frighten-

ing when revealed by the holder of our highest elected of-

fice. Yet, we are all conditioned to respect the speeches

of our Chief Executive. Some citizens may even share

the excitement of embarking on discoveries in outer

space-unconsciously sensing that soon it may be the only

inhabitable place. For even W. Averell Harriman, a

former Ambassador to the Soviet Union, said this about

our present foreign policy: 'This is the grim result of

Reagan Administration diplomacy: If present

developments in nuclear arms and United States-Soviet

relations are permitted to continue, we would face not

the risk but the reality of nuclear war.'

Our leader then resembles Big Brother—evading that

which is by naming it the reverse. The widespread terror

over the escalating arms race and poverty, forty percent

of whom according to recent study, are children under

eighteen, becomes "security needs" and "economic

recovery." And despite his interpersonal suaveness, let

us not neglect Hamlet's wisdom: 'A knavish sp^eech

sleeps in a foolish ear.' In these times, we need neither

fools nor ostriches.

R. Jay AUain is a UMass gradiuUe living in Easthamp-
ton

Letters

Satellite Center at UMass
To the Editor.

The recent Collegian story on activities of the

University's Remote Sensing Center ("Satellites will

Transmit to Hasbrouck,") carried an erroneous report of

recent action taken by the University's Board of Trustees.

The article stated that the Remote Sensing Center "has

received $140,000 from the University's Board of Trustees

to start a research corporation."

This is not the case. What the UMass Board of Trustees

has done is to set aside a total of $150,000 to study the

commercial viability of a technology developed by
scientists at the University's Remote Sensing Center.

This study is still in preliminary stages, and its findings

are far from complete. Thus, while it is fair to say that the

University's Board of trustees has decided to take a serious

and systematic look at the commercial feasibflity of a

private venture, it is wildly off the mark to state that they

have decided to fund such a corporatwn. Clearly, such a

corporation does not now exist nor are there any current

plans to begin receiving data transmissions from satellites.

Dallas L. Darland
Director of Development

Militant feminism a scourge?

To the Editor,

Militant feminism is destroying America as the scourge

of decency and civility. In the last two decades we have

seen a dramatic increase in broken homes, spouse and

child abuse and sex crimes, which haSJust about kept pace

with women's decision to we«r the pants.

Jude 16 in the Bible prophetized of militant feminists a
follows: "These are murmurers, complainers, walking

after their own lusts; and their mouth speaketh great

swelling words, having men's persons in admiration

because of advantage."
Deuteronomy 22:5 is (jod's admonition against unisex

and Jude 6-16 is the shameful result. Jesus strove against

feminism and even said to His mother: "Woman, what
have I to do with thee?" And for His crucifiers He said:

"Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do."

We can rebuild America with the only true word of (jod,

the 1611 King James Bible, or we can continue to let TV
hype lead us to the slaughter. But our salvation can only

come about through believing that Bible prophecy was
meant for the latter times—NOW. (I Timothy 4:1)

Wayne L. Johnson
San Diego

Is Guatemala
same old story ?

On Monday, the Reagan Administration announced

that they would sell the Guatemalan government

two million dollars worth of parts for their military

helicopters which were originally bought from the United

States in the 60's, but have not been maintained since the

1977 stoppage of arms sales to Guatemala. The Ad-

ministration claims that the transaction is not a violation

of a 1983 Congressional ban on military assistance to

Guatemala, but that it is merely a business deal.

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and

include the writer's address and
telephone number, which will not
be published. Please type double
spsM^ed at 67 characters per line.

Di^'.To space limitations and the
voluii|e of mail, we reg^ret we are
una|le to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are
subj^t to editing for clarity and
lengipi.

Charles Francis Carroll

This double-dealing marks the death of the Carter

doctrine of no military assistance to countries with ram-

pant human rights violations by forces connected to their

governments, a condition existing in Guatemala, which has

been called the worst in the world by Amnesty Inter-

national and even cited by the Kissinger Commission

report as particularly brutal. It also marks the death of

something more than a policy.

The helicopters reportedly would be used to pursue

"rebels" in the highlands, but the fact is that most of the

government murder is a planned program to exterminate

the indigenous peoples and cultures of Guatemala in much
the same way that the Native American peoples have been
decimated by the U.S. Government, only with helicopters

and machineg^ns instead of cavalry and Winchesters.

I became aware of this genocide while trakking through
Guatemala a month in 1979. There was more fear among
the Indians of the government than fear of the recent

earthquake, which is understandable since far more
Indians have been killed by the government than the
twenty thousand killed in the earthquake. The genocide ia

perpetrated in the name of modernization. I found the
culture of the Indioa to be higher in every respect than the

culture of the Modemea.

I found the Guatamatec people to be the most in-

dependent and their culture to be the most impressive I

have encountered in my travels, especially in the places

where the Spanish never reached. You would agree, I

think, if you had walked with me along the road from San
Lucas Tollman to Santiago Atitlan, and witnessed the fine

weaving, the afternoon ballgames, the sauntering strides

of the men. and the friendly smiles of the women from the

doorways of their stone huts inhabited since the Mayans.
Now, I have heard that Santiago is a military barracks and
I know it will never be the same.

The rebels? Yes, I met many Americans and Com-
munists alike along the way, but the Indians were not

buying either system at the time, laughing off the

propaganda as if it was only white man's lies. The histwy

of Latin America, even Pre-hispanic America, is one of

conquest after conquest and the people have learned how
to live under outsiders' rule. But, if anything could convert

the Guatematec people to communism, it would be their

genocide by an American-backed military dictatorship.

Of course, this action should not come as a surprise. The
Hrst official act of the Reagan Administration's foreign

policy was to end the prohibition of arms to Argentina in

Reagan's first month of office. Argentina was to become
our big stick in South America. Unfortunately, the
Argentines invaded the Falklands with their brand new
American guns. The recently disposed military govern-

ment in Argentina hadn't had an election in over ten years.

Neither has Guatemala. And yet we constantly hear these
unpqjular dictatorships referred to as "democracies.*'

Guatemala is only another example of a U.S. supported

dictatorship, not a "democracy."

The modem history of Guatemala bears out the grim fact

that not only is it a dictatorship supported by the United

States, but a dictatorship put in place by the United States

when the CIA wages a covert war in 1954 to overthrow the
progressive democracy of President Jacobo Arbenz. who
was elected in the first free elections ever to be held there.

The reason for the coup executed by the CIA was sup-

posedly to stop "communist influence" in Central America.

Sound familiar? But the real reason was to stop the
divestment and natk>nalization of American economic

interests in Guatemala, particularly United Fruit.

Is history repeating itself? The profits of United Fruit

are a pittance compared to those of the lucrative ccitee

business developed in Guatemala over the past decade.

Along with a budding oO industry there is more than

enough incentive for the U.S. involvement. The Reagan
Administration's new committment to the Guatemala
government, itself a product of am ilitary coup in 1988,

represents an attack against democracy, not a defense oS

democracy. But what does the Administratk>n have to say
about it? Business as usual.

Charln Franeia Carroll i» a CoUegian eormpondent
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^ HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS

UMASS SKI CLUB

/^^"'^W-Kv

Thurs. Night Skiing

Feb. 2 at Mt. Tom
$9. includes lifts,

refreshments & transportation

for more info 545-3437
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PUDLIC NOTICE
2 Days Only

Selling At The

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley ;»*,-

HOTEL . .„ „ ^
SURPLUS *48.00 5]T

AND UP

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $55.'

TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00 ^^%JS

FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00

Be Early For B^Selecion FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this molel, every piece is brand new, factory

«.alf»d in heavv clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection. Bring your car,

tTuck or sta^rwa^on^e will load for y"^. SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CARRY

1 pm-7pm Thurs. Feb. 2 10 am - 3 pm

^^r^.em p^^

SAVE
on Paperbacks

over 30,000 now in stock

on all subjects

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP

Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

W/th5pQCtti/gMCi^

10-5:30 Mon-Fri

10-5 Sat

12:30-5 Sun

549-6052

Tickets available, at all datatix iDcations

at thp FireArts Center Smnstield Civic

Center and i>tDp i aqps m Northampm^

(JmdiiM, Pitt^Hotjcw. and Hadfey

UMas5Stu(fents:»irni^

Public :*15^^ 14^

i^Afl^ ID. muiredwithscudent ticket. No

can5.b(ides. cameras, or recontog devices

Give us the Business
Just a selection of the stuff we're made of!

(p-- 0C?^W;-i4

Hurry while the supplies last.

We also carry a full line of Shakespeare

signet classics $1.CX)-$1.25. We carry

everything from computer and medical

books to bestsellers and university press

releases. Come seel

orig.

Anthropology For the Eighties - Cole 13.95

Elements of Econometrics - Kmenta 31 .95

Methods of Social Research - 2nd edit. 21.95

The Western Heritage - Kagan 20.00

The Nature & Properties of Soil - 8th edit. 27.95

Norton Anthology of Poetry

Creative Mental Growth - 7th edit. 24.98

Sister Carrie - Dreiser 2.25

The Prince - Machiavelli 1-95

Souls of Black Folk - WE. Dubois 2.50

Parzival - Von Esenbach 5.95

Leviathan - Hobbes 3.95

Four Major Plays Ibsen 2.25

The Forest People - Turnball 3.95

The Varieties of Religious Exper. - James 3.50

OURS
7.00

16.00

10.99

9.99

13.98

5.99

12.50

1.00

.99

1.25

2.99

1.99

1.00

1.99

1 75

Open: This week Mon-Sat 10-8

// ^ —

^

Vie m
•••••'

1^

NEW BOOKS AT HALT PRICE

Stop in to say Hello to your Friends
Theyll be here

via .^i^ I Free Popcorn

TimeAout
Two T.V.'s

Happy Hour Daily 4-8

16 oz. Drafts 85* 16 oz. Giant Drinks

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR

37 N. Pleasant St.

I

I

I

I

I
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MIk andHoney: a final gift

MILK AND HONEY
John Lennon and Yoke Ono/Polydor Records

By ED BEEN
CoUe^an Staff

It is difficult to approach this album without becoming

emotional. For all practical purposes, it is the last studio

album from John Lennon the world will be blessed with.

To separate the music from the image, the history, and the

memories is no easy task.

Over three years have past since Dmible Fantasy was

released, and the twelve tracks on MiUc and Honey were

taken from the same sessions as the previous work, but

the new album is different. The format is the same, John

and Yoko trade off songs about love, life, and the world at

large. Milk and Honey, however, is decidedly more

upbeat, with lighter instrumentation, which produce an

eiyoyable, stripped down pop album. But there is more to

this album than appears at first glance.
^^

Song titles like "Don't Be Scared," "I'm Stepping Out

and "Grow Old With Me," make for another chapter,

(perhaps sadly the last), in the John Lennon/Yoko Ono

love affair. The songs themselves offer sharp, to the

point, observations: neat little capsules one can take to

heart.

In Lennon's "I Don't Wanna Face It," he takes a stab at

hypocrites and sings "Say you're looking for a place to

go/Where nobody knows your name/You're lookine for

oblivionAVith one eye on the Hall of Fame."

He speaks of the need for individuality in "I'm Stepping

Out," when he croons "If it don't feel right don't do it/Just

leave a message on the phone and tell them to screw

ityAfter all is said and done/You can't go pleasing

everyone." Lennon shows his comical and cynical sides as

well in the single "Nobody Told Me" with lines like

"Everybody's talking and no one says a

word/Everybody's making love and no one really

cares/There's Nazis in the bathroom, just below the

stairs." And the video is a lot of fun too.

Although Yoko Ono's vocal approach has always taken

some getting used to, her lyrical insight cannot be missed.

In "Don't Be Scared" she sings, "If your hearts are

lit/Drop your survival kit/Then you never have to run or

split." In "O'Sanity" she observes, "It's only sane to be

insane/Psychotic builds a castle/Neurotic lives in it/I don't

know what to do with my sanity/When the world's at a

verge of calamity.
^

The music on the record ranges from straight pop to

reggae. Highlights in this department are Yoko's orien-

tally flavored "Your Hands", and the great opening guitar

nff on Lennon's "I Don't Want To Face It". The last song

on the album. Yoko's "You're The One", has the powerful

musical texture and tone that Stevie Nicks would die for.

Another treat is Lennon's frequent rapping about

pimples, Seasame Street, taking care of the kids, and stay-

ing out at night until "one or two or three."

John and Yoko in one of the laat photographs taken of the two.

The list of musicians is lengthy: Hugh McCracken and

Earl Slick (guitars), Andy Newmark (drums), and Carlos

Alomar (vocals), to name a few. The entire album

however, even with the large cast of characters, is amaz-

ingly coherent, slick but relaxed, and as always, done with

maximum professionalism.

The emotional apex of Milk and Honey, (subtitled A
Heart Play), is in the exchange of the songs "Grow Old

Along With Me", and "Let Me Count The Ways", ideas

taken from poems by Robert and Elizabeth Barret Brown-

ing. It is a communication between friends and lovers, it is

not overindulgent, and Lennon and Ono make it accessi-

ble. On the liner notes, Ono writes "John and I always

thought, among other things, that we were maybe the

reincarnation of Robert and Liz."

Lennon's "Grow Old With Me" is a truly beautiful love

ballad with lovely chords calling to mind Johnny Beatle's

work on the White Album. When he woos "Grow old

along with meAVhatever fato decreesAVe will see it

through/For our love is true/God bless our love," the

listener has no choice but to be moved.

The album itself is beautifully packaged with extensive

notos from Yoko, and a wonderful color cover of John and

Yoko about to kiss, and unlike on Double Fantasy they are

smiling. On the inside of the jacket is a photo of a naked

John on top of a naked Yoko, and they are again smiling,

the two virgins, a little bit older, and a little bit wiser.

Each song on Milk and Honey is a statement from an ar-

tist, providing insight into that art, from a lover, providing

proof of that love complete with its resulting joy.

Repeated listenings offer new in.sights about what that

love must l)e like. It is a thrilling experience. Thank you

for that experience John and Yoko. Ckxl Bless.

ANNOUNCING Pcer Educatloii

Recruitment
Univefsrty Heahh Services offers

Spring 1984 credited coursework as:

if Peer Sexuality Educators

if Peer Alcohol Educators

if Health Aides and

if HeahhReach Workers

Training and working with others to

rourKi out your University experience:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT

HEALTH EDUCATION/ 549-2671 ext181

Wh-U did happen onJ[JyJ^ the Cahula River?

^CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED

For Summer Camps In th« Hssrt of

Adirondack Mountains Stat* Park, N.Y.

I

Deliueiance
DATE: Feb. 1. 1984

TIME: 4:15, 6:30, 8:46, 11:00

Sponsored by Hamlin Dorm I

Top salaries, accomodations & benefits for experienced,
professionally minded men & women to lead well-bal-

anced skill development programs Openings exist for:

All Water Sports (WSI). Sailing, Land Sports. Phys Ed.
Tennis. Archery. Water Skiing. Tripping, Photography. Arts

& Crafts. Drama. Pianists l^^inimum Age required 19
Travel assistance provided

Call or write : J*rry Halsband 914-833 01 70

140 Larchmont Ave., Larchmont, N.Y. 10538

RflQUfTTfLfiKfCflhPS

BODY SHOP
Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden

Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout

regular M6.00NOW $38.00
up to 17 weeks of workouts

Off

15% Discount
Spring Semester Memberships

NOPE

M-F
7:30-9 am
12-1 pm
-6 pm
7-9 pm

Sat

1-4

Bring this ad to the

BODY SHOP
for 15% discount

offer expires on Feb. 7 (9 pm)

Boyden

M-F
7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm

CONTRACT MEETING

NOON, WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 1

CAMPUS CENTER 101

An informal meeting to discuss and explain the new

faculty/librarian collective bargaining agreement will

be held at noon on Wednesday, February 1, in Cam-

pus Center 101.

Massachusetts Society of Professors
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TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

I

Wed. Feb. 1

I

I Thurs. Feb. 2

Fri. Feb. 3

Sat. Feb. 4

Men. Feb. 6 thru

Fri. Feb. 10

9am - 9 pm

9 am -9 pm

9 am -5 pm

10 am -3 pm

9 am -5 pm

thereafter 9 am - 4 pm

C. Bernard Jackson's Proud, a story of the witnessing of the police

beating of a youth, will open the Third World Theater Series' Spring

'84 season, and will be presented on Feb. 11 in Bowker Auditorium.

>

I
TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

RCA XL-lOO Solid State

Selling at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley
Wed. Feb. 1 2 pm - 7 pm
Thurs. Feb. 2 11 am - 3 pm
MASTERCARD. . .VISA. .

.ACCEPTED

RVM Associates

'No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RVM Sales Corp

I

I

MSP/FSU/MTA/NEA
NOTICE OF RATIFICATION

Ratification meetings to vote on the proposed collective bargaining agreennent bet-

ween the Massachusetts Faculty Staff Union/MTA/NEA and the Board of Trustees

of the University of Massachusetts/Board of Regents of Higher Education will be

held on the Amherst and Boston campuses of the University. The Amherst campus

voting will take place as follows.
. li n

Wednesday, February 8, 1984 10a.m.-2p.m. Memorial Hall

Thursday, February 9, 1984 10 a.m. -2 p.m. Memorial Hall

The proposed agreement contains an agency fee provision. If the agreement is

ratified by a majority of those present and voting, the agency fee provision will re-

quire each bargaining unit member who elects not to join or to maintain membership

in the Union to pay to the Union on an annual basis as a condition of employment an

amount equal to the regular dues paid by Union members.

All employees in the bargaining unit who are covered by the proposed agreennent

are eligible to vote at the ratification meetings, regardless of their membership or

non-membership in the Union. Bargatning unit members are advised to bnng iden-

tification with them to the polls.

Tabulation of thefimherst ballots=|^be held after 2 p.m. on February 9, 1984, at

Memorial Hall. Atbargaining unit miiinbers are welcome to obsen/e the tabulation.

l| JOINT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
'f MSP4f6U/MTA/NEA

» •• . 4 » » »
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Bloom Countj by Berke Breathed
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Edited by Margarel Farrar and Trude Jaffe
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ACROSS
1 Declivity

6 Nigeria's capital

11 Knock
14 -Trie Gold Bug."

etal.

15 Small coin of

Israel

16 Name m coaching

17 Happening
18 One club, eg
20 'Ring composer
22 Mystery-writer

Josephine

23 Shade of green

24 Line on a

weatherman's
map

26 Toast, inMalmo
27 Unheeding
30 Popular

condiment
32 China

33 Cover ground

34 Indulge

39 Describing

Hawthorne's "A"
41 To the right Fr

42 crab

43 DC based agcy
44 Actress Patricia

45 Classify

47 A Paris airport

48 Revise
52 Cricket

54 Stinging remark

55 Kingston sprov

56 Cattle herder

60 Ball park hit

63 Infirm

64 Cosy spot

65 Pinnacle

66 Lombardy s

metropolis

67 Time abbr

68 Puts to trial

69 Cologne

DOWN
1 Hodgepodge
2 Etna output

3 Fashion name
4 Like a feather

5 Colorado's
Park

6 Palmas or Vegas
7 Kick around a

political football

8 Dead ducks

9 Carousal

10 Gal of song

11 Proportion

12 Lavender, for one
13 Jury

19 BPOE member
21 Vestments like

surplices

25 Temptation

26 Box
27 Menu choice

28 Suffix with refer

29 Month after

Shebat
31 Modernized

35 Repetitious

36 Part of the

waterfront

37 And others Abbr

38 Trust (with "on")

40 Teller of tall tales

41 Affected manners

43 Challenge

46 Scorches
48 Residence
49 Regular routes

50 Nottingham's

river

51 Subside
53 Stuffs

55 Fairy tale

character

57 Despicable

58 Spirit

59 Budget item

61 Statute

62 NFL players

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins
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Recruitment Meeting

8pm—9pm
Feb. 8
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DC Menu
Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

Eggroll

Fried Rice

Due Sauce
Soy Sauce

Basics Lunch
Golden Burgers

Eggroll

F^ried Rice

Due Sauce
Soy Sauce

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Mushnwm Sauce

Baked Cod with Lemon Slice

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

Basics Dinner

Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes with Sauce

Baked Cod with Lemon Slice

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

C^̂

-r

^^^0

Weather

Today sunny and cold.

Highs in the 20's.

Tonight, clear and cold.

Lows in the teens.

Tomorrow, sunny and
«ot so«cold.

Todays puzzle
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the

standard form and not submitted by the Friday before

the week the event will take place will not be run. Due

to space limiUtions. the Collegian cannot guarantee

printing of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be given to UMass organizations.

Today

WEEKLY MEDITATION CLASS-Wednesdays a four

week class on meditation and yoga offered by Amanda

Marga an international social service and relief organiza-

tion call 253-9553 for information. 6:30 CC 168

MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
MEETING—There will be an organizational meeting for a

possible Minority Graduate Student Association. Bring

lunch. 12:00 noon GRC A-221

CONCERT: TROMBONIST DAVID SPORNY-A pro-

gram of classical and jazz works will feature faculty artist

David Spomy, Trombone, accompanied by pianist Nadine

Shank. Free 8pm Bezanson Recital Hall

IMPORTANT MEETING STUDENTS FOR
CRANSTON '84-Everyone invited to learn more about

Senator Alan Cranston's presidential campaign. Upcom-

ing events, activities will be discussed. Only sue weeks un-

til the Mass. Primary. 7:00pm Hatch

BOOK EXCHANGE-Buy and sell used textbooks.

9:00-4:00 CC Rm 165-169

Tomorrow

SLEIGH RIDE SIGN-UP-Sign up for HUlel Sleigh Ride

to Westhampton on Sunday, Feb. 5 in Hillel Office. Hillel

302 Student Union

HILLEL SOCIAL COMMITTEE MEETING-Help plan

spring semester's events! 7pm Dukes Rm. Student Union

J Greek Life j

Q. Are ifou dis

satisfied with
ifour current
mior^

A. Design a
major tTtat

fiFS IfOU/

If

>

- an experience

- a reward
- a lifetime

SORORITYRUSH
Register Now!

CaTwpus Center Concourse

J for more information call Greek Affairs

* call 5U5-2711

Ui^^)2^4'a

From TERADYNE
A J^ryLarge Scale Invitation
from a Technology Ladder

In electronics, the era of very larf^e scale intefiration (VLSI) has

armed, leavinfi, many companies with products suddenly obsolete

and engineerinf^ staffs strufifiling to catch up

Hut not Teradyne Thanks to S()2 million spent on R & D in

r)H(}-l9H2. Teradyne was ready and waitinfi for VLSI

Ready with VLSI memory testers, lo^ic testers, analof^ testers,

hoard testers

Ready in liosion. Ma and \Xoodland Hills. Calif . where
Teradyne develops ATT. for the electronics industry

Ready in Deerfield. Illinois, center for Teradyne s telephone

system testinfi operaticms

Ready in Nashua. Sen Hampshire, where Teradyne produces
backplane connection systems and stateof the art circuit board
technoh)^y designed to meet VLSI packaf^infi requirements

This kind of technology leadership spells growth Excitement.

Challenf^e Career opportunities

you just can t find anywhere t'/.sc

Teradyne A company
ahead of its time.

l(K)kinfi for somt' f^ood
people to keep it ahead

For more informatitm. see

your Placement Counselor

WE
MEASURE
UP

JHit^^4H

[Morrison exells at GBTC,
UMass relay teams do wel

Boyden not yet fixed

By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's and

women's track squads,

continually on the road in

this the indoor season,

landed in Cambridge
Sunday and competed in

the Greater Boston Track

Club Invitational at the

Harvard University oval.

It was a prestigious

gathering as some Olympic

hopefuls were on hand,

notably 1983 Boston

Marathon champ Greg

Meyer and former UMass

star Randy Thomas. That

duo finished 1-2 in a

sluggish mile event.

Meanwhile, Maryland's

Mike Pascuzzo lept into the

'84 summer Olympics with

his qualifying high-jump

mark of 7-4 and a quarter;

no one else got within four

inches of him.

UMass' Kayla Morrison

continued to dominate her

premier event, coming in

second overall in the 55

meter sprint, in just over

seven seconds. The
talented freshman from

Hartford has shown steady

improvement over the

course of this short indoor

season, qualifying for the

New England Cham-
pionships and hoping to

earn a spot at the

nationals.

The men's mile relay

team turned in their

fastest time of the year,

capturing the fourth

position in 3:24 .5. The two-

milers also recorded a

fourth-place finish.

The women's mile relay

grabbed an impressive

second-place as Leah
Loftis, running a 57.8

anchor leg, brought the

team back after trailing in

the fourth spot. The South

Hadley junior had a good

afternoon as she also made
it to the 400 meter finals

along with teammate
Debbie Smith.

With the return to

classes, both squads will

begin to taper off from the

double-sessions of winter-

break. Coaches Ken
O'Brien and Kalekeni
Banda seem pleased with

the performance of their

teams so far as they head

into the meat of their

schedules.

The intramural basketball schedule will

be cut from five games to four this season

due to the renovation of the Boyden Gym-
nasium floor.

The floor has been under repair since

December 20 and should be finished by

February 13, according to the intramural

office. The repairs were originally set to

end January 30.

The intramural schedule should start on

Feb. 13. All intramural team managers

should pick up a revised schedule, which

will be available Feb. 8, at the intramural

office at 215 Bovden.

CORRECTION: Some of the intramural

dates listed in yesterday's Collegian were

wrong. Here is the list again.

entries due starting date
sport

basketball

ice hockey
squash
Bowling
Wrestling

Soccer

Softball

Badminton
Tenn Doubs.

Track-Field

* Hockey dfnym pg. 1^

* Gymnastics
had a tremendous meet. He's hitting his

double back on floor, his side horse is

coming together, he's starting to work

rings again and he's landing on his feet in

vaulting."

In his second meet performing in the all

around, Dougherty placed second with a

51.1. The highlights of his all around

performance were a smooth pommel horse

routine (9.1) in which he performed two

circles on one pommel and a strong high bar

routine (9.05) in which he performed some

difficult moves.

"The last few meets I've been shakey on

pommel horse, but thanks to Roy and John

(Macurdy, assistant coach) today 1 had a

good performance, " Dougherty said. "They

made me think of relaxing and think of

having fun instead of worrying about it. I've

been improving so well with the help of the

coaching and everybody on the team."

rnntinut'd from fi,^. 12

Dartmouth was no competition for the

Minutemen as they lost three events by

over 20 points. Despite bad ankles, Joe

Demarco placed first in the floor exercises

with an 8.85. Dougherty won the pommel
horse event and Mark Quevillon had

another strong showing scoring 8.15 and
Bert Matheison, who took third in the all

around with a 49.9, scored a 9.3 with a

smooth ring routine. Eric Ciccone also

performed well on rings, taking second with

a 9.05. He displayed his strength by per-

forming an inverted cross and a planche,

which are difficult strength moves.

Stevens won vaulting and Dougherty
took the parallel bars event with a 9.05.

Mathieson wrapped up high bar with his

highest score ever on the event, a 9.45.

After having had some earlier problems on

the pommel horse and vaulting events,

Mathieson needed the strong finish.

sticks held high above their shoulders as

they skated. They practiced falling by

tumbling across the ice and getting up again

as quick as they could.

The first drill they did was one which

involved three players. One player got

between the other two and tried to in-

tercept their passes to each other.

Next, they practiced shooting. They

received passes from in front of the goal

from across the circle and from just inside

the blue line as their shots swept towards

the goal.

Finally, they did scrimmaging, changing

shifts according to the color jersey they

wore.

And interspersed within each phase of

practice was speed work. They skated hard

from end line to blue line and back, from

end line to red line, to blue to blue to red, to

opposite end line. Again, and again, and

again.

It may have been a typical practice

routine for them. But for the people who

came to watch, it was something more. It

was special to the spectators because it was

for them; il was purely American. They

saw the concentration, the dedication, the

simplicity of excellence in the attitude of

every player. They saw the simplicity

borne of a united effort toward one thing.

They saw energy and excitement. The

.Americans who came to the Nassau

Coliseum spent an afternoon getting tx)

know their Olympic ice hockey team, and it

was an important experience for them.

The players welcomed and shared the

enthusiasm that the crowd emitted. But

they were not overcome by it. Later, they

even signed autographs and answered

questions. But they didn't lose themselves

in the admiration surrounding them. They

weren't thinking about 1980. They were

anticipating working hard to win their own
gold. You could see in their faces that they

cared most about playing thft.best that they

could. P,

There are two divisioni' in the 1984

Olympic tournament. The Blue division

consists of the United States,

Czechoslovakia, Canada, Norway, Austria,

and Finland. The Red division consists of

the Soviet llnion, Sweden. West Germany.

Italy, Poland, and Yugoslavia. Each

division will send two teams to the final four

medal round, which will be played on

February 17th and 19th.

Although the 1984 Olympic ice hockey

team is different from the 1980 team, it is

similar in character. The team seeks ex

cellence. but does not take it for granted.

Someone at the Nas.sau Coliseum wished

Pat Lal*"ontaine "Good luck." He stood for a

moment and smiled, then said. "Thank

you." You could tell he really meant it.

cOLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CCl 13 • 8:4b 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 4b two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth, Dennis; Largest inventory

of studios, 1 , 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/5288300 or

617/771-2233.

Typsetter Wanted.The (>)llegian is

looking for a typsetter. If interested ap-

ply Mon. or Wed. 7pm-8pm in the

Graphics Dept. Ask for Marianne.

On campus non work study jobs M
mornings call 549-6364 ask for Herbert

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

FLASH DANCE

To Kelly of Grayson's Seven South:

Check this spot every Wednesday for a

special message just for you. - Your

Mcret admirer

FOR SALE

Used Sanyo Refrigerator 4 cubic ft

woodgrain finish $100 call Carol 256-0348

Pantax ME Super 36mm Camera with

50mm F2 lens and Pentax auto-winder 6

mos. old with all packaging $225.00 see An-

dy at the Collegian Photo Dept.

Large Dorm-Sized Fridge $125 or best of-

fer 546-9648 early AM or late PM keep try-

ing
.

6 cubic ft. frig like new $125. call 549-6219

keep trying

FOUND

Woman's class ring found last semester

in SUB. Call 546-7192. Describe it correctly

and it's yours.

HELP WANTED

Need cash? Earn $500 -t- each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing

and filling posters on campus. Serious

workers only; we give recommendations.
1-800-243-6679

Driver Wanted to make late nigla

deliveries. Apply at the t'oilefrian bet-

ween 5pm-6pm. Ask for James.

Button-Up is looking for a creative person
to design and make buttons. 10 hrs. of

workstudy/week. Call Roberta at 545-0341

X28 ASAP. Start right away.

ARTISTS! The SGA Communications Of
fice now has a workstudv graphic designci

position open. Portfolio required. r.ee

Kelley in 423A Student Union for appi ca-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Public Relations/Advertising! The SGA
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring 84: Opera-

tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Experience helpful, but not

necessary. See Kelley in 423A Student

Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84 .

Consulting Experience - Accredited

Course - School Education, working with

student run businesses. Applications at

E.D.O. 409 S.U.B. due by Feb. 8.

Jobs available at Earthfoods student run

restaurant collective. Work 8-20 hours,

depending on your class schedule. $3.50

hr. MANDATORY non-paid hours include

2-4 hours per week management work and

Monday night meetings. Work study O.K.

Workers MUST be full time UMass
students. Application deadline: Friday

February 3 at 5 p.m. Applications and more

information available at Earthfoods Kit-

chen, 3rd floor, Student Union, around the

corner from the ride board. EOE, affir-

mative action employer

Weekend cook wanted at local sorori-

ty. E perience wanted. Call 545-0527 for

more inf '

Kitchen nelp wented in exchange for

meals (great working conditions!) call

Louise or Sylvia at 256-6887

PositiorT^availabie - Coordinator -

UMass Men's Center. Duties include: coor

dination of: administrative, programming

and outreach, budget & evaluation. 10-15

hrs. week @ 3.35 committment to social

issues/awareness a must.

Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, nor-

theastern Penna. Co-ed children's camp.
Interested in Resident Assistants and other

students who really love children. Our

specialty is our warm and caring at

mosphere. 12 Allevard St, Lido Beach, NY
11561 (include your telephone number)

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom theory and shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2098

REFRIGERATORS

2 Refrigerators - dorm sizes: Cube $50. 3'

tall $100. call 549-4585 good condition

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Boston every Thursday
after 2 or Friday AM. Return every Sunnday
PM or Monday. 546-4316

RIDERS WANTED
~

To Los Angeles Spring Break leave March
17 brand new luxury car call llisa 549-5920

LOST

PERSONALS
Lost: Gold earring between Lot 25 and

South College. Reward. Call Alison 5-0885

Go Down with someone you
know and trust

Ft. Lauderdale - Springbreak

Ski Club Goes Down
for more info 545-3437

ROOM WANTED

One male looking for an apartment call

Gary 546-9762 leave name and number

ROOMMATE WANTED

Cash for college available. Computer
shows $16.5 million unclaimed. Results

guaranteed Send $1.00 (refundable)

SDR-49 Downing Fall River, MA 02723

SPRING BREAK '84

FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

Mala roommate wanted to share

bedroom in Brittany Manor apt. winter

sublet with spring option (413) 442 3832 ask

for Gerard
^

Male, one room in two bedroom apartment

Brittany Manor 256-1374

Two Amherst Fields condos $125 plus

utilities 256-6691 after 7:00 pm

SERVICES

Typing. Copies. Binding Pickup

delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

and

Juniors. Seniors, Grad Students! Enjoy

the convenience of your own credit cards at

leading department stores, oil companies,

and banks. No cost to apply. If you are a

Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student,

you're eligible. Call TOLL FREE
800-232-1100, M-F, 9 am - 6 pm College

Card Corporation "The Most Trusted Name
on Campus."

Holiday clothes need hemming? Area's

lowest rates. Experienced seamstress. Joan

549-5548

UMASS SPORT KARATE

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses, Cases, low rates,

on campus 584-7924 Nancy

Larry Kelley, Instructor. First class meets

Wednesday 4 p.m. February 8th. Cost: $55

per semester (includes shirt) Beginner and
intermediate karate students welcome. Call

256-0090

WANTED

WFCR-FM needs student interns for

work in news reporting and station opera-

tions. Call the program director at 5-0100
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UMasshoop
spUts withGW
andllRI
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Well, one streak was broken this past week for the

University of Massachusetts men's basketball team. It

wasn't their 33 game losing streak on the road. It was

their undefeat<?d record at home as the Minutemen split

their last two games in Curry Hicks, losing to (k'orge

Washington l)y 73-68 score last Thursday and defeating

RhiKie Island with two seconds to go, 77-75 on Saturday.

Massachusetts now has a record of 6-10, 2-6 in the

Atlantic 10, go'xi tor eighth place at the present time.

Home wasn't such a magical place against George

Wa.shington a.s the Colonials Mike Brown, their 6'9 big

man, awoke irum his slumber in the first half, and scored

21 second half points to break the game open for George

Washington.

UMass started off well and led 7-2 after two Horace

Neysmith h<M)ps and a Carl Smith foul shot. After a Smith

stop and pop jumiK-r with 9:28 to go in the first half.

UMass led by five, 21-16.

But George Washington came back to take the lead at

the half 31-30 on a Bernard Woodside jumper with six

seconds to go. At that point. Brown had only nine points.

In the second half, the big man took control as he scored

21 points and GW held off a late UMass rally for the win.

"It's tough to contain him," UMass head coach Ron

Gerlufsen said after the loss. "Brown did a great job.

He's the best offensive center in the East."

Against Rhode Island, things went UMass' way a little

more. But it still took a 10 foot hook shot by freshman

guard Carl Smith with three seconds left in the game to

secure the win for the Minutemen.

It was the third time this year that Smith has scored the

77it6MassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

CollcKiu photo by David [>«ub«r

MAGIC MAN—Carl Smith scored the game winning hoop for the second time this year in a 77-75

win over URI Saturday in the Cage. Smith also leads the team in steals, 27, thanks to D like the

above.

game winner or the tying score with under three seconds

left. Smith won the UNH game and tied the UConn game
which UMass won in overtime.

Overshadowed by the speedy point guard's actions was
the 25 points of Edwin Green, which tied a career high for

the 6'7 center.

URI led at the half thanks to a 10-2 spurt midway

through the first half. UMass fought back to open the se-

cond half and the score was tied 12 times thereafter.

Ram Marc Upshaw tied the game at 75-75 with two free

throws with 18 seconds left. But then Smith brought the

ball upcourt, cooly and calmly as the clock ran down.

US Olympic hockey team shows their stuff on L.L

M' l.BHerphotn

EYE OF THE TIGER—US Olympic hockey captain Phil Verchota spars

with Alexandr Michetov of the Soviet selects earlier this year in

preparation for next week's games.

Gymnasts smikby Navy,

squashDartmouth by 95
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

"Hit or die."

When the going gets lough, the tough get

going. Or they die. At least that's the way it

is with the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team this year. The

Minutemen's new motto, 'hit or die', was

placed on a piece of paper behind the bench

before last Saturday's meet against a flashy

Navy team, which although the Minutemen

lost '260.95 251.5. they still scored their

highest total of the season.

In CM's blowout of Dartmouth last night.

249.55 154.6. Willie Stevens and Ken

Dougherty sla\ed alive as they hit and with

the exception of eight scores, the rest of the

scores were above 8.0. Scoring a 260 toUl is

what the Minutemen are striving for.

"When we don't have any sixes and
sevens on the team, then we'll have a good

score," coach Roy Johnson said. "I think

that this team could average 8.5 across the

board. They're 10 points lower than what
they could perform."

Stevens had his second fine meet in a row
as he won all around against Dartmouth
with a 51.65. He had outstanding per

formances in long horse vaulting 19.25)

doing a handspring front in a lucked

position and the high bar event (9.1) for

Stevens, who said he was pleased with his

performance, it was the first lime he

competed in the all around this season due

loan injury.

Coach Johnson was also happy with

Steven's performance in both the Dart

mouth and Navy meets. "Willie Stevens

tontiw" pg. 11

By MICHELE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK — In the

1980 Winter Olympic Games, the United

States won the gold medal in ice hockey. It

was a great team and a great story. The
Americans had overcome their branding as

the underdog team by beating the Russians

en route to the medal.

Those players became American heroes.

Mike Eruzione, Jim Craig, and Mark
Johnson, were hometown boys, 100 percent

American. They represented the work ethic

in this country, that anyone can succeed if

he works hard enough. For their effort and

courage we hailed them.

Herb Brooks. 1980 Olympic coach, had

been the head coach at the University of

Minnesota. He was famous for his

techniques of motivation. The members of

that "golden team" probably would not

have called their victory a "miracle on ice."

Brooks did everything he could to make
those 20 men into a team which could work
together and win. against great odds.

When we anticipate the opening of the

1984 Winter Games, the memories of 1980

must be set aside. This year the Winter

Games will be in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, not

Lake Placid. There will be a different team
on the ice, and it will be a different story.

On January 25th, the 1984 Olympic ice

hockey team left New York for Vienna,

Austria. On February 1st and 2nd, they will

meet the Austrian team. On February 7th

they will play their first game of the

Olympic tournament against Canada. Their

pre-Olympic record against Canadian
competition is 5-4-3.

"1 really don't feel that there is a lot of

pressure from 1980." said Phil Verchota,

one of the two returning players from the

1980 gold medal team, and the 1984 team

captain. "The people closest to us un-

derstand that this is not the team that won
the gold medal. This is a totally new team,"

he said, on the day before their departure.

His returning teammate from 1980 is

forward John Harrington.

During the 63 game pre Olympic tour,

team USA compiled an overall record of 37-

18-8. Their record was 4-4-1 against Soviet

competition. When asked about the at-

titudes of the Russian players toward the

US team members, US Forward Gary

Sampson rejected the idea that the

Russians may play "chippier" against the

USA. He mentioned only that the Russian

players are older, saying, "The average age

for our guys is 20. For the Russians it is 26."

In the pre-Olympic tour, the US team

compiled a record of 13-1 against Division I

Collegiate competition. Against the NHL,
their record was 3-3- 1

.

There are 21 men on the US squad which

will compete in Yugoslavia. The coaching

staff includes head coach Lou Vairo. from

Brooklyn, New York, as well as four

Assistant Coaches. Four members of the

squad are just out of high school, including

David A. Jensen, from Lawrence Academy
High School, in Needham, Mass.

More than half of the team has already

been drafted by NHL teams. Forward Pat

LaFontaine, of Pontiac, Michigan, will join

the New York Islanders after the Olympics.

LaFontaine is Team USA's leading scorer.

In 56 games during the pre-Olympic tour he

had 55 goals and 54 assists. He will turn 19

on February 22nd.

On January 24th, team USA practiced at

the Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum in

Uniondale, Long Island in a practice session

open to the public. There were some 2,500

spectators, taking pictures, clapping,

whistling, and cheerLng. At the beginning

of the practice, the team came to the center

of the ice and raised their sticks to the

crowd. They were saluting their fans and

their country. They were showing their

intent to play well at these Olympic Games.

They were dressed in green, purple,

blue, and orange, jerseys. Their warm-up
consisted of slow laps of the ice at first.

They did routine stretchintr. with their
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tion—there is a meeting tomorrow night at 6:30 p.m. sharp at

the sports desk,
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McGovern denounces
'gunboat diplomacy'

('ollcr<>" photo by Dave Dcnbcr

Presidential candidate George McGovern spoke last night at the

University of Massachusetts.

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

Criticizing the Reagan administration's

foreign policy and budget priorities,

Democratic presidential candidate George

McGovern last night at the University of

Massachusetts called for peace abroad and

economic justice at home.

McGovern covered a wide range of issues

in his speech to a crowd of more than 750

people in the Student Union Ballroom, in-

cluding U.S. intervention in Central

America and Lebanon, the escalation of the

nuclear arms race, U.S. -Soviet relations

and the unequal distribution of the tax

burden.

While acknowledging legitimate U.S.

concerns in Central America, McGovern

denounced President Ronald Reagan's

"crude gunboat diplomacy" in solving

foreign policy questions.

"We do have economic, cultural and

security interests in Central America but

those interests can best be served by com-

mon sense diplomacy rather than the

crude, gunboat diplomacy we have been us-

ing to address the problems," he said.

McGovern who ran as the Democratic

presidential nominee in 1972 and lost to

Richard M. Nixon, suggested the problems

of Central America were more deeply

rooted in the history of Central America's

struggles for freedom and economic justice

than in any Soviet or Cuban intervention in

the region.

"If every Russian and Cuban disap-

peared overnight, there would still be

revolution in Central America...We do not

serve our best interests if we support

miserable dictators. In the name of anti-

communism we have been embracing every

scoundrel who waves a flag saying, "I'm

anti-communist, send guns,'" McGovern
said.

McGovern related the revolutionary

struggles of the United States in gaining

its indei:)endence to that of the peoples of

Central America saying, "We have to ask

which side we are going to be on — the side

of the oppressors or the side striving to

break free.
"

The former U.S. .senator form South

Dakota urged the use of imagination and

compassion in U.S. foreign policy. "The
(policy) course that we are taking is no way

to win friends and influence enemies in

Central America," he said.

McGovern also stressed his opposition to

the continued presence of U.S. Marines in

Continued on page 5

Trustees approve student fees, faculty contract

Trustees approvenew contract
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - After more than a year of

negotiating, the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees and the

Massachusetts Society of Professors,

(MSP), yesterday reached a consensus on a

collective bargaining agreement.

The contract, which was a tentative

agreement reached by the University

administration's negotiating team and MSP
(the Amherst campus union) last December
16, must now be ratified by the union

members (faculty and librarians on the

Amherst as well as on the Boston campus)

before being sent to the Board of Regents.

From the Regents, it will go to the

Govenors Office of Employee Relations.

James Boylan, president of MSP, said the

union was "gratified" the Trustees ap-

proved the contract. The union and the

University had held 45 bargaining sessions

before finally coming to an agreement.

The contract calls for faculty and
librarian^ to receive a five percent across

the board salary increase retroactive to

September 1983, and other salary and merit

pay raises periodically until June, 1965.

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said

the contract is a "good contract for all."

The trustees approved the contract in

executive session which meant no members
of the press were allowed to sit in on the

session which lasted over an hour.

One significant part of the contract in-

cludes an affirmative action plan which

enables faculty and librarians to file

discrimination charges against the

University.

Boylan said the MSP is "very pleased" that

they received that plan in the contract.

While the union is pleased with the con-

tract, Boylan did say it Ls not everything

they wanted it to be.

"Like any contract, it represents com-

promise," he said.

One compromise the union made was in

giving greater control to the University

deans in the distribution of merit pay.

Another was the continuation of the policy

of librarians receiving less money when
promoted than faculty, Boylan said.

"We regard librarians as fellow members
of the academic community." The
University "absolutely insisted" however

that the policy remain the same, Boylan

said.

One thing the new contract calls for is a

suspension for one week, without gross

pay, of faculty and librarians who fail or

refuse to pay an agency service fee.

Previously, union members faced ter-

mination for failure to pay.

Fees restructuredto fundrepairs

Jackson arriving tonight
By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts wiU play

host to yet another Democratic presidential

candidate when Rev. Jesse Jackson arrives

to speak at 8 tonight in the Fine Arts

Center as a keynote speaker for Black

History Months initial presentation.

But Jackson's speech will be more than

campaign rhetoric, it will focus on black

culture, history and social change, said

John Ruddock, a leader of the Students for

Jesse Jackson, a new recognized Student

Organization on campus.

"(Jackson's) speech is going to be on black

history, political and social changes that

have been made in recent years, and the

need for these changes to continue, both on

the University campus as well as with

students in general," Ruddock said.

According to Ruddock, Afrik Am, the

Office of Third World Affairs, the Student

Government Association and the Board of

Governors, and others, are sponsoring the

event.

"There are obvious political

ramifications... I think the main thrust of

the speech (is to make people) aww-e of

their cultural, social and political

responsibility both to themselves and to

their community and how they can actualize

this responsibility through actions such as

voter registration and actually voting," he

said.

"We are bringing him under the Black

History Month auspices because he is a

historical monument in that he was a civil

rights leader (and) one of the most

prominent black figures in society,"

Ruddock said.

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON The University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees

unanimously passed yesterday a proposal

restructuring student fees to enable the

Amherst campus to fund nearly $21 million

in bonds for deferred maintenance with no

increase in the total cost of student fee trust

funds.

The restructuring, which will not take

place until 1986, will decrease both on-

campus undergraduates and married

graduate student fees while increasing off

campus undergraduate student fees.

The money for deferred maintenance will,

however, be used as early as this summer

for renovations on the Curry Hicks Cage,

which has been the subject of controversy

in the past several years as to whether or

not students should face an increase in fees

to renovate the 50 year-old building which

houses the UMass basketball teams.

John L. DeNyse, vice-chancellor for

administration and finance, said

renovations for the cage will begin as early

as this summer.
"We'll be starting right away with plans,

designs, the whole bit, but it'll be the better

part of two years before anybody starts to

really see anything happening." DeNyse

said.

Beginning in 1986. on campus un-

dergraduates can be expected to see a $161

reduction of their total fees, much of which

will be due to a decrease in the Campus

Center fee from the current $84 to just $12.

Other fees which will be reduced include

room and board, student activities, and the

athletic fee.

new $244 resource fee, but will have their

rent decreased by $859. The Campus
Center fee and Graduate Student Senate

fee will both be reduced by $72 and $15

respectively.

Undergraduates living off-campus are the

only students who will see an increase in

fees as a result of the restructuring. They

will have the same fees reduced as students

living on campus but will not, because they

don't pay for campus room and board,

receive a reduction in that fee. They face a

$153 increase.

The $21 nullion bond package will help the

university renovate not only the Cage, but

also the Campus Center, North Village, and

dormitories. Andrew C. Knowles, a trustee

and chair of the committee on budget and

financial affairs that drafted the proposal

said the money will go to improvements

which "will go a long way to enhance the

campuses (Worcester campus also received

money for the construction of a $10 nullion

parking garage)."

Knowles said the Amherst campus had

"become less than modern," and badly

needed the money.

DeNyse said the repairs would take about

4 years, after which people will be "able to

walk into Campus Center without being

dripped on."

Knowles said "I doubt that you'll re<%gnize

Amherst" after all the repairs are com-
pleted.
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Democrats caU for withdrawal of troops
WASHINGTON (AP) - House Democrats gave

overwhelming support Wednesday to a resolution calling

for prompt withdrawal of U.S. Marines from Lebanon, but

President Reagan said he would not pay any attention to

their demands.
No vote was taken in the closed meeting of the

Democratic majority in the House, but Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill Jr.. D-Mass.. said, "Everybody was pretty much in

agreement."

House Majority Whip Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash., said

no date was set for floor action, but it could come before

Feb. 10, when Congress takes an 11 -day recess.

O'Neill told reporters, "There is no excuse for the

president. Somewhere, they have messed up. The Marines

were over there for diplomatic purposes and now they

are over there huddled down defending themselves.

"1 think we all unanimously agree with the fact that the

president has failed in his policy."

Reagan, posing for photographs with Yugoslav

President Mika Spiljak, was asked to comment on the

South Africa

disengages troops
CAPE TOWN. South Africa (AP) — A remarkable mix

of diplomacy and miliUry muscle has imposed a kind of

peace along South Africa's borders with its neighbors,

and opened vistas for U.S. policy in the region which

seemed impossible a few years ago.

The two-pronged strategy, carried out by South Africa

for the past 14 months, culminated Tuesday with its

announcement of a "disengagement," leading to a

possible cease-fire, of the forces it keeps in southern

Angola to fight guerrillas seeking independence for

South West Africa, commonly known as Namibia.

South Africa also has scored gains since December

1982 in relations with Mozambique, Swaziland and

Lesotho, three neighbors it has considered particularly

troublesome.

"I can see a possibility that we are entering a new era

of realism in southern Africa," Prime Minister P.W.

Botha said. "... southern Africa sUnds at the crossroads

between confrontation and peace."

Western diplomats observing the parliamenUry

session where Botha announced the disengagement

reacted cautiously. They pointed out that the principal

obsUcle to a Namibian settlement — South African and

U.S. demands for the departure of 25,000 Cuban soldiers

from Soviet-backed Angola — remained.

Also remaining is the underlying cause of conflict

between South Africa and all its black-ruled neighbors —
the white-minority government's insistence on apartheid,

or systematic race-segregation. South Africa continues to

emphasize that apartheid is non-negotiable.

But diplomats said the first publicly declared

disengagement in the sporadic, 17-year Namibian war,

however limited, represented the most significant

diplomatic advance since the United Sutes took charge of

Namibian negotiations seven years ago.

Richardsonmay run for

UnitedStates Senate
BOSTON — Elliot Richardson, former

Massachusetts attorney general and a member of the

Nixon and Ford cabinets in Washington, says he is moving
toward a possible race for the U.S. Senate this fall.

resolution and replied. "It's too happy an occasion to talk

about anything the Democrats are doing."

When reporters pressed him for his views, Reagan said,

"I'm not going to pay any attention to it."

Asked to comment on the president's remark, O'Neill

said: "The onus is on the president of the United States.

We tried to build a bipartisan policy, but when it fails we

have a responsibUity to speak out against it. We would be

derelict if we did not."

The speaker said he telephoned Rep. Dante Fascell, D-

Fla., chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee,

and told him that the leadership- would like to have the

resolution on the floor next week if possible. The com-

mittee began consideration of the measure Wednesday

afternoon.

Earlier, presidential spokesman Larry Speakes accused

the Democrats of "playing politics" with the issue and

urged them to "close ranks" behind Reagan. He said the

president will keep the Marines in the multinational

Lebanese peace-keeping force as long as necessary

AP LaMrphoto

DUSTY DAYS — Beirut, Lebanon — Five dusty

marines stand before the entrance to their base as

a CH-46 helicopter lands at the Beirut Interna-

tional Airport.

CIAblames Islamic groups for bombing
WASHINGTON (AP) — CIA and other intelligence

reports cite a Lebanese financial emissary and 13 others as

the principal parties responsible for the Oct. 23 bombing

that killed 241 U.S. servicemen in Beirut, The Washington

Post reports in today's editions.

Quotmg reports compiled by the CIA, and the French,

Lebanese and Israeli intelligence services, the Post said

others involved in planning tne bombing included a former

security officer of the Palestine Liberation Organization,

an Islamic fundamentalist cleryman from Beirut, and

Syrian members of the Syrian-controlled Saiqa Palestinian

terrorist group.
The newspaper reported that three days before the

suicide truck bombing, a Lebanese financial emissary

named Hassan Hamiz received a check or voucher for

$50,000 that could only be cashed at the Iranian embassies

in Beirut or Damascus.

Intelligence reports indicate the $50,000 was cashed in

Damascus a few days after the bombing and was the main
financial link that set the attack in motion.

Soon after the incident, an unknown group calling itself

the Islamic Holy War claimed responsibility in telephone

calls to news agencies. But intelligence officials said they
are virtually certain no such operational group exists, and
that it was a psychological measure aimed at covering the

terrorist acts of various Islamic groups, according to the

Post.

Parents ignored in asbestos cover-up
WASHINGTON (AP) - Local school officials, worried

about their budgets or about "panic and hysteria," are

widely ignoring a federal law requiring parents to be

notified about dangerous asbestos in their school buildings,

a government study says.

The study by the Environmental Protection Agency said

that of 275 schools inspected by EPA, 190 were found to be

violating the federal law on asbestos insulation. Of those

190, the EPA said, 134 had violated the requirement that

parents be notified of the excess levels.

"Consequently, we can conclude that the parents of

students exposed are in many cases unaware of the

existence of such a hazard," the study
said.

In many cases, the study said, school officials did not

want to notify parents because of the money the school

district would have to spend if forced to clean up the

asbestos hazard.

School officials "are reluctant to notify parents because

they believe this will result in a redirection of limited

operating funds and-or create unnecessary panic and
hysteria," the study said.

But whatever the reason, the EPA study added, it is

undermining the program to get rid of hazards from
asbestos that face millions of schoolchildren.

"The success or failure of the asbestos in schools rule,

which relies heavily upon public involvement, is the degree
to which information is communicated to the public." the
study said. "... Poor public awareness has resulted in only
slight activity on the part of the parent groups in schools."

The finding are included in an mternal program review
requested by EPA Deputy Administrator Al Aim and
completed in December. A copy was obtained by The
Associated Press.

The study involves asbestos insulation that once was
widely used in schools and other public buildings. Health

officials now say that some types of asbestos can flake into

microscopic particles that can be inhaled, causing lung

cancer or other lung diseases. There is no known safe

exposure level.

Under federal law, school officials are required to in-

spect their buildings for hazardous asbestos and to notify

parents and school employees if it is found. It is then up to
the local officials to decide what to do.

State Supreme Court

to look atdeathpenalty
BOSTON — The state Supreme Court agreed

Wednesday to review the constitutionality of the state's

year-old death penalty law before the trials of three men
charged with murdering a state trooper.

The court agreed to consider whether the death penalty

law is legal under the state and U.S. constitutions.

Worcester District Attorney John J. Conte raised

questions about the law in order to resolve the issue before

the three men go on trial for the Feb. 26, 1983, death of

state Trooper George Hanna.
Conte has indicated he may request the death penalty in

the case if the three Worcester men are found guilty in the

shooting death of the trooper in the parking lot of an

Auburn liquor store.

To date, no one has been executed under the statute

which restored the death penalty to the Bay State Jan. 1,

1983. The last execution in the state was in 1947.

"We're trying to get it decided before we proceed,"

Conte said when he first requested the review. "The best

way is to do it beforehand, before you have someone sitting

on death row."

He could not be reached at his office late Wednesday
afternoon for further comment.

In arguments filed with the court, assistant District

Attorney Daniel F. Toomey said the state Supreme Court
is the appropriate forum to resolve the questions.

"By reason of the extremity of (the law's) consequences,

(it) is deserving of the attention of this court," he argued.

Digest
By AssociatedPress

Richardson said Tuesday night he is "very, very
seriously" considering a bid for the Senate seat being
vacated by Democrat Sen. Paul Tsongas.

"It would be fair to say that I am inching forward toward
the candidacy," Richardson said during a private fund-

raising party for President Reagan.

AirForce develops
new defensenetwork
HANSCOM AIR FORCE BASE, -

Technology used to scan the nation's skies for attack has
entered the video game era. The Air Force has developed a

miniaturized computer network to help make sure U.S.
defenders don't overlook intruders — or attack friendly

craft by mistake.
"We ve gone from vacuum tube to solid state

technology, says Maj. Roger G. Longenbach, the program
manager for the Air Force's Electronics System Division at

Hanscorn.

The $200 million Joint Surveillance System replaces two
antiquated defense systems first installed in the 1950s to

spot enemy aircraft. The SemiAutomatic Ground
Environment and the Backup Intercept Control systems —
known in Air Force parlance as SAGA and BUIC — used

cumbersome equipment that filled quarteracre sites

around the country.

The new system of computers developed by Hughes
Aircraft Co. takes up the space used by a few vending
machines.

Located at seven air bases in this country and Canada,

the defense network uses existing radar stations to

monitor the 20,000 commercial and military planes that fly

over the nation's borders each day, looking for flights that

don't belong there.

Residentfounddead

on CuttyhunkIsland
CUTTYHUNK ISLAND. - A "newcomer"

to this winterbound island has been shot dead, and

detectives set out Wednesday to untangle the whodunit by

questioning Cuttyhunk's entire population — about 30

people.

The body of Raymond Cooper, 41, was discovered on a

beach Monday night, a day after he was reported missing

on an outing to dig clams and
hunt birds.

Police said he had been shot once in the abdomen with

one of two weapons he had with him, a replica Colt .44-

caliber cap-and-ball pistol.

Five State Police troopers and Assistant District

Attorney W. James O'Neill were met at Cuttyhunk's main

wharf Wednesday by Jimmy Nunes, the police chief and
lone officer on the 2-mile-long island.
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SGA constitution debated
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night voted to delay the passage of the

most recent draft of the Student Govern-

ment Associations (SGA) constitution and

accepted three committee chair resigna-

tions.

Dispute between senate members over

changes which were made to the document,

this past January caused the delay.

Jay Flynn, a commuter area senator,

said he and other senate members needed

time to review the changes in the original

draft which was rejected last semester.

The changes were made by a task force

over intersession to address "the concerns

of Third World and women members of the

UMass community" which were not ade-

quately represented in the previous docu-

ment, SGA co-president Charlene Allen

said.

"It was very loud and very clear that

those groups needed some real input," and

this was achieved over January, she said.

The senate last night also accepted the

resignation of Paul Gosselin, chair of the

public policy committee. Gosselin said

"personality conflicts within the senate"

have distracted him from the time "I

should have spent doing public policy

work." Gosselin said he still plans to par-

ticipate in certain projects the committee is

working on.

Eugene Bull, chair of the budgets com-

mittee for the past two years, also an-

nounced his resignation from that post last

night. "I've done all I can with my commit-

tee and I feel that it's time I move on to

other work," he said.

Cindy Lemhbeck, who announced her in-

tent to leave her position as chair of the

rents and fees committee last semester,

said she was "tired of the senate," and for-

mally resigned last night.

The resignation of Mary Palazzo, the af-

firmative action officer, was also announc-

ed. Palazzo said the job demanded too

much of her time and she "would like to

concentrate more on school."

Peter DeLiso, chair of the academic af-

fairs committee, said that although the

resignations will "create problems with

transitions, 1 don't think any senate

member would resign without leaving the

committee in stable hands."

The senate has appointed Fran Pheeny

to the public policy chair position and Jaime

Sterling to the rents and fees post. Palazzo

said a search is underway for her replace-

ment which should be complete "in a few

weeks."

Olver will address faculty

Collcfian photo by Michael MarRoli*

FROZEN FALLS - Waterfall at Puffer's Pond is encased by ice

Tuesday after the snowstorm.

" Two leave 'Contact' staff

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

State Sen. John Olver (D-Amherst) will

speak today on "how to make the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts a flagship university"

in an address to the first Faculty Senate
meeting of the semester.

Olver will present his ideas on possible

improvements that can be made to upgrade

UMass as a whole and will pay special at-

tention to the faculty's response to the

speech, said Kathleen Merrigan., an ad-

ministrative aide to the senator.

Atuned to the needs and the advocacy of

higher education, Olver will speak on the

importance of the work conducted at the

Polymer Research Center, Merrigan said.

He will also speak on ways to enhance the

reputation of the University and its role in

the community, she said.

Senate Sec. Robert E. Jones said Olver is

the second ranking democrat on the Senate

Ways and Means Committee, which

"makes him particularly important to the

budget of the University."

Merrigan. said the Ways and Means

Committee is "the purse strings of the

Commonwealth. All appropriation of funds

must pass the Senate, and since the

welfare of the University is very important

to him (Olver), he sees his role as a

mediator between UMass and the Senate

for this purpose."

Before becoming a politician 15 years

ago, Olver was a chemistry professor at

UMass. He is also the chair of the taxation

committee.

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The editor of the University of

Massachusetts publication Contact, has

accepted a position at Amherst College.

Citing the need for a change. Terry Allen,

editor of the UMass public relations

periodical since its creation in 1975, is now
the associate secretary for public affairs at

Amherst.
"A new editor can bring fresh vision to the

magazine." Allen said yesterday, "and eight

years is a long time to be with a University

publication.

"They're a super staff, and I continue to be

attached to the publication," Allen said.

"There are wonderful things going on

there."

According to Deirdre Ling, vice chancellor

for University relations and development,

a search committee is being formed lu hu-e a

new editor; hopefully by June. In the

meantime, the staff will work cooperatively

to absorb the editor's responsibilities.

"We're all set for the academic year," said

Elizabeth Pols, a graphic designer for the

UMass publications office and a Contact

staff member. "I am on the phone almost

daily with Terry, and so far things are

going fairly smoothly."

Pols said Contact has also lost its staff

writer. Ken Gewertz, who accepted a

position at Washington University in St.

Louis. Contact began as a newspaper

tabloid, and the staff had wanted to change

to the current magazine format for a long

time, Allen said. But there was always

money trouble.

"The administration was happy using the
magazme as a public relations tool," said

Pols, and they decided it was worth

putting some more money into the project

to make it a little more permanent."

"The original idea behind the magazine

was to 'contact' parents, to tell them some
good things about the University." Allen

said. "With the old format, we used to be

put in a pile and go out with the Sunday
papers. Now, people pay more attention

and we stay on the coffee table."

Today is the firstdayoftheyearofthenU

It'sNew Year's Day

Faculty to get ethics code
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts, A Code
of Professional Ethics for the Faculty will

be distributed this week to all faculty

menahers by the Faculty Senate.

"The obligation to exercise critical self-

discipline and judgement in using, exten-

ding, and transmitting knowledge" and "to

encourage the free pursuit of learning in

their students" are a few of the many rules

noted in A Code of Professional Ethics.

"The code of ethics tries to cover various

aspects of faculty responsibility to the

University, the students and the communi-

ty." Senate Sec. Robert E. Jones said.

"It (the Code of Ethics) is sent out every

year to all members of the faculty because

it makes no sense if no one sees it," he said.

A Code of Professional Ethics for the

Faculty was drafted by the Academic Per-

sonnel Policy Committee in 1979 and

amended in May 1980. Jones said.

Secretary of the Faculty Senate at the

time of the drafting, Political Science Pro-

fessor Anwar Syed said a code of ethics

was needed because of "the rumblings of

unethical behavior of some faculty

members."

"The Ombud's Office began to in-

vestigate the reported unethical acts and

then collaborated with the Faculty Senate

to adopt some type of code to protect both

faculty and students," Syed said.

"The American Association of Universi-

ty Professors (AAUP) had a code of ethics

and we also found that other universities

had one. This was examined and then serv-

ed as a base for making our own code," he

said.

Syed said that since the faculty has ac-

cepted the code, "it is incumlxent of them to

follow it."

"The code gives the Ombud's Office and

the administration the power to take moral

and legal action if it's violated," he said.

By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Chinese-Americans at the University of

Massachusetts and elsewhere will be

celebrating the first day of the Chinese

New Year today, in the year of the rat.

Professor Shou-hsin Teng, chairman of

the department of Asian languages and

literatures at U^Mass said, "One of the few

festivals remembered by Chinese in the

United States is the Chinese New Year."

For the Chinese people, who rarely take

days off, this is a time of rest and

festivities. The festivities, which last from

three to five days, include eating, visiting

relatives, and parades with lion and dragon

dancers and fire crackers, Teng said.

There are 12 animals that move in a cycle

and represent each New Year. They are

the rat, oxen, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake

or serpent, horse, lamb, monkey, rooster,

dog, and pig.

"The year of the rat is a neutral year,

Teng said. "The rat is neutral because it is

not as popular as the dragon, which is an

imperial sign, and it is not as unpopular as

the pig. The rat holds a high status to the

Chinese people because it is small but very

smart and a little sneaky," he said

Because the dragon is an im|)erial sign, it

means children born that year will become

emperors and empresses. In the last year

of the dragon, which was seven years ago,

there was a ptjpulation boom in China.

Teng said.

The color red is very important to the

Chinese New Year. Teng .said. l)ecause it is

associated with joy. In China, wedding

gowns are red — white represents sa<lness

and death - and on a child's first birthday,

red dyed eggs are given out. On the eve of

the New Year, children are given a red

envelope containing money, he said.

"Although individual birthdays are

celebrated in China, the New Year is con-

sidered to be everyone's birthday," Teng

said. "The Chinese people turn one year

older together."

No one is supposed to do manual labor

during the New Year's festivities so all

cooking is done before the festivities begin,

he said. This is so knives cannot be used

because they are associated with murder,

he said. Also, the house cannot be cleaned

until three to five days into the New Year,

he said, because it is a bad omen to use a

broom or a duster during the holidays.

"February 15, the first month of^he

lunar calendar, is called the lantern

festival," Teng said. "This day closes the

New Year festivities."

( ollrtpin photo by Katie Wattrri

COLD DUCKS — Ducks rest yesterday near the edge of the Campus

Pond not yet frozen.
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computer

didn't come

with a road
I

map...

Find your way

to the
Division of

Continuing Education

University of

Massachusetts at Amherst

We provide computer
instruction for both
BEGINfyJERS and PRO
FESSIONALS m abroad
range of courses TO SUIT
YOUI

MICROCOMPUTERS
Study Areas

Introduction to

Microcomputers

Learn the vocabuUrvandron
cepts tor computer literacy

lent editing, sntl perforrmnq

routine maintenance tunc

tions on an IBM PC with

PC DOS

Word ProcMiinq/ Electronic

Filirtg

Create and eilt protessoiidl

lookmq documt-nts With

WORDSTAR "'

Graphics

Introductory and advanced

sections o* one of the most
popular applications tor

micf oromputer s

Statiftical Artalyiit

Evaluate performance or data

ea^'lv hy iisiriq a sopfusti

fciTfrt iftlf^v^it' (Ml kdqe

Tfie BASIC Lai>9ua<)e

Introdurlorv and advaiKPd

sections lake ttie mystery out
of computation, matrices

and data file programming

Information Management

Using dBase H ""'
o. LOTUS

12 3 learn to organi/e

large amounts of intormalion,

and 10 create, (luery. and up
date a daia t»ase lor linger

|i|) arri'ss id the inlormafion

yf>u npr-rl

Spreadsheets

Use VISICALC '^ anelec

tronrc worksheet, for financial

analysis

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL
PROGRAMMING

Thr' Computer Science Certifi

cate Program is d si « course

pro'essioriai (levpiopment and

career enhancement course of

study that can start you on a

new career path or iet you

apart from others in your

field

Requirements include inten

sive study of these CEU
accredited courses

Assembly Language

Data Structures

Programming

Methodology

Information Systems

pl"« elective courses for devel

opinq expertise inyout unique

diealsl of interest

Introduction to Problem-

Solving Using the Computer.

COINS 121

Learn the Pascal language,

which IS increasing m popu

laiity for many applications,

and pioblem solving tech

nicnies 4 undergraduate

The C Language
A l.incni.tqt' III I tMsiiuil V "

dem.md loi piotessionji i"ii

grammers Taught in the [)a

sum (it Continuing Ediica

lion s Instructional Micro

computer Facility CEU
accredited

For more information on

any of tf>ese, call

545-2484

New England Telephone Co.

Career Information Session

Tuesday, February 7, 1984

CC Rm 804 6:30-8:30 pm

Representatives will discuss the divestiture of the bell

system and engineering opportunities in management >

employment. Graduating Seniors getting a BS or MS in

Electric Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, In-

dustrial Engineering, Computer System Engineering ,

and/or COINS are invited to attend.

Registration rally preceeds speech

Mr. Boston Schnapps
Look lor Mr Boston s two new cookoooKs the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide

Available at boot' stores or through Warner Books
75 Rockefeller Plaza Special Sales Dept B New York New York 10019

M' Bosion Schnapps S4 60 indiOOprooi Produced by Mr Boston Distiller Owenstxxo KY Albany GA r ige;

UMass leaders urge registration

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Students must vote in the upcoming elections to voice

their interest in financial aid, equal access to higher educa-

tion. Central American foreign policy and the government

deficit — campaign issues which concern them and their

futures, Student Government Association (SGA) leaders

said last night at the University of Massachusetts.

At a voter registration rally preceding the appeaiance

of Democratic presidential candidate George McGovern,

SGA representatives urged the crowd to take advantage

of next week's registration drive on campus to register to

vote in the Massachusetts presidential primary March 13.

"Nineteen eighty-four is supposed to be a time of change

and student voices will be heard nationwide," said Paul

Gosselin, former chair of the Undergraduate Student

Senate's Public Policy Committee. "As a group, students

haven't used the vote at all as a tool. During Vietnam,

students rallied and fought hard in opposition of the war.

As our brothers and sisters did 15 years ago, we must

work politically to do the same today."

Fran Pheeny, current chair of the Public Policy Commit-

tee, said historically, 25 percent of the nation's

unregistered voters are between 18 and 24 years old.

"I'd like to see this change," said Pheeny, expressing

concern that students are under-represented in Congress

and in legislatures across the country. "We know what's

going on and we care about what's going on."

Stations to register voters will be set up across campus
next week through Feb. 14, the last day to register and be

eligible to vote in the presidential primaries. Watch the

Collegian tomorrow for times and locations for voter

registration.

* McGovern
Continuedfrom page 1

Lebanon and called for their

immediate withdrawal and replacement with international

forces without vested interests in the region.

"The problem with sending superpower troops is that

instead of acting as peacekeepers they become lightning

rods which aggravate the tense situation. If their only

function is to stay alive and to defend themselves, they can

do that better in the U.S.," McGovern said.

He went on to express his concerns over U.S.-Soviet

relations and theii' effect on the continuance of an "open-

ended" arms race. He spoke of the necessity of negotia-

tion to reduce the dangers of accidental nuclear war caus-

ed by the recent introduction of first-strike nuclear

weapons in Europe and the apparent inability of the

Reagan administration to lessen the superpower tension.

"Calling them (the Soviet Union) the 'empire of evil' is

not the kind of statement that opens the doors to negotia-

tion with a country that already is suspicious of us,"

McGovern said.

The prevailing tax system also drew McGovern 's

criticism because of what he called 'an unequal shift of the

burden' by Reaganomics from the rich to the poor. He
charged that since the beginning of the Reagan ad-

ministration, $55 billion has been given to the upper

classes while $17 billion has been taken from the poor and

working classes.

"I ask any fair-minded person if that is a proper sense of

justice for a great country such as the U.S.?" McGovern

said.

He closed his speech with an attack on the most recent

Reagan administration budget which calls for a $111

billion defense increase and a $50 billion cut for social pro-

grams.
"These are the kind of priorities I find unacceptable for

a great country such as ours," he said. "What we ought to

aim for. ..is peace abroad and justice at home."

Colleipan photo by I>»ve tteuber

LISTEN UP — McGovern makes a point during
his speech last night.

Collefian photo b; Dave Deabcr

SRO — A Student Union Ballroom standing

room only crowd listen to George McGovern
speak last night.

Students Polled
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students had mixed views

on Democratic presidential candidate hopeful George

McGovern following his hour long presentation at the

school last night.

While most students randomly polled said they sup-
ported some or all of McGovem's campaign views, many
were unsure whether they would vote for him or whether
he has a chance of winning the Massachusetts primary
March 13.

"I support a lot of his politics," said Debra Hoffman, a

21 year old senior majoring in psychology. "I think he's

the best person who's running for president, but not that

he would make the best president."

"I agreed with almost everything he said, but I really

don't know (if I'll vote for him)." said Brian Thomas, an 18

year old freshman.

"I like him — his whole view," said Greg Mitchell, 18, a

freshman business major.

"I support him," said Pam Shein, a 21 year old political

science major who was undecided who she would vote for.

"He had some gmxi points (on Central America and

Beirut) but I don't think he's the man for the job," Alex

Cuyler, 20, a mechanical engineering major said.

"He said he wanted to bring issue.s out in the forefront,"

said Tom Sullivan, 25, a senior finance major. But, "In do-

ing that he stressed one .side of the issues," with

"misleading" statistics like the $55 billion tax reduction

McGovern said went to upper income people. Sullivan

said. "How does that figure relate to the gross national

product?"
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starting

February 6th. . .

Professionally taught

DANCE CLASSES
For Adults

Beg. Ballet

Mon. 7:30

Inter. Jazz

Tues. 7:00

Inter. Modern
Tues. 8:00

Inter. Ballet

Thurs. 6:30

Beg. Jazz Fri. 3:30

Ten-Week
Courses $50

Phone 549-1555

THE AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm
across

E. Pleasant St.

4» HM

HAPPY HOUR
7 days a weekl

3-7 p.m.

Tuesday Night ...

LADIES' NIGHT
— draught beer 50<
— domestic beers Si 00
— most mixed drinks $1 00

(3 p.m. 10 p m )

• pizzas • grinders • burgers •

• salads • soups • chili •

• caizones • steak sandwiches •

1 Bridge St , Northannpton
586 1726

Mrs.: 11 am -1 am daily

INTRODUCING
CAUSARYCANADIAN BEER.

Calgar>' Canadian is a rich, hearty-tasting beer brewed from the heart of Canada's

world-famous Conquest Barley Malt. Ask for it at your favorite watering hole.

liiDorteel by Mille' Btfvu'm Company. MiUaukep. Wl 1983

UM grad may host show
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Susan Roche used to have "this constant

thing with her mother about submitting

an entry to a local Boston television pro-

gram's contest to co-host the show for a

night.

"Finally, (I thought) she's not going to do

it, so I'll do it," said Roche, who used the

family joke to compose her 25-word-

maximum entry and is now one of four

finalists in the Evening Magazine contest.

Roche, a 1981 graduate of the University

of Massachusetts whose maiden name is

Scollins, will debut on the WBZ-TV show

tonight, when auditions of the final four

are broadcast at 7:30. F'inal selection of the

guest to co-host the nightly show Feb. 13

will be made by the audience, who can call

in their votes to a toll-free number to be an-

nounced during the show.

Roche's entry, sent in the form of a

Western Union telegram, was one of 12

selected from 7,000 submissions, said Jane
Stevens, the Evening Magazine production

secretary. It read, "Mother considers

hosting show necessary rite of passage
stop If I'm not selected will shall be
redrawn stop I stand to lose a fortune

stop."

"This just gives me another outlet to

broaden my horizons in communications,"

said the communications studies graduate

who now works for a Hingham advertising

firm. "It's great. I'm very excited."

Roche auditioned Saturday with show co-

host Barry Nolan after being given a script

to prepare in advance. Judges Norma
Nathan, gossip columnist for the Boston

Herald, Harrv Ellis Dickson of the Boston

Pops and Lisa Lipps of radio station

WXKS 108 FM then selected the four

whose screen tests will air tonight.

Roche will vie for the guest spot with

other entrants Pru Bonham, Barry Katz

and John Allen.

HEADLINE NEWS

VOLUNTEER
RECRUITMENT

MEETING

POSITIONS: Anchors News Writers

Reporters Camera Operators

WHERE: Campus Center Room 803

WHEN: Friday, Feb. 3, 1964 3 P.M.

I30DY SHOP
Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden
Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout

regular M6.00NOW $38.00
up to 17 weeks of workouts

^? 00
Off

15% Discount
Spring Semester Memberships

NOPE
M-F

7:30-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm
7-9 pm

Sat

1-4

Bring this ad to the

BODY SHOP
for 15% discount

offer expires on Feb. 7 (9 pm)

Boyden

M-F
7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm

" Greek Life *

- an experience
- a reward
- a lifetime

SORORITYRUSH t

Register Now!
^
*

Campus'Center Concourse J
for more information call J
Greek Affairs call 5U5-2711 ¥

Doors adjusted for disabled

By JOYCE RINES
Collegian Correspondent

Adjustments were made last week to

doors in Brett House dormitory which were

found to be inaccessible to handicapped

students last semester when the doors were

installed.

The process to adjust the dormitory's side

doors, which did not comply with han

dicapped height and mechanism
regulations, began three weeks before

intersession. The doors can now be opened
automatically by a switch box, which

operates like a an automatic garage door

opener. Students take controls with them,

instead of a key, and by pressing a button

the door is unlocked automatically for 30

seconds.

"With the old doors, the student would

turn the key in the lock with one hand and

push the door with the other," said Daniel

Curley, resident director of Brett.

"Obviously, this can't be done in the case of

a handicapped student.

* "I believe it is an experiment," Curley

said, "to see if this particular system should

be used in all the dorms which house

handicapped students."

According to Paul Appleby, director of the

Handicapped Student Affairs Office, the

new system will be quite costly.

"Although it will be expensive, there is a

definite trade off here," Appleby said.

Ideally, handicapped students will even-

tually have electric sliding doors in most of

the University's larger buildings, such as

the Campus Center, he said.

Cliff Kerr, a handicapped Brett resident,

said that when dormitory security began at

8 p.m., he was forced to enter the building

through the main entrance, where it could

be slippery.

"With the new system, handicapped

students can enter through the back door

which is a lot safer," Kerr said. "It (the

door opener) is easy to work, and is

definitely a more intelligent solution to our

problem."

Kerr said he is happy with the effort made
by the University to settle the issue.

"Curley talked to each of us individually to

ask what we thought of the situation." he
said.

While he is happy with his dormitory's

accessibility, Kerr said he feels the doors in

the Campus Center and Student Union
Building should be changed.

"Right now, I have to go through the hotel

and take the elevator down to get into the

Campus Center," he said.
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Sundays at Worcester A Hampshiro

PERSONALIZED
STYL£ HAIRCUTS

r""$7.oo 1
(with this coupon) I I
$10.00 with

Shampoo and
Blow Dry

I $11.50 Long Hair I |
I

Expires 2/2S'f'A C | "

PlasM Call for an
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Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549 5610
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The truth about Jackson
Jesse Jackson's bold and audacious bid for the

Democratic nomination for the Presidency has

excited much press coverage and discussion. Yet, or

perhaps for that reason, it is widely misunderstood and
misrepresented. This is unfortunate, because as I shall

show, it is potentially the most important development in

the entire campaign. Certainly, it gives students — and
because of the timing of the state primary — students in

Massachusetts, a remarkable opportunity to influence the

Democratic Party and the course of the nation, if they

choose to take it.

Michael Thelwell

For this reason it is important that we understand ex-
actly what this candidacy means to the political life of the
nation through the potential effect of the movement he
calls the Rainbow Coalition. First, look at what we have.
"For young people in the morning of their lives" as Rev.
Jackson is fond of saying, the behavior and attitudes of the
Reagan administration cannot be reassuring. What are we
to make of a President in his first term — knowing he had
to face the electorate again — who has:

• Fought inflation by creating a depression which put

nearly ten million of his countrymen out of work?

• Mortgaged our futures — after solemnly promising to

balance the budget by 1984 — by creating the largest

federal deficits in history?

• Unleashed a James Watt to rape the wilderness

reserves and bring the environmental cleanup program to

a virtual halt?

• Reduced corporate taxes, while cutting every pro-

gram including financial aid to students that helped poor
people climb out of poverty?

• Created a profound sense of national insecurity by a
foreign policy which restores military draft registration

while deploying American servicemen to the Middle East,

and Centrd America, invading Grenada, and deploying

nuclear missiles to Europe?

• Cuts economic, cultural, educational and agricultural

programs to the Third World while increasing military aid

to countries that need schools and tractors more than

tanks and guns?

• Supported oppressive and murderous dictatorships

while abandoning the human rights initiatives of the

previous administration?

These actions suggest that the administration is totally

insensitive to the concerns of America's young, or the

needs and suffering of America's poor. Expecting us to

vote for him agaun indicates that he has no respect for

either our intelligence or our political ability. If Reagan

could do all this knowing he has to face reelection, can you

imagine what he will do if we are foolish or apathetic

enough to allow him a second term when he will be unac-

countable to anyone? Really think about that.

As Rev. Jackson says, "Reagan has made the country

and the world a more dangerous and painful place. If

America is standing tall, it is standing on very thin ice."

And to all this the Democratic response has been timorous

and ineffectual. That is why he has entered the race, to

raise the issues in a powerful and clear way and because

"nearly half of the voting age population are so disen-

chanted they think voting is ivorthless."

We must remember that Reagan was elected by less

than 25 percent of the voting age population. Most

Americans did not vote for him, they voted against the un-

fortunate Jimmy Carter or stayed home. It was the

smallest turnout in recent presidential elections. For ex-

ample, in Massachusetts Reagan won by a margin of 2,500

votes, less than the graduate student population of this

school. There were more than 20,000 unregistered

minorities and God knows how many unregistered

students in the state. In Mississippi where Reagan's

margin was 7,000 there are over 50,000 discouraged and
turned-off blacks who are not registered. And so it goes,

Reagan won thirteen states where the number of

unregistered blacks alone was more than double his

margin of victory.

By his candidacy Jackson is giving those unregistered

black Americans a reason and inspiration to enter the

political process. He has brought lift, energy, enthusiasm

and hopefulness to those communities that is of an intensi-

ty not seen since the heroic days of the Civil Rights Move-
ment. He is giving students a reason to enter also. This is

important not only for blacks, minorities or students, but

for the Democratic process of the entire nation. We must
keep it going.

But Jackson has the potential to do much more than

that. To the extent that students, women, blacks,

hispanics and all other excluded people come together,

register, vote and send Jackson to the convention at the

head of a great coalition of new voters we will be sending a

clear and unequivocal message to both parties. The
message is, "we, the people whom Reagan discounts

are the margin of victory. We may not be able to select

a president, but we can determine who he will not be.

United we are a powerful force in the nation's politics.

WE MUST BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY," something

neither party has done before.

Because this is a predominantly white state with an ear-

ly primary, our students can have a disproportionate in-

fluence in keeping this movement going. The students of
this school joining with other students around the state

can show the nation that Jackson is more than the can-

didate of black America, and the Rainbow Coalition more
than a dream. We really have that opportunity. Here is

what Jackson said in a letter to you:

Every generation has the challenge to creatively ad-

dress the cutting social, economic and political issues

of its day. The year 1984 ushers in an opportunity to

redirect the course of this nation. Just as the student
leaders of the 60*8 sat-in and fought for civil rights and
against an unjust war in Vietnam, you as a student
leader of the 80'b have the opportunity to stand up and
fight for social, economic and political justice.

I seek the presidency to serve the nation at a level

where I can restore a moral tone, a redemptive spirit,

and sensitivity to the poor and dispossessed of this na-

tion. I want this nation to again become the hope of the

free world to encourage nearly half of the voting

age population who are so disenchanted that they think

voting is worthless to again believe in the promise and
performance of the democratic process. Finally, I seek
the presidency because of the urgent need to inspire

the young to hold fast to the American dream and
assume their rightful place in the political process.

...Because young people are an integral part of the

future of this nation and should help in the growth and
development of it."

Michael Thelwell is a professor ofAfro-American sttidies

at UMass

Ignorance in the classroom
She was early — give her that. Carolyn wasn't.

Carolyn evidently was the girl she was supposed to

have come to class with, but she couldn'ta come,

Debbie said, 'cause she hadda go to some economics pro-

fessah and talk about her grade.

Mary Cresse

Diane listened but said nothing. She nodded.

This is an easy A if 1 evah sawr one, don't you think,

Diane. Huh.
Diane nodded her head and checked her compact mirror

n see if her hangs fell over her left eyebrow.
JMane. Diane.

"-^sssahhhhh, Dobhie. he's tryina speak. Lemme listen.

''^bbic noddod h'^r head.

'^obbw! looked a' ''>* .' '- ',">*•[•' ,<.nd 'ried to

^-'rM he m^- "i'
. t 't! ''^r fafi-

-,' • - '- rrv' -

i*..T .; A wi .*••-
, movmg hau.l. It had nn

r^ngs aiKi 'h" i.afni>.^i ncciied lo Ik? filtHl.

'fantasy ."Ost be rooted in reality," Debbie wri)l«».

"In that kind of literary structure," the professor was

saying, "it is imperative for the character to show basic

sensual emotions."

"Basic sensual emotions," the hand wrote.

Debbie looked at the notebook again. She couldn't quite

see. "Basic sexual emotions," she wrote.

Twenty more minutes. Diane. Hey, Diane.

What"! I'm tryina listen.

Tonight's Pub Mug Night. Fifty-cent drafts. Wanna go?

Yeah. Pause. Nod. Yeah.' Nod. Nod.

"And for the required reading," the professor said,

"we'll touch mainly upon children's literature and stories,

among them Curiotis George, Pippi Longstocking, and

Amelia Bedelia..MHyhe five of these a week, accompany-

ing criticism..."

Debbie pulled out a stick of Wrigley. She dipped a finger

on the sugar and licked it off, then broke the slice and ate

it. The foil was wrinkly. Debbie smoothed it out, pulled

apart the green cover wrapper and matched up the pieces

until they formed a square. She thought of making a chain

but she only had four pieces. She crumpled up the paper

and stuck it between two ridges of the radiator. She

pointed her toe and looked at her feet.

"Class dismissed."

Diane.

Yoah.
rorget this crap. I'm gonna take this pass/fail. I can't

take ail that readin'. Let's go for some coffee.

Yeah.
Mary Cresse is a Collegian staff"member

Editorial Notes
On Election '84 Teach-ins

For concerned members of the UMass community,

I have a suggestion for a logical first step in

encouraging increased student participation in

this crucial election year.

It is: To organize a teach-in devoted to exploring ex-

tensively the range of issues involving election year,

1984.

Now the teach-in concept has, of course, proven to be

quite useful in the context of broadening the academic

community's involvement in the social and political

events of the times, most notably around crucial issues

like the Vietnam War, and more recently, the threat of

nuclear war.

In this tradition, the reason for a UMass teach-in on

election year 1984 is quite simple. The first step in

getting people involved with the issues that affect their

lives is getting them interested. Getting them in-

terested, in turn, often involves simply educating them
about how seemingly abstract or distant decisions affect

their lives.

A teach-in on election year 1984 would be an excellent

forum to discuss and debate a whole range of important

contemporary issues. It could be divided into two sec-

tions, education and action.

In the education section, workshops and panels could h(

held on such topics as contemporary American political

history, nuclear politics, the current state of the Civi

Rights and Women's Movement, the direction of U.S
foreign policy, and a history of student political par-

ticipation.

In the action section, workshops could deal with how to

organize and participate in voter registration drives, how
students can become involved in local, state, and national

level political decision-makinl, and possible careers in

government service or politics.

To make things interesting, the teach-in could kick-off

with a big debate between, say, proponents of the

Democratic and Republican Party philosophies. The
planners of the teach-in would have to work out some sort

of format for the inclusion of third party representation.

Also, the teach-in should probably focus on the issues and

competing political philosophies in contemporary

American politics. It shouldn't focus on the specific

personalities involved in running for office, except in

appropriate forums such as a panel on the Reagan years.

An election year teach-in is not a candidates' forum.

Such teach-ins. if they were held all over the country,

could serve the important function of increasing the

political awareness and general knowledge oi this

generation of students. This in turn would most
assuredly lead to an increased level of student in-

volvement, for it is cynicism fed in large measure by
ignorance, rather than apathy, that has greatly con-
tributed to the political alienation which we all know is so

prevalent today.

by Jackson Katz

UMass class of '82

Letters ^^^.^—^^......^....
SAFA criticism was unjust
To the Editor,

Mr. Barrett, let me assure you that SAFA is in no way
affiliated with a Communist organization, nor are we "a
group of glossy-eyed liberal dreamers," as you have sug-

gested.

Though we do work with USSA to a certain extent (a

USSA representative was one of many who spoke before

our group), by no stretch of the imagination are they our

"guiding light."

As a campus-based organization, we believe that our lob-

bying efforts benefit the majority of students at UMaa^, as

85 percent of them receive some type of financial

assistance.

You revolve your article around USSA and the faults

you believe they have. Mr. Barrett, SAFA and USSA are
two separate organizations. Our focus is on students seek-

ing financial assistance.

While SAFA might seem like a microcosm of USSA, I

can tell you it is not. SAFA, Students Advocating Finan-

cial Aid, is working so that all students may continue their

education. We are proud of what we have accomplished.

Our office at 428 S.U.B. will be opening up fur the

semester early next week. Our phone number there is

545-0306. Please call me if you have any further questions.

Cynthia Howland
Acting President

Students Advocating Financial Aid

GUM
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How we can help you... and how you can help u^
^XHll. another semester is underway, and we

One would like to think a new semester starts with a

clean slate. Hopefully, for most of us, the fall term set

the groundwork for a constructive, positive year in the

academic and social environment of the state's largest

public university-but if not, now is the time to start

anew. But there are some for whom it will be virtually

impossible to really start over, to escape the stigma of

past injustices that will follow them throughout their

college career.

Yvette Henry is one such person. After being charged

with setting one of the 16 minor, suspicious fires in her

"dormitory last semester, her name became a household

word. The charges against her were eventually dropped
for lack of evidence- -on the last day of the semester, no
less-and her suspension scratched from her record. But
the harm- -the humiliation, degradation, shame-has been
done.

Michael Briggs is another such student. He was accused

of attempting to rape a young woman, but his charges
were also dropped. But he too is now infamous--if only

within the University community, whereas Henry went
national -for a crime of which she was legally cleared.

The media, the Collegian included, had a lot to do with
informing the community of these arrests. Some people
say we convicted the suspects by using their names and
making their arraignments big news. That was not our
intent, nor is the allegation true
As the student newspaper on this campus, our goal is to

inform the public of prominent news events affecting the
lives of people of the University -the bad news, as well as

the good. It is unfortunate officials found it necessary to
seek charges against those accused before having suf-

ficient evidence for prosecution-moves which resulted in

damaging the reputations and self-respect of those in-

dividuals charged. But crimes of such magnitude as
arson during an arson crisis and attempted rape must be
eported to the public which they affect.

:2

"TTTTRl, another semester is underway,

\/\/can all expect a fun — and controversy-filled

f Y time. Issues both local and national demand our

attention from the UMass budget to asbestos, and from

nuclear war to the Presidential primaries.

It is the purpose of the CoUegian (particularly the

editorial page) to generate discussion (Hi these issues so

that we may all understand them better, help influence

issues that affect us.

In order to do this, we must hear from you. If you see

something, in the paper, or just in your daily activities

that catches your attention, drop us a letter or a column.

You don't necessarily have to disagree -write about

things you agree with or support as well. We're just as

interested in presenting the good news as we are with the

bad.
If you are really interested in what's going on come
down to the Collegian. Be a reporter, a columnist, a

photographer, or a member of the business or graphics

department. With over 200 people working here every

semester, you can find lots of mteresting things to do and

meet interesting people, both on the staff and on

assignment. Most of all, you'll gain a sense of ac-

complishment from participating in the news

organization on campus and the five-college area (We're

also the biggest college daily in New England). Just like

the Marines, we're looking for many good people.

This is the year 1984, as everyone knows. Unlike the

book of the same name, we still have the abUity to speak
and think freely, without fear of recrimination. But

things are getting worse, thanks in part to a growing tide

of conservatism in the country, a country whose
president calls a nuclear missile "a peacekeeper." It is up
to us to put an end to it - doublespeak - by speaking out

for what we believe, and by attacking the encroachment
of control that restricts our individual freedoms. Last
semester, we all saw "The Day After." This semester,

we all should start thinking about how to prevent it. .

ceujeiH^i
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Jackson and
his vision
Like a lightening bolt from the sky Rev. Jesse

Jackson's bid for the presidency of the United

States has struck the American establishment. The
first black man ever to run for president has already

challenged the militarist foreign policy of the Reagan ad-

ministration by securing the release of Navy pilot Robert

(k>odman from the Syrians. He has challenged the

I^mocratic Party structure assuring; that his "Rainbow
Coalition" of the disenfranchised, women, blacks,

hispanics, young people and senior citizens, will at the

very least force a re-organization of the party hierarchy to

include all of us in this country's decision making process.

Jesse Jackson has stirred hope in many people because he

has boldly re-introduced many of the fundamental issues

that we all face back into the conventional, sterile forum of

American electoral politics.

Paul Hetznecker

Like many of the other Democratic candidates, Jackson

supports the de-escalation of Reagan's nuclear arms race.

But unlike most of the others, he calls for unspecified but

significant cuts in defense spending, which would not only

decrease the threat of nuclear war but reduce federal

deficits as well. This position swiftly undercuts the cold

war paranoia which has been used for decades tt) further

the interests of the military-industrial complex while at

the same time exposing the major reason for billion dollar

deficits and the only practical solution to the problem.

Jackson's use of diplomacy over militarism in the Middle

East may have helped to decrease the Reagan Administra-

tion's inclination to maintain U.S. occupational forces in

Lebanon. More importantly, his mission has awakened

this country and the world to an alternative U.S. approach

toward world politics. Jackson has stated that there are

too many factors involved in the Middle East to simply re-

ly on a military solution. A broader perspective would bet-

ter serve U.S. interests in the Middle East, as it would in

Central America. He cites poverty, injustice and the strug-

gle for self-determination as important factors in world

politics that must be recognized by the United States

government, both here and abroad.

Across the board all the issues are united by a common

one, and that is the issue of power and decision making.

According to Jackson the crisis in American politics is a

conflict between democracy and technocracy and the only

way out is full participation of Americans, the disenfran-

chised millions in the electoral process. This is where he

comes up short. It would be naive to believe that a restruc-

turing of American society with the outcome a more

equitable and just society can occur simply through the

ballot box no matter who is running,. That, however, is

not really the intent of Jesse Jackson's campaign. His in-

tent is to mobilize the majority of Americans into par-

ticipating in the American establishment.

Jesse Jackson is a man with a vision, a humanist. He is a
man who has infused values into the framework of twen-
tieth century Superpower politics. He is one who has
challenged all Americans to take another chance, maybe
the last chance, to create change within the system. His

call may be too late, and his quest naive, but his vision is

good. So over the course of the next few months, listen to

him, watch the ripples that occur, and give it some
thought. For he speaks the truth, or as near to the truth as

it can be spoken by any of those who bid for power in this

country.

Paid Hetznecker is a College correspondent

X
We need columnists

Come on down!

Letters Policy

.Ml letters '^'!«?t be si^ed and incltide

i.{ti Ariter'^. ..Jdres?; and telcpli* tc

nu.rb.'^r, which will ti H be publishcu.

Pli/HiC' type double .ipuced at 67

characters per line. Due to space li'.n;*d-

tions and the volume o! :^ail, we regret

j we are unable to ac Liiowledge un-

I
published letters. All letters are subject

I
to editing for clarity mnd length.
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AMHERST'S FINEST

MICROCOMPUTING CENTER
MON-SAT 10:00-5:00

'©m%
266 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01OO2

253-5673

^ ii^WELCOME BACK^ •
Spring Semester Rentals

Commodore Terminal Package

includes Computer, B & W TV,

cassette recorder, 40 col. soft-

ware, modem and more

V IUw per semester

ViC^ZO
Thefriendix computer

OR
80 col. 12" CRT,

300 baud modem,

numeric keypad

$135.*

OR
RCA-APT 80 col. terminal

with built in 300 baud
modem, printer interface,

choice of 9" green or

amber monitor, keypad,

function keys, and more!

_ $150.*
Rental prices do not include sales tax, security deposit or op-

tional delivery charge.

Permalens®
Extended Wear Contact Lenses

Buying contacts

and eyeglasses is easy as AVC.
And now, American Vision Centers has made buying Permalens®

Extended Wear contact lenses even easier. We've lowered the price

to just $99. That's the lowest price we've ever offered and it's the

lowest price in the city. We guarantee it!

New purchases only • Limit one pair per customer • Cannot be used m conjunction with other discounts or specials

Peimalens®

Extended Wear
Contact Lenses

99
Ragular 1149

"Ttw liriM i you can i

30 day trial wearing plan • Full

credit within 30 days on lenses

only il not satisfied • Eye exam,

prolesstonal and (itting tees not

included • SPH lenses only

Coupon itHiat be presented at

itme of purchase

ExpirM a/a/M DC

Soft Contact
Lenses

'55
A full refund on the cost of

ttie lenses if not satisfied •

Professional and fitting tees

not included

Coupon muet be presented at

time of purchase

ExpifM 2/29/S4 DC

SAVE

33V3%
on frames

With purcMas* ol complete

pair ol eyeglasses

50% OFF

FRAMES
on secod pair of eyeglasses

(not to e«ceed value of 1st pair)

with purchase ol complete pair

Coupon must be prssanted at

time of purchase

Expires 2/2i/S« DC

AMERICAN VISION CENTERS
gr^Qt •/• core* greet eyewear

Hampshire Mall, Hadley • 584-7958 • Open M-Sat 10-9

UNIVERSITY OF r.ASSACHUSETTS

SENIORS

GRADUATE STUDENTS

ALL ENGINEERING AND

SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES,

INCLUDING: ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING, COMPUTER

SCIENCE, COINS, NATH

MAJORS WITH DATA

PROCESSING SKILLS

Announcing IBM's
Technical Career
Information and

Sign-Up Day

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1984

11:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 101

COME INFORMALLY ANY TIME DURING THE HOURS INDICATED ABOVE AND LEARN ABOUT

TECHNICAL AND MARKETING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN IBM FROM MANY DIFFERENT

LOCATIONS, THEN SIGN-UP ON PERMANENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES OF YOUR CHOICE FOR

FORMAL INTERVIEWS TO TAKE PLACE ON FEBRUARY 9 AND 10, 1984. THIS WILL BE YOUR

ONLY OPPORTUNITY TO SIGN-UP FOR SPRING IBM SCHEDULES.

BRING 3 COPIES OF YOUR RESUME AND TRANSCRIPT FOR ADMITTANCE

CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT RESIDENCE REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEWS
IBM IS an equal opportunity employer

Arts
mMMgiJUliliK IlllPlilililllH *<<'' .^v

To be or not to bee..
JOURNEY TO BE
by Albert Krassner

133 passes. $12.95. Hardback
Veridon Editions

By DAVID TAYLOR
Collegian Staff

There seems to be a strong literary

tradition in America which supports a

transition for middle-aged business from

their involvement in tertiary industries into

the world of poetry. In ostensibly the same

vein as insurance-salesman Wallace

Stevens, Veridon Editions have entered the

publishing stakes by offering us Albert

Krassner. "successful lawyer, father of five

children, owner of a home in suburbia, pUot

of his own airplane-and still restless,

unsatisfied."

From deep discussions with his secretary,

Krassner it seems began attending

discussion groups and meditation classes to

search for a meaning to life. As a means of

expressing himself he turned to poetry -

"short, pithy poems about his innermost

feelings and concerns about his growing

relationship to God." By 1981 he had

amassed fourteen hundred poems or so, and

after editing it is these poems which form

Journey To Be.

Essentially then. Journey To Be would

appear to be a valuable documentation of an

American's spiritual self-discovery. What

better medium than 'pithy' poetry to

convey what Mr. Krassner felt as he

followed his quest for the meaning of life?

But unfortunately, Krassner approaches his

medium as a lawyer, not a poet. The verse

is crass to say the least:

I'm a loner — apparently
Doing my thing — purposefully
Do 1 want to? Do I agree?
It doesn't seem to matter...

It's beyond me.

The style would be almost juvenile but for
the constant painful rhymes between four
or five syllabled words. The poetry itself

shows no growth or development alongside
Krassner's experience -from beginning to
end it is flat, drab and awkward:

Pity man
Man — what a pity!

Caught up

In life's nitty-gritty!

Can't see the larger play

Thinks it's only the mind to obey!

Alongside the poetry are quotes from
Tennyson (I), the bible and assorted pearls

of wisdom from Krassner's guru.
As a literary work or even the

documentation of an experience for the

solace of others Journey To Be fails

miserably. But the volume does have a

saving grace- it is perhaps one of the best

exercises in slick graphics to be produced
for a long while. Veridon Editions used
Arcorisis, an award-winning graphics

studio in Mexico, to layout the book.

An integration of text a monochrome
photographs within a square gray grid on

each page makes the book visually in-

teresting and gives the volume as a whole
an appeal which by far surpasses its sub-

ject. It is a shame that other, more valid

artsUnes.••

Auditions will be held for Obotunde

Ijimere's Woyengi for black men and

women on February sixth and seventh from

4:30 to 5:30 and 7:30 to 9:30 in the Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theater at Smith College.

Auditions . will be held for Tennessee
Williams' A Lovely Sunday for Creve
Coeur, with roles for four women, on

February sixth and seventh in room 08 of

the UMass Fine Arts Center.

Also on February sixth and seventh, in

room 204 of the Fine Arts Center, auditions

will be held for Fifth of July by Lanford
Wilson. There are roles for four men and

four women, and those wishine to audition

must sign up for a time on the sheets posted

outside the main office of the Department of

Theater.

The extraordinary self-proclaimed "barroom, danceband pianist

Dave McKenna will pounce on the Ironhorse cafe Sunday night. There

will be two shows, at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. Tickets are $7.00. available in

advance from the Ironhorse. or at the door.

poets do not exploit a similar presentation

approach, because Krassner's doodlings are

definitely unworthy of such a captivating

design. Alas, Mr. Krassner should have

kept to writing lawsuits for his talent lies

elsewhere than in literary expression.

Now more than ever
REAL PEACE
by Richard M. Nixon
Little Brown & Co.,

107 pagres, $12.95

By STEVEN BARRETT
Collegian Staff

Since war and peace will be a paramount

issue in this year's election, former

President Richard Nixon's latest book Real

Peace should be given a close look.

When Nixon originally published this book

early last Fall, he did so privately. Alar-

med about the deterioration of U.S. Soviet

relations, and the constant flow of misin

formation surrounding and often clouding

this issue, Nbcon decided to by pass the

publishing houses at first. He was im-

patient, and in a hurry to influence those in

high government positions, the media, and

academia who could best understand how to

shape and direct foreign policy decisions.

After reading this short, yet well-written

book, I began to wonder how many people

would take his message seriously;

especially here in an academic en

vironment. (Nixon was never popular on

college campuses, particularly at campuses

in the Northeast, including UMass.)

For many in the media and academic

circles, Nixon is often remembered for

widening the Vietnam War, secretly

bombing Laos and Cambodia, the

Christmas bombing of Hanoi in 1972 (which

his critics have an extremely difficult time

admitting helped to end our involvement in

the Vietnam War), and the near show down

with the Soviets during the climatic

moments of the Yom Kippur War in 1973.

Is this the kind of background you would

expect to find in a man who had just written

a book about achieving peace? Perhaps not;

no more than you would expect to learn that

Mahatmas Gandhi was an unabashed

militarist and pro- British imperialist in

South Africa before his run-in with the

government in that former British colony.

Both men, however, would feverently

address the war and peace issue later, each

in his different way.

What kind of a peace do we seek or need?

Is it &ju8t peace--or just any peace? Do we
seek real peace -or a perfect peace? In the

first chapter, Nixon surgically dissects the

difference between what he defines as

"real" peace and "perfect" peace.

"Because of the realities of human nature,

perfect peace is achieved in two places only:

in the grave and at the typewriter.

Real peace, on the other hand, will be the

down to earth product of the real world,

manufactured by realistic, calculating

leaders whose sense of their nation's self-

interest is diamond hard and unflinching."

This sound rationale might not set well

with the more dreamy-eyed members of the

so-called " peace movements." Nonetheless,

Nixon's observations can be barked up by

reviewing history, which according to the

author, "is a pathetic junkyard of broken

treaties."

Throughout real Peace, Nixon strongly

advocates a "hard headed detente" (one

combined with a credible deterrance);

summitry with the Soviets (but not without

extensive preparations first); good

relations with the People's Republic of

China; and to "address ourselves to the

conditions in the Third World that bring

about conflict and war." (Nixon believes

the greatest threat to peace will come from

this area.)

After reading Real Peace, I couldn't help

wondering if the many people who com-

pletely misjudged Nixon for being an

unremitting and narrow-minded "cold-war

warrior" in the not-so-distant past, would

feel the same toward him after reading this

book. Consider his opening sentences, and

judge for yourself:

"There can be no real peace in the world

unless a new relationship is established

between the United States and the Soviet

Union.

"The two superpowers cannot afford to go

to war against each other, at any time or

under any circumstances. Each side's vast

military power makes war obsolete and an

instrument of national policy. The cost to

both sides of a full-scale conventional or

nuclear war would far exceed any con-

ceivable results."

Real Peace has only two flaws -yet^both

are totally understandable. Nixon

vigorously stressed the need for a sununit

between Presidents Reagan and Andropov.

But this was written before Andropov's

"illness" became more serious and widely

known. (No one can, nor should blame

Reagan for not going to the summit with a

man who is gravely ill, and whose grasp of

control is shaky at best.)

Secondly, this book is too short. (Perhaps

I am just too used to good ideas contained in

longer and more formal books that I can't

recognize a gift horse or book when I see

one.)

Real Peace is, however, a gift -a gift of

reason, hope and foresight. Despite

whatever "sins" Nixon committed in the

past, his book should be considered as must

reading for any serious student of political

affairs.
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y UNIVERSITY OF /HASS
' I AT AMHERST

FineArts
Center
Concert
Hall

S«coo<»Pru».
lnl»fno1>ooal

Amftcon MuMC
Comp^tmoo

Diana
Walker,
Soprano

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 3. 8 PM
TICKETS: $5.00

A anAi iviNmG

nunnENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theatre

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 7. 8 PM
TICKETS: $9. $7, $5

GuARTiERI
TRiriG

QUARTET

$25.

REPLACE YOUR LOST OR
DAMAGED CONTACT LENSES

Bausch & Lomb
or AOSoft

Price of other brands on request

We need your contact lens

prescription and will have

your lens in 2-3 days.

Norman Spencer MD
170 University Dr. 256-8561

Whatdid happ«» onJtJLi-. *»*•^'^ Blvw?

ivotiosMasrK
Of CNA*Mf« muiic

t»n9 ktagoiirm

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 11. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students Halt- Price

Tickets Available at Fine

Arts Center Box Ottice,

DATA1IX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call

(413)545-2511 or app ^^
1-600-243-4842 ^E ^M

|^:|c9|c:(e:|e:|c^3(c)|(:(c9|e9|c:|e3(c3|c:|c:)c9((>i(>K9)e9|c9|e}|e9^

J HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS ^

* UMASS SKI CLUB *

* Thurs. Night Skiing *
* Feb. 2 at Mt. Tom *
J $9. includes lifts, J5 refreshments & transportation ^
* *
* for more info 545-3437 ^

SAVE
on Paperbacks

over 30,000 now in stock

on all subjects

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP

Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

10-5:30 Mon-Fri

10-5 Sat 549-6052

12:30-5 Sun

DeliueKiiice
DATE: Feb. 2. 1984

TIME: 4:15, 6:30, 8:46, 11:00

Sponsored by Hamlin Dorm

ANNOUNCING: Peer Education
Recruitment
University HeaKh Services offers

Spring 1984 credited course work as:

if Peer SexualKy Educators

•i( Peer Alcohol Educators

if Health Aides and

if HealthReach Workers

Training and working with others to

round out your University experience:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT
HEALTH EDUCATION/ 549-2671 ext.181 I

The Department ofDramatic Arts & Dance
ofAmherst College

presents

The Threepenny Opera
by Bertolt Brecht & Kurt Weill

Directed by Walter Boughton

February 3, 4, 5 February 9. 10, 11

Kirby Theater

8:00 P.M.

General Admission $4.00
Students & Senior Citizens $2.00

Box office hours 1-5 daily

Reservations: 542-2277

Emergency
Medical
Teclinician
Course

130 hr course Tuition $200.00 Lab Fee $50.00
Classes begin 2/2/84, Chenoweth Lab Rm 227, meets
Tues. and Thurs. 6:30-10 PM. For more information or to
register call 584-2391 leave message.

Sponsored by UMass Fire and First Aid Unit

SALE
20 - 50% off most winter clothing

20 - 30% off selected Chinese shoes

Posters '"^'" -^ _i .

Mugs
'" Bedspreads

- Rugs - Valentines
Open Daily 10 am - 5:30 pm

MEI^ANTILE
AMHHKT CARRIAGE SHOiPS

GREAT QIFTS - GREAT PRICES

KAYPRO 11,^1595.

COMPLETEWITH SOFTWARE.

For $1 595. a Ka>pro II not only comes complete

with all the hardware you need, it comes complete

with all the software you need:

Word Processing/Spelling

Data Base Management i filing/

repeating) Financial Spread-

sheeting. And with CPAl,
Kavpro can run thousands c^f

(Uher programs for mc»re specialized

1KwK C( >mc in t( xlay for a =#^^^^.iyj
cc implcte demonstration. t i,~ ~'ipu~lwinr -~'ii^'>.iur.

1073 St. James Ave. Mountain Farms Mall - Rt. 9

Springfield, MA 01 104 Hadley, MA 01035

413-7374562 413-584-3933

STUDENT and FACULTY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
R,-K,Mrfnl If*lrm.irk. I P/M I'iKlul RfM'jrih Irn ^

Give us the Business
Just a selection of the stuff we 're made of!

Hurry while the supplies last

We also carry a full line of Shakespeare

siflr^et classics $1.00-$1.25. We carry

everything from computer and medical

books to bestsellers and university press

releases. Come seel

Anthropologv For the Eighties Cole

Elements of Econometrics - Kmenta

Methods of Social Research 2nd edit.

The Western Heritage Kagan

The Nature & Properties of Soil 8th edit.

Norton Anthology of Poetry

Creative Mental Growth - 7th edit.

Sister Carrie - Dreiser

The Prince - Machiavelli

Souls of Black Folk WE. Dubois

Parzival Von Esenbach

Leviathan - Hobbes
Four Major Plays - Ibsen

The Forest People Turnball

The Varieties of Religious Exper. James

orig. OURS
13.95 7.00

31.95 16.00

21.95 10.99

20.00 9.99

27.95 13.98

5.99

24.98 12.50

2.25 1.00

1.95 .99

2.50 1.25

5.95 2.99

3.95 1.99

2.25 1.00

3.95 1.99

350 1.75

Open: This week Mon-Sat 10-8

NEW BOOKS AT HALF ?WC£
- 71 N. Pleasant St. '

Bloom County- by Berke Breathed

WfTH 11C1W0 uNipewnpiep

AMewcflN cirirofe Reiicuep

PURINE iHg AhrmRCncfl inva-

sion bJUSTNOWUHX^INO
(?OWl«JHef$ IN MIAMI...

owe EMERGING NOW... THe
STRAW ANP HORROR OF THCIR

ORPEAi, atmx vf6i&u oig

HI5 fACe A5 He STD0P5 TOWN
T0KJS5 AMeRtAN SOIL...

Superbad G.H.

9oNT e^tiC stuu

SfASHEp AW^'Y
FO^ A PAX U^^E-
T»mS.

, Take fv^y AiTVJc&e

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

X R.CALiy THINK. X tCA/oW

WHy l^ Ai^L OR£An£0
ASolTT OUAOifATif^tC- ^^T

\y£^

/T's 8£CA^/iS \^tfi£ conic

Sr/liP CHAMCTiRS, AnO
U/r VJ£/KE WRITTEN OUT
ay usif^o A CriKMHjffTioN

S^OINCr
.

CAUSE TH^ REAUIZS ^Ant£X^

US QACK ... r T^INlc

£j«»sy v/c^

r'M su/t£

He's ONLs/

POST- F/f\lALS

MASS PHOBIA Winmill

The Strip
Bert Saveriano and Jim Walsh

Tttr r>iwrr-cnar rm «rc
ttL/z-nwr iiiif tr Do TTtiiK ma^A
C.4«e aP rrtmiA

AHOTNe.K /'ilCA^£A/'''

With

A Per e*t% ,-r .'

fai*T Auiifuc ,' Lock Liicm

^ 1-irn.t Guilty ft^^cAi't

rft/r- £i/o you Py^ti.

u*ye y» f^-r *".*«»/» .-"

ouHim AAes/r o^e- pat /*e

6^A^ M^^AM.y «5c/ T^e

^mA yKj&.s

-' '*o you ^fftt

Shag^nasty
O.T. Derringer

Welcorv^e bqck,
%)ples. I sort cS

vnissed i^is place.

hove changed.
^op^ sf1 1] +he same Utdoss.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kditrd by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

I9*4 lo> A«|fl»s lin»rs siiMlime

ACROSS
1 Examine caretully

5 Part of a
garment

10 Barh cloth

14 Four-legged
performer

15 As
16 Author Wister

17 Let out

IB Madrilenos.

for example
20 Ore used to

make ornamental

objects

22 Shade of blue

23 Layers

24 Nobellst Teresa

25 Seance callers

29 Mutt but not Jeff

30 Household
adjuncts

31 Sweater type

36 Jeanne d Arcs
vision

37 Poseidon

38 Bargain hunters'

paradise

39 Apian defense

42 Ball team
44 Old French coin

45 Expertise

46 Total possessions

50 Tea genus
51 Vibrant

52 Robert and
Elizabeth

57 Italian

comestibia

59 Cruz

60 Eastern name
62 Historic times

63 Eyrie

64 Plait

65 Sounds of grief

DOWN
1 Staunch
2 Dormant state

3 Seed covering

4 chance
5 Perfumed
accessories

6 Brides followers

7 Popular colors

8 Oer

9 American
architect

10 Works hard and
long

11 Expect

12 Part of a pound
13 Goose genus
19 Landowner, along

the Clyde
21 Facial feature

24 Big .Gal

25 Foundation for a

ranch house

26 Loblolly, for one
27 Picnic " author

28 Ruffs

29 Bounder
31 Tooth

32 What vidi

means
33 Donated
34 Stout and porter

35 Habitat ul a
"monster

37 Wildebeest

40 Places for berets

41 Diamonds, to

a yegg
42 Milwaukee team
43 Paddock dweller

45 Calls

46 DeValera
47 Soft. moist

earth

48 Namesakes of

Louise

49 Ward off

50 Treasure

52 Title in

dialed tales

53 Composer
Charles

54 Pianist Peter

55 Typed bag

56 Lip

58 Explosive

Collegian

Recruitment

meeting

• Experience

% Involvement

• Excitement

• Open to all majors

Wednesday
Feb. 8

8 pm-9 pm
Room 805 C.C.

Weather

Today, sunny with some
afternoon high clouds. Not

as cold. Highs mid 20s to

mid 30s. Tonight, clouding

up with a chance of a few

flurries in the interior, a

flurry or shower along the

coast. Tomorrow, mostly

cloudy with a chance of

afternoon showers.
Milder. Highs upper 30s to

mid 408.

Todays puzzle

answer

nnnn ^nnnnnnnnr
nnnnnrnnn nnnnr

nnnn nnnnnn
nnnrnnn riinn^^^^
RFinnnn nnnnnnnn
finnn nnn nnnr
nnnnnnnn iinnnns

nmin nnnnnnn
nnnnnn nnnn

Mfff^iMltl
cifir?n Finnnn nnnn

nnnnn nnnn
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Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time. Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation. We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• f^ini-Buses.

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group. Our deluxe highvi/ay

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Tt'jkwI IbnBL Bus Lines. Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call: General Office ana Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free ir MA 1-800-322-0297

THE WORD IS OUT!
ROAD WARRIOR" '

IS A HIT!
THE ROAD
WARRIOR
R,-- '^ O

I

Date: Sunday, Feb. 5, 1984 CC Auditorium

5:00-$1.00 7,9, 11 -$1.50

sponsored by Washington Dorm

ROUNDiifMOTION^^ THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTSJ^
321 MAIN STREET. AiyiMERST MA 01002 • 253-9341

Auto Alarm

G""T".esioppcr Current ft

motion sensing Passively

Arm,ng $| 59.95
iNSTALLfcU

i/i7FJ
Q-1200
Radar Detector$ 1

39.'*

16 wot' AM f/V\ Cassette with

dolby & Metol Tope capability

Seporo'e Boss & Treble

Speokers
included

.J.

Sound in Motion "s

FREE INSTALLATION WEEK
with the purchase of any

car stereo system . ,^_ _
G« The Wwijtatioo Fxe«

253-9341
rnupon yood till 2/11 /b^

m^slei char^

UNIVERSITY OFMASS. AT AMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^'

Seconcf Pr//e,

IntBrnatlonal

American Music
Competition

Diana
Walker,
Soprano
FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 3, 8 PM
TICKETS; $5.00

Five College Studetils Hall Price Tickets Available at

Fine Arts Center Box Office DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call(413) 54&-251 1 or 1 800-243-4842

Thirsty for news?

CoUeqio-r}^

Read the Collegian

Collegian 15

Women take a first, second
By SUE LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

PLYMOUTH, N.H. - The University of

Massachusetts women's ski team traveled

to Waterville Valley this past weekend win-

ning the slalom by a large 18 second

margin and taking a close second to strong

Boston College team on Sunday in the

giant slalom.

Saturday, UMass dominated the hill by

placing four skiers in the top ten out of a

field of 45 racers. Laura Hourihan from

Boston College won the slalom with a time

of 116.21. UMass captain, Sue White

(116.73) led the Minutewomen with a se-

cond place finish. Teammate Alice Gigliotti

followed close behind to take third place.

Also skiing fast for UMass were Lisa

Tomeck (5th) and Sue Levy (9th).

In Sunday's long giant slalom race, the

Minutewomen were just nipped by Boston

College 474.83-472.18. Sue White placed

second by only one one-hundreth of a se-

cond to be the top finisher for UMass. Amy
Glackin from Boston College took the top

honors to the day. Alice Gigliotti (5th), Lisa

H. Tomeck (7th), Bobbi Voll (8th), and Lisa

Luczkow (9th) were also steady in the gates

for UMass.
The UMass women's ski team races in

the Women's Intercollegiate Ski Con-

ference (WISC). Other teams racing in the
Wise include Amherst College, Army,
Boston College, Brown University, Smith
College, and Plymouth State College. The
Minutewomen have been league champions
for the past nine years. Thus far in the

season the UMass women are ahead with

three first place finishes and one second
place finish under their belt.

This coming weekend the UMass skiers

will travel to Cannon Mountain, New
Hampshire where they hope to extend
their lead in the league standings.

* Men's skiing^—

—

Contintiedfrom page 16

The men lost a close one to PSC in Sun-
day's giant-slalom, but UMass' Conway
skied real well to win the individual title.

Conway was in third place after the first

run but had the fastest second run of the
day for the best combined time. He beat

out PSC's Karwoski by less than a second.

Teammates Faigel and Segal took 5th and
6th place in their strong finish, while Andy
Clarke and Vanderzee also did well for

UMass, taking 12th and 14th place.

Overall, UMass lost to PSC by just three-

tenths of a second. PSC's team score was
724.53 seconds, UMass had a 724.88 and
Boston College took third with a time of

731.83.

AP Lufrphoto

RINGING IN THE GAMES — Olympic dancers rehearse in Kosevo
stadium in preparation for next week's opening ceremonies.

WeekendHome Schedule
TONIGHT. Feb. 2

men's basketball - at Penn State. 8 p.m.

SATURDAY. Feb. 4

men's basketball - at URI. 2 p.m.

women's hoop - NORTHEASTERN. 2 p.m.. Cage
wrestling - BOSTON COLLEGE. 7 p.m.. Hoyden Auxiliary Gym
Men's Gymnastics - E. STROUDSBURG, 1 p.m., Hoyden AuxiUary Gym.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone nunfiber FREE D
ATTENTION:

WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir-

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

.^

AUTO FOR SALE

Chrome mag rims 14x6 good condition

$56 for pair Neal 549-6138

" CAPE COD
~

SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth, Dennis: Largest inventory

of studios, 1 , 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/528-8300 or

617/771-2233.

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

FOR RENT

Mature female, nonsmoker, to share two

bedroom apt. on bus route, pool, tennis

courts. Rent $185 month includes utilities

665-3031
^

Parking available 496 No. Pleasant St.

next to Newman Center 253-9015

FOR SALE

Pentax ME Super 36mm Camera with

50mm F2 lens and Pentax auto-winder 6

mos. old with all packaging $225.00 see An-

dy at the Collegian Photo Dept.

5 cubic ft. frig like new $125. call 549-6219

keep trying
.^

Computer terminal, standard typemust

sell immediately $375 call Rob 586-6889

Twin Mattress and Boxspring, good

condition, $20. call 256-0983, weekdays 8

to 10 AM
^

Refrigerator for sale. 4.5 cu ft twice the

size of regular dorm fridges. OiT^y two yrs.

old. Exc^lent cond. $90 or BO call Tom

253-7373 .

Tl - 30 Calculator call Rob at 546-4705

Woman's class ring found last semester

in SUB. Call 546-7192. Describe it correctly

and it's yours.

MCI P WANTED
~

Nii^cash? Earn 1500 + each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing

Ind filling posters on campus^ Se'ous

workers only; we give recommendations.

1-800-243-6679

Button-Up is lookinTf^TTc^tive
person

to design and make buttons. |0 hre^J

workstudy/week. Call Roberta at 54WX341

X28 ASAP. Start right away.

position open. Portfolio required. See
Kelley in 423A Student Union for applica-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Public Relations/Advertising I The SGA
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring '84: Opera-

tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Experience helpful, but not

necessary. See Kelley in 423A Student

Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84 .

Consulting Experience - Accredited

Course - School Education, working with

student run businesses. Applications at

E.D.O. 409 S.U.B. due by Feb. 8.

Jobs available at Earthfoods student run

restaurant collective. Work 8-20 hours,

depending on your class schedule. $3.50

hr. MANDATORY non-paid hours include

2-4 hours per week management work and

Monday night meetings. Work study O.K.

Workers MUST be full-time UMass
students. Application deadline: Friday

February 3 at 5 p.m. Applications and more
information available at Earthfoods Kit-

chen, 3rd floor, Student Union, around the

corner from the ride board. EOE, affir-

mative action employer

Weekend cook wanted at local sorori-

ty. Experience wanted. Call 545-0527 for

more info.

Kitchen help wanted in exchange for

meals (great working conditions!) call

Louise or Sylvia at 256-6887

On campus non work study jobs M-F
mornings call 549-6364 ask for Herbert

Position available -- Coordinator -UMass
Men's Center. Duties include: coordination

of: administrative, programming and

outreach, budget & evaluation. 10-15 hrs.

week @ 3.3S committment to social

issues/awareness a must. Applications and

j
ob description available Brett Rm 130

Recycling Coordinators needed for

dorms. Earn a credit & a letter of recom-

mendation for volunteering. Recycle

newspaper Et glass in your dorm! 545-0618,

306 SUB
Kitchen help needed in exchange for free

meals Beta Kappa Phi call 253-9071 ask for

Stevie D

Waitresses, General Laborers, apply at

Rusty Nail, 3 to 5 weekdays

Attention kitchen help needed. Earn

$550 in D.C. rebate while gaining full ac-

cess to fraternity meal plan! For more info

call Pike between 9:30-5:00 pm. Ask for

Jim. 545-2150

Work for meals and enjoy great company!
Sorority needs houseboys call Linda

549-4159

Wanted - underclass Accounting/ Business

majors for part-time job in a collectively run

food store. If you would like to develop

practical accounting and organizational

skills, apply to Peoples Market, in rear of

Student Union by 5 pm Fri, Feb 3. We do

not discriminate on the t)asis of race, creed,

national origin, sexual preference or

physical handicap.

People's Market, a student-run food store

in the rear of the Student Union is now ac-

cepting applications for employment. It you

would like to work in a collectively run

business, gain valuable skills in a friendly at-

mosphere, pick up an application at the

Market by 5 pm Fri, Feb 3. We do nor

discriminate on the basis of race, creed, na-

tional origin, sexual preference or physical

handicap.

Experienced reliable childcare sought

for 4 yr old call Carolyn 253-3162

Sorority looking for help in kitchen.

Lunch & dinner. Call anytime at

545-0320/1. Ask for Peg or Mary.

Earn credits tutoring High School

students! For info call 545-2584

INSTRUCTION

after 2 or Friday AM. Return evi Sunnday
PM or Monday. 546-4316

RIDERS WANTED

To Los Angeles Spring Break i< tve March
17 - brand new luxury car call lli 549-5920

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom theory and shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

Lost: Gold earring between Lot 25 and

South College. Reward. Call Alison 5-0685

Lost during intersession on pr. grey

suede leather gloves w/ rabbit fur lining.

Please call Dave 253 7668

PERSONALS

Go Down with someone you
know and trust

R. Lauderdale - Springbreak

Ski Club Goes Down
for more info 545-3437

SPRING BREAK '84

FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

Juniors, Seniors, Grad Students! Enjoy

the convenience of your own credit cards at

leading department stores, oil companies,

and banks. No cost to apply. If you are a

Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student,

you're eligible. Call TOLL FREE
800-232-1100, M-F, 9 am - 6 pm College

Card Corporation "The Most Trusted Name

on Campus."

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, low rates,

on campus 584-7924 Nancy

REFRIGERATORS

ROOM WANTED

One male looking for an apartment call

Gary 5<^ 9762 leave name and fv.imber

Single f^oom wanted in house or apt call

Rosie 586 7230

Older student seeking reasor -biy quiet

room oH campus preferably N Amherst.

Call 549 1 168 and ask or leave r ssage for

Bob please my igloo is hour to melt

sooner or later

ROOMMATE WANTED

Male, one room in two bedroo

Brittany Manor 256-1 374

Room for

:inartment

two people

Relds condo $125 plus

after 7:00 pm

in

utih

Amherst
256-6691

SERVICES

Typing. Copies. Binding

delivery avail .
413-772-0694 a

Hoiiday clothes need ham ^

lowest rates. Experienced sea ;

5^-5548

TYPING fast, reliable, r'

Manuscripts, stats, correspc

Reasonable rates 666-3414

:kLip and
Me

rig 7 Area's

iress. Joan

• Sessional.

nee, etc.

UMASS SPORT KAFiATE

Larry Kelley, Instructor. Fir:

Wednesday 4 p.m. February t

per semeste' 'includes shirt)

intermediate karate students v,

256-0080

sss meets
"ost:$55
oer and

',rr\e. Call

WANT TO BE A C

WSYL Radio 89.7 need
meeting 2/6 8 pm Cashir
6-6262 for mora info

DJs 1st

'^nmt call

WANTED

WFCR-FM needs student i terns for

work in news reporting and f.' i:ion opera-

tions. Call the program directci jt 5-0100

WANTED TO RENT

How does 150$ sound for yor apartment

for M'fy ?Cth to June 3rd, he n that

montl.a rent before your & sub-

lettors come. Call 549-1168

WORK STUDY HELP WAN T fcO

2 Refrigerators - dorm sizes: Cube $50. 3'

tall $100. call 549-4585 good condition

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Boston every Thursday

The Western Mass Latin

Solidarity Comm. has one
position for an office assistar'

should have organizing skills,

writing skills Deadline for app
8th 5:00 WIVILASC is a;

employer. Applications

Anierican
work -study

j.plicants

.rch and
H'l >n is Feb
AA/EEO

nil ibie in

WMLASC Offcie 404 Studen: U i.cn Bkjg
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Minutemen out to snap

their 33game road streak
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

At first it was just a statistical curiosity,

and now people are starting to notice it with

greater frequency the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team has

lost 33 road games in a row

.

If there was ever a chance to break this

less-than-memorable streak it may come

tonight against Penn State as the

Minutemen face the Nittany Lions in an

Atlantic 10 Conference game.

UMass. 6-10 overall and 2-6 in the league,

last won away from the Curry Hicks Cage in

January of 1982 with a 57-55 win at

Duquesne. Since then...

"I don't let it bother me much." said Coach

Ron Gerlufsen. "But I think there's a

chance that we can win on the road against

Penn State and then build on that victory

against the next few teams on our schedule.

We need to win this game to have any hope

of getting back into the thick of the con-

ference standings."

Penn State will not be any cakewalk for

UMass. The Lions have, according to

Gerlufsen. "A solid, well-balanced team

that plays us tough." The stats back him

up.
.

Penn State has a solid backcourt with

senior Wally Choice (14. 1 points-per-game)

and junior Craig CoUins (13.8). The center

spot is filled literaUy by 6-11. 230 pound

Dick Mumma. who hauls down close to six

rebounds a game.
"They're a space ahead of in the con-

ference. (3-5). so a win would tie us with

them and yes, break the streak," Gerlufsen

said.

UMass will counter the Lion guards by

playing full court pressure defense, unless

foul trouble dictates falling into a zone.

Center Edwin Green and forwards Horace

Neysmith and John Hempel will have to

stay clear of trouble if the Minutemen want
to keep up the pressure.

Penn State is expected to come out with a

full court zone press, employing traps, a 1-

3-1 zone and even a man-to-man at times.

"We've got to get them to shoot under 50

percent." noted Gerlufsen. "If the other

guy shoots say 50-55 percent you have a hell

of a time beating him, that's what we've

been stressing this week - defense."

UMass. coming off a home court, (what

else?), 77-75 win over Rhode Island,

whipped Penn State 84-62 at home last year

but managed to drop a 59-57 decision in

Pennsylvania.

(Jerlufsen will start Green, Hempel, Carl

Smith, Neysmith, and Donald Russell. '*We

plan to use the regular subs, especially if

there's foul trouble, I want to keep the

pressure on them, " said the coach.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS- State

has won four of its five games at home,

that's not a good omen. Carl Smith is ninth

in the nation in assists with 117, Neysmith

is 15th in the nation, in field goal per-

centage at .617. Hempel is the leading UM
scorer with 16.0 points a game. Green is at

14.4 and Neysmith 13.4. Green also has an

Atlantic 10 leading 36 blocks. UMass is 6 1

at home. Skip Connors will not make the

trip due to a bad ankle. The game can be

heard on WHMP AM. and WSPR AM and

seen, if you are lucky enough to have cable,

on Sportschannel. Green needs six points

to go into fifth place on the all-time UMass
scoring list.

Women 's basketball.... x nt yr

Pi-ovidence extendsUM
losing streak withvictory
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team has fallen into a

rut as of late, losing their last six games,

including a 83-50 pounding by Providence

Tuesday night.

UMass. who had won seven of their first

eleven, now sports a 7-10 record. Their

latest three losses have come against

some of the best teams in New England.

This is due in part to UMass' falling into a

slump due to poor shooting and the lack of

any real offensive threat.

Providence, the best team in the East

according to Stevens, extended their

winning streak to 15 games in improving

their record to 16 2. while UMass fell to 7

10. The Minutewomen fell behind early,

trailed at halftime 42-23. and never got

back into it.

"We were outrebounded ( 39-32) because

of height. We have been working on our

rebounding and it has helped a little bit.

But when you are that small, it is dif

ficult," said Stevens.

The Minutewomen shot 38 percent from

the floor and didn't help themselves from

the free throw line by shooting 53 percent.

On the contrary, Providence shot an

impressive 57 percent from the floor and

put together a Devastating fast break.

Barbara Hebel led the hoopwomen with
16 points, and Jennifer Toad, playing in

jlace of the injured Damminger, who nas

imited mobility, added 11 points at

brward. Kathy Finn led a fine

Providence effort with 14 points and six of

her teams 23 assists. Britt King added 12

points and 10 rebounds to lead three
others in double figures.

The Minutewomen dropped their first

game in the Cage since a loss to another

E^st power St. Johns back in November.
Boston University ended iheir home
winning streak at five by defeating the

hoopwomen 74-56, last Friday.

The Minutewomen trailed throughout

the first half and fell behind by 10. 35-25 at

halftime. They cut it to five to start the

second half, but that was as close as they

would get. BU buUt on that lead and

UMass never really got back in it.

"We weren't really getting much of-

fensive output from our regulars. We
only shot 38 percent from the field and a

lack of an inside game has hurt us too,"

said coach Barbara Stevens.

The Minutewomen were led by Rebecca

Kucks with 15 points and eight rebounds.

Wendy Ward played a good all around

game by scoring 10 points, pulling down
seven rebounds and adding four assists.

Stephanie Rahming, a strong inside

player, led BU with 23 points and 15

rebounds.

Then, last Sunday the Minutemen didn't

fare too well as the University of New
Hampshire crushed UMass 72 40. That

news itself is bad enough, but one of the

team's most consistent players. Karen
Damminger was injured during the game
and has been used sparingly since.

"We didn't get much help from the

bench. We felt our performance was not

anywhere near what we are capable of

doing, " commented Stevens.
A balanced scoring attack for UNH was

led by Corinne Galas with 16 points and
Gail Jackson, who had 13 points and 11

rebounds in just 14 minutes of action. The
Wildcats outrebounded the Minutewomen
only by a 46-44 count despite Umass' size.

Unfortunately, rebounding did not

decide this contest. UMass only shot 29

percent from the floor and was led by
Jerrie Bernier. who played a good game,
scoring 11 points and grabbing nine
rebounds before fouling out. Kucks also

had a strong game with 10 points and
eight rebounds. But is was not nearly

enough.

SPORTS NOTICE
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 15

Attention: Anyone interested in writing sports for the Cullegxan and for old staff.

there will be a short meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the sports desk.
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HEAD BUTTS - Phillipe Durant (right) battles with UNH's Steve

Russel in a 134 lb. match in UMass 33-9 loss last night.

IJMass grapplers fall

to New Hampshire 33-9
By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Staff

After ending a ten match losing streak by

defeating Maine (27-22) two weeks ago, the

UMass wrestling team dropped another

decision to the University of New Hamp-
shire last night 33-9.

At the 118 pound mark, UNH's Dave

Beaulieau outscored Minuteman Mike

Hanlon 7-2 to give the Wildcats a 3-0 lead.

UMass went up 6-3 when freshman

sensation Chris Lee pinned New Hamp-
shire's Dennis Perkins at 2:08 of the first

period.

Cat's Steve Russel tied the score at six by

winning a three point decision over UMass'

Phillipe Durant at the 134 bracket.

At the 142 mark UNH's Paul Schwern won

a come from behind victory over Wes Beck-

with. 6-4, after being down 4-0. UMass'

scored their last points of the evening when

150 pounder Mike Bossi outpointed Wildcat

CoUine Sullivan 7-5 to bring the home team

into a short lived 9-9 tie.

It was all UNH after that as Minuteman

Paul Hardy dropped a 6-5 decision to Tim

Curley at the 158 pound class before the

main event began. UNH's Dave Yale, last

year's 158 pound conference champion,

moved up to the 167 bracket to battle

UMass captain Scott McQuaide, who went

into the nuitch with a 17-2 record overall

UMass men
skiers win
By MATT LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

PLYMOUTH. N.H. The UMass Men's

Ski Team raced to their second victory of

the season last weekend at Waterville

Valley in New Hampshire by placing five

men among the top fifteen in the slalom.

Minutemen Dan Conway and Bob Faigel

took second and third place in the seventy-

man field, while teammates Jon Segal, Kris

Vanderzee and Jay Dube came in 5th, 10th

and 13th place respectively. Doug Kar-

woski from Plymouth State College (PSC)

won the race.

UMass had a team score of 552.70 seconds

to finish way ahead of Amherst College

(588.59) who took second. UConn was third

at 607.65. Cmtiniied on page 15

and a 11-0 dual meet record.

Yale struck first, scoring a two point take-

down in the first period and remained the

aggressor until the second period when
McQuaide got on the board with a one point

escape. UNH's star managed to take

McQuaide down again for a 4-1 lead before

the Minuteman captain turned on the after

burners. McQuaide escaped once more and

spent the rest of the match chasing Yale.

When McQuaide managed to catch up with

his opponent the match began to resemble a

street fight. Two of the finer athletes,at

their sport, began tossing each other

around and even the referee found himself

thrown off of the mat at one point.

McQuaide moved within one as Yale was

penalized a point for stalling. With time

running out in the match McQuaide con-

tinued his pursuit of Yale and finally

managed to bring him to the mat with two

seconds left, however could not secure a

take down and the match was lost 4-3.

With most of the crowd filing out and UNH
sporting a 15-9 lead, UMass' Brian

Shaughnessy was pinned by UNH's Pete

Weckworth at the 177 pound mark. UMass
forfeited the 190 spot before Minuteman

heavyweight Tony Gaeta had his shoulders

pressed to the mat by Wildcat Con

Madigan.
UMass (1-11) travels to Springfield for

their next match Friday night.
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Jackson attacks Reagan's budget, arms policies
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Democratic presidential hopeful Rev. Jesse Jackson told
a crowd of over 1,500 at the University of Massachusetts
last night that America must, "ban the bomb, cut the
budget, and give peace a chance."

Jackson was the keynote speaker at the Fine Arts Center
for a ceremony to kick-off Black History Month. The
eloquent minister, one of eight campaigning for the
Democratic nomination, used the occasion to attack

President Ronald Reagan's policies dealing with human
rights, U.S. troops overseas and health care.

Jackson implored the crowd to register to vote in the

upcoming election, saying, "If you're eligible and you're

not a registered voter, you're voting for Reagan to cut

education grants -you're a space walker. Come November

you can send a message and you can retire somebody.

"

Jackson attempted to have registrars present at the

speech, but due to a rule saying there must be 14 days

notice, his campaign organization only gave ten, they were

not present.

On foreign policy, Jackson criticized Reagan for not

taking into account that America's population makes up

only six percent of the worlds'.

"Most people in the world are black, brown, yellow or

red. They are non-christians, can't speak English and are

poor. We must respect these people. Human rights are

what is important. We cannot expect to rule using nuclear

threats," said Jackson.

Reagan's appointment of close friend and personal advisor

Edwin D. Meese HI to replace William Frence Smith as

Attorney General came under heavy attack by Jackson as

he said, "We must not let Meese take over in the Justice

department,"

"We must change the course of our nation," commented

Jackson. "There must be education for the poor, they

REV. JESSE JACKSON
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"I am somebody"

cannot be denied just because they don't have money.

Healthy minds will safeguard democracy."

Jackson's speech is the second in as many nights at

UMass by a Democrat campaigning for the presidential

nomination. Senator George McGovern spoke last night in

the Student Union Ballroom.
Tins is a man against hungry children, against equal

rights for women, his positions are well known. We must

stand tail against him and resist and protest to our fullest

means."

On the topic of nuclear war, Jackson stirred emotion in

the crowd saying, "This generation must freeze nuclear

weapons. We must ban the bombs, the madness must
stop."

In the beg^ning of his speech Jackson compared the cost

of preventative health programs to the cost of receiving

government aid.

"It is cost inefficient to keep on ignoring these needs of

our country. I shudder when I think of our leadership lack

of conscience, I shudder for the leadership, I shudder for

our country."

Jackson was flanked on the stage by members of his

"Rainbow Coalition" including students from the Five

College area running his campaign at their schools.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey was also on the platform and

along with Jackson's campaign manager joined hands with

Jackson at the end of the speech in a victory pose.

The theme of the "Rainbow Coalition" was one
throughout the speech, "a developed mind is our first line

of defense," said Jackson. "Everybody is somebody, God
gave us the chance to make choices...we have the power."

The crowd at the FAC interrupted several times during

the talk to applaud Jackson, a minister who was active in

the civil rights movement of the 50's and 60's and is run-

ning for elective office for the first time.

"If the foundation of our country cracks, then those on top

go down with the whole building," said Jackson, in one of

his frequent analogies. "Those at the bottom are those

who count. We must come together as one."

In an obvious slight of Reagan's plan to develop a manned
space station by the end of the decade Jackson said, "The
new frontier is not space, it is the education of our
children, the human race must be put over the nuclear

race, that's the new frontier."

UMass to receive computers
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts was

recently selected to take part in a research

project, which exchanges 100 computers at

a reduced rate for a year of research by the

University.

The project, called Partners for Advan-

cement of Computers in Education (PACE),

is sponsored by Digital Equipment Corp. of

Maynard.
Professor of electrical engineering Walter

Kohler said, "Not all of these computers

will be used for the three research projects

we're doing for Digital. Some of the

computers will be used to supplement

various ongoing University projects.

"The projects that we're doing for Digital

are software design for microwave ap

plications, headed by Professor Robert

Mcintosh of the ECE Dept., software

design; for heat-transfer problems, headed

by Professor Ed Sunderland from the

Mechanical Engineering Dept., and

computer aid for tutoring in PASCAL,
headed by Professor Edward Riseman of

the COINS Dept.

"In exchange for doing this research,

Digital will sell the University 100 com-

puters at a 65 percent discount of their

retaU price. We have the option of buying

75 or more of their professional 350 com-

puters, and less than 25 of their Rainbow

100 computers. The Professional 350 retails

for about $5000 to $10,000 and the Rainbow

100 retails for about $4,000 to $8,000,

depending on the options ordered." Kohler

said.

Arthur McCaffrey. Digital's PACE
manager, said that proposals to take part in

the research program were solicited from

colleges and universities nationwide last

summer. Altogether, 14 schools were

accepted, including Carnegie-Mellon, Case

Western Reserve, Northwestern
University, John Hopkins, and others, he

said.

UMass could improve
with increased funds

Birth control methods taught
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SHARP TURN — Dan Conway,
UMass' top skiier, turns in a race

last weekend at Waterville Valley.

By MELISSA GRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Men and women interested in learning

more about contraception need not look

further than the University Health Center.

The Contraceptive Information Sessions

offered there provide students with conve-

nient and comprehensive birth control in-

formation.

"The Contraceptive Education Session is

considered compulsory for those who are

new contraceptive users, those who have

perhaps used another method such as the

Pill in the past, but are new here, those

who wish to change methods, and anyone

else who just wants information," said

Pam Gonyer, Coordinator of the Con-

traception Education program.

Each session, lasting a little over an

hour, begins with a slide-tape about con-

traception, and is followed by a discussion

and a question-answer period.

In order to acquaint women with what to

expect at a GYN-exam, handouts and

materials are distributed, and a film ex-

plaining the tests and procedures of breast

and pelvic exams is shown.

The priority of the session, according to

Gonyer, is "to provide women with infor-

mation so they can make an informed deci-

sion on what kind of contraception to use."

She said the decision to use a contracep-

tive is "an important one that merits

careful consideration ahead of time."

The four methods available and recom-

mended by the Health Center are: the Pill,

the diaphragm with cream or jelly, the lUD
or Intra Uterine Device, and condoms with

foam.

Women who may be on the Pill or other

prescriptive contraceptive now and have

their prescriptions filled at home, must see

a University practitioner before their

prescriptions can be refilled at the Health

Center.

Only one visit with a practitioner is re-

quired if a woman is receiving the Pill or a

diaphragm, depending on medical cir-

cumstances. However, other methods,

such as the lUD, requires more than one

appoiritment.

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Because of increased state funding, the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

now has an opportunity to become a top

notch college, according to a local state

legislator.

Sen. John Olver, D-Amherst, told the

UMass Faculty Senate Thursday that the

school can begin to "surge ahead in

academic excellence."

"The legislature has clearly established

higher education as a priority (and) we

have increased funds 25 percent in the past

years," Olver said.

He said the state must get the money
needed to "get the best education to turn

out the best students," and suggested five

main areas of potential concentration.

"We must expand alumni support," he

said. "It is below par and we can no longer

use the excuse that the alumni are too

young and not established.

"Secondly, we must improve primary

and secondary education by having better

paid and better trained teachers," Olver

said.

Olver said the University needs to iden-

tify other areas of excellence "whether it

be linguistics or computers," while an-

ticipating the research to be done at the

school's future Polymer Research Center.

"I feel the legislature will support .such

units as the polymer research and other

research units," Olver said.

Olver also stressed the need to extend

the graduate program at UMass by 25 per-

cent by seeking funds from private in-

dustry as well as from the legislature. His

last area of concern was the need to active-

ly support "entrepreneurship."

"There is no reason why centers of ex-

cellence cannot develop here at UMass.

This is a time for opportunity and we will

offer and hope you will seize that oppor-

tunity," he said.

Despite Olver's belief that UMass "has

emerged along with the strong economy,"

some faculty senators did not share similar

sentiments.

English professor Walker Gibson said

"there has been an erosion of student aid"

and "students are having trouble getting

into m^ors of their choice" because of the

lack of funds.

English professor Thomas Ashton said

he was "disgusted" at the physical ap-

pearance of the University due to the lack

of proper maintenance.

Olver said he was not in charge of

"where the money goes or what is to be

done. It's up to the administration."
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First N.E. heart transplant completed
BOSTON (AP) - A team of surgeons completed the first

heart transplant in New England Thursday on a 43-year-

old Chicopee druggist, using a heart removed from a

Connecticut nurse who died from injuries suffered in an

auto accident.

"Late Wednesday evening, a potential heart was found,"

said Dr. John J. Collins Jr., chief of chest and heart

surgery at Brigham and Women's Hospital. "The

operation was performed this morning.

'The patient is presently listed in critical but stable

condition."

The patient is Gerald Boucher. 43, of South Hadley.

CoOins told a news conference that Boucher had suffered

for several years from heart muscle deterioration, which

cut the ability to pump blood.

"The cardiac transplant team at Brigham and Women s

agreed this past Monday that he met the qualifications for

a heart transplant, " he said. "Mr. Boucher and his family

concurred with this decision."

Collins said the surgery went off without a hitch, and
that statistically, "his chances of being alive in one year are
about 8U percent. His chances of being alive in five years
are, we hope, in excess of 50 percent.

"Without the operation, there is less than 5 percent
chance that he would be alive in one year."

EPA to ban cancer-causing pesticide
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Environmental Protection

Agency is scheduled to announce a tightening of its ban on

EDB, a cancer-causing pesticide, on Friday and issue

guidelines to help state officials decide whether to take

EDB-tainted products off grocery shelves.

Last September the agency ordered an emergency ban

forbidding about 90 percent of EDB's use as a pesticide.

Officials said Thursday that the emergency ban will be

extended to forbid further use of EDB as a fumigant for

coml:)atting insect infestations in grain already harvested.

Although there are no documented cases linking EDB,

ethylene dibromide, with cancer in humans, it has produc-

ed tumors and caused sterility and birth defects in

laboratory animals.

The September order, in effect, allowed grain mills and

elevators t») continue using EDB, although most elevator

and mill operators switched to other pesticides. It also

gave the citrus industry until September 1984 to phase out

its use of the chemical.

"We're having to hold back on further action on citruses

at this time," Fitzhugh Green, head of EPA'a interna-

tional office, said Thursday. "We want to protect people

but without hurting trade, if we can."

After traces of EDB began turning up in grain products

last month, particularly cake and muffin mixes, state

governors began pressing EPA to establish guidelines on

what could be allowed in food.

Green said officials were still meeting late Thursday on

the guidelines.

"They're still in the potato peeling machine," Green said

of the numbers. "But they should be ready by the time of

the announcement Friday."

US, Soviets may resume arms talks

Ai' I.a8«rphutu

FOREIGN PROTEST - A sidewalk chalk pic

ture of President Reagan as a fanged vampire is

displayed briefly in Frankfurt, Germany before

city maintenance personnel erased it.

WASHINGTON (AP) The Reagan administration

believes the Soviet Union is looking for a way to return to

arms control negotiations with the United States in

Geneva, but doesn't expect it to happen for a while yet, a

senior administration official says.

The official said Soviet officials have privately indicated in

meetings in Stockholm that they want "to get on with the

dialogue." The official, who insisted on anonymity, briefed

reporters on a meeting here Wednesday between

President Reagan and Yugoslav President Mika Spiljak.

The official said the Yugoslavs have also been talking with

the Soviets and, "They have the same sense that we do

that the Soviets are looking for a way to be able to return

to Uie arms control talks."

"There is a certain flexibility in some of the things they

lave been saying lately." the official said of recent Soviet

statements.
Secretary of State George P. Shultz met with Soviet

Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko in Stockholm two weeks

igo. WhUe ine two leaders have said little about the

meeting, other U.S. officials have tried to portray the

meeting as foreshadowing an easing of superpower ten-

sions.

Edward Rowny, the chief U.S. negotiator for strategic

weapons, said after a meeting with Reagan at the White

House Monday that there is the basis for a "breakthrough"

in the negotiations if the Soviets will agree to resume

them.
Reagan said Wednesday he hopes the arms control talks,

broken off by Moscow after the deployment of new U.S.

missiles in Europe last year, will resume in "the near

future."

Nicaraguan says

US planningwar
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) One of Nicaragua's top

leftist leaders, in Venezuela for today's presidential

inauguration, says the Kissinger commission secretly

advised President Reagan to order an invastion of

Nicaragua and El Salvador - a charge denied today in

Washington.

Daniel Ortega, coordinator of the Sandinista junta, made

the accusation after arriving Wednesday for the

inauguration of Jaime Lusinchi, who became Venezuela's

president in ceremonies this morning.

Shjonnon announces

Senate candidacy
BOSTON— U.S. Rep. James Shannon of Lawrence,
promising to improve economic opportunities for

Massachusetts residents, on Thursday became the fifth

major Democrat to announce his candidacy for U.S. Sen

Paul Tsongas' seat this fall.

Shannon. 31. a protege of House Speaker Thomas "Tip"

O'netll of Massachusetts, said he decided to abandon his

promising House career because he could be more effective

in the Senate.
:t
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EVER so GENTLY -- Mama Bear Cindy car-

ries her one-pound, one day old cub by the scruff

of its neck from her den outside the home of

Mabel and Martin Kreider, her owners, in

Wakefield.

Springfielddean

attackedwith knife
SPRINGFIELD— Like scores of other students at

Springfield Technical Community College, he strolled into

Dean William Manzi's office unchallenged. But mstead of

seeking help, school officials say he attacked Manzi with a

knife.

Manzi escaped serious injury in the attack Wednesday

because the knife broke when it struck his head. And

Manzi and John Stefferud, the dean of students, quickly

overpowered the man and held him for campus police.

Richard Belanger, 30, whose address is a stone's throw

from the urban campus near downtown Springfield, was

arrested in Manzi's office by police who responded to the

call. Belanger was charged with assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon and was held pending arraignment in

Springfield District Court.

Dukakisplans state-run

teacher training center
SALEM Michael S. DukakLs. opening the first Gover-

nor's Conference on Educational Excellence, announced

plans Thursday for a state run center to help

Massachusetts public school teachers sharpen their skills.

Speaking to a crowd of more than 200 teachers, students

and administrators on the Salem State College campus,

Dukakis said he hoped the proposed center would send "an

essential and valuable message to teachers" about their

worth.

in his new budget, Dukakis included 1500,000 to create a

Massachusetts Field Center for Teaching and Learning.

The center, lor worKuig teachers, is miendeo w be a

public-private partnership drawing on the state's colleges

and universities to assist public school teachers in mid-

career.

Murder witnesses

questionpoison *s effect
CAMBRIDGE - A lawn caretaker who says pesticide

poisoning led him to strangle a secretary acted just like his

normal self shortly after the slaying, a witness testified

Thursday.

David Garabedian, who is on trial in Middlesex Superior

Court for murder, has admitted garotting Eileen Muldoon,

34, a Lowell City Hall clerk in her Dunstable backyard last

March.
The prosecution called two rebuttal witnesses Thursday

in response to Garabedian's contention that he was

poisoned by lawn chemicals and did not know what he was

doing.

The first, Vuy Lambert of Boxborough, who worked at

Old Fox Lawn Care Co. with Garabedian last year,

testified that the defendant appeared to be his same

energetic self after the kilUing on March 29.

Garabedian took the stand last week and admitted he

strangled and threw rocks at Mrs. Muldoon after she

caught him urinating in her yard, but contended he did not

comprehend his actions. He said he then returned to Old

Fox and made customer telephone calls.

Lambert said Garabedian was one of the best employees

in terms of customer relations. "He got on a very personal

level with the customer. He would just make the customer

feel at ease, " said Lambert. ^^^^^^^
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UMass professors chosen

to serve acid rain council
By RODMAN R. SNELLING
Collegian Correspondent

Three University of Massachusetts
professors have been named to the

Massachusetts Scientific Advisory Council

on Acid Rain, established to make
recommendations on research projects and
measures to reduce acid rain.

Paul Godfrey, director of the
Massachusetts Water Resources Center.

Donald L. Mader of the University's

Department of Forests and Wildlife, and
Richard Yuretich of the Department of

Geology and Geography join 14 other

members of the panel, assembled by the

State Department of Environmental
Quality and Engineering.

Most of the council's members are from

state and private consulting agencies, and

independent research institutions, in-

cluding three colleges: Harvard Univer-

rainfall in 1983, the acidity level was

down unexpectedly from the previous year.

Analysts at the center beleive that this was
due to unusually low rainfall in the summer
when acidity is highest.

On the panel's formation, Godfrey said,

"This is an exemplary response to put the

research community together to assess

research needs of the state and to coor-

dinate the activities of state agencies with

ongoing state research. The timing is

perfect."

Noting that research panels such as the

Inter-Agency Task Force of Acid Rain

already exist on the national level. Yuretich

explained that the need for this panel, the

first in the state, is that "there are dif-

ferences in the effect of acid rain in

Massachusetts that wouldn't be addressed

by national finding. Most of that in-

formation concerns New Hampshire and the

Andirondak Mt. region."

"This is an exemplary response to put the research communi-

ty together to assess research needs of the state and to coor-

dinate the activities of state agencies with ongoing state

research.

"

- Paul Godfey

Massachusetts Scientific Advisory Council on Acid Rain

The three University professors agreed

that there are two schools of thought on

just what kind of measures should be taken.

"There are two factions developing," said

Godfrey, "One holds that the research done

has been adequate and that we now need to

proceed with action. The other believes

that there h&a not been enough research."

As to how that division will affect the

panel's recommendations, Mader said, "I

think we can expect to see some sort of

compromise."
The council's first recommendations for

fiscal year '85 are scheduled to be presented

m two months.

sity, the University of Massachusetts and

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

"Our purpose," Yuretich said, "is to ad-

dress three principle areas: the effects of

acid rain on aquatic resources, its effects on

terrestrial systems, and its effects on

cultural materials such as buildings and

statues. Our first recommendations will

consist of two categories: first, a plan to

research the effects of acid rain on these

resources, and second, to plan for

protective strategies."

Recent findings in a report by the Water
Resources Research Center indicate that

while Massachusetts received near-record

Grant funding decreasing
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Federal financial aid regulations changed

significantly in 1983, forcing students who

had previously recieved grants to find jobs

or apply for loans to flnance their college

educations.

For fiscal year 1982/1983, much of the

federal grant funding previously available

to students has been replaced with loan and

work aid monies, according to a report

issued by the Undergraduate Admissions

and Financial Aid services departments.

"More and more often, we are finding

grants are becoming a less important

source of funding for students, in favor of

both loan and work-study programs,

Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid

services said yesterday.

"Students are becoming more dependent

on these (other) programs," he said.

This trend coincided with the con-

centration of federal funds which go into

loan and work-study -82 percent of UMass'

federal aid is tagged for these two

programs.

Jackson said there is a "dilemma starting

to occur" because more students are taking

out loans without understanding the im
portance of their future obligations to both

the University and the lending agent.

"Later this semester, we will be running

some debt counseling workshops in order to

address the problem concerning the rate of

indebtedness of students at the Univer-

sity." Jackson said.

These sessions will be question and an-

swer, Jackson said, with the concentration

on "showing students how they can become
better consumers while they are still in

school."

Jackson said although the amount of

federal funds coming into his office has been
decreasing over the past several years, the

amount of state funds has moved in the
opposite direction.

The state scholarship program has in-

creased 60 percent for fiscal 1983/1984 over
the previous year, and other state

programs are being expanded as well,

Jackson said.

"Governor Dukakis continues to sup|>ort

state assitance to students," Jackson said,

"and that is a good thing."

('ollrr>»< photo by Kate Wattrra

DEAD OF WINTER - A dormant bush sits at

the edge of the Campus Pond on a cold February

day.

CMldgrowth raciallydifferent

By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Psychological research now indicates

that the process by which development of a

child's sense of self and autonomy takes

place differs substantially for black and

white children.

In a lecture Thursday night at Smith Col-

lege Dr. Dorcas Bowles, Associate Dean of

the Smith School of Social Work said

although the theory is not completely

evolved to predict how racial and ethnic

self emerges, her research shows there is a

difference in the timing of black children's

growth through developmental stages.

"While majority children have achieved

separation and individualization by the age

of 36 months, black children, especially

women, have additional developmental

steps to achieve," Bowles said.

Bowles studied 25 black mothers with

toddlers ranging in age from 9 to 22 mon-

ths and coming from all economic

backgrounds. Her goal was to examine the

effect of culture on black mothering and

child-rearing methods. While all mothers

considered the bonding process important,

in which mother and child develop a deep

sense of attachment towards one another,

Bowles found black mothers to consider

bonding especially crucial.

"The mothers want to insulate their child

with extra love from assault in a society

which they feel doesn't consider her wor-

thy or acceptable," Bowles said.

According to Bowles, bonding becomes

critical with the mothers growing
awareness that as her child grows her

sphere of influence over the child's reality

will lessen.

"This emotional generosity exhibited by

mothers is a deliberate strategy which pro-

vides an anchor of positive self regard

which makes it possible for them to make it

and survive in a racially oppressive world,"

Bowles said.

AFL-QO, union members give Mondale power
Some local union members, helping out Walter

Mondale's presidential campaign along with the

national AFL-CIO, have given the Mondale effort a

big boost with money and people power.

The money has meant that the Mondale campaign has

been free of the financial problems that have plagued some

of the other candidates. More important has been people

power. The endorsment of the AFL-CIO has meant access

to union membership lists through phone calling, with

union members doing the calling. In addition it has

provided him with an already organized cadre of support

throughout the country.

"His senate record was good on labor diid he has an i.A-

cellent record on the enviornment, women, and civil

rights. I think labor looked at his senate record. He has

the experience to do the job and the credibility to get

elected. " said Herb Bryan, as a delegate for the Mondale

caucas on the labor slate in the first congressional district.

The district is Hampshire, Franklin, and Berkshire

counties. He is also on the executive board of local 1776,

American Federation of State, County, and Municipal

Employees (AFSCME). AFSCME represents about 1200

workers at UMass.

"There was a meeting of western Massachusetts

organized labor in Springfield last Thursday. The

Governor Michael Dukakis, Lieutenant Governor John
Kerry, and the head of the State AFL-CIO was there. He
urged local leaders and members to get involved and be

active in the campaign. There will be state-wide phone

banks and mailings to labor's organized members." Bryan
said.

"Many people have seen the effects of Reaganomics.

Friends are still out of work, plants have closed and

moved. Mondale or any other Democratic candidate will

have to overcome the image of being a big spender. It will

LABOR&POLinCS

take a very persuasive campaign to show people that four

more years of Reagan will hurt them" Bryan said.

"Mondale has the best chance of winning the endorsement

but it will be difficult to win the election. If anybody can do

it Mondale is likely to be the one." said Kathy Murray,
president of the University Staff Association (USA). USA
represents 1200 workers on campus and is the local affiliate

of the Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA).
Members of MTA will be going to the caucas and voting,

Murray said.

"Because we have members who are Reagan supporters

and members who support other candidates we did not

endorse Mondale as a local. The MTA did a survey

statewide of it's members, including the USA. Mondale
was the favorite of the majority of membership. The MTA
does not contribute directly to political campaigns. They
have a vote bank which does canvassing for money on their

own. We are also working on phone banks with other MTA
members" Murray said.

The 63 unions of the state AFL CIO have 400.000

members in Massachussetts. Both the state AFSCME and

the MTA endorse Mondale.

"The state democratic comittee allocates a certain

number of deligates to each congressional district. The
first congressional district has six people and two alter-

nates. All candidates who have caucases and elect

delegates will have them run in the democratic primary.

In the primary the candidates have to get at least 14

percent of the vote to get a delegate who will then go to the

convention in San Francisco." said Floss Frank. Amherst
Democratic chairman.

The Caucas for Mondale will be held at 2 o'clock Sunday at

the Northampton High School. Floss said. It is open to the

public.

Brooke States is a Collegian staff member.
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WE'VE GONE CONPUTERIZED, THAT HEANS HORE ATTENTION TO YOU '

Freidan, Schlesinger to visit campus

Ol JFc R-l_JRrF=-OE5EI I $3 YOU

ME ARE AN ARTS EVENT FUNDING ORGANIZATION INTERESTED IN YOUR

PROPOSAL (S) FOR AN EVENT.

00 YOU OR AN ORGANIZATION YOU BELONG TO HAVE AN ARTS-RELATEB

EVENT THAT SOUNDS INTERESTING ?

IF SO, THE ARTS COUNCIL NOULD BE INTERESTED IN TALKING NITH

^ VOLJ -*«

INDIVIDUAL PROPOSAL DEADLINES ARE: FEBRUARY 8, 1984

HARCH 30, 1984

(for early Fall, 1984 proposals) APRIL 30, 1984

CONE SEE US FOR DETAILS, NE ARE GLAD TO HELP YOU !

125 HERTEft HALL 545-0202 HON-FRI 9:00ai to 4:30pi

Mo
umass y^rts council
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By DEBBIE NEUBAUER
Collegian Correspondent

Feminist and author Betty Friedan and Arthur Schles-

inger Jr., presidential advisor and historian, are among

the visitors scheduled to speak on campus this semester by

the Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP).

DVP, co-chaired by Mark Zuckerman and David Falk, is

a student-run organization which works to attract guest

speakers on campus.

Friedan, author of The Feminine Mystique, will be the

first guest of the semester. She is scheduled to speak on

women's issues at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Union

Ballroom.

DVP brings Geoffrey Holder, famous for his diverse

theater talents, Feb. 27. Holder, who has acted in 7-Up

commercials and the movie Annie and has worked on

Broadway productions, will dance, lecture and finally field

questions from a Bowker Auditorium audience.

"It should be a great program," said Zuckerman.

On March 13, Jeremy Rifkin, noted social theorist and

author ofAlgeny, Entropy. Who Should Play God, and The

Emerging Order, is scheduled to speak on the dilemma of

genetic engineering in the SUB.

Schlesinger served as an advisor under President John

F. Kennedy and has authored several books including A
Thousand Days and The Imperial Presidency. Schlesinger

will lecture on politics in the 80's Aoril 10 in the SUB.

Finally, Dr. Ruth Westheimer, hostess of the radio call-

in program, Sexually Speaking, is scheduled to offer sex-

ual advice and speak on "sexual literacy" May 1.

Westheimer has appeared on the Tonight Show and Late

Night with David Letterman.

DVP schedules speakers at least one semester prior to

appearances and works through agencies primarily in the

New York and Boston area.

In the past, the organization has attracted such figures

as Vincent Price, Andrew Young, George McGovem, Jean

Kilbourne, Art Buchwald, John Dean and G. Gordon Lid-

dy.

The organization is funded primarily by the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund, from which DVP receives 75 cents per

student each semester. In addition, it receives interest

from an endowment account and is allowed to charge an
admission price for one lecture per semester.

DVP funds one outside proposal each semester from

other organizations on campus looking to attract a specific

speaker to lecture.

Sig^ns for meetings are posted on the door of the DVP of-

fice each week in (Room 415, SUB.)

"It is an extremely rewarding experience, working with

the DVP, one in which a very small time commitment is

necessary," says Zuckerman. "We are always looking for

interested people. The door is always open."

Talented students sought to perform
By KATHY HART
Collegian Correspondent

The Governor's Program Council (GPC) at the University

of Massachusetts is looking for talented students who want

to become involved in University activities.

GPC, a recognized student organiztion, both recruits

students and brings in outside performers for art events

and entertainment in the Campus Center.

Julie Slavitt. GPC coordinator, says her main goal is to

get more students interested and involved in GPC. in-

cluding musicians, jugglers, and comedians.

Slavitt said past events sponsored by GPC have been

very successful, such as comedy night at the Blue Wall,

jazz singers in the coffee shop and mimes entertaining

students on the concourse.

The events are usually free or have a small charge, such

as 99 cents for comedy night.

This spring GPC has many events planned, including an

open forum with Dr. Ruth Wesheimer, hostess of the radio

program SexuaUy Speaking, on May 1. The High Heeled

Women three comedians are planned for the end of May.

All events are held in the Campus Center Concourse

unless otherwise noted, and the GPC is funded by the

Campus Center Board of Governors. Interested students

who would like to become involved in GPC can drop by the

GPC office at 4 15A Student Union, or contact Julie Slavitt

at 545-2733.

\ Summer Jobs
i UPWARD BOUND/
\

UMASS AMHERST
) Positions Available-

: Instructors (to College Prepatorv Curriculum)

^ Counselor/ Tutors (for residential component)

] Pick up applications at

\ 205 New Africa House

\ Deadline. Feb. 29, 1984

: Internships also available
•^\

THE WORD IS OUT!
ROAD WARRIOR"
IS A HIT!

THE ROAD
WARRIOR

Date: Sunday, Feb. 5, 1984 CC Auditorium

5:00-$1.(X) 7,9, 11-$1.50
sponsored by Washington Dorm

Hye ON THE SUNSET STRIP

The critics agree...

Richard Pryor is the funniest man in America.

y UNIVERSITY OFAlASS
I 1 AT AMHERST

FineArts
Center
Concert
Hall

Sacond ^rln.

lnt»rna»onal

American Muf/c
Compttnion

Diana
Walker,
Soprano

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3 8 PM
TICKETS; S5.00

' 'Richard Prvor Live on thr Sunset

Smp' IS I rare expenencr nt its kind.

often hilanous ar\d verv moving He

i» one of our great onginals
"

"Almost noboiiv but Pr\or

can be so tunnv and so

honest at the same nme
"

" 'Rji.hard Prvor Live on the

Suruet Smp' realiKS — berter

than we have setn before —
the range, heart and acerbic

brilliance ot America's best and

most original comic actor
"

"For anyone interested in wimessing a per-

formance by the greatest stand-up comic alive

A performance that rums stand up comedy into

-B( •sr MAti

"Richard Prvor in Sunset Strip is the funniest

nun in America
"

-..»,- ., «.»'r«iBi •.

" 'Richard Pryor Live on the Sunset

Strip' IS hysterically funny"
-la.lS»i *A»i TV

' Prvor 's gifts as a comic are so

ejcrraordirurv that now, with the

added emotional depth that he

brings to his routines, he's near

overwhelming."

"Outrageously funny an

exhilarannglv entertaining hour
and a half with a brilliant

comic ictor."

-£..•-..' «.»r •Ti »N7A ros-iiTa ncs

"* Richard Pryor is older, Jviscr,

funnier better than ever."

"Superb Prvor paints brilliant sketches

o( bfe's absurdirv " - « MiL.w«Ki.n »o5to^ . l.^m

"Richard Pryor is unrestrained m a spirited

uncomgibly funnv Sunset Strip set."

-
, i-. A.-N.^j « ASHINCTOS FOST

r
* aHAT (VINING
IN mi mi*rgf

N y t.m»i

ri>
nunnENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theatre

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7. PM
TICKETS: $9, $7, $5

GlMMERI
STRiriG

QUARTET

«t-jiX|(-)t'.'- A<«-3'»K,)Wi On a jirMASC »«VOBHlm

r IHflCQ DCfOCC ^K LlW AUQIdlCC fi

Time: 5. 7. 9, 11

Admission: $1.00 at 5 $1.50 at 7, 9. 11

Date: Fri. Feb. 3, 1984

Place: S.U.B.

wotnos MAtn*
OfCMAUMt WUtlC

TImt Il0ogoitnt

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 11. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students HaK- Price

Tickets Available at Fine

Arts Center Box Office.

DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call

(413) 545-2511 or g^n .^k
1-800-243-4ft42 Si WM
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Students support

Jackson campaign
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

While admitting his chances of winning the Democratic

Presidential nomination are slim, many of the people in

attendence at Rev. Jesse Jackson's speech at the Fine Arts

Center at the University of Massachusetts last night said

the fact that he was just running for the position was

important.

Jim Hesson, a senior social thoery major said although he

doubts Jackson wil win the presidency, he believes the

campaign will bring more third world people into the

political process, "and that in itself is a very positive step."

"I think it is important to support him. He is doing a

great job of mobalizing political power," Hesson said.

Sue Johnson, a graduate student in education, also said

she supports Jackson. "He adresses important issues

concerning human rights, and he speaks more to the

working class than the other democratic candidates." she

said.

Johnson also said that Jackson's campaign will bring more

black and white voters together, by defying the notion of a

"pdar America." He brings across the message that

America is for all people," she said.

Several students said they preffered Jackson to other

domocratic presidential hopefulls because of his com-

CoUeipan photo by David I>euber

PACKED HOUSE -- More than 1,000 people cram into the Fine Arts Center last night to

hear Presidential hopeful Rev. Jesse Jackson.

mittment to issues.

Laura Riggs, a sophomore women's studies major at Mt.

Holyoke college said "he is the only candidate who takes a

firm stand on things like disarmament and women's
issues."

Rev. R. Leroy Moser, a Northampton minister, said

Jackson is a "a good man," and compared to the other

candidates "he is the most passionate. He has a strong

sense of justice."

The impact Jackson's presence at UMass last night will

have on the student population wUl be "very positive," said

Monica Vazquez, a senior french major.

"I think this will make students think more about the

issues, especially human services," she said.

Tony Bullock, a senior management major said events

like these "will help motivate students to get involved in

the political process."

Chris Shields, a junior legal studies major, said "being

here and at events like these have made me more open

minded."

I come from a pretty racist community, and I'm sure this

will bring a lot of awareness to people," he said.

Guitar, drill amongitems stolen

An electric dril' valued at $130 was
reported stolen frc;::, the construction site

on Campus Center Way, University of

Massachusetts police said. The drill was
taken between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. Jan. 31

from an unlocked tool box, police said.

There are no known suspects.

A guitar, a digital clock radio and a

television set were reported stolen from a

locked motor vehicle on the 3rd floor of

the Campus Center garage, according to

police. The items, taken between 4 p.m.

and 11:30 p.m. Jan. 31, were valued at

more than $400, police said. There are no

suspects.

In other police action:

Police responded to a report of a

suspicious person in MacKimmie dor-

mitory shortly after 8 p.m. Jan. 31. The
subject, a male close to 60 years of age,

was found sleeping in a laundry room,

police said. The subject was issued a

trespass notice and transported to the

center of Amherst, according to police.

-- MARY ANNE BEEN

•CONTRACEPTIVE
The contraceptives sold at the University

pharmacy are much cheaper than those

sold in the area. This is because all students

are covered by the prepaid health in-

surance plan which entitles them to free

use of the Health Center and its services.

For those women who leave pregnancy

to chance, the effectiveness rate is ten per-

cent. That means 90 percent of a'l women
who hope they won't get pregnant, do.

Men's sex role film to be shown
The Orchard Hill Men's Center is spon-

soring an open introductory meeting

tomorrow in the Campus Center in room
804 805, from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m.

The film, "Positively Men," which deals

with the lives of several male friends and

embraces male sex roles, will be shown.

The Men's Center, an outgrowth of the

Northeast Regional Men's Movement, will

examine sex roles, men's culture and the

kinds of political action men can collectively

take to eliminate discrimination against

women and other minority groups.
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A Store full of Ideas
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MIKE'S MAD MUNCH-OUT
FRIDAYS

$1.00

will get you

all you can carry
Beer and Drink

specials too -

Served promptly

at 5:30
ag^JK-je '«^g»e '*^'vp«»g'

The greatest

assortment of

hot and cold

buffet style food

C in town

SAVE
on Paperbacks

over 30,000 now in stock

on all subjects

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP

Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

10-5:30 Mon-Fri

10-5 Sat 549-6052

12:30-5 Sun
^**' » ag »- •m^ •** m. ^ m. M. JL

ENTER THE

LITE SPRING BREAK
SWEEPSTAKES

AND WIN A TRIP FOR YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS TO

FTIJ^ RDALE

3 GRAND PRIZES
Live It up with a vacation in Ft Lauderdale, Florida for

you and three friends during your school s Spring

break This eight day, seven night trip includes round

trip air fare, hotel accommodations. $1 ,000 spending

money and dinner with a Lite All-Star (subject

to All-Star availability!

5 FIRST PRIZES
Lite Hang 12 Windsurfer

100 SECOND
PRIZES
Lite Hang 12 T-Shirt

2,000 THIRD
PRIZES
Lite Hang 12 Poster

Great Taste*
Less Filling

Miller Brewing Co , Mi!w .
Wl

••

WITH LITE BEER...
AND WIN!

SPRING BREAK
SWEEPSTAKES

OfflCIAL ENTRY FORM -NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
piedsr Ham! Prinr

Name

Address wneie yiui can ne tpacwfl duung ihe school yeaf

Ciiy

Telephone

State Zip

S M L XL

A9« T Shirl Si/e

School Name

,!,)!. I'l.r :
1 d'intiinq aq- jt lesidencp and hold no miefesi in an alcotralic

li(>vi'i,igt

Lite Spring Break Sweepstakes PO Box 4136E. Blair, NE 68009

OfFICIAlRUUS
! I

in jn Ollinal f ntry form oi plam piprp c' 3" «

' odoer hand O""! youf name address phone
number age I shirt si/e and Ihe name ol your

college 0. university

2 MAIl All (NTRIfS 10 lite Spnne Break Sweep
slakes PO Boi 41.(6! Blair Nf 6800'i fachentry

must be mailed separately AH enlries mysl Iw r«

ceivetf by february 10, I9t4 Winners will be de

Iprmmfd in a random drawinj; from among all eotrres

received under thp supervision o! the u L Blair

Corporation an independent iudging orgamjation

whose decisions f<t tmal on all matters relatrng

to this otter

3 This sweepstakes is open to residents ol the

United Slates who are ot legal drinking age in their

state and who are attending a college or university

on a lull or part time Ijasis at time ol entry The

Milter Bffwing Company Philip Mor'is Inc their

distributors aWiiiates sutJsidunes advertising and

promotion agencies retail alcoholic beverage

licensees and employees and families ol each ARE

NOT TLIGIBl [ Sweepstakes void where prohibited

by la* limit one o'ljp per family Ta«es on prizes

are the sole responsibility ol prue winners All

Federal Stale and local laws and regulations apply

The odds oi winning a prize depend upon Ihe number

ol entries received Fo' a list ol major prize winners

send a SEPARATE sell addressed stamped envelope

to Lrte Spring Break Winners list PO Box 4151W,

Blair NE 68009
4 The Grand Prize winner must agree to depart

along with his or her three triends selected, to ft

Lauderdale flonda during the winner s school's

1984 Spring break Trip rndudes round trip air (are

eight (8) nights hotel accommodations Jli)00

spending money and dinner with one or inore Lite

BeeiAII Stars (subiect to All Star availability) Grand

Prrze travellers must agree to depart and return on

dates spccitred by Ihe Mrller Brewing Company No

substitution ol prizes is permitteiJ Grand Prize

travellers must be at least 19 years ot age by the

departure date ol the trip Prize winners will be

obligated to sign and return an Aflidavit ot E ligibility

within 10 days ot notification In the event ot non

compliance withm this time period an alternate

winner will be selected Any prize returned as

undeliverable will be awarded to alternate winners

Auditions
for

Paid Choir
Tenor and Basses

Mount Holyoke

Abbey Singers

Feb. 3-6

call MHC
Music Dept.

538-2306

Performing
Arts Division
Music, Theater and

Dance Instruction,

popular and classical

styles, private and

group, children and

adults. Walk-in
Registration ends

February 10. OLD
CHAPEL. 545-0519

PERSONALIZED
STYU HAIRCUTS

["17.00
I (with th« coupon)

I $10.00 with

I
Shampoo and

I
Blow Dry

I
$11.60 Long Hair

I
ExptrM 2/29/84£

|

pleaseCsll for an

Appointnrtent

Styles by

Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

I

starting

February 6th. . .

Professionally taught

DANCE CLASSES
For Adults

Beg. Ballet

Mon. 7:30

Inter. Jazz

lues. 7:00

Inter. Modern
Tues. 8:00

Inter. Ballet

Thurs. 6:30

Beg. Jazz Fri. 3:30

Ten-Week
Courses $50

Phone 549-1555

THE AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm
across

E. Pleasant St.

Friday, February 3, 1984
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Jacksonbums down thehouse
By MARILYN BOU and
YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A kaleidosc(^e of people waited close to three hours

outside the Fine Arts Center last night to hear Democratic

presidential hopeful Rev. Jesse Jackson kick off the Black

History month celebration with his keynote address.

Primarily speaking to the young people in the audience,

Jackson said "We must develop minds before developing

missies...education equals defense mechanism."

Jackson mentioned the many obstacles in the past

keeping minorities from exercising their civil rights, but

today, he said, nunoriues "have the power to set the

course... we can survive without each other but we can not

win without one another."

"Just because you were born in a slum doesn't mean the

slum is born in you," He said.

"It was our turn then, it is your turn now" Jackson said of

the Civil Right Movement

.

"Your enthusiasm, your expecUtioT your drive your will

can make a difference, he said.'There has always been

resistence to student power and resistence to youth." said

Jf&cRson*

"We must do more than survive. If you wake up the

nation will wake up." he said.

This generation must freeze the weapons, or burn the

people and freeze the planet," he said.

"Hev. Jackson has shown through his own preseverence

the power that we students have through voting on the

many issue that face us today," said John Ruddock,

president of the Student for Jackson at the UMass campus.

Charlene Allen. Student Government association co-

president presented Jackson with a silver coin donated by

Sherwood Thompson, director of the Third World Affairs

"to inspire him on his campaign trail." The coin, made in

1952 bears the faces of George Washington Carver.and

Booker T. Washington, and was made to preserve

democracy.

Jaclison ended his speeech by leading chants of "Ban the

bomb, save the people, stop the war. I am somebody,

respect me. He urged all to register to vote and to ex-

cersise that power on election day.

DY SHOP
Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden

Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout

regular M600 NOW $38.00
up to 17 weeks of workouts

Oft

15% Discount
Spring Semester Memberships

Collegian photo by Itavid Druber

Democratic presidential hopeful Rev. Jesse Jackson at the FAC
delivering a spirited and moving speech as part of Black History Month.

Bring this ad to the

BODY SHOP
for 15% discount

offer expires on Feb. 7 (9 pm)

Boyden

M-F
7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm

Sat
12-3

I

I

I

Stop in to say Hello to your Friends I

They'll be here !

Two T.V.'s -p- _ j^i^v _ X Free Popcorn I

Time
I

I

I

Happy Hour Daily 4-8
|

16 oz. Drafts 85* 16 oz. Giant Drinks

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St.

I

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

HAPPY HOUR PRICING!!!

Bud & Bud Light 12 oz. cans $10.95 case -- dep

Stroh & Stroh Light 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Grizzly Canadian Beer $3.99 6 pack + dep.

Becks Beer $4.25 6 pack + dep.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6 pack -- dep.

$9.80 case + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 L $8.49 i .75 L

Morello Lannbrusco $1 .99 750 ml.

$2.99 1.5 L

Barrelled Beer 8- Beer Balls Always in Stock

20%-60% SAVINGS
ON ALL WINTER
SfibCS, BOOTS AND BAGS

GREAT BARGAINS!

;^^L>t^Jl^>uJ.^>u^^^*lt.^..>>^^^>^*^^'»'^|***'>**».'^^.^*^^^**^.'^*^^**'^^^^'*^*^^*^^'^V^*^^'^^'*^^'^'^*'^^^*V'^*^^

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

BETTY FRIEDAN
Feminist and Author

Wednesday, Feb. 8, 1984

Student Union Ballroom

8:00 p.m. Free

,* •«r' ry^rt Tjt- '•^f >%f fy«r >«•-•»>- »<"»«V"»» - >#'' >«<•
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona

offers more ttian 40

courses anthropology,

art, bilingual educa-

tion, folk music and folk

dance, history political

science, sociology

Spanish language and

literature and intensive

Spanish Six-week ses-

sion July 2-August 10

1984 Fully accredited

program Tuition S410

Room and board m
Mexican home. $435

EEO AA

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Robert L Nugent 205

University ol Arizona

Tucson 85721

(6021 62M729

our February Special

Twofer One
Molson
Golden
Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

2nd Semester Refrigerator Rentals

Delivery date - February 15th

Locations: outside J.Q.A. dorm 3 pm

outside Webster-Field Parking Lot 3:45 pm
outside Cashin 4:30 pm

1 .7 cubic foot units

$19.05 + tax and $10.00 deposit

total $30.00

2.8 cubic foot units

$30.48 + tax and $10.00 deposit

total $42.00

CAMPUS RENTALS, INC.

Call 586-1430

orders must be placed no later than

Feb. 8

?"%.

By BelHni - thi» pw^ect little all leachsr flat. Is

available in 6 exciting colors. This is just the

beginning of our fun collection for spcing.

kCome seel

'H,

SI
"^^^

-m
187 n. pleasant st amherst /

t Greek Life

¥
¥

- an experience
- a reward

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥- a lifetime

\ SORORITYRUSH

t

Register Now!
Campus Center Concourse ^
for more information call J
Greek Affairs call 5J^5-2ni ¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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McGovern: talk-

ing sense in 1984

He is a voice of reason in a time filled with all too

much confusion. He speaks of the future in terms
of peace and dialogue rather than aggression and

arms build up. In the midst of rhetoric that inevitably ac-

companies a presidential election he proposes sound ideas.

In a time of vague promises he has the ability to analyze

problems without l>eing negative. He is George McGovern
and he is running for president of the United States.

In a low, calm voice he tells people all across this country

what our problems are, why they are, and what we can do

about them. His ideas are simple and level-headed, and yet

they sound different...because they make sense.

John Kenney

Life and times of an RA: isn't easy

My
life at UMass has changed dramatically smce

last semester. I live in the same dorm (Webster),

and have the same major (journalism). What's

happened is I've become a new R.A., and it's really one

hell of an adjustment.

To begin with, my key ring, which used to be em-

barrassingly empty, is now full. The damned thmg jingles

like Santa's sleighbells everytime I unlock my door. I also

have a key to the cluster office. As for the other half-dozen

Elizabeth Luciano
keys, I have absolutely no idea what strange and won-

derful doors they're supposed to open for me. In any case,

I finally returned my mother's extra freezer key, and my
brother's skate key from second grade. They just don't fit

on the ring anymore.
Perhaps I should mention having sailed through R.A.

twuning with my usual elegance; or lack thereof. The

highlight of that fun-filled action-packed few days was

becoming adept at the use of fire extinguishers. ()ur

group's adrenalin was flowing, and we were going to reign

supreme over those flaming, paper-filled barrels, no

matter what. I grabbed the hose of my water extinguisher

and charged assertively. I meant business, damn it, and

wasn't going to take any crap from a life-threatening fire.

Unfortunately, my aim was off. The man from Envior-

nmenUl Health and Safety, who'd been sUnding behind

the barrel, was really very nice about the whole thing, and

my fellow R.A.s had the good taste to pretend they hadn't

noticed. , . .

Working the sign-in desk when the students returned fef t

Sunday was kind of tough, too. Everyone had to be

checked off on the alpha Ust and the fioor plan, sent to us

courtesy of the double-secret powers that be, at wmt-

more. Then students' signitures were required on the -

Swear-Not-to-Trash-the bathroom" form and the I WiU-

Not-Put-Lounge-Furniture in-My-Room" form. Ail the

lists and forms were confusing, and my resident du-ector

was very understanding.

"I think community development may be your strong

point, Liz." was the way he put it.

Then I checked off a young man's name on one of those

multitudinous computer print outs and I realized he was

one of my floormates. I stuck out my right hand in

greeting.

"Hi. I'm Liz. your roomate." I said brightly. He got a

very strange look on his face, although I'm not sure

whether it was pleasure or loathing. His father shifted and

coughed.

"Well, maybe I'm a bit old-fashioned, but these co-ed

dormitories are a bit too much, I think," he commented

quietly, before I explained my faux pas.

My first floor meeting was interesting. Just about

everybody humored me by reading the cute little signs and

stopping by.

"Hi, my name's Liz, and I'm going to be your cruise

director this semester." I joked. Nobody laughed. Oh

God. . - ^.
^ „ -

"So, where are you aU from?" I tried to redeem myself.

"Twenty minutes north of Boston. " a dozen floor mem-

bers said in unison.

Then we played this cutesy game that helps you

remember people's names. In short, its a thriUing contest

in which you pick a food that corresponds with the first

letter of your name. Whoever recalls the most names

wins.

The problem with this is you wind up having con-

versations like the one I had yesterday, with Sue Souffle.

"Where's Barry?" I asked her.

"Barry Broccoli or Barry Blueberry?" I asked her.

"Barry from Brookline." I said.

"Well. Barry Blueberry's from Boston, but Barry

Broccoii's from Brookfield, not Brookline. Maybe you

mean him." she said.

"Must be." I agreed.

Despite all these Uttle obstacles, though, things are going

well, and there is but one small cloud on my rosy horizon:

Who do I go to if I lock myself out of my room?

Letters ——

—

SAFA represents students

To the Editor,

I am a former president of Student's Advocating Finan^

cial Assistance and currently a member of it s executive

committee. I feel obligated to respond to Steve Barrett s

editorial on Tuesday January 31st. This editorial would 1^

worthy front page material for such prestigious puWica-

Ilons iW E^r^rrer or Th. Star. This was truly a sad a^

tempt at journalism. Not only was the story incoherent, it

was centered on character assassinations and byed on

false innuendos and heresy. I would like to respond to t_he

following concerns: l)clarifying SAP A s <^«nnect on with

USSA 2)what constituancy SAFA does represent 3^^hat

SAFA has accomplished in the last two f
^r 4)defend the

intetrritv of SAFA's members. Finally. I will ask Mr. bar

rSr^:r^^pubU'"^ress his displeasure with

'"f h'veten to Washington D.C r- tin.es »«. SAFA

lobbying groups. I r^^^^^^^^'ZlZ'sl our^^^Sing

r^t-Tas'Tr l^rrett :^M^hem) in Washington,
light (as

"'^,°~„*',,_i.„js who would consistently

Among some of the P™'^"""
w"rtin the National Ex-

speak '"°''r8'7"^i„^e1^ Administrators. Lob-

r"'rA%'^''Cle(S?uSis Chancellor Duffey). and
byist Ann We=^*/ '"^ °'^cub Committee on Education,
staff members of the House SUD^.

, ,
sp«,ialist

?" "
T'l'to" s"STer*uli^^t ma^te"; was stric^y con-

has spoken to bAr a. rier suujc
ttcca's Drimar\'

fined to financial aid
^^f^f^^^ the Financial A?d

assistance was orovidme SAFA witn tne

voting records tor all the members ot Congress. 1 am sorry

to report that she did not approach such subjects as abor-

tion, bussing, communinst student groups, or Tear Gas

'^NexU would like w laKe issue ot how Mr. Barrett titled

his editorial. "Who Does SAFA Represent?" SAFA is

concerned exclusively with financial aid. or more simply

put - students ability to pay for school. We are of course

primarily concerned with funding here at UMass. Present-

ly according to UMass Financial Aid Director Art

Jackson, more than 80 percent of the UMass

Undergraduate and Graduate students receive some form

of financial aid. This translates into over 20.000 students.

This is SAFA's constituency. Furthermore because of our

success and an almost universal concern for finanacia! aid,

our funding is provided from such a wide cross section of

the college community as Chancellor Duffey. Vice

Chancellor Madson, President Knapp. the SGA. Graduate

Senate, and some area CK)vernments. If I was to employ

Mr. Barrett's "McCarthy-like" defamations I would have

to assume that all these contributors have a "willing

association with a leftist lobbying outfit."

What success has SAFA had in the last three years?

When President Reagan came to office, he pnn>ostHl to cut

financial aid by 33 percent. Due to the efforts of student

groups, such as SAFA. and the .nitcry from college and

university presidents, financi:il aid h:is kvn out only 6 per-

cent in three years. This is still very short sighted when

considering how vital education is to our society. I l>elieve

that these activities are "within reason " and 'at a

reasonable cost to the taxpayers". As a group SAh A has

always had the reputation of being well informed on

technical issues, and conducting itself in a professional

He talks of pulling US soldiers out of a land literally torn

apart by thousand year old wars we simply do not unders-

tand, that we should not be part of. He points out that

originally these US soldiers were part of a peace keeping

force but that their mission has changed, that now they

are there to keep safe. George McGovern believes that

these young men could stay a lot safer at home.

Through eyes that have seen bitter defeat in 1972 he

looks out at people who want answers, who want jobs and

the security that comes from piece of mind, the very

essence of what America stands for.

He talks about the chaos that hovers over Central

America and of how we supply guns that inevitably fall in-

to the hands of terrorists. He says we should stop sending

guns to Central America.

He addresses the economy and its problems. He sees one

problem as overtaxing the poor and middle classes, that

the president refuses to tax fairiy the wealthy. And that

the major costs of running this country are not the elderiy

and the poor, but rather, the arms race, and defense spen-

ding.
, . ^

And most importantly he believes that the two most

powerful nations in the world should engage in construc-

tive dialogue. Because, there is no more important issue

than peace. .j^
- Unlike the president. Georg© Mfikivern sees the Sovi«S

Union as a nation of people, who laugh and cry and ha\«^

problems, like all people. And that we only worsen an

already bad situation by burying missiles in West (,er-

many that can reach the Soviet Union in five mmutes^

He does not see the Soviet Union as an intrinsically bad

nation. He sees a country that is perhaps just a little

scared and just a little paranoid - just like us^He does not

believe that it is right for the president of the United

States to refer to the Soviet Union as an "empire of evil.

He sees an alternative.

We must, George Mc(^)vern believes, negotiate and ex-

change ideas, we must be intelligent and imaginative. We

must work for peace abroad and justice at home.

He l)elieves that we must all vote. That, whether we

vote for him or someone else we must not ignore this

priviledge. _, *w

He sees a torn and weakened democratic party that

must come together in the name of peace and of people.

He is George McGovern and he is running for president.

John Kenney is a Collegian columnvit.

manner. Speaker of the House Tip O'Neil has labeled

SAFA "The most effective student lobbying group of its

kind". In addition, SAFA has provided over 300 students

with an opportunity to actively participate in the

democratic process. For a lot of students this was a

valuable experience.

1 would also like to make clear to Mr. Barrett that

SAFA membership is open to anyone in the five college

community. The composition of our group is quite diverse.

There is no political philosophy standard for admission.

This is quite evident since Mr. Barrett was once a member

himself and surely would not want to be indiscriminately

accused of leftist associations. SAFA's executive council

even has a few members of The National Republican Com-

mittee. It would l)e difficult to suggest that we are a

group of (^.lassy eyed liberals".

It seems apparent that Mr. Barrett's true intent was to

dio..edit the United States Student Association. I .simply

ask why didn't the editorial deal strictly with that subject?

WTiy did the editorialist have to resort to unsubstantiated

mud-slinging against a respected lobbying p-oup that tni-

Iv represents over 20,000 students here at UMass and

their ability to pay for their education.

Jim Quinn
Sunderland

Sound off with youi
letters to the editor!!
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Aweekofpink Bemiiidabeaches
andwarmBennudasun.
Areyoutoughenot^ totake it?

BemnidaOdlegeWedcs
MaKh3to31andil^M to21
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One of our previous college visitors described

this event as "a week of wretched excess." An
exaggeration perhaps, but not altogether

inaccurate.

Your week begins with a Sundav night

Get Acquainted bash at one oi our hotels,

clubs or discos—meeting old friends, making
new ones. The nexi morning, the tough part

begins.

Spx'nding day after sun drenched dav on
soft, pink beaches. Swimming, tanning, bodv-

gazing. Imbibing our special libations. Ejijov-

ing free beach buffet lunches, free calypso and

steel band waterside concerts, even a free

cruise—all courtesy of the Bermuda Depart-

ment of Tourism.

What will you do with your free time?

What won't you do! Bermuda is famed for its

snc>rkeling and sailing, tennis and golf. For its

fine restaurants, discos and British pubs. And
for its fabulous mopeds-everybody's favour-

ite way to tour the island.

Think you can handle a week of this? Talk

to vour campus friends, and see your Campus
Travel Representative or your Travel Agent for

complete details.

For more information,

including a Bermuda
College Weeks brochure,

contact your Campus
Travel Representative or

your Travel Agent.

C ouUn't you uso d little

Bernnid.1 this sprin};^

Arts
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Today the music died
By DON NAREY
Collegian Staff

/ can't remeber if I cried when I read about

his undoiued bride, but something totLched

me deep inside the day the music died.

-Don Mclean

That morning there wasn't much of a

headline on page 66 of the New York TYmes:

"Iowa Crash Kills Three Singers. " There
were no documentries or t.v. specials, no

cover story in Time or Newsweek, no

tabloids offering new accounts of the story.

The young widow dedicated no monuments
that year and there were no pilgrimages to

the family homestead. Then, it wasn't

considered especially newsworthy but on

this day 25 years ago Buddy Holly died

along with Richie Valens and J. P. (The Big

Bopper) Richardson when their chartered

plane crashed into a frozen Iowa corn field.

Years after his death Holly's genius would

be realized again and again. The Rolling

Stones, The Beatles and Linda Ronstadt all

scored top ten hits with his songs. His

influence upon them and others remains

immeasurable. His innovations: the four

piece rock band and over dubbing have

become commonplace, and his music, with

it's driving beat, has laid the foundation for

25 years of rock and roll.

Charles Hardin Holly was bom in Lub-

bock, Texas in 1936. Raised on country

sold on rhythm and blues, he would become

part of a new generation of young

musicians. In he early days, the teenaged

HoUy and a few friends would play all the

local dances, keeping with the style of the

day and play the popular country ballads.

Holly, however, had other ideas. The force

of R&B had taken hold and he was eager to

write his own music to what would soon

become known as a rock 'n roll beat.

His ideas were not welcomed at Decca

records where he signed in 1956. The
session producers at Decca insisted upon
backing Holly with a full band of strings.

After convincing the people at Decca to let

him act as his own producer. Holly only

appeared to prove them right. The two
singles released from those sessions were
commercial failures. After studio owner
Norman Petty took an interest in Holly's

music, the two returned to Petty's studio in

Clovis, New Mexico. Out of that session

came the music that would make Buddy a

rock music legend. His first two singles,

"Peggy Sue" and "That'll Be The Day" each

sold over a million and a half copies and

were followed by a chain of classic hits like

"It's So Easy," "Maybe Baby," "Everyday,"

and "Not Fade Away."
After performing a show in Clearlake,

Iowa, Holly, Valens and Richardson

boarded a twin engine plane for the next

stop of their extremely successful winter

"59 tour. The plane had been airborne

barely 5 minutes when it came crashing

down into a frozen corn field, leaving no

survivors. His influence remains im-

measurable, his songs, classic and his spirit

unassailable.

Silkwood: a must see
SILKWOOD
Starring Meryl Streep
Directed by Mike Nichols

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Correspondant

and the Associated Press

'Self and "Bower" are two of

the sculptures featured in an exhibi-

tion of work by Martin Puryear,

which will be on display at the

University Gallery from Feb. 4 to

March 6. Call 545-3670 for gallery

hours and further information.

Silkwood, the recently released Mike
Nichols film starring Meryl Streep as Karen
Silkwood, has received so much press, both

good and bad, that I found myself compelled

to see it as soon as possible, regardless of

the price. So I did, and in spite of the hype
and my high expectations, I wasn't terribly

disappointed: the semi-documentary drama
is worth the cost of admission.

Meryl Streep's moving portrayal of

nuclear martyr Karen Silkwood is one of

those rare accomplishments in cinema

biographies, such as Ben Kingsley in

Gandhi, in which an actor/actress truly

becomes the subject of their acting.

Perhaps, such fine character rendering is

the verve of this Academy Award-Winning

actress, but, with Silkwood, Streep has

given us her most sensitive and insightful

interpretation yet, portraying Karen Silk-

wood in so convincing a manner that by

movie's end we have frogotten the dazzling

Streep and are thoroughly absorbed by the

maligned Silkwood. I mention this because

it is this very point which places Streep in

an acting class by herself: when we see the

great Katharine Hepburn on the screen, we

never forget we are watching Katharine

Hepburn. No doubt, Meryl Streep wUl win

an Oscar for Best Actress as Silkwood.

The myth of the peaceful atom explodes as

this drama unfolds about a Kerr-McGee

nuclear plant worker whose detatched

Sixties hipness sobers when she and other

workers are repeatedly exposed to

plutonium. the deadliest known substance

on earth. Then, she must really get hip as

she uncovers the wickedly crooked ways of

the corporation in covering up safety

records and their cancerous effects on the

unknowing workers who are deliberately

kept in the dark about the dangers of

radiation exposure.

We watch while Silkwood becomes

hopelessly entangled in the web of her fate

at the hands of unscrupulous weavers, and

yet we are unabashedly absorbed by Silk-

wood, not merely as martyr, but as em-

powered woman, for we witness a woman
transformed from a passive worker more or

less onlv concerned with her wages to an

aggressive union activist about to turn over

incriminating evidence to the N.Y. Times.

We are reminded of the vital rote women
have had in the American Labor Movement

by Silkwood-- a social consciousness Him.

with the dramatic quality of a Greek

tragedy. Silkwood is a modern Antigone,

her fate the misfortunate resoluticm of her

actions, a tragic heroine. She should be a

symbol for workers, women, activists, and
all people of conscience. And yet to some
viewers it will appear that Karen Silkwood

got what she was asking for.

The movie ends with the end of Karen

Silkwood's life, an ending which we are left

to evaluate for ourselves, for we do not

witness her controversial death. The
scene, which is largely left to our

imaginations, follows an earlier scene

where Karen hits a deer with her car. She
screeches to a stop, rushes out of her car

and over to the dying deer -a doe--on the

side of the road, and begins to weep. It is

an innocent scene where an innocent animal

is killed by an unintentional act of violence,

an auto accident.

Karen Silkwood was also an innocent

victim, but this is where the parallel ends,

for it is not clear in the movie whether her

death is an accident or not. It may be that

her frightened looks at the headlights in her

rear-view mirror make an implicit

reference to a crime; however, when the

crash occurs, more than her consciousness

blacks out on the screen, but ours as well.

In effect, justice is blinded also. Karen

Silkwood's death remains an unsolved

mystery. Obviously, the intent of the film

is simply to raise the question.

Were I not satisfled that the purpose ot

the film is to put the Silkwood story into a

human perspective out from under the

more sensational aspects of the case, I

would have been disapointed about the

conclusion of Silkwood, or rather the lack of

a conclusion. If I am at all disappointed by

the film, it is that the film is not a power-

fully political, anti nuclear film as the press

would have us believe, only that the Silk-

wood scenario occurs in a nuclear setting

and her death my have been an

assasination. It is disappointing that the

movie merely implicates by suggestion,

rather than by expose, Kerr McGee's role

in both the deliberate contamination and

murder of Karen Silkwood.

Karen Silkwood was extremely frightened

at the time of her death and she had good

reason to be frightened. The movie Silk-

wood is frightening and we should be

frightened by the rampant irresponsibility

of the nuclear industry as depicted in Silk-

wood,
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Tonight

MAX CREEK
music of the Grateful Dead

Sat Night
Only Area Appearance of

JONATHAN EDWARDS

SALE
, ^

20 - 50% off most winter clothing

20 - 30% off selected Chinese shoes

Posters
^^i^„','. Bedspreads

Mugs
- Rugs - Valentines

...^^ Open Daily 10 am - 5:30 pm

MCl^C/iNTILE
AMHHIST CARKIAGE SHOPS^^ QREAT GIFTS - GREAT PRICES
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The MEN'S CENTER presents

A film by an area men's group

"Postively Men"
Feb. 4 10 am - 1 pm CC 805-809

MEET TALK LISTEN EAT
s PLAN SHARE LAUGH...
Joooooeooooooooooo
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Hypercurricula

SEMINAR ON MEDITA-
TION. Dada Moksananda, a

visiting yogic monk will

teach meditation and
discuss his experiences and

service work in Central

America. Personal instruc-

tion available. Vor informa-

tion 253-9553. 4 p.m.. CC
801.

FACULTY RECITAL.
Tenor Jon Humphrey and
flutist Joanne Tanner will

perform songs by Charles

Griffes, and works of J.S.

Bach. Rameau, and Kahlau.

Free. 8 p.m.. Bezanson

Recital Hall.

KABBALAT SHABBAT.
Creative welcoming of the

Shabbat. 6:30 p.m.. 72

Triangle St. Amherst.

CUBAN POSTER ART.
Slides and discussion on

Cuba and Cuban culture by

John Brentlinger and others

at 4 p.m. - Poster sale by

Antonio Maceo Brigade. 3-6

p.m.. Frame Shop Gallery,

18 Main St. Amherst.

STUDY ABROAD IN
GREAT BRITAIN.
Representative of Beaver

College Programs in the

U.K. and faculty from Sur-

rey University and Univer-

sity of Wales will be

available to talk to students

wishing to study in Britain

next year. Semester or year

programs. International

Programs Office, 239 Whit-

more, 3-5 p.m.

SHABBAT MORNING
SERVICES, 10:30 a.m.,

Dukes Room, Student
Union.

ANNOUNCING PeGf Educatioii

Recruitment
University Heaith Services offers

Spring 1984 credited course work as:

if Peer SexualKy Educators

if Peer Alcohol Educators

if Heahh Aides and

if HeahhReach Workers

Training and working with others to

round out your University experience:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT

HEALTH EDUCATION 7549^2671 ext. 181

r SMOMCASE
CINEMAS

~7 inrouTE s riveroale road
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STARTS TODAV

TRFIMPHANT FILM MAKING !

' There are sequences in this

movie that make >nur jaw

drop open out of ftenuine

ama/emenl. \tv\vim

HILLEL SLEIGH RIDE.
Sleigh Ride in the
Westhampton countryside.

Leaving Haigis Mall (FAC
bus stop) at 3:30 p.m.

RECITAL BY DIANA
WALKER, SOPRANO. In-

ternational competition

winner, Diana Walker, will

f)erform works by Handel,

Schubert, Brahms, and

Debussy at the P'ine Arts

Center Concert Hall. 8:00

p.m., Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall.

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
O'., Rockefeirer Plaza

New York. N Y 10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad lor Special
Sludenl/ Teacher Tantf

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

I

MEN .... ATTENTION .... WOMEN I
*******MODELS WANTED******* *

A major manufacturer of professional hair care products needs

models to show the latest hair styles at a professional hair stylist

beauty show. Models receive a consultation from the international-

ly known stylist who will be conducting the demonstration. This is

an excellent opportunity to have your hair styled by one of todays

finest hairdressers. We need models to show the latest styles in-

cluding permanent waves, color and newest cuts. For more infor-

mation and registration please call Robbins Beauty Supply, out of

town use toll free 1-800-332-9550; ask for show department: or

come directly to model call on, . .

Sunday, February 12th, 1984
Holyoke Holiday Inn (Ingleside Exit Rt 91)

Lobby Area 12:00 noon

. . .look for Mr. Patrick Parenty of the Nucleic A Company
The show will be held at the Holyoke Holiday Inn on Monday
February 13th, 1984.

For further information from the manufacturer call Patrick

Parentv at 201-531-1705.

In most jobs, at 22
you're near the bottom
of the ladder.

In the Navy, at

22 you can be a leader.

After just 16 weeks
of leadership training,

you're an officer. You'll

have the kind of job

your education and training prepared

you for, and the decision-making au-

thority you need to make the most of it.

As a college graduate and officer

candidate, your Navy training is geared

to making you a leader. There is no boot

camp. Instead, you receive professional

training to help you build the technical

and management skills you'll need as a

Navy officer. p
This training is

designed to instill

confidence by first-

hand experience. You
learn by doing On
your first sea tour,

you're responsible for

managing the work of

up to 30 men and the

.NAVYOPPORTl
INFORMATION CENTER
PO Box .^000, Clifton. .\J 0701.5

care of sophisticated

equipment worth
millions of dollars.

It's a bigger chal-

lenge and a lot more
responsibility than

most corporations give

you at 22. The rewards

are bigger, too. There's

a comprehensive package of benefits,

including special duty pay. The starting

salary is $17,000 —more than most com-

panies would pay you right out of college.

After four years, with regular promo-

tions and pay increases, your salary will

have increased to as much as $31,000.

As a Navy officer, you grow, through

new challenges, new tests of your skills,—
1
and new opportunities

'^.'T.I..-
^^'^

! to advance your edu-

cation, including the

I'm ready to take charge. Tell me more
about the Navy's officer programs. (0G)

Nanif.
rir«t I Ple«!,r Print i

AtJcircss.

Last
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« lt\.

Stale. .Zip_
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possibility of attending

graduate school while

you're in the Navy.
Don't just take a

job. Become a Navy
officer, and take charge.

Even at 22.

Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast

^ fe ^ fe i4n<>fi» c<i *ii«ii^i<' ^Ĉ Ĉ d îtdik i a>^<»a

Friday, February 3, 1984,
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mited by Margarel F arrar and 1 rude Jaffe
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ACROSS
1 Popular myslery

movie 194*

6 The Man Without

a Country
1 1 Award in a sport

U Beach areaot

New England
15 Sluggishness

te Marjoram s

cousin
17 Admission

receipts

18 Begins
20 Saint ot

January 21

22 Concorde
23 Indians ol

British

Columbia
26 Bambi's mother

28 Name *or a

colleen

32 Sweater pattern

34 Someone
esteemed as rare

V Naught
38 Issued (from)

40 Caviar

41 Industrial center

ol Bra/il

43 Charlemagne s

paladin

45 Chemical ending

46 Adams of the

Conning Tower

48 Tomlin and

others

49 Snake

62 Graven images
54 Pieces ot bad

Ijck, old style

58 the world

62 Place

Toronto tourist

mecca
63 Give a bad name
65 Geidner and

Babilonia

66 Brown coal

6/ Menu Items

68 Comlorts

DOWN
1 Home
2 Dili herb

3 LiKeEtnelred

olold

4 Hairpiece

5 Charged atom
6 Nostril

7 Begins

8 Envoys
9 — miy look

at a king

10 but the

brave

11 Farm denizen

12 Ascertained

weight ot

13 Gear tooth

14 John Passos

19 Like some
crystals

21 Part ot the

calyx

23 Merchant
guild ol yore

24 IndoEuropean
Var

25 Abode Ola sort

27 Unit ol work

29 Pastoral

30 Sarcasm
31 Requires

33 Flightless bird

35 Alter auction or

profit

36 «

House' by

Ibsen

39 Mythical being

42 Appease
44 Heeds
47 Let smake

'

50 Shakespeare s

Kate
51 Sorts, in a way
53 Actor Davis

54 Calendar units

Abbr
55 Signs(wi|h m •)

56 R B I . lor

example
57 Integers Abbr

59 Historic canal

60 WWII ships

61 Grant or Marvin

64 Goiters group
Abbr
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Recrui

meeting

• Experience

9 Involvement

• Excitement

Open to all majors

Wednesday
Feb. 8

8 pnri-9 pm
Room 805 C.C.

Weather Todays puzzle

answer

Today mostly cloudy, breezy

and mild. A chance of

showers, especially during

the afternoon, highs in the

mid 40s. Tonight and

Saturday, mild with periods

of rain or wet snow likely.

Temperatures remaining in

the 30s.
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Could Finland goalie beDQ?
SARAJEVO. Yugoslavia (AP) - Eric Heiden took five

?old medals away from the 1980 Winter Olympics and

returned Uttle or nothing to speed skating, a former

teammate charged Thursday.

Controversy was a key word in Sarajevo, which sat ready

for the 1984 Winter Games to begin in five days. On the

official level, the International Olympic Committee dealt

with an issue involving the Los Angeles Olympics this

summer and prepared to Uke up the sticky matter of

eligibility in ice hockey.

The United States and Canada have been sniping over

possible Canadian plans to include players who have mmor-

league contracts on their Olympic roster. And on Thur-

sday, the eligibility questions touched the Finnish team.

^Friday, February 3, 1984

Willi Daume, chairman of the IOC's Eligibility Com-
mittee, said he would question at an IOC eligibility

meeting the status of Hannu Kamppure, firststring

goaltender for Finland, who played in one game for the

Edmonton Oilers of the old World Hockey Association in

the 1978-1979 season.

"He did not follow the rules," Daume said. "He played in

a professional league."

Friday, February 3, 1984

1
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LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Offk» CC 1 13 • 8:4&3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ARE YOU AN
ACCOUNTING MAJOR?

I need a tutor for Accounting 202 Please

call 546-7035 and ask for Michael if in-

terested (call eves)

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

CAPE COD

Housemates wanted for 6 bedroom

house in Harwich half mile to beach

546-5851

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth, Dennis; Largest inventory
|

of studios, 1 , 2, 3 Et 4 bedroom units; Direct I

from owners. 617/528-8300 or

617/7712233.

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

Singer/Songwriter John Crui this Fri &
Sat night at TOC. Acoustic guitar/vocals

pop, soft-rock, originals

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire Quality

sound at the lowest price. Call 584-6712

FOR RENT

Parking available 496 No. Pleasant

next to Newman Center 253-9015
St.

Lrg room in log cabin in Laverett wood
f'.eat 6 miles from campus beautiful location

549-4497 Laura or Stu

FOR SALE

Pentax ME Super 36mm Camera with

50mm F2 lens and Pentax auto-winder 6

mos. old with all packaging $225.00 see An-

dy at the Collegian Photo Dept.

S cubic ft. frig like new $125. call 549-6219

keep trying

Computer terminal, standard type must
sell immediately $375 call Rob 586-6889

Refrigerator for sale. 4.5 cu. ft. twice the

size of regular dorm fridges. Only two yrs.

old. Excellent cond. $90 or BO call Tom
253-7373

Beseler Enlarger for Photo Darkroom
use. Ex. cond. only $100.00 contact Drew
or David at the Photo Dept /Collegian Cam-

pus Center Rm 113 545-3500.

VIC-20 computer system, modem, disk

extras. Call 549-4696 after 5 pm
Dorm size refrigerator $75 or 80 new kit

Chen table with two matching chairs $60 or

BO ironing board BQ 549-6109

Guild Electric Guitar with case $225

brand new Scamp>er Amp $110 call Gary
666-3013

Sears Commentator electric typewriter

with corrector, excellent condition, $225 in-

cludes cover and case. Lynda 253-3950

Cube Fridge • keep it cool in your room
why rent when you can buy $49 549-3535

FOUND

Drama Text, in parking lot, call to identify .

FREE KARATE DEMO

Challenge Fighting, Musical Forms, Duel-

ing Kicks. Featuring Larry and Donna
Kelley, "Americas #1 Black Belt Couple". 7

February, 6:00-7:00 p.m. S.U.B.

HELP WANTED

Need cash? Earn $500 -^ each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing

and filling posters on campus. Serious

workers only; we give recommendations.
1 800-243-6679

Button-Up Is looking for a creative person

to design and make burtons. 10 hrs. of

workstudy/week. Call Rot)erta at 545-0341

X28 ASAP. Start right away.

ARTISTS! The SGA Communications Of-

fice now has a workstudy graphic designer

position open. Portfolio required. See

Kelley in 423A Student Union for applica-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Public Relations/Advertising! The SGA
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring '84: Opera-

tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Experience helpful, but not

necessary. See Kelley in 42i3A Student

Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84 .

Consulting Experience - Accredited

Course - School Education, working with

student run businesses. Applications at

E.D.O. 409 S.U.B. due by Feb. 8.

Jobs available at Earthfoods student run

restaurant collective. Work 8-20 hours,

depending on your class schedule. $3.50

hr. MANDATORY non-paid hours include

2-4 hours per week management work and
Monday night meetings. Work study O.K.

Workers MUST be full-time UMass
students. Application deadline: Friday

February 3 at 5 p.m. Applications and more
information available at Earthfoods Kit-

chen, 3rd floor. Student Union, around the

corner from the ride board. EOE, affir-

mative action employer

Weekend cook wanted at local sorori-

ty. Experience wanted. Call 545-0527 for

more info.

Kitchen help wanted in exchange for

meals (great working conditions!) call

Louise or Sylvia at 256-6887

Position available - Coordinator -UMass
Men's Center. Duties include: coordination

of: administrative, programming and
outreach, budget Er evaluation. 10-15 hrs.

week @ 3.3^ committment to social

issues/awareness a must. Applications and

j
ob description available Brett Rm 130

Recycling Coordinators needed for

dorms. Earn a credit & a letter of recom-
mendation for volunteering. Recycle
newspaper £r glass in your dorm! 545-0618,

306 SUB
Kitchen help needed in exchange for free

meals Beta Kappa Phi call 253-9071 ask for

Stevie D

Waitresses, apply at Rusty Nail, 3 to 5
weekdays, no experience necessary general

office help MS 1-6 daily

Attention kitchen help needed. Earn

$560 in D.C. rebate while gaining full ac-

cess to fraternity meal plan! For more info

call Pike between 9:30^5:00 pm. Ask for

Jim. 545-2150

Work for meals and enjoy great company!
Sorority needs houseboys call Linda

549-4159

Wanted - underclass Accounting /Business
majors for part-time job in a collectively run

food store. If you would like to develop

practical accounting and organizational

skills, apply to Peoples Market, in rear of

Student Union by 5 pm Fri, Feb 3. We do
not discriminate on the basis of race, creed,

national origin, sexual preference or

physical handicap.

People's Merket, a student-run food store

in the rear of the Student Union is now ac-

cepting applications for employment. If you
would like to work in a collectively run

business, gain valuable skills in a friendly at-

mosphere, pick up an application at the

Market by 5 pm Fri, Feb 3. We do nor
dischminate on the basis of race, creed, na-

tional origin, sexual preference or physical

handicap.

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for 4 yr old call Carolyn 253-3162

Sorority looking for help in kitchen.
Lunch b dinner. Call anytime at

545-0320/1. Ask for Peg or Mary.

Earn credits tutoring High School
students! For info call 546-2584

Airlines HiringI Stewardesses, Reserva-

tionistsl $14-39,000. Worldwide! Call for

directory, guide, newsletter. 1-(916)

944-4440 X U Massachusetts Dir.

Cruiseships HiringI $16-30,000! Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for guide, direc-

tory, newsletter. 1(916) 944-4440 ext. U
Massachusetts Cruise

Counselors: Cemp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co ed children's camp. Interested

in Resident Assistants and other students

who really love children. Our specialty is

our warm and caring atmosphere, 12

Allevard St. Lido Beach NY 11561 (include

your telephone number)

Dorm residents for Frankies new food

delivery service to UMass dorms. Excellent

potential for income. Requirements:

automobile and desire to make money call

256-0858 for more information or apply in

person at Frankies Restaurant directly in

front of Stop and Shop on Rt 9

Test Yourself: Are you an effective time-

manager? Can you work 2-4 hrs/wk con-

sistently? Are you success-oriented? Earn

base + performance-based bonuses.
1-800-243-6706

INSTRUCTION
~

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. Classroom theory and shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2098

Bass and guitar lessons $8/hr for more
info call george 584-0708

LOST

Lost during intersession on pr. grey

suede leather gloves w/rabbit fur lining.

Please call Dave 253-7658

One pair of brown leether gloves. They

were a gift. Please call 6-7197 or 5-4208

leave a message for Steve.

On 1/30/84 - mens gold ring initials on face

reward call 546-9893

PERSONALS

Go Down with f omeone you
know and trust

R. Lauderdale - Springbreak

Ski Club Goes Down
for more info 545-3437

SPRING BREAK '84

FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

Juniors. Seniors, Grad StudentsI Enjoy

the convenience of your own credit cards at

leading department stores, oil companies,

and banks. No cost to apply. If you are a

Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student,

you're eligible. Call TOLL FREE
800-232-1100, M-F, 9 am - 6 pm College

Card Corporation "The Most Trusted Name
on Campus."

Ma Stacker, live it up while you're still

young! Happy Birthday! Love, Yum ft

Shara

Need help with your 19B4-85 financial aid

form? Call perfect forms 584-6868 for per-

sonalized assistance at a nominal fee

Shepard-Collie. 5 years old, needs foster

home until August. Jessie is affectionate,

playful, well-trained, loves kids. We will

subsidize. 256-0404

Happy Birthday Smoothie, I love you.

Your Sexy Turnip

Like they say at the Pub, Happy Birthday

Amy Bial. Old enough to drink but not yet

old enough for using a mastercharge! Hap-

py 20th! Love Wendy

Scholastic Quiz Team Meeting! Satur-

day, Noon CC Rm 917 all encouraged

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, low rates,

on campus 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Boston every Thursday

after 2 or Friday AM. Return every Sunnday

PM or Monday. 546-4316

RIDERS WANTED

To Los Angeles Spring Break leave March

1 7 - brand new luxury car call llisa 548-5920~
ROOM WANTED

~"

One male looking for an apartment call

Gary 546-9762 leave nanrw and number

Single room wanted in house or apt call

Rosie 586-7230

Older student seeking reasonably quiet

room off campus preferably N. Amherst.

Call 549-1168 and ask or leave message for

Bob please my igloo is bound to melt

sooner or later

ROOMMATE WANTED

Male, one room in two bedroom apartment

Brittany Manor 256-1374

Room for two people In in Amherst
Fields condo $125 plus utilities 256-6691

after 7:00 pm
Roommate wanted to share 2 br. Cliffside

Apt w/1 female call Robin or Ellen at

256-0958

SERVICES

Typing. Copies, Binding Pickup and

delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

Holidey clothes need hemming? Area's

lowest rates. Experienced seamstress. Joan
549-5648

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 665-3414

SPRING BREAK 84

84 SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 259 price includes round

trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reef'**Free rent a car* "unlimited
mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Broward Blud

•••••Free rent a car^^'unlimited mileage

Montreal Spring Breal Weekends

from $49.00

price includes round trip luxury motor
coach 3 days 2 nights Quality Inn

Downtown
Welcome Party at the Old Munich
Restaurant. All above prices do
not include tax Et service charges

College Town Tours
482 Main St Maiden MA 02148

617 321 3993
Beachcomber Tours Daytona Beach

$338.00

does not include car jet from Boston

Village Tours Ft Lauderdale $389.85

does not include car hotel: Days Inn

jet from Boston

College Town Tours Daytona •318.00*

including free rent a car unlimited

mileage jet from NY add $20 from Boston

Ft Lauderdale •$338^ jet, hotel, Days
Inn free rent a car unlimited mileage

jet from Boston
alt above prices include tax -^ services

make your own choice

TO SUBLET

1 br In house near UMass and Am Center

for spring. Call now 549-0159

UMASS SPORT KARATE

Larry Kelley. Instructor. First class meets
Wednesday 4 p.m. February 8th. Cost: $55

per semester (includes shirt) Beginner and
intermediate karate students welcome. Call

256-0080

WANT TO BE A DJ?
~

WSYL Radio 89.7 needs DJs 1st

meeting 2/6 8 pm Caahin Bamt call

6-6282 for more info

WANTED

WFCR-FM needs student interns for

work in news reporting and station opera-

tions. Call the program director at 5-0100

WANTED TO RENT
~

How does 1S0$ sound for your apartment

for May 26th to June 3rd, help lessen that

months rent before your summer sub-

lettors come. Call 549-1168

WORK-STUDY HELP WANTED

The Western Mass Latin American
Solidarity Comm. has one work-study

position for an office assistant. Applicants

should have organizing skills, research and
writing skills. Deedline for application is Feb

8th 5:00 WMLASC is an AA/EEO
employer. Applications available in

WMLASC Offcie 404 Student Union BIdg

Surprise, Surprise

It's the Utah Jazz
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

"The first shall be last, the last shall be first"

-Jesus Christ

It may have taken some 2,000 years (or 730,000 days or

104,000 weeks, whichever you prefer), but the Big Guy

has finally been proven right, in this the year of George

Orwell. What is the magic moment that fulfilled this

prophecy, uttered many moons before the birth of

guaranteed, no-cut, million dollar contracts? None other

than the meteoric rise of a pro basketball team that

resides in a desert paradise (well, Brigham Young

thought so) occupied by thousands of Mormons.

It is one of the most contradictory nicknames in cor-

porate sports: The Utah Jazz. Unless the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir has changed their image and sound,

there is nary a jazz note ever heard in Salt Lake City.

Half the population probably has never seen a saxophone,

let alone heard one. However, Jazz is the newest sen

sation in Utah, only this Jazz is twelve tall guys who play

basketball very well. So well in fact that they presently

are entrenched in first place in the National Basketball

Association's Midwest Division, a phenonmenon that has

never occurred in the history of the franchise that dates

back to New Orleans in the early 1970's (now you know

why they're called the Jazz). In fact, the franchise's past

is so bleak that an NBA team nicknamed the Jazz has

never made the playoffs, even in this modern era of

everyone and their grandmother capable of qualifying for

the post-season frolics.

The players sparking this new-found prosperity include

scorer deluxe Adrian Dantley, who is in a back-and-forth

battle with Dallas' Mark Aguirre for the scoring lead,

jump-to-the-moon guard Darrell Griffith, who is the

leading three-point shooter in the league, 7-5 center

Mark Eaton, the league's leading shot-blocker, much

maligned John Drew, the best points-per-minute scorer

in the NBA. and Ricky Green, who is first in steals and

fifth in assists.

What these players have accomplished is transforming

the Jazz from perennial losers to the NBA's elite. In the

three previous campaigns in Utah (they moved there

prior to the 1980-81 season), the Jazz won 30. 28, and 25

games. This season they are 27-16, three games ahead of

second-place Dallas and eight games ahead of disap-

pointing San Antonio. They own the Western Con-

ference's best record and coach Frank Layden, who also

server as.GM, was recently rewarded for his outstanding

Women hostNE
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team will try to break a six game losing streak tomorrow
as they host Northeastern University, one of the top teams
in the Northeast, who beat nationally ranked Rutgers last

month.
Sophomore Karen Damminger will see limited action due

to a bruised coccyx, and another sophomore, Kelly Collins

is out for the season due to injury and will be red-shirted.

Barbara Hebel leads the Minutewomen in scoring with a

16.3 average. Damminger is scoring 9.6 points per game
and pulling down 4.2 rebounds a game.
Jennifer Todd who started in place of Damminger against

Providence will probably fill that role again. Jerrie

Bernier has been picking up some of the slack with 7.8

points and 5.4 rebounds a game, but UMass will still need

more rebounding.

AT IjiMrphotii

SHOOTING FOR THE PLAYOFFS - Darrell

Griffith is leading the Utah Jazz as they lead the

Midwest Division.

job by being the conference's AH- Star coach in the game

last Sunday in Denver.

For Dantley, the success is especially sweet. As a 6-5

rookie power forward in 1976-77 for the Buffalo Braves,

Dantley tore up the league and was named the rookie of

the year. The next season was nightmarish. After his

rookie season he was traded to Los Angeles. After

playing a few games for the Lakers, he was shipped to

Indiana. In the summer of 1979 he was traded to Utah.

That's four teams in one calendar year for a player

considered one of the league's best young players. Now.

for the first time in five years in Utah, he is playing on a

winner. He won the scoring title in 1980-81, but the team

finished fifth, only because the expansion Dallas

Mavericks won only 16 games.

photo (ourtrsji of Sport* Information

Todd Ezold....Olympic prospect.

^Catcher
demonstration with the

tournament to be held in

50.000 seat Dodger
SUdium. The finals are

already sold out.

So Ezold has a legit shot at

the team and if he does make
th«» US team, he would join

<'<mtiniwd fnrm fxige 16

former UMass pitcher Lou

Colabello, 34, who pitched

for Massachusetts in 1969,

1970 and 1971. Colabello has

spent the last nine years

playing ball in Italy and is

now an Italian citizen and a

member of the Italian team.

¥OJRSEASONS^
Location: On Rout* 9 In Front of Mountain Farm* Mall

Juat a quick Jaunt from fraa but stop at Hampshire Mall

IVIEISTER BRAU cans

MILLER cans

LITE cans

STROHS bar bts

SCHAEFFER
GENESSE BEER

$7.99

$9.99

$9.99

$8.99

bar bts $7.99

bar bts $6.95

VODKA £r GIN 175 L
J7.99

RUM 1-75 '»•**

WILD TURKEY 101» 500 *6.49

DEWARS SCOTCH 750 •

JJJJ
AMARETTO Dl SARONNO 750 $n-99

RIUNITE Lambrusco. Bianco. Rosato. D'ord 1.5 $4.^

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE white, pink, cold duck 750 $2.W

GALLO TABLE WINES 15 •••••••• '^,

E a J VARIETALS Chenin Blanc.French Columbard, Rose. J^

Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc 1.5 • J^.W

LIEBFRAUMILCH ^y^ llZ
FRENCH RABBIT red & white 750 92.99

Bear Balls - Kegs - Cups Free Delivery
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Minutemenbreak theroad jinx, 75-60
By BRIAN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

TheUNIVERSITY PARK, Penn.

streak is over!

The University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team had lost 33 consecutive

games on the road. But last night at Rec

Hall on Joe Paterno's hallowed grounds,

the Minutemen defeated Penn State 75-60.

"A lot of people had made a big thing

about this being a road win," UMass head

coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "But we look at

it as an Atlantic 10 win.
'

Credit this victory to the Minutemen

front line. They outrebound F*enn State

37-24 in the pame, nicludine' 12 offen.sjve

rebounds. Horace Neysmith led the board

bangers with 1 1 and Bobby Braun came off

the bench to haul in nine rebounds.

Edwin Green continued his hot spree as

he had 20 points, nine rebounds, and four

blocked shots. Donald Russell also supplied

some offense as he scored a season high 18

points.

"I've been pleased with the front line all

year," Gerlufsen said. "We're strong

there."

UMass 7-10, 3-6 in the conference,

started the game in rare fashion exploding

to a 17-9 lead. But Penn State, now 5-11,

3-6, came back outscoring the Minutemen
14-1 to take a 23-18 lead. It was a see-saw

battle the rest of the way. The half ended

Barn-burner at Boyden
for men's gymnastics
By ELLEN RICHARD
CoUeRian Staff

Hot is the only word to describe the meet
in Boyden gym Saturday at 1:00 between

the University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team and Division II champion

East Strousburg. The Minutemen are

lookinjf to be in top form as the meet will be

a close one and will contain top gymnastics

performances.

"It's going to be a barnburner of a meet,"

assistant coach John Macurdy said, "only

we're going to be doing the burning."

The Minutemen are coming off of a 95

point crunching of Dartmouth on Tuesday
night in which they scored their second
highest team total of the season, 249.55.

UMass will need consistent performances
from all team members since East
Strousburg is scoring in the high 250's.

Event by event, the floor exercises will be
the closest. East Strousburg's Devot
Garrett is one of the top power tumblers in

the country. Coach Roy Jo)inson said he

will be looking for strong performances

from tri-captain Willie Stevens. Joe
Demarco and Phil Gorgone to beat the

scores of Garrett and top all around John
Ribeiro, from Brazil, who is the leading all

around in division II competition.

With the exception of Ribeiro, East

Strousburg has a weak pommel horse team.

UMass has been improving its horse team

and with top performances from Mark
Quevillon. Ken Dougherty and Bert

Mathieson, the team should win the event.

The still rings event should fall in the

Minutemen's favor with Eric Ciccone trying

to oulmuscle Ribeiro in one of his best

events. Strousburg's strongest event is

long horse vaulting and UMass will have to

do some hard concentrating to take the

event.

"We can stay with East Strousburg,"

Coach Roy Johnson said. "We've got to

land on our feet (in vaulting). We've got to

concentrate on performing with technique."

The parallel bars event will be close

between the two teams, with deciding

factor being the high bar event. UMass will

look for strong routines from Mathieson and

Stevens.

Tri-captain Jim Corbett will be back in the

lineup after missing the Dartmouth meet
due to illness. Corbett will add extra points

to the team score as he competes in floor,

rings, vaulting and parallel bars.

"Whoever lands their dismount in highbar

should win the meet," Johnson said. "I

think this could be the best meet of the year
for us because of the competition."

False start helps UMass
men swimmers to victory
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

A new Atlantic 10 Conference rule helped
the University of Massachusetts men's
swimming team defeat the University of

Connecticut 60 53 in the last event of their
meet held at Boyden pool on Wednesday.
Holding onto a narrow 56-50 leau gomg

into the final event, the 400 freestyle relay,

the UMass foursome of Paul McNeil, Jeff

Piaget, John Piazza, and Brian Semie was
in for a tough battle with a UConn team
that Minutemen Head Coach Russ Yar
worth felt was strong enough to win the

race. A first place finish would have given
the visitors seven points and a 57-56 vic-

tory.

However, Connecticut's lead swimmer
Brian Gibson jumped the starter's gun.
According to a rule brought into effect this

season; one false start and a swimmer, or in

this case a relay team, is disqualified. With
the competition removed from the blocks
UMass swam to an easy victory.

Of the final event, Yarworth said, "They
have a good relay team and they probably
would have beat us. But it's part of

swimming. If you can't start properly..."

UConn mistakes are not the only things

that helped the Minutemen win the meet.
Yarworth estimates that his swimmers set

15 to 20 "personal best" times.

another victory. Chris Porter finished first

in the 100 yard freestyle and second in the

200 free. Mike Hoover finished first in the

breaststroke. second in the 100 individual

medley, and third in the 50 free. Phil

Surrette won the 200 I.M.. placed second in

the 200 breast, and third in the 200
backstroke.

"This is a 22 man team and I believe it

takes everyone to win. Today all the guys
swam well. I'm really pleased with the way
we're progressing," Yarworth said of his

team's effort. "I was worried until today.
Now after this meet, I feel good about the
rest of the season," he added.

The diving team also played an important
role in the victory. John Macurdy turned in

another fine performance as he won both
the one and three meter competitions.
John Findley and Pat Mullen also con
tributed as Massachusetts divers wallopped
UConn by a score of 16-2.

UMass was without the services of fresh-
man standout Rick Bishop, who is out with
a bad shoulder. 'It's been bothering him for
a while and he really messed it up in the
Rhode Island meet. With him we would
have won the freestyle events (the 1000 and
500). We miss him, " Yarmouth said. It is

not known how long Bishop will be out.

UMass's record improves to 4 3 while
UConn's drops to 5-6. The Minutemen
travel to Vermont this Saturday for their

with Penn State holding a slim 33-32 ad-

vantage.

The second half was all Massachusetts as

John Hempel and Russell pushed UMass to

a 46-37 lead and then Green went to work.

A dunk-you-very-much stuff by Green

and two short jumpers gave Massachusetts

a 52-39 lead with 10:05 left and it was time

to head for your local watering hole.

UMass shot 67 percent (16-24) from the

floor in the second half and in conjunction,

Penn State shot an icy 28 percent (8-28)

from the floor and the 2800 hard cores

waited for the fall, Beaver Stadium and Joe

Paterno.

Oh, by the way, UMass has a streak go-

ing. One straight on the road.

MINUTEMEN MUTTERINGS - Penn

State's 6' 10 center Dick Mumma was

limited to two rebounds and 10 pK)ints.

Meanwhile, freshman guard Carl Smith, at

5'11, grabbed seven rebounds. Smith also

had eight assists and currently is ranked

eighth in the country. Carl Smith was also

named co-rookie of the week last week.

MASSACHUSETTS (75) Neysmith
3-4-10, Hempel 5-2-12, Green 8-4-20, Carl

Smith 3-0-6, Russell 6-6-18, Braun 2-1-5,

Young 2-0-4, Sheehan 0-0-0, Ramming
0-0-0, Shaw 0-0-0, Craig Smith 0-0-0.

PENN STATE (60) Choice 4-3-11. Grif-

fin 3-1-7, Mumma 4-2-10, Gibson 4-4-12,

Collins 1-2-4, Forjan 2-0-4, Grier 2-2-6,

Graves 0-0-0, Murphy 2-2-6.

('oll«Kimn photo by Andy Heller

FLYING -- Phil Gorgone grabs the rings as he flies

through the air against Dartmouth. The gymnasts
host E. Stroudsburg tomorrow.

UMass catcherhas a
shot at the Olympics

next meet

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Even though there is still

snow on the ground, the

University of Massachusetts

baseball team is already

planning on getting ready

for their 1984 season.

And for one of the team's

players, this season will hold

a special significance.

Judging on what he does

this season, junior Todd
Ezold may be selected to

play on the 1984 United

States Olympic baseball

team.
Ezold, a junior catcher who
batted .272 for Dick
Bergquist's Minutemen last

spring, is one of the 44

athletes that the US
coaching staff will watch this

season.

"He is under con-

sideration," said BergquLst,

who assisted in the

organizational work of the

US baseball federation to

get the tryouts under way.

"He has come a long way to

get this far. But he'll be

facing some stiff com-

petition."

But the chance is there. He
earned his chance by

starting out at one of the 65

Olympic tryout camps last

September. Ezold was
selected as the best can

didate at the Springfield

Cdlege tryout and he went

to Louisville along with the

thetop candidates from
other tryout camps.

In October at Lousiville,

after going through three

days of throwing, hitting,

fielding, and running drUls,

Ezold was chosen to be one

of the 44 who will be wat-

ched.

In late May, 25 finalists will

be selected and after a six

week tour of the country, 20

will be selected for the

Olympic team that will

compete in a six team

tournament in Los Angeles.

Besides the United States,

Cuba, Nicaragua, South

Korea, Taiwan, and Italy

will compete in the

Continued on page 15
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Feminists debate deployment of U.S. missiles

Western European panelists applaud at end of nuclear missile discussion Friday.

Drive held thisweek to register students
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Today is the first day of "UMass Big Vote '84," a coali-

tion effort to register University of Massachusetts

students in time for the March 13 Massachusetts presiden-

tial primary.

The five-group coalition hopes to register at least'4,(XK)

students here by conducting an intensive seven day voter

registration drive, with registrars to be on campus today

through Tuesday.

Voters must be registered Democrats or Independents

by next Tuesday to be eligible to vote in March's

Democratic primary.

This registration drive is non-partisan.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and Secretary of State Michael

Connolly have proclaimed the week of Feb. 7-14 as student

voter registration week.

"Young people could be the decisive element in elections

around the country if they get out there and register,"

Dukakis told a group of student leaders in his statehouse

office Thursday.

There are more than 400,000 students attending univer-

sities and colleges in Massachusetts, about 50,000 of

whom are registered to vote. Nationally, an estimated 28

million young people who are eligible to vote are not

registered.

"I think a lot of people are intimidated to vote because

of lack of information," said Fran Pheeny, chair of the

Undergraduate Student Senate's Public Policy Committee

and a drive organizer. "They don't realize how simple it is

to register, and they think it will be too much of a bother.

This is one myth we're trying to break."

Any student can register by filling out an index card

with their name, address, and age. No identification is re-

quired.

Kurt Norwood, commuter advocate for the Commuter
Area Government, said it is important for students to

show political candidates that the student voting block is

powerful and should not be ignored.

"Registering to vote and voting gives us the power to

push the ideas and values we think are important into

local, state, and national politics," he said.

The theme of this week's voter registration drive is

"Education and Registration," because, Pheeny said, part

of students' learning process should also be registering to

vote, making a decision, and voting.

"The theme stems from two ideas," Norwood said.

"First, we can look at our generation, as students, and say

that we are the most educated ever. Unfortunately, we
don't influence within our town, states, or nation to take

this education and put it to use."

There have been at least two voter registration drives in

the past two years at UMass. A one day voter registration

drive, held during a Nuclear Freeze Rally in 1982, which

featured speeches and music by U.S. Sen. Edward Ken-

nedy (D-Mass), James Taylor, and others, successfully

registered more than 1400 students.

Last semester, the Public Policy Committee registered

600 students the same day presidential hopeful Sen. Alan
Cranston (D-CA), spoke at a Nuclear Freeze Rally in the

Student Union.

Groups working on the UMass drive include the Student

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy, the

UMass Public Interest Research Group, the F*ublic Policy

Committee, the Student C]overnment Asswiation Presi-

dent's Office and the Commuter Collective.

Voter Registration locations and times:

Today 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Campus Center concourse

Human Relations looks at discrimination
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Office of Human Rela-

tions will begin a series of forums this week to discuss

racism, anti-semitism, and sexism problems confronting

both students and faculty in the University.

An outgrowth of the 1981/82 Year Toward Civility, the

Human Relations Office ser\'es to encourage prevention

and early intervention involving problems of interest to

human beings.

According t-o Judy Davis, office coordinator, and Grant

Engel, office process consultant, the creation of the forum

is necessary to allow people to come together and share

their experiences and ideas with one another.

"The forum allows the people from different parts of the

campus to meet those people who they would not ordinari-

ly meet and allow them to talk with and respond to each

other's problems." Davis said.

The idea of an open forum where no one knows in ad-

vance who is attending the meetings is an excellent way to

confront issues in such a huge and diverse university like

UMass, she added.

The first forum, scheduled to meet from 12 to 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday in Campus Center room 804, will be used as a

preliminary meeting to gather data for the future.

Problems brought into the arena at this meeting will set

the topics for discussion for the semester, both staff

members said.

Both Engel and Davis agree that big f>rganizations

usually have problems dealing and communicating among

different areas.

"Most decisions are made from reports and analy.ses

and tend to get filtered out. confused, and mixed up. The

forum prevents this from happening. It softens the sysU'm

of bureaucracy, opening up the channels of communica-

tion, and broaches the topics realistically and effectively,"

p]ngel said. —
The forum, which Engels described as a "village

square" is just another vehicle for information to lie

transported across the campus, allowing p)eople to make

connections. In the past, human relation activities have in

eluded meetings to coordinate responses to sexual harass-

ment acts, meetings to help improve facilities for

homosexuals, and meetings to select and hire anti-

Semitism and Jewish awareness trainers. The office was

also intrumental in completing the Victim Assistance

Resource Directory, a list compiled to establish what

resources were available to deal with racial, sexual, and

anti-Semitism harassment problems.

Future forums will be held Feb. 22, March 7, April 4,

April 18 and May 2 in locations to be announced.

By CHRIS ARROLL
Collegian Correspondent

BritLsh-born actress and activist Julie Christie joined

seven other western European feminists at Hampshire
College Friday night in condemning the United States'

planned deployment of Pershing II and Cruise medium-
range nuclear missiles in Italy, Belgium, the United
Kingdom and West Germany.
The panel discussion, entitled "Whose side are you on?"

focused on the planned deployment of the U.S. missiles and
their counterparts, the Soviet SS-20 nuclear missiles

already based in Eastern European countries'.

Christie, who has been active in the disarmament
movement in the United Kingdom for three years, said the

majority of people in Western Europe were not consulted

about the scheduled deployment of the Euromissiles.

"We're not anli American nor anli communism," Christie

said. "We are anti-hundreds of missiles deployed in our

country."

Because the arms race is a contest of twt) superpowers.

Third World countries are forced to align with either the

United States or the Soviet Union, and this forces popular

opinion into the background, she said.

"A new European affiance has been created rather than

this fraudulent alliance called NATO," she said, referring

to the European peace movement. "No other issue for the

last 40 years has caused as much anger in Europe."

Over the past four years, the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization's presence in West Germany has added "new

dimensions" to the question of war and peace, according to

Hannegret Hones, a member of the West German
parliament representing the Green Party.

"The time has come to no longer become loyal to the

governments but to become loyal to the peace movement
itself," Hones said.

Hones explained that the recent deployment of the

Euromissiles has "affected the balance of terror " between

the United SUtes and the Soviet Union by adding arsenals

to "an already ridiculous number of nuclear weapon.^ " on

NATO's side.

Italy's anti-nuclear movement is centralized at the Comiso

Peace Camp in Comiso. Sicily.

"Do you think Sicily will be a pleasant place to live in this

place that President Reagan calls his unsinkable sub-

marine?" Francesca Piatti, a leader at the peace camp at

Comiso, said.

The camp is buying land surrounding the intended missile

site in Comiso, and renting this land to other disarmament

groups and individuals in an attempt to prevent the in-

stallation of 112 nuclear missiles and 6,000 NATO troops

throughout Italy.

Some of the people most oppo.sed to the deployment of the

Euromissiles are the peasant farmers of Comiso.

"The products which they grow are going to get a very

bad name." Piatti said.

Frouwke Laning. physician and member of the

Netherlands parliament, told an audience of more than 300

that "nobody who wants peace prepares for war."

She warned that science should be more responsible and

cautious about its new technologies and said the "idea of an

enemy should be disposed and replaced with trust."

Danielle Grunbert, national coordinator of the Women's

Peace Alliance and a member of the European Nuclear

Disarmament Coordinating Committee, said military

spending aggravates worldwide socio economic problems.

The American Friends Service Committee, the Women's

Studies Department at UMass, Women Against

MUitarism. and the Women's Center at Hampshire

CoUege. and Hampshire College and the Five College

International Security Council sponsored the panel.

Collegian utaffer Km Razinei aLsn cimtrifmted to this arti-

cle.
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Jury selection for Big Dan's rape trial begins . . p. 2
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*'What's so funny ab<mt peace, love and
understanding ?

'

'

— Nick Lowe
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Mondale successful in

Dem, caucus inMass.
BOSTON More than 18.000 Massachusetts Democrats

plunged into presidential politics yesterday as party ac-

tivists met in caucuses around the state to begin selecting

delegates to the upcoming national convention.

Despite a chilly rain, an estimated 18.000 to 21.000

Democrats appeared at the 99 caucus sites around the

state.

As a test of organizational strength, the caucuses showed

that former Vice President Walter Mondale has done the

best job in the field in Massachusetts. More than 7,000 of

his supporters turned out at the 11 Mondale caucuses

statewide, according to Democratic state party Chairman

Chester Atkins.

"It would appear that Mondale commands the greatest

organizational strength by far." Atkins observed.

Under the rules of the state and national Democratic

parties. Sunday's caucuses are the first step in selecting 68

members out of the 116 Massachusetts delegates who will

attend the presidential nominating convention in San

Francisco in July.

The remaining 48 spots will be filled by party and elected

officials, plus delegates elected at-large.

Judge assures fair trial

inFallRiverrape case
FALL RIVER — Eleven months after a half-naked

woman ran from Big Dan's tavern with a story of terror,

jury selection begins today in the trial of six men accused

of raping her while bystanders cheered.

The case has drawn national attention, and Judge William

Young and the squad of defense and prosecution attorneys

have taken some extraordinary steps to assure a fair trial.

Police said a 21 year-old mother of two was raped on a

pool table in Big Dan's for two hours on March 6, 1983.

Others in the bar made no attempt to come to her aid. but

shouted encouragements to her attackers, authorities said.

Six men were arrested and charged in the rape. Within

days of the attack. 2.500 people staged a candlelight vigil in

New Bedford's City Hall Plaza to protest the attack.

To counter pre trial publicity. Young has ruled that some

defendants must be tried separately from others. To rule

out the possibility that publicity from one trial would affect

a later one. he has decided to seat two juries for two trials

at the same time.

All the evidence will be presented twice. One jury will

hear morning testimony against John Cordeiro. Victor

Raposo and Virgilio Medeiros, all 23. and Jose Medeiros.

22. Another jury will try Joseph Vieira and Daniel Silvia.

both 26. in the afternoon.

Digest
Bu AssociatedPress

AP Lsserphoto

SARAJEVO — While restaurant visitors to

the top of Mt. Bjelasnica have their drinks on

the table, an unidentified downhill com-
petitor gets off the starthouse on the roof of

the restaurant. The start for the race had to

be set up on the roof of to get the required

height and length of an Olympic downhill

course.

lis. loses informants to

Salvadoran rightists
WASHINGTON - The U.S. Embassy in El Salvador

has lost two key sources of information about rightist

military violence over the past three years, with one infor-

mant possibly murdered because of what he knew, ad-

ministration officials say.

The officials said the loss of those sources - and not an

inU'ntional cover-up by the Reagan administration - has

prevented action against Miami-based exiles allegedly tied

U> right-wing death squads or against rightist leader

R(>l)erto D'Aubuisson.

Last week. Robert E. White, former U.S. ambassador

to El Salvador, accused the administration of concealing

evidence implicating D'Aubuisson in the 1980 murder of

that country's Roman Catholic archbishop. White also .said

the administration had done little with information on six

wealthy Salvadorans in Miami who, he charged. direct*Ki

death squad activity.

Cabinetresigns to allow

newgovernment to form

BEIRUT Lebanon - Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan and

his eight-man Cabinet resigned yesterday, and President

Amin Gemayel said he might scrap the May 17 troop with-

drawal agreement with Israel as demanded by his op-

ponents.

Wazzan. a Sunni Moslem, said he was stepping down to

allow formation of a national coalition government that

might help end Lebanon's factional bloodshed.

After accepting the resignations. Gemayel, a Maronite

Christian, called for a cease-fire and said he was inviting

Lebanon's warring Moslem and Christian factions to

Geneva for reconciliation talks Feb. 27.

"The agreement (with Israel) has put us in an em-

barassing impasse that led me to refrain from ratifying it,"

Gemayel said in a speech broadcast on nationwide

television. "I see it necessary to continue all efforts to find

a formula that would guarantee the complete withdrawals

(of foreign troops) from all Lebanese territories to

safeguard Lebanon's independence and sovreig^ty."

Cranks harass woman

in space shuttle search

CLAREMONT. NH A Claremont woman whose phone

started ringing off the wall Friday with calls intended for

outer space said Sunday she was frightened at first

because she thought a crank caller was trying to figure out

when her children were alone.

But afte- a sleepless night, Lucille Giguere noticed that

the local newspaper had published a telephone number for

people to call the astronauts as they sped through space in

the shuttle. Challenger, and it was suspiciously similar to

her own number.
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Co-founder of N. O. W,

''Women's Changing
Roles in the 1980's"

Wednesday, February 8, 1984

8:00 P.M. Student Union Ballroom

Free

$150 CASH PRIZE

'

Backgammon Tournament
every Monday Night. . .

Beginning Tonight
30 Participants to guarantee

maximum payoff.
* $90 First Place

* $40 Second Place
* $20 Third Place

TONIGHT ONLY!
all participants receive

a complimentary bottle

of Grizzly Beer
Minimum prize money paid will be $100.

Double elimination - 2 chances to win!

Match begins at 6 pm
must sign up by 5:45 pm

$5 Entry Fee
BRING YOUR OWN BOARD

Grizzly Beer 75* all night

Plumbleys
oi I he common"'

30 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-9586
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Feminists show art atUMass
By ILONA STURM
Collegian Staff

Combining performance and graphic artwork with

politics, Sisters of Survival, S.O.S.. an anti-nuclear

feminist art group will show a documentation of their

artwork today through February 24 in the Student Union

Art Gallery.

Since Fall 1981. the group of four feminist artists have

been augmenting their exhibition as they tour through

Western Europe and North America. Their purpose is to

generate a dialogue between Western Europeans and

North Americans around the issue of nuclear threat.

S.O.S. member Jerri Allyn said the tradition of art

concerned with social issues is not a new thing and when

artists are active and concerned with their culture and

society, it is reflected in their artwork and they are more

open to the audience's response.

"Artists do not create out of a vacuum. The image of the

'isolated artist.'" Allyn said, "only promotes the idea that

some know about art, and others are stupid if they don't."

"Artists must not be isolated for creativity's sake but

must be active in their culture and society." Allyn said.

She spoke critically of the art history Uught in art schools

and said she was not taught about the history of art con

cerned with social issues. Allyn spoke about Spanish

painter, Francisco Goya, as an artist who reflected major

political themes of his time in his artwork, and said this

was barely mentioned in her training.

The Art Exhibition, titled "End of the Rainbow," now
showing at the Student Union Art Gallery, is the

culmination of the Sisters of Survival three part project

which is opposed to the idea that people should not become

"involved" or ask questions at a gallery,she said.

Allyn said the potential of art as a political force is fan-

tastic and has really grown. There are art communities all

over the world and S.O.S. is a member of the first national

network of community art groups. The Alliance for

Cultural Democracy , Allyn said.

Sisters of Survival has collaborated with many groups

and individuals, and has staged public actions in Los

Angeles, a dance performance at the largest U.S.

demonstration ever held, on June 12. 1982 in New York

City, and has collaborated with Asian Americans to

commemorate the 37th anniversary of the bombing of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki in a community art project in Los

Angeles.

In Europe, they toured key landmarks of political ac-

tivity, such as the Greenham Common Women's Peace

encampment, located at the US missile base in Greenham,

England, as well as other locations in Holland. West
Berlin, Malta and England.

Tuesday, from 5 to 7 p.m. at the Student Union Gallery,

there will be a reception. On Friday, from 11:00 to 8:00

p.m.. Allyn will present slides and a lecture about S.O.S. in

104 Thompson Hall. Both events are free and open to all.

POLITICAL ART — Jerri Allyn, a member
of the Sisters of Survival, hangs signal flags

in the Student Union Gallery Saturday in

preparation for a group art exhibit which
opens Tuesday.

S^ith isgranted ^25,000 to

encourage faculty research

Women's Forum

In an effort to help retain members of the

science and math faculty General Telephone

and Electric Corporation (GTE) has

awarded Smith College a grant of $25,000.

Smith will receive $10,000 now and

another $15,000 in December through the

national corporation's Focus Program.

Smith was one of 15 institutions across the

country to receive the funding.

Katherine Robertson. Smith's assistant

director of Corporation Foundations, said

last week that GTE designed the program

to "ensure the faculty in natural sciences

and math remain strong."

"Smith can't compete with private in-

dustry for faculty." said Robertson.

"Faculty members are lured away with

research opputurnities without having to be

tied to teaching responsibilities."

The funds, to be administered by the Dean

of Faculty, will be distributed in three

ways; by offering reserach assistance to

junior (untenured) faculty members, by

allowing research time, and by helping

reserach to "get off the ground" and gain

eligibility for government grants.

Other schools in the region receiving

funding from GTE include Holy Cross. New
York University and Tulance University.

JOHN YONCE

Women's Forum is a meekly listing of

events relating to Women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women 's Issues editor,

care of the Collegian, the Friday preceding

the event.

Everywomen's Center at the University

of Massachusetts is looking for volunteers

and interns to staff the resource room at

EWC for the Spring. University and com-

munity women are invited to apply. Interns

and volunteers provide information about

area services and events; medical and legal

referrals; do crisis intervention; and up-

date and maintain resource and referral in-

formation on many topics of concern to

women.
Credit is available for this work for most

Umass under-graduate students. College

work-study may be available for the spring.

Applications must be received by Friday,

February 10. For more information call

EWC - 545-0883.

Tuesday — The Women's Leadership

Project will meet at 4:15 p.m. in Student

Union room 41.5 to make plans for a con-

ference on Anti-Pornography.

Wednesday — Betty Friedan. feminist

and author, will sf)eak at 8:00 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Friedan is author of The Feminine Mysii-

que and was the first President of the Na-

tional Organization for Women. The lec-

ture is free and open to the public.

Thursday — Diane Ravitch, educational

historian and author of The Trovhled

Crusmie: American Education, t9U^)-l9H0

will lecture on her book at 8:(K) in the

Browsing Room in Neilson Library, Smith

College. The lecture is free and open to the

public.

Rhonda Copeland will speak on

"Feminism, The Limits of Privacy" at 8

p.m. Hampshire C'ollege.

The University of Massachusetts has

two hotlines for victims of rape and other

victims of violence. The Oisis Intervention

Hotline number is 545-0800. The UMass
Public Safety Emergency Kaf>e number is

545-2677.

D.C. plans specials for spring

Collripan photo bv Krvin J. Karhrtti

GRAND OPENING — The management board and some staff

members of WMUA pose Friday afternoon during the opening of their

new studios in the Campus Center. Remarks by Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey highlighted the ceremony which included ribbon-cutting and

tour of the studios.

By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Mardi Gras night, Easter dinner and the

California salad bar are among the special

events the University of Massachusetts

dining commons has planned for this

semester.

Between the monthly specials, the dining

commons will feature smaller specials

weekly, such as the bread bar, make-your-

own-sundae or top-your-own pizza. The

Weekender, served on Sundays in

Worcester and Hampshire Dining Com-

mons, will also continue, alternating each

week between Chinese, steak and Italian

meals.

Because of its success, no changes will be

made in the current Weekender menu, said

Director of University Food Services Marie

Cappadonna. Assuming the weather condi-

tions are appropnate, unlike last year, food

services will attempt the annual campus
barbeque at the end of the semester.

Meal schedules are made up months in

advance, based on the past history and suc-

cess of special events. C-appadonna said.

The D.C. tries to serve one special a month,

with this month's treat being the country

western breakfast, featuring a rich

breakfast pie, waffles and fresh blueberry

and strawberry sauces.

Cappadonna believes that meals such as

the country breakfast stress the impor-

tance of a goo<l breakfast each day. She

also noted that the D.C. tries to stick to

basic American-style c<K)king rather than

trying different styles, which most

students tend to be less receptive to.

If a meal has been served in the past and

students approve of it, that dinner is usual-

ly kept on the menu, Cappadonna said.

Democratic candidates fail to address the issues
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

As the 1984 presidential race heats up. candidates for the

Democratic nomination have increased their politicking in

the area in preparation for the March 13 Massachusetts

primary.

Last week both George McGovern and Reverend Jesse

Jackson spoke at the University on why they should be the

one to have a go at the Republican incumbent Ronald

Reagan.
Both candidates attacked the poUtics and pobcies of the

Reagan administration as being dangerous and detrimental

to anyone earning less than $50,000 a year. The two

candidates concentrated on making Reaganomics the

central issue of the election, and in doing so. both faUed m

varying degrees to successfully address the issues m a

pragmatic manner.

While Rev. Jackson urged that the United States strive

for the human race over the nuclear race - for a "New

Frontier." and that "this generation must ban the bomb

and give peace a chance." he never supported specific

legislation or proposals. For example. Jackson said he

went to a toxic waste dump in New Hampshire and

"watched the death of the Earth." yet he never mentioned

changes in environmental poUcy he would enact as

president.

Candidates on Campus

Jackson's strength of emotional appeal and his attacks of

injustices against blacks, women, minorities, the han-

dicapped and the young, have earned him a 13 percent

rating in the latest Associated Press Poll, well ahead of

other longshot candidates like Sens. Gary Hart and Alan

Cranston. On Thursday night. Jachson did electrify a

packed Fine Arts Center crowd with his fiery brand of

speech, getting the crowd involved by having them chant

with him. "I am somebody - respect me. protect me. right

on."

More than any other candidate, Jackson has the abibty

to galvanize people into registering to vote- -not only for

him. but for candidates of any political office who support

progressive causes.

McGovern. who spoke Wednesday night in the Student

Union Ballroom, urged a standing-room-only audience to

look carefully at Reagan's record. . ^ i j s i

Citing the proposed $111 billion increase in defense

spending and $50 billion cut in human services funding in

Reagan's fiscal 1985 budget as an example. McGovern said,

"I ask any fairminded person, 'is that a fair sense of

justice?'

"

McGovern used the same sort of rhetoric and slogan-

slinging as Jackson. He stressed "peace abroad, and

justice in our own society."

But McGovern was more specific than Jackson about his

approach to handling issues such as foreign relations and

domestic social spending. He offered an Economic Con-

version Planning Capabilities program, to transfer funding

of research and development away from the military to

peace time activities such as improving the railways and

other transportation systems.

McGovern warned the audience to look through the

rhetoric and Reagan's "political genius in convincing the

middle and working classes that taxes are high because of

taxes to the poor."

McGovern's more concrete, less exhortative style of

rhetoric has gained him no stautre in the polls-he is

running solidly near the rear of the pack.

Hundreds of people were turned away from both

speeches due to lack of space--a sign that interest in the

political future of the country is increasing.
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TALKTO
DRAPER

Monday, February 27, 1984

University of Mass./Amherst

Graduates—join some of the nation's most imaginative,

inventive people at Draper Laboratory As the world

renowned research center, located in the Technology

Square complex in Cambridge, Massachusetts, we're

leading the industry while breaking new ground in

fascinating and rewarding technologies including:

Control Systems Design

Software Development/
Evaluation
Analog/Digital Design
Engineering

Spacecraft Dynamics
Manufacturing Systems

Guidance and Naviga-
tion Analysis

Electronic Systems
Engineering
Robotics/Automation
Structural Engineering
Optics

At Draper, we handle a volume of more than I 30

million dollars eacn year and employ over 1 775 people

throughout the Laboratory, many of who hold advanced

degrees

If your background is in Manufacturing Systems,

Robotics/Automation, Computer Science, Ana-
log/Digital Design, Control Systems or Electronic

Systems, look into being a part of our hands-on

working latx)ratory" environment.

To arrange ar% interview, visit your Placement

Office, or send your resume to Dr. Daniel E.

Gladkowski, Dept. C. The Charles Stark Draper

Laboratory, inc., 555 Technology Square,

Cambridge, MA 02139. We are ar% equal oppor-

tunity/affirmative action employer, M/F.

1^ The Charles Stark

f3/ Draper Laboratory, Inc.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SENIORS

GRADUATE STUDENTS

ALL ENGINEERING AND

SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES,

INCLUDING; ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING, COMPUTER

SCIENCE, COINS, MATH

MAJORS WITH DATA

PROCESSING SKILLS

Fi Kappa Alpha

We are. . .

• the Campus and Greek
Area Athletic Champions
• the fraternity that does
not haze

• the house that raised
over $42,000 for
Multiple Sclerosis

PIKE - we could be for you
- AMh*r»t C—lar •

ZZZZ) ^^
ÎW 1

1

»4H
POU

t

RUSH PARTIES
Men. Feb. 6 at 9 pm
Tues. Feb. 7 at 9 pm
Wed. Feb. 8 at 9 pm
Men. Feb.13at9pm
Tues. Feb.14at9pm

Pi Kappa Alpha

TEL. 545-2150
^^^^^^Free Refreshments *^-<^^^^

J

*

Announcing IBMs
Technical Career
Information and

Sign-Up Day

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 198^

11:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 101

COME INFORMALLY ANY TIME DURING THE HOURS INDICATED ABOVE AND LEARN ABOUT

TECHNICAL AND MARKETING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN IBM FROM MANY DIFFERENT

LOCATIONS. THEN SIGN-UP ON PERMANENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES OF YOUR CHOICE FOR

FORMAL INTERVIEWS TO TAKE PLACE ON FEBRUARY 9 AND 10, 198U. THIS WILL BE YOUR

ONLY OPPORTUNITY TO SIGN-UP FOR SPRING IBM SCHEDULES.

BRING 3 COPIES OF YOUR RESUME AND TRANSCRIPT FOR ADMITTANCE

CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT RESIDENCE REQUIRED FOR INTERVIEWS
IBM IS an equal opportunity employer

Arts
I •.•-••".•.' ';v.".v.v.v.;.:.x.:-y

Crimea : island of the mind
THE ISLAND OF CRIMEA
By Vassily Aksyonov
Random House, 369 pages, $16.95

by DOTTY STEIN
Collegian correspondant

Imagine, if you will, that Crimea ( a peninsula in the

southwest Soviet Union jutting into the Red Sea) was an

independent, democratic island nation plagued with

Western decadence and excesses, living in the shadow of

the USSR as Taiwan does with Communist China. Picture

this thriving sub-tropical island occupied by the wealthy,

jet-setting descendants of White Russians who sought

refuge there after the 1917 Revolution. Welcome, as Mr.

Rourke would say, to a different kind of Fantasy Island

-

Vassily Aksyonov's Island of Crimea.

Far from being a "peaceful island paradise." Aksyonov's

Crimea (referred to by its Russian initials, "O.K.") is

crawling with tourists, celebrities, Soviet spies, and

various home-grown loonies who split the tiny nation into

dozens of political parties that span the ideological spec

trum. One group, the Common Fate League, has a

spiritual vision of reunion with the "Historic Motherland"

(now the Soviet Union) despite rabid opposition from most

islanders and the Kremlin's lack of interest.

The novel follows Andrei Arsenievich Lushnikov, the

most visible and influential member of the League, as he

travels the world spreading his seemingly suicidal gospel

of reunification with the mainland. Luchnikov. publisher

editor of the Russiand Courier newspaper and grandchild

of the aristocracy, tries to ignore his personal problems

with family and friends while burying himself in his self-

appointed mission, and ends up losing on both counts. His

vision of a new Russian future simplifies the issues and

disregards reality; thus it is no surprise that when his

dream comes true it is a Gogolian nightmare.

Aksyonov's prose is flippant, fast-paced, ironic and

always highly personal. His cosmopolitan sophistication is

tempered by wary idealism. He deplores his characters

greed both the sated lusts of the overfed Luchnikov and

the avid, if unfullfilled. materialism of his Soviet mistress.

Aksyonov seeks to balance the political world in favor of

humanity, but finds that irony and absurdity have per-

manently tilted the scales.

Always Read

artslines . .

.

WMUA91.1 FM

1st General Station Mtg.

Monday, February 6, 1984

at 7:30 pm

in Campus Center Rm 168

All are welcome

to attend!!

Charter

For hassle-tree group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time. Betore

your group plans its

_ next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation*

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches
• f^ini-Buses

School Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

Tr:a^^r9lIbna Has l.ine'a. Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

Contact Lenses replaced

Bausch & Lomb ^OC t.

orAosoft v^D. each

Price of other brands on request

We need your contact lens

prescription and will have

your lens in 2-3 days.

Nornnan Spencer MD
170 University Dr. 256-8561

Starting February 10,

Stanley Kaplan

will be located at

358 North Pleasant St.

from

264 North Pleasant St.

MarcK 1984

GMAT&LSAT
classes enrolling now!

BFlMPUIN
^^9 EDUCATIONAL

CENTER
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

253-5108
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When you're in a tight spot,

good friendsmil help you out

J nil liirrTftriTii^"*" 'ftWMH t '***:v''y ^K^trf^
*«*fc.V«r*w».,w*,<Mj|BI**U<^V*> !S-*AJWK^i(rti(Mi»* SSSm^l^i''* 'mm K t <i '; »<IM'**i>>> -Jr^ iy'*^wft^flitf»xi)i^w.iwMMiiSiaw*^.Mi|^^

Wlu'ii ynii piilli'd in two hours <i,un. yitu (li(in't

liiivf this problftii. Aiui with ;i [Kirty lust st;irtiii,ti.

the hist thin,i4 you wjintt'd to do was

wait around anothfi two hour^.

Ni'ithtT did the n.>t <»t thr ^u\>.

So when they ottiTed to ^iv^' y<»i^'

a litt. thats exactly what they did.

pros 111^ not oiiK that tliey were

in ^ood ^hape. l)Ul that the\

were ^ood triends.

So show them what apprecia-

tion is all al)out. Tonight, k-t it

he Lowenhraii.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
1983 Beef B'ewed m U S A by Miiief BfevwingCo Milwaukee Wi

Auditions
for

Paid Choir
Tenor and Basses

Mount Holyoke

Abbey Singers

Feb. 3-6

call MHC
Music Dept.

538-2306 .Vvwvwwvwww

Performing
Arts Division
Music, Theater and
Dance Instruction,

popular and classical

styles, private and

group, children and

adults. Walk-in
Registration ends
February 10. OLD
CHAPEL. 545-0519

^81^
PERSONALIZED

STYU HAIRCUTS

[""$7.00 1
I (with this coupon) I

I $10.00 with
I

I
Shampoo and

I Blow Dry
|

$11.50 Long Hair 1

j
Expires 2 29 84 C |

Please Call for an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 UriiversitY Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

"If it isn't better

by my next

period,

then 111 g(x'

Otifodhr wiirst thinii-- h »'>ni,iii

I .in ever {!(• In h<T>cl(i> (.4il to ^•.|l

.1 >;% ni'vam as V M >n as she s«tisi -

>nrm'lhin>; is wnmii If vnu Ihink

Miu \\,\\v itn\ prublt-ni. rwKc ,in

.ippiiinlnifnl \Mlh I'rt-lrrni .mil

find <>ul Now Bnausfthi
liiiif l<i I ati h the minor lhin>;-

i> whi-n th»-v TV still minor
I'rclfrni 7:W(i21(>

preterm

Thr miisl txprntntri
rrpmduclivr health c*rr trntrr

in the Nnrthrasl.

1>MJ hr.icon strict

KnH>kljnf, MAo2Uh

I30DY SHOP
Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden

Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout

regular $46.00 NOW $38.00
up to 17 weeks of workouts

15% Discount
Spring Semester Membership

Off

DELTA UPSILON
OPEN RUSH

NOPE

NOPE

M F

7:30 9 am
12 1 pm
4-6 pm
7-9 prr

Sat

1-4

Bring this ad to the

BODY SHOP
for 15% discount

offer expires on Feb. 7 (9 pm)

Royden

M-F
7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm

Sat
12-3

Tues. Feb. 7th

Wed. Feb. 8th

9:00 P.M.

Free Refreshments

North Pleasant

^ Delta

Upsilon

Grad Twr 778 N Pleasant St$

549-3831
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Point
Jackson

He came, he spoke, he left. A crowd of

1,500 people waited and waited for an hour

and a half last Thursday night inside the Concert

Hall of the University's Fine Arts Center.

Paul R. Banks

Finally, at around 9:30, Jesse Jackson appeared on stage.

He spoke with concern and conviction:

"We must serve our day and address its agenda." he said.

"We are not perfect servants, we are public servants, and

we must give our leaders latitude enough to not be perfect.

But when we see leadership with a lack of conscience and

values, I shudder for my country."

It was clear to me that he was speaking of Ronald Reagan.

His outrage seemed to grow and grow until it was ap-

parent to all who had gathered to listen. He spoke loudly,

and with force.

"We cannot measure progress by the economic index on

Wall Street," he said. "We cannot be satisfied until we end

the misery index and the danger index."

I strained to hear every word. The man behind the

podium is no average politician running for President in

1984. and it was a night I will long remember.

"This generation must freeze the weapons," he said. "The

challenge to this generation of Americans is to cut the

budget, ban the bomb, and give peace a chance." He

repeated again. "This generation must go another way."

He spoke about education. "We need power." he said,

"but we need more than power. There is nothing more

powerful in the world than a mind with values." He said.

"Education remains our first line of defense. We must

choose to develop minds over missies." He asked if we

want education for the eUte, and the aristocratic, or if we

want public education for the masses -the will to learn and

the ability to learn as sole determinant of who receives

higher education, or the will of money.

He Ulked about healthcare: "Healthcare must be based

on sickness and need and not on wealth," he said.

He talked about pollution: "I went to a toxic waste dump

a couple of days ago in New Hampshire," he said, "and

watched the death of the earth. I went to the earth's

funeral. The environmental movement can no longer be

viewed as a fringe movement. It's main-line now."

Jackson talked about foreign policy: "We must have a

foreign policy based on mutual respect, negotiation, and

human rights." he said. "One eighth of the world's

population is African, one-half is Asian. The population of

the United States is 6 percent of the world's total. That

means 94 percent of the worlds population is "the rest."

We need tx) realize that. "Most people in the world are

black, brown, yellow, or red, Jackson said. "They are non-

Christian, can't speak any English, and are poor." He
id,"We make the misUke in foreign policy in always

focusing on East-West, and never North-South." He said

again, "This generation of Americans must go another

way."

He spoke of social justice, what the "New Frontier"

means to him. He spoke of. "The New Frontier to lift our

brothers and our sisters. The New Frontier to end the

slums, to have leadership which will choose the human race

over the nuclear race."

He spoke of the power of the individual, the power to

make choices and decisions, the power to make a dif-

ference, the power to change our lives and our world.

He spoke of the power of the ballot box, how the right to

vote can be powerful, if exercised. He said the minorities

of yesterday-blacks, hispanics. women, youth, the

elderly, are the majorities of today. He said that united

together and organized politically-participating in the

democratic process, we could change the course of

American history and alter forever the state of politics in

America.

"We cannot assume that we have the power to change

things absolutely," he said, "but surely one step in the

right direction is better than none at all."

With this all said, Jesse Jackson was done. He had

finished all that he had come to say. He left the podium

and sat down.
The audience, which had been listening intently

throughout, rewarded him with a three minute standing

ovation. They had interrupted him on occasion with ap-

plause throughout his speech.

Jesse Jackson asked the students present to help him, to

volunteer to help him campaign in New Hampshire at the

end of this month. He asked them to help campaign in

Massachusetts. He asked them to register and to vote.

The lights went up and people began to leave. Jesse

turned away from the crowd, to face the stage, to walk

across it to his next destination. I stood and watched as a

Civil Rights activist, friend of Martin Luther King,

Reverend, Founder of the Chicago based organization

P.U.S.H. (People United To Save HumanUy), and can-

didate for the Presidency of the United SUte i, left.

Letters

Feminism is not a scourge

To the Editor,

In Wayne Johnson's 2/1/84 Letter to the Editor, he

claims that ... "(m)ilitant feminism is destroying America

as the scourge of decency and civility", by blaming the

increase in broken homes, spouse and child abuse, and

sexual abuse — on feminism )"women's decision to wear
the pants"). Additionally, he attempts to support this

contention with nebulous biblical references.

Johnson correctly sees that in expressing our in-

dependence and autonomy, we are abused and exploited.

He dangerously concludes, however, that we cause this

to happen, rather than holding our abusers accountable,

or examining why our independence poses a threat to

those who attack us.

It is with anger and tiredness that we read your letter

— anger for what you perpetuate with your suggestion

through mass exposure — tiredness at this type of

spewing and grunting.

Diane Arsenault

Kate McGarry
Mary McGarry

Amherst

It's hockey, not boxing

To the Editor,

Wednesday's Collegian picture of the Olympic hockey

captain "sparring" with a Russian player not only

perpetuates our ignorant views of the U.S. — U.S.S.R.

relationship, it does not demonstrate a proper view of the

sport. Let's get off our macho kick from the 1980 gold

and get back to the real art of playing hockey.

Chris Warren
Sunderland

A not so funny fire joke

To the Editor,

I am writing this letter in regard to the comic strip by

Mr. O. T. Derringer - "Shagnasty," of Feb. 2, depicting

a student smoking a cigarette in front of his dorm and

then being doused with water by two firefighters.

First, I would like to say that 1 did not find Mr. Derr-

inger's cartoon humorous or even mildly amusing. As a

student who is, and was concerned about the arson pro-

blem on campus, I feel that making fun of the events that

took place on campus last semester is in poor taste. Not

only did the situation cause stress and psychologic^

trauma for the women in Crampton, but it could also

have been a fatal situation.

Second, if Mr. Derringer is poking fun at the paranoia

of the University in handling the arson problem, I feel

that this too is inappropriate. As a student living in the

residence facilities, I understood and appreciated the

measures that the school took in order to protect the

women in Crampton. Whether or not the school handled

the conclusion of that situation properly or not, is not for

me to decide. I only know that the women were feeling

safer after the school implemented the drastic security

measures.

Lastly, as Co-President and resident of Kennedy

Tower, I fail to see the necessity of incorporating the

name 'Kennedy' into the comic strip. If it was meant as a

'cut' directed at the dorm, then it should not have been

allowed past the editors of the Collegian. If it was meant

just to signify a dorm, I feel that in this highly intelligent

strip, it was unnecessary to use any name at all. As so-

meone who is trying to change the image of an under-

rated dorm, slurs such as the one found in 'Shagna.sty'

are of absolutely no help.
Allan E. Dines

Kennedy Tower

Counterpoint
Man vs. myth

I
went to hear Reverend .lackson speak last

night. 1 had gone to see a Presidential

candidate. Instead I got the feoling that I was
listening to a pitch from a traveling salesman who had

^)erfected the ultimate in wonder drugs. The (i<M)d

Reverend Jesse .lackson's Cure-Ali for a Sick World

Tonic. «^_«_^__^___^_^_^
Stephen C. Erickson

Paul R. Banks is a UMass studerU.

We need oolumnists!

Dropby vviiha pdeoe, CX! 1 13
V.

It alleviates the nagging pains of war and strife, gives

peace a chance, relieves economic hardship and does away

with the unpleasant spasms of injustice. Moreover, Jesse's

tonic goes down just so smoothly. In fact, many toiks were

lining up to buy it. It was being sold on a buy now- pay

later basis. I wonder if anyone knows just how much

Jesse's tonic will cost or whether it will really do all it's

supposed to.

1 wonder how Jesse's medicine is going to cut the budget

and at the same time provide for his increased funding for

Medicaid, Medicare, welfare, job training, socialized

medicine, etc. Is he going to stifle our economy with

taxation'? In the Boston Globe it says that Jackson would

freeze defense spending at present levels which leaves

little room for increased social spending. However, last

night he implied that if elected, he would "ban the bomb."

Just what does he mean by that'.' Is he talking about

unilateral disarmament'? Would there be a defense

budget'?

Perhaps Jackson thinks he can take the same

"humanitarian appeal" he supposedly impressed President

Assad of Syria with and give it to the Soviets. Maybe they

will see the evil of nuclear weapons and disarm if Jesse

explains it to them. Maybe the Easter Bunny really exists.

Jackson is fond of reminding us how, unlike himself,

Reagan has never been to Africa or the Middle East.

Someone should remind Jackson that visiting a foreign

country does not necessarily make one a foreign policy

expert only a tourist. Assad was not touched by

Jackson's "mission of mercy" (Assad has murdered

thousands of his countrymen) but by political benefits he

hoped to gain in the U.S.

Perhaps what Jackson said that was most startling was

his statement that it was time to collectivize the means of

production." What does he mean by that? It sounds a lot

like Socialism. What industries does Jackson want to

nationalize? Does he have a program? What would he do

differently than the socialist Prime Minister Mitterand of

France whose policies have done serious damage to the

French economy?

There are black candidates and candidates who happen to

be black. Jackson is of the former. He makes an issue of

the color of his skin, implying that in some way, because he

is black, people should feel more motivated to vote for him.

This kind of thinking is also reflected in racial quotas, a

policy that Jackson supports. Such an attitude runs

contrary to Martin Luther King's noble dream that a man

not be judged by the color of his skin but "by the content (rf

his character."

Jackson's rhetoric is entertaining, weD delivered, and in

some ways refreshing given the dryness of many

politicians. What Jackson has in style, however, he does

not make up for in substance. Indeed, the Good

Reverend's Cure-All Tonic needs a few more of iU

ingredients listed on the bottle and it should certainly not

be tested on anything more significant than laboratory

rats.

StepKen C Erickson is a UMass student.

Are you CURIOUS? CONCERNED? AMUSED?
Why do so many buildings on campus leak, or not woric

the way they are supposed to? (Like the Library Tower,

for instance). « . . u j
Where do all our student fee monies go? And why do

they increase every year?

How can local landlords charge as much as they want,

witiKnit having to worry ahmi lack of renters?

Who are all these candidates for political office that

come to UMass, and what do they want from us? And

what do we want from theml

Will the SGA ConaUtution ever be ratified? And if so,

what will change?
^

What is reaDy going on in Center America? Whsts
hai^nlng here in the H^^ppy Valley?

For answers to these, and many other interesting ques-

tions, read the Editorial Page this semester. Better yet,

come down and join the "new and improved" Collegian

Investigative Task Force, and find out for yourself (and

for everji)ody else) what's going on.

Pay is negligible, but honor and recognition may be

bestowed upon you in your never-ending quest for

upholding truth, justice, and the American Way. If

you're curious and interested, come to the first 1984 Col-

legian meeting, Wednesday, February 8, from 8 to 9

p.m., Room 805 CC. Or stop by the Collegian Editorial

Desk anytime after 2 p.m.

I
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Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at shows, football games,

basketball games

CPR recert, CEU's

1st meeting Tuesday, Feb. 7 at 7 PM
Morrill North 406

New members welcome

a copy of your EMT and CPR cardPlease brim
sM:

MNTlOlvrR?^
Help wanted

for research project

involves journal/diary keeping

Academic Credit Available

Call: Eileen Stewart 5-2462

_^._>)ullgj=gi!^^

What Does Osco Drug
Have For You?

i^ Hands-on Management Experience!

i^ Genuine Growth!
i^An Excellent Career!

You re finishing school and looking for the company and the oppor-

tunity to turn your education into a successful career in retail

management Look to Osco Drug We re the nation s fastest grow

Ing retail drug chain. And. we re a progressive and diverse company

with a challenging promotion-from-wlthin policy.

Our Management Trainee Program offers you valuable merchandis-

ing experience and the development of supervisory and leadership

skills.

Experience growth at Osco Drug Talk to the Osco Representative

visiting your campus to discuss retail management opportunities

We will be Interviewing on

February 13th, 1984

S»gn up at the Placement Office.

All majors i^re welcome If ycu itre unable to sign up for an interview,

please contact Director of College Recruiting, OSCO DRUG, INC ,

1818 Swift Drive. Oak Brook. Illinois 60521 We i>re nn equal oppor-

tunity employer mil

OscoDrug
I

Collegian

Recruitment meeting

I Experience • Invo/vement

• Excitement

Open to all majors

Wednesday Feb. 8

8 pm-9 pm
Room 805 C.C.

t3\ ^ Use Your Meal
Tickets in the

TOC Restaurant

Campus Center Food Services, in con-

junction with University Food Services,

is proud to announce a new Dining

Experience! Students enrolled in a

University Food Services' full board

plan may use their meal ticket for a

$3.00 credit on Wednesday Evenings

in the Top of the Campus Restaurant.

Also, students will receive the usual

15% discount. For reservations or fur-

ther information call 549-6000 ext. 639

or go to the TOC. Restaurant.

TOP
of the
CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11'^ FLOOR/CAMPUS CENTER/UMASS

$1.00 Off
with this coupon
and a purchase
$4.75 minimum

Expires 2/29/84

Three SOUND
Reasons TO
BEGUM YOUR

CAI«RWITH
As you plan your
move from
academic to

business life, you
will encounter
much advice on
what career to

choose, what firm

to join, and how
to pick a

comfMny that has

consistently offered

advancement potential. At Fleet, where innovation and expansion have been a

tradition since 1 791 , we'll give you solid facts. Here are three of them!

IMMEDIATE RESPONSIBILITY
Yes. you will have supen/ision and guidance, but you will be expected to make

decisions from your first day with us.

HIGH CORPORATE VISIBILITY _ ^ ^ ,,

We provide no hiding places. The work you do will be readily evident and quickly

recognized.

GOOD CORPORATE MOBILITY
With over 300 offices around the world there is room to move around at Fleet.

Expanded lines of business in mortgage banking, real estate lending, asset -based

lending, consumer banking, venture capital and data processing services also assure

plenty of room to move up

If you see financial services as the exciting growth market for the 80s and beyond.

we have a lot in common Open a diaglogue by meeting with our Campus Recruiter

who can give you even more facts. We will be on cAinpus February 22nd. Please

sign up At the Placement Services Office.

FINANCIAL
GROUP

.ja

aC3iC3Z3C3BE: 3^:8

Fleet Financial Group
55 Kennedy Plaza

Providence, R I 02903

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative

Action Employer m/f/v h

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
^^j^^^ CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Wiled b> Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
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The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

ACROSS
1 Mediterranean

ship

5 Bangladesh city

10 Actress Lupino

and others

14 mater

15 Glorify

16 Movie, in France

17 Actress Patricia

18 The state. French

style

19 Villa d

20 Castor and Pollux

22 WWI scenes

24 Caesar s

comedienne
i/t Another Abbr

?7 Summer cooler

n Kind ot world

or land

34 Palm leaf

5 Wide collars
' Cheekbone

39 Gymnast Korbut

41 Fencing pieces

43 Partner for less

44 Inveigle

46 Smidgen
48 One, to Aimee
49 Taste experience

51 Not an even

match
53 The Bridge ot

San Rey

55 Pair in harness

56 Custard apple

60 Dish tor

mulligatawny

64 "Heavenly"
instrument

65 Kinteof

Roots
67 River of Silesia

68 Bone Comb form
69 To be. Spanish

style

70 Court score

71 Friends pronoun
72 Makes a grating

sound
73 Seaman author

DOWN
1 Vocalized

2 Protected from

the weather

3 Moslem priest

4 Multicolored cloth

5 Fragile

6 Woodsman s gear

7 Women s suf-

frage trailblazer

8 Bow of theSilents

9 Give heed to

10 Frozen fare

1

1

Corned beet and
cabbage, for one

12 Kind of entrance

fee

13 Divines

21 'With malice

toward .

."

23 Model
25 Espouse
27 Spoils

28 Mademoiselles

29 Molten rock

30 Winter month,

in Spain

32 Audibly

33 Seine feeder

36 Conneryand
OCasey

38 Wind instrument

40 Tasty symlx)lof

Americana
42 Symbols of

sovereignty

45 Track figure

47 Biblical twin

50 Taker of chances

52 Sudden raid

54 March man
56 Camera feature

57 Daub lightly,

in art

58 Celtic language

59 Polygons of

a sort Abbr.

61 Old Norwegian
verse

62 Green land

63 Peter Pan"

character

66 Source of

water

Superbad G.H.

(5NJe Af u^ op
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? 3 4

1
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23

10 11 17 13

14 15 16
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iI79

?1 27

I
30

I
74 25 26

36

I
3? 33 171

40

31

I
47

1
34 35

45

37

1
47

38^

39 41 43

5?

44

50

46 48

I
49

57
I

51

59

1 53 54

66

1I
S6

1

60 61 62 63

64 65 67

6a 69 70

71 7? 73

MASS PHOBIA Winmill

The Strip Bert Saveriano and Jim Walsh
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lilt's true, thar's gold in

I that thar Collegian!

D.C. Menu

Shagnasty
O.T. Derringer
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LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Fried Chicken/

Cranberry Sauce
Orange Glazed Ham
Egg and Cheddar

Florentine

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
Fried Chicken/

Cranberry Sauce

Egg and Cheddar
Florentine

Weather ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

WEATHER - Cloudy to-

day with chance of light

snow, highs in the 30s.

Skies will clear tonight with

highs in the teens expected.

lUIlL] ULllIlLJ

ubiuu (Jiuyii uu

1 * » #
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula." a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed the day before they take place except Monday

which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

B Y^N HWEI
FEAST OF LANTERNS

Wed. Feb. 8 (Year of the Rat)

Bluewall Cafeteria 11:30 am-l:45 pm
Featuriit;^:

Sliced Beef with Snow Peas

Chicken & Green Peppers

Stir fry Mixed Vegetables

Fried Rice, Steamed Rice

Egg Rolls

Orange Almond Cake

Rice Pudding

Fortune Cookies

Celebrate Yen Hwei,

the Feast of Lanterns,

when ^ood spirits

are guided earthward for

a New Year of prosperity

and ^ood health.

HOWES BROTHERS PHOTOGRAPHS:
BLACK PORTFOLIO - Photos of Blacks in

the Connecticut River Valley from 1882-

1907. African Textiles: The Maude
Wahlman Collection will also be on view. 5-

7 p.m., Augusta Savage Gallery.

LIBRARY TOURS Take a tour of Goodell

Library and the tower during the first two
weeks of the semester. Tours leave from

the Goodell lobby weekdays. 10:30; 1:30;

2:30. GoodeU Library.

CHESS - You are invited to play chess! All

levels welcome. You don't have to be good

or bad, you just have to want to play. Be
there tonight. 8:00-11 p.m.. Campus
Center (check calender by elevator for

room).

CPR SIGN UP - American Red Cross sign

up talbe for CPR courses to be held on

campus. CPR saves lives. 9a.m. -1 p.m..

Concourse - Campus Center.

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL
MEETING - 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center 802.

PI KAPPA ALPHA OPEN RUSH AU
University men are invited to Pi Kappa
Alpha, 418 N. Pleasant St. for open rush. 9-

11 p.m., 418 N. Pleasant St.

WMUA GENERAL STATION MEETING -

WMUA will be holding a general station

meeting. New members are always

welcome. 7 p.m., 168 Campus Center.

BOOK SALE (NEW AND USED) - New
and used books and texts wUl be on sale on

Mon. and Tues. in Bartlett HaU, sponsored

by the Massachusetts Studies in English.

10 a.m. -2 p.m., mainlobby of Bartlett.

FIRST OUTING CLUB MEETING - Come
to our first meeting. Everyone is welcome
to see a slideshow. We will introduce of-

ficers and tell you what we do. See you
there! 7 p.m.. Student Union Ballroom.

MASSPIRG LOCAL BOARD - Help plan

for the National Student Conference on

Voter Registration this weekend and spring

projects, including acid rain, hazardous

waste, hotline, and grass roots lobby. 6

p.m., 423 SUB (MassPIRG office).

BETA KAPPA PHI OPEN RUSH All

University men are invited to Beta Kappa

Phi, 388 N. Pleasant St. for open rush. 9

p.m., 388 N, Pleasant.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - 6 p.m..

Campus Center 802.

COMPUTER
ACCESS CENTER, INC

On Site Microcomputer Time Rental

Why wait in line to do your computer work.

Rent time from us.

79 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
256-1213

(behind Peter Pan terminal building)

Open 7 days a week

Opening February 15

^Mastercard & Visa - accepted

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

The Collsgian
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Rant N'Rave with the

\ Tickets available at all datatixlDcations

t, 'dn^ FimAnsCeater Spnngtield Civic

\ Center and ii>top i ito in worthamptDji,
"

Greenfield, PittsfieliHolyoke, and Hadley.

UMassStucfents^r^r

Public 15^04^
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j^.^teras, or recording devices <^
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LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4&3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Raybans and Vuarnets
Fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

ARE YOU AN
ACCOUNTING MAJOR?

I need a tutor for Accounting 202 Please

call 546-7035 and ask for Michael if in-

terested (call eves)

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO
~

Speakers, RALSway, 125vvtts/ch. Brand

new $325 or 80 must sell 542-3494

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1975 Ford Pinto. Good condition. $650. or

80. 549-5141 dinner time

CAPE COD
~

Housemates wanted for 6 bedroom
house in Han^vich half mile to beach

546 5851

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

FREE KARATE DEMO

Challenge Fighting. Musical Forms, Duel-

ing Kicks. Featuring Larry and Donna
Kelley, "Americas II Black Belt Couple". 7

February, 6:00-7:00 p.m. S.U.B.

Glasses inside brown case w/ Cesar Vieira

written on if found call Pedro Vieira at

546-4644

HELP WANTED

W. Yarmouth, Dennis; Largest inventory

of studios, 1 , 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/528-8300 or

617/771-2233.

EMPLOYMENT

Employment SGA Affirmative Action

position available. Requirements serious

committment to AA principles, good
organizational and writing skills, ability to

work independently. 12 hrs/week 3.35/hr

Application available 420 SUB or call 5-0341

for more info. AA/EOE

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire. Quality

sound at the lowest price. Call 584-6712

Guitarist looking for band, preferably but

not necessarily progressive rock 546-6452

FOR RENT

Parking available 496 No. Pleasant

next to Newman Center 253-9015

St.

Lrg room in log cabin in Leverett wood
heat 6 miles from campus beautiful location

5494497 Laura or Stu

FOR SALE

Pentax ME Super 36mm Camera with

50mm F2 lens and Pentax auto-winder 6

mos. old with all packaging $225.00 see An-

dy at the Collegian Photo Dept.

Computer terminal, standard typemust

sell immediately $375 call Rob 586-6889

Beseler Enlarger for Photo Darkroom
use. Ex. cond. only $100.00 contact Drew

or David at the Photo Dept /Collegian Cam-

pus Center Rm 113 545-3500.

VIC-20 computer system, modem, disk

extras. Call 549-4696 after 5 pm

Dorm size refrigerator $75 or 80 new kit-

chen table with two matching chairs $60 or

80 ironing board 80 549-6109

Guild Electric Guitar with case $225

brand new Scamper Amp $110 call Gary

666-3013

Sears Commentator electric typewriter

with corrector, excellent condition, $225 in-

cludes cover and case. Lynda 253-3950

Water Ski EP compi 2 yrs old only $135 for

the serious skier call Jody 549-0124

OLivetti Electric Typewriter; inter-

changeable elenr>ents; erasing cartridge;

$190 or best offer; Daniel 586-9305

Need cash? Earn $500 -»- each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing •
and filling posters on campus. Serious

workers only; we give recommendations. •
1 -800-243-6679 g
Button-Up is looking for a creative person

to design and make buttons. 10 hrs. of 9
workstudy/week. Call Roberta at 545-0341

X28 ASAP. Start right away. •
ARTISTSI The SGA Communications Of- f
fice now has a workstudy graphic designer

position open. Portfolio required. See <
Kelley in 423A Student Union for applica-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84. •

Public Relations/ Advertising! The SGA q
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring '84: Opera- i
tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Experience helpful, but not I

necessary. See Kelley in 423A Student

Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84 . '

Weekend cook wanted at local sorori- |

ty. Experience wanted. Call 545-0527 for

more info. '

Kitchen help wanted in exchani^a for ^

meals (great working conditions!) call

Louise or Sylvia at 256-6887 i

Recycling Coordinators needed for

dorms. Earn a credit & a letter of recom-

mendation for volunteering. Recycle ^

newspaper & glass in your dormi 545-0618,

306 SUB i

Kitchen help needed in exchange for free

meals Beta Kappa Phi call 253-9071 ask for '

Stevie D
{

Waitresses, apply at Rusty Nail, 3 to 5

weekdays, no experience necessan^ general i

office help MS 1-6 daily $4 per hour
^

Attention kitchen help needed. Earn

$550 in D.C. rebate while gaining full ac- {

cess to fraternity meal plan! For more info

'

call Pike between 9:30-5:00 pm. Ask for (

,

Jim. 545-2150
^

Experienced reliable childcare sought
I for 4 yr old call Carolyn 253-3162 i

Sorority looking for help in kitchen.

Lunch Er dinner. Call anytime at

,
545-0320/1. Ask for Peg or Mary.

Counselors: Camp Wayne. Northeastern

* Penna. Co-ed children's camp. Interested

in Resident Assistants and other students

who really love children. Qur specialty is

( our warm and caring atmosphere, 12

Allevard St. Lido Beach NY 11561 (include

your telephone number)

Dorm residents for Frankies new food

delivery sen/ice to UMass dorms. Excellent

,
potential for income. Requirements:

automobile and desire to make money call

) 256-0858 for more information or apply in

person at Frankies Restaurant directly in

front of Stop and Shop on Rt 9

k Test Yourself: Are you an effective time-

manager? Can you work 2-4 hrs/wk con

sistently? Are you success-oriented? Earn

base -- performance-based bonuses.

1 -800-243-6706

. COORDINATOR - UMASS MENS
CENTER Requires coordination of ad-

^ ministrative budget, programming,

outreach, and evaluation 10-15 hrs/week

i @ 3.35 committment to social issues

awareness a must. Job description, ap-

plication available Brett 130 due Feb. 14

» AA/EOE

, CruiseshipsI Hiring! $16-30,000! Carri-

' bean Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Dtrec-

I tory. Newsletter. 1(916) 944-4440 ext. U

Massachusetts Cruise

Alrilnes Hiring! Stewardesses, Reserve

, tionistsi $14-39,000. Worldwide! Call for

^ directory. Guide. Newsletter. 1-(916)

h 944-4440 X U Massachusetts Dir.

MOVIE

THE SHINING
Fri. Feb. 10 at 5, 7, 9, 11

Campus Ctr. Auditorium

Sponsored by Chi Delphia

PERSONALS

Go Down with someone you
know and trust

R. Lauderdale - Springbreak

Ski Club Goes Down
for more info 545-3437

SPRING BREAK 84
FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

Juniors, Seniors. Grad Students! Enjoy

the convenience of your own credit cards at

leading department stores, oil companies,

and banks. No cost to apply. If you are a

Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student,

you're eligible. Call TOLL FREE
800-232 1100, M-F, 9 am - 6 pm College

Card Corporation "The Most Trusted Name
on Campus."

Need help with your 1984-85 financial aid

form? Call perfect forms 584-6868 for per-

sonalized assistance at a nominal fee

Shepard-Collie. 5 years old, needs foster

home until August. Jessie is affectionate,

playful, well-trained, loves kids. We will

subsidize. 256-0404

Bretta I wish you would make up your

mind, me or Scott-Love Craig

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U.S. Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext 5931 A

Looking for a home? Sorority is taking

boarders; if interested call Louise or Sylvia

at 256-6887

Free Demonstration: UMass Sport

Karate, Larry Kelley, Kirk Jenness. Forms,

sparring styles: Tuesday 6 pm SUB, CC
first club meeting: Wed 4 pm NOPE 24

make reservations now for Spring Break

Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapulco. Prices

from $1071 Andrea 546 9648

PI KAPPA ALPHA

- OPEN RUSH -

Mon 2/6, Tues 2/7, Wed 2/8, Mon 2/13

Tues 2/14

For more information call Rick 545-2150

RIDE WANTED

To Mass. Ave. Cambridge every Fri. after

12:05 call Sue Ellen 546-622®

RIDERS WANTED

To Los Angeles Spring Break leave March

17 - brand now luxury car call Hisa 549-5920

ROOM WANTED

Single room wanted in house or apt call

Rosie 586-7230

ROOMMATE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

FOUND

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom theory and shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2096

Bass and guitar lessons $8/hr for more

info call george 584-0706

LOST

Male, one room in two bedroom apartment

Brittany Manor 256-1374

Room for two people In In Amherst

Relds condo $125 plus utilrtles 256-6691

after 7:00 pm .

Roommate wanted to share 2 br. Cliffside

Apt w/1 female call Robin or Ellen at

256-0968
,

Need two people to share house on bus

route in Belchertown. Call Eric 323 7705

One room in 3 bedroom Northampton

house non-smoker. Unfurnished. 140 nrw>.

+ utilities 584-2679 or 546-1140

To share large double bedroom in Brit

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Drama Text, in parking lot, call to identify .

Tl Calculator in Textbook Annex on Feb. 1

call 549-7622 and identify it

Lost during intersession on pr. grey

suede leather gloves w/rabbit fur lining.

Please call Dave 253-7668

On 1/30/84 - mens gold ring initials on face

reward call 546-9893

SAY IT WITH
A FLOWER

Say it with a flower! February 6-9 CCC
sponsored by NSA

Typing. Copies. Binding Pickup
delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

SERVICES

and

Holiday clothes need hemming? Area's

lowest rates. Experienced seamstress. Joan
549-5548

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 666-3414

SPRING BREAK 84

84 SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 259 price includes round

trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reef*"Free rent a car" "unlimited
mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip jet

7 nights hotel Days inn Broward Blud

•••••Free rent a car* ••unlimited mileage

Montreal Spring Breal Weekends

from $49.00

price includes round trip luxury motor

coach 3 days 2 nights Quality Inn

Downtown
Welconr>e Party at the Old Munich
Restaurant. All above prices do
not include tax Er service charges

College Town Tours
482 Main St Maiden MA 02148

617 321 3993
Beachcomber Tours Daytona Beach

$338.00

does not include car jet from Boston

Village Tours Ft Lauderdale $389.85

does not include car hotel: Days Inn

jet from Boston

College Town Tours Daytona •318.00*

including free rent a car unlimited

mileage jet from NY add $20 from Boston

Ft Lauderdale *$338^ jet, hotel. Days

Inn free rent a car unlimited mileage

jet from Boston
all atx)ve prices include tax ^ services

make your own choice

TEXTBOOKS

Looking for an alternative to the Tex-

tlKJok Annex? You can buy used lx)oks at

the Book Exchange. CC Rm 166^169 Feb

6-8 9 am 4 pm daily. Sponsored by Gam-
ma SigmwSigma ___^

TO SUBLET

1 br in house near UMass and Am Center

for spring. Call now 549-0159

TRAVEL

FLORIDA

Miami/Fort Lauderdale area

$209.00 Round Trip

(air only)

Convenient Departures
on the

scheduled airlines

(these are not risky charter flights)

seats are limited

call 584-3224

UMASS SPORT KARATE

Larry Kellay. Instructor. First class meets

Wednesday 4 p.m. February 8th. Cost: $55

per semester (includes shirt) Beginner and

intermediate karate students welcome. Call

25&O080

V.D.

Say It with carnations. Today at the CC
sponsored by PIKE

WANT TO BE A DJ7

WSYL Radio 89.7 needs DJs Ist

masting 2/6 8 pm Cashin Bsmt call

for more Info

WANTED

Lyricist wanted to collaborate on pop

bailads/tove songs. Call 546-5600

WORK-STUDY HELP WANTED

The Western Mass Latin American

Solidarity Comm. has one wori^-study

positkMi for an offk» assistant. Applicants

should have organizing skills, research and

writing skills. Deadline for application is Feb

8th 5:00 WMLASC is an AA/EEO
employer. Applications available in

WMLASC Offcie 404 Student Unk>n BIdg
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lOllass beaten in poor outing, 76-69
By BRIAN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON. RI - The University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team had

one of their worst performances of the year,

Saturday afternoon, as they dropped yet

another road game, this time to Rhode

Island, 76 69. The loss put a stop to the

modest two-game winning streak the

Minutemen had.

The Minutemen were primed for a big win

after coming off an impressive upset of

Penn St. two nights earlier. However,

Rhode Island had other thoughts, and

jumped out to a quick 7-1 lead, as Roland

Flore scored 5 early points. The Rams used

both the inside and outside games to up

their lead to 19-11 with twelve minutes to

go in the half.

UMass Coach Ron Gerlufsen had seen

enough and called a much needed timeout,

and 60 seconds later, his team exploded.

The good guys went on a 25-10 run, fueled

by the inside games of Bobby Braun and

Horace Neysmith, as well as a couple of

buckets by the rediscovered Donald

Russell. Braun would score 13 first-half

points in his finest game as a Minuteman.

but curiously would see but 3 minutes of

playing time in the second half.

The teams went into the locker room with

the Amherst locals leading 42-39.

The opening five minutes of the second

half were see-saw, with UMass still holdin>{

a three point lead, 52-49. The Rams then

went on their own little spurt, which for all

practical purposes, decided the game.

The Rams outscored the Minutemen 15-8,

primarily on baskets by their two guards,

Tony Taylor and Kevin Compton. Taylor

(19 points) scored six in this critical stretch

and Compton (14 points) added four. The

Rams were in control now, leading 66-60.

UMass then proceeded to get ice-cold,

scoring five points in the next seven

minutes. The Minutemen shot a dismal 41

percent in the second half, and could only

muster 27 points. The Minutemen beat

themselves in this important portion of the

game, turning the ball over several times

and committing three offensive fouls.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS -UMass

starting front line had a poor game,

shooting 10 for 28 and scoring only 27

points...John Hempel had his second

straight bad shooting display, making but 3

of 14 from the floor... Donald Russell had his

second straight 18 point outing... Carl Smith

had only 5 assists, a good days work for

many, but sub-standard for him...EJdwin

Green had but 8 points, but those points

thrust him into the number four all-time

scoring slot. He nudged ahead of Billy

TindalJ '68...Green will probably become

the second all-time scorer at UMass,

trailing only Mike Pyatt...The Rams
dominated the second half at the charity

stripe, connecting 17 of 23 from the line,

while UMass could manage only 5 free

throws in 6 attempts.

Gymnasts lose
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Despite losing by 10 points, the University of

Masachusetts men's gymnastics team scored their second

highest team total of the season in an exciting match

against East Strousburg. 260.85 — 250.95.

Bert Mathieson. Ken Dougherty and Phil Gorgone got

the crowd going when they came through with the big

performances. Later, the crowd was to be silenced as

Dougherty was injured after being flung from high bar.

Before the mishap UMass stayed within three points of

Strousburg in each event and after the pommel horse

event was ahead thanks to Mathieson (9.05) and

Dougherty (9.01).

After a strong ring event for Stousburg. UMass fell

behind. Mathieson anchored the event for UMass and

came up with a gritty performance to score a 9. 15.

Vaulting was a disappointment with the exception of

Gorgone. Performing a layout tsukara, Gorgone notched a

9.3.

"I knew I had to hit because we were behind too much

already," Gorgone said. "It's tough going up after someone

who got a 9.45 doing the same vault (Devot Garrett). It

was a great meet up until vault."

Going into the high bar event the Minutemen had a slim

chance of taking the meet. Dougherty was the first man

up. and was thrown from the bar after losing control of his

swings. He injured his hip after missing the mats and

hitting the hardwood floor.

"I think we might be scaring the audience away."

Mathieson said. "I think sometimes if you want something

really bad you lose focus and I think that's what happened

in the performance today
.

"

Stevens commented. "We like to keep the crowd on their

toes. I was very glad to see a large crowd. It helped out a

lot. It keeps the team going.
'

Huskies downwomen

CollcpM piMilo b; And; Mcllcr

FEELING THE PRESSURE — 142 lb. Wes Beckwith (bottom) has his hands full against B.C.'s

Tom Quinn. Beckwith came back to win his match but UMass lost both times over the weekend.

Wrestlers lose twice

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

In all team sports there are two types of

streaks. One of those streaks gathers

supporters and accolades, the other does

not. Unfortunately, for the University of

Massachusetts Women's basketball team,

their streak adheres to the latter

description. The women are now 0-7 in

their last 7 efforts.

The latest chapter in this losing streak

was a loss to a strong Northeastern

University squaH 74-65. More accurately

at the hands .' hp Huskies sophomore
guard Pamela (• -'n. The 5'9" Green led

all scorers with 2H points, pouring 20 of

those points in during the second half.

UMass had to play "catch up" basketball

throughout the afternoon as the Lady

Huskies jumped to an early lead which

they would never relinquish. Although

the outlook was had. things were never

out of control. I Mass could have won this

contest. "I told them to look at how they

were playing 4 games ago (when the

streak started). Compared to today's

game its not even close." stated UMass
head coach Barbara Stevens.

Comparing the stats and the game as a

whole, Stevens is correct. UMass
outrebounded Northeastern 32-19. which

was the facet of their game which I 'Mass

had been working on. UMass had four

players in double figures, and shot a

respectable 53 percent from the floor and

69 percent from the charity stripe.

The obstacles m this game were few but

insurmountable. Carla Singleton (13

points), coupled with Green, were two of

the major problems facing the

Minutewomen. Twenty-seven turnovers

and their missed conversions down the

stretch kept them from halting this skid.

UMass missed four or five layups within

the last four minutes of the game,

valuable points which could have placed

them in the lead.

The first half of the game was a slow

paced affair with neither team capable of

taking control. Northeastern maintained

anywhere from a 2 to a 10 point ad-

vantage. In the closing minutes of the

half, however, the teams were deadlocked

at 28. The final two minutes proved to be

more of the same and the Huskies entered

the locker room within a slim one point

lead. 33-32.

The second half started on a sour note

for UMass. as the Pamela Green show

started. Green scored 6 of the Huskies'

first 9 points. At 44-36, UMass called a

time out to regroup. They decided to

continue their aggressive and gambling

style of defense to try and get some
momentum. At times the tactics worked,

at others they did not. Northeastern was
handed several easy layups and breaks

and maintained their lead. UMass refused

to fold and played tougher. Jerrie Bernier

collected a game high 9 rebounds. Karen
Damminger, still nursing an injury, added

14 points and Wendy Ward played

another strong game from her guard

position. They refused to fold but they

just couldn't manage to take the game
away from the Lady Huskies.

Northeastern now sports a 13-5 record

as UMass drops to 7 11. The
Minutewomen's next stop is Dartmouth.
New Hampshire, where the women will

face the Big Green tomorrow night.

By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Staff

This past weekend was a typical one for

the University of Massachusetts wrestling

team as they dropped two more decisions.

Springfield College abused the Minutemen
Friday night by a score of 36-3, and the

Boston College Eagles beat them almost as

badly Saturday evening, 37-10.

What wasn't so typical about this weekend
was that team captain Scott McQuaide
joined several of his teammates in losing

both of his matches. McQuaide started off

the season by winning his first 11 dual

matches before dropping a 4-3 decision last

Wednesday to UNH's Dave Yale. UMass'

167 pounder lost two more this weekend,

both by a one point margin.

Springfield's Pat Allen outscored

McQuaide 10-9 Friday night and B.C.'s

John Hanlon took a 13-12 decision Satur-

day. Hanlon was last year's conference

champion at the 177 mark before he

dropped a weight class this year. McQuaide

came back from a 12-4 deficit to tie the

score at 12 at the buzzer, however Hanlon

was awarded a point at the end of the match

for a superior riding time.

A major problem facing the Minutemen is

their inability to field a full lineup. UMass
forfeited both the 118 and unlimited

positions in both matches this weekend.

Going into a match losing 12-0 doesn't help

the cause. Springfield also forfeited the 118

pound mark.

At 126 pounds, freshman Chris Lee split

his matches this weekend; dropping a 6-4

decision to Springfield's Darryl Arroy and

defeating Eagle's Eric Sherbacow 16-8.

Phillipe Durant meanwhile was pinned

early against Springifeld and his

replacement, Mike Hanlon, didn't fare

much better the next night as he was

outpointed by B.C.'s Dave Attanasio 11-3.

Both of these wrestlers did battle at the 134

pound bracket.

At 142 pounds Wes Beckwith dropped a

16-4 decision to Springfield's Pat Hughes

Friday night before coming on strong

against B.C.'s Tom Quinn Saturday. Quinn

took Beckwith to the mat twice for a 4-0

lead before the Minutemen came alive in

the second period and pressed Quinn's

shoulders to the mat at 3:51 of the match.

Beckwith is quickly becoming a force to

reckon with and is definitely the

Minutemen's most improved wrestler since

the beginning of the season.

Sophomore Mike Bossi dropped both of his

matches at the 150 pound mark this

weekend. Springfield's Bob Mathews got

the better of him Friday by a score of 8-5.

Bossi looked like he had a pin wrapped up

against B.C.'s Carl Traylor, however the

Eagle managed to reverse Bossi's cradle

and secure a sue point victory for B.C. .

Bossi was a preseason ail-American

honorable mention winner and has not been

performing as expected so far this semester

due to his being rusty after not wresting

last semester.

At the 158 pound spot. Minuteman Paul

Hardy dropped back to back decisions

against Springfield's Rich White. 24-1. and

B.C.'s Ted Hughes. 6 5. Brian

Shaughnessy also was beaten twice over

the weekend. Thavir Soule out pointed the

Minutemen 19-0 Friday, and B.C.'s Mark
DeAngeles pinned the freshman at 1:42 of

the match Saturday.

At 190 pounds UMass" Tony Gaeta

defeated Springfield's John Caissie 11-5

before dropping a 6-2 decision to BLCL's
Joe Traiggert. UMass' next match is

against C.C.S.C. Monday at 7:30,
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Jackson Discusses America

Jesse Jackson delivers his powerful message to a crowd of

over 2,000 at the Fine Arts Center Thursday.
photo by Ed Cohen

by Robert Teixeira

Last Thursday, long time Civil Rights activist and

presidential candidate Rev. Jesse Jackson gave a

thundering address to a crowd of over 2,000 at the

University of Massachusetts' Fine Arts Center.

As the keynote for Black History month, Jackson
compared the present political and economic plight of

Black Americans to that of women, other nationally

oppressed people, and the American working class.

He said that people came to this land on "different

ships, but we are all in the same boat now...we can

survive without each other but we cannot win without

one another."

Jackson attacked the fundamental direction of the

Reagan Administration. He said that "We must all

change the course of this nation." The country's

"new frontier" is to address the social needs of people

and to "put America back to work."

"The foundation of our country is in trouble. Just

like a tall skyscraper, when the foundation cracks,

then those on the top will go down with the whole

building."

Jackson said that "A developed mind is our first line

of defense. That is why we need an educational

defense act...We must choose the human race over

the nuclear race; that is the new frontier."

On health care, Jackson indicated that he would

support a nationalized health care system. "Not one

person should be denied access to health care

because she or he cannot afford to pay for it. Health

care should be based on need, not on wealth."

Jackson criticized the recent hirings and firings in

the Office of Civil Rights by Reagan and company. Im

plying that the current administration has made a

mockery of basic civil and human rights, he said that

Reagan has now made it the "Office of Civil Wrongs."

Jackson also criticized the appointment of Edwin

Meese as the new Attorney General. He said that "we

must not let Meese into office without wide-spread

protest." Meese, a conservative Administration

economist, was recently quoted as saying that Black

The Boyer Brothers Gospel group performed Thursday to

open for Jesse Jackson.
photo by Ed Cohen

children were among the best fed children in the coun-

try and that some poor people were free loaders.

On toxic waste, Jackson said that "the issue of

whether the earth can live is non-negotiable...We can

no longer have 'killer-Watts' roaming the forests...The

environmental movement must become main line

politics."

In foreign policy towards Africa and the rest of the

Third World, Jackson maintained that "America has

always had a problem with arithmetic." Jackson

noted that a foreign policy debate at Harvard "nobody

discussed three-fourths of the world...We must have

a problem with fractions." He said that 'our foreign

policy must be based on mutual respect among na

tions...A foreign policy must count foreigners, most

people in the world are black, brown, yellow, oi led.

They are non-christians, don't speak English, and ,ire

poor. We must respect these people '

While Chancellor Duffy, SGA Student Trustee

Charlene Allen and various Jackson campaign

organizers sat on the podium, Jackson made a clear

reference in support of student empowerment. He
said, "There has always been a resistance to student

power... But history has shown that when students

wake up and become active, the whole country wakes
up.

Yvette Henry Claims Racism In Arrest
*:*p*

by Segun Eubanks

On December 23, 1983, the "practical hell" that

UMass student Yvette Henry had been living for three

weeks was somewhat lessened when charges of arson

stemming from the Crampton fires of last semester

were dropped by the District Attorney's Office

because new evidence made a successful prosecution

"improbable."

Most of us are already aware that charges have

been dropped. But not many have been informed of

the events leading up to that decision. On Novemeber

29, 1983 Crampton dormitory was plagued with its

16th fire of the semester. The university police in col-

laboration with the state police, the state fire

marshall's office and the FBI came to the conclusion

that Yvette Henry was the person they were looking

for.

This assumption was based soley on a

psychological profile developed by the FBI and a

handwriting analysis based on notes and grafitti writ-

ten in campus bathrooms. After going over all of the

evidence in the case the psychological profile in-

dicated that the suspect had a craving for attention

and was most likely a black female who was probably

a middle child, had lost a parent at an early age, and

was either extremely intelligent or of below-normal in-

telligence.

The reasoning for suspecting a Black person was

based on the syntax of a note found which read: "you

southwest janitors who cleans here."

According to Hampshire County District Attorney

Michael Ryan, "The psychological profile had merged

into Yvette. At that point, the police were operating

on the assumption that she matched the profile."

(quoted from the Philadelphia Daily News, Feb. 27,

1984). Ms. Henry is Black, a middle child, and lost her

father at a young age. The fact that Ms. Henry is a

Chemistry major and that her floor was planning a par-

ty on that friday night, led the FBI to believe that she

was making a bomb and preparing to poison the

punch at the party as a "grand finale." The possibility

Continued on page 2 M
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Jackson's Importance to You
by Michael Thelwell

Jesse Jackson's bold and audacious bid for the

Democratic nomination for the presidency has excited

much press coverage and discussion. Yet, or perhaps

for that reason, it is widely misunderstood and

misrepresented. This is unfortunate, because rt is

potentially the most important development in the en-

tire campaign.

Certainly, it gives students, particularly students in

Massachusetts, because of the timing of the state

primary, a remarkable opportunity to influence the

Democratic Party and the course of the nation; if they

choose to take it. For this reason it is important that

we understand exactly what this candidacy means to

the political life of the nation through the potential ef-

fect of the movement he calls the Rainbow Coalition.

First, look at what we have. "For young people in

the morning of their lives" as Rev. Jackson is fond of

saying, the behavior and attitudes of the Reagan ad-

ministration cannot be reassuring. What are we to

make of a President in his first term - knowing he has

to face the electorate again - who has:

Fought inflation by creating a depression which

put nearly ten million of his countrymen out of work?

Mortgaged our futures - after solemnly promising

to balance the budget by 1984 - by creating the largest

federal deficits in history?

Unleashed a James Watt to rape the wilderness

reserves and bring the environmental cleanup pro-

gram to a virtual halt?

Reduced corporate taxes, (including financial aid

to students) while cutting every program that helped

poor people climb out of poverty?

Created a profound sense of national insecurity

through a foreign policy which restores military draft

registration while deploying American servicemen to

the Middle East, and Central America, invading

Grenada, and deploying nuclear missiles to Europe?

Cuts economic, cultural, educational and

agricultural programs to the Third World while in-

creasing military aid to countries that need schools

and tractors more than tanks and guns?

Supported oppressive murderous dictatorships

while abandoning the human rights initiatives of the

previous administration?

These actions suggest that the administration is

totally insensitive to the concerns of America's young,

or the needs and suffering of America's poor. Expec-

ting us to vote for him again indicates that he has no

respect for either our intelligience or our political abili-

ty.

If Reagan could do all this knowing he has to face

re-election, can you imagine what he will do if we are

foolish or apathetic enough to allow him a second

term when he will be unaccountable to anyone? Really

think about that.

As Rev. Jackson says, "Reagan has made the

country and the world a more dangerous and painful

place. If America is standing tall, it is standing on very

thin ice." And to all this the Democratic response has

been timorous and ineffectual. That is why he has

entered the race, to raise these issues in a powerful

and clear way and because "nearly half of the voting

age population are so disenchanted they think voting

is worthless."

We must remember that Reagan was elected by

less than 25 per cent of the voting age population.

Most Americans did not vote for him, they voted

against the unfortunate Jimmy Carter or stayed home.

It was the smallest turnout in recent presidential elec-

tions.

For example, in Massachusetts Reagan won by a

margin of 2,5CX) votes, less than the student popula-

tion of this school. There were more than 20,000

unregistered minorities and God knows how many

unregistered students in the state. In Mississippi

where Reagan's margin was 7,000 there are over

50,000 discouraged Blacks who are not registered.

And so it goes; Reagan won thirteen states where the

number of unregistered Blacks alone was more than

double his margin of victory.

By his candidacy Jackson is giving those

unregistered Black Americans a reason and inspiration

to enter the political process. He has brought life,

energy, enthusiasm and hopefulness to those com-

munities that is of an intensity not seen since the

heroic days of the Civil Rights Movement. He is giving

students a reason to enter also. This is important not

only for Blacks, minorities or students, but for the

Democratic process of the entire nation. We must

keep it going.

But Jackson has the potential to do much more

than that. To the extent that students, women.

Blacks, Hispanics and all other excluded people come

together, register, vote and send Jackson to the con-

vention at the head of a great coalition of new voters,

we will be sending a clear and unequivocal message to

both parties. The message is, "we, the people whom
Reagan discounts are the margin of victory. We may

not be able to select a president, but we can deter-

mine who he will not be. United we are a powerful

force In the nation's politics. WE MUST BE TAKEN
SERIOUSLY," something neither party has done

before.

Because this is a predominantly white state with an

early primary our students can have a disproportionate

influence in keeping this movement going. The

students of this school joining with other students

around the state can show the nation that Jackson is

more than the candidate of Black America, and the

Rainbow Coalition more than a dream. We really have

that opportunity!

More Questions

Need Answers
by Begun Eubanks

In Nummo News editorials of December 5 and 12

1983, some questions were raised concerning the

Yvette Henry case. Questions such as why Yvette was

held for three hours and interrogated (without the

presence of a lawyer) before her arrest.

Answers to some of these questions have been un-

covered and have recleved publicity all over the na-

tion, with the exception of Massachusetts. There

seems to be a black-out of Information in this area

from the local press. Including the UMass student-run

newspaper, the Collegian.

In a Collegian editorial (February 2, 1984) concern-

ing the treatment of the case by area newspapers the

article stated "As a student newspaper on this cam-

pus, our goal Is to Inform the public of prominent

news events affecting the lives of people of the

univesity-the bad news, as well as the good."

Although we at Nummo feel that this goal Is a noble

one, we also strongly believe that simply reporting the

news is just one job of a responsible news organiza-

tion.

Investigative reporting, behind the scenes informa-

tion gathering, questioning information sources and

not just looking for a "scoop" but looking for the

truth. These are the goals of Nummo News.

The evidence that had been used to arrest Ms.

Henry has not been reported in the Pioneer Valley or

anywhere else in Massachusetts, although it has been

available.lt makes one wonder what the University is

trying to hide. Even more so how much influence the

University has on local press.

The news of Yvette Henry's arrest spread over the

state like wild-fire. At the arraingment every news ser-

vice locally and nationwide was represented. Why
then did the news of the dropped charges not have

the same coverage? How would the press have

covered the case if additional charges were added

rather than original charges dropped?

Yvette Henry is back in school this semester and

plans to graduate in May in spite of finals she still has

to make up from last semester. However, Yvette's life

will never be the same. She must live with the accusa-

tions, the strange looks, and the publicity for a long

time.

Through all this there are still many more questions

that must be answered. Such as: What if the suspect

did not recleve all the publicity that Yvette did? Or the

community and family support and outcry that Yvette

did? Or the financial support that Yvette did? If not

would that suspect be free now?
The answers to these questions may lay in a long

hard look at the history of the UMass police depart-

ment. Or maybe in the many files of Attorney Charles

J. DIMare. Or maybe in the words of State Trooper

Jay Bowman: "If the same thing occured today, we
would have done the exact same thing. No one would

have second-guessed the information that we had."

"It became very clear thatwe could that we could not prove

any case against Yvette Henry.... We made a mistake!'

-Michael Ryan, Hampshire County district Attorney

Ywtta Hmrmy describes her feelir)g8.(Raprint8d from the
Ph^adtlphia Inquirer.

)

Continued from page 1

of what was referred to as "another Jonestown"

made police move swiftly against their suspect.

A half-hour after Yvette was taken down to the

campus police station, a search of her room turned

out no bomb. After three hours of what Ms. Henry

called "humiliating and degrading" interrogation, the

police did not recleve the confession that the FBI pro-

file predicted they would get. The folders full of

newspaper clippings about the fires that were suppos-

ed to be in Yvette's room (according to the profile)

were not there. However, Yvette was arrested and

spent two days in the Franklin County house of cor-

rections, an all male institution.

The District Attorney announced that he was drop-

ping the case when the handwriting analysis of

messages found in the bathrooms showed that Ms.

Henry had not writtten the messages. Instead the

analysis resulted in the arrest of a white woman who

had been a janitor In Crampton.

"h became very clear that we could not prove a

case against Yvette Henry," said Ryan, "We made a

mistake." (Quoted from Philadelphia Daily News, Feb

27.)

The charges have been dropped but the struggle

still continues for Yvette Henry. "I was a scapegoat"

said Ms. Henry, "There Is no doubt that there was
racism." Ms. Henry's lawyer, Charles J. DIMare of

UMass legal services said that Black and Hispanic

women were targeted by police and university of-

ficials. "They were being degraded. People were be-

ing searched in the middle of the night."

DIMare Is preparing two court suits against the

university and law-enforcement officials and said that

there may also be civil rights suits filed by other

minority students who were questioned in the case.

by Tracey Bryant
HATS

"HATS: A TRIBUTE TO HARRIET TUBMAN," Is a

one-woman show that shares the dreams and courage

of Harriet Tubman. Through the original musical

score, visual effects. Black spirituals and the talents of

writer/director Saundra Dunson Franks, the

Underground Railroad conductor will live again, at

Bowker auditorium 8:00 p.m. tonight.

"HATS:" is an evening of theatre magic that

transports the audience In time. Franks incarnates the

90-year-old Tubman reminiscing about dark starless

nights of slavery and her escape; her trips south to

lead other slaves to freedom; her experiences as an

Union Army Intelligence Agent; her associations with

Frederick Douglass, John Brown, Elizabeth Cady

Stanton and many others.

Franks originally wrote, produced and performed

the piece In 1977 in an Atlanta church. Inspired by the

audience's reaction, Franks researched Tubman more

deeply. Franks feels that "It is through divine inspira-

tion and love that she was led to Harriet Tubman and

was given the talent to successfully portray Harriet."

"To successfully portray Harriet," is an understate-

ment. Franks revives one of history's most persever-

ing spirits. The Buffalo Courier Express said, "Mrs.

Franks' ability to become Harriet Tubman is such that

members of the audience have to think twice to

separate the actress from the character...When I saw

this old woman faltering at the steps to the stage, I got

out of my seat without thinking... She had become

Harriet Tubman...". The Bermuda Sun said, "Saun-

dra Franks' presentation Is so complete that she is no

longer the actor on stage, but 90-year-old Harriet Tub-

man herself."

An Atlanta screen and stage actress Franks

directed the Drama Department at the Neighborhood

Arts Center in Atlanta for three years. She also con-

ducted internships for college students and creative

drama workshops for Atlanta City Schools.

As a professional actress, she has been a member

of the "Just Us Theatre Company," the "Clark Col-

lege Players," the "Spelman-Morehouse Players,"
"

Proposition Theatre Co.," "People's Survival Theatre

Co.," " Jomandi Productions," and the Alliance

Theater's "Umbrella Players."

She appeared in "The Mighty Gents," playing the

long-suffering wife, Rita, and the highly acclaimed

"Ceremonies in Dark Old Men." Franks has played

many diverse roles in a broad spectrum of plays - from

"Macbeth," to "Everyman," and from "the Three

Penny Opera," to "Hair."

Since 1978, she has devoted her talents to

"HATS." She plans to continue creating works about

Black women and is currently researching projects on

poet Phillis Wheatley, educator Mary McCleod

Bethune, politician Shirley Chlsolm, and selected

Black African queens.

Franks explains: "Roles for Black actresses are very

limited." In a move to avoid stereotypical typecasting

of Black women, she has decided, "to create my role

as a theatrical historian...And I'd like to see more

Black actresses do this kind of thing. We don't have to

submit to portraying negative images of our people."

Saundra Dunson Franks before makeup for her role of Har-

riet Tubman.

Saundra Dunson Franks in portraying Harriet Tubman.

Franks has trained in modern and African dance, as

well as ballet; is a member of "Screen Actor's Guild

and Equity," and has formed her own company,

"Theatrical History, Inc." Recently, she completed a

certification program sponsored by Cable Atlanta to

use video equipment in the studio and on location.

She also successfully coordinated a 1981 video/acting

workshop for teens that was sponsored by the Fulton

County Arts Council.

Despite her many and varied interests, Franks con-

tinues to dedicate herself to bringing "HATS: A

TRIBUTE TO HARRIET TUBMAN" to audiences

across the country. Using her multiple talents, she br-

ings to life the spiritual essence of one of the world's

greatest freedom fighters, Harriet Tubman.

This show which received a five-minute standing

ovation at Albany State College, will be presented free

of charge at UMass. Be sure to get to Bowker

Auditorium early enough to get a seat. It promises to

be an unforgettable evening of entertainment an

education - MagicI

Fighting For Freedom
There was once a woman of unquestioning faith in

God, an unconquerable will, determination, strength

and courage. Although there are no records showing

the exact date of birth, Harriet Tubman is thought to

have been born In 1820 or 1821 in Dorchester County,

Maryland.

After living as a slave for almost thirty years, Harriet

had a vision of freedom. She escaped from slavery

and then became the conductor of the world famous

Underground Railroad.

Risking her life she made 19 trips into the deep

South to lead over 300 slaves to freedom. Using an In-

formal network of safe houses owned by abolitionists

and sympathizers, her "train" never lost a passenger.

Harriet Tubman accomplished all of this despite fre-

quent attacks of a sleeping sickness that left her vir-

tually paralyzed for periods of time; AND despite a

$40,000 reward for her capture, dead or alive.

She was a leader in the African Methodist Episcopal

ZIon Church, and was active in the women's rights

movement. Those who believed in freedom and

human dignity as she did, found In her a friend. She

was associated with many of the great social

reformers of the 19th century, including Frederick

Douglass, John Brown, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and

Thaddeus Stevens.

She served In the Union Army as soldier, nurse,

spy, scout and cook during the Civil War. Despite her

courage and sacrifice, she was denied a veteran's pen-

sion from the government until 1899, ten years after

her husband's death. When she finally received his

pension, as the widow of Nelson Davis, five dollars

was taken off the twenty-five dollar request and she

was granted twenty dollars a month for the duration

of her life.

Several biographers came to her rescue by donating

all of the monies they received for the books they

wrote about her.

Although the United States was slow to

acknowledge her achievements, other coutries prais-

ed her efforts. England's Queen Victoria sent her

jubilee medal and her own black shawl, as symbols of

her admiration.

Harriet Tubman was a world legend in her own

time, and is an inspiration for all time.

Use It Or Lose It
Brothers and Sisters,

One of the greatest assets of UMass/Amherst is un-

doubtably the opportunities available for each of us to

get Involved. While academics always shall be the

most important task for us to attend to during our time

here, extracurricular activities add a totally different

dimension to an Undergraduates life.

Fortunately this institution boasts a variety of

organizations in response to the diversity of our needs

and interests. If you happen to be literary or artistic for

example, you might consider joining the staff of Num-

mo News, Black Affairs or Drum magazine.

If your interest centers around Black development

and empowerment, Afrik-Am could be just the group

you've been looking for. Ahora and the Asian-

American Student Association also do exciting and

Important work throughout each semester ensuring

culturally-rich programs and services.

The Black Mass Communications Project provides

opportunities to those of us hwo are musically-

Inclined. The Third World Theatre allows performers

of color their chance, while providing our community

with entertainment.

Another important organization In need of participa-

tion is the Third World Caucus. This caucus is made

up of all the Third World members of the

Undergraduate Student Senate willing to participate.

The caucus works to ensure that the interests of the

students of color here at UMass are represented and

secured on the Senate floor. This group also ad-

vocates each year for the continued funding of all the

Third World organizations aforementioned, when the

Senate allocates Its budget.

Our involvement Is the only way to ensure the con-

tinued existence of these opportunities. It took years

of constant struggle to secure them: we cannot afford

to lose them now.
Becoming involved is easy. Simply call the

organization which interests you (the numbers are

listed in the Student Directory), or visit the Office of

Third World Affairs in the Student Union for a com-

plete listing of available activities and more informa-

tion. If you are interested in becoming a Student

Senator (representative of the Third World Caucus)

contact Robert Texiera or Sherwood Thompson at

545 2517.

In Unity and in Strength

Sharon L. Davies

Challenge
by Michael Nauls

As Reverend Jesse Jackson entered the presidential

campaign of 1984-85 I was ovenwhelmed by a variety

of feelings and emotions. I only wish that my

forefathers and foremothers who were forced to sit in

the back of the bus, lynched on a daily basis, raped,

mutilated, and denied equal employment, education,

and the right to vote, could feel that there efforts and

sufferings weren't in vain.

As we progress on the political front with a number

of Black mayors, representatives and others who have

emerged as key political forces, the question of

whether a Black man would ever run for president

under the two party system has finally been layed to

rest.

With Shirley Chlsolm runnning for president this

was considered an oddity, and was given little chance

of succeeding, but with the emergence of Jesse

Jackson who reignlted the advocacy for voter

registration throughout the country, but particularly

through the South (where historically Blacks have

been excluded from the voting process,) he has a

legitimate chance of winning.

His presence has already been felt and has shed a

new light on the election process. This light will be a

beacon for all people who have felt alienated from the

political process. ^ ,
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OPP^^Nfj^^Al--Rn- AMERICAN STUDIES COURSES

Afro-Am 112: Intro to Clay and Plaster

MWF 9:05-11:15

Prof. Hill

Afro-Am 113 Afro-American Art History

TUTH 4:00-5:15 "C" core

Prof. Stevens

Afro-Am 156 Rev. Concepts in Afro-Am

Music
MWF 12:20-1:15 "C" core

Prof. Sheop

Afro-Am 192A Black Amer. Literature I

TUTH 2:30-3:45

Prof. Esther Terry

Afro-Am 251 Black American Drama

TUTH 11:15-12:30 "C" core

Prof. Esther Terry

Afro- Am 290J Black and White Woman

Writers
MWF 10:10-12:00

Prof. Cynthia Packard

Afro-Am 320 Contem. Black Urban Ed.

TUTH 1:00-2:15 "D" core

Prc^ C. Davis

YV0N]""'S PLACE

For trie jest West Indian cooking.

In the Basement of New Africa

Mon. - Fri

.

YOUR CAN REGISTER TO VOTE AT THE FCLLO'/jING PLACES:

TOWr^ CLERK'S OFFICE - AMHERST T0Wr>l HALL
MONDAY - FRIDAY - 8:00-4:30

Saturday, Ftbruary 11 - 12:00 - 8:00

Tuesday, Ftbruary 14 - 8:00- 10:00

NORTH AMHERST LIBRARY
Monday - Friday - 1:00 - 5:30

Tutsday & Thursday - 6:30 -8:30

Saturday 9:00 - 12:00

MUr>ISON LIBRARY (South ^htrst)
Monday - Friday - 2:00 - 5:30
Tutsday & Thursday - 6:30 - 8:30
Saturday 9:00 -12:30

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE LIBRARY - Contact 6ay Carpenter, Library Main Of-fice

ON CAMPUS REGISTRATION UILL ALSO TAKE PLACE AT
THE UNItJERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

February 6 - CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE - 9:00- 2:00 P.M.

Feburary 7 - BERKSHIRE DINING COMMONS - 5:00 - 7:00 P.M.

February 8 - WORCESTER DINING COTflONS - -5:00 - 7:00 P.M.

February 9 - H^PSHIRE DINING COMMONS - 5:00 - 7:00 P.M.

February 10 - FRANKLIN DINING COMMONS - 11:00 - 1:00 P.M.

February 14 - C/V1PUS CENTER CONCOURSE - 11:00 - 4:00 P.M.

You must be a registered Democrat or Independent by February 14 to
vote in the Democratic Presidential Primary on March 13.

H you have any questions about registering to vote call
the Anherst Town Clerk - 253-9382.

THE AMHERST TOUN DEMOCRATIC C0M1ITTEE

TWT: Nine Seasons of Excellence

PhyJIis BaJlev, oa«t nrwnber of "PROUD" will pefrom her

nnost challenging play."

Actof/Director GJynn Turman will star in "PROUD," a

praMntation of the Third World Theater.

The Third World Theater of the University of

Massachusetts will open its ninth season of plays

Saturday, February 11 with a soul-stirring production

of "PROUD" by C. Bernard Jackson.

"PROUD" is a production of the Inner City Cultural

Center in Los Angeles, California and stars renown

Black actor Glynn Turman and Phyllis Bailey. The

play which is being presented as part of Black History

Month, concerns itself with an actor who witnesses a

polic beating of a youth and must choose between

his career and his conscience.

Actor/director Glynn Turman started his long

theatrical career in the original Broadway production

of Lorraine Hansberry's "A RAISIN IN THE SUN."
Since then he has appeared in film, television and

plays on and off Broadway. Most recently he has

directed several series of the television program

"DYNASTY."
Playwright C. Bernard Jackson has written a

number of works including the Obie Award winning

musical "FLY BLACKBIRD" and "lAGO," winner of

three Dramalogue awards.

Third World Theater's production of "PROUD"
marks the first area appearance of Inner City Cultural

Center on the east coast. Since its inception, 14 years

ago, Inner City Cultural Center has been a pioneer in

Black Theater, producing such works as "EARTH-
QUAKE, DEPARTURE" by C. Bernard Jackson and a

"A BLACK WOMAN SPEAKS" by Beah Richard.

"PROUD" has received high acclaim in the Los

Angeles and San Fransisco areas where it has been
playing for over a year. "Good comedy, excellent

music, and a social statement not easy to ignore

comes alive from the great efforts of this talented

group of Black artists," Lester Cole - Peoples World
"The play makes a powerful statement about

politics, relationships between men and women, the

lack of humanitarian interests and the ramifications of

systematic mind control." (Dr. Juba - New Bayview
News).

An acting workshop with Glynn Turman and Phyllis

Bailey will be held at the Green Room, Theater

Building, Smith College. The production will take

place at 8 pm at Bowker Auditorium, UMass,
Amherst. Tickets for the performance are $2.00

students and $3.00 general public, available at the

door the evening of the show or at the Fine Arts

Center box office. The acting workshop is free of

charge.

I would like to praise the Third World Theater

(TWT) for its consistly great commitment to bringing

quality, diversity and integrity to the UMass communi-
ty and the entire Valley. Moreover, I would like to

thank them, particularly Roberta Uno-Thelwell, for

their non-complacent attitudes toward theater in

America, and externally imposed standards.

The Third World Theater has not been content to

merely be "good" or "good enough" in what they of-

fer the community. And they have never settled for

common myths or stereotypical portrayals. They have

consistently sought out extraordinarily creative and
profound vessels of truth. They have strived to be bet-

ter and better, even when past seasons have been ex-

cellent.

And they have succeeded! This Spring, their ninth

season promises to be especially exciting. On Feb. 11,

at Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m., TWT will be presen-

ting "PROUD," starring the renowned actor, Glynn
Turman and Phyllis Bailey. It is a piece by C. Bernard

Jackson, in which an actor witnesses a police beating

of a youth and must choose between his career or his

conscience.

The second presentation will be Craig Kee Strete's

"PAINT YOUR FACE ON A DROWNING IN THE
RIVER" performed by "Native Americans in the Arts"

on March 10 in Bowker. Also in Bowker Auditorium ,

at 1:00 p.m. two young peoples' plays "THE ARROW
THAT KILLS WITH LOVE" and "A SUNDAY VISIT
WITH GREAT GRANDFATHER" will be performed.

Closing the Spring season will be the Third World
Theater's original production of "GULLAHI", an Alice

Childress play, from Thursday-Saturday April 5-7, and
12-14 in Hampden Theater at UMass.
The Third World Theater of UMass was founded in

1979 and has established a tradition of presenting the

finest touring performances by professional com-
panies, along with vital and exciting original produc-

tions. In addition to the performances, workshops are

offered illuminating various aspects of acting, direc-

ting and play development all within the context of

Third World American Theater.

The Third World Theater of UMass is a great asset

to UMass, the Valley, and American Theater in

general. It explores and releases a greatness, a fervor,

an energy that is often repressed, denied and ignored.

I encourage all to patronize their performances. The
value when measured against a $2.00 (oreven $20.00
ticket) is awe-inspiring; as is the quality of the perfor-

mances and what one is left with long after the perfor-

mances.
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STRAY CAT STRUT — Stray Cat lead gruitarist and vocalist Brian

Setzer pounds out a solo during the Stray Cats' packed performance at

the Fine Arts Center Monday night. The Cats "Rocked Amherst" with

all their hits including "She's Sexy and Seventeen" and **Rock This

Town" and a well-done cover of "Jailhouse Rock.'*

Undergradsget 'handsan 'training

Students given an alternative
By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

There is one class offered at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts that is more than a

learning experience — it is a teaching ex-

perience.

The course, Education Seminar 282, re-

quires UMass undergraduates to work as

tutors to special needs high school students

in the Alternative Learning Program

rALP).

The ALP, part of the Hampshire County

Public School System, is "more than 95

percent effective" in helping students who

range in age from 14- to 19-years old, ac-

cording to ALP Director Edward Suglia.

Suglia, the only certified teacher in the

program, took over six years ago to build

the ALP into a success with the help of

students taking Education Seminar 282, as

well as other volunteers.

The high school students who are refer-

red to the program by their local school

systems have consistently been expelled

from school or simply have social problems

that prevent them from learning in a tradi-

tional high school environment, Suglia

said.

ALP offers these students one-on-one in-

struction in subjects ranging from com-

puter science to social studies. While the

work these students do differs from or-

dinary high school curriculum, ALP
students must have their local high schools

approve their progress at the end of each

semester

Some ALP students have actually enroll-

ed in UMass undergraduate courses in

areas such as Computers and Information

Sciences (COINS) and Rhetoric. Two past

ALP students have entered l'Ma.ss as

undergraduate students after completing

high school.

The 14 ALP students are entitled to full

u.se of the University's resources, Suglia

said.

Though the program is extremely

academically oriented, "We do fun things

Uh)," Suglia said. A typical day might in-

clude working with computers in the

School of Education's Foster Furculo

Building, and working with tutors on

academic subjects later in the morning. In

the afternoon, the group may take a trip to

one of the University's sports facilities, a

greenhouse or the library.

For the program to successfully help

special needs students get an education

Suglia enforces strict rules, such as no

smoking. Suglia said he does not generally

have a problem with the students disoI)ey-

ing his rules and averages only one expul-

sion a year.

UMass undergraduate students who

have worked in the program as tutors are

not all eduction majors. Some are COINS
or liberal arts majors and many have

returned to volunteer their services. At the

present time Suglia has no plans to expand

the program, but has room for up to fifty

undergraduate tutors.

Anyone interested in learning more

about the program or in tutoring high

school students to learn from one to three

credits can call the program at 545-2584.

AMHERST (545-3500) Tuesday. February 7. 1984

Tillson Farm coal pile

debate continues today
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The Director of the Physical Plant at the

University of Massachusetts will meet with

members of the Amherst Town Con-

servation Commission today to discuss

solutions to the problem-plagued coal pile at

Tillson Farm.
The 50,000 ton coal pile, which is stored at

the farm off East Pleasant Street, has been

part of an on going controversy between

the commission and UMass officials for

several years. Rain washing through the

coal has been found to be the main source of

I>ollution of Taylor Brook located one- half

mile away.

The coal is used to fuel the physical plant

that supplies heat and some of the power to

the University.

Last month, Rodger Cherewatti. director

of the physical plant, presented a plan

before the commission to spray sodium

lauryl sulfate, an experimental detergent,

on the coal to reduce the contamination of

Taylor Brook, but commission members
remained skeptical.

The detergent, Cherewatti said, kills

bacteria in the coal which helps produce the

the pile with the detergent and catching the

run-off in a sediment basin treated with

limestone around the pile would cut down
on the pollutants in surface run-off.

Another alternative is to truck the coal

pile to an off-campus site, which Cherewatti

said would be unnecessary. Trucking firms

have already bid on plans to move the pile.

Cherewatti said he would discuss plans to

combine the two alternatives with members
of the commission and try to iron out a

workable agreement.

He said any plans would have to be ap-

proved by UMass Vice-chancellor of

Administration and Finance, John L.

DeNyse, The state capital outlay budget

has alloted $2.5 million to correct the coal

contamination problem.

Cherewatti said he discussed "house

keeping measures" with members of the

commission last Friday to tie undertaken by

the University to improve the maintenance

of the coal pile. The measures call for using

covers on the trucks used to transport the

coal to the physical plant from Tillson Farm
and washing the trucks periodically.

Other measures include sweeping the

access road, Eastman Road, "once or twice

a month, ' and keeping the area surroun-

ding the coal pile clean to reduce the

polluting agents. Cherewatti said washing amount of coal dust.

Foreign policy panel tonight
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Panelists from the University of

Massachusetts and the Five College area

will discuss eight key American foreign

policy questions in a series of forums star-

ting tonight.

"The Soviet Union-Hard Choices for

Moscow" will begin the series at 7:30 this

evening in the Webster House lounge of

the Orchard Hill Residential Area.

The F^oreign Policy As.s(>ciation of New
York City organizes these discussions,

known as Great Decisions '84, and

publishes a pamphlet to accompany the ses-

sions.

Political Science Professor Luther Allen,

the Webster faculty-in-residence, will

moderate the eight forums. Allen, who has

lived on Orchard Hill since the inception of

that residential area. ha.s organize*! this

.series for the past 16 years.

"The program brings together many ex-

perts in the fields we discuss and the (jues-

tions from the students are very go<t<l ones

that make these panels interesting, " Allen

said.

Introduction to World Politics, a course

taught by Allen, is built around these lec-

tures and the students enrolled make up

the base of the audience. But all students

and members of the public are invite<l.

"This is a very good opportunity to learn

more about these key issues in foreign

policy," Allen said. "The panelists are very

good about coming here — all they get is a

free meal and a pamphlet, so I encourage

students to participate."

The discussions will be aired on WCFR,
88.5 FM on che Thursday following the

event, from 10 to 11:30 p.m.

After the Soviet Union forum tonight,

the program will continue with "Central

America, Mexico and the U.S." next Tues-

day, followed the next week by "U.S.

Security and W(»rld l^eace: Allies Arms and

l>ipl()macy."

Feb. 28's topic will be "South Africa:

(Jan U.S. Policies Influence Change?" In

March, the topics will l)e: "International

Debt (/risis: Borrowers, Banks, and the

IMF," March 6, "Saudi Arabia and Jordan:

Kingdoms at the Cro.ssroads," March 13;

"China and the U.S.: Five Years after Nor-

malization. " March 20; and on March 27.

"International Drug Traffic: Cau It Be

Stopped?"

Students to confer at Harvard
ttlesentatives from 11 University of

Massachusetts student groups will be

Representatives from 11 University of

Massachusetts student groups will be

leadership conference this weekend.
liie conference, to be held at Harvard

University, will feature forums on student

registration drives, the future of higher

education, the arms race and other issues

confronting the presidential candidates.

Students wishing to attend the national

conference can pre-register with the UMass
Public Interest Research Group at the table

on the Campus Center concourse. A limited

number of students not affiliated with a

Recognized Student Organization will be

able to attend through funds from a Student

Government Association scholarship fund.

A bus to and from the event, which begins

Friday and ends Sunday, will be provided.

-MiM
I
IIU-.

INSIDE
UMass and the parking policy P- 3

Students and the presidential elections P- 7

Women gymnasts nipped again P- ^^

"Youth is a state of mind.

"

— Robert Kennedy
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Reagan: Beirutgovernment stable
ABOARD AIR FORCE ONE - The
Reagan administration does not believe the

Lebanese government has collapsed with

hopes President Amin Gemayel can quickly

form a "responsible, broadly representative

government," White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said yesterday.

"Our basic position is that President

Gemayel is working intensively to form a

new Cabinet under a new prime minister,"

Speakes told reporters as the president was
en route to his hometown of Dixon, 111., to

celebrate his 73rd birthday.

"We hope that he will quickly be able to

form a responsible, broadly representative

government that can help him address the

critical issues that face the Lebanese people

at this time, "he said.

"We don't believe the government has

collapsed," Speakes said.

He told reporters Donald Rumsfeld,

special envoy, is in Beirut and that Robert

Bartholomew, the U.S. ambassador to

Lebanon, and Robert Paganelli, U.S.

ambassador to Syria, had been "actively

involved" in discussions with Lebanese

leaders over the last 24 to 36 hours.

In Lebanon, where Prime Minister Shafiz

Qazzan and his eight-member Cabinet

resigned Sunday, Moslem militiamen

poured through Beirut in running battles

with the Lebanese army, and the gover-

nment appeared to have lost control of

much of the city's western half.

Officials to discuss jet contracts
WASHINGTON — Connecticut's

congressional delegation and officials of

United Technologies, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Group were scheduled to meet
today to discuss damage control strategies

after General Electric's victory in the Air

Force's jet fighter engine competition.

The Pentagon announced F'riday it was
awarding GE a contract to build 75 percent

of the jet engines in 1985, compared to 25

percent to Pratt & Whitney, which has had

a virtual monopoly on them for years.

Maria Romash, spokeswoman for Sen.

Christopher J. Dodd, D-Conn.. said

yesterday the meeting was called to discuss

ways of dealing with the Pentagon's an-

nouncement and of getting more busmess

for the East Hartford, Conn. -based Pratt &
Whitney.
The private meeting was to be held in

Dodd's Senate office. The cost of the

engines was expected to be a major topic at

the meeting.

Pratt & Whitney's FlOO engine, which

now powers both the F-15 and F-16

fighters, costs about 2.5 million, while

the GE engine is expected to cost more than

$3 million.

Royce will build jets

A I' l.>iirrpholo

Welcome Home: President Reagan waves to crowd wishing him a

happy 73rd birthday. Reagan visited his hometown of Dixon, 111. for the

first time in years. With him is his wife Nancy and brother Neil.

NEW YORK - General Electric Co. and

Rolls-Royce Ltd. have signed a preliminary

agreement to share the cost of manufac-

turing and selling commercial airliner jet

engines.

In a related development. Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger said Friday

the Pentagon had awarded GE a 75 percent

share of a one-year contract to build

engines for the Air Force's F-15 and F-16

fighter jets. The Pratt and Whitney

State orders immediate ban

on 18contaminatedproducts
BOSTON — The Massachusetts Public Health Council

adopted an emergency ban yesterday on the sale of 18 pro-

ducts in the state that have been contaminated with the

suspected cancer-causing chemical EDB.
The products included eight Duncan Hines cake mixes,

plus corn muffm mix, pancake mix. dough, wheat, corn-

meal and flour products from several other manufac-

turers.

State officials said their tests found samples of all 18

products to be contaminated with at least 10 parts per

billion of ethylene dibromide, or EDB, a chemical com-

pound used as a pesticide and linked to cancer in

laboratory animals.

Lawyerdaimspesticides

led 'good lx)y'to murder
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - A jury began deliberating

yesterday the fate of a lawn worker whose lawyer claims

he was a 'peaceful, good, hardworking boy" whose mind

was poisoned by pesticides he used in his work.

David Garabedian, 22, of Chelmsford, has admitted

strangling a woman in her backyard, saying he didn't know

what caused him to throttle her with his hands and then

throw rocks at her last March.

Digest
By AssociatedPress

AP I.M*r]>hnta

Court bound: Jose Vieira. one of six defen-
dants accused in the Big Dan's Gang rape case
enters Superior Court yesterday for the start of
jury selection in the Fall River trial.

Jiayselection begins today

inNewBedfordrape case
r'ALL RIVER, Mass. — Potential jurors were asked

what newspapers they read and what television they

watch as jury selection began yesterday in the trial of sue

men charged with raping a woman on a bar room table.

A two page list of questions was distributed to the jury

pool of some 75 persons to learn what they know of the

case.

"You are not being tested," Judge William Young told

them. "As citizens you have the obligation and the right to

sit on the juries of this commonwealth.

The six defendants are accused of raping a 21-year-old

woman at Big Dan's tavern in nearby New Bedford on

March 6, 1983. Police say the woman was attacked for

over two hours while other patrons in the bar cheered on

her attackers.

Private hungercommission

contradictsReagan findings
BOSTON — Contradicting the Reagan administration, a

private commission reported today that hunger is

widespread in America and that policies of the federal

governmnet are to blame.

The findings of the five-month study by the Citizen's

Commission on Hunger in New England, "American

Hunger Crisis." were released yesterday in Washington

and Boston.

"Hunger is widespread enough from a medical per-

spective to be an epidemic," said commission chairman

Larry Brown of the Harvard School of Public Health,

defining an epidemic as an "excessive and increasing

prevalence" of a condition.

Democratic leaders discuss
creation ofnewstate taxes
BOSTON — Massachusetts House Democratic leaders said

yesterday Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' record $8.14 billion

budget calls for »6oO muuon \n new revenues lo oe rui.'.ed

several ways — including new taxes.

A caucus of House Democrats was toid me governor

wants a 3 percent tax on court judgments exceeding

$20,000, as well as a first-time fee of $100 for requesting

jury trials in civil cases and by raising to $5 the present

$2.11 per $1,000 tax for recording property deed transfers,

plus authority to raise certain fees.

division of United Technologies Corp., for

years the Defense Department's prime jet-

engine builder, was given the remaining 25

percent.

The Pentagon left open the question of

how the work would be divided beyond the

first year of the program, which is expected

ultimately to be worth at least $10 billion

and perhaps as much as $17 billion.

GE officials declined Friday to disclose

financial details of the Rolls-Royce

agreement.

Sixyears ago today inMass;

itsnowedandsnowedand..
NEEDHAM, Mass. — They came by the hundreds, half-

frozen motorists who abandoned their cars under mounds

of snow. They crowded around the convent's two

telephones, then huddled in blankets trying to sleep on

church pews.
Six years ago yesterday the first of 2,000 strangers

trudged down a snow-bound highway exit and into St.

Bartholomew's convent. Across much of the state, the

story was the same. People gave up trying to get home

and took shelter wherever they could.

The Great Blizzard of '78 had started gently on Feb. 6, but

by the time it ended 2 '4 days later, 29 people were dead,

339 houses destroyed and 6,500 more damaged. More than

27 inches of snow paralyzed the area, with drifts piling

high over thousands of cars.

Winds reached 100 mph at the height of the storm and

surf lashed the coast pulling houses apart. Property

damage was estimated at $300 million in Massachusetts

alone.

Forecasters had warned that trouble was coming, but the

force of the storm, the worst in this century, caught people

by surprise.

"We were the first ones off the exit," said Father Robert

Kickham, pastor of St. Bartholomew's parish in Needham.
"Hundreds and hundreds of cars were stranded on Route

128. They had said this could be a bad one, but a lot of

people paid no heed to it.

"We only had two telephones in the school and naturally

families were going absolutely crazy, wondering 'Where is

my husband? My daughter, my son?' " he said yesterday.

"Most of it was just pure panic."

Correction

Grant Ingle's name was spelled wrong
front page article on the OHR lunches.
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UMass parking risks:
45,000ticket8 issuedin '82

By PETE ZAKON
Collegian Correspondent

About 3 percent of parking tickets

issued each year on the University of

Massachusetts campus are appealed, said

the chairperson of the UMass Parking

Appeals Board.

Of the more than 45,000 parking tickets

issued in 1982, 1,406 were appealed, ac-

cording to the most recent Department of

Public Safety figures. One-half to two-

thirds of those appeals are usually

granted, based not on legality but on ex-

tenuating circumstances, said Board

Chairperson Roger Roche.

Decisions are a "matter of degree" and

are classified as granted, denied, or split,

Roche said. When the Board grants an ap-

peal, the appellant's tow fee is remitted

and his parking ticket is erased from the

vehicle owner's record; when the appeal is

split, the appellant pays for the ticket, but

is remitted the towing charge. In 1982,

2,656 vehicles were towed from campus.

The Department of Public Safety's 1982

Annual Report revealed that 86 percent

of vehicles towed were parked in campus

parking lots and 14 percent were parked

on roadways. Forty five percent of towed

vehicles were towed between 7 a.m. and 3

p.m., 13 percent between 3 and 11 p.m.

and 42 percent between 11 p.m. and 7

a.m.

The Parking Appeals Board, which in-

vestigates ambiguities in the University's

parking policies and notifies the ap-

propriate campus agency of its findings

such as the Physical Plant for sign pro-

blems, is composed of six annually renew-

ed members. They are: two
undergraduate students selected by the

Undergraduate Student Senate, a

graduate student selected by the

Graduate Student Senate, a faculty

member selected by the Faculty Senate,

and a member from both the classified

and administrative staff selected by

University Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

Parking appeals must be submitted in

writing to the Department of Public Safe-

ty within seven days of receiving the

violation notice. Forms and complete in-

formation on the appeals procedure are

available in Dickinson Hall.

Winter restricts overnightparking
By PETE ZAKON
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts police are

currently enforcing a University Snow

Removal Policy for overnight parking on

campus.
Among the many parking restrictions

listed in the University's Snow Policy,

parking overnight is prohibited on any

campus roadway, including the Southwest

horseshoe, and at any parking meter

during the snow season, which runs from

Dec. 1 to April 1.

Motor vehicles violating the Snow Policy

may be ticketed and towed, according to

Larry Holmes, assistant director of the

UMass Department of Public Safety.

But, fines collected from parking tickets

do not go to the Department of Public

Safety. Holmes said.

The fines are deposited in the Region's

Trust Scholarship Fund (formerly the

Traffic Fines Scholarship Fund), said

David P. Sackett of the UMass Financial

Aid Office.

To gain their cars, registered owners of

towed vehicles must pay Amherst Towing

Company a $25 towing charge and a $5

daUy storage fee that is initiated the day

of the tow.

According to the Snow Policy cars may
be parked overnight during the snow

season in the following places: P Lot at

the Stadium- back of lot only; P Lots at

Fraternity & Sorority Park and behind

Lot 25; Lot 21- all rows except two north

rows; Lot 22; Lot 24; Lot 25 north of

roadway to P Lot only; Lot 28; Lot 32 -

west of Lincoln Avenue only; Lots 41, 42,

43; Thatcher Way -east side only; Lots 44,

46, 49; Lot 50- -except Southwest hor-

seshoe.

Motorists may not park overnight during

snow season in the following places:

Stadium P Lot front section; Lot 211-two

north rows; Lot 25- -south of roadway to P
Lot; Lots 26, 31; Lot 32- east of Lincoln

Avenue; Lots 34, 40, 45; Lot 47- except

for Head of Residence and Handicap

Parking; Lots 62, 63, 64. 65. 66, 71; any

campus roadway or any parking meter.

More information on the Snow Policy and

other motor vehicle rules and regulations

can be obtained from the Department of

Public Safety in Dickinson Hall.

CelUciu pkoto t>r Amiy Heller

SPARK SHOWER — Physical Plant employee braves the furry of

sparks while conducting a welding operation.

assault

SGA nominationpestersnow available inSUB
Nomination papers for positions to be

elected in the spring Student Government
Association elections are now available.

Any full time undergraduate student who
pays the Student Activities Trust Fund fee

is eligible to run for SGA president.

Campus Center Board of Governors
positions, and posts on the Residential

Committee. Presidential hopefuls must
collect 250 valid student signatures, and

BOG candidates must collect 50.

Papers are available in the Student Union

Building Room 420 between 9 a.m. and 5

p.m. and are due no later than February 27.

Elections will be held in mid-March.

For more information, call 545-0341

.

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police

reported the assault of a woman near the

Campus Center Sunday, police said.

Police said the woman reported she had

been followed after leaving her dormitory

and was threatened by a male subject while

in the North Pleasant Street/Campus

Center area about 3 p.m. The woman gave

a description of the suspect and was advis-

ed of proper court procedure, police said.

In other police action

jacket when the dispute turned into a fist

fight. Both subjects were informed of pro-

per court procedure for assault and bat-

tery.

Police responded to a report of a fire in

Johnson dormitory in the Northeast

Residential Area at 11:45 p.m. Saturday.

Police said a resident's popcorn popper

caught fire, causing thick smoke but no

damage. UMass Department of En-

vironmental Health and Safety officials

and the Amherst Fire Department

responded to the scene.

Student security stationed in Herter Hall

called campus police with a report of a

More than $200 was reported stolen from suspicious person at 6:49 p.m. Sunday. The

a bureau in Cance dormitory at 1:30 a.m. suspect, a 23-year-old Northhampton resi-

Saturday, police said. The room had been dent, had signed into the building without

left unlocked and there are no suspects.

Police responded to a report of a distur-

bance in Baker dormitory at 12:49 a.m.

Saturday. Police said two males were ap-

parently arguing over the ownership of a

proper identification, police said. The

suspect was found wandering around

without any shoes on the fifth floor, accor-

ding to police, and was issued a trespass

warrant.

(ollrKiin photo bv Andy Hrller

BE COUNTED!
Center Concourse.

— Town registrars assist students with voter registration on the Campus

UMass Big Vote:
a success story
Voter registration will take place in dining commons

across campus for the rest of this week, as "UMass Big

Vote '84" continues.

While an exact count of new voters was not available

following yesterday's registration in the Campus Center,

the drive's first day was a "phenomenal success," said Fran

Pheeny, chair of the Undergraduate Student Senate's

Public Policy Committee, one of five student groups

organizing registration on campus.

"There was a heavy, steady flow all day," Pheeney said.

"I was pleased at the turnout.'"

Registration will take place today in Berkshire Dining

Commons, tomorrow in Worcester Dining Commons and

Thursday in Hampshire Dining Commons, all from 5 to 7

p.m.

Friday, registrars will be in Franklin Dining Commons
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. A mobile session will be held from

11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday at Rolling Green Apartments.

Registration will conclude next week when eligible voters

can register from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday in the first

floor lobby of the Whitmore Administration Building, and

from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday on the Campus Center

concourse.

Voters can also sign up in the Town Clerk's office in

Amherst Town Hall from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays.

The Town Clerk's office will be open until 10 p.m. next

Tuesday, the last day to register to be eligible to vote in

the March 13 Democratic presidential primary. Voters

must be registered as a Democrat or an Independent to

vote in this election.
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SNOW PATH -
Tractor clears the

snow from the Fine
Arts Center
walkway as passing

student pays little

attention.

Hillelurges voters to lobby

on behalfofSovietJewry
Lobbyists will meet and discuss actions to aid Soviet Jews
with U.S. Senators and Representatives, Assistant

Secretary of State for Policy Affairs Larry Eagleburger
and Israeli Ambassador to the United States Meir
Rosenne.

Massachusetts and New York registered voters are urged

to join in the eighth annual Washington Lobby for Soviet

Jewry Feb. 22 and 23.

More than 700 student lobbyists participated in last year's

effort. Contact Hillel at 545-2526 for information and

registration.

AmhersVsJonesLibrary

has special books that talk

People who have trouble reading conventional print

because of a physical handicap are eligable for the federally

funded Talking Books Program.
The Jones Library in Amherst has sample equipment and

books for users to borrow and become aquainted with the

program. Applications are availabe at the Jones Library,

at 43 Amity St., or call the Adult Services Librarian at 256-

0246.

Performing
Arts Division
Music, Theater and

Dance Instruction,

popular and classical

styles, private and

group, children and

adults. Walk-in
Registration ends

February 10. OLD
CHAPEL. 545-0519

I30DY SHOP

DIETING?
Try a different ap-

proach. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Say goodbye to

diets, foreverl Call

University Health Ser-

vices, 549-2671 ext.

181 to register,

deadline is February

17. Classes start

February 28. Hurry,

cla^ ^i^e is limitedL _

Exercise Facilities

Sign up at NOPE and Boyden
Start NOW to GET FIT

come in for Free Workout

regular $46 00 NOW $38.00
up to 17 weeks of workouts

^7 00
Off

15% Discount
Spring Semester Memberships

NOPE

M-F
7:30-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm
7-9 pm

Sat

1-4

Bring this ad to the

BODY SHOP
for 15% discount

offer expires on Feb. 7 (9 pm)

Boyden

M-F
7-9 am
12-1 pm
4-6 pm

Sat
12-3

ATTENTION RA's

Help wanted

for research project

involves journal/diary keeping

Academic Credit Available

Call: Eileen Stewart 5-2462

Julie Larn 5-0427

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

lOCATEDlNEASY TO

RtACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT 100

lOOGING

1802)464 8501

SKI REPORT
(802)464 2151

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS

Treat yourself to a day of big mountain

Vermont skiing. Only 1 Va hours from

Amherst. Fifty-one trails spread spread

over 3 complete mountain faces are open

daily serviced by one 1 Vi mile summit gon-

dola. Nearly 7 feet of natural snow and

season long snow making have built up to

6 feet of base. Enjoy a full day of Vermont

skiing and still be home in time for supper.

^^"^^^ -^ VERMONT
.^.M^«r^^<-

YOU ARE HOW YOU EAT
This concept as well aslhe hiMo.y ot ma)..- (u.s.nes and the American ,unk food synd.ome, are explored m FOOD AND CULTURE, a three-

c.ed.l cou.«'of«e.ed by the Drvrs.on of Continuing Education. University of fVlassachusetts at Amherst. Or learn to make pate a chouK for eclairs

.md cream pi.ffs m PtRTECT PASTRIES AND DESSERTS, a Saturday credit free workshop held from 9 30 am to 12 30 pm There are over

200 credit courses and credit-free workshops from which to choose

End of late reqistration ,s Feb.uary 13 for credit programs Registration is on-qomq «o. c.edit-lree workshops, most beqm the week of February

20 Registration may be made on campus m Room 104. University Library during regular business hours for both day and evening classes, and in

Room 111 for credit-free workshops I Cash, check. VISA, or MasterCdid accepted

CREDIT COURSES

ACCTG 221 Introduction to Accounlinq

ACCTG 222
ANTH IbO

ANTH 197A
ART 101
ART 103
ART Ibl

ART 220
ARTHIS lib

ASIANS 197A
ASTRON 100

BGS 301

BOTANY 101

CLSICS 10?
COMSTU 121

COMSTU 260
COMLIT lOlA
COMLIT 10b
COMLIT HO
COMLIT 203
COINS 121

ECON 103
ECON 104

EDUC H 320
EOUC H491I

EDUC H491L

EDUC H 615

EDUC H694K
ENGL 112
ENGL 131
ENGL lb2

ENGL 3S0D
ENGL 3S1

ENGL 497A

ENGL 49 7B
ENT 226
ENT 166

CNVDES 392L
EXCSCI 210
FS&N 130

FRENCH 1?0
f RENCH ?42
GBFIN 301
HIST 140
HIST ISO

HIST Ibl

HIST 371A

HIST 59 7A

Introduction to Accounting II

Ancient Civiii/ation

Food and Culture

Drawing Composition

Basic Design II

Architectural Drawing
Painting Oils

Introduction to the Visual Ails

Religions of Asia

EKplniing the Universe

Arts Management
General Botany
Roman Civrli/ation

Introduction to Mass Communication

Advanced Public Speaking

^ her-ies of Good and Evil

The Short Story
Mylfi. Folk, and Children's Literature

Madrwss in Literature

Int'iKtuction Problem Solving

Using the Coniputei
Intrududion to Microeconomics
Introduction to Mairoeconomics
Human Relatrons Laboratory

Effectrve Interaction Between Sell

and Others
Sell Assertion and Empathy Finding

Myelf. Finding Otheis

Computers in Special and Early

Childhood Education
Thixapeutit Appin ation iil IheAits

Coitcqe Wr rting

Society and Literature

Enpoiitoiy Willing/Rhetoric

EniKisitoiy Wr iling/Pielaw

Technical Wr ilinq

Lives of Women as Literature Readtng

in Autobiographies and Biographies of

Women
Beginning Ir isti

Practical Beekeeping
Insects and Man
Site Development
Human PerlormantP and Nutrition

Nutiilion and People

Elementary Fiench
tntei mediate Oral

Cor(X)ialion Finance
European Mistoiy 1500 1815
Development of American Crvili/ation

to 1876
Development of American Civilization

1876 On
Ttie History nl the Modern Presidency

n the 20th Centuiy
The History of the Modem Presidency

m the 20th Century

HRTA 100 Introduction

HRTA 367 Advanced Food Production

Management
JS 300 Newswriting and Reporting

LEGAL 297M The 60s Popular Rebellion and
Government Repression

LEGAL 297T An Introduction to Medical Malpractice

and Health Law
LING ICl People and Their Language

MATH 104 Algebra. Analytic Geometry, and

Trigonometry
MATH 197 Analytic Geometry with Trigonometry

MATH 121 Linear Methods and Probability in

Business

MATH 128 Calculus for the Life and Social

Sciences II

MATH 132 Calculus II

MATH 431 Ordinary Oiflerenlial Equations for

Scientists an<\ Engineers

MGT 301 Principles of Management
MGT 314 Personnel Management
MKTG 301 Fundamentals of Marketing

MKTG 341 Marketing Management
MUSIC 100 Appreciation Introduction

NURSE 210 Human Development Throughout

The Life Cycle
PHIL 100 Introduction to Philosophy

PHIL 161 Problems in Social Thought

PHIL 291A Theories of Senualily

PLSOIL 120 Organic Farming and Gardening

POLISH 120 Elementary Polish II

POLSCI 101 American Politics

POLSCI 121 World Polit Its

POLSCI 131D Politicsof Science and Technology

PSVCH 100 Elementary Psychology

PVSCH 330 Physiological Psychology

PSYCH 350 Child Behavior and Development

PSYCH 355 Adolescent Psychology

PSYCH 380 Abnormal Psychology

PSYCH 391A Theory and Clinical Application

of Hypnosis

RUSS250 Russian Culture

SOCIOL 107 Contemporary American Society

SOM 210 Introduction to Business Computers
SPAN 120 Elementary Spanish II

SPAN 240 Intefmediale Spanish II

SPORST 393A Concepts of Sport Information

ST AT IS 140 Statistics for Business

200L 538 Biogeography

DIVirjONOF
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

UMVEtSnY Of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

CREDIT FREE WORKSHOPS

Basic Drawing
The Designed Environment

Life Drawing
Framing
Interior Design
Matting

Methods of the Masters

Painting

Putty Graining

Stenciling Wall

Stenciling Wood
Watetcolor Beginning

Watercolor Intermedrate

Artist Self-Management

The Field of Arts Administration An Overview

Getting Started Establishing a Firm Foundation

Developing an Effective Boaid of Directors

Involving Volunteers in the Arts

Public Relations and Marketing for the Arts

Raising Funds in the Local Community
Arts Grantsmanship lor the Novice

Presenting the Creative Arts Event

Accounting Basic

Bartending

Basic Bike Repair

Bike Repair/On the Road
How to Get the Job You Want in Business

Improving Children's Self Concepts

Interviewing and Counseling Skills

Resume Writing

Teaching on Your Feet

Typing

Women at Work Imposters. Fakes, and Frauds

Aerobics/Trimnastics Beginning

Aerobics/T""^"a*'"^s Intermediate

Ballet I/I I

Ballet III

Ballroom
Jitterbog/Swinq
Modern iati

Tap Beginning

Tap Intermediate

Animation
Film Appreciation and Criticism

Video Production

Charitable Giving and Taxes

How to Prepare Your Own Income Tax Return

Investment Planning

College Costs Through Tan Planning

Acupressure Massage Practicum

Basic Hatha Yoga

Hatha Yoga lor Problem Backs

T'ai Chi Chuan
Touch for Health I

Perfect Pastries and Desserts

Wine Tasting for the Novice
The Inspired Garden
Lan Iscape Logic

Chinese (Mandann) Beginning

Chinese (Mandarin) Intermediate

English as a Second Language Conversation

French Beginning

Fiench Intermediate

German Beginning

German Intermediate

Italian Beginning

Italian Intermediate

Spanish Beginning

Spanish Intermediate

American Sign Language I

American Sign Language II

Biuegrass Banjo

Classical Guitar I

Classical Guitar II

Folk Guitar

Black and White Photography
Darkroom Photography I

Darkroom Photography It

Self-Hypnosis

Listening Skills

Memory Skills

The Parenting Choice

Public Speaking

Speaking Up
Speed Reading

Voicir>g

Kayaking
CI Paddling (Closed Canoe)

Red Cross Advanced Lifesavinq

Red Cross Advanced Lifesaving Review

Rock Climbing for Everyone

Sailing

Tennis: Beginning

Tennis Intermediate

Whitewater Canoeing

Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT)
Preparation

Graduate Record EKimination (ORE) Preparation

Law School Admissions Test (LSAT) Preparation

Quilting for Beginners

Quilting Advanced
Sewing
Acting for Closet Actors

The Contemporary Novel

Screenwriting

Writing Poetry

American Antique Furniture

Beekeeping: Beginning

Solar House Design

Meet the Micro

The DOS (Disk Operating System)

The Best Selling Spreadsheet Program - VISICALC
Basic BASIC
The Powerful Spreadsheet Alternative - LOTUS 1-2 3

Return of the. . .

JOB APPLICATION PACKAGE

i Letter

i Resume

i Envelope

matching papers & typestyles

Word Processing

can help you
get a job

»*• ^;;.^'»"'

"'ABSENCE' COULD
WELL BE THE BEST
PICTURE OF THE YEAR.'

•A DYNAMITE MOVIH, A MYSTERY,
ATHRILl-HR.an intelliRently woven plot. And

two dynamite performances, by two of our best

actors, Paul Newman and Sally Field. One of

the best pictures of the year."

loi IMK.H . ABC-TV

PAUL NKWMAN IS OUTSTANDING. His

vi^^orous performance makes 'Absence

of Malice' worth seeing."

_(.hNI SHAI.IT, NBC-TV

"NFWMAN RECLAIMS HIS KINCiPIN STATUS
AS THE SCREEN'S CJREATHST LEADINC, MAN.
Timely, provocative, brilliantly written, acted and

directed. 'Absence of Malice' will slick to your

ribs the way few movies do these days. I urge you

not to miss it."

_Ki \ Kill). NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

-NEWMAN'S BEST WORK SINCE COOL
HAND LUKE! MISS FIELD IS TERRIFIC."
-FRFDYAtJKR. ASSOCIATED PRESS

"COMPELLING STUFF, confidently directed

and performed."
-DAVID ANShN. NEWSWEEK

Collegian

Recruitment meeting

Experience • Involvement

• Excitement

• Open to all majors

Wednesday Feb. 8

8 pm-9 pm
Room 805 C.C.

PAUlHEWilAH SAllYFIEU
ABSENCE or MAIICE

COLUMBIA PICTURES PreserXs A MiRAGt tNTERPRiSES P"CJDUCT.ON

DAiiiMFUUMAM. SALLY FIELD • ABSENCE OF MAL ICE • Music by DAVE GBUSIN
PAUL NEWMAN SALLY MtLU

. E.er.-tive Produce- RONALD L SCHWARV

««^'"^'^SX -^v'kURT LUEDTKE .""p-oduce. anc O.eCed t,v SYDNEY POLLACK _

®S>
Aetvt*

ijk a3\ ^ Use Your Meal^ Tickets in the

TOO Restaurant

Q

DATE: Sunday Feb. 12

TIME: 5, 7, 9, 11

PLACE: Campus Center Aud. (CCA)

ADMISSION: $1.50 (75' - 5:00 show)

$1.00 Off
with this coupon
and a purchase
$4.75 minimum

Expires 2/29/S4

Campus Center Food Sen/ices, in con-

junction with University Food Sen/ices,

is proud to announce a new Dining

Experience! Students enrolled in a

University Food Sen/ices' full board

plan may use their meal ticket for a

$3.00 credit on Wedriesday Evenings

in the Top of the Campus Restaurant.

Also, students will receive the usual

75% discount. For reservations or fur-

ther information call 549-6000 ext. 639

or go to the T.O.C RerAaurant.

TOP
of the
CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
ll'J! FLOOR/CAMPUS CENTER/UMASS

t * 4 i

.
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Letters

,Tuesday, February 7, 1984
Tuesday, FebruaryJ^1984^

Read it at your own risk

To the Editor,

Last semester I. and everyone I know with any amount

of social conscience, applauded the departure of the in-

famous UMASS ZONE. But. much to my dismay, Mark

Rollins and the Collegian have dredged up the strip once

again. As Charlie Brown would say, "Arrrgh!".

I wonder how many people will be offended this tinie

around. P'or those who don't remember their comic strip

history very well, the Zone was rather "controversial"

two semesters ago. Many groups seemed a bit perturbed

at the strip, including; 'blacks, women, gays, physical

plant workers, and DC workers, to name a few. In fact,

readers were asked to vote on whether or not the strip

should be banned. Unfortunately, there were not enough

negative votes. So we were told. To avoid any future

"unpleasantness," perhaps someone on the Colleigan

staff could attempt to explain the concept of "social

awareness" to Mr. Rollins.

Richard Vigeant
Amherst

He can't speak for God
To the Editor.

I would like to respond to Wayne L. Johnson's letter

published February 1. Mr. Johnson, how can you at-

tribute broken homes, child and spouse abuse and sex

crimes to the feminist movement? We are not protesting

our unjust lack of equity in our society in a fashion that

causes violence and upheaval. We want peace for

ourselves, as well as for men. Feminists do not advocate

violence as a means to alleviate existing inequities but in-

stead we advocate social issues education for both men

and women who, like yourself, are living many years

behind the times.

Your choice of quotations from one of the oldest books

in the world is an example of how "primitive" your think-

s

ui

s
III
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TOPIC FOCUSED
GROUPS
SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP

Learn more about yourself, and how others see you

OlOWf I

MONDAYS/3:30-5:00
OtOWII
TUISDAYS/3:30-S:0O

STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP
Learn effective coping techniques
to manage your stress level MOMDAYt/3 30 3 OO

BULIMIA GROUP^—
An exploratory group tor

women who bingepurge THURSDAYS/3:30-5:00

ffegis'er during me tirsi miee ivesAs of febiuary

Pof nformcmon Of to apply to' a group co« S45 2337
c come to me Menial Heoim Service 127 Hm Nont),

Universilv 01 Mossoc^uiafs

MGH Institute of

Health Professions

The Master in Science Program in Nursing

I )i'si^;ni'J tiT nun inirsiuilli'>;i'gr.Hlii.ifi's, this prdgr.im \vmU

to pri'p.ir.ition .is C linu,)! \ursf Spi'u.ilists ( >r.Kl ii.it os .iri'oli^i-

ble fur K\ lin-nsurf .ind spici.ili/i-ii practiif in om- of si\ ilniK.il

artMs.

The MaMer of Science Program in Speech-Language Pathology.

A tuu-M'.ir pmgr.imot .K.Kk'nin. .iiuK linn..ili'duot ion li-.Klin^

.liso to ilinn.il i.orlitn..ilion in Sptvih 1 .in>;ii.i>;i' I\ithiiU>>;\ is

open to >;r.)cliMtcs ol Kicholors pro^r.ims in lomnuinu.ition

ifisunltTs pswhologx linv;iiistKs .mJ st"li\ii-d othi-r tiokis

Social Work in Health C are Program

• l\ ist H.ui.il.uiri mU C ritili. .itf pro^;i.in) pii'p.iir- i.olKi;i

^r.Hlii.itfs lot pr.utiii' in .) \.uiot\ ol HimUIi settings

• I'ost-M.istirs C frtilK.ito pro>;r.ini pro\ iJfs .in opporliinit\ tor

son.il workt'fs to Ji'M'lop tht.' ilinii.il skills MM.i knouU'ilm-

nt'fdfii lor .ufv.intfd pr.utui' in hcilth i.iri'

lot niori' intorni.ition till out .ind return this hi,ink to

MC.H Institute of Health Professions, Massachusetts t.eneral

Hospital, Boston, MA 02114. PlTASl PRINT

PIiMsf send mc inti>rm.ition on the progr.ims indii.ittd hclow

M.istiT ot SiK-mi' rro^r.iin in Nursing lor non nurse oilli'gi'

^r.idu.iti's

M.istcr ol SuMur rroi;i,im in Spec, h I ,in»;ii.l>;r r.itholov;\

!'..-• ''
.; . !! '"!ii,!lf rr>'.-,;,iii; ir. '-•.M.il W.'tk u.

f '

\,ini'

C itv

I olil'v'.l .itliiuK

.rk IP I I.

^l.iti /,p

The .Ml. 1 1 Insiiluti ol HtMJth I'rolission.ils.idmits students ot

any r.ue lolor .md n.ition.ii or ethnu orinin.

ing is. Your choice of quotations seems somewhat ar-

bitrary and they seem to have been used out of context.

I'm not much of a religious person and I'm not overly

familiar with the Bible but I do believe God would want

all of us to be treated fairly and equally.

Don't you agree, Mr. Johnson?
Cheryl B. Nugent

Belchertown

Red baiting in the Collegian

To the Editor.

Red baiting in the Collegian. What will come next? The
Collegian has brought itself down into the realm of

Rupert Murdoch with its printing of Steven P. Barrett's

editorial on student lobby groups.

He starts off innocently enough saying student groups

shouldn't demand unreasonable programs from the

government, then lets loose with his irresponsible claims

of communist infiltration. He implies saying "labor and

the masses" makes someone a communist. In a sup-

posedly free country you should be able to say labor and

the masses without some fool attempting to get you on

the up and coming un-American list. In a free country

any one has the right to profess a communist or any doc-

trine they believe in. To say that you're a communist

doesn't mean you're for the type of communism that is

imposed on the people of Russia or China. (Unless you

have a mind that is as hopelessly closed as Mr. Barrett's

obviously is.)

If you remember, the anti-nuclear movement was sup-

posed to be run by Russian agents. These claims, started

by the mad John Bircher who went down in a blaze of ail-

American glory on a Korean airliner, were found to be

untrue. Mr. Barrett offers no evidence whatsoever for

his accusations that anyone is a lackey for the Polish

government. Is this the type of irresponsible journalism

they teach at the National Journalism Center, is Mr. Bar-

rett himself being groomed to be a lackey for the mouth

pieces of the government and their dubious and overused

Are you tired of waiting on

lines for a computer terminal?

Try the

COMPUTER ACCESS
alternative

On site microcomputer time rental

79 SOUTH PLEASANT ST
256-1213

(behind Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

Open 7 days a week
Opening February 15

Mastercard £f Visa accepted

claims of "National Security"? He seems to aspire to

some day joining the ranks of the great fact and history

twisters such as George Will and Joey Sobran. Who
knows, maybe some day he will rise even higher and get a

shot at Steve Dunleavy's job.

Jim Gervais

Granby

Stray ticket prices

To the Editor,

We would like to express our disgust at the ticket

prices of the Stray Cats concert. What does UPC do with

the money it gets from the student government? We
were under the impression that the monies given to UPC
were for the purpose of relieving the burden of the price

of the tickets for the student.

The prices of $11.50 and $12.50 for students barely

passes as any kind of reduction. The prices of the tickets

hardly justifies the student funded UPC presenting con-

certs at UMass when we could have Don Law or Frank J.

Russo promoting the shows at the same or lower prices.

The concerts would be of equal quality or better, and

the professional promoters have a proven ability to book

many shows at a low or reasonable price. We are not at-

tempting to undermine student run activities but we feel

that for the mandatory fine arts fee and student activity

fee that we deserve a little more than one or two known
acts a year.

UPC tend to like to look back and refer to their past

record. Lets face it — The Grateful Dead may have been

great back in 1979 and congratulations to UPC for get-

ting them. The problem is that nobody presently atten-

ding UMass was here back then so the memory is alien to

us.

We expect a lot of resentment for our proposal but we
feel that if our hard-earned money is being used we
would like to get something in return.

Timothy Kress
Tom Bouchard

Southwest

r
TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

9 tilt 1

1

with

music by

RACK'A-DISC

9 Till

^v v^ 15 Emi PIe»»«n Si. \^

NOCOVfM

IT'S 1984

AND BIG BROTHER (YOUR RA)

IS WATCHING YOU!
GET OUT WHILE YOU CAN!
DELTA CHI OPENRUSH

AX
Refreshments Served

118 Sunset Ave.

College Pizza

Sunset Ave \U'

SWest Dorms

•
AX

All University men invited

Tues Feb? & 14 7-10 pm
Wed Feb 8 & 15 7-10 pm

COME CHECK US OUT

Before they come to

get you next.
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On why you
should vote
November 1984, Americans from ages 18 to 180,

if there are any that old, will go to the polls

and pull levers. We will be electing the man who
will run one of the two most powerful countries in the
world. His commands can speed death and destruction

across the globe, or they can send tons of wheat to stave
off famine. But 55 million Americans may not have a say

in this. They are unregistered voters.

One out of four of these unregistered voters are between
the ages of 18 and 24. Reasons for not registering are

many. For some it would interfere with General Hospital

or Dynasty. Others cannot see the election process as hav-

ing anything to do with them. Many feel that things can-

not be changed.

Brooke States

It is easy to understand these feelings (except for GH
and Dynasty). Public Rhetoric aside, both parties often

seem more like parts of one party, the Republicrats. Even

if we manage to elect a knight in shining armor, various

dark sinister forces and powers combine to melt his ar-

mor, bend his sword, and at the end of four years leave our

knight in shining armor looking and acting more like Don
Quixote, with Sancho Panza as a Vice President.

This is still no reason for not registering. By November

you may change your mind, even if only to vote as a pro-

test against the way things are. The simple act of register-

ing, as so many people have already done this year, makes

politicians more careful of what they say and do. If na-

tional politics seems too far away, consider the state and

local issues and leaders that will have to be decided on.

Here far more leverage can be applied. The victory of

Chicago's Mayor Harold Washington is one example of

this, so was the near victory of rent control in Amherst

last year. In the year of big brother leaving politics to the

politicians makes no sense.

In introducing the Reverend Jesse Jackson last Thurs-

day night Professor Michael Thelwell made an important

point. History is not in the 1800s it is now, he said. We
have a responsibility to ourselves and the future, which we

will inherit, to see how our environment is run and who
runs it. In the late 1700s the United States started on its

path to democracy. Those who could vote were white men
with property. Gradually those without property, those

who were not white or men, and those who were young,

fought for and won the right to vote. While none of the

candidates running may please you enough to go and

register, consider what would happen if the candidate you

like the least got into office. Seldom in recent campaigns

has there been such a difference between virtually all of

the Democratic candidates and the Republican incumbent.

An even stronger case can be made for the difference bet-

ween the political forces that support each side. These

people, from the Reverend Falwell all the way over to

Lane Kirkland, will have their say, in a big way, if their

man carries the day.

We have a huge deficit and national debt, a new cold war

and arms race with the Russians, and destabilizing crises

at home and abroad. These problems have to be faced by

the leadership of this country, and we owe it to ourselves

to vote for the one we most would like to see run America,

rather than not vote because our perfect choice is not

there on his or her perfect program.
Brooke States is a Collegian columnist

Letters-

It's Meese, not McGovern
To the Editor,

I want first to congratulate Collegian reporter Peter

Abraham on his well written front page article on Rev.

Jesse Jackson's appearance at the Fine Arts Center last

Thursday night. A correction needs to be made, however.

Through a mix-up of paragraphs, it was not made clear

that Jackson was referring to Edurin Meese, Reagan's new

appointment to Attorney General, in the statements that

"This is a man against hungry children, against equal

rights for women, his positions are well known. We must

stand tall against him and resist and protest to our fullest

means". .. ., ..

For those who may have forgotten, Mr. Meese is the

man who feels that "Scrooge merely had a bad press. Do

we need another four years of leadership like this before

we wake up? I shudder. ..... *
Linda Marston

Sunderland

Students left out in the cold

To the Editor,
. r. a

I wanted to see Jesse Jackson speak at the h me Arts

Center (FAC) Thursday. I couldn't get a ticket Tuesday,

but I decided to try for one of the remaining 400 tickets

Thursday night. It was pretty cold out and a lot of people

showed up. Because I'd been waiting since 6:30. I figured

that I would be one of the lucky 400.

But I was wrong. When I got to the door at 8:00. 1 was

g SCORNFUL OF THE DEFICIT DANGERS, HE SENT HiS A^ARiNES TO DIE iKi FAR-OFF LANDS
f> FOR APPLE PIE, FOR CHURCH AND RAG, ?CR SCHOOL PRAYER, FOR HIS POLITICAL KEISTER
^ STANDING TAUCPG)

MOM, ShI wANfa)

SUDDENLY AMERICA WAS AND COST WAS NO OBSTACLE I

^-^'j
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A challenge for us all to take
The University of Massachusetts/Amherst has the

opportunity to become a better school, due to

increased state funding for public higher educa-

tion. The University community must decide how and

where the money will be spent, and how the direction the

University will take during implementation of the Long

Range Plan.

Massachusetts State Senator John Olver, D-Amherst,

told the UMass Faculty Senate last week that the school

may receive as much as a 25 percent funding increase,

due largely to Governor Dukakis' stated intenest in

Josh Meyer
improving public education.

Senator Olver presented a five part plan needed to "get

the best education to turn out the best students," in-

cluding increased alumni support and improved teacher

salary and training. Extending the graduate program by

25 percent, and identifying and expanding the academic

centers of excellence such as polymer research and

computer science were other points.

Olver said that the University "needs to actively sup-

port enterpreneurship." What he meant by this was not

clear. If he meant subjecting the allocation of funds to

the discretion of corporate contributors, his plan has

ominous forebodings for the UMass tradition of academic

freedom and integrity in preserving the liberal arts.

Expanding the already excellent academic areas would

contribute to the stagnation and decline in the quality of

the lesser areas.

In the past two years, UMass has seen strong higher

education budgets, even in the face of fiscal constraints

such as Proposition 2^k , which lowered considerably the

private sector taxes used to help the public higher

education budget. Olver aide Kathleen Merrigan said

that Reaganomics has been a constant source of op-

position to public education funding too, and "has left our

state in a situation where we have to set clear priorities."

The Olver aide added that "higher education is one of

these priorities.

One indication of the state legislature's committment to

higher education is the fact that the overall budget for

education has increased 25 percent in the last two years.

This is the largest increase in funding of any of the state

university systems nationwide.

This year, in addition to significant funding increases,

the legislature has loosened control of transfers among

education accounts. By the legislature's giving slack to

these strings, campus administrations now have more

control and autonomy and an increased flexibility in

spending the money in the way that they choose. An
example of this can be seen in the tuition retention

program, where increases in tuition may be used to

achieve specific purposes as defined by the academic

community, and not by Boston legislators.

Olver said to the Faculty Senate that "We can give you

money and control, but you (the Faculty) have to take the

challenge.

"

It is evident that the combination of increased funding,

along with the new flexibility has given this campus the

opportunity to "surge ahead in academic prestige and

excellence," just as the Senator said.

It is good to hear that the future of UMass is looking

brighter. Sen. Olver's proposal is just that a recom-

mendation. As with any other grant of this magnitude,

the money allocations must be determined by all con

cerned members of the community. Once the grant is

appropriated, how and where to spend it should be a most

pressing task of all those involved in political

organizations such as the student, graduate and faculty

Senates, to ensure that funds are spent fairly and in the

most democratic manner possible.

Josh Meyer is the Collegian Editoriai Pom Editor

told that there were no tickets left, and that there had

really only been 120 available. 120! Where did the other

280 go? To the friends and family of the management? Or

was the FAC just lying to students in the first place? And

why, pray tell, did the FAC make students wait so long in

the bitter cold before even revealing this?

Although students were allowed to see the Jackson

speech on a closed-circuit T.V., it just wasn't the same. I

didn't wait in 20 degree weather to watch T.V. Most peo-

ple just went home, angry or depressed.

Such incompetence and insensitivity should not go un-

punished. The house manager should be fired, and an of

ficial apology sent to students.

Robert Nolan
Chadbourne

them with those of another country, the only thing he is

accomplishing is substituting the dead Iwdies of one na-

tionality with the bodies of another country. This does not

sound very humanitarian from a man who says he is highly

concerned with human rights. The most basic human nght

is that of life.
.

Mr. McGovern's speech was pure rhetoric designed to

please the interests of American voters concerned about

our marines. This does not solve the ongoing problems in

the Middle East which is a region of major concern to the

United States. Candidate McCK)vern must rethink his pro-

posals on the Middle East, if he is to be considered a con-

tender for the Democratic nomination.
Jeff Moelia

Peter O'Connor
Southwest

McGovern priority mixup? tj^^ q^.^^^ ^^j^^ ^^^^^
To the Editor.

My roommate and I heard Mr. George McGovern speak

at the Student Union Ballroom Wednesday night. Mr.

McGovern emphasized several times that it is his top

priority tt) withdraw the marines from Lebanon. He feels

that their role has been reduced to one of survival.

He continued to say that a peacekeeping force made up

of troops from "neutral" countries (i.e. Sweden and Nor-

way) would better serve the interests of the world. Why

should these countries risk the lives of their young men in

order to keep peace in an area where they have little in-

terest? These troops will receive the same hostile gunfire

as our marines did. By removing our troops and replacing

To the Editor,

Cold? Who says it's cold? "Prairie Home Companion," a

radio show broadcast from Lake Woe-Be-Gone, Minn,

once aired a Thanksgiving special in which members of the

audience were asked to write down things for which they

were thankful. One fellow wrote; "Let's be thankful for

the cold winters we get here in St. Paul, they keep the riff

raff out of Minnesota."

Well, what with all these Democrats we've got here

speaking on campus lately, I guess it can't be too cold out

after all.

Black Jacques Shellac
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With the divestiture of the 22 Bell Operating companies
and the restructuring of the AT&T organization auestions

arise concerning how the change will affect AT&T Bell

Laboratories

Will the ingenuity still be there'? Will there still be the

creativity, the innovation and the unique development

capability that has made AT&T Bell Laboratories one

of the nations foremost technological resources'? Yes.

So what's new'?

A New Name
What was Bell Labs, Bell Laboratories or sometimes

simply The Labs; is now officially AT&T Bell Laboratories.

It joins AT&T Technologies, Inc and AT&T Communications

in an impressive corporate family, the new AT&T

A New Freedom
The new AT&T is free to compete in a variety of markets.

AT&T Bell Laboratories' discoveries and designs con now
be extended to whatever applications and consequent
markets they suggest.

ANew Mission
AT&T Bell Laboratories will provide the technology AT&T

needs to be a world leader in information systems ser-

vices and products. We will pursue a broad spectrum of

research In micro-electronics, photonics, digital systems

and software to fuel new ventures

A New Beginning
It IS year of new beginnings. For AT&T and for you

If you are a graduate with a BS, MS or PhD in Electrical or

Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science, Mathematics.

Operations Research, Chemistry, Physics, or Human Factors

Psychology talk to an AT&T Bell Laboratories recruiter

Check with the Plocement Office for the dates we will be
on campus .

If you would prefer to write, send a copy

of your resume and academic transcripts to:

Director of Technical Employment. Dept 127/3104 '84.

AT&T Bell Laboratories. 150 John F Kennedy Parkway.

Short Hills. New Jersey 07078

An equal opportunity employer

AT&T
Bell Laboratories

I STUDENT I

I
SENATORS! I

Wednesday, Feb. 8

Senate Meeting

will begin at 5 PM
Due to the importance

of considering the

SGA constitution,

anyone with schedule

conflicts should

contact someone in

speakers office.
V.

1

8 DELTA UPSILON i

I OPEN RUSH
Tues. Feb. 7th

Wed. Feb. 8th

1

I

^ Free Refreshments ^

9:00 PM

778 North Pleasant Street

549-3831

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Betty Friedan
Author of *T/t€ Feminine Mystique"

fr NOPE
i

North Pleasant

W
Delta

Upsiion

Grad Twr

J

''Women's Changing

Roles in the 1980's"
Wednesday, February 8, 1984

8:00 P.M. Student Union Ballroom

Free
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artsUnes...
A staged reading of a work in progress by Leslie Stainton

based on Poet in New York by Frederico Garcia Lorca will

be presented by the University's Theater Department in

the Curtain Theater at 8 p.m. on Feb. 21-25. there will be

a discussion following each performance. Tickets are $2 for

students and senior citizens, and $3 for the general public.

For further information and reservations, call the Fine

Arts Center box office at 545 2511.

The Third World Theater at the University will hold

auditions for the original production of Alice Childress'

GuUah! from 1-5 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 12 and from 6-9 p.m.

on Monday, Feb. 13. All auditions will be held in Bowker
Auditorium. Those wishing to audition should pick up
scripts and musical tapes in 203 Hasbrouck prior to their

auditions. (Scripts and tapes are also available from the

theater departments at Smith, Mt. Holyoke, Amherst and
Hampshire colleges.) For further information, call 545-

0190.

Auditions will be held for Lanford Wilson's Fifth of July

this evening in room 204 of the Fine Arts Center. There

are roles for 4 men and 4 women. Those wishmg to

audition must sign up for an audition time in advance. Sign

up sheets are posted outside the main office of the

Department of Theater (located in the Fine Arts Center).

For further information, or to have your name put on a

sign-up sheet. caU 545-3490.

Auditions for A Lovely Sunday For Creve Coeur, by

Tennessee Williams, will be held this evening in room 08 of

the Fine Arts Center. There are roles for 4 women. For

further information, call 545-3490.
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REMEMBER!
lATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
FEBRUARY 15!

Have transcripts In by March 1

with full grades

INFORMATION SESSIONS

will be held

Wednesday, Feb. 8 4-6 pm

In the Campus Center Room 805

Tuesday, Feb. 14 7-9 pm
in the Campus Center Room 90^

LEE INSTITUTE

REALTY
COURSE

PRE-LICENSE EXAM COURSE
1st CLASS NO OBLIGATION

• Over 29 years in operation

• Repeat next course no charge if you fail

• Textbook included with tuition

• Member Real Estate Educators Assoc.

7 P.M. TUESDAY, FEB. 7

UMASS AMHERST
CAMPUS CENTER RM 168C

All classes held in Amherst on Tuesday eves 7 to 10 PM

LEE INSTITUTE 617-734-3211
310 Harvard St.

Brookline

Licanssd by Commonwealth of MaMachutotts, Dept of Education

WHAT CAN
FRATERNITIES
OFFER YOU?
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All University Undergraduate Men Are Invited TO

FRATERNITY
OPEN RUSH

PHI MU DELTA
14 Elm St.

256-6802

Feb. 8, 9 7-9 PM

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
374 N. Pleasant St.

Feb. 8,9 8:30-11 PM

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
1513 JFK
546-7819

call for time &- dates

PI KAPPA ALPHA
418 N. Pleasant S(.

545-2150

Feb. 6, 7,8 9-11 PM
Feb. 13, 14 9-11 ^M

KAPPA SIGMA
70 Butterfield Terr.

545-3197

Feb. 9 8:30-10:30 PM

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
4510 N. Pleasant St.

256-6863

Feb. 9 call for time

ALPHA EPSILON PI

Cannpus Center Rm. 1009

256-1458

Feb. 9 8:30-12:00 AM

ZETA PSI

23 Phillips St.

256-6845

Feb. 8, 9 9:30-12:30

Feb. 16 9:30-12:30

Feb. 22, 23 9:30-12:30

BETA KAPPA PHI

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

Feb. 6,7,8 9 PM
Feb. 13,14 9 PM

DELTA UPSILON
778 N. Pleasant St.

'>49-3831

Feb. 7,8 9-11 PM

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
375 N. Pleasant St.

253-9974

Feb. 9 7:30-9:30

Feb. 16 7:30-9:30

Stockbridge students only

ALPHA DELTA PHI

395 N. Pleasant St.

549-1816 (7684)

Feb. 7ef 8 8-10PM
Feb. 9 9-12:30 AM
Feb . 14-15 8-10 PM

DELTA CHI
118 Sunset Ave.

549-0482

Feb. 7, 8 7-9:30 PM

GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO
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If you're not going

to do it right...

THE THREEPENNY OPERA
By Bertolt Brecht; Music by Kurt Weill

Kirby Memorial Theater, Amherst College

February 3-5, 9-11

By MICHAEL CERRATO
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst College kicks off its drama season this semester

with a very difficult play. Written in pre-World War II

Germany by Bertolt Brecht, it is biting commentary on the

contrast between "real" life distorted by emotion and

sentiment. Biting when performed well. It's un-

derstandably hard to bring into focus such a contrast, and

unfortunately, Amherst seems to be fighting (and losing)

an uphill battle.

The set is captivating, the costumes brilliant... but the

acting just doesn't seem to get off the ground. Characters

are sloppily portrayed, with few exceptions.

One such exception is the combination of Aron Bedson

and Jennifer Daniels as Mr. and Mrs. J.J. Peachum. Mr.

Peachum is the crafty and corrupt patriarch of the

"Beggars Big Brother Company", an establishment created

to keep London's poor in line and his own pockets well

lined. Mrs. Peachum is his whining, alchoholic wife.

Together, in such songs as "Instead Of, they create an

amusing atmosphere of rather squalid domestic life. Joby

Truslow, however, as Polly Peachum, can't seem to choose

between being a sweet, innocent thing or a harping, bitx:hy

gun moll. The result is an unpleasant character that noone

seemed to like very much. I don't blame them. I must give

Miss Truslow credit for a stirring rendition of "Pirate

Jenny", though. Stirring, but not enough to save a

drowning character.

By the end of the second act, I was worried, because

frankly, I didn't like any of the characters. When they

came onsUge for the first time, they were interestmg;

very quickly, they became boring. It seemed as if they

forgot exactly why they were hanging around singing to

each other. Scott Haycock, as Tiger Brown. Commissioner

of Police, showed signs of promise, being loud, bouncy, and

seemingly full of energy. He lost the bounce and energy,

but continued being loud. Very loud. I had the urge to

stand up and tell him to stop yelling, that we were all in the

same theater.

Ellen Reilly, as Jenny, the "queen of the whores ". was

extremely credible when leaning against a wall, or curled

Joby Truslow, Aron Bederaon and Jennifer Daniels star as the Peachums in Amherst College's

Threepenny Opera.

around a sUircase; as a whore. I giver her a 9. The

singing, on the other hand; maybe a 3. Jordan Lewis was

Mack the Knife, the villian/hero of the story. A
thoroughly nasty man, he's usually hounding his gang to

obey him more completely or "screwing around with a

bunch of whores." Mr. Lewis tries very hard, but in his

own words, the part is "just the same, every night..." not a

hell of a lot of motivation. I heard backstage that he has a

great voice. Unfortunately. I never heard it on stage; he

was too busy being nasty to let his real voice come out, so

all we got was a half-snarled parody. When, at the

"climax" of the story. Mack turns into a noble victim on the

lines of MacBeth. it is too absurd to accept. They should

have hung him.

A word here about the music: BAD. Not a single piece

was played without my thinking I'd heard it. Not only was

It repetitious, it was too damned loud-it drowned out

almost all of the lyrics, even the ones I tried to hear. For

some reason, Mr. Clifton Noble Jr., the musical direct(H-,

cut the orchestra to a monotonous, dreary shadow if it-

self... backstage I was told it was because of a "lack of

space in the pit". If you're not going to do it right, don't do

it at all.

What curses this production from beginning to end is that

monster of the theater, apathy. The cast and crew don't

seem to care about their characters, and it seems as if one

day they all decided it was as good as it was going to be and

that was that.

The production doesn't move. ..except down. As Mack

the Knife would say, "This is art. and art isn't nice!" He's

right.

Til 'Tuesday in fine fashion at'Wall
•TIL TUESDAY
Thursday, Feb. 2

Bluewall

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

The Bluewall began the semester in fine fashion last

Thursday night as one of Boston's hottest bands, 'Til

Tuesday, succeeded in keeping a suprisingly large crowd

on its feet throughout the evening.

TU Tuesday, who have been together about a year, first

rose to prominence (local anyhow) when they won WBCN's

fifth annual. Rock and Roll Rumble last summer. The

band, which hails from Boston, is Aimee Mann (lead vocals,

bass), Robert Holmes (guiUr), Joe Pesce (keyboards), and

Michael Hausman (drums). Within Boston, a city well

known for its many and varied rock and roll bands. 'Til

Tuesday occupies a distinct niche.

Til Tuesday plays a unique brand of music which would

be best described as a blend of funk pop and soft-rock. The

bass and drums provide a most definitive, danceable

rhythm which is colored by guitar and keyboards, neither

of which are overbearing. The result is very listenable

music, played at a consistently moderate tempo, which

creates a distinct atmosphere.

At the forefront of this atmosphere, both visually and

audibly, is Aimee Mann. Strikingly beautiful and at

tractively dressed, her soft and clear voice, which sounds

at one with the music, was most effective throughout the

two sets the band played. Neither her voice, nor any of the

instruments were lost in the mix. The lyrical content to

the group's songs seemed to be neither political nor

profound, but did match the musical atmosphere quite

well. Among the most memorable of the songs were

"Maybe Sunday, Maybe Monday." "Are You Serious," and

the popular "Love in a Vacuum, " a song with which many

in the crowd were familiar.

The future of 'Til Tuesday looks very bright indeed.

Rumors to the effect that the band is negotiating with a

major record label were confirmed during a post-show

interview with the band. 'Til Tuesday has yet to release

any vinyl, even on the local level (as many local bands do),

because according to Aimee Mann. "Unless there's a real

good following, wed lose money." As a result, the only

access to the band's music has been through their live

show, and through local radio stations, some of which were

sent a demo tape of the band.

AU this is not meant to infer that I don't have any

criticisms of the band. I do have one. Their music, as good

as it is, tended to become repititious on Thursday night.

The band is fairly young (one year old) though, and, as

such, has much time to develop. Furthermore, though

their music might be repititious, it is unique, and no other

bands are doing anything similar. I can easily bear with

some repition of quality.

rigrht haircut can do.
a

Watch for

Andy Gordon's
TRAILERS

every Friday!
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Hypercurricula

Today
UMASS CONSERVATIVE

COALITION-ORGANIZATIONAL MTG.
— Organizational meeting for setting this

semester's schedule of events, and projects.

Members only. 7:00-9:30 p.m.. 802 CC.

OPEN MEETING - Featuring a slide

presentation from Nicaraguan Coffee

Brigades. New members welcome to at-

tend. 7:00 p.m.. Rms. 805-809 CC.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal

lunch time get-together with Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter. 12 noon. Campus Center 802.

FILM: THE FRISCO KID - Starring

Gene Wilder and Harrison Ford —
Hilarious! and FREE! 7:30 p.m. Thompson
106.

ALPHA DELTA PHI OPEN RUSH -
All University men are invited to Alpha
Delta Phi, 395 N. Pleasant Street, for open
rush. 8-10 p.m. 395 N. Pleasant St.

DELTA UPSILON OPEN RUSH - All

University men are invited to Delta Up-
silon, 778 N. Pleasant Street, for open
rush. 9-11 p.m. 778 N. Pleasant St.

DELTA CHI OPEN RUSH - All

University men are invited to Delta Chi,

118 Sunset Avenue, for open rush. 7-9:30

p.m. 118 Sunset Ave.

IMPORTANT MEETING: STUDENTS
FOR CRANSTON "84 - Help push the

Nuclear Freeze to the forefront of the Dem.

Party Platform. Everyone urged to attend

as the primaries are rapidly approaching.,

7:00 p.m., Rm. 804 CC.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB MEETING -
C.U.S.P. is holding it's first meeting of the

semester. Come get involved! Elections

will be held and refreshments served.

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME! 7:30 p.m.

Tobin 304.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING —
Introductory Meeting — The Investment

Club will hold its first meeting of the

semester. We will discuss the club's

portfolio. New members welcome! 6:30

p.m.,SOMlll.

SPORT KARATE DEMONSTRATION
— Featuring Black Belt Challenge

Fighting, Musical Forms, Dueling Kicks,

with Larry Kelley, #2, U.S.A., Donna
Kelley, #1, New England, and Andy Long,

undefeated professional fighter. 6:00-7:00

p.m., SUB.

Performing
Arts Division
Music, Theater and

Dance Instruction,

popular and classical

styles, private and

group, children and

adults. Walk-in
Registration ends

February 10. OLD
CHAPEL. 546-0519

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

r
I$7.00

(with this coupon! I

$10.00 with
IShampoo and

Blow Dry
}

$11.50 Long Hair

I
Expires 2 29/84 C |

please Call for an

Appointment

Styles by

Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst. MA/ 549-5610

i

Starting February 10,

Stanley Kaplan

will be located at

358 North Pleasant St.

from

264 North Pleasant St.

March, 1984

GMAT & LSAT
classes enrolling now!

> EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

253-5108

Dinner
ForTwo IsJust

TTltc

Beginning.
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(Tickets contributed by
the University of Massdchusens
Fine Arts Center.)

ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE
DRAWING FEBRI lARY 1ST THRU
FEBRUARY I4TH AT ANY
DOWNTOWN (.OlNCIl MFJMBER
BUSINESS DISPLAYING THIS SIGN

DRAWINGS TO BE HELD
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IS FINAL WINNERS WILL BE NOTIEIED
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ALWAYS SPRING

SUNNY BREAK '84

MINUTEMEN 10 IN>ADE FORT LAUDERDALE
SPRING BREAK CAMPS SET UP AT TWO MAJOR HOTELS

SheratonYankee Clipper SheratonYankee Trader

^ W'iifai^'t >

Beach entertainment galore . . nght outside your door.

(Mike and Dean of the Beach Boys - Spring, 83)

¥^¥9 Bttw wnvB of 8tudBnt9 dmc0nd on Fort Laudwtlah . . . t)ut tho 9mBrt»st

ch0ck In at the two gnat Sheratona, whan tha t>aat doatnt coat mon.

Home of PENRODS. the hottest spot on the beach.

/^\ RECRUITS SIGNING UP DAILY /^\
g VJ g BY CALLING (toll-free): «^ g

'^^^i 1-800-325.3535 Kj^i^^
1324

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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The Strip Bert Saveriano and Jim Walsh
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b> Margaret Karrar and Trude Jaffe

l«IU I us <ntrl^ III"" "•••dKilr

ACROSS
1 Bungle

b Make
10 effon

14 Chrislianla, today

15 Winning ot all

tricks, in piquet

16 Irritate

17 St Petersburg

resident

18 Certain puuies

20 Quarrel

22 Ledger item

23 Had on
24 Galley direction

25 Stale diMerently

28 Gator s relative

30 Pallid

33 Approach,
in Amiens

34 Part ot a river

35 Harem room

36 Hamlet s reading

matter Act II,

see 2

39 Last word
40 Vert>ose

41 Piece of gossip

42 Means ol

transportation

Abbr
43 Minerals

44 Like gala attire

Shag^nasty
O.T. Derringer

t«

46 Diacritical

47 Lends a hand

48 Poet ol a kind

50 Surname ot 3rd

Earl ot Salisbury

55 Slogans and
maxims

57 Melville s South

Seas story

58 Sound ol surprise

59 Asa Iriend Fr

60 Genuine
61 Sibilant sound

62 Love ot Pans

63 Desperately

urgent

DOWN
1 Enemy ol Rome
2 Peak in

Thessaiy

3 Nordic name
4 Prelude

5 Harmony
6 Spy novelist

Le
7 Footless animal

8 Disadvantage

9 Mihl otts

10 Originated

11 Baby talk

in a way

12 Word tor ashoppe

13 Panot RandR
19 Calls to action

21 Noted English

poet

24 Topers

25 More
inexperienced

26 Dark wood
27 Writers

28 Vocal and Others

29 Vallee

31 Ababa
32 Unpleasant

34 A Man For All

Seasons
37 Function

38 Give

44 Holds on
stubbornly

46 Scene m My
Fair Lady

47 Molly

48 Noted publisher

49 Speaker s place

50 Solitary

51 By wordot
mouth

52 Mountain sacred

to Buddhists

53 Leonine word"

54 Handout
56 O '(alas) Ger

Need A Job

We are training for paid

positions in the Collegian

Graphics Department
Introductory Meeting

Come to Rm 113

Campus Center

Thursday 5:30 p.m.

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Open Face Roast Beef
Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Spaghetti/Italian

Sweet Sausage,

Tomato Sauce

Fruit Piatt with

Pumpkin Bread

Fisherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce

Weather

Mass., Conn, and R.L —
Mostly sunny Today, highs

25 to 35. Clear tonight,

lows ranging from near

zero in the Berkshires to

the 20s on Cape Cod. Sun-

ny Wednesday, highs in

the 308.

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS DINNER
Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Pumpkin Bread

Fisherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Olympics: four Canadians out
SARAJEVO. YUGOSLAVIA - (AP) The
XIV Winter Olympic games open today

with first round action in hockey, the sport

mired in a controversey over eligibility.

The International Olympic Committee
ruled that anyone who has ever signed a

contract with the National Hockey League

is not eligible for the Winter Olympics. The
ruling has affected four players.

Four players from Canada and Italy were
disqualified.

In Olympic action tonight, the United
States meets Canada in hockey action that

will determine if the US can advance to the
medal round.

Kelley's win karate titles

Larry and Donna Kelley proved once

apain that they are the number one hus-

band and wife team in National Karate

Competition as each won titles in the East

Coast Superstars Championship in Water-

town, Mass. on January 29 in front of 550

competitors.

Larry, ranked third in the country last

year, defeated New Entfland Patriot and

• Women's gymnastics

karate enthusiast AnHrp Tipm'tt .S-1 for the

heavyweight title.

Donna Kelley, who is ranked number one
in New F^ngland, defeated third ranked
Tammy Marino (Conn.) in a one sided 10-4

decision. The win gave Donna the Crand
Championship in women's black belt for

the third year in a row.

ContiniLed from page 16

squad)."

The one bright spot of late has been the

performance of Tricia Harrity, who finish-

ed second in the all-arounds at Temple and

Maryland before capturing first at Cornell

with a 33.65. Harrity finished second in

both the balance beam and uneven parallel

bars and third in the floor exercises.

"Tricia is starting to really pull it all out.

She's a real tough competitor," com-

mented Anderson.
Lisa Griffin also had a good meet for

UMass, finishing first in the vault with a

9.2 and second in the floor exercises with a

8.9. Elizabeth Janney came in second in the

vault with a 8.9.

As a team, the Minutewomen won the

vault and the floor exercises but not by

enough to overcome Cornell's victories in

the uneven parallel bars and the balance

beam. Cornell was led by all-arounds Liz

Spiegel and Ellen Mayer.

L'Mass hopes to get back to their winning

ways this Saturday at Springfield College

at 1 p.m. The Springfield meet also will

also serve as a tune-up for what figures to

be UMass' biggest meet of the season so

far — February 18th at Boyden versus

New Hampshire.

"New Hampshire is the tough one. We
have to pull out all the stops and hope we
have a healthy team," Anderson said.

Another reason for the Minutewomen to

start pulling out all the stops is that if they

plan on being one of the six teams in the

Eastern Regionals, they are going to have
to start scoring in the 170's instead of the

upper 160's.

M. gymnastics
C&ntinued from page 16

the all around after missing the still rings

event because of an injury. Macurdy
commended Stevens for his leadership

qualities on the team this season.

"We need more of a Willie Stevens at-

titude," Macurdy said. "He just goes out

there and does his job with not only wat-

ching but doing the performance. He's

enthused about what he's doing and beyond

that."

Ken Dougherty, who was injured from a

fall off the high bar, will be back in the

lineup for tonight's meet. Dougherty, who
normally competes in the all around, will

only perform in the pommel horse event.

RUN FOR OFFICE

Nomination papers are

available for President of

the Student Government
Association

seats on the Campus Center

Board of Governors

seats on the

Residential Committee

Any full-time undergraduate

student may run for the

presidency or B.O.G.

Nomination sheets may be

obtained in Rm. 420 Student

Union. Nomination papers

are due Feb. Z7th at 4 pm

Photo by Alan Taupicr

Phil Gorgone displays the stren^h needed on the rings. The UMass
men host Southern tonight at 7 p.m. at Boyden.

Our best
to you

680EE
Cartridge

SONY
PS-LX2
Turntable

BostonAcoust/cs

A-60 Speakers

ONKYO
TX-25 Receiver

Sennheiser HD-400 Headphones $38

Free STANTON Record Cleaner with any System

Acouslal B&W Discwashrr Jpnspn Vidi**) Ortoion Sony
ADC AR Girver Dual .JV( Fionwr Stanton

Audio Technica C«iestion Kmpirp Maxell I'vramid TDK
Avid Gincord F rn-d Mobilr F idrlily ShdIi.'UJ Ub Tear

Boston Acoustics dbx Haflfr Nillv drilly Shiir*' Tplarc

BSR Denon Harman/Kardon Orikyo S<»iius Thorens

Sound& Music
90-92 King St. (RteSI, Northampton •Mon- Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • F inarKing Available* 584-9547

Collegian recruitment meeting Wed. 8:00 CC 805 Collegian staff meeting Thurs. 7:00 Newsroom

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Coaie to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

% discount • Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Raybant and Vuarnets
Fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

Cash in advance •15 consecutive days

Mexican Rad-Legged Tarantula for sale.

f
Clean, quiet 549-4^ Amy t

Skis: Atomic Team Bionic Arc (slalom). A
195 cm. Excellent condition I

Ski Club Goes Down
for more info 545-3437

ARE YOU AN
ACCOUNTING MAJOR?

I need a tutor for Accounting 202 Please

call 546-70% and asl( for Michael if in-

terested (call eves)

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACK-ADISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO

Speakers, RAL 3 way, 125 wtts/ch. Brand

new $325 or BO must sell 542-3494

' AUTO FOR SALE

1976 Ford Pinto. Good condition. $650. or

BO. 549-5141 dinner time

76 Saab 99GL blue excl con ask 3900 call

256-0656 asi( for Chris after 7 PM

1976 Honda Wagon 400 or BO must sell

please call 549-7520

CAPE COD

Housemates wanted for 6 bedroom
house in Harwich half mile to beach

546-5851

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth. Dennis; Largest inventory

of studios, 1, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/528-8300 or

617/771-2233.

EMPLOYMENT

Employment SGA Affirmative Action

position available. Requirements - serious

committment to AA principles, good

organizational and writing skills, ability to

work independently. 12 hrs/week 3.35/hr

Application available 420 SUB or call 5-0341

for more info. AA/EOE

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-ADISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.
Why pay more? 256-1393

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire. Quality

sound at the lowest price. Call 584-6712

Guitarist looking for band, preferably but

not necessarily progressive rock 546-6452

ENTREPENEURS/SALESPEOPLE
ACT NOW

NATIONAL COMPANY SEEKS
AGRESSIVE SALESPEOPLE TO SELL
SUNGLASSES. EARNINGS
300-1000/SEMESTER. WRITE P.O. BOX
0540 BROWN UNIVERSITY PRO-
VIDENCE R.I. 02912

FOR RENT

Lrg room in log cabin In Leveratt wood
heat 6 miles from campus beautiful location

549-4497 Laura or Stu

Own room In beautiful Sunderland
house. On bus route. Rent negotiable, (ap-

proxinrwtely 140->- ) 665^2512

FOR SALE

Pentax ME Super 36mm Camera with

50mm F2 lens and Pentax auto-winder 6

mos. old with all packaging $225.00 see An-

dy at the Collegian Photo Dept.

Computer terminal, standard type must

sell immediately $375 call Rob 586-6889

VIC-20 computer system, modem, disk

extras. Call 549-4696 after 5 pm

Dorm size refrigerator $75 or 80 new kit

Chen table with two notching chairs $60 or

80 ironing board BO 549-6109

Sears Commentator electric typewriter

with corrector, excellent condition, $225 in-

cludes cover and case. Lynda 253-3950

Water Ski EP compi 2 yrs old only $135 for

the serious skier call Jody 549-0124

Sangiglo Ski Boots, K2-skis Salomon 444

bindings and poles, $100 for everything;

546-5426
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$180-negotiable. 542-3052

Lab Series L5 guitar amplifier 100W mint

condition best offer 6-9283

FOUND

Tl Calculator in Textbook Annex on Feb. 1

call 549-7622 and identify it

FREE KARATE DEMO

Challenge Fighting, Musical Forms, Duel-

ing Kicks. Featuring Larry and Donna
Kelley, "Americas 11 Black Belt Couple". 7

February, 6:00-7:00 p.m. S.U.B^

HELP WANTED

Button-Up is looking for a creative person

to design and make buttons. 10 hrs. of

workstudy/week. Call Roberta at 545-0341

X28 ASAP. Start right away.

ARTISTSI The SGA Communications Of

fice now has a workstudy graphic designer

position open. Portfolio required. See

Kelley in 423A Student Union for applica-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Public Relations/AdvertisingI The SGA
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring '84: Opera-

tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Experience helpful, but not

necessary. See Kelley in 423A Student

Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84 .

Weekend cook wanted at local sorori-

ty. Experience wanted. Call 545-0527 for

more info.

Kitchen help wanted in exchange for

meals (great working conditions!) call

Louise or Sylvia at 256-6887

Recycling Coordinators needed for

dorms. Earn a credit & a letter of recom-

mendation for volunteering. Recycle

newsp>aper & glass in your dorm! 545-0618,

306 SUB
Waitresses, apply at Rusty Nail, 3 to 5

weekdays, no experience necessary general

office help MS 1-6 daily $4 per hour

Test Yourself: Are you an effective time-

manager? Can you work 2-4 hrs/wk con-

sistently? Are you success-oriented? Earn

base + performance-based bonuses.

1-800-243-6706

COORDINATOR UMASS MEN'S
CENTER Requires coordination of ad-

ministrative budget, programming,
outreach, and evaluation 10-15 hrs/week

@ 3.35 committment to social issues

awareness a must. Job description, ap-

plication available Brett 130 due Feb. 14

AA/EOE
Kitchen help needed in exchange for free

meals. Beta Kappa Phi call 253-9071 ask for

Duff's brother Stevie D

TUTOR NEEDED for Accounting 222

please call 596-7035 and ask for Michael if

interested. (Call eves)

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom theory and shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2098

Bass and guitar lessone $8/hr for more

info call george 584-0708

LOST

Lost djring intersession on pr. grey

suede leather gloves w/rabbit fur lining.

Please call Dave 253-7668

On 1/30/84 - mens gold ring initials on face

reward call 546-9893

Glasses inside brown case w/Cesar Vioira

written on if found call Pedro Vieira at

546-4644

MARTIAL ARTS ENTHUSIASTS

Study Sport Karate with Larry Kelley, 13

U.S. Fighter. 256-0080

MOVIE

THE SHINING
Fri. Feb. 10 at 5, 7, 9, 11

Campus Ctr. Auditoriurn

Sponsored by Chi Delphia

PERSONALS

Go Down with someone you
know and trust

Ft. Lauderdale - Springbreak
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SPRING BREAK '84

FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437
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I

SAY IT WITH
A FLOWER

Say it with a flower! February 6-9 CCC
sponsored by NSA

SERVICES

Juniors, Seniors, Grad Students! Enjoy

the convenience of your own credit cards at

leading department stores, oil companies,

and banks. No cost to apply. If you are a

Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student,

you're eligible. Call TOLL FREE
800-232-1100, M-F, 9 am - 6 pm College

Card Corporation "The Most Trusted Name
on Campus."

NEED HELP with your 1984-85 financial

aid form? Call PERFECT FORMS 584-6868

for personalized assistance at a nominal fee

Looking for e home? Sorority is taking

boarders; if interested call Louise or Sylvia

at 256-6887

Free Demonstration: UMass Sport

Karate, Larry Kelley, Kirk Jenness. Forms,

sparring styles: Tuesday 6 pm SUB, CC
first club meeting: Wed 4 pm NOPE 24

make reservations now for Spring Break

Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapulco. Prices

from $1071 Andrea 546 9648

OPEN RUSH
ALPHA DELTA PHI

TUES FEB 7 WED FEB §

COME DOWN AND CHECK A.D. PH I

Grandma Muffy Jinglebells Kaplan

you're not over the hill yet! Happy Birthday!

Love the family

Try a SQUARE DANCE for a change
Sat. Feb. 11th 8:00 SUB.

Karate for women, too. Develop asser

tiveness and total fitness. Umass Sport

Karate 256-0080

Extinguish the midweek blues with

Larry Kelley's Wednesday Sport Karate

class. 256-0080

Get involved with the UMass Greek Com-

munity. Greek life is an experience, a

reward, a lifetime. All university women en

couraged to sign up at the Campus Center

Concourse for Sorority Rush orientation

fy/londay Feb 13 at 7:00 PM
Cash for college available Computer

shows $16.5 million unclaimed. Results

guaranteed Send $1.00 (refundable) SDR
49 Downing Fall River, MA 02723

3-S Grayson Let's stampede on to a great

semester. An annonymous herd member.

PI KAPPA ALPHA

- OPEN RUSH -

Mon 2/6, Tues 2/7, Wed 2/8, Mon 2/13

Tues2/14
For more information call Rick 545-2150

RIDE WANTED

To Matt. Ave. Cambridge every Fri. after

12:05 call Sue Ellen 546-6226
^

RIDERS WANTED

To Los Angeles Spring Break leave March

1 7 - brand new luxury car call llisa 549-5920

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a place to live during Spring

semester. Pref. close to UMass. Responsi-

ble, 24 yrs. Student. Call Ted: 549-2773

ROOMMATE WANTED

Male, one room in two bedroom apartment

Brittany Manor 256-1374

Room for two people
Fields condo $125 plus

after 7:00 pm

in in Amherst
utilities 256-6691

Need two people to share house on bus

route in Belchertown. Call Eric 323-7705

To share large double bedroom in Brit

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

N ice people call anytime 256-0969

Three seniors seek fourth male to share

two bedroom Northampton apt. near bus

route. $106 + util. call 546-5554
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Typing. Copies, Binding Pickup and
delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytinw

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonatile rates 665-3414

SPRING BREAK
~

Bahamas 419 from Boston 344 from New
York complete no hidden costs also

Lauderdale choice of hotels on strip or off

Doug 549-1934

SPRING BREAK 84
~

84 SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 259 price includes round
trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reef'**Free rent a car* •'unlimited

mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Broward Blud

•••••Free rent a car* ••unlimited mileage

Montreal Spring Breal Weekends

from $49.00

price includes round trip luxury motor
coach 3 days 2 nights Quality Inn

Downtown
Welcome Party at the Old Munich
Restaurant. All above prices do
not include tax Er service charges

College Town Tours
482 Main St Maiden MA 02148

617 321 3993
Beachcomber Tours Daytona Beach

$338.00
does not include car jet from Boston

Village Tours Ft Lauderdale $389.85

does not include car hotel: Days Inn

jet from Boston

College Town Tours Daytona '318.00^

including free rent a car unlimited

mileage jet from NY add $20 from Boston

Ft Lauderdale •$338^ jet, hotel. Days
Inn free rent a car unlimited mileage

jet from Boston
all above prices include tax + services

rrtake your own choice

STAFF MEETING

Collegian Staff and interested people

STAFF MEETING - Thursday night, Feb. 9

7:00 in the Newsroom. Mandatory for staff

and correspondents

TEXTBOOKS

Looking for an altemative to the Tex-

tbook Annex? You can buy used books at

the Book Exchange. CC Rm 165-169 Feb

6-8 9 am - 4 pm daily. Sponsored by Gam-

nrw Signrw Sigma

TRAVEL

FLORIDA

Miami/Fort Lauderdale area

$209.00 Round Trip

(air only)

Convenient Departures
on the

scheduled airlinee

(these are not risky charter flights)

seats are limited

call 584-3224

UMASS SPORT KARATE

Larry Kelley. Instructor. First class meets

Wednesday 4 p.m. February 8th. Cost: $56

per semester (includes shirt) Beginner and

intermediate karate students welcome. Call

256-0080

WORK-STUDY HELP WANTED

The Weatern Maas Latin Americen
Solidarity Comm. has or>e work-study

position for an office assistant. Applicants

should have organizing skills, research and

writing skills. Deadline for application is Feb

8th 5:00 WMLASC is an AA/EEO
employer. Applications available in

WMLASC Offcie 404 Student Union BIdg
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Blue Devils mortallywoundUMass
»•••••<

By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
wrestling team ended its home season last

night by dropping a 41-12 decision to

Central Connecticut.

The Minutemen forfeited the 118 pound
spot and the Blue Devils did likewise at the

126 pound bracket to start the score at six

apiece.

At the 134 pound mark, Central's Sean

Curtain pinned UMass' Phillipe Durant at

2:21 of the match to put the Devils up 12-6.

Minutemen Mike Hanlon and Paul Hardy
both had excellent chances to pin their

opponents at the 142 and 150 brackets

respectively, however both came away
from the mat empty handed.

Down 10-0 in the third period, Hanlon
managed to reverse Central's Sean
McGrath for two points and gain another

three for a near fall but time ran out in the

match and McGrath was victorious 11-5.

Hardy started the 150 bout by taking his

opponent to the mat for two and also

gaining three points for a near pin, but

unlike Hanlon, Devil's Mark Ostoyich was
successful in his comeback. He wore the

Minuteman down and managed to get the

pin with 27 seconds left in the match to give

Central a 21-6 lead.

At 158 pounds, Mike Bossi, wrestling with

a cell infection on his left knee, dropped a 6-

1 decision to Central's Jim Campanelio

before the big dissapointment of the match.

Many fans were on hand to see senior

captain Scott McQuaide wrestle his last

home match of his career. However the

Central coach decided to rob the fans of

their last chance to see one of the

University's finer athletes in its 121 year

history and forfeited the 167 pound mark.

McQuaide had pinned the Devil's 167

pounder. Bob Guisti, in a recent tour-

nament and the Devil's decided Guisti

didn't need another beating with the New
England's not too far away. Guisti wrestled

at the 177 spot. Guisti was successful in

pinning minuteman Brian Shaughnessy at

6:03 of the contest to put central up 30-12.

Minuteman Tony Gaeta dropped a 16-4

decision to Rick Jacobsen at the 190 pound

weight class to increase Central's lead to 35-

12.

The heavyweight contest saw 180 pound

Vin McEntee go against Central's 280

pound Dan Daube. What looked to be an

extreme mismatch turned out to be

anything but as the Minuteman showed

superior wrestling skill and speed as he

held the giant at bay until 3:00 minutes into

the match when Daube managed to fall on

McEntee. The weight of the Devil was too

much for McEntee to move and the pin was

Daube's making the final score 41-12

Connecticut. The minutemen wrestle at

Princeton and Brown this Friday to close

the regular season.

Foghampers women
skiers over the weekend
By SUE LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

After three weekends of intense slalom

and giant slalom competition, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's ski team is

tied for first place in the Women's Inter-

collegiate Ski Conference fSVlSC) with

Boston College. UMass and BC lead the

league with 37 points, Brown and
Plymouth State are tied for second,

followed by Amherst, Smith, Army and

Trinity.

This past weekend, the Minutewomen
competed in a slalom on Saturday and a

giant slalom on Sunday at Cannon Moun-
tain, New Hampshire. UMass suffered a

rare and disappointing upset Saturday

finishing fifth despite UM's Alice Gigliot-

ti's first place finish. Gigliotti won the

race by an overwhelming two second
margin. Senior Bobbi Voll skied well with

a solid fifth place finish. Intense fog coupl-

ed with poor snow conditions hampered
the performance of other UM racers.

On Sunday, due to bad weather condi-

tions, a short giant slalom course was set.

The Minutewomen rebounded from
Saturday's upset to take away the top

honors of the day. Team captain Sue
White came from behind to win the race

with a combined time of 57.88 over BC's

Ingrid V^anZon (59.03). Freshman Lisa

"H(K)ver" Tomek skied her best race of

the season thus far, taking second place

for the second run and capturing third

place overall. Teammate Voll came off the

hill with a ninth place finish to clinch the

victory for UMass. Other Minutewomen
finishers were Sue Levy (13th) and Diana

Swain (14th).

White and Gigliotti are tied for first

place in the league. White has been league

champion for the past two seasons by an
incredible margin. Although White and
Gigliotti are competing for the individual

league title, their main concern is to ski

well in order to keep the team as a whole

ahead in the league standings.

The UM racers will be back in action at

Loon Mountain, New Hampshire this

weekend.

Men slip and slush to victory
By MATT LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

It was wet and foggy at Cannon
Mountain this past weekend, but the

University of Massachusetts men's skiing

team pulled a victory out of the slush, to

remain on lop in the New England
Intercollegiate Ski Conference.

Six men scored among the top twenty in

Saturday's slalom race to give UMass the

best team time at 440.28 seconds. Boston

College took second (447.13) and

Plymouth Stale College was third

1450.60).

Jon Segal (84.28) was fastest for UMass
in the deeply rutted course, good enough
for second place in the individual stan-

dings. Segal wa.s only one-tenth of a

second behind Brown's Dwight Janerich

(84.12).

Junior Dan Conway and captain Tim
Enright also skied well for UMass,

finishing 6th and 7th place respectively.

Also contributing to the win were

teammates Matt Luczkow (14th), Andy
Clarke (15th) and Kris Vanderzee (17th).

UMass was ahead of PSC after the first

run in Sunday's giant slalom, but had to

settle for second place in the final tally.

Conway, Segal and Enright were con-

sistent again for UMass, taking 6th, 7th

and 9th place, respectively. Vanderzee

(11th) and Luczkow (17th) also added to

the score. PSC's Doug Karwoski won the

race.

Overall. UMass (280.12) was less than

four seconds behind first place PSC
(276.96). Brown University took third

1286.93) and Boston College finished

fourth (289.59). Other schools racing at

the tournament were the University of

Connecticut, Amherst College, Trinity

College, and Army.
The skiers will travel to Loon Mountain

in New Hampshire this weekend for their

next race.

(ollrician phoio by Katir Water*

Team captain Sue White, who won the giant slalom, makes a turn

Sunday at Berkshire East.

Massachusettsgymnastics .....

Nagging injuries do hurt
Gymnasts to compete tonight

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

Despite a first place ail -around perfor-

mance by sophomore Tricia Harrity. the

University of Massachusetts women's

gymnastics team U>si another dose match

Saturday, this time to Cornell University,

166.9-166.4.

The loss, the Minutewomen's third by

halfa-point or less - the other two close

losses coming against the universities of

Connecticut and Rhode Island, dropped

UMass' record to 6-5 and left UMass coach

Ken Anderson cursing the nagging injuries

that have plagued his team.
"1 had to pull Robin Low off the balance

l>eam at UConn because she was ag-

gravating a sprained fwtt. It might have

cost us the meet (UMass lost.

170.15-169.7)." said Anderson. "Then at

Temple we were without Robin and Tricia

Camus sprained her ankle warming up. We
beat Temple but both gymnasts missed the

Maryland meet, where we lost to Maryland

and Rhode Island (UMass finished .35

behind URI but did defeat a depleted Duke

Contintied on page H

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team will try to get it all

together tonight at 7 p.m. in Boyden gym as

they host 19H3 Eastern Intercollegiate

Cymnastics ('hampion Southern Connec-

t^c-ut.

"We re going to have to hit to beat them
and they're going to have to not have orfe of

their better meets," assistant coach John
Macurdy said. "I think we'll beat them on
pipe (high bar). It's still a toss up because

we have one of the stronger high bar teams
when we hit."

Southern has been averaging between
265-270 in total team points this season.

Two- time defending EIOL pommel hor.se

champion Darren Dembrow will be leading

his team. Dembrow should also record a

top parallel bars performance as he was
1982 EIGL champion in that event.

Junior Scott Nadeau will be challenging

the Minutemen's Bert Mathieson and Willie

Stevens for best all around performance.
Freshman Robin Artz will also be a threat

for Southern in the all around competition.

"I think Southern Connecticut has the

edge on us, " Coach Roy Johnson said, "But
we'll be right there if they want to give us
the meet."

Tri captain Stevens has been coming up
with some fine performances for UMass this

season and was recently added back into

Continued on page U
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MAN FROM DOWN UNDER—John Kiley of the Telephone Company looks for a leak in a

manhole yesterday outside the Student Union Building.

Students learningmathforno credits
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

For 300 students at the University of Massachusetts last

semester, learning the concepts of mathematics was im-

portant enough that they did so for no University credit.

Three times a week they went to class, where they
worked in pairs and groups to discuss the process of

solving word problems, not just their answers.

These students, whose majors range from psychology to

business, were in the cognitive mathematics program, part

of a center designed to explore and fill the needs of

students with weak math backgrounds.

Yesterday, Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey hosted a

presentation to celebrate the math center, its success, and

a $297,000 grant from Exxon Education Foundation to fund

research on improving students' math skills in a

technological era.

The program itself earned specific funds in the University

budget of $269,000 for fiscal year 1984. and the Exxon
money will be used to fund farther research.

The studies will examine the "need to improve and do

more investigation to understand what student problems

are, (like) fractions," program director John Lochhead

said. Research will also include evaluation of students'

success in mathematics beyond the program.
Eventually, Lochhead hopes to establish a learning

center, where students can use "computers and other

devices that will help students learn using different

modalities than are presented to them in class."

"It's really signifkant to be able to apply what you have

learned to solve a problem," said Doug Ross, another T.A.

and former student. "That's what happens in life."

Friedan to discuss
the modemwoman
Noted feminist and author, Betty Friedan, will speak

about "Women's changing roles in the 80s," at 8 p.m.

tonight in the Student Union Ballroom at the University of

Massachusetts.

Friedan, the founder and first president of the National

Organization for Women (NOW), is best known for her

book published in 1963 called The Feminine Mystique

based on interviews with upper and upper-middle-class

women who graduated from Smith College and found

themselves frustrated with roles as wives and mothers.

Joyce Berkman, a professor in the UMass History

Department, said The Feminine Mystique focused on

educated women who were "constrained from op-

portunities to explore and learn about the world outside

the home.

"

Friedan identified the "feminine mystique" as social

institutions, media, academia, and politics that continued

The program's approach is based on 20 years of research

on "the things which make math and science difficult to

learn," Lochhead said.

We're trying to improve the students' ability to think by
improving communication with each other, where they talk

about problem solving and they go about solving it."

Lochhead said. There is "almost no lecturing" in classes,

but rather cooperative efforts where students discuss their

reasoning behind problems and receive coaching from

teaching assistants, many who are former students of the

course themselves, he said.

"I felt bad - I knew I had a great math deficiency," said

Joel Fishel, one such T.A. who took the courses last year

after a four year absence from school. He is now a teaching

assistant.

Fishel. a political science major preparing for gjaduate
school entrance exams, said the course was "far more
demanding than the math department thinks it is." with
homework that included writing essays of the steps taken
to solve the word problems. "I came in and it was
tough... (but) I feel I can handle calculus now."
While some students, like Fishel. take the course for

personal reasons, others must take it as a prerequisite for

calculus, as judged by the mathematics placement exam.
And, since the course does not offer credits toward
graduation, some students resent it.

"The students are paying for the incompetence of the high

schools." Fishel said. "Students should acquire these skUls

while in high school, and now they're paying again."

Students say "they work hard and should get credit."

agreed Lochhead. but the faculty sees the course for "the

content of what's covered."

Even so. for many the value of the course extends beyond

the classroom.

Inside:
Plans to update the Chinese lexicon p. 8

The obsession ofbeing thin .p-

7

Stray Cats reviewed p. H

**The cruellest lies are often told in

silence"
— Robert Louis Stevenson

^ .

' •>

to "echo and define" gender roles which were considered

"proper" in the 50s, Berkman said.

Friedan was also a leading advocate for the Equal Rights

Amendment, abortion reform, educational opportunities

for women, and other contemporary women's issues. Her
visit is being sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program.

By MIRIAM ZOLL

School finances
aidedJackson^s

History Aisit?
3y PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The speech given last Thursday night at the University of

Masachusetts by Democratic presidential hopeful Rev.
Jesse Jackson was partially funded by University sources

using student funds.

A total of $2,250 was spent on the speech with the Board
of Governors (BOG). the Student Government
Association's (SGA) Finance Committee and the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs office contributing $1,250.

Afrik-Am, a Recognized Student Organization. (RSO)
added the remaining $1,000.

John Ruddock, president of Students for Jesse, a new

RSO, requested money from the Department of Public

Safety (through the division of Student Affairs) and from

the Board of Governors. Ruddock, according to the

Registrar's Office yesterday, is not currently a student at

UMass and was withdrawn on November 8. 1983.

News
Analysis

Records in the SGA treasurer's office reveal that the BOG
contributed $400. the vice-chancellor's office put up $350
and the SGA finance committee gave $500. all of these
from funds collected from students for the purpose of

student affairs.

The breakdown of the $2,250 budget, provided by E>ic

Nitetzche. SGA Treasurer, shows that $350 was spent on

security, another $350 went to rent out the Fine Arts

Center for the speech. $300 went for sound equipment,

$250 a piece paid for publicity and the work of the physical

plant (barriers and trash cans), $400 went to simulcast the

speech to the Student Union Ballroom, $100 went toward

"hospitality," $50 paid for the printing of tickets and $100

each went for badges and miscellaneous costs.

"He (Jackson) is coming to UMass not so much as a

presidential candidate, but as a Black History Month
keynote speaker because of his longstanding commitment
to black history and culture," said Sharon Davies, Five

College Campaign coordinator for Jackson, in an interview

prior to the speech.

Ruddock maintained before the visit by Jackson that

"(the speech) is going to be on black history, political and

social changes that have been made in recent years." But
that contradicts the speech's emphasis, which was clearly

on Jackson's political campaign.

"No honoria. no financial endorsement is being made by

the Students for Jesse, the SGA or any University af-

filiate. We are providing support service, for him to come
to a forum for cultural expression which we feel is needed,"

Ruddock said before the speech.

Jackson was supposed to be the keynote speaker for the

initial presentation of Black History Month, but the fiery

minister only briefly mentioned that celebration, instead

spending most of his time attacking Preskient RonakI

Reagan's policies and boosting his own candidacy.

For all intents and purposes it was a campaign rally,

complete with signs reading "We Love You Jesse." Black

history Monin would nave made an excellent topic lor a

man with Jackson's qualificatrans, but it would appear his

speech was an appeal for votes.

People at the speech were handed cards asking for

contributions to Jackson's campaign fund. The cards were
addressed to Jackson's local headquarters.

"John Ruddock came to me asking for funds to simukast

the speech and because I thought it would be a big part of

"Black History Month, so I gave (the funds) to him," sakl

Mike Reilly, chair of the BOG.
"As it turned out it was basicaly a campaign rally," Reilly

noted.

Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor of Student Affairs, said

too that Ruddock asked for funds. "The sponsoring

student organization (Students for Jessee) asked for

security personnel and we responded with two uniformed

officers (who were on overtime) and members of the Public

Safety office administration staff," he said.

So what happened is that Ruddock asked for, and

received. $750. The SGA. as mentioned, added $500.

continued <m pg. i
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World and National News
Mosleins declare victory in Beirut

US IVfaiines to beremoved (ficoast

AP Lawrphoto

JOY KIDE—Shiite Moslem militiamen wave their guns and flash victory

signs after successfully driving the Lebanese Army out of Beirut Tuesday.

BEIRUT. Lebanon AP -

Triumphant Moslem rebels in command of

west Beirut declared a cease-fire Tuesday

in their sbc-day war with the Lebanese

army and said they were withdrawing from

the city's devastated streets.

President Reagan, vacationing in

California, announced that U.S. Marines

would be moved from their beleaguered

positions at Beirut's international airport to

warships operating along the Lebanese

coast. He said the redeployment of the

1,600 Marines "will begin shortly and

proceed in stages."

A Christian militia commander, Fadi

Frem, called on his fighters to confront the

Moslem-leftist challenge, declaring, "We
will see them at the battlefield." But no

major new clashes were reported.

The future of Lebanon's Christian

president, the U.S. -backed Amin Gemayel,

hung in the balance, his army weakened by

Moslem defections.

Off Beirut, the five-inch guns of the

mightly U.S. battleship New Jersey

thundered to life at midday Tuesday,

shelling what was believed to be a rebel

position after the U.S. Marine base at the

airport again came under fire. One Marine

was wounded.

In west Beirut, 39 employees and

dependents of the U.S. Embassy were

airlifted out by helicopter because of "the

current unstable situation," a Marine

spokesman said.

State Department officials in Washington

said the evacuees, considered non-essential

for the embassy's operation, were taken to

a 6th Fleet ship for later transfer to Cyprus.

Thirty-six U.S. Embassy personnel

remained in Beirut, they said.

Two U.S. warships - the carrier

Independence and destroyer Ricketts - cut

short a port call in Turkey and were

steaming back to rejoin the flotilla off

Lebanon.
The new explosion of fighting, which

began last Thursday and climaxed Monday

with the rebel takeover of Moslem west

Beirut, has put the multinational Beirut

peacekeeping troops in a difficult position -

cut off from the Lebanese government they

are here to support.

One French soldier was killed and at least

15 other members of the multinational force

were wounded -- including two Marines -- in

the fighting Monday and Tuesday. About

200 Lebanese were reported killed and

more than 300 wounded in the six days of

fighting, police said.

American astronauts are firsthuman satellites

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. AP Two American

astronauts left the safety of their shuttle yesterday and

flew unrestrained for the first time, adding another

milepost to man's conquest of space. Said the first man out

to the second: "Go enjoy it: have a ball."

Bruce McCandless, then Robert Stewart, unhooked their

life-lines and slowly rose up, up and away from Challenger,

carried by a $10 million jet-powered backpack to a distance

greater than the length of a football field.

"McCandless and his Manned Maneuvering Unit comprise

a spacecraft of their own," said Mission Control.

Although they had no sensation of speed, the astronauts

were traveling 4.8 miles a second as they zipped over the

spinning Earth below. They'll do it again Thursday.

McCandless, who has spent more than a decade preparing

for his historic but brief flight, parodied Neil Armstrong's

words upon becoming the first man to step on the moon in

1969.

Said McCandless: "That may have been one small step for

Neil, but it's a heck of a big leap for me."

Never before in 59 space walks - 46 American and 13

Soviet - had a man ventured out without a lifeline.

Tuesday's exercise was a rehearsal for the next shuttle

flight when other space walkers will try to retrieve an

ailing satellite, bring it into the cargo bay for repair, and

release it to orbit again.
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OR LADIES ONLY...

Ladies Night

Every Wednesday in

Webster's Lounge

All bar drinks 99^

Including our famous frozen

libations of

Pina Colada, Frozen Dacquiri,

Strawberry Margarita

7:00 to closing

lNS needs your help

to solve "the parking problem"

Plumbleys
oil I he common

30 Boltwood Walk
Amherst

253-9586
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Chinese lexiconplanned
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Colleg:ian Staff

The University of Massachusetts and the

Peking Institute of Foreign Languages are

planning a joint project to publish a Dic-

tionary of Contemporary Chinese to update

the Chinese language, and aid students in

Chinese classes at UMass.
"Western scholars and students need help

in translating the English and Chinese

languages," said Shou-hsin Teng, chair of

the department of Asian Languages and

Literatures at UMass and the associate

editor of the project.

Much of the information in current dic-

tionaries is taken for granted. When
Westerners use the current dictionaries,

they encounter problems because words are

not adequately defined," Teng said.

After the Chinese revolution in 1949, the

government of mainland China simplified

the Chinese language.

This means that the dictionaries printed

before 1949 carry the traditional characters

and those after the revolution carry the

contemporary characters," Teng said.

Western scholars and students are trained

in both the traditional and contemporary

characters. The new dictionary will contain

both, where as others (the 1931 Mathew's

Dictionary, the 1978 Peking and the Taiwan
edition) have not.

The project, which will take five years to

complete, wUl be designed especially for

Western scholars and students, Teng said.

"It will use American English and have a

more comprehensive design with more
conventional cross indexes," he said.

Teng said the material for the dictionary

will be selected and devised in Peking, and

the dictionary entries will then be sent to

Amherst. UMass will enter the gram-

matical descriptions, the English
definitions, and will store and process the

information in its computers.

Chinese Ambassador Zhang Wenjin will

visit UMass March 15 to announce his

approval of the project, Tenjr said.

The Board of Directors for the project at

UMass is chaired by Chancellor Joseph
Duffey and the Chinese word processing

equipment has been donated by UMass
Trustee an Wang, of Wang Labs Incor-

porated.

Iririan photo I I'attfni

HELP IS ON THE WAY—Four members of a new team to update the
Chinese dictionary. From left to right: Ling-hsia Yeh, Shou-hsin Teng,
Ching-Mao Cheng and Alvin Cohen.

Teng said UMass has asked for funding July with a full-staff meeting in Peking,

from the NaUonal Endowment for
^^^^ ^^^ meeting wiU alternate

Humanities for the dictionary and wiU •'

Ppkin.r until the
receive an answer in May. If funding is between the U.S and Peking until the

granted, work on the project wiU begin in project is completed.

Amherstmagazine
takes secondplace
By STUART RONALDSON
Colleirian Correspondent
The Amherst College literary magazine, "The Amherst

Review," won second place and $200 in the annual Vic-

toria Chen Haider Memorial College Literature Contest.

The "Review" finished second out of 106 entries from

Colleges and Universities in 32 different states. To be

eligible for the contest, which is judged in New York, the

publication must be edited by students and more than half

of the published material must be selected from un-

dergraduate students.

The $200 prize may be used to increase the number of

pages in future issues, said Ethan Nasriddin, non-fiction

editor of the "Review".

The magazine, which has a staff of 30 to 35 people, also

accepts submissions from local artists and professional

writers from around the country, according to editor David

Chinitz. Chinitz said the magazine placed second in 1982

and first place "a few years before that."

"Our main goal is to keep the quality of our work com-
petitive and it is always nice to be recognized for that," he
said. "Success in the contest raises interest in the

which helps raise the quality of the magazine because you
can be more selective (in choosing entries for the
magazine)."

Chinitz said the published material in the magazine in-

cludes works of non-fiction, fiction, poetry together with
paintings, drawings and photographs. In the past, the
magazine included material from poets James Tate, Denise
Levertov and John Ashbery, he said.

Other winners in the contest included the literary

magazine of Knox College in Galesburg, Dlinois, which
received the first place award of $300. The third place

winner was Oberlin College in Oberlin, Ohio, which won a

$100 prize.

The "Review" is published annually and should be

available May 1 and is free for Amherst College students,

Chinitz said. A $5 fee is charged to the public.

Collcfiui photo bj Katie Wattcn

A NEW DEAN—Bruce MacDougall is now in

charge of the College of Food and Natural

Resources.

Campus shoppers to be shuttled to stores
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Correspondent

Beginning today University of Massachusetts students

will no longer have to walk from the campus to do their

grocery shopping.

Paul Blanchard. assistant operations manager of the

UMass transit system, said that students will be provided

with transportation to and from local food stores, via the

'shopper shuttle".

The shuttle will leave the Graduate Research Center
GRC) on the hour between 9 a.m. and 2 p. in. on Wed-
lesdays, and between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. on Saturdays,

llanchard said.

The bus will transport students to the Price Chopper and

the Stop and Shop supermarket complexes, and will return

45 minutes after leaving the GRC.

The service was organized through action by the Tran-

sportationAdvisor^Board^on_ajug^

Government Association Co-President Tom Ahem and

acting Conunittee Chair Bennie Hilliard.

The bus shuttle was one of several proposals last fall by

the board, which was revived by Ahem after two years of

inactivity. Other proposals included late night bus routes

to bars and possible insurance rebates for UMass bus!

riders.

"There have been a number of proposals brought up, none

of which have been discussed at length yet, said Blanchard.

The other projects may succeed depending upon "how the

proposals stadi up against each other," he said.

The shopping bus will continue to run through May 23rd,

with the exception of spring break and the weekends

preceding and following the vacation. The service will be

continued next fall depending on community response.

Schedules are available on the shopper shuttle or at the

transit garage. ^^

Stolen articles total more than ^800
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

More than $800 worth of articles were reported stolen

from a motor vehicle parked in the Campus Center garage

Monday morning. University of Massachusetts police said.

An AM-FM stereo cassette player, valued at $270, were

taken from a car parked on the second level shortly after 11

a.m.. according to police. The left side vent window had

been smashed to gain entry, causing $75 m damage, pohce

said. The case is being investigated.

In other police action:

PoUce received a report of a motor vehicle accident on

Governors Drive shortly after 9 p.m. Monday. Pohce said

an icey road surface caused a driver to hit a concrete light

pole. Damage was estimated at $300 to the motor vehicle

and $800 to the light pole, police said.

Police cited the driver with speeding and having no

license in possession. There were no injuries.

Police responded to a false fire alarm in Thoreau dor-

mitory in the Southwest Residential Area at 12:48 a.m.

last Saturday. Upon arrival to the dorm, police.

Environmental Health and Safety officials and the

Amherst Fire Department could find no evidence of fire or

smoke, although the alarm had been activated. Police

officials have a suspect and the case is open.

A 26-year old Attleboro resident was arrested at 12:35

.

a.m. Tuesday and charged with driving while intoxicated,

police said. The driver had been observed driving in an

erratic manner on North Pleasant St.. according to the

police report.

Police arrested a 19 year-old Springfield resident shortly

after 4 p.m. Monday on President's Drive after observing

that the subject's car had its inspection sticker scraped off.

After an identification check, police learned that there was

an outstanding warrant for the subject's arrest on a lar-

ceny charge from Springfield police. The case is under

investigation.

New dean appointed at UMass college

By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Staff

The College of Food and Natural Resources has ap-

pointed E. Bruce MacDougall as dean after a three month

search in which "roughly a dozen candidates" were con-

sidered, according to search committee chairman Joseph

Larson.

The appointment, announced at last Thursday's Faculty

Senate meeting, fills a void in a position that was empty

since Daniel Padberg resigned last summer. David E.

Leonard has been acting dean of the department.

MacDougall headed the department of Landscape Ar-

chitecture and Regional Planning for six and a half years.

Despite showing enthusiasm about his new position he

acknowledged that there are some serious physical pro-

blems with the College of Food and Natural Resources.

"The human resources of the college, the faculty, st^f

and students are outstanding," he said. Most of the

buildings however, are "archaic," he added.

MacDougall said that he is proud that the college has

done so well with the facilities available but he thinks it

could do better with improved facilities. The administra-

tion is concerned about updating buildings and

laboratories he said, but. "it looks like it will happen at a

very slow rate." .

He also said that he is concerned about meeting the in-

creasing demand for courses in the college.

"One third of the programs we have are difficult to get

into Some programs have requirements such as a.

creativity test for the design option in architecture, to

limit enrollment," he said.

The college is ' 'desperately trying lo meei ue/nanas, he

said. But it is verv difficult to increa.se faculty so the

challenge is to shift faculty to accommodate current

demands, he added.

•t^immmm^^^^

"The human resources ofth£ college, the

faculty, staff and students are outstan-

ding. Most of the buildings however, are

"archaic.
"

— New Dean Bruce MacDougall
jjiiltiiiii^atimmiim
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MacDougall, who has a Bachelors and Masters Degree

in Forestry and a Ph.D. in Geography, is also an authority

on microcomputers. He has written two books on the sub-

ject, "Computer Programming for Spacial Problems" and

"Microcomputers in Landscape Architecture," which was

published this past September.

MacDougall said he wrote the second book as the result

of building his own microcomputer from a kit in 1977. He

wrote the book to learn more about the subject he said.

"Computers are becoming increasingly more important

in all Natural Resources fields." MacDougall said.

"In some forest inventories now, you never put a

number on a piece of paper. It's all collected and stx)red

electronically." he said.

"I ^c been on the job a day and a half and there have been

no mjyor problems." MacDougall said, "I'm looking for-

ward to it. I think it's going to be a lot of fun.

t-VJj . .,
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^ Jackson

When George McGovern, another Democratic hopeful,

was on campus the day before Jackson, neither the SGA or

the BOG gave any funds at all. The security costs, ac-

cording to Madson, "were small."

Granted a candidate such as the popular Jackson drew
more people than McGovrn, but who decides which can-

didate gets money for publicity, hbspitality, etc?

Why was John Ruddock, a non-student, allowed to solicit

money? Can Ruddock be the president of a student group?

Ruddock could not be reached for comment yesterday.

Jesse Jackson mayhavefooledpeopleintothinkinghe was

going to speak only about Black History Month, and if that

is the case, the University is at fault for giving money

toward his interests. Why were people allowed to hand

continued from pg. 1

out cards asking for money? The speech, from every

account, was a campaign rally, not a historical talk.

This University needs to examine its procedures for

providing funding for political candidates and to student

groups that support candidates. A public university

should not have to give funding for candidates with

campaign chests more substantial than student resources.

The questions arise as to whether student monies should

be used in support of any candidate and does the ap-

pearance of Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey on the stage

constitute an endorsement? Students appear to have little

actual say as to where the SGA, BOG or Student Affairs

money goes after representatives are elected, and it is

doubtful that most intended their money to be used in

support of any particular candidate.
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( Summer Jobs
\ UPWARD BOUND/
, UMASS AMHERST
) Positions Available:

Instructors (for College Prepatory Curriculum)

Counselor/ Tutors (for residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: Feb. 29, 1984
Internships also available

INSTANT 0,^,^0

\

COPIES
/if/e

ON THE "TOTAL COPY SYSTEM"
from 25 to 25,000 per origmal

AMHERST
1 Boitwood Walk

256-01 48
Mon-Ffi 8 30am-5 30pm

High Quality Offset Printing at a Low. Low Price!

VAddes
RneFhnt

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation*

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

Well also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

Bus Lines. Inc

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call General Oflice and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

Y DISNEY AUDITION TOUR '84

TWO EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT EMf>LOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

1 The WkLT DISNEY WORLD* vacation Kingdom, near Oflanda

Flonda. IS seeking protesswnal SirHjefS, D»)cere and Musical Theatre

Actors/Actresses Most positions are tor full one- year contracts with

some summer seasonal employment also 3vailat)ie Sorry, no

professional instrunrientalist auditions

2 nte WIMT DISNEY WORLD Vacation Kingdom and

DISNEYLAND* (located m Anatwm. Calitorma) are forming a 22-

nwntier AU Amencan CoNege MarctimgBand tor eacti ParK ptus^ a

Orchestra to perfomn at40 -member Ail Amaricai

\ Collepe Marcti4nQ Banc

ican ColleoB Symphony

I positians are (or summEPCOT Center These positians are tor summer-long employment.

tiegMinng June 4 and condudNig on August 18

AUDITION REQUIREMENTS AU AUOITIONEES:

• Must tie 18 years of age t>y June 1.1984

• Must bnng a current resume arx] pholograpti

• Must sIVM moyemem atxlity

AUDITION SITE BOSTON, MASSACHUSEHS Fsbniiry 16. 1964

Joy of Mwtment Center

536 Mass Avenue

Canlnl Square

CantvidBt. Massadwjsetts

TALENT AUDITION

Audition caH Females 10 am
Males - 2 pm

COLLEGE MUSICIANS

Audition caH 10 am-5pm

Jon 0« 'IMM' Midn « (afflty •Mitainiwnr Fv MKionai MMnn
lequnnwtt or If ywinetd Iwtlw ntamMiaiv pUM can or «mt 'OMey
AudrtnnTw'M.'EniertanwnlOMMrvPO ta 40. Ut« Butnt Mita FL

32S3O.(30S|t24-S47t (M««iy-Fr«ayoi«y.900ani lo4 00»nv EST)

UlaltQisneylUorld
An equal opportunity pmployei

mM ©gfe
UP-TO 30% OFF

DOWNHILL SKIS
BOOTS and BINDINGS

choose from K2, Dynastar,

Salomon, Lange and Nordica

20%-30% OFF
CLOTHING FOR SKIING
JACKETS, SWEATERS.

TURTLENECKS
GLOVES and MITTENS

32 Main St.

Northampton
Open Daily 8:30-5:15

THurs 'til 8 pm

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 83
d Days 7 Nights Luxurious Hor*l on rhe Strip

Hore« only W/Motof Cooch W/J«f

S149 S265 S375

r*
tax included * fox included **'

For more info 545-3437

IT'S 1984
AND BIG BROTHER (YOUR RA)

IS WATCHING YOU!
GET OUT WHILE YOU CAN!
DELTA CHI OPENRUSH

AX
118 Sunset Ave.

Refreshments Served

College Pizza

Sunset Ave

•
AX

All University men Invited

Tues Feb? & 14 7-10 pm
Wed Feb8& 15 7-10 pm

COME CHECK US OUT

Before they come to

get you next.

Black Affairs
FVmiks tikeshat oflfto
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Correspondent

A small, yet appreciative audience in Bowker Auditorium

at the University of Massachusetts Monday night, was
hurled back into time by the captivating performance of

writer-director Sandra Dunson Franks as she portrayed

Harriet Tubman, the Underground Railroad conductor,

who led thousands of slaves to freedom.

"HATS: A Tribute to Harriet Tubman", was a one woman
show illustrating the life and dreams of Mrs. Tubman and

the second event celebrating Black History Month at

UMass.
The show began with a brief introduction of slides and

music effectively setting the mood of the late 19th century.

Franks entered through the shadows cladded from head

to toe in a dark brown garment of the time, white gloves

and shouldered in a white shawl.

Her make-up aged her perfectly only to be reinforced by

her steady pace and shaky yet scholarly voice as the now

transformed Franks told Mrs. Tubman's story - retold

history.

She utilized the scant number of props on stage as she

taught and preached the events of nine decades.

Franks introduced the audience to Bessie, Tubman's rifle

and companion. After escaping to freedom. Tubman was

determined to go back and free her people which she

successfully did with only "a prayer on my lips and a gun on

my hip," said Franks.

"Mrs. Tubman, do you believe that women should have

the right to vote," someone once asked her. "I had suffered

enough to believe," said Franks.

Franks made the audience chuckle when she told us of

Tubman's "extraordinary" physical strength and also of

her first husband, John Tubman.

Hush fell over the auditorium as Franks herself fell into a

somber state in the retelling of the Harper's Ferry in-

cident.

"I can remember it like it was yesterday," Franks said of

Tubman's 19 trips into the deep south freeing over three

hundred slaves, her service in the Union army as a nurse

and an Army Intelligence Agent as well as her supportive

position in the women sufferage movement.

Franks made a key statement worth reiterating in view of

Black History month, "If you don't know where you'se

come from, how do you know where you are going?"

Franks had stated earlier in an article printed in Nummo
News that she wanted "to create (a) role as a theatrical

historian," which she did in HATS. A performance that is

highly recognized and justifiably praised.

DuBois exhibit
highlights month

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

An exhibit on the life and works of William

Edwards Burghardts Du Bois in addition to

other exhibits and a program of music and

history kicked off Black History Month at

an opening celebration and proclamation at

the State House in Boston early last week.

The State Black Caucus from the House of

Representatives and the Governor's Office

decided to have the exhibit to highlight

Black History Month, said Homer Mead of

the Afro-American Studies Department at

the University of Massachusets.

The exhibit, which will appear at the State

House until February 10, includes excerpts

from Du Bois' major literary achievements

as well as biographical sketches and

graphics made by UMass students. A wide

range of pictures also shows Du Bois ex-

tensive world wide travel.

"The exhibit was Uken (to the SUte
House) because it is not only important to

have it there (as part of Black History

Month), but he said he wanted to film

Chancellor Joseph Duffey's remarks to be

added to a film being made about the

W.E.B. Du Bois paper collection at the

Tower Library archives at UMass.
The film, is being du-ected by Mead with

support from the Chancellor's office, and

other corporations in Massachusetts, Mead
said.

Mead said the movie would give 'insight

into the Du Bcms paper collection in a way no

other presentation can do."

"(The film) will highlight Du Bois' con-

nection to the Black community in Western

Massachusetts," he said.

"Du Bois is someone who lived for and

gave his life for the benefit of his people,"

Mead said.

Du Bois, was the father of the Civil Rights

Movement and founder of the National

Association for the Advancement of

Colored People (N.A.A.C.P.).

A writer, philosopher, educator and social

scientist. Du Bois dedicated his life to

writing about the problems beseiging

amencan society during his lifetime.

Du Bois was born in Great Barrington,

Mass. on February 23, 1888. After ex-

ceeding his white counterparts at Great

Barrington High School and graduating as

class valedictorian, he attended Fisk

University in NashvUle, Tennessee. He

then attended grad school at Harvard

University and studied at the University of

Berlin with a fellowship from a Slater Fund.

Du Bois taught at various universities in

the United States and published a vast

amount of sociological works. He also

received various medals of honor including

the Lenin Peace Prize in 1958.

In 1963 he became a citizen of Ghana,

where he died and is buried on August 27,

1%3 at the age of 95.

UMass gained partial possession of the Du
Bois papers in 1973. In 1979 the University

Library received additional material from

Du Bois' second wife and widow Shirl«»v

Ghraham Du Bois.The arrangement and

description of the papers was completed

and the papers formally opened in 1980.

The Du Bois papers document every stage

of Du Bois' life-long career.

Mead, an expert on the life and

achievement of Du Bois said he first became
interested in Du Bois while studying Black

literature at Cornell University.

"I wanted to find out if things being said

about Du Bois were true," he said. "They
were exactly true. What's more important

is that his insights into problems are still

accurate today as when he made the

statements. Some go as far as 90 years," he

said.

W.E.B. IhiBoii Archive! photo

William Edwards Burghardts DuBois receiving his Doctorate degree

confirmation from the University of Ghana, on his 95th birthday in Feb.

1963.

Has our time come?
By MICHAEL THELWELL
Special to Black Affairs

Has our time come?
"GOD GAVE NOAH THE RAINBOW
SIGN NO MO* WATER, THE FIRE NEXT
TIME"

At last Thursday's appearance of Rev.

Jackson one could see a large represen-

tation of the University's black community-

students, faculty, and administration all

seemed caught up in the spirit and ex-

citement of the occassion. But it seems to

me that we cannot stop with attending a

speech, cheering, clapping and shouting

"Win, Jesse, Win."

We quickly need to find a way to tangibly

and usefully contribute to what is clearly

the opening round of a new stage in the on-

going struggle of black people to take the

place to which they are entitled by history,

suffering, morality and simple justice in

this society.

What Rev. Jackson is about is em-

ployment of people using for the first time

the power of our numbers. Think for a

minute of this difference of this nation if the

three million unregistered blacks in the

South alone were active participants in the

political process.

Every week that Rev. Jackson remains a

viable candidate, these numbers grow. In

addition to registering blacks, the Rainbow

coalition is also encouraging hundreds of

blacks to run in the November elections for

local offices in the South. Think also of the

possibility that effort represents. Clearly

then, this candidacy has implications which

go far beyond the presidential race.

With our "early" primary, the

Massachusetts results will be very im-

portant in keeping the candidacy at the

forefront of people's consciousness. What
this means literally, is that all votes are not

equal. A vote in March for Jackson is worth

more than a vote for any of the other

candidates.

A VOTE FOR JACKSON NEXT MONTH
CAN MEAN FIVE VOTES AGAINST
REAGAN IN NOVEMBER.
That is not rethoric and there are over

thirty thousand unregistered blacks in

Springfield; just down the road.

To vote in the March 13 primary they must

register by next Tuesday. Can the black

community of this university organize itself

quickly for a one-shot effort next Sunday?

We can desend in mass on Springfield

talking to people, standing outside chur-

ches, stores, ringing door bells, and going

where the folks are explaining why they

should register before Tuesday.

A meeting will be held next Friday,

February 10 at 4 p.m. at Yvonnes' in Uie

New Africa House basement to see if we

have the will, energy and resources to do

this.

On voting rights
By MARILYN G. BOU
Collegian Correspondent

Election time is drawing upon us once

again. Candidates are on the road trying to

convince us of their ideas and ideals. This

primary election, however is a sensitive one

for the Black and other minority com-

munities in the United States.

The Black Civil Rights Movement is a

perfect example in this present day of the

powerful effect unity can have on this

nation. Based on results, this movement
has had an enormously positive impact on

all minorities. The struggle however is by

no means over. If we put before us a goal to

"change the course of^his nation," as stated

by the Rev. Jesse Jackson last week in his

speech to over 2.000 people at the Fine Arts

Center.

One of Jackson's most moving moments
during his speech was when he urged every

unregistered person to make this a thing of

the past. We can once again take an active

participation in determining our own
destiny.

Without exercising our right to vote we

lose our voice in the American political

society. It is up to all of us to go forth in the

continuous movement of Civil Rights. I

cannot stress enough how crucial it is for

each and everyone of us not only to

register, but to take oneself out on election

day come rain or shine and take advantage

of the incredible power that we arc

privileged to have in this country.

When I think of the pain and struggle our

forefathers went through to ensure that

their children could vote it pains me to say

that some of those efforts were in vain.

Now I ask you - were their efforts in vain?

There is a vast program in progress for

unregistered voters on campus, one may
register at:

February 8 WORCESTER DINING
COMMONS -5:00-7:00 p.m.

February 9 - HAMPSHIRE DINING
COMMONS - 5:00-7:00 p.m.

February 10 FRANKLIN DINING
COMMONS 11:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m.

February 14 - CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE 11:00 a.m. 4: p.m.

In Amherst you can also register to vote at

the following places:

Town Clerk's Office Amherst Town Hall

Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. 4:30 p.m.

Saturday, February 11 12:00-8:00 p.m.

Tuesday. February 14 8:00-10:00 a.m.

North Amherst Library

Monday Friday 1:00-5:30 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday 6:30 8:30 p.m.

Saturday 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Munson Library (South Amherst)

Monday-Friday 2:00 5:30 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday 6:30 8:30 p.m.

Saturday 9:00-12:30 p.m.

Hampshire College Library - Contact: Gay
Carpenter, Library Main Office.

If you have any questions about

registering call: The Amherst Town Clerk -

253-9382.
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COMPUTER TERMINAL RENTAL

bvCOMPUTERM
• Save time & aggravation by renting your own terminal;

or split a rental with friendsl .

Note: rentals will communicate with Cyber, Vax, and any other mainTrame

computer,

for RENT. . . ^^ ^
RCA TERMINALS (Model VP3501) 120.00 per semester

• Fully detachable keyboard
• Built in direct connect modem (300 baud)

use with your black & white or color TV (color graphics)

no messv software needed!!

for SALE. . . -^
RCA COMPLETE TERMINALS Model vp4801TD 598.00

• Detachable full stroke keyboard with the 16 key numerical pad

• Auto Dial • Auto Log On • Printer Port

• 80/40 character display format .^^^ f^
. 12 inch green phosphor monitor Model VP4e01 w/o monitor^.OO

Call COMPUTERM: M-F (5 pm-11 pm) Sat & Sun (10 am-10 PM)

MIKE (413) 549-0393

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS
thru Feb. 14

All Handbags 20 - 50% off

Shearling 50% off

American Tourister 65% off

Selected Wallets 50% off

PLUS MUCH MORE
All Sales Final

584-5233

Harlow
Luggage, inc.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

OPEN RUSH
All University Men Invited

February 8, 9, 14, 15

8:30 - 11 pm
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N . Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

Pioneer klleij Ikk Equipiiienf

SPECtALiZiJMG tJ%

STiJDEI%T RE\TALS

VIDKO TER!lli:\ALS

.PRi:\TERS

•mODRMS-

'SEltKSTKR RE^T\LS IVllMBf.f:-

2.'»» TKIAM^I.i: STKKKT. A^IHKRST 5I9-I0I7

ZE acs *» Jg- zs zs zc

I & R TRAVEL INC
present

"Spring Break 84"
We offer you Complete Quality Trips

Ft. Lauderdale Daytona

Bermuda Bahamas
Better Quality Accommodations,

Special Extras, and all at an

Inexpensive Price!!

Call for Information and Reservation

Limited Space Available
] Ira 546-5422 Rob 546-1201

i
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ATTENTION
STUDENT SENATORS!

Wednesday, Feb. 8

Senate Meeting

will begin at 5 PM
Due to the importance of considering

the SGA constitution, anyone with

schedule conflicts should contact

someone in speakers office.
Si

H
Come in

and preview
our nev^

Spring

collections

CONTUV^rX)RARY
FASHION FOR MLN

M N ;'^c< FLOOR
TMORNES MARKET
ly? MAIN S'MII NOeiKAMPtON

oprn daily S K> S 10 Thurs evr til *» Sun WS
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EPSONQX-ID

Amherst's

Microcomputing

Center

Mon - Sat 10-5

COMPUTER PACKAGE

Fast CPM Processor

Internal Clock, Hi-Res Graphics

256 K Internal Memory
2 Drives, 380 K Storage Each

'Valdocs & 'Peach' Software

Includes RX 80ft Printer

EDrrOMAL/OPINION
•^ •••.•-•-•-•-"-•-'
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EditorialNotes

Voter Registration
As college students, we are known for having loud

political voices, often expressing discontent with the

powers that be. We channel our youthful energy into

grass-roots movements, and our minds are more open and

malleable than they will be at a later age.

But most students don't utilize the most effective

method for bringing about change in this country: most

students don't vote.

A college movement against the Solomon Amendment,

for example, is rendered ineffective if many of its

members, come November, don't bother to show their op-

position to legislators who support such measures by tak-

ing the time to vote for somebody else.

Most college age men register for the draft. Not nearly

as many register to take part in a choosing the country's

commander-in-chief, the president, who has the power to

send them off to war.

Jesse Jackson told a UMass audience last week that

Ronald Reagan won the 1980 election by far fewer votes

than there were noneligible voting college students,

though most students (then and now) said they opposed

Reagan.
At one point, Jackson asked all those who had not

registered to vote to stand up. As student gatherings go,

this audience was as politically conscious as any you could

find, yet close to half the room was on its feet!

Yes, it seems a bit of a pain in the ass to sign up and

vote. In Massachusetts, unlike in some states, one can't

just pass out registration postcards. Perhaps if register-

ing were as easy as picking up a copy of the ColUgian on

the way to lunch, more students would vote.

This week, it will be as easy as picking up a Collegian.

Voter registrars will be in the dining commons at

mealtime: 5-7 pm at Berkshire today, Worcester tomor-

row, Hampshire on Thursday, and llam-lpm at Frankhn

on Friday, as well as in Whitmore all day next Monday and

the Campus Center on Tuesday.

All the candidates who have come to campus so far have

stressed the importance of taking part in the electoral pro-

cess ("whether you vote for me or for somebody else,"

said George McGovern). Let's not disappoint them, or

oursleves. _ , . _
Ian PolumMnin

UMi

TheSGA Constitution
The Student Government Association (SGA) is in the

final stages of writing and ratifying its new Constitution.

The document is of major importance to the student body

on this campus. It outlines the powers and respon-

sibilities of the Undergraduate Senate, Area Govern-

ments, House Councils, and the Student Judicial System;

and serves as the governing document which allows for

the establishment and recognition of all Registered Stu-

dent Organizations. All constituencies must make it

their business to see that it is ratified by the students and

remains intact in the face of administration interference.

Considerable publicity has accompanied the problems

the SGA has faced in coming up with an acceptable docu-

ment, and that is as it should be. But now the situation

has rfianged. Over the past weekend, dedicated SGA
members who represent all sides of the political spec-

trum met in negotiating sessions to hash out our dif-

ferences in the current draft of the Constitution. These

sessions were immensely successful, and have resulted in

a document that 1 think all will agree deserves the vocal

and active support of the undergraduate students and

their governance bodies. Reaching consensus has been a

monumental task, and everyone involved deserves credit

for it.

But now comes the real test. On the assumption that

students will pass the current document, there remains

only one hurdle to overcome: the administration. Before

we can forward our document to the Board of Trustees

for consideration, student leaders will be negotiating the

final draft with representatives of the administration. It

is imperative that we stand united in these discussions.

There still remain major points of disagreement, and the

students must decide in a calculated and deliberate man-

ner on which points we can bend and on which points we

cannot. These negotiations must take place in a

diplomatic manner, but we must be able to speak with the

force of 18,000 voices to make our points felt with the

power that is our right.

This is a difficult task, but one to which we must rise.

A united student body is a powerful force in University

jwlitics. Now is the time. Let us stand up and get the

respect we deserve.
Eric NitzBche

SGA Treasurer

Letteri

Stand up and be counted It's better to laugh than cry

To the Editor.

With the Massachusetts primary just two weeks away I

urge everyone who attended the registration rally last

Wednesday night to follow through by registering to vote.

Registering is the first step in making your voice heard.

This year the Democrats offer eight candidates for the

party's nomination. These carididates although united in

their determination to defeat Ronald Reagan in November

take many differring positions on the issues facing the

party and the country.

In the interest of educating the voting public I ask the

student groups supporting a candidate to work with me in

sponsoring a mock debate. Each candidate with a student

gioup on campus could be represented by a member of

that group.

Stephen Bailey

Students Supporting George

McGoTcm for President

To the Editor,

1 am writing this in regard to the letter submitted by

Allan E. Dines which appeared in the CoUeginn on Mon-

day, February 6. Referring to the comic strip, "Shagnas-

ty" which appeared on February 2, Dines wrote, "... 1

did not find Mr. Derringer's cartoon humorous or even

mildly amusing. As a student who is, and was concerned

about the arson problem on campus, I feel that making fun

of the events that took place on camus last semester is in

poor taste. Not only did the situation cause stress and

psychological trauma for the woman in Crampton, but it

could also have been a fatal situation."

In today's hectic society, I feel that humor is a crucial

tool in relieving the very stress and tension that Mr. Dines

is referring to. I, as ne, was concerned aoout uie ures and

appreciated the measures that the school took, yet 1 also

value the humor that Mr. Derringer gave to this distress-

ing situation. We need such reliefs if we are to survive

such mentally trying times.
Beth Ann Niece

Dickinson Dormitory

The Obsession
of being thin

For me, being thin isn't just something I am, it is

something I must be. I am joined in my obsession with

weight by more than half of all American women. The

Obsession. I guess I've always had it, although objectively

speaking I was overweight for only three or four years.

When I was sixteen I thought I was fat. I dieted and

fasted and exercised . . .1 also ate cookies, cake and a not

infrequent ice cream sundae. 1 complained about my fat, I

talked only of new ways to lose weight, I was obsessed by

it. My weight? 116 pounds.

Today when I shop for magazines, titles rush up and slap

me in the face. F'itness, A Slimmer You, The New You,

Health and Beauty, Weight Watchers . . .A Guide to the

Anorectic Life. And if the titles are accusatory, the

Diane Lane
photos and articles are much worse. I am told 1 can lose

ten pounds in five days. 1 can do 400 exercises for my fat

thighs and never leave bed (Oh (kxi! not Fat Thighs!), page

75 a miraculous slim down diet—page 76 recipe for

gorgeout—uperchocolate-zillion calorie cake. The Obses-

sion is ambivalent.

Fashion models who have not yet completed puberty

average $500 per hour. In 1984 clothes you and I will

want to wear are modeled by 13 year old girls with boyish

shapes. Remember what you looked like at 13? Hell, it's

no ufonder I don't like my body! No matter what I do, how
hard 1 diet, I still have these damned curves . . .a woman's

hips for God's sake!

In 1977, in the United States, 300,000 women had

operations to enlarge their breasts. Another 15 to 20,000

underwent surgery to have breast size reduced. We wire

our jaws shut, we hire doctors to slice fat from our but-

tocks and thi^ like so much diseased tissue. We attend

camps, health spas and fat farms where the price is $185

to $3000 per week to pursue the perfect body. The Obaesr

sion.

Every morning I stand in front of my closet and try on

as many as ten outfits before finding one that doesn't

"make me look fat", much to the puzzlement of my hus-

band. Men don't understand The Obsession.

Thin Thighs in Thirty Days, Linda Carter's Work Out

Book, Slim Down with Jane, Tone Up with Raquel, Lift

Weights with Victoria—more and more it seems that

everyone has something to say about the state of my body.

In USA Today the day before Super Sunday a picture of

announcer Phyllis George, who had given birth to twms

just six weeks earlier, was run with the caption, "Phyllis

George-worried about looks." Interviews with Marie Os-

mond shortly after the birth of her child spent inordinate

space on how much weight "tiny Marie" gained and how

much she has since lost. The pounds of mothenng only

heighten The Obsession.

And the other day I received a letter from my beautiful

10 month old neice who lives in California, written in the

first person for her by her mother. Jacquelyn writes, "I

am walking more and more and learning how to talk. I am

very petitejust like Mommy. I hope 1 .stay this way." And

upon being offered some cookies and milk a friend's three

year old daughter was heard to say, "I'll have some diet

soda please; I'm getting quite a tummy." The Obsession is

learned early.

In The Obsessicm: Rejlectxons on th£ Tyranny oj

Slmdemess author Kim Chernin states, "The body holds

meaning. A woman obsessed with the size of her t)Ody,

wishing to make her breasts and thighs and hips and belly

smaller and less apparent, may be expressing the fact that

she feels uncomfortable being female m this culture^

We- want to be thin and beautiful and chenshed.

Somehow all the advertising and cultural expectations are

internalized in spite of our better sense. Despite nriy nrimd

and my intelligence and the plans 1 have for myself which

have nothing to do with my body. I am panicked by a two

pound weight gain. I lie in bed after a dinner party, m
silent darkness and feel the slight rise of my abdomen. It

is then I experience the horror and disgust only the obsess-

ed can truly share. I must regain control over this, my

woman's body. The Obsession.

Diane Lam is a Collegian staffmember

Don't Forget!

1st Recruitment meeting
tonight, 8pm Room 805 CC.
...and, Ist staff meeting, Thursday

night, mandatory attendance.
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The world is

your classroom

a& School for^ Field Studies

• learn field research techniques with a team of students from across

the country

• help seek solutions to problems in endangered ecosystems

• explore a potential career or major

• receive academic credit

Summer, Semester, and January term programs around the world

Marine Mammal Biology and Conservation

Glacier Bay, Alaska

Environmental Geology

Mt. Vesuvius, Italy

Wildlife Consen/ation

Kenya

.

and 9 other field study courses around the world.

Slide show presentation in the UMass Campus Center

on Friday, February 10 from 12:15-2:00 pm
Financial aid is available for qualified students. For your free

catalogue, write or call;

SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES
50 Western Avenue

Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 497-9000

SFS is an affirmative action, eaual opportunity institution.

I
The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Betty Friedan
Author of **The Feminine Mystique"

''Women's Changing
Roles in the 1980 's"
Wednesday, February 8, 1984

8:00 P.M. Student Union Ballroom

Free

** 'ABSENCE' COULD
WELL BE THE BEST
PICTURE OF THE YEAR."
A DVNAMIIl MOMI , A MVSIIRV,
A IHRIIII K.an inHllipcnth woven plot. And
two dynamite pirforinancc>. by iw») of our best

actors. Paul Newman and SalK lield. One of

the best pictures ol the year."

— loi I sil I.I I AHC-TV

PAL I M WMAN IS OL TSTANHINCi. His

vigorous performance makes 'Absence

of Malice' worth seeing."

_<.iM sii\i II. NBC- rv

AS THl SCRIIN S (,RI ATFST I HADlMi MAN.
Timely, provocative, brilliantly written, acted and

directed. 'Absence of Malice' will stick to your

ribs the way few movies do these days. 1 urge you

not to miss it."

-Rl \ Ki II) NI:W YORK DAIl Y NFWS

• NFW.MAN'S BHST WORK SINCE COOL
HAND LLKH: MISS FIKLD IS TKRRIFK .'

-IKH) \ \<.IK. ASSOCIATKD PRHSS

"(OMPl I.I.INC; STLM-, confidently directed

and performed."
-nwii) \Nsi N NI WSWHHK

Ml NEWMAN SAUY FIEU
ABSENCE OF MALICE

COLUMBIA PICTURES P-espnls A MlRAGt ENTERPRISES PRODUCTION

PAlll NEWMAN • SALLY FIELD • ABSENCE Of MALICE • Music tiy DAVE GRUSIN

D,rec,o^o. Phot^raphy OWEN ROIZMAN A S C • E.ecu..veP,oducer RONALD LSCHWARV
ij.reco u -V ^^^^T^^

^^ ^^^^^ LUEDTKE • Produced and Directed by SYDNEY POLLACK

DATE: Sunday Feb. 12

TIME: 5, 7, 9, 11

PLACE: Campus Center Aud. (CCA)

ADMISSION: $1.50 (75' - 5:00 show)

Letters

Collegian self-serving?
To the Editor,

Last Thursday, the Collegian published a very conve-

nient disclaimer, blithely refusing any responsibility for

damage to the personal reputation of a woman charged
with the Crampton fires. Since the Collegian advocates

freedom of the press in their self-appointed crusade for

the public's "right to know," I'd like to ask some ques-

tions to find out who is responsible.

Why did anyone besides a Crampton resident need to

know about the fires? One could certainly argue that they

had a right to know about them, but did anyone else?

Who is responsible for the rash of fires in other dorms
that resulted after the press broadcast that an arsonist

could get away with it in Crampton.

Who ignored the pleas of public safety officials for a

calm, quiet, low-profile investigation (with unannounced

evidence)?

Who named names in a case that had no clear findings?

Who exalted the issue all the way to the national press?

Who else but the CoUegin.

It would seem that the right to report the news includ-

ed the prerogative to make the news. In a case where the

Collegian was obviously serving neither community nor

individual welfare, I can only conclude that the editors

were serving themselves. Rusty Denton
Amherst

Editor's Note: The Collegian does have a "self-appointed

crusade for the piiblic's right to know. However, it does

not "make news, " nor does it "exalt issues ail the way to

the national press.

"

Our purpose is to inform the community. When
smnething happens, we report it.

More comic remarks
To the Editor,

With regard to the letter written by Richard Vigeant,

Feb. 7, 1984, I would like to make some remarks about

%

CCNflRNKsnON HEAKIM6S: MQ3^ammVuSS^C^Ti VclHE ^0 Mt65E

Mark Rollins' Umass Zone. To begin with, Charlie

Brown rarely says "Arrgh." He's famous for "Ugh," as

I feel many can appreciate.

A second point necessary to make is the fact that in

order for any item of written work to attain the readers

attention, the author usually needs to aproach the reader

from the blind side, many times covering some con-

troversy of some sort. This is sometimes called the shock

value, which gives the written work some character. In

comic strips, if character is missing, then the strip is bor-

ing. Take for example, Fred Basset, by Alex Graham,
Field Enterprises, Inc. Graham is not known for coming
from the blind side and therefore lacks character, and
consequently is boring. Rollins makes use of the shock

value as do others such as Berke Breathed. If the Umass
Zone is to be removed, so is Bloom County.

Any person, or group of persons who spends any
amount of time in the public eye is going to draw
criticism from some journalistic source. This has been
happening since day one, and the Umass Zone isn't cross-

ing any journalism boundaries. Without a doubt,

criticisms may not always be welcome or appropriate,

but that's human nature and nothing can be done about
'^

Peter J. DePuy
Sylvan

College Night

Thursday, February 9

3 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Precision Haircut & Style - Only $10

Terrific campus cuts at super savings with

student ID. Free gifts & refreshments.

RGGIS HAIRSTYUSTS
Ingieslde Mall • 532-6007

Custom
Designed
Hairstyles
that only

look

expensive I

At Great Expectations you II lea\^ with the style

you t^3^i in mmcl Jt a price y^xj can afford

VVTISFAC TION GUARANTEED

SHAMPOO. PRECISION CUT
& BLOW DRY STYLING. . .

still only $12.50

Hampshire Mall
Hadley

Mon.-Sat.
10-9:30

586-6182

CKPCCIilTiOIIS
^^RLCtSOM HAIfCUTTLRS

Do you want to do work when
you want and not when there

is an available computer?

COMPUTER ACCESS
On site microcomputer time rental

79 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
256-1213

(behind Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

Open 7 days a week
Opening February 15

Mastercard 8- Visa accepted

r

We VVinh All Ontlemen...

Happy Valentine'8 Day...

anci CordiaJIv Invito Them to...

Gentlemen Only Nite
Thnndar. Feb. » — « to 10 p.m.

I il\r lift ,1 Ulll In.K^ llini'. l.,'iM'if'

S.ift SiU I..I.I,. .1 ,,i,ii>..l,- ii I.ip I'.iMl

Mm Inni.' lit.,- X B.l.ni. ( ..iri.i lliii

Nigtit (jowns, Coiy Terry Robes and more

C 'han%pngni: «Si Hors J'lhcuvrcs .Vri iJ

C\>mc join I 's.'

Cariiag* Shop*, 233 N PiMMni SI . Amhartl.
luppw i«*l| S4M9IS

DELTA UPSILON
OPEN RUSH

NOPE

Tues. Feb. 7th

Wed. Feb. 8th

9:00 P.M.

North Pleasant

^ Delta

Upsilon

Grad Twr 778 N Pleasant Stj

Collegian
Recruitment meeting

• Experience • Excitement

• Open to all majors

Wednesday Feb. 8

8 pm-9 pm
Room 805 CO.
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Blarl
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion

UAAASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

KEAb THE ARTS

/

DIETING?
Try a different ap-

proach. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Say goodbye to

diets, foreverl Call

University Health Ser-

vices, 549-2671 ext.

181 to register,

deadline is February

17. Classes start

February 28. Hurry,

_clay size is Umt

SPRING BREAK 83
A Days 7 Nights Unurlous Hord on fh« Srrip

Hord only V/Moror Cooch W/J«r

SI 49 S265 S375

oMi tax included * fox included ^^
I For more info 545-0437

Performing
Arts Division
Music, Theater and

Dance Instruction,

popular and classical

styles, private and

group, children and

adults. Walk-in
Registration ends
February 10. OLD
CHAPEL. 545-0519

TWO GREAT SALES IN ON
ON \OUR aYMPIANS
AND GO FOR lOSTENS GOLD

$25QFFALL
I4KGOLD RINGS
See >bur jostens Representative for details of jostens Easy Payment Plans.

Date: Feb. 8, 9, 10 - Wed, Thur, FrI Place: University Store

Time: 10:30 • 3 pm Deposit: $15.

Pi Kappa Alpha

Msr

flZ
tsmm » Mm aiMf^ O^m^mt i«

05^

We are. . .

• the CamDUS and Greek
Area Athletic Champions
• the fraternity that does
not haze

• the house that raised
over $42,000 for
Multiple Sclerosis

PIKE - we could be for you
1^**^if—

1

T777) ^^ /^
RUSH PARTIES

Mon. Feb. 6 at 9 pm

Tues. Feb. 7 at 9 pm
Wed. Feb. 8 at 9 pm
Mon. Feb.13at9pm
Tues. Feb. 14 at 9 pm

Pi Kappa Alpha
TEL. 545-2150

^^j^^^^Free Refreshments a^^^^^^

lOSTENS IS THF OFFICIAL /\yW\RDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OlYMPIC GMV1ES.

"TWO GREAT SALES IN ONE"
ON \OUR OLYMPIANS
AND GO FORJOSTENS GOLD

ff? I?

SPECIAL INTTODUCTDRy OFFER
17\DIES' lOK GOLD
ADAGIO
$20. OFF

MEN'S lOK GOLD
CARAVEL

$20. OFF

See \bur lostens Representative for details of lostens Easy Payment Plans.

Date: Feb. 8, 9, 10 - Wed, Thur, Fri Place: University Store

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit: $15.

««NM tt mm KMtmm

05^
JOSTENS IS THE OFFICIAL/W\RDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OyMPIC GAMES.

Wednesday. February 8, 1984, Collegiann

Arts
^rWtWS^wWrWr .•-•-•.•-•.•.• ».•-•••-•.•.•-• !•••••••• !•••••« :.x•:•^x•x•xv^x•:v^^x•^^:•:•^:^vX•:•:•:•:•:•:•x•:•^:

• •.•-••.•.•.

Rumble in Amherst
THE STRAY CATS
Fine Arts Center

Monday Feb. 6

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

CoUcgian photo by Drew Ogier

Brian Setzer stretches the strings during Monday nights FAC show.

It was a night of rantin' 'n' ravin' when The
Stray Cats strutted into the Fine Arts

Center Monday, and put on a show that left

the near capacity crowd twisting in the

aisles and screanung for more.

The rockabilly trio from New York, stars

of stage and music videos, displayed the

appeal of rock and roll in its original form:

stripped down, soulful songs about booze,

cars and broken hearts. And they did it

with a hell of a lot of class.

During their 70 minute set. The Stray

Cats ripped through their top ten hits like

"Sexy and 17." "Stray Cat Strut" and "Look

At That CadiUac." But the real highUghts

of the evening were the near hits, the

extended jam numbers and the surprises

that the band held up the sleeves of their

sleeveless auto mechanic's shirts. "Rumble

in Brighton" was retitled "Rumble m
Amherst." after which singer-guitarist

Brian Setzer remarked, 'This is a great

hall, just the right size. We've been playiiig

a lot of really bie places, but this is great."

"Drink That "Bottle Down." sung by

bassist Lee Rocker was a slow blues

number that featured Setzer's hottest solo

of the night. Other bright moments in-

cluded the "Theme from The Munster." and

a banjo instrumental dedicated to a member

of the road crew. The Cats slowed the pace

with the baUad "1 Won't Stand In Your

Way," for which they brought out Mel

Collins on saxophone, and 14 Karat Soul, a

Absolutely live

Montgomery 's party-on-vinyl

LIVE TRAX
James Montgomery
MSI Records

By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Correspondent

It sure is good to hear this new album by

James Montgomery. Recorded at the highly

acclaimed and internationally known Trax

Lounge in beautiful downtown NYC, this

album rates as his best yet. Full of

energetic music and showcase harmonica

work, James and his band generate dance

and ribaldry. This record is an accurate

testimony to the party-rock, good-time

atmosphere one can expect at any of his live

shows.

My only gripe is that this album didn't

come out sooner. I recall seeing this band

years ago at the Salisbury Beach Frolics -

summertime, the place packed and rocking

- and wondering later why they didn't

record live shows for posterity-

Well, he's got a whole new repetoire now,

but the intensity is still in the music.

Although, one of James' own, "Schoolin

Them Dice," an oldie by now. leads the

show off, very effective pace setter. His

street-wise savvy is evident in the next two

songs, "Tuff," and "Urban Cats," in which

his after-hours anxiety and simultaneous

coolness follow one another like flip sides to

a single. Then again, he and Barbara

HoUiday do a romantic duet, "New England

Sunshine," in which the slow-dance and

romance take over. You've got to find

someone to dance with on this one.

"(I'm Counting on the) Rock and RoU"

features a wailing harmonica backed by a

tight rhythm. The crowd loves it, it sounds

great through headphones, and even Mr.

Marvelous Marvin Hagler listens to it. For

boxing fans and workout aficionados.

"Marvelous Marvin." is a clever song with a

beat with which the champ could punch to.

This song should be in the hands of fight

promoter Bob Arum soon, and played

before the middle-weight champ knocks out

Sugar Ray Leonard midst his attempted

comeback.

You've got to love James' showstopper,

"Train," of which he does a superb version

on the album. This is a number that gets

everyone boogying by the end of the night,

but equally effective if heard upon

awakening. There's a great saxaphone

pulsation throughout, made possible by the

Uptown Horns, notoriously known on the

last J. Geil's "Showtime" disc. They provide

a definite added feature to this live set, and

mesh easily with James' tight band. His

new songs, primarily co-authored with

band members, show his capabilities and

progress in developing his own sound and

persona. That's not to say he forgets the

traditional blues. Recently, he's been doing

an updated version of Little Walters'

"Checkin Up On My Baby." with every bit

of Chicago harp you'd expect of someone

honored in The Hohner Calendar.

No gimmicks or overdubs here, just a

straightforward outpouring of talent,

energy, and fun. This local legend can be

heard this Thursday. Feb. 8th. shows 9 and

11. at Jonathan Swifts. Harvard Square.

Cambridge.

doo-wop group from New York, who

proceeded The Cats' set with a short one of

their own. These guys dripped with soul as

they primed the audience with "Boogie

Woogie Bugle Boy." "Jump 'Till Day" and

"Why Do Fools Fall In Love."

For encores, The Stray Cats did an ex-

tended version of "Rock This Town," and
then brought out the larger ensemble to

end the evening with "Jailhouse Rock." that

left drummer Slim Jim Phantom leaping off

his bass drum to crash the final notes on his

cymbal and snare. The too- short show was
over.

The mixed bag audience was amazing, 16

year old bobby-soxers, dress shirt and tie

college students and men who were around

when "Jailhouse Rock" was a new song, all

sat in the same section. "We're here for the

sound, that sound," said a member of this

last group. The Stray Cats managed, even

better live than on vinyl, to rev up in-

credibly powerful raw rock and roll energy,

to go back to its roots, and prove why the

genre has lasted as long as it has.

They sang about cars and girls, but more

important than what they did is how they

did it. Their show was a physical one with

Phantom whirlwinding his stick into his

drunvs. Rocker putting his acoustic bass on

his shoulder, and playing it behind his head,

and Setzer with his hollow-body electric

guitar (complete with a pair of dice for

volume knobs) dancing back and forth

across the stage in his big blue suede shoes.

The Stray Cats can really play, and with

Monday night's performance as evidence,

they are not merely a novelty act, or some

kind of revival show. They are a mainstay,

a band that simply went back to basics to

create pure rock and roll.

Pianist Nigel Coxe will perform in Gershwin's Rhapaody in Blue at

8pm on Feb. 12 in Bezanson Recital Hall. For further information, call

545-0190. ^
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OPEN
THURSDAY

&

I FRIDAY NITESI

OPEN

SUNDAY
12-5 PM

4 DAYS ONLYTHURS., FRI., SAT. &MONDAY

)

.

^

FISHER DOLBY
CASSEHE TAPE DECK

SA^e 69^9

TBchnics 20 WATT
AM/FM RECEIVER

iv/y 9999

AKAI HX1 DOLBY
CASSEHE RECORDER

L'V

aa"».GJ

iTschnics DOLBY &
DBX CASSEHE DECK

s/i^e 1299»

SOUND CREATION IN DASH
CAR AM/FM CASSEHE

s/i^e 3999

\>\ s.

//egtmnins

CORDLESS
TELEPHONE
& 10 MEMORY

DIALER

SSf^i

SA^e 9999

REFURBISHED

DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

SA^ITO 2999

AKAI SEMl-AUTO
BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE

JO" 4999

CROWN WALKING
STEREO CASSEHE

S^¥i 1999

Jl

JENSEN IN DASH CAR

AM/FM CASSEHE

S4I^£ 6999

"* I H —

Panasonic 8 HOUR
VIDEO RECORDER

19 INCH

SOLID STATE COLOR TV

.01 PENNY
SPEAKER SALE

I

SA^i 43999

PiOMceR CAR AM/FM

AUTO REVERSE CASSEHE

fOO"
8999

S^lf£ 259»9

A^D 8" 2 WAY
DELUXE SPEAKER

BUV I SPtAHiR 8Uy 2 SHAKtRSW 150

/ILPINE CAR AM/FM

STEREO CASSEHE

sAi^e 12999

CROWN AM/FM
STEREO CASSEHE

s^yi 2999

SCOTT ID" 3 WAY

SCRATCH & DENT SPEAKERS

s^yf

•!*
••• •••

PIONEER MINI

SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKER

S4ye

'^

149,!

JENSEN 20 OUNCE
TRIAX CAR SPEAKERS

s/iye 5999

39»i!

SPECIALS! SPECIALS!

EltMI«MT«t«flMM ('16)

rwaiMit Aii^M- tt/Ultaf) ru«* (24)

1 War • 1 1 • 4« MM** C« tHaktrt . . (50)

FMMiMi* I TrMk Rmw«w (120)

Eii«4n 2M MacMtt* PkMM CaHiMc*. . (40)

Tili>tMi *Hw«rM (79)

taayt U WaH to tnfMw (80)

PtMMT P12 MNMm Tw rtiMi (99)

TDK SAG 90

CASSETTES

if -"^'i*.-.

1H7FM
STEREO CASSEHE SYSTEM

S4ife
13999

Panasonic 12 INCH

BLACK & WHITE TV

$499
I ea. LIMIT 3

K0NIGAT120 {

VIDEO CASSETTE <

{

LIMIT 6^ ^

AM/FM
STEREO CASSEHE

SAI^i 6999

TniiM* (130) n.n
MarMhllN44WattlteMiMr (249) IU.M
ntmmKM It Daik AM/TM

e«tMn« (249) iM.n
AkaiFU'^i(to|r'MlreM»*M*..(180) Ul.n
PtaMw KPA TM tapw Tmm M «

CatMtto
HanM« Kartw M«N ««n StoTM

AayMhr (260)

t««««ii4M I* WaN hi Oait AM/m
CaiiaM*

ftMMar KH » ftM t2M« Watt

AM/TM ttara* Car tattatt* . .

.

PaMiaatt TM • t* I laaa
CalarCaaMra (700) 4M.N

IXC NX M Tl Watt Raaahar wNk
MM la IravWa E«aaNiar (570) MI.H

Pa*ara« A«Mat Laa^taaakari ftk . . (599) IH.N
UiaaaKXINDalaMOaNqp

Cataattt (400) 1II.M
Lanaa 1*1 46 Watt Dataia RaaaHar (500) 4II.N
MA 2*" RaMt* CaaHal Catwn ... (600) tttM
raMtaala M' Cwiiato Calw TV (600) 4N.n
laaiaa 19" Cattf Mwritaf (800) 4n.M
•aiar Zf CaMa Il«a4y RaaMtt Caalral

CalarTV (600) MI.N
laaiaa 2t" talaf MaaHar (1030) TM.N
Fiikar TM CaMa Rta^y. Staraa Oafty

VHt VMaa Naaartar ...(1100) Ttt.H
Paaaiaata 21" ttaraa Calar TV wMk

Wlratau RaaMt* (1000) 7N.N
taar 2641 26" TriaMrwi Calar TV. I»ar*a.

CaMa Raa4|r. RaaMtt Caattal . . . ( 1400)

, (249)
(180)

.(250)

. (270)

.(430)

^P^^ ^tl^^ SINCE 1961heSoundCompan
SPRINGFIELD 477 SUMNER AVE at the X 73e-36M

Open Thurs & Fri Ttl 9 P M Open Sunday 12-5
CHICOPEE FAIRFIELD Mall near Caldors 5V3-S330
Open Every Evening til 9:30 PM Open Sunday 12-5

a asM aMcaat. auamtoi limwh. *a n»m» —t ••«aakt* tm m ttwti m*M mclim.

AMHERST 201 N Pleasant Street 256-0744
Open Thurs. & Friday Evenings Til 9 PM
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Bloom Countjr by Berke Breathed

The UMass Zone

LOOK , blO you S££ rH£~^
f\i£\,sj STATVeS /V 'T^^J ^,
couKryAKh

Mark Rollins

1\J TAQcjNCr AQOirr,?.

^(^

OH,THos£ Af^Ai^T sr/nvSS,
^OSB AR£ PHYSICAL PLAhfT

VJORi(£RS

Superbad

^AMV 5H0U1.D JCMOVsi

TMAT TME ST^V>66L6
1^ INJ a New rWA5
AKfA^ ^'mu&&t6 I
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X

MASS PHOBIA Winmill
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The strip Bert Saveriano and Jim Walsh

£
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
F:dited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

I«a4 Im 4iifl«ln rinm Syatftnlr

ACROSS
1 Israeli seaport

5 Acid

9 Parisian summers
13 Matchup
14 Wood lor lurniture

15 Whale
16 Torpor

18 Invisible

emanation
19 External Prefix

20 Seth's son

21 Cakes, in Caen
23 Cleaning agent

25 Poetic division

26 Scot's name
27 Intonations

30 Atelier sight

33 Milton of mirth

35 Pique

36 " IS the

lowest form of

wit"

37 Division of society

38 One of Jacobs
sons

39 Knightly title

40 Utters in grating

tones
41 Held another

session

42 Support, as a

cause
44 Abbr on a

street map
45 Strips

46 Geometric figure

50 Name for a light

hearted lass

52 Ancit .It area of 17 Landlocked Asian

Europe country

53 Optim sm.toa 22 Noun suffix

Cockney 24 Manner

54 Word with shoe 25 Greens vehicles

or neck 28 14 Across.

55 Press agenf for one

58 Baltic feeder 29 Muralist from

59 Headv for sleep Spain

60 Mackerel-like fish 30 Adroitness

61 Hardy heroine 31 Egyptian sacred

62 Highland bull

negatives 32 Ecclesiastical

63 Geological vestments

divisions 33 Starting places

34 Psychic abbr

37 Redeemed chips.

as in Las Vegas
38 High domicile

DOWN 40 Babe
1 Church features 41 Channel of a sort

2 22 43 Horse operas

3 Gaucho's adjunct 44 1 have

4 Unit of work danced "

5 Skin art. 46 Measures of

m a way length

6 Coverings for 47 Hopeless case

linials 48 Lakme or

7 Cautionary word, Parsifal"

8 Digit, loan 49 Peter of the key

octopus board and others

9 Two handed card 50 Obliterate

game (with "out")

10 Partiality tor 51 Put cargo on

Germany a ship

11 To be. inToulous*1 52 Sailing maneuver

12 Red and Coral Var

14 Opera by 56 Genetic abbr

Massenet 57 King topper

1 ? 3 4 H5 6 7 1 1 10 1 t

13 r14 15

16 17 18

19 ?0 ?1 ti

" u n "
1

^PH a 77

L«
m n

30 31 « I
31 14

P
35

ir 37

I
I

31

I
40 41 ^"W 43 44

«- I 4t 47 41 41

so 51 52

I
n"

u

1

SS M 57

sT ^ U

11 TT
1

Need A Job

We are training for paid

positions in the Collegian

Graphics Department
Introductory Meeting

Come to Rm 113

Campus Center

Thursday 5:30 p.m.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Royal Zucchini Beef

Parmesan
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey/
Bread Dressing,

Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce
Frank Reuben

Spinach Salad Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Grilled Cheese

on Wheatberry

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/

Bread dressing.

Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce
Cheese Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Weather ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Today sunny, high near 30
degrees. Tonight clear low

in the teen's.

[0 » n c A I, n F R
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Hypercurricula
If interested, come

Today

Advocating Financial Aid)—General
6:00pm Rm 905-09

SAFA (Students

meeting-all new members welcome

CC
C.E.Q./"JOHN GREEN SLIDESHOW"-The introduc-

tory meeting to the Coalition for Environmental Quality

will feature naturalist John Green who will give a slide-

presentation on Glacier National Park. All welcome.

6:00pm Rm 803 CC

Thursday

THE ROCKY MIDNIGHT EXPERIENCE-An awesome

adaptation of your favorite midnight movie! Absolutely

free for everyone! No bottles, cans, toilet paper, water,

etc allowed. 8 pm and 12 pm Hampden Theatre, SW
EDUCATIONAL COLLECTIVE ON WORLD AF-

FAIRS-Meeting to plan teach-ins on U.S. Foreign Policy.

First event this semester will focus on the Caribbean

Basin Initiative. 7 pm Thompson Tower 630

GRENADA: NOBODY'S BACKYARD-The first film of

the Commuter Area Government's Progressive Film

series. An Examination of Grenada's political history,

featuring the role of U.S. Intellegence agencies. (1981)

7:30 CC Rm 101

STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF
MASSACHUSETTS OPENING MEETING-SSAM
Chapter to lobby for student rights in the Higher Educa

tion System of the Commonwealth.

by. 7pm 811 CC
ALPHA EPSILON PI OPEN RUSH-All university men

are invited to Campus Center Rm 1009 for Open Rush.

8:30-12pm

STUDENTS SUPPORTING GEORGE
McGOVERN-Organizational meeting. All those who

signed up at rally please attend. Everyone welcome. 7:00

pm Check Campus Center Schedule

JEWISH IDENTITY SUPPORT DISCUSSION
GROUP-7pm Campus Center 801

URI DAGAN, SOVIET JEWISH EMIGRE-Uri Dagan

will speak about Soviet Jewish Aliyah to Israel. 7pm

Dukes Room, Student Union

PHI SIGMA KAPPA OPEN RUSH-All university men

are invited to Phi Sigma Kappa 510 N. Pleasant St. for

open rush. Call 256-6863 for time.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING-Want to see

things run right in the CC? Come to the BOG meeting.

Work in any area of the Campus Center. Get involved

now! 6:00pm 805 CC

KAPPA SIGMA OPEN RUSH-All university men are in-

vited to Kappa Sigma 70 Butterfield Terr, for open rush.

8:30-10:30 „ „ ,. .^

ALPHA TAU GAMMA OPEN RUSH-All Stockbndgt

men are invited to Alpha Tau Gamma 375 N. Pleasant St

for open rush 7:30-9:30.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEEilNU-l"irst meeting.

Everyone welcome. Guest speaker refreshments will be

served. 7:30 pm 312 Holdsworth.

.Wednesday, February 8. 1984

Strong travels
The United States Olympic field hockey team, that in-

cludes 1982 Massachusetts graduate Judy Strong. wUl

travel to Melbourne. Australia to compete in a four nations

tournament February 29-March 4. The Americans will

meet three of six teams named as Olympic quaUfiers.

The tournament seedings for the 1984 Olympic tour-

nament have also been announced. The Netherlands are

seeded first followed by Australia. West Germany, the

USA, Canada and New Zealand.
,_ . .u •

These teams were awarded Olympic berths based on their

international match results from August. 1980 to

December 1983.
.^ . , j . .^ _* ^-

The Olympic tourney is tentatively scheduled to start on

Tuesday, July 31 with the final match to be August 11. It

will be a round-robin tournament and the medals will be

awarded to the three teams getting the most points m the

five game series.

Points will be given for a win or tie.

SPORTSNOTICES
Anyone interested in working for the WMUA Sports

dept. must attend a meeting Thursday. Feb. 9 at 4 p.m.

at the new studios in the Campus Center.

There will be a meeting for all those interested in the

UMass boxing club at 4 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 9 on the

19th floor of Washington Tower in Southwest. Beginners

and experienced boxers welcome.
^

For Va/entines Day

Quickly Created Gifts for

Your Loved Ones
Come in and see our selection!

233 N. Pleasant St Mon-Sat 9:30-5::

Amherst Carriage Shops

OUSLE r..TU.E fIHEIUR

(413) 584-8242

c^ialih's
^^ ^ JAPANESE CUISINE

TEMPURA
TERIYAKI BEEF

JIALIH SIMERAL
WILFRED SIMERAL

zx

SHUSHI & SASHIMI
SUKIYAKI

32 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA

anr az

OPEN BAR
Tonight & every Wed.

Sun - Thurs Feb. 4-9

Fanny Cr Alexander

Fri - Tues Feb. 10-14

Time After Time
Return of Martin Gurre

7:00

7:00

9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

WHAT CAN
FRATERNITIES

OFFER YOU?

C^

S

CO

S

TOPIC FOCUSED
GROUPS
SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP

l9afr\ more about younett. and how others see you

mrauri
M0NDAYS/3:3O-S:OO

OVOUPII
TUiSDAYS/3:3O-S:00

STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP——

—

Learn effective coping techniques

to rnanaoo your stress level mONDAYS/3:3O-S:00

BULIMIA GROUP""-
An exploratory group for

women who binge-purge THURSDAYS/3:3O-S:00

WSOaVvr during m» hrst mree weeks of fetxuory

for intormahon or to cappt^ to' o group con 545 1337
oi come to ffie Mental Health Service 127 H* North

University or Mmsachuseti\

OCOTN R¥AFi6 challenges

all women to drink for FREE

from 8:00 - 9:00

241 DRINKS
for everyone til midnight

GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO
a
o
a
3All University Undergraduate Men Are Invited TO

FRATERNITY
OPEN RUSH

o
o
o
3mm

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN

STOP BY
AND

FIND OUT

PHI MU DELTA
14 Elm St.

256 6802
Feb 8, 9 7 9 PM

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
1513 JFK

546 7819

call for time ft dates

BETA KAPPA PHI

388 N Pleasant St.

253 9071

Feb 6,7,8 9 PM
Feb 13,14 9 PM

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
374 N Pleasant St

Feb 8,9 8 30 11 PM

PI KAPPA ALPHA
418 N Pleasant S,

545 2150

Feb 6, 7 89 11 PM
Feb 13. 14 9 11 "M

KAPPA SIGMA
70 Butterfield Terr

545 3197

Feb 9 8:30 10 30 PM

ALPHA EPSILON PI

Campus Center Rm 1009

256 1458

Feb 9 8 30 12 00 AM

ZETA PSI

23 Phillips St

256 6845

Feb 8 9 9 30 12:30

Feb 16 9:30 12:30

Feb 22. 23 9:30 12 30

Sponsored by

UMass

IFC

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
4610 N Pleasant St

256 6863
Feb 9 call for time

TO

FT LAUDERDALE

DELTA UPSILON
778 N Pleasant St

^49 3831

Feb. 7,8 9 11 PM

ALPHA DELTA PHI

395 N Pleasant St

549 1816 17684)

Feb 7 & 8 8-10 PM
Feb 9 9 12 30 AM
Feb 1415 8 10 PM

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
375 N Pleasant St

253 9974

Feb 9 7 30 9:30

Feb 16 7 30 9:30

Stockbridge students only

DELTA CHI
118 Sunset Ave

549 0482

Feb 7, 8 7 9:30 PM

[go greek GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO

BREAK
6 Ooys 7 Highn LudoiiIous Hot^i on fh« Strip

Hat9i on»y W/Mofof Cooch W/J«f

$i49 S285 S375

tax included ** ^Qx included **^

For more info 545-3437

UMASS SPORT KARATE

Larry Kelley, Instructor. First class meets

Wednesday 4 p.m. February 8th. Cost: $56

per semester (includes shirt) Beginner and

intermediate karate students welcome. Call

256-0080

WANTED
Intermediate Stats book for GBFin 303

after 4 call 256-1364

Ping Pong partner wanted male/female
no experience necessary Brian 546-4657

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment to move in

Sept or Aug, Cliffside or Squire Vill. please

call Alan 546-7066 or Liz 546-7212

WORK-STUDY HELP WANTED
The Waatem Mate Latin American

Solidarity Comm. has one work-study
position for an office assistant. Applicants

should have organizing skills, research and
writing skills. Deadline for application is Feb
8th 5:00 WMLASC is an AA/EEO
employer. Applications available in

WMLASC Offcie 404 Student Union BIdg

Wednesday, February 8, 1984, iCollegianiB

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Offfioe CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ARE YOU AN
ACCOUNTING MAJOR?

I n—d a tutor for Accounting 222 Please

call 546-7036 and ask for Michael if in-

tereated (call eves)

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir-

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO

Speakers, RAL3way, 125 wtts/ch. Brand

new $235 or BO must sell 542-3494

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Ford Pinto. Good condition. $660. or

BO. 549-5141 dinner time

76 Saab 99QL blue excl con ask 3900 call

256-0666 ask for Chris after 7 PM

1976 Honda Wagon 400 or BO must sell

please call 549-7520

BLOCUM ~~~~~

Whan I said pretend you know me I only

meant for then so why don't you try to

know me and stop pretending you do
2/7....TandJ

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth, Dennis: Largest inventory

of studios, 1 , 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/528-8300 or

617/771-2233.

EMPLOYMENT

Employment SGA Affirmative Action

position available. Requirenr>ents - serious

committment to AA principles, good
organizational and writing skills, ability to

work independently. 12 hrs/week 3.35/ hr

Application available 420 SUB or call 5-0341

for more info. AA/EOE

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

• Risky Buslnees *

Friday 2/10 5. 7. 9. 11 $1.50
* Engineering Eaat Auditorium *

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire quelity

aound at the lowest price call 564-6712

ENTREPENEURS/SALE8PE0PLE
ACT NOW

NATIONAL COMPANY SEEKS
AQRESSIVE SALESPEOPLE TO SELL
SUNGLASSES. EARNINGS
30a-1000/SEMESTER. WRITE P.O. BOX
0640 BROWN UNIVERSITY PRO-
VIDENCE R.I. 02912

FLASH DANCE

To my QUEEN OF 8HEBA: you will aoon

find an ancient poem that deacribes the

fMKngs of your loyal Secret Solomon

FOR RENT

Own room In booutiful Sundertand

house. On bus route. Rent negotiable, (ap-

proximately 140 -»-) 666-2512

FOR SALE
~~

Computer terminal, standard type muat

aall immediately »37S call Rob 686-6689

VIC-20 computer ayatem, nrwdem, diak

extras. Call 54Me96 after 5 pm
Water Ski EP compi 2 yre old only $136 for

the serious skier call Jody 549-0124

Sangiglo Ski Boota, K2-skis Salomon 444

bindings and poles. $100 for everything;

546-6426

Mexican Red-Legg«d Tarantula for sale.

Clean, quiet 549"4i»4 Amy

Skis: Atomic Team Bionic Arc (slalom).

195 cm. Excellent condition

180-negotiable. 542-3062

L^b Seriaa LB guitar amplifier 100W mint

condition best offer 6-9283

Twin Mattress fr Boxspring $X or best

offer call Gary 549-4827

Elan 903 Skis, Tyrolia 160 and size 8 boots,

$1X. also. Lady Koflach Turbo size 8

boots, new $150, Kelly 546-7307

Sony XR70 Digital Car Stereo with amps
for front and back speakers. Dolby Ams
and other features $250.00 or best offer call

646 4446

Couch good condition. $20 or BO call

253-7373

Computer for sale or rent Apple II -)- 48k
best offer call Ruthie anytime 256-1306

Platform beds.
with drawer 169.

we build

527-2141
them. Queen

Beautiful water bed Queen size sacrifice

$200. or BO 665-4912 eves

HELP WANTED

Button-Up is looking for a creative person
to design and make buttons. 10 hrs. of

workstudy/week. Call Roberta at 545-0341

X28 ASAP. Start right away.

ARTISTSI The SGA Communications Of-

fice now has a workstudy graphic designer
position open. Portfolio required. See
Kelley in 423A Student Union for applica-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Public Reletions/AdvertisingI The SGA
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring '84: Opera-
tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Exp>erience helpful, but not

necessary. See Kelley in 4^A Student
Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Recycling Coordinators needed for

dorms. Earn a credit & a letter of recom-
mendation for volunteering. Recycle
newspaper Er glass in your dorm I 545-0618,

306 SUB
Weitresses. apply at Rusty Nail. 3 to 5
weekdays, no experience necessary general

office help MS 1-6 daily

Teat Yourself: Are you an effective time-

manager? Can you work 2-4 hrs/wk con-

sistently? Are you success-oriented? Earn

base + performance-based bonuses.
1-800-243-6706

COORDINATOR - UMASS MEN'S
CENTER Requires coordination of ad-

ministrative budget, programming,
outreach, and evaluation 10-15 hrs/week

@ 3.36 committment to social issues

awareness a must. Job description, ap-

plication available Brett 130 due Feb. 14

AA/EOE
Kitchen help needed in exchange for free

meals. Beta Kappa Phi call 253-9071 ask for

Duff's brother Stevie D
Counselors: Camp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co-ed children's camp. We will in-

terview on Camp Day March 13th. Write:

12 Allevard St, Lido Beach NY 11661 (in-

clude your telephone number)

Airilnes HiringI StewardessesI Resen/a-

tionistsl $14-39,000. Worldwidel Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter. 1-(916)

944-4440 X U Massachusetts Dir.

Cruiseshipal HirlngI $16-30,0001 Cani-

been, Hawaii. Worid. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter 1(916) 944-4440 ext. U
Massachusetts Cruise

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Wodcshop. Classroom theory and shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2096

Basa and guitar leaaons $8/hr for more

info call george 564-0706

LOST

On 1/30/84 - mens gold ring initials on face

revyard call 546-9693

Onyx and Peari Bracelet at Justin Ryan's

on 2/4 pleeae caH 253-5716

Loat a ailver watch. Somewhere.

Christmas gift from Grand Dad. ITjewel

black leathert>and. Pleeae call 256-6360

2/3/04 Ring small ailver pinky ring with

two cultivated pearts GREAT sentimental

value Please call Kathy 546-7106 reward of-

fered

Lost wallet on 2/3. If found pleaae contact

Joe R. no questions aaked 256-8366

On 2/3 Fri if you found my wallet on tel in

GRC pleeae call 256-0179 reward

MARTIAL ARTS ENTHUSIASTS

Study Sport Karate with Larry Kelley, #3

U.S. Fighter. 256-0080

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP

Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual indentity. Wednesday evenings 7

pm - 9 pm sIkJing fee scale. Contact

Pyschological Services Tobin Hall

February 24. 545-0041

by

MOVIE

THE SHINING
Fri. Feb. 10 at 5, 7, 9. 11

Campus Ctr. Auditorium

Sponsored by Chi Delohia

PERSONALS

Go Down with someone you

know and trust

Ft. Uuderdale - Springbreek

Ski Club Qoea Down
for more info 545-3437

SPRING BREAK -84

FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546^3437

Juniors, Seniors, Grad StudentsI Enjoy

the convenience of your own credit cards at

leading department stores, oil companies,

and banks. No cost to apply. If you are a

Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student,

you're eligible. Call TOLL FREE
800-232-1100, M-F, 9 am - 6 pm College

Card Corporation "The Most Trusted Name
on Campus."

NEED HELP with your 1984-85 financial

aid form? Call PERFECT FORMS 584-6868

for personalized assistance at a nominal fee

Looking for a home? Sorority is taking

boarders; if interested call Louise or Sylvia

at 256-6887

Free Demonstration: UMass Sport

Karate, Larry Kelley, Kirk Jenness. Forms,

sp>arring styles: Tuesday 6 pm SUB, CC
first club meeting: Wed 4 pm NOPE 24

OPEN RUSH
ALPHA DELTA PHI

TUES FEB 7 WED FEB i

COME DOWN AND CHECK AD. PHI

Kerate for women, too. Develop asser-

tiveness and total fitness. Umass Sport

Karate 256-0080

Extinguish the midweek bluea with

Larry Kelley's Wednesday Sport Karate

class. 256-0060
'

Get involved with the UMass Greek Com-
munity. Greek life is an experience, a

reward, a lifetinw. All university wonf>en en-

couraged to sign up at the Campus Center

Concourse for Sorority Rush orientation

Monday Feb 13 at 7:00 PM
Caah for college available Computer

shows $16.5 million unclaimed. Results

guaranteed Send $1.00 (refundable) SDR
-49 Downing Fall River, MA 02723

Danny J: I hope you get your shit together

soon, because I'm sure we could have

sonr>e great times together. - A not-so-

secret admirer

Karen Marotta Happy Birthdayl Hope its

one of the best. Now your older than your

Mom. Luv ya, Julie

Have you registered to vote yet? Why
not? Voice your wishes, exercise your

rights.

Steve of Qranby
Thanks agein for the ride Sat. Nite.

That was very svi^eet of you -

of Van Meter

Situetion Red at the Blue Wall this Thurs-

day night. Come and be in the light. The

MD's.

Vince 104 Brooke watch out for land

sharicsl We are "such a bitch" but are reeHy

the "sweetest things" you've ever met J &
B
•••##••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

RUSHII *

• Alpha EpaHon PI *

• Ruah Party *

• Thursday Fob 9. 1:30 PM *

• CC 1009
• for a good time - check ua outi I

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Three aeniors seek fourth mele to share

two bedroom Northampton apt. near bus

route. $106-1- util. call 546-5664

Female wanted to share 2 br townhouse
apt at Southwood Apts on bus route

256-8471

Need one person to share house on bus

route Hadley 586-3406

Juatin Ryan'a wouM like to thank

everyone for their cooperetion lest

weekerKJI from tfte management and staff

of Justin Ryan's

Pi KAPPA ALPHA

• OPEN RUSH -

Wed 2-6 Mon2-13 Tues 2-14

9:00 PM 9:00 PM 9:00 PM
For more info call 546-2150 PIKE

RIDE WANTED

To Maes. Ave. Cembridge every Fri. after

12:05 call Sue Ellen 546-6226

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a place to live during Spring

semester. Pref . close to UMeas. Responsi-

ble, 24 yrs. Student. Call Ted: 549-2773

ROOMMATE WANTED

Room for two poople in in Amherat
Flelda condo $125 plus utilities 266-6691

after 7:00 pm

SAY IT WITH
A FLOWER

Sey It with a flowerl February 6-9 CCC
sponsored by NSA

SERVICES

Typing, Copies, Binding Pickup

delivery avan. 413-772-0694 anytime

and

TYPING fast, relieble. professionel.

Manuscripts stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 666-3414

SHOPPER'S SHUTTLE

Catch the shoppers bus - Wednesdays
9-3, Saturdays 10-4 GRC to Price Chopper

and Stop & Shop hourly

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 419 from Boston 344 from New
York complete no hidden costs also

Lauderdale choice of hotels on strip or off

Doug 549-1934 _^__^__
SPRING BREAK 84

84 SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 259 price includes round

trip jet 7 nights hotel QuaUty Inn

Reef-Free rent a car'**unlimfted

mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Broward Blud

•••••Free rent a car^'^unlimited mileage

Montreal Spring Breel Weekends

from $49.00

price includes round trip luxury motor

coach 3 days 2 nights Quality Inn

Downtown
Welcome Party at the Old Munich
Restaurant. All above prices do
not include tax & service charges

College Town Tours

482 Main St Maiden MA 02148

617 321 3993

or call on cempus Eric 546-8176

Beachcomber Tours Daytona Beach
$338.00

does not include car jet from Boston

Village Tours Ft Lauderdale $389.86

does not include car hotel: Days Inn

jet from Boston

C>>llege Town Tours Daytona •318.00*

including free rent a car unlimited

mileage jet from NY add $20 from Boston

Ft Lauderdale •$338* jet. hotel. Day*
Inn free rent a car unlimited mileage

jet from Boaton
all above pricee include tax -f services

make your own choMe

STAFF MEETING

Collegian Staff and interested people

STAFF MEETING - Thuraday night, Feb. 9

7:00 in the Newsroom. Mandatory for staff

and correspondents

TEBONE

Quality Engineered Sound Systama for

rent. Call for reaervattons 549-3664

TEXTBOOKS

Looking for an alternative to the Tex-

tbook Annex? You can buy used books at

the Book Exchange. CC Rm 166-169 Feb
6-8 9 am - 4 pm daily. Sponsored by Gam-
ma Sigma Sigma

TRAVEL

FLORIDA

Miami/Fort Lauderdale area
$209.00 Round Trip

(air only)

Convenient Departures
on the

scheduled airilnes

(these are not risky charter flights)

seats are limited

call 584-3224
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Owlsfly past UMassmen gymnasts
High season total forUM
Stevens has strong meet
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

No team likes to lose, but when it scores its highest team

total of the season and second highest ever, it makes the

loss a little easier to handle. Last night at Boyden gym,

the University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team

was defeated by the 1983 Eastern Intercollegiate Gym-

nastics Champions, Southern Connecticut 257.1-263.5, the

closest the Minutemen have come to beating the champs.

Prior to the meet last night, the Minutemen's top score

this season was 251.50 against Navy two weeks ago. The

highest team total is 261.5, scored in 1982 against Spr-

ingfield. The Minutemen have been steadily gaining

ground on their goal to score 260 and also to not have any

scores under 8.0. Against Southern the Minutemen only

had two scores under 8.0, a considerable improvement

from 10 scores below 8.0 in the first meet of the season

back on December 3.

UMass won the pommel horse event 40.15-39.95 over

Southern and overpowered the Owls in the high bar event

43.65-42.45 with the help of strong performances by Bert

Mathieson, Ken Dougherty and Willie Stevens.

Mathieson had a quick paced pommel horse routine

which gave him a 9.05 score. Dougherty, still hurting

from a fall off the high bar on Saturday's meet, proved his

gymnastics ability by executing a solid routine and receiv-

ing a 9.0. Dougherty has been a consistent top performer

for UMass this season in the pommel horse event due to

getting high extensions on his scissors and performing

two difficult tricks—two circles on one pommel and per-

forming flairs while traveling from one end of the horse to

the other.

Stevens, who placed second in all around with his

highest score of the season, 52.4. scored a 9.35 with a solid

performance on high bar to capture first place in the

event. The tri-captain had a fine meet as he placed second

in long horse vaulting with a 91.35 score. Stevens per-

formed a front handspring, front somersault vault. Craig

Maurello won the event for Southern Connecticut (9.55) by

performing a very difficult vault, a full twisting tsukara.

Collcpui photo *>J Andy Heller

Bert Mathieson shows agile ability on the pommel horse along with strong concentration.

Other standout performances for the Minutemen were

by Mathieson on the still rings event (9.05), Tony Sbarra

performing a front handspring, front somersault (9.2) and

pommel horse specialist Mark Quevillon scoring his

score on his event, 8.75.

"The way I feel about it is that when you're in practice,

you can hit. It's not practice that makes perfect because

you can just go through the motions. It's perfect

practice," said Quevillon, who has shown a big improve-

ment this season. "The object to better my routine is to

nail this one and go on to a bi^er and better set."

The Minutemen vsrill take their 5-4 record against Cor-

tland on Saturday in Boyden gym. In a meet which UMass

should be victorious, the team will try to vanish any scores

under 8.0.

UM recruits tophoop standout
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts

men's basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen may
be concerned with how his team is doing in

the Atlantic 10 this season, but the future

looks a little better after some recruiting

news this week.

The Minutemen announced they signed

New York state first team all star Matt

Ryan to play next season. Ryan, out of

Long Island's Miller Place High, is a

smooth shooting 6 4 off guard who will

blend in well with current freshman point

guard Carl Smith in the future.

Ryan is averaging 28 points-per-game this

season for Miller Place while leading the

school to a 16-1 record. The 187 pounder

played on the winning team in the Empire
State Games last summer and led the team
in scoring in the final two games of that

competition.

"Obviously we're very happy to have a

player of Ryan's talent coming to UMass,"
said Gerlufsen. "Depending on how quickly

he matures and picks up our system he

could contribute a lot to the team next

season."

Of his five starters Gerlufsen is losing only

center Edwin Green and still has his

starting backcourt of Smith and junior co-

captain Donald Russell returning. "Carl

stepped right in and started this season for

us which is unusual," said Gerlufsen. "Ryan
has the talent to do that but right now it's

just a matter of seeing how he adjusts,

every freshman is different."

"Obviously we're looking at pairing him
with Carl in the future, it would be a good
combination, but all that remains to be

seen," the coach said.

Ryan, according to Gerlufsen, is a team-

oriented defensive ball player as well as a

consistent scorer. He has a solid outside

jumper and can handle the ball well.

"I think we got him due to our strong

blend of academics and the basketball

tradition here," said Gerlufsen. 'Some good

schools wanted him so we're very fortunate

to land him. I'm looking forward to having

him on the team."

UMass has also received a verbal com-

mitment from 6-8 forward-center Fitzhugh

Tarry of Buffalo. The announcement is

expected to be made once the admissions

office acts on his application.

Canada stuns U.S, in Olympics

UMass swamps Rhody
By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's
swimming team won 14 of 16 events

enroute to a overwhelming 102-37 rout of

the University of Rhode Island, last

weekend.
The Minutewomen were dominant in

Kingston and co captain Elizabeth Feinberg

was dominant winning the 50, 100 and 200

yard freestyle. She also anchored the

winning 200 medley relay team.

"We weren't expecting to do that well,"

Feinberg said. "We thought it would be a

little closer." Feinberg also swam the 500

freestyle unofficially, which was won by

freshman sensation Alison Uzzo. Feinberg

finished e«>«»onH

"I spent the whole race watching Alison. I

usually don't swim that event," Feinberg
chuckled. Uzzo also took a second, to

Feinberg. in the 200 free.

"The team did really well," Feinberg said.

"Nancy Stephens and Maura Sweeney
swam exceptionally well." Sweeney won
the 100 and 200 butterfly and was part of

the winning 200 yard medley relay team.
The highlight of the meet was Jean Bushee

setting a school record in one meter diving

compiling an impressive 241.75 points.

Bushee also won the three meter event.

The Minutewomen next take to the pool on

Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. as they face

the Univeristy of New Hampshire in the

squad's last home meet of the year. The

meet will be held at Boyden.

SARAJEVO. Yugoslavia (AP) - Canada,

stung by the disqualifkation of two of its

players, struck back on ice Tuesday and
defeated the United States 4-2 in Hrst-

round hockey competition on the opening

day of the XIV Winter Olympics.

The Canadians had significant

psychological advantages and used them
quickly, scoring just 27 seconds into the

game.
They were playing the defending gold

medalists, who had edged them 5-4-3 in a

10-game exhibition series.

And they were playing the country that

had started the dispute that caused the

Canadians to be ineligible for the

Olympics because they had played in the

National Hockey League.

"I think they were fired up and I can

understand that," said U.S. Coach Lou
Vairo. "They played with really great

intensity today and were very good."

The United States faces another stiff test

Thursday in second-seeded
Czechoslovakia, which crushed Norway
10-4 Tuesday behind Vincent Lukac's

three goals.

Finland did not let the hockey dispute

get in its way, either. The heavfly favored

Finns took an early 2-0 lead and held on
for a 4-3 victory over Austria.

In another afternoon game. Sweden
broke open a close game with six goals in

the third period to defeat Italy 11-3.

The Soviet Union drubbed Poland 12-1,

while West Germany beat Yugoslavia 8-1.

Though hockey was the first competition

of the Olympics, the Games will officially

open Wednesday before a seUout crowd of

50.000 at the bowl-shaped Kosevo
Stadium, home of the Sarajevo soccer

team.
Teams from 49 participating nations will

march into the stadium, led by one athlete

from each nation who will carry the

national flag.

The U.S. flag bearer will be Frank
Masley, 23, of Newark. Del., a three-time

national luge champion who works as a

computer draftsman.

Masley is one of 124 U.S. athletes,

among 1.510 entered for the competition.
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Collegian photo b? Davr D«ub«r

BETWEEN THE LINES — Gerry Spear paints the basketball lines on the Boyden Gym floor

yesterday. See related story on page 3.

addressesHolyoke businesses
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts businesses should take "responsible, ap-

propriate action" to assist their employees m the event of

a company closing, but they should not be required by law

to announce a closing in advance, the co-chair of the

•Governor's Commission on Mature Industries and the

Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts said last

night.

"1 don't advocate legislation which would require

employers, under penalty, to provide advance notice of a

plant closing," said Joseph D. Duffey. "States which have

such legislation have experienced difficulty in enforcing it,

and the only consequence of the legislation is that

businesses are reluctant to locate in such states."

Duffey. speaking before a crowd of area business

associates in Holyoke, emphasized the need for incentives

to encourage businesses to announce their shut-downs in

advance. Those that do so could receive tax credits from

the state's savings in unemployment benefits from the ad-

ditional time made available to assist workers with

counseling and retraining, he said.

But this issue has "consumed more time and

energy...than it deserves," Duffey said.

"The best antidote to a plant closing is a plant opening

or a plant expansion," he said. "If we have a healthy

economy, if the state can make effective, short-term in-

tervention to prevent sudden calamities, the difficulties of

massive plant closings might be avoided."

Duffey aaki the Conrunission had addressed the problems

confronting laid off workers, and would "probably recom-

mend financial assistance, job counseling and job retrain-

ing." For example, while unemployed persons can now

take courses for free at public institutions, courses more

directly related to the job market should be developed to

accommodate dislocated workers, he said.

Duffey, co-chair of the committee since its creation last

June, jdso reviewed the group's findings and proposals to

enhance Massachusetts industries, including both the ser-

vice and manufacturing sectors. The commission hopes to

present its final report next month.

"There is considerable interaction between mature and
newer industries." Duffey said. "Newer industries have
also become markets for traditional products — paper for

word processors, machine parts for robots, plastic casings

for computer terminals.

"The Commission concluded, correctly I think, that

mature industries still constitute a major portion of our

manufacturing economy," Duffey said. "They will remain

with us for decades to come, although they will grow more

slowly than other sectors."

Student Senate

givesapproval

to constitution

By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

After eight months of work, the Undergraduate Student

Senate last night unanimously approved a fifth and final

draft of the Student Government Association (SGA)

Constitution.

The document wiU "send a signal to the Board of Trustees

that all students are united." said Erich Mitzsche. senate

treasurer. He called the final document, which was

completed at 5 a.m. yesterday, a "monumental com-

promise," between a wide range of groups within the

University community.

The constitution insures that students rights will be well

represented through democratic processes and "good

student government." said Central area senator Timothy

Rudolph. The document also allows students a voice in

how their trust fund money is controlled.

Chris Sullivan, senate speaker, said the development of

the constitution was a long and "delicate" procedure

because "everyone's side had to be looked at."

A dispute arose last night over a portion of the draft

which excluded students with under 12 credits from

holding elected or appointed positions, even if their

Student Activity Trust Fund fees (SATF) were paid.

Jim Murphy, who opposed the rule, said it was

"economic discrimination," since some students cannot

afford to attend full-time.

"This denies some students rights, privileges and fair

representation in an organization they are supporting

when they pay the SATF fee." he said.

An amendment to lower the standard to sue credits

failed. Bill Collins, a Southwest area senator said. "It is

important that we keep this (document) intact."

According to existing SGA bylaws, the new draft will

remain in the area governments for the next four weeks.

It must be approved by at least five of the seven

governments before receiving a final SGA vote. The

constitution will then be sent to the Board of Trustees.

Roger Chapman, a Central area house council member

said he does not "anticipate any problems with any of the

area governments as far as approving the existing

constitution."

One of the functions of the constitution is to ensure area

governments receive a certain percentage of the trust

fiinrf mnnpv unH that vutm "iwoll Mt«h)i«k»H " Rudolf said.
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Friedan
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Ccrilegian Staff

Being the force that can defeat Ronald

Reagan in 1964. preserve the gains of the

women's and civil rights movement, and
restructure the workplace are only three of

the changing roles of women that feminist

and author Betty Friedan said she envisions

for the 80s.

I'Yiedan, who spoke last night in the

Student Union Ballroom, made an urgent

plea for young women and men to "continue

to move and transform the nature of

power."

"We cannot get the ERA, childcare,

comparable worth, or even be guaranteed

of life until we get rid of Reagan. In the last

four years, the rights of women have been

whittled away, and federal agencies that

are supposed to protect our rights are told

not to enforce those rights."

Friedan said today's generation of women
has reached a "second stage" of the

women's movement that is very different

from 20 years ago.

The first stage focused on women in

isolation whose identity had been deter-

"Women today have a new set of

problems-interesting problems and new

chraces relating to career and family,

marriage and children, and how we piece it

all together." she said.

"The structure of work and professional

careers are based on men," Friedan said.

"There will not be a restructuring of this in

terms of women alone," but it will be a

concern of unions and leaders of professions

later in the 80s.

Friedan said the issue of equal pay for

equal worth will not "right the economic

scale" because most women are stiU doing

service work which is essential to the

economy but valued less "because women
have traditionally done those jobs."

"Where is it written that the nurse, the

librarian, the woman who runs the office is

worth less than the man who collects the

garbage?" she said.

According to Friedan. "Women cannot

move much farther by themselves" and

changing roles for women means changing

roles and values for men as well, she said.

"There is something lethal about the role of

men in this country." she said. "I don't

think women want to emulate them."

CcmiiniLed on pa^e U
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Betty Friedan, author of the Feminine Mysti-

que, spoke last night at the University of

Massachusetts.
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U.S. battleshipbombards

rebel positions in Beirut

AP Laacrpboto

HOWDY, FOLKS — Sarajevo, Yugoslavia — Members of the U.S.

Olympic team wave to the audience during the Olympic's opening

ceremony. The sign marked "SAD" is the Yugoslav designation for

USA.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The giant guns of

the battleship New Jersey pounded the

rebel -held hills beyond Beirut all day

yesterday in a thundering barrage that

brought the United States in firmly on the

government side in Lebanon's civil war.

On Beirut's southern edge, meanwhile,

1,400 U.S. Marines waited for orders

sending them back to their ships offshore

under President Reagan's announcement

Tuesday that they would be withdrawn

from their perilous position in the coming

weeks.

The small British contingent of the

multinational force pulled out yesterday

and Italy ordered a gradual withdrawal of

its force.

Lebanon's U.S. -backed Christian

president, Amin Gemayel, also appeared to

be in an ever more precarious spot. His

army's 6th Brigade said it was defecting to

the side of the Moslem rebels, who held

Moslem-populated west Beirut.

The New Jersey opened up with its 16-

inch guns - the biggest afloat - at 1:25 p.m.

after artillery shells began raining down on

Christian east Beirut and around suburban

Yarze, near the U.S. ambassador's

residence and Gemayel's presidential

palace.

Reagan said the U.S. Navy would

provide "naval gunfire and air support

against any unit firing into greater Beirut

from parts of Lebanon controlled by Syria."

He said such attackers would "no longer

have sanctuary from which to bombard

Beirut at will."

Until now, U.S. gunships and warplanes

generally hit only rebel units suspected of

firing on the Marines at Beirut airport.

Beirut radio said the shelling of east

Beirut came from artillery positions of anti-

government Druse leftist forces in central

mountain areas occupied by the Syrian

army. The right-wing Christian "Voice of

Lebanon" radio said two people were killed

and 60 wounded.

The New Jersey's guns knocked out 30

Druse artillery batteries from Baissour,

southeast of the airport, to Chtaura, on the

Beirut-Damascus highway 22 miles east of

the capital, the radio said. The official

Syrian news agency said "tens" of

Lebanese, including women and children,

were killed by Navy's "barbaric bom-

bardment." The Druse radio said the

Lebanese army also shelled the Druse

village of Shweifat, near Beirut airport.

^nith surprisedby debateaimouncement
NORTHAMPTON. (AP) Smith College officials said

yesterday the state Democratic Committee's an-

nouncement that the college would host a debate among

nine women with eyes on the vice presidency was news to

them.
"We were just stunned to read that in the paper," said

college spokeswoman Ann Shanahan. "We had been

approached, but nothing is firm."

The proposed forum aimed at showcasing the prominent

Democratic women received another setback yesterday

when the offices of at least six of those invited to par-

ticipate said they had other commitments and would not

attend.

Shanahan said that Jane Paffard. associate dean of

students, had discussed the possibility of holding the forum

with the state Democratic Committee, but no date, time or

place for the debate had been arranged and negotiations

were continuing.

"We are very interested in participating and want to

work with the committee, but we are still in the planning

stages." Paffard said.

She said the college and the state committee "are both

talking about the same day and program." But she

declined to reveal what the college considered unsettled,

saying "I think I would rather leave it on a positive note."

The 2,000 student school is the nation's largest privately

endowed women's college. Among its former students are

a couple of well-known Republicans - Nancy Reagan and

Barbara Bush, the wife of Vice President George Bush.

Massachusetts party chairman Chester Atkins an-

nounced at a Tuesday news conference in Boston that the

debate was set for Feb. 26. He said the forum was

designed to showcase the women and "give the public a

chance to see the skills, qualities and character they have."

Atkins had told reporters that some of the women in-

vited to participate in the forum had confirmed they would

take part, but he declined to identify those who had ac-

cepted.
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In Webster's Lounge

Bass Ale and Hemeken 99*^

Molson Golden, Miller Light,

Budweiser and Michelob

all just 75*^

All night 7:00 to closing
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"'ABSENCE' COULD
WELL BE THE BEST
PICTURE OF THE YEAR."
•A DYNAMITF MOVIH. A MYSTERY,
A THRILLER, an inlelli^enlly woven plot. And
two dynamite performances, by two of our best

actors, Paul Newman and Sally Field. One of

the best pictures of the year."
— loil SIK.I I . ABC-TV

SWtVflllilfWIVfl

"PAIL NEWMAN IS OUTSTANDINr,. His

vigorous performance makes 'Absence
of Malice' worth seeing."
-(.HMSHAIII, NBC-TV

•NEWMAN RECLALMS HIS KINGPIN STATUS
AS THE SCREEN'S tiREATEST LEADING MAN.
Timely, provocative, brilliantly written, acted and
directed. 'Absence of Malice' will stick to your
ribs the way few movies do these days. I urge you
not to miss it."

-Rfx KKKi). NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

• "NEWMANS BEST WORK SINCE COOL
HAND LLKE: miss FIELD IS TERRIFIC. "

-KRKD VACihK, ASSOCIATED PRESS

"COMPELLING STUFF, confidently directed

and performed."
-DAVin ANSFN. NEWSWEEK

ii^^^mH.X/^^
1^^P^i^MK^

Plumbleys
oil (he common*^

30 Boltwood Walk

Amherst

253-9586

PAUIHEWMAH SALLY flEU
ABSENCE Of MALICE

COLUMBIA PICTURES Prespnis A MIRAGt ENTfRPfllSES PRODUCTION
PAUL NEWMAN • SALLY FIELD • ABSLNCE Of MALICE • Music by DAVE GRUSIN

DnectOf ol Pholography OWEN ROIZMAN ASC • E«eculivp Product*' RONALD L SCHWARY

\^mm. hBP HBtnn&! Wntten by KURT LUEDTKE • P-oduced and Directed by SYDNEY POLLACK

f>*.iap*» ^»*p»t>t> ttQ«w"a*t\>NT(wt aooKs] i

DATE: Sunday Feb. 12

TIME: 5, 1. 9, 11

PLACE: Campus Center Aud. (CCA)

ADMISSION: $1.50 (75' - 5:00 show)

Windows delay

WMUA station

opening
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts radio

station, WMUA, was forced to delay open-

ing its new studio in the Campus Center

when a Physical Plant building inspector

Monday, found the windows and their trim

to he improperly installed.

"They (windows) are not mounted in as

well as they could be," Linda Kenyon, the

station's news director said. "They could

possibly cause personal injury."

The new studio, which cost $130,000,

was contracted by R.A.B. Construction,

Carl Lowman, The radio station's general

manager said. But the windows and trim

were installed by a sub-contractor, he said.

A spokesperson from R.A.B. Construc-

tion in Chicopee said the window installa-

tions were done by A & L Glass, also of

Chicopee. He denied the windows were un-

safe and said any necessary corrections

would be made.

The owners of A & L Glass could not be

reached for comment yesterday.

Lowman said the window installations

are important in soundproofing the studio,

which is located in Room 102 of the Cam-

pus Center. He said the faulty installations

cause the sound "to bleed from studio to

studio," making noise from the master con-

trol room audible in the newsroom.

Lowman said the sound could only come

through the double window pane installa-

tions because "there is an overabundance

of insulation" in the walls and ceilings of

the studio. He said the faulty work was also

visible.

R.A.B. will begin repair work Feb. 13,

Lowman said, and the work will take about

a week to complete. He said the contrac-

tors are bound by contractual obligations.

After all the repairs are completed,

Lowman said the station should be able to

begin broadcasting from the Campus

Center Feb. 20. Lowman said he hopes to

make a "smooth transition" from Cashin

and said he thinks the station would not be

"off the air at all."

"This whole thing is like an omen. It's

been one setback after another," Lowman
said. Setbacks began with the station's ex-

pulsion from Marston Hall last June,

Lowman said and continued when work on

the studios had been delayed in January

after UMass officials prevented R.A.B.

from working during the asbestos removal

project.

.Collegian 3

Boyden courts

should beready

Monday

Collcinui photo by Dave Dcnbcr

ALL ALONE — Vonnie Rhee, an international relations major from
Smith College, waits for a bus under the night lights of the Fine Arts

Center.

Universityincreases study space
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

Meeting rooms in the Campus Center will

now be open for study space on a trial basis,

according to Sandy Forbes, building

operations coordinator for the Campus
Center Board of Governors (BOG).

Lecture explores the Edbbutz
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

Almost since the turn of the century, the

Kibbutz movement in Israel has endured as

a cooperative way of life structured to allow

its members the opportunity to become who
they really are, a representative of the

movement said last night at the University

of Massachusetts.

Israel Maizel, a social psychologist who
grew up in a Kibbutz said the communal

Coll*|ci«n photo by D«»e D«Bb*r

Social psychologist Israel Maizel

spoke last night at the University of

Massachusetts about life m the Kib-

butz. ___^

way of life in the Kibbutz is not for

everybody. He said this is evident from the

fact that only three percent of the Israeli

population lives in the nation's 280 Kibbutz,

and 50 percent of the people who grow up in

the Kibbutz choose to leave when they

become adults.

But for those who remain, the Kibbutz

strives to create a situation which en-

courages personal exploration, "to find a

way a person can get a better way to ex-

press himself," Maizel said.

The children in a Kibbutz are educated

into the movement's philosophy of

cooperation and communality, Maizel said.

They are brought up in a social en-

vironment in which "work is ahnost a

religion," he said. In the Kibbutz one often

works "from first dawn to last light, and

sometimes even more," he said.

Yet the principle behind the hard work of

Kibbutz members is not output, Maizel

said. "It's not what is your productivity,

but what is your effort. It's being con-

nected with your work," he said.

Emphasizing sharing and working
together, Maizel said the Kibbutz

movement has demonstrated "cooperation

can bring more, and not competition." In

Israel, the Kibbutz produce 60 percent of

the nation's food, and 20 percent of the

country's industry, with only three percent

of the population.

The average Kibbutz member produces

two or three times what his or her more

conventional fellow citizen produces, he

said. "It's not because people in the Kib-

butz are stronger or smarter, but because

they have combined forces," he said.

In response to student pressure for more
study space in the Campus Center, Forbes

said unscheduled conference rooms will

automatically be opened for study space.

Students interested in using the rooms
should check the room scheduling list,

posted daily near the elevators on every

floor in the Campus Center, or inquire at

the information desk on the Campus Center

concourse.

Forbes said the Campus Center has

become a popular place to study because of

its convenience and proximity to the Hatch

and the Coffee Shop. But problems with

overcrowding in the Music Library and

"competition between the Blue Wall and the

Music Library" have led to complaints, he

added.

Rock events at the Blue Wall have

distracted some students in the Music

Room, just across the concourse, Forbes

said.

The use of the meeting rooms as study

By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Physical education classes and basketball

intramural games postponed because of

floor repairs in Boyden Gymnasium will

resume Monday, according to University of

Massachusetts officials, unless the con-

tractors fail to meet their Feb. 12 deadline.

William Marren, a Physical Plant project

engineer said yesterday that work crews

with the contracting firm, Mari and Sons,

were "working around the clock" to meet

the deadline. He said the contractors still

had to paint the basketball, volleyball and

squash court stripes and cover the floor

with three coats of sealer.

"We have every assurance that the thing

will be playable Monday morning," Marren

said.

Students enrolled in the 33 class sections

are being "slightly inconvenienced" by the

delay, said Russell Kidd, assistant to the

director of the general physical education

program. Tennis, soccer, volleyball,

basketball, badminton, frisbee and lacrosse

classes which were to have met in the

gymnasium have been postponed until

Monday, Kidd said.

Basketball intramurals are also being

postponed until Monday, affecting some

1900 students in the 22 intramural leagues,

said Franklin Wright, director of the in-

tramural program. Intramurals were

scheduled to begin Feb. 2, he said, which

means each team will play one game less

than the planned five game round robin em-

tournament.

The $75,000 project originally specified

the repair of 4,000 square feet for $47,800

by Jan. 31. according to Marren, but UMass

officials decided to add another 5,000

square feet to the contracted repairs and

extended the deadline, he said.

Funding for the repairs was taken from

the administration and finance budget,

Marren said. The original floor, which

exceeds 44,000 square feet, is more than 20

years old. The 9.000 square feet of floor is

being repaired because they have been

worn and could have become a safety

hazard, he said.

Marren said that he and John Volpe,

assistant to the dean of physical education,

John DeNyse, vice-chancellor of ad

ministration and finance. Edmund Ryan,

chief design and project engineer and David

Bischoff. dean of physical education,

mutually agreed to icnrease the extent of

the repairs.

space will depend on the responsibility of

the students who use them. Forbes said.

The Business Operations Office has ex-

pressed fear that students will abuse the

rooms, but Forbes said he and BOG
member Peter Reardon were able to get

permission to open the rooms on the basis of

their successful use during finals week last

semester.

"It worked so well last semester. It really

should be made available this semester,"

Forbes said.

GetyourworkpubUshed

University Press helps writers
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Aspiring, talented writers need look no

further than the University of

Massachusetts Press to submit a piece of

work for publication. These determined

writers can follow the example of former

UMass student Nancy Jane, who wrote

"Bicycle Touring in the Pioneer Valley"

while earning a degree in natural

resources. The Press later published her

work in 1978.

Both nationally and internationally

recognized, The Press produces books

ranging from "texts, specialized studies in

science and natural resources, to topical

books and poetry," said Press marketing

manager Ralph Kaplan.

"Basically, anyone could have a

manuscript reviewed for print. The

editorial staff of the Press reads the works

and selects the ones that will go on to out-

side readers who are authorities in the field

of that particular manuscript (usually

scholars and UMass faculty). It is then sent

to the Press Committee who further

review the work and give it final

approval," Kaplan said.

Kaplan said the author of a manuscript

proposed for publication is usually not paid.

"They (authors) are sometimes paid, but

that's up to the director. More often, a

royalty schedule in the contract is signed

upon acceptance of the committee, but

money is usually paid on reprint," Kaplan

said.

The Press was established in 1964 to

publish books of outstanding and artistic

merit, Kaplan said. According to the 1983

annujil report of the Press Committee, the

Press has received national recognition and

has been a recipient of various awards and

grants.

Last year, the Press published 26 new

books out of the 628 manuscripts submit-

ted, reprinted nine titles and shipped over

54,000 individual volumes bearing the im-

print of the University of Massachusetts to

customers worldwide.
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In terms of women's political force, Friedan said it took

time for the political candidates and the party bosses to

understand that "women were not a 10 percent minority

but a 51 percent majority."

Friedan, who has endorsed presidential candidate Walter

Mondale, said she is running as a Mondale delegate in

order to "sharpen" the focus on women's issues.

Contact Lenses replaced

$25. each
Bausch & Lomb

or AOSoft

Price of other brands on request

We need your contact lens

prescription and will have

your lens in 2-3 days.

Norman Spencer MD
170 University Dr. 256-8561
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ROCK & ROLL • JAZZ • SOUL

MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 each >t

MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each ^
TDK SA 90 $2.38 each.

J*

DYNMIIITE RECORDS %
from RImsky Korsakov to k.

Little Walter ^
'^ T1ionie8,aiiiariEetplacepliisl z

• CLASSICAL* R&B* 584-1580

Summer and Fall internships available

for all majors

Call or visit the Office of Internships

to sign up for a Planning Session

Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

COMPUTER TERMINAL RENTAL

bvCOMPUTERM
• Save time & aggravation by renting your own terminal;

or split a rental with friends!

Note: rentals will communicate with Cyber, Vax, and any other mainframe

computer.

for RENT. . .

RCA TERMINALS (Model VP3501) 120.00 per semester

• Fully detachable keyboard
• Built in direct connect modem (300 baud)

use with your black & white or color TV (color graphics)

no messv software needed!!

Tor SALE. . .

RCA COMPLETE TERMINALS Model vp4801TD 598.00
• Detachable full stroke keyboard with the 16 key numerical pad

• Auto Dial • Auto Log On • Printer Port

• 80/40 character display format ^^
• 12 inch green phosphor monitor Model VP4e01 w/o monitor 399.00

Call COMPUTERM: M-F (5 pm-11 pm) Sat & Sun (10 am-10 PM)
MIKE (413) 549-0393

pring Break '84

A Trip With Class

for a Student's Price
A 7 day cruise aboard the S.S. Mardi
Gras visiting Mexico, Jamaica and the

Cayman Islands

Ship sails from Miami 4 PM, March 18,

«no4 oa»iirn« R AM. Msrch 25, 1904
• All meals, up to 8 a day
•2 Outdoor pools— 1 Indoor pool

• Midnight buffet • Night club shows
• On board casino • Singles cocktail party

• Full health club and much, much morel
• Poolside snaclcs for only $561,001

Round trip airfare from Logan Airport

in Boston to Miami for $209.00

Round trip trainfare via Amtrack from
N.Y. to Miami for $175.00

All payments due by February 18, 1984

For further information call:

Carroll Travel at (413) 256-8931

15 Cowles Lane
Amherst, MA 01002
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ENTER YOtIR NAME IN THE
OHAWING FKBRIIARY 1ST THRU
FFBHUARY I4TH AT ANY
DOWNTOWN tOUNCIl MEMBER
BUSINESS DISPLAYING THIS SIGN

DRAWINGS TO BE HELD
FEBRUARY 14TH DECISION OF JUDGED
IS FINAL WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED
FEBRUARY ISTH

MO PURCHASE NECESSARY

1 (Ownrrs mnd nun^^rrt oA Downtown Council buMnrM»5 «r» not rllqibl* )*

MEN .... ATTENTION .... WOMEN
*******MODELS WANTED*******

A major manufacturer of professional hair care products needs

models to show the latest hair styles at a professional hair stylist

beauty show. Models receive a consultation from the international-

ly known stylist who will be conducting the demonstration. This is

an excellent opportunity to have your hair styled by one of todays

finest hairdressers. We need models to show the latest styles in-

cluding permanent waves, color and newest cuts. For more infor-

mation and registration please call Robbins Beauty Supply, out of

town use toll free 1-800-332-9550; ask for show department: or

come directly to model call on. . .

Sunday, February 12th, 1984

Holyoke Holiday Inn (Ingleside Exit Rt 91)

Lobby Area 12:00 noon

. . .look for Mr. Patrick Parenty of the Nucleic A Company
The show will be held at the Holyoke Holiday Inn on Monday
February 13th, 1984.

For further information from the manufacturer call Patrick

Parentv at 201-531-1705.

'\'

Last Day
Advertise for

Valentine 's Day
is Friday
February 10

Classifieds and displays

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mull b* II to ontor

Opon til 2

665-4937
34 Hour Topod Mttiogo

Tonight

Friday 10th

Saturday 11th

COMING:

ij^^

rusty nail PROUDLY PReSENU
riAL

Wire Train and Rapture of the Deep

NFL Fountainhead

r^ich a womans bandDish

15th Los Lobes

16th Crystal Ship

17th Girls Night Out

18th Stompers
24th John Butcher Axis

"TWO GREAT SALES IN ONE"
PN\OUROL\TVIPIANS
AND GO FORJQSTENS GOLD

$25OFALL
i4k:gold rings
See Your jostens Representative for details of jostens Easy Payment Plans.

Date: Feb. 8, 9, 10 - Wed, Thur, FrI Place: University Store

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit: $15.

QSS>
JOSTENS IS THE OFFICIAL/WVRDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OlYMPIC GMMES.

KAPPA SIGMA
OPEN RUSH

^ ToniteSPM^^

^^^^ K:^ Highlights •*•*

Captain Golf Team - Casey Scavone

Captain Football Team - Gary Frecker

Captain Rugby Team - Brent Goldstein

[Captain Wrestling Teann -Scott MacQuaide

Intramural Ice Hockey Champions

29 members on N.E. Champion

Rugby Team

High Fraternity G.P.A.

call 545-3197 for more info

Located next to Gorman Dorm

Students to attend conference
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

To help students play an important role in

the 1984 presidential elections, student

leaders from around the country will meet

this weekend in Cambridge to develop a

national strategy.

The National Student Voter Registration

Conference at Harvard University will

feature such speakers as consumer ad-

vocate Ralph Nader, former

Congresswoman Bella Abzug, and Sen.

George McGovern, presidential hopeful

from South Dakota.

"Student workshops on organizing and

strengthening student power will also be

held," said Cindy Jacques, a member of the

University of Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group (MassPIRG)

national coordinator for the event.

"On November 6, students will determine

the nation's course, either by voting or by

defaulting. Unless we are registered, we
won't be heard," Jacques said.

Out of the 48 million Americans not

registered to vote, 14 million are between

the ages of 18 24, she said.

"Students have shown throughout history

that when we organize, we can powerfully

impact the issues we care about," said

Jacques. "Yet, although we have the

potential to be an influential political force,

we are the most disenfranchised group of

voters."

At least one student from every state is

expected to participate in the three-day

conference.

The United States Student Association

(USSA) and MassPIRG sent informational

packets and letters to students expressing

the urgency for making student voter

registration a priority in 1984.

The USSA and MassPIRG began "laying

the groundwork" for the national student

conference last December she said.

"We originally planned on having 500

students attend this weekend's con-

ference," Jacques said, "but now we have

close to 2,000."

Campus leaders, including student

government presidents, college newspaper

editors, and student issues leaders have

endorsed the national conference in hopes

of launching a growing student movement,

she said.

Approximately 35 to 40 UMass students as

well as representatives from 11 Campus
organizations are registered to attend the

Harvard conference.

3 day conference begins tonight
A conference to explore the prospects and

problems of the world's political economy
will be held tonight through Sunday at

Mount Holyoke College.

Joyce B. Rabens, an international

economist in the department of State's

Office of Trade, will deliver a keynote

address at 8 p.m. tonight in Pratt

Auditorium.

Tomorrow, University of Massachusetts

professor of economics Carmen Deere and

Ann Hollic, a professor at the Center for

International Studies at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, will participate in a

panel discussion to address "A Definition of

the World E^conomic Crisis- -Its Political and
Ek;onomic Roots." The discussion will be

held at 1 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium.

Barbara Stallmgs, a political science

professor at the University of Wisconsin,

will g^ve a keynote address at 8 p.m.

tomorrow in Gamble Auditorium.

A debate on whether major international

financial institutions should make ex-

traordinary efforts to assist states coping
with massive debt crises is scheduled for

Saturday. Professor of politics at Catholic

University James O'Leary, and Martin
McLaughlin, a consultant to the U.S.

Catholic Conference, will address the 1 p.m.

debate in Gamble Auditorium.

These events, as part of Mt. Holyoke
College's sixth annual Student Conference

on International Affairs, are free and open
to the public. — CAMDEN PIERCE

The UMass Music Theatre Guild Proudly Presents.

W7

!l«^^'=
:ic^'

An Adaptation of Everyone's

Favorite Midnight Movie

Thursday - Saturday, Feb. 9, 10, 118 p.m. and 12 p.m.

Hampden Theatre, Southwest

Saturday, Feb. 25, 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Barracks, Worcester Dining Commons
ABSOLUTELY FREEH

Supported and Funded by: Umass Arts Council, Student

Government Association, and SW Area Government.

- R«ady, Set, Go I All

leather action shoes...three

eyelet-tie on Velcro closure
- soft supple leathers In

blus, pink, grey, white,

teal, lilac. Come Seel )

S
'
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THURSDAY
- AT THE PUB

-

LITE SKI NIGHT

Sponsored By
Miller Lite and Berkshire East

- Drink Specials All Night -

• 50< Miller Lite Draughts • 2.50 Pitchers •

• Two for One on all Liquor Drinks 9 til 1 1 •

• First 1 00 People a free Bottle of Lite •

starting at 9:00 PM

- MUSIC BY RACK-A-DISC -

• Requests Welcome •

and

UMASS
MUSIC
THIATIt
CUIIO

Announces

a

CUICm*
lessfnnng

Special Prizes

to be Given Away
• Over 50 Berkshire East

Night Passes
• C B Jackets

• Obmeyer Turtlenecks
• Ski Hats • Ski Bags

• Ski Ties •

SA

South River Rood,

Chorlemont, Moss.
15 E. Pleasant St.

SKI AREA

AUDITIONS
"Grease"

A Spring/Outdoor
production

Feb. 13 & 14 @ 7:00 pm
at the Student Union Ballroom
Have a prepared song (preferably from

"Gruafie") and dressed tn move!

immmmmmmsmmmmmm

5:00 ' ^100

7, <^, ft ' ^t30

lOMOMI

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

y # "SPRING BRI
• Round Trip Jet from Boston to Ft. Lauderdale Only $199

• 7 Nights at the Lamp Lighter or Riviera located

V4 miles from the beach Only $119

• Price includes FREE Admission to the Button and a

FREE Drink Everyday!! Also, a Beer Blast Party

Friday at Penrods FREE Beer from 2-3!!

• Daytona Beach: Bus Tour leaves right from UMass Campus

Center and returns back to UMass Campus Center

plus 7 Nights on the Ocean Only $175

• Bermuda: Airfare, 7 Nights Only $289

FREE Lunch Everyday!!

• Bahamas: Freeport & Nassau Airfare, 7 Nights Only

$279 and $299 ^
Limited Space Available

'^

For Information & Reservation call

Inc. "•""

BREAK 84'

FOR THE TIME

OF YOUR LIFE

Rob 546-1201 Ira 546-5422

The Students

of Stockbridge School of Agriculture

present the 7th Annual

Professional Agriculture Convention

Wednesday, Feb. 15 9 am - 5 pm

Campus Center Auditorium UMass

Theme: Communications in Agriculture

Seminars

Industrial Exhibits

Job Mart

Student Displays

University agreesto pay $5000

(AP) The University of Massachusetts

has agreed to pay a $5,000 fine for keeping

laboratory animals in dirty, cramped cages

and not providing sufficient veterinary

care, officials said.

"This has been a longstanding problem

and we just got to the point where we

decided we had to write it up as a

violation," Dr. David Galbreath, a Boston

representative of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture, said yesterday.

Galbreath, acting veterinarian in charge

of the U.S.D.A.'s Animal and Plant Health

Inspection Service in Massachusetts, said

most of the animals involved were rabbits.

R. Glenn Brown, chairman of the

University's Animal Care Committee and a

professor of Food Science and Nutrition,

said about 100 animals were involved and

that problems were being corrected.

"We've taken steps to make sure that this

never happens again," he said. "The

caging, frankly, was old but that goes along

with our low budget. It's being replaced

with new caging."

He said buildings also were being im-

proved.

The government is allowing the

University to use the civil fine to improve

care for animals and the school has agreed

to avoid future violations.

The violations were observed on three

occasions between July 1^82 and February

1983, according to a government statement

issued last week. USDA cited seven

research centers for storing food supplies

improperly, not keeping feeders and cages

clean, not providing sufficient medical care,

and keeping animals in cages that were too

small.

Brown said the rabbits were kept for use

in behavioral studies and as producers of

antibodies, and were not subject to

vivisection. The animals lived in

laboratories throughout the campus, in-

cluding the departments of natural

sciences, math, natural resources and social

studies.

Emotionally disturibedgiYen anew start

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A new school for emotionally disturbed

children and those with learning disabilities

is taking a new approach to education and

offers internships to University of

Ma.ssachusetts students in the spring, falli

and summer semesters.

The International School Akapecha
(meaning, start new, my friend) was found-

ed in October 1982 by Jerrell Bible and Eric

Laursen and is located in Mathews County,

Virginia, said Britta Rasmussen, a school

cook.

Students, aged 8 to 18, most coming

from institutions, spend half their time in

the classroom and the other half traveling

in the United States and abroad, learning

about different cultures and societies.

"We teach the kids they have the ability

of being active, responsible human
beings," Rasmussen said. "For this pur-

pose we take them out and put them in the

middle where things are going on."

Rasmussen noted that in traveling,

students can witness current world pro-

blems, and gain a perspective of their own
problems.

The racially mixed school has an enroll-

ment of 25 students and is completely sub-

sidized by the state of Virginia.

Rasmussen said the school has four prin-

ciples of education: to develop hand and

brain skills, mobility, to learn to live

together and to learn the skill of curiosity

and exploration.

The goal of the school is to prepare

students for their high school equivalency

tests and possibly prepare them to go on to

college as well as provide a learning en-

vironment which will prepare them for the

outside world, Rasmussen said.

Students interested can contact the

.school or the internship office in Curry

Hicks.

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Business Administration Majors

Sherwin-Williams provides your
career with direction.

Wr rt' <i niiiior I ortiini' 1^00 C'ottip.iiiv <>iiil ! Ir.ult-i m the i i>,iltnqs iiuiuslrv Out

Inii.^ itTiiuotntnitnu-nl t<» Diaticiyfnu'iil dfvi'lopnu'nt pr(ivi(i»'s imnu'ditiU' i-nlrv It'vt'l

Mi.in.»q*-mt'i)l positions to »MU'rqftir .uul t)iidlifu'<i ((uuluiati's who lornpU'tf our (ormdl

MiinrHji'mi'nt Tr<iminy citid I)t>vi'l(i|)m*'r)l F'roqr.ini

|)ui' to fn.ijor »'xp<ii)si(.ii wi' .in- sfokiix^ <jr.ii)iirilfs for our I'roiji.iiii v^ilh tlic follnuiiiij

(|u<ilific<itii)ns

• I )>Mjrt't' III {iijsii\fss Aclministriition

• Abovi' iivi'r«»yi' (ifV\

• Somi' work fxpt-rn'iict' whilr .illt'rHlinq lolU-qi'

• 1 l.ao thi' drivj' In surn'fd

• Hi-\<n .itciblf within thi' st,it.> (ir ii-<i\> <u

Our Success Package includes:
• Cornprfh»'nsiv«' livt wt't'k Mdiiayt'infiit Trrtinimj

S<h(M)lout of st<itiJ. cf)mpk'tt'lv tompdiiv paid

• Kxti'lk'nt stiirlmij salary bonus upon

toiiipk'lion of formal Iraiiiinq

• We'll di'fiiK'd cartvr path k'.idiiiy t|ui(klv

to niaiiaiji'rrn.Mil ri-spriiisibililii-s

• I ri'(|ui'nl formal pi-rformaiuc t-valuation

proyr \r\\ to measure your proyri'ss

• Complf ti" bt'iu'fils packayi' from an iiilir

national billion dollar plus company

if vou ri' ri'adv to pr<Kjrt'ss witli a wi'll

di'fiiu'd carivr path and opportunities (or

rapid ad vanci>m«.^nl ask Sht-rwin Williams'

Contact voiir Colk'yt' Placfmk'nl Offu t- for

(urlfu'r information If you are unabk- to

interview, please send us your rt?sumf

We will be on campus:
Thursda}^^ March 1

Ci-rsoniu'l Director

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
Slori's Division

'")'')''» F asl Citv l.ini' Avfnuf
BalaCvnwvd PA I'MMW

A> I
I )|i|i.i!!tl!lll' t Ilipli Ml M ^'
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Rape: a crime misunderstood by many
The back of the Hatx;h is a common study

place as well as a conversation place. It is

a good place to talk to friends or just listen to con-

versations.

I'm not the nosey type, but sometimes people talk too

loudly, making it impossible not to overhear their con-

versations. A few days ago, two men were sitting next to

me while I ate a corned beef on rye.

Rita Murphy
"Did you see that movie the other night 'when she says

no?' It was about this chick who said she was raped. She

was out with these three guys and invited them up to her

apartment. The tease. She led them on and then decided

she didn't want it. They couldn't help themselves. They

got arrestedfor rape, can you believe it?"

I didn't see "When she says no?" I knew it was on t.v.,

but didn't watch it because I've seen very few movies, let

done t.v. movies, that accurately define rape. What most

movies and t.v. shows do is perpetuate the myths

surrounding rape. They help to funnel false perceptions

into society of who is raped and who rapes.

Kape is a crime. It is a violent crime. It is not a passionate

crime. Those who rape are criminals, but often times they

are not treated as such. Much of the blame should go to a

criminal justice system which does not only understand

rape, but which makes little attempt to.

Rape is not a crime of sexual passion, but some people

think it is. A few months ago. a judge in the south gave

two convicted rapists the option of either spending twenty

years in jail or of being castrated. If a man robbed a bank

with a gun would a judge be content with taking away the

gun and letting the man go?

A crude comparison at best, but it does make a point.

Case in point. A few years ago a judge gave a man a

suspended sentence after he admitted raping his five-year

old step daughter. The judge said because the girl was
overly "promiscuous" the man could not be fully blamed for

his actions. "Any chick who invites three guys up to her

room is asking for it. There's a point when she can't say

no. And when she does she means yes.
"

One major myth in our society is that when a woman
says no she really means yes. Why can't a woman say no?

And why can't she be believed when she does? Why can't a

woman invite a man or men to her apartment without them
assuming "she wants it?"

"I don't know how she could say she was raped, she

didn't have any bruises or anything. She just wanted the

publicity."

A woman does not. or at least should not, have to show
physical wounds to prove she was raped. While rape is

often accompanied by a beating, many times the woman
suffers only from emotional scars. I hesitate to use the

word only because the emotional trauma of rape is an

incredible experience which is difficult but not impossible

to overcome.
"/ know one thing, if any girl invites me up to her room,

I'm not leaving no matter how many times she says no.
"

It's a shame there are so many ignorant people in the

world. It's an even greater shame they talk so loudly.

Rita Murphy is a Collegian Columnist

A real difference in character
T*T "Fien negotiating in arms control with the Soviet

\/l/ Union, we must analyze the many differences

T f between our two societies, governments, and in-

ternational behavior.

First, the United States is an open society, while the

Soviet Union is a closed one. We seek the rule of the law,

while their official morality, as stated by Lenin, is that

what is moral is whatever serves the interest of the class

struggle. To them, lies about the KAL Airliner tragedy,

yellow rain, and many arms treaty violations are not

unethical, but are the only moral courses of action.

Reactions to the Korean Airliner tragedy and other

Soviet atrocities are a reinforcing reminder of just how

different the Soviet's concept of truth and international

cooperation is from that of the rest of the civilized world.

Peter Dow
Of course, we do have to live on the same planet with

the Soviets, and we need to keep open the long-run

possibility of reaching an arms agreement with them.

But in trying to achieve such goals, we must find some

way to induce the Soviets to change their belligerent and

deceitful behavior so horribly demonstrated in the

Korean AirUner tragedy, and so often repeated in the

arms negotiations themselves.

Consider for a moment some of the major treaty

violations by the Soviets. In 1975, we negotiated the
Helsinki Accords, whereby the Soviet government would
grmdually slacken their emigration restrictions. But the
promised freedoms have not been met. in fact, Soviet

emigration has been severely curtailed in recent years,

while the number of requests to leave have been
dramaticallj increasing.

In 1975 we also negotiated the Biological Weapons
Treaty, to ban the production and use of chemical

weapons. Within a few months of the agreement, native

villagers in Laos were being gassed by Soviet produced

and supplied "yellow rain." These same atrocities oc-

curred in 1979 when the Soviet Union invaded

Afganistan. and still continue today.

After analyzing the effects of yellow rain in Afganistan

and Southeast Asia, what conclusions can we draw
concerning the character of the current Soviet leader-

ship? Clearly, these men in the Kremlin have no moral
discomfort about using chemical weapons considered too
atrocious and barbaric to use even in total war, like

World War II.

As long as this Soviet attitude and behavior continues,

no arms treaties should be produced. For now we should

suspend the arms talks, and rely on the balance of

military power to maintain deterence. We should return

to the bargaining table only when we believe the Soviets

are ready to turn serious, perhaps when there is a change

in the Kremlin leadership.

As the editor of the Wall Street Journal recently said,

"the true outrage to morality is not inanimate lumps of

steel and plutonium buried in Montana (as many "freeze"

supporters maintain), but the sordid deaths of Hmong
tribesmen and Afgan Freedom Fighters in Asia."

It should be obvious by now that the Soviet motives for

signing these treaties (and others, such as SALT I) had

nothing to do with peace, and everything to do with

exploiting the arms agreements to prevent the West
from either matching their developments, or from ap-

plying our superior technology.

It is not surprising that the unparalleled Soviet military

buildup coincides with the era of arms negotiation; the

arms control process has effectively restrained the
United Fates without restraining the Soviet Unwn.

Peter Dow is a UMass student

Editorial Notes
On the Reagan budget
To the Editor,

Last week the Reagan Administration released its

proposed 1985 budget, and as is typical every year in

Washington, it became an instant bestseller, but by nc

means a critical success. Like a bad Stephen King novel,

it was scary in parts and just unbelievable in other spots.

Even Reagan insiders admitted that it was an election

year piece of fiction.

In an economic message, which Reagan made as a

preface to his "pulp novel budget" he stressed, "Bold,

vigorous fiscal policy action to break the momentum ol

entrenched spending (is) essential to the nation's future

economic health." He said that high deficits raise "the

specter of sharply higher interest rates, choked off in-

vestment, renewed recession and rising unemployment."

Yet the final draft of his budget does little if anything tc

make any substantial cut in the deficit. Rather foi

political expediency, he places the deficit issue on the

back-burner until after the election. The White House

believes that voters don't really care about how much the

government owes as long as they don't see the effects ol

these expenditures on their own tax bills.

Senator Paul Laxalt, chairman of the Committee to Re-

elect, feels that deficits are "a yawner. We, as

Republicans, have talked about deficits and budgets since

the days of Roosevelt, and the people simply haven't

listened, because they can't relate to those huge num
hers." In other words its only an important issue when

it's a reasonably moderate Democratic deficit, not when

it's an incredibly over-bloated Republican deficit.

The budget gets even more horrifying than this though.

The American public is the victim in this cheap thriller,

while the Reagan administration is the menacing axe

murderer. Education, natural resources, and the en

vironment are all getting the axe with cuts as high as 6

percent. At the same time, the defense budget received

a whopping 15 percent increase to 272 billion dollars.

This resulted in a total overall rise in spending of 8.4

percent from $853.8 billion to $925.5 billion.

How will figures like these affect our future? No one can

be completely sure. However, most economists believe

that the Reagan administration is leading us down the

road to disaster, not recovery.

In a recent Time magazine article Edward Yardeni,

chief economist of Prudential -Bache Securities, com-

mented, "One of the primary concerns confronting in-

vestors as they look ahead to 1984 and 1985 is the size of

the federal deficit and the possibility that it could push

interest rates higher and put an end to the recovery."

In the final analysis like in any tale of horror, the

President will leave us in a sea of red-not blood, but ink.

Kevin Sweeney
McNamara

fHandom Notes ^
More on '84
It's that time of the month." I said, looking at

the last digit of my license plate. The number

two means inspection time for my bug. The

"Angry Young Beetle," as I affectionately call it was due

for an annual check-up. Almost over the hill at the tender

age of twelve, this car has seen better decades but even

after all those years, it still manages to make that all im-

portant trip to the package store. So I was hesitant ap

proaching this new emmission control thing. I knew whal

would come next — the interrogations, the manipulating

until finally my car, too, would become a convert.

Time was when all you had to do to get a sticker u

Massachusetts was flash your lights and beep the horn-

in and out in less than five minutes; it was almost fun!

The minor inconvenience of doling out three bucks wa;

soon forgotten when the new sticker sat primly on tht

windshield -sometimes with cute phrases on the back:

"A little courtesey won't kill you." Bay-state driver;

could start a revolution by using directionals. Anyway
since the new inspection now checks the exhaust fumes,

made sure it was pumped up with the finest octam

available; naturally. I chose super-premium unleade<

gasoline. The "super" stands for expensive, but that wa

minor compared to what I forked over for chemicals

including gas treatment, carborater cleaner, and othe

assorted goodies. I can't remember pampering that ca

so well the year we took it cross country. But this wa

more important, so across town I ventured with ai

engine ready for the Indy 500. I was ready; so was Bi|

Brother.

Big Brother is the brain behind inspection '84. Your car

every move is monitored by the watchful screen. Th<

process involves a long metallic probe which is insertet

into the tailpipe. Apparently this magnesium enema is a

necessary and standard procedure to measure the "flora

carbons " present in exhaust gasses. In five seconds it

was all over. Big Brother saw right through my engines

guise and was flashing "invalid RPMs."

Upon returning to the newly named Ministry of Purity

the next week, I wondered if I would still recognize it.

My thoughts were soon answered however, when I was

presented with the bill for its rehabiliUtion- -We're

united once again, but the magic, (in the form of

greenbacks) has left. My car has joined the ranks-a 1984

convert. By Thilo Thamhain
L Johnson dorm

Oversdieduling

a big problem
From the many who are concerned and angry and

who would like to see some changes.
The basis for this letter is to express both

frustration and disgust that so many students experience

every semester in attempts to register for both required

and desired courses.

Scott D. Plath

A great deal of students are accepted to the University

of Massachusetts but as members of CASIAC and they are

told that they must "work towards acceptance" into the

various majors such as Management or HRTA due to

limited space, faculty, etc. As freshmen and sophomores

we/they are confined to electives and core requirements

as preference is awarded to declared majors and up-

perclassmen in the majority of classes on this campus that

have limited space.

Based on our experiences we were left with 100 level

courses and English classes and the hopes that as up-

perclassmen we would be afforded these same con-

siderations. As it turned out, this would not be entirely so.

After four semesters of "working towards acceptance"

into the HRTA program I was finally accepted this past

summer. The news filled me with pride and visions of

"smooth sailing" in my final two years. Weeks later I

received my fall schedule to find that I was granted only

two of the courses I pre-registered for and one happened to

be an English elective (pre-registered as an alternate

selection). When I returned to campus with my two

courses and attempted to submit a change of major form

the head of the HRTA department. Dr. Fletcher, ex-

plained that "unfortunately", due to actions of the previous

provost directly affecting the HRTA program, a number of

students' acceptances were reversed. There is no need for

me to express the disguest and contempt I felt for the

administration of this University. Thanks to Dr. Fletcher

agreements were reached and students were reinstated

soon thereafter.

Well, as another semester begins things get no better.

Again I received only two classes as another was "over-

subscribed" and another was restricted to the class of 84

and 85 and granted to freshmen and sophomores due to a

"computer error"! This situation is inexcusable, although

we who have every right to take that class now know
better than to hope for the situation to be corrected. Due
to this one senseless error many of us have been forced to

search and beg all week in hopes that maybe one professor

will show compassion enough to ignore the allotted student

enrollment and sign us in. I can no longer afford to take a

damned elective and have been turned down in exactly six

upper level management courses, and all upper level

HRTA courses. Every single one has been "over-

subscribed". This is ridiculous and can not be tolerated.

We strongly question both the morality and legality of

situations that exist at UMass that deprive so many
students of courses they both want and need. Many
students like myself spend all the money we have and earn

in order that we may remain enrolled in this University

that some of us were disillusioned into believing we could

receive a proper, satisfactory education at, if we wanted
to. This is a falsehood. We do not have the power here to

control our destiny . We are unable to take half the courses

we choose.

This University has a responsibility to provide its

ttudents with the full and proper education that we pay

for. Tuition should guarantee the chance to take not only

courses required but those that hold an interest for us.

There is no excuse for the fact that I have received less

than one third of all the classes I have pre-registered for.

How many classes are oversubscribed semester after

semester'? And how many of these are expanded ac-

cordingly to accomodate student demand? When will the

reallocation of resources to high demand areas take place

and when will the great number of vacant faculty positions

be filled'.;' Finally, when will this University realize that in

a quality education the first responsibility lies with student

considerations and if the administration cannot provide us

adequately with what we pay for, when wUl it begin to be

honest with incoming freshmen and warn them of the

inevitable frustrations they will face?!?

Scott D. Plath is a UMass student

aiMNCS OF AMIAauTY KS GBJMVKD AND SHULIt AAEET IN TOy«1t.

Policy Ed
Do yourself a fav

and register
This week marks the occasion of "UMass Big Vote

'84," perhaps the biggest voter registration drive

in UMass history. The drive ends next Tuesday,

and organizers hope to register 2500 students by the end

of this week. You can register even if you have already

registered in another state or town.

So far the drive has been an impressive success.

Almost 1200 students were registered in the first two

days, signing up at voter registration booths on the Cam-
pus Center Concourse and in the Dining Commons. This

show of student force has been extremely impressive ac-

cording to several organizers of the drive.

Students have historically been the most under-

represented voting bloc in the country. Half of the people

between the ages of 18 and 24 are not registered. Since

this group is one-quarter of the total population, the

number of unregistered young adults up to 14 million.

This number of voters, if mobilized, could significantly

alter the political landscape of this country for the better.

Lack of voting will have the reverse effect.

Student apathy is even worse at UMass. As of last

April, 14 percent of the 10,613 dorm residents were

or

registered, inirty-one percent of off-campus students

were registered too, a more staggering fact because they

live here, and could vote in candidates who support rent

control and other issues beneficial to students. This year,

statistics for registration have already risen, and will

continue to rise by the end of the drive. But every stu-

dent must register, and follow through by voting in the

Democratic presidential primaries, in the race for the

open state Senate seat and in every other election and

referenda that will determine the course and quality of

life for the next few years.

Students often say that registering and voting is a

waste of time, and that they can't affect the political pro-

cess. They are dangerously wrong. Politicians often win

by what Rev. Jesse Jackson last week called "the error

or separation," in which the coalitions needed to change

defeat into victory are lost by small numbers of people

•who don't vote. In the past, the students who complain

the loudest have often been the ones who never even

registered in the first place. We can't let that happen

again.

Policy editoriaUi reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors

Letters-

Social awareness this spring

^
We need columnists!

Stop by the Editorial Desk
Anyday 2 to 6 p.m.

To the Editor,

We appreciated your front-page article of Monday,

February 6, regarding the Office of Human Relations and

the Forums which it is sponsoring this Spring. Two points

of clarification seem necessary however:

1) The activities of the Office of Human Relations are

not limited to issues of racism, sexism, and anti-Semitism,

as your article suggests. Homophobia, handicappism,

dgeism, and issues of the workplace are also of concern.

2) Similarly, the Human Relations Forums sponsored by

the Office are not as limited in scope as indicated in your

article. The purpose of these open forums is to provide

faculty, staff, and students an opportunity to identify and

discuss a wide-range of issues which affect the quality of

life and learning on the campus.

Judith Davis
Grant Ingle

Staff, Office of Human Relations

Frat ad lacks sensitivity

To the Editor,

At the beginning ol each semester, the many fraternities

on campus advertize their rushes in posters and Collegian

advertisements in an attempt to attract underclaaamen

into their organizations. Each year I can count on one or

two of these ads to diiyliBr i^ particularly flagrant brand of

ignorance and insensitiVtty, usuaOy involving some type of

sexism or general social unawareness. An ad in Tuesday's

Collegian by Delta Chi outdoes any other in recent memory
though.

The ad uses a worn out cUche comparing Resident

Assistants to "Big Brother" in 1984. a typically ignorant

response from people who don't take the time to find out

what R. A.s actually do. R.A.s do more than enforce rules.

They are also there to refer people to the proper agency for

any help. They are the first person to respond to any

emergency in the residence halls. They train people in

social awareness and fight racism, sexism, anti-semitism.

handicapism and homophobia. And they lend a willing ear

whenever a resident just needs someone to talk to.

R.A.s have a difficult enough job without having to

tolerate this kind of harassment. Instead of knocking the

residence hall staffs, the people at Delta Chi should take a

look at what they really do and try to incorporate some of

that into their own living situations. They would be much

better for it.

Field-Grayson Staff

and

Webster-Dickinson Staff

staff meeting 7

p.m. tonight in
newsroom
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KAYPRO 11,^1595.

COMPLETEWITH SOFTWARE

For J 1 595, a Kaypro II not only comes complete

with all llie hardware you need, it comes complete

with all the software you need:

Word Processing/Spelling

Data Base Management (filing/

reporting) Financial Spread-

sheeting. And with CP/M,
Kaypro can run thousands of

other prc^grams for more specialized

needs. Come in today for a E^^^^^ff%
complete demonstration. TiH~L\Tnpi"iCjiwss~i";i^ikr.

1073 St. James Ave. Mountain Farms Mall - Rt. 9

Springfield, MA 01 104 Hadley, MA 01035

413-737-4562 413-5R4-3933

STUDENT and FACULTY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
RiVi-innl !r,Klrni.irk- I 1' M Pull... R.s, ,r, >, Im

UMASS SKI CLUB
HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAINS

UMASS SKI CLUB
TONIGHT

THURSDAY NIGHT SKIING
|$9. inlcudes Lifts Refreshments

&- Transportation
Bus Leaves F.A.C at 5:00

* For other scheduled Ski Club events

rail 5A5-3432

Pi Kappa Alpha

Colle tiian u

We are. .

.

• the CamDus and Greek
Area Athletic Champions
• the fraternity that does
not haze

• the house that raised
over $42,000 for
Multiple Sclerosis

PIKE - we could be for you

"TWO GREAT SALES IN ONE"
ION VOUR OLYMPIANS
AND GO R3R|0SrENSG0LD

RUSH PARTIES
Mon. Feb. 6 at 9 pm
Tues. Feb. 7 at 9 pm
Wed. Feb. 8 at 9 pm
Mon. Feb. 13 at 9 pm
Tues. Feb.14at9pm

/V^^i 1

ikim.

h
J

Pi Kappa Alpha
TEL. 545-2150

^j^^^^ 4 Free Refreshments ^^•^^^^

SPECIAL IMTRDDUCrORy OFFER
LADIES' lOK GOLD
ADAGIO
$20. OFF

MENS lOK GOLD

$20. OFF

See \bur lostens Representative for details of lostens Easy Payment Plans.

Date: Feb. 8, 9, 10 - Wed, Thur, Fri Place: University Store

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit: $15.

^ H/dit
fiP^

lOSTENS IS THE OFFICIAL /W\iMOS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OtYMPiC GAMES.

Arts
•-•.•.•.•.•.•.•-•-•.' '.•-•-•_•_•.•.•-•.•.•.*
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Mwnmenschanz breathesnew life into mime
MUMMENSCHANZ
Tuesday, Feb. 7

Fine Arts Center

By LISA MOSLEY
Collegian Staff

I don't like mime. Apparently, though, there are a lot of

people who do. A few years ago. I suppose there were

enough of them to warrent the prime-time Shields and
Yamell, a variety show hosted by a husband and wife

mime team. (Maybe audiences thought this combination

was a bit classier than Sonny and Cher...)

The problem with mime is that with very few exceptions

(Marcle Marceau, of course, comes to mind as one), it is

incredibly boring. After all, how many times, can you

watch someone in whiteface pretend to be trapped in a box

before you stop being fascinated, amused or even in-

terested?

Perhaps it's my attitude that nruide Mummenscham so

fascinating for me. Apparently I was not alone in my
fascination, for the sold out crowd in the Fine Arts Center

laughed, cheered and brought the performers back for

three curtain calls Tuesday night.

The troup. whose name is derived from the German
words "mummen," meaning quiet, and "schanz," meaning

chance (In the middle ages, people who played games of

chance often wore masks to hide their expressions from the

other players), has combined the more traditional aspects

of pantomime, gestures without sound to relate feeUngs,

with some very unorthadox costumes and masks. In fact,

the three performers' faces were not revealed until they

came out for curtain calls.

The first segment of the program must have been the

biggest shock to those audience members who came ex-

pecting something akin to traditional pantomime. While

the bodies of the performers were, indeed, expertly used,

it was almost impossible for the audience to teU that there

were bodies under the wonderful "costumes." The brief

skits featured huge blob-like objects, trying to climb a

ramp and a giant slinky pla]ring catch with the audience

with an orange balloon. These simple actions were sur-

Mummenschanz skit: mime with a Swiss flair.

prisingly funny, in a cartoon-like, almost vaudvillian way.
Oddly enough, the audience found itself attaching various

emotions to the inhuman objects. Although these objects

had no faces, it was easy to "see" what facial expressions
would have appeared at various times, because the

slightest gestures carried a familiarity that all audience
members could identify with.

The performers finished out the first act with "im-

personations" of animals, including a fly. Masks were
worn, but the bodies were visible for the first time, clad in

black tights and leotards.

The skits in the second act depended mainly on in-

teresting masks, and revolved around romantic in-

volvements. In one particularly humourous piece, two
"people" with "faces" made from rolls of toilet paper flirt

with each other.

In the show's only serious skit, a man and woman wearing
white face masks cuddle together, visciously attack each
other and then eat pieces of each other's nusks. Without
words or even conventional actions, the performers convey
the worst aspects of a relationship.

Mummenscham left me with a good feeling (silly as it

sounds, it's the truth) and also wondering why the show
hadn't been booked by the Fine Arts Center before. I hope
that, like Marcel Marceau. the troup becomes an annual
attraction here at the University.

ftawlingbackinto the spotlight
THE PRETENDERS
Learning^ To Crawl/Sire Records

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

Unless you've been living in a cave for the last month, you

know that The Pretenders are back, but even better news

is the strength of their return. Following the deaths of

founding members James Honeyman- Scott and Pete

Farndon, and the induction of Chrissie Hynde into

marriage and motherhood, the future of the band seemed

in question.

But as is the case with the truly greats, art imitates life

and the result is a top notch album, faithful to the spirit of

the earlier Pretenders with an eye on the present and

future. Learning to Crawl starts off with "Middle Of The
Road," perhaps their best song to date, with soul bearing

lyrics like "I'm not the kind I used to be - I've got a kid I'm

33." The guitar and harmonica solos are outshined only by

Hynde's cat sounds.

In "Time The Avenger," singer-songwriter-guitarist

Hynde offers the quip, "Nobody's perfect - Not even a

perfect stranger." Success obviously hasn't spoiled her

either, as she sings in "Watching The Clothes": "On
Saturday night everyone's having fun - I'm down at the

laundromat trying to get my washing done."

Hynde turns her attention ctoser to home in "Show Me" as

she welcomes her new daughter into the world, telling her

that even though things are uncertain there is always

hope. Ms. Hynde's beautiful vocal tremelo can make a
believer of almost anyone. Side Two opens with the up-

tempo country tinged "Thumbelina" in which a mother and
daughter drive across the U.S. as "the Oklahoma sunrise

becomes the Amarillo dawn."

In "Thin Line Between Love And Hate" the title says it

all, but the lines 'The sweetest woman in the world could
be the meanest woman in the world if you make her that
way," are equally as poignant. "I Hurt You" features a
double lead vocal and a gritty guitar tone that helps to
emphasize this song of revenge.

Learning to Crawl also includes last summer's sizzlers

"Back On The Chain Gang" and "My City Was Gone,"

essentials in the Pretenders' anthology. Anyone who
neglected to buy the single this summer now has a second

chance. Anyone not buying it this time around has no

excuse.

The album is smart and fun, it makes you think and it

makes you dance, a rare combination. Hynde is in t<^

vocal and lyrical form, and her usually underrated guitar

playing keeps the unique Pretenders' sound intact.

Drununer Martin Chambers plays as solidly as ever, and

newcomers Robbie Mcintosh (guitar), and Malcolm Foster

(bass) deliver performances equally as strong. The

Pretenders' new sound, slightly less slick with this album

is balanced by the intense energy it generates. The end

result is a must-own album, one born of life's two most

intense feelings, love and pain, expertly exhibited here.

Performing
Arts D'lylsion
Music, Theater and

Dance Instruction,

popular and classical

styles, private and

group, children and

adults. Walk-in
Registration ends
February 10. OLD
CHAPEL. 545-0519

AOAM
ANT
-RpW^^

SPRINGFIELD
CIVIC CENTER

LIttI* Ar*na
Fabruary 26th - 8:00 pm

AMiickait til M
a*n*cai Admitaion Otnc* FKkm

naMnwl Arcn* SMIing

On MM al Civic Ccniat Boi 0<lic*.

0*lati> and all Tickatfon OullWt

I
Pt<onachafO«(4i3)7By-a«00

|

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I"
$7.00""

I (wrth thit coupon)

I 110.00 with

I
Shampoo and

I
Blow Dry

I
$11.60 Long Hair

\ ExpirM 2/29/84 C

I

f

I DANCE concert!

^^*^^ ^** "^Bi ^i^ ^^m^^
Pt«u« Call for an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

""TZTN /^m*\ 'r7m*\ /'^iW'N /••••N ^*m^\ f»m* . - -_.

Northeast Area Government

j is holding elections for

« Vice-President and Treasurer

Nomination papers can be

picked up fronn Diane Rossi

Rm 304 Dwight

Last day to pick up nomination

papers is Feb. 15. Elections will

1 be held Feb. 23 during dinner.

I Voting is at Worcester Dining

G

G

G

a ^4 *^ ^

$

, Commons.
'ct^'^ai? c^:5^<»''"'^3»' «^

!j
^

THG

Vir' ^rl'.'. ^:l'.' ^^lr' v^rir^ >^.^ ^rir', >Vit^ ,^r^ ,Vir',

Co-op Education Fair

Wed. Feb. 15 at 10:30

CC lower level

"The Benefits of Co-op Education"

speaker is Russ Johnson

Manager of US College Relations at Digital

1-4 PM workshops on paid field experience

by 17 regional employers

Pick up schedule 110 Thompson hall

or call 5-2579

)' 1uf:aliC)n

v-j^
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Good friends will give you a break
whenyouVe broke.

The dinner was sensational. So was the

check. The problem is, the theater tickets that

you insisted on buying broke your whole

budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the

time the coffee arrived.

A nudge under the table and a certain

destitute look in the eye were enough to

produce the spontaneous loan only a

good friend is ready to make.

How do you repay him? First

the cash, then the only beer equal

to his generosity: Lowenbrau.

Ldwenbrdu.Here's to good friends.
© 1984 Beer Bfewed m U S A by Miller Brewing Co .

Mll<»iaukee. Wl

IffAbTHEART^

/

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion

DIETING? I

Try a different ap-

proach. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Say goodbye to

diets, forever! Call

University Health Ser-

vices, 549-2671 ext.

181 to register,

deadline is February

17. Classes start

February 28. Hurry,

^la|^ f i

j

Ze is

HAPPY HOUR
7 days a week!

3-7 p.m.

- Domestic beer $1.

- 12 0/ Draught beer 50*

- most mixed drinks SI.

(3 p.m. -10 p.m.)

3T.V.'s

Tuesday Night ...

LADIES' NIGHT

• piuas • grinders • burgers
• salads • soups • chill

• cal^ones • steak sandwiches

1 Bridge SI . Northampton
586-1726

Hrs. 11 ami am dally

v^9^v^9C

''How to ace a test

1^ making a phone calir

February 14th is the big test. Show that

special girl you're a sensitive, caring guy by

sending the Heart-to-Heart" Bouquet Merlin Olsen

from your FTD'* Florist. Beautiful flowers

in a decorator tin with a sachet heart. And it's usually

less than $22.50*

Call or visit your FTD Florist today. Because

Valentine's Day is one big test you don't want to flunk.

Send your love with special care.
TM

'MidapcntMnrMaMO Iwtemtwso'l'wF^TDFioaNMaarkwtllwcMnp'ic*! S*rv<'r (tiargrs and

lt*kv«ry niay b* adcMion*)

nntgiiU'td cailamwti m Fkyists Tianswo'id Dttnoy A$aoc<m<or

(»

. ^ BK0
invited to an

open little sister rush

Thurs. Feb. 9, 9:30 -

For more information

call 253-9071 ask for Stevie D
(C-D-BK0) 388 N. Pleasant St.

(big white building

949^9^9C9CSr^9'C
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Superbad G.H.
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MASS PHOBIA Winmill

The Strip Bert Saveriano and Jim Walsh
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O.T. Derringer
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t:dited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
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ACROSS 52 Scot's to* 12 Smooth feathers

1 Must 55 Name for Athena 13 Scrutinized

6 Vocalist 56 Seine sites 22 Covered up

10 KIndofdrMm 57 As a total 23 Closes In

14 One who leads 59 High laka 25 Cry of discovery

the way 60 PIcardy 27 Rosemary, for one

15 Shipshape department 28 Jai

16 " up!" 61 Small amounts 29 Will of "The

InSoho 62 Replied, for short Waltons"

17 Stone monument: 63 Words of 31 Normandy town

Var. negation 32 Bag or ball

18 Part of MIT 64 One of Nell's 33 Cloud formation

19 No charge cousins 34 Boleyn

20 Go with dispatch 35 Time of day

21 Small change 37 Orders to felines

24 Gloss 38 Try for a role

26 Ruler's rule DOWN 41 Casual, as

27 Chopped up 1 Quiet! manner

29 Fed 2 Town famous 42 Exist

30 City of NE Nevada for wine 44 Prop for Palmer

31 Helm figure 3 Kind of coat 45 down

36 Siamese measure 4 Aviv 46 "LaScala"

37 Glossy materials 5 Diviner locale

39 Upward; Prefix 6 Cons 47 Consumers

40 Of both eyes 7 Hanger-on 48 Topknot

42 River at Pisa 8 Direction taken 49 Starts the day

43 Portuguese folk 9 "you do right. 50 Morgana

song like some 51 Medley

44 Household item do" 53 High: Comb.

46 Civilian clothes 10 Arctic birds form

48 suzette 11 Sale item 54 Other

50 Tall tales notation Abbr 58 pros
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Need A Job

We are training for paid

positions in the Collegian

Graphics Department
Introductory Meeting

Come to Rm 113

Campus Center

Tonight 5:30 p.m.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna

with Tomato Sauce
Chopped Beefsteak

Special

BREAD BUFFET

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Squares/

Cheese Sauce
Cheese Lasagna

with Tomato Sauce

BREAD BUFFET

Weather

Today, partly sunny,

highs in the mid 20s to low

30s. Tonight, fair and cool,

with a high of 5 to 10

degrees. Tomorrow, sunny
with afternoon highs in the

30s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.
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UMass men'sswimming defeatsUVM, UConn
By TOM KELLEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team
has won its last two meets, defeating the University of

Connecticut, 63-50, and the University of Vermont, 69-44,

to bring its record to 5-3.

Going into the last race against visiting UConn, it looked

as though UMass would lose by one point. The UConn 400

yard free relay team was favored, but the "Sub-

Minutemen" had taken first, second and third in the three

meter dive and the 200 yard breaststroke to keep it close.

UMass won the meet when UConn swimmer Brian Gibson

false started.

The fans saw a very strong performance by UMass diver

John Macurdy, who won both the one meter and three

meter dives. UMass was also led by senior co-captain

Chris Porter who took first in the 100 yard free style and

senior co-captain Phil Surette who won the 200 yard in-

dividual medley. Freshman Michael Hoover also swam
well winning the 200 yard breaststroke and taking second

in the 200 yard individual medley.

The UMass 400 yard medley relay team of Marc Surette,

Neil Kinnon, Chris Clarke and Chris Porter set the pace for

a strong victory over Vermont by setting a University of

TOPIC FOCUSED
GROUPS
SELF-EXPLORATION GROUP

Learn more atx)u1 yourself, ana how o^ers see you.
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MONDAYS/3:30-5:0O TUESDAYS/3:3O-5:O0

STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP
Learry effective coping techniques

to manage your stress level mONDAYS/3:30-5:00

BULIMIA GROUP—
An exploratory group tor
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VMats Traimt is sponsoring

Spring Training

Program

Bus Drivers

Applications meeting

Feb. 13 7:00 pm
Thompson 106

Bring proof of class year

For further info:

545-0056

Vermont Fobush pool record of 3:43.45 in the openmg

event. Chris Porter also won the 50 and 200 yard freestyle

races while sopomore Marc Surette won the 200 yard

backstroke and junior Chris Clark took first in the 200 yard

butterfly.

UMass freshman Rick Bishop who has been hampered by

a shoulder injury won the 1000 yard freestyle followed by

junior Paul McNeil who took second and also won the 500

yard free.

Coach Russ Yarworth attributes his teams success to

hard work and a spirited team.

"The slower swimmers on the team are right there

cheering on the winners," said Yarworth.

The Sub-Minutemen travel to the University of New
Hampshire this weekend for their second-to-last meet

before the New England Championships.

"We should win our last two meets," said Yarworth. "Its

the last chance for some of our swimmers to qualify for the

New Englands. We have a number of kids fighting for

three open spots."

Yarworth is looking forward to the New England

Championships. "We're known as a team that performs

well in championships."

UMass hopefuls in the New Englands are freshman
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Sw»«t and Sour Chtckar> J

Pan Friad Rica (

Hot and Sour Soup
Chicken Fir>gers

Pan Frt«l Ravioli Chin«* BartMquad Pork i

BUFFET Beef with Green Pappw Broccoii in Oyatar Sauce)

Mon - ThurS ^^''^''•" ^"*^ Noodlee Chicken Winga i

5 pm - 8 pm «-unch«on Special & Take-Out Service
^

Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95 par parson

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun - Thure 11:30 am - 10 pm

Fri 6 Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm
10 Belchertown Road

. at Rte 9. Amherst
26fr4XS1
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Michael Hoover, junior Chris Clarke and sophomore Marc

"Captain Chris Porter is currently ranked fourth in the

100 free," said Yarworth. "If he really hits it he could do

well at the New Englands."

SPORTSNOTICE
The Valley Women's Rugby Football Club is beginnmg

practice for the Spring Season. Interested women are

invited to attend a film presenUtion and informational

gathering on Monday, February 13, at the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center, Room 805, at 8:00 PM.

For more information, call 586-9093.

SOUNDiimCfTION^^ THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS ^^
321 MAIN STREET •AMHERST MA 010O2 • 253-9341

Auto Aiamn

Cr"T-.e5topper currem &

motion sensing Passively

Arming $ | 59 95

Weekly Speciais[ jvc
16 wall AM FM Cassette wi'h

dolby & Metal Tape capability

Seporate Boss & Treble
Speakers

i included

lQ-1200
Radar Detectors 1

39.*^ $199.95

Sound in Motion's

FREE INSTALLATION WEEK
with the purchase of any

car stereo system
G« The hsiilUcion Fre«

25>«34l
coupon good till 2/ 1 1 '84

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 80
fi Days 7 Nights Luxurious Hor«i on fh* Strip

Hotel only W/Motor Cooch W/J#t

$149 S265 S075

^9|c9|c tax included ** tax included **^
For more Info 545-3437

presents

The only authentic Greek cuisine in 65 miles

Enjoy our delicious Greek
Sunday Brunch 11:00 to 2:00

featuring omelets rolled in pita bread • French toast • muffins

Grecian pancakes

Lunch 8- Dinner offers our full menu plus pizza, grinders,

and sandwiches served in pita bread I

DURING FEBRUARY WITH THE PURCHASE OF EVERY
LARGE ESTIA SPECIAL PIZZA WE OFFER A

FREE SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
Bring your own liquor. Tues., Wed. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

586-7011 - 586-7010 Thurs.-Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

Sunday 11:00 a.m. -9 p.m.

24 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
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All Mens & Ladles Wool Sweaters
20 - 50% OFF!

Mens Union Bay Cords ! $19.95

Denim Jaclcets - $24.95

Ladies Manisha Pants - Ail $19.95

Shetland Sweaters (mens & women*) $14.95

Down Vests - $19.95

Downtown ArTiherf>t 253 9729
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GOUMMN STAFF MEETING AT 7 TONIGHT
INTHEOfHCE

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ARE YOU AN
ACCOUNTING MAJOR?

I n««d a tutor for Accounting 222 Please

call 546-7035 and ask for Michael if in-

terested (call evw)

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT Is hir

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and Icnowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO

Speakers, RAL3way, 125wtts/ch. Brand

new $325 or 80 must sell 542-3494

Stereo Equipment lowest prices available

most major brands available Akai, JVC,

Technics, Kenwood, etc. call Steve

546-5181

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Ford Pinto. Good condition. $660. or

BO. 549-5141 dinner time

1976 Honda Wagon 400 or BO must sell

please call 549-7520

BOOGIE DOWN

. . .to the sounds of "The Steve Diamond

Show!" (what else?) EVERY Thurs. after-

noon, 3 to 6, on WMUA, 91.1 FM

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth. Dennis; Largest inventory

of studios, 1 , 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/528-8300 or

617/771-2233.

Employment SGA Affirmative Action

position available. Requirements - serious

committment to AA principles, good

organizational and writing skills, ability to

work independently. 12 hrs/week 3.35/hr

Application available 420 SUB or call 5<X341

for more info. AA/EOE

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

* Risky Business *

Friday 2/10 5. 7, 9, 11 $1.60
* Engineering East Auditorium *

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you more! More lights,

more requests and more experience! Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

Te Bone Sound inc Quality Engineered

Sound Systems for rent. Call for reserva-

tions 549-3654

FOR RENT

Own room in beautiful Sunderland

house. On bus route. Rent negotiable, (ap-

proxtmately 140+) 665-2512

Brand-new Duplex HOusa in

Sunderland, two big bedrooms,
woodstove. On bus route. Call after 5.

Chris 665-7148

FOR SALE

Beautiful water bed Queen size sacrifice

$200. or BO 665-4912 eves

1974 Yamaha SOD buy now save big good
condition some mileage call Chuck
549-5838

FOUND

Black leather wallet in CC on Feb. 7 call

546-9158 and identify it

GIVE MY DOG A HOME

EMPLOYMENT

My dog needs a homel Moved and can't

have pets. The dog is half labrador. He is an

outside pet. He comes equipped with a dog
house, collar, and chain. Good with

children. 4 years old. Call Cathy at 545-3500

between 8:30 am - 4:30 pm or after 5:00 pm
if you have a home for my dog. 527-3106

HELP WANTED
~

Button-Up is looking for a creative person

to design and make buttons. 10 hrs. of

workstudy/week. Call Roberta at 545-0341

X28 ASAP. Start right away.

ARTISTSI The SGA Communications Of-

fice now has a workstudy graphic designer

position open. Portfolio required. See

Kelley in 423A Student Union for applica-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Public Reiations/AdvertislngI The SGA
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring '84: Opera-

tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Experience helpful, but not

necessary. See Kelley in 423A Student

Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84 .

Waitresses, apply at Rusty Nail, 3 to 5

weekdays, no experience necessary general

office help MS 1-6 daily
^

Test Yourself: Are you an effective time-

manager? Can you work 2-4 hrs/wk con-

sistently? Are you success-oriented? Earn

base -t- performance-based bonuses.

1 -800-243-6706

COORDINATOR - UMASS MEN'S
CENTER Requires coordination of ad-

ministrative budget, programming,
outreach, and evaluation 10-15 hrs/week

@ 3.35 committment to social issues

awareness a must. Job description, ap-

plication available Brett 130 due Feb. 14

AA/EOE
Kitchen help needed in exchange for free

meals. Beta Kappa Phi call 253-9071 ask for

Duff's brother Stevie D

Balloon Delivery person wanted - ex

perience in clowning, juggling or entertain

ing preferred. Apply at Bloomin Balloons,

150 Main St, Northampton

Part time sales reps needed for

Resources Unlimited GREAT commissions

call Mike 256-1393

INSTRUCTION

Bass and guitar lessons $8/hr for more

info call george 584-0708 _
LOST

VIC-20 computer system, modem, disk

extras. Call 549-4696 after 5 pm

Mexican Red-Leggad Tarantula for sale.

Clean, quiet 549-4894 Amy
Bionic Arc (slalom),

condition
Skis: Atomic Team
195 cm. Excellent
$180-negotiable. 542-3052

Lab Series L5 guitar amplifier 100W mint

condition best offer 6-9283

Twin Mattress & Boxspring $30 or best

offer call Gary 549-4827

Elan 903 Skis, Tyrolia 160 and size 8 boots

$130. also. Lady Koflach Turbo size 8

boots, new $150, Kelly 546-7307

Computer for sale or rent Apple 11+ ^^
best offer call Ruthie anytime 256-1306

Platform bads, we build them. Queen

with drawer 169. 527-2141

Onyx and Pearl Bracelet at Justin Ryan's

on 2/4 please call 253-5716

Lost a silver watch. Somewhere.

Christmas gift from Grand Dad^
1^
j?^^'

black leatherband. Please call 256-6360

2/3/84 Ring small silver pinky ring with

two cultivated pearls GREAT sentimental

value Please call Kathy 546-7108 reward of-

fered

Lost wallet on 2/3. If found please contact

Joe R. no questions asked 256-8355

On 2/3 Fri if you found my wallet on tel in

GRC please call 256-0179 reward

_MARTIAL ARTS ENTHUSJASTS

Study Sport Karate with Larry Kelley, #3

U.S. Fighter^ 256-0080

MEN'S THERAPYGROUPJH]

Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual indentity. Wednesday evenings 7

9 om sliding fee scale. Contactom
Pyschological Services Tobin Hall by

February 24. 545-0041 ^_--—

:

MOVIE

THE
Fri. Feb. 10 i

Campus Ctr.

Sponsored b^

PERSONALS

Go Down with someone you
know and trust

R. Lauderdale - Springbreak

Ski Club Goes Down
for more info 545-3437

SPRING BREAK '84

FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

SERVICES

and

Juniors, Seniors, Grad StudentsI Enjoy

the convenience of your own credit cards at

leading department stores, oil companies,

and banks. No cost to apply. If you are a

Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student,

you're eligible. Call TOLL FREE
800-232-1100, M-F, 9 am - 6 pm College

Card Corporation "The Most Trusted Name
on Campus."

^

NEED HELP with your 1984-85 financial

aid form? Call PERFECT FORMS 584-6868

for personalized assistance at a nominal fee

Looking for a home? Sorority is taking

boarders; if interested call Louise or Sylvia

at 256-6887

Karate for women, too.

tiveness and total fitness

Karate 256-0080

Typing, Copies, Binding Pickup

delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 665-3414

Area's lowest rates. Experienced

seamstress will hem your holiday clothes.

Joan 549-5548

Accountant will do your Tax Return in

the convenience of your own home. Call

Mike 256-1393

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 419 from Boston 344 from New
York complete no hidden costs also

Lauderdale choice of hotels on strip or off

Doug 549-1934

SPRING BREAK 84

Develop asser-

. Umass Sport

Extinguish the midweek blues with

Larry Kelley's Wednesday Sport Karate

class. 256-0080

Get involved with the UMass Greek Com-

munity. Greek life is an experience, a

reward, a lifetime. All university women en

couraged to sign up at the Campus Center

Concourse for Sorority Rush orientation

Monday Feb 13 at 7:00 PM
Have you registered to vote yet? Why
not? Voice your wishes, exercise your

rights.

RUSHII
• Alpha Epsilon Pi

*

• Rush Party
*

• Thursday Feb 9, 8:30 PM *

• CC 1009 •

• for a good time -check us outll *

Join caller Jerry Benoit and Hillel

for a SQUARE DANCEI
Sat. night, Feb. 11th 8.00S.U.B.

Happy Birthday Cynl I hope your birthday

goes as well as mine did. Love David

Hi Georgia Happy Birthdayl Congratula

tions on your 20th! Love always Karena

SITUATION RED at the Blue Wall tonight,

Thursday. Come and be IN THE LIGHT.

The MP's

CAKE A-GRAM
Looking for a unique idea for

Birthdays, Valentine's or special

occasions; send someone a cake directly

to their door. Delivered in costume on

roquest. For info: 549-7613/549-7845

84 SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 259 price includes round

trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reef" 'Free rent a car* "unlimited

mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Broward Blud

Free rent a car***unlimited mileage

Montreal Spring Breal Weekends

from $49.00

price includes round trip luxury motor

coach 3 days 2 nights Quality Inn

Downtown
Welcome Party at the Old Munich

Restaurant. All above prices do
not include tax & service charges

College Town Tours

482 Main St Maiden MA 02148

617 321 3993

or call on campus Eric 546-8176

Beachcomber Tours Daytona Beach

$338.00

does not include car jet from Boston

Village Tours Ft Lauderdale $389.85

does not include car hotel: Days Inn

jet from Boston

College Town Tours Daytona •318.00*

including free rent a car unlimited

mileage jet from NY add $20 from Boston

Ft Lauderdale S338* jet. hotel. Days

Inn free rent a car unlimited mileage

jet from Boston

all above prices include tax -^ services

make your own choice

TRAVEL

RIDE WANTED

To Mass. Ave. Cambridge every Fri. after

12:05 call Sue Ellen 546-62^

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a place to live during Spnng

semester. Pref. close to UMass. Responsi

ble, 24 yrs. Student. Call Ted: 549-2773

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Need one person to share house on bus

route Hadlev 586-3406

SAY IT WITH
A FLOWER

Say it with a flowerl February 6-9 CCC
sponsored by NSA

SEND A VALENTINE

sponsors=
Classlfia

Send your Valentine a Collegian

Classified. Deadline for classifieds is Fri-

^''T^^^?''^3^30Dm.

FLORIDA

Miami/Fo^ Lauderdale area
$209.00 Round Trip

tair only)

Convenient Departures
on the

scheduled airlines

(these are ni risky charter flights)

seats are limited

call 584-3224

UMASPA MEMBERS

If you moved from last semester's address

and haven't informed us, please call

Elizabeth Devlin 665-4647

UMASS SPORT KARATE

Larry Kelley, Instructor. First class meets

Wednesday 4p.m. February 8th. Cost: $55

per semester (includes shirt) Beginner and

intermediate karate students welcome. Call

256-0080

WANTED

Intermediate Stats book for GBFin 303

after 4 call 256- 1 364

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment to move in

Sept or Aug, Cliffside or Squire Vill. pl«

call Alan 546-7085 or Liz 546-7212

tDB Dim

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SA
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There will be an organizational meeting

for the women's varsity soccer team on

Thursday (today) at 5:30 in room 225B at

Boyden. For further information, contact

coach Kalekeni Banda.
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Bonnies in town for vital hoop clash
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Parity has indeed taken roost in the Atlantic 10 con-

ference this year. With the exception of the two

Philadelphia schools, Temple and St. Joseph's, the Atlan-

tic 10 conference is one that is tightly packed from third tc

tenth place.

"The league is very balanced, with exception of the two

Philadelphia schools," UMass head coach Ron Gerlufsen.

"The teams need a little edge (home court). The home

court is a added boost. Teams have to play very well to win

on the road."

So in comes to town the St. Bonaventure Bonnies,

whose last win, ironically, came on the road against Rhode

Island. St. Bonaventure also holds a conference record of

5-5 and is tied for third place with West Virginia, George

Washington, Duquesne.

UMass, Rhode Island and Penn State are tied for

seventh with 3-7 records.

Tonight's 7:30 meeting, which can be heard on WMUA
91.1 FM, is a big, big meeting. "It's really our most im-

portant game of the year. We're going to start a stretch

that has a lot of home games," the coach remarked.

So many home games that UMass plays six of their last

nine games at home. "We have a most favorable schedule.

We have to capitalize on it. We'll count on the crowds at

the Cage and their enthusiasm to help carry us through

the end of the season," Gerlufsen said.

So, the task starts against St. Bonaventure and it will

not be an easy one. The Bonnies crushed UMass in New
York by a 81-64 score last month after taking a 14-2 lead

to open the game.

And the trick will be keeping the ball in the hands of

freshman guard Carl Smith. "St. Bonaventure did a good

job defensively keeping the ball away from Carl and it

disrupted our offensive game," Gerlufsen said. "But we'll

be prepared for that."

And the starting five will be prepared. Edwin Green,

Donald Russell, John Hempel and Horace Neysmith will

again be the starting lineup and will have to face the likes

of senior guard Mike Sheehey, guard Norman Clarke (22

points in the first game vs UMass) and Alvin Lott (18

points).

"We have to shut down their perimeter game,

"(Jerlufsen. "We have to negate their outside game."

UMass. who is 7-11 overall, features two conference

leaders. At one end of the spectrum, Green towers with 41

blocks while speedy Carl leads the league in assists with

130. Smith is currently ranked in the top ten in the nation.

St. Bonaventure will also have to deal with UMass'

Collegiui photo bj Darid Uenbcr

I ALWAYS FEEL LIKE SOMEBODY'S WATCHING ME — University of Massachusetts

junior guard Donald Russell finds UConn's Carl Hobbs breathing down his neck in an earlier

game. The 3-7 Minutemen are back in action at the cage as they Uke on the Bonnies of St.

Bonaventure, 11-7 overall, tonight at 7:30.

leading scorer John Hempel, 15.4 points a game. Russell

has been showing signs of coming out of his season scoring

slump by scoring 18 points in Massachusetts last two

games against URI and Penn. State.

Bobby Braun. who came off the bench to score a career

high 15 points against Rhode Island has been working

hard in practice, according to Gerlufsen. "Bobby has been

working very hard in practice. And the first indication we

had of Russell breaking out of his slump was by how hard

he was working at practice," said Gerlufsen.

So for the Minutemen, the drive to the Atlantic 10

playoffs begins tonight and the goal for UMass is to finish

sixth or higher. If they don't they face a playoff to reach

the Atlantic 10 quarter-finals.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS - UMass is 6-1 at home

this season, 1-10 on the road. After losing six of seven,

UMass has won two of their last three. TRIVIA: Name
these athletes who graced the covers of Sports lUtistrated,

Time and Newsweek in the years from 1969-73. There are

five. Answer tomorrow.

UMass nipsDartmouth
snaps streakinOT win
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Victory is always sweet, and it's even

sweeter when a seven game losing streak

has been broken in the process as the

University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team found out in defeating

Dartmouth on Tuesday, 69-65.

The Minutewomen ran off to an early lead

and never looked back and were ahead 34-

25 at the half. UMass. which now sports an

8-11 record, controlled the game with a

disciplined offensive attack. Barbara Hebel

scored 19 points for UMass before having to

leave the game in overtime due to a

sprained ankle. Freshman center Karen

Fitzgerald scooped in 12 more points for the

Minutewomen.

UMass held the Big Green down for most

of the second half until Dartmouth's Sue

Murray scored with five seconds remaining

in the game to tie the game at 58 a piece.

The Minutewomen held on in the five

minute overtime scoring three quick

baskets for the 64-58 lead. After Dart-

mouth retaliated with five points, the

Minutewomen's Jerrie Bernier nabbed an

offensive rebound to put UM back in the

driver's seat and the team went on to seal

the victory.

"We were up for most of the game,"

UMass guard Wendy Ward said. "We were
able to keep our composure. It is like a

turning point. We played better each game
(during the losing streak).

The Minutewomen try to keep on the

winning track as they will return home to

host the University of Maine on Saturday at

Curry Hicks Cage.

SportsLog
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Track stars shine at Princeton
By M.E. MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Members of the University

of Massachusetts men's and

women's indoor track teams
traveled to New Jersey last

weekend, participating at

the Princeton University

Invitational.

Both .squads turned in good
showings against some very

tough competition from the

New York and New Jersey
areas.

Senior Rod Laflamme was

a bright spot for tne men.

winning his division in the

3,000 meter with a fine time

of 8:28; meanwhile, Kayla

Morrison highlighted the

women's dashes, making it

to the semifinals of the 55

meter-dash with a quick

7.28.

Morrison will be busy this

weekend as she travels to

New York City to represent

UMass at the prestigious

Bud Light Invitational on

Fi .

'

uinT she'll

be in Worcester with the

rest of the team at the Holy

Cross Invitational.

The men's distance medley

relay, consisting of Ted
White, Neil Osborne, Jan
Novak. and Paul
Stanislawzy k , led
throughout their race before

being edged into the third

spot, less than one second

behind the leader.

White and Novak agam
figured in the two-mUe relay

along with John Keeian and
John Lynch. The group ran
in thf championship and
came ir. eighth.

Just a few thoughts . .

.

With Sarajevo now being the focal point

of the sports world, all eyes are on the

U.S. hockey team in their quest to repeat

that season in 1980 which took America by

storm. It all started with that tie with

Sweden on the first game, then other

countries beaten, one by one. Finally,

victories over the Soviet Union and

Finland ... I can still hear Al Michaels

almost screanrung when we finally got the

gold (If The Way We Were starts

breaking out in your mind, you're not

alone).

The reason why Tm reflecting on 1980 is

because 1984 doesn't look as promising.

The loss to Canada, 4-2, who still must be

bitter after losing two of its players due to

U.S. pressure, puts incredible pressure on

the hockey team. They must win the rest

of their games in order to get into the

medal round. Although they are not

definitely out, chances are not good that

they will make Sports Illustrated's

Sportsman of the Year.

Other Olympic news: a "friendly"

rivalry is developing between two

American figure skaters, Rosalyn

Summers and Elaine Zayak. Most people

are out there saying. "Who gives a #$&!".

and I must admit that figure skating ranks

right up there with auto racing in terms of

excitement. In both sports, the most

exciting moments are when somebody

cracks up. . . But we should see some

interestmg competition between the two.

Both are very good and the winner will

follow Dorothy Hamill and Peggy

Flemming into skating stardom—"Ice

Capades with the Muppets.

'

Back to hockey, the pros are past the

midway point with the early favorite

being the Bruins, no not the Islanders or

Oilers. Edmonton showed that they are a

one-man team as evidenced by their

folding up without Mr. Gretzky. The

Bruins have handled the Islanders

throughout the season and when they get

back all the injured players, they'll be

tough.

Likewise for the Celts. They simply are

the best team in basketball. What makes

them so good is their depth. Los Angeles,

Portland, or Utah will probably represent

the West, but that looks to be a formality.

K.C. Jones always seems to put the right

combinations in at the right time. . . The

All- Star game was fantastic, as was the

Slam Dunk and Old-Timers games. I

thought Dominique Wilkins was going to

take over with some of his incredible

jams, but Larry Nance out did the Doctor

for the title. It really was a good show.

College hoop is just overtime after

overtime in one of the more exciting

seasons in recent time. It's anybody's

guess as to who'll win it but watch out for

Louisville. They are always able to peak

at the right time and Denny Crum isn't

among the all-time winningest college

coaches for nothing. . . The toughest

conference has to be the ACC, with the

worst team being North Carolina State,

the defending champs. They will be well

represented in the tourney.
Finally: UMass hoop is in pretty good

shape. If we keep on winning at home and

steal another one on the road, we'll end up

with a pretty respectable record. The

tough games will be St. Bonaventure

tonight, and Temple and St. Joseph's later

. . . Gotta like the way Carl Smith has led

this club. This freshman shows a lot of

poise and guts by wanting the ball for the

last shot. He's also among the national

leaders in assists . . . But, can he ride the

luge?

No more need be said.

Register to vote today in the Campus Center
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Faculty union
gets raises in

3 year contract
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

A new contract which provides for salary increases and a

discrimination grievance procedure for faculty and

librarians was ratified by union members on the Amherst
and Boston campuses of the University of Massachusetts

yesterday.

Members of the Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP), the faculty and librarians' union on the two cam-

puses, who have worked since June without a contract,

yesterday and Wednesday voted 403-32 in favor of the

three-year agreement, MSP officials said.

The contract, which provides for salary increases of up to

28 percent, will cost the University about $30 milhon over

three years. MSP officials said.

"I think this is a good solid contract, with a good solid pay

package," said James Boylan. president of MSP on the

Amherst campus.
The salary package provides for across-the-board in-

creases totaling 5 percent the first year. 5 percent the

second year, six percent the third year and merit raises.

Pay is retroactive to Sept. 25. 1983. but faculty and

librarians will not receive bigger pay checks until May or

June because of the various government channels which

the salary appropriation must encounter, Boylan said.

In addition, the union now has an internal grievance

procedure for filing discrimination charges.

Boylan said the long awaited gfrievance procedure and the

salary increases would "make things work better on

campus."
"Every agreement is a compromise," Boylan said. "I

think that the University got something and I think we got

quite a few things."

An "educational needs fund" was also established with the

ratification of the contract, which will provide money for

faculty research and travel. Boylan said.

The new grievance procedure and "educational needs

fund" will go into operation immediately, Boylan said.

The contract was approved by the UMass Board of

Trustees last week, and must now meet the approval of the

Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Education.

Neil Harrington, a spokesperson for the regents, said in a

telephone interview yesterday, that the regents' approval

of the agreement is a technicality, and expects the contract

to be passed at the Board's next meeting.

After the Regents approve the contract, the Governor's

Office of Employee Relations will review it, and pass it on

to the Governor. The Massachusetts Legislature must

then approve the salary appropriation.

The last retroactive salaries stemming from contract

negotiations took more than a year after the expiration of

the agreement to reach employees. Boylan said.

About 1800 MSP members were eligible to vote on both

campuses for the contract which involved about 45

negotiation sessions during the year-long bargaining talks,

Boylan said.

"This wasn't a big breakthrough contract." Boylan said.

"I think it's a maturing contract agreement
."

This is the third contract which the union and University

has negotiated since 1977. Boylan said. The MSP was
voted on to campus in 1976. and the latest contract

negotiations were the first not to need the assistance of a

mediator, he said.
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SGA disagrees

with activities
fund proposal

(ollepan phoUM bt Kmtie Watt«r»

HARD AT WORK - Richard Cannon (above)

keeps a careful eye on a metal project at the
School of Engineering machine shop while
graduate student Larry Dwyer (below) sifts

sand samples at the Guinness building.

By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association members are upset

over a budget program statement which they claim will

give the administration "sole responsibility" for overseeing

the Student Activities Trust Fund.
In the past, the SGA has been established within the

program statement as having a "clear and consistent" role

in control of trustfund money, said Chris Sullivan. Senate
Speaker. Sullivan said the wording now redefines that

role.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey has scheduled a Monday
afternoon meeting with SGA members to discuss the
statement.

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche said the statement, in its

present form, is "a slap in the face" of the student
government and an attempt by the administration to take
control of the fund.

"It is basically taking what was formerly dual control
between the students and administration and turning sole

responsibility over to administration." he said.

SulUvan said the administration, with this new
statement, could potentially exercise a veto over SGA
approved activities.

""They could, for example, say 'this concert is against

administrative policy' and then stop the event." he said.

The program statement was drafted by Dennis Madson,
vice chancellor for Student Affairs. Sullivan said he met
with Madson periodically over January to formulate a

budget statement which represented both student and
administrative rights.

"It is basically taking what was former-
ly dual control between the students and
turning sole responsibility over to the ad-

ministration."

Eric Nitzsche

SGA Treasurer

"It was my understanding that we had come to an

agreement," Sullivan said.

He said Madson showed him a "completely different draft.

I think this showed disrespect for students in general." he

said.

Sullivan said Madson told him he was planning to submit

the statement to the Budget Office Thursday, but later

decided to wait until after the Monday meeting.

Bill Collins, a Southwest area senator, said the issue was
brought before the senate Wednesday, and "the entire

senate body is strongly united" against the budget
program statement.

"We are against the administration taking total control of

SATF money," he said.

Nitzsche said he hopes Monday night's meeting will bring

a positive solution to the problem, and that the ad-

ministration "will recognize the role the SGA has been

playing" on behalf of the students for a long time.

UMass, local stores check food forEDB content
By PETE ZAKON
Collegian Correspondent

Despite a Suffolk Superior Court ruling yesterday to lift

the ban on EDB (ethyl dibromide) conuminated products,

local stores will not sell those foods until the state's appeal

is decided on.

University of Massachusetts Food Services and area

supermarkets searched their inventories this week for

foods on the sUte Department of Health's list of 135 foods

containing more than 10 parts of the crop spraying

chemical per billion parts product.

Marie Cappadonna. director of University Food Services,

reported Wednesday that her suff had checked all stock in

the dining commons and Munchies convenience stores for

products containing EDB.

Cappadonna said he staff has found no food products in

stock that are listed, by brand name and code, on the

public health department's list.

Cappadonna said her "game plan" would be to pull im-

mediately any products on current or future official lists of

contaminated foods that may be delivered to UMass Food
Services.

Cappadona also reported that to her knowledge no one

has returned for refund any food product on the list to any

Munchie's store on campus.
Louis' Foods, Inc. of Amherst will refund any coded

product unused or partially used and determined by the

state Department of Public Healin to contain the pesticide

EDB. courtesy booth Clerk Susan Lynch said Wednesday.

Lynch saia Louis' wilt aisu reiuaa <uiy unu&txl products ot

the same brand and description — but displaymg different

code numbers — as those listed as containing EDB.
Louis' Grocery Manager Dave Kaminsky said he found

not a single item banned by the Massachusetts Public

Health Council in his store. Lynch said she recalled one

product returned.

Louis' has posted a list of products with detectable EDB
in the store.

Mike MacDonald of The Amherst Price Chopper said the

store had received some inquiries about EDB and has

ifladly given refunds.

The Price Chopper's main office in Schenectady. New
York notified iu .Amherst supermarket about the problem

of EDB-contaminated products "immediately. " according

K' MacDonald.

Inside:
Superior Court lifts state EDB ban p.2

UMass economics professor calls for U.S.

withdrawal from Central America p.3

EPA restrictions on EDB examined p.5 "Ever>' hero becomes a bore at
last."

Minutemen slam-dunk St. Bonaventure 's, t> i u tir u t-«

9i.gl p.l2
"" Ralph Waldo Emerson
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usMarine transfer

to he realizedsoon
WASHINGTON Defense Secretary Caspar Wein

berger, declaring "We are not leaving Lebanon," said

today a tentative plan calls for transferring 500 U.S.

Marines out of Beirut by the end of the month and then

assessing the situation.

Weinberger, testifying before the House Foreign Affairs

Committee, said: "I want to make it clear that the transfer

of Marines does not in any way serve as a giving up of our

goals in Lebanon."

President Reagan announced Tuesday that the Marines,

now numbering 1.500 near the Beirut International Air-

port, would be pulled back to ships off-shore.

Weinberger said, "It is probable the first Marines will be

moved out before the end of the month."

The tentative plan, he said, is for 500 troops to be put

aboard ships by the end of February and then to "see what

situation developed with regard to the balance."

Weinberger thus left open the possibility several

hundred Marines could remain in Beirut for an un

determined amout of time. At another point, he said:

"We're not leaving Lebanon."

AP Laacrphoto

MOBBED - Mark O. Haroldsen, whose arm is

just barely visible in the plaid sleeve, tries to

hand out $300 in dollar bills in Philadelphia to

promote his book "The Courage To Be Rich."

Police stopped Haroldsen after he had handed

out around $200.

Congressmaypass acidrain controlmeasure
WASHINGTON - Massachusetts governor Michael S.

Dukakis said yesterday Congress may pass a full fledged

acid rain control measure this year, even though the

Reagan administration has called for more research in

stead.

Dukakis told the Senate Environment and Public Works

Committee that damage from acid rain has reached

emergency proportions in his state and, in the long run, it

will cost less to curb the pollution that causes acid rain than

to repair the damage from it.

"I think it's the best year to pass this bill," Dukakis told a

group of reporters later in the day. "Interest is very high.

"

Dukakis said one of the keys to whether Congress will act

this year is whether the National Governors' Association

recommends passage of an acid rain bill.

The governors' group is meeting later this month and its

executive committee is scheduled to take up the acid rain

issue, Dukakis said.

"I think the Congress is very much interested in what the

governors are going to do on this, " Dukakis said. "I'm

cautiously optimistic the governors will act on this and that
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will have a great impact in the Congress."

In response to a reporter's question, Dukakis said if the

governors fail to act, or vote down a recommendation, the

action would be a setback to the possibility of Congress

approving an acid rain package.

Dukakis asked the Senate committee to consider a

proposal of the Coalition of Northeastern Governors that

would finance acid rain pollution control measures through

a trust fund made up of a Ux on electricity and fees paid by

polluters.

That would Uke some of the financial burden off the

Midwest and the Appalachian coal states, Dukakis said,

and would make the plan more accepUble to those regions.

"We've put together a proposal that recognizes equity,

fairness and some substantial sharing of the burden." he

said.

Sen. Robert T. Stafford, R-Vt.. chairman of the com

mittee, has opposed taxing electricity.

But Dukakis said he felt the only way an acid rain control

bill could pass in Congress is if it contained financial help

for the high-sulfur coal states, many of which have been

the hardest hit in the nation's economic recession.

Womanpleads innocent
to father'smurder

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. The daughter of a Bondsville

dairy farmer, found shot to death in his milking barn last

April, pleaded innocent Thursday to murder charges.

Pamela Domey Rinault, 30, of Thorndike, who worked

with her father in the family-run dairy farm, answered

"not guilty" in a loud, clear voice after a secret indictment

accusing her of killing her father was opened in Superior

Court.
Noting that Mrs. Rinault had two young children at

home and had driven straight to the courthouse Thursday

afternoon after being served a summons at her job. Judge

John F. Moriarity allowed her to remain free on $25,000

personal surety to be posted by her mother Friday mor

ning.

Superior (JourtJudge

lifts stateEDB ban
BOSTON - Massachusetts' emergency ban on the sale of

food tainted with the suspected cancer-causing pesticide

EDB was lifted Thursday by a Superior Court judge, and

the state quickly appealed.

Suffolk Superior Court Judge Killer Zobel granted the

grain industry request to stop the ban, saying the state

"has bound her own hands" from imposing tougher

standards than the federal government.

The move suspends the state's toughest-in-the-nation

ban on selling products containing 10 parts per bUlion or

more of ethylene dibromide, or EDB, a chemical widely

used as an agricultural pesticide since 1948.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has

recommended allowing significantly higher EDB levels.

Charging EDB is "one of the most carcinogenic sub-

stances ever tested," Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti

reacted by announcing a direct appeal to the state's highest

court to overturn Zobel's decision.

Bellotti said the judge "failed to adequately weigh public

health interests." He said Assistant Attorney General Carl

Valvo had secured a hearing before a single justice of the

state Supreme Court. The hearing is scheduled for 2:15

p.m. Friday before Justice Paul Liacos.

"You're weighing pecuniary interests- -money interests-

of the grain institute against the health of the people of our

state, and I think when you do that there's no real con-

test," he said. "You have to err, if at all, on the side of

caution."

Anticipating a state appeal, industry attorney Thayer

Fremont-Smith said, "Tm hopeful that the Court of

Appeals will agree with Judge Zobel. We think his legal

reasoning is very sound and sensible.

Judge asks station
for *BigDan'tape
FALL RIVER, Mass. - A Providence television station

Thursday rejected a judge's request to see a news tape

that is a central issue in a motion to dismiss charges

against one of six men accused of taking part in a highly

publicized gang rape.

Superior Court Judge William Young sent a letter to

WLNE-TV on Thursday, asking to see a copy of a news

story broadcast Tuesday on jury selection in the Big Dan's

rape case.

Attorney Francis O'Boy, who represents defendant

Virgilio Medeiros, claimed the news story, which included

a brief interview with Bristol County District Attorney

Ronald Pina, was "highly prejudicial," and "misleading."

O'Boy asked the court to dismiss charges against his

client because the news report could affect the abiUty of

potential jurors to remain impartial.

Station officials Wednesday said they would likely

comply with the judge's request. But on Thursday,

managing editor Dave Layman said the station wants the

judge to issue a subpoena before it would consider giving

up the tape.

"It appears that it might become evidence in the case

and our feeling is that the proper form for that is a sub-

poena," said Layman. "We are concerned that the process

go forward in the proper manner."

The news report discussed the legal issue of "joint

venture," a clause in the law that allows the prosecution of

a suspect for a crime he may not have directly committed if

it can be proved that his involvement aided the crime.
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Professorrecommendswithdrawal from Nicaragua
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor

recently jdned 45 academics and resear-

chers in recommending that the United

States withdraw its nulitary forces from

Nicaragua and emphasize diplomacy to

prevent war in the region.

Caimen Diana Deere, a UMass economics

professor and expert on Nicaragua, is on

the three-person executive board of the 45

member Policy Alternatives for the

Caribbean and Central America (PACCA).

PACCA is a group of Central America

experts from across the country who
volunteered their academic skills to help

chart a course of peace in Central America.

"We became concerned that if we didn't

start to put our minds towards an alter-

native, the policy of the Reagan ad-

ministration would lead us to war," Deere

said.

Their findings have been compiled in a

report, Changing Course: A Blueprint for

Peace in Central America and the Carib-

bean, which will be published next month.

Changing Course suggests that a new
policy concerning Central America be

adopted to prevent the region from

becoming a "battleground for global East-

West competition."

The current policy has faUed, the report

states, "because it is built upon false

premises. It places a Cold War context

upon social revolutions long in the making."

Changing Course recommends that the

United States' national security interest of

keeping Soviet bases out of this hemisphere

is best served by controlling "what has

become an almost Pavlovian response to

revolution."

"A mature understanding of our security

requires that we come to terms with

historical movements and forces, and not

seek to counter them through military

intervention," the report states.

Creating elections to cover up a regime in

El Salvador that relies on death squads to

deal with the opposition is not the

promotion of human rights, according to the

PACCA proposal.

"Democratic institutions can be un-

dermined as much by burlesquing them as

by suppressing them," it states.

Deere said one of the reasons the

Kissinger Commission came up with a

completely different set of recom-

mendations is because they did not discuss

the coveri war in Nicaragua.

"If the information on the war in

Nicaragua cannot be made public, then they

can't deal with the most important issue,

that of the United States financing and

being directly militarily involved in a war
against an independent country--a war that

goes against every law and every treaty we
have," Deere said.

Another reason, she said, was that the

members of the Kissinger Commission, in a

"whirlwind" trip through Central America,

did not speak with the representatives of

the majority of the population.

"They met with the military and gover-

nment officials. They never met with the

representatives of the peasants'

organizations or of the women's
organizations or the representatives of the

CARMEN DIANA DEERE
Collcciui photo by Katie Wattcra

Central America commision member

Unlike the Kissinger Commission, Deere

said, PACCA is made up of people who have

been studying Central America for a long

time and are "understanding of the kinds of

problems those countries are having."

Deere, who has a doctorate in agricultural

economics, has been to Nicaragua 12 times

in the last three years. Because of her

expertise on women in developing agrarian

countries, she was asked by the Minister of

Agriculture of Nicaragua to help them
promote the role of women in the rural

communities.

Today, Deere will be taking part in a panel

discussion on "A definition of the world

economic crisis- -its political and economic

roots," part of the three day conference on

the world's political economy at Mount
Holyoke College. It will begin at 1 p.m. in

Gamble Auditorium.

Achievement forwomen 'not a fad

CoUcgiM pirato bj Katie Wattcra

WHAT TIME IS IT? - The clocks in the Old

Chapel give passerby a distorted sense of time.

by DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

The historical willingness of many women to challenge

gender barriers and an organized political movement has

led to a current atmosphere of "options and choice" for

women in education and professional achievement.

Miriam Slater and Pennina Glazier, professors of History

at Hampshire College, said at Smith College Thursday

night that although women are still underrepresented in

the professions, the trend towards women in the sciences

and professional occupations is "not a fad."

"By profession we mean those occupations which are

achievement based, have an ideology of service to the

public and which necessarily regulate themselves," said

Glazier.

According to historical research done by Glazier and

Slater, with the rise of the professions in the period from

1890 to 1920 and the concurrent rise of medical and

graduate schools also came new problems on how to

"achieve control over the creations of new generations of

experts."

UMass to give busin
By KATHY HART
Collegian Correspondent

Starting today, business and industry in the sUte can

start looking to the University of Massachusetts for im-

portant information.

The Massachusetts Information Scanning Unit, a UMass

program offering businesses rapid, inexpensive delivery of

public information, will begin aiding industry in the state

todftv*

MISU is a jwnt venture of the School of Management and

the University library and is based in Goodell library. To

use the service, business information seekers from large or

small firms merely call and request the information they

need, from market research to demographic statistics or

'government reports.

The MISU researcher then goes to one of the more than

220 data bases to find the information needed.

Once the information is scanned and retrieved, the unit's

While comparatively easy to find reasons to exclude

many male appUcants to graduate schools on the basis of

class, race or religion, the exclusion of white, upper-class,

protestant women presented another problem," said

Glazier.

According to the research, mechanisms soon developed to

exclude women from graduate school altogether, as in the

case of Harvard University which has allowed women into

its medical school only since 1946 and into the law school

since 1953.

"They just threw applications out as soon as they were

received" said Glazier.

Later when women managed to get accepted and

graduate from professional school, they were stiU denied

full professional status.

"A woman graduate needed internships, clerking ap-

prenticeships, admission to the Bar and access to libraries,

all of which were easily denied her," Slater said.

"Today's women live longer, bear fewer children and are

joined by men who are beginning to be aware that equality

of opportunity is not only a female problem," Glazier said.

document delivery service will put the information in the

cueni s hands within 48 hours. Most information tracking

services take from two weeks to a month to deliver copies

of requested books and article reprints, said MISU head

Salvatore M. Meringolo.

This service is going to facilitate the use of the

University library resources by business...The main

objective of MISU is to broaden the University's role as a

public service, and expand its relationship with private

business and industry," Meringolo said.

MISU also offers an information surveillance system,

which can help businesses keep up-to-date on marketing,

and prices. The system even monitors competitors,

sending out monthly reports at a company's request

.

MISU has access to information on just about any topic

imaginable, says Meringolo. If the topic isn't siiited to

daU-base researching, the MISU researcher will do the

legwork necessary to get information from reference

sources.

Casino night , dances planned
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

A series of new social events will hit the

Campus Center this spring.

A casino night benefitting the United Way
Foundation and a series of Friday evening

dances at the Blue Wall have been ten-

tatively scheduled for this semester, Mike

Reilly. board of governors chair said last

night at the BOG's first meeting of the new

term.
The casino night, scheduled for March 3,

will include a variety of gambling games

such as blackjack, roulette, and craps,

while drink specials will be held throughout

the evening.

The event will be semi-formal, and the

BOG is currently looking for celebrities to

run some (rf the games. ,

Among some of the people the board is

trying to get are Steve Nelson of the New

England Patriots, Bill Cosby, Ruby Vine,

Larry "Bud" Melman. Joe Carvel, and
Tommy Van Scoy.

In the other scheduled event, Jerry Quill,

treasurer of the BOG, said that on Feb. 24

the Blue Wall will be "transformed into a

wizbang Studio 54 on Friday nights in-

cluding disco lights and a first-rate dance

floor."

Quill also said talk is underway to divide

the Blue Wall in half on certain nights by

means oi a petition in order to produce a

"less barnva. d" atmosphere in the club.

"If we can g'^t the barstools and the

petition into the Blue Wall, it could create a

pub-like atmosphere in there, and on nights

when big rock bands aren't in, students

would enjoy a cozy atmosphere," Quill said.

Besides these events. Quill said UMass
students could look forward to a "veriUble

potpourri" of upcoming events.

By ANDREW WOLFF
C<dlegian Cwrespondent

use

The Southwest Area Government

(SWAG) assembly was informed last night

of the decision by officials at University of

Massachusetts Food Services to move its

large computer equipment into the craft

shop and I.D. shop in the Hampden Dining

Commons.

SWAG co-president Mike Bean, in an

effort to brief new and returning Southwest

representatives, named the Food Services

decision as one of a few challenges facing

SWAG this semester.

That decision to take over what Bean and

co-president Dave McCarthy believe is

student space was one that should not have

Deen made without first consulting the

students.

Bean said the decision has far more serious

implications than most believe and in-

dicated in his report to the assembly last

night that the issue is not closed.

In other business, Bean and co-president

Dave McCarthy said it is SWAG's job to put

pressure on the parking officers to repave

parking lots 21 and 22.

Bean described the parking situation as

"absurd. There are potholes and sharp

rocks, and we hope to see the parking office

re-prioritize their paving plans." he said.

In addition. Bean said reserved parking or

university employees in lot 21 was ex-

panded without notifying permit holders.

"All of a sudden I see two more rows

reserved and some spots are going unused.

They did it without notification, and it

seems unfair," he said. "Especially when

you find a parking ticket on your windshield

and didn't know about the restriction."
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Registration

hours posted

SUNDERLAND -
Residents can register to

vote at the Town Clerk's

office in the Town Hall

Saturday, from noon to 8

p.m.; Monday, from 9 a.m.

to 12:30 p.m., and Tuesday,

9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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Thirsty for news?
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Amherst Flics presents:

Last Tango in Paris
. _^ Shows 8 PM& 10 PM
$1.50 Fri. Sat. Sun.

Amherst College, Merrill 1

3X 2Z rrr ji: 2S

"Heart- Stopping. A
spellbinding horror film.'

kNtI MAmiN. ^^WVOKK llMfS

ir -iL.
(413) 584-8242

r^ialiks
X^ .^ JAPANESE CUISINE

TEMPURA
TERIYAKI BEEF

JIALIH SIMERAL
WILFRED SIMERAL

2S

SHUSHI & SASHIMI
SUKIYAKI

32 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA

SS 2Z

ASMy KUBRICK RIW

li NICHOLSON mS\ OUVAli

1 SHINING SMN'kING

sBllYKUBRICKsOIAN[ JOHNSON

»[? KUBRICK %mmm^

TIME

{DATE
5 PM' 7 PM, 9 PM. 11 PM PLACE Campus Center Auditorium

Feb. 10th (FrI) ADMISSION 5:00 - $1./7, 9. 11 $1.50|

Sponsored bv Chi Delphia_

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 83
d Days 7 Nights Luxurious Horei on rh« Snip

Hof»i only W/Motor Cooch W/Jef

$149 S265 W75

t|(9|M|( rox included ** fox included *'»j

For more info 545-3437

Performing
Arts Division
Music, Theater and

Dance instruction,

popular and classical

styles, private and

group, children and

adults. Walk-ln
Registration ends
February 10. OLD
CHAPEL. 545-0519

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Oni' Rockateiier Praia

New York. N Y 10020
Phona (21?) 581-3040

Mail this ad lor Special
Student/ Teacher Tanll.

MENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

DIETING?
Try a different ap-

proach. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Say goodbye to

diets, forever! Call

University Health Ser-

vices, 549-2671 ext.

181 to register,

deadline is February

17. Classes start

February 28. Hurry,

t^OURSEASONS^
Location: On Rout* 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from froa bu* atop at Hampahira Mail

MEISTER BRAU can* $7.99

LITE cans W.99

MILLER cans $9.99

GENESSE BEER bt $6.95

CARLING BLACK LABEL bt $6.99

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RUM 1.75 $9.49

CLAN McGregor scotch. . . . i.76 l. . . $11.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $8.99

RIUNITE WINES 15 $4.49

GALLO TABLE WINES 15 L $3.99

SEBASTIANI TABLE WINES 3 L $5.99

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE 750 ml $2.99

VALENTINES DAY GIFT SPECIALS
Amaretto di Saronno Rose Box. . .750. . .$11.99

Belle Bonne after manufacturer's rebate coupon
750 ml $14.00

(a wonderful chocolate almond cream liquer in a heart shaped box)

Four S«*aon« Stor* Coupon

I TBOmI

I $1 .00 Off

I Jack DanielsI «iai;K. L/aiii«ji9 i***^""" / ,,,7

J
900d only 2/10 2/14 | good only 2/10 2/14

I Four Saaaons Stof* Coupon

I
TSOmI I

I $1.00 Off
I

!Stolichnaya80*>}

Beer Balls - Kegs - Cups Free Delivery

DINNER-
ForTwoIsJust

The
Beginning.

I li. AmiIutsI |).i\Mi(.>«n

t .illlUll 111 il«l|Hl.lllilll Willi

urn i.uliM.iiul llic I IMC All

(. ,I1U I IN .n;.llll sllnllsi 111114

\ tlll'MlilU' '>

l>.i>

(iiM-.i>\.i\

l>ru>tii>);!

I lll,\ M llli k\ Wllllkls Will > 111'

Diiinoi (or Iko.iIi'Ih- '! Ilu'

llIU Alllllil>l MnI.IUI.IIIK

• t harlii- s

• Diiiw s

• Di'l.iH'' s

• l^iKaililti-

• I nicl Jt-IU'iv lint

• l'luiiil>lf\ s

• I hi- I'lili

"•fCl'IM-

luo ihoiio liik(.'t<>

III iviiiiiit; r. <iiii"'lrfiii

IlKlll dl lllf

Fine Art* Center
loi mil' 111 'III'

|ii|lii\\m>; S(ii iii;

(XTliirmaiKi's

IS tiiillelsjd// di- Montreal
• S(>rin|{fii-I(i Svmphoin

li.lUlllll,^

Jean I'ierrr Kampal
• I'liilip |€>iK's Brass I nseniblo

• Muir.iN I niiis Dante ( oiii|Mn\

• C'oi>i<>i(l Slrinj; Quartet

•Jiilinin (iiiffiiiC'liiio I reeiiian

(Tickets contributed by
the University of Massdchusefis
fine Arts Center.)

ENTER YOUR NAMK IN THE
DRAWING FEBRUARY 1ST THRU
FEBRUARY I4TH AT ANY
DOWNTOWN COUNCIL MEJMBER
BUSINESS DISPLAYING THIS SIGN

DRAWINGS TO BE HEIO
FEBRl AKV I4TH DECISION OF JUDGF-S
IS FINAL WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED
FEBRUARY I5TH.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

(Ownera *nA fiun*9vr( ol Oowmiown Counol bu»inrv»e» *re not eligible.)
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Reagan plays

roulette again
The Reaganized Environmental Protection Agency's

allowance of EDB in the food supply, soil, and wat«r

is another in a series of steps toward increased

hazards to the public health. It has occurred because of

backward movement in regards to the Environmental

Protection Agency's original aim, to clean up our environ-

ment. What the unjust policies of the Reagan Administra-

tion have meant seldom make headlines, but the facts and

the attitude of those "calling the shots" are alarming.

Thomas Pitoniak

Be a diplomat in three easy steps

Stuck in a go-nowhere, do-nothing job? A career in

the fast paced world of diplomacy may be the job for

you. Have you got a High School diploma? If you do,

than you can qualify. Just take this simple quiz.

Lawrence Madden

Quiz #38 LATIN AMERICA

1. You're at a cocktail party, someone brings up the

topic of "the people's struggle" in El Salvador. You

laugh, and correct him by saying:

A. I was in El Salvador in the thirties and if it

weren't for these leftist thugs...

B. Where's the Jax-k Daniels?

C. The situation is similar to what happened in

Crunchberry land on my cereal box today.

2. Some nasty reporter accuses the U.S. of employing

death squads in your host's country? You say no, we're...

A. Saving the World for Democracy.

B. Keeping a lid on it, we're down to just a few thou-

sand a day.

C. Having a Coke Party at the embassy Uiter. Why

don 't you stop by for a fev! lines 1

3. The Dictator of your country comes to you in tears,

breaks down and sobs "There was leftist graffiti in

Capitol City today." You say...

A. Let's pave it over.

B. That 's nothing. Have you ever seen a subway in

New York?
C. Try one of these pills my wife gave me.

4. Congress wants to send money. The thing that peo-

ple in your hosts country need most is...

A. Lots and lots ofMl6's.

B. Food for the starving children and hospitalization

for wounded citizens.

C. Cable T.V.

5. The President asks you what the situation is in your

host's country, you say it's...

A. Still proifperous andfree but the price offreedom is

not always cheap.

B. Like a CIA cimrjention.

C. Clcmdy and (wercast until Thursday with highs in

the nineties.

If you answered A to all of the above questions then

you're right! You can become a highly payed diplomat in

the privacy of your own home! Just send $.^00,000 to the

Re-elect President Reagan Committee, the White House.

Washington, D.C. or call toll free. Order before midnight

tonight and get our free special lesson "How to Cover Up

a Massacre" and a Ginsu Knife - all free!

Laurrence Madden is a UMass student.

Letters

Hatch needs less smoke
To the Editor,

We would like to suggest that a portion of the Hatch be

set aside for non-smokers. The non-smoking section of the

coffee shop is not large enough to acccomodate all those

who find tobacco smoke offensive. Thank you.

Howard Gabor
Peter Lundquist

Tom Stoddart
Sunderland

Good questions arise

To the Editor,

Congratulations to Peter Abraham for writing one of

the most concise and effective pieces of news reporting,

(his "News Analysis" published in Wednesday's

CoUe^an), I have seen in this paper in my four years here

at UMass.

Steven A, Diamond
Amherst

Jackson's part of History

To the Editor,

Regarding Peter Abraham's news analysis of Feb. 8.

It is amazing to see how Abraham's criticisms seem to

arise only in the face of doubt. If Mr. Abraham is deeply

compelled to provide students with information about

what their money is financing. I suggest he research the

whole picture and not just sketch out his own biases.

Students paid thousands of dollars for repairs on the

chancellor's house. Students funded the largest (monetari-

ly speaking) little 'mini' store. Furthermore, for years a

large chunk of the Student (}overnment Association's

(SGA) budget has gone to UPC, whether or not they fill

their quota of 'good line-ups', as long as they keep a runn-

ing deficit. Funds have also been provided for other per-

formances when the nature of the performance was

previously unknown. All recipients of such funds were not

students.

The point is that students have constantly funded pro-

ceedings while being tf)tally ignorant of allocation pro-

cedures as well as being totally removed from any decision

making process.

Peter Abraham chooses to hit the limelight by making

himself shine with the print of the front pages. By doing so

he attacks a major event which aroused numerous people,

many of whom pay their SATF quota, and do in fact have

a right to choose who they want to come and speak. No
reasons implied, the eloquence of an orator does not de-

pend upon the conditions or topics of their performance.

Jesse Jackson did in fact start off Black History month

vyrith a boom. He addressed Black History and more impor-

tantly the historical factors affecting present situations.

The realm of discussion did encompass cultural, political,

socio-economic, and historical issues of humanity, all of

which are directly related to the sentiments surrounding

Black History Month. It would be violently ignorant to

pretend that Jesse Jackson is not the presidential c^-

didate that he is. Should he have come and acted as if he

was not the man, who besides being an extremely compe-

tent candidate, is an important figure in Black history as it

moves through the present? I believe this was Abraham s

notion, to seperate one's beliefs from one's self.

Mr. Abraham should first analyze his own realities

before trying to divide and condemn what is meaningful

for others. Maybe selfanalysis could provide some insight

about the extent to which his cultural biases push him to

interogate such a humane performance eliciting hope and

harmony.

Amy Marion
Amherst

Ethylene dibromide, in case you haven't heard, is still

used as a pesticide by growers of citrus fruit and grains.

(Wheat, corn, and oats are all grain products.) This is in

spite of the fact that the EPA itself already "considers"

EDB one of its most toxic substances under study. In

response to the rising awareness of its widespread use, the

EPA has hastily recommended levels that make a

mockery of the old levels saying. "An ounce of prevention

is worth a pound of cure." I venture to say that the levels

of 175 and 900 ppb are too high to indicate any serious

commitment to the interests of the consumer.

William Ruckelshaus, head of the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency has, while downplaying the issue, made lit-

tle mention of the specifics involved in last year's so-called

ban on EDB. EDB was found to have contaminated

groundwater supplies in six states. In response, the EPA
ordered an end to its use on soil in citrus orchards. The

first ban called for a "phase-out" of its other primary use,

fumigation. But in great respect for the selfish means of

the gargantuan food industry, the EPA permitted the use

of this toxic chemical while the usual endless appeals took

place. With Ruckelshaus' feeble refusal U) offer guidelines

for its use on citrus fruit, its use there as a fumigant has

survived two "virtual bans." The new ban most of all af-

fects its spraying EDB into stored grain and milling equip-

ment U) fight infestation. This practice was never halted,

regardless of the knowledge of EDB's extreme toxicity.

This is not the only chemical with which the Reagan Ad-

ministration has pursued a Russian Roulette policy. Two
weeks after EDB's initial ban last Octol)er, the EPA decid-

ed to cancel any effort to prohibit use of the chemical Lin-

dane (hexachlorol)enzene). In 1980 a proposal to ban Lin-

dane was put forth by the Carter Administration, because

of evidence linking the substance to cancer, birth defects,

and harm to aquatic life. This chemical, known to be

dangerous to living things, is now more free than ever to

splash forth in shampoo ujK)n the heads of children af-

flicted with lice.

One of the most revealing events in the history <)f the

Reagan EPA concerns two compounds containing di(»xin,

and the Dow Chemical Corporation. Two herbicides,

2,4,5-T and silvex, were cancelled late last year from any

of its remaining uses; this is undoubtedly spectacular,

given an EPA that has proposed only one hazardous

substance regulation under Reagan (covering arsenic).

What gives this ban less in principle than it has in effect is

the fact that cancellation t<x)k place only when Dow, a

company that staunchly advocated their use, decided to

withdraw from the hearings. At that point, Dow
Chemical, not the incapacitated EPA, requested cancella-

tion. The EPA under Reagan has yet to announce any new

substances hazardous, although the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services has declared 11 of the 37

chemicals the EPA has been studying for six years as car-

cinogenic.

The latest news about EDB is unfortunate, since the

original ban on EDB should have been effected last Oc-

tober; a proposal to ban EDB was put before an apathetic

Reagan Administration as far back as 1981. President

Reagan's frequent talk of limiting government "in-

terference" is a convenient way of excusing his Ad-

ministration's national irresponsibility. The environmen-

tal policies and tolerance of industry inaction th&t

characterize this administration have directly led to the

unwarrantable endangerment of the public health.

Thomas Pitoniak is a Collegian correporuient.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

to editing for clarity and length.

Join the Investigative Task Force!

Come see us anyday, 2 to 6 p.m.,

Editorial Desk.
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"TWO GREAT SALES !N ONE
ON \OUR OLYMPIANS
AND GO FORjOSTENS GOLD
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
17\DIES' lOK GOLD
ADAGIO
$20. OFF

MEN'S lOK GOLD
CARAVEL

$20. OFF

See Your joslens Representative for details of lostens Easy I^ayment Plans.

Date: Feb. 8, 9. 10 - Wed, Thur. Fri Place: University Store

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit: $15.

MSI*

m QS6^
lOSTENS IS THt OFFICIAITWVRDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OLYMPIC GAMES.

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-3534

atteHtion

COLLEGE STUDENTS
(with a valid student I.D.)

SATURDAYS ONLY!
just bring your student I.D. card

and receive 10% off!

V-

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

0tAraUA*

Univoriity Drive, Amherst, Mass.
Just past U^ss Stadium, from SW dorms

MolSOn $12.75 + 1 20case

Grizzly $3.40 + 306pk

MichelOb loosecans $10.99 + 120CS

Miller Lite 120Z cans $9.95 +120

Rolling Rock i2ozbonies $9.95 + 120

Schmidt i2oz.cans $7.75 + 1.20

Carling i2oz.botties $6.95 +1.50

Gallo Premiums 1.5 $3.59

Gallo Varietal
Chenin, Fr, Colom. 1.5 v3a #9

253-5696

Sebastiani Varietal chenin, Fr, coiomb

1.5 $4.49

Piat D'Or 15 $4.69
Old Crow Bourbon 175 $11.49

Black Velvet 175 $11.99

Cossack Gin 175 $8.99

Mohawk Vodka 1 75 $7.95

Black Prince Scotch l $7.49

Ron Roberto Rum 1.75 $9.25

not responsible for typographical errors

t

X
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bNortheast Area Government
is holding elections for

Vice-President and Treasurer

Nomination papers can be

picked up from Diane Rossi

Rm 304 Dwight

S Last day to pick up nomination
^

3 papers is Feb. 15. Elections will
^

2 be held Feb. 23 during dinner,
f

I
Voting is at Worcester Dining

^
^ Commons. 8
'J& tc^O-'^Ji? €^r?^(^'''!3i9 <ic^<»''^:iS^ C^r^'<S)^'?5i^ «£:
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Jonathan Edwards enjoyable

Head for the Mountains

UMASS SKI CLUB

SAT. 2/11 Stratton

$19. includes lifts

transportation, refreshments

SUN. 2/12 Jiminy Peak

$17. inlcudes lifts

transportation, refreshments

For more info:

545-3437

JONATHAN EDWARDS and
THE JOHN COSTER BAND
Rusty Nail, Sunderland
Saturday, Feb. 4

by SHELIA CLINTON
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday was a very enjoyable evening at the Rusty Nail

in Sunderland. The occasion was a concert with an old

time favorite, Jonathan Edwards. The cover charge of

$5.00 was very reasonable for what proved to be a full

evening of top notch entertainment.

Opening the show for Jonathan Edwards was the John

Coster Band. John Coster is a skilled singer and

songwriter from Connecticut. After an absence of several

months it was a pleasure to have them perform in the area

once again. The band opened with "Old Stones," a ballad

that received a lot of airplay on WRSI about a year ago.

The enlarged dance floor at the Nail was put to use, but

not to the extent that it was when Jonathan came on.

Jonathan Edwards is a personable entertainer. His

relaxed nature seems to transform a large night club to a

cozy living room. He opened with a reflective song called,

"Hey Brothers and Sisters," about life inside a prison, and

the audience listened appreciatively. Two other musicians

accompanied him on Saturday. Kenny White on piano and

Jimmy Biggins on bongoes and saxophone.

Many of the songs that Jonathan sang on Saturday were

familiar, such as "Sunshine," "Don't Cry Blue" and

"Athens County". However, there were just as many un-

familiar and newer songs. The range in his style is im-

pressive. Quiet ballads, rock and roll, funny songs, and

moving love songs were all performed with equal en-

thusiasm. "I'll F'ollow My Heart" was an especially lovely

song. He followed that with an energetic version of "She

Wants You Back Again."

Although Jonathan Edwards would best be categorized

as a folk musician, he is by no means "too mellow." While

Saturday's show had a "down home" feel, it was definitely

a lively night. Some of his songs ask for participation from

the audience, such as "Shanty" ("We're gonna lay around

the shanty and put a good buzz on."). All are meant for

dancing, and each triggers some emotion. The music scene

has taken many turns since Edwards began playing.

Rather than seeming old, his music is refreshing. Edwards

uses his music as a vehicle to express how much he enjoys

life. And that's not bad at all.

( Summer Jobs
\ UPWARD BOUND/
\

UMASS AMHERST
) Positions Available

i

s

Instructors (for College Prepatory Curriculum)
\

Counselor/ Tutors (for residential component) r

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: Feb. 29, 1984

7 Internships also available — (

our February Special

Twofer One
Molson
Golden
Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141

s:3c

F=l

Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trrp— any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer

• Luxurious Highway Coaches
• l^ini-Buses.

School Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

Bus Lint^s, Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call; General Office and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free m I^A 1-800-322-0297

apcafc

iC^

MIKE^S MAD MUNCH-OUT
FRIDAYS

$1.00 The greatest

will get you assortment of

all you can carry ^
Beer and Drink ^^ \p
specials too -

Served promptly

at 5:30

hot and cold

buffet style food

r^ in town
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Black Affairs
There will be a briefing TODAY at 4 p.m. at

Yvonne's on how the UMass black community

can assist in the registration process.

••:.:.:.:.:•:•:•:•
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"Proud" comes to UMass
:.vx:xv:'X'::v:::v:w>:v::w^^^^^

By YADIRA BETANCES
Colle^fian Staff

•Proud" siarnng Glynn Turman and Phyllis Bailey will

op«?n the ninth series of plays for the 1984 Spring season of

the Third World Theater at the University of

Massachusetts on Saturday February 11 at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

Writing by playwright C. Bernard Jackson. "Proud" deals

wuh the moral and social issues an inspiring actor is

confronted with when he witnesses a brutal police beating

of a Chicane youth. He must then make a decision between

his career and his conscience.

Third World Theater's production of "Proud" marks the

first area appearance of the Los Angeles Inner City

Cultural Center on the east coast. Co-founded by Jackson,

the Cultural Center has been a pioneer in Black theater for

14 vears, producing such works as "Earthquake."

"Departure," by C. Bernard Jackson and "A Black Woman
Speaks" by Beah Richard.

Jackson is an award-winning playwright who has written

a number of works including the Obie Award winning

musical. "Fly Black Bird" and "lago," winner of three

Dramalogue Awards.
Turman is an actor and a director, educated and trained in

the east. In addition to appearing on television and in

films, Turman has taught acting at the Cultural Center.

One of his pupils was soul superstar Aretha Frankiln, who
now is Mrs. Glynn Turman.

The two men started a professional relationship when

Turman traveled west in the lead of "Slow Dance on the

Killing Ground" at the Los Angeles Center.

Jackson once said he specifically wanted to write

something for Glynn, because "I happen to think he's one of

the better actors in America Today."

The two men said "Proud" was constructed "around a

central concern over the problem of responsibility in

today's world. The theme we're trying to deal with is

commitment, on many different levels," Jackson said.

There will be a free acting workshop with Glynn Turman

and Phyllis Bailey at the Green Room, Theater Building,

Smith College at 1 p.m. on Saturday.

For blacks, dreams are not enough
by SATYA GABRIEL
Special to Black Affairs

The season of the million dollar contests is once again

upon us. I get so manv of the extra long envelopes all

savmg that SATYA GABRIEL SHALL BE PAID ONE
mIlLION DOLLARS! or some variation thereof that I can

no longer be sure of how many of the envelopes I get, much
less who sent them.
Well. I've been entering these contests since I was about

twelve which may be pan of the reason so many of them

have my name. But Fve never won nor do I expect to.

The truth is I do hold a shadow of a doubt about winning.

Despite all my efforts I remain, at least in part, an idealist.

I think of it as somewhat of a cultural trait.

I grew up in a community of black farmers in rural

Arkansas. Folks tended to dream a lot, even while

working verj- long, hard hours in the Arkansas mud. Folks

dreamed about the afterlife and true freedom.

Folks dreamed about living without fear of hooded

monsters or hunger or old wooden shacks going up in

flames like matchboxes. And dreams became as real, if not

more real, than hacking away at the earth, bent over from

sunup to sundown.
Dreaming is integral to the life of black America. It is the

stuff our music and poetry is made of. It is the basis of

lovemaking and dancing. It is the underlying theology of

our religion. It's the way we survived two hundred years

of physical and mental torture under slavery.

But there is a time to dream and there is a time to get out

in the streets and make the earth shake. There is a time

for idealism and a time for realism.

EDITORIAL

Photo rourtciy of Third World Th«at«r.

Glynn Turman will star with Phyllis Baily in

the soul stirring production of "Proud" on Satur-

day February 11 at Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m.

The play, which questions our role in the

assistance of others is being presented as part of

Black History Month activities at the University

of Massachusetts.

1 grew up with my great aunt. She was one of those

compassionate black women who represented a delicate

balance between idealism and realism. As a child she had

witnessed her parents being humiliated by whites in Calico

Rock, Arkansas, and then experienced their being forced

off their land, away from their farm.

She had been gang raped by white men during their long

trek from northern to central Arkansas. Her realism was

manifest most strongly in the old colt 45 she kept under her

pillow at night.

None of us can wait for the letter to come with our million

dollars. We must be willing to wake up to the reality that

the quality of our lives is in our hands.

It depends on our being awake to the brutality and ready

to deal with it. to change it. It depends, too, on our ability

to dream dreams about a better world, a world we must

always work towards and never simply wait for.
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The PGA presents

10th Floor CC
Tonight 9 PM - 2 AM

It 's A Nice Day
to come out. . .

And Dance!!!
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Last Day
to Advertise for

Valentine 's Day
is Friday
February 10
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441
HAPPY HOUR PRICING!!!

Schaeffer Long Neck 12 oz $7.99 case + dep.

Stroh & Stroh Light 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6 pack -i- dep.

$9.80 case + dep.

Molson Golden Ale $3.75 6 pack + dep.

Helneken light or dark $4.50 6 pack + dep.

Bud or Bud Light 12 oz. can $10.95 case + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 L $8.49 1.75 L

Barrelled Beer & Beer Balls Always in Stock

kjeSt "Nora" - a

welcome to Spring - in 11

wonderful colors. Low heel,

butter-soft leather - perfect for

the woman who loves fashion ft

wants comfort.

Open Sunday

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited h> Margarel Farrar and I rude Jaffe

|Vt4 I u<t \ng«tc% limr% N^Mthair

ACROSS
1 Controllable

5 Raccoon s

relative

10 Pharmacist s

measure
14 Newspaper item

15 Island off

Scotland s coast

16 Superior

17 Where Olympia IS

19 Namesakes of

a president

20 Resident Suffix

21 Wall St abbr

22 Black Sea port

24 Shipworm
26 Find

28 Join the chorus

30 Get back
33 Spoken words
36 Sheepish
38 Dutch commune
39 Perry's creator

40 Like a good cake
41 Slithered

42 Love, to a Scot

43 President s men
44 voce
45 Opposite
47 Heaven, in Egypt
49 Becomes a

contestant

51 More inquisitive

55 Pugilistic weight

57 Javanese tree

59 Palm leaf

60 Town crier's word
61 Famed Army man
64 English composer
65 Amigo s rope
66 Part of a clock

67 Fashion

68 Sea birds

69 Feed the kitty

DOWN
1 Namely
2 Slow up
3 Scrooge, tor one
4 Poetic ending
5 Grand
6 NEA and PTA
7 Soviet guild

8 The way, in China
9 Like a babe
10 "Who love

their country
"

Pope
11 Yalta Conference

figure

12 Certain books,
for short

13 Isolated hill

18 Part of Asia

23 Freshwater fish

25 Ferrara family

27 E India state

29 Do
31 Reword
32 Makeover
33 Place for a

take out

34 The Duke
Cromwell

35 Twice president

of the US
37 Compete
40 Prayer asking

for mercy
4

1

Old French money
43 Johnson of

comedy
44 Flounder

46 Menu item

48 Pineapple.

Spanish style

50 Miss Anthony
52 Hawkeye
53 Support politically

54 Street show
55 Solid blow
56 Architect

Saarinen

56 Athletic Rose
62 Comparative

ending

63 One kind
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Collegian

Recruitment meeting
• Experience • Excitement

• Open to ali majors

Wednesday, Feb. 15
8pm-9pm

Room 805 CC.

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich/
Cranberry Sauce

Spanish Shrimp and

Rice Casserole

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Fish with

Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Garbanzo Vegetable Bake

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu
Baked Fish with

Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

Weather

Today, sunny and cold,

high around 30. Clouding up
tonight, lows in the 20s.

Rain tomorrow, highs in the

30s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

anon cinan agan
nDBnn Dnnci annn

iidDFidi onnnin
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nnnn na[i[iaFi::iE]ci

nnnMBPinnn ancir

nnnn nnran ncinnn
nnnn nnun nnnnn
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SfNIOM CITiniWlMTH t : CARDS

HAMPSHIRE 4 584-75501 MT. FARMS 4 584-9153
MERYISTWEP
KlMTPtUUCLL

CHER

SILKWOOD
4:15, 7:00, 9:30

One Week Only

GORKY PARK
4:45, 7:15, 9:46
Matinee 2; 15

HOT
DOG-
...THE MOVIE!

4:45, 7:15, 9:55
i» Matinee 2:00

4:30,7:15, 9:45'

Matinee 1:45

TKSBmSRf

parantf about guy*

^ ^ "• 'tourto
5:00. 7:46, 9:56

Matinee 2:15
OCBitA VMr«CEi)

SHim£YMKUMf«

^^4:15, 7:00, 9:46

Matinee 1:30

Dudley Moore Nastatwa Kinaki

Unfaithfully Yours
4:45, 7:30, 9:55
Matinee 1:45

UNCOMMON
VALOR

GENE HACKMAN
4:30, 7:15, 9:45
Matinee 2:00

^mc»»»«i'SHi«(

»

«1S M V)

MADNESS
FRi ASAT at 12:iSajn.

Quadrophenia

Lord of the Rings

'* 'ABSENCE' COULD
WELL BE THE BEST
PICTURE OF THE YEAR."
•A DVN AMlll MOVIi:, A MVSIIKV,
A rHKll-IllR, an inicllistnlly woven plot. .And

two dynamite perl'ormanccN, by two of our best

actors, Paul Newman and Sally lield. One of

the best pictures of the year."

— loi I siti.i I , Alu;- r\

"I'All M;V\ MAN IS Ol 1STANI)IN(;. His

vigorous perl'ormance makes 'Absence
of .Malice' worth seeing."

-(,IM SUM II. NHC- rv

AS THI SCRIIN'S CiRI AH S I 1.1 ADlNt; MAN.
Timely, provocali\e, brilliantly written, acted and

directed. 'Absence of .Malice' will stick to your
ribs the way few movies do these days. I urge you

not to miss it."

-RIXKIH), NHW YORK I>AI1.V NKWS

•"NKWMAN'S BHST WORK SINCF CXKJL
HAND LUKH: MISS FIHI.I) IS Tl RRIl IC."
-hRhUVAt.iR, ASSOCIATFD PRKSS

"COMPKI.LING STUFF, confidently directed

and performed."
-DAVID ANShN. NFVVSW'FEK

.vxVtrv;^

.Monty Python & the Holy Grail

^e ^f=

maiiis

We're

delivsring again

to the campus

TRY US FOR
A CHANGE

PAUlNEWIIilN SALLY FIELD

I '(M«/4«M*0«i fbiu

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A MIRAGE ENTERPRISES PRODUCTION
PAUL NEWMAN • SALLY FIELD • ABSENCE OF MALICE • Mus.c by DAVE GRUSIN

Direclor ol Phologtaphy OWEN ROIZMAN ASC • E»ecutive Producer RONALD L SCHWARY fTj

. J^^i7fr=iliasniHMr1 ^""e" "V •^'-'"'^ LUEDTKE • Produced ana Directed by SYDNEY POLLACK
||j|PC

fei:!i¥'*-'"-Ea*^y-* "°" »*'^'-*'""" »oo«*l s«=sr

FREE
I

order of Potato Skins |
with every deliver^urchase^f^U)^rjTK)r^^J

Take advantage of our coupon

and enjoy some good food with variety

DATE: Sunday Feb. 12

TIME: 5, 7, 9, 11

PLACE: Campus Center Aud. (CCA)

ADMISSION: $1.50 (75' - 5:00 show)

^^ ^^ s»«s= s»^ s»^ J

"TWO GREAT SALES IN ONE"
ON 'VOUROLYMPIANS
AND CXD fORpSTHMS GOLD

$25OFALL
WKGOLD RINGS
See Your lostens Representative for details of lostens Easy Payment Plans.

Date: Feb. 8, 9, 10 - Wed, Thur, Fri Place: University Store

Time: 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit: $15.

05^
lOSTENS IS THE OFFICIALAVU^RDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OtyMPIC GAMES

,Coiieglan n

Wt^
PERSONALIZED

STYLE HAIRCUTS

[ $7.00 "1 I
I (with this coupon) j p
I $10.00 with

^
I
Shampoo and ! f

I
Blow Dry j §

I
$11.50 Long Hair I

f
Expires 2/29/84 C | i

Please Call for an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

Fri. - Tues.

Feb. 10 - 14

Time After Time 7:00

Return of Martin Guerre 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

I
Remember all your sweethearts

with

Valentine^s Day

Cards & Candy

I
A.J. HASTINGS, INC. m.

I Newsdealer & Stationer

I 45 South Pleasant Street
|u^3=a fiTCi»^(;5.-^^?^ tf?viw<Ji>-^:?S fi5vifc.O.-i:?» 6?vi»^G:P^^3^ tfTv^.^ i£)-^i**tfSvi»^Ci>^irf:5% (

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday

Cash in advance * 15 consecutive days

Friday * Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day
10% discount • Phone number FREE

ARE YOU AN
ACCOUNTING MAJOR?

I need a tutor for Accounting 222 Please

call 546-7035 and ask for Michael if in-

terested (call eves)

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJS

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir-

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO

Speakers, RAL3wav, 125wtts/ch. Brand

new $325 or BO must sell 542-3494

Stereo Equipment lowest prices available

most major brands available Akai, JVC,
Technics, Kenwood, etc. call Steve
546-5181

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 Honda Wagon 400 or BO must sell

please call 549-7520

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth, Dennis; Largest inventory

of studios, 1 , 2, 3 Er 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/528-8300 or

617/771-2233.

EMPLOYMENT
~

Employment SGA Affirmative Action

position available. Requirements - serious

committment to AA principles, good
organizational and writing skills, ability to

work independently. 12 hrs/week 3.35/hr

Application available 420 SUB or call 5-0341

for more info. AA/EOE

ENTERTAINMENT
~

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.
Why pay more? 256-1393

* Risky Business *

* Friday 2/105, 7. 9. 11 $1.60 •

* Engineering East Auditorium *

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you morel More lights,

more requests and more experiencel Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire quality

sound at the lowest price call 584-6712

FOR RENT

Own room in beautiful Sunderland
house. On bus route. Rent negotiable, (ap-

proximately 140-1- ) 665-2512

FOR SALE

Mexican Red-Legged Tarantula for sale.

Clean, quiet 549-4894 Amy
Elan 903 Skis, Tyrolia 160 and size 8 boots,

$130. also. Lady Koflach Turbo size 8
boots, new $150, Kelly 546-7307

Computer for sale or rent Apple II + 48k

best offer call Ruthie anytime 256-1306

Platform beds, we build them. Queen
with drawer 169. 527-2141

1974 Yamaha GOO buy now save big good
condition some mileage call Chuck
549-5838

Yamaha 12 string guitar ex. cond. $175.

call Craig 546-7867

FOUND

Black leather wallet in CC on Feb

546-9158 and identify it

7 call

GIVE MY DOG A HOME
My dog needs a homel Moved and can't

have pets. The dog is half labrador. He is an
outside pet. He comes equipped with a dog
house, collar, and chain. Good with

children. 4 years old. Call Cathy at 545-3500

between 8:30 am - 4:30 pm or after 5:00 pm
if you have a home for my dog. 527-3106

HELP WANTED

Button-Up is looking for a creative person
to design and make buttons. 10 hrs. of

workstudy/week. Call Roberta at 545-0341

X2B ASAP. Start right away.

ARTISTSI The SGA Communications Of-

fice now has a workstudy graphic designer

position open. Portfolio required. See
Keiley in 423A Student Union for applica-

tion. Deadline is 2/10/84.

Public Relations/Advertising! The SGA
Communications Office has the following

paid positions open for Spring '84: Opera-

tions Supervisor, Production Coordinator,

and Typesetter. Experience helpful, but not

necessary. See Keiley in A23A Student

Union for application. Deadline is 2/10/84 .

Waitresses, apply at Rusty Nail, 3 to 5

weekdays, no exp>erience necessary general

office help MS 1-6 daily

COORDINATOR - UMASS MEN'S
CENTER Requires coordination of ad-

ministrative budget, programming,
outreach, and evaluation 10-15 hrs/week

@ 3.35 committment to social issues

awareness a must. Job description, ap-

plication available Brett IX due Feb. 14

AA/EOE

Balloon Delivery person wanted - ex-

perience in clowning, juggling or entertain-

ing preferred. Apply at Bloomin Balloons,

1 50 Main St, Northampton

Part time sales reps needed for

Resources Unlimited GREAT commissions

call Mike 256-1393

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Counselors: Camp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co-ed children's camp. We will in-

terview on Camp Day March 13th Write: 12

Allevard St, Lido Beach NY 11561 (include

your teieohone number)

INSTRUCTION

Bass and guitar lessons $8/hr for more
info call george 584-0708

LOST

Lost wallet on 2/3. If found please contact

Joe R. no questions asked 256-8356

On 2/3 Fri if you found my wallet on tel in

GRC please call 256-0179 reward

MARTIAL ARTS ENTHUSIASTS

Study Sport Karate with Larry Keiley, #3
U.S. Fighter. 256-0060

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP

Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual indentity. Wednesday evenings 7

pm - 9 pm sliding fee scale. Contact

Pyschological Services Tobin Hall by

February 24. 545-0041

MOVIE

THE SHINING
Fri. Feb. 10 at 5, 7, 9, 11

Campus Ctr. Auditorium
Sponsored by Chi Delphia

PERSONALS

Go Down with someone you
know and trust

R. Lauderdale - Springbreak

Ski Club Goes Down
fnr nrw. inf» ^^-JATJ
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SPRING BREAK '84

FT. LAUDERDALE

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS
THE BEST BUSES

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

Juniors, Seniors, Grad StudentsI Enjoy

the convenience of your own credit cards at

leading department stores, oil companies,

and banks. No cost to apply. If you are a

Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student,

you're eligible. Call TOLL FREE
800-232-1100, M-F, 9 am - 6 pm College

Card Corporation "The Most Trusted Name
on Campus."

Looking for a home? Sorority is taking

boarders; if interested call Louise or Sylvia

at 256-6887

Karate for women, too. Develop asser

tiveness and total fitness. Umass Sport

Karate 256-0080

Extinguish the midweek blues with

Larry Kelley's Wednesday Sport Karate

class. 256-0060

Get involved with the UMass Greek Com-
munity. Greek life is an experience, a

reward, a lifetime. All university women en-

couraged to sign up at the Campus Center

Concourse for Sorority Rush orientation

Monday Feb 13 at 7:00 PM
Have you registered to vote yet? Why
not? Voice your wishes, exercise your

rights.

Je T'aime Rose 'The Perfect Rose
"

fresh cut, first quality roses

Single or Dozen Roses w/ Babies Breath

and box, ribbon and card (deliveries)

Breakfast in Bed
La Balloons

Gift Certificetes for 2 to the hot tubs

Mon b Tues Feb 13 £r 14 in front of the
Hatch

Dear Heidi Let's have a great weekend I

Happy Valentines Dayl Remember I luv yal

Love Ken

Have a knee slapping, straw picking time

tomorrow night at the SQUARE DANCE!
Feb. 11th 8:00 S.U.B. $1.00 donation sug-

gested

Shari, Happy 1st Anniversary. It's been a

long year but we're there. Hope to have

mora with you. Love, Jeff PS jogging

together with you is best

p--»--

Hooky.
I love you so *«.r> much,

SEND A VALENTINE

Send your Valentine a Collegian
Classified. Deadline for classifieds is Fri-

day 2/ 10 at 3:30 pm.

SERVICES

Typing, Copies, Binding Pickup and
delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 665-3414

Accountant will do your Tax Return in

the convenience of your own home. Call

Mike 256-1393

SHOPPERS SHUTTLE
~~

Catch the Shopers Bus - Wednesdays 9-3

Saturdays 10-4 GRC to Price Chopper and

Stop Er Shop hourly

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 419 from Boston 359 from New
York complete no hidden costs Lauderdale

choice of hotels Doug 549-1934

SPRING BREAK 84

84 SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 2!S9 price includes round
trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reof***Free rent a car*"unlimited
mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Broward Blud
•••••Free rent a car***unlimited mileage

Montreal Spring Breal Weekends

from $49.00

price includes round trip luxury motor
coach 3 days 2 nights Quality Inn

Downtown
Welcome Party at the Old Munich
Restaurant. All above prices do

not include tax Er service charges

College Town Tours
482 Main St Maiden MA 02148

617 321 3993
or call on campus Eric 546-8176

Beachcomber Tours Daytona Beach
$338.00

does not include car jet from Boston

Village Tours Ft Lauderdale $389.86

does not include car hotel: Days Inn

jet from Boston

College Town Tours Daytona "SIB.OO"

including free rent a car unlimited

mileage jet from NY add $20 from Boston

Ft Lauderdale •$338* jet, hotel. Days
Inn free rent a car unlimited mileage

jet from Boston
all above prices include tax + services

make your own choice

SUMMER
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

Practical Business Experience while you

earn $4000-$7000 in the sumnr>er. Infornrw-

tion presentation: Campus Center, room
803, 4:00 Tuesday College Pro Painters

TRAVEL

FLORIDA

Miami/Fort Lauderdale area
$209.00 Round Trip

(air only)

Convenient Departures
on the

scheduled airlines

(these are not risky charter flights)

seats are limited

call 584-3224

Bahamas-329 Jamaica-279 Includes:

round-trip air 7 nights hotel

Florida-209 round trip air only
call now for reservations Springbreak

Colleen 256-8668 or 1-737-9114

UMASS SPORT KARATE

Larry Keiley, Instructor. First class meets
Wednesday 4 p.m. February 8th. Cost: $56
per semester (includes shirt) Beginner and
intermediate karate students welcome. Call

256-0080

WANTED
Intermediate Stats book for GBFin 303
after 4 call 256-1364

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment to move in

Sept or Aug, Cliffside or Squire Vill. please

call Alan 546-7085 or Liz 546-7212
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Minutemen bounce the Boimies
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team hosted a Welcome Back
party for their fans last night, rocking the

Cage with a convincing 91-81 thumping of

St. Bonaventure.

The Minutemen placed five players in

double figures with the best offensive

showing of the year. Forward Horace

Neysmith paced UMass with a season-high

23 points on perfect 10 of 10 shooting from

the floor in the first post-intersession game
at the Cage.

UMass, now 8-11 overall and 4-7 in the

Atlantic 10, controlled both the tempo and

score of this game, losing the lead but once

as they avenged an earlier 81-64 loss to the

Bonnies.

"It's not the best game we've played this

year, but it's a real good one," said coach

Ron Gerlufsen. "We showed them a few
new things on defense and offensively we
flowed. Playing at home helps a lot, too."

The packed house of 4,200 saw UMass
jump out to an 8-2 lead as St. Bonaventure

cracked under the intense pressure defense

employed by the Minutemen. But the

Bonnies came back on several hoops by

center Barry Mungar to take a 20-18 lead.

Neysmith tied the score on a reverse layup

before Donald Russell pounded the boards

to drop in a layup to give UMass the lead for

good. 22-20.

Rob Samuels scored for the visitors prior

to unanswered hoops by Russell and

halfcourt on the press and with a lot of open
court in front of him flew in for a look-out-

below dunk that made it 32-22 and ef-

fectively killed St. Bonaventure's hopes.

UMass finished the half ahead 44-37.

Neysmith and Russell (17 points) did what
they pleased in the second half, scoring

down low or in Russell's case with smooth
outside jumpers. Green hammered a few
Bonnie offerings back into the seats to add a

few good scenes to his highlight film.

UMass fans held their breath at the 6:33

mark of the second half when Hempel was
slammed to the floor by Mike Sheehey
while attempting a layup. The big forward

went down hard, suffering a mild con-

cussion, and spent a night in the hospital for

observation.

Statistically both teams were a red-hot 68

percent from the floor in the first half, with

UMass 6 of 7 from the line. For the game
the Minutemen were 33 of 53 (62 percent)

while the visitors were 32 of 64. UMass
shot well from the line at 25 of 33. Carl

Smith was 9 of 9, and Green was 4 of 4.

For the scoring totals Green had 14, Bobby
Braun had 13 off the pines, Carl Smith

added nine assists to 13 points and the like

of George Ramming and Ron Young had
three each. Hempel ended with only four

on terrible 2 of 11 shooting. Sheehey had 21

for the Bonnies.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: Congrats

go out to Donald Russell, the junior co-

captain went over the 1,000 i>oint mark for

his career with 13:00 left in the first half.

St. Bonaventure is now 5-6 in the league.

Neysmith. Green then stole the ball at 11-8 overall.

Special night in Cage
helps UMass to victory
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

It was a night that was somehow special.

You couldn't put your finger on any one
particular because there were too many.
There were jams and there were
milestones. There was uncanny shooting

and there was uncanny defense. There was
the crowd and there was television. It was
just special.

And when the Minutemen had walked off

the floor with a 91-81 win over the same St.

Bonaventure team that had put
Massachusetts away 81-64 earlier in the

season, everyone around was aware of the

game they had witnessed.

First there was the TVS television

cameras everywhere across the floor as the

fans filed in. It was a presence that the

players and coach would play down af-

terwards, but a presence that nonetheless

added to the circus atmosphere of the Cage.

Coach Ron Gerlufsen would say that while

the cameras were there it was the fans that

created the excitement. "We've got the

greatest fans in the Atlantic Ten," reflected

Gerlufsen. "They're aU we need." TVS
play by play man Tom Mees added to that,

"Massachusetts wins often at home and
after being here I can see why."
Yes, the fans. They're importance cannot
be downplayed in any way. When the Cage
gets rockin' the impact on opponents can be

devastating. And oh did they have some
things to rock about last night.

How about Donald Russell going over the

one thousand point mark in his career with

a jumper in the lane at the thirteen minute

mark of the first half. "He's worked very

hard on the defense and the offense this

year with the switch to swing guard."

Gerlufsen would say later. "I'm really

happy for Don."
There was Horace Neysmith who perhaps

played his finest game as a Minuteman.

Neysmith nailed 23 points, had four

rebounds, two assists and three steals. He
ate the Bonnies' front line alive with move
after move and spin after spin along the

baseline. To add that he did it on a 10-10

shooting night from the floor just nruide the

eyes open wider. And Neysmith's shooting

was only a reflection, as the Minutemen
shot a blistering 62 . during the night.

But it would not stop there as the offense

was supplemented by a defense that held

St. Bonaventures to 38.5 shooting in the

second half. And there would be many
more highlights. The irrepressable Carl

Smith dishing off nine assists with one

smooth pass after another, or the

Minutemen's ease at breaking the press,

the very thing that has hounded on their

reputation.

And finally there was an Edwin Green
curl-it-under-the-arm-and-walk-the-ceiling

jam that brought the crowd to a frenzy.

Carrying his man as he went. Green put the

best highlight of all into the night.

All in all it was an important and im
pressive win for the Minutemen. But then,

thmgs torock about last night. it was more. It was special.

U.S. Hockey team loses 4-1
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia

(AP) - The U.S. Olympic ice

hockey team's dreams of a
second straight gold medal
melted away today after a
4-1 loss to Czechoslovakia

as the 1984 Winter Olym-
pics yielded their first gold

medals and a world record

in speed skating.

The loss was the second

straight for the Americans,

who won the gold medal at

the 1980 games in Lake
Placid, and virtually
eliminated the team from
contention for any medal.

Vincent Lukatch's power-

play goal at 17:47 of the

black-out interrupted first

period broke a 1-1 tie and
the powerful team from
Czechoslovakia was on its

way.

And in other hockey news
closer to home, Boston
Bruins player Craig Mac-
Tavish faces arriagnment
March 7 on a charge of
motor vehicle homicide in

the highway crash last

month in which a Maine
woman died.

Essex County District At-
torney Kevin Burke filed

pro hockey
studying the

25-year-old

player after

case.

The Bruins left winger
earlier had been charged in

Peabody District Court with
driving under the influence

of alcohol and driving to en-

danger and pleaded inno-

cent at arraignment Jan.

26.

"He doesn't have to sur-

render himself," said Karen
McLaughlin, spokeswoman
for the district attorney.

"He's not going to flee the

jurisdiction. He's a celebri

ColkgiM pkoto by Aady Hcll«r

John Hempel is about to be taken out by St. Bonaventure forward
Mike Sheeney late in the second half last night. Hempel suffered a con-

cussion and spent last night in the infirmary.

Minutemen attempt to reach

.500 mark against Cortland
By JOE PETRIN
Collegian Correspondent

Coming off of their best performance of

the season, the University of

Massachusetts mens gymnastics team looks

ready to meet Cortland when it visits

Boyden tomorrow at 1 p.m. The
Minutemen had a team total of 257.1, their

highest total of the season, earlier in the

week against Southern Conn. However,
Coach Roy Johnson still feels that his team
hasn't reached its potential.

"257 is still low for this team and we'll be
trying to out do that on Saturday," said

Johnson.

Johnson will make a few changes in his

lineup for tomorrow's meet. Lew Wingert
will see action on the pommel horse and
high bars. Eric Ciccone will be competing
in the floor exercises, still rings, pommel
horse, and the parallel bars.

One other change that could alter the

outcome this weekend is that Bert

Mathieson will not be present. Mathieson

has been a strong performer all season but

is in Canada trying out for the Canadian

National Team.

The strength of this year's team has been
on the still rings. Johnson is a little sur-

prised at his team's ability on the rings.

"The high bar always used to be our
strongest event but now the rings are. So
we must be doing something right."

Joe Demarco and Ciccone, both from
Revere, Mass., have proven their abUity on
the rings. According to Johnson their

performance this year is a credit to them,
but also to their high school coach Dave
Montani. "He did a very good job and must
have spent a lot of time working with them
on the strength moves of the rings," said

Johnson.

Saturday the Minutemen will have Cor-

bett, Stevens, Demarco, Ciccone and
Gorgone on rings. "You'll see the best team
on rings that we have," said Johnson. "All

of them can do a straight arm g^ant and
many will do two straight arm giants."

If UMass can do as well as expected on the
rings and maintain their level of per-

formance on the other events it will im-

prove its record to 5-5. Cortland is a

division two school so they shouldn't pose
much of a problem. Tomorrow might be the
big meet where they break the all time
team total of 261.5.

the felony charge Thursday ty. It would be pretty hard
morning against the to hide."

UMass weekend sports schedule
Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Men's Gymnastics
Women's Swimming
Women's Gymnastics
Wrestling

Men's Swimming
Skiing

PENN STATE, 7:30 p.m., Cage
MAINE, 5 p.m., Cage

CORTLAND ST. 1 p.m.. Boyden Auxiliary Gym
NEW HAMPSHIRE, 1 p.m., Boyden pool

at Springfield, 1 p.m.
at Brown with Princeton, 12 noon.

at New Hampshire, 1 p.m.

at Brown Tournament

UMassfootballcoachPickett resigns
see

p. 20
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Students jointo

supportvoter

registration plan
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - About 40 University of Massachusetts

students joined 1500 colleagues at Harvard University

this past weekend at a conference promoting nationwide

voter registration and student activism.

Conference attendees included members of Public In-

terest Research Groups (PIRGs), which sponsored the

forum, as well as student government representatives and

newspaper editors from colleges throughout the country.

One organizer called it "the largest student political

meeting in the last 12 years."

Workshops on topics ranging from voter registration

drive planning to student organizing, presidential can-

didate caucuses and guest speakers, such as consumer ad-

vocate Ralph Nader, filled the three day schedule.

UMassPIRG member Cindy Jacques was the event's na-

tional coordinator.

Throughout the conference, frequent references were

made to the powerful student movement of the 1960s, and

contrasts between American movements and those of

students abroad.

"We live in a period of our history of unparalleled con-

centration of political and economic power," Nader said.

He defined the 1960s as a time when "students il-

luminated the path - they took the higher risks," by

working to end the Vietnam War.

"Now this country is in desperate need of leadership,

leadership in every conceivable sector," Nader said.

"Everything about the 60s, there's more of it in the

80s," Nader said. "Because it (student activism) doesn't

smash windows (now), it doesn't get in the national media.

You don't have to be melodramatic, you have to be

factual."

Nader spoke too about the need of all students, par-

ticularly the 13 million unregistered college age voters, to

take advantage of their rights in a denux-ratic society.

"Year after year, our country elects politicians not so

much by people who vote, but by people who don't vote,"

he said. "As a public citizen, not as someone who is a

dropout from democracy, you have to exercise your rights

or you lose them. Let it not be said by some forlorn future

generation that your generation refused to give up so little

in order to achieve so much."

And these rights must be exercised with the knowledge

they are not universal, Nader said.

"All over the world there are students on the ramparts

risking their lives to overthrow despotism," to obtain such

rights, Nader said. "It's time for a dramatic, determined

historic turnaround in the way students perceive

themselves. We are Americans too, and we're going to

show you something in November that you never would

have believed would happen."

While speakers emphasized the power of the student

vote by citing low student registration in the Republican-

dominated 1972 and 1980 elections, the conference was

non-partisan.

Republicans were well represented in the college crowd,

as evidenced by healthy audience response to presenta-

tions from Democratic National Committee political Direc-

tor Ann Lewris and Sen. David Locke (R-Wellesley).

Lewis called for a voter turnout of 100 million in the '84

elections, an increase of 13 million over 1980, of which two

thirds would vote the Democratic ticket. That increase

would total eight million votes. President Ronald Reagan

won by four million votes in 1980, Lewis said.

Locke too noted the "enormous importance" of student

input "for the future of this land."

"You have an opportunity now in this year, 1984, to

make an enormous and lasting effect on the course of this

nation, and by virtue, the world," he said.
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WIND-SURFER — Winnie Greene, an

Elementary Education major, enjoys a day of

wind-surfing on Boyden Fields Sunday.

Valentine'sdance

supports child care
By JULIA COURTNEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Child Care program

will collect the proceeds of tomorrow night's Valentine's

Day dance, being sponsored by the Student Government

Association (SGA) President's Office.

Raffle tickets, drawn at the dance are being sold today

and tomorrow on the Campus Center concourse. Prizes in-

clude a hot tub for two at Utopia Spas, a free album from

For the Record, and gift certificates from Sweeties candy

store.

SGA CO-President Tom Ahem said the dance ' is impor-

tant not only in 'raising money for Child Care, but in rais-

ing community awareness of child care needs."

Elizabeth Perkins, director of the Child Care office, said

"this is the first year that there has been active interest by

the SGA and it makes me feel very good."

Former SGA president Jim Murphy said in the past, the

SGA may have lagged behind in their support of Child

continued on page U

Economistswarn oifrise

Alternative to

Kissingerreport

is suggested
By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

Rejecting the Reagan Administration's Central

American policy and calling for the formulation of an

alternative approach to the region, author and educator

Richard Koster last night criticized the recently-released

Kissinger Commission Report on Central America, in a

speech at the University of Massachusetts.

Koster, who contributed a research paper to the com-

mission, cited the need to replace a policy based on

military and economic assistance with one that seeks U)

solve the problems of political and social injustice endemic

to the region.
.

"Current U.S. policy is to ignore this underlying pro-

blem (of injustice) in order to concentrate on reiiucing

Soviet influence, but it is likely to make things worse,

Koster spoke in the Campus Center to a group of more

than fifty professors concerned with Central Amenca. He

said he disagreed with the Kissinger's report's emphasis

on the necessity of keeping the Soviets out and providing

military support to "client-state" governments.

"The military is not the solution in Central America, it is

a very large part of the problem. We can't go back tx> the

client-state system and support the military... in C^entral

America, the mUitary is at best a predatory pest, at worst

a cancer. The establishment of independent states which

are willing to address the aspirations of the people (is what

is needed)," he said.

Koster, a professor of English at the Panama campus of

Florida State University, was invited to speak by Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey on the

problems of Central America as a transplanted American

in the region who has extensively studied the situation in

the countries. He contributed a paper to the Kissinger

commission, "not too much of which was reflected in the

final report," he said.
. r- i

Koster called for recognizing that U.S. and Central

American interests are interdependent and that the U.S.

public's support for any policy is crucial to its success.

"No policy will prosper unless it is formed out of our

ideals. A policy that exploits and represses can't find much

support in this country," he said. "Our well-being is bound

up with the welfare of others. No policy will be successful

without the policy being for the benefit of the Central

Americans."

The influence of Soviet and Cuban agents was dis-

counted by Koster as inconsequential compared to the role

of the region's military forces in inspiring revolution and

he also said he supported a "rapproachment" with Cuba

and Nicaragua.

"All by themselves the Central Americans have been

capable of injustice and repression. The rich grow more

rapacious...the powerful become more repressive and cor-

rupt...moderates disappear, turn into extremists or corp-

"To blame all this on the Russians is delusion. It is more

sensible to see them as the problem's beneficiary than the

cause," Koster said.

Koster said President Ronald Reagan is running on a

"platform of death" by supporting repressive dictator-

ships and providing military aid despite civil rights viola-

tions. The issue of Central America must be brought up m

the presidential campaign, he said.

Inside:
UMass professors receive grants p. 3

Who will replace Sen. Tsongas? P- 9
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"v4 leader is a dealer in hope.

"

— Napoleon Bonaparte

By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY - In the expanding, fragile world

economy, the financial relations of developed nations to

lesser-developed nations are the unanswered questions of

the fiiture, said scholars during a weekend conference at

Mount Holyoke College.
. . ^

Experts on world political economy and students irom

colleges throughout the East discussed international

economic and political problems Saturday and Sunday, at

Mount Holyoke College's sixth annual Student Con-

ference on International Affairs.

The linkage of international trade to the debt of lesser

developed countries (LDCs) is of fundamental importance

to the economic well-being of the worid. said Joyce B.

Rabens, an international economist with the Office of

Trade in the U.S. State Department.

"Any number of forseeable events could trigger a chain

reaction seriously damaging the liberal economic system

that has been so painstakingly constructed over the past

',ib years, " Rabens said.

During the past decade. LDC debt has grown rapidly to

the present $810 billion, said Martin McLaughlin, a consul-

tant to the U.S. Catholic Conference.

Management of LDC debt requires restructuring loans

from short-term to long-term, and increasing financial

assistance to states coping with debt crises, McLaughlin

said.

International debt problems worsened in the early

1970's when interest rates on loans were below the rate of

continued on page U
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World and National News

American skaters

win flie first medals

SARAJEVO. Yugoslavia (AP) - Kitty and Peter

Carruthers, brother and sister, ended the medals famine

for the U.S. Olympic team Sunday, Uking the silver in

pairs figure skating with a nearly flawless performance.

The couple skated the 4 and one-half minute freestyle

program masterfuUy, and were beaten out only by Soviets

Elena Valova and Oleg Vasiliev, who received one 5.9, sue

5.8s, two 5.7s.

The Carrutherses, both adopted when they were d

months old. received one score of 5.9 from the Canadian

judge, but a 5.5 from a Japanese judge. They also got one

5.8 and six 5.7s. „

"I'm in shock. Tve never been happier in my whole Ufe,

Kitty said. "I knew right before the start. I looked at Pete.

It was going to be magic."

There were few detectable problems in their presen-

tation, while the gold medalists had one detectable flaw, a

slip by Valova on a double axle.

The Carrutherses edged another Soviet couple. Larissa

Selezneve and Olege Makarov for second place. The two

pairs had been tied for second going into the freestyle part

of the competition, which counted for 80 per cent of the

final score.

No American has ever won a gold medal in the pairs

skating competition. The Carrutherses had said that they

just wanted to skate a clean program and not worry about

judging or winning, and they did just that.

Until their performance, the U.S. athletes here had

nothing to be joyous about. Their troubles included the

hockey debacle on ice. which is gone but not forgotten.

SILVER MEDAL — Brother-sister figure

skating; team Kitty and Peter Carruthers

skate through a silver medal performance

Sunday. APLaMrpboto

Even too much snow has been a problem. So far. it had

been a Winter Olympics dominated by the East German

and Soviet teams and nothing for the U.S. athletes.

The two Russian medals in pairs tied them with the East

Germans at the end of Sunday's events. Both have a total

12 medals. East Germany has five gold, while the Soviet

Union has three. Now the Americans have a medal, but

still not a gold.

Arabstakesteps to

reinstate Egypt

WASHINGTON (AP) Egyptian President Hosni

Mubarak and Jordan's King Hussein, moderate leaders of

Arab nations without diplomatic relations, met here last

night in advance of a round of discussions with President

Reagan. «, u- _x u . i

The private dinner meetmg at a Washington hotel, not

announced untU Sunday, was seen as another step in the

reinstatement of Egypt into the Arab fold.

Hussein was accompanied by Secretary of State George

P. Shultz when he arrived at the Four Seasons Hotel.

Shultz left about 30 minutes later, dismissing reporters,

questions with a wave of his hand.

The dinner came on the eve of a scheduled meeting

between Hussein and Reagan at the White House on

Monday. Reagan and Mubarak were planning to meet

Tuesday, with Hussein scheduled to join later that day in

three-way discussions on the Middle East and Lebanon.

An Egyptian Embassy spokesman, insisting on

anonymity, said Hussein invited Mubarak to the dinner

meeting.

Asked the purpose of the meeting, he said. "I think it's

very difficult to say. After, we can say what was the

purpose." However, there were no statements issued

following the dinner.

White House press spokesman Lary Speakes said Reagan

and the Arab leaders would "discuss the obvious - the

current situation, how these two leaders can be helpful in

resolving the immediate situation in Lebanon and how they

can be helpful in moving the president's Middle East peace

initiative forward."

MtiKdiy, )>'cbfu«7 10, iW4 Mtiiil fl

U.S. still siq)ports diplomatic

relations in the Middle East
SANTA BARBARA. Calif. (AP)

President Reagan's decision to remove U.S.

troops from Beirut but to escalate shelling

from Navy ships was a compromise to

accommodate the vastly differing views of

Secretary of State George P. Shultz and

Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger,

a White House official says.

"The policy is a balance between the two
views, but also a balance that everybody

agrees to — that is. you continue to support

a U.S. diplomatic position in the Middle

East, at the same time according more

protection to the Marines," said the official,

insisting on anonymity.

Weinberger, and reportedly the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, were known to believe that

the 1,500 Marines in Beirut as part of a

multinational force were extremely

vulnerable and were serving no useful

military purpose.

But. Shultz reportedly disagreed strongly

with attempts within the administration to

withdraw the Marines since he believed

their presence was vital to supporting the

shaky Lebanese government of Amin
Gemayel.
Reagan's new policy, announced six days

ago. in effect satisfied the concerns of both

men.

POSSIBLE SUC-
CESSOR — MOSCOW
(AP) — Konstantin U.
Chernenko, the 72-year-

old number two man in the

politburo, is the head of

the official funeral com-
mission for former Presi-

dent Yuri V. Andropov,
whose death was announc-

ed Friday. In the past, the

head of the funeral com-
mission has become the

successor to the deceased

Communist Party leader,

although no an-

nouncements have been
made.

Cmflycrinmal

escapestoUJS.
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa (AP) -

South Africa's most wanted criminal is a

brazen bank robber and master of disguise

who once was a rising star on the police

force.

He uses his advanced police training in

armed robbery investigations and un-

dercover work on the other side of the law,

leading a gang accused of some 20 bank

robberies that netted more than $400,000 in

the past six months.

While Andre Stander's daring and high life

on the lam have made him a household

name, the officers trying to nab him are

increasingly frustrated.

And at week's end, there were reports

that he may already have slipped past them

and into the United SUtes.

Iraq attacksIran

in retaliationplan
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - Iran sheUed seven

Iraqi cities and towns yesterday, killing 14

people and injuring 89 others, and Iraq

retaliated by attacking four Iranian areas,

Iraqi officials announced.

Both Iran and Iraq had warned each

other of the attacks, in some cases naming

the specific city or town and warning

residents to evacuate — an apparent new
policy, which an Iranian official said "should

be accepted by world public opinion."

The Iraqi armed forces attacked the

Iranian port of Bandar Khomeini and the

petrochemicals complex in the city as well

as "specific targets" in the cities of Abadan,

Guilan Gharb and Sar-e-Pol-e-Zahab. said a

communique from the Iraqi military

command.

Allegied shipment of missle

equipment to China stopped
NEW YORK (AP) - Five men. including

three Chineseborn U.S. citizens, have been

arrested for allegedly trying to ship

equipment that could be used in missile

guidance to the People's Republic of China.

U.S. Customs officials announced
yesterday.

Saturday's arrests came after a three-

month "sting" in which an undercover agent

posing as a technology broker met with the

five men on several occasions, said Arthur

Stiffel, U.S. Customs special agent in

charge for New Jersey.

But before the ring was infiltrated,

authorities believe it successfully shipped

to China about $1 million worth of 'com-

puter chip devices" that can have military

uses, according to Stiffel.

He would not elaborate on possible uses of

the equipment that reached China, citing

security reasons. He said he had no in-

dication any of the five were Chinese

government agents, "but that aspect will be

investigated."

The investigation was the first involving

China, said Patrick O'Brien, an assistant

Customs commissioner in New York. The

arrests were part of "Operation Exodus," a

two-year effort by Customs to stop high

technology equipment from reaching

nations where it might be used against the

United States.
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Amherstnewcomers file

for Select Board seats
By DAVID LINTON

Two tnor*- ««indldiitM f)li»ri nomination

paper!" Frltiav aftwnoon with Town »;i^rk

Entpllp Matu^ko to makf thi» hid for ihi» two

nppn Pfli**'! Boatd <»>«ti. Uit« only conli^stlhnop

thP April 10 AmhpMi Hfrtltm.

CnlUlHtH pHntn M tnm N«riU

HPRtNG PRKVIRW ^ Bunditu uniMiwmibh wtrm w#«lher l«-

ittlr«d Bronhn tlormltofy r«omiii*« tt^HiCfi M«WI« (left) and i.yndt

Roehf l« tike iidfifitM* nf Wlitel»r Dortiiltofy roof fof Rome eirly lun-

bathlng. ^

PauK;. Schroi'def of 24 South Prospfcl Pt.

and CharlM E. Ffrprtison of ^99 Main fit.,

hoth opwronipfK In Amhwst. join Joan

()olowlph and Incumbent Rlrhat-d Mlni«ar In

n four way raei' In thia sprlntt> plfctlon.

MInfar •( scImI board position and th»»«pftt

bHng vacated by board Chair RdHh

Wilkinson ar«» up for Hfctlon.

Mlncar announced hf would awk another

thrpp year term laat month and (lolowlrh

announced her candidacy laat week.

Incumbenta running unopposed In the

April election are William Field for town

mtKlerator. former Reln-t woman Franceaca

Malteae for the alnnle open school com

mittee seat, Rnn^msry Ppragiie for elector

under the Oliver Smith Will and Thomas

Gardner and Vera Joseph Peterson for

trustees of the Jones tilbrary.

Schroeder, 37. said he moved to Amherst
from San Francisco a month auo and has

been concernetl with the quality of Amherst

water. He said he has talked to numerous

townspeople and town officials and has read

articles In area newspapers to educate

himself about the Issue.

"People told me the water wasn't that

ureat here. 1 feel there are so many
questions about what Is irotnK into our

water. 1 think It's the duty of town officials

to answer these questions, ' he said.

"Basically, the town government has •

responslbllty to provide clean water for

people whether they live here or whether

thev Just go to school for four years. "
he

said.

flchroeder describes himself as a "slntle

Issue" candidate and a "progressive". He
n.cknowlfdgpd that he hntM aware of all the

issues hut 'aid he is interested In town
affairs and a quick learner.

Schroeder ^ald he and his wife Marie
Hough are expn-ilng ti fhlld. He Is a

graduate of thp l'nlv»»r<(ity nU tlllnoh and

has a master* degree in political iclence

from Stanford University. He Mid he has

hepn H splf pmplovfd htillHer ^Inct- 197B.

Ferguson, 69, moved to Amherst from

liowell last December. He said he wanti

Amherst to be a nuclear free fone. and he !s

concerned about the amount of coal stored

by ttnlverslty of Massachusetts at Tlllson

Fartn. Ferguson said he has n son maj<»rlng

In electrical englnepHng at tlMsss and a

daughter wh<» will he gratluatlng fnmi MIT
with a computer science degree, Currently

unemployed, he says he has Hirtied down

Job offers so he can use the time to cam
paign for Democratic presidential hopeful

Rev, Jesse Jackson. He said he chose to run

for the select board "to give penple a

choice." Ferguson said many peotile told

him not to run because he Is new In town

but said he considers being a newcomer "a

virt ue rather than a llabllh y
."

"1 think a new person will he more oh

Jectlve and bring a new viewpoing and fresh

Ideas. I'm opeti. I don't have any fl«ed

positions." Ferguson said.

"t don't have any partlculat- Issue. I see

my candidacy as offering a choice. What's

the sense of having an election without

having a choice The said.

UMass professors awardedgrants for research
By ROBIN MANDBL
Collegian maff

Peven University of Massachusetts professors have

received grants totaling nearly $40.1H)0 to fund research

aod public service projects.

rive professors were awarded Healey Endowment

Orants. named for former UMass Trustee Chairman

Joseph P. Healey, and two were awarded Public service

Orants.

H, was the first time any UMass AmherM professor has

received either type of award.

"Our university hiw i strong faculty," said mleroblology

prof. Frlc Martr, who received IB.OOO from the Healey

futid. Support for rwearch projects, "enables us to not

only effectively perform In the ctaasrowtt hut also enables

our school to thrtve at a high level," he said. Marte called

the 19.000 hia "seed money" to study possible cures for

parasitic diseases In anlmali.

The money "enables professors like myself to eapertment

with an Idea without navlng any of the facts beforehand,"

Martf said

Herald Cole, a professor. Is using his 15,000 grant to try

to find a control for schl<»tosomlasls, a fatal liver dhea^e

transmitted by snails In tropical countries

Schistosomiasis affects more than 810 million people and

animals in the world.

"The research 1 am doing Is a calculated gamble, but then

so Is every research experiment, "Cole said.

Assfjciate professor of roology Warren Burggren received

14,900 t(» purchase a mlcropressure transducer to measure

thecircularory system of young amphibians.

Karl Slephan, assistant professor of electrical and

computer ••nglneering, said he will be using his Ifl.ROO

grant to build a device that can be used for microwave

receivers.

Associate Professor Jerold Meyer, of the psychology

department receplent of the Healey grant, will purchase a

high performance liquid chromatagraph with his 11,200

grant.

"With this purchase, t can study the effects of hormones
and drugs on the development of neurotransmitter

systems In the brain. This Is the very first device to be

used In our department, " he said.

Two public service grants were awarded to UMass
Professors for short term firi»Jects totalling $2(),()(KI.

.lane Baran. assistant professor of communication

•llsorders will use her flO.tlOO for a project on heaHng
screening programs for Hampshire County residents.

A primary target for this project Is going to be cotmty

srho*»ls " Baron said. "So manv middle ear problems are

very common among little children and with the Initiation

of this pr«)grflm anioung the public school system, we can

quickly identify the problem and offer additional health

services to these children."

Joseph fiarson, a wildlife blolop^ professor, received

110, OIK) ftir technical support of municipal conservation

commissions, tjarson said the univeraity's expertise in this

field can effectively respond to the needs of th# com
missions.

Dorm classes are successful
By f>AtmA YRK
r«»lleglah BtAff

Rumors Hiat cliwaes Ifi BoulhWMi unti

Orchard Hill Realdetitliil UnlleiteB will lie

bhaaed out by i Utilverslty of

Mnasachiisetts Lntiit Wuhi^e Plah for

Acudemlc Affulra gre "purely
mythttlr»itlt?nl," « meftilM«r t»f the tusk forcf

RtudylHff the proitrHttia anld rfcetttiy

"th# pmmmn within Stiufhwest atiti

Ori'hifd Min/OMtrnl nw ullve and etpah

tilMH." AsslatAMt Director fhr Resldehtlal

ftducathtfi Urry Moneta aalH.

The reildftitlal t*olip«»fi if# undif heview

by the tiik t^m%Ui study Aeidetttie Pm-
frtmrnifur tnm Mmkhwtfii Aftn. Moftnti

mid. thi NulJiHtlftl (;till»in»« offi»r tfmrm
liitiiritiH fwHi wHtlhjf jiroiTfattia to toplea Ih

anclal awaretieaa.

Hlnce Its eatabllahmetit laat OcUiber. the

t«ak force advises the SchoMl of ftducatloh

atid the faculty Retiale «»n realdeiitlal pro-

irfamttiitii, MtjnptA said.

Moheta iftid "nottie ftitidela fttf revision

have bwti dlifuaBid" atid the dlmslty of

"What has tmslciillyWn decided m far

\n that khi NHildatitiil piDgf»»« •«» ^^^

valuable m trie t'lifihet'ilufi of academic lear

hirijr and residential living." he sahi.

Motiela exulalneti that the task ftirce

wants Im '^'expand the breadth of

knttwledge within tite residential areas

tn»cause students spend BO percent of their

tittle Ih the residential halls,"

the University Is planning to expand the

proift-ams to the Rylvan Reahientlal area,

Mnneta said. "It's our Idea to make the

pru»ratns campuswlde."

Moneta aald the anxletv expresse»i a few
years ant» ami perhaps still tmjay question

iMf the t|uallty anti Burpoae of the pro

Itrams is aian "mytholotleal."

"A faculty review eottittilttee has been
Ntubliihed U) re^wrt oh the pt^tgnu uf the

pftt|^iftiaj he lain.

"The fttcua ia to make a statement »if ra

fl«»nale anrl ptir|it>se and to link a closer tie

tt» the faculty setial** to give the prnirrams

real academic credlttlllty," Moneta aald.

"So three years from now, there won't Ite

any tjueatloMi of doubt."

As faf aa Inhir range plans are concerned,

"the Incredible vlbfant aenae of curHculum

Ih Bouthweit" and the other areaa "will

continue to expand and thHve," M«meU
Mid.

TfiAT
SPSCtAL 8(h
MEONIS

Uni*i Day eanU
crowd ihi
VnivirBlly Store
Friday.
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SUMMER
MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIPS

Experience & Remuneration

while operating your own
residential house painting

firm

College Pro Painters offers a unique chance for the highly

motivated undergraduate/graduate interested in a business

career. Students are awarded a one year franchise, trained

to manage it, and provided with consultation and support

throughout the summer. Operating and CPP franchise is one

of few truly entreprenurial experiences available to the

undergraduate college student, and his potential rewards,

$4 000 to $7,000 are commensurate with the responsibilites.

NO PAINTING EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY.

* Gain practical business experience as you strive for ex-

cellence in your own organization

* Gain insight into yourself and your abilities as you work

with other students and clients

* Gain $4,000-$7,000 as you succeed on your own, with CPP

there to back you up

INFORMATION PRESENTATION
AT: Campus Center Room 803

ON: Tuesday, Feb. 14 4:00 PM

Showto analyze worldnews
If you are interested in getting to the news

behind the news, then the University

Perspective may have your answer.

This news show, to be aired on Union

Video later this semester, will offer

students in-depth analysis of world and

national news, with commentaries from

professors in the Five-College area, who

will share their expertise on international

events and issues, said the show's

producer, Charles Sennott.

"There is a lot of rip and read news on

campus and there is a need for students to

analyze international affairs in the news.

University Perspective is an opportunity

for students to do that," he said.

University Perspecitve will probe the

presidential election and developments in

the Middle East this semester, Sennott

said. ^ , , .

Last semester. Prof. James Boylan. chau-

of the UMass Journalism Department

analyzed the Reagan Administration's

attempt to control information in the media

in a four-part University Perspective series

on the Grenada invasion.

The shows were broadcast weekly on

Union Video and were also shown on cable

television in Amherst, Sennott said.

There will be an organizational meeting at

7 p.m. Monday. Feb. 13 in the Commuter

Lounge in the Student Union. All in-

terested students are welcome, Sennott

said.

- KATHY HART

ifCMldcare
continued from pg. 1

Care because they missed the changing life styles of

undergraduates, but "today more students have children

and j)eople are more sensitive to the issue."

The three University Child Care centers, located in

Southwest and at the North Village apartment complex,

offer full day care for 150 children and information and

referral services year-round. Child Care fees range from

$2,652 - $4,335 a year, depending on the income of the

family and the age of the child.

The Valentine's Day dance will be held on the 10th floor

of the Campus Center, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. with a

WMUA D.J. and a cash bar. Tickets will only be sold at the

door and cost $3.

irDeM
continued from pg. 1

inflation, said James O'Leary, a professor of Politics at

Catholic University. "In that situation you are encouraged

to go into debt," he said.

The debts were ccmplicated by the 1978 OPEC oil em-

bargo, which helped trigger world-wide recession,

O'Leary said. "It had a two-pronged, double-whammy ef-

fect on the poor countries. The interest rates they payed

to service the money they borrowed began to go up, and

their export earnings collapsed," he said.

Calling for a more open international economy, O'Leary

said multinational corporations should not be

discriminated against by LDC's seeking foreign capital.

Because of increased competition among multinational

corporations LDC's can now strike deals in their own in-

terest, he said.

THE ROMANTICS
IN HEAT
including

Rock You Up/TalKing In Your Sleep
Do Me Anyway You Wanna

Shake A Tail Feather
5.99

DAN FOGELBERG
WINDOWS AND WALLS

including

The Language Of Love/Believe In Me
Let Her Go/Gone Too Far

Sweet Magnolia (And The
Travelling Salesman)

CULTURE CLUB
COLOUR BY NUMBERS

including
Karma Chameleon/Miss Me Blind

Church Ot The Poison Mind/Mist-

Each

L.P. or Cassette

Eddie
Murphy:
Comedian

Singers

Languages

TV

Modern Women
Ice Cream Man/
Shoe Throwin

BILLY
JOEL
AN

INNOCENT
MAN

VI, Mr' »t)Oul "

Uplown Gi'i

IMVP A VntM-'

Mo-"'"' *lon»

Kl*p.nq ll* F*""

An mooce"' •*•"

EDDIE AND THE CRUISERS
ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE

SOUNDTRACK

Jl'DAS PHIi:ST
i)i:i i:m)i:ks

()i I mi: l\ii II
including

Freewheel Burning/Love Bites
Rock Hard Ride Free/Heavy Duly

Defenders Of The Faith

CYNDI
LAUPER
SHE'S SO
UNUSUAL

including:

Money Changes
Everything

Girls Just V

To Have F

When You We
Time After

All Through Tl

BOB DYLAN
INFIDELS
including:

I And I /Jokerman/ Sweetheart Like You
Neighborhood Bully

Don t Fall Apart On Me Tonight

Open M-F 9-5

One btop Shopping for all of

your Record and Stereo Needs

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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WINTER GAMES— These residents of John F. Kennedy dormitory's

15th floor didn't care if it was raining and the field was a little slippery.

I'oIIckUb pkoto b]r Toa Kadla

They split up the floor, odd-numbered rooms v. evens, for a game of

winter football in Boyden fields Saturday.

Qidzteam is taken seriously
By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The College Academic Quiz team may
evoke images of 1950's game shows, but

for a group of University of Massachusetts

students who enjoy academics outside the

classroom, the competition is serious

business.

Team coach Martin Fallon said about two
dozen students are involved in the College

Bowl team at UMass.

The team competes with schools like

Harvard, Amherst College, Yale and the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Despite such stiff competition, Fallon said

UMass has done well in regional contests.

Last year the team defeated MIT and plac-

ed fourth out of 17 colleges.

Schools that want to enter the College

Bowl purchase game packages from Col-

lege Bowl Inc., Fallon said. Team funding

comes from Campus Center game room
profits.

College Bowl Inc. began broadcasting

competitions on the radio in the late 1950s

and then on television in the 1960s and ear-

ly 70s. After the competitions went off the

air, the popularity of the quiz team drop-

ped, Fallon said.

Each quiz team has four active members
and an alternate, and teams compete in in-

tramural and regional competition, team
captain Cris Shuldiner said. Teams are ask-

ed "toss-up" and bonus questions from
categories such as geography, literature,

entertainment and history, he said.

Team members read quiz review books to

help prepare for the contests, Shuldiner

said.

The purpose of the College Bowl is "quiz-

zing general knowledge and not that

everyone can know everything," Shuldiner

said.

With the addition of the two new
members this year and the fact that some
competitive college teams have left the Col-

lege Bowl program, Shuldiner said UMass
has "high hopes" for doing well this

semester.

Women'sForum
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to WoTnen's issues. Notices

shxndd be sent to the Women 's Issues editor,

care of the Collegian, the Friday preceding

the event.

Monday — The Women's Issues Team
is having an introductory meeting and will

be discussing pornography at 4:30 p.m., in

Campus Center room 168.

Tuesday — Anti-Racism Team in-

troductory meeting and workshop, at 4

p.m. inCC 811.

Valentine's Day Dance fundraiser for

UMass Child Care, 10th floor CC, 9 p.m.-l

a.m. Tickets are $3 at the door.

Wednesday — Women's History Lec-

ture, with Prof. Nancy Cott of Yale

University. 4 p.m. Converse Assembly

Room, Amherst College.

The Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom (CERRF), is hav-

ing an introductory meeting, in CC 803 at 4

p.m.

Women's Leadership Project is having

an introductory meeting, in room 415 Stu-

dent Union at 5 p.m.

Thursday — Anti-Pornography Plann-

ing Committee meeting in room 415 Stu-

dent Union at 4:15 p.m.

The Conventions of Gender: Changing
Perceptions of the Nature of Men and
Women, first of a two day conference held

at Neilson Library at Smith College from
9-12 a.m., and 2-4 p.m.

Women's Film Festival will show its

first film, "Coal Miner's Daughter," in CC
163 from 7-9. Admission is free.

Friday — The Conventions of Gender:

Changing Perceptions of the Natures of

Men and Women, Second of a two day con-

ference held at the Nielson Library at

Smith College from 9-12 a.m. and 1:30-3:30

p.m.

The University of Massachusetts has

two hotlines for victims of rape and other

victims of violence. The Crisis Intervention

Hotline number is 545-0800. The UMass
Public Safety Emergency Rape number is

545-2677.

EvoTwomaii's Centerwants to help

* 1 1 " •
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By ILONA STURM
Collegian Staff

Women who have been sexually assaulted

or harassed can receive counseling services

at the Everywoman's Center, located in

Wilder Hall across from the Franklin

Dining Conunon.

The Counselor Advocate Progrram,

coordinated by Kathy Alexander and Susan

Alquist, provides year rotuid, 24-hour crisis

intervention services through their hotline

number- SkSOSOO.

Twenty-eight volunteer counselor ad-

vocates, who have been trained by

Alexander, Alquist. The PubUc Safety and

Health Services, provide immediate crisis

counseling, short term counseling (dealing

Male partners of sexual assault victims

should contact the Everywoman's Center

about the re-forming group. Men Agauist

Violence Against Women.
The Couselor/Advocate Program serves

Franklin, Hampshire and Ham|>den

Counties and works closely with Hampshire

and Mr. Holy(Ae College.

The program has applicattons available for

women who want to work with the Program

on a 10-month commitment call 545-0800

hour crisis intervention/sexual assault

counseling and 545-0883 for information and

referrals.

Debate team aspires to finals
By RODMAN R. SWELLING
Collegian Correspondent

Debate, probably the Western world's

oldest competitive intellectual tradition,

dating back to ancient Greece, thrives at

the University of Massachusetts.

For the past 11 years the University

Debate team has placed in the National

Championship tournament. That is a feat

equalled by only six other schools in this na-

tion's history, said Star Muir, director of

the Debate Union here.

After returning tomorrow from a na-

tional tournament at Chicago's Nor-

thwestern University, and with a better

than 70 percent win record so far, the

University's varsity tournament team is

looking forward once again to the cham-

pionships, to be held this year at the

University of Tennessee in Knoxville.

"We tend to stimulate a clash of ideas by

providing the campus with debates on

various issues," Muir said. "On campus we
do between 15 and 20 debates per year on a

number of topics always trying to get

across that there is more than one side to

things."

"Specifically, we train students to think

critiadly, to imalyze ideas, and to research

well," he said. "A foundation for effective

education is a departure from stagnancy.

Intellectual competition stirs up and lends

new life to education."

The Debate Union each year fields teams

for its two main programs: tournament

debate, its inter-collegiate competitive pro-

gram, and public debate in which two of the

University's teams debate before classes,

civic groups, and high school audiences on

various propositions.

The tournament team each year debates

against other schools on only one proposi-

tion, which is determined annually by the

Committee on Inter-Collegiate Debate and

Discussion, Muir said. This year's proposi-

tion is "Resolved: That any and all injuries

resulting from the disposal of hazardous

waste in the U.S.A. should be the legal

responsibility of the producer of that

was*^p."

The 25 team members come from various

majors including economics, chemistry,

political science, engineering and an-

thropology, according to Muir. Ten are

with the tournament program and 15

debate publicly.

Tournament debater Beth Dobkin, a
junior communications studies major on ex-

change from Humboldt State University in

California, cites the debate program as one

of her reasons for choosing the University

of Massachusetts.

"The debate program," Dobkin said,

"was one of the reasons I felt, as an ex-

change student, I could make a smooth

transition to this campus. Debate is a com-

mon ground like any discipline, and the

Debate Union gives one a home base."

Dobkin also believes the two types of

debate offered are one of the program's

strengths.

"Public debate helps one beconr»e more
confident and eloquent in public address,"

said Dobkin. "Tournament debate, on the

other hand, focuses on in-depth analysis of

a single issue, so that rather than becoming

more fluent, one becomes a better critical

thinker and researcher. The ideal judge in

tournament debate is no more than a

scorekeeper, for the reason that it's more

like a sport."

Perhaps the high point of last season

came when first-year tournament debaters

Eric Jensen and Danny Povinelli won the

National Novice Debate Championship.

The debate team does not have a scholar-

ship fund, which Muir said is a standard

feature of other first-rate debating pro-

grams at Dartmouth College, the Universi-

ty of Pittsburgh, and Northwestern.

"These other schools that have maintain-

ed our consistency have established signifi-

cant scholarships and tuition breaks for

recruitment," he said.

"It's like scouting for any sport," said

Dobkin. "The college teams that do the

best recruiting often have the stronger pro-

grams. But more than anything else, winn-

ing requires two elements: a good coach

and truly dedicated students."

Academic discriminationin Russia
By RHONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

Universities in the Soviet Union practice

academic discrimination against Jews,

Russian-born physicist Uri Degen told a

Student Union lecture audience Thursday

night.

Degen said he was exposed to "street anti-

semitism" as a child, when he was called

such names as "kike". As a university

student, Degen said, he learned "another

level of anti-semitism."

Some professors gave "lover nutrks to

Jews for the same answers given by non-

Jewish students," he said. The professors

"knew they would not be punished for

discriminating against Jews." Degen also

said there is discrimination against Jews in

admissions to the universities.

Jewish population are allowed into the

universities.

"The fact that I was discriminated against

on the street and in the University made me

want to live where this discrimination

didn't exist," he said.

Degen chose to leave the Soviet Union in

1977 because he "couldn't stand" the lies

and nipocracy oi the bociet Union in

general.

"I cannot describe what it is like to live ia

the Soviet Union to free people." he said.

Degen said he thought the only place to go

was Israel, and that many other Jews in the

Soviet Union don't know much about Israel

because of anti-zionist propoganda.

Degen said he didn't learn he was Jewish

until he was five years old. "In the Soviet

Union Jewish parents usually keep their

children ignorant on the questwn of

Judaism." However, when Degen was an

older his father gave him a lesson about the

Jewish nation and made him feel proud of

being Jewish.

"Jews are the only people in the Soviet

Union who are not allowed to have their

national culture," Degen said.
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FREE ENVELOPES!!!
TYPE-RITE will word process your letters

-1 or 100" and you'll get the envelopes

free of charge

Reports, manuscripts, term papers,

theses, etc. typed

Same or next day service in many cases

TYPE-RITE 253-5111

OFF THE WALL
• FRAMING •

"We frame for less

56 Main St.

Northampton

DIETING? !

Try 8 different ap-

proach. Loee weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Say goodbye to

diets, foreverl Call

University Health Ser-

vices, 549-2671 ext.

181 to register,

deadline is February

17. Classes start

Febniary 28. Hurry,

MIIIIII<MMIimilWiillWMllll«limiM«(li»ilti)IIIIIHimilll<liMlt«liMWiiMilHM«llllllliiltllllll^

The Students

of Stockbridge School of Agriculture

present the 7th Annual

Professional Agriculture Convention

/

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

[•""17.00
I (with th« coupon)

I $10.00 with

I
Shampoo and

I Blow Dry

$11.60 Long Hair.
i Expire 2/29/8*_^

|'
"ciTforSn ~

I

I

Appointmant

Styles by
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-S610

Wednesday, Feb. 15 9 am - 5 pm
Campus Center Auditorium UMass

Theme: Communications in Agriculture

^^2^^R:^Jii>'^^as^ (?5=s:i».(:5-*:5=& iS^^iiJi^.^::^ ffFCstJ^^^Sf

Seminars

Industrial Exhibits

i

i s>

Northeast Area Government

is holding elections for

Vice-President and Treasurer

Nomination papers can be

picked up from Diane Rossi

Rm 304 Dwight

Last day to pick up nomination

papers is Feb. 15. Elections will

be held Feb. 23 during dinner.

Voting is at Worcester Dining

Commons.
9£^cir'<iSfi e^r^^c^'^'':^^ ^^r^'cs'^as* ^c^o-^rii?

I

I

Job Mart

Student Displays R

Thirsty for news?

VALENTINES
DANCE
Tickets at the door

fo* oft tlck«t If you

receWo a Howor from th«

Nownofi Club

Read the Cb^ion

r

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •i*fV<s«^^

call 545-1995

SGA President's Office

Fundrasier For Childcare

Vatentine's Day
TUESDAY ^fiSM FEB. 14

J

The Newly Renovated

- eatiif place open
The Same Great Food at

roasonabia prices, now with

A GREAT NEW LOOK
Late Night is Every Night

Wf're Open • .m.-3 a.m. Mon.-Thurs. end <« Heun Fr1.4un.

BrMkfast Served Anytime, Umch I Dinner 1 1 ejn^lO ^m.

Senior Citizens

Discounts

2 5 PM 20%
all other

times 10%
Doe« not apply

to specials

Jfi*lfi&pcHfiHf.i

eatiifpte

Next to

Stop tt Snop
Campus Shopping Cente

Rte 9 Hadley/Amherst
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I
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Pi Kappa Alpha

We are. .

.

• the CamDUS and Greek
Area Athletic Champions
• the fraternity that does
not haze

• the house that raised
over $42,000 for
Multiple Sclerosis

PIKE - we could be for you

RUSH PARTIES
Mon. Feb. 6 at 9 pm

Tues. Feb. 7 at 9 pm
Wed. Feb. 8 at 9 pm
Mon. Feb.13at9pm
Tues. Feb. 14 at 9 pm

ZZZ2 ©r
^

ff
Aw.

Pi Kappa Alpha
TEL. 545-2150

^^^^^^Free Refreshments <^<^-^^^.^

Collripan photo b? Tom Kmllm

COMIN' THROUGH — Maple Hill Farms vendor Shane Schmid br-

ings milk, juice and other goodies into the Campus Center Friday.

programmers

REUTmS.
Over 40

Microcomputer
Magazines

Now Available

In Our Expanded
Magazine
Department

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

/

/

Run - Computers & Electronics

Family Computing - Microsystems

Personal Software - Nibble - PC Jr.

Hi Res - Personal Computing

Portable Computer - Microcomputing

Software Supermarket - BYTE - A +
Microcomputing/ Kilobaud - List

Computel's Gazette - PC - Hot Coco

Creative Computing - Computer Buyer's Guide

K Power - Popular Computing - in Cider

80 Micro - Technology Illustrated - PC World

Info World - Electronic Fun - Digital Review

Money Guide to Personal Connputers - and others

^UNIVERSITY
JiaSTORE*



Jackson visit important

To tht Kflitar.

In rH»|)un8« Ui PsUir Abr^hfini'ii Artiuld of Fttbruury b

(bchuol ftidttd J»ckii)n'it HiMt-ury viiiit?) I would like U>

clHrify H fttw utiiriu hit liruught up Thti C^MrnfiUi

C'tinutr/Hiuddnt Uiuoii Uuitrd itf (itivurnori wmh Mppru^ch

wl Ijy Jiil>i» HuiWuck from the "titudttnU for Juiw" for

fi4niliiig Ui MinmlcuHt H&vurtinil Jiickion'H itpttt)<:h in tht^

aiudwnt Union Ballroom Afuir nmc\\ discuwion. thu

Utmrd uHntti Ut tht) dticinion t-hut tliiti nvtint wiMi of gruttt

cuUuriil Hnd niicial imporUtncu to Um wholii Univuriity Hiid

th«l w« iiumld, ihwreforu, provide funding Not only wh*

KttVitrtinii JHckion thu keyntitti Mptiukur of HUt:k HUtory

Month, hut ht) li »lio making hisUiry hiniMf hy hwinv th»

firtJt lilauk contwiulttr ftir tnw officu of Preaidtint r»f the

Unittid tit«t«N of Amurwu.
Thtt 4u«Htion of whtithtir or not Huvurtind JHckHun'H

MfHNtch WiMi (Mtlitii^il in irruloviint. Hy uroviding funding for

M itimulcttHt (if hi» »\moc\\ wu wurt> noi undorHing Huvurtind

JHukaon, hut rathur wd furniMhttd thu oppitrtunity fur

Huvuriil hundred moru ntudtintM Ui view thu ttvunt.

["'inally, if Mr Aliruham or uny othur ntudttntH feu! tliMt

thtty do not hnvu any kuy hm tii wniirii their ftiuM go, nmyhe

thuy Hhould take m hit ofinitiiitive thumHiilviia. NtmiiiiMtion

(iMpiirii for tliti Houni of (iovornori uru HVHiUhlu in Hoom
4;jO iif the dtudunt Union Hnd are due Kuhrimry VI7th. If

yuu feel you don't have h nay, get involved and see how

niuuh iif M May you really do hava.

MIchaal H. Rfilly

(halrpanxin

(-»m|iuM (>«n(ar/M(udant Dniun

Haard of (iovarnora

It'H harder than you think

Tu the ItidUor,

Hegarding Mark HitllinB' recent "UMais Imo" jitrtW;

m wTnch lit! playfully dapicUid "HanujiUir Ciilege

kiudentk waiting In line Ui declare uuch Imprtiliahle ma-

jurs aa "Mnap tiiierai," "maaaive lieer uiini*uni|ttion," et

i:dttira: cute, liul naive

Kirni. Dnu Hanmtihiret'ollege student' n now udaniouv

mi^or in "friihee entailed in«»re tlijtn hin whility Ui dulay

a flyujg disc fur u few mmut***. Frmhee untcriainniunt

wwa the i^abt! nioiiy fur tii^ "nia^jor," which in ebuuncu wan

tt major in liunintjati, uconomicb, puhlii: r«l«iiun*, and

ii))(irtii eiiucMtion

tiecond; ti. any UMaw »tudeni who in under the mi-

irtsKiiim thai we ai Hamjihliue ai« Mittmg ariiund iwuidi

ing iiur ihunili«i, I omul inswt that the rowlity in ijuitu dif

fermil trom the myth

in urder Ui fulfill Hit) roijuircniunib fur graduation,

eai^li Manip«hire atudeni muat cumpiuiii four Uiviuiun I

Mon4«y, f^tbruAry 18, \m
wtmmmmm

\

e^aminatiunM (or raiiaaruh nn\)iflU) of ruughly fift«an t4i

forty HHgaii In langth; a Pivliion II concentratiun (or

"mwwr'T raqulring a« much «« two hundrad pagan of

writton work and av many »a eight relevant courHen; and

a Ulviiion III indeuendent atudy project (or mandatory

ianior thaal*) uauaily requiring fifty t*) one hundred (i»r

mora) uageM of work

Faculty HU[MrviHe each Mtep in the Hainpiihire urocaaa:

Htudenta do not decide for themseiveii when tliey are

ready ti) proceed to the neat Pivitiion-

We at Hampihire are, I think, juntlfiahly aenwtiva

ttlKiUt the way our school \u portrayed in the madia

Hampahira'i ia a demanding a lilwral artM education aa

any in thi» country. T** iee the worth of our education

cheapened or laughed at, even in good fun, ia invariably

diaappiiinting.
, ^ o u
John Stnbonmttiu

A Uiviiion III iUdant
Hampahira ('ollaga

Medical attention is needed

To tha KdKor.
l^HMt week a few hudiliaa and I took a trm up to the

mVh Athletic facility t^i play hankethall Dlaregardintf

the (ivercrowiled condltiona, lack of facilities, antruverall

gloom which uermeatad the i^tmoaphara there waa

aiiiithar turnoff which warrant* »eri«iui attention. While

Ntanding in an endleioi line uf groupn of i) waiving u> play 1

witneaaed a player injure bia ankle. The raaident aaaia-

tant came over tii offer her asiiiHtance and tbiM in what

tranapirad.

"Wlmt'i wrong?"

"I hurt my anala."

"Oh I don't have acoaaa to the keyi for the medical

room. Why d<»n't you get aome of your friendi to get

aonie anow?"
"No I'll be alright."

"Okay"
The guy then continued tti play after about 10 minutett.

A aecond incident involved a player wlut batl received

iiii uIIhiw ttt thu noHe and procemieii tu bleed all over thti

court fciome more helpful aatiititance

"Wow that lookK nretty bad"
"Nil, 1 think that It iii juat a noMu bleed"

"Well if il'd wriouii I think that 1 miyhl lie alile t4i^et a

security guard to drive ytm down Ui the infirmary
'

"No that'*, alright"

Five niinutvii later, after a fnund had gitlUm Mtme

Miiow and the bleeding bati Hto|»eed, the aide finally

ruiurnud with a bag of ice and wiil, "I finally gut mtti the

mttdicHl room"
It lb ctiminon knuwUdge that injuriuii Miid uthltiiicti gu

haiiii III haiitl In pick up gainett liKc thi« wliure Hinatuurii

arc trying U) have fun itr puMi playurb iif exceptiitnal akiili

ty try Ui racaptura thair glory, injuriaa are mora llkaly Ui

The playem simply aren't in fine tuned form and their

conditioning is lacking. Medical assistance slmuld be at

least on par with that of the Minutamen's. 1 hone that the

display which I witnessed wasn't. 1 wonder h«|W an in-

jureil Kdwin tirean would react if the trainer said, "Why

don't you gat your friend John Henipel Ui gel siune snow

for you'/" Kucuse the ridiculous coiiinarison but the point

is that if the school ia going Ui provide courts U» play on

then they have to prt^vlde a mUtr fornt of mecJical pro-

tection than the abundant Maasachusetts snow supply.

Karl Huliianamafi

iouthwaat

^ Uuirii Policy
^

All MUn muHt bo iiiirned und include

the writer'i Addreiii and telephone

numbeft which will nut be publUhed.
Pleaso type double MpHced at 67

charucterb per line. Due to eueee limitii*

tionH and the volume of miiil. we regret

we ere unable to acknowledge un*

puhliihed letters, All letters are aubject

to itditintf for clarity and lenifth,

Join the InveHtiffative Task Forcel

C*ome see un anyduy, 2 to H p.m.,

V!
Kdittirial lleak.

[liiiMiiieiiMiMiraillilll^^ 3{[illiliM(M[lirQllMi3iIilll^^

Thank You!
to tha ovar a,000 nawly

raglatarad votara

Irom

UMass Big Vote '84

Coalition
All newly registerd UMass Students may

pick up their Valentine Day present at the

last two days of Registration.

Monday 11-4

Whitmore 1st Floor Lobby

Tuesday 11-4 CC
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
...#1

ly'^/^, ,<^ >tli.<VUl,'i^V

THERE HE 60E A6AIN

When friends grow up and apart
She secretly wanted the best for the girl.

And she knew that the other wanted the

best for her too. The two were very different.

Yet it wasn't the differences that separated them. They
were separated by something they both couldn't control.

Their parents didn't get along. The squabbling hurt their

friendship, because they were used by their parents as

weapons. It was as if the parents were saying, "My
daughter is better than yours.

Michele Dolan
How ridiculous parents could be. The girls knew that

neither was "better" than the other. The two were just

different. They didn't care about the fights. They just

wanted to be friends. But their names always entered in-

to it.

They had been little together. They had played in the

backyard. They had sold lemonade at a table set up near

the street. They had carried dolls around and played

'house.' They had ridden bicycles. They had gone to the

beach and collected shells. They had treated their dogs

and cats like people.

Then one moved. During junior high and high school,

they were separated by distance as well as by the

changes that go with growing up. They talked on the

phone and visited over weekends. They got on the train

on Friday, and off on Sunday. They each had made their

own friends in school, but the friendship they shared with

each other was special.

When they did things together it was always fun. They

laughed at things other people wouldn't understand. To

them anything could be funny. The two made their own
fun. They knew each other well, and could depend on

each other.

Their friendship seemed indestructable. Their per-

sonalities were opposite. One had become an athelete,

the other had started using drugs. That didn't matter.

There was an understanding, a feeling of support which

kept their friendship strong.

The separation was made of the parents' fighting. The

tensions between families grew. The mothers competed

socially. The fathers competed in business. The senseless

competition never ended. The parents hardly ever

visited. If the daughters did, it wasn't fun anymore. The

parent's didn't welcome the 'other' into their home. They

treated her as an intruder.

Months went by. They saw each other only on holidays.

Now they hardly had anything to talk about. They were

still good friends. There was trust and support. But the

fun times were missing. They had been rudely yanked

away by the competition of the parents.

Their conversation had turned to music, to clothes, to

the people they knew. The special world that their friend-

ship had created slowly disappeared. The times that had

been shared were sometimes recalled with a fit of

laughter. But it became like grasping for something that

had evolved away. The two tried desperately to save it.

But things just weren't the same. And then the situation

became uncomfortable.

Finally, one went away to college. Neither wrote.

Parents couldn't be depended on to know how the other

was doing. The friendship seemed to be over. They still

visited on the holidays, or for a barbecue during August,

but the conversation had come around to nothing. It was

difficult for the girls to be together. They had been such

good friends. Their friendship had withstood the strain of

distance and personality change. Now they were two

separate people, no longer friends. They treated it as a

natural thing; growing up.

But they both knew what had really caused their

friendship to end.

Just now, they were becoming women. They were both

away at school. They had each other's address and phone

number. They would get together, they knew. And they

would start over. The end of their friendship hadn't been

natural. They both wanted to keep being friends. They

had cared about each other silently all through high

school, when they didn't see each other much. Now it was

time to call, to get together. It was time to be friends

again.
Michele Dolan is a Collegian columnist.

Letters———^—^—
UMass Zone lacks humor
To the Editor,

Was "Comic remarks" a pun? With regard to the letter

written by Peter J. Depuy, February 8, I would like to

make some remarks about Mark Rollins' UMASS ZONE:
I don't think UMASS ZONE is funny.

David H. Sprogis
Cashin

Equal time for candidates

To the Editor,

Reverend Jesse Jackson is a sincere individual with an

important message. His campaign is sure to revolutionize

the American political process and also register

thousands of Americans who never before felt

represented by the process. For this and his compas-

sionate vision.'we should all be grateful to him.

His trip to our campus was an important event of

tremendous value. I am not disturbed that student funds

were used to help finance his appearance despite the fact

that I feel one of the other candidates is the best person

for the presidency. This campus needs to become more

politically aware and active.

When my candidate, and that of many others, Senator

Gary Hvt cpme^ to this wnpua in the next few weeks. I

am sure that in all fairness the S.G.A., B.O.G. and Vice

Chancellor's Office will give us the same assistance.

Dave Nelson

Five-College Co-Ordinator

for Sen. Gary Hart

A need for good comics

To the Editor,

I would like to comment on the Feb. 8 letter to the Editor

by Peter DePuy.
As a longtime student at this university I consider myself

academically minded and cannot refrain from speaking out

when people support tasteless comic strips.

To begin with, the letter concerning the infamous UMass

Zone could not have been further from the actual truth.

Charlie Brown is not famous for saying "UGH", as was

previously stated. Rather, he is famous for saying "Order

some golf shoes, there are lizards knee-deep in blood next

to us." Whatever happened to integrity in cartoons,

anyway? And where did "Quentin" go? What is

"Superbad" really about? What kind of fish is "Scrod"? Do

those people in the ads for UMass sportswear really look

that chic in real life? I think they're inflaUble plastic

dummies.

Neal O'Shea
Steven Locke
Northampton

Tough choice

in Senate race
When Paul Tsongas announced last January

that he would not seek re-election to the

United States Senate, both the Democratic Par-

ty and the citizens of Massachusetts lost someone we'll

never be able to replace. Tsongas has the quality of low-

keyed effectiveness coupled with the sense of conscience

he shares with his more flamboyant senior colleague, Ted

Kennedy. He is also a spokesman for what has become

known as "neoliberalism."

Geoffrey A. Feller

Tsongas and others within the Democratic Party seek to

liberalize lil:>eralism, to move away from liberal presump-

tions and prejudices formulated during the New Deal era.

Tsongas sees throwing money at problems as l)eing a poor

solution. Among the alternatives he has advocated has

l)een for government to direct private sector investment

into needed areas. This has worked well in Tsongas'

hometown of Lowell, where federal funds matched money

put in by businesses to renovating the old mill city.

In the Senate, Tsongas has a liberal voting record and

has taken leadership in the fight against the Reagan

foreign policy. This has been particularly true in third

world affairs, where Tsongas, as a former Peace Corp

volunteer, has had first-hand experience.

It took no less than cancer to end his career as a senator.

Had he chosen to run, Tsongas almost certainly would

have won. Instead of running, Tsongas chose to be with

his family in a way impossible had he chosen to stay in

public life.

Now we must send a new person to the Senate to take

his place. Just as Tsongas replaced the able and respected

Ed Brooke, so must we find a candidate worthy of replac-

ing Tsongas. There are currently six serious contenders in

the offering.

Ed Markey, the first to announce, has the senator's

committment to the nuclear freeze. The representative

from Maiden does seem to be the leading candidate at the

moment, and using his advocacy of the freeze as a cam-

paign centerpiece shouldn't hurt in a state where 74 per-

cent of the voters favored it in 1982. But Markey's ap-

proach has a strident edge to it that would probably limit

his effectiveness as a senator.

Markey's colleague in the House, Jim Shannon, has the

support of Tip O'Niell in his bid to replace Tsongas. This

should help him as much as Markey's arrogance does in

contrast to Shannon's personality. Whether Shannon

makes a strong candidate statewide remains to be seen,

but he seems worthy of the job.

Lieutenant Governor John Kerry should make a strong

candidate in both the primary and the November election.

He won a crowded primary for the office he now holds in

1982 and thus will have the benefit of that experience this

September. Kerry is an able man and as the former head

of Vietnam Veterans Against the War, would be a good

senator for the crucial Central America issue.

Second-string candidates David Bartley and Secretary

of State Michael Connolly could each emerge in a crowded

primary field. For now, they appear to be long-shots and

will have to work hard to be accepted by the voters.

Bartley 's special problems are his relative conservatism

among the candidates and his residency here in western

Massachusetts. He also has the animosity of Gov. Dukakis

as a former associate of Ed King's.

Any of the Democrats now running could beat likely

Republican nominee Ray Shamie. Shamie was a novelty

when he ran against Ted Kennedy in 1982, but he will lose

some of his luster now that he's better known. When it

comes to experience, Shamie is a sure loser, as all of the

Democrats running have held public office while he has

not.

Not even the prospect of a multi-candidate Democratic

primary would necessarily help the GOP. Paul Tsongas

himself won a five-way contest in 1978 and went on to

unseat two-term incumbent Ed Brooke. Even after the

bitter and divisive gubernatorial primaries of 1978 and

1982, the Republicans lost the subsequent general elec-

tions. X J • tU
In any event, no matter who is nominated in the

primaries, there is no making up for the loss of Paul

Tsongas in the Senate. The best we can hope for is so-

meone who is respectable, honest and liberal. We might be

lucky and do better than that, but our state deserves no

less. If we vote intelligently in September and November,

Paul Tsongas' retirement will not be in vain.

Geoffrey A. Feller is a UMass stuxient.

A syndicated cartoon last Friday of an emaciated

African woman and her child reading a note from the

Arab League was interpreted as being offensive to

members of the Third World community.

While we at the Collegian Think tlie cartoon was
misinterpreted, we also feel an explanation is in order. In

the next week, an editorial explaining our policies and
procedures in printing such materia will be published.

Until then we fl|>ok)gize to those who have been offended.

f >
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TALKTO
DRAPER

Monday, February 27, 1984
University of Mass./Amherst

Graduates—join some of the nation's most imaginative,

inventrve people at Draper Laboratory. As the world

renowned research center, located in the Technology

Square complex in Cambridge, Massachusetts, we're

leading the industry while breaking new ground in

fascinating and rewarding technologies including:

Guidance and Naviga-
tion Analysis

Electronic Systems
Engineering

Robotics;Automation
Structural Engineering
Optics

At Draper, we handle a volume of more than ! 30

million dollars each year and employ over 1 775 people

throughout the Laboratory, many of who hold advanced

degrees

If your background is in Manufacturing Systems,
Robotics/Automation, Computer Science, Ana-
log/Digital Design, Control Systems or Electronic

Systems, look into being a part of our hands-on

"working latxjratory" environment

To urrmnqm an interview, visit your Placement
Office, or send your resume to Dr. Daniel E.

Gladkowski, Dept. C, The Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, Inc., 555 Technology Square,

Cambridge, MA 02139. We are an equal oppor-
tunity/affirmative action employer, M/F.

I^Ttie diaries Stark

3/ Draper Laboratory, Inc

Control Systems Design

Software Development/
Evaluation
Analog/Digital Design
Engineering

Spacecraft Dynamics
Manufacturing Systems

HEALTH and BEAUTY AID

$1.60
8 oz.

2.00

I aO I ea. Finesse
Conditioner or Shampoo

Reg or X-Body

speed

1.5 oz.

1.20
Lady Speed

Stick

Sale
items are

also available

in the Mini Store

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

tr -wm V v%^ •%^
'

brority Rush Orientation
Greek Life is - an experience

- a reward
Catch a glimpse - (^ lifetime

of Umass Sororities.

We will be in the Campus Center

f

A

RmlOl Tonite at 7:00

*««*any questions call*««

Greek Affairs 545-2711

•:• -•:•:•
•>.•. •.•-•.

>:•:•- •:•:•
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Arts
trailers
The polls closed last week for nominations

for the 1984 Academy Awards and those

nominations should be announced soon.

Movies were pretty much hurting this year

so what will get put up for Oscars is hard to

tell. Other awards may offer a clue. The

Director's Guild nominees for their annual

award were announced last week. They are

Philip Kaufman {The Right Stuff], Bruce

Beresford [Tender Mercies], Ingmar
Bergman [Fanny and Alexander], James
Brooks [Terms of Endearment] and
Lawrence Kasdan [The Big Chill]. The

implications of this are large. The winner of

this award almost always parallels the Best

Director Oscar winner, which in turn

usually parallels Best Picture. Sur-

prisingly, bids did not turn up for Mike
Nichols [Silkwood], Barbra Streisand

[Yentl] or Bob Fosse (Star 80]. The Golden
Globe awards were given out last week and,

thankfully, they don't correspond to the

Oscars quite as consistently. Terms of
Endearment was the big winner this year

and if you haven't read it already, this

annoying little tearjerker didn't make my
top five list. It's got lead pacing and is

amazingly slow to get to it's point. If I

wanted to be bored shitless I'd have signed

up for microbiology again.

Some preliminary Oscar predictions: The
Best Actor category is not as hopping as in

past years. Robert DeNiro in The King of

Comedy and Eric Roberts in Star 80 should

get bids for what are similar charac-

terizations; but Roberts' intensity should
«

get it for him. Al Pacino's ruthless Cuban
refugee from Scarface and Robert Duvall's

understated Tender Mercies f>erformance

should also be candidates. For Best

Actress, Meryl Streep's portrayal of Karen

Silkwook should win it hands down, but

Shirley Maclaine and Debra Winger's

irritating Terms roles will probably be in

contention. I wouldn't mind seeing Mariel

Hemingway's Dorothy Stratton portrayal

get a bid. The Best Supporting Actor

category is packed with talent. I'll predict

right now that Jack Nicholson wins it; and

to a certain extent he deserves it; but I'd

rather see it go to Burt Lancaster for Local

Hero or William Hurt or Jeff Goldblum for

The Big Chill or even Eddie Murphy or Dan
Akroyd for Trading Places. For Best

Supporting Actress there's Mary Kay Place

in The Big Chill, Amy Irving in Yentl, Anne

by Andy Gordon

Renehan in Ihe Fez and Tess Harper in

Tender Mercies, but I wouldn't at all be

surprised to see Mel Gibson's Little Friend

in The Year of Living Dangerously, Linda

Hunt, pick up the award. Best Song always

goes to the tune which raked in the most
cash. Flashdance's "What a Feeling" will

take it. For Best Director? All I know is

John Landis probably won't get it and
Twilight Zone: The Movie will probably get

passed over for Best Special Effects.

Maybe they'll start a new category for Best

Accidental Decapitation.

Such triviality. But what, one must ask,

does this have to do with Daryl Hannah? I

thihinink it should be mandatory to give

Daryl Hannah a small part in every new
film produced. The strikingly beautiful

Hannah made an impressive film debut in

'82 as the android replicant Pris in Blade
Runner and followed suit with Summer
Lovers. Now she has major parts in two
new major pictures. In Reckless, playing

out at the dead mall, she's a good girl from
the good side of the tracks mixing it up with

a bad boy from the bad side of the tracks.

In the upcoming comedy Splash, she plays

the main character, a mermaid. Viewers
may recognize her as the woman who walks

out on Jackson Browne in the "Tender is

the Night" video or as the schoolgirl star of

a slew of adolescent trauma Afterschool

Specials; but everyone will know her soon

enough-she's destined for big-time. A
ringer for Til Tuesday's Aimee Mann,
Hannah learned to scuba dive for Splash's

extensive underwater sequences, in which

she wore a full tail costume which took six

hours each day to apply.

Walt Disney Pictures has a new vice

president. Earle LeMasters, fresh from

CBS as a program developer, joins the team

and wUl "play a dynamic role in the ex-

pansion of Disney Pictures."

Congratulations can be sent care of the

company. 500 South Buena Vista St.

Burbank, California. 9152

L

Speaking of Disney Pictures, the company
just got announced production of Oz, the

further adventures of Dorothy and the rock

group Toto. 9-year-old Fairuza Balk of

Vancouver beat out hundreds of other

candidates for the coveted lead role. Gary

Kurtz will produce and acclaimed sound

editor Walter Murch [Apocalypse Now, the

Godfather films] will direct. Filming starts

next Wednesday.

Daryl Hannah: beautiful woman, great actress.

Local Best Bets: The Grey Fox is at the
Pleasant St. Theatre. Richard Farnsworth
is supposed to be great. The Academy of
Music has Hitchcock's Rear Window: but

it's also coming to the nearby Amherst
Cinema, with The Lady Vanishes no less.

Amherst Cinema currently has The Return

of Martin Guerre, playing with Nicholas

Meyer's Time after Time. The Malls have
Silkwood, Gorky Park (Paul Belval didn't

like it so it's probably pretty good).

Reckless and the new Dudley Moore vehicle

(we'll give him one more chance). The
Calvin has The Big Chill — a buck and a

half; you can't go wrong.

TRAILERS Trivia: Dean Ranzo. lane

Buchbinder and my housemates Jim, Jules

and Dave were just some of the people who
knew that Ginger the hooker in Vice Sifuad

was played by MTV's Nina BlackwocKl.

This week's question: Judd Hirsch plays a

teacher in the upcoming comedy Tfuch'rs

(I'll talk more about it when I rem«'^>l^r

where I put the press release), in wha. Iilm

did he make his motion picture debut'. The

first correct answer will rect

unautographed 8x 10 glossy photo^
Daryl Hannah biting a crab. Good

-f

i^wdilluminates Bowl

PHoto hj Pan

MetamorphiaU revisited: Glynn Turman impersonates a cockroach in

Proud.

PROUD
by C. Bernard Jackson

Bowker Auditorium

Saturday, February 11

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Proud, a musical play by C. Bernard
Jackson, was a strong opening production

for the ninth season of the Third World
Theater series. Despite a late start and the

shabby confines of Bowker Auditorium, the

Inner City Cultural Center's production

soared, and roused the nearly full house to

cheers.

The play stars Glynn Turman as Anthony
Proud Man, an aspiring black actor, and
Phyllis Bailey as Estelle Henderson, a

nightrlub singer and Proud's ex-girlfriend.

These two muili-talented performers filled

the olage with music and laughter while

examining questions of police brutality,

uneiliployment, aging, and the insidious

oppression of the 80's.

Turman's Proud is a cocky, likable young
man driving a limo and waiting for his big

break into show biz. Through the

1

"Motivational Exercises" prescribe<

taped acting lessons. Proud exan"

personae of a family of cockroac.

Colonel Saunders type fast food i

and, chillingly, of an aging milit

who spouts warped partiotL

paranoia. «^

Then the humor and irony tig<

stark tragedy as Proud witnesses t

police murder of a Chicano youth,

outraged by bureaucratic disint

justice and by his own vulner

Meanwhile, Proud wins a par

television series and is afraid to i

testifying in the boy's behalf,

girlfriend Extelle forces him to ex "
character and find strength within t

Ultimately, the sacrifices Proud mu^
are triumphs of his humanity and spin

Turman and Bailey were both tremm
dous. In between scenes, Bailey treated

the audience to powerful renditions of

Proud's songs. The musicians, under the

direction of Horace Clarence Boyer. were
competent and entertaining.

Later this semester, the Third World
Theater series will present Patn< Your Face
on a Drowning in the River and GuUah. If

these shows are of the same quality as

Proud, they should not b« mitsed. f • » ;
;
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SPRING BREAK "84.

THE TRADITION LIVES ONI SHAB
Student Health

Advisory Board

. . .A student activities group for

all majors.

FIRST MEETING:
Feb. 16, 5:30 PM

Health Services, Rm 302

1AKE THE GREATER |

FORT LAUDERDALE BREAK, j
HcillywtK>d. Pompano Beach. Lauderdale-by'the-Sea, Deerfield Beach. s

Want the tradition to live on forever? Then order your full-color 17" x 23" poster of Spring Break '84 by sending "%

$3.00 (check or money- order, no cash, please) to: Spnng Break '84. 500 Third Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119. M

AMERICANUGREETINfi

Cupid says,"Be
my Valentine"
Select a Valentine card from
American Greetings and
spread a little Cupid charm
yourself.

GUESSWHAT,

..iUMvOuE\«N*10«C
THVillTKOUGHTinO

SMILE

^0ni

:}!-m^l^'K*

i-U./ tJ**?* .^

Open M-F 9-5

sat 11-4

^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
American Greetings with Rose design"
t MCMLXXXIV American Greetings Corp
Ziggy^

MCMLXXXIV Universal Press Syndicate

Care Bears* Sherman On The Mount*

Valentine's Day, February 14th

•MAT VALUM^KIAT

Valentine

CARDS
Op«n DaUy 10 am • S:30

Posters
^ / Gifts

Clothing

Sale!

MERCANTILE
AMHBIST CAMHAOi SNOfS

'n I
I

' "
itflgiXIl )A

INTRODUCING:
A N£IVUUNCH ALTERNATIVE

mmm mmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmm m«mmtMiHimtmmm»m

TOC LOIISTGE

ENJOY YOUr^

FAVORITE PIZZA 0R> GMNDEf^
IN THE DLUEWALU

PLACE YOUR Or\DEr\ WITH

THE DARTENDEfX OIX WAITPEWON
AND LA CUCHINA WILL DELIVEW

HOURS: 5:00-10:45

^

LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-3:00 PM
• TOC HOT WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES
• POTATO PEUGHTS

t CARROT & CEIKRY STIX
with Vegemblii Pip $2.75

Prtftf Re^r or Non
AlPQhiic ^fi<v/0rAU0

With \tjMr Uunph

ok* i li«r

MiTfrr

X it( I h< II ii^

/>^l/> //)/)/>

:..--^ . . « ••11 « '

^ UMA^S (AASA)

MtttiMO of iXi UMtsltr

nuQ (L j^d II

f%H
^••ri.:*':?i.«fc^/r«^:::i5> V;

"H(.«

(.' ',:-•:

,) „o-'

„

. o

.•/.', V.AO

I* || »4 :< I ll t(<

•, \k\\\iV k:

UMau TrMilt li ipotuorini

Spring Training

Program

Bui Driven

AppHcationi meeting

Feb. 13 7:00 pm
Thompion 106

Bring proof of cUm yoir

For furtkir infot

545-0056

I
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UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

Monday, February 13, 1984^ Collegian is

OUTING CLUB
MEETING - Yes! We are

having another meeting.

Find out about our in-

teresting trips. Meet new

friends, have a good time.

See you there. 7 p.m. Com-

monwealth Room (Earth

Foods.)

WOMEN'S ISSUES
TEAM MEETING - Join

us to discuss pornography.

Does it make you angry??

4:30 p.m. CC 168.

UNITED JEWISH AP-

PEAL - Table in the Cam-
pus Center all day.

HILLEL COUNCIL
MEETING - 6 p.m. CC
802.

STUDENT ALLIANCE
FOR ISRAEL MEETING
— A 60 minute interview

v^rith Yassar Arafat will be

shown followed by discus-

sion of current issues of the

Piimer Mleij Ikk Equipment

SPECtALiZSJ\G f\
STUDEJST REI%T/iLS

ky^Cx'i^m'i^M

SPRING BREAK 80
fl Days 7 NIghn Luxurtous Hord on rh# Snip

Hof»« onJy W/Motor Cooch W/J«f

S149 S285 S375

fox included *** fox included *
For mor^ info 545-3437

•VIDEO TER^Il^ALS-

PRi:\TERS-

RENT ME
FOR A

SEMESTER
GEcU

•>I€IDE!IIS-

-SK:ftESTKR RE\T\ LS 1 V\ fM RLK-

259 TKI\%€;i>: STKFF/r. \>1III-:RKT 5I9-I0I7

INFO & SIGN-UP
MEETING/
PARTY

WED. 2/15 8 PM
SOUTHWEST
HAMDOP^I-SOUTHSIDE
DON'T BE LEFT OUT

IN THE COLD

Return of the. . .

JOB APPLICATION PACKAGE

i Letter

i Resume

p Envelope

matching papers & typestyles

Word Processing

can help you
get a job

AMERICANmGREEIINGS

Valentine Trays and Cards
This Valentine's Day, Strawberry Shortcake,

Care Bears and Ziggy are going to school!

Boys and girls will be able to choose from a

full line of Valentines featuring Annerican

Greetings most popular characters.

Get an "A + " in school by sending your

teachers and friends an American Greeting's

Valentine.

American Greetings with Rose design'

MCMLXXXIV American Greetings Corp
Ziggy

MCMLXXXIV Universal Press Syndicate

Care Bears'

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Middle East. 7:30 p.m. CC
802.

POET YEHUDA
AMICHAI - Israel's

leading poet, Yehuda
Amichai, will speak and

read from his recent works.

4 p.m. CC 804.

PEACEMAKERS
I MEETING - Past and

future Peacemakers needed

to help make 1984 the year

of the Nuclear FREEZE.
Please join us! 4:30 p.m. 428

Student Union.

CHESS CLUB
MEETING CHANGED -
Chess club meeting will be

held on Thurs. Feb. 16th.

Room 811 CC, instead of

tonight. For information

call Robin 546-7047.

AUDITIONS FOR
"GREASE" - To be per-

formed as a Spring/Outdoor

production. Come with a

prepared song (preferably

from the show) and dressed

to move. 7:00 Feb. 13 & 14.

Student Union Ballroom.

UNIVERSITY
HORSEMASTER'S CLUB
- First meeting of the

semester. We will discuss

plans for the next few mon-

ths. Also will have an up-

date on the Silent Stallion

Service Auction. Film at

7:30, "Horses In Motion."

Everyone welcome. 7 p.m.

Stk. 311.

UMASS REPUBLICAN
CLUB GENERAL
MEETING - The UMass
Republican Club will hold its

first general meeting of the

semester. Hear the guest

speaker and give input for

upcoming events. 8 p.m.

80o CC.

VALLEY WOMEN'S
RUGBY CLUB -
RECRUITMENT - Join us

for an evening of films, slide

show, information and
friends. Learn how fun

rugby can be. 8 p.m. CC
room 805.

EARTH DAY
ORGANIZATION
MEETING - Come help us

plan for this year's Earth

Awareness Week. Bring
your ideas! 6 p.m. Rm. 306
Student Union.

1ST GENERAL
MEETING L.S.S.A. - The
Legal Studies Student
Association will be having
its first organizational
meeting. Bring a friend.

Non-majors welcome. 6
p.m.-lO p.m. CC 178.

Valentine's Day, February 14th

"My body

is expecting.'

An unwanted preRnancy can

make you feel that you have no

say met what your body is

doinR. But you do ha\e a say.

And a Preterm counselor will

help you figure out what vow

want to do about it. Call today.

Because some thmfjs are tw)

important to be left to vour bodv.

Preterm. 738-6210.

preterm
Th» most eiperienced

rrpradurtivt heatlh care crnler

in lh( Nonhvant.
IM2 Beacon Street

BrnoUine. MA 02146
A In f-n^rdniin (>n>^t hraMhtarr Ik'^i^

li-rfi t cHinM linii S<' Hjt)U K<paniil

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

\x\ View YorKC'W

Svill unaware ht

"is noVa^
Omass>,+^hi6

aMewYorK
"

college

cJ<ssecV.n3

6 ass for

Tlie Strip Bert Savenano and Jim Walsh

'^e

^e.
^£

/?
'^^A

>2-;f^^^
'f^M

.^^^.^

Shagnasty O.T. Derringer

\

IMO/iPONt UJCE Er«fCAUSE

H^y,5KiP. THIS Bods f?)Ryw^

RELEASE OATE-Mand«y. F«6ni*ry 13. 1»M

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
hdited b> Margaret Karrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Blooper on TV.

eg
5 Calch question.

perriaps

9 Sum total

13 Cousin o( lotto

14 Blockade
15 Sch subi

16 Taught py
repetition

18 Sicilian mount
19 Nilty-grittyot

education

20 Appoint

22 First name in

poetry

23 Interlacement

24 Imitator

27 Instructed

30 Bee Comb form

31 Water scorpion

33 Without face

value

35 Place (or student

training

37 Benetactor

39 Popular t>everag«

40 Walls ol a box

42 Change the clock

44 Rather

45 Figured out

47 Selteftacing

49 Without rain

50 Support politically

51 Carnivorous

animal

54 PTA members
57 South seas novel

by Melville

58 School adjuncts

61 Drawn out

62 Landing place

63 Indians of

New Mexico

64 Bohemian
65 Former mates

66 Advantage

DOWN
1 Run the slopes

2 Prelude to

Easter

3 along

4 Host of a tea

social

5 Miss America s

adornment
6 Soaks hemp
7 Mature, as wine

8 Know It all

9 Title tor music
teachers

10 Kind of climax

11 Emulated*
chorister

12 Musial

14 Detected

17 Baited the hook
21 Any old day now
23 Accolades
24 the buck

25 Plant pest

26 Janeiro

27 Having prongs

28 Type of lyric poem
29 Nursery

syllables

32 Scrutinized

(with over")

34 Bluster

36 Teaching

38 Shamefacedness
41 Certain

43 Bag carrier

46 Ring

48 Signify

50 Gear lor the florist

51 Qaucho's weapon
52 Love, to Virgil

53 Stop It!

54 Macadamize
55 Mud puppy's

relative

56 Weather word

59 Law. to a lawyer

60 Helm letters

2/13»4

Collegian

Recruitment meeting
• Experience • Excitement

• Open to all majors

Wednesday, Feb. 15
8pm-9pm

Room 805 CC.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on Water Roll

DINNER
Roast Pork/

Gravy, Spiced Apples
Stir Fry Beef
and Vegetables

Tuna Salad Plate

with Chips

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin and Sprout

Sandwich
Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod with

Lemon Wedge

Weather

WEATHER- Sur>nyand

unseasonably warm today,

with temperatures climbing

into the 60s. Tnoight will be

clear, with lows in the 40s.

Tuesday will begin sunny,

with clouds in the afternoon

and showers possible.

Temperatures Tuesday will

\k' around .'>() degrees.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

.T4i*fi
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Always Read Black Affairs

lfeU>=l,=lr=Jlri!Jatif=Jl

Elegant Violence

PLAY RUGBY!/

y

For mere info call:

Coach: Doc Laurence 545 2507

Captain: 545 02<;4

I Pres 549 7852

V.P.: 256 0913

: The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE j

^ is inviting political, social, cultural ^

^
and academic groups to submit re- X

I
quests for LINE ITEM FUNDING for J

I
Fiscal Year 1985. For applications J

h and further information on the *

^ budget process, please contact J

I
Steve Keye, GSS Treasurer, 919 J

I
Campus Center, 545-2896.

j

K DEADLINE FOR REQUESTS IS
J

h FEBRUARY 24. !

READ THE
SPORTS PAGE

Birds - Fish - Supplies for all Pets

Tropical Fish

Aquarium P/ants and Supplies

Birds of all sizes

Excellent Selection of quality supplies for dogs, cats,

birds and small animals
Open Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-5

Amherst Carriage Shops 233 N. Pleasant St, Amherst 549-6400

•-"^Mi) <ic?^<»""''ri» CiC^o^^rv;^ c^r^^c^^'=tHPQ^::^'(;^ 9£r'Cir'^:iSfi V£:^Cir''riS^

Remember all your sweethearts
^ with

Valentine's Day

Cards & Candy

A.J. HASTINGS, INC.

Newsdealer & Stationer

45 South Pleasant Street
i^^ji) (?5%ih^<i3^*tji^ (S'FCSb^Qi)^,^::^^ tf?£i»^O^.i:>^ CTvi^O^-iri (JTtSb^ »-^iJ^i9viw0^i«^:r& <
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d

d
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Save 40%
when you have the USA delivered to

your dorm. February 20 to May 16.

$8.70
Enclose check or money order for full amount

Make check payable to Ron Huberdeau
Please print

Name Telephone

$150. CASH PRIZE

Backgammon Tournament
every Monday Night. . .

Beginning Tonight

30 Participants to guarantee

maximum payoff.
* $90 First Place

* $40 Second Place
* $20 Third Place

Minimum prize money paid will be $100.

Double elimination - 2 chances to win!

Match begins at 6 pm
muse sign up by 5:45 pm

$5 Entry Fee
BRING YOUR OWN BOARD

^ Campus Address

I Mail to Ron Huberdeau. PO Box 959 Amherst. MA 01004

Plumbley s
oil I he common*^

30 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-9586

ifbiiKiiipiyiTi
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2ii N Pl£«5«NT ST qMMCBST t^ OOOP

EPSONQX-10

Amherst's

Microcomputing

Center

Mon - Sat 10-5

HmM"»»>l»tr>ll

COMPUTER PACKAGE

Fast CPM Processor

Internal Clock, Hi-Res Graphics

256 K Internal Memory
2 Drives, 380 K Storage Each

'Valdocs a- 'Peach' Software

Includes RX 80ft Printer

Men swimmerslose to UNH,
fa€eAmherst at Boyden
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

After suffering a disappointing 58-55 loss

at the University of New Hampshire on
Saturday, the University of Massachusetts
men's swimming team will attempt to

rebound against Amherst College tonight at

Boyden pool at 7 p,m,

The loss puts the Minutemen at 5-4 with

one meet remaining and extinguishes coach

Russ Yarworth's hopes of attaining a career

best 7-3 record. Of the meet Yarworth

said, "We just weren't up mentally. It's

disappointing about not being able to go 7-

3. We should have won this one."

There were some highlights in the loss.

UMass' strong 400 medley relay team of

Mark Surette, Mike Hoover, Chris Clarke,

and Chris Porter won to start the meet on a

good note. Porter won the 200 freestrle.

Hoover won the 200 individual medley, and
Phil Surette won the 200 breaststroke. The
400 freestyle relay team of Jeff Piaget,

John Piazza, Paul McNeil, and Porter also

took first. In the diving competition. John
Macurdy placed first in the three meter
event.

Yarworth attributed his teams poor

performance to the fact that his swimmers

are now in the first part of their "taper" for

the New England championships.

"They sort of have a down period. Their

bodies get a different feeling in the water

and it takes some time for them to get used

to it. This usually happeas to us at this

point in the season," Yarwwth said.

On tonight's match-up against Amherst,

Yarworth said, "The meet looks real close.

Amherst usually swims very well at this

time of year."

Yarworth sees the sprint events and the

diving competitions as key areas for a

UMass victory. "Sprints have been a big

problem for us all season long. We just

don't have a guy who can dominate in the

short events," Yarworth said.

Amherst is led by Gary Anderson and Lee

Smith. Anderson is an excellent all-around

swimmer according to Yarworth. Smith is

a fine sprinter and Yarworth anticipates his

race against UMass' Porter in the 100

freestyle as being "an excellent one."

This will be the final meet for the team

before the Atlantic 10 Conference Cham-

pionships and the New England cham-

pionships. "We've got a chance to finish

with a winning record. I h<^ this one goes

our way," Yarworth said.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CO 1 13 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cast) in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION:
WERE HIRING DJS

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
OlOOd

AUDIO

Stereo Equipment lowest prices available

most major brands available Akai, JVC,
Technics, Kenwood, etc. call Steve
546-5181

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Dattun 280Z black beauty exc cond.

4-speed A/C taking BO 546-8236

78 Ply. Arrow 4 cyl great running cond.

750/ BO 253-5740

1971 Ford Pinto to drive or for parts very

dependable $60 call Scott 549-7875 6-7 pm

CAPE COD
SUMMER SEASONAL RENTALS

W. Yarmouth, Dennis: Largest inventory

of studios, 1, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom units; Direct

from owners. 617/528-8300 or

617/771-2233.

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you morel More lights,

more requests and more experience! Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJ« FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.
Why pay more? 256-1393

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire quality

sound at the lowest price call 584-6712

FOR RENT

Available: one bedroom apartment large

enough for two. Close to campus 549-7880

One room in Amherst on bus route unfur

$187. rent male call Peter 253-3076/5-2670

FOR SALE

Computer for sale or rent Apple I! + 48k

best offer call Ruthie anytime 256-1306

Platform beds, we build them. Queen
with drawer 169. 527-2141

Yamaha 12 string guitar ex. cond. $175.

call Craig 546-7867

For sale 1 pair Garmont Ski Boots size

10 good cond. $50 Polaroid 1 Step never

used $20 Neil 256-0970

HP-41CV Calculator only $179. under
warranty until Aug. 1984. Calculator Ex-

change at University Store

¥

Car Stereos 200W boosters - 38.00 300W
triaxles 39.00 AM-FM cassette 58.00 call

546-7579

X-Country Ski Boots excellent 12-12^
6-7912 after 7 pm John

Attention - Womens Shoes - Cheap
Peter pan Boots SNKS New Styles

Full Range of sizes special on size 6
call 549-0533 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

HELP WANTED

Balloon Delivery person wanted - ex-

perience in clowning, juggling or entertain-

ing preferred. Apply at Bloomin Balloons,

1 50 Main St, Northampton

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Newspaper Deliverers needed for

dorms. Good pay. Early mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
CruiseshipsI Hiring! $16-30,0001 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4440 ext U
Massachusetts Cruise

Counselors: Camp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co-ed childrens camp. We will in-

terview on Camp Day March 13th. Write:

12 Allevard St., Lido Beach NY 11561 (in-

clude your phone number)

Collegian Recruitment Meeting Open to

all majors. We are looking for

photographers and reporters. Wednesday
Feb. 15 8 PM Room 803 Campus Center

Airlines Hiringl Stewardesses! Reserva-

tionists! $14-39,000. Worldwide! Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter. 1-(916)

944-4440. X U Massachusetts Dir.

Acid Rain got you down? Work with us

to redirect energy, consumer, and en-

vironmental policy in Massachusetts.

MASSPIRG has full and part time positions

open on its political outreach and fundrais-

ing staff, 2-10 pm paif training. Call Terry,

256-6434

INSTRUCTION

Citizen of France wants to help students

$3.00 per hour tel 584-9021 ask for Marie-

Laure

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment. 253-2098

I need a tutor for Physics 161. Call

Margaret, 546-8554

LOST

Long black coat from Justin Ryans Wed
2/8 great sentimental value reward call

256-1078

Lost gold Cross pen set reward call Kim

546-6826

Gold pearl ring with diamond chips

reward call 546-9008

*

¥

*

¥

¥
«
¥

*

MARTIAL ARTS ENTHUSIASTS

Study Sport Karate with Larry Kelley, #3

U.S. Fighter. 256-0080

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP
Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual identity. Wednesday evenings 7 pm
9 pm sliding fee scale. Contact

Psychological Services Tobin Hall by
February 24. 545-0041

PERSONALS

Kerate for women, too. Develop asser-

tiveness and total fitness. Umass Sport

Karate 256-0080

Extinguish the midweek blues with

Larry Kelley's Wednesday Sport Karate

class. 256 0080

Have you registered to vote yet? Why
not? Voice your wishes, exercise your

rights.

Je T'aime Rose 'The Perfect Rose
"

fresh cut, first quality roses

Single or Dozen Roses w/ Babies Breath

and box, ribbon and card (deliveries)

Breakfast in Bed
La Balloons

Gift Certificates for 2 to the hot tubs

Mon Er Tues Feb 13 & 14 in front of the

Hatch

CAKE-A-GRAM on VALENTINES!
Send that special one a heart shaped

cake right to their door! Costumes on

request for info call: 549-7612 549 7845

Pi Kappa Alpha
Open Rush

2-13 9 pm 2-14 9 pm
for info call 545-2150

ROOM WANTED
¥ Looking for a place to live during Spring

semester. Pref . close to UMass. Responsi-
* ble, 24 yrs. Student. Call Ted: 549-2773

Gay and Bisexual Umass Students: A
health survey being conducted. Your par-

ticipation is encouraged. Pick up ques

tionaires at PGA Office or Division of Public

Health, Arnold House 106

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the US Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext 5931 A

All University Women invited to

- Open Rush -

Tues 2/14 at 6:00 or 7:00 pm
Thurs 2/16 at 7:00 pm

for more info call Kelli at 546-0320

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $107! Andrea 546-9648

Linda Happy 1 -Year Anniversary it has cer-

tainly been interesting and Happy Valen-

tines Day too love Hoss

PI KAPPA ALPHA

- OPEN RUSH -
Wed 2-8 Mon 2 13 Tues 2-14

Refreshments served 9-11 PM
for more information

call 546-2150

*

¥

*
¥

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Need one person to share house on bus
route Hadley 586-3406

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Need one person to share house on bus

route Belchertown 323-6844

Large room for 1 or 2 in Northampton
apartment $182.50 includes heat 586-9882

Female nonsmoker wanted to share 2

bedroom apt Spring 84 call 253-5137

SERVICES

Typing, Copies. Binding Pickup and
delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.
Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 665-3414

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 419 from Boston 359 from New
York complete no hidden costs Lauderdale

choice of hotels Doug 549-1934

SUMMER
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

Practical Business Experience while you
earn $4000-$7000 in the summer. Informa-

tion presentation: Campus Center, room
803, 4:00 Tuesday College Pro Painters

TRAVEL

FLORIDA
~

Miami /Fort Lauderdale aree
$209.00 Round Trip

(air only)

Convenient Departures
on the

scheduled airlines

(these are not risky charter flights)

seats are limited

call 584-3224

Bahamas-329 Jamaica-389 Includes:

round-trip air 7 nights hotel

Florida-209 round trip air only
call now for reservations Springbreak

Colleen 256-8668 or 1-737-9114

WANTED

Intermediate Stats book for GBFin 303
after 4 call 256-1364

'*m^'* '^* Vii%*i«* ^
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W.E.B. DuBols Lecture Series

Vincent Harding
MisttirlHM HMrt aiilhMi fit fMfW(t l*i It 0>Vf« f(MH tMf OtM^n nmtil' AN ttf \fOLIIt>ON

"W.E.B. DuBols and
the Future of America"

Thursday. February 16. 1984. 8 p.m.

Mahar Auditorium
University of MassachUBetts at Amfierst

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥ i

t
¥

Collegian

Recruitment

Meeting

Open to All Majors

Involvement in the

University

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

Wednesday Feb. 15

8:00 PM
Room 803 CC

Mengymnastewin
ByJOKPETftlN

With H solid hII HroutiH

pjirrMfttiiitifc. fhf J'nlvpfplty

nf MuMHt-huB^Hn men's

ItymtmiitlM tcntti di»fMt*H

('ortlnni) Rf. «P«iifdiiv

2fl9.PB 243.08. UMi!«!» wrp
•iipfrlnf on the p«»ftiftn»l

Hrtf««" ll.lOSa.tR. ntid wnn
thp pHfullfl Haf 0VMI 40.30

IV.20. pn routP « ttiHr

victory,

the Mlnut^'mi'M w»«r»«

^without top nil arnuttri

ni»ffnrm^r bpH MithlMon,
Init fnftiihHtHy EHo (Mffonp

WHS thprp tn takp tip th»»

•lack. TH fHplnlti Willy

Ptpv»»ti« Rflvp cMtHIt whfrp

crrdlt wMduw.

"V> hiri « »«••»» PK

TH-cftpUlM Willy Rt«»v<«nii perforttiP hip riiulltie

nti ih« ntlll rltiffi.

&:fot-tniifir*' tod«y fmtn Flrl**

(.Vfonf. Me immlly j"««

doen the Hnt" hul Jndiiy he

went Oh fivp events n»» did

a fnntnslk J«h «nd h** wm
th*" "itiit-fttt-u*."

CliTone saw nior** action

flatnt-dsy In order lo fill th««

vnld left hy Mathleson. He
worked hard In prartlfe. Rot

help from his teammates and

It paid off.

"t'oarh .lohnson helped me
put IhlttR' toRether. He

really helped me out and

enrntiraned me. The team

was behind rtie all the way

and they lave me con

fldence.saJddwone.

Mark Wtievlllon did a full

difficulty set on the pommel
horse whieh ittrliided a

ahlrlork diattiount. He

sewed an fl.8 on the event,

his hlRheil ever In com

pet li ion.

Tnny Sbarrn had a solid

hlghliar rtnitlne In scoring a

9. IB. Ptevens competed In

pvery i«venl «nd received a

9.2 on the hlRhhar" «nd »»

P.aR for his hand sprloR

front tuckeil vauH.

Other standout per

fortnances for th»«

MlnutHnen were by .Mm

Corbett in the floor exercisi-

and on the vault (9.10). Ken

DouRhertv on the pommel
horse (9.10). Joe Demarco

on the Mill rings (9 OR), and

Phil Gorgone with his P.2fi

vault.

High man for the meet was
Tortland'a Ron tjlevindag

with a total of B2.IR. The
highest individual score was

also recorded hy Cortland as

t>errlrk rornellous scored a

9.70 on hia high flying vault.

Coach t^y .lohnson was
ea;>ecting a little more from

his squad but for the most

part he was satisfied.

"I thought that we would

scttre at least 2B4. but we
w»»rpn t far off. We could've

dt»Mc hpttpr on the highbar.

We usually score higher on

that event than we did

trwlay." said Johnson. Hi
also went on to point out the

strength of his tpam. "We
scored a 264 ttHlay without

our lop all around per-

former. I think that shows
that we have depth and a

good future If we can do that

without our top man."

The gymnastics record low

stands «t fl fl. They aw
gearing up fof the Faaterti

Intercolieglitf Oymnaatle

League ehamplonshlpa,
March Ifl It Their neat

meet is Feb. l«, against

M.IT.. in ftoyden at t:00

p.m.
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BlackBearsedgeMinutewomen
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The Atlantic 10 Court Report gave only

one warning in their fwecast of the 1983-

1984 University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team. 'The Minutewomen
remain a young club whose only problem

may be lack of experience.'

Lack of experience and lack of a 'killer'

instinct led UMass to their twelfth defeat of

the season. The University of Maine Black

Bears were the recipients of the UMass
giveaway, 72-71.

The Minutewomen had countless op-

portunities to take control of the contest

but were unable to get any offense going.

The score was tied eight times during the

second half but neither team pulled away.

In the waning seconds UMass still had

opportunities to leave the Cage with a

victory.

Rebecca Kucks had the first opportunity

to put UMass ahead when she pulled down a

tough offensive rebound but came down
with one foot out of bounds, thus losing

possession. The Black Bears came down
the court up by one and were shut down by

UMass, but then disaster struck UMass
again. In the battle under the boards for

the rebound, Karen Damminger just lost

control of the ball and it flew out of bounds.

UMass was forced to foul the Black Bears

on the ensuing throw in. Maine's Tammy

Gardiner hit both foul shots, putting Maine

up by three. With only five seconds left

Wendy Ward hit a 20-footer but it was too

little, too late and the buzzer sounded with

the score frozen at 72-71.

Aside from their inexperience, UMass was

also hampered by some excellent free-

throw shooting of the Black Bears. Maine

hit 22 of 27 free throws, compared to 11 of

14 for UMass.
"We can't send a team that shoots that

well to the line." lamented a disappointed

UMass Coach Barbara Stevens.

The first half of the game was a 'see-saw'

battle. Both teams seemed happy to trade

baskets. Within that 20 minutes, UMass
held leads ranging from two to five points.

The end of the first half gave some in-

dication of what might be in store for the

second half. Maine closed the five point

bulge in the last three minutes and left the

floor at the half tied at 38.

Simply stated, the women just weren't

sharp offensively or defensively, but there

were some bright spots. Once again the

team had four players in double figures, led

by Karen Fitzgerald with 15 points. The
team shot an impressive 85 percent from
the charity stripe.

UMass now sports an 8-12 record. The
women will be travelling to Chestnut Hill

tomorrow night where they will he facing

Boston College in the first meeting between
these two teams this season.

Wrestlersfinishseasonby losingtwo more

SUff photo by (itrry dcSimu

Senior captain Scott McQuaide won two this weekend as UMass end-

ed up their regular season.

itBasketball
Neysmith would add one more jam, going

over everybody on a missed free-throw, to

get the score to 74-59, before fouling out

with six minutes left.

With Russell,who finished with 18 points

in 22 minutes, already fouled out. (Hempel

and Smith would finish with four each for

the foul plagued Minutemen. who were

continiLed from pg. 20

whistled for nine offensive calls) things got

sticky for the first time. Behind Terry

Graves 10 points (23 total), the Nittany

Lions whittled the lead to five with 1:03

left. Massachusetts only managed to hit 9-

16 free throws during that stretch but did

cut time off the clock, and time ran out for

Penn. St.

By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team ended their

dismal 1-16 season with back to back losses

to Brown and Princeton this past weekend.

The Princeton Tigers felled the Minutemen
47-6 before the Brown Bruins took ad-

vantageof UMass' upper weight weakness
to gain a come from behind victory. 28-17.

UMass forfeited the 118 pound spot in both

matches. The Minutemen scored their only

points against Princeton at the 126 and 167

brackets. Freshman Chns Lee managed a

4-4 tie and Captain Scott McQuaide got

back on track by outpointing his oppenent
7-2.

It was all Princeton after that as

Minutemen Phillipe Durant. Brian

Shaughnessy. and Vin McEntee suffered

pins at the 134, 177. and 190 brackets

respectively.

UMass freshman Paul Hardy dropped a

14-1 decision at the 150 pound weight class

before 158 pounder Mike Bossi was out-

pointed 6-2 to put the Minutemen down 29-

3. UMass forfeited the 142 and
heavyweight spots to make the final 47-6.

The Minutemen kept it closer against

Brown, however the end result was the

same. Chris Lee and Mike Hanion both lost

three point decisions at the 126 and 134

spots respectively to give the Bruins a 12-0

lead.

UMass began to turn things around on

their Ivy League oppenent as Wes Beck-

with won a three point decision at the 142

pound weight class. Mike Bossi went on to

pin his oppenent at the 150 spot and Paul

Hardy took a three pointer at 158 to tie the

score at 12.

Senior Scott McQuaide demolished his

adversary 30-13 to give the Minutemen a

short lived five point lead before UMass'
victory hopes caved in.

The Bruins won five point decisions over

Brian Shaughnessy and Tony Gaeta at the

177 and heavyweight spots respectively.

They sandwiched a pin over Minuteman Vin

McEntee at 190 pounds in between these

victories to give Brown a 28- 17 win.

To say this season was bad sould be an

extreme understatement, however one

must remember that this team is made up

of mostly freshmen

.

"Give them credit," said Coach Rick

Freitas, "These guys are primarily high

school hot shots who aren't used to this kind

of competition. They come here and start

wrestling guys who've been grappling at

this level for three or four years."

"It's tough for these freshmen who are

coming right out of high school and starting

against much more experienced division

one wrestlers." said Captain Scott

McQuaide. "Most of these guys should he

second or third stringers this year for the

learning experience. When I was a fresh-

man. I couldn't touch the starter. I was a

backup and afforded the time to learn

before my first match. These guys aren't

getting that chance. It's really too bad,"

added McQuaide.

"They're a hard nosed bunch of kids who
could have quit at any time during the

season but didn't," said Freitas.

The New England Championships will be

held at Boyden Gym the weekend of the

25th and 26th. Some of the best wrestlers

in the East will compete in this tourney.

AMERIG\N^GREETINGS

Valentines,

the way to your loved one 's heart.
This Valentine's Day, touch your

loved ones with a Valentine from

American Greetings.

American Greetings with Rose design"

C MCMLXXXIV American Greetings Corp

Ziqgy'
MCMLXXXIV Universal Press Syndicate

Strawberry Shortcake*

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Open M-F 9-5

sat 11-4

Valentine^s Day. February 14th

ANSWER
Sorry, trivia fans that you

had to wait for the answer.
The five athletes are Mark
Spitz, Olga Korbut, Joe
Namath, Muhammad Ali,

and Secretariat.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion

eflsy . CAY powN,
mb. WINTHKOf.
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Sports

Piclittriiins aiiootball coach
By GERRY deSIMAS
CoUegian Staff

Citing personal reasons. University of Massachusetts

head football coach Bob Pickett resigned Saturday after six

years as Minuteman coach and four Yankee Conference

crowns.
, „. , . „

Pickett said he has accepted a job in the office of the Dean

of Physical Education.

"Coaching takes a lot of time away from family and I ve

reached a point where I'd like some of that back, "Pickett

said "Twenty-five years is a long time coachmg football. 1

think I've outlived the longevity of footbaU coaches and I

think this is the best time to do it."

The University has made no move to name a successor as

of yet. Dr. David Bischoff, dean of the physical education

department said.

Pickett. 50. has been coaching on the high school and

coUege level since his graduation from Maine in 1959.

When asked if losing had contributed to his resignation.

Pickett said. "It's not pleasant to lose." He did admit that

losing had "something to do with it." UMass posted

records of 5-6 and 3-8 the last two seasons.

"It was a hard decision to leave the game." Pickett said.

"Our recruiting is over and this is a good time to leave.

"It was nothing on the spur of the moment." he added.

Pickett, who compiled a 36-28 record as UMass head

coach, doesn't know what he will be doing in the Dean's

office. But. Bischoff said it would be "somethmg im-

portant."
J • u- r

Pickett was named head coach in 1978 and in his first

year, he led UMass to a 9-4 record and berth in the

Division I-AA title game. Florida A&M defeated UMass

35-28 in the Pioneer Bowl but the Minutemen still won the

Lambert Trophy that year as the best I-AA team in the

East.

After graduating from Maine. Pickett was a high school

coach in New Hampshire until 1966. He was named New

Hampshire high school coach of the year in 1962 and 1964.

Pickett joined the Maine coaching staff in 1966 and stayed

there until 1971 when he was named defensive coordinator

at Massachusetts.

Playersreact to resignation

By GERRY deSIMAS
(.'oUegian Staff

Players on the University of Massachusetts football

team were shocked to learn of coach Bob I^ickett s

resignation Saturday according to .several of the players.

"Well, like everybody else, we were shocked and sur-

p)rised." sophomore Jim Simeone said. "Nobody expect^

it."

Pickett called the players to a 4 p.m. meeting at the

stadium on Saturday. "He wanted to let the ballplayers

know first." John Crowley, a sophomore defensive back

"I think that they were very surprised." Pickett said at

the 6 p.m. press conference Saturday night. "It was em()-

tional...because vou get to love people in the locker room.

"It was a pretty emotional moment." Bob Simeone, a

junior wide receiver said. "He is just a great guy. I'm sad

10 see him go."

"1 thought it was a sad situation." Sal Tartaglione. a

sophomore lineman said.

A few players broke down and there was some hugging

and handshaking. And there was respect for their now

former coach who the players had worked so hard with

during the season and in the off-season.

"We call it a familv." Crowley said.

As of now, the players don't know what will be happen-

mp in the future. "We know as much as you do. Bob Si-

meone said. "We'll just have to wait and see what hap-

pens."
, .. rri » 1-

"No one knows what is going to happen, Tartaglione

said.

The only thing that is certain is that coach Pickett will

not be behind the UMass bench next fall much to the

dismay of the members of the Massachusetts football

squad.

Former UMass head football coach Bob

Pickett, at a game earlier this season, resigned

on Saturday.

Minutemenhold offPenn State, 88-81
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

Outside, a thick night fog had blanketed the

campus grounds. If the same conditions

had persisted inside the Curry Hicks Cage

it may not have affected the Minutemen

anyway, as the skywalkers were out in

force for Massachusetts' 88 81 dispatching

of Penn State Saturday evening.

John Hempel led the way to the

Minutemen's fourth win in their past five

games, (now 5-7 and moving up in the

Atlantic 10, 9-11 overall). He had a game

high 27 points while showing no ill effects

from his mild concussion suffered in the

scary fall he took Thursday night against

St. Bonaventure. Hempel canned 9-18 from

the floor and a perfect 9-9 at the line to

equal his highest point total of the season.

But while Hempel was hot. the element that

really lit the Cage up was the dunk show

Massachusetts provided for the capacity

crowd. There were five in all, and every

one was bonafide rim- wrecker.

The leader here was Horace Neysnuth

who not only had two rafter slams of his

own but again dominated the baseline with

another perfect shooting night from the

floor. The junior hit 6-6 and has now buried

his last 16 field goals and ran his season

shooting percentage to a smooth 64 per-

cent.

"It's a confidence factor." grinned

Neysmith afterwards. "And I'm not going

to let it stop from building. It's just gonna

build and build and build."

The dunk fiesta began seven minutes into

the game. Edwin Green did the honors

with a duplication of his one hand curl

Thursday night. On the previous play, Carl

Smith had stolen the ball at midcourt and

the crowd began to roar as Green broke

away looking for the set-up. However,

Smith's pass was one step too far and Green

had to settle for a layup. This time though.

Green stripped the ball and went in all

alone, to give the Minutemen a 16-11 lead.

Neysmith was next two minutes later

when he took a pretty alleyoop pass from

Jackie Sheehan for a two-handed slam that

would have made Dominique Wilkins

proud. It was not the only nice pass

Sheehan would make as the sophomore

transfer student handed out eight assists in

22 minutes, his longest stint this year.

"Our front line is bigger than Penn State's,

" reflected Sheehan later. "They can score,

there's no doubt about that. I know my role

is to get the ball down low."

The Minutemen went to the lokcer room

with a 13 point halftime lead, 48-35, which

saw three Minutemen starters, Hempel,

Green, and Donald Russell, already in

double figures. They built the margin to 17

at 58-41, three minutes into the second half.

In that time the crowd was up twice more

for two other slams, one with authority and

one that was sweet. First, Green took a

Neysmith feed for a stick from the left side

to make it 52-39, and then it was time for a

surprise.

Carl Smith picked his man's pocket at half

court as Russell broke away alone. Smith,

the 5'11" freshman used to setting his team

mates up, saw Russell but also saw his own

lane wide open, and as Russell stepped

aside, he went straight in for the one-

handed slam that brought the house down.

continued on pg. 19

( oll»)ri«n photo h» Dtvid Dcabcr

UMass senior co-captain Edwin Green finds himself surrounded by

NitUny Lions as he pulls down a rebound.

tmkSjports
Women's hoop drops a squeaker U) Maine paRe 19

Wrestling ends up dismal regular season page
[»

Men's Gymnastics tops Cortland State paR« Jo

Men's Swimming falls short in Saturday loss • ^*^^ ^'
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Valentine'sDay :Atime forlove

Kim Hardock

Mike Whalen

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students usually have a lot

to think about, from how they are going to pass their next

E core to what they are going to do Saturday night. But

today, most students will have only one thing on their

mind, love.

Today is Valentine's Day, a day when people tell each

other, "I love you." For some it is a time to be wit h a loved

one, for others it is time to call or send a card to a distant

friend or relative.

Valentine's Day has been celebrated as a romantic holiday

since the 16th century when, according to The Book of

Days, men sent women anonymous notes declaring their

love.

People have different views of Valentine's Dav. ranGrini;

from joy that there is a holiday for k)ve to distaste for the

greeting card industry's commercialization of the day.

"I think it's a holiday created to point out the importance

of romantic relationship or friendship in an otherwise

harsh society." said Vic Paquette. a UMass College of Arts

and Sciences major from Norwood.
According to The Book of Dayt, it was believed in the

1400s that the first person someone saw on Valentine's Day
would be his or her true love.

"It's a day for sharing love with family, friends, being

with people you love," said Kim Hardock, a psychology

major from Andover.

Andrew Bartlett, a zoology major from Hadley, said the

holiday is one of the most important days of the year

because "it makes people think about loving each other,

and that's the most important thing about life.

There are two things closely associated with Valentines

Day. Cupid and greeting cards. Some students said the

day was not important to them because of the latter.

"I think it's pretty much a greeting card holiday, that's

why I refuse to buy from the greeting card industry," said

Hadleymay dropPVTA
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The Hadley Board of Selectmen will try to

reach a compromise with officials of the

Hampshire and Mountain Farms malls on

sharing the cost of the Pioneer Valley

Transit bus service in that town at a

meeting this Friday.

Selectman Donald Pipczynski said

yesterday that the board wiU discuss

"dollars and cents" and try to reach a

written agreement with the merchants of

the malls on Route 9 to help pay for the bus

service which costs Hadley taxpayers

approximately $14,500 a year.

"We will be looking for a happy medium,"

he said.

Selectman Harry Barstow, at a meeting

with the board and PVTA officials, said the

merchants want the buses to stop at the

mall entrances if they share the cost of the

service.

PVTA buses make six stops including

stops at the malls, along the sue mile stretch

of Route 9 which goes through Hadley,

shuttling some 4,000 students daily.

Hadley's assessment is $114,000, but the

town is reimbursed by the Five College

System which receives state and federal

grants.

Last year amid discontent with the bus

service among Hadley residents, a Town
Meeting ammendment to withdraw from

the transit system was passed but was

found to be not legally binding, Pipczynski

said.

If an agreement is not made this Friday,

Pipczynski said the board would have to

decide whether to put a referendum to

withdraw from the transit service on the

Fallot in the town's election next month. He
said the board has until Feb. 27 to make a

decision.

"As it stands, Hadley will stay with the

PVTA. at least this year," Barstow said.

Rape suspect soughtby police
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Correspondent

A 17 year-old Connecticut resident

reported to Amherst police that she had

been raped Friday night after she was

abductea in her car and forced to drive from

Connecticut to Amherst.
Police said yesterday that the victim

claimed she had been parked near her home
in Connecticut around 9 p.m. Friday night

when a white male, about 30 years old with

brown hair, a moustache, and medium build

entered her vehicle and demanded she

drive to Amherst, where he allegedly raped

ber.
, . ,. ,

She reported the attack to the police after

they responded to a disturbance call at the

East Pleasant Apartments about 12:30 a.m.

Saturday. The woman was treated at

Cooley- Dickinson hospital and released.

The victim's car was found in Amherst at

4:30 a.m. Saturday and impounded by

police. The incident is under investigation

and there are no suspects so far, police said.

Police responded to a disturbance at

Brittany Manor Sunday night and reported

that two roommates had had an argument.

One had a wound on his upper forearm and

was treated and released from Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital. Both were advised by

police to seek complaints in district court.

Police arrested a 41 year-old Amherst
resident Saturday at 1:17 a.m. on North

Pleasant St. and charged him with disor-

derly conduct and assault and battery with

a dangerous weapon. The arrest was the

result of an altercation whkh occured

Friday night at his Rolling Ridge Road

home. The man allegedly struck a friend

with a chair.

An Amherst fireman reported Friday

night that two firefighting helmets valued

at $35 each, were stolen from a truck at the

Allen St. Station.

A pizza delivery man reported his car

stolen from a North Pleasant St. residence

Sunday morning. Police recovered the car

on the University of Massachusetts campus
about 2 p.m. Sunday. The car radio was
missing.

A woman reported her pocketbook stolen

from Poor Richards Saturday night. It

contained $12 and valuable personal papers.

Julia Sturges, a botany major from Vinyard Haven, Mass.

Yesterday, hoards of people gathered at the University

Store in hopes of getting that special card for that special

someone.

The crowds "will be worse today," said John Kuusisto,

merchandise manager for the store. "It's a card holiday, no

doubt, people do buy other things but basically just

greeting cards."

Michael Goddard, a communication studies major from

Littlon. said it is a day for romantics, himself included.

"As a hopeless romantic and someone who is always

wearing his heart out on his sleeve, I think it's great to set

aside a day to honor that crazy nut cupid," Goddard said.

Cupid was not originally associated with Valentines Day,

which is named for the Catholic saint, Valentine who was

martyred on Feb. 14 in 269 A.D. according to The Book of

Saints.

Valentine's Day has evolved into much more than a day to

celebrate the death of a saint, it has become a day to be

with, long to be with, loved ones.

For Mike Whalen, a chemistry major from Westwood,

this Valentine's Day will not be easy.

"It's kinda tough because my girlfriend lives far away." he

said.

Valentine's Day is not only a day to tell someone you love

them, it is also a day which "Means you have to wear red,"

said Artress White, a journalism major from Wilbraham.

It is also a day when "you think about a person in your life

like your mother or someone you want to love," said Kevin

Looby, a history major from Natick.

Martha Desiraone, a nutritwn major from East

Longmeadow. said it is a day to "spread a little love."

When tomorrow comes, UMass students will be faced

with many of the same problems, from whether or not to

brave the Hatch food, to how to convince Whitmore to

ignore the fact that Monday was the deadline for add/drop.

But for today, those problems are put on the shelf as

students, professors and others spread a little love,

especially to that special Valentine.

Michael Goddard

Victor Paquette

Andrew Bartlett

Fraternity apologizes for ad
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A recent fraternity rush newspaper ad

vertisement has prompted the University

of Massachusetts director of Greek Affairs

to send a letter of apology to offended

housing staff members.

The advertisement for a rush at the Delta

Chi fraternity, which ran in last Tuesday's

edition of the CoUegian, advised

prospective pledges that "It's 1984. and Big

Brother (your R.A.) is watching you! Get

out while you can!"

Michael L. Schardein, director of Greek

Affairs, sent a letter yesterday to all

resident assistants, chapter presidents of

UMass fraternities and sororities, the

Interfraternity Council, the Panhellenic

(Sorority) Council and the Delta Chi

National Headquarters.

"I must apologize for the Delta Chi

fraternity rush advertising that appeared in

the Tuesday, February 7 issue of the

Collegian," Schardein wrote in the letter.

"The residence hall program at the

University of Massachusetts is one of the

finest in America and we at the University

feel that the quality of this program is the

result of having an outstanding core of

residence assistants.

"...We in Greek Affairs are disturbed that

anyone lacks the sensitivity and awareness

needed to attack another part of campus

and especially the resident assistant

program.
"...The Greeks don't understand why
people haven't supported them, yet to those

outside the Greek area it has always been

clear... I can assure you of our response and

our full agreement with your disgust with

Delta Chi or any unaware group, we are

truly sorry this occured and we hope you

accept our apology."

Schardein said yesterday that he is a

strong supporter of the residence hall

system and felt the letter was needed to

apologize for the action of Delta Chi.

"I knew they (the housing staff) were

angry and I realize that the ad was unfair.

It's something we all have to learn — not to

hurt people in this manner."
Schardein said he expects "no action" will

be taken against the frat.

"We have a co-operation with the

headquarters of all frats at UMass. We tell

them when we do something and vice-

versa. They are aware of what happened."

Members of the Field-Grayson and
Webster-Dickinson dormitory staffs wrote

a letter to the CoUegian complaining about

the ad, but it now appears that the matter

is resolved.

"I think it was handled well," said Field-

Grayson Resident Director Ted Mone.

"The letter was a nice gesture by the Greek
people."

Chris Comeau, president of Delta Chi,

which also sent a letter of apology to the

Editorial Page editor of the CoUegian, said

that his frat "is sorry we offended anyone."
"The rush ad was meant to be a takeoff of

the book '1984' and the reaction has hurt us
a little bit. We stepped on a few toes I

guess," he said.

"But I had a talk with Mike (Schardein)

and things are back to normal. It will not
happen again." Comeau said.
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Plans callfor

Marinepullout

bymid-March
WASHINTON (AP) - The Reagan administration has

set in motion plans to withdraw the U.S. Marines from

Lebanon before mid-March, officials said yesterday.

"The White House has made a decision to get the Marines

out of Beirut and on the amphibious ships offshore within

30 days from last Saturday," said an administration official

who spoke only on condition he remain anonymous.

"The clock started then." added this official, who said the

decision was made after Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger delivered the Pentagon's proposal for with-

drawing the Marines to the White House last Friday.

Such a timetable would bring the 1,200-1,300 Marines

serving in the multi-national force from their positions at

the Beirut International Airport to the ships by March 12.

Officials said last week a relatively small number of U.S.

military personnel, perhaps 200 or so. would remain to

guard the U.S. embassy, train the Lebanese army and

handle communications and other tasks.

Earlier yesterday. White House spokesman Larry

Speakes said President Reagan was moving toward a with-

drawal of the Marines to the ships within 30 days and that

"we will do so if it is consistent with the political and
military situation."

American skierwinsgold

SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP) — Debbie Armstrong, in

only her second year on the U.S. ski team, became the first

American gold medalist at the 1984 Winter Games
yesterday, leading a 1-2 U.S. sweepof the giant slalom.

The gold medal was the first for an American woman in

the giant slaiom since Andrea Mead-Lawrence won the

event at the 1952 Games in Oslo. Norway.
After a slow start, the U.S. team was on its way

with a vengeance. The pairs team of Kitty and

Peter Carruthers put the Americans on the chart with a

silver in the figure skating competition on Sunday.

Yesterday Armstrong, of Seattle, and Christin Cooper of

Sun Valley, Idaho, took the top two spots in the giant

slalom in commanding fashion. Armstrong, second to

Cooper after the morning's first run, turned in a time of 1

minute, 12.01 seconds over the second run to win in

2:20.98.

Cooper had a time of 2:21.38 — 1:08.87 on the first run

and 1:12.51 on the second run.

Perrine Pelen of France won the bronze medal in 2:21.40,

nearly a half second behind the 20 year old Armstrong.

Pelen had also won a bronze in the event at the Lake Placid

Games in 1980.

Tamara McKinney of Squaw Valley, Calif., eighth after

one run. had 1:11.72, the fastest time over the second

course, to move into fourth, missing a 1-2-3 U.S. sweep by

.43 seconds.

Also yesterday, threetimfe world champion Scott

Hamilton of Denver took a commanding lead after the

compulsory figures oi tne men s ligure skating.

Then, with the strong U.S. women's ski team hoping to

further take up the slack. Cooper and Armstrong stood 12

after the first run of the giant slalom. They were only one-

tenth of a second apart and nearly three quarters of a

second ahead of Blanca Fernandez-Ochoa of Spain.

It was a lock. All they had to do was stay on their skis.

Armstrong turned in a near perfect second run. Cooper

had a little trouble at the top of the hill, and that probably

cost her the gold.

The gold medal was the first in Alpine skiing for the

United States since Barbara Cochran won the slalom at

Sapporo. Japan, in 1972.

Correction

Yesterday's front page photo was incorrectly

credited. It was taken by Larry Cabana.
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LAST RESPECTS: Moscow, US delegation headed by vice president George Bush pay their

last respects to Soviet President Yuri Andropov.

Bush to stress cooperation atSoviet talks

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan's spokesman

called yesterday on the new Soviet leader, Konstantin U.

Chernenko, to work with the United States toward

"greater mutual understanding and constructive coopera-

tion."

Hours after Chernenko was chosen to succeed Yuri An-

dropov as head of the Soviet Communist Party, White

House spokesman Larry Speakes said any meeting bet-

ween the new Soviet leader and Reagan would have to be

"well prepared" and would depend on a "reasonable pro-

mise for success in results," the criteria that had been ap-

plied in the past to such a conference.

Speakes told reporters yesterday:

"We invite the new leaders of the Soviet Union to work

with us in establishing a basis for greater mutual

understanding and constructive cooperation.

"This would apply to Mr. Chernenko and others who

serve in institutional positions of authority in the Soviet

Union."

Speakes said Vice President George Bush, on his way to

Moscow for Andropov's funderal, would "stress our com-

mitment to peace and, in particular, to the search for

mutually acceptable agreements" during his discussions in

the Soviet capital.

Digest By the Associated Press

Kidneypatientsgethelp
BOSTON — A machine that crushes kidney stones by

sending underwater shock waves through patients could

allow 1.50,000 Americans to avoid surgery each year, doc-

tors at Massachusetts General Hospital said yesterday.

The device, developed in Munich, West Germany, has a

99 f)ercent success rate, according to Dr. Stephen Dretler,

an MGH urologist in charge of the project.

Patients undergoing the treatment are sedated and im-

mersed in a water bath while shock waves pound the

kidney stone over and over until it crumbles into pieces

small enough to be flushed out with urine.

"This is an enormous breakthrough. This is a quantum

leap in treatment," Dretler said at a news conference.

The Food and Drug Administration has given approval

for six U.S. hospitals to begin using the lithotripter, or

"stone crusher," on an experimental basis. The devices

now are being assembled at Massachusetts (Jeneral and at

Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis.

After a few hundred trials, the FDA will decide whether

to allow the machines to be sold elsewhere in the United

States, Dretler said. Dave Duarte. a spokesman for the

FDA, said it is uj to the manufacturer U) decide when to

submit data on the machine for final approval.

About 5 million people each year suffer from kidney

stones, which usually are formed from calcium salts in the

urine and cause great pain. Most stones are small and pass

through the system on their own, but about 200,000 peo-

ple need surgery annually, according to Martin Bander,

spokesman for ^e hospital.

Dretler said the shock wave treatment would be useful

for about three-quarters of those now requiring surgerv-.

State seeksEDBban
BOSTON — The potential threat to public health out

weighs the cost to business in Massachusetts' emergency
controls on food tainted with the pesticide EDB, a lawyer
told the state Supreme Court yesterday.

Assistant Attorney General Carl Valvo asked the justices

to reimpose the state's toughest in-the-nation state limits

on the suspected cancer causing chemical. He said a lower

court judge acted improperly last Thursday in granting an

injunction and removing the ban at the reque.'^t of the grain

irdustrv.
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BAAH! — Lone sheep pokes his head under the fence to reach his water bowl.

Students crowdWhitmore to beat deadlines

Registration drive

concludes today
Voter registration tables will be set up from 1 1 a.m. to 4

p.m. today on the Campus Center concourse. This is the

last opportunity for students to register to vote in the

March 13 Democratic presidential primary.

Today will be the final day of "UMass Big Vote '84," a

voter registration drive organized by five student groups.

Registration on campus last week yielded almost 2,000

new voters, according to the Amherst town clerk.

Estelle Matusko said a total of 626 people registered last

Monday in the Campus Center, and 362 more signed up

Tuesday in Berkshire Dining Commons. Wednesday. 288

people registered at Worcester Dining Commons; Thurs-

day, 410 people registered in Hampshire Dining Com-

mons. At Franklin Dining Commons Friday, 230 new

voter registrants were recorded, a total of 1,916 for the

week.

In accordance with state law, out-of-state students may

vote in Massachusetts using their campus addresses as

their place of residence, Matusko said. Voters must be

registered Democrats or Independents to vote in the up-

coming primary.

Disabled persons can receive election ballots at home

and mark them in the presence of a notary public. Voters

who are permanently disabled must have a doctor's cer-

tificate filed with the town clerk to have a ballot mailed to

their home address. Notarization is not necessary in this

case.

By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Deadline for add/drop forms, the voter registration

drive, and the highest University enrollment to date all

contributed to the large volume of students who crowded

Whitmore Administration Building yesterday.

"It has not slowed down yet," Registrar Ralph Jones

said of the masses of students handing in forms. Jones

said he had expected it would be busier this semester

because of the high enrollment factor, and tables were set

up outside of the office to handle the procedure more effi-

ciently.

Jones said his office will continue to accept the forms

even though the deadline has passed. "We will take them

in the morning, but after that students will have to meet

with their academic dean to complete changes," he said.

Traditionally, the last day for change acceptarices "is

always the worst as far as crowds are concerned," Jones

said. Last year the Registrar's Office accepted an

estimated 3,500 adds and drops. That many, combined

with students registering to vote, made for a "complicated

situation," he said.

Joel Weissman, a commuter area senator who helped

organize the registration drive, said they had originally

planned to occupy the large desk at the entrance of the

building, but after anticipating problems with "crowd con-

trol" they moved the project downstairs.

"We had a successful day, but more students probably

would have registered if we were upstairs," Weissman

said.

Jones attributed the high student enrollment to fewer

withdrawals.

"Students are staying here," he said.

One reason for this decreased withdrawal rate is action

the admissions office has been exercising concerning

undeclared majors. Fewer students. Jones said, are being

given "alternate acceptance" status, where applicants to

a closed major are put in a general category.

"This is where you lose many students after a year or

two, they become frustrated and leave," he said.

- TOM MIDDLETON

Du% addressing

conference in D.C.
University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

will discuss the role of U.S. export control policy in in

ternational trade with a group of top policymakers from

government, industry and academia today in Washington,

D.C.
The discussion is being sponsored by the National

Academy of Sciences and Engineering in order to examine

the foreign policy effects of controlling U.S. information

and equipment exports, an area Duffey said he dealt with

as assistant secretary of state to the Carter

Administration.

"While assistant secretary of state, I.. .(worked on) issues

of export control for the People's Republic of China prior to

(U.S.) recognition of China," Duffey said.

The reason academics are getting involved in the

discussion is because the control of information affects

them.
"The involvement has to do with the relation of the

national concern for security with the freedom of

(University) research," Duffey said.

UMass career fair

held all day today
By KATHY HART
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Cooperative Educa-

tion Office will hold a fair with a panel discussion beginn-

ing at 10:30 a.m. in the Campus Center tomorrow to help

students learn about this alternate source of career

development on campus, according to Joan Stoia, office

coordinator.

Stoia said the co-op office opened last year to help

students gain paid field experience to complement their

studies. A spinoff of the office Internships, which helped it

obtain a grant to get started, the co-op program is unique

in that students work for salary, not credit, Stoia said.

The panel will discuss the benefits of co-op education,

and will feature Russ Johnson, manager of the U.S. Col-

lege Relations for Digital Eqiupment Corporation. He will

be joined by Amy Argento, of University Placement Ser-

vices, and three returning co-op students.

Hour long information sessions will be held all after-

noon. These sessions will be conducted by 17 employers
who will present displays, video-tapes, and talk about
what its like to work for them.

The fair is hinded by the dean's office of the School of

Management and the College of Natural Resources.

"The Co-op Office is in touch with influential people;

employers with a lot of faith in UMass students," said

Stoia. "We have a broad listing of jobs, and can offer posi-

tions to interested students."

The Co-op Office is located in 110 Thompson, and in-

terested students can drop by anytime to sign up for an in-

formation session. The office opens a file of a student's in-

terests, and when a job comes in matching those interests,

the office notifies the student.

Stoia hopes the fair will generate interest in the co-op

program. She sees the Co-op Office as a "learning ex-

perience toward a better career choice." -

Women gain power in election process

Mmvwomen registering to ixOe

By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

An expanded electorate and an estimated voter turnout of

more than six million women could conceivably bring a

Democratic Party victory in the 1984 election, according to

Ann Lewis, Polital Director of the Democratic National

Committee (DNC).
Lewis told a group of 30 college women attending last

weekend's National Student Voter Registration Con

ference at Harvard University, that the women's vote can

"no longer be understated because more and more women

are registering to vote.

"Across the country women are forming coalition cam

paigns. representing all the people, not just white, male

policy makers," she said.

In 1980, women were 8 percent less likely to vote for

Ronald Reagan than men were, and in a study of voter

attitudes in 1982, women favored Democrats by 16 points.

A recent poll conducted by ABC News and the Washington

Post predicted that Reagan would defeat Mondaie among
men 55-41, but he would lose to Mondaie among women
voters, 51-43. a 12 point margin.

Missy Bryant, Coordinator of Women's Vote '84 and a

member of the DNC, said young women and minority

women are more hkely to vote in the next election because

there are 9 million more voting age women than men. and

women are going to the polls at the same rate as men for

the first time in Wstory.

"Our goal is to organize women's voter registration drive

task forces in every state," she said. "So far, 22 states

have already organized and are registering women, and

implementing women's vote projects."

Lewis said the women's vote differs from men's on issues

concerning war, comparable worth, foreign policy, arms

control, social spending, and reproductive freedoms.

"Women think people should get what they need," she

said; "and men think people should get what they

deserve."

Since 1981, Bryant said, over 2.5 million women and over

2.5 million children have fallen below the poverty level, a

socio-economic development referred to as the

"feminization of poverty."

"Single mothers who work full time and raise a family are

most affected and threatened by current administration

policies," Bryant said.

PoliticalgendergapstUlemts
By MELISSA K. GRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Party bosses and political candidates once considered the

women's vote unimportant because women tended to rely

on men for guidance when voting.

That view has changed however, according to Political

Science Professor Jean Elshtain. "The 1980 Presidential

election was the first since female suffrage to show

significantly different voting patterns between men and

women." Elshtain said.

In an article Elshtain said in the Feb. 1984 edition of The
Progressive, "Women's votes in 1980 largely followed

party lines and showed little change from 1976 when
Jimmy Carter received 45 percent and Ronald Reagan 47

percent. But men's voting showed a significant shift to

Reagan in 1980 and it was this change in male voting

patterns that highlighted a gender gap."

The gender gap is on issues Elshtain said "have
historically been regarded as traditional female values -

peace and social welfare."

According to Kathleen Francovic, director of surveys for

CBS News, "Regardless of age, education, or socio-

economic status, a gender gap persits on issues involving

force, war, and aggression."

"Peace has always been important as a woman's issue and

there is a powerful tradition that assumes an affinity

between women and nonviolence," Elshtain said.

According to a New York Times Gallup Poll, conducted

last August. Reagan's performance rating declined by five

iuu percentage pomts in July. The drop, said the i imes,

"was caused almost entirely by a loss of confidence of

women, as compared with 51 percent of men, approved of

the way Reagan was handling his job."

"It seems that women's stronger identification with peace

and social compassion has been brought to the fore by

Ronald Reagan's candidacy and Presidency," Elshtain said.

This is because "many more woman fear the liklihood of

nuclear war and mistrust Ronald Reagan's ability to keep

the peace" she said.

Elshtain said she envisions a "a gender gap evolving into a

gender politics that forges new and creative coalitions

uniting women and men previousley divided by race,

class, or their positions on ERA and abortion.
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your dorm. February 20 to May 16.

$8.70

Enclose check or money order for full amount

Make check payable to Ron Huberdeau

Please print

Name Telephone

Campus Address

Mail to Ron Huberdeau. PC Box 959 Amherst, MA 01004

I
TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

RCA XL-100 Solid State

Selling at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE

Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley

Wed. Feb. 15 2-7 PM
Thurs. Feb. 16 10 AM - 6 PM
MASTERCARD. . VISA. .

.ACCEPTED

RVM Associates

No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RBM Sales Corp

1
I
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yw W It-rg-

I
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\ \l| )h«i ( i ii ( )inc"^<i/

invites all University Women to Open Rush:

Wednesday, Feb. 15 - 6:30 or 7: 15

Thursday, Feb. 16 - 6:30 or 7:30

Tuesday, Feb. 21 - 6:30 or 7:30

Wednesday, Feb. 22 - 6:30 or 7:30

- Must attend at least 3 parties -

38 Nutting Ave.

f^r^^ap^sJnfprm^tion call ^^-jl^^w!>cr "s^ -s^ "w

The Newly Renovated

eaiini place

is
NOW
OPEN

The Same Great Food at

reasonable prices, now with

A GREAT NEW LOOK
Late Night is Every Night

Wf'rt Opsfl e a-m.-S i.m. Mon.-Thurs. and 24 Hours Fr1.4iMi.

BrMkfsst 8«rv«d Anytlms, Lunch A Olnn«r 1 1 jn.-IO pjN.

GRAND REOPENING SPECIALS

I

I

All You Can Eat

I Fresh batter-dipped filets of cod served with coleslaw and choice of

I potato $3.99 please present coupon when ordering J
(^1^™^«•^^^™^«^^^^^"^^^"^""^"^""^^^"^"^"^^^"'"^^^^^^^"^""^"i

Rroalrfnct ^nArifli ^i

I i

I

I

. Breakfast Special

I
2 Large Eggs, any style, 2 Pancakes, 2 Strips of Bacon, 2 Sausage

Links ~ '"*

^2/$3fc33-afki''5s£^SL^———————

J

ot Fudge Brownie Sundae I

heaped with vanilla ice crean and topped with hot fudge, real whip-

ped cream and jimmies_^__^9^^xgireg^^^

Senior Citizens

Discounts
2-5 PM 20%

all other

times 10%
Doe« not apply

to specials

M^«
vUBkpH.

Next to

Stop Er Shop

Campus Shopping Center

Rte. 9 Hadley/Amherst
256-6889

1
COMPUTER

INC.

Opening Wed. Feb. 15

One of the finest on site

microcomputer rental facilities

available to college students
We have complete microcomputer

systems not just terminals

• Instant saving of programs ar;d data

to disk or tape \ Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 p

• Instant printouts \ Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm
• Access to UMass Cvber \ Sun 10 am to 6 pm /

• Complete word processing systems

(letter quality)

• Reserve time for your convenience

• Reasonable rates

• Discount cards available

• Master Charge Cr Visa

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
(in left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg)

256 1213 Mastercard & Visa accepted
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ShoppershutOemauhaimstore^ Disturbances reportedin dorms

By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Selectboard voiced con-

cern last night over a request for the use

of town funds to subsidize the "shopper

shuttle" if the route is incorporated into

the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

(PVTA) system next semester.

A memo written by James Lindstrom,

Amherst Director of Administration and

Planning, said the service might adverse-

ly affect town interests since the shuttle

transports "potential customers of

downtown merchants to University Drive

and Hadley stores."

However the major opposition to the

shuttle is that subsidies which are now
available for the Bay Road and Cushman
extension bus routes might be diverted in-

to funding the new route.

"I'm surprised it's being initiated

without any kind of consultation with the

town or consideration by the PVTA,"
Selectboard Chair Edith Wilkinson said.

$500 taken from the Student Activities

Trust Fund (SATF) was used to pay the

operating costs of the service, Student

Government Association Co-President

Tom Ahem said.

"This has nothing to do with the town

because we pay through student fees," he

said.

Ahem said the SGA expects $200 from

the Graduate Center to pay for the re-

mainder of the operating costs of the

shuttle through May 17. Lindstrom's

memo cited a figure of $3,000 for

operating the service while Ahem said the

shuttle cost $1,700 to run.

If the service is utilized and there is a

demand for it to continue next semester,

the SGA would "go through the normal

channels" and request funding from the

PVTA. Ahem said.

Oxfordprogram offers credits and travel

The University of Massachusetts "Oxford

Summer Seminar" is an opportunity for

students to earn credit and travel abroad.

The six-week prosram. started 19 years

ago by UMass Professor of English Earnest

Hoffer allows students from varied majors

to earn from three to five credits at Trinity

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police

responded to a report of suspicious persons

in the Chadbourne dormitory area at 3:19

a.m. Saturday. One of the males was

observed urinating into a parked van and a

second male began shouting profanities at

the police officers, according to the report.

The first subject was found to be in-

toxicated, and was placed under protective

custody, police said, and the second subject

was issued a trespass warrant.

Police were dispatched to Cance dormitory

lobby shortly before midnight Saturday in

response to an alleged fight. Upon arrival,

police found two suspects trying to get

upstairs and placed them under protective

custody after finding the two to be in-

toxicated.

Police arrested a 22-year-old Amherst

resident shortly after 2 a.m. Sunday and

charged him with possession of cocaine.

College, Oxford.

Undergraduates from Universities across

the country take part in the summer
program, that offers courses ranging from

art nistory to international busmess with

optional excursions to "Shakespeare at

Stratford" or Paris.

The program includes room and board.

The suujeci was observed sitting on the

ground on the north side of Cance dor-

mitory and was believed to be using the

controlled substance, police said. Value <rf

the substance was not estimated.

In other police action:

An 18-year-old Springfield resident was

arrested at 11:46 p.m. Saturday and

charged with being a disorderly person,

according to police. The man was involved

in a fight with several members of student

security in the middle of Fearing St.

extension, police said, and was screaming
obscenities.

Police received a report of a one-car motor

vehicle accident at 2:49 a.m. Sunday. The

subject, driving westbound on

Massachusetts Avenue, slid while

negotiating a turn and struck a concrete

light pole, according to the report. Damage
is estimated at $500 to the motor vehicle

and $500 to the light pole, police said. The
subject was taken to Cooley Dickinaon

Hospital for treatment of minor injuries,

police said.

three meals per day and the course
curriculum chosen by the student. Any
undergraduate student with a cumulative

average of 3.0 or higher may apply. There
will be a meeting on Feb. 21 in BartleU 301

at 7:30 p.m. for those interested. For more
information call 545-1914.

Be miuQ:* Charter

MfM*C« AMCMCAN OEM tOCtfTY

Nothing else

feels like

real gold.

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip— any siz°

group— call us for a price quotation Well be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mmi-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group. Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Ekjs Lmt^s. Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREPKkRATION SPECIALISTSSWCE 1938

Starting February 10,

Stanley Kaplan

will be located at

358 North Pleasant St.

from

264 North Pleasant St.

March, 1984

GMAT & LSAT
classes enrolling now!

549-5780

->—*-

AMERICANVa^CREETINGS

Valentines,

the way to your
This Valentine's Day, touch your

loved ones with a Valentine from

American Greetings.

American Greetings with Rose design*

^ ly/ICr^LXXXIV American Greetings Corp.

ziggy'
MCMLXXXIV Universal Press Syndicate

Strawberry Shortcake*

loved one's heart.

Hwow«».fl:VAl.&MTlN6

^nmVERSITY
mUstore^

Open M-F 9-5

sat 1 1 -4

ValPntir^e's Day. February 14th

PERSONALIZED
STYL£ HAIRCUTS

11

r"^7.oo
I (with this coupon)

I
$10.00 with

I
Shampoo and

I
Blow Dry . .

! $11.50 Long Hair I I
I Exptres 2/29^_C__^| «

Pteasa Call for an

Appointmaot

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amh«rst, MA/549 5610

I ^oinctitTii-f ^"Iv Or.naon Win* '

b -^
'

j
2Q Box S353M)!
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ROCK & ROLL • JAZZ * SOUL

MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 each

MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each

TDK SA 90 $2.38 each.

from Rimsky Korsakov to k-

Uttle Walter
J*

TlioriiesttmariEetplacephisI ^
• CLASSICAL • R & B • S84-1580

Every Tuesday

Ladies Nite
at

W.'8

From 4:00 - 10:00 p.m.

Draft Beers $ .50

Domestic Bottled Beers $1.00

Most Other Drinks $1 00

TJ 's located

1 Bridge Street

Northampton, MA 01060

(413) 586-1726

Open Daily 11:00 a.m.- 1:00 a.m.

TUESDAY

TWO FOR OHE
oil liquor drinks

9 till 1

1

with

music by

RACK'A-DISC

SEMI-Ai\XrAL SALE

(|;ithah|]ros)

EST. 1978

SERO^
SHIRTMAKERS

GREAT SHIRTS . .

.

GREATLY REDUCED!

Located jn the Campus Center

^.UmVERSITY
AlSTORE*

i Open MF 95

Regularly 826.()()-85().()()

lU TTO.X DOWN.WDSTK.XKillT COM..\R
—DKHSS SHIRTS—

l(M)"i,(()n().\ A.NIXOnO.X/rOLVKSTUK

NOW »13»«-»35««

\ls<.(ircai Savings on: S)li(ls, I-uncics and ( orduroy ! rouscrs • Suits • (KUI .jackcls •

Vlcctcd Hiirhcrry Kalncoats • .Xcckwcar • Hidky SwcaJcrs • II<K»dc(l Kiijibys • \V(k>1-

rich Shirts it Vests • and much more!

tSuufir iif Sialyl). Inc.

<D.Ml)' 00 10 5::iO 233 33^1

AMERICANmGREETINGS

Valentine Trays and Cards
This Valentine's Day, Strawberry Shortcake,

Care Bears and Ziggy are going to school!

Boys and girls will be able to choose from a

full line of Valentines featuring American
Greetings most popular characters.

Get an "A + " in school by sending your
teachers and friends an American Greeting's

Valentine

American Greetinqs with Rose design'
MCMLXXXIV Am(>rifan Greetings Corp

Ziggy
MCMLXXXIV Universdl Press Syndicdte

Care Bears'

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED Valentine's Day. February 14th

DIETING?
Try a different ap-

proach. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Say goodbye to

diets, forever! Call

University Health Ser-

vices, 549-2671 ext.

181 to register,

deadline is February

17. Classes start

February 28. Hurry,

size is limited I

^ Study "^

in Italy

this Summer
BARUERI CENTER.ROMt CAMPUS

Sponsored Bv

TRINITY

COLLEGE
Hartford. CT

nf>106

Art History

Classical Civilization

History

lUNE 2 -JULY 7

Write aKo tor del«ik on Fall arwt

Spring Progrjmt

Tuesday, February 14, 1984
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Aman Abbasy ^\ Mk W^ WL 1 Mk "IFI ^^ li. 1 ^\ ^W^ d^ i^ ji r% 1 ^ r*
Kathy Rancio

Al, KB, Jo, Juble CARr.jATinrJs FRIIM PIKF Michelle Raver

Donna Van Alsyne

Judy Anderson
The following people should come to the CC Concourse for carnations

Amy Reardon

Yvette Rheault

Tim Anderson Bert Cleary Laura Fischler • Jennifer Hays Maria Kozloski Mi ke Mullen Mark Rich

Stephanie Acerra Keith Clemens Victoria Fitzgerald Lisa Hoppel Margerat'- krek Billie Munroe Bill Ridge

Geoffrey Abeles Anne Clougherty Eridgette Fitzpatrick Sue Hayes keith Kruithott Julie Ann Murphy Kelly A. Riley

Kristin Anderson Valerie cohen Allison Flagar Sarah Hemen OebrsKru zsak Bill Murphy Ellis Rlnaldl

Katie Ambrose Qarla Cheviolotti Nancy Flynn Leslie Hays Darryl Murphy Janette Rinder

Carlos Anjo Michele Cloutier Eileen Folan Suzen Heeley Kathy Kuras. . .t Lynne Murphy Prescella Robisow

Linda Azevedo Tricia Chambers Sui Foley Diana Haugen Leanne Labucki Ginger Mac Causland Janat Rushton

Jeff Ammons Linda Cobin Debbie Forrest Carolyn Hemstedt Lynne Lapoin John Mac Donald Rebecca Roettger

K. Anderson and A. .vialoon Nick Cokae Deal Fenner Jim Henrich Kim Lacosta Claudia MacKay Allison Rogers

Felice Apolinsky Sue Congdon John Forti Laura Hendrickson Kerry Lafferty Kathy Madalis Stacey »ogers

Jack Ardizzoni J in Connors Sue Foster James Charles Henrich Mike Lam Kathy Mahoney Steve Rogers

Kenny Asnes Judy Coruiors Pam Finley Kathy Henricksen Barbara Lamb Amr Mansour Diane Romano

Suzanne Aucoin Victory Cullen Michael Frankel Bill Henry Pierre Landry Marianne Marak pater PicciriUo

Steve Ausevich Nancy Connolly Brian Frates Kristen Hemdon Thom Lappin George Markys Rodi Rosenweig

"/arcy Axelrod Larry Cohen
Mark Friedman Carolyn Hermans Tracey Lang Peter Martino Robert Ross

Kathy Beveriige Eric 17TH in Coolldge Theresa Frittler Beth Hershenson Lisa LaRochella Micheal Marty Amy M. Ruda

Sue Bir^ Mary l6lO Coolidge
Chris Fortugna Karen Hill Kta Larrivee Daina Matulartus Lori Rubenfeld

Jamie Bishop Susan l6lO Coolidge
Julie Faitel Suzen Heeley Deborah Lawver Ellen Moschetta Christopher Ruf

Lauren 3urg Gail 1602 Coolidge
Mark hartley Trish Holland Cynthia Latertera Sheryl Mason Courtney Humble

Keri-Beth Blair Terri l602 Coolidge
Audrey Hart Heidi Holland Laura Lazinski Wendy McAfee Kim Ryan

Lynnc Blaisdell Jerri Copeland
Shaz Hershman Carolyn Holmes Satcy Lastaro Mary j^eth MsAlliffe Mary Jane Panzeri

Amy Bial Lisa Corbett
Paula Harrlten Steven Horvitz Rick Laary Valerie McCord Katherine Ryder

Michael Boucher Jeff Cushinc Marji Harlow Chris Hughes Kirk Leisman reth 0,'conner Dave Sobel

Lisa Boisseau Melissa Arm Corbett 1 isa hapel Jody Humason Rene Letf Dee 'Conner Sham Spaoaer

Kathy Manna Kim Ironfield Michael Leonard Diane Osheskl
Matt Stanton

•/largie Boonf Steve Couig

Brian Boucher Kristin Gustafson Kathi "udson Cheryl Huie Sue Levy Elise Oqintz
Ann Spivack

ratti Hancock Jack Hulbard Michele Lereau Julie Oletsky
Adrlanna Sobara

Cheryl Boucher and

Rim Lawrence

Sherry Countryman

Jackie Coyive
Kim Ironfield Chris Husgen Ellen Levine Kick o'N*il

Claire Sonnenberg

Kris Brandt Barbara Carle Karen Hill John R. Hunt Nicole Levesque Deanna O'Dwyer
Erika Squires

Ellen Breslin Karen Crowley Ann Halter John R. Hunt Peter Levesque Jill Oken
Mark Saccone

Barrie Brian Linda Crowley Jeff Hall Mary Jeanne Hamel Dorann Loap Gail Oper
Gary Safer

Yelanie Brickell Grace Cucchissi rad Harris Matthew Humter Hellen Levy Gary Ormistan
Scott Schecter

Girls-706-Brown Tom Curran Joanne Harkan Paul Athy Gary Lewis Erih O'Brian
Marlene Sheehy

Pam Brown Judy Curtir William R Hanberry Laura Knyal Lisa Long Doug Ober
Sandra shen

Mark Bruna David Gushing Mark Hamel Jean Jackson Beth Lucianno Patricia O'Callahan
Lambert Sheng

Debbie Bryer Amy Dal'^.'^sanorc Pete 3afney •rtioaas Jaques Laura Lufty Joseph Nee
Denise Shepard

Michael Buckley Kathy Day Judy luzy Paula Jabloner Brenna Lush Susan Neese
Kaye Sherwood

Beth Burden David Dantowitz vvonne 'Gutierrez Laurie S. James Cheri Machlin Carole Noble
Soraya Shukrl

Debbie Burnstein Gene Daley Kristie "ustufson Lisa Jason Peggy McCue Ed Noonan
Debbie Sidman

Vendy Bussierre Ellen Deadi Barbara "uentert Karen Phlster Brian McDavitt Jennifer North
Vickie Sllva

r^ike Byrnes Debbie & Gail 21 JQA Larry "-rossman Maureen Jack Laura McGovem Jenny Pekar
Beth Simon

.viichael J. Belllno Mark DeNyse Kim ;rossman Jeannie F. Mary Beth McGowan Peterben Petras
Glenda Singer

Jeff Becker jeanette De Forge I ram 'rossman Steve Jaquith Kelly McGrath J. Paige
Colleen Singleton

Jamie Bishop Cathy Dickie Dane Orosshlatt Uta Jehnich Kally McGuggan jocelyn Paille
Tom Sinnott

Michael Bamford Julie Dickinson Rich ;reenwald Rot^n Korengold Karen McKibbins Linda Pond
Chris Sintris

Danny Baxter Joe Dillon Maria ".oddard Donna Jenkins Mary McKiUop Tracy PoUastri
Bob Skelley

Mark Breda Paul Dioli Kelly :;reen Tricia Jennings Kevin McMahon Allison Player
Lisa Skolnik

Guys in Saker basement Allen Doll betjy Greene Holly Jervls Jeff McNeil Lisa Pike
Pat Skypeck

Patty Barrett Mike Donoghue Mike Grady Steve Jones Scott McFhee Sue Plunket
Stan Spencer

Bob Barrett Donald Donahue Susan ^ogas Yael Kantor Paul Maedows joe Podgorski
Kirsten Smith

John 3arrasso Thomas Dougherty Chris Glynn Chris i Kavanaugh Kathy Meager Jeanette Ridner
Steve Morrison

Laura Banks Donna Driscoll Claire Gi*n Audrey Keithe Tammy Madei'^os Allison Pheleger
Linda Smith

Chris J. Bacich Linda Duprey Alice laudet Kell'^y - Brandywine Diedre Marley Judy Perron
Lisa Smith

Sqbrjna, 3ri Cashin)
Ann-Marie Oubeau Pic Goodwill Sue Kclleher Melli88a,2111 Cool. t;onia ^r-rez

Leslie Smith

SiTion '. u
5;ue Duff .Bonnie. & Ell en Lisa Giddincs tricia Kelley Nina Merril Jenny Paulson

Moira Smith

jiB BioloB
'' Sue Duffy
K«ri-beth Blair.

Jane Ourkln
martin Berry

Lisa Ourling
car club "Cruiser" cadnus

Lane IXirken

Glenn Caaeron , ^ ^Valerie Eaton

etsy ^illan

I aura "evanter

Julie Gerraughty

Shazwa Genn

Shari Genn

Steve Kennedy

Judy kosuske

Gary Kline

Bill Harrison

John 83 TowMhouse

Adam Metsch

Maurissa Meyer

Gary Michael

Mar^o Michel

Thomas W. Middleton

Rosa Pereira

Kenny Patrick

Nancy Pazant

Erica Paferson

Tonrmy Parker

Pammie Smith

Karen Snow

Mark Soerheide

Loren Sofia

Mark Sullivan'

Thorn cappin
Eruce Elias Marylou Georgian Karen Kochanek Christine Miller Sue Pink

Sue Steifel

Gayle Carlisle
Elizabeth Ellis Kara -.emncl

Julie Kenney Missy Missera Mike Porcello
Donn*- Stevens

Mike Carvahlo
Anna C. Elster GBeeeeee. 2lU ;rabtreeP** Keough ijob Moffat Drew Prescott

Kim StoU & Kirsjen

Sue Casey
Joan Eisinger Maira Gillis Pattl Kama tjob moffett Jenna Porter

Rana Sukhtian

David Cass
Lynne Filhey Sue loetz Jamie Kesslsr Jay Molitor Sandy Phalen

Neal Sullivan

Dan Cassidy
Julip Faitel Nancy Garner Erica Kleiderman Diane Moore Harald Pritz

Pam Sullivam

Lisa Chayet
Ju:isa Faitell Pethany Gan^i Jenny Klein Martha Montana Toma Quail

e

Matthew Swit^jr

Patrici.: Chambers
Victoria Fairchild Yary Gala Christine Kleaate Susan Morth Patty Quill Bonnie Samuels

Cyndi Chrlstensen
Jean Kaunce Gail Ireestein sherril Kogas Anne Mucci Pam Quinn Barb Schlosser

Brad Chriotonson Rosemary Fitt.s
rom Flanapan Lynn Kokansky Dan Muehl Liza Quirk Ron Schneider

Missy Christenson Janette Filbert Linda Fritzler Cindy Komblum Joanie V.ulherin Paula Quirk Jill Schalet

Tony Ciarcello Jodi Fish Eric Frank Chuck Kostro

Arthur Kotslopouloa

'everley Mullaney Ellen Rabinove

Dennis R. Racca'

Beth Silver

Adam Schorr
Peter Cirillo Diana Fisler
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Fail Spieiman

Schmucks -217 Lewis

Dillon Scott

Sandy -Van Meter 341

Joy .Sapienza

Jill Schalet

Liza Scullin

Kate Seavey

Karen Smith

Heather Semera«o

Glen Shane

fceth r toner

Jaimle Salmonson

Leanne Calomaa

Steven Salvi

T.C . -603 Erown

Amy Tanner

Janet Taylor

Jeff Taylor

Michelle Tedesco

Dan Tepperman

Sue Tesoro

Cheryl Thibodeau

Gary Tinkham

Mary Thissell

Ellen Toback

Michael Tomasello

Brenda Torrey

Tobi Tosi

Jul le Toto

Trang Troong
Beth Turco

Jennifer Turner

Dawn Ulm

j TT K A -UPSILON PLEDGE

Al 1 ison Uzzo

Shauneen Vail

Kel ly Valton

I LaurJp Van Wagner

Rick Walcek
Carnations from r^IKE

Beth Warriner

Kim Walker

Wally (Top-Notch Human)

Chris A'arren

Davici Wayne

Dana weaver

Kathy Yates

Jpnnifer York

Sharon Zarifan

Nancy Zeiman

Beth Zieff

Karyn /ucker

Zor^ -304 Graysor.

Andy Zouli

Jay Zwal 1 y

Dean .s'heeler

Lor:n Weher

Tracy Wehmeyer

Bruce Vveisbaum

MaryEeth Walsh

Lauren Wexler

Mary We 11 an

Wendy Whelan

Tina White

David whitenett

Le-an Wilcox

Rick Walcek

Paula Williams

Stacie "P" Williams

Scott Williams

Jud^t Wasserman

Pam winslow

Diane woemwr

Gayle Wolf

Wendy -1109 Cool*dge

Rob Wolf

Christine Wong

Farre 1 woods

^oody -309 Crabtree

Tim Wright

Amy Wrigley

Dave Xavier

Elizabeth Young

Non-alphabetical Names

Yvonne Gutterriez

Diane Paquin

Patti Kilmer

Clovana Spataro

Missy Christenson

Cindy Christenson

Russell Stanton

Gayle Ladue

Chris Flood

Lisa Nirenberg

Dqrlpne Jackson

Kurt Funk

Lorl Daiglp

Ruth Cleveland

Lauren S.3.I. Parnes

jill Johnson

Lynn Lapoin

Rar.dy .:ckhardt

Stacy Splwak

Jonathan "oh^n

Sue Bondy

Linda Pon

1

.".aryann St^saitls

. lalne jeConlnck

y.qry <'ulloy

"japhn«» Jt'-vpnr.

Kelly Valton

Ann :'., ^yington

I^ula Moan

Favour Jones

Phillip Cheng

John Curran

Jimmy Connors

Kevin McMahon

Michael Polewarczyk

Patti Smith

Ina Bachman

Susan King

Stephanie Howard

Paul Kioli

Wendy April

Sheila Ryan

Barry Spalloway

Kathy Barr-tt

Blaine- 16 Coolidge

Sharl Sorkln

Chris Sousa

Barbara Carle

Kim Dillinger

Barry Spieiman

Kiz Sharp

Linda Pond

El ina Liedes

Carrie Fellows

John Martin

Ray dies

Beth Bazlnet

Rita Hodgman

Beth Berlin

rflartna Najjar

Nancy Jgetluck

Marcl Murray

Lyssa Anderson

Betsy Young

Letters

Threepenny a cheap review

To the Editor,

I have, for a long time, been disgusted with the poor

quality of Arts reviews in the Collegian. People who
seem to know nothing about classical music have been

assigned to write reviews of such groups as the Paillard

Chamber Orchestra and the Tokyo String Quartet. I,

being a music student who is interested in the performing

arts in general, always look forward to reading reviews of

artists I have seen or plays I am curious about. It

distresses me greatly to read these reviews and to find

only unnecessary catty commentary, unjustified

criticism, and an obvious lack of knowledge on the

subject.

Michael Cerrato's review of The Threepenny Opera was

the last straw. I do not believe he has any knowledge of

Brecht and Weill other than the fact that they vm)te the

opera. He couldn't possibly have even done any research

on the two before or after he attended the performance. I

certainly did not find the production flawless, but

(especially for a non-professional college production) it

had excellent consistency, energy, power, and a very

good understanding of the play.

Mr. Cerrato was "worried," he said, "because...! didn't

like any of the characters." He needn't have worried.

One is not apposed to like Brecht's characters. That is

one of the main points of the play. His characters (even

seemingly innocent Polly Peachum) are not good, kind,

likeable people.

The review was so vague — it was hard to understand

what the reviewer meant by several lines. For example,

"A word here about the music: BAD." He also felt that

he had heard all the music before. Is Mr. Cerrato

referring to the composer, Weill? Is he at all familiar

with the contemporary German vocal and shoe music?

Where has he heard music to compare with Weill's? He
mentioned that he was annoyed with the repetition in the

music. There is more to composing music than writing

whatever sounds pretty. Kurt Weill was trying to create

an effect. The Threepenny Opera is supposed to shock,

scare, and make the audience feel nervous. Weill was

translating these emotions into musical language.

I'm sorry, Mr. Cerrato, but Weill and Brecht simply are

not Gilbert and Sullivan, nor were they trying to be. So,

finally, to the Collegian staff — for the benefit of the

paper, its readers, audiences, and performers, try to get

more qualified reviewers, and to Mr. Cerrato (in his own
words) "If you're not going to do it right..."

Ellen B. Cogen
Amherst

ALWAYS BREin*SUNNY BREAK 84

MINUTEMEN TO INVADE FORT LAUDERDALE
SPRING BREAK CAMPS SET UP AT TWO MAJOR HOTELS

SheratonYankee CUpper SheratonYankee Trader

Beach entertainment galore . . right outside your door.

(Mike and Dean of the Beach Boys - Spring, 83)

Wave after wave ot ttudants deacand on Fort Lauderdale . . . but the amarleat

check In at the two great Sheratona, where the bMf doetnt coat more.

Home of PENRODS. the hottest spot on the beach.

^
^M

J^r-VHi RECRUITS SIGNING UP DAILY /^^^
i

S( I BY CALLING (toll-free): %^ ^
*-^^^ 1-800-325.3535 ^^^^^
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Silkwood and nuclear nightmares
^T ^ile shedding no new light on the mysterious

\/%/death of Karen Silkwood, the movie Silkwood

has thrown the Silkwood case once again into the

limelight. Although I found the plot of the film to be

somewhat understated and open-ended. The Kerr-McGee
Corp. was sufficiently threatened by it to make the

following statement: Silkwood is a "highly fictionalized

Hollywood dramatization scarcely connected to the

facts."

While there may be some truth in that, the truth is in

the opposite direction from the company point of view.

Kerr-McGee is clearly disavowing any respt)nsibility for

Charles Francis Carroll

the death of Karen Silkwood. One wonders why they

would make such a denial, when one considers the film,

the all too subtle ways in which their role in the con-

tamination and death of Karen Silkwood was depicted in

the film, and, of more serious concern, the incidents and

events at the Cimarron nuclear plant which were not ad-

dressed in the film, such as the large amounts of missing

plutonium.

Karen Silkwood definitely knew about the missing

plutonium and the terrifying implications of its absence.

If espionage was involved in the stolen plutonium, it

might also have contributed to her death. And yet this is

hardly mentioned in the movie. While its makers state

that Silktix)od is based on fact, they presented their facts

in such a way that the movie departs from fact.

But perhaps we should not look to art for justice, but to

the courts. It is interesting to note that within weeks of

Silkwood's release, the U.S. Supreme Court, on January

12, reinstated a $10 billion award for punitive damages

granted to the Silkwood children. Is it merely a coin-

cidence, or could the court action occuring at the same

. time as the film say something about the power of art?

In any event, the court's action will alter the course of

nuclear regulatory policy. By a 5 to 4 vote, the Supreme

Court upheld an earlier court decision in Oklahoma which

had been overturned by the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals. The Appellate had ruled against the earlier

award on the grounds that federal regulations of radia-

tion hazards excluded legal action at the state level. The
Supreme Court reinstatement creates a precedent for

nuclear workers to seek punitive damages from the

nuclear industry for contamination due to negligence as

well as personal damages for medical costs and also pain

and suffering following exposure.

The ruling reaffirms the growing role by which states

can regulate nuclear policy. Until now, states have l)een

more or less at the mercy of the federal government con-

cerning both private nuclear development and Energy

Department projects (mostly military). In fact, sixteen

states co-signed the briefs presented by the Silkwcxnl at-

torneys.

When I recently asked one of them what he thought

about the ruling, Atty. Danny Sheehan answered

cautiously, "We have to wait and see what happens with

the Kerr-McGee appeal and that may take some time."

Meanwhile, there are a numter of suits and actions being

taken which the ruling may immediately affect, most

notably concerning the defense department, such as

atomic test veterans of the Marshall Islands and lan-

downers adjacent to Rocky Flats nuclear plant where the

plutonium trigger mechanisms are made for nuclear

weapons.

The Supreme Court has yet to decide on radiation and

protection standards for the entire industry nation-wide.

Should the court establish such standards in addition to

the precedents it has already set with the Silkwood case,

then they will serve as an even greater legacy to Karen

Silkwood than Silkwood. See it and find out why.

Charles Francis Carroll is a Collegian rnrrespovd^mt

Letters

Sign-ups aren't over yet

To the Editor,

The voter Registration drive on campus, organized by the

coalition "UMass Big Vote '84". has registered 2.122

students to vote as of Friday. This number of students

registering has far surpassed other drives on campus and,

with yesterday and today, should register ck>se to 3,000

students. The goal was 2,500.

Much has been made about the process of voter

registration in Massachusetts. It is true that the laws

governing voter registration in Massachusetts are more

restrictive than a majority of the other states in this

country. In 29 states, post card registration is used and

provides the easiest method for people to register. They

need only sign the card in the presence of another adult

and mail it in. This allows for door to door canvasses to be

used to register voters. Post card registration for

Massachusetts is a goal of legislation sponsored and

supported by groups across this state, and of student

groups on this campus.

Despite the shortcomings of the voter registration laws in

this state, and despite the importance of them being

changed, we should not let it overshadow the important,

neccessary and dedicated work done by the town clerk and

assistant registrars in making this drive on campus a

realitv and a success. UMass Big Vote "84 would like to

publicly thank the Amherst Town Clerk Estelle Matuskco

and the assistant registrars Rose Quinton. Barbara

McGarrah, Beverly Webb, Emily Belt. Betty Halsted.

Richard Johnson and Ellen Eagan for having the

dedication, faith, and flexibility to come to the campus and

register students to vote.

If you haven't registered, do so. If you live on campus or

in the dorms, you can register in Amherst today in the

Campus Center from 11am to 4pm. It makes sense to

register in Amherst not only because of the local issues but

because you'll most likely be in Amherst in March for the

primaries and for the General election in November.

As a final note, registering students to vote has. as I can

see. been a positive experience for the registrars as well as

students. They have been impressed by the enthusiasm

shown by the students to become involved. This is the

kind of positive results that will lead to not only more voter

registration on campus but also more respect in the town

and state for students as a very real voting force. It is also

something we should be proud of.

Kurt Norwood
member of "Big Vote '84"

Commuter Area Government

Anyone heard of Chisolm?

To the Editor.

Whether or not Rev. Jesse Jackson's speaking

engagement was properly or improperly funded by the

University cannot obscure a fact Im shocked has escaped

everyone's notice: He is not the first black candidate to

run for President of the United States. Anyone ever heard

of Shirley Chisolm'.'

L. Kunkel
Northampton

Sister cities

in the Soviet
Poor Williamstown, Massachusetts; it just

hapi)ened to find itself paired with a town in the

Soviet Union which is located near one (or even

more) of the KGB's growing industries: slave

labor/concentration camps.

Williamstown, home of Williams College, was paired by

Ground Zero, a pro-nuclear freeze i)rganizati<)n based in

Portland, Oregon, with Romodanovo. (iround Zero

started this urban matchmaking project (which has thus

far paired over HOO cities and towns in the U.S. and

U.S.S.R.) iR'cause it will supposedly make "the first strike

a knock on the door."

Steven P. Barrett
Well now. For someone in the Soviet I Inion, "a knock or

the door" can have an entirely different meaning than for

an American. We don't have anything like the dreaded

KGB (GestafM) of the U.S.S.R.) or Gulag to worry alH)ut.

The leader for the Williamstown Ground Zero chapter,

Lauren Stevens, told Sandra Constantino, a correspon-

dent for the Springfield Morning Union recently, that his

group objcted to Rom(Mlanovo l)ecause of its proximity to

forced labor camps (housing religious and jK)litical

prisoners). He also expressed disappointment l)ecause of

an apparent lack of tourist facilities (hotels, restaurants,

etc.)

Ground Zero really picked a bona-fide loser for a mat-

ching "sister-city" for Williamstown. But Stevens provid-

ed a neat rationale for this goof-up; volunteers who don't

"have the ability to check out things as well as they might

want U)." In fairness U) Mr. Stevens, however, this g{x>f-

up in pairing occurred at the Oregon headquarters of

Ground Zero.

Well, no wonder. Ground Zero must be more interested

in the struggle for any kind of peace to l)other with such

aggravating nuisances like concentration camps and slave

labor prisons. Why let a few instances of Soviet violations

of human rights and the Helsinki Agreements to interfere

with the cause of "peace?"

The overall impression I received from reading abtmt

this episcxie in cross-cultural exchanges, was that these

I)eople in Williamstown were more upset because

Romodanovo "may not have sufficient hotels and

restaurants to accomodate foreign visitors." Tsk. tsk,

what an enormous shame, indetnl.

Perhaps if they really wanted to see what the Soviet

Union really sUinds fori (esf)ecially in the eyes and minds

of many Russians) (iround 7^ro could always ask the kn-al

commissars who run these camps and prisons to spare an

extra 50 bunks or so.

This matchup of a genteel, well-to-do. and sheltered

town like Williamstown with an inappropriate

"sister-city" in the Soviet Union isn't the only one to <K'cur

lately. Amherst was matched with Tuymazy, a meat pack-

ing and fiourmilling center. Hardly a place you'd expect to

find the academic wine and cheese set to visit - even in

their own back yard; well maybe for "research of the

working classes."

Perhaps some observations from David Satter, a Wall

St. Journal correspondent who specializes in Soviet mat-

ters, might help. In his column, "Kremlin Tortures a

Psychiatrist." (Wall St. Journal 12/29/83) Satter had the

following to say about what I've discussed above:

"Western participation in exchanges of 'trade unionists'

or 'parliamentarians.' joint space ventures, disarmament

conferences involving individual Americans and 'private*

Soviet citizens, the creation of 'twinned cities' are all

grants of legitimacy to the system of organized lying that

is generated by the Soviet ideology."

In other words, the Soviets are still more than willing to

extend their open hospitality for all "useful idiots"

(Lenin's apt description) to come and see for themselves

the wonderfully good side of the Soviet Union.

Assuredly, Ground Zero has probably made other

"mistakes" in their urban matchmaking service. Since

this outfit is so busy that it can't perform the necessary

research, I strongly suggest that its Portland staff and its

local members write to the "Committee to Stop Chemical

Atrocities" for information. In addition to keeping track

of Soviet astrocities like the "Yellow Rain" massacres in

Afghanistan and Cambodia; this committee, which is bas-

ed in Washington, D.C., takes a keen interest in the on-

going abuse of human rights in the Soviet Union - namely

the slave labor and other concentration camps spread

throughout this demonstrably documented empire of evil.

According to a recent publication issued by this commit-

tee, there are, (and these are conservative estimates only)

three million jK)litical, religious and other kinds of

{)ris()ners who are l)eing used for slave lalH)r. Some of

these other prisoners are an estimated 10,000 Vietnamese

men who were sent to the Soviet Union by their new

masters in Hanoi for "repayment" of costs incurred by the

Soviets during the long Indochina War.

This is what Ground Zero should be more .sqjeaniish

about - not inade ;uate hotel accommodations. Hy the

way, my ideal location for a "sister city" is Gorky - that

forbidden city where the famed and brave scholar, ,\nilrei

Sakharov is "internally exiled" for dissident activities.

Anyho<ly varv to second the idea'^

Sft'i'tni P. Bnrretl is n ('(dlegian ^nisf
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Valentines Day
from the Ski Club
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i
I LOVE

Valentine's Day
TUESDAY SK88>? FEB. 14
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Christian Dior Special
Ijmited selection of '

—-

Dior Lip Color I^ailHnarr-'

50

College Drug is the place for all your pharmaceutical and

cosmetic needv having everything for the healthy and

beautiful you!

Valentine Candies

COLLEGE DRUG
4 Main Street, Amherst
HOURS Men Fn 9 9. Sat 9 6. Sun 9j^

Valentine's Day
February 14th

A Special Day at the Pub

u^S^

PUB
5 E. PLEASANT ST./AiMHERST MA

a 13- 549- 1200

Arts
artslines...

Today, Laura Jeppensen, a member of the

Boston Museum Trio, will lecture and

perform on the viola da gamba. The per-

formance is part of a series on the music of

Johann Sebastian Bach and is being of-

fered as part of an Amherst College music

course on Bach. The presentation will be

held in room 7 of the Amherst College

Music Center and is free of charge. For

further information, call 542-2321.

Auditions for the p\&yUncommon Wom^n
and Others by Wendy Wasserstein will be

held at 7:30 p.m., Feb. 14 and 16 in the

lobby of the Laboratory Theater, Mount
Holyoke College, and on Feb. 15 at the

Smith College Theater. Those wishing to

audition should call 538-3311 for further

information.

Jazz composer, trumpeter and pianist Jeff

Holmes will give a free concert at 8 p.m. on

Wednesday, Feb. 15 in Bowker
Auditorium. The program will feature new

compositions by Holmes. For further in-

formation, contact the Department of Music

at 545-2227

Rashomon. by Fae and Michael Kanin,

opens at Smith College's Theater 14 on Feb.

17 at 8 p.m. The play will run Feb. 18, 23.

24 and 25. (Feb. 23 is dollar night) General

admission is $4, students and senior citizens

$2. For reservations and further

formation, call 584-3023.

Racial segregation under the South

African apartheid system is the subject of

Athol Fugard's A Lesson From Aloes,

which will be performed in Hampshire

College's Emily Dickenson Hall. Per

formances are at 8 p.m. Feb. 16, 17. and 16.

The University Trio will perform in this

year's Lebow R/Iemorial Concert at 8 p.m.

on Feb. 26 in Bezanson Recital Hall. The

Concert is presented in honor of noted

pianist Howard M. Lebow, who died in 1968

while he was a professor at UMass. For

further information rail !i4.S - 19^^^^^^^^

Artssez:

9S«9^

ntin,

\)9S^-

I

Leopold Teraspulsky, Julian Olcvsky and Estela Olevsky of the

University Trio will perform on Feb. 26. See art$line for details.

TH( SHORIhST DRIVF TO

BIG MOUN IAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN tASY TO

RtACH SOUTHFRN

VERMONT ON VT 100

1 ODGING

(802)464 8b01

SKI RtPORT

(802)464 ?151

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS

Make Mt. Snow your headquarters for th

upcoming holiday season. More than 100

oif snow and season long snow makii

have provided record base depth. M(

than 50 trails are open on three mount
faces. Enjoy a day of BIG mountain V

mont skiing and still be home in time

supper. We got the snow, let yourself (

Mount ®nov
(•^^•^

RERD THE C0//^5i

YOU'LL BE HOOKED.

TAKE THAT RRST IMPOBTAMT CAREER STEP HERE

Universit y ( if Oiiito' 'm
III Lawrence Livermore
1^NationalLaboratory

Ask your Placement Office for details on our

upcoming Campus visit, or see our ad In ttils

paper next Tuesday, February 21 for

additional Information.

LLNL Is an equal opportunity employer, m/f/h

P.O. Box 5510, Dept. JCR, LIvermoro, CA 94550
9C«D6«<MiB«i.Mt n
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W.E.B. DuBois Lecture Series

Vincent Harding
Historian and author of THERE IS A RIVER and THE OTHER AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Chairman. Institute of the Black World

Prolessor oi Religion and Social Change. Hiff School o( Theology. Denver. Colorado

"W.E.B. DuBols and
the Future of America

f 9

Thursday, February 16, 1984, 8 p.m.

Mahar Auditorium
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

! l-.v

Anihefh!

Students, you can now get a

MasterCard.

without a credit check

no income requirements

available in all 50 states

moneyback guarantee

MasterCard

1 iivi N.itiiMi.il IhIk'vos ili.ii xtiukniv like \i'u

h.iM' iiilliiniU'it i>.'li-nli.il Hill (.'M-'ri m.Mi- lli.iii lli.il.

\\c hclii'M.' in \,<ii iijihl MOV* I Ii.iI'n v\Iu «r vv.inl

\,>ii li> kiu>u .thiuil tlu- Npi.-».i.il !i'l;t\cil !ii)iiiu'

iiu'iiiN th.ti on.ihlc ti'lkvc nIiuIimUs Ik >;i-i .1

M.iNlcrC.iiii

riiis IN tlu'C.iMi''^' l.tNli-sl. aiKl mi'Ni ,.i.ti.im «,t\

tor sludciUs to col .1 M.iNtiTt .iril Viul wi- pr.ui' ii

h\ protcvim*: \ou vmiIi an I iKi'iidiiion.il Mkikv

hack Qu;u.iiilt.-i.' The MaNlcrCanl iliai \«ui ^.iti

rcLCiM" IN the Name one thai is liniiiTi-J h\ '

million iiKTch.inis wtuklw ulc arul \ini Ii have a

vfcJii lino ol at iiMsi S'(X>

tNJOY THF CONVHNIENCH,
SFCl RITY. AND PRPSTIGF OF

A MASTERCARD.
But «h> do \ou need a Mastcr( ard novv More

arc lUst a tc^v ot tho reasons v*h\

ESTABLISH YOl R CRFDIT HISTORY
The special relaxed requiremcnis make ihis the

easiest, fastest, and most certain uav lor \ou to

establish >our credit histor\ In addition, a

MasterCard i> the perlcct credit reference to ^et

credit ^ ith merchants and department stores lor

T V s. tumiture. clothes, sporting goods, major

appliances, and auto k)ans So you arc nov\ able

to build an excellent credit rating starting from

scratch

SHOPPING AND TRAVEL CONVEN
lENCE. With a MasterCard. >ou have charge

privileges at more than .^ million places around

the world So you can travel, dine, or shop tor

things like a new stereo w ithout carrying cash or

having to worry about getting your check cashed

where they doni know you. Or you can order

mail-order gifts reserve a hotel or motel room

send flowers . . even reserve tickets to

concerts, sporting events, and show s of all types

HELP IN AN EMERGENCY. Charge gas

car repairs, and servicing at h«>me i>r while

traveling l-or medical bills. MasterCard is

.K vcplcil In pluMci.iiis itciilisls npii iiiatn .1

liiispiiaK. pliatmacics and vcicnn.iriaiis

CHICK CASHING CONVIMKNCI \

MasicrC ard is ilic pcrlc^l ID I" hcl[) vou ^;ci

\i>iir ^hcck (.ashcil where ihc> ' iii I knuw \ini

Or ^et a (ash Advance at more than I'HlOOO

Hanking liisiitiitions arnund the world

CHOOSF YOl R OWN PAYMI NT PLAN
\>>u can pa\ the lull atn..unt of vnur hill ai ihc

end ot the month, or it vou preter. you can extend

sour pavments over 'h months on a revulvink:

charce plan I ither wav vou have the tlcxihilitv

ttiat onl\ a credit card can oMer

IT'S EASY TO GET STARTED
I his is bill a sample ot what is available to v.u

when vou carrv a MasterCard There is rtvj^h

much more, and it's completely described m oy

Credit Card Service Guide \ou will receive an J

itsall yours lor iustS.''0 And vou take NO RISK

sou're protected h> Firsi National s Cncondi

tu>nal Guarantee il >ou should lail to get a

MasterCard alter follow mc the simpel siep-h>

step instructions. \»>u will receive a full refund

THERE'S NO BETTER TIME
THAN RIGHT NOW TO APPLY.

So if you'd like to take advantage of these special

relaxed requirements to get a MasterCard take a

moment right now to till out the coupon and mail n

to First National along with \our pavment Thi-.
|

could prove to be the most rewarding investment

vou will make this year and for manv years to

c»)me'

Special \i>ie Because of amsianih chani:ini:

credit conditions and hank policies. "»' iire

unable to know how font; this special proi:ram

will continue 10 he in ejTeci. Therefore, we uri;e

\iiu not to delay To ensure thai vou i.'i7 \(H/r

MasterCard. plea\e reph pntmpth

MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY

First Nalional Bancard, P.O. Box 5128. San Jose. Ca. 95150-5128
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The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

is inviting political; social, cultural

and academic groups to submit re-

quests for LINE ITEM FUNDING for

Fiscal Year 1985. For applications

and further information on the

budget process, please contact

Steve Keye, GSS Treasurer, 919

Campus Center, 545-2896.

DEADLINE FOR REQUESTS IS

FEBRUARY 24.
••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••^N.

SHAB
Student Health

Advisory Board

. . .A student activities group for

all majors.

FIRST MEETING:
Feb. 16, 5:30 PM

Health Services, Rm 302

UMA5S SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

f»>r^f"fpj|iJl=ll=^i=ln=||glia!Jr=Jr=l

^Elegant Violence

I PLAY RUGBY!/ p^acticebegins

P // Feb. 15

4 PM Boyden Gvm

For more info call:

,
Coach: Doc Laurence 545 2507

Captain: 545 0244
I Pres 549 7852

V.P.: 256 0913

fcfeJr=Jr=dJr=J

7?l(^ A^fA^ AMmcAN

af UMASS (AAsA)

MuixMQ ^ Iht saMisltr

^-T

fHon
~r"o« -r»»i J

PUBLIC NOTICE
2 Days Only

Selling At The

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE ^

RIe. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley ;*«.-

HOTEL ..„„«,_
SURPLUS *48.00^

AND UP

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $55.'

TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00 ^^^^,

FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00
FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00Be Early For Best Selection

No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used .n this motel, every piece .s brand new, factory

sealJd in heavy clear plast.c for
^^.Jr^^^-::^f^^^^^^^^^ ^ZId^^

"'

truck or station wagon. We will load for you. SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CARRY

Wed. Feb. 15 2-7 PM Thurs. Feb. 16 10 AM - 6 PM

SPRING BREAK 80
8 Ooyi 7 Nlghn bxojrtoui Hot*! on tfi* SiKp

Hot* only W/Motof Coo* W/J»t

i149 $285 W75

*>|( fox included ** fox included **

For more info 545-0437

INFO & SIGN-UP
MEETING/
PARTY

WED. 2/15 8 PM
SOUTHWEST
HAMDON-SOUTHSIDE
DON'T BE LEFT OUT

IN THE COLD

SPRING SEMESTER
IN THE ROCKIES

Attend the NATIONAL OUTDOOR
LEADKRSHIP SCHOOL and earn college

credit while learning a broad spectrum of

wilderness skills.

Your classroom will extend from northern c
Wyoming to southern Utah You'll spend

three and a half months exploring the

great Rocky Mountain Wilderness.

The NOLS semester program includes

five intensive expedihons:

% Ski touring Wyoming's winter

backcountry

9 Canyoneenng in the remote Utah'

desert

• Caving expedition

• Climbing course

• Whitewater kayaking

Add a challenging dimension to your

college education College credit is

available through the University of Utah,

via NOLS, or through arrangements made

on your own campus

We have openings on the following

course*:

FLB 24 MAY 30

MARCH 7 -JUNE 9

For more Information, write or ca

The National Outdoor

Leadership School

P. O. Box AA Dept. SSg

Lander, WY 82S20

(307) 332-6973

I III: \ ITIOiYlL on I INMNl
-Li:AIN:itSIIIP S4 IHMM—
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H
NEWMAN CLUB

SAY IT WITH A FLOWER
If your name is on this list

1. Come down to the Newman Club Table in the Campus Center Concourse
2.TelI as EXACTLY how your name appears on the list and under which let-

ter column
3. Bring an ID. We will then present you with your flower

Red means "I love you". Pink means "I like you"
White means "I want to get to know you"

4. Brin^ 50* in case you cannot guess who sent the flower.
5. Remember to pick up coupon for SGA Dance for 50* off
Thank you for supporting the Newman Club.

LORIE ABUISSO
JENNIFER ACE
ZAHIRA ACCUEDO
CHERYL ADAMS
RANDA ADIB
ANDRIA AFFANNATO
?tVL AGRANAl
NICK A0RIO3
JULIE AHEARN
MARY E. AHEARN
TOM A HERN
LISA AIELLO
TOM ALDRICH
CATHY ALESSI
SHARI ALUND
AMY ALLISON
IRMA A. ALVEREZ
DIANr ALVES
KATY A:-.BR0SE

PAMELA BASSETT
JULIE BLUESTEIN
ELLEN BRESHN
KELLY BRYDEN
COLLEEN BEAUDIN
nONAS I. HBauii
PAUU S. CKER
tuiAMTH BAJunrrr

KDDDK BUTTS

i'..\RKN BLAKE

S'JE BIRD
\I,DR'="A BATH?

BOBBY BRAUN

LSSL;E BRASSARD
•^OTE BCWILLA
FATTY BACOfl

D'TJBrr B'TCH'E
'V1'^\K BOND!
LISA HOYEP

MICHAEL J. ANDERSO-l^TppHy^fji).; gou^
DOODIES ANDERSON cHERI CADMUS
MOLLY ANDiiRSON
A«AN ANDRADE
CHRISTINA ARCESE
LISA ARCESE
JACX ARl;IZZONI
JILL ARCRANTO
UURA ARMSTRONG
Jl\A ASBERRY
LYNN ASDIKIAN
DAVE ASHLEY
DANA ATKINS
CHUCK AUGER

CARL ALVITI
DONNA APPLESTEIN
ANDY ARNOLD
JEAN AMARAL

KRISTINA CAIRNS
STEVE CALUGHAN
SUSAN CALLENDER
MEG CAl/'ERK
PATTY CAMPP'sLL
THISH CAMUS
PETE CANdNNE
LAUREN CANl'EL
J1--N TAPliAN

CARMINF. i'AH"RKLLl
MARK CARLIN
ANN<-' CARON
KiV CIRPENTERI
'HRIS CAHLIL8E
GAYLE CARLISLE
LENORE CARLISLE
ILSA CARLSONSUE AGIN

MICHELLE ANDERSON KEVIN P. CARR
FELICE APOLINSKY SUE CARRIEPO
CBOEF A>:DHr -,

INGRID /U-VARFZ

CONM?: wrorRsoN

CHAOLan u.mt
CAHT AUMS
NXO AM
DIAMS tfICO

nai Auus
AIBBDUUC
ERIC BACHRY
JEFF BAKER
MARY BALDWIN
CHRIS BARBER
CAROL BARLOW
CATHY BARNACHE
GORGEOUS BARNWELL
ROBERT BARON

I

P ARGE BARSTOW
GARY BATES
BART BARTHOLOMEW
NELLY BAXTER
SARAH BEARD
MONIQUE BEAUCHAMP
ADNANA BEHOVET
UURA BELL
LOUISE BELLA VI

A

JOE BELLOPATTO
LOR I BELLOPATTO
BARBARA BERG
LUCIE BERGER
SUE BERG IN
ANDREA BERGQUIDST
RENA BERMAN
JUDITH BERN
AMY BERNARD
PAT BERNEY
LAURA BERNIER
oAN BERRIGAN
JOANNE BESKO
ALISON BETT
CHRISTINE BINNER
EDDIE BLAZO
ERIK BOASS
JAY BOLGATZ
ALISON HONITA
SCOTT IK BOOTH
MARY BORIS
KATHI BOUCHARD
LISA BOUCHER
MIKE BOUCHER
GR?:XJ BOUDREAUX
MARI'P BOULE
RAY flOULEY

HCTH BOXKNHORN
CAROLINE BOYD
DONNA BRABAZON
LAURIP BRACKETT
BRAD BRAD5HAW
DEAN BREDA
JEANNK BRENTON
ROBYN BRIGHT
SARAH BRILL
BETSY BHOADBENT
UURIE BROOKS
AMY BROWN

BILLY CARROLL
CATHY CARROL
MARYLOU CASE
NAM CASEY
NANCY CA3HIN
ELISE CASSUTO
PHILIP CASTALDI
TRACY CAULEFLOUR
B. CAVANAGH
LESLEY CEDERLUND
GERRY CELENTANO
JOANN CENEDELLA
MARY S. CERVANTES
JERRY CHAMBERS
JOHN CHAMBERS
GRACE CHAHARIAN
SHIRLEY CHAN
MARC CHAR EST
PAUU CHARUND
STEVE CHASE
ROZINA CHENG
nncHFLLK ClIKST'v*

MIILLIP CHEUNG
WENDY CiilLDS
.JOHN G. CHIN
CLAIMK CIIHKTIKN
^f^H (;imEri:-;N
i;vn .iiHi;;T:-;N:r-;N

CrNDY C'l:. 1

H(i:;r; ('m<j.'! 'lA'.

c

AMY E. CLOSE
MARI CLUKEY
CATHY CLUNIE
TIMOTHY D. COATES
ANDY COHEN
BEN COHEN
DEBORAH COHEN
MITCHELL C0HV:N

LIZ COLE
SUE COLUGAN
SUSAN COLLINS
VALERIE COLLINS
SUSAN CONN ELL
JULIA CONNELLY
JANE B. CONNOLY
PAULA CONNOR
SHEILA CONNOR
JUDY CONNORS
JIM CONNORS
UURA CONTI
SUZANNE CONTI
SCOT COOPER
JERRI COPEUNP
CELESTE CORRtiA
KATHY COSTAUS
CHRISTINE COUGHLIN
CHRIS COUGHLIN

JIM CU1TCB
JOICI COLL
TOT CIIAMLLX
CHMis cun
J.J. coraoQS
IMSIMT CURK
DCTTIE CARROL

LARRY CLARK
MARY CAREOLL
MARYNEL CAMPOS

CATHT CUTPOOU
C1K>I CKHXI
RHCNDA M. CARHOrrt:

RUSSELL CHEUNG

ROY CHAN

JENNimi CONNORS

J "J* ICE CHICONE
LAimiE COSSAR

VII NIE DABOUL
KATHY DAILY
MARTIN DALY
BETH D'AflBROSIO
KATHY DANEHY
SHARON DANEHY
RICHARD DARGAN
DEB DATTIS
STEVE DATTIS
LISA DAVID
LISA DAVIDSON
SHARON DAVIES
PATTI DAVIS
PATTY DAVIS
ROSALIND DAVIS
SUZANNE DAWES
BECKY DA«IIS(jN

ANNE DEACUTIS
JOE DEACUTIS
MARGE DEACUTIS
LIZ DEBAAHOS
CHPIS DEEHY
JEANETTE DEFORCE
PATTY DELANEY
VINCENT DEMAPTINO
DIANE DEMEUSE
ALISA DENNIS
KEITH E. DENNIS
LISA DEVLIN
ANDREA DEVRIES
BRUCE DIGIOIA
DOUG DILLAN
KATE DIMITRY
BARB DOBBROt
AMY DOHERTY
MARK DONSKY
STEPHEN DORATO
KEN DOUGHERTY
THOMAS DOUGHERTY,

J

JEENIFER DRESENS
JUDY DRISCOLL
JAN DROZDCWSKl
MARK DUBEAU
ANN OUGGAN
MAY DUGGAN
COLLIN DUNCAN
ANNE DUNKLEE
LINDA DUPREY
MJCHEAL DUSSAULT
JEFFREY DURKEE
LAUREN DALLAMORA
KARQJ UAMMXNGER
JOE D' APOLLO
MELINDA DAUTEN

LINDA DEXTER
LYNN DBCARDINO
CAROLYN DBCHARLIES
MARY DEFRANK
RUSSEU DEPRADINE
TINA DICKENSON
PAUU DICKSON
LISA DOODY
LISA DIPROFIO
BELINDA D0DD6
TRICIA DRISCOLL
HOLLY DUDELY
BOB DUFF
JAMES DUFF
KATHY DOHERTY
MIKE DONOGHUE
RICH DYKE
STEVE DUCAS
KEVIN DELUCA
JUDrnU DRXSCILIOISKI
JUDB dkb:
JUDGS DRISCOLL
BOB DCISTRIUS

SUE EASTHAM
MARCIE EATON
VALERIE EATON
JEkU EDENKOWSKI

CHRISTOPHER COUGHLIl MARTHA EDENS

• -'R

.-:;:.1FER buras
":rBIE BURKE
3C07T BURNE
JANET BURNETT
LINDA BUTCHER
HELEN BAATZ
GERARD BYRNE
NANCY BUTTINE
ED BEENS
SUZIE BUCK
ROSAi-YN BRACCT
BRIAN BULMAN
SHELLY BURNS
CINDY BLOOMER
LESLIE BARKER

DEBBLES COUSINS
JACQUELINE COYNE
MICHELE CRIEDON
REBECCA CROVELL
SUE CRONIN
HEIDI CRONKRITE
KAREN CROWLEY
STACY CUIPO
BARBARA CULLINAN
JOANNE CUNNINGHAM
KATHY CURDA
JONATHAN CURELOP
JOAKN C'JRLEY
MARYJEAN CURTIN
AMY CUSTANCE
GUI CANHCIi
RATS CAICMR
CAROLTII COLLm
JU» COVOST
HAH ccnoK
jmm> CORBOiBISRO
PRKD COULTBR
JCUH COULRR
CARTB COTLI
KIIDI CKKKm
BOB CUDDIMT

LISA CXATIT
RAY cionim

SUSAN ELICKER
LI LA ELISAYEFF
MAYA ELISAYEFF
KATHY ELLIS
STEVE ELLIS
BINKLEY ENGVALL
JOANNE ERRICO
LISA ESCHENBACH
KARLA ENGLUND
MARGARET EVERSON
JONNIE LYN EVANS
TTiDD EZOLD
CHRIS EGAN
lENDY ELIE
ilEPBIE ERAMD
J'JLIE EVANS
JEFF ELKINS
HI CAHU fEPkER
DEVPA FESl PACK
V' N FEETA
: ISA f:eldhcuse
; AUPA Fl NKF.L
. HN FTNNEGAN
FN DA FISHER
NANCY FISHEP
LAUKA FISHLEP
rH'iLLI! FISH'-AN
DIANE FISLEK
JCHN FITZGERALD

TINA HTZGIBBONS
MIKE FITZHENRY
ANNE FITZSIMMCNS
VICKY FLACK
JAMES H FLAHERTY IV
DIANE FLYNN
GENE FLYNN
JCHN FLYNN
SUSAN FLYNN
BILL FOLEY
MARTHA FOLEY
DEBORAH FORREST
SCOTT FOSTER
KIM POWSKI
NEAL FCX
SUSAN FOX
LISA FRABOTTA
DIANE FRANCHI
ROBERT FRANKEL
JOHN ERASER
CHRIS ANN FRASIER
LYNNE FRATUS
CHRIS ANN FRAZIER
JOE FRAZIER
JERRY FREDETTE
MICHELLE FREDETTE
KIM FREI>!AN
SUE FREITAS
MARK FRIEDMAN
PAUL FRIEDMAN
ERIC FROEBEL
FRANCES FRONCKUS
WENDY FULD
DOUGLAS PJ?CINm
KRISTIN FUREY
MERIDETH FARNHAM
DAWN FHIETTI
CHRIS FIERRO
JOAN FLWCCHIA
\NNE V. FOLEf
KAfl'TL G/ilClA-PONTfnOA
CMVL'TJE FORCUF
CH^'.YL '='\RMFI)

N,\NCY FREF.DMAN

V INN IE FtJRTADT

ANDY PINNERAN
JOANNE FLYNN
GREG FRENCH
BETH FRANCER
?'!\Hf,i: FOHN «R
FR'JIKTE F'.YE

TI'OK FEATHEHSTOrE
F>rTH PCS:-
"^y •.'**|?T IX

LORI FABRIZIO
DAVID FACHETTI
KIRK FACKBE
MEAGHAN FAHEY
HILLARY FAIRBANKS
LISA FAJNOR
BARB FANNING
MAURA FARRELL
ABBY FARRIS
LISA FAVACCHIA
JEFF FECKO
SHARI FELDMAN
ANDREW FENNIMAN
RICARDO FERRER
DEVRA FESLBACK
VON FESTA
LISA nELDHOUSE
LAURA FINKEL
JOHN FINNEGAN
BRENDA FISHER
NANCY FISHER
LAURA FISHLER
PHILLIP FISHMAN
DIANE FISLER
JOHN FITZGERALD
TINA nTZGIBBONS
MIKE FITZHENRY
ANNE FITZSIMMONS
VICKY FLACK
JAMF.S H FLAHERTY I

DIANE FLYNN
GENE FLYNN
JOHN FLYNN
SUSAN FLYNN
BILL FOLEY
MARTHA FOLEY
DEBORAH FORREST
SCOTT FOSTER
KIM FOWSKI
NEAL FCX
SUSAN FOX
LISA FRABOTTA
DIANE FRANCHI
ROBERT FRANKEL
JOHN ERASER
CHRIS ANN FRASIER
LYNNE FRATUS
CHRIS ANN FRAZIER
JOE FRAZIER
JERRY FREDETTE
MICHELLE FREDETTE
KIM FREEMAN
SUE FREITAS

KATHLEEN GILL
KAREN GILLETT
JANINE GILLIS
RICHARD GILLES
JAMIE GILMARTIN
MARK GINGRAS
SUSAN GLADWIN
LISA GLIDDEN
LORRIE GLOVSKY
KATHY GODIN
CHERYL GOGUEN
JULIANN GOLD
ROBIN GOLDBERG
ALLISON GOLDEN
MELINDA GOLDEN
LAURA GOLDSTRICH eluabetv heller

PAULA HOLT
CHRISTINE HUGHS
NIKKI HUMMEL
TARA HUTCHINCS
CAROL H'JTTER

PAMELA HYMAN
ANNE HYNES
KELLY HARRIS
HBATHHK HANLON
MATT HANZL

ADRIAN GOMEZ
FRAN GOODWIN
CINDY GORDON
CINDY GORDON
KELLIE GOSS
DANIEL A. GRAY
JULIE GRAY
JODI B. GREEN
ELLEN GREENGERG
CRAIG GREENGUS
X

LISA mawriM
LAOIOB OHMS
MATALZB 0II0S3

DAVID OROSSNAM
MATmw OROOX
LYMM OWUU

COIiJU OALUMBB
HUM OALVIM
mOMBL aALViM
APtXL OAMAOB
SIAMH OAIAT
AIQB OAaCZA
SfVAIM OAKXA
lUML OAKXA
AMT auamu
NAAY OASLY
NAIT OABLY
ANNETTE GENEAU
KATHI GEOFFRIAN
BECKY GEORGE
BRENDA GEORGE
SUSAN GERLACH
ANDREA GIANINO
CHRIS GIGLIO
GARY GILBERT

Y
iiMm ofv
anq; gaeta
brbuda gagncm
MOLLY GALETTO
lATHT GALLAGHER
KIKE GALLAHUE
FRANNY GANTLY
SUZANNE GAU(ZR
MARIAN GEU
MICHAEL GTLLANE
KDJNETH CniOME
ROSE dSSHOI
RANDY OESINC
PAUL GOLASKI
TRACY OTFINE
PAM GRIFFTN
MARY GAWSWOWSKI
JUDY GUZt
BARBARA GUOITERT

SHERRY GOLNER
GEORGIA GALIATSATOS
HEIDI GRAPPAM
JOY GRADWOHL
DEBBIE GAMBLE
CHRIS GUARD
DAVE GREENBERG
CHARLEY GOODE
MOIRA GILLIS
ANNETTE GENKAU
BRAD GILI/10RE
BRIAN GREEWWOOD
STEVE GRACHNAL
COLLEN GALUGHER
CATHY GRqBB
MAR] A 14 GEU
JOHN HAAS
CATOT HACGERTY
MARIE HALARAN
RICHARD HALEY
JULIE HALLADAY

wKARNIE HALPIS
COR. HALPBIN
MARY HALPTN
DS HAMEL
DALE HAMSON
KRISTHJ HANBURY
DAN HANLON
MAURIvBI HANUtJ

REGGIE HANSON

BARBARA HANSON

miK HARDY
DANA HARLOW
JEFF HARRIS
MARTHA HARRIS

rW HARRIS
TTIE^E HARRIS

NCR". HARRISON
JRIL HART
o"'LIE HATSIS
T^sR"=SA HAWBCIOT
r ,THY HAYES
SUE HAYES
STEVE A. HAYNES
JTJ .1 F?J! ""r.
'." HE -.7(1

1. HEDD'.NO

..,.RN HKELi^Y

:r.,R HEKJt.KIKK

K ,THY HEC RTY
;•«• r«ST,N H'T, RTY

!'"r..';H

ir J 1,

'

EUINE H'JFFMAN

JENNIFFR HACKETT
ANN HALTFR
KIM HANRAHAN
DEB HILL
JOSH HARTLEY
NANCY HOVET
LISA HAPPBL
KARSI HAMILTON
DIANE HEATLSY
KIISTOt HHWDON
KORRINB HESS

M. OIBIiXIR «« "00^™
MARY Brm HAYES
CINDY HOWLAND

JOHN HADLEY
CHRIS HOIHES
MARTIN HILDEBRAND
JEPP HARRINGTON
jnua nw
KATHY HEGEDY

DEBBIE LEE HARDY
GTNA TANNETTI

COLLEEN INGi:-ii;t>.

'J.J- ,. .TO T:301i

s • ...71 J ;.ji

R\.:^' J.V.A'Z
ri; "L j'-'C'j'.'^ P.

I.\"..i: ,T.;' ;;

:' ;:-i:: jj'iak
ojB j.-i::::o..wi

.risA j;..iO!i

":?J"''A J -.I'o.T

"j:rv,j: J -o'-LJ

"OLLY JLT.VIS
K.V.' Y j.:;ZTO''.

SAini^^A j;lv/ r:i

Kr/TI JO-Ul
KAT:fY JO "flSOH

Jijrai' LI JO-TT'.'-N

M.iTK JOHNoOr
M.'JIY T. JOiaiJTON
Mi^'LuH, Jini:;jc

NicBUi joaraoi
P.I.JBWLL
JAn JOBOI
NAB iwaaaa
wan. s. num

URRY KELLT

KATIE KAMI
UZ KRUPCZAK
JmiPIR KUPFIR
NARTlUn KITES

Jimr KILLiR
uiDA mrroR

.•h

T

L.

JULIE HITE

JEANNIE KAR
GAIL KLEIN
PATRICK KENNEY
JENNIFER KAWFMAN
KEITH KESSLER
EUNIC KONIBCZNY
TERRY KOHTOPF
CAilOL DUPMICKI

SAWDT OLUR
DiMiB nicnuu
KICHULLE OISTSL
MJRin)ITH KATE
ROSaU.(Y tSlSALL
JACK 13 K0PP:2LS
PAMELA KlianiJDY
SHAROH KAYE
3USA11 KL.\SS3ir

BiaoiD KILLnY
AUDR.JY K'::i^!-[3

'?"IISV. KALI*'L\N

BRIAN K:iLL3Y
r>'S Ji-'JK KROIf-VJRG
.\]m2: (rati:"? p.mk:
LYNII K. GTJ?.J(

M J'JC K.JE^F "S.G."
H P.SjI 'U K JI3

/jiDHiir.7 KAN;ar;'i

ni .A-' KAO
'lAV.IJT KA'-i

J/JtiS KAUFILUI
KATIIi::!! Tr.-K'JJLI?.

ICn.-RD K .J^:x
L\ ..Y Ki;LL.TY

M.\r."'' c \T"'' j.'.i!;

7> IB K-Jiiy
3130113 K :'.U
IIAPJC KJL:V
PnJ'.IlI£: KJL"

'

jj:\ii':\ KJN :

J r- KJinijpr~"
,TIK KUT
K.*^-;; v.. .ij.u"!

SH.u'.i :: Ki :l

D^a KIIDIinD
pa-^'.i:k kito
Jii: -r i iv..y:i.

:2r KL 't

.: •!
. i:iJT"

.:r Y.ovv.::
.-. "' KO's-.;}j
s •: IL KO 0.'.
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GIIC KSLLIHER
STEVE KENNSDY
HIKE KEAWEY
LINDA KElfllBALLY
UURA KUUS
JAHK KRAVITZ
MEiJlA MANDANA L/iLIBAUP
PIHRRE LAITJIY
JILL LANG
LOP-I LAHGSn
JAN3T LANIIAN
K/a3N LAPIi:i?.S

THOU LAPriN
LISA LA.10CH3LJiE
KIM la:i:'.iv.31

J3Ain!_; LAUCH7JN
LiTOA LAVOi:;;

MICI'A-JL TiiVVOIIi

T'L^iL'RA LA":^^^N

^=nEI2 L.V.f/3?.

\-!av.vj: L^..'ir2D

SIIjJ ''O Li3A^JJJD

S-WDY J^IB'Mn
. jni inso
TO'ii LJ^ w:
\LICI.\ 1^2
-!.. oT.-ai l^j:

J.JUS . ;

.

PJI LJJ
T.'.i;j; L :d
•./JN )Y Z. L^. 'S

j.\i-tj: Kucv.2
TILY L^,CjnG

1-IaP3L LJSCH
JO';' I^S'

3

Doir Tj ? .oir'j "^Ji

LIS.i 'J'
:AY UIOOX
SA''? 'j! L.nr"'

S: ''f Ti': "IB r-.A 0.1

.103:: "^i-iQi :r :ljo
C- v.) ^1'^'

''".'.s^'

2l"i: LI^'lilGTOIT
.-TJ- Y TT J »r,>- •!,")

JO/JT T.:^- -.L

.'>' VIA Til""" 'A

J r 17 'T.
'

7 y TO'^'is
!V'."' TO ..1.0

••::An ;'•_; !o. ;.s

y :" H)o
:oTL; : u 0!!:y
.] .Ill loi;g-:t::

.1.17,:. ]] n i.j.'c

L-..n:'.A
'. -vY

'JKIK :irz

"X).''A L'Oni .13

I'iu;" ''.•s

r A"' f.TMZ
DEBBIE LOS
RAMONA LLOYD
JACQUl LEMAY
LINDA LONGLEY
HYDE LOOMIS
KRISTI LOWRY
THEA LEFP
MEGAN LIGHT
PAM LUNDGREN
KAREN LENNON
RAYMOND LEDOU)!

ANNE LAMB
TIM LAPOINTE
KAREN LINDBALD
ZOOM LENZ
JIMMY LAM
TINA UPONTAINE
PECK LOW
ILMU UamBfflUL
Qua urton
SUE LA FAROE
CHI LAM
RON LEMIEUX
JANET LUKASKIEWICZ
PRANK LUCCHESI
KEN LEVIVSON

iLLYDODE LEVENSON
BOBBY LOUE
ARIANE LEMAY
SUE LOUE
MIKE LEGER
KATHLEEN LENAHAN
MIKE LOOK
MM MCDOIAU)
J<ai MCDCHAIO

nimmuB

\V.12 ¥.

(po:

muasA MCDoniLL
An MACoarausH
NSaUSL lUCHADO
DOR NACUT
PAT NAPni
ART NACRARr
VICTQRU NAnX»
SUR NALLIA
Snvi NACCARBIU
SARDRA HALLOr

iciuucai NOLLor
EATT HAZXm
EU^ NARLIT
DRRRZR NARR
JOm HARROK
JULU NARRIRG
PRMBC NARZI
OATi

MIXDI NARCIRKXIVICZ
NIURD NASBIGO
NARCIA NARGIT
BOB NABIRRM
TBACI NARIRO
KAm raM»a
JORR NABOrtt
JlARia rarrpadt
LISA NARRA

HARRY MARSHALL
JUNE NARSHAU.
NARU NARTEL
DABIIBI NARTIR
SUSAR NARTDt

TON NARTOi
DARMI NARTIRU
DORRA NASLAX
HART NASTIIUZ
GKXCB NATISSB
DAVE NAUBB8EVR
NARJORB NAWR
LISA NAZIS

NARK NAZZOU
DCR MCALLISTER
lURY BETH NCAULIPPE
GCOfCE MCCARTY
PATTT MCCHESRBY
NARK ICCL06KY
NARTNA NCCLURB
CHRESTDIA NCCOLL
CAROL NCDBRHOTT
SUE NCDOHALD
KERRY NCDORNRLL

NRLISRA NCDaiRRU
BIIRRR NCPOROUGH

U0RA Loof icruxm
Rja WMtmatM

RRVf ROOHUT
JAR mum
U0RA ROQpRPRH

MARTHA MCGRAIG
BETH MCGRATH
BRIAN MCGRATH
MARD MCGRATH
SUSAN MCGUIGAN
BOB MCINTOSH
GAIL MCKAY
TOM MCKEAN
JQDXR HCItoRA
RAUWRR RBIRRRA
SRXRU HCBRIZZR
IRVn P. NBRARAR

RCRARARA
JM RBUHARA
ARCT WXUmUMO
RILL «AOR
HID nAORU
JBARRIR mux

ROBIR
OBOr
aOR ICRLORI
URIRA WP3IR0RR
SnnURIR IVIBR
TRACT NRRR
BRIAR RCnAVTTT

BILL MEADE
rm lOCALP
CRBS NXA3SRRXAR
AURARDIA NICRARLIS
RARLB WyOL
9rcnn RionuH
RRXAR MIUUSKI
CARA MILKS

ALISA NIUXR
KAMBI NIURR
LAURA NIRIR
STU HXLLSVIR
acorr kur
PAOU RISnRIS
SUEARHR NISSRRr
RRXXA HnCRRLL
PAUU RITCHRLL
LRRRRR MOLLOY
DRAV NOLTA
JORT NORRCWAR

LIRDA NOOHRT
NARJI mORRT
NARIAim N0RAIR3

BRIAR NORaSm RORAR
ROUS RORRIRA
JBARB RARIR NOROAR
TST HORRILL
PAm RORRUGR
BLZXAatm ARRR MORRISSRT
lURDin H06S
DORRA NOflUT
CIRTRIA HOTTA
SRAMR aOTHAHAR
LAUMRA HUXSR
SUZARHB NULLRII
lARB WLLICAR
EAR NDLUR
icar RURCR
CUCX T.HURPHT
DAHA RURPHT
JARI RQgRT
PATTI RORnnr
RARQARBT NURRAT
RDSARRB NURRAT
aUSAR WRRAT
TBRRSB NURRAT
KELL'' NCCVTTOIK
JENNIFW M\CNETL
GORDON MEY15<

K\R5N n. MFJinLESON
KAREN MARTINO
STEVK MACCARRELL
CUHR lARRCD
JORR RASSAR

JNewman Center continued

TCD NKART
JOSBPH asB

CTHTUU RCEDHAN

KABM RRQGRRS
MARTHA RBLSOR

SUZXK RRLSOR
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LAURA RICXRKGM
JOBR ROIAX
HEIDI ROBDMRH
KAJSA RORCRBR

JOARRB ROBNARDIR

ARDBBA RUCIPORO

ARI.ANE 0B?KL1NG

BOB O'BRrai
P. IS A OCHS
BILEF» O'D'^'A

HELEJI O'DONNELL
PAM O'DONNELL
ADOLF OLBERT

DAVID OUV^.
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arjlBARA 0»NEIL
K;sJ^01 O'NEIL
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ANNA LOUISE E^S

AM OREASTEIN
P'.TTY O'CALIAGHAW

SHARON ORENSTEIN
DAR O'CORRRLL
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ALLISON PHLEGM
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LISY lEl-V

HEY PEREZ

BiiEND". lOl'TENT."

JCELLEN r*ir'JJ.O

FH'N PHEQIEY

BRAD P'RSONS
ETH.AN 1 ICKETT

y.m '• CKE! BU3HBILL PAVAR
CHRIS PALBOLOGOPOULOS f-V. JCE .-'TOLEY

MARY PALIWODA

LISA PARATORE
HELBl PARK

KRISTIN PARKS

NICK PAROUSKI
DIANE PARR

NILANDONE PATHAMMAVONG

JBJNIFTR PAULSOU
A,\N-J<ARIE PALMTO
GEMMA PANTALEON

MARY P''-^SE

CRAIG PELETPCR

LINDA PEFE

,\NNKTTE PfKKlNS
CHRIS nKDJS
TCNY PSRNA

L\UUA PERRY

y'HY. PETSRS

N.^T^L:E phel.an

'lyici umN
Lia 3L'IRK

JODt FUDAWETC
MAUREEN RAPPIO
KAREN RAGUSIN
ANNE RAMSTAD
TERRI RAVITZ
MARY RIARDON
MARY JO REARDON
PERRA RECKERT
MIKE REGO
ANN REILLY
SUE REICHE
MARY C. RENZULLI
AUN RESNIC
ROBIN REVELLI
ELLEN REYNOLDS
JAMES C. REYYOLDS

JOHN REYNOLDS
TOM REZENDES
MARIA RHODES
CLELESTE RICE
LORI RICE
ELLEN RICHARD
MARY RICHARDS
MARK RICHARDSON
JOANN RICORD
DEBBIE LAWERENCE-RIDDELL
JENNIFER R. RIEL
JANET RIFKIN
KELLY A. RILEY
RICHARD RILEY
PAM RIPPLE
MELINDA RIPPS
JON RISING
STACY ROACH
LARRY ROBERGE
DEBORAH ROBERT

I

MAPTI ROBICHAUD
PraER ROBICHAUD
ROBIN (PROM THE ANNEX)
ANNA ROHINSON
ANA RODRIGUEZ
ANNA ROKLL
DOLE ROELL
SARAH ROGERS
KEN ROTT
JACKIE ROMANO
."SUZANNE RONAN
LICA R03-;
JUDY ROSSINI
STAGY RUTH
PKNIJY ROUTH
KAREN HOWE
UiCBRlK ROY
AF.Y RUDA
CHRISTINE RUSfi
KAUREEN RU:';SKL

KATK RYDER
ELAINK RYMK';;

Dl'.Y.y RYMSZA

ViBlDY RAND

EL W M RYDTO

MICHELLE RAVni

ANNA ROBINSON

PATTY REZWD"^
hOKE RETLLY

JOHN RITCHTE
CAROL READ

CHRIS ROB!NSON

LINDA ROCHE
MAUREEN REDDINGTON
LUIS RODRIGUEZ
ALLISON ROSS
LISA RICCI
SAM READ
DAVID ROBBORRS
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DAN SHEPARD
UURIE SHEPPARD
DEBBIE SHBIMAN
TODD SHOSTEK
DEBBIE SIDMAN
JANE SILVEIRA
PUN SIEW
KARYN UT SILVW
JOANN SILER
LORI SILVTO
TOM SI«DNE
JOANN 5IMM0NDS
SCOTT 3IXM0NS
STEVBJ SIMPSON
TRACY NINA SINGEh
SRyilSKLAR
MEMETRA SIRIOTIS
KIM SKROD.-.CK

KATHY SLAVTO
C THY SLEDZ
CISSY SLOANE
SJ SLOANE
JACK SLOW IK
FR. JOHN SMRGAL
BECKY SMITH

FRAN SLOVIN

jbBBIE SMiFH
KIRSTEN SMITH

LIN')A SMITH
JEFFREY SMITH

MIKE F. SMITH

P'.TTY M. SMiTH

V\LHIIE SMITl'

V Ui.IE SKITH
BONNIE SNYDER

y^m SNYDERS
G NDY SOHN
CLAIRE SONNFKBrRG
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KAY STEPHENS
NANCY STEPHENS
SCOTT STERN
LEAH STERMAN
EILEEN STEWART
KATIE STEWART
RICHARD STEWART
MONICA STIEFLER
STEVEN STOMSKI
DEBBIE STONE
JORDAN STCVER
LISA STRAROULY
KARU STROM
MEG STROSS
LORI STUKtS
MAGGALY STUPPARD
KATE SULLIVAN
KERRY SULLIVAN
MARK SULLIVAN
MAUREEN SULLIVAN
TIM SULLIVAN
ELLEN SUNDOOK
MAURA SWEENEY
MARY SWEETMAN
MARIE SWIATLOWSKI
SALLY SWIFT
CATHY SWISS
MARV SZETELA
LINDA SHAPIRO
ROBIN SNYDER

AN

LAllHA STOLKA
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TRACY TAHZAR
LISA TAKAS
MART P. TALBOT
SEAM TALLNAN
SAL TAHTAGLIONE
BILL TATA
TOM TAVARES
DAVID K. TAYIXK

DEBORAH TAYLOR
DKBRA TAYLOR
JOANE TIDESCO
RITA TOSCANO
SUSAN TOSCANO
BONNIE TELL
DAN TWCZAR
DANIFA. R. TWCi'.AR

PETER TFUNGOiaJ
CINDY TILLES
MIKE TILLEY
CRAIG THATCHHl
LISA THOMAS
MARY THOMAS
r.TEVEN THOMAS
ALICE THOHOGOOD
RHONDA TOCCI
LAURA TOMA.SETTI

KIM TON
kITA TOSCANO
PAMMY TCTAS
FR. JOHN TOUHEY
f-Ti. PATRICK TOUEY

52 TOViNEHOUSE

SALLY A. VA FIDES
DEMETRI VALHOULI
CAROL VANGELL
MADELINE VARGAS
NICK VAROUTSOS
MELANIE VAUX
JANE VELZ
PATTY VENMAN
CHERI VERCKADE
LINDA VERVTLLE
BOBBY VENO
SUSAN VOGEI
MARK C.VOHR
GRACE VORCE
CHRISTINE VULOPAS
RALPH VERRILLI
JAMIE VI BERT
KARL VOUTILA

MIKE VlLARDl
MARK VICTORY

DANA WAITZE
KIM WALKER
BILL WALL
ED WALSH
MAUREEN WALSH
GLENN WALTER
SONG BO WONG
SUE -FEN WANG
NANCY WARHAFTIG
DONNA WARNER
LEIGH LEIGH WARREN
DAVID WASSERMAN
LAURIE WASSERMAN
MICHEAL WASSERMAN
PAM WATTS
BETH WEINBERG
KEN WEITZMAN
BEV WHICH
DEBBIE WENNETT
PATTI WHEATON
JOY WHEELER
BRUCE WHITE
HOOTIE WHITE
KAREN WHITE

CHRISTOPHER TRAFIC ANTE KENNETH P. WHITE
DOREEN TREACY
JWiNI TRAVIS
UUh3< TRECOSTA
CHUCK TRELU
SUSAN TRUCHINSKAS
TRANG TRIIONG

UMf. rtlCKER

KAR IN rWVJ^Il
there:. A TULLEY
ALEX T'.mNER

CKhlMDJE TUHNEJi

.fEMKIKFK T!Wi*R
MICHELLE SATROWSK II.. TV-OMEY

HENRY SIMONI LMIRA TYLEP
BARRY SHIELDS f'ARY TYMCy^. YN
VICKI SILVA JACK TARNBR
SHERYL STAGEY JCMRR TOZLOWSKI
DONNA SCHNECKU)TH TARTA TUCKER
LAURIE STEMBURG
SUE STOLLER
KAYE SHERWOOD
SUE SAWULA
MICHAEL SULLIVAN

m}&mw
MIKE SULLIVAN

JOANNE TOZLOWSKl
JOK TRINGALI
JOSE A. TKHUEL
CHERI UERKADE
DEBBIE ULLRICH
SHARON UNGER
FRANCIE USHER
LORI USHER

WENDY A.WHITE
DAVE WHITEHOUSE
DAVE WHITENETT
MARY WHITTLE
SUSAN WICKLIFFE.CH.E.
BARBARA WILLIAMS
DARRYX JEROME WILLIAM!
LISA WILLIAMS
LYNN WILLIAMS
LAURIE WILLIAMSON
STACIE WILLIAMS
STACEY WINKLEY
PAMELA WINSLOW
STEPHANIE WOLF
DENISE WOLFFS
GEORGIA WOOD
ALAN WOODRUFF
WOODY WOODRUFF
BARRY W.WRAY
KIM J.WRIGHT
CHRISTINE WRIGHTSMAN
AMY WRIGELY
SIMON WU
DAWN WIENSCH
EM.ILY WALK
LISA WAS.'iERMAN
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PAT JANE WEYGANDT
LAURA WEINMANN
"WALDO" WALL
HOODIES WHITE
DEB WENNETT
JOHN W EAGLE
KAREN WENULER
DAVID WHITf^NCTTE

WANDA WILLARD
WALT WINCHENBACK"
CHERYL WEAVER
SHARON WONG
AMY WARREN
MARY ANN WELLEN
DAVE WONG
SIMON WU
BARB WILLIAMS

SU-IN YANG
LEYLA YESILADA
EILEEN YANCE
CAROL YOUNG
SUSANNA YURICK
ROBIN YOGEL
LIZ YOUNG

NANCY A. ZABE
BETH ZAGRANY
NINA ZARETSKY
JOE ZAWAII
GAIL ZECHER
ELLEN ZIPP
SANDY ZUCKERMAN
ELIZABETH ZWERLING'
EVE ZIMMERMAN
SHARON ZAYA
NANCY ZIEDMAN
ARSRL ZOnVR
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ThiF spring, SCERA will hire five undergraduates to learn

political organizing and student-interest research skills. For two

days each week, these SCERA students will nneet to learn

political organizing and then apply these skills to issues of con-

cern to students. SCERA also has positions for an

editor /writer, resource center staff person, and two women's

issues advocates.

All positions are ten hours per week and pay $3.35 an hour for

non-work study and work-study undergraduates.

Pick up an application and more information at 420 Student

Union weekdays 8:CX) a.m. to 6:00 p.m. All applications are due

February 23 at 5:00 p.m. Final candidates will be posted out-

side the office on February 24th.

SCERA is an

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

The Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy,

422 Student Union Building

(413) 545-0341
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Happy ValentinesDay

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir-

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO

Sterao Equlpmant lowest prices available

rrtost major brands available Akai, JVC,

Technics, Kenwood, etc. call Steve

546-5181

Speakers OHM Bookshelf great

$125 great for dorms 549-7797

sound

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Datsun 280Z black beauty exc cond.

4-speed A/C taking 80 546-8236

1971 Ford Pinto to drive or for parts very

dependable $60 call Scott 549-7875 6-7 pm

1969 Chevrolet Van: dependable,

economical, many new parts! $750. call; ^
Janrwe 253-5381 C

BOLTWOOD PROJECT tV

The Boltwood Project is now recruiting.

Conne find out what we're all about Infor-

mation Meetings: Wed. 2/15 7:00 CC174
Tu. 2/21 7:00 CC917 Wed. 2/227:00 CC906

BROOKS 3rd FLOOR

Happy Valentines Day! Love, XXX and

000 - Adrienne

"COON"

Debbie Lyn, So glad your my Valentine

again Love always Joey G

DEAR VICKY-LYNN

I'm thinking about you when you least

expect it! "You are so beautiful to me".

.Be my Valentine. I love you, Sokol
•fe

DEBBIE

Happy Valentines Day to the sexiest girl C
in Washington I ! XOXOXO Love Jimmy V

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc T
Jockeys who give you more! More lights, u
more requests and more experience! Call r
Jeff Taylor 253-2152 ^
RACK ADISC ENTERTAINMENT has ^
everything - bands, DJ's. lights, banquets •Ij

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739
f/

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years 6
of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass. W

Why pay more? 256-1393

FOR RENT

Available: one bedroom apartment large

enough for two. Close to campus 549-7W0

One room in Amherst on bus route unfur

$187. rent male call Peter 253-3076/5-2670

FOR SALE

Computer for sale or rent Apple II -»- 48k

best offer call Ruthie anytime 256-1306

Platform beds, we build them. Queen
with drawer 169. 527-2141

For sale 1 pair Garmont Ski Boots size

10 good cond. $50 Polaroid 1 Step never

used $20 Neil 256-0970

Car Stereos 200W boosters 38.00 300W
triaxles 39.00 AM-PM cassette 58.00 call

546-7579

X-Country Ski Boots
6-7912 after 7 pm John

excellent 12-12Vi

Attention - Womens Shoes - Cheap
Peter pan Boots SNKS New Styles $12-15

Full Range of sizes special on size 6

call 549-0533 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

Dorm size frig $60 253-5288

"GOOBSKI PRIOR"

Hey Cadet Attention!: Too bad UVM can
see this Valentine! Road trip to UMass
ASAP! Have a Happy Valentine's Day!
With love, Your 200 UMass friends & who
else?

G

HELP WANTED

Newspaper Deliverers needed for

dorms. Good pay. Early mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
Acid Rain got you down? Work with us

to redirect energy, consumer, and en-

vironmental policy in Massachusetts.
MASSPIRG has full and part time positions

open on its political outreach and fundrais-

ing staff, 2-10 pm paif training. Call Terry,

256-6434

HURRY UP AND RUSH
TO SIGMA DELTA TAU

Hurry up and Rush to Sigma Delta Tau
Tues Feb 14 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Wed Feb 15 7:00-7:45

Thurs Feb 16 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Tues Feb 21 8:00-9:00

Wed Feb 22 5:00-6:00

Sigma Delta Tau 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round,
ff

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All Q
fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in W

fo Write IJC, PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del ^
Mar, CA 92625 Ji

=C*i^<ii>-*i»^ tfTCii^<i3-<:j^ ffSi>^Q:>.^^Fb tfK3*^ I

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enroilnr>ent. 253-2096

I need a tutor for

Margaret, 546-8664
Physics 161. Call

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Ail University Women invited to

- OPEN RUSH -

Tues 2/14 at 6:00 or 7:00 PM
Thurs 2/16 at 7:00 PM

For more info call Kelly at 545-0320

LOST

Long black coat from Justin Ryans Wed
2/8 great sentimental value reward call

256-1078

Lost gold Cross pen set reward call Kim
546-6826

Gold peerl ring with

reward call 546-9008
diamond chips

Long navy coats switched at Pub 2-7 to

return, call 546-7898

Golden Retriever Puppy 5 mos. old,

white on paws, chest, tail. Brown collar.

Any info: PLEASE call 549-4032 or 5793

Black nylon zippered bag. No questions

asked - contact Joanne 545-3625 or

665-7994 leave message

MARTIAL ARTS ENTHUSIASTS
~

Study Sport Karate with Larry Kelley, 13

U.S. Fighter. 256-0080

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP ~
Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual identity. Wednesday evenings 7 pm
9 pm sliding fee scale. Contact

Psychological Services Tobin Hall by
February 24. 545-0041

NO. NEVER. . .

Steve, never? Well, maybe. Happy Valen-

tines Day! With luv, Leah

PABS
~

Thanks for all the great times we spent
together. You'll always be my special

Valentine. Love, Jimmy

PERSONALS

Karate for women, too.
tiveness and total fitness.

Karate 256-0080

Develop asser-

Umass Sport

Extinguish the midweek blues with
Larry Kelley's Wednesday Sport Karate
class. 256-0080

Have you registered to vote yet? Why
not? Voice your wishes, exercise your
rights.

CAKE-A-GRAM for any Special Occa-
sion

Send that special one a cake
right to their door! Costumes on

request for info call: 549-7613 549-7845

Pi Kappa Alpha
Open Rush

2-13 9 pm 2-14 9 pm
for info call 545-2150

Gay and Bisexuel Umess Students: A
health survey being conducted. Your par-

ticipation is encouraged. Pick up ques-

tionaires at PGA Office or Division of Public

Health, Arnold House 106

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from 11071 Andrea 546-9648

Happy Valentines Day
from Je T'aime Roses

Only first quality fresh cut roses

plus other great gift ideas

Today in front of the Hatch 9-4

Tutor for
584-7606

COINS 121-123 call Meg

SPRING BREAK

Je T'aime Rose "The Perfect Rose"

show someone how much you care

Today in front of the Hatch 9-4

5 Possessor of white gold bunny, "I hate Q
you"ll H.A.F.-hand L

*Jj Kren - Happy BD (as well as VD) - Thanks iv

Y for having my baby - we are the epitome of ^
G lovel Mo

p
^ TJS - here's to playing in the snow and late ^
Iv night talksl Don't forget every third Wedsl

^
fh Love, Me tjj

a randy 818 JA »
u . . .this time loves for real

yjy je t'aime beaucoup, jules y
t Delta Zeta Sorority Rush 11 Phillips St. 6
^ 2/14 - 6:00 2/15 - 6:00; 7:30 2/16 - 7.00 k.

']j more info call 548-6823 Jy

Y All university women are invited to at- A
6 tend an Open Rush at Sigma Kappa Dates: (/

W 2/14 at 7 pm and 8 pm 2/15 at 7 pm 2/16 at JL

X> 7 pm 2/21 at 7 pm and 8 pm 2/22 at 7 and 8 y
ft pm for more info call 256-6887 and RSVP K
jfl 19 Allen St located behind BKO «V

y LIZ LOVES TED
jj

r Deve. Ditto sanw here ditto always yours f

t\ love, Fran PS you zipperheadi (j

f\ Eggie Weggs. . .I'd like to smash 'emi K

Jfl Happy VD Dick & Francis Love, Sue iV

r Art, Business, Law, History, and
yj

P English at Oxford this summer. Imforma- v

y tion 545-1914, Bartlett 478 or 160 g
Y Rhonda-Bee Happy 21st Birthday Love C
ft Leenie iV

P Looking for something new? Chi Omega ^
Q may be the place for you! Alluniversity l
k women are invited to conr>e and see what f

V) we have to offer. On Tuesday, Feb. 14 -

^
J; house tours and dinner at 5:00 and our K

Yj
Valentine's Day Party at 7:30. For a ride d

F and/or more information, call Chi Omega
J]|

y 545-0162
p

C Paula Thanks for being a friend! Franny
jg

«y The Art Students Association an- C
S| nounces its Spring New York City Bustrips

|y

y Feb 25 March 31 April 14 nr>ay 5 $18 round- «.

U trip refreshments sign-up FAC Coffeeshop
yj

^^ Rm 439 MWF 12:15-1:15 TuTh 12:45-2:15 f
^ 546-7179 G

Bahamas 419 from Boston 359 from New
Yod( complete no hidden costs Lauderdale

choice of hotels Doug 549-1934

84 SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 259 price includes round

trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reef*"Free rent a car**'unlimited

mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip, jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Broward Blvd

•••••Free rent a car'^^unlimlted mileage

Montreal Spring Break Weekends

from $49.00
price includes round trip luxury motor

coach 3 days 2 night Quality Inn

Downtown
Welcome Party at the Old Munich
Restaurant. All above prices do
not include tax Er service charges

College Town Tours
482 Main St Maiden MA 02148

call Eric 5468176
Beachcomber Tours Daytona Beach

338.00
does not include car jet from Boston

Village Tours Ft Lauderdale $389.85

does not include car hotel Days Inn

jet from Boston

College Town Tours Daytona 318
including free rent a car unlimited

mileage jet from NY add $20 from Boston

Ft Lauderdale $338 jet, hotel. Days
Inn free rent a car unlimited mileage

jet from Boston
all above prices include tax Er services

Make your own choice

SUMMER
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

Precticel Business Experience while you
earn $4000-$7000 in the summer. Informa-

tion presentation: Campus Center, room
803, 4:00 Tuesday College Pro Painters

PI KAPPA ALPHA

- OPEN RUSH -
Wed 2-8 Mon2-13 Tues2-14

Refreshments served 9-11 PM
for more information

call 545-2150

PRINCE LOVEY

Be my Valentine, i love you G.Q. forever,

S.K.

RIDE WANTED

To UVM on 2/17 Call Gary 546-7124

ROBIN LOPATER ~~
To the best Valentine a boy can have

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY SUGAR!!

LOVE, ME

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a place to live during Spring V^

semester. Pref. close to UMass. Responsi-
Jj)semester

ble, 24 yrs Student. Call Ted: 549-2773

Looking for a place to live during Spring

semester. Responsible, 22 yrs. call Steve:

256-0530

Easy going male ASAP till 6-1-84 have

puppy nonsmoker athletic study party

546-7441 Tom

ROOMMATE WANTED

THE ROOMMATES

Suzy and llene Thanks for everything I

would never make it without you (probably)

Happy Valentine's Day I love you Margie

TO CANCE 2nd SUNSET ~

To the best floormates ever, have a

super Valentines Dayl Hugs and kisses,

Kathy K.

TRAVEL
~

FLORIDA

Miami/Fort Lauderdale area
$208.00 Round Trip

(air only)

Convenient Departures
on the

scheduled airiinee

(these are not risky charter flights)

seats are limited

call 584-3224

Bahemas-329 Jameica-SBB Includes:

round-trip air 7 nights hote'

Florida-209 round trip air only

call now for reservations Springbreak
Colleen 256-8668 or 1-737-9114

TRICHAEL.
MY VALENTINE

Heppy Velentines Day and Anniver-

ssry?l Go ahead, make my day! XOXO
with all my love forever, Ro

TRI SOMETHING NEW!
TRI SIGMA

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Large room for 1 or 2 in Northampton
apartment $182.50 includes heat 586-9882

SERVICES

andTyping. Copies. Binding Pickup

delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime
jg

TYPING fast, reliable, professionel. C
Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

|y

Reasonable rates 666-3414 jx

Want to change your image? Shorten (/

your wardrobe! Experienced seamstress. ^
Joan 549-5548 J5

Rush Parties

Tues Feb 145:46-6:20

Wed Feb 15 5:00
Thur Feb 167:00
Tue Feb 21 7:00

Wed Feb 22 7:00

382 N . Pleesant St 546-0046

WANTED

Intermediate Stats

after 4 call 256-1364
book for GBFin 303

Drummer needed for Rockabily-Bebop
style band also ryth guitar w/voc 666-3503

illmJJMf}
Hey Boo Guess who loves you Boo Boo
Happy V-Day PB Italy BB

To my
Chubby

sexy foreign Valentine love.

Nance' G. I love you forever B

Colleen, thanks

semester the best.

Love, Michael

for making the last

Happy Valentines Dayl

MESIL: I love you very muchi Thank you

for everything, sweetheart Love, Fra

To Jeanne Marie You're so very special! I

love you. SMH
Nine, Happy Valentines Day. Wilt you be

my Valentine? Even if no I will always love

you. An Officer and a Gentleman

Brian Thanks for keeping me warm this

winter Happy Valentines Day lots of love EZ

Rene - How about another interview

sometime? Happy Valentines Dayl P.P.

Rich - Episodes, Freudian Slips, Dumb
Moves. .Happy Valentines Day anyway

Use I hope our love lasts and never dies

Love David

Heidi - Happy Valentines Dayl - Love Steve

Teddybear I love you - Debbie

To A Helpless Romantic (MCG), Happy
Valentines Day. Love Another Helpless

Romantic

TO THE eTH FLOOR WASHINGTON:
Have a great day -we love you I L 6r K

KOV - Happy Valentine's Day, sweetheart

ILY - A Best Friend

Winston Sweetheert: Too much of a

good thing really is wonderful! Happy
Valentines Dayl Love you always, Marianne

Junior To my one and only Valentine

thanks for all the special tinr>es we've

shared, and I hope they'll never end I I love

you always I II Gorgeous

Devid Oliver - 1 love you - Mo
Jay Thompson: Will you be my Valentine?

I love you Elizabeth

Popeye Happy Valentines Day always love

The Fairest Sugar Plum Fairy

Bethanne I can nnake you happy Love

Kevin

Peter, Hey Valentine, wno taugnt you now
to do the laundry? How 'bout a pickle to

nite? ILY, YUG
Surprise. Surprisel Just wanted to let you

know you'll always be my Valentine T.Cl.M

Tayler P.S. I'm sure you expected it.

Sally, It has been three and one half years

and I love you more and more each day

Happy Valentines Day Love Stuart

Jack Thank-you for filling my life with hap-

piness. Here's to a lifetime together. I love

you very much. Cheryl

Punkin - This past year has been great,

Lambchop. Lets save eachother all

semester. Love you • Spunky Pie

To the most speciel girl in my life Thank

you for the most joyous 4 years for no mat-

ter what our destiny you will always be

thought of by me and may I add forever be-

ing with you is too short a time. You vyill

always be my Valentine I love you Judith

signed you know who thats right me
Terese Hawboldt ILMBFSMHVDHEDO
miss you always Billy

Dear Todd, The last 10 months have really

been special. Happy Valentines Day love

Caria

Karen - Even though I'm far away I'm still

thinking of you Love Tim

To Lisa B (Mrs Stark) words are inade-

quate to describe how I feel about you

besides you already know Happy Valen-

tines Day I love you Scott

Andria Affannato - Happy Valentines

Day! You're the best! Get psyched for a fun

spring. Homeland bound? Love ya! Jo

Carl Happy Anniversaryl I love you twice as

much I Mary

RS Surprise Sweetheart! Happy Valentines

Day I love you LB

Who? CH.
I'll luv u even more tomorrowl
Happy Valentines Day XXOO, Kris T.

>-rfi?*tf9xi^O-rf:^^ tfTvSfc^O^iC^ fi^via^GJ)^^:^* «\:u.<i9-,i3^ ffKi^Qi)^^:^^ tfTva^O-^S^ iPfda^d:)^^::^ <S'FC^<ii>^^:^ tf5tiwO-<jir& tf?i:swCi)^^3^.

Thomas Reagan to my best buddy and

friend. Happy Valentines Dayl My love Jo

Happy Valentines Day, Steven Simpson
with love from your favorite Nevada Giri

Pumpkin - Happy long-distance Valentines

Day, I love you. Blue

Sandy have a happy long distance V Day

love ya Craig

Mighty what's next? You don't desen^e

this either, but Happy V-Day Love P-

Greg Even if we aren't talking, I still want

to say it. . .Happy Valentines Day from Jan

Shniffles i love you to mega-mieces Luv
CHA
Loni, Te quiero con locura todas las dies.
Happy Anniversary - Valentine's Day. Tu
querida, Pedro

Craig Keenan - Not really a Valentine just
a big thanks for the CB jacket We love iti

"the brithday giri"

Pam Schwertzel To the sweetest Valen-
tine on Earth Happy Valentines Day Hope
we have many more Love you Mike

Valentinel May we have many more Feb.
1 4th together my love always Hootsie

Neil, You're the cherry of my sindae. Te
amo Sharon

Tree. You're my Valentine forever love ya
Penguin (Pal) 84

Deer Julie.

Roses are red
Violets are blue
Wanna go to. . .

'cause I love you
Happy Valentines Dey Jewel, Nick

Tom Curren you always have my love and
friendship. Always, El

Four North Reldl I'm lucky to have such a
fabulous floor. Happy V-Dayl XX Ellen

Kenny. Love you always baby Allison

Boo Thanks for a great 5 months. I love

you very much. "Your Honey"

John, You are still a nut and I still love yal

Happy Valentines Day Jeannie

Karen: Theta Alpha Pi Pi Psi- Phi Alpha
Lambda Epsilon Nu Tau lota Nu Epsilon

Sigma- Delta Alpha Psi. From Reuven

Ron I'll stop the worid and melt with you I

Happy Valentine's Day love forever Moi

Happy VD Day to the UMass Womens Ski

Team love Budman

Beth Happy Valentine's Day. We'll always
be roomies. Mamye
Pete. We'll always be having fun. I love

you. Happy Valentine's Day. Love, Mamye
LK - Remember the Aloha? You're the best
- MK
Deerest Lo, No poem from your cupid, For

he is too stupid. Only a word or two. Just

to say "I love you" Love Me
Bruce, Cherles. Rsy Er Terry You're the

greatest guys I've ever "lived" with! Here's

to more great times and wild parties in

Brandywinel Love ya lots, Ren

Genn, You are the bestesti Happy Valen-

tine's Day love Jaim .
-

Kathy, Happy Valentines day. You've
given me everything. I love you. Woody

D.J. Happy valentines Day luv YLG

Bobby Have a Hot Hearts Dayl Love ya

babe, RISS

Attention READ. I love your lipsl! XO?

Hi Weede Happy Valentines Day love Air

Head

Alex, Cruising in your MG, Bahamas,
traveling to NYC, backrubs, 2V4 great

years! Always my valentine, love Jackson

Deer Minda,
Je t'eime.

See you Friday.

Yours always.
Mitch

Marty W.
Gumby

Happy Valentines Day Love

YVETTE True love is written in the stone be

my Valentine dedicatedly yours, Frank

Tom Missing you this Valentines Day love

hugs 6r smooches Leslie

Joan Patty MB the Melville 3 and the

Nutrasweet Kid Happy Valentines Dayl

Love Anne

Sharon-Beba: In two words, thanks and

I 'll be seeing you.

Kim Blaney-To the only Valentine I've

ever had. You're so special to me. I love

you. Happy Valentines Day. - George

Alskling It's been wonderful having you up

herel'll always remember my senior year.

Happy Valentines Day Gonzo, I love you.

Me
Micheel -

Roses are red,

Violets are blue

Nine months ago Michael

I fell in love with you! - Leslie

Judy B.

You're once
twice

three times a lady

and I love you
Mari(

Cheryl and Jack
best of Luck and
all the love in the worid.

Is that cubic zinconia on your finger.

Love, Mark

m
Deer Joe, I love you. Happy Valentines

Day. Meg XOXO
Dear Marc: it's been the best sweetheartll

I hope we have many more V-Days
together. I love you-4-eva, Holli

Chris,

Happy Valentine's Day! I Thanks for the

best 10 months of my life! I love you!
Joanne

Mitchel I love our life together, and this is

just the beginning! I love you, Jaime

Chris, "Only You "

always, Leslee

Mi Puchunguita querida aunque la distan-

cia nos separe mi pensamiento y mi cor-

azon siempre estara junto a ti te amo Cari i

I'll give you e rose.

I'll give you a hat.

I'd give you my heart,

But there's no sense in that.

It's already yours.

Your Babe

To my sweet Marie Happy Valentines

Day love John

Happy Valentines Dey to the men of the

Chemistry Department and 2^LC - MW

that says it all love

Andrea. To the best of bunkies. Happy
Valentine's Day Jeannie

Admiral Heppy Valentines Dayl Graviss

f .a.e.a. Love always your Captain

Cindy, Happy Valentine's Day! May your

Valentine wish and guy come true. You're a

great roomie. I love ya, Adeline

Yogi, Thank you for understanding me 6r

loving me for these 2 yrs. Though it hasn't

always been easy, you'll always be my one
6r only special Valentine. Boo-Boo

Bill-I wish I could be there, but since I

can't, I'll send you all my love instead.

ILY! Laurie

Jill, I hope you will always be my friend. I

love you. Sean

Nurp,
You have just two choices,

be my Valentine or die!

I love you,
Turbo

John - You're a Sweetie. I really do love

you buddyl Happy Valentine's Dayl Barb

Dear Shaz H., We've come a long way in a

short time. You are very cool, amazing,

tripendicular, e muito linda tambem. Acho
que nos vamos ter um semestre muito

divertido. Espero que a fim da semestre nao

e a fim de nos. Um beijinho por tu. Luv Ya,

Drew

Dearest Jennifer i love and miss you very

much John

Princess! 1

1

Let's find some privacy and purrri 1

1

Love your Bobcat

Kayvan - Thanks for everything. You are

very special to me. Love Linda

Deer Boo Boo Kitten,

You better get back to homework before

you become a computer wiz. Oh by the

way, Happy Valentines Day.

Love, Wilber

Tommy
Happy Valentines Day Cutiel I'm glad I

get to celebrate it with you Love Gail

David
Happy Valentines Day
Love you XOXOX Melissa

Rech, I'm glad we're friends. I love you.

Muff

Jim - 1 promise you my love for today and

tomorrow knowing that I'll love you more
than I do today Happy Valentine's Day
Sexy Deb

Oh Christopher I just love you so much
Let's have some fun your loving Lint

Leigh Lucky you. You get the only per

sonal I've ever sent. Happy Valentine Day
Love Always Kevin

Ladies of the 2nd Floor McNemara,
Happy Valentines Day. Love, Men of the

2nd

Jenny Honey Once again have a nice day
I'll be nice to you if you don't use that

karate crap on me Love Little Dick

JOHN (UPC), Happy Valentine's Dayl See
you tonite I'll have my eye on you as

usual. L.

Amy Brown, Happy Valentines Day to the

co-silliest F>erson in the worid. You make
everything terrific! Love Always, Adam
Skip: I love your talented, sexy body and

your sensitive, caring heart. But mostly I

love having you by my side to share life

with. Happy Valentines Day Forever, Terr i

To My Micheel
"to have one another

so lucky are we
me to have you

and you to have me
Happy Valentines Day"

I LOVE YOU
LOVE
GINA

Susanna - Happy Valentines Day wherever

you are with love from Chris

Julie Happy Valentines Day. I love you Dan

Bridgette Happy Valentines Day. I don't

quit too easily. Love, Kevin

R. Ballot You're my one and onlyl Happy
Valentine's Day I love you, Jaim

SaucepenI Saw you on the street the

other day. . .we would have helped you up

but we were in a hurry! Be our Valentine!

Love the Barnettes

Leslie P. Happy Valentine's Day. Belcher-

town never seemed so far away. Love,

James

Dottle G., Happy Valentines Day to you

and me tool _^^_
Jill, this year has started out beautifully,

we're both going to get 3.5's! Happy Valen-

tine's Day & Happy Anniversary. I'll love

you always, David P.S. You're fan-damn-

tasticll P. P.S. We should go dancing

sometime

Happy Valentines Day Daddy I You're

the best and I love you I Love Michael

Merianne Marek I love you! I have to, I

can't help myself! You are the best thing

that's happened to mel We're sick! Love,

The Wicked Xmas Boy

Tayler, I send you my love today and

always TQM, Karen

Deedee -
i love you more, and I always willl

Douglas

Lisa Happy VD finally did it, love ya Zuko

To Jelly Butt - Happy Valentine's Day love

from Mr. Bubbles and mel

Pet of Phi Sig Don't feel bad about the

other night I heard it happens to guys who
are intoxicated

Paul Brazil sounds good to mel Happy
Valentines Day. I love you I Piglet

Peter - After all these years you're still the

one! Happy Valentine's Day and Happy
22nd I Love ya - Loni

Happy VD-Day all my Wheeler Buddies
Love Meredith Smile!

Jill, Dat's yer face! I love you deariy. I pro-

mise never to fart in the watert>ed. Love

always, Tom _^_
Deer Uncle Dan and Uncle Paul Happy
Valentine's Day. Thanks for all the great

times. ARSH. We love you, your English

Roses

nancy to my Valentine I love you more and

more as tinne goes by. Thanks for being so

special love ya Benny

To the Rocky Mt U Man
Happy Valentines Day

Love Linda

To 4th Floor Brett Happy Valentines Dayl

Love ya, Nikki

Bubbe Happy Valentine's Day Toots

Sunshine - Just remember I love you. Hap-

py Valentine's Day! Dave

Sheri - It's been a great 3 and % quack

quack all my love, Mark

Staph - 1 love you. - Seth

M.L. - You're a special lady. It's greet to

know you're near. How 'bout those

Red Sox. Love Fie

Chester, What would you have done if I

said we did have cable? Love Tracy

••Phil Guilette**

that body I crave

I know its not sterile,

oh how I do wish
you didn't have Carol

Memye, We made it through together,

can't wait for next Valentines Day Love

Pete

To the boys in Blue. Happy Valentine's

Day and thanks for making those weekends

so special. . .Parrot Pub, Kortjel, The Maze
(tough one huh Cuey?). . .and other

miscellaneous mishaps and misadventures.

The view from the roof was great but we
are surprised you guys get away with being

called officers and gentlemen! Love Blondie

and the Parabeagle

Ellen, Annie Cr Debbie
Valentine's Day. Love, Jody

Happy

To the Girts of 2H. Happy Valentine's Day
Love Marsha and Michael

Jerry your the best Valentine anyone could

hope for. Let's be Valentines forever love

you Nikki

JTA Happy VD Day
me

want a mouse! Love

Heppy Val's Day Diane
You make everything in my life

sunnier. Redeemable for entire

body rub. . .anytime

Love, A Youngster

Hey Teddy
Roger Wilkol

With, love, hugs, kisses and smiles

Amy ^^
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VALENTINES
DANCE
Tickets at the door

SO* off tlckot If you

receive a nomrer from the

Newman Club

SGA President's Office

Fundrasier For Childcare

Fight delayed
WORCESTER (AP) - Sugar Ray

Leonard's Feb. 25 comeback bout against

Kevin Howard was postponed Monday

when the former welterweight champion's

eye doctor told him to rest for at least 10

days, the fight's promoter said.

Dr. Edward Ryan at the Massachusetts

Eye and Ear Infirmary in Boston examined

Leonard's eyes Monday morning and found

"some preventive work needed to be done

one of Ray's eyes," said Dan Doyle,

president of KO Inc. of Hartford, Conn.

if Women's skiing
Continiied from page 20

Gigliotti followed in second behind Glackin

by only nine one-hundreths of a second.

Sue White finished third, with teammates

Bobbi Voll (6th) and Lisa Luczkow (8th) also

skiing in prime form.

This coming weekend, February 18 and

19, the Minutewomen will be competing in

their last regular season meet of the season.

Both the slalom and giant slalom races will

be held at Berkshire East in Charlemont,

MA.

Sports Notices
Hoyden Gym opens for Intramural

Basketball today. Contact the Intramural

Office for re-scheduled dates for Monday,

February 13th games.

All J.V. Lacrosse candidates: There will

be a meeting for all interested on Wed-

nesday, Feb. 15th at 4:15 in Boyden 253.

For more information, check the lacrosse

board.

Boyden Room 237 is open for Intramural

Wrestling practice on Tuesdays and

Thursdays from 9:15 p.m. — 10:30 p.m.,

until March 1st.

ifMen'sskiing
Continxued from page 20

time of Boston's Jack Coughlin. Team-

mates Clarke (7th), Vanderzee (9th) and

Captain Tim Enright (13th) also made

strong contributions. Other UMass skiers

were Matt Luczkow (15th) and Jay Dube

(17th).

The men will be home for their last

tournament of the season this weekend at

Bershire East Ski Area in Charlemont,

Mass.

All majors invited to

Cooperative Education

Job and Career Fair

Wednesday, February 15 CC lower level

10:30 a.m. (room 168C)

"The Benefits of Co-op Education"

Russ Johnson, Manager of U.S. College Relations

Digital Equipment Corp.

1- 4 p.m. (CC lower level)

Workshops on paid field experience

by 17 regional employers

call 5-2579

Qttice to' Coopp'al

J
Roof" "0 Thiirppvjn Mall

I
univi"»iiy o' Ma***:""**'"-

1 *mhml MassaCioWlls 01003

,4 Hi S**

or Pick up schedule 110 Thompson Hall

GRADUATION?
There will be a meeting

for students interested in

planning a Spring Event for

the class of 84 on Thursday,

February 16, at 4:00 in Cam-
pus Center Km 801. All are

invited. For more informa-

tion, call 545-0487.

Stockbridge School of Agriculture

7th Annual

Professional Agriculture Convention

Theme: "Communications in Agriculture

Wednesday, February 15, 1984

at the Campus Center Auditorium

SEMINAR SCHEDULE

rr

9:30 10:15 a m
Rm 162 76

Coun'rv Extension Service Operations in

Horticulture

William Bennett.

Hampden Countv Extension Service

9 30 10 1& am
Rm 163C

Irrigation Systems
John Ramey Clapper Co Newton, MA

10 30 11 15 a m
Rm 163C

Communications Recent Advances in

Floriculture

Or Everett Emino. Univ of Conn.

10X-11 IBa m
Rm 162 7S

Howt and Whys of Promotion

Rio.ara Nac2'

Milk Promotions Services Inc

So. Windsor CT

11 » 12 16p m
Rm 1ft3C

The Concept of the English Garden

Dr Donna Huse b Or James Sears

Southeastern Mass Univ

No Dartmouth, MA

PNIMfOISTtatO tXHIBITONS

AOWAY Agw.v farm and laau luppit*.

AMEHICAN aNEtDtnS ASSOC artiliial .ntanima

tior> dairv and b««< canfa

MOetnT BAKEM CO nunvt .tocli

BMOWN S GARAOE Pt.>|ual> traclof.

uai FOaO TRACTOR fofd |raclo-i Mu.quva'na

ch«tna«w«
CLAMK S lUMBIR and PIHAGIS BOATS and

MOTONS logQing aqu.pmant lavirn and ga'dan

•qutpmant
CONRAO fAfARD .oola.! m,.— and .phagnun-

p«at moa*
COOMRATlvf IXTIKSION SIRVICI '•'•^ •"''

gardan mtormation

11 X 12:16 pm.
Rm 162-76

Opportunities and Use of Communications

Dean John W Dennison,

Stockbridge School of Agriculture

12 16 1 00 pm.
LUNCH

1 00-1:46 pm
Rm 162 76

Packaging Basic Research Inforrrution

About Trees

Walter Shortle, Raaearch Plant

Pathologist, Northeastern Forest Experi-

ment StMion

1:00 1 46 pm
Rm 1630

The Landscape Design Build Company

and Computer Uses

Wayne Tavares,

Hertafle Landscape of Cape Cod Inc

***PLUS''**

Student displays,

over 25 industrial exhibits, and a

job mart in and around the

Campus Center Auditorium 9am - 5 pm
***ALL EVENTS ARE FREE

AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC***

2:00-2:46 pm.
Rm 162 76

Employee Relations

Don Wilson,

Wilson Farm Inc, Lexington, MA

2:30-3:16 p.m.

Rm 1630
Trends In Nursery

Kevin Myles,

Goldstar Wholesale Nursery,

Lexington, MA

3:00-3:46 p.m.
Rm 162-76

Liquid Fertilization of Trees
Oscar P. Stone, Horticulture Consultant

New Haven, CT

3:30-4:16 p.m.
Rm 1630

Diversified Retail Market in a Small Farm

Stan Wilkenson, Mobile Market,

No Brookfield, MA

4:30-6:00 p.m.

Rm 162 76

Program Conclusion

Communications in Agriculture

Dean John W. Dennison

RRtR10l8T»RI0 JOB MART PARTICIPANTS

DEVON UkNE EOUIPMtNT Matiav Fa'gu.on and

Maaton widao Snappat laMin cara producia

H X WEBSTER Blua Saal (pad.

INSFCT MANAQEMENT biological conl'ol aganli

and producta
JOHNSON OAROEN CENTER la»»n cara and lanova

tton

XOGUT S NURSERY nuraary and floral producii

LANDbCAMl PRODUCIS .m.uctir." (.••idoiH

daating with landfcaping

LOrT S INC Lofi fartihtai and graaa faad

ORCHARD EOUlPf«IENT AND SUPPIY ptun.ng and

aprav>*.£ •nutpmant

t'Mui :> MARINA chatnaawfl

PEACE CORPS volun<aa> |obt .n agncuiiura m
davaloping couniriaa

RADIO SHACK buainaal computa'a

SHADE TREE LAB Oufch Elm diaaaaa and

damonatrafion

SIRUM EQUIPMENT John Oaara and Kubola trac

lort

soil CONSERV. tlON SERVICE conaarvanon a>

hibit

STOCKBRIOOE /-lUMNI ASSOCIATION mfotma

lion daaling with Stockbndga
TUCXAHOt TURE aalaa and lapai'i of aquipinpm

dpaiing Miith furf

WESTON NURSERIES -.raary piocaduraa and pro

duct! and nuraarv llocfc

WINDING BROOX TURE EARM production of lurf

gra.*

* company rapnaantat'va from tha lollowing comppniM

*Hi ba avaiiabia lor io6 intarvip»»a ON THE STAGE of tfia

CAMOUS CENTER AUDITORIUM dunng tha tim«a nolad

balow

9 AM ic 1 PM
Aiban Gkiwaciii Landacapa inc NaniuOat MA
Baiian Trap Eipari Co Nawton MA
C n But and Co Inc Middlpftald CT

Chamlawn Corp Holltlton MA
MaHnay Giavmoni Naadham MA
Maf'taga Lar>d«capai of Capa Cod i^c Masnpaa MA
Mount Auburn Camatary Cambndga MA
Navy England Nurapry and Gardpn Caniar Bad'o'd MA
Rabpiic s Nuraary mc EatI Faimouii' MA
Waaion Nurapripa mc Moptmion MA

1 PM to 5 PM
Albprt Gknyachi Lartdacppa inc Nantuckai MA
Barry s Nuraarv'Hampahira Landacapp Whataly MA
C^amlayyn Corp Holttaton MA
Grapno Traa Co Cor>cord MA
Evprgraan Traa Sarvica and Landscaping Danntfpon MA
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited b> Margaret larrar and Trui:*; Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Fountain treat

5 eater

(sybarite)

10 Ending with auto

14 "What s the

big
'<•'

15 Stage
performance

16 Hoarfrost

17 Big day on the

calendar

20 Top enlisted men
Abbr

21 In satisfactory

State

22 Tune the TV again

23 Forest denizens

24 Joint owners
26 Moderates

29 Eastern

Europeans
30 The of

March
31 Yugoslav city,

also called

Riieka

32 Kind ot biscuit

35 Timely greeting

39 Purpose to be
accomplished

40 Roman and
others

41 When I was

42 Suffixes with

photo or helio

43 Emphasize
45 Lost and found

Items?

l«M 1 o% An|«lr^ liipn s,ndKal»

48 Name for a canine 23 The hand.

49 Island off SW at times

coast of Scotland 24 Doll Tearsheel

50 Part of a ships and others

hull 25 City in W Syria

51 Sumol rrionev 26 and shine

54 Symbols lor 27 Ideal place

35 Across 28 Do a housewife's

58 One ot the chore

Brontes 29 Geometric

59 Ancient language ordinates

60 Spring flower 31 Celebrations.

61 More or in a way
62 Stadium features 32 Something to

63 Marcher en read

(to lead the way) 33 Historic times

34 Totals

DOWN 36 Purpose

1 America 37 Lament

2 Dweller in 38 Hand pushed

27 Down vehicle

3 Garlands of 42 Takes a long looK

flowers 43 Islands, in

4 Ideal complex ion a sense

5 Hello, young 44 Balsam
45 Tai historic

6 Colorful gems edifice

7 Kiss and 46 One of the

8 Suffix meaning Forsytes

office or fundi . 47 Kind ol late''

9 River in E Pola-^ ! 48 Religious least

10 Town 50 Bend one s —
n Wash lightly 51 Brilliancy

12 Middle East 52 Donewspapei

chieftain work

13 Students 53 Actual being

measure 55 Army title

18 Tease 56 Nickname as in

19 Popular holiday 59 Across

choice 57 Card game oloi'l
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Collegian
Recruitment Meeting
Experience
Involvement

Open to All Majors

Wednesday, Feb. 15

8 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Room 803 CC.

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich

Eggs Voo Yung/
Due Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supremo Sauce,

Cranl>erry Sauce

Meatballs/

Spanish Sauce

Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Vegetable

Pocket Sandwich
Eggs Foo Yung/

Due Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Mushroom

Fondue Bake
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Today, mostly cloudy

with a chance of some

drizzle. Tonight, rain,

continuing into tomorrow
highs near 40 today and 50

tomorrow.
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Minutemen look for third straight at Marist
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team travels to Poughkeepsie.

N.Y. today with a lot of questions on their

minds.

Will they look past this game to an

eagerly -anticipated clash at home against

St. Joseph's Thursday night?

Is the curse of road losses over or will the

trip to upstate N.Y. produce another

nightmare?

And finally when will Horace Neysmith

miss?

Marist. an ECAC metro team, with a

record 12-8, is not an automatic W. The

Red Foxes went down at the Cage last

season 51 49. due to their own ineptitude

from the foul line. Notre Dame, despite

playing at home, defeated Marist by only

four points this season.

"We expect a tough game from them," said

UMass Coach Ron Gerlufsen. "Marist is a

running team v/ith good guards and good

athletes on the bench. We have to be

careful we don't get into a sloppy turnover-

filled contest with them."

As for looking ahead to playing Thursday

Gerlufsen is worried. "We have a big

Atlantic 10 game coming up against St.

Joseph's. But if we want to finish at .500

for the year, Marist is a must win."

The Minutemen, winners of their last two,

and four of their last five, are now 9-11

overall and 5 7 in the conference. Penn

State fell 88-81 Saturday night in a good

offensive effort for UMass.

"We've been playing well on offense,

passing well and shooting well," said

Gerlufsen. "But the defense has been

what's creating the offense."

As for Horace Neysmith. the big junior

forward is co-Atlantic 10-player-of-the-

week with Rutgers' John Battle. Neysmith

shot a perfect 16 of 16 in two games for a

total of 36 points. He leads the conference

in field goal percentage at .641. The last

time a Minuteman won the coveted player-

of-the-week was back in 1978 when Alex

Eldrige took the honor.

"Horace has been playing well. He's going

to the hoop with confidence, and he knows

his role better. As for Donald Russell, he's

playing great on defense and not forcing his

shots on offense. Hopefully John Hempel
wUl keep up his scoring (27 against Penn

State) and Edwin (Green) and Carl (Smith)

will continue to play well," noted Gerlufsen.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: The

game can be heard on WTTT. UMass' nine

wins equal last year's total with six games

to play. Smith is leading the league in

assists with 146; the A- 10 season record is

Eldrige's with 171. Green leads the con-

ference in blocks with 47 while shooting at a

recordbreaking pace of .851 at the line.

Hempel leads four players averaging in

double figures with 15.4 points a game.

Green is at 14.4. Neysmith at 13.5 and

Russell 11.4. The team is shooting a fine

.712 from the line. Good news: crowd-

pleasing Darryl Carter, who will be eligible

next season, has been sitting on the UMass
bench.

BMnLow setsa IMass recordin theflac^-exerdse^

Womengymnasts easfly defeat Springfield
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

Led by the fine all-around performances

of Robin Low and Jennifer Pancoast, the

University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team trounced Springfield

College and in the process broke the 170

point barrier, 170.25-164.75, this past

Saturday at Springfield.

The meet was highlighted by the record-

breaking performance of Low in the floor

exercises. Low was the last UMass com-

petitor of the meet and her electrifying

floor routine put the finishing touches on

the Minutewomen's best meet of the year.

She earned a score of 9.55, good enough

to break the old record in the floor exer-

cises of 9.5, held by Jill Heggie, and good

enough to give Low first place in the all-

around with a 34.5. Teammate Pancoast

was a close second with a 34.2.

"The only problems Robin had were on

her first run. Her dancing was perfect."

said UMass Coach Ken Anderson.

The meet started off very well for

UMass as they had the top three scores in

the vault. Lisa Griffin received a 9.15 for

a full twist on — handspring off. Low an

8.9 for a pike tsukahara, and Pancoast an

8.85 for a handspring with a full twist.

After the vault, UMass was leading,

44-41.45.

In the uneven parallel bars, several

UMass gymnasts fell but the

Minutewomen still came away with the

two top scores. Pancoast and Tricia Har-

rity, both of whom performed hecht full

twists on their dismounts, finished first

and second with scores of 8.8 and 8.65,

respectively. Nancy Fulton and Ginger

Stern of Springfield College tied for third

at 8.55. Halfway through the meet, the

Minutewomen lead was 85.60-82.25.

On the balance beam, usually one of

UMass' strongest events, the

Minutewomen had all sorts of problems

and accumulated a team score of only

40.35. The Indians had more problems,

though, and scored a 39.90, leaving

UMass with a 125.95-122.15 lead.

UMass freshman Elizabeth Janney won

the beam with a nearly flawless routine

performed to the background music of

"Joy to the World." Her score was 8.6.

Teammate and captain Barbara Lord

took second with an 8.5.

"Elizabeth did what she is capable of

doing, she finally put it together," said

Anderson.

UMass started the meet the way they

ended it by once again taking the top

three spots, this time in the floor exer-

cises. Pancoast tied Springfield's Stern

for third with an 8.7. Griffin followed

Pancoast and gave a crowd-pleasing

routine worth a 9.2. Then Low followed

Griffin writh her spectacular record-

breaking 9.55. The floor total of 44.30

gave UMass their highest score of the

year, 170.25.

"It was the team's highest score of the

year but we are capable of much more,"

Anderson stated.

Against highly touted New Hampshire

this Saturday at Boyden, The
Minutewomen will need much more if

they are going to win.

Uso swims to a record,

Minutewomen toppleUNH
By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team held it's last

home meet of the season in Boyden this

past weekend against the University of

New Hampshire. The healthier Wildcats

came out on top 91-48.

It was the last meet in Boyden for six of

the women swimmers. Ann-Marie Boness,

Caroline Freitas, Lynn Williams,

Rosemary Kelsall, Maura Sweeney, and

Jean Bushee were ail presented with

flowers by the team.

Many of the events found the

Minutewomen with only one or two entries

and they had no entry in the 400 yd. In-

dividual Medley. Coach Valerie Turtle was
reluctant to have the women swim who had

been sick earlier in the week. In many
events UNH was able to pick up all the

points by virtue of filling all the spots.

Freshman Allison Uzzo was the star of

the meet, setting a Boyden pool and a new
school record in the 1650 yd. freestyle. The
1650 is a long strenuous race (33 laps) in

which one of the UNH swimmers needed

help getting out of the pool. Uzzo's time of

18:12.20 was almost a full minute off the

pool record of 19:11.14, and over 13

seconds better than the school record of

18:25.86. "She is one of the strong com-

petitors in that event," observed Turtle,

"definitely in the top eight in New
England."
Coach Turtle was impressed with the

drops in time of many of the women.

"Against a tough team like UNH, you try

to beat the clock more than you try to beat

the team," said Turtle. She was impressed

with many of the swimmers including

Boness who dropped her times in the 100

yd. breaststroke, 50 yd. freestyle, and 200

yd. IM. Sweeney dropped her times in the

100 and 200 yd. butterfly. Kelsall dropped

in the 100 and 200 yd. breaststroke and

Cindy Battye did the same in the 200 yd.

backstroke.

"I was really pleased with the 200 yd.

freestyle relay team,' said Turtle. Sue

Freitas, Lori McCIuskey, Nancy Stephens,

and Elizabeth Feinberg had their best ef-

fort of the season taking more than a se-

cond off their previous best.

The Minutewomen finish off their

regular season tonight against a weaker

Mount Holyoke squad at 7 p.m. at Mount
Holyoke. UMass is now 4-7 and expect to

finish at 5-7 after tonight. "I'd like to have

people feeling good and strong, make it a
good last meet and a good primer for the

New England's." said Turtle. The New
England's are scheduled February 24-26.

Collcfian photo by Tom KudU

Freshman swimmer Allison Uzzo is out of breath after breaking the

UMass and Boyden pool record in the 1650 yard freestyle.

Mens ski team retains first

Women skiers regain first
By SUE LEVY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women
skiers raced to two first place finishes this

past weekend at Loon Mountain, New
Hampshire, which enabled UMass to regain

the lead in the overall league standings.

• In Saturday's slalom. UMass stunned the

league by placing six of their eight racers in

the top ten out of a field of 45 women.

UMass surpassed the second place team.

Brown University by an overwhelming

30. 16 second margin.

Pacing the team was sohpomore Alice

Gigliotti with the top combined time of

117.55. Teammate Sue White followed

close behind in second place (118.09).

Senior Bobbi Voll (4th) and freshman Lisa

Tomek (5th) came off the hill with solid runs

to secure the victory for UMass. Also

skiing well were Sue Levy (9th) and Ellen

Arcieri(lOth).

In the giant slalom, the Minutewomen
captured a first place victory again. Amy
uiacRm irom boston College won ihe race

with a combined time of 148.71. UM's Alice

Continued on page 18

By MATT LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

With one more race left in their regular

season, the University of Massachusetts

Men's Ski Team holds first place in the New
England Intercollegiate Ski Conference.

The Minutemen were at Loon Mountain in

New Hampshire this past weekend where

they took a first place in the giant-slalom

and a second in the slalom.

On Saturday, UMass' Dan Conway cap-

tured first place in the slalom race from a

field of seventy competitors. Conway put

two great runs together for the fastest

combined time of the day at 106.06 seconds.

Bear Hovey from UConn was second with a

106.86, and Morgan Hole from Plymouth
State College was third at 107.12.

Jon Segal also had another fine weekend of

racing for UMass. Segal finished fourth in

the slalom and second in the giant-slalom.

Teammate Bob Faigel was sixth in the

slalom, and the third UMass man to finish in

the top ten. Rounding out the team score

were Andy Clarke and Kris Vanerzee.

Clarke was 14th and Vanderzee 17th.

In the team standings, PSC's total time of

546.31 seconds (best 5 of 8 racers) gave

them first place in the slalom. UMass had a

550.02, good enough for second, and Boston

College was third at 581.13. Other teams

competing in the tournament were:

Amherst College (4th), Brown University

(5th), UConn (6th). Army (7th) and Trinity

(8th).

In Sunday's giant slalom, under sunny

skies and spring conditions, the men skied

well as a team to recapture first place from

a tough Plymouth State College. PSC was

second for the day and Boston College took

their usual third.

Segal's second place finish was the

highlight of the UMass victory. Segal was

just four tenths of a second off the winning

Continiied on page 18

State tuition increase sighted for fall semester
BROCKTON, Mass. (A?) - Students at Massachusetts

public colleges and universities face an overall 12 to 15

[>ercent hike in tuition this fall as part of an effort to

revamp the state's tuition policy, Higher Education

Chancellor John Duff said yesterday.

Duff, testifying before the Legislature's budget com-

mittee, refused to supply any details on the exact amount

of the projected increase at individual campuses.

But under repeated prodding from the lawmakers, he said

tuition would go up about $12 million to $14 million in 1984-

85, compared to the $94.3 million in tuition and fees raised

this year.

The testimony came before a joint meeting of the House

and Senate Ways and Means Committees. The hearing,

which centered on the public education and higher

education budgets, was held at Massasoit Conununity

College as part of an effort to get lawmakers out of the

Statehouse and into the field.

Duff was reluctant to discuss any specific tuition figures.

He repeatedly said the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education was working on an overall tuition policy that

would peg Massachusetts' levels to comparable states.

The study will be adopted at the March meeting of the

regents and higher tuition levels will be approved at the

April meeting, he said.

"I expect, without using any exact figures, a raise in

tuition revenue of about $12 million to $14 million," Duff
said.

"The administration indicates in its balance sheet for the

$8.14 billion state budget for 1964-85 that it includes a

tuition increase of about $15 million to $16 million," said

Creedon, D-Brockton.

"If you're going up $68 million in higher education

spending, I hope you'd get $16 million more in user fees.

It's important to balance the act." he said.

Duff again stressed he hoped to develop an overall tuition,

policy "before we vote for an increase."

A boost in the number of students paying tuition also

could supply some of the additional tuition money, officials

said.

The Dukakis administration has proposed spending

$484.5 million on higher education in fiscal 1985. The
money includes $10 million more in scholarship aid and $4.2

million to allow colleges to develop programs to aid

teaching in primary and secondary schools.

The annual state budget hearings, which began this

week, continue Wednesday at Cushing Hospital in

Framingham where legislators will examine the Dukakis
administration's proposals for mental health spending.
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SGA and Administration
come to budgetary terms

AMHERST (545-3500) Wednesday. February 15. 1984

By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

A compromise was reached yesterday,

between the University of Massachusetts

administration and student government

leaders concerning the new budget

program statement, after a dispute bet-

ween the two groups emerged last week

over budgetary responsibility.

A statement which was originally due to

be submitted last Thursday to the Univer-

sity Budget Office by Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor for Student affairs, didn't reach

the office until Monday.
The statement that was Imally submitted,

"fundamentally changed the role" the

Student Government Association (SGA)

would play where Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATF) money is concerned, said

Chris Sullivan, SGA senate speaker.

Sullivan said that the document the

students and administrative represen-

tatives had jointly developed was changed

at the last minute, "showing a lack of

respect for students," he said.

The program statement is a framework

document, which defines, and delegates

along with other policies, the rights and

responsibilities of both administrative and
student agencies, where SATF money is

concerned.

Erich Nitzsche, SGA treasurer said

"students have the right to choose their

own destiny" in the area of fund ex
penditure and control, "while at the same
time we recognize we have to be overseen"

by the administration. Submission of a

program statement without student input

would have taken away "the leadership

aspects of the SGA and the student body,

"

he said.

Sullivan said meetings with Madson
yesterday and Monday resulted in a

program statement consistent with one

previously established by the Trustees one

more positively representative of student

control rights.

Several SGA members said the statement

in its previous form reflected a step

towards tighter administrative control of

student money.
"There were a lot of compromises made,"

on the part of the SGA, Sullivan said, "and I

hope the Administration recognizes the

tone of these negotiations and is respectful

of student rights".

Neither Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey or

Vice Chancellor Madson were available for

comment yesterday.

Agriculture Conventionbegins

: ollcfiaa pkoto hy Katie WatUrs

THAT SCOTTISH TOUCH - Geology nnajor, Rob Hayes listens atten-
tively to Carl Oulton playing his bagpipes by the Campus Center garage
yesterday. ^

By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

"Comminications in Agriculture" is the

theme for this year's Professional

Agriculture Convention (P. A.C), being held

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today in the

University of Massachusetts Campus
Center Auditorium.

The convention, sponsored by the Stock-

bridge School of Agriculture, is open to the

public and is free of charge. Stockbridge

students will present displays, industrial

exhibits, a job mart and a number of dif-

ferent seniinars.

The displays will be set up by each of the

majors within Stockbridge such as live

stock, turf and forestry management and

fruits and vegetables. The industrial

exhibits will be set up by k)cal area

businesses such as Agway and local nur-

series and cemeteries.

The seminars include such topics as

irrigation systems, tree packaging trends in

nurseries, and liquid fertilization.

The job mart could be Deneficial to many
Stockbridge students as different business

representatives will seek recruits for both

internships and permanent job positions.

Not only is the P. A.C. an important op-

portunity for Stockbridge students but it

also familiarizes the general public and

other UMass students with agriculture and

how important it is, Charlie Touchette,

president of the Stockbridge Student

Senate said.

The students involved in this year's annual

convention "have worked very hard since

September putting all their non-study time

aside for the conventwn work, and they will

continue to work for months afterwards in

preparation for next year's convention."

Touchette said.

I

Inside I
*
Correction - The Cooperative Education Job and

Career Fair is today, 10:30 a.m.. Rm. 1680, Campus
Center.

First of 3-part series on contraception p.3

Images of Poland: photo essay by Katie Watters p.5

Men's hoop wins again P'^O

*Make yourself necessary to somebody''
- Rolvh Waldo Emerson

ipeaks
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

U.S. Rep. Edward Markey (D Mass), a

candidate for the U.S. Senate, will speak

Thursday at the University of

Massachusetts on the nuclear freeze

movement, equal rights, education and

protection for the elderly.

Markey recently announced his candidacy

for the U.S. Senate seat being vacated by

Sen. Paul Tsongas. His speech will begin at

7:30 p.m. in Room 904. Campus Center, his

press secreUry. Gigi Gansler sakl

yesterday.

Markey is a representative from the 7th

U.S. troop involvement in Central America.

"He believes 1984 is a critical year for the

domestic and foreign policies he supports,"

Gansler said. "He feels he has the

leadership qualities and experience to

address those issues."

Markey has received a 100 percent rating

for his voting record in Congress, according

to Gansler, from groups such as Common
Cause. Ralph Nader's group. Public

Interest, the National Education

Association and the American Federation of

Teachers.

"He's running because he feels the issues

that will be coming up in the Senate will

raise important questions and he feels he

has the background to answer those

Conirressional District and was a co sponsor questions," Gansler said.

of the House nuclear freeze resolutions that

was passed by the House last spring.

Gansler said the congressman is on a

campaign trip through western

Massachusetts and was asked by the UMass
Peacemakers, sponsor of the event, to

speak on campus. Markey has been a U.S.

Congressman for seven years and served as

a Massachusetts state representative from

1972 to 1976.

Gansler said Markey is an "outspoken

critic" of President Reagan's foreign

policies in Central America and is the co-

sponsor of legislation which would require

the President to notify Congress of any

Gansler said Markey will speak from 30 to

45 minutes and will answer questions after.

She said the congressman will also make

appearances in Pittsfield and Williamsburg.

Thursday, and Northampton and

Springfield, Friday, although the schedule

is tentative.

Markey also serves on the House Energy

and Commerce Committee, Chairman of the

Oversight and Investigations Sub-

Committee of the Interior and Insular

Affairs Conunittee, and serves on several

other sub-committees concerning en-

vironmental energy, and consumer issues,

she said.
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World
Kremlinwall takes
Chemenko sees
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union buried

Yuri Andropov at the Kremlin wall

yesterday in a ritual Red Square state

funeral. The Communist Party's new
leader, Konstantin Chernenko. delivered

the eulogy and then conducted his first

meetings with world leaders.

Chernenko spent 30 minutes with Vice

President George Bush, who represented

President Reagan at the funeral. Bush said

Chernenko agreed there was a need for the

two superpowers to "place our relationship

upon a more constructive path."

Chernenko, 72, who has not had wide

foreign policy experience, also met with

Chancellor Helmut Kohl of West Germany.

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of India,

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of

Britain and other leaders in Moscow for the

Chernenko called Andropov "an ardent

champion of peace" in a euology delivered

from the reviewing stand atop the

mausoleum of V.I. Lenin, founder of the

Soviet state.

Andropov was buried among other heroes

of the Soviet Union with a ringing salute of

gunfire. His widow sobbed at the

graveside. Factory whistles sounded

throughout the Soviet Union to mark his

burial.

Chernenko led the ceremony, which in-

cluded music and speeches.

Andropov headed the KGB, the Soviet

secret police and intelligence agency, for 15

years before becoming Communist Party

leader in November 1982 after the death of

Leonid Brezhnev. He later assumed the

presidency, a post Brezhnev also held.

Andropov died Thursday at 69. Cher-

nenko was named Communist Party leader,

the top position in the Soviet Union, on

Monday.
Dignitaries from more than 100 countnes

came to Moscow to pay their respects and

meet the new Soviet leader.
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A TIME FOR SORROW -- Leaders of the Communist party and the

Soviet state carry the coffin with the body of Yuri Andropov towards

the Kremlin wall in the Red Square yesterday.
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SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP) - Like pearls, Britain's

Jayne Torvill and Christopher Dean strung together nine

perfect 6.0s for artistic impression Tuesday night and

easily won the gold medal in ice dancing at the Winter

Olympics. Two Soviet couples won the silver and bronze.

Americans Judy Blumburg and Michael Seibert slipped

from third to fourth place, a disappointment for the couple

from Wilmington, Del., who had their hopes set on

following the world champions from Britain to the medals

stand.

The show, though, was simply T&D, as Torvill and Dean

are fondly known by their fans.

With Princess Anne of England watching at rinkside,

they skated as one, not two. They were smooth. Their

program, to Ravel's Bolero, had special flavor and flair.

Their line of scores had never been seen before in the

Olympics.

"I can't believe it," Torvill said. "I can't even remember

it. Everything seemed to click into place. We were very

pleased with our performance."

Natalya Bestemianova and Andrei Bukin won the silver

medal, while Marina Klimova and Sergei Ponomarenko

took the bronze

"We're very surprised and disappointed we ended up

fourth." Seibert said. "I felt Uke we really performed

well."

After a day of success Monday. Tuesday agam was

without a medal for the United Sutes. In addition to

Blumberg and Seibert, the Americans narrowly missed a

medal in speed skating and were shutout in the men's giant

slalom.

That Alpine event, however, produced the most

emotional moment of the Games so far, when a Yugoslav

skier won his country's first-ever Winter Olympic medal.

There was emotional support, too, for the U.S. team.

President Reagan called from Washington to congratulate

Debbie Armstrong and Christan Cooper, who finsished 1-2

in the women's giant slalom Monday.

In men's figure skating. America's Scott Hamilton kicked

open the door to his shot at a gold medal a little further

Tuesday, finishing second in the short program.

Hamilton had finished first in the compulsories. and now

only the freestyle competition, which accounts for 50

percent of the score, remains and Hamilton is normally at

his strongest there.

I read the Collegian for

its Nstional News
Covera^.

* The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE -

4-

4-

is inviting political, social, cultural

and academic groups to sub/nit re-

quests for LINE ITEM FUNDING for

Fiscal Year 1985. For applications

and further information on the

budget process, please contact

Steve Keye, CSS Treasurer, 919

Campus Center, 545-2896.

DEADLINE FOR REQUESTS IS

FEBRUARY 24.
>•••••••••••••••••••••^**-*^

WE NEED VOLUNTEERS TODAY

McGOVERN
FOR PRESIDENT

Headquarters

Old South Street Center

NORTHAMPTON

(across from Peter Panbus)
Call Mark 584-9315 or Steve 253-7123

>aid for by McGovern For President Committee

DIETING?
Try a different ap-

proach. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Say goodbye to

diets, foreverl Call

University Health Ser-

vices, 549-2671 ext.

181 to register,

deadline is February

17. Classes start

February 28. Hurry,

cl»«a size is limited I

\
m

\

S

i

Summer Jobs
UPWARD BOUND/

UMASS AMHERST
Positions Available:

Instructors (to:' College Prepatory Curriculum)
j

Counselor/ Tutors (for residential component)
j

Pick up applications at
^

s

205 New Africa House
Deadline: Feb. 29, 1984

Internships also available

RENTOm
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880

\

Grievance policy

will be approved
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

In a letter to be sent to University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, the Graduate Student

Senate will express its approval of the official graduate

student grievance procedure which has been in practice

since 1977, but has just recently gained the Chancellor's

official endorsement.

Duffey also plans to ask for endorsements frohi UMass

Board of Trustees and President David C. Knapp. ac-

cording to Graduate Senate Executive Officer Greg

Graham, who has been investigating the grievance

procedure.

"I think the grievance procedure is a good one and we

should spprove it and request the president to sign it,"

Graham said, adding that the letter may also include

recommendations for refining the procedure.

Two issues the letter may address are the length of time

involved in *he first stages of the procedure, which can

reach ten weeks,and the exact definition of a grievance

which, according to Graham,may be "too narrow and

vague."

In the text of the procedure, a grievance is defined as a

complaint by a currently enrolled graduate student against

a member of the University faculty or staff. Graham

suggested that the definition be clarified as to whether

grievances may be filed by groups of students and if

teaching assistants, associates and research assistants may

file also.

The procedure starts when a grievance is filed by a

student within 60 days of the alleged offense or before the

semester ends. The grievance may then be mediated

between the petitioner, the respondent (offender), and the

head of the academic department.

If the grievance cannot be settled informally, it is then

sent to the Graduate School Dean, who appoints a three

member committee comprised of one person chosen by

each litigant and another person chosen jointly. After

hearings, the committee sends a report to the Dean who

then renders a decision.

"The strong points of the procedure are the time for

informal reconciliation, the right to legal representation

through the procedure and the composition of the com-

mittee," Graham said.

Another possible objection which Graham said he would

like to see addressed is that grievances not be filed in

protest of University or graduate school policy, but abuses

in the implementation of those policies. This objection was

opposed by some senators.

Local police pursue

alledged rapist
Amherst Police said yesterday they were following

strong leads in pursuit of suspects in an alleged rape last

weekend, though no suspects have yet been named.

Last Friday night a 17 year-old Connecticut resident

reported to Amherst Police that she had been raped after

she was abducted in her car and forced to drive from

Connecticut to Amherst.

Police said Monday that the victim said she had been

parked near her home in Connecticut around 9 p.m. Friday

when a white male, about 30 years old with brown hair, a

moustache and medium build entered her car and

demanded she drive to Amherst where he raped her.

The victim's car was found in Amherst at 4:30 a.m.

Saturday and impounded by police. She reported the

attack to the police after they responded to a disturbance

call at the East Pleasant Apartments about 12:30 a.m.

Saturday. The woman was treated at Cooley-Dickinson

hospital and released.

Collegimn pboto b; Katie Walters

READY TO BE COUNTED - An array of students sign up to vote yesterday on the last day of

registration for the Massachusetts Primary. The voter registration drive "UMass Big Vote '84"

has registered at least 3,000 students.

Coal miner's daughter starts film set

By JENNIFER SKOGLUND
Collegian Correspondent

The Women's Film Festival will feature Coal Miner's

Daughter as the first of its five-part series of American and

international films beginning tomorrow night.

The fihn, which will be shown free of charge at 7 and 9

p.m. in room 163. Campus Center, stars Sissy Spacek,

portraying country music singer, Loretta Lynn and her

struggle to survive her marriage while keeping her career

on the road.

According to Barbara Steiner, assistant coordinator of

the Women's Leadership Project (WLP), sponsor of the

series, the five films were chosen because of their in-

ternational flavor and their important cultural and social

message.

"Bringfing these films to campus is an attempt to expose

all students to quality, artistic feature films, and to

simultaneously share an important message by and about

women," she said.

Each film portrays women's struggle for equality, along

with many themes and experiences which have influenced

their lives.

Because the series was successful last semester, Steiner

said the WLP is hoping to draw an even larger crowd of

viewers this semester with a selection of films that

represent significant examples of women's artistic

achievment.

Liisa Trocki, coordinator of the Women's Leadership

Project, said she hopes to expand the program for future

festivals in order to encourage women artists,

photographers, and directors to continue to improve the

quality of the series.

Dale Melcher, staff assistant in the Women's Studies

Department, said the series contains "great samples of

films portraying the lives of women" and said she was

extremely pleased with the selection of movies.

Another film. Blow for Blow, depicts a textile factory

strike and the subsequent takeover by its women workers.

The Women's Film Festival is co-sponsored by the

Commuter Area Government, the Graduate Student

Senate, Hillel, the Labor Center, the Student Government

Association, Student Activities Office and the Women's

Studies Department.

Activist to speak on youth in America
A Florida student activist and author of a book on the

history of student movements will speak at the University

of Massachusetts tonight on how the Reagan

Administration's policies have affected youth in America.

BUI Loiry, author of "The Impact of Youth: A History of

Children and Youth with Recommendations tor the

Future", will speak from 5-7 p.m. in Room 911, Campus

Center.

Fran Pheeny, chairperson of the Public Policy Committee

of the Student Government Association, sponsor for the

event, said Loiry will "talk about his book and get feedback

on the student government and the student movement at

UMass.

"He's one of the few people who has taken students

seriously and believes that students can make an imapct on

society," she said. "He's very interested in current

student movements, particularly UMass. because UMass

has one of the strongest student governments in the U.S.

and has some of the best facilities and activities."

Contraception isavailable

By MELISSA GRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the first of a three

part series on contraceptives.

Approximately 14.2 million American

women use some form of prescriptive birth

Icontrol, which includes the Pill, the

diaphragm, and the intrauterine device

(I.U.D.), according to Pam Gonyer, coor-

dinator of Contraceptive Education at the

UMass Health Center.

The Pill, which first appeared on the

American market in 1960, is a synthetic

combination of estrogen and progesterone,

two hormones that inhibit the release of

eggs from the ovaries.

The Pill is one of the most highly effec-

tive methods when used daily, and it has a

failure rate of two percent, said Gonyer.

Pill prescriptions at the Health Center last

for two months.

"Women need to come back to the center

for an extended prescription and a follow-

up visit, which can be arranged with a prac-

titioner," she said.

Although recent contraceptive research

reports some positive health benefits for

lusers of the Pill, it can cause mood

changes, acne, breast swelling, or weight

gain for some, but not all, women.
Another widely used prescriptive con-

traceptive is the diaphragm, a soft dome
shaped device, that covers the opening of

the cervix and provides a barrier between

the egg and the sperm, Gonyer said.

The diaphragm must be used with cream

or jelly in order to be effective, and with

consistent use, it has a 13 percent failure

rate, she said.

"The diaphragm is similar to the condom

and spermacytile foam in that there are no

side effects, except perhaps a minor

allergic reaction to the jelly," Gonyer said.

Diaphragms vary in size and must be fit-

ted by a clinician and checked during a

follow-up visit within one month of the in-

itial visit.

The I.U.D., which comes in many shapes

and sizes, is inserted directly into the

uterus where it inhibits the implantation of

a fertilized cell.

The I.U.D. is highly effective, with a

failure rate of only four percent, however,

users can develop a higher risk of pelvic in-

flammatory disease, which causes the

I.U.D. to be expelled or removed, said

Gonyer. _^

Criasgroupneeds members
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Men Against Violence Against Women
(MAVAW), an all male collective that offers

short term crisis counseling and educational

outreach programs, is looking for new
members and men who wish to become

counselors.

"As men in society, we are taught and

trained that violence against women is

acceptable behavior. We have to try and

change that," said David Greis, coordinator

of the group.

The MAVAW counseling service operates

on a short term basis, usually five or six

sessions, for men, referred to as

"significant others," who are close to

women survivors of sexual violence.

Greis said that because men are trained to

think that asking for help is a "sign of

weakness." and because men are socialized

to be strong, controlled and unemotional,

most men don't ask for help but try to work

it out themselves.

"There are a lot of men out there who we
could help," he said, "but they're not going

to call. Many of them will tough it out by

themselves,"

In the past, counselors working with

husbands, fathers, lovers, or other men
close to women who have been sexually

assaulted, found that many men had the

feeling "their property had been violated."

"When a woman is raped, there is a

feeling, which may be socialized, that

women are men's property and someone

has trespassed upon their prc^erty," Greia

said.

Invariably, the initial reaction from men is

that it's the woman's fault and she shouldn't

have been there, he said.

"She should have known better, they say.

But men go out in the street and don't have

to know better. Men walk alone at night

and don't have to know better. Men can

hitch-hike and not have to know better,"

Greis said.

In order for a MAVAW member to become

a counselor, he must attend at least four,

four hour long training sessions, which are

directed by Greis and Kathy Alexander,

Counselor Advocate at the Everywoman's
Center.

For more information, call or stop by the

EWC, located in Wilder Hall. Counselor

applications will be available today through

this Friday.
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Only 31 more days 'til

Spring Break!

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

Wednesday, Feb. 15
8:30 - 11 pm

FREE REFRESHMENTS
374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

The Newly Renovated

eatiif place

is
NOW
OPEN

The Same Groat Food at

reasonable prices, now with

A GREAT NEW LOOK
Late Night is Every Night

W«'rt Op«A • t-m.-a •.m. Mon.-Thurt. and 24 Meurt Mj%m.
Braakfast Sarvad Anytlma, Lunch A Mnnar 11 ajn^lO pjn-

GRAND REOPENING SPECIALS

All You Can Eat cl

I
Fresh batter-dipped filets of cod served with coleslaw and choice of

j

I F>OtatO ^3.99 plMttfljara^t^oupon when ordering
j

p"""""""""nBreiiK7a8t Special cl

I
2 Large Eggs, any style, 2 Pancakes, 2 Strips of Bacon, 2 Sausage

j

I
Links _^/iIL^-9iiBi^^ i?/^^-^ -!

I """"""T1(oriFu3aeBrownie SunclaeHot rudge brownie ounano :

heaped with vanilla ice crean and topped with hot fudge, real whip-
j

^^A ,.r«om onH iimmlAC CkQ* ovnirae 7/71 /R4 Cped cream and jimmies. 2/21/84^ C- ^.

Senior Citizens

Discounts
2-5 PM 20%

all other

times 10%
Does not apply

to specials

&P'>«
taliif|l»

Next to

Stop Cr Shop
Campus Shopping Center

Rte. 9 Hadley/Amherst
256-6889

INTRODUCING:
ANEWLUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOUSTGE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
MP 11:30 AM-3:00 PM
• TOC HOT WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES
• POTATO DELIGHTS
With Your Choice of Sauces:

Mustard, Sweet & Sour, Barbeque.

• CARROT & CELERY STIX
with Vegetable Dip ... $2.75

''$^^

Free Beer or Non-

Alcohlic Beverage

With Your Lunch
Ofier Good Thru 2/17/84

TOP, .of the
CAMPUS

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b« II to ontor

Opon til 2

665-4937
24 Hour roped Moscoy* rusty nail PROUDIY PRESENTS

nA2^

T\>night - LOS LOBOS $2.00 cover charge w/UMass ID

Thurs. - CRYSTAL SHIP $3.50 cover charge w/UMass ID ^^^^.^.^ ,^^^, „,,-,^.,r.>, .^.o ^ ._ o. ..

Fri. - GIRLS NIGHT OUT $3.00 cover charge w/UMass ID COMING: JOHN BUTCHER AXIS Feb. 24th

Sat. . THE STOMPERS $6.50 cbver charge w/UMass ID ^^-^ ^o^®*^ charge w/UMass ID
All Times 7-9

Bottled Beer $1.00

THURS: Bring your own mug, we'll fill it for 25'

-i;

Poland photo essay

by Katie Wattera
Images of Poland

These photographs were taken in January 1984 in the

cities of Gdansk and Warsaw, Poland. Clockwise from

the top left:

1) This is the skyline of the residential section of Gdansk

where njost workers live. The machines from the

shipyard loom in the background. They dominate the

skyline of most of Gdansk.

2) This monument was built in 1980 as part of an

agreement that the government made with Solidarity. It

was built in commemoration to workers from the

shipyards who were kUled by police in the 1970 strikes.

The anchors at the top of the three crosses are symbols of

hope and also of "Poland fighting." The slogan was

labeled in the 1860's during the insurrection against the

Russians. It has been used since then in times of turmoil

in Polish history.

3) The bottom of this monument is sculptures of workers

and quotes by Czeslaw Milosc, a Polish poet.

4) This grave is in the oldest graveyard in Warsaw. A
19-year-old student is buried there. About a year ago, he

and a friend were walking through Warsaw. They were

stopped by a policeman for a routine check for

documents. He was taken to the police station, beaten up

by the police, and he died in the hospital as a result of his

wounds.
5) An artist's studio in Warsaw. This artist lives in

Warsaw and has had formal schooling in painting. He
paints primarily in acrylic on canvas and has had pain-

tings in an international exhibition in Paris. Since the

SoUdarity Movement began and the economic crisis has

heightened, he has continued to paint although art

supplies are almost im(>ossible to find. Art supply stores,

like stores there, are empty most days.

•.».•,-.•».* •j»fl«/»/»

'

y^j«t*. '.%.»*» .irjf »«»> »^*t.*«*»«»«»•»*•j**-'-**.** - «^ t,*tt»*.'. i'_ .ik alt •-«<*-***-«'«'«* «V«'*«'*.-*'«
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PHI MU DELTA

Active in Varsity & Intramural Spor^

Strong in Greek Area Governnnent

Strong & Responsible Brotherhood

Check us out, we could be for you

rCAMP COUNSELORS WANTEOy

For Summw C«mp« In th« M««rt of

Adirondack Mountain* Stata Park, N.x.

TOP sa..r..., .ccomoaat.ons
J

t^eneMs Jo-^P--"^,;
professionally '";"^*'i„7*" Sr^m^ Openmgs eK.st for

anced sk.ll ^•^«'°P'rf"'P°^:*Tand Sports. Phy. Ed.
All WatT sports (WS)Sa,hng La ^P^^^g^^^^y ^^s

iTr^n^ D7;-a'""p^n^srM.r.rrn"urS Age repu.red 19
|

& Crana. u. •>

^^^^^, assistance provided

C, oc writ.: Jerry H-.b.nd 914-M3 JITO

140 Lwchmont Av... Lwchmont. N.Y. losw

OPEN RUSH DATES
Thurs. Feb. 16, 8:00-9:30

Thurs. Feb. 23, 8:00-9:30

Any questions call 256-6802

SHAB
Student Health

Advisory Board

. . .A student activities group for

all majors.

FIRST MEETING:
Feb. 16, 5:30 PM

Health Services, Rm 302

OPEN BAR
Tonight & every Wed.

Free Bag of Chips

with AD
for your Party Needs

Large Bags of Potato Chips,

Popcorn, Pretzels, Corn Chips

Corn Puffs, etc.

MSJM

jaSriFTRYMfe invites

all women to drink for FREE

from 8:00 - 9:00

$1. BAR DRINKS

for everyone til 11.00

^
All Name Brand Products

No Quanity Limitations

Cookies, Crackers, Munchips etc.

59* or 2 for $1.00

Open: Wed - Sunday 10 - 5 PM
HADLEY BAKERY
THRIFT STORE

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9

(Bread & Circus Mall)

by the AMC Theatres

COUPONS!

PER COPY
WHITE BONO
8V. » 1

1

INSTANT o<o
COPIES ''''

ON THE "TOTAL COPY SYSTEM
from 25 to 25,000 per original

AMHERST
1 Boitwood Walk

256-0148
Mon-Fn 8 30am-5 30pm

Hiah OualHv Off^set Printing at a Low, Low Price!

IMkldes
FineFhnf

Black Affairs
:«-*<:^^S*K:^?^-: ^* ^ ^4ftSyvy)|h.v<v

Studentsneeded
to secure future
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The lack of student involvement in Third World

organizations and its consequences were emphasized in a

meeting of the Committee for the Collegiate Education of

Blacks and other Minorities (CCEBMS) last Monday at

Mahar Auditorium at the University of Massachusetts.

Speaking to an audience of mostly first year students

and sophomores were Jane Austin, assistant director of

Placement Service; Robert Teixtera, a member of the

Third World Caucus of the Student Government Associa-

tion (SGA), Michael Thelwell, professor of Afro-American

studies, and a member of the Western Massachusetts

Chapter of Jesse for President, Rick Townes, assistant

director of academic services and community outreach of

CCEBMS and Sherwood Thompson, director of the Office

of Third World Affairs.

The history of black people, Thelwell said was a "long

history of struggle." He said struggles were waged to get

programs for Third World people on campus because

young people during the late 50s and early 60s were will-

ing to do so.

"I am concerned," said Austin who added she hoped

more juniors and seniors would take advantage of the op-

portunities offered at the university.

"You need to take advantage of (these) opportunities.

There are many no matter what your major is," she said.

Austin encouraged students to establish a network on

campus, and to "understand we want to help you, you

must understand we care," she said.

"The oppression you suffer is your own fault," Thelwell

said.

Townes said there are over 20 recognized student

organizations on campus, and their destiny lays in the

hands of students, but "they won't be here for us tomor-

row unless people take advantage," he said. "They'll be

part of our historical memory."
Texteira said there is a crisis of students involvement in

representing the Third World community in the SGA. Out

of the 15 seats the Caucus holds in the SGA, he said only 8

of them are filled.

"Involve yourself in the formulation of history,"

Thompson said. "Engage yourself in knowledge, wisdom

and understanding," he said. "Sometimes they (the

caucus) are up until 4 o'clock in the morning fighting to

pass a proposal for you," he said.

"The office of Third World Affairs is your vehicle for

core curriculum activities on campus. Don't destroy the

future by being concerned about the past," he said.

Thelwell said he hasn't felt so optimistic since the Civil

Ri^ts Movement of the 1960$ and emphasized the need to

generate more excitement, which "def)ends on what we do

here."

"We have a lot to offer here," Thompson said, "what we
don't have is you," he said.

"Proud" teaches, entertains
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Correspondent

Phyllis Bailey and Glynn Turman had the audience
engulfed in laughter Saturday night at Bowker Auditorium
at the University of Masachusetts in their performance in

"PROUD", a musical production written and directed by C.

Bernard Jackson.

PROUD was the opening production of the Third World
Theatre Series.

The play set in present East Los Angeles had Turman as

Anthony Proud Mann, a black actor waiting for his "big

break" while working nights for a limousine service and
Bailey as Estelle Henderson, a nightclub singer and
Proud's ex-girlfriend.

The Inner City Cultural Center's production revolved

around Proud's conscience when he witnessed the brutal

murder of a Chicano youth by neighborhood police.

A full house listened intently to the sultry soulful sound of

Phyllis Bailey as she belted out the opening number to the

performance.

Turman, or rather Proud, recalls the first gift he ever

received from his parents - his name. "I tried to accept it in

the spirit in which it was intended," he said.

It was a name that he did not live up to until the final few

moments of the play.

Turman kept the audience laughing when he transformed

into Magalaster, a Jamaican cockroach who becomes

Proud's roommate and companion.

Magalaster commended Proud on finally being able to

make a firm unselfish decision.

The play, however, had its dramatic highpoints. as when

Proud confesses to having witnessed the murder and his

refusal to play a stereotypical role, though it meant giving

up $2,500 a week.

Bailey moved the audience when she sang two songs

symbolic of both decisions.

The first was a sentimental ballad that Henderson

(Bailey) wrote herself. "They're trying to kill us, " she said

in response to the Chicano youth death. "The life you be is

the life you save," she sang, "...the life you own may be the

life you save."

She gazed out into the audience as another song

questioned, "Do we run with the lion or do we graze with

the sheep?...do we stand taU and proud or do we stand

bent at the knees?"

The competent musk:ians who accompanied fjailey under

the direction of Horace Clarence Boyer, were^SIohn Curry

on bass and Bruce Andrew on piano.

If PROUD is any indication of the caliber of performances

that is to be expected this semester, then we are in for a

very enjoyable and entertaining season. •

Ptrato bj Paa Ma4akk

Phyllis Bailey electrifies a full house at

Bowker Auditorium last Saturday on her

musical performance in "Proud/*

Students, staffrap about conference
By MARILYN G. BOU
Collegian Correspondent

The National Conference on Voter Registration held

this past weekend at Harvard University in Cambridge

was a success in many areas. Over 1500 students, three

times the expected amount showed this nation how

students once again want to take an active part in deter-

mining their destiny.

One organizer referred to the turn-out "a strong and

positive sign that students are actively participating in

present day politics."

The conference consisted of a large variety of

workshops which ranged from the media's role in politics

to organizing voter registration on campus. The ap-

pearance of guest speakers was an added highlight to the

conference.

Ralph Nader, a consumer advocate said "we have to

redefine patriotism in this country. We must divert its

meaning from a military standpoint to one of grassroots."

He also stated "students must take responsibility for the

privileges they are fortunate enough to have."

The conference reached its climax early Sunday morn-

ing with a speech by the Democratic Rev. Jesse Jackson.

Jackson who traveled from Iowa throughout the night,

created enough excitement to produce five standing ova-

tions.

Jackson emphasized students must be actively involved

in the politics of this country, for it is up to them to make

things what they ought to be. He added "we must develop

minds, we must think not fight, in order to to this no per-

son should be denied a college education because of lack of

money."
Discussing the importance of voting Jackson said, "It is

our responsibility to vote." Jackson referring to the dif-

ficulty many a person has in registering said, "It should be

as easy to vote as it is to pay taxes in this country."

The conference was attended by a few members of this

University. Eugene Bull, Senator in the Student Area

Government said, "the conference was a good and produc-

tive one." He also said he encourages students to become

involved in student activities and organizations.

He said he feels in doing this, students could "impact

substantiaUy, the political system in this country." Bull

said he felt the conference could have been more produc-

tive if it had offered a better opportunity for students to

have more one on one contact. He said more diverse points

of view could have resulted from this.

Ms. Rosa Perriera, a junior Sociology major said, "the

conference was an experience which she will not soon

forget." She considered it a privilege to attend such an

event.

Ms. Perriera also said, "more students should take ad-

vantage of this sort of opportunity which is available to

all."

Sherwood Thompson, director of Third World Affairs,

said "opportunities such as the conference offer an educa-

tional experience that can be obtained in no other way."

Thompson supports the idea of all students, minorities in

particular to become actively involved in core-currictdum

activities.

When asked if he felt Third World students are

apathetic about getting involved he said, "the students are

not apathetic but they are uninspired, unmotivated, have

poor images of themselves, they lack knowledge of the

past, but are also being encouraged to get involved by

faculty and professional staff of the university."

By becoming involved in university core-curriculum ac-

tivities, Thompson said students can become involved in

all aspects of university life.

The privileges minority students have on campus were

obtained by historical struggles of campus community and

special coaJition groups which engaged in sit-ins, marches,

and other forms of political protest to fight for their ad-

mission into predominantly white institutions, he said.

The Third World people as a whole across America and

across the world are suffering at an alarming rate,

Thompson said. "This (the suffering) should be the direct

interests of Third World students to the degree that these

students while at the University should be involved in

some sort of social and political movement which will con-

tribute to the elimination of these problems."

He also said he feels students "must contribute their

talents, knowledge, and energies to serving the corn-

munities and the people so that they may find relief in

their human sufferings."

Student media

damagesimage
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

I was once under the impression the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian, "New England's largest college newspaper"

considered itself to be socially aware, but after a cartoon

that screamed "racism" appeared on the editorial/opinion

page last Friday, my belief was proven otherwise.

Without studying the entire content of the cartoon, the

Collegian denied to acknowledge many important facts

when it printed the cartoon.

First, the African continent is underdeveloped because

the "developed" western hemisphere robs it of its rich,

natural resources.

Editorial
Secondly, the dark clouds over the undernourished

skeletons are but products of the "industrialization" and

testing of dangerous nuclear and chemical products which

are also threatening the Western world.

The figures, shown in the cartoon dragging themselves

into a vast, barren land and into a world of emptiness, is

the ignorant impression the American public has of

Africans.

The African continent has enough resources to sustain

itself, but because it is continiously preyed upon by the

United States and other European and Asian countries, it

has not had the chance to develop itself.

The print and other avenues of the media are said to

reflect the culture it identifies. The American media in

deed projects the racist and ignorant American culture

with its unrepresented means of communication degrading

all Third World people and the Collegian follows faithfully

in that tradition.

The main objective of the Black Affairs page in the

Collegian is to erase the bias and racist representation the

Third World suffers and the outcast of news and in-

formation it is denied. And it will continue to do so until it

manages, someday, to eliminate the type of attitudes

which prompted it to print such a blatantly racist cartoon

Thompson said students can find an abundance of ex-

perience by joining the various Third World student

organizations on campus. The following is a list of Third

World student organizations on campus.

Afrik-Am Society, Ahora, Asian American Student

Association, Black Mass Communications Project,

Chinese Student Club, Drum Magazine, Duke Ellington

Committee, India Association, Malcom X Center, Martin

Luther King Center, Nummo News, Black Affairs Office

of Third World Affairs, Organization of Arab Students,

Third World Student Caucus (S.G.A.), Third World

Theater Series, Union of Iranian Students, American In-

dian Students Association, Cape Verdian Students

Association, and African Students Association.

Information about anyone of these organizations can be

obtained by contacting the Office of Third World Affairs

at 545-2517.
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Bruins not only contenders
To the Editor,

Just a few thoughU on Tony Betros' article Feb. 9. Sure

Tony, the Bruins are a good hockey team, but to say they

have to be the favorite to win the Stanley Cup is a gross

misjudgement. It's amazing how you can so easily count

out the New York Islanders and Edmonton Oilers. The

Oilers possess the league's best record and the Islanders

have won the Stanley Cup the last four years (the only

modern sports dynasty). I enjoy rooting for the home team

as much as the next guy. but being from Boston does not

automatically constitute a championshio club.

William J. Curran
Cashin

Humor not found in comics
To the Editor,

Who decides what comics go in the ColUgian? Were the

current strips the only ones submitted? Not only are the

student strips not funny, they are just plain dumb. Does

anyone remember Nuke the Whale? Now that was funny.

BUxym County is funny. The D.C. menu is funny. The rest

is pretty pathetic.

James Neill

Amherst

UMass made a safer place
To the Editor,

We would like to thank Mr. John L. DeNyse for his sup-

port in rectifying the faulty light situation on Eastman

Lane. We greatly appreciated his assistance in this mat-

ter. With Mr. DeNyse's help, the road is now a safer place

to walk, run and drive.
Theresa Mergener

Michelle Kelly

Cashin

Random Notes
To coincide with the last day of the official Add-Drop

period Whitmore has released the shorUy awaited sequel

to its hilarious "Course Description Guide '84", entitled

"Courses Not Offered in '84." It should be noted here that

these courses are not offered to aU University students

regardless of sex, race, creed or academic standing. Here

is just a small sampling.

Stress Increasing Workshop- Designed for criticaUy

mellow and terminaUy burnt students who have problems

deaUng with too Uttle stress. The course fee is too much

for you to afford and is payable in bounced checks only.

The class sUrts five minutes ago and we're not going to teU

you where it's being held. Planned activities mclude:

waiting in line, filling out incomprehensible, unnecessary

forms and lying down in front of a PVTA bus.

Radical Maleness Explore and discover your potential

maleness through readings and all night drinking sessions.

Tough talk and griping about "stupid broads '
and 'those

damned Red Sox." Course goals include feeling com-

fortable about yourself expanded maleness while wearing a

cut-off tee shirt. Readings: John Wayne, C. Eastwood and

G. Patton. STUDENTS WITH SMALL MINDS ARE
ENCOURAGED TO JOIN.

Self Defenselessness Specifically created for students

with too much Karate, Kung Fu and Jujitsu experience,

who want to add a spark of danger to their over-safe lives.

Topics include fawning, taking a punch m the face and

getting kicked. The instructor wUl provide a map of the

most dangerous places on campus and a field to West

Hartford's luxurious Agora Ballroom.

Drug Use- Taught by Doctor Geary, this class wiU aid

Engineering majors and overworked Collegian editorial

writers who abuse drugs by letting them sit unused in

dusty underwear drawers. There will be classes dealing

with such critical subjects as exceeding the recommended

dosage, getting to know the Quaalude and ten ways to get

high in the classroom. The course fee is $1,500 and payable

in small biUs only. Extreme lightweights are discouraged.

«»«

Introduction to Computer Ignorance- For Coins and Math

majors who have lost the better half of their personality in

front of a VDT. The course wiU begin with forgettmg

advanced and difficult programing and progress until the

student can't remember his access code. This class is

required for people that wish to work in the University

administration. ^ ., jj
Lawrence Madden
UMass
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The Collegian Editorial page is an open forum which

welcomes letters and editorials from students and

professors, as well as other members of the five college

community.
Voice your opinion on politics, on classes, on the ad-

ministration.

We are looking for interesting, provocative writers.

People with a keen eye for commentary, people who cut

to the heart of what effects America today. (And if we
can't find those people we'll take most anyone with the

ability to nod.)

So write a piece and drop it by the Collegian office at

room 113 in the Campus Center.^ _ _—^ ^^^

frcwe wun^ Caihdic! J/lrc^u?
Inside vou there is so much o( what the world needs; Love, Faith

Couraae and Idealism The Third World of poverty, ignorance and

hunger IS waiting for you needs you so badly with your courage

and generosity.

The life of a missionary priest in the Third World is not easy but if

vou are a young Catholic man, brave and unselfish, willing to

share your life and gifts, we urge you to consider the plea of Jesus

to help the poor -we mvite you to explore the rewarding life that

awaits you as a missionary priest with the Columban Fathers

We will send all the information you need -without obligation

Just fill out the information below and send to Father Michael

Harrlaon COLUMBAN FATHERS. 310 Adams Street. Quincy. MA
02169. Or call him at (617) 472 1494.

1# •'
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Elegant Violence

PLAY RUGBY l^ practice begins

Feb. 15

4 PM Boyden Gvnn

7
Send information to:

Address:

Phone:

^^^•*^;

^V

For more info call:

Coach: Doc Laurence 545-2507

Captain 545 0244

I

Pres. 549 7852
' V.P.: 256 0913

I

_ ENJOY YOUR
FWoRltE PIZZA Ol\ GRINDER

IN THE DLUEWALL!

PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH

THE BARTENDER OR WAITPERSON

AND LA CUCHINA WILL DELIVER!

HOURS: 5:00-10:45

Crystal Ship
New England Tour

New Renaissance of the

Doors
featuring material from

Alive She Cried
appearing:

Thurs. Feb. 16 -

Rusty Nail - Amherst, MA
Fri. Feb. 17 -

Scotch & Sound-Brockton,

Sat. Feb. 18 -

Jumping Jack Flash - Boston

Sun. Feb. 19 -

Webrook- Billerica. MA
Thurs. Feb. 23 -

Infinity - Springfield, MA
Fri. Feb. 24 -

Mohawk - Shirley, MA
Sat. Feb. 25 -

Jumbos - Sommerville, MA

EDITORIAL/OPINION
iiiWiiiiiiiiiiii
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students pay
for SGA fines

For some reason we always thought that the Student

Activities Trust Fund (SATF) is money that we, the

students, pay each semester to fund various student

activities. We also thought that the Coordinating Commit-

tee of the Student Government Association (SGA) was
supposed to operate during vacation periods to oversee

the disbursement of funds with great prudence.

However, after reading the minutes of the Coordinating

Committee for January, 1984, we found out, much to my
chagrin, that neither of the above is true. What we are

alluding to is the use of SATF money, allocated by this

Coordinating Committee to pay parking fines. These fines

were issued by the City of Boston to SGA operated

vehicles, and to cars operated by members of the Student

Senate Public Policy Committee.

We are not talking vague facts, as those who write to

condemn the SGA are often accused of. We have actual

written proof from the official Student Senate minutes

approved on February 1, 1964.

Motion 84CC19-Move-to grant Senate Operations $115.00

from the Stabilization Account to pay for four (4) parking

tickets incurred by the Senate Autopool 1978-79.

Motion 84CC20-Move-to grant Senate Operations $70.00

from Stabilization Account to pay for five (5) parking

tickets incurred by Public Policy while using rented cars to

lobby in Boston. ^^^^^^^^

Michael Altneu
and

Donna Dooley

Both of these motions were passed.

We may be wrong, but aren't parking fines given for

violations of traffic law? Do certain past and present

students feel that working for the SGA gives them the

right to break the law? Obviously certain members of the

Senate feel that such rights exist. The Coordinating

Committee supports this contention by spending our

student activities money to pay for its parking fines.

Furthermore, a majority of Student Senators also ap-

proved of these motions by voting to approve the minutes.

Some very important questions must be answered. Why
was all this done during January? Perhaps so that no one

concerned would notice? How come the jfuiltv parties are

not paying for the fines they brought upon themselves in

the first place? Also, why is it that fines incurred in 1978-

79 are being brought to life now?

The answers to these questions are probably being held

by the present SGA hierarchy (a.k.a the Coordinating

Committee). While we do not have before us all their

names, we do know who made the moticms to approve

spending our money for illegal actions. We also know who
the two individuals are that seconded the motions. Eric

Nitzche. our SGA Treasurer, authcx-ed both motions, and

the seconds were provided by Tom Ahern, our illustrious

SGA Co^President, and Paul Gosselin, Chair (at the time)

of the Public Policy Committee. Perhaps these fine and

righteous individuals might hold some rationale for thier

actions. We are sure that many people would k)ve to listen

to them.

Student Activities Trust Fund money was created by the

University Trustees to support student activities. The

integrity of this fund must not be blemished by those who
use it to subsidize illegal activities.

Michael Altneu is the Orchard Hill Area Gove-.-nment Co-

President and a Collegian staff member.

Donna Dooley is the O-chard Hill Area Goveinment
Treasurer.

Have a grievance?

An opinion?

Let us know!

The"wrong"voice of feminism

I
find myself in the Campus Center face to face with a

poster informing me that the institution of

"Gentlemen's Night" at The Gazebo in Northamp-

ton is to be be abhored; that the proprietor advocates

"violence against women" through its portrayal of

women as sexual objects...blah, blah, blah.

The Gazebo is a retail shop which sells antique clothing

and handmade lingerie. Usually occurring before a holi-

day, "Gentlemen's Night" exists solely for the purpose

of providing men with a place to buy lingerie for their

special lady, without the awkwardness and embarass-

ment such excursions usually provide.

Diane Lane
The poster makes me angry - 1 cannot help but wonder

to whom such militant feminist rhetoric purports to

speak. The problem with such rhetoric, besides the

dangerous fact that it completely misses the point,

reading dastardly consequences into situations where
none exists, is that it does not address the experiences of

the average woman and so runs the risk of losing her at-

tention forever.

As writers, journalists, and supposed doers-of-good,

we have a limited public attention span to deal with. It is

my belief that the real obligation is to direct ourselves to

the concerns of the public, providing them with ways to

grow and learn while allowing them to continue to live in

their world.

Espousers of the "white male" theory of what's wrong

with the world serve only to stir up bitterness and resent-

ment without offering concrete solutions to the 28 year

old mother of two who just happens to be married to a

white male who could very well have writtten the book.

The women I know strive half-heartedly to get their

husbands to wash a dish, or make a bed. She has tremen-

dous difficulty asserting herself enough to insist that he

stay home with their children while she goes out for a

night with her friends. She doesn't feel she has the right

to ask for anything, nor has she achieved the most basic

sense of self-esteem or respect. And if she is extremely

fortunate, her husband will remember to give her a card

on Valentine's Day, much less an intimate gift like

lingerie.

It is not enough to aim the sights of your reform at the

levels of just a few, nor is it responsible to use the media

to discuss a sensitive topic in such a way which

guarantees the disgust of 99 percent of your audience. In

fact, you have not reached one man and have left the ma-

jority of your female audience bewildered and feeling

slightly abandoned.

Stated in simplistic terms, the aims of feminism are to

allow women an equal place in the professional world,

personal lives of dignity and respect and relationships

with significant others in which sharing and helping is a

two-way street. The venting of a semi-hysterical tirade of

questionable relevance to feministic principles neatly

destroys any support or empathy from enlightened males

which the movement may have obtained, as well as con-

firming suspicions for the man on the street that

feminism is "just a bunch of garbage." In what way have

you helped the woman in his life, or the daughters he may
raise?

It is true that a man who doesn't view a woman he

loves with respect, or see the problems in her life as

equally his, may never be a boon to feministic principles

as a whole. And the process of moving that opinionated

mountain we call man towards a life which will be richer

for all involved is, of necessity, slow.

But first, we have to allow the feminist movement to

talk to the women it wants to reach, in a voice they can

hear and in a language they can understand.

Diane Lane is a Collegian staff member:
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Frat apologizes for ad
To the Editor,

As co-authors of the fraternity rush ad that invoked

Thursday's letter to the editor from the resident assistants

in Webster, Dickenson. Field and Grayson that called

Delta Chi's ad "ignorant and insensitive", we feel the need

to reply.

Uur ad was not nieant to be an attack on the residental

assistants (R. A.'s) of UMass and at no time did we consider

it to be insulting or degrading to the R. A.'s at UMass. Our

intent was to capitalize on a current fad. George Orwell's

1984, and write an ad that would not only be different

from other rush ads. but more visible to the reader. We
thought the content of the ad would be obvious enough tx)

dismiss any thought of seriously associating R.A.'s with

the character of Big Brother. Unfortunately, we were

wrong.
We do not think that students' attitudes towards their

R.A.'s will be influenced by our ad. Of the thirty people

who attended our rush on Tuesday night, none said that

the ad had been a factor in their decision to come to the

house.

We frankly don't know how most R.A.'s are perceived by

students at UMass. but we beUeve that much depends on

the individual R.A. and the students on his/her Hoor. We
know that the R.A. at Orchard HUl was not only a helpful

and resourceful person to the people on the floor, but a

good friend as well. If our ad seriously influenced people to

associate responsible R.A.'s like her and many others with

a monolithic and all consuming character like Big Brother,

then it is for that reason that we are genuinely sorry.

Robert Dean
Todd Sharek

DclU Chi Fraternity

Big Brother is watching
To the Editor,

Part of the dishonesty policy we have discussed in faculty

meetings includes the suggestion that we tell intro-courses

about the BIG BROTHER screening of turned-in

assignments. I have processed about eight students this

last week who happened to notice that their final grade

was one grade lower than what they expected This is the

usual result of having one assignment grade reduced to

goose-egg zero. ..for 121 last semester it was a little worse

since the tough PR0G7 carried a lot of extra credit with it

and that is lost if the base assignment is big-brothered.

Today a straight-A student came oy wonueniijj way his

121 grade was AB. Sure enough. Big Brother had put his

PR0G7 and extra credit to nil and this guy had no idea who

the other student was. He took name and student number

and called the other fellow who immediately confessed.

Hardcopy had been taken from a quick printer and the A-

student had barely noticed it was gone. Interestingly,

their final grades for the PR0G7s were 90 for the original

student and 70 for the thief -usually Big-Brother grades

are within 5 points of each other due to grader variation.

The A-student said the hardcopy which did not show up at

the printer was not even his fin^ version and he went on to

make improvements from that point. When the thief came

by to confess and release the other student's grade, he said

he had tried to alter the program to get by Big Brother.

He had succeeded in lowering the graded value of the

program without escaping the seven-place accuracy of our

guardian of honesty.

Well, spread this sad tale around. I may have twenty
more students in here if they notice thier grade is lower

than they expected and if they want to tell me why.

SUn Kulikowski II

COINS. UMass. Amherst

Bill of Rights guaranteed

Browsing through the MassachusetUs Daily Collegian on

February 7. it was expecially upsetting to me as it should

be to the students, faculty, and staff of this University, to

read the letter by Mr. Richard Vigeant.

One of the basic rights of our society, as set forth by the

U.S. Constitution's BiU of Rights, is the right to express

yourself freely through both speech and writing. Mr.

Vigeant seemed to forget these freedoms in his demand

that the UMASSZONE be taken out of print.

Mr. Rollins' "social awareness" seems to be enjoyed by

many people on this campus. I hope I do not come across as

being against "blacks, women, gays, physical plant

workers, and DC workers"-because I am not. I am simply

trying to explain to Mr. Vigeant that the answer is not to

ban publication of ideas he does not agree with.

He should explain the facts, as he sees them, in order to

convince the public that his views are accurate. Let the

public decide what they would like and what they woukl

not like to read. For one person to apply his/her concepts

to a whole society is unjustifiable. ^^^^ ^ ^^^^

Don't follow profs lead
To the Editor,

How encouraging it is to see what confidence the

Massachusetts Society of Professors has inspired in the

faculty of the University of Massachusetts during its eight

years of (expensive) stewardship of their affairs. Last week

the faculty voted to ratify a new contract by an over-

whelming margin, 403 32. (Colegian, Feb. 10) of course,

this represented only about 25 percent of the faculty, since

1800 were eligible to vote. This is even less than the per-

centage of voters who went to the polls in the presidential

election of 1980.

It is likely that most of those who did vote had not read

the contract since the union was unable to distribute copies

to departmenta' representatives before the ratification

vote. Bui WHO cares about details when you have con-

fidence in a collective Godfather who assures you of a 16

percent salary increase over the next three years simply

for surviving, regardless of merit?

Much of this union's strength has been derived from the

inactivity ol a large portior e faculty, including many of

those who actually b"' .o MSP MTA-NEA. S milarly,

Ronald Reagan gain wer by the non partici mf im of

half the eligible ele ate. ! honp that Uni\ « of

Massachusetts studer. 3 will not follow the examp by

their professors but will, instead, register and votr in 1984.

M ^iUiaii
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Christian Dior Special
=Limited selection of

=

Dior Lip Color

and Nail Enamel

450 550
Reg b. 50 Reg. 9 00

Colleqe Drug is the place for all your pharmaceutical and

cosmetic needs, haung everything for the healthy and

beautiful you!

UMAS'

Postal Station • Pharmacy • Russel Stover Candies

COLLEGE DRUG
4 Main Street, Amherst
HOURS: Mon Fri. 9-9, Sat 96 Sun. 9-3

PUB MUG NIGHT

- Every Wednesday -

35' BEERS

'/

SPORTl
KARATS

Presenting :

the most

progressive

^and enjoyable

approach to Karate

training on campus.

with

LARRY KELLEY

3 US. fighter '83

IN-Eng. six years

Best Kicker i^Mert Pbi

•DONNA KELLEY

iN.Eng fighter

82"3
KIRIK JENNESS

space still available meets todayl NOPE 24 4:00-6:30 p.m. call 266-0080

fAlING i OBINKINC

\l AMUERSTi IM
Miller - Miller Lite

Music by

Al Stoner

- Dancing -

No Cover

Stop In to say Hello to your Friends
They'll be here

Two T.V.'s ^M ^ ^m. ^. I Free Popcorn

Timewout

15 EmI PImmiiI St.

Happy Hour Daily 4-8

16 oz. Drafts 85* 16 oz. Giant Drinks

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. J

^Hhie of the year's

most important books
on

W.E.B. DuBois Lecture Series

Ii^ 1 1

-^ --iii

Vincent Harding
Historian and author of THERE IS A RIVER and THE OTHER AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Chairman. Institute of the Black World

Professor ot Religion and Social Changg. lUff School ot Theology. Denver Colorado

ts
Just a sweet transvestite
THE ROCKY MIDNIGHT EX-
PERIENCE
UMass Music Theater Guild

Directed by Gregg Spisak

By DON NAREY
Collepan Staff

The man in the fishnets is back!

Dr. Frank N. Furter. queen of the mid-

night cult, is confidently recreated by Hrad

West in the Music Theater Guild's produi-

tion of the Rocky Midnight Expencncf. The

cast is vibrant and professional: with

energetic choreography, colorful costumes,

effective lighting, and a lively five piece

band they give an electrifying presenta-

tion. The* show includes fine vocal perfor-

mances by Christine Wong as Magenta and

Mary Jennings as Columbia. DirecU)r, pro-

ducer Gregg Spisak plays a chilling Riff

Raff and Barbra Buddings set.s juside her

neck creating an aloof and pompous nar

rator.

Tammi Dahbura makes an energetic and

convincing Janet Weiss. Starry-eyed and

apparently innocent she stays remarkably

close to the original character. Her soaring

voice easily tackles "Toucha. Toucha Touch

Me" as Janet is transformed from an inno-

cent school girl into a lustful "creature of

the night".

The choreography makes the best use of

the space available, with the first three

characters entering from various parts of

the audience and urging the crowd to take

part. After Magenta, Columbia and Riff

Raff charge forward retrieving par-

ticipants to dance the Time Warp,

everyone's well primed for the evenings

most memorable performance.

Brad West makes a thundering entrance

as Frank N. Furter. Stomping and strut-

ting, he captivates the audience with his

booming voice and audacious
choreography. He delivers a fiery rendition

of "Sweet
'
Transvestite", while John

Taylor, as the bumbling Brad Majors, tries

to explain his unfortunate situation. FVank

N. Furter shows no sympathy, concern or

shame. As if edged on by a knowing au

dience, he invites Brad and Janet to stay an

unforgetable night.

For the remainder of the play, the entire

audience is made part of action lead by

West. In his tantalizing and corrupt role he

swiftly takes command of the show, with

the kind of stage presence that makes this

"midnight experience" a rare one.

The performance will be repeated on

Feb. 16 at Smith College (8 p.m. and 11

p.m.), Feb. 22 at the Bluewall (10 p.m.) and

Feb. 25 at the Barracks, Worchester Din-

ing Commons (7 p.m. and 10 p.m.) Call for

more information.

Award winning violinist Stephanie Chase will perform in the Fine

Arts Center on March 1. For more information, see today's aitslines.

artsUnes,..
Walter Morris-Hale, Associate Professor

of Government at Smith College, will give a

gallery talk in the current exhibition of

African art on view in the Common Room

at the Smith College Museum of Art. The

program is entitled "African Art in

Historical Perspective," is free and open to

the public, and v^rill take place on Thursday,

February 23 at 1 p.m.

The Five College Eariy Music Program is

sponsoring a program of 17th century

English and Italian chamber music per-

formed by the Boston Viol Consort and

featuring soprano Jane Bryden. The recital

will take place on Sunday, February 19, at

8:15 p.m. at Buckley Recital Hall at

Amherst College, and is free and open to

the public.

Stephanie Chase, Bronze medalist in the

1982 Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow,

is regarded as one of the outstanding

young violinists today. She will be perlorm-

ing on March 1 at the University Fine Arts

Concert Hall. For ticket information, call

the Box Office at 545-2511.

The 4th Annual Exhibition of Artwork by

Graduate Students of the University of

Massachusetts Art Department will be on

view at Hampden (iallery in Southwest

from February 21 to March 9. An opening

reception for the artists will be held on

Tuesday, February 21 at 5:00 p.m. All Five

College students and area residents are

cordially invited.

'••^^•*t^f^^f^^9t^^f^^»»M ••^••^^••'^••^ ^••^P«»^*«^»«.^^*^*»^««^«%

Read the Arts page
until it hurts!
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Parent, taxpayer, teacher, pub-

lic official - the state ofAmer-
icab public school system is

your concern. What has gone
wrong with democracy's great

experiment, and what can we do

to put it right?
Turn to this landmark book for

positive, practical answers.
Hailed as the thought-provoking
"Goodlad report" by educators
and interested citizens across the

country, it provides a bold agenda
for educational reform in the 'SOs.

In this provocative work, the

result of an unprecedented eight-

year study, you'll find controversial V
proposals that demand your consid- ^
eration: nerw ways to encourage
better teachers, the end of the

tracking aystem, graduation at

16, and more. . . . , »
At your bookstore now

The moat comprehensive study ever made of what goes
on in American elementary ana secondary classrooms."

- Tlie New York Times

"Interesting and persuasive." - fbr<une

"One of the year's most important books on education,

this is for informed lay readers as well as educators."
- Lji -rmry Journal*

"Filled with practical inspiration and provocative
observation.'^-NEA Thday

"One would be hard pressed to imagine a better study
«vithin the realm of reasonable human effort"

- The WaahingtoB BMt

Located in our Trade Book Department |ijjy|

ByJohn I Goodlad.

former Dean, Graduate
School of Education, UCLA

"W.E.B. DuBois and
the Future of America

If

KEEZER'S
SINCE 1895

FINE QUALITY USED MEN'S CLOTHING

• SALE All Tweed Sportcoats

$5.00 2/13 - 2/29

• 200 all wool overcoats

• over 500 used tuxedos

221 Concord Ave, Cambridge

.near Harvard Square 617-547-245r

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

r $7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and

Blow Dry
$11.50 Long Hair

Expires 2/29/84 C

pieTse Call for an

Appointment

Styles by

Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

1
COMPUTEK

INC.

I

•

Open M-f 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Thursday, February 16, 1984, 8 p.m.

Mahar Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

I.-. r«o«oK n.iffow and ihp DeDartmeni of AfroAmencan Stutlios oi the

Admission free The Public is invited

TV SALE
19" Motel Color Portables

RCA XL-100 Solid State

Selling at the HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE

Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley

Wed. Feb. 15 2-7 PM
Thurs. Feb. 16 10 AM - 6 PM
MASTERCARD. . .VISA. .

.ACCEPTED

RVM Associates

'No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RBM Sales Corp

1
I

I

I

GRAND OPENING TODAY
One of the finest on site

microcomputer rental facilities

available to college students

We have complete microcomputer

systems not just terminals

instant saving of programs ar^d data

to disk or tape \Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm^

Instant printouts \ Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm /

Complete word processing systems

(letter quality)

Reserve time for your convenience

Reasonable rates

Discount cards available

Master Charge & Visa

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
(in left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg)

256 1213
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Boltwood Project
Volunteers needed to assist in a wide

range of programs at the Belchertown

State School. Valuable experience!

Credit available. Information meetings:

Wed., Feb. 15 CC rm 174-176;

Tues., Feb. 21 CC rm 917

Wed., Feb. 22 CC rm 917

'M'C SfC •!• 3|» 3|» •!• •!• «|» 3|» 3|* •!• •!• 3|» 3p »|» •!» 5|*n* "P5^

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES

WEST TO VAIL
SPRING BREAK
March 9-26 Includes:

Round Trip Air Transfers |

7 Nights/5 Day Lifts ^

Extras

Call UMass Ski Club Now
545-3437 f

4l)fe:|e^9te:fe:|e:fea|e:|e9|e4e:|c9fe:|c9|c:fe:|c9|c:|c:ic:|e:|c:|c9|c^;|c:|c:|e:|e9|C9|c:|cHe)|c:|C9|e^

U.S. NAVY MEDICINE
MEDICALSCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM
Are you seeking a way to help finance your medical

school education? The NAVY has a perfect opportunity In

Its Medical School Scholarship program.

BENEFITS
• Full tuition and educational fees
• $479.00 per month stipend
• Commission as a UnHed States Naval Officer

• Internship & Residency training available

upon graduation
• Practice at one of 23 hospitals nationwide or

nine overseas locations

OBLIGATION
• A minimum of 3 years after graduation.
• 45 days of requlrad annual active duty that

can be spent In Navy derliships, (required,

elective, clinical or research) or at Officer

Indoctrination School.

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS
• U.S. cMxcn • Excellent professional references

• Accepted to anAMA approved nMdkal school

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
MARCH 1. 1984

For further information, write or call:

LT. Dan Fahler
Medical Officer Program
135 Bumside Ave, Lower Levei

East Hartford. Ct 16108
(203) 528-9988

Wednewls]', Febnurj IS, 1984
WednewUjr, February 15^ WW Collegian "
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Collegian

Recruitment

Meeting

Open to All Majors

Involvement in the

University

Wednesday Feb. 15

8:00 PM
Room 803 CC

¥
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¥
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SPECIAL VALUE
99*

UMASi

Limited

Quantity

UMass Plastic 12 oz.

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green
Yellow
^UNIVERSITY

Open M-F 9-5

UM4S
'/

-SPORTl
KARATEi

Presenting :

the most

progressive

and enjoyable

approach to Karate

training on campus.

with

LARRY KELLEY
^3 US. fighter '83

lN.Eng. six years

best Kicker (i^Mert Pbi

DONNA KELLEY

iN.Eng. fighter

'82'3
KIRIK JENNESS

space still available meet« todayl NOPE 24 4:00-5:X p.m. call 256-0080

fbnbe$

YES!
we are delivering

to campus

LoolTat our special

DELIVERY PACK of the week!
1 chicken sandwich
Vz lb. cheese burger

1 potato skins
f nachos

2 medium drinks _^
All For Only $8.50

Call 256-6858 DeliverY Dailv 6-11 PM

Education and Social Transformation

A Panel Discussion

Monday. February 27. 1984 at 7:30 pm

Herter 231

Joseph Duffey. Chancellor, University o( Massachusetts, moderator

n.vid Magnani. Citizen Involvement Training Project. School of Education

Johnnella Butler, Afro-American Studies, Smith College

Juan Aulestia. CASA LATINA. INC.

Paulo Fre.re, author of Pedagogy_gfjheLOppiSSSsd, respondent

Co-iponiored fiy

The Institute f^ Advanced Study of the Humanities and .he School of Education

Where will you be
living next year???
Come see whats so

good about PHI SIG.

.

o

e9

.* <v i^ ^ 4? ..5'

/
J?
J?

.i^

<• <^ *- O G^o
, ^ CO

r
<?

«9

1^

» /

to

f

Make a step in the right direction!

Come to the Phi Sig Open Rush Dinner

Wednesday
Night 2/15

at 6:00

510 North

Pleasant St.

READING
a^-^^OdWSa «(tW '>s>^«^'^'^*^

NEWSPAPCR

I Strengthened Auti*^^^^"^

^ VaneW .

i Oov^n
Beat

CUcus

^ Creern
' GuHaT

^ Creem ^"^

comedy
[W*flMt
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The premium taste

has arrived.

AlerttheMinutemen

Brador.

Everythingyouve
heard about it

is true.

Brewed and bottled m Canada by North Americas oldest brewery, imported by Martlet Importing Co
,

Great Neck, NY © .98,

Wednesday , February 15^1984

IIHniHHHl|||IIHIt|||ittttt|tl)ttll||||l)11ll|tlttntl|||ttl1tt||im^^^

Need help preparing

your tax returns?

The Internal Revenue Service

will be on the Concourse

tomorrow, Feb. 15 from 10:00 - 3:00

to help you with any questions.

Come and receive top-notch

assistance

free of charge

Coordinated through B.O.G.

Hypercurricula

MINORITY GRADUATE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
- Organizational Meeting,

GRC A-221. Bring lunch.

BIKE CLUB MEETING -

Get involved now and bike

in the Spring. Discussion on

trips, events, and UMass

Bike Race Team. 7:30-9:00,

CC.

\'\i breakfast 7 am - 10:30 pm ^nuBlX . Vi linch 1 1 :30 am - 2:30 pm r-^^ y^

^ V\. Cot 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm ^^
f J; Jpri & Sat 5:00 pm - 10:00 pm V, "^

J
'

fp \
Sunday Brunch 10:30 - * P"^ T 1 |_ ^

v^v'1^^ I,.. ^..,- ....-^^ _-:- - M^
The Oak Room
^ Extendwl Happy Hour

1-7 pm

^£ipa. Sandwicha. & Light Meala

Mass Approved
Inspection Station

RADIAL TIRE
SALE

P155/80 R13

$29.95
include mounting

North Amherst
Tire & Auto Ctr.

"Full Service Tire

Store"

78 Sunderland Rd

No Amherst, MA
Across from Watrobas

5494704

STUDENTS FOR GARY
HART - An organizational

meeting will be held prepar-

ing for New Hampshire &
Massachusetts primaries.

Help lead America into a

new generation of leader-

ship. Dave Nelson 549-4462,

Brad Jacobs 549-3843. 7:30,

Hatch.

A TREE GROWS IN

BROOKLYN - The Com-

muter Area Gov. presents

this film of a young girl who

reaches out for fulfillment

and hope in her slum home.

7:30 p.m., 701 CC - FREE.

UNITED JEWISH AP-

PEAL - UM Hillel.

ISRAEL PROGRAMS
FAIR - Representatives

from University, Kibbutz,

internship and graduate

programs will be available

to share information about

programs in Israel. 10-3

p.m.. Student Union
Ballroom.

UNITED JEWISH AP-

PEAL MEETING - 7 p.m.,

Dukes Rm. Student Union.

ISRAELI FOLK DANC-

ING - 7:30 p.m. beginners,

8:30 all others. Com-

monwealth Room, S.U.

NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE CLUB - Im-

portant 1st meeting! Wear

your T-shirts! Let's talk

New York and ski trips.

T-shirts -can be picked up in

208 Baker. 6:00 p.m., Brett

Lobby.

SPECTRUM MEETING
-Now accepting submissions

for this year's SPECTRUM,
the UMass literary

magazine, on the theme of

"1984 and Beyond." New
members welcome. 6:00

p.m., 178 CC.

CERRF INTRODUCTORY
MEETING - Introductory

meeting of the Committee

for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom. 4

p.m., CC 803.

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB
MEETING - If you're m-

terested in meeting exciting

people and sharing Italian

culture, come to our first

meeting of the semester to

coUegian 15

discuss plans for future

events. All new members

welcome! 5:30 p.m., 6th

floor lounge, Herter Hall.

SPEAKER: Prof. Lloyd

Hogan of Hampshire Col-

lege speaking on "structur-

ing a scientific approach to

the study of race." 4:30-6:30

p.m., Campus Center 804.

JAZZ CONCERT
FEATURING JEFF
HOLMES - Jazz composer,

trumpeter, and pianist Jeff

Holmes will be heard in a

free concert. Holmes is on

the faculty at UMass. Ap-

pearing with him are other

faculty members and per-

formers from the Valley Big

Band. 8:00 p.m., Bowker

Auditorium.

COMING OUT RAP
GROUP - A support and
discussion group for men
and women interested in

talking about issues which

affect the Lesbian, Bisexxial

and Gay Communities. 7:30

p.m., Rm. 903, CC.

'*-->'

Pi in

Sunburst
Glass Works, Inc.

nUGG
Sen/ed daily

11;30-9 pm

Entertainment Fri & Sat

I I

"^ ^^\^-^ ComplimentarY Hora d'oeuvrea

^XJ^ Hotel Northampton^ -. ./ o.'..-., .. 584-3

6th Annual "Thank You ' SALE Feb. 13 - 18

All Sheet & New Drawn Antique 25% off

Merry-Go-Round & Armstrong irridescent $7.25 NOW $5.25

All Other Glass 25% off & 35% off full sheets m
Foil $1 .85/roll - 60/40 solder $5.95/roll »

FREE sponge applicator for patina or flux with

$25. purchase

Don't forget our Bargain Table

36 K' .»• St., Nur!V>vi:p''.'n
584-3100

58ft-5000

Pot Pourrl Shops. 241 King St.

N'ton. Ma • 58»-«3B7

»• Mil

Nartli Aniierft
M*tort

mmr»rt ^^M*.. •

Ht. 83, No Amh«f»li

549-2««0

White with Teal -

3-Day Sale Wed. Thur. Fri.

FASHION TWO-TONE
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS

Whitewit^

Photo by Dwayne^ut^ ^..ioJ;i.Sl"Jfi--2ij""*
^

I

'"""""
3.D,y Sale

5.00 OFF present coupon at

time of purchase

I
w/coupon

I 2 TONE HOODED SWEATSHIRT

I

Reg. 17.95 w/coupon 12.95

coupon valid 2^Bjo2J74j^Oum^^^

Janeczek - Laurie Carter - Susan C. Morth

Open M-f 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

/
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PUBLIC NOTICE
2 Days Only

selling At Th*

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley

HOTEL ,^„ --

SURPLUS '*^""
AND UP -

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS ^55
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00 ^^^M
FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00

Be Early For Best Selection FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used In this motel, every piece is brand new, factory

sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection. Bring your car,

truck or station wagon. We will load for you. SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CARRY

Wed. Feb. 152-7 PM Thurs. Feb. 16 10 AM - 6 PM

Time After Time
Return of Martin Guerre

ends Thursday 2/16

Starting Friday 2/17 - Thursday 2/23

Rear Window 7:00

Lady Vanishes 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Howtohave classbetween classes.

Indulge yourself in a warm cu|r^ of Cafe Vienna. It's a light and cin-

namony touch of class. And just one of six deliciouslv different flavors

from General Foods"

International Coffees. J^

GENERAL FOODS'^ INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVC^R

QyUNIVERSITY
STORED

General Foods Corporatmn 1983

/ ''••illi

OINIRAl FOODS

Open M-F
9-5

UMA5S SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

um<^%m^'^^

SPRING BREAK 60
« Doyi 7 NIghn Unojrtoui Hot»( on m« SWp

Hot* ooty W/»*o>Of Cooch W/J«f

$1 49 $285 »75
* fox included *** fox included **
For more info 545-0437

INFO & SIGN-UP
MEETING/
PARTY

WED. 2/15 8 PM
SOUTHWEST
HAMDON-SOUTHSIDE
DON'T BE LEFT OUT

IN THE COLD

Bloom County

Whim' y/inwwrsoMe

by Berke Breathed

Nice seewYA mmc^ aloi

TOM. HOPt >OUR FKeP MP
I

e>ON 6066 eWY IMCeYOUR

'BOY GeOROC"

\ >.

SCROD Dan DeBellis

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

AAs you OLD e^ouGH

13

ANi I0£A WHoLl you vcrrf

vjell.YEs. TGuess^
I'll wrr R>R. j^ackson

J-ACtiSON. wHyJ)

J Don't Know,! Gu£SS

Sb:aoS€ fvs GOT All
Hii A-8UM5.

Shagnasty O.T. Derringer

^00 )(«e(ith€ocisl

Superbad G.H.

JUhAflM' ^rJ AN»t7 c?\/£:p. ftOOF ToPS At-W/^S

I'Lt B^Ef? oer \JStV

The strip Bert Saveriano and Jim Walsh
TODny I uioulD LIK£ you
TO cone. ALOfJG u/irn /^e

/foToeious C/&/n//u9is
ME Pi^^^//i/6 THfije peers
no soc/eTi

f^'fr^H^

WITH

JiApiA/ ' (?oDA/ey. _.

rinV^ -

i
UMI V '

FeFDO/'/ncCUUOUCH 'K€LUy.
THIS CH^H^CTet Sf^'^'-fO

Wr^^

Ruoe Bov

CH/'^lMCrfl^ OF 7>/<5/^ Ail-.
THIS IS s/txvey. svo

TO <r/>^<^ /Al' SO^/T/*«.y ^

IT'S SO f/ofHifyii^^ I cAAiT
gf/>H. TO THir^K OF it:

APD/DttoP
FORM.

MASS PHOBIA Winmill

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 "Don't throw

bouquets ..
'

5 Curl

10 Part of a

cathedral

14 Virginia

15 Proportion term
16 In parentis

17 Dig site

19 Map out

20 Intensified

exclamation

21 The birds

22 Customary
phraseology

2A Full of knots

26 Bath, in Burgundy
27 Entre

28 Indian spice plant

32 Lucky girl

34 Encircles

35 Initials on exports

36 Fancy frock

feature

37 Relates

38 Create a cardigan

39 Turkish title

40 Functions in trig.

41 work
42 Radio dial

44 Venus of

45 "Arrivederci
"

46 Certain water

source

49 Kind of shelter

52 One of the

Johnsons
53 Baba
54 Inactive

55 Nether place

58 Reprieves, in

tennis

"From
shining.

End in -

59

60
61 Moderate gait

62 Seaport of

West Germany
63 Articles

DOWN
Expanses
Lyndon Johnson,
for one
Robotlike

Alas, in Italia

Desires

Classified

"How sweet

8 "OSole
"

9 Slender daggers
10 Like some

Austrian terrain

11 Game of chukkers
12 Swindle
13 Time immemorial
18 Esteem
23 Loses distinction

25 Imitated Arcaro

26 Ives and others

28 Worker on floors

29 Track down
30 Questioning

words
31 Roman statesman

32 "Gil ,"

LeSage novel

33 The latest thing

34 Birthplace of

Columbus
37 Small crested bird

38 Highlander
40 Burns, for one
41 Mainstay
43 First name in

literature

44 of Honor
46 Domain of

King Minos
47 Eleanor's cousin

48 Pheasant groups
49 Merry tune

50 Fulda feeder

51 Kind of sax

52 Wind god of

Babylonia

56 Thread: Prefix

57 Kind of meal

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 ^
19

20 21 22 23

h-^^
24 25 26 zmm

27 28 29 30 31

32 33 34 35

36 37 38

39 401 41

42 r 44^ w^
^^^^^^45 46 47 "

49 50 51 52 53

54 55 56

i

ll

58 59 60

61 62 63

Collegian
Recruitment Meeting

• Experience
• Involvement

• Open to All Majors

Wednesday, Feb. 15

8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Room 803 C.C.

D,C. Menu

LUNCH
Cheeseburger

Hungarian Noodle Bake

DINNER
Roast Top Round
of Beef/Gravy

Ham and Cheese Florentine

BASICS LUNCH
Tofu Pattie/

Sandwich Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

BASICS DINNER
Barley-Soybean Casserole

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Weather
Mass., R.I., Conn.
Wednesday, rain may be
heavy with flooding of poor
drainage areas. Partial

clearing Wednesday night
and partly sunny Thur-
sday. Overnight lows in

the 20s and 30s Wednesday
night. Highs Wednesday
and Thursday will be about
45 to 50.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

M AUT
D E A

All IS
1
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1

h
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R A 1^1
A
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M
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S E

E S 1 EHT E A
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WED FEB. 15 5UB
iNFOfllATIOW ABOUT;

LONG TERM PROGRAMS «lKrreR>/S^\p5
SHORT TERM PROGRAMS •'nDaA\N6
KIBSITTZ
WORK-STUDY
SHERUT LA*AM

6 Ŝ>^
S>^'

,o>H
^^

ff^^

^^^
ev^

M«^'

CALk YHf.'Xli-fiM^

i»#ro

Summer Employment

Camp Young Judaea. Amharrt. New Hampshire

(Residenl. Co-ed. 1 hour from Boston) is In need o» De-

partment Difectofs and Activity Specialists for this sun-

mer in: Athletics. Gymnastics. Swim Instnjctlon (WSI),

Waterskiing. Sailing, Arts & Crafts. Campcrafl. Israeli

Dttwe. Drama. Israeii Folk Song. RHIery, Tennis, Photog-

raphy. Offtee Personnel and Nursee (R.N.). ExcellentS^
wies and fringe t)eneflts. Please contact Dr. Charles a
RotmMi. Director. 81 Kingsbury Street, vytollesley. MA
02181. 617-237-9410.
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HLL-PRO
CAREER MOUE

1^9^M

NSA OFFERS YOU A
HEAVY-HITTING CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Th*ra or* eppertuniti** in

a varialy of r«t«arch and

d«w«lepm«nt projcclt

ranging from individual

•quipmantt le vary

compUi inlaroctiv*

«y»l«m$ involving lorga

numbari of

microprocaitort, mini-

cemputari and compular

graphics. Prefatsional

growth it anhoncad

through intaroction virith

highly aip'ariancad NSA

prefastionalt and through

contacts in tha industrial

and acadamic worlds.

Facilitias for anginaaring

analysis and dasign

automation ara among tha

bast ovailobla.

To find out more

about NSA career

opportunities,

schedule an interview

through your college

placement office. For

additional information

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
At NSA you II discovar ona

of tha lorgast cemputar

installations in tha world

with almost avary major

vandor of computar

aquipmant raprasanlad

NSA coraars provida

mixturas of such disciplinas

at systams analysis and

dasign, sciantific

opplications programming,

dota basa monagamanl

systams, oparating

systems, computar

networking sacurity. ond

graphics.

MATHEMATICS

You'll work on divarsa

ogancy problems applying

a variety of mothamaticol

disciplines. Specific

assignments might include

solving communications-

related problems,

performing long-range

mathematical research or

evaluating new techniques

for communications

security.

THE REWARDS
AT NSA
NSA offers a salary and

benefit program that's

truly competitive with

private industry. There or*

assignments for those who

wish to travel and

abundant good living in tha

Baltimore-Washington arao

for these who wish to slay

close to heme.

Countless cultural,

historical, recraotionol and

educational epportunitiat

are just minutes away

from NSA's convenient

suburban location.

on the National

Security Agency,

write to National

Security Agency,

Attn. M322, Fort

George G. Meade,

Maryland 20755.

GO FOR IT ALL

NSA
The
National
Security
Agency

Fort (ieorge G. Meade, Maryland 20755

An Equal Opportunity Employer, US. Citiienship Bequirad.

On Campus Visit Date Mar. Isl

Cotton & Cotton Blend Yarns

AVAILABLE NOW!
Start your Spring & Summer Sweaters Early

233 N. Pleasant St Mon-Sat 9:30-5:3C

Amhers^^arria^^ho^s^^^^^^^lj^^

Earn your Credits

abroad.
• England

•Israel

•Ireland

•Germany

• Spain

•Italy

•Oenniark

• Egypt

• Switzerland

• Mexica

• Canada

• France

Join rf>e thousands of students wtwj

hove earned college credits studyii

abroad in CCIS programs

AffordotHe, quality programs wittii

financial aid available

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN

INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES

12- 15 CREDITS
SUIMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE

DUBLIN

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College

Morwich.CT 06360
886-1931 X243

COLLEGE C0NSORT1UKI FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

X-l \\

|iiiniiii<iniiiiniiiiii*iM*)iwiMiiiiiHMiiiini^

• Women's track-

Invitational where she competed with

some world-class runners. She held her

own as she grabbed second-place in her

heat of the 200 meters with a time of 24.8.

Continued from pg. W

Chris Pratt and Deirdre Doyle have both
qualified for the New Englands in the 5000
meter run, Sunday they finished second
and fourth respectively in that event.

Liz Patterson finished second in the shot

with a throw of 40 feet, five inches and

Sharon Lassard had her best day this year

as a high-jumper with a leap of 5'6" for

second place.

Lassard also ran the 200 meters and
anchored the mile relay team to a second-

place finish.

Gonection
In yesterday's photo, Alison Uzzo was the

swimmer who was viewing the exhausted
UNH swimmer whom she had just beaten

enroute to her record time.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoNegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Ptione number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Rayban and Vuarnets
fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir-

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO

Stereo Equipment lowest prices available

most major brands available Akai, JVC,

Technics, Kenwood, etc. call Steve

546-5181

Speakers OHM Bookshelf great sound

$125 great for dorms 549-7797

Sony XR-66 Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549-6978

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Datsun 280Z black beauty exc cond.

4-speed A/C taking BO 546-8236

1969 Chevrolet Van: dependable,

economical, many new parts! $750. call:

Jamie 253-5381

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

The Boltwood Project is now recruiting.

Come find out what we're all about Infor-

mation Meetings: Wed. 2/15 7:00 CC174
Tu. 2/21 7:00 CC917 Wed. 2/22 7:00 CC906

CAPE COD

West Yarmouth Sea Gull Beach 6 rooms

4 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 '/^ baths $5,500. for

season Also Duplex 2 bedrooms each 4

rooms sleeps 4 each side $2,850. Also cot-

tage 3 rooms 2 bedrooms sleeps 3 $2,100.

253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you morel More lights,

more requests and more experience! Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393
^

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire. Quality

sound at the lowest price call 584-6712

FOR RENT

Available: one bedroom apartment large

enough for two. Close to campus 549-7880

One room in Amherst on bus route unfur

$187. rent male call Peter 253-3076/5-2670

Puffton Village room for rent call

253-5646 Iv name and number

FOR SALE ~~~I

Platform beds, we build them. Queen

with drawer 169. 527-2141

For sale 1 pair Garmont Ski Boots size

10 good cond. $50 Polaroid 1 Step never

used $20 Neil 256-0970

Car Stereos 200W boosters - 38.00 300W
triaxles 39.00 AM-FM cassette 58.00 call

546-7579

X-Country Ski Boots excellent 12-12%

6-7912 after 7 pm John

Attention - Womans Shoes - Cheap
Peter pan Boots SNKS New Styles $12-15

Full Range of sizes special on size 6

call 549-0633 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

Dorm size frig $60 253-5288

Kiss Tickets 2 @ sec 125. $8 ea. Wore.

2/24/84. Call 253-7864
.

Pine 3 drawer chest $20. Oak 2 drawer

chest $25 Mahogany 4 drawer chest nine-

teenth century $60. Queen size box spring

& mattress with Harvard frame and nice

bedspread $50. delivery can be arranged

ca ll 549-0203 evenings .

Dorm refrigerator, very quiet, used 3

mos. $75 586-9208

1976 Toyota Corona good body well main-

tained call 586-5122

Dorm size refrigerator for sale 66 or BO
call 665-8175 around 5 PM

FOUND

Eyeglasas with case. Found near Boyden

Gym Thurs 2/9 5:30 PM. Call 665-2579

before 10 PM to identify

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Newspaper Deliverers needed for

dorms. Good pay. Early mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
Acid Rain got you down? Wori( with us

to redirect energy, consumer, and en-

vironmental policy in Massachusetts.

MASSPIRG has full and part time positions

open on its political outreach and fundrais-

ing staff, 2-10 pm paif training. Call Terry,

256^434

In exchange for good meals. Great work-

ing conditions! Sorority needs kitchen help

- call Linda for info 549-4159

Airlines Hiringl Stewardesses! Reserva

tionistsi $14,39,000. Worldwide! Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter. 1-(916)

944-4440 X U Massachusetts Dir.

Counselors: Camp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co-ed children's camp. We will in-

terview on Camp day March 13th Write: 12

Allevard St. Lido Beach NY 11561 (include

your phone number)

CrulseshlpsI Hiringl $16-30,0001 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, Worid. call for Guide, Direc-

tory. Newsletter. 1-1916) 944-4440 ext U

Massachusetts Cruisp

Shoe Sales Person - part time - must be

experienced. Apply in person only Mat-

thews Shoes 39 So. Pleasant St Amherst

HURRY UP AND RUSH
TO SIGMA DELTA TAU

Hurry up and Rush to Sigma Delta Tau

Tues Feb 14 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Wed Feb 15 7:00-7:45

Thurs Feb 16 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Tues Feb 21 8:00-9:00

Wed Feb 22 5:00-6:00

Sigma Delta Tau 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment. 253-2098

I need a tutor for Physics 161. Call

Margaret, 546-8554^^^

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

All University Women invited to

- OPEN RUSH -

Tues 2/14 at 6:00 or 7:00 PM
Thurs 2/16 at 7:00 PM

For more info call Kelly at 54'vO320

KATIE K.

Here's the damn message you wanted

Happy 20th I Love Sean & Sue

LOST

Gold pearl ring with diamond chips

reward call 546-9008

Black nylon ilppered bag. No quwrtions

asked - contact Joanne 545-36Zb or

B66-7994 leave message

Orange/Brown totes umbrella In CC on

Sat 2/11 on couch across from store call

Kathv F 253-9971 after 5

Ladies gold quartz watch Sentimental

value. Reward! Jeanne 546-4741 after 5 PM

1 pair RX glasses. Grey case. Very impor-

tant. Beth 546-4219

MAHTIALARTSENTHUSIASI5

Study Sport Karate with Larry Kelley, #3

U.S. Fighter. 256-0090

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP

Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual identity. Wednesday evenings 7 pm
- 9 pm sliding fee scale. Contact

Psychological Services Tobin Hall by

February 24. 545-0041

PERSONALS
~

Karate for women, too. Develop asser-

tiveness and total fitness. Umass Sport

Karate 256-0080

Extinguish the midweek blues with

Larry Kelley's Wednesday Sport Karate

class. 256-0080

Gay and Bisexual Umess Students: A
health survey being conducted. Your par-

ticipation is encouraged. Pick up ques-

tionaires at PGA Office or Division of Public

Health, Arnold House 106

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $107! Andrea 546-9648

randy 818 JA
. . .this time loves for real

je t'aime beaucoup, jules

Delta Zeta Sorority Rush 11 Phillips St.

2/14 - 6:00 2/15 - 6:00; 7:30 2/16 - 7:00

more info call 549-6823

All university women are invited to at-

tend an Open Rush at Sigma Kappa Dates:

2/14 at 7 pm and 8 pm 2/15 at 7 pm 2/16 at

7 pm 2/21 at 7 pm and 8 prn 2/22 at 7 and 8

pm for more info call 256-6887 and RSVP
19 Allen St located behind BKO

Art] Business, Law, History, and
English at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 546-1914, Bartlett 478 or 160

AXO
Alpha Chi Omega invites all university

women to Open Rush:

Wednesday, Feb. 15 at 6:30 or 7:15

Thursday, Feb. 16 at 6:30 or 7:30

Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 6:30 or 7:30

Wednesday, Feb. 22 at 6:30 or 7:30

38 Nutting Ave. 545-2152

SKI POWDER VAIL SKI POWDER VAIL
SPRING BREAK
MARCH 19-26

includes
- Roundtrip Air

- Transfers

7 Nights and 5 Day Lifts

- Sauna/Jacuzzi/Pools and more!

Deadline for deposit Fri Feb 24

Call Umass Ski Club for info 545-3437

Lori: Take your most erotic experience;

make it ten fold. That would equal the

lustful yearning I have for you. Sorry it's

late. Happy V-Day. Peter

Ca. Happy Birthday and Happy Anniver-

sary! I love you. David

Problems with the University
Bureaucracy? Call LSO 545-1995

Emarquis, from Hawaii, Oklahoma. Please

find Scotty. Important.

Michelle Pizziferri, you did a great job!

We really appreciate it! Love, your sisters

Smoochie, To a loving and caring friend. I

love to hear you talk. Thanks for being

t(here). Love, Stubby

Emarquis, from UHawaii. Oklahoma

Please find Scotty. Important.

PI KAPPA ALPHA

- OPEN RUSH -
Wed 2-8 Mon2-13 Tues 2-14

Refreshments served 9-11 PM
for more information

call 546-2150

RIDE WANTED

To UVM on 2/17 Call Gary 546-7124

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a place to Ihre during Spring

sen>e8ter. Pref. close to UMass. Responsi-

ble, 24 yrs. Student. Call Ted: 549-2773

Looking for a place to live during Spring

semester. Responsible, 22 yrs. call Steve:

25^0630

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Femala wanted to share room at Col-

onial Village for spring $80 253-7306

SERVICES

Typing, Copies. Binding Pickup

delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime
and

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 666-3414

Want to change your image? Shorten

your wardrobe! Experienced seamstress.

Joan 549-5648

Tutor for

584-7608

COINS 121 123 call Meg

Professional Bartenders for hire Parties,

Frats, Functions we're at your service

549-7845

Drefting - experienced drafter will do your

work professional quality reasonable rates

586-9208 Jim

TYPING. Papers, cases, resumes, letters.

$1/pg. IBM Selectric II Nancy 549-6082

SHOPPERS SHUTTLE

Catch the Shoppers Bus - Wednesday
9-3 Saturdays 10-4. GRC to Price Chopper

and Stop & Shop hourly

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 419 from Boston 359 from New
York complete no hidden costs Lauderdele

choice of hotels Doug 549-1934

84 SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 259 price includes round

trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reef***Free rent a car***unlimited

mileage

Ft Lauderdale 258 round trip, jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Broward Blvd

•••••Free rent a car'^^unlimited mileage

Montreal Spring Break Weekends

from $49.00

price includes round trip luxury motor
coach 3 days 2 night Quality Inn

Downtown
Welconr>e Party at the Old Munich
Restaurant. All above prices do

not include tax Er service charges

College Town Tours

482 Main St Maiden MA 02148

call Eric 546-8176

Beachcomber Tours Daytona Beach

338.00

does not include cer jet from Boston

Village Tours Ft Lauderdale $389.85

does not include cer hotel Days Inn

jet from Boston

College Town Tours Daytona 318

including free rent a car unlimited

mileage jet from NY add $20 from Boston

Ft Lauderdale $338 jet, hotel. Days

Inn free rent a car unlimited mileage

jet from Boston

all above prices include tax Er services

Make your own choice

TRAVEL

Bahamas-329 Jamaica-388 Includes:

round-trip air 7 nights hotel

Floride-209 round trip air only

call now for reservations Springbreek

Colleen 256-8668 or 1-737-9114

Piedmond roundtrip ticket valid for a

year where ever Piedmond flies $300. or BO
Tony 256-8468 evenings

TRI SOMETHING NEWI
TRI SIGMA

Rush Parties

Tues Fab 14 5:464:20
Wed Fab 166:00
ThurF«b167:00
TueF«b217:00
Wed Feb 22 7:00

N. Pleasant St 646-0046

WANTED

Drummer needed for Rockabily-Bebop
style band also ryth guitar w/voc 666-3503

BOLTWOOD PROJECT Find out what we
are all about. Information n>eeting8 Wed
Feb 15 at 7:00 in CC nn 174 Tues Feb 21 at

7:00 rm 917 and Wed Feb 22 at 7:00 in rm
o^7CC

Looking for cheap mattress - willing to

pay $15. Bettina 256-6256

'**« W. *,». • *!•:, .in^H,
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UMass escapes win
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. - Edwin Greer

and Donald Russell hit key free throws ir

the final 30 seconds to lift the University ol

Massachusetts to a 59-58 non-league vic-

tory over Marist last nig^t.

The Minutemen, noW 10-11 on the

season, had a 55-49 lead with 1:43 remain-

ing but the pesky Red Foxes fought back to

come within one, 55-54 with 40 seconds

left.

A big rebound off a Mark Shanley free

throw miss by Bobby Braun set up Green,

who was fouled with 30 seconds to go. The

6-7 center made both to make it 57-54.

Marist's Tom Meekins canned a jumper

to cut the lead to one before Russell seaJed

the important victory with a pair of free

throws with six seconds left. Steve Eggnik

hit a hoop with a second left for the final

margin.

The Minutemen now can point to a

pivotal clash with St. Joseph's Thursday

night in the Cage. The Atlantic- 10 game
can put UMass at .500 for the year and

more importantly help Ron Gerlufsen's

team advance in the league standings.

UMass trailed by a 28-27 score at

halftime as the run-and-gun Foxes had ten

points from guard Bruce Johnson (a game-

high 18 on the night). The Minutemen

squandered away an early 8-4 lead with

several turnovers in the opening 20

minutes, but good shooting by forwards

John Hempel and Horace Neysmith (eight

each) kept UMass in the contest.

The second half saw the Minutemen tie

the game at 30 with a hoop by Hempel and

eventually retake the lead 35-34 on Carl

Smith's first point of the night, a free

throw with 12:56 left.

Solid second half shooting from the line

(14 of 17) proved to be the difference for

UMass along with patience in the final

minutes.

Marist battled back as the Minutemen

were unable to break full court pressure

and turned the ball over twice at key times

down the stretch, but UMass converted six

of the final attempts from the line to put

the game away.

Hempel was high scorer for UMass with

17 points, Neysmith, who missed his se-

cond shot to break a 17 of 17 streak, ended

up with 12, Green had nine, Russell eight,

Smith seven, all in the second half, and

Braun had six. Eggnik had 12 behind

Johnson for Marist. UMass was 15 of 22

1980 miracle unrepeatable

forhockey team in Sarajevo

AP Laacrpholo

Gary Sampson is as disappointed

as many Americans in the US team's

performance.

By MICHELE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

Most of us are sick of hearing about the

"miracle on ice" of 1980. God knows, we
are sick of seeing the clip of Mike
Eruzione's game winning goal against the

Russians. It is perhaps the best known
sports story in all of America.

As ABC's Al Michaels put it, it is

arguably the greatest sports story in

America.

This time it is different.

The US hockey team has been eliminated

from the medal round. And the media has

been merciless and abusive.

Commaitary

Who said anybody had to win anything?

At first, it seemed unfair to compare the

1984 U.S. ice hockey team to those im-

mortal men of 1980. Finally, it became

wearing, even cruel.

This time. Team USA lost two out of

three of their first games. They lost 4-2

against Canada, 4-1 against the Czechs,

and emerged from the game against

Norway with a 3-3 tie. They clubbed

Austria 7-3. There wUl be no medals now.

They must play another routine game to

finish the tournament, and go home empty
handed.

from the line.

MINUTEMEN MUTTERINGS: Univer-

sity of Rhode Island head coach Claude

English was dumped by the Rams yester-

day. U.R.I, announced they will not rehire

English for next year. Former UMass

great Al Skinner is an assistant coach at

Marist. UMass is now 2-0 against Marist,

they won another close one, 51-49, last

year. Thursday's game at the Cage can be

heard on WMUA-FM at 8:00 p.m. The ten

victories for the Minutemen are the most

for the team since the 1977-78 unit that

went 15-12. UMass is now 2-10 on the road

and a sparkling 8-1 at home. St. Joe's beat

UMass 67-66 at the Palestra in double-

overtime over the intersession. Thursday

night's game should be a war.

Reidtabbed
temp, coach

Al Michaels asked US Coach Lou Vairo

what happened. Vairo said he didn't want

to make excuses, but that he'd been trying

to "pinpoint" the feeling in the locker

room before the tournament. He said he

thinks it was fear.

Fear? Fear of losing.

'Some of the guys are afraid to go

home." said Vairo. "After we lost to

Canada in the first game, I felt like I let

my country down or something," he told

Michaels.

Michaels asked Eruzione, his com-

mentating side-kick, the same question.

Eruzione said, "If I had to say one thing.

I'd say Vairo didn't prepare them

emotionally."

As if the 1980 team were Supermen. We
all know they struggled every moment of

every game, and Eruzione knows it too.

Eruzione attributed the success of the

1980 team to the "love that we had for

each other."

"They had the talent, but they didn't

have the emotion," he said of Vairo's

team.
It wasn't fair for anyone, especiaUy

Eruzione, to criticize an effort by a bunch

of guys he's never sat on the bus with,

never sat on the bench with.

The clip of Eruzione in 1980 was a little

out of place in 1984. And so were his

comments.

Porter leads inromp over Amherst
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

Led by senior captain Chris Porter's two
record setting swims, an aggressive

University of Massachusetts men's
swimming team demolished Amherst

College by a score of 69-44 Monday night at

Boyden Pool.

Porter swam a 1:43:23 in the 200 freestyle

to better the old UMass record of 1:46:07.

In the 100 freestyle his time of 47:69 was
only good enough for second place in the

race. However, it narrowly surpassed the

top school time of 47:71

.

The records took Porter by surprise. "I

didn't think I was going that quickly when I

was swimming. But when I stopped and
saw Coach Russ Yarworth jumping up and
down I knew something was going on," he
said.

"It's a nice way to end the (dual meet)

season; a nice note to go out on. Now I can

concentrate on New Englands," Porter

added, referring to the New England

Swimming Championships he and fifteen

other Minutemen will be competing in

March 1-3.

Yarworth shared Porter's feelings, but

was just as happy watching not only Porter,

but the entire team perform well. He was
especially pleased since the victory followed

a disappointing loss to the University of

New Hampshire.

"I'm just more psyched at the way they all

swam. A lot of the g^uys were questioning

themweKes b^-fore the meet After the f>oor

Saturday again? i UNII, we sort of yelleu a:

them, and they responded. The> JMnPout
aggressive and they $iuam," it arv-orth said.

The meet began as most do for UMass
(now 6-4) with the 400 medley relay team

winning the first event of the evening. In

the 1000 freestyle. Paul McNeil finished

second.

In the 200 freestyle, the record setting

Porter was followed by Mark Surette in

second place. Mike Hoover took second in

the 50 freestyle. Phil Surette placed second

in the 200 individual medley.

In the one meter diving event Pat MuUen
captured first while John Macurdy finished

in third. Kit Mathews placed second in the

200 butterfly. In the 100 freestyle Jeff

Piaget finished third behind Porter. The
200 backstroke saw UMass taking a one-

two sweep. McNeil won the 500 freestyle.

In the one meter optional diving com-

petition John Findlay and John Macurdy
placed first and second respectively as

UMass won the diving competition.

In the 200 breaststroke Phill Surette and

Mike Hoover finished one and two for

UMass. Finally the 400 freestyle relay

team of Surette. Piazza, Piaget, and Porter

finished second.

On the meet Yarworth said, 'It's a good

way to end the dual meet season. It proves

that we've been doing the right things in

practice. A lot of the younger kids swam
well even though they didn't get noticed."

Now, Yarworth is looking towards the

New England Championships held in

Maine. "Were the kind of team that gears

towards the New Englands. We'll be doing

some speed work and resting to get ready

to have a great meet," he said.

Sbtteen of the twenty-two varsity

Minutemen will make the trip north. So far

Yarworth has fourteen qualifiers and needs

to choose two more. It is tough choice

according to Yarworth, "I wish I could take

them all. They've worked hard for me this

year ."-

NOTE: UMass will not be competing in

the Atlantic 10 championships as was

reported earlier. The event dates were

moved too close to the New England

Championships and Yarworth withdrew

this team.

Morrison, Loftis

lead trackstais
By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Staff

With just two weeks to go before the

New England Championships, the

University of Massachusetts women's
indoor track team tuned up in Worcester,

Sunday, at the Holy Cross Invitational.

Leah Loftis grabbed top honors in the

600 meters in 1:37 and earned a place at

the New Englands and the Easterns.

Kayla Morrison sprinted to first-place in

the 200 meters and a third-place finish in

tne 4U0 meter race. She also anchored the

four by one relay team which finished first

but was disqualified becuase of a technical

error.

Morrison was coming off a good per-

formance Friday evening at the Bud Light

Contxnued on pg. 19

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Jim Reid has been named the interim

head football coach at the University of

Massachusetts while a national search is

undertaken to find a permanent replace-

ment, the Dean of physical education's of-

fice said Tuesday.

Reid was an associate head coach and

defensive coordinator under former head

coach Bob Pickett, who resigned on Satur-

day.

George Urch is the chairman of the

University Athletic Commission that will

conduct the nationwide search that will try

to find a head coach as soon as they can.

Dr. David Bischoff said Tuesday that he

fully expects Reid to apply for the job.

Reid has the support of the players. The

Daily Hampshire Gazette reported Monday
that a petition from the players asking for

the appointment of Reid was circulated.

But Reid did not want it presented.

The Gazette also said that Reid said he

would welcome a coaching opportunity if

presented and that Reid had the backing of

the other coaches and they told Bischoff

that Sunday.

Reid was unavailable for comment last

night.

A native of Medford, Mass., Reid has

been involved in the UMass football pro-

gram for 11 years. Like Pickett, Reid also

graduated from the University of Maine.

Reid was a three year starter and a co-

captain of the Black Bears his senior year.

He received the New England Sport-

swriter's Senior Achievement award in

1972 and Reid graduated in 1973. He
received his masters in Sports Administra-

tion in 1976 from UMass.

Eastensfortrack
By M.E. MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

indoor track team finished fourth Saturday

at the Eastern Intercollegiate Athletic

Association Championships, capturing first

place in two events and placing very well

overall.

The campus of Southern Connecticut

State College in New Haven was the site of

the annual "Easterns" and it was a battle

for third as Lowell University and the host

school ran off with the top two spots.

UMass finished just four points shy of

third-place Maine as some fine individual

and team efforts yielded a bunch on im-

pressive times.

The distance medley relay team of John

Lynch, Neal Dickson, John Keelan, and

Rod LaFlamme cruised to an easy win as

they blew away the nearest team by a full

ten seconds.

Ted White also claimed a top spot as he

took a victory in the 1,000 with a quick time

of 2:14.
,

.

The two-mile relay team took second

place, the mile-relay squad finished in

third, Brian Osborne grabbed third in the

440, Tom Carleo was sixth in the mile,

Todd Johnson fifth in the 60-yard high-

hurdles, and Kevin Novak took fourth in

the 880.
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UNDERCOVER — Returning to Southwest after yesterday's rainsoaked day, this unidentified

UMass student finds the double protection of both her umbrella and the Southwest underpass.

Redemption centers are now open again
By J'EANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Students can stop cluttering up their dorm rooms with

empty returnable bottles and cans, now that redemption

centers at the University of Massachusetts campus have

opened for business.

"We operate with the help from the Student Senate and

the co-op," said Mindy Ordway. the project's coordinator.

The redemption centers are provided for students cost

free, she said. The Student Senate sponsors them,

although the centers are supposed to be self-sufficient,

Ordway said.

The centers were opened last May in response to

Collegian editorials written by some students. Ordway
said one of the problems is that when a group of students

will take a trip to buy beer or soda, they rarely organize a

trip to redeem their cans.

"We had quite a profit and had an excellent response

from the students," Ordway said.

This semester the redemption centers will be opened

from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. "The

outpouring of students (last semester) was tremendous,

which is why we increased hours," Ordway said. The
centers, which will be opened an extra hour this semester,

are run by students on work study. On Monday the center

will be located in the Hampden Dining Commons in the

Southwest residential area. On Tuesday it will be in Mary
Lyons dorm in the Northeast residential area, and on
Wednesday it will be in Webster dorm in the Orchard Hill

residential area. On Thursday the center will be in the

Franklin Dining Commons, and on Friday it will be located

m the Brown recreational room in the Sylvan residential

area.

The Redemption Center will also be open from 1:00 to

3:00 p.m. on Fridays in the Student Union Building, across

from the Mini Store.

The redemption centers accept no bar bottles or the

cardboard cartons they come in because those bottles are

washed and reused, rather than crushed. They also refuse

plastic containers, LeBatts, Falstaff, Heffenreffer, and

Heinekin beer containers. Price Chopper and Stop and

Shop cans, White Rock and Weight Watchers conUiners

because distributors won't pick them up.

Campus ConnecUonalso folds

Amherst paperfolds due to lack offunds
(AP) The staff of the Amherst Record has put together this

week's edition of the 140-year-old newspaper, but it will

never be printed.

Publisher David A. Schansberg called his employees

together Tuesday afternoon to tell them there wasn't

enough money to keep publishing the free weekly, which

was the oldest continuously operating business venture in

Amherst.
"In a way, I'm glad it's over," Schansberg said later.

"We've been going on week-to-week for the past several

weeks.
"For three weeks we've known that each issue could

potentially be our last. We've been living and working

under that kind of pressure."

Schansberg came to Amherst from Claremont, N.H.,

after buying the newspaper in April from Allbritton

Communications, a newspaper and television station

operator based in Washington, D.C. Staffers said

yesterday they had hoped Allbritton would bail the paper

out.

"I thought I would find them here this morning to

assume control of the paper," Schansberg said yesterday.

"I thought they would come in, and try to resell it to

somebody else."

The paper had a circulation of 14.000, Schansberg said.

"It's profoundly sad," said editor Nancy Conway Martin.

"The community is losing another editorial voice, and that

voice was building. Three years ago, we had to struggle

just to get news releases. I've put a lot of my life in this

paper, and I truly like it."

Martin said she considered the staffs decision to com-

plete this week's paper an act of "true devotion to the

town" even though the edition wUl not be printed.

"The staff has been extraordinary. The art, ad,

production and editorial people have all worked under

extremely difficult circumstances. During a very unstable

time, they stuck together . . . Even after we found out it

was all over, the art room chose to finish the ads," she said.

Schansberg said he simply ran out of money, and
declined to discuss financial details.

"During the late summer and early fall, several things

happened that created the necessity for more investment

capital than I had anticipated or could raise," he told the

Daily Hampshire Gazette of Northampton.

Most important, he said, was the fact that three large

chain stores - K-Mart, Stop & Shop, and Price Chopper -

pulled their advertising supplements out of the Amherst

Record within a one-month period.

Road show coming to UMass tonight
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Earth First! an environmental group formed by in-

dividuals concerned about preserving the wilderness and

the environment will present its East Coast road show at 7

p.m. tonight in the Student Union Ballroom at the

University of Massachusetts.

The group was established for the purpose of polishing

lobbying skills on environmental issues, said Shana Frank,

a graduate student in the School of Education and

organizer of the Earth First! show.

Frank said the group consists of people who once

belonged to other environmental groups, like the Sierra

Club, but found too many obstacles in their lobbying ef-

forts. They had to compromise with the government often

and they felt that in dealing with the wilderness there was
not room for compromise, she said.

"E.F. uses a different style of lobbying than that used by

other groups," Frank said. "E.F. goes by region in

determining what areas need to be preserved. They want

to educate congressmen about wuuerness ana en-

vironmental issues so they can help and understand

reasons for lobbying."

Continued on page 5

Ahem says

will not run

agam
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collejrian Staff

Student (k)vernment As.sociation (SGA) co-president,

Tom Ahem said he will not seek re-election to his position

during last night's meeting of the Undergraduate Student

Senate.

Co-president Charlene Allen has not announced her can-

didacy and Ahem said "it is doubtful" she will seek re-

election.

Ahem, a junior education major, said he would like to

concentrate more on academics. "It's time for me to take

a back seat and get out of the limelight," he said.

Although he does not plan to hold a position with the

SGA next year, Ahem said he will renmin actively involv-

ed with specific student issues and committees he is in-

terested in.

"I will probably be working with the judicial branch of

the SGA," he said. Ahem said he is beginning to explore

legal issues involving students rights and due process.

Ahem said the job of president "takes up more time

than one would expect," and some of the goals he set last

year "have been reached and others have not."

Some of the accomplishments include creating addi-

tional bus routes, improving the lighting at Orchard hill,

working with the development of constitution and

establishing a student board to the Amherst town govern-

ment which strives to achieve better rent control, he said.

"Another goal was to get a permanant Attomey

General, which came later than 1 thought," he said.

Ahern said he fell short on student outreach, a program
he talked about during his campaign last year, and lower-

ing the prices of books at the Textbook Annex.

"There was a lot of interest in both those issues," he

said, but the people needed to follow up and actively work

on those concems were not there. "1 did not attack those

(issues) well enough," he said.

Overall Ahem said many "positive things came out of

the year." He said he was pleased with student support at

many successful rallys against tuition increases, legisla-

tion to raise the drinking age and the presence of United
Technology on campus.

"It was definitely a love/hate job," he said. Ahem said,

though, the internal politicking caused unexpected job

stress.

There is often what he describes as "antagonistic at-

titudes," between SGA members and other student

government groups. Some times people forget about

working together, he said, "and you feel like yelling 'let's

stop contradicting ourselves.'"

Ahern also said he and co-president Charlene Allen were

often criticized for not publishing all the positive things

which come out of their office enough, and not responding

to editorials. "It's hard because saying 'well 1 did this' is

patting yourself on the back," he said. Where the

editorials are concerned. Ahem said the attention given to

inaccurate information often magnifies problems out of

proportion so he chose not to respond.

INSIDE:

PLATO, a new educational computer system . . p.3

Second in a series on contraception p. 3

Women's basketball wins by one p. 16

"A dictatorship is a country where they

have taken the politics out of politics,
"

— Sam Hvmmel
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World and National News
Gunmen assassinate the U.S,

director of Sinai patrol force
ROME (AP) - Two gunmen yesterday

shot and killed Leamon R. Hunt, the

American director of a multinational force

that patrols the Sinai. An anonymous caller

said a group called the Fighting Communist

Party was responsible for the attack.

Dr. Claudio Bevilacqua said by telephone

from San Giovanni Hospital of Hunt: "He is

dead. He has no heart beat. The bullet

caused multiple fractures in the head. He

has been clinically dead since 8:15 p.m..

2:15 EST."

Dr. Evasio Fava, director of intensive

care at the hospital, said Hunt died minutes

after he was transferred to San Giovanni

Hospital from Sant' Eugenio Hospital.

Maria Elena Caciotti. a spokesperson at

the Multinational Force and Observers

headquarters here, confirmed earlier that

Hunt, the force's civilian director general,

had been shot. "But we do not have any

other details." she said.

The Italian news agency ANSA quoted

police as saying he was shot in the head by

three men who fled in a Fiat sedan. The

U.S. Embassy confirmed the ANSA ac-

count.

In an anonymous telephone call to a Milan

radio station, a man with a Roman accent

said, "This is the Fighting Communist

Party. We must claim the attempt on Gen.

Hunt, the guarantor of the Camp David

agreements. The imperialist forces must

leave Lebanon. Italy must leave NATO.

No to the installation of missiles in Comiso."

The attack came a few hours later. Vice

President George Bush left Rome and

discussed the situation in Lebanon with

Italian officials.

The multinational force monitors the

Israeli-Egyptian accord that returned the

Sinai to Egypt. Hunt. 57. a retired career

diplomat, has been its director since the fall

of 1982. He was a native of Mill Creek,

Okla.

A separate multinational force, including

American, Italian, French and British

troops, is in the Beirut area of Lebanon.

The anonymous caller apparently was also

referring to this force, as well as to NATO
plans to install nuclear missiles at Comiso,

Italy, as part of the deployment of 572 new

medium-range missiles in Western Europe.

Thursday, February 16, 1984_

AP LsMrpboto

SINGER DIES — Ethel Merman, 75, died yesterday of natural causes

in her New York home. Merman was known for tunes such as "There s

No Business Like Show Business" and "Everything's Coming Up

Roses."

Tunnel collapsesnea
LAS VEGAS. Nev. (AP) A tunnel coUapsed yesterday

at the Nevada Test Site three hours after a nuclear test,

injuring at least 12 scientists and engineers - two critically,

officials said.

The injured were in trailers on the surface checkmg

instruments that recorded the blast when the ground fell

"a dozen or so feet." said U.S. Department of Energy

spokesman Jim Boyer.

"There was no escape of radiation when the earth

subsided." Boyer said. He said the workers were "bounced

around" inside the trailers during the fall.

The accident occurred shortly after noon three hours

after detonation 1,168 feet underground of a nuclear test

code-named Midas Myth-Milagro.

nucleartest site
Boyer declined to give details of the test at Ranier Mesa,

about 90 miles northwest of Las Vegas, except to say that

it was "less than 20 kilotons." One kiloton equals 1.000

tons of TNT.

The scientists and technicians checking the instruments

were the first into the area after the test. Boyer said,

adding "A collapse in this hard-rock area is very unusual."

"We were told there were 12 people injured, two

critical." said Margaret Purdue of Southern Nevada

Memorial Hospital.

Tunnels have been dug in a mountain of rock at the

barren desert test site. Nuclear devices are exploded

inside long sealed chambers within the tunnels.
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INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Boyden Gymnasium, Basketball, Volleyball, Badminton Courts are open

Spring Schedule remains as follows:

Open Play. Free Play. Pick-Up Games. .Monday thru Friday 2:30 pm-4 pm|

Varsity Practice Monday thru Friday 4:00 pm until 5;30 pm
Intramural Basketball Monday thru Thursday 5;30 pm until closing

Open Play Friday 5:30 pm until 9:30 pm
Open Play Saturday 12 noon until 5:30 pm
Open Play Sunday 12 noon until 7:30 pm

Intramural Basketball Notes: Players may be added prior to the second

I

scheduled game. Players must be added on the team roster prior to play

land not on the score sheet.

I First Night Results: 29 games scheduled, four forfeited. There is a $10.00

reentry fee for teams forfeiting games who wish to continue to play.

' Ice Hockey continues with Puck and Yukon Jack having perfect records.

Mass Consumption one game behind.

[Wrestling: Intramural wrestling practice/time/space is available.

jTues'Thurs Boyden Wrestling Room, 237, 9:15 - 10:30 pm

I
Wrestling entries are due as soon as possible to accomodate health screen-

ling. Wrestling tournament begins Monday 5 march 1984.

I

Holiday. . .Note. . .NOPE/Hicks facilities closed, Saturday, Sunday, Mon-

day, February 18, 19, 20. Washington's Birthday.
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UNIVERSITY LIGHTS — The rain and fog on University Drive Tuesday night blankets the

roadway heading into the Southwest residential area.

Health Services assists with birth control
By JEANETTE DEFORGE
Collegian Correspondant

Editor's Note: This is tke second ofa three part series on

contraceptives.

One of the advantages of over-the-counter con-

traceptives, which include condoms and vaginal sper

micides in jelly, foam, or suppository form, is their easy

accessibility at the University of Massachusetts Health

Services.

This semester. Health Services is developing a con-

traceptive purchase request form that will insure the

purchaser's confidentiality and reduce embarassment,

according to Pam Gonyer, coordinator of Contraceptive

Education at the center.

"We recommend condoms used with foam or jellies," said

Ron Mazur, director of the Peer Sexuality Program.

"When these are used correctly and consistently, it is

almost as effective as the Pill."

Mazur said the sUff at Health Services is "very sensitive

and understanding," and with the new order form, over-

the-counter contraceptives will be "extremely available."

According to a Health Services informational pamphlet.

Choosing a Contraceptive,v&gm&\ spermicides and con-

doms together have a 5 percent failure rate and the con-

dom alone has a 10 percent failure rate.

There are no reported or known dangers, other than

minor skin irritations resulting from the use of over-the-

counter contraceptives, Gonyer said.

"Someone is less likely to suffer from an allergic reaction

if an unscented, uncolored contraceptive is chosen," she

said.

Gonyer said the condom is "good, solid, primary or

backup method" which also decreases the spread of

sexually transmitted diseases.

The disadvantage of these birth control methods, ac-

cording to Gonyer, is making the decision and commitment
to always have the method available at the time of sexual

intercourse.

SGA attacked

by candidates
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Student Senator Tim Rudolph and Orchard Hill Area

Government Treasurer Donna Dooley announced their

candidacy yesterday for Student Government Association

co-presidents by attacking the Student Government

Association as a "radical establishment" and by promising

to make the SGA more responsive to student interests.

"What we have is a radical establishment. There isn't

much trust for students. We see a great deal of

narrowness. We see a great deal of cronyism," Rudolph

said in his opening statement.

Dooley criticized the student senate as being more

responsive to special interest groups and not the student

body. She said many of these interest groups receive

funding from the SGA through the Student Activities

Trust Fund.
"When a student pays $96 for that trust fund, a student

expects something from that," she said.

Rudolph said he and his running mate could be more

responsive and available to the students because they live

in the residence halls, and said many of the officers in the

SGA did not. He said the SGA is riddled with elements of

elitism and cronyism and is governed with a "narrow-based

outlook."

"What we'll be doing is going right to the grass roots. We
won't have this establishment group that we have now,"

Rudolph said.

"It's amazing. This establishment has neglected us for so

long," he said.

The two candidates promised that any expenditures by

the SGA over $10,000 would go on a referendum to get

student input. Rudolph said any changes in the Student

Activities Trust Fund would "mandatorily go out to

referendum."
Rudolph criticized the President's Council which he said

has "deteriorated beyond redemption" during past and

present administrations. He also attacked the SGA
Coordinating Committee which he called a "super senate"

for making policy decisions and investments which are not

reported to the senate or the student body. He said in the

past the committee made an investment that was "over

$100,000."

The candidates said they would try. if they could, to use

the campus radio station, WMUA, and Union Video to be

more accessible to the student body.

They said they would also make use of newsletters and

direct mailings to find out student opinion on various

issues.

"One major desire is to turn this around and go to the

students and talk to the students," Dooley said.

Plato thecomputer service at

UMass assists the students
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

PLATO can help students learn at the

University of Massachusetts, said Conrad

Wogrin, director of the University Com-
puting Center staff.

PLATO is a computer-based service which

can dynamically present educational

material through 10 computer terminals at

UMass. The system uses both micro-

computers and the University Computing
Center's newest, most powerful computer,

Wogrin said.

Students using PLATO receive the in-

formation over terminal screens in the form

of text, drawings, and animated graphics,

said Carol MacKnight, director of the Office

of Computer- Assisted Instruction at

UMass.
PLATO'S sophisticated graphics

capabilities allow students to manipulate

and demonstrate their understanding of

information by using terminal keyboards

and by touching the screen with their

fingers, MacKnight said. By touching

points on the screen, students can form

images, move figures and answer
questions.

PLATO was installed at UMass in April

1983, but was not actually turned over to

the University Computing Center until

October 1984, Worgin said. This recent

acquisition explains why PLATO has not

been used more in courses, Wogrin said.

Fewer than 200 UMass students regularly

use PLATO in pilot projects such as an

introductory chemistry course or an in-

termediate French course, MacKnight said.

But by next Fall more than 2000 in-

troductory chemistry students may be

taking weekly quizzes administered via

PLATO, she said.

Presently, these quizzes are administered

and corrected by hand. "This takes a great

many hours from the faculty," Wogrin said.

To administer more than 2000 weekly

quizzes a week will require an expansion of

present PLATO facilities. "A testing

center with about 10 stations will, in fact,

do all the testing and keep all the records.

One faculty member and several teacher

assistants will be able to do the testing," he

said.

The potential uses of PLATO at UMass
are many and varied, MacKnight said.

Ultimately, it could help structure courses

to individual students by supplementing

courses or guiding independent study, she

said.

As a means of testing within a course or

placement testing for a course, PLATO can

save time that can be used productively in

class. It can efficiently point out to

students and instructors "what needs

emphasis" or even remedial work,

MacKnight added.

But MacKnight said PLATO's flexible

approach to the needs of students and

teachers, and its already extensive library

of 10,000 hours of computer-based lesson

material, will allow it to be rapidly in-

tegrated into many courses at UMass.

Flasher arrested at local junior high
Amherst Police reported two indecent

exposure incidents this week, with one

leading io the arrest Tuesday of a South

Deerfieldman.

Police said the man was apprehended and

charged with open and gross lewdness after

police arrived at the Amherst Junior High

School. Police said the suspect had exposed

himself to two girls swimming in the school

pool. The girls were 11 and 13 years old.

Another indecent exposure incident was

reported Monday afternoon when a woman
told police she was walking from Route 9 on

University Drive and a white man, about

six feet tall and 150 pounds, stopped next to

her in his car. He was wearing only a

flannel shirt, according to the police report.

In other police action:

A wallet containing $175 was reported

stolen from the Village Inn about 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday.'
-BOB BURGESS

PiMto hy MiUk CohM

WET UMASSES — Despite yesterday's wet and rainy weather condi-

tions. University of Maasachuaetts students circulate to their daases at

Haigus Mall.
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KEEZER'S
SINCE 1895

FINE QUALITY USED MEN'S CLOTHING

• SALE All Tweed Sportcoats

$5.00 2/13 - 2/29

• 200 all wool overcoats

• over 500 used tuxedos

221 Concord Ave, Cambridge

.near Harvard Square 617-547-245(
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$ Ski Capital of the East,
j

Period.

FOR
SPRING BREAK
MARCH 18-23

call Ski Club

for more info
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PROUDLY PRESENTS
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Tonight - CRYSTAL SHIP

$3.50 cover charge w/UMass ID

Bring your own mug, we'll fill it for 25*

Fri. - GIRLS NIGHT OUT
$3.00 cover charge w/UMass ID

Sat. - THE STOMPERS
$6.50 cover charge w/UMass ID

Coming: JOHN BUTCHER AXIS Feb. 24th

$5.00 cover w/UMass ID

All Times - Bottled Beer $1.00 7-9

Collegian editor is suspended
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Collegian Editor in Chief Joel Myerson
yesterday suspended Black Affairs depart-

ment editor Yadira Betances following the

printing of a Black Affairs editorial, an ac-

tion which Myerson said violated the

newspaper's constitution.

According to the Collegian Constitution,

a full staff meeting must be convened

within two weeks, and a two thirds staff

vote is required to uphold the suspension

and dismissal of any board member.
Myerson cited Article V, section 2 of the

Collegian Constitution as cause for

Betances' suspension. The clause states

that "...cause for dismissal shall be based

on...a performance of official duties in a

way to be injurious to the best interests of

the newspaper."

"Yadira was suspended because she

violated a Collegian policy that was set two

years ago in response to a similar

situation," Myerson said. "As an editor,

she should have brought out this matter, or

any grievance, during a Collegian Board

meeting. If she was then unsatisfied with

that, then she should have drafted a letter

for our editorial page."

Betances, who has written for the Col-

legian for three semesters, was appointed

as Black Affairs editor last spring.

"I think that the procedure Joel describ-

ed is there only to protect the Collegian,"

Betances said. "I was aware of the policy

but I didn't think that my complaints would

have been printed, so I wrote the editorial

for the Black Affairs section."

Collegian Editorial page Editor Josh

Meyer said he would have printed Betances

criticism on his page.

"The Collegian is very concerned about

addressing the problems that people have

with anything we print," Meyer said. "Of

course we will print any letter concerning

the issue, particularly the opinions of those

most involved.

But, said Betances, "I had talked to Joel

Myerson about my dissatisfaction with the

cartoon, but I understood him to say that

given the chance again, he would still run

the cartoon."

U.& senate candidate to he atUM
U.S. Rep. Edward Markey (D-Mass), a

iiandidate for the U.S. Senate, will give a

campaign speech at 7:30 p.m. today in

Campus Center Room 904.

Markey, who is running for the seat to be

vacated by Sen. Paul Tsongas in Novem-

ber, is currently a representative from the

7th Congressional District. A co-sjjonsor of

the House nuclear freeze resolution last

spring, he will address the freeze

movement, equal rights, education and

protection for the elderly in his speech here

tonight, according to his press secretary.

IMassstudentco-opsjoin cohorts
Members of University of Massachusetts

Student Controlled Businesses (SCBS) will

join members of area worker cooperatives

and collectives here tonight at the

"Cooperation Among Cooperatives" con-

ference.

The conference, which is expected to draw
from 40 to 60 participants, will provide an

opportunity for members to "share

knowledge and work with each other," said

Katja Hahn d'Errico, director of the UMass
Economic Development Office, which is co-

sponsoring the event with the SCBS.
The conference will begin at 6 p.m. in

Campus Center Room 101 with the 1960

British film, "The Mondragon Experiment,"

which with 15.000 members, is the largest

co-op in the Western world, d'Errico said.

A discussion on how to network effectively

will follow in the Commonwealth Room of

the Student Union Building, including a

dinner from Earthfoods. There is a small

charge for the event.

d'Errico explained there are two kinds of

co-ops: consumer co-ops where members
are volunteers and gain one vote in the

management; and worker collectives,

where the workers own the business. The

UMass student co-ops, she said, are

organized as worker cooperatives, though

all Student Activities Trust Fund paying

undergraduates are owners.

if Environmentallobbyists
Continued from page 1

"There is no strong voice for the wilderness," Frank said.

"E.F. wants to make one."

Each year the road show goes to different sections of the

country. Last fall it was called the "Rockies Road Show"

when it toured Wyoming and Idaho.

The show tonight, sponsored by the UMass Coalition for

Environmental Quality, will consist of three different

activities. The fu-st one, a film by Australian economist

John Seed, is about protecting rain forests in Australia.

Seed participated in making the film and will talk about his

experiences in the rain forests.

Dave Foreman, the leader of this show, will speak on

national issues and wilderness proposals to keep forests.

Oregon folksinger, Cecelia Ostrow, will sing songs she

has written about the wUderness and the environment.

The group corresponds through a newsletter. Members
are in the U.S., Japan, and Australia, as well as in other

countries.

"The purpose of the show is to inform people of the issues

and get them excited about caring about the wilderness,"

Frank said.

YOU'VE GOT TO PLAY
HEflDS-UP BALL
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

is inviting political social, cultural

and academic groups to submit re-

quests for UNE ITEM FUNDING for

Fiscal Year 1985. For applications

and further information on the

budget process, please contact

Steve Keye, CSS Treasurer, 919

Campus Center, 545-2896.

DEADLINE FOR REQUESTS IS

FEBRUARY 24.
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THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EXCITING
CAREER
ORFORTI^ITIES

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Th«r* or* *pp«rtunilMi in

o variety of r*t«arch and

d«v«l«pm*nt pr*|«ct*

ranging from individual

•(|wipm*nt» to very

cem|»l«x intarocliv*

ty*f*m$ involvirvg larg*

numbers of

micreprocattert, mini-

cemputcrt end computer

graphic*. Prefettienal

growth it onhoncod

through intoroctien with

highly oiporioncod NSA

profattionol* ond through

contact! in tho induitriol

and academic worlds.

Facilities for engineering

analysis and design

automation are among the

best available.

MATHEMATICS
You'll work en diverse

agency problems applying

a variety of mathemoticol

/disciplines. Specific

assignments might include

solving communications*

related problems,

performing long-range

mathematical research or

evaluating new techniques

for communications

••curity.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
At NSA you'll discover one

of the largest computer

installations in the world

with almost every major

vendor of computer

equipment represented.

NSA careers provide

mixtures of such disciplines

OS systems analysis and

design, scientific

applications programming,

data base management

systems, operating

systems, computer

networking, security, and

graphics.

LINGUISTS

NSA offers a wido rang*

of challenging assignrrtents

for Slavic, Near Eastern

and Asian language majors

involving translation,

tronscription and analysis/

reporting. N*wly-hir*d

linguists con count on

receiving advanced training

in their primary language(s)

and can plan on many

years of continued

professional growth.

NSA
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755

An Equal Opportunity Employer, U.S. Citixenship Required.

On Campus Visit Date Mar. let

THE REWARDS
AT NSA
NSA offers o salary and

bertofit progrom that's

truly cempetitiv* with

privat* industry. Th*re or*

assignments for those who

wish to travel and

abundant good livirtg in the

Boltimore-Woshingten area

for those who wish to stay

cloto to heme.

Countless cultural,

historical, recreational and

educational opportunities

ore just minutes away

from NSA's convenient

suburban location.

To find out moro

about NSA carotr

opportunities,

schedule an interview

through your college

placement office. For

additional information

on the National

Security Agency,

write to National

Security Agency,

Attn: M322, Fort

George G. Meade,

Maryland 20755.
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Letters

Misinformation in Collegian article

To the Editor.

The Collegian news analysis "School finances aided

Jackson's History visit?" by Peter Abraham raised

questions concerning the integrity of the University's fiscal

policy regarding the funding of campus events featuring

presidential hopefuls as keynote speakers.

The article seriously questioned the administration's

probity in dealing with the matter. It further implied

there was a grave misuse of funds surrounding the keynote

speech given by the Rev. Jesse Jackson as an opening for

Black History Month.

In the article dated February 8th, Abraham stated that

what was supposed to be a keynote speech for the initiation

of Black History Month turned out to be, simply a cam-

paign speech geared entirely towards the boosting of

Jackson's candidacy.

He further implied that both the Five College Campaign

coordinator, Sharon Davies, and the president of Students

for Jesse, John Ruddock, misinformed the students and

administration of the University when they maintained

Jackson would be speaking on "Black history" and the

"political and social changes that have been made in recent

years."

Apparently, what Mr. Abraham neglected to take into

consideration was that the act of the Rev. Jackson ap-

pearing on the stage of the Fine Arts Center as a serious

Democratic contender for the presidency is in itself Black

history and denotes important political and social changes

that have come about in recent years.

In addition, Abraham also overlooked the fact that the

Reverend Jackson's speech was no more campaign

oriented than the McGovern speech that had taken place

on the evening of February 1st, in the Student Union

Ballroom. Presidential hopeful George McGovern opened

up the Student Voter Registration Drive by speaking on

the need for "peace abroad and economic justice at home,"

while criticizing President Reagan's "foreign policy and

budget priorities."

Similarly, Rev. Jackson attacked the Reagan policies

dealing with "human rights, U.S. troops overseas and

health care." Considering that both were keynote

speeches, it seems unfair to focus on one and not the other;

and further, it appears unrealistic to invite someone

running for the presidency to speak on a given topic and

expect them not to mention their desire to be president at

aU.

According to Abraham, the chairman of the Board of

Governors, Mike Reilly, was quoted as saying that the
president of Students for Jesse came up to him soliciting

funds, and that these were given because ReiUy apparently
thought that the speech "would be a big part of Black
History Month." Reilly was supposed to have noted af-

terward that "it was basically a campaign rally."

A later conversation with Reilly revealed that the latter

never uttered such a statement. Reilly emphasized that he
had been misquoted by Abrahams; contrary to the
reported statement, ReUly mentioned that there was
"nothing wrong" with allocating the funds toward the

simulcast.

He clarified that the Jackson speech was merely an
"educational experience," and that the financial support
did not denote that the University was endorsing the
candidate. He explained that the simulcast facilitated the

sharing of the Jackson address with the over 600 people
that were not able to obtain seating in the FAC. Reilly

further stated that in a similar situation, the Board of

Governors would probably "do it again."

Mercedes Diaz

Mount Holyoke

The truth about Public Policy

To the Editor,
^ „ r^ , .

I would like to respond to Mr. Altneu and Ms. Dooley s

editorial in yesterday's Collegian. Their editorial focused

on the cost of parking fines incurred by the I*ublic Policy

Committee of the SGA, however, it completely ignored

how and why these fines came about.

The main focus of the Public Policy Committee is lob-

bying on legislation that we have filed and other bills that

have a direct impact on UMass and students of public

higher education. To be most effective in our lobbying

efforts, committee members go into Boston once a week to

meet with legislators on issues of concern; for example,

student representation on the Board of Regents or the

Building Authority, the drinking age increase or increases

in tuition. Committee members spend a great deal of time

researching, preparing and scheduling these meetings,

which has earned the respect of the people we deal with in

the State House.

Yes, members of the past and present committee have

gotten parking tickets on their trips into Boston.

However; people on the committee have also saved

students of this university money. It was Paul Gosselin.

the past chair, who led the fight against the proposed

150.00 tuition increase last semester. Public policy has

consistently fought for increased financial aid during the

budget fights in the House

.

People should try and focus on how and why committee

members got the tickets and weigh that against the work

the committee does, because if people are really interested

in representing students and protecting their rights

working on this committee is the most effective way.

Secondly, the authors of the article failed to mention

that the reason parking tickets are being paid in this

manner is that there is no mechanism currently in the

SATF that allows for payment of parking in advance,

something which is being worked on by Eric Nitzche, the

SGA treasurer. Fran Pheeny
Chair of Public Policy

Mr,Boston Schnapps
Look for Mr Boston s two new coo*(DooKs the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide

Available at bookstores or through Warner Books
75 Rocketeller Plaza Special Sales Dept B New York New York 10019

Mr Bo»lor> Scrioapps M 60 ar-d 'OOprool Producefl by Mr Boston Distiller Owensboro KV Albany GA 1982

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE

LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM

ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and Europaan

studies art offered m literature,

niator/. art ^lStory. drama, music,

sociology, education, paychology.

communications, and politics.

Special program ottered in Orama.

Intemshtpa available to quetlfled

students in Intematlonat Business,

Sodel Services, PolKlcal Science

and Communications.
Visits to the thestre. museums,

galleries, schools, social and

political institutions are an

integral part of the curnculum.

For turttier Infonnatlon write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College

Ithaca. New York 14850

SPRING SEMESTER
IN THE ROCKIES

Attend the NATIONAL OUTDOOR
LEADERSHIP SCHOOL and earn college

credit while learning a broad spectrum of

wilderness skills

Your classroom will extend from northern c

Wyoming to southern Utah. You'll spend

three and a half months explonng the

^eat RcKky Mountain Wilderness

The NOLS semester program includes

hve intensive expeditions:

• Ski touring Wyoming's winter

backcountry

9 Canyoneering in the remote Utah'

desert

• Caving expedition

• Climbing course

• Whitewater kayaking

Add a challenging dimension to your

college education College credit is

available through the University of Utah

via NOLS, or through arrangements made

on your own campus

We have openings on the following

courses:

FEB 24 - MAY 30

MARCH 7 JUNE 9

For more information, write or call

The National Outdoor

Leadership School

P. O. Box AA Dept. SS5

Lander, WY 82520

(307) 332-6973
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
U^M^.l mourn.
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The need for motivation and more
He had no idea what time it was. He guessed it

was late afternoon but the day had gone by so

slowly. He raised the heavy glass to his lips and
drank and decided that he hated Sundays.

There were only a few other people in the bar. To his

right was a small, myopic fellow intently reading the

Sunday Globe. The little man was reading something

about Greece. There was a picture of a beautiful beach

set below fabulous, old, whitewashed villas. On the beach

were a man and a woman. The little man held the

newspaper close to his face and his thick glasses.

John Kenney

To his left was an empty stool. Next to that was a
woman who smoked cigarettes and stared vacantly at the

basketball game on the television. She asked the

bartender who was playing. The bartender looked at the

television as if he didn't know it was on, and said that

he's just come on duty. This was true. The young man
had been there well before this bartender.

The woman and the bartender struck up a conversation

about cars. Apparently the woman had just gotten out of

work, and her car would not start. She was waiting for a
friend. The bartender talked about his car too. Their con-

versation faded out as he listened to the "Eagles" play-

ing on the stereo from behind the bar.

He had been at school for two weeks, but it seemed
longer. He was not doing his work. He was not
motivated. It just didn't seem important. And yet he
jknew that studying was a means to an end, a career.

But that is what he disliked so much about people at

school. They are all so caught up in their major. He ad-

mired their discipline and he hated their insensativity,

their inability to relate what they are studying to what
they want to do.

Each semester he had problems getting classes —
everyone did. This made the beginning of the semester
difficult and unorganized. What was worse, he thought,
was the administration office removing people from their

housing if they paid their bill late. It was like they were
punishing them. Who the hell were they to pull someone
out of their room? Some people had to work over in-

tercession to pay their hill. Instead of supporting these
students Whitmore just phased them out, as if they
weren't even people. This was the easy way for the ad-
ministration.

He wanted the easy way out, too. He wanted to quit.

Too many of his friends had graduated and weren't
working or were working in jobs they really didn't want.
To stay here, he knew, is to risk becoming callous and

apathetic, like too many of the people up here who care
only about themselves — who just don't care about peo-
ple.

The little man was staring at the picture of the people

on the beach. He finished his drink and wrapped up his

newspaper. He put his coat on, hopped off his stool and
left.

The young man looked down at the surface of the bar,
his arms spread out on the smooth wood that ran along
the edge. The top of the bar was copper and it was
dented in several places. He stared at his deformed
reflection.

He gulped down his beer and left. He had to get out of
there. He realized he could not quit. That was the easy
way out.

John Kenney is a Collec^ian columnist

Freeze: rhetoric vs. reality

To many people on this campus, the thought of a

nuclear freeze is both simple and appealing; their

stand is based on the assumption (hope?) that fewer

weapons would reduce the risks of war.

Unfortunately, such an easy solution could not be suc-

cessful in a world with such complicated international pro-

blems. First of all, we must remember that the weapons
themselves do not cause war; the real cause lies in the am-
bitions of individual world leaders and their governments.

If the essential political trust between countries is miss-

ing, a nuclear freeze or disarmament would be very

unstable.

Peter Dow
One truth that the "peace" movement must accept is

that we can't escaf)e into a pre-nuclear past; nuclear

technology will be with us forever. A nuclear freeze bet-

ween the two superpowers, therefore, would do nothing to

reduce the risks of a nuclear conflict from being started by

a terrorist group or some disgruntled country.

But yet, in the face of this reality, many citizens from all

countries still wish that a mutually verifiable freeze could

offer true peace between the United States and the Soviet

Union. But the possibility that the Soviets will consent to

on-site verification is highly unlikely.

It is obvious that there has been an increase in the

numbers of people in the nuclear freeze movement of late,

albeit negligible. We must understand that the peace

movements are much weaker than nriany "peaceniks"

would have us believe.

The claims of the peace movement that they represent

the "grass roots" is more hot air than substance. Take for

instance, the movement opposing U.S. missiles being

deployed in Europe; I have heard claims from some peace

groups that they represent upwards of 80 percent of the

population. But elections are the only way to accurately

measure public opinion, and the results of recent Euro-

pean elections do not substantiate the peace movement's

claims.

After all, it was Mrs, Thatcher who won the British elec-

tions, not the Labor Party, which was crushed by the most
overwhelming defeat in its history.

And the evidence from West Germany's recent election

is even more convincingly pro-deployment, and anti-

nuclear freeze. Petra Kelly, leader of the Green Party op-

posing the missile deployment, was wiped out by Helmut
Kohl. This is the same group that claims to represent a

majority of the citizens, but yet the Greens barely manag-
ed to gain 5 percent of the vote.

If "true" world peace is ever to be obtained, we must
separate truth and reality from the hysterical fear that is

coming from the nuclear freeze movement.
Peter Dow is a UMass student

On common
sense thinking
On September 11, 1973, the democratically elected

government of Salvador Allende was overthrown

in a bloody military coup organized and financed by

the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, That coup resulted

in the murder of 30,000 people in the first two weeks

alone, and subsequently a reign of terror, torture, deten-

tion and mass arrests which have lasted over a period of

ten years. And for the past ten years, U.S. multinational

corporations have been making profits in that country.

In 1936, the U.S., which had already invaded Nicaragua

3 times, helped to set up a surrogate right-wing dictator-

ship in Nicaragua (that of the infamous Mr. Somoza). For

the next forty years Mr. Somoza and his gang imposed the

stability (of a cemetary) on that oppressed nation.

Foad Vafaei

In 1932, a U.S. backed general, Mr. Martinez,

massacred 30,000 peasants and workers in El Salvador
only to set up a military dictatorship for the following fifty

years.

In 1965, President Johnson ordered the entry of 12,000
U.S. marines into the Dominican Republic, (as he claimed),

"...to combat communism." That action resulted in the
death of 4,000 civilians.

When we go through the long list of crimes, genocides

and brutalities committed in history, all too often we come
across such recurring themes and excuses as: "fighting

subversion and terrorism," "preserving democracy,
stability and national interests," "combatting com-
munism," etc. These matters must be looked into more
critically. As citizens of a nation which has committed
more acts of military intervention than any other nation in

the 20th century. As citizens of a nation which has the

largest military budget in the history of mankind, we have
a moral responsibility to look beyond mere words when
the warriors of the Reagan Administration break every
record of lies and hypocrisy to justify their illegal interven-

tions in Central America.

If we do so, it is certainly not because we are Moscow
agents; it doesn't mean we want to create chaos in society;

and it is not a case of adolescent rebelliousness. If we de-

mand that people be told the truth about what their

government is up to in the Third World, it certainly

doesn't mean we are against democracy!! We are doing so

out of humanitarian motivations pure and simple: the very

ones which motivated such great men as Abraham Lin-

coln, Mr. Gandhi, or Martin Luther King.

Today we are facing a world in a state of economic and

political crisis. The only solutions ever suggested by the

Reagan Administration in the face of these complex inter-

national issues (problems) consists of trade embargoes

(e.g., against the U.S.S.R.), overt military interventions

(e.g., in Lebanon), military aid for brutal right-wing dic-

tatorships (such as El Salvador or Guatemala), or covert

terrorist activities aime<i at subverting progressive and

democratic states (such as Nicaragua).

Suffering from a profound intellectual sterility, this ad-

ministration is not able to come up with any peaceful

means of solving the "world crisis" which does not involve

the direct use of force.

The Reagan Administration claims it is actually suppor-

ting a democratic government in El Salvador. In order to

realize what an absurd claim that is we need only recall

that the opposition in that tortured country is forced to

use a clandestine radio, simply because it has not been

allowed to express itself by any other means. It does not

take any deep intuition to realize a government which has

murdered at least 40,000 innocent civilians only in the last

4 years (according to ex-ambassador of the U.S. in El

Salvador, Robert White), has no legitimacy as a govern-

ment, never mind a democratic one.

In June 1982, our ally in the middle east, the state of

Israel (which receives 3 million dollars a day from the U.S.

taxpayers money!) used its colossal war machinery to

nearly destroy the Lebanese capital, Beirut. With the

sincerity that only a gangster can offer, its Prime
Minister, Menachem Begin went to the United Nations to

claim his air force was bombing that city only to destroy

the 4,000 P.L.O. guerillas. Since we all know the Israeli

operations in Lebanon resulted in the destruction of

37,000 people, since we know the Lebanese army was not

involved in the fighting, we must deduce that our peace

loving ally destroyed 33,000 people who were not P.L.O.
guerillas, and were, indeed, civilians.

But, on the other hand, there are those of us who are

willing to use their common sense in questioning the acts

of our government...and for all the rest of us. Amen!
Foad Vafaei is a Collegian correspondent
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The Pub 40

ORDER MILLER OR MILLER LITE in

r» J

«3.95
uouKBBPihe '^9W

MU6!
AMHERCT

40 OUNCES

THE
.^yviHERSf

PUB SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Slow Start This Semester?

Student Note and Printing Service

can help!

StHCl«lll
note
&l»viiitliig
xflS«ir«lc<

Astro 100 Arny

Astro 100 Schloerb

Bot 100 Shapiro

Bot 101 Shapiro

COINS 121 Filoramo

COINS 250 Heiss

ComStu 150 Cronen

Econ 103C Duquay

Econ 103D Resnick

Econ 104A Deere

Econ 104BC Aitken

Econ 104D Wolff

Econ 104E Amott

Econ 311 Vickers

FSN 101 Clydesdale

FSN 130 Bert

Math 301 Janowitz

Mgt 301 Elkins

Music 100 Leher

Physics 161 Quinton

Psych 100A Meyer

Psych lOOB Moss

Physics lOOD Simonson

Psych 150A Bogartz

Psych 350 Tronick

Psych 360 Carli

Soc 103 Stokes

SOM 210 Hare

Zoo 102 Rauch

403 Student Union Building

545-2271

Monday - Thursday 9-5

Fridays 9-3

Sound&Musters
off

One Day CHily^Mofi. Feb 20th*]0am-8piii

(T'

OKIPRtSIDEMTED /

AllDem€>s
10% Over Cost

All Ne^v Compoitetits

lO% OfS

Free Dlsc^rasher Refill
To The First lOOO Customers

Just Bring In Your Empty 1.25 oz Bottle

Limit One Per Customer

MaxeUOnSale
Buy 6 Maxell UDXLIl 90's at 2.49each, get

6 Maxell UDXLII-S 90's (regularly $5.20

each) at the same price.

Cartridges
Shure V-15V-MR

$139

Ortofon OM-IO
$45

Stanton 500EEII $22.50

Speakers m

mScott 206 $99/pr.

BSR 103 $108/pr.

Boston Acoustics
A-70 $227/pr.

B&W 801F (demo) $2310/pr

No Lav-away. No cash refunds

Turntables
JVC LA-lOO

$79

Sony PSLX-2
$99

Dual CS-515 with Ortofon
ULM-55$159

Denon DP-15 $179

Receivers
Onkyo TX-25

$193

Sony STR-VX250 $143

Denon DRA-300 $239

O
® iB (S

Disc Players
Sony CDP-200 $630
Dual CD-120 $810

Cassette Decks
Sony TC-FX44 $159

Onkyo TA-2044 $225

Car Stereo
Pioneer
KP-2205

$119
6ht-..:-^0

JVC KS-RIO $135

Concord HPL 502 $199

Sound&Biu^c
90-92 King St. (RteSi, Northampton •Men -Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9

VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

Listed prices are for new
merchandise, save even

more on demos.
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W.E.B. DuBois Lecture Series

Vincent Harding
Historian and author of THERE IS A RIVER and THE OTHER AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Chairman, Institute ot the Black World

Professor ot Religion and Social Change. Iliff School of Theology. Denver. Colorado

"W.E.B. DuBois and
the Future of America"

Thursday, February 16, 1984, 8 p.m.

Mahar Auditorium
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Sponsored by Chancellor Joseph Dutfey and the Department of Afro American Studies o1 the

University ot (^Massachusetts at Amherst. Five Colleges. Inc . and Five College Blat k Studies Inc

Admission free The Public is invited

Now's the Hnc
to call

North Amhertt
Motors

riteBMOamerMit

Rt. 63, No Amherst

U9-2M0 1

Hot and Sour Soup SwMt and Sour Chickart

Chidcan Rngara Pan Fr4ad Rioa (

Pan Friad RavWi CMnaaa Bartoaquad Porfc f

BUFFET BaafwMiGraanPtDpar Broccoli in OyatarSauca)

Mon - Thurt ^^*>'**" ^f^ Now»m Chlckan Winga i

6 pm - 8 pm i-unch«on Special ft Tak«-Oiit Service r

Sunday Brunch g^^ . .^hur. ii:M .m - 10 pm1l:Wam-3pm FH » 8at11:30am - 11 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT 10 Bdchertown Road

at Rta 9. Amhant
2Sfr412B1

i

\ $6.96 P9T person

)

•MUHMMMOf luSrSCLLIII

.-i S^l.ll'

NOTIONWiDEI BESTSELLER
OVER ONE YEAR ON THE NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER LIST.

miegatiiends

'Meqatrciuis is an insightful aiiaiysis of the pohtital, societal, and etononiic ciirrent.s that

will shafK^ our ftiturc it will be welcomed by all who care about t(tday's-and tomorrow's

s(Kiet\'" ,. , ,,
Sttiator (jary Hart

".)ohn Naisbitt is one of the shrewdest observers of the changes sweeping America today
"

Alriii Toffltr

Authnr ofFutun-Shiick aiiii Hu- Vtmi Wiii

r

"Grabs our perceptions by the lapels and shakes thent vigorously . . A book right for the

times, one that is likely to be talked about, debated and used as a reference by a lot of

iR'ople for a long time." „, „ ,,

"Every parent ofa high school aged child should read this btwk. Use

It wisely and make the most of your own future." „^ .

\MishmQtmPiKil

Naisbitt has an intelligent, different p«'rsj)ective"

Vw WiU Sliyfl lounial

Over 900,000 Hardcover Copies In Print ^\
Finally in Paperback ^

j^ fl
The Book America Is Writing About Itself books

CLEARANCE
The vatues were temfic dunng the season and are even mofe spectacular

now' Better hurry — the selection is hmrted and disappeanng fast'

Corduroys
for men & women

sggg

values to ^28.°°

Blouses

sggg

values to ^28

Skirts

$12.99

values to ^30

Blazers

for women

$3999
values to ^89.''"

Woolrjch Jackets

for men

$4999
values to ^90 "°

Sale runs 2-16 thru 3-3

Sweaters
for men & women

$9 99 . $14 99

values to -30

Mudmocs
for women

$1499
values to ^24.^^

& e^ e^ esi)

C5QQ C

Arts
IWe mrire

Greetings and welcome back to Live

Wire. Sorry it was so long in coming, but

Dave Chevan jumped ship, leaving me

without a music editor. But, don't mourn

his passing yet I'm sure he'll be back with

some guest columns and such.

Also in the sort of distant future is UB40

on March 31 in the SUB. Another UPC
presentation -seems like they're turning it

into a pretty fantastic semester for music

on campus.

In case you either don't get MTV or have

no friends who hi^pen to be rumour-

mongers, you already know that Elvis

Costello, sans Attractions, will puU into

Amherst in April. All I can tell you for

certain is that the show'U be in the Fine

Arts Center. Rumours abound though.

Probably the best one I've heard so far goes

something Uke: all tickets will be sold at the

door -general admission yet. If you wanna

find out what's really going on, call UPC;

they may not tell you anything, but at least

you'll get to hear the cute taped message on

their answering machine.

Turning to the more immediate future:

the weekend isn't really hopping milsic-

wise: probably 'cause it's a long weekend

and the club owners expect everyone to go

home.

Tonight, the Blue Wall has the New
Models, so slip into something overpriced

and Fiorucci, head on down and admire

Casey Lindstrom's haircut for a couple of

hours. If you'd rather listen to music that

was "meaningful" while you were still in

diapers, check out the Doors' tribute band

Crystal Ship at the Rusty Nail tonight.

The Wall is closed tomorrow night

(Saturday, too), but other local clubs offer

somewhat of a selection. At the Iron Horse,

it's the Jazz Babies, Chills at Sheehans, and

Girl's Night Out at the Nail. If you'd rather

hear some heavy metal and have access to a

car, you might find it worthwhile to make
the trip to the Agora Ballroom in West
Hartford for Girls' School.

At the Nail on Saturday, it's the band-

that-wouldn't-die, the Stompers (go, Sal,

go). At Sheehans, it's Cayenne, and Toni

Byrd & Mwris Goldberg bringing what

promises to be an interesting evening of

original African folk music to the Iron

Horse.

In case you missed the Stray Cats at the

FAC last week, you can catch them at the

Agora on Sunday night.

For those of you heading into Boston this

weekend, I'd love to advise you as to what's

going on, but someone took off with the

"arts" section of my Phoenix, so you're on

your own.
TRIVIA: Sorry, there is no trivia this

week. Watch for Live Wire Trivia in the

very near future, though; your musical

knowledge could get you records, concert

tickets, posters and other neat stuff.

KAYPRO 11,^1595.

COMPLETEWITH SOFTWARE.

For $1 595, a Kayprc^ II not only comes complete

with all the hardware you need, it cc^mes cc^mplete

with all the software you need:

Word Processin^Spelling

Data Base Management (filing

repc^rting) Financial Spread-

sheeting. And with CP/M,

_ Kaypro can run thousands of

other programs for more specialized

needs. Come in tcxiay for a gg'M^^^^Tf
complete demonstration . tik- ctwnpkti Fiiisini-s> cuntxinr-

1073 St. James Ave. Mountain Farms Mall - RtJ
Springfield. MA 01 104 "'"^'Ti'-J^pi^i^
413-737-4562

413-584-3933

STUDENT and FACULTY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

R,VIM<">I I'.»lrni.i'k- I V/M nunuil R<M-.».h ln>

i^

Universally acclaimed pantomimist Marcel Marceau will perform at 8

p.m. on Monday, March 5 in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Since

his first tour of the United States in 1955, Marceau has been a reg^ular

visitor in both this country and Canada.

Always a favorite at UMass. Marceau 's show's sell out every year, so

to be assured of choice seats, don't delay! Get tickets today at the Fine

Arts Center Box Office, all DATATIX outlets, or the Sprin^ield Civic

Center. For ticket information, call 545-2511.

arts sez: congrats

Bubbles& Janet

!

Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

_ next trip— any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we otter;

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses
/

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Earn your Credits

abroad.

Bus Lines, Inc

• England

•Israel

•Ireland

•Germany

• Spain

•Italy

•Denmark

• Egypt

• Switzerland

• Mexica

• Canada

• France

yAh

Join me thousonds of students whoj

hove earned college credits studyir

obroQd in COS programs

AltofdoOle, qualify programs

finonciol aid avaiioble

wimi

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLIN

INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES

12 15 CREDITS

SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE

DUBLIN

,^jm'ill'»i!

BIRTHDAY SALE

FEBBUABV 12 - 25

20-50Sff
EVERYTHING

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
General 0"ii;e and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College

Morwich.CT 06360
886-1931 X243

Call: COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
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J POOR_ RICHARDS I

& 1983 Imported by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee. Wl

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

r""l7.oo 1 I
(with this coupon) I P

$10.00 with
I ^Shampoo and • f

Blow Dry | g

I

$11.50 Long Hair
j

Expires 2/29/84 C | «

Please Call for an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

Mass Approved
Inspection Station

RADIAL TIRE
SALE

P156/80 R13

$29.95
include mounting
plus MA state tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto Ctr.

"Full Service Tire

Store"

78 Sunderland Rd
No Amherst, MA

Across from Watrobas
549-4704

HAPPY HOUR
7 days a week I

3-7 p.m.

- Domeatic bear •!.

- 12 02. Draught bmm SO*

- moet mixed drinks 11.

(3 p.m. 10 p.m.)

3 T.V.'s

Tuesday Night ...

LADIES' NIGHT

• piaM • grindtrs • burgers •

• salads • soups • chili •

• calzor>es • sleak sandwiches •

1 Bridge St , Northampton
586 1726

Hrs.; 11 ami am daily

POOR RICHARDS
Back in Command
Best Sound/Light Show in the area

THURSDAY:
2for 1 drinks 8- 11

FRIDAY and SATURDAY:
2 for 1 on everything 8 - 10

- under new ownership -

;?iJriV'j*nV>VilnlrT^TSnVTVTJnViViArilr^iinVTVT^t:rTVt^iV*

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

HOUf^HOW: MPmi LOOK

imriom ? mhy, i feet emr/
TIPTOP' yep.' fM'f^-
FUN'5 (MR 50 HOW Bm
pane OL' (W ft Fflm...

'7'^^

MKi ONmmk fAY

um/j

OH rwsawysoiv Pfpwr
wcAN 70 (W/se wv wee .

m.. MUST 0-K m Hmipny
1 5m WlbH YOVV FfTZH THO^e

5MOKe5 mofdi I po tiO¥£wm
mv/u Reom... mm

SCROD Dan DeBellis

i iW 6fiT fl RFflliy B«b
FEfUN6 TWT StfrtrWV 3'll

ENb UPTWe'c^TCH or THE
DftY'ftND...

/

DONTMOKRV
ABOUT ir'

flNOWHVMOT? KCMUSE...

AlWflW BEAT

i(K TOir\

.JX.

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

^ WHY 3 IMAT /^At^e

FAm

(^HA/^oTS Of Fit^s"

\ v< .i»"i;^^}

\

~ ^1 •— 1 ^ . r A O 1

1

1

H OOO^JflM • o O 1

|| C=D O O 1

OH. VBAH. WAStmT

ABOUT The FOdt^

^PitJTO >

a
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 47 Song of sorrow 1 1 Former Indians

1 To love, in Paree 49 Feels indignation pitching ace

6 Risk: Abbr. 53 Rainy day sound 12 Writer s problem

10 Diminishes 55 Something to 13 See 65 Across

14 "Father of the wear 18 Chow
":Streeter 56 Conquistadors' 23 Texas leaguers,

15 Distinctive quest for example

atmosphere 57 Employees 25 Mother: Prefix

16 Beauty spot 58 Checks and 26 Appearance

17 Book of prof its? balances person 28 Highlanders

19 Black 61 Minerals 30 Diminutive suffix

20 United 62 Stage award 31 Palefaced

21 Ship or tale 63 It's "everywhere" 32 Chignon

22 Burglaries to the Ancient 33 Gunner's need.

24 Social insect Mariner for short

26 Longest French 64 Like the driven 34 Mr. Pickwick's

river snow "man"
27 Thoroughfares: 65 Cong, members 36 Standard

Abbr 66 Down at the heels language practice

28 Combustion 38 Friend

residue 39 'My One and

29 Meadow
32 Hereditary social 42 Votes In

group DOWN opposition

35 Seeks counsel 1 Monastery head 43 Nuts

from 2 A Castle 46 Experiment

37 Bradley of the 3 Skinflint 48 Slight error

Army 4 Time-change 49 Tool shed Items

38 Recesses letters 50 Actor Nick

40 Thomas of 5 Impatient of 51 Cornered,

clockmaking restraint in away
41 About to occur 6 Large room, 52 Word of politesse

43 Former governor at Versailles 53 Workplace

of New York 7 Influence 54 Ecuador's

44 Sound from the 8 Bard's before neighbor

herd 9 Editorial page 55 Insignificant one

45 Pictures of a kind features 59 Fortas of the law

46 Children's game 10 Arabian chieftain 60 New Guinea port

Shagnasty

Hou) cog\
yf\)

6it| J^ sliuH'ng ya
••heneora fwtron- off And doot

'^
\ ^

O.T. Derringer

Look of O'o^-^

Bert Saveriano and Jim Walsh

you /wot^, th /*t7r

EXACTLY THE
5P^/A/6 CHICKEN
I uscD ro Be.

/ Do/vr 35efi
no ^AVe THAT
OLD'GST UP
AAffi 60.

BUT THANKS TO
lee XJ^COCOA
7»W /S /HO lO/^SfA

/^ PMSie/tf/
^^l^rViX//

MASS PHOBIA
Winmill

- •» C^PtOT <— Looie

1 2 3 4 5

1
6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 ^22 12

24 25 26 ~^H
^^^^H?7

1
28 I

29 30 31

32 33 34 35 36

37

42

38 39 ...

41 B| 43

44 I 45 ^46 ^^^H
47 48 49 so 51 52

53 54 r 1
56

57

1

58 59 60

61 62

E
63

64 65 66

f
R^RD THE Collegian I

YOU'LL we HOOKi^.

y^n^

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

California Quiche

Hot Corned Beef of Rye

DINNER
NEW ENGLAND NIGHT

Roast Turkey/

Combread Stuffing.

Gravy,

Whole Cranberry Sauce

Fresh Baked Scrod

with Mornay Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

California Quiche

BASICS DINNER
NEW ENGLAND NIGHT

Asparagus Flan

Fresh Baked Scrod

with Mornay Sauce

Weather

Partly sunny today with

highs in the 40s. Tonight,

chilly with lows in the

teens. Tomorrow also

partly sunny, highs in the

30s.

ANSWER TO PflEVIOUS PUZZLE

M
R A TioMLirEaTT I HmF LAN

nnn naQH_nfi!irinn

HRiiHHann^aii™ 1

nnoii nnnari ...

IM! itiwioi

f-^
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the

standard form and not submitted by the Friday before

the week the event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian cannot gfuarantee

printing of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be given to UMass organizations.

WOMEN'S FILM FESTIVAL - "Coal Miner's Daughter"

will kick off the 2nd annual Women's Film Festival which

celebrates the strength and diversity of women's ac-

complishments through film. Series is free and open to all.

7 and 9 p.m.. 163 CC.

CHESS CLUB - You are invited to play chess! All levels

welcome. You don't have to be an expert, you just have to

want to play. For more information caU Robin at 6-7047.

8-11 p.m., 811 CC.

SHAB
Student Health

Advisory Board

. . .A student activities group for

all majors.

FIRST MEETING:
Feb. 16, 5:30 PM

Health Services. Rm 302

UMASS SKI CLUB
Weekei. is Trips

,
to ^

rSugarbush $23.0Cr

and

Killington $21.00

Sat. Feb. 18

Jiminy Pealc $17

Sun. Feb. 19

(located downstairs JUSTIN RYANSI

Catch the Action

TONIGHT
UMASS vs. ST. JOSEPH'S

Live at 7:30

10:30 Celtics vs Warriors

50* Drafts during events

"BEAT THE CLOCK" all night

FRIDAY NIGHT

9:30 Bruins vs Oilers

10:30 Celtics vs Supersonics

MEN'S CENTER MEETING - Weekly meeting to discuss

and plan semester events, activities, and directions for the

center. Newcomers always welcome. 2-4 p.m., The Men's
Center, Brett Rm. 128.

SENIOR EVENT Anyone interested in helping to plan a

spring event for the Class of '84 should come to a planning

meeting. All are invited to attend. 4 p.m., Rm. 801 CC.

MEETING WITH REP. ED MARKEY - Students from
all progressive RSO groups are invited to meet with
Markey and discuss relevant issues of the US senatorial

race in Massachusetts. Call 549-1559 for information. 7:30

p.m., CC 904.

ATTENTION E.M.T.'S - The Five College Chapter
MAEMT is sponsoring a continuing education seminar

entitled "Orthopedic Injuries in Trauma" by Jonathan
Kurtis M.D. at the Cooley Dickinson Hospital Conference

Room A. 7-10 p.m.,O.E.M.S. approved.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION - Important meeting.

We will discuss upcoming elections and a possible trip to

Washington. New members welcome. 7 p.m., Rm. 903

CC.

RADICAL STUDENT UNION INTRO MEETING -

Come discuss our activities for the semester; the military's

role on campus; actions and study groups on current
issues. Bring your ideas! 7:30 p.m., CC 165.

SAFA (STUDENTS ADVOCATING FINANCIAL AID) -

General meeting-elections will be held. All members
please attend! 6 p.m., Rm. 905 CC.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL - Table in the Campus
Center all day.

JEWISH WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION - First meeting to

discuss issues and concerns of Jewish women on campus
and in society at large. 7 p.m., Suffolk Rm. Student Union.

UMASSPIRG GENERAL MEETING - Come find out

how you, too, can get involved with issues like Acid Rain,

Hazardous Waste, Consumer Advocacy, Voter

Registration and Lobbying. The semester looks exciting!

7:30 p.m., CC 174-176.

JOHN GLENN: ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING - Those

interested in forming a campus support group for Glenn's

election bid, please attend the meeting or sign up on the

concourse "Thursday. 7:30-9:p.m., Campus Center Rm.
911.

EARTH FIRST! ROADSHOW - Live music, a rip-roaring

talk on wilderness issues and ethics, plus a film about

saving tropical rainforests. Don't miss it! 7 p.m., CC Rm.
168.

Thirsty for news?

Read the Collegian

DIETING?
Try a different ap-

proach. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Say goodbye to

diets, foreverl Call

University Health Ser-

vices, 549-2671 ext.

181 to register,

deadline is February

17. Classes start

February 28. Hurry,

cl«»ns size is limitedl

Happy Birthday

Paul!

Touche

Love
4-

Chip, Ernie, Rob *

itiriritit'kHifkifkHifk-1&

EUROPE »> CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Roclwtsllar Plaza
Naw York, N Y 10020
Phona (212) 581-3O40

Mail thia ad lor Special
Student/Taachar Taritl.

: RENTAL J LEASE Z'. PURCHASE

PHI MU DELTA

Active in Varsity & Intramural Sports—

Strong in Greek Area Government

Strong & Responsible Brotherhood

Check us out, we could be for you

'. iilUUBi

OPEN RUSH DATES
Thurs. Feb. 16, 8:00-9:30

Thurs. Feb. 23, 8:00-9:30

Any questions call 256-6802

Elm St.

a>
>
<
c
o
o
c

1

College Pizza

>
<

c

V)

Fearing St.

Southwest

''4(3ic*9|c9|c:|e:|c:|c:|e9|c9|c9|e:|c9|c:ie:|c9|e:|c:ic:|c:ic:|c:ic:ic^
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SIGN UP AT THE
TABLE ON THE CC.
CONCOURSE TODAY

^
^
*
^
^
*
*
*
^
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SUMMER n
COUNSELING

j

EMPLOYMENT !

males with aquatic,

athletic, camping
skills;

Christian boys'

camp in Maine;

June 16 to Aug 20,

call collect

413-586-7041

RENTOm
OFOURS I

Car • Track • Van I

North Amherst t
Motors

I
Rt. 63, No Amherst I

5492880 I

ROCK & ROLL * JAZZ * SOUL

MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 each ^
MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each

TDK SA 90 $2.38 each. ^
^
^
^from RImsKy Korsakov to

Little Walter

^ Tliornes, a marketplace phis I z
-a ——^-^—^^—— V

• CLASSICAL • R & B • 584-1580

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Rayban and Vuarneta
fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

ATTENTION:
WERE HIRING DJS

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good personality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO
~

Sony XR-S6 Car Sterao brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

Sterao System: Vertical turntable, deck,

receiver, four speakers best offer 253-9624

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1969 Chavrolat Van: dependable,
economical, many new parts! $750. call:

Jamie 253-5381

CAPE COD

West Yarmouth Sea Gull Baach 6 rooms
4 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 )^ baths $5,500. for

season Also Duplex 2 bedrooms each 4
rooms sleeps 4 each side $2,860. Also cot-

tage 3 rooms 2 bedrooms sleeps 3 $2,100.

253-7436

•**EMT***EMT**«

Winter Wilderness Rescue Workshop
held 02/17-18/84 at UMass. The manage-
ment of winter -related emergencies will be
the primary focus. Ten CEU's available

enrollment is limited. Contact Scott at

253-3089 for information.

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you more! More lights,

more requests and more experience! Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.
Why pay more? 256-1393

FOR RENT

Available: one bedroom apartment large

enough for two. Close to campus 549-7880

One room in Amherst on bus route unfur

$187. rent male call Peter 253-3076/5-2670

Puffton Village room for rant call

253-5646 Iv name and number

One or both rooms in Sunderland
house. Woodstove, carpet, nice view.

$212 each room. Call Chris 666-7148

FOR SALE

Platform beds, we build them. Queen

with drawer 169. 527-2141

Car Stereos 200W boosters - 38.00 300W

triaxles 39.00 AM-FM cassette 58.00 call

546-7579 ^^
Attention - Womens Shoes - Cheap

Peter pan Boots SNKS New Styles $12-15

Full Range of sizes special on size 6

call 549-0533 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

Kiss Tickets 2 @ sec 125. $8 ea. Wore.

2/24/84. Call 253-7854

Dorm refrigerator, very quiet, used 3

mos. $75 586-9208

1976 Toyota Corona good body well main-

tained call 586-5122

Dorm size refrigerator for sale 65 or BO
call 666-8175 around 5 PM
Industrial Shirts wide selection a

humorous gamient $5. CCC Thursday

afternoon Friday morning

FOUND

Eyaglases with case. Found near Boyden
Gym Thurs 2/9 5:30 PM. Call 665-2579

before 10 PM to identify

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Newspaper Dalivarars needed for

dorms. Good pay. Eariy mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
In exchange for good meals. Great work-
ing conditionsi Sorority needs kitchen help
- call Linda for info 549-4159

Shoe Sales Person - part time - must be
experienced. Apply in person only Mat-
thews Shoes 39 So. Pleasant St Amherst

Campaign for the next President
Senator Gary Hart, in NH this weekend call

Dave 549-4462 or 549-3843

HURRY UP AND RUSH
TO SIGMA DELTA TAU

Hurry up and Rush to Sigma Delta Tau
Tues Feb 14 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:46

Wed Feb 15 7:00-7:46

Thurs Feb 16 7:00-7:46, 8:00-8:45

Tues Feb 21 8:00-9:00

Wed Feb 22 5:00-6:00

Sigma Delta Tau 409 N. Pleasant St.

For. moreJnfo call 545-0627

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Woricshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment. 253-2098

IT PAYS TO LEARN
AT SCERA

it pays to learn at SCERA The Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy this Spring, will hire five

undergraduates to learn organizing and

student-interest research skills. For two
nights each week, these students will meet

to learn political organizing and then apply

these skills on issues of concern to

students. SCERA also has positions for an

editor/writer, resource center staff person,

and two women's issues advocates. All

positions are ten hours per week and pay

$3.35/hr for work-study and non-work-

study undergraduates. Pick up an applica-

tion and more information at 420 Student

Union weekdays from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm.

All applications are due February 23 at 5:00

pm. Final candidates will be posted outside

the office on February 24th. SCERA is an

Affirmative Action /Equal Opportunity Stu-

dent Agency

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
All University Women invited to

- OPEN RUSH -

Tues 2/14 at 6:00 or 7:00 PM
Xhurs 2/16 at 7:00 PM

For more info call Kelly at 545-0320

LOST

Gold pearl ring with

reward call 546-9008
diamond chips

Orange/Brown totes umbrella In CC on

Sat 2/11 on couch across from store call

Kathy F 253-9971 after 5

Ladies gold quartz watch Sentimental

value. Reward! Jeanne 546-4741 after 5 PM

1 peir RX glasses. Grey case. Very impor-

tant. Beth 546-4219

LOST SKI BOOTS

sexual Identity. Wednesday evenings 7 pm
- 9 pm sliding fee scale. Contact

Psychological Services Tobin Hall by

February 24. 545-0041

PERSONALS

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $1071 Andrea 546-9648

Delta Zata Sorority Rush 11 Phillips St.

2/14 - 6:00 2/15 - 6:00; 7:30 2/16 - 7:00

more info call 549-6823

Art, Business, Law. History, and
English at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 545-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

SKI POWDER VAIL SKI POWDER VAIL
SPRING BREAK
MARCH 19-26

includes
- Roundtrip Air

- Transfers
- 7 Nights and 5 Day Lifts

- Sauna /Jacuzzi /Pools and morel

Deadline for deposit Fri Feb 24

Call Umass Ski Club for info 546-3437

Emarquis. from Hawaii, Oklahoma. Please

find Scotty. Important.

Emarquis. from UHawaii, Oklahoma
Please find Scotty. Important.

Dan you made me happy when you werent

here think how I feel when you are. Thanks

for the Valentine and your love I love you

Julie

Usa
Happy 20th I I heard you were getting full

service on your birthday, whets that?! Love

ya, MB
You don't have to be in Eqypt to play on

the pyramids!

Wanted - bands to play on the pyramids

during Southwest week - contact SWAG
5-0960

Happy B'Day Christina B.

To that crazy clown
from our rival town
Have a good one!

Love, M.L.P. Er G.J.

Chi Omega invites all university women to

check us out and see what makes us

special. On Thursday, Feb. 16 - over the

rainbow party and on Wednesday, Feb. 22 -

Hawaiian Lawn Party! Come and join the

funi For rides or more information, call Chi

Omega 545^162

Guitarist looking for band, seven years

previous band experience 546-6462

Mike: happy belated Valentine's Day to an

impressive man in uniform. Be nice to

"jerry's kids" and say hi to "Eddie" for me.

You're such a "gun"!

John Boy Happy B-Day
Now you are legal to do everything

Get psyched for another

Greet Semester!! Your Roommate
P.S. Happy Birthday Jeff

Where ever you are.

Left at Hagis Mall bus stop Sunday mor-

ning • Reward • Mitch 256-0967

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP

[Therapy group for nf>en exploring thei*^

The 4th Roor Greenough wishes

John Rosenberg a Happy "21" Birthday

as president of the Black and

Decker Club and member of the

Star Chamber. We salute this

day to J -R. Lets Go Partyll

Hey BobI Attention!! It's your B-Day do it

up ! Your Roomie

Hist 307 (Enlightenment) Reunion Party

Fri 2/17 9:00 @ Time Out join us for a new
interpretation of free will (guest speaker:

Cath the great)

Wanted: Black males, females (not preg-

nant), 18-55 yrs. old, who would like to

earn $15 in 1 hour. The Exercise Science

Dept. needs subjects for a research study

"Racial Differences in Body Composition"

For info phone 545-1337 9-5 M-F

PI KAPPA ALPHA

- OPEN RUSH -
Wed 2-8 Mon2-13 Tues 2-14

Refreshments served 9- 1 1 PM
for more information

call 545-2150

REWARD

Lost: Brown leather gloves between
Amherst/ Sunderiand around 2 PM on

2/14. Please return! Reward! 549-0423 or to

Collegian Office

RIDE WANTED

To UVM on 2/17 Call Gary 546-7124

Rochester Syracuse Buffalo or any place

within 1 hr of Geneva NY Hobart College

Feb 16 weekend call Kristine 549-1516

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a place to live during Spring

semester. Pref. close to UMass. Responsi-

ble, 24 yrs. Student. Call Ted: 549-2773

Looking for a place to live during Spring

semester. Responsible, 22 yrs. call Steve:

256-0630

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytinw 256-0969

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/ Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Male roommate wanted to share

bedroom in Coloniel Village apt
$77.00/month + elec. call between 5-7 pM
253-5757

SERVICES

andTyping, Copies. Binding Pickup

delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

TYPING fast, reliable, professionsl.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 666-3414

COINS 121 123 call MegTutor for

584-7608

Professional Bsrtenders for hire Perties,

Frets, Functions we're at your service

549-7846

Drafting - experienced drafter will do your

work professional quality reesonable rates

586-9208 Jim

TYPING, Papers, cases, resumes, letters.

$1/pg. IBM Selectric II Nancy 549-6082

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 419 from Boston 359 from New
York complete no hidden costs Lauderdale

choice of hotels Doug 549-1934

TRAVEL

Pledmond roundtrip ticket velld for a

year where ever Piedmond flies $300. or BO

Tony 256-8458 evenings

TRI SOMETHING NEWI
TRI SIGMA

• Rush Parties
• Tues Feb 14 5:46-6:20
• Wed Feb 155:00
• Thur Feb 16 7:00
• Tue Feb 21 7:00
• Wed Feb 22 7:00

382 N. Pleasant St 54&O046

WANTED

BOLTWOOD PROJECT Find out what we
are all about. Information meetings Wed
Feb 15 at 7:00 in CC rm 174 Tues Feb 21 at

7:00 rm 917 and Wed Feb 22 at 7:00 in rm

917 CC
Looking for cheap mattress

pay $15. Bettina 256-6256

willing to

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Starting. Daniel Smith.

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710
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Hawks fly into town for Cage battle
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

For the past few years it's been a rarity for hungry

University of Massachusetts basketball fans — a February

game in the Cage that means something. But tonight's 8

p.m. clash with St. Joseph's is what coach Ron Gerlufsen

terms, "our biggest game of the year, by far."

The Hawks. 17-4 overall and 10-2 in the Atlantic 10, are

on the verge of cracking the Top 20 and have posted a big

victory, 58-45, over then-unbeaten DePaul.

"St. Joe's is a great team," said Gerlufsen. "They're a

physical team with strong inside players and solid guards.

But we're playing some good ball ourselves."

That they are. UMass is on the crest of breaking even at

10-11 on the year (5-7 in the league) and have won three in

a row, including a tight 59-58 win at Marist Tuesday night.

The Minutemen have won five of their past six games and

are a practically invincible 8-1 at home.

St. Joe's leads the Atlantic 10 in six of the eight team

statistical categories kept by the league office. The Hawks
own the l)est field goal percentage (51.1), the widest

margin of victory (11.59), the best free throw percentage

(72.2), the hold opponents to a poor 41.7 from the floor,

while gathering in 39.79 rel:>ounds a game. They allow only

63.20 points a game.
"We've got to compensate for their big forward line by

playing tough on defense," said Gerlufsen. "We're ready

for this one, our goal was to have a winning season and

this game will put us within reach of that.

"We've made good progress this year, our defense is im-

proving, the players are looking for good shots and after

the way we played them last time I think we've got a good

shot," said the coach.

The Palestra was the scene of a controversial 68-67

Hawk win in double-overtime. Smith was called at the

buzzer for fouling Springman and the St. Joe's forward

sank two for the win.

Lojewski was held to only six in the game, but Costner

had 19 to go along with 11 boards.

"Obviously we want to beat them to gain some ground in

the standings," said Orlufsen. "But we feel we should've

won that last game..."

Individually the Hawks line up with the unpopular (to

UMass fans) Tony Costner in the pivot. The big (6-10. 250)

Costner is second in both scoring (19.2) and rebounding

(8.2) in the league. He is joined in the frontcourt by 6-7

junior Bob Lojewski (14.6 a game along with 6.1 caroms)

and last week's A- 10 Player of the Week, Kevin Spr-

ingman, a 6-10 225 pound leaper.

In the backcourt sophomore Mo Martin (14.0 ppg) teams

with freshman James Flint. Martin leads the conference in

steals and shoots 58 percent from the floor.

UMass will counter with two of the top five players in

conference rebounding. Horace Neysmith is hauling down
7.5 a game while Edwin Green gets 7.3. Neysmith is com-

ing off a 1 7 of 1 7 shooting streak and a Player of the Week
award for the tunes he played on St. Bonaventure and

Penn State in the Cage last week. Green leads the Atlantic

10 in free throw percentage (.852) and in blocked shots

(49).

Offensively the Minutemen have been hot. Sophomore
John Hempel poured in 17 against Marist and 27 against

PSU. He's leading the team at 15.4 a game, Neysmith is at

14.4, Green averages 13.4, Donald Russell, 11.3 and point

gaurd Carl Smith scores at a 7.6 a game clip. Bobby Bruan
supplies close to six a game off the pines.

Minutemen also look to future
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

You want to be entertained? Come to the Cage tonight

at 8 p.m. for a can't-miss-thriller as the Minutemen (10-11)

entertain the St. Joseph's Hawks 17-4.

The key to a UMass victory will be Edwin Green's (6-7,

200) containment of Tony Costner (6 10, 250). Costner is

tabbed as a first round draft pick by the NBA. He is in-

consistent but when he comes to play look out.

Edwin Green is a real gamer who always comes to play

and gave Costner fits in last years overtime thriller in the

Cage won by St. Joes. Give the nod to Green in 15.

Speaking of Green, he is a senior and his loss to

graduation is tragic to the program. Who is going to

replace Mr. Consistency? Well, Coach Ron Gerlufsen and

his assistants are hot on the trail of some blue-chip high

school talent right as you read. Here are the top four they

are pursuing.

Derrick Brantley, 6 7 forward. Willingboro, New
Jersey he runs, jumps and shoots well. His style of play

Womenshoopsterswinby one

face St. Joseph's tonight

would be a perfect compliment to Hempel and Neysmith.

He is currently averaging 19 points and 12 rebounds a

game. The finalists are UMass, Holy Cross, and Van-

derbilt. He will decide at the end of the month.

Carlton Valentine, 6-6-forward-Baltimore, Maryland-he

is a rugged power forward who plays for perhaps the best

high school team in America, Dematha. He is currently

averaging 16 points and 10 rebounds a game. UMass,
American, and Michigan State are the finalists. He will

decide when his season is over.

John Westbeld, 6- 10-center-Dayton, Ohio-he is a

"tweener" at this point weighing in at just 190 pounds. He
would still be a good catch for this program. He is

averaging 15 rebounds a game. UMass, Utah, Maryland,

St. Mary's of California and Rice are the finalists.

Eric Fleury, 6 11 center Albany, New York-he is a good

physical speciman at 225 pounds. He is an exchange

student from Paris where he is the property of a

professional team. We will have to wait and see on this

prospect.
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UMass fans want to see some more jammin',

like this one from Edwin Green.

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The number 1 is currently a very im-

portant number for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team.
First, it was the margin of victory in the
team's 53 52 victory over Boston College on
Tuesday night. The victory boosted the
team record to a respectable 9 12.

Their current record is the focus for the

number "one" to be important for the team.
The team is one game away from reaching
double figures under the win column which
will double the team's production of a year
ago.

"It was not what you would call an artistic

performance," UMass head coach Barbara
Stevens stated of their most recent victory.

A low scoring (53-52) game with a total of

54 turnovers does not deserve the label

'artistic'. However, as Stevens was quick

to point out it does go under the 'W column.

The first half of the game at Chestnut Hill

ended in favor of the women Eagles, 21-18.

UMass Wad been struggling offensively for

several games and this contest looked to be

much of the same.

Luckily for the Minutewomen, things did

turn around. The team nearly doubled

their first half output, scoring 35 points in

the second 20 minute stanza. The defense

did not fare as well however, and B.C. was

still in contention in the final minutes.

UMass was up by 5 with 4:30 remaininp

when B.C. made their run. The Eagles

used a three part game plan for the final

four minutes and it almost worked. B.C.

was simply scoring, calling time out, and

fouling UMass on the ensuing throw in and

hoping UMass would not convert on their

one and one situations.

The Minutewomen obliged, to a point.

B.C. closed the gap to 'one' point but tough
UMass defense deflected a B.C. pass down
low and B.C. was forced to shoot quickly
and missed. Out of time outs and out of

time, the Eagles trudged to the locker room
as losers.

UMass is currently 2-1 in conference play.

Tonight at 5:00 p.m. the women will tap off

against the Lady Hawks of St. Joseph's.

The Hawks are currently 0-4 in conference

play, but as they say. "don't let that fool

you."

The Lady Hawks are led by two six footers

in Trish Brown and Janet Fonda. Brown is

a second team conference all star averaging
17 points per game. Fonda is averaging 13

points per contest.

The Minutewomen will counter with their

own second team all-star in Karen Dam
minger. Barbara Hebel, the team's leading

scorer will team up with senior Wendy
Ward in the backcourt. The bench may be
the key to a UMass victory. The Hawks are

a bigger team but the UMass bench
strengrth may be able to wear down the

Hawks and keep them grounded.

SportsLog
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts . .

.

Well, it took a little longer than usual, but
we finally got the gold, thanks to Debbie
Armstrong. The women's ski team looks

very strong and should cop a few more
medals before this whole party is over. . .

Did you see Scott Hamilton in the first

round of the men's figure skating com-
petition? He has to trace patterns as close

as possible 3 times! It's kind of like wat-

ching an opera; difficult to learn, risky to

perform, but all in all, not too thrilling. . .

The hockey team got one under the W
column by beating Austria. I'm real glad

that ABC hired Mike Eruzione to interview

Jean Claude Kiley. Eruzione's knowledge
of skiiing goes as far as Jim Craig's

professional career.

ABC should pick up some more viewers
as the U.S. looks tough in figure skating
and skiing, but, so far, ratings are lower
than expected . . . The weather hasn't

helped any, but it will be good to see Jim
McKay, Al Michaels, and the rest of the
ABC crew. They are real professionals . . .

Back to skiing, it looks like we have our own
champions here at UMass, as both men and
women are first in the East and not looking
back.

Even though it's thawing and the skiers

aren't too happy, we still have plenty of
winter sports. . .Last week's column was
chock full of jinxes, thank you. Jinx #1 was

the Bruins, as they have since lost to

powerlouses like Toronto and Detroit. The
Sabres are slowly increasing their lead . . .

The Washington Capitals are almost

making the hometowners forget about the

Redskins already by their fine style of play.

. . The Canadiens are close to signing Soviet

goalie Vladislov Tretiak. whose name
sounds like a Yak throwing up.

Jinx #2 is the Celtics, who've lost two
straight at home, including the Mosesless

76ers. . . Rumor has it that John Havlicek

will come out of retirement to challenge

Elvin Hayes, who recently broke Hondo's

all-time games played record. By the way,

Havlicek and Jim Brown had a little talk

before hand. . . The Knicks suddenly are

right behind Philly with three games left

with the Celts. Hmmmmm.
UMass hoop has the cage going with

excitement. The open style of play of Ron
Gerlufsen has put in is making for jams,

slams, and various and sundry rejections.

.

. Edwin Green, Horace Neysmith (64

percent from the field), and Carl Smith

have been clicking and could surprise come
tournament time. . . Nice touch by that

group in the stands on Saturday's game by

flashing their own "rating cards" after

every dunk. I've never seen that done in

Chapel HUl.

Finally, early choice for Sports

niustrated's Sportsman of the Year has to

go to Hulk Hogan. He brought the title

back to America by beating the Iron Sheik.

And you thought wrestling was fake.

No more need be said.

Harassmentprocedure

policy tobereviewed
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Technician Jeff Anderson checks the fluid levels of Hydroponically

gjown beans and cauliflower at Bowditch ^eenhouse yesterday.

By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

After more than a year since the policy's

initiation, the University of Massachusetts

is reviewing its sexual harassment

grievance procedures to see if im-

provements should be made.
All students on campus have been notified

the policy is being reviewed, and anyone

with suggestions should contact Dr. Thelma
Griffith Johnson, chairwoman of the Sexual

Harassment Hearing Panel.

The review process is "not meant to be a

process that controls input," said

University Ombudsman Howard Gadlin.

"If anyone has a recommendation or

reaction concerning the policy, make it. It

will be considered directly," he said.

Passed in November, 1982 by the Faculty

Senate, the policy states sexual harassment

includes, "unwelcomed sexual advances,

requests for sexual favors and other verbal

or physical conduct of sexual nature."

Jay Savereid, chairman of the Com-
munications Studies department and vice-

chairman of the panel, said he sees "no

serious difficulties coming out of the

document." HoWever, "there l.'as not been

a grievance that has reached the panel, and

until it does, we won't be able to assess it as

we ought."

Gadlin said he's "convinced that having the

formal policy accounts for the number of

cases settled informally " and said because

of the policy, "people are more careful

about how they treat others."

With regard to grievances handled in-

formally, Savereid said "some (cases) are

being damped down that would better be

pursued," but he recognized "it is a hard

balance to strike," because complaintants

cannot be pressured into contacting the

Hearing Panel if they choose not to.

The Panel is comprised of two faculty

members, two professionsl staff members,
four classified employees, two un-

dergraduate students, two graduate

students, and one administrative

representative.

All administrative personnel, academic

chairs and deans, as well as department
heads in all non-academic areas, including

University Health Services, the Physical

Plant, and Food Services, "will have gone

through a sexual harassment workshop by

the end of the year," Gadlin said.

Terri Hamelin, student coordinator of the

Student Sexual Harassment Education

Project said the Project is open to all

students and student-run organizations

interested in the program.
"The workshops are geared for potential

victims. We really evaluate the needs of

our audience and go from there," Hamelin

said.

Referring to the policy, Judy Davis,

coordinator of the Office of Human
Relations said "It is hard to know what has

to be adjusted," because noone has used the

policy formally. She said one point that

does need to be reviewed is representation

for the complaintant.

Other points to be addressed are

definitions of terms used in the policy, such

as "submission," and "unreasonably in-

terfering," as well as the term "sexual

harassment" itself. Davis said.

At the present time the sexual harassment

policy is the only formal grievance poUcy at

UMass and Gadlin said he "would like to see

a general grievance policy on campus."

Recently the Chancellors' office officially

endorsed a graduate student grievance

procedure, and a formal racial harassment

policy is developing, according to Gadlin.

Senatehopeful stresses freezeissue
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

A candidate for the Massachusetts democratic nomination

to the U.S. Senate attacked President Reagan's military

buildup and called for a verifiable nuclear freeze with the
Soviet Union in a campaign speech last night at the

University of Massachusetts.

U.S. Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass., of the 7th

Congressional District, who is seeking the senate seat

being vacated by Sen. Paul Tsongas. called the nuclear

freeze "the issue of our time."

"All the other issues combined will be a footnote in history

if we don't resolve the issue of nuclear weapons," Markey
said. "1984 is the watershed year."

Speaking to about 75 people in the Campus Center,

Markey attacked Reagan's military build-up saying that

the "blank check" Reagan has given the Pentagon does not

increase the country's security but only serves as an ex-

cuse to cut domestic social spending.

"That's why I'm running. We can't afford another

collegial liberal in the Senate," he said. "There are a lot of

people who don't want me to be elected and Fm very proud

of the enemies I have made."

"I'm an equal opportunity maverick. I don't trust either

the liberal or the conservatives," he said criticizing the

"status quo inertia in Congress."

After speaking briefly on the history of nuclear weapons,
Markey criticized Reagan's hardline policies on arms
control with the Soviet Union saying, "More weapons does
not mean more security. More weapons only increases the
chances that they will be used."
"Ronald Reagan is allergic to nuclear arms control," he

said.

Markey criticized new weapons programs such as the MX
missile and the Trident II submarine saying they were
redundant and that the ultimate effect of those weapons
systems was creating a drain on the civilian economy.
"What it does is force us to make decisions on programs

that have to be sacrificed." he said.

Markey called Reagan's cuts in social spending a
philosophy based on "social Darwinism." Of all the
programs that should be cut, Markey said education should
be the last.

"The education of its people is the best defense for a

country," he said. "The most valuable resource is the

human mind."

On other issues, Markey said his past opposition to

abortion was due to his strongly held religious and ethnic

beliefs and turned "pro-choice" when he realized his

personal beliefs were clouding his public responsibility. He
also said he was against discrimination of gays, women and

disabled persons.

Markey stressed the need for an industrial policy in the

U.S. saying that this country should train more people to

make more consumer goods rather than designing nuclear

weapons.

INSIDE: '

Geinayel accepts Saudi peace plan p.2

Commuter Collective draws jRre p.3

Academy Award nominations announced p. 13

Minutemen tip St. Joseph's, 93-89 p.20

V

'7 believe there is justice in our hearts.

"

-• Paid Newman
in "The Verdict*'

SelectBoardcandidate drops
A candidate for the Amherst Select Board withdrew from

the reace earlier this week, creating a three-way race for

two open seats.

Paul Schroeder announced his candidacy and withdrew it

Monday afternoon.

Schroeder left a statement with Town Clerk Estelle

Matusko asking that his name be withdrawn from the

ballot.

"It really is not in my position to ask for a position in the

town government after not being here for that long,"

Schroeder said. He moved to Amherst a month ago from

San Francisco.

The remaining candidates are Joan Golowich, Charles

Fergison, and incumbent Richard Minear. The two

opening seats are Minear's and the seat being vacated by

board Chairman Edith Wilkinson.

Matusko said candidates for town offices had until 4:30

p.m. Monday to take their names off the ballot.

Schroeder said he talked with numerous people over the

weekend who are involved in Amherst politics after an

nouncing his candidacy and decided to withdraw, but said

he was "not ruling out anything in the future."

Schroeder had announced his candidacy with a criticism of

the water quality in Amherst and said he plans to continue

researching the issue.

"I got a lot of support from people but I decided it was not

for me at this time," he said. The election is Aprfl 10.

" David Linton
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-World and National News-
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WASHED AWAY - Twelve vehicles parked at Dartmouth Woolen Mills in Claremont, N.H.

stand in a snowbank after a wall of ice in the Sugar River crashed over a dam and swept the cars

•way.

USplans to sell missiles to Jn'daii
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration has

quietly informed Congress it intends to sell up to 1,600

antiaircraft missiles to Jordan while trying to persuade

Israel to go along with plans for a U.S.-armed Jordanian

strike force, sources said Monday.
The proposed sale surfaced as Jordan's King Hussein held

talks with President Reagan, Secretary of State George P.

Shultz and Robert C. McFarlane, Reagan's national

security adviser, on U.S. policy toward Lebanon.

President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt was scheduled to follow

suit Tuesday.
Meanwhile, Larry Speakes, the White House spokesman,

said Reagan is moving toward a withdrawal of the

American Marines from Beirut to U.S. ships off the

Lebanese coast within 30 days.

"It is feasible to have them out in 30 days," Speakes said.

"We wUl do so if it is consistent with the political and
military situation."

Gemayel agrees

to peace initiative

BEIRUT Lebanon (AP) - President Amin Gemayel has

agreed to scrap Lebanon's U.S. -brokered troop

withdrawal pact with Israel. Beirut radio reported, m an

effort to save his disintegrating army and government.

The state radio said yesterday night that Gemayel had

agreed to an eight-point Saudi peace initiative that in-

cludes renouncing the May 17, 1983, agreement between

Lebanon and Israel. It added that Foreign Mmister Ehe

Salem had communicated the decision to Saudi officials in

Riyadh.

The development came as the Syrian-supported Druse

and Moslem militias stepped up military and political

pressure Thursday to oust Gemayel, who turned to Saudi

Arabia to salvage his crumbling position.

Druse militiamen pushed the Lebanese army out of the

Chouf Mountains and rolled down the coastal hills to link

up with Shiite Moslem allies controlling west Beirut.

At their camps in the capital, U.S. Marines and Italian

troops were packing their equipment and preparing to pull

out.

A senior White House official said the Marines would

begin withdrawing to U.S. Navy ships off the Lebanese

coast in two or three days. The official, who spoke on con-

dition he not be named, said the redeployment of about

1,200 Marines should be completed within 30 days from

Friday.

Jackson to decide

on Nicaraguan trin
KEENE. N.H. AP — The Rev. Jesse Jackson says he

will make up his mind by tonight on whether to go to

Nicaragua to help bring peace to Central America.

Campaigning in New Hampshire for the Democratic

presidential nomination, Jackson said he is "inclined to go"

if the Sandinista government allows him to see a wide

range of religious leaders.

Jackson said his staff has been talking with Mexican

officials and members of the Conta Dora group about

meetings. The Conta Dora comprises four Central

American countries seeking to end the fighting in that

region.

-Digest
ConnecticutRivercleanupplanned

By the Associated Press

^Spiritof 76'painting to be auctioned
LEE - An original "The Spirit of Ho"

painting commissioned for the nation's

first centennial is among 228 American
paintings being auctioned Feb. 25 in the

Berkshires.

The "Spirit," of which there are seven

originals, could sell as high as $250,000,

predicted Louis Caropreso, owner of

Caropreso Galleries in Lee. where the auc-

tion will be held.

"It makes your eyes water to see it. You
saw it in history books as a child,"

Caropreso said.

The "Spirit." shows two drummers and a

fifer marching across a Revolutionary War
battleground as a fallen soldier cheers

them and the American flag waves in the

background.

NORTHAMPTON The state will spend

$1 million to buy land along the Connecticut

River to protect a $1.5 billion cleanup of

pollution in New England's largest river,

government officials said Thursday.
"This will certainly be a model river

management plan for Massachusetts, and
hopefully, for the rest of the nation," said

John Gutensohn, commissioner of the state

Department of Environmental
Management.
The money was part of a recently enacted

Slate capital outlay budget.

His agency was joined in the an-

nouncement at a Northampton news
conference by representatives of the

National Park Service and the Connecticut

River Watershed Council.

The three groups plan to work together to

develop a "greenway" along the Con-

necticut, which passes through 19

Massachusetts cities and towns as it flows

from the White Mountains in New Ham-
pshire to the Long Island Sound in Con-

necticut.

Pike accidentleavesone dead

Rockwellpaintingsmay bemoved
STOCKBRIDGE The curator of a

museum of Norman Rockwell's paintings

said Thursday town sentiment may favor

relocation of the museum to a farm, despite

a selectman's decision to block the move.
John Beacco, chairman of the selectmen,

informed the board of his decision against

the move, museum director David Wood
said.

The town's two other selectmen favored

the move, but a unanimous approval was
needed for a special permit necessary for

the $3.3 million construction project. The
selectmen's formal vote on the permit is

scheduled for their meeting Tuesday.
Wood said the Town Meeting, which is

open to all registered voters, can override

the selectmen s anticipated vu^e. auu he

noted several people approached him on the

street Thursday to voice their approval of

moving the museum from the quaint Old
Corner House in Stockbridge Center to

Linwood Farm.

BOSTON — A bus and two cars burst into

flames after colliding at rush hour

yesterday in a Massachusetts Turnpike

tunnel under the Prudential Center, filling

the tunnel with black smoke. Fire officials

said one person was killed.

City Fire Commissioner Leo Stapleton

said fire officials removed one victim of the

fire, and two city emergency medical

technicians were injured in the crash.

The accident snarled rush hour traffic out

of the city just before 5 p.m.

Boston Police Sgt. Patricia Levitan said

the accident was on the eastbound side of

the turnpike under the Prudential tower
carrying traffic into the city.

Carolyn Walden, a spokeswoman for

Boston City Hospital, said the only two
reported injuries were the Boston
Deparment of Health and Hospital

technicians who were being treated in the
city hospital emergency room for smoke
inhalation.

State Police Cpl. Robert Zepf said, "It

appears one dead is a strong possibility."

But he said he could not confirm because of

problems communicating with officers at

the scene.

He said the turnpike was closed in both
directions for at least one hour after the
4:30 p.m. accident. The westbound was
reopened.
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Studentgroup

chargedwith

forgettingrole
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Some students are questioning the legitimacy of the

Commuter Collective and its goals.

Founded in 1976, the Commuter Collective is a

Recognized Student Organization (RSO) whose self-

described purpose is providing "services, advocacy and

programming for issues of interest to their off-campus

constituency."

But many students doubt they are fulfilling that purpose,

and after much debate, the Student Senate voted Wed-
nesday night to approve the structuring of a new, tem-

porary Conunuter Collective Board comprised of non-

elected members.
During discussion at Wednesday night's Senate meeting

concerning approval of a new Commuter Collective Board,

board member Becky Ziegler said, "The last elected board

dissolved before we could do anything. Now, we're trying

to create a new board so we can carry on our business."

Student Senator Bill Collins said "Not only is it possible

that this new board will be made up entirely of appointed

members, not popularly elected people, but there's no

provision for the lifetime of this new, supposedly tem-

porary board."

Collins said the board should receive no more financial

support.

"In my opinion, this new board is merely being used to

ensure the positions of those people already there. Also,

when an RSO becomes non-operational, as the Collective

has admitted they are without an elected board, their

funds are supposed to be frozen," he said. "Last semester,

when the Sylvan area government became non-

operational, their account was frozen, but the Commuter
Collective continues to spend their funds. This creates a

double standard used by SGA leaders Chris Sullivan, Eric

Nizsche and others whereby other area governments are

subject to an account freeze, while their own represen-

tative area government is allowed to remain active."

SGA speaker Chris Sullivan said "We need this tem-

porary, democratic body to resolve these issues. They are

coming to the Student Senate in an attempt to solve past

problems."

The Commuter Collective has an annual budget of

$60,000. Every year all undergraduates must pay a $96

Student Activities Fee. $8.40 is allocated to the Commuter
Collective from the fees of the 7,000 students who live off-

campus.
A memorandum from Collective members Peter Brown
and Ben Hilliard to Commuter Senators says "not since the

spring of 1980 have there been more candidates than

openings on the Commuter Assembly. Thus, since that

time any student wishing to jdn the Assembly has been

assured a seat. During that time no campaigning has taken

place and voter turnout has been in the low hundreds."

"The first problem is that generally these students have

little if any practical knowledge of the structure within

which the Commuters operate," it continues. "A second

problem in taking directly from the student body has been

with commitment and reUability. In the past, board

members have proven inconsistent in carrying out projects

or attending meetings."

Collripsn photo by Drew Ofier

Reflecting windows provide this unusual view

through the Wesley Methodist Church in

Amherst.

SHARING A MEAL
trough.

Collegian photo by Drew Ogier

Two of the horses at Tillson Farm seek shelter from the rain in a feeding

Dwindlingco-ops neednetwcak
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Concerned with the dwindling number of coopertives and

collective establishments, members of the University of

Massachusetts Student Controlled Businesses (SCBS),

along with the Economic Development Office (EDO),

collaborated last night in an information sharing con-

ference in effort to establish networking among owners.

Katja Hahn d'Errico, director of the UMass EDO said

that the purpose of the event was to "start a type of

networking among the people of the co-ops" and for a

"chance for people who are part of the co-op operation to

get to know each other".

d'Errico said the main principle behind the conference is

"cooperation among cooperatives and collectives in order

to survive. They (co-ops) are dwindling, there are fewer

and fewer of us. so now we must find a way to make more
of us,"she said.
More than 50 people ranging from students on campus co-

cps to co-ops in the Amherst area gathered together in the
Campus Center to watch the British film, "The Mondragon
Experiment" which is a documentary of how a small town
in the Basque region of Spain became the largest co-op of

1,500 members m the western world through effective

networking.
The film was followed by a dinner in Earth Foods and

further discussion on the possiblities of following the
Mondragon experiment.

d'Errico said the film serves as an educational tool to

provide incentive to the area's co-ops. According to the

film, not only are major industries co-ops that produce

Safety ofrhythmmdhodquestioned

appliances ranging from washers to refridgerators, but

also include research plants, factories, banks and a

university. The goal of Mondragon, the film said is to

"abolish the distinction between capitol and labor."

"When unemployed, the people in Mondragon goto school

whereas in our society, we are ignored," a particpant said.

"Some sort of integration has to take place."

Karen Zimbleman, director of training from the North

American Students of Cooperation (NASCO) the con-

ference could "be seen as an opportunity to stress that

Uttle businesses can work together, can do better

together."

Zimbleman said that co-ops are suffering because of "hard

economic times, internal faults, improperly trained

management and lack of education in taking on ownership

responsiblities".

"A balance needs to be reached between good business

procedures and social goals," Zimbleman said. "Ownership

that is community based to generate community based

skills to work in groups and together, obtain power into

our own hands" is a way to achieve the balance, she said.

Zimbleman said co-ops suffering most are the food co ops.

"The food business is a tough industry (because) there is

only a one percent net profit out of every dollar," she said.

d'Errico said that all students own a part of the

University co-ops, which are student controlled

businesses.

"We are an RSO (rejfistered student organization) that

brings in revenues for student activities, creates jobs, and

serves as jobs, and are educational benefits serving

themselves and others," she said.

By DEBBIE NEUBAUER
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's Note: This is the last of a three part series on

contraceptives.

The rhythm method or "fertility awareness" a form of

birth control that uses no artificial devices, is one of the

more controversial contraceptive methods practiced to-

day.

According to Pam Gonyer, Coordinator of Contracep-

tive Education at the UMass Health Center, the rhythm
method is an ineffective method for college age couples to

use.

Gonyer stressed that in order for this method to be ef-

fective, a woman must have a predictable, regular

menstrual cycle, and with her partner, carefully monitor

and understand her body's rhythm.

Among college aged women, changes in diet, and emo-
tional or stress levels effect the regularity of menstrual

cycles which lowers the effectiveness of the "natural

method," she said.

But according to Kathleen Barrett, coordinator of the

Natural Family Program at the Catholic-run Holyoke-

Providence Hospital, fertility awareness is effective "if

learned well and used well."

Barrett said this method requires a relationship in which

the male partner is willing to take an active role in

understanding the woman's menstrual cycle and
establishing and strictly adhering to the "safe" times to

have intercourse during the cycle.

According to Barrett, sperm can live and travel in a
woman's body up to 5 days. "You can make love to your
partner on Saturday night, and get pregnant in Botany
class on Wednesday afternoon," she said.

Gonyer said she does not advocate the method for

college-age couples, but if carefully practiced and
understood, it is better than no method at all.

According to statistics in the 1982-83 Contraceptive

Technology Book, the rhythm method has a theoretical ef-

fectiveness rate of 80-98 percent, which means 2-20

women, out of 100, will theoretically get pregnant.

A study conducted by the Alan Guttmacher Institute in

New York City in 1983, indicated the following: 10 million

American women use the Pill, with a 2 percent failure

rate; 4.5 million couples use the condom, with a 10 percent

failure rate; 2.3 million women use the I.U.D. with a 4 per-

cent failure rate; and 1.9 million women use the

diaphragm with a 13 percent failure rate. 3 million women
do not use any form of birth control with a 90 percent

failure rate.

Schedulingbooktokeep advertisiiig
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Advertisements will remain in the University of
Massachusetts scheduling booklets.

A motion passed by the Faculty Senate yesterday says
the Office of Student Affairs will continue to advertise in

the scheduling booklet "provided only that University
Publications Inc. agrees to group the advertisements in

sections rather than scattering them throughout the
course listings."

Advertisements appeared for the first time in the Spr-
ing '84 scheduling booklet generated concern and dismay
from both faculty and students.

Senate Secretary Robert E. Jones said he received a
number of written comments about the booklet and that

"it was not appropriate for such a publication."

Rules Committee Chairman and Afro-American Studies

professor Chester Davis said he and his collegues believe

/the presence of advertisements in the booklet "was cheap
and chinzy looking."

Student Government association co-president Tom
Ahearn said that many students "thought it wasn't a good

idea."

Davis said in his group report that the major objection to

the advertisements in the booklet was that it was "vulgar

and cheapened the image of the university."

"This is not only a matter of taste but also of degree and

comparison," he said. "Those ads broke up the continuity.

Some professors just tore out the advertisements."

The Committee found that the scheduling booklet "is an

ephemeral throw-away publication produced on cheap

news print and the presence of advertising, is to some

degree, less objectional there than it would be in a more

dignified, and long document such as a catalog," the

report said.

The trade-off for allowing advertisements in the

scheduling booklets will enable the University to save a

few $1,000 in production costs which is estimated to

$8,600 per year, Davis said.

"It will jdso reduce the publication time," Davis said.

"Because the University will not be actually taking care of

it, University Publications Inc. will be."

"Like the yellow pages, we'll save a few pennies this

way," Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Madson
said.
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Dwarfed by the massive cement structures at the Fine Arts Center, a
University of Massachusetts student trudges through the rain.

By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

The recently announced Student
Government Association (SGA)
presidential candidate team of Rick Patrick

and Jim Keller said the key to sucessful

UMass government is awareness, and
stressed the need for active participation

from students.

"There is a lot of potential power in 18.000

students. " said Keller, and awareness "is

important in bringing about change."

Keller said one of their goals is to bring
students and the Student Government
Association (SGA) closer, and provide more
of an opportunity for student input into

"administrative decisions which affect us."

"We must look towards the future and deal

with present problems on campus," and not

spend time "looking back on past SGA
administrations."

Patrick and Keller said they intend to

work on several reforms, including an

academic grievence procedure.

Patrick said students cannot take proper

recourse against grades and academic

actions they feel are unfair.

"Other universities have standards which
entitle students to due process in class," he
said.

He will work towards creating a board
here at UMass.

"Study space is also a problem," Patrick

-said.

In order to alleviate this problem they

pr-jpose to pen the dining commons at night

as "Study areas.

T>'f- short reading period before finals is a
student concern "which as presidents we
will address," said Keller.

According to Patrick, the university
calendar has already been set for the next
few semesters, and only one day has been
allocated for students to prepare for finals
week.

"We would like to work on getting a three
day reading period," he said.

Patrick and Keller said student opinions

are not given "ample consideration," where
proffessor evalutation and tenure decisions

are concerned.

They said the credibility of the GATE
guide, a teacher/course evaluation booklet,
needs to be increased, and they plan to
supplement it with an evaluation program
through campus mail, in order to reach
more students.

Fees is another important area where they
say student awareness should be strongly
applied.

"We need to assess the student backing
and put pressure on the Board of Trustees
to keep tuition and other fees down," said
Keller.

He said although Governor Michael S.

Dukakis said he will not inrr«>ii«A sta«o

Rick Patrick is a junior economics major
and commuter area senator who is actively

involved in several committees. Jim Keller

is also a junior economics major and a

former member of the Board of Governors.

Stores willbeopen onMonday
Monday marks the national observance

of George Washington's birthday. There
will be no classes for University of

Massachusetts students Monday because of

Washington's Birthday, a national holiday,

but most of the campus will still be func-

tioning.

The dining commons, snack bars, Mun-
chy stores and campus libraries will all stay

open and keep their regular hours for the
long weekend. Local bars and liquor stores
will also be open Monday.

The UMass Student Federal Credit

Union as well as the local banks and
libraries will all be closed Monday in obser-

vance of the holiday.
- TRAGI MARRING

HE'S A BIG-CITY KID IN A SMALL TOWN WORLQ
HE'S GOING TO LIVE BY HIS OWN RULES,

EVEN IF HE HAS TO BREAK EVERYONE OF THEIRS.

PflRRmOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS fl DANIEL fTIELNICK PRODUCTION

fl HERBERT ROSS FILfTl- FOOTLOOSE KEVIN BRCON-LORI SINGER

DIRNNE WIEST RND JOHN LlTHGOWi- EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

DANIEL fTIELNICK -WRITTEN BV DERN PITCHFORO • PRODUCED BV

LEWIS 1 RflCHmiL AND CRfllG ZRDRN- DIRECTED BV HERBERT ROSS

REflO THE PAPERBACK FROfTl WRLLRBV BOOKS • ORIGINAL mOTION PICTURE

SOUNDTRRCK RLBUfTl ON COLUmBIR RECORDS RND CASSETTES .gfH^
1
m i D°u.>BTg«or A PARAmOUNT PICTURE ifT!^

^«lff TFt) TM»*HWS

STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17lh AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

fl»

FASHION MAGAZINES

Seventeen Madame Figaro

GQ (Gentlemen's Quarterly) Self

Modern Bride Elle

Brides Travis

Located in our Magazine Department

Cosmopolitan

Mademoiselle

Bazaar

Vogue
Glamour

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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PERSONALIZED
STYL£ HAIRCUTS
»'""$7.06

(with this couponi

$10.00 with

Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expiras 2/29/84 C

Pleas« Call for an

Appointm«nt

Styles by
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst, MA/549-5610

\

pproved
Inspection Station

RADIAL TIRE
SALE

P155/80 R13

$29.95
include mounting
plus MA state tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto Ctr.

"Full Service Tire

Store"

78 Sunderland Rd
No Anr^herst, MA

Across from Watrobas
549-4704

iFOURSEASOsrS^
Location: On Route 9 In Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick Jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

BUSCH suitcase cans $8.99

STROHS suitcase cans $9.99

MEISTER BRAU cans $7.99

LITE cans $9.99

GENESSE BEER bar bts $6.95

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

MYERS DARK 750 $7.99

WILD TURKEY 500 $6.49

CLAN McGregor scotch. ... 1.75 l. .. . $11.99

RiUNITE WINES
Lambrusco, Bianco, Rosato, D'oro. . . 1.5. . . $4.49

SALE ON IMPORTED BEERS
Make your own six packs from our wide selection for a 10%
discount. Choose such beer as Dos Equis, Watneys, Bombar-

dier Ale, Bass Ale, Swiss Lowenbrau, AASS, Pilsner Urquell,

Carlsberg, and many more.

And don't forget - your empties are welcome here.

Beer Balls - Kegs - Cups

Free Delivery

Summer Jobs
UPWARD BOUND/

UMASS AMHERST
Positions Available:

Instructors (for College Prepatory Curriculum)
|

Counselor/ Tutors (for residential component)
j

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: Feb. 29. 1984
Internships also available

\ ^\

MIKES MAD MUNCH OUT
FRIDAYS

The Best Time at the Best Place in Town

r CWO>NO*'

._>

Eat Any or All of:

Salads - Cold Cuts -

Italian Dishes -

Spare Ribs - Chicken Wings

Chow Mein - Chili -

Meatballs - Eggplant Parmesan

and more, and more, and more

vvvvvvvvvvv^d^vv^A/^A;vv^lft^iVV^^^ft^AA^v^AAftJ^^

J The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE j

X is inviting political, social, cultural
^

"^ and academic groups to submit re- %.

J quests for LINE ITEM FUNDING for J

X Fiscal Year 1985. For applications J

X and further information on the ^

^ budget process, please contact "^

J Steve Keye, CSS Treasurer, 919 J

J Campus Center, 545-2896. X

X DEADLINE FOR REQUESTS IS X

t FEBRUARY 24. X

___ _, '/I

,V l» ' Breakfast 7 am - 10:30 pm L > [- -^j

V ,**; , Lunch 1 1 :30 am - 2:30 pm r-^ Wr* 1 ,

'>i f 1 Dinner 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm \fCi yA-
^

\ A .
i
Fri & Sat 5:00 pm - 10:00 pm

|
^>, -^ V

r.
I
Sunday Brunch ^^"^ - 4 nm I

< » ^-
,

I--

:0U pm - s»:w pm \w\y [\r
X)pm- 10:00 pm iVk-*^ j

•

10:30- 4 pmj
| jj

^
1

<<^

The Oak Room
Extended Happy Hour

. r"' Soups. Sandwiches & Light Meals

^-\\r. Served daily

Liy ll;30-9pm

Entertainment Fri & Sat

^^'I:' Complimentary Hors d'oeuvres

.^ Hotel Northampton
584-3100

^^^^g^5000_
36 K-ii\ St., NiTil n> pf'U

our February Special

Twofer One
Molson
Golden
Proper ID a Must

57 N. PlMsant St.

Legislator

as^UMass
for assistance
By DAVID LINTON
CoUegian Suff

A Berkshire County legislator was at the

University of Massachusetts yesterday
looking at ways the school could better

serve his constituency.

Rep. Frank N. Costa, D-Adams, met with

Harvey Stone, director of the Office of

Extended Engineering Education to discuss

services the office offers to Berkshire

County.
"The possibilities that exist for the

resources of this institution to assist in

meeting the needs to upgrade education at

all levels is vastly under-tapped," Costa
said. "The resources here are, by and
large, under-utilized."

"There are a lot of great things happening

here." Costa said. "There is a vast array of

agencies and satellite offices here but it is

just a matter of creating an awareness of

what's here."

Costa said the math and science programs

will be targeted for retraining teachers at

the secondary level where there is a critical

shortage statewide.

Costa was to have met with Mario Fantini,

dean of the School of Education, and other

faculty, but said the meetings were can-

celled because of late meetings at the

Statehouse.

Costa said he is working with the Joint

Committee on Education to establish

statewide ]}erformance standards for

academic achievement. He said

Massachusetts lacks a uniform standard of

measuring levels of achievement and the

committee hopes to put a basic standard of

jjerformance in effect.

Costa is a member of the state House
Committee on Taxation and the Committee

of Federal Financial Assistance. He said

proposals for higher cigarette and gasoline

taxes to fund scholarships for higher

education to help offset federal cuts

originated in the Committee on taxation.

Costa said he hopes to return to UMass
next month.

CollcpBii photo bj Andy Heller

BARN CAT - The Stockbridge Barnyards are kept under the

watchful eye of this protective feline.

BOG lacks nominations
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian SUff

The Board of Governors (BOG) has

received no nominations for next semester's

officers or coordinators.

"We are in a very desperate situation. If

we won't start getting some nomination

papers, there might not be a BOG next

semester," said Allison Hughes, BOG vice-

chair, at last night's meeting.

Nomination papers for BOG positions are

due Feb. 22. "We had no idea that the

papers were due so soon. I think the entire

office was a victim of some misinformation,"

said BOG Coordinator Brad Jacobs.

Originally, the members thought that the

nomination papers weren't due for another

three weeks, Jacobs said.

"Our whole problem lies in the students'

apathy. It's simply ridiculous that the

students of this university don't care about

the Campus Center when they pay for it,"

he said.

Less than 10 positions are being applied

for within the BOG while 32 positions

haven't yet been approached.

Besides Ron Homs, nine other BOG

coordinator positions will be opened up due

to graduating seniors and members who
have decided not to run for board positions

next semester.

Hughes said that a plan will be unleashed

tomorrow in which present board members
will begin speaking throughout the various

areas on campus to discuss with the

students the importance of having a strong

BOG.
"Practically all of us are either graduating

or stepping down," Hughes said. "I'd like to

get a few more women on the board next

semester. After all, there are only a few of

us as it is."

BOG treasurer Jerry Quill said that the

board is facing an almost "panic situation.

The students must realize that if they don't

grab a hold of the BOG, there may not be

one. And without a BOG, the students

wouldn't be protected from excessive cost

raises, a decrease in study space, and

possibly less action directed towards

student activities in the Campus Center."

The BOG said that they plan on setting up

a table on the concourse today in hopes that

students will sigh to run for BOG positions.

If anyone who is interested in running for a

BOG position, they are asked to contact the

table or the office.

Residential

voice needed,

saysSWAG
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Correspondent

The Southwest Area Government
(SWAG) is going to work against the

Student Government Association (SGA) in

ratifying the proposed SGA Constitution,

according to SWAG co-presidents Michael
Bean and David McCarthy.

In an effort to gain a residential voice in

university policies, Bean and McCarthy will

introduce a resolution to the SWAG
assembly next week urging representatives

not to give their final aproval to the SGA
Constitution.

The reason, according to McCarthy, is that

the committee formed to meet with the
administration has been filled with
representatives outside of the residence
areas. It is a move that would tmm a
lopsided viewpoint in student voice.

"The most elite thing you can do is exempt
residential population," said McCarthy
after last night's SWAG assembly meeting.

In addition, McCarthy said that he expects

at least four of the other residential areas

will pass a similar resolution calling for the

change or will not give their own approval.

Bean referred to the proposal as a "bit

drastic" but believed the residential areas

must have representation when the

university officials meet with SGA officers.

"The ramifications could be over-

whelming, but necessary," said Bean.

"We love the Constitution as a document,

but we can't see this meeting going off

without some kind of residential voice."

McCarthy added.

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441
HAPPY HOUR PRICINGIII

Bud Er Bud light 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Stroh €r Stroh Light 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Heineken light or dark $4.50 6 pack + dep.

Moosehead Beer $3.99 6 pack + dep.

NARRAGANSETT 16 OZ CANS $2.50 6 pack + dep.

$9.80 case + dep.

Vodka or Ginso" $4.99 l $8.49 1 75 l

Rum 80° light or dark $5.99 L

Paul Masson Wines $3.99 1 5L

Taylor Cal. Cellar Wines $4.99 1 .5L

^4= =M= =»<= ^«= ^e

Auditor is needed by the SGA
Treasurer's Office to monitor the

financial records of Recognized Stu-

dent Organizations. Accounting ex-

perience and knowledge of the RSO
system is advantageous. Great oppor-

tunity to gain experience.
Applica-

tions available at the SGA Treasurer's

Office 407 S.U.B. and are due Feb. 28,

1984. UMass SGA is an AA/EEO.

liHs ^^ s>fc :»^

SGA Presidential/BOG
/Presidential Committee

I cJ!::^<:D'^2i? "ic^^o'-'oi? z^c^^cti^-^^i^ C:C^c^^"«cvi5> <ic^<;o'

j^
Nomination Papers. . . J

I

i

Distinguished Visitors Program a

Introductory Meeting
|

We're looking for new \

members \
i

Who would YOU like to see
|

9

)4-may be obtained in the SGA Office, 420 ^ « rr fi-v vw^^t^^^^ jl ^^y^ ^^./v w, ^^^
^

JSUB. They will be DUE Tuesday, 2/21 at
J f spgQ^/^ 0^ CampUS next

]
*3 P.M., SHARP! 1
* i

J For info, stop by or call 545-0341 J

I

C

t

5

semester?

C.C. 903 6:30 P.M. ,

, Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1984 |

f>
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C & C LIQUORS

61 Main St.

"Across from Plumbley's"

All Specials In store only

Phone 253-3091 For Free Off Campus Delivery $15.00 Minimum

Budweiser Suitcase $10.95 + dep.

Piels Draft $3.59 + dep.

Heineken Light & Dark $4.45 + dep.

Almaden Mt. Wine 1.5 liter $4.49

Taylor Zlnfandel Chenin Blanc, French Columbard

1.5 liter $4.75

YES!
we are delivering

to campus

roblTat our special

DELIVERY PACK of the week!
1 chicken sandwich
Vz lb. cheese burger

1 potato skins
f I. nachos

2 medium drinks

All For Only $8.50
Call 256-6858 Delivery Daily 6-11 PM

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-3534

ATTENTION

COLLEGE STUDENTS
(with a valid student I.D.)

SATURDAYS ONLY!
just bring your student I.D. card

and receive 10% off!

3-Day Sale Wed. Thur. Fri.

FASHION TWO-TONt
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS

ONLY 12.95*Reg. 17.95

White with Teal - White with Rasberry - White with Purple Sizes S-M-L-XL

Photo by Dwayne Autery John Cruise - Virgianne M. Janeczek - Laurie Carter - Susan C. Morth

! 5.00 OFF
w/coupon

3-Day Sale

present coupon at

time of purchase

I 2 TONE HOODED SWEATSHIRT

I
Reg. 17.95 w/coupon 12.96

I

I coupon valid 2-15 to 2-17-84 Quantity

Open M-f 9-5

=J
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Aid needed
for Central
America
In recent years Central America has become one of

the focuses of U.S. foreign policy and consequently,

our involvement there has been hotly debated.

Arguments on all sides tend to be immersed in idealogy.

Specters of Viet Nam, the "domino theory", Nicaragua

under both Somoza and the Sandanistas, all contribute

complexity to the issue. Many of those on the political

right see Central America in purely an East-West context,

not recognizing the significant social and political asp)ects.

Stephen C. Erickson

Many of those on the political left see U.S. involvement

anywhere as another Viet Nam and fail to recognize that

in the case of Soviet-Cuban backed revolutions, one tyrant

is merely replaced by another. So in terms of political

thought regarding Central America, what is needed is a

clearing of the idealogical fog that clouds the region as

well as many liberal and conservative minds. Contrary to

recent conjecture, the Kissinger Commission report on

Central America does just that, embracing the resdities of

the situation in the spirit of compromise.

The Commission was a bipartisan study group ap-

pointed by the President. The composition of the group

was truly diverse, encompassing conservative Con-

gressman Jack Kemp, outspoken liberal Congressman on

Central America Michael Barnes, A.F.L.-C.I.O. President

Lane Kirkland, and former Secretary of State Henry Kiss-

inger, to name but a few. Unlike the President's commis-

sion on Social Security which waffled, sidestepped, and

generally put off dealing with its problem, the Kissinger

Commission took the Central American dilemma head on.

The truly amazing thing was that such a politically and

philosphically diverse group could come up with such a

definitive and comprehensive solution. With the exception

of a couple of members who dissented on further funding

for Contra forces fighting the Sandanistas, the Commis-

sion was unanimous in its endorsement of a plan to aid

Central America.

The findings and proposed solutions are not rubber

stamps of Administration policy. To the contrary, Presi-

dent Reagan had, just prior to the release of the Commis-

sion report, vetoed a bill linking U.S. military to human
rights violations. The Commission specifically states that

military aid must be tied to progress in the area of human
rights progress. Thus, the Commission realized that the

conflict in Central America is not only an East-West one,

but a struggle for the hearts and minds of the people living

in the region. This is also why the Commission slanted a

large expenditure on educational aid, education being an

imperitive for democracy and peaceful social change. In

addition, the package calls for more Peace Corp workers

and substantially increased economic aid.

All of the Social-Economic assistance in the world,

however, will not help a people obtain their freedom if a

Leninist-Marxist government such as the one in

Nicaragua, is allowed to assume control. This is why the

Commission has wisely advised for the continuation of

military assistance to El Salvador and elsewhere, pending

certain conditions. Unfortunately, negotiated settlements

with rebel groups are not practical. There may be in-

dividuals within a Soviet-Cuban supported revolution who
favor democracy, but those who lead these revolutions

tend to be doctrinare Leninists. There can be no power

sharing, as rebel forces in El Salvador demand, with

elements that don't believe in democracy or personal liber-

ty-

Clearly, the Kissinger Commission package is one that

must be taken in its entirety. Insurgencies must be beaten

down with the supjsort of the populace and with adequate

military measures. The President and Congress would do

well to heed the Commission's advice. Such strong,

decisive, and comprehensive action is neccessary for the

freedom and prosperity of the people of Central America

as well as the security of the United States.

Stephen C. Erickson is a UMass student.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

to editing for clarity and length.

Explanation for editor's suspension

A week ago today, a nationally syndicated cartoon

was printed on the Editorial/Opionion page of the

Collegian. Many readers, especially members of

the Third World community, were offended by the con-

tent of the cartoon. Two days ago, Yadira Betances, the

editor of the Black Affairs page of the Collegian, wrote

an editorial criticizing the newspaper for printing what

the Third World community felt was a blatantly racist

cartoon. Yadira was subsequently suspended from her

position by me. However, I have rescinded that suspen-

sion.

Joel Myerson

The editorial cartoon generated a somewhat unex-

pected response. In making the decision to print the car-

toon, the Editorial page editor felt that it portrayed a

desperate sitiiation which still exists in parts of Africa,

through no fault of the people living there. By printing

the cartoon, the editor felt he was making the community

more aware of this situation. His intent was not to offend

any members of the community.

Unfortunately, many people were offended. TTie con-

tent of the cartoon could understandably be interpreted

as racist, although that was not the Collegian's intention.

The Editorial/Opinion page serves as a forum for the free

expression of ideas, and tries to be a catalyst for the

discussion of important issues. The cartoon in question

tried to do this by using "shock value;" some believed it

went too far.

Yadira Betances was obviously deeply offended by this

cartoon. Considering the situation, I can appreciate her
need to respond to the cartoon as quickly as possible. She
acted as one who has suffered the pain and indignation of

racism.

I suspended her because of her method of responding,

not because she doesn't have a right to express ho* opi-

nion. The Collegian policies are very clear, and are
necessary to maintain the high standards the paper has
set for itself. No staff member should publicalJy criticize

the paper before bringing the issue to the Board of

Editors. An issue which cannot be resolved by the Board
can then be discussed on the Editorial/Opinion page. A
suspension questions whether or not a violation has oc-

curred. In my opinion, there was a question at the time.

In light of the events leading to that suspension, I cannot

justify making it permanent.

Joel Myerson its the Collegian Editor in dkief.

Letters'

I!

Suspension seen as unfair

To the Editor.

I lind the recent suspension of the Black Affairs depar-

tment editor Yadira Betances due to her editorial quite

interesting and very upsetting. When constructive

criticism such as Betances' article is interpreted as being

injurious to the paper, and when the Editor in Chief then

says that "she should have drafted a letter for our editorial

page", one begins to wonder. This suspension seems to be

an irresponsible knee jerk retaliation by some adolescent

who can't take criticism.

The attempt at justifying this suspension based on in-

jurious effect and then also because of the printing in Black

Affairs instead of in the editorial page is completely wrong.

I urge the staff not to uphold this suspension.

Conrad Nuthmann
Belchcrtown

Editor's note: The integrity of a newspaper depends on
the legitimacy of its constitution. The suspension xuas

invoked solely on the interpretation of the Editor in Chief.

Basketball player is a ''star''
To the Editor,

On Thursday, Feb. 16, the Collegian carried a story about
the basketball game to be played that night between
UMass and St. Joseph's University.

Collegian staff member Dan Leberfeld wrote a story

which referred to SJU center Tony Costner as "in-

consistent." The article suggested that Costner, a

probable first round NBA draft selection, did not always
"come to play."

For the record:

Tony Costner was a first team All-Atlantic 10 selection in

1983.

He averages 19 points per game.
WUl be the highest scorer in SJU history.

Has scored double figures in 20 out of 21 games this

season.

Has started 112 consecutive games for SJU.
Hits 54 percent of his shots.

Hits 78 percent of his foul shots.

He is the second leading scorer and rebounder in the

competitive Atlantic 10.

Hardly the credentials of an "inconsistent" player, nor the

credentials of a player who does not "come to play."

The gratitious assertions made by Dan Leberfeld have no

basis in fact and reflect badly on the quality of the

Co^ oianaccuracy.
JiM Boyle

SJU Basketbidl

Rape is no laughing matter
To the Editor,

We would like to express our disgust and outrage at the

cartoon "The Strip" by Bert Saveriano and Jim Walsh in

February 15th's Collegian. Do these men realize that their

cartoon of "rapin' Rodney" actively promotes and
legitimizes violence against women?
We wish to bring this to the attention of the UMass com-

munity that concerned students on this campus do not find

rape jokes and innuendos funny. Given the number of

rapes nationally and on this campus, their cartoon serves

to perpetuate the idea that rape is a humorous and

tolerable aspect of campus life. For the many women who
have been the victims of rape, this cartoon is a poignant

and painful reminder of a violent and degrading event in

their lives. Please refrain from further media violer»ce and
exploitation of women.

S. E. Chaae
Caroline Samoiloff

Dorothy Merriam
Sylvia Mancinone

Stacy Bateaen
Pam Qoinn

Elizabeth Zalkiewicz
Laura Brewer
Christine King

P«Kfy P«»Ti

Snellen Loyd
Jeffrey HUls

Margo Dieaenhottse

Lanric Orion
Jennifer Lamberts

Students in Nursing 390N: Violence Against Women
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SUMMER
COUNSELING
EMPLOYMENT

males with aquatic,

athletic, camping
skills;

Christlan boys'

camp in Maine;

June 16 to Aug 20,

call collect

413-586-7041

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Oi'' RocKeleiief Pi»ia

New York. N ¥ 10020

Phone (212) M1-3O40

Mail this ad tor Special

Student /Teacher Taritl.

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

Now's the time
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Emyert reyair* V

Rt. 63. No Amherst

. 549-2660 .

BOOK SALE
20% Off

regular prices

on all books

Feb. 20-25

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP

Carriage

Shops
Downtown
Annherst

^*= ^r

MIKES KITCHEN
HAS A NEW LOOK

The finest in homemade

luncheon's, stews, soups

all reasonably priced

sandwiches all the time

hometown atmosphere

and in a comfortable
»« ^' "

i

SHOVICASE
CMEMAS

j ncHjTE 9 mvEnoALf roao
WEST BPmtNK3F«l.O
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'"Broadway Oar>ny

Rose' gets the new
year off to an ex-

hilarating start:'

— Vincent Canby

New York Times "...It's a

dandy entertainment!'

-Gene Shalit NBC
TV The Today Show
'"Broadway Danny

Rose' has its full quota

of Allen gags ..!'- Jack

Kroll Newsweek

. lack Rollins., diaries H.lotfe

Susan [Jorse Mel Bourne

[I'll., ,-• .-' |IlL\' •!

MWilliSisc CharbHioffe

iiobf"' CfPPotiut ioiy'iyien

PCir

Black Affairs
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Harding discusses DuBois

(ollefian photo by Drew Ogicr

Vincent Hardin traces DuBois' writing in con-

nection with the future of America at Mahar

Auditorium last night.

By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Correspondent

Students and distinguished guests of the five college area

gathered last night at Mahar Auditorium at the University

of Massachusetts to listen to author and historian Vincent

Harding.

Harding spoke as part of the W.E.B. DuBois lecture
series sponsored by Chancellor Joseph Duffey and the
Department of the Afro-American Studies of the
University of Massachusetts. Five College, Inc.. and Five
College Black Studies, Inc.

Harding, author of There is a River and The Other
American Revolution, is the chairman of the Institute of

the Black World and professor of religion and social change
at the Lliff School of Theology in Denver. Colorado.

"I want to share with you," he said, "not a lecture, but

perhaps a set of reflections on the significance of DuBois'

vision for the future of America."

Harding quoted several passages from W.E.B. DuBois'

UMassNi^theld at Springfield
By MARILYN G.BOU
Collegian Correspondent

SPRINGFIELD - Representatives from the University of

Massachusetts Third World community participated in an
all Third World "UMass Night," a panel discussion geared
to answer questions and concern prospective University
students and their parents might have relative to their

future college life.

Reagan'sbudget

penalizes blacks
In the last weeks of January Ronald Reagan dominated

our newspapers and airwaves. In the course of two short

weeks, the President delivered his State of the Union ad-

dress, announced his candidacy for reelection as Presi-

dent, and unveiled his priorities for America in a proposed

budget for the year beginning October 1st.

While each of the events - his distorted but inspirational

State of the Union address, his announcement of

readiness to run for a second term in office, and his budget

proposal - was significant, it is his proposed budget which

offers us the best insights into what another term of

Reaganism will mean for black Americans and all working

jjeople.

The Fiscal Year 1985 budget which the President has

proposed seeks to make further cuts in social spending.

The proposal seeks additional reductions in programs

which have assisted workers, the elderly, the poor, and

students.

There are provisions for reduced spending on employ-

ment and training programs, and for a maintenance of the

currently inadequate funding for occupational safety and

health programs. Poor people would suffer from an ero-

sion in Medicaid coverage under a plan which would in-

troduce "cost-sharing" for those who can least afford to

pay for medical care.

In the area of education, while the budget calls for a

slight increase in overall federal spending, it will result in

requiring low income students to pay a larger share of

their educational expenses than they have in the past.

There is also a proposal for further cutbacks in community

service programs and special assistance for the children

and the elderly.

Despite these cutbacks which have eroded programs of

great benefit to blacks and working and poor people, the

budget still projects a huge federal deficit of some $180

billion dollars. The net effect of such a budget deficit will

be to drive interest rates even higher, and thus threaten

economic recovery.

Coming on top of the already significant reductions in

federal spending in the Reagan Administration's first

three years, the President's election year budget amounts

to nothing short of a further attack on the interests of

blacks and all working people.

The budget makes no attempt to deal with the sad reali-

ty of unconscionably high unemployment rates. It contains

no necessary initiative to attack the growth in poverty

which has been the sorry by-product of Reaganomics.

The Reagan Administration's budget is not as radical in

its proposed reductions as were its predecessors. But that

is a concession to the political necessities of the election

year.

Despite being tailored to fit the requirement of an elec-

tion year, the Reagan budget is a renewed attack against

the poor, the elderly, and the jobless. One can only hope

that in this election the intended victims of the Reagan

Administration's onslaught will work diligently toward his

defeat and prevent his disastrous initiative from further

sundering the social fabric of our nation.

The panel, aired on WTCC in Springfield, was held at the

W.W. Johns Life Center, Inc. with a turn out of about 100

people.

Speaking in the panel were Arthur Jackson, Director of

Financial Aid, Dr. Benjamin Rodriguez, Director of the

Bilingual Collegiate Program, Dr. Juan Caban, Associate

Director of Admissions, Reynold Winslow, Director of the

Minority Engineering Program, John Lopes, Academic
Advisor for the Committee for the Collegiate Education of

Blacks and other Minorities, Dr. Tim Cabanas, Director of

the English as a Second Language department. There
were also other representatives from the Amherst Third

World community in the audience like Dr. Claries Broody,

Director of Upwward Bound, an organization which helps

prepare high school students for the academics and social

adjustment of college life.

The Johns center is a mental health center focusing on the

minority community in Springfield. Janet Simmons, the

center's director said the center's purpose was "to assist

community members with preventive services in coping

with the stresses of every day life." She said the staff is a

multi-ethnic, bilingual to service the entire community.

"These meetings are an attempt to fulfill vice chancellor

Dennis Mudson's commitment to extend the University's

resources to Western Massachusetts," Jones said.

"(My) role in the panel was to inform new students of the

academic and social expectations that they might not be

aware of through regular channels," Lopes said.

"We wanted to impress upon them that the college ex-

perience does not solely consist of four years of straight

academic progress," he said, "but should also include

development of social interaction skills, career develop-

ment skills, and anything and everything that leads to the

final product, which is a degree well rounded, mature

individual."

In the words of various panelists, students and parents,

the panel was "welcomed," "well received," and the

evening was a "success."

autobiography to show how DuBois influenced the future
of America.

"We are," he said quoting DuBois, "like this passenger on

the bus; fighting for decades and decades just giving aU of

his time and energy, knowledge, skill, and talent, just to

prove that he has the right to have a seat on the bus.

Fighting." he continues, "against all odds and it is in this

day in time that we sit down and finally catch our breath

and ask ourselves where is this bus going."

Most of us refuse to see where the bus is headed, he said.

"All we want is a seat on the bus."

Harding talked about human integrity, about taking risk.

"I cry sometimes about the generation of young people
who are mental conservative," Harding said, "afraid of

taking a difficult course because it might get in the way of

their grade point average."

Atraud ot becoming human beings."

"The vision of DuBois for a new America, is it dead or is it

alive?" Harding asked.

"The vision oi black people and all of their allies

rebuilding American society, is it dead or is it alive'? It's in

our hands," he said.

Ahomadresses
1ong4erm plans
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Plans for the celebration of Latin American Week in early

April and long term goals for the organization were the

issues discussed in the Ahora meeting last night in the

Campus Center Complex at the University of

Massachusetts.

Linda Velazques, who oversees the organization, spoke to

a small audience of Hispanic students on the historical

development of the organization as well and its necessity

for survival.

Velazques said she is not president of Ahora. but someone

who "understands it should not die," said students should

volunteer and "sincerely support the organization in any

way."

Like many other Third World organizations on campus.

Ahora is short of student involvement. Presently.

Velazques said, there are only five active members who

work for the organization.

"It's not possible for five to run the organization," she

said, "the myth of superman and superwoman are only

figures of the imagination of those who created it."

Latin American Week celebration will consist of only a

week-end after it intervened with the Martin Luther Kinp

Week and the International Student Association Week.

Ahora was developed in 1974 when a concerned group of

staff and community members wanted to increase the

Hispanic student population at the University. Ahora

subsequently founded the Bilingual Collegiate Program.
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What do theses recent UMass
graduates all have in common?

Rick Goroshko '83

Mark Lewison '83

Keith Machado '83

Laurie Wysk Puddester '83

John Reid '83

Craig Robbins '83

They all joined

G. Fox & Co.

And today are responsible for

generating sales in excess of $1

milUon dollars.

If immediate impact, exposure, and responsibiHty

are what you're looking for in a career, then we
already have a lot in common.

Stop by Friday

and find out what other ideas we share.

Friday, February 17th from 10 am - 4 pm
Faculty Lounge - School of Management

We will build our interviewing schedules

from the people we meet on Friday

If you would like the opportunity to interview with

G. Fox, please stop by

Casual Dress/Light Refreshments

Arts
Trailers

by Andy Gordon

By most accounts the video game fad is

dying out, but no one seems to have told

Donald Bluth, who's sinking millions into

developing new ones. Bluth, the former

Disney animator who wrote and directed

the excellent 1982 feature The Secret of

NIMH, has been working like a lunatic

creating video games that look and feel like

cartoons. His "Dragon's Lair" game had

some mild success last semester by the

curious and indiscriminate videot, but it's

spot by the Hatch has been largely ignored

this semester. Within the month, his

"Space Ace" is scheduled for release. The

new game features the title character, out

joyriding with his girlfriend Kimberly

"when suddenly evil Borf attacks him with

the dread Infanto ray. The ray changes Ace

into small, puny Dexter, a young boy. Borf

then kidnaps Kimberly. Borfs plan is to

take over the Earth by changing everyone

into babies." Unbelievable. Interestingly,

the press release for the game denies it

contains the sexism "Dragon's Lair" was

accused of. This time around, Kimberly is

"more representative of the assertive

woman of the 80's." (I.E. She barks at

Dexter to "Get me out of here." But is still

unable to save hersdf.)

Perhaps the two busiest writers in

Hdlywood today are Stephen King and

John Sayles. King, who had amazing

success last year with Creepshow, Cujo,

and The Dead Zone, will this year give us

Children of the Com, fflmed and ready for

distribution: Creepshow II, being prepared

by George Romero; and his on again/off

again movie version of Firettarter, to star

(check this out) George C. Scott, Martin

Sheen, David Keith, Drew Barrymore and

Heather Locklear. King's recent bestseller.

The Pet Sematary, will not be made into a

film, as per the author's desire. Sayles,

meanwhile, has completed The Brother

from Outer Space, about a black martian

who comes to Earth and must deal with

racism; Bhod of the Lamb, about two bored

ex-60's radicals who infiltrate a fun-

damentalist cult; and adaptations of two

Jean M. Auel novels: The Clan of the

Cave Bear and Valley of the Horses.

The John L&ndis/ T\uilight Zone case is

still being deliberated on, but many sources

feel that Mr. Landis is up shit creek. ' I'd

like to take the opportunity to defend my
jokes about the incident, which have ap-

parently been bumming some people out. I

do consider the situation somewhat mor-

bidly humorous, but of course understand

the importance of filmmaking safety. The

accident which two summers ago took the

lives of actor Vic Morrow and two Korean

children, was shameful and avoidable; but

whose fault was it? I don't think it was

Landis', which is why I feel comfortable

ragging on the man. Landis, though a

former stuntman, is not a special effects

expert, and should not be tried as if he was

one. Recent testimony has indicated that it

was extreme heat, causing part of the

helicopter to melt, and not an explosion,

which caused the accident. How could

Landis be held responsible for that? I can't

see him being sent to jaU, but a big fine and

possible MPAA penalty are probably in the

cards. In any case, I doubt he'll be selected

to direct Blue Thunder IL

Mel Gibson has a slew vf new pictures in

the works. A remake of Mutiny on the

Bounty has been done for some time now

and Mrs. Soffel, a love story with Diane

Keaton, started fihning this past Tuesday.

He's also set to star in The River, with

Sissy Spacek and Scott Glenn. Gibson beat

Harrison Ford for the part, and in it plays a

midwestern farmer. He uses an American

accent for the role.

Random drivel: Martha Coolidge {Valley

Girl) has replaced Penny Marshall as

director of National Lampoon's Joy of Sex,

which resembles the book only in title.

Colleen Camp and Christopher Lloyd

star...Lloyd also turns up in Buckaroo

Bamai, an adventure film with Peter

Weller in the title role. John Lithgow and

Jeff (k)ldblum also star...John Lithgow also

turns up in SOW, the future adventures of

HAL and his space buddies. Keir Dullea

reprises his role, as does Douglas Rain, the

voice of HAL. Bob Balaban and Roy

Scheider also star...Here's one to miss: The

Zany Adventures of Robin Hood, starring

George Segal and Morgan Fairchild.

Always beware of films calling themselves

zany...George Segal also turns up in Stick,

the newest Burt Reynidds debacle. Candice

Bergen and Jose Perez also star...Jose

Perez currently stars with Gary Busey in

DC Cab...Gary Busey also turns up as Paul

"Bear" Bryant in the upcoming Bear,

portraying that wacky Alabama football

coach...Danny DeVito turns up as a crooked

D.A. in Amy Heckerling's comedy Johnny

Dangerously, starring Michael Keaton and

Joe Piscopo. He also will appear in

Romancing the Stone, a love story

featuring Kathleen Turner and Michael

Douglas.

Local Best Bets: Hitchcock fans are

hooked up. The Amherst Cinema has a dou-

ble bill of Rear Window and The Lady
Vanishes and the Academy of Music in

Northampton has Vertigo. The Calvin still

has The Big Chill and The Hampshire 4 still

has Silkwood. Mountain Farms has

Reckless (If you've seen Rebel Without a

Cause, Valley Girl, Liar's Moon, Four

Friends, An Officer and a Gentleman,

Breaking Away and All the Right Moves

then you've seen every scene in this film).

Opening at the malls today are Broadway

Danny Rose, The Right Stuff. Tom Selleck

as Lasseter (Thanks but no thanks), and

Footloose (That song is getting real obnox-

ious, real fast.)

distance and fight tog^ether to

save Planet Earth in this scene from Space Ace.

TRAILERS Trivia: Response to last

week's question was overwhelmingly incor-

rect. Everyone guessed that Judd Hirsch's

first film was Ordinary People. It was Ser-

pico. This week's question: In what film did

a character say, "I believe there is justice

in our hearts."? The first correct answer

will receive an 8x10 glossy photograph of

an RCA laser disc. (5ood luck

This just in: The nominations for the 1984

Academy Awards have been announced and

they're a surprise, to say the least. Only a

week ago I made some preliminary

nomination predictions so Pm pretty

surprised myself.

The Best Actor category is perhaps the

most shocking. Nomination for Robert

DeNiro? Nope. Eric Roberts? Al Pacino?

Nope, nope. Tom Coiiti got a nomination

for crying out loud. In fact, four out of the

five nominees are English. Bloody Limeys.

Conti is up for his role in Reuben, Reuben,

Michael Caine for Educating Rita, Tom
Courtenay and Albert Finney for The

Dresser and Rober Duvall for Tender

Mercies. Poor line-up. Duvall should get it

but Courtenay could be a safe bet as well.

Best Actress doesn't hold many surprises.

Meryl Streep's portrayal of Karen Silkwood

was amazing, and most deserves the award.

Other nominees are Debra Winger and

Shirley MacLaine for Terms of Endear-

ment, Jane Alexander for Testvment and

Julie Walters for Educating Rita. Streep

better get it.

The Best Supporting Actor category is

another travesty. No bid for Burt Lan-

caster. William Hurt, Jeff Goldblum, Kevin

Kline, Dan Aykroyd or Eddie Murphy.

Jack Nicholson is a shoe-in for Terms of

Endearment but it could possibly face

competition from The Right Stuffs Sam
Sheperd. Other nominees are Rip Torn for

Cross Creek, John Lithgow for Terms (he

deserved it last year for The World
According to Garp, not this year though),

and Charles Durning for To Be or Not To

Be (What, is there some Academy rule that

Charles Durning has to be nominated every

year no matter what crap he's been in?).

The Best Supporting Actress category is

another tough one to pick. The nominees

are Amy Irving for Yentyl, Glenn Close for

The Big Chili, Cher for Silkwood,

AlfredWoodard for Cross Creek and Linda

Hunt for The Year of Living Dangerously.

Cher and Linda Hunt were fantastic in their

roles. It could go either way.

Best Picture was just as I had predicted,

with one exception: The Dresser instead of

Fanny and Alexander. Other nominees are

The Right Stuff, Tender Mercies, The Big

ChiU, and Terms of Endearment. . Please

Lord, give it to Big ChiiL If Term* wins it

I'll bum. Sappy little dinkwad of a film.

Best Director holds some surprises as

well. Mike Nichols got a bid for Silkwood

though the film itself wasn't nominated.

Ingmar Bergman as well, for Fanny and

Alexander, his most recent "last film."

Other nominees are Peter Yates for The

Dresser, Bruce Beresford for Tender

Mercies and James "The Sitcom King"

Brooks for Terms ofEndearment.

The award ceremony «nU be televised

nationally on April 9.

Quit grinning, John.

You're Outta here.

V

Jack Nicholson

Meryl Streep

^-^K::^

Robert Duvall
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20-S5% OFF
CURRBfT MERCHANDIsi

^ TIES, BELTS, BANDANAS,
SUNGLASSES,
UMBRELLAS,

^ LECWARMERS,
DANCEWEAR, BODYWEAR

T-SHIRTS

SK,t«B»K<
\«^

i0ft««A«^

A Store-full of Ideas

DosNntosNn >1mherst • Open DailK 10-6, SundOK 12-5

-35% OFF

LAMPS ,.-

BASKETS
BAMBOO SHADES
RECORD CRATE KITS

THE WINDOW SHELF
RUGS

< -S!-^

A Store-full of Ideas

DosNntcwn /4mherst • Op«n DailK 10-6, Sunda/ 12-5

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

0TArau^

Univcnity Drtw, Amh«rst, Mass.
Just past U^ss Stadium, from SW domfis

MolSOn $12.75 + 120case

Grizzly $3.40 + aoepk

Michelob cans $10.99 + i20cs

Miller Lite cans $9.95 + i2ocs

Gallo Premiums is $3.59

Inglenook Navelle 1.5 $3.99

Chantefleur 750 mi $2.99

Bonifato 1.5 $3.35

Strogoff Vodka 175 $7.95

Cossack Gin 1.75 $8.99

Black Velvet 1 75 $11.99

Ron Roberto Rum 1.75 $9.25

253-5696 not responsible for typographical errors

Bloom Comity by Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone Mark Rollins
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Data

Liturgical

vestments
Eireann

Have
accompli

1

6

10
14

15
16 Actor Ray
17 Kind of rug

18 Beginner: Var.

19 What butterflies

do
20 Persuades, in

away
21 Kind of violet

or grass

23 Grease monkey's
job, for short

26 Florentine

painter

27 Calendar abbr.

30 Hawaiian volcano

goddess
32 Days of yore

33 Pram pusher,

in Poona
35 Consumes
37 Tropical creeper

41 Sweet smelling

bloom
44 Composers' org.

45 Noun ending

46 Except

47 Baseball's

Ron
49 Elevator man

51 Musician's asset

52 State

55 In a

57 Smith and Jones,

for example
60 Some works of art

64 Purl one, etc.

65 Name meaning
"rejuvenation"

67 Flow smoothly

68 Coy and playful

69 Sharp
70 Downy duck
71 Deer

72 "Picnic"

playwright

73 Fun

DOWN
1 Nickname akin

to Slim

2 Head or heart

3 Sagan of science

4 Mountain king in

"PeerGynt"

5 Finishes

6 Tar's location

7 Non-cleric

8 Whirring sound
9 Larry, Curly or

Moe
10 Signs of spring

11 Distribute

12 Kind of cue card

13 Bingo's kin

22 Gather of

literature

24 Tea or steak

25 Cheer up
27 Room, in Roma
28 Author Kingsley

29 Powdered item

31 Culture group:

Prefix

34 Plants named for

a Greek youth

36 Factions

38 Wings
39 Leningrad's civer

40 Town near Fort

Devens
42 "DerRosen-

kavalier"

43 Streak in marble

48 Native of Aden
50 Superficially

burns
52 Glacier deposit

53 Author Saki's real

name
54 "What

Glory?"

56 Another sign of

spring

58 Garden
59 Hitch

61 Caper
62 River joining

theFulda
63 Spanish painter

66 Dined

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

22

10 11 12 13

14 IS 16

17 IB 19

20 21

ta^^^^H" 24 25

1
26

27 28 29 30 31 32

I
43

38 39 4033 34

42

35 36 37

41

44 ^45 ^46

53 54

47 48

1
49 50 51

52 55 56 ^^^^^H
57 58 59 60 61 62 63

64

1

65 66 67

68 69 70

71 72 73

f
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YOU'LL BE HOOKi^.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Torpedo Grinder
Tuna a la King/

Puff Pastry Triangle

DINNER
Ranch Style Hamburg

Steak

Baked Ziti

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Tuna a la King/

Puff Pastry Triangle

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Shen
Baked Ziti

Weather

Today, variable cloudi-

ness, highs in the upper 40s.

Tonight, clouding up, lows
in the mid 30s. Tomorrow,
rain possible, highs in the

mid 40s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

UUyU UUDU lJUUUU
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There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy
Tobacco
Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosnr)etics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Located in the

Student Union

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks

Paper

Newspapers

Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas

Many other items available

546-2528

Convenient Hours

M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
8:30 am to 10:00 pm

the

mini Store

ais zx: zaz 2s:

Amherst Flics presents:

Life of Brian

$1.50

lU zz

Shows 8 PM& 10 PM
Fri. Sat. Sun.

Amherst College, Merrill 1

snz ^g ^g'

UNIVERSITY OFMASSACHUSETTS ATXMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall \^

1984

GRADUATES!
YEARBOOK
PORTRAITS
will be taken on

Tues. Feb. 21 - Wed. March 14

in 177 CO
from 9 am to noon and 1-5 pm

Mon & Wed - Fri

Tues from noon - 4 pm
and 5 - 9 pm

For appointment call

545-0848 or 545-2874

or sign up in the Index Office

103 CC
Please bring a $5. sitting fee

Stephanie
Chase
Violin

1991 'chomovtky
Competition.
Motcow

THURSDAY. MARCH 1 , 8 PM
TICKETS: $5.00

Les Ballet

Jazz
de Montreal

Jaatalft
afHtflnmrt

FRIDAY. MARCH 9, 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Master of

Mime

Marcel
Marceau

MONDAY. MpCH 5. 8 PM
TICKETS: $12.^10. $8

Springfield

Symphony
Orchestra
Robert Gutlet.

Music DirectOf with

Jean
Pierre

Rampal
FRIDAY. MARCH 30, 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at
FineArts Center Box Office,DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center.Call(413) 545-2511 or 1.800-243^4842

INTRODUCING:
A iVEIVUUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC IvOUHTGE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-3:00 PM
• TOC HOT WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES
• POTATO DELIGHTS
With Your Choice of Sauces:

Mustard, Sweet & Sour, Barbeque

• CARROT & CELERY STIX
with Vegetable Dip ... $2.75

^'ft^

Free Beer or Non-
Alcohlic Beverage

With Your Lunch
O^er Good Thru 2/17/84

TOP
of the

CAMPUS

Hypercurricula

KABBALAT SHABBAT
-6:30 p.m., 72 Triangle St.,

Amherst.

COMMUNITY WORSHIP -

in the Black Church tradi-

tion, ^hare in a special

celebration today in

recognition of Black History

Month. 11:15 a.m., James
House Classroom.

JOIN OUR ROAD RACE
COMMITTEE! Run for Rit-

ter Road Race Committee
meets at 5:30 every Sunday
in the Newman Center
classroom. We need help in

all areas. Everyone
welcome! 5:30, Newman
Center.

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7

p.m., Dukes Rm., S. Union.

BIBLE STUDY - An in-

depth exploration of New
Testament scripture and
theology and its relevance

today. Intelligent, serious,

open-minded study of the

Bible facilitated by Rev.

Robin Harden. 12:00 noon,

428 Student Union.

>sr

DON'TMISS THE ACTION!

READ THE
SPORTS PAGE

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mult b* 1 8 to •nt«r

Op*n til 2

6654937
24 Hour Topad A^cisog*

.-ii^^

rusty nail PROUDLY PRESENTS

nri

Sat. -

Tonight - GIRLS NIGHT OUT $3.00 cover charge w/UMass ID

- THE STOMPERS $6.50 cover charge w/UMass ID

COMING: JOHN BUTCHER AXIS Feb. 24th

$5.00 cover charge w/UMass ID

All Times 7-9

Bottled Beer $1.00

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Rayban and Vuarnets
fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

ATTENTION:
WE'RE HIRING DJ'S

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT is hir

ing qualified DJ's. Experience preferred,

good p>ersonality and knowledge of music

required. Reply to: Box 48, Amherst, MA
01004

AUDIO
~

Sony XR-S6 Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

Stereo System: Vertical turntable, deck,

receiver, four speakers best offer 253-9824

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1969 Chevrolet Van: dependable,
economical, many new partsi $750. call:

Jamie 253-5381

Tl Pinto Wagon, sky blue, runs great

$775 call Greg late afternoon 253-5847

CAPE COD

West Yarmouth Sea Gull Beach 6 rooms

4 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 '/^ baths $5,500. for

season Also Duplex 2 bedrooms each 4

rooms sleeps 4 each side $2,850. Also cot-

tage 3 rooms 2 bedrooms sleeps 3 $2,100.

253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT
~

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc
^

Jockeys who give you more! More lights,

more requests and more experience! Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.
Why pay more? 256-1393

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire. Quality

sound at the lowest price. Call 584-6712

FOR RENT

Available: one bedroom apartment large

enough for two. Close to campus 549-7880

One room in Amherst on bus route unfur

$187. rent male call Peter 253-3076/5-2670

One or both rooms in Sunderland
house. Woodstove, carpet, nice view.

$212 each room. Call Chris 666-7148

FOR SALE

Platform beds, we build them. Queen
with drawer 169. 527-2141

Car Stereos 200W boosters - 38.00 300W
triaxles 39.00 AM-FM cassette 58.00 call
546-7579

i

Attention - Womens Shoes - Cheap
'

Peter pan Boots SNKS New Styles $12-15

Full Range of sizes special on size 6

call 549-0533 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

1976 Toyota Corona good body well main-

tained call 586-5122

Dorm size refrigerator for sale 66 or BO
call 665-8175 around 5 PM
Skis - Rossignol Comp 185 with Tyrolia 260
bindings Koflach boots size 9 plus extras

also Pioneer 8X560 20 watts/side, Bose
301 spkrs call 546-6828

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC. PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Newspaper Deliverers needed for

dorms. Good pay. Early mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
Shoe Sales Person - part time - must be

experienced. Apply in person only Mat-

thews Shoes 39 So. Pleasant St Amherst

Campaign for the next President

Senator Gary Hart, in NH this weekend call

Dave 549-4462 or 549-3843

Counselors: Camp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co-ed children's camp. We will in-

terview on Camp Day March 13th. Write:

12 Allevard St, Lido Beach NY 11561 (in-

clude your phone number)

HURRY UP AND RUSH
TO SIGMA DELTA TAU

Hurry up and Rush to Sigma Delta Tau
Tues Feb 14 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Wed Feb 15 7:00-7:45

Thurs Feb 16 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Tues Feb 21 8:00-9:00

Wed Feb 22 5:00-6:00

Sigma Delta Tau 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

LOST

i

Gold pearl ring with

reward call 546-9008

diamond chips

Ladies gold quartz watch Sentimental

value. RewardI Jeanne 546-4741 after 5 PM

Set of keys (2/9) (VW, dorm, etc.)

Reward call 546-5449

Long black coat with keys in pocket

switched at after hours party last Sat.

night. Similar one left in place. Reward.

549-0504

LOST SKI BOOTS

Left at Hagis Mall bus stop Sunday mor

ning • Reward * Mitch 256-0967

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP

Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual identity. Wednesday evenings 7 pm
- 9 pm sliding fee scale. Contact

Psychological Services Tobin Hall by

February 24. 545-0041

PERSONALS

2CE aoc az ZE
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring fgg ^g- ^^ ^g 3g

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $1071 Andrea 546-9648

Art, Business, Law, History, and
English at Oxford this summer. Imforma
tion 545-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

SKI POWDER VAIL SKI POWDER VAIL
SPRING BREAK
MARCH 19-26

includes
- Roundtrip Air

- Transfers
- 7 Nights and 5 Day Lifts

- Sauna/Jacuzzi/Pools and more!

Deadline for deposit Fri Feb 24
Call Umass Ski Club for info 545-3437

Dan you made me happy when you werent

here think how I feel when you are. Thanks
for the Valentine and your love I love you
Julie

Guitarist looking for band, seven years

previous band experience 546-6452

Hey BobI Attention!! It's your B-Day do it

up! Your Roomie

Hist 307 (Enlightenment) Reunion Party

Fri 2/17 9:00 @ Time Out join us for a new
interpretation of free will (guest speaker:

Cath the great)

Wanted: Black males, females (not preg-

nant), 18-55 yrs. old, who would like to

earn $15 in 1 hour. The Exercise Science

Dept. needs subjects for a research study

"Racial Differences in Body Composition"

For info phone 545-1337 9 5 M-F

Distinguished Visitors Program
New Members Meeting
Tuesday Feb. 21, 1984

Come and have a voice in

next year's programs
CC903 6:30

John Kells Happy 20thl Let's go dancingi

Love Santa

Scotty F. Happy Valentines Day late.

Thanks for the kiss Love, Goob

Think you're a victim of consumer ripoff?

Call LSO 545-1995

Curly, Hamburga: Thanks for V. Dayl We
love you, TBO Sisters

Chi Omega - You girls are really terrificllt

All our love. The FSB'S

Tim - Just wanted to say I'm behind you all

the way I Go for it! I love you. Pam

Happy 21st B-Day to a very special person

(you know who you are!) Love always

Kathy and Whitney

REWARD
~

Lost: Brown leather gloves between
Amherst /Sunderland around 2 PM on
2/14. Please return! Reward! 549-0423 or to

Collegian Office

RIDE WANTED
~

Rochester Syracuse Buffalo or any place

within 1 hr of Geneva NY Hobart College

Feb 16 weekend call Kristine 549-1516

ROOM WANTED
~

Looking for a place to live during Spring

I

f

f

\

sz: zs as as

semester. Responsible, 22 yrs. call Steve:

256-0530

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/ Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

SERVICES

Typing. Copies, Binding Pickup and
delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.
Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 666-3414

Tutor for COINS 121 123 call Meg
584-7608

Drafting - experienced drafter will do your
work professional quality reasonable rates

586 9208 Jim

SHOPPERS SHUTTLE
~

Catch the Shoppers Bus Wednesday 9-3

Saturday 10-4 GRC to Price Chopper and
Stop ft Shop hourly

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 419 from Boston 359 from New
York complete no hidden costs Lauderdale
choice of hotels Doug 549-1934

TRAVEL

Piedmond roundtrip ticket valid for a

year where ever Piedmond flies $300. or BO
Tony 256-8458 evenings

TRI SOMETHING NEWI
TRI SIGMA

• Rush Parties
• Tues Feb 14 5:46-6:20
• Wed Feb 15 5:00
• Thur Feb 16 7:00
• Tue Feb 21 700
• Wed Feb 22 7:00

382 N. Pleasant St 546-0046

WANTED

BOLTWOOD PROJECT Find out what we
are all about. Information meetings Wed
Feb 15 at 7:00 in CC rm 174 Tues Feb 21 at

7:00 rm 917 and Wed Feb 22 at 7:00 in rm
917 CC
Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WORK STUDY POSITION ~
The Collegian has bne position available

for a work study person. Your job will be
taking ads, answering phones, and some
misc. work. The hours available are Mon
111, Wed 11-1, T 1-2:30, and Fri 11-12:30

Applications are being accepted until Fri

2/24 at 3:30 PM

as ax: ax: as as
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GEORGE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
OPEN

THURSDAY
&

FRIDAY NITES

I

5 DAYS ONLY THURS., FRI., SAT., SUNDAY & MONDAY
TURNTABLES

SAVE 30

69
AKAI DIRECT DRIVE

SEMI AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE
PIONEER PL2 Belt Turntablt ('90) *59.99

TECHNICS Q200 Quartz Simi Auto (109) 79.99

TECHNICS B300 Btit Automatic (120) 89.99

TECHNICS BL3 Liniar Trackinc ( 180) 139.99

LUXMAN 99 Dtluxe Dirtct Drivt (250) 179.99

HARMON KARDON T60 "Tb* Ultimitt Tinitabit" (450) 379.99

TECHNICS PS Difitai Disc Playtr (700) 599.99

EMPIRE 250E Macnttic Cartridte (40) 24.99

AUDIO TECHNICA 33E Nttf* Elliptical Cartri^fi ( 1 20) 69.99

AUDIO TECHNICA Shibata Stylus Cartrid|t ( 1 30) 69.99

TELEVISIONS

SAVE 80

259
19" COLOR TV

RCAiri*WTV (*90) *59.99

PANASONIC 19" Color TV (360) 299.99

PANASONIC 19" Elootrooio Twm Color TV (430) 359.99

SONY 19" TrMtroR Color TV (500) 399.99

PANASONIC 2S" Coatolo Color TV (600) 499.99
RCA 25" Romoto Coatrol Color TV (700) 499.99
JENSEN 19" Color Mooitor (800) 499.99
QUASAR 2S" RNMtt Coolral Mm initk (800) 599.99
SONY 26" Romoto Cwrtrol Color TV (900) 799.99
tOIT2t4tyTiMhiM>Wi»INw>»iiwt Hilt (1400) 999.99

PORTABLE STEREO

CROWN WALKING TYPE
AM/FM STEREO CASSEHE PLAYER

CROWN "WalkiRc Typo** Storao Cassotto (*30)

SONY SRF33 FM Storoo Walkman (50)

SONY WM8 Walkman Storoo Cassott'^ (50) 39.99
PANASONIC FM Storoo Walkinf Ca»iotto (70) 54.99
EMERSON 808 MiM« AM/FM ttiTNCatsittt (80) 64.99
HITACHI 9000 1 Him IM/FM SfmtMM CittftH (220) 149.99
SONY WMR2 RMoriq WaiM Cattitti (200) 159.99
PAUtOiC (5 ) ft. AM/FM MaMi StwM CasMfti (220) 189.99
PANASONIC 51S0 Doluxo AM/TM Storoo

Fortakio CanoHt (299.99) 189.99

STEREO RECEIVERS
SAVE 50

PIONeeR 45 WAH AM/FM
SOLID STATE RECEIVERS

SCOTT 319 25 Watt Rictivtr

SCOTT 349 45 Watt Rocoivtr

LUXMAN 5030 35 Watt Roctivor

AKAI R32 45 Watt Rictivor

HARMON KARDON 570 45 Watt Racoivor

HARMON KARDON 580 45 Walt Diptal Rtciivir

JVC RX80 70 Watt Rtciivir witli Grapkie Efializir

LUXMAN RX101 Doluxt 40 Watt Roctivtr

HARMON KARDON 680 60 WaH Racoivor

(M60)M19.99

(219) 169.99

(350) 249.99

(330) 259.99

(430) 279.99

(500) 299.99

(570) 349.99

(500) 419.99

(680) 529.99

VIDEO RECORDERS
SAVE 250

499
^P^

FISHER^ CABLE READY
VHS VIDEO RECORDER

PANASONIC 1220 8 Hour VMoo Rooorrfor

SONY 5000 Botamai Vitfoo Rooorrfor

PANASONIC PK700A I ti I Zoo* Mor Caawa

SONY 24 10 Mui lotoMi Rnar^ lOSE

SfahaiRtMiw-IMWatt

SONY 5420 Bota Hi Fi Vitfoo Roeortfor

FISHER 730 Its Chaaad CaMi Raatfy, StwN,
Doiy A Wkikti RoMoti

PANASONIC 957 Aott Fmos, I ti I Zomr,

lOLaiCoiarCaMra

MA6NAV0X 8451 1.5 Lb. StwN, Mkj PirtaMa,

VGRwitl12IClM«MieaM«R«a^

(»500)»439.99

(550) 489.99

(800) 599.99

(1000) 599.99

(1000) 899.99

(1100) 799.99

(1100)999.99

(1300)1099.99

pioixieeR SUPER tuner

AM/FM STEREO CASSEHE

ROADSTAR 2647 la Oatk AM/FM Catiitti (MOO)

JENSEN 100 In Dash AM/FM CaisoHo ( 140)

PIONEER 5600 la DatI AM/FM CiiMtH (250)

ALPINE 7160 AM/FM Storoo Cassotto (200)

PIONEER KP700A S^ Taaor II AM/TM Caitattt (250)

JENSEN 408 10 Watt AM/FM Cassotto (260)

PIONEER KEX20 • 6M 120 60 Watt AM/FM
Stcrao CatiiHi (430)

ALPINE 7347 Dolby lie ADBX
AM/FM Stirio Casnttt (Our Best)

*59.99

79.99

159.99

159.99

179.99

199.99

FISHER DOLBY CASSEHE
TAPE DECK RECORDER

PANASONIC 8 Track Rocord/Playback (^20) *29.99

TECHNICS 205 Dolby CassoHi (140) 109.99
AKAI HX2 Otiuxo Dolby CassoHo (180) 129.99
AKAI F14 "Bist Ui Ratir Dolby Cassitti (180) 149.99
PIONEER CT5 "Chock Ratod" Dolby B & (190) 159.99
LUXMAN 210 Dolby B & C CassoHo (250) 199.99

AKAIGX7Dilb)fl&CCassiHiwitbl7yr.Hia46iar. (400) 299.99
HARMON KARDON 101 Dolby Cassotto (350) 249.99
LUXMAN KX100 Dolby B & Cassotto (400) 319.99
HARMON KARDON 40 iDihM Dolby B tCCastiHi (750) 529.99

ASSORTED AM/FM
STEREO ''REFURBISHED'' RECEIVERS

example: 25 Watt - 50

Uncar Acoustic

SCRATCH & DENT

10" 3 WAY SPEAKERS

SAVE 40

39
RCil 12"

B&WTV
SAVE SO""

59
PANASONIOAM/PM
AC/BATTERY RADIO

$^499SAVE 10.00

TDK SAC90
CASSETTES $199
LIMIT 3 I ea

he SouBid Coinpan
SPRINGFIELD 477 SUMNER AVE at the X 730-M2«Open Thurs 4 Frt Til 9 P M Open Sunday 12-

S

CHICOPEE FAIRFIELD Mall near Caldors SOS-SMO
Open Every Evening til 9 30 PM Open Sunday 12-5

M ««« tMWI. aiMIWH t UbMM. M Itam Mt nataMt i. ^ .tara> —»m NAUat.

Gyimastshost

MTTtomorrow Minutewomen falter, loseto St. Joseph's
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

With some changes in the lineup and some
surprises in the routines, the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team will

host the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in the last home meet of the

season, Saturday at 7:00 p.m.

UMass should have no problem defeating

MIT according to coach Roy Johnson, and

will be rearranging the lineup while adding

in spectacular moves and tricks.

"I don't think MIT will be a big threat, but

it will be the last chance to see the seniors

perform, " Johnson said.

Junior Ken Dougherty, seniors Bert

Mathieson and tri-captains Jim Corbett and

Willie Stevens will all be competing in the

all around on Saturday. For Corbett it will

be the first time in his college career that he

will compete in the all around.

"We're going to see how high he can score

with that additional pommel horse score,
"

said Johnson of Corbett, who usually

competes in five events. "We're going to

try to score 50 on all around."

Added to Corbett's high bar routine will be

eagles (giant swings with arms rotated

laterally 360 degrees). It will be the first

time he will perform them in competition.

Stevens will be adding some more ex-

citement to his routines including an "in-

credibly hard" perfomance on the parallel

bars event. Stevens, who has been scoring

high eights in the event, will be increasing

the difficulty in his routine by adding a

front handstand to an immediate Healy

Twirl (full twist spin from a handstand).

In the vaulting event Stevens will be

switching to a more difficult vault. After

scoring a 9.35 in the past two meets with a

fron handspring front somersault vault, he

will perform a Tnsinca front somersault

(cartwheel front somersault out) which is

worth 9.6. He is also working on a

Kasamatsu (Tnsinca front half) which is

worth a 9.8.

By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The scouting report meeting had ended

and the next thing in mind were the Bon-

nies of St. Bonaventure, who checked into

the Cage a week ago, Thursday night.

Alone in the Massachusetts locker room

was Carl Smith, the Minuteman starting

point guard and the freshman who just

happens to be ranked among the top ten in

assists in the nation.

Consider the fact that the 5' 11 Smith has

also won two games and tied another with

buzzer-beating-buckets and you start to get

a more complete picture. Listen to Head

Coach Ron Gerlufsen describe him as "our

leader", starting forward Horace

Neysmith call him "team-oriented", and

co-captain Edwin Green talk about him as a

player who's "personality wraps itself

( olleipan photo by DsTid Ueaber

Carl Smith...assist leader

around the rest of the team", and

everything becomes clear. The rookie has

made the impact.

Smith himself, has trouble finding

something of a self-description. After

thinking for awhile he says quietly, "I'd

like to think of myself as a leader and I am
to a certain degree, but I'm just like the

field general who gets orders from the

sidelines and relays them along." He seems

to be more comfortable with the word cons-

cientious or aware, in that he says "I've got

to pick up the little things from both my
teammates and opponents out there."

Finally, he looks down, grins and says,

"That's a very tough question."

The last comment says a lot about the

Kings Mountain. North Carolina native.

Smith is a modest athlete who insists on

playing down his pressure hwps and

average of 7.2 assists per game.

On the shooting, he wants the respon-

sibility in the tight situation. "Sure, I want

the ball," he responds. "But there really is

no pressure because I know our front line

will come away with the rebound if I miss."

"Actually," he begins again, "I'd rather

pass than shoot. On those plays I wanted to

dump it off, but if the opportunity isn't

there, I'll take the shot. But like I said,

there's no pressure because I know we're

going to score anyway."

The pass has indeed become the impor-

tant facet of Smith's game. He says he'd

like to lead it all in assists and again credits

his teammates for his success. "It's not a

matter of my pass, it's the shot that makes

it. The more my teammates hit shots the

more assists I get. If the shot doesn't go in.

there's no assist, no matter how pretty the

pass was."
Smith attributes his inspiration for

assists from watching the likes of Magic

Johnson and Isiah Thomas. "I was once

locked in on the thought of scoring was the

most important thing," he reflects. "But

watching Magic out there and the excite-

ment created when he throws a great pass,

I saw it was different."

Perish the thought that the switch of

ideals was out of necessity for Smith. He
once tossed in 29 points in a high school

game by connecting on every shot he threw

up. 13-13 from the floor and 3-3 from the

line. "You don't forget a game like that,"

he smiles.

And there are others that Smith is

grateful to. Ken Napier, his junior high

coach who. "first taught me the finer

points of ball-handling," Horace Neysmith

who "has been a major help besides the

coaches." and a childhood friend Paul In-

gram, who Smith says has an awful lot to

do with his mental make-up. "Paul is there

to bring me back to reality when I have a

good game, and there to bring me back to

the top when I have a bad game."

The transition from his hometown high

school to Division One basketball has not all

been ea.sy. In fact, he says "it's been very

rough." emiting an exasperated sigh. "In

high school you usually had three basket-

ball players and two good athletes starting,

and good athletes making up the rest of the

team. In college, everyone is great and

everyone can beat you. Sometimes 1 have a

letdown because every opponent that I play

opposite is so talented." He adds, "It's

something I have to work on."

Tough or not, the opposition is having

quite its own share of trouble with Carl

Smith. "He wants to be challenged," says

Gerlufsen. "He says he wants to do this

and do that," chips in Green. "And it

makes everyone else say 'why can't I do

that too?"

As the interview ends. Smith looks up

grinning and showing the loose, comic side

others around him know well, and says

"And I'd like 100 dollars for this

interview." Then he closes his locker say-

ing, "Tell everyone down at the Collegian

that we're going on a winning streak."

This time he's not kidding.
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THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPUS

Representatives in Campus

Center Tues feb. 21 - Thurs

Feb 23 10 am - 3 pm
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FLORIDA
I DAYTONA BEACH
I Spring Break 1984

From From

»169" $17950
2/17 -2/24 -3/23-

3/30 -4/6 Departures

3/2 -3/9 -3/16-

4/13 Departures

.\duit

Kclucaiion

Pr()>;raiiis

also

iuailahlc

TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR
Departs In January from Ft.

Lauderdale and in September

from Seattlewith stops in the

Orient. South Asia, the Middle

East and the Mediterranean.

Sp<.,iv.rcd In the I n.uTs.ix -.1 l',UslM..>.h. scncsK-r ... V.. offers sUKlcn.> a si.,XT,u, h.

sc-mesa-r acuclcm.c pn.Kr.un ...ul .upp-nin^ tR-M cxpoRrKc-s ms oncscmcsur. fi.l

cffdit ixpcricncf .s available ... qualifK.i Mudcn.s from all accredited clkgo a.ul

univcTsiticjt.

More- .lv.n 60 vov..>.. rd,..c.l u,mvrs,t^ ,.unscs Luul. .Ir..w„ In .n .h. I ,mvrM,^ ot

<)p,.on..l ...urs, nuhKl,,,, ,.u..l ...u. ,n„ .
-fu IVopl. s Kc-puhlK ,

.,
C.h.n... ..,n,..hl.

VHK-sKT ., sc-a ,Kln,.,s s„Kinu. w.,1. .u, -v,..r.l .,
. o -L t. r.u r • -, .

nol 11.. s s
/
.„..,... .

MlLur :.,Ki>.,o,K.l, IH.H... „.ns. re,,Mc.a.l ,n 1
.Ixtk. .uhI Innl, ,n Anun..,

. i.,«rhure write: Semester at Sea, UCIS. University of

(SOOI g54-Oi!>5 (i" Pen».yl.a»l. (412) «24.*02l).

AMHERST 201 N Pl«asant Street 2Se-0744
Open Thurs & Friday Evenings Til 9 PM

Evening Slide Shows

Tues & Thurs 7 PM Campus Center Rm 905

Wednesday 7 PM Moore House

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

i This year take your

i choice, not your chance,

I stay where YOU WANT. Not where some company

1 wants you to.

i FREE
I ENTERTAINMENT
I See Music History being made on the Plaza

I Pool Deck-FREE to all otur ciutomcre

i —hear groups like "Alabama", "The Fix",

i "Flock of Sea Gulls", "George Thorogood"

1 and many others at The Rolling Stone. New

i Music Show Case and Playboy Expo.

I Thmmm hotmU -re avmUable- !«*« |»«r cjolc.

• HI-SMa •Pagoda •Alaekaa •Tasan •HawaHan
and

The Pavtoaa Plaata

Home of "600 North Club" and "hantation Club

•AB hoMb mdude. * no exlr. chtrg,. the D^rlona Ptoi. Eiit«rt«lt.m«.i P.c*-g«

TRIP INCLUDES:
• Accommodatkxw for 7 nights and 8 d^^.

^'M e Ocean front hotel

e Tr««porlation by Motorcoach (Rertioom equipped and air cornlitioned)

8" • Free beer party enroule to Florida

= • Free happy hour everyday while In Florida

= AWERICAM , Optional DtMocy World trip.

i College uMrrEO accommodations

I Travel __. ^
I NOW! DONT BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD

S

CONTACT John
253-2894

liiittiiHiwa«iwiiiiiiiiuiiiwiiiiMii««««miiwn«wiiiiiiiiiiw«i«H*
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii»iiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiii«iiimiiiiiii«iiiii'iii'»'«*»'W**
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At.500 after a 93-89win over
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

ofWelcome back University

Massachusetts basketball.

After five years of frustration the

Minuteman grabbed a big portion of the

limelight back with a convincing 93-89 win

over powerful St. Joseph's annoying mascot

and all. before a fanatical 4.200 at The

Cage.
"1 don't know about everybody else on the

team but for me it's the biggest win of the

year, the biggest win of my career," said an

excited coach Ron Gerlufsen whose team

has now reached the magical .500 mark

with an 11-11 record.

John Hempel poured in a season-high 29 to

go along with 21 each from Donald Russell

and Horace Neysmith as the Minutemen

climbed into fourth place in the Atlantic 10

with a 6-7 record and have now won four

straight.

It wasn't easy. St. Joe's, now 17-5 and 10-

3 in the league, had a combined foot and two

inch height advantage when the starters

met at halfcourt to open the contest. Enter

Hempel and his lofting jumpers.

The sophomore forward was flying in the

first half, shooting 8 of 11 from the field

with 16 points, all from the 15-20 foot

range . Neysmith added 14 as he challenged

Hawk center Tony Costner. all 6-10 250

pounds of him, to a duel under the boards.

The Hawks ran off a streak of nine to take

a 30-23 lead with 5:09 left in the period.

Guard Maurice Martin (who had 29 of his

own) scored 15 to spark the visitors surge.

UMass came back with a tidal wave.

Green uncorked a two handed slam over

Costner with 1:10 left before Neysmith

slammed home another after nailing a pair

of free throws. With a second left, Horace

threw in a layup to complete a amazing

eight point UMass run that gave them a 40-

35 halftime lead, a lead they would never

relinquish much to the vocal crowd's

delight.

UMass built the lead to as much as 13, 84-

71 on a Carl Smith free throw before the

Hawks managed to cut the lead to six, 89-

83, with a minute left. UMass shot an
impressive 27 of 33 from the line in the half,

foiling the Hawks plans to step closer to a
NCAA berth. Smith and Russell each hit

big free throws down the stretch to close

the door on Costner and Co.

In the dunk department Hempel, Russell,

Green and Neysmith all had well-judged

slams, given 9.9's and 10, s from the crowd
with Smith earning a perfect score for his

confident ballhandling against the press.

"Hell ya, this is the biggest game of my
career," said Bobby Braun, who played a
major role in casing Costner (20 points) to

foul out with 5:42 left in the game. The
bulky forward hauled down nine rebounds,
four off the offensive glass, while scoring

eight points. "Carl (Smith) was sick out
there, we all were. I played him (Costner)

in high school, I'm not saying I know his

moves but..."

"...Sure he does." interupted Neysmith.
"It feels good to get this one. biggest one
yet. We caught them open a few times,

nailed some slams, got some layups, it was
real sweet."

For the game UMass shot 50 percent from
the floor. St. Joe's 55.6. The Minutemen
were 77 percent from the line at 35 of 45.

Russell was 11 of 13 with Neysmith 9 of 11.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: In the
NCAA rankings released this week
Neysmith is fourth in field goal percentage
at 64.2 percent, Green is 24th in free throw
percentage at 85.1 percent and Smith is

eigth in assists with 154, he had 11 last

night. UMass had 14 points off the break,

the Hawks but four. The Minutemen also

took advantage of 15 St. Joe's turnovers to
score 25 points. Hempel was an incredible

13 of 17 from the field. Sign's in the crowd:
"Nuke St. Joe's " and "Double OT Revenge"
(UMass lost the last two meetings in double
OT to the Hawks). "I have one thing to say,

we have to get a new mascot," said Green.
"Or at least get him a gun." Bobby Braun
called the crowd, "our sixth, seventh, and
eigth man out there."

CnuMmeetforwomen's gymnastics..

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Roller coaster rides are usually fun.

The University of Massachusetts
womens basketball team continued their

upward swing of the ride last night in the
Cage, which started Tuesday night at
Chestnut Hill. In the second 20 minutes of
last night's contest against the Hawks of
St. Josephs. UMass started roaring
downhill and never found their brakes.

The result of their ride was a 54-44
defeat in a game which should have belong-
ed to UMass.

UMass surged to a 12-4 lead in the first

half, and looked destined for victory

number 10. Led bv Barbara Hebel's 10

points (18 total) and Karen Damminger (6

points), UMass looked tough. Late in the

half, St. Joe's fought back with some tough
rebounding and managed to tie the score at

26 as the buzzer sounded ending the first

half of play.

At the start of the second half, the'

patrons were not even in their seats when
Karen Damminger hit the floor injured.

The diagnosis was not known, but Damm-
inger missed the rest of the game.

Another factor was 6'0 Trish Brown.
Brown had a very impressive evening pour-
ing in 18 points. Coupled with her team
high 18 points. Brown also added 4 steals, 1

block, 8 rebounds and was perfect from the
charity stripe.

Colleipaii photo by Andy Heller

Donald Russell takes off in UMass' slamming of St. Joseph's last
night, 93-89 in the Cage.

"She (Brown) can shoot, you can't take

that away from her. We had our hands in

her face all night but she still hit." confess-

ed UMass guard Wendy Ward.

Brown was not the only factor in this

defeat, UMass can share in much of the

blame. The Minutewomen shot a dismal 24

percent from the field in the second stanza

and were outrebounded by the taller

Eagles 37-28 for the game.

The team just could not find the range,

save for one player. Barbara Hebel sank a

game high 18 points, keeping her the

number one scorer for the team. Rebecca

Kucks also played another fine game
especially on defense where she collected 3

steals.

The Hawks are currently 1-4 in con-
ference play as UMass evens their con-
ference record at 2-2. The Minutewomen
are playing at a 9-13 clip for the season.

Massachusetts hostsNewHampshire in Boyden
When the second-ranked team in the East

is playing the sixth ranked team in the
East, it is a big meet. When the sbcth-

ranked team is coming off their best match
of the year and is hosting the meet, it is

time for an upset.

And upset is what is on the mind of the

University of Massachusetts women's
gynmastics team as it hosts the University

of New Hampshire tomorrow at 1:00 p.m.
New Hampshire is a powerhouse. With a

program buUt on two scholarships per year
(two more than the Minutewomen get), the

Wildcats are strong year in and year out
and this season are number two in the East
behind Ohio State. UNH already defeated

the Minutewomen earlier in the season at

the UMass Invitational.

"New Hampshire is an awesome team.

Without their top all around (Laura

Cavanaugh, who hurt her knee), they have

been scoring between 174- 177 points. The
thing they have is a lot of depth." observed

UMass Coach Ken Anderson.

UMass is by no means conceding the

match, though. Last Saturday the

Minutewomen(7-5) scored a season-high

170.25 points enroute to defeating

Springfield College and they will compete

tomorrow with virtually the same line-up,

except it is a week better. Also, Sue Allen,

who missed last week's meet with a frac-

tured finger, will be competing in the

balance beam event.

"We are capable of a 175. The team has
been working real hard and I am looking for

a good qualifying score for the East
Reg^onals. We are back home in our gym
and we are looking for an upset. The girls

are really psyched," said Anderson.

Competing in the all-around for UMass
will be Robin Low, Jennifer Pancoast, and

Tricia Camus. In the vaulting event. Chris

Cloutier. Elizabeth Janney, and Lisa Griffin

will round out the line up.

On the uneven parallel bars event, where

UMass is hoping to add two points to the

41.60 they scored last week, Maureen

Sutherby. Tricia Harrity. and Coutier will

be the specialists.

Captain Barbara Lord, Janney and Allen

will be the three specialists on the balance

beam, and Lord, Griffin, and Abigail Farris

the floor exercise event specialists.

The most exciting moment of the meet
may occur when Low does her floor ex-

cercise routine. Low, who set the UMass
floor exercise event record last week with a

9.55, will be attempting a double-back

somersault.

More exciting than a successful double-

back somersault by Low,
however, would be a UMass victory over

UNH.

Wedoend^ortsSdiedule
Saturday, Feb. 18

Men's Basketball -

Women's Basketball -

Men's (Jymnastics --

Women's Gymnastics --

at (Jeorge Washington, 2 p.m.

at West Virginia, 5 p.m.

MIT, 7 {».rn., Boyden Auxiliary Gym

New Hampshire, 1 p.m., Boyden Auxiliary Gym

Remember; UseMonday's schedule today
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Amherst students protest

before fraternity decision

C«llnri>" piM>to by Ton Kadla

SIT-IN — Amherst Colleg^e students stage a sit-in yesterday at the
College protesting the possible abolishment of fraternities on campus.

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

More than 200 students held a day-long

sit-in yesterday at Amherst College to pro-

test their lack of input in an upcoming

Board of Trustees vote they feel will call

for the elimination of fraternities.

Both fraternity members and non-

members peacefully occupied the hallways

and offices of Dean of Students and Acting

President G. Armour Craig for more than

seven hours. Craig shut the door to his

private office when students entered the

reception area at 9 a.m., and later left

without speaking to them.

Trustees, who have been deliberating the

fraternity issue for almost a year, are

scheduled to vote on abolishing the

624-member coed fraternity system during

a meeting set for this weekend in New
York City.

At the risk of further anti-fraternity sen-

timent, the event was organized to

peacefully protest lack of student involve-

ment in a decision students say has already

been made.

Protestors, some of whom left tem-

porarily to attend classes, spent the time

playing cards, doing homework, and

writing letters to the trustees. Upon leav-

ing they carefully picked up trash and

vacummed rugs.

"We've tried everything else. We feel

like we have nothing to lose at this point,"

said senior Mary Dagostino of Rockport,

N.Y., president of Psi Upsilon fraternity.

"We are not arguing the fraternity

system, (but protesting that) we have not

been listened to and dealt with as responsi-

ble adults."

But while school officials refused com-

Computers add 'new dimension' to teaching

ment other than to indicate the occupation

would not be prohibited, an Amherst Col-

lege spokesperson rebutted the student

complaints, saying both individuals and

committees composed of students submit-

ted opinions to the trustees.

"Their views were clearly solicited,
"

Douglas Wilson said. "190 students wrote
letters about the fraternity issue. Those

letters were all forwarded to the trustees."

"We've tried rallies, we've tried peti-

tions, we've tried polls," said senior Hal

Ball of St. Louis, president of the Inter-

fraternity Council. "It's a very small

chance that it will go our way. We're
essentially making a statement to show we
care."

The call for what may be a final evalua-

tion of fraternities began last February

when late Amherst College President

Julian Gibbs submitted to trustees a paper

questioning "not whether we maintain

fraternities forever but, rather, for how
much longer?" The paper was recirculated

in April by Craig, who then asked for com-

ment from various student, faculty, and

alumni groups.

Alumni reaction was reported by

trustees to be mixed, the faculty voted

90-29 in November for abolishment, and

students, 85 percent of whom polled in

December by the Amherst Student sup-

ported the system, began their ongoing ef-

forts to block the move.

The trustees were originally scheduled to

vote last month on the future of social life

at the College, a wide-ranging subject

which entered on the role of fraternities,

but postponed the vote until this weekend.

Rush at the eight houses for next semester

was put on hold awaiting the decision.

By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts professors who use

computers as teaching aids say they expect colleagues to

follow their lead soon.

The integration of computers into courses "adds a new
dimension," to teaching possibilities, said Michael Malone,

assistant professor of chemical engineering at UMass.
Computers are never going to replace textbooks or

lectures, but they can enhance the quality of teachers'

presentations by reinforcing concepts students learn in

class, he said.

While the teachers' workload will not be lessened

students will be able to learn faster, Malone said.

Student evaluations of the PLATO computer system,

which Malone used for the first time in his introductory

chemical eng^eering course last semester, were generally

positive. The students "would still come to see me during

office hours, but they'd have higher level questions," he

said.

While Malone used the PLAIU system to review lesson

material, Roberta Day, an assistant professor of

chemistry, used the system in a pilot project. Her goal was
to determine the feasibility of using PLATO in ad-
ministering quizzes to the more than 2000 students who
take introductory chemistry courses every semester, she

said. Implementing computer-administered quizzes will

save chemistry instructors "on the order of 70 hours of

contact time a week," by eliminating some of the need for

discussion meetings. Day said.

After she used PLATO for the first time. Day said there

were a few "bugs" in the system which drew some student

complaints.

"It's a learning process for us too," she said. Computer-
aided instruction "is a new media that has its own
strengths and its own weaknesses" she said. It is not a

classroom, and it's a mistake to take the phUosophy that

you apply in the classroom and expect it to transfer over to

a computer terminal."

In today's high-technology society, computers are in-

creasingly becoming important tools for scientists, Day

said. A benefit of using computers in science courses is

greater familiarity with the computer itself.

"The science student has to be computer literate," Day
said.

Micheline Dufau, a French professor, used PLATO in a

fourth semester French course at UMass.
The problem in many language courses is the drill and

repetition, which can become ""boring" to both students

and teachers, Dufau said. By requiring them to use the

computer for drills, she said she was able to spend more
time with students covering other areas.

"Roughly, it gave me 20 hours in the semester of class

time that I could spend speaking to the students, having

the students speak, and answering questions — doing

what an instructor should be doing." Dufau said.

"Anything that a machine can do better than me. I am
going to let the machine do."

With help from University Computing Center staff,

Dufau wrote the computer-based exercises for her class.

But the day will come when publishers sell their own
computer software material to accompany texts, she said.

Woodstock'sWavy Gravy choosesNobody
r

Nobody, the leading contender in this

year's presidential race, will hold a rally

tonight in Amherst to consolidate support

for the only candidate who can end world

problems such as the nuclear arms race and
hunger.

Despite interpretations of yesterday's

Iowa caucuses and innumerable other polls,

complete statistics have clearly shown
Nobody should win every four years. In

1980, 79 million voted for president, but 82

million stayed home and thus voted for

Nobody.
Among other things. Nobody is the latest

in a series of candidacies spearheaded by

Nobody's Fool, also known as Wavy Gravy,

a poet, teacher, hospice worker, hog far-

mer, and most recognizably, the clown who
emceed the Woodstock Festival.

In an eight-year-old campaign he both

jokes childishly about and speaks of as

seriously as he does the school he runs for

dying children. Wavy Gravy has some
ultimately compelling reasons for his

choosing Nobody, the perfect catch-all

candidate.

Gravy's fame flowered at Woodstock,

where he and his Berkeley, Calif.-based

commune, the Hog Farm, managed the food

tent, feeding and later keeping the peace

for upwards of 40,000 people.

He is now on the Board of Directors of the

S.E.V.A. Foundation, a charitable society

of doctors and laypeople who work to help

the 80 percent of the world's blind who are

needlessly so by giving them a $10

operation.

Gravy will be at Amherst College's

Fayerweather Hall tonight at 8 and at

Hampshire College's Music Recital Hall

Saturday at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Inside:

Election papers for SGA elections . .

.

due today p. 3

Women's gymnastics achieve their .

.

best score of the season p. 16

"Genuine love comes from
knowledge, not from a sense of
duty or guilt

"

Alan W. Watts

in The Book
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Mondale winsIowa caucus;

leaves other candidates behind

AP Uacrphoto

ON THE ROAD AGAIN — Waterloo, Iowa — President Ronald

Reagan addresses a rally crowd of almost 8000 people yesterday in Iowa

on the day of the Iowa Cauacuses.

DES MOINES. Iowa (AP) —
Walter Mondale outdistanced the

Democratic field last night in returns from

the Iowa caucuses, cementing his front-

runner credentials in the first contest for

nomination to challenge President Reagan.

"A great victory," enthused Mondale. He
said: "This is the beginning of the end of

the Reagan administration."

Republicans caucused too, with Reagan

unopposed.

The major TV networks all said their

projections showed Mondale an easy victor

in the leadoff contest of the Democratic

presidential race. The first projection came

with just precincts reporting.

The caucuses were the first phase in the

selection 50 Iowa delegates to the

Democratic National Convention, and

Mondale's showing pointed to a near-sweep

of those nominating votes.

With 39 percent of the 2,495 precinct

caucuses reporting, Mondale had 16,024

votes or 46 percent of the total.

Politicians and pollsters expected Mondale

to finish well ahead of the field, and his

pursuers were locked in a race for second.

The Democratic caucuses were expected

to attract nearly 100,000 people to register

their presidential preference in meetings

convened in living rooms, schoolhouses and

fire stations.

The non-Mondale vote was divided eight

ways, among seven rival candidates and the

voters who preferred to remain un-

committed.

Those numbers:

Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado 5.034, or 14

percent.

Former Sen. George McGovern of South

Dakota 4,180, 12 percent.

Sen. Allen Cranston of California 3,219, 9

percent.

Uncommitted 2,514, 7 percent.

Sen. John Glenn of Ohio. 2,038. 6 percent.

Former Gov. Rubin Askew of Florida

1,102, 3 percent.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson 1,040. 3 percent.

Sen. Ernest F. Hollings of South Carolina

99.'

French truckers continue blockades in fifth day of protest

PARIS (AP) — Road blockades by
protesting truckers continued for a fifth day

in some regions yesterday as the gover-

nment prepared to negotiate with the

drivers who had created some of the worst

traffic jams in French history.

The National Highway Information

Agency reported that blockades remained

in 17 of France's 96 departments, or ad-

ministrative districts.

The protests, which started Thursday and

spread from the Atlantic to the French

Alps, were to demand lower fuel taxes,

changes in border crossing procedures and

relaxed safety regulations.

Most of the blockades came down Sunday

night after the president of France's largest

independent truckers' organization called

on his members to halt the strike.

Maurice Voiron, president of the 23.000-

member National Truckers Federation

issued the plea after Transportation

Minister Charles Fiterman agreed to

schedule negotiations with the truckers this

morning.

On Saturday. Fiterman had said no

negotiation date would be set until the

highways were cleared.

Voiron predicted that the remaining

barricades would come down today.

"There's only about a dozen barriers left

compared to about 170 Sunday night," he

said.

Neither Voiron's independent truckers'

organization nor a rival association, which

claims 8.000 members, were involved in

organizing the protest.

Since the blockades went up Thursday,

one person has been killed and five others

injured in separate accidents directly at-

tributed to the strike.

McFarlane: Reagan 'unaware' of secretPLO negotiations

NEW YORK (AP) - National security

adviser Robert McFarlane says neither he

nor President Reagan had any knowledge

of secret talks reportedly conducted by the

administration with the Palestine Libera-

tion Organization, if any such talks did oc-

cur.

The New York Times reported Sunday

that the Reagan administration conducted

the talks through an intermediary with the

PLO during nine months in 1981 and 1982.

"I am very confident that the president

was unaware of any such contacts if they

took place," McFarlane said Sunday dur-

ing an interview on ABC-TV's "This Week

With David Brinkley."

"I don't know a thing about it. Neither

does the president and I took time to check

with him before coming on today,"

McFarlane said.

in-The Times reported that the

termediary held 50 talks with PLO leader

Yasser Arafat, seeking an agreement in

which the Reagan administration would

recognize the PLO if the PLO recognized

Israel.

The Times reported Sunday the talks

broke down after Israel invaded Lebanon

in June 1982.

Boston Jackson supporters

campaign in New Hampshire

BOSTON — Bundled in winter coats and singing

spirituals, more than 100 Massachusetts supporters of the

Rev. Jesse Jackson piled into school buses yesterday to

travel north for a day of campaigning in New Hampshire.

Before they took off for the Granite State, supporters

vowed to spread the word lor Jackson every chance they

get in the last week before the Democratic presidential

primary.

"I always wear my 'Women for Jesse' button," said

supporter Juanita Wade as she finished leading a rousing

chorus of "Sail on. Jesse" to the tune of the church song

"Sail On. Jesus."

But. she added. "I'll talk to anyone, any person, any

neighborhood — anyone who will listen."

The morning rally for Jackson was briefly interrupted

when four members of Jews Against Jackson marched

through the crowd carrying placards denouncing the

candidate's association with Palestinian leader Yasser

Arafat.

Washington's Birthday holiday

traffic death toll reaches five

At least five people, including one pedestrian, died in

traffic accidents over the Washington's birthday weekend,

and two teen agers were critically injured in a crash that

killed the driver and a third passenger, police said.

In Medford early yesterday morning, Thomas F. Ken-

nedy Jr.. 28. of Brookline died after he was struck by a

passing car on Interstate 93. said State Police Cpt. Ronald

Lamoly.
"It would appear that the victun was either walking or

possibly hitchhiking on the road." Lamoly *iid.

-Digest
By the Associated Press

Massachusetts rules reformers

want to 'open up graveyards'

BOSTON - The fate of some 1,500 biUs that died in

committee last session, but never were killed, has fueled

the campaign of rules reformers who want the

Massachusetts Legislature to decide matters on floor

votes.

"It is important to open up those graveyards." Judith

Barnet of Barnstable last week told a committee con-

sidering changes in Senate rules.

The flow of legislation is generally controlled by the

presiding officers — Senate President WUliam M. Bulger

and House Speaker Thomas W. McGee.

Several legislators and members of the public recom-

mended that the Senate adopt the recent change in House

rules that makes it easier to win the release of a bill from a

standing committee.

In the lower branch, after a nominal waiting period, a

petition signed by 40 percent of the members or a majority

roll call vote can now pull a bill out of committee for floor

action.

In the Senate, it is virtually impossible to force a bill out

of the committee that involves the Senate counsel because

unanimous consent is required. And, the four standing

committees in each branch are not subject to deadlines for

action. > i < , . ...

Rhode Island pilot killed

in ultra-light plane accident

DUNSTABLE — A 62 -year old Rhode Island man was

killed when his new ultra-light plane, which resembled a

hang glider, got caught in trees and nlunged into the

Nashua River, police said.

DunsUble Police Chief Kenneth Tkachuk said the plane

had just taken off from Pepperell Airport when it went

down at about noon Sunday.

"I believe it might have been his first time up," Tkachuk

said. "From my understanding he had recently purchased

the craft."

The pilot, identified as Hilric E. Pechie, of Esmond, R.I.,

was pronounced dead at St. Joseph's Hospital at 2:30 p.m.

Two men who were at the air field and saw the plane go

down leaped into the Nashua River to try to rescue Pechie,

but the river's strong current pulled them about 100 feet

downstream, Tkachuk said.

Peebles body, still strapped to the plane, was recovered

by firefighters who went out on the river in a boat.
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UMass men reveal attitudes

towardwomen, relationships
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Correspondent

Male students living on campus have a

high degree of interest in topics concerning

relationships with women but are less

interested in topics relating to the ex-

perience of being male, according to a

survey conducted by the University of

Massachusetts Student Affairs Research

and Evaluation Office (SAREO).

The male issues survey, conducted by

Project Pulse last semester, surveyed 266

campus men by a telephone to assess men's

interest in various social topics and to

evaluate male undergraduate support for a

men's center on campus.

Of the men who were asked about their

interest in relationships with others, 59

percent were found to be very or extremely

interested in relationships with women;

13.1 percent showed interest in gay/lesbian

issues, and less than 10 percent showed

interest in relationships with other men.

James D. Wright, director of the UMass
Social and Demographic Research Institute

and a professor in the sociology depart-

ment, said any rise in male interest con-

cerning gay/lesbian awareness issues "will

depend on things that may happen or go on

around campus."

Eva Loher, sexism awareness coordinator

for the East side of camp js who requested

the survey, said, "men are most aware of

topics concerning relationships with women
because it is something they can relate to."

Loher and Wright said stereotypes and

socially defined roles for men make it

difficult for many males to feel comfortable

expressing their emotions, which may
account for the relatively low interest in the

topic of men and their emotions.

"The feminist movement on campus and

elsewhere has obviously made men aware

of issues that they probably would not be

aware of otherwise," Wright said.

Of the topics directly relating to the ex-

perience of being male, more than 40

percent of the respondents said they were

extremely interested in violence and anger,

over 25 percent indicated interest in men
and their emotions, and less than 10 percent

said they were interested in male

socialization.

Among social awareness issues, over 40

percent said they were very or extremely

interested in racism; over 35 percent

showed interest in handicapped issues,

followed by a 34.6 percent interest rate in

sexism, a 33.4 percent interest rate in anti-

semitism, and 21.8 percent interested in

ageism.

Campusappearance 'intolerable'

Mud 'unnerves' UMass prof
A University of Massachusetts professor

last week charged the administration with

having "an absence of commitment" in

maintaining the physical appearance of the

campus during a faculty senate meeting.

Political science professor Irving Howards

called the situation of the campus "in

tolerable and despicable."

"If you have a commitment to do

something, no matter whether you have the

funds, you will do it." Howards said.

"I have been at the University for nine

years and I am unnerved by what I see," he

said. "Something needs to be done about

this mud."

Vice Chancellor of Administration and

Finance John L. DeNyse said the answer to

the problem is always the same.

"The bottom of the line is — and you hear

It ail the time — the lack of funds," DeNyse
said.

DeNyse said the lack of funds is worsened

by the fact that there are serious campus

repair problems — such as the leaking roofs

in the Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center —
that have a higher priority.

"When you only have so many resources,

there are only so many things you can do

with them," he said.

DeNyse said he will present the mud
problem to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

and that he will draft a statement with

possible solutions to the problem.

In other news, the senate unanimously

elected English professor Walker Gibson as

the delegate to the UMass Board of

Trustees. Gibson will replace botany

Professor Seymour Shapiro, who resigned

because of "realignment of activities and a

larger course load," Senate Secretary

Robert E.Jon« said. _ j^^ur^ YEE

SGA Position may go unfilled

Due to lack of student interest in the past,

this year "some important positions" may
go unfilled again, according to Mindy

Ordway, Student Government Association

(SGA) Elections Coordinator.

"Not many people have signed out

papers," Ordway said late last week.

Nomination papers, due today at the SGA
office, are for the office of SGA president,

positions on the Murray D. Lincoln Campus
Center Board of Governors and the

Residential Committee.

The BOG, (Board of Governors) helps run

the Campus Center and the Student Union

Building and advises Registered Student

Organizations, Ordway said. The
Residential Committee deals with housing

policies and contracts as well as roommate

problems and dormitory issues.

To be nominated for president, students

must collect 250 signatures, Ordway said.

Fifty signatures are required for the Board

of Governors and Residential Committee.

The SGA elections will be held March 12th

and 13th, at various campus locations.

Nomination papers can be picked up at the

SGA office.

— JOHN VINCENT
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EARLY START — Steve Jordan, left, and Rich Lindgren, practice

their ikilli for the UMa«s tennii team on Friday at the Boyden tennis

courts.

Photo br Mitch Oniitrh

WORKING HARD — Jeff Pelleter (left) and Jerry Pelleter (right)

work to repair a doorway in the Campus Center last Friday.

It'sasmallCCA after aH..
By LIZ TURNER
Collegian Correspondent

Students will have an opportunity to

travel and explore countries around the

world while standing in the Campus

Center Auditorium at an International fair

scheduled for April 7th.

The fair, sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts International Student

Association (ISA), will include booths set

up by students who are from different

countries around the world. Booths will

feature aspects of the students native coun-

tries and cultures.

"The fair has the atmosphere of a bazaar

with all the peopl*> dressed in their native

costumes," said Moshe Meit, treasurer of

the ISA.

In the past, students at the fair have per-

formed native dances and songs, served

food common to their culture, displayed or

sold hand-nrwde crafts and offered general

information about their countries and its

customs.

A party with a disc-jockey is planned to

follow the fair. "It brings us closer to our

community and the community closer to

our culture," said Meit.

The fair is open to he public and people

have come from as far away as Springfield

and Greenfield to attend, Meit said.

A preliminary meeting to prepare for the

fair will be held at 4:30 p.m. today in the

Foreign Students Office. Meit said he en-

courages foreign students from all coun-

tries who may be interested in setting up a

booth, to attend.

At the meeting, general information

about the fair as well as information on

how to set up a booth will be available.

Prior to the fair, the ISA will sponsor a

raffle to raise funds for the fair.

The ISA is a Recognized Student

Organization and is funded by the Student

Government Association. Along with the

International Fair, which is the associa-

tion's biggest event, the ISA sponsors par-

ties, guest speakers and films throughout

the year.

Officers in the association often play the

role of a contact person.

"Many times people call me to find how

they can meet other people from a certain

country," Meit said.

Meit said the purpose of the ISA is to

"bring coherance to foreign students at

the University."

Every foreign student — graduate or

undergraduate - who enrolls in the

University is automatically a member of

the ISA.

"There are about liJOU members in ISA,"

Meit said. "We are currently trying to

have it updated."

ISA member Roderigo T. Soto said the

group was a good way to meet other

foreign students. "It is very helpful

because you can find a lot of friends."

UMass goes beyond walls
Students earn credits forinformalkaming

By JOAN McCarthy
Collegian Correspondetit

Students with informal prior educational

experience are able to earn college credit

through a nontraditional program at the

University of Massachusetts.

University Without Walls (UWW) com-

bines informal learning experiences with a

formal degree program. According to Gary

Bernhardt, coordinator of student and

administration services at UWW, the

purpose of the program is to get students in

touch with personal systems of un-

derstanding and to analyze them through a

formal degree program.

"When anyone has long term experience,

they buiid a system of understanding based

on their experiencte," Bernhardt said.

"Intensive and supportive advising,

credit for informal prior learning and

participation in the design of the degree,"

comprise the three basic components of the

UWW program. Bernhardt said. These

components strive to demonstrate a

"balance of practical experience and

theoretical knowledge," he added.

UWW students must meet all University

undergraduate degree requirements, in-

cluding accumulation of 120 graduation

credits, fulfillment of core requirements

and maintenance of a 2.00 cumulative grade

point average.

The UWW program further requires

students to develop an "area of con-

centration," Bernhardt said. UWW
graduates receive either a Bachellor Arts

degree or a Bachellor of Sciences deg^ree.

UWW began in 1970 when a group of

UMass School of Education graduate

students formed an advisory council to

determine "what kinds of things were

necessary for higher education for adults,"

Bernhardt said.

He said the program gives its students

"more power and control in decisions about

their life."

"Administrators also learn so much from

our students."

UWW learning centers at the University

of Massachusetts Amherst and Worcester

campuses as well as in Springfield comprise

the "oldest alternative program in New
England," Bernhardt said. Currently

approximately 200 students are enrolled in

the program, he added.

"We receive more applications than we can

take/'
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invites all University Women to Open Rush:

Wednesday, Feb. 15 - 6:30 or 7: 15

Thursday, Feb. 16 - 6:30 or 7:30

Tuesday, Feb. 21 - 6:30 or 7:30

Wednesday, Feb. 22 - 6:30 or 7:30

- Must attend at least 3 parties -

38 Nutting Ave.
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Boltwood Project
Volunteers needed to assist in a wide

range of programs at the Belchertown

State School. Valuable experience!

Credit available. Information meetings:

Wed., Feb. 15 CC rm 174-176;

Tues., Feb. 21 CC rm 917

Wed., Feb. 22 CC rm 917

SHVBNNR aH
A CHANCE TO GET TO KNOW
YOURSELF AND SCANDINAVIA

Spendonacademic yearmDENMARK. HNLANl) Ni'JRWAY.

orSWEOEH
• live and sludy In a imaiL residential school omonQ

ScandlTKSvlans

• become fluent m ttw lanouoge of tt^e countiy you

ctiootetoMveln
• discover another way of Hfe and gain new perspective

on yourself

For mrttwr irtformotlont

CONTACT: And ATTENO: SLIDE SHOW PRESENTATION

SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR BY DR. WILLIAM HOFFA, EXECUTIVE

358 NORTH PLEASANT DIRECTOR: HERTER HALL, 6th FL.

AMHERST, MA 01002 LOUNGE, FEBRUARY 21, 1984,

3:30 to 5:00 p. m.

RENTOm
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
5492880
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c Genmal Foods Cofporation 1983

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Today is a
Monday class

schedule

MGH Institute of

Health Professions

The Master in Science Proj^ram in Nursing
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The Master of Science Program in Speech-Language Pathology
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Itbegan with ^100andafewspareparts
By SCOTT SLAVSKY
Collegian Correspondent

Button Up, a new University of Massachusetts student

controlled business, offers campus groups an alternative to

traditional publicity methods.

Located in the Student Government Association

Communications Office, Button Up began producing

buttons for campus groups last October "with $100 and a

few spare button parts," Button Up Director Roberta

Arena said. The business has grown since then and has

produced buttons for groups ranging from the UMass Ski

Club to Students for Jesse.

"Most people use us as a fundraiser," Arena said. "I

expect more of a demand for political buttons this spring."

The one-and-a-half inch buttons, which can be made into

any design, are ideal for organizations and fundraisers

F^

because of their low cost, Arena said.

Button Up does not currently produce single-button

orders.

"In the future, we hope to do single order buttons one

day each week in the Campus Center," Arena said. "My
goal is to purchase a larger size button maker."

According to Marie Butler, an environmental science

major who works for Button Up. the business "usually gets

orders of 100 buttons, and (produces) three to five orders

per week."

Most organizations come to Button Up with an idea, and

graphic artists in the Communications Office attempt to

create a design or slogan that will suit the customer, Butler

said.

Button Up is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

through Friday.

Monday

Charter
if

PREPARE FOR

MCAT«LSAT«GMAT
SAT*ACT*DAT*GRE'CPA

Enrolling Now For

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip- any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches

GRE
4/28/84 Exam

MOAT
4/28/84 Exam

UMass police report two

weekend assaults
University of Massachusetts police received a report of

an assault and battery at 2:29 a.m. yesterday from a

woman in Moore House in the Southwest Residential

Area. According to the complainant, a male suspect

struck her in the face for no apparent reason. The
suspect was described by the complainant as being under

the influence of a type of drug. The case is under in-

vestigation.

In other police action:

Shortly before 6 p.m. Saturday police received a report

of an assault from a resident assitant in Cashin dormitory

in the Sylvan Residential Area. A male subject, ap-

parently removed from the dorm following a previous

complaint, threatened to kill the complainant, police said.

The residential assistant was advised of proper court

procedures, police said.

Police responded to a report of a fire in Cashin dor-

mitory at 2:44 a.m. Sunday. According to the report, a

dfsk chftir in a student's room caught fire but was ex-

tinguished by residents before the police arrived. The
Amherst Fire Department did not respond, police said.

The fire was started as a result of careless disposal of

smoking materials, according to the police report.

- MARY ANNE BEEN

r

School Buses

• Mini-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

BiJ^ Ljrjt-'s. Inc

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297

DAT
4/14/84 Exam

SAT
5/5/84

and 6/28/84 Exam

Enrollment honored
at any SHKEC location

J

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves Er

Weekends

358 N. Pleasant St
Amherst
549-5780

For information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

9 till 1

1

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

AAftHERSo^

The Hungry
YOUR WEEKLY CALENDAR

Monday

PIZZA NITE
99* Pitcher

with the purchasf

of a large pizza

Tuesday

2ml
JUMBO
DRINKS
3 'til closing

2 for 1 on All BEER

Thursday

2inl
JUMBO
DRINKS

3-6pm and 9 'til close

2 for 1 on /Ml BRER

L

HAPPY HOUR 3pni-6pai mnd 9pro 'HI cloaiiig

CHECK OUT OUR SPECIAL HAPPY HOUR MUNCHIE MENUI

Spirits, Sustenance & Sauce
55 University Drive, Amherst. MA • 549-5713
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Attention All University Women

PHIMU
cordially invites you to attend

Informal Rush

Tuesday, Feb. 21 7-9

Wednesday Feb. 22 7-9

389 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

253-9971 -

See what Phi Mu can do for you ^
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Introductory Meeting
\

We're looking for new j

members \

I
Who would YOU like to see

(

I speak on campus next
]

I semester? i

' C.C.903 6:30 P.M. I

Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1984
\

Pioneer Mleij Ikk [(luipmenf
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.PRI^TFRS-
RENT ME
FOR A

SEMESTER
CEi_)

/
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MILLER HIGH LIFEH
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Featuring the

MIGHTY INVADERS
at the Blue Wall Thurs. Feb. 23, 1984

8:00 P.M.
Donation $1 .00 for the United Way

T-shirts, hats, mugs and other

prizes to be given away at the show
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SDITORIAL/OPINION

Collegian insensitivity purposeful?

Now, Big Brother {Collegian editors) may deem
that the following words must be censored or

abridged. But, rest assured that if critics of Col-

legian policy are suppressed within the Collegian institu-

tion, they could come out when the powder keg is ignited.

Recently, by many accounts, the UMass Daily Collegian

Board of Editors have temporarily degenerated this stu-

dent run newspaper into a racist and reactionary

mouthpiece spouting ugly sensationalism and Orwellian

double talk. Let me explain.

Robert Teixeira

First, their degeneration began on 2/2/83, the day the

Rev. Jesse Jackson appeared on campus as the keynote

speaker in a celebration to kick off Black History Month.

The Collegian editorial staff, in all its arrogance, denied

Yadira Betances, the Collegian Black Affairs editor, her

right to write the cover story on the front page of the Col-

legian. Instead, they assigned their so-called objective

reporter Peter Abraham to cover the story while denying

Yadira one of two complementary tickets in their attempt

to keep Black Affairs from covering the news event.

Well, if I do say so, I feel that the above was nothing but

an insult to the UMass Third World Community as well as

the Black Affairs Staff. It is well known that the Black Af-

fairs staff, by tradition and respect, were always the

writers who covered major news stories affecting the

Third World Community on the front pages of the Col-

legian.

Second, the spouting of their sensationalism and double

talk manifested itself with the front page printing of a so-

called "News Analysis" entitled "School Finances Aid

Jackson's HisU)ry Visit" (P. Abraham 2/8/84) and the

printing of a racist cartoon on its editorial page.

The article turned out to be nothing but a partisan

editorial against the Jackson campaign, an editorial which

belonged on the editorial page. Even where Mr. Abraham

appeared to have done some research, he completely

neglected to be balanced. For one example. Abraham

seeked the opinion of Michael Reilly on the Board of

Governors (BOG), who contributed money for a live

videocast to over 800 students in the Campus Center

Auditorium. However, that is one opinion. Abraham did

not ask members of Afrikam, the student senate, or of

Student Affairs for their opinions. These groups con-

tributed far more money for production costs than the

BOG. So much for balanced money journalism.

Also, Mr. Abraham nor the Collegian should have the

right to peer into a student's personal academic or ad-

ministrative record. This kind of activity should be left

solely to the University administration and the SGA
registrar, not to peeping Toms.

As for the editorial cartoon implying that Arabs and

their nations are responsible for starvation in Africa, no

words can express my shock and anger. Perhaps a history

lesson is needed. Starvation in Africa is a direct result of

European and American Colonialism and Neo-

colonialism. There was never wide-spread starvation in

Africa until the Europeans invaded and imposed a foreign

social, political, and economic system upon Africa. For ex-

ample. Africans were forced to grow cash crops for Euro-

pean markets instead of food for themselves. These

economic relationships and many more with the Capitalist

World still exist. Starvation will end when these imbalanc-

ed relationships end. Arabs are in no way responsible for

these colonial relationships, rather, they too are a victim

of them.

The Collegian owes the Arab. African, and University

community an apology for their insult. Imagine what

would happen if the cartoon read "Zionist League gives

America money instead of feeding starving Palestinians."

Imagine the outcry this would arouse.

However, the Collegian 's racism and double talk has not

ended. Yadira Betances was suspended last Wednesday

after printing an editorial on the Black Affairs page. Ms.

Betances editorial concerned itself with the credibility of a

newspaper that prints racist cartoons. The bossman has

rationalized that Yadira has criticized the paper by "im-

plying that the Collegian is racist." This act. he said, was

"injurious, and not in the best interest of the newspaper."

This is outrageous. In a meeting with members of the

Third Worid community on Thursday, Dec. 16th. Col-

legian Editor-in-Chief Joel Myerson answered yes when

asked if the Collegian was institutionally racist. Well, isn't

it ironic that the same person who suspended Yadira for

critiquing Collegian racism has now admitted to ColU'gian

racism.
. ,

Many questions must be answered. How was Yadira s

editorial damaging? At the least, has not her editorial

helped the Collegian's credibility? And. isn't their a double

standard at work here? Why weren't the editors who

allowed the printing of a blatantly racist cartoon and a

front page ediU^rial suspended?

I don't know about you, but I am permanently offended.

Maybe now is a time for change. Perhaps an independent

editorial board should be established to insure responsible

journalism. Or. maybe a complete restructuring of the Col-

legian is needed. I sure hope it happens soon before the

powder keg begins to burn.

Robert Teixeira. Coordinator, Third World Catums

Letters

Suspension violates due process

To the Editor,

The Collegians policy of suspending members of its staff

for "performance of official duties in a way to be injurious

to the best interest of the newspaper" before guilt has been

determined, violates the due process requirement on

which the United States' judicial system is built.

I suggest that you clean up this part of the ColUgmn's

constitution containing this phrase, as it may be a source of

The ineptness of nuclear thought

further embarrassment to your paper. Finally, the

Collegian may do well to review its policy about what it

prints. My wish is that Yadira Betances, the Black Affairs

editor will never have to write another editorial criticizing

the Collegian for its insensitivity to the Third World

community.

Eugene Bull

Third World Caucus

To the Editor,

According to a Mr. Peter Dow (any relation to Dow

Chemical Co.?) a recently published CoUegian com-

mentator, "nuclear technology wUl be with us forever." All

I can say is brother, forever is a long time. Like the old

joke. You Can Kiss your Ass Goodbye.

Mr. Dow's perspective seems to be a bit lacking in global

awareness; what oinei cultures nave itius lar produced on

the earth can be neither fathomed nor matched by Western

man's ineptly lethal technology. If human beings are so far

advanced that they cannot accept the possibilities of

mutual co-existence then they will most logically advance

themselves to mutually assured destruction.

P. Hyjek
Granby

Naming that

reason why we
are in Lebanon
Only a slippery speaker like President Reagan could

have come up with his most recent interpretation

of the dissolution of the Lebanese government.

Meeting Friday with a group of writers, the President

said, "...it's very obvious that the attacks began because

the multinational force was contributing to success... that

certain elements don't want." Efforts to drive back the

Lebanese Army , therefore, were "a kind of significant ad-

mission that we were having some success." While this

may sound somewhat contrived, it is to be expected

following the parade of inexcusable contradictions that

has accompanied the "official" reactions to these critical

events.

Reagan's self-righteous criticism of the Democrats'

withdrawal resolution was one of the first instances of

unabashed hypocrisy to emerge in recent weeks. The

President, of course, had begun making tentative plans

for withdrawal as early as Jan. 21. in a meeting with

special Middle-East envoy Donald Rumsfeld. A week later

he told the Wall Street Journal that House Speaker Tip

O'Neill "may be ready to surrender, but I'm not." A
withdrawal, he said, would lead to "pretty disastrous

results for us worldwide." When attending a White House

photo session with Mika Spiljak, president of Yugoslavia,

Reagan was asked again about the resolution. He
answered, "It's too happy an occasion to take up anything

the Democrats are doing." White House spokesman Larry

Speakes told reporters on Feb. 1 that the resolution

"could encoiu-age intransigence on the part of the Syrians

and clearly undermine the peace process."

Thomas Pitoniak

Apparently the Administration's decision to "cut"

before their own withdrawal with excessive naval bom-

bardment did not, in their minds, constitute a threat to the

peace process. This issue could be better examined if there

were a coherent policy, however flawed, to interpret. But

regrettably the same confusion has been present in the

bombardment policy as well. On Feb. 15, Secretary of the

Navy John F. Lehman, Jr. said, "There very definitely has

been a shift in emphasis to make it clear that we will be

providing supporting fire to the Lebanese armed forces."

Speakes was quick to term this "incorrect;" said Speakes,

"Whatever we do is in support of the Marines."

Larry Speakes knows what it's like to make a public

mistake. On Feb. 8, Speakes spoke strongly of the need to

protect the Lebanese government. Having presumably

been corrected upstairs, he returned two days later to say

the most important concern was "the safety of American

and other multinational force personnel in Lebanon." It

did not, however, occur to anyone to assess the damage

done to the hill villages, or to take into account the

civilians they are supposedly protecting. The Administra-

tion is managing to bend what George Schultz termed

"constraints" into a rhetorical maze.

Wben Congress asserted that the bombardment was a

violation of last October's War Powers Resolution, the

President claimed it was only to protect the lives of the

Americans there. But Reagan's own report sent to Con-

gress last week successfully distorted the well-intentioned

limitations. According U) the report, targets now were

"any units in Syrian-controlled parts of Lebanon firing in-

to the greater Beirut area, as well as against any units

directly attacking multinational forces or U.S. personnel

and facilities." The lines were bent even further as the

report mentioned the additional aim of aiding the expan-

sion of the Lebanese Army.

The overall policy has been to shoot first and then ex-

plain it to the people. On Feb. 9, Larry Speakes was asked

by reporters to explain how bombarding the Syrian-held

areas would increase the chances for peace and reconcilia-

tion. His hauntingly cold response: "Well, I think what

you say may have the very fact to make them more trac-

table." This off-the-cuff treatment reveals a lack of direc-

tion or ethical standards. When one has to rely on Speakes

for information, while Reagan cuts brush and Schultz

blames his disco fever on Rio, a disconcerting gap is

revealed at the bureaucratic connections that are suppos-

ed to be guiding and advising the U.S. during these crucial

moments.

Even after a most exhausting week, the withdrawal is,

of course, only a "redeployment." The request for $300

million in supplemental military aid and Reagan's con-

sistently unneutral attitude make it clear that the first

priority is the repulsion of the Soviet-sponsored Syrians.

If there were a true dedication to reconciliation the Ad-

ministration would not need untruths and serious con-

tradictions. The recent events have revealed a dangerous-

ly improvisational approach on the part of our "leaders"

to an issue of grave world concern.

ThmM8 Pitoniak is a Collegian correspondent
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Education and Social Transformation

A Panel Discussion

Monday, February 27, 1984 at 7:30 pm

Herter 231

ENGINEERING
MAJORS

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

AN

ENGINEER'S WEEK CONVOCATION

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22

3:30 PM

ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM (EBE 131)

An Alumni Panel Discussing

"THE WORLD AFTER THE BACCALAUREATE"

)os«ph DuHey, Chancellor University oi Massachusetts, moderator

David Magnani. Citizen Involvement Training Project, School of Education

Johnnella Butler, Afro-American Studies, Smith College

Juan Aulestia, CASA LATINA, INC.

Paulo Freire. author of Pedagogy of the Qppisssgd respondent

Co-sportiored hy

The Institute for Advanced Study of the Humanities and ihe School of Education

TOPICS

The Worid of Work

Grod School vs The Job

The First Job

A SOCIAL HOUR TO FOLLOW

r
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You are cordially

invited to a

public forum
sponsored by

the Collegian.

The topic will be

''Collegian Advertising

Policy and Practice.
''

I

progrff|nniffl*fi

READ THIS.
Over 40 Microcomputer

Magazines Now Available

In Our Expanded Magazine

Thursday, February 23

Campus Center 805-809

3:00 -U:30

All are welcome.

** ^^ ag -Tg

Run - Computen ft Elactronica

Familv Computing - Micro«y«t*rm

Partonsl Software - Nibble - PC Jr.

Hi Rm - ParaonsI Computing

Portable Computer - Microcomputing

Software Supermarket - BYTE - A +
Microcomputing/KHobaud - List

Computers Gazette - PC - Hot Coco

Creative Computing - Computer Buyer's Guide

K Power - Popular Computing - in Cider

80 Micro - Technology Illustrated - PC World

Info World - Electronic Fun - Digital Review

Money Guide to Personal Computers - and others

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^XJNIVERSITY
^kSTORE^

Arts
Artslines,,.

The Fine Arts Center is sponsoring a

design comjjetition which is open to all

students, faculty and staff of the Five

Colleges, as well as University alumni.

According to Frederick Tillis, FAC
director, the competition is being held in

order to find a logo that will be utilized by

the Center in future promotional materials.

The winning design will be selected on the

basis of its originality, simplicity and

overall effectiveness as a permanent logo.

The top three designers will receive award

of $500, $250 and $100 for first, second and

third places, respectively. The deadline for

entries is March 30, 1984. For complete

rules or further information, call 545-1945.

On Wednesday, Feb. 22, Charles-David

Lehrer and twelve guest artists will per-

form in a concert entitled Chamber Music

Witk Oboe. The concert, which is free of

charge, begins at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital

Hall, located in the Fine Arts Center. Call

545 2227 for further information.

Correction — UB40 will play in

the SUB on March 14, not March 31

as previously announced in Live

Wire.

"Gynecological

exams leave

me cdd."

Many women find the

whote business of getting a

((ynerologvcal exam increoibly

distaslehal But it doesn't have to

be At Freterm you can discuss

all your (eelin|{s and concerns

with one of our counselors Vou

can request a woman doctor

That's how we're different

We treat your body
like a human being.

Preterm 738-6210.

pralCNTin

You can get shown the light

in the strangest of places

if you look at it right

mlWNaflhcaM.
1842 Beacon Street

BfooUnr. MA 02146

Now** the time
to call

North Amherst
Motors

r««««4lltl*«lli<-

1^

Rt. 63. No Anriherst

549-2560 .

BOOK SALE
20% Off

regular prices

on all books

Feb. 20-25

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP

Carriage

Shops
Downtown
Amherst

SBOOOOo a

=»«= =»^ ^*= !!^fS

Auditor is needed by the SGA
Treasurer's Office to monitor the

financial records of Recognized Stu-

dent Organizations. Accounting ex-

perience and knowledge of the RSO
system is advantageous. Great oppor-

tunity to gain experience.
Applica-

tions available at the SGA Treasurer's]

Office 407 S.U.B. and are due Feb. 28,

1984. UMass SGA is an AA/EEO.

M
*
M
*
*

*
*
M
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

SGA Presidential/BOG

/ residential Committee

Nomination Papers.
Time Dated

are DUE TODAY
at 3 PM SHARP!

420 SUB
Student Senate Office

Charles David Lehrer on oboe, will appear with twelve guest artists

this Wednesday evening in Bezanson Recital Hall. See Art»linen for

further information.

• HEALTH and BEAUTY AID

5ALE
prol9t»»onBl

AOu.r 0(1 u<l
IgU^pH^ 4/1-OQi

Tek Brushes

Soft or Med

2/1.00
Tone 3.5 oz

**

Your
Choice
$1.00 each

Stridex 42's Aim FtuOWtDf »r.'

«t*t.'*.<i««f>*f I' •i^

CURITV

curad
rducriless" \^^,

Aim 2,7 oz.

Reg or Mint
Vit C 100's

Curad y4 '60's

fE

^
Bayer 50's

BASIS

|M««C<M««

Q-Tips

88's

Basic

3.3 oz.

Sale
items are

also available |

In the Mini Store

Midol 12's

^.UNIVERSITY
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SUMMER
COUNSELING
EMPLOYMENT

males with aquatic,

athletic, camping
skills;

Christian boys'

camp in Maine;

June 16 to Aug 20,

call collect

413-586-7041

Collegian staff

emergency
staff meeting

Wednesday,
Feb. 22 6:30 in

the newsroom.

All staff must
attend.

Electronics

Engineers

You're about to take that all-impor-

tant step, from college into your first ca-

reer position. It's a move that must be

thought out carefully

The Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory offers room to move around,

and several stairways your career can

take Here you'll be working shoulder to

shoulder with some of the country's top

people, seeking solutions to the nation's

greatest challenges You may begin your

career here working on a defense prob-

lem and later move into one of our many

energy research programs.

You'll find everything you need for

your work, including the world's most

advanced computers And, if you decide

to continue your education, the Laboratory

offers time off from work and tuition

reimbursement

You couldn't find a better place to

take that first step.

Our major research programs are:

• National defense (Nuclear weapons and

defensive systems research) • Magnetic

Fusion Energy • Laser Fusion • Energy

Research • Biomedical and Environmen-

tal Research

See your placement office for more
information, or write to:

Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory

PO Box 5510, Dept. JCR
Livermore, CA 94550

An equal opportunity employer, m/f/h

U.S Citizenship required

I

Ur
Lawrence Livermore
NationalLaboratory

I
I
I

I

I

1
COMPUTER

ilMC.

One of the finest on site

microcomputer rental facilities

available to college students
We have complete microcomputer

systems not just terminals

• Instant saving of programs and data

to disk or tape
• Instant printouts

• Access to UMass Cyber
• Complete word processing systems

(letter quality)

• Reserve time for your convenience
• Reasonable hourly rates

• Discount cards avaiiaoie

• Master Charge h Visa

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
(In left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

256-1213
Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm

Fri-Sat9am to6pm Sun 10 am to 6 pm

THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPUS

^'"
Representatives in Campus
Center Tues feb. 21 - Thurs

Feb 23 10 am - 3 pm

^. I**:*

.^..̂^k^.

Ad II 1

1

Hducation
Pr()>^';ii11,s

aJM)

:i\:iilahk'

r?VO AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR

Departs In January from Ft.

Lauderdale and in September

from Seattlewith stops in the

Orient. South Asia, the Middle

East and the Mediterranean.

spinsorLxl h\ iIk- ruiMTMis >>t Piiishiirgh Sihr'Mit ,ii v .i >tkrs snnk•nl^ ,i mi|xti. .1 lull

M 'iKsicT .((..ulL-mic pn.j»r.im .iiul supp<>nii)>i \\ck\ (.•\|XTitnnN I'his <iiu- M-mt-stiT. fiill

credit t-xptTicncf if, avaiiabk- to qualifictl stuilt-nts fnim all anTfiliirc! i ujlrnts anil

univtTsitifs

Mori- ihan '>o \:<\.\iir rcLiir.l iini\i-iMt\ ^ muim- l.uul'v Jr.iu '•hi, lii,' I nnn-iu .
,1

PillsbiirKli .»ikI 'iIkt li'.uImM iinncrMtics. ,iugiiu-nii-.l h- vimiim
-

,
1
iNprii-.

Oprioii.il lours iiKlu.liii.ki ^pcu.il lours uiio iln- I'c.pk-s Hrpiibh. ..{(Inn,, ,iv,nl, hl<-

Vmi-stiT.ii VM iJiiuisMuJnits wiihoui rc.ii-irtl '" ' "I' " '-i' <"! ' '^'^'l I li< s n ' m^'isr is

lulK .iir-iomliiioiR\l, |H.(Ki(i|..i)s. rri-isifri-J in l.ihiTi.i .iiul Iniili in Xukik,.

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea. UCIS. University of

Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA I 5260, or call toll free

(800) S54-0195 (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

Evening Slide Shows

Tues & Thurs 7 PM Campus Center Rm 905

Wednesday 7 PM Moore House

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

Financial Aid Form (7A7)

Application deadline

March 1, 1984
Obtain FAF's (7A7's) at the Financial Aid Office,

243 Whitmore Administration Building. To receive

priority award consideration, completed applica-

tions must be mailed to College Scholarship Service

by March 1, 1984.

GRADUATINGSOON^

You're Needed
All Overthe

World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why rheir ingenuity and flexibility

ore OS Virol os rheir degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping

the world's poorest peoples otroin self sufficiency in the oreos

of food produaion, energy conservotion, educonon, economic

development ond health services. And they'll rell you obout

the rewords of honds on coreer experience overseos They II

rell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
SEE GREG NEWMAN IN 12 DRAPER HALL

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST

PALL 5^5-2105 FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
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Rear Window 7:00 PM

Lady Vanishes 9:00 PM

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

ROCK & ROLL • JAZZ • SOUL

MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 each
MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each
TDK SA 90 $2.38 each.

DYNMNITE RECORDS
from Rimsky Korsakov to

Little Walter

^ ThorneSfi marketplace plus I ^
• CLASSICAL • R & B • 584-1580

zO
r

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •<in^<Ss;:

call 545-1995

Every Tuesday
IS

Ladies Nite
at

^.'8

From 4:00 -10:00 p.m.

Draft Beers $ .50

Domestic Bottled Beers $1 .00

Most Other Drinks $1.00

TJ s located

1 Bridge Street

Northampton, MA 01060

(413) 586-1726

Open Daily 1 1 :00 a.m. - 1 :00 a.m.

||lHltttHllHltt|||lHII||||llllt|)iltnH|||llliH|||HNII^^^^

SPRING BREAK "84.

THE TRADITION LIVES ON!
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Hypercurricula
OXFORD SUMMER SEMINAR - Informational

meeting for all who are interested in the Oxford Summer

Seminar offered through the English Department. 301

Bartlett.

SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR - A meeting for students

interested in studying abroad in Scandinavia will be held

today. Slides and discussion. 3:30-5:00 p.m., 6th floor

lounge. Herter.

ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING — The famous

Professor Tom Arny will speak on "Supernovae: Stars

that go bump in the night". Everyone invited. Free

refreshments. Observatory visit afterwards if clear. 7:30

p.m.. 1033 GTWR.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT INTRO
MEETING — Break the silence that surrounds women.

Join the women's leadership project. First meeting of the

semester is Tuesday. Feb. 21st. 4:00 p.m., SU415.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S EVENT PLANNING
COMMITTEE — is holding a meeting. If you are in-

terested in helping out with publicity or if you just want to

know more about the events planned, join us! 7:30 p.m.,

CC802.

WITH A WHIMPER — Special guest Professor Hugh F.

BeU wiU discuss the END OF THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION IN NEW ENGLAND presented by the

UMass History Club. All are welcome! 7:30 p.m.. CC804.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - Upcoming concerts and

elections will be discussed. We need your help. New
members always welcome. 6:30 p.m., 168.

OXFORD NIGHT - Find out what the Oxford Summer
Seminar is really like. See slides of past years. Ask

questions of program alunmi. Grads and undergrads

welcome. 7:30 p.m., 301 Bartlett.

CAREER PLANNING GROUP — This four week group

will help participants to clarify career directions. We will

explore personal interests, preferences, skills, and career

alternatives. 4-5:30 p.m., 308 Berkshire.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING — All students

are welcome to join us to plan for debates, appearances by

Senatorial candidates, movies, etc. Get involved in the

Freeze process! 4:30 p.m., SU428.

IMPORTANT HANG GLIDING CLUB MEETING - All

members urged to attend, interested public welcome.

Topics include problems with last semester's lessons,

money-making, new equipment and policies, etc. Check

CC schedule for meeting place, 7-9:00 p.m.

ANTI-RACISM — Join us for a relaxed discussion about

racism — bring clippings or your experiences — all

welcome. 4:00 p.m., CC811.

The Better

Ballpoint
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1AKE THE GREATER
FORT LAUDERDALE BREAK.

.

H()llyvv(X)d, Pompano Beach, Laudordale-bv-the-Sea, Deerfield Beach. j
Want the tradition to live on forever.' Then order your full-color 17" x 23" poster of Spring Break '84 by sending "^

$3,00 (check or money-order, no cash, please) to. Spnng Break '84, 50lT Third Avenue West. Seattle, WA 98119. M
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUniE
ACROSS

1 Wimbledon
winner 1975

5 M*A*S*Hrole
10 Talk like a sailor

14 Journalist

Whitelaw
15 Convex molding

16 Med school

course
17 Kind of colon

18 • Work."

rock group

19 Eng deg
20 East Coast resort

23 LaFille
Gardee": Ashton
ballet

25 Duck genus

26 West wind

27 Make fit

29 River into the

Mediterranean

31 City in NE India

32 Fissile rock

35 Kind of road

39 Country on the

Arabian Sea
40 Aplomb
41 Gallery feature

42 Thessalian

mountain
43 Country on the

Persian Gulf

44 " Rhythm"
45 Brothers of note

47 Actress Prentiss

46 Criticize

vigorously

50 Closely similar

53 Concorde, eg
54 Western border

area

58 Shrub bearing

white flowers

59 Sophia from
Rome

60 Hawaiian island

63 Step

64 Habituate

65 Wide-eyed

66 Oppose
67 Household pet

68 Line of movement

DOWN
1

" longa.
."

2 Accompany
3 Asian border

mountains
4 Prepare a

manuscript

5 Certain candle

6 Oat genus
7 Admonitions

8 Jai

9 Univ. mil. group

10 Rose Bowl
territory

11 Merge
12 Forest creature

of myth

13 Norm: Abbr.

21 Long, opp
22 Part of the street

scene

23 Mr. (of

cartoons)

24 John. Don or Edie

28 Canal port

29 Actress
Lanchester

30 Stout's relative

32 Abbr. of old Roma
33 Practical joke, eg.

34 Small island

36 Master's tourna-

ment locale

37 Superstars,

perhaps

38 " ,c'est moi"

46 Friend, along the

Seine

47 Kind of soup
48 Part of a book
49 High school

subject

50 Kind of pine or

oak

51 Bitter tasting

52 Dong or yen

55 Pass rapidly

56 Hebrides island

57 Household need

58 Wool weight

61 "Some Like It

62 Exclamation

1 2 3 4

1

S 6 7 • 9 19 11 12 13

14 IS 11

17 18 19

^^n
1

21 22

1
23 24 25 ~'^H 26 ^I
27 21

1

i^^H'* 30 I 1
31 32 33 u

.

47

36 36 37 36

39
*^"

41

42 43 441

45 46 ^^^1
1

4^^^
41 H^Vm~ 51 52 ^53

I 54 55 SI 57 ^^1
sT

1

59

r
10 61 62

63 64 65

m"^ ^67 60

Basic Newswriting
& Reporting Workshop

8 p.m. - 9 p.m.

803 CC
Wednesday Feb. 22

Emergency Staff Meeting
Wednesday Feb. 22

6:30 in the Newsroom
All Staff Must Attend

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Southern Beef and Noodle

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Fettuccine with Sprouts

Grilled Cheese on
Wheatberry

DINNER
Roast Pork

Gravy, Applesauce

Chopped Beefsteak

Special

Greek Style Skillet

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Greek Style Skillet

Weather

Partly cloudy and cooler

today. There is chance of a

flurry in the western hills,

high temperatures in the

upper 30s to mid 40s. Clear

and cold tonight, low

temperatures mostly in the

20s. Tomorrow, sunny,

high temperatures in the

30s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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INTRODUCING:
ANEIVLUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOlJafGE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-3:00 PM
• TOC HOT WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES
• POTATO DELIGHTS
With Your Choice of Sauces:

Mustard, Sweet & Sour. Barbeque.

• CARROT & CELERY STIX

with Vegetable Dip ... $2.75

^'l^^

I Free Beer or Non-

I Alcohlic Beverage

I With \bur Lunch
I Offer Good Thru 2/ 17 '84

«»:., the
CAMPUS

1984

GRADUATES!

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken on

I Tues. Feb. 21 - Wed. March 14

in 177 CC

from 9 am to noon and 1-5 pm
Mon & Wed - Fri

Tues from noon - 4 pm
and 5 - 9 pm

For appointment call

545-0848 or 545-2874

or sign up in the Index Office

103 CC

Please bring a $5. sitting fee

jCollc^ian 15

Women swimmers topMHC
By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's

swimming team had an easy win over

Mount Holyoke last Tuesday night, 89-48,

in their last dual meet of the year. It was an

impressive way to gear up for the New
England's, as there were many drops in

time for the team, which is just what Coach

Valerie Turtle had hoped for.

"We started off well by dropping time with

our 400 yd. medley relay team," said

Turtle. Sue Freitas, Rosemary Kelsall,

Maura Sweeney, and Elizabeth Feinberg

were the members of that team which

hopes to finish well in the New England's.

Sue Freitas had an exceptional night

winning the 50 and 100 yd. freestyle, and

the 200 Individual Medley along with being

a member of the winning relay team.

Co-captain Elizabeth Feinberg, always a

leading point winner for the squad, had

another great night winning the 200 and 500

freestyle, and also a share of the relay win.

Kelsall was another triple winner placing

first in the 100 and 200 breaststroke and the

relay. Janice Rowan finished second to

Kelsall in both breatstroke races.

Sweeney and Nancy Stephens were again

strong for the Minutewomen, placing first

and second respectively in the 50 and 100

yd. butterfly. Elizabetli MacDonald put in

a strong performance dropping her times in

the 50 and 100 yd. butterfly. Senior Lynn
Williams also swam well dropping in the 100

yd. freestyle.

Senior diver Jean Bushee won both the

one meter required and optional dives.

Usually dives are made from one and three

meters but Mount Holyoke's pool is only ten

feet deep so two different one meter dives

were necessary.

Coach Turtle was impressed with the

attitude of the women going into the match.

"It was a good supportive meet," explained

Turtle. "Both teams showed a lot of en-

thusiasm."

The Minutewomen finish at 5-7 and are

taking 11 members of the squad to the New
England's. "We have people qualified in

every event," said Turle. "There will be 20

events, 18 swimming and 2 diving." The

New England's will be held at the

University of Maine at Orono, February 24-

26.

Pkoto by Alan Taupifr

Jon Segal, the urinner

of the giant slalom in

UMass ' last regular

season meet at

Berkshire East, makes a
turn Sunday. Segal

ended up the season as

the second ranked

overall skier in the

NEISC. Champion-

ships are next week at

Waterville Valley.

C2LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4&^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

j«nuin« Rayban and Vuarnets
ashionable and functional sunglasses for

^our face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Sruce 549-2879

Sony XR-56 Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549 6974

Stereo System: Vertical turntable, deck,

eceiver, four speakers best offer 253-9824

l/Vollensak 3M two track reel to reel

jood price call Lance 6-8091

77 Pinto Wagon, sky blue, runs great

^775 call Greg late afternoon 253-5847

1971 VW Bug 80,000 mi. no rust, excellent

nechanical shape. $1200 or BO. 253-7396

76 Ply. Arrow 4 cyt.

reg. gas BO 253-5740

AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE

dependable, econ

CAPE COD

I/Vest Yarmouth Sea Gull Beach 6 rooms
i bedrooms sleeps 8 1 !^ baths $5,500. for

season Also Duplex 2 bedrooms each 4

rooms sleeps 4 each side $2,850. Also cot-

tage 3 rooms 2 bedrooms sleeps 3 $2,100

253-7436

DELTA ZETA

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS Sumnner, yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Newspaper Deliverers needed for

dorms. Good pay. Early mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
Airlines Hiring! Stewardesses, Reserva-

tionistsl $14-39,000. Worldwide! Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter. 1-(916)

944-4440, X U Massachusetts Dir.

COUNSELORS Seeking qualified

counselors for 75 children's camps in Nor-

theast July, August. Contact: Association

of Independent Camps (UMA), 60 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10010 (212)

679-3230

Cruiseships! Hiring! $16-30,000! Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4440 ext. U
Massachusetts Cruise

Gold necklace with pearl much sen-

timental value reward call Sue Danahy
549-7730 or 256-6887

Silver key ring, 2 in. diameter with three

keys: two small locker keys and one dorm
key. Sue 6-7943 Reward

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP ~
Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual identity. Wednesday evenings 7 pm
9 pm sliding fee scale. Contact

Psychological Services Tobin Hall by

February 24. 545-0041

Sorority Rush
Feb 21 Tuesday 5:30 or 7:00

Feb 22 Wednesday 6:30
11 Phillips St.

For info call 549-6823

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you more! More lights,

more requests and more experience! Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-ADISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

FOR SALE

Car Stereos 200W boosters - 38.00 300W
triaxles 39.00 AM-FM cassette 58.00 call

546-7579

Attention - Womens Shoes - Cheap
Peter pan Boots SNKS New Styles $12-15

Full Range of sizes special on size 6

call 549-0533 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

1976 Toyota Corona good body well main-

tained call 586-5122

HURRY UP AND RUSH
TO SIGMA DELTA TAU

Hurry up and Rush to Sigma Delta Tau
Tues Feb 14 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Wed Feb 15 7:00-7:45

Thurs Feb 16 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Tues Feb 21 8:00-9:00

Wed Feb 22 5:00-6:00

Sigma Delta Tau 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Autonnobile

Workshop. Classroom plus shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2096

IT PAYS TO LEARN
AT SCERA

Skis - Rossignol Comp 185 with Tyrolia 260

aindings Koflach boots size 9 plus extras

also Pioneer SX550 20 watts/side, Bose

301 spkrs call 546-6828

1978 Honda CVCC good mech condition

rebuilt engine radial tires AM/FM new

srakes little rust excellent gas miles runs

great! Very dependable! $1200 268-3288

after 6

Guitar - Classical 6 string Gilbert with case

good condition $150 549-7697

Cambridge Diet for sale only $10.00

regularly $17.50 call Louise 546-8564

Its pays to learn at SCERA The Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy this Spring, will hire five

undergraduates to learn organizing and

student-interest research skills. For two

nights each week, these students will meet

to learn political organizing and then apply

these skills on issues of concern to

students. SCERA also has positions for an

editor /writer, resource center staff pe^son

and two women's issues advocates. All

positions are ten hours per week and pay

$3 35/hr for work-study and non-work-

study undergraduates. Pick up applications

and more information at 420 Student Union

weekdays from 8:00 am to 6;a) P^^ A" ap-

plications are due February 23 at 5:00 pm^

Final candidates will be posted outside the

office on February 24^SCERA ^ an Affir-

matibe Action /Equal Opportunity Student

Agency

PERSONALS

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from IC^I Andrea 546-9648

Art. Business, Law, History, and

English at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 545-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

SKI POWDER VAIL SKI POWDER VAIL
SPRING BREAK
MARCH 19-26

includes

- Roundtrip Air

- Transfers
- 7 Nights and 5 Day Lifts

- Sauna/Jacuzzi/Pools and more!

Deadline for deposit Fri Feb 24

Call Umass Ski Club for info 545-3437

Guitarist looking for bend, seven years

previous band experier>ce 646-6452 _
Hey Bob! Attention! I It's your B-Day do It

up! Your Roomie

Wanted: Black males, females (not preg-

nant), 18-55 yrs. old, who would like to

earn $15 in 1 hour. The Exercise Science

Dept. needs subjects for a research study

"Racial Differences in Body Composition"

For info phone 545-1337 9-5 M-F

Distinguished Visitors Program
New Members Meeting

Tuesday Feb. 21, 1984

Come and have a voice in

next year's programs

CC903 6:30

Sail around the world for a full semester
of College Credit! I Visit Korea, Japan,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, PRC, Sri Lanka, In-

dia, Egypt, Turley, Grec 3 and Spain. Find

out more about the Se ester at Sea pro-

gram - rep. will be in Campus Center Con-
course Tues. Feb. 21 thru Thurs. Feb. 23

9:00 am 3:00 pm Ev ling slide shows:
Tues & Thurs Campus Center Rm 905 7:00

pm and Wed Moore House 7:00 pm
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U.S. Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext 5931 A.

Sigma Kappa Rush
all university women invited

2/21 - 7 and 8 pm
2/22 - 7 and 8 pm

any questions call Sue W at 256-6887

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a place to live during Spnng

semester. Responsible, 22 yrs. call Steve:

256-0530

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/ Hadlcy $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

SERVICES

Typing, Copies, Bii.Jing Pickup and
delivery avail. 413-772-0.>34 anytime

TYPING fast, reliable, professional.
Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates 665 3^14

Tutor for COINS
584-7608

121-123 call Meg

LOST

Gold peeri ring with

reward call 546-9008

diamond chips

Ladies gold querti watch bentimental

I;;iTR2!JardUeanne546:4^^
(VW,Set of keys (2/9)

Reward call 546-5449

dorm, etc.)

L^ black coat with keys m pocket

switched at after hours party last Sat.

nTght. Similar one left in place. Reward.

.549-0504 ^ . ,, ,^5^

Chi Omega invites all university women to

check us out and see what makes us

special. On Wednesday Feb 22 Hawaiian

Luau Party! Come and join the fun! For

rides or more information, call Chi Omega
545-0162

Mr. Beel, Rumor has it your bed is comfor-

table! Suet)ert

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues., Feb. 21-Wed., March 14 *

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:

noon-4 pm,
and 5 pm - 9 pm

For appointment call 545-0648/545-2874^

or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC
Sitting Fee: $5.00

*

M,

IGU Open Rush
Tuesday Feb. 21 Dinner 6 to 7 pm
Wednesday Feb. 22 9 to 10 pm
Call Jeanie at 256-6874 for more info

406 N. Pleasant St.

Chi Omega - you're great! Thanks for

making me feel so comfortable in your

home. Love, P.C.

RESUMES You don't hdve to go off cam
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.
Come to Collegian Gra()hics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, comp)etit ivf' prices. M-F 9-2:30

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 429 from Boston 369 from New
York complete no hidden costs Lauderdale
choice of hotels Doug 549-1934

TRI SOMETHING NEWI
TRI SIGMA

• Rush Parties
• Tues Feb 14 5.46-6:20
• Wed Feb 15 5:00
• Thur Feb 16 7:00
• Tue Feb 21 7:00
• Wed Feb 22 7:00

382 N. Pleasant St 546-0046

«

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 No rth Pleasant St. , Amherst, 256-0710

BOLTWOOD PROJECT Find out what we
are all about. Information meetings Wed
Feb 21 at 7:00 Rm 917 CC and Wed Feb 22
at 7:00 in Rm 917 CC

WORK STUDY POSITION

T^e Collegian has one position available

for a work study person Your job will be
taking ads, answering phones, and some
misc. work. The hours available are Mon
11-1, Wed 11-1, T 1-2:30, and Fri 11 12:30

^piic«tk)n& are being accepted until Fri

ri . : . . -i - . i ^. *r ^ -te.««.,A-^..« « ^ ^ ^ <
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Sports

Win streak over,UM falls toG

W

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Well, the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team did not get to savor

being at .500 very long. Those pesky

Colonials from George Washington took

care of that with a 80-62 pasting of the

Minutemen, Saturday night, to send

UMass back to sub.500 land.

After such an emotional and well-run of-

fensive show against St. Joseph's,

Bfassachusetts got some glue stuck in their

wheels and struggled against George

Washington.

"We were struggling the whole way,"

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "We
were working hard but our reactions were

slow. I think we were a little tired. It was

our fourth game in seven days."

In the first half, UMass couldn't get

anything going. The Minutemen were
down by eight at the half, 42-34. "The
whole (George Washington) team played

well and outplayed us in the first half. We
felt lucky to be down by only eight at the

half," Gerlufsen said.

"It was one of our poorer halves of the

year."

In the second half, Massachusetts was
able to pull within two with 9:30 to go but

Minutemen mushMIT
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

With season high totals in the floor

exercises and long horse vaulting events,

the University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team dominated a shaky

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

team 250.15-173.80 on Saturday.

It was the last home meet for seniors Mark
McGaunn. Bert Mathieson (9.45 in the high

bar event) and tri-captains Jim Corbett (9.3

in floor exercises) and Willie Stevens.

The Minutemen had no problem handling

the depleted MIT squad and started the

meet off in floor exercises with fine per-

formances from Corbett. Phil Gorgone

(9.15) and Stevens (9.0). All three com-

petitors hit their double back somersaults

as the Minutemen scored a .season high of

44.7 point's in the event.

In the vaulting event, UMass also

recorded a season high of 45.20 points

through help from Gorgone, Stevens and

Ken Dougherty. Gorgone, who has been

hurting all season due to bad ankles,

received a 9.35 for a tsukahara vault.

"It didn't hurt," Gorgone said about

landing his vault, although he did admit to

feeling numb pain after sticking his double

back somersault on floor exercises. "I

wanted it. I had stuck two in warmup and I

wanted it bad. I wanted to hit for Mom and

Dad and my little sister," said Gorgone.

Stevens scored a 9.2 with a difficult vault,

a Tnsinca front (cartwheel front somersault

out) and Dougherty notched an 8.95 with

his vault.

Mathieson received his highest score ever

on the parallel bars event (9.25) while

performing some difficult tricks including a

rear uprise Markolov (half twist release

from an under arm swing). Along with

taking the all around with 53.3 points, he

had a strong ring routine (9.15 and tied his

high score on the high bar event with a

9.45.

"I just had a blast for my last meet on

home turf," Mathieson said. "I had just

gotten my high score on parallel bars and

that made the meet worthwhile, even if I

didn't do good on high bar. So I had a good

frame of mind going up on high bar, " said

Mathieson.
"It's just been great competing at UMass

and I'm sad to see it end," he added.

Tony Sbarra (8.9) salvaged his high bar

routine after he began swinging crooked,

but recovered nicely to finish the routine.

"1 was thinking about the delchev (release

skill) for a while," Sbarra said. "After I

caught it. I was so relieved that 1 didn't

think about the next move which waseaoy.

Then I wanted to straighten out for my
dismount (double layout)."

Coach Roy Johnson said, "It was fun

seeing all the seniors finish up. I didn't

think MIT would have too much of a team."

The Minutemen have two more meets to

go before they head to East Stroudsburg

for the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics

Championships on March 16th. This

Saturday UMass will travel to meet Temple
ind finish up at Springfield the following

jveek.

Minutewomen score high,

but lose tough one toUNH
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

A standing-room-only crowd of more
than 400 people was treated to an exciting,

sometimes near-great, display of gym-
nastics this past Saturday at Boyden, as the

University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team was edged by the
University of New Hampshire, 177.20-173.

Although they did not win, Saturday's
meet was a victory for the Minutewomen in

a couple of ways. Their team score of 173
was their highest total of the season

(beating their previous high by 2.75 points)

and is a good qualifying score for the NCAA
East Regionals. Also, all three UMass all-

arounds. Jennifer Pancoast, Robin Low,
and Tricia Camus, improved on their scores

from last week, and Pancoast. with a 35.05.

became the first Minutewoman to break 35
this season.

"We have been doing a lot more
repetitions in practice and I have been
really concentrating on the parts that are

problems for me." said Pancoast. "I also

rearranged my routines to try and help my
scores and it worked."

"We're getting better. Jennifer did a

very good job." said UMass Coach Ken
Anderson. "I thought that the judges were
a bit flaky. No question UNH had us beat,

but by not as great a margin."

P>om the outset, UNH led. taking the lop

three spots m the vaulting event. The
Wildcats' Nancy McCarrick took first with a

9.3. Diane ("arlin was second with a 9.05.

and Jayne Dean third with a 9.0.

The top UMass gymnasts in the vault

couldn't sink the equalizer.

"We could have tied it on a few occa-

sions," Gerlufsen said. "But we just

couldn't convert on the situations."

Losing Horace Neysmith with a sprained

ankle midway through the half didn't help

either. Bobby Braun, the first forward off

the bench, was hobbled by sore knees and
only played 10 minutes.

"We were sluggish offensively,"

Gerlufsen said. "For our offense to do
well, our defense has to do well. We didn't

play with enough intensity to force George
Washington to make offensive mistakes. I

could tell early, we were in for a long day."

UMass, now 11-12, 6-8 in the conference

and tied for fifth with St. Bonaventure,

shot poorly in the second half converting

only 38 percent from the floor and 30 per-

cent from the charity stripe.

It was also a low scoring night for the

Minutemen. Neysmith, even missing most
of the second half, led the team with 14

points. Donald Russell added 13 whUe
John Hempel scored 11. Edwin Green and
Carl Smith had only eight points each.

Big Mike Brown led the Colonials with 19

points, 12 rebounds, and five blocks. Troy

Webster added 16 points and Chester

Wood had 14 points. Next up is West
Virginia and another crucial game in

Morganstown.

were Lisa uritlm, who received an 8.85 for

a full twist on-full twist off, and Pancoast.

with an 8.7 for a handspring with a full

twist.

"I thought both Elizabeth (Janney, who
got an 8.65 for a half twist on-one and a half

twist off) and Jennifer were underscored a

bit," remarked Anderson.
In the uneven parallel bars event, Carlin

(9.2) and Dean (9.05) of UNH finished first

and second while UMass' Pancost (8.95)

took third. An ecstatic Robin Low came in a

close fourth with an 8.9.

"Robin really hit bars. It was her best set

of the year," Anderson said.

UMass entered the balance beam event
trailing UNH. 89.10-86 but was not able to

gain any ground as Carlin and Dean again

had the two top scores. This time both

scored a 9.0. Tricia Harrity of UMass came
in second with an 8.7.

In the floor exercise event, Lucia Can-
celmo of UNH finished first with an
inexplicably high score of 9.3. while Griffin

and Low took the next two spots with 9.15

and a 9.1. respectively. Low fell while
trying to execute a double-back somersault.
Otherwise, she gave her usual spectacular
performance.

The UMass team score of 44.60 in the
floor exercise event was a season high, but
once a^ain UNH outscored them with a

14.7.T.

The Minutewomen host Southern
Connecticut Thursday night at 7:30 in

Boyden. It is their last home meet of the
year. Walchinv; (gymnastics is an incredible

amount of fun ;ind this is your last chance —
be there!

Collcfiui photo hj Ton Kadia

Ken Dougherty sees things differently as he hangs upside down from
the still rings.

Ski team winsNEISC title,

Segal takes second overall

By MATT LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's ski team put on their

raincoats at Berkshire East this past

weekend and hung on to take first place at

the end of New England Intercollegiate Ski

Conference (NEISC) competition.

UMass took two second places in the

slalom and giant-slalom to finish behind a

strong Plymouth State College team. PSC
won both races, but their end of the season

surge wasn't enough to upset the

Minutemen in the overall league standings.

In Saturday's drizzle, UMass had some
problems and only four Minutemen finished

the rutty slalom course among the top 20.

Dan Conway (3rd) and Jon Segal (6th) put

in their usual strong efforts for UMass.
while teammates Matt Luczkow (12th) and

Dave Greenburg (19th) also did well in the

65-man field.

Rear Hovey from UConn won the race

and Don MacArthur from Amherst College

was second to help his team's third place

finish. Boston College took fourth overall.

The fog lifted early on Sunday and UMass
almost saw a win before the day was over

and the clouds began to roll in (again). But

it was a tough PSC (538.71 seconds that

took the giant-slalom victory from UMass,
whose team time was 545.12 (best 5 of 8

racers).

On the brighter side, Segal won the

giant-slalom race (104.16 seconds) by a

substantial margin over rival Doug Kar-

woski (105.57) from PSC. Unfortunately

though, Karwoski took the individual

league title (best 8 of 10 races) over Segal

by just three points. UMass' Conway was

3rd in the league overall, despite being

hampered by injuries all season.

Other UMass finishers in the G-S were:

Andy Clarke (6th), Luczkow (12th), Con-

way (14th), Captain Tim Enright (16th),

Kris Vanderzee (17th) and Bob Faigel

(19th). Boston College took third in this

race and Amherst was fourth.

The final NEISC standings are: UMass
(64 pts.). PSC (61), BC (45), Amherst (36),

Brown (34). UConn (26). Army (11) and

Trinity (3).

The skiers will travel to Waterville

Valley, New Hampshire this weekend for

the NEISC Championships, where they will

ci mpete against nine other New England
teams.
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"You Can Make

A Difference"
by Tracey Bryant

photo by Ed Cohen Dick Gregory

Dick Gregory, political analyst and satirist lectured

at Smith College for Black History Month.

Discussing current events Gregory said that he

couldn't wait for Soviet leader Andropov - "that Rus-

sian" to be buried so America could stop pretending

to be sad. He said that George Bush must be thinking

" 'Lord, are you gonna kill all the ex-heads of the in-

telligence Units?'
"

He called America and Russia "hoodlums, thugs,

partners in crime" and said that the ability to talk

about wiping out whole nations isn't power. "The

people talking about building nations will be around

long after the last missile is dropped." said Gregory.

Gregory told the audience that every so many years

America shows the world "how bad we are" by at-

tacking another country. "Carter messed up. Reagan

said I will restore our honor," by attacking Grenada,

said Gregory. "Grenada doesn't even show up on the

Grenadian map! They don't have an army; they don't

even have a boy scouts. And we fought nobody for

two weeks....and really got off on that.
"

He said that the public also gets off on celebrities:

we tolerate behavior (drugs and scandals) from them

that we wouldn't from everyday people.

Mentioning Michael Jackson's recent accident he

said that Jackson got so many phone calls the circuits

blew out. "There were no phone calls for all the starv-

ing people." said Gregory. "One day you'll pay for

that."

Continued on page 4

connected with the Collegian

for the soie purpoee of

distribution

Meeting Over Suspension

Shen^ood Thompson, director of the office of Third

World Affairs called a meeting Thursday in his office

to discuss the suspension of Black Affairs editor

Yadira Sentences.

Sentences was suspended by xheCollegian editor

Joel Myerson because of an editorial she wrote com-
menting on a racist cartoon printed in last week's Col-

legian. Myerson felt hewas within his rights in his deci-

sion to suspend Sentences citing the Collegian con-

stitution as his reference.

Those present at the meeting were Collegian Editor

in Chief Joel Myerson. Collegian Black Affairs Editor

Yadira Bentances. Grant Tinker from the office of

Human Relations and John Lopes of CCEBMS.
At the meeting Thompson attempted to resolve the

conflict between Bentances and Myerson, and to pre-

sent a list of grievances against the Collegian with 3

basic demands. 1 . drop charges against Betances. 2.

clear her record of inaccurate charges-which will

reflect in her personnel file. 3. public acknowledge of

error and apology to her and the Third World com-
munity.

As a result of the meeting. Myerson agreed to bring

Betances to the Board of Editors meeting but when

they got to the Collegianxhe board had disbanded

(leaving her unable to address them) they were to vote

on the chP ges. Meanwhile. Betance's suspension

was lifted, however many feel that she was only

reinstated due to the pressure on Myerson. and the

issue has not ended.

The big question is: Why was Betances suspended

in the first place? Most of the people at the meeting

did not think Betance's article was injurious to the Col-

legian, and are not happy with the results, they feel if

necessary community action will be enforced. They

feel the blame should not be put on Betance's

response to the cartoon, but on the Editorial Editor

Josh Myer to run it. 'Josh's decision to print the car-

toon without consulting Yadira was not a good deci-

sion." said John Lopes. "He should have asked a

Third World person if it would be offensive to that

community. It's racism whether intentional or non-

intenional , and they have to deal with the conse-

q u e n c e s .

Ken Thome's Trial

by Begun Eubanks

In 1969, Trinidad native Kenneth Thorne came to

America because he wanted to America because he

wanted to play Jazz and learn about the American In-

dian.

As a musician, who plays flute, saxaphone, steel

drums, and percussion, he was lured to the Amherst

area in 1977 by what he called the "rich Jazz com-

munity.' What he got from Amherst was what he calls

racism and harrassment.

Walking into Ken Thome's Village Park apartment

one must first take off one's shoes. There's a front

room full of musical instruments, African and Indian

artifacts, and a wall full of art and photography. The

atmosphere is relaxed, the mellow jazz with its strong

African overtones provides the background.

Thorne is sitting on the floor with his legs crossed

wearing his favorite Los Angeles baseball cap. com-

plimented by a "Jackson in 84" button. He talks ex-

citedly about his travels around the country and a year

spent living on Indian reservations in the mid-west.

Thorne also talked about his native country.

Trinidad, and the history of the steel drum. Eventually

the convereation began to turn toward the subject

which I had come to discuss. Thome's voice changed

quickly from excitement to bitterness, and anger. He

leaned fon«/ard and began talking faster about the

events which began on September 24. 1982 and led to

his conviction in October 1983 which may lead to his

deportation by the U.S. Immigration Department.

Ken Thorne was convicted on October 17, 1983 on

two counts of receiving stolen goods (a camera and a

stereo). He was sentenced to one year in jail, suspend-

ed, and is currently serving two years probation.

Thorne says that he loaned an acquaintance $350 cash

and was given the stereo and camera as collateral. He

still maintains that he did not know that the equipment

was stolen and friend Robin Howard and he were vic-

tims of the police and court system.

Tnome was Keeping the equipment at Howard's

apartment and Howard was also arrested although her

charges were dropped one year later. "It is not so

much the conviction on receiving (of stolen goods)

that upsets me," said Thorne "but the process that

they (police and court) used to set me up." He cites a

series of events and situations that turned his case in-

to "a political and racial case."

-Ken Thorne was denied a public defendant on the

grounds that he owned a car and could afford his

own lawyer. Thorne paid $1600 in legal fees and

could not appeal his conviction due to lack of ability.

-Police entered the apartment of Robin Howard on

September 24, 1982 without a search warrant and il-

legally searched her home and arrested her.

-Shortly after Thorne was arrested the Amherst

police asked him to come down to the station and

pick up his belongings. Upon arrival Thome says he

was interogated by police, without the presence of a

lawyer, concerning an alleged drug operation in the

Amherst area. "They kept shooting names at me.

They wanted me to give informatioin in exchange for

exoneratioin of my own charges." When Thorne

could not give them the information they wanted,

Thorne said the police told him "Lets see you get out

of seven indictments."

"It's not just me, "says Thorne, "It is happening all

the time. It could happen to anyone in the community

today."

Look for the in depth report in next week's Nummo
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Editorial

by Segun Eubanks

Over the past few months, many members of the
Third World community have began to seriously ques-
tion the Collegian's sensitivity or commitment to peo-
ple of color on this campus.
The must recent, and perhaps the most flagrant ex-

ample of the insensitivity that I am referring to began
with the printing of a very offensive cartoon on the
Editorial page. The cartoon depicted a very ravished,

impoverished view of the African continent, with the
caption saying something to the effect of: "A Jesse
Jackson campaign contribution has been made in

your name."
The cartoon evoked such criticism from members of

the community that the Collegian Black Affairs Editor,

Yadira Betances felt it necessary (and very ap-

propriately,) to print an editorial in Black Affairs ex-

pressing the disgust and anger of many people in our

community. When Collegian Editor In Chief, Joel

Myerson read the editorial, he decided to suspend
Yadira. This, as Myerson soon learned, was a grave

error.

Immediately, Black students and administrators

came to Betances' support and Myerson had to (at

least temporarily) remove the suspension. What Myer-
son had promised would be a public apology in the

Collegian editorial, turned out to be his idea of a

justification for the suspension.

One thing I must point out, is that for about a year

now Black Affairs has been only a half page at the

most, the other half being advertisement. However,
for the past few weeks Betances and her new staff

have been filling the p)age, leaving less room in the

paper for advertisement. It seems strange that all of a

sudden Meyerson would come up with some never
before used constitutional clause to suspend
Betances. Coincidence? Maybe, but a pretty peculiar

one.

Collegian's insensitivity does not stop just with

the issue of Black Affairs. Last semester, and the

beginning of this semester, coverage of Yvette Henry

case was both inadequate and biased. The Collegian

was quick to print all the negative aspects of the

Henry case, i.e. the arrest and suspension, however,

they shyed away just as quickly from the aspects of

the case which made the University look bad, i.e. the

reasons the charges were dropped and the very ques-

tionable circumstances. Using a vague excuse of "just

reporting the news" the Collegian clearly showed that

instead of being as progressive and responsible news

organization, it is closer to a conservative organization

that responds to the desires of the University ad-

ministration and not the student population.

Sixteen Years
of Success

by Segun Eubanks

photo by Ed Cohen

Students of A BETTER CHANCE HOUSE studying

diligently.

1984 marks the 16th year of success and achieve-

ment that A Better Chance (ABC) House has given to

the Amherst community. ABC is a program designed

to offer educational opportunities to talented minority

youngsters of high school age from deprived urban

areas who may othenwise not have received a quality

education.

ABC celebrated their anniversary in January with a

program that included an art exhibit by UMass pro-

fessor Nelson Stevens, a ABC history slide show, and

the movie "Now is the Time." The Amherst chapter is

one of one hundred sixty-five ABC programs nation-

wide. The nationwide program began in 1963 with the

Amherst chapter, now located at 74 No. Prospect St.,

beginning its operation in 1968.

The program works by a network of teachers, prin-

cipals, guidance counselors, and other area educatiors

Mitchell Smith, who has been Residential Director

of the Amherst program for three years, said that the

program has been very successful in sending students

to college. Smith also pointed out that ABC "Benefits

the predominatly white community due to the cultural

diversity that we bring to the community."

The programs $35,000 dollar budget is all raised

locally by gifts from local churches, the Hampshire

Community United Way, College functions, and in-

dividuals. In addition, there are special fund-raising

events, such as the foliage walk and art raffle.

The programs success and benefit to the Amherst

community has been proven by its 16 years of ex-

istence and by the over two hundred Amherst

residents who have volunteered their services to the

program over the yers as board of directors members
and host families.

As ABC enters its 17th year of success, Mr. Smith
recommending students who show outstanding pro
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mise for going to college. But who would not have stressed that along with the strong academic corrim^-

sufficient educational opportunities to adequately tment, the prograrrj thnves to make sure that the

prepare for college, but for the ABC House. Students students m the predommatly white area maintain a

selected come to Amherst, live in the ABC House and strong sense of cultural identity and community

attend Amherst Regional High School. responsibility.

CCEBMS PEOPLE

Rick Townes, Assistant Director of CCEBMS.

by uonette wnson

The Committee for the Collegiate Education of Blacks

and Minority Students (CCEBMS) is a vital part of

many of our students' existence on this campus.

What makes CCEBMS so important is the quality of

their staff such as Assistant Director, Manuel "Rick"

Townes.
Townes has been employed with the University for

eight years. Townes says his main interest is doing

whatever is necessary to ensure the growth of all

minority students here at the University.

^ Townes believes that "here at the University we

have the unique opportunity to have a great impact on

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; because of the

University's versatility in character and ethnic

backgrounds.

Townes has seen many changes at the University

since his arrival. At first, said Townes, minorities were

becoming eligible to come to this university; and in the

70's people were very sensitive to minorities' feelings.

He feels that the adjustment process is much more

convenient now than when he attended UMass in

1970. He said that there were no PVTA buses,

therefore everyone had to walk to wherever they

wanted to go.

There also wasn't a Nummo News, a Black Mass

Communication, a Black Affairs, or no WMUA; all of

these projects started while Townes wds a student.

Townes said that for a campus of this size (25,000

students) we have a lot compared to many other

universities.

The Assistant Director went on to explain that with

the growth of the minorities on this campus, CCEBMS
went from 50 students in 1970 to about 650 students

this present year. Also the average CCEBMS students

graduates in 4-4 Vi years. He added that the committ-

ment and goal of many to have 1 ,000 minorities is still

in view.

By keeping in touch with other counselors,

CCEMBS expects an increase in its number of

students. He made it known that simply because

UMass is a public institution doesn't insure any

Massachusetts residents acceptance. Two-thirds of

the minorities that applied were rejected.

Mr. Townes looks forward to the coming years,

because of his hope that more and more minorities will

get the education available to all.

Continued from -^' ^

this was again shown by the front page "News

Analysis" by Peter Abraham which made a farce out

of investigative reporting. In investigating the Jesse

Jackson speech on Black Homecoming, Mr.

Abrahams obviously did not listen to Mr. Jackson's

speech or see the over 3,000 people who packed the

Fine Arts Center and the Campus Center auditorium

to listen to Mr. Jackson. More importantly Mr.

Abrahams did not even have common sense enough

to fully investigate the speech made by another

presidental candidate just one week before Jackson

spoke. To add insult to injury, there is now some
question as to whether Abraham misquoted one of

the main sources he usd as evidence to prove his

analysis. Therefore, what was supposed to be a

"News Analysis," that could very well have brought

fourth some legitimate points of discussion, turned

out to be nothing more than an editorial attack on

Black presidential candidate and even more relevant a

Black student and a majority Third World organization

on this campus.
Now this may sound like I am coming down hard on

the Collegian and indeed I am. We, as students, sup-

port the existence of the newspaper and we must de-

mand that it represents all of us in a fair and equal

manner. Some of you may read this and say, 'Well,

the Collegian has given us Nummo and Black Affairs.'

Those of you who think this do not know the history

of Nummo or Black Affairs.

Back in the early 1970's there was absolutely no

vehicle of expression for people of color on this cam-

pus. The Collegian was either totally ignoring or

severely slanting news and information about the

Third World community. When Third World students

asked the Collegian to address the issues concerning

them the newspaper did not respond. In 1975 these

students had to literally take over the Collegian offices

and stop the newspaper from printing before they

would allow Nummo to use its facilities and Black Af-
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Judgments and Suspensions

by Tracey Bryant

What I want to know Is: Has Peter Abraham been

suspended? Has Josh Meyer been suspended? And if

not, then: How long does the Collegian think It can

continue to slander and victimize Third World people

and women; and uphold blatant double-standards?

Yadira Betances, the Collegian Black Affairs Editor

wrote an editorial apologizing for a cartoon in the Col-

legian that misrepresented and offended a great many

people.

She placed the editorial on the page fought for by

these misrepresented people; she put it on the page

originally interposed into the Collegian, by these peo-

ple, to prevent such racist propaganda, like the car-

toon.

And she was suspended.

The suspension was revoked, many feel solely

because of the publicity and pressure applied. But the

issue does not end there.

Collegian Editor In Chief, Joel Myerson cited Article

5, section 2 of the Collegian Constitution as the reason

for her suspension: "...cause for dismissal shall be

based on. . .a performance of official duties in a way to

be injurious to the best interests of the newspaper."

(As printed in the Feb. 16, 1984 issue of the

Collegian.

)

Was she injun.ig the paper by saying, in effect, that

the entire staff, at least Black Affairs, was not a party

to this virulent perpetration of racism?

She wrote, "The main objective of the Black Affairs

page in the Collegian is to erase the bias and racist

representation the Third World suffers and the outcast

of news and information it is denied. And it will con-

tinue to do so until it manages, some day, to eliminate

the type of attitudes which prompted it (the Collegian)

to print such a blatantly racist cartoon."

Editorial

How could her attempt to restore some semblance

of integrity to the paper be seen as injurious?

Was the Collegian really going to try to pretend the

cartoon was not racist and ignorant?

If we translate the decision to suspend Yadira

Betances into human terms (instead of hiding behind

a structure that support Injustice,) it seems she was

suspended for voicing her dissent, for asserting her

difference; for her non-compliance and non-

complacency in the disrespecting and degrading of a

people.
. ^ «• .

She faced and exposed a major point of conflict

between the Collegian Infrastructure and Black Af-

fairs, moreover between the Collegian and the Third

World community.

There are many questions to be asked and com-

parisons to be made.

Why was her insistence upon respect and respectful

treatment of Third World people seen as a threat to

the Collegian, by the Collegian?

Why does her assertion of dignity subject her to

reprimands from the Collegian?

Why does the assertion of dignity for Third World

people conflict with Collegian interests, while the ac-

tions of Peter Abraham who wrote a "news analysis"

riddled with "misinformation," does not?

What are Collegian interests?

Journalistic integrity isn't one of them? Honesty,

accuracy, balance?

What made Mr. Abraham and his article particularly

dangerous for any newspaper was the assertively bias-

ed assumptions he used to string together his story;

with its "misinformation."

W.E.B. DuBois : A Place in History
by Russell Jordan

Vincent Harding
photo by Ed Cohen

Thursday night Vincent Harding, noted Historiari and

author spoke at Mahar auditorium at the University of

Massachusetts as part of the W.E.B. Du Bois lecture

series.

Introduced by Chancellor Duffey and William

Strickland, Harding illuminated on the significance

and scholarship of W.E.B. Du Bois; which according

to Harding has yet to achieve its proper place in

American history and social thought.

"This is largely due to Du Bois being Black and the

fact that he said things Black people weren't suppose

to say, especially at that time during the early 1900's,"

said Harding.

Harding continued his presentation by citing

W.E.B. Du Bois' great love for this country, which

continued after he left the United States for Ghana

when he was eighty-eight years old. "Du Bois had the

courage to criticize this country for its betrayal of the

America ideal," said Harding. "He loved the United

States for the promise of freedom and equality in her

Constitution and Bill of Rights, but he at the same

time realized that these rights were not equally

guaranteed to all Americans, in particular the

descendents of African slaves in this country"

Du Bois accurately predicted that the crises of the

twentieth century would not be the problem of the

color line. This has been borne out by the struggles for

eouality by Blacks in the U.S.A. and South Africa and

the struggles against Western imperialism and ex-

ploitation by the formerly colonized Third World na-

tions.

Du Bois accused the United States of assuming the

role of world policeman and taking on the imperialist

mantle that the European nations, primarily England,

France, and Belgium once held in Africa, Asia and

throughout the Third Worid.

Harding praised the accurate and far-seeing obser-

vations of Du Bois and remarked on the wealth of

knowledge and wisdom that Du Bois contributed to

American scholarship and social thought in his many

books, essays, and articles.

Dr. Du Bois who was educated at Harvard and

taught at Fisk, founded the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and

was the editor of Crises magazine for a number of

years.

Having died in Ghana at the age of 95 in 1966, his

long life was characterized by social activism and a

deep commitment to American society's fulfillment of

its noble ideals.

Often criticized by both Blacks and Whites, Du Bois

held a hope and view of a wortd which was free of op-

pression and exploitation and produced an equitable

distribution of the Earth's fruits.

Mr. Harding is most noted for his book, "There is a

River", a critically acclaimed history of Black struggle

against colonialism and slavery. The book is credited

for its effectiveness in correctir>g the popular myth

that Blacks willingly and complacently accepted the

yoke of colonialism and the brutality of slavery.

According to Harding, "Du Bois was part of that

tradlton of struggle, the tradition of Frederick

Douglass and others. He is in turn inspired many of his

contemporaries: Martin Luther King, Malcom X and a

host of others."

When questioned, Harding characterized Jesse

Jackson's campaign as part and parcel of that traditon

and Du Boisian philosophy which is essentially

characterized by the belief that the uplift of Black

Anriericans vtnlt have a ripple effect of social awareness

and enlightenment in this country and a merge with

the human rights struggles throughout the worid, par-

ticulariy in South Africa and the Third Wortd.

The University of Massachusetts has stewardship

over many of the works and writings of W.E.B. Du

Bois. Harding believes we shouki not only value what

we have, but we should utilize '^ o its fullest extent.

And how can we comfortably use the word "misin-

formation when it has been made clear that the infor-

mation Abraham received did not carry the meaning
he aggressively attached to it.

How can the type of writing and assumptions

displayed in that article not be considered injurious to

the newspaper?
How can the type of judgment Josh Meyer exercis-

ed in using that cartoon not be considered injurious to

the Collegian?

The kindest words to be offered about the actions

of Abraham, Meyer and Myerson is that perhaps their

ignorance and insensitivity got the best of them.

The problem is that all three on separate occasions

acted with ignorance and insensitivity toward Third

Worid people.

And I hear women aren't treated much better. In

fact, the only other similar Collegian suspension was
that of the Women's Editor two years ago.

Logistically we must question the validity of a con-

stitution that allows and shelters certain types of ig-

norance and insensitivity - toward certain people,

while suppressing and penalizing very necessary acts

of dignified assertion and those courageous enough to

carry them out.

There is no constitutional, moral or practical

justification for Yadira Betances' suspension. There is

also no justification for the tone of Peter Abraham's

story. But most importantly, there was, is and never

will be any justification for that cartoon or a

newspaper printing it.

There is also no justification for not suspending

Abraham and Meyer before suspending Betances.

Nothing short of a front-page apology to the entire

Third World community will ameliorate the ill.

Responsibilities

by Tracey Bryant

As Stevie Wonder said in his message to Black col-

lege students: "These times we live in are not full of

hope. Yet they are not hopeless. We must uncover

the formula for survival that will refresh our souls and

uplift our spirits. We must search for the harmony that

records the rhythms of our brothers and sisters. The

world is but an orchestra and we've all been blessed to

be members. Life is an assignment form the Creator.

We are all responsible for the production of life's sym-

phony which will ring out harmony among us all. We
are charged with the understanding that each of us

has an instrument and we must play it carefully....for

if we do not, we bear the responsibility for this off-key

music...Know that your responsibilities as a Black

college student in the symphony of life are awesome

tasks. ...Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. knew the musical

score. He had the music and many willing players."

Jesse Jackson was one of those players. And unlike

many of them who were willing then to follow, but are

not willing to continue breaking new ground; unlike

many of them who were willing to hkle in the shadow

of Dr. King's dignity, but not pick up the gauntlet

when he was laW to rest. Jesse Jackson has not

allowed himself to be impeded by the threat of public

or political rklicule. He has not plea-bargained away

the needs and rights of people for a little corner of

respect. As many dkjl

Many who asked us to follow, their direction, their

guidance; many v^o stood beside Dr. King, behind

Dr. King, around Dr. King, asking for control of our

power, have settled for polite smiles (more for

themselves than for all of us) as opposed to real

power. Jackson was asking then and Is asking now for

people empowernr>ent, equality, not manners. He is

asking people to get involved - be powerful for

themselves; to utilize themselves to their best in-

terests.

Many of us have been dormant, as we have been

asked to be. And many people rest easier knowing we

are dormant; because they realize that sleeping power

is not power at all. And potential never effected

anything.

The longer we sleep, the greater the chance we will

never wake up. Those asking - s to lie dormant, are

not simply asking, they are ac That is whv Jesse

is saying "Wake up, wake •.•; ^ in tho v^ rds of

Marcus Garvey, "Arise, vc •.J!l
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Jackson Speaks of a New Generation

The term "New Generation" has become a cliche

because it has not been analyzed and explored for its

proper meaning. There is nothing unusual or unique,

as such, about a new generation. It is simply the end

product of a generation of young people who, by tim-

ing of birth, have come of age. So each "new genera-

tion" is new by birth and without effort. It is

something whith which they had nothing to do and

about which they can do nothing.

The uniqueness of each generation is what it does

-what responsibilities it either assumes or shirks. The

greatness of a person or a generation is determined by

the real needs that are served. Everybody cannot be

famous, because everybody cannot be well-known.

But everybody can serve. Serving the needs of its day

will make this generation, not just new but a greater

generation.

Students in Germany in the 1940s were a great

generation because they organized a resistance move-

ment against the atrocities of Nazi Germany.

American students, sensing the repression of McCar-

thyism in the 1950s, fought for freedom. The student

generation of the 1960s marched, demonstrated, sat-

in and went to jail en masse to break down the barriers

photo by Ed Cohen

of segregation and end a war for which there was^

never a moral justification.

The challenge of this generation is to protect the

gains of the past and close the educational and

economic gaps in our society.

Lastly, the New Generation must excel because of

the joy and julfillment that comes in the victory of con-

quering a taks and doing it well against the odds. We
must resist being servile, but we must accept the

challenge to be of service.

Work must be seen as having value even beyond

the money involved - though we should certainly fight

for livable wages for the work that we do. There is a

dialectic involved-opportunity on the one hand and ef-

fort on the other. Effort must exceed opportunity for

change to occur.

A series of assassinations, the war in Vietnam,

Watergate and an economy in trouble have created a

civilizational crisis which has at its core the loss of

moral authority - the loss of believability, of trustwor-

thiness.

The challenge of this New Generation of adults is to

regain the confidence of this New Generation's youth.

DICK GREGORY CONTINUED

On the same note he said that President Reagan's

commission didn't find any hunger because there

were no hungry people on the commission. He said

"How are people unfamiliar with something going to

locate it."

Turning to local issues he compared a Springfield

newspaper which said that Massachusetts found

harmful levels of EDB and banned it, while a Hartford

paper said that state tests (in Connecticut) found the

levels 'acceptable.' Gregory told the audience that he

had friends who knew something was wrong with

"the Devil's food cake " before the tests "because the

roaches wouldn't eat it."

He also said that people value their cars more than

their bodies and their children. "Take care of your

bodies," intoned Gregory.

He cited the high proportion of hysterectomies in

America and told people to keep control of their

bodies and get a second and if necessary, third opi-

nion. Gregory said that women should insist that con-

traceptive usage be alternated between men and

women.
Women need to get integrity over their bodies, said

Gregory. "Rape has increased 98 per cent since televi-

siori. Five-year old boys see car commercials with

women standing next to the car; and by the time he's

twenty and gets a girl in the car, he thinks it goes

along with it."

Women need to tell the people who make commcr

cials - "if you ever use me as a sex symbol, we'll call a

national boycott," said Gregory. "The whole Civil

Rights and King movement started because a Black

woman said "no." It would have been a hell of a day if

she had said 'no one listens to me.'
"

He said that Black people need to stop playing the

"athletics game" because a Black person's chances of

being a professional athlete are one in 42,000. "Libera-

tion will not come by what you got out here (-clothing

and style), but by what you've got in here (-the

mind)," said Gregory pointing to his head.

He also told the audience that Black people handle

155 billion dollars a year. "If we were a separate nation

we'd be the fifth or sixth most powerful nation In the

world," said Gregory.

According to Gregory, other minority monies in

America turn over in their neighborhoods a minimum
of seven times, a maximum of eleven times,

buf'Black money stays in the Black neighborhood

seven hours." He said that we spend all of our money
on records, bubblegum and potato chips; "and don't

even demand that the potato chip companies hire usi"

"If we used 10 per cent of that money we could

wipe out unemployment in our neighborhoods. Are

you buying Black art? Then who is? Are you buying

Black literature?...," asked Gregory.

Gregory said that instead of humiliating another

Black person, Black fraternities and sororities should

be getting together to make sure that the caps and
pins they wear are made by Blacks. "You don't even

question whether the diamonds and gold in the pins

were from South Africa," he continued. "Your Black

brothers and sisters in South Africa do not need your

ability to get revenge after they're dead. They need

your love and affection, your ability to manipulate the

system to keep them alive."

Gregory ended by saying, "Somewhere you can

make that difference. You have to make that dif-

ference.
"

Students
for Jackson

by Tracey Bryant

The Students for Jesse Jackson (SJJ) are commit-

ted to informing the public of Rev. Jesse Jackson's

position on prominent issues in the Democratic

Presidential nomination race. They also are trying to

build a wide base of support for Jackson at the

University, while assisting like efforts at other schools

in the Five College area.

Their constitution states, "Upon Jackson's victory

in securing the Presidential nomination, our organiza-

tion shall then turn our collective efforts toward vic-

tory in the 1984 Presidential election."

Although their purpose seems broad and open,

their by-laws are strict:

No member shall engage in the destruction or

desecration of any opposing candidate's campaign

literature or property.

No member shall slander or libel any member or

candidate of another campaign organization or party.

All members accepting campaign contributions

must report and turn over such funds immediately to

the office of the Treasurer.

All statements and activities related to the

group shall be of open and honest intent so as to en-

sure the organization's credibility.

If you would like to be involved in the Jackson cam-

paign, the SJJ committee would like to hear from

you. Call the Office of Third Wo^d Affairs at 545-2517.

Organizational membership is open to all University

of Massachusetts undergraduates. Honary member-

ship is open to the general public. All members can

vote I

The committee urges everyone to register to vote

and to become involved in the Jackson campaign.

Any help is welcome.

Nat Turner

by Donette Wilson

Nat Turner, "the prophet of God" in the 1 SCO's, is

mostly remembered for his famous rebellion. He was

born in Southampton County, Virginia in 1831. Turner

was highly respected because of his ability to read and

preach the gospel of the Lord.

Turner played with white children until the age of

eleven. Then Turner had to go to the fields and work

just like any other black slave. Being a great follower

of God, Turner felt that he was placed on the earth to

end this injustice of slavery.

Turner waited for a sign from God; when that sign

appeared Turner was to do what was to be done. In

February of 1831, the sign came in the form of a solar

eclispe.

Turner then gathered his followers and went Into

the town and killed slave owners and their families.

After killing about 60 whites and being in hiding for

about 3 days. Turner was hung on November 1 1 in a

town called Jerusalem.

Turner's insurrection was a landmark in the history

of slavery."
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From Home Boy to
Revolutionary

The development of Malcolm X's philosophy of

Black nationalism was a direct result of his growing up
within a racist society, and his learned desire to throw

off the negative affects that he had encountered. His

quest was to attain his highest potential and to help

his people reach theirs.

Malcolm's first encounter with the philosophy of

Black nationalism was during his early life. Malcolm

Little was born in Omaha, Nebraska, on May 19, 1925.

His father, the Reverend Earl Little, was a Baptist

minister, and a dedicated follower and organizer of

Marcus Garvey's nationalist Universal Negro Improve-

ment Association (U.N. I. A.).

This movement preached of Black race purity and

exhorted the Negro masses to return to their ancestral

African homeland. Malcolm's contact with his father

was cut short by his untimely death (which was widely

believed to have been a lynching because of his

teachings of Garvey's philosophy).

At an early age his aspirations of becoming a

lawyer were wiped out by a teacher at school who told

him that it was foolish to have such ideas. Subse-

quently he dropped out of school at the age of fifteen.

It was in his teen years that Malcolm first lived in a

the city of Boston, Massachusetts. It was here that

Malcolm set his goals to become one of the "baddest"

street hustlers ever.

Malcolm outgrew Boston and saw that he could fur-

ther develop himself as a hustler on the streets of

Harlem, New York. The hustling life took its toll on

Malcolm tfhd he soon discovered that what he

thought was the most glorified life possible for a man,

was nothing more than a dead-end street.

He had reached the top of the "so called" under-

world but his use of drugs and the competition from

the other young street hustlers, who were trying to

take his place, brought him tumbling back down to

reality.

At the age of twenty-one he was sent to prison for

burglary. This fate would lead him to yet another view

of his place in life.

Malcolm's whole period of development a.s a hustler

is an example of his struggle for a "higher form of ex-

istence" within his narrow sphere of knowledge and

logic. It was net until he found himself in jail, and after

his life on the streets, that Malcolm came back in con-

tact with the idea of Black nationalism.

He was converted to the Nation of Islam (Black

Muslims), a religious . Black nationalism professed

through the teachings of Elijah Muhammad which

taught that the white man was the devil and that all

the Black man's problems were caused by the white

man. To the mind of a broken street hustler the words

of Elijah Muhammad seemed to be the logical answer

to the black man's plight.

This sent Malcolm upon a new set of goals, of

reaching his highest potential within the Nation of

Islam. These goals required him to learn the teachings

of Elijah Muhammad, to follow them, and to spread

the word to others. To Malcolm, this was the answer.

It was within this stage of development that

Malcolm became conscientiously able to weed out the

different contradictions within himself which did not

go along with the teachings of Islam. Malcolm created

a discipline within himself which he felt was necessary

for his own liberation, and a discipline which he felt

other Blacks must gain if they were to be free.

Roving

Reporter

'WHAT DOES BLACK HISTORY
MONTH MEAN TO YOU?"

Nadie Pierre, class of '87,

an Engineering major said:

"To me Black History Month is a chance for Blacks

to unite, get back together, have a sense of Black

pride; to show what Black culture is about and how

Black awareness has extended throughout the years.

We have more of an equal chance than we did 20-30

years ago. It's really togetherness; a chance to

celebrate and show what we have as opposed to what

we didn't have a few years back. Now we even have a

Black man running for president."

photos by Segun Eubanks

/

Laurie O'Keefe, class of '87,

a Political Science major said:

"I don't know. So Black people can get an idea of

their culture. It doesn't really mean much to me. I'll go

and watch the dances and stuff."

Sylvia Kinn, class of '84,

a Psychology major said:

"Black History Month is an opportunity for Black

people to learn about their past, their present, and

also their future.

I think it is unfortunate that we have to have a

separate month, because I thnk everybody should

learn about Black history, along with American white

history.

I think it is very important because until we know

where we come from, we will not know where we are

going.

It is also important for young Black children to know

that Black people have made important contributions

to history."

by Curtis Haynes

Malcolm's goal was to liberate the Black man from

his bondage, something he knew he had to do inter-

nally first. When he left prison in 1952, he dedicated

himself to building the Black Muslims, and adopted

the name, Malcolm X. As he developed as a Black

Muslim he was thrown into national and wortd

limelight as the spokesman for a "religious sect"

which white America feared and many Black youth

admired.

Malcolm would have continued along the paths as a

Black Muslim but his faith was shattered in his leader

whom he discovered was hypocritical to his own
teachings. Elijah Muhammad feared the popularity

that Malcolm was getting while spreading the words
of the Nation of Islam.

Events finally led to Malcolm being ejected from the

Nation of Islam in March 1964, forcing him to evaluate

where he stood in regards to his struggle for the libera-

tion of the Black man. When he left the movement he

organized first the Muslim Mosque, and later the non-

religious Organization of Afro-American Unity.

During 1964 Malcolm made two trips to Africa and

the Middle East thus broadening the perception of his

struggle and changing his perception of the contradic-

tions necessary to be eliminated internally, to reach

this goal.

Within his broadening of consciousness, his goal

was still to reach his highest potential, i.e. playing his

part in the liberation of the Black people, but he was
now able to see how this was to affect the liberation of

all men and women and it was from this view that he

tried to reassess his avenues necessary to reach this

goal.

Kimberiy Fletcher, class of '87,

a Fashion Marketing major said:

"A time for Black people to recognize their culture,

roots, and history. A special time of year for everyone

to get together and recognize where they're from, and

learn things about themselves."

Andrew Wong, class of '86,

a Legal Studies major said:

"Black History Month is a time where we all

remember important things about Blacks, slavery and

their past. To contemplate and ponder It and hope

things will be better for Blacks, and other minorities,

and women."

Address all letters to the Editor to:

NUMI\AO NEWS, New Africa House 103
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Geoffrey Holder, a man of many talents such as

choreographer, writer, dancer, director, designer,

:ook and composer. Holder, especially noted for his

acting achievements, will be performing in "Instant

Theater" an evening with Geoffrey Holder at Bowker
Auditorium, February 27, at 8:00 p.m. Admission is

free.

A native of Port au Prince, Trinidad, Holder says he

received all his education in the arts from his brother

Boscoe, who is also a painter, dancer, musician and

choreographer.

Holder came to this country to audition for Sol

Hurok within two months he had become the principal

dancer in "House of Flowers" on Broadway. Holder

married dancer Carmen de Lavallade. they subse-

quently became principal dancers at the Metropolitan

Opera appearing in "Aide," "La Perichole." "Samson

and Delilah," and other productions. A Guggenheim

Fellowship enabled him to turn his attention to pain-

ting and this, he says, led naturally into costume and

set design. "The stage is a canvas," he says "Picasso,

Dali, Ben Shahn all designed sets." Conversly, "Pain-

ting, dancing and music are all forms of theatre." Ins-

tant theater is just that theater in an instant. One

minute, there is dancing in the aisles, the next a

fatherly lecture on family values and the importance of

home life. Holder works an audience as a master pup-

peteer pulls the strings. Instant theater is a must-see

attraction so don't miss it 11

Continued from page 2

fairs to become part of the paper.

Since that time it has always been a struggle for

Black Affairs and Nummo. Practically every year the

Collegian has taken measures to either cut back or

eliminate the two Third World organizations. Ask any

previous Black Affairs Editor who has had to struggle

with editors that wanted the page for advertisement.

Come down to the Collegian any Sunday when the

staff of Nummois there. Sometimes the tension can

get so thick that it seems like it's going to explode and

a couple of times it has.

In am in no way referring to the entire Collegian

staff. There are staff people who have been very

helpful and supportive. However, I am referring to the

organization as a whole and it seems apparent, at least

to this writer, that the Collegian has been working

against the best interest of the Third World communi-

ty and in turn the community as a whole. So be

aware, read the newspaper and keep abreast of the

situation with Ms. Betances. If things continue the

way they have in the past six months, the events that

occurred in 1975 may have to be repeated.

/n 1978, 300 Native Americans began the

"Longest Walk" to protect treaty rights.

Nummo News is printing the following poem

to commemorate that spirit.

(Reprinted from "This Bridge Called My
Back. ")

I WALK IN THE HISTORY OF MY PEOPLE

by Chrystos

There are women locked in my Joints

for refusing to speak to the police

My red blood full of those

arrested in flight, shot

My tendons stretched brittle with anger

do not look

In my marrow are hungry faces who live on

land the

whites don't want
In my marrow women who walk 5 miles

every day for

water

In my marrow the swollen faces ofmy people

who are

not allowed

to hunt

to move
to be

On the scars on my knee you can see

children torn

from their families

bludgeoned into government schools

You can see through the pins in my bones

that we are

prisoners of a long war

My knee is so badly wounded no one will

look at it

The pus of the past oozes from every pore

The infection has gone on for at least 300

years

My sacred beliefs have been made pencils,

names of

cities, gas stations

My knee is wounded so badly that I limp

constantly

Anger is my crutch

My knee is wounded
See

How I Am Still Walking

photo by Ed Cohen

Snturdav March ID

Third Wor 1.1 Ih nter Sprinp 198^

Lnivcrsitv cf Mnssarlnisct t s nt Amherst

Workshop with Diniic Krior of the Native Americans in

tho Ar Is/Amor loan Indinn (;<iniinimi ty House.

"Amt-ricin Indian Thcati'r Today" Emily Dickenson Hall,
Hamp'ihirL- College I lam. Free.

Childrens Mdtinfc

THF. ARROW T1!.\T KILLS WITH LOVL
.iiul

A SINDAY VISIT Willi CHLAT (;RANDFATHtR

rAINl Y'nj<_ FA£r.J)N DROWN INC IN

TlIF PfvLK

Bowker Auditorium
Ipn.

Bowker Auditorium
Spin

Thurs, Krid.r., S.Uiirdav

April 5-7, 12-U ClLLAll! Hampden Theater 8pm

Saturday April 7 Korksli.'p. riawrij:ht Alice Childress

discusses r.nJ.All! "The African Past meets
tlie Afro-American Future". Green Room, Smith

College, Theater
Uulldlnft 1pm. Fre.

Ticket prices; $2.00 slMiients, S3. 00 general pviblic. Childrens matinee: $1.00 chlldn
$2.00 .idnlts. Tickets m.iv be obtained Monday - Friday, 10aTn-4pm

.It the I inc Arts Center iioy Office, or at the door the evenlnp of

the performance. A supervised childcare space is available free, for

tiie eveninps of the Bowker performances, by reservation only bv callii^

545-1)190 Monday - Friday 9am-5pm a week prior to the performance.

^ Ani»imcements ^Announcements ^
The Black Steering Committee of Amherst

College Presents:

BLACK ARTISTS IN CELEBRATION OF
BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Friday, February 24

Noon-5:00 PM:

Crafts Fair featuring local artists. Free admis-

sion. Backroom - Fayerweather.

8:00 PM:
"Art: An Affirmation," featuring the talents

of Ingrid Askew, Horace Boyer, RonI Jolley,

Erma McClaurin, Patti O'Neal, Freddi Bryant

'87 and Don Monroe '87. $2 donation.

3:00 PM:
Lecture/ Film

Irving Burgle, Jr., N.Y.C. filmaker, presents

"Like Hogs" - free admission.

8:1b PM:
Bamidele Dancers and Drummers of Boston

present "The Art of Black Dance and

Music," co-sponsored by Music of the

Whole Earth Series - $2 general admission,

$1 senior citizens and students.

10:00 PM:
Concerned Students of the 5-College Area

are sponsoring a "Save Fisk University

Partv,"

For more Information, contact Zanthia Con-

way, days, (413) 542-2328 or Joyce Soucier,

evenings, (413) 256-8801.

Saturday, February 25

Women's Community Theater presents:

"HANDS IN THE MIRROR" by Leona N.

Welch, a Dance/Theater piece that

celebrates the lives of old Black women.

Directed by Ingrid Askew, choreography by

Patti O'Neil.

In UMass's Hampden Theater, March 2, 3, 8,

3 and 10 at 8 PM. March 4 at 2 PM.

Tickets can be purchased at the Hampden

Box Office in Southwest, UMass or at the

door. For more information call 256-8397.

To: AASA members and new students

1984 marks the 10th anniversary of the foun-

ding of the organization. In conjunction with

that., we have planned 3 major events and

will need the support of everyone to make

this anniversary a memorable and significant

one. Some important dates to remember:

MARCH 9 (Friday) "Chan Is Missing" $1.25

MARCH 12-15 "Asian Film Festival Week"

APRIL 20 (Friday)"Aslan Night" followed by

a PARTY! More People are still needed!

S.G.A. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICER

Requirements: Serious commitment to Affir-

mative Action principles, good organization

and writing skills, ability to work in-

dependently 12 hours a week. $3.35 an hr.

Appointment available 420 SUB or call

5-0341 for more information. Affirmative Ac-

tion Equal Opportunity Employer. Third

World women encouraged to apply.

WOMEN'S FILM FESTIVAL
continues with:

Tired of the Meal Plan?

For Lunch or Dinner If s

USA:Harlan County,

7:00 in CC.

An award-winning documentary of the 1973

coal miner's strike in Harlan County, Ken-

tucky. Directed by Barbara Kopple.

Blow for Blow (Coup Pour Coup): Feb. 23,

rm. 174-176, 9:00 In CC.

In French with English subtitles, this is a col-

lectively made French film by over 1(X) peo-

ple. It dramatizes the successful strike and

occupation of a textile factory by women
workers.

Tell Me A Riddle: March 1, rm.163, 7:00 &
9:00 in CC.

Story of an older woman's review of her life

and her relationships with her husband and

family. Based on the novella by Tillie Olson;

directed by Lee Grant.

Lucia: March 8, rm.168, 7:00 in CC.

In Spanish with English subtitles this ac-

claimed Cuban film dramatizes three

separate periods in the Cuban struggle for in-

dependence, and women's participation in

that fight; and is in honor of International

Women's Day.

All films on Thursday nights in the Campus
Center, UMass. Admission is free.

GENERAL STAFF ASSISTANT/
WORKSTUDY,
needed for publicity and production

work. Reliability and efficiency required

Contact Dian Mandle 545-0190.

Feb. 23, rm.174-176, YVONNE' S PLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

Fried Chicken

Island Curried Fish

Vegitarian Platter

Fried Rice

Curry

Thursday - Friday

Student Discount Days

Lamh
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are ser.'ed daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BEST!!

RAINBOW COALITION T-SHIRTS

for the Jesse Jackson Campaign, $8.50.

Money goes to the campaign. Call the Office

of Third World Affairs at 5-2517.

IT PAYS TO LEARN.

TIHe STUDENT CENTER'°rEDUCATIONAL RESEARCH&l ADVOCACY

This spring, SCERA will hire five undergraduates to learn organi-

zing and student interest research skills. For two days each week,

these SCERA students will meet to learn political organizing and

then apply these skills on issues of concern to students. To be

considered,you must be available Mondays 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. and

Thursdays 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Three students are needed to work on SCERA's Women's Issues

Team. Persons with experience organizing women on these

issues are preferred.

SCERA also has positions for an editor/wnter and a Resource

Center librarian.

All positions are ten hours a week and pay $3.35 an hour for work-

study and non work-study undergraduates.

Pick up an application and more information at 422 Student Union

weekdays 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. All applications are due Thursday,

February 23rd at 5:00 p.m.

SCERA is an Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Thursday, February 23

"RACE, RACISM AND THE LAW."
Lecture by Henry Owens in the Neilson

Browsing Room of Smith College at 7:30

PM.

CAPE VERDEAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
MEETING
at 5:30 PM in the New Africa House Library.

Attendance Is mandatory.

I

Sunday, February 26

FASHION SHOW
at the Malcolm X Center, 4:30 PM.

All are welcome. Refreshments will be serv-

ed. Sponsored by the Malcolm X Center.

TRIBUTE TO BLACK JAZZ MUSICIANS
A slide-show and concert performed by the

Fred Clayton Quartet. At the Mary Lyons

Dorm, UMass at 1:00-3:30 PM. Free Admis-

sion.

Wenesday, February 22

W.E.B. DU BOIS DAY.

A Governor's Proclamation will be read by

Governor Dukakis' representative announc-

ing Feb. 23 as W.E.B. Du Bois Day in

Massachusetts, at 3:30 PM in the Campus
Center Rm 805.

I'/londay, February 27

"AN EVENING WITH GEOFFREY HOLDER"
8:00 PM at Bowker Auditorium.

FREE. A Black History Month 1984 event.

The Yvette Henry Defense Committee is

Ltill in operation and there is much unfinished

business to attend to. There will be a very im-

portant meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 28, 1984.

Time and place to be announced. For more

information please contact Segun Eubanks

at 5-0061. Check next week's Nummo for

time and place.

Exhibits

"BLACK WOMEN IN THE ARTS"
Feb. 6-29, Neilson Library, Smith College.

HOWES BROTHERS PHOTOGRAPHS:
THE BLACK PORTFOLIO 1882-1907.

Feb. 6-29, Mon.-Fri. 10 AM-4 PM,

Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa House,

UMass.

AFRICAN TEXTILES:

The Maude Wahlman Collection.

Feb. 6-29, Mon.-Fri., 10 AM-4 PM,

Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa House,

UMass.

SUPPORT GROUP FOR BATTERED
WOMEN
The Counseling Program at Everywoman's

Center, UMass will be sponsoring a support

group for women who are in abusive relation-

ships, to begin in late February (dates to be

announced).

The group, which will run for eight weeks,

will focus on some common issues facing

women in abusive relationships.

Confidentiality is assured. For more Informa-

tion and to register for the group, please call

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

The number of EWC's 24-HOUR CRISIS

LINE for victims of violence is 545-0800.

SUPPORT

Everywoman's Center at UMass will be spon-

soring a SUPPORT GROUP FOR SUR-

VIVORS OF RAPE, to begin in early

February. The group, which will run for six

weeks (dates to be announced), will focus on

some common issues facing survivors of

rape.

Confidentiality is assured. For more informa-

tion and to register for the group, please call

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center is seeking interns and

volunteers to work during the spring

semester.

The Program is designed to identify and meet

the needs of working women through educa-

tion, advocacy, organizing and information

sharing. CREDIT is available for students and

some WORK-STUDY money may be

available. For more information contact Myra

Hindus at EWC, 545-0883.

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center is distributing free

copies of nine FACT SHEETS CONCERNING
WOMEN'S SAFETY AND HEALTH ON THE

JOB. Available on request through the

Working Women's Program at EWC. Dona-

tions are welcomed. For more information

please call 545-0883

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center will be offering a SUP-

PORT GROUP FOR WOMEN IN THE
TRADES (construction Worker, painter,

plumbers, electricians, maintenance

workers, etc.)

This group will focus on issues facing women
doing non-traditional jobs and provide a net-

work for women, as well as support.

The group resumed February 2, 1984 at 5

p.m. and will run for eight weeks. For more

information call 545-0883.

WORKSTUDY: STUDENT OFFICE ASSIS-

TANT
for the Western Mass. Latin America

Solidarity Committee.

Organizing skills, writing skills, ability to work

with group, availability for evening meetings

and ability to work with minimal supervision

required.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Thursday Feb.

•9th, 1984, 5:00 PM. Applications arein the

WMLASC office, rm.404 Student Union.

WMLASC is an affirmative action/equal op-

portunity employer. Third World people and

women are encouraged to apply.

WORKSTUDY SECRETARIAL POSITION

for the Third World Theater,starting Spring

semester 1984.

Reliability and efficiency required.

Contact: Dian Mandle, Third World

Theater,203 Hasbrouck orphone 545-0190,

Mon.-Fri., 8:30 AM-1:45 PM.

JOBS

FOOD AND BEVERAGE HOST/HOSTESS,
SALES HOST/HOSTESS,
for the Walt Disney World Co.

30 hrs/wk, 2-3 hr. seminars and classroom

work/wk; $4:00/hr. June - December, 1984

at Walt Disney World, Orlando, Florida.

DEADLINE: March 5, 1984, 12:00 noon.

APPLICANT CRITERIA: Students in good
standing at the University of Massachusetts

majoring in HRTA, Marketing, Management,

Leisure Studies, Communication Studies or

related major

Details about application procedures and

other available positions are available at the

Office of Cooperative Education (Co-op Of-

fice), 110 Thompson.

SALES MERCHANDISER
for the Pillsbury Co.

Student will be responsible for the merchan-

dising and selling of Pillsbury products in

assigned retail outlets in a way that will

create consumer impact.

DEADLINE: April 27, 1984

$250.00/week plus a mileage reimburse-

ment, July-December, 1984 in Hartford CT,

Southern CT.

APPLICANT CRITERIA: Completion of

Junior year of study, majoring in Marketing

or Food Marketing with a 3.0 GPA. Use of a

car and a valid driver's license are required.

To apply visit the Co-op Office) at 110

Thompson.

UPWARD BOUND POSITIONS/UMASS,
AMHERST
Instructors for College Preparatory Cur-

riculum. Prior teaching experience with

academically disadvantaged youth; and a BA
or BS degree.

Counselor/Tutors (for residental

component).

Pick up applications at 205 New Africa

House. DEADLINE: Feb. 29.

Internships also available.

CoUegmi
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Area Govs, shun SGAConstitution
Ptinel tacks residential backing

By LISA-MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

In an unexpected move, the Sylvan and Orchard Hill Area

Governments Monday rejected the recently passed

Student Government Association (SGA) Constitution.

The vetos are in protest of no residential area

representation on the SGA appointed committee, which is

expected to review the document with administrators next

week, said Orchard Hill Area Government (OHAG) co-

president Mike Altneu.

"We love the constitution, and we would fully endorse it,"

Altneu said yesterday, but "I am opposed to the self-

appointed committee."

According to existing constitutional bylaws, four of the

five area governments must ratify the new draft before the

SGA can officially present the document to the UMass

Board of Trustees.

The four member committee, which includes Speaker of

the Undergraduate Student Senate Chris Sullivan,

treasurer Eric Nitzsche, and SGA co-presidents Charlene

Allen and Tom Ahern, was approved by the senate last

week. All of the members of the committee are commuter

students.

Altneu said "We want to make sure on-campus students

are not short-changed" during bargaining between the

administration and students regarding the constitution.

Central. Northeast, and Southwest Area Governments

are expected to meet later this week to discuss the con

stitution and the review board.

The Sylvan and OHAG decisions were based on a

recommendation sent out Sunday from the United Areas

Council (UAC), a residential government collective, Altneu

said.

Bob Kievra, a UAC spokesperson, said the problem is

"definitely not with the content of the constitution" but

solely with the makeup of the elected board.

"Basically UAC thinks this is the only possible naeasure to

get people from residential areas on the board," said

Kievra

.

Nitzsche said he is prepared to give up his seat to a

residential person.

"I was never opposed to having a residential area member
on the board," Nitzsche said. "I think it is a good idea."

According to Nitzsche, a motion calling attention to the

conflict will be brought before the senate at tonight's

meeting.

UMass
By GLORIA ROSADO
C(dlegian Correspondent

Bonnie R. Strickland, a clinical psychologist and professor

of psychology at the University of Masachusetts has been

appointed to the Advisory Council for the National

Institute of Mental Health by the Federal Secretary of

Health and Human Services, Margaret Heckler.

"I am very excited about the appointment. In many ways

the needs of the mentally Ul have not been addressed. This

council allows me the opportunity to raise concerns and to

speak forcefully on behalf of those individuals who have not

been well served by present programs," Strickland said.

The Council is a 12 person panel composed of selected

mental health professionals and pubUc represenUtives of

consumer groups active in the field of mental health.

The Council meets four times yearly, as the final review

group for grants and contracts funded by the mstitute.

The Council, working with the institute, provides

leadership for the federal effort in the promotion of mental

health, the administration of trainLng programs to meet

national mental health personnel needs, and the provision

of technical services to states and communities.

This semester, as part of the Chancellors Lecture Series.

Strickland will deliver a lecture on "Gender Differenes in

Health and Illness' at UMass on March 8, in the Campus

Center Auditorium.

In conjunction with the lecture there wiU be a brief

presentation in which Strickland wfll be awarded the

chancellors medal, the highest honor bestowed on in-

dividuals who have rendered exemplary and extr«)rdinary

service to UMass at Amherst.

Strickland is the recipient of numerous awards and

honors. She is also involved in various pnrfcssional ac-

tivities through the American Psychological Association.

She has been president of the Division of Clinical

Psychology, chair of the National Councfl of Graduate

Departments of Psychology, chair of the Board of

Professional Affairs and committee chair-elect of the

PoUcy and Planning Board of the American Psychotogical

Associations. She has also testified on behalf of increased

funding for the social and behavioral sciences and cUnical

training on at least two occasions before federal

congressional committees.

Strickland said, "C-ongressman SUvio O. Conte has been a

major figure in the support of research and clinical trainmg

funds in mental health.

'

Strickland received her B.S. from ^bama College, and

^rraduatea wiin highest nonors. ane receiveu oom nei

M.A. in psychology and Ph.D. in clinical psychology from

Ohio State University. Strickland joined the UMass at

Amherst faculty in 1973. P>om 1976-77 and from 1978 until

83 she served as chair of the department of psychology.

She also served a one-year term as senior advisor and

associate to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

AMHERST (545-3500) Wednesday. February 22, 1984

Fed-up students
begin fasting for

frat's survival
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Nine AnAerst College students began a four-day fast at

lunch time yesterday in an attempt to show the college's

Board of Trustees they are taking the issue of abolishing

the school's fraternity system seriously.

"Chir hope is that the trustees take the decision as

seriously as we do, that's basically what we're here for,"

said Bradley Whitman, 19, a Psi Upsilon fraternity

member who began the fast.

He and eight others, two of them women, will subsist on-

ly on water and diluted fruit juice until 1 p.m. Saturday,

when the trustees are scheduled to meet to discuss and

make a recommendation on a proposal to abolish the 624

member, eight house co-ed fraternity system.

The fast follows Monday's sit-in in the office of college

President G. Armor Craig, which gained national media

coverage but no response from the Amherst administra-

tion. The students are charging the administration with

disregard for student interests.

Chi Psi fraternity secretary and fast participant Robert

Hecht said the trustees have disregarded a student poll

taken last fall, which showed 85 percent of the student

body to be in favor of keeping the fraternity system.

"It seems like the administration and the trustees have

kind of shrugged them (the results)," he said. "It's hard

to know what they know and what they're going to weigh .

. .we want to show them the decision is very important to

us."

But college spokesperson Wilson Douglas said the ad-

ministration received 190 letters on the subject from

students, which were forwarded to the trustees and

"taken into account certainly."

"The trustees were quite deliberate in seeking opinions

from students as well as faculty and alumni," he said.

Wilson said the administration has issued no response to

the students protests because they have not been asked to

do 80.
. , • 1

"Both (sit-in and the fast) seemed to be relatively

peaceful and quiet protests that seemed not to be disrup-

ting the work of the college," WUson said. "They are

ways of expressing a point of view."

"Apparently the students are conducting the fast in

such a way (drinking juice) they should be out of danger,"

he added.

Meanwhile, in other fraternity-related news, two editors

of the Avihernt Stttdmt, the colleges student newspaper,

resigned yesterday over an editorial written by the

paper's senior board. That editorial "criticized the sit-in

and the fast before each event took place and we feel that

it was done in a slightly improper way," said Keith

Dawson, 19, a sophomore English major from New York

who had been an opinion editor at the paper.

Dawson stressed that his action, and that of roommate

Aaron Scharf,
production manager, did not try to deny the

authority of the editors responsible, but was simply "a

way of expressing my disagreement."

Dawson said the editorial in question was written only

by the paper's senior board, after the entire board was

divided on the issue and wrote an editorial titled "More

dialogue needed in fraternity debate." While both

editorials ran, the senior editorial was placed in a more

prominent place in the paper, he said.

Amhent Student chairwoman Anne Marie McGowan
was unavailable for comment.
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Sandanista elections to be held Nov. 4

Marxist democracy to remain a force
MANAGUA. Nicaragua (AP) - The

leftist Sandinista government said

yesterday it will hold nationwide elections

Nov. 4, three months earlier than expected.

But it insisted that Marxism would remain

a part of "Sandinista democracy."

"We do not accept democracy that is

ordered by the U.S. government," said

Daniel Ortega, coordinator of the governing

junta, an apparent reference to U.S.

pressure for open elections.

Nov. 4 is two days before the U.S. general

election.

Ortega spoke to an estimated 130,000

people in the Plaza of the Revolution to

mark the 50th anniversary of the death of

guerrilla hero Augusto Cesar Sandino, the

Sandinistas' namesake.

Ortega also announced:

-The president, vice-president and

legislature will take office Jan. 10, 1985. for

six-year terms.

-The voting age will be lowered from 18 to

16.

He did not mention

emergency, in effect

the state of

m eltect since March 1982,

which has restricted political activity

because of what the government said was
the threat of a U.S. or US. supported in-

vasion.

Opposition parties say tbey will boycott

the elections unless the government lifts

the emergency and press censorship,

respects human rights and cuts links

between the official party — the Sandinista

National Liberation Front — and gover-

nment security forces.

Citing the costs in lives and damage from

U.S. -backed rebels. Ortega said, "We don't

want that democracy that used power to

threaten and attack those who do not follow

its imperialist designs."

"We don't want that kind of democracy

where only 30 percent of the population

vote," he added. "For us democracy is for

the people. ...For us democracy is the

agrarian reform. For us democracy is

rights for the worker."

AP LjMerpkoto

LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL—Members of a crowd of 50,000 cheer

at an anniversary celebration in Managrua, Nicaragua marking the death

of revolutionary hero Augusto Cesar Sandino. The Sandinista govern-

ment used the occasion to announce general elections for November.

»nd place finish brin
WASHINGTON AP - Democratic presidential can-

didate Sen. Gary Hart plans to exploit his second place

finish in the Iowa caucuses by working hard in New
Hampshire and then waging a "guerrilla campaign" to

nibble away at Walter F. Mondale's big lead and well-

financed organization.

"We are not going to play by Mondale's rules," Oliver

Henkel, Hart's campaign manager, said in an interview

Tuesday. "We are going to go our own way."

Meanwhile, in New Hampshire, the Colorado senator

predicted that after that state's primary election next

Tuesday, he will replace Sen. John Glenn as the principal

rival to Mondale.

"I think this will be a two-person race and I'll win it,"

said Hart, who attracted 15 percent of Iowa Democrats

compared with Mondale's 45 percent. Glenn had 5 percent

for sixth place finish—behind four other candidates and an

uncommitted slate.

At the very least. Hart said he will become known

among millions of potential supporters nationvnde and at-

tract much more money to a campaign that has been low

budget from the start.

But Hart's strategists concede that what happens after

New Hampshire is another matter.

Even before the Iowa caucuses, Hart's organization in

New Hampshire was rated second behind Mondale's and
his fund-raising had tripled, compared with last fall and
winter.

Hart has been gaining steadily in New Hampshire in

polls taken among Democrats and independents, rising

four points to 12 percent in a Boston Globe survey in late

January, compared with 18 percent for Glenn.

Registration bymailmay
netL3million voters
BOSTON — A decade long drive to let voters register by

mail is being resurrected again this year by sponsors who
charge the state has one of the most backward voter

registrations in the country.

The growing coalition of labor, student and citizen ac-

tivists asked the Legislature's Election Laws Committee
yesterday to endorse mail-in voter registration to make it

easier on working people, the handicapped and elderly.

It is the 10th year the bill has been filed, according to

sponsors who estimate about 1.3 million potential voters

are unregistered.

"We would hope to register at least half of those

voters," said Joel Ario, Massachusetts Public Interest

Research group attorney, at a news conference.

"There are many working people in this state who
would be voting in elections if only it wasn't so damn hard

to register to vote," State Labor Secretary Paul Eustace

told the committee.

"Massachusetts is behind most of the country in opening

up the registration process. It makes no sense at all for

me to pretend we are holding down voter fraud when what
we are really holding down is the number of people who
could vote."

Between 63 percent and 65 percent of the eligible voters

in Massachusetts are registered, according to officials,

leaving about 1.3 million potential voters unregistered.

Other backers of the legislation included Massachusetts

Fair Share, the League of Women Voters, the AFL-CIO,
the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers, State Student

Association of Massachusetts, 9 to 5, CPPAX, Women in

Politics '84, and Boston-based Operation Big Vote.

Secretary of State Michael Connolly also endorsed the

idea.

Doe West. Boston handicap(>ed affairs commissioner,

added, "There is no way that many of the physically, emo-

tionally and mentally disabled of this municipality can go

in and make that effort to register to vote because of ar-

chitectural or attitudinal barriers. This would overcome

that."

Digest
Former Governorsighfsproblems ofcurrentdrinkingage
BOSTON - The first hour in jail is the most dangerous for

a scared teen-ager just arrested lor drunken driving,

former Gov. John Volpe told a legislative panel studying

jail suicides yesterday.

"The same individual that might drink and drive with

reckless abandon will collapse when imprisoned," Volpe

said.

Volpe. who chaired a Special Presidential Commission on

Drunk Driving last year, said suicide is the second highest

cause of death for teen-agers after motor vehicle accidents.

Both causes of death contribute to making the age group
between 15 and 24 years old the only one in the country

that has not seen an increase in life expectancy, he added.

Volpe told the Special Commission on Suicide in Municipal

Detention Centers that he supports a national drinking age

of 21 years old. But. he said, he wants to give states two

years to raise the drinking age first.

"I think 40 states would pass laws raising the drinking

age," Volpe said, "then I see no problem with the federal

government passing a law and saying, 'you other 10 get in

line." The law will be enforced better if passed by the

states."

The commission, which is preparing recommendations on

how to prevent jail suicides, also heard from parents of

young suicide victims.

Harvardbusinessstudents feeling schooVs computercrunch
CAMBRIDGE. Harvard Business School students are

being urged strongly to either to own a personal computer

or have easy access to one. school officials say.

Business school officials said Monday they struck a deal

with International Business Machines to provide the

computers at a discount to the school's 780 first-year

students next fall.

IBM and Harvard officials declined to disclose the

discounted price. The machines retail for about $2,700.

F. Warren McFarlan. a professor at the graduate school

and chairman of the first-year MBA program, said the

computer's cost would be a factor in awarding financial aid.

"We are strongly urging every one of our first-year

students to acquire a machine." said McFarlan, who said

the university's 120-member middle management classes

have been required to use personal computers for the last

year.

"We found a remarkable difference in quality of work
between students using computers in their rooms and

those using time share terminals."
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PHOTOGENIC CANDIDATE—Colorado Sen. Gary Hart, hot on the Democratic presidential

nomination campaign trail, basks in media attention in West Lebanon, New Hampshire yester-

day.
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ThetaChi to getnew start
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A group of University of Massachusetts

students are planning to bring the Theta

Chi fraternity back to campus after it was

disbanded a year and a half ago due to

suspension.

Theta Colony has been recognized by

UMass this semester according to, Greek

Affairs Coordinator, Michael Schardein

who said the group may be incorporated in-

to the fraternity system as early as next

semester.

Theta Chi lost its charter in the summer
of 1982 when Umass officials decided that

the members of the organization had not

met stated objectives regarding life in the

fraternity. The action came after a fig^t

fraternity members were involved in.

A colony is formed with the intent of

eventually trying to gain admittance into

the national chapter. The colony has the

same powers as a fraternity but cannot

vote on the Interfratemity Council or in-

itiate members.
Schardein said that "about 25-35

students" are interested in restoring Theta

Chi. The groups involved include students

currently boarding at the house (which is

still owned by Theta Chi alunmi) and other

groups including some students interested

in engineering.

A list of requirements by the national

headquarters would have to be met when

the colony applies for readmittance in the

FaU.
"I am reasonably confident that the col-

ony will gain acceptance," Schardein said.

"They're a good group of students with

good ideas and policies for the future."

"The approach of the fraternity when the

incident occtured was to suspend the

charter and start from scratch. I think this

approach will work if everyone is conunit-

ted to bringing in good members and in-

stituting ^>od foundations," Schardein

said.

"Our goal at Greek Affairs is to eventual-

ly have 10 percent of the students here at

UMass involved in the Greek system."

"We have several other plans in motion for

bringing in other fraternities in the

future," he said.

UMass currently has 14 fraternities and

nine sororities, including the Theta Colony.

"The Theta Colony is a step in the right

direction for us in Greek Affairs."

"Hopefully all will go well with their

plans." he said.

Conn, policenab rape suspect
A man suspected by Amherst police of

abducting and raping a 17-year-old Con-

necticut resident in Amherst was arrested

in Connecticut yesterday morning, police

said.

Stephen Shields, 30, a runaway from a

Connecticut halfway house, was arrested

about 3 a.m. and tentatively charged with

the rape which allegedly occurred in

Amherst on February 10.

Amherst police detectives were sum-

moned Tuesday by Connecticut State

Police, who were helping in the in-

vestigation, to start extraditing Shields.

who has been at-large since a warrant was

issued for his arrest last Thursday by

Amherst police. No arraignment date or

official charge has been given to Shields,

because police must wait until their request

for transporting him from Connecticut to

Amherst and the Hampshire District Court

is granted.

Shields could be arraigned as early as this

week, or as late as 90 days, according to a

district attorney's office official.

Police said Shields allegedly forced the

Connecticut resident to drive her car from a

parking lot near her home to Amherst,

where he raped her. Amherst police were

given a description of Shields by the victim,

and notified Connecticut SUte Police that

there was reason to believe the suspect

knew the area between the Connecticut

border and Amherst.

BOB BURGESS
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THE FOREST DOOR - Barren trees are reflected throafrh the glast

of a campna door.

Collcgiaa pkolo by Dortlw* Arroll

The great lamp post of the sky looms over the Northeast Residen-

tial Area.

CMldcare and off-campushousinghead service

Commuter collective surviving
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Despite the lack of a working governing

board, the Commuter Collective continues

to provide service and advocacy for off-

campus undergraduate students.

As a Recognized Student Organization

(RSO), the Commuter Collective partially

finances both the Off-Campus Housing Of-

fice (OCHO) and University Childcare.

The Collective is also responsible for the

commuter lounge, located at the rear of the

Hatch, student lockers for commuters, and

working v^rith the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority for bus service.

Professional staff member Jose Tolson

said, "Our commitment to childcare has

been very consistent since 1976. We con-

tribute part of our own budget to childcare

services and help advocate increased fun-

ding and commitment from other sources

for childcare.

"We also work very closely with OCHO,
whose purpose is to aid students in secur-

ing affordable, well-maintained housing,"

Tolson said.

This semester, OCHO is distributing A
Guide to Your Responsibility As a

Landlord and Tenant in the Town of

Amherst, which covers "almost every

aspect of classic landlord-tenant relation-

ships."

Each semester the Collective also

publishes Commuter News, a newsletter

designed to keep commuters informed of

the Collective's activities.

"This semester we're hoping to print a

second issue during the first week of April

so that we can improve communications

with commuters. Besides a survey we just

completed, we're putting together a more

extensive survey to be included in the

newsletter," Tolson said.

In addition to helping commuter
students, Collective officers are required

by their constitution to "be committed to

programs and actions which are non-sexist

and non-rascist." The Collective is also

sponsoring the Progressive Film Series,

several events for Black History Month

and some political caucuses.

it is this aspect of the Collective that

draws some criticism as being outside the

realm of their purpose.

"This is the only area government that

I'm aware of that has a prescribed idealogy

that one must adhere to in order to remain

part of that group. It's not that I disagree

with their non-rascist, non-sexist declara-

tion or their political advocacy, but I'd like

to see these things approved by their con-

stituency." said student Sen. Bill Collins of

Southwest.

"From 1976 through the fall of 1982,

when we had an acting board, all of our

projects were approved by the elected

board and were open to criticism. We now
have a mandate from the student senate to

continue our work while we make up a new
board of governors." Tolson said

"As far as I'm concerned, we have a

clear purpose as a temporary board to

resolve our problems. Those students with

criticism were able to voice it at the senate

meeting last week and will be able to do so

when our new board is in place.

"One of our bigger problems has been

communication with commuter students.

We're trying to resolve this by printing an

additional newsletter each semester, con-

ducting surveys of commuter opinion, and

creating an outreach program to recruit

commuters to work with us and provide in-

put," Tolson said.

Women's forum
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to umnen's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's Issues

Editor, care of the Collegian, by the Friday

preceding the event.

Wednesday-Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom

meeting at 4 p.m. in Room 905 Campus

Center.

Thursday—Anti-Pornography Con-
ference Planning Meeting at 4:15 p.m. in

Room 415 Student Union.

Women's Film Festival will feature

Harlan County, USA at 7 p.m. in Room
174-176 Campus Center and Blowfor Blow
at 9 p.m. in Room 174-176 Campus Center
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:-ineArts Center
Concert Hall i^

\ ''"<V

Stephanie
Chase
Violin

1982 Tchaikovsky
Comp»lttlon,
Moscow

THURSDAY. MARCH 1 . 8 PM
TICKETS: $5.00

Les Ballet

Jazz
de Montreal

Jan talft
allHtlntt

FRIDAY. MARCH 9. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Master of

Mime

Marcel
Marceau

MONDAY. MHCH 5. 8 PM
TICKETS: $12.1l0. $8

Springfield

Symphony
Orchestra
Robert Gutter,

Music Directof with

Jean
Pierre

Rampal

FRIDAY. MARCH 30. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at ^B 9
Fine Arts Center Box Office.DATATIX Outlets and ^^
Springfield Civic Center.Call(413) 545-2511 or 1.800-243-4842.

•^.><^

THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPUS

Representatives in Campus
Center Tues feb. 21 - Thurs

Feb 23 10 am - 3 pm

OR LADIES ONLY...

Ladies Night

Every Wednesday in

Webster's Lounge

All bar drinks 99^

Including our famous frozen

libations of

Pina Colada, Frozen Dacquiri,

Strawberry Margarita

7:00 to closing

Plumbleys ztt''"''
off the common^ 253-9586

Adult

l-Alucation

Programs
llso

.iwiilahlc

•nVO AJIOUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR
Departs In Januanr f'om Ft.

Lauderdale and in September

from Seattlewith stops in the

Orient. South Asia, the Middle

East and the Mediterranean.

Sponsorfd b\ the I nivtrsii\ ol Piitsburgh. SfUK'sttT ai Si.i oflcrs siudfiiis .i superior lull

M.'nH'stt'r acaik'inii pn>nrani arut supponin^ tifkl fxptTifnccs This one semester, full

credit experience is available to qualified students from all accredited c«»lleges and

universities.

Muff than ()() \M\.im' n-latft! um\vrsil\ lourses FaiultN i.lra\Mi trum ihi' rm\iTsit\ ot

Pirtsbur^h m\A iiIht ii.\ulin^ universities, aunim-nted In visihhl; .in-a t.'\pfrtv

Optiiinal tours uuUkIih^; special tours into thi.' I'topU-s Kepuhlii ot ( hina. available

semesicr at St-a ad in its siuikiits wiihi nit regarvl to lolor. raie or in-tHl Ihe s n / ntrcn>v is

fully air-condilioiK-il. IH.tXlo tons, regisiereil m Liberia ami built iii .Xmerka

For free color brochure, write: Semester at Sem, UCIS, University of
Pittsborgh, Forbes Quadrmnglc, Pittsburgh, PA 1 $260, or call toll free

(800) 854-019$ (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

Evening Slide Shows
Tues & Thurs 7 PM Campus Center Rm 905

Wednesday 7 PM li^oore House

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

ENGINEERING
MAJORS

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

AN

ENGINEER'S WEEK CONVOCATION

kY, FEBRUARY 22ai : :i^i

3:30 PM

ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM (EBE 131)

An Alumni Panel Discussing

"THE WORLD AFTER THE BACCALAUREATE"

Tepics

The WoHd of Work

Grod School vs The Job

The First Job

\

A SOCIAL HOUR TO FOLLOW

ECE dept to

discipline

student cheats
By STEWART RONALDSON
Collegian Correspondent

A policy to enforce maximum penalties for

academic dishonesty is now in effect in the

electrical and computer engineering

department (ECE) at the University of

Massachusetts. According to a memo from

the ECE Undergraduate Program Director

Leonard Bobrow.

In response to an increase of cheating, the

new policy mandates that action be taken

against individuals who have been caught

cheating or exhibiting dishonesty, whUe
University policy allows for sanctions to be

taken on a case-by-case basis.

The university's regulations state,

"students are expected not to give or

receive help during tests; not to submit

papers or reports (that are supposed to be

original work) which are not entirely their

own; and to site source materials properly."

Penalties for ECE students involved in

any of these acts will include failure in the

course, a statement, that the student has

been found guilty of cheating, is put on the

students record, and action to expel the

student from the University will begin.

Bobrow said the memo was not designed

to intimidate students, but rather to inform

them that this behavior "damages the

integrity of the entire department and must

be prevented."

He said he hopes that the memorandum

will serve as the deterrent, rather than

using students as examples, and that ac-

cused students will be given an opportunity

to appeal their case.

To appeal, the student first must approach

the professor to state his or her defense. If

the problem cannot be solved on that level,

the next step is to meet with the depart-

ment head, and then the Board of Appeals.

Incidents rarely get past the professor,

says Bobrow, because "the evidence is iron

clad, students usually end up admitting

their guilt."

Bobrow attributed the increase in cheating

in the ECE department to increased class

size.

"Over the recent semesters, the class sizes

have increased dramatically which leads to

increased ease in glancing over to the

student next to you," he said.

He also noted that glancing during exams
is the most common offense.

Collcgiaa pkoto by Aa^ HclWr

A-MAIZE-ING—A stockpile ofcom stands ready to feed livestock at an
Amherst farm.

Skills Centerhelping deprived
by IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

Students with learning disabUities can

complete college with the help of in-

struction and counseling offered by the

University of Massachusetts Com-
munications Skills Center.

Shirley DeShields, who has directed the

center since it opened in 1973, said the

program assists "students for whom
traditional teaching has not been suc-

cessful."

Learning disabilities include poor word

recall; trouble distinguishing phonetic

sounds and sequencing letters, syllables or

digits; and difficulty in comprehensive

reading or coherent writing. Many people,

DeShields said, have "difficulty in

processing language -- not just English, but

any language."

Many of the students who seek the cen-

ter's help are self-referred. Others are

advised to do so by professors or tutors, she

said.

First-time visitors are asked to complete a

five-page "developmental profile," said

Shields. They then may be given a

diagnostic and or neurological tests by

graduate students from th" communications

disorders department and professionals

paid for with federal grant money.

Each day, about 10 students come to the

Center, located in the Bartlett basement,

for tests or counseling. The center tested

close to 1000 students last semester.

Ninety students are now enrolled in the

center's special classes listed in the UMass
course offerings which include "Writing the

Research Paper," "College Reading Skills,"

"Structural Fundamentals of Writing" and

"Contemporary Word Usage."

DeShields stressed that these are not

remedial or "slow" courses. Most of the

students, she said, have "substantially

above average IQ's. They are not people

with less potential." Many have just one

particular area of difficulty, she said.

"We structure our courses to focus on the

college level, but our methods of teaching

are different" from standard college

classes, she said.

The center's writing courses, for example,

use diagrams to break essays into struc-

tural components. This helps learning-

disabled students understand organization

and development of ideas, she said.

One student completed "Structural

FundamenUls of Writing." and then took

English 152. the UMass junior-level

Rhetoric requirement and received a B
grade.

DeShields said the term "learning

disability" often unnecessarily carries a

negative connotation. Perhaps "different

learning styles" would be a IJetter way to

describe many students' problems,

DeShields said.

Standard teaching is geared to people with

left-dominated brains; this includes most

people. But roughly one-third of the

population is right-brain dominant.

DeShields said.

People with right-dominant brains are

much more susceptible to neurological

dysfunctions such as dyslexia and to other

difficulties with processing information and

executing ideas, said DeShields. Thus they

can be impaired academically.

The number of learning-disabled people

attending college is steadily increasing.

This includes many older students retur-

ning to school, and those who have had

special grade and high school instruction

under Chapter 766, she said.

Such students now have easier access to

UMass. said DeShields, thanks to Chapter

344. an amendment signed by Governor

Michael S. Dukakis last August. Chapter

344 states that if a Massachusetts resident

has been diagnosed as having a learning

disability, he or she does not have to take

SAT's or other standarized tests for ad-

mission to state-run colleges and univer-

sities.

Collegian staff

staff meeting

Feb. 22 6:30 in

emergency
Wednesday,
the newsroom.
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Enrollmentup
this Spring

;

GPA rising
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Students' improved academic performance

and reduced inclination to transfer have

resulted in the largest spring enrollment in

years at the University of Massachusetts,

the repstar said yesterday.

Between 100 and 200 fewer students were
academically suspended after the fall

semester this year, and the overall

University grade point average rose from

2.56 to 2.62, said Registrar Ralph Jones.

That compares to a GPA increase from 2.55

to 2.56 a year ago, he said.

"Students are doing better in the

classroom." Jones said.

Annually, between 1500 and 2000 students

fall below the retention scale which calls for

academic suspension. Jones said, though

nearly two thirds to three quarters are

reinstated before their studies' are in-

terrupted. An academic dean may reinstate

a student who has made significant im-

provement or has had an "overriding

factor." such as an illness; those not

reinstated by a dean can file a written

request, or take time off and attend a

community college, said Jones.

Enrollment this spring is at a peak 18.790.

with last spring's attendance at 18,406, a

jump from 17.960 in 1962. But the spring

semester, "historically for the past 10-15

years," has enrolled between 800 and 1000

fewer students than the fall, Jones said.

Last fall's enrollment leveled at 19,375,

over the 19,070 students in fall '82.

Jones said an admissions practice of ad-

mitting fewer students to the College of

Arts and Sciences as an alternative when
the college to which they apply, such as

business or eng^eering, is filled, has also

contributed to the larger enrollment. With
fewer students attending UMass who hope

to gain acceptance to their preferred major

but cannot by their junior year, fewer

students are transferring out of UMass, he

said.

And while the office is still processing

course change forms from this semester,

Jones noted the spring was a "very busy"

period with possible effects on class

overcrowding.

"The more students you have, the more

seats you need in the classroom." he said.

And because of the increased student

retention rate, much of which is con-

centrated in the sophomore and junior

classes, next year's freshman class may
experience a cut in admissions, as will

transfers, said Jones.

But UMass must avoid the "pendulum"

effect, where "top heavy" enrollment in the

upper classes causes the need for a

"significantly larger" freshman class once

the upper classes grad7ate.
ties.

BDIC providing alternatives
By KERRY McINTYRE
Collegian Correspondent

For those who wish to design their own
major, the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC) is a

program which offers students at the

University of Massachusetts just that

chance.

The program "allows students to put

together their own program of study in

various fields, which complement one

another," said BDIC coordinator Su3«i P.

Machala.

There are more than 150 students

currently enrolled in the program, studying

such majors as dance anatomy. legal

journalism, marketing communication,

interpreting and international business.

wood industry management and eating

disorders.

"In a sense we have as many majors as we
have students, because each student's

program is individually tailored." Machala

said.

Albey Reiner, professor of microbiology

venient subdivisions made by humans, and

no matter how many of these you have,

there are always areas that are not en-

compassed." he said.

According to Reiner the BDIC program

isn't an easy way out. In addition to core

requirements, students must complete 12

three credit courses in their area of con-

centration. Of these credits, nine each

semester must be upper division courses.

Thelma Canale-Parola. the acting

assistant director of BDIC said the ad-

vantage of the program lies not in the

course load, but in the students' motivation

towards their self-designed course load.

"Many students do better in the second

half of their academic program while in

BDIC, because they're more motivated

than they would be by a traditional major."

she said.

To be admitted to the program, a student

must submit a proposal of the intended area

of study. Peer advisors are available in the

BDIC office to help with the proposals.

Since BDIC is a four semester program, it is

AM.^-^j .^„.^., ^ „^ recommended that students submit

and director of the BDIC program, said he proposals no later than the second semester

recommends the program to "anyone who of their sophooiore year

doesn't feel like settling for a major that's

less than what they really want."

"We have many programs at the

University, but what we have are eon-

The BDIC office is located in 15 Bartlett

Hall, and office hours are from 9 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. , Monday through Thursday, and

from 9 to 12 a.m. on Fridays.
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BUDWEISER

SUITCASE

24 12 oz. cana

$10.99

c«a« plus dapoait

MOLSON

Golden Ale

24 12 oz. bottlas

$12.99

caaa plus daposit

Rolling Rock

24 12 oz. bottlas
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Praaant this coupon

for a

I

FREE
iBIg Gulp

Good only at 7-Elavan

j
Rta. 116, Sundarland
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I
offer good through 3/31/84 |

Try a

$9.47

caaa plus daposit

Ham Dinger

$1.49

Ham Cr Chaasa on your choice

of Bread or Roll

A
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NO-NONSENSE
PANTY HOSE

$1.49
aalected styles

7ElIVEn

FREEDOM
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

MONEY
ORDERS

25*

k^

Meister Brau

Suitcase
<

24 12 oz. cana

$8.55
case plus daposit

'NVSlX*^*
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Maj-lboro /

Carton
Cigarettes

$9.35
*

7-Eleven, Rte. 116, Sunderland

Open 24 hours

PRICE EFFECTIVE THRU 3/12/84 1983 AT PARTICIPATING STORES

Plus 22* for 100't

*Lowast price allowed by law
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The One Place Where Freedom and Super Prices Meet

EDITOBIAL/OPINION

The guilt of a
non-rapist
Recently, my hungry suitemates and I were

tired of waiting for a friend of ours to

finish doing her laundry, so we decided to walk

over to Franklin D.C. without her. We left a note on her

door saying to meet us there for dinner as soon as she was

done.

We sat eating at Franklin, always watching the line, so

we could call her attention to the table when she came.

She never came.

Strolling back to Sylvan, my friends and I started

wondering what could have kept her. The answer we came

up with was fear.

"She doesn't like walking to the D.C. alone," said Tom.
"And she especially doesn't like goin' alone in the dark,"

added John.

Don Lipper

Letters Policy

All letters must be sigrned and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

'Editor's response to racismcharges

I remembered I once heard someone say that women can

never forget that half of each day, the world is covered in a

terrible darkness. I looked around the lighted path, seeing

the small groups of people walking here and there, I didn t

feel particularly frightened. "This place doesn't look too

bad," I said. "I mean its got lights and stuff. And there are

some people walking around. It's pretty safe, isn't it?"

"Yeah," said John, "it's safe for us."

I thought it must be horrible to be afraid of the dark all

your life, having a fear that reason and age confirms rather

than dissipates. I wondered what it must be like to be

taught to live in such fear.

I started doing some research into women's psychological

responses to rape. I went to some of the women's centers

in the community to see if they had literature I could read

on the subject. The women greeted me with tense

suspicion, making me feel even more awkward than I did

before.

I read the materials they had for a few hours. I then spoke

with a rape crisis counselor about women's general

reactions to rape. She was very helpful, looking over my
notes, suggesting different facets of rape I had never even

considered. She gave me the name of books I should read,

but said that even an enlightened male such as myself

would never be able to know what it is like.

After a while I had to leave. I asked the crisis counselor

her name, in case I had to call back and check on some

facts. She gave me her first name and when I asked for her

last, she would only give me her initial.

I left in a bit of a shock. If I was a woman. I'm sure I would

have gotten a warmer reception. That woman would have

given me her last name. But I was a man. I was the thing in

the dark that my friend feared. It could be me or it could be

any man. There was no way to be sure. To a woman, any

man (even her husband with whom she has lived with for

years) can suddenly become her rapist. It was at that point

that I felt, one half of human kind lived in fear of the other

half.

I returned to campus, ashamed of my sex. I couldn't look

any women in the eye as I walked to my dorm. I turned my

face from them in guUt. I felt the heavy burden of a barrier

that would forever separate me and more than half of

humanity.

Don Lipper is a UMass student.

As the Editorial page editor, and the person responsible

for printing the cartoon "that screamed racism, " two
Fridays ago, I feel compelled to respond. Much con-

troversy has erupted surrounding the printing of the
cartoon and the events that folk)wcd.

Josh Meyer
Editors of the Collegian, including myself have been

accused of being not only ignorant and insensitive in

deciding what to print, but of being racists ourselves. I

apologize that the intent of the cartoon was misread, and

seen as offensive to members of the community. It was
seen as a detrimental attack on Democratic nominee

candidate Jesse Jackson and oa those people starving in

Africa. The national syndicated cartoon (which, in-

cidentally was printed in many papers of all political

bents) was not meant to be racist by the author, and I

certainly did not intend on printing offensive, or even

objectionable material when I decided to print the car-

toon. There are many Africans who do suffer at the

expense of American and European multinational cor-

porations. That was why I printed the cartoon; because

it raised questions about the legitimacy of political con-

tributions from outside the United States. My in-

terpretation was that the cartoon was not a negative

stereotype but a reflection of someone genuinely con-

cerned with the problem of starvation in developing

nations. To me, the cartoon had political implications,

and that was all.

The cartoon did present a lie in that Rev. Jackson did

not accept campaign funds from the Arab league; the

funds were donated to Operation PUSH (People United

to Save Humanity), an organization Jackson had been
director of prior to his candidacy. Being an in-

ternationally syndicated cartoon, I assumed the
alleviation to be accurate, and for that I apologize.

The response to the cartoon by members of the UMass
Third World community was overwhelming, which leads

me to believe that I made a mistake in judgment. To say,

however, that I intentionally, or even ignorantly, printed

the cartoon is to make an untrue and unjustified personal

attack.

To be aware means to not make stereotypical

generalizations. Unfortunately that ideal has been

completely neglected in this case. No critic even men-
tioned all the strong anti-racism articles and efforts that

have been undertaken this year by the Collegian staff as a

whole, and by myself as the Editorial Editor. If anyone

had bothered to ask, they would have learned that I spent

a good part of last year co-authoring a book on racism

awareness training for people of all races so that they

may better understand and address issues of prejudice

and oppression. On the basis of this, and other efforts I

have undertaken, it would be unfair to accuse me of racial

ignorance and insensitivity.

It is very hard for an editor to judge how something

printed will be perceived by the public. UMass is diverse

enough to generate controversy over any issue. But the

issue of racism that has been raised this time is a par-

ticularly ugly one because there are no two sides to the

problem of racism. While the laws of segregation that

legally subordinated blacks and other minorities have

been repealed, racism still remains a subliminal cancer

that plagues the majority of American citizens, black and

white. Racial prejudice and oppression permeate the

fabric of American society so deeply that sometimes

those who claim to be most aware of the problems are the

ones who are least willing to confront them in society and

within themselves.

I strongly believe that myself, and the Collegian as a

whole has confronted the issue. We hope to elinunate the

type of attitudes that prompt the printing of racist

material, but we also understand that in order to

eradicate or discredit racist viewpoints, the issue of

racism itself must be confronted, and brought into

discussion in a public forum such as the Collegian

editorial page. But to bring up any subject matter

concerning racism is to risk having your own attitude

towards it misjudged.

Each year, similar conflicts arise between the Collegian

and groups on campus who feel they've been subject to

adverse press coverage and prejudice. This time, critics

have charged that the Collegian is helping to ignite "a

powder keg" that will explode, presumably into a

situation of increased racial tension. We hope that this

won't be the case, and will do everything in our power to

encourage positive dialogue and improved relationships

between ourselves and those we have offended —
something beneficial to everyone.

Josh Meyer is the Collegian Editorial Editor

Editor's note: Yadira Betances, Collfgian Black Affairs

Editor, vuas reinstated by a unanimous vote of the

Collegian Board of Editors. The suspension uhu merely a

procedural act, and never denoted a desire to do any

more than assess the sitv/ition as a group.

Letters

The other side was missing
To the Editor,

I am writing in response to the article titled "Student

Group Charged with Forgetting Role", (Feb. 17). The arti-

cle reported a debate which occured at the weekly SGA
Senate meeting on Feb. 15. The argument centered on the

request by the Commuter Collective Organization for ap-

proval of a temporary CCO Board, as the current elected

board had failed and dissolved. As I understood it, the new
board would allow the organization to carry on their day to

day business, and to study, create and outline the struc-

ture for future boards.

I am very displeased with the strictly biased reporting of

this event and I write to point out the reporting injustice. I

realize the reporter is only human, but he sure blew this

one! Both sides had some valid points and though there

was mention of a heated debate - what happened to the

other view? One Senator was consistently quoted voicing

objections to the formation of the new board, yet during

the course of the meeting there were about 20 different

people who voiced opinions for and against this issue. The

above mentioned Senator wasn't even expressing the ma-

jority opinion, as is shown by the fact that the request was

passed.

The reporter is entitled to an opinion, but please save it

for the Opinion page. This is the first Senate meeting I

have sat in on and I now wonder how many other distorted

articles have been printed. We count on objective repor-

ting to inform us, as twenty thousand students can't

feasibly attend each Senate meeting. I would like to thank

the Commuter Collective for the services they provide and
wish them luck in their transition period.

'
. . George Louie

Amherst

Editor's note: the reporter did quote two people supporting

the resolution and tried to quote a third supporter, a quote

omitted due to space limitations.

And Legal Service for all...

To the Editor.

The Legal Services Office at UMass is a free-service law

office for all students who pay the Student Activities

Trust Fund rs a '»T5^ nr GraduntA ftmnt^ Thy The offW i«

not only funded by student monies, but is also controlled

by students through the undergraduate and graduate

students who form the LSO Governing Board. This Board

sets policy for the office and monitors its progress

towards achieving the goals that it sets. As a board, we
are committed to providing the best legal services possi-

ble.

The following then, is something we feel you should

know as students, especially in li^t of the relative news

black-out we've had in Massachusetts regarding the event.

On February 9, 1984, the Legal Services Office Governing

Board unanimously passed the following resolution:

WHEREAS, the Legal Services Office at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst has provided a rn^or

defense effort on behalf of Yvette Henry;

AND WHEREAS, the staff of the Legal Services Office

in providing this defense has employed painstaking in-

vestigative efforts and worked substantial overtime

hours, as well as otherwise vigorously pursuing and secur-

ing the cooperation of other University and state officers;

AND WHEREAS, the results of these actk>ns by the

Legal Services Office on behalf of Yvette Henry

culminated in the successful defense for Yvette Henry

against both crinunal and University disciplinary charges;

AND WHEREAS, the Legal Services Office Governing

Board recognizes that the staff of the Legal Services Of-

fice has dil^ntly and unwaveringly represented the in-

terests and rights of Yvette Henry to the fullest extent.

BE IT RESOLVED THEREFORE that the Legal Ser-

vices Office Governing Board supports and commends the

Legal Services Office for its effort on behalf of Yvette

Henry, and hereby expresses its deep appreciation for the

outstanding services provided by the Le^ Services Office

in this case; and for the dedication the Legal Services Of-

fice consistently demonstrates to the protection and fur-

therance of student rights, in accord with the nussion and

goals of the Legal Sendees Office and with the broader

principles of justice.

Although we hope you are r -ictinr.^

situation, let alone < e of
'"

some comfort to you to knov

there is a place to turn for higw i{uaiK>

help.

J

- and fn

Dakin N. i erris, Cha
LSO ^^vemin

legal

•s of

oen,

legal

•^»^on

board
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Hypercurricula
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE CLUB - Al ex-

change students please meet to discuss trips this semester.

6:00 p.m., Brett Conference Room.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL MEETING - 7:00 p.m..

Dukes Room.

KIBBUTZ LECTURE — Dr. Joseph Blasi, Director of the

Harvard Center for Kibbutz Studies will speak on "The

Kibbutz — Communal Living in Theory and Practice".

7:00 p.m.. HERT 111.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - 7:30 p.m. beginners/8:30

all others. SU Commonwealth Room.

CERRF MEETING — Committee for Equal Rights &
Reproductive Freedom meeting to FIGHT BACK. All

welcome. 4:00 p.m.. CC905.

THE ROCKY MIDNIGHT EXPERIENCE - An

adaptation of everyone's favorite midnight movie,

presented by the UMass Music Theater Guild. 9:30 p.m..

Bluewall.

BIKE COOP GRAND OPENING — Both salesroom and

repair room will be open tomorrow. Come in to check out

our services or to read the information exchange board

across from the Post Office in the Student Union. 2:30-7:30

p.m.. Bike Coop.

STRESS, PAMC AND RELAXATION - This is a five

session group designed to explore how stress interferes

with everyday experiences. Members will learn various

relaxation techniques. 3-4:30 p.m., 308 Berkshire.

CHARLES-DAVID LEHRER AND COMPANY IN

CONCEPT — Free faculty concert will feature oboist

Charles-David Lehrer and thirteen artists drawn primarily

from the musk faculty n a program of works by Bach.

Reinecke, Zelenka, and Edward Jacobs. 8:00 p.m..

Bezanson Recital Hall. FAC.

ITALIAN CONVERSATION — Come join us for lunch

and parliamo Italiano! We will meet every Wednesday,

from 11:30-1:30. 3rd floor lounge. HERT. Wine and cheese

served. All are welcome!

SELF DISCOVERY THROUGH CREATIVE ARTS -
This eight-session group is for individuals who feel the

need for in-depth explorations of significant personal

issues in their lives. 4-6:00 p.m., 308 Berkshire.

i!:AST side concert — There wUl be a general

meeting for anyone interested in working on the East Side

Concert this spring. PLEASE, we need YOU to make this

a success! 7:00 p.m., Brett House Basement.

FRENCH PARIS PROGRAM MEETING - Students

interested in the UM study year in Paris are invited to

meeting and interviews with Prof. J. Volpe from UMB.
Non-majors invited too. 1:30 p.m.. 3rd floor lounge,

HERT.

DOCUMENTARY ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS - The

Commuter Area Govt's Progressive Film Series presents a

documentary on U.S. nuclear weapons from the Kennedy

Administration to 1984 - Free. 7:30 p.m.. CC174-176.

BOOK SALE
20% Off

regular prices

on all books

Feb. 20-25

VALLEY
BOOKSHOP

Carriage

Shops
Downtown
Amherst

I BOLTWOODI
I PROJECT I
4 Last chance
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to sign up!

Tonight

7 pm CC917
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Intern in Washington!
Application Deadlines

for Washington, DC internships are:

March 9 for Summer
April 2 for Fall

Interested? Call or stop by the
OFFICE OF INTERNSHIPS
16 Curry Hicks. 545-0727

Rmom
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549-2880

*i.

SOUTHERN
HOME

,

GO(H(IN' S*.-^, Ik\:

Financial Aid Form (FAF)
Application deadline

March 1, 1984
Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1984.

y
In conjunction with the

scheduled events of Black

History Month, the Bluewall

Cafeteria presents a tradi-

tional luncheon with the

"down-home" flavor of

Southern cuisine. While you

enjoy your meal, a talented

jazz duo will provide

musical entertainment.

MENU

Black-eyed Peas & Rice

Collard (>reens

Coleslaw

Barbeque Spare Ribs

Spic\ Fried Chicken

Corn Bread

Golden Sweet Com
Apple Pie

WEDNESDAY, FEB 22

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
11:30 am to 1:30 pm

* "^
*

t

•N-

«

Transfers J

*

Call UMass Ski Club Now |

545-3437 t

UAAASS SKI CLUB
GOES

WEST TO VAIL
SPRING BREAK
March 19-26 Includes:

Round Trip Air

7 Nights/5 Day Lifts

Extras

1^:t^i^:ittmmn''^***4>^^>i^'l^i^'¥4t*^^'^*'¥mmn'n'm'l'*#'l^***>l^*

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b* II to antsr

Op*n til 3

6654937
24 Hour Top^d Moiioy*

ii^i^

rusty nail PROUDLY PRESENTS

yzTL'

Tonight - CRYSTAL SHIP

$3.50 cover charge w/UMass ID

Bring your own mug, we'll fill it for 25'

Fri. - GIRLS NIGHT OUT
$3.00 cover charge w/UMass ID

Sat. - THE STOMPERS
$6.50 cover charge w/UMass ID

Coming: JOHN BUTCHER AXIS Feb. 24th

$5.00 cover w/UMass ID

All Times - Bottled Beer $1.00 7-9:30

Black Affairs
Cartoon's content clarified, suspension questioned
On February 16, 1984 Yadira Betances, Editor of Black

Affairs Department of the Collegian was suspended from

her position. I am happy to see that she has been rein-

stated. However one must question the circumstances

surrounding this issue. I was once under the impression

that Mr. Joel Myers, Editor-in-Chief of the Collegian and

Mr. Josh Meyer. Editor of the Editorial-Opinion page were

among us who consider themselves non-racist.

I have, in the past, respected these gentlemen, I now

however, have lost confidence in them as fair individuals.

My reason being on February 10, 1984 both of these

gentlemen had the audacity to print an outright lie.

A cartoon stating that the Rev. Jesse Jackson had ac-

cepted campaign funds from the Arab League is com-

pletely untruthful. To set the record straight: a con-

tribution was made to PUSH, People United to Save

Humanity, a foundation Jackson worked with during the

60s. Secondly, Jackson has not accepted any kind of

funding from foreign sources. Thirdly, it is illegal and

punishable by prison if he were to do so.

So I ask you Mr. Editor-in-Chief, how come Mr. Meyers

has not been suspended and terminated. Has he not done

"a performance of official duties in a way to be injurious to

the best interests of the newspaper", is it not the purpose

of a newspaper to print the truth?

Editorial
As a result of this cartoon Ms. Betances, felt it necessary

to voice her opinion on the racism the cartoon obviously

contained. I question if Mr. Myerson is aware of Article I

10 of the United States Constitution which states

"Congress shall make no law ...abridging the freedom of

speech, or of the press." Cases in Constitutional Law by
Robert F. Cushman states "the liberty of the press is in-

deed essential to the nature of a free state; but this con-

sists in laying no previous restraints upon publications.

and not in freedom from censure for criminal matter when
published. Every free man has an undoubted right to lay

what sentiments he pleases before the public; to forbid

this, is to destroy the freedom of the press..."

I interpret this as stating, one has the right through the

press, to voice disagreement with an issue. I stress, with

an issue, for I feel Ms. Betances did not maliciously attack

the Collegian but was attacking the issue of racism.

Racism, as long as it exists, will be a controversial subject.

I do however dare to say that as long as the Collegian

permits cartoons and or racist articles it will consequently
continue to create animosity.

Editors, if you are planning to make a career in the
journalism field I sincerely quest your credibility. Perhaps
you should take another look at the value placed on your
name and reputation since that is how your bread wUl be
buttered.

Afro-Am: 15 years later
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Correspondent

To fulfUl a lack of cultural education then existing at the

University of Massachusetts, a group of graduate Third

World students developed the Department of Afro-

American Studies in 1969.

Ernie Allen, Associate professor and chairperson of the

department said, the department first began as a program

taught out of Herter Hall and became a separate depar-

tment in 1970.

The department merged out of political and academic

reasons. During the Civil Rights Movement, Black

Americans began to struggle for desegregation, better

housing, jobs, etc., he said.

The Afro-American conscience was raised in the process

in terms of what was being taught in the schools, Allen

said.

He said students realized what they were learning was

not relevant to what was happening on a daily basis.

"There was a great disparate between what was being

taught at the University and what was happening in real

life," Allen said.

"Blacks in American history were simply invisible," he

said. What you have are the post Civil War stereotype

images of blacks, he said. "You may get a blurb of the more

well know Black Americans such as Booker T. Washington,

George Washington Carver, or perhaps W.E.B. DuBois,

but no real sense of Black Americans; who they are or

where they came from." Allen said.

"It is in response to this, across the board, meaning the

social sciences, the performing and graphic arts, history as

well as literature, that led to the development of the

department," he said. "There was a vacuum that had to be

filled."

Black graduate students who are now professors in the

department such as Ester and Eugene Terry, Michael

Thelwell, and Ernie Allen, worked with a number of

sensitive administrators and faculty members in

estabUshingthe department, he said.

The department suffered due to economic reasons in the

mid 70s, Allen said. "Just recently, we have lost a number

of faculty persons and have not been able to fill their

position. As a matter of fact, that is what we are pushing

for now." he said.

"But the department is not in any trouble," he continued,

"the majority of the department is tenured. We are as

secure as any department on campus," he said.

The Afro-American Studies Department is beginning to

utilize advance technology in the classroom, Allen said.

"Video can be utilized in a much more wide spread way
than ever in the past because of the dropping of cost," he

said. "We are utilizing that now within the department and

intend to do more in terms of intergrating that into

existing courses as an audio- visual aid as well as

developing new courses which will essentially revolve

around that," he said. One example of this is the popular
course "Racism in American Television" taught by
professor Chester Davis, he said.

SheiU Wilkerson of the Governor's office

will be presenting a proclamation for the

naming of February 23 as W.E.B. DuBois Day
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts today

at 3:30 in room 805 at the University of

Massachusetts.
The ceremony will be attended by a

representative from the Chancellor's Office,

and by UMass professor David DuBois who
will also be speaking.

There will also be a showing of a new film

by UMass professor Homer Meade entitled

Another View: Berkshire County '» Black

Revolutionary Patriots.

[

I

Stop in to say Hello to your Friends
They'll be here

TwoT.V.'s T- ^^v _ -X Free Popcorn

Happy Hour Daily 4-8

16 02. Drafts 85* 16 oz. Giant Drinks

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St.

I

I

I

•

Return of the. . .

JOB APPLICATION PACKAGE

i Letter

i Resume

p Envelope

matching papers & typestyles

Word Processing can help you get a job

Auditor is needed by the SGA
Treasurer's Office to monitor the

financial records of Recognized Stu-

dent Organizations. Accounting ex-

perience and knowledge of the RSO
system is advantageous. Great oppor-

tunity to gain experience.
Applica-

tions available at the SGA Treasurer's]

Office 407 S.U.B. and are due Feb. 28,

1984. UMass SGA is an AA/EEO.

rf%

I

a

POOR RICHARDS
BACK IN COMMAND

TUESDAY
BEER BUST 8-12

50' Drafts $1.75 Pitchers

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
8-12 PITCHER NIGHT

Any one liquor well drink

by the pitcher $4.00

WED. - JIMMY FUND NIGHT
Prizes & T-Shirts

sponsored by Bud £f Busch BeerJ]
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Education and Social Transformation

A Panel Discussion

Monday, February 21, 1984 at 7:30 pm
Herter 231

Joseph Duffey, Chancellor, University of Massachusetts, moderator

David Magnani, Citizen Involvement Training Proiect, School ot Education

Johnnella Butler. Afro-American Studies. Smith College

luan Aulestia. CASA LATINA. INC

Paulo Freire, author of Pedagoisv of the Oppressed, respondent

Co-sportioreU hy

The Institute for Advanced Study of the Humanities and the School of Education

f^ ^g ^g" 'Jg -^^ -^g -^g -^g- ^g ^i

You are cordially

invited to a
public forum
sponsored by

the Collegian.

The topic will be
'*
Collegian Advertising

Policy and Practice.

"

:

PUB MUG NIGHT
- Every Wednesday

35* BEERS

Miller - Miller Lite

Music by

Al Stoner

- Dancing -

No Cover

1
COMPUTEF

INC.

Thursday, February 23
|

Campus Center 805-809

3:00 -U:30

All are welcome.

-^ ag^ ^g ^g- .^^' ag "jg as

Are you tired of waiting in line

for a computer terminal?

Reserve time with Computer Access Center

• On site microcomputer time rental

if Access to UMass Cyber

• Bring this in for 1 FREE hour per student

(offer expires March 4)

79 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET

256-1213

(behind Peter Pan terminal building)

Open 7 days a week
Mon-Th9am-10pm Fri & Sat 9am-6 pm Sun10am-6pm

1984

GRADUATES!
YEARBOOK
PORTRAITS
will be taken on

Tues. Feb. 21 - Wed. March 14

in 177 CC
from 9 am to noon and 1-5 pm

Mon & Wed - Fri

Tues from noon - 4 pm
and 5 - 9 pm

For appointment call

545-0848 or 545-2874

or sign up in the Index Office

103 CC
Please bring a $5. sitting fee

Arts

New Models — not just another 83rntheBizer band.

Sisters of survival-

art that informs
By DON UPPER
Collegian CJorrespondent

A visit to the Student Union Gallery,

located just a few steps away from the

Earthfoods cafe and the Cape Cod Lounge,

may change any previous conception you

have had of art galleries as stuffy, inac-

cessible rooms in Boston filled with three

Grecian urns, two 13th century paintings

and hordes of screaming, bored grandbrats

dragged around by red faced old ladies,

exposing them to classical culture even if it

killed them. Strolling through this gallery

is painless and, in the case of some shows,

extremely provocative.

The present show's theme, averting a

nuclear holocaust, is just about as topical as

you can get. The over 300 pieces of artwork,

that comprise the show were created and

compiled by the anti-nuclear, anti-war

group. Sisters of Survival (S.O.S.) from

which the exhibition gets its name.

According to the literature available in the

gallery: "S.O.S. is not an order of Catholic

nuns. Rather, we are a group of feminist

artists who use the nun image symbolically.

We are indeed a sisterhood, ordered

around nuclear disarmament and world

peace. Clothing ourselves in the colors of

the rainbow, our imagery is intended to

evoke hope, humor and the celebration of

diversity."

The main problem of the show is that it

tries to do too much. Here, more is less. By

having so many pieces in the show, the

overall intention is clear, but the sharpness

of its most effective pieces is blunted. The

majority of the large color photographs

seem to chronicle the organization's various

efforts around the world and would be fine

in their headquarters but are strikingly out

of place in an art gallery.

The contributions of artists from various

countries seem to indicate each country's

collective perspective on nuclear war. This

can easily be seen by comparing the con-

tributions of the U.S. and Germany.

' The view of nuclear war of U.S. artists

appears, in this show at least, to be more

abstract than that of the European artists.

U.S. contributions include: photos of

brightly clothed nuns running between

crosslike shovels, sketches of mushroom

clouds turning into flowers and ice cream

Models on the rise

sundaes (which I personally believe to be

the product of a diseased mind,) and cute

little banners saying "I love LA, I love SF, I

love NY. Stop the Arms race!" Am I to be

shocked and horrified by a fallout fashion

show in California (where else?), where

women parade around in plastic and

cellophane spacesuits? My general reaction

is, "Cute, when you sUrt to get serious,

give me a call."

Some people may think that it is unfair to

compare the art of the U.S. and Germany,

who many consider to be about 50 years

ahead of us, graphically speaking. I think

the comparison shows how terrifyingly

evident the threat of nuclear obliteration is

in the minds of the German people. The art

also shows how it is the United States, and

specifically Ronald Reagan, and not the

Soviet Union, that is thought to be the

source of this evil threat.

Although the general meaning of the art

can be understood by Americans it is a pity

that the Sisters did not translate the

German of some of the pieces. For

example, there is a poster with Reagan

striking a conductor-like pose as an atomic

fireball explodes overhead which reads (in

translation): "Symphony #1 (the last) by

Ronald Reagan." There is also a burnt

Hiroshima corpse in the foreground of a

nuclear reactor in one piece which reads

(again, in translation): "Is this the future ol

our children?"

The most haunting displays in the exhibit

are the postcard-sized pieces from Germany i

which feature a hehneted skeleton. In one^

photograph, the glowing silhouette of the

helmeted skeleton is superimposed over a

war monument. In another very chilling'

black and white photograph, the hehneted

skeleton stands on a devastated plain, and

with a sweep of his arm, is seen dropping

swastikas like seeds, while gas-masked

nuclear war survivors tiredly carry corpses

in the smokey grey distance.

A very telling piece shows a helmeted

skull with the international symbol of

radioactive material for a face and "U

(swastika) A" sketched on the helmet. That

some of the German people equate the

"Peacekeeping" missiles of the United

States with the fearsome tyranny of Nazi

Germany may give some students an oc-

casion to question what sort of messages

our government is sending to the people of

theworW.
_ _^ ^ .t-^i^*^.

NEW MODELS
Thursday, Feb. 16

Bluewall

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

Synthesizer bands.

Seen one, you've seen 'em all, or so I

thought until last Thursday night at the

Bluewall.

Enter the New Models, a three year old

trio from Boston. Like most synthesizer

bands, the infectious beat contained in

their music makes one want to head for the

dance floor immediately. Aside from this

similarity, however, the New Models have

little in common with their synthesizer-

based counterparts. In fact, if you ask

anyone who was among the moderate size

crowd that night, they'll most likely refute

the label "synthesizer band."

The main reason for this, undoubtedly, is

that the synthesizer sounds are generally

overshadowed by the more mundane

sounds of guitar and drums. Steven

Thurber's deft yet restrained use of syn-

thesizers to create rhythms, melodies, and

bass riffs denotes a proper utilization of the

instrument that modem music needs more

of. Brother Matt Thurber's strong, concise

drumming, which occasionally breaks into

steady, rapid-fire outbursts, contrasts nice-

ly with the calculated synthesizer sounds.

At the forefront of the band though, both

visually and audibly, is lead guitarist and

vocalist Casey Lindstrom.

Lindstrom provides the spark and

energy punk rock bands are known for, and

which synthesizer bands so often lack.

On stage, Lindstrom might best be

described as a human dynamo. When not

singing, Lindstrom, whose guitar playing

adds toth melody and spice to the music,

was often found scooting about the stage,

seemingly possessed, and occasionally kick-

ing a leg high into the air, reminiscent of

Stiff Little Finger's Jake Bums. In addi-

tion, his rapport with the crowd between
songs was most interesting.

The New Models played two sets, each of

which kept the dance floor area, im-

mediately in front of the stage, crowded
throughout the evening. Many of the songs

they performed have already been put to

vinyl. "Permanent Vacation," (one of their

best) and "Shattered Windows" are the

two songs from their debut single, which

was produced by Rick Ocasek of The Cars.

The song "Future Assassins" is a cut on
the 1982, Live at the Metro album, a com-
pilation of Boston's best bands.
Throughout the course of the evening, the

New Models also played four of the five

songs from their quality e.p. of last year.

Sight and Sound. These songs were: "Say
What," "Just a Motion," "Looking for a
Reason," and "Strangers in Disguise," a

song for which they made a video which is

in MTV's possession (though rarely

shown.) Other memorable as-of-yet

unrecorded songs were "Say it Again" and
"Blind Ambition."

The only disappointment of the evening

was the band's failure to include my
favorite song from the Sight and Sound
e.p., "Listen," in their repetoire. The slow

psiced song, which uses effective lyrical im-

agery set to a spacial background at-

mosphere, would have been a nice devia-

tion from the band's generally faster paced

material.

The band will soon enter Boston's Syn-

chro Sound Studios (the Cars' recording

studio) to record some more material.

When and what type of a record release

will result from this session is, as of now,

uncertain. However, I was informed by the

band that they have been negotiating with

msgor record labels so a breakthrough on

the national level is a very real possibility in

the future.

C«U«Ciu pHoto by Naacj Mallw

Camp it up for free at the UMass Music Theatre Guild's Rocky Midnight

Experience tonight at 10:00 p.m. at the Blue Wall and Friday night at

Worcester D.C. Cast from left—Mary Jennings, Christine Wong, Brad

West and Greg Spisak.

Wanna knov what's happenin

in the Valley?

Read
the Arts Page!
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The premium taste

has arrived.

AlerttheMinutemen

Brador.

Everythingyouve
heard about it

is true.

Brewfd »nd bottled in Canada by North AmcnciJ oldot brewery, imported by Martlet Importmg Co
,
Great Neck, N t 198?

19

Bloom Counter by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACRO^ 49 f-ioat outware

1 Transport tor 51 Short, comic play

Huckand Jim 52 Ginza currency

5 Sweetheart 53 Sister to Ares

10 Printing error, for 55 Actress

short Hildegarde

14 Century plant 57 Alternative to a

15 Type of paint bow tie

16 Cultivated 62 Lounge about idly

17 Render 65 Distinctive

speechless character

18 Ward off 66 Pink sand

19 Governess Jane 67 Yorkshire river

20 de combat 68 Valuable Chinese

21 Recent Chinese vase

political clique 69 Clear the

23 American blackboard

anthropologist 70 Field of study

25 Fitzgerald 71 Being: Lat.

26 Inlet 72 Obligations

28 Tyler's successor 73 Slavic ruler

31 Piece of furniture

35 Quiz response:

Abbr.

36 Castor and Pollux,

e.g.

38 Hero of Manila DOWN
Bay 1 Impetuous

39 Army N.C.O.'s 2 Saxophone or

41 Requirements recorder

43 Riled'up 3 One of the "Tall

44 Westminster Ships"

Abbey's 4 Uptight

Corner 5 Signal to stop

46 Certain tides 6 Pumice source

48 Life story, for 7 The perfect

short number

o Intermingle

9 Pays high tribute

10 Clotho and sisters

11 Popular toy

12 Landof thelncas

13 River into the

Baltic

22 Ran for the hills

24 Inclined

26 Coarse files

27 Bar of metal

29 Legal attachnnent

30 Leg features

32 Common wall

studding

33 Unearthly

34 Keep an

37 Neighbor of Mont.

40 How many immi-

grants traveled

42 Lathe parts

45 Hindu dress

47 Female saint:

Abbr.

50 Finely chopped
54 Ship to

56 Fishing line

support

57 Renown
58 Affirmative votes,

French style

59 Coffee makers
60 Horse breed

61 Publisher Conde
6b On the main

64 " of Flying":

Jong

1 2 3 4

1

S 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13

14 IS w
"-1 16 19

20 21 "
1

^^H^3~ 24 ^"1 i^H
26 27

1
28 26 3tt 31

I
42

32 33 34

35 36 37 36

39 TT 41

i
43

44 45 I 46

1
M

49 19 51 52 1 u
M^^^VsT' 54 55

J-87 56 M 60 61

1

62 63 64

65

1
]\
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71 TTl w__ IMH^

Basic Newswriting
& Reporting Workshop

8 p.m. - 9 p.m.

803 CC
Wednesday Feb. 22

Emergency Staff Meeting
Wednesday Feb. 22

6:30 in the Newsroom
All Staff Must Attend

D.C. Menu

Lunch
Bacon, Lettuce and Tomato
Sandwich
Chicken Stew/Savory
Garden Biscuits

Baaics Lunch
Garden Sandwich
Chicken Stew/Savory
Garden Biscuits

Dinner Basics Dinner

Steak/French Fried Onion Eggplant Parmigiana

Rings Baked Cod with Crumb
Baked Cod with Crumb Topping
Topping

Weather

Wednesday, sunny skies,

high of 45 degrees. Wednes-

day ni^t clear and cold

with lows in the 20's. Thurs-

day, clear and mild with a

high near 50 degrees.

ANSWER TO PNEVHHIS PUZZLE:
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U.S. career foreign service officer John

Scanlan will speak on "The Current Sut« of

U.S.-PoUsh Relations" at the University of

Massachusetts 8 p.m. tonight in room 116 of

the School of Business Administration.

n to be discussed
Scanlan's 28 years in the service were

devoted mostly to the Soviet Union and

Eastern Europe where he held diplomatic

posts in Moscow and Warsaw among other

places.

W5 I KNOVJ THflf5 5mnM>,

TWO RiVP£? PLUtm-Rv

Summer Employment

Camp Young Judaea. Amhwst, Maw HampaWra

(naoidont. Co-ad. 1 hour from Boalon) ia m naad of Oa-

partmant DJcadora «Kl Activity Spadallala tor tWa sum-

mar »n: AtWatica. Qymnaatka. Swim Inatnjctlon (WSI).

WatarakMng, SiMng. Arta & Crafta, Campcrall. laraall

Ottwa. Drwna, laraaJi Folk Sor^g, RHIary. Tannia, Pholog-

raplvy. OWca Paraonnal and Nuraaa (R.N.). Dccalart S^
wtaa WKl frfnga banama. Ptaaaa contact Dr. Chai«M a
Rotmwi. Omttor, 81 Kingabury Straat. WaMaaiay. MA
02181. 617-237-9410.

i

i

S

Summer Jobs

UPWARD BOUND/
UMASS AMHERST

Positions Available: .

Instructors (for College Prepatory Curnculum)

Counselor/ Tutors (tor residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House

Deadline: Feb. 29, 1984

Internships also available

UMASS SKI CLUB
SPRING BREAK 84
[^^illinqton

^.i.»oN, SKI RACE5
MARCH 18- 23 ^^^^^j^^^

^ 179. SWING <^LAMBAKE

SUPER AFTER-SKI

SOCIAUZING PARTIES

^^ CONDOMINIUM

V^J 0. MOTEL LODGING

MOGUL
CONTEST

INCLUDES

SPECIAL LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

\ AND
MORE!

FIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

Party • Party • Party

UMASS SKI CLUB
Friday Night 2/24

at the Blue Wall

Door Prize

FREE SKIING

ALL YEAR <

on all Thursday Night

Saturday Cr Sunday trips

ALL INVITED

{

WHITE BONO

INSTANT o,^A,o

COPIES ^''''

ON THE -TOTAL COPY SYSTEM"
from 25 to 25,000 per original

VMddes
FineFhnf

SAME DAY SERV/(

AMHERST
1 Boitwood Walk

256-01 48
Mon-Fn 8 30am-5 30pm

High Quality Offset Printing at a Low. Low Price!

8 Days/ 7 Nightsi

Spring Break

"^FlORIDA
uNivERsrrv of mass.

$ 109 Ft. Lauderdale

$ 1 1 4 Daytona Beach
BATES 'NCUJOf 7 NICMTS LOOCiNC

ft€€ 6isNISNEY
ORLD

EXCURSIONS
From Daytona Beach

TRIP DATES CAREFULLY PLANNED TO
COINCIDE WITH YOUR SCHOOL BREAK

Boitwood Project
Volunteers needed to assist in a wide

range of programs at the Belchertown

State School. Valuable experience!

Credit available. Information meetings:

Wed., Feb. 15 CC rm 174-176;

Tues., Feb. 21 CC rm 917

Wed., Feb. 22 CC rm 917

Now*» the Hoi«
to call

North Amhertt
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst

549-2660

PREPARE rOR

MCAT*LSAT*GMAT
SAT*ACT*DAT*GRE^CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE
4/28/84 Exam

MCAT
4/28/84 Exam

All accommoaations are
tuHv air conoitioned with
private Dath or shower
color television some with
kitchenettes t are maid
serviced Aii are neartjy
the TOP Night soots

Call about our Special
Car Rental 0««r for
Fort Lauderdale

$70

FREE BROCHURES INK>RMATION t IMMEDIATE CONFIRMATION CALL

ANDREA 546-9648
AN INTlfrOllfCl»Tl P(KXJ!»M VUktuF'tV «» CAMPUS l/«C*'ION »SSOCl«Trr».

DAT
4/14/84 Exam

SAT
5/5/84

and 6/28/84 Exam

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

Act now! Doirc b« left out
In tho COLO. .

.

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

. • Call Days Eves 8

-yi. Weekends

N 358 N. Pleasant St
Amherst
549-5780

For infofmatton about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

PWNG BREAK ^^
a Days 7 Nights Luxurious Hot9\ on th« Sfrtp

Hore< only W/Mofor Coach W/Jef

$i49 S265 S375

c9|c fox included ** fox included *'W

For more info 545-3437
|

DeviFs Bag could be the next super horse
By BRIAN NOYES
Collegian Correspondent

The wait is over. A rare breed of dedicated

fans have been frustrated by inconsistency

each spring over the past few years. This

has now all come to an end.

Now, not only will horse racing fans

anxiously await the Kentucky Derby.
Preakness Stakes and the Belmont Stakes.

The rest of the world will also follow this

great horse race as well.

This three-year-old colt is named Devil's

Bag. Not since Secretariat has a horse

attracted so much attention. Devil's Bag
has raced only five times, all as a two year

old. Yet, it is in the way he has won these

races which has earned him his claim to

fame.

Devil's Bag flrst raced at Saratoga last

August and won by 7^ lengths. Then, he

ran an allowance race at Belmont and won
easily.

In his next two races, the Cowdin Stakes

and Champagne Stakes, he set speed

records with faster times than Secretariat

or Seattle Slew had done as two-year-olds.

In the Laurel Fururity, Devil's Bag last

race to date, he was challenged for the first

time and he responded by pulling away for

an easy win.

Devil s Bag is the son of Halo, the sire of

1983 Kentucky Derby winner Sunny's Halo.

Devil's Bag was purchased for $325,000 by
James and Alice Mills, a mere drop in the

bucket to what he is worth today.

The horse was recently syndicated for $36
million at a million a share. Each person

who bought a share can breed one mare to

him. Now you know why horse racing is the

"Sport of Kings."

Hall of Fame trainer Woody Stephens

knew he had an exceptional horse after

Devil's Bag ran away from 1983 Kentucky
Derby runner Chunmiing during one

morning workout.

Devil's Bag is scheduled to run an

allowance race this month and on March 3

he should be run in the Flamino Stakes, a

major prep for Derby contenders.

From there it's on to New York for the

Gotham Stakes on March 31 and the Wood
Memorial on April 21. The Derby awaits

him on May 5.

But horse racing isn't always that easy.

Many horses have been injured and

destroyed. Let us not forget Timely Writer

of the ill-fated Ruffian. Both were hailed as

future champions.

Devil's Bag limits are unknown, though.

You should certainly hear more about this

super horse in the next few months.

if Baseball
continuedfrom page 16

early to access our strengths and
weaknesses." Bergquist said. "The only

real problem we have right now is pitching.

We only have ten at this point."

UMass opens their 1984 campaign on
March 17 against the University of

Wyoming.

Banner stolen
The Minuteman Basketball Network is

looking for the "Minutonan Basketball

Network" banner that used to hang under
the radio table in the Cage. It's a red and
white banner. If anybody has any info on
its whereabouts contact Tim Ashwell at

WTTT or WHMP-AM radio.

The intramural wrestling tourney is

beginning to heat up with some rivalries.

BLT III is being challenged by an upstart

Madmen club, who are out for revenge.

BLT II beat the Mwimoi by one bat year
for the title.

Tht intranniral dual wiD be on March 6.

if Morrison
continvedfrom page 16

"I'd like to make it," smiles Morrison.
And after this — next year? "I hope to go
to the Milrose Games in New York City

and run in the 200 meters." And? "And,
I'd like to go to the Olympics in '88," she
says seriously, then laughs — "of course,

it's only a dream."

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4&3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Qanuina Rayban and Vuarnats
fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. AH types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

AUDIO

Sony XR-G6 Car Stereo brand new $200
Steve 549-6974

Stereo System: Vertical turntable, deck,

receiver, four speakers t)est offer 253-9624

Wollensak 3M two track reel to reel

good price call Lance 6-8091

AUTO FOR SALE

77 Pinto Wagon, sky blue, runs great

775 call Greg late afternoon 253-5647

1971 VW Bug BO.OOO mi. no rust, excellent

i .Techanical shape. $1200 or 80. 253-7396

76 Ply. Arrow 4 cyt.

reg. gas BO 263-5740

dependable, econ.

1977 LTD II exceptionally weH maintained,

runs perfect, very dependable car. $1196
call John 253-5463

CAPE COD

West Yarmouth Sea Gull Beach 6 rooms
4 be^ roonw sleeps 8 1 % baths $5,500. for

season Also Duplex 2 bedroonw each 4

rocrns sleeps 4 each side $2,860. Also cot-

tage 3 rooms 2 bedrooms sleeps 3 $2,100.

253-7436

DELTA ZETA

Sorority Rush
Feb 21 Tuesday 5:30 or 7:00

Feb 22 Wednesday 6:30

11 Phillips St.

For info call 549-6823

FOUND

Pocket Calculator.

yours. 256-6838
Identify and it is

HELP WANTED

OVERSEAS JOBS Sumnr)er, yr. round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, PC Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Newspaper Deliverers needed for

dorms. Good pay. Early mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
COUNSELORS Seeking qualified

counselors for 75 children's camps in Nor-

theast July, August. Contact: Association

of Independent Camps (UMA), 60 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10010 (212)

679-3230

Airlines hiringi Stewardesses, Reserva-

tionistsl $14-39,000. Woridwidel Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter. 1-(916)

944^4440 X U Massachusetts Dir.

Outreach Coordinator: The Commuter
Area Govemnnent is seeking a workstudy

student to coordinate outreach into the off

campus community. Clear thinker. Third

Worid students encouraged to apphr- $3.50

404 SUB 5-2146

Crulseehlpal Hiringi $16-30,000. Carri-

bean, Hawaii, Worid. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4440 ext U
Massachusetts Cruise

HURRY UP AND RUSH
TO SIGMA DELTA TAU

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you morel More lights,

more requests and more experience! Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-ADISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256^739

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire. Quality

sound at the lowest price. Call 584-6712

FOR SALE

Attention - Womens Shoes - Cheap

Peter pan Boots SNKS New Styles $12-15

Full Range of sizes special on size 6

call 54»<»33 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

1976 Toyota Corona good body well main-

tained call 586-5122

Skia - Rosslgnol Comp 185 with Tyrolia 280

bindings Koflach boots size 9 plus extras

also Pioneer 8X560 20 watts/side, Bose

301 spkrs call &<6-6828

1976 Honda CVCC good mech condition

rebuilt engine radial tires AM/FM new

brakes little rust excellent ga* "ij^
1^22

greati Very dependable! $1200 26B-3ZW

after 6
.

Guitar - Classical 6 string Gilbert with case

good condition $150 549-7697

Cambridge Diet for mI* 02lL,*l°
0°

regulsrty $17.50 call Louise 546-6664

Rickenbacker 0"'"' V^i?^'^iJ
Phaser and Distortion Pedals $35.00 each

546-9158

Hurry up and Rush to Sigma Delta Tau
Tues Feb 14 7:00-7:45, 8:00^:45

Wed Feb 15 7:00-7:46

Thurs Feb 16 7:00-7:45, 8:00-8:45

Tues Feb 21 8:00-9:00

Wed Feb 22 5:00-6:00

Sigma Delta Tau 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 54&-0527

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. Classroom plus shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2096

LOST

Gold necklace with pearl much sen-

tinr>ental value reward call Sue Danahy
549-7730 or 2SM887
At Pike Jean Jacket w/keys Keep jacket

but please return keys 546-7345

Lost silver double-band bracelet great

8entinr>ental value - reward - call 549-1792

MARCH BREAK
•••••• SPRING SKIING ••••••

Killington

Full Transportstion

Full Acommodations
Full Five day Ski Pass

Yankee (college) Week at Killington

sponsored by Budweiser and the

UMASS Ski Club. March 18 thru 23

For more info call 545-3437

MEN'S THERAPY GROUP

Therapy group for men exploring their

sexual identity. Wednesday evenings 7 pm
9 pm sliding fee scale. Contact

Psychological Services Tobin Hall by

February 24. 5450041

PERSONALS

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring
Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,
Prices from $107! Andree 646-9648

Art, Buslneaa, Law, History, and
Engllah at Oxford thia summer. Imforma-
tion 645-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

SKI POWDER VAIL SKI POWDER VAIL
SPRING BREAK
MARCH 19-26

indudee
- Rour>dtrip Air
- Transfers
- 7 Nights and 5 Day Lifts

- Sauna/Jacuzzi/Pools ar>d nrtorel

Deadline for depoeit Fri Feb 24
Call Umaaa Ski Club for info 546-3437

Hey BobI Attention! I It's your B-Day do it

up! Your Roomie

Wanted: Black males, femeles (not preg-
nant), 18-55 yrs. okl, who would like to

earn $15 in 1 hour. The Exercise Science
Dept. needs subjects for a research study
"Racial Differences in Body Composition"
For info phone 545-1337 9-5 M-F

Sell around the world for a fuH semester

of college credHII Visit Korse, Japan,

Taiwan, Hong Kong, PRC, Sri Lanka, In-

dia, Egypt, Turkey. Greece, arKl Spain.

Find out nxxe about the Semester at Sea
program - rep. wM be in Campus Center

Concourse today end tomorrow 9:00 sm -

3:00 pm. Evening sKde shows: Tonight -

Moore House 7:00 pm otkJ Tomorrow, Feb.

23 Campus Center Rm 906, 7:00 pm

ROOM WANTED

Looking for a ptooe to Nve during Spring

semester. ReaponsMe, 22 yrs. call Steve:

2S6O630

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 12D a month indudes heet.

Ntee people call anytime 2560989

Femele roommate wanted to share lerge

bedroom in houee/Hadtoy $175.00 indudee

utilities

SERVICES

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
* fromTuea.,Feb.21-Wed.,Merch14 *

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

M, W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:
r>oon-4 pm,

* arnl 5 pm - 9 pm •

For appointn>ent call 545-0848/545-2874
* or sign up on portrait dates *

In 177-178 CC
Sitting Fee: $6.00

IGU Open Rueh
Tuesday Feb. 21 Dinner 6 to 7 pm
Wednesday Feb. 22 9 to 10 pm
Call Jeanie at 266-6874 for nfK>re info

406 N. Pleasant St.

Sigma Kappa Rueh
all university women invited

2/21 - 7 and 8 pm
2/22 - 7 and 8 pm

any questions call Sue W at 256-6887

Collegian Staff Enoergency Staff Meeting
Wednesday, Feb. 22 6:X in the Newsroom
all staff must attend Topics: suspension
and constitution

AXO
Alpha Chi Omega invites all

univeraity women to open rushon Wednes-
day, Feb. 22 at 6:30 or 7:30
38 Nutting Ave 546-2152

Rob 2 Have a great 21st birthday. Someday
we may graduate. EE 85

Trisha Happy 221 Remember that we'll

celebrate in Florida I k}ve your 4 ever lover

Geoffrey Holder
The Uncola Man

Monday February 27, 1984
Bowker Auditorium
8 PM Free

Bred Couldn't you come up w/a better

name than Merle? Brown Eyes

Problems with your employer? Call LSO
545-1995

Last chence to check us out! Chi Omega
invites all university women to a Hawaiian

Luau (UMass stytel) Tonight at 6:30.

Refreshments will be served. Come join in

the fun and see what niakes Chi Ornega so
unique! For rides or more information, call

54&0162
^^.^^^ HiDemetri! ¥¥»^»

andTyping, Coplee, BIndhig Pk:kup

delivery avail. 413-772-0894 anytime

profeeekxtalTYPING feet.

Manuscripts, stats, corraapondence, etc.

Reasonabis rataa 605^14

Tutor for

584-7608

COINS 121-123 call Meg

RESUMES You don't have to go off cant-

pus to get s piofeeafonally typeeet resume.

Conrte to Collegian Graphka Rm 106 CC.

Fast service, uniipetitiye prices. M-F 9-2:X

SHOPPERS SHUTTLE

Catch the shoppere bus - Wednesdays
9-3 Saturdays 10-4 GRC to Price Chopper

and Stop & Shop hourly

SPRING BREAK

Bahames 429 from Boaton 368 from New
Yori( complete no hkMen costs Lauderdale

choice of hotels Doug 548-1934

TRI SOMETHING NEWI
TRI SIQMA

* RuehPMtiee •

* TueeFeb146:4M:20 •
* WedFeblSBKIO •
* ThurFeb1f7:00 •

* TueFeb217:00 •

* WedFeb2Z7:0D •

382 N. Pleaaant St 64B4XM6 •

WANTED
Buying Gold Claas Ringa, GoM and SiK/er

Jewelry and Coins, Staffing. Dar>iel Smith,
25 North Pleeaam St.. Amherst, 256-0710

BOLTWOOD PROJECT Find out what we
are all about. Informetion meetings Wed
Feb 21 at 7:00 Rm 917 CC and Wed Feb 22
at 7:00 in Rm 917 CC

Ping Pong Partner Wanted Male/female.
No experience necesaary. Very flexible

Brian 546-4231

WORK STUDY POSITION

The Collegian has one position available

for a work study person. Your job will t>e

taking ads, answering phones, and 8orr>e

misc. work. The hours avaiable are Mon
11-1, Wed 11-1, T 1 2:30, and Fri 11-12:30
Applications are being accepted until Fri

2/24 at 3:» PM
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Minutewomenhoop splits

over theweekend

Colleirian photo by Andr Melirr

Jerrie Bernier, driving through traffic, had a big part in the win over

Duquesne.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts womens

basketball team remained at .500 in the

Atlantic 10 as they spUt two conference

games over the weekend to bring their

Atlantic 10 record to 3-3.

The women hoopsters fared well on

Monday afternoon as they came from 16

points behind at halftime to defeat

Duquesne 61-59.

The Minutewomen found themselves on

the short end of the stick in their venture to

Morganstown and their clash with the

Mountaineers of West Virginia by a 77-64

count, on Saturday.

"I felt as though we played very weU. It

was a close game all the way through. But

they are a good, solid, deep team," said

UMass coach Barbara Stevens, on the

Mountaineer loss.

UMass stayed in the game thanks to the

play of freshman Karen Fitzgerald, who

started at center and took the place of

injured forward Karen Damminger. and

Jerrie Bernier. a regular starter at the

forward position.

Fitzgerald, who played her best game so

far this season according to Stevens, scored

21 points and pulled down 13 rebounds

against a bigger front line. Bernier. who

Stevens calls the steadiest and most unsung

player on the team, contributed 16 points

and seven rebounds.

The Minutewomen utilized a press that

was very effective, causing 31 turnovers

during the game. But. unfortunately it was

not enough to contain the likes of Olivia

Bradley, who dominated inside by pouring

in 19 points and yanking down 17 boards, as

well as blocking three shots. Kim Houser

contributed 22 points to the West Virginia

effort.

"I'm pleased with the overall play of the

team. We got into foul trouble, and the

Banda.

runner KaylaMomj
with talent yet to be tapped

By M.E. MURRAY academically-oriented," agrees

Collegian Staff "The other schools seemed more m-

"It was like stumbling on a jewel." terested in her running than academics.

That's how University of Massachusetts We didn't take that approach.' ^

women's track coach Kalekeni Banda "She's a goal-oriented person says

describes his introduction to freshman Banda. "She has leadership qualities, is

running sensation Kayla Morrison. "At always willing to help people, and seems
• •

•

like she can do anything she wants.

"We are now teaching her how to prac-

tice. It's tough but she's not complaining.

She's very coachable."

"The 200 (meters) is my favorite." says

Morrison. "I accelerate and hit my top

^ „..„..^ „^ speed around seventy meters and I feel

EngUuid.'and has a sho't at making it to strong enough to hold on past that. I have

the NCAA Championships. to work on my technique, though,

Morrison was bom in Brooklyn, New especially indoors on the turns."

first. I didn't think she could be very

good," says Banda, "or I would have

heard something about her."

What a difference a year makes.

Eighteen-year-old Morrison is now a stan-

dout on a talented UMass squad, is rank-

ed among the best sprinters in New

York and moved at an early age to Hart

ford, Connecticut where she began to run

in a loosely-organized track league. "I

was twelve when I began running," says

Morrison. "I was fast — I used to beat the

boys." she laughs.

She competed at the high -school level,

winning some, losing others. She was fast

all right — but something was missing.

"V^en I saw her run," recalls Banda,

"it was the icing on the cake. She had

raw-talent but wasn't a properly-trained

runner; no technique."

Others saw that raw-talent. Morrison

was actively recruited by the universities

of Rhode Island and Connecticut. Penn

State and Howard University.

"When I heard about those other

schools, I just alK>ut gave up," says Ban-

da. "1 couldn't compete with the offers

they made."
"Banda laid it on the line for me,

"

mits Morrison. "He didn't fool with ,.,c

like the others. They wanted me but

wanted to make it easier for me to go

mere. I didn't like that."

'She decided to come because she is

"She's almost too fast for the 200

meters," says her coach, noting that,

because of her rough technique, Morrison

almost ran through a turn at the

Budweiser Light Invitational in Boston

last week.

"As she gets better, technically, the 200

may be her event. Right now, I think she

will excel at the one-hundred meter dash

outdoors."

While indoors. Morrison has specialized

in the fifty-five meters sprint, an event

that she now holds the school-record in.

"It's what 1 mean by raw-talent," notes

Banda. "She came back after almost a

— -•h without a race; back from

mas. New Years, and aU the trimm-

ings; back without a practice - and she

ripnt^'i "f*
" "^ in the fifty-tlvf meters

That •';.

iiiu^rn to earn a spot at the New
onships coming up in two

.,,. stern " a week later, and

nljout two-tenths of a second shy of quali-

f>'ing for the NCAA Indoor Track Cham-

pionships to be held in Syracuse, New

bench did not contribute as much as usual,

but I don't think that West Virginia thought

they had it until the end," noted Stevens.

Against Duquesne, it was a different

story.

In the first half, UMass could do nothing

right. They shot 6 of 35 (13 percentVfrom

the field, while Duquesne shot a little under

50 percent and opened up a commanding 36-

20 lead.

"They came out fired up and ready to go,

and got going very quickly. We played run

and gun with them in the first half and did

some stupid things. I told them at halftime

if we want to get back in this, we have to

slow the pace down," said Stevens.

The Minutewomen responded by scoring

the first eight points of the second half

sinking four of five shots. They settled

down and sk)wly got back in the game and

about halfway through the half, UM took

the lead 49-48.

It was pretty much a seesaw battle for the

rest of the game as UMass effectively

slowed the pace down using a man-to-man

defense and playing a half court game as

they held on for the win.

"I told them to take their time and that

everything is not going to come at once.

Wendy Ward was our clutch player. When
we needed a basket she scored, and she also

pulled down some big offensive rebounds at

the end of the game. It's nice to win number

10. "added Stevens.

Rebecca Kucks played a strong game to

lead the Minutewomen with 17

points. Barbara Hebel added 12 points

(11 of those came in the big second half) and

Jerrie Bernier played another good game
and ended up with 10 points.

UMass" record now stands afa respectable

10-14. which is twice as many wins as last

season. They travel to Rhode Island on

Thursday for another important Atlantic

Ten clash.

Minutemanbaseball
team nractice underway

York March ^X^.continwed on page 15

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

There still may be a little more snow

before we"re through. It's also the middle

of February. But that hasn't stopped the

University of Massachusetts baseball team

from gearing up for the upcoming Spring

season.

The pitchers and catchers have been going

at it for the past week under the watchful

eyes of Head Coach Dick Bergquist. in his

18th year of coaching. The remainder of the

squad started practice last week.

Bergquist, who will be looking to improve

on last year's 20-17 mark, is excited about

this year's schedule, which includes a West

Coast swing at the University of New
Mexico Turqoise Tournament.

"This is the largest schedule we've ever

had to play," Bergquist said. "We are a

member of the Atlantic Ten Conference this

year and that gives us a few more games to

play." Last year. UMass was a member of

the East Coast Athletic Conference

(ECAC).

UMass has a number of players returning

from last year's squad including senior third

baseman Andy Connors and senior pitcher

Tony Presnal.' Connors and Presnal will be

acting as captains and will provide

leadership for the team." UMass also

returns iunior catcher Todd Ezold. who is

urrently in contention for a spot on the

United States Olympic Team. In all,

thirteen lettermen will be returning.

Although UMass has some reasoned

!
veterans returning. Bergquist is cautious

about this season s outlook. "It's still too

continued on page 15

Colleirian file piioto

UMass baseball coach Dick Berg-

quist is leading practices already for

the spring.
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DuBois day
proclaimed

by Governor
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

In honor of the founding father of the

Civil Rights Movement and America's

Father of Sociology today has been
proclaimed "W.E.B. Du Bois Day" by
Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis.

A proclamation reading yesterday at the

University of Massachusetts by Sheila

Wilkerson of Dukakis's Western
Massachusetts office and the first showing

of "Another View: Berkshire County's

Black Revolutionary Patriot," marked the

proclamatk>n in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Bom in Great Barrington, Mass., on this

date back in 1868 Dr. Du Bois was a scholar,

prolific writer, government servant,

novelist and a world traveler.

David G. Du Bois, a visiting professor in

the Department of Afro-American Studies

and Department of Journalistic Studies and
Dr. Du Bois' step-son said Dr. Du Bois

stands high on the list of historical figures

whose "contribution, impact and influence

has extended far beyond the shores of this

nation, to the world at large."

Du Bois said his step-father's major

contribution to America and the world were
his prophecies. Alluding to the fact that

three fourths of the earth's inhabitants are

peoples of color and that "these people still

suffer from the devastating effects of

economic exploitation, political domination

and great power chauvinism.

"In our own great nation, that seems

incapable of guaranteeing for its own
citizens of color, its own Third World

community justice, equal opportunity and

the pursuit of happiness," he said.

Du Bois said the proclamation of W.E.B.

Du Bois day in Massachusetts as well as the

1979 designation of Du Bois boyhood home,

a National Historical landmark in Great

Barrington are "important beginnings in

recognition of the enormous contribution of

W.E.B. Du Bois to his country and to the

world," he said.

However, Du Bois said W.E.B. Du Bois'

recognition should not end with these

actions. He said there are national and

international forces that would overcast Dr.

Du Bois' works "beneath a mountain of

falsehoods, distortions and scorn."

"We must guarantee that this

proclamation becomes a living expression of

our conviction that in our time, in our own
place, the legacy Dr. Du Bois has left us,

lives and is passed on to succeeding

generations," he said.

Collcffiui piMto b; David P. U«ab«r

SIGNS OF SPRING? — Jeanie Conlon, a junior psychology major en-

joys yesterday's unusually warm weather with refreshing mud pie ice

cream cone in Amherst center.

Businesses

may fund

bus service

SGA inuproarover campaign
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

After an unusually active two hour

debate, the Undergraduate Student Senate

last night voted to allow a SGA presidential

hopeful team to campaign under fabricated

names.
Gumby (Paul) Gosselin and Camel (Jim)

Murphy said they "want to address impor-

tant issues which may be overlooked by the

other candidates
.

"

Senate members opposed to the motion

that legitimized the candidacy challenged

whether the use of ficticious names is in ac-

cordance with SGA campaign rules. Some
senators questioned the seriousness of the

campaign and the use of a $250 student ac-

tivities grant given to all presidential

tickets. Several senators also pointed out

the candidates' status as seniors at the

University, questioning their ability to

serve in office if elected.

"The senate does not have the power to

limit any candidacy." said Senate Speaker

Chris Sullivan. The use of a different first

name does not violate any bylaws. Sullivan

Ctmtinved on page 7

By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

A Hadley businessman is leading a drive

to raise money to help pay for the Pioneer
Valley Transit system in that town.
Charles Bowles. President of Carbur's
restaurant, and a part owner of Interskate

91 in the Hampshire Mall, said he had
"verbal agreements" with other business
establishments on Route 9 to donate $6,000
to the town. PVTA busses shuttle some
3.000 students daily along the six mile

stretch of Route 9 through Hadley.

"I think the bus provides considerable

business interest in the town." Bowles said.

"I think businesses, in general, are willing

to make some financial support." Bowles

said he was the chairman of the Tran-

sportation Committee five years ago when

they were considering joining PVTA.

Selectman Donald Pipczynski said

Bowles told the board Friday that he could

raise up to $7,000 but added that he would
have a definite figure at the town meeting
next month. Pipczynski said any donations

would be put in the town's General Fund.

The transit system cost Hadley $14,500

this fiscal year. The total assessment for

the town is $135,000 but the town is

reimbursed by the five college system
which receives state and federal subsidies.

Pipczynski said the board decided

Tuesday to put a warrant article about the

town's PVTA membership annually in the

town meeting. He said state law requires a

town to hold a special ballot vote before it

can legally withdraw from a transit system.

The consent of a majority of town meeting

members is required to put the question on

a ballot.

Pipczynski said the town will still be in

the transit system until June, 1985 at the

end of the fiscal year. He said the warrant
article is "basically a safeguard article" to

protect the town from unexpected costs.

Last year amid discontent with the

transit service, the town voted to withdraw
from the system, but the decision was
illegal because the town did not follow the
procedure required by state law.

Chinese press educates its readers r
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
(Collegian Correspondent

The news in China also "talks" to its readers m a

language they understand, Yuanru said. The level of

education of the community reading a story dictates the

The primary fiinction of the press in The People's style in which the story '« ;^«*",/"r!^;^;f ^^^^^^^
Republic of China is to educate the Chinese society, said municate an idea, a sense of necessity...that will benent

the director of the Culture and Education Section, Home our people."
,«„^oH»m «hp "shares the

News for Foreign Service, at Xinhua, the state news agen- Yuanru said ^hat through journalism she sh^^es^^^

or in China yesterday at the University of Massachusetts, lives and feelings of many of my people and the press

"The press is a mirror and a conscience of a society," retlects China s socialist society in ways that work in the

said Rui Yuanru at a lecture sponsored by UMass Interna- interest of the people."
, ^, _^ ^. _,

.

,

tional Programs. Yuanru said that the press in China is "If China fails m a national effort, the Chinese people

not based on free enterprise as it is in the United States. fail as well," Yuanru said. China fought for political,

mepWss informs arid educates people to mobilize, and economic and cultural independence, and while it

form national goals," Yuanru said. One major media (in- welcomes helpful efforts from other nations, it must rely

eluding newspapers and television) campaign in China is to on its own efforts to continue socialist modernization,

control DODulation growth and teach strict family plann- she said. ..... i ai;

fng Thi^'vemrneS currently provides families with 30 "Socialist modernization is not necessarily Western

i^rcent oftheir children's ex^^^ modernization." Yuanru said. To understand this and

5^e media's responsibility to reveal this and expose other other concepts better, journ^.sts from China and the

^ncTrTdXXZLL and opinions of the iation. she Western nations must learn from one another aijd en

-

concerns, uuiituiue«, iut;«a y
courage "friendship and cooperation on an equal basis.
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"I guess we're all gonna be what we're

gonna he.
*'

— Don Williams
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Reagan defends withdrawal;

claimsUS has not lost yet'
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan

last night defended his decision to withdraw

Marines from Beirut, saying, "we are not

bugging out, we are just going into a little

more defensible position."

"I don't think you can say we have lost as

yet," he said at his first formal news con-

ference of 1984.

In a long answer to a question whether the

United States had lost credibility during

the recent turmoil in Lebanon, Reagan
referred to the Marine withdrawal as

"redeploying" and said American forces

couldn't just "stay there as a target,

hunkering down."

"But as long as there's a chance for a

peaceful solution...we're not bugging out,

we're just going into a little more defensible

position."

Some 1,300 Marines are being withdrawn
on Reagan's orders from Beirut to U.S.

Navy ships offshore as Lebanon's gover-

nment and army are battered by Syrian-

backed rebels.

Reagan said his decision for a

"redeployment" did not represent
"surrender" or a "cut-and-run" policy of any
kind. He said the Marines could be sent

back into Lebanon if that would "improve

the possibility of carrying out their

mission."

"I don't see their mission as being over

yet," he said.

He labeled as "disgraceful, frankly."

speculation that Secretary of State George
Shultz might resign because of the failure of

American attempts to work out a solution

to the Lebanese crisis.

Askew's campaign strategy hinges

onNew Hampshire primary results
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DERRY, N.H. (AP) - Former Florida

Gov Reubin Askew said yesterday he may

drop out of the race for the Democratic

presidential nomination if he doesn t fmish

in the top four in New Hampshire's state

primary Tuesday.

The determining factor. Askew said, will

be how Sen. John Glenn of Ohio fares. He
said a poor showing by Glenn would make

room fOT another Democrat to emerge as

the alternative to front-runner Walter

Mondale in several southern contests

March 13, and he doubts the more liberal

Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado would fill the

biU.

"There's no question if I don't do as well

as I think I should do in New Hampshire, it

becomes another period of assessment,"

Askew said during a taped mterview with

television sUtion WNDS. "I'd like to finish

in the top half."

In hitching his star to his rival from Ohio,

Askew is hoping Glenn's setback in the

Iowa caucuses will spill into New Hamp-
shire and breath new life into his own
longshot candidacy.

Askew finished ahead of only Sen. Ernest

Hollings of South Carolina in Iowa, a

contest Hollings sat out because of limited

resources.

"I'm going to have to, obviously, have a

better showing in New Hampshire than I

did in Iowa in order to get into super

Tuesday," Askew said of the March 13

contests.

He attributed his back-of-the-pack Iowa

finish to the caucus system, which Askew
said makes it possible for one group to

dominate the turnout and pick a winner.

Mondale's first place - which put him 3-1

over second-place finisher Hart was

credited largely to his organization and the

efforts of organized labor.

AP Laacrphoto

PULL OUT: Washingrton — Colorado Sen. Gary Hart, a democratic

presidential candidate, announced he has introduced legislation that

would require immediate withdrawal of most American troops in Cen-

tral America. He said the US in that region is "a bully looking for a

fight."

' Bubble boy' dead of heart failure

after a lifetime of sterile isolation
HOUSTON (AP) David, the 12-year-old

"bubble boy" who spent his entire life in

sterile rooms because he had no immunity

to disease, died last night at Texas

Children's Hospital, spokeswoman
Susannah Moore Griffin said.

Death was attributed to heart failure.

Griffin said. David's family - mother, father

and 15-year-old sister - were in the room at

the time, she said. The boy's family name

has never been disclosed.

"The cause of the heart failure is

unknown," his doctor, William T. Shearer,

said in a statement released by the hospital.

About 6 p.m., he developed irregular

heartbeats. At 8 p.m., the heart failed.

Griffin said.

Besides his parents and sister, the boy's

grandparents and cousins were at the

hospital. Griffin said she did not know
whether any heroic measures were taken to

restart the heart.

The death came just 33 hours after he

went on the critical list and less than 12

hours after he was placed on a breathing

device.

He was unconscious from the time he

went on the breathing device, first with

sedation and later because he became
comatose, she said.

Newstrain ofAIDSreported
in CentralAfrica
BOSTON - AIDS is spreading in central Africa, and

unlike most U.S. victims of the deadly disease, people
there may be getting it through heterosexual contact,
researchers conclude.

The doctors found 23 cases of AIDS among Africans who
were treated in Belgium. Some of the cases dated back to

early 1979, about the same time that the mysterious
outbreak was first spotted among homosexual men in the

United States.

"We believe that AIDS is a new disease that is spreading
in Central Africa," the doctors concluded in today's New
England Journal of Medicine.

They suggested that people from Equatorial Africa be
considered to be another group at high risk of getting

AIDS.
Most documented cases of the incurable Ubiess so far

have been in the United States, where AIDS is largely

confined to male homosexuals and abusers of needle drugs.

Haitians, hemophiliacs and people who get blood tran-

sfusions are also at higher-than-usual risk.

Female sex partners of male victims have gotten the

disease, but heterosexual spread of AIDS in the United
States appears, so far, to be rare.

MOM AND DAUGHTER: Worcester — Ursa Minor, a 19 year-old

female polar bear, introduces her 84 day-old cub to the real world for

the first time. Both bears have been in their den since the birth last

December.

Digest
By The Associated Press

Policeandfirefighters union

urgesamendment toprop^ 2y2
BOSTON - Morale among Massachusetts police and

firefighters has plummeted and some contract disputes
have dragged on for years due to a ban on the use of
binding arbitration in contract talks, union leaders and
yesterday.

The union officials urged the legislature's Public Service
Committee to amend Proposition 2Vi and allow some form
of "closure

" on contract disputes to force cities and towns
to bargain in good faith with their public safety employees.

But municipal officials said the bill, which died in

committee last year, could result in an arbitrator awarding

a contract amount that the city or town couldn't raise due
to constraints of tax-limiting Proposition 2 Vi

.

Jackson office

hit by vandals
SPRINGFIELD - Two

plate glass windows were
smashed at the downtown
campaign office of

Democratic presidential
candidate Jesse Jackson, a
campaign aide said
yesterday.

Office manager Ann
Bailey said nothing was
damaged inside the office

and there was no money
kept there to steal.

"It's just ordinary van-

dalism. We feel the motive
was robbery. Had it been
someone out to be mean,
there were plenty of ex
pensive machines here to
damage," she said, noting
the office is equipped with
electric typewriters, a
television and a $2,000
copying machine.

Trimesterabortions 'justifiabk'

in extreme cases, doctors say

BOSTON - In rare cases, abortion is "morally justifiable"

during the last three months of pregnancy, but only if

physicians are sure the fetus is certain to die or have no

mental awareness, a group of doctors contends.

Abortions are frequently denied after 24 weeks of

development, the point at which the fetus may be able to

survive on its own outside the womb.

In its landmark decision in 1973, the Supreme Court said

specifically that abortions are permissible during the last

three months of pregnancy "to preserve the life or health

of the mother."

A report in today's New England Journal of Medicine
argues that these third-trimester abortions are also

permissible if the fetus is so badly deformed that it is sure
to die within a few weeks or is "characterized by the total

or virtual absence of cognitive function." In addition, it

said, physicians must have foolproof tests to spot the
problem.

The doctors were able to identify just one disorder that
fulfiUs these guidelines, a fatal brain malformation called

anencephaly. But as prenatal tests get better, they said, a
few other defects may also qualify.

The report was written by Dr. Frank A. Chervenak of
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine in New York and experts from
Yale and Georgetown universities.

Correction
The Sylvan area government did not veto the

new Student Government Constitution as reported

in yesterday's Collegian.
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Commission on
rent control

meeting tonight
By MICHAEL MEAGHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Rent Control Study Commission will hold a

public hearing to gather data about living conditions and

rent levels in the town at 7:30 tonight in the Bangs

Community Center.

The commission, created at the Fall town meeting, is

designed "to study the housing market to determine

whether there is a need for rent control in Amherst and to

report its findings to the town," Kenneth Mosakowski ,

chairman of the commission, said.

Mosakowski said the seven-member commission includes

representatives from the Board of Assessors, the Housing

Authority, the Fair Housing Commission, the Landlord-

Tenant relations Committee and two at -large ap-

pointments.

We kmrw what all the arguments are (on

rent control). It's been going back and forth

for a while — Kenneth Mosakowski, chair

of the Rent Control Study Commission.

Mosakowski said the commissioners share an expertise in

the housing field, while each has a specific area of interest.

The question of whether or not the town should have a

rent control ordinance has been debated for the past 10

years, Mosakowski said. "We know what all the

arguments are. It's been going back and forth for a while,"

he said.

Mosakowski said he hopes the hearings will bring forth

new information about living conditions in Amherst.

"We're trying to collect information that the town

meeting can utilize to decide upon whether or not the town

of Amherst needs a rent control ordinance," he said.

Mosakowski asked that residents wishing to be

recognized at the hearings provide written documentation

of their presentations and that any oral presentations be

limited to factual information.

In 1974 a similar commission's study of the issue con-

cluded that there was no need for rent control in the town

at that time.

Mosakowski said the 1974 conunbsion didn't adequately

cover the issue. "At this point the conunission has

collected twice as much data as the original group," he

said.

The commission is expected to make an interim report of

its findings at the first session of the Spring town meeting

in May. A final report, including any recommendations is

scheduled to be released in September.

A second meeting will be held March 1st at the Town
HaU.

Students can seek
town meeting seats
By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students interested m local

government and issues affecting students and the campus

can become Amherst Town Meeting members.

Articles raised at meetings range from street lights and

bus zones to the school budget. Rent control, last year's

main issue, was resolved when several town meeting

members, both students and tenants, had a rent control

commission succesfully approved. However, Tom Ahern,

CO president of the Student Government Association

(SGA) said rent control may become a major issue again by

next Fall. Another important issue this Spring will be a

proposed nuclear freeze.

To become a town meeting member, Ahern said, a

student who has registered to vote must pick up

nomination papers at Amherst Town Hall and obtain

signatures from 10 other registered voters in their

precinct.

Amherst is divided into eight different precincts, some

more competitive than others. The Orchard HOI area

which is designated precinct three has the fewest town

meeting members so the competition to become a member

is less severe.

Nomination papers are due next Tuesday by 4:30 p.m. at

the Town Hall, with the 10 signatures.

"If students are there running for office, then other

students will be prompted to vote," Ahem said. He also

said it is very important for students to know their local

government because it's the government body closest to

them.

The town meetings include approximately 242 town

meeting members, and a finance board and a select board

which can each give its opinions on the articles raised.

William F. Field, Dean of students at UMass and Town

Meeting moderator said it is the right of any citizen to get a

petition form concerning an issue and get a specified

number of signatures.

Students who are interested in becoming mvolved or

want to find out more about the town meetings can attend

an informative meeting next Monday fi-om 7-9 p.m. The

next town meeting is on Wednesday, February 29th where

the rent control commission will give a current report.
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BUBBLE BLOWERS — Marc Angrelone (right) and Therese Rogera (left) both of Methuen
Mass., compete in Amherst center to see who can blow the most bubbles.

Lesbian Union offers weekly discussions

By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Since 1976, the Lesbian Union (LU) at the University of

Massachusetts has been offering gay women, and those

who think they might be gay, a chance to meet with other

women and discuss the experiences of lesbian living.

There are currently 20 active LU members participating

in weekly discussions and social functions, including back:

packing trips, canoeing, and volleyball.

Susan Ethier, a junior theater major and LU member
said women who are "coming out," or discovering they are

lesbians, can find help and support at the LU.

"A lot of people only know about the People's Gay
Alliance (PGA) and the men in that organization can be

intimidating," she said.

According to Kathy Gendrop, an LU member and a

junior history major, the Northampton area communities

have the largest lesbian population in Massachusetts but

the predominant population of gay men is centralized in

Provincetown, Mass. on Cape Cod.

"A lot of women come in and out of the LU office, but

because Amherst and Northampton are such positive

communities for gay women to live in, many of them go to

other groups in the area." she said.

The discussions held in the LU office in the Student

Union Thursday, focus on specific topics relating to

Lesbians' experiences with family, friends, discrimination

and relationships.

"We talk about different topics, such as coming out, how
your high school friends are dealing with you, or how your

family treats you," Gendrop said.

Ethier said although gay and lesbian issues appear in the

media more often today, "some people treat you different"

when they find out you are gay.

"All the interpersonal problems relate to sexual

preference," she said. "The problems in a heterosexual

relationship are the same in a homosexual one. People still

fight, just change their names."

Gendrop said today's generation of gays is "less in-

timidated by society."

"We're healthy gays today. In the old days, gay people

were in the closet, and relig^ion made people feel guilty.

They were forced to live double lives," she said.

According to Ethier, if a woman finds out she is gay,

"she doesn't have to change."

"Being straight isn't the only way to be, and being gay
isn't the only way to be either. You've just got to be

yourself," she said.

US, Poland face political uncertainity
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

The future poUtical relationship between the United

States and Poland remains uncertain, appointed am-
bassador to Poland John Scanlan said last night at the

University of Massachusetts School of Management.

rollffian pkoto b^ DavM P. D*ub*T

John Scanlon; appointed ambassador to

Poland.

Scanlan, who in late 1982 was appointed, by President

Reagan, to the post of American ambassador to Poland, is

still waiting for the Polish government's decision regarding

the acceptance of his post.

Describing the present relationship between the two

nations as at "a time of impasse," Scanlan said, there is no

clear indication of how this relationship will be in the

future. Both nations have a lot to gain and a lot to lose by

whichever way the relationship turns, he said.

He stated the reason for the delayed response from the

Polish government on his appointment was nothing more

than a strictly political refusal.

"It has nothing to do with me," he said.

Scanlan's 28 years of experience in the U.S. Foreign

Service have primarily been devoted to the Soviet Union

and the Eastern European nations. He served eight years

in Poland, spent several years in the Soviet Union, and also

served two years in the Yugoslavian embassy.

"The Polish government sees us in a very bad light. From
their point, our relationship is very weak and they

therefore find it very difficult to respond to us. They are

upset with our reporting of Polish events and incidents,

calling our media 'inaccurate journalists'," the diplomat

said.

Scanlan emphasized that the United States and Poland

have traditionally had a very special relationship, dating

back to the American Revolution when two Polish generals

fought and died for America.

Scanlon stressed that in the past aa well as in the present,

U.S. foreign policy towards Poland has been nuirked by

periods of differentiation.

"We look to see to what degrree they pursue their internal

and external policies with regard to the Soviet Union. If

they alter their policies from their Communist neighbor

and respond to our policies with greater openness, we will

reward them with friendlier and more cooperative

behavior," Scanlon said.

According to Scanlan, the relationship between the two

takes a spiral-like form. He said that presently, with the

revocation of martial law and the release of poHtical

prisoners from Poland, the spiral appears to be in

downward direction.
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Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts .

call Travel Time. Before

your group plans its

_ next trip—any size

group—call us for a price quotation. We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points In the

U.S.A. and Canada.
r«B

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches

• Mini-Buses

School Buses

Well also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group. Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

Bus Lines Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, f^A

Call General Office and Charier Service 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

HAPPY HOUR
7 days a week I

3-7 p.m.

• DomaMic bMf ft.

• 12 07. Ofsught beef 50*

- most mixed drinks $1.

(3p.m.-10 p.m.)

3 T.V.'s

Tuesday Night ...

LADIES' NIGHT

piuas • grinders • burgers

salads • soups • chili

calicoes • steak sandwiches

1 Bridge SI .
Northampton

586 1^26

Mrs 11 ami am daily

UMASS
GOES

WEST TO VAIL
SPRING BREAK $569.

I March 19-26 Includes:

t Round Trip Air

I
Transfers

I
7 Nights/5 Day Lifts

t Extras

t 545-3437 »

Call UMass Ski Club Now

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mult be 1> to enter

Open til 2

665 4937
24 Hour Toperi Metioge

i^X

rusty nail 6^^
PROUDLY PRESENTS

/zri

TONIGHT - THE RADIATORS
1960's Rock & Roll

BRING ANY SIZE MUG WE'LL FILL IT

FOR 25' TILL THE KEGS RUN OUT
Friday 24th - JOHN BUTCHER AXIS

$5.00 cover charge w/UMass ID

Sat. 25th - Driving Rock €f Roll with

ARCH RIVAL
$2.00 cover charge w/UMass ID

Every Night Bottled Beer $1.00 7-9.30

All tickets available Wednesdays
in the Campus Center

!*«= ^^ ^^

Auditor is needed by the SGA
Treasurer's Office to monitor the

financial records of Recognized Stu-

dent Organizations. Accounting ex-

perience and knowledge of the RSO
system is advantageous. Great oppor-

tunity to gain experience.
Applica-

tions available at the SGA Treasurer's]

Office 407 S.U.B. and are due Feb. 28,

1984. UMass SGA is an AA/EEO.

The Hungry
YOURWEEKLY CALENDAR

<

]

i^% ^«i rf^

Monday

PIZZA NITE
99* Pitcher

with the purchase

of a large pizza

Tuesday

2inl
JUMBO
DRINKS
3 'til closing

2 for 1 on AU BEER

Thursday

2inl
JUMBO
DRINKS

3-6pm and 9 'til close

2 for 1 on All BEER

HAPPY HOUR 3pm-6pn and 9|mi 'til cloitos

CHECK OUT OUR SPECIAL HAPPY HOUR MUNCHIE MENU!

Spirits, Sustenance & Sauce
55 University Drive, Amherst, MA • 549-5713

IlieGlobe'sherer

delivered to your door on campus
___, Dally .15/jcopx__„^Sunda^j50/cp£Y.«_._.««'""""""""

2/27/84"57l6784

Please fill out form and return with check made payable

to:

Ron Huberdeau Daily Only, 62 days, $9.30

P.O. Box 969 ^ Sunday Only, 9 issues, $4.S0

Amherst, MA 01004 D Dally & Sunday, $13.80

253-7009

Your Name: ^

Campus Address ——

-

0M PHI MU DELTA

Phi Mu Delta invites all

UNIVERSITY WOMEN to a Little

Sister Rush.

Date: 2/23/84

Place: Phi Mu Delta

Refreshments will be served

at 8:00 p.m.

For further information

concerning our Little Sister

Program, call Dave at

256-6802

a
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FUN AND SUN DAY: Yesterday's unseasonably warm weather was great incentive for these

UMass Hacky Sackers beside the Student Union.

Early morning fire

being investigated
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police responded to a report

of a suspicious fire at 2 a.m. yesterday in Cashin dormitory

in the Sylvan Residential Area.

The fire, in a second floor stairway trash can, was found

and extinguished by students, according to UMass
spokeswoman Anne Wood. The building was evacuated

and police, Amherst Fire Department and UMass
Department of Public Safety officials responded, though

there was no damage or reported injuries, she said.

"We are checking it out and investigating it as a fire, and
the cause has not been determined," said UMass Public

Safety Director Gerald T. O'Neil, who said he felt the fire

was "not related to last semester."

Wood said. "I don't think there's really any way to tell at

this point" if the fire is connected with last semester's

series of more than 40 suspicious fires, which occurred in

trash cans and on bulletin boards.

The investigation into those fires is still open and in-

vestigators are scheduled to report to the Grand Jury on

the case sometime this month, according to Northwestern

District Attorney W. Michael Ryan.

The district attorney and state fire marshal are involved

in the investigation of yesterday's fire as well, Wodd said.

Dairy farming seminar concludes today
By KATE PUTNEY
Collegian Correspondent

Dairy farmers from all over New England are coming

together at the University of Massachusetts today to

discuss problems of overproduction in the United States

dairy industry.

The Massachusetts Dairy Farmer's seminar is entitled

"Marketing and Management: The Challenge of '84" and is

being held through today in the Campus Center

auditorium.

The featured speaker yesterday was Dr. Lew Mix, an

economist for Agway, Incorporated. He emphasized the

importance of "trying to improve output per cow rather

than total herd size." He discussed the federal govern-

ment's attempts at helping the farmer through the "dairy

diversion program," and how these efforts are stUl falling

short of the required cutbacks in production needed to

make any impact on the surplus.

Mix said the next two years will be a critical time for

dairy farmers calling it, "truly a period of the survival of

the fittest,'

around."

but also said that "by 1986 things will turn

John W. Denison, director of the Stockbridge College,

said he felt having the seminar at UMass is a "great

blessing" because the faculty of Stockbridge likes to see

representatives of the farming industry come to the

campus because it gives students an opportunity to join in

discussions.

Dr. Mix is probably one of the moat knowledgeable people

around in regard to dairy problems. It's very important

for local dairy farmers to keep aware of the situation,"

Russ Davenport, a dairy farmer from Shelbourne,

Massachusetts, said. Davenport owns a herd of 90

registered holstein cows.

BUI Tomlinson, a North Attleboro dairy farmer, said he

did not think small dairy farmers in New England and on

the East Coast should have to pay for the excesses of large

Western dairy conglomerates. According to Mix, New
England's milk production accounts for approximately five

to six percent of the excess in the country.

The seminar will continue today from 9:30 a.m. to 3:10

p.m. Lectures will include topics such as health care for

cattle and dairy farm management.

Amherst's

Microcomputing

Center

The Compatible Compahv

Equip your office or home with an IBM compatible

word processing and information system.

n22E^3 comes complete with parallel, serial

^^ItTffesgraphics, large memory and 'multimate' -a

celebrated word processing program.

Computer Works completes the package - with

the industry-standard information processing software.

Purchase corona 2 orive computer for Vfcw5l

and get dBASE ' for only $99.

266 N. Pleesent St. Amherst

253-5673 Mon-sat 10-5

In other police action:

Police received a report of annoying behavior shortly

before 4 p.m. Tuesday. Police said a woman was followed

from her dormitory in the Southwest Residential Area to

Hasbrouck laboratory. Police have a description of the

suspect and the case is under investigation.

A pair of pants and a wallet, valued at $55, were reported

stolen from a locked locker in Curry Hicks men's

lockerroom. Police received the report of breaking and

entering and larcency shortly after 4 p.m. Tuesday. Police

said there was evidence of prying into the locker, and there

are no suspects.
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Now's th« ««
to call

North Amherff
Motors

Ea»«rt rayalrs 90

r««*ntfltl«iiiMS.

Rt. 63, No Amherat

549-2600
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PERSONALIZED

STYL£ HAIRCUTS

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I Expirw 2/297M C |

PtaM* C.N for an

Appointmant

Styles by
Deborah

66 UniversitY Drive

Amhwst. MA/5W-5610

$7.00
(with this coupon)

110.00 with

Shampoo and
Blow Dry

I $11.60 Long Hair

I

I

Vl-TH€
weeKeMDCR

il osundavs at Worcester & HawpshlreO
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Education and Social Transformation

A Panel Discussion

Monday, February 11, 1984 at 7:30 pm
Herter 231

Joseph Dufffy, Chancellor, University of Massachusetts, moderator

David Magnani, Citizen Involvement Training Project, School of Education

Johnnella Butler. Afro-American Studies, Smith College

luan Aulestia, CASA LATINA, INC

Paulo Freire, author of Pedagogy of the Oppitssed respondent

Co-sponsored by

The Institute for Advanced Study of the Humanities and che School of Education

AMHERST
PUB SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

3-Day Sale Wed. Thur. Fri.

FASHION TWO-TONE
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS

ONLY 12.95*Reg. 17.95

White with Teal - White with Rasberry - WhitewithPurpl^Size^-M-L-XL

n PhPto by Dwayn* Aut«rv

^ 5.00 OFF
w/coupon

John Cruise - Virgianne M. Janeczek - Laurie Carter - Susan C. IS^orth

Open M-f 9-5

John Cruise -
vjIJiJ

3-Day Sale |

present coupon at |

time of purchase I

2 TONE HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Reg. 17.95 w/coupon 12.95

coupon valid 2-16 to 2-17-84 Quantity

I

I
I

I

I

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Ombudsofficeaides community through mediation,persuasion
By BOBBI GUILLERM
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Om-
buds Office resolves grievances between
members of the University community by
using "the power of persuasion," accor-

ding to Assistant Ombudsperson Phyllis

Foster.

Foster defined a grievance as "a situa-

tion where a person has done everything

they can do," but "there's been some viola-

tion of procedure and the system has not

worked according to the way it should

have."

According to annual reports issued by

the Ombuds Office, over 500 grievance

cases a year are recorded, and there are

also hundreds of informal inquiries.

Undergraduate and graduate students

utilize the services most often for academic
problems regarding issues such as credits,

waivers, grades and degrees, and for

nonacademic problems including fees,

financial aid, housing and the meal plan.

She said that when the staff investigates

a grievance, they begin by collecting data

from both sides.

"There's always two sides to a story,"

she said. "Our philosophy is to try to deal

with problems in the most informal way
and at the lowest level. We find that's the

most effective way."

After the necessary data is collected, a

resolution is recommended, Foster said.

"There's an understanding that the

University and its offices will cooperate

with us," she said.

The Faculty Senate document, which

established the Ombuds Office, states that

"all members of the University community

are expected to cooperate with the Om-
budsperson."

Foster, who has worked in the Ombuds

Office since shortly after its inception in

1971, said the term "ombudsman" is an

Americanization of a Swedish word mean-

ing "troubleshooter." The term originally

referred to an impartial person who col-

lected fines in cases of disputes between

families, and later came to refer to a per-

son who represented "the will of the people

without governmental interference," she

said.

Foster said the UMass Board of Trustees

conceptualized the idea of an Ombuds Of-

fice as a result of student unrest on campus

in 1%9. Students were striking as a pro-

test to Vietnam War, and the Board of

Trustees asked the Faculty Senate to set

up a task force to study and resolve pro-

blems related to heightened awareness of

and concern about the war, civil rights and

related issues.

The Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee
on the Ombudsman recommended that a

permanent Ombuds Office be set up. In

February, 1971, Ellsworth Barnard, a

member of the committee, was appointed

by the Faculty Senate and the University

administration as the first Ombudsnum.

Ccmtinued from page 1

said. Not allowing the team to run the senate would have

"restricted the basic, fundamental laws of democracy

where everyone deserves to run," he concluded.

Reuben Carlyle, a Greek Area senator, said he opposed

the motion that allowed Gumby Gosselin and Camel Mur-

phy to run because "they are making an entire mockery of

the political process."

"There is such a thing as freedom of speech, and if can-

didates can run why can't issues run?" Murphy, former

SGA President asked in response to the criticism.

"This is not a joke," he said. "I am concerned that (the)

student government is taking a conservative turn," and

this does not reflect the student body "which I feel is pro-

gressive."

Some of the issues Gosselin and Murphy said need to be

addressed are international issues, students' role in

deciding administrative policies and the SGA constitution.

Gosselin former Chair of the Public Policy Committee

said his return to the University depends upon the election

results. "Just because we are seniors doesn't mean we are

graduating," he said. Murphy added that he could "easily

finish a second degree."

When asked if he wiH support the recently approved

candidacy, current SGA co-president Tom Ahern said "I'd

rather endorse Mr. Ed."

i

r'UvBHiCliMwfMi
Hot and Sour Soup Swam and Sour Chickari

Chickan Fjr>g«ra Pan Frtod Rica (

Pan Fried RavioN Chineaa Barbaquad Pork .

BUFFET Baaf with Graan Pappar Broccoli in Oyatar Sauca)

Mon - ThurS ^^'<=''"" ^""^^ Noodlaa Chickan Winga i

5 pm - 8 pm l-unch*on Spacial h Take-Out Sarvica

;

Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.95 per person

Full Cocktail Manu
Sun - Thura 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri a Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm

10 Balchartown Road
at Rta 9, Amh>r«t
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Another full court press
1

I Catholic Marriage
|

to bring you these prices. 11

ti

1 "Dr. J," All Stars®

I Leather high and low styles

I Reg. H1.99, H4.99

I *32.00

Converse® Pro Star

Leather. Reg. ^59.00

*45.00

1984
I

a Workshop I

The Emotional and Spiritual
|

Side ofMarriage
"

i

Newman Center

Thursday, Feb. 23rd

8-10 PM
Six weekly sessions

Chairing the sessions

Rev. J. Joseph Quigley

R.H. Turcotte M.D. Psychiatrsit

Engaged, Single, Married

and Divorced Invited

S'MI

"Chuck Taylor" All Star®

Canvas. Reg. M9.99

M5.00

It takes more than natural ability to out-perform the competition.

It takes determination. That's as true in our game as it is in yours.

At Olympian, we're determined to stay one step a head of the competition.

Not just in price, but with quality brandname basketball shoes.

Which means at Olympian, you not only get a price break,

but a chance to improve your fast break, too.

UMASS SKI CLUD
SPRING BREAK 84

c^
I"'-

\XAs thriveon competition.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

/ /
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VERMONT

MARCH 18-23
OREAT
SKIINGs 179.

SKI RACE.<^

NEW ENGLAND
CLAMBAKE

INCLUDES AFTERSKl
PARTIESdUPER

SOCIAUZING
CONDOMINIUM

0. MOTEL LODGING
(four choii

MOGUL
CONTEST

SPECIAL LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT

^^ \ AND
FIRST 40 PEOPLE ^Sk MORE !

FREE TRANSPORTAli^^

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION
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Budweiser,
KING OF BEERSs

IMTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Wr««tling cpplicatiom tn (Jua M toofi M po«sit>l« fo ofdw to f»riliUt» haslth

tcrasnmg
WrMtling Tounwntnt bagin* Monday, 5 March 1984 Law yMr» taam champiorw

BLT" ara ready willing and at>la

Wraathng practica it availaWe in tha Wraatling Hoom, 237 Boydan BIdg. Tuaa/Thur»

9 15^1030 PM

With the price of tine jewelry today, it s good to

know that a lewelry-quality Siladium ring is now

more affordable than ever Save— and choose from

a variety of beautiful styles Then personalize your

nng with custom options that express your tastes,

your interests, your achievements

Every fine Siladium ring is crafted with careful attention to detail, and backed by the

ArtCarved Full Lifetime Warranty Now, at these special

savings, the value is exceptional' Don't miss this oppor-

tunity to get a beautiful buy on a fine Siladium ring Visit

the ArtCarved Ring Table soon

/IRTQIRVED'
>vCLASS RINGS INC

lea Hockay Laadan ara:

Jo Jo Starbuck Oiviaion. Puck, 4 wina, 1 tia

lea Capadaa Oiviaton, Vukon Jack, 3 win*, 1 M

Batkatball Thank you BaakattMli Otficiala

Top Scoran
Woman
Grad Fac

Undafgraduataa

P Patna

J Lavim
R Rivin

R Brum
BoctanoiMki

A (Urrol

Grad Go Ganart

Grad Go Ganar*

KBOt
KBD't
Crampton

Woman ot

Color

Sharpahootart

17 Poinu
14 Point!

17 Point*

17 Points

14 Poinu
10 Point*

Date
2/23/84 .Time.

^•30 Place outside

Q.UNIVERSITY
mUstore^

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted

Grad Fac S Ja«ar*on Education 3BPointt

V Vaughn Acadamic 28 Point*

Bahm Call Oat>ris 24 Point*

Undare'*<)u*<** J Kallav Bat* Kappa Phi 28 Pomt*

M Barry Black Magic 28 Point*

D WMiwna GomwnBaavar* 24 Point*

G OanMilt ThMchar
Radwooo* 20 Point*

S Sptctoi Skywalkar 20 Points

J Shandan Mustang* 20 Points

CoRac S Drumm ThsATaam 38Poims

V Singtwon Spwit 24Pointt

Boydan Gymnatoj Ti Baakatball VollaybatI Badrrwiton Courts ara opan Spring
|

la foNowa

Opan Play Monday thru Fnday 2 M PM 4 PM Fnday 5 30 PM 9 M PM |

Varaity Practica Monday thru Fnday 4 PM 5 » PM
Intramural Baakatball Monday lt)ru Thursday 5 30 PM untn doamg
Opan Ptay SATURDAY 12 noon untit S:X PM, SUNDAY 12 noon until 7X pm

•••Nota Racraation activity auparviaof* prolan ym.i facility uaa Your cooparation

m praaanting propwly validatad UMaaa 10 csrdi i« appraciatad 1

"• NOPE North PhyaJcal Education BIdg, BaakattMli Court* clo*ad 9 00 2 PM |

Saturday 26 Fabruary. and Sati'r lay 3 March
1

^^ ^ challenges you to
^^"^ BEAT THE CLOCK

7:00-9:00 9.00-10:00 10:00-11:00 11:00-CLOSE

50« Drinks 75C Drinks 1.25 Drinks 1.75 Drinks

75*^ ''ood 1.25 Food 1.75 Food Reg. Price- Food

Tonight - Thursday Night

Questioning the way
you use alcohol?

Drinking interfering with your studies?

Relationships? Want more control over

your drinking habits?

The Student Opportunity Program
(STOP) offers five weeks of alcohol educa-

tion and group support beginning on
February 27th (6-7:30 pm) for students

who would like to make changes in their

drinking behaviors.

To register call:

Carlene Riccelli, Ed.D
University Health Services

549-2671 X 181

To master your career in business, see

The Specialist... BentleyGraduate School.

Organizations in today's complex busi-

ness world need both competent general
managers and skilled specialists with ex-

pertise in specific business functions
Thafs why Bentley College offers stu-

dents a choice of five different graduate
business programs.

You can select from four specialized

master of science programs, in account-
ancy, computer information systems, fi-

nance or taxation, to complement your
undergraduate degree in iilDeral arts, sci-

ence, or business Or choose our unique
MBA program that, unlike most other

MBAs, is tied into our specialized pro-

grams, allowing you six areas of concentra-

tion plus interaction with fellow students

and professors with specialized perspec-
tives

Located just nine miles from Boston on
Route 128, Massachusetts' high-technol-

ogy highway, Bentley College offers grad-

uate programs that mirror the real-world

business environment where general man-
agers and their more specialized col-

leagues work hand-in-hand to achieve
success for their organizations and their

own careers

If you're looking to be the master of
your business future, see The Special-
ist. Send this coupon to the Bentley
College Graduate School or call

(617)891-2108.

r\ r^ Bentley College
Graduate School
Waltham, MA 02254

D YES, I'd like to learn more. Please send me
information on the following programs:

D MS in Accountancy D MS in Taxation

D MS in Computer D MS in Finance
Information Systems

D Master in Business Administration

I am interested in: D Full-time D Part-time

study study

Name

Street

City _ .State .Zip.

College

Major
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A few words
saya lot

Some funny things are going on across town at

Amherst College. Besides a student hunger strike

waged to protest what they see as a lack of student

input on the important issue of the future of Amherst
fraternities, there are strange utterances from the

Trustees themselves.

Josh Meyer

An "Interim Report of the Ad Hoc Trustee Committee
on Campus Life," was recently released. It was designed
to assess how Amherst can become a better, more
prestigious school than it already is, and to show how well

it's doing so far. This is all well and good. But the way in

which the assessments and suggestions were offered is

what is objectionable.

"Amherst College has many virtues. These include a
faculty of the highest scholarly accomplishment, with an
unrivaled desire and ability to teach; a student population

of the most genetically gifted, circumstantially priviledg-

ed, and academically accomplished young people in

America..."

A student population of the most genetically gifted...U I

think hard enough, the last time I heard that phrase being

bandied about was in Nazi Germany. After all, doesn't

"genetically gifted" mean inherently superior in some
trait to others of our species of ape? It certainly seems so.

The whole argument of "nature versus nurture" is

brotight under the spotlight once again. In writing this,

the Trustees refused to acknowledge the importance of

environment, family relationships, roles models, and all

other contributing factors that make up the mental emo-

tional and physical of a person. At worst "genetically

gifted" suggests the belief in something inherent in a per-

son that is the cause for their success in life, and it also

suggests that there are "genetically deprived" students

who might as well as give up in their quest for a good

education and a happy, rewarding life. At best it smacks of

elitism.

While this attitude may be stretching the signi^cance of
their unfortunate choice of words, it couldn't have come at
a more opportune time for students. The report was a

ruach _

yj mt]} fr«W"ty

I , « I I r - - - - - - * * --,- -

preliminary recommendation on how to approach the

"problem" of fraternities and the conflict they have caus-

ed at the college over the years. The report states that

Amherst is lacking in the quality of students' social life.

This may or may not be so. But whatever the final recom-

mendation may be from the Trustees, they should be more
careful, lest they appear too elite in their attitudes.

Students deserve a great deal of input into the decision

to leave the fraternity system intact or abolish it, and the

more the Trustees open themselves up to criticism, the

more bargaining power students will have, should they

choose to take advantage of the situation.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

r
Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we re^et
we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

to editing for clarity and length.

WELCOME-
mfi

to UMass!

^y DATE: February 24, 1984

TIME: 8:30 p.m.- 1:00 cm.

BAND: .3DRIVE

PLACE: Campus Center Auditoriurr

PRICE: $3.00

Debut UMass performance!

ALL WELCOME!

CASH BAR!

shared stages with: Blue Oyster Cult, Ramones, Flock of Seagulls

3nd the Tubes.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Reject Dr. K's

recent report

At best the Kissinger Commission Report on Central

America is a rubberstamp to continue support for

corrupt military regimes. The recommended pro-

gram for a massive influx of U.S. economic and military

aid (at least $8 billion over the next 5 years) to reduce

social unrest in the region is unworkable. Like solidarity

activists have asserted for years, aid experts in and out of

the Reagan administration now acknowledge that unless

major economic and political change takes place first the

aid package will only serve to artificially prolong the lives

of the dying regimes. At this point, even the major media

are reporting widespread corruption in El Salvador,

where a large portion of U.S. economic aid is diverted into

private hands of the ruling elite and sent to foreign banks

(a good share now rests in Miami).

Steven O'Halloran

Big Brother is coming to campus

As far as economic reform is concerned the Salvadoran

Constituent Assembly has done its best to block any

program for land reform. Last December it voted to in-

crease the maximum permissable acreage one family could

hold from 240 to 605 acres, while a provision was included

entitling corporations to hold more. In effect, land reform

has been completely gutted and the landless majority in El

Salvador increases. The basic problem in El Salvador is

that the ruling elite and military establishment continue to

rape the country for their own self-interest and the

government has little legitimacy.

In Guatemala, government sponsored terrorism is

widespread and growing. According to Amnesty Inter-

national. Guatemala is now the number one human rights

violator in the world. However, the Reagan ad-

ministration contends that human rights have improved.

The 500.000 refugees and the 20,000 people killed over the

last year contradict this assertion. The recommended aid

to this brutal military regime will only feed the hand that

kiUs.

Dr. Kissinger's support for the U.S. backed Contras
^operating out of Honduras and Costa Rica) who seek to

overthrow the Nicaraguan government, is the clearest

indication of his politics. The Contras are well known in

Nicaragua as the brutal remnants of the Somoza dic-

tatorship. They use the same tactics as they did under
Somoza to terrorize the people of Nicaragua: burning
villages, abducting people in the night, maiming women
and children, and killing peasants. The Contras have no
popular support in Nicaragua and they certainly are not
concerned about democracy.

It appears that Dr. Kissinger shares this lack of concern
for democracy in the region. In 1983 he said, "it is time we
stopped arguing about how much democracy there is in El
Salvador and began to understand that American strategic

interests are at stake." In effect, the Kisinger Commission
is not interested in the welfare of the people in Central

America. The Report addresses itself to how to maintain

"U.S. interests" in the region and therefore justifies

Reagan's militaristic policies.

We need to stand by democracy and oppose these policies.

The people of Central America have the right to self-

determination and the right to create their own societies as

they see fit. I urge you to write to your Congressional

representatives.

Steven O'Halloran is a UMnm omdvafff student

Looking for a job is fun and exciting. Reading

the Collegian the other day I read an ad by

NSA, a really neat aounding, official-^ place.

They're coming March Ist to recruit, and since "U.S.

Citizenship is required," I still have a chance to get a job

there. _^ *. .i

'*NSA offers you a heavy-hitting career opportunity.

Great, so far. Hitting is fun. They say they have a great

mathematics program.

Steven B. Cooke

"You'll work on diverse agency problems applying a

variety of mathematical disciplines." Like pinpointing

mass pockets of resistance to our own American ideology,

which is right, and bombing them when they misbehave.

NSA also offers computer science and electrical

engineering, including "very complex interactive

systems involving large numbers of microprocessors,

mini-computers and computer graphics." After all I've

heard about the intense surveillance and sabotage of the

personal lives of political activists in the 60's, I can't even

wait to learn how well we can spy on peoply today.

Technology is an amazing weapon.

We may not have two-way mirrors in every room, but

who knows - we probably don't need them.

NSA is the National Security Agency, of the United

SUtes a government agency so powerful in its authority

and technology it can warp the ideals of freedom to

dissent and democracy we supposedly hold so dear. It

dwarfs the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). They have the power

to use their awesome capabilities for the internal and

external benefit of our country. But so far they have

spent their time and money spying on those within the

"system" who believe that to be a true patriot is to say

what you feel, even if it goes against our national policy.

Those who succeed in voicing legitimate (and potentially

damaging) criticism of the policies of our government ar«

watched some by computer interfacing, and some ever

personally.

When NSA comes to campuses, those hotbeds of leftist

political dissent so dangerous to our National security,

one wonders if they come just to interview potential good

Americans. They'll probably have a good lookaround-

you might even see one roaming around your dorm. They

might even tell prospective employees to see if they can

find out anything about their peers that merits NSA
attention.

When NSA comes to UMass March 1st, carry signs

outside their interviewing offices if you want. As for me,

I'm signing up for an interview, so I can waste their time,

and ask as many questions of them as I can. I want to find

out exactly what it is they want from us college students.

STEVEN B. COOKE is a UMass student

When being single sounds good
T(xlay's complaint is not a new one. However, as I

move closer into the age of marriage and children

I begin to see how hard it will be and, if I listen to

television, how totally incompetent I am in my present

state. How am I supposed to raise fine, responsible

children and take care of a husband and a home when I

don't know what is the best paper towel to use? Should I

use Bounty, extra-strength Bounty, or new improved

Bounty? The regular kind is definitely out. I would have to

be new improved. After all I want the best for my family.

Amy Kaplan

According to advertisers, I should rise very early —
around 6 a.m. (before the baby awakes, of course) and

shower with the smallest soap in the house while letting

Calgon take me away. Now, after I'm through I should

"take time for myself and douse myself with several

forms of feminine protection and hygiene. I'm now ready

to get dressed. Of course, this would not be complete

without my Sheer Energy to give me a little spunk during

the day.

As I glide into my kitchen haven I am ready to begin the

breakfast ritual. A Flintstone vitamin for each of the

children: God forbid they should begin the day without the

vitamin C of 4 oranges! Next it's on to a well balanced

meal to begin the day. A nutritious bowl of Total for each

member of my family and of course — instant Brown-N-

Serve sausages so they shouldn't have to wait. After lov-

ingly kissing my family good-bye I look forward to the

satisfying task of cleaning up the kitchen. Washing the

dishes in Lemon Joy and mopping the floor with Mr. Clean

is an exhilarating experience. Now I can look forward to

tackling my oven with Easy Off and Shouting all that dirt

out of the laundry.

As I awake from this nightmare, I look around my
typical, cluttered student apartment and thank anyone

who might be listening that the biggest decision I'll have

to make at this hour of the morning is whether or not to go

to my 10:10 class! Somehow, single never sounded so

good. This is going to be a great day.

Amy Kaplan is a UMass student

Letters

It's an attitude problem
To the Editor,

According to an article printed in Monday's Collegian,

Prof. Howards was disturbed by the condition of the

campus. It seems the professor was irritated about mud
around UMass. I would like to know just what mud he is

talking about. There doesn't seem to be a great quantity of

mud on the hundreds of tarred paths on campus. These
'hardened' areas are there for students and professors to

walk on and keep the surrounding areas open for grass.

This university puts in walkways constantly, and maybe
the solution of too much mud would be to tar over the

whole campus. I believe there is a better solution for

everybody visiting and attending this campus. This would
involve more respect and responsibility in our university

by walking on the walkways and keeping the 'mud'

available for grass and trees.

Gary Tashjian
South Deerfield

Towing has too big a fan club, not among my friends

anyway.
One of my guests in particular, who has been the victim

of the red and white A.T. trucks twice in the past

semester, would rather thumb up to UMass and risk

frostbite than hand Amherst Towing any more money. He
reasons that doctors bills aren't half as bad as towing fees.

I think I'll send my kids to mechanic school.

So hats off to Pete Zakon for researching the UMass
parking and towing syndrome (Tuesday Feb. 7 Collegian).

I now know where and how to appeal a parking ticket and

exactly what the winter overnight restrictions are. I've

already hung one copy on my bulletin board and sent

several more to my weekend guests who were debating

whether or not to apply for charge cards at Amherst

Towing.

Mary Lou Sullivan

Southwest

A superior comic strip

Holding your car hostage to the Editor.

>v

We need oolumriists!

Dropbywith a piece, CC 113

To the Editor,

Besides waiting in line at the Bursar's office, Dining

Commons or a local bar, I can't think of anything more

frustrating than having your car towed

.

You can curse, kick, scream, and even have a fit in the

middle of the street and Amherst Towing will still leave

you sUnding in the dust. The truth of the matter is that

when you get towed at UMass, Amherst Towing has you in

the palm of their hands and there is little you can do but

pay the outrageous fee to have your car released from

beins held hostage. Needless to say I don't think Amherst

After reading the "Letters to the Editor" for a long time

(2 years) I am surprised by two things: One, the number of

letters against the "UMats Zone" and two, the fact that I

have yet to see one letter in support of the strip.

Whatever happened to unbiased journalism, or has the

"UMass Zone" never gotten a letter of support? I seriously

doubt the latter.

The "UMast Zone" is a great strip, compared to most of

its Collegian contemporaries. It not only ranks high, but

possibly superior. What cartoon is as rich in sophisticated

subtleties of humor? What comic strip so consistently

gives us four frames of a joke that makes sense?

Off\<.L Of

U Sfi-

O

The importance of W.E.B. DuBois

T
oday, February 23 has been

desigrnated W.E.B. DuBois Day

in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, by proclamation of

Governor Dukakis. This is a significant

and positive step in recognizing the con-

tributions made by DuBois to our state

and national heritage, and in recogniz-

ing the important achievements in Black

History in general in the overall history

of the United States.

Dr. William Edward Burghardt
DuBois was bom over a hundred years

ago in nearby Great Barrington. His

writings, philosophy, and activism in

promoting the cause of civil rights are

universally acknowledged. DuBois was

one of the original founders of the Na-

tional Association for the Advancement

of Colored People. But the process

should go one step further, and closer to

home. The Library Tower contains the

W.E.B. DuBois library, the most exten-

sive collection of his published works

and letters and it should be dedicated in

his name as well.

While this is something administra-

tion officials have seemed to support,

nothing has been done yet. If the

Trustees of the University have to ap-

prove it, then we recommend submitting

the measure for their approval. If the

Tower has to be fixed first, then this is

but another reason why that problem

should be addressed too.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the

Collegian Board of Editors.

Letters

Furthermore, what comic strip dares to make us laugh

without relying on the "cute smiles" of characters, non-

sensical illustrations or dialogue, or other innane ploys

used too often by the other Collegian cartoonists? And

finally, what comic strip dares to make us laugh in this oh-

too-conscious-of-isms UMass world? The answer is the

"UMass Zone" and I think it does a pretty good job.

Everyone is entitled to one's own opinion in this instance;

to like or dislike the strip. Let's chalk up this "Letter to

the Editor" to the "UMass Zone" side. It cerUinly needs

it, and it certainly deserves it.

Topher Russo
Amherst

Constitution controversy

The SGA constitution, which has been tabled to the Area

Governments for passage is a monument to the democratic

process. Earlier this year it seemed that there could be no

constitution which would address all the concerns of the

various interest groups in the Senate, but now that hurdle

is behind us. About two weeks ago the Senate

unanimously approved of the constitution it tabled to the

Area Governments.

The present controversy surrounding the document

appears to be whether or not the SGA leaders chosen to

negotiate the details of the constitution, with the

University's administration, are able or even willing to

defend the different interests represented in the

document.

There are those in the Area Government assemblies who

would deny passage of the constitution, not on the basis of

its lack of merit, but on the basis of the negotiation team

chosen by the Senate to deal with the administration. I

cannot assert that the Senate has chosen the best or the

most representative negotiators possible, but it is my firm

belief that the persons chosen are both able and mllvng to

defend all the interests represented in the constitution.

Area Governments must not deny passage to the con-

stitution because the administration has set a limit of four

persons for the team of negotiators, and the Co-Presidents

of the SGA, and the Speaker and Treasurer of the Senate

have been chosen by virtue of their positions. If passage of

the constitution is denied it must be because of its lack of

merit.

I strongly urge the Area Government assemblies to pay

attention to my admonishment: There are greater vic-

tories, than the addition of an Area Government

reoresenUtive to the team of negotiators, to be won; there

are greater things, than the breakdown of the democratic

process, to be lost. Vote with this in mindl

Eugene H. Bull

Senator from Northeaat

The readers
right to know

There have been some serious accusations made in

these pages regarding the visit of the Rev. Jesse

Jackson to the University of Massachusetts;

specifically the coverage the CoUeigian gave his visit, of

which I played a major role.

Peter Abraham
I had not felt, until now, it was necessary to answer my

detractors. But after reading the editorials and letters to

the editor of the past week I feel compelled to present to

the readers the actual account of what happened.

A charge has been made that the Collegian did not per-

mit Black Affairs Editor Yadira Betances to attend and

cover the Jackson speech in the Fine Arts Center. Ob-

viously, if the people charging this read the entire paper,

they would find this is not true. Yadira covered, for the

Black Affairs page, the cultural and social implications of

the speech relating to Blacks and specifically Black

History Month.

My role in covering the speech was to write on the

political ramifications of what Jackson had to say. Jackson

is running for the Democratic presidential nomination and

in our opinion, that was the news event. One writer, due to

tight deadlines, was not able to write both stories, so two

staff writers covered the event, in area's editors they were

qualified to report on. Both were solid stories.

A few days later I discovered that funding for the

Jackson speech was provided through student funds with

only $1,000 of the $2,250 coming from an outside source,

Afrik-Am. A news analysis I wrote about this fact has

been since much maligned.

Charges have been made that I failed to attempt to con-

tact the parties involved. Specifically John Ruddock, the

president of Students for Jesse Jackson, the Student

Government Association, the Student Affairs department,

or Afrik-Am. This is not true.

On February 7th I spent from 1:00 to 5:30 p.m. chasing

down Ruddock in the Student Union Building. 1 left

messages where he works, with associates of his, and in

the SGA office. I left both a phone number and the

message that I would be in the Collegian offices. He was

given my message by a friend of his, but he failed to con-

tact me.

As for Afrik-Am I checked in the Student Affairs office

for a phone number and called every ten minutes for three

hours without an answer. The story in no way mentioned

that group to begin with, other than to say that they con-

tributed $1,000. 1 wanted to contact them only to confirm

this fact.

If I did not contact the SGA, as has been charged, then

where did I obtain the list of costs for the Jackson speech?

From the SGA Treasurer's Office that's where. I was

given a complete list of costs and another list telling where

the money came from, thus the focus of my story. The

figure of $2,250 did not materialize out of thin air.

Finally it has been said that I failed to talk to anyone in

student affairs. Vice-Chancellor Dennis Madson and I

talked at length on the 7th about the speech and the fun-

ding. If he does not know anything about Student Affairs I

may have even a bigger story and want to thank people for

pointing this fact out.

The analysis article was not on Jackson the man, the

candidate, nor was it an attack on him or any racial group.

It was what every newspaper should strive to do, report to

its readers when it discovers wrongdoing. It is our job.

I will admit, we did editorialize in the article by raising

questions about the irregularities present. If so, I

apologize. I do not, however, feel sorry if I ruffled any

feathers by pointing out this discrepancy in school policy.

People who deal in public funds should always be ready to

be scrutinized by the press. The SGA, Afrik-Am, or any

student who controls expenditures should have nothing to

hide. As for a student's stotus, it is a matter of public

record at state universities.

The speech of George McGovem, also a candidate, was

according to all sources, not paid for by student funds in a

way similar to Jackson's speech. Madson said that securi-

ty money was spent to be sure that participants were pro-

tected. The money spent on Jackson for the same reason is

warranted as well, even more so due to his crowd appeal.

This university must formulate a clearer policy for fun-

ding candidates when they choose to come to UMass. It

should not be up to student groups such as the SGA, to

decide which candidate will be given money for hall rental,

lignih, anu publiciiy. Eiuier all canaioates must be given

the same amount of money or no candidate should receive

a dime from student funds. Possibly a separate fund could

be set aside on election years to provide this support, so

that everybody's candidate gets equal, unbiased support

from UMass.
The intent of the analysis was to report on what we

thought was the misuse of student funds. The job of a col-

lege newspaper, any newspaper, is to keep readers in-

formed when it discovers these facts. Hopefully this will

set the facts straight.

feter Aoraham is a Collegian staffVMmber
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Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Amplication deadline

March 1, 1984
Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1984.

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rock*t«ll«r Pl*2a

New York, N Y 10020

Phone (212) M1-3O40

Mail this ad lor Special

Slud««l/Taachar Tariff.

1 RENTAL J LEASE PURCHASE

F/NE YARNS a NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

RED TAG YARN SALE
Up to 50% Off Selected Yams

Through Saturday

233 N. Pleasant St. Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30

The Carriage Shops 549-6106

Newlv Renovated

The Same Great Food at

reasonable prices, now with

A GREAT NEW LOOK
Lata Night is Evary Night

Wt'ra Opwi • •.M.4 mi. Man.-Thur». ani 24 Haw* Fd/*m.

raaMasI Iwvad Anyttata. Luadi « Mnaw 11 mr.-IO^m.

GRAND REOPENING SPECIALS

1All You Can Eat

Fresh baner-dipped filets of cod served with coleslaw and choice of |

I potato $3 .99 PJ6e<gjwg<iffit_cguponjyhen_ofde^

^—""""""""""""""Breakfast Special

2 Large Eggs, ariy style, 2 Pancakes, 2 Strips of Bacon, 2 Sausage

Linte __.^$llWjeBm2/2J,/84 I

Hot Fudge BrowmeSundae
heaped with vanilla ice crean and topped with hot fudge, real whip- I

pad cream and jimmlas. _99^^xBt[gii^^—^^^C-_ » !

S«nior Citizana

Ditcounta
2-6 PM 20%
II other

ttmM 10%
DoM not apply

to ap«cl»la

Noxt to

Sup«r Stop ft Shop

Campua Shopping Cantor

Rto. 9 Hadlay/Amharat

Holder

An Evening of Theater By

An Uncommon Man

Monday, February 27, 1984 8 pm.

Bowker Auditorium University of Massachusetts
FREE

Afrik^Am andm?\

-Arts
/TisLi/fe is a riot
His Life

The Years of Strug^gle

by Glen Baxter
Hardback $13.96. Knopf

By DAVID TAYLOR
Collegian staff

Sooner or later it was inevitable that the

master of eccentric parody, Glen Baxter,

would turn his hand to 'autobiography.'

Here is his offering, "the unexpurgated

chronicle of the early years...the compelling

and poignant tale of a young boy growing

up in a terrifying landscape of deprivation,

humiliation and alliteration somewhere in

Baxter shows the ludicracy in both the

Baxter shows the ludicracy in both the

aubject and the medium by means of an

irrationality and wit that surpasses such

elements to become the subject itself.

Even for those not familiar with his

technique Baxter's quiet insanity drives the

comic points straight to their mark. The

book is broken into six loose sections-The

Arrival: The Neighbours; The Annual

Holiday; School Days; Relatives; The

Departure-and probably the most en-

tertainingly nonsensical bibliography I have

ever read, its only connection with the book

being the fact that it deals exclusively with

writers called Baxter.

The format for the volume is one or two
pages with a few lines of text followed by an

ink-line or watercolor drawing. The
comedy is that of the absurd -the absurdity

arising either from the juxtaposition of text

and drawing, or from the illustrations

themselves. Baxter would be at home
among the Monty Python team, his un-

dercurrent of anarchy now channelled by

the confines of the genre. If his 'funnies'

ever lacked context or direction Baxter now
has the discipline to allow every element of

his comedy to be enjoyed. The coherence of

the natural chronological organization of

autobiography runs to great effect against

the nonsensical subject matter in the book--

it reads like an intense Woody Allen movie.

Baxter is English, and the background

environment for His Life is essentially and

delightfully English. But the parody still

stands without knowledge of those

elements pecuUar to England. If anything,

the distancing intensifies the absurdity of

the situations. Baxter's hero is the

'Everyman' who typifies the culmination of

every autobiographical cliche, but who

could never really exist.

Baxter 's ability to cram detail upon detail

into his drawings makes the book the sort

you want to keep and pull out to cheer up

another rainy Massachusetts day. His Life

is a winner, the concentration of a superbly

I^alie SUinton Linda Amendola and Andrew Dolan discuss SUin-

toi^s crfpTS 2;>rc« Poet in New York, which will be presented

hJouirh Saturday in the Curtain Theater. PerformanceB are at 8 p m.

a^d ??cketsVLi be purchased at the Fine Arts Center box office. For

further information, call 545-251L ^

WHENE.VE,R V\7£: STAVZ.D OUT LATE,
A/^OTHER W0D1,D INVARl ABl-V BE
WAITJJ^OG UP roR US ON OUR RETURN

sharp but anarchic wit, and a joy to read will be that your friends will want to

again and again. Buy it--your only regret borrow it all the time.

A Sister speaks out
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

In a fUm on art in the sixties at Mount

Holyoke College earlier this month, Andy
Warhol was asked about the future of art, a

question to which he replied, "it is not

film... it is political art." The current show

at the Student Union Gallery bears out both

sides to Warhol's somewhat contradictory

statement.

The Student Union Gallery is showing a

large exhibition of political art entitled End

of the Rainbow. Displaying more than 300

pieces. End of the Rainbow includes art

work from all over the world and was

assembled by a feminist anti-nuclear

collective. Sisters of Survival, or S.O.S.

The show is the culminating phase of "a

call to arts" (instead of arms) against the

arms race. As a result of travelling and

performing in the United States and

Western Europe, S.O.S. has amassed an

extraordinary collection of anti-nuclear art,

from which no submitted artwork was

rejected. While this may frighten off

purists, it does give a glimpse of the artistic

diversity and creativity being generated

around the nuclear issue. For End of the

Rainbow is indeed a rainbow of style,

approach and medium, with an emphasis on

inexpensive reproduction (such as

photography, color xerox, posters, post-

cards, banners, buttons, etc.) laminated in

plastic for easy handling and shipping. So

far, its world tour has only cost two

thousand dollars to produce, a sum which

the Sisters raised themselves from the

wages of their "regular" jobs.

S.O.S. was founded in 1981 by Anne
Gauldin, Cheri Gaulke, Sue Mayberry,

Nancy Angelo, and Jerri Allyn. Its purpose

is to generate a dialogue between Europe

and America in response to the deployment

of nuclear missiles to Europe. Their effort

has been made in three phases: performing

and collecting in the United States, per-

forming and collecting in Europe and

putting everything together and presenting

it in this exhibit.

At a slide presentation on Friday evening,

one of the Sisters, Jerri Allyn, elaborated

the importance of art and politics by saying

that "we still have a choice between war

and peace," and that "art will play a vital

role in making that choice collectively."

Allyn said that the rainbow signified "the

end of a storm and the pot of gold we can

find at the other end: a new beginning."

While placing S.O.S.'s concern with

political art in a historical context of a

growing movement of art activists over the

past century, Allyn traced political art to

such pre-modem origins as the shamans of

prehistoric times and said that there have

always been political artists. According to

Allyn, it wasn't until the advent of

capitalism that art was perceived as a

"contentless product" and the artist as an

"eccentric alone in his garret."

Allyn then reviewed the Utopian Anti-

utopian movement in art over the twentieth

century, citing the influence of the Mexican

muralists on American painters in the

Thirties, particularly those involved with

the W.P.A., when social consciousness

flourished in American art. However, it

wasn't until the social unrest of the '608 that

an art of social concern re emerged, only to

flounder in the last decade, although still

playing a vital role in the feminist

movement, if not the art world, and

mushrooming again in the '80s.

Allyn spoke of her own emergence as a

political artist as "a coming of terms with

herself." A New Yorker, Allyn was ex-

posed to marches and struggles as well as a

strong sense of neighborhood in the city.

As a young woman, she began doing neigh-

borhood theater with other women. They

even assembled the All City Waitress

Marching Band, with pots and pans as

instruments.

After a move to the West Coast, Allyn met

Suzanne Lacey at the San Francisco Arts

Institute. She then collaborated with Cheri

Gaulke in attempting a performance art

with a "new aesthetic, beyond theatricality,

based on networking, ritual, and female

spirituality." This led to several shows

centered on social issues such as lesbianism,

violence against women, incest, and finally

with nuclear war as a womens' issue. Alljm

related that "S.O.S. was born out of a year

of shared sisterhood."

I found Jerri Allyn's lecture to be telling

and fore-telling. Certainly, her outlook on

the re-emergence of political art in the '80s

is demonstrated by such recent major

shows as the Terminal Show in New York,

Dreams and Nightmares in Washington,

and SociaL Concern in the 80't in Boston.

Like the others, I found End of the Rainbow

at the Student Union Gallery to be not only

visually stimulating, but also mentally

stimulating. And I think almost anyone

would.

Jerri Allyn said it this way: "When one is

making anti-nuclear art, one is demanding

that their audience rethink the way that

they live. (For the artist) the formal

thinking of art becomes a life as art,

compounded by social concerns."

The show closes this Friday. Don't miss it!

Correction: the Rocky Midnight Experience will be performed this

Saturday night at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. in Worcester Dining Commc '3.
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Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORE
Open M-F 9-5

*

r
TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome

\

Two For Ono 9 til 1

1

- All Liquor Drinics -

No
Cover

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 83
Days 7 Nights Usurious Hor«4 on rh« Sfrtp

Wank Q€)ltf W/Mofor Coodi W/J«f

$149 i285 S075

9tc fox Included * fox Included **3

For more info 545-3437t

t
COMPUTER

INC.

One of the finest on site

microcomputer facilities

available to college students

We have complete microcomputer

systems not just terminals

Access to UMass Cyber

Reserve time for your convenience

Instant printouts

Complete word processing systems

(letter quality)

Instant saving of programs and data

to disk or tape

Reasonable hourly rates

Discount cards available

Master Charge h Visa

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
(In left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

256-1213

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat9amto6pm Sun 10 am to 6 pm

Party • Party • Party

UAAASS SKI CLUB
Friday Night 2/24

at the Blue Wall

Door Prize

FREE SKIING
ALL YEAR f\

on all Thursday Night

Saturday €r Sunday trips

ALL INVITED

F.leqani Unuiudl Affixdabl*

Fine Art Posters

MY FRIEND S
GALLERY

C2 Qr»«n St. Northampton
It Collogo 8t. South Hadtoy

Mass Approved
Inspection Station

RADIAL TIRE
SALE

P155/80 R13

$29.95
Include mounting
plus MA state tax

North Amherst
Tire & Auto Ctr.

"Full Service Tire

Store"

78 Sunderland Rd
No Amherst, MA

Across from Watrobas
549-4704

8 Days/ 7 Nights!

spring Break

Florida
UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

$ 109 Ft. Lauderdale

$ 1 1 4 oaytona Beach
RATES INCLUDE 7 NIGHTS LODCINC

frc« diSNEY

optional ^^^$89
Round trip

Transportation
Available to
Ft Lauderdale &
Daytona Beach

ORLD
EXCURSIONS
From Daytona Beach

welcome Party
Beer Bashes
Pool Parties
Sports Tournaments

I
wiener Roasts
t much more.

* Daytona Beach

TRIP DATES CAREFULLY PLANNED TO
COINCIDE WITH YOUR SCHOOL BREAK

All accommodations are
fully air conditioned with
private batn or ^nower
color television some with
kitcnenettes ft are maid
serviced All are neartjy
the Top Night Spots

Call about our special
Car Rental Offer for
Fort Lauderdale

$79
iK! tO-*r,

FREE BROCHURES INFORMATION & IMMEDIATE CONFIRMATION CALL

ANDREA 546-9648

Act NOMi Doirt b« i«ft out
In tti« COLO. .

.

live wire
byPeter Wissoker

What are you going to do this weekend? Go to the mid-

night movie again? No! This Sunday Fred Frith, the man
who singiehandly reinvented rock music will be playing at

the Iron Horse in Northampton. Not only that but the

Weather Girls are playing in Springfield.

Fred Frith reinvented what? Fred Frith redefined the

basic ideas of modem music. Mentor of that Eno guy,

Frith revolutionized music by introducing the idea that in-

stead of just changing notes when you play you should

change the one or texture too. In this incarnation Frith

will be playing with Tom Cora under the guise of Skeleton

Crew. Frith plays guitar, violin, and other things, Cora
plays the cello and other things. Frith has been playing a

guitar with four bridges that is built into a table. Cora
gave up the guitar to play the cello.

Does Eddie Van Halen like them?

Skeleton Crew will be playing at the Iron Horse Sunday

night at 7 & 10 p.m. Tickets will be available at the door.

Also now.

The Weather Girls will be playing at The Frontier

Lounge tonight. The Women, formerly known as Two
Tons of Fun, will follow in the tradition of Big Ed and

others by appearing in the Frontier which apparently is

quite the bar. In case you forget, oh how fashions change,

the Weather Girls big hit was "It's Raining Men" which

was cowritten by Paul Shaeffer of Saturday Night Live

and more importantly David Letterman fame. If you're

lucky maybe he'll show and play "Bermuda."

If you want two kinds of entertainment at once you can

go to Smith College, laugh at the students and see Lou

Miami and the Kozmetics all at the same time. The

"Metics" will be playing at the Davis Student Center, Fri-

day night.

Saturday, Jonathon Edwards will be playing at Danny's

in Holyoke. And I forgot, the realest man in show

business, Thor, will be playing (doing) the Agora Friday

ni^t. Shows start late so remember, come early and

spend alot of money.

Before you buy Lou Rawls tickets, you might want to

consider whether or not he deserves your money consider-

ing his attitude towards registration. That's right

Registration, yep he's for it, but it is registration for the

dra^ that he's for.

Skelton Crew, featuring Fred Firth and Tom Corm.

A man who's not for that; clown, comedian, San Fran-

cisco's version of Dick Gregory, Wavey Gravey will be ap-

pearing at Hampshire College Saturday night at 8.

They're trying to get a live band to go with him. If you're

lucky he'll show you the Hog Farm Film and teach you

how to become a human kazoo.

And if you're not burned out from all that entertainment

you can go see Koko Taylor at the Iron Horse, Monday
nif^t.

TRIVIA: Who sang "Live Wire." This doesn't in-

clude Don't touch me I'm a real Live Wire. Bring

the answers down to the Collegian arts desk and

we'll look at them.

Watch for

Andy Gordon's
TRAILERS

every Friday!

«! « i ni ,<
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om the beach and travel Into \fm Mure
Qifney Wortd Epcot Centtt

<5ncl frtdovi ai»' ytiir <iay» to get

^^^_^' Nnlur»dl>ieM»4*idt>iMond.

Oktoberfest Be o part of o street ¥i¥iiC0m c^rnody Expkxe

r«alrT)$ of imaginotton. Play leapfrog with If'teifiteln.

And somple tt>e cuisine and spirits of nine notions.

Wt>erever you ore in Florida during Spring

Break '84, youH t>e |u«t minutes away

This year, take a break from the beach tor an odvenfure

that's out of this world. V\talt Disney Workl Epcot Center

And here's who'll be there:

• Auburn University

• Bo^ng Green State University

• Indiana University

• MrnnpNs State Ur^ersity

• l^lichfgan StatB IMversity

• ONo State iintvef^
• Rutgers University

State University of New York - Buffalo

• University of Cincinnati

• University of Georgia
• University of Kentucky

• University of Louisville

• UrtlvBfsity of Massactiusetts

• University of Minnesota

• Wginia Polytech Institute
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Then get in on the gn)und fl(X)r in our underfo-aduate officer

commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the

men in this ad have. And also have some great advantages like:

Earning $100 a month during the school year

As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic

training during two six-week summer

sessioas and earn more than $1100

during each session

juniors earn more than $1900 dur-

ing one ten-week summer session

mmttomave
tipquiddy?

You can take free civilian flying lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corp^

undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off

making more than $17,000 a year

Maiybeyou canbeaneafus.

TheFew,
ThePnmd,

TheMarmes.

See Lt Schiffer in the Student Center February 27-29

or caU collect 203-722-2168

Bloom County- by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Part of an aircraft

wing
5 Baking ingredient

10 Rolled tea

13 Ecclesiastical

court

14 Its capital is Laon

15 Word on a

Chinese menu
16 Ancient Hebrew

instrument

17 Altercation

out of control

19 The third largest

planet

21 Patriotic

investoDents

22 MacGraw of the

screen

23 Leonore of Broad-

way and
Hollywood

25 Pro frorri Los

Angeles

27 Creator of Horatio

Hornblower

31 Where Willamette

U. is located

32 Went in haste

33 de vie:

brandy
34 Arise

36 Anthony of fiction

39 Squealer

40 Disaccustom
(from)

42 Lou Grant on TV

43 In a stew
46 "The Mill on the

47 Turkish War:

1877 78

48 Kindled

49 Separate into

classes

52 Beat of a

drummer
56 Researcher.

usually

59 Sound in the

jungle

60 Oriental nurse

61 Bete
62 Detail

63 Sunset shade

64 Avarice

65 Village near

Nazareth

DOWN
1 Ollie's friend

2 Come in second

3 At the peak
4 Shared
5 Guardian of the

Nibelung's gold

6 Money in Milano

7 Sugar: Suffix

8 One, to Jacques

9 Attributed

10 Charlie, the sleuth

11 Cargo deck
12 Leatherworkers"

needs

IS Kin of gators

18 Annual off

-

Broadway award

20 Body of Moslem
scholars

23 Questionable

sight

24 Navigation

system

25 Birthplace of H8T
26 Winged
28 Coastal flyers

29 A'leviates

30 Regretful one

31 Workman of oM
32 Time of life

35 Emulating

Chubby Checkers

37 Just

38 Secret

41 Gone by
44 Engagement >.

45 Territory, to a V

tough ^

46 Erupted into '

action

49 At a distance

50 Unchanged
51 Cousin of the

amberfish

52 Part of a

bird's bill

53 Halfof n.b.

54 City in Normandy
55 Bombeckof

humor
57 easier

58 A cube

1 2 3 4

1
20

5 6 7 1 9

1
10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17

24

11

19

26 1
32

I
23

21

I
29

I L_
22

25

I
35

27

I
37
I
31

29 30

31

I
33

34

P145

36

i
52

46

39 40 41 42

43

51

I
53

l
47 M

|[^
49 50

1

54 55

S6 57 SI 99

M

1
61 vT

93 M

1^

— ' »*!

'.,'

Driver & Proofreader
needed /'

apply between 5 & 7 p.m.
Campus Center Room 113

D.C Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Pork Fried Rice

Soy Sauce

DINNER
Simmered Corned Beef
Horseradish, Steamed

Cabbage
Chicken Cutlet

Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASIC
Oatbi

Vegetable
Soy

ed Rice

«

BASICS DOfNER
Chicken Cutlet

Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

Weather

Mass., Conn, and R.I. -

Sunny today, highs around

50. Clear tonight, lows in

the 30s. Partly sunny

tomorrow, highs near 50.

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE
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Sports Log
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts...

Well, the Olympics are over and the U.S.

did pretty well, especially in the ski

competition, where we obtained more

medals than in any other Olym-

piad...Leading the way was Bill Johnson,

the first true Valley Guy to win the

gold...Also when you consider the fact that

the luge and bobsled are practiced in this

country as often as the Red Sox win the

pennant, we did OK...A couple of questions

remain: Why do interviewers always ask

the same questions after someone wins the

gold--"How do you feel?" How do you think

he's going to feel? "Well, frankly I'm

crushed"...How many people remember the

name of the mountain the skiers skied

down?...What does Dick Button do the

other three years?...For 1988, is Calgary.

Canada worth the 309 million ABC already

put down? I think so, because the Olympics

are simply the best.

Olympic hockey players are already in the

NHL as the Minnesota North Stars and

Hartford Whalers have signed players to

contracts. We should see more in the next

few days...One has to wonder how the team

would have been had Tom Barrasso and

Bobby Carpenter opted not to jump to the

NHL... I also wonder with this Olympic

"hiatus" if we don't see those obnoxious

commercials as products boast of being the

"official whatever of the 1984 Olym-

pics. "...Lets see if Ed McMahon will be the

official blooper of the Olympics.

On to college hoop: North Carolina is still

no. 1. easily defeating NC State and

Maryland. But do they have the guts to

come to the cage?...UMass-Temple Monday
night should be a beaut. The question is,

can we stop Terence Stansbury, who is

leading the Owls to an undefeated record in

the Atlantic 10...Nothing all that different

in the NBA, so I won't mention it.

Football's ahnost underway, yes, football.

The USFL is starting its sophomore season

with 6 new clubs and a host of ex-NFL
stars...This season is key for the USFL, as

the novelty has worn off... In case you

forgot, defending champs are the Michigan

Panthers, who beat the Philadelphia

Stars. ..Nickerson field no more team, as

the Breakers went down to Bayou country.

Now, that was an exciting club, as Joe

Walton led them to a few last-second

victories...The question remains for the

networks: Can the USFL compete with

baseball and the NBA and NHL playoffs?

This winter thaw puts us all in the mood
for baseball, but the Mets will be sans Tom
Seaver, who skipped over to ChiTown.

With 3 20 game winners coming back,

Chicago looks mighty good...Yogi Berra is

back at the helm for the Yanks. He and

Steinbrenner should make a good situation

comedy.
Quote of the week, and perhaps the

decade: There are 3 things people can't

resist watching: a babbling brook, a

roaring fire, and a Zamboni machine

cleaning the ice (maybe Dick Button drives

the Zamboni in his off-years)...Thanks to

good ol' Charlie Brown for that quote.

No more need be said.

Weekend Sports Schedule
FRIDAY - 2-24

M. TRACK - New Englands at BU
W. TRACK - New Englands at Bates

SATURDAY 2 25

W. HOOP vs. Temple, 7:30

WRESTLING - New England Championships at UMass

M. GYM at Temple. 1:00

W.GYM at Yale. 1:00

Sports Notices

The University of

Massachusetts football team

needs team managers.

Anyone interested should

contact Doug Berry in the

football offices in Boyden as

soon as possible.

Intramural soccer and

Softball entries are due

February 27. Contact the

intramural office in Boyden

for any additional in-

formation.

»%^

J Pleasant St.ThodtiTl^

AP Laacrphoto

freshmanDwayne Washington, Syracuse

guard, has helped the Orangemen to 2nd place in

the Big East.

•^^ ^g ^g -^g" ^E- ag. -'g" ^*-

You are cordially

invited to a

public forum
sponsored by

the Collegian,

The topic will be

1

''Collegian Advertising

Policy and Practice.
''

A FILf* Ur CNAMLH ANCARH
«i7«iHAL n«SM av MB « rniMv
AH* CNRIS STim •* BMM*!!

1 mM tUN f lAIOIH tf li«SI

Through March 6
at 6, 8, 10 pm

[also 4 pm on Sat and SunK

Entreat for

Thurs-Sun
F«b 23-26

Haddock Florantine. . M.96

VmI Okst #10.50

Chicken K'wv M.SO

Roast BMf #7.96

Spaniko Pita #6.50

.ftnAiif *»<Mip Rifad S.^lrtfl rtnd

SC 00 DINNER FOR TWO
ptf

I>inn.T 5 30-9 0<l

Thursday Ihrnugh Sunday
Sunday Brunch

11 00^2 30

I tl Kinq Str«'«'l.

• II' .^mpton. .^84 61<<5

r Round Trip to

\
New York City

\ only $19.00

\ Sat. March 3
leaving Haigis Mall

at 7 AM
returning from

NYC at 9 PM
for reservations call

256-6782
_# ! ^ II ^1 r*t 0~i* tf^'i I

j

Thursday, February 23
^ Campus Center 805-809

3:00 -U:30

\

> t All are welcome.

j f
-.. J.- mm ir- tr 1 r i t. :=SX. zz

9(/0edC ..,Nora" - a

welcome to Spring - in 11

wonderful colors. Low heel,

butter-soft leather - perfect for

the woman who loves fashion £f

wants comfort.

POOR RICHARDS
BACK IN COMMAND

DANCE, DANCE, DANCE
SOUND & LIGHTS

DANCE, DANCE, DANCE
LIGHTS & SOUND *

THURSDAY f
Any one liquor well dr^nk

by the pitcher $4.0^

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
2 FORI 8-11

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ALL QUALrrV 8UNQLA88ES
FOUND LOST

Qanulna Rayban and Vuarnats
fashionat>te arxi functional sunglasMt for

your face. All typea. Reaaonable pricaa.

Bruce 549-2879

Identify and it ia

AMY MARIN

Happy Birthday to a great roommate
and moat of all a wonderful friend. Love,

Gayle

AUDIO ~~~Z

Pocket Calculator.

yours. 2S6-6638

DebbI - Found your bracelet in the Pub call

& identify it 6-7469

Brown framed giaaaea found on
Masaachuaetta Ave near corner of

Southweat laat Thursday (2/16). Call

6-9666 preacription glaaaaa

HELP WANTED

Sony XR-GB Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 649-6974

Stereo Syatem: Vertical turntable, deck,

receiver, four apeakera beet offer 2S3-9g4

AUTO FOR SALE """
1971 VW Bug 80,000 nr>i. no rust, excellent

mechanical shape. 11200 or BO. 253-7396

76 Ply. Arrow 4 cyl. dependable, econ.

reg. gaa BO 253-5740

1977 LTD II exceptioTMilly well maintained,

runs perfect, very dependable car. $1195

call John 253-5463
^

68 VW Bug - Sunroof, recently rebuilt

engine, new brakaa, good tires, solW body,

$750.00 or BO 549^4(81

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you morel More lights,

more requests and more experiencel Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - banda, DJ'a, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEED! 2560739

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Diac Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

TAXI DRIVER '

• FridayFebruary24at5,7,9, 11$1.50 '

• Engineering Eaat Auditonum^^^^^^

FOR RENT

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. Amer., Auatralia, Aaia. All

fiekto. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC. PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625 ___^
Newapaper Dellverera needed for

dorms. Good pay. Earty mominga. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM __^
COUNSELORS Seeking qualified

counaelors for 75 children's campa in Nor-

theaat July, Auguat. Contact: Aaaociation

of Independent Camps (UMA), 60 Madison

Avenue, New York, NY 10010 (212)

679-3230 _^____
Outreach Coordinator: The Commuter

Area Govemnf>ent is seeking a wortistudy

student to coordinate outreach into the off

campus community. Clear thinker. Third

Worid students encouraged to apply. $3.50

404 SUB 5-2145

Advanced level Chemiatry tutor - pay

negotiable. Pleeae call 586-3963 late nights

ASAP
Counselors: Camp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co-ed childrens camp. We will in-

terview on Camp Day March 13th Write: 12

Allevard St., Lido Beech, NY 11561 (in-

clude your phone number)

INSTRUCTION

At Pike Jean Jacket w/keya Keep jacket

but pleaae return keys 546-7346

Qreen knapeack on Phillips St last Thurs-

day nite needed deaperately rewerd call

Scott 256O079

Perai charm at Chenoworth Lab sen-

tinr>entalv8lue reward call Sue at 549-7730

or 256-6887

WhKe towel with red "CoceCola" in

Hebrew. Lost in Boyd women's shower

2/ 18 rewerd 546-6602 Use

MARCH BREAK
•• SPRING SKIING ••••••

Killington

Full Transportation

Full Acommodations
Full Five day Ski Paaa

Yankee (college) Week at Killington

aponaored by Budweieer and the

UMASS Ski Club. Merch 18 thru 23

For more info cell 546-3437

PERSONALS

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Breek Ft. Lauderdale, Deytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $1071 Andree 546-9648

Art, Buslnees, Law, History, and

Engliah at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 546-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

SKI POWDER VAIL SKI POWDER VAIL
SPRING BREAK
MARCH 19-26

includes

Roundtrip Air

Trensfers

7 Nights and 5 Day Lifts

Sauna/Jacu22i/Poola and morel

Deedline for depoait Fri Feb 24

Call Umaaa Ski Club for info 546-3437

involved ernl n>eke new friends

Thursday 8:00 118 Sunaet Ave

GEOFFREY HOLDER •

*you have enjoyed him in Stop ft Shop*
* end 7UP commerclala, Lh^e Er Let Die *

* end Annie - now come eee him In *

* peraon - Monday Februery 27 1984 *

Bowker Auditorium *

* 8 PM Free •

KENTUCKY FRIED MOVIE
Meher Aud.
5-7-9-11 p.m.
$1 .50 ell shows

sponsored by Butterfield House

I
To my fevorlte eltemetive sexist hope

[
your birthday is one big smile love a Trendy

j
CapitaHet

I

Movie: Gods of Metal with gueat speeker

I Francis Crowe Feb 26 8:00 pm Newnnan

\
Center ell welcome free

Sell around the world for a full semester

I
of college creditll Visit Korea, Japan,

, Taiwan, Hong Kong, PRC, Sri Lanka, In-

|dia, Eqypt, Turkey, Greece, and Spain.

Find out nwre about the Sen>e8ter at See
Progrem Rep. will be in Campus Center

J Concourse today 9:00 am - 3:00 pm even-

ing slide show tonight Campus Center, Rm
1
905 7:00 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

Itany Manor 120 a month includes heet.

fNice people call anytime 256-0969

)Female roommate wented to share large

[bedroom in houae/Hadley $175.00 includes

[
utilities 586-3682

iFemale wented for Brittany Manor ASAP
[call Rahnrwh after 5 PM 256^11

SERVICES

Know your car. Basic Autornobile

Woricahop. Claaaroom plus shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2098

Eckenker preeenta Understanding Your

Inner Self Feb 23 7:30 CC 803

Single room in nice Puffton Apt. Rent 130

+ elec. Joenie 549«99 leeve name and

number

IT PAYS TO LEARN
AT SCERA

FOR SALE

Attantlon - Womena Shoea - Cheap

Peter pen Boots SNKS New Styles $12-15

Full Range of aizea apecial on size 6

call 649^0633 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

Skis - Roaaignol Comp 186 with Tyrolia 260

bindinga Koflach boota size 9 plus extras

alao Pioneer SX560 20 wetts/side, Bose

301 spkrs call 546-6828

1978 Honda CVCC good "^^ a»ndition

rebuilt engine radial tirea AM/FM new

brakea little ruat excellent gesmjw runs

greati Very dependable! $1200 268-32W

after 6
.^

RIckenbecker 0«lt«' V^^nnl^rS
Phaser and Distortion Pedals $35.00 eech

546-9158

Guild Electric Guitar w/case $196 or BCk

Brand new Scempamp $1 10 or BO call Gary

666-3013

it paya to learn at SCERA The Student

Center for Educational Reaearch and Ad-

vocacy thia apring, will hire five

undergraduatea to learn organizing and

student-interest reaeerch skills. For two

nights eech week, these students will meet

to leem political organizing, and then epply

theae skills on isauea of concern to

students. SCERA alao has positions for an

editor/writer, reaource center ataff P««o"'

and two wonwn's issues advocates. All

positions are ten hours per week and pay

$3 35/hr for wortt-study and non-work-

study undergreduatea. Pick up applications

at 420 Student Union weekdeys from 8:00

am to 6:00 pm. All epplications are due

February 23 at 5:00 pm. Final candidates

MHll be posted outskle the office on

February 24. SCERA ia an Affirmative Ac-

tion/Equel Opportunity Student Agency.

151 Patty

^rrj - no party, no blind date, no roses,

just this personal to say Happy Birthday.

Love, Michelle.

Hey BobI Attentionll It'a your B-Day do it

upl Your Roomie

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues.. Feb. 21 -Wed., March 14

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:

noon-4 pm,
end 5pm -9 pm

For appointment call 546^)848/545-2874^

or sign up on portrait datea

in 177-178 CC
Sitting Fee: $5.00

end

M,

• Geoffrey Holder
• The Uncola Man
• Monday February 27, 1984
• Bowker Auditorium

8 PM Free

Brad Couldn't you come up w/a bettei

nanrw then Merie? Brown Eyes

BLT4 vt^nts it once nwre three time wresti

ir>g championa going for 4

Typing. Copiee, Binding Pickup

delivery evail. 413-772-0694 anytin>e

TYPING feat, reliabie. profeeaional.

Manuacripts, stats, correaponderKe, etc.

Reeaoneble ratea 666-3414

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeaet reaume.

Come to Collegien Graphica Rm 106 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:X

TRAVEL

R. Lauderdale $175 rd trip from JFK $225
from Boston. Wicked Limited call Mike
549-7676

WANTED
~

Buying Gold Cleea Ringa, Gold and Silver

Jevvelry and Coina, Ster1ir>g. Daniel Smith,
25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Ping Pong Pertner Wanted Mele/fennale.

No experience necessary. Very flexible

Brien 546-4231

WORK STUDY POSITION

•••«

A great wey to heve fun I

— CHI DELPHIA -
Little Slaters of delta Chi

invite all women to become

The Collegien hes one position availeble

for a work study person. Your job will be
taking ads, anawering phonea, and aome
miac. work. The hours availeble are Mon
11-1, Wed 11-1. T 1-2:30, end Fri 11-12:30

Applicetions are being accepted until Fri

2/24 et 3:30 PM
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Minutemen hobble to West Virginia
InjurieshamperUMass
for key leaguegame
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The battered and bruised University of

Massachusetts basketball team heads down

to West Virginia tonight to face the

streaking Mountaineers in an important

Atlantic 10 game.

Forward Horace Neysmith and his 13.7

point average are questionable for the

contest. Neysmith is still hobbled by a

sprained ankle he suffered in Saturday's 80-

^ loss at George Washington.

Things get worse. Sixth man Bobby

Braun lost two teeth in practice Monday
and is back home in New Jersey having oral

surgery. The junior forward will dress for

the game but has missed the week of

practice. Forward Skip Connors, the likely

sub without Neysmith and Braun in the

lineup, still hasn't recovered from his

lingering ankle woes.

"Basically we have three forwards hurt,

and that hurts the team." understated

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen. "Horace will

see how his ankle reacts in practice and

decide if he can play, he has yet to run on it

and if he's not 100 percent OK he will not

play at all. ! hope that Bobby wiQ be able to

see a lot of aetion and Skip is still on a day-

to-day basis."

Should the bandaged trio ride the pines

the fifth starter will come from either

George Ramming or Tom Emerson. That

duo has scored, between them, nine points

and have played only 62 minutes all season.

If Gerlufsen stays consistent with his

substitute patterns the start will probably

go to Ramming.
"Obviously we have to get all the rest of

the starters to pick up the slack if Horace

and Bobby can't play," said Gerlufsen. "We
will need at least ten points from Edwin
Green to win." That may be a problem.

The 6-7 center has scored only 15 points in

the last two games. He does average 13.6 a

contest but has slumped as of late.

Green will face, as he often does, a center

with a height advantage. WVU will send

bulky Tim Kearney, all 6-11 230 pounds of

him, against Green.

UMass downed West Virginia 71-60 in a

good defensive effort over Intersession at

The Cage. John Hempel scored 18 for the

Minutemen with Neysmith gathering 10

boards to go along with 19 points.

"We'll stick with our pressure defense

and hope to cause turnovers and get into

the offensive transition," said Gerlufsen.

"We have to stop their perimeter game and

especially (Lester) Rowe."
Rowe, the A- 10 player of the Week, is

coming off of a 21 point, 12 rebound per-

formance against Penn State. He is fifth in

the league with 7.3 rebounds a game.

Neysmith is fourth with 7.4

"If we shoot well, which I expect to, we
can win." said Gerlufsen. "This game is

important in our goal of a winning season."

UMass is now 11-12, 6-8 in the con-

ference, and with a battle coming up

against nationally ranked Temple on

Monday this game looms as a must-win if a

winning season is to be had. The Moun-
taineers are a space ahead of the

Minutemen in the league at 7-7.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: Point

g:uard Carl Smith needs only five assists to

reach 179 handouts and tie the UMass and

Atlantic 10 record for assists in a season.

Pretty impressive for a freshman.

Neysmith leads the league in field goal

percentage at .629. Green is still the top

shot blocker with 56. Edwin needs 36

points to climb into third place for the UM
all-time scoring list. The Doctah is second

with one pdnt more (1370). He did it in two
years. Hempel is up to 15.9 points a game,

Donald Russell is now at 11.7. Smith also

leads the team in steals with 38 swipes.

The starters will be Green. Smith. Russell

and Hempel and whoever is healthy.

UMass is 9-1 at home and 2-11 on the road.

The top six teams in the league will receive

byes in the Atlantic 10 tournament (also at

West Virginia). The Minutemen set their

season-high for scoring in the St. Joe's

game with 93 points. Hempel also had his

season-high with 29 as did Russell with his

21 points. West Virginia is hot, they've

won four in a row and defeated tough

Virginia Tech at VPI. Gale Catlett's squad

won the league last year with a 23-8 record.

Collegian pkoto b; Andy Heller

OUTTA MY WAY — Junior forward Horace Neysmith drives against

St. Bonaventure. Neysmith is nursing a sprained ankle as the

Minutemen travel to West Virginia to take on the Mountaineers.

Gymnastics

S home final

The University of

Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team is hosting

Southern Connecticut
tonight at 7:30 in Boyden
Gymnasium.

It is the Minutewomen's

last home meet of the season

and marks the last home
appearances in the careers

of seniors Robin Low (left)

and Barbara Lord (right).

Low hdds the UMass
record score with a 9.55 in

the floor exercises event and
has been a top all-around for

the Minutewomen most of

her career, while team
captain Lord has been a

standout in her specialty,

the balance beam event.

Southern Connecticut
figures to give the
Minutewomen a tough meet
but the Minutewomen figure

to improve on their 7-6

record.

KEVIN DELUCA
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Duley's okay
needed to fill

new vacancies
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts administrative vacancies

will no longer be filled without Chancellor Joseph Duffey's

approval.
Effective immediately and continuing for an indefinite

period, I am instituting a procedure for executive review

and approval of all position vacancies, both professional

and classified, regardless of the source of funding," Duffey

said in the memorandum, distributed to the four vice

chancellors last week.

Prior to Duffey's memorandum of administrative

vacancies. Personnel Administrator James H. Coopiesaid.

applications were submitted to the departmental super-

visors and then to Vice Chancellor for Administration and

Finance John L. DeNyse.
"Now it must go to Duffey for final approval," he said. "If

positions critically need to be filled, we've got to nuike a

plea all the way up the line."

Duffey said in the memo that "the review will reflect all

current and future vacancies including vacancies which

have already been advertised for filling."

Coopie said the hold on filling position vacancies will help

"focus on (and) get a grip on the amount of money in the

budget that is spent on administration."

"If there are vacancies not needed or if they are needed,

this will justify just that." Coopie said.

Coopie said DeNyse told him the money saved may be put

toward acadenuc purposes because academic needs "are

greater now than administrative."

Coopie said procedures for the approval of filling

vacancies "are not yet clear."

"DeNyse said that procedures would be forthcommg,

Coopie said.

Administrative Assistant Joan Forman questions why the

hold "has not been applied to other staff outside of

Whitmore.
"People are upset." Forman said.

Because of the new procedure, a present vacancy in the

personnel office will go unfilled, she said.

"It is difficult and is an extra burden to other employees.

An office can't function properly (because) one person

means a lot. What if people are sick and there is no one to

replace them " Forman said.

H. S. Overing, director of the office of employee and labor

relations said he is also distressed.

"We're in a position that will not allow us to hire critical

positions that need to be filled." Overing said.
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BIRD WATCHER - An unidentified Brownie

looks at the ducks in the Campus Center Pond
yesterday, the warmest day so far this year.

fraternity

members hope
to see trustees
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Four Amherst College fraternity members are in New
York City today hoping to meet with the school's trustees

before their scheduled vote this weekend on the abolish-

ment of the greek system at their school.

Meanwhile, eight other members continued into a third

day theu- fast protesting what they feel to be a lack of

student input in the decision.

The General Secretary of the College. John Callahan,

agreed to bring the four students to New York yesterday

after the school's Interfraternity Council sent him and the

trustees a statement requesting 15 minutes at the meeting

"to present our case."

Also one of the nine students who Tuesday began a four-

day fast to protest what they feel has been inadequate

student input in the trustee deliberations, quit yesterday

because of a cold.

Two others said they are considering abandoning their

juice-and-water-only diet if students are actually allowed

to meet with trustees.

"What we are protesting is that they are making an

uninformed decision." said 20 year old Peter Neuberger of

Middlebury, Vt.. a member of Psi Upsilon, explaining why
he and another fraternity member may now end their fast.

But others still plan to go without food until tomorrow,

saying their protest has no specific demands and that one

meeting with trustees now is too little too late.

"And all they (the trustees) have just paid lip service to

students," said 20-year-old Christopher Bragdon of

Byfield, a member of Alpha Delta Phi. "You can't make up

for three months of neglect in a day. The lack of due pro-

cess still exists."

However, in their statement to the trustees, fraternity

members said. "If the IFC (Interfraternity Council),

represented by three to five members, is granted 15

minutes by the trustees to present our case and answer

questions, we will feel that due process has been carried

out."

Three members of the Amherst Student newspaper

including two of the fast participants, have now quit the

paper after an editorial Monday criticized the fast and the

sit-in at the office of college President G. Armour Craig.

In the editorial, signed by "senior members" of the

paper's editorial board, the "hunger strikers" were

criticized for implying their cause was as important as

apartheid, civil rights, or the nuclear arms race.

The move to abolish fraternities began last year with a

"white paper" issued by former president Julian Gibbs

before his death.

Amherst clubs gettingby with capacity limits
By SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Correspondent

Most students' idea of an ideal weekend night out is not

waiting in line in front of their favorite club, but many are

forced to do so because the Amherst Building Com-

missioner says the clubs must stay within their capacity

limits.

"We are mainly concerned with the safety of the people.

Exits must stay clear in case anything happens," said

Commissioner Chet Penza. "The police can ride by and tell

just by the parking lot if the club is overcrowded."

Club capacities are determined by the state building

codes, amount of parking space, fixed or loose seating, and

the town's zoning by-laws. Penza said.

Club crowding is an occasional problem, but the Amherst

Police Department usually checks the clubs on busy nights.

Inside:
^)ening argument heard in Big Dan*s

Itope tnal P-2

Jim Finkle watches a new soap opera...p.9

Third World alumnus reminisces p. 11

West Virginia crushes Minutemen,
87-59 P-20

''Nothing is more sad than the

death of an illusion.

"

- Arthur Koestler
\ — ^

mainly Wednesday through Saturday, said Amherst Police

Lt. David Jankowski.
"We try to keep a high visibility on licensed establish-

ments, and 1 think they appreciate it also," said

Jankowski.
Jankowski said area club owners are doing a good job

keeping within their limitations.

Warnings have been issued, but no clubs have been shut

•down in the past year. Penza said.

"Usually a warning is sufficient, and the club complies

with regulations." said Penza. "When a club is too

crowded they have to make people leave to get back within

it s limit."

Clubs are required to use a hand-held counter at the door

to keep track of the number of people, Jankowski said.

Local nightclub managers say they try to get by with the

restrictions.

Justin Ryan's, which has a capacity limit of 280 people and

was issued a warning the first weekend of the spring

semester, is currently seeking to increase its capacity

limit, said manager Doug White.

More people can fit into the building than is currenUy

aUowed but the capacity is limited due to parking

problems, he said.

White said a hearing is scheduled for March to hopefully

resolve the problem.

Barselotti's. which has a capacity of 62 people, has a

clicker at the door, and three bouncers are on duty for busy

nights, said bartender Sean Eagan.

"When we reach our limit, we usually put a sign on the

door, and people who want to come in will wait until others

leave," said Eagan.

Senator suspended after shoving match
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Because of a shoving incident between two members of

the Undergraduate Student Senate at Wednesday night's

meeting, the senate has passed a motion temporarily

removing one of the senators involved.

A motion which expels any senate member from the

meeting after disorderly conduct was passed after Bill

Collins, a Southwest Area senator, instigated a brief

shoving incident with Robert Teixiera. a Third World

Caucus member.
Collins was ruled "out of order' by Chris Sullivan, Senate

Speaker, after he siezed floor time to criticize SGA
j>resiut:»a Tom Anei a and his administration.

Teixi*^-" ""'1 '' ' - an aT)ology from Collins for his "per-

sonal attack" on Ahem.
Collins responded, "don't go near me at this time."

Teixiera approached Collins who then yelled "I'm goint to

attack you in a second. " and a brief pushing exchange

ensued.

Collins left the meeting before the motion to temporarily

remove him from the senate was voted on. According to

the motion, he will be allowed to return to the senate in one

week.

Collins could not be reached for comment about the in-

cident or his future plans as a senator.

A motion to appoint a sergeant-at-arm to the senate

meetings was considered and dropped last semester, after

former Third World Caucus member George MacKenzie

also siezed the floor "out of order."
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World andNational News

Big Dan rape trial begins

AP Laacrphoto

STRIKE CASUALTY - An unidentified woman driver is aided by

three French truckers after her car slammed into a truck which was

part of a blockade by independent truckers in France yesterday.

FALL RIVER (AP) A young woman
who entered a bar to buy cigarettes was

raped and battered on a pool table for

nearly 90 minutes while onlookers in the

bar shouted "Do it! Do it!" prosecutors told

two juries Thursday.

"She was begging for help that never

came," said Bristol County Assistant

District Attorney Raymond Veary. "This is

a story without heroes."

They were cheering like it was a

baseball game while she continued to

scream and cry for help," said Robert Kane,

another assistant district attorney also

prosecuting the case.

Veary's description came in opening

arguments in the trial of two men charged

with the March 6, 1983. gang rape at Big

Dan's, a bar in nearby New Bedford.

Earlier in the day, Kane presented

opening arguments in the trial of two others

who are being tried separately on the same

charges.

Defense attorneys reserved their right to

opening arguments for a later date.

Kane told the jury how the victim's

celebration of her child's birthday turned

into a nightmare as she was assaulted again

and again by four men while two others

stood watch. When the woman finally ran

from the bar, Kane said her attackers went

back to the bar, "smiling and laughing and

ordering drinks."

Victor Raposo, John Cordeiro, Virgilio

Medeiros and Jose Mederios, all 24, are

being tried on charges of aggravated rape

in trial sessions held each morning. Daniel

Silvia and Joseph Vieira, both 27, are being

tried in the afternoon.

Judge William Young separated the trials

to avoid the possibility of several defen-

dants incrimmating co-defendants. The
trials are being held in tandem to prevent

the publicity From one trial affecting the

other.

Kane said the two Medeiros men, who
are not related, helped drag the woman to

the pool table and stood watch. When the

bartender, Carlos Machado, tried to help

the woman, the two men olocked his way.

"Virgilio Medeiros put his arms out and

asked. 'Where do you think you're going,'"

Kane said.

Kane said the woman had been

celebrating her eldest daughter's birthday

when she went down the street to buy

cigarettes.

FBI joins hunt for fugitives Campaign cleared of theft
KINGSPORT, Tenn. (AP) - Troopers

authorized to shoot to kill scoured the

snowy Smoky Mountains of eastern Ten

nessee for two escaped convicts yesterday

and the F'BI joined the search after reports

that one of them threatened to kill his

stepfather in Virginia.

Police said the two fugitives - who have

vowed not to be taken alive already killed

a 59 year old man and took his wife hostage

on a dash across Tennessee earlier this

week.
Despite rain and snow, Tennessee state

troopers used helicopters to search the

mountains around Bluff City, about 15 miles

east of Kingsport in far eastern Tennessee.

"Investigations revealed that there's a

good chance they are in that area," said Lt.

Jennings Strout of the Tennessee Highway

Patrol. "There are some relations there."

The fugitives are Ronald Freeman, a 41-

year-old former church deacon serving 198

years for murdering his wife and step-

daughter, and James Clegg. a 30-year-old

former motorcycle gang member serving

life as a habitual criminal. U.S.

Magistrate James H. Allen in Memphis, on

the other end of the state, issued federal

arrest warrants after authorities said Clegg

had vowed to kill his stepfather in Virginia

and Freeman planned to flee the state with

a girlfriend.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Justice

Department said yesterday that an eight-

month investigation had left it stumped as

to how the Reagan campaign obtained

debate briefing materials and White House
documents from the Carter administration

1980 but concluded therein was no

credible evidence of a crime.

In a three-page report, the department

also said it had found no evidence of "any

plan or conspiracy by Reagan election

officials to obtain the Carter briefing

materials or any other confidential, internal

Carter documents."

Justice Department spokesman Tom
DeCair said criminal activity had been

discounted because the briefing materials

were not government documents and

contained no classified information. The
internal White House documents also

contained no classified information, DeCair

said.

He said that despite inconsistent

statements by top Reagan campaign aides-

appointees about the materials, no

polygraph tests were administered because

"no investigative purpose would have been

served since there were no legally

significant inconsistencies."

Digest By The Associated Press

Auto industry

sales climbing

to piece together what may have happend

and were "interviewing students who were

with him earlier." Asked whether hazing

was involved, Stelzer said "We are trying

to determine that. It doesn't appear so, but

there were numerous fraternity members

around the house that night."

Epilepsy may
The auto industry yesterday said sales

were still soaring, and the government

reported that orders to U.S. factories for

durable goods rose 1.1 percent in January.

The major auto manufacturers said sales
^

in mid February jumped 73.3 percent above ff/1i^i> lltiTkOTPnOP
the year-earlier rate. It was the industry's VUU^V f#/f/A/tt;#l'i/C

best sales performance for the period since

the boom year of 1973.

The six major manufacturers built 225,260

cars in the Feb. 11 20 period, up 73.3

percent over the 129.9% delivered to

dealers a year ago.

Among the Big Three. Chrysler Corp. led

the way with an 85.1 percent increase.

General Motors Corp. was up 76.2 percent

and Ford Motor Co. gained 64.8 percent.

In a related development. Chrysler

reported that it earned a company record

$701 million in 1983 including $118.3

million in the final three months - on a 31.5

percent jump in sales.

Deadbody found
inAICfraternity

SPRINGFIELD - A freshman pledge was

found dead early yesterday in a fraternity

house at American International College,

pdice said.

Detective Captain Ernest Stelzer said

fraternity members discovered the body of

James E. Lenaghan. 19, of Walertown. in a

room at Zeta Chi House about 12:15 a.m.

An autopsy performed by Hampden

County Medical Examiner Loren E.

Mednick revealed no immediate cause of

death and further toxicological tests were

to be underUken to determine whether

alcohol or drugs had been involved. Stelzer

said. He described the tests as routine.

Stelzer said police were still attempting

BOSTON The discovery that a bizarre

form of epilepsy may be a major cause of

impotence strengthens the growing belief

that male sexual problems often result from

physical disorders, not mental ones,

researchers say.

A new study, released Thursday, shows

that a disease called temporal lobe epilepsy

diminishes the body's production of sex

hormones and lowers sexual drive.

"It looks as though we have vet another

physical cause of impotence, and individuals

who have been plagued with this problem in

the past probably will no more be im-

mediately shunted to the psychiatrist," said

Dr. Richard F. Spark. 'Now perhaps their

tamily doctors will begin to look into this

problem with some precision to see what

can be done to help them."

Club owner buys

Hitler citation
LONDON A British striptease club

owner has paid the equivalent of $29,000 for

a medal citation signed by Adolf Hitler and

awarded to Nazi Germany's top World War
II dive-bomber pilot.

Club-owner Paul Raymond outbid the

widow of Luftwaffe flying ace Ulrich Rudel

for the citation, whi'h was among Nazi

memorabilia on sale Wednesday at Phillips

auction house in London, a Phillips

spokesman said.
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ON THE NOSE - Jo Jo, a South

American monkey, playfully nips at

Bob Delvental, her master, in

Boston yesterday.

Carsons agree

on support figure
LOS ANGELES • Although Johnny

Carson and his estranged wife Joanna have

settled on a financial support arrangement,

it's nowhere near the $220,000 a month she

had sought, says a spokesman for the host

of'The Tonight Show."

"The agreed upon figure for temorary

spousal support was close to the amount

suggested by Mr. Carson's lawyers, which

was approximately 10 percent of the

amount requested by Mrs. Carson,"

spokesman Jim Mahoney said late Wed-

nesday, reading from a statement.

Mrs. Carson's request to Los Angeles

Superior Court had amounted to about

$2.64 million a year from her 58-year-old

husband.

She had based the monthly support claim

on such items as $37,065 a month for

jewelry and furs. $3,955 for clothes. $12,625

gifts to friends and relatives, $1,400 for

groceries and $88,000 for personal ex-

penses.
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Groups complain about BigDan jury selection

By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Some women's and community groups throughout

Massachusetts are questioning the predominance of male

jurors and the televising of the court procedings in the Big

Dan gang-rape trial.

Last spring, six New Bedford men, who are all Por-

tuguese immigrants, were charged with gang-raping a

21-year-old woman on a pool table in Big Dan's Bar while

dozens of other customers cheered them on

Elizabeth Bennet, a spokeswoman tor the Massachusetts

Coalition of Rape Crisis Services operating out of the New
Bedford Women's Center, said there are definite problems

with the predominatly male juries and how they were

selected.

"In questioning the jurors, the judge said he was looking

for bias relating to anti-Portuguese attitudes. No ques-

tions were asked about people's understanding of rape or

bias agianst rape victims or views on sexism," she said.

Two separate juries, selected from 600 possible jurors,

are hearing the case because, according to newspaper ac-

counts, several of the defendants are expected to make

statements incriminating other defendants. A morning

jury is comprised of 12 men and four women and after

noon jury selection is not yet complete, but so far consist

of eight men and six women.

Sally Borden, a victim-witness assistant for the District

Attorney's Office in Northampton who assists victims of

sexual violence during court procedures, said on the sur-

face the jury composition "does seem unequal," but in

some cases "there is not necessarily a correlation between

the number of women and men on the jury and the out-

come of the trial."

Weather brings

students outdoors
By TRAGI MARRING
Collegian Correspondent

Sunny skies and temperatures in the SOs brought many
University of Massachusetts students outdoors yesterday

to enjoy an early glimpse of spring.

Students came out in droves to sit around the Campus
Pond and on the steps of the Campus Center. Lindsay

Stromgren, a College of Arts and Sciences major from

Amherst, said he "thought about blowing off my classes,"

on such a day.

And although he thought that we'll be "nailed in a week

or so by cold weather," this is the kind of day that, "gets

you through untU spring break."

Maria Mpelkas, the UMass Women's Crew coach, said

she was enthusiastic about the weather because it means

that she won't have to "sit and freeze in the launch," at

practice.

Mpelkas also said that this is the "earliest we've been

out on the river," because of the warm weather.

Craig Sable, a first year undeclared major from Ran-

dolph, said he likes the weather because he could "go out-

side and study," instead of staying "cooped up in the

dorm."
A group of women seated on the Campus Center steps

said they liked the weather so much that "we blew off our

classes, and will probably do the same tomorrow, if it's

like this."

Frank McLaughlin, a first year Stockbridge School of

Agriculture student, said it was "nice to just sit around"

in the sun, while he was studying for a quiz.

With weather reports promising another nice day today,

many more students may be able to take advantage of this

touch of spring before winter has a chance to come back

again next week.

"Televising the rape case will raise the issue of is it en-

In a telephone interview Bennet said the judge hearing

the trial made a decision to allow a local cable television

station to cover the trial under the conditions the victim's

identity not be televised.

"The big problem we're angry about is the fact that this

trial will be televised and the victim' name will be men

tioned in the courtroom. The cable TV station, with 40,000

viewers, won't show her picture but will reveal her name

for the first time in a year," she said.

Dale Melcher, staff assistant in the UMass Women's

Studies department, said she thought there was "potential

for enormous abuse" with a televised trial.

tertainment or is it educational? There's no way of

knowing." she said.

Melcher also said the publicity and televising of the trial

gives the community a chance to "come together and

make a public stand that says this is intolerable and totally

unacceptable behavior the community won't allow."

Kathy Alexander, counselor advocate against violence

against women at the Everywoman's Center and a

member of the State Rape Crisis Coalition, said members

of the state crisis programs are going to be watching the

trial with "intense interest and intense concern" for the

victim.

"We are keeping a close eye on it and it will be a concern

of women throughout the state that justice come about."

Rape coverage seen as detrimental
By MELISSA K. GRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts sj«i«i they

believe the televising of the Big Dan gang rape trial could

be harmful to both the victim and the defendants.

In an informal poll conducted yesterday, most students

agreed television coverage by a New Bedford-based cable

network would be interesting, but probably would not be

viewed seriously enough.

"If I knew it was going to be on cable, I would view it for

entertainment," said Todd Macomber, a psychology major

from Newton.
"Newspapers do enough damage without seeing

everyone's reactions," said Robert Love, a 21 year-old

geology major. "The situation is definitely being ex-

ploited,"

Many students agreed they would like to see the tnal.

Debbie Moreau, an undeclared major from South Hadley

said, "I always hear that they harass the girl and now I

could find out if that is true or not."

Several students also remarked on the motives behind

those televising the case.

"It's just taking advantage of such a publicized event and

exploiting it for good ratings and money rather than to see

justice and the truth found out," Peter Laurent, a

psychology major, said.

Although some students said they believed cameras in the

courtroom would make no difference in the trial itself, a

large majority of those questioned said a camera would put

"undue pressure" on all involved in the case, and thought

it could even affect their testimony.

As one woman from Vineyard Haven put it, "it just

doesn't seem right somehow."

Eight hopefuls

debate against

Reagan inNH
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

MANCHESTER, NH - In what could be the last chance

for all eight democratic candidates before the Presidential

primaries, strong leadership in the party was emphasized

in a debate last night at St. Anselm's College.

During the debate, sponsored by the League of Women
Voters five days before the New Hampshire primary, all

candidates stressed that the overriding concern is to beat

Ronald Reagan in November.

Former Vice President Walter Mondale said, "Next

Tuesday, you, in New Hampshire have the chance to elect

the most powerful citizen in America. We need a Presi-

dent of leadership. Mr. Reagan, whether it's Lebanon or

arms control, does not know what he's doing. I know

what I'm doing, from experience."

Collcfiaa photo by Kate Wsttcr*

A couple and their dog enjoy yesterday's

warm, sunny weather by the Campus Pond.

"Mr. Reagan, whether it's Lebanon or arms con-

trol, does not krunu what he's doing. I know what I'm

doing, from experience.
• Presidential hopeful

Walter Mondale

SGA candidates attack conservatives
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Former Student Government Association President Jim

Murphy has decided to run again, but this time under an

assumed name.
Murphy and his running mate, Paul Gosselin, a former

student senator have asked that their names appear on the

election ballot as "Camel" Murphy and "Gumby" Gosselin.

The name change was the cause of controversy at a heated

senate meeting earlier this week.

The candidates, both seniors, said they chose the names

"out of thin air" in order to emphasize issues and show that

"names are not important." ,. . « *

They said their use of ficticious names would not atfect

how their candidacy is perceived by the student body.

"I think running under ficticious names and runnmg a

joke campaign are two different things," Murphy said.

The candidates said they were concerned with the con-

servative ideology of some of the senators in the SGA and

criticized them Tor not taking strong activist stands on

national and international issues such as the Grenada inva-

sion.

Last semester the senate passed a resolution condemn-

ing the invasion following a heated debate.

Issues like the Grenada invasion and the recruitmg

efforts of United Technologies Corporatwn at the

University of Massachusetts are important, the candidates

said, because of their ultimate effect on students.

The recruiting efforts of United Technologies on-

campus were condemned in a resolution passed by the

senate last semester because the company did not publicly

disclose their contracts with the university, the candidates

S8JO

"For students saying we shouldn't work on national issues

is saying that we're just here living in a bubble," Murphy

said. "My fear is a relatively passive student government.

I would personally like to see the area governments being

a little more active," he said.

Murphy said the student judi'-ial system "is currently a

mess' and criticized the governments for not Uking action

to correct the situation.

He said that when housing arrangements were

reorganized "the area governments just sat back."

The candidates attacked the conservatives in the student

senate, saying they were less concerned with student

rights, social issues which affect students and student

advocacy.

Murphy said senators, students of the community, have a

"responsibility to act" and should work on "anything that

affects students regardless of where it comes from."

"The students pay rents on this place," Gosselin said,

pointing to the Campus Center as an example, "and

students should have a right to say what goes on here," he

said.

Mondale stressed a program of social justice as a way to

define leadership.

Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., called himself the only alter-

native to front-runner Mondale.

"We are presented with a choice," Hart said, "a choice

for America's future or our past. We need new leader-

ship, new ideas, new proposals. There is something more

important than winning, and that's telling the truth and

being honest. I hope I can do both in this election."

Experience is the key to a successful candidacy, said

Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio.

"As a Marine and a businessman, involved in science

and research, I have the experience needed to become

President," Glenn said. "We need more than politics."

The other five candidates concentrated on insight rather

than experience.

"There's no better guide than principle," said George

McGovem. "I stress the same thing I did as the

Democratic nominee in 1972, and that is 'Come Home,

America.'
"

The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson emphasized the hardship

minorities in this country face. He recalled his upbringing,

remembering the days of segregation and called for

Americans who feel the injustices of government to join

him in his "rainbow" candidacy.

But for Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., the issue of peace

is the main concern in the 1984 election.

"As we become closer to war, all the candidates here say

they are committed to peace," he said, "but I was the first

candidate committed to peace. A vote for me would nudte

this message understandably clear."
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Mass Approved
Inspection Station

RADIAL TIRE
SALE

P155/80 R13

$29.95
include nnounting

plus MA state tax

North Amherst
Tire £r Auto Ctr.

"Full Service Tire

Store"

78 SundeHend Rd

No Amherst, MA
Across from Wstrobes

549^704

^.^••^"^•.^•••^^•^••^^*'* " ^"^\

Stress

i

Management
\

Workshop
|

•

Tues. Feb. 28, 1984
\

Campus Center 805 )

Call 549-2671 |

to register !

Heslth Education )

Division of \
m

Univ. Health Services (

Amherst Flics presents:

Body Heat
Shows 8 PM& 10 PM

Fri. Sat. Sun.

Amherst College, Merrill 1

Summer Jobs
UPWARD BOUND/

UMASS AMHERST
Positions Available:

Instructors (for College Prepatory Curriculum)

Counselor/ Tutors (for residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: Feb. 29, 1984

N

Internships also available
<iw..^i

Educating Rita

Richard Pryor

Here and Now
Sunday

Year of Living

Dangerously
Betrayal

7 PM
I 3

Tuesday
9 PM i

7 PM I

GREAT LUNCH AT MIKES!

The finest in homemade
luncheons, stews, soups

sandwiches all the time
'f*^

. all reasonably priced

and in a comfortable,

hometown atmosphere.

any two entrees
(except steaks)

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
*Every Friday

UNIVERSITY OFMASSACHUSETTS ATXMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^

Stephanie
Chase
Violin

BfonzB Medalist.

1982 Tchaikovsky
Competition.

Moscow

Master of

Mime

Marcel
Marceauf

TO^f the
CAMPUS

THURSDAY, MARCH 1.8 PM
TICKETS: $5.00

Les Ballet

Jazz
de Montreal

Jau Balft
at Its' finest

FRIDAY, MARCH 9. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at

Fine Arts Center Box Office. DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center.Call(413) 545-2511 or 1 800-243-4842

MONDAY. M»CH 5. 8 PM
TICKETS: $12,110. $8

Springfield

Symphony
Orchestra
Robert Gutter

Music Director with

Jean
Pierre

Rampal
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9, $7

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mult b* It to •nt*r

Op*n -til 2

665-4937
34 Hour Taped Maiiof• rusty nail

PROUDLY PRESiNTS

rtAV

Tonight JOHN BUTCHER AXIS
$5.00 cover charge w/UMass ID -

Every Night

Sat. 25th - Driving Rock and Roll

with ARCH RIVAL
' All tickets aval

$2.00 cover charge w/UMass ID '" the Cai

Coming: Stevie Ray Vaughn and Double Trouble

March 11th

Every Night Bottled Beer $1.00

7 9:30

All tickets available Wednesdays

in the Campus Center
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Amherst Rent Commission

meets with little response
By MICHAEL MEAGHER
Collegian Correspondent

An Amherst apartment complex owner

told the town's Rent Control Study Com-

mission last night that rent control should

be dealt with as a social rather than an

economic issue.

Raymond Campbell, owner of East

Amherst Village Apartments, said at a

commission hearing if society wants all

citizens to have safe and sanitary housing,

then society should pay for it.

"One segment of society (the landlords)

should not have to provide housing," he

said.

The first of two public hearings to help

the conunisaion study the volatile question

of whether Amherst should have a rent

control ordinance produced a mere whisper

of response from residents.

Steven Puffer, part-owner of Puffton

Village, and a woman who is a tenant at

Colonial Village Apartments were the only

people who joined Campbell in making

statements at the hearing.

Ken Mosakowski, chairman of the com-

mission, said he didn't think the light tur-

nout reflected a lack of public interest on

the subject of rent control.

"I don't think it indicates that there is a

lack of interest. It's been the subject of

hundreds of hours of debate over the past

10 years," he said.

Campbell said taxpayers, rather than

landlords, should subsidize rent control,

"Let's not have someone in the private

sector who happens to make his livelihood

from owning property subsidize it (rent

control)," he said.

Under rent control landlords will be hesi-

tant to nuike improvements in their units

because there wtnild be no return on the in-

vestments, according to Campbell.

"It will substantially diminish my will-

ingness to upgrade or put anything into the

apartments," he said.

"The gray hair on the top of my head in-

dicates that I'm aging. Aging ownership

won't take risks," Campbell sakl.

Steven Puffer expressed a concern that

many landlords might decide not to rent

property under rent control because they

would have to do so at a loss.

"There is a possibility of landlords

deciding not to rent under rent control

when they would out of it," he saki.

Mosakowski said that he hoped more

people would participate at a second hear-

ing to be held March 1 at the Town Hall.

Residents may also mail infonnation to the

commission at the Town Hall, he added.

Charred newspapers found

^._

'^
C«a«|iM Hm(« >»7 K«*i* ^"^

QUICK CLEANUP ~ The owner of a barbershop on Main Street in

Northampton takes advantage of yesterday's weather to wash his win-

dows.

University of Massachusetts Police

responded to a report of charred

newspapers and magazines in front of a

second floor elevator in Cashin dormitory

Wednesday at 10:13 a.m.

Police said the items were found by a

dormitory resident, and the incident has

been labeled suspicious. It is under in-

vestigation.

UMass Spokesman Art Clifford said that

no one saw anything burning, but

"somebody called (the police) and reported

they had found a magazine that was burnt."

While "nobody has been able to attribute a

cause to the magazine being burnt,* Clif-

ford said "it's conceivable" that the burned

material was refuse from a fire early that

morning in a trash barrel in a second floor

stairwell. There was no damage in that

incident.

In other police action:

Shortly before 5 p.m. Wednesday, police

received a report of an assault and battery.

Pdice said the complaintant was walking

through the Campus Center Concourse

when he was approached by another male,

who made a threatening remark and swung

at him with a knife. .jj^RY ANNE BEEN

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE

LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM

ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — Brrtith and EuropMn
studlM ar* offarad in litaratura.

motor/, art hiatory. drama, music,

sociology, sducatlon. paycnology.

communications, ar>d politics.

Special program otfarad in Drama.

IntaoMtUpa avaHaMa to qualMad
studanta In IntamaMonal Bualnaaa.

Soelat Sarrtcaa, Potmcal Sdanca
and CowmuwtcaMona.

Visits to tha thaatra, museums,
gallanas. schools, social and

political institutions ara an

intagral part of tha curriculum.

For furthar IntonnaMon wrltac

Intarnstional Programs - SP
Ithaca Collage

Ithaca. New York 14850

Questioning the way

you use alcohol?

Drinking interfering with your studies?

Relationships? Want more control over

your drinking habits?

The Student Opportunity Program

(STOP) offers five weeks of alcohol edL<:a-

tion and group support beginning on

February 27th (6-7:30 pm) for students

who would like to make changes in their

drinking behaviors.

To register call:

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

STOP
Carlene Riccelli, Ed.D

University Health Services

549-2671 X 181

TMEATRES

iHATIIIEEATWILiTESHOW
MOUCfO MlCU rOM tTUOIWf S * 1

MNtO«CiriZ«N»WtTM *aicc*" '

HAMPSHIRE k M:^&i4.i.| WT. FABWS <i KilttifcH

TOM UIU(K»
LAtflTER

SILKWOOD
MSur 1146 » 4(|S 9 *2 001

|« 7 00, 9

«

-

SpKiM M«nnOTa

RaggKty ><r^ •nd An<»v

O FfiSun 2 16 »««««» »2 00

IGEL'
FfiSun (2 16 Er 6 00 • 12 001

|i«i 1 16, »4e

..jNG BREAK 8C
8 Days 7 NIghra Luxurious Hot»< on rh« Strip

Hor«4 only W/Moror Cooch W/J«f

$149 S285 S375

Mc9|c fox included *** ^^ included **'

[ For more info 545-3437

Fri Sun 12.00 Er 446 9 «3 001

jn 7 15 »:30

B 0*c*> NoTwiationai

How the future tjegan.

i Ffi Sun 14 46 • U 001 30 _.

MIDNimiT

FnSun (2n 6 4:X 9 12 00)

7 16. »^46

11 Okw NoiTiln«lon«l

Fri Sun II 30 ft 4 16 9 12 001

n 7:00. 9^30

IIOADWAT DAIRY

lOSE
WOOOT lUEN
Ml* FAttOW

Fri Sun 12:00 » 6 00 9 U 001

7:30. >46

)ln(iUilifu!lH

n-8un II 46 » 4:46 • 12 001

7 30. •:»

MADNttft
FBI » S»T M 12 15 «m_

Jj^

Uk« it'( really, totally,
> tli« most fun

a couple of hodits
can have.

. You know?

A Km tbout JimI H«ndrti

EMASCNHCAO

Mon^ ^^hofl eno ihs Hofy GfW

5PI^^EAK
Rl "^^

. «*i rni \jmmk PiC*uWI anutTWitt >

This Saturday 5, 7, 9 8 11 o'clock

in the Student Union Ballroom

4mi^nn ilOQ fli«t nhow - all others $1.50

« * * ^ * < • 4 * f 4 * *

!
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UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES

WEST TO VAIL
SPRING BREAK
March 19-26 Includes:

Round Trip Air

7 Nights/5 Day Lifts

Extras

•N-

Transfers J

if

Call UMass Ski Club Now |

545-3437 t
****3|CJ|e:|c:|c********************W'l«******'««^

^SP^*

Sherri Leigh June Photo by Dwayne Autery

Located in the

Campus Center

Univ. of Mass.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

rnxa mdiii ' tinniiiiii.iiiiiin.ij.ii

VALENTINO'S
BXZ

AT LA MENSA
MARKETPLACE

DOWNTOWN SPFLD.
MAIN ST.

EXIT OFF RT. 91

DANCING

WITH FINE
WINES AND
CHAMPAGNES

Your Host
Louie Fiore

* Proper Attire

Requested

The Classiest Place in Springfield

Weekly Specials: 0^
Sunday

3for 1
8 tx) 9:30

Buy one

Drink get

2 Free

Monday

Ladies

Night
Free Drinks

8:30-10:00

11:30-12:00

$2 admission

for men

Wednesday

College

Night
$6.00

all you can drink

9:30-11:00

20 and older

Thurgday

Champagne
Night
4 or more
Ladies

Free Bottle

of Champagne

1

Open 7 Nights 8 - 2 AM
The City at your Back Door

25 minutes away Disco till 2 AM
^^

^^^-...^wTrrrrr- iii .iii» hm mil nilHIIIU IJTI limUi

Holder

An Evening of Theater By

An Uncommon Man

Monday, February 27, 1984 8 pm.

Bowker Auditorium University of Massachusetts
FREE

.Ifrik-.hn (Uid

DataProcessing Center

handles UMass' information
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article is part ofan

occasional series on computers at the

University ofMassachusetts.

By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

Handling the flow of information at a large

institution is a monumental task, but at the

University of Massachusetts, it is done by

only one department.

The Data Processing Center in the

Whitmore Administration Building serves

nearly everly UMass administrative

department on the Amherst, Boston and

Worcester campuses more than 400 com-

puter terminals, said Center Director Mar-

tin A. Smith.

In 1954, the Data Processing Center was

established, when electronic accounting

machines were used for payroll and student

records.

By the 1983 fiscal year, the center's data

processing budget was $3.1 million--!.77

percent of the entire University budget,

and an IBM compatible National Advanced

System computer was running 24 hours a

day, seven days a week, said Smith.

The center now processes up to 100,000

transactions a day for administrative

departments requiring data about student

and faculty payroll, housing, course

scheduling, student records and more, he

said.

On the Amherst campus alone, the center

coordinates more than 143 systems on a

daily basis. This, with the "exponentially"

growing demand for additional service puts

the center in "an incredibly difficult situa-

tion" requiring the careful budgeting of

computer access, Smith said.

At night, the Data Center computer Ukes

care of "batch runs." Smith said. The

computer prepares the 12,000 weekly pay

checks, sends out the bills, and runs

financial programs.

"It*s a huge effort every night," Smith

said.

Marof^^r of budget and administration for

the Data Center Norman Menegat said the

center runs through 50 cases of paper

every week. This does not count special

forms, and the millions of paper labels used

every year.

Demand for access to data is greatest

during the day. Smith said, when the center

strives to keep about 10 bUlion bits, or

pieces, of information on line.

The consolidation of this information into

one central data base and the comparatively

simple format the system requires have

lead to problems with access to the com-

puter, Smith said.

With over 143 departments runnmg
systems, every single department would

like every single thing that they want done,

done yesterday. At a certain point in time

we've got a finite number of people to make
those chanjfes." he said.

To meet the booming demand requires

additional larger computers, and more

microcomputers for access. Smith said.

"But the bottom line it always comes down

to is dollars and cents," he said.

Yet the Data Center will continue to in-

crease and improve its services. Smith said,

pointing to the implementation of a new
centralized student data system in the fall

of 1983 as the first phase of a plan to im

prove the registration process at UMass.

The second phase will be the acquisition of

a new course scheduling system, probably

in two or three years, costing from $50,000

to $250,000, he said. The present 12 year

old system has become outdated, he added.

C4iUeffiaii photo by Katie Wattcra

EN GARDE - Two members of the Pioneer Valley Combat Club sUge

a medieval warfare demonstration in front of the Student Union yester-

day with swords fashioned from pipes wrapped in insulation.

Group wants UMassvideo

Read the Arts page
until it hurts!

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy Film Newspapers

Tobacco Filnn Processing Tote Bags

Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter RIbborw

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups

Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health and Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Many other Items available

546-2S28

Located in the

Student Union .

|
Convenient Hours H It?

M-F 7:30 am tolOrOO pm ,-, -, . f^^^^^
Saturday and Sunday 1 1 11111 ZXlD'E
8:30 am to 10:00 pm | 1 • ^ H'W^ -

By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

A Union Video Center staff member has

applied for a $1000 grant from the Board

of Governors to make a film that would

enhance the University of Massachusett's

image.

Charles Sennott, who wasn't present at

last night's meeting, had a proposal

presented by BOG treasurer Jeremiah

Quill, which said due to unfortunate hap-

penings such as the series of Southwest

fires the university is in dire need of some

good public relations. A film which would

stress the strengths of the university

"could be just what the doctor ordered,"

Quill said.

According to the proposal, the video

would be entitled "University Review",

and would have a magazine format produc-

ed as a two part series.

Each part will be an hour long with four

seperate featxires. The films will also stress

some of the interesting programs and

faculty that UMass has to offer.

"We have some of the finest programs in

the country including polymer science.

chemistry, literature, and anthropology.

And I haven't heard of a really weak pro-

gram here." Quill said. "Now it's time that

people " especially in Massachusetts -

realize just how great of a state university

they have. It's tough when you have such

stiff academic competition in the state."

In opposition to the original proposal was
BOG Director William Harris, who said the

statement had no depth, and that it "ob-

viously needed much cleaning up before the

board should pass the motion."

"We don't want to give away $1000 to

anyone who hands the BOG a page and a

half proposal. If we did that, we'd find

ourselves losing a lot of money," Harris

said.

In defense of the project. Quill said that

Harris' comments were minor problems to

be worked out, but that the initial idea is an

excellent one.

"The Union Video Center is an excellent

group of people. This is their baby, and we

should show a little trust in them. We real-

ly can't be an over-zealous watchdog on

this project, because making a good film

takes freedom and creativity," Quill said.

WELCOME-

to UMass!

DATE: February 24, 1984

TIME: 8:30 p.m.- 1.00 Q.m.

BAND: J^RIVE

PLACE: Campus Center Auditoriurr

PRICE: $3.00

Debut UMass performance!

ALL WELCOME!

CASH BAR!

ihared stages with; Blue Oyster Cult, Ramones, Flock of Seagulls,

;r.d the Tubes.
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FLORIDA
DAYTONA BEACH
Spring Break 1984

2 17 -2/24 -3 23-

3 30 4 6 Departures

17950
I This year take your
choice, not your chance,*"

stay where YOU WANT. Not where some company

wants you to.

FREE
ENTERTAINMENT

See Music History being made on the Plaza

Pool Deck-FREE to all our customers
— hear groups like "Alabama". "The Fix",

"Flock of Sea Gulls", "George Thorogood"
and many others at The Rolling Stone. New
Music Show Case and Playboy Expo.

3/2 -3/9 -3/16-

4/13 Departures

These fiotefs are available— take i;our choice

• Hi-Seas •Pagoda •Alaskan •Texan •Hawaiian Inn

tf\
and

^- y The Paytona Plata

Home of "600 North Club" and "Plantation Club

•All hi)l»-l» iniludr. dl no extra chdigv. ihf Ddvtond Pl<iia l.nlrnaminenl Parkage

TRIP INCLUDES
• Acci)ninii>dali(>n» for 7 nights and 8 days.

• Ocean frimi hotel

• Transpunalion by Motorcoach (R*>siroom equipp<^ and air condili<im'd

• Fr?«" beer partv enroule lo Florida

* • Free happv hour everyday while in Florida
/mWERICAN - ,. . , .-. Ill ij

^^ • Optional Disney World trip.

College limitfd accommodations
Travel DONT BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD

NOW!

"9/,
O,

A deposit lA $5().00 will reserve yi>ur seal

I he balance is due 3 weeks prior to departure.

LAST CHANCE!

CONTACT

John
253-2894

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

0'^'^'^A*

University Drive, Amherst. Mass.

Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans$9.95 + 1.20

+ 1.20 caseMolson $12.75

Carling i2oz bonies $6.95 +150

Strogoff Vodka 1 75$7.95

Cossack Gin 75 $8.99

Ron Roberto Rum 175

$9.25

Gallo Premiums i5l

$3.59

Inglenook Navelle i5l

$3.99

Chantefleur 750ml $2.99

253-5596 not responsible for typographical errors

EDrrOBIAL/OPINION

Women need better treatment
The sexual objectification of women recently achieved

new heights on this campus. Pi Kappa Alpha, a

UMass fraternity, has posted advertisements for

the movie, "Spring Break" throughout dormitories and

the Campus Center. The advertisement portrays an in-

credibly violent message toward women.

Rebecca Thatcher

The advertisement is a photograph of a portion of a

woman's body from the naval to the middle of her thigh

lying on her side, lacing forwards. She is wearing a very

skimpy string bikini, basically naked. Standing on her hip

are four men holding the shaft of a flag which they are

about to push into her flesh. The men are in the classic

war-time position of conquerors. It is a blatant image that

depicts gang rape as (I quote the poster) "the most fun a

couple of bodies can have."

Considering that images like this are prevalent and

widely accepted in our society, it is not surprising that

violence against women is increasing.

People should know better than to put this sort of poster

up all over the campus. But there are two problems.

One is ignorance and the other is siniply that while society

condemns rape, it condones the images of violence against

women that lead to rape. One of the men to whom I showed

the poster said, "Why don't you call the fraternity and ask

them if they had any choice as to using that particular

poster?"

That kind of attitude is simply not acceptable. It is akin to

saying, "It is okay for them to portray a gang rape as a fun

thing if that is the only advertising poster the movie

company sent them." Men and women have to learn to

condemn the portrayal of violence against women

vehemently as they condenm the act of violence against

women.
Hopefully Pi Kappa Alpha will learn from this, but just to

make sure that their consciousness is raised; think of

something else to do Saturday night. There are plenty of

other movies playing in the area, and I doubt that the

movie is worth seeing if, as is usually the case, the poster

says something about the subject matter of the movie.

Don't reward Pi Kappa Alpha with your dollar for doing

something so rash and unthoughtful. You will be doing

both the fraternity and yourself a favor.

Rebecca Thatcher is a Collegian staffmember.

Letters

Why 'Fair failed

To the Editor:

My friend R. Miler tells me that someone wrote to your

paper wanting to know if any other comics had been sub-

mitted this semester. I think it only fair to point out that,

indeed, at least one other strip was submitted. It was one

that had appeared in your paper before -one or two of your

readers may remember it. It was called Afler the Fall, and

it pretended to tell the story of my extended visit to

UMass. I say "pretended" because Mr. Miller shamelessly

exaggerated many events in my life-but that's another

story.

While I don't go in much for academia anymore, I am
saddened to hear that Mr. Miller has been unable to con-

tinue my story in print. I don't say this out of mere vanity,

or even out of honest appreciation of his work. I say this

because he paid well.

But what I really want to say is this: Mr. Miller failed

because he was careless. He accidently forgot to write

about keg parties, hangovers,- drunken brawls, and drug

overdoses that are so central to college life. He also forgot

to make sure his strip was as sexist, racist, and classist as

possible. (I admit he was a little closer to the norm in these

respects, but he should have been more conscientious in

insulting women and gays.)

I will conclude with a paraphrase of a line from a poem I

read in the one class I attended regularly at UMass. Mr.

Miller's most consistent fault was that, from time to time,

he would "deviate into sense."

Ishmael

somewhere on a highway in

Wisconsin

c/o R. Miller

Amherst

Sylvan defends itself

To the Editor,

As Co-Presidents of the Sylvan Area Government, at this

time, we feel it is necessary to make a statement ad-

dressing the status of our body. In a front page Collegian

article. February 22, the public was misinformed of the

action of the Sylvan Area Government. It was reported

that the Sylvan Area Government rejected the Student

Government Association (SGA) Constitution. In actuality,

our body chose to table the document for a period of one

week, allowing all of our members to review the document

more thoroughly. Sylvan Area Government in no way

vetoed the consideration of the SGA Constitution.

We are a newly formed area government, due to pro-

blems beyond present executive control, but now we are

well on our way as a s/^rong and unified body. We are

members of United Areas Council and we felt obligated to

bring their recommended resolution to our body, but

Sylvan Area Government, as a whole, chose to approve its

own resolution. In Sylvan's Resolution, we also expressed

distress over the lack of residential voice on the SGA ap-

pointed committee to deal with the constitution. However,

we do not feel that vetoing the constitution is the proper

vehicle towards achieving this goal.

Wc have, therefore, Uken a firm stance, in the appeal for

the appointment of a residential voice on this committee.

Sylvan Area Government is growing rapidly and is

developing new ideas and broad perspectives. Our

meetings are open to the public and are held on Sunday, at

8:30 p.m. in Cashin suite 02. We would like to encourage

all those interested in finding out what really goes on, to

attend the meetings of Sylvan Area Government.

Laura Goldstrich

SUcy Roth
Sylvan

Students must aid CATE
To the Editor,

As the new Course and Teacher Evaluation, C.A.T.E.,

coordinator I inherited a rather difficult job. The position

demands not only the organization of a direct mailing to all

undergraduates with their evaluation forms, overseeing

the writing of the C.A.T.E. guide which is distributed each

fall, but I must also continue our ongoing attempt to in

volve a greater number of students in the evaluation

process.

The major criticism leveled at the C.A.T.E. project is the

relatively small number of students submitting evaluations

in comparison to class size. One important factor

Lookout ABC
Saga is here

I've quit watching Dynasty on Wednesday nights.

I've switched to a steamier, more dramatic and
intricate nightime soap. It's called Saga.

Set at a large public University in New England's fertile

Pilgrim Valley, Saga goes behind the scenes to show the

battle for control of a multi-million dollar University. Each
week the action is centered around the meeting of the

board of directors of the school, Duffy University.

Jim Finkle

Currently the main controversy is surroundiiig the

election of a president of the corporation that runs Duffy
University. An election became necessary after former
president Tom Thumb was run over by a shuttle bus
carrying students from the University campus to a k>cal

supermarket.

Although it would not be possible to provide readers with

an adequate summary of what has happened on the show

up to now, I have compiled the following Saga Guide to

Action (SGA).

Four people vying for the presidency of Du^'s parent-

corporation have divided the University's Board at

Directors. At a recent meeting a violent dispute broke out

between two members of the board during a discussion

over whether or not one candidate. Slim "Whitman"

Murphy, could run for the presidency. Evidently the

company has a mandatory retirement age of 65. Whitnuui

will turn 65 in May. The Board of Directors decided that

Whitman should be allowed to run so that the stockhoUers

of the company would have the chance to judge whether or

not the mandatory age was equiuble.

During the coming weeks before the election, two
characters on the show will have the burden of keeping the

rest of the cast honest. Chairman of the Board Christopher

Speaker and Secretary of the Corporation MeUnda
Wrongway will be in charge of making sure that chaos does

not break out before the election. Wrongway will

supervise collection of proxy votes while Speaker wiU have

to contend with an untrustworthy, deceptive and often

unruly Board of Directors.

Speaker's job will be especially difficult because Du^
University has been mandated by the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC) to rewrite its articles of

incorporation. Although the officers of the Corporation had

written a new set of articles of incorporation, the

stockholders voted them down at the request of Univeristy

Advisory Council (UAC). a puppet organization of

presidential hopeful Reindeer Dooley.

Program Producer String Beanie has announced that the

cast has taped an upcoming episode in historic Boston

where the show's characters will testify behind the scenes

in a series of top secret government hearings. The remote

trip raised controversy at Saga's network headquarters

because of cost overruns brought about by the ac-

cumulation of huge parking fines. Beanie has refused

comment.

Perhaps the most exciting episode of the season will take

place on the occassion of the 1000th meeting of the Board of

Directors of Duffy University. To celebrate the occassion.

Chairman Speaker has made arrangements to host a huge

anniversary party. The program's producers have spread

rumors that cameo appearances will be made by such

celebrities as Henry Kissinger, the widow of late chairman

Mao, former Corporate President James Collins and his

wife, Joan.

But. the entire celebration is contingent upon the success

of the program. If the show's writers do not choose an

adequate storyline and allow the stockholders to elect an

adequate president for Duffy University, then viewer

interest will certainly lag and the show will be cancelled.

It's all up to the writers.

Jim Finkle is a Collegian staffmember.

surrounding this apparently low response rate is the

misconception that evaluations filled out in class are those

used by the C.A.T.E. project. In fact the evaluations fflled

out in class are protected by state law from pubUc review.

From our direct maihng last year we received an 8 percent

reply rate. If this seems low, just consider this represents

a 20 percent increase over the previous year.

This year we would like to continue this positive trend.

To this end, I appeal to you, the students, to fill out and

return your evaluations as scxjn as they arrive in your

mailbox shortly after spring break. With your con

tribution this year's C.A.T.E. guide wUl be the most

respected and helpfu source of information yet.

David B. Wigdor
C.A.T.E. Coordinator
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WhenyouVe in i

good friends will
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W'hrn you pulird in two hours a^o. you didn

li;nc this probk'iii. And with ;i piirty just sl;irti

the last thinj^ you wantt-d to do was

wait around another two hours.

Nfitht-r did the- rest ot the ^uys.

So when thoy ottfR-d to «i\v you

a lift, that's exactly what they did.

provinji not only that they were

in U'x'ti sha|)e. but that tln-y

were j^ood trieiids.

So show llu-m what .ippreii.i-

tion is, ill about. roni,uht. let it

be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
1983 Beer Brewed m U S A by MiMef Brewing Co Milwaukee Wl

RENTOm
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

EUROPE >« CAR
ENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOK STUDENTS. TE>CHERS

EUROPE

Now'a the time
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Umwrt rapalr* U
r«c*iiaitl«iilng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660 .

J Pleasant Sf. Theater L
RAP nwsict oRArriTit

BREAK •ANCinat
'EASILY AHOMa THE BEST
FILM HBSICALS OF THE
PAST HALF BECABE.**

**HBRE VITAL THAN
A HVNBREB

FLASHBAHCESt**
VJUNTY MUM ^^

A FILM BT CNARLII ANtARN
•RMIMAL fWSIC BT FAB f FRIBBT
ABB CMBIt STFIR BF BtBRBII

* FUST (UN ffATUXS XUASf

Through March 6
at 6, 8, 10 pm

[also 4 pm on Sat and Sun)
J»2~ PW-avint Si V>rlh.imp(iHi VWi OT1',i

For A Good Time. . .

*

Be a Phi Sig Little Sister
All University Woman Invited

Tonight at Phi Sigma Kappa

For Little Sisters Party

Best Little Sisters Program on campus

No Obligation, Free Refreshments

(next to Fine Arts Tenter)

=»<= =»<= =»«=

1
Auditor is needed by the SGA

Treasurer's Office to monitor the

[
financial records of Recognized Stu-

dent Organizations. Accounting ex-

perience and knowledge of the RSO
system is advantageous. Great oppor-

tunity to gain experience.
Applica-

tions available at the SGA Treasurer's

Office 407 S.U.B. and are due Feb. 28,

1984. UMass SGA is an AA/EEO. I

Black Affairs

Parents urged to protect children
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) — Parents should accompany

children to school until police apprehend whoever has

sexually attacked four girls, the youngest 8 years old, in

the past month. School Superintendent Jerome B. Jones

urged.

Two suspects were questioned Wednesday, a day after

the 8-year-old was raped, "but there's nothing concrete."

said police Maj. George Hydar. He said patrolmen today

would begin to "saturate tne area," a section of northwest

St. Louis dotted with abandoned buildings, where the

attacks have occurred since Jan. 24.

Authorities said the latest assault was probably unrelated

to the others, in which a 15-year-old and a 16-year-old were

raped and another girl was the victim of a rape attempt.

Always Read
Black Affpirs

Watch for

Andy Gordon's
TRAILERS

every Friday!

AP l^amcrphoto

Francis Ward, 46 walks his nephew uene
Douthut, 6 and his neighbor's daughter Nicole

Williams, 9 to school after police asked parents

in the northwest section of St. Louis to accom-

pany their children to school following several

rapes and attacks on schoolgirls.

Alumni reminisces about his school years
By MARILYN BOU
Collegian Correspondent

He strolled back to his seat while staring at the 6 o'clock

news on television. His charisma and warmth overflowed

his friend's livingroom.

Steven Moore, a distinguished member of the Third

World community, is in the Pioneer Valley visiting.

Moore, a native of Greenville County, South Carolina, is

a UMass graduate with degrees in education, sociology

and literature. After leaving the Pioneer Valley, he has

travelled throughout the world and has received various

hterary awards.

Before coming to the University, Moore was extremely

active in the Civil Rights Movement.

Moore said, "the Civil Rights Movement for me ended

with the Orangeburg Massacre where three students were

killed by state troopers while having a bonfire on their

campus." From there on Moore involved himself in search

of truth.

Moore came to the Springfield, Mass. area in the Spring

of 1968.

He said he joined the United Christian Foundation and

helped combat the housing problems the community faced

then.

In the Fall of '68 Moore enrolled in the University

through the Committee for the Collegiate Education for

Blacks and Other Minorities (CCEBMS).
Moore said he came to UMass after being expelled from

Orangeburg State College in Orangeburg, South Carolina.

He said the reason the Orangeburg administration gave

him for his expulsion was that he had lost too much time in

his classes because of his political activism on campus.

However, he said the real reason for his suspension was

his involvement in making the black community aware of

themselves. He said this action was making the white com-

munity uncomfortable.

Moore explained the Afro-American studies department

at the university was then operating out of the English

Department. Throughout his remaining years at UMass,

he said he became internally active in establishing a

separate identity for the department.

"The support I received and the people I had the honor

of being in contact with while a student enabled me to do

what I had to do and assisted me in the choices I had to

make," Moore said. "The minority students here at

UMass are lucky in the resources which they have

available to them. However they need to make full use of

them."

"The leadership the faculty provide is very critical in

both the educational and personal experience of a

student," Moore said.

Announcement
Join the Rainbow Coalition on Saturday February 25 to

help out in a voter education project. Buses will be leaving

the University of Massachusetts from Haigis Mall at 9

a.m. going through the five college bus stops onto Spr-

ingfield.

Students will exchange information and opinions with

members of the Forest Park community in Springfield,

Buses will be returning approximately 3:00 p.m.

Information can be obtained by calling 545-0716.

mmsmmmmsmsmmsmsmm^
Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Application deadline

March 1, 1984
Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1984.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOQI
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f Interested in Writing for

The Collegian

Womens's Issues

Department?
Introductory Meeting

Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 7:30 pm
Room 113 Campus Center
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Friday Night 2/24

at the Blue Wall

Door Prize

FREE SKIING

ALL YEAR
on all Thursday Night

»aturday Cr Sunday trips
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1 MIKES MAD MUNCH OUT
I Fridays
I The Best Time at the Best Place in Town

Eat Any And All of:

Salads - Cold Cuts -

- Macaroni & Sausage -

- Chicken Cacciatore -

- Fresh Turkey - Spare Ribs

- Chili - Meatballs -

- Eggplant Parmesan -

Drink & Beer Specials Too
Great Crowds, Great Food
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% don t be like

VOTE I

PRESIDENTIAL
BOG/RESIDENTIAL

ELECTIONS
1
1
f

m

1

SGA PRESIDENT(S)

There shall be an SGA President and Student Trustee who shall be,

together, the official representative(8) of the Undergraduate Student

Government Association and be responsible fror relations between the

SGA, the administration, and the faculty. The Student Trustee shall be the

Official Representative to the Board of Trustees.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS ^
The BOG is an elected group of students maintaining student input in the =
Campus Center/Student Union Complex. They provide services and §
oversee the operations of all functions in the Complex. They are charged J
with the responsibility of ensuring that student concerns are part of all •&

policy made for the complex. ^
RESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ^

It is the purpose of the committee to insure that the Residential Life System ^
is responsive to the varied needs of the community it serves, through the 3
provision of adequate facilities, activities, services, and overseeing and ^
recommending all policy and contractual changes in the System. g

MARCH 12 & 13 111111111!

(see the Collegian for polling placesi)
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Education and Social Transformation

A Panel Discussion

Monday, February 27, 1984 at 7:30 pm
Herter 231

loseph Duffey, Chantdlor. University of Massachusetts, moderator

David Magnani. Citizen Involvement Training Project, School oi Education

Johnnella Butler, Afro-American Studies, Smith College

Juan Aulestia, CASA LATINA, INC

Paulo Freire, author of Pedagpgy_of_the_Oppi£^£d. respondent

Co-sportAored by

The Institute for Advanced Study of the Humanities and (he School of Education

r

White with Teal -

3-Day Sale Wed. Thur. Fri.

FASHION TWO-TONE
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS

ONLY 12.95*Reg. 17.95
White with Rasberry - White with Purple Sizes S-M-L-XL

Photo by Dwayn* Aut»ry John Cruise - Virgianne M. Janeczek - Laurie Carter - Susan C. Morth

5.00 OFF
w/coupon

3-Day Sale

present coupon at

time of purchase

I

I

I

I

2 TONE HOODED SWEATSHIRT |

Reg. 17.95 w/coupon 12.95
|

I

coupon valid 2-15 to 2-17-84 Quantity |

Open M-f 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mUstore-^

Arts
Trailers goes to Rocky
No TRAILERS this week. I opted to get

cocked and go see The Rocky Midnight

Experience at the Blue Wall instead. The

following is my impression of the show.

Several points must be noted: I've seen

The Rocky Horror Picture Show at least a

hundred times; the first twenty or so

voluntarily at New York's Eighth St.

Playhouse, the remaining as an usher and

projectionist at Natick's Sack and Boston's

Exeter St. Theatre. Week after week.

Month after month. While I've come to

understand and respect the show, I've also

come to hate it.

The other pdnt Td like to make concerns

the UMass Music Theatre Guild. At the

onset I'd like to say that the Guild is

perhaps the most successful and important

arts group on campus. Their record is

impeccable if you include Seesaw, Pippin,

GodspeU, Hair. These productions were

amazing. This disclaimer, if you will, out of

the way, I'm free to rag.

The evening began with what couldn't

have been designed better to ruin one's

evening. One was at first greeted by a

Guild "bouncer," searching for rice and

squirtguns. About the last person I ever

want patting my inner thigh is a "guy" from

the Guild. It's beside the point, but rice and

squirtguns could do nothing but improve

the "Rocky experience." After finding a

Uble at the rear (the Guild cordially

reserved all the good tables for them-

selves), one sat in on the cast's physical and

vocal warm-ups— pointless and un-

professional; they should have been done

backstage or downstairs. This, of course,

was far, far more entertaining than what

came next. Peter Mankin, a production

assistant, read the program, which at this

late stage in the show's run had become a

rarity. Amidst cries of "Get off the stage,

you fuckin' idiot," Mankin stretched the

program into a 35 minute torture session.

Many people walked out. Rightly.

Finally the show began, and it became

clear what we were there for. Christine

Wong and Greg Spisack opened with

"Science Fiction," a great tune made
greater. Wong has been in every show I've

ever seen and keeps getting better, if that's

possible. Actor/producer/director/set

designer Spisack may have spread himself

thin in some areas but his role as Riff Raff

was certainly impressive. Ditto on Mary

Jennings as Columbia. Memorable in last

year's GodspeU as well, Jennings is

seductive as hell here, and drove one fellow

at my table half mad. Brad West displayed

vocal talent as Frank N. Furter, but failed

to convey the control the character

Vertigo returns

Vertigo

Starring James Stewart, Kim Novak
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

Vertigo, rereleased after being shelved

for more than 20 years, is a fascinating film

about fear, death, and frustration, all done

in the grand Hitchcock style.

The plot revolves around Johnny (Jim-

my Stewart), who after retiring from the

police force because of his fear of heights,

is asked by an old friend to trail his wife

whom he believes to be possessed by the

soul of her great-grandmother. So starts

Johnny's job of trailing Madeline (Kim

Novak), a stunning blonde with a soft

English accent, and a definite identity pro-

blem.

She leads Johnny through a graveyard, a

museum gallery, an old Spanish town, and

a boarding house, assuming the identity of

Carlotta Valdes, who committed suicide in

1859. After Madeline/Carlotta tries to take

her own life, she is rescued by Johnny and

the two do the predictable thing, they fall

in love. However, the double personality

crisis persists, and try as he might, Johnny

cannot break her out of the double life she

leads. The parallel existences are too much

for Madeline, and as she climbs the steep

bell tower steps, Johnny's condition-

vertigo -prevents him from trying to stop

her self-destruction.

Johnny is shattered, and ainUessly

demands: a failure the show, and many
Guild shows, can't avoid.

The UMMTG does musical and production

numbers as well as if not better than

anyone, and often rivals even professional

companies. But they have not been able to

maintain any sort of narrative, which is

why near-plotless shows like GodspeU and

Hair work so well. If you don't know what

Rocky Horror is all about, you won't get a

clue from this production. The diak)gue

sequences serve little purpose outside of a

chance to hit the bathroom. Which is sad;

the show has so much to say. Those who

haven't seen it won't pick up the messages,

much less feel them. And those who do

know what it's about will, like Pavlov's

dogs, respond for the sole reason that

they've been trained to do so. The Rocky

Midnight Experience is entertaining, but is

by no means an experience.

I've got "band excellent" all over my notes

so I really should make special mention of

them. Carolyn Oakley on keyboards, Rich

Hill on bass, Mike Dolan on guiUr, Pete

Levesque on sax and, of course, the un-

beatable Lloyd Henley on drums deserve

much of the credit for the shows' successes.

When the band cooks, they really cook.

Likewise the cast, but too often they rely

on imitations of established characters

rather than creating their own characters.

Other picky criticisms: Lighting— not bad

considering extreme limitations. Prop

s—lame. Real lame. Where was Riffs

pitchfork laser? Costume—fantastic.

Choreography—nonexistent so far as I

could see. The stage was folded up by the

men's room instead of in the Blue Wall,

elevating the performers to a height where

fchey could be seen.

I wouldn't want my criticism to imply that

this or any other Guild show should be

avoided. Some are better than others but

they all should be seen. Rocky will play

tomorrow at the Barracks D.C., for the

final performance and if you haven't seen it,

what the hell, go wild.

Stewart stars in Vertigo.

wanders old haunts, staring at every

blonde in sight, and then....Enough said,

anymore would spoil the fantastic ending,

suffice to say your spine will tingle, and

your face become flushed.

ine scenery, set designs and costumes

are beautiful, the restaurant for example

with shocking red velvet walls, and

Madeline's green evening dress. San Fran-

cisco is a splendid backdrop for Johnny and

Madeline's first kiss complete with the

symbolic waves crashing, into the shore.

But as one might guess, it is Hitchcock's

directing that gives the film its ultimate

power. He suspends the action for a while,

gets the viewer comfortable, almost bored,

in the tailing scenes for example, and then

slaps the viewer in the face with some twist

of plot or incredible event that gets the

blood going full blast. The special effects

are also there, the spiraling staircase is a

classic. The acting is powerful, and special

mention goes here to Barbara Bel Geddes

(Miss Elly from Dallas) who plays Johnny's

devoted girl friend who must suffer

through his increasing infatuation with

Madeline.

Vertigo is playing at the Academy of

Music in Northampton through March 1st.

Mime artist Marck Morrison, along with keyboards musician Steve

Sinkowitz (not shown), will perform at Hampden Theatre this Friday

and Saturday at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are available at the door.

In the arts this weekend..
On Saturday, February 25 at 8:00 p.m. the

Jerusalem Band will present a concert in

the UMass Campus Center Auditorium.

The concert is a Jewish Arts Festival event

sponsored by the UMass Hillel and the

UMass Arts Council. Admission for the

cabaret-style concert is $1.50.

Vermont flutist Tara Howard will be

featured in a faculty recital sponsored by

the Performing Arts Division. The program

will be held in Bezanson Recital Hall.

UMass. at 3:00 p.m. on Sunday. February

26. The program is free and open to the

public.

Two shows open today at the Herter Art

Gallery. In Gallery I the Sun Gallery, an

exhibition of African sculpture will be

shown in honor of Black History Month,

with pieces from Cameroon, Ivory Coast,

Liberia, and Sierra Leone. Gallery II will

exhibit recent drawings and sculptures by

Leonard Baskin. Most noted for his wood

engravings and sculptures, Baskin has

examples of his artwork in the National

Gallery in Washington D.C., in the Museum
of Modern Art. and in the Vatican Museum
in Rome. Both shows will run until March

16, and will share an opening reception on

February 2'^ from 7-9 p.m.

The Five College Choral Festival will

perform on Saturday, February 25 at 8:30

p.m. in John M. Greene Hall at Smith

College. The festival is free and open to the

public.

Soprano Jane Bryden, assistant professor

in music at Smith College, will present a

voice recital in Sage Hall at Smith on

Sunday. February 26 at 8:00 p.m. The

performance is free and open to the public.
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Then get iii on tlie ground fl(K)r in our undergraduale officer

commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the

men in this ad have. And also have some great advantages like:

Earning $100 a month during the sch(X)l year

As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic

training during two six-week summer

sessions aiid earn more than $11(K)

during each session

Juniors earn more than $19(K) dur-

ing one ten-week summer session

\^ttqmave
upqtdddy?

You can take free cMlian living lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

If youre kK)king to move up quickly, l(X)k ink) the Marine Cx)rps

undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off

making more than $17,000 a year

Maybeyou can beone ofus.

Thefew:
TheProud,

TheMan'nes.
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See Lt Schiffer in the Student Center February 27-29

or caU coUect 203-722-2168

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Beach structure

7 Earth study: Abbr.

11 Gallivant (with

"about ")

14 Veterinarian's

concern
15 Seed enclosure

16 Wine, in combina-
tions

17 Oracle location

18 Siberian river

19 MearaofTV
20 One liner

21 Police vehicle,

informally

24 Heretofore

25 Former World
leader

26 Autocrat

27 Adjective suffixes

29 Bloom supporters

33 Covered carriage

37 Campus gp.

38 Certain moldings
39 Kind of sister

41 Apartment
42 Bench, in

Bastogne
43 Cruiser of a kind

45 Sailing ship

47 NE Brazilian state

48 Impulsive

50 Container
51 Meeting places:

Abbr.

54 Police vehicle

58 Sport, for short

59 Camel's hair

fabric

60 Fonda's"
Rider"

61 Ladies' man
64 Rugged hill

65 Basic, for short

66 Evoke
67 Marauder of the

5th century

68 Meeting: Abbr.

69 Sort out

of

1

2

3

5

6

DOWN
Scrounge
Close, poetically

Fat part of a

barrel

Unitof elec.

current

Slangy rejection

"Arabian Nights
"

personage
7 Festive occasion
8 Puts together

9 Farmyard
"sounds"

10 Andean ungulates

11 Trappings

12 Time units, in

Torino

13 Title of respect, in

Lisbon

22 Spravi/ls

23 "The

Dodger

'

25 "Say-hey kid'

baseball

28 Flee, in a way
30 Sevareid

31 First name in

espionage
32 Gang or mob

ending
33 Corn cores
34 Headband for

Abdul
35 Nevada

resort

36 Chronicle

40 Ole, Italian style

41 Hit

44 Citric favorites

46 Check recipients

47 Cops and robbers

actions

49 Boggy meadow
51 Italian

philosopher

Treasure of the

past

Novelist Sir

Walter

Primrose

55 Arabic father

56 Repair, in a way
57 Sports places

62 French island

63 " Bias'

52

53

54

1 2 3 4 5 6

1

7 8 9 10

1

11 12 13

14 15 16

1 1 IB TT

20

1

21 22 23

24 25 w
27 28

1

29

I
41

30 31 32

33 34 35 36 37

38

i
49

39 40

42 I
47

43

45

1
63

^^^48 ^50 51 52 53

54
'

55 56 57

62

58

59

1

60 61

64 65 66

67 68 69

I'm nuts about the Collegian

Weather

Rain ending this morning,

then variable cloudiness,

highs 45 to 50. Fair tonight

followed by increasing

cloudiness western area,

lows 25 to 35. Tomorrow,

showers likely spreading

eastward, high in 40s.

ANSWER TO niEVIOUS PUZZLE.
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ypercurricula
•'Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

dav before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

KABBALAT SHABBAT -

6:30 p.m., 72 Triangle St.

Amherst.

JERUSALEM BAND
CONCERT - Israeli-Jewish

folk and contemporary
music with cash bar! 8 p.m..

Campus Center Auditorium

MIME, ETC. - A one man
show with local performer

Marck Morrison and
background keyboards
musician, Steve Sinkowitz.

This versatfle mime artist

combines mime, comedy,

drama and audience par-

ticipation into an evening <rf

entertainment that has been

called "a combination of

Richard Pryor and Marcel

Marceau." 8 p.m., Hampden
Theatre, S.W.

JOIN OUR ROAD RACE
COMMITTEE! Run for

Ritter Road Race Com-
mittee needs help in all

areas of publicity and
organization. Meetings at

the Newman Center Sun-

days at 5:30 in the

classroom. 5:30 p.m.,

Newman Center classroom.

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH -

All are welcome to join us

for our weekly Sunday
service of praise, worship,

and teaching from the Bible.

10:15, see C.C. schedule for

room number.

SHABBAT SERVICES -

Services will be led by Beth

Mascott, NFTY songleader.

7 p.m.. Dukes Room, S.U. I

our February Special

Twofer One
Molson
Golden
Proper ID a Must

57 N. PlaaMfit St.

I UMASS SKI CLUD
SPRING BREAK 84
O^illington ^ ^^.

MARCH 1 8 - 23 ^^ ENGLAND

s 179. S ^»^»^^

5D^ Skiing SOCIALIZING
.iMift. ^ CONDOMINIUM

all Yw*ee Ski Week.^J O „, MOTEL LODGING
IfMf cholcci

AFTERSKI
PARTIES

Sp«dal ActivitiM ..^
MOGUL

CONTEST

SPECIAL LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT

AND
MORE!IFIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 400 STUDENT UNION

Qf^^ar^iSfi cc:^<»'"^afi*cc^cy^aa? C£^<»'''!2i9 cc^o^'^^aa? <ic^<:^'^'<iS^ ac5^<»-

I

1

&y«^b

Aren't You Tired of waiting for the Same
Old McPizza?

NOW Fast, Free Delivery

Call Us!
^

C«^^
1

^ders? 5

!

™ HUNGRY °"

P^n Fried Chicken? i

Steafc
saodw/ch?

]
Now J
Delivering!

Mushrooms?
Cauliflower?

Mozzarella?

TtaHES

Nachos N' Cheese?

256-0850 *$6. min. . .piMse.

'tfTC^kjQf).^^^ tfTvi*.^-^:^© <
) ffgi^J»^^:J^aSi>^Q:>^dC3^

t'MFridayFebruary 24
1984

1

nUNfi MGHf^f

NiGHTCLUDDlNG
Live D.J. from WHMP!

Bud Light Bottles 99*
Happy Hour Prices ^ No Cover

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

Stroh's & Stroh Light 12 02. cans $9.96 case + dep.

NARRAGANSETT 16 OZ CANS $2.50 6 pack

$9.80 case + dep.

Wiedemanns 12 oz. cans $6.75 case + dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $4.25 12 pack + dep.

Beck's light or dark $4.25 6 pack -h dep.

Molson Golden $3.75 a pack + dep

Paul Masson Wines ^-^ ^ ^ ^

Champagnes ^t?;^.^"^^""
No extra cost for being COLD!

Kegs> Mini Kegs and Beer Balls alwaysjn8tock_

CONGRATULATIONS TO:
The Class of '84

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Industrial Engineering

Computer Science

Particle Physics

Technical Marketlrig

Test Engineering

CAD/CAM

At Varian/Extnon OviSKXi you will join an organization involved m research, design.

ZnZZre^^s arti suppo^ for sS>h.sticated capital equiprr^nt \X/e employ a WKie

^r^of ^hrSto^ies inclcS^ opto^arr, generation, radiation, acceleration ma er^l

Z^e^ToZ^ier scierS Arxl ^ tack^ advanced chal^nges through a team

prob^m soMng approach wh^h encourages broad interdisciplinary interests

Along v^th unique opportunioes for career de^^'°J^"^J^"^^ ""f^^^'J/J^lfofil
com^nsation arxi benefit package includir^ a stock P^^^^^ P^

^
^^ '^^P;

„
Sharing pt,n Located on 128 on beautiful Cape Ann, you an enjoy^ the benefits

V enic North Shore living with Bostons cultural resources close at hand

As you took to the fixture, exptore these opportunities with VanarVExtnon Please send

your resume to

Hugh B McGettigan

Manager College Relations

V^riarv/Extnon DivisK)n

Gloucestpr, MA 01930

varian

• IMass bowling

AP Lwcrphoto

Jeff Newman, Red Sox catcher, stretches out in training^ camp. The

pitchers and catchers have been in camp this week. The rest will arrive

in a few days.

UMass faced WNEC in the

tourney final and for the

conference title and ended
up on the short end, losing

17-10.

The men's team also faced

WNEC in the tourney's

final match but the
Minutemen trailed by 15.5

points in the standings so it

didn't really matter, as

WNEC crushed UMass by a
18.5-8.5 score and won the

conference title by 25.5

points.

Ken Mokan was the leading

bowler for UMass as he

bowled a 1233 to take in-

dividual honors in the

tournament.

Individual league standings

were also released.

MacDonald had the second
highest average in the

women's division with a 175

average, only two points

behind champion Susan
Kenney of Lowell.

Amy Freedman tied for

third with Kenney with 37

match points. Freedman and

Joanne LaPete of WNEC
were chosen as the Most
Improved in the Mass.

women's conference.

The Tri-State league,

founded in 1967 with four

teams, has now grown to 16.

The conference season is

over but the collegiate

Continued from page 18

bowlers still have some
more action.

There is the Individual

Match game tourney on

March 31 and the YABA
Collegiate Division Sec-

tionals to be held in

Westfield at Town and

Country on April 5-6.

Entrace is limited to those

invited, such as conference

champions. Bowlers from

this sectional and ten others

from across the nation will

determine the field for the

National Collegiate Bowling

championships in San Jose,

Calif, on May 4-6.

..rx.
\.

beige.

/
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We're ready for SprlngI "Qrendha"

by Bellini an "airy" ali leather flat in

blacic, grey, yellow, white, and
ic.
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/
/
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-> Open Sunday

Tlieaobe'shetd"
ihewtoiKilolw

delivered to your door on campus
Dally -IB/copj^^^ «SHD^i^i§2Z£P£^——

—

2/27/84"57l678r"
"""" ""

Please fill out form and return with check made payable

to:

Ron Huberdeau D Daily Only, 62 days, $9.30

P.O. Box 969 Sunday Only, 9 issues, $4.50

Amherst, MA 01004 D Daily Cr Sunday, $13.80

253-7009

Your Name:
Campus Address.

J

The Campus Center/Student Union

Board of Governors

invites 18 and 19 year olds to attend

tonite 's

Whiz Bang Dance Bonanza

at the Blue Wall in the Campus Center

We've been working all year to accomodate you com-

fortably In this drinking environment, and tonite we'll

be unveiling a new dance floor, sexy lights, andhappy

feet. Put on your dancin' shoesll

-'i
^-i..
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inuteman gymnasts face
emple in Philly on Saturday

Jimmy Corbett shows off the

moves he hopes to use when UMass

takes on Temple Saturday.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team prepares to head

down to Philadephia to challenge a

rebuilding Temple team on Saturday

afternoon, it may be without the services

of top all around Bert Mathieson in some

or all events.

Mathieson sprained his thumb in practice

Wednesday while doing his high bar

routine and coach Roy Johnson said he is

not sure if Mathieson will be able to

compete or not.

"I think without Bert it might be a littld

tougher (to beat Temple). We may water

down his high bar routine." Johnson said

in the case that Mathieson should per-

form.

The Minutemen found no trouble in

defeating Temple last season as the squad

had been hit with a barrage of injuries and

had only four men to compete. Although

Temple managed to send up at least one

man in each event, it accumulated just

66.8 points for a team total.

This Saturday's meet will be different as

Temple. 1981 Eastern IntercoUetriate

Gymnastics League (EIGL) Champions,

has gone through a rebuilding period and

had a healthy team.

Bobby Fleming will be challenging

UMass all around Willie Stevens, and

Mathieson if he competes. Fleming's

strongest events are the floor exercises

and the high bar.

The key to a UMass victory will be each

team member hitting his routine, ac-

cording to Johnson. Massachusetts is

gearing up for the EIGL's which are

coming up in two weeks, after it travels to

face Springfield next weekend.

Collegian photo bj Andy Heller

Chris Lee, on top, has a very good chance to take the top spot in this

weekend's New England championships at 126.

Women bowlers fall in finale
Special to the Collegian

Both the University of

Massachusetts men's and

women's bowling teams

were edged out by Western
New England College for the

Massachusetts Conference

titles in the Tri-State

Bowling conference.
Saturday February 18.

The women's team led

WNEC 249 to 242.5 in the

league match point stan-

dings going into the final

tournament. At the end of

the first event. WNEC led

UMass in the standings by

1.5.

WNEC beat UConn 23 4

while UMass snuck past

West Point 15-12. UMass
captain Kelli MacDonald
rolled a 510 (three games)

and Liz Grossman rolled a

506 to lead the

Minutewomen past the

Cadets.
Continutid on page 17

* Wrestling
seeds. Earlier this season Burke defeated

Beckwith who defeated Henikoff who

defeated Burke. Predicting an outcome in

this bracket would be as futile as figuring

out that last sentence.

UNH's Dave Yale is heavily favored to

hold on to the 158 championship he won

last year. Brown's Kent Rollins, B.U.'s

Pat lanella, Maine's Brett Seamans, and

UMass' Paul Hardy will provide the com-

petition.

Although there are six wrestlers entered

into the 167 pound bracket, the competi-

tion consists of only two. B.C.'s John

Hanlon narrowly beat UMass Captain

Scott McQuide 13-12 in a dual nuitch

earlier in the season. The renmtch will un-

doubtedly take place during Sunday's

finals.

Continued Jrtrm page tO

Brown's Peter Hartung should be the top

seed at 177 pounds. B.C.'s Dan Memer
won the championship last year but hasn't

performed up to par this season. Maine's

Maynard Pelletier will be the dark horse.

UMass will be represented by either Brian

Shaughnessy or Vin McEntee.

At 190 pounds, B.U.'s Todd Giles, who is

no stranger to the national rankings, will

be the favorite. UNH's John Pirelli,

Maine's Tim Haglan, and UMass' Tony

Gaeta will also do battle at this mark.

The Heavyweight competition will be

between Maine's Ewin McHinnon and

B.C.'s Tim Kaliff.

The preliminaries, semi-fmals and con-

solations will be held SaUirday from 1 p.m.

to 7 p.m. The consolation finals will be

Sunday from 1-3 p.m. and the finals will

start on Sunday at 3 p.m. Tickets will be $2

for adults, $1 for students and free to

UMass students with I.D.'s.

Lisa Owen Lisa Melilii Chris Chadwick Photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

Located in the Campus Center

at the Univ. of Mass.

j^nmVERSITY
MdSTORE^^

High People in High Places

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES TO

iColleaian 19

INVERMOfiT

SAT. FEB. 25

SUN. FEB. 26
PRICE: $17.00 ea.
Includes - Lift Pass,

Transportation & Refreshments

Sign up at the Ski Club Office

Rm 430 Student Union

AJAM
ANT
-«6<n

SPRINGFIELD
CIVIC CENTER

Little Arena

February 26th 8:00 pm

All tickets tli M
Gen«'al Admission Oince floor

Reserved Arena Seating

I

On sale at Ckic Center Boa Ottice

Daiaii. arK) all Tickeiron Outlets

I
P^onecr^«fae(4 l3|7B7«6O0

|

No Hanlofd o« Worcealer appearance

DANCE CONCERT

FOURSEASOvlS^
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick Jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

LITE cans $999
MOLSON GOLDEN bts $12.99

STROHS suitcase cans $9.99

BUSCH suitcase cans $8.99

GENESSE BEER bar bts $6.95

10% off 6 bts or more
Special Imported Beers

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

MYERS DARK 750 $7.99

CLAN McGregor scotch. ... 1.75 l. ... $11.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 $8.99

RIUNITE WINES 1.5 STILL ONLY $4.49

It's Raffle Time Again
Come in and fill out your form for chances of winning clocks, mir-

rors, wall plaques, tee shirts, & more. No purchase necessary. Draw-

ing Mon. 2/27 PM.

Beer Balls - Kegs - Cups
1

I
Free Delivery

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive d;ivs 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuina Rayban and Vuarnats
fashionaoie and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable ^'''ces.

Bruce 549-2879

AUDIO

Sony XR-66 Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

AUTO FOR SALE

68 VW Bug - Sunroof, recently rebuilt

engine, new brakes, good tires, solid body,

$750.00 or BO 549-4461

Guitar - Yamaha FG-340 excellent condi

tioni Best offer - call Julie at 549-6845

FOUND

Debbi - Found your bracelet in the Pub call

& identify it 6-7469

Brown framed glassea found on

Massachusetts Ave near corner of

Southwest last Thursday (2/16). Call

6-9666 prescription glasses

PERSONALS

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you morel More lights,

more requests and more experiencel Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

TAXI DRIVER
• Friday February 24 at 5, 7, 9, 11 $ 1 . 50 *

• Engineering East Auditorium

HELP WANTED

Newspaper Deliverers needed for

dorms. Good pay. Early mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
Outreach Coordinator: The Commuter
Area Government is seeking a workstudy

student to coordinate outreach into the off

campus community. Clear thinker. Third

World students encouraged to apply. $3.50

404 SUB 5-2145

Advanced level Chemistry tutor - pay

negotiable. Please call 586-3963 late nights

ASAP

INSTRUCTION

Wicked and Wild DJ's for hire. Quality

sound at the lowest price. Call 584-6712

FOR RENT

Single room in nice Puffton Apt. Rent 130

+ elec. Joanie 549-6999 leave name and

numljer .

FOR SALE

Attention - Womens Shoes Cheap

Peter pan Boots SNKS New Styles $12-15

Full Range of sizes special on size 6

call 549-0533 Tu 5-7 W 3-5

1976 Hond-J CVCC good mech condition

rebuilt engine radial tires AM/FM new

brakes little rust excellent gas mHw runs

great! Very dependable! $1200 268-3Z8B

after 6

Guild Electric Guitar w/case $195 or BO.

Brand new Scampamp $110 or BO call Gary

665-3013

SHAVE STRAIGHT. No electricity or

waste. Best shave. Impressive. Solingen

steel straight razor, leather strop and il-

lustrated stroping and shaving instructions^

Send $39.75 to: MA Razor 2648 Doylesville

Rd., Ricjard, KY., 40475_____

GUITAR: 12-stri^^lvarez excellent con-

dition $250 or BO call Jamie 253-9610

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom plus shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2098

LITTLE SISTERS PARTY

Little Sisters Party Tonight

Phi Sigma Kappa

special guests Steve Gallagher

«nd music by Dog Chapman

LOST

At Pike jean jacket w/keys Keep jacket

but please return keys 546-7345

Pearl charm at Chenoworth Lab sen

timental value reward call Sue at 549-7730

or 256-6887
_

White towel with red "CocaCola" in

Hebrew. Lost in Boyd women's shower

2/18 reward 546-6602 Lisa

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $1071 Andrea 546^9648

Art. Business. Law. History, end
English at Oxford this summer Imforma-

tion 546-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

SKI POWDER VAIL SKI POWDER VAIL
SPRING BREAK
MARCH 19 26

includes

- Roundtrip Air

- Transfers
- 7 Nights and 5 Day Lifts

- Sauna/Jacuzzi/ Pools and morel

Deadline for deposit Fri Feb 24

Call Umass Ski Club for info 545-3437

Hey BobI Attention! I It's your B-Day do It

upl Your Roomie

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
• from Tues., Feb. 21-Wed., March 14 *

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
• will be taken

M, W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:

noon-4 pm,
• and 5 pm - 9 pm
For appointment call 545-0648/545-2874^

• or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC
• Sitting Fee: $5.00

*

BROOKE Its been a tough year but vyell

worth it. The love's alwavs getting

stronger. Charlie

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertetions. Theses. Cases. Papers.

acceptance quaranteed, on-campus, low

rates. 584-7924 Nancy

RIDERS WANTED

Round trip to Rorida. Cheap. Spring

Break. For info call John 6-5059 or Rob

6-9283 call soon to reserve space!

ROOMMATE WANTED

Brad Couldn't you come up w/a better

name than Merle? Brown Eyes

KENTUCKY FRIED MOVIE
Mahar Aud.
5-7-9-11 p.m.
$1.50 all shows

sponsorec* by Butterfield House

MARCH BREAK

•••••• SPRING SKIING ••••••^

Ki!!ington

Full Transportation

Full Acommodations
Full Five day Ski Pass

Yankee (college) Week at Killington

sponsored by Budweiser and the

UMASS Ski Club. March 18 thru 23

For more info call 545-3437

Movie: Gods of Metal with guest speaker

Francis Crowe Feb 26 8:00 pm Newman
Center all welcome free

MICHAEL: Hope your birthday's as special

as you are Love Sabrina

• GEOFFREY HOLDER *

• An evening of theater and dance
• Monday February 27, 1984

^
• Bowker Auditorium

8 PM Free

Yo UMMB First of the season

- be there, aloha

Friday at 8

You drove PVTA 176 Wed PM what a

smile!! You made my day

To Lisa 1813 Coolidge never in Sociology?

Your prettier anyway! Can we get together?

Dave

Proi^lems with your landlord? Call LSO
545-1995

DR. STAN: Congratulations to a great

humanizerl Best Wishes, LRS

To share large double bedroom in Brit-

tany Manor 120 a month includes heat.

Nice people call anytime 256-0969

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/ Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

To share 1 bedroom Southwood Apt.

151 + month call 256-6340

SERVICES

Typing. Copies. Binding Pickup

delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime
and

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

SHOPPERS SHUTTLE

Catch the Shoppers Bus - Wednesdays
9-3 Saturdays 10-4 GRC to Price Chopper
and Stop & Shop hourly

TRAVEL

R. Lauderdele $176 rd trip from JFK $225

from Boston. Wicked Limited call Mike

549-7676

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and ^ Iver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WORK STUDY POSITION

The Collegian has one position available

for a work study person. Your job will be

taking ads, answering phones, and some
misc. work. The hours available are Mon
11-1, Wed 11-1, T 1-2:30, and Fri 11-12:30

Applications are being accepted unti Fri

2/24 at 3:30 PM

« » «.*.»^
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Collcifiaii photo by Andj Heller

Edwin Green watches the ball fall through the

net in an earlier g^me. Last night, UMass faced

West Virginia in Morganstown.

Low, Lord shine in

Mnutewomen win
3y KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team outclassed an overmatched Southern Connecticut

team last night at Boyden Gymnasium, 171.3-165.2, in

the final home appearances of seniors Robin Low and

Barbara Lord.

I
Both Low and Lord lived up to the occasion by giving

fine performances. Low earned a 9.45, first place, and a

standing ovation in the floor exercise event with her elec-

trifying routine. The super senior also won the all-around

with a total of 35.5, the highest UMass total of the year.

UMass captain Lord executed a flawless balance beam

{routine to take first with an 8.85.

I
"Barbara Lord was scored extremely hard on the

balance beam. I thought it was a great injustice. She did

a 9.0 performance," said an upset UMass Coach Ken

Anderson.
UMass dominated the meet from the beginning to the

end, sweeping the top three spots in every event except

the uneven parallel bars event and placing Low, Jennifer

Pancoast (34.75), and Tricia Harrity (34.55) first, second,

and tnu-ii, respectively, in the all-around competition.

Starting off the meet on the vaulting event, UMass
scored a season-high team total of 44.2 to take a lead

they would never relinquish. Minutewoman Lisa Griffin

took first with a 9.05, followed by teammates Low and

Pancoast, who tied for second at 8.9.

In the uneven parallel bars event, Harrity (8.7) and

Low (8.65) finished first and second. Cindy Smith of the

Owls, took third (8.6).

The balance beam event featured the graceful Lord

followed by Harrity (8.7) and Pancoast (8.65).

Pancoast (8.8) and Harrity (8.75) switched places in the

floor exercise event to finish behind Low and her ma-

jestic show.

"I thought they did well. I don't think the score was in-

dicative of how well they did, but that's the politics of

gymnastics," commented Anderson.

Tomorrow, the Minutewomen travel to New Haven to

compete against Yale at 1:00 p.m. UMass will be more

concerned about earning a high score than the remote

chance of being upset by Yale.

"Yale is a decent Ivy League school. They have scored

as high as 167," said Anderson. "We're looking for

another goor' "'lalifying score."

By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts, playing without injured

forward Horace Neysmith-out with a severely sprained

ankle- -was blown out by the red-hot Mountaineers of West

Virginia by an 87-59 count before 7227 in Morgantown last

night.

West Virginia led from start to finish and never gave

UMass, now 11 13, 6-9 in the Atlantic 10, a chance to make

a comeback. WVU opened up the game with a fine open

court game that led to many easy layups and dunks.

Led by Darrell Blaney, the 6'4 sophomore guard, and his

12 first half points, the Mountaineers led by 19 at the half.

West Virginia, now 15-9, 8-7, outrebounded the

Minutemen 20-13 in the first half as the absence of

Neysmith became painfully aware to UMass. Bobby Braun

saw limited action in the game due to his recent injuries.

Braun had two teeth knocked out in practice earlier this

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said before the game that

Neysmith's ankle was at about 70 percent. But he didn't

want to risk further injury to Neysmith with three big

home games coming up.
. . , . ^ i-...i

That fact just made West Vu-ginia s job a little easier.

WVU shot 51 percent (16-31) in the first half while UMass

shot a weak 29 prcent (8 of 27) from the floor in the first

Massachusetts made its run early in the second half led by

two Edwin Green jumpers to cut the lead to 48-34. But

then the roof caved in on the Minutemen.

West Virginia proceeded to outscore UMass 22-4 and

never looked back Uking a commanding 70-38 lead. West

Virginia led by as much as 34 points late in the game.

UMass (59) Hempel 5-15 1-3 11, Emerson 0-2 0-1 0. Green

6-14 2-2 14. Carl Smith 1-2 3-4 5, RusseU 1-8 3-4 5. Ram-

ming 2-5 1-3 5 Braun 0-1 0-0 0, Craig Smith 3-7 2-4 8,

Sheenan 1-1 0-0 2, Young 1-2 0-0 2, Connors 3-5 1-1 7

WVU (87) Rowe 3-5 2-3 8, King 7-16 1-2 15. Kearney 3-7 0-

6, Blamey 7-9 3-4 17, Odom 3-7 4-4 10. Crawl 1-5 2-2 4,

Brown 6-9 2-2 14, Pickney 2-3 0-0 4, Sorine 1-1 4-4 6.

Rebounds: Mass. 31 Green. RusseU 5. West Virgmia44,

Pickney 10. Assists: Mass. 10 Smith. Smith, Sheenan 2.

Fouls: UMass 20, WVU 22. Technicals: UMass-Gerlufsen,

WVU-Rowe.

fl URI outlasts UMass
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team took their 10-14 record to Kingston to face the

WHams of the University of Rhode Island. Unfortunately

for UMass. they were not able to improve on that record.

The WRams bulled their way to victory number 15 on

the season, beating the UMass quintet by a four point

margin, 89-85. In the Atlantic 10 conference, the WRams
are now back at the .500 mark with a 4-4 record. UMass
dips one game below .500 in conference play with a 3-4

showing.
In an otherwise lackluster basketball game, two

highlights must be mentioned. For the WRams. it was

sophomore Michelle Washington. Washington, who was

last year's Atlantic 10 co-rookie of the year along with

Kelly Ballentine of George Washington.

With last night's performance, her name will be etched-

in URI record books. Washington fouled out of last night's

contest, but not until she had broken the WRam single

•game scoring record, pouring in 33 points.

For UMass, the star of the game honors must go to season.

Robin Low moves on the balance beam in her

last home meet last night as UMass beat S. Conn.

Karen Fitzgerald. The outstanding freshman scored 26

points in a losing effort. Fitzgerald's 26 points is the

highest tally for any of the Minutewomen this year.

There was no celebrating after last night's game,

however. This was a tough loss to take. The two teams

battled hard for the fu^t 20 minutes and both came up

empty. At the sound of the buzzer the game was deadlock-

ed. 39-39.

The second 20 minutes stanza is one the Minutewomen

will not quickly forget. At the half, the game was up for

grabs but the WRams were doing all of the grabbing at the

start of the second 20 minutes. UMass fell behind early

and never caught up with the WRams. URI led by as much

as 10. UMass fought hard but was unable to close the gap.

Saturday is the game the women are keying on now.

Tomorrow evening at 7:30 p.m. the Temple Owls will fly

into the Cage to battle UMass in their last regular season

game. It will be a classic Atlantic 10 showdown.

No one knows of these showdowns more than UMass

senior guard Wendy Ward. The 5'4" senior vvrill be playing

in her farewell game as a member of the UMass squad.

Captain Ward has been a main cog in the UMass machine

for the past 4 years and will be sorely missed after this

N. Englands
at UMass
By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Staff

The 11th annual New England Division 1

wrestling championships will be held at

Boyden Gym this Saturday and Sunday.

This will be the first time UMass has

hosted the event since the tourney's first

year, 1973. when the Minutemen won the

crown.
Competing this year with the UMass

wrestlers for a spot in the NCAA cham-

pionships are wrestlers from Boston Col-

lege, Maine, New Hampshire, Brown, and

defending champion Boston University.

UMass lost to all these teams except

Maine.

Massachusetts isn't favored but in-

dividually, several wrestlers have a good

shot at the New England crown.

At the 118 pound weight class. New
Hampshire's Dave Beaulieu is heavily

favored to walk away as champion. B.C.'s

John Zogby and Maine's Roger Baldacd

should battle for second. UMass has no en-

try.

Brown's Scott Parlee is the favorite at

126 lbs. Minuteman Chris Lee should be

right in there, though. Parlee defeated Lee

twice this year, 7-6 and 9-6. Both matches

were decided in the final seconds.

B.U.'s returning champion Mike Enzien

should have no problem defending his title

in the weak 134 division. Although not

serious competition for Enzien, UMass'

Phillipe Durant could place and score some

points for the home team.

The 142 pound weight class promises to

be a dogfight. Three freshmen, Nate

Burke (BU), Wes Beckwith (UMass), and

Brown's Troy Henikoff, will be the top

Continued on page 18
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BREAK DANCING - The
Damherst Breakers, an all-high

school group, excited a standing-

room-only UMass audience for

about two hours Friday afternoon

with their "Wild Style" dancing
show on the Campus Center Con-
course.

Committees seek to fill vacant positions
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Lack of student participation on University of

Massachusetts committees is a growing concern which

calls for immediate attention, said Mindy Ordway. Student

Government Association (SGA) elections coordinator.

"Over two-thirds of the committees do not have

(students) sitting on them," Ordway said.

Although Student Government Association co-President

Tom Ahern attributes the deficiency of representation to

"lack of student interest," Ordway sees the problem as

"lack in communication."

"I wouldn't say its a lack of interest. If they (students)

knew about the committees, they'd want to get involved."

Ordway said.

Ordway said there are many boards and committees

within departments and organizations that allow student

participation ranging from the fine arts and athletic

councils to search committees and budget programs.

The Space and Calendar Committee is one such com-

mittee that lacks student participation. Chairman and

industrial engineering professor Klaus E. Kroner said.

Since the committee "particularly relates to calendars and

schedules which significantly affects all students, student

input is crucial." Kroner said.

According to the committee's annual report, "until the

very last meeting of the year not a single student

representative appeared at its meetings, though the

senate by-laws stipulate that five students sit on the

committee."

Kroner said there is one undergraduate representative on

the committee but "it's not right that there is only one."

"I would welcome students to fill the positions because

the vacancies are there. I sent a letter to the student

government and no one even got back to me. It's very

discouraging. We try to communicate with them and you
meet a stone wall," he said.

Kroner said that until the 1970's student participation on

committes did not exist until the students petitioned for

representation.

"It was created and now, where are they? It's very

disturbing," Kroner said.

SGA co-president Tom Ahern told the Faculty Senate at

its last meeting to "hold on" because plans are "in affect to

reorganize the system."

"Some committees are worse off than others. It's the

inadequacy of the office," Ahern explained.

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

While no formal charges have been filed against them.

Student Government Association co-presidential can-

didates Tim Rudolf and Donna Dooley have violated two

campaign guidelines, according to the SGA elections

coordinator.

Elections coordinator Mindy Ordway said the can

didacy used Collegian graphics equipment to make
campaign posters, which violated guidelines mandating

that no funding other than the $250 in SGA funds granted

each candidacy be used on campaign efforts and that

candidates "must at all times provide their own materials

for their campaign."

Ordway said the correct procedure for printing posters is

to bring the poster down to a print shop, and the SGA will

send the business a promissary note.

"Everything must have a purchase order," she said.

Rudolf said a Collegian graphics employee working on his

campaign was responsible for using the equipment

"without the knowledge of the campaign rules or ex-

pressed consent of the Collegian. " The amount of $7 will be

deducted from the campaign fund to pay for materials

used. Ordway said. 'It was a misunderstanding," she said.

Since these violations, the Central Area Government has

published a newsletter endorsing the Rudolf/Dooley

candidacy, which Ordway called "a gross misappropriation

of student funds."

The newsletter, which stated in part "We will be seeing a

lot of Tim in the very near future and we hope you will

support him," also contained Rudolfs letter of resignation

from the area government, a necessary action for

presidential candidates. This publication was also com-

posed using Collegian graphics equipment.

Rudolf said neither he nor Dooley knew about the con-

tents of the newsletter before its publication.

The Collegian employee responsible for both these in-

cidents, has since been informed that Collegian staff may
not use office facilities for their personal projects.

S.G.A. candidates violate campaign rule

Amherst votes

to abolish its 8

fraternities
ByPAULBASKEN
and ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Suff

The 160-year-old fraternity system at Amherst College

will come to an abrupt end effective June 30. the school's

trustees decided Saturday.

The system has suffered in recent years from complaints

over rushing and hazing activities and its role as the sole

place of social gatherings on campus, and membership has

declined while school population has increased.

The Board of Trustees voted unanimously to accept the

recommendation of an adhoc committee which found "the

quality of the social and residential life of the college hac

become inadequate to the needs of the college and its

students."

Fraternity members, who during the past week staged a

200-person sit in demonstration and a fa-t to protest what

some feel was a lack of student input in the decision,

Saturday met the expected news in small and subdued

groups in their houses.

Fraternity members posted mock "for sale" signs outside

their houses and hanged and burned in effigy the College's

Acting President G. Armour Craig and Acting Dean of

Students Kathleen Deignan to protest the action. Craig

revived discussion of banning fraternities with his

recirculation this summer of a critical "white paper"

written by his predeccessor, the late Julian Gibbs. Craig

will be replaced in June by President-elect Peter Pouncey.

While the trustee decision was explained to be part of an

overall plan to improve student life on campus, and in-

cludes a promise to begin construction of a campus center,

fraternity members were still unconvinced and angered by

the decision process.

"I'm very upset- I find fraternities to be a positive factor

at the college." said 20 year old John Brinitzer of Psi

Upsilon fraternity. "They should've done it (abolish the

fraternities) on a phase-out plan."

"They have left us with a social/residential environment

that is going to be in a state of limbo for the next few years.

In the mean time, we're all paying $12,000 to come to this

school."

Most of the eight students participating in the planned
four-day fast last week quit after the board agreed to meet
with four members of the Interfraternity Council before

their vote was taken at their meeting in New York City.

"They listened to us attentively." said one of the four,

senior Daniel Franzese of Bethpage. N.Y.. vice president

of the IFC. "They do care about the student vote. They
really do."

"The way they (the trustees) handled it was really bad."

said sophomore Ellen Mager of Oyster Bay. N.J.. insisting

that students, who other than the four could only contact

the trustees through letters, were not fairly represented.

"The majority of the students didn't want this decision."

The faculty of the college voted 90-29 in November that

"the fraternity structure has outlived its usefulness" and
should be abolished. During the past 14 years the number
of fraternities at Amherst College has declined from 13 to

eight while the student population has increased from

1.200 to more than 1,500.

Amherst now joins two other New England liberal arts

colleges in banning fraternities. Colby College in

Waterville, Maine abolished fraternities last month, and
Williams College in Wiliiamstown eliminated theirs in

1962.
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GOODBYE BEIRUT — A U.S. Marine waves an American flag as he
heads for a landing craft at "Green Beach*' yesterday. The Marines
withdrew from Beirut Sunday.

Highway laws

change for trucks
BOSTON - Double 28 -foot trailer trucks

and single 48-foot trucks, once banned from

most state highways, could be cruising

through Massachusetts, mostly west of

Route 495, before the year ends.

The state, under a federal order to work

out a plan to allow the huge trucks on in-

terstate and major state highways, has

submitted a limited plan to the

Massachusetts Legislature.

If it passes, the rigs, banned by state law

from all but the Massachusetts Turnpike,

for the first time would be generally

allowed on Massachusetts roads.

"We've been mandated by the federal

government to allow these on the high-

ways," David ReiUy, assistant to the public

works commissioner, explained. "The

federal government, on the roads involved,

paid 90 percent of the cost of constructing

them."

InsuranceRates

rise for doctors
BOSTON (AP) Massachusetts doctors

may soon have to pay millions of dollars

more for malpractice insurance due to a

long-delayed decision on how much their

insurance rates should increase for 1983-84.

Insurance Commissioner Peter Hiam was
expected to decide this week on whether to

heed recommendations that he increase the

cost of coverage by 50 to 163 percent to help

insurance companies pay for a growing
number of jury awards over $1 million in

malpractice cases.

"We're shooting for a decision late in the

week," said Michael Sabbagh. first deputy
commissioner under Hiam.

Computerraises

income taxrefunds

BOSTON - State revenue officials, using

a new computer match system for the first

full year, say they expect to keep $1.5

million in income tax refunds from people
who owe money for court-ordered child

support payments.

The program has already discovered 134
early filers who owed $25,287 in child

support payments and had the money
removed from their 1983 income tax refund
checks, officials said.

The remaining money will be generated as
April 15 approaches and more returns are
received, said Revenue Department
spokesman Harry Durning.
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Democratic candidates fighthunger

CONCORD, N.H. - Jesse Jackson,

George McGovern and Ernest Hollings

agreed yesterday that Ronald Reagan must

be replaced to end the suffering of the

hungry and poor in America, but disagreed

on who should replace him.

"I know it is said that Mr. Reagan is a nice

guy." McGovern said. "I don't think there is

anything nice about allocating $40 billion to

an MX missile that we don't need and then

knocking three million hungry kids out of

the school lunch program."

Jackson said that under the Reagan

administration, people living under the

poverty level are living in "desperation and

destitution" and that there is "more hurt,

more ache and more pain."

Hollings, said cuts in food programs by

Reagan, "as silly as he is and as con

servative as he is" may be saving food

program money, but they are costing more

'hrough medical payments and in jailing

people who began as hungry chUdren and

grew up to be mischievous and turned to

crime.

Walter Mondale, Gary Hart and John

Glenn sent representatives to the forum at

New Hampshire College. Reubin Askew
and Alan Cranston were not represented.

The forum, sponsored by a group that has

studied hunger in New England and found

that it is a serious and growing problem,

was not a debate, merely a chance for the

candidates to say what they would do about

hunger.

The key, the candidates said, is to feed

children and expectant mothers.

Hollings, who wrote a book about hunger

in 1970, said 10 million of an infant's 13

million brain cells are developed during the

first five months of pregnancy.

McGovern won long and loud applause

when he said he wished the government

would put as "half as much zeal" into cat-

ching rich tax cheats as it does tracking

down women who undereport income to get

more food stamps.

"Doubtless there are a few (food stamp

cheaters). Any time you deal with human
beings in the millions there are few people

who are going to cheat. That would be true

even with Ronald Reagan's rich pals when
they come to make out their tax returns.

Changes made to ensure gas safety

BOSTON - One public official likened it to

activating a time bomb - every time a

contractor digs underground without

checking to see where the gas pipes are.

Gas companies reported almost 900 in-

stances last year when excavators failed to

determine first the locations of the gas

mains.

Since Christmas, five homewrecking gas

explosions have killed two people and in-

jured five others.

The Massachusetts House soon, possibly

as early as this week, is due to tackle a bill

that backers hope wUl defuse more ex-

plosions before they go off. The legislation

would give state regfulators the power to

punish violators of the Dig Safe Law and

other gas safety regulations.

"In a sense," Public Utilities Chairman

Paul Levy told a legislative commitee last

month, "these violations are like time

bombs. You don't know when or if they're

going to explode."

Levy asked the Legislature's Govern-

ment Regulations for the power to impose

tough new penalities when gas safety rules

are disobeyed, and to enforce existing fines

when the law governing excavations near

gas pipes is violated.

House Committee Chairman Rep. William

Galvin, D-Boston, said Friday his com-

mittee will report a bill out early this week
to do just that, and to tie local building

permits to meeting Dig Safe requirements,

"The recent tragedies unearthed there

were some gaps in the law regarding safety

regulation," he said. "Also, a short history

of accidents in the last four years showed

violation of the Dig Safe Law was the single

greatest cause of these accidents."

With the proposed changes, he said, "I

think we will awaken concern on the part of

any contractor and they'll be more careful

to check with utility companies."

Nummo News is affiliated with the Collegian solely for distribution pur-
poses and the Collegian does not have nor desire any control over its

editorial content.
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Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip— any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

IhaUBL JJrrUB. Bus Lmes Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call General Office and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297
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Church helps in Central America

Fr. Robert Drinan
Collegian photo bv David P. Deuber

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY - The report of the National Bi-

partisan Commission on Central America is a "mish-

mash" which should be rejected by the American people,

former Congress member and law school professor Father

Robert Drinan said at Mt. Holyoke College last night.

"The Reagan administration is waging a war against

the poor in Central America," Drinan said.

Drinan represented the fourth district in Massachusetts

in Congress from 1971 to 1981 and is now a professor of

law at Georgetown University specializing in international

human rights and arms control. Drinan spoke specifically

on liberation theology and the current United States

policy in El Salvador and Nicaragua. He said that despite

persecution amounting to over 800 priest and nuns killed

and many more tortured, the church in Latin America has

been working "heroically" on the side of the people.

The church is the only institution that speaks for the

masses, Drinan said. "We have pledged to be the voice of

the voiceless."

"Until recently the church was lamentably identified

with some of the worst aspects of capitalism and

authoritarianism — but that is not church doctrine," he

aaid.

Dnnan said church doctrine.has been that capitalism

must be regulated so workers have a share in the profits

and control of the businesses. Regarding Nicaragua,

Drinan said the revolutionary (Sandinista) government
has made many mistakes, but they have broad popular

support from both the church and the peasants.

"The happenings in Nicaragua agree with the spiritual

and theological scripture of liberation theology," he said.

Drinan said the American citizens have to oppose

U.S.-backed covert operations against the Nicaraguan

government.

Drinan said the Reagan administration points to a drop

in the number of bodies found in El Salvador as evidence

of human rights improvements in that country.

But, he said, "there are only so many people there, of

course the number is going to go down. People leave and

become intimidated."

Drinan said the United States has spent almost $1 billion

in El Salvador alone, with no improvement in the situation

there.

"We woke up in Watergate and we woke up in Vietnam,

and here we are asleep as our country is doing things that

are illegal and, in my interpretation, immoral. We can stop

this, it is our tax dollars that are being spent," he said.

Student runsalone

S.G.A. candidate is concerned
Atholman dies in auto crash

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

In the fourth SGA presidential candidacy

announcement of this campaign, 27-year-

old engineering student John Michaud last

week pledged to provide a stronger em-

phasis on safety on campus . access for the

handicapped, and student government

sensitivity to student needs.

Michuad has no prior experience in

student government, but said that sue years

spent working before entering college

helped him gain the maturity necessary to

handle the job of Student Government
Association president.

"I don't think the SGA addresses issues of

personal safety as much as it should."

Michaud said after announcing his can-

didacy. Although there is now an excort

service for students who do not want to

walk back to their dorms alone in the dark.

Michaud said that women still "feel unsafe

all the time at night on the campus alone."

If elected, Michaud said he would push for

better lighting and for more roving student

patrols on campus.

Michaud, a junior electrical engineering

major, also said the administration needs to

recognize that "people are concerned about

liberal arts as well as technology. Ideas and

ideals are just as important as computers."

Funding for the University of

Massachusetts library "has been cut back in

recent years," he said and as SGA president

he promised to combat this.

According to Michaud, campus buildings

should be more accessible to the han-

dicapped. The textbook annex should have

a wheelchair ramp, he said, and there

should be more entrances to the Campus
Center complex.

Michaud said he believes that "the SGA
doesn't make enough of an outreach to find

out what the problems are. I think the SGA
should be more involved with students' day-

to-day lives."

Michaud said he does not think the SGA
should be used as a political forum.

"Student government should involve itself

only with student affairs," he said. "There

are other RSO groups whose job it is to

protest and hold forums on whatever they

want. It's not that (world affairs) aren't

important, that just isn't the SGA's job."

Michaud also said he would not involve

himself with a more local issue, rent con

trol: "I don't think it's possible to pass rent

control in this town, so I'm not going to

spend any time on it."

Michaud is the only candidate running

without a CO- presidential hopeful. Usually,

one CO president spends more time with the

Board of Trustees while the other works

more with the student Senate, but Michuad

said he is not worried that taking on both

roles might be overwhelming.

"It's definitely more than a full-time job,

but I think I can . andle it because next year

is going to be an easy academic year for

me," he said. "I'm willing to put in the time

necessary."

Amherst Police reported the death of an

Athol man and serious injury to a

University of Massachusetts student in two
separate car accidents which occurred

within minutes of each other early

yesterday morning.

Rebecca Melvin, 19, a first year animal

science major from North Andover, was
struck by a car on South Pleasant Street

near the main entrance of Amherst college

at 1:05 a.m. yesterday.

Melvin was transported to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton, where

she was listed in stable condition last nitrht.

Police said a Springfield man was the

driver of the car which struck Melvin.

Witnesses are being contacted and the

accident is under investigation.

Police also reported the death of Gregory
J. Levigne. 21, of Athol at the scene of an
accident on Pelham Road in Amherst, near
the Pelham border.

Police said the accicent occurred at 1:09

a.m. yesterday morning after Levigne
failed to negotiate a curve and struck a tree

on the driver's side of the car.

A passenger in the car, David Durkee, 21,

also of Athol, sustained chest injuries

according to Cooley Dickinson hospital

officials.

Witnesses are being contacted and the

accident is under investigation.

-LARRY BOUCHIE

Educators speak at UMass
Noted Brazilian educator and author Paulo

Freire will headline a panel on "Education

and Social Transformation" at 7:30 p.m.

tonight at the University of Massachusetts'

Herter Hall, room 231.

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey wUl moderate the panel

which will also feature David Magnani, of

the School of Educations Citizen

Involvement Training Project, Smith

College Afro American Studies professor

Johnnelle Butler, and Juan Aulestia of

CASA LATINA.
Freire has been on campus for two weeks,

conducting a series of seminars and

discussions. He has a doctorate in

Philosophy of Education, was a visiting

professor at Harvard University in the late

1960s, and in 1970 published his English

translation of Pedagogy of the Oppressed.

Freire has also been a consultant in the

Office of Education of the World Council of

Churches.

In 1980 he received the First King
Baudouin Prize for his struggle against

illiteracy and oppression. He is currently a

professor of education in both Catholic and

state universities in Sao Paulo. Brazil.

The panel discussion is sponsored by the

Institute for Advanced Study of the

Humanities and the School of Education.

PETER ABRAHAM

Students at the Blue Wall Happy Hour try the breathalizer

By RISA FREE IAN
Collegian Staff

Nine students volunteered to have their

blood alcohol content tested by peer alcohol

educators at the Blue Wall happy hour Fri-

day, but none of them exceeded the legal

limit.

The breathalizer test takes approximate-

ly six minutes, excluding time taken stan-

ding in line, said Ann Hynes. a junior

enrolled in the peer alcohol educator pro-

gram administering the tests. Participants

take a deep breath into a tube connected to

a small electronic box, in which a tiny am-

pule measures how much carbon dioxide

and ethenol is in the breath fumes, Hynes

explained.

If a person's level of alcohol in the

bloodstream exceeds .10, the person is con-

sidered intoxicated under Massachusetts

law. One drink is considered equal to 1 oz.

86 proof alcohol, 12 ozs. of beer or 4 ozs. of

wine.

The breathalizer readings, are not 100

percent accurate. Food often slows down

the absorption rate of alcohol into the blood

stream and the time lapse between the last

drink and the administration of the test will

often decrease the accuracy of the

breathalizer, said Carlene Richelli, coor-

dinator of alcohol education. The best time

for an accurate reading is about one hour

after consumption of the last drink, she

^fH'.'.W.V.".'* • • • • • •

The levels of the blood alcohol content of

the nine students ranged from .015 to .07,

although some of the students appeared

more intoxicated than their readings in-

dicated.

Brad Morse, 20, a sophomore business

major from Manchester, said, "I just

wanted to see what I get on on the test. I

feel fine. I've only had five or six beers and

I think I could drive like this." Morse was

surprised at his level of .05.

Nancy Keough, 21, a senior psychology

major from Tewksbury, was also surprised

at the result of her breathalizer test.

Keough said she hadn't eaten all day and

had consumed between eight and nine

beers and one shot at happy hour. Her
blood alcohol content level read .06.

"I don't think the machine is accurate

because I've taken this test before and it

was much higher," she said. "I feel more
drunk now than the last time and when it

read .21, so I know the machine is wrong,"

she said.

Every other Friday, patrons leaving the

Blue Wall are encouraged to take the test,

administered by students participating in a

three semester program on alcohol

awareness.

"We don't push abstainance; we want

people to be aware," said Jill Gelber, a

sophomore enrolled in the program.

"Responsible drinking is the key," she

stressed.

Collcfian plioto bjr David P. Drabcr

DRIVING PRECAUTIONS — John Marcin, a junior legal studies ma-
jor, takes the alcohol breathalyzer test outside the Blue Wall Friday

aftfernop^i,
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Sunday - Tuesday

Year of Living
Dangerously

7:00 PIVI

Betrayal
9 PM

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

i

I

No«*« the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Eap«rt rapair* U
r«c«iidltl«iilng.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

. 549-2660

'

Stress

Management
Workshop

Tues. Feb. 28, 1984

Campus Center 805

Call 549-2671

to register

Health Education

Division of

Univ. Health Services
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TIX ON SALE
THURS 3/1

Motorists with gun

accost two children
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Two 7-year-old girls were approached Wednesday af-

ternoon by a group of teenagers in a car and shown a

handgun, Amherst police said.

Police said the girls were playing in front of theu-

Chesterfield Drive home at about 3:30 p.m. when a station

wagon carrying two white males and two white females

stopped and the male driver displayed a gun. PoUce said

the suspects drove off after the girls told them that their

mother was in the house.

Women's
Forum

8:00 SUB UMASSoMAss STUDENTS: S8.00 PUBLIC: $10.00

TtcKen on sole ot Fin« Affj Center, Spnngfield Civic Cenrer ond oil Dototix locations in Stop & Shops in Northompton. Greenfield.^

'

msfield. HolyokeHodley No cons, bottles, comeros or recording devices. UMoss ID required ro_ er^ter_w|tti ^f^^ent^ncket^

W(ymen'8 F&rum is a weekly listing of events relating to

Women's issues. Notices should be sent to the Women's

Issues editw, care of the Collegian, the Friday before the

event.

Monday — The Women's Issues Team is having an in-

troductory meeting for those interested in stopping

violence against women at 4:30 p.m. in room 805 CC.

Professor Ann Ferguson of the UMass Philosophy

Department will speak about "Sexual Freedom,

Pleasure, and Danger: toward a new feminist sexual

morality," at 7:30 in West Lecture Hall at Hampshire

College.

I Don't Have to Hide, a film about anorexia and

bulimia, will be shown at 7:30 in East Lecture Hall in

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College. A discus-

sion will follow.

Wednesday — Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom will meet at 4 p.m. in room 905

CC.
Thursday — The Smith College Resource Center is

sponsoring a lecture, "Science from a Feminist

Perspective," at 4:15 p.m. in the Common Room in

Wright Hall at Smith College.

Women's Film Festival will feature Tell Me A Riddle

at 7 and 9 p.m. in room 163 CC. Admission is free.

Friday — Star Hawk, a feminist therapist and pro-

fessor of Women's Studies at Antioch College in

California, will speak on "Reclaiming Our Power:

uniting the spiritual and political," at 4 p.m. in Graham

Hall at Smith College.

Not A Love Story, a film about pornography, will be

thown at 7:15 p.m. in McConnell Hall at Smith College.

SHOE SHOW...
Join us for the premiere

of the newest shoes

north of rifth Avenue and west of Mewbury St.

Allure, Joan 8c David, Beene Bag, Divertente,

Thorn Brown, Homia Kamali.

Cfiampagne too.

Thursday, March I, 3 to 9.

Come. Indulge.

TlK>fnos Marketplace

downtown riortharnpton

All Majors:

Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors & Seniors

You Are Invited to Attend
The

BCP Alumni/
AE Career Night

Tuesday, February 28

8:00 PM
Campus Center 162-175

Human Services, Engineering

Nursing, Medical Science, &

English

Graduates from each

department will discuss and

answer questions about their

Careers
Sponsored by the

Bilingual Collegiate Program,

The Alumni Association and

The University Placement Office

THINGSTOLOOKFORWARD TO

Collripan photo mmv hv l)»vid I'. Druber

...SPRING BREAK IN FLORIDA — For some

fortunate UMass students spring break means a

trip to often-sunny Florida. These photos compil-

ed on a recent trip by myself to Hillsboro Beach

will hopefully refresh your memories of last

year's spring break and make you look forward to

the upcoming break. Remember, it's only three

weeks awav!!
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Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Application deadline

March 1, 1984
Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1984.
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Creem
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DISTRIB CMALLENOC FIZZLES

Schwartz Ends Suit

lAgainstl

THF

SPECTRUM
Literary and Fine Arts Magazine

Now Accepting Submissions

on the theme of "1984 and Beyond"

Essays, Fiction, Drama, Poetry

B&W and Color Artwork and Photography

Bring to Rm. 104 C.C. or mail to RSO 125

Deadline: March 15
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EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES

For exceptional college graduates

(and those who are soon to be)

Whatever your degree will be. the Navy can give you a

management position (if you qualify). You II get technical

training and managerial experience. The Navy offers mana-

gerial positions in the following areas:

• Nuclear Engineering
• Business Management

• Aviation • Law
• Medicine • Intelligence

• Civil Engineering
• Shipboard Operations

Your benefits package includes 30 days earned annual

vacation, medical/dental/low cost life insurance coverage

plus other tax free incentives.

Interviews will be held in the

Hampshire House
From 9 AM to 4 PM
7 and 8 March, 1984

Sign up for an interview in the career placement office or

call now for more information

(203) 528-9988

Now Interviewing On Campus

,oo^ait
dK OVER 15,000 TITLES

NEW and USED
• ALL SUBJECTS

PRICED 25*^ to $2.00

Starts FEBRUARY 27th

Special Truckload Shipment from Midwest Warehouseiill

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Monday-Friday

9:00 am - 4:00 pm
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Trying to solve the deficit problem
Lately there has been much talk in the media

concerning the size of the federal deficit,

and the causes of it. Some members of Congress
attribute these huge deficit increases to President

Reagan's tax cuts. In fact, this belief is not true; the 1981

and 1982 tax cuts have left the average 1984 tax rate

essentially the same as it was in 1980. In actuality,

Reagan's tax cuts have been offset by the effects of higher

social security taxes and indirect taxes.

Peter Dow
Now these same members of Congress are using the tax

cut argument as a reason for increasing taxes. With this

strategy, they are reinforcing the myth that the deficit is

caused by lower taxes and not by higher spending.

As future taxpaying Americans, we should be question-

ing the motives of our big-spending Congress when they

wish to increase taxes to offset the deficit. It is obviously

in their best interests to blame the deficits on under-

taxation, rather than on their own spending habits.

History repeatedly has shown us that what tax increases
do is just finance more government spending, not

decrease the deficits. In addition, we must remember that

high tax rates destroy incentives for saving and invest-

ment and therefore severely harm future economic

growth. As long as government spending (as a share of

Gross National Product) rises, an increased tax rate most

likely will not balance the budget.

Many respected economists believe we must cut spen-

ding to eliminate the deficit. Since Congress today almost

completely controls the budget, this responsibility is given

to them. But it is highly unlikely that Congress will make
any significant cuts; each member has his or her own
"pet" projects and future election plans, and they most

certainly would not want to alienate their constituents.

So, that leaves the budget cutting to the President, who,

at present, has virtually no power to do so. Congress, if

they are really serious about cutting the deficit, should

grant the President a line-item veto, to restore spending

discipline.

Certainly, the Reagan Administration (and many

Americans) want to cut federal spending, but, at present,

they do not have the power to do so. This power (in the

form of a line-item veto or a Balanced Budget Amend-

ment), unfortunately, will most likely not be given to the

Executive branch in the near future.

Peter Dow is a VMass student

Letters

Dogs hound the Hatch

To the Editor.

Is there not a leash law in Amherst? Recently, while try-

ing to enjoy breakfast at the Hatch, we were joined at our

table by man's supposed "best friend." A haggard,

salivating Irish Setter ran from table to table in a frenzied

rampage, upsetting our and others' meals. This is not a

unique experience. There was no owner in sight. Who
owns these dogs anyway?

Though signs are posted at the Hatch entrance inform-

ing the ignorant masters that the presence of their canine

companions is illegal, they pay no heed to these regula-

tions. When approached, Hatch employees refuse to take

action. Just as bad are the Hatch patrons who encourage

these nomadic canines by feeding them and jeering at

those who find the dogs offensive and unappetizing.

Not only are these animals a health hazard, they're

dangerous. We have witnessed several vicious dog fights

as well as dog attacks on students in the Campus Center.

The Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center is a place to study,

relax and enjoy a meal in a sanitary environment. Get the

hounds out of there!

Mary Kelly

Maureen Peters

Amherst

Campaign insults students

To the Editor.

After reading in the Collegian about 'Gumby' Gosselin

and 'Camel' Murphy (Collegian 2/24/84), I was a bit taken

aback at what they had to say. I was at the meeting when

the issue of their candidacy came to light. Many senators,

including myself, were insulted by their choice of names

which appear grossly disrespectful of the same student

body and student senate for which these two 'candidates'

have so much concern. Their candidacy may be legitimate,

but their cause, in my mind, is not. It appears as if these

two students are going to take the $250 given by the cam-

paign fund and spend it on what they feel is right. The arti-

cle stated that "the 'candidates' were concerned with the

conservative ideology of some of the senators in the SGA

Sticky ideals

andinterviews
Interview: 1. A comndtatum designed to obtain informa-

tion or ascertain certain qualities. 2. A scheduled meeting

between two or more people to gain information ahoui a

person 's true charaeter and personality.

Mickey threw his ball of gum towards the basket. He
missed. It bounced off the wall and lay quietly on the floor,

awaiting the sole of a shoe.

"Michael Sulllivan," a melancholy voice called from the

doorway.

Mickey started to attention. He reached for his genuine

simulated leather folder and turned towards the man who
called his name.

Ten minutes into the interview, Mickey dared not lift his

arms for fear of freeing the odor captured tightly under

them.

and criticized them for not taking strong activist stands on

national and international issues such as the (}renada inva-

sion.
.

The senate did not pass a resolution condemning the in-

vasion of Grenada, as the article said. It was voted on

twice, and lost twice, showing that the senate was not go-

ing to bend to the will of certain senators. The

undergraduate student senate was not set up as a tool of

foreign policy, it was set up to represent and serve the

students, all students, of this university. As for not taking

a strong activist stand. I and other conservative senators,

did. We chose to let the federal government do its job, and

the student senate attempt to tend to its own business.

Well. Gumby and Camel, it really is too bad that

everyone doesn't agree with your stand on all issues (not

even the Grenadian people). Since Gumby and Camel feel

so strongly about certain issues, they should join another

campaign which will work for these goals, or else run a

legitimate campaign which is not designed to promote

special interests, but to actually administer the office of

the president and student trustee.

These two don't seem to realize that other points of view

exist, on campus. It's all part of something known as the

Democratic process, and until the purge of all the impure

conservative senators, which Jim and Paul seem to ad-

vocate, democracy will thrive on this campus. Maybe

students are starting to tire of and disagree with the

liberal rhetoric which once spewed from the student

senate. It could be that times are changing, people are

thinking differently, and we're not in the '60s anymore. In

the meantime. Gumby and Camel, please stop wasting stu-

dent's money.
Scott Sheridan

Southwest

Painting should be removed
To the Editor.

Last Saturday I was studying in the Campus Center

concourse when I happened to notice one of the paintings

on the wall across from the top of the escalator, I was ap-

palled by it's overtly racist implications and I find it hard

to believe no one else has voiced a similar complaint.

The painting displays a large number of students, all

talking with friends and faculty, dressed nicely in ties and

Lisa Stratouly

"What are the most important rewards you expect in

your business career?"

What the hell do you think pal, money of course.

"The rewards I expect and yearn for are not material

sir, but spiritual. I receive pleasure from helping those in

need; struggling businesses that need professionals like

you and your firm to manage and organize their finances

correctly. If I recall correctly sir, doesn't your firm have

one of the highest small business success rates in the coun-

try?"

"Why, yes it does Michael, how alert of you. Now, what

do you think it takes to be successful in a company like
nit

ours?

Exa>ctly what it takesfor any type of success, a kiss ass at-

titude that will charm your btitt off.

"Integrity, understanding, patience, efficiency,

sophistication, and intelligence are but a few qualities I've

observed in this firm. I hope I'll be able to live up to the

high standards set by you and your firm. In fact, I'd be

ecstatic with only one of these qualities."

"What do you consider as your greatest strengths and

weaknesses?"

"...and as for my weaknesses," he said, a bit out of

breath from his list of strengths, "I think I may be

somewhat extroverted or assertive, for I rarely let an op-

portunity slip through my fingers, and this will probably

include clients."

Mickey slapped on his sheepish smile to add extra effect

to his statement.

"I don't consider that a weakness at all son, but rather a

strength."

"Really sir? Why thank you."

"What led you to choose this field Mike?"

"Well sir, I believe that accounting is the language of

business, and I've always been insatiably interested in

languages since they are our modes of communication."

"That's a unique perception Mike. Do you mind if I

quoto you in the future?"

"I'd be honored sir."

The interviewer smiled.

"Well Mike, our time's just about up..."

"Is it really sir?"

"Actually, we've been here for forty minutes.

"No!" Mickey exclaimed, with full knowledge of that ex-

act fact.

"Have you any questions for us?"

"I've read the manual from cover to cover sir, and it is

very clearly written as well as captivating. I would,

though. like to express my sincere gratitude for selecting

me for this interview. That in itself is an honor enough

from a "Big Eight" firm as prestigeous as yours."

"Thank you Mike. I've learned all I need to know about

you and I feel you are highly qualified for our firm."

"I can't thank you enough sir."

"No need to, Mike."

Mickey gathered his genuine .simulated leather folder,

which he confused with the one belonging to the inter-

viewer, and left. He rode his success right out the door,

floating on air, until something stuck his foot to the floor.

Lisa Straiouly w a UMass student.

First Meeting
Investigative Task Force

& Editorial Department,

Thursday 8 p.m., Newsroom, CC 113

skirts, looking content and preoccupied. While in the far

right hand comer, away from the rest of the people, dress-

ed in shabby plain clothes and a sandle-like pair of shoes is

a depressed and alienated Black man, with his head facing

the ground.

I find it extremely difficult to believe that this 1962

painting by PhiUis A. Gardner is an accurate interpreUtion

of the 1960's at the University of Massachusetts. In any

case, it sure is not the story in the 1980's and I urge the

Board of Governors to dispose of this racist painting im-

mediately. Reuren M. Carlyle

Orchard Hill
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University of Massachusetts

Student Federal Credit Union

9th Annual Meeting

Sat. March 3, 1984

1:00 PM C.C.917

All members are encouraged to vote.
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Womens*s Issues

Department?
Introductory Meeting

Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 7:30 pm

Room 113 Campus Center

9
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"TheOobe'sherer

delivered to your door on campus
Daily .15/copx_._^SusiaiiS2Z£?£1L——

.

' ^2/Z7/84"l6/84

Please fill out form and return with check made payable

to:

Ron Muberdeau Daily Only, 62 days, $9.30

P.O. Box 969 ^ Sunday Only, 9 issues, $4.50

Amherst, MA 01004 D Dally & Sunday, $13.80

253-7009

I UMASS SKI CLUB f

! GOES I

i WEST TO VAIL |

Your Name:
Campus Address.

SPRING BREAK $569.
March 19-26 Includes:

Round Trip Air
Transfers

7 Nights/5 Day Lifts

Extras

Call UMass Ski Club Now
545-3437

5*************************************^

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
LATE APPLICATIONS STILL
ACCEPTED UNTIL MARCH 1

Students MAY NOT select the following schools:

University of Hawaii Manoa or Hilo

California State, Chico

California State, Northridge

Univ. of South Florida

Sonoma State

A 2.5 minimum G.P.A. is required. Application fee of $25.00

(money order only), also. NOTE: If not placed. NO refund will

be made.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A

FREE Ride Hop a PVTA bus to

10% off total bill with this ad

Check the PVTA schedule for the bus

to Super Stop-n-Shop

I
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Become Involved -

the Student
Government Association

(SGA)
Committee on
RENTS & FEES

Seeks persons to work on:
- Tuition Increase Issues

- Fee Refinancing Plan

- Meal Plan Evaluation

- Amherst Rent Stabilization

Introductory Meeting Wednesday 2/29[

CC 903 4-6 PM
Ist & 2nd year students urged to attend!

Svnior Citizen*

Discounts
2-6PM20%
II cthar

ttmM 10%
Do«a not apply

to apscialt

EVERY NIGHT IS
eitiiiplaM

Next to

Sup«r Stop Ci Shop
Campus Shopping Confer
At*. 9 Hadlsy/Amhsrst

LATE NIGHT
Store Hours: 5 am - 3 am M-Th

24 hrs Fri-Sun

2.E as as ax ax ax jg- *'

Open Meeting Info Session

7:00 PM CC 165
For students interested in Town Meeting

Speakers to include:

Prof. Howard (Hist) - local government

Dean Field (town moderator) Amherst Town Meeting g
SGA Co-President Tom Ahem

student involvement in town meeting

Nominctlon Papers for Town Meeting

are due tomorrow, Tues. 28th at 4:30 PM
Amherst Town Hall ..

Students - get involved with your community

AAAy&AAAAAAoooSooVoAO^

Arts
From Lou, with love
Lou Miami and The Kozmetix
Friday, Feb. 24

The Dayis Center, Smith College

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

Try to imagine a cross between Iggy Pop
and Pee Wee Herman set to a perfect mix of

punk and surf music, and the result is

Boston's Lou Miami and The Kozmetix.

Friday night Lou and company played a 90-

minute set of eatchy-as-hell original and

rarely-covered cover tunes to a small but

energized crowd at Smith College.

Lou Miami, dressed in a headband, a white

shirt and black pants with a rope belt,

marched, twisted and swam around the

stage leading the three Kozmetix through

bonafide hits like Bobby Pickett's classic

"Monster Mash," a calypso version of "Blue

Lott Miami: a strong frontman, a

strong dance beat: What more could

you ask for?

Heaven," and The Partridge FamUy's

"Doesn't Somebody Want To Be Wanted."

The most striking fact is how well the band

meshes these cover songs, which at first

glance would hardly seem to go together at

all, with songs of their own.

Lou Miami possesses the rare ability to

mix a strong dance beat with meaningful

lyrics. In "Dance With Death," a song Lou

announced as one "about the late Jane

Mansfield," somber words are placed over

an infectious rhythm, and it works. In

"New Romantix," present day politics are

hooked up with modern music with lyrics

like, "Everything sounds pretty/But oh not

on my street/A bellyful of happiness/But

I've nothing to eat... I can't deal with the

New Romantix this year."

Of course, some tunes were just for fun,

and with titles like "Voodoo Bride," and
"Party Boys," the band served up exactly

what was expected. What allowed Lou to

psychotically prance around and best use

his strong but limited vocal range were the

Kozmetix, the perfect foil for his antics.

Guitarist Jack Rootoo, Bassist H.P., and
drummer Laurel Blanchard, played their

roles well, making sure never to steal the

spotlight from the front man.

For an encore, the band ripped through
the old Kenny Roger's and The First

Eklition's number, "Just Dropped In To See
What Condition My Condition Was In."

Who else would cover that tune?

"I don't think of them as cover songs. I just

think of them as good songs, and then we
take them and make them our own," said

Miami after the show. Likewise with his

musical influences which include Eartha

Kitt. "I just thing she's a great performer."

Miami explained the band's absence from

the valley for the past year or so. as

resulting from extended tours of New York

and the Midwest. The band also just

finished work on their third video for the

song "Mack The Knife." "It's going to be

filled with gangsters; kind of a 1930's type

thing," Miami said.

Opening the evening were Boys Say Go.

who started with some highly synthesized

fluff, but got stronger when they turned off

the drum machine and switched to the real

hing, for the instrumental "Berlinner," and

the humorous "Serious Cat."
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You may remember him as the 7-up spokeman, but Geoffrey Holder,

who will perform this evening in Bowker Auditorium, has done many
more impressire things.

Characterized in E§quire Magazine as a "Renaissance Man," Holder

was a premier dancer for the Metropolitan Opera. Holder has also been

a Tony award-winning Broadway director and has acted in Annie,

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex and Live and Let

DU.
Holder's will be a three part performance involving lecture, dance

and audience participation. The show will start at 8 p.m. For further in-

formation, call 54S-0920.
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for SALE . . a

RCA COMPLETE TERMINALS
• DETACHABLE FULL STROKE KEYBOARD
WITH THE 16 KEY NUMERICAL PAD

• AUTO DIAL • AUTO LOG ON

• 80/40 CHARACTER DISPLAY FORMAT

• 12 INCH GREEN PHOSPHOR MONITOR

CALL COMPUTERM: MON-FRI (5 PM-11 PM)

MIKE 1413) 549-0393 SAT & SUN (10 AM-10 PM)
• SEE us IN THE CAMPUS CENTER, TUES. FEB. 28

FROM 12:30 - 5:00 PM •

MODEL VP4801TD

598.00
d^DEL VP4801
w/o MONITOR

399.00

PRINTER PORT
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You Don't Have To Wait For

A Computer Terminal Any Longer!

Do Your Computer Work at

1
COMPUTER

IIMC.

One of the Hnett Computer Facilities

Available to College Students

• R—rv tim« In advance for your convoniance

• Acceas to Umaaa Cybar
• Inatant Printouta
• Raaaonabia Houriy Rataa

• Complata Word Procaaaing Syatama availabia

Call Now!! 256-1213

79 S. Plaaaant St., Amhartt, MA
Mon-Thurt 9 am to 10 pm FrI-Sat 9 am to 8 pm

Sunday 10 am to 6 pm

llonday. February 27, 1984

,

f'^ I KH-I

Holder

An Evening of Theater By

An Uncommon Man

Monday, February 27, 1984 8 pm.

Bowker Auditorium University of Massachusetts
FREE

I
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UMASS SKI CLUB
SPRING BREAK 84
Q^illinqton

MARCH 18-23

a
iNC

s 179. 4> %LUDES -WLi-i ^

GREAT
SKIING

SUPER
SOCIAUZING

SKIING RAUY
SKI RACES

NEW ENGUND
CLAMBAKE

AFTER-SKI
PARTIES

CONDOMINIUM
OR MOTEL LODGING

iTOur choicf

^
FIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

MOGUL
CONTEST

SPECIAL LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT

AND
MORE!

INFORMATIONAL MEETING

WED. Feb. 29
7- ^.'^p.^ 50UTHSIDE - HAMPDEN

FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 400 STUDENT UNION

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

a large selection

of clamp-on
lights also available

approved

««.^^a».^«« ' • »^^^ ft .^^ • *^ •^••^**^

Located in the Campus Center

open MF 95 ^ IJ^YVERSITY
Sat 11-4

ji mSTORE^
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MASS PHOBIA
Winmill

V

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Picture falsely

6 Hoodwink
10 Actress

Thompson
14 Palm that pro-

duces nuts

15 Common noun
ending

16 Son of Seth

17 George Burns'

prop
18 Spendable

currency

20 Encourage
22 Old Greek

promenade
23 Oven of a type

24 "I shall not

his like again":

Hamlet
28 Tailoring problem

30 One of the

Gardners
32 Sorbonne in a way

33 Keats' contribu-

tion

34 1200 hours

35 Draws forth

36 Cleave

38 Less civilized

40 Widow in cards

41 Colorful cloth

43 Bird of the coast

45 Hot time, in

Calais

46 The first string, in

sports

47 Piscatorial

purchase
48 Threefold; Comb,

form
49 Finishing point

52 Fissure

54 Poisonous
Eurasian plant

55 Perplexed

58 Money on hand

62 Diamond
numbers

63 Asian range

64 Personalities

65 Manifest

66 Important nutrient

67 Silver State city

68 Juan Carlos and

others

DOWN
One of the

musical B's

One of a "great
"

five

Money
Statement of

concern
Kind of ware

Fronded plant
"

if by land.

3
4

5

6
7

8

9
10

The West, in

Madrid

Guided
TownNNWof
Jersey City

rr

11 Memorable
sayings

12 Two, to Juan
13 Residue

19 Harnessed, as

oxen
21 Missteps

24 Money brokers

25 See 18 Across
26 Fatty ester

27 Squatter

28 Editor's makeup
29 Think

31 First lady in 1928

35 Formal name for

Pyle

37 Theatrical

39 Familiar palin-

drome word
42 Friendship

44 Predecessor to

Bess
50 More

considerate

51 Established

custom
53 and kicking

55 Chan's expres-

sion

56 Parched
57 JFK arrivals

58 La .capital of

Bolivia

59 Name meaning
"high

"

60 Popular color

61 "Dombey and

The Collegian Photo
Department will be offer-

ing orientation sessionH for

new photofH'aphcrH at 6

p.m. on Wednesday 2/29

and at 8 p.m. on Sunday 3/4.

Be a photojournalint at

New Knfi^land'H largest dai-

ly newspaper!
Serious inquiries only.

545-3500

For more information contact:

Drew Ogier or Dave Deuber, Photo Editors.

^ Miifott
ZUtKO
KHVI RICOM CHIMONMMTAX KooARCANON

D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Tacos

Sausa^ Patties/

Com Fritters,

Syrup

BASICS LUNCH
Spinach Noodle Casserole

Com Fritters/Syrup

DINNER
Roast Lamb/

Gravy, Mint Jelly

Chicken a la King/

Herb Biscuit

Fruit Plate with Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Carrot Loaf/

White Sauce

Chicken a la King/

Herb Biscuit

Weather

WEATHER - Mostly
sunny today, with
temperatures 35 to 40

degrees. Tonight will be

cloudy with temperatures
dropping to 20 degrees.

Snow expected for Tues-

day morning will change to

rain, with highs in the SOs.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUaii:
IS!*
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LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law

call 545-1995

/^^-^^"'V-KK
UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 8C
fl Days 7 Nights Luxurious Hotel on rfi# Strip

Hotel only W/Motor Coach W/Jer

$149 $265 $075

* rox included *** fox included **'

,

For more info 545-0437

PREPARE FOR

MCAT*LSAT*GMAT
SAT*ACT*DAT*GRE*CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE ImCAT
4/28/84 Exam 4/28/84 Exam

DAT SAT
4/14/84 Exam 5/5/84

and 6/28/84 Exam
Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location^ Call Days Eves b
Weekends

£|Vm#lll 368 N. Pleasant St

Educational Center AmherSt
549-5780

"^or information about other centers

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

: Sports Editor needed for yearbook j

J The yearbook. Index '84. needs a sports editor immediately. Sports knowledge is the only re- »
* quirement. Call 5-0848 or stop by Rm. 102 CCfor more info. 4'

iCollegian 13

m RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b* II to •nt«r
Op*n til 2

6654937
34 Hour Taped Mctioy*

s^
rusty nail

PROUDLY PRESiNTS

nrt^

GREEK BEER BASH
Free Draft 9 - 10 10-1126' 11-1250" 12-1 75< Every Monday

Every Thursday: Bring your own mug fill it for 25'

60'% Rock arid Roll (no cover)

March 11 Stevie Ray Vaughn Double trouble

Tickets on sale Wed in the Campus center

RBHTOm
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880

* Wrestling

have four New England
champions. The answer is

simple. It's a lack of depth.
Although Lee, Beckwith,
Bossi, and McQuaide won
most of their matches
throughout the season, the
rest of the team didn't.

Forfeits also hurt. If UMass
can fill in the gaps, they will

improve. If not, they will re-

main a team of individuals.

Individual Results:

118- Dave Beaulieu(UNH)
Pinned John Zogby (B.C.),

3:43. 3 - Smida (B.U.).

126 - Chris Lee (UMass)
pinned John Parlee (Brown)
2:13. 3 - Mark Oliphant

(B.U.).

134 - Mike Enzien (B.U.)

def. Attanasio (B.C.) 13-2. 3
— Scott Anderson (Brown).

142 - Wes Beckwith
(UMass) pinned Troy
Henikoff (Brown) 2:38. 3 -
Carl Traylor (B.C.).

150 - Mike Bossi (UMass)

def. Chris Joy (B.U.) 5-4. 3

- Pat Kelley (Maine).

158 - Dave Yale (UNH)
def. Rollins (Brown) 14-3. 3
- lanello (B.U.)

167 - Scott McQuaide
(UMass) def. John Hanlon

(B.C.) 7-4. 3 - Tim
Weckworth (UNH)
177 — Maynard Pelletier

(Maine) def. Dan Murner

Mac-(B.C.) 7-0. 3 - Ian

Donald (B.U.)

190 - Tod Giles (B.U.) def.

Tim Hagelin (Maine) 10-1. 3

- Giachetto (B.C.)

Hwt. - Neal Zonfrelli

(UNH) def. Ewen MacKin-
non (UMaine) 6-3. 3 - Kaliff

(B.C.)

Hypercurricula

t Presidential Elections *

I are fast approaching.
^

I Do you know the candidates J

t and the issues, or do you have J
{questions for them? Come to J

Jthe Presidential Debate. Tues., J

{March 6th in CC 165-169 at{

*7 pm!

OUTING CLUB MEETING - Come to

our meeting! We will present a slideshow

on "Caving in Kentucky." Find out about

spring trips and others. Meet friendly

folks. 7:00 p.m. 174-176 Campus Center.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - 6

p.m. Dukes Room, S.U.

WSYL AIRS AT 89.7 FM - Non-

commerical alternative radio for the east-

side. 545-0191 for requests and informa-

tion. 1 p.m.

TOWN MEETING - INFO SESSION -
Info session for students interested in

Town Meeting. Last chance to find out how

to run for Town Meeting. Deadline for

papers Tuesday Feb. 28. 7-9 p.m. CC 165.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING
— Are you sick of violence against women?
Does pornography make you angry? Join

the SCERA Women's Issues Team. 4:30

p.m. CC 805.

EARTH DAY MEETING - All who are

interested in Earth Day are invited to come

and share ideas at the CEQ meeting. Com-

mittees will be formed. New people are

especially encouraged. 6 p.m. 169 CC.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING -
Slide presentation on Belize and
Guatemala. Everyone is welcome.
Refreshments will be served. 7:30 p.m. 312
Holdsworth.

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL
MEETING - With guest speaker Dr.

Haim Gunner on "The West Bank." 7:30

p.m. Ehikes Room, S.U.

JEWISH EXPERIENCE ON
AMERICAN FILM - Lecture and film

clips with Eric Goldman, Director of the

Jewish Media Service. 7:30 p.m. Campus
Center 101.

UMASS REPUBLICAN CLUB
GENERAL MEETING - Michael Han-
nahan from the Republican State Commit-
tee will speak on student involvement in

legislative campaigns. 8:00 p.m. CC
804-808.

PLANNING MEETING FOR
GAY/LESBIAN AWARENESS WEEK -
Planning meetings will be held from noon

to 1:30 in Brett House to discuss ideas for

events for the upcoming Gay/Lesbian

Awareness Week. Noon-l:30, Brett House.

HERPES
SPREAD THE WORD,
NOT THE INFECTION

is an educational session for those who are interested in learning

more of the facts atwut herpes, regardless of whether or not

they have the disease The session will include facts and myths

about transmission and suggestions on prevention

Treatment and strategies for coping with the emotional aspects

of herpes will also be covered

Tuesday, March 6
University Healtli Center

Room 304

6:30-8:30 pm
• Pre registration required no Uter thjn one week bttort the workshop

Coolaci the Health Education Office University Health Services "^49 2671 En 181

«••••••••••• ••! I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*——•—*

SPRING BREAK '84.
THE TRADmON LIVES ON!

Lecture with Film Clips

Eric Goldman

"THE JEWISH
EXPERIENCE ON
AMERICAN FILM

"

Monday, February 27, 1984

7:30 PM
Campus Center 101, UMass

Author of

VISIONS, IMAGES £r DREAMS:
YIDDISH FILM PAST £r PRESENT

Made possible by grant from UMass Arts Council

Five College B'nai B'rith HHW Jewtah Art» Fertivsl

1AKE THE GREATER
FORT LAUDERDALE BREAK.

H(^llv\vc)od. Pompiind Beach, Luiclordalc-bv-thc-Sea, Oeerticld Beach.

Want the tradition to lise on tc^rever: Tlien order vour full-culor 17" x 2 V poster of Sprini; Break "84 h\ scndinK

$3.ai (check or monev-order. no cash, please) to; Spring Break '84. 5cT Third Avenue West, Seattle, WA ^8119.

Be sure to include vour name, address and college. Price includes postage and handling.
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Collegian is

Tlien get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer

comniLssioning pn)gram. You could start planning on a career like the

men in this ad have. And also hawe some great advantages like:

Earning $1(X) a month during the sch(X)l year

As a fr^hman or sophomore, you could complete your basic

training during two six-week sunimer

sessioas and earn more than $1100

during each session

Juniors earn more than $1900 dur-

ing one ten-week summer session

ttpquiddy?

You can lake free civilian flying lessons

You're commissioned upon graduation

If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps

undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off

making more than $17,000 a year

Maybeyouambeoneofus.

Thefew
ThePmud.

TheMarines,

-^\^

Lt Schiffer in the Student Center February 27-29

or caU coUect 203-722-2168

Georgetown has a problem
By PETER ABPIAHAM
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD 'Tm getting too old for

this kind of stuff," said Boston College

coach Gary Williams to the assembled

media types after what must have been one

of the worst weeks of his 38 years.

On Wednesday his Eagles defeated
Syracuse 90-88 in overtime, but senior tri-

captain Martin Clark, once the model of
levelheadedness exploded in the game,
assaulting Williams on the sidelines and
again in the locker room. He was
suspended indefinitely.

Making matters worse the already-small

Eagles had to face the powerful

Georgetown Hoyas on Saturday in the
Springfield Civic Center. A 62-62 tie with
less than five minutes to go developed into a

rout as the Patrick Ewing led Hoyas ran off

10 straight points on way to an 83-70 vic-

tory.

To top this week among weeks for BC
basketball, a bench-clearing brawl in-

stigated by a Ewing-Michael Adams
skirmish with only 1:28 left was shown to

the national T.V. audience.

"Sure it was a tough game for us," said

Williams. "But they (Georgetown) didn't

help matters any with their style.

The Georgetwon style, or lack thereof, has

been eating at the members of the Big East
since the inception of the conference. For

• W, Basketball
much for the Minutewomen. At the mid-

way point in the first half, UMass started

finding their range from the outside.

UMass was making a legitimate run late in

the half and cut the lead to four points with

6 minutes to play. The Owls called time out

to regroup, and they did just that. The four

point lead became a 10 point bulge as the

teams headed for the locker rooms with the

score standing at 38-28.

Half number two showed more of the

same. The Owls continued to rule the

boards and play aggressively. Using a full

court press, zone, and man to man
defenses, UMass was thrown off on their

timing. Temple continued to own leads of

10 or more points.

As the first ten minutes of the second

stanza became history, UMass started

making another run. Led by an inspired

Jerrie Bernier (9 points) and the hot hand of

Barbara Hebel (18 points), the gap was

closed to 7 points, 53-46. Temple called

another time out and once again they

returned to the floor inspired. The Owls
surged to another ten point lead and never

looked back.

The UMass full court press had Temple
baffled momentarily but it was just not

enough. Temple once again forced UMass
to shoot from the perimeter. Aside from

the rebounding (Temple 51 - UMass 35),

poor outside shooting from UMass kept

them out of this one. The Minutewomen
shot .400 from the floor in the first half and
a dismal .348 in the second half.

In the waning minutes of the game, UMass
was forced to foul the Owls. Temple
converted nearly all of their opportunities

from the charity stripe down the stretch

and the game was virtually over with two
minutes to go. The final two minutes were
played at a slow pace and the Owls landed a

convincing 80-64 victory.

coach John Thompson's team the attitude is

"us against the world." It's scary to see it

up close.

Seated on court-level about six feet up the

sidelines, directly across from Thompson,
it's plainly in sight, Hoya paranoia. It

starts with Ewing.

He absolutely refuses to talk to the press,

even after a simple question like "How did

you feel about the way you played?" or

"How do you think you did as a team?"
Thompson even had the lack of respect to

publicly berate his sports information

director about where to hold the post-game
press conference. When asked "Coach you
seem upset about the game, care to com-
ment?" Thompson exploded.

"You people, all of you," he shouted
pointing his finger at the reporter who
asked the question, "just want to degrade

* W. Gymnastics

The meet started off with UMass winn-

ing the vaulting event 43.75-41.85.

Minutewoman Lisa Griffin's 9.15 for a full

twist on-full twist off was good enough for

first. Rosenbaum (8.8) took second while

Low and Pancoast tied for third at 8.75.

The uneven parallel bars event, a

troublesome event for the Minutewomen
all season long, remained so for them
Saturday as they could only muster a 40.5

team total. Yale had only four gymnasts in

the event (out of a possible six with the top

five scores counting) and ended up with a

33.15.

However, Yale did take first and third in

the uneven bars event. Rosenbaum had a
sparkling 9.4 while teammate Jenny
Robert received an 8.25. Pancoast took se-

cond for UMass with an 8.7.

UMass' Tricia Harrity won the balance

beam event with a 9.0 while Rosenbaum
(8.85) was second and Low (8.65) third.

UMass accumulated their highest score of

the season in this event — a 42.9. Yale's

my staff, my team...don't tell me how I feel,

I know you want to do us wrong... I'm sick

of the way we're treated."

Thompson's attempt to control the press

works against him, the Georgetown media
release states that the dressing room will

be open for 15 minutes after the game.
Coach Thompson will be available for in-

terviews in the press room for the same 15

minutes. Even Super-Reporter can't talk to

both players and the coach in 15 minutes,

especially when all the players only say "I'm

sorry, I have nothing to say."

Thompson's a good coach on the court, but
off the court, at least publicly, he's a force

that should be curtailed before another
incident like the one in Springfield on
Saturday develops into something more
than a couple of players pushing each other

around.

total was 37.75.

Once again, Robin Low won the floor ex-

ercise event, this time with a 9.25. Griffin

came in second with a 9.05. (It was the se-

cond time this year that Griffin had scored

at least a 9.0 in both of her specialties, the

vaulting and the floor exercise events, in

the same meet.) Rosenbaum was third with

an 8.8.

The Minutewomen travel to beautiful

New Jersey this Saturday to meet Rutgers

University.

"I don't foresee them as any challenge.

The challenge has to come from within for

us to get high qualifying scores," said a

confident Anderson.

Five teams qualify for the ECAC Cham-

pionships and six for the NCAA East

Regionals. According to Anderson, UMass
is right on the edge for qualifying for both

meets. The Rutgers meet, the last one of

the season before the Atlantic 10 Cham-
pionships, could have a big influence on just

how long the Minutewomen's season lasts.

fK)LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Ganuin* Rayban and Vuarnata
fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

AUDIO

Sony XR-66 Car Starao brand new $200

Steve 549-0974

Tan Band Graphic EQ 100.00 Jensen con-

cert series speakers w/stands 170.00 call

253-2960

AUTO FOR SALE

68 VW Bug - Sunroof, recently rebuilt

engine, new brakes, good tires, solid body,

Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4&3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount Phone number FREE

$750.00 or BO 549-4461

1973 Monta Carlo new
dependable $660 546-3219

radials, stereo.

CAPE COD

Do you and your friends want to stay on
Main St Hyannis this summer? We have

room for six. Call now for info. 546-4976 or

2560945

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you morel More lights,

more requests and more experience! Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
•ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.
Why pay more? 256-13W

Wicked and Wild DJ'a for hire

aound at tha lowaat price

*

FOR SALE

1976 Honda CVCC good mech condition

rebuilt engine radial tires AM/FM new
brakes little rust excellent gas miles runs

greatl Very dependable! $1200 268-3288

after 6

SHAVE STRAIGHT. No electricity or

waste. Best shave. Impressive. Solingen

steel straight razor, leather strop and il-

lustrated stroping and shaving instructions.

Send $39.75 to: MA Razor 2648 Doylesville

Rd., Ricjard, KY., 40475

GUITAR: 12-string Alvarez excellent con-

dition $250 or BO call Jamie 253-9610

Guitar - Yamaha FG-340 excellent condi-

tion! Best offer - call Julie at 549-6846

1 baaut. loft w/bkshlf £r 2 cithas racka

$70 must see to apprec. call Jerry 6-7431

MARCH BREAK
«•••••• SPRING SKIING ••••••

Killington

*){• • Full Transportation

•X* • Full Acommodations

•K- * Full Five day Ski Pass

* • Yankee (college) Week at Killington

•)(• * sponsored by Budweiser and the

^ • UMASS Ski Club. March 18 thru 23

^
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
^

The Career Day staff would like to thank

all those who will be helping make this

event the great success we know it will be.

HRTA Career Day Tues Feb 28 from 9 am to

3:30 pm CCA

^ • For more info call 54^3437 ^ *
*# ******** ^^

FOUND

Found in Old Chapel Auditorium Hitachi

tape recorder HUSC RTF other numbers

also you tell use and it is yours will be in

PAD Office Old Chapel

HELP WANTED

Newspaper Deliverers needed for

dorms. Good pay. Early mornings. 7 days.

Approx. 1 hour/day. Call 253-7009 after

4:00 PM
Advanced level Chemistry tutor pay

negotiable. Please call 586-3963 late nights

ASAP
Cruiaeshlpal Hiring! $16-30,000. Carri-

bean Hawaii, Worid. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4440 ext U
Massachusetts Cruise

Quality S
Call 684-6712 ?

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a 3 years quality U
service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

^
584-6712

• TIrad of Top 40. Create your own Party,
.jj.

with top quality aound and muaic. Call for ^
reservations. TeeBone Inc. 549-3664 jut

FOR RENT ^
Slngla room In nice Puffton Apt. Rant 130 J
-I- alec. Joania 549-6999 leave name and J
numl)er . J

AiHinas Hiring! Stewardesses,

tionistsi $14,39,000. Worldwide!

Directory, Guide, Newsletter.

944-4440 X U Massachusetts Dir.

Reserva-

Call for

1-(916)

*

*

X-

MOTORCYCLES

Deluxe Starfllght II Batavua Moped,
two seater, directionals, 40 mph, large car-

rying rack, excellent condition! Helmet, ex-

tras $300 or BO Cheryl 586-0814

PERSONALS

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $1071 Andrea 546-9648

Art, Business, Law, Hiatory. and
Engliah at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 545-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

Hey BobI Attention! I It's your B-Day do it

up ! Your Roomie S

*

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Diaaartatlona, Theses, Caaas, Papers,
acceptance quaranteed, on-campus, low
rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDERS WANTED

Round trip to Rorlda. Cheap. Spring

Break. For info call John 6-5058 or Rob
6-9283 call soon to reserve space!

ROOMMATE WANTED ~
Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

To share 1 bedroom Southwood Apt.
151 -«- month call 256-6340

SERVICES

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
• from Tues., Feb. 21-Wed., March 14 '

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
• will be taken *

M, W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:

noon-4 pm,
• and 5 pm - 9 pm *

For appointment call 545-0848/545-2874^
• or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC

Typing. Copies, Binding Pickup and
delivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TRAVEL*
j^ Ft. Lauderdale $175 rd trip from JFK $225
^r from Boston. Wicked Limited call Mike
* 549-7676
*

WANTED

Z^ . <i ttinr. ?•• as 00 • * Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

* ri™/l^:5?:A.rr. M. Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleaaant St., Amherst, 2S&O710

INSTRUCTION

availabia in x>noOne or two rooms venaoi* m iv*u w
bedroom duplex Sunderland on bus route ?
call Chria 665-7148 S

month plus Jl
1 - Sept 1,^

State 140 tutor needed immediately call

6-6933
,

Naedad daaparataly - tutor for Acctg 322

call Susan M at 545O320

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2098

LOST

Apartment for aublet 340 a

utilities, two bedrooms April

Betchertown, 323-6B36

HP Calculator lost

pleaae call 549-6726

Mahar 2/16 reward

*
*

*
*

*

GEOFFREY HOLDER
you have enjoyed him in Stop Er Shop
and 7 UP commericiaia. Live and Let

Die, and Annie - now come see him in

person - Monday February 27, 1984

Bowker Auditorium

8 PM Free

Abby Farria

always Mike
Happy 21st Birthday love

*

Andrea Hyman Happy Birthday! Good

Luck next year in Buffalo. UMaaa won't be

the same without you! I'll miaa youl Love

Karen

Glaaa flah tank 10 gallons or more with

cover Cindy 546-7988

WRITTEN MATERIAL
~

WANTED

The Commuter Area Qovemmant la

seeking written artk:lea, fictk>n, non-fk:tkxi,

poetry, black & white drawinga etc. for ita

newaletter to be printed in April.

Undergrads lh/ir>g off campus are urged to

submit their work. The CAG will deckie
what is used £r will return all originals. The
newsletter is mailed to off campua
students. Send material to the Commuter
Area Govt 404 SUB 5-2146

„ Andrea Hyman Happy 21 1 Now your legal

5 everyvyherel Have fun love KK. LP, & KS
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l\oiEUllass wrestlers win N.E. titles
By JOHN BADGER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts wrestl-

ing team ended their season with a bang as

four Minuteman wrestlers won New
England Division 1 championships this past

weekend at Boyden Gym.
Freshman Chris Lee, at 126 pounds,

freshman Wes Beckwith (142), sophomore
Mike Bossi (150) and senior captain Scott

McQuaide (167) all won titles and propelled

the Minutemen to a fourth place finish.

Boston University won the title for the

third year in a row with New Hampshire

second and UMass only 'A of a point behind

Boston College for third.

The Minutemen also had four champions

more than any other team. UNH had three

titlists.

Second seeded Lee started things off for

UMass by pinning Brown's Scott Parlee in

2:13. Parlee had won two close decisions

over Lee earlier in the season and UMass'

126 pounder decided it was time to assert

t^self.

"I was ready for him this time," said

Lee. "I wanted it more than he did." Lee's

win supplied the momentum for the rest of

the Minutemen wrestlers.

Beckwith had no problem blowing out the

competition in the 142 class.

"1 told my parents not to come because I

didn't think I was going to make it past the

first round." said Beckwith.

B.C.'s Carl Traylor was Beckwith's first

opponent. Traylor. one of the top wrestlers

in the 150 pound class, came down to 142

hoping to walk away with the title. But
Beckv.ith had other things in mind, as he

outpointed the Eagle 10-1.

"The butterflies carried me on to the mat
I was so nervous. When the match was
over 1 was so psyched I didn't even

rememl)er what hap{)ened." That psyche

carried Beckwith through the finals as he

pinned Brown's Troy Henikoff with 22

seconds left in the first pericxi.

Bossi kept things rolling by coming from

behind with a two point reversal over top-

seeded Chris Joy of B.U. to take a 5-4 vic-

tory in the 150 lb. class.

"I couldn't lose after Chris and Wes got

('oll«in>n photo hv Htvid I)«ub*r

ON TO VICTORY — Ian MacDonald (top) of Boston University has the advantage over Brown's Peter

Hertung in the first round of the New England Division One Wrestling Championships.

the crowd going the way they did," Bossi

said. "I went into the match with

everybody yelling and screaming my name.

The momentum was incredible."

The momentum hit its peak when Mc-

t^aide met rival John Hanlon of B.C. in

the 167 lb. finals.

McQuaide avenged an earlier 13-12 loss

to Hanlon by out scoring him 7-4 for the ti-

tle. McQuaide scored first with a two point

takedown and controlled Hanlon the rest of

the way.

"The first take down was important,"

said the UMass captain. "I got him to the

mat and kept moving so he couldn't tilt me.

Fve been busting for this title for four

years and it's finally mine." The fans con-

gratulated McQuaide with a standing ova-

tion.

The champions in each weight class along

with two wild cards (Joy and Hanlon) will

travel to the Meadowlands of New Jersey

in two weeks for the NCAA champion-

ships.

Boston University took the championship

with 62V4 points, followed by New Hamp-

shire with 55V2. Boston College edged out

UMass for third by scoring 53V4 points.

UMass scored 53. Maine was close behind

with 51 'A while Brown came in last with

34 Vz points.

As for the rest of the Minutemen,
Phillipe Durante (134), Paul Hardy (158),

Brian Shaughnessy (177), and Tony Gaeta

(190) didn't place. Vin McEntee, normally a

177 pounder, placed fourth in the

heavyweight division.

One might wonder how a 1-16 team can

continiLed on page IS

First place Temple invades the Cage
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Still smarting from an upset 80-79 double-overtime loss

to LaSalle on Saturday the Temple University Owls will

be looking to make a big impression on the University of

Massachusetts and the rest of the hoop crowd tonight in

the Cage at 7:30.

The Owls, ranked in the Top 20 for much of the season,

are the undefeated leaders of the Atlantic 10 and overall

stand at 21-3. With St. Joe's dropping a 79-75 decision to

Rutgers on Saturday the Owls are solidly in first with a

14-0 record, the Hawks are 12-4.

The Minutemen, who are 6-9 in the league and for the

season 11-13, need this victory if they are to accomplish

their goal of a winning season. Last week two back-to-

back road losses to George Washington and West
Virginia snapped a four game winning streak.

"We still feel we can finish with a winning season if we
play our hardest," said coach Ron (Jerlufsen last week.
"Temple is without a doubt the best team in the league,

and one of the best teams in the East. They're a great
squad."

Gerlufsen is right on the mark. The Owls have guard
Terence Stansbury, a probable All-American, and

standout forward Granger Hall. Stansbury, a 6-5 senior,

averages 19 points a game while Hall tosses in 17. Hall is

also among the conference leaders in rebounding with

almost eight caroms a game.

The Minutemen are coming off a demoralizing 87-59 loss

to West Virginia that followed an 80-62 rout at the hands
of George Washington. To say that UMass isn't playing

its best hoop of the season isn't too far from correct. The
shooting, defense, and rebounding have all been sub-par.

The Minutemen lost to Temple in Philadelphia 83-66

earlier this year with John Hempel hitting for 20 points.

Edwin Green added 15 points and 10 rebounds with

Horace Neysmith and Donald Russell canning 14 and 12

respectively. Carl Smith was held scoreless by the

Temple guards and managed but one assist.

Look for the Minutemen to pressure the Owls and try to

get into a transition game with the visitors. The ex-

pected sellout (so get there early) at the Cage, where
UMass is 9-1, should aid the cause.

The Owls have a tough backcourt with Stansbury and
senior Jim McLoughlin, who had 19 on Saturday. The
frontcourt is held down by Charles Rayne, Ed Coe and
Hall. Coach Ed Chaney's crew was 14-15 last season.

For the Minutemen both Neysmith and Bobby Braun

should be in action. Horace, still suffering from a

sprained ankle suffered in the GW game, missed the

entire West Virginia game. Braun saw limited action in

the contest after a missed week of practice due to losing

two teeth. Barring amputation or the need of a full set of

dentures both will play tonight, without the two forwards

the Minute men would have not a prayer.

Keys for a victory include Green's defensive play on the

6 9 Hall and the backcourt's ability to contain Stansbury.

Green, Hempel, Russell, Neysmith, and Smith are the

probable starters for the Minutemen.

MINUTEMEN MUTTERINGS: Carl Smith needs three

assists to tie the Atlantic 10 and UMass seasonal records.

Hempel is still leading the team in scoring at almost 16 a
game. Green needs 22 points to climb into third place on
the all-time Minuteman list. He needs 24 to climb into

second place ahead of Dr. J.

When last at the freindly confines at the Cage UMass
surprised St. Joe's 93-89. The Minutemen finished up at
2-13 on the road with the upcoming Atlantic 10 tour-

nament in West Virginia coming up in early March.

Gymnast beat the Elis;

Rutgers meet looms big
UMasswomen lose to Owls;

Atlantic 10 Tomey is next
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

Continuing their drive to qualify for the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
Championships and the National Collegiate

Athletic Association East Regionals, the
University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team chalked up another
170-plus score enroute to defeating Yale
College. 170.8-153.3, this oast Saturday at

New Haven.

"It was our highest away-meet score of

the year. The balance beam pulled out the

170 for us," said UMass Coach Ken Ander-
son.

The Minutewomen (9-6) dominated a

Yale team that could only field four gym-
nasts for the uneven parallel bars event.

However, Yale's Mindy Rosenbaum had
the best meet of any gymnast there, winn-
ing the all-around with a total of 35.85.

Minutewomen Robin Low (34.75) and Jen-

nifer Pancoast (34.55) finished second and
third, respectively.

continued on page 15

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

For captain Wendy Ward, February 28,

1984 will be a bittersweet memory. The
sweet part came in the form of a nicely

performed pre-game ceremony announcing

the game against Temple University to be

the last regular season game Ward would

play as a Minutewoman.
The night took on a sour note for UMass,

however, when the game started. The
Temple Owls came out flying and before

Ward could put away her gifts, the Owls

were up 14-2.

The loudest cheering section in the cage

was the Temple bench, and with good
reason. Temple came out playing a tough
zone defense and Umass could not

penetrate inside. When the locals did get in

under the boards there were no rebounds to

be found. For the Owb, the rebounding
chores were left primarily to the 6'2"

Marilyn Stephens. Stephens collected a

game high 16 rebounds and led all scorers
with 24 points.

Things looked gloomy for Umass. Temple
was in complete control and looked to be too

continued on page 15
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Finally, DuBois Day
by Donette Wilson
Nummo Staff

On February 22, 1984 the University of

Massachusetts was the historic site of a proclamation

read by Sheila Wllkerson of Gov. Dukakis' Western

Massachusetts Office, declaring Feb. 23, W.E.B. Du

Bois' birthday, a state holiday.

The event began with a welconne by SGA senator

and Third World Caucus mennber, Robert Teixeira.

Teixeira expressed his gratitude to all who attended

and to those who made the proclamation possible and

selected UMass as the place for reading.

Professor William Strickland also thanked the au-

dience, the speakers, the Governor's Office and those

who aided in making the event possible. He noted,

"The proclamation is a symbol of many things in that

it demonstrates the impact scholarship can have on

society."

The pi-oclamation was then read by Sheila Wllker-

son of Gov. Dukakis' Western Massachusetts Office,

establishing Feb. .23 as ."W.E.B.. Ou £oia Oay.'ft^-v

The keynote address was given by David G. Du
Bois, Dr. Du Bois' step-son and visiting professor of

Journalism and Afro-American Studies. He said, "Dr.

W.E.B. Du Bois stands high. ...as a scholar, teacher,

editor, author, essayist, lecturer, activist, organizer,

government servant, candidate for elective office,

prolific correspondent, as well as novelist, poet,

dramatist and world traveler. The great body of work

Dr. Du Bois has left us as his legacy is undeniable and

indisputable evidence of his greatness."

He ended by saying, "We must not rest here. We
must guarantee that this proclamation becomes a liv-

ing expression of our conviction that in our times, in

our own place, the legacy Dr. Du Bois has left us lives

and is passed on to succeeding generations. In doing

so, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is setting a

noble example for the nation..."

"Another View: Berkshire County's Black Revolu-

tionary Patriots," was shown. The film focused on a

few of the often unrecognized Blacks from this area

Bill Strickland, DavW Du Bois, Shdia WHkerson and Rotowt Teixeira (from left to right).

that made significant contributions to this area's

history while impacting on national history as well.

In 1735 one of W.E.B. Du Bois' ancestors was kid-

napped, taken to New York and sold into slavery. He
then came to the Berkshire Hills and enlisted in the

service, in 1780 he appealed to the Declaration of

Rights and became free. He built a house for the Black

Burgharts, which is now a national landmark in Great

Barrington, Massachusetts.

Agrippa Hae Noah, W.E.B. Du Bois' great great

grandfather was born on Nov. 7, 1759 of free parents.

As a young man he joined the service and was ap-

pointed to Gen. John Washington; he became an

American revolutionary and patriot.

Elizabeth Freeman, also know as "Ma Bett/' waa
born a slave with no exact date recorded. She was
"never a slave in attitude." In 1781, she won her

freedom by appealing in court to the Declaratkm of

Berkshire County.

W.E.B. Du Bois was born in Great Barrington, MA.
on February 23, 1868. His scholarship ar>d activiam

has made great contributions to the race, American

society, and the world. His most important papers are

here at UMass under the supervision of Dr. Bromory in

the tower library.

The greatest gift he gave to society was the exam-

ple of what scholarship could be.

The Trial Continues
by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Staff

Trinidad native, Ken Thome, charged with receiving

stolen property, was ir>dicted on seven counts and

denied a public defender because they felt he could af-

ford a lawyer - "because I had a car," said Thorns.

Two charges of possession of cocaine, two charges

of possession of marijuana and one charge of posses-

sion of tetracycline, a prescription drug, were added

to the two charges of receiving stolen goods.

Thome said, "If they really believed I was guilty of

all those charges why did they let me go on my own
recognizance?"

During the trial all the drug charges were thrown

out.

In a Grand Jury investigation to decide whether to

bring the case to trial, police testified that they found

drugs in Ken Thome's apartment. During the trial,

when asked if drugs were found in the apartment the

police said no.

During the trial Thome's lawyer, Tom Whitney, had

to turn the case over to his associate, John Drake.

Whitney got a job offer in the District Attorney's Of-

fice and accepted it. "He (Whitney) gave the D.A. my
whole case. Things I had told him in confidence began

coming out in the trial." Continued on page 2 Bamidek Dcmcers andDntmrnm at Amherst
photo by

Segun Eubanks
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by Tracey Bryant
Nummo Staff

When Congressman Louis Stokes spoke at the

University of Massachusetts fast April he told a story

concerning Dr. King. And more importantly concern-

ing all of us. It is inspirational for those who have

registered to vote and hopefully food for thought for

those who did not.

In 1965 Dr. Martin Luther King went to Cleveland,

Ohio to lead a voter registration. Carl Stokes, the

brother of Louis Stokes was running for mayor of

Cleveland. He lost the election by 1700 votes.

Congressman Stokes said, "The Black community

was just not ready to believe that they could elect a

mayor of a large city."

In 1967 King returned for a second time and they

got an even larger voter turn-out. Carl Stokes did

become Mayor of Cleveland, Ohio.

"What this meant," said Stokes, "is that If Blacks

could show that kind of political maturity in Cleveland,

It could happen all over America. This is what It meant

to Dr. King. He took pride in this kind of work."

Stokes said that when he and other Black politicians

were in Chicago campaigning for Harold Washington,

Voting A Dream
they could sense that "We were on the threshold of a

history-making event, like in Cleveland in 1967."

He also thinks that the Chicago election symbolized

somthing significant. "It means that there are 200,000

new voters registered. It says to Black people all over

America that they do have power. The significance is

that this act can be duplicated all over the country."

"Voter registration is an area where we have not ex-

ercised King's dream," said Stokes. In most cities

Blacks are underregistered and voter turn-out is even

lower than white voter turn-out. Stokes continued,

"There is no reason we ought not to be utilizing the

power and potential we have. Until we do, we will

continually find ourselves shortchanged in politics and

in this country."

Registering is the preliminary step, but voting is the

determining act. Let us not have one-fourth of the

country determining who will lead, what the issues

will be and how our resources are used.

In this year of 1984, we have accomplished the task

of making Dr. King's birthday a national holiday: if it

really means something to us, let us exercise and

realize his dream.

The UMass Response

Responding to an appeal made by presidential can-

didate Jesse Jackson, two busloads left Amherst

Nov. 20 from Haigis Mall at UMass at 9:00 am, to sup-

port Jackson campaign activities in New Hampshire.

Addressing a primarily student audience of over

2,000 people at UMass on Feb. 2, Jackson urged

students to assist in a McCarthy-like blitz in prepara-

tion for the New Hampshire primary, "students have

not only the power to effect the political process, they

can also change it."

On Sat., Feb. 11, Massachusetts students respond-

ed to the call with an initial bus trip to Keene, NH.

where they canvassed neighborhoods and dormitories

of Keene State College. "For many students it was

thair first involvement in the political process. We.hpd

a great time - we got to know our feltow Americans

and we're eager to return," said Sharon Davies, coor-

dinator of Students for Jackson in District 1

.

Reflecting on the importance of the role of

Massachusetts students in New Hampshire, Ann

Herbst, coordinator of the Keene, NH. Jackson cam-

paign commented, "Having these students takes the

place of not having the money the other candidates

have. We may not have TV commercials, but we have

people - the students who have come from Boston,

Springfield, Amherst and other parts of the state are

crucial to our showing in the primary here."

Following the success of the Feb. 11 bus trip, a

"Massachusetts in New Hampshire Day" was planned

for Mon. Feb. 20. Bill Strickland, District 1 coordinator

for Jackson sees students as a key factor in the New
England campaign effort. "Approximately 3,800

students have registered to vote in Amherst in the last

ten days," he commented. "The tremendous registra-

tion of students and the overwhelming response to

the New Hampshire bus campaign belie the myth of

student apathy and indicate a tremendous and grow-

ing support for the Jackson candidacy."

Many believed that student interest would die down
after the novelty wore off. But this past Saturday,

Feb. 25, at 9:00 am, another busload of UMass
students went canvassing in Springfield. And most

say they intend to go again I

Today marks the anniversary ofthe

Dominican Republic's independence

from its sister republic Haiti

In 1973, The Oglala Sioux occupied Wound-

ed Knee on Feb. 27.

GIVE ME BACK

Chrystos

that anger bone mal mama
that rattle painted red, painted fresh blood,

slaughtered enemy

hung with strong feathers, guts of vipers

I'll knock down this old long house this weary

war house

these dry rituals called

how are you

I want that brown thigh bone

carved with eagle beak

that club dig it out of the dirt

mal mama spirit stole my bones put them in

her burying jug

sealed me up in wax & ashes

I crack out

arrange my bones in their naming places

I take what I want

shaking my sacred hair dancing out taboo

I mark out the space I am
with knives
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ROY AVERS UBIQUITY

Roy Aysrt wM bs appearing in concert with Phyllis Hyman.

Continued from page 1

Robin Howard was charged with three counts of

possession of cocaine and marijuana. All charges

were dropped against her one year after she was ar-

rested.

Her case never made it to court. "I never even had a

pre-trial conference," said Howard. "They held my
case until Ken's trial was over." The law states that

when two people have charges in connection with the

same case they can not testify in the other's trial.

Therefore Howard could not testify in Thome's

behalf.

During the case which wes tried in Superior Court

rather than District Court (very unusual for a crime of

this nature), several of the jurors indicated that they

knew the police involved in the case. The judge did

not remove all of them from the jury. Also the jury

was all white.

In spite of these discrepancies and more that can

not be made public at this time. Ken Thorne was con-

victed. However, his fight with the legal system did

not end with a conviction.

As previously stated, Thome could not pursue an

appeal due to lack of funds, but he did apply for what

is called a "revise and revoke." This is when the judge

holds a hearing to decide whether or not to reduce the

sentence given.

However, Thome's request was denied without a

hearing in front of the judge. "They know this case is

a big can of worms," said Thorne, 'and they don't

want it opened."
Recently, Ken Thorne received a notice from the

U.S. Immigration Department stating that since he is

not a citizen, he is subject to deportation due to con-

viction in the U.S. courts.

On February 27, 1984, Thorne must go to Boston

for a 'show cause' hearing. "I have to try to prove my
innocence all over again," said Thorne.
Thorne said that his lawyer for the case, Regina Lee

said that most cases such as his never reach Immigra-

tion. He said that she believes, "Someone in the court

(of Northampton) had to have sent the case to Im-

migration."

"They want to deport me because they know what
happened was wrong," said Thorne. There are people
in the community who supported Thorne throughout
his ordeal. On Feb. 28 at 8:00 pm, at the Unitarian

Church in Amherst, there will be a benefit concert for

him featuring area musicians such as Archie Shepp,
Ray Copeland, J.R. Mitchell, and others.

Robin Howard is currently pursuing legal action

against the town of Amherst and Thorne says he will

try to do the same.
Ken Thorne leans back and is visibly tired. He has

told the story hundreds of times - to lawyers,

counselors, friends and the press.

It's hard to get people to listen these days and Ken
Thorne knows this all too well. But he insists, "People
have to be made aware of what

'

--on."

BiUie HoUday

:

An Essential Style
by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

Born Eleanora Fagan on April 7, 1915 in Baltimore,

Maryland, she was the daughter of Clarence Holiday

and Sadie Fagan.

She decided to call herself "Billie" after Billie Dove,

whose pictures she loved. "My name, Eleanora, was
too damn long for anyone to say. Besides I never like

it," said Holiday. "When I was thirteen... I just plain

decided I wasn't going to do anything or say anything

unless I meant it." Thus began Billie Holiday's quest

for self-determination and self-expression.

She had always loved music and loved to sing.

Many years later she said, "People don't understand

the kind of fight it takes to record what you want to

record the way you want to record it. I've fought as

long as ten years...to record a song I loved or wanted

to do.. ..I've still got songs I'm fighting to record."

(1956)

Her career started when she was fighting to prevent

a winter eviction from the 139 St. New York apart-

ment she and her mother occupied. She walked up

and down 133rd St. - 'the jumpin' place' looking for a

job. She tried out for a job as a dancer, but got hired

for her singing ability.

"Because of her distinctive style and the emotional

depth of her interpretations, the jazz singer had a

remarkable influence on her audience and other musi-

cians." (Marland-Spigarn, "Black Women:
Achievements Against the Odds")

"It is unlikely that ever again in human experience,

will there be heard a voice like hers, stinging,

biting...tearing at the never ends....No matter how

softly Billie wept her blues, the screaming was there

saying 'This is how it feels.' " (Rosenkratz, "Harlem

On My Mind.")

She was called the Jazz voice of the century. And it

was precisely her dedication to one's own personal

and natural style - 'the real thing,' that nwde her so

"unforgettable."

Billie said, "If you find a tune and it's got something

to do with you, you don't have to evolve

anything.... Everybody's got to be different. You can't

copy anybody and end up with anything. If you copy,

it means you're working without any real feeling. And

without feeling, whatever you do amounts to

nothing....No two people on earth are alike, and it's

got to be that way in music or it isn't music."

Although Billie Holiday's life was never easy, she

never compromised her commitment to honest self-

expression, self-esteem and self-dignity.

"You can be up to your (neck) in white satin, with

gardenias in your hair and no sugar cane for miles, but

you can still be wortcing on a plantation....Sometimes

I wonder how we survived. But we did. If we didn't

have what it took at the beginning, we picked it up

along the way."

Panther Principlesby Donette Wilson

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

The Black Panther Party founded by Huey P. Newton
and Bobby Seale, out of Oakland, California, originally

sprang out of a need for community protection

against police brutality. The principle that unfolded

was community control over the community and its

resources.

Although the Panther Party carried guns, which

was legal, the organization declared its dedk:ation to

"a Damocratic Socialistic society free of racism."

Newton, "Master of Dafanae" taught the organization

that they had to oppoaa 'aN' kinda of racism.

They expanded their program from simply being the

watchdog of the community to one of exparwve com-
munity setf-help.

They implenf>ented free physical and mental health

•arvlces, breakfast programs, plumbing services and

ctotNng outlets; bussing servtoes for parents visitir>g

chiWren in prison, an aM agency for Welfare recipients

and an accredited elementary school. All financed

through the sales of the Black Pmnther Newspaper,

whose Editor In Chief waa Davkl G. Du Boia, currently

a visiting profeasor at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst.

The organization got recruits from the Oakland

ghetto into small units with common rules of

discipline, including abstinence from drugs ar>d

familiarity with the wortcs of Mao Tse-tung, Malcolm

X, Frantz Fanon and W.E.B. Du Bois.

In the spring of 1971 the Panther Party "got involv-

ed with the Black churches." The following summer

the organization had a successful boycott of the Cal-

Pac Assoc, a group fo Black Ik^uor store owners in

California. After months of picketing, the stores

agreed to make regular contributions to the United

Black Fund.

Although the Black Panther Party had a turbulent

existence, wrought with internal struggle, infiltration

and immaturity, the party was created in reaction to

great injustices perpetrsted against the Black com-

munity.

The kleals, the growth and the beneficial endeavors

successfully completed, fsr out-way the accusations

with which many attempted to discredit the organiza-

tion.

''Hands In

The Mirror 99

by Janice Lowe
Nummo Staff

Women's Community Theatre presents the

premiere of "Hands in the Mirror," by Leone N.

Welch, a dance and theatre piece that celebrates the

lives of old Black women. Directed and choreograph-

ed by Amherst residents Ingrid Askew and Patti O'Neil

respectively, the piece will be performed at Hampden
Theatre, University of Massachusetts/Amherst on

March 2,3,8,9,10 at 8:00 PM and on March 4 at 2:00

PM.
The piece will also run at the Zone in Springfield on

March 16,17,23,24 at 8:00 PM. Tickets will be sold at

the Hampden Theatre Box Office and at the door.

Through dance and poetry, "Hands in the Mirror"

illuminates, exalts and shares the experience of Black

women In America. It focuses on rituals and relation-

ships unique to these women. The piece is divided in-

to eight stages in the loves of the women: "Knowing

and Caring," "Birthin'," "Tired Old Women," "The

Cookin' Pot Sunday Morning," "Prayerful Ex-

uberance," "Wisdom," "Age," and "Loneliness."

Larger-than-life (sized) photographs serve as a

backdrop to the work of the dancers and actors as

they create a tribute to Black women. The piece uses

eight community performers none of whom are pro-

fessionally trained, ranging in age from seven years to

seventy-two years old. Askew's mother is also perfor-

ming in the piece.

Askew hes worked in theatre off-and-on for 15

years. She has worked in the Amherst area for five

years. In addition to being a member of the Board of

Directors of Women's Community Theatre, she has

wori(ed with the New World Ensemble, part of the

Third World Theatre of the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst. She has also woriced with

children's theare.

O'Neil has been active in dance and choreography

for 12 years. A graduate of the High School of Perfor-

ming Arts in New Yortc, O'Neil attended the Haricness

School and has studied with Diana Ramos. She was

artistic director of UHURU, African-American

Dance/Theatre Collective and choreographed for

Dusk, also a dance/theatre collective.

She has performed with such Black Classical

musicans as LeRoi Jenkins and most recently per-

fonT>ed in Amherst in 1983 at Hampden Theatre in

"Rhythm Changes, A Historical Pespective of Afro-

Anrterican Music, Dance, and Theatre."

Askew feels that "Hands in the Mirror" is timely and

unk|ue in scope and content. Although elderly Blacks

have been celebrated In African-American poetry, not

much has been written about them In play form. "If•

about time we paid tribute to the grandmanrwa,

because they definitely hold it together," says Askew.

O'Neil end Askew view "Hands in the Mirror" as •

a>anifestation of love - "a whole lot of love." "Every

piece," says Askew, "reflects Black Americana'

respect for, and closeness to members of the older

community."
O'Neil laments the Isck of support for Third WorW

artistic endeavors from the Black community. Neither

O'Neil nor Askew has sny ideas as to why this lack of

interest persists.

"Hands in the Mirror" is concerned with raclsfn.

The piece explores the spiritual strength of the Black

woman and how they have used this strength to cope

in an oppressive society.

Women's Community Theatre is the oldest feminist

theatre group in the country and has been producir>g

original works by women since 1975. Its objective is to

produce quality theatre using both experienced ar>d

inexperienced participants in a loosely defined appren-

tice system.'

Dedicated to the philosophy that theatre can be

educational, and enlightening and still entertain, it

seeks to challenge society with a commitment to ernl

oppression of all women.
Women's Community Theatre has received a grant

from the Massachusetts Foundation for Humanities

and Public Policy in order, partly, to provide free

transportation for elderly in the Amherst and Spr-

ingfield communities to the theatre. Measures are be-

ing taken to ensure a wide and varied audience.

PHOTO OF THE WEEK
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Native American Theatre
The Third Worid Theater at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst presents The American In-

dian Community House/ Native Americans in the Arts

production of a children's matinee "A Sunday Visit

With Great Grandfather," "The Arrow That Kills With

Love," and an evening performance, "Paint Your

Face On A Drowning In A River" written by Craig Kee

Strete.

The American Indian Community House/ Native

Americans in the Arts is an in-resldence theater com-

pany, one of only two Indian theater groups located

throughout the U.S. This professional not-for-profit

Arts organization responds to the social, economic,

cultural and educational values of 14,000 American In-

dians living in the Greater Metropolitan New York

area.

"A Sunday Visit With Great Grandfather" and "The

Arrow That Kills With Love" will be shown at 1 :00 PM
and "Paint Your Face On A Drowning In A River" at

8:00 PM on Saturday March 10, at Bowker

Auditorium.
A soane from "PAINT YOUR FACE

ON A DROWNING IN THE RIVER."

"Paint Your Face On A Drowning In A River" por-

trays an American Indian family facing their

grandson's struggle to gain his independence and the

consequences that arise from his pivotal decision. The

play questions a young American Indian's moral deci-

sion to progress in life, while his friends and family ob-

ject.

"The Arrow That Kills With Love" and "A Sunday

Visit With Great Grandfather" are great pieces of

traditional folklore, educating, enjoyable and enter-

taining for young people of all ages.

Tickets are $2.00 for children at the matinee perfor-

mance and $2.00 for students and $3.00 for the

general public at the evening performance. Tickets

may be obtained Monday-Friday between 10 AM-4

PM, from the Fine Arts Center Box Office or at the

door prior to the performances.

A free supervised childcare space is available for the

evening performance by reservation only. Call

Monday- Friday between 9 AM-5 PM, the week prior

to the performance.

RovingHReporter
WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF GOV. DUKAKIS'

PROCLAMATION MAKING FEBRUARY 23 W.E.B.

DU BOIS DAY IN MASSACHUSETTS?

photos by Ed Cohen

Kandi Thompson
, of Sunderland said:

It's about time that our great historians and history-

makers are being recognized in the realm they

deserve. This proclamation is just a small recognition

of the large impact he has had on our existence.

In a lot of ways we don't even realize how his work

has helped to develope our existence. Because of the

work he did, we're able to enjoy a lot of liberties that

were not available in his lifetime.

It is particularly a small act and long overdue when

one considers the impact he made internationally, the

respect he gained internationally is vey important to

the image of Pan-Africanism or Third Worldism, as

some prefer to call it.

Sheila Wilkerson, Administrative

Assistant for the Western Mass-

achusetts Governor's Office

in Springfield, MA., said:

To make known the gifts that this man had and

shared with averyone, not just here, but international-

ly also. The welcomes he received abroad were far

greater than those he received here (in America).

Maybe things will change. This is a starting point to

build on. And each year we can add to it by improving

upon what is offered.

Jose Tolson, director

of UMass' Commuter Area

Government Office said:

When people think of Massachusetts they don't

necessarily think of Black people; and it's especially

true of Great Barrington. When people do think about

Blacks in Massachusetts, especially people like Du

Bois, then it gives people across the country reason to

pause to think about the contributions Black people

have made.

by Donette Wilson

Nummo Staff JAZZ

Jazz

JAZZ

Even though Black History Month is almost over,

the spirit of Black music lives on. Sunday at the Mary

Lyons Lounge, UMass, "The Fred Clayton Quintet"

performed an inspirational series of Jazz pieces.

The event, entitled, "JAZZ -A Tribute to Black

Music, "was sponsored by Resident East, Anocuoana

Center and Sylvan Cultural Center.

Narrated by Ujama Gordon, he spoke a little about

the music itself and its initial conception. He said that

because Blacks were not allowed to play their native

instruments, they had to adapt to the more metallic in-

struments used in European music.

The songs actually came from the utilization of bad

experiences and harships taken in stride by Blacks.

"They were created in bondage and many of the

songs are relating to universal freedom, hope and a

Dave Martin, oMto of '86,

and member of the UMass
Scera Anti-Racwm Team
said:

It is a start of the recognition by the Establishment

of a great man whose entire life was devoted to truth

and world dignity.

desire to reach the "promised land."

Jazz is the most complicated of all styles of music,

and also intellectual. The music consist of Black peo-

ple's experiences and is a product of both African and

African-American.

Mr. Fred Clayton, leader of the Quintet, and con-

trabase player said, "Black people should take the

time out and take a music appreciation class to find

out about the music because it is the first of all music,

it is intellectual and disciplined and especially because

it is the only true art form that Black people alone

possess."

Along with Mr. Clayton on the contrabass, was

Claire Arenius on the drums, Tom McClung was on

the piano, Cecil Brooks on the trumpet and Barry Halt

on the saxaphone.

"Will the picture of the past in Black America

enlighten the future? To see an overall view

-even a bird's-eye view made up, of necessi-

ty, of a mere sampling from the distant past

-should serve to Illuminate the future, for to

know yesterday is to build a better tomor-

row/' - (from "A Pictorial Tour of BLACK
America: Past & Present, Some of History's

Missing Pages; 1974, United Publishing Cor-

poration, Philadelphia, PA.)

MartinLuther

King Jr.

1929 1968

"The determination of Negro Americans to

win freedom from all forms of oppression

springs from the same deep longing that

motivates oppressed peoples all over the

world. The rumblings of discontent in Asia

and Africa are expressions of a quest for

freedom and human dignity by people who

have long been the victims of colonialism and

imperialism. So in a real sense the racial crisis

in America is part of the larger world crisis.

"

"But numerous changes which have

culminated in a new sense of dignity on the

part of the Negro are not of themselves

responsible for the present crisis. The crisis

developed, paradoxically, when the most

sublime principles of American democracy

-imperfectly realized for almost two centuries

- began fulfilling themselves and met with

brutal resistance of forces seeking to con-

tract and repress freedom's growth.

"

"History has thrust upon our generation an

indescribably important destiny - to complete

a process of democratization which our na-

tion has too long developed too slowly. How
we deal with this crucial situation will deter-

mine our moral health as individuals, our

cultural health as a region, our political health

as a nation, and our prestige as a leader of

the free world.

"

{from "STRIDE TOWARD FREEDOM," ex-

cerpts from a 1958 speech made by Dr.

King.)

"White America would have liked to believe

that in the past ten years a mechanism had

somehow been created that needed only

orderly and smooth tending for the painless

accomplishment of change. Yet this is

precisely what has not been achieved. Every

civil rights law is still substantially more

dishonored than honored. ..."

"Despite the mandates of law, equal employ-

ment still remains a distant dream. The legal

structures have in practice proved to be

neither structures nor law.

"

"We will be greatly misled if we feel that the

problems will work ttself out. Structures of

evil do not crumble by passive waiting. If

history teaches anything, it is that evil is

recalcitrant and determined, and never

voluntarily relinquishes its hold short of an

almost fanatical resistance.

"

"As one approaches the emancipation of to-

day's Negro from all those traumatic ties that

still binds him to slaveries other than the

physical, this half-forgotten system that

bartered dignity for dollars stands as a painful

reminder of the capacity of society to remain

complacent in the midst of injustice. There is

a terrible parallel between the greedy hand of

a slave trafficker who sold a Negro his own

person, and the admonishing finger of peo-

ple who say, 'What more will the Negro ex-

pect if he gains. .

.

What is implied here is the amazing assump-

tion that society has the right to bargain with

the Negro for the freedom which inherently

belongs to him.
//

(from "WHY WE CAN'T WAIT, " excerpted

from a 1967 speech by Dr. King.)

(from "WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE:

Chaos or Community?" Excerpted from a

1964 speech Dr. King made.

)

"The United States is substantially challeng-

ed to demonstrate that it can abolish not only

the evils of racism, but the scourge of pover-

ty of Whites as well as Blacks and the horrors

of war that transcend national borders and

involve all mankind.

"
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^Announcements^Announcements*
To: AASA members and new students

1984 marks the 10th anniversary of the foun-

ding of the organization. In conjunction with

that., we have planned 3 major events and

will need the support of everyone to make

this anniversary a memorable and significant

one. Some important dates to remember:

MARCH 9 (Friday) "Chan Is Missing" $1.25

MARCH 12-15 "Asian Film Festival Week"

APRIL 20 (Friday)"Asian Night" followed by

a PARTY! More People are still needed!

FINANCIAL AID DEADLINE
MARCH 1, 1984

All Financial Aid Forms for the 1984-85

academic year must be sent to the College

Scholarship Service by MARCH 1, 1984, to

receive priority funding for the next academic

year.

Any questions can be referred to the Finan-

cial Aid Office, 243 Whitmore Hall.

Women's Community Theater presents:

"HANDS IN THE MIRROR" by Leona N.

Welch, a Dance/Theater piece that

celebrates the lives of old Black women.

Directed by Ingrid Askew, choreography by

Patti O'Neil.

In UMass's Hampden Theater, March 2, 3, 8,

9 and 10 at 8 PM. March 4 at 2 PM.
Also at the Zone, 395 Dwight St., Spr-

ingfield, MA: March 16, 17, 23 and 24 at 8

PM and March 18 and 25 at 2 PM.

Tickets can be purchased at the Hampden

Box Office in Southwest, UMass or at the

door. For more information call 256-8397.

BALLET MASTER CLASS

A master class in advanced ballet will be con-

ducted by Debbie Wilson, ballet mistress of

Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal, in rm. 11 of the

North Physical Education Building (NOPE) at

UMass/Amherst.

FREE and open to student dancers In the Five

College area.

For more information contact Jean Baxter,

Five College Dance Department, (413)

542-2386.

EXHIBITS

"BLACK WOMEN IN THE ARTS"
Feb. 6-29, Neilson Library, Smith College.

HOWES BROTHERS PHOTOGRAPHS:
THE BLACK PORTFOLIO 1882-1907.

Feb. 6-29, Mon.-Fri. 10 AM-4 PM,

Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa House,

UMass.

AFRICAN TEXTILES:

The Maude Wahlman Collection.

Feb. 6-29, Mon.-Fri., 10 AM-4 PM,

Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa House,

UMass.

Come join our staff get involved

Everyone has talent;

Utilize yours in your community newspapers.

Nummo News
needs You:

Black Affairs

needs You

Nummo News needs

writers andphotographers

Nimuno News is in partkuko- need

of a Photo Editor.

IT PAYS TO LEARN.

IslclElRlAl
H

Come to UieNummo office

tom^.

heStudlnt center'^'rEDucational R^sE^RCH(t advocacy
This spring, SCERA will hire five undergraduates to learn (jryani-

zing and student interest research skills. For two days each week,
these SCERA students will meet to learn political organizing and
then apply these skills on issues of concern to students. To be
considered,you must be available Mondays 6:00 to 8:00 p m and
Thursdays 4:00 to 6:00 p.m
Three students are needed to work on SCERA's Women's Issues
Team, Persons with experience organizing women on these
issues are preferred.

SCERA also has positions tor an editor/writer and a Resource
Center librarian

All positions are ten hours a week and pay $3.35 an hour lor work-
study and non work-study undergraduates
Pick up an application and more information at 422 Student Union
wepk(i<iys8 OOam.toBOOp.m All applications a nMiue Tliurs, i,,,

F-ehfii.irv 23rd at 5 00 p.m

SCERA is an Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer.

^Announcements^Announcements•
Monday, February 27

"AN EVENING WITH GEOFFREY HOLDER"
8:00 PM at Bowker Auditorium.

FREE. A Black History Month 1984 event.

Tuesday, February 28

The Yvette Henry Defense Committee is

still in operation and there is much unfinished

business to attend to. There will be a very im-

portant meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 28, 1984.

Time and place to be announced. For more
information please contact Begun Eubanks
at 5-0061. Check next week's Nummo for

time and place.

Thursday, March 1

VIOLINIST Stephanie Chase will perform at

8:00 PM in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

at UMass.

Steve Shulman of the UMass/Amherst

Economics Department will critique William

Wilson's book "The Declining Significance

of Race' at 4:30-6:30 PM in CC 804.

Friday, March 2

PHYLLIS HYMAN IN CONCERT
and special guest

ROY AYERS:

At John M. Greene Hall,

Smith College

8:00 PM.

TICKETS: $5.00 Smith, $6.00 students with

ID, $8.00 non-students, $10.00 at the door.

On sale at: Seelye Basement, Smith College;

Main Street Record, Northampton; For the

Record (in Faces), Amherst; Main Music,

Springfield; All Strawberry Record locations.

For more information call: (413) 584-2700,

X2153.

Sponsored by the Black Students' Alliance

of Smith College.

Thursday, March 5

PANTOMIMIST Marcel Marceau will per-

form at 8:00 PM in the Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall at UMass.

Tuesday, March 6

The Working Women's Program and the

Resource /Referral Center )/vill be co-

sponsoring an appearance by Judy Nor-

sigian, co-author of "Our Bodies,

Ourselves. " Ms. Norsigian will discuss some
important reproductive health concerns for

women, at 7:30 PM in rms. 174-176 of the

Campus Center, UMass.

For more information contact Everywoman's

Center at 546-0883.

"FOUR VIEWS:
WORKS BY WOMEN OF COLOR"
will be shown by the Augusta Savage Gallery

MARCH 8-31, in the New Africa House in

celebration of International Women's Week.

The exhibit features the work of Tomie Aral,

Josely Carvalho, Marina Gutierrez, and Cyn-

thia Hawkins, all New York artists, and is the

collective result of the International

Women's Week Coalition, funded by the a

UMass Arts Council grant.

THURSDAY, MARCH 8: will be an opening

reception from 4-6:30 PM.
The gallery is open Monday-Friday, 10:00

AM-4:00 PM.

Friday, March 9

LES BALLETS JAZZ DE MONTREAL
will perform at the UMass/Amherst Fine Arts

Center at 8:00 PM.
This Montreal based company of twelve

dancers has met with critical acclaim in Italy,

France, Switzerland, Ireland, Mexico, and

major cities across the United States and

Canada.

Tickets for the performance are available at

the Fine Arts Center Box Office, all

DATATIX outlets, and at the Springfield

Civic Center. For ticket information call (413)

545-2511 or toll free 1-800-243-4842. Master-

card/Visa accepted.

Thursday, March 29

"THE CRISIS IN THE CONTEMPORARY
CARIBBEAN."
A lecture by Franklin W. Knight, John

Hopkins University.

8:00 PM in the West Lecture Room, Franklin

Patterson Hall, Hampshire College. A recep-

tion will follow.

Presented by the Five College Faculty

Seminar in Black Studies.

RAINBOW COALITION T-SHIRTS

for the Jesse Jackson Campaign, $8.50.

Money goes to the campaign. Call the Office

of Third World Affairs at 5-2517.

WOMEN'S FILM FESTIVAL
continues with:

Tell Me A Riddle: March 1, rm.163, 7:00 &
9.00 in CC.

Story of an older woman's review of her life

and her relationships with her husband and

family. Based on the novella by Tillie Olson;

directed by Lee Grant.

Lucia: March 8, rm.168, 7:00 in CC.

In Spanish with English subtitles this ac-

claimed Cuban film dramatizes three

separate periods in the Cuban struggle for in-

dependence, and women's participation in

that fight; and is in honor of International

Women's Day.

All films on Thursday nights in the Campus
Center, UMass. Admission is free.

PANEL DISCUSSION:
DR. PAULO FREIRE, visiting Brazilian

educator and author of "Pedagogy of the

Oppressed"; Joseph Duffey, Chancellor,

University of Massachusetts/Amherst; David

Magnani, Citizen's Involvement Training Pro-

ject, University of Massachusetts; Johnella

Butler, Afro-American Studies Department,

Smith College; Juan Aulestia, Case Latina,

Inc., Northampton, Massachusetts.

7:30 PM at HERTER 231.

For further information, contact Nancy
Kaminski, Office of the Dean, Furcolo Hall

(5-0233).

"FAMILY: THE POWER OF BLACK LOVE"
is a discussion/workshop for Black women
and men on March 10, 1984 at 10:00 AM.
The workshop will focus on Black

male/female relationships, communicating

and other topics.

RSVP by March 1 for registration and

childcare. Registration is limited.

For more information, contact Jacquelyn

Smith Crooks of the Third World Women's
Program at the Everywoman's Center by call-

ing 545-0883.

Sponsored by the Office of Third World Af-

fairs and the Third World Women's Program

at the Everywoman's Center.

SUPPORT GROUP FOR BATTERED
WOMEN
The Counseling Program at Everywoman's

Center, UMass will be sponsoring a support

group for women who are in abusive relation-

ships, to begin in late February (dates to be

announced).

The group, which will run for eight weeks,

will focus on some common issues facing

women in abusive relationships.

Confidentiality is assured. For more informa-

tion and to register for the group, please call

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

The number of EWC's 24-HOUR CRISIS

LINE for victims of violence is 545-0800.
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The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center will be offering a SUP-

PORT GROUP FOR WOMEN IN THE
TRADES (construction Worker, painter,

plumbers, electricians, maintenance
workers, etc.)

This group will focus on issues facing women
doing non-traditional jobs and provide a net-

work for women, as well as support.

The group resumed February 2, 1984 at 5

p.m. and will run for eight weeks. For more

information call 545-0683.

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center is distributing free

copies of nine FACT SHEETS CONCERNING
WOMEN'S SAFETY AND HEALTH ON THE
JOB. Available on request through the

Working Women's Program at EWC. Dona-

tions are welcomed. For more information

please call 545-0883

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center is seeking interns and

volunteers to work during the spring

semester.

The Program is designed to identify and meet

the needs of working women through educa-

tion, advocacy, organizing and information

sharing. CREDIT is available for students and

some WORK-STUDY money may be

available. For more information contact Myra

Hindus at EWC, 545-0883.

Everywoman's Center at UMass will be spon-

soring a SUPPORT GROUP FOR SUR-
VIVORS OF RAPE, to begin in early

February. The group, which will run for six

weeks (dates to be announced), will focus on

some common issues facing survivors of

rape.

Confidentiality is assured. For more informa-

tion and to register for the group, please call

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE HOST/HOSTESS,
SALES HOST/HOSTESS,
for the Walt Disney World Co.

30 hrs/wk, 2-3 hr. seminars and classroom

wofk/wk; $4:00/hr. June - December, 1984

at Watt Disney World, Orlando, Florida.

DEADLINE: March 5, 1984, 12:00 noon.

APPLICANT CRITERIA: Students in good

standing at the University of Massachusetts

majoring in HRTA, Marketing, Management,

Leisure Studies, Communication Studies or

related major

Details about application procedures and

other available positions are available at the

Office of Cooperative Education (Co-op Of-

fice), 110 Thompson.

SALES MERCHANDISER
for the Pillsbury Co.

Student will be responsible for the merchan-

dising and selling of Pillsbury products in

assigned retail outlets in a way that will

create consumer impact.

DEADLINE: April 27, 1984

$250.00/week plus a mileage reimburse-

ment, July-December, 1984 in Hartford CT,

Southern CT.

APPLICANT CRITERIA: Completion of

Junior year of study, majoring in Marketing

or Food Marketing with a 3.0 GPA. Use of a

car and a valid driver's license are required.

To apply visit the Co-op Office) at 110

Thompson.

UPWARD BOUND/
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Applications for Summer Residential

Counselors and Instructors are available at

the Upward Bound Program, 205 New Africa

House, UMass, Amherst.

Iristructors must have a BA or BS degree.

Resume and application DEADLINE: Feb. 29,

1984

Upward Bound is an Equal Opportunity

Employer.

S.G.A. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICER
Requirements: Serious commitment to Affir-

mative Action principles, good organization

and writing skills, ability to work in-

dependently 12 hours a week. $3.35 an hr.

Appointment available 420 SUB or call

5-0341 for more information. Affirmative Ac-

tion Equal Opportunity Employer. Third

World women encouraged to apply.

UPWARD BOUND POSITIONS/UMASS,
AMHERST
Instructors for College Preparatory Cur-

riculum. Prior teaching experience with

academically disadvantaged youth; and a BA
or BS degree.

Counselor/Tutors (for residental
component).

Pick up applications at 205 New Africa

House. DEADLINE: Feb. 29.

Internships also available.

YVONNE' S PLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

Fried Chicken

Island Curried Fish

Vegitarian Platter

Fried Rice

Curry

Thursday - Friday

Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BESTII

R.A. POSITIONS
1984-1985

ORCHARD HILL/CENTRAL
Qualifications: Knowledge of campus
resources, desire to foster individual growth
"and community development, cross-cultural

awareness, sensitivity to diverse lifestyles

and at least a 2.2 CUM.
BENEFITS: Full rent waiver, single room,

cash stipend and staff development oppor-

tunities.

MANDATORY INFORMATION SESSIONS:
Monday, Feb. 27, 9:30 PM, Field Main
Lounge.

Tuesday, Feb. 28, 9:30 PM, Brooks Rec.

Rm., Handicapped accessible.

Wednesday, Feb. 29, 9:30 PM, Dickinson

Main Lounge; People of Color info, session.

APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE ON-
LY AT INFORMATION SESSIONS.
DUE: 5:00 PM, MARCH 12 at Residence
Director's apartment.

An Affirmative Action/ Equal Opportunity

Employer.

WORKSTUDY SECRETARIAL POSITION
for the Third World Theater, starting Spring

semester 1984.

Reliability and efficiency required.

Contact: Dian Mandle, Third World
Theater,203 Hasbrouck or phone 545-0190,

Mon.-Fri., 8:30 AM-1 :45 PM.

GENERAL STAFF ASSISTANT/
WORKSTUDY,
needed for publicity and production work.

Reliability and efficiency required

Contact Dian Mandle 545-0190.
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EAGLE EYE — Bird enthusiasts flocked to Quabbin Reservoir to view a couple of Bald

Eagles.

^ Greeks debate academic standards
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Engineering fees

may be raised,

Duffey says
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey said yesterday he is currently considering whether he

should approve a $200 increase in tuition for engineering

students.

"The campus has substantial needs for equipment and

we have to meet those needs," Duffey said. However,

those needs must be "considered in the contexts with

needs of other areas as well as engineering," he added.

While Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Af-

fairs Samuel F. Conti said yesterday was the deadline for

all proposals to increase University fees, Duffey said the

proposal could be implemented next fall if it is approved

by this June.

The increase would l)e the first of its kind at UMass.

James E. John, dean of engineering, said he proposed

the increase to replace out of date lab equipment and to

provide for improved computer maintenance.

"Some (equipment) goes back to World War II," John

said. He said that many engineering students would be re-

quired to purchase their own computers if the fee is not

implemented.

John estimated that the fee would generate approx-

imately $500,000 each year to supplement the $50,000 an-

nual engineering maintenance budget. John said that

budget has not increased in at least ten years.

"We feel we are behind about $3 million," John said.

"At $50,000 a year, we would be up-to-date in about three

years."

By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts fraternities will face in-

creased minimum grade point average requirements if a

proposal before the Interfratemity Council is passed in a

meeting tonight.

The proposal, put forth by Council President Greg

Andonian, will require fraternity houses to have an overall

grade point average of at least 2.25. or they may be subject

to certain sanctions, as regulated by the Council. The

current grade point average requirement for fraternities is

2.0, the minimum average for all University students in

good standing.

"Amherst College closed down its fraternities because

they (the administration) thought they weren't worth it."

Andonian said. "I want to show the school and students

that the fraternities aren't just a place to party—they're a

place for academics too."

The Interfratemity Council, which consists of three

voting members from each fraternity plus an executive

board, will vote tonight on the proposal that was tabled

from a previous meeting because of time bmits. Andonian

said he originally brought up the proposal February 14th

"to get in with the administration."

The proposal stipulates that fraternities would receive

tutoring if their overall grade point average falls below the

minimum for one semester, but the fraternity would lose

its intramural sports rights after two semesters, Andonian

said. A fraternity whose grade point average falls below

2.25 for three consecutive semesters would lose its

charter, he said.

The proposal is expected to be passed along with several

other proposals, including one that would fine each

fraternity $25 for each pledge a fraternity accepts who is

not in good academic standing, if the pledge does not

improve his standing within one semester.

"It's not to a house's benefit to accept a student with, say

a 1 .5 cum . but now they'll think about it," Andonian said

.

Andonian said the proposals are part of an Interfratemity

Council attempt to "reach students on campus and increase

fraternity population."

"A school this size should have much larger fraternities,"

he said. "We re just another living facility. We want to be

known as a power on campus as far as community service,

academics, and sports."

Noting that the fraternities comprise 10 to 15 percent of

the UMass student population, he said. "I'm sure it turns

off students who think we just party."

Panel discusses education, alienation
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

The structure of the educational system in the United

States fosters and teaches alienation to its students, ac-

cording to a panel discussion on "Education and Social

Transformation" last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

The panel, which was headlined by Brazilian educator and

author Paulo Freire, met to discuss ways in which panel

memoers nao imptementeo r reire s eaucationai theories m
their own careers.

David Magnani of the School of Education's Citizen

Involvement Training Project related his own experience

with developing a community center in Acton,

Massachusetts which provided a "rare" opportunity for

dialogue among parents.

"The parents created their own culture in contradiction

with accepted American education. Magnani said. "They

moved to lessen isolation our society has prescribed
."

Smith College Associate Professor of Afro- American

Studies Johnnelle Butler spoke of "struggling to teach and

yet not to be a teacher."

Butler said culture awareness raising programs often lead

students to an intermediate point in their attitudes only to

create frustration and tension for both students and

teachers when the semester ends and said trying to deal

with the teachings of Freire "can lead to a certain

isolation."

Freire's ideology maintains that through reproducing the

dominant cultural ideology education has a strong power

for alienating people from reality.

"We try. we fight, we challenge students not to passively

accept everything which is said by television, newspapers

and professors," Freire said.

Freire said Americans are "fantastically fatalistic" and

said if there is hope for America "it depends on you."

"Go beyond fatalism and make the decision to take history

into your hands." Freire said. "Hope always comes,

challenging, inviting. Hope knows we need this push."

Assault reported

in weekend attack

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Three Northampton women reported assault and battery

and malicious damage to a motor vehicle Saturday morning

after a white male companion had been beaten and their

car attacked with beer bottles on Saturday morning,

Amherst Police said yesterday.

The incident occurred during what Amherst Police called

a busy weekend. Police said they responded to 146 calls,

including 27 disturbances and one fatal car accident.

Police said the four people were leaving a party on North

Prospect Street about 12:30 a.m. when five males in a 1974

blue Ford threw bottles and shouted obscenities at them.

The male victim "took objection" to this, the passing car

stopped, and the five men proceeded to beat and kick him,

according to police. He was taken to Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital, where he was treated and released.

In another case, two women, one from Winchester and

the other from Saugus, were charged Saturday night with

possession of a Class D substance after a Community

Service Officer observed them "acting suspiciously." police

said. Police said they found a marijuana cigarette.

In other police action: The manager of C^enovese

Drugstore on University Drive reported Friday that $250

cash and $85 in checks were missing. According to police,

the manager said the money was either lost or stolen

sometime after Feb. 22.

The theft of a 1978 red and white Honda moped was

reported Sunday afternoon. Police said the owner had left

the vehicle at Brandywine Apartments about 11:45 p.m.

Saturday, and discovered it gone about 12:30 Sunday

morning.

A 19 year-old University of Massachusetts student struck

by a car near Amherst (College Sunday morning is "doing

fine." an official at Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Nor-

thampton said.

Rebecca Melvin, a first year animal science major from

North Andover, was hit by a car driven by a Springfield

man on South Pleasant Street about 1 a.m. Sunday. The

accident is under investigation, police said yesterday.
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-World and National News
Iraqi jets attack oil tankers

near Iranian export terminal

AP Laarrphotu

POTLUCK — BOSTON — A member of the United States Coast

Guard guides a cargo net full of marijuana onto the dock at the Coast

Guard station in Boston yesterday. The marijuana was being offloaded

from the fishing vessel Apollo III, which they seized off the coast of

New Hampshire Saturday.

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iraqi jets

yesterday attacked oil tankers near Iran's

oil export terminal at Kharg Island in the

Persian Gulf, an Iraqi military conununique

reported.

Neither the number nor the nationality of

the oil tankers was immediately known. It

was also not known if anyone was killed or

injured in the air attack.

An unidentified Iraqi military spokesman,

reading the communique over state

television, said the raid was in "fulfillment

of a threat made by Iraq earlier this month

and to punish the Iranian regime for at-

tacking our people and our territories."

Baghdad radio, monitored in Nicosia,

reported that the air attack was in

retaliation for Iran's latest offensive and the

capture of Iraqi oil wells north of Basra,

Iraq's second largest city.

The military spokesman said the air raid

"signals beginning of the blockade which we

have decided to impose on this area."

Iraq has repeatedly threatened to attack

Kharg Island, 120 miles southeast of Iraq.

The Island is Iran's main terminal for oil

exports in the Gulf region.

Dukakis: iack of sensitivity'

may cost Reagan regional votes

THF SHORTEST DRIVE TO

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT 100

LODGING
(80?)464 8b01

SKI REPORT
(80?)464 2151

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS

Don't make your skiing plans based on

whats outside your window. 48 of 52 trails

are open on 2 mountain faces. 30 snow

making trails have edge to edge coverage

and 2 to 8 ft of base. We've got the snow,

let yourself go. Enjoy the $99 Fun Pack 3

days of skiing Sun-Fri, 2 nights lodging and

2 breakfasts for $99 toll free 800-451-4443

ask for Fun Pack.

WASHINGTON - President Reagan's

failure to back acid rain legislation and his

administration's efforts to block two big

Boston highway projects could cost him

votes in Massachusetts in November, Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis said yesterday.

Dukakis told reporters at an informal

news conference that Reagan is vulnerable

in several areas of the country because of

pressing regional concerns.

Farm issues, Dukakis said, likely will cost

the president votes in states such as Iowa.

"I think the acid rain issue is an example of

a lack of concern and a lack of sensitivity,"

Dukakis said, explaining why he thought it

could cost the Republican president support

in New England.

But Dukakis said he felt it was possible

Reagan might eventually back a plan to cut

sulfur dioxide emissions from utility and

industry smokestacks to control acid rain.

He added it was still possible Congress

would approve a plan even without White

House endorsement.

So far, the administration has only

proposed more dollars for research and for

liming lakes where excess acidity has killed

fish.

Correction

A Collegian story last Friday inaccurately reported that Southwest Area

Senator Bill Collins was suspended from the Undergraduate Student

Senate for personally attacking Student Government Association co-

President Tom Ahem. Collins was not suspended and had been criticizing

former SGA President Jim Murphy.
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Amherst's

Microcomputing

Center

'©m%

Equip your office or home with an IBM compatible

word processing and information system.

^corona

dBASE

comes complete with parallel, serial

porMTHe^raphics, large memory and 'multimate' -a

celebrated word processing program.

Computer Works completes the package - with

, the industry-standard information processing software.
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North Amhertt
Motors

Import repair* «
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i Rt.63. No Amherst I ) D
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I

Management
Workshop

Tues. Feb. 28, 1964

Campus Center 805

Call 549-2671

to register

Health Education

Division of

Univ. Health Services

>

Purchase corona 2 drive computer for v^w«IS>«

and get dBASE*
for onty 998e
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Work With Horses
Summers - Weekends

Holidays
Good pay - Exciting - Interesting

Our course will prepare you to work at

racetracks, breeding farms, or related in-

dustries. Learn bandaging, use of equip-

ment, proper feeding, terminology,
tacking-up, cooling-out, and much morel
We will make use of slides and films.

The cost for the course is $300 for 30
hours. No proviout •xporionco is needed to

talio the courto. Offered KMOtkends, even-

inQi, at your convenionco, toy Burton and
9m/m¥f Surgor, B.S.Ed, M.Ed, owner and
tnknm of ihrought^rod raco horaas sinea
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Amherst College, UMass react to fraternity ban
UMass administration

supports Greek area
ByDAVmUNTON
Collegian Staff

Fraternity members and students at the

University of Massachusetts reacted

sympathetically yesterday to the decision

to close fraternities at Amherst College,

while UMass officials said the UMass ad-

ministration has been seeking to improve

the Greek system here in the past few

years.

"I think it is a mistake to draw a parallel

between their system and ours. It's a whole

different kind of system," Vice Chancellor

for student affairs Dennis L. Madson said

Sunday. "In the last few years, our system
has been getting stronger. I think they've

done a better job in terms of strength and

in setting goals to meet the needs of the

students they serve."

"It's going to have no short term effect and
little, if any, long term effect. I hope we
can gain from it a knowledge of how a greek

system can go wrong and how a relationship

with administrators can become ad-

versorial," Michael Schardein, UMass
Director of Greek Affairs said yesterday

noting that officials have set a higher

priority on strengthening the Greek system
at UMass.
Approximately 1,000 students belong to

the 23 fraternities in the UMass Greek
system he said.

The Greek area has set a goal to increase

membership from the current five percent

to ten percent of the total undergraduate

student population.

"I think the administration is trying to

help the fraternities here," UMass Delta

Upsilon President Kevin T. Bailey said. "It

seems to be just happening at smaller

schools. At small schools there is a lack of

space and a number of students at those

schools feel that the fraternities have a

good location and those students want the

same."

Bailey said the Amherst College Board of

Trustees' decision may hurt the school's

fundraising efforts because of the amount of

money the fraternity alumni donate to the

school. He said UMass fraternities help

Colleinan photo by David I*. I>«ub«r

DEJA VU? — Alan Greenspan (left) and Jesse Herman (right), two
members of Amherst College's Psi Upsilon fraternity display a banner
quoting from the famous movie on fraternity life. Animal House.

"bring UMass down to scale."

Fraternities always have problems with

their image, Bailey said. "But it's not like

Animal House," he said referring to the

movie starring the late John Belushi.

William Hovey, a member of Alpha Delta

Phi said his fraternity was "going to do
everything to help its Amherst chapter,

which he said was one of the oldest

fraternities at Amherst College. He said

members of the Amherst chapter will be

able to store their belongings at the UMass
chapterhouse.

The possibility of having fraternities

banned at UMass in the immediate future

does not worry Lawrence Floyd, a brother

at Phi Mu Delta. "But down the road who
knows," Floyd said. The fraternity ban at

Amherst College does have an effect on the

image of fraternities, Floyd said.

"It definitely gives a negative tone to the

fraternities," Floyd said. "I think because

people in positions of authority are closing

them down makes some people say 'hey,

maybe there is something wrong with

them'." As a result, Floyd said a lot of

people who don't know about fraternities

won't ever get the chance to be exposed to

them."
Nicholas Katsoulis, treasurer of the
UMass Interfraternity Council, said the
Amherst trustees' decision was
disappointing. He said newspaper accounts
of the situation indicated that the trustees

had made their decision before talking to
the students.

"I think they finally met with the students
to, more or less, gain support for their

decision to say that they did meet with the
students," Katsoulis said.

A UMass Beta Kappa Phi member, David
Greenberg said the UMass Greek system is

"much too strong" for a similar ban to be
implemented at UMass. He said UMass
fraternities provide community ser\'ices in

Amherst and raise money for charities.

Fraternity social life at UMass differs from
Amherst because fraternity members at

UMass also socialize at drinking establish-

ments in town, he said.

"All the Amherst social life revolves

around fraternities," Greenberg said.

"Maybe that's why they are shutting them
down."

Buzzes, bleeps and barriers...
BY LISA STRATOULY
Collegian Correspondent

Flashing lights, buzzes, bleeps and com-
puterized jingles keep the Campus Center
video room alive and hopping.

Besides being entertaining to the

senses, the room itself fosters a strange

phenomenon; 90 percent of its inhabitants

are men. A recent random survey last

week showed that of the 40 to 60 people in

the room, an average of five are women.
About three of these five operate video

machines, while the other socialize or

watch others play.

Harry Schumer, a UMass psychology

professor, said males historically are

more aggressive and competitive than

fenudes, which this may be the reason

why men dominate the video game scene.

"Males are more concerned with com-
petition and winning than females,"

Schumer said. "Video games are a
mindless, aggressive risk men play on a

ten minute break, where females are

more apt to socialize during the same ten

minutes."

Schumer said personalities play a vital

role in the determination of these gender
differences, because some females are

prone to attitudes of aggression and some
males are not.

Lucille Halgin, psychology department
advisor, said there is evidence showing
that women who play video g^ames are at-

tracted to less violent ones, such as

Donkey Kong. A popular male favorite is

Space Invaders, a much more aggressive

and destructive game.
"Women don't have the same capacity

for video games as men do," one man
playing a video game suggested. "They
are not as good in technology as we are."

A woman standing next to the man
disagreed.

"Men just have more quarters than

women do because they never do laundry.

Lisa Stratoidy is a UMass student

Crowd boos, hisses

during Craig Speech

by MARY-SHEILA LOUGHUN
Collegian Staff

Acting College President G. Armour
Craig yesterday addressed an angry,

booing and hissing student body at

Amherst College to defend the Board of

Trustees decision to abolish the fraternity

system.

The Amherst College Board of Trustees

voted unanimously to abolish the 160-year-

old fraternity system, effective June 30,

1984.

"A fraternity is a guideline to decency and

friendship and everything else," Craig said.

"The fraternity has lost this."

"The opportunity that I had in the

fraternity does not exist today," Craig said.

Craig listed several recommendations

made by the board to improve residential

life on campus, including to "establish and

administer — objectively, compassionately,

and fairly — standards of individual and

group behavior to assure a new level of

stability on campus."

The need to plan and create more and

better space for social and residential

experience was also recognized by the

Trustees.

The Trustees suggested that Amherst
College be made into a residential college.

Under such a system all students would be

required to live on campus and the con-

struction of a campus center might be

authorized.

Craig said fraternity names will be

changed. A committee will be formed to

consider long-range options and to make
further recommendations to the college

President.

Jim Chester, a 21 year-old senior from

Columbus, Ohio and a member of the Psi

Upsilon fraternity said he was told by his

father, John Chester, class of 1942, that

Craig was a member of Amherst College

fraternity Alpha Delta and that he "stole a

stuffed owl from Psi Upsilon."

In reply to this allegation Craig said, "It

didn't take very long for those of us who
were in on that caper to change our ideals."

Sexualfreedom speech topic
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Society needs a new feminist sexual

morality that frees it from both gender and
identity constrainsts, according to a

University of Massachusetts philosophy

professor.

In a speech titled "Pleasure and Sexual

Freedom, Toward a New Feminist Sexual

Morality." Ann Ferguson called for an

examination of both the radical feminist

"over emphasis on the danger involved in

heterosexual sex" and the libertarian

feminist "self-styled anti-prudes."

Ferguson said men and women should

pursue a sexual morality that allows an

ambiguous sexual identity and is pluralistic.

"Our feminist sexual mcx-ality should be

pluralist. We should assume that we are

concerned with quality," Ferguson said.

She said sexual klentities must not be

regarded as permanent but rather as being

developed throughout one's life.

"We must demand our right to be sexually

ambiguous," she said. We must reject the

idea that sexual practices are intrinsically

related to one's identity."

Radical feminism, Ferguson said,

developed against a background of political

issues. This has resulted in a faUure to

validate the possibility of pure physical

pleasure, she said.

"(Radical feminism) supports the

traditional asexual image of women," she

said.

Libertarian feminists describe standard

heterosexual practices aa repressive. They
stigmatize sexual moralities and thus

restrict sexual freedom for all, she said.

"The normals have to stay normal and the

deviants are controlled by laws," she said.

Ideologies are inadequate because there ia

no way to make cut and dried decisions

about various sexual practices, she said.

"The problem is that neither emotion nor

physical pleasure can be judged in a

vacuum."

Police report five weekend fires

rollcfian photo by Andy Heller

VIDEO MANIA — These UMass students crowd around the video

machines in the Campus Center games room yesterday.

University of Massachusetts Police have
responded to five reported fires since

Friday, one of which was labeled as

suspicious.

UMass Police, the Amherst Fire

Department and Environmental Health and

Safety officials responded to a 3 a.m. report

of a fire in a second floor trash barrel in

Cashin dormitory in the Sylvan Residential

Area. Pel ice said the fire was extinguished

by a residential assistant and a police of-

ficer. It is the second of suspicious nature

to occur on the second floor of Ca.'shin this

semester, excluding a report ol burned

papers found near an elevator eight hours

after the first fire was reported there

Wednesday. All fires are under in-

vestigation.

Police responded to a report of a fire in

Dickinson dormitory in the Orchard Hill

Residential Area at 9:54 p.m. Sunday,

when an unknown person or persons were
reported to have been lighting pieces of

newspaper and throwing them off the fifth

floor balcony. The Amherst Fire Depar-
tment also responded to the call. UMass
spokesman Rick Shanor said yesterday that

police have "some leads" in the case.

Shanor said a fire was reported in Field

House, another Orchard Hill dormitory, at

9 a.m. yesterday, when an electric cord

caught fire and ignited a mattress. The
mattress was extinguished on a balcony, he
said.

Police responded to another fire reported

in Dickinson at 12:30 p.m. Saturday, which
was believed to be the result of careless

disposal of smoking material in a waste
basket.

Police responded to Coolidge dormitory in

the Southwest Residential Area Friday,

where smoldering pieces of paper in a trash

can were extinguished by a resident, police

said. The incident, which occurred in an
eighth floor lounge, caused no damage or a

building evacuation, and was attributed to

careless disposal of smoking materials,

police said.

-Mary Anne Been
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How Would You

Like to Win

A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA??

Justin Ryan's would like to send you & a

friend to Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale

(package includes: transportation & hotel for 8 days & 7 nights)

This Week

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

1 Free Chance - at the door

2 Free Chances - when you buy Guiness,

Harp or Bass Ale

t

t

It

I

Drawing will be held at Justin Ryan's Thursday Nite

sponsored by jysTjf^ KMN^ Gulness/ Harp

UMASS
GOES

WEST TO VAIL
SPRING BREAK
March 19-26 Includes:

Round Trip Air Transfers $

7 Nights/5 Day Lifts

Extras

Call UMass Ski Club Now
545-3437

IV i"«HlM t'du^

/^^^^'^'V-KK

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK '84
8 Days 7 Highn Luxurious Hor«< on th« 5titp

Hot^ only W/Moror Coach V/imt

$149 i2fl5 S375

ea|e% tax included ** ^Qx included **

For more Info 545-0437
SIGN UP NOW

Before We Sell Out

DONT BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD!
I

Sherri Leigh June Photo by Dwayne Autery

Located in the

Campus Center

Univ. of Mass.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

UNIVERSITY
ORE^

EDITOBIAL/OPINION

^OM,sr^Np^ACK.yoo5uNcwoF siuiis-iu 6oaAiMM RE\^wo, ^ND well ALL doroM mn mouse''

Just asking
you to think
"T^ ecently a newborn baby girl uxis found dead,

r^ mrapped in a bloody towel, and placed in a
^ W ina shoebox. She wasfound tossed in a tra^h can in

a rest area on route two, in nearby Greenfield. Each day I

drive by thai rest area and that trash can on my way to

school. I turn the radio up and pretend not to be thinking of

that baby f<yr fear of becoming sick. It's publication won't

make me feel any less sick as I drive by that trash can. It '«

purpose is the same as thai ofany other editorial. I am ask-

ing you to think.

College — an absolute haven for expressing sexual

freedom. At college people are "grown up." They don't

need concepts like commitments, obligations, or (perish

the thought) relationships. Sex at college is fun. It's

perfect. What parents don't understand is that, at college,

no one gets hurt. There are no inhibitions, because at

school we have what we want. We asked for freedom and

we got it. Now everything is blissful. ..or is it?

Ken Whelihan

frhinking, for what it's worth
XTTTIll, for what it's worth, here's a few thoughts

%/m/of mine to gulp down with your morning coffee:

V Let's admit it, the "permanent campaign" has

turned into the permanent bore.

Let's admit it, the "permanent campaign" has turned

into the permanent bare.

John Glenn is the Democrats' version of the Olympic

Hockey Team.
But our players were much more exciting—even during

warm-ups. -

Steven P. Barrett
Things are pretty sad for Glenn when a movie can't even

boost his chances—even in this era of pre-packaged

candidates.

Only Ed "Flip Flop" Markey could do worse if he joined

the already over-crowded presidential derby sweep-

stakes.

(But more about that character later.)

Why is Walter Mondale such an incredible bore?

I guess his lines are stale from having delivered so many
promises lately.

Will the Democrats replace 'Happy Days Are Here

Again" with "Promises Promises" if Mondale does in fact

win the nomination?

If anyone should be singing "Happy Days Are Here

Again," it ought to be the California wine makers.

This year's theme might be appropriately dubbed as

Whine & white wine;" (don't forget the quiche and brie.)

Can you imagine all those pols at a convention in a city

with a non-smoking ordinance for public places?

It's already bad enough that the real working class

Democrats (conservative blue collar voters) have been

displaced by the "upscale" Volvo and Chablis set— but no

smoke-filled rooms?

Where's the Tipper going to light up his big fat cigar?

Perhaps it's only appropriate that someone would offer

to light it for him with a food stamp coupon.

Damn! I absolutely loathe those unconscionable anti-

smoking laws!

Collegian editors wonder if I smoke Cuban cigars.

I Sorry folks, but I do enjoy an occasional pre-Sandinista

Nicaraguan variety.

yWhy is Ed "flip flop" Markey so arrogant?

Letters
—————^^""^"^""

Explanation of an argument

To the Editor,

The front page article in Friday's CoUegian "Senator

suspended after shoving match" is nothing short of Ubelous

fiction. Unfortunately for the reporter, I was not

suspended nor was I involved in a shoving match. I did not

seize floor time as indicated, but rather I was duly

recognized by Speaker Chris Sullivan. I spoke not to

criticize SGA President Tom Ahem as the report writes,

but rather I spoke to criticize perrenial student Jim

Murphy and his childish plan to run as "Gumby for

^S text of the incident is ridiculous. The events actually

occurred as follows: After being recognized by Speaker

SulUvan, I said to Jim Murphy. "Jim, haven t you done

enough to destroy the image of the student government,

the student body, and the University of Massachusetts?

Rob Texiera called for a "point of personal pnvilege and

said that my remarks to Jim Murphy were an attack and

that he was offended. I responded to Mr. Texiera, Shut

up Rob, before I atUck you, too."

I did not say "Don't come near me at this time." This

quote appears to have come right out of a Dudley DoRight

cartoon. Mr. Texiera approached me. I never moved from

my place of standing. I did not shove Mr. Texiera. In

He claims that he's done so much for the nuclear freeze;

but—
If I were a supporter of this ill-advised scheme of ap-

peasement, rd be asking Markey for the proof of his

pudding.

The freezeniks better keep an eye on Markey— he

showed his tremendous backspin moves to the pro-life

movement. He's not a good liberal— he's just a good Eld

Markey.
At least he didn't have his picture taken with Com-

mandante Danny Ortega like Jim Shannon did last

August. (Tsongas was in the same picture.)

Shamie and Richardson ought to pass a few copies of

that around— after they're finished slugging it out for

the heart and soul of the GOP.
Why is Ray Shamie going to speak at that other

college— Amherst?
If he's a working man's Republican, why is he passing up

a chance to speak at the state's largest public univer-

sity-?
—For Amherst College, of all places! — Home of the

genetically elitist.

Watch Elliot Richardson, the former secretary of

everything, and preppy saint of the "upscale"

pachyderms come here, thus stealing Shamie's act.

Well, at least Ray Shamie won't be speaking at Frisbee

U. in South Amherst.

I took all my share of jokes about "alligator wrestling"

courses when I went to college in Miami, (Biscayne

College) but no one ever majored in frisbee throwing.

Why is this university treated as the Rodney

Dangerfield of higher education within our borders—

whUe highly regarded elsewhere?

Perhaps there's too many preppies in the Statehouse.

Or, a better explanation: they can't see past the Route

128 Beltway so they don't know what a good thing the

state has out here.

Boy, would I love tb see Western Massachusetts secede

from the other half of the state.

At least Dukakis wouldn't be our Governor— now then-

would EJd King be interested in moving out here?

All for now— hope your coffee is still warm.

Steven P. Barrett it a Collegian Columnitt.

actuality, Texiera became violent to the point where he

had to be restrained by fellow senators. lif there was any

shoving going on, it was between Rob Texiera and the

senators restraining him. I was not expelled. The actual

motion the Senate passed was "Move to ask people who
cannot conduct themselves in an orderly manner to leave

the senate chamber." I had left the meeting before the

motion was made.
It was stated that I "could not be reached for comment.

Funny, my phone machine never got the message.

In regards to the inquiry concerning my future plans as an

SGA Senator, I will continue to fight for the interests of

Residential students and against the seamier side of SGA
politics— a side with which the SGA leadership is very

much at home. Thank you.

Bill Collins

SGA Senator

Imaginary candidates respond
To the Editor,

Frankly, we're glad that Scott Sheridan wrote a letter to

the Collegian (2-27). It gives us the opportunity to raise

some important issues. First, not all student issues sUrt

on campus. In fact, most of them (financial aid. draft

registration, educational funding etc.) sUrt at the state

and federal level. The tonger we ignore them, the longer

The first time that we asked to take freedom out of our

toy chest to play with, our parents said "no." The next

time we demanded to play with freedom. Our parents still

said "no." We knew that our parents were cruel and

unreasonable — all parents are (of course) — but why so

stingy about freedom? We were consistently denied

freedom because our parents knew what lousy company

freedom kept. They knew that when we pulled freedom

out of the toy trunk it would be all tangled up with respon-

sibility and selfishness.

These weren't toys we wanted to play with. Freedom

was fun. In and of itself, it seemed like a novel idea. Unfor-

tunately, freedom doesn't come in and of itself. Freedom

brings responsibility and provides a handy vehicle for

selfishness. What a bummer...or is it?

At college we don't want to be responsible or unselfish.

Those were traits our parents asked for. They're no

fun...right?

Suppose — with your wildest powers of imagination —
that somewhere, somehow, someone's parents forgot to

ask for responsible, unselfish children. I know it's absurd,

but we're just imagining — remember? What might hap-

pen to this odd lot being when college became everyday

life? Lets make our imaginary person a boy — just to make

our story that much more unbelievable.

Our young man enters college completely oblivious to

the fact that responsibility and unselfishness are dinosour

qualities. He foolishly believes that, since these concepts

were thought up under his own free will, they are

valuable. As he dreams, with the naked university in his

bedroom, he has trouble finding himself in the "fun." He
tosses and turns (alone) pondering his "values" of respon-

sibility and unselfishness.

He questions his world with responsibility. Is it responsi-

ble to possibly destroy a life because - "it feels good?" Is

is responsible to steal the degree of intimacy from the per-

son who will become your life because - "everyone does

it?" Is it responsible to enjoy freedom while disregarding

responsibility itself?

He questions his world with unselfishness. Is it unselfish

to sleep with your date — and leave in the morning? Is it

unselfish to start an infant's life and then disregard it to

protect your own well being? He questions further... Is it

selfish to want to only be intimate with the person you

have committed your life to?

Our weary, nonexistent boy emerges after his sleepless

night. He has solved his personal questions of responsibili-

ty and unselfishness. He has created, however, a more

perplexing problem. Upon deciding that premarital sex,

abortion, and other irresponsible actions are not for him —
who can he tell? Is he free? Does his freedom give him the

right to stand up and yell "NO" in a crowded bedroom?

He leaves the university having not challenged the emp-

tiness found in most of his colleagues. Nor has he sur-

rendered his own values. He graduates a quiet virgin. And
as UMass legend would have it — Mettowampee drops his

hatchet.

Ken Whelihan is a UMass student

First Meeting
Investig^ative Task Force

& Editorial Department,

Thursday 8 p.m.. Newsroom, CC 113

we'll be ignored. It is our SGA's willingness to address

larger issues that separates it from the vast majority of

student governments which content themselves with

running dances and bake sales.

Secondly, you wui nouce that Mr. Sheridan contradicts

himself. On one hand he speaks of democracy, while on the

other hand he advocates limiting the freedom of speech of

the GUMBY/CAMEL Campaign. This type of self-serving

contradiction is par for the course with the campus con-

servatives.

We won't give a campaign rap. Just watch the literature

that comes out and see who really has anything to say.

Jim Murphy
Paul Gosseli>
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Black History: Still Being Made

The "Golden Thirteen"; The first black Naval officers, commissioned in 1944.

Almost 40 years ago, history was made when thirteen black men became Naval

officers. These men have carried on a tradition of excellence, achievement,

and unparalleled opportunity.

That opportunity is still available today, to those who accept the challenge.

Where They Are Today:
After successful careers as Naval officers, Golden Thirteen members can now

I be found In many professions:

• Appellate Court Justice

• Founder and President of an ar-

• Real Estate Broker

• Engineering Advisor to a Board

of Education

• Professional Model

• Director of Human Resources

chitectural engineering firm.

• Physician

• College Professor

You Can Join Them , . .

As One of Tomorrow's Leaders.

Find out more about the opportunities that await you. As a NAVAL OFFICER.

Call (518) -462-6119

Seminar
Division of Public Health

Speaker:

Dr. Anthony V. Colucci, President

Colucci & Associates, Inc.

Morgan Hill, California

Assistant Director for the Center for

Environnnental Risk Assessment

University of California at Northridge

Topic:

"Pulmonary Response of Human Subjects

to Inhaled Ozone and Sulfur Dioxide:

Exercising Normals, Asthmatics & Athletes"

Date: Wednesday, February 29, 1984

Time: 3:00 PM
Place: Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

1984 GRADUATES!
YEARBOOK
PORTRAITS
will be taken on

Tues. Feb. 21 - Wed. March 14

in 177 CC
from 9 am to noon and 1-5 pm

Men & Wed - Fri

Tues from noon - 4 pm & 5 - 9 pm
For appointment call

545-0848 or 545-2874

or sign up in the Index Office

103 CC
Please bring a $5. sitting fee

1
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a Workshop
"The Emotional and Spiritual

Side of Marriage**

Newman Center

Thursday, Feb. 23rd

8-10 PM
Six weekly sessions

Chairing the sessions

Rev. J. Joseph Quigley

R.H. Turcotte M.D. Psychiatrist

Engaged, Single, Married

and Divorced Invited

1
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PREPAREFOR

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
SAT*ACT*DAT»GRE»CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE MCAT

f!

4/28/84 Exam 4/28/84 Exam

DAT SAT
4/14/84 Exam 5/5/84

and 6/28/84 Exam
Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

U
A.J. HASTINGS, INC.
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St.

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves b
Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-5780

iFor information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES WEST

SPRINGJREAK - MARCH 19 - 26A Vail

I Round Trip to

( Now York City

( only $19.00

1 Sat. March 3
\ leaving Haigis Mall

at 7 AM
returning from

NYC at 9 PM
for reservations call

256-6782

_ COLORADO
INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers
7 Nights Luxury Hotel (pools, jacuzzi & sauna)

5 Day Lift Ticket (good tor Beaver Creek €r Vail)

ONLY $569 tax included

DEADLINE MARCH 2
For More Info 545-3437

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

["IT.oo"
I (with this coupon)

I $10.00 with

I
Shampoo and

I
Blow Dry

I
$11.50 Long Hair

j
Expires 2/29/84 C

Please Call for an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst, MA/549-5610

Jycsi? <is^"Cir^3S^ cjr^o'"^:*^^ 9£^<Tir''f:iS^ ^c^ctj^^^i^ip <ic^c^''':vip tc5^o-"^3ij?

^
Interested in Writing for

I
The Collegian

f Womens's Issues

s Department?
Introductory Meeting

Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 7:30 pm
9 Room 113 Campus Center
C ffffvi^ »-^^5fttfJtSi^Gi)..^:?^ <?fvi>^0.-^i?& ^Sd^Qp^tiC/t «xii^<iO^*c:7S «xiw<»^^i?^ tfTCii
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Financial Aid Form (FAF)
Application deadline

March 1, 1984
Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1984.

CENTRAL AREA
COUNCIL

Nomination Papers

Now Available In:

Baker B-22

Due Date: Fri, March 2, 1984

Election Date: Thursday, March 8

SM
at NOPE

Is now open 15 more hours per week

M-F 7:30 - 9:00

"NEW 11 -3 PM NEW"
4 - 6 PM
7-9 PM

Sat 1 - 4 PM

Bring this ad in for 11% discount

You pay only $40.00 (orig 45.00)

offer good only on W.d 29 F.b - Fri 2 March

All Majors:
Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors & Seniors

You Are Invited to Attend
The

BCP Alumni/ae
Career Night

Tuesday, February 28
8:00 PM

Campus Center 162-175

Human Services, Engineering

Nursing, Medical Science, &

English

Graduates from each

department will discuss and

answer questions about their

Careers
Sponsored by the

Bilingual Collegiate Prog^ram,

The Alumni Association and

The University Placement Office
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UAAASS SKI CLUB
SPRING BREAK 84
ac:iiiinqt
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MARCH 18-23
GREAT
SKIING

3. -:•-'-- cmetning 3 'tHe soeciai a "le magmative and a ittie ceite'

s n ;rde' T-ai's where Yankee ingerLiify can Tiane a cJitterence

~ne .vee« ai Killmgtcn rhis /vinie' '^ ;cing to De very specia! aiT
C'cnics. rafes races ^fun ana senousi cieeo snow and great sknng at

cfices !o '
; -^vpn 'fie '.igrtesi Yankee occkeiDook This sprmg K iiingtor

S»i Area Rcss'gnoi Ski Company Micr'eioD Ligni and Sknng

Magazine "ave "earned -0 'o otter sk.er'i a week ot sknng noi

,oon -o be 'orqotten it s called YANKEE SKI WEEK, and is
3P.r,g held Marcn 18-23 '.984 Compie;p packages with

't tickets odQing (in either condcnniniu'T^ or nnotel

odgmgi jai'v races, socai events apres ski parties ana
-.peciai rigrr.ime enienainment at K.iiington s hottest nigni

cctc 3ii at i very soeciai price

K i.ing;on Arnenca ii« Tiouniam ^ki -esort has a long
" STorv ot ottering ;ne "^ai skurg in March ot any east-
'"- 3k( reset flecords s'^ow tna; .ve ncmaiiy receive an
j.e'age ot over 6 feet :i natural snow after March 1st ana our

-•e"s.ve snowmaking svstem (the 'argest coverage ^n the

.-.or CI W' 1 DC tluilCing ,0 the Skiing oase continuously 'rom
Ictcoer '/picaiiy Marc- Sknng at k.ihriqion onngs long sum.
:a.s arc jreat jPow surfaces ana new .ve /e aadea a tun-

ec .ve'?k ot Doih on-Tie-rriounia n ana Jtt ^re-mouniam
Ktivties '0 maxe YANKEE SKI WEEK verv special ana
"at s Yar^kee ngenuitv

$
INCLUDES . . .

LODGING
5 DAYS SKIING

-ALL LIFTS
ALL YANKEE SKI WEEK
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

FIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmM

SUPER
SOCIAUZING

KIING RAUY
SKI RACES

NEW ENGLAND
CLAMBAKE

AFTER-SKI
PARTIES

CONDOMINIUM
o« MOTEL LODGING

(yoar choice)

MOGUL
CONTEST

SPECIAL LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

\ AND
MORE!

INFORMATIONAL

WED. Feb. 29
7:00 p.m. SOUTHSIDE— HAMPDEN
FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

•x-

•x-

X-
•X-
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Every Tuesday
is

Ladies Nite
at

Tjs
From 4:00- 10:00 p-m.

Dreift Beers $ .50

Domestic Bottled Beers $1 .00

Most Other Drinks $1 .00

TJ's located

1 Bridge Street

Northampton, MA 01060

(413)586-1726

Open Daily 11:00 ajn.- 1:00 ajn.

HERPES
SPREAD THE WORD,
NOT THE INFECTION

is an educational session for those who are interested in learning

more of the facts about herpes, regardless of whether or not

they have the disease The session will include facts and myths

about transmission and suggestions on prevention.

Treatment and strategies for coping with the emotional aspects

of herpes will also be covered

Tuesday, March 6
University HeaMi Center

Room 304

6:30-8:30 pm
• Prt rcgatralion raqurtd no later than one fittk bafora tha aforkshat)

Contact tha Haatth Education Offica Univaraity Haatth Sarvtcaa. 549 2671 (Ext ISlI

NETWORDS
Word Proc«Ming

Typing

Professional

8- Personal

Bulk Mall Advertising

Paula M. LIpkin

Linda G. Rosen

(413) 323-4716

REHTOm
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549-2880
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SCROD Dan DeBellis

WftNT TO FtV l>C>bJN TO

FORT lAUPEROfiLE UJITH

hJC.T'b
HUTHER

:#:

JFiUN OUTdF

\ fOINT
'

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

/y/»vE" you ev£R (^At> the
Ads. in hozT maoazinesI

1H£ oiKAnr^AR,

i*airfh

THEY RAf^Ly Punctuate

not use .

sentences.

IS IT Any wonoCR. w/yy.

WE CAN'T. ^fAD?

Shagnasty O.T. Derringer

He^ ShQ^.^^^Q-^ did

Vou do oweft -vkc.

Xhadab.r^dqre.

r

She u)QS al| V)QvxJis.

\

31. nc^ dafe rtll hands

Superbad ^
fJe^f^Ty'TaeJl, Tt4li> WOULDN'T ^

^ G.H .

MASS PHOBIA
Winmill

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

.Collegian »

ACROSS
1 Fellow

5 Character in

Dickens
10 Space or

sphere prefix

14 Helen's cousin

15 Have to

pick

16 French city of

Rhone
department

17 Extremely dark

18 Lawyer of sorts

20 Naught
21 Enlists again:

Slang
22 Sweet biscuit

23 Old timer

25 Cut
26 Gave an

appraisal

30 Industrious

insect

33 Horace, the

educator

36 Division of a

long poem
37 Beetle

38 Port in SE China

39 Court attire

40 Non-stop talker

41 Fuel

42 Rouen room
43 Out of town
44 Feminine ending

45 In good spirits

48 Billfish

50 Kitchen

implement
54 Native dance

55 Spore sac

58 Bulldog of

New Haven

59 Member of the

faculty

61 Moved quickly

62 Start of a

magician's word

63 Piece of

furniture

64 Shankar, the

musician

65 Leads to the

altar

66 Tithe

67 Relative of

Sandy

and

DOWN
Cohere
Famed name in

skating

Leg feature

Ante up
Hall-of

Eastern name
Increase

8 Certain verbs:

Abbr.

Bk. of the Bible

Another: Lat.

Cosmetic
12 Fortress, in

away

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

9
10

11

13 "My-
Only"

19 Museo of Madrid

21 In medias
24 Like a screwball

25 Solves

27 School of a kind

28 Fabulous fur

29 Turn up one's

nose
31 Mrs. Charles

32 Canasta card

33 Figures around

a creche
34 To (all)

35 Football helmet

piece

39 Stadium
sonances

40 500 pounds of

cotton

42 Shoo!
46 Historic date

47 Increases

49 Robert and Alan

51 Asian kingdom
52 Student at

27 Down
53 Absurd, for short

54 A daughter of

Zeus
55 Court figure

56 British weapon
57 " la

guerre!"

59 Partner of hee

60 Play a part

61 Relative of Mme
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The Collegian Photo
Department will be offer-

ing orientation sessions for

new photographers at 6

p.m. on Wednesday 2/29

and at 8 p.m. on Sunday 3/4.

Be a photojournalist at 545-3500
New England's largest dai-

ly newspaper!
Serious inquiries only.

For more information contact:

Drew Ogier or Dave Deuber, Photo EditorB.

^ Mihon ZUtKO
KnWI RICOM CNINOMMNTAX KODAKCANON

D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Turkey Club Sandwich

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin and Sprout

Sandwich
Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Baked Ham/
Fruit Sauce

Green Bean Strata

Baked Ziti

BASICS DINNER
Ziti/Tomato Sauce

with Tofu and Mushrooms
Green Bean Strata

Weather

Snow today, changing
over to sleet and slush by
mid-afternoon. Total ac-

cumulation 3 to 5 inches.

Highs in mid 20'8. Tonight,
very cold, lows in teens
with chance of rain or

snow.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUIZLE:
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed the day before they take place except Monday

which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - UB40 and

elections are on the agenda. New members

always welcome. Get involved. 6:30 p.m.,

CC163.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING - The

Investment Club will hold a general

meeting to discuss the club's portfolio and

make a decision on any new investments.

6:30 p.m., SOM 111.

FREE WRITING TUTORING - The
Southwest Writing Center offers free

confidential peer tutoring for all University

students. Bring any assignment or writing

project. Drop in, no appointment needed.

7-9:00 p.m.. Pierpont dorm. Southwest
Residential College.

STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF
MASSACHUSETTS MEETING - Tuition

rising and you feel like you have no say?

SSAM is work for your statewide student

voice. Meet with us and be heard. 7-10:00

p.m.. CC804.

VOTER REGISTRATION MEETING -
Everyone is invited to attend to learn about

voter registration, and organizing voter

registration drives. 6:00 p.m., SU423B.

HAZARDOUS WASTE GROUP
MEETING — Everyone is invited to attend

to learn about and work on local hazardous

waste problems and legislation. 5:30 p.m..

CC908.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal

lunch time get-together with Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter, 12-1:00 p.m.. CC802.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING
us to fight racism/ 4.00 p.m.. CC811.

Join

FREE FILM — The PGA is showing "Pink

Triangles"; a film examining the oppression

of Gays and Lesbians under Nazi Germany

and in the U.S. today. Everyone welcome.

8.00 p.m.. CCIOI.

ALPHA ZETA — Will hold a reception for

Dean MacDougall. with a wine & cheese

social. A meeting for all members will

follow the event. 3:00 p.m., Memorial Hall.

HRTA CAREER DAY - Tuesday.

February 28th. the HRTA department wUl

be sponsoring a Career Day in the Campus

Center Auditorium from 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

This event could be the key to your future.

Luncheon tix on sale at the door. 9-3:30

p.m.. HRTA Dept.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION — The Asian American

Students Assoc. (AASA) will hold a general

meeting. Participants involved in the Asian

night fashion must attend. New members

are always welcome. 7:00 p.m., CC903.

WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
MEETING — A meeting for interested

interns, discussing the Washington Center

program, telling you about the day to day

life of an intern living in Washington D.C.

4-5:00 p.m. ,CC911-15.

VETERANS SERVICE ORGANIZATION
— There will be a meeting today for all

persons interested in joining the V.S.O. in

mobile unit #5. 5:00 p.m., mobile unit #5.

POOR RICHARDS
! Back in Command !

TUES. All Night BEER BUST
50* Drafts $1.75 Pitchers

WED. & THUR. 8-12:00

Any One Liquor Well Drink

by the pitcher $4.00

FRI. &SAT. 8-10 2 FORT

The pool table is back

All this and sound and light show tool

I SPECTACniiAK i

I B£CaBDLJ5AL&
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fUBIlBSlS •»« BOB DYLAN |

^ * All $8.98 list albums only $5.99 *
« * Today thru Friday, March 2 #

UNION RECORDS
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«
«

% f*^^> UNLIMITED
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Equaling Msl fiction liest sellers in

Isuspense-a real-life nussion impiKSiliie

imed out bv authentic American, heroes.
Th«v war* aN computer ax-

acufvaa. amptoyaaa of floaa Parot't

Dallaa-baaad EOS Cofix>r(lK>n. Thay

«w«ra trainad and lad by fofmar Graan

Barat Colonal BuN Simona-tt<a man
Jot\n Wayna onca toM: "You ara tha

man I play in ttw moviaa." Thair

aacm mtaion: to do what tha U.S.

Govammant couldn't do. To raacua,

againat Magiianng oddi, two EOS
coNaguaa kickad up in an Iranian

priaon in IffTt.

Thia ia tha fluff of Kan FoNat'a #1

fiction baal lallira -undafcovf in-

nitration into hoatila tanain, • hair-

tKaadth aacapa frx)m powarful

anamy, a harrowing ovartand raca

paat armad patrota and marauding

tribawnan tor tha aafaiy of tha

bordar. But thIa tima, it* raal-H ac-

tually happanad.

l-IWd with tuapanaa, ON WINGS
OF EAGLES wHHW you with prida, aa

you ahara an axtraordinarv advantura

with aoma authantic Amarlcan

An imtiiaaahra iionftetion dabut

-PubUahanWaakly

: $2.00 OFF

: List Price
**************

K£Nf6u£TT
.uthor of EYE OF THE NEEDLE and THE MAN FROM ST PETERSBURG

Located in the Campus Center

Univ. of Mass.

J-
•,,*.. * -^"1

Hi JMMtfiati Nitiwwiii B«st SiilV

'^,UNIVERSITY
STOREM.

Open M-F
9-5

Sat 11-4

You Don't Have To Wait For

A Computer Terminal Any Longer!

Do Your Computer Work at

iCollegian ii

1

UNIVERSITY orMASSACHUSETTS ATXMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^

COMPUTER
ACCESS
CENTER
INC.

One of the Finest Computer Facilities

Available to College Students

• Reserve tima in advance for your convenience

• Access to Umass Cyber

• Instant Printouts

• Reasonable Hourly Rates

• Complete Word Processing Systems available

Call Now!! 256 1213
79 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm

Sunday 10 am to 6 pm

Stephanie
Chase
Violin

Bfomm Mmdallrt.

1992 TchaHtovtky
Compmtltton,
Moscow

Ma$t9r Of

THURSDAY, MARCH 1 . 8 PM
TICKETS. $5.00

Les Ballet

Jazz
de Montreal

Mima

Marcel
Marceau

Jau Ballot

atlhtlrftt

FRIDAY. MARCH 9. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

MONDAY. MHCH 5. 8 PM
TICKETS: $12.^10. $8

Springfield

Symphony
Orchestra
Rot)ert Gutter,

Music Director wifti

Jean
Pierre

Rampal

FRIDAY. MARCH 30, 8 PM
TICKETS: $11, $9, $7

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at

Fine Arts Center Box Office.DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Conter.Call(413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243^842.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Coliegian Office CCl 13 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to puWication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount • Phone number FREE D
ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

G«nuin« Rayban and Vuarnvts
fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

AUDIO

Sony XR-G6 Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 54a«74
Ten Band Graphic EG 100.00 Jensen con-

cert series speakers w/ stands 170.00 call

253-2960

AUTO FOR SALE

68 VW Bug - Sunroof, recently rebuilt

engine, new brakes, good tires, solid body,

$750.00 or BO 549^1
1973 Monte Cario new radials, stereo,

dependable $660 546-3219

1977 Pinto, two door sedan, automatic,

$1200 1-543-1646

ENTERTAINMENT

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc

Jockeys who give you morel More lights,

more requests and more experiencel Call

Jeff Taylor 253-2152

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass.
Why pay more? 256-1393

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Are you tired of the RackADisc Sound
Try tee-Bone Inc. for a High Fidelity Party.

Equipnr>ent and Deejays available. Call for

reservation 549-3664

FOR RENT

Or>« or two rooms avallabia in two
bedroom duplex Sunderland on bus route

can Chris 066-7148

tttilTtiaa, 9tto

(Mchertawn

M) a month plus

Aprfl \ - Sept 1,

«MM^«iAtfMMWMM^AMAiM^«

FOR SALE

1 beaut, loft w/bkthlf ir 2 cithes racks

$70 must see to apprec. call Jerry 6-7431

FOUND

Found In Old Chapel Auditorium Hitachi

tape recorder HUSC RTF other numbers
also you tell use arxl it is yours will be in

PAD Office Old Chapel

One dorm key found with brass plate key

ring and shoe lace. Found at Theta Chi Par-

ty. Call Myles 253-9016 to identify

HELP WANTED

Advanced level Chamlstry tutor - pay

negotiable. Please call 586-3963 late nights

ASAP

Late Night Driver Needed
Apply between 5:00 - 6:00 p.m.

The Collegian Graphics Dept.

See James

SPORTS EDITOR WANTED
1964 INDEX requires a responsible sports-

minded person to head the sports depart-

ment. Creative sports writing a require-

ment. Will train layout skills if necessary.

This is a non-work study job. Apply in per-

son at Index Office, MWF 2-4.

Counselors: Camp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co-ed children's camp. We will in-

terview on Camp Day March 13th. Write:

12 Allevard St. Lido Beach, NY 11561 (in-

clude your phone numt>er)

INSTRUCTION
~

Stats 140 tutor needed Immediately call

6-6933

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment %3-2096

MOTORCYCLES

LOST

KP Calculator k>8t Mahar 2/16 reward

please call 549-6726

Kays, with Swiaa army knife. I need

tham really badi Probably kiai in Boydan.

»H-t3a7JaW ^
GOLD WATCH STOLEN Ot LOW -
New Hrtcli at«r tiM

Deluxe Starflight 11 Batavus Moped,
two seeter, directionals, 40 mph, large car-

rying rack, excellent conditioni Helmet, ex-

tras $300 or BO Cheryl 586-0614

PERSONALS

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $1071 Andrea 546-9648

Art. Businaaa. Law. History, and
English at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 546-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

Hey BobI Attentk>nll It's your B-Day do it

upl Your Roomie

ATTENTION 1M4 GRADUATES
• from Tues., Feb. 21-Wed.. March 14 '

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
• will be taken

M, W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-6 pm; Tues
noon-4 pm,

• and 5 pm - 9 pm *

For appointment call 546-0848/546-2874
• or sign up on portrait dates *

in 177-178 CC
• Sitting Fee: $6.00

Suebert - Let it be known the rumor is

true. . the invitation is open for you Mr.

Beel

Deb H. Better late than never. Here's a

wish for the best birthday ever. XXOO Rob

Ef Ros

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape -

custom ear-piercing. Singles, multiples.

253 3324

Contact lenses replaced. Bausch and

Lomb or American Optical $25 each. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive. 256-8661

Happy Birthday to the best sister in the

worid. You asked for it, you got it. Love

Louie

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

HELPI Ride needed to and from Chicago

over spring break. I'll gladly share driving

and expenses. Please call Cris at 546-6672

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/ Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 5B6-3682

To share 1 bedroom Southwood Apt.

151 ^ month call 256-6340

SERVICES

Typing. Copies. Binding Pickup and
delivery avail. 413-772-0094 anytinw

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeset reeuma.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 106 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPING. Papers, cases, resumes^ letters.

IBM Seiectric $1/pg. Nancy 549-6082

TO SUBLET

Room to sublet in a two bedroom apt in

Northwood Sunderlend leave message

546-1493

TRAVEL

Ft. Lsudardals $176 rd trip from JFK $225

from Boston. Wicked Limited call Mike

549-7676

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing. Dan.^Smith,

^ North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

GIsss fish tsnk 10 gallons or more with

cover Cindy 546-7988

Dissartations,

acceptance quaranteed,

rates, 564-7924 Nancy

Papers,
on-campus. low

WRITTEN MATERIAL
WANTED

MOi WAMTioT

ThufsdMror
VaHt.

to #taf% cai An-

Tbs Commuter Area Govammant is

•king written articias, fiction, non-fiction,

poetry, black Er wfute drawings etc. for its

newsletter to be printed in April.

Undergrade living off campus are urged to

submit ihalr wodi. The CAG wi daoida

what is uaad b wW fatum ai originali. Tl«a

iwalanar li rwaWad to off

_.jdsfiis. Sana matanai lo

Ams Oast «M sua 6-214S

jurLUXX-La L I

--
I

'" ..>»>* iwm w n^tmiMm^»0t^Mt^A0^i^mmfi*t^nt^ m0m^t

• * • a •
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Owls too tough forUMass, 6546
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

At least University of Massachusetts

basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen knows why

his team lost.

"When you shoot as bad as we did you're

going to lose against even a lousy team,

unfortunately for us Temple is a great

team," sighed the beleagured coach after

the Minutemen dropped their third in a row

with a 65-46 rout to the nationally -ranked

status- seeking Owls last night in the Cage.

Temple showed how great they are in the

first half, shooting 70 percent while

sprinting out to a 17-2 lead as the mason-

like Minutemen opened up with 1 of 11

shooting from the floor.

"I don't think we played awesome defense

in the first half, we were fair. They just

didn't hit any inside shots, and they were

pretty easy cr.es," explained Temple

mentor Don Chaney. whose team is now 22-

3 overall and finishing off their Atlantic 10

regular season championship with a un

marked 16—0 record.

UMass couldn't have looked any worse in

the first half. The 11 14 Minutemen shot a

pitiful 10 of 29 from the field, led by John

Hempel's uncharacteristic 3 of 12. As

Temple all American Terence Stansbury

was scoring 17 of his game high 19 in the

half UMass was continually bricking them

up.

Layups by Hempel. and Horace Neysmith

flew harmlessly off the glass, outside bombs

by Donald Russell. Edwin Green and Carl

Smith clanked off the rim. "We were off,

they were on, it's as simple as that." said

Neysmith.

The Minutemen scored the first points of

the game, a 12 footer by Smith, but the

NCAA bound Owls scored the next 17 until

Bobby Braun scored on a goaltending call.

They didn't put the ball into the hole again

until Horace nailed a fine dunk at the 7:38

mark to make it 24-4. Hempel finaUy hit a

jumper, he had eight first half points, but

the over nine straight minutes UMass went

without scoring in the half against a Top 20

team like Temple, killed them.

Despite the 40-22 halftime deficit the

Minutemen kept their tenacity, they played

outstanding defense in the beginning of the

second 20 minutes, not allowing a Temple

basket until the 16:41 mark, and then not

giving up another score until the 9:45 point

on a Granger Hall free throw. UMass ran

off a 8-2 streak to cut the lead to 42-30. as

Temple left their shooting touch in the

locker room for the half, going a terrible 7

of 25 from the floor.

The run developed into a 12-4 streak that

made it 44 34 with 12:14 to go and the

capacity crowd of 4.200 was up and

screaming. Stansbury had disappeared,

UMass was crashing the boards and playing

defense, maybe, just maybe there was still

a chance.

Two key travelling calls, another couple of

missed layups. and poor shot selection

killed off any chances for UMass however.

Center Colin McNish. Hall, and guard Jim

McLoughlin scored important hoops to nail

the coffin shut on UMass. Two Pete

Aguilar free throws with 3:43 left made it

60-44 and it was game time.

Hall had 15 points for Temple. McNish and

McloughUn had 12 each. For UMass, now 6-

10 in the league, Hempel had 12, Russell 10,

Green 8 and Carl Smith and Neysmith. 6.

The only real highlight in the game came

at the 17:05 mark of the second half when

Smith dished off to Russell for a jumper in

the process getting his 174th assist, tieing

the UMass record set by the late Alex

Eldridge. He finished with eight handouts

for the game. He also has the A-10 record.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: The loss

was only the Minutemen's second at home

this year, they're 9-2 in the Cage. UMass

outrebounded Temple 37-34. but were

guilty of 16 turnovers.

The West Virginia game was the first

Neysmith missed as a collegian.

Track teams finish 4th and
7th at N.E. Qiampionships

By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's indoor track squads cap-

tured fourth and seventh place respec-

tively at the New England Championships

held in Boston this past weekend.

The Minutemen got off to a great start

Friday, the first of two days of non-stop

action at host Boston University. Todd

Johnson grabbed third-place in the

Pentathlon, setting a school record as he

finished with 3,514 points.

Jerry Espinosa. seeded tenth, finished a

surprising sixth in the grueling five-event

contest and the rest of the team seemed to

feel a spark as they turned in some quick

qualifying times for the next day's finals.

John Keelan grabbed the championship

and a new UMass record, with a quick

2:10.50 in the 1.000 meters Saturday.

Brian Osborne tied a school record as he

grabbed the second spot in the 600 and

Ted White was just shy of a record as he

took third place in the 800 meters.

The distance medley relay team of Paul

Sunislawzyk, John Lynch. Rawle

Crichlow. and Jack Marinelli. a young

group of freshmen and sophomores, ran

together for the first time and all had

John Keelan

Leah Loftis

"great runs" according to Coach Ken

O'Brien. The group finished fifth, only

about one second shy of third-place Boston

College.

"The season has been a good one," said

O'Brien, noting that he'll be discussing

strategy today for the upcoming IC4A's

scheduled for the upcoming weekend at

Princeton.

Meanwhile at Boston College, site of the

women's championships, junior Leah

Loftis was helping power the UMass team

to a seventh-place showing out of more

than 30 schools.

Loftis was the only champion repeater

from last year's meet as she again

sprinted away from the field in the 400

meter dash; her time of 57.61 is a new

UMass record.

Loftis also figured in the championship

1600 meter relay team with Susan Bird,

Barbara Cullinan, and Susan Goldstein

which set a school-record of 3:56.80 as

they finished a full three seconds ahead of

the nearest competitor.

Sophomore Liz Patterson continued her

consistent performing as she finished

fourth in the shot put to add to the UMass

points.

Hard luck struck freshman Kayla

Morrison as she false-started in the 55

meter and the 200 and was disqualified.

Collegiaa photo bjr D»Ti«l P. De^bw

Temple standout Terence SUnsbury finds himself in traffic between

UMass Edwin Green and Carl Smith.

Mmutemen defeat Temple

andwin N.E. Invitational

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team capped off a very strange

weekend with a win over Temple on

Saturday and capturing first place in the

15th annual New England Conference

Invitational Championships in Burlington,

Vermont on Sunday.

The Minutemen did not have one of their

better performances in their 247.80-244.90
'

victory over Temple in PhUadelphia, and it

was due to some strange happenings in the

gym.
"A lot of weird things happened," said

Bert Mathieson. "We had people falling off

on things that they never fall off of. With

Jim (Corbett) slipping out of bounds (on

floor), Willie (Stevens) missing the high bar

on his mount, me ripping off high bar at the

end of one of my best performances and Phil

(Gorgone) ripping off rings, it was weird."

Joe Demarco captured first in the floor

exercises for UMass with a 9.2 performance

which included two double back somer-

saults. Bobby Fleming, who won the aU

around with a 52.70, took second for

Temple with a 9.05 routine, and the

Minutemen's Stevens (9.0) placed third.

Although Temple won the floor evenl

44.00-43.45. UMass pulled ahead for good

after the pommel horse event with fine

performances from Mathieson (second.

9.05) and Ken Dougherty (third. 9.0).

Mathieson. who placed second in the all

around with 51.8. won the rings event with

a 9.0. Temple's Fleming mastered the

vaulting and high bar events with no

problems scoring a 9.55 on each event.

Corbett (9.05) had a fine performance

placing third in the vaulting event doing a

layout tsukara. and Stevens won second

with a clean 9.2 high bar performance.

UMass scored a 250.05 team total on

Sunday on its way to dominating the other

six teams at the invitational. The

Minutemen came away with 14 individual

awards including a UMass sweep of the

high bar event.

Mathieson, who placed in four of the six

events, captured the all around title with a

52.95 total. Stevens took third place with a

49.55 behind Lowell's John Knowles who
had a 51.35 total.

UMass, which won five of the events as a

team and tied Lowell for first place on the

vaulting event, had first place finishers in

four of the six events.

Knowles won the floor exercises with a 9.4

score, while Corbett (9.2) and Stevens

(9.05) placed second and third respectively.

Dougherty, who Mathieson felt was a little

underscored, recorded a 9.15 score on his

way to winning the pommel horse event.

Mark Quevillon and Knowles tied for

second place with an 8.5 while Mathieeon

finished third with an 8.45.

Mathieson came back to win the rings

event with a 9.05 score. Stevens placed

third on the vaulting event with an 8.75. In

the parallel bars event, Mathieson took first

again (9.0) and Dougherty placed third with

an 8.0.

The high bar was a clean sweep as Tony

Sbarra (9.3) and Mathieson (9.3) tied for

first and Stevens came in the second spot

with an 8.45.

The Minutemen will take a well deserved

rest until Saturday when they travel to

Springfield for their final battle until the

Championships.

Hart stuns Mondale in New Hampshire primary
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Sen. Gary Hart upset Walter F.

Mondale yesterday in the lead-off New Hampshire

primary, strippingaway Mondale's credentials as un-

disputed front-runner andleaving six rivals to struggle for

survival in the Democratic presidential race.

"Many people thought, including the front-runner, that

this campaign would be over tonight," a jubilant Hart told

supporters in Manchester. "This campaign just begins

tonight."

The Colorado senator said, "New Hampshire voters are

cantankerous, they're independent, they make up their

own minds. They're also smart." Mondale had been

heavily favored, but saw his lead fade away over the

weekend.
Hart wasn't ready to claim the front-runners mantle, but

drew cheers when he declared: "Tonight we buried the

label, darkhorse.' " He was picking up 40 percent of

Mondale. John Glenn was a far-away third.

Mondale congratulated Hart, said "Sometimes a cold

shower is good for you," and speculated that voters "didn't

want the debate to end." Glenn said the results here

"pierce that balloon of inevitabUity" that Mondale would

win the nomination.

Mondale vowed to "redouble his efforts" and said he

remained confident.

'I have won one, I have lost one," he said. "I am ready to

contest every primary. I am ready to run this race and

win."

Hart's margin stunned even his staff. He carried more

than 75 cities and towns, far more than Mondale. He held

the lead in Manchester, a city with a large union vote that

Mondale had hoped to claim for his own.

Worse for Mondale was the fact that since 1952, no one

has even won the presidency while losing his party

prirrmry here.
i j j

Glenn was running third. Others on the ballot mcluded

Sens. Alan Cranston and Ernest HoUings, former Sen.

George McGovern, the Rev. Jesse Jackson and former

Florida Gov. Reubin Askew.

Of the also-rans, only Cranston and Agnew declmed to

say they would continue their campaigns. Cranston

scheduled a news conference for early Wednesday and

aides spread word that he is determined to seek a new

term in the Senate.

Glenn conceded disappointment but he said Hart was

"more limited in the South," where the next set of

primaries are scheduled March 13.
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UNDERCOVER—Students walk amidst the snow and slush from

yesterdays winter storm. ^^^^

Financial aid deadline here
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Students seeking financial aid at the

University of Massachusetts have a variety

of places to turn to, but must apply by

tomorrow, according to Arthur Jackson,

financial aid director.

UMass offers for full-time students in a

degree program, toans, work study and

grants with most aid (50 percent) coming by

loan.

Through the various departments there

are merit scholarships available and in-

coming high school students can apply for

Chancellor's talent awards.

Late applicants after tomorrow will not be

considered until October.

"Sixty-four percent of UMass students

receive some type of assistance." said

Jacksop. There is $54 million given out

through loans, working programs (in-

cluding workstudy jobs) and student

employment (non-workstudy jobs). Jackson

said.

UMass frats fate stiffer

academic standards
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Inter-

fraternity Council passed measures last

night to upgrade their academic reputation.

A proposal requiring fraternities to

maintain an overall grade point average of

at least 2.25 or face sanctions, passed the

council by a vote of 20 to 6 after limited

debate.

The measure stipulates that if the overall

grade point average of a fraternity drops

below 2.25 for one semester its members

will receive tutoring.

If the average stays below 2.25 for two

semesters, the fraternity will lose in-

tramural sports rights. After three con-

secutive semesters below the minimum

grade point average, the measure states

that the fraternity's charter will be revoked

by the Greek Affairs Office.

A second measure, to fine any fraternity

$25 for each pledge they accept who is not

in good academic standing, passed by a vote

of 17 to 7.

While some council members opposed the

measure as possibly discouraging students

from pledging to fraternities, the consensus

was the measure will attract more and

better students to fraternities, and force

houses to pay closer attention to the

academic welfare of their pledges.

"This helps houses assume responsibility

for pledges," said council treasurer Nick

Katsoulis. "It's not limiting pledges,

because if they get (a cumulative average)

below 2.0 for two semesters they're gone

anyway."
Council president Greg Andonian said the

measures will help change the way UMass
perceives fraternities' attitudes toward

academics.

"We're trying to change the Greek system

from being a joke," Andonian said.

Pointing out that the average cume of

Greek houses is about 2.6, Andonian said,

"There's no reason why 48 guys in a house

can't help a pledge get over a 2.0."

The council also unanimously rejected a

Greek Affairs Office proposal to require

people running for president of a fraternity

chapter or a council office to have a grade

point average of 2.5 of better.

"Grades and leadership ability have

nothing to do with each other," said Jud

Walton, Secretary of the Council. A
fraternity ought to decide for itself who
should lead it, Walton said.

Leap yearhops overtoday

The University will give 15,400 students

some sort of financial aid. "There are no

great increases or decreases (in financial

aid)" Jackson said. "There is a slight rise in

the work study fund."

The financial aid office encoiu'ages as

many students as iK>ssible to apply. An
applicant must be a citizen, a permanent
resident, or a refugee on a visa.

"The major variable (for aid) is gross

family income, number of dependents in the

family and the number of children in

college," Jackson said.

No financial aid forms will be accepted

without a tax statement by the applicant's

parent(s).

"There has been an emphasis on loans and

working programs, and a deemphasis on

grant programs," said Jackson. "I think

this is in the wrong direction."

Students Advocating Financial Assistance

(SAFA) Ls a professionally trained lobbying

^oup at UMass, said David Rego. a

member of the group. SAFA has gone; to

continmd on page 15

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Today is February 29, not March 1, and

that means another leap year has rolled

around.
Superstition has it that leap year is one

day when women propose marriage to men,

and in Folklore history it is a very

dangerous day for men. although some men

may feel differently, said University of

Massachusetts classics professor Edward

Phinney.

Every four years an extra day is added

onto the month of February to lengthen the

year. This practice was started during the

Renaissance period in the 16th century.

Phinney said.

The old Julian (Roman) year was 365 and

one quarter day long, and in the Middle

Ages people started discovering that their

planting and harvesting wasn't coming out

correct—they were planting too soon. So

when people became aware of this, they

added the extra day to keep the calendar in

phase with the sun, Phinney said.

The day may confuse some people with

their dates and appointments, as revealed

in a random poU taken in the Campus
Center yesterday where many students did

not even realize today was not March 1.

"There's enough things going on in this

place to bother you," said student Robert

Barnicle. "(Leap year) gives this place an

extra day to get to you."

Inside;
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Big Dan's rape trial continues p.2

Area women's groups link pornography to violence p.

3

Women's Ski Team wins two races p.20

Th£ voters apparently didn 't want the debate to end.

"

—Walter Mondale
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Scandinavian jumbo jet

slips off airportrunway
NEW YORK (AP) — A Scandinavian Airlines jumbo jet

carrying 177 people skidded off a Kennedy Airport runway
while landing in light rain and fog yesterday, and came to

rest in a 12-foot-deep creek. Authorities said a dozen

people suffered minor injuries.

Some passengers were forced to jump from a door into

the water, where they swam to safety, according to Tom
Young, spokesman for the Port Authority of New York and

New Jersey, operator of the airport.

Others, he said escaped by jumping down chutes, and still

others walked on a wing a climbed down a ladder.

Young said the DC- 10 jetliner ended submerged up to its

engines in water as deep as 12 feet after the accident at

4:15 p.m.

Sal lavaroni, assistant chief of operations at the airport,

had said earlier that no emergency evacuation was
necessary.

Young said the plane was carrying 163 passengers and a

crew of 14 on a flight from Stockholm via Oslo.

There were no reports of serious inuries. Twelve people

were taken to the airport medical center for treatment of

cuts and bruises or exposure, center director Dr. Leon

Star said. Two other people with bad hearts were taken to

Peninsula General Hospital for observation. Star said.

Young said the remaining passengers were taken to a

lounge on the third floor of the airport's west wing, where

they were being processed by customs officials.

Herb Bauer, spokesman for the airline, said the cause of

the accident "was most likely hydroplaning"—skidding on

the wet surface.

L#' !•'' ••••ai

END OF THE LINE—A Scandinavian Airlines DC-
skidding off the runway on landing at New York's

Student minority skills falling as others increase
BOSTON (AP) - Ninety-two percent of Massachusetts

students tested last year met local standards in basic skills,

but a report released Tuesday found that a dispropor-

tionate numbers of minorities failed.

"The test results," Education Commissioner John H.

Lawson said, "represent an overall increase in the per-

centages of students meeting local basic skills standards."

But the report to the state Board of Education on the
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third year of basic skills testing also said the findings

"document a persistent situation of excessive numbers of

black and Hispanic students either failing to meet stan-

dards or simply not being tested."

Overall, the report said two out of every 10 black and

Hispanic students did not meet basic skill standards, while

less than one out of 10 white students failed to meet

standards.

The gap between the numbers of whites and minorities

meeting minimum standards ranged as high as 21 percent

in reading at the secondary level, according to the report.

The report itself offered no explanation for the different

achievement records, but it did note the difference bet-

ween white and minority scores was smaller last year than

the two previous years of testing.

"There were gains made by black and Hispanic

students," Allan S. Hartman, department research direc-

tor, said after presenting the rep>ort to the board.
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10 rests with its nose in the water of a creek after

Kennedy Airport yesterday.

Big Dan's victim takes

the stand again

FALL RIVER, MA. (AP) - Saying that "everybody who
was in there was guilty," a young woman Tuesday iden-

tified two men she said took turns raping her on a pool

table whUe others in a barromm cheered.

The 22 year-old woman, who spent her third day on the

witness stand Tuesday, also denied she had reported she

had been raped on July 1981, a year and a half before she

allegedly was attacked in Big Dan's, a bar in New Bedford.

Testifying under cross-examination in a morning trial, the

woman said two men who took turns raping her on March

6, 1983, were being tried in an afternoon trial.

"I don't know him by name. He's one of the people in the

other trial," she said, of one man she said raped her. She

later said a second man who raped her is also on trial in the

afternoon.

Daniel Silvia and Joseph Vieira, both 27, are being tried

on charges of aggravated rape in the afternoon session.

Four other men, Victor Raposo, John Cordeiro, Virgilio

Medeiros and Jose Medeiros are being tried in a separate

morning session. The Medeiros men are not related.

The trials were split to avoid the possibility of co-

defendants testifying against each other in the same trial.

In previous testimony the woman identified Cordeiro as a

man who tried to force her to perform oral sex.

But under questioning by defense attorney Judith Lin-

dahl. the woman did not identify defendant Victor Raposo

as one of the men who held her or forced her to engage in

sex.

Instead, the woman said Raposo leaned over to talk to her

while she fought with other men holding her on a pool

table.

"Did he say, "Don't yell and they won't you," asked Ms.

Lindahl.

"Yes," said the witness. Here is what the victim has said

about the defendants during the trial:

-She identified two defendants being tried in the af-

ternoon session, Silvia and Vieira, as the two men who
took turns raping her on a barroom pool table.

The Black Students' Alliance of Smith College

presents an evening of contemporary jazz

featuring

In Concert

Phyllis Hyman
and Special Guest

Roy Ayers

Friday, March 2, 1984 - 8 pm
John M. Greene Hall

pickets: $5.00 Smith, $6.00 Students wTId,
^ $8.00 Non-Students, $10.00 at door

On Sale At: Seelye Basement-Smith College • Main Street Records-

Northampton • For the Record (in Faces)-Amherst • Main Music-

Springfield • all Strawberry Record locations

Further Information: 413/584-2700, X2153
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The dreariness from yesterdays snow and rain storm as seen from

behind a window.

By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Some feminist and women's groups in

the five-college area said there is a connec-

tion between pornography and violence

against women, and that there is statistical

data to prove it.

In January 1983, Hustler nnagazine, one

of the nation's leading pornographic

magazines, featured a photo-essay entitled

"Dirty Pool." The "essay" depicted a

young waitress being sexually harassed in

a working men's bar by a "leather-clad pool

shark" while other men watched. In the

following photographs, the waitresses'

clothes were ripped off of her and she was

pinned on a pool table while three men pro-

bed "her most private parts."

Three months after the Hiuttler "Dirty

Pool" issue came out, a 21 year-old woman
was allegedly gang-raped on a pool table by

six men in a New Bedford barroom while

customers stood by and cheered.

Kathleen Engel, co-coordinator of the

Woman's Forum Against Media Violence

operating from Northampton, said the

"Hustler spread was condoning violence

against women."
"Because pornography is so prolific and

mainstream, it sends a message to men

that violence against women is okay," she

said.

Engel said Hustler, which has a monthly

circulation of 2 million and annual profits

of approximately 30 million, is the "worst"

pornographic magazine and also the most

"honest."

"Hustler" doesn't pretend to be anything

but a dirty, violent magazine," she said.

But "Pfay6oj/ pretends to be clean sex. It's

as dangerous as Hustler and it runs a lot of

incest cartoons, and advertisements show-

ing children as sexual objects," she said.

While there is no direct proof the six men
accused of gang-raping the New Bedford

woman were influenced by Hustler's

January issue, studies indicate connections

between rape and violence and por-

nography, a 4.5 billion dollar industry.

S.E. Chase, a junior who is interning

with the Women's Issues Team and the

Everywomen's Center at the University of

Massachusetts this semester, said a 1979

UCLA study indicated that men who view-

ed pornographic movies were more likely

to commit acts of violence against women
than men who viewed erotica.

The Women's Forum Against Media

Violence defines erotica as sexuality that is

mutually pleasurable while pornography

shows one persons' pleasures as someone

elses humiliation and pain.

Chase said in the study, two groups of

college men were shown movies involving

erotica, but no violence, and another group

viewed movies in which men committed

violent acts against women and were even-

tually rewarded with the victim's affection.

People "are getting messages that

violence is okay and that women are

available for men's use" she said.

"A lot of men's magazine's show men
beating and raping the woman and the

woman is enjoying it. This reinforces the

myth that women enjoy rape and bring it

upon themselves," she said.^

Chase said many times, pornographic

photos or movies don't actually show a

man's presence but readers and viewers

know he is there.

"You can have a woman thrown down in

an alley with her dress ripped and blood on

her body. It's going to give the message

that someone has violated the woman's
body and that she's been assaulted."

Mail-in registration bill urged Senate grantslobbying funds
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Voter

Registration Coalition this week will at-

tempt to generate support for a bill in the

Massachusetts legislature that would allow

voters to register by mail.

The mail-in voter registration bill would

permit voters to register by mailing an af-

fadavit to the registrar and provide an

alternative to the current process which re-

quires registration in the presence of a

registrar.

"Registering to vote should be as easy as

registering for the draft," said Jay

Holland, coordinator for UMass Big Vote

'84, a voter registration coalition that in-

cludes such members as the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG) the public policy committee of

the Undergraduate Student Senate. The

coalition has been endorsed by "virtually

every RSO group," Holland said.

Post cards urging state representatives

to vote in favor of the bill will be available

at the MassPIRG table on the campus

center concourse.

"Right now, Massachusetts has some of

the most antiquitated voter registration

laws in the country," Holland said.

Opponents of the bill have voiced fear of

increased cost and voter registration fraud,

but "latest surveys have shown absolutely

no increase in fraud in 21 states that have

mail-in voter registration."

Holland said that voter registration by

mail is "proven effective to increase

registration . . .the only rise in cost would

be for mailing notices to people not appear

ing on street lists."

Holland called attention to the statistic of

"over 55 million people in the country

unregistered," with "one third of those

between the ages of 18 and 24."

Holland said that the voter registration

coalition registered over 3200 UMass

students in the recent voter registration

drive, but expressed concern about pro-

blems convincing those registered to ac-

tually vote.

"Reagan won Massachusetts by 2700

votes in 1980," Holland said "If the people

that we registered to vote on this campus

alone had voted, he would have lost

Massachusetts."

"Students have to stop complaining and

act," he saki, "and by act, I mean vote."

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate last night ap-

proved a funding request by the UMass
Peacemakers, a Registered Student

Organization which will be sending 21

students to Washington D.C. on March 7 to

lobby on behalf of the Nuclear Freeze

Movement.

The students will attend a special day-long

program to lobby their senators and

representatives in small meetings and will

also attend a short rally in front of the

Capital.

The senate was addressed by Charles

Carroll of the Peacemakers who requested

$100 to cover bus rental for the trip.

Carroll said he wUI also request frunds from

the Student Government Association.

"We would like to keep the bus fee for

students around $20 and even go below that

figure, if possible," Carroll said.

Students from other area colleges will also

be traveling on the bus, Carroll added.

Students will lobby Senators Paul Tsongas

and Edward Kennedy, but will concentrate

their efforts on Rep. Silvio Conte (R-MA).

according to Carroll.

"We will speak with Tsongas and Ken-

nedy, but they both already support the

freeze. We'll concentrate on Conte, who

has been known to flip back and forth on

some issues," he said.

"Conte does have a history of listening to

his constituents though, so we hope to make

an impression on him.

"This is a special day for students to meet

with their senators and representatives,

and talk with them about the neclear freeze

in small group interviews," Carroll said.

Carroll also said a fairly new facet of the

nuclear freeze issue, a ban on the testing

and deployment of space weapons, is

another issue students will speak to their

representatives about.

In other senate business, the senate waa

addressed by Jim Monroe of the UMass
Outing Club, who explained that the club

furnishes all equipment for participation on

outings organized by members of the club,

and also rents out equipment to individual

students. Membership is five dollars for

students.

Selectboard calmsPVTA dispute
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Agitation expressed by the Amherst Selectboard about

the possibility that the Pioneer VaUey Transit Authority

(PVTA) might fund the new "shoppers shuttle" and thus

compete with the existing Bay Road and Cushman ex-

tension routes, has subsided.

James Lindstrom, Amherst director of Administration

and Planning, raised opposition to the potential in-

corporation of the shuttle into the PVTA system in a memo

two days after the shuttle began running.

Selectboard Chair Edith WUkinson said the town should

have been notified of the University Transit Advisory

Board's (TAB) plans to fund the service since the Selec-

tboard must approve aU routes that run through Amherst.

The University lies within those borders, she said.

"The service itself is a relatively harmless one." since it is

not funded by the town now, Lindstrom said. "But it had

future implication," he said.

The Selectboard was dismayed over the possibility that

PVTA money which might be available for me bay rtoad

(which the town now pays for) and the Cushman extension

service could be diverted into subsidizing the shuttle.

The lack of consultation with the town highbghted

deficiencies in the way route changes are handled, Lm-

dstrom said. „ t-v i r- ^-n

In a letter to Amherst Town Manger Barry Del CastiUo.

BUI Barrett director of Transportation and Parking at

UMass suggested that a town representative sit on the

TAB to avoid future communication problems.

"Any implication that the University is circumventing the

town is misleading," Barrett said. If the shuttle were

incorporated into the PVTA system, it would compete with

new routes for funding, he said.

Since the shuttle has been implemented on an ex-

perimental basis Del Castillo said, "I don't think the town

is of any mind to discontinue that (the shuttle) now. We'll

see how the experiment works."

Tom Ahem, Student Government Association co-

president, said the Selectboard's fears were unfounded

because "the bus is totally funded by student fees."

"We didn't consult the town because this is purely ex-

perimental," he said.

If the shuttle continues after the end of this semester,

funding for the service wUl be provided either by asking

students to pay an additional fee or by cutting university

routes such as the campus shuttle between classes or the

Orchard HDl run, Ahern said.

Ahem said he hopes to have a questionnaire and a

referendum concerning university bus routes on the SGA
presidential ballot.

There was a discrepancy of $2,300 in operating costs for

the shuttle. Lindstrom calculated a figure of $3,000 to

implement the service for one year while Ahern cited a

figure of $700 to run the shuttle for the trial period which

ends on May 17.

Collcfian photo b; Andy Heller

Japheth Dzivbeh, 12, of Florence works on

his display at the Annual meeting of the

Amherst Model Railway Society held last

weekend in Springfield.
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Racquetbali Racquets

Racquetfoali Balls

Racquetbali Gloves

'^f^^ Racquett>all Glasses

SCERA and SGA offices

haven't proposed budgets yet

Collegian 5

Ate) avaBabte ^^

Sport CJotMng

Sport Bag* N I

, Headbands i , jenpi, Acceasories
' Wristbands ,/ Begkatball, Soccer

^ Whistiea '^ Football. Baseball

Fnsbeas,

Swimming Accassoriaa

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Staff

Several student organizations, including

the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA) and the

Student Government Association (SGA)

president's office, have failed to turn in

budget proposals on time, according to the

SGA treasurer's office.

Treasurer Eric Nitzche said that the

groups failed to submit a budget proposal as

of last week, and the official deadline was

December 22nd of last year.

Groups not submitting a budget proposal

prior to the deadline can petition the budget

committee for an extension, according to

Nitzche.

"It happens every year," he said. "They

can petition the budget committee for an

extension. ..it's up to the budget committee

to decide."

Budget Committee Chair Joe Sparks

agreed that the committee does grant

extensions and said the larger campus
groups are all but guaranteed them.

"Some things you know you're going to

fund, there's no way that we can say that

we're not going to fund SCERA," he said.

'Tm not particularly happy about it (late

proposals) but we generally don't mind if it

doesn't hurt the overall budget process,"

Sparks said.

Both Sparks and Nitzche agreed that

SCERA had given valid reasons for their

request for an extension, saying that the

group has reorganized and could not submit

a budget until they decided how their

organization would be changed in fiscal year

1985.

The SGA president's office has not yet

turned in a budget proposal but will

probably do so by Monday, said SGA co-

president Tom Ahern

.

"It's not like I'm turning it in late, we were

granted an extension by the old chair," he

said.

Sparks confirmed that he is honoring

extensions granted by the former budget

chair.

"I don't think it would be fair of me to deny

extensions if groups were told that they

would be pven extensions," he said.

Hearings to determine budget allocations

will begin Sunday evening at 7:30 p.m. and

will be held Sunday and Monday nights

until completed.

Student Escort Service

back in ushering business
By TERESA QUIRION
Collegian Correspondent

The escort service at the University of

Massachusetts is again functioning this

semester, to provide a measure of safety

for students on campus faced with walking

alone at night.

Students seeking an escort may call the

Student Security Office at 545-2123 bet-

ween 7 p.m. and 1 a.m. Sunday through

Saturday. When a call is received, the

escort on duty meets the student and ac-

companies her or him to any destination on

campus.
"We receive between five and eight calls

on a given evening," said Carol Radzik,

student security coordinator.

According to the Department of Public

Safety, use of the escort service has in-

creased its formation last October. "The
university community has expressed a

desire for this kind of service and it is our

responsibility to provide it," said Gerald

O'Neill director of Public Safety.

"We are very pleased with the service,

and in my opinion the escorts are doing an

excellent job," O'Neill added.

Seminar
Division of Public Health

Speaker:

Dr. Anthony V. Colucci, President

Colucci & Associates, Inc.

Morgan Hill, California

Assistant Director for the Center for

Environmental Risk Assessment

University of California at Northridge

Topic:

"Pulmonary Response of Human Subjects

to Inhaled Ozone and Sulfur Dioxide:

Exercising Normals, Asthmatics 6f Athletes"

Date: Wednesday, February 29, 1984

Time: 3:00 PM
Place: Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1984 GRADUATES! ^

YEARBOOK
PORTRAITS
will be taken on

Tues. Feb. 21 - Wed. March 14

in 177 CC
from 9 am to noon and 1-5 pm

Mon & Wed - Fri

Tues from noon - 4 pm & 5 - 9 pm
For appointment call

545-0848 or 545-2874

;* or sign up in the Index Office

103 CC
Please bring a $5. sitting fee

>#**»***»»**'< »»**»**»»###»»»»»»#*i»»»*#»»#»»»**»»»#*i

Thirsty for news?

Read the Collegian

ESWEST

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 19 - 26

Vail
COLORADO

INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers
7 Nights Luxury Hotel (pods, jacuzzi & sauna)

5 Day Lift Ticket (good for Beaver Creek £r Vail)

ONLY $569 tax included

DEADLINE MARCH 2
For More Info 545-3437

NETWORDS
Word Processing

Typing

Professional

Er Personal

Bulk Mall Advertising

Paula M. Lipkin

Linda G. Rosen

(413) 323-4716

Now's the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

C

Ea^rt wpm\T% U
r««*ndltl«iilng.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

549-2660 J,J

EXTRA
VOL. 30

Special Edition Pliiiibley's Times
Downtown Amherst 253-9586

Sadie Hawkins Night? Only Once Every Four Years I

Sadie Hawkins Night or

Bachelors day Wed.
February 29. This is one

day of immunity for un-

married men during leap

year, a year during which
bachelors are traditional-

ly regarded as ''fair

game'' for dates and pro-

posals of marriage by

women. Ladies take ad-

vantage. Invite that man
to dinner and take advan-

tage of Plumbley's 99^

dinner speciaL Or bring

them in to Webster's

Lounge for your night.

On this night only men
may also take part in

Ladies Night with 99^

bar drinks including

Plumbley's Famous
Frozen Libations pro-

viding you buy it for

them.

99^ Dinners Still A
Smash Hit

This unbelievable special runs

Monday's thru Thursday's from

5-9:30 pm. Choose from one of

our special entree's for $9.95

receive the second for just 99^
February special entree's are

still available call for items.

March entree's begin Monday
and they are:

• Broiled New York Sirloin

w/sauce Choron
• Chicken Chausseur
• Baked Bluefish Bella Vista

• Baked Filet of Scrod Mornay

All dinners include salad, bread

& butter, and potato.

Special runs thru March 29,1984

Ladiesjg

Only. • •

Ladies Night all night

every Wednesday. All

bar drinks 99* including

our famous frozen liba-

tions of Pina Colada,

Strawberry Daiquiri, and

frozen Margueritas. Only
99^ from 7:00 - closing.

Have You Heard of ^
Plumbley's Rib-Tickling Prices?>?^

Prime Rib Dinner $7.25 served every Sunday in

March from 3:00 - 9:30. Fresh Cut Prime Rib with

potato, salad, bread and butter. PLUS. . .Your 2nd

Cut of Prime Rib is only $4 more* and your 3rd is

still only $4 more*
* Served per person only.

Now is the time to feast upon a sunerb dinner at

Plumbley's: M-m-m-mouth-watering prime rib! We
invite you to savor tlie succulence of this choice cut

of beef. . .expertly prepared to delight your personal

fancy. Whether you prefer its richness rare, medium

rare, medium or well-done, Plumbley's prime rib of-

fers you a wealth of extraordinary taste. . .at an ap-

petizingly affordable price. Join us for a slice (or

more) of the good life!

And Not To
Discriminate

Against You
Gentlemen. . .

Thursday Night is your

night. Bass Ale and
Heineken 99* Molson
Golden, Miller Light,

Budweiser, and
Michelob all just 75' All

night 7:00 - closing.

Thursday, March 1,

Thursday, March 8, and
of course Sat. March
17th St. Pat's day are

IRISH NIGHTS with

popular local Irish Band
*Three for the Road"

CT.ASSIFIEDS
You deserve ... a Brunchday!

The best in the valley just

received 4 Star rating by 22

Alive still only $6.95 served

Sundays 10-2
;

Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-7

75' domestic drafts 50' off all

drinks light hors d'ouvres
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( Summer Jobs
\ UPWARD BOUND/
\ UMASS AMHERST
I
Positions Available:

|

3 Instructors (for CoMege Prepatory Curriculum)
j

i Counselor/Tutors (for residential component)
j

i Pick up applications at

( 205 New Africa House
Deadline: Feb. 29. 1984

^

I

Internships also available
.-.(

RENTONt
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549-2880

X

U.S. NAVY MEDICINE
MEDICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM
Arc you seeking a way to help finance your medical

school education? The NAVY has a perfect opportunity In

Its IMedlcal School Scholarship program.

BENEFITS
• Full tuition and educational fees

• $479.00 per month stipend

• Commission as a United States Naval Officer

• Internship & Residency training available

upon graduation
• Practice at one of 23 hospitals nationwide or

nine overseas locations

OBLIGATION
• A minimum of 3 years after graduation.

• 45 days of required annual active duty that

can be spent In Navy clerkships, (required,

elective, clinical or research) or at Officer

Indoctrination School.

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS
• U.S. cltiien • Excellent professional references

• Accepted to an AMA approved medkal school

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
MARCH 1, 1984

For further information, write or call:

LT. Dan Fabler

Medical Officer Program
135 Bumside Ave, Lower Level

East Hartford. Ct 16108
(203) 528-9988

h

GRADUATION NOTICE:

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speaker at Commencement '83 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Trey Williams,

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 13, 1984

h

*^ -^ " •%r V V ^r-a^

Attention

STUDENTS
The Textboox Annex will

begin returning unsold text-

books to publishers on March

19, 1984.

Be sure of your textbook re-

quirements for the remainder

of the semester to ensure that
1

<

<

i

(

<

<

(

I

(

I

I

you have the books you need.

Open Mon-Fri 9-4

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Located in the

Physical Plant Building
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VALENTINO'S
AT LA MENSA
MARKETPLACE

DOWNTOWN SPFLD.
MAIN ST.

EXIT OFF RT. 91

DANCING

WITH FINE
WINES AND
CHAMPAGNES

Your Host
Louie Fiore

Proper Attire

Requested

The Classiest Place in Springfield

Weekly Specials: |V
Sunday Monday Wednesday Thursday

3 fori
8 to 9:30

buy one

Drink get

2 Free

Ladies

Night
Free Drinks

8:30-10:00

11:30-12:00

$2 admission

for men

College

Night
$6.00

all you can drink

9:30-11:00

20 and older

Champagne
Night
4 or more

Ladies

Free Bottle

of Champagne

U^Ci

Tfnn''""'""miu>

r-K'fits iS- 2 AM
The City at your Back Door

25 minutes away Disco till 2 AMM—

WedncMUy, Febmary 29, 1984,
Collegian ^

^Financial Aid
c(mtinued from page 1

Washington D.C. and the Massachusetts statehouse to

lobby for increased financial aid to students.

"SAFA lets representatives (in the state legislatures or

Congress) know there are students who want more

financial aid," said SAFA president Cynthia Rowland.

"Legislators are becoming more aware of students," she

said.

Jackson, who has supported the group's efforts said,

"SAFA represents the best lobbying efforts that the

University has done. They support financial aid nation-

wide."

SAFA has a table in the Campus Center Concourse and is

in the process of organizing a letter drive to compliment

the various representatives on their support of financial

aid programs in the past, while asking them to pass a $44

million ^propriation for increased assistance to students

in 1965.

StolenUMass merchandise exceeds $100,000
More than $100,000 in building materials were

reported stolen from the University salvage yard Mon-

day, according to University of Massachusetts Police.

Police said the goods, including $17,000 worth of

micscellaneous electronic parts, microwave panels

valued at $5,000 and aluminim extrusions valued at

$83,220, were reported missing by the person responsi-

ble for picking up the nuiterials, which were then suppos-

ed to have been stored in Goessman laboratory. The

theft occurred between Feb. 17 and 27 and the case is

under investigation, police said.

In other police business, a motor vehicle was found

stuck in the turf near the Southwest Residential Area

maze at shortly before 9 p.m. Monday. Damage is

estimated at more than $400 and police are calling it a

case of nudicious destruction. The car was towed by

Amherst Towing Company. Police have a susp)ect and

are requesting a show cause hearing.

A mens jacket, valued at $200, was reported stolen

from a student's room in John Adams dormitory at 4:32

p.m. Monday. According to the complaintant, the room

had been left unlocked and there are no suspects.

Police arrested a 46-year-old Belchertown resident at

12:20 p.m. Feb. 24 and charged him with assault and bat-

tery. The subject allegedly pulled a knife on a man walk-

ing in the Campus Center and verbally threatened the

complaintant, police said. •. •

Police received a report of larceny from a resident in

Gorman dormitory at 12:30 p.m. Feb. 26. A gold

bracelet, watch, necklace, earrings, two gold rings, a her-

ringbone bracelet valued at $1,142 and $40 cash were

reported stolen from an unlocked room, according to thrf

complaintant. The theft occurred between 12:15 p.m|

and 12:30 p.m., police said. i
-MARY ANNE BEEN?

You Don't Have lo Wait hor
A Computer Terminal Any Longer!

uter Work at

1

I 13CI5Y SilCP I

1
COMPUTER
ACCESS
CENTER
INC.

• Reserve time in advance for your convenience
• Access to Umass Cyber
• Instant Printouts
• Reasonable Hourly Rates
• Complete Word Processing Systems available

Call Now!! 256-1213
79 S. Pleasant St., Amherst. MA

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm
Sunday 10 am to 6 pm

I

I

I

I

I

at NOPE
is now open 15 more hours per week

M-F 7:30 - 9:00

"NEW 11 -3 PM NEW"
4-6 PM
7-9 PM

Sat 1 - 4 PM

Bring this ad in for 11% discount

You pay only $40.00 (orig 46.00)

offer good only on Wed 29 Feb - Fri 2 March

I

I

I

I

4-

i*-

4-

4-

»
4-

4-

4-

4-

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4-

4
4

I • Place: Campus Center, 165-169
4 ......

New
Developments

In Auto Marketing
• Speaker: Tom Staudt,

Marketing Manager

Chevrolet Division, GM
• Date and Time: March 1 - 7:45 P.M.

Financial Aid Form (FAF)
Application deadline

March 1, 1984
Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1984.

t

Sponsor: Marketing Department ^

;v**¥******»************** *************** ****^

^W@(8,K§

Amherst's

Microcomputing

Center

COiPllTEP SERVICE
UITH

ANO KUETIiEF
SR. TECHNICIAN.

UE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE OUR

Maintenance, Jepair ggD cfS?LprixJ

ASK us ADCLII IT-
266 No. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-5673

Mon - Sat 10 - 5

How Would You

Like to Win

A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA??

Justin Ryan's would like to send you & a

friend to Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale

(package includes: transportation & hotel for 8 days & 7 nights)

This Week

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

1 Free Chance - at the door

2 Free Chances - when you buy Guiness,

Harp or Bass Ale

Drawing will be held at Justin Ryan's Thursday Nite

sponsored by JCBTiN RmNS! Guiness/ Harp
[V "/r-.n.! •"<
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-Al
a tribute to

THE

ROLLING

STONES

Only $2.00

MAURICE UAYMONDI

UMASS SKI CLUB

Goes Down on the

PARTY BUS
Party Down the Coast

till we land in the sand

Each bus equipped with

2 Video Screens

& Dolby Sound System

m

Buses leave UMass 3/16

Buses leave The Strip 3/24

For more info 545-3437

Editor's Note

Travelagency may be cheating student vacationers
If you are planning to book a trip with Adventures in

Travel, of Westport, Connecticut which claims to be the

"world's largest operator of Bermuda College Week tours",

be extremely cautious; you may lose your money.

I am a Junior in the College of Arts and Science at Cornell

University, and had the misfortune of making a reser-

vation with Adventures in Travel for their 1983 Spring

Week Bermuda Trip.

The day after I mailed my payment in full to A.I.T., the

friends who were to accompany me and had not as yet sent

in their payments, decided not to go. I immediately

telephoned Adventures in Travel and asked if I could get

my money back if I did not go on the trip even though their

brochure stated that there would be no refunds within 30

days of departure. The woman with whom I spoke assured

me that I would have no problem receiving the full amount

of $432.00 since I had notified them before they received

my money, she also told me to write a letter confirming

what was said in our phone conversation. Three days later

I was shocked to find an airline ticket in the mail and not

my check. I immediately notified Adventures in Travel of

their mistake and was told to mail the ticket back. They

once again assured me that I would be receiving a refund

shortly, and that since there was a waiting list for my

group there would be no problem. My father caUed twice

to confirm what I had been told and he too was assured

that my money would be promptly returned.

After numerous phone calls, in which I was told that my
refund was being processed, I received a letter from the

president of Adventures in Travel sUting that the com-

mitments made by his employees were invalid and that

A.I.T. would only be willing to refund $150.00 of my
$432.00.

Had I known that I'd not get my money back I definitely

would have gone on the trip.

Needless to say, I have not accepted this unsatisfactory

offer and strongly hope that those who readthis letter will

be prudent enough to think twice before making reser-

vations with an agency that deals mainly with college

students and does not live up to its commitments.
Judi Beecher

Cornell '85

Editor's note: The author of the letter tent a copy to

A.I. T. more than two weeks ago, with a request that they

increase their offer, or else give her a complimentary

ticket. To date she hat had no reply.
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SPRING BREAK 84
Q^illington

^^ VERMONT

MARCH 18-23
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GREAT
SKIING

SUPER
SOCIAUZING

SKIING RALLY

SKI RACES

NEW ENGLAND
CLAMBAKE

AFTER-SKI
PARTIES

$
INCLUDES . . .

LODGING
5 DAYS SKIING

-ALL LIFTS

•LL YANKEE SKI WEEK
^.PECIAL ACTIVITIES

/

FIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

CONDOMINIUM
MOTEL LODGING

(your choice)

MOGUL
CONTEST

SPECIAL LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

\ AND
MORE!

INFORMATIONAL
^mi

WED.
7:00 p.m.

Feb. 29
— HAMPDEN

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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The Senate must give total support
After eight months of work, negotiation

and compromise, the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate unanimously approved its pro-

posed version of the constitution on

February 9th. Tonight that progress and

forward momentum in gaining an official-

ly recognized SGA Constitution will be

jeopardized, when a motion before the

Senate threatens to ruin it.

The moti<m will attempt to
*

'rescind the

motion to anrvend the SGA Constitution un-

til such time that the document . . . is

availablefor tabling by the Undergraduate

Student Senate to all area governments."

The senate has already sent its

negotiating team to meet with the Univer-

sity administration representatives to

finalize a mutually acceptable document,

which wiU then be approved or rejected by

the University Trustees. This will be the

first time that the administration here and

in BosUm recognizes the legitima/yy of ih£

Student Government Association and its

constitution.

The SGA negotiating team has already

met uM^ administration representatives,

and no revisions ofany consequence are ex-

pected. The document has been called "a

monumental compromise" by student

representative and SGA Treasurer Eric

Nitszche. The document ensures that stu-

dent rights will be protected through

democratic processes, and allows students

a voice in how their trust fund money is

controlled.

The motion to reject the constitution

simply because the final document hasn't

been approved by the area governments is

being made much too late. The timefor in-

ternal negotiation in the senate is over.

The task of compromising the remaining

discrepancies should be left to the

negotiating team. Any attempts to

discourage this uhll only detraetfrom stu-

dent effectiveness in protecting student em-

powerment rights already established.

The constitution and the student

representatives must have the

wholehearted support of the SG^ and the

senate, or all might be for nau^h*'.

Policy Editorials reflect the majority

ofdnim of the Collegian Board ofEditors,

US needs national security

To the Editor

Probably the most regrettable aspect of Steven B.

Cooke's recent verbal assault on the National Security Ad-

ministration is not his paucity of intelligence or his

paranoia, but the waste of good Collegian space.

It is the fashion, of course, to chastise the government

and Ronald Reagan, especially on a progressive campus.

But while it is healthy to question the actions of the

government, it is absurd to delude oneself into thinking

the United States does not need a security administration

free from the too-liberal press or radical citizens who do

not realize the ramifications of the release of certain na-

tional secrets.

To Mr. Cooke and other graduates of the Jane Fonda

School of Hypocrisy, I recommend he consider just exactly

how essential national security is, especially in light of re-

cent political crises. I also suggest he, like other America-

hating countrymen, considers just who is protecting him.

Mary Crease

Orchard Hill

Learning from the past

To the Editor,

The following is in response to Reuven Carlyle's objec-

tion to the art work present in the Campus Center. We do

not believe that the painting, which has been suddenly

thrust into question after nearly twenty years, expresses

Carlyle's opinion of racism. To the contrary, this painting

is merely an artistic interpretation of a social condition

that existed in the United States during the 1960's. More

specifically, it is symbolic of the black struggle for educa-

tional equality in a time of racism and discrimination.

If Mr. Carlyle wants to totally distort this painting to fit

his own narrow-minded views, fine. The problem with

this, however, is where to draw the line. For example,

should Huckleberry Finn and its powerful antislavery

statement be censored for its stereoty|)e<i depiction of Jim

as an ignorant, superstitious black man? Obviously not,

but to accept Mr. Carlyle's position, one would certainly

have to argue for it.

When viewing such things as art, it is necessary to take

into account the time that it represents, and its purp<^se.

In this case, the message is one of a call for educational

equality, not racism. To take this f)ainting down is to cen-

sor an accurate pf)rtrayal of the struggle towards, at least,

educational equality at UMass. If we are ever going to

overcome, it will 'never be through Mr. Carlyle's ad-

vocated censorship of reality.

Mark Rubin
Peter Duessel

Orchard Hill

Letters Policy

All letters roust be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

Who in the Senate is really pro-student?

Rad. (rad), n; 1. any member of the long-standing, de

facto-leadership of the Student Government Association

(SGA); 2. any member of the SGA who seems to me, to

have lost touch with the concerns of the full-time, resident

student, and concerns her/himself with issues that are not

relevant to University life; 3. ien wing extremist who uses

student government to further his/her own political

platform, regardless of expen!>e^

Neil McCabe

J******************************^*************^

I nave been on the Government Affairs commit Lee in the

student senate since early last semester. In that time I

have attended what seems to be countless hours of

meetings to deal with the constitution. These meetmgs

began with the "Nitzsche-SuUivan" document, which was

basically the old constitution, except for some very con

spicuous shifts of power from the President's office to the

Speaker's office. At the last minute an article deahng with

the area governments was Ucked to the back -literaUy.

The areas were never consulted.
tt • ^

The next document put forward was from the United

Areas CouncU. This group was formed in order to make

sure residential concerns were met. The UAC document

made for a drastic restructuring of student government.

The theme behind the UAC document was the creation of a

federal government as opposed to the chaotic hodge-podge

with which we were dealing. And so the meetmgs really

began.

What came out of the Government Affairs committee was

a new system from the two proposals. Then the Rads got

nervous. Maybe a fair constitution would be passed. They

had to take action fast. What they ended up doing was

calling for the constitution to be Ubled to the first week of

next semester. This, they argued, would allow the

senators all of vacation to study the draft.

Well, the Rads all gave themselves forty hour week jobs

over vacation. And one could argue that there was nothing

for them to do. I suppose out of boredom, they decided to

rewrite the constitution. When the senators returned they

were told that the Government Affairs draft was scuttled

and would not be brought back to the floor. When senators

asked for a week in order to look over the new draft; the

Rads said there wasn't enough time ("We have a deadline

you know"). But, all was not lost. Over the next weekend

the Rads got together with members of Government

Affairs, and anyone else who would show and we ham

mered things out.

The result was not great, but very good for all concerned.

In addition a new age of co-operation was at hand. When

the senate passed the constitution there was applause and

few sighs of relief. I felt good about student government

and I was proud that students could work things out in the

end. Maybe then I should have skipped the last meeting.

But, then, I had no idea of what was up. At the last

meeting SGA Speaker Chris Sullivan announced the

formation of a student negotiating team. The team, which

was comprised of Co-Presidents Tom Ahern and Charlene

Alien, Treasurer Eric Nitzsche, and Chris Sullivan was to

work things out with Whitmore. Four Rads would be

working things out with the administration. A casual

motion was made to include a representative from the

United Areas Council. The motion failed. The Rads fought;*

hard for it to fail. Maybe if residential senators didn't have-

to be full-time students a few might have stuck around.

There are a lot of maybe's.

The fighting that followed was not pretty. Soon the area

governments threatened rebellion. Orchard Hill, Nor-

theast, and Central all vetoed the new constitution.

Sylvan politely told the constitution to cool its jets. South-

west tabled the document to its issues committee for one

week (more meetings?).

Eric Nitzsche (an administrator in midst of Rads) offered

to give up his seat on the negotiations team. While ap-

preciated, it was not the same. The residential forces

wanted the respect of an equal partner; not kindness of a

sympathetic friend. The Rads finally capitulated. Mike

Bean, Southwest co-president, was nominated to be on the

negotiations team.

A constitution by Easter? Likely. But, what will the

Rads do next? Equal status for residents had to be rammed

down their throat. If it takes this much trouble to get a

little respect, what if the on-campus population has serious

concerns. Instead, slate representation, housing-meal plan

exemptions, or simply party regulations. There is a

residential agenda.

For too long the Rads have pointed to the imperfections of

the world. Now they are blind to see their abuses. We can

improve this campus. After UMass is perfect we can

change the world, if we want. Most have four years of this

place. That fact should define our priorities.
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Stop in to say Hello to your Friends
They'll be here

"""• Time-out '""°^"'

Happy Hour Daily 4-8

16 oz. Drafts 86' 16 oz. Giant Drinks

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St.

I

I

I

I

I

"UMASS SKI CLUD GOES
DOWN'»FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK '84

The CoUegUm wishesyou

For more irifo agreatspring break

Specialists for Ail

Your Travel Needs

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES
• HOTEL RESERVATIONS • TICKETRON
• CHARTER PACKAGES • CAR RENTALS

• CRUISES
• AMTRAK

Campus Center (2nd Floor)

U. of Mass, Amherst, 01003

545-0600

3y
INSTANT o<o
COPIES ""^^

ON THE TOTAL COPY SYSTEM"
from 25 to 2S.0OO p«r original

-;.o 'H vi^-" i; ^SJ

RneFhf*

AMHERST
1 Bottwooa Walk

256-01 48

-tiqn Quality Otisai Pnnimq at a Lo^. Low Pf'ce'

You can be part of

the upcoming calendars

contact theCollegian 545-3500

IDB ®v® TIPS
The Informaticn Lata Bank
and Taped Information
Phone Service have
what you need to

knov about campus
policies, events,
and schedules.
Call, or stop
by room 227
Whitmore.

service of the Dean of Students Office

MARCH CALENDAR
Sponsored by

The Mass. Daily Collegian

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY! THURSDAY RIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

SUIMARINES

C the sub
n AM TO I AH / 7 DAYS

SYRIAWsN.

33 E PLEASANT ST .
AMHERST / 549 5160

il
f,, . fM NAtlS AND GIV€ VOU AN

*///</y 'ffHf^nS nail salon

Gift Certificates Available
Nail Artistry Foot Beautification

1

M. Basketball:
Rutgers, 7:30pm
Stephanie Chase:
violin, FAC, $5

8
Chancellors Lecture

Series: Bonnie
Striclcland, psychology

dept., CCA, 8 pm "Tis

Pity She's a Whore."

Rand, 8pm Film: Lucia,

CC168

15

"Tis Pity She's a

Whore," Rand, 8pm

22

5
SWAP Board Down
Marcel Marceau. FAC,

$12, 10, 8

6 7
Film: Cabaret
Thompson 104

12 13 14

"Tl« Pity She's a

Whore," Rand, 8pm

2119 20

M. Basketball: Du-
quesne, 7:30pm W.
Lacrosse: B.U., 1pm

"Tis Pity She's a

Whore," Rand, 8pm Les

Ballets Jszz de Mon-
treal, FAC. $11, 9. 7

Film: "A Night at the

Opera"

"Tis Pity She's
Whore," Rand, 8pm

Board of Governors
l^s Vegas night

SPRING BREAK
BEGINS, HALLS
CLOSE
"Tis Pity She's a

Whore," Rand, 8pm
Grad. fees due. Prince

"Tis Pity She's a

Whore," Rand. 8pm

HALLS REOPEN

Solar Nails

Opan TuM. thru Set.

MM(:aO
TuM » tw»d m %

ViM ft M—tfchfy
> m^ AcoapMd

586-9224

Body Waxing

THE NATURAL NAIL
SpsciaUM* In wwrm oM and wd-

IV mantcurM, natural buff

mantcuraa, full Moan and (Mk

«vrapa. JuMal wrapa.

THE SCULPTUMED NAIL:

Indrvidually tculpturad naUi tof

carafraa baauty *Mrt «ha langth

and (trangth you want and tha

look ao natural or/hi you wW
kr>ow.

CLASSES RESUME
Springfield Symphony
Orchestra with Jean
Pierre Rampal, FAC.

11. 9. 7

Greek night. Biuewell

Wednesday - Saturday

Modern Times

7:15

Zelig

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

% TRADING COMPAN
In the Hampshire Mall

IF YOU NEED. . .

- A frame for your favorite picture

- A greeting card for a relative

- A black light for your dorm room
- A present for your Mom or Dad

SHOP WITH US!

GREAT VARIETY and the

LOWEST PRICES in town
greeting cards & gift wrap always ^/i price

10% OFFeverything in the store

with this ad

good thru March 7th

« I "^

i'he Collegian l*hoto

^ Department will be of

J"
faring an orientation

Q program for new

2 photographers Tonight

5 at 6:30 in Room 903 €C.
K Re a photojournalist at

New England's largest

daily college newspaper

545-3500

c For more information contact:

I Drew Ogier or Dave Deuber,

MikOit Photo Editors.

^ j^O KIWI niCOMCMINONMMTAXKOeAKCANON

AMHERST S MICROCOMPUTING CENTER

@ff!^(?yir£(fl

'^m.%

Stop by and see us for

all your computer needs.

266 Noni Piea&a'X St

ATierst MA O'OO?
4lJi 25356/j

This Week's Specials
Keri Lotion 6.5 oz 1 .99

Pantene hair dryer
traveler
Note book 129 pages
Note book 200 pages
5 subject 1 .89

Soflens 24's 6.99
Today 3.94

While Supplres LastWhile buppires

COLL
D^UG

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun

4 MAIN STREET. AMHERST Phone 2S3-2S23

The Oak Room
/^ ExtOTHJad Happy Hour

ATV 1-7 p.m.

\\ \
j ) A«C*^^ Soups, SarKlwiches

__. r-^\{^ & Light Moals

LJ LJ
I

Served daily

Entertainmgnt Fri. & Sat.

Compiimantary

Hors d'oauvros

The Hotel Northampton 584-3100

36 King St., Northempton 586-5000

£)eL3no§

Delano's Famous Twofers
Happy Hours 7 days & 7 nights

4-6 10-midnight

BE THERE
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Hypercurricula. .

.

**Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events arc asted the day before they take place except Monday

which will carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.
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CONCERT FEATURES THREE IN-
STRUMENTAL ENSEMBLES-A free

concert featuring the Brass Choir, directed

by Walter Chesnut, and the Wind Ensem-
ble and Symphony Band, both conducted
by Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr. will come to the
stage of the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

8:00 p.m. FAC Concc^ Hall

25 PLUS CLUB MEETING-Older
Students Social and meeting Wednesday in

the relaxing atmosphere '^f the Faculty

Club located behind Morrill. All interested

students welcome. Refreshment. For info

545-2148 4-6 pm

SOJOURNERS & SUPPER-Informal
discussion group for women of all ages, col-

ors, and backgrounds willing to explore

faith, love, intimacy, and spirituality. Call

Chaplain Robin Harden for information

5:30.

NUCLEAR NIGHTMARES-The Com-
muter Area Government's Progressive

Film Series presents an explicit examina-

tion of four possible scenarios for nuclear

holocaust. Speakers: Francis Crowe and
Victoria Stafford (American Friends Ser-

vice Committee) 7:30 101 Campus Center

UMASS BIKE CLUB-Club meeting-

Officers Elections, Discussion of Spring

Break Tour. Everyone welcome. Race

meeting 7-7:30, Regular meeting 7:30-9:00

CCTBA

COMING OUT RAP GROUP-A support

and discussion group for men and women
interested in talking about issues which af-

fect the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual com-

munities. 7:30 pm Campus Center Rm 805

ARMENIAN STUDENTS CLUB-Will
hold a meeting. International fair will be

discussed. New members Welcome! Cam-
pus Center 7:00

CONSUMER ISSUES GROUP
MEETING—Everyone is invited to attend

to learn about small claims court, and the

MassPirg's Consumer Hot-Line. 5:00 423B

S.U.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
MEETING— 7:00 p.m. Dukes Room, S.U.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
CLUB-We're going to Washington D.C.

and other places this semester! Come to

the meeting and sign up now! 6:00 Brett

Conference Room

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING-7:30 pm
beginners, 8:30 pm all others Com-
monwealth Room, S.U.

EAST SIDE CONCERT GENERAL
MEETING-This is a meeting to try to get

more people involved in the event to inform

them as to the direction the event is

heading in at this particular time. We are

in the process of forming committees in

production, additional talent, publicity,

hospitality, security and stage crew. 5 pm
Campus Center 905-909

upcoming events. All are welcome to join

us! You don't have to be Italian. 6 pm 3rd

Floor Lounge Herter Hall

ITALIAN CONVERSATION-Come join

us for lunch and parliamo Italiano! We will

meet every Wednesday, from 11:30-1:30.

Wine and cheese served. All are welcome!

3rd Floor Lobby Herter Hall.

ITALIAN CLUB MEETING-We wUl

meet on Wed. Feb. 29 at 6 pm to discuss

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES

WEST TO VAIL
SPRING BREAK
March 19-26 Includes:

Round Trip Air Transfers %

7 Nights/5 Day Lifts

Extras

I Call UMass Ski Club Now
! 545-3437

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

sr 3C 33: acz =cc 2S 2S ss 32

Become Involved -

the Student
Government Association

(SGA)
Committee on
RENTS & FEES

Seeks persons to work on:
- Tuition Increase Issues

- Fee Refinancing Plan

- Meal Plan Evaluation

- Annherst Rent Stabilization

Introductory Meeting Wednesday 2/29

CC 903 4-6 PM
1st & 2nd near students urged to attend!

B

^m^
dK ^OVER 15,000 TITLES

NEW and USED
• ALL SUBJECTS

PRICED 25^ to $2.00

Starts FEBRUARY 27th

V^

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone; beginners, "in between"

students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED • Cost is about the

same as a semester m a U S college $3,189

Price includes )et round trip to Seville from

New York, room, board, and tuition com-
plete Government grants and loans may be

applied towards our programs

F-3

co'lPOP you at'f'nd

/r
I

l( you would lili* intormafion on tulur* programs gi»«

permanent addreu below

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes

four hours a day, four days a week, four

months Earn 16hrs of credit (equivalent to

4

semesters taught in U S colleges over a two

year time span) Your Spanish studies will be

enhanced by opportunities not available in a

US classroom Standardized tests show our

students' language skills superior to students

completing two year programs m US
Advanced courses also

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all ar

rangements

SPRING SEMESTER - Feb 1 - June 1

FALL SEMESTER - Sept 10 -Dec 22
each year

FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity

Christian College

For full information — send coupon to

Special Truckload Shipment from Midwest Warehouse! II

I

TEXTBOOK

yOu' pe'^'^«*npr.( ^Ifppf ^Cii'^ff*-.'-

ciy

ANNEX
Monday-Friday

SEMESTER IN SPAIN I
\ g.QO am - 4:00 pm

2442 E Collier SE. F-3 ^ *

Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506

(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

Blaxik Affairs
ytWtWtW:::^:^
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Barbadian student sues Sears
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts graduate

student from Barbados is seeking more

than $225,000 in damages from Sears,

Roebuck and Co. of Hoiyoke in a lawsuit

charging racial descrimination and civil

rights violations.

The complaint, filed in U.S. District Court

in Springfield by UMass Legal Services

Office attorneys Charles DiMare and

Michele Leaf, requests a jury trial for

plaintiff Elsworth Young against two

slecurity guards and one manager in con-

nection with a search inside that store in

1982. The case will not come to trial for at

least three years, as the court now has 800

pending cases, according to the Springfield

clerk of courts.

The suit charges that Young, who at the

time had been in Amherst for about a

month and a half to begin a master's degree

program on a fellowship awarded in part by

the United Nations, had been shopping in

the store on Oct. 23, 1983 and was "in-

tentionally, unreasonably and unlawfully

searched" by the defendants when he tried

to leave the store. All actions taken against

Young were "taken because Plaintiff Younjr

is black, " according to the complaint.

Young was approached by two security

guards when leaving the store, who told

him that searching customers was "store

policy" and that they had a legal right to

conduct such a search, the complaint

states. While Young resisted the guards at

first, cautioning them "against prejudging

people on the basis of their racial heritage,"

he eventually relented to the search after

the store manager informed him that

"searching persons suspected of shoplifting

was store policy" and called the police,

according to the complaint.

Finding nothing "out of place or stolen."

the store manager apologized to Young, as

did one of the security guards at Young's

request, and Young, "feeling degraded and

humUiated, gathered up his belongings and

left the store," according to the complaint.

The document also states that Young was

"intentionally and unlawfully arrested and

confined without his consent and without

probable cause," which resulted in the

plaintiff being "deprived of his freedom,

damaged in his reputation, embarrassed,

prevented from engaging in his usual ac-

tivities and caused to endure pain, suf-

fering, and mental anguish.

Holder shares hisbag ofgoodies
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Correspondent

Geoffrey Holder, "the Renaissance Man"
of our time held a full house in laughter

Wednesday night at Bowker Auditorium at

the University of Massachusetts with

dance, lecture and audience participation.

Holder, a native of Trinidad, is an actor,

dancer choreographer, writer, composer,

director, designer, and a gourmet cook.

Holder's performance included a variety of

topics from the lack of individual com-

munication to a recipe on how to prepare

red salmon.

"I am a very fortunate man," he said. "I

am fortunate to have been born when I was

bom and where I was born."

He asked the audience to raise their right

hand and to clutch their chest with their left

as they repeated after him: "I believe in the

father, the son. and the holy ghost. I

believe in Moses and myself. I am lovely. I

am lovely. I am very lovely. The whole

world stinks, but I am lovely." Now kiss

yourself," Holder ordered with a smUe.

"In Trinidad," he said, "no black man is

black. We are all integrated. My mother

adored black men and my father, he adored

light-skinned women. So I," he said with a

grin, "came out honey brown."

Acting and directing is all make believe he

said. "You can be whatever you want to

be."

He demonstrated this by transforming

himself into a bird, a little six year old girl,

a taxi driver on a Saturday night, and

finally a fi^male prostitute at 11 p.m. on a

Sunday night—"and she is broke!" he said.

Holder said he has great respect for young

people. He said he thinks they are

"fabulous." "the only thing is," he said,

"you just don't know how to communicate."

'There is now no form of conununication

because everyone is into their own thing,"

he said. "You know," he said, "not all black

people have rhythm. Just those who dance

with their parents."

Shari Switko, a junior business major,

assisted Holder in demonstrating how one's

parents could teach their child to dance.

"The first drum you hear," he said, "is

your mother's heartbeat."

Holder is a very active man but "I hate

jogging," he said, "jogging is for fools."

"Girls." he said, "you are gorgeous, fluff

up. Comb your hair like mine, be feminine,

be gorgeous."

"And fellows," he said, "be cool. Take off

those stinky tennis shoes. Wash your feet.

Wear a clean shirt—white. Give them a

little cleavage, be cool." On the weekends,

he said you should "let it all hang out." You

will find it a lot easier to study he said.

Header said he loves to sing and dance. "It

cleanses me," he said.

The house light dims as the audience

watches with interest to Holder's in-

terpretation of God.

"Music," said Holder, "takes me out of the

kitchen and puts me on another plain.

Music is supposed to do that, put you on

another plain."

He urged student not to smoke "grass" or

to take any other drugs. "You are young,"

he said, "you don't need it."

MalcomX Center rededicated

t r̂t%^* îi^0^i*%t

By MARILYN G. BOU
Collegrian Correspondent

The Malcolm X Center located in the

Southwest residential area at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, celebrated its thir-

teenth rededication on Sunday with

speakers, a movie about the struggles of

Malcolm and his movement, and a fashion

show. The day on which the rededication

takes place yearly is not on Malcolm's bir-

thday but on the day of his assassination.

Professor Willian Strickland and John

Bracey. both of the Afro-Am. Deptartment.

Mitchell Smith. Director of the ABC House

in Amherst and Sherwood Thompson,

Director of the Office of Third World

Affairs were the main speakers.

"We must look into the present and ask

what the definition of freedom is now for us

in 1984 and what we would like it to be in

the future," Strickland said.

Strickland, who spoke of Black Politics of

the 80s, compared Jesse Jackson to

Malcolm X. He said during Malcolm's time

there were individuals who feared his in-

fluence on white people and there are

people today who fear Jackson's influence

on the white people's way of thinking.

Malcolm said in the movie. "An educated

woman can improve the status of a country

The movie revealed Malcolm was a person

who believed one could never have enough

knowledge. People were often surprised

when M^colm would speak on topics such

as art. music and history.

He also felt that words were the key to all

knowledge, the movie showed. He so

strongly believed this that he carried a

dictionary in his right pocket at all times,

Bracey s«iu. In his learnings he came to the

conclusion that one must seek the con-

nections between all things, Bracey said.

Smith spoke on the Students in the 80s.

He said, "when the students realize their

potential they can go forward, but not untU

then." He added "America is notorious for

teaching hate. She taught us to hate our

hair and our skin color but today we can be

just who we are. We have an excellent

opportunity to be what our ancestors

weren'^: united."

"'.\ e have an enormous responsibOity, for

we will determine if this planet will cease to

exist with our generation. We have to

forget our difference and work together.

Our skin color is not going to stop the

nuclear war," Smith said.

Malcolm said he did not stand for violence

but on the same token believed one can

obuin his freedom by letting his enemy

know he'll do anything to get it: BY ANY
MEANS NECESSARY.

•«••••« I •.•.•.•-•.•• :•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•;•;• '.'»'.-«-'.»«•«

ptioto by Vm

An African sculpture from Tyiwara, Mali in exhibition at the

Herter Hall Gallery at the University of Massachusetts. This

exhibit of African sculpture will be on display until March 16.

Month's significance questioned

By NIKOI KOLE NIKOI
Special to Black Affairs

Before the broader significance of Black

History Month slips to the backs of our

memories at the end of February to be

resuscitated a year hence I would like to

take the opportunity to bring to the at-

tention of the community at large, and the

Black community in particular, certain

issues that should be of great concern to all

citizens.

It is, at the very least, encouraging, that

this nation should see fit to set a month in

the year aside for the recognition of the

achievements of its citizens of African

ancestry.

Not only does Black History Month affirm

the recognition of these citizens as a people

with a history as significant as anybody

else's, it also highlights their many positive

contributions-voluntarily made or

otherwise exacted- -to the current and past

well-being of the United States of America.

It is particularly telling, however -and

distressingly so- -that even in this month

when celebrating blackness is officially chic,

very few real linkages are nuide between

the plight and circumstance of African

Americans in this country and those of

Africans on the African continent.

The omission is more glaring in light of the

fact that there has appeared in the last

decade or so a propensity among African-

Americans, individually and collectively, to

show a declining interest in the problems of

Africa and Africans.

Even more telling (or perhaps as a result

of this conspicuous absence of interest), is

the fact that the African-policies of recent

American administrations have tended to

be, particularly hostile and chauvinistic, at

best, and openly cavalier in this hostility.

Official policy toward Africa ostensibly no

longer feels a responsibility to a Black

America that appears unconcerned with

what its motives are, what methods of

implementation it adopts, and what its

impacts on Africans are.

American policy on the continent has thus

run wild, with seemingly no checks or limits

to what it does and what it cannot do. The
'African lobby' of the 1960s which was

unofficially mounted by African Americans

has become functionally extinct in the

1980s.

American policy in Africa is not even

considered an issue in the unfolding

presidential campaign. Presumably the

United States, in 1984, has a three pronged

foreign policy agenda that extends only aa

far as Moscow. Central America and

Lebanon.

The strength of the nascent African

'nation' on which African-Americans drew
for their struggles in the 1950s and '608 is

being sapped by natural and man-made
forces, and nobody appears to recognize

that for what it is. or for what its import for

the African-American cause is.

But when that strength is gone what is

Black America going to draw on? Towards
what source will the Duboises and the

Malcobn X's and Kwame Toures of the

1980s and '90s turn for inspiration and.

quite likely, 'self-imposed' exile? What is*'

the meaning of Black History Month for

African-Americans in the '80s?

For the past decade there has been a

devasting drought hanging like an unsung

requiem over the majority of African

nations. Thousands have died from hunger

as the earth gets continually patched, crops

fail, vegetation withers, soil-erosion

spreads, and the deserts expand in all

directions.

What should Black History Month mean to

all of us in this human community, and

especially for those of us barely going

thorugh the annual celebration of our

blackness for the consumption of the

national media?

Are we going to delcare the next eleven

months "Black Complacency Period." or do

we affirm our blackness in constructive

deeds for those who need ii most?
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OPEN BAR
Tonight & every Wed.

Europe has
never been more

affordable. $t^Qnow from (Mily MMM^
Introducing Travel Impressions "Jet - Setters" Holidays.

To London, Paris, Lisbon, Madrid, and Amsterdam.
• Low. low ait (are* • One-u/av and roundlrlps • Kly inio one iily

return from another • Land, motor coach, fly drive programs

• No limit on your length of stay • Credit Cards accepted

• Plus . special advanced purchase discounts!

Rexible plans, convenient departures from New York,

Boston. Baltimore. Chicago ar»d Detroit.

I all your If aiel aqrnl .>r I ravel Impressions ti>dav

800-645-6311 212-895-3830 516-484-5055

«Tfi«T »-iy V

IfKilsKlr N 'i ^' ''•

L
Tiavd Impressigntt, Ltd.

J

JUSTIN RmNS invites

all women to drink for FREE

from 8:00 - 9:00

$1. BAR DRINKS

for everyone til 11:00

Michelob bottles $1.25

TOlif the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor 'Campus Center -UMass

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mott b* 18 fo •nt«r

Op«n til 2

6654937
24 Hour Tap«d Moiiog*

li^^C

rusty nail
PROUDLY PRESiNTS

ruz

rs. March 1st - THE RADIATORS
1960's rock & roll

BRING YOUR OWN MUG AND WE'LL FILL

IT FOR 25* TILL THE KEGS RUN OUT
Friday March 2 - MUSEUM DIREKTORS

$2.00 cover with UMass I.D.

' Sat. March 3 - THE FOOLS
i

^ and TILL TUESDAY
$3.00 cover with UMass ID

Sun. March 4 - DISH & T^ASE
Coming: March 11th - STEVIE RAY VAUGHN

& DOUBLE TROUBLE
March 17th - St. Patrick's Day Party

with THE STOMPERS
Tickets available Weds, in Campus Center

FOCUS ON YOUR FUTURE

Electromagnetics Research at Northeastern
Probing the Outer Limits of the Universe

Satellites are exploring the tar reaches of the solar system photographing the moons of

Jupiter, measuring the rings of Saturn and searching lor traces of extraterrestrial life

Scientists m electromagnetics research not only interpret these discoveries but also

assist in developing the mstrumenlation that makes these discoveries possible

Outer space is only one of the areas in which electromagnetic effects play an impor

tant role Other examples include oil exploration underwater and optical communication,

and inieorated circul fabrication

Electromagnetics Research-the Career ot the Twenty-first Century

Today there is a shortage of electromagnetics engineers- a trend that will continue until the

end of the century

If you are an undergraduate electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics

or mathematics ma|or you have a chance to be ahead of your time A career in electro

magnetics will put you m a position to be on the leading edge of the profession

Center for Electromagnetics Research at Northeastern University

Northeastern University plans to open a Center lor tiectromagnetics Research in

September the first of its kind at a university Students may enroll m advanced degree

programs m the electrical or mechanical engineering departments Fellowship funding is

available to qualified applicants

Advantages of University—Industry Collaboration

The Center represents a collaboration between the University and industry on research

areas ot common interest As a graduate student in the program, you will participate in the

basic research protects of the Center Vbu may also receive hands on industry relevant,

paid work experience m the labs of affiliated firms The program provides opportunity tor a

career either in teaching and research or to move right into an entry or advanced level

position in industry

THE h/IAJOR RESEARCH OF THE

CENTER IS IN THE FOLLOWING FOUR

GENERAL AREAS

Radio Frequency Phenomena ant) Systems

Electro optics

Electrical Discharge Phenomena

Compiilalional Analysts tor E M Aootealions

COURSES IN SUPPORT OF

THESE AREAS INCLUDE

Plasma Theory and Er^qineeiifia

Lasers

Acoustics

Solid slate Devices

Radar and Communications Sysiems

Microwave fngmeenng

Remote Sensing

Antenna Theory and Design

Optol Properties ot Matter

Electro optics Theory and Devices

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL

617 437 5110

OR FILL OUT THE COUPON
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Alwayshad it, always will

ByLISAMOSLEY
Colleen Staff

Let me teO you about Geoffrey KoAder:

he's phenomenal. What's that you say?

Whou Geoffrey H<dder?

He's a dancer. He's a correographer. He's

the 7-Up spokesman. He's the one who

makes your mouth water with his

descriptions of Stop & Shop's vast array of

tropical fruits. He's the unkiUable voodoo

death-god in Live and Let Die. He's the

Tony award-winning director of Tke Wit.

He's the <»e who designed some of the most

Collcician photo by Andy Heller

The multitalented Geoffrey Holder

stunning costumes ever to adorn the

dancers of the fabulous Dance Theater of

Harlem. He's an award winning painter.

And just to keep himself from getting

bored, he's a fantastic gourmet cook. With

tioo published cookbooks, no less.

Sufficient answer? If you had to ask in the

first place, you couldn't have been at his

DVP/Afrik-Am sponsored performance in

Bowker Monday night. If you weren't,

you'd probably like to know just what he

did. WeU...

He sang. He danced. He strutted around

the stage in a slinky, red evening gown. He
talked about his family. He talked about his

childhood. He talked about his native

Trinidad. He danced. He canted Voodoo

hymns. He related little-known sections of

the Bible. He danced. He made everyone

else dance. And hold hands. And convince

themselves that they were "lovely."

He implored the audience to learn to

communicate. He danced. He talked about

friendships. He talked about zoot suits. He
talked about Michael Jackson. He shared

his favorite recipe for poached red snapper.

Oh yeah. I almost forgot—he danced, too.

I suppose my roommate put it best when
she said. "What Geoffrey Holder basically

did was give us his philosophy on life for

two hours. Now, if you can get people to

listen to your philosophy for that long,

you've got a lot of talent."

OragreatphUosophy. Or both.

I don't suppose I have to tell you that

Geoffrey Holder's got both. Not to mention

unbelievable drive, unbridled enthusiasm,

and an obvious love of life.

And a great recipe for red snapper.

Everybody's acomedian

EddieMurphy offersa mixedbag
EDDIE MURPHY: COMEDIAN
Eddie Murphy
(Columbia Records)
By ED BEEN
Collegrian Staff

He was hilarious in Trading Places and

he's a scream on Saturday Night Live, so

Eddie Murphy's second album should be

outrageously funny, right? Well, yes and

no. Eddie Murphy: Comedian is an uneven

record of live performances taken from last

summer's shows at Constitution Hall in

Washington D.C., that ranges from being

very funny to flat and drawn out.

At his best, Murphy does perfect impres-

sions of Michael Jackson, "who ain't the

most masculine fellow," James Brown, and

Stevie Wonder. In "Faggots Revisited,"

Murphy complains of having a nightmare

where he goes to Hollywood and discovers

Mr. T is gay. Mr. T says to him, "Hey Boy,

you look pretty good in them jeans."

In a cut titled simply "T.V.". Murphy

says that he has been watching a lot of hor-

ror movies on cable television, and asks

^^eluui^pliy

"Why don't white people leave the house

when there's a ghost in it?" In

"Politics/Racism," Murphy takes a poke at

Jesse Jackson, who, led on by his sup-

porters, is convinced that since he is bigger

than Chicago mayor Harold Washington he

should run for president.

In the same cut. Murphy points out that

today's black man is certain that if he had

lived 200 years ago he could have never

been a slave. "I would've told that massa

to kiss my ass, and then I would've got in

my Lincoln and drove off."

One major drawback to Murphy's act

however, is his frequent use of visual

humor. If you have seen his HBO special

Delirious, then you can visualize what he is

doing, but if not, you are lost. Another

negative note is his constant use of profani-

ty. Much of Murphy's material would be

even funnier without the continual

onslaught of four letter words.

Murphy's best bits are the two to three

minute segments in which his focus is clear,

and the comedy sharp. In "The

Barbecue," which lasts for over U
minutes. Murphy seems to be rambling,

and it starts to get tedious.

But to his credit. Murphy, just 22, has a

long career before him. having just signed

a five-movie $15 million contract with

Paramount Pictures. And while one may

refute the press release line that Eddie

Murphy is "the funniest man around

today," his talent is obviou.':. VVhat this

record shows is Murphy's nee-i t- '-hannel

and tighten up his gift for making us laugh.

I'oHecian photo hy Andy Heller

CLOWNING AROUND—Geoffrey Holder in the middle of a hilarious

antidote during Monday night's performance.

Blues across the oceans

Albert Collinswows 'em in Tokyo
LIVE IN JAPAN
Albert Collins and
the Icebreakers

(Alligrator Record)

By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Correspondant

Albert Collins and the Icebreakers, Live in

Japan. Make no mistake, they don't live

there nor are they suggesting that you do.

Nope, this is a live album recorded in

Tokyo during their 1982-83 international

tour. And make n^ mistake, this band

resides in Chicago, where they've been

entertaining with their unique brand of

blues for many years.

Albert Collins has a distinct and easily

recognizable guitar sound. It has been

referred to as a "cold" sound that sends

chills up and down your back, a sound that

could put icicles on your earlobes. He has

been playing for over thirty years, yet is

somewhat caught between the dying breed

of Southern bluesmen and the contem-

porary rock oriented blues bands of today.

However, he successfully melds the two by

singing heart wrenching blues songs and

playing a supercharged guitar. He has

blues roots in the past, having grown up in

Houston, Texas, and is a cousin of Sam
"Lightening" Hopkins, who influenced his

guitar style. T-Bone Walker was also a ma-

jor influence along with Lois Jordan and

B.B. King. Albert later came to influence

others after years of success in nightclubs

with a refined and independent sound. He
was a favorite of Jimi Hendrix back when,

and has influenced such rock notables a^

Johnny Winter, J. (k-ils Band and ZZ TOP,

to name just a few.

Considering AliM-rt's first hit, •"Ihf

Freeze," came in 19.58, it seems that thi'-

album shows that after 2''^ years Albert is

in his prime. Furthermore, he's due to be

! in the back-up band on ZZ TOP's next tour.

So it looks as though he is finally getting

the payoff for his dues. After hearing this

album it is easy to see why Albert is travell-

ing across the globe every year and becom-

ing realized as a phenomenon. He does a

tremendous skat with matching guitar on

"Listen Here." He also does T Bone's

"Stormy Monday." which was quickly

recognized at its start, even in Japan. In

"If Trouble Was Money" he sings. "If trou-

ble was money, I'd be a millionaire/ If wor-

ries were dollar bills. I'd buy the whole

world and have money to spare." People ail

over the world have felt like that at

times—the blues is not endemic soley to the

United States.

But this music is too energized to give

you the blues. It is thoroughly enjoyable

and by the last song,, "All About My Giri,"

he gets the crowd whipped up into a frenzy.

Albert Collins has got an impressive band

and is a great amba.ssador for America's

musical contribution, the blues. Collins

crosses cultures and generations, and gives

us this fine recording. He can also l)e en-

joyed this Wednesday, Feb. 29th, along

with Koko Taylor, at Jonathan Swift's,

Harvard Square, Cambridge.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

5

13

14

ACROSS
souci

Put up the

drapes
Mine surveyor's

nail

Turn over

leaf

Blusher flush

15 One with great

expectations

16 Confronting

18 Part of SALT
19 Glacial ridges

20 Salisbury

22 Tete

24 Consumes
28 Financial

31 Introduce

32 Gridiron figures

33 Lou Grant's

staffer

35 Kind of drum
or mark

36 Transported
37 Part of a river

38 Advise, long ago
39 Soul, to Pierre

40 Artery

41 Gives a glance

42 school
44 Mexican
47 Notion

49 Dutch

50 Basilica sections

52 Chekhov and
Dvorak

55 Fleet-footed

Greek
58 See 22 Across

60 Impossible:

Colloq.

61 and Harriet

62 Wild cat of SA
63 Campus figure

64 Tracy's Trueheart

65 Take heed, old

style

DOWN
1 Companion of

sound
2 Collections of

anecdotes
3 Very close

together

4 Most endearing

5 Courtyard, in

Cologne
6 Too bad!

7 Night, asa
word form

8 Emeraldlike

9 Fountain treats

10 capita

11 Strive for

12 Univ. degrees

14 Bravaor Rica

17 Waste allowance

21 Fire god
23 Diamond slip

25 Agree completely

26 Exchanges
27 Pressure

28 Iron range in

theNW
29 As
30 Early years

«>4 State, in Stuttgart

37 Cape Kennedy
event

38 Soap up again

40 Expecting

eagerly

43 Warning signal

of old

45 Hot-headed
46 City on the

Truckee

48 Brants

51 Back talk

53 Drug agent:

Slang

54 Pierre's place:

Abbr.

55 how
56 Fellow, usually

good
57 Eastern title

59 Card or cord

starter

12 3 4 ^HHI^ 6 ^ ^ H^

^H*>

^22 ^nH24 25

^^33 |HJ5

^ mm** « 46

^^HHs6 ^^^52 5^ 54

55 56 57 L^5B 59

61 Hiif

^64 hi^H^

Late Night Driver Needed
Apply between 5:00—6:00 p.m.
The Collegian Graphics Dept.

See James

D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Eggroll/Duc Sauce,

Soy Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Eggroll/Duc Sauce,

Soy Sauce

DINNER
Roast Top Round

of Beef/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod with

Lemon Wedge
Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with

Lemon Wedge
Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes with Sauce

Weather

Cloudy with occasional

snow showers. Tem-
peratures in the 90s.

Tonight, cloudy and cold

with a chance of snow
showers. Lows mostly in

the teens. Tomorrow,
partly cloudy with highs in

the 208.
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• Bert MatWeson
continued from page 20

so nervous. In gymnastics, you've done

your routine so many times that your body

will just do it if you let it."

In May, Mathieson expects less of a

problem and is looking forward to putting

out the best performance he can. Knowing

who the competition is and what he has to

work on has made him more relaxed.

"I think I can go up to Ontario in May and

smoke." he said. "It won't be such a foreign

experience."

Mathieson was discovered in seventh

grade when a junior high school gymnastics

coach in New Hampshire observed him

doing tricks on a jungle gym. The coach

advised him to try gymnastics and he tried

it once and "ever since then, I've been

hooked on it."

In high school, Mathieson did not have any

teams, any coach or any equipment. Some

kids would have given up. Others might

have stuck with it for a little while.

Mathieson never gave up. He travled to

Massachusetts to attend clinics and worked

out on his own. By the time college rolled

around he was "hungry to get into gym-

nastics" and UMass gymnastics Roy

Johnson was there to teach "me just about

everything I know."

"I often thought of quitting in high school,"

Mathieson admitted, "but what kept nae

going was that I had a lot of success in

junior high school. That and just watching

those people on television and hoping that

someday I'd be able to be Uke that. It just

kept me going."

For Mathieson, who is taking five years to

graduate due to the amount of time he has

spent on gymnastics, the sport has treated

him well. He says with a confident and

relaxed look on his face, "If I don't make it

(Canadian team) this year, I'll go for it next

year and I'm sure I'll have a better chance

then. And I'U only be 25 in '88..." his voice

trails off.

"This has been a life long goal to compete

internationaUy and make an Olympic team

some day and I feel Uke I got one step closer

in Saskatchewan."

"You can only do it once in gymnastics. I

figure I have another four good years in me

in gymnastics. If I don't try, I'U be 60 years

old and say 'Well, you could have done it

then, and you can't do it now.' And I can

get on with whatever career I choose after

gymnastics. There's plenty of time to

work."

For Mathieson, most of his life he has been

working - toward a goal. And whether or

not it is reached, at least he can say he gave

it his best shot.

• Amherst Hockey

last 27 games he has

played for Amherst. He
has 15 goals and 17 assists

this season for a total of 32

points. He as 98 career

points.

"This is an amazing

record," Arena said. "He's

on a pace where he'll be

very close to the all time

scoring record for

Amherst." The record in

146 points.

Goalie Myles Keroack is a

big part of the team's

success. With a save

percentage of 92 percent

and a goals against

average of 2.6, he is the

best goalie in Division III

right now.

So far the injuries the

team has suffered have not

been detrimental.

"Somebody's filled in and

always done a super job,"

said Arena.

On February 9, in a 12-0

whitewashing of Plymouth

State, that is just what

happened. Myles Keroack

did not play due to an eye

injury. Rob Dauch tended

goal and shutout

Plymouth.

Arena says the strongest

characteristic of his team is

speed.

"We can pretty much

skate with anybody we

continued from page 20

play," he said. "With that

and getting good goal

tending, we can compete

with anybody."

Amherst outshot
Plymouth 52 - 29. The
scoring started at 7:36 of

the first period, and after

eleven goals, it was
routine.

With three minutes left to

play. Senior Rich Devin

scored his first goal in

three years. His team-

mates huddled around him,

in congratulations.

Arena expects his team to

quaUfy for the ECAC
Division III tourney.

PRIZES

CB Jackets

Obermeyer Sweaters

Obermeyer Turtlenecks

Lite Ski Bags

Lite Ski Hats

Open Amateur Tournament

Berkshire East Ski Area

Sunday, March 4, 1984

Registration 9:00 AM
Races Begin 11:00 AM
5 age categories 20-50 +

For pre-registration contact:

Craig B. Keenan 549-4066

Young Adult/ Promotions Manager

1984 Miller Brewing Company,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaea, Amherst. New Hampshira

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in need of Oe-
partnnnnt Directors ar>d Activity SpedaiMs for this sum-
mer in: Athietics, Gymrmstics, Swim Instruction (WSI),

Watersiding. Sailing. Arts & Crafts, Campcrafl, Israeli

Oanoe, Dranui, Israeli Fofk Song, Riflery, Tennis, Photog-
raphy, Office Personnel and f^urses (R.N.). excellent Sal-

ahes qpd fringe bertefHs. Please contact Or. Chartea B.

Rolman. Director. 81 Kingsbury Street. Wsllssley. IMA
02181. 617-237-9410.

/f

SPRING BREAK 84!
Days 7 Nights LuDOifious Horel on the Snip

Horel only W/Motor Cooch W/Jer

SI 49 S2d5 S375

vHnHn fox Included **: ^Qx included *'•«

For more Info 545-0437
Sign Up Now

before we sell out

PONT BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD!

HIGH

V^

Work with the best
Be a science or engineering officer in

the Air Force. The Air Force is forging

new frontiers in advanced technol-

ogy. If you have a science or engi-

neering degree, you may qualify to

work with the best and receive all the

outstanding advantages and oppor-

tunities the Air Force offers. Contact

Contact Technical Sergeant Arthur

Courtemanche, Federal Building, Rm 108,

1550 Main St, Springfield, (VIA 01 103 or call

(413)785-0352 _ ^a
/. Q I,

A grejt «i4y (K lite

WHITE BONO

INSTANT G^^Ajo

COPIES "**

ON THE -TOTAL COPY SYSTEM"
from 25 to 25,000 per original

ffvtfe^ SAME p., s,,,,^^^

AMHERST
1 Boitwood Walk

256-01 48
Mon f ' ^ .KJam t 30pm

High Quality Offset Printing at j Low. Low Price!

Whddes
RneRiri

LLKGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone riumber FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Vuarnats IT

Guitar - Gilberto six string classical and
case excellent condition $150 549-7697

Genuine Rayban and Vuarnots J Watchas Rolex Cartier Piaget 75 to 150
fashionable and functional sunglasses for TT 253-5669
your face. All types. Reasonable prices. #
Bruce 549-2879 FOUND

AUDIO
t

Sony XR-66 Car Stereo brand new $200 1r

Steve 549-6974 #
Ten Band Graphic EQ 100.00 Jensen con- J _____________——--^__
cert series speakers w/stands 170.00 call ^ Advanced leva! Chemistry tutor

One dorm key found with brass plate key

ring and shoe lace. Found at Theta Chi Par-

ty. Call Myles 253-9015 to identify

HELP WANTED

253-2950

AUTO FOR SALE

r>egotiable.

ASAP

- pay
Please call 586-3963 late nights

1973 Monte Cario new radials, stereo, ?
dependable $660 546-3219 J
1977 Pinto, two door sedan, automatic, il

$1200 1-543-1646 J
72 Pinto dependable in good condition^
AM/FM radio many new parts 450 or best^
offer call 666-7771 evenings i)^

BEDDING J
GOOD NIGHT BEDDING delivers Futons, ^
the portable mattress with chiropractic sup- Jjjf.

port and comfort. 527-3968 ^
ENTERTAINMENT "B"

PARTY MIX PRODUCTIONS Disc#
Jockeys who give you morel More lights, ^
more requests and more experience I Call ^
Jeff Taylor 253-2152 ^
RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has^
everything - bands, DJ's, lights, bflnqiiCts-H-

-ALL GUARANTEEDI 256-0739 ^

SPORTS EDITOR WANTED
1984 INDEX requires a responsible sports-

minded person to head the sports depart-

ment. Creative sports writing a require-

ment. Will train layout skills if necessary.

This is a non-work study job. Apply in per-

son at Index Office, MWF 2-4.

Airlines hiringi Stewardesses, Reserva-

tionistsl $14-39,000. Worldwidel Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter.
1 -(916)944-4440 X U Massachusetts Dir.

CrulseshipsI Hiringi $16-30,000. Carri-

bean, Hawaii, Worid. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4440 ext U
Massachusetts Cruise

INSTRUCTION

Stats 140 tutor naaded immediately call

6-6933

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2098

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years ^ Acct 322 tutor needed desperately

of Quality Disc Jockey Service at UMass. •Jr Susan M at 545-0320

Why pay more? 256-1393 *
WICKED AND WILD DJ'a 3 years quality*

call

LOST

service, GUARANTEED lowest price

584-6712

callj

*
HP Calculator lost

please call 549-6726
Mahar 2/16 reward

At Tee-Bone Inc. its not our job to serveJ keys, with Swiss srmy knife. I need

you, its our pleasure. For quality Jf them really badi Probably lost in Boyden,

engineered parlies. Call for reservationsJ 545-1337 Jeff

549-3664 «* Gold bracelet with clown charm bet-

Balloon Delivery by Clownsl Juggling ^ ween Haigis Mall - Campus Pond. Reward

Birthdays songs more; reasonable rates call ». ca|| 545-1521 Cindy
HOC iiocc W -—

r-. r~.586-4256

FOR RENT

Apartment for sublet 340 a month plus

utilities, two bedrooms April 1 - Sept 1,

Belcheriown, 323-6835

FOR SALE

Yamaha Guitar - model FG-325,

cond. first $100.00 takes it. 546-7222

exc.

Bundy Flute - exc. cond., good for learn

ino studant. Call Ginger eve. at 253-9223

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#
*
*
*

Gold necklace w/gold cross attached

Sat night at Braandywine 10, 11, or 12

reward if found and returned call Larry

546-5304

Gold ropechain bracelet downtown
Amherst, probably Time Out area 2/24.

Reward. Please call 253-3619

MOTORCYCLES

Deluxe Starflight II Batavus Moped,
two seater, directionals, 40 mph, large car-

rying rack, excellent conditioni Helmet, ex-

*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

PERSONALS

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $1071 Andrea 546-9648

Art, Business, Law. History, and
English at Oxford this sumnr>er. Imforma-

tion 546-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

Hey BobI Attentionll It's your B-Oay do it

upl Your Roomie

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
• from Tues., Feb. 21-Wed.. March 14 "

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
• will be taken *

M, W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:
noon-4 pm,

• and 5 pm - 9 pm "

For appointment call 545-0848/545-2874
• or sign up on portrait dates *

in 177-178 CC
• Sitting Fee: $5.00 '

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape -custom
ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

Chris Happy 20th Birthdayl We're golden
nowl Luv ya. Seta, Lee, Lynette

^ Ride needed to S. Carolina for spring

^ break (poss. w/someone goir>g to Florida)

# desperatel 6-4251 - Sara

£ ROOMMATE WANTED
~

"N* Female roommate wanted to share large

# bedroom in house/Hadley $175.00 includes

# utilities 586-3682 .

^ To share 1 bedroom Southwood Apt.

J 151 + nfKWth call 25o-6340

•N* SERVICES ~^~
2 Typing, Copies. Binding Pickup and

2 deiivery avail. 413-772-0694 anytime

4f TYPING. Papers, cases, resumes, letters.

^ IBM Selectric $1/pg. Nancy 549-6082

# TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

^ Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

•)t Reasonable rates. 666-3414

SHOPPERS SHUTTLE

Northwood Sunderland leave n>essage
546-1493

TRAVEL

jLr. Lauderdale $175 id trip from JFK $225
7from Boston. Wicked Limited call Mike

Mr Catch the Shoppers Bus - Wednesdays
•Jt- 9-3 Saturdays 10-4 GRC to Price Chopper

4i> and Stop and Shop houriy

»
^ TO SUBLET
if

Andy from Dicks I want you Love Dianne jtRoom to sublet in a two bedroom apt in

Problems with the University
bureaucracy? Call LSO 546-1995

Hey Christ Hope you have a blizzard on
your 20th Birthdayl Love Lis

Jeania Happy B-Day sweet thing you even

get a real one this year Vince

We met at Hampshire National Bank
bus stop on Friday night. You were
wondering about your bus and your room-
mates with your key. I hope you made it

home okay. Can we meet again? Mike at

665-7766

Female roommates wanted to share

room at Holiday Inn Cceanside, Ft. Lauder-

dale 3/17-3/24 call Amy or Laurie 253-3568

Rick -
I didn't know you had ownership of

the palm tree. I like mine better anyway.

Sorry, JT

L549-7676

WANTED
*

t

t
*= ^

Dissertations, Theses. Cases. Pspers. ,^
acceptance quaranteed, on-campus, low w

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

rates. 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED
*
*
^
«
#
*

Ride needed to upstate New York.

Thursday or Friday willing to share call An-
dy 256-8788

HELP! Ride needed to and from Chicago ^ students. Send material to the Commuter

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Tutor Spaniah 120 call Dave 6-8429

WANTED TO RENT
~

Apt in Puffton Fall 84 willing to sublet

summer very interested call Kim 546-6146

Puffton people. There's no room at the

inn Virg and Mary want a 3 bedroom apt

willing to take summer lease call 546-1447

WRITTEN MATERIAL
WANTED

The Commuter Area Government is

seeking written articles, fiction, non-fiction,

poetry, black £r white drawings etc. for its

newsletter to be printed in April.

Undergrade living off campus are urged to

submit their work. The CAG will decide

what is used Er will return all origir>als. The
newsletter is mailed to off campus

_ over spring break. I'll gladly share driving ^ Area Govt 404 SUB 5-2146

-."«•
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UMass gymnastworks
make

Collffpan photo I

UMass senior Bert Mathieson, who didn't compete in high school, has a

shot at making the Canadian National team this May.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts gymnast Bert

Mathieson can only be an example of what

can happen when dedication and per-

sistence pays off. As top all around for the

UMass men's gymnastics team, the

Canadian-born Mathieson is competing for a

spot on the 1984 Canadian National Team.

And to think it all began on the jungle gym

in seventh gjrade.

For the second consecutive year the

British Columbia native was invited to the

Canadian Olympic and National Teams

Selection Meet. However in 1983, he could

not muster up enough money to go.

Although disappointed, Mathieson, who

now lives in Durham, N.H.. was somewhat

relieved because "It gave me more time to

train and get psyched for it."

On February 9th, Mathieson set out for

Saskatchewan all trained and psyched.

Although exceedingly nervous, Mathieson

finished 14th out of 32 gymnasts competing

for the too ten spots. His best score was in

the parallel bars event, 8.85. as he went on

to post a 51.55 aU around score. There was

loss than a half a point separating

Mathieson from the tenth, and final,

qualifying spot.

"As i was warming up I realized this was

ihe biggest meet I have ever been in and I

looked around at the competition and saw it

was really fierce," Mathieson recalled. "I

was pretty nervous and working pretty

hard to calm myself down. I'd talk to

myself and mentally go through my

routines and visualize myself doing them

perfect."

His all around total in the meet was not

one of his best scores. His high total this

season is 53.8 points. However, this score

was only worth 30 percent and Mathieson

will travel to Ontario in May for the second

quaUfying meet, worth 70 percent, in which

he will try to move up from 14th to 10th

place for a place on the National Team.

The only problem that could stand in

Mathieson's way is being nervous, which he

expects to be less of come May.

"When I get nervous I tend to get sloppy

in my routine because it switches the focus

of concentration from doing your routines

reaUy weU to simply getting through your

routines without falUng off because you're

continwed on page 18

Massachusetts skiing ....

Women victorious twice

Formerplayer leadsJeffs

hockey to the topofECAC
By SUE LEVY
Collegian Correspondent

WATERVILLE VALLEY. N.H. - The

University of Massachusetts women's ski

team raced to victories in both the slalom

and giant slalom races at the Eastern

Intercollegiate Ski Championships (EISC)

this past weekend at Waterville Valley.

In Saturday's slalom, despite two of their

top five racers falling, UMass proved

superior to all of the other teams.

Finishing first for UMass and first overall

was team captain Sue White. Her time of

118.51 just edged out Stephanie Shumway

(118.65) of Brown University.

Following next for UMass was Lisa

Luczkow who came off the hill in 6th

place. The third necessary team time

came from Sue Levy (8th). Also skiing

well was Diana Swain (10th).

The toUl team time for UMass was

375.62. It was 10.09 seconds ahead of

second place Boston College. Following

EC was Brown, Plymouth State College,

and North Adams.

Due to 70 mph winds on Sunday, the

racers skied a shorter giant slalom race.

This did not hamper UMass. for they still

captured a victory. All five of the women

finished this race with outstanding

performances.

Winning the race by more than a second

was UMs AUce Gigliotti (92.75). Close

behind in second place was teammate

White (03.79). Senior Bobbi Vol! ended

photo hy Alui Taupicr

Alice Gighiotti won the giant Slalom

this weekend for UMass.

place finish. Also skiing steady through

the gates were Luczkow (8th) and Levy

(10th).

In the individual overall standings for the

weekend, again all five UMass racers

placed in the top ten. First place went to

White for the third year in a row.

Gigliotti, Luczkow, Voll. and Levy

finished 5th. 6th. 9th. and 10th place

respectively.

The 1984 season saw one of the best

women's ski teams UMass has ever had.

UMass took first place in 11 out of 12

league races.

"These women were awesome," UMass

By MICHELE DOLAN
Collegian Staff

Last year as captain of

the Amherst College

hockey team. Jack Arena
probably never thought

that he would be the head

coach the following year

and coaching the team to

one of the school's best

hockey seasons ever.

"The athletic director

asked me if I thought I

could do it (the job). I said

sure," Arena said. "The

old coach had left. It could

have been a diaster. The
guys on the team have

been great."

In his rookie year, the 23-

year-old Arena has led the

Lord Jeffs to a 13-5 record.

12-1 in ECAC Division III,

which is tops in the league.

And now Amherst needs

one more win to break the

school record of 13 wins in

a single season.

Arena graduated from

Amherst last year with a

degree in Economics and at

the end of the year, he was

awarded the Hitchcock

Fellowship which gave him

the chance to be an

assistant coach in three

sports for this year.

The Randolph. Mass.

native coached football in

the fall and will coach

baseball in the spring. The

job as hockey Head Coach

came as a surprise.

Arena's two assistant

coaches. Jim Weller and

Guy Kidd are both UMass
alumni. Weller played

lacrosse for UMass. and

Kidd played hockey as a

freshman, when UMass
still had its program.

Arena is pleased with the

leadership his captains,

seniors Rich Devin and

Steve Garrow. have
provided.

"They've really been

gjeat this year. It hasn't

been tough, but it's dif-

ferent," said Arena.

It is different because an

old teammate is now the

coach.

Junior center Steve

Falcone, the team's leading

scorer, has had to make
the adjustment.

"I respected him last year

as a player and a leader.

Now I respect him as the

coach. He keeps distant.

He's taken on more of a

leadership role. He's doing

a good job." Falcone 3aid.

Falcone has scored in the

c(mtinved on page 18

UMassfencerslook sharp,

take third spot inNewEngland

her coUege racing career with a fine 6th coach Bill MacConnell said.

Minutemen disappointed
By MATT LUCZKOW
Collegian Staff

WATERVILLE
VALLEY. NH -
University of

Massachusetts ski team

standout Jon Segal took

home the men's combined

title at the Eastern
Intercollegiate Ski Con-

ference (EISC) Cham-
pionships this past

weskend - Waterville

Valley.

Segal won Saturdays

slalom race sith the two-

run total of 109.12 seconds.

Plymouth Stale College's

I'.it MacNainara finished

2nd at 111.01 (almost a full

; WO seconds behind Segal's

time), and Bear Hovey

from UConn was third with

a time of 111.49. Kris

Vanderzee (14th) was the

only other UMass racer to

do well in the 60-gate

slalom.

With three of their six

racers falling. UMass'

chances for a victory in the

slalom were almost zero.

Despite the spills, the

Minutemen managed to

pull out a 4lh place finish.

Plymouth State was 1st.

Boston College was 2nd

and Brown University ord.

Sunday, UMass skied

more consistentiv.
finishing 5 of 6 racers

through the ^nant- slalom

course. Segal look 'Zuc

place in this race, only half

a second slower than Doug

Karwoski's (PSC) winning

time of 86.51 seconds.

Andy Clarke (14th) and
Vanderzee (16th) also did

well for UMass in the 80-

man field.

Plymouth State finished

first in the two day

competition, Boston
College was 2nd and

UMass took third. There

were nine other teams at

the tournament from three

EISC divisions. In order of

finish they were: Brown
I. niversity l4th). Babson

i.5th). Central Connecticut

i6th). Amherst t7th),

North .•\dams i8th).

Worc*^ster Polytechnical

Instuute (9th). Skidmore

1 9th). Lowell University

(lltM. and Boston

University (12th>

ByJOEPETRIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts fencing

club finished a very respectable third out of

thirteen teams in the New England

Intercollegiate Fencing Championships,

Saturday at Hampshire CoUege. The six

man squad scored a total of 46 points, which

was one shy of second place Brown, MIT
won the team title with 53 pts.

Prior to the meet, club supervisor Greg

Frick talked positively about his club's

chances.

"We're a very young team and we're

fencing very well right now. We do have

the best fencer here in our number one

Sabre fencer Andrew Prochniak. We're not

the best team here but we'll do pretty

well." said Frick.

UMass beat Brandeis. Trinity and Fair-

field all by the score of 5-1. The Minutemen

also shut out UConn and Maine 6-0, enroute

to their third place finish.

It was evident that Andy Prochniak was

Ihe best fencer on any strip as he was

undefeated (10-0) in the team competition.

Prochniak did not take home the first place

Sabre Cup, however, because of a knee

injurv ihat he suffered m the finals against

MIT."

It was a nice competition today, but then

I hurt mv knee. I shouldn't have lost to him

(MIT opponent) because I beat him earlier

5-3", a dejected Prochniak said. The UMass

club is getting better, he added.

"Last year we were fifth and we have

made big progress since then. A lot more

people are getting interested in fencing

now," said Prochniak.

Prochniak was not the only star Saturday

as three other UMass fencers also advanced

to the individual finals. Both epee (weapon)

fencers, Peter Skillman and John Cogan

qualified, as did Greg Dunnan, UMass'

number two foil fencer. Skillman finished

second in epee as he tost to Alan Williams of

MIT in a great bout.

"That last bout was terrific. It got to the

beautiful moment of "Labelle" (score tied 4-

4). I ended up second but it was great.

The reason why I did well was because I

used the fleche (a full attack). It's

dangerous," said Skillman.

Both Dunnan (foil) and Cogan (epee)

finished sixth in New England in their

respective weapons.

Other standout performances for UMass
were by Carl Rosco with his sabre (4 wins),

and Durant Scholz in foil (8 wins).

At the end of the day, club advisor Paul

Berube was very happy with the cham-

pionships and his club. "The operation

went ver\ smoothly, organization was

really good and there were a lot of quality

lencers. Im especially pleased that UMass
finished third." said Berube.
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Callrrian photo by Kmiy Heller

CRUNCH — Mechanical eng^ineering major Jeff Goldblatt engages in some wintertime activity

on a cold Wednesday afternoon.

Frances Crowe urges disobedience
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collef^an Staff

In a lecture following the movie Nuclear Nightmare last

night at the University of Massachusetts 64-year old

peace activist Frances Crowe dewribed her recent prison

experience and the "divine obedience" that led to her

arrest.

"I was in prison for 30 days, long enough. One can learn

a lot about a state by going to their prisons. Rhode Island

is an oppressive state," she said.

Crowe described the civil disobedience of the "Women of

Faith," a group of eight women who were arrested last

October. "We cut the chain on the gate and sprayed 'thou

shalt not kill' on the missile tubes. Then we attempted to

give the officials an indictment of genocide and for

violating the Nuremberg agreement. We put yarn

around the missile tubes as women weaving the web of

life," she said.

Crowe explained that the "Women of Faith" were

willing to be arrested and go to jail in order to inform

people that they could engage in civil disobedience and

survive.

"We felt that we (the public) had to witness our action.

We want people to know that they can do this," she said.

Crowe suggested that civil disobedience is an ideal

activity for people in the twilight of their lives.

"Instead of worrying about retirement homes, put your

body where it really counts and then you will be arrested

and put in jail and given three meals a day and a warm
place to sleep," she said.

Crowe illustrated the importance of a nuclear freeze by

explaining that every two and a half minutes a child dies

of malnutrition.

"Every single person in the world could be fed and

clothed and educated and have access to all the clean

water they need if we shut down the weapons systems for

two weeks. If they would just shut it down for two weeks

we could all live for a year and figure out how to live

tog:ether in peace, instead of spending all that money on

studying how to die together," she said.

The "Women of Faith" were protesting the Trident

submarines, Crowe said, because they violate ail three

stipulations of the Nuremberg Agreement.

The Nuremberg agreement states that "you will not

target civilian populations, you will not do irretrievable

damage to the environment, and that missiles will not be

launched unless there is a provoked attack," she said.

Frances Crowe

SGA refuses to reprimand Collins
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

Student Government Association (SGA) Senator Bill

Cdlins escaped formal reprimand last night when the

Senate defeated two separate motions concerning his

conduct.

The Senate voted down a motion to amend the minutes of

its Feb. 22 meeting to include an expulsion of Collins for

disorderly conduct. The Collegian reported last Friday

that he had been expelled.

A motion to expel Collins had been introduced at the

previous meeting by Third World Caucus Senator Eugene

Bull. This motion was passed, but only after it had been

amended to apply to "people who cannot conduct them-

selves in an orderly manner," rather than specifically to

Collins.

Bull said last night that he, and apparently other senators

as well, misunderstood the amendment, thinking it was

intended as an addition to. rather than a substitution for,

the move to expel Collins. Collins had been involved in a

shouting match with other senators and, by some senators'

accounts, shoved Third World Caucus member Robert

Teixiera.

"The purpose of the original motion was to rjy>rimand

Collins," Bull said. "Everyone thought the amendment
was an addition."

Jay Flynn, who proposed the amendment, disagreed it

was clearly a substition. "I had no great love of anyone's

actions that night," he said. "Bill was probably the most
wrong, but I think everybody involved was wrong. The
fact that Eugene misunderstood was, quite frankly, his

fault."

Bull said he was worried that Collins would try to use this

apparent vindication to attack Collegian staff member Lisa

Marie Cantwell, who reported that Collins had shoved

Teixiera and had been expelled from the Senate.

Bull said he wanted the account of the motion to make
specific reference to Collins because, "I thought Bill

wanted to use the minutes as ammunition against Lisa."

Following the minutes debate, the Senate voted not to

consider a motion censuring Collins for his alleged

harassment of Cantwell. Several sources said Collins had

chased the reporter down a hallway screaming at her.

Cantwell charged that he had also told "blatant lies about

me" outside the Senate, such as that she was expelled from

the Collegian staff.

The decision not to consider the censure because it was

not on the agenda disturbed Continued on page 6

Plant to use

detergent on
coal pile

By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will be allowed to treat

its coal storage pile at Tillson Farm with an experimental

detergent as part of an interim solution approved last night

by the Amherst Conservation Commission.

<The commission unanimously approved a draft of a memo
of understanding with the University which will allow the

Physical Plant to treat the 55,000 ton coal pile with an

experimental detergent, sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS),

which is used in shampoo and toothpaste.

The memo calls for several measures to be undertaken

prior to the treatment in an effort to reduce the pollution of

Taylor Brook, a North Amherst stream located about a half

mile from the coal pile.

According to the draft, test samples will be taken of

Taylor Brook on a daily basis beginning today. Other

measures include: general "housekeeping" steps, the

construction of a sedimentation system and a pond to catch

rain water runoff to neutralize the SLS treatment and

regular monitoring of water runoff from the pile following

rain storms.

The effluent, or runoff collected in the pond will be

pumped into the sewage main at the Tillson Farm Heating

Plant, which will return it to the Amherst Waste Treat-

ment Plant. In a memo to the commission. John L.

DeNyse. Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance,

states that talks are currently being conducted with the

Amherst Public Works Department and the Department of

Environmental Quality Engineering on the system.

The system is to be completed by May 15. During that

time, the University will take bids from trucking firms to

deliver coal from an alternative coal storage site off

campus, with bidders being required to make the site

operational by Nov. 1.

The memo specifies that the off campus site contain a

minimum of 6.000 tons of coal to protect UMass in the

event of a coal miners or transportation strike.

Commission member Peter Westover said students at

UMass will conduct the sampling of the brook under the

supervision of Professor Oliver T. Zajicek of the chemistry

department and Professor Robert Coler of the en

vironmental science department. The project will cost

from $200 $300 and will be funded by the Physical Plant.

Westover said.

"Instead of hiring a consulting firm to do it for $20,000.

the professors and their students are going to do it, " he

said.

The equipment for doing the samples will be provided by

the U.S. Bureau of Mines, Westover said. The bureau will

also help analyze results from the SLS treatment, which

has only been used on coal refuse piles and not on an

"active" pile like the one at Tillson Farm.

"The Bureau of Mines is treating this as a research

project and will distribute the daU nationally,'* Westover

said.

When UMass officials, accompanied by a chemist with the

Bureau of Mines proposed the plan two months ago, sonie

commission members reacted skeptically to the plan. The
pile has been an on-going dispute with the town and the

University for several years. The pile has been identified

as the migor source of pollution to Taylor Brook. Coal

from the pile is used to fiiel the Physical Plant that sup-

plies heat and some of the power to the University.

Inside:

PVTA buses ready for handicapped students . . p. 3

Bonnie R. Strickland leaves her position as
associate chancellor p. 3

Rutgers comes to the Cage tonight p. 16

"The whole life ofman is but a point of
time; let us enjoy it, therefore, while it

lasts, and not spend it to no purpose.
"

— Plutarch

Of the Training of Children
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After 15 years , Trudeau is stepping down
MONTREAL (AP) Prime Minister Pierre Elliott

Trudeau, whose rakish style and intimidating intellect

gave Canada a prominent role on the world stage, an-

nounced yesterday that he is stepping down after more
than 15 years in power.

He said it is "time for someone else to assume this

challenjre." but he would stay on as prime minister until his

Liberal Party can hold a convention and choose a new
leader, probably in May or June.

His intentions were disclosed in a letter hand-delivered in

Ottawa to lona Campagnolo, the party president.

Trudeau, 64, vaulted from obscurity to power on a wave

of what was called "Trudeau-mania" in April 1968, tossing

off witty remarks and kissing dozens of women at every

campaign stop.

He has been in office since then except for the short

tenure of Progressive Conservative Joe Clark, who

defeated Trudeau in May 1979 bui fell from power nine

months later.

With Trudeau's rating in recent public opinion polls

scraping the bottom and his fourth term in office drawing

to a close, speculation about when he would resign had

become almost feverish.

Just last week, Trudeau told about 50 reporters crowded

around him that they had the right month for a

resignation, but the wrong year.

The prime minister, beaming and apparently happy that

the uncertainty was over, told reporters outside his

Parliament Hill office yesterday in Ottawa that he reached

the decision during "a great walk in the snow" lasting

several hours Tuesday night.

"1 listened to my heart and saw if there were any signs in

my destiny in the sky and there were none, there were just

snowflakes." he added later as he left the Hill for the day.

Immediately after the news of Trudeau's decision reached

the floor of the Toronto Stock Exchange on Wednesday,

the exchange index jumped more than 10 points to

2,412.82.

Hart and Mondale say it's a fight
(AP) — Walter Mondale may have tripped on "Heart-

break Hill" in New Hampshire but was running hard again

yesterday challenging Sen. Gary Hart to a "head-to-head"

race in the upcoming southern primaries.

In Atlanta, Mondale noted more than 60 percent of all

southern delegates to the convention will be chosen in the

next three weeks.

"In my opinion, a potential nominee of the Democratic

party cannot write off a major section of the country," he

said. "I challenge Mr. Hart to bring his campaign to the

whole South. I challenge him to compete with me here

head-to-head."

Hart, surprise winner in Tuesday's primary, thanked a

group of New Hampshire voters before leaving the state

that launched him on what he insists will be a two-man

battle with Mondale for the nomination.

In Missis.sippi, the Rev. Jesse Jackson said his No. 4

finish there was a "high moment" because he won that "in

a predominantly white state, over a former governor and

three senators. That shows progress of race relations and

there is growth taking place."

No. 3, Sen. John Glenn, spent yesterday regrouping in

Washington before heading on a southern swing of his

own.
Meanwhile, Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., closed his

campaign.

"I know the difference between reality and dreams,"

the 69-year-old senator said after finishing No. 7 in New
Hampshire.
Cranston became the first casualty of an eight-way race

that Glenn insists is now open to all remaining contenders.

But Hart and Mondale's managers say it is a two-way

fight.

"We will win others in the South, in the West and

elsewhere," Hart said as he greeted workers outside a fac-

tory early Tuesday.
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N.H. upset boosts interest in Mass
BOSTON (AP) - Worries of a "ho-hum" Democratic
presidential primary in Massachusetts have vanished due
to Sen. Gary Hart's surprise victory in the New Hampshire
presidential primary.

State party officials said yesterday they were convinced
Massachusetts would get most of the national attention on
March 13. the so-called "super Tuesday " of the political

season, when nine states hold primaries or Democratic
caucuses.

"Massachusetts has become the real testing ground on
Super Tuesday. " said Linda Hartke. executive director of

the Democratic State Committee, who spent the day
fielding telephone calls from reporters, campaign aides and
others who were suddenly interested in the Bay State
primary.

"It's the only major industrial sUte. It's the largest sUte
without a favorite son candidate. And it's the only state

where all candidates have viable and active organizations

working on their behalf for months," she said.

State officials said they feared that the nomination

process would be virtually over if former Vice President

Walter Mondale won an easy victory in Tuesday's New
Hampshire primary to complement his good showing in

the Iowa caucuses.

But Hart's stunning upset victory has opened up the field

and increased interest in the next round of party contests.

"It means that the Massachusetts primary is turned from

a ho hum election into a high stakes election," state party

chairman Chester Atkins said.

"It's the only place where Hart has an organization and

can make a strong hit against Mondale."

Mondale. Hari. George McGovern and Jesse Jackson all

have confirmed they will attend a Democratic State Dinner

on Sundy in Boston, party officials said.
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Hart'sNew Hampshire victory suprises students
By RITA MURPHY
CoUesrian Staff

CBS, NBC, and ABC News were not the

only ones shocked by Sen. Gary Hart's

stunning victory over former vice-

president Walter F. Mondale in Tuesday's

Democratic presidential Primary in New
Hampshire. University of Massachusetts

students yesterday also expressed sur-

prise at the outcome.

Hart surprised national polsters and.

admittedly, even himself, by defeating

Mondale, the supposed front runner in the

field of eight democrats. Hart finished

with 41 percent of the votes to Mondale's

28 percent.

Just prior to the New Hampshire

primary, political experts expected the

toughest battle to be for second place

between the Colorado Senator and Sen.

John Glenn. Glenn finished a distant

third.

UMass students were just as surprised

by the outcome as were the experts,

according to a poll conducted in the

Campus Center.

"Everyone said Mondale was the front-

runner, I was surprised (Hart won). I

haven't the foggiest idea of what he stands

for." said Christopher Hill, a junior

geology major from New Rochelle, N.Y.
Billie Munro, a first year political science

major from Andover said, "I was really

surprised when I found out (yesterday) in

my political science class. I thought

Mondale would win."

Munro said she did not support Hart and
would only vote for Mondale "if he picked

up Rev. Jesse Jackson as his running

mate."

Jeannie Regan, a Hatch empk)yee from
Whately. said she "thought (Mondale) was
gonna be a hit."

After Hart's strong second place finish in

the Iowa caucuses last week, his campaign
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picked up strong momentum going into

New Hampshire. In the past week, the

media has begun to compare Hart to John

F. Kennedy, in both his youthfulness and

appeal to New Hampshire voters.

Several students also compared Hart to

the late president.

Margorie Mooney. a senior com-

munications studies major from Duxbury
said she was not surprised by Hart's

triumph.

"I thought he had a chance. He's a lot

like Kennedy, a little bit of Robert and a

little bit of John," Mooney said.

She said she did not support either Hart

or Mondale, but rather Ronald Reagan.

Ed Power, a telephone employee from

Hardwick said he didn't think either Hart

or Mondale could beat Reagan in

November, but that Hart "has that

Kennedy charisma."

Denise Bailee, a first year business

major from Acton said she was surprised

by Hart's victory but "was kinda hoping

he would win. He's a new face. I think we
need that."

Since 1952. no candidate has ever won
the presidency after losing in New
Hampshire. But several students said if

anyone had a chance to beat Reagan, it

was Mondale. not Hart.

"Mondale has a better chance of beating
(Reagan)." But. Jim Francis, a junu>r

mathematics major from Peobody said

Reagan would probably win.

Vanessa Rigg, a sophomore college of

arts and sciences niajor from Wyckoff,
N.J. said she was surprised by Hart's

victory because he has received relatively

little media attention.

Professorreturns topsychology

Strickland leaves advisorystaff
Handicapped given lift

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

After serving for one year as associate

chancellor to University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey. psychology

professor Bonnie R. Strickland said she is

pleased to return to her faculty position.

Strickland described her work with Duffey

as "a great learning experience. My job

was very exciting. I got to meet students,

state legislators, and the Board of Regents.

It gave me a very good look at the ad-

ministrative part of the University.

"I really enjoyed meeting with different

people and learning to understand what

was going on." Strickland said. "The worst

aspect of my job was the innumberable

amount of detail involved and the number of

complaints. We tried to respond to

everyone and that often meant working

weekends and late at night."

Strickland said she enjoyed working with

Duffey and praised him (or his efforts.

"As a relatively new chancellor, (on the

job since Oct. 1982), Duffey was faced with

learning about the University and its goals,

and buildinsr relations with the regents.

trustees, legislators and the governor. He
is extraordinary at this. He stepped right

into a very fluid situation." Strickland said.

"Another challenge that Duffey faced was
maintaining the quality of the faculty,

students and the campus itself. In order to

do this, we need budgetary support to

continue. We're faced with a physical

deterioration of the campus and we need a

good budget to correct this," she saki.

Strickland explained that she was
specifically chosen by Duffey after being
recommended by various faculty members
and administrators for the position.

Prior to working as the chancelk>r's ad-

visor, Strickland served as chair of the

University department of psychology for

five years. She was also recently appointed

to the Advisory Council for the National

Institute of Mental Health, an organization

which promotes mental health needs and
concerns.

"I'm enjoying my return to the faculty.

Now I have time for my own work,"

Strickland said. "I'm delighted to be back

teaching students and I can also keep up
with the field of psychology again."

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

Wheelchair lifts are now operating in a

number of Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority (PVTA) buses, enabling han-

dicapped students to ride on most night and

weekend local routes.

Bill Barrett oi the University of

Massachusetts Transit Service said that,

since January 31, wheelchair- accessible

buses have been running after 6 p.m.

Monday through Friday and all day

Saturday and Sunday on the North

Amherst, South Amherst, Sunderland,

Belchertown Road and South Deerfield

lines.

Because this is the first semester the lifts

have been in service, "not a lot of people

know about them." said Laura Rauscher of

the UMass Handicapped Student Affairs

Office. Rauscher added that many students

have expressed apprehension about using

the lifts.

"For many of them this is the first time

they're taking the bus." she said.

Barrett estimated that five students now
use this service regularly. He said eight

people came to a demonstration on Feb. 4 to

try out the lifts, which fold out from the

buses' rear stairwells.

Use of the lifts will not cause noticeable

delays in PVTA service, Rauscher said,

since it takes "two minutes at most" for a

person in a wheelchair to board. "It just

takes a little cooperation from passengers."

she said.

According to Rauscher, the effort to install

these mechanisms began fnre years ago.

when members of the UMass Handicapped

Student Collective, "claimed the right to

use public transportatk>n by being vocal."

Rauscher said the delay was caused not by

funding difficulties, but by technkal

problems with the buses themselves.

Barrett said that though the PVTA bought

the General Motors Corp. buses equipped

with lifts in 1980. the braces intended to

hold wheekhairs steady inside the vehicles

did not fit the wheels of newer electric

wheelchairs. Thus, he said, it would nr^.

have been safe for someone in such a chair

to ride the PVTA bus.

By the time the braces were replaced.

Barrett said, the supposedly weatherproof

lift assemblies had been corroded by water

and road salt, causing mechanical trouble.

Spouse abuse discussed in Northampton
By ILONA STURM
Collegian Staff

Despite a growing awareness and sensitivity to the

problem, wife battering is at epidemic proportions in the

United SUtes and is the most frequently reported crime,

according to Jane Sanders, president of the Massachusetts

Coalition of Battered Women's Service Groups.

Sanders was one of several panelists who spoke Tuesday

at a panel discussion in Northampton titled, "Domestk:

Violence: Available Resources and Strategies for

Helping."

Sanders said domestic violence is an "epidemic"

everyone should be concerned about.

"We still hear a lot of trivialization about it." she said.

"This is a criminal problem. People still think it is a civil

problem and a family one, and that we shouldn't get in-

volved."

"All our services are based on the self-help model which

encourages women to make decisions based on their op

tions," said Bonnie McKee, a volunteer coordinator of

Necessities, a battered women's shelter in Northampton.

"Domestic violence is connected to other forms of

violence in society and the issue of control and power in

relationships. It is a societal problem that is condoned in

society by the social service systems, the judicial systems.

the clergy and t.v.," Sanders said.

She said domestic violence does not just occur in lower

class areas but affects white families as well as minorities,

and occurs among the educated as well.

Sanders said the biggest "myth" concerning domestic

violence is that something is "wrong" with the woman if

she doesn't leave her abusive situation. But, in reality,

many women don't leave because they are afraid.

McKee said women often feel very isolated and are

unaware of the resources available to them. Frequently

women confront denial, disbelief and blame from friends

and neighbors to whom they speak about the problem.

She said battered women often are expected to cope and

compromise with an abusive situation but it is the abuser's

responsibility to want to stop abusive behavior.

Sanders and McKee said financial dependency is one of

the main reasons why women stay with the abuser.

However, they said, abused women also fear the unknown,

physical retaliation and failure.

In 1981, Hampshire County residents completed a needs

assessment survey concerning social services in the

county. Forty-seven percent said there was a need for

more programs dealing with spouse abuse.

Diedre McLaughlin, program coordinator of Direct

Services, a branch of the Hampshire County Information

and Referral Agency said, "We have this great system of

prevention, but no one's getting it."

Police investigate shotgun threats at Riverglade
A 22 year old man was arrested Tuesday after a

Riverglade Apartments resident filed a complaint stating

that the suspect had threatened him with a shotgun, ac-

cording to Amherst police.

The suspect was arrested about 2 p.m. on a warrant of the

alleged victim's complaint. Police said the incident oc-

curred about 3:30 a.m. Tuesday and police responded to a

^„\\ i .' -.pnment at about Sf^n •» m but made no

arrest until the victim signed a complaint against the man

later in the day.

Police said bail, which was set at $1000. was raised by the

suspect Tuesday night.

The man was arraigned yesterday at Hampshire District

Court, police said.

— BOB BURGESS

Photo by Ijutt Ctbana

SUNLIGHT SPOTLIGHT — Karen Carley

takes time off work to relax in the Student

Union Art Gallery.
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SGAseeks ' residental representation

'

The University of Massachusetts Undergraduate Student

Senate Coordinating Committee has denied a Greek area

senator a position as a residential area representative on

the committee which will review the Student Government

Association (SGA) constitution with the administration.

Speaker of the Senate Chris Sullivan said the senate

wanted a dormitory resident and that some of the coor-

dinating committee members have questioned the United

Areas Council (UAC) candidate's ability and dedication.

The Greek area senator. Jay Flynn said. "The fact that

I'm considering running for senate speaker might have

something to do with it." The committee will meet with

the administration to determine the final form of the

constitution, which was passed by the Undergraduate

Student Senate three weeks ago.

The senate passed a motion last week which appointed

SGA Co president Charlene Allen, Chris Sullivan and

Treasurer Eric Nitzsche to the review committee. The

motion also provided that UAC select the fourth member
of the committee, who was to represent the residential

areas in negotiations with administrators.

The motion altered an original review committee ap-

proved by the senate earlier is month which did not include

a residential representative. To protest the "lack of

residential representation," UAC sent a letter to the area

governments urg^g them to veto the SGA approved

constitution. According to Tim Rudolph, co-chair of UAC,
they have since withdrawn their protest.

— JOHN VINCENT

^Headline News' returns to the airwaves
The staff of "Headline N«»ws" is at it again, producing a

news show by and for the students of the University of

Mas.sachusetts.

The campus-based news show can be seen on television

screens outside the Mini-Store and near the Hatt'h in the

Student Union Building at 12:30 p.m. Monday through

Friday.

The Union Video Center show, which features national,

state and campus news is both a source of information for.

students walking through the Campus Center and a place

to gain experience for students interested in jt)urnali8m

and communications, said co-producer David Sobel.
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Hot •nd Sour Soop Sw««t and Sour Chickar

Chick«o Finv»«a ''•" ^"«! "•«•
\

Pan Fri«l Ravioli Ch.n«« Barbwjuwl Porti i

BUFFET Beaf wtth Graan Pappar Broccoli in Oyatar Saoca J

Men - Thur« ^^^^*^ ^"*^ Noodla* Chickan Wings
j

R »». ft nm Luncheon Special h Take Out Sarvica
j

Sunday Brunch g^^ j^y„ ,,30 ,„, . 10 pm \

Fri b Sat 11:30 am 11pm l

10 Balchartown Road i

at Rta 9, Amhai«t
)

256 0261 ^..^,.^,.^.^

11:30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95 per person

-.i

"There is a lot of enthusiasm concerning the show this

semester," co-producer Jamie Sykes said.

Sobel said that in the past, the show's news sources

were the Collegian and the Bonton Globe, but that now The

Associated Press wire service is also being used. Sobel and

Sykes said they are hoping for more video stories and

more on campus reporting this semester.

Sobel said the show welcomes anyone who would like to

do an editorial on video.

- RONDA APPLEBAUM

Rent control commission

will review data tonight
The Amherst Rent Control Study Commission will hoW

the second of two scheduled public hearings at 7 tonight at

the Town Hall.

The Commission, created last October by Amherst's Fall

Town Meeting is empowered "to study the housing market

to determine whether there is a need for rent control in

Amherst," according to chair Kenneth Mosakowskt.

The Commission reque.sts that people wishing to make
presentations at the hearing provide written documen-

tation of data and that oral statements be confined to

factual information.

Written statements may be turned in to the Rent

Control Study Commission at Town Hall. The public is

invited to tonight's hearing.
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MARCH 14,TIX ON SALE

..^A«STUDENT5:S6 00 PUOLICSlOOO QlOO SUB UMAjb
ncken on sole ot Floe Arts Center. SpringfieJd Civic Center ond oil Dotottx locottor^s in Stop 6 Shops in Northompfon. Gree"«ejd

sfieldHo»yokeHodley No conv bottles, comeros or recording devices UMoss ID required to enter wjm btudent^rtc^
•.wsn.ryWWWsftiVvwsAA^

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt ba tt to mnf^r

Opan til 2

665-4937
24 Hour Tap»d Maitoga

i.i^

Tonight - THE RADIATORS 1960's rock & roll

BRING YOUR OWN MUG AND WE'LL FILL

IT FOR 25* TILL THE KEGS RUN OUT
Friday March 2 - MUSEUM DIREKTORS

$2.00 cover with UMass I.D.

Sat. March 3 - THE FOOLS

and TILL TUESDAY
$3.00 cover with UMass ID

rust\ nailC^
PROUDLY PRESENTS

/zrz

Sun. March 4 - DISH & TEASE
Coming: March 11th - STEVIE RAY VAUGHN

& DOUBLE TROUBLE
March 17th - St. Patrick's Day Party

with THE STOMPERS
Tickets available Weds, in Campus Center
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iKStudentsenate
Continued from page 1

Senator Jim Murphy. "If the Senate can't

admit it when one of its own body acts in a

totally disgusting manner, what's the

Senate worth?" he asked. Following this

statement, Collins walked out of the

meeting.

Collegian Managing Editor Bill Wall at-

tacked Collins, saying that "he can come to

the editors with a problem, but he has no

right to harass a reporter."

Wall said he was appalled that "the Senate

can hide behind parliamentary procedures

to avoid a serious harassment issue."

Jay Flynn responded that "Bill (Collins)

should be personally censured by all of us,

but it's not our place to censure someone

who's absent."

ARE YOU FUNNY?
Open BCike Comedy Night at the Blue Wallt

Tuesdoy, March 6

iC'S

:rri

Winner receives $100 cmd the chcmce to k

compete for Catch a Rising Star
^

2nd place recieves $50 t

3rd place receives $25 #

Call Julie at 545-2733 or sign up #

at Student Union 415A
^

••• Sponsored by GPC •••

Women's
Community
Theatre and M^[p[MM

presents. . .

HANDS IN THE MIRROR
A dance poem by Leona Nichols Welch

Share the experience & history of aging black

women in America.

8 P.M. MARCH 2,3,8,9,10 2 P.M. MARCH 4

JAT THE HAMPDEN THEATRE, IN THE HEART OF SOUTHWEST
U.MASS. AMHERST FOR INFO. AND RESERVATIONS CALL

545-2803

hm

IFTHERTS LEADERSHIP INYOU
OCSCAN BRING ITOUT.

OCS (Army Officer Candidate

Schcx^l) is a H-week challenge to all

that's in you. . . the mental the physical,

the spirit that are part of what makes
a leader.

IfOCS were easy, it couldn't do
the job. It wouldn't bring out the leader

in you, or help you discover what
you have inside.

But when you finish and
graduate as a commissioned officer in

the Army, you'll know. You'll know
you have what it takes to lead. And
you'll be trim, alert, fit, and ready tc^

exercise the leadership skills that

civilian companies look for.

If you're about to get your degree and you want to develop your leadership ability, take th(

OCS challenge.

Call your local Army Recruiter, and ask about OCS.

..^ *^ -:;4»^

VC .jjV.

Call CPT Duane WIttenburg at 785-0350

ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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intheptOLLING STONES*'^^**'°"
LAST APPEARANCE THIS YEAR AT

THE BLUE WALL
FRIDAY MARCH 2m
The Black Students' Alliance

Smith College

presents an evening of contemporary jazz

featuring

In Concert

Phyllis

Hyman
\-

^special Guest

Roy Ayers
Friday, March 2, 1984 - 8 pm

John M. Greene Hall

Tickets: $5.00 Smith, $6.00 Students w/ID,

$8.00 Non-Students, $10.00 at door

On Sale At: Seelye Basement-Smith College • Main

Street Records-Northampton • For the Record (in

Faces)-Amherst • Main Music-Springfield • all

Strawberry Record locations

Further Information:

3/584-2700, X2153

#

t
GREAT £
SKIING It

SUPER

I

SOCUUZING I

UMASS SKI CLUB

SPRING BREAK
At

Q^illinqton*^ VERMONT

MARCH 18-23

$

SKIING RAUY*
SKI RACES $

NEW ENGLAND I
CIAMBAKE*

AFTER-SKII
PARTIES«

CONDOMINIUM^
0. MOTEL LODGING*

(four cholcr)?

MOGUlIf
CONTEST^

special uve^
entertainment?

\ and|
MOREflf

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION %

INCLUDES . . .

LODGING
5 DAYS SKIING

-ALL LIFTS

ALL YANKEE SKI WEEK
-ECIAL ACTIVITIES

FIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

34'

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Intramural Wrestling begins 5 March 1984, Wrestlers may weigh in 5

March wrestling matches begin 6 March 1984 at 7:30 pm, Boyden WrestI

ing Room.

Softball. There are still a few softball slots remaining. Entries were due 27

February.

Soccer. Seven player soccer entries (men, women) are still being ac

cepted Times remaining are. 4:15, 5 pm

Basketball high scorers of the week ending 23 February 1984.

Women Rachel Rivin KBD's 20 points

Dawn Henderson Grad GoGetters 16 points

Paula Petrie Grad GoGetters 17 points

Men Owen Keefe Deuce 29 points

Don Aiken Boogens 23 points

John Sheridan Mustangs 22 points

Dave Webler Thatcher

Redwoods 22 points

Jim Sears Beta Kappa Phi 22 points

Grad Dean Behm Academic 23 points

C o - R e c Sarah Drumm the A Team 33 points

Andria Muccini the A Team 33 points

Val Singleton Spirit 27 points

Lori Sontag Mad Pokers 20 points

The annual intramural basketball tournament begins on Monday, 5 March

1984 The tournament runs Monday thru Thursday until completion All
|

players are reminded that current, valid ID cards are requ red for each

game. Drivers license, birth certificates, fTieal plans will not be accepted

iltiASui&lfijml
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Have a really nice day — really!

One of America's favorite expressions is said

millions of times daily, almost invariably to people

the ones speaking do not know and have probably

never seen before in their lives. People often say it to

customers after performing some service they have to

repeat hundreds of times in one working shift.

I am referring to "have a nice day."

We've all heard this from bank tellers, garage atten-

dants, refrigerator repairmen, store clerks, and TV an-

chorpeople (although Jane Curtin used to say "goodnight

and have a pleasant tomorrow"). We can wait in line for

three hours trying to get into PoliSci 121; the add/drop

bureaucrat says the course is closed, but "have a nice day"

anyway.

Ian Polumbaum

We also see it in writing all over the place: flashed bet-

ween the time and temperature on bank signs, as we leave

supermarkets, on computerized receipts, even on bumper

stickers next to a yellow smileyface.

I've seen journalists write about this phenomenon

before, but I've never seen them investigate the true

motivations behind it. Do they really want us to have a

nice day?

Over intersession, 1 decided to start finding out.

Whenever someone told me to "have a nice day," I asked

(when I could remember): "Do you mean that? Are you

saying that sincerely?"

Here are some of the responses I got.

Letters '

A definition of conservative
To the Editor.

Conservative: 1. Tending to oppose change. 2. A person

who favors traditional views and values, 3. Cautious,

restrained, 4. Belonging to a conservative party or political

yroup. 5. Having a myopic fear of Rads.'

I have prepared this letter in response to Neil McCabe's

editorial of yesterday. It was an insult to the student

body, the SGA and those of us who were defined as "Rads"

in his most unfair and biased column. I have not the time
|

or patience to convey my feelings on his cutthroat attempt

lo undermine the effectiveness of our student leaders, but

will inform the readers of this letter about some important

information which was misrepresented in or noticeably

absent from his column.

Given that Mr. McCabe is a member of the Republican

Club and a self professed conservative, I question his

ability to comprehend the mindset of those of us who do not

support Reagan/Bush for President. I also question his

definition of the term "Rad." finding the language "left-

wing extremist who uses student government to further

his/her own political platform, regardless of expense"

particularly objectionable.

As an Officer of the Undergraduate Senate, a political

moderate, and a student who has dedicated the last two

years of my life toward working to see students' interests

realized, I find this stereotypical characterization of myself

and my colleagues to be slander. His attempt to

demoralize the SGA leadership is ill conceived, and will be

met with an aggressive defense, of which this is but the

start.

He, along with his conservative comrades, has once again

attacked the Senate as being unconcerned with student

needs, while propping up the Area Governments and the

United Areas Council as the saviors of student govern

ment. This claim has been made on the pages of the

Collegian so many times in the past year that people on the

"outside" may be starting to believe it. I hope that in the

face of this special interest propaganda, the University

community will retain its sanity and examine the facts, not

the rhetoric.

Everyone will admit that the process by which the Senate

wrote the new Constitution was far less than perfect. We
have encountered and overcome many problems, but in the

end we have a document with which everyone is happy.

But now, there are still more problems. There is an in-

tense battle for power being fought between the campus

Area Governments and the Senate.

Everyone should recognize that THE CONSTITUTION
IS A PAWN IN THIS BATTLE. AND IS NOT THE
BATTLE ITSELF. This is a very important point, because

NO ONE EVER SAYS IT. Mr. McCabe's letter is an

obvious attempt to generate support for the Area

Government side by accusing the Senate of numerous

improprieties. The Senate needs media attention and

scrutiny to function effectively, but columns such as Mr.

McCabe's do not respond to these needs, and are ex

tremely detrimental to the Senate's ability to advocate for

student interests. But that's okay, because that's what

Mr. McCabe wants.

The real battle is for power in the SGA. not for student

interesfts. In the next two weeks, the Senate will be

decting a Speaker and Treasurer and the student body will

be electing an SG^A President and Student Trustee. Each

candidacy figures into the struggle somewhere. It is your

job to find out where and voU accordingly. I am not saying

tkat one nde or the other is right, only that there is a

kuUe underway and everyone must be aware of it and

An O'Hare airport X-ray security matron: "Of course.

Some people have to fly all day, so I thought they'd ap-

preciate that."

A stewardess on American Airlines, Chicago-to-Tucson:

"Ohhh, certainly I mean it!"

A rent-a-car clerk: "Sure. Otherwise, why would I have

said it?"

But I wondered whether the responses themselves were

heartfelt. I got more telling results when I got a chance to

grill people: "Now, do you really mean that?"

A tattooed, cigar-smoking postal worker: "What's the

matter, don't you believe in wishing people a good day?

Christ!"

A waiter in a posh hotel restaurant: "Was there

something wrong with the service, sir?" (We hadn't tipped

him yet.)

A supermarket cashier: "I guess so — I mean, we're

supposed to say that to everybody."

A waitress in a not-so-posh restaurant: "To tell you the

truth, I really don't care. You can have whatever the hell

kind of day you please." (I had already given her the tip.)

A sexy young woman reading D.H. Lawrence in the Din-

ing Commons: she scurried off, probably to meet her

boyfriend or something, before I could ask her.

An Arizona gas station attendant: "I don't know. It's

just something to say, y'know, like 'drive carefully' or

'what's up - not much.' I never really thought about it.

Have a nice day, now."

Ian Polumbaum is a Collegian correspondent

take a position on it. It is your responsibility as the con-

stituency to elect the best candidates, and I wish you the

best of luck.

One final note, I am neither a "Rad" nor a conservative,

and you know it Mr. McCabe.

Eric Nitzsche

SGA Treaaurer

Conflict over * Violations''

To the Editor,

It must have been a slow newsweek. because on Mon-

day, February 27, there appeared an article and a title on

the front page which stated in very bold terms "SGA
Candidates Violate Campaign Rule. " As candidates, we

feel that the article is nothing less than an exercise in

muckraking and irresponsible journalism, and we request

that it be retracted.

The author of the article has taken it upon herself to use

the Collegian as prosecutor, judge, and jury on the matter

of allegations. For violations to actually have occurred, the

allegations would have to be officially presented, con-

sidered by the proper authority, and ruled upon.

On the first matter, where CoUegtan graphics equipment

was used, without the expressed knowledge of the cam-

paign rules or the expressed consent of our campaign

committee, a meeting soon after took place between the

Editor in -Chief and ourselves. A full seven dollars ($7.(X))

was transferred to the Collegian to cover the slight im-

propriety. The "It was a misunderstanding" quote which

appears at the tail end of paragraph five contrasts sharply

with the title of the article.

On the second matter of the Central Area News, a

newsletter to all Central constituents. Central Area

Council (CAC) never published a newsletter "endorsing the

Rudolf/Dooley campaign. " The quote which appeared in

the article never appeared in the Central Area News. On

the contrary, the quote stated was brought to the attention

of the newsletter staff, and was quickly removed from the

draft final of the newsletter before publication. Stating

that the quote appeared is simply false as the distributed

newsletter will attest.

As candidates, we had no involvement with the printing

of the Central Area Council newsletter. Tim's resignation,

which does appear, is public record, and affects all the

residents of the area. It is proper that it appear in the area

newsletter. Furthermore, Tim's resignation was not, as

stated, "a necessary action for presidential candidates."

He resigned because he felt that if he could not devote his

one hundred percent to the office while running for SGA
President, that he should leave the post.

Questions abound concerning the article. Why didn't the

reporter contact the "Collegian graphics employee" about

the course of events? Why, if the reporter bothered to

quote Tim at all, did she misquote him? Why did the

reporter falsely report that the newsletter states an en-

dorsement, when in fact it does not. As a matter of per-

sonal comment, who is this Rudolf character? Tim's last

name is spelled R-U-D-0-LP H. Does the reporter realize

that in her unending zeal to "expose" she instead, in our

estimation, "libeled" our good names as well as the en-

tirety of Central Area Council?

In all instances, it must be pointed out that the SGA
candidates did not "violate campaign rule"(s) in any form.

The seven dollar incident which involved a Collegian

graphics employee was resolved and CAC News ended up

not being an incident at aU. jj^ Rudolph
Donna Dooley

Editorial Notes
Mythical Contradictions

As a writer of a Mystical persuasion, I

afford myself the necessity of constant meditation

and reflections of the perspectives of the

"worlds." I see, often, that some ideas we as human be-

ings hold as truths are but fablistic contradictions to the

truti »f "positive nature."

As t Indent in college, I was intrigued by a biological

fact thav will expound upon if you will allow.

Who wi^ it that said woman was made from man and

thus, inferior to him? I refute you; spinner of tales and

fables, that pass for truth; concerning this ignormatic

belief

The embryo of a human is first a double X constitution.

WTiat this means to a layman is that it is of a female

gender.

Then to this chromosomal plate, there was added a Y
type chromosome, that would engender the being to be

male. (Refer to Basic Biology 101).

Through a genetic determinate, some grew to be man,

but, woman was first.

Observation of our planet, would reveal that it is most-

ly water (sea and ocean). Man, himself, is composed of

over 75 percent liquid compositions.

When we are in the womb, we reside in an ocean world

for 9 months inside a woman!
Nature is a woman so it is said, yet I won't indulge into

the implications in this essay. However, I will say that

this notion has a philosophical subliminal message per-

taining to the stability of a woman's functions concerning

the nature of her mind in particular.

Women, my good brothers, what do we make of them,

our sometimes silent mates?

They are a blessing, a true compliment and a needed

companion to the mighty Earthgod, man.
Let us love and respect them. Encourage them to ex-

cel. They are the planet, we are the creatures that ap-

preciate it, and thusly, benefit from its beauty and majes-

ty and splendor.

We, men, are the fertilizers of the glorious garden.

WTiat would become of mankind without women to share

life with us?

We would certainly be seed without soil to foster

growth. An artist without a mural we would thus

become; we would have no object of ineffable beauty to

perceive.

Why did some author create such a myth such as Adam
and Eve? Chauvinistic inclinations followed upon the

heels of the sacred writers. Was this the Diviners inten-

tions? I fear not, it was the designs of impotent men who
sought to plimge our world into the abyss of darkness

with a manipulative intent.

Thus to control a societal, economical and spiritual

monopoly. Yet, it crumbles now all around them. The

vain sandcastles are pulverized by the waves of scientific,

technological and philosophical truths.

The Mighty Earthgod is the victor, the chains are

melted from the minds of Men and Women, like so many

icicles before the heat of the sun.

Procreate and inspirate, construct and prosper-that

should be the theme for the 80's.

Let us see the facts, if we construct myths, let them be

adjacent to nature and reality.

Let Man and Woman, science and philosophy,

technology and the ritual of religious practices combine

forces to make humanity majestic. More progressive,

and we will gain our posterity.

Have you kissed your mate today? If I were you, I'd

give it serious thought and positive action.

Will Naylor is a UMass student.

Editor's note: Violations of election rules were com-

mitted, in the use of (Collegian equipment and in the at-

tempted offical endorsement of the Rudolph/Dooley

candidacy by the Central Area Council. Lack of offical

prosecution does not nullify the violations that occurred.

According to election by laws, candidates must be

responsible for the actions of all subordinate campaign

workers. Ignorance is no excuse for the law.

The Collegian and its reporter owe no apology. The

story uMis accurate at press time. The charges of jour-

nalistic irresponsibility are unfounded, and should not be

used to gloss over campaign violations.

As hard to believe as it is, those enthusiastic hordes of

budding young writers, investigative reporters and col-

umnists haven't been breaking down our doors to write

for the Editorial page this semester.

But there is someUiing you can do to help! Come to the

first Editorial Investigative Task Force meeting,

TONIGHT, in the newsroom at 8 p.m. Bring your own
ideas, take an assignment, or come just to take a tour of

our illustrious newsroom.
Take the time, come to the meeting, and sUrt having

your opinkm heard around campus. MANDATORY for

all CoUegian columnists.

70U (aONNA GO ALOmG V^IT^^M AN\A Ttl FRE£ZE ?. . OOP^ TOO BAP POC
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Elections can be very strange
Politics is an amazing business, and the mind of a

voter is impossible to understand. "Tonight I took

a cold shower," said Walter Mondale, the one-

time heavy favorite U) win the first in the nation New
Hampshire primary by a landslide. A very perceptive

judgement on his part, seeing that he lost by the largest

upset margin in history, according to ABC News.

"Sometimes a cold shower is good for you," said Mon-

dale. A not so perceptive judgement. His loss to Gary

Hart in the NH primary will have much more significance

than he'd like to believe. Especially since no candidate

has ever gone on to the presidency without winning NH
first.

Josh Meyer
Besides being an accurate reflection of national moods

that can shift in a split second, the NH primary starts a

wave of momentum and press attention that carries

through until Super Tuesday, an election day three

weeks after, in which 516 delegates are elected, and

primaries held in 1 1 states, including Massachusetts.

Gary Hart obliterated Walter Mondale, after being

under the 2 percent popularity mark as late as a week

and a half ago. Hart won 40-29 percent, and

demographic groups across the board voted for him. He
won all age-groups except those over 60, and was a heavy

winner with women, and young, educated adults. Hart

won 37 percent of the organized labor vote, whose

leadership had not only endorsed Mondale, but poured

$20 million into his campaign.

Forty-six percent of the freezniks, who vote only to

stop the arms race, voted for Hart, compared to Mon-

dale's 18 percent (even though the two candidates

voting, records on the eight major defense policy issues

are identical, {against every budget and deployment in-

crease, and /or SALT II Treaty). To solve the deficit pro-

blem, 41 percent went with Hart, while 21 percent went

for Mondale. So it appears that New Hampshirites vote

on their perceptions and pre-conceived (or newly conceiv-

ed) notions instead of scrutinizing the issues.

Had the people of NH looked at the issues more

carefully. Hart's win over Mondale may well have been

more lopsided. Mondale offers nothing but tired, old

liberal gibberish, and tries absolutely as hard as he can

not to offend anybody. Gary Hart has taken a strong

stand on many important issues that other candidates

refuse to approach, like shifting priorities to high

technology rather than protecting dying heavy industries

which can't compete with advanced foreign manufactur-

ing. (Compare Detroit to Japan — what has Mondale said

he would do about that losing battle?)

Perhaps the most important indicator that Hart may

turn the election around, and succeed in getting a

coherent message out to the American political and elec-

toral wasteland is his landslide over Mondale in terms of

being the independent candidate. One fifth of the voters

felt Hart was the candidate to represent them, and not

the special interest groups whose endorsements have

dominated (and maybe swamped) Mondale's campaign,

who received a whopping one percent of support as a

candidate responsive to the public welfare and not the

private corporation. Never under estimate latent expres-

sions of rebellion and anti-establishment feelings of the

rank and file of an organization. Sometimes en-

dorsements are a curse.

While it is true that Mondale still possesses an over-

whelming lead, in electoral votes (181 to John Glenn's 36

to Gary Hart's 24) and in money, endorsements and

grass-roots organization, he is a vulnerable candidate. In

an age where the decision of the American voter often

does not finalize until the second it grasps the voting

lever, Mondale could be the dinosaur of 1984. One pundit

on TV said that if Mondale isn't the winner the

Democratic party is in lot of trouble (because) we can't

clearly nominate anyone else."

If not Mondale, who has been endorsed by almost every

influential democrat, then who? A shift away from Mon-

dale would indicate dissension within the democrats and

liberally-fringe elements of America, as well as the

Democratic party, and could exhaust it before the final

assault on the Reagan empire of stupidity and brain-

washing rhetoric.

Many say that having political convictions is an

honorable and necessary trait, that it is foolish and

dangerous to forsake one bandwagon for another just

because yours has a flat tire. But it is also foolish and

stupid to refuse to admit that you may have made the

wrong choice.

While this does not mean Gary Hart is the candidate

capable of beating Ronald Reagan (the only thing that

really matters in '84), it does mean that eyes will be wat-

ching him a lot more carefully. So should you. before the

Massachusetts primary, March 13th. The 1984 election

will portend either great or terrible things. But at least

Democrats now have a choice.

The powerful,

not the people
President Reagan claims the land-distribution program

as a vital element in his foreign policy on F^l Salvador. But
recent reports confirm the sht)ddy jidministration of this

program, resulting in little benefit to the Salvadoran

oitizenry. A recent internal audit conducted by the Inspec-

tor General's office at the U.S. Agency for International

Development (AID) said that in El Salvador the future of

farm cooperatives "seems bleak without further substan-

tial reforms."

Thomas Pitoniak

Senate Controversy

skirting a real issue

Journalism or prosecution?

Sitting down as a spectator at the Student

Senate meeting last night I was deeply

offended on various levels. The situation of

debate was the printing of a story by a CoU^gtan reporter

involving Senator Bill Collins. Senator Collins was ac-

CTised of verbally harassing the reporter on a personal

and public level. The point of discussion was whether or

not a Senator who expresses himself outside of a senate

meeting is representing the senate or only himself.

I ask, do Senators represent the Senate at all times or

just while they are in a room among their peers? Does a

reporter have to put up with harassment from a Senator

because of a story? Should this issue not be addressed by

the Senate in an official fashion? Should any person have

the right to harass another? Is not a policy of this

University to try and abolish harassment?

If this is so then I sincerely question the respectability

of our Senate body, if they can let such a sensitive issue

be brushed off so by using petty parliamentary pro-

cedures. It is bad enou^ for a regular student to be ac-

cused of harassment, but I consider it absolutely unac-

ceptable for a Senator to not only be accused, but for the

Senate body to feel it not important enough an issue to

discuss it at length.

I ask then, are not issues which involve students and

their feelings one of the purposes of the Senate's ex-

istence? I also feel there should be definite guidelines

which elected officials should have to follow, not only

when they are in a meeting but also when they are mov-

intr outside of those circles.

Marilyn Bou i» a UMaaa student.

According to the report, one-third of 63,000 applicants

for small plots of land "were not working the land because

they had been threatened, evicted, or had disappeared."

Furthermore, "much of the land had never before been us-

ed for any agricultural purposes." The El Salvador

Agricultural Development Hank, responsible for

distributing $29 million in AID funds, has directed at least

$1.4 million to "unauthorized purposes." Another con-

fidential report conducted for All) said the Salvadoran

Ciovemment does not have any significant control over the

abuse of funds for private enrichment.

Specific improvements in land distribution and human
rights had been requirements for the last three years for

any military aid to El Salvador, as "certified" by the

President. But in an affront to the nature of democracy,

Reagan pocket vetoed the bill last fall, in effect nullifying

the law by not signing it. To assure the impossibility of a

Congressional override as well as the certainty of military

aid, the President pulled this immoral shenanigan im-

mediately after Congress adjourned for 1983. In the

words of the New York Times (Feb. 23). "The bill had

passed overwhelmingly in both the House and the

Senate."

During the winter vacation. President Reagan also

managed to destroy the autonomy of the Inter-American

Foundation, which is responsible for $23 million in aid for

small businesses and farm cooperatives in countries like

El Salvador. Trouble began last year when the head of the

Foundation, Mr. Peter Bell, was sent a letter by a budget

official asking him to justify the Foundation's political

neutrality, which the last three presidents have respected.

Mr. Bell said it was to be independent of "political cur-

rents," certainly a valid reason. However, the situation

worsened when the conservative Heritage Foundation

released a report denouncing the lAF's use of "collec-

tivism," as opposed to free Administration." After

Reagan selectively stacked the Foundation's board with

two conservatives and two State Department officials,

Mr. Bell was promptly fired, the vote split evenly along

party lines. The reason: the wrong "chemistry." All of this

occurred during vacation, again, in order to avoid

legislative process and circumvent Congressional approval

of Reagan's appointees.

Contained within the latest bill calling for $178.7 million

in supplemental military aid to El Salvador is a provision

for $20 million to train the national police forces. This

violates a Congressional ban in effect since the early '70's

on aid to national police forces. Together with the military

and paramilitary groups, these three forces are responsi-

ble for roughly 40,000 civilian deaths since 1979. The five

national guardsmen accused of killing church social

workers Ita Ford, Dorothy Kazel, Maura Clark, and Jean

Donovan on Dec. 2, 1980 have yet to stand trial. The

defense lawyer has just filed a motion that will delay the

trial indefinitely.

If the reason for this disdain of justice is a lack of infor-

mation, why doesn't anyone call forth the FBI? The FBI
has 2,912 pages of information on the case, which they

refuse to show relatives of the victims. The FBI claims it is

not required to release anything that may be used by the

SJvadoran authorities. This is an insult to those who are

expected to sit and wait for a trial that may never come.

A 103-page classified report prepared for the State

Department said there definitely was an attempt to "con-

ce«J the perpetrators from justice" on the part of

Salvadoran authorities. The women were sexually

assaulted before being shot by the soldiers on a dirt road.

The report also claims that Gen. Carlos Eugenior Vides

Casanova, then head of the national guard, knew about

the murders and the cover-up. This man is now the

Minister of Defense.

By doing nothing to stop these injustices, President

Reagan is guilty of subordinating human lives and rights

to the "higher" goal of a non-Communist Central

America. He doesn't realize that any nation needs a foun-

dation, and that is its people. "Their" sins do not cancel

"ours." The world is losing. Energies are being channeled

into ways that benefit the powerftil, not the people.

Thomas Pitamiak uaCoUegian coUmmat
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Now'* the Hm«
to call
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North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst

. 549-26fly0 .

NETWORDS
Word Processing

Typing

Professional

& Personal

Bull( Mail Advertising

Paula M. Lipkin

Linda G. Rosen

1413) 323-4716

RENTOHt
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

Korth Amherst
Motors

Rt 63, No Amherst
5492880

riic

Restaurant
,it t\v Good ThyiTH' D«'l

EntraM for Thur-^in
March 1 4"

Flounder with aeafood
stuffing M.GO
Chicken Marsala $7.96

Marinated boneless
Roest of Pork $7.96

Beef a le flamertde

$8.96

Pesta shells stuffed

with
Riscotta $6.50

I CUUPON I

I $2.00 off Dinner I

I I

through Mntch T .
I

r)iiini-r .S::tO-9 (M»

Siindrtv Hrijiii l<

1 I (K) :^ «)

I 1 1 KifHi S:r*"tM
" ' Miji'."' ">K1 », IT,

,.' y,<,, "'//i///.;/s.^-i/,_,.-

ABARL

INDIVIDUALIZED CONTEMPORARY
LOOKS FOR MEN & WOMEN

EUROPEAN COLOR & CELLOPHANES
DESIGN PERMING & CUTTING

PERSONALIZED CONSULTATIONS

il

z
i
5

o
c
o

f

The Collegian Photo Depart-

ment will be offering an

orientation session for new
photographers at 8:00 p.m.

Sunday 3/4. Be a photojour-

nalist at New England's
largest college newspaper!

Serious inquiries only.

For more information contact:

Drew Ogier or Dave Deuber, Photo Editors.

26 GATEHOUSE RD ECHO HILl AMHERST, MA G^(X)2 TEL 2S6W08 S flikon
ZUIKO
KnVI RICOM CHIMOMMNTAX KODAKCANON

-Arts
'.•.•.•.•.•.•.•-••.•-•_•_< ••••••< I • • • • • • • • «
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Wanna see his etchings?
PERIOD
An exhibit of artwork
by Bill Feeney
Feb. 23 - March 8

Wheeler Gallery

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Last Thursday, I attended an art opening

at Wheeler Gallery which doubly impressed

me.

First, I was impressed with the quality of

the work on display. The show, entitled

Period, is a first for art major William

Feeney, and is evidence of his promise and

achievement. In it, Feeney presents works
done in a wide, yet bslanced range of

materials, methods, and mediums.
However, Period is not only provocative on

the basis of Feeney's accomplished form,

but equally provocative for his subject

matter and his abOity to present difficult

political imagery, such as assasination and

torture, in a way which is pleasing to the

eye.

Still, there are exercises in pure form such

as his gouache and charcoal drawings with

brush, working from the mark and the

organic object, the theme of a watercolor

class with Walter Kamys. These studies of

onions move in a progression of breaking up

space until the onion becomes a departure

and what results is a circular painting

without painting circles. Feeney
demonstrates the ability to draw from a

Cubist perspective.

But it is the political work which I found to

be most moving, works which still demand
good form in order to succeed as images.

For these lithographs of Northern Ireland,

Poland, and UMass, Feeney uses xerox

collage and then transfers it to a

lithographic plate, continuing to manipulate

the imagery once it is on the plate. This

technique was learned from print shop

supervisor, Alix Hegeler, who Feeney says

has been the biggest influence on him.

Feeney thinks of himself as a political

artist who is also depicting himself in the

picture in a humanistic way: "I use to think

I wasn't political, only humanistic. But now
I think my art is definitely political. I am
reacting to specific images in the media
showing the senseless suffering in the

world."

Feeney believes the artist must confront
the "media blitzing" which makes violence

acceptable. About the title of his show,
Feeney says "Period can be taken in dif

ferent ways, an end or a time, something
you have to struggle through, as in men-
struation; there are uncomfortable feelings

coming through my work." I found Bill

Feeney to be as accessible as his work and
urge others to attend his exhibit.

The second aspect of the show that im-

pressed me was the gallery. What a

wonderful concept to have galleries in the

residence areas! Too bad that Wheeler
must share its space between an art gallery

and an academic center. I spoke to gallery

coordinator Debbie Pepper, who told me
that last year the space functioned

primarily as an art gallery, but that this

year the room was used mostly as a study

hall. Formerly, the gallery had been up-

stairs on the first Hoor in Wheeler, but now
that space, more desirable and visible as an

art gallery, has also been made into a study

lounge. Pepper hopes that the gallery can

find a more accommodating space in the
near future. I hope so too. East Side

deserves a good place to see such

stimulating art as Period.

The show closes March 8.

PlMto by CkariM Fnacia Carroll

Feeney's art.. .the emergence of a political sensibility.

F 3-Day Sale Wed. Thur. Fri.

FASHION TWO-TONE
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS

ONLY 12.95*Reg. 17.95

White with Teal - White with Rasberry - White with Purple SjzesS-M-L-XL

Open M-f 9-5

I Photo by Dwayn. Autary ^^ohn^^CruiM J^JA'"""* ^- J""®^"'^ " "^""^ ^"'^•^ ' ^""" ^ ^"""^^

I <\CC 3-Day Sale |

I Q ,QQ O I I prasant coupon at |

I
w/COUpon tima of purchaaa

j

2 TONE HOODED SWEATSHIRT | <^^>y "
.^^ ^m^ w^ t^

Reg. 17.95 w/coupon 12.95
| |^^gTOREW

i coupon valid 2-15 to 2-17-84 Quantity
j

I

'^jUNIVERSITY
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Sporty, all leather "Jazz Oxford".

White, grey, & red. only X
$21.99

cpen Sunday

Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Application deadline

March 1, 1984
Obtain FAF's at the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whit-

more Administration Building. To receive priority

award consideration, completed applications must

be mailed to College Scholarship Service by March

1, 1984.

!••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• •••«^'*

zs sz 331 ZC ZE 2S ax as anc

Attention Juniors:

If you ^ave a G.P.A. of 3.2 or higher and

have not received an invitation to apply to

Mortarboard please pick up application

in Dean of Students Office. Deadline
[

3/14. Mortarboard is an honor society

promoting acadennic and community

leadership. For more info call Sharon Kiel

] 549-6353 call eves.

it az ZE azs: zz zz zs zs zs zi9

UAAAS5 SKI CLUD^
Goes Down on the

PARTY BUS
^oFT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK84
Party Down the Coast

till we land in the sand

Each bus equipped with

2 Video Screens

& Dolby Sound System

Buses leave UMass 3/16

Buses leave The Strip 3/24

For more info 545-3437

J Pleasant StThcator L
RAP nWSICI «IIArflTIT

BRIAN RAMCIMat

'ASILV AN«Na TNI BISV
FILM nmiCALS BF TNI
PASTNALFBICABI.**

**nBRI VITAL TNAN
A NBNBRIR

FLASNRAHCISt**
VAHIVT MUM y^^

A nun BT CNAIIUI lUMMM
•HMIHAt. N«SM BT» 1 Mill
AM* «IMIIS STIM •* BLMIMC

* filit lUN ritTUliS ItllASI

I
Through March 6

I" at 6, 8, 10 pm
also 4 pm on Sat and Sun)

J^y n< jsjnl SI \<>flhjnipliMi %8«i (Wr.i

INTRODUCING:
A NEWLUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOUKGE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
• TOC HOT CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES

Golden Fried Chicken Nuggets with \;our choice

of sauces: mustard, sweet and sour, barbeque.

• POTATO DELIGHTS
Potato skins with delicious toppings

• CARROT & CELERY STIX
with Vegetable Dip

Only $2.75

For Each Selection

TOP„ ,of the
CAMPUS

^

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Herring's relative

5 Nursery sounds
10 The Bear

14 Lady from Lahore

15 Faced the day

16 Ending with trie

or trac

17 Intermediate

voice

18 Dignified and
stately

19 Thoughtlessly

20 Distant lands

23 Henri's encore

24 Rubbish!

25 Author of A
Walk on the Wild

Side"

29 Graf von ,

German admiral

32 Building wing

35 Gem
specification

36 Ending tor

problem
37 Incipient

seafood

38 Noted EM
Forsler novel,

1924

42 Without, in

Salamanca
43 Transport

44 Plains. British

style

45 Goal
46

'

o'clock

scholar"

47 Small songbird

48 Plowman's
expression

50 Wine: Comb form

51 MickJagger's
troop

58 Disapprove, in

a way
59 Moslem prayer

60 Astringent

62 Oman's neighbor

63 Likeness

64 Ivy, for one
65 Ornamental

tinplate

66 Exodus
commemoration

67 Gabs

DOWN
Lady of

Spam: Abbr
Even division

Theater gp.

Fashion name
"Survival of

the fittest"

exponent
Neighljorhoods

Motherless calf

Var

8 Promptly, for

short

9 Merchandise
10 City on the

Mohawk
Keep watch over

Impressario

Hurok. et al

Where or how

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11

12

13

21 Encourages

22 Presidential

nickname

25 Make for

26 Sheared rabbit

fur

27 All-star award
winning film,

1932 33

28 Imponant one.

in Addis Ababa
29 Austere

3C Commiserate
31 Environmental

prefix

33 Nantes's river

34 Fewest
36 Fever symptom
39 Behind, nautically

40 Relating to an

ammonia
compound

41 Prefix with

sense or plus

46 Cobbler's need
47 Kind of perfect?

49 Unaccompanied
50 River in Kansas
51 Decorate anew
52 Sister of Osiris

53 Identify

54 Pleased

55 Pentagon
department

56 Non deplume
in English

literature

•^7 Submerged
..d Cask
61 "— amies"
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Late Night Driver Needed
Apply between 5:00—6:00 p.m.
The Collegian Graphics Defjt.

See James

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

NEW YORK DELI
Bagel or Grinder Roll with

Meatballs; Hot Pastrami;

Shaved Beef, Turkey or

Ham; Lox and Cream
Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
NEW YORK DELI

Bagel or Grinder Roll with

Eggplant Cutlet;

Vegetable Filling;

Shaved Turkey;

Lk)x and Cream Cheese

DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce
Ratatouille

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Ratatouille

Weather
r

Today, partly cloudy and
cold with a chance of snow
showers. Highs in the 20s.

Tonight, partly cloudy and
continued cold. Lows
mostly in the teens.

Tomorrow, mostly sunny
with highs in the 30s.

ANSWER TO niEVIOUS PUZZLE:
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TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome
Two For Ono 9 till 1

All Liquor Drinks -

No'
Cover

ypercurricula

FILM - THE MIRACLE OF INTERVALE AVENUE -

Film about Jews and Puerto Ricans creating community
together in the Bronx;' Cuest speaker. 7 p.m., Dwight
House Loupge.

"THE CURRENT STATE OF AUTOMOTIVE
MARKETING" - Tom Staudt. General Marketing Manager
of GM's Chevrolet Division will discuss the many changes
taking place in automobile marketing. The introductk)n of

the Corvette will be used as a case in point. 8 p.m.. Room
165 69, Campus Center.

KARATE CHAMP PAMELA GLASER - Deadline to sign

up for dinner on March 4 with national karate champion

Pamela Glaser at 6:30 p.m. Sign up in Hillel, 302 Student

Union.

BIKE SHOP HOURS AND MEETING - Thursdays hours
(2:30-6:00) can be expanded. Help it happen, sign-up ior

informative orientations learning repair-product info.

Open cooperative meeting. 8 p.m., CC 168.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION We wiU have a talk on

seals - current legislation, how we can help - and plan our

semester's activities. Call 665-2767 for location. 7 p.m.

ZACA TRADING COMPANY
in the Hampshire Mall

IF YOU NEED. . .

- A frame for your favorite picture

- A greeting card for a relative

- A black light for your dorm room
- A present for your Mom or Dad

SHOP WITH US!
GREAT VARIETY and the

LOWEST PRICES in town
gretftir\g cards Er gift wrap always ^/t price

10 ^ OrFeverythlng in the store
with this ad

good thru March 7th

UNIVERSITY OFMASSACHUSETTS ATXMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall \^

Stephanie
Chase
Violin

troni* Madbffff.

19*2 Tchamovtky
CompmWton,
Motcow

THURSDAY. MARCH 1 . « PM
TICKETS: $5.00

Les Ballet

Jazz
de Montreal

atitiflnmt

FRIDAY. MARCH 9. 6 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Mottmr of

Marcel
Marceauf

MONDAY. MMCH 5. 6 PM
TICKETS: $12,110. $8

Springfield

Synnphony
Orchestra
Robert Gutiet

Mu«c Directof with

Jean
Pierre

Rampal
FRIDAY. MARCH 30. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at ^^ M
Fine Arts Center Box Office. DATATIX Ouflefs and * :
Springfield Civic Center.Call(413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4642.

MBA
SCHOLARSHIPS

Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business

Announces

THE PAnERSONMACGREGOR SCHOLARSHIPS

THE RED LOBSTER INNS OF AMERICA SCHOLARSHIP

THE PHILIP CROSBY ASSOCIATES SCHOLARSHIP

These scholarships will be awarcted tooutstanding students entenng the

two-year program Th>e awards are based on merit, with each recipient

receiving S3.000 each year to t^lp defray the cost of tuition Tf^ total

value of the scholarship is $6,000 Outstondirg sctx>lafs \A/ho have been

chosen in past years to receive these awards have fxxj Gf^MT scores

ovefogmg more than 600. with urvdergraduate g/ode point averages,

averoging more than 3 5

Rollins College is a libefol arts college. tourvJed m 1 885 It isirxJependent

of church or state and offers quolity programs m the arts end sciences

The Crummer School was established in 1966 and devotes its efforts

solely to graduate education The Sctxxjl has a higNy qualified faculty

and outstarxlirtg facilities Also available to incoming students are

Gfoduote Assistantships. which are aworded to students selected to

assist ttie Crummer faculty m research

For odditional information, complete the following, clip orxj mail to

Dtrvctor of Admissions
Roy E Crummer Graduate School of Business

Rollins CoHege
Winter Pork. Florida 32789-4499

Name .

AckSress
f^mt3«r srrser/Apf No

Ofy Slate ^ipCocto

''hone NoUna»rgraauat9 CoHege

ROY E. CRUMMER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

ROLLINS COLLEGE • WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

UMASS SKI

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 19 - 26

AVail
COLORADO

INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers

7 Nights Luxury Hotel (pools, jacuzzi & sauna)

5 Day Lift 1 icket (good for Sc-vor Creek & Vail)

ONLY $569 tax Included

DEADLINE MARCH 2
For More Info 545-3437

HAPPY HOUR
7 days a week!

3-7 p.rr).

- DomMtic beet i^
12 oz Draught beer 50*

mo«t mixed drinks $ 1

.

(3 p.m. -10 p.m.)

3T.V.'s

Tuesday Night ...

LADIES' NIGHT

• p|^/as • gnndeis • burgefS
• salads • soups • chih
• cairoi^es • stpak sandwiches

t Bntltje St Nofth,jmplon
586 1?26

Hrs 1 1 a m 1 a m daily

JII1IIII11IT1
--• '-'""'"-^-'"'""''""""'""'-"^'-

nT-Ttniiir i iiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiL

^ *^
89 Main Street

Amherst, MA
256-0880

(behind the Cheese Shop)

! ^/cvc>^ SPECTACULAR
2nd ANNIVERSARY*** SALE ***

Sat. March 3rd - Sat. March 10th

^••••* 20% Off •••*•*

I
all clothing, shoes, tires & tubes

15% Off all other accessories

in stock & Red Tag Specials
Special prices on all 1983

Fuji & Nishiki bicycles

Also see and test ride our new
1984 Fuji and Nishil<i models

iiiitiimtiiiiMNiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<iiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*iiii>i<i>i'i'i'ii'^
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How Would You

Like to Win

A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA??

Justin Ryan's would like to send you & a

friend to Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale

(package includes: transportation & hotel for 8 days & 7 nights)

This Week

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

1 Free Chance - at the door

2 Free Chances - when you buy Guiness,

Harp or Bass Ale

Drawing will be held at Justin Ryan's Thursday Nite

sponsored by jySTJN i?MN^ Guiness/ Harp
IV r*n,i«i -"U-.r

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoNegian Offkx CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE D
ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Q«nuln« Rayban and Vuarnats
fashionable and functional sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

AUDIO

Sony XR-G6 Car Starao brand n«w $200

Stave 549-6974

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Monta Carlo new radials, stereo,

dependabie $660 546-3219

1977 Pinto, two door
*1200 1-543-1646

sedan, automatic,

72 Pinto dependable in good condition

AM/FM radio many new parts 450 or best

offer call 665-7771 evenings

BEDDING

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING delivers Futons,

the portable mattress with chiropractic sup-

port and comfort. 527-3988

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEED! 25&0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Balloon Dalivary by Clownsl Juggling

Birthdays songs more; reasonable rates call

586-4256

PROFESSIONAL DJ» FOR LESS. 4 years

of quality disc jockey service at UMass.
Wny pay more? 256-1393
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sean Connery in

NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN
Friday March 2 6, 8:30, 11

Engineering East Auditorium $1.50

FOR RENT

Apartment for aublat 340 a month plus

utilities, two bedrooms April 1 - Sept 1,

Belchertown, 323-6836

FOR SALE

Yamaha Guitar - arxxto) FG 325, exc.

cond. first $100.00 taltaa it. 646-7222

Bundy Piute - exc. bond., good for learn

ing student. Call Ginger ave. at 253 9223

Guitar - Gilberto six string classical and

case excellent condition $150 549 7697

Watches Rolex Cartier Piaget 75 to 150

253-5669

Fender Strat. cream maple neck w/trem

Todd 549-4003

Olln IV Skli 180 cm w/Tyrolia 3eOR bin

dings 120$ negotiable At 253 9376

FOUND

tion call and identify 666-4826 Debbie

HELP WANTED

SPORTS EDITOR WANTED
1984 INDEX requires a responsible sports-

minded person to head the sports depart-

nf>ent. Creative sports writing a require-

ment. Will train layout skills if neceasary.

This is a non-work study job. Apply in per-

son at Index Office, MWF 2-4.

Help! Can you care for my kitten for about

a month? Will pay expenses. Start im-

mediately. Jody 546-4349

INSTRUCTION

Stata 140 tutor needed immediately call

6^933

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment 253-2098

Acct 322 tutor needed deaperatoly - call

Susan M at 546-0320

Need help in Math tutor available for

Math 104, 106, 107, 120, 127, 131 call

549-1792 ask for Beth

French Tutor available will tutor any

levell Flexible schedule. Phone 549-3587

LIVE ON THE CAPE
THISSUMMERI

Nice house In Dennisport Vi mile from

beach. Housemates wanted Only $560. for

entire summer! Call Tom 253 2284 Call

Now!

LOST

Gold bracelet with clown charm bet-

ween Haigis Ma!! Campus Pond. Reward

call 545-1521 Cindy

Gold ropachain bracelet downtown
Amherst, probably Time Out area 2/24.

Reward. Please call 253 3619

Gold chain and croaa around Brandywine

Sat. 25 deep sentimental value reward if

returned call Larry 546-5304

Lost Stats book in Hasbrouck 124 2:15

PM Thursday 2/23 please call 546-6917

PERP^wilEflS WANTEDin^^^

We need entartalnera for Street Theater!

Jugglers, Singers, Mime. Open to new

ideas! Call or sign up at Student Union

415A 545-2783 tiow!! I

PERSONALS

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW for Spring

Break Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona, Acapuico,

Prices from $1071 Andrea 546^9648

Art^ Busineas, Uw, History, and

Engliah at Oxford this summer Imforma

tion 545-1914. Bartlen 378 or 160 ^

Hey Bob! Artentionli It's your B Day do it

up! Your Roomie

Watch fount* In Canynis^enter TV^sec^ J

M.

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues , Feb. 21-Wed., March 14 *

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken *

W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:

noon-4 pm,
and 5 pm - 9 pm *

For appointment call 546-0648/545-2874

or sign up on portrait dates *

in 177 178 CC
Sitting Fee: $5.00

*

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape -custom
ear-piercing. Sin9le8, multiples. 253-3324

DIRTY HARRY
• Detective Harry Callahan •

• he doesn't break murder cases •

• her smashes them "

• Clint Eastwood - is - Dirty Harry *

• Student Union Ballroom •

FriMar2@5,7,9,11
5@$1 7,9,11 @ $1.50

L.A. Are you jealous of the way I live?

Neabbie

Shakay your gesture deserves many
thanks only sorry it took so long I Love Jo &
Lisa

Thank You
Baseball Raffle Winners

1. Ralph Roberts UMass
2. Warren McReddie TarrytownNY
3. Doug Subocz Northampton
4. George Knopf Sea Girt, NJ
5. Diane Steigman - UMass
6. Liz Villanova Pittsfield

UMass Baset)all

Paul N Happy A I'm wishing on a dream

-you're my dreamer, my lover, my t>est

friend - a dream come true s'agapo, TES

Sharon Garay £r John Moreau Good
Luck in your bid for Central Area Gov't Co-

President - Tepp & Kell

Liaa,

No you didn't ruin my weekend
the next tinrie you're going to Bostorv

^

don't bother to call

L.

ROOM WANTED

Willing to ahare room expenaea etc. Need
close to campus on bus route call Sean
549-4404 keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/Hadtey $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

SERVICES

TVPINQ. Papers, caaaa, reaumaa,

IBM SalectTK $1/pg. Nancy 54»60e2

TYPING -Fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspofKlence, etc.

Reasonable rataa. 666-3414

ASTROLOGICAL CHARTS. Sensitive, in-

depth pyschological readir>gs. Includes

transits & compatibility. Re8SOfwt)te. FREE
15 min. reading. 323-5711

SPRING BREAK M
Daytorta Beach 2B9 price includes round

trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reef***fTee rent a car"'unlimrted
mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Browrd Blvd

•••free rent a car^^ 'unlimited

mileage
call Eric 546-8176

TO SUBLET

Room to aublet in a two bedroom apt in

Northwood Sunderland leave message
546-1483

WANTED

Contact lenaea replaced. Bausch
Lomb or American Optical $25 each.

Spencer 1 70 University Drive. 256-866 1

STACEY JOHNSON Happy 20thl H
to a great year! You're the beet Love

MC

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry arul Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasan t St., Amherst, 256-0710

Tutor Spanlah 120 call Dave 6-8429

WANTED TO RENT

Puffton people. There's no room at the

inn Virg arnl Mary want a 3 l)edroom apt

willing to take summer lease call 546-1447

RafrHiarator desperately needed. Want
to rent tH end of semester caM Julie 6-8494

Urgent need apt in Puffton VHIaga
desperately for fall '84 call Kim 546-6146 or

Jimmy 646-879 ^
WRITTEN MATERIAL

WANTED

Dissertations. Theses. Cases, Papa
acceptance quaranteed, on-campus, I

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

HELP! Ride needed to and from Chicago

over spring break. I'll gladly share driving

and expenses. Please call Cris at 546-6672

The Commuter Area Government is

seeking writte- reticles, fiction, non-fiction,

poetry, black b white drawings etc. for its

newsletter to be printed in April.

Undergrads living off campus are urged to

submit their work The CAG will decide

what is used & will return all originals. The

newsletter is rnailed to off campus
students. Send ^laterial to the Commuter
Area Govt 404 SUB 5-2146
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There will be a meeting tonight for all WMUA sport-

scasters at 5:15 in the Cage. Topic of the meeting will be

scheduling for broadcasts, which will be starting next

week. All sport scasters are encouraged to attend.

The Massachusetts Daily NKW KNGLANDS LAK(;KST ('()I,LK(;K DAILY
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Scarlet Knights ride into The Cage
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The injuries are behind them, having to face Top 20 teams
feeling mean after a loss is past and there's a little payback

at stake as well, the University of Massachusetts is ready

to win some basketball games.

They better be ready. The Atlantic 10 tournament is in

the not to-distant future and only the top six teams in the

league receive first round byes. UMass, at 6-10 in the

conference, reside in that seventh spot but have two games

tofight for that bye.

Tonight's 7:30 p.m. clash against Rutgers in The Cage

would help UMass rise out of that hole. The Scarlet

Knights are 7 9. a place ahead of the Minutemen.

"1 say it before every game, but each one from now on is

important." said coach Ron Gerlufsen. "We've simply got

to go out there and beat these two teams (Rutgers and

then Duquesne on Saturday) to get into the top six.

"

The Mmutemen, in theu- worst ottensive showing of the

year, were crushed 65 46 to number 15 Temple on Monday.

UMass has now lost three in a row and are quickly

dropping in the important standings rate. They are 11-14

overall, 9 2 at home.

The Knights. 13-12. are fighting for position themselves
and bring to The Cage the conference's scoring leader in 6-

2 guard John Battle. The all- American candidate is good
for at least 22 points a game from his off-guard position.

Rutgers picked up a close 88 83 win over UMass in New
Jersey in early January, but as often is the case things are
different when the 4.200 are up and going crazy in The
Cage.

In Jersey John Hempel impressed the home folks with 27

points against the Knights with Horace Neysmith bagging

19 and Edwin Green adding 16.

"We've got to pay special attention to their guards,

especially Battle and his ability to score from the

perimeter," said Gerlufsen yesterday. "We'll play a man
on them with Carl Smith and Donald Russell switching

off on Battle, in a zone we'll play close attention to him as

well. h«'s dangerous."

EYES RIGHT - UMass forward John Hempel is being flanked by Temples Jj"" McGlaughin in

last Monday night's game. Hempel and his teammates hope to rebound tonight as they host

Rutgers University.

UMass. after a terrible 20 of 58 performance from the

floor against Temple, will be looking to make the nets sing

tonieht. 'The offense has been slow but we're ready to

break out of the slump, the shots have been there, " said

Gerlufsen.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: 6-10 Eric Fleury, a

Albany N.Y. product via France, will be in attendance

tonight. The future center is being sought after by UMass
as well as Rutgers. "He would be very important to our
program. " said Gerlufsen. The capacity crowd should

make him feel right at home, hopefully. Green needs 14

points to move into third place on the all time UMass list

and 15 to tie the Doc for second. The game will be on
WMUA-FM,91.1.

The final days of the Old Cage are approaching
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The relic will gasp its last breath at ap-

proximately 9:20 p.m. Saturday night. The
doors will creak shut, the players will walk
across the rickety, surrounding track, and
the worn-down floor will be pulled up one
final time.

The Curry Hicks Cage, as modern
civilization has come to know it. will cease

to exist following Saturday night's final

1983-84 Minuleman basketball game

against Duquesne. When those doors

swing open again for the 1985-86 campaign

the memories will remain but the look will

definately have changed.

Those memories have been good and bad,

great and horrible. The decaying walls of

the 55 year old court have seen the glory

days of the late sixty's through mid-

seventies as well as the depressing years

when the teams won as often as the Denver
Nuggets hold an opponent under 100 points.

The court has been played on by the likes

of Al Skinner. Alex Eldridge, and of course

the good doctor Julius Erving. It has felt

SportsLog
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts..

.

We've just completed week no. 1 for the

USFL. with attendance figures down from
last year. The next couple of weeks will

be crucial for the new league as they must
gain an audience to compete with

baseball, basketball and hockey playoffs,

and the warm weather...Some teams are

trying anything to get in. The Los
Angeles Express had a WayneNewton
concert after the game. They're still

trying to figure out which one was more
boring...

The NFL is still making news anyway as

the Los Angeles Raiders stay in Los
Angeles. Next move couM be Baltimore.

Owner Robert Irsay is plannmg to move
the Colts...How does the Belchertown

Colts sound to you? Maybe not...Ex-

NFL'ers Joe Cribbs. Brian Sipe. and Cliff

Stoudt along with Mike Rozier and
Herschel Walker had rough starts in

weekend no. 1. but I think the paycheck

they will pick up will find a way to console

their broken hearts.

My jinx for the NBA is vs strong as ever.

Two weeks ago I praised the Celts and
they lost a few in a row. ^asi week, ii was
the Knicks. They have since lost 5 of 6,

while the Celtics are back on a tear. Next
thing you know. I'll probably vote for

Reuben Askew... It has been reported that

the NBA IS at its best financially.

Franchizes are reporting record profits

and TV shares are going up. thanks partly

to the incredible amount of cable

coverage, especially ESPN.
One regret about watching the NBA on

ESPN is that you have to sit through Dick

Vitale, not the best color commentator
around... If he isn't saying how much he

"loves" every player known to man, he is

rambling on about his old coaching days.

He isn't like Al McGuire. who gfives in-

sightful comments, he just babbles on.

I also have the pleasure of listening to

Vitale for college hoop, but even he isn't

going to stop me from enjoying one of the

best seasons ever...North Carolina will

get back point guard Kenny Smith, who is

coming off a broken wrist. They will be

tough to beat. ..We saw N.C. State come
out of nowhere to win last year, so who
knows what can happen... Still have to put

money on Louisville, who have the best

backcourt in the country.

Speaking of backcourt. we saw an ex-

cellent guard in Temple's Terence

Stansbury. He can shoot, dribble, and

play good D. Don't be surprised if he

makes the NBA. probably in the second

round...The Owls totally took UMass out

of their game in the first half with their

tough zone defense...These last two

games are crucial to UMass to escape thai

first round in the playoffs...Good luck to

Edwin Green who needs 15 points to pass

Dr. J on the career scoring list... Now. if

Edwin can sign for a Coca-Cola com-

mercial.

the awesome reverberations of the jammed

packed capacity crowds and also seen less

people trudge in for a game than in your

locaJ high school gymnasium.

So now the allegedly long overdue

renovations will begin that promises to

make The Cage a better arena. Of course

with the good a'ways comes the bad, and

the bad in this situation is the loss of what

ha-s become such a big part in the

Minuteman basketball resurgence in the

past couple seasons, for one year. Barring a

minor miracle the work will not be done in

time for the 1984 85 campaign, and the

teams "home" games will be played

somewhere else.

As far as the people around the program

are concerned though, the loss will be there

but it is far from devastating. "I've seen a

lot of arenas." says coach Ron Gerlufsen.

But. he adds. "A building is a building. But

atmosphere can be created somewhere else.

Our fans are the best and hopefully we've

established ourselves enough that they

follow us wherever we play the games."

Whatever the loss may be everyone

agrees that the final outcome will be well

worth the temporary inconvenience. "All in

ail it will be best for us," says head woman's

coach Barbara Stevens. Adds Gerluf-

sen."The school deserves better and the

team deserves better (than the present).

Says Co-captain Edwin Green, who will

leave UMass at the same time as the old

Cage, "It's a great improvement. I'm glad

they're doing it." And he adds, "I wish they

had done it earlier."

So it will all end this weekend. The Cage
is an amazing place to see a basketball

game. Gerlufsen does not exagerate in his

analysis of the atmosphere. It is a sight and
sound that everyone should witness to grab

a memory that can be held onto. The final

two chances are tonight and Saturday. Call

your friends, invite the famOy. Simply
don't miss it.

Swimmers travel to N.E.
ByEDHAYWARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team travels to Springfield today

to take part in the New England Cham-
pionships, a three day competition that will

close out the teams 1983 1984 season.

Head coach Russ Yarworth and his

assistant Dave Swenson have been letting

their swimmers take things a Uttle slower

in the past few weeks in order to get the

most out of the team in the final competition

of their season.

"We've given them more rest than in the

past few years," Swenson said. 'We've
tried to have them take it easy in practice to

relax and swim fast with little effort.

Hopefully, we'll get a few more kids hitting

their taper their peak, this year."

Yarworth will be going with basically the

same swimmers he's gone with all year

long. Leading the list of the 12 swimmers
heading for Springfield is Chris Porter, who
has qualified for 4 events: the 800 Free

Relay, the 200 Free, the 400 Medley Relay,

and the 100 Free.

The 200 Free is Porter's best event, and

according to Yarworth could finish possibly

first. Other qualifiers include Pauk McNeil

in the 1650 Freestyle, Chris Clarke in the

200 Butterfly who "always performs well in

the New Englands," according to Yar-

worth.

The 400 Medley could also be a strong

UMass event, with Porter, Mark Burette,

Neil Kinnon, and Clarke rested and ready.

The Minutemen will be without the ser-

vices of freshman Rick Bishop. Bishop

stood out in the distance events this year

until he developed a severe shoulder

problem.

"It's preventive medicine." Yarworth said.

"if he really hurt it in this meet then he's

one of the best in New England."

Yarwortn hopes to finish in the top seven

this year. He admits that after the top two

contenders of Williams and Southern

Connecticut it will be a "good fight" for the

rest.

"They've worked hard all year. The

Amherst meet was a good indicator that

they're ready. We blew them out of the

water," Swenson said referring to UMass'
69-44 victory two weeks ago.

"This (the New Englands) is what they've

worked for all year. As long as they don't

ireak out and keep their heads then we
should be strong." Yarworth said.
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BIRD'S EYE VIEW - A pigreon sits on a Tower Library balcony, wat-

ching the people pass by below.

Supreme Court ruUng
doesn't affect sports
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

A recent United States Supreme Court

decision easing restrictions on sexual

discrimination in college funding

procedures will not affect local coUege

women's athletic programs, school officials

say.

The ruling, delivered earlier this week,

says schools found to be discriminating

against women in one program will no

longer face cuts in all their federal aid.

The new ruling narrows the interpretation

of Title IX, a law passed in 1972 to ensure

equal treatment and opportunity for women
and men. Under the new ruling, colleges

can discriminate against women in in-

dividual programs as long as the programs

do not directly receive federal aid.

Frank Mclnerney. Athletic Director at the

University of Massachusetts, said the new
ruling will not affect women's sports at

UMass.
"It will have no effect on the department of

athletics here because Title IX has never

been a prime mover, women's needs has

been." he said.

Mclnerney said when Title IX first came

out, it forced some schools to allocate more

money for women's programs and create

new opportunity for women. He said,

however, the law did not drive UMass into

providing for and meeting women's needs.

"What pushed us to build programs was
more women who needed athletic ex-

perience." he said.

Valerie Turtle, the UMass women's
swimming coach, she "is not pleased with

the decision" and that "things are in pretty

good shape" at UMass.
"I don't think it's a good national decision.

I think it's hurting women's overall status

as seen by society," she said.

Turtle said because "some women are

being discriminated against, federal

discrimination laws are protecting them

and trying to make it better."

Larry Fink. Athletic Director at Smith

College in Northampton, said the new
decision would probably affect "campuses

operated by Neanderthal minds " or colleges

that have a less modern view of women's

athletics.

Fink said he doubted that "enlightened

student groups and administrations" would

allow the restricitive bill to affect women's

educational and athletic programs.

Smith College
president resigns
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

After nearly 10 years as the president of

the largest women's college in the nation.

Smith College President Jill Ker Conway
formally announced her resignation

yesterday. In a letter released last week to

the college's board of trustees, the first

female president of the 110 year old in

stitution cited personal and professional

reasons for leaving.

Among them is her desire to spend more

lime with her husband. John J. Conway, a

University of Massachusetts professor and

director the Canadian Studies department

in the Five College academic program.

Conway's resignation will take effect in

June. 1985.

Mrs. Conway was unavailable for com
ment. A college spokeswoman said Mrs.
Conway also wished to finish the second
volume of her work on the history of

American women, titled The Female
Experience tn Eighteenth and-Nineteenth-
Century America. .

Mrs. Conway came to Smith in 1975. after

working as a history professor and vice

president of the University of Toronto. She
was best known for her fundraising ven

tures. thus allowing such improvements as

the construction of the college's first

gymnasium and ind(K)r track a $5 million

project, according to Director of Public

Relations Ann Shanahan.
Ms. Conway also sought to increase the

availability of financial aid for Smith

students. Shanahan said

"I think a lot of people were very sur

prised. " said Shanahan. a personal friend of

Ms. Conway. "1 think also there is a great

amount of disappointment, for she did a

great deal for this school. 1 wasn't totally

surprised because she had once said that

she felt a person could only creatively do a

job like hers for about 10 years."

Smith students said they were saddened

by her departure.

Soph»)more sm'iology major Cas.sandra

Tseckares said, "I was pretty upset. I think

she was a good president because she saw

as important actually getting out and

mtH'ting her students. 1 think many other

students felt that way when they met her."

I'm a little disappointed." said sophomore
government and economics student Susan

Fentek. "I like the fact that she made
closer ties to large corporations, and I liked

her decision to cut the size of the freshman

class to maintain the quality of the school."

She is a confident, smart woman who had

definite goals for this college."

McGovern backed

by area Democrats
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Two area Democratic parly leaders

recently endorsed former South Dakota
Sen. George McGovern for the 1984

Democratic Presidential nomination.

Ken Mosakowski, Hampshire County
Democratic Committee Chairman, and John
Lawlor, Northampton Democratic City

Committee Chairman, who sent out a joint

letter last week to more than 500
Democratic Party leaders and peace ac-

tivists in the First Congressional District,

said McGovern's campaign platform

"represents a real Democratic alternative

to the dangerous, regressive policies of the

Reagan Administration."

Despite Colorado Sen. Gary Hart's victory

in the New Hampshire primary Tuesday,

Mosakowski, an Amherst resident, said "it

is still too early to tell" how McGovern
would place in the March 13 Massachusetts

Democratic Presidential primary. He said

Wednesday that he hopes McGovern would

pick up some, if not all, of the supporters of

Californiz Sen. Alan Cranston, who has

dropped out of the race. Ruben Askew,
former Florida governor, and Sen. Ernest

HoUings of South Carolina have also quit

their candidacies.

Lawlor said McGovern's programs are an

"updating of the New Deal, the Fair Deal

and the New Frontier" and that his cam-

paign is "an attempt to bring questions of

liberalism face to face with the issues of the

1980'sand90's."

In an interview in boston yesteroay.

McGovern said he expects to place first or

second in the Massachusetts primary.

Although an appearance is not now

scheduled, Lawlor said McGovern plans to

appear at the University of Massachusetts

before the primary.

He said he is hopeful Mcfiovern would be

successful in his bid for the nomination.

"It's a question of the more votes he gets,

the more it will have an effect on the

Democratic Party no matter who wins, and

that's wide open right now." I..awlor said.

The endorsement letter cited McGovern's

commitment to "reduce substantially our

nuclear weapons arsenal, terminate all U.S.

military operations in Central America, put

unemployed Americans back to work,

increase federal support for education,

revive the construction industry with

federally backed home mortgage loans and

reform the present loophole -ridden tax

code."

McGovern is the only Democratic can-

didate who "has pledged publicly to reduce

our wasteful, bloated defense budget by 25

percent below the $275 billion requested by

the Reagan Administration for Fiscal Year
1984." the letter sUted.

Mosakowski praised McGovern's cam-
paign style of not publicly attacking fellow

candidates, saying. "It's better to run a

positive campaign. McGovern is right. The
main target is Reagan. They weren't

raising the issues and that's where the man
is."

Although McGovern may be perceived as a

loser with a nostalgic. Mosakowski said.

"Just because he lost in that 1972 election

doesn't mean he won't make a great

president. We should pick up where we left

off in 1972."

Mosakowski coordinated McGovern's 1972

Presidential primary campaign in

iMassachusetts' First Congressional

District, and Lawlor was the first elected

public official in Hampshire County to

endorse McGovern in 1972.
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Two Democratic candidates drop out

Hollings quits
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Ernest

Hollings of South Carolina yesterday

abandoned his two year quest for the

Democratic presidential nomination, saying

'it's plain that my candidacy didn't get

through to enough people."

"Well, nothing happened to me on the way

to the White House," Hollings told a news

conference in a Senate committee hearing

room.

Hollings thus became the second

Democrat to drop out of the race. Sen.

Alan Cranston withdrew Wednesday.

Citing his sixth place finish in the New
Hampshire primary Tuesday, Hollings said,

"I announce today that I will be stepping

aside as an active candidate in this

presidential contest."

"It was one of the best educations I've ever

had," be added.

"I leave with satisfaction that my message

has gotten through to the other can

didaies."

Sen. Ernest Holling^s

AP Laaerphoto

Reubin Askew
AP LjuwrphoU)

Askew leaves
MIAMI lAP) - Former Florida Gov.

Reubin Askew ended his one-year cam-

paign for the Democratic presidential

nomination yesterday, citing his poor

finishes in New Hampshire and Iowa.

"I tried to be true to myself and my
deepest convictions," the 55-year-old

Democrat told reporters, his wife. Donna
Lou, at his side.

"I believe I succeeded in meeting all my
goals, yet I've not succeeded in winning

many votes."

Askew is the third Democrat to withdraw

from the presidential race.

Sen. Ernest Hollings, also citing his poor

showing in New Hampshire, dropped out of

contention earlier today. Sen. Alan

Cranston, who finished seventh in New
Hampshire, abandoned his bid for the

White House on Wednesday.

Editors, reporter subpoenaed in rape case
BOSTON (AP) - Executives of two

newspapers and a reporter were sub

poenaed yesterday after the Boston Herald

published an interview from last August

with one of six men accused in a barrom

rape case.

Bristol C/Ounty District Attorney Ronald

Pina said Editor Joe Robinowitz and

reporter John Impemba of the Herald and

Editor James M. Ragsdale of the Standard-

Times of New Bedford were called to court

Monday morning.

Pina said the three were told to bring with

them all unpublished notes about the story.

"I want to see what wound up on the

cutting room n<K)r, ' Pina said.

Trial of the six men in a widely pubhcized

case involving Big Dans tavern in New
Bedford Ls in the second week of testimony

in Bristol Superior Court in F'all River.

Piscopo to go
BOSTON (AP) — Live from Boston.

Saturday Night Live's popular comic Joe

Piscopo confirmed rumors yesterday that

he probably will not return to the late night

television show next season.

Appearing on WBZ TV's "Live on Four"

program, Piscopo answered, "Probably

not." when asked whether he will return to

the show. He denied rumors that he does

not get along with the program's crew.

"It's some other foks." he said.

He also said it will be hard to return to the

show without his "buddy" Eddie Murphy,

who filmed his last segment of Saturday

Night Live last week.

Piscopo was in Boston for a performance at

a local night club. The Paradise.

New Bedford tavern March 6, 1983.

In the interview, Raposo contended that

the woman was a willing participant, and

asked to be taken to a pool table where she

would be more comfortable.

The story conflicts with the woman's

testimony in the trial and with that of a

bartender who told the jury this week that

she was carried to the pool table, her

clothing was stripped off and she was

raped.

Raposo was in jail when he wrote to the

New Bedford newspaper, asking to be

interviewed.

Impemba's discussions with Raposo

became the focus of court action after

Raposo's former attorney claimed the in

terview was conducted without his

knowledge and could harm his client.

Ragsdale said he was served with the

court paperf yesterday afternoon and

added, "We will resist, as we have in the

past, turning over the unpublished in-

formation to the court. We have never

published a line on it.

Bartender testifies
FALL RIVER (AP) — A woman screamed

"leave me alone" as a man did "piggy

things" to her on a barroom pool table, a

bartender testified yesterday in the case of

six men charged with gang rape.

But the second day of testimony by Carlos

Machado also raised new contradictions to

earlier statements of the woman who told

jurors she was attacked and raped by

strange men after she went to a Big Dan's

bar in New Bedford to buy cigarettes.

Speaking through an interpreter, the

bartender said the woman never asked him

for change to buy cigarettes, but instead

had three drinks, laughed and talked with

the men at the bar and even threw her arms

aound one of them before the attack.

Machado's own testimony was challenged at

the end of the day when he said in answer to

a defense attorney's question that he was

"not sober" the night of the attack. But the

district attorney and the interpreter later

said the question was phrased incorrectly

and Machado did not intend to say he was

drunk.

Meese questioned

COOGAN DIES - Jackie Coogan.

I

who played Uncle Fester on "The
Addams Family," died yesterday of

a heart attack. He was 69.

WASHINGTON (AP) Edwin Meese.

President Reagan's nominee for attorney

general, came under sharp questioning

yesterday from senators concerned about

his commitment to ending racial

discrimination and whether he would be the

president's or the people's lawyer.

Partisan squabbling marked the first day

of the Senate Judiciary Committee's

hearing on the nomination of Meese.

Reagan's counselor and close friend, to

replace Attorney General William French

Smith.

Meese pledged to pursue "even-handed

But the pledges failed to satisfy

Democrats and one Republican. Sen.

Charles Mathias of Maryland. They

questioned Meese closely on his role in

overturning an Internal Revenue Service

policy against giving racially discriminatory

schools tax exemptions, his personal

finances, and his relations with Reagan's

political supporters.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D Mass., noted

the change in IRS policy, Meese's remark

that some Americans join food lines because

the food is free, and his opposition to

government-paid lawyers for the poor.
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UMass to hold women's celebration
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Corespondant

Beginning Monday, the University of Massachusetts will

honor women throughout the world with the eigth annual

Andrea Bates, a member of the Planning Conmiittee, said

International Women's Day has been celebrated on March
8 since 1911, when thousands of immigrant and non-

imm igrant women workers in Manhattan demonstrated to

demand better working conditons after a fire killed

hundreds in a shirtwaist factory.

From March 5 to March 11, the UMass campus will

present panel discussions, workshops, films, slideshows,

and cultural events "to reach the University community" in

order to expose "the diversity of women's roles," said Kate

McGary, coordinator of the event. The week is a

"celebration of women and their struggle for a better

society," she said.

"At UMa.ss we have so many women from such diverse

Hatch thefts
cause concern
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

While stealing food from a University of Massachusetts

cafeteria is not a new problem, recent incidents have

caused some concern among Hatch employees.

Hatch manager Larry Jeffers and employee Phyllis

Kessler recently apprehended two students attempting to

smuggle out three trays, each holding between $15 and $18

worth of food for a total value of about $48, Jeffers said.

While charges are not being pressed in the incident, during

which police were called, Jeffers noted the possible long

term losses resulting from such thefts.

"If you multiply $48 by the number of hours in a day that

the Hatch stays open and then by the number of days it

remains open and afterwards multiply this result by the

number of students who are stealing the food, the total for

food stolen is something to definitely begin to worry

about," Jeffers said.

"It takes two to perform the theft," he explained. "One
student will take a table tray filled with food for four or

five of his buddies and then slide it across to another

student who will be on the outside of the line and will in

turn, take it back to his table of friends.

"It is a shame that the student who steals fails to consider

his fellow student. When someone steals, prices will be

raised a certain degree to offset our losses." Jeffers said.

Kessler said police took the names, addresses, and

identification numbers of the students recently caught, and

both students will have their cases brought up in front of

the Student Judiciary Board.

Although he wants to alert his employees to the number
of thefts taking place, Jeffers said it is almost impossible to

do anything more than observe the customers and theu*

actions.

"Even scrutinizing all the customers presents a problem

because the thefts occur during our lunchtime hours, wliich

is the busiest time of the day. If we moved things so that

they were inaccessible to the customers and they had to

request them, it would slow down the service at the time

that it needs to be the speediest, " Jeffers said.

"In addition," he continued, "employing a security officer

to help us with customer observation would probably not

balance the profit loss but instead just cause us to raise our

prices to compensate the cost of security."

Both Jeffers and a female employee who did not want her

name used agree it is not surprising that so much steabng

goes on, due to the University's size.

The female student added that this happens because

many of the students feel they have the right to take

things.

"They feel they have the carte blanche because this is

their place to eat; it's their campus hangout," she said.

Washing machine

causes fire small
University of Massachusetts Pohce responded to a report

of a fire in Thatcher dormitory Wednesday, which was

caused by a burned out washing machine belt.

Police said a janitor smelled smoke in the basement of the

all male Northeast Residential Area building and notified

police.

The dormitory was evacuated, the building ventilated,

and the Amherst Fire Department and UMass Department

of Eviornmental Health and Safety officials were on the

scene when the cause was determined, police said.

m oilier police action, two rugs, valued at $Jilt), were

reported missing from the lobby of John Adams tower

shortly after 9 a.m. Wednesday. The rugs, purciiased in

December, were apparently stolen sometime between 4

p.m. Tuesday and 8 a.m. Wednesday, police said. The case

is open and there are no suspects.

A student's backpack and its contents, \alued at more

than $145, was reported stolen from Franklin Dming

Commons at 2:48 p.m. Wednesday. According to the

report, the complaintant was eating and had gotten up

from the table for a short time. Upon return, the back

pack, containg textbooks, car Vfvs an'i tead-ng «^la.sses.was

gone. There are no suspects.

cultural and racial backg^rounds. It's a real opportunity to

bring women together," said Kathy Alexander, coor-

dinator of the counselor advocate program at

Everywoman's Center.

On Friday, two female artists from New York City will

discuss their works in theatre, film, and video. McGary
said, "Women have a lot of problems when it comes to

careers" and this event will explore the difficulties of

women in the working world.

Three Jewish writers will read short fiction and poetry

Wednesday, followed by a discussion on Jewish identity

and the relationship between Jewish women in America to

the Middle East.

On Thursday two women will discuss the political, social,

and economic situation of women in Lebanon. On Satur

day, a panel will discuss women's struggles in Latin

American and Caribbean countries in relation to all forms

of oppression and imperialism, McGary said.

A host of cultural events are scheduled throughout the

week, including a women's coffeehouse, an educational

children's activity and a Third World Theatre presentation

called "Paint Your Face" a play about a Native American

Family.

A series of films and slideshows will be shown during the

week on topics ranging from the history of black, white,

and Hispanic women's struggles in America, to the

political, economic, and social position of women
throughout the world.

"Issues that affect women globally affect each of us," said

Alexander. IWE will celebrate and commemmorate
women of the past, present, and future. It is for and about

"all kinds of women from all areas of society," McGary
said.

IWE is sponsored by the Distinguished Visitor's

Program, Student Government Association,

Everywoman's Center, and the Women's Leadership

Project.

Childcare services for those with children, and in-

terpreters for the hearing impaired will be available at

most of these events.

CellegtM ptMto by Katie WalUra

WINTER RETURNS - Two students trudge through the snow that fell earlier this week, br-

inging an end to the spring-like weather of much of the month.

Gay, bisexual health care surveyed
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

A survey being g^ven to gay and bisexual University of

Massachusetts students is attempting to find ways to

improve the quality of public health care for those people.

"We're trying to determine what sort of things influence

or discourage people to seek care," said Fernando
Miranda, a UMass public health graduate who is con-

ducting the survey for his masters thesis. Miranda said he

began the survey last year because he is "trying to probe

into some of the things people have gone through when
going to get health care,"

"We're trying to learn what things to avoid, what things

to emphasize," he said.

He said he decided to conduct his survey on gay and

bisexuals because "gays and bisexuals seem to be in the

forefront of today's media as tar as sexually transnutted

diseases."
"1 could have chosen females, males, children," he said,

"but that (gays and bisexuals) is what population I'm in-

terested in."

Miranda said he is deaUng with the issue of gays and
bisexuals contracting sexually transmitted diseases, and
then avoiding treatment because of negative connotations
towards their sexuality. He indicated an emphasis on
"getting sexually transmitted diseases treated quickly

rather than transferred."

"I want to try to encourage these people to come get care

quickly rather than wait," he said. "We want to be more
receptive to needs."

The results of the survey, which will be shared with
University Health Services, will be tabulated by computer
analysis as a group, Miranda said.

The survey is currently available at the Peoples Gay
Alliance, or in the office of the public health department.

Homosexual culture week planned
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

A representative of the Heterosexism Week Planning

Committee formally requested a $1000 grant from the

University of Massachusetts Campus Center Board of

Governors (BOG) to help sponsor a week dedicated to

fighting homophobia.

Paul Throne, heterosexim committee spokesman and a

member of the gay awareness committee has planned the

event for the week of March 26 to April 1, which will

recognize and celebrate the homosexual culture as well as

inform non-homosexuals about lesbian and gay life.

More than 10 percent of students, faculty, and staff at

UMass are lesbian or gay. So it's important that the

University meets their needs. And it's just as important

that we inform the other 90 percent of the homosexual

life," Throne said.

The production, which has an estimated cost of $25,000,

will include workshops, a series of films, various speakers,

and a coffee house with musicians, poets, and dancers, all

to enhance homosexuality.

A slide show examining the history of the lesbian ex-

perience from the late 1600s is also planned.

BOG treasurer Jerry Quill said that although the project

may have definite beneficial interests ..o UMass, he would

have to "peruse the proposal with a fine tooth comb."

"I didn't get a good look at the statement before the

meeting. I have a policy of thorougly ivestigating a project

of this size before dishing out any money," Quill said.

BOG administrator William Harris said that the issue

wasn't one that should be considered on the open floor, and

that in executive session, the coordinators might be

communicative to the pros and cons of the issue.

The committee is also being sponsored by the Area East

Operations Office, People's Gay Alliance. Mental Health

Services, Dean of Students Office, Counseling Collective,

Pioneer Valley People's Gay Alliance, Resident Advisors,

and other students, faculty, and staff of UMass.

According to Thorpe, the Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

has been meeting with a committee on homosexual issues

on campus, and has expressed his support, including a

statement of non -discrimination applicable to the campus

operation.

"More than 2,500 students at UMass are gay or lesbian.

It's about time that the entire university recognizes and

accepts this group," Thrope said. The issue was tabled

until next week, when the board asked Thorpe to bring a

more specific and concise report.
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Coming Soon. . . .

The Presidential/BOG/Residential

Elections to your local Dining Common

on March 12 & 13!

A special screening of the candidates

will be on Tuesday, March 6th in CC
165-169. The Board of Critics, courtesy

of WMUA and the Collegian, will be on

hand to quiz the candidates.

This is something no

STUDENT should miss!
He**********************

Absentee ballots will be available

1-3 pm 3/8 10-12 pm 3/9

in 420 SUB

m
m
m
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VOTE VOTE VOTE
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^^ University Drive, Amh«r»t, Maes.

1 8 in ^^^^ ''"^ U^^88 Stadium, from SW dorms

til 11 p.m.

BUSCh cans $8.95 + 1.20

Meister Brau cans $7.95 + 120

Galloi5 $3.59

Mohawk Vodka 175 $7.95

Cossack Gin 175 $8.99

Canadian Rare 1.75 $10.25

^t)O~dO%f0 not responsible for typographical errors
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BREAK FROM THE BEACH
HifUrsdciys cuid Frtdoys ort CoIIm# Days

dt Waft Disney World Epcol Center

take a tnecik from the beach and travel Into ttie future

ond OfOund tf>© worJd at Vtott Otsney World Epcot Center.

Thursdays and Frtdoys are your days to get

togettier wttti friends for an adventure atx>ve and t>eywKJ

the ordinary You'll join irv the year-round celebration of

Oktobertest Be a port of a street tt'>eotre comedy. Explore

the realms of imagination Ploy leapfrog wttft a fountain.

And sample ttie cuisine and spirits of nine nations.

Wherever you ore in Florida during Spring

Break '84, you'll be just minutes away

This year, take a break from the beach tor an adventure

that's out of this world. Walt Disney World Epcot Center

And here's who'll be there:

• Auburn University

• Bowling Green State University

• Indiana University

• Memphis State University

• f^ichigan Stofe University

• Ohio State Unfver^
• Rutgers University

• State University of New York - Buffalo

• University of Cincinnati

• University of Georgia
• University of Kentucky
• University of Louisville

• University of Massachusetts

• University of Minnesota

• Virginia Polytech Institute

1 1»B4 Walt Oisnev Productions

Black Affairs
Jackson's dream closer to reality
By KEN JOHNSTON
Collegian Correspondent

Regarding his fourth place finish in the New Hampshire
primary Tuesday. Democratic presidential hopeful Rev.

Jesse Jackson said that was a "high moment" because he
won "in a predominately white state, over a former
governor and three senators." Jackson added his win

"shows progress of race relations and there is growth
taking place."

Jackson, who received 7,991 or 6 percent of the voter

support said this showed significance for the "Rainbow
Coalition" of Western Massachusetts. "We're very op-

timistic" commented Sharon Davies, Western
Massachusetts Student Coordinator of students for

Jackson, and Bill Parks of Amherst College at a gathering

Tuesday night in Southwest, University of Massachusetts.

State party officials said yesterday they were convinced

Massachusetts would get most of the national attention on

March 13, the so-called "super Tuesday" of the political

season, when nine states hold primaries or Demwratic

caucuses.

"Massachusetts has become the real testing ground on

Super Tuesday." said Linda Hartke, Executive Director of

the Democratic State Committee, who spent the day

fielding telephone calls from reporters, campaign aides and

others who were suddenly interested in the Bay State

primary. "It's the only major industrial state. It's the

largest state without a favorite son candidate. And it's the

only state where all the candidates have viable and active

organizations working on their twhalf for months," she

said.

As the Western Massachusetts "Rainbow." prepares to

capture the eligible voters in its districts, its coordinator

William Strickland said yesterday to Jackson supporters at

Amherst College "we must work dil igently in the

remaining twelve and a half day."

A concern the Jackson candidacy will face along with

George M?Govern as the two remaining Presidential

bidders who received less than ten percent, is that they

must receive ten percent in two consecutive primaries to

receive federal matching funds.

Show celebrates oldblackwomen
By ILONA STURM
Collegian Staff

Combining dance, theatre and poetry, the experiences

and history of Afro -American old women will be presented

by the Women's Community Theatre in "Hands in the

Mirror" tonight at Hampden Theatre. Southwest at 8:00.

University of Massachusetts.

Ingrid Askew, the director of the eight-member all-black

cast of dancers and actresses said. "The play speaks for

itself. I had a beautiful piece of literature to work with.

It's magnificent and I have a great cast."

"It really is a tribute to the old black woman's experience

and puts emphasis on her courage, strength and stamina."

said cast member Irma Askew.
Women's Community Theatre is the oldest feminist

theatre group in the country, producing their first piece in

1975.

"Hands in the Mirror," their largest production to date,

was written by Leona Nicholas Welsh from California and

choreographed by Patti O'Neil, a dancer and Amherst

resident.

The dancers and actresses are involved in drawing out of

their own experiences said Cher Vierira, member of the

Women's Community Theatre.

Vierira said that the "hands as a focal point." works well

in the "dancepoem," since words alone wouldn't have the

same impact. Large photographic slides will also be u.sed

as a backdrop to enhance the visual effect of the per-

formance, she said.

The show itself involves presentations of several stages of

the lives of black women such as: Birthin. Knowing and

Caring. Tired Old Woman and Age and I^^nliness.

By using both experienced and unexperienced par

ticipants in an informal apprentice system, the Women's
Community Theatre is dedicated to producing high quabty

art and politics.

"It's my responsibility as an artist to use my art as a

vehicle to teach." said Askew.
"Hands in the Mirror" will be performed on March 3. 8. 9

and 10 at 8 p.m. and March 4 at 2 p.m. in Hampden Theater

and at the Zone in Springfield, on March 16,17,23,24 at 8

p.m. and March 18. 25 at 2 p.m.

Democratic presidential hopeful. Rev. Jesse

Jackson at a hunger hearinf^ last Sunday in

Manchester, NH while campaifniinf? fnr the

first presidential state primary of the cam-

paifn^ year. Jackson received six per cent of the

voters'support in NH Tuesday rankinf^ fourth

over Mc(tovern, Hollinj^s, Oanston and
Askew.
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I UMASS SKI CLUB I

ISPRING BREAK Sjf
* SUPER
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* MARCH 18-23

$ 179.
INCLUDES . . .

LODGING
5 CAYS SKIING

-ALL LIFTS

ALL YANKEE SKI WEEK
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

J
FIRST 40 PEOPLE

2; FREE TRANSPORTATION

* FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION t

SOCIAUZING t

SKIING RALLY I
SKI RACES ^

NEW ENGLAND

J

CLAMBAKE I

AFTER-SKI I
PARTIES^

CONDOMINIUM^
MOTEL LODGING*

(your choice)J

MOGUL*
CONTEST^

SPECIAL LIVE*
ENTERTAINMENT?

V AND*
MORE !*

*
*
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20-35% OFF
HAND LUGGAGE,

HAND BAGS, TOTES, NYLON
CARRY ALLS, BRIEFCASES
LEATHER CLUTCHES, STRAW

SHOPPING BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS,

STRING BAGS, AND PLASTIC BAGS
BY CIAO, BAGANDA AND MUNDI, FROM

ITALY, PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND KENYA,

AND A PREVIEW OF STRING HATS

A Store-full of Ideas

DoNMntoNNn /Imhcrst • Open DoiJK 10-6, SundOK 12-5
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Wednesday - Saturday

I Modern Times 7:15

i=

Zelig 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday

i Gorky Park 7:00

i Under Fire 9:15
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Now*« the time
to call

North Amherit
Motors

rwcandltlanlng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660 .

We Need Men and Women

for 'eflW^
uvernor^ \^A rognm

ouncil

Jugglers, Mimes
Singers,,,

Let Your Talents Shine

Call 545-2733 or sign up 415 Student Union

4-

»

4-

32: a:c SIC sz: XE 2x:

Attention Juniors:

If you have a G.P.A. of 3.2 or higher and

have not received an invitation to apply to

Mortarboard please pick up application

in Dean of Students Office. Deadline

3/14. Mortarboard is an honor society

promoting acadennic and connmunity

leadership. For nnore info call Sharon Kiel

549-6353 call eves.

*•••••••••••••••*••••••••***********
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OVER 21 CLUB
Happy Hour!

Today 3 to 5

Newman Center front lounge

Yes you're invited
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c
o
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NACHOS • POTATO SKINS • STEAK SAND'S

Do you have those late night

MUNCHIES??
By Popular Demand and For Those Who Do

WE ARE NOW

DELIVERING UNTIL 1 lOO AM i

6-12

I iranS 256-0858 ,,^ ,
O ^^ 6-1:00 C
5 430 Russell St. (Rt 9) CALLUS!! cr

C Hadley, Mass wk-ends

C & C LIQUORS
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"
All Specials in store only

Phone 253 3091 For Free Off Campus Delivery $15.00 Minimum

O
m
Z

wk-days 5

BJ-ATZ 12 oz. refills

BUDWEISER suitcase

BUSCH 12 oz. refills

$6.75 +dep.

$11.50 + dap.

u$9.95 + dep.

* MOZZARELLA STICKS • FRIED CHICKEN • STEAK FRIES ^

k-llfcJft=Jf=lr=Jr=Jr=zJf=Jf=Jr=if=Jfc=Jr=J<Mlft*JfaJfa=Jft=Jfa=lli=Jfe=JI!=^

1 hr London School olEcononiics and Politiccil Science

VISITING LONDON?
SUMMER VACATION 1984

GROUPS/INDIVIDUALS WILL BE WELCOME AT LSE HALLS OF RESIDENCE,
CENTRAL LONDON. ALSO. SELF-CATERING FLATS AVAILABLE.

SUMMER Halls of Residence

4 July 29 September from f 6 90 to t 10 92 including VAT per person per night

Self-Catering Flats (2-5 persons, weekly lettings)

7 July 22 September from i 120 75 mcudrng VAT weekly for 2 people to t 305.90 including VAT weekly for 5 peopli

NOTE Halls prices include English breakfast

CORDONEGRO Sparkling Wine
$4.99 750 ml

ALMADEN Mountain Wine i.5iiter$4.49

FOLON ARI P-^-Holino, Soave, Valpolicella

1.5 liter.. $4.99

Apply direct to Hall Bursar:

Carr-Saunders Hall

(also tor flats)

18-24 Fitzroy Street

London W1P 5AE
Tel; 580 6338

(ir wntf ?or ipaflpts to Miss Barbara Powrie, London School of Economics, Houghton Street London WC2A

Passfield Hall

1 Endsieigh Place

London WC1H OPW
Tel 387 7743

387 3584

Rosebery Avenue Hall

90 Rosebery Avenue
London EC1R 4TY

Tel: 278 3251

2AE

JUlfaJfaJfc£Jg=Jr=]tf±Jfc:JlriSJI^H^riyfeJfaJI^,=Jh=li=IiBlBJfS!

ffjtoner
:n

any two entrees
(except steaks)

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very ^iday

TOIJ,f the
CAMPUS

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Letters

Checking the record
To the Editor.

I would like to respond to Rudolph and Dooley's letter in

yesterday's Collegian, concerning responsible cam-

paigning, as well as to take the challenge of "checking the

record.

"

Not only were Collegian graphics used to make poster

roughs, but this was delivered to the printer before funds

were allotted to the candidacies. The Student Activities

Office policy on Recognized Student Organizations (RSO)

includes candidacies.

"Accountability for the funds and property of each RSO is

a charge that rests with the duly elected officers. The
funds and property 'entrusted' to them belong to the

students." Responsibility for a campaign does not differ

from responsibility for an office.

Mr. Rudolph was also on the committee to refine the

student government constitution. The committee's

product and the one Mr. Rudolph typed for senate ap

proval differed. This has been verified by senators and

committee members.

Hannah Hosom
Former C'o/^ejiruinNews Editor

Let sleeping dogs lie

To the Editor,

In reference to the Feb. 27 letter to the editor concern-

ing the presence of dogs at the University of

Massachusetts, we would like to "attack" the "dogmatic"

position held by Ms. Kelly and Ms. Peters. Although the

crux of their argument is based on the legitimate com-

plaint that the leash law is literally being broken, there are

many observations that wrill hopefully make the inevitable

acceptance of the presence of these dogs less frustrating.

First of all, most of the animals that hang out in the

Hatch and especially in the Coffee Shop are a lot more

friendly than the "dog-eat-dog" patrons who take root

there, as well as more aptly groomed. Hatch and Coffee

Shop patrons consistently leave trash, food, and clouds of

smoke, as well as the remnants of biting gossip intended

to make tongues "wag." The dogs at least help remove

some of the garbage.

What about the Hatch employees whom they so

adamantly report "refuse to take action when approach-

ed?" Funny, all of the employees we have encountered are

very willing to enforce the regulation and report that they

have never received any complaints concerning this issue.

Yielding the option to "let sleeping dogs lie" let us say

that this blatant act of journalistic blasphemy is just the

kind of "manure" to be expected in your fanatic appeal

which seems to be nothing more than zoophobic sputum.

These "doggies in the window" may be worth more than

you know. Recent studies show that animals reduce anxie-

ty and feelings of insecurity as well as help maintain

healthy blood pressure levels. Many of these canine com-

panions, as they were aptly "tagged," ease the lonliness of

students who are far away from home. It may also be of

interest to Ms. Kelly and Ms. Peters that pets have been

extremely helpful in treating the emotionally disturbed.

Also, if you would like to study, there are many libraries

and study areas on campus specifically designed to suit

this purpose. Moreover, if you wish to "enjoy a meal" in

the Campus Center, you really are, uh, "barking up the

wrong tree."

Dana Gentes
Eric Pierce

Nerattm Sterepp

Northampton

Cartoon missed something
To the Editor.

I am writing to protest your prudish decision to doctor

my latest political cartoon, "Amherst Students Genetical-

ly Gifted," which appeared in the February 23 issue of the

Collegian. Deleting the key works "Amherst College and

Sperm Bank" from the plaque on the wall not only

rendered the cartoon largely incomprehensible to the cur-

sory reader, it also created an unsightly hole in the draw-

ing's composition. Had I been consulted. I would ha\e

preferred to withdraw the cartoon rather than submit to

such petty censorship.

C.W. Putney
Hampshire College

Editor's note: The reference to Amherst College as a

"Sperm Bank" u'os deemed inappropriate and un-

necessary due to the content of the rest ofthe cartoon, which

adequately expressed the author's point.

We regret this "petty censorship," and unruid probably

have printed the cartmm if u>e coidd a^ain.

Success of family planning

To the Editor.

I am writing in response to the article titled "Safety ol

Rhythm Method Questioned" (February 17) in the Col

le^n. Because the article contained a number of inac

curacies I felt compelled to write.

In general, the reporter failed to recognize that there

exist several distinctly different methods of "natural"

family planning. One of these methods, calendar rhythm,

has had a poor track record in regard to effectiveness.

Other natural methods however, like Sympto-Therma)

Natural Family Planning and the Ovulation Method have

achieved considerably higher ratings in recent effec

tiveness research. In fact, when these methods are learn-

ed and used properly they are as effective as any method

of family planning on the market today, including the pil'

and lUD. Thus, while the article may have left the impres

sion that all natural methods of family planning are inef-

fective, this is simply not the case.

The article also stated that "a woman must have a

predictable, regular menstrual cycle" in order for natura

methods to be effective. In fact, it is only calendar rhythm

which is dependent upon "regular" cycles. A woman with

irregular menstrual cycles can easily and effectively use

Sympto-Thermal NFP or the Ovulation Method.

The article spent virtually no time in discussing the ad-

vantages inherent in using natural methods of family plan-

ning. To the best of my knowledge, no women have lost

their lives or endangered their future fertility using this

method. Natural Family Planning is also virtually cost

free and ecological and can be used throughout a woman's

reproductive years. Using natural methods will help a

woman come to understand how her fertility works and to

feel more comfortable and positive about her body.

There are so many good things about Natural Family

Planning. I wish that your article had devoted some space

to mentioning them.

Kathleen M. Barrett. M.A.

Coordinator Natural Family Planning

Providence Hospital

Gary Hart is

on the run
The state of New Hampshire Tuesday renewed the

faded spirit of the American Democratic sys-

tem. In a time of macro-media coverage where

pollsters are all too sure of themselves, where the press

often influences voters more than candidates do, the peo-

ple of the eighth smallest state in the nation proved that

free choice is still an American right.

A New York Tim«!«-CBS News Poll taken after the Iowa

caucuses showed that Walter F. Mondale held "the most

commanding lead ever recorded this early in a Presiden-

tial nomination campaign by a nonincumbent." Mondale

claims more money, better organization and higher name
recognition than any other candidate. And yet Sen. Gary

W. Hart showed that by marketing himself as the leader

of the new generation and new ideas, that he is the "only"

alternative to frontrunner Mondale and that he is a viable

candidate. Hart hit a nerve in New Hampshire-one he

hopes to hit again.

John Kenney

Iowa allowed (Jary Hart to stand on his feet. New
Hampshire let him walk. He must now prove, over the

next three weeks, that he can run. He has nuule this cam-

paign, for the time being, a two man race. But juA as

quickly as he won New Hampshire, Hart could falter in

Massachusetts, Florida, Alal)anm. New York-or all of

them.

The Mondale campaign has been shaken but not felled.

His is an organization with substantial strengths and, until

recently, few weaknesses. Many voters will (-ontinue to

see Mondale as a source of experience and stability.

And yet this is the very reason Gary Hart is an attrac-

tive candidate. He claims to be different in a pack of all

t<K) similar candidates. Hart's strength is drawn from

Walter Mondale's perceived boredom. Mondale's kws can

be taken as a sign of "protest" vote. His lead was all too

safe, his candidacy all but locked up. New Hampshire

voters do not appreciate cockiness.

Some people will look at Hart's candidacy as potentially

detrimental to the nomination. The longer this fight for

the nomination drags out the more of a split it will cause in

the party. It is important that the I)emocratic party

nominate a strong candidate tt) face what will most likely

be a well-oiled Reagan machine.

Perhaps it is more appropriate to look at Gary Hart's

challenge as more of a test on Mondale and subsequently

Hart, himself. This test, if it does in fact continue to

escalate in the upcoming primaries, will strengthen the

candidates and subsequently the party. This rivalry forcer

both candidates to continue to establish who they are and

what they stand for. It will polish both for the important

task ahead.

In the final armlysis only one man will be nominated.

And the Democratic party must back that nominee in the

essential fight against Ronald Reagan.

John Kenney is a Collegian columnigL

Candidates views cloudy

To the Editor.

Although I cannot vote in the United States, I am in-

terested in the outcome of the presidential elections.

Being a native of El Salvador and a political science major,

the outcome of the elections plays an emotional and

progressive part in my life. Thus I feel obligated to ex-

press my political feelings toward the presidential elec-

tions.

Being content with the President's domestic policy does

not make me a full suporter of his administration. His

foreign policy plays a major and unfortunate part in the

lives of my fellow countrymen. I cannot support the

President on his bid for re-election until his foreign policy

changes. Knowing that this wish is far from becoming a

reality, I pledge my support to the Democrats candidate

that has a clearly defined and realistic foreign policy on

Central America. For now, I find Sen. Gary Hart to have

such a policy.

I wish that more candidates would make their views

known :o siuuents sucn as mysell. 1 therelore pledge my
support to Sen. Gary Hart, as I trust his word not to be

rhetoric.

Robert B. PalcMia
UMass for Gary Hart SUIT
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BeforeWe Put You In Charge Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,

We PutYou Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.

It takes more than 16

months of intensive

training to become a

fully qualified officer in

the Nuclear Navy. You

begin with four months
of leadership training.

Then as a Navy officer

you get a full year of

graduate-level training

unavailable anywhere else at any price.

Navy training is based on more than

1900 reactor-years of experience. Right

now the Navy operates over half the

nuclear reactors in America. And the

Navy's nuclear equipn^ent is the most

sophisticated in the world. That's why
your Navy training is and must be the

most sophisticated in the world.

As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,

you have decision-making authority

immediately. You get important manage-

ment responsibility ^ —
fast. Because in the

Navy, as your knowl-

edge grows, so does

your responsibility.

Your training and
experience place you
among the country's

most qualified profes-

sionals. (No surprise

.NAVY OI'I'OH I IM 1^

INFOKM VnoN C'K.NTKK
PO B«)X .">()()(>. Clifton, \.l 117(11.')

Ph-ase st'nd nif nion- informatmn ;iln)ut

In-cDminjj an offuvr in the NucU-iir \;i\ % i ON i

Name.
Tirsi

Xdiln-ss.

< itv.

that most of the men
who operate the

reactors in private

industry started in the

Nuclear Navy. I

It takes more time

and more effort to

become an officer in the

Nuclear Navy. But the

rewards are greater, too.

The rewards can begin as early as

your junior year in college. (Qualify, and

the Navy will pay you approximately

SlOOO/month while you finish school.

After four years, with regular

promotions and salary increases, you can

be earning as much as $40.-500. That's on

top of a benefits package that includes

medical and dental care, and 30 days'

vacation earned every yean More
responsibility, more money, more future.

.So. if you're majoring in math.

. engineering or the
' physical sciences, and

I
you want to know more
about a future in

nuclear power, fill in

the coupon.

Tmlay's Nuclear

Navy is an opportunity

1 like no other in the

world

.
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MavyOfficers
Get ResponsibilityEast

THEATRES
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How the future began.
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UAAASS SKI CLUD^
Goes Down on the

PARTY BUS
-FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK84
Party Down the Coast

till we land in the sand

Each bus equipped with

2 Video Screens

&- Dolby Sound System

Buses leave UMass 3/16

Buses leave The Strip 3/24

For more info 545-3437

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES WEST

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 19 - 26

^Vail
COLORADO

INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers
7 Nights Luxury Hotel (pools, jacuzzi & sauna)

5 Day Lift Ticket (good tor Seavdr Creek er Van)

ONLY $569 tax included

DEADLINE MARCH 2
For More Info 545-3437
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Entrees for Thur-Sun
March 1 - 4

Flounder ^ith seafood
stuffing $8.50

Chicken Marsala $7.96

Marinated boneless
Roast of Pork $7.96

Beef a la flamande
$8.96

Pasta shells stuffed

with
Riscotta $6.50
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I $2.00 off Dinner I
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Arts
Trailers by An4y Gordon

I seem to be offending a great deal of

people lately. Letters; phone calls. What
the F word (see third paragraph) is the
problem? Iss column in fact offensive or are

people taking themselves and certain

situations far too seriously? My vote is

obviously the latter. Point one: John
Landis. What, is John Landis sacred? Are
there students out there who pray to him
every night? I love the guy; he's right up
there with Ashby and Lumet on my favorite

director list, but I don't consider mild

Landis ribs in "extremely poor taste." He's
cool, he wouldn't mind. Point two:

Lasseter. Can you believe someone didn't

like me ragging on Lasseter'} Point three:

Daryl Hannah, actress and Goddess. Was
my description of Hannah as a beautiful

woman irrelevant and unimportant?
Perhaps, but then again so is all of

TRAILERS.
My review of 'The Rocky Midnight

Experience" last week drew lots of fire as

well; most of it from the UMass Music
Theatre Guild, who put on the show. I felt I

was fair, but anything less than blind, total

praise p-ss-s the Guild off. One fellow,

David Franklin, wrote a rag almost as long

as my article (at the time of this writing it

has not yet been printed.) His main
allegation was that I did not approach the

review as a serious theatre critic. No
kidding, pal. I've done that. They're

boring to write and they're boring to read.

Franklin misquotes and misrepresents

sections of the article and even implies

untruth (I.E. "Peter Mankin was funny and

was not called a f k-n idiot by audience

members.") I agree with part of that

statement; Mankin was "funny." But then

again, I had a cousin who was "funny" and

they put him in an institution, not on a

stage. As for the second part, Mankin uxu
called a fu-in idiot by audience members. I

know; one of the people was my housemate
(who incidentally feels similarly about you.

Dave). Another letter, by Guild reac

tionary John Taylor, implies and presumes
all sorts of things I did not intend. I enjoy

being told what I was thinking almost as

much as reading un^n'ammatical letters.

The Guild has some seriously talented
members, whom I try to recognize in my
reviews, hut these silly little flunkies get on

my nerves in a big way.

A third series of controversy has arisen

out of my sometime use of the F curse word
and the S curse word and any of the other

really gross, dirty, filthy, evil words that

corrupt our society. There have been no
student complaints, but several members of

the Collegian board of editors have been
taking a bird about it (actually, only one so

far as I know). In any case, I get weekly
warnings to cease and desist, and am now
on something like double secret probation.

One more F, I'm told, and TRAILERS is no
more. My feeling is that we're all familiar

with "curse" words (perhaps several of us
have actually spoken one at some point) and
are only shocked at seeing them in print

becau.se we're not used to doing so. They're
only words though, so why shouldn't they
be used in context, in a totally subjective

section, as ARTS is. The Village Voice uses

them. The Boston Phoenix uses them.

Sorry I rambled and didn't talk about

movies, but I did want to address the issue.

Early next week there will be a clean,

"serious" TRAILERS (what the h k. I need

a good clip to send out with my resume
anyway). I'll have news about the F'OCUS
student film competition and how you can

enter, as well as looks at Touchstone Films,

a new subsidiary of Disney, and Columbia

Pictures' new release. Against the Odds (I'll

even give away passes to the flick).

Through the msigic of filmmaking, Kevin Bacon dances up a storm in

Foottooae, now showing at the Hampshire 4.

TRAILERS Trivia: Anyone who reads

the Collegian quote of the day on page one

knew that "I believe there is justice in our

hearts" was a line from The Verdict. The

first correct answer I received was from

Dennis Benst)n 1 Mieve. If Dennis calls or

sends us his address I'll throw some neal

movie stills in an envelope and get them out

in the morning. More movie stuff to the

first person who tells me who the original

director of Footloose was (note: he was

fired and replaced by Herbert Ross.)

Local Best Bets: Star 80 opens today

Mariel Hemingway turn out amazing per-

formances, I'm told. Against the Odds, The
Right Stuff'dnd FiHttloose are there as well.

The Amherst Cinema has a double bill of

Moderm Tinuts and Zelig now, and Gorky
Park and Under Fire are due early next
week. On campus, there's Ihrty Harry
tonight, and No Nukes on the 7th. Check
CC (K)sters for time and place. Oh yeah,

the Mountain Farms Mali has Tom Selleck

in Lajiseter. Don't miss that. Nosiree, Ek)b.

Definitely don't miss Lasseter. Paul
Belval's going every night this week.
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LAST APPEARANCE THIS YEAR AT

THE BLUE WALL
FRIDAY MARCH 2m
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Amherst Flics presents:

Blazing Saddles

$1.50 Shows 8 PM& 10 PM
Fri. Sat. Sun.

Amherst College, Merrill 1

F0URSEASO1S3
Location: On Route 9 In Front of Mountain FarnDs Mall

Just a quick Jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mali

BUD suitcase cans $9.99

STROHS suitcase cans $9.99

BUSCH ; . . cans $8.99

LITE cans $9.99

GENESSE BEER refill bottles $6.95

CARLING BLACK LABEL. . . refill bottles. . . $6.99

VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $7.99

MONTE ALBAN TEQUILLA (with a worm)
750 $10.99

JAMESON IRISH WHISKEY 750 $9.99

JIM BEAM BOURBON 1.75 $12.99

RIUNITE WINES 1.5 $4.49

SEBASTIANI TABLE WINES 3 L $5.99

GALLO TABLE WINES 1.5 $3.99

And don't forget - your empties are welcome
here.

Beer Balls - Kegs - Cups

Free Delivery

The Collegian Photo Depart-
ment will be offering an
orientation session for new
photographers at 8:00 p.m.
Sunday 3/4. Be a photojour-
nalist at New England's
largest college newspaper!
Serious inquiries only.

545-3500

For more information contact:
Drew Ogier or Dave Deuber, Photo Editors.

1^^ MtKOn KIWI RICON CNINONMNTAX KODAKCANON

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Alhherst 263-5441
NARRAGANSETT 16 oz cans $2.50 6 pack

$9.80 case -- dep.

Stroh's & Stroh's Light 12 oz. cans. . . . $9.95 case + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $4.25 12 pack + dep.

Beck's light or dark $4.25 6 pack -i- dep.

Molson Golden Ale $3.75 6 pack + dep.

Wiedemanns 12 oz cans $6.75 case + dep.

Champagnes $2.99 & up 750 ml

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 L $8.49 1.75 L

Kegs> Mini Kegs and Beer Balls always in stock

SUNDAY BRUNCH
AT THE PUB...

Better than

Breakfast

in Bed.

^^>'

From Eggs Benedict

to Crabmeat Frittota...

The best reason

for getting out of bed
is our terrific new
Sunday Brunch...

Four food-filled,

fun-filled hours

every Sunday,

nann-3pm.

THE
PLEASANTS! AMHERST MA

of your life

ILL AVAILS niE^^*

"SPRING BREAK 84
^« Round Trip Jet from Boston to Ft Lauderdale Only i

^•7 Nights at the Lamp Lighter or Riviera located

-^ ''. miles from the beach Only $119

V • Price includes FREE Admission to the Button and a

"F FREE Drink Everyday'! Also, a Beer Blast Party

^ Friday at Penrods FREE Beer from 2 3"

^ • Daytona Beach Bus Tour leaves right from UMass Cam

-^ Center and returns back to UMass Campus Center

_^ plus 7 Nights on the Ocean Only $175

r • Bermuda: Airfare, 7 Nights Only $289 ^^ FREE Lunch Everyday" ^\
r • Bahamas Freeport & Nassau Airlare, 7 Nights Onlv ^^
-y $279 and $?«^'

-It Come by our CC Concourse table TODAY

J

Call the Hotline to the Sunshineuan tne noiiine lu me ouiouiiio ~*^-S^2^^^*'*^^ W

TV

Sunday Night

BRINGS YOU
LIVE ENTERTAINMENTI

5 NIGHTS A WEEK!
Exclusive Area Engagement

James Montgomery
9:00- 1:00

$4.00 Cover
EXIT 24 OFF 1-91 • AT MOTEL 6 • SO. DEERFIELD 665-4041

Detective Harry Callahan
Sec America Through
the Eves of Her Arri^*-^

~,>ir
KwiII

V*-

LANDSCAPES OF
AMERICA

By B Harris Oim 200 stunnlr^
luU color pho4o« ot our oouo
try a rrxiel gtonous lano&c«pes

NewontyM"

( tin'*'

NORMAN ROCKWELL
332 MAQAZJNE COVERS
T«(t and comnianlary t>y C
Firtch Or>ty • txx* on as grand

a icata aa mw couM tuHy

cjdhjra tt<a boundtass opt'

mttm, riai'Hal l humor and
Mc»w>lcal brWianca o( Nonnan
HockwaM's Ainancan waton
Puk.alir'

\iii''

0i
THE GREAT BOOK OF

CURRIER AND IVES'
AMERICA

Br VV Rawls 0««r 400 Urae
RaprriduclKins. tnd Orar 300
Full Cotor Plataa Captu>as the

ptcionai rKtnaM o* Amancat
beai'iovad ptntmakar* Vn*
ant* iha larQaU numbar ol

Currtar t tvaa pnntt *im
tfittxiuoaa m a amgla toturm.

Puk. at 100" Naai anly Si**

jg
AMERtCAN INDIAN ART
By N Fadai 302 iHua. mci 60
FuM Coto' Plata* Huga. opih

lani aunrvy o> itw (Jynamic ail

arK) ftna ctaltamanahtp ot ttM

Na(1^ Amancan Indtaru

Hypercurricula
"Hypercuiricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

Clint Eastwood
DirtyHarry

;--

Jeffery

AmKerst

Booksnop
S S.jth PU>j-,Aiii Strwt ArtitnTst MA 01002 253-

CHRISTINA'S WORLD
By Bntay Jatnas Wyalh )2B Full

CoKy Plalas ia& Pra-ttudiat X
nvMoa «Mki • tha mysianout
•DOmar ot Andraw Wy^os
moat famous pantmg'
rsib at mf Hem only 2r*

33P1

KABBALAT SHABBAT
- 6:30 p.m. 72 Triangle St.,

Amherst

HERPES LEC-
TURE/DISCUSSION - A
discussion to learn more
about the facts of herpes

will be sponsored by the

University Health Services

on Tuesday, March 6 at 6:30

p.m. at Ihe Health Center,

room 304. Call 549-2671

ext. 181 for details.

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH
All are welcome to join us

for our weekly Sunday ser-

vice of praise, worship, and
teaching from the Bible.

10:15 a.m., see CC daily

schedule for r(M>m number.

Safe Driving and Clever Thinking Can
EarnYou Thousands!

Here's a contest where everyone
who enters wins' STROHS ULTIMATE
SPRING BREAK ROAD TRIP " is open

to all registered students

and Its FREE To enter,

simply mail us the

form below
For starters, we will

send you complete con-

test information, safe driving

tips from automotive safety experts.

a free ticket for two to our exclusive

spring break premiere from Universal

Pictures of •Hard To Hold ' starring

Rick Springfield And. to get your trip

off on the right foot, you
will also receive a

certificate good for a Free

Oil Change, Lube and Car

Safety Inspection from

Goodyear!* Drive smart,

have your car in the best

possible condition before a

long trip

The next step is to complete five

special contest challenges Succeed

and you automatically win Stroh's

Spring Break T-Shirt and Stroh's

Spring Break Survival Kit lull of

valuable samples and discount

coupons This prize will be awarded

upon your

adwit two

HARI)T0H01J)
\ \hW MtlVlt *1 \HKIM.

KICK SI'KIM,HH.I)
From

UNIVERSAL PICTUflfcS

ENTRY FORM!
Yes. I would like to enter Stroh s ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK
ROAD TRIP Please mail me my Entry Kit.

Name

Address

School
Mail this lorm to

Sl'otis UilitTnlf Spnng Break Road Tnp

727 Penn Avenue

Suite ??0
Pittsburgh P* 15221

arrival at Stroh's Spring Break Welcome
Center in Daytona Beach 500 lucky

winners each week will

also receive a record

album by artists like

Dean Ray. The Fixx.

Night Ranger. Real
Life. Chameleons UK ,

Tony Carey and Joe
Ely from MCA Records
and S A R Records
Now. just when you re thinking that this

might be the best deal you've ever heard

of, heres the clincher When you receive

your Survival Kit we'll also give you a

copy of our spring break

Mystery Postcard Be the

first ULTIMATE SPRING
BREAK ROADTRIPPER •

of the week to solve the

mystery and we'll hand you

$5.000 00

\ 1 -
,
- -i l

Enter Stroh s ULTIMATE
SPRING BREAK ROAD
TRIP Today.
See You on the Beach!

No Dufchas- -"cessarv Vou mutt f-st ca.i to- an jpi,o.nirt;ent 0"er
'"J'"^"

"P.„^

A, only a" aMe at oa-ncpatmo oultet* Th,s Goodvea- olle- p.p.'^ Wa-ch 1' ^«
Attention Students Traveling by Bus You are Welcome to Enter!

to S Quarts o» regular 9'»<Je rrioioi oil ana lalwr Does not inciuOe (he replacement oi on Mier

Oiler only av.

SPECTRUM POETRY
STAFF MEETING - will be

beginning our selection pro-

cess. 6:30 p.m., CC 102

5-COLLEGE MINORITY
WORSHIP SERVICE - All

students are welcome to

join in celebration at Good-

win A.M.E. Zion Church in

Amherst. Call Chaplain

Harden, 5-2661, for more
information. 10:45 a.m.,

Goodwin A.M.E. Zion

Church

BIBLE STUDY An in-

depth exploration of New
Testament scripture and
theology and its relevance

Unlay. Intelligent, serious,

open-minde<i study of the

Bible facilitate<l by Rev.

Robin Harden. 12:00-1:15

p.m. 428 Student Union

JOIN OUR RITTER
ROAD RACE COMMIT
TEE! Run for Rittor Road

Race C'ommittee needs help

in all areas of publicity and

organization. Wtirk for a

deserving charity nnd gain

valuable exfH'rietifc. 5:30,

Newman (\'tit«>r CliissrtMjm

^ i««i ytMfm^̂ m

CENTRAL COLLEGE
OPPORTUNITIES IN
GRANADA. SPAIN • A
representative from Central

C'ollege will Ih' available to

talk with students about

their programs in Granada,

Spain. International Pro

grams Office, 238 Whit-

more Friday, March 2, 10

a.m.-12 p.m.

DINNER PROGRAM
WITH KARATE CHAMP
-Pamela Glaser national

women's karate champ will

speak at a dinner sponsored

by UMHillel 6:30 p.m. Com-
monwealth Rm. Student

Union

SHABBAT SERVICES
•10:30 a.m. Dukes Room,

Student Union

SHABBAT SERVICES
-7 p.m. Dukes Room, Stu-

dent Union

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62 64 Main St.

Amherst
Clo*er1 ^e<lnetdavi

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER Ef WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
»3-783B
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« 1^84 Beer Bnewed by filler ^rewop Gfi

1

OfOURS
Car • Truck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

1

JPk'asanl Sl.ThiMU'r 1^

f'".'" !'^ 4>~iiil SI S.i(ltwiinitim 'ai«. Wl

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

*,ll be on '*i« cam;_ _

II r.siiA^

.

MAKt il 1 ». \^»'*

to d'lcuti qu«l *<cat>or>s <or

AMiaiCAN
ORADUATI SCHOOL
ar'd icr oriro'tL." t e'-

r ?ti« •eld of

INTERNATIONAl MANAGIMINT

Inlervictivi md^ b* sc^letikllca .<'

(;aki;i:;{ i'i anninj; i

I'l.Acr.Mi'.Ni /:iAMi'sni.u:
iKu'si:

*ME*ICAN GRADUATE iCHOOl

Of INTIINATIONAI WANACEMtNT

TKunderbird Campus
Clendtle. Aritena 85306

^miDiiiiNNiMioiiiiiiiMMiaiiiiiiiniiiaiiMiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiii£

Mid-Winter
to Europe

New York - Brussels

$398.00 Round Trip

Now through April 15

CAMPUS CENTER (2nd floor)

U of MASS AMHERST 01003

545-0500

^iDiiiiiMiiiiiaiiHNNiiiiaiiiiiMiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiHtiiiiafiHiiiiiniaiiiiiiHiiNaiiiHiiiiiiiaiiiiHiiHii'

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

I mm we ^houlp

Since mmf\oe is ,

5Aay. \

KIPS'

uM 11' lM 00()l'

' ukc Yoy JO 5/6N im
NAPKIN flNf PKlNr
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DON J you LOOK

6H0CKtPfiTf^e

I KNOI/il rf'5 JU^A

f\ mmR OF

.iijt.

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

VJEU TWfy FiNAiLLY

0)0 IT. the: TRuiT^es

^^, I a.

WHAT foft^ '

I GUE59 STuoeNT INTEREST
HAS WANED... ANb THE
A/l/MflE/^ OP FnAlEf^lTIES
WAS DECfiEASEd IN THE
PAST few yEAfiS

..AWO iA'^il TyiiJ^

HAVE BEEM HlQHLi

puBL'OZiO Ron-
ins WITH THE
Police, fuJS the
iNFAMOUS "BABy-

GRANO Piano fio/v-

FlRE^INClOrNT'.^,

wow, THAT MUST /^fAN

THAT OUR. FRATiMiTiEi
AP.E LiViNO ON BORf^^iO
Tir^Z f==^ ^

Shag^nasty

^vefiS idot^f^ u)af\f6

tnan isjtam j^ yco uJQfrh a ooomon

O.T. Derringer

Superbad G.H.

ARE 0OOH<h.Z>

COULD

^y «>iJLY

The Strip Jim Walsh

BCAUT/fUL HA/RI
/ OU6MT TO 3Uy
HeR A O^'f^H.

c

ir

HA^ wwre i^'/vf,

T^^e OA/^ci^ Gor

Hey TOCTS/
T»e A/AMr's
Rod DA/COT

A

HOW^ ABOUT

Scrod Dan DeBellis

-HOlHOU

U ^ WHflTTHE

JT'3 SN OOLi' SCENc
I^H^NMR.T. BOVOBORGE
^NO BILL BL/^iS mJQ. /? ^i-
ftGREEMENT ON THE MffFR,
LOOK FOR V984'.

/

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS 57 Constructor 2b Lake's Crossing,

1 Dove's 61 Raise dough, today

counterbalance bank style 27 Jejune

5 Monologues 63 • a diamond 28 Julie

10 Couple in the sky Eisenhower.

14 Jai 64 Piquancy formerly

15 Perfect 65 Bay of Naples site 29 Globular stone

16 Cassios nemesis 66 Hot spot 30 Skywriters, in

17 Knaves 67 Pintail duck away
18 Come what may 68 Places tor 33 Topmast

20 Moscow citadel patelias supporter

22 Cover with dots 69 Direction 35 Fix a fight

23 Perceive 36 eye

24 Count— 37 Pairs

25 Kind of vote DOWN 39 Early time

29 Gallivants 1 Petty politician 44 Surrealist

31 Biddy 2 Having wings painter

32 Made a stab af 3 Attacks 47 First name
34 Vous 4 Fate in animation

(youarel 5
. senor' 49 Reach perfection

38 Red and black 6 Norse deity 50 Some hooks

40 Accepted fact 7 Author Deighton 51 Moslems faith

41 Salt away 8 Symbols of 52 Expiate

42 Debatable strength 55 Deficiency

43 Do^ed 9 Place for a token 56 Verve

45 Carson 10 Allocates 57 Unadorned

46 Name meaning 11 Squawks 58 LesEtats

young warrior
'

12 Sprjghtly 59 out

48 Varnishes 13 Noggins (manages)

50 Tropical vine 19 Lemon feature 60 Charier

53 Meadow 21 Onion s relative 62 Unfasten.

54 Actress Parsons 25 Hit. comic style to a poet

1 ? 3 4

?1

5 6 7 1 9

1
10 n 1? 13

14 15 16

..-, .

IS

1

19

?6 ??

H^l" I
79 30

?4

75 ?6

I
39

77 it

1
44

3431 3?

1
47

35 36 37

38 40 41

49

4?

I
51 57

46

43

1
6?

45

I
56

48

I
57 58

SO 53 ^H
i*

1

59 60

61

1

63

64 6b 6b

67 6« 69

u.c MKNU

LUNCH
Tuna Boat

Turkey Ihvan

BASICS LUNCH
lentil Spinach Stew

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Rotini/

Salsa Con Verdure
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Clarrot and Cauliflower

Pie

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce.

CocktAil Sauce

Collegian Newswriting Workshop
Rob Stein — U.P.I.

Room 905 CC 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday night

Found in One Day!
Ride n««decl to upstate New York.
Thursday or Friday willing to share call

Advertise with Collegian

Classifieds for Responses!

Weather

Today, partly sunny, high

around 34. Tonight, clear-

ing low near 20. Tomorrow,
sunny, high in mid-30's.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

THI r*] I'j A D A SHU R s A|
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I L f [d u e fi A LMI
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1 XA f ATlff fi E IB^^
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UMA5S SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

Rugby workouts start

SPRING BREAK 841
a Days 7 NIghn Luxurtoua Hor»< on rh« Snip

Hot9\ on»y W/MofOf Cooch W/J«f

SI 49 S2d5 S375

a|c* tax included * fox included **'

For more info 5^5-3437
Sign Up Now

before we seU out

DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD!

By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Staff

The ground under the players was a little moist, as some
of the heavier ones sank up to their ankles, but spring
practice for the University of Massachusetts rugby team
opened as scheduled last week.
Team captain Duncan MacKay, who sat out the second

half of the fall season and will miss the entire spring season
with a shoulder injury, was nonetheless at the helm
directing stretching exercises and wind sprints.

"Sure I'm disappointed, but it is going to take a lot more
time for my shoulders to heal," said MacKay.
MacKay, a junior, fractured his clavicle and separated

both shoulders after a crunching tackle last fall against

Harvard.
"Despite the weather setbacks, the training sessions have
been very promising. The new team members have been
practicing outdoors learning the rules of rugby, while the

old players have been working on conditioning by them-
selves. I hope we can jell as a unit in time for the March
31st season opener against Providence," MacKay said.

The UMass rugby team was founded in 1965 by a group of

graduate and undergraduate students. Now, because of

tournament rules, the team is made up almost entirely of

undergraduates. The ability to draw on such a large

student body allows UMass to field as many as five teams,

or sides, of fifteen members on any given Saturday af-

ternoon.

In addition to MacKay 's injury last fall, UMass's season
on the whole was quite disappointing. A 12-12 tie to the
University of Vermont and a loss to Boston University
knocked the Unicorns out of the Eastern College rugby
tournament. With no prospects of winning a cham-
pionship, interest waned and attendance at practice

sessions dwindled each day.

UMass was not used to losing, after winning the rugby
tournament in 1981 and 1982, and the low point of the fall

season came when 14 players traveled to Norwich

University and were crushed by thirty points

"The fall is really behind us, and I look for a successful
spring, even though we'll have to face some of the stiffest

competition we've seen in a few years," MacKay said.

"I've been working out quite extensively this past in-

tersession on weights and wind, because no positions are
guaranteed," John Milkiewicz, a second year forward from
Holyoke said.

"We should have one of the biggest A (1st team) side

squads ever, our forwards, led by Al Borghi and Todd
Chuma all weigh over 215 pounds." MacKay said, "We'll

also have Scott Baker and forward George Economo back
after they spent the fall playing for Boston teams."
"We hold practices every Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday at 4 p.m. at the lower Boyden playing fields and
all are welcome to come out and learn the game. The more
people we have on our side, the better off we'll be when we
take on Army, the number one ranked team in the East,

later on this spring," MacKay said.

[This article tuas prepared with the help of Mark
Jenkins. 1

... twe Friday and
Saturday Evenings

,

relax with quiet

Jazz Solos and Duos
to enhance a comfortable

atmosphere and a beautiful

moonlit view of
the range.

TOP , ^,of the
CAMPUS

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b* II to enter
Open til 3

665-4937
34 Hour J6p»d Mettag*

ij/^UC

rusty nail (jy/^vn-

PROUOty PRESENTS

Tonight - MUSEUM DIREKTORS
12.00 cover with UMass ID

Sat. March 3 - THE FOOLS and
TILL TUESDAY

$3.00 cover with UMass ID
Sun. March 4 - DISH & TEASE

Coming:
March 11th - STEVIE RAY VAUGHN

and DOUBLE TROUBLE
March 17th - St. Patrick's Day Party

with THE STOMPERS
Tickets available Wednesdays

in the Campus Center

J^AAA.^.%^.^.^svv%v^^.^>v^iVv%^»^v^v^A^-^-^^^^/-^^^ PRESENTS
/fl!QQl£Ti!^

%<!>^ 00i^C^
,VWV"AV^.%%W%VVVA%VW%fl.W^ASWtaV^

::

/

ED
MARCH 14>TIXON SALE

J. ^Abs STUDENTS: S6 00 PUDLICSlOOO QlOO SUD U^A55?
jrickerj on sole Qt Fine Arrj Center Spnngfield Civic Center and oil Dototlx locofions in Stop Shops in Norrhompfon Greenfield

V

•*/*iTTsfteld Holyoke Hodley No conv bottles, comeros or recording devices UMoss ID required to enter with Student tickets

presents

our MARCH Special

Twofer One
Heineken

Proper ID a Must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

i

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113* 8:4b 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE D
AUDIO ^

Sony XR-66 Car St»r«o brand new $200 I

Steve 549-6974

AUTO FOR SALE
\

\

\

\

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING delivers Futons,

the portable mattress with chiropractic sup I

port and comfort. 527-3968 ^

Watch found in Campus Center TV sec

tion call and identify 666-4826 Debbie

Set of keysl They were not lost in

snowbank on 2/28. Call 666-4737 to iden

tifyl

1977 Pinto, two door sedan, automatic,

$1200 1-543 1646

72 Pinto dependabfe in good condition

AM/FM radio many new parts 450 or best

offer call 666-7771 evenings

73 Volvo Sedan excellent condition needs

mect^anical work best offer 549-3857

BEDDING

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

The countdown is ovarii

Jeff K, ts-ftnaiiy of age —

-

Congratulations, Honey! We love you.
- Meryl and Karen

HELP WANTED

BICYCLE FOR SALE

KHS Mountain Bicycle chrome, Sugino

AT crank Mountech deureliiers new wheels

many extras call Paul after 6 PM 350 firm

256-0060 ——----—=
BRENDA FISHER

Be ready for weekend at 4 PM on your

big 21 and get psyched for a "spitze" night!

Nika Sneaka Reaka

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ't 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Balloon Delivery by Clownsl Juggling

Birthdays songs more; reasonable rates call

5864256

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of quality disc jockey sen/ice at UMass

Why pay more? 256-1393
^

Sean Connery in

NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN
Friday March 2 6, 8:30, 11

Engineering East Auditorium $1.50

FOR RENT

Apartment for subfet 340 a month plus

utilities, two bedrooms April 1 - bept i,

Belchertown, 323-6835
.

Computer Terminals & Acoustic

Couplers for rent no security deposit no

maintenance charge immediate availability

546-4782 or 546-4737 ^^^___
FOR SALE

Fender Strat. cream maple neck w/trem

Todd 549-4003 _
Olin IV Skis 180 cm w/Tvrolia 360R bin-

dings 120$^negotiable^Al 2^93.

Ci;^Va Cannon AT-1. 52mm lense great

condition $100 cal'P-*-'^^-^^

I

I

1

i

I

I

I

i

I

I

i

1

i

\

\

\

The SGA Treasurer's Office is in need of

a student to monitor the financial records of

recognized student organizations at

UMass. Work study or not. This job in

volves working with the SGA Treasurer and

student organizations to ensure financial

accounts are kept up-to-date and are ac

curate. Accounting and/or bookkeeping

experience helpful. UMass SGA is an

AA/EEO

INSTRUCTION

Stats 140 tutor noodod immodiatoly call

6^6933

Acct 322 tutor needed desperately - call

Susan M at 545-0320

Need help in Math
Math 104, 106, 107,

549 1792 ask for Beth

tutor available for

120, 127, 131 call

French Tutor available will tutor any

level! Flexible schedule. Phone 549 3587

LOST

Gold bracelet with clown charm bet

ween Haigis Mall - Campus Pond Reward

call 545-1521 Cindy ^___
Gold ropechain bracelet downtown

Amherst, probably Time Out area 2/24.

Reward. Please call 253-3619

Gold chain and cross around Brandywine

Sat. 25 deep sentimental value reward if

returned call Larry 546-5304

Lost Stats book in Hasbrouck 124 2:15

PM Thursday 2/23 please call 546-6917

Brown nylon wallet at the Hatch 2/24 call

665-8133 ask for JM reward! I

Glasses lost near

546 5295 reward

I
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ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
• from Tues, Feb 21 Wed , March 14 •

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
• will t>e taken *

M, W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:
noon -4 pm,

• and 5 pm - 9 pm *

For appointment call 545-0648/546-2874
• or sign trp on poriiati\f8lS9

*

in 177-178 CC
• Sitting Fee: $5.00 *

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^ " - -^-^

DIRTY HARRY
• Detective Harry Callahan *

• he doesn't break murder cases *

• her smashes them *

• Clint Eastwood is Dirty Harry *

• Student Union Ballroom *

FriMar2@5,7,9,11
•5@$1 7,9,11 @$1. 50

J

Linda, Diane, Diana £r Yola
Happy 21st

You're a great bunch of friends

Love Judy and Mark

Happy Birthday Chuck, I can't believe

your 21 already. Have a good one take care.

Love always your sister

Daniel Happy Birthday I love you Honey

Todd from Chatham One month down
and a lifetime to go. I miss you but more

than that I love you. Betsy

Think you're a victim of conaumar rip-

off? Call LSO 545-1995

Little Susie If you're not a Granola Bird

have a Great B-day Love Frank

To the pretty blonde bicyclist - Met you

Monday night near the stadium! Give me a

call Mike (the runner) 549-4562

To the best roommate and friend. I love

you Elinl Love Julie

Annamaria O'Brien CongratsI You final

ly made it. Get psyched for AEIOU tomor

row night! AX Love, Brenda

Ladiaa - Need entertainment? Male exotic

dancer available anytime call John 546-6474

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Hasbrouck 2/28. Call

Grey 6-volt Eveready Lantern Flashlight

665-4419

Lost black Raleigh 3 speed man's bike

with wire basket and leather seat. Large

reward if found. 256-6173

PERSONALS

Art. Business, Law, History, and

English at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 545-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

Hey Bob! Attention!

^1 Your Roomie
It's your B-Day do it

Sticr It m your ear at Silverscape custom

ear piercing. Singtes, multiples. 253^3324

t

t

t

t

t

t

Dissertations. Theses,
acceptance quaranteed,

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

Cases, Papers,
on-campus, low

RIDE WANTED

Round trip to Florida Spring Break will

share expenses call Patty soon 549 1463

ROOM WANTED

Willing to share room expenses etc. Need

close to campus on bus route call Sean

549-4404 keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to sharp large

bedroom in house/ . ^adley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682
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RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resurr>e.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPING -Fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 666-3414

ASTROLOGICAL CHARTS. Sensitive, in

depth pysch6l6gical readings tftcludes

transits & compatibility. Reasonable. FREE
15 min. reading. 323 5711

Wadding Invitations. Announcements,

Stationary, discounts. 24 hr service

Business Cards Mary Ellen Bridal Service

549 4847

SHOPPERS SHUTTLE

Catch the Shopers Bus Wednesdays 9-3

Saturdays 10-4 GRC to Price Chopper and

Stop and Shop hourly

SPRING BREAK 84

Daytona Beach 259 price includes round

trip jet 7 nights hotel Quality Inn

Reef'free rent a car"*unlimited

mileage

Ft Lauderdale 259 round trip jet

7 nights hotel Days Inn Browrd Blvd

•••free rent a car* •'unlimited

mileage

call Eric 546-8176

THERAPY

Fraa Introduction to NEO-REICHIAN
Body-Mind Therapy. Saturday March 3,

10:00 AM, 664 Main St., Amherst. For

more information, call 256-8814

TO SUBLET

Room to sublet in a two bedroom apt in

Northwood Sunderland leave message

546 1493

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Tutor Spanish 120 call Dave 6-8429
~

WANTED TO RENT

Refrigerator desperately needed. Want

to rent til end of semester call Julie 6-8494

Urgent need apt In Puffton Village

desperately for fall '84 call Kim 546-6145 or

Jimmy 546-8790

WRITTEN MATERIAL
WANTED

The Commuter Area Government is

seeking written articles, fiction, non-fiction,

poetry, black & white drawings etc. for its

newsletter to be printed in April.

Undergrads living off campus are urged to

submit their work. The CAG will decide

what is used Et will return all originals. The

newsletter is mailed to off campus

students. Send material to the Commuter

Area Govt 404 SUB 5-2145
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Rutgers holds off UMass comeback
by PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Donald Russell's 18 foot jumper from the topof the-kej

banged off the front of the rim to spoil a gutsy comeback as

the University of Massachusetts dropped a 76 75 decision

to Rutgers last night in the Cage.

The Minutemen, now losers of four in a row, rallied fronr,

being down by 13, 68 55. with 6:26 left, to take the lead 75-

74 on a Johm Hempel bomb from the right corner with only

42 seconds remaining.

John Battle, the Atlantic 10 Player of the Week, took the

ball through the UMass press, stepped over halfcourt and

launched a 30 footer that filled the bottom of the net for 76

75 Rutgers lead with 25 seconds to go.

The Minutemen had trouble setting up a shot and for

some reason waited until there were three seconds left

before using their final time out. Russell then took the in-

bounds pass from Carl Smith and misseH th- oppn Miniper.

I'm disappointed that again we didn't get off to the best

of starts. " said UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen, "Bui I'm

proud that the kids came back strong, we've just got to

learn you can't spot a good team a lot of points."

I'Mass, now dipping to 11 15 on the year and losing a

chance at a first round A 10 tourney bye with a 6 1 1 league

mark, came out sloppy. With Horace Neysmith and
Hempel leading the way UMass committed 14 first half

turnovers while shooting a weak 14 out of 32.

Rutgers, behind the strength of their inside game,
powered out to a 38-32 halftime lead with the Minutemen
running off nine in the last 2:22 to cut what had been a 38-

23 Rutgers lead.

The second half saw UMass unable to climb within ten of

the Knights until the 11:40 point when a seven point run

made it .S5 50 Rutgers.

A nine point streak, highlighted by Hempel outside

jumpers and two good drives by Russell, who led all

scorers with 19. made it 68 64 and the 3,762 in attendance

were finally showing some emotion.

A five point run by Edwin Green, a layup. foul shot and
two handed slam cut the lead to one, 70 69 and only 3:01

was left.

Rutgers, hurt by foul trouble, slowed the tempo and a

Chris Remley tip in gave them a three point cushion that

Russell cut into with a jumper and then topped with a pair

of free throws for the first UMass lead at 73 72. Zucker
calmly swished two free throws with 1:06 left before

Hempel, who shot a poor 9 of 22 but was solid in the clutch,

found his spot again with a 15 footer from the right corner.

Battle, who had 18 to lead Rutgers, then defied all hoop
logic with his 30 foot swish.

For UMass, Hempel finished with 18, Green had 12.

Neysmith had 10, and Carl Smith added six points to a
season high 13 assists. Rutgers, now 14 12 and 8-9 in the
A 10. had 14 from Remley and 10 from Steve Perry.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: Battle has scored in

double figures for 21 straight games. The game was the
first home non-sellout since intersession.

Green in finale
The last chance to see the inside of the Cage, Edwin

Green and the University of Masachusetts basketball team
this year comes tomorrow night at 7:30 as the 11-15

Minutemen play Duquesne in an Atlantic 10 conference
game.

UyE

eason ends
y ELLEN RICHARD

I Collegian Staff

Heading down to Springfield on Saturday the University

of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team will try to in-

( rease its record to 9-5 in the last meet before the Eastern
ntercoUegiate Gymnastics Championships begin.

UMass. which is scoring in the low 250's, will have a tough
ime with Springfield, which is averaging 245 a meet. The
Chiefs high score this season is 245.6, scored twice against

»Javy and Air Force.

Individually, the Minutemen will have their hands full

vith Springfield seniors Jeff Coehlo and Bob Piehler. Two
' ime National Champion in still rings. Coehlo, is averaging
I .75 on the event this season. Along with the national

itle, Coehlo has been champion at the EIGL's in still rings

or the past two years and was runner up in the long horse
aulting event in 1983.

Piehler is the top all around for Springfield and will fight

Hith Bert Maihieson and Willie Stevens for the top all-

iiround spot in in Saturday's meet. His high score this

ieason is 54.6. Piehler was All American in parallel bars in

982 and in vaulting in 1983. while coming in fourth in the

Division II national around. Piehler is ranked third in the
Jl-around this year.

"It ''ould be pretty close, " Springfield sports director

Robert Marx said. "We keep improving every meet, but
JMass will probably be the favorite."

(ollfiptn photo by David Ueuber

AunDra Bell (left) and Edwin Green (52) fig:ht for position in last night's one point Rutgers win

at the Cage.

Women's basketball faces

WVU in conference tourney
by ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The word in the stands

concerning the University ol

Massachusetts women's
basketball team is "wait 'til

next year." Things for this

year, however, are still not

finished yet.

The women are in Penn
sylvania tonight to begin the

1983 84 Atlantic 10 Women's
Basketball Chamionship.

The top seed in this affair is

Rutgers University. The
Lady Knights have compiled

an impressive 18-8 record

including a 7-1 mark in

conference play. The
preseason polls picked the

Knights to win the con-

ference this year and have
been proven right.

West Virginia is the
second seed in this tour
nament with the host team.
Penn State, finishing up the
top three. Penn State are
the defending champs, but
have had some trouble this

season compiling a 15-11

record .

UMass finished seventh in

conference play this year,

and is not expected to fare

much better in the tour-

nament. The Minutewomen
finished the season with
a respectable 10 16 tally,

coupled will, their 3-5

showing in conference play.

UMass has several extra
incentives for finishing up
high in the tournament. The
first season being rookie

head coach Barbara Stevens
and her crew of assistants.

Stevens has instilled a

winning spirit into the

Minutewomen, who, last

year had only five victories.

Teammate, and captain

Wendy Ward should provide

the second ingredient for a

winning weekend. Ward is

finishing her long and

prosperous four year career

at UMass. She has been as

productive as ever this year,

consider this...Ward has an

8.5 points per game
average, recorded 55 steals

and led the team in minutes

played (910). assists (94).

and free throw percentage

(791).

Ward will be joined in the

backcourt with UMass'
leading scorer, Barbara

Hebel who owns a 15.9

points per game average. In

the front court. UMass will

attack with freshman Karen
Fitzgerald at center and
Rebecca Kucks and Jerrie

Bernier at the forward

positions.

Tonight at 9:00 p.m.
UMass will tap off against

West Virginia. The
mountaineers were one of

the late season losses for the

Minutewomen. UMass lost

that contest by a 13 point

margin, 77-64.

For coach Stevens and the

team, they hope that "next

year" will begin tonight.
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By DAVID SINGER
and JOHN VINCENT

Candidates for Student Government Association

president gave different, but not drastically opposing

views Sunday on the role of student government and the

university academic image in the first debate of the SGA
elections campaign.

Candidates also stated their qualifications for the position

in the debate sponsored by the United Areas Council, a

Recognized Student Organization with no governance

powers.

Debate moderator David McCarthy asked each of the 'our

candidacies Tim Rudolph and Donna Dooley, Gumby

(Paul Gosselin) and Camel (Jim Murphy), Rick Patrick and

Jim Keller, and John Michaud -six general questions,

followed by questions from the audience.

None of the candidates attacked any of the others, and

none seriously challenged the credibility of the others

during the about two- hour debate attended by about 50

people

On the role of student government, all candidates agreed

residential issues need attention.

Claiming that "residential issues are more or less pushed

aside" by the SGA, Dooley proposed to make dorm

telephones more affordable for residents by having several

companies compete for the contract. She also said the

residential colleges in the Southwest and Orchard Hill

residential areas need to be strengthened.

Gosselin said there "shouldn't be a distinction between

residential issues and non residential issues, " and Murphy

said area governments should gain more control over

money that the Dean of Students office uses for residential

program.
Patrick said "all issues are residential issues." He and

Keller proposed to open up more space for study in the

Dining Commons and to get more lights and emergency

phones on campus.
Michaud said he was "not too aware of residential issues.

"

but he said that since half the students live on campus, he

would give half his time as SGA president to residential

issues.

All the candidates agreed UMass has a good academic

reputation, but some said the university has a bad image in

the press.

Citing a New York Times report last year which ranked

UMass in the top 10 schools in the country, Keller said

Student fees to rise $53 next semester
By BRIAN THIBEAULT
Collegian Correspondent

Students attending the University of Massachusetts next

fall can expect to pay $53 more for their education as

higher student fees are anticipated.

Mandatory student fees, such as the Health, Fine Arts

Center, and Housing fees, will increase 3.7 percent overall

in fiscal year 1985. said Paul Page, Acting Budget Director

for the UMass campus.
According to Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCERA) records, the Health fee will in-

crease $5 next semester, from $176 this year to $186 the

fiscal year 1985.

SCERA records also show the Fine Arts Center fee.

which for the past three years has been $3 a semester, will

increase $2 to a proposed $5 next fall. That's a $4 annual

increase and a $10 fee in fiscal year 1985.

The housing fee, which according to SCERA records was

proposed to increase $31 next semester, will actually in-

crease $17 next fall, said Robert Welch, Assistant Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs, The fee will increase from

$1182 to $1216 for unrenovated dorms and from $1242 to

$1276 for renovated dorms in fiscal year 1985. That is a $34

increase next year.

The telephone fee will increase $2 per semester, from $50

this year to $54 in fiscal year 1985, Welch said.

The transcript fee, which students must pay for tran-

script copies, will increase 50 cents from $2.50 to $3 in

fiscal year 1985. Welch said.

According to Page, student fees remaining the same next

faU are the athletic fee. at $31.50, the Campus Center fee.

at $42, the Student Activities fee. at $48. and the Per-

forming Arts fee, at $3.

Welch adds to next semester's list of unchanging fees the

' I.D. fee. at $4 for new students and $2 for replacement, the

Placement fee, at $13, and the New Students Program fee,

at $62 for new students, and $35 for transfer students.

In addition, SCERA statistics show the dining commons

fee. which increased considerably from 1983 to 1984, will

not increase in fiscal year 1985. Page said there's no

decision yet concerning tuition, which has yet to go before

the trustees and board of regents.

Welch said fee proposals originate with budget managers

and program directors and must be approved by the

chancellor, the president's office, and the trustees, who are

the final authority.

"Fees get proposed at initial level, then reviewed and

recommended, altered, or changed." Welch said.

Page attributed inflation as the cause of increasing fees

and adds that salary increases, the result of collective

bargaining agreements, are also reflected in the budgets.

^
Inside:

Feminist spiritualist gives unique views p.3

Who cares about the primaries? p.5

Koko Taylor returns to the Valley P 7

Hoop men continue losing streak p. 12

"Nobody told me there'd be days like these"

-Jokn Lennon

UMass "is developing and has a solid image.

Murphy said "every state school gets trashed in the

newspaper," and UMass sometimes suffers in comparison

with private schools like Harvard, but he said this does not

damage the academic prestige of the school.

Michaud said he doesn't think UMass "needs to increase

its prestige too much...we need to get good press.
'

Dooley also echoed that theme, saymg more favorable

press releases and student recruitment would help the

University's image.

In stating hLs qualifications for the student government

presidency, Patrick cited his work on the academic affairs

committee of the Undergraduate Student Senate, and

"being a team player" in the senate. Keller said his work

with the Campus Center Board of Governors helped

strengthen student interests in the Campus Center.

Gosselin and Murphy, who both have extensive ex

perience in the SGA, said they want the SGA to repeat its

past successes in fighting for student control over decisions

which affect them.

Rudolph said he wants to be more responsive to students

than past presidencies, suggesting referendum elections to

"find the true pulse of the university.

"

Michaud said his lack of experience in government helps

him to bring the perspective of the normal on campus

student to government.

False fire alarms
plague dorms
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A rash of fire alarms at the University of Massachusetts

this weekend resulted in only two actual incidents and did

no damage other than to rouse students from their sleep.

The Amherst Fire Department reported they responded

to 11 alarms at UMass from Friday morning to Sunday

evening, but did not have to extinguish any fires.

University spokesman Arthur Clifford said yesterday

that the Cashin Dormitory in the Sylvan Residential Area

was the scene of a pap)er fire at about 2:00 a.m. Friday.

Residents of the dormitory put out the burning piece of

paper, but did not report the fire until the morning, due to

its insignificance, Clifford said. He labeled the fire as "not

suspicious" and said the incident is not under investigation.

Knowlton, a women's dormitory in the Northeast

Residential Area was evacuated at 11:40 a.m. yesterday

after a wastebasket fire was put out be residents. The

Amherst Fire Department completed a service run to

confirm the fire was extinguished.

False alarms were rung in Webster dormitory in the

Orchard Hill Residential Area at 7:23 p.m. Friday, on

Saturday at MacNamara dorm in Sylvan at 1:22 a.m.; at

MacKimmie dormitory in the Southwest Residential Area

at 6:30 a.m.; at the Infirmary at 3:13 p.m.; at Pierpont in

Southwest at 10:01 p.m.; and at Brett in Central at 10:15

p.m.

On Sunday, Cashin had a false alarm at 12:36 a.m.; and

Brooks (3:03 a.m.), Pierpont (4:36 a.m.) and Gorman (1:23

p.m.) all had false alarms pulled.
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World and National News
Gemayel meets with Syrian leaders; cancels Israeli pact

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) A senior member of the

Lebanese opposition said yesterday President Amin

Gemayel will abrogate the troop withdrawal accord with

Israel within "the next few hours" in return for agreement

from Lebanon's feuding factions to meet in Geneva March

12.

"We are very, very happy," said Assem Kanso.

secretary general of the pro-Syrian Lebanese Baath Party,

after he emerged from a meeting in Damascus with Syrian

Foreign Minister Abdul Alim Khaddam.

Gemayel will "announce the cancellation of the May 17

agreement within the next few hours. At the same time, a

cease-fire will be announced," said Kanso. "All parties

have agreed to attend Lebanese reconciliation talks in

Geneva March 12."

Jumblatt issued a statement Saturday that Gemayel

must cancel the May 17, 1983, Lebanese- Israeli troop with-

drawal accord by midnight Monday or "there will be no

room for any dialogue any more."

Israel radio said Sunday Lebanon told Israel this weekend

it will cancel the pact and it wanted to negotiate new

security arrangements for Israel's northern border.

Cabinet Secretary Dan Meridor would not verify that, but

did not rule out consideration of a new arrangement.

Beirut radio and local papers said Sunday Syrian

President Hafez Assad promised Gemayel in Damascus

last week to personally guarantee a cease-fire in Lebanon.

Hart grabs Maine win;

Mondale close behind
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) - Gary Hart took a small lead

Sunday in a see saw struggle with Walter F. Mondale. a

head -to head duel for supremacy in Maine's Democratic

presidential caucuses and momentum in the delegate rich

states to follow.

With 153 of 412 cities and towns reporting their caucus

results. Hart had 2.795 votes, or slightly over 50 percent,

to 2,502 votes for Mondale. or nearly 45 percent.

But Mondale had been the heavy favorite to win in Maine

all along, and Hart's strong showing was the first tangible

evidence that his win in New Hampshire would produce

dividends in other states as well.

But Gemayel seemed to be having trouble persuading

rightist Christian leaders to agree to the cancellation.

The main problem with canceling the pact appeared to

be procedural. The pact was endorsed by Parliament and

the Cabinet, but not ratified by Gemayel. The government

has since resigned and is acting only in a caretaking

capacity without power to make major decisions.

Syria backs and supplies both Jumblatt's and Berri's anti-

government forces.

It also was widely reported Gemayel told Assad he

would cancel the pact with Israel in exchange for Syrian

help in halting the fighting and holding a reconciliation

conference among the Lebanese factions.

by

Associated Press
Alledged rape victim Dlfif^St
badgered by attorneys

/^^//e schools in slump
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FALL RIVER She had finished telUngthe prosecution

how strangers raped her while others stood and laughed.

But. to some observers, her ordeal had just begun.

One defense attorney stood to ask how much she drank

that night. Another hammered away at inconsistencies in

her earlier statements to pohce. A third noted she has

defrauded the welfare department.

They continued their barrage, chipping away at her

story until she finally snapped at one. "Let me ask you a

couple hundred questions and see what you remember."

For the past week a national audience has received an

education on how those accused of rape are defended in

court. Through excerpts on the nightly news and long

stretches video on cable television, viewers have seen a

woman who accused six men of gang rape in a New Bedford

bar called Big Dan's defend herself from an onslaught of

defense lawyers.

Some haven't liked what they saw.

"She was as much on trial as the defendants." says

Darlene Wheeler, a coordinator for New Bedford's

Coalition Against Sexist Violence. "A rape victim has to

prove her innocence before they can go about proving the

defendants guilt."

But to those famihar with the legal system, the only

thing unusual about the case is the publicity surrounding

it.

"It's rather routine that the defense challenge the

credibility of the victim." says Peter Arenella, a law

professor and specialist in criminal procedure at Boston

University. "The defendant has a constitutional right to

confront his accuser."

Attorneys say the credibility of any witness is always

fair game to challenge. But when the issue is rape, the test

of credibihty can be an unpleasant thing to watch.

For Judith Lindahl. who is defending Victor Raposo. the

notoriety of the case makes it even more imperative to

provide a strong defense.

"In cases like these where there is such a public outcry,

people can be vulnerable to corner cutting." she says. "I

feel the same obligation to insure these guys get a fair trial

as if my own brother were on trial."

Ms. Lindahl says she doesn't believe there is any dif-

ference in questioning a woman who says she has been

raped to "testing the credibility of a man who says he has

been robbed."

BOSTON Bostons residents have lost confidence in

their public schools in the past decade, and both blacks and

whites now are highly critical of the school system, ac-

cording to a study released today.

Floyd Fowler Jr.. author of the University of

Massachusetts report, said that in 1969 blacks and whites

were sharply divided over the quality of public education,

with blacks rating the system very low and whites holding

a much more positive view.

But. he said, more recent research indicates the schools

have suffered "a terrible decade from the point of view of

public confidence."

Fowler is senior research fellow at the university's

McCormack Institute for Public Affairs, which sponsored

the report. The data for his report came from institute

studies compiled during the past 10 years and a random

telephone survey of 900 people completed in 1982.

Of those surveyed. 22 percent were black, correspon-

ding to the city's racial composition, he said.

Asked to rate Boston high school education for students

planning to go on to college, 41 percent of black respon

dents and 44 percent of the white respondents answered

"poor."

Megabucks Lottery

still needs a winner
BOSTON No one chose the six magic, in

stantmillionaire numbers to win the Massachusetts

Megabucks lottery this weekend, so next week's jackpot

increases to nearly $12 million, lottery spokesman David

Ellis said Sunday.

lx>ttery officials estimate that about 2 million people

bought tickets last week in hopes of winning $5.3 million -

the state's largest jackpot since the game was first played

in November 1982. The unexpectedly large number of

bettors increased the jackpot to $8.3 million by late

Saturday evening.

However, a computer check Sunday showed that no

bettors circled the numbers 5, 11 , 14. 15. 30 and 31 on their

Megabucks cards.

That means when officials make a drawing next

Saturday at 9:30 p.m.. the lucky winner or winners will

take home a very cool $10 million to $12 million. Ellis said.
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The Jamherst Breakers dance group was incorrectly

identified in a Collegian photo last Monday.

;riday's Collegian story on Heterosexism Week incor-

'ctly stated the amount needed for the week. The
lount nece-sary is $5,000. of which $2. .500 has already

Vlf^w raised.

RENTONt
OF OURS

Car • Track • Van

N'orth Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
5492880

Personalized

Stationary Sale
with your name,

address or monogram
$10.95 a box

(quantity varies with style)

March on)v
ai

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

ATTENTION UMASS
Don't Be Left in the Cold!!

••Daytona Beach***Spring Break'*

Choice Spots Still Available

Go with an honest, reliable and dependable

Travel Co. Beachcomber Tours Inc.

Here's what you get for Only $175

• Round trip deluxe motor coach to Daytona

Beach leaves Friday March 16 right from UMass

and returns back to UMass Sunday 25

• 7 nights ocean front accomodations on the strip

in Daytona Beach
• Exclusive 15th Anniversary ID Card for dicounts

at shops, restaurants, nightclubs, etc.

For Information and reservation call immediately

The Hotline to the Sunshine

Ira 546-5422 ."S^^J^J.
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North Amht rst

Motors

r«c*ndltl*nlng.

Rt 63, No Amherst

549-2660V
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Library expenditures

Scheduled for decrease
By STACY WIEDERLIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Library

spent an estimated $1.7 million on

equisitions during the 1982-83 fiscal year,

the largest spending budget since 1967.

Gordon Fretwell, associate director for

PubUc Services, said the library's ex-

penditures fall into two categories.

The library spent $800,000 on journals,

periodicals, and other continuing

obligations, and the remaining $900,000

was used to purchase books, microfihn, and

other pieces of literature.

"The University Library added ap-

proximately 60,000 volumes last year,"

Fretwell said.

As for the upcoming '84 '85 budget.

Fretwell said about $1.5 million will be

spent. Approximately $935,000 will be

spent on continuing obligations, and

$565,000 will be used to purchase various

books and other reference material.

An extimated $73.48 was spent per

student in funding the Library.

There are two main reasons why the

library is spending more for continuing

obligations, Fretwell said. "The library is

constantly adding new journals, plus every

year there is a rise in the cost of sub-

scription prices."

Fretwell said no budget money was used

to run internal computer banks or to pay

the staff. The library pays for equipment
and computer services yearly from the

Administrative Data Processing Service,

which is based in the Whitmore
Administration Building. Fretwell said

about &35,000 was spent last year on

computer services from Whitmore.
This library computer system should not

be confused with the new Five College

Library Computer. The Five College

computer was recently installed on the

fourth floor of the tower library.

"It's being tested over the course of a year

and a half." Fretwell said. "Library records

will be loaded into me computer over this

time so it can function."

The library's computer will be an in-

valuable resource once it is operational, she

said. "Hampshire College records will be

loaded in first, since they are currently

operating on a similar budget. After that,

records for the University of

Massachusetts' two science libraries will be

loaded. Next, all the other colleges'

(Amherst College. Mount Holyoke and

Smith) records will be transferred. The
University of Massachusetts' main library

will be loaded last, since its data bank is the

largest." noted Fretwell.

RA 's utilized in probe

Mediators analyze conflicts
By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

Mediation Project, a program designed to

resolve conflicts through an impartial third

party, is currently conducting an ex-

periment involving campus dormitory

conflicts.

Julie Lam, research assistant for the

mediation project, and Terry Kerans, a

student intern, ace conducting the ex-

periment, involving 17 resident assistants

(RAs). from dormitories in the different

campus living areas.

The RAs are eandng three credits for

keeping a daily journal of all conflicts en-

countered on their floors.The RAs discuss

the problems with Lam.
"Throughout the dorm system there are

trained mediators. " Lam said, "so we keep

hearing that mediators are so important

and that the quality of handling problems

changes through mediation training."

This is what prompted the experiment.

Lam said.

By observing the RAs and how they deal

with conflicts Lam said she will be able to

tell if mediation training for resident

assistants, along with the standard RA
training will be useful in the future.

Lam said she stresses three main concerns

to the RAs as they record in their journals:

what the conflict was, how the RA handled

it or if he simply ignored it altogether and

what the current status of the conflict is.

Most of the conflicts that Lam said she

reads about in the journals involve loud

music at 3:00 a.m. or roommate relationship

problems. A less common problem, whkh
one RA recently encountered,involved a

group of students returning to the floor

with a dead animal after a night of partying.

"It's interesting to see tlie probiMU that

go on in the dorms that are not reflected in

official statistics." Lam said.

Many questions, such as "is Southwest

actually the wildest place to live on cam

pus'.'" and "Do co ed floors or all male floors

have the most problems'.' " will be answered

when the experiment is concluded at the

end of the semester Lam said.

Keran and Lam said they are thinking of

conducting another experiment in the fall

involving a different group of RAs that

have been trained in moderating before the

start of the experiment

.

International woman's
group has busy schedule
Monday — The Working Women's

Film Scries will feature She's Nobody's

Bain/ at 12 p.m. and What Could You Do

A'iUi, a Nickel? at 1 p.m. in Campus

Center room 168. Admission is free.

Tuesday - A video entitled

"Greenham Common: The Women's

?e«c« Movement in England" vill be

ihown at 11:15 ».m. in Campus Center

room 168.

A slide show entitled "Women: Yeeter-

di9 and Today," will be presented at 1

p.m. in CC room 168.

Judy Norsigian, co-author of the In-

ternationally known book, Our Bodies,

OuTBelcet, will speak on reproductive

rights concerns at 7:30 p.m. in CC room

Wednesday — Composer, pianist and

vocalist Debbie Pier will perform at 12

noon in the Campus Center Coffee Shop.

A panel discussion. "Jewish Women
Writers: Living in Exile," vidll be held

from 7 to 9 p.m. in room CC 168.

Thursday — "Four Views: Works by

Women of Color" an art exhibit, will open

in the Augusta Savage Gallery in New
Africa House. The exhibit will be from

March 8 through March 31.

A panel discussion entitled "Women in

Lebanon" will be held from 5 to 7 p.m. in

CC rooms 162-175.

Friday — Emerging Women Artists:

Works from New York City," the works

of two New York artists and exploring the

difficulties they experienced, will be from

12 to 2 p.m. in CC room 163.

The Valley Women's Martial Arts and

the Amherst Aikikai will present a mar-

tial arts demonstration, "Women Get-

ting Strong," from 12 to 2 p.m. in the CC
Auditorium.

There will be a Women's Coffeehouse,

with interpreters for the hearing im-

paired, from 8:30 to 11 p.m. in the Hatch.

gutwdi^ — Five ptfielists will (foctBs

the importance of Latin American and

Caribbean women's struggle against op

pression and imperialism, from I to 3 p.m.

in GC room 163. .
^

.,
'

Sorobei and Chelamnmba, a multi-

cultural educational even designed by

children for children, will be from 1 to 3

p.m. in CC Auditorium.

The Third World Theatre Series

presents Paint Your Face On a Drown-

ing in a River, a play about a Native

American family facing their grandson's

struggle to gain his independence. Paint

Your Face will be performed at 8 p.m. in

Hampden Theatre in Southwest. Tickets

are $2.

Sunday — The Third World Women's
Film Series will feature four films from 1

to 4 p.m. in CC room 168. Our Life, Our

Struggle, will show at 1 p.m., You Have

Struek a Rock, a film about African

women's leading role against apartheid,

will show at 2 p.m., and La Operaeion, a

film exploring sterilization among Puerto

Rican women, will show at 3 p.m.

Childcare is available for many of these

event. For more information contact The

Women's Issues editor at the Collegian.

Photo bT Pub Madnirh

MADE IN AMERICA - UMaas junior John Nugent works on his car

sculpture in the foundry building.

Noted spiritual feminist sees

growing men-women gap
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

People must unite their spiritual and

political selves in order to improve or

change the political, economic and social

structures of the world, said Starhawk. a

noted spirituahst and feminist therapist.

Starhawk, professor of women's studies at

Antioch College in California, told an

audience of 200 at Smith College Friday

that the gap between men and women, and

majority and minority is continuously in

creasing, and "our commitment to changing

(this trend) must grow."

"Nothing happens if you just think about

it. It only happens if you put energy behind

it." Starhawk said.

She said the basis of all systems in society

is "power over" others. Teachers have

power over students, bosses over em
ployees. and men over women, and "we

must find a model of another kind of

power." she said.

Starhawk also said the feminist movement

must develop strong national cohesion.

"It's important for women to celebrate each

other, support each other, and nurture each

other," she said.

"I think one of the most political things we
ciiBdoifl this worW is survive." she said.

Starhawk. who calls herself a mystic, said

magic is "the art of changing consciousness

at will it is the art of empowerment.
"

She dismissed the negative images'

associated with the words "witch" and

magic, " two terms that evoke skepticism

because they do not relate to the "power

over" model or the "accepted " methods of

spiritual and poHtical change.

Starhawk said our culture revolves around

four stories. The story of Apocolypse.

which said time has only a beginning,

middle and end. "shapes jobs, political

movements, and sexuality." and it must be

turned into a cycle with no end. she said.

"The Good Guys vs. the Bad Guys Story"

shows that we always seek "right over

wrong and light over dark." without

thinking about it. Starhawk said.

The third story, called "The Great Man
Reveals The Truth and Gives It to a Chosen

Few." describes the obvious male- female

division in today's society, she said.

The final story, called "Making It" can also

be called "The Story of American

Classism." she said. Economic sUbility.

""normal" sexuahty. and social respec-

tability are valued today, Starhawk said,

but they should not determine success.

Women's Forum
Women's Forum us a u>eekly listing of

evenU! relating to Women 's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women 's Issuers editor,

care of the CoUegian, the Friday before the

et^ent.

Everywomen's Center at the University

of Massachusetts is offering a free career

development skills group through the

Working Women's Program. The

workshops will address such topics as self

assessment, job hunting, resume writing

and interviewing. The first session will be

from March 20-April 20. meeting Tuesday

evenings from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. For more

information call Everywomen's Center at

.545-0883.

Monday — The Women's Issues Team
will meet at 4:30 in Room 90.^) CC.

Tuesday — A lecture and discussion en-

titled "Herpes: Spread the Word, Not the

Infection," is being sponsored by the

University Health Center at 6:30 p.m. in

Room 304 at Health Center. Registration is

limited.

Annette Weiner, professor at New
York University will disou.ss "'Forgotten

Wealth: Reflections of Hierarchy and

Gender in the Pacific," at 4:30 p.m. in the

Browsing R(X)m in Nielson Library at

Smith College.

Wednesday — Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom will

meet at 4 p.m. in RcK)m 903 CC.

Thursday — Women's Film Series will

show Luna, a film depicting women's role

in the Cuban revolution, at 7 p.m. in Room
168 CC. Admission is free.

University economics professor.

Richard F^dwards will speak alM)ut "Ella

Reeve Bloor and the 'Woman
Question,'" at 4:30 p.m. in the Reading

Room of Alumnae (Jymnasium at Smith

College.

Pyschologist Bonnie Strickland of the

University of Ma.ssachusetts will give a

Chancellor's Lecture on "Gender Dif-

ferences in Health and Illness" at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium.
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INTRODUCING:
A NEW LUNCH ALTERNATIVE

LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
• roc HOT CHICKKN WINC.S

• CHICKEN BITES
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All For Onlv

$2.75

TOP ^ ^^of the
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Work with the best
Be a science or engineering officer in

the Air Force. The Air Force is forging

new frontiers in advanced technol

ogy If you have a science or engi

neering degree, you nnay gualify to

.vork with the best and receive all tho

outstanding advantages and oppor

tunities the Air Force offers Contact

Contact Technical Sergeant Arthur

Courtemanche, Federal Building, Rm 108,

1550 Main St. Springfield, MA 01 103 or call

413) 785 0352 . ^ ^ ,v^
L'_S. k_

A (r«j( m»i of lile

Position open for next fall

at the Collegian for an

Asst. Finance Manager

Applicant must presently

be a fresh or sophomore.

Apply at Collegian 113 C.C.
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^CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED

For Sutnm*r Camps In the Heart of

Adirondack Mountains Stat* Park. N.Y.

I

Top salaries, accomodalions & benetits lor experienced,
professionally minded men & women to lead well-bal

anced skill development programs Openings exist lor

All Water Sports (WSI) Sailing. Land Sports Phys Ed
Tennis. Archery Water SKiing. Tripping Photography Arts

A Cralts. Drama. Pianists Minimum Age required 19
Travel assistance provided

Callorwnte Jerry Halsband 914-833 0170

140 LarchmortI Ave ,
Larchmont. NY 10538
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a SCHOOL of EDUCATION

GRADUATES and UNDERGRADUATES
are invitt?ci to attend the

ALUMNI SKILLS BANK PROGRAM

co-spon?ored hv UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE.

OFFICE of STUDENT and ALUMNI AFFAIRS
and UMASS ALUMNI OFFICE

"EDUCATIONAL REFORM:
NEW DIMENSIONS FOR
EDUCATION MAJORS
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Alumni Panelists:

Irvin Gordy (Ed D "73) - University of the District of Columbia

Nancy Spencer (Ed.D. '80) Massachusetts Dept. Social Services

Peter H Wagschal (Ed D '^^^ School of Education - UMASS

Tuesday - March 6, 1984 - 8.00 PM -

Campus Center Room 163
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UMASS SKI CLUD^
Goes Down on the

PARTY BUS
^oFI LAUDERDALE

SPRING DREAK84
Party Down the Coast

till we land in the sand

Each bus equipped with

2 Video Screens

& Dolby Sound System

Buses leave UMass 3/16

Buses leave The Strip 3/24

For more info 545-3437
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The primaries:

Who cares?

Trying, someday to fly

s
o tell me, Ms. MacKay, tell me your ambitions.

What are they, were they, and where are

_ you going?" Gulp. How do I respond? How do I

tell him that my greatest ambition in life was to be Super-

man; at least it was at the worldly age of four.

I used to tie a towel around my neck for a cape and

spend hours jumping off the trash cans out back, attemp-

ting to fly. My brother caught me at flight practice one day

and informed me with his lofty, seven-year-old wisdom.

"You're a girl, stupid. Girls can't be Superman. You have

to be something else." Huh. So that's why I couldn't take

off. I was so crushed by the news that I gave up all

superhero ambitions until after puberty. There, at the

tender age of fifteen. I experienced the greatest disap-

pointed of my life, more traumatic than the knowledge

that I'd never leap tall buildings in a single bound - I

discovered the truth about Roirveo and Juliet.

Claudia MacKay
We had just fmished a section on the great works of

Shakespeare. I was sitting in my English class, dreaming

of Romeo and myself as a tragic heroine, when I tuned m
to the teacher's lecture, "...and the actual ages of the

characters Romeo and Juliet were sixteen and fourteen,

respectively..." Oh God, I thought, I'm over-the-hill

already, on the decline, in absolute decay. Juliet was only

fourteen when she lived, loved and died a glorious, pas-

sionate death! And me, fifteen already and never-been-

kissed, with no opportunity whatsoever of becoming a

tragic heroine. From the depths of my passionate depres

sion (I did everything passionately when I was fifteen) I

decided I'd have to go out and do something great, find my

spotlight, since one didn't seem to be shining on me

naturally.

As soon as I was old enough. I stuffed my bubbling en-

thusiasm into sensible white shoes and red-and-white

uniform and volunteered at Winchester Hospital. Let's

face it. everyme loves a "candy-striper." right? I was ab-

solutely in my element, delivering flowers to new mothers

in the Maternity Ward, reading mail to the elderly pa-

tients, playing with the toddlers in the Children's Ward -

then reality stepped in. Someone forgot to tell me that

"saving the worid" has its nastier sides, too. How about

delivering bags of plasma, all congealed and melting in

your hands? It quickly became obvious that I didn't have

the stomach for lab work, so I was given the task of

discharges - which turned out to be a job I'll never forget.

She had been water-skiing with her husband, Mrs.

Donovan confided to me. "And what a ridiculous spt)rt,

nouf look at me..." On and on she droned, me trying to

smile and push her without huffing out loud — she weigh-

ed considerably more than I, in addition to her hip-to-toe

cast. Smiling mechanically, I ran a mental checklist of the

Discharge Routine, elevator here; hold doors; back the

chair into the elevator so the wheels don't catch in the

space between the floor and the elevator car; smile, nod;

watch the vase of flowers, don't spill the water; smile, nod;

down to the lobbv.

By this time Mrs. Donovan had given up her genial chat

and was picking on me mercilessly — I was too slow. Uk)

fast, too clumsy, spilling the water, etc. By the time we

reached our floor. I was seriously considering homicide.

Instead. I gave her wheelchair a tremendous shove,

forgetting all about the space between the elevator and

the main fl(K)r. and. of course, the wheels caught in the

crack. I watched in horror as Mrs. Donovan flew in one

direction, her roses flew in the other, and the elevator

doors shut, whisking the empty wheelchair and myself off

to another floor! By the time I got downstairs again,

everyone was in an uproar: Mrs. Donovan cursing my soul

(to this very day, no doubt) the janitors mopping up the

water and the rose-petals, and various administrators

clucking their tongues and suggesting I take my good in-

tentions elsewhere...so much for my career as an "Angel

of Mercy."

So now I'm in college. And soon, God willing. I'll

graduate from college. My ambitions? Have they changed?

I still try to be that "Angel of Mercy" but I pass out every

time I give blood. I've taken all my science courses, so now

I know what is and what should be inside all of those

plasma bags (still disgusting, but better I should study it

than I should carry it). In all the b<x)ks I've read, all the

poets I've studied, the papers I've written, my entire

education boils down to the same, basic ideal: your spot is

out there, just seek it out. find yourself. Other people have

probed, explored, analyzed, theorized, and moralized the

world - why not try to discover your own version, your

own vision?

My ambition? I guess I still want to be Superman; I keep

spreading my wings, maybe someday I'll fly.

Claudia Vn^Kay is a UMass student.

Call me un-American, call me apathetic, call

me what you will, but frankly I just don't

give a dam about the Presidential Primaries. I

know I should care about who will lead this nation for the

next 4 years, and I do somewhat. But ever since Reagan

was elected all I've heard in the media is who is going to

challenge him for re-election. Frankly I'm sick of it.

My mind is so full of Mondale did this. Mondale didn't do

this. Hart did this but no one knows how. The primaries

are not full of issues, iust people.

Letters

1^ Awareness week is for all

To the Editor,

The Colle^an's article Friday on Gay and Lesbian

Awareness Week contained several errors - some

typographical, some contextual; some minor and some

serious. I am not too concerned that my name was spelled

in three different ways (although "Throne" is correct) but

I am concerned that the cost for the week's activities was

inflated by ten times; the funding still needed is about

$2500, not $25,000.

More importantly, the statement that the week is in-

tended to "enhance homosexuality" is at least missing the

point. Heterosexism is an oppression that affects

everyone on campus, and the week is planned with the in-

tention of attracting all kinds of students to discussions of

issues relevant to the gay and lesbian community on cam-

^^Finally, after reading the article one might assume that

the Board of Governors was fairly cold in response to the

proposal. This was not my impression at all. Many

members expressed to me their interest. What I will bring

before the BOG next week are specific program items for

the Board to consider.

I feel that the Board was very receptive to the idea, and

wants more information in order to decide. I hope that

regardless of their decision, this may help to clear up some

confusion and misinformation about the week. I invite all

members of the University community to attend the

discussions, workshops and cultural events of Gay and

Lesbian Awareness Week.
Paul Throne

Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week
Planning Committee

Edwin Green deserved more
To the Editor,

I am not writing to question Minuteman Coach Ron

Geriufson's knowledge of the game of basketball, although

many people who attend games do. Instead. I am trying to

decide whether he is heartless or merely stupid.

Rita Murphy

What does Gary Hart stand for? Mondale? Any of them?

1 know what Reagan stands for. and I'm sorry I do.

Maybe the same can be said abtjut the other candidates

when I finally do discover what they stand for. Or maybe

they really don't stand for anything.

Something is wrong when candidates concentrate more

on name calling and exposing the other candidates

weaknesses than on informing the public about what

issues they feel strongly about and how they wouW, if

elected, handle them.

Most candidates say they supjKtrt a freeze, fine so do I,

but no one has said how he would go alx)ut instituting one.

The candidates talk about high unemployment, high in-

terest rates, low wages, etc - But where are the solu-

tions?

It's March, most of the candidates have been campaign-

ing for a year or more. Mondale himself has been toying

with the idea of running ever since Reagan was elected.

The others at least considered the jK)S8ibility of running

after Ted Kennedy announced a year and a half ago he

would not run. Both Jesse Jackson and (^)rge Mc<k)vem

have somewhat of an excuse because their campaigns got

started so late.

Alan Cranston was the first to enter the race and the

first to withdraw. He ran on a peace platform, big deal,

what candidate would not support peace? Ernest Hollings

and Reubin Askew also dropj)ed out last week. The ironic

thing about them was that neither their names or what

they st<KKl for are widely known. The only thing I

remember about them was not what they stood for but

what they did not stand for; pro-choice.

Probably the saddest part of all this is the fact that one

of these men will l)e facing R<)nald Reagan come

November. Reagan has sent Americans into far away

lands to kill and be killed. He has forced all people,

Americans, Russians, people everywhere. U> think about

the day after and what if...He has helped to take the word

public away from the word education. He has turned his

back on the poor, the aged, the handicapF)ed. women, and

minorities.

Somet)ne must challenge Reagan, someone must defeat

Reagan, but that can only l)e done if a candidate emerges

with clear objectives, a good knowledge of what the pro-

blems in America are. and most importantly, how they can

be solved.

1 do not think I'm in the minority in terms of not know-

ing what the candidates stand for. Nor do I think I'm one

of only a few who are having trouble getting interested in

an election which is nearly eight months away. Presiden-

tial politics simply does not turn me on. And no candidate

makes me want to go to the polls and pledge my support to

him.

Four years ago. Ted Kennedy proved voters are too

smart to be taken in by a name. They wanted then, and

should demand now, a candidate who makes his views

known; one who is not afraid to confront both the pro-

blems and the solutions.

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.

In Saturday night's home finale against Duquesne, Gerluf-

son pulled the biggest blunder of his very young coaching

career With four seconds left in a game that was assuredly a

"blow-out." he decided not to take senior Edwin Green out

of the game. After four years of dunking, blocking shots,

and pleasing the crowd. Green was denied his moment of

glory by the coach. This upset me. and many fans around

me, because we had watched Green hustle in an attempt to

win this game and many others.

Coincidently. (ireen surpassed Julius Erving on this very

same evening in career points. This may sound extreme, but

you can bet that the playing career of "The Doctor" won t

end in this manner. Now if the coach simply forgot to

remove Green fi^m the game, then that's plain ignorance. If.

however, he thought it wasn't necessary, then he ought to

spend the offseason recruiting a heart.

Thanks for everything. Edwin, and good luck in the

future.

Joe Pesaturo
Southwest
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$7.50 FOR A NEW YOU!! q,^
(excluding shampoo and blow dry) q ^4

Only $7.50 for an exciting new hour V
by professionals at MARJON.

Also. . .you have until March 10th

to win a trip to

ACAPULCO MEXICO
We use and recommend REDKEN

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Mountain Farms Mall

TIME OUT SPECIAL
TimeAout

Giant Bar Drinks

$1.65

Two T.V.'s

16 oz. Draft

85*

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour Prices

4 PM to closing

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

JACKSON BROWNE • CROSBY STILLS AND NASH

DOOBIE BROTHERS • JOHN HALL GRAHAM NASH
BONNIE RAin QL SCOTT-HERON • CARIY SIMON

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN JAMES TAYLOR

JESSE COLIN YOUNG
AND SPECIAL FRIENDS

WOOJCED BV JUliAN SCHLOSSMRG DANNY GODBERG
DIRECTED BV JULIAN SCHlOSSBERG DANNY GOlDBEPG

ANTHONY POTfNZA

^
i iafeiii .

-^*- - -

^i.Mi*»;
CCA

O
5:30, 7:15, 9:30, 11;15

Admission $1.50

iPGl*^^

Reg. $99 CHU
Now $69

Akai belt-drive turntable automatic

!on«Mrm lift front controls

^^
CO"s-^-

U I l\ll A \lReg. $45

Now $29
Technidyne 234 telepfione univer-

sal pusfibutton dialing, desk or wall

mount Rugged construction

'/M< )>./'>!,)

Reg. $199 ^.^i^
Now $1 39

Maxima fKM/FM car stereo cassette

player. 50-watt booster/equalizer,

and a pair of Pioneer 4-inch coax

speakers Universal fit \S

«^,«;

Reg $99
OHoriE mPTF

Reg. $300 ••••••.••••

Now $230
Marantz JO watt per channel digital

AM.'Ffvl stereo receiver preset tuning,

subsonic filter speaker switching

gold-plated input jacks. 3-yr ltd

guarantee

Now $59
PhoneMate 800 call screener /phone

answering machine, built-in voice

synthesizer delivers outgoing

message

\

PV^O^
.r^^'

c^e^'
.0^'

.t^-

Reg $550 jyc

Now $369
JVC PC55 high-power, component-

style Atvl/FM stereo cassette recor-

der with Dolby' B & C. clock/timer,

auto-reverse. 5-band equalizer,

electronic counter, much more

Charter

For hassle-tree group

travel. call the experts,

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip — any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

V, •^

^vi
.-\0

9>^
;t^a>^' 9^'

r^o
A^'

-.0^
.^^'
0^

Check out what we ofler:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

SAVE UP TO 50%
on all telephone accessories in stock

including modular adaptors, ex-

tension cords, duplex adaptors, and
more'

7V-ji/»7 UmSL Bj< L. /•Jr'.s- hh

99 Arnold Street Spnngfield. \^A

Call General Office and Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

Reg. S190 -jvc

Now $1 49

t^m% .r f^<s off»r-nQ wfr» ses^ fpi7 *•' r a0vBni,e Due !<'

jntof9909n c'ff:um$f»niff$ a< rf«tms -njiv not t>^ 'H sfOi *

<n«' sTom% »^i» m"'it>*t *>»ppv fo'ssue '•"»d#»<.<is 'Cvo^P'

a i^mp0mbi0 'r»fn af ftQuB s»vtngs' O'^ouf-o'-sroc*'f»'"s

'lot tat^amr i>mit»<f Qum^t'Pr Th^nk yoy 'o' vour p«rro"

thfi^ (1c '^Ot ntH »SS»"'* '9pr9S1>nt T^,h Hif- s prK POWV'

Twasu/ptf d'•(^>"•"^ '"usfaf/ons '"•v "Of Oe^iacf kV**

«S«rv9 n*0 ngM to correct m«sr""^S At paelH-'patinQ

Reg $399 ' JVC
Now $360

JVC deluxe personal stereo

cassette player with Dolby'

,

auto-reverse. fi^M/FM radio,

super-lightweight head-
phones

^

tech hifi
STEREO VIDEO PHONES

JVC 1 455 1 3-inch diagonal color TV.

electronic tuning with on-

screen display remote con-

trol, sleep timer earphone

lack, and more
Monday and Tuesday

VISA-

I Gorky Park

Americas off- price home entertainment centers.

Marshalls Plaza. Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544
15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-31 CX)

I Under Fire

gg^CJHylilili

Arts
Koko belts the blues
By Jack Bresnahan

Collegian Correspondent

Koko Taylor and her Blues Machine played

two capacity shows last Monday night at

the Iron Horse, Northampton. Called the

current "Queen" of blues singers, Koko

demonstrated that she is very worthy of

that title.

To say that Koko has a very powerful

voice is an understatement. She can make

the hair on your arms stand on end.

Evidently she's always sung that way.

Originally a gospel singer, Koko was

discovered by Willie Dixon in the early 60's.

Eventually she crossed over into blues

singing and that has become her life. Her

husband "Pop" Taylor is her personal

manager as well as the band's business and

road manager. No road crew with this

band. The group travels light since they

are in a new town every night. Her band

loads and unloads their own equipment.

Koko's musicians have had a lot of ex-

perience. I recognized the rhythm

guitarist he was formerly with Buddy

Guy's band. Apparently he was stealing

some of the thunder from Mr. Guy and

decided that it was best for him to move on.

He's got a lot more room to move with

Koko. And her lead guitarist played with

John Lee Hooker as recently as last year

when The Hook played at the Student

Union Ballroom.

1 attended the 10:00 show which lasted an

hour and fifteen minutes. The first show

lasted for 2 hours and Koko said that the

first show was much rowdier than the

second and that the crowd didn't want to

leave. In the small confines of this coffee

shop, you better forget about boogying and

be prepared to tap your feet and observe

the show. Even Koko couldn't move around

as much as she normally does and she

seemed to miss the sea of bodies on the non

existent dance floor. Only waitresses,

bartenders, and doormen have any room to

dance in this place. It almost makes one

wish that the Hanger was still open.

Regardless of the physical constraints of

the joint, Koko's music was most satisfying.

She started off with "Something Strange

Going On In My House," a song directed

towards an unfaithful man who claimed that

the noise his woman heard late last night

was only the cat. In her next one, "Blow

Top Blues," she had some bad news for her

man. She did "If Walls Could Talk." from

their latest album- "When you claimed you

been visiting a friend/Aren't you lucky

walls don't talk." Next came Willie Dixon's

"Spoonful." which everyone's fighting for.

And then came a song "I'm A Woman."
which sounds like Muddy's "Mannish Boy."

except the lyrics were changed to be more

suited to Koko Taylor who said. "I ain't

ever had enough. I could make love to a

crocodile." She sings: "Goin down over

yonder/Back over by the sun/Gonna do

something to ya/ Ain't never been done.

"

Ooh wee indeed! After that came "Hey.

Bartender. " Floyd Dickson's song

popularized by the Blues Bros. The only

improvement to it might have been Elwood

on the harmonica.

Koko wound up the show with a terrific

rendition of "Wang Dang Doodle," a

premier blues favorite. She gave her all

and was exhausted when I spoke with her

after the show. Yet she was very kind and

willing to speak to me for quite a while.

After commenting on the show, she told me
about her five-year-old grandson who's

learning to play blues guitar. She is very

proud of him. She. "Pops. " and I spoke for

so long that yours truly missed the last bus

from Northampton and had to hitchhike

back. In spite of that unexpected turn of

events. I felt satisfied and was glad that I

went to the show.

By the way. I finally made it home. After

a half hour of being passed by countless

cars, students and moonlighters, a van

finally stopped for me. It had Illinois

license plates. It was Koko Taylor with

"Pops" and most of her band. Thanks, you'

guys.

The third annual Jazz Showcase will perform at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall on Wednesday, March 7 at 8:00 p.m. The Showcase is free

and open to the public and will feature the University's instrumental

and vocal jazz ensembles and several soloists presenting a wide range

of jazz selections. Pictured above is University Jazz Ensemble I.

The Right Stuff soars
James Taylor

Collegian Correspondent

The Right Stuff is a film that raises many

questions, using test pilots and the space

program as its cover. It examines issues

from man's fight to succeed to the

evaporation of our values in the creation of

new ones.

Writer-director Philip Kaufman (The

White Dawn. Invasion of the Body Snat

chers) has always been an expert at

showing contrasts of society. This film is

both pro-technological and anti

technological, anti-left and anti-right,

sometimes simultaneously.

The Right Stuff opens with the death of a

test pilot, which is not the last. With the

death of the past, we 4re confronted with

Chuck Yeager (Sam Shepard). a pilot with

all the right stuff, who proceeds to break

the sound barrier. As time rolls on and

more records are broken and set. the

Russians manage to get a man into space.

This immediately leads the Americans

embarking on a space program.

The government gets a group of the best

armed forces pilots together, after first

considering daredevils and gymnasts. This

group includes Alan Shepard. John Glenn,

Deke Slayton. and Wally Schina. Yeager

refuses, afraid the this new step will Uke
attention away from other programs. The

pilots go through a rigorous training

program, which is wonderfully satired.

.!.v.:«.:.v.S!.!«.!.v.: ;-:.X'X-xW:-:':wxx::-:-:::::>X'::'X^^^

Koko Taylor, the "Queen" of blues singers.

A spectacle on display
By Charles Francis Carroll

Collegian Staff

What do I know about landscape ar

chitecture? Not much. What do I know

about Spectacle Island? A great deal,

evidently more than any of the architects

who submitted proposals to the Executive

Office of Environmental Affairs and the

National Endowment of the Arts to

rehabilitate the island.

I'm referring to the current show at the

Student Union Gallery of a design com

petition held last year to stimulate ideas for

converting a Boston Harbor island into a

state park. The island, now known &s

Spectacle Island, was formerly the dumping

ground for Boston's refuse. Barges once

carried tons of trash out there weekly and

then horses pulled it up the hill on sleds. I

still have a spur I found in the old concrete

horse barn which has a two- inch spike used

to encourage those poor steeds. It was not

the most pleasant place.

Several decades ago the dumping ceased,

and the island has remained more or less

untouched. Within a short time it was

reclaimed, not by people, but by birds,

many of which are relatively rare. They

use the island as a rookery for breeding. It

is an unusually rich birding area.

We would visit the island as teenagers and

even as young men and women. It was our

Treasure Island. While the others would go

beachcombing and digging in the manmade

cliffs (or heaps) for old bottles and other

souvenirs. I would venture into the

wilderness to view the wide assortment of

waterfowl at close range in their mating

and nesting cycle.

I was sometimes stopped short in my

tracks, face to face with a considerable

snowy owl. That was all right, though; like

Friar Tuck and Robin Hood, we became fast

friends.

The island was an idyllic respite awaj

from the barrens of urban renewal,

something real and rewarding.

I suppose that the intention of th«

bureaucrats is to open up this natura

wonderland to the public. I suspect

however, that when this happens, the bird?

will leave in due time. It is nature's way.

The first place design won ($10,000.00

because it would make the island an ex

tension of the Boston waterfront. All tht

winners seemed to have a Post modernist

or Neo classical perspective, as if tht

Athens of America would finally have iu

Acropolis. In addition to the five winners

there is a fairly large supporting cast o

"Commendations," all of which offer .

similar approach, with a few exceptions

including a Futurist Spectacle.

But one design on display is true to th«

island as I know it. It is entitle*

"Redemption Island." It didn't wii

anything other than at least one person'

recognition. Designed by Hans A. Egli am
Takeshi Kikuchi. the plan bears out bot

sides of the Island's recent history, natura

and unnatural.

I said this wasn't chosen, but the design

that were chosen won't be used anyway.

Instead the powers that be have their owi

ideas for the island. Most Bostonians ar

not aware of this. Even though publi

review was to play a major role in th

selection of a design, this is the first an^

only exhibition of the works since last June

I always fear for the worst when there isn

such a review. Even though the actual pla

is not displayed, the exhibit at the Studer

Union Gallery is important in its own wa

because it demonstrates how inconsiderat

we can be towards ourselves, our con

stituents, and our environment.

Kaufman's satire of bureaucrats and

scientists is well done. You can also read

that as cooked well done; the humor goes to

an extreme during the testing program

scenes and it becomes annoying.

Ths actors were cast perfectly for their

parts. They includes Sam Shepard. Ed

Harris, Dennis Quaid. Scott Glenn. Fred

Ward. Kim Stanley, and Barbara Hershey.

Watching Harris smile is hilarious in itself.

Bill Conti's musical score serves well and is

one of his best. Caleb Deschan'^l's

cinematography reflects the moods of the

scenes and characters.

There hasn't been a more inspiring scene

in a 1983 motion picture than Chuck Yeager

walking from his plane's wreakage.

Kaufman captures the moods and

motivatinpc of the n*''^«'= ""H their families

very well. You can feel their envies

hostilities, and enjoyments.

The Right Stuff is one of the bes

American films of the year. ('Rear Window

doesn't count and 'Star '80' seems to hav

been forgotten). It's a shame that i

Swedish film is up for best picture in thos

damp Academy .Awards when there are

few go<^d American films left over. An
Tpvwav, who did more for European filr

than -ohn Ford?

,„. Right Stuff h^s been nominated fo

eight Academy \wards including Be?

Picture. Best Cinematography, and Be;-

Editing.

The Right Stuff has all the right stu

when it comes to good filmmaking in today

time. It's not a film to be forgotten.
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I UMASS SKI CLUB i
*

GREAT *

>^m&
t

SPRING BREAK

Q^illington
'^ VERMONT

MARCH 18-23

$

INCLUDES . . .

: AYS SKIING

-ALL LIFTS /

,.1 VAMKEE SKI WEf

'

: '.-. ..'-TivniES

FIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

SKIING
*

SUPER I
SOCIAUZING *

SKIING RAUY |
SKI RACES «

NEW ENGLAND I
CLAMBAKE*

AFTER-SKI*
PARTIES*

CONDOMINIUM^
o> MOTEL LODGING*

(four choice)7

mogulU
CONTEST^

SPECIAL LIVE^
ENTERTAINMENT*

2k OVER 15,000 TITLES

.,Q NEW and USED
• ALL SUBJECTS

PRICED 25^ to $2.00

Starts FEBRUARY 27th

AND*
MORE!«

*
*

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION $
*

Special Truckload Shipment from iWidwest Warohouselill

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Monday-Friday

^^^

m - pm :>
r^Bm^

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone
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Superbad G.H

The strip Jim Walsh
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CALL The E.PA./ .
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

5

9

14

Mark Rollins 26

ACROSS
Second m a series

Gossip, in away
Area

Seed covering
15 Say It IS so

16 Welcoming word
17 Kind of dive

19 Stew ingredient

20 Obliquely

21 Truckles to

23 Yorkshire city

25 Siouan speaking

Indian

Problems for the

post office

Tiffs

Pizzeria feature

Traduce
Actress Remick

37 Zilch

38 ALteam
39 Yak thoughtlessly

40 Pizarro sgold
41 PalJoey" author

42 What s left

/3 Set of symptoms
45 Instanter

47 Make known
48 Sandwich wrap

29
34

35

36

50 Trattoria item

54 Small, cheap caro

58 Navigation aid

59 Perplexed

61 Wont
62 Impulse
63 Part of Ovid's

name
64 Certain spies

65 Homes away from

home
66 Song for three

or more

DOWN
1 California

2 Eventful times

3 Clock sound
4 Famed Detroit

Tiger

5 Moves lightly and

sprightly''

6 Like some walls

7 Grid zebra

8 Long, hard

lourney

9 Like April

10 Jabbar, for one
11 Mishmash

12 Farm machine
13 Uncountable

years

18 Cypress feature

22 Certain tests

24 Gallants

26 Forbidden things

27 Scrimshaw
material

28 Laser gas
30 Arm bone
31 Actress Burstyn

32 Minimal

33 Rowdydow
35 Dog paddled
38 Vexing thing

39 Getting a tan

41 Baltimore birds

44 Mischief

45 Treasures

46 Bronx cheer

49 True up
50 Dross
51 El . Texas

52 Single

53 Prefix with poise

55 Ending with poet

56 Relaxation

57 Gin flavoring

60 Samovar

1 ? 3 4

1
18

5 6 7 8

??

9 10 11 1? 13

14 lb 16

17

?4

?9

19

?0
f— ?1

I
30

m^m^^^?2

35

?5

?6 21 ?8

1
41

I
38

31 32 33

34

1
39

36

37

44
I
45

40

I
49

4?

43

53

48

60

46

I^MIBHHTr' _^^^|
50 51 5?

1

54 55 5b 57

58

61 6?

1
63

6* 6!) 66

Collegian Reporting and

Writing Workshop
Lectures and Speakers

Rob Stein

U.P.I. Springfield

Tues March 13 6:30 p.m.

Room 905 Campus Center

DC. MENU

K^g

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Fisherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce

Roast Veal/

Dressing, CIravy

and Cheddar Floren-

tine

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
f^isherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce

Egg and Cheddar Floren-

tine

Weather
Snow beginning around

midday today, changing to

sleet and freezing rain and

finally to all rain by sunset,

highs in the mid to upper

30s. Winds southerly 10 to

15 mph. Monday night,

rain. Temperatures 35 to

40. Tuesday, cloudy with a

chance of rain, highs around

40.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

a large selection

of clamp-on
lights also available

STUDENTS

i

i

approved

The Textboox Annex will

begin returning unsold text-

books to publishers on March

19, 1984.

Be sure of your textbook re-

quirements for the remainder

of the semester to ensure that

you have the books you need.

Open Mon-Fri 9-4

Located in the Campus Center

o,..»F.. ^UNIVERSITY
aMstore*Sat 11-4

I

I

:

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Located in the

Physical Plant Building
•**««

NO MORE WAITING FOR TERMINALS

DO YOUR COMPUTER WORK AT:

COMPUTEn

INC.

Reserve time for your convenience

Reasonable hourly rates

One of the finest on site computer facilities

available to college students

* Access to UMass Cyber
* Access to Amherst VAX and VAS
* Instant printouts
* Complete word processing systems available

* Discount cards

CALL NOW 256-1213 . M..t.r ch
79 South Pleasant Street

(in left roar of Peter Pan terminal bidg.) & Visa

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm
FrI-Sat 9 am to 6 pm Sun 10 am to 6 pm

UAAA5S SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of Massachusetts and HurroundinR area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

SPRING BREAK 841
d Days 7 Nights Ujocurtous Hore4 on rhe Snip

Hof»< onJy W/Motor Cooch W/Jer

$149 S265 S075

;* fox included *** tax included **'

For more info 545-3437

Sign Up Now
before we sell out

'DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD!

PEACEMAKERS
MEETING Help with

nuclear freeze issues. Will

be discussing trip to

Washington and other
issues. New members are

always welcome. 4:30 p.m.

428 SUB

MARCEL MARCEAU
Universally acclaimed
pantomimist, Marcel
Marceau, makes his annual

appearance at the Fine Arts
Center. 8 p.m. Fine Arts
Center

MASSPIRG ACID RAIN
CAMPAIGN MEETING
Attention people concerned

with Acid Rain and

Environment, come join a

meeting to help organize our

campaign and plan stategies

for future. 6:30 p.m. SUB
403

WMUA GENERAL
STATION MEETING All

WMUA members expected

to attend. People interested

in Radio, News, Promotions,

Women's or Third World
Affairs or Sports are en-

couraged to gain mem-
bership. 7:30 2nd floor-

Herter Auditorium

HILLEL COUNCIL
MEETING 6 p.m. Dukes
Room, Student Union

CHESS CLUB You are

invited to play chess! You
don't have to be good, just

want to play. Informal

tournament tonight. All

levels welcome. Be there!

8-11 p.m. Chek cc elevator

for rm. no.

SAFA (STUDENTS
ADVOCATING FINAN
CIALAID) General

Meeting plans for

Washington, D.C. trip will

be discussed. All new
members welcome! 6:00

p.m. Rm.917CC.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
MEETING Join us to fight

pornography 4:30 p.m.

CC905

OUTING CLUB MEETING
You guessed it! Another

meeting. Everyone come
see a slideshow on Sea
Kayaking in Southwest
Alaska by Tom Ely and
Larry Guild. Everybody
welcome! 7:00 p.m. 174 176

Campus Center

WMUA GENERAL
STATION MEETING AU
present and prospective

members are encouraged to

attend in order to discover

what you can do for the

"New WMUA" 7:30 p.m.

HerterHaU. Rm.231

STUDENT ALLIANCE
FOR ISRAEL MEETING
With guest David Schwartz

speaking on The We.st Bank.

7:30 p.m. Dukes Room.
Student Union

EMERGENCY MTG.
Conservative Coalition

Members only. (Topics to

discuss: Speakers from

Central America, possible

trip to Washington. D.C.

etc.) 7 9p.m. 801 CC.

I read the Collegian every day!T

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4b 345 Monday Fnday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash m advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone numt>ef FREE D
ARE YOU FUNNY?

Comp«t« as a Comsdian at the Blue Wall

Open Mike Comedy Night. Winner receives

$100 and chance to be in Catch a Rising

Star. Cash for 2nd and 3fd places. Sign up

todayl 415A in the Student Union

AUDIO

Sony XR-66 Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

Auto Speakers 200 watts, with 4-way

speakers attached. Mounting studs and

wiring included. $37.00 Raynald f>46-8897

Speakers OHM Bookshelf great sound

new 280 100 549-7797

AUTO FOR SALE

1968 VW Bug, runs great, rebuilt engine,

many new parts, sunroof. $600 549 1032^

76 Toyota Corolla. 2 dr sedan 4 speed 95K

AM/FM. Reliable, runs well. $1500 or BO
253-7844, 5-10 PM

BEDDING

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING delivers Futons,

the portable mattress with chiropractic sup-

port and comfort. 527-3968

BICYCLE FOR SALE

KHS Mountain Bicycle chrome, Sugino

AT crank Mountech deurelliers new wheels

many extras call Paul after 6 PM 350 firm

256-0060

CAPE COD SUMMER 84

Call John In Boston 1-617 327-7735

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-67 12

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS. 4 years

of quality disc jockey service at UMass.

Why pay more? 256-1393

FOR RENT

Computer Terminals €r Acoustic
Couplers for rent no security deposit no

maintenance charge immediate availability

546-4782 or 546^737

2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland

house. 130+ each, on bus route with fall

option. 665-2512

1 rm in apt sublet 187 a month Main St im-

med avail Peter 545-1589 545-2678

FOR SALE

Fender Strat. cream maple neck w/trem

Todd 549-4003

Camera Cannon AT-1, 52mm tense great

condition $100 call Buster 549 7804

Lange Ski Boots Brand new - still pkgd.

$175/BO mens 9ViXLT black and 8XLS

gray Margo 549 6048

Yamaha SR600 single 545^2321 day

579 5794 night

10 speed Vista Araya Racer conventional

seat handlebar ideal for tall person 253 2408

FOUND

Set of kaysl They were not lost in a

snowbank on 2/28. Call 666-4737 to iden

tifyl

HELP WANTED

The SGA Treasurer's Office is in need of

a student to monitor the financial records of

recognized student organizations at

UMass. Work study or not. This job in-

volves working with the SGA Treasurer and

student organizations to ensure financial

accounts are kept up-to-date and are ac

curate. Accounting and/or bookkeeping

experience helpful. UMass SGA is an

AA/EEO

Cruiseshlps hiringi $16-$30,000l Carri

bean Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc

tory. Newsletter. i -(916) 944-4444 X Umass

Cruise _^
Counselors: camp Wayne, Northeastern

Penna. Co-ed children's camp. We will in-

terview on Camp Day March 13th. Write:

12 Allevard St. Lido Beach, NY 11561 (in-

clude your phone number)

Airlines hiringi Stewardesses, Reserve

tionistsi $14-$39,000. Worldwidel Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter. 1-(916)

944 4444 X Umassair

INSTRUCTION

French Tutor available will tutor any

level! Flexible schedule. Phone 549-3587

JUDICIAL APPLICANTS

Commuter Area Gov. is seeking ap-

plicants for Commuter Area Gov. Judicial

positions. Inquire 404 SUB deadline March

9 545-2145

LOST

Brown nylon wallet at the Hatch 2/24 call

665 8133 ask for JM reward!

Glasses lost near Hasbrouck 2/28. Call

546 5295 reward

Lost black Raleigh 3 speed men's bike

with wire basket and leather seat. Large

reward if found. 256-6173

PERSONALS

Art, Business, Law, History, and
English at Oxford this summer. Imforma

tion 545-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

Hey Bob! Attention!! It's your B Day do it

upl Your Roomie

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
• from Tues, Feb 21 Wed , March 14 '

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
• will be taken

"

M, W-F: 9am-noon, 1 pm-5 pm; Tues:

noon -4 pm,
• and 5 pm 9 pm
For appointment call 545^0848/545^2874^

• or sign up on portrait dates

in 177 178 CC
• Sitting Fee: $5.00

Stick It in your ear at Silverscape custom

ear piercing. Singles , multiples. 253 3324

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U S. Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ex t. 5931 -A

Hey CH: Happy Birthday I hope we can

share 100 more together I love you Love

Roosterhead

Happy Birthday Donna! Better late than

never - hope you got tons of Bran Muffins

Are you Bahama bound during Spring

Break?? Please call to verify departure date.

Call 546^1201

Limited space still available to Pt.

Lauderdale and Daytona deluxe motor-

coach and /or hotel Andrea 546-9648

Dear Secret Admirer, are you for real or

just a hoax ? Katharine A
.

George R, Hey handsome! Like to get to

know you off BB Court - but how? Admir

ing Lady

Doodles How do I love thee let me count

the ways Happy 1 yr Anniversary my love

may we have many more Hutie

Lau Happy 19th I One more to go now I

have to ctach up again! Drew

Donna to my one and one only Fuzzy

Goof, Happy One Year. You can pour beer

on me anytime. I ove always, Andy

Ed-Man....Bake it!

Contact Lenses Replaced. Bausch and

Lomb or American Optical $25 each. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive 256-8561

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses. Cases, Papers.

acceptance quaranteed, on-campus, low

rates. 584 7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

I wanna aki In Colorado for Spring Break

please help mel Call Kenis 549-6663

RIDER WANTED
~

1 or 2 riders needed to share gas $ to Ft

Lauderdale for spring break. Call Keith

549-4679 late eves

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586^36ffi

Two female roommates wanted to

share Brandywine apartment if interest call

Lisa at 546-5382

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M- F 9-2:30

TYPINGT-Fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 666-3414
^

Wedding Invitations,

Stationary, discounts.

Business Cards Mary
549-4847

Announcenrvents,

24 hr service

Ellen Bridal Service

TO SUBLET

Room to sublet in a two bedroom apt in

Northwood Sunderland leave message

546-1493

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Want to take over leaae in June on a 1

or 1 bedroom apt in Puffton call Doug
546-9137

Townhouse, Brandywine, or Puffton

double needed for 2 for fall of '84 but will

take over summer lease. Please call Doris or

Natalie 546 8419
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There will be a Sports staff meeting on Tuesday at 4 p.m.

at the sports desk. Issues to be talked about include spring

beats. Anyone who is interested in a spring beat and

cannot attend contack the editor before the meeting. All

newcomers and correspondents welcome.

I ••••••«

Min'utemen lose fifth in a row, 74-64
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

A familiar scenario was played out again in

the regular season finale at the Curry Hicks

Cage for the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team Saturday night.

The Minutemen, for the fourth game in a

row. self destructed in the first half and

dug themselves into a hole they just could

not pull themselves out of.

Against Duquesne. Massachusetts had a

chance to finish sixth (if they won the game
and a coin flip after the game with the

Dukes). But after shooting 34 percent in

the first half (10-29). Duquesne was on its

way to a 74-64 triumph over the

Minutemen, a win that left UMass Coach

Ron Gerlufsen wondering.

"I'm as puzzled as the rest of the team," a

frustrated Gerlufsen said after the game.

"We have to try and take a very evaluative

look at ourselves. We have to try and put

the pieces back together."

It may be ttM) late for (hat. With the loss,

Massachusetts finished eighth with a 6-12

Atlantic 10 mark. That means they will

face ninth seeded Rhod«» Island Wedne.sday

at 9 p.m. at West Virgmia. The Rams have

given UMass a lot of problems this year.

And if the Minutemen can break out of

their slump and lop the Rams, undefeated

Temple, 18 in conference play, is next.

"We are going to have to do some real soul

searching." Gerlufsen said. "I think we
have lost our intensity to finish the play off.

We get the ball where we want it. but then

we self destruct on the easy shots."

Just like the West Virginia, Temple and

Rutgers games. UMass, now 11 16. fell

behind in the first half with horrendous

shooting. The Minutemen did everything

but put the ball in the hoop.

UMass last led at 5 4 off of a Green ally

oop slam from the Carl Smith feed. The
Dukes proceeded to outscore UMass. 15-4

and never trailed again.

Duqesne. 10 17.8 10. scored one point in

the last 5:10 of the first half, but UMass
could only muster up hoops by Green,

Donald Russell and Horace Neysmith to

narrow the halftime lead to 33-25.

"By no means did we play a great game."

Duqesne head coach Jim Satalin said.

"UMass shot poorly inside. We've noticed

this trend the last few games and tried to

push them outside."

"Basically they have a three guard of

fense," he said. "All you have to do is stop

Neysmith and Green inside."

Russell scored six of UMass' first eight in

the second half, four from the outside, but

UMass couldn't close the gap.

But the Minutemen did make a run at the

Dukes. UMass had some success inside

(eight points) as they outscored the Dukes

14 4 to pull within one, 55 54 with 5:20 to go

off a Russell 20-footer.

But Duquesne responded with a 9-2 spurt

of their own and UMass never got any

closer than six the rest of the way.

Despite UMass' fifth loss in a row, there

were some things to cheer about. Green

passed the legendary Julius Krving for

second lace on the all time scoring list.

Green has 1379 career points.

Neysmith became the second Minuteman

to score 1,000 points this season (Russell

being the first) and now has 1008. And Carl

Smith tied his season high with 13 assists.

Neysmith led UMass scorers with 19

followed by Russell with 16. John Hempel

hit for 13, a great majority from the out

side, and Green hit for 12 points.

Greg Harrison led the Dukes with 20 while

Rick Suder had 17 points.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS - UMass
outrebounded the Dukes 41 27. Senior

Craig Smith was held scoreless in his last

home game for UMass. Green. Craig Smith

and Kurt Funk were honored in pre-game

ceremonies.

Edwin Green 's Cage
farewell is bittersweet

Collripaii photo hv David P. D*«bcr

THIS ONE'S FOR YOU — UMass point g^uard Carl Smith attempts to

pass to one of his teammates upcourt, while Duquesne's Ron Stevenson
tries to intercept it.

By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The farewell party officially got underway

with a standing ovation in the pre-game

ceremony at 7:30 p.m.. It officially ended in

frustration two hours later with a regular

season ending loss.

Later, as the main guest of honor, Edwin

Green, sat across from his locker following

a good bye to The Cage and the UMass
crowds, that frustration was evident. The

standing ovations had been nice, and

passing The Doctor in points was terrific,

but a win would have been better.

"I wouldn't say it's been good," said Green

quietly when asked if the four years had

been good to him. "I've tried to make it

good, and I've accomplished some of the

things I wanted to."

One accomphshment that Green hadn't

expected four years ago was becoming the

second all-time scorer in Minutemen

history, which he did at the 11:30 mark of

the first half. It produced the fourth

standing ovation of the evening for Green

and for awhile everything was celebration-

like at the Cage.

"I never took it into consideration."

reflected Green, incredulous at the

thought. "I didn't think about it til this

season. I wanted to get it at home."

The night had begun festive enough, with

the 6'7 " center shaking his fist in the air and

waving as the capacity crowd went wild.

The mood became wilder when Green gave

them what they wanted with an alley-oop

two- hand slam off a pretty Carl Smith lead,

three minutes into the game.

From the beginning, the noise level was
rising everytime Green touched the ball and

for a while it seemed that everything he did

would bring the crowd to its feet. And he

gave them things to cheer about. There

would be the slam, there would be the

points mark, there would be another slam,

and there would be blocked shots. The
crowd loved each and everyone.

But what there wouldn't be was a win, and

in that lay the frustration. Four years of

frustration and one more time when the

team must look inside and pull it together if

they are to have any chance at an Atlantic

Ten upset tourney run. Green has been

there through three coaches, and con-

troversies about his own play as well as his

coaches strategies. Yet he came out on top

and despite criticism after his sophomore

year, left with an exciting anf solid career

while becoming the ultimate fan favorite.

"This team's been through a lot of dif

ferent changes," Green would say. "I felt

that we really became a team my junior and

senior years."

His third and final college coach, Ron

Gerlufsen would add to that. "Edwin Green

and Craig Smith (who also said good-bye)

are two people that I admire. They are

great individuals, they have class, they care

for others, on and off the court, and they

have sacrificed. They've been with three

different coaches and they've been sue

cessful. I'm just proud to have coached

them."

So now the home season is over and Green

won't play again in front of the fans who
screamed their praise. Of course though,

his memories will remain with him and

through all that frustration there has been

good.

"Naturally, we've had more bad times

than good," he says, the mood beginning to

lighten. "But I'll remember the good."

Later, he smiles broadly. "And I'll always

remember the good.

'

So will we Edwin. So will we.

Men gymnasts score highest total of season
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

In a full team effort, the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team

scored a season high 258.95 points at

Springfield on Saturday in the final meet of

the year before the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics Championships (EIGL's). The
Minutemen easily shot down the Indians,

which scored 245.15 points.

"I'd Hke to do it in the EIGL's. That would

be even better," UMass Coach Roy Johnson

commented on tlif high score. "The bad

thing is that Sprii^ield didn't give us a

better meet. The meet was pretty much

over after pommel horse. Pommels is no

longer our weakest event thanks to Mark

Quevillon and Ken Dougherty."

The Minutemen won the pommel horse

event with their top score of the season,

42.35 35.10 for Springfield while sweenir.jr

the top four spots. Dougherty ma«t»»red

the event as he scored a 9.0 for the top spot.

Bert Mathieson placed second with an 8.0

performance while Quevillon (8.55) and tri-

captain Willie Stevens (8.1) captured the

third and fourth places respectively.

Behind the Indian's Bob Piehler (9.4) in the

floor exercises, Joe Demarco placed second

with a 9.15 performance. Phil Gorgone had
another good showing as he came in third

with a 9.0.

"Phil has been a good performer for us this

year. He had another good performance,"

Johnson said.

Springfield's co captain and two-time

National Champion in still rings Jeff Coehlo

gave the audience his best performance of

the year in the event. Coehlo. who has been
averaging 9.75 on the event. :''ored a 9 8

with a spectacular routine filled > '.h

strength moves. He performed a strength

combination which included a shoot to an

inverted cross lowering down to a maltese

cross. Coehlo ended his routine with a

difficult full twisting double somersault

dismount.

Mathieson placed second in the rings event

for UMass with a smooth 9.1 routine,

Demarco tied for fourth place with Piehler,

each with an 8.85.

Coehlo came back in the vaulting event to

score a 9.3 for first place. Tri-captain Jim

Corbett placed second with a 9.15.

Mathieson captured the parallel bars

event with a 9.15 performance, while Tony
Sbarra went out with a bang with a 9.35

routine on the high bar.

Despite the high score and a final 9-5

record. Johnson was disappointed with a

season that had looked more promising at

the beginning of December.

"One-third of our routines had a major

break and that's five-tenths off each and

there's five points right there," Johnson

said. "This year should have been better.

Last year we hit a 261. Maybe they're

saving it for the championships. "
The

EIGL's are March 9th and 10th at Temple

University in Pennsylvania.

Sports Notices...
Men's VoUeybaU Club practices at Sunday ^^^"^ ^T^^^.'^ break wiU be held on Friday

at 1 p.m. in Boyden. For more information
^arch 9 m room 10 in Curry Hicks. For

contact Dave Simeone at 549-4711. "^^^^ '"^^ ^""OP ^^ ^^^ ^"""^ "'*^''^ P°°'

Monday through Thursday at 7 p.m. or

contact Dave Stillman, Project Deep. PC
PROJECT DEEP A meeting for anyone gox 415, Northampton 01061 or at 586-

interested in a 2 credit sport diving course 7046.
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Jackson Still in the Race

Massacusetts Next
by Marilyn G. Bou

Segun Eubanks

Jesse Jackson finished In fourth place in the New
Hampshire primary. The unexpected turnout of Hart

proved that while many people are either basking over

the victory of Gary Hart or the loss of Walter Mondale
many are losing sight of the impressive standing made
by the Rev. Jesse Jackson. In being victorious over

such Democratic hopefuls George McGovern, Reuben
Askew, Allan Cranston, Etc. Jackson hasd shown his

ever growing liklihood at becoming the next

Democratic National candidate for President. While

Hart's winning in New Hampshire has definitly dealt a

devesting blow to Mondale and his campaign it has

again proven the unpredictability of the primary pro-

cess. Hart has demonstrated to us all how feasible it is

for a longshot to come from behind and conquer.

With this thought in mind one can easily understand

the massive attempts by Jackson supporters across

the state to re-create this turnover scenario In

Jackson's favor in the remaining primaries. With the

upcoming "Super Tuesday " primaries, efforts are

unden^^ay to educate all registered voters on the sen-

sitive issues which will determine their future.

Next Tuesday, March 13th, is the Massachusetts

Democratic primaries. As has historically been the

case, the results of the Massachusetts primary has

had enormous effects on the campaigns of can-

didates. This means that we, as student, have a real

opportunity to effect the outcome of the democratic

rate for the presidency. Here at UMass the registra-

tion campaign has been enormously successful:

registering over 3,000 new voters. UMass students

have potential voting power more than ever before.

continued on page 3

PHYLISSHYMAN, ROYAYERS:
by Segun Eubanks

When I returned from the Phyliss Hyman, Roy

Ayers concert Friday night, a friend asked me, "How
was the concert?" I just smiled and said, "You had to

be there!" That is why it is so difficult to describe to

those who did not make it, what turned out to be one

of the best Black musical entertainment performances

to hit the valley in years.

Phyllis Hyman and Roy Ayers performed March 2,

1984 at John M. Greene Hall, Smith College com-

pliments of the Black Students Alliances at Smith.

What I expected to be just another concert, turned

out to be two excellent performances which consisted

of comedy, theater, commercials, poetry, message,

audience participation, and of course dynamite music.

Roy Ayers opened the show, and gave the audience

what he called, "a total music perspective." He played

jazz, soul, R -- B and funk, many times in combination

all added to good sound. He even played a coun-

try/western tune. Ayers' said, "there's always a

message In my music. Part of this message is referred

to in title of his latest album, "Lots of love", which he

sold himself at the concert. "That's right, I'll sell my
own album. Just five bucks! You won't find it cheaper

anywhere else!"

By the way, many people may not be aware that

aside from being an excellent musician, composer,

and singer Roy Ayers Is also quite a comedian. The

audience spent almost as much time laughing as tapp-

ing their feet and clapping their hands to the music.

Ayers' jokes, skits, and down-to-earth nature, made it

easy for him to recleve a very enthuslatic response

from the audience. Besides, as Roy put It, "I don't like

dull, tired crowds!"

The instrument which Roy Ayers plays is called a

Deagan Vibraharp or the "Vibes", and he plays it

beautifully. The Roy Ayers' band was also extremely

talented as Ayers had no qualms about mentioning,

"my band Is bad!" Particularly outstanding were

drummer Dukejue Perdue, who could do more with

his feet than many drummers can do with their hands,

and Saundra Matthews, whose voice range and jazz

style can be compared to only one other female

vocalist - Phyliss Hyman.^

More Than a Concert

The phenominal Phyliss iivman, Friday

at Smith College. photo by Ed Cohen

After his performance, Ayers went to the lobby to
sign autographs. As he said to one fan, "I like to be
close to the people."
What is often the case at concerts is that when the

opening group is really good the main group Is very

dissappointing. However, Phyliss Hyman killed this

theory with a startling display of showmanship and
talent. Phyliss stole the show with just three musi-

cians, (although very talented) and no backgroup
singers. Like Roy Ayers, Hyman spent a lot of time

talking to the audience. She was so confident and
relaxed on stage that there were times when I felt she

was only talking to me. One of my friends put It very

well when she said "Phyliss was raw, even brazen yet

she was very much a lady."

Hymen's strong jazz Influence and style came
through in all of her ballets, even the more up tempo
R -t- B numvers. She used the "seating" style of sing-

ing often, something done very rarely in popular music
and done well even more rarely. At one point, Hyman
even whistled part of a song and sounded like a finely

tuned Instrument.

Phyliss Hyman talked to the audience about how
she began her career, her experiences In the Broad-

way production "Sophlsicated Ladies," her love life,

and even the commercial jingles she sings for

televison. Like Roy Ayers, she was very funny and
proved to be not only a brilliant singer and song writer

but a very capable entertainer.

Anyway, like I said, "You had to be there." Ayers
and Hyman complimented each other so well with

Ayers bringing the audience to their feet and Hynman
mellowing them out and bringing it home. Both artists

even took the time iout to acknowledge outstanding

author James Baldwin, who recleved a standing ova-

tion (as did the two featured performers).

The only negative aspect I found was when Phyliss

Hyman began singing her commercial jingles and it

became siighty borin g. This was very easy to overlook

as the performances of these two great artists, their

music, talent, creativity, and message made this con-

cert one of the most memorable and successful shows
the valley has or will ever see.
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AFRICA: The Struggle for Food

Against a backdrop of drought and starvation,

leaders from the nine-nation Southern African

Development Coordination Conference (SADCC-
pronounced SAH' DEK), meeting in Lusaka early this

month, obtained renewed commitments for regional

assistance from major donors.

Attending the annual consultative session of the

four-year-old organization, along with the member

states, were 26 governments and 23 international

organizations that are being asked to help offset the

costs of southern Africa's five-year drought, the worst

to hit the region in half a century.

Reports were heard from all five working sectors

(agriculture, transport and communication, industry,

manpower, energy) of SADCC, which was establish-

ed to promote regional cooperation and reduce

dependence on white-ruled South Africa. But the em-

phasis was on agriculture and food, including systems

for produce distribution. A staff report estimated

direct costs from the lack of rain at nearly $1 billion, a

figure that does not include the losses of

agriculturally-dependent commercial and industrial

enterprises.

SADCC is seeking about $550 million for various

projects, the largest of which are in the transport sec-

tor. Some of these, including rehabilitation of the rail

line between Malawi, Zambia, and Mozambique, are

already under construction.

Along with emergency food aid, SADCC members

have launched studies on food programs that can br-

ing long-term gains to the region. One became the

center of controversy at the Lusaka meeting because

of 8 stipulation by the U.S. Agency for International

Development (AID) that its funds not be used in any

way that would benefit Angola, Mozambifque, or

Tanzania.

Various restrictions have been imposed by both

Congress and the administration on bilateral

assistance to Angola, whose government the U.S.

has never recognized, Mozambique, with whom the

State Department has only recently improved ties,

and Tanzania, which AID considers in arrears on

loans.

But SADCC, during a lengthy closed-door debate,

rejected any exiusionary clause and pressured USAID
to compromise. As a result, the project at issue-

research on drought resistant sorghum /millet to aid

the region's poorest peasant farmers-may receive

about $14 million of the required $17 million from the

U.S. and the remainder from Canada or other donors.

Zimbabwe Agriculture Minister Denis Norman is ex-

pected to visit Washington to iron out the details.

Almost all outside funding for SADCC has come
from Western governments or organizations,

although China has contributed to a Botswana railway

project and continues its support for the Tan-

zania/Zambia line. Criticism of the Western role has

been voiced by the Economic Commission for Africa,

a UN -related agency headquartered in Addis Ababa.

As conference chairman, Botswana Vice President

P.S. Mmusi, and host, Zambian President Kenneth

Kaunda, both made clear, the charges have irritated

SADCC's members.
"SADCC is a product of the political will and

perceived economic needs of all or members," Mmusi
declared. "The myth of northern domination has been

propagated even by an organization of which we
ourselves are members and whose very reasons for

existence is to support our development efforts, not to

obstruct them."

Kaunda also denied the domination allegation and

added that the ties to the West did not offer the pro-

spect of a share in teh West's economic recovery.

"We cannot even be sure the crumbs will fall on us,"

he told the delegates.

Among SADCC members, all but Malawi are on the

UN Food and Agricultural Organization's (FAO) list of

the 24 worst-afflicted African states. A total $3.3

million is needed by those countries, FAO estimates, if

large-scale human suffering and death is to be avoid-

ed. Approximately $1.4 million has already been

delivered or pledged, with $7(X),(X) of the remainder

required by next month.

In human terms, the Catholic Relief Service which

earlier this year asked its field representatives to

estimate the impact of worsening conditions on

children, reports that without the emergency
deliverires, 40,000 will die in the coming months in

Mozambique, 30,000 in Lesotho, 15,000 in Ghana,

and a similar number in most of the rest of the 24.

Last week, eight members of Congress called for a

quick U.S. response to the crisis. Sen. John Danforth

(R-MO), who made a recent tour of several affected

African countries, warned that unless both Houses act

with unaccustomed speed "people will die by the hun-

dreds of thousands."

A joint press conference on Feb. 21 was hosted by

Sen. Rudy Boschwitz (R-MN), sponsor of a $150

million supplemental appropiation bill, and Rep. Ted

Weiss (D-NY), whose paralled proposal is for $350

million.

Voicing a view shared by a number of interested

members. Rep. William Gray (D-PA) said the ad-

ministaration's $90 million emergency food aid request

is "simply not enough" to deal with the scale of the

famine problem in Africa.

In Congressional testimony and other public

statements, administration officials have described

the U.S. share as "generous" compared with othei

donors.

Paulo Friere Speaks on Social Transformation
and Educationby Segun Eubanks

Brazilian educator and author Paulo
Friere spoke last Monday at Herter
Hal] .

photo by Ed Cohen

World Renown Brazilian educator and author Dr.

Paulo Friere, distingished guest of the University of

Massachusetts school of Education, highlighted his

two week visit with a kenynote address in a panel

discussion on eduction and social transformation, on

February 27, in fron of a standing room only audience

at Herter Hall.

The Panel consisted of some of the foremost

educators of social transformation In the five-college

area and was mediated by UMass Chancellor Joseph

Duffey, who described Dr. Friere as "an educator of

liberation and leader of literary campaigns the world

over." Each panelist discussed his/her work and how

it related to social change, then posed a question (s)

to Dr. Friere for further discussion.

David Magnani, from the Citizen's Involvement

isining project at UMass, spoke of his involvement in

a parent /child daycare program that created an

"educational community." According to Magnani,

learning is a means of being involved in the creation of

knowledge. This and many other Friere principles are

"in conflict with the American educational system."

said Magnani, "Structures educate not people." One
of the problems Magnani faces as an educator of

social transformation is that "many organications

deisgned for positive change have a strong tendency

to assimilate back" into the societal structure, thus

becoming ineffective. Mr. Magnani's question to Dr.

Friere was, "How does a progressive organization

maintain effective long term assimilation?"

Professor Johnella Butler, from the Afro-American

studies department at Smith College focused her

presentation on the importance of cultural identity

especially at predominantly white-institution such as

Smith, "definite structured educational setting."

Butler talked about her work with the Bridge Program
at Smith, a program for Third World freshpersons to

help them to adjust and excel to the Smith College en-

vironment. "As a teacher struggling towards cultural

pluralism, I feel the responsity of making students

critical thinkers." said Butler. The workshops of the

Bridge program and the Afro-American studies

courses are tools which raise cultural awareness and
help minority students to "think critically about who
they are and what they can do." Professor Butler also

pointed that since the Bridge program has been in

operation Third World students have become more
assertive on campus.
Butler then pointed out some problems she has en-

countered in her attempts to teach students critical

thinking and to raise cultural awareness. Many
students who reach a certain awareness get frustrated

with the eduction system, which in many ways has

alienated students from reality, according to Butler.

Many of Butler's students respond in total disbelief

when confronted with certain realities such as racism

or clasism which "flies in the face of what they have

believed all their lives." Finally many white students

encounter serious guilt and responsibility said Butler.

Her question was how do educators of social transfor-

mation deal with ihe frustration, disbelief, and guilt

that so many students must deal with when faced

with certain realities.

Juan Aulestia, Director of a adult educational

literacy program called Casa Latina in Northampton,

addressed the issues of illteracy and the political im-

plications of the American educational system.

Aulestia began by stating "Those of us in Latin

America who believed in social transformation in a

revolutionary sense, love and respect companero
Paulo very much."
"The educational system in the U.S. is a process

ofreproduction and a reflection of the dominant

culture," continued Aulestia, "designed for moral,

cultural, and political domination." Aulestia talked

about illiteracy in America as a product of the educa-

tional system. Over 65 million Americans are func-

tionally illiterate. "A vast majority being non-white."

Aulestia said. He compared the i!!;teracy rate of

continued on page 3

Mel King to Visit 5-College Area

photo by Ed Cohen

Mel King, Boston Political Leader

by Segun Eubanks

Melvin H. King, who last November became the

first black candidate in history to appear on the final

ballot in a Boston mayoralty election, will give a lec-

ture titled, "The Rainbow Connection in American
Politics: From Rosa Parks to Today" at Smith College

on Tuesday, March 6, at 8 p.m. in Wright Hall

auditorium. King's talk, this year's Leanna Brown '56

Lecture of the Department of Government, is free and

open to the public.

King will also give a lecture on "The Significance of

the Jesse Jackson Campaign for National Black

Politics" Thursday, March 8th at 8:(X) p.m. at Hamp
shire College in Franklin Patterson main Lecture Hall,

i

King is now adjunct professor of urban studies and

director of the Community Fellows Program at the

Massachusetts Institute for Technology. He joined

MIT in 1971 as associate director of the fellows pro-

gram that he helped to create and as a lecturer in ur-

ban studies. He assumed his current positions in 1976.

He has also taught at Northeastern University and

Boston University's Metropolitan College.

As state representative from 1973 to 1982 for

Jamaica Plain, South End, Roxbury, Mission Hill, and

Fenway, King led the referendum campaign to

establish district elections in Boston. He also introduc

ed and supported legislation to create the community
Development Finance Corporation, which received an

appropiation of $10 million, and help override

Governer King's veto of legislation to withdraw public

pension funds invested in South Africa.

King has been active in community development for

over 30 years, working at different times with the

United South End Settlements, the Urban League of

Greater Boston, the Bishop's Housing Action Group,

Low-Cost Housing, Inc., the Presidential Committee
on Transportation, and the Metropolitan Council for

Education Opportunity.

King's awards include the Big Brother Award,
NAACP's Man of th e year Award, Goodwill

Associates' Certificate of Merit, and the

Massachusetts Conservation Commission's Award for

Work in Agriculture

continued from page 2

Latinos in the U.S. to those in Latin America stating

that the U.S. has "systematically excluded" people of

color from education.

Aulestia stated the people of coloar are fighting for

three basic freedoms: freedom from ignorance,

freedom from exploitation, and freedom from ine-

quality. Social transformation just for education is a

naive concept according to Aulestia "we must change

to context of society." he said "and re-educate the

educators." His question was simply, "Is there any

hope for America?"
The first thing Paulo Friere did when he began his

presentation was to "break down the scheme of the

panel. "We must be disruptive and in constant

change" said Friere. With that he invited educator and

author Ira Shaw who was in the audience to join the

panel and give his insights. Referring to the assimila-

tion question, Shaw spoke of change organizaitons

being "powerfully unsettling yet always disintegrating

around you." He said that assimilation is inevitable

therefore organizations must always be looking on to

the next step. "Each episode takes us to new pro-

blems and there must always be nr>eans of disruptive

evaluation." said Shaw

Shaw spoke of change organizations being "power-

fully unsettling yeat always disintegrating around

you " He said that assimilation Is inevitable therefore

organizations must always be looking on to the next

step "Each episode takes us to new problems and

there must always be means of disruptive evaluation.

said Shaw. ^ .. ...

Friere continued his presentation stating that

educationis a human process and we are taking part in

a permanent process of learning. "In ther beginning

education was an act of reading reality. As time went

on eduction became a political process and event,

"said Friere systematic education has the task to

reproduce the dominate ideology. To do this educa_

tlon must hide fundamental aspects of realit/, said

Friere "The mystification of reality and ideology

without science are aspcts of an education that goes

toward those who have power."

7n order to combat this Friere said educators must,

"Invite students not to accept anything but to

challenge everything. Not to be sure of your own san^

^ " Twlay's education, according to Friere. offers

security and comes back to his torical amnesia.

On the question of hope for America, Friere said,

"America is a fatalistic society. "But he stressed that

the future dpends on the American people, who must

go beyond Fatalism and "get history into your

hands." Friere continued, "There is no hope without

tommorrow. Hope gives you a push in the bac k. .you

must have a different future. Myths prevent hope and

prefect a false future."

Friere closed by noting that culture is necessary for

revoltion. "Through culture comes liberation. He add-

ed. He ended the two and half hour discussion, with

perhaps the most important message of the evening:

"It is through practice which I created my responsibili-

ty not through speech."
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Native
American
Theatre

"Paint Your Face On A Drowning In A River" por-

trays an American Indian family facing their

grandson's struggle to gain his independence and the

consequences that arise from his pivotal decision. The

play questions a young American Indian's moral deci-

sion to progress in life, while his friends and family ob-

ject.

"The Arrow That Kills With Love" and "A Sunday

Visit With Great Grandfather " are great pieces of

traditional folklore, educating, enjoyable and enter-

taining for young people of all ages.

Tickets are $2.(X) for children at the matinee perfor-

mance and $2.00 for students and $3.(X) for the

general public at the evening performance. Tickets

may be obtained Monday-Friday between 10 AM-4

PM, from the Fine Arts Center Box Office or at the

door prior to the performances.

A free supervised childcare space is available for the

evening performance by reservation only. Call

Monday-Friday between 9 AM 5 PM, the week prior

to the performance.

The Third World Theater at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst presents The American In-

dian Community House/ Native Americans in the Arts

production of a children's matinee "A Sunday Visit

With Great Grandfather," "The Arrow That Kills With

Love," and an evening performance, "Paint Your

Face On A Drowning In A River" written by Craig Kee

Strete.

The American Indian Community House/ Native

Americans in the Arts is an in residence theater com-

pany, one of only two Indian theater groups located

throughout the U.S. This professional not for-profit

Arts organization responds to the social, economic,

cultural and educational values of 14, (XX) American In-

dians living in the Greater Metropolitan New York

area.

"A Sunday Visit With Great Grandfather" and "The

Arrow That Kills With Love" will be shown at 1 :00 PM
and "Paint Your Face On A Drowning In A River" at

8:00 PM on Saturday March 10, at Bowker

Auditorium.

continued from page 1

Nummo News urges you to use that power

inHEhe most effective way possible. We

believe that a vote for Jesse Jackson and

a pledge to help his campaign will be a

statement to government that we will no

longer stand for the petty twidle-de,

twidle-dum politics that we have been

sublected to for so long. We do not

believe that Jesse Jackson is the "min-

orities" candidate, instead he and the

Rainbow Coalition represent the inter-

ests of a majority of American citizens.

So we urge you to take a serious look

at this campaign. Pay attention to the

issues not the theatrical media-hype

that has been associated with the

Jackson campaign. If you do this you

will see that Jesse Jackson is indeed.

The People's Candidate.

Read

Nummo

News
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''HandsIn TheMirror 99

by Janice Lowe

On March 2, at 8:00 pm, Women's Community
theatre presented the premier of "Hands in the

Mirror" by Leona Nicholas Welch. "Hands in the Mir-

ror" is a dance and theatre piece that celebrates the

lives of old black women. Directed and choreograph-

ed by Ingrid Askew and Pati O'Neal respectively the

piece interweaves dance and poetry to share and ex-

plores experiences that are unique to Black women.
"Hands in the Mirror" is divided into seven stages in

the lives of women, "Knowing and Caring,"

"Birthin," "Tired Old Women," "Cookin Pot." "Sun-
day Mornin," "Prayerful Exuberance," and "Wisdom,
Age and Loneliness." Enlarged black and white slides

of women serve as a backdrop to the dancers and ac-

tors as they work to create a tribute to the women
who have nurtured them.

The piece began with a prologue and brief slide

show. "Hands in the Mirror," said narrator Joyce
Blanton, "is a dance poem dedicated to all Black

women everywhere. "Indeed the strength and
spiritually of the Black woman was tangible and began
to warm the audience as soon as the first slide was
shown. One photograph that stood out in particular

was of a quietly strong woman with snowy white hair.

She was sitting on a couch covered with a crocheted

afghan. Her face was tilted up and she looked as if she

were talking to her saviour or thinking about the

children and grandchildren she hadn't seen for awhile.

The first section of the piece, "Knowing and Car-

ing," was narrated by Joyce Blanton and
choreographed by Patti O'Neal. While the poetry told

the story of a girl who had come home feeling

depressed after an evening out with a young man,
Patti O'Neal, dressed in a party dress, and holding

high-heeled shoes in her hand danced the part of the

sad girl trying half-heartedly to hide her tears from her

grandmother, "she sknew what I was feeling," said

the narrator, "Hail Mary, Hail Mary, Hail Mary... ten

for me, ten for her arthritis and ten for the people she
knew who were worse off than the both of us."

The next section was entitled "Birthin." Along with

Lillian Coleman who was the narrator dancers llene

Barnes and C. Dale Goodson effectively evoked the

pain, fear and ultimate exaltation of giving birth. The

image of C. Dale Goodson appeared on a screen in

silhouette as she artistically exagerrated the contrac-

tions of a woman in labor. Dancing to "Juba Juba" by

Yusef Lateef, llene Barne's movements were broad

and angry possibly in an effort to remind us that giving

birth is painful, risky, and nothing short of miraculous.

Her body seemed to be saying, "respect me for my

labor." The image of the dancer in silhouette who

seemed to be dressed in African clothing, reminded us

that the cries of women in labor are ancient, universal

and echo throughout the world every second of every

day. "Tired Old Woman" was the title of the third sec-

tion. Dancing to "Hard Blues" by Julius Hemphill,

Joyce Blanton who did the narration and dancer Zan-

thla Conway painted a potrait of a lonely defeated

woman who found solace and a sense of purpose in

shopping for herself. Shuffling her feet in time to a

disquieting blues, Conway's dancing conjured up im-

ages of dirty sidewalks, crowded buses and the

neighborhood stores of a city.

Next to "Sunday Mo'in" /'Cookin Pot" was the

most energetic of the sections. Leona Welch's poem
romantcized the preparation of meals as a child

would. In the poem, cooking was described in musical

terms. Grandma's movements in the kitchen were

likened to those of an orchestral conductor. Robyne
Blocker, the young girl who danced "Cookin Pot"

really communicated that sense of wonder a child

feels as she watches magic being made in a kitchen.

Children in the audience were visibly mesmerized by

Robyne's spirited performance. In contrast to "Sun-

day Mo'in" which captured the emotional fervor of

the traditional Black church, was Irma Askew's cap-

tivating interpretation of the poem "Prayerful Ex-

uberance." Askew captured the spiritof a woman who
is always joyful in her tears because her faith is strong.

"My boy is home," she said. One foot gone ain't too

much to fuss about." "Widsom, Age, and

Loneliness" was perhaps the most moving of sections

simply because of th e weight of the theme. Too
often, loneliness goes hand-in-hand with old age. ll-

ene Barnes did the narration for this section as Patti

O'Neal danced the role of an old woman who felt bit-

terness at being alone after a life of service to others.

"Is this the price I pay," said the narrator, "for having

worked hard," "...for having buried two sons?"

"Hands in the Mirror" is a moving tribute to the

strength and dignity of old Black women, who are the

rocks on which we lean, the backbones of families and

the keepers of tradition.

"Hands in the Mirror" can be seen at Hampden
Theatre, UMass on March 8, 9, and 10th at 8:00pm.

The piece can also be seen at the Zone in Springfield

on March 16, 17, 23, and 24th at 8:00 pm and March

18, and 25th at 2:00 pm. Tickets will be sold at Hamp-
den Theatre and at the door

Holder
Mesmerizes

by Janice Lowe

On Monday, February 27, before a full

house at Bowkor auditorium, Geoffrey

Holder proved himself to be a truly un-

common man. Although familiar to most of

us as the bald-pated exotic from the
7-up commercials. Holder is a dancer,
choreographer, actor, writer, composer,
designer, gourmet cook, and proud Trin-
idadian. Holder is also knovm for his
delightfully wicked laugh which he let
loose upon request.
Pressed in a \A\±tQ shirtless suit that

sliowed off his magnificent chest and
honey-brown" skin, Holder capivated

the audience with a potpourri of danc-
ing, humor, acting, and fatherly advice.
Holder is amazingly graceful for a big

man. He transformed himself into the
stateliest of birds and assumed various
Dostures of womanhood. He became a six-

year old girl, an aging prostitute, and

a bewigged stiLpper as easily as one

would change clothes.

Holder's discourse was filled with
such pearls of wisdom as "earn your
sleep," "fellows should learn to kiss

thier fathers," "remember that your par-

ents and grandparents were once young,"
and girls should "fluff up" while fell-

ows sliould "be cool".

One student, thoroughly impressed
with Holder's performance, said,

"Geoffrey Holder is a real man. He be-

lieves that men should be women."
"More marriages would work," said
Holder, "if everyone thought that way."

Geoffrey Holder delighted the crowd

at Bowker Aud. last Monday.

Roy Ayers "jams" along with female

vocalist Saundra Matthews. photo by Ed Cohen

photos by Segun Eubanks

PHOTOESSAY:

The rededication of the Malcolm X Center

The 1 3tli annual rededication oi the

Malcolm X Center took place on Feb. 26

Shown in this plioto essay are:

Mitchell Smith, Director of the ABC

House in Amlierst, (upper right) mak-

ing a presentation on "Students in the

80 's"; Maria DaLuz and family, (lower

left) in front of the new Malcolm X

mural painted by Marin; and Fashion^

Show models "strutting thier stuff."

V,ji'>LiH^j^jt^A-x-yi^jCi(,e,^yyy

;ii^ fi s::m
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February is known to many people as
as Black History Month. However, NUMMO
NEWS believes t' it every month is Black
History Ilonth and we must always be in

the process of learning of our history.
It is in the tradition of this, that we

present a series of articles on some of

our Black men and women who make our

history rich and beautiful.
Cater Goodwin Woodson, one of many

unknown black educators, is credited to

the founding of Black History Month. An

eminent Blaek Historian, Woodson was one

of the firsf pioreers in studying the

history of ^he Black race. His efforts

contributed;^^o a new era of historyical
research and study, as a result he is

one of the ?»ajor factors our history has

not gove inijLO oblivion.

Born in Virginia in 1875, Dr. Wood-
son <rfas one^bf n:.ie children who were

the offspriljig of ex-slaves. When Wood-
son was sevtinteen, he moved with his

family to hflBhtington, West Virginia.
With a very limited educational back-
ground, he worked in the coal-mines of

West Virginia for several years. In 18-

95, Woodson -entered Douglas High School

in a very short time ho mastered common
school subjects (largely from self-in-
struction) and graduated. He became a

teacher in the public school system for

two years after his graduation, and

later became principal of his high-
school alma-mata. A very ambitious man.

Carter C. Woodson, 1875-1950, educator,

author. Black historian, and leader of

the advacement of Black History Month.

seem simplistic and idealistic; yet, it

was to this notion that he poised his
Woodson continued his education at Berea prolific pen.
College in Kentucky and spent several
summers at the University of Chicago.
In 1907, lie recleved his bachelor's
degree from the latter. During this time
(1903-1906) Woodson was a supervisor of

schools in the Phillipine Islands. -be-

cause of this he was very familiar with
the Spanish language. Following this
experience, he spent a year traveling
through Asia and Europe, spending one
school semester at Sorbonne, where he
picked up fluency in french.

After Home-coming he returned to the
University of Chicago and was awarded
the M.A. in 1908. -the next vear Woodson

Woodson's most compelling argumtiii;.;

arc contained in Miseduca t ion of th t* Sc

gro. WondR«in wrote:

"To educate the Negro wt niuF*^ find out

exac^lv what hi;" bajkg— '^' "^ what he

is today, what his possibilities are,

and how to begin with him as ho is and

make him a better individual of the !'1"d

he is. Instead of cramming the Negro's

mind with what others have shown they

can do, we should develop his latent

powers that he may perform a part of

which others are not capable."

began working on his doctorate at Harvard
^^^^^ success he brought to the national

level with Negro History Week. The leg-

acy of his own life-a testimony to

patience and perserverance is one that

few have snatched. He spent fourteen

years earning three college degrees, work

ing full-time all but two of them. With

this, he never forgot where he came from

as Romero cites, "He was a man who could

write on so august a body as the U.S.

Supreme Court and turn with equal abili-

ty to the subject of the lowly (sic)

Negro washerwoman."
Woodson died during the night at his

Washington D,C, office-home on April 5,

1950. Through relegated to a footnote in

the annals of U.S. historiography.

Carter G. Woodson lives on in the fruit

of his work.

He recleved his PH.D from Harvard in

1912, and has the distinction of being
the second black to ever recieve the

degree in history from that institution.
In 1915, Woodson created the ASNLH

,

now Association for the Study of Afro-
American Life and History, which has
given tremendous impetus to black scho-
larship. The Journal of Negro History
remains a beacon among black academia
and the Negro History Bulletin is test-
imony to Woodson's commitment to the
masses as well. Without peer, it stands
out as Carter G. Woodson's noble legacy
for black people. Yet there are those who
would argue that the sucess of Negro
History Week, which under the Carter ad-
ministration was extended into Black
History Month, was Woodson's greatest le-
gacy to black people.

Tnrough the popularity of February is
widely established in elementary and
secondary schools, as a time for observ-
ances of Black history, few educators out
side of the South are familiar with its
orginator ,Dy^- Woodson.

In 1926, the ASNLH took over an annual
celebration by the Omega Psi Phi Fratern-
ity designed to laud the literary achieve
nients of bliitks, and expanded it into a

celebration of black history.
The Negrgt^^istorv Week Celebration and

related actOBties of the ASNLH were

collect ivel^pforganized attempts by Dr.
Woodson to improve the quality of life of

Africans in the United States.
In retrospect, his implicit faith in

tho power of ideas to change behavior and

in facts to remove the stain of racism

DREAMS
We all

to help

DREAMS
"Content"

have dreams
us struggle through life

that make us feel

and very much "for Real"

To dream Is a natural form of thought:

So when we
we release our true Inner visions

In hopes that one day

they'll be more than Just inhibitions

DREAMS can lift us up to a plateau of

Superiority
but;
After we awaken ourselves,

we must go in a world of inequality

And to over-power the worries of society

that
sometimes make us sour

We must live, feel and Bare

the pain and struggle that all brothers

and sisters share

And we must strive to bring our dreams alive

For If we don't "live" as well as "dream"

Our purpose will surely die.

by Kevin Oliveira

NEW
EXHIBIT

In celebration of International Women's

Week, the Augusta Savage Galley in the

New Africa House will show Four Views

:

Works by Women of Color .

The exhibit features the work of Toraie

Aral, Josely Carvalho, Marins Gutierrez,

and Cynthia Hawkins, all New York art-

ists. This diverse show ranges in scope

from figurative to abstract and contains

drawings, mixed media on paper, install-

ations, and painted wood constructions.

The exhibit will be shown from March

8th through March 31st. There will be

an opening reception on Thursday,

March 8, from 4

—

6:30 p.m.

^Announcements^Announcements*
March 6, 1984

BMCP OPEN HOUSE
Friday March 6th at the BMCP office located

at 402 S.U.B. at 8:00 PM. Refreshments +

appetizers will be available to the public.

Come get acquainted with the organization

and find out how to become a part of us.

Everyone is urged to attend

March 8,

MEK KING will speak on "THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE JESSE JACKSON
CAMPAGIN FOR NATIONAL BLACK
POLITICS" Thursday, March 8, 8:00 pm at

Hampshire College, Franklin Patterson Main
Lecture Hall.

WOMEN'S FILM FESTIVAL
LUCIA: March 8, rm. 168, 7:00 in CC.

In Spanish with English subtitles this ac-

claimed Cuban film dramatizes three

seperate periods in the Cuban struggle for in-

dependence, and women's participation in

that fight; and is in honor of International

Women's Day.

All films on Thursday nights in the Campus
Center, UMass. Admission is free.

March 11, 1984

LES BALLETS JAZZ DE MONTREAL
will perform at the UMass/Amherst Fine Arts
Center at 8:00 PM.
This Montreal based company of twelve
dancers has met with critical acclaim in Italy,

France, Switzerland, Ireland, Mexico, and
major cities across the United States and
Canada.
Tickets for the performance are available at

the Fine Arts Center Box Office, all

DATATIX outlets, and at the Springfield

Civic Center. For ticket information call (413)

545-2511 or toll free 1-800-243-4842. Master-

card/Visa accepted.

PANTOMIMIST Marcel Marceau will per-

form at 8:00 PM in the Fine Arts Center Con-
cert Hall at Umass.

March 10,

"POWER OF BLACK LOVE"
March 10, 1984 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Campus
Center 165 - 169. For free childcare and

workshop registration. Call 545-0883 by

Mach 3rd. Registration limted to 50 people.

Sponsored by The EveryWoman's Center.

RESUME -h INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
When:Mon. March 12th at 7:30 pm
Where: Malcom X Center, Southwest

Juniors -»- Seniors check it out!!

Refreshments will be served!!

March 29, 1984

"THE CRISIS IN THE CONTEMPORARY
CARIBBEAN."
A lecture by Franklin W. Knight, John
Hopkins University. 8:00 PM in the West
Lecture Room, Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College. A reception will follow.

Presented by the Five College Faculty

Seminar in Black Studies.

BMCP POSITIONS OPEN
Production Assistant, Tape Librarian, Pro-

motions Director.

Come to BMCP Meeting to apply and find

more info. Tuesday 5:00 pm in BMCP office

402 SUB.

RAINBOW COALITION T-SHIRTS
for the Jesse Jackson Campaign , $8.50.

Money goes to the campaign. Call the Office

of Third World Affairs at 545-2517.

SUPPORT GROUP FOR BATTERED
WOMEN
The Counseling Program at Everywoman's
Center, UMass will be sponsoring a support

group for women who are in abusive relation-

ships, to begin in late February (dates to be

announced.)
The group, which will run for eight weeks,

will focus on some common issues facing

women in abusive relationships. Confiden-

tiality is assured. For more information and to

register for the group, please call

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883. The
number of EWC's 24-HOUR CRISIS LINE for

victims of violence is 545-0800.

DRAWING CONTEST
Ahora, the Latin-American student organiza-

tion of the University of Massachusetts is

pleased to announce a drawing contest. All

members of the Latin-/ American Community

are invited to participate. The selected draw-

ing will be used in the promotion poster of

the LATIN-AMERICAN WEEKEND, to be

held at the University campus, April 5-8.

To Participate: Please bring or mail entry to

AHORA Drawing Contest Student-Union

BIdg. University of Mass. Amherst, Ma.

01003. Telephone 545-2479. Submission

deadline is Monday, March 5, 1984.

The Working Women's Program and the

Resource/Referral Center will be co-

sponsoring an appearance by Judy Nor-

sigian, co-author of "Our Bodies,

Ourselves." Ms. Norsigian will discuss some
important reproductive health concerns for

women, at 7:30 PM in rms. 174-176 of the

Campus Center, UMass.
For more information contact Everywoman's

Center at 545-0883.

'*^-*«^^^«A^-A^'^^^A^^«^-*^'##.^^^«*#^«.^y

HAPPY

BIRTHDA Y

YVONNE' S PLACE

DANA!
*'*''*t'kiti,^^i(irifk-kitifkifkitit'k'k'k'kirit'k'k*ifi

The Fred Clavton Jazz Quintet performed
a 'Tribute to Black Music", Feb. 26th.

Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

Fried Chicken

Island Cumed Fish

Vegitarian Platter

Fried Rice

Curry

Thursday - Friday

Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BESTII
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HOWES BROTHERS PHOTOGRAPHS: THE

BLACK PORTFOLIO 1882-1907.

Mon.-Fri. 10AM-4 PM, Augusta Savage

Gallery, New Africa House, UMass.

AFRICAN TEXTILES:

The Maude Wahlman Collection.

Mon.- Fri., 10 AM - 4PM, Augusta Savage

Gallery, New Africa House, UMass.

To: AASA members and new students

1984 marks the 10th anniversary of the

foundling of the organization. In conjunction

with that., we have planned 3 major events

and will need the support of everyone to

make this anniversary amemorable and

significant one. Some important dates to

r
' member:

MARCH 9 (Friday) "Chan Is Missing" $1.25

MARCH 12-15 "Asian Film Festival Week"

APRIL 20 (Friday) "Asian Night" followed by

a PARTY! More People are still needed!

BRIGADA ANTONIO MACEO
NO: TO RIAGAN S MILITARY SOLUTIONS IN THI

CARIBBEAN AND CENTRAL AMERICA

YES: TO SOCIAL SERVICES FOR OUR COMMUNITIES

YES TO A DIALOGUE WITH CUBA

NO TO THE ARMS RACE
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sit Al OIAIOGO CON CUBA %
NO A lA CARRERA ARMAMENTISTA

SI: A LOS SERVICIOS SOCIALES PARA

NUESTRAS COMUNIDADES

NO A LAS SOLUCIONES MILITARISTA OE

REAGAN EN CENTRO A M E R IC A Y EL

CARIBE

PARA MAS INFORMACION

BAM.
PC Box 909

Amherst. MA 01004

Come join our staff get involved

Everyone has talent;

Utilize yours in your community newspapers.

Nummo News
needs You:

Black Affairs

needs You

Nummo News needs

writers andphotographers

IT PAYS TO LEARN.

Nummo News is in

ofa Photo EdBtor.

need

ERA

Came to theNummo office

to apply.

^HE^^TunrNT CFN n k'^'kLIiucational KfbL/\KCH<L advocacy
This spring, SCERA will hire five undergraduates to learn (jr().ini

zing and student interest research skills For two days each week,
these SCERA students will meet to learn political organizing and
then apply these skills on issues ol concern to students To be
consKiered.you must be available Mondays 6 00 to 8 00 p m and
Thursdays 4 00 to 6 00 p m
Three students are needed to work on SCE RA's Women's Issues
Team Persons with experience organ,zing women on these
issues are preferred
SCERA also has positions for an editor/ writer and a Resource
Center librarian

All positions are ten hours a week and pay $3 35 an hour for work
study and non work study undergraduates
Pick up an application and more information at 422 Student Union
weekdays 8 00 am to 6 00 pm Allapphcatiuns are due Thursday
February 23rd at 5 00 p m

SCERA is an Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer.
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ICY HANGOVER — Unique bars of ice droop over the edge of the

E-Lab. The corrugated roof of the building formed the mold for these

frozen sculptures.

Town meeting seats open
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Students may still wage write-in cam-

paigns for nine uncontested Town Meeting

member seats in the Amherst April 10

election.

Five of the uncontested seats are located

in Precinct 3, which encompasses Sylvan,

Northeast and Central Residential Areas.

The five seats are for three year terms.

Town Clerk Estelle Matusko said yesterday

that students, who are registered voters,

may still write in the candidates of their

choice on the ballot.

The deadline for registering to vote in the

town election is 10 p.m. March 21.

Matusko said the elections are decided by

the majority of the votes casted. It is still

possible for unannounced candidates to win

seats in the Town Meeting even if a person

has not filed nomination papers, she said.

Other uncontested seats include: a seat

for a one year term m Precinct 1; a seat for

a two year term in Precinct 5; a seat for a

three year term in Precinct 6 and a one year

seat in Precinct 7. Persons who wish to run

a write-in campaign must live in the

precinct they wish to represent.

The University of Massachusetts is located

in Precincts 3 and 4. Matusko said the

number of uncontested seats in precincts

containing UMass dormitories is not

unusual and has been a persistant pattern

since 1971.

"Though we have many of those thousand

at the university (registered to vote), they

are most interested in the presidential

primary election and are not usually

cognizant of local rlortinns," Matusko said."

Joel Weissman, director of the Student

Center for Edurational Research and

...v^.,. , „^»».^;, ortiu ne wui u» . MUg
to reverse the pattern of uncontested seats

in Town Meeting by organizing information

sessions about Amherst, issues in the

upcoming election and town government

following the March 21 registration

deadline.

"We'll tell students how they can get

involved and what their options are,"

Weissman said.

Kurt A. Norwood, a candidate for a Town
Meeting member seat, said many students

are reluctant to run for Town .Meeting

because they "don't feel that they are part

ol the community, which they arc."

Many i students) come out of an at

mosphere of having lived in a town for

many years but students became part of the

community by moving in the dorms,"

Norwood said.

Chancellor condemns
Anti-Semitic actions
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Individuals responsible for three recent

acts of blatant anti-Semitism on the

University of Massachusetts campus will

face discipline to include suspension or ex-

pulsion from the school when caught.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said yester-

day in a statement from Boston.

Two weeks ago, a female Orchard Hill

dormitory resident said she was sleeping in

her room between 9 a.m. and noon when
someone poured red liquid under her door

and put a note in the puddle. It said, "death

to all Jews."

A male Orchard Hill resident said he

underwent a similar experience about the

same time, when red liquid was put under
his door and pictures on his door were
scraped off while he was asleep.

A third student reported a harassment
incident to Marcia Black, the Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy (SCERA) Jewish Awareness
trainer, which occurred on the (Campus
Center Concourse Feb. 15. Black .said the

non-Jewish student was working at the

United .Jewish Appeal table when a man
repeatedly uttered anti-Semitic slurs.

The man left and returned a few minutes

later with five other men, and all six began
to verbally harass the student until people

in the vicinity began to take notice, Black

said.

Duffey said measures are "being taken

to identify the individuals responsible for

these acts. These incidents of anti-

Semitism are abhorent and will not be

tolerated on this campus."
Associate Dean of Students Robert

Brooks said "an attack on any minority or

individual is an affront to all" and "clearly

overt acts of anti-Semitism" like these

serve only to create a climate of fear.

"It is a real problem that requires a

tremendous amount of education and sen-

sitivity," Brooks said. "The feeling on cam-

pus is 'there is no problem,* but here are

three frightening, clear cut cases."

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of Hillel praised

the "strong resolve" of the administration

to deal with the incidents, but noted the

need for "the continuation and strengthen-

ing of the ongoing effort to deal with

educating" the community on Jewish

awareness.

"It (the incidents) reminds us that we
really have to deal with anti-Semitism in an
ongoing way," Perlmutter said. "I'm very

concerned that these are serious incidents

in the space of a short amount of time."

Perlmutter said that while incidents of

anti-Semitism come and go on campus,

there may be a certain undertone not

always acted upon and the community
must continue \jd work hard to combat
these attitudes.

The male student said he was "cautious

about confronting people with the incidents

because I don't want it to explode into

anything."

But the student said he is worried. "I

don't mind disagreement when it comes to

political views or someone's actions, but

when people harass you because of

religious beliefs, I get angry."

In response to the recently reported acts,

the Student Government Association

(SGA) has re-established a Jewish Caucus,

and SCERA is conducting support and in-

formational workshops. The
Undergraduate Student Senate also passed

a resolution last week condemning all acts

of anti-Semitism.

Hegeler accuses senator of

harassment in poster fight
By PETER ABRAHAM
(DoUegian Staff

A Southwest Residential Area senator

has been accused of harrassment by a

former Student Government Association

(SGA) presidential candidate who claims he

placed her old campaign posters up around
campus.

Fran Hegeler, who ran with Siobhan

Powers for the SGA presidency last year,

said that she caught Senator Bill Collins

and Erik Eriksson, a friend of Collins, plac

ing her old campaign posters on Herter

Hall Sunday at 12:30 a.m.

"I was coming bark from studying when
I saw Erik and Bill tapmg posters on to the

windows of Herter, Erik tried to hide the

posters benmd his oack when 1 saw them, i

talked to Erik about why he did it and he

told me that Bill (Collins) thought it would
be a good idea," said Hegeler.

"Erik told me that they placed the

posters around campus because I betrayed

them with my new political views. Bill

wouldn't talk to me, he ran away shortly

after I came up to them, but I did have

words with both of them and saw the

posters in their possession," Hegeler said.

(Collins said yesterday "whoever put up
the posters has a great sense of humor, a
sense of humor that should be injected into

the Senate."

When asked directly if he had placed the

posters up (k>llins evaded the question by
saying at first "what posters?" and then

later saying "whoever put up the posters,

be it a single person or a group of people, is

a creative genius and has a sharp comic

mind."

Collins, according to SGA treasurer Eric

Nitzsche did put up the posters. "Bill told

me he did it because it was funny," Nitz-

sche said.

Eriksson said he had no contact with

Hegeler Sunday night. "I didn't even see

her at all," said Eriksson, who fell silent

after being told by Collins to "say nothing,

tell him 'no comment' let's go."

Continued on page 5

V.

INSIDE:

A look at the new populism p. 7

Francis Crowe on civil disobedience p. 9

Women's hoop ends season with loss p. 20

"I hate quotations.
'

— Ralph Waldo Emerson
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U.S. condemns Iraq for

using chemical warfare
WASHINGTON (AP) The United States

yesterday condemned Iraq for using lethal

chemical weapons in its war with Iran,

State Department spokesman John Hughes

said.

"The United States strongly condemns the

prohibited use of chemical weapons

wherever it occurs," Hughes said. "There

can be no justification for their use by any

country."

He said U.S. officials had concluded from

"available evidence" - such as independent

news reports and "non- Iranian" sources -

that Iraq had used the weapons

He did not elaborate on what evidence the

United States has and refused to say who

officials thought had supplied the weapons

to Iraq.

The Iraqi use of the weapons makes more

urgent the need to negotiate an in-

ternational treaty banning production and

stockpiling of chemical weapons, Hughes

said.

The United States has blamed the Soviet

Union for the use of chemical weapons in

Afghanistan and Southeast Asia and has

called on the Soviets to negotiate a new

global treaty banning the substances.

r,

AP Luerpketo

DERAILED FREIGHTER — WILLSBORO, N.Y. — Workmen watch

lui train tracks get pulled out from under a derailed freighter train dur-

ing a snow storm yesterday. Noone was injured when the 18 cars derail-

l(^ And craahed.

Digest By The Associated Press

DA probes infant's death

k

BOSTON An 11 month old boy died

yesterday morning after drinking hospital

prepared formula loaded with three

tablespoons of salt, and investigators said

they did not know how the bottle had been

contaminated.

The infant. Damon Robinson of

Springfield, had been brought to Children's

Hospital a week ago because he weighed

only 12 pounds and had not been growing,

according to Nancy Collins, a spokeswoman
for the hospital.

Damon was fed the tainted formula

Saturday morning, and then had seizures,

said his mothpr .Tani''p Robinson. 19. He
was put on a respirator so he could breathe

and lingered in critical condition until his

death from salt intoxication at 5:15 a.m.

yesterday. Collins said.

Hospital officials do not know how the

sodium chloride, or table salt, got into the

formula for the routine feeding, and they

have called in the Suffolk County district

attorney's office to investigate.

AP I.aacn>hoto

MAN OF WORDS —
Sen. Paul Tsongas,
D-Mass. said yesterday

he is writing a book
about his decision not
to run for re-election

because of illness.

Victim testifies in gang rape trial
FALL RIVER. Mass. An angry woman

told police she wanted to "identify the

bastards" who raped her on a barroom pool

table, but failed to point out two of six

defendants when she returned to the bar

later that night, a policeman testified

yesterday.

Meanwhile, documents released by the

court showed that two defendants told

police they held the woman while another

man raped her on a pool table.

And a separate police report filed with the

court recounted an October 1983 incident in

which the bartender pointed an unloaded

shotgun at police after claiming Johnny

Carson told him "the devil was going to get

him."

New Bedford police officer, Adrian

Medeiros, testified he went into Big Dan's

tavern in the early morning hours of March
7, 1983. with a woman who told police she

had been raped and jeered by a crowd of

men in the bar.

Medeiros testified the woman told police "I

want to point out those bastards." but when

they returned to the bar, she pointed out

three men who she said were in the bar

when she was attacked. She did not point

out the men who allegedly raped her.

AP Laacrpboto

FREE SOON —
Theodore Streleski,

who refuses to pro-

mise he won't kill

again after serving a

prison term for
murdering a Stanford
University math pro-

fessor will be freed on
parole Thursday.

Vote may be close on
prayer in schools
WASHINGTON (AP) Backers of a proposed con-

stitutional amendment to permit voluntary prayer in

public schools, claiming Senate support for the measure is

at an all-time high, are predicting a close vote in the

Republican-run chamber.

The Senate began debate on the amendment yesterday,

with Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker, R-Tenn.,

leading the charge. "It's the best opportunity to pass this

amendment that we've had" in more than a decade. Baker

said.

But a top Senate GOP official, who did not wish to be

identified by name, said it was still not certain that backers

could muster the needed two-thirds vote of the Senate or

67 votes - to approve the measure.

A long Senate debate was anticipated, although it was not

clear whether a threatened filibuster by liberals would

materialize.

Court to hear CIA case
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court yesterday

agreed to decide whether the Central Intelligence Agency

may be forced in some cases to reveal its intelligence

sources.

The justices will hear the government's appeal from a

ruling that could force the CIA to disclose the names of

researchers who took part in a program involving

brainwashing and experimental drugs.

The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals here ruled last June 10

that the CIA may not refuse automatically to disclose the

names of researchers involved in MKULTRA - the code

name for the program.

Some individuals were unwittingly administered LSD and

other drugs in the research program during the 1950s and

1960s, and at least two people died because of the ex-

periments.
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Female reports

auto abduction

led to injuries

By BOR BURGESS
Collegian Staff

A local female college student was still hospitalized

yesterday with head injuries following an alleged ab-

duction early Saturday morning, Amherst Police said.

Police said the woman reported she was with two men
when she was apparently forced into a light colored

vehicle, driven some distance, and released by the male

driver. Her companions did not pursue the vehicle but

have since issued formal statements, police said.

Police said a second vehicle picked up the woman after

her release and drove her to her dormitory. Police said

they hope this driver will also come forth with a statement.

The rase is under investigation and police are urging

anyone with information concerning the incident to call

253-25n.

In addition, Amherst Police answered 134 calls over the

weekend, including 24 disturbances. They made four

arrests.

Police said they are looking into a suspicious fire that

occured Saturday at Brittany Manor. A mattress that had

been taken from a storage area was set on fire outside the

apartment complex.

Police reported two incidents of vandalism at JusUn

Ryan's Saturday night involving smashed car windows and

broken antennas.

A long, black wool Perry-Ellis dress coat was reported

stolen Friday night from a party at Townhouse apart-

ments, which was held Feb. 18. The coat is valued at more
than $400, according to police.

A Cambridge man was arrested on Amity
Street about 2:56 a.m. Sunday and charged with driving

whiie intoxicated (DWI). possession of a Class B substance

(marijuana), failure to stop for a red light, and having no

license in his possession.

A 22 year-old Greenfield resident was arrested Saturday

at about 2:30 a.m. after he was seen driving outside

marked lanes on Montague Road. He was charged with

DWL
A High Street man was arrested about 12:20 a.m.

Saturday on North Pleasant Street and charged with

dnmk driving after he was stopped for speeding.

D'Amico to address

equality, excellence
By PAUL DESMOND
Collegian Staff

State Sen. Gerard D'Amico (D-Worcester) will speak

about equality and excellence in Massachusetts education

at 8 p.m. tonight in room 1009 of the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center.

D'Amico, who serves as Senate Co-Chairman of the

Joint Committee on Education, will be the keynote

speaker for the annual initiation meeting of the national

education honor society Phi Delta Kappa. A social hour

and dinner for PDK members will precede D'Amico's

speech.

7t is a real bank'

TOO HOT TO HANDLE — Thomu Kcllner. MFA candidate (left) Steven Finley MFA (right)

and Karen Kieser (center) carry a pot of bronze to fill their caata yesterday in the foundry.

When men and women live together
By MELISSA K. GRAHAM
Collegian Staff

As recently as 1967. college students living with a

member of the opposite sex could be refused a degree, ac-

cording to a psychology professor at the University of

Massachusetts.

"It used to be that people were afraid to admit they

cohabitated," UMaas psychology professor (Jeorge Lev-

inger said. "Today cohabitation is widespread and publicly

acknowledged."

undergraduate college students in the United States had

lived with a member of the opposite sex. The U.S. Census

Bureau reporteii 1,560,000 unmarried-couple households

in 1980. three times the number reported in 1970.

Bruce Tsiknas, office manager of the UMass Off-

Campus Housing Office said no figures are available on

cohabitation at UMasa because "there is no registration

anyone has to go through as a tenant."

"We just don't keep data on whether anyone is married

or not," he said. "No bureaucracy in the world has caught

up with the reality of unmarried men and women living

together."

Judging from national averages and the increasing in-

cidence of cohabitation on college campuses, however,

Tsiknas said it is probable that many of the estimated

13,000 UMass off-campus students nnd cohabitation a

viable alternative.

"Living with guys is much more relaxed," Jane Silveira,

a UMass senior political science major, said, "they're just

less uptight about things like keeping the apartment clean,

or if others are making too much noise."

She said living with men "also means seeing them more

as friends rather than simply male."

Tim Brennan, a senior communications studies n^jor

who lives with three women, said, "Now I have good food,

better than 1 could cook for myself."

He admitted that he and his apartment-mates do share

the cooking and cleaning. He said sharing housework is a

common problem whether or not roommates are of dif-

ferent sexes.

As for parental objections, alt of the men interviewed

said their parents approved of cohabitation, however, the

women's answers varied.

Some women said their parents liked the added protec-

tion of male roommates. Others said their parents did not

like it but had accepted it. One woman said her parents

"don't mind as long as he's not my boyfriend."

According to Levinger, these differences in parental

behavior towards their daughter living with a man stem

from the fact that "our society has always sheltered

women more than men."
"People also tend to think women are more vulnerable

than men to being hurt," Levinger said.

Credit Union offers loans
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students

have the opportunity to invest their money
in the Student Federal Credit Union, an

institution run for and by students.

The Credit Union, located in the Student

Union Building, offers savings accounts,

checking accounts, certificates of deposit.

food stamps, and loans ranging from $300 to

18.000.

"Interest rates (on loans) are traditionally

lower." loan officer and vice chair of

marketing. "(It is) generally easier for a

student to get a loan with us rather than

other banks."

The credit union is the largest student-run

credit union in the nation, said Jim

McGeary, co-manager at the credit union.

"It is a real bank." said Sonai

Kerllenevich, 20, the other co-manager,

noting that student employees deal directly

with banks.

The Credit Union began in 1975 as a

business student's project, she said.

The credit union is a completely student-

run volunteer organization. Anyone who

would like to work in the business can fill

out an application, and most students begin
with limited or no experience, Kerllenevich

said.

"We have a pretty good personnal

department," she said. "Students generally

are tellers for a semester, then move up."

In the student credit union, there are two
managers who work 40 hours a week and

receive six credits. Membership on the

board of directors is a year long, elected

position, and anyone who has an account in

the credit union can vote.

There are also five committees which

operate within the credit union which

students can be appointed to. The heads of

the committees each receive three credits.

Kerllenevich said the union's finances are

regulated by both internal and federal

audits. McGeary said the bank has an

excellent security system, though account

mix-up's "do happen on occasion." said

Kerllenevich.

"Because we are a volunteer organization

and student-run. we have a large turnover

of student help. We are willing to help

straighten it out."

"It's fun, an awesome experience, you

meet lots of people," said McGeary.

Center trains students
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Correspondent

The Psychological Services Center at the

University of Massachusetts provides a

counseling center to the community and

trains psychology students to be effective

therapists.

The center, started in 1963, provides a

practicum within the psychology depart

ment for clinical graduate students. It now

operates with 35 graduate students

supervised by the clinical division of the

psychologfy department.

Linda Scott, a fourth year doctoral can-

didate in clinical psychology, said the center

works with all kinds of problems and is

available to the entire community.

Students only comprise only 15 percent of

the clientele, she said. Counseling is of-

fered in areas ranging from couples and

family therapy to individual and group

therapy. In addition, diagnostic testing is

administered in cooperation with the

Communication Skills Department,

Amherst Public Schools and learning

disabilities programs.

Referrals come from all parts of the

community, but the largest number comes

from family, friends and self referral. Scott

said. The University Mental Health

Services also recommends patients to the

center.

"We offer the long-term therapy that the

Student Mental Health Services doesn't

have. We can complement what the

Student Mental Health Services has to

offer." Scott said. Length of therapy can be

'*anywhere from five sessions to two years

depending on individual needs."

The center also sponsors an outreaoh

family therapy program, the Learning

Intervention Family Team (LIFT).

The LIFT program is unique in this area

and receives referrals from the courts,

community schools and the Massachusetts

Department of Social Services and Mental

Health.

There is also a cooperative program with

the Baystate Medical Center's Pediatric

Department. Diagnostic psychological

evaluations are referred to the program

there by Pediatrics. These evaluations are

free. Scott said.

The National Institute of Mental Health

(NIMH) provided the initial funding for the

Center, along with University support in

the form of office space and supplies. The
Center started charging their patients in

1974 when NIMH began to cut down their

grants.

The fee is based on a sliding fee scale,

determined by the client's income, number
of dependents and the number of people

involved in therapy, Scott siiid.
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Wright it right at UMass!
The Southwest Writing Center has begun

its sixth year of aiding undergraduate

students with writing.

Located on the first floor of Pierpont

dornutory in the Southwest Residential

Area, the center will be open Tuesday and

Thursday evenings from 7 to 9 p.m.

through the last week of classes.

"We offer one on-one tutoring by trained

undergraduate students for any kind of

writing problems or questions," Don

Benjamin, an assistant and publicist for the

center, said.

"The prf»gTam is strictly anonymous, no

one will know who we're helping, and we'll

help students with rough drafts, rewrites,

understanding writing assignments or any

other writing question they have," Ben-

jamin said.

The Center is funded by the Southwest

Residential College and the University

Writing Program and is staffed by two

supervisors and six undergraduate
students.

The tutors are trained by the University

Writing Program and earn three credits

each semester as an English practicum.

"The tutoring is free of charge and we help

students on a drop-in basis. A student

doesn't have to make an appointment with

us to get help," Benjamin said.

"Last semester we helped about 150

students." he said. "We usually are busiest

during midterms and the end of the

semester, but we're opening now because

we know that people already have writing

assignments that they may need help with."

- LARRY BOUCHIE

Students help disabled
By GLORIA ROSADO
Collegian Correspondent

Students can gain credit for volunteer

services through the human development

department at the University of

Massachusetts by participating in the

Boltwood F*roject.

The Boltwood Project is a student run

volunteer organization. It has recreation

and leisure programs for the developmen-

tally disabled residents of Belchertown

State School in Belchertown." said Chris

Diaz. Boltwood coordinator and a UMass
zoology major.

This semester the program attracted 300

people hut only 180 were accepted, due to a

lack of supervisors, Diaz said.

"Next semester we hope to expand

enrollment so we can service local com-

munity homes as well as the state school,"

said Diaz.

The project is running 17 different pro-

grams this semester, including several

community trips, a special Olympics and

other recreational activities. "Basically, we
do what anybody else does for leisure, like

go out for dinner, for example," Diaz said

Diaz said the Boltwood Project is also of-

fering five seminars in the developmental

fields of disabilities, institutionaJization.

and various other related topics. The

seminars, held on Sunday nights

throughout the semester, last one to two

hours and will be announced in the Col-

legian classified ads section. Diaz said, ad-

ding that credit for seminar participation is

also available through the Human
Developmental Program.

The Boltwood Project originated at

Amherst College with Boltwood House ser-

vice fraternity.

"Fraternity brothers in conjunction with

the state school organized a volunteer ser-

vice to offer help to those residents in the

state school. The volunteer service

gradually moved to UMass because of the

greater number of volunteers it was able to

attract from the larger campus," Diaz said.

'TIS PITY SHE'SAWHORE
R.\\I)THl.ATKR. FINK ARTS (K.N I KR. IMVKRM IV OF ,MA.S.SA( Ml .SF I I S

MAR( H 8 Id and 14 17. 1484. 8:00 PM
TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFIC F. WS-2'.ll

21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Fuji - Univega - Campagnolo

Suntour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

J

1984 GRADUATES!
TIME IS RUNNING OUT

to get your yearbook portraits

taken!

Pictures are being taken until

March 14, in 177-178 CC

So be sure to sign up in Index Office

-103 CC or call 545-0848/545-2874.

Personalized

Stationary Sale
with your name,

address or monogram
$10.95 a box

(quantity varies with style)

March only

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St, Amherst^

beginning I

march 7

look great,

lose weight,

feel terrific,

and

'stay in shape!

!

BOYZ & GIRLS

EVERY

UNIVERSITY
Photo by

Dwayne Autery

OPEN M-F 9-5 Loeated in the Cmpu. Cen..r^USTORE^

mon.wedS sun.

4:00-5Jpm.
walk in * 50

m«mb«rshlp ^^^^

SOUTHSIDE
HAMPDEN CENTER
Southwest College

UMASS
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"That isn't true," Hegeler contended, "Erik walked me
back to my dormitory (MacKimmie in Southwest) because

I was alone. I saw them both, Bill and Erik. It's a damn lie

what he's saying."

Hegeler is now the campaign manager for the

Keller/Patrick SGA presidential effort and said that the

placing of the posters was an attempt to portray her as

having betrayed her former campaign worker, I)ave Mc-

Carthy, Southwest Area Government co-president.

"Dave (McCarthy) had a stack of posters left over," said

Hegeler, "He is roommates with Rodman Snelling who is

the campaign manager of Rudolph/Dooley, somehow Col-

lins and Eriksson got the posters."

McCarthy denied that he had the posters, "I threw them

away a long time ago and Rodman, although my friend, is

not my roommate, I assure you that he (Snelling) had

nothing to do with the placing of the posters, I don't know
who did. Collins, if he did, may have gotten them from a

trash room or something."

According to Hegeler the posters were ripped down by

Nitzsche, herself and Senator Peter DeLiso, who collected

a six inch stack of the signs from 1 to 3:30 a.m. yesterday.

"I think the whole thing's pretty funny," said Powers,

who will graduate in June and is not involved with the

SGA.
Nitzsche said Collins' actions demonstrated "low moral

ethics and simply bad taste." He said the Senate will con-

sider a motion on Wednesday expressing dissatisfaction

with Collins. "It was a direct attempt to harass Fran,"

Nitzsche said.

"They're my posters and I should've been consulted if

they were to be put up," noted Hegeler. "What purpose

did this mindless act fill? It was meaningless."

Police report fires,

assault, possession
University of Massachusetts police reported that at 12:36

a.m. Sunday a fire was discovered in a basement trash can

by student security personnel in Cashin dormitory. The
fire was extinguished before the Amherst Fire Depart-

ment arrived at the scene, but the building was evacuated

for about 10 minutes, said UMass spokesperson Jeanne

Hopkins Stover.

The fire was previously reported as being a false alarm.

Police responded to a fire alarm in Cance dormitory at

6:08 a.m. yesterday. Police said a student woke up to Hnd
her room full of smoke after she had fallen asleep and

dropped a burning cigarette on the rug.

In other action, a 19-year-old Arlington man was arrested

outside of Coolidge dormitory and charged with possession

of alcohol while under age, possession of an altered license

and possession of a class B substance (cocaine), police said.

TOM MIDDLETON

Collegian 5

Butter sticks to trays in DC dishroom

DISHPAN HANDS — Student emploject
mmkc op a majority of the Dining Common work
force.

By LYNNE BAKER
Collegian Correspondent

Scraping dishes, serving food, and sweeping floors are

jobs for more than 1.500 students at the University of

Massachusetss dining commons.

For most students, the D.C. is a place to eat. but for

some students employed by University Food Services it

is a source of money and a place to make new friends.

Although Assistant Director of Operations. Richard

'Rossi said most students prefer serving food, students

interviewed preferred the dishroom. The dishroom is

where 90 percent of all new employees begin their career

with the D.C, Rossi said.

Debbie Warsaw, a College of Arts and Science major

from Hingham. said she dislikes "getting all gross" and

"the obnoxious people who stick butter on their trays."

But she likes the "relaxed atmosphere" and the people

she worked with in the dishroom.

The majority of dishroom workers would not change

their position if offered a position on the serving line

because, like Glenn Penna. is a HRTA major from

Brockton, they say the work in the dishroom is easy. But

Rossi said all work in the food services is challenging.

"Food service is a tough business," he said.

Although all students interviewed agree the best thing

about their job is "definitely the pay check," meeting new
people ran a close second.

Susan MacNamara, a CASIAC major from Weston, said

"the cleanliness surprised me," and is one of the job's

better characteristics.

Among the student employees dislikes were the

"messes people leave on the tables" and the fact that it is

a "mindless job" with monotonous activities.

Students at the D.C. are directed by a student super

visor, and Rossi said "students getting orders from

students" is a good system. "Students settle in quite

dependably," he said.

Most students appear content with their job. Rossi says

this may account for a small turnover of workers in the

dining commons. The biggest problem is work study

students running out of money allotted to them from the
government. Rossiesaki.
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FHday March 9th

BLACK MASS
COMMUNICATIONS

PROJECT
is

having an

[i^^OPEN HOUSE *
^

in S.U.B. office

402 Student Union
8:00 pm • 10 pm

Refreshments will

be served

#iKitNttiiiiiinNmitiniit|iimiii|iiHiiitHiiiiiimiii

* HELP WANTED
Position open for next fall

at the Collegian for an

Asst. Finance Manager

Applicant must presently

be a frosh or sophomore.

Apply at Collegian 113 C.C.

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law

call 545-1995

I Found in One Day!
Rld« n—dMd to up«t«t« N«w York.

Thursday or Friday wiHir>g to share call

Advertise with Collegian

Classifieds for Responses!

NETWORDS
Word Processing

Typing

Professional

8- Personal

Bulk Mail Advertising

Paula M. Lipkln

Ur>da G. Rosen
(413) 323-4716

^••••••••••••••••••••*********************5

f

Now'a the Hmc
to call

North Amherst
Motors

r«c«ntflll«nlng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

fmuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui'iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirfFiV 549-2660

4-

4-
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We Need Men and Women

for
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1^ rogram

Y Aft ouncil
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4-

4
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4
4
4
4
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4
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Jugglers, Mimesrr
Singers,

"%

4
Let Your Talents Shine

Call 545-2733 or sign up 415 Student Union

POOR RICHARDS
Back in Command!

TUESDAY 8 pm - 12 am
Pitcher Beer $1.75 Bud, Miller

WEDNESDAY 8 pm - 12 am
Any one liquor well drink $4

by the pitcher

Pool table is back

disco Er light show every night

lW.|iMil.mil.WiW.W.I.IlllllllWlMHlllWlWlW*lll*llllWlM)WlltWIIIWII^

f^ ^ *" 89 Main Street |

Annhierst, MA I

256-0880 I

(betiind ttie Cheese Stiop) 1

'^'cvcv^'' SPECTACULAR
2nd ANNIVERSARY*** SALE ***

Sat. March 3rd - Sat. March 10th

•••••• 20% Off ••*••*

all clothing, shoes, tires & tubes

15% Off all other accessories

in stock & Red Tag Specials
Special prices on all 1983

Fuji & Nishiki bicycles ^ ,^ ,-^

Also see and test ride our new
1984 Fuji and Nishiki models

Sherri Leigh June Photo by Dwayne Autery

Located in the

Campus Center

Univ. of Mass.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

UNIVERSITY
ORE^

Arts
• • • • • ".".*

A look at the new populism
THE ESTABLISHMENT vs
THE PEOPLE
By Richard A. Vig^erie
Reg^nery-Gateway
262 pagres, $12.95

By STEVEN P. BARRETT
Collegian Staff

Is the United States ready for a new surge

in populist- style political activity? Yes,

according to conservative-populist

publisher, direct mail fundraising expert

and author Richard Viguerie.

Viguerie's brand of populism is unique and

interesting. He calls for a non elitist,

conservative populist revolt to shake the

foundations of society. But in order to

understand what Viguerie means by non-

elitist, we must have an understanding of

what he means by the "establishment

elite:"

"By the estabhshment elite. I mean the

class of persons with unusual access to the

political process whether gained through

enormous power or social status or through

an old-boy network. It is characterized by

the belief that people in general are not

smart enough to manage their own affairs,

therefore, that the government should

select intelligent, qualified persons to run

society— preferably so it seems, those

bearing advanced deffrees and other special

credentials Irom eastern establishment

institutions."

Viguerie carefully and expertly criticized

"Big" government, business, banks, unions,

education, law and the media. Since this

paper serves an academic audience, I will

concentrate on the subject of "big

education."

The author sharply contends that

throwing more money into the coffers of the

educational establishments will not increase

students' performance. (The recent fin

dings about SAT scores in New Hampshire,

a state which spends the lowest amount for

education, bears him out.) The liberal

National Education Association (NKA)

came under attack: "The National

Education Association concerns itself

mainly with its own selfish interests and

influencing national politics. State

legislators who are otherwise staunch

artslines . .

.

Tange. an Absurdist play by Slawomir

Mrezek, will run at Mount Holyoke
College's Laboratory Theatre March 9-10

and 12-13 at 8 p.m. and on Sunday, March
11 at 2 p.m. For more information call the

box office at 538 2406.

John Fwd's intriguing tragedy, Tis Pity

She's a Whore, will be presented by the

UMass Department of Theater March 8 10

and 14-17 at 8 p.m. in the Rand Theater.

Tickets may be obtained through the Fine
Arts Center box office at 545-251 1

.

A student production of Tom Stoppard's

Travesties will be presented by the

Amherst CoUege Department of Theater

conservatives quake in their boots at the
prospect of antagonizing the NEA."
In all fairness to th«> Inral NEA affiliation.

University Suff Association (USA/MTA).
its record hardly resembles
selfishness. But Viguerie is, in my
opinion, correct in his assessment of the

national and statewide influence of the

NEA upon local education. The NEA's
stat*» affiliate thf Iih»>ral Mas^.Trhti^ott*

Teachers Association (MTA) has the state

legislature in its firm gras^. Woe to any
conservative politician who dares to cross

his sword with this interest group. Ed
King, the conservative-populist former

governor, certainly felt the wrath of the

MTA in 1982.

Viguerie also touched base at

UMass/Amherst by expressing sentiments

conservatives have long felt perhaps with

some justification; "Whether a college is

public or private, its faculty may be

dominated by the radical left. For example,

the Chairman of the economics department

at the American University is a Marxist, as

if half the economics faculty of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

The explosion of 'women's studies' courses

would be laughable but for the use of such

classes to promote radical politics."

There are parts in the book where the

author appears to delve into moralizing too

much, but Viguerie's basic interest and

message is in my opinion good. On the

whole. The Establishment vs. The People is

a much better book than his first major

publication. The New Right: We're Ready
to Lead. The Establishment... is well

documented, clearly written, and superbly

illustrated through the use of a whole

chapter of cartoons which display common
frustrations felt by many people, including

non populists.

Many liberals and some conservatives who
believe that a closed -knit and select group

of "experts" should have breater say over

our lives will find this book unappealling.

But the present-day Hamiltonians (or, as

they would say at Amherst College, the

"genetically gifted") will have a hard time

defending their views against Viguerie's

sound Jeffersonian logic. Pick this book up:

it's a refresher course on what American
socioeconomic and political values can and I

believe should be,

and Dance in Kirby Theater on March 9 and
10 at 8 p.m. For reservations call the box
office at 542 2277.

Role Models, a production conceived and

directed by Hampshire College student

Stephen Pocock, will be performed in Emily

Dickenson HaU at Hampshrie at 8 p.m.

March 7 through 10. For reservations or

further information contact the box office at

549 4600 ext. 351.

Taken in Marriage by Thomas Babe will be

presented in Smith College's Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre on March 8 10 at 8

p.m. Tickets may be obtained from the

Smith College Theatre Department box

office at 584 3023.

Lawrence Devine and Laura (iewurr jfaze wJHtfuliy into the distance

in the UMass Department of Theater production of 'Tia Pity She's A
Whore, which opens Thursday night in the Rand Theater. See artaUnet

for further information.

The UMass Department of Theater will be

holding open auditions for John Steinbeck's

Of Mice and Men March 12, 13, and 14 from

7 to 11 p.m. in room 08 of the UMass Fine

Arts Center. Those wishing to audition

should sign up for an audition time on the

sheets posted outside the main offices of the

Department of Theater. 112 Fine Arts

Center. For further information please call

545 3490.

Verdi's Requiem will be performed at

Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College on

Saturday March 10 and at the UMass Fine

Arts Center on Monday March 12. Both

concerts begin at 8 p.m. and are free and

open to the public. The recital is a joint

effort featuring the Five CoUege Orchestra,

the Amherst Choral Society, and soloists

Lynda Elliot. Elizabeth Mannion, Michael

Sylvester, and William Rhodes.

l>es Ballets Jazz de Montreal will perform

in the UMass Fine Arts Center on Friday,

March 9 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at

the Center's box office, all DATATIX
outlets, and at the Springfield Civic Center.

For more information, call 545-2511.

The Third World Theater Series at UMass
will present the American Indian Com-
munity House/Native Americans in the

Arts production of Craig Kee Strete's Pamt
Your Face on a Drowning in the River at 8

p.m. on March 10. Tickets may be obtained

at the Fine Arts Center box office.

*
Collegian
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Writing Workshop

Joe Quinlan - AP Springfield

Collegian Office 113 Campus Center
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Letters

A need to brake barriers

To the Editor,

I am writing in response to the editorial by Don Lipper,

entitled "The GuUt of a Non-Rapist". In it Mr. Lipper

related his feelings of frustration concerning rape. I find

Mr. Upper's editorial to be highly commendable-both

for his sensitivity on the issue of rape and for stepping

forward to communicate his opinion.

However, I feel that the way in which he ends his

editorial paints a more dismal picture of humankind than

what actually exists. In his last paragraph. Mr. Lipper

sUtes that he feels ashamed of his sex and unable to look

any woman in the eye. The tone of this paragraph

suggests that humanity wUl forever be divided men on

one side, women on the other- and nothing wiU brmg us

together. I have more faith in humanity than to believe

Mr! Lipper made an observation about "that thing in the

dark" men that women fear. Women have to fear all

men initiaUy because the rapist is an unknown man. This

does not mean that we fear and suspect the men that we

have grown to trust, love, or care for.

1 appreciate Mr. Lippers empathy toward women and

rape however. I feel that he is selhng himself short.

Most women are not angry with aU men. We are angry

with rape and rapists. There is always the fear of rape

which makes us defensive. 1 do not feel that the "heavy

burden of a barrier" will "forever separate" men and

womer.. I think there is more hope than that. I do feel

that if more men worp as enlightpned on the topic of rapp

as Mr. Lipper obviously is. that barrier could weld itself a

lot closer.

Kirsten M. Lacovara
Southwest

"Rocky"
To the Editor,

I am writing in response to the review of THE ROCKY
MIDNIGHT EXPERIENCE by Andy Gordon, which

was published in the arts section Feb. 25. I feel that this

article was not only badly written but also contained

many inaccuracies concerning the show, and the people

who worked on it.

Many times Mr. (Gordon referred to what he called the

"lack of professionalism" in relation to the actions of the

group. An example of this would be our pre-show warm-

up. which he suggested be either backstage or

downstairs. What Mr. Gordon did not realize is that our

backstage consisted of a six by fifteen foot space and that

one purpose of the warm-up is to acquaint the cast with

the stage so that they do not hurt themselves during the

performance.

As far as professionalism goes I seriously wonder

about your own Mr. Gordon. Anyone who shows up

"cocked" at a performance which they are planning to

critique can't be considered very professional either. Mr.

Gordon also expected to see an exact replication of THE
ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW. If we were going

to do that we would have said so. Even though he com-

plained about not being able to throw things (which is in-

credibly moronic anyway since your throwing things at

live actors, not a screen) and that certain props weren't

the same as the movie, he still expected the cast to have

different interpretations of their characters, (I wonder if

Mr. Gordon was still "cocked" when he wrote his article).

Even thou^ there were some good things that Mr.

Gordon did say about the show, there were a number of

remarks that were just not acceptable and I feel that the

Collegian editors should pay more attention to what is

going into their paper so that the reporting in it can be

seen as seriously written articles, and not a bunch of half-

assed reporting.
John Taylor

Central

Porn and violence link argued

To the Editor,

I am writing in response to a Feb. 29 article entitledPom
and Violence Linked. The article stated there was

"statistical proof of such a correlation, vet no con-

crete evidence was given. The article began with a

description of Hustler pictorial entitled "Dirty Pool," in

which a cockUil waitress is raped on a pool Uble while

(>uu-i "auu..^ uM>k on ! then mention? ^b" -nfamous New
Urdford incident of similar nature. The obvious im-

plication is that the men involved m the New Bedford rape

were influenced by the Htutler pictorial, yet it is later

mentioned that "there is no direct proof the six men ac-

cused of gang raping the New Bedford were influenced by

Hustler..."

If there is no direct proof, then this "evidence" cannot be

used to support the claim being made here. We don't know

if the accused even saw the pictorial, so how can it be

implied that they were at all influenced by it? Obviously it

cannot be so implied.

Also, the article mentions that "studies indicate con-

nections between rape and violence and pornography..."

The only study later explained involves two groups of

UCLA males. One group was shown erotic films con-

taining violent content, the other group was shown erotic

films without. However, no specific data on the results of

this experiment is given in the article, only an ambiguous

claim that "people are getting messages that violence is

okay and women are available for mens' "use". What were

the results of this experiment? Did the men who viewed

violent pornography later go out and violate every woman

in sight, as this article implies they would? I tend to doubt

it Contrary to popular feminist opinion, most men.

especially those in college, have at least some degree of

rationality and morality.

I am in no way attempting to undersUte the issue at

hand Violence against women is both an unfortunate and

deplorable reaUty. both here on campus and in society.

However, this article labels pornography as a cause of this

violence, but provides no valid proof to subsUntiate this

claim. If such proof exists. I, for one, would like to see it.

If not I would appreciate not seeing such insubsUntial

arUcle's in the future. ^"^ ^"f*!;
1 /• •

Central

Sensitivity and fairness
To the Editor,

I continue to be amared by the seemingly inexaustable

ability of some people at UMass to take offense at the

most trivial matter.

Take, for example, the case of a Mr. Carlyle, who. in last

Monday's Collegian urged the removal from the campus

center of a painting that has been there for over 20 years.

Apparently Mr. Carlyle has deemed said painting of-

fensive and thus feels justified in ordering the Trustees

to get it out of there, right now and no nonsense.

For further amusement consider the case of a one

Elsworth Young. While shopping in Sears, Mr. Young

managed to attract the suspicion of some security guards

and upon leaving was asked to submit to a brief search.

Mr. Young didn't quite agree with this and therefore

reasons that Sears now owes him $225,000.

As someone with over two years of experience in retail

management I know how serious a problem shopUfting

can become. If a store has to worry about someone suing

them every time they think they are being robbed, they

won't have much of a store left. If, by some flouting of

the justice system, Mr. Young wins his farce I shall

promptly quit my job and act suspicious, thus insuring

my financial future.

I'm quite sure that Carlyle, Young & Co. have ah^ady

tried and convicted me of being an insensitive racist or

some such Unfortunately the fact remains that too many

people have been using the sad racial situation in this

country to create special interest groups that get a bit out

of the realm of logic in making demands. Don't get nie

wrong, there is a very real problem faced by minorities in

this country. It's just a shame that some people have to

give such a bad name to those trying to really do

something about it. Charles R. Forsgard
Southwest
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Disobedience:

a way out

If the American public, Congress, and the foreign

policy establishment were to adopt the Kissinger

Commission's recommendations for short-term aid

and long-term U.S. involvement in Central America, our

country's political integrity, already dangerously under-

mined by our military support for corrupt regimes, would

suffer a further blow it can ill afford to pay.

The Kissinger Report is the product of an all-nrude,

elitist view of the region, a view lacking grassroots ex-

perience and contacts there. The Report shows a

disproportionate concern for the Soviet Union and almost

no awareness of the indigenous struggles of Central

Americans for peace and jiistice, not in the shadow or

under the aegis of Cuba. "The Report fails to disclose the

fact that the biggest "outside interference" comes from

the U.S., which pays 40 percent of the Salvadoran budget,

directs where it can the war against the insurgents,

deploys contras against Nicaragua, and creates a huge

military build-up and base in Honduras.

Contrary to the Kissinger Report, it is the governments

of El Salvador and Guatemala — not Nicaragua — that

have murdered tens of thousands of their citizens with no

one brought to justice. Yet the Report characterized them

as democratic and the insurgents as Communist proxis of

the Soviet Union. Glaring but representative omissions in

the Kissinger Report include no mention of Augusto San-

dino (who is to Nicaragua what Lincoln is the United

States) and no awareness of the activist role of the church

in the region.

Frances Crowe

What alternative analysis and policy for Central

America would represent the hopes of the 90 percent of

the people there who are poor and suffering, and would of-

fer a solid basis for peace and genuine development? As

American citizens we need to promote proposals that the

U.S. move away from a military approach and toward one

centered on negotiations. In a recent analysis of Central

American policy, the Carnegie Endowment for Interna-

tional Peace suggests that the best vehicle for negotiations

is the Contadora group — Mexico, Venezuela, Columbia,

and Panama — who need American support and not con-

descending dismissal as delivered by the Kissinger Report.

Other proposals for regional stabilization and develop-

ment are being promoted by groups like PACCA, (Policy

Alternatives for the Caribbean and Central America).

In order to support alternatives to militarism, express

our concern for and solidarity with the people of Central

America, and protest current government policy there, we

are urging area residents to join us in a bus trip to

Washington, D.C. as part of Central America Week

(March 18-25) The bus will leave Northampton March

19th before midnight and arrive in Washington the morn-

ing of the 20th. We will have briefings on Capitol Hill, at-

tend a major rally on this National Day of Advocacy on

Central America, and as a delegation meet with our

representatives and senators that afternoon. We will

leave Washington at 5 o'clock to return to Northampton.

The cost of the bus trip is $30.00, and there is scholar-

ship help for those with limited incomes. For further infor-

mation call American Friends Service Committee,

584-8975.

Frances Crowe is a UMass student

Letters-

^irradiation

To the Editor,

Recently the New York Times had the following headline:

"Irradiation of Food Proposed to Replace Pesticides". The

article related that "The Food and Drug Administration

proposed today (Feb. 14) to allow widespread use of

radiation to kill insects in fruits and vegetables and to

prevent the spoiling of food."

If any of you feel as I do, that this proposal is un-

precedented in its caUous regard for the ultimate con-

sumers of this food, ourselves, then please jom me m
writing to the Food and Drug Administration and ex-

pressing your disapproval. The article ended with the

address of the Food and Drug Administration and the line

"The agency must take account of public comments when it

issues final rules, which would have the force of law."

Please, write: Food and Drug Administration

5600 Fishers Lane

RockvUle, Maryland 20857

Patrick Warner
Northampton

Student input

is important
Elections for Student Government

president are next Monday and

Tuesday, and tonight UMass
students have the opportunity to hear all

the candidates participate in a debate and

define their positions on important issues.

The debate will be held at 8 p.m. in room
165 of the Campus Center, and will be

broadcast by WMUA 91.1 FM, and filmed

by Union Video. The candidates will be

asked questions by a panel of Collegian

staff members and by other candidates. It

is extremely important that students take

the time and listen to what the different

candidates are saying. As the moderator
of a recent debate between the candidates

said, there is a clear choice in this election.

There are differing opinions on almost

every issue, and it is up to students to find

out who is saying what, and support those

who offer the most in terms of student

leadership and representation.

The debate is most important because

with such a short election time (3 weeks)

and a limit of $250 campaign funding for

each party, many of the candidates*

stances on important issues will not be

adequately heard. But they will be heard

tonight.

As it is every year, the Student Senate is

at a crucial time, with the election of the

office of President, Speaker, and
Treasurer, to name a few, coming in a

short time span. The people that we elect

will be the voices of student concerns for

the next year, AND the winner must be

elected as a representative of students,

not as the candidates that have the most

attractive posters and catchy slogans.

So take the time and effort, and listen to

the debate on WMUA, 91.1 FM, at 8 p.m.

Or better yet, come and watch the debate

yourself, and maybe even ask a question

that you haven't heard answered by the

candidates yet.

Policy editorialt reflect the majority opinion ofttu; Col-

legian Board of Editors. ^

Disillusioned

with Zero
Today, I learned two really valuable lessons. I

had to see my Academic Dean about some
bureaucratic slush and his receptionist (\ei us call

her Zero for efficiency, shall we) was on the phone. She
was speaking quite informally with the person on the

other end. When 1 walked in she said into the phone, and I

quote, "Well, I have to get back to doing nothing." '

Granted, I am taking this sorely out of context, yet the

continuum of its interpretations is not very broad. I held

my smile firmly in place (I did have to get a signature) and
she went back to her conversation. F'inally, she asked the

'

person on the other end to hold on and without looking at

my cute little form in triplicate, told me, "Take that to

Room 102," and thus, she proceeded to laugh. Now, mind
you, this was not nervous giggling — my ears heard

sadistic, "I blew her away, didn't I" laughter. And, yet,

mostly out of sh(Kk at such blatant abuse, I did not faJter

and proceeded to Room 102 where 1 was told to wait till

1:00 p.m. when Allah himself, the Dean, would arrive. A
pain to wait, but Receptionist no. 2 was nice (mayl)e just in

comparison?) and we all gotta eat.

Well, as 1 waited, I got a chance to think and this is when
my first lesson of the experience was learned. As I paced,

I worked on understanding the psychology of Zero's at-

titude and resulting behavior. My conclusions: Zero is

bored. So, why doesn't her lack of motivation create a

need for her termination? — because, her attitude and

k)ehavior is perfect for the bureaucracy's efficiency and

continued "success" — and 1 know / finished my business

as quickly as pt)S8ible and was ready to drop every course

and move to Nebraska. And, you see, if I had. or less ex-

tremely, become so angry as to detach myself from the

system there would be "one less egg to fry," so to speak.

Paula R. Jewell

So, with one lesson learned, let us move to Lesson no.

2...To pick up where I left off, I was just about U) enter

Allah's Kingdom. And this I did. I entered the kingdom

and never has such a wave of intimidation vacuumed my
reasoning ability so thoroughly. I sat down and shakily

handed my triplicate to "Him." He looked across the desk,

dovm at me. I only remember images of massive facial

flesh, big dark eyes, big teeth, a big portrait of someone

important, and a desk the size of the F'ine Arts Center. I

sat there stunned and did not realize that he was signing

my form without even clearing his throat. You see, it did

not matter. Lesson Two: intimidate and you can do all. He
could have told me to transfer to Siberia State and I would

have asked 'how soon?'!

Only after I had left did I fully realize what had happen-

ed. Then, I got really angry. This is it. I have had it. Does

anyone on this campus really care about my human con-

cerns? No. because, let's face it, it is much more efficient to

be understood as a series of characters. Whether it be a

name or number — who cares? It is all the same to them. I

am simply a "student." You know, when you screw up,

they do not even care why...maybe your fiance said

"Aloha," or you have a mental block about sciences, or

your grandmother has warts...they do not have time to

care, because you, 9999999 are simply a 0000000 if you

can't cut it in Chemistry or Accounting or whatever. But,

you know, I could almost understand why this despicable

condition exists — I could almost accept it, but for two

reasons I cannot: 1) it is so extreme, and 2) the people who

don't care do not even have the guts to admit it! They are

just cold and abusive and wait for those of us who have

"bad attitudes" and "weak constitutions" to bite it, and

never breathe a word of "weeder course" to anyone!!

Is observing a person's reaction to scalding water the

only way to tell if he/she is properly able to handle the kit-

chen? Whatever happened to discussion, or evaluation, or

"challenge and support?" School is not supposed to be

unending consideration of the potency of one hundred

aspirin by students. Gee, I wonder why the incidence of

sexual violence, drug abuse and suicide has shown a mark-

ed increase "here at the University?"

1 have vmtten this letter because I would like the "ad-

ministration," the faculty and any staff people to realize

that we, the students, are here out of choice. We chose to

get an education and to further enhance our development

here. And when we come to you, we come in need. This

university is here for individuals who are students. If it

weren't for us, you wouldn't be here, and besides, how do

you feel when you go home and review the day? Granted,

not every professional on campus is guilty of the above

mentioned, but if you do not feel very satisfied or have

trouble sleeping, maybe you are bored or are here for the

wrong reasons and need to disrupt the bureaucracy.

PaiUa R. Jewell is a UMass sttuient
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ARTS and SCIENCES

Humanities and Fine Arts

AOAMj.LhWRCMCE s.
AJJAN.UlANA Lt

ALBANUfJbA\ M,

A'iAKAL.JtAN t,

ANUtRSUN »KAK EN t f

ANDERSON, LA'JkA L ,

ANDERSON, 3Te^'H£^ A,

AI'PLEBAOHfRUNUA A,

APPLtdV, Ef- IC E,

ATT«COO,SJSAN,
AVRES, JAMES B,

BABICZUK.TEJ M,

UANKS.KATRINA L,

BAPTISIE , JAMES J,
BATES.VICTURI A Le,
ttAXTEK,STE*'HEN G,
BEANtSHAPON M,

BfcATTIL, BLAKE R,

BE AUDET ,MAr.oAKET h,

BtENHUUWER,DAVlJ C,

BELLif AITh K ,

BELL IvEAo.kEnnET h G,

BENUlT,tHRl STuPHEfi J,

BENTUN.GAY L .

BERoER, BAkbAKA M,
BERRCL.OAVIJ P.

Bl ANCHI, JAMt S A,

BL ACKiCAT HEk INE Ji

BOHAN.tlLLtN M,
BOLDRloHlNI ,LOUl S M,

BKW^JUN, SAR AM A,

dRAUN,CHRl iTCPeLH J,

BRCNWANjCAKLA f ,

BREwSTLK, OAVIO H,

bP ITT, JAL JJLLINE A,

BRLOnS.LINOA M,

BkUUoH, HEATHEf- L,
BRLwN, POBEt-T C,

BKUfJtAO, jHc*- YL L,

BKUNEIL, J A.WINL i,

BKYANT ,Di KK A,

BJDUIN&TUN.LYNN f,

BJKAK, NANCY A,

bULL.UAVIU i),

BOSH, SARAH L,

CANHtLJ,MATTMtw H,

CASH.TlOO T ,

CA VANAUoH, Jl),<N P,

Ut<LEV,LLUAbE TH L,

CERNAK,LcSl(E J,
UHAO•.ICK,K^THcRI^E H

LHASfciMAKu V,

CtlENAULT , Jl YLL E,

LiIL van, JAVIl) ,

LHU^ CMll L ,l)I ANA U »

CLEMENTS. ELAINE L,

CUoAN,JUHN A,

CaHEN,jAKV J,

CULEMAN.oLt •^NA J,

CU LWELL ,»'AMELA J,

CJMEAU.JJHN L,

CUMEALI.MICHuLlE a,

CL.NNELL, SUSAN ^t
CJNSENTIU0,CYN!HIA N,

CJRNALCHIA, JENNIFER L

CUSTtLLO.CHPl sTlSE L,

CU'JTURfc, MICHELLE A,

COVELL I, JANNINE K,

CRABTktE, WILLI AM D,

C-^AKER, KAREN S,
CRANJALL,3APbARA M,

CROMN.LHRl iTINA J,

CROHLEY.JOHN CJ ,

GJLL INANEf kJTH S,

CUROA,KATHERINE A,

COKELDP, JONATHAN M,

CJRT IS, HENRY M,

LUSHING, GWYNNE L,

GUSHING, kATHERINE M,

UALOZ, MARIA R,

OANaLEY,SEAN M,

OAKLANO.CHKiSTCPHEP S

UAVENPUKT ,OUNNA R,

DAVIS, NIKKI E,

OE APBUkN,LEANNE,
DEL ISLE ,LISA M,

OELUCA, KEVIN M,

DE ME TKY,SAi<A J,

UEPALMA, ELAINE A,

DESCUICAUX.OENISE M,

OE SMJNb ,PAUL H ,

OEVINE, LAWRENCE M,

UI ACHlblN,SJiAN A,

01 CKlNSUN.ANDKfcW W,

OICUKC IO,LE SLifc A,

OlMAIU, MARIA C,

DI MECLI SA 'i,

ouak,kelley J,

OOLAN, MICHEL E L,

O0M8.KUW, SUSAN L,

, ORISCCLCJtKUME V,

IXIGAS, STEVEN Jf

DUNN.UAILEY A,

DURKIN.JANE f,

DUVAL, DARLLNE M,

EAuAN, BRIAN P,

EATCN, SUZANNE B,

fcATON.VALfeklE,

HI EkMANN, CATHERINE,
(IGtKUBIN >?

ENZfTAMAKA L ,

fAHRI.^GEk, f'AUL A J,

FAIRHANKi,MlLAhY A,

FANG,CHRI SI ^'HEK T,

» FELNLY, WILLI A,^ F,

FIELD, MARY L,

FItRH,JoHN o,
fiNGEK, ANNETTE E,

FI NSTLIN,^'AJLA F,
FINSIElN.KLbEKAH,
FIGklLL'J, MICHELLE A,

FI SCHETTI ,OANA L,

FISCHMAN,GAIL,
FITZGERALD, JEFFREY T,

FOkTI , ELIZABETH A,

fOSTEk,KlMBEkLEY E ,

FOSTER,MARK L,

FOX, JOSEPH E,
fOX,NEAL U,
FOX, ONEIDA C,
FRIEND, CELESTE M,

GARDNER, STAC Y L,

, GATES, AMY M,
GERE ,RICHARD C ,

GERUNTHO, JENNIFER E,
GETZEN.oREER M,

GI BBUNS, LAUREN E

,

GICKAS,JUHN G,
GIDU,JEAN1NE M,
&ILBERT0,GAYLE T,.
GILLIS, TIMOTHY F,
GL ANV ILL E, CHRl STOP hER
GLCySKY,LaRRIE J,
GOLDMAN, SUSAN I,

GU NET, JILL,
GOULD, ANDREW I,

GRANT, JAMES F , JR
GAAY, DAVID M,JR
GRGLNICK, JUDITH L*
GRUBER.DEBORAH E,

GULA.JO A,

GORAN.HELEN At

GURNIS, PETER Jt
HAMELIN, THERESA M,

HANKE.GENEVRA A,

HANLEY, MARTHA f,

HAUfBARKY M,

HARRINGTON, EILEEN M.

HARRIS, JOANNE J,

HASKlNSfELLEN L,
HASLIP,POLLYJO,
HAZELTUN, SUSAN L#

HEALEY.JOHN E*
HE ALEY, THOMAS M,JR

Htf FLER, PAMELA C,

HEGEOUStMARl AMNE,
HIOGINS*ALEXANOER,
HIGG1NS,CYNTHI A A»

HIRSH, SUZANNE J,

HOFFHANtTAARA E,

HOLMES, SUSAN C t

HOMAfKAREN A.
' HOWE, STEPHEN R.
HOVT, PAULA J»
HUBBARD, JEFFRE t L,

HUOYMA, JEANNET TE A,

HUCHEStANN Et
HUGHES,CHRISTOPHER G

HUMiSTON.OENlSE L.

HYATT, VICTORIA M,

JABLONER, PAULA R,

JANECZEK,VIRGIAKNE M

JONES, MAUREEN BUCHAN
KA HAN, VIC TOR I A S,

KALL AS, ANDREA S,

KAPIN,LAUREEN C,

K.AkR,MAKCIA A,
KASSIRER, WENDY A,

KASTANGO,EVE A,

KAUFMAN, MATTHE h E,

h ' VANAGHiCAKUL INE J ,

.J £FE,MAkY J,
K£NNEY,MARK A,
KtKLINSKY,NA THAN,
KEYES.DENISE L ,

KltLfc,LYNN C ,

Kl ERNAN.L ISS A,
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HATCH.KIMBERLY A,

HATSIS.JOLlfc A ,

MAYES, JAMES R,

MEATLEY.DIANE f,

HElMAN,kANDI Gt
HELLER, JONATHAN 0,

HEMRlCH.VfkJMCA E,

HE NNloAN, TIMOTHY R,

HENTOf F.LOKNA L,

HI ERS, ALISON H,

HILCLAORA L,

HINES,JOHN J, II

HITE,J0LIA k,

H0LDEN,M4RK V,

HOLLANu,JAY P,

HORWITZ, DIANE Ji

HO UGH TALI NO , KAREN Ai

HOWfcY,UUNALD S,

HUMMEL, VERONICA G,

HUXTABLE , KAREN J,

WNES, JAMES L,

IMPKRATOkE.CHRISTINL
JACOBStbkAjLEY Mt

JACObSON,LEE J,

JAGCLINZEP, CHERYL A,

JOHN SON, o A I L L ,

JUKNAK,MH-HAEL Ft

KAMINSKI, JOHN J,

KAPLAN, NANCY J,

KAT2, SUSAN L ,

KAUFFMAN,JACauELlNE
KEARNEY, COLLEEN A,

KEEFE, ANGELA J,

KEEN, TIMOTHY S,

KELLER, JAMES H,
KELLEY,UEBRA A,

Kt NNtY.SJSAN V,
Kt .^yoN,LI^40A b«
KLOOOH,NAMCY A,

KILLIlEA, CAROL INE A,

KIMHILK,LISA J,

KLEIN, GARY At
KL0TZ,UAV1D R,

KNEE LANU, TANYA M,

KUZIOL .NATALIE ,

KKASKL,ANNE P,

KRAVITZ.JANE S,

KRESS, TIMOTHY J,
KROPEWNICKI, CAROL L

KUSSELL.MAORICE L,
LALLY.t A I TH L,
LANIEK,LYLA M,
LAPING,KKISTINE C,
LAOtCHi BAN,
LAOGHL IN. JAMES S,

LEAHY, RICHARD S,

LEHKEK.KlCHARi) L,

LE ICHTER, JEFFREY A,

LEONARD, tLlZAUET^- A,

LE SPEKAnCE, PAMELA J,

LET IZiO,LlSA A,

LE VES JOE ,ARTHOR Ji

Lfc VY, DANIEL E ,

LI EDEKMAN.nEI TH h,

LI PMAN, AMY L,
LOPATtk,ROBI N E,

LOUGtL,LlNUA C,

LOZYM AK, WENDY E.

mCDUK <CLL ,LAU»- I t N,

MACK AY , JUiMCAN f- .

MACKAY.JuRA K,

MACLUKL ,HOLL Y H,

MAODEN, jkFviORY J,

MAGNI , 'IAk I A L,

MALOiNiE ,ii AUBAKA A,

MALONE. f^iUL IP Jf

MALSl 4,JLNNirER,
MANNI NO ,^ JNALL) L,

HA RC I.N f JOHN d,

MARl b:>L AU,MLOORA A,

MAKLI N,:>JSAN H ,

MAkRS, ELLEN J,

4AKriN,lA^MY L,

MARVINtTlMOTHY J,

MAYEK,PAUL J,
MAYER, SHARON Et

MCCARTHY .STEPHEN P,

MCCAOLLY, CHRISTINE M,

MCKAY ,GA1L R ,

MC SHAhkY, PETER J,

HEDEIKOS, LINDA M,

MEOEIkCS, THERESA A,
MEHOl ,WAHAB St
MEREMo, CLAUDIA A,
MEYERS ,EVAN C,
MICHAELS, LYNt
HIGNAULT, PAMELA A,
MILLER, CHRISTINE A,
MlNTZt^RANClNE R,
MIKI SOLA, PATRICIA M,
MITCHELL, MARGARET E,
MINAGHAN. JENNIFER M,

MONlOS, PETER F ,

MOONEY.MARJORIE Lt

MORAN, GERALD E*
MORSE, SALLY A,
MOTLEY, DONNA L,
MURK, KAREN V,

MURPHY, JANE Ot
NAl DECK, ANDREW J,

NACSS, DAVID A,

NtE,KlMBERLE Y A,

NELLES.LISA H,

NtSiEL, RICHARD Si

,N»EUMANN, JOANN E,

NISSAN, KIM Y,

NORTON, MARY ELLEN,
NORTON, TIMOTHY J,

NYMAN, EMILY L,
OBERLING.ARI ANE A,

OBRIEN, ROBERT J,

OD0NNELL,J0HN J,

OFFENBERG,AMY R,

OPPENHEIM, ELIZABETH A

uKTON, LAURIE A,

OiTAPOVI CZ, SCOTT R,

OZONOFF .CHARLES J,

PAGANUZZI ,CHRI STINE T

PA INE, AUKIENNE L,

PALMER, MICHAEL T.

PANDURF, ANGELA AIKO,
PAOL, LAWRENCE B,

PAULSON, JENNIFER A,

PbDULLA,LISA A,
PELC, GEORGE E,

PERREAOLT.dRIAN K,

pimley,venet;a m,

pisano.james a,

PL ATTNER, SARAH «,

PORTER. ANDREW M,

P0SNER,L1SA R,

POVINELLI , DANIEL J.

PRESCOTT, ANDREW B.

PR ES NAL, ANTHONY C.

PRUNIER, JESSIE T ,.

UUISLEY, BONNIE P,

KANCIN, HEIDI A.

REARICK, DEBORAH M,

RE ILLY, JEFFREY M.

RE ISS, ROBIN S,

RHEAOME.CHARLENE.
RINDNER. JANETTE R.

RITROSKY.MADELYN M,

RODMAN, FRANKLIN H,JP
ROMANO, JUN J,

ROONEY,LYNN,
ROSE .JANICE E,

ROSEN.ALISA R,

ROSS, CHRISTOPHER A.

ROSSI , SHARON M,

RU WE. KAREN J,

RU BENFELDiLORI A,

ROBIN, GARY b,

RUBIN. MARK F .

ftj BIN, SAMUEL K,

RUBINSTEIN, BARRY Jt

ROBLEY, DEBORAH L,

RULEY, ROSEMARY S,

KOMBLE, COURTNEY L,

SANOERS,BARRY L,
SANDERS, MARIANNE.
SANDFORO. FREDERICK J,

SARNIE, JOHN A,JR
,
SASTRY,SRIKANT K.
SCARBOROUGH, LAURA E,

SCARPELLl , WILLIAM B,

SCHMIDT, VALERI E A.

SCHMITZtlVEY L.
SCHWARTZ iJUDI TH W.
SCHMARTZ.STEVEN R.

SEVIoNY .CAROL A.
se vigny.renee,
shanley, daniel m,
shute,ri£hard C,

Si RIOTIS,DEMETRA,
SKAPTAJUTT IR .ONNUR D.
SLAVIN. FREDRICK Et
SMITH. JENNIFER A.
SMITH. LAURA A.
SMOTHERS, JAY R,
SOBCZAK, SOPHIE S,
SPARKS, ANDREW W.
ST FLEOR, MARIE P,
STEINHAROT,C VAROA

t

SriEFEL. SUSAN Dt

ST IRLING.JAMES B.

STRASSMANN.MIKANCA 6,

SUCHECKI .MARILYN I .

SUUIVAN.JOANN,
SULLIVAN, KATHRYN R,
SUMMERS, CHRISTOPHER R.

SYON0r,JUJITH T,

TAN, KAY C,
TENNEY,Lct A,

TENNEY.LESLIE Jt

THEODORAS, DENI SE K,

THOMPSON ,CARR I E A,

THCRNTCN, SUSAN C.

THORPE. RICHARD F,

TI TONE,RALPH F ,

T0NELLI,PAUL €,
TDUPAL, JAMIE El
TRANI, ROBIN T.

TREM8LAY,MARK S,

TSOULAS, KAREN 0,
TORNER, JENNIFER A,

VALADE, DAVID A,

WALKER, KIMBERLY A,

WALSH. ARLENE M,

WALSH, MARY C,

WALSH, MAUREEN,
WANDERMAN, WENDY S|

WATERS, JOHN T,

HAUGH, HEATHER Hi

MEAVER.OANA Ot
WE INBERG. ANNE N,

WEINBERG, BETH L,

kCISS. LAURA B,

WELCH, ANNE E,

MESTUN, DAVID A,

WHITENETT, DAViO G.

MILLIAHSUN, JAME:> R* ^

WILLIS, MATTHEW J. ^

WOLFF, CHARLES Rt ;
titI&HT,KRI STEN Lt

WRIGHT, LISA T,

YACCVONE.TRICIA A* J
YOUNG, TIMOTHY A.

ZETES. MARIA J.

ZIFF. ELLEN J.

zuckerman.mark l.

ARTS and SCIENCES
Undeclared

ABbEY,MAlDA J,
AbdOTT , JA.-1IS JN M,

Ati LA ,L<A VID C t

AL LAY, MA ITHt m t ,

ANDERSON, JAHES P.

APKl L.WENDY L.
ARMl lAi.t .Jt IKDRE A .

AKsENAJLT ,1)1 ANE L,

ASTu.N.SAKAH J.
uT TARu.. .PHYLLI ^,

;U klL i'.. AM^A 0,

ilAILfY ,CARLA A.

BAKE*- .«< 1 MbEKLV S,

BALI ILT T, ALL 13 J. 'i L ,

ilATL'''AN,ST ACY f-

,

UA Yl N,KL] TH,

Dt Ef MAi^,.^AX K' V,

Bfc ro.LMKljT I N'_ M,

llE^G .EK II a ,

BISHOP, AlAi, C.
ULO.-I.CAQJL A,
bONuY.SUSA.N E.
dONlf AcL .Af^HUf.Y P .

BOURBEAO.t^LA I ^E (-.

BOOguL , LA OPEN,
JR ACfcLANu.L! SA .

Hrs ADL E E , M A.- Y f ,

llRADY.BONNH J,
bR EYAN, SuSA.NJ b ,

dJ ZZELL .JOSEPH J,
BYRNE, ..k KAKJ ^,
CAHlLL.juHN M,
CAHIIL V4E, MATT FEW J,
CA JOLlT ,,-IAPC E,
LALL AhiAf... JA>iN,
CAMPBELL. JOHN N,
CAMPBELL, JOSEPH M.
CANUlLiLAORLN P,
CARLfL E.RfcdVE^J M.
CARNEY, MA^Y ,-1,

CARNEY, WAYNE P,JR
CEPAS.RASA N,

CERRET A,SHA\MJN M,

CHAN.TI N^ KWOnG,
CHuEVEf , DEREK J,

CHEuNG.N^WE K,

CHRI STgAJ. JOOI L,

CI AK,THUMAS,
C0LUZZO,PA0L R,
CJHEN.OAVID L,
COLEMAN, LISA A,
C3NLANN0N, THOMAS N,
C0RSINU,MAKK A.
CUSTELLO, JENNIFER J,
CROVO.DANA G.

Ot ANOLL J, JOSEPH A,

uENThlMONT ,PAUL J.

JE VL IN, ELIZABETH J.
01 GRAVIJ.GINA f ,

uUN.PlTEH O,
JJNNElLY,MEGA(4 a.

DuNOhuE,JANE M,
jRUO''<>,0ENNl S L.
UU PI : 5 C A , BR I AN S

,

JUVAl , oKl AN,

LLT E N..L I N,DEBblE a,
tLLIbl T ,iJAVIO J,
ET HirK,KlM t ,

Ft ARi;.i,JLlKDRL M,

FELKl ^ , SHA^ JN J,
FEP.Uk,SETH P ,

Ft TL L ,,4ATTHErt 1 .

t I TZGl^ ALU, JOHN G,

FI TZPATklCK,CHRISTCPhE
f L YN\,OANI lL E ,

FOL EY, Jt AN MAR IE ,

Fox, JOHN f ,

FR A^KLI>N,DAVI0 A,
F-v AStk , JUL It A ,

FRENCH, ^KtoORY D,

FKIE'J,bKYAN G,
FK 1 tUk ILMS, JOL YNN M,

w.4vA lAkJU, EL IZABET F M,

Gt CFFkION,KAThRY\ a,

gE ^SHlN, JJLI t ,

Gl RSTLN.LAOP IE J,
GE TZCt h , LAURA R,

oE WUkZ .LAJRA L .

GILL IL i. jCUT T F ,

oi CbbL, •liCHAtL S,

oOGJEn. CHERYL J,

GOLD, Ah i k ,

^^ULDBChG. JLAH S,
oUREN. ThuMAS b

•

GJI-RllL .MICHAEL U,
liOVER;> , SANDRA J,
GP. At4T,hLIDI S,
GR. EENlLKG.J.JYCE a,

GREtrJErL cSL I E L,

ORLENt ,MARY H,
G'<EENSPAN,bAPtJAKA L.
UJ AETT A,PET Ek v.

GUThKIL.ELI ZAttETF P,
HAkUwlCK, PAMELA A,

HARTwl o,K06Lh I P,

hatgh,oavij ^f

HA TCH, JAMf S t .

MA vLuEK.CHkl ST iNE G,
MAYtS, JEFFREY J,
mL Dl UNO, ROBERT R,

HDFF, HENRY B.

HOPKINS, HARRIET St

HORNEt SANDRA Ft
WRVITZ.LISA E|

HS I EH. PHI LIP Ci
HUBBARDtMARY J,
HUNTER. TAMMY Et
IRVING. ROBERT J,

JABRI .'CHARLES E»

JACOBSON, LAUREN M.

JACQUES. THOMAS W.

JA ME SUN. JONATHAN Ft
JANNEY. ELIZABETH.
JAVIOtSHAtfN F.

JELLIFFE, ELIZABETH h

JENKINS, MARK R.

JENSEN, BRITTA W.

JOUSAN.JEFF M,

»JURCZYK,CATHERINE 0«
KALIGIAN,ARAM V.

KALLUS, DAVID M,

KALTER.TOOO H.

KAPLAN, FRANCES Gt
KARHUNEN.JYRKI Jt

KASSA.TAREKEGNE M.

KA TZ.MELINDA R,
KHAN,ASHfiAF E,

KI LGANNON, MICHAEL Gt

Ki ST, JOSEPH W.

KLEIN, GAIL,
KREIDERMACHER, LAURIE
KKUNINGERtMARK 0*

KURTZMAN. EDWARD S.

LABELL.MARGCT L,

LAM. MICHAEL,
LAMMERS.JENS U.
LAPRAOE.JOHN J,

LAROCHE, JEFFREY P,

LEAVERTON,GARY D,

LEBOW.RENEE A,

LEONARD, MARIE E,

LIEBLING.DANIELLA.
LITWAK, CRAIG A,

LOPES.FRANCINE,
LOVE ,SOSAN J,
LOWRY.KRISTI A.
LOWY.MARCI R.

LUCCIOLA.KARA H,

LJNDBLAD. STEVEN R,

LUNOEGREN. BRUCE E,

LUTYENS, LESLEY L,
LUZ.OAVIU H.
MABEL.MARIAN Ji
MACDONALO.AOAM Ai
MACDONNELLiTIM C,

MAOj(r,,«iLLl AM o,
i-UK.MolJ K,
MAN -r j.K AMLl 4 \,

MAr.KS,Dl A^4L .1,

MAKOt,,tUCHAEL G.
MA«>- Et-u, SHARON l ,

MASS,AND»-EW J,

MA SSlwCTT, JAVIL A,

.lAXWtU , c- F.TT A,

Ma ZZCi.L A, AUGUSTUS l ,

Ml Cuku, VALERIE F ,

ML GEt. MICHAEL P,

•\. KENNA,cARCLYN e,

MC LAOi^i'Ll .'4,R0bEkT »,

,
ML STAY, iTE VEN P ,

ItliStK, J4V I J J,

MI AOES,Lc SL 1 E A,

MILES, LHkI STiJPHr Hi f,

^'1 LL 1A.N, KANJAtL F,

Ml NTV,LJhA A.
Mi SStK T, SozAN.jE "*,

MITCHELL . kjtidk T \,

Mj.NT jo-^EhV , Jtsr n LR
MLiORL ,L AR.JL S,

i^JRl A, 'Y , J..HN C,

MjSKLr>lT Z, JANlT m
Ml^ YNAi;A\, oH^ON E i

MJKPHY ,(. JLLttN A,

^kPMY , J-S tPH \ ,

MO SE »t)tb^A L ,

J,N.,CE,L ISA V,

r;A SHE! ,T RACY A,

I'll CMCL , jtrOcL O ,

NUVAK,i JNi.A A,

UK ABAV ^:,i^[ , '^INAM ,

OLJKY.M.^iROLYN -1,

OL EAkV, ,<IIL ! AM n,

GSMAO..M.>.t SiY tCFK i^^^.

PALMl j.»mL,OE bORAIi,

PAKENl.wLAH K,

PARiJf.T, 1>HALl L,

Pt CK , V-H JMC A M ,

^LL^E Y ,"ubijY ^ J,
^'tRRl'.f-. JL IfcT A,

Pt FkY . • 1 Aw *-

,

PL TEr , «,i1Ak Y t ,

PETT 1„ .ii 4, JAUi CLl 1 :

PnALl ..jHA.^lN M,

PHAM.i f,u V,
PH AM, T.'.4i<H H,

PH A",,I J.; ^ V ,

Pm ILI ( S -OdE -^T ,j ,

.PiLACn, w jKl , KL't't T *•

PI STr iL.I, MICHAl- J,

PLAIT, j^NJRA J,

POCSIK, PATRICIA S,
PUHL,ELLtN M,
PL IRlEr. ,CYNTHI A J,
POLoMt>AOM,I A i L,
JO 1N><.,ELA1NA M,
jUlkK. THOMAS A .

RECUL.N.ERIC L,

RENDELbTElN,LYNN£ H,

KICARUI , RICHARD A,
RI CtUhO J, STtPHtH M.
RI.-'K JS.JOL IE b,
RI NEHMkT.HErjRY P ,

Rl No, LOUISE E,
ROBERTS, CEP cK S,

kO0C*«lLZ ,PHILL IP J,
kO SAO J. oL or 1 A E

.

kOTHST si m, ^l ENN b,
ROY .JtdCRAH M,

kUESCH.ALAN r.

RUNSTLIN, KAREN L,
KU5H,CHKIST INE A.
KUlLE JGE .LLUYO m.
RYOEk.CHKI STINL «,
SACHS,.HNA M,

SAFk AN,HARotRY J,
SAGE.OAVIJ k ,

SALVUlLI .PAUL V,

SANObE>'G,Mt LANIE S,
SAf.FL»kL>,KIMbERLV A,
SALVE, HicHELLE L,
SbhCCCA.LlSA L ,

SCHIILlR , KAREN b.
SC HIMP, CHRISTOPHER L.
SCHNtCbtRGER. DIANE L,
SCMOTT . STACY D ,

SC IL IP- T I.ANTHONY,
SCCTT, JENNIFER A.
SCODEkL .MARIA b,
SE ARL [6, kUBlN A,

SE IFEnT , POSY wl.

SE iStk.LHEhYL h,
SH At- IN. JAVI J W,
SHAUGHNtbSY , 'ilCHAEL J

SHEk,LAkkY S,
SHER.-IAiN.KE ITh M,

:>! LVLkbLRG, KAktN B,
. SI ,^N1 A 4, STEPHEN E .

SKOLNILK.LI 3A S,

SL AVITT , JULI E,

3MITH, SARAH J,

SMtiLAK.JuHN T,

iNYJEk , Ek IC V,

SOCCkRL.ADULFC J.
iPRAuOE.OONALLi T,

SPRY, ALL ISDN,

STEVENSONtLAUREN Ot
STEWART, BRUCE Dt
ST EWART .KATHRYN A,

STOMBERG.CHRISTCPHER
STRAMA, KIMBERLY L,
STUHR.ERIKA J,

SULLIVAN, MICHAEL F.

TAGGART. ELLEN H,
TAMBIMUTTU.SHAKUNTALA
TEDUITS, MICHAEL C,

THALHEIMER,KRI STIN M.

THEMISTOCLES. PETER.
THIBEDEAU. SUSAN.
TUMRUK.MURAT ,

TONNESSEN. ANITA,
TRAN,TRUNG M,

TRE LA, THEODORE Jt
TROY, ALISON,
TROY, FREDERICK Et

TWOHlGtMARGARET Et
TWOMEY.KARA A.
VALIANTI, DANIEL J,
VA SI L.STEPHEN J,
VAZ, CHRISTINE,
VONFREMO.KATHERINE
WALSH, BARBARA A,

WALSH, JEAN M.
mANKOw ICZ, EL ISABETH
mARE, ANTHONY W,
WARE,CHRISTOPHER E,
WARREN. TARA L,
WEBB, JAMES B.
WE ISBERG.ANNA ¥t
WEISS. VIRGINIA L>
WESTON, PAOL H,
kHITE, KAREN E.
WIEDERLIGHT, STACY B,
WILOAY, JAMES R.
WILEY, JO STIN L,
WILGREN, CHRISTINA H,
Wl LLIS, CHRISTINE C,
WINER, SCOTT E,
WINKLEY,STACEY A,
WOLF, ROBERT K,

WONG.JOSIE C.
WOODS. PATRICIA J,
WYNNE, JANET E,

ZEBRCWSKI , THOMAS M,
ZWEIG, SANDRA A,

Tuesday. March 6, 1984 ,
iCoiiegjan is

EDUCATION (including UWW)
ABRAHAM. JUDI
ADAMS.KATHRY
ANDERSON .JOL
ARRUDAiSANDR
BARALDl .JULI
BARNEY, MARY
BEJTLICH.NAN
BI LZ. BARBARA
SOHKER, KAREN
aONNEVILLE.M
bORNS.CHERIE
CAMPOS, MARYN
aASS, STEVEN
COHEN. LISA F

COLLINS, VALE

COLON, CAkLOS
COMO, PAULA M

CJNANT,MARGA

TH R,
N F.
It A.
A M.

E A.

C,
CY A.

JC,
.

ARK
R,

EL.
G,

RIE
A.

>«.

RET Ht

OAWUD.HASAAN,
DEVLIN, LISA A,

OE VLIN,TEkRENCE b.

00 HER TY, PAULA L,

DOUCETTE.GREoOPY W,

ENNEN. WILLIAM P,

FENDELL.BETH M.
gallagher.keLley M,

garland, daniel c,

gay, stephen j,

gelber.jill b,

gnall, john e.

GUEST, BETSEY C

t

HALLAHAN,MARIE Ct

HE LLEkBACH, DANIEL K.

HI CKEY. PATRICIA M,

HDOTEN, SALLY Pt

HOWATT. SHELBY T,

JACOBS. DEBORAH L»

KILRUY, CATHERINE A,

((OVNER. EMILY G*

ladenburg.kathekine J

LAFLECHE.JOHN A,

LEACH. MARYELLENt
LETCHER .DEBORAH D.

LOMBAROl, ANGELA R,

MAISTRELLIS, ELiSA G,

MANZON.LISA B,

MAZZOLA.RUTH M,

tCALLlSTER.JANE M,

MCCARTHY. RICHARD J,

MEEKER. KAREN L,

MURPHY .MAUREEN A,

MURPHY, SARAH B,

NEE0,0AV10 N,

NEWMAN, ERIN M,

NOLLMAN.MARCI L,

NY E.JOHN C.

OCONNELL, JCAN J.

ONEAL, MICHAEL 0,

PITKIN, BARBARA H.

POKLEMBA.DEBRA,
PR Y8YLU, MARTHA C,

KAYNER,RANDALL R.

RE IS.JACOUELINE J,

SA KALI AN. NANCY,
StGEcMAN.SHttRA T,

SHEAR, BETH C,

SILVER.WENOI B,

STEINBERG,RANDI Lt

ST ROMBERo, KAREN At

SULLIVAN, MARY Et

TASSEL, ANNE P,

TAYLOR, DEBORAH L.
THOMSON.KELLY A.

TK 01 ANO. JOSEPH A.

WAITE, CLYDE A, JK
Wl ENEk.HICHELE s,

Wl LLI AMSON.LAORIE B,

WYMAN.ANN M,

ZEIDMAN. NANCY M,

Zl EFF ,BETH A ,

ATWOOD, ANNE M.

BABCOCK, SgJIRE K.

BAUR, CLARA G.

DARASZ, MARIA R.

FEJITETMAN, ROY I-

GRATON, NANCY R.

GROSS, MARK
JENAL, ROBERT E.

KELLERMAN, RICHARD

KORQJGOli), DEBORAH R.

MACKEJJZIE, S. KimER
KLFFITT, FRANCES M.

O'CONNCS^, KATHLQU L.

CNYSKI, EVE S.

ROBINSON, MARY LCU

rc)BITAIU£, ROGER G.

SCHNEIDER, HOPE B.

SULLIVAN, KAREH A.

TURATI, JAMES P.

VAN BUREH, JOANNE
WILLIAMS, SUSAN L.

YARES, GREDCRY H.

ENGINEERING
AHLAUAS, STEVEN J,

AHO. BRIAN A.

ALTMAN. SYLVIA I .

AMES, ANITA G,
ANASTASI.JOHN N,

ANDERSON, CAROL A,

ANTONELLlS, STEVEN J.

antrobus.darrin a,

ijronson.marc j,

ASHLEY. DAVID B,

BANDLER, DAVID M.

BARNO, JENNIFER Lt

BARTLETT,ANDRtw Ct

BAYARD. JEAN PIERRE.
BEZIC.OOOGLAS G.

BIANCHI, ALISON J.

BLEIWEISS. SCOTT J,

BLOOM. GARY M.

BOOTH.MICHAEL St

BOULAI S. WAYNE T,

BRENNAN.JOHN Ft

BRENNAN, THOMAS E,

BRENNER, CRAIG S.

BRODEUK, STEVEN Mt

BROWN, VIRGINIA,
BRCWN. WILLIAM F.JR

A BUCKLE Y.PAUL F t

J BDLLERWELL,BETh E,
* BURK,DONALD W.

CACCIAPOOTI .MARK R,

CALEV. DONALD E

,

CARR. SCOTT A.

CASTEEL. GEOFFREY W.

CHAJES. MICHAEL J.

CHAN.JCHN C,

. CHANDLER. LISA L,

CHANG, HENRY S,

CHENG, MICHAEL C,

CHEONG,KIN YAN,
CHEVAN. HARRY.
CHOI. J IN-YOUNG,
CHYTEN.ERIK C,
UARKE.KYLE E,

aEARV, STEPHEN M,
CLEMENS, NOEL T,

COHEN, DAVID A,

CO HEN, ROBERT M,

COLLINGWOOD, JEFFREY F.

COLL I TON. TERR ANCE C.

CONNORS. STEP HEN R.

CO NROY, DAVID B,

COSTA, JAMES R,

COSTELLO, BRIAN J,

COURNOYER, RONALD C,

CULLEN, RICHARD T,

CURRAN, TIMOTHY F,

OADMUN,MARK D,

OAGUSTINO,ERIC D.
0AGOS1JN0.L0IS A.

DARE, MAURA A,

DAY, JOHN P,

DEANGELO,RICHARD A,

DE FRANCESCO, STEPHEN J

OEMKO. DAVID E,

DE SHAYE S.JOHN Gt
DOL AN. DAV ID.

DUNAHOt. GRANT M,

OOOLITTLE. ROBERT A,

OORGAN.JOHN R.

DWIGHT. DONALD ¥,

DZIADEK, EDWARD Ft
EDWARDS, JOHN.
ENDERS.PAUL D,

ENGtWENGLONG.
EVIN.KERIM N.
FAHEY,MEAGHAN M,

FECTEAU. DAVID M,

FEENEY, BRIAN P,
FERGUSON, DANIEL W.

FERREIRA, KENNETH P,

FI EJDASZ,PAOL A,

FIORE, DOUGLAS L,

FIORE,PAUL Di

FLORY,JOANN M,
FLYNN, SUSAN Lt
FOLWEILER.OAVIC S,

FONG.AOELENE S,
GALLAGHER. KEVIN Gt
GALVAGNl .THOMAS J,

GELOAR T.RODERICK W.

Gt SUALDI .STEPHEN J.
GILLELANO.MICHELLC L,

GLIDDEN,SHERR1LL A,

GOODMAN, GARY T,

GOSS. GREGORY S,

GRAY, THOMAS A,

GREEN, JONATHAN K,

GREEN. MARK P.

GUERRIERI.OAVIO A,

HA AS,JOHN E ,

HALL, LEON C,
HALLBERGtMARK C,

HANMtERIC Kt

HANSEN, JOHN M, I II

HARTKEtALAN R.

HASHEM,EMAN,
HERNOON, KEITH S,

HESS, KEVIN J.

HEYOENtHEIOl M,
HOLLAOAY.PAUL E,

HDOSICK. SALLY A

HQULE, STEVEN 0.
HSUtRU HUMg.
JABLCNSKI, JOHN Et

JAMES. LAURIE Sf

JAMES. TIMOTHY 6,

JONES, STEPHEN h.

JUOECKI.DARLENE G,

KELLEY, DEBORAH A.

KELLOGG, SCOTT C,

Kl M.DAE KWON.
KINSLEY. JOHN A.

Kl RBY, KIMBERLY A,

KLOUOA, GREGORY R.

KNIPPLE. KENNETH J,

KORHONtN.OANA T,

KU8lERSCHKY,DtTLEY G.

KJHNE.GLEN A,

KULIG, STEPHEN A.

KUZEJA. JAMES E .

LAFRANCE ,LLdN W,

LA M.BON.
LAMBERT. JOHN P .

LAPIOUS.GAk Y K

,

LAPniNTE,JOH.>l A,

LA PCINTE , MICHAEL J.

LAWRENCE, CHARLES K,

LAWTUN,uARY P,

LAWVER, DEBORAH A.

LEE.wHUNG Ml
LEE, EDWARD J.

LEE.NOI-MAN T ,

LE IBINGER.PAUL A.

LtNTO.tlLEEN M.

lE SPcRANCE, LAUREN L,

LL VREAULT. KEVIN B.

LEWITZKY, JEFFREY.
LIL lENFELJ, JOJY L.

Ll POUSKir, PAMELA R,

LI U, MICHAEL ,

LlU.THuMAS C,

LOVE, GREGORY F

,

LUTZ ,LHAKLES K ,JR

LY FORD, JOHN N.

MACDONALD, ANTHCNY J,

MACKERT ICH.L 1 SA M,

MACkERTIlH,NEAL a,

HAKSIMCSKI ,KICHARD C,

MALTAl S, DOUGLAS P.

MANEY,CHAKlES C,

MAKUUEJANT .STEPHEN J,

MARTENS, THOMAS J.
MARTIf^S.HAKOLD M,

MAT ISSE.ofORoE PIERRE
ML DOWELL ,GEORGE J.

MCGKAIL .MAURA A,

ME UNI ER, KENNETH L.

MEYER.FRED J.

MILLER, CHRISTOPHER H,

MDNIZ, THOMAS,
MUISE, DAVID R.

MUKAH.BENNIE J,

MURRAY, MICHAEL P.

NE WELL .OLIVER JAMES,
ng.pui fun,
ng.wai man.
nguyen. hung v.

nichulas.guy C.JR
NODD IN, LAURA J,
NOLAN, SCOTT W,

NOTKIN,MARK J,

OL SEN, JOANNE E,

ORMISTGN.GaRY C.

OR MOND. RICHARD S,
ORTLER.JUHN F.

UT T.ANNE MAR IE,

OWENtKOBEKT W.

OWENS. IAN Pt
PAIK.HYONG J.

PALIWODA.JOHN M,

PALIWODA.NARY A.

PALMER, LEONARD N.

PAUUET. DONALD A.JR
^EKKALA. RICHARD E,

PERRY. ROBERT M,

PICKERING, DAVID M,

PIERMARINI .JAMES I ,

PORTER. JENNIFER L.

PRUSKIN. DAVID Et

RACCA.DENNIS R,

REBEUR. CHRIS J.

REID,FRANCIS P,

REINEMANN. RICHARD L

RETELLE. ROBERT K,

REYES. JONATHAN P.

RHODES, TODD J.

RICHARDSON, BRUCE B,

RILEY, SCOT P,
' ROBINSON, PRI SCILLA
RDBISON. DONNA M.

ROLL. STEPHEN M,

ROSE .FRANK J.

ROSS,MARTIN C,

SALEM, DAVID M.

SALEMI .RAYMOND [},

SAL I SBURYt TIMOTHY M

SANCHEZ. VICTOR Ct

SANOBERG.KENNEIH M.

SANTALA.MARKKU Ji

SCAGNELL I.KAREN A.

SCHLOTTENMIER.CAVIO

SCHWALbE.HAL M.
SCHnAkTZ. GLEN S.

SEALc. PERRY D.

it Mt TER. JOSHOA L.

SE ML E.BRIAN 0,

StRPA.J ANTHCNY.
SE OS, JOHN D.

SItGEL,ROY I

,

S1RCAR,GA0T AM,
SMARGON, DAVID N,

SH ITH,BKADEN E ,

SMITH. BaENOA L.

SMITH. DANIEL J.
SNOW.KE I TH H.
SOMERS.JEFFERY S.

SOUCY, KATHRYN A,

SPENCEK,JOHN S,
SPINNEY, CHRISTOPHER,
SPRAGOE, JEFFREY D,

SIARKEY, LAUREL A,

ST EFANT, ANNE C.

ST IRT. ROBERT GJ.

SOKE TTE .MARC R.

TALBOT. MARY F ,

TANNER.ALAN B.

tJ" TE STARMATA. KEVIN R,

TORLA, MICHAEL J,

TROESDALE.LORl Et

USTAI TI S,rtAKbARA J,

UT STEIN, CLIFFORD S.

VAN DAMME. EDWARD Jt
A» VANALSTYNE .DONKA S,

VANPARYS.MARK,
VEGA, JOHN cm
VIENS, MICHAEL J,

VILLAF ANE. MICHAEL,
WAGNER, RONAL DO.
WANG,BILLY Y.

WARNER. DANIEL M«

WARYASZ, STEVEN A,

WE STCOTT, DAVID P,

WHITE, JOHN A,

.WHITNEY, JOHN L,
WILLIAMSON, MICHAELt
WO JTKOWSKI .THOMAS CJR
WVPYCH, KELLY A,

YEE.EVA M,

YU, ROBERT C,
ZAK, WALTER JtJR
ZA ABO, RICHARD M,

ZE1MBEKAKIS,CECRGE Ha

»

FOOD and

NATURAL RESOURCES

(including Stoclcbridge)

ABBOTl.HkluI L,
AbJULL AH.NAZRI Di

AdkAMS , AKLENE ^',

Al)AMS,kLLLY a>in,

ALLISO.N. SUSAN E.

ALL^<AKtR, GERTIE S,

AL VAKEZ, INoRID V,

A:>IijEHSuN,DE BRA A,

A4i)ESSi.N, SCOTT E,

"^rjOACIiER, KAREN f'

,

M.,TIl . JA.-1ES H,
AJ.AMY rijEI.

AJBFEY.jOSAN a,
uANNON.lAKL D,
•iARU.L ISA J ,

•iAkD,sElL, :iCNcV ItVE .

JAhHt TT.l AWkENCE P,

iiAkRO*»S,LY'»NE, C

bARTCii. Ellen m,
liASStT T, PAMELA ,

bAUERjLH<^l)T ,T ESSY K,
jL A^Y, KATHLEEN A.

btA<JCH«-1P , IONI UUE A,

Be AUi- toA^D, ANI\ Ki

bEKA^J, DAVl J J .

BI ZGoEK, TuDD .

^I «GS,ViNC:NT f<.

bl llIlL, >ichael ;.,

L>L ACn, j[Mlf E^. L,

bL AKE,KAKrfi L>

tJLANCHAkJ,MAKY A,

JL ANCHAKl/.PA.JL ,

'•L A.''itY,KlM A,

buAZC,LD/./^HJ I f

ii.AA.-J^,>^lLHALL .

bUNIT A. AI ISDN M,

bOkTKL,, ANUHEA C,

i?J JLDlNt -^^t-'^ »

b.jKERo.cAiiii>. r.c L .

HOwEhS .LLKl E.

bO/«LtK ,DL:^OkArl Jr

CKcNNtk.L A«K Er:CE Jf

liFCWi>.L ,L. A'-oAkA J.

'JJLKL-Y.CHKISTINC,
bJLL .lYNi'^ AI.Nf,

tiUkbANK, CHEKYL -»

bJkS.J'Jt'uUk J IN A,

dURT CN.i-JAf bAKA I,

OJTT(.l.,uRY AN K.

bYMAN.KLitNETH W,

lalla; lkka,;^akIA l,

LA LLwl'AN,!; Jn Aku V, 1 1 1

LA .Ni;ILuku,TH£UL;CkE ,

LAkLL.bAKbAKA A,

LARLS^NfCAKULY 1,

CARLSON, ROBERT C,

CARON.TRACEY L.

CARROLL, NOREEN E,

CASE Y.LINDA J.

CASSEL, JONATHAN D.

CASTRO, DARCY M,

CAVALIERE, LOUIS,
CHAMBEkLAIN, LAURIE A,

CHARBONNEAJ, ROBERT B,

CHAR£ST,MAkC p.

CHAOVIN, KAREN A,

CHECHIK. DAVID R.

CHEMINI, JAMES k»

.

CHICK, PAMELA A,

CHLUP, BARBARA Ji

CHCDERA,AMY J,

CHKI STLNiLN.bE TH A ,

CHRISTIAN, RICHARD E,JR

CHRI STCPHERSON. SUSAN ^

CI ARCELLU, ANTHONY M,

CIFFOL ILLO, JEF FREY A,

CLARK, FRANCES A,

CLEMEUf ,nE 1 TH m,

CONNORS, Af>IDREW J ,

LONR0Y,MARY MARTHA,
CO RN wE LL , JANET L,

C0S,CHP,ISTI;'4E M,

CRAIG, DANA J,

CkAIG,KI ./bLRLY A,

LK ESPO.GAK Y.

CkCSiLtY, ELAINE J.

Ct- UwLlY.SHAkJN C .

CJKT IN.PAOuA a,
uahl.g:offrcy e,

uame,Ti:kky l,

UANAHLk, JOSEPH M,

DAVIDoUN ,MAKK A,

DA VI S, ANTHONY C.
UAVIS.PETtK G,
OAW:>JN,KUkT T.

DELEO, DAVID D.

DELOZIO.MARI A E.

DI ei ASE.MAkK P.

DI CKEY.wILLi AM k.

DJbbS. MICHAEL G,
DOHERTY. HOv,H K,

DOMORALKI , J JHN J,

OONAHuE, SHAnON L.
OONEkMEYEP, JAV ID L ,

DORN.GARY R,

DOOULEUAY .WILLI Ar* J,

DOwpNS.HELfN R.

DOYLE, DEbRA T

,

OR 1 Sk,0LL,L1 NDA M.

UJBOIS, EILEEN M,

dunne .robert e ,

oukham.lhakles a,

DY LENoCSK I.JUAN M.

DZ lURA, STANLEY M,

EMOND,ljI ANNE C,
ENGLUNJ. KARLA A.

EPSTEIN, DEBORAH J.

EPSTEIN. LISA N.

ETT INGER. JOANNE F.

FADDING.MAKL S.

FALCONIERI .CRAlG,
FANDEL, DIANE M,

FlNE,oARY L.

FI SETTE.PAUL R,
FlTZGtKALU,SOSAN M,

FLAHERTY .iHELAGH S.

FORES! ,
BARBARA J,

FORREST, LAOPEN F,

FRANCLSCHINA,JEArNE I

Fk ANCi S,uAtL,
FkANKk, DIANE E,

FUjILLL, MICHAEL G,

•jAbOR ,HJwAnD ,

GA4.L0,ANNAMARIL,
uAMbERT

,

CHRIST INE H,

GAkUINER,1NDRA,
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gmKnek ,nanc y t

,

GAKKU, JANl ><A J,
GAKSTKA.JJHN A,

OLHL ALH, JCI r IrJA,

0lL"'Af<,T I'-^lThY Gi

liL A.lUlN.^,KMBfcKLy t-,

•JUL J^A ., jUANNt ,

buLiJil-. ITU, atTT [ J,

i>JLL)blL lu, Jl LL M,

OUUItK , J{JHN fi,

OJUOVL Af- , JUL lA A,

oUK')i>N,iiKl AN Of

UU Vl fUf ENlJA Kt
UKAi-Slj.NAfJCV A,

oKl.'^A, t ILf LN M,
i.k IML JiCHARLE S 0,
tjJNiJAL , SAMuH A J,

MAOAN, MAkv^A-sET M,

MAOoAK ,PAIkICl « t»

HANU,i>UImJTHY Lt
HAM)LLY,JOr C.
MANOV,»JUUIN C,
hakk i;>,AMr S,
HA R T • K 1 M St

HA SKfcLL .MARJuRIE J

t

4AS1 lUGSfl CHKlbTY,
HAWKc itLIZAOtrh A,

HtiitKT.KlLHARU Ml

HE JUi>,(.KL7CMfcN !^t

HE MHAT. LINDA.
HENRYiHALLir A,
MEROEK.JUHN R,

HERH/KTH.RlLHAf^O A,

HtRMkNEl.MELINOA J.
HOOOlWS.JlL. IAN Ef

MOLLIOAY, TRACE r A|

HOLMiLRlCK 6

,

HOLMSfRJM.NINA C,

HOMCLA, ELLEN H,

HJTZ.REbECCA,
HCIULEiUANIEL T,

HKYNCmSKI iE JMAPO J*

HJNT.KIMBEKLEY J,

HUNT, MAUREEN T,

HJRLbJT , JIANE L,

HJTtHEUN.rVu'N' Ml
JAttLUNbKl.HAi A,

JACCdbCN, MAKoAREI h,

JAKZ YNIELKI , JAfES,
JE JE IK IN,ELI bA J,

KALlGiAN.ZJHKAe 4,

KAlkT^.M^KK C,
KAKLXJK.UAVIJ b,
kAkPI.'JSK I.MICHAcL A,

Kt ARNEY, JGHN ,

Kl LGu,f JbLk T M t

MM,MYuJNa HYE,
Kl NJER, JEFFREY K,

Kl .•,i4EL,£..LEN J »

Kl HKL AIIJ.nEITh ri ,

KLEPfERfT IjOO I ,

Ku KANSKY,MM A ,

KURPIT A,^ ATh ICIA t ,

KUSTECK1,LY^N T,

KUTLlR, MAINLY b ,

^R^JPlWi^I ,KEVI .1 Jf

L HEUrEJX ,DE t3CRA(- A,

L^f KcfdERL ,LY >i^t '^
,

LA PLm/JTE, SCoTl K •

LA JOHC AJ, 'A^'v- A,

LAZUK, NANCY L,

Ll ANlNG,L.hfc.U)A M,

LE UL Af,L,S ANJkA J,

LE au ,•^ANL)I M,

LtL,CAKL.LYU Y,

LE'JNAR.J jiiEEHAN, NAJf-a

LE iStR,.MICHAEL .,

Lt AZUj, ANDREW L,

LI EBUhIT Z,LAUK 1 d,

LJGlNiJUYCE ^t

LU HKLK , JANE t ,

tU jS IJcKAKl.^J,
LYNLM, KELLY J,

LYNCH, iHE ILA A ,

MACHANIK, MICHAEL R,

HACLEUJ.NOKHAN A,

MAJSEN,* CHRISTIAN,
MAHUN.CCLLEEN H,

MAHUNE Y,JI ANE Sf
MAHUNtY.PAUL F t

MALUNE.HARoAKET Z,

HANEGIOfKATHLEEN Sf

MA NELL , SUSAN M f

MANIJAk.MAkY tf

MANMNGfbRjCE A,

HAKCINKIEhILZ fHEIOl Lf

MARQU AKOT , JEAN Mf
MARGUISftVE B,

MARTIN, THOMAS J •

MASUN,CHk I STOPFER S,

yATHltScN.BEkT t,

,

MA 11 , SHAkN M,
MAZJKINA, ELLEN A,

MCCALLUM, TRACY A,

'^^CAiM'J f MICHAEL *

McCUt- MALK, MAKJCFIE G,

MC ELf KtSH, kOBI N L,

MCGUVEKN, JUANNE ^'

,

.'IC K'.UjTRY, JUEL t,

McNAeULw, JE ^JMFEK A,

ML PHEE f bC'JTT nt
ME OL iRus ,lc;rraine C,

Mt I, JOHN P,

ME IGS, THUMAi M f

MELNICK,(jtKALU m,

ME NUENHALL ,M iCFtLt. M,

Ml hJI AN,oAkY S t

Mt Kc a L » JI A'Jt M,

MHAJ A.^.PAkAMJEET S,

MI LtSZKU, MICHAEL J,

MILKE Y

,

DAVID O t

Ml NKUViT Z,TDBY L,
•^MjoNE Yf JANE Of

AJ JL I jN, JAVID M,
i*JRPhY,KATHKYN M,

MJRPHYf PATrrI CI A A,

MUKRA Y ,1 CkOy cU A ,

MJ SNICK, JOAi* Ef

NA 'jH,.'1ATTi<t»« Cf
NA TAUP SKY,RUSALlE ,

NL UUFIISTEk , V.AK Y f,

NE WTUN.kAYi^UNIJ J,

iNJE YLCN,THERES« r*,

NI DIJS,BENJAMIN N,

NUBRLOA, CHRIST INE A,

NUEPELfMARK R,

NURGKLN.KAJSA I,

NUR'^ANf PAUL»« Jf
UCKafKUBEKT J,

OCDNNELLf PATRICIA Af

CDUNNELLf RUBIN Mf

OOJHt.fESl.ELLE ^-f

OKEEFEfJUHN P,

QKURCwSKI , VIVIAN M,

OLSON, VICTORIA M,

OXLANDER, MICHELLE L,

PAGEfCHklSTOPHER N,

PA lER, CATHERINE J,

PALMER, ERICA L,
PALMER, PATRICI A A,

PANACCIUNE , DANIEL Gi
PAKELLA, DAVID C,
PATTERSON, DEBORAH L,

PENN, NATHANIEL F f

PEKR EAUlT , NORMAN J,

PE TERjLfJ, HICHAEL t,

PF LDEGERfKATE Lf

PILLUrt, SJZAN>>4E L,
PI f^KUS, COURTNEY E,

PI PER ,JAMb S M,

PI ZZ Ai^o,AN,^E T,
PL JNKETT, SUSAN M,
PUND,LiNDA M,

PJ wER, bTtPMEN Mf
POrtER:>,^LLL Y J,
PhLSTjN,PHl LIP E,
PKuKOi.JANE A,
PROVOUA, CHESTER J,
COACKENBUSH, ANNE H,

UUINN.KLVIN Jf

(JO INTY.T IMUThY P,

yU IRK, PAJ LINE Mf

RAN)ALL, At Iv^AI L V,

RASnK^.MAR: AN I-

,

RE AJ.ELIZ \Liti H A,

RtED,l,USA>i t f

RE CAN, /lATTrfLrV Jf

RlCCl^f MA'jKEtN Tf

Ri wC fMELI iSA E ,

RlC'«fLlbA B.
Rl CH.M«jNJ, ALAN K,

RlORDANf cLLEN Jf
RJBuINjfCARCLiNt K,

rocco,lor^-' aine r,

Ruche .^ean ^,

KOCK rtUuD , JuHN Pf
ROM AN(J, MAUREEN,
RUMEC, KATHLEEN A,

RL' .SfGwENN E t

RUSEMA(4,L AURA B,

KUTHth ,iUZANNE M,

KUUKK.L ,ClNDA Uf
RJ aiNf.'lLL l:>S A,

RU JHTUNfHAKi \ P,

RY AN, v-AlML EEN M,

SAAkl ,KURT D,
SALK.r.UNNi Sf
SAULNlER,jA^fcS H,

SCHUlT Z,PHILLI H A,

5CH»»AR TZ ,LR1CA A ,

SEAVEY, TYLER w,
Sl NSEk,SUSAiN L,
SE wELL.KEVi N M,

it YMuORfPHlLl P Kf

SHATT'JLN fPAUL T,

ShAUGHNE jSY ,01 ANNE f,

SHAWfJt.ANNA K,
SHEEHAN,L AUKA L,

SiEPAtvjSUNf JCBCI- AH L,

SH I.Jt ,AN,<b Mf
blMAi, ST EVEii J,

SI MPSUN, jTEVEN Jf
ilNGEK I'.^ENDA J,

SINGER, k-;THAR1NE A,
jL vjTSKY,uLI i B ,

jM1TiI,UAV1j B,
Si-IITh, lLlEN M,
S.^1TH, KIM Ef
SMlTHfLlNOA Af
SM ITHf SYlVIA Jf
SPlELMANfBAKi L,

i>Pl IZEKf ALI SfJN I f

ST AATS, NICHOLAS Kt

:iT ABiLt ftjARBARA F,

START, hi LLl AM D,

ST ElNBcR^j,CAKY A,

jT EPHtNSCNf ARTHUR Ft
STETSER, SCOTT,
iULL ! VAN,FRE JE^I C H , JR
SJLLlVAi^.f'AI RltlA Af

SJMMtRifUUUGLAS B,
SW IFTfJ. LBElCA Sf

i»YD0t«,Ll3A '^f

TALErsMANf JASON Rf

TA YLLK, DONNA Lf
TEST A.GRACE-MARiEf
IHALEk, Andrea Mf
THOMPSON, JENA K,

TlLLfREGlNA T,

TI LLSUNf SAKAH,
TUNJLCI ,DARLENt M,

TRIPP, MARTHA Lt
TkOYfJUDI St
TRUEBENBACH.Kkl SFYi
TJNMANN, LINDA S,

TURNER, CATHERINE ,

USHER, LOKI S,

VAN DEN BKUEKE, ODETTE Jf
VAN HfcfcSTfMARY T,

VANDENliROEKE.F EL ICIA tt,

VANUt^HOEVENf INGEf
VE RNAvAfKOBERT MfJR
VEt-ROcHi f JAnICE P,

*'I T AvjC lANO, jean,
HA I TKEVlCHf SHARON Ef

aAKSTE IN f NAOMI Lf
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SCHOOL of EDUCATION

GRADUATES and UNDERGRADUATES
arc invited to attend the

ALUMNI SKILLS BANK PROGRAM

co-sponsored by UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE.

OFFICE of STUDENT and ALUMNI AFFAIRS

and UMASS ALUMNI OFFICE

"EDUCATIONAL REFORM:
NEW DIMENSIONS FOR
EDUCATION MAJORS"

m

Alumni Panelists:

Irvin Gordy (Ed D 73) - University of the District of Columbia

Nancy Spencer (Ed D. "80) - Massachusetts Dept. Social Services

Peter hi Wagschal (Ed D '69) School of Education UMASS

Tuesday - March 6, 1984 - 8:00 PM -

Campus Center Room 163

for further imform.»tion coiit.ict

Dt f loyd Martin Jr University Placement Services 545 2224

Or Jame<i DoShields School of Education 545 2648 or 5450133

Havethehick
ofthe Irish.

Instantly

Introducing Cafe Irish Creme.
Smooth and satisfying, it blends cofiFee

with the rich flavor of Irish creme for a taste that

will bring out the Irish in everyone.

-"^rr^y^y^^ ^/^i

OeneraI Foods^
iNTERNATiONAlCoffEES

^^::i^je.^

C^ep^M)^^

n
30<t

MANUFACTURERS COUPON
OFFER EXPIRES 6/30/S4. 30<t

n
Introducing Cafe Irish Creme.

NB0187B4

L 43000"84830

04

Tkis CMMD (vod oiil« on pvrchaii ot proticl mdicitib Aay otkir uti cMSliliitti Ina^

COUPON NOT TRANSFIRUU
LINHt-ONl WON PM PURCHUSI T« tk« rtlllrtr GFC will reimburse you tor Ihe tace

.-.jiue 01 Ifiis -mjpon fiius 8« i sub»nitte<) m compliance with GFC Redemption Policy

CI incofpo'aled tietetn by relerence Valid only it redeemed by retail distributors ot

outmerctiandiseor anyone specifically authorized by GFC Cash value 1 20t Mail to

General foods Corporation PO Bo» 103 Kankakee IL 6090?

e General Foods Corporation 1984

Available at: University Store

Every Tuesday
IS

Ladies Nite
at

Tf>'8

From 4:00 -10:00 p.m.

Draft Beers $ .50

Domestic Bottled Beers $1 .00

Most Other Drinks $1 .00

TJ '8 located

1 Bridge Street

Northampton, MA 01060

<413) 586-1726

Open Daily 1 1 :00 a.m. - 1 :00 a.m.

JACKSON BROA/NE • CROSBY STILLS AND NASH
DOOBIE BROTHERS • X)HN HALL GRAHAM NASH
BONNi RAin • Gl SCOTT-HERON • CARLY SIVKDN

BRUCE SPRT^STHN • JAMES TAYLOR

JESSE COLMVOUNG
AND SPECIAL FRIENDS

PPOOUCED BY JULIAN SCKOSSKRG DANNY GOLDBfPG
DRfCTEO BY AJLIAN SCHLOSSBfffG DANNY GOCDBfPG

ANTHONY POTINZA

CDj »Ottv«*i -.omf-it * %^>* *•»• ,•••• :*0» ••* <

t)ift«wnoi<
PG^•MM. wot ^J tWf*-!

5:30,7:15,9:30, 11;15Wed,

CCA Admission $1.50 March 7

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS AT/«MHERST

FineArts
Center
Concert
Hall ^

Les Ballet

Jazz
de Montreal

JaaBoHmt
atlHHn—t

FRIDAY. MARCH 9, 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Springfield

Symphony
Orchestra
Robefi Gutter

l^usic Director with

Jean
Pierre

Rampal
FRIDAY. MARCH 30. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

PHILIP JONES BRASS [NS[MB[[

stunning Vlrtuotlty

SUNDAY, APRIL 1.8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students Half-

Price. Tickets Avalloble ot

FineArts Center Box Office,

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield

Civic Center. Call (41 3) 545-2511

or 1-800-243-4642.

-Collegian n
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Ego
5 Cabinet

10 Wagers
14 Celebes ox

15 — deLeon
16 Give forth

17 Bed
19 Movie, m Madrid

20 The best

21 Neighbor of Ala

22 • There oughta

be '

23 Thin slice

of bacon
25 Indeed'

27 Gaiety

29 fug It

32 High mountains

35 Superb

38 Unit

39 Plunders

41 Compete
42 Sample
44 USNA product

45 Winter warmer
48 Cease
49 Geographical

entries

51 Party fare

53 One of the

winners in a

competition

56 Envisioned

60 Good person

62 Greek god

64 Bone Comb form

65 Restaurant

handout

66 Mail man
68 Type of sch

69 Roman official

70 Bridge position

71 Times
companion

72 Man of Malaga

73 Suffer Scot

DOWN
1 Less dangerous

2 — Gay.

historic plane

3 Joe of the arena

4 Most distant

5 Navy NCO
6 Fete figure

7 Gom
8 Setting

9 Arranged in

threes

10 Soothe
11 Manners

expert

12 Turner or

Louise

13 Tight spot

18 Strip

24 Scott Joplin opus

26 Springtime

28 New star

30 For us

a child

31 Trickle

32 Guiriness

33 Anderson of

•WKRP
^4 Delayed

JO Ignited

37 Act

40 Mets stadium
43 Evaluated

46 Gets away
47 Disencumber
50 Light up

poetically

52 Malaysian

ve&sel

54 Wear away
55 Varnish

ingredient

57 Fragrant oil

58 Washington per

sonatity

59 Rich cake

60 a man who
wasn t there

61 Pastrami pun/eyor

63 Normandy town

67 Sea. to

Debussy

1 ? 3 4

1
18

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17
19

To" I 21 22

?3 24 25 26 |k|
?7 28 ^ 29

L,
30 31

32 33 34 I
35 36 37 ^8

39 11 41 t
43

44 k 45 46 48

^
50 51 52 ~~^^^|

53 54 55 ^H 56 57 58 59

60 61

1

6? 63 64

65 66 67

68 69

1
70

71 7?

'^l
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D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Open Face Roast Beef

Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
SOUTHERN NIGHT

Plantation Style

Barbecued Spareribs

Southern Fried Chicken/

Whole Cranberry Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
The SaJad Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS DINNER
SOUTHERN NIGHT

Cre<rfe Eggplant/

Onion Gravy

Southern Fried Chicken/

Whole Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Mass., Conn, and R.I.

Today, a little rain or a few

flurries in the morning,

giving way to a cloudy af-

ternoon, high 30 to 40.

Tonight, a few clouds and

cold, low 15 to 25.

Tomorrow, sunny and cold,

high 26 to aO.

ANSWEW TO PWfVtOUS PUHLE
nTETTTA rsTcToTpTElnono „

avian H.-jnciH ggnn
nan (laonn amu
nnnnnnnr? l^H^f^"^nnn nnnan
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Watch for TRAILERS
I

lAndy Gordon 's every Friday!
\

.••<jij«i,>*i,,»««ii»»*,^»«..k»«.

Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, MA
Department of Theatre Arts

presents

TANGO
an absurdist comedy.

by Slawomir Mrozek directed by Jim Cavanaugh

Fri'Sat, Mar, 9-10, Mon-Tues, Mar. 12-13 at 8:00 p.m.

and Sun. Mar. 11 at 2:00 p.m.

Box Office: 12-2, 5-7 p.m. daily
;

(till 9 performance nights)

Call (UlS) 538-2406

$4.00 general admission, $2.00 students & senior citizens

Alice Withington Rooke Laboratoru Theatre
r»«ii'*^ "»«»• -r^ti T««" -rur T,ri n^f - > " >>-T«<-t>r

il

I EVENTSENIOR
B There will be a

I planning nneeting for this year's

8 Senior Event

8 on Thursday, March 8, at 3:00.

Location will be posted

8 - in CC Lobby.

I All are welcome to attend.^i
>B

University of Masachusetts at Amherst

Motto Contest

$100 prize

Deadline: April 13, 1984

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst is sponsoring a Mot-
to Contest. The purpose of this contest is to create either an
English motto, eventually to be turned into Latin, or a Latin motto,
that reflects the educational mission of the Amherst campus. Con-
testants are encouraged, though not required, to research this mot-
to. For example, the speeches of current or former Presidents or
Chancellors of the University or annual reports, may be consulted.

All entries become sole property of the University and entry con-
stitutes permission to the University to use winning motto as it

deems appropriate.

CONTEST RULES:
1. Entry may be in English or Latin. If English, the

motto must lend itself to translation into Latin.

2. Mottos are limited to no more than five words.
3. Entrants must be affiliated with the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst as: students, faculty,

employees, alumni.

4. Members of the screening committee, and their

families, are excluded from entering.

5. One entry per person.

6. A prize of $100, for the best entry, will be announced
April 29, 1984.

7. In case of duplicate entries, the prize will be shared.
8. Entries will be submitted by mail and must be post-

marked no later than April 13, 1984.

Entry blanks are available in the Classics office. 528 Herter Hall
and should be returned by mail to:

Motto Contest
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Classics Department
528 Herter Hall

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Hypercurricula
Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed the day they take place Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

PGA MEETING — A general meeting of

the People's Gay Alliance. Refreshments

will be available. Everyone is welcome.

8:00 p.m.. CC903.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - Come get

the news about upcoming concerts and

elections. 6:30 p.m., 163CC.

AL-ANON — Are you affected by another

person's drinking? Meeting every Tues. at

8:00 p.m.. First Baptist Church, 434 N.

Pleasant St., downstairs, across from the

Newman Center.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal
lunch time get-together with Rabbi Saul
Perlmutter. 12 1:00 p.m.. SU Suffolk

Room.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING - The
Investment Club will hold a general

meeting to discuss the club's portfolio and

any new investments. 6:30 p.m., SOMIU.
LESBIAN UNION — There is an im

portant meeting of all members. Everyone

is urged to attend. 7:00 p.m.. SU406G.

VETERANS SERVICE ORGANIZATION
MEETING — Today's agenda includes

membership drive. MUl River Trail and
other events. All are welcome; particularly

VETERANS. Thank you. 5:00 p.m..

Hatch.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT
MEETING — Let's break the silence that

surrounds women. Come and talk about

why women have a difficult time speaking

up in classes or other group situations. 5:30

p.m..SU415.

GREAT DECISIONS 1984 - "The

International Debt Crisis: Borrowers,

Banks, and the International Monetary

Fund." Panelists: Einhorn. Montgomery
'Mt. HolvokeK Rapping. Zimbalist ^Smith).

Moderator: Luther Allen. 7:30 p.m.. Noah
Webster Main Lounge.

ANTI RACISM TEAM MEETING - Join

us in learning about personal and in-

stitutional racism. Learn, grow, and then

help to strategize anti-racist actions here on
campus and beyond. 4:00 p.m., CC804.

AhTIQUEAMD
VINTAGE CLOTHnG

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASAhT ST

,

1
I

Racquetball Racquets

Racqustfoall Balls

Racquetball Gloves

'^f^^ Racquett>all Glasses

Also available
^

Sport Ctottiing

Sport B«g« \ I

Headbands
Wnslbanda
Whistlee

«

I

Tennis Acceeaories

BaskstbaN. Soccer

Football, Baseball

Fnsbees,

Swimming Accessories

^

Located in the Cannpus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11^ ^jUmVERSITY
mSTORE^

iCoileman 19

NO MORE WAITING FOR TERMINALS

DO YOUR COMPUTER WORK AT:

m COIVIPUTEn

<!*• IMC

Reserve time for your convenience

Reasonable hourly rates

One of the finest on site computer fscilities

svaiisble to college students

* Access to UMass Cyber
* Access to Amherst VAX and VAS
* Instant printouts
* Complete word processing systems available

* Discount cards

CALL NOW 256-1213
79 South Pleasant Street

(in left rear of Pater Pan terminal bidg.)

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm
FriSat 9 am to 6 pm Sun 10 am to S pm

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4b 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline .s 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash m advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone riumber FREE

AU QUALITY SUNGLASSES ENTERTAINMENT PERSONALS RIDE WANTED

Qanuina Rayban* and Vuarnata
Fashionable and Functional Sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-7fl7<»

AUDIO

RACK A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584^12

Art, Buslnaas. Law. History, and
English at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 545-1914, Bartlen 378 or 160

Sony XR-GB Car Starao brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

Auto Spaakars 200 watts, with 4-way
speakers attached. Mounting studs and
wiring included. $37.00 Raynald 546-8897

Spaakars OHM Bookahalf great sound
new 260 100 549-7797

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

1908 VW Bug. runs great, rebuilt engine,

many new parts, sunroof. $600 549-1032

76 Toyota Corolla. 2 dr sedan 4 speed 95K

AM/FM. Reliable, runs well. $1500 or BO
253-7844. 5-10 PM

Computer Tarmlnala h Acouatic

Couplers for rent no security deposit no

maintenance charge immediate availability

54e-4782 or 546-4737

2 large badrooma in beautiful Sunderland

house. 1M+ each, on bus route with fall

option. 666-2512

1 rm in apt sublet 187 a month Main St im-

med avail Peter 545-1589 545-2678

FOR SALE

Stick It in your ear at Silverscape -custom

ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

Limited space still available to Ft.

Lauderdale and Daytona deluxe motor-

coach and /or hotel Andrea 546-9648

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues., Feb 21 - Wed, March 14

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

MW-F: 9a.m. - 5p.m.; Tues: noon 9p.m.

For appointment call:

546-0848 / 545-2874

or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC
sitting fee: $5.00

i wanna aki in Colorado for Spring Break
please help^rnel Call Kenis 549-6663

CHICAGO - Ride desperately needed to

and from Chicago over Spring Break. I'll

gladly share driving and expenses. Call Cris

at 546-3500 dunng the day and 546-6672 at

night

RIDER WANTED

1 or 2 riders needed to ahare gas $ to R
Lauderdale for spring break. Call Keith

549-4679 late eves

ROOMMATE WANTED

still pkgd.

and 8XLS

BALSY

Happy Belated Birthday to Big, Bad,

Balsy, Bill the Butlerll With lots of love,

from your best buddies (J, T £r C)

Lange Ski Boots Brand new
$175/B0 mens 9%XLT black

gray. Margo 549-6048

Yamaha SRGOO aingle 546-2321 day

579-5794 night

10 speed Vista Araya Racer conventional

seat handlebar ideal for tall person 253-2408

Bye everyone, especially my family in

Christ. I shall return I Chris Perkins (617)

663-9216

Jane - Love and kisses on your B-Day you

Mad-B, Love Mad-F & Twink

Krazy Kathy - Happy Birthday

You be the bestest potato.

All our love, Julie & Lauren

Female roommtate wented to ahare large

bedroom in house/Hadley $175.00 includaa

utilities 586-3682

Two female roommatea wanted to

share Brandywine apartment if tnteraet cal

Lisa at 546-5382

1 bedroom In SundeHend houae to split.

$130 each on bus route call Chris 066-7148

SERVICES

HELP WANTED
BEDDINQ

GOOD NIGHT BEDDINQ delivers Futons,

the portable mattress with chiropractic sup-

port and comfort. 527-3988

BICYCLE FOR SALE

KHS Mountain Bicycle chrome, Sugino

AT crank Mountech deureiliers new wheels

many extras call Paul after 6 PM 360 firm

256-0060

The SGA Treeaurar'a Office is in need of

a student to monitor the financial records of

recognized student organizations at

UMass. Work study or not. This job in-

volves working with the SGA Treasurer and

student organizations to ensure financial

accounts are kept up-to-date and are ac-

curate. Accounting and/or bookkeeping

experience helpful. UMass SGA is an

AA/EEO

Paulina Annabelle
Happy Birthday. This is your day so,

GO NUTSI Love, Jonathan

INSTRUCTION

BICYCLING PARTNER WANTED
French Tutor available will tutor any
level' Flexible schedule. Phone 549-3587

Happy Birthday Jane Murphyl We love

you I Love N.E.D. and Eddie

Julie - Don't bum out. The Beaver found

his baseball capl Happy B-day Love,

Lauren & Kathy

Mary Qowenowsky so your 21 , it's really

not that old. Have a heilofal Jane

Raid House presents

"A Night at the Opera"
with the Marx Brothers

Friday, March 9 in the CCA.
Times: 5, 7, 9, 11

Admission: $1 at all times

RESUMES You don't have to go off cenv
pus to get a professionally typeset reaume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 106 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPINQ-Fast, reliable, profesaional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 666-3414

Wedding Invltationa, AnrxHjncements,
Stationary, discounts. 24 hr service

Business Cards Mary Ellen Bridal Servk^e

549-4847

WANTED

Buying Gold Clasa Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Starting. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Trans America then Alaska leaving June

first experience necessary 549-6834 ask for

Al

JUDICIAL APPLICANTS

Commuter Area Gov. is seeking ap-

plicants for Commuter Area Gov. Judicial

positions. Inquire 404 SUB deadline March

9 545-2145

Ani Proser Now there's two parties to

celebrate! Happy 21st Love, Jane

WANTED TO RENT

Want to take ovar leeae In June on a 1

or 1 bedroom iipt in Puffton call Doug
546-9137

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

CAPE COD SUMMER '84 LOST

Call John in Boaton 1-617-327-7735 Giaaaea lost near

546-5295 reward
Hasbrouck 2/28. Call

Disaertationa, Theses,

acceptance quaranteed,

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

Cases, Papers,

on-campus, low

Wanted apartment in Puffton, Bran-
dywine or surrounding area call 256-1236

reward I

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84
call Debbie or Lori 666-4676 after 8 PM
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There will be a Sports Staff meeting today at 4 p.m. at the

sports desk. Issues to be talked about include spring

beats. Anyone who is interested in a spring beat and

cannot attend, contact the editor before the meeting. All

newcomers and correspondents welcome.

Women gymnasts defeat Rutgers
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK. N.J. - The problems with sports

such as figure skating, diving, boxing (when a knockout

does not occur), body building, and gymnastics is that no

matter how hard the athletes train or how weU they

,
perform, who wins and 'vho loses is decided by judges.

Unfortunately, the opinions of judges are highly sub-

jective and often erratic, as Ulustrated by the fourth place

finish of ice dancing pair Blumberg-Seibert in the recent

Olympics and by the low scores this past Saturday as the

University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics team
bested Rutgers. 165.05 156.45.

The victory was expected, but the low score was a shock

to the Minutewomen (10 6) and hurts their chances to

make the ECAC Championship and the NCAA East
Regional.

The 165.05 team total snapped a string of four 170 plus

meets for the Minutewomen. UMass had not scored so low
since the Maryland meet of January 28, where a travel-

weary squad, minus senior all-around Robin Low, could

only manage a 164.60.

"The judges refused to look at any of our inquiries

(protests). The low scores really had an effect mentally on
everyone," said UMass Assistant Coach Elizabeth Marino.

UMass sent inquiries to the judges on the scores of the

vaults of Chris Cloutier (an 8.0 for a handspring on-full

twist off), Elizabeth Janney (an 8.2 for a half twist on-twist

and a half off), and Lisa Griiffin (an 8.2 for a full twist on-full

twist off). Cloutier and Janney usually score at least a half

point higher while Griffin usually scores seven tenths

higher. The judges ignored the inquiries.

In the uneven parallel bars event, Pancoast did a clean set

and finished first (9.55). Her teammate, Tricia Harrity

was second with an 8.25 while Minutewoman Cloutier tied

Staudt and Holly Neiniz of Rutgers for third at 7.95. . At
the halfway point, UMass led Rutgers 81.60 79.20.

The balance beam event saw Harrity get a 9.05 (a

stupendous achievement considering the judges) and first

place. Pancoast tied Durand of Rutgers for second with an
8.15 Minutewomen Low and Janney tied at 8.05 for third.

In the floor exercise event, the Minutewomen swept the

top three spots. Low, as usual, finished first with a 9.5.

CotWciu MN>ta by Toa Kadia

UMass' Tricia Harrity on the uneven parallel bars earlier this season. Harrity won the all-

around this past Saturday at Rutgers.

Griffin came in second with an 8.65. an unusually low score

for her. Harrity was third at 8.6. The UMass team total

for the event was 42.60. Rutgers total was 39.45.

The Minutewomen also swept the top three spots in the

all around— Harrity (33.90), Low (33.75), and Pancoast

(33.30).

UMass now travels to Providence, R.I. for the Atlantic 10
Championship.

"We needed this meet (Rutgers) for a good qualifying
score (for the ECAC Championships and the NCAA East
Regional). The Atlantic 10 Championship is our last

chance," Marino said.

Minutewomen finish season with loss to WVU
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team wrapped up their season this weekend as they lost a

tough one in the first round of the Atlantic Ten Cham-
pionships to West Virginia University, 73-65 at Penn
Sute.
"I felt as though we really played well. We did all the

things we needed to do. We made their forwards and big
kids handle the ball the majority of the time." said Coach
Barbara Stevens.

Barbara Hebel. who was named to the Atlantic Ten All-

Conference second team, played a very good game in

scoring 20 points. But both she and Karen Fitzgerald, two
of UMass' most effective players received their fourth

persona] fouls early in the second half and saw limited

actions for the rest of the game.
Fitzgerald scored 14 points (6-11 from the floor) and

pulled down 11 rebounds in just 28 minutes of play,

because of her foul trouble. Wendy Ward also played a

good game in her final game as a Minutewoman as she

contributed 12 points, six assists and four steals.

"With West Virginia keying on Hebel, Wendy being able

to contribute that much for us heloed. " said Stevens.

Karen Damminger played six minutes in the second half,

but was limited because of injuries. Rebecca Kucks added
eight points, five rebounds and four assists, and Jerrie
Hernier had st«\,fn pouit.s, >.\

; tl>oij:nJi and lour ass»>l».

Mary Marquedant played a good game coming off the
bench and scored four points.

"It was a matter of us not having enough scoring power.
They had more scoring off their bench. It was a very good,

close game all the way through. The people in the stands

commented on how much better they felt we had played
compared to last year. " added Stevens.

The hoopwomen shot very well from the free throw line,

hitting on 17 of 19 for 90 percent. Unfortunately, they only

shot 39 percent from the field, which was still higher than

West Virginia's (34 percent), thanks to some good defense.

The two guards played man-to-man on their high scoring

guards while the forwards made a triangle up front.

UMass tried to make Olivia Bradley, WVU's leading

scorer and an A T All-Conference first team starter, shoot

from the foul line. They forced her to shoot 4 15 from the

field, but she hit 11-16 from the foul line and ended up with

19 points and 15 rebounds. Alexis Basil, who was named to

the AT all-rookie team scored 16 points, but Georgeann,
an AT second team starter at center was held to only six

points and five rebounds.

West Virginia lost their next game in the tournament to

Penn State, while Rhode Island upset Rutgers, but lost to

Penn State, who was tough at home in the championship
game, 94-64, and received an automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
The Minutewomen finished seventh in the conference

with a final 10-17 mark, but Coach Stevens was not

disappointed with her team's finish.

"I think it was a good year for us. We accomplished a lot

of things that we set out to do. I know for 40 minutes, no

matter who they play, they will play their hardest. We are
re establishing ourselves as a team, not a walk-over. I feel

proud of the kids. Everyone went out with a good feeling

and felt good about this year. It ended on a good note,"
concluded Stevens.

Swimmers set team records at New Englands
ByEDHAYWARU
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team
struggled to an eighth place finish (out of thirty) in the
New England swimming championships, a three day event
that ended on Saturday.

The Minulemen tallied 154 points, far behind Williams

College, the team that won the competition with 527.5

points. Of the winners, UMass Coach Russ Yarworth said,

"They were impressive. They had up to four swimmers in

the finals of each race. Their depth is tremendous."

Of his own team's performance Yarworth reflected. "We
swam great on Thursday, poor on Friday, and well on

Saturday."

On Thursday, Paul. McNeil contributed to the team;^
•'t.r.r.'TSt day of performance with an 11th place finish :n

he 1650 yard freestyle. Phil Surette swam to a nintn

place finish and a University of Massachusetts record rime

I'n^ 400 Individual Medley. In the 5OU / ree liirK

Surette took sixth and also established a new UMass
record.

'."^-oughout Friday an'i Saturday. Minutemen per
ormances varied. In the 100-yard Breaststroke, Neii
Kinnon established another UMass record with h*-; fine

offort. Mark Surette did the same as he rewrote the

jMass record for the 100 yard Backstroke with his sixth

place finish. In the 400 Medley Relay the UMass foursome

of Mark Surette, Neil Kinnon, Chris Clarke, and Chris

Porter placed one second out of first place and ended up

4th.

Chris Clarke placed tenth and 11th in the 100 and 200

Butterfly respectively. Chris Porter finished in 11th place,

a fact that frustrated Yarworth.
"I'm disappointed for him, not in him. He has a history of

not doing well in the big meets. He was very tight, very

nervous. He didn't come close to the time he had against

Amherst (the meet in which Porter set new records in the

100 and 200 Free)." he said.

But Yarworth was satisfied with Mike Hoover's 11th

place finish in the 200 Breast. This performance netted

Hoover, a freshman, his first UMass record. "It was one of

the best swims of the day," stated Yarworth.
Ahhough they did not finish high in the standings, many
Minutemen swimmers established personal bests for the

season. In ail, 33 swimmers gave their best efforts of the

year.

In the diving competition, UMass did not place in the 1

meter diving, however, John Macurdy placed seventh in

the 3 meters earning the Minutemen a crucial twelve

points. With those twelve points nussing, UMass would
have finished ninth in the competition behind UNH.

Yarworth said he was displeased with the team's efforts

in the 200's. He also felt that his team took the meet too

seriously. "I think athletes perform well when relaxed. If

you get too serious then you get too big a let down. This

creates tension and athletes don't do well when they are

tense."

Of the season, which saw the Minutemen finish 6-4 in dual

meet competition, Yarworth said. "I'm proud of these kids,

the way they are improving. So many of the swimmers are

pleased with what they're doing too. They've set goals

with themselves and not against other people. And
they've had fun. They've kept in mind that swimming is

secondary to school."

With Yarworth. along with many other coaches, the

ending of one season merely brings on the next. "We'll be

doing some spring swimming and conditioning and trying

to get everyone's head in the right direction," he stated.

Sports Notices...
Intramural officials needed for softball and soccer.

Application lorms available in Boyden 215. Officials must
attend meetings, either March 12th of 13th at 7 p.m. in

Boyden 215.

Men's Volleyball Club practices on Sunday at 1 p.m. in

Boyden. For more information, contact Dave Simeone at
549-4711.
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Smith, Hampshire protest with sit-ins
Smith students against

planned dorm changes
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON- About 20 Smith College students

staged a day long sit-in at the college president's office

yesterday to protest what they feel is a lack of student in

put in a decision to alter the structure of a dormitory they
say is a haven for lesbians and feminists.

Students also marched outside the building with picket

signs, reading "lesbians and straights together" and "we
are Smith women, not Smith daughters."

The January decision to convert Hover House, one of

two cooperative dormitories among 34 tradili(>nal halls,

was two years in coming, said Smith College

spokeswoman Ann Shanahan. Administrators are an-

ticipating a lack of 45 spaces in the residence halls next

fall, and Hover residents were warned they must maintain

full occupancy of their house to remain a cooperative, she

said.

The 16 bed house now has only two openings, but its tur-

nover is high and it is a "very fluid situation." Shanahan
said.

But students contend the administration had other

motives besides vacancy concerns in their action.

Robin Lloyd, 21, a senior Hover resident and former
student coordinator responsible for running the house,

called the dormitory a "safe place" where lesbian as well

as straight feminists and activists "can get away from the

stringent social scene of the traditional small houses."

"As a group, we're threatening, and they (ad-

ministrators) want to have the students spread out so they

can keep track of them" she said. "It's a very controlled

campus."
Linda McRoy, another senior, said students met Mon-

day with college President Jill Conway, who told them the
decision was irrevocable, but that other types of alternate

housing at the school where almost all students are re-

quired to live on campus throughout their four years,

could be discussed next year.

"We did feel it was a lesbian issue and
she (Conway) continually denied that,"

McRoy said. "To support a women's col-

lege you have to support lesbians, it goes

hand in hand. The population (of homosex-
uals at Smith) is the same percentage as at

any college in the country, but because

we're a women's college, people consider it

more threatening here."

Shanahan denied the allegation that the
action was taken to disperse lesbians on the
campus.

"Smith in its entire 109 year history has
bent over backward to accommodate
everybody's lifestyle and we will continue
to do that," she said. "These issues arise

and people have different perceptions of

what's happening. (But) there are some
decisions that have to be made in the

course of administrating a college that

don't necessarily require a lot of student in-

put."

r«lltgiaa photo by Divw OfWr

FIVE COLLEGE ACTIVISM—Students at both

Hampshire Collei^e (above) and Smith College

(below) protested school administrative decisions

of concern to them yestcrdaj.

Caikciu photo b; IUti« Wsttrr*

Proposal would increase tuition
By ANNE McCORY
Collegian Staff

A proposed policy which could increase tuition at the

University of Massachusetts by as much as 15 percent next

semester will go before the state Board of Regents of

Higher Education next week, following a plannlng^com-

mittee vote yesterday to recommend the proposal.

The meeting drew student representatives from public

colleges across the state, whose comments focused on the

"need to examine and come up with alternatives to the

policy," said student senate Public Policy Committee chair

Fran Pheeney, one of the students repre-senting UMass.

While Pheeney said she "attacked " the proposal in her

comments to the regents, she said the committee was
"open and receptive to changes, and changes will be made"
in the policy before it is passed by the full board.

Pheeney said Public Policy reviewed financial aid and

other records in preparation for the meeting, and noted
that tuition has already increased 95 percent in the past
three years, while federal fmancial aid benefits have
shifted from grants to loan and work study programs.

Pheeney said she also challenged the issue of equal access

tohgher education, which she said higher tutition could

jeopardize for minority and underpriviliged students

At their meeting last month, the regents continued

discussion on a proposal to equate the percentage of actual

tuition cost students pay at the various public colleges and
universities in the state. Regents Chancellor John Duff

said then that schools would face an overall 12 to 15 per-

cent increase.

At UMa.ss, the current percentage of tuition paid is 27
percent, and under the new policy that figure would rise to

33 percent. But Pheeney said, the regents were "willing to

listen to " views on this aspect of the proposal and are now
"working around the 33 percent figure."

Traditional academics

opposed at Hampshire
By IAN POLUMBAUM
and MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegin Staff

More than 300 Hampshire College students staged a sit-

in yesterday outside a closed faculty meeting, protesting

what they claim is a lack of student input in decisions con-

cerning a possible tightening of the school's academic re-

quirenfients.

Sit-in organizers op(K>se«l the faculty's seizure of

authority to vote on proposals establishing minimum
academic standards at Hampshire, a private college with
non-traditional graduation re<^uirements. Such authority
normzdly rests with the combined student/faculty senate.

About 100 of the demonstrators later entered the closed
meeting, which was immediately adjourne<l. At a subse-

quent open "community meeting" attended by most facul-

ty and protestors, a faculty committee was established to

work on new academic proposals to be presented at

another general meeting next week.

A Student senator, Michael Current, said that

"although they have the constitutional authority to do
this, it's unprecedented (in the school's 14 year history) for

the administration to disenfranchise the student body."

Current said he thought the administration, in an at-

tempt to obtain faculty approval of a petition disempower-
ing the senate, misled faculty into l)elieving that stricter

academic guidelines were necessary to meet U.S. Depart-
ment of Education conditions for financial aid.

But a number of students claimed to have heard acting
college President Penina Glazer say that the Reagan Ad-
ministration would accept "anything we give them" in

terms of minimum standards.

"If they'll take anything, why do they

want to start out giving the maximum stan-

dards?" asked student Vines.

Glazer would neither confirm nor deny

that she had made such a remark, but said

she did not think teachers had l)een misled

by the petition: "I think the faculty can

read."

Some student leaders suggested a "ploy"

(Jlazer's administration to "traditionalize"

Hampshire, to move away from the infor-

mal, individualized, "alternative" academic
atmosphere that has been the school's

hallmark since it opened in 1970.

Student .senator Julianna Smith cited a
report she said was prepared by an

administration-hired con.sultant and leaked

to the student body from a previous closed

faculty meeting by a faculty member. The
report recommended more conventional

course and major requirements, particular-

continned on page 5

Inside:

UMass student awarded $1 milliion in

negligence suit p.3

Mel King spoke last night at

Smith College P-9

Day of reckoning for the UMass men's

hoop team p.l6

''If I can't dance I don't want to be

part of your revolution.

"

—Emma Goldman
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Mondale campaigners

change Mass. strategy
BOSTON-Walter Mondale's campaigners want voters in

Massachusetts to know more about the candidate. The

other candidate, that is — Gary Hart.

Facing recent polls that move Mondale from front-

runner to runner-up in the Massachusetts primary, Mon-

dale's strategists hope to end his slide here by encouraging

people to examine Hart's voting record.

"We really think Massachusetts voters have to focus on

the issues," said Edward Pliner, statewide coordinator for

Mondale in Massachusetts. "That's the only way we can

turn this thing around."

Pliner spoke Tuesday after a new poll showed Hart with

a 45-21 percent lead going into the final week of campaign-

ing for the March 13 primary. Other polls show Hart's

support cuts across traditional liberal and conservative

lines. Pliner said that shows voters still don't know where

Hart stands on the issues.

"Right now Gary Hart is on a roll," Pliner conceded.

"People don't know anything about him except that he

looks good on TV, he seems a bit trendy, says 'new ideas'

and 'the future' a lot and says Walter Mondale is for old

ideas."
Among Pliner's targets: Hart's support for a $10 a bar-

rel tax on imported oil, his vote against a windfall profits

tax on oil and what Pliner called late-arriving support for

the nuclear freeze.

Hart's workers concede that Mondale, aided by strong

labor support and endorsements from most tup

Massachusetts political leaders, has a stronger campaign
organization.

Massachusetts also should be a natural state for Mon-
dale, with its urban industrial base and strong union ties.

But polls indicate that union members are far less

susceptible to voting instructions from labor leaders than

in the past.

ONE NATION, UNDER GOD—President

Ronald Reag^an bows his head in prayer follow-

ing a speech yesterday to the National Associa-

tion of Evangelicals in Columbus, Ohio.

Hart wins majority in

beauty contest primary
MONTPELIER. VT. (AP) - Sen. Gary Hart. fueUng a

campaign that caught fire a week ago, won a lopsided

victory Tuesday night in Vermont's Democratic

presidential primary. Walter Mondale looked South and

said of the beauty-contest balloting: "I assume Vermont

will hurt."

A CBS News poll indicated he drew support from voters

under 30 years old by an 8-1 margin. He also was out-

drawing Mondale among elderly voters by 2-1 and he won
the union vote.

No delegates were at stake - prompting the "beauty

contest" description - but Mondale had wanted to stem the

Hart surge.

"New Hampshire, Maine has hurt. I assume Vermont will

hurt," Mondale said. He said he would now focus only on

the South, adding, "We were really not contesting Ver-

mont. We spent little or no money there... this was one we
just couldn't afford to be in."

"If I were in the White House tonight, I would be very

concerned about the Hart candidacy. He represents a far

more significant threat to the president than does Walter

Mondale," said Oliver Henkel, the winner's campaign

manager.

The win Hart's third in seven days gave him a clean

sweep of northern New England and g^reat momentum
going into delegate rich elections March 13 in

Massachusetts and the South.

With 59 percent of Vermont's 264 precincts reporting,

Hart had 21,994 votes, or 71 percent, to Mondale's 6,015

votes and about 20 percent. The Rev. Jesse Jackson, who

had 2,720 for 9 percent, awaited the final returns with

interest without 10 percent of the vote he stood to lose

federal matching funds in 30 days.

Friday March 9th

BLACK MASS
COMMUNICATIONS

PROJECT
is

having an

i/oPEN HOUSE *^

in S.U.B. office

402 Student Union
8:00 pm • 10 pm

Refreshments will

be served
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States to assist poor
WASHINGTON AP - The House

passed a bill yesterday that would give
' states an extra $200 million to help the poor

pay winter heating bills that rose sharply

because of abnormally cold weather in

many states.

"It's not an exaggeration to say this

program is a matter of life and death to

many low income families in this nation,

especially those with high heating bills,"

said Rep. Richard L. Ottinger (D NY).

The bill, passed on a voice vote and sent to

the Senate, would increase to $2,075 billion

the amount of federal money available this

winter to help the poor and the needy

elderly pay for heating their homes and

apartments.

Phil Mahre, here skiing his final

World Cup slalom at Vail, Colorado.

'TIS PITY SHE'SAWHORE
RAND THEATER. FINE ARTS CENTER. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

MARCH 8-10 and 14-17. 1984. 8:00 PM
TK KFTS FINE ARTS CFNTFR BOX OFFICE. 545-2511
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Presidential hopefuls discuss issues in debate
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The candidates for the University of

Massachusetts' Student Government
Association (SGA) presidency fielded ques-

tions on racism, the allocation of student

funds, the need to address issues outside of

campus, and the UMass administration last

night at the Campus Center in the second

debate of the campaign.

The three candidacies, decreased by one

due to the withdrawal of John Michaud as a

contender, took questions from a panel of

three Collegian staff members, Bill Step-

chew of WMUA radio station, and a crowd

of about 30 people.

The duo of Gumby Gosselin and Camel

Murphy used many of the questions to raise

their own questions regarding the ability of

their opponents.

"Neither of these groups have said much
of anything," said Murphy, "They haven't

addressed any issues, our candidacy is to

make these issues get addressed."

Tim Rudolph and Donna Dooley said they

would get better lighting on campus, cut

student fee increases and work against

discrimination. On the issue of what is a

student issue, they differed sharply from

the other candidates saying they would on-

ly work on issues directly involved with

UMass and would ignore what they termed

"international" issues.

Jim Keller and Rick Patrick, along with

Murphy and Gosselin, said they would

discuss such international issues on the

floor of the Senate because they involve

students and student issues.

All of the candidates said they would

work against discrimination, pornography

on campus, the rise in student tuition and

fees, and that they would work for all the

students.

The sharpest disagreement came on the

issue of what exactly student issues were.

Keller said th^t all issues "are student and

should be discussed and a statement be

made."

Gosselin said that "students can be a very

major force and you can draw a boundary
around the campus or the town and close

your mind to these issues."

Rudolph said that "you can make all the

resolutions you want...they will do no

good." This drew a look of disgust from

Gosselin.

On the issue of President Ronald Reagan

and his policies, both Keller/Patrick and

Gosselin/Murphy said they were against

Reagan but Rudolph evaded the question

saymg the right to vote "is a sacred thing

and I don't have to say who I will vote for,"

A question from the crowd asked who
their least favorite administrator was at

UMass. Chancellor Joseph Duffey was by

far the winner of this poll, drawing two

votes from Gosselin and Murphy.

Collcfiu pkoto by lUtlt WatUrt

STUDENTS WITH SOLUTIONS—UMass Student Government

presidential hopefuls discussed a variety of issues at debate in the Cam-

pus Center last night.

"Joe Duffey wants to turn this place into a

B.U. (Boston University), cost and all," said

Murphy, who also said Housing Director

Joseph Zannini is not his favorite because

he "will jerk you around every which way
and not look you in the eye while doing it."

The two other pairs of candidates would not

answer the question, tactfully saying they

could see no point in it.

There was no clear winner of the debate.

Only Gosselin and Murphy used the forum

to attack the other people running. Both

Rudlph/Dooley and Keller/ Patrick gave

examples of the issues they stood for and

against while Gumby and Camel said the

fact they are running brings out the issues.

UMass student wins $1 million in suit

rollefian photo br Kattf Watten

MILLION DOLLAR MAN—Mitch Carrier at

UMass: "I don't feel handicapped, I prefer to

think of mvself as disabled."

By BARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student has accepted a $1

million settlement from the company that manufactured

the football helmet he was wearing when injured and

subsequently paralyzed during a 1977 high school football

game.
Mitch Carrier, 23, a junior education major, sued the

manufacturer, Becton Dickinson Co. of New Jersey,

claiming they did not adequately warn users of the

helmet's limitations.

Initially paralyzed from the neck down. Carrier has

regained some use of his hands and arms since the accident

and now uses a wheelchair.

Carrier, a Beverly High School sophomore football player

at the time of the injury, suffered a blow to the head during

a Thanksgiving Day Game against Salem. The blow broke

a vertebrae in his neck.

"When I was in the hospital in the beginning, my family

and friends were very supportive and helped me a lot,"

Carrier said, noting that his friends later set up benefits

for a trust fund in his name.

"College isn't any different for me than other people," he

said, though he noted the handicapped accessibiltiy of

the campus was one reason he chose to attend UMass.

But. "I don't feel handicapped, 1 prefer to think of myself

as disabled."

Carrier said "the injury was a

I also played basketball in high

wonder how far I would have

A self described "jock."

tough adjustment for me.

school, and sometimes I

gone."

Carrier said he plans to use his proceeds from the set-

tlement to become more active again.

"This summer, Im going to look for a house near Beverly

with a pool and weight room to continue my physical

therapy," he said, "and I'd like to try camping with a

special wheelchair, called a tricycle, that can move through

rough terrain."

earner said he has received an initial cash settlement

from the company and will be allocated the balance of the

sum through structured payments over the course of his

life.

"The settlement was a lot of work for my lawyers, who

were great." he said. "They received less than they should

have, but they are happy to see me financially secure."

Carrier, who will graduate from UMass next year, said he

hopes to continue his involvement with sports as part of his

career.

"I still watch basketball and football on television and

some of my friends are still playing, so I go to a lot of

games. Maybe I can coach someday. " he said.

UMass
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of

Massachusetts claim for themselves the ti-

tle of opening the first students for Gary
Hart headquarters in the nation, and

yesterday, State Sen. Gerard D'Amico
D-Worcester, stopped by to congratulate

them.

"We've been at it a lot longer than

most," said Dave Nelson, co-organizer for

the student organization. "We're
technically the first of the kind in the coun-

try."

The UMass Students for Gary Hart was
established more than a year ago, and

workers have been organizing ever since.

Now that Sen. Hart (D-Colo.) has proved

himself to be a viable candidate for the

democratic nomination against former

Vice President Walter Mondale, "they

should be congratulated for having the gift

of prophecy, " U'Amico said.

Because of Hart's recent victories, Hart

for President Campaign offices are popp-

ing up in many places, with openings in

Springfield and Worcester scheduled for

this week.

"We can't keep up with all the store

front openings—they're catching like a

prairie fire," D'Amico said.

On campus, the response to the recent

Hart phenomenon has been the same, with

students volunteering in droves.

"They're coming in unbelievable

numbers, with at least 30 to 50 really show
ing promise." Nelson said.

"It's a campaign built on enormous
momentum—the domino theory, and we're
hoping that Vermont and Wyoming
primaries come in good. This will give us
the thrust we'll need for a good showing in

Massachusetts on Super Tuesday,"
D'Amico said.

A democratic state representative from

Worcester, and Co-chair of the Joint Com-
mittee on Education, D'Amico has spent a

good part of the last three days in Hart's

company. "When you've eaten a few meals

with someone, you really get to know what

they're like," D'Amico said.

D'Amico said Hart's sincerity and
dedication were .some of his more attrac-

tive features.

"Thousand.s of young people are coming

forward to get involved and stay involve<l.

It's a lot like the Kennedy (era), which is

why I go into politic^," he said. "Students

then made an enonnous contribution."

D'Amico asked the Hart for President
student organizers what the candidate's
victories have meant to them.

"It reaffirmed our peoples' belief in the
political process. It shows that money and
organization, don't rule," Nelson said.

And that was yesterday afternoon,

before Hart beat Mondale by a convincing

71 percent to 20 percent in Vermont.

Effects of hormone DES are discussed
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Problems associated with the use of Diethylstilbestrol

(DES), a synthetic estrogen hormone prescribed from

1941 to 1971 for women with histories of miscarriage,

were addressed by Judy Norsigian of the Boston

Women's Healthbook Collective last night at the

University of Massachusetts.

According to Norsigian, approximately three to six

million women took DES, as prescribed by a health

practitioner, and that this has been "connected to fairly

serious health problems" among their offspring.

"The drug companies who dispensed DES knew it was

carcinogenic from experiments done with animals. "Thev

knew it would not be safe for use in women," Norsigian,

said.

Norsigian spoke in a lecture sponsored by The Working

Women's Program and the Resource and Referral

Program, both of The Everywomen's Center at UMass,

titled, -Reproductive Health Issues and Women's Health

Coneem." Norsigian said physkians typically get their

knowledge about drugs from pamphlets and literaturo

produced by the drug companies and "are not the best

educated source of information about drugs."

"The use of DES raises all kmds ol questions about me
drugs we take, and how the Food and Drug
Administration protects us," she said.

r>K'^ daughters, women whose mothers took the drug

during pregnancy, have been found to experience a high

rate of miscarriage, premature babies and in one of 1000,

have developed a rare form of vaginal cancer called clear

cell adenocarcinoma.
AccorUing to iNarsigian, tnis lorm ol cancer iA very

lethal", and affects many DES daughters who are in their

teens and early twenties.

"Of those who survive, many have survived by losing all

their reproductive organs, as well as many of the pelvic

structures themselves," she said.

Norsigian also said DES sons have special problems,

including testicular abnormalitiea and testkular cancer,

altbough none of these problems are "serious- at this

tinw.

C«il«giaa fiMt* by Katfa WatMN

BEWARE—Jndj Norsigian addreaaed health

iaaoes for women to watch for in a apecch laat

niglit at UBIasa.
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This Week's Specials
Kerl Lotion 6.5 oz 1.99
Pantene hair dryer
traveler 9.00
Note book 129 pages 1.19
Note book 200 pages
5 subject 1 .89
Soflens 24's 6.99
Today 3.94

While SuppllBs Last

COLLEG
9-9 wMkdays/ 9-6 Sal / 9-3

4 MAM STREET. AMHERST, Phone 263-2523

rz^i
Now's the Hne

to call

North Amherst
Motors

Ewpmrt repair* <#

Rt. 63, No Amherst

\=
549-2AA0 J

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I
I

$7.00
I (wtth this coupon)

I $10.00 with

I
Shampoo and

I
Blow Dry . o

$11.60 Long Hair I

I Explrw3/31/S4 I '
I ViM Mon Ttwt ^

PtMM Call for an

Appointmont

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

HELP WANTED
Position open for next fall

at the Collegian for an

Asst. Finance Manager

Applicant must be a present

frosh or sophomore.

Apply at Collegian 113 C.C.

Deadline March 9

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mwtt b« II to •nt*r

Opmn til 2

665-4937
34 Hour ropad Mattaea

iy^^

rusty nail
PROUDLY PRESENTS

riAZ'

Every Thursday -

THE RADIATORS B""9 Any Size Mug & We'l

1960'» Rock & Roll »='" 't Fo' 25' ^ill The Kegs
Run Out

Friday, March 9th

MAX CREEK
Coming March 17th:

St. Patricks Day Party
Sat March 10th uoming iviarcn i/tn: Sun. March 11th

St. Patricks Day Party Stevift Ray Vaughi

Girls Night Out with the Stompers Double Trouble

Tickets available Wednesdays in the Campus Center

SUMMER JOB
Cap* Cod. IManha I Vtnayanl. end

Nantuckal hav« itKMiaandi o< good
paying )otM < aMaWa to Mudanti and

laacbari ttui lummar

A Oractory HaUng itiaaa r*m by

anH*'ya« alK> haa houaing mfo and

lot) appMcatton fcHnia

Fof an immailtala copy ot (tta in*
CMractory nnd $3 00 Imctudaa lit

Claa* Poataga and handHngI to

CAPE COO SUMMER JOS BUREAU
Boi SM Roon^ 212

BarriatatKa MA 02030

NETWORDS
Word Processing

Typing

Professional

& Personal

Bulk M«il Advertising

Paula M. Lipkin

Linda G. Rosen
(413) 323-4716

A N«^ vor%er F<tms f|pKaa»

Showing March 9

at 7:00 and 9:00

Mahar Auditorium

sponsored by

AASA

$1.25

ENTERTHE
MILLER
HIGHUFE
PLAYER-OF-
THE-YEAR
SWEEPSTAKES
PICK THE PLAYER
OF THE YEAR AND
AHEND THE COLLEGE
BASKETBALL FINALS
WITH AL McGUIREI

The Final Four in '84— Be There!

Catch the unbelievable semi-finals

on Saturday and the crowning on
Monday evening. You might be the

fortunate one to wear a rain coat, see

Mt, Rainier and get on a Seattle Ferry.

1 GRAND PRIZE
Expense paid trip for two to Seattle,

WA to attend the College Basketball

Finals with A! McGuire. Trip includes

trip airfare, hotel accommodations,
$500 in spending money and two
tickets to the College Basketball

Semi-Finals on March 31 1984 and
the Finals on April 2, 1984 and
dinner; with all the answers to all your

basketball questions.

25 FIRST PRIZES
Miller High Life Mini-Basketball Back-
board 8c Goal autographed by Al

McGuire,

<^JhUer
HiC.H ilM

-^s*!?:.

^1!

f, im

MILLER HIGH LIFE PLAYER-OF-THE-YEAR SWEEPSTAKES
ENTRY FORM

MILLER HIGH LIFE-AL McGUIRE COLLEGE BASKETBALL FINALS

Mail this entry to Millef High Life— Al McGuire Sweepstakes

PO Box 287

Canton. MA 02021

Player o) the Year

.

(Mu«( •ntwe' corrvcttv lo be eligib)* lor prin drawina )

Name-

Address-

City_

Telephonei.

.State. .Zip-

)

Wwre you c«n be reacTwd IM»rch 15-M«rch 30 19M|

School Name

-Age-

I stale that I am ot legal drinKing age in my state ol residence and hold no interest in

an alcoholic leverage license

OFFICIAL RULES

1 No DufCfiase necessary On this Otticul Entry Foim or a otam Diece ol 3" i 5" oaoer Drmi your name, adfltess

leieolione numoei youi aje am) the name oi yow coiieje O' university Also inoicate your prediction ol the

College Bastieiftaii Player o( the Year as selected Dy Umieil Press international Coaches Poll'

? Mail your entry to Miller Migf Life - Al McGuire S*eeostaiies PO Boi 287 Canton MA 02021 Each entry

must he handprinted and mailed separately All entries must he recenred by March lb 1984

3 Winning entries will De selected at random An etitrj must lo Oe a nninmng entry correctly name the U P

I

College Basiieipaii Player oi the Year tor 1983 84 SuOmitiois ol winning entries *ili be notilied by mail and

each musi to be conmed a winner sign and return an Atiida»ii ol Eligibiiitj and Compliance and Release

certilying eligibility and compliance with these 'ules and authoruing the use o'his her name photograph and

likeness lor advertising and publicity which Allida»il musi be postmarked within 7 days alter received by

such person In the event any such person does not comply with this regulation in the stated 7 day period

alternate winning entries will be selected subiect to the same conditions

4 Sweepstakes open to U S residents ol legal drinking age in then states ot residence and who are attending

a college or university on a lull or pan time basis at time ol entry Void m SL KS KT MA Ml MO OH PA

'X IJT VT VA W VA and where piohiDiied By law Employees and lamiles ol the lollowing ARE NO'
Eligible to participate Miller Brewing Company Philip Moms Inc and then subsidiaries distributors and

advertising and promotion agencies all wholesale alcoholic beverage distributors and all retail alcoholic

beverage licensees All materials are subject to venlicaiion by Robert Landau Associates inc an indepen

dent luoging orgam/ation whose decision is imai Prizes cannot be substituted translerred assigned or

converted to cash Winners are responsible for all taies Miller Brewing Company may substitute prizes ol

comparable value including cash for all prizes without liability

b The prizes are as follow i Grand Pnze Eipense paid trip lor two to Seanie Washington lor College Basket

ball Finals for March 30 through April 3 1984 Trip includes round trip air transportation to and Irom the

winner s neaies! airport lour !4; nights hole! accommodations $500 00 m spendino money and tickets to the

College Basketball Semi Finals and Finals as the guest oi Ai McGuire Grand Prize travelers must aotee

to depart Irom their closest airport on Friday March 30 1984 and return on Tuesday April 3 1984

6 26 First Prizes Miller High Lite Mmi Basketball Backboard autographed by Al McGuwe

7 To receive a winnert list send a separate self aild'e< efl stamped envelope Dj Aprtl 30 1984 to

Miller High Life - Al McGwire Sweepstakes Winners P Son 301 Canton MA 02021

Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co .
Milw

,
Wl

WedneMUy, March 7. 1984,
iCoiiegimis

Women continue the battle for equal pay * £«^£??'''^

By MELISSA K. GRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Although working women's wages have increased con-

siderably since the 1800s women must continue to push for

equal pay, a former researcher of the Pioneer Valley

Institute said yesterday at the University of Massachusetts.

Speaking at a slideshow entitled "Women: Yesterday and

Today," Betty Hatch said the average daily pay for women

was one dollar in the early 1800s compared to an average of

five dollars and fifty cents an hour today.

Although low pay was a concern, "it was the horrendous

working conditions which were the complaint of most

women and what led them to organize," Hatch said.

Working long hours for half the pay of men was "bad

enough", said Hatch, but women "were also subject to

illnesses such as cholera, dysentery, and lung diseases from

toxic fumes."

She said many women lost their babies due to poor The slideshow was part of the UMass International

working conditions and in 1840. 426 women died after Women's Event, a week long celebration lasting through

contracting some of these factory diseases. March 11th.

According to Hatch, the inventions of the telephone and

the typewriter helped women move out of the factories into

clerical positions in offices, which, at that time, was male

territory.

She said the move towards "equality", better working

conditions, and women's involvement in the suffragette

movement was slow.

"In an 1860 women's suffragette march in Boston, all of the

spectators were men. Hatch said. "Women were in-

timidated, but the work spread and by the 1920s, "
when

women won the right to vote "things sUrted to change."

However, Hatch said, this change is not complete. "Today

women have better working conditions and shorter hours,

but we still have yet to get equal pay." Hatch said one of

the main reasons women worked during the 19th century

was "to make money for later doweries for marriage.

"

5 WZZZ 107.7 FM 5
pr«*«ntt it* first

Local Music review
Live at the SUB

THURSDAY, MARCH 8th
Doors Open 8:00 Admission 12 00

CASH BARI 18 & 19'8 welcomed
Featuring: Pa)«ma Slavs Oancsrs, Rrst CIrcIa,

UMaas Bluas Band, Naxus, Gray Mattar•K UWiaas Biuas nana, r«wjiu», «i-t ...-%»— «

r^

Europe has
never been more

I

affordable. $1#^Qnow from only M^M^^

Introducing Tr<iv«»l Impr«'ssi(>ns "J«'t-Si'tt*-rs" Holidav*.

To London, Paris, Lisbon, Madrid, and Amsterdam.
• Low. In* «" UiKk • On*" »*v and loundlrtp^ • Mvinloonr < Uv

rHurii (tocn dnulhM • 1 and. molor < in»i h. fly driv«" prnqrams
• No limit on your Irngth o( %\»\ • I rr<in Card* acieptpd

• Phi* *p«"< lal advam «) pun ha**- diM mintk'

f Irmtilp plans, ronvrnipnl drparlurrs (rum N^w York,

Botlon. Ballimor*'. C Hm ago *nd I)«^ri«l

t all vouj Irav*! aqi-nl or 1 1 avrl lnnprp««kins tudav

800-645-6311 212-895-3830 516-484-5055
lfiiilv«J** N N S'.thi IV .... ... ^K - •

Travel Impressions, Ltd.

DRinK
sfEtmis

TOIif the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor -Campus Center -UMass

)

FINE YARNS & NEEDLEWORK SUPPLfES

SPRING CLASSES
Beginning Knitting, Beginning Crochet

Tatting, Counted Cross Stitch, Needlepoint,

Crewel, Smocking

233 N Pleasant St. CALL FOR DETAILS 549^106

The Carriaoe Shops Men-Sat 9:30-5:30

NO
COUPONS'

PCBCOPV
WHITE BONO

INSTANT G<o
COPIES '"'^'

ON THE TOTAL COPY SYSTEM"
from 25 to 25.000 per original

.uires Marcn JO '^B-J

HMddes
FineFhf*

SAMEOAVSERWCE..

AMHERST
1 Boitwood Walk

256-0148
Mon Fr( 8 30am 5 30pm

High Quality Offset Printing at a Low. Low Price!

Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts,

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation We'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

a Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

a Mini-Buses

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Traxml JbnBL Hk^ Lnt^s. Inc

99 Arnold Street Springfield! MA
Call: General O'fice and Charter Service 783-021 T

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297

continued from page I

ticularly in the areas of computers and sciences, so as to

improve Hampshire's academic reputation, Smith said.

Etean of Students Sue Alexander, who did not par-

ticipate in the meeting, said she felt the faculty was

evading the real problem by seeking to traditionalize the

curriculum rather than to improve on what already exists.

"We should be looking at what we are," she said.

Students lobby in D.C.
Students from the five-college area are in Washington,

D.C. today to take part in a student lobbying effort with

the Massachusetts delegation for a bilateral Nuclear

Freeze.

The University of Massachusetts Peacemakers, a

Registered Student Organization, organized the day-long

trip for about 40 students who are scheduled to participate

in workshops on voter registration, lobbying techniques,

and arms control issues. They will return late tonight.

Peacemakers coordinator David Shakespeare said k>b-

bying with the Massachusetts delegation, to include Rep.

Silvio Conte (R Mass.) and Sen. Paul Tsongas (D-Mass.) ia

important "to show our support for the risks they are

taking by advocating a nuclear freeze."

From 700 to 1000 students from universities and colleges

on the east coast are expected to be in Washington for the

lobbying day. organized by a Washington based

organization. United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War.

-REBECCA THATCHER

RENTOfit

OFOURS
Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
549 2880

mb \jj\fmR0f'.

OPEN BAR
Toni every Wed

JUSTIN RmWS invites

all women to drink for FREE

from 8:00 - 9:00

$1. BAR DRINKS

for everyone til 11:00

Looking for

.

SEASONAL

iJOBS?
-"^^

Through research and the aid o( compiiters,

the Student Employment Directory has compiled a list of hundreds

of seasonal employers across the country with special emphasis

on the Rocky Iwlln region and put It all In a directory 'of yo"'

Send $7 50 today and gel

n Your directory of hundreds

of potential employers

Job application/

Resume forms.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Tou' Gutde
• LilMua'd
• Clerk
• C*srii*'
• Cook
• Lilt Opaxior

Rinch n»n<l

Su'»»»o'

Ski Insl'uClo'

MouS«keepe'
Consl'uctton

Student Employment Directory
#2 Windiammer Cove, Fort Collins. CO 80524

orcall(303)221-JOBS(5627)
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Attention

STUDENTS
The Textboox Annex wi

begin returning unsold text-

books to publishers on March

19, 1984.

Be sure of your textbook re-

quirements for the remainder

of the semester to ensure that

you have the books you need.

Open Mon-Fri 9-4

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Located in the

Physical Plant Building
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University of Masachusetts at Amherst
Motto Contest

$100 prize

Deadline: April 13, 1984

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst is sponsoring a Mot-
to Contest. The purpose of this contest is to create either an
English motto, eventually to be turned into Latin, or a Latin motto,
that reflects the educational mission of the Amherst campus. Con-
testants are encouraged, though not required, to research this mot-
to. For example, the speeches of current or former Presidents or
Chancellors of the University or annual reports, may be consulted.

All entries become sole property of the University and entry con-
stitutes permission to the University to use winning motto as it

deems appropriate.

CONTEST RULES:
1. Entry may be in English or Latin. If English, the

motto must lend itself to translation into Latin.

2. Mottos are limited to no more than five words.
3. Entrants must be affiliated with the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst as: students, faculty,

employees, alumni.

4. Members of the screening committee, and their

families, are excluded from entering.

5. One entry per person.

6. A prize of $100, for the best entry, will be announced
April 29, 1984.

7. In case of duplicate entries, the prize will be shared.
8. Entries will be submitted by mail and must be post-

marked no later than April 13, 1984.

Entry blanks are available in the Classics office, 528 Herter Hall
and should be returned by mail to:

Motto Contest
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Classics Department
528 Herter Hall

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
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PRIME CUT...
The pant you look at twice.

A complete selection of current

styles and colors, reg. 18.95

'11 .95

DEPT. OF PEACE
100% cotton knit tops in a

dozen dazzling colors, reg. 8.00

DAIMSKIM
ACTIVE-
WEAR^^
20%
OFF

SUN-
GLASSES
Fashion styles &
colors, reg. 5.95

*3.95

SPRING
HATS, CAPS,
VISORS,
STRAW HATS ...

25% OFF

mmmmmmmsi^^^^^

5.95

SILKSCREENED
T-SHIRTS

New colors

and designs.

Rag tops.

t^'VI&T'

... AND BEACH BAGS,
CARRYALLS, TOTES,
BEACH
MATS ...

25o/<OOFF
A Store -full of ideas

Downtown Amherst / Dally 10-6, Sunday 12-5

^

EDITORIAL/OPINION
•-•.•.•*•.•.•.•*•.•.•.•,
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'VE»w Nia s^RviamcMip?. NICE CMoia cy hymns, nice payers,

SHORT ON gPUCATlOM^Bur lOHg ON IMSRRWlQN, YES, VE^ Nig,

Women's week is commemorated
the firm. In March of 1911 a muffled explosion brought

the optimistic and hopeful spirit generated bv the upris-

ing of the 20,000 to an abrupt tragic close. A fire broke

out in the Triangle Shirtwaist Company Building. The
doors to the fire escapes were all locked and hundreds of

women plunged to their deaths in an attempt to escape

the flames.

As a result, a demonstration wa.s held on New York's

lower east side. Joined by women active in the suffrage

movement, immigrant working women raised demands
for better living and working conditions, an end to child

labor, and the right to vote. On March 8. 1908 Interna

tional Women's Day became official.

International Women's Day was founded to honor the

memory of the working women's role in this struggle;

and it is on this basis that we should continue to com-

memorate the role of women in our histt)ry. We should

look to them for inspiration in the sturgles that we face

today.

Each year since 1977, a group of dedicated women has

worked to insure that International Women's day is com-

memorated on the UMass Campus. This year a whole

week of diverse events has been planned, ranging from

panel discussions on Jewish Women writers, Latin and

Caribbean women. Emerging Women Artisjf ; to a mar-

tial arts demonstration and a variety of films. It is truly

a broad and exciting spectrum of activities.

These events are important for all women to attend;

not ony to cultivate and celebrate our strengths and

talents and to share in our diversity, but to remember the

struggles of our ancestral sisters and to foster within

ourselves their same spirit of unity.

Andrea Bates is a member of the planning coTnmittee for

International WoTnen 's events.

In 1909, five hundred shirtwaist factories in New
York City employed up to 30,000 workers, the

majority of whom were immigrant women. The work
was seasonal and conditions were poor. Employees paid

for their needles and a fee for electricity; they paid for any
damaged work and were fined if they were late; they were
often charged for the boxes they sat on and for coat

lockers.

Andrea Bates
In October 1909 workers met to discuss the possibility

of a strike; the union estimated that only 3.000 workers
would participate; instead, 20,000 workers showed up.

As a result, 500 shops went out on strike and women
bore the brunt of the picket line duty. Two young
picketers were thrown to the ground and beaten by hired

thugs. After this incident all the factories on the block

went on sympathetic strike.

When the strike ended, it became apparent that

women had proven themselves. They had assumed the

heaviest picket line duty and had voluntarily acceptd the

lowest strike benefits; they suffered most of the arrests

and workhouse sentences—and all through the ordeal

their strength and support never waivered.

However, workers at the Triangle Shirtwaist Company
returned to work without a union agreement in February

1910, following the uprising of the 20,000. For them the

strike had been lost, largely because the company hired

scabs. Therefore, two of their key demands—open
unlocked doors from the Triangle factory on the seventh,

eighth, and ninth floors of the Asch Building to the street

. and fire escapes that worked—were never discussed with

'^Joke^' cam-
paign is not
amusing
Much of the past week's CoUegian has been devoted to the

Undergrad Student Senate and whether a particular

senator's behavior warrants disciplinary action.

Frankly, who cares? Most of us "average students" don't

have the slightest notion of what goes on with the

Collegian and student government and couldn't care leas.

The Collegian space presently filled with this bilge might

be better utilized by highlighting student's ac-

complishments with prescribed academic disciplines.

But since student politics will not likely go away in the

near future, I would like to put forth for student leadership

a few issues that have been thus far neglected.

David Vegan

Academics:

The Student Government Association should be working

to increase course flexibility by advocating for more night

classes. At some colleges, classes run twenty-four hours a

day. Course flexibility would not only give more students

the opportunity to work during the day, but it would

relieve present oversubscription in popular courses.

Telecommunications:

First, the SGA should be at the forefront of making all

UMass/ Amherst students computer proficient.

Possibly financed through the Housing Fee, a personal

computer could be furnished for every on campus student.

Apple, Digital, and IBM would be glad to put together an

attractive package and use it as an wlucational write off.

Also, the Public policy team should \w working to repeal

the archaic state law that bans cable television on a state

campus. Ccable T.V. has become .so common, thatthLs law

could be easily overturned.

QuaUtyofUfe:
The problem of increasing .social awareness is not being

adequately addres.sed. The present workshops and teach-

ins on this campus are so boring that few people outside of

the radicals can stomach tem. A more logical approach to

reach the more mainstream student would be to run a 5-

minute trailer before all CCA and Mahar movies on an

aspect of social awareness. SCERA could work in con-

junction with the Union Video Project to produce "trailers"

on racism, sexism, etc., and they could run them before a

captive audience of average UMies.

In closing, I submit that the Collegian doesn't know what

its readership wants. This SGA drive about shoving

matches and censoring senators interests approximately 2

percent of the student body. Unless the Collegian becomes

more readable their days as the only student newspaper

may be numbered.

Letters—^—^—^——

—

Review seen as homophobic
To the Editor.

I am writing this piece in good faith, hoping what I have

to say will help CoUegian writers and editors to leam
something about how their homophobic and racist

presumptions hurt readers and contribute to a less than

healthy climate for the thousands of lesbian and gay
students, staff and employees at the University.

Last week a Collegian record review praised a recent

Eddie Murphy album, especially a cut titled "Faggots
Revisited." The reviewer felt that this selection, as well

as one which taunted Michael Jackson for not being "the

most masculine fellow" represented Eddie Murphy "at his

best." The "Faggots Revisited" piece was explained by

the reviewer: "Murphy complains of having a nightmare

where he goes to Hollywood and discovers Mr. T is gay.

Mr. T says to him, 'Hey Boy, you look pretty good in them

Let'8.See Action
Voting at UMass

In mid February the National Student Conference on
Voter Registration was held at Harvard University to

coordinate strategies on the nation. As this conference

was baOed as the largest national student gathering in

over 10 years, it fostered a rdJirth of spirit and optin.:sm

among its organizers and participants in the potential

power of "our" generation.

As has been well documented in the past however, stu-

dent involvement in the political process even on this

campus has a poor showing. For example, I was recently

informed that only 20 percent of the students on this

campus are expected to vote in the SGA presidential elec-

tions on March 12 and 13! The national statistics on eligi-

ble 18-24 year old voters are even more apalling. Con-

sider that of the 47 million currently unregistered voters

in the U.S., 14 million are between the ages of 18-24.

In 1980, 16 milUon eligible 18-24 year-olds did not vote.

Lastly only 27 percent of all eligible voters in the U.S.

voted in the 1980 presid^tial election. Imagine the

potential political power our generation could have (75

in^iOT) Americans were bom in the 'Baby Boom" era of

1946-1964) if we <!Ottid nx^jfiliaae more peofde to simj^

rtfl^tter and vote!
'

It is as a result of this political a^thy and potential

power our generation shares that UMass Big Vote '84

was formed. In February, the campaign registered 3,1KK)

new voters here on campus. MassPIRG as a part of the

Big Vote coalition of several RSO groups here on campus

is working specifically on a post card voter registration

bill which would make it easier for many disenfranchised

potential voters to register to vote.

Since only 63 percent of the eligible voters in

Massachusetts alone are registered it is our aim to

register the other 1.3 million. Let's not forget that

Massachusetts elected a president in the 1980 national

elections by less than 3,000! MassPIRG is also working

to publicize polling places for the March 13 primary, help

transport voters to the polling places, issue pamphlets on

voter registration arid political candidates, and in-

vestigate having a polling place here on campus for the

national election in November.
Bill McCaakie

MassPIRG

Editor'a Note: MatsPIRG 'g voter registration metingu
Umiffkt, 6 p.m., Student Umm USB.

jeans

Every gay person I have spoken to who knows of this

material is outraged by it. As a gay person (white) I don't

think it is funny to have gay male relationships of any col-

or described as a joke or as a "nightmare". I cannot speak

for gay people of color, but those I know share this feeling,

and why shouldn't they? It is an implicitly racist presump-

tion to assume that lesbian and gay people of color either

do not exist or wouldn't be offended by the remark.

In any event, there should be no space in the CoUsgian

for the purveying of such insulting language and

stereotyping. Surely if a comedian used other epithets

referring to people of color or Jews or the disabled or

women there would be quick criticism from nrumy

qiiarters. Have the staff of the Collegian so soon forgot-

ten the events of just two years ago when a black gay stu-

dent was forced to leave the University after receiving

death threats from the racist group "Utopia?"

If the editors and vmters of the Collegian cannot see

that the free bandying about of anti-gay epithets or the

continual display of denigrating stereotypes is not hannful

to all of us regardless of race or sexual orientation, then

we are all in trouble.

To conclude, I should say that when I personally

delivered this criticism to the Collegian I was told that if I

didn't like what appeared in the paper I could write a

response. This "remedy" will not undo the harm that has

been done, furthermore it relieves the Collegian of any

responsibility to respond to criticisms levied against it.

Freedom of the press is meaningless without responsibili-

ty and accountability.

Gerry Scoppettuolo

SCERA Professional Staff

Editor '8 Note: The reporter concemedfeeLs that his quoted

material was taken out of context. He ufos not injecting

any personal views into the story, he was trying to review

the album material.
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Tomorrow Evening

NURSING ALUMNI
CAREER NIGHT
Several Alumni will

speak about their past

and current experiences

in Nursing.

Where?

Campus Center 163C

When?
8 pm - 9:30 pm

ALL ARE WELCOME
(students - faculty - others)

Sponsors:

The Division of Nursing

University Placement Service

University Alumni Office

For Additional Information

call the Division of Nursing at

545-0405

Hypnotizing,
magnetizing,
mesmerizing,
energizing,

fascinating,

captivating,

exciting,

amusing,
entertaining,

original

Tom DeLuca.
Hypnosis that

j^ues btJvond

(mtertainment and

BSH an original

com ir parody

of HSP.

"One of the

most requested

iitJsoncolloKe

campuses tixlav."'

— .\'ew'su'Pt>i\

.•^

Monday. March 12

Appearing:
8:00 S.U.B.

Spoaaorvd by tli# (H>*rnM>r'i Proffrua Coaof il

^m&
Sk OVER 15,000 TITLES

NEW and USED
• ALL SUBJECTS

PRICED 25^ to $2.00

Starts FEBRUARY 27th

Special Truckload Shipment from Midwest Warahousellll

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Monday-Friday

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

"h-:

Black Affairs
:JVlW^M^l-MM^f^^^

Mel King ties in Rainbow connection
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The movement that began when Rosa

Parks refused to give up her seat on the Montgomery bus

is changing the shape of American politics, said Melvm H.

King at Smith College last night when he spoke on "The

Rainbow Connection on American Politics: From Rosa

Park to the Present."

"She made a statement that we all should make. She said,

'I am somebody.' Self definition leads to self liberation,"

King said.

The former state representative from neighborhoods in

the Greater Boston area. King was the first black can-

didate to appear on the final ballot in Boston's mayoral

race. He has been a professor of Urban Studies at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology since 1971

.

King explained that unity leads to power. He said

Martm Luther King, Jr. came to his death when he

brought poor people who were black and white together

and got them carrying signs that said, "I am somebody."

"The status quo was that they played one against the

other," he said.

Rosa Parks catalysed the Civil Rights movement, and the

Civil Rights movement started woman's rights movement,

the lesbian and gay liberation movement and peace

movement. King said.

"The techniques of boycott and disruption learned in

Montgomery were used to end the war in Vietnam," King

said.

King said the impact of the Civil Rights Movement was

strongly felt in the Boston mayoral race.

"All of the candidates came before the Civil Rights group

that was holding a forum of civil rights issues. They all

wanted that endorsement. The concern for that vote

revealed its height when one white candidate admonished

another white candidate for the racism in his campaign

pamphlet yes. in Boston." King said.

King said his Rainbow Coalition of Blacks, latinos. Puerto

('ollesimn photo by K«ti« Watun

Mel H. King addresseB political issues at a

press conference at the Jackson campaig^n head-

quarters in Amherst early yesterday. King later

spoke at Smith about the Rainbow Connection in

American Politics.

Ricans and whites opened up politics in Boston.

"To wear a Rainbow button meant more than support for

Mel King, it proclaimed a vision for the city." he said.

The Rainbow Coalition, King said, also forced the elected

mayor to live up to his promise to confront issues like

racism.

King said those who are willing to unite for change hold

the future in their hands.

Announcements
The minority and student population in Massachusetts now

faces a crisis situation. The approximately 2,000 or so

registered voters, many of whom are minority students

have not yet been contacted in preparation for the "Super

Tuesday" Massachusetts State Primary, March 13.

The Students for Jackson, Afri-Am and the Office of Third

World Affairs, in collaboration with the "UMass Big

Vote'84," is calling a mandatory emergency meeting for aU

Third World students and other interested students,

university faculty and staff today at 6 p.m. in the Office of

Third World Affairs, room 308 Student Union Building.

We are asking for your help in our endeavor to "Get out

^,he vote" and help create a change in the American

political system. You came out to support us when Jesse

came to speak at UMass in February; we need you now,

more than before.

Others have struggled and lost their lives to make sure

that we have the freedom to choose our destiny by ex-

pressing our opinion through the vote. Do not let their

efforts die in vain. We now have the power to determine

our destiny, we now have a choice.

COME TO THIS EMERGENCY MEETING AND ONCE
AND FOR ALL LET AMERICA KNOW THAT YOU'RE

MAD AND YOU'RE NOT GOING TO TAKE IT ANY
MORE. EVERY GENERATION HAS AN OP-

PORTUNITY TO SERVE ITS PRESENT AGE -OUR
TIME HAS COME.

"We should understand that we can make it only if the

groups are willing to come together. Black people are

essential to the women's liberation movement. The Equal

Rights Amendment will not be passed in this country until

black people get registered and vote out the people who

have frustrated the passage of the F]RA in South Carolina,

North Carolina. Florida. Georgia and Mississippi." he said.

King will be speaking on the "The Significance of Jesse

Jackson for National Black PoUtics" at 8 p.m. this Thur-

sday at Hampshire College.
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and we'd like to introduce I

you to the all new .

JfiM<eAHM^fJfiKi(4 for dinner

From Wed., Feb. 29th thru Wed., March 1 5th I

Bring the family In for dinner and |

I be our guest — choose from our Entree Specialities
|

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

and receive

4'" OFF EACH DINNER
In your party

(50< OFF CHILDREN'S MENU DINNERS)
WITH THIS COUPON

UmH on* coupon par family — $1 off oaeh
•dutt dUnnmr and S0« off oodt chlMron's monu dinnor.

Exomple: 2 adults end 2 children - ooch odult receives

$1 off dinner ar>d each children's dinner 5CK oH.

Dinner menu served 11 a.m. -10 p.m. every day.

Good thru March 15. 1964

TRY THE NEW McMANUS FOR DINNER
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TIME OUT
Wednesday Special

rimeAout
Two
T.V.'J

Free
Popcorn

Amherst's

Microcomputing

Center

RCA 4801
TERMINALS

Bottle of Bud Light 90'

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

- Full keyboard Incl. numeric keypad & 8 function keys

- 40 or 80 cdumns, TV or monitor capability

- Built-in 300 baud modem, accepts optional 1200 baud modem
- Parallel printer and seria! input ports

- Auto dial, log-on, retains 26 phone numbers

8 IN STOCK at $449 monitor extra

•RCA announced price Increase 3/1/84. This is $50 off new price

266N.PIeaaantSt. 263-5873 Mon-Sat 10-6
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Sinceyouwere
tough enough to

your degree,you
justmightbe
tough enough foi

career at Ford.
Today's Ford Motor C^ompany

is leaner and more
profitable. We're not only

building the highest quality ears

and trucks in America;* we're

growing in many diNcrsified,

non-automotive and

financial areas

as well.

fih

t(

wm

Our training

programs are not

only excellent

introductions to

success; they're

challenging. And our Employee
Involvement and participative management techniques

encourage a free exchange of ideas, recognition and rewards.

So if you're looking for an outstanding career opportunity

in one of the largest corporations in the world, you don't have

to look any farther than Ford. Just so long as you're tough

enough — and smart enough — to start something with us.

See your placement office or contact-

Corporate College Relations Manager
Ford Motor Company
World Headquarters
Room 50
The American Road
Dearborn, Ml 48121

By choice. Ford Motor Company is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

t

^=

QualityisJob1
•Based on a ioirvcy of owner reported

problems during the first three months
of ownership of 1985 vehicles

designed and built in the U.S.

Arts
Skeleton Crew rocks
SKELETON CREW (Featuring Fred
Frith and Tom Cora)
Sunday, Feb. 26

Iron Horse, Northampton

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Last Sunday at the Iron Horse, Fred
Frith and Tom Cora proved that they

are two of the hardest working men in

show business and, as is the American
way, they are rewarded by presenting

a performance worthy of their efforts.

Booked on the public's knowledge of

Frith, both Frith and Cora proved to

be first rate musicians, capable of

ideas beyond the average imagination

and also capable of presenting them.

Sgt. Pepper may have been a good
album, but the Beatles couldn't per-

form it, even if they wanted too, yet a

really industrious g^roup like the Talk-

ing Heads added musicians to their

touring band and were able to convey

the ideas that they wanted to get

across.

But Frith and Cora didn't need to

add musicians. They each played

three to five instruments, sometimes

two or three at a time. Frith played

guitars and drums, playing the bass

drum with his foot while playing the

guitar and singing Cora played the

cello, electric bass and the bass drum,
the cymbol and some other percussion

instruments. They both had tape

recorders which were used to play

tapes of Reagan, a preacher talking

about Rock Music and it's effects, and
others which were used as rhythmic

background along with a synthesizer

turned rhythm machine. The speeches

and voices were used effectively

because they are emotional tools that

literally strike a familiar chord in one's

mind in a way that has the same effect

as movie music does. It brings out

strong emotions and sets the mood
very quickly.

Frith, who is considered one of the

fathers of rock avante-garde, has writ-

ten a number of song^ which he and
Cora performed, s()anning a broad

range of topics and music styles in-

cluding the finale which started out

sounding like heavy metal and ended

up sounding Turkish. Some of the

songs were actually soft and lyrical, a
contrast to the past couple of years

where he has been performing in off

the cuff duets that weren't always that

coherent or interesting. But these

new songs are really good. Alot of the

time Skeleton Crew would change the

beat from measure to measure and the

building effect which most groups

make last five or ten minutes is played

through in one or two. Cora in the

meantime manages to completely

transform his cello from what he

learned from a student of Pablo Casals

to a machine which would leave most
guitarists wondering how he got that

sound out of his Les Paul.

Bowie in his glory

The Third World Theater Series and the American Indian Community
House/Native Americans in the Arts will present Craig Kee Strete's
Paint Your Face on a Drowning in a River on Saturday, March 10 at 8
p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are available in the Fine Arts
Center box office.

ZIGGY STARDUST, THE MOTION
PICTURE
David Bowie
(RCA Records)
By NEAL O'SHEA
Collegian Staff

Glitter. Outrageously oppressive

guitar. Lude stage behavior. It's

David Bowie, in his last {performance

in the role of Ziggy Stardust long

before the tepid days of Let 's Dance.
The music is the main attraction

here, since the film is a lukewarm
"rock-umentary". If you forget the

visuals, the music shines through; it's

as good as Bowie could ever deliver.

"Hang on To Yourself is an ap-

propriate starting point that sets

precidents for all four sides of the

album. There's lots of individual in-

genuity from the bank, especially from
guitarist Mick Ronson. His slightly

controlled riffs offset beautifully those

slick background vocals that are the

trademark of the Bowie sound.

Following are great versions of

"Ziggy Stardust" and "Watch That
Man" that have that same vitality as

Live at the Tower Theater,
Philadelphia and Stages, two previous

live Bowie discs.

Side two shows that our ever chang-

ing singer knows how to pick a good
lineup. "Space Oddity" is every bit as
good as the studio version, which is no
mean trick considering the effects on
the original. "My Death" is so

wonderfully morbid that it's difficult

to believe that it's from the same guy
that did "Shake It."

The real proof of this pudding is side

three which is almost worth the price

of the whole album, "('racked Actor"

rocks with an intensity matching The
Who's Live at Leeds. This is definitely

the time to rotate the volume knob to

the right. The offbeat vocals, crying

guitar, and vaudevillian piano make
"Time" one of tho best songs in the

bunch. "It's 9:25/Oh God/I'm still

alive." What more coujd one ask for,

except "Width of a Circle"Y The band
jams for a good while on this number,
once again proving their worth.

Side four is the "hit" side, with

"Changes". "Suffragette City" and
"Rock and Roll Suicide." Bowie also

does covers of "Let's Spend The Night

Together," and "White Light, White
Heat." (Lou Reed did it first and did it

better, but Bowie's version is good at

ridiculouly loud volumes.) As far as

movie soundtracks go, this is a great

album.

When you judge it as a David Bowie

album only, nut as a soundtrack, it's

not bad at all. One question though;

What took so long?

A person is of more
value than a world''

Amy IS fourteen, feels isolated and confused, has run away once
more from home . . . Miguel, a truant feels he has to fight to make
his mark In life . . . Mrs. Wilson, a single parent of three small chil-

dren, feels she has no one she can turn to . .

If you feel called to live out your Christian vocation as a Cooc
Shepherd Sister by helping troubled teenagers and families to

develop a sense of self-worth, and to believe that they are lovable

and can become creative members of society—why not write to

us. THE SISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD, a world-wide com-
munity of religious women

1^

SK. GERALDINE HOBAN. R.C.S.

iPlAZA STREET
BROOKLYN, IMEW YORK 11217

Plcisc send rtic mot <• ititotni.ilioii .iljoul smir inter ii.iliun.il < inn

tiHiiiilv 1)1 im SISIIKS 0( im (,()OI) SUlf'HtRI)

^^.
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beginning
march 7

look great,

lose weight,

feel terrific,

and

'stay in shape!

2 Summer Employment J
^ Camp Young Judaea, Amherst. h4ew Hampshk* #

(Resident, Co-ed. 1 hour from Boston) is In need of De-^

2 partment CXrectorB and Acth/ity SpedaMsts lor ttils sum-^
Imer In: Athtettcs, Gymnasttcs, Swim Instmction (WSI).f
Jwaterskiing, Sailing, Arts & Crafts, Campcrafl. larMi#
^Oatwe, Drama. Israeli Folk Song, Rlflery, Tennis, Pholog-#
^raphy, Office Personnel and Nurses (R.N.). Excetont Sil-#
paries apd fringe t)er>efns. Please contact Or. CharlM B.^
iRolman. Otractor. 81 Kingsbury Street. Wallealsy. MAJ
02181. 617-237-9410.

BOYZ & GIRLS

EVERY

mon.wedSsun.

4:00-5:3flpfn.

walk In

membership
» 50
»900

SOUTHSIDE
HAMPDEN CENTER
Southwest College

UMASS

JACKSON BROWNE • CROSBY, STUS AND NASH
DOOBIE BROTHERS X>IN HALL • GRAHAM NASH
BONNIE RAin GIL SCOTT-HERON • CARtY SIMON

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN • JAMES TAYLOR

JESSE COLIN YOUNG
AND SPECIAL FRIENDS

-NONLKES
PPODUCED BY JULIAN SCHLOSSKPG DANNY GaOeERG
DIRECTED BY MIAN SCHLOSS8ERG DANNY GOtDBERG

ANTHONY POTEN2A

m oa»'«'«1o; «?*rf«„ .5*Crt"«,»-» *• -MHtOnf a^S****)

>v Mu'lDC' **•••)>•• PGI^^
5:30,7:15, 9:30, n;15 Wed.

CCA Admission $1.50 March 7
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Students $2.00 Greeks $1.00
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INTERFRATERNiry COUNCIL

The #1 National Bestseller

That's Teaching All America
How to Succeed

Without Going to Japan!

In Search of

EXmJLENCE
Lessori'j Irom Amefica's Bfsl Run Companies

Thomas 1 PeterJ

and

Robert H

Waterman. Jr

Finally

n Quality

ittperback

u .i. ..
Now $8.95

• More than one million

hardcover copies in print!

• Nationwide Bestseller tor Over One )tear!

Exubefanl and absorbing one of those rare books

on management that are both consistently thought

provoking and tun to read nttiMStrMrxvnMf

"I heartily recommend and strongly urge you to read

and digest In Seanh olEnellence It provideUI

needed support guidance tor taking tullesi advantage

ot the opportunities ahead loim ntnM
AuthM ol Hettt'ttiti

One ot the most usetui bucks to appear m a long

while n* mmik ttcutut

Is receiving serious attention m business schools

and corporate boardrooms n* M>sAi«froA Hit

An eicellent job J»«*

filled with sound advice invaluable to all business

leaders and managers ot people

S^fflutl H trmjctil

Pttu4tiit iMk •• Aincrici

A most important contribution to management

literature lorm *ount Prcodcnt ind CEO

Ncvltn Pjckirl

A classic \^i *ook captures the essence ol why

business groups are ettective i lumitir ii»i»

Ptcsidctit jnd CEO

Uuf Itll Inc

Thomas ) Peters heads his own consulting firm,

the Palo Alto Consulting Center and teaches at Stan

ford Business School He was formerly a principal at

McKinsey & Company a mdnagement consulting

firm He is a well published business writer and con

tributor to Ihe Mall Street louinal

Robert H Waterman )r is a director ol McKinsey &

Company, where he has spent most of his twenty one

years in business He is a IrequenI writer on business

and a guest lecturer at Stanford Business School and

IMEDE in lausanne

OWV?NER
BOOKS

to Ofdfr ycji c'jP» ut In iftitli 01 (KfWfii.* send tlttii of n>oi:e»

aide loi tlO ?b "i U S A or tl2 00 m Cjn<da dnriudrs poiljge tot

Mndlii<|!> 10 OcDt PM IK3' 8Ul • '
i Miinri Book^ 66b fitth fct

niif Nf« »0'k NY 10103 Pleasf iHr* 4 •><» ' i Ip-.f,
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NO MORE WAITING FOR TERMINALS
DO YOUR COMPUTER WORK AT:W INC.

* Access to UMass Cyber
"^ Access to Amherst VAX and VAS
* Instant printouts
* Complete word processing systems available
* Discount cards

CALL NOW 256-1213
79 South Pleasant Street

(in left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm Sun 10 am to 6 pm '

i
s

Weekend in New York City

YwOi includes. . .

- Round trip transportation

- Hotel Accommodations + tax

Departs Saturday May 5th

from Haigis Mall 8 am

Arrives back at UMass

Sunday, May 6th, 4 pm
for information and reservations

546-5530 or 546-5547

sponsored by Dwight House Council

s
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS 54 Household luxury 23 Like some

1 Weights of a kind 58 Ike's command excuses''

7 Boer community 59 Respect 25 Ranch animals

1 1 Mushroom part 60 Intend 28 Decree

14 Insight 61 Elijah's 30 Horse color

15 Loosen successor 31 "The Red

16 One kind 64 Hesitation 32 Withered

17 Environment syllables 33 Game officials

18 High: Prefix 65 Aural 34 Vincent Lopez

19 Morse character 66 In the middle theme song

20 Shoe last 67 Fleur-de 35 Parka feature

21 List of edibles 68 Emulated Yankee 36 Involve

24 Rink great Doodle 40 Pigtail

25 Outward flow 69 Hankers for 41 Splitting tool

26 Pennsylvania port 44 Medieval

27 River at Bremen chemical science

29 Goddess of DOWN 46 Seismographic

agriculture 1 Brief stage |Olt

33 Ignored appearance 47 Like some floors

37 Put to sleep, 2 Quaker gray 49 Acid Comb form

ma way 3 Schoolbag item 51 Scandinavian

38 Satellites 4 Gallic friend gods

39 Jack Frost's 5 Golfbag item 52 One of the

effect 6 Rebuffed Vermont Aliens

41 Special talent 7 Symbol of 53 Warming pieces

42 Intrigue approval 54 Silver coin of

43 Lawyer Darrow 8 Jeff to Mutt China

45 Nobel Peace Pri;e 9 Famous fur 55 Out of kilter

winner. 1978 merchant of old 56 Memorable

47 Air Marshal 10 Divine Washington

Balbo 11 Musical ending nickname

48 Country on the 12 effort 57 and for all

Caspian Soo 13 Gourmet s 62 One of the

50 Daiquiri choice Grants

necessity 22 Norwegian '\ Mountain on

51 Org of 1946 playwright Crete

Collegian

Writing Workshop
Joe Quinlan -

AP Springfield

Collegian Office

113 Campus Center

Thursday 6:30 RM.

D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Royal Zucchini

Beef Parmesan
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew
Grilled Cheese on

Wheatberry

DINNER
Stir Fry Beef
and Vegetables

Baked Cod with

Crumb Topping

Spinach Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod with

Crumb Topping

Weather
Mass., R.L. Conn. - Some

rain or snow early over Cape

Cod. otherwise a few clouds

and colder. High in the low

to mid 30s. Tonight, clear

and cold. Low mid teens to

mid 20s. Thursday, sunny

and cold. High in the mid

20s to low 308.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

an cinnnnn] nnnn
nnan

Dnnpi nnnoonnHnci
annn nnoran nnrio
onciB nnaiia [JLiriri



1* Colk'^icini
Wednesday. March 7. 1»84
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The premium taste

has arrived.

Alert theMinutemen

#;

Brador.

Everything youve
heaid about it

is true.

Brewed and bottled in Canada by North America $ oldest brewery, imported by Martlet Importing Co., Great Neck, NY O 198)

:

Wednesday, March 7, 1984 Collegian is

Hypercurricula
*'Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed the day they take place . Friday will carry
_

. . . o.._ j_..
UNITED JEWISH APPEAL MEETINGSaturday and Sunday.

JEWISH SOCIALISTS & THINKERS -
A lecture with Harvard University's Dr.

Avraham Yassour—one in a continuing

series of discussions on the Kibbutz. 7:00

p.m..HERTlll.

— 7:00 p.m., SU Dukes Room.

INFORMATION ON ISRAEL PROGRAM
— Kibbutz representative Israel Maizel will

be on campus from 10 a.m. 4 p.m. Call

Hillel for an appointment. Hillel.

ASTRONONY CLUB MEETING - "A

Journey Through the Night Sky" at

Amherst College Planetarium. Meet in the

Grad. Tower lobby and we'll proceed to the

planetarium from there. All welcome! 7:00

p.m.. GTWR Lobby.

COMING OUT RAP GROUP - A support

and discussion group for men and women

interested in talking about issues which

affect the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Communities. 7:30 p.m.. SU413.

SPECTRUM POETRY STAFF
MEETING - 6:00 p.m., CC102.

PUB MUG NIGHT
- Every Wednesday -

35^ BEERS
Miller - Miller Lite

Music by

Al Stoner

- Dancing -

No Cover

I

^ >^^ ^

Make your Spring Break
a Romantic One

You are invited to come

in and view our extensive

collection of fine lingerie.

JUST ARRIVED - Christian Dior

100% cotton piganms for men
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1 4:30

Carrwg* Shopa. 233 N Plutanl St . Amhotl.

UMASS MEN'S CENTER MEETING —
A weekly meeting to plan and coordinate

programming for the semester and beyond.

4:00 p.m.. 128 Brett House.

MASSPIRG REGIONAL HAZARDOUS
WASTE MEETING — Attention con-

cerned students, hazardous waste advocate

BUI Ryan will be here to organize strategies

for hazardous waste clean-up and stricter

pollution penalties. 7:00 p.m.. CC905.

MASSPIRG VOTER REGISTRATION
MEETING — Come to our meeting and

learn what you can do to 'Get Out the Vote'

and to pass mail-in voter registration. Call

545-0199 for more infor. 6:00 p.m..

SU423B.

THIRD ANNUAL JAZZ SHOWCASE -
Free concert will feature University Jazz

Ensemble I. Chapel Jazz Ensemble. Vocal

Jazz Ensemble, and several guest artista

from the music department. Program

coordinator is Jeff Holmes. 8:00 p.m., FAC
Concert Hall.

CERRF MEETING — Join ua in the

Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive F^reedom to defend

reproductive rights. 4:00 p.m., CC903.

GRENADIER SOCIETY MEETING -
We play modern armor miniatures, squad

leader, naval miniatures, dipk>macy.

starfleet battles, and much more. Come
and be a member of our new club. 6:00

p.m. -12:00 a.m.. CC.

WSYL STAFF MEETING — Mandatory

meeting for all WSYL staff members. All

. are welcome to attend. Board meeting at

7:00. 8:00 p.m.. CashinRec. Room.

SOJOURNERS - Informal diacussion

group and supper for women willing to

explore faith, love, intimacy, and
spirituality. Call Chaplain Robin Harden
for information. 545 2661. 5:30 p.m.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:4& 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to puliJication day

Casfiin advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Raybans and Vuarnets
Fashionable and Functional Sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

APARTMENT WANTED

Puffton people - looking for an apartment

in Puffton. Will take over lease in June.

Please call 546-4747 Shelagh, or 546-4752,

Ann. __^
ASK FOR RAYBANS
OR VUARNETS

Don't lo8« your cool - Spring is almost

here. Great deals on the world's finest

made sunglasses. Look for table today in

CCC with "Ray" the snowman and "Ban"
his snowdog.

AUDIO

Sony XR-GB Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

Speakers OHM Bookshelf great sound
new 260 100 549-7797

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Toyota Corolla. 2 dr sedan 4 speed 95K
AM/FM. Reliable, runs well. $1500 or BO
253-7844, 5-10 PM

BEDDING

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING delivers Futons,

the portable mattress with chiropractic sup-

port and comfort. 527-3988

BICYCLE FOR SALE

KHS Mountain Bicycle chrome, Sugino

AT crank Mountech deurelliers new wheels

many extras call Paul after 6 PM 350 firm

256-0060 ^___
BICYCLING PARTNER WANTED

FOR RENT

Computer Terminals h Acoustic
Couplers for rent no security deposit no
maintenance charge immediate availability

546^782 Of 546^737

2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland
house. 130-*- each, on bus route with fall

option. 965-2512

1 rm in apt sublet 187 a month Main St im-

med avail Peter 546-1589 546-2678

FOR SALE

Lange Ski Boots Brarul new - still pkgd.

$175/80 mens 9M.XLT black and 8XLS
gray. Margo 549^048

10 speed Vista Araya Racer conventional

seat handlet)ar ideal for tall person 253-2408

GUITAR - Six string Gilberto and case ex-

cellent condition $150 549 7697

FOUND

Trans America then Alaska leaving June
first experience necessary 549-6834 ask for

Al

CAPE COD SUMMER '84

Call John in Boston 1-617-327 7735

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DiSC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Monty Python's
LIFE OF BRIAN

March 9, 5:00, 7, 9, 11

Engineering East $1.50

A record in the Cape Cod Lounge Friday

please call 256-6849 to identify between 7

and 8 PM ask for Nini

HELP WANTED

Balloon Deliveries by Clownsl Juggling,

birthdays, songs, more, reasonable ratas

cal8BM2S6. ___
Nancy Conwomwi-Have a happy dayl^

The SGA Treaaurar's Office is in need of

a student to monitor the financial records of

recognized student organizations at

UMass. Work study or not. This job in-

volves woricing with the SGA Treasurer and

student organizations to ensure financial

accounts are kept up-to-date and are ac-

curate. Accounting and /or bookkeeping

experience helpful. UMass SGA is an

AA/EEO
Cruiaeshipa HIringI $16-$30,000l Carri-

bean, Hawaii, Worid. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter 11(91 6) -944-4444 X UMass
Cruise

Airlinaa Hiring! Stewardesses, Reserve

tionistsi $14-39,000. Woridwidel Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter.
1-(916)-9444444X UMM8_Aif_

INSTRUCTION

French Tutor available will tutor any

level I Flexible schedule. Phone 549-3587

I need a tutor for COINS 121 and a

Library Assistant for Women's Studies.

MWF aftemoons and weekends. Call

549-4786. ask for Amv

Reward Pertaining to sign stolen

2/29/84. bright yellow with red lettering, Ig

circular size. Mystique Moustache
Hairdesign call salon Amherst

What the hell is going onl7l

Who has my Dan button?

I want it back, OK7
Hurt nrte not Dan

Thanks Jeff

MOTORCYCLES

1178 Yamaha
11000/BO must

exceiient conditkK)

Ted 549-7781

PERSONALS

JUDICIAL APPLICANTS

Commuter Area Gov. is seeking ap-

plicants for Commuter Area Gov. Judicial

positions. Inquire 404 SUB deadline March

9 545-2145

LOST

Art, Bualnaaa. Law, HIatory. and
Engllah at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 546-1914, Bartlett 378 or 190

Stick K in your ear at Silverscape -custom

ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues., Feb 21 - Wed, March 14

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

MW-F:9a.m. -5p.m.; Tues: noon -9 p.m.

For appointment call:

545-0648 / 546^2874

or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC
sitting fee: $5.00

Bye everyone, especially my family in

Christ. I shall return I Chris Pertcins 1617)

663-9216

Raid House praaanta
"A Night at the Opera"
with the Marx Brothers

Friday, March 9 in the CCA.
Times: 5, 7, 9, 11

Admission: $1 at all times

Glasaaa lost neer Hasbrouck 2/28. Call

546-5296 reward

Blue Wodrieh down coat Berkahire DC
3/2/1 reward 646^18

Lot ID and picturaa aanUnmnal value

roward plaaaa cali 64fra330

•••••••••••••••• AXO ••••••••••••••••

OPEN RUSH
Alpha Chi On>ega invites all University

women to dinner on Thursday-March 8 at

4:46. RSVP-Linda B. 546-2152 549^159

Mary Happy 20th This is your monthi

We'll 200 this weekend love Amy & Paula

Problems with your employer? Call LSO
545-1995

Saint Happy Birthdayl 20 years = 20

penalty shots. Kagos (OALMTFL) from 506

P.S. Better late than never.

Tom - 3rd floor Washington Lets nr^eetl

Time-Out Thursday - Lori

Contact Lenses Replaced. Baush and

Lomb or American Optical. $25 eech. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive 256-8661

No Hoax. I am for real. Please call me
again, just a little mix up. 066-7766

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

RIDE WANTED

I wanna aki in Colorado for Spring Break

pleese help mel Call Kenis

CHICAGO • Ride desperstsly needed to

and from Chicago over Spring Brsek. Ill

gisdiy shsre driving and expenaea. Gal Cfia

at 546-3600 during the day and 546-6672 at

night

Ride needed to Unlvarahy of Deiawara
or vicinity Spring Break Jennifer 546-6994

RIDER WANTED

Expraaa bus ride Port Authority NYC
($19.00) March 16 reservations 256€7B2

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to ahare laroa

bedroom in house/Hadley $175.00 Indudea

utilitiee 586-3682

Two female roommates wanted
shsre Brandywine apartment if interest

Lisa at 546-5382

to

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeeet reaurrw.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 106 CC.

Fast service, compet itive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPING-Fsst, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stat*^^ correspoftderKe, etc.

Reasonable rates (366-3414

SPEND SUMMER
ON CAPE COD

One male and two famalaa wanted for

picturesque house in Dennisport. Great

location. Only $560 for entire aummar
Jill 253-2069 nowl

WANl^D

Buying Gold Class Ringi, GokJ and Slvar

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing. Daniel Smith,

26 North Pleaaant St., Amherat. 2B6<]710

Two bedroom apartment in North

Amherst willing to take over leaae in June.

Call 546-9399 or 546-1266

WANTED TO RENT

aooaptanca puarantaad,

ratea, 584-7924 Nancy
on-campua, k)w

Wanted apartment In Puffton. Bran-

dywine or surrounding area call 256-1236

reward!

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fan 84

call Debbie or Lori 666-4676 after 8 PM

Urgent apt. in Puffton fall '84 needed 3

bedroom will summer sublet call Kim
546-6146 or Jimmy 546-8790

Looking for apt. in Puffton VMaga for

fail 84. Willing to pay for summer mon-
ths ASAP 646-6280

Townhouse. Brandywine or Puffton

double room needed for 2 for fall '84 but

will take over summer leaee. Pleaaa cal

Dorie or Natalie 646«419

Jigin...The end of a good dutt-Slime

/
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Intramural officials needed for softball and soccer.

Application forms available in Boyden 215. Officials nmst
attend meetings, either March 12th of 13th at 7 p.m. in

Boyden 215.

TheMassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY
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Hoopstershope to break out ofslump
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The day of reckoning is tonight at 9 p.m
on the court of the West Virginia Moun
taineers in Morganstown, West Virginia.

At 9 p.m. the sports world will know if the

llniversity of Massachusetts men's
basketball team can break out of their late

season slump that threatens to put an ugly

cap on the 1983-84 season for the

Minutemen.

If the Minutemen can topple the

University of Rhode Island, who had a 1-14

record on the road this season, in their

Atlantic 10 preliminary round game, they
will face top seeded and undefeated (18-0

Atlantic 10) Temple in the quarter finak

Thursday.

Springtime is not the time of year to be in

a slump.

Coach Ron Gerlufsen's club after running

out to a 11-11 record has lost five in a row,

three at home and the last four games have

been foretold in the first half.

In the recent games against West
Virginia, Temple, Rutgers and Duquesne,

UMass has come out and played horrible in

the first half, running up big deficits.

UMass. in the second half, played better

but they haven't pulled off the wins.

And now they face Rhode Island, who
UMass beat by two. 77-75 at home and lost

to in Kingston by a 76-69 score.

The Kingston win was one of the five URI
had in the conference this year. The Rams
posted a 62-21, 5-13 record.

Coach English, who is on the way out, will

hit UMass with Todd Bozeman and Chris

Compton, URI's top two scorers. Marc
Upshaw, who has scored over 1,300 points

for the Rams, provides ample firepower off

the bench. Upshaw has been plagued with

knee problems this season.

Stat-wise, URI hardly ranks anywhere,
yet, they have played very well against

UMass.

Horace Neysmith, third at the conference

in rebounding , and the rest of the

Minutemen will have to get their inside

game working and sink the hoops.

John Hempel and Donald Russell have
been hitting from the outside but it hasn't

been enough.
The team feels that if they can get off to a

good start and not fall way behind too
quickly, they will have a chance of beating

Rhode Island and if it comes to that.

Temple.

The game can be heard on WMUA-FM,
91.1. Pregame show starts at 8:45 p.m.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS - UMass
is now 11-16 and finished with a 6-12

Atlantic 10 mark. The 11-16 mark is

UMass' best since the Minutemen went 15-

12 in 1977-78 under Jack Leaman. Before

the Duquesne game, UMass hadn't lost

more than four in a row all year. URI is

seeded ninth, UMass is seeded eighth.

Wendy Ward - Pointing

the way for four years
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

When one hears ihe name of Wendy Ward,

one would usually associate that name with

the women's basketball learn at the

University of Massachusetts, where she has

been the starting point guard for the past

three and a half seasons.

But to really know Wendy, a lot more
information and insight are needed into this

all-around person, whose skills are

definitely not limited to the basketball

court.

Wendy is a 21 year old senior

Microbiology major from Brooklyn. New
York, who is currently applying to some of

the top medical schools in the East, and who
hopes to be a physician someday.
Although a bit short for a basketball

player at 5 feet 4 inches (she has been that

height since the age of 12). she was never at

a disadvantage. She first played the sport

in 6th grade on a Youth League team. She
followed mainly basketball, but also football

and baseball, and admired Walt Frazier of

the New York Knicks because he was a

smooth, quick guard.

"I could always jump high, and that made
me a little taller, plus the experience of

playing with the guys in the neighborhood

helped," said Ward.
She continued to play basketball at St.

Edmunds High School for four years and
also played the outfield for the softball

team for two years. With basketball, she

did about everything from defensive for

ward to guard and back. In her senior year

she did it all by averaging 24 points, nine

assists and four steals per game.
She came to UMass mainly for academic

reasons, for the strong science progfram

here. She was recruited by Boston

University. She was given the name of

UMass Coach Mary Ann Ozdarski before

coming here.

"In the beginning. I didn't play much. I

started the last half of my freshman season

and have been the point guard here ever

since. It was hard to adjust to not shooting

much, since scoring came .so easily. But in

my freshman year, we had the biggest team
in the East, and our strategy was to work
the ball inside to the big person. So I didn't

take the opportunity to shoot," added

Wendy.
The strategy seemed to work pretty well.

as the team had a 14 13 mark and gained a

berth in the AIAW's. In the Northeast

regionals. UMass lost to Dartmouth in

overtime.

Wendy has achieved several things in her

years at UMass. She is the first black

woman to play for four years and become
captain (for two years). Last season, she

was .second in the Atlantic Ten in steals

with 78, eighth in assists with 87 and 18th in

scoring with a 9.9 average. This season she
has 94 assists, a personal high at UMass,
and an 8.5 scoring average while starting all

26 games.

Her biggest thrill in a UMass uniform took

place this season, when the underdog
Minutewomen hosted the number one team
in the Atlantic 10 last year, Penn State.

Down by 16 at halftime, they rallied to win

by four, with Wendy compiling eight

points, eight steals and six assists.

She has participated in the New York
Summer League games, and the Empire
State Games, where in 1978-79. her New
York City team won the silver medal. She
probably won't be playing as much
basketball after attending medical school,

but comments, "I wouldn't have gone to

college without playing basketball."

UMass Coach Barbara Stevens has only

worked with Wendy for one year, but is

quirk to complement her character.

"Her being the only senior was very hard,

but she did a good job in terms of leader-

ship. Her composure helped carry us

through some tough situations. The kids

looked up to her and respected her for the

knowledge and skills she had. This

recruiting year is based on the fact that

Wendy will be leaving as point guard. She
will certainly leave a big gap. and it will be

hard to replace her." said Stevens.

"I feel sad about leaving. I've had fun, but
it's time to move on," Ward said.

Obviously a woman who has it all

together, as the interview concludes, she
turns and says with a confident smile, "I
think we've hit everything."

pkoto ronrtray of Sport* Infomimtion

Wendy Ward has been a steady influence for the UMass women's team
for the last four seasons.

It takes more than love of the hockey game

Wrestling begins
The UMass wrestling intramural

tournament opened last night at the

Boyden wrestling room with 65 wrestlers

on five teams and as independents.
BLT (bold, little, tough) IV is shooting

for their fourth con.secutive crown. Last

year. BLT III nipped the Madmen by one
point for the title.

The Madmen are back this year aiming to

take away the title. Phi Sig, Phi Mu Delta

.md Pike also fielded teams in the tour-

nament.

Action beiTTs at 7:30 p.m. tonight,

tomorrow, and on Monday and Tuesday.
The finals will he on Tuesday.

By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Staff

It takes an extreme amount of dedication

and quite a bit of money to play intramural

hockey here at the University of

Massachusetts.

First, you have to travel to the Depart-

ment of Natural Resources rink in

Greenfield, a 30 to 40 minute ride, to play.

When you do get there, the clock usually

says 9:30 p.m., which means your game is

the early one, one that starts at 10 p.m.
If you have the late game, it gets under
way at 12 midnight, and is finished by 1 or

1:30 a.m. And don't forget the 30-40 minute
ride home.
Over 165 people compose the twelve teams

that make up the Jo Jo Starbuck and Ice

Capades divi.sions of the intramural hockey
program. Each Learn plays a total ol ten

games. The playoffs will feature the top

four teams in each division.

Yukon Jack, led iiy senior captain Todi

Ferrelli. won last lail's playoff series 2-0

over .Mass Consumption. Yukon Jack once

again is at the top of the heap in the Jo Jo

Starbuck division, with a 5-0-2 record. Ties

came against Phi Sigma Kappa and Mass

Consumption. What the Puck, followed

closely by the Nads, are battling for the

lead in the Ice Capades division.

Not only is lack of sleep involved with

continuing the hockey career after high

school, money is also a factor. Each team is

required to pay a $350 entrance fee to get

into the league. This breaks down into the

$30 range per player per team, depending
on how many skaters suit up. Hockey

commentary
sticks cost anywhere from $8 to $55 for

aluminum ones. The $8 sticks usually make
it through two games or five slapshots,

whichever comes first.

Skate sharpening costs $2-3 a week, and
tape, which is necessary to keep the shin

pads on and the ankles upright, costs $4-5 a

whack. This does not include gas money for

the drive to Greenfield.

Many of the skaters m the program are

just out there for fun while others seem to

forget that the Olympic tryouts were last

summer. The referees are a joy to behold.

Many have no idea what iciing or offsides

are, while some others make bad calls on

purpose so the players will call them names
and question their ancestry.

The league playoffs will start right before

spring break, which is better than before

finals, like in the fall. It's a lot easier to

score goals and backcheck with tanning oil

on your mind, instead of chennistry exams.

Considering that most of UMass's student

body is composed of people from the East,

that grew up with hockey, the trip to

Greenfield to take in a game is worthwhile.

Games are held Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday nights at 10, 11 p.m. and 12

midnight.

While many hope that UMass will soon get

a multi-sport facility that wUl enable the

university to once again .sponsor a varsity

hockey team, most students only have the

intramural program to keep 'heir game
sharp. There is a certain amount of love for

the .v^ame involved with casual hockey
piayer. Bizarre skating times and rising

costs would .seem to bp deterrents to a

growing intramural program, but each

spring the numbers get larger and the line

to get skates sharpened is longer.
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HANGIN' OUT — Paul Lembeck, a UMass geology major, works on
his climbing skills on a rope ladder yesterday near Beta Kappa Phi
fraternity.

SGA approves concert funds,

referenda to be put on ballot
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

voted last night to place three referenda on

next week's SGA presidential election

ballot and approved a grant of $40,000 to

the United Program Council (UPC) to fund

this year's spring concert series.

Two of the referenda, proposed by co-

president Tom Ahem, will ask students

whether they want to change the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts' Minuteman mascot,

and how they would like to see local bus

service improved.

A third question, introduced by Bill Col-

lins, a Southwest Area Senator, will ask,

"Do you feel adequately represented by

your student government? What im-

provements would you like to see, if any?"

Ahem said that he favored the first two

referenda because he had heard students

express concern on both of these Lssues. He

said that the Minuteman mascot — a

soldier with a rifle and bayonet — had been

viewed as sexist by nrmny people, and that

bus service in the five coiiege area was
widely considered inadequiate.

Ahem said, the actual wording of the

questions will be decided by SGA Election

Subcommittee chair Mindy Ordway, who is

in charge of typing the ballots. The
Minuteman question will give voters some
background information on the mascot,

and the bus referendum will ask them to

choose between paying higher fees for

more service and rearranging existing

routes, he said.

The first two proposals were debated for

about 45 minutes on the Senate floor; some
senators objected to questions being put on
the ballot only five days before the election.

"I think these are issues which need to be
talked about more," said .senator Reuven
Carlyle. Carlyle argued that the short time

span would not give proponents and op-

ponents of the referenda enough time to

present their cases to the student body.

Aherri responded, "I think that's better

that it's quick. This way, it will be less of a

political battle — who can get the best

Covtiniied on page 5

Students confront Conte
on arms control issues
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Students from

the five college area had a tense meeting
with Representative Silvio Conte (R-Mass.)

and participated yesterday in a rally and
workshops in the first major student arms
control lobbying effort since the 1960s.

The Massachusetts delegation joined

about 650 students from the Eastern

United States to express dis.satisfaction

with the escalation of the arms race. The
lobbying was organized by the Princeton

Alliance to Reverse the Arms Rai'e

(PARAR) and United Campuses to Prevent

Nuclear War (UCAM).
The five college group trip to the capitol

was sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Peacemakers.

Despite Conte's support for the nuclear

freeze, the meeting between him and the

students was confrontational.

UMass student David Shakespeare urged
Conte to "take a leadership role in the

House as far as proposing amendments
that would freeze the nuclear arms race."

Conte responded by saying that he had
done everything in his power regarding the

nuclear freeze for UMass and that he was
not getting credit for his record in the

House of Representatives.

"I have broken my hump for UMass. I

championed the cause of the nuclear
freeze 1 hiave been ir. tht trenches. 1 did

take a leadership role and 1 will continue to

take a leadership role in the future," Conte
said.

Responding to further questions, Conte
strayed fretjuently from the topic of the
nuclear freeze. He discussed being up for

re-election in the Fall, saying "I will win
this election with you or without you."

Conte told the student lobbyists that as a

senior Republican, he is a powerful

legislator. "I am going to have an opponent

who is way out on the left against me. 1

want you to ask if that person is going to be

as effective as I have been on the nuclear

freeze and other issues," Conte said.

.Ion Spaulding, a UMass Soviet and

pjastem European studies major, expressed
the nearly unanimous feeling -imong the

student lobbyisLs. "He gave us the feeling

that we shouldn't be lobbying him,"

Spaulding said. "We presented him with a

a>alition from the five colleges and he

showed that he was concerned by becoming

so defensive."

In a meeting with the student lobbyists,

Greg Craig, Senator Edward M.
Kennedy's national .security advisor said,

"The contribution that the freeze campaign
has had on the political chemistry is stag-

gering."

Craig said that in the absence of a U.S.
Soviet negotiated bilateral, nuclear freeze,

the congress could possibly initiate a
unilateral freeze by cutting appropriation
for the mjyor arms systems.

Women still suffer financial
discrimination on the job
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

A re-evaluation of how wages are
determined and the value of women's jobs

compared to men's, is needed, according to

an University of Massachusetts assistant

professor of economics.

Elaine Sorensen, who spoke yesterday at a

luncheon meeting of the American Society

for Public Administration in the Campus
Center, di-scussed the implications of recent

court rulings in California and Washington
dealing with comparable worth.

Equal pay for comparable worth is based
on evidence which shows occupations

dominated by women typically pay from 15

to 20 percent less than those dominated by
males. An occupation is classified as female
dominated when 70 percent of the workers
in that field are women, Sorensen said.

The Equal Pay Act and the Civil Rights
Act passed by Congress in the 1960s, were
designed to prevent discrimination against

women in the job market. According to

Sorensen, women do receive equal pay for

equal work, and are no longer kept out of

traditionally male occupations but "neither

act has been used to protect women in

female jobs from wage discrimination," she

said.

"This has turned into a very controversial

issue and is perceived as disruptive to the
prevailing economic structure," Sorensen
said.

In December of 1983. a Distrkrt Court
judge in Washington ruled that the state

was guilty of wage discrimination against

women and ordered the payment of almost
a biihon dollars in back pay. Recently, the

Massachusetts legi.slature passed into law a

bill allocating $75,000 to 'investigate and
study" the issue of equal pay for com
parable worth.

Sorensen said this ruling was based on
three factors, including evidence that the

state had "consistently assigned equally

qualified men and women applicants to

different jobs "with men typically being
given higher paying positions.

Comparable worth is determined by a job
evaluation in which all jobs are rated by a

four point scale, she said. Evaluations are
based on issues of skill, responsibility,

working conditions and effort.

"Traditional job evaluations divide the
work force into units of blue collar, white
collar, etc. and then evaluate, thus per-

petuating the existing wage structure.

Comparable worth would evaluate all jobs
together and then study where women's
wages fall," Sorensen said.

Existing seniority rules "wouldn't be
touched" and comparable worth doctrines

attempt to increase women's wages, not

bring male wages down, she said.

"It is time for a policy to be implemented
that will improve the relative wage position

of women," Sorensen said. "Women still

only earn 62 cents for every dollar that

males earn."

INSIDE:

Forum discusses gay harassment in dorms p. 3

Glowing green globe sighted over Amherst p. 5

Minutemen beat Rhode Island in first round of Atlantic 10 p. 20

"A woman is the only thing I am afraid of that I know vAU
not hurt me.

"

— Abraham Lincoln

}
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One convict killed, second captured in North Carolina
MARION, N.C. (AP) - Police captured

yesterday a dangerous escaped convict

from Tennessee, hours after officers killed

his partner, a double murderer who had
eluded police in a shootout at a blind cou-

ple's home.

The fugitive, James Clegg, "is in

custody," said North Carolina Highway
Patrol Sgt. Jeter Wilds. Details of the ar-

rest were not immediately released.

Fellow escapee Ronald l^ee Freeman, 41,

was killed earlier yesterday in a gunbattle

with police in an abandoned house here.

Police trailed him with bloodhounds from

the blind couple's home, where Freeman
had broken in early in the morning. The
woman had a heart attack and one of the

people who came to help her called the

police.

While Clegg was still at large, residents

of a Marion neighborhood voluntarily left

their homes so police could search every

house.

The two men, both "armed and
dangerous," escaped from a Tennessee

prison last month and had vowed not to be

captiired alive.

"We think Clegg is by far the most

dangerous of the two men," said McDowell
County District Attorney Alan Leonard.

Freeman broke down the door of a blind

couple, Rass and Molly Harvey, before

dawn and demanded food, said Jerry

Knighton, the Harveys' son-in-law. Mrs.
Harvey, 63, suffered a heart attack about
V/i hours later and was late taken to

Marion General Hospital in critical condi-

tion, said Assistant Administrator Im-
ogene Poole.

Deputies shot at Freeman at the Harvey
home, but he escaped. Soon after, an in-

truder broke into another home and was

shot with a .22-caliber gun by the man who

lived there, but police were unsure if it was

Freeman, Clegg or somebody else.

Bloodhounds led police to an abandoned

house, where Freeman was killed by a

shotgun blast by police who stormed it

after he said he would not surrender, said

Leonard.

Trooper Larry Carver of the state

Highway Patrol was wounded in the

shoulder by a stray blast fired by police

who trapped Freeman. The blast came
through the wall and hit Carver, who was
standing outside, Leonard said.

Bartender testifies

in gang rape trial Digest
by

Associated Press

FALL RIVER - Three

men returned to a New Bed-

ford bar to calmly chat

about their role in a gang

rape the morning after a

wonuin says she was attack-

ed and raped on the bar's

pool table, a bartender

testified yesterday.

And a travel agent

testified that one of the men

approached him three days

later inquiring about

passage back to his native

Aiores.

Daniel Cunha testified he

was tending bar at Big

Dan's tavern on the morn-

ing after the rape was
reported when he overheard

a conversation among
Daniel Silvia, Virgilio

Medeiros and Jose
Medeiros, whom he called

"the blond one."

"The blond one turned to

Daniel and said when the

woman was next to the bar

that he stuck a bottle bet-

ween her legs," Cunha, a

Portuguese immigrant, said

through a translator.

Northampton man can't

bewitch ex-gu-lfriend
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NORTHAMPTON -
When all else failed, Sher-

man Sappington turned to

witchcraft to try to win

back his girlfriend.

But all he found out was

there are some things worse

than a witch doctor's curse.

Unpersuaded, the object

of his affections took him to

court on trespassing
charges and a judge ordered

him to stay away and seek

counseling instead of hexes.

"I guess she thought I

wanted to change her into a

lizard or something," Sapp-

ington. 23, of Amherst told

the Daily Hampshire
Gazette in an interview

published yesterday. "But

I'd never hurt that girl. I

still miss her."

After Sappingt<»n admit-

ted to the facts of the case

in District Court here Mon-

day, Judge Richard A. Con-

non continued the case

without a finding and order-

ing him to stay away from

his ex-girlfriend, placing

Sappington on probation for

one year.

She said Sappington had

been dabbling in witchcraft

for a few months before

they broke up last fall, and

last month magical symbols

began appearing on her

doorstep.

"At first I didn't take it

seriously," the Amherst
woman told the newspaper

after agreeing to an inter-

view only on condition that

her name not be used. "At
least not until he made it

very clear he was not fool-

ing around."

On Feb. 10, the woman
said she found a blood-

smeared pentagram, which

is a five-sided star

sometimes used as a

magical symbol, sitting on

the windowsill outside her

apartment.

AP Laavrpboto

BORED STIFF — The world's first heart and

liver transplant recipient, Stormie Jones, 6, of

Cumby, Texas, attends her first press con-

ference since her operation three weeks ago.

Dukakis in Springfield

speaking for Mondale
SPRINGFIELD - Gov.

Michael Dukakis told t«en-
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agers yesterday that Walter

Mondale is their choice for

president if they care about

war and peace, acid rain and

the minimum wage they

earn at part-time jobs.

Dukakis, stumping for

Mondale as Gary Hart rolls

past Mondale in polls for the

Massachusetts primary this

Tuesday, addressed about

500 students of English,

history and foreign

languages in Classical High

School's auditorium.

"About two years ago,

some very conservative

economists around Ronald

Reagan tried to peddle the

idea that the reason teen-

agers couldn't get jobs was
that they were paid too

much. They said if we paid

teen-agers $2.25 an hour,

they would find more jobs,"

Dukakis said. The minimum
wage is $3.35.

"A crazy idea? A bad

idea? Gary Hart is for it,"

Dukakis said.

1984 GRADUATES!
TIME IS RUNNING OUT

to get your yearbook portraits

taken!

Pictures are being taken until

March 14, in 177-178 CC

So be sure to sign up in Index Office

-103 CC or call 545-0848/545-2874.

Please bring a $5.00 sitting fee.

Now'a the Hmc
to call

North Amherst
Motors

r«««ndltl*nlnK

Rt.63, No Amherst
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ENTERTAINMENT HOUR — Singer and songwriter Debbie Fier

performed yesterday in the Coffee Shop as part of the International

Women's Week.

High schools face problems
Report proposes reforms

By PAUL DESMOND
Collegian Staff

Too many Massachusetts high school

students "are caught in an educational

limbo." and are not interested in the job

world. D'Amico (D Worcester) said

Tuesday night to 50 members of the Phi

Delta Kappa education honorary societv.

These students are not ready for the

transition to life after high school. D'Amico

said.

D'Amico is the Senate co-chairman of the

Joint Committee on Education, which

recently released a special report on iin-

proving the quality of education in

Massachusetts.

"We've tried to craft some policies that

will equalize e<iucationaI opportunity,"

D'Amico said. He cited the need "to make

sure that every community has the op-

portunity to provide parity in educational

instruction."

D'Amico stressed the need for reform to

come at the level of individual schools.

"We should be making the struggle for

more effective, democratic schools at the

building level," he said.

Parents, teachers and students should be

elected to local councils with authority over

local schools, D'Amico said. These councils

would be separate from local school com-

mittees, which would have a "supervisory

role," he said.

Other problems in Massachusetts schools,

according to D'Amico are: an increased

number of students who come from single

parent families, drugs, alcohol and non-

English speaking students.

"I think its very important to link state

human services with schools "to deal with

these problems," D'Amico said. "There's

got to be a way we can assist teacher. . .

with this monkey on their backs."

"We have a package that has enormous

agreement and I think, enormous potential

to it," he said.

Calling the Education Committee's report

and "ambitious agenda," D'Amico said,

"The reforms will be several years in the

wwks."
D'Amico was the keynote speaker for

PDK's annual initiation meeting held in the

Campus Center.

Writers discuss heritage
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Three women spoke on their identities as

Jews, women and writers in a panel

discussion titled "Jewish Women Writers:

Living in Exile," yesterday at the

University of Massachusetts.

"As women we're often erased from our

cultural history. As Jews we're erased

from (this) nation's history," said Melanie

Kaye/Kantowitz. Kaye/Kantowitz spoke

on the "thread of Jewish tradition," and

how her Jewishness helps her "recognize

emergency and (the need for) resistance."

"Tm more afraid of silence." she said when

discussing Jewish political struggles in the

United States and Israel. She said she

discovered at an early age the "instinct of

outrage at the violation of human rights."

and said that in the U.S. Jewish conflict is

"cushioned instead of being resolved."

"In order for Jewish culture to continue

here (in the U.S.). it must be connected to

culture in Israel," she said.

Kinereth Gensler read from her poetry

works including one that "puts together my
own consciousness as a woman and a Jew."

she said.

"Fm not in exile." she said referring to the

title of the discussion. She said she does

Newslines . . .

"From MAD (Mutual Assured Destruc-

tion): Reflections on War and Political

Discourse" will be the subject of a fellows

lecture tonight by two University of

Massachusetts professors.

Pohtical science Professor Jean Elchtain. a

Harassment in dorms
troubles gaycommunity
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Now that it's spring semester, students

living in the resident halls at the University

of Massachusetts are planning semi-

formals, dances, parties and other events

which give men and women an opportunity

to meet each other.

Some students, however, feel excluded

from these social events, according to

Felice Yeskel, the head of residence in

Dwight dormitory.

If some national statistics are true, ap-

proximately 10 percent of the UMass
student population is homosexual;
yesterday, a human relations forum ad-

dressed some of the problems facing in-

dividuals because of their sexual

preference.

Yeskel said that while homosexuals are

harassed throughout the University, they

face a great deal of oppression in the

residence halls.

"The major crisis in every gay person's life

is coming out. It impacts on their lives in a

major, major way, " Yeskel said.

Because of harassment, students who are

"coming out" receive in the dornutories,

they are less likely to be open and honest

about themselves. "Coming out" does not

happen in the middle of the night. There

are many stages in recognizing one's sexual

identity, she said.

Some homosexuals living in dormitories

feel "some sense" of exile, one "that all

writers do. It's a healthy sense, a creative

tension."

Jyl Felman read a short humorous story

she wrote about Jewish lesbian's encounter

with a "WASP (white Anglo saxon

Protestant) heterosexual woman, and later

connected it to the sense of exile she feels as

a Jewish woman writer."

"The Jew and the woman in me fight

constantly." she said, yet "they are in-

separable." She said exile is a highly

personal issue. "One person's exile may be

anothers person's home."

It is very "interesting to read with Jewish

women listening," Kaye/Kantowitz said.

"You have a context. They understand."

"Jews have a passion for justice," Gensler

said. As a Jewish writer she said she voices

dissatisfaction with social injustic. "It's

very Jewish to disagree and disapprove,"

she said.

Felman said that it is important for Jews

to have ways of recognizing and identifying

each other, and it is necessary to dispel

stereotypes because they "trivialize, cut

short, and dehumanize identification fac-

tors."

1982-83 fellow in the Institute for Advanced

Studies in the Humanities, and Dennis

Porter, chair of the French and Italian

department, will host this Institute of

Advanced Studies lecture at 8 p.m. in Room

120 of the School of Management.

The Jones Library in Amherst will

sponsor a photo show and reception for area

redheads from 4 to 8 p.m. today.

Titled "Redheads: A Secret Nation." the

show will feature photographs of redheads.

•never get through the first stage" of

recognizing their sexual identity because of

peer harassment, she said.

Gerry Scoppettulo, professional staff

member in the Student Center for

Educational Research and

Advocacy,(SCERA), said there have been

many incidents of posters being ripped

down or slurs being written on them, ac-

tions that are directly aimed at the gay and
lesbian community.
"In the Amherst and Northampton area

there have been a series of harassmenta

(particularly in the last year) against

lesbians, but also of gay men, " Scoppettulo

said.

There are many problems of harassment

on campus, and "anything the University

can do to help solve some of them is cer-

tainly needed," he said.

This semester, UMass Residential

Education is organizing a Gay and Lesbian

Awareness week, scheduled to be held the

last week in March.

Two of the main objectives of the week are

"to offer support to the 10 percent, or so,

part of the community that is gay or

lesbian." And for people who are not

lesbian, gay or bisexual, to learn about and

become more informed about

homosexuality. Yeskell said.

"We know we can't change people over-

night, but we also know the time has come
for change" in people's attitudes towards

homosexuals, Scoppettulo said.

Strickland to lecture tonight
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The theory that health and disease may be

influenced by gender differences and

behavior, will be presented at 8 p.m.

tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium

by a University of Massachusetts
psychology professor and clinical

psychologist.

Bonnie R. Strickland will speak as a part of

the 1983-84 Chancellor's Lecture Series,

and although the lecture is titled, "Gender

Differences in Health and Illness."

Strickland said she will not focus on fin

dings of "typical research." Instead, she

will "pull together daU on gender dif-

ferences in illness" and focus on "what came

out of the information gathering process."

she said.

"In women's health issues there is a lack of

information. Studies show that heart

disease is a leading cause of death among
men. but no studies on women." Strickland

said.

Strickland said she believes that

psychology can play a role in the health care

system by developing knowledge and

service.

"Over the century the kinds of things that

kill us have changed. Fatality and death

are heavily influenced by behavior." she

explained.

In addition to tonight's lecture. Strickland

will be awarded the Chancellor's Medal,

which is bestowed upon individuals in

"recognition of outstanding and ex-

traordinary service to the University." said

Cheryl Walsh, assistant director of com-

munity relations.

"It's a great honor," Strickland said. "I'm

particularly pleased because it's from

peers, who know the University."

Strickland was the featured speaker at the

American Psychological Association in Los

Angeles last summer. She has also been

invited to be a g^est lecturer at the South

Eastern Psychological Association in New
Orleans this month.

including many University of

Massachusetts students. Famous redheads

such as Mark Twain, Emily Dickinson and

Lucille Ball will also be the subject of

photographs.

Photo b; John MrlMrny

BREAKING THE ICE — With snow persisting in the foreground,

the UMass crew team prepares to shove off from the dock inHadley.
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i^UHDAY MOKNING

liLULS WITH

liOU UOYLE

t)-9diii

LOVENOTES

WITH QUl.nON

6-9ain

JAZZ WAKE-UP

WITH LOUIS

ALFRED

6-g4m
JAZZ AT SIX

WITH ED COHEN

6->*4m

JAZZ LIGHT

WITH

BOB ZI.1MERMAN

8- 1pm

POLKA
BANDSTAND
WITH

ROGER
AND

BILLY

m KN. Pf-AKSuf

BLUE UILL nUtt

Ti)E stok;iy

.lONDAY IJLUiS

J-li'pi"

'JLUES EXPRISS

WITH
CHAD DURHAII

9-1 /pill

MIU-HEEK BLUES

9-12p.li

COHCEPTO
LATINO

9-IZp.n

COHCEPTO
LATINO

ii)- Upi"

/Ai^IK

KANUY on Tut

HAUIO

12-3pi'i

R & U

WITH

EVAN A.

12- jpiii

ROCK AND ROLL

RADIO

WITH D.G.

12-3p.li

OBLIVION

EXPRESS

W/ FERN

l?-3pni

DANCE WITH ME

WITH

THERESA M.

iJ-i-'pm

U.<UEHCUKREHTS
l-3pm

CONCEPTO
LATINO

.-7|>M

COUUTRY

BLUES

AiO

PRESENTS
LIADDY NflL

3-6piii

REGGAE
JITH

SCOTTI DREAD

i-opm

THE H1IYTII1

SECTION
W/CARL LOWt'lAN

THE

STEVE DIAMOND
SHOW

3-6pin

THE SOUL

FURNACE

W/ JIM :^cDee

3-6pm

MARC ELLIOT

RECORD REVIEW

I'.iJJt GRASS niLJS INVESTIGATION BBC ROCK HOUR SPORTSTALK ATHEi4AS WEB RE PORTS /COLOR

.'- IJpi"

WO. IE MS

^tDM
PROJECT

/-lOpoi

CONCIPTO

LATINO

7-lUp.ii

MISS
PRISS

7-lUpi:i

TERPSICHORE AH

CACOPHONY WITH

JIH NEILL

7-10 pm

ALL
FUNKED

UP

7-lOpn

NIGHT MARE

7-lOpm

SATURDAY NIGHT

SPECIAL WITH

OR

i i -fc'd"'

JA/Z
WITH

LARRY j.'II"

PRINCE

lO-^ain

MIP
NOISES

W/ Ut.4 WILDER

10-241.1

OAOAVISION
RADIO NETWORK

lJ-24m

MIX
MASTER
HIKE

10-24m

THE

MR.

TED SHOW

10-24«

PUMA PRESENTS..

OVtR.n('.iiT

RAUI'J

UVIRNIGIIT

RADIO

2-64111

OVEKNIGhf
RADIO

2 -64m

.OVERNIGHT
RADIO

J

2-64ra

OVERNIGHT
KAOIO

2-64in

GLORYROAD
GOSPEL SHOW

W/ REV, PEARSON

2-b4in

OVERNIGHT

WITH
B.M.C.P.

Collegian

Writing Workshop

Joe Quinlan -

AP Springfield

Collegian Office

113 Campus Center

Thursday 6:30 P.M.

$7.50 FOR A NEW YOU!! q
(excluding shampoo and blow dry) <

Only $7.50 for an exciting new hour

by professionals at MARJON.
Also. . .you have until March 10th

to win a trip to

ACAPULCO MEXICO
We use and recommend REDKEN

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

GRADUATION NOTICE:

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speakers at Commencement '84 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Trey Williams,

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 13, 1984

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
X

.**^^^^A^4^A^^^A^^^^4^^.V-¥-¥"¥-¥"*-*

Presidential/BOG/Residential Elections

are Monday, March 12 and

Tuesday, March 13!

All students are encouraged to

VOTE
These people will represent you

for the next year. . .VOTE and

have a say.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

POOR RICHARDS
Back in Command!
THURS. 8 pm -12 am

2 for!
Bottle Beer $1 Draft 50*

Pool Table is back
Disco and Light Show every night

l,gJg=J<ali=LIc^Jfir^fc^

X /

/ N

/ 'S

4^

Planning for Spring break^ '

Come see our best selection ever.

"it /
cpon Sunday

r

i

1

JkmoHQeAdui
fiuioMtuU

S

1l»BM(CittM»eFaMl menu
Hot and Sour Soup Sweet arHl Sour Chickef ,

Chicken Fingers Pan Fn«J Rice (

Pan fnnd Ravioli Chines Bsrtoequed Pork i

BUFFET Beef with Green Peppw Broccoli in Oyttef Sauce J

Mon - Thurt c^'^^"-" ''^ '*«««-
^''f

*^ ^'^^
,

\

R nm ft nm Lunch«on Special ft T«k«-Out Service r

Sunday Brunch

. 11:30 am -3 pm
Ullyoucan eat

i $6.96 per paraon

Full Cocktail Manu
Sun - Thura 11:30 am - D pm
Fri fr Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm

10 Balchartown Road

at Rta 9, Amharat
2E»4I2B1 J

Jlappy Jlour

UNIVERSITY or
MASSACHUSETTS AT >(MHERST

FineArts
Center
Concert
Hall .^'

Les Ballet

Jazz
de Montreal

Joalami
otIH tintt

FRIDAY, MARCH 9. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Springfield

Symphony
Orchestra
MuMr DHecto* witfi

Jean
Pierre

Rampal
FRIDAY. MARCH 30. 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

PHILIP JONfS BRASS [NSFMBU

Shinning Vtrfuotity

SUNDAY. APRIL 1.8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students Half

Price. Tickets Available at

FineArts Center Box Office.

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield

Civic Center. Call (41 3) 54S-2511

or 1-800-243-4842

* Senate
Continmd from page 1

funds and lobbying" and a more direct question to

the students, he said.

The third referendum was also debated at length.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan opposed it, he said, because

"it will put weights on the feet of new student government

officers" if students cast a vote of no confidence in the

SGA.
Senator Gary Gosselin called it "a destructive motion,

nothing but negativity...the administration could use a

negative vote as a tool against students."

Greek Area Senator Jay Flynn disagreed. A *'no" vote

on this referendum, he said, would be "not a condemna-

tion but a challenge. Putting the question on the ballot

shows we do care." The motion passed, 18 to 14.

The Senate also passed, by acclamation, a resolution

supporting students of Hampshire and Smith colleges in

their efforts to keep the right to student input in ad-

ministrative decisions. Sit-ins were staged Tuesday at

both colleges by students who felt this right had been

abridged.

Local group fights

for cleaner water
The Amherst Citizens Against Pollution (ACAP) will

hold an open meeting at 8 torught to discuss drinking

water concerns at the Bangs Community Center in

downtown Amherst.

A newly formed group of citizens, ACAP "hopes to

demonstrate a need to ensure safe drinking water in

Amherst." said Karen Crawley, a meml)er.

"We're hoping to get citizens involved with the issues of

capping the old Amherst dump and the relocation of

Amherst Auto Parts over the town aquifer," she said.

Crawley said the closed Amherst dump has remained

uncapped for over a year, allowing leachates to filter into

parts of Amherst's ground water. ACAP also conterMls

that the Brickyard Wells were closed in 1981 due to this

contamination, she said.

"We're very concerned about the relocation of Amherst
Auto Parts," Crawley said. "The proposed site is located

on secondary recharge land for the town a(juifer. We feel

this town water supply could l)e threatened by similar con-

tamination."

- LARRY BOUCHIE

Flying orb reported

t WZZZ 107.7 FM „ 5
praaanta Its first

Local Music review
Live at the SUB

THURSDAY. MARCH 8th
Doors Open 8:00 Admission $2.00

CASH BAR I 18 & 19'8 welcomed
Featuring: Pajama Slava Dancars, First CIrcIa,

UMaaa Bluas Band. Nsxus, Qray MattarIT UMaaa Bluas Bsna. naxus, wmy ™i-i»-. o

"A glowing green ball"

which allegedly fell from

the sky was reported by a

South Pleasant Street

resident about 5:50 a.m.

yesterday morning,
Amherst Police said.

Police were dispatched to

an area in South Amherst

where the person said the

object landed, but could

find nothing. No other

calls concerning the object

were reported, police said.

The person was not

available for comment.

Police arrested a student

from Worcester
Polytechnical Institute

early yesterday morning

and charged him with

being a disorderly person

after he allegedly harassed

residents in Brittany

Manor.

BOB BURGESS

"A MATCHLESS
DELIGHT..;'

—Vinctnf Canbv— NY Tim*s

/••«•

.-^®tv
»»'^^«»"/

W£€K€MDek

"ji#5
Showing March 9
at 7:00 and 9:00

Mahar Auditorium

sponsored by
AASA
$1.25

<^ V--V' ^<r^' ^viiv v:;:. v:^-/ v:::^' \:z^'' \:z^
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Permalens®
Extended Wear Contact Lenses

Buying contacts

and eyeglasses is easy as AVC.
And now, American Vision Centers has made buying Permalens®

Extended Wear contact lenses even easier. We've lowered the price

to just $99. That's the lowest price we've ever offered and it's the

lowest price in the city. We guarantee it!

Ne* purchases only • Limit one pai' p«f customer • Cannot be used in con|unction with othe' discounts Of spacitl*

Permalens'

Extended Wear
Contact Lenses

99
Regular $149

"nw Imm iwu can tt—p kWi"

30 day trial uMaring ptan • Full

Cf«dil wnhin 30 days on lenaas

only i« not satisfied • Eye exam
prolesstonal and titting lees not

ncludnd • SPH lenaai only

Coupon muat be p<«Mfll«d al

ExpiTM 3/31/84 DC

Soft Contact

Lenses

$55
A full refund on me cost o(

tt>e lenses it not satished •

Professional and fitting fees

not included

Coupon muat b« preaenlod al

time of 0urrh«se

Expiree 3/31/84 DC

SAVE

33V3O/0
on frames

With pu'i f'dse oi Lompieie

pd>r o< (eyeglasses

50% OFF

FRAMES
on sacond pan ot eyeglasses

mot to eaceed value oi isi pai'l

with purchase o' complete pai'

Coupon muat ba preaontad at

ttme of purchase

Expiree 3/31/84

Hypnotizing,
magnetizing,
mesmerizing,
energizing,
fascinating,

captivating,

exciting,

amusing,
entertaining,

original

Tom DeLuca.

Kl

DC

AMERICAN VISION CENTERS
gr^Qt •/• cor*- great eyewear

Hampsfiire Mall, Hadley • 584-7958 • Open M-Sat 10-9

Hypnosis that

Soes beyond
entertainment and

BSR an original

com i( parody

of ESP.

• One of the

most requested

i«4s(in(olleRe

( ampuseskKlav"
—Newsweek

\

k
Monday. March 12

Appearing:
8:00 S.U.B.

Speaeored bv tk* (;o*cnM>r'i Procrav ( oaaril

from the beach at^d Hdve^ into th© futiff©

yf^^AmikQisney Wprtd Epcot Cont»t

^MddOyi ond Wdoyt <*»-viwi day* to get

lt>e ofdlnofyl!^l'|l*i W »m y •(3M00tid C9t«braHon of

Oktoberfest Be a port of o street theoto comedy btpto«e

'^he leotms of imagination Play leapfrog wWi '#liMBlOin.

And jcwnpte ttw cuisine and spirits of nir>e notions

Wherever you ore in Florida during Spring

Break 84, you'H be just minutes away

Ttiis year, take o tyeak from the beocti for an adventure

ttxjt's out of this worid. Walt Disney World Epcot Center.

And here's wtK)'ll be there:

• Auburn University

BO¥¥Ung Green State University

• IncUona University

Memphis Slate ifntverslty

• MichiganS^ tfNverstty

• OhioSkJte Umv^nttY
• Rutgers UrtiversitY

State University of New York - Buffalo

University of Cirycinnati

University of Georgia
University of Kentucky

University of Louisville

• tkitversity of h4as8act)usetts

University of Minnesota

Virginia Pc^ect) Institute

GEnfTER

1
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1
University of Masachusetts at Amherst

Motto Contest

$100 prize

Deadline: April 13, 1984

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst is sponsoring a Mot-

to Contest. The purpose of this contest is to create either an
English motto, eventually to be turned into Latin, or a Latin motto,

that reflects the educational mission of the Amherst campus. Con-

testants are encouraged, though not required, to research this mot-

to. For example, the speeches of current or former Presidents or

Chancellors of the University or annual reix)rts, may be consulted.

All entries become sole property of the University and entry con-

stitutes permission to the University to use winning motto as it

deems appropriate.

CONTEST RULES:
1. Entry may be in English or Latin. If English, the

motto must lend itself to translation into Latin.

2. Mottos are limited to no more than five words.

3. Entrants must be affiliated with the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst as: students, faculty,

employees, alumni.

4. Members of the screening committee, and their

families, are excluded from entering.

5. One entry per person.

6. A prize of $100, for the best entry, will be announced

April 29, 1984.

7. In case of duplicate entries, the prize will be shared.

8. Entries will be submitted by mail and must be post-

marked no later than April 13, 1984.

Entry blanks are available in the Classics office, 528 Herter Hall

and should be returned by mail to:

Motto Contest

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Classics Department
528 Herter Hall

Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

UMASS SKI CLUB I

SPRING BREAK

Q^illlngton
^r VERMONT

MARCH 18-23
Last Chance

full payment needed by

March 14

Hurry in

limited space available

$
INCLUDES . .

.

LODGING
5 DAYS SKIING

-ALL LIFTS

ALL YANKEE SKI WEEK
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

/

FIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

GREAT I
SKIING*

SUPER

I

sociauzing|

SKIING RAUy|
SKI RACES$

NEW ENGLANDI
CLAMBAKE

I
AFTER-SKI£
PARTIES*

CONDOMINIUM^
0. MOTEL LODGING*

(yo«r choice)?

MOGUL*
CONTEST^

SPECIAL LIVE«
ENTERTAINMENT^

\ AND*
MORE!«

Mandatory Meeting 7:00 lues March 13 ^
FOR MORE INFO 545-0437 430 STUDENT UNION %

.»•"

l\

l\lNOWWlO

^.J " W" "'"'
.l.J >U""" P''"'''"'' U lo,l, <">

w^
^ V»'

Budweiser,
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
UPCOMING MANDATORY MEETINGS: Check in 215 Boyden for meeting]

location.

Softball /Soccer Managers' Meeting on March 12th or March 13th at 6 pm
|

Softt)all/ Soccer Officials' Clinic on March 12 or 13 at 7 pm
Tennis Doubles Men/Women/ Mixed Monday March 12 at6pm-7 prn. If I

1

you cannot attend, contact Randy Dick at &-2G93 or in person 10 am - 11

am Thursday 3/8 or or 6 pm - 7 pm Thursday.

BASKETBALL:
Playoff tournaments are in progress, corrw and see the action. Finals are

I

tentatively scheduled for:

Women's - Tuesday 3/13 at 6pm
Co-Rec - Tuesday 3/13 at 7 pm

Grad-Fac - Wednesday 3/14 at 6 pm
Men's - Wednesday 3/14 at 7 pm

I WRESTLING:
The annual tournament started on Tuesday, 3/6, with rrwtches continuing

,

on Wednesday, 3/7, and Thursday, 3/8, starting at 7:30 each night. Spec-

tators are welconr>e. Finals are scheduled for Monday, March 12th, starting
|

at 7:M pm in the Wrestling Room, Boyden 237.

BLT IV, led by Michael Vilardi, are vying for their 4th consecutive team title|

against Madmen, Beta Kappa Phi, Phi Sigma Kappa, and Pi Kappa Alpha.

CO REC SWIMMING:
The Meet has been rescheduled to Wednesday, April 11th. Teams may

sign up in advance, or the night of the meet from 6:X 7:00 pm. Diving at 7

pm and relay races at 7:30 pm.

:|e))(%:|c9|c9|c:|c:|c5|c**************************'«*

tltimuldlcf^cjoul

TONIGHT

NURSING ALUMNI
CAREER NIGHT
Several Alumni will

speak about their past

and current experiences

in Nursing.

Where?

Campus Center 163C

When?
8 pm - 9:30 pm

ALL ARE WELCOME
(students - faculty - others)

Sponsors:

The Division of Nursing

University Placement Service

University Alumni Office

For Additional Information

call the Division of Nursing at

'

' <

:

'

<
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Savemore thanever before!
a^i^

I I I

— _ ^X

III'

SAVE ON
VIDEO RECORDERS!

SAVE ON AMPS
TUNERS & RECEIVERS!

SAVE ON PORTABLES! HITRRY'!
EVERYTHING MUST GO

BY SUNDAY, MARCH 11TH!

SAVE ON TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT!

I

fry

SAVE ON
TURNTABLES!

' Mi

i

K
HtlM

SAVE ON
PERSONAL.

SAVE ON
CAR STEREO!

SAVE ON
CASSETTE DECKS!

, SAVE

, ON JVEw^D DEMO
. '983

STo^"^
HO\)HS'

f»

Td»y

id»?

w Qon
v:.

....; >:;

M
l«

SAVE ON
COMPLETE SYSTEMS!

SAVE ON
TELEVISIONS!

SAVE ON SPEAKERS! tech hifi
STEREO -VIIKEO *PHONES

SAVE ON
STEREO FURNITURE!

Illustrations are represerttative only

America's off-price home entertainment centersf

v/SA- AMERICAM
EXPRESS,

1 5 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-31 00 I5
»
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Senseless acts by vicious people
Two weeks ago a female Orchard Hill dormitory

resident said she was sleeping in her room
between 9 a.m. and noon, when someone poured

red liquid under her door and put a note in the puddle. It

said "Death to all Jews." Another similar incident occur-

red shortly thereafter.

Josh Meyer

This is an open letter, to the person(s) who poured blood

under doors. A concerned member of the Jewish com-
munity on campus called these acts "bordering on violent."

He was wrong they were violent acts, as violent in intent

as you can get. They are also acts which merit a jail

sentence under recently enacted Massachusetts law, if I'm

not mistaken. But a mere punishment for you will never be

enough.

I hope what you have done is something you will never

forget as I know that your victims will remember it

always. I hope you realize how scarred you leave people

when you commit such senselessly vicious acts against

them. They won't forget that human rats like you exist,

and they'll have the foul taste of vengeance, misun-

derstanding and anti-semitism in the back of their mouths
for a very long time.

And because of this, I don't want you to ever forget it

either- -the way you snuck up like a coward, praying that

no one would notice you as you poured the "blood" under

the door, turned, and slithered away.

Whatever sick sense of accomplishment and warped pride

you felt immediately after probably has already turned to

shame. How can you even face your friends and family,

keeping such a perverted secret'?

I hope all the people you care about, if there are any, find

out that you're the one that wrote the note.

Someday soon, I hope you wake from a dream in which

someone you might not even know hates you so much that

they poured blood under your door, or better yet, maybe
someone should actually do it to you, so you can un-

derstand for yourself the pain of wondering why'/ Why
someone would hate you so much for being one religion or

one race or culture. I hope you someday realize what
you're saying when you say "Death to all Jews" or death to

anyone. But you won't, for you are very sick.

I guess it's up to the rest of us to find out what to do.

You'll obviously have to be treated like a child, just as with

other mutant outcasts from society who can't help

themsleves. People will say, "it's not your fault" and have
pity on you. We'll all try to be understanding, mature
adults. We'll try to find out what is in our society that

breeds such viciousness and ignorance, and we'll try to

figure out how to cure people like you.

We'll go to workshops and read books and talk to each

other, and suggest ways to cure you of your blind outrage,

hatred and paranoia, without having to punish you.

Because an ounce of prevention in this case works and a

pound of cure doesn't in cases where you hurt people like

you have. But one thing is for sure - if you ever get caught,

I hope you get screwed to the wall.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian Columnist.

Oh tuition hikes

Happy
to hear about fees going up? More good

news, tuition will undoubtedly be rising also.

Maybe you are beginning to wonder, from

whence do tuition increase come from, the Board of

Regents of course.

Let me explain. The Board of Regents was set up in

1979 to oversee public higher education in

Ma.ssachusetts, included in its functions was the

responsibility of setting tuition. (You might be asking

who sits on the Board of Regents • but we will leave that

little tidbit for another time.) This year the Regents have

come up with a tuition policy proposal establishing

guidelines by which all future tuition increases will be

set. How were increases set in the past, well they were,

to a large degree, set by the arbitrary discretion of the

Board. But don't let that bother you, its all water under

the bridge now. (So what if they increased tuitk)n at

UMass by a total of 70 percent in 4 years. Care for a

breakdown; 1979 80 up 16 percent, 1980-81 up 17 per-

cent, 1981-82 up 21 percent, 1982-83 up 16 percent.)

A proposal has been drafted and no k)nger will increases

be arbitrary. What a fine idea to set tuition according to

a tuition policy. As a member of the Conunittee on Public

Policy I was able to get a lock at a copy of the proposal.

Oh oh, major problems- denial of access for lower and
middle class students, lack of stability in costs, increasing

students portion of the cost of education, and danger of

pricing UMass out of its education niarket.

Seriously folks, a tuition policy is a good idea, but the

current proposal does have serious deficiencies. The
Public Policy Committee and SCERA have written a

position paper citing the inadequacies of the Regents

recommendation; we would like to enlist your help in

trying to work out the problems in the document.

Tomorrow on these pages I will support the charges that

I have made with facts and figures. Also in the near

future, I will suggest ways you and I can channel our

energies away from negative student sarcasm/cynicism

and towards valuable positive student input.

by Greg Madden
Member SGA Public Policy

Letters

Pornography explained

To the Editor.

I am writing in response to Gr^ Burke's criticism of a

Feb. 29 article titled Pom and Violence Linked.

There are several inaccuracies in Mr. Burke's criticism,

mainly misquotes and/or misinterpretations of the infor-

mation offered in the article.

The article presented a questionable relationship bet-

ween violent pornography and violence against women in

the home and in society. Mr. Burke wrote that the article

stated "statistical proof of such a correlation, however,

the word "proof was never mentioned in the article.

The article cited "statistical data" based on one experi-

ment conducted at UCLA which connected violence

against women with pornographic movies.

In the study, one group of men viewed pornographic

movies while another group viewed erotic movies. Mr.

Burke said the article never mentioned the results of this

experiment. Had he read the article carefully, Mr. Burke

would have discovered the study "indicated that men who
viewed pornographic movies were more likely to commit

acts of violence against women than men who viewed

erotica."

Another aspect of the article related to the year-old New
Bedford gang-rape case and a photo essay in Hustler, one

of the nation's leading pornographic magazines. In

January 1983, Hustler featured a photo essay titled "Dirty

Pool," in which a young waitress was depicted as being

gang-raped on a pool table in a bar. Three months later, a

21 year-old woman was allegedly gang-raped on a pool

table in a New Bedford barroom.

Contrary to Mr. Burke's interpretation of these two oc-

currences, the article did not state any direct "evidence"

linking the Hustler photos with the New Bedford rape.

The article did not label pornography as a direct cause of

violence toward women. It did not offer valid proof or

evidence. It merely showed that there might very well bp a

connection between violent pornography and actual

violence against women. Miriam Zoli

Amherst

Collegian Women's News Editor

WSmmf^j. i»
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On joke SGA candidacies
To the Editor.

I write to you over my anger in regards to the $250 ap-

propriated by the SGA for the Gumby/Camel co-

presidential joke campaign. As a senior, my future is

dependent upon the reputation our school deserves.

It has been years since UMass started turning around its

image from that of a 'party school" where academics

rank last among student priorities, to that of a fine institu-

tion where an excellent education has been the goal of

many. Still, however, the unattractive nickname lingers in

the minds of the public. "ZooMass" is an image which is

continually stirred up, and the recent national news

coverage of our "fires" helps that image to flourish.

It is imperative that we students act as adults in a

responsible and mature manner. Gumby and Camel have

made a mockery of the SGA, the student body, and the

University at large. I reach out to all students, and urge

you in your own self interests to boycott their ridiculous

campaign. Howard Glantz
Amherst

Jewish Caucus established
To the Editor,

Surprising as it may seem to most UMass students,

there are many feelings of anti-Semitism present on cam-

pus. As reported in the Collegian on March 5, there were

at least three seperate anti-Semitic actions committed

against UMass students last week.

To deal with this problem the Undergraduate Student

Senate unanimously recognized the "Jewish Caucus as of-

ficial representative of students with concern for Jewish

values and culture to provide an effective forum for the

determination of issues concerning the Student Govern-

ment Association and all institutions here at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, Amherst."

The first meeting ^^ the Jewish Caucus is to be held on

Thursday. March 8 at 4:00 in Campus Center room 802.

All students interested are encouraged to attend.

Joel Rabinowitz

. ^^,..45Tf^y9?'^WS?:fW?W^5>

The truth about

student Senate

I
am writing in response to the recent editorial,

criticizing the Student (iovernment Association. Al-

though 1 share dissatisfaction with the recent publici-

ty that the Student Senate has been receiving, I do not

agree with the reasons given for this ft'eling. It is not that

the S.G.A. neglects the interests of students, it is that the

work that many of the people involved with this organiza-

tion do is not adequately publicized that causes

misunderstanding.

Peter Deliso

The student Senate and its committees have been in the

forefront on such issues as voter registration; rent control;

battling tuition increases; the Academic Grievance
FriKcdure; the Residential College Program; the
Academic Honesty Policy; the Residential Judicial policy;

and an array of films, activities, lectures, and awareness
campaigns directed at enhancing the quality of life here at

the University of Massachusetts. Since academics is my
particular field of responsibility, I will direct the remainder
of this column to that area.

First. I can agree with the point mentioned that courses
should be more accessible, and flexible; however. 20 hour
classes are a bit unrealistic. If you could find students

willing to attend classes in the early morning, you would
still be hard pressed to find faculty members willing to do
the same. Security within the classroom buildings, in the

parking lots, and academic areas would present a problem
of great magnitude. Certain questions are also of im-

portance such as: would there be enough of a student

interest to justify the funding of security, lighting,

heating, etc.? If not, are the students willing to carry this

increased expenditure in the face of already rising tuition

costs? Also, we have to ask ourselves: if we are to push

for budgetary allocations to certain departments, how will

this affect the various other programs which serve im-

portant purposes as well? The problem of oversubscribed

classes is better dealt with in other ways. The Academic
Affairs Committee has been researching the problem, and

is attempting to pressure the Administration to allocate

more funds to the concerned departments for the hiring of

more professors and assistants to teach these courses.

Added to this, there are problems with space allocatk)n,

departmental perogatives and long range University

academic planning. Obviously, these issues cannot be

solved in a day, nor can they be addressed with off the-cuff

proposals.

The issue of Academic Grievance is on the top of our

agenda this semester. It is our belief that students have

certain rights in the classroom, such as the abUity to in-

crease their knowledge without being harassed sexually,

racially, or on the basis of religious or sexual preference.

Students should be informed of the requirements of a given

class, and should be protected against having these

changed, and should be free from arbitrary grading policy.

The Residential College Program is also a concern of ours.

In the past, the faculty and Adniinistratk>n have

decreased their support for the program to the detriment

of a large number of students who have, and may in the

future, benefit from it.

The Academic Affairs Committee is continually reviewing

Administrative proposals dealing with the academic life on

this campus, such as the revised final examination schedule,

the long range plan on academics, the reports to the

trustees ol our various divisions, and others. We are also

responsible for the publication of the Course and Teacher

Evaluation Guide, which is of vital importance in the

student's attempt to have input into the educational

quality of our faculty.

What the Academic Affairs Committee and the Senate

needs is more student interest in its activities, and more
dedicated and concerned students working for student

rights. The type of editorial that criticizes the S.G.A. in

this way serves to tarnish the reputation of the Senate,

increase student apathy, and disillusion the people whom
have spent a great deal of time working on these issues. I

am appalled to find out that someone would jump to the

conclusions that have been, without attempting to find out

the truth behind the issue.

Peter Dtliao is Chair ofAcademic Affairs Committee
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The SGA presidential elections : the issues, candidates up for the job

student input the issue

for Rudolph and Dooley
By DAVID LINTON
Colle^nan Staff

Student Government Association co-

presidential candidates Tim Rudolph and

Donna Dooley said yesterday that they

would revive the President's Council they

consider inactive and institute referendums

to gain student input in the SGA.
"The most important thing is getting

student input," Dooley said. Reviving the

President's Council and instituting

referendums is pari ol u plan to create two

way communication Wetween the student

body and the SGA leadership "because

without communication you can'i get

anything else done." Dooley. Orchard Hill

Area ^lovernment Treasurer, said.

The candidates said they would also

publish a newsletter to students every

three weeks to improve communications.

Dooley said conducting referendum.s would

be effective in measuring student opinion.

"II students know their vote is gonna make
a difference then they'll vote." she said.

"It's a cost-benefit problem. Someone is

going to have to sit at those ballot boxes but

in the long run it will be beneficial to the

students."

Another major highlight of the

Rudolph /Dooley candidacy, the candidates

said, is their "innovations" to cut student

phone bills, extending the 10 meal plan to

cover weekend meals and wiring dor-

mitories with cable television.

Rudolph, a student senator, admitted the

plans for cable television and phone bills are

long range issues to be instituted in a series

of stages but avoided being specific on how
the plans would be implemented or what

kind of costs were involved. Rudolph said

his mam source of information concerning

lowering phone bills were "trade manuals"

on how the American Telephone and

Telegraph (AT&T) divestiture has opened

the field of telecommunications to com-

petition with other telephone companies.

Rudolph said he would work with the

Public Policy Committee of the SGA to

introduce legislation in the Massachusetts

state legislature to overturn an "archaic"

law preventuig state institutions from

receiving cable television.

"Our innovations arc long range planning.

We're talking stages more or less. We don't

want to be seen as the 'Wiz Kid" candidacy

but these things are achievable," he said.

The candidates praised the lobbying ef-

forts of Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA) to increase financial assistance to

students and the SGA Public Policy

Committee's lobbying efforts against

tuition increases.

Both candidates said they opposed

resolutions in the Student Senate on in-

ternational issues like the Grenada in-

vasion. Rudolph said the Cummuter Area
Government was "not representative of

commuters" and would restructure the

body and write a new constitution, though

this was done last summer.

Rudolph and Dooley:

trying to start something
The Rudolph/ Dooley candidacy can be
summed up by the phrase "Wanna be
starting something." Sure, it's catchy, but

it actually means something. It means
positive action to make life better for you,

the student

.

The difference between us and the other
three candidacies is that though mindful of

the world around us, our energy will be
spent to better our immediate world in

Amherst. Be it problems like the inability

to hold a block party in Sylvan or the course
overloads in many departments, our energy
will be spent bettering UMass Amherst,
not plotting the overthrow of the State
Department.

open the University to MCI and Baystate.

These services are not available only

because the rotary dial phones make it

impossible. With touch- tone and ]l,000on-

campus students, you can bet your phone
bill that those long distance services will set

up camp in Amherst.

We also want a more flexible meal plan. If

students buy ID meals, shouldn't they be
able to eat them on any day of the week? A
feasability study is presently underway,
and wo promise results. We also I'eel that

the logistics of the East Side of campus
demand that Worcester D.C. be open on
weekends. These are just two of the ways

Rudolph& Dooley

Unlike another candidacy our co ed

candidacy doesn't want to patronize women
by reviving the defunct student escort

service. We feel UMass Amherst should bo

.safe enough that women don't need

someone to escort them around campus.
This can be accomplished through better

lighting!; and an inrreasf! in police patrols.

WhR'"*^ i.s tho ni'^n;. comm;. Tom, you s^y''

'. car rnme from the san:i< piace that mon""
- ."» to in«".^a.'4e SCM;ur..* jr .'r"^pv.

" _ • . T nrsle" When It'- a

muur o> perj-> safety, money can be

focnd.

We also have new ideoM. We will work to

overhaul the dorm phones and bring in

uNicb-uMie aervice. Touch-tone phones

in which residential concerns will bo

presidential concerns.

Another change wo bring to the political

scene is respect for the wishes of the

student body. Any major decision or SGA
expenditure over $10.WO should bt; voted

on by the studenl.s. We don't belittle your
iniolhgence. Don't let others.

Tn closing, no matter who you volt* lor, il-

iir.portan to volu It's your $1.8 million

So, reuu uli the Hterature available. Watch
oui ior I he "political animals." Don't be

caught in the radical establishment "un-

dertow." If you consider our experience

and our new ideas, this whole political thing

isn't so bad after all. On election day, let's

all start something together.

Michaud still running
despite no platform
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Though it was announced that Student

Government Association Presidential

Candidate John Michaud had withdrawn

from the race during a candidate debate

Tuesday night, Michaud said yesterday

that he is still in the race.

Michaud, a 27-year-old Engineering

major, has no previous experience in

student government, and has not

published any campaign information. His

platform, he said, is a promise to "do a

good job as president."

"I am running because I have been on

campus for three and a half years, and in

that time student government has seemed

to me to be an incestuous and self

congratulatory group of people, who have

only been concerned about their own
politics," said Michaud. "Nothing makes

me qualified to say that, it is just my
impres-sion."

Michaud also said he wanted to see "how

an outsider would do. I don't think I

phased too many people."

Michaud attributed his absence from the

debate to his study schedule and an exam
he "did not do well on" earlier Tuesday

evening.

Elections Coordinator Mindy Ordway,
said she received a verbal withdrawal

from the candidate shortly before the

V/M\J\/CoUegtan debate.

Michaud said he did consider retracting

his candidacy but "since that time I have

talked to my friends who support me, and

would like to vote for me. so I will remain

in the race."

Another factor in his decision to continue

with his candidacy is the time and effort

he has put into his campaign, and the

students who supported his nomination.

"I went out and got 250 signatures. If my
name was not on the ballot they would not

be able to vote for the person they wanted

to." Michaud said yesterday. "I've done

all this, so 1 might as well go on."

The SGA presidency is a job often filled

by two students, though former SGA
President Jim Murphy held the post

alone. One co-president represents the

students to the Board of Trustees, with

frequent trips to Boston meetings, while

the other co- president remains on cam-

pus, working with the SGA and other

student organizations. Michaud is the

only one of the four candidacies running

alone.

Michaud stated that he is not worried

about taking on the dual role, even though

he "does not know what the job entails or

the day to day workings.

"

Michaud said he does not plan to beef-up

his campaign or platform. "I am not going

to actively campaign." he said, "and I

might vote for Gumby and Camel."

No toys or disco for him
My name is John Michaud and I am a

candidate for SGA president. On
Tuesday, March 6, I did not attend the

second presidential candidates' debate

due to academic pressures. To the 10

percent of the student body that follows

student government and takes it

seriously, I humbly apologize.

that percentage half play eenie-meenie-

minie moe on the ballot because they do

not know what is going on. I think it is

time that the majority of students had

someone to vote for whom they could

truly call their own.

I have not figured out what my specific

plans will be if elected, but I do know that

John Michaud
When 1 tell people that I am running for

this position, they usually ask me two

questions: What are my qualifications and

what is my platform? The answers to

these questions are one and the same. My
qualifications are that I have never been

involved with or cared about student

government and therefore am
representative of over 80 percent of the

students here at UMass. The way I figure

it, 20 to 25 percent of the student body

votes annually in campus elections, and of

my performance will be just as good as, if

not better than, the other unimaginative

candidates.

I do also know that I will never ask

students to go surfing with me in the

middle of the winter, fuy some trendy

disco record, or play with stuffed animals

(is one of the candidates illegally using a

trademarked name to further his cam-

paign?).

This is my platform and my platform is

me. You make the choice.

Students compete for open seats
Campus Center Board of (^vernors and

Residential committee members will be

elected Monday and Tuesday durin^^ the

Student Government Association presiden

tal election.s.

Candidates for the 10 BOG at Larj.ru

seats indudo Mary Anne Been, Davn
Butlor, Jane M. Donohue, Eric Krics-soc,

Rol)crl J. Flynn, Jcfferj- AWyi-i Gray, Leora

Hasten, Laura Koujian, Scott Lorimer,

Frank McGovern, Kathy Williams and

Heidi Parks.

Candidates for the BOG in Southwest are

H.E. Kelly and David Agranat, and con-

tenders for the one BOG seat in Central are

Carol Holobian, Scott C. Southwick, Paul

Throne and Brenda Schreiber. The can-

didates for the one Northeast BOG seat is

Jodi Lis and Hon Homa. The candidate for

the BOG in Sylvan is Carol Mooro.

Candidates for the Residential Commit-

tee from Southwest are Howard Breslau

and James Kendall. Candidai-e for Residen-

tial Committee in Northeast is David

Zeller.

Candidates for the three commuters

seats are Paul Green, Steve Murphy,

Robert Choen, Peter Wissoker and Chuck

Hodgson.
Positions without candidates can be filled

by write ins or people will be appointed.

- RONDA APPLEBAUM

Finances, student unity

concern Patrick/Keller
By MARY-SHIELA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

The team of Rick Patrick and Jim Keller,

SGA presidential runningmates, said stu-

dent financial issues are the first area they

will address if elected.

"MTV (music television) and push button

phones are all fine and well, but 1 feel we

have a responsibility to address these

issues foremost," said Patrick.

Specifically, they plan to work directly

with the University resource fee, a fee

which would encompass all of the debt ser-

vice payments for all state-owned, non-

academic buildings on-campus. Monitoring

of the fee would ensure that students are

not over-charged.

The structure of the fee is new, and

Keller/Patrick said they will work to pro-

vide substantial student input. The can-

didates said they will also work closely with

the Board of Trustees on the tuition policy.

The two Junior engineering majors said

resource fee and tuition increases lead Ui

an unfair shift in students entering the

University.

"It will not be as publicly accessible as in

the past," Patrick said. "As it is right now

students have already been cut off by re-

cent financial aid cuts."

Patrick/Keller said "unity" between the

students and the faculty is an important

goal in their campaign.

"We don't feel the students are well in-

formed," Patrick said, "and we want to let

them know what their student government

is doing."

Patrick/Keller said they plan to inform

the students through the use of resources

such as the campus radio station, WMUA,
and the Collegian by submitting editorials.

The candidates support women's issues.

They also plan to lobby for additional

emergency phones on campus, of which

there are now five.

The candidates said that most of the im

portant work is done outside the senate,

and campus issues are important, as are

domestic and international issues, which

they said are equated with the students

more than with the senate.

The Patrick/Keller campaign highly en-

courages student involvement. The can-

didates said they want to make students

aware of issue facts and present them with

solutions.

"We are for student involvement in deci-

sion making in decisions that effect

students," Patrick said. "Eighteen thou-

sand students is quite a resource," he said.

Action, not just issues:

that's Patrick and Keller
Everyone's talking about issues, we're

talking about action. Our experience

represents a sincere commitment to stu-

dent needs, and we intend to make the ad-

ministration adopt this commitment. The
University trustees and administration are

limiting student input and are becoming
oblivious to student needs.

When the administration faces financial

constraints, the first thing to be cut is stu-

dent payroll. Con.sidering the amount of

waste on this campus we will not stand for

we will ensure that all students can afford

an education.

Getting the administration to respond to

student needs is what our candidacy is all

about. Let's make the administration pro-

active, not reactive. Sure, they increased

lighting around Butterfield dorm, but only

after a woman was raped there. The
University has an obligation to meet stu-

dent needs such as this. It is the respon-

sibility of the SGA co-Presidents to make
the Trustees and the administration fulfill

this obligation.

Keller & Patrick

this. Seventeen percent of the $96 student

activities fee we pay each year funds the

administrative expenses of the student ac-

tivities office. This year, this equzillcd

$342, .S43, and we feel that some of this

money can be better utilized for student in-

terests without damaging the efficiency of

the office. Now, one of tlie office's profes-

sional staff is leaving. We propose that

students fill this position as they have in

the past, as they do at other universities.

This will lower the offices expenses and of-

fer stude»ils lK)th income and exiwrienoe.

This is just one example of how we feel stu-

dent money can better benefit students.

WTiy. .^ider circumstances such as these,

shouid students be asked to pay more? We
will take action against the propo.sed tui-

tion hikes and force the Regents to link

financial aid to tuition, as well as to conduct

impact studies to luiderstand the effect of

proposed increases. Before we push for

cable television and push-button phones,

One of the means we will use to lacilitate

this is to develop student awareness of the

issues, and unity in confronting them. We
vn\\ use the University's media resources,

the Collegian and WMUA, to do this. Once

united, 18,00(J students will be a powerful

force in pressuring the administration for

action.

The issues are here. For instance, 25 per-

cent of students deemed in need of finan-

cial aid do nol receive a cent. We propose a

three-part plan to address this need.

We will work witli student organizations

stich as the senate Public Policy Committee

and SAFA to lobby for increasefl aid, and

to get as many students registered to vote

as |)Ossible.

As registered voters we can utilize our

political power througli letter drives to our

representatives. Further, we as presidents

will lobby face-to-face v^dth the Board of

Trustees and the administration. Together

we vrill make a difference.

The campaign is issues

for Gumby and Camel
By KATE PUTNEY
Collegian Correspondent

Student Government Association
presidential candidates Gumby Gosselin

and Camel Murphy said they represent a

coalition of students who are "concerne<l

that Uie Student Government is losing it.s

direction," and plan to use their prior ex-

perience in the SGA to get it back on

track.

Murphy and Gosselin, both seniors thi.^

year, said they are unsure at this point

whether they would serve in office ii"

eiecte<i.

"The issues are the primary objective of

this campaign, not winning the election."

Camel Murphy .said that "the reason

we've run and the reason we're staying in

down to the wire is that the other can-

didacies have not shown that they have a

practical knowledge of the issues — they

haven't shown that they know how Uieir

job is going to work."

A former SGA president himself, Mur
phy feels that this "personally gives me a

lot more background experience."

Gosselin and Murphy said they chose

their pseudonyms "out of thin air for the

most part," because they didn't want to

nudce their names "an issue."

Part of their campaign is directed

towards raising consciousness on social

issues 'oecause "international issues are

really sometimes national issues that af-

fect students," said Murphy.
"Students are citizens," Murphy said,

"and therefore their student government
should deal with issues outside the boun-

daries of the University which affect

them. For example, when Ronald Reagan
indulges his military fantasies he en-

dangers our financial aid, the funding of

our education, and maybe our lives as

well. It is a responsibility of student

leadership to advocate for students in-

terests — regardless of tlieir origin. We
are part of a society, which means that

social issues are student issues."

The two said they want to see the SGA
"taking stands when issues come out,"

and plan on "keeping an ear to the

ground" in order to stay in touch with stu-

dent interests if elected.

(iosselin and Murphy's platform also

consists of getting control of profits from

on-campus vending machines which cur-

rently go to the Dean of Students Office.

They'd like to see these funds "given to

area governments; students should con-

trol the money," said Gosselin.

They would also like tt) see more being

done on the issue of rent control. The can-

didates feel their opposition hasn't really

dealt with the issue.

"None of them, I don't think, have even

confronted the issue, and what p)eople

have or haven't done in the past sort of

shows what may happen in the future,"

Murphy said.

As far as the relationship they plan to

foster with the administration. Murphy
said, "you have to make them respect you

first" and the administration will "make
decisions that will affect the students

ability to attend, such as tuition and hous-

ing regulations, unless the students stand

up and confront them."

The real issue is vision
Why vote for GUMBY/CAMEL?
Because the other candidacies have

shown that they have very little to offer

you? None has any record of past service

to you; they want you to vote for them
based on what they might (or might not)

do for you. In place of issues, they offer

gifts like Senior Day or touch-tone

telephones. Big deal. As a community of

students we have real needs and problems

and, while gifts are nice, they are also

what one expects from an uncle, not a

leader.

mentality this signihes is analogous to

that of a child to young to master concrete

operations (apologies to Piaget). We are

part of a community, and, the extent to

which we as students refuse to take part

in it is the extent to which we are dumped
on by it.

In fairness, GUMBY/CAMEL have seen
.some attempts to deal with talk about
Issues of importance. However, none
have taken the time to figure out plausible

courses of action. For example, they are

all talking about lighting on campus, but

Gumby & Camel
Times are tough. Women find it hard to

walk around campus at night: the
president of the United States is just

crazy enough to send us aU away to be
killed; financial aid is down; students are
being gouged and mistreated by lan-

dlords; the Regents want to raise tuition

(so does the chancellor); and the
buildings are falling down. In short, this

is no time for our student government to

lose sight of what it is and what it can be.

Students are a powerful force when ac-

tive, and student government must take

the ifad (or at least not lag behind) m
activating them if it ii to consider itself

rononsiole leadership

Yet we have candidates this year who
think thai student issues are only the ones
that stand directly in froot of us. The

none of them know how to Ket the money

to build it. GUMBY/CAMEL suggested

that it come from the money that the

University is going to borrow for

renovations. That's the difference; we
have some idea of what is a solution, as

opposed to a catch-phrase. We question

how much leadership can be expected

from people who don't think things out,

and we want you to vote for us or that

basis. Don't be fooled by people w^" will

just say things to get elected.

The real issn*' is vision. Do you •••ant

candidates who aren't looking any further

than election da- . or do vo,, i. >nf

leadership that h;*.' an ides <u .*fj*t

student government i< atvxit lead*»''ship

that sees beyond the end of t^» week and

the edges of the campus'/
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I HELP WANTED I
as %S
% Position open for next fall

M at the Collegian for an

I Asst. Finance Manager

Applicant must be a present

frosh or sophomore.
t

f
Apply at Collegian 113 C.C.

Deadline March 9
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Quantities Limited

Karia A. Strom
Photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center
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SPRING
SPECIAL!

1984 VW Rabbit Wolfsburg

Limited Editions

FREE!
Your Choice

1 . Air Conditioning

2. Sunroof &
AM/FM stereo cassette

+
1 year Unlimited Mileage

warranty

only at

NORTHAIVIPTON
MOTORS
Northampton

584-8620

To master your career in business, see

The Specialist. . . BentleyGraduate School,

Organizations in today's complex busi-

ness world need both competent general
managers and skilled specialists with ex-

pertise in specific business functions
That's why Bentley College offers stu-

dents a choice of five different graduate
business programs

You can select from four specialized
master of science programs in account-
ancy, computer information systems fi-

nance or taxation, to complement your
undergraduate degree in liberal arts sci-

ence, or business Or choose our unique
fVIBA program that, unlike most other

MBAs is tied into our specialized pro-

grams allowing you six areas of concentra-
tion plus interaction with fellow students

and professors with specialized perspec-
tives

Located just nine miles from Boston on
Route 128. Massachusetts' high-technol-

ogy highway. Bentley College offers grad-

uate programs that mirror the real-world

business environment where general man-
agers and their more specialized col-

leagues work hand-in-hand to achieve
success for their organizations and their

own careers.

If you're looking to be the master of

your business future, see The Special-
ist. Send this coupon to the Bentley
College Graduate School or call

(617)891-2108.

Bentley College
Graduate School
Waltham, MA 02254

n YES, I'd like to learn more. Please send me
information on the following programs:

n MS in Accountancy MS in Taxation

MS in Computer MS in Finance
Information Systems

n Master in Business Administration

I am interested in: TJ Full-time n Part-time

study study

Name

Street

City _. .state -Zip.

College

Major

Arts
.x.:.s>x«.:.^>:'x:v:x-xvx-x-x-x^^^

The master of mime retmns

>XvX-x-X-X'X-x-x-x«X'XC-:«X'X'X^:'X-X':'X<-:-x-x-:-:-x-:-:%v.v.-.v, •••••••I

MARCEL MARCEAU
FAC
Mon., March 5

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

Mime and Marcel Marceau. The two, to

the average person, are synonomous.

Never before has an individual done so

much to define an art form. So it was with

high expectations that I entered the FAC
this past Monday evening. I was not disap-

pointed.

Marcel Marceau, for those of you un-

familiar with him, is "universally proclaim-

ed as the greatest living pantomimist." His

March appearance at UMass has now

become an annual affair.

The two and one half-hour performance

before a near-capacity crowd was divided

into two segments, the first of which was

entitled Style Pantomimes. Marceau,

strictly a solo performer, did each of these

pwuitomime skits without the use of any

props.

The first of these skits, called "The

Kite," was predictable yet convincing,

Marceau prancing and swaying about the

stage, keeping a firm grip on the kite

above. The next two skits, "The Bill

Poster" and "The Dice Players," were two
interesting and amusing acts which put the

show firmly on its feet.

In the former, Marceau applies the glue

(getting his hands stuck togetiier), then the

poster, to the infamous wall he is so adept

at creating. In the latter, Marceau, playing

against two imaginary competitors,

repeatedly casts his dice into a spinning

roulette wheel, earnestly following their

motion (tracing exaggerated circles with

his head), erupting into joy when he won,

and a dumbfounded, disbelieving gape

when losing.

My favorite skit in the first segment of

the show, however, was "The Angel," a

captivating interaction between a man and

his guardian angel. As the angel, Marceau

soars through the 'heavens,' a.i at-

mosphere cleverly created by the intermit-

tant flickering of blue and white lights, set

to a background of various spacial sounds.

The angel looks down upon the man. who
sits upon a barstool at a saloon (complete'

with swinpng doors and appropriate bar-

room music), drinking then romantically

kissing some woman. The angel beckons

the iiiaii Lo leave l)ehind his 'evil ways,'

which he does for a short while, only to be

coaxed back by what appeared to be the

devil.

After a short intermission, the second

'TIS PITY SHE'SAWHORE
RAND THEATER. FINE ARTS CENTER. I NIVERSITYOF M.ASSACHl SETTS

MARCH 8 10 and 14-17. 1984, 8:00 PM
TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE, '>4') 251

1

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b* )• to ontar

Op*n til 2

665-4937
74 Hour Tapmd Matiaao

ii^^

Every Thursday -

1960's Rock Cr Roll Fill It For 25* Till The Kegs

Run Out

The internationally acclaimed Marcel Marceau.

segment of the show began, which con-

sisted entirely of Bip Pantomimes. "Bip" is

the happy-go-lucky clown figure Marceau

created back in 1947 which has now
become his alter-ego. The first of these

skits was "The Lion Tamer," a most

predictable mimicry of the well-known cir-

cus act with one amusing twist; try as he

would, Bip could not succeed in getting the

uninterested lion to jump through a hoop

(Marceau's one prop in this skit).

Another good Bip Pantomime was "Bip

Looks for a Job," a comical skit in which

Bip unsuccessfully tries his hand at music

(as a violinist and harmonicist) and at

carpentry (he can't hammer a nail straight

and later nails his hand to the wall). Crippl-

ed, he then resorts to begging from door to

door, which he is quite successful at. The
food he then buys attracts dogs and other

various animals, which harass him to the

point of frustration. However, the best Bip

Pantomime was "Bip Plays David and

Goliath."

In "David and CJoliath," Marceau makes

use of one prop, a tall rectangular, black

box. Yet the scene he creates is quite tan-

talizing. In one instance Bip plays the big,

burly, and assuredly confident Goliath. In

the next he shuffles innocently about as the

young, flute-playing David. Not before too

long, Goliath, both frustrated and angry, is

chasing David, fleet of foot yet seemingly

worried. The transition which occurred

when one character disappeared behind the

black box, and another emerged, was

flawless. At the skit's end. Marceau

brought out, alternatively, Bip as David,

and Bip as Goliath, much to the crowd's

delight.

The show as not without its flaws. The

final skit of the night. "Bip
Remembers/The Turmoil of Life," was not

totally coherent. It consisted of a few dif-

ferent scenarios, one of an execution. It

seemed to be political in nature, but that

was the extent of my understanding.

Another flaw in the show was that a few of

the skits tended to drag ("The
Bureaucrats" and "Bip and the Dating

Service"). I would not attribute this flaw to

Mr. Marceau. but rather, to the art of pan-

tomime itself, which t^nds to get boring

during long stretches.

However, these flaws are relatively

minor. Pantomime is a valid art form re-

quiring a special mix of strength, stamina,

concentration, agility, fluidity, and style.

Marcel Marceau is the nearly perfect em-

bodiment of these qualities, he is the

master of mime.

CALL FOR
CONCEPT
PAPERS

<9|C:|C9|C9ica(C9|C9|C9iC^9|C3iC9|C3|e3(C^a|e:|C3)C9|i

The UMass Arts Council has $10,000 to

subsidize permanent art-related

projects, such as capital improvements

or acquisitions. University groups

involved in campus arts are invited to

submit one-page concepts papers by
March 30, 1984.

For more information, contact the Arts

Council office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F,
9-5.

REHTONE
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt 63. No Amherst
549 2880

Friday March 9th

BLACK MASS
COMMUNICATIONS

PROJECT
It

having an

L*OPEN HOUSE *
'

in S.U.B. offica

402 Studant Union
8:00 pm - 10 pm

Rafraahmanta will

ba tarvad

PROUDLY PRESiNTS

yt/^l'

Friday, March 9th

MAX CREEK

Sat. March 10th Coming March 17th:

St. Patricks Day Party

. .^^ I r.r^minn Mnrnh 17th! iSun. March 11th

>tevie Ray Vaughn

Girls Night Out with the stompers
|

Double Trouble

Tickets available Wednesdays in the Campus Center
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Safe Driving and Clever Thinking Can
EarnYouThousands!

Here's a contest where everyone
who enters wins' STROH S ULTIMATE
SPRING BREAK ROAD TRIP" is open

to all registered students
and It's FREE To enter,

simply mail us the

form below
For starters, we will

send you complete con-

test information, safe driving

tips from automotive safety experts,

a free ticket for two to our exclusive

spring break premiere from Universal

Pictures of "Hard To Hold " starring

Rick Springfield And, to get your trip

off on the right foot, you
will also receive a
certificate good for a Free

Oil Change, Lube and Car
Safety Inspection trom
Goodyear!* Dnve smart,

have your car in the best

possible condition before a
long trip.

The next step is to complete five

special contest challenges Succeed

and you automatically win Stroh's

SpHng Break T-Shirt and Stroh's

Spring Break Survival Kit full of

valuable samples and discount

coupons This prize will be awarded

upon your

admit two

HARDTOHOII)

nun SPRINGFIELD
From

UNIVERSAL PiCTUnCS

ENTRY FORM
Yes. I would like to enter Stroh's ULTII^ATE SPRING BREAK
ROAD TRIP- Please mail nie my Entry Kit.

arrival at Stroh's Spring Break Welcome
Center in Daytona Beach 500 lucky

winners each week will

also receive a record

album by artists like

Dean Ray, The Fixx,

Night Ranger, Real

Life, Chameleons UK.,
Tony Carey and Joe
Ely from MCA Records
and S A R Records
Now, )ust when you're thinking that this

might be the best deal you've ever heard

of. here's the clincher When you receive

your Survival Kit we'll also give you a

copy of our spring break

Mystery Postcard Be the

first ULTIMATE SPRING
BREAK ROADTRIPPER-
of the week to solve the

mystery and we'll hand you
$5.000 00

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

r-"$7.oo 1
I (wrth this coupon) |

I
$10.00 with

I
t

I
Shampoo and • i

I
Blow Dry | 8

I 111.60 Long Hair I I

I V«Md Moo Thuo _ -I

PtMM Call for an

AppointrT>ent

Styles by
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

Good friends will give you a break
whenyouVe broke.

Enter Stroh s ULTIMATE
SPRING BREAK ROAD
TRIP- Today.
See You on the Baachi

• No purchaM nccatMry Vou IMMI lirtl c«ll lor in »ppointm#nl Olt»i includes up lo 5 quarts of 'Cflular gff molof oil tnO labor Ooa* not inclu<Ja tha raplacamani ol oil Hilar

Otiar only available a< panicipatir<« ouilatt This Ooodysar olter aipiras March 31 <984

Attention Student* Travaling by But Vou ar* W«lco<n« to Ent»r<

HAPPY HOUR
7 days a weekl

3-7 p.m.

OoiTiMtic tM«r 11.

12 oi Draught b«er 50*

fTKWt mixad drinks II

Op.nf.-IOp.m.)

3T.V.'8

Tuesday Night ...

LADIES' NIGHT

• piuxs • grinders • burgers •

• salads • soups • chih •

• cal7ones * steak sandwicr>as •

1 Bridge St . Northampton
5«6 1/26

Hrs It a m t a m daily

cs

The dinner was sensational. So was the

check. The problem is, the theater tickets that

you insisted on buying broke your whole

budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the

time the coffee arrived.

A nudge under the table and a certain

destitute look in the eye were enough to

produce the spontaneous loan only a

good friend is ready to make.

How do you repay him? First

the cash, then the only beer equal

to his generosity: Lowenbrau.

L6weiibrilu.Herels to good friends.
^ 19M Beer Brewed m U S A by Miller Brewing Co Mih«wj*<ee. Wl

<t)MA TONITE
Phi Mu Delta invites all

UNIVERSITY WOMEN to a

LITTLE SISTER RUSH
Date: 3/8/84

Place: Phi Mu Delta

Refreshments will be served

at 9:00 p.m.

For further information

concerning our Little Sister Program,

call Ken or Scott

256-6802

a m n
f Im St.

Hvpercurricul.i

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB
DINNER AND LECTURE -

Come join us for an Italian

dinner beginning at 6 p.m.

Following our delicious

meal. a slide show
presentation, beginning at

7:30, will be given by prof.

David Alexander entitled:

BASILICATA - a study in

landscape. Everyone is

welcome! 6 p.m., 3rd floor

lounge, Herter HaU.

SCERA RESIDENTIAL
R.A. SUPPORT MEETING
- SCERA is sponsoring a

meeting for concerned

R.A.'s to start a R.A.

R.S.O. group. This group

would ultimately become a

collective bargaining unit to

represent all R.A.'s on

campus. 7 p.m., cc 811.

COM STU CLUB
MEETING Discuss Career

Night and New York Trip

(special surprise). Al

members and newcomen
welcome. 4:30 p.m., Mach-

mer E-34.

RUN FOR RITTER ROAD
RACE is now accepting

registrations for April 28th

race. Fee 5.00. Proceeds to

benefit homeless children.

Applications available at the

Newman Center. Weekly
organizational meetings. 7

p.m., Newman Center.

FREE FILM: CABARET
Starring Liza Minelli and

Joel Grey. It's freel 7:3C

p.m., Herter 231.

HILLEL RELIGIOUS
COMMITTEE MEETING
2:30 p.m., HiUel Office. 802

Student Union.

MASSPIRG CONSUMER
HOTLINE - Learn consumer
law. Help others and help

yourself. 5 p.m.. 42£

Student Union.

LESBIAN UNION The

L.U. will be having it!

weekly rap groups or

Thursdays. Come share

thoughts and ideas.

Everyone is welcome to

attend. 7 p.m., 406 G
Student Union.

FREE WRITING
TUTORING The South

west Writing Center offen

free confidential peei

tutoring for all Universit)

students. Bring an}

assignment or writinf

project. Drop-in, no ap

pointment needed. 7 p.m.

9 p.m., Pierpont dorm
Southwest.

RADICAL STUDENT
UNION MEETING
Discussion on campu
militarism. New member
welcome. Get involved!

7:30 p.m., SUB 418.

Thursday Night

JUSTIN Rmws;
challenges you to

BEAT THE CLOCK

/OO 90O 9 0.10 00 10:00-1100

vs '

—
'

'

—

I~
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Canada's Bear ofBeers
is here!

Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.

An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor

no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching A Co Inc New York, NY

Bloom County- by Berke Breathed

yme ww fl Roce in

QUICK ' WE NUV TO bir

'iOU PKibteV > 0O..yPiKN0W

THe5€ ROCK weof>m
mny w/t.P..,weu

5H<K.Km...CMZY..
TACKY mnAoeouxY
UUY.

6umY

eiMUfO!

The UMass Zone Mark Rolling

OMX r G^iS>%. But its Sort

l^^^OF A LOME-HATE
VJ^U, X LOVE HEK, Bur
H6R PARENTS NATE ME.

Scrod Dan DeBellis

f
Q

70 HYSELF AS
A SUB-/H>ULT

nALECLAm.,.

I

^VT' OH. o'

miANlN6 X
HftVEN'r <3uirB

CLAMH00t>.

n

HOUJ CAN iiV TeiL\

nV SHELL
STILL UiV€AK$.

w

Superbad

The Strip

\^D'YA HIT Me
WHY?t

SOUfY KID
Bi/T iMHANGIV

FlAKCe.

5UAF
KID.

Does THAT m(AN
yA STILL Hy
palV

ACK/ /fe/te/^Bf^'

'— k^^

IS TfttS RAl^f^'
6Uy AMYWAY-fJ

\

At*-OH I

lafT IT
now!

He's M5r
SMrLLYAMD
STTAA^y
ANDl

Jim Walsh

Shag^nasty O.T. Derringer

I

^^^')^OfCQ libel.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

17

18

19

21

ACROSS
Reconnaissance
acronym

6 At a great

distance

10 Bern's river

13 Fortune telling

card

14 Strewn with

stars, in

heraldry

15 Hairstyle

16 Balderdash
Shipshape
Pt ot speech
Secret

Peary's goal

22 Architect

Saarinen

23 Balanced
25 Actress Ruth
29 Express

31 Of Mars
32 Darnel

34 Streak of light

38 Mice, often

40 Wood of films

42 Sleep Prefix

43 Chopin's friend

45 Diamond
figure

46 Piano or jury

48 Part of a sum
50 Parched

53 City on the

Tevere

55 Raines or Logan
56 Dominate
62 "When I was

63 Author Jaffe

64 Meuse Valley

center

65 Minute pest

66 State Fr

67 Tennyson form

68 Behold
69 Proofreaders

notation

70 Credit

DOWN
1 One of the

Near Islands

2 Caution
3 Saharan
4 Vestment
5 Sound system,

for short

6 Former New
York landmark

7 Ardor, in Devon
8 Friend, in France

9 Rue
10 Part of a stage
11 An Astaire

12 in (lured)

15 The advantage

20 Middle: Comb
form

24 Something to

wear
25 Comics' ploys

26 Yes (Choice

words)
27 Bevel out

28 Reduce in rank

30 Ky neighbor

X PartofNEA
35 'I cannot
> tell

••

36 Scandinavian

37 off

39 Green country

41 Samuel of Tea
Party fame
— glands44

47

49

Venerated
Tuberous-rooted

flower

50 Joins, in

stitchery

51 Eleanor's cousin

52 Winged
54 Harangue
57 Show of hands
58 Furthers

59 Tunisian rulers,

formerly

Eye
World, in Weimar

60
61

1 2 3 4 5

1

6 7 8 9 10 11 1?

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 70 71

^^^^H?? 73 74

?5 ?6 ?7 ?8 79 30 ^^^1
31 37 33 34 35 36 37

U 39 40 41

4? 43 44 45

^^^^HTe 47 48 49

50 51 5? 53 54 ~^^^^H
55

1

56 57 58 59 60 61

67 63

1

64

65 66 67

68 69 70

1

A

Staffers

come to hear

6:30 tonight

m the business office

D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna

with Tomato Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Squares/

Cheese Sauce
Cheese Lasagna

withToniato Sauce

Weather
Today, sunny and cold

with the high in the 20s.

Tonight, it will cloud up
with snow beginning around
midnight in the far

southwest and after mid-

niglit elsewhere. Low will

be in the teens and low 20s.

Tomorrow snowy and cold

with the high in the 20s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

JtHTAltTsWsT! TaToMc [aTp
'

;

i IId T

f IFIA S E

inn nnn nnoci
Linniin nnnriF

nnanci nnnn nar:
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1 annn annacir
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H»<,H»IM B»«H^

INTERNATIONAL PAGEANT

Welcome to Miller Time

c

^-^^l^-^^''

\ze«^

iV>e»«

A NEW SPORTS CAR
The Porschr 9«4 above will be awarded to f^\%%

Hawaiian Tropic International 198%. Each year the

title winner will receive a luxurious spoitit car a* one

of our fabulous <irand Prtics.

K .. if"-. *'^» »

A DREAM VACATION
FOR TWO ANYWHERE

in THE WORLD A NATIONAL
NODELINQ
ASSIGNMENT

A LUXURIOUS
FUR COAT

•«le<t*4 c*al«ataat« b«ara HawaltaM
Tra»k • tarkajat to* aMdallaa aMitaaiaat
fa«|lawaltaa Tro^c aad Of SwTwwcat la tb«

Cavaiaa ••« Virata lalaada.

p.H

Wednesday March 28, 1984 8:00 PM
Contestants have until 5 PM March 28 to register

JVIiss Hawaiian Tropic University of Massachusetts will receive

In addition to other prizes an all expense paid trip to the beautiful

Plaza Hotel in Daytona Beach to compete in the Miss Hawaiian

Tropic USA competition August 13-18, 1984. Miss Hawaiian

Tropic International will receive: a new Porsche 944 sports car, a

dream vacation for two anywhere in the world, and an interna-

tional modeling assignment with Hawaiian Tropic. Finalists

receive: a luxurious fur coat, a diamond pendant, and an all ex-

pense paid trip to Hawaii. For further information contact: Craig

B. Keenan, Young Adult/Promotions Manager, Commerical

Distributors 549-4066 or Gregg Andolian BKO 253-9071

Register at

JUSTIN RmMs;

\Q^fer>
H«<'Hfi»» B«f«>

^?
The 1983 USA Finals featurtfd a

beachside concert with the exciting

Charlie Daniels Band. Thousands of

fans enjoyed the sights and sounds.

as soon in

A MONARK SKI BOAT
Sportboat SI Stern Drive complete with trailer

Hawaiian Tropic invites you to enter

the second annual Miss Hawaiian

Tropic USA Finals to be held in Daytona

Beach, Florida, August 13-18, 1984.

Hawaiian Tropic, the 12 soiling suntan

cosmetic in the world, is sponsoring

this global search for the beaytlful

young lady who will reproaent

Hawaiian Tropic with har health and

beauty.

Throughout 1984. Hawaiian Tropic

distributors will b« conducting beeuty

contests locally, ragionally, and on col-

lage campuses around the country. The

winners of these contests will Join with

winner of our mail-in photo contaat for

an all-expense paid week in Daytona

Beach. Florida. There, four USA
nnallsts will be selected on the baais of

poiae, peraonallty. beeuty end model-

ing potential. Each of the four USA
Rnalists selected wins a luxurious fur

coat, a diamond pendant, and an all-

expense paid trip to compete in the

Mies Hawaiian Tropic International

pageant.

In August 1984, 100 lovely young ladies

will gather at the beautiful Plaza Hotel

In Oeytona Beech for a week of fun,

entertainment, and the excitement of

competing in the second Miss
Hawaiian Tropic International USA
Rnals.

Then, theee four finelists will travel to

Hawaii to vie with Hawaiian Tropic

beauty winners from around the world

for the title end magnificent Grend

Prizes to be awarded Mies Hawaiian

Tropic International. And the USA
Rnalist who placae higheat in the inter-

national competition will also receive a

MonArIc Rocket One ski boat in addi-

tion to her other prizes.

%

CrCy

BEAUTIFUL TANS BEGIN WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC. . .

To enhence their tana each contestant will receive a gernerous supply of

Hsweiien Tropic tanning products.

rtX^^rj^ (iC:^<»'''"*349 ^f::^<^''^r*S^ <tC^'C^"^:iS*5:C^-c?>-"^5fcp Zfr^'CtT'rysfi ^^IT'CS

Harvafd this summer
At;ademi(: Calendar: June 2.'i — August 17. 1984

H arvdrd Surnnicr S( htnii. Ilii' iidtiDn's olilesi summer session,

oilers open enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening
«:ourses and pre-prolessionai programs in more than 40

liljeral arts fields. The diverse lurriculum in( ludes courses appro-
priate lor iullillinK under^raduale and graduate (olle^;e ile>;ree

lequirements. as well as programs designed lor lareer an«l

professional development. Ihe international student body has aicess
to the University's outstanding libraries, museums, alhietit lacilities,

and ( ullural ai tivities. with tbe additional benelils oi Cambridge and
nearby Boston. Housing is available in Harvard's hisl(»ri( n-sident es.

Olferinns ini lude intensive toreiKn lan^UdKe lourses. pre-mediial. pre-lau. business

and « imiputer s« ieni e ( ourses. and graduate level i ourses in edui ation and mana^e-
nienl.

Kor further information, return the ioupon below or i all: (til7) 4fi.l-2!i2l; 24-hour
I alalo^ue request line. (617) 4*l.')-2494.

* T

I
Please send a Harvard Summer Si hoid i alaiouue and applii ation for: |

I
.- Arts Jji S<:ienf:es Dramii .^ W'rilinK Dame (ienler

|

I I

I Namr i

and we'd like to Introduce

you to the all new

i&HH^fj^ for dinner

I street
I

' Cilv _ __ Slate Zip

harvard Summer S< hool
20 (iarden Street. Dept 2K2

Camiirid^e. .MA 021 18

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

From Wed., Feb. 29th thru Wed., March 15th

Bring the family in for dinner and
be our guest — choose from our Entree Specialities

and receive

n«" OFF EACH DINNER
in your party

<50* OFF CHILDREN'S MENU DINNERS)
WITH THIS COUPON

UmH one coupon por family — 91 off oach
•duH dinner and SOe off eech children's menu dinner.

Example: 2 odults and 2 children — each odult re<eives

$1 off dinner and eoch children's dinner S(K off.

Dinner monu servod 11 a.m. -10 p.m. every day.

Good thru Morch 15, 1964

TRY THE NEW McMANUS FOR DINNER

V t4rJL»%

%.f»mmmMm»m

.(».^2r& tf5v3j»^<:£)-<£j^ tffU^CP.-rf:?^ fffi>^<i:>u:3^ tf?£a»^'»-rf^* ti7t^^C£>...«^i^ tfStii^OJl

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4& 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 345 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone fiumber FREE D
ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Reybans and Vuarnets
Fashionable and Functional Sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

ATTENTION
THEATER MAJORS

Plit your talent on tape - you need a

resume tape. Call Jodi 549-2638 I'll help for

FOR RENT

^ mond Show" today and every Thursday, 3

{ to6PM on WMUA, 91.1 FM

Computer Terminals Cr Acoustic
Couplers for rent no security deposit no
maintenance charge immediate availability

546^782 or 546^737

T 2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland
K^%i iMA i in a. AA/^K r\r\ Waio r/^i ifA lAiitK fallhouse
option

130+ each,

866-2512

on bus route with fall

AUDIO

Sony XR-66 Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549-8974

Speakers OHM Bookshelf great sound
new 280 100 549-7797

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Toyota Corolla. 2 dr sedan 4 speed 95K
AM/FM. Reliable, runs well. $1500 or 80
253-7844, 5-10 PM
1974 Dart, slant 6, reliable, rnariy new
parts, asking $750. negotiable, 548-3796

BEDDING

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING delivers Futons,

the portable mattress wjth chiropractic sup-

port and comfort. 527-3988

BICYCLE FOR SALE
~

KHS Mountain Bicycle chrome, Sugino

AT crani( Mountech deuretliers new wheels

many extras call Paul after 6 PM 350 firm

256^0080

BICYCLING PARTNER WANTED

1 rm In apt sublet 187 a month Main St im-

med avail Peter 545-1589 545-2678

FOR SALE

Lange Ski Boots Brand new still pkgd.

$175/BO mens 9MiXLT black and 8XLS
gray. Margo 549 6048

10 speed Vista Araya Racer conventional

seat handlet)ar ideal for tall person 253-2408

I Camere new Pentax K1000 $100, Tent

J
4-man $60 665-831

1

f Guitar: Alvarez 12-string excellent condi

^ tion $250 or best offer call Jamie 253-9610

^ Cassette Tapes only 1.00 60 minute call

Howie 546-7594

FOUND

Trans America then Alaska leaving June
first, experience necessary 549-6834 ask for

Al

CAPE COD SUMMER '84 ~
Call John in Beaton 1-617 327-7735

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Monty Python's
LIFE OF BRIAN

March 9, 5:00, 7, 9, 11

Engineering East $1.50

Balloon Deliveries by Clownsl Juggling,

birthdays, songs, more, reasonable rates

call 586-4256

The BEST entertainment value in the

Valley is FREEI Listen to the "Steve Dia-

f A record in the Cape Cod Lounge Friday

^ pleese call 256-6849 to identify between 7

\ and 8 PM ask for Nini

t HELP WANTED

Models wantedl Female models to model
lingerie for a naughty nighty party excellent

pay 1 1 Call Adam or ndy 253-5765

J INSTRUCTION

^French Tutor available will tutor any

leveli Flexible schedule. Phone 549-3587

I n—6 a tutor for COINS 121 and a

iLibrary Assistant for Women's Studies.

ImWF afternoons and weekends. Call

1

5

49-4786, ask for Amy
fKnow your car. Basic automobile

^workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

»enrollment. 253-2098

JUDICIAL APPLICANTS

commuter Area Gov. is seeking ap-

plicants for Commuter Area Gov. Judicial

positions. Inquire 404 SUB deadline March

9 546-2145

LOST_
Blue Woolrich down coet Berkshire DC

^ 3/2/84 reward 546-5318

t Lost ID and pictures sentinr>ental value

A reward please call 546-8330

Pink sweater TOC Fri 3/2 reward! Kathy

549-3807 (work I 546-1356) Iv.l

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Yamaha 660 excellent condition

$1000/BO must see Ted 549-7781

PERSONALS

Art, Business, Law, History, and
English at Oxford this sumnner. Imforma-

tion 545^1914, Bartlett 378 or 180

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape custom
eer-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues., Feb 21 Wed, March 14

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will t>e taken

MW-F: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Tues: noon -9 p.m.

For appointment call:

546-0848 / 5452874
or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC
sitting fee: $5.00

Held House presents

"A Night at the Opera"
with the Marx Brothers

Friday, March 9 in the CCA.
Times: 5, 7, 9, 1

1

Admission: $1 at all times

•••••••••••••••• AXO ••••••••••••••••

OPEN RUSH
Alpha Chi Omega invites all University

wonien to dinner on Thursday-March 8 at

4:46. RSVP-Linda B. 546-2152 549-4159

Problems with your employer? Call LSO
545-1995 __^
Contact Lenses Replaced. Baush and

Lomb or American Optical. $25 each. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive 256-8661

K.T. of 86 Townhouse.
I've got my eye on you!

Brian Happy Birthday Hon! Hope it's one

of the best. I'm sure we'll l)e spending

many more together. All my love, Trish

To the sculptor: Congratulations,

sweetheart! I'm right behind you I Love,

Mary

Sue V. Happy Birthday to one fantabulous

roommate from another. Love, E

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses. Cases. Papers.
acceptance quaranteed, on-campus, low

fates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED ~

I wanna ski in Colorado for Spring Break

please help me! Call Kenis 549-6663

CHICAGO - Ride 'lesperstely needed to

and from Chicago over Spring Break. I'll

gladly share driving and expenses. Call Cris

at 54&3500 during the day and 546-6672 at

night

Ride needed to University of Delaware
or vicinity Spring Hrt>ak Jennifer 546-6994

Ride wanted to Rhode Islsnd Sat 3/10
share expenses Jeff 549 7800 eve

Ride needed Spring Breek to Maryland,

Washington DC share $ Claudia 546^5347

RIDER WANTED
~

Express bus ride Port Authority NYC
( $19.00) March 16 reservstions 256-6782

To Florida from March 20 to March 27 call

Jennifer 546-8070 afternoons

ROOMMATE WANTED

Famale roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house /Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegien Graphics Rm 106 CC.
Fast service, comp>etitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 666-3414

Typing pickup and delivery evenings 413
7742379

WANTED

Buying Gold CIsss Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry end Coins, Steriing. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleesant S t ., Amherst, 256-0710

Two bedroom spertment in North
Amherst willing to take over lease in Jur>e.

Call 516-9399 or 546-1266

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted apartment in Puffton. bran-

dywine or surrounding area call 256-1236

reward!

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84
call debbie or Lori 6654578 after 8 PM
Urgent apt. in Puffton fall '84 needed 3
bedroom will summer sublet call Kim
546-6145 or Jimmy 546-8790

Looking for apt in Puffton for fall 84. Will-

ing to pay for summer months ASAP
546-5280

WRITE-INS

The SGA Alternative - Vote iaaues, not
rhetoric - Frates, Makrys, Ferranti write-in

SGA President
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Intramural officials needed for softball and soccer.

Application forms available in Boyden 215. Officials must
attend meetings, either March 12th of 13th at 7 p.m. in

Boyden 215.
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UMass pulls it out and stays alive
By BRIAN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

MORGANSTOWN, West Virginia - Call

them what you wish — exciting, inconsi.s-

tent or lucky but they produce. Last night,

the University of Massachusetts men's
baske*,I:)all team topped the University of

Rhode Island 69-67 in a first round Atlantic

10 Basketball Championship game, as Carl

Smith sank two free throws with four

seconds left in the game.

"Carl Smith was the one we wanted to

have the ball at the end." UMass Coach
Ron Gerlufsen said. "We wanted to isolate

him because he creates things, is m-

novative and has good instincts. He drew a

foul and made the shots."

Smith had the ball and was kwking for

the last shot with 21 seconds to go. He
drove down the left side of the lane pulle<i

up and in adesperation move pumped faked

twice and drew the foul fromfreshman
Chris Scotti.

That freshman mistake, with four

seconds to go, cost URI thegame.

For Smith, it was the second time he was
the man-of-the-hour against Rhode Island.

On Jan. 28 at the Cage, he hit a twisting

double pump shot from the middle of the

key with two seconds remaining to give

UMass a 77-75 victory.

Tonifjht, with 4:27 to go, a Tony Tucker

drive in the lane gave URI a 67-60 lead.

The Rams were shut down the rest of the

way as UMass scored nine points. Senior

Edwin Green had six of the nine playing

with three fouls.

Green s six straight unanswered points

cut the Ram lead to 67-66 with 1 :57 tx) go in

the game. John Hempel was one for two

from the line with 33 seconds left to knot

the score at 67.

URI called a timeout with 29 seconds to

go and inbounded the ball at midcourt.

However, Green stripped Tucker of the ball

and then Roland Fiore tied up Green and
forced the jump ball with 21 seconds to go.

UMass got the ball on the alternative

possession rule.

"The game was typical of the way we
played all season, ' URI coach Claude
English said. "We didn't keep our poise.

When you have freshman in there, those

kind of things tend to happen. They'll learn

from that."

The final score was the only time the

Minutemen held a lead, as they let URI,
who finished with a 6-22 record, jump out

to 16-2 lead in the first <?ix minutes. At that

point, it looked as though the locals would

be home to take their exams Thursday.

"We followed a trend we have been set-

ting, gettmg: off to a slow start," (Jerlufsen

said. "We dig u hole and then try to climb
the mountain. Jt is not easy to play that
way."j

Hempel and Donald Russell changed
UMass' dire situation. Hempel came
through with one of his finest perfor-

mances of the season, scoring 14 first half
points. Hemple had 25 on the night (10-15).

Russell chipped in nine first half points, 13
in the game and with a flurry at the end of
half number one, the good guys pulled to
within six, 39-33.

At the openini:: of the second half,

UMass, now 12 i6, score<l from the inside

and the outside to pull within three, 45-42

with 15:05 left. UKI wouldn't fold however
and in the next 5:30. they upped their lead

to 57-48, and things were looking bleak for

the .Minutemen.

Then Monsieur's Hempel and Green (who
played only 17 minutes in the entire game,
1 1 in the second half due to foul trouble)

decided it was time to stop messing
around. The Minutemen outscored the
Rams the rest of the way 21-10. as Hempel
and Green scored 11 of those 21 points to
set upSmith's heroics.

Hempel led all scorers with 25 with
Russell, .scoring 13 points. Horace
Neysmith scored .seven, Green had six,

Carl Smith had eight as did Bobby Braun
and Craig Smith scored two. Kevin Comp-
ton led URI with 20 and Marc Upshaw add-
ed 16.

Last night's win enables the Minutemen
to proceed in the Atlantic 10 tournament.
Tonight, they will face the 15th ranked
Temple Owls, the top seed in the con-
ference. Temple finished 23-3 in the
regular season, 18-0 in the Atlantic 10.

Temple has the league's MVP Terence
Stansbury and the league's coach of the
year in John Chaney.

"We can beat Temple or any team in the
league when we play hard," Hempel said.

The Minutemen will have to piay hard
tonight. Gametime is 9 p.m. and WMUA
(91.1 FM) airtime will be 8:45 with the
pregame show.

The two times they have played this

season Temple has won both. 83-66 at the
Palestra and 65-46 in the Cage.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS - Atten-

dance was 2319 in the 14.000 seat col-

iseum. Neysmith had nine rebounds and
Braun came off thp bench with eight points

and ten rebounds in 23 minutes. UM out re-

bounded URI 37-30.

SportsLog
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts...

Baseball is just around the corner as

spring training gears up in Florida and
Arizona, Each team goes in with high

hopes and World Series expectations, but

we all know on.y one will win...The World
Champions Orioles remain virtually intact,

with MVP Cal Ripkin. Jr. and playoff MVP
Mike Boddikker leading the young Birds.

They have a good chance of repeating, but

will face stiff competition from Chicago,

Detroit, Milwaukee, and the Yanks... Sorry

I didn't mention the Red Sox, but it is

Lent...The National League should feature

the usual: Expos, Dodgers, Phillies, and

Cards...Watch out for the Mets-the
management ha' done such a fine job with

^ Strawberry for 1 year.

f>e there, and as soon as

you can read on.

ve that when Jim Palmer
lampionship in 1966, he

dollars a year. Now, his

nore than that. Oops. I

to the commercial. Jim

Seaver and sigi

But the club v

you stop laughi

It's hard to bt

won his first

made 7 thousa.

dandruff maKr
forgot, accord-

doesn't have any dandruff... Speaking of
contracts, how about Steve Young? 40
million for 43 years. But some of the
contract is going to charity and a
scholarship fund for BYU... Nevertheless.
Mr. Young seems to be set for a while. Now
watch Young come to Massachusetts, buy
one ticket, and win the Megabucks...More
USFL news: in the Houston. San Antonio
game Monday night, the lights went out in

the 3rd quarter and most of the few people
that were there left. Houston couldn't even
get into their locker room because they
couldn't find the man with the key... It may
not make it as a league, but as a sitcom its

got possibilities.

The possibilities are almost endless for the
NBA playoffs, as the expanded format
gives many clubs a chance to compete in the
second season.. .One thing the Knicks don't
do is shy away from the Celtics, beating
them at the Boston Garden. Bernard King
is showing MVP characteristics but this
year is key to the Knicks. If they can ad-
vance far in the playoffs, they can put
themselves in the elite of the NBA...

r
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THE INSIDE MOVE — Junior forward Horace Neysmith drives for

two against the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers. Neysmith finished the

re^lar season leading the Atlantic 10 in Field Goal percentage (.612).

Men's track finishes season;

outdoor meets begin in April
By M.E. MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusett's men's track

team completed their indoor

season over the weekend at

Princeton, site of the IC4A
Championships.

Bright spots for the

Minutemen were Brian

Osborne's fifth-place show-

ing in the 500 meters and

the two-mile relay team

which finished sixth.

Osborne had already set

two UMass school records

in qualifying heats for the

championship finals and

then broke his own record

when he reeled off an im-

pressive 1:03.83, the fourth

fastest 500 ever by a New
England collegian.

Freshman Kevin Novak
opened up for the two-mile

relay team with a 1:57 half;

junior John Keelan's anchor

leg of 1:52.4 preserved the

sixth-place finish; in bet-

ween were sandwiched
sophomores Ted White

(1:55.4) and Tom Carleo

(1:54.1).

Penn State University

won the overall champion-
ship, edging (George Mason
62-61. The Nittany Lions
needed at least a fourth

-

place finish in the meet's
final event to win, and they
got it as the mile relay team
nipped Princeton by three

seconds.

With the return of snow
and cold, its hard to believe

but the Minutemen will

open up their outdoor
season just one month from
now when they host Dart-
mouth in a dual meet April

7th.

Intramural officials are needed for softball

and .soccer. Application forms are available

in Boyden 215. Any officials must attend

meetings, either on March 12th or 13th at 7

p.m. in Boyden 215. For further in-

formation, contact the intramural office in

Boyden.

Project DEEP at UMass is once again

offering a Sport Diving Course in Key
Largo, Fla., during spring break. The
course is worth two credits in General
Physical Education. A general meeting will

be ^^pld tomorrow in room 10 Curry Hicks at

7 p.m.

TheMassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY
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Arab women
face conflict,

says panelist
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Despite facing and struggling against incredible odds,

trying to rebuild their lives and their faniiles, women in

Lebanon have not lost their determination to survive.

Kathryn Silver, a member of the Boston-based Women
for Women in Lebanon, spoke at a panel disussion last

night at the University of Massachusetts.

"Women face a threat to their very existence" in

Lebanon, Silver said. "Imagine yourself as a woman trying

to hold together the family, what's left of it."

To Palestinian women in Lebanon, conflict is a part ol

every day life. They have been uprooted and scattered

into other lands. lost their husbands and sons, and as a

result, are living a very unconventional life. Silver said.

"The big question is how are they going to restructure

their lives," Silver said.

Before the Israeli invasion, infrastructure among
Palestinians in Lebanon existed. This infrastructure gave

women job opportunities and support.

However, the infrastructure collapsed after the invasion,

leaving the Palestinians on their own and without a sup-

port network, she said.

Dominique Ghossein, also a panelist and member of

Women for Women in Lebanon, said too many Americans
have misconceptions about the Middle East.

"What exists here is a lot of misunderstanding, misin-

formation of the Arab World, more specifically of Arab
men and of Arab women." she said. "Men are depicted as

greedy, violent, rich, dirty, and ignorant. Arab women
basically are victims."

Jeanne Butterfield. another panelist, critkized the

women's movement in the United States for not paying

much attention to the situation overseas.

"It's striking what an uphill battle it's been to put the

situation of Arab women on the agenda of the women's
movement." she said.

Butterfield said one of the problems of the women's
movement is that historically it has never been strong in

building international ties with other women.

Coilecian pttoU by KaU Wtttcn

BONNIE STRICKLAND
speaks on women's health

Coalition works
for student vote
SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Correspondant

After registering about 3,200 students to vote in the

Presidential Primary Tuesday, a student coalition is look-

ing for ways to get them to the polls, according to

MassPirg Voter Register Coordinator Jay Holland.

Students from the Student Center for Educational

Reasearch and Advocacy [SCERA] Office of Third World
Affairs. Public Policy Committee, Student Government
Association Office, and the Commuter Collective will call

students the day before and the day of the primary to re-

mind students to vote, said Holland. Also leaflets will be
given out at the dining commons and around campus.
"We want to renew an interest in politics by reawaken-

ing this generation, and make students realize their

potential in political power, just by voting," he said.

Holland said by voting, students can have a say in im-

portant issues such as financial aid. arms con^l and
women and minority issues.

continued on p<ig€ 9

Women have
better health,
says lecturer
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Studies show that women are stronger, sturdier and
biologically more advantaged than men.
As part of the Chancellor's Lecture Series, University of

Massachusetts psychology professor and clinical

psychologist Bonnie R. Strickland told more than 200
people last night at the Campus Center auditorium that "at
^very moment across the lifespan, from conception to
death, girls and women are. on the average, more ad-

vantaged and live longer than boys and men."
In her lecture, titled "Gender Differences in Illness and

Health." accompanied with a slide of statistical graphs,

Strickland said patterns show that health and illness are

linked to lifestyle, behavior and gender.
I am not trying to make the point that one sex is superior

to the other," Strickland said. "We find too much of this

value laden thinking in our social and cultural history

which has insisted, in spite of reality, that women are the
weaker sex and need to be protected."

"The moriality rates for men exceed those of women for

almost every disorder. This is especially true for the first

two diseases, heart disease and malignancy. The ex-

ception where females have higher death rates than males,
occur for cerebrovascular disease (strokes), probably
because women are living longer and are thu.** more likely

to suffer cerebral accidents such as strokes." Strickland

said.

Despite studies that show women are living longer than
men. Strickland said the death rate of all heart disease has
been decreasing during the last 30 years for men and
staying the same for women.
"These decUnes in heart disease mortality probably occur

for a number of reasons including increased information

and decrease in cigarette smoking." she said. Strickland

attributes the stabUization of the mortality rate for women
to more women in the work force and advertisements
directed toward women.

Megabucks ticket sales soar at localstores
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Staff

"Come on in if you could use 113.000.000."

urge signs distributed this week by the

Massachusetts State Lottery Commission,
promoting its "Megabucks" game.
The Megabucks jackpot shot up by $5

million from last week's total of $8 miUion,

sending a flood of millionaire hopefuls to

Megabucks vendors statewide. The jackpot

total increases as the amount of ticket sales

increases.

Locally more than 4.000 Megabucks
tickets were sold by Wednesday at Augie's

Tobacco Shop in Amherst, said store owner
Sam Samuels.

This week's jackpot of $13,087,480 is the
largest amount of money ever offered in the

history of the Massachu.setts State Lottery,

said David EUis, spokesman for the com-
mission.

The largest ever offered in the U.S. was
on September 2. 1983 in Pennsylvania. EllLs

added. The jackpot of 18.1 million dollars

was spUt by three winners.

"The sales (of Megabucks tickets) this

week are unbelievable," Samuels said. "I

expect we will average about two thousand
every day. and Saturday will be the big

rush."

With the odds of winning at almost two
million to one. many wishful people are still

standing in lines at supermarkets, coffee

Wednesday and another bought 85."

Samuels said.

James Reinle. a worker at the bowling

alley at the University of Massachusetts

collected $15 worth of cans and bottles and

put the money toward the purchase of 15

Megabucks tickets.

"The tickets are virtually free and if I win,

I'll share the money with my boss who I

collected the empties with," he said.

Tony Manfredonia. 19. a sophomore
economics major from Braintree. has been

buying one or two tickets a week since the

beginning of intersession.

"I bought four today because of the 13

million." he said. "I chose my numbers by

the numbers of various verses in the Bible.

I'm hoping for inspiration from God."

Jack Merrill, 23, a senior political science

major from Pembroke, said he only buys

tickets when the jackpot is over $2 million.

"I buy because I'm a greedy sucker like

everyone else. ' he said.

Keith Dawson, 19, a sophomore EngUsh
major at Amherst College, said he never

bought a ticket before.

"I'm buying today for greed." he said. "If I

win, I'm going to buy my fraternity house."

Don Kahn, a self-employed computer
consultant from Leverett. bought 20

tickets.

"I think I'm going to try a progression. I

was planning to use the computer but I

haven't done it yet."

shops and corner stores to hopefully get a

piece of the pot.

"One woman bought 140 tickets on

BUYING A DREAM
CO Shop in Amherst
Megabucks drawing.

( ollririan t'hotn b« Kalr Wilt*n

- Local residents stand in line at Augie's Tobac-
to buy a ticket for Saturday's $13 million

Kathy Collins, 20, a junior psychology
major from Weymouth, said she bought one
Megabucks ticket a long time ago.

"I haven't played lately because there's

not much publicity," she said.

"1 figure it's 13 million this week so why
not. I have just as good a chance as anyone
else." she added.

A

One woman, while trying to choose her
lucky six numbers said. "I feel like I'm
determining my destiny by picking these
numbers."
The deadline for buying tickets is 9 p.m.

Saturday followed by a televi.sed drawing
on channels 5 and 7 from the Raynham Dog
Track at 10 p.m.

Inside:
Big Dan s witness says defendant

threatened to kill bartender

The great Jewish food debate

Collegian endorses an SGA
candidate p7

p.2

Temple bounces UMass from

P-3 Atlantic 10 tournament p.l6

"Animals are such agreeable friends-

they ask no questions, they pass no
criticisms.

"

—George Eliot
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Rape witness claims

bartender threatened
FALL RIVER — One of six defendants in a barroom

gang rape case threatened to kill a bartender if he told

police "it was just me alone" who attacked a woman on a

pool table, a witness testified yesterday.

Vakiimiro Pacheco, a customer in Big Dan's bar in New
Bedford on March 6, 1983, said he heard Daniel Silvia

make the warning to bartender Carlos Machado.

"I heard him say. 'Don't tell them it was just me alone or

111 kill you,' " Pacheco testified.

He saiii he was sitting at the bar when he saw a group of

laughing men hold a crying, struggling young woman
down on a pool table.

He said Silvia was on top of the woman while at least

one other man tried to force her to perform oral sex.

"I heard the sound of crying and heard her talking to the

men," Pacheco, a Portuguese immigrant, testified

through an interpreter. "I saw her talking to the others

and try to get up."

Pacheco said when the woman struggled to free herself,

another man "took her arm and was talking to her," then

tried to force the woman to have oral sex.

Tlie witness .said another man unbuttoned his pants as

he talked to the woman. Pacheco said the man then shoved

the woman's leg.

Four area colleges

expect tuition hikes

AMHKRST - It's that time of year that parents learn

how much it will cost them to support their children at

Amherst, Mount Holyoke and other expensive colleges in

this western Massachusetts center of learning. The price

will be at least $12,000 and nearing the $13,000 mark
Amherst (x)llege spokeswoman Terry Allen said yester-

day that annual tuition, room and board and other fees

there will jump 6 percent from $11,700 to $12,400.

At Hampshire College, also in Amherst, which already

costs $12,150 to attend, spokesman Russell Powell said

trustees would review a proposal this weekend to boost

fees 6.7 percent to $12,960.

Digest
by

Associated Press

Lawyer loses license,

faces 1 to 3 years
CLINTON, Tenn. — A lawyer who helped her convict

client escape and spent five months on the run will lose her

law license and faces "prolonged hospitalization" for

mental problems if she is put on probation, her attorney

says.

Mary P. Evans, 27, pleaded guilty to escape Wednesday

after prosecutors agreed to drop aggravated kidnapping

and armed robbery charges and recommend a suspended

sentence of one to three years.

The man she helped escape, William Timothy Kirk. 37,

pleaded guilty to escape and armed robbery and agjeed to

accept consecutive prison terms of five and 35 years.

Criminal Court Judge James B. Scott will sentence Ms.

Evans and Kirk on March 27.

He warned them that he can issue tougher sentences than

those specified in the plea bargain.

As a condition for probation, Ms. Evans must continue

psychiatric care for mental problems her attorney said she

has had since adolescence.

French employees

protest wage policy
PARIS - Thousands of public employees across France

went on a one-day strike yesterday to protest wage

policies, disrupting transportation and forcing schools and

government offices to close.

Electricity was cut for varying periods in many areas

this morning and public bus and train service on commuter

lines around Paris was about one-fourth of normal volume.

Air traffic was halted at Charles de Gaulle and Orly air-

ports near Paris as air traffic controllers called a four-

hour strike. The state-owned Air France and Air Inter

airlines canceled most flights.
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FIRST TO ENROLL - Bobby Cujrini. the first

student to enroll in the "Electronic University,"

which enables students to take college courses

at home using a computer terminal, smiles at a

news conference yesterday in New York.

Apparent murder-suicide shocks townspeople

SHREWSBURY Neighbors and friends, shocked by the

apparent murder- suicide of a well- liked mother and son

said yesterday that the victims seemed happy, outgoing

and friendly as if they had few troubles in the world.

The deaths were "the least thing you would have ex-

pected." said Robert Adams, a teen age acquaintance of

Jeffrey A. Brazelton. 18.

The youth and his mother. 40-year old Margo Brazelton.

were found Wednesday in their nine-room. English tudor-

style home in the affluent Worcester suburb of

Shrewsbury.

The pair's father and husband. Roy D. Brazelton. the

presklent of a prominent Boston-area grocery chain,

landdi's Super Markets Inc.. found the bodies when he

returned home from work about 5:30 p.m.. police said.

Pohce toW The Evening Gazette of Worcester that Mrs.

Brazelton was found lying on the kitchen floor with severe

head injuries. Police said they found a large pipe wrench,

believed to be the murder weapon, on the kichen table next

o her body.

After he found his wife's body, Brazelton heard a car

motor running in the home's attached garage, police said.

He discovered his son in the front seat of his sports car.

with a vacuum cleaner hose connected to the car's tail pipe

leading into front passenger-side window.

Police Chief Robert K. McGuinley said investigators are

treating the case as a murder-suicide.

"There were no signs of forced entry and nothing was out

of place in the home." he said. "Everything seemed to be

in order." He added that there was no sign of a struggle or

an argument in the home, and that none of the furniture

was in disarray.
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t^OURSEASOIS^
Location: On Route 9 In Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

BUD suitcase cans $9.99

BUSCH suitcase cans $8.99

NATURAL LIGHT suitcase cans $8.99

GENESSE BEER bar bottles $6.95

GUINESS 6 pack $3.99

HARP 4 pack $2.99

JAMESON IRISH WHISKEY 750 $9.99

RYANS IRISH CREAM 750 $4.99

Less mfr $1 . = $3.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 $8.99

KAHLUA 750 $10.99

RIUNITE WINES 750 ml $2.69 or 2/$5.00

GALLO TABLE WINES 1.5 $3.99

MONTEREY CLASSIC RED 1.5 $6.99

FETZER BURGUNDY 1.5 $4.49

Come try new wines

In store wine tasting every Saturday afternoon

And don't forget - your empties are welcome here.

Announcing
a leal spring bieak for students.

A three nionth
racquetball/tennis
club membership
tor just 20 bucks.

'^^

It's our special student discount

membership. Then f'^r just $2 'lO

per person per hour, you can play

racquet ball any day between 7 am
and ?> pm (cortact the club for

tennis court rates).

THE RACQUET
AND FITNESS
CENTER
Kt. 1 Ui Sunderland

549-4545

(3 miles from I'.Ma.ss.)

PtHtto hj Brian K. (ioya*

SNACK TIME - Fashion marketin{^ major Nancy A. Grasso shares her popcorn with Lucas, her

sheep dog, in the Student Union lobby.

Resident assistants try to organize

By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The first steps toward forming a resident assistant

organization with administrative input were discussed last

night in a meeting organized by the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA) residential

team.

"We would like to pitriicipHtf in the decision making
process 'o administrative pohcies don't come as a surpn.se

to RA.«i. s.iid Freeman Woori-son. stud»^"t team .ndvo'-ite

Although only five RAs turne<l up at the meeting, a plan

of action was established lo form a new organization in-

volving a constitution of pn)|)<»sed missions and recruit

ment of RAs.
"Ultimately we would like to have representative RAs

Prevention aids

in crime decrease
By MIKE HOROWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

While the toal number of crimes at the University of

Massachusetts campus rose in 1983, the number of major

crimes decreased, including rape, robbery and a.ssault,

according to university police records.

Assistant Director of the UMass Department of Public

Safety Lawrence Holmes said the campus police are

educatmg students on crime prevention. We're making
information available to prevent crime," Holmes said.

Alcohol played an important role in criminal offenses.

The criminal incidents report of 1982 indicated a 9.1

percent rate of alcohol involvement in campus crimes. The
figure remained fairly stable in 1983, inching up to 9.4

percent.

UMass police contend the numbers are arbitrary. In fact,

the association is made at police discretion; when police

mention drunken behavior in their reports is when the

relationship appears in statistics.

Crime is most prevalent on the weekends. Of the 2,317

criminal incidents reported in 1982, 47.4 percent occurred

on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, and 45.5 percent of

the incidents occured between 3 and 11 p.m. throughout

the year.

However, vandalism, which is often linked with alcohol

misuse, is on the decline. The reported cases have dropped

from 280 incidents in 1982 to 257 in 1983. "That's

dramatic ", Holmes said.

But despite 2,347 crimes on campus in 1983, police said no

serious crime problem exists.

Rather it is the nature of a bustling, congested com-

munity to produce a certain degree of criminal behavior,

Holmes said.

involved from every dorm cluster on campus," said Wood-
son

Eventually, when enough RAs have become involved

three or four would represent the organization and go

directly to the Residential Committee with concerns, he

said.

The issues had been discussed at an earlier meeting, and

the RAs said their concerns were RA classes. RA
newsletters and a reorganization plan of the residential

system.

This reorganization would consolidate the professional

staff in the dorms and shift more responsibilities onto the

RAs, Woodson said.

The organization is still in the initial planning stages, but

the RAs already involved are enthusiastic and determined

to gain the interest of other RAs, he said.

Today they will meet in the SCERA office at 2:30 on the

fourth floor of the Student Union to write a constitution.

Collefimn Ptioto by Kttt WatUri

WINTER FUN - Ricky Labonte, an Amherst
High School sophomore, slides down a hill in a
local graveyard. Winter was scheduled to make
another late-season visit today, dumping as

much as six inches of snow in the area.

BOG approves

lesbian, gay

week funding
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Masachusetts Campus Center Board of

Governors last night approved $1750 in funds for the

Lesbian-Gay Awareness Week, and for the Union Video
Center to produce a film depicting the strong points of

UMass.
The Lesbian and Gay Week Planning Committee received

$750 by the BOG to partially fund the project, which in-

cludes a series of workshops designed to promote lesbian

and gay awareness.

Paul Throne, a representative for the planning com-
mittee, said that with this funding, the project can be a

complete success.

Throne, who is also a BOG board member, said it shows
the board's "responsiveness to the needs of the students
not just at UMass, but for the entire five college com-
munity."

The BOG also gave a $1000 grant to UVC for it to begin
work on a film designed to improve UMass' public image.

Charles Sennott, coordinator of the film plan, said the

University has received some unjustly poor pubbcity, and
this film could "reverse that mood."
"This University is an excellent institution. If the

students show more faith in it, we could develop a

paramount reputation," Sennott said.

"At first, I didn't think that students had a very positive

impression of the project. I just hope they can now see

what this can do. I wish anyone who's interested would
come down and get involved," he said.

In other BOG business, board members expressed their

desire to restructure their organization.

As it presently stands, any HOG actions can be vetoed by
the Undergraduate or Graduate Student Senate.

BOG Chairman Mike Reilly said "it is time that the board

becomes recognized as a totally autonomous group with

nobody but the administration overseeing our actions."

"No student group should be controlled by another

student group." Reilly said.

"We do a lot for the students here, and it's time that we
gj't a lilt If recognition in return," Reilly said.

Hillel celebrates

Purim holiday
By CAROLYN ROSENBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

To celebrate Purim, the B nai B'rith Hillel Foundation at

;ht' University of Mass.-irhusetts is present inf^ the annual

Latke vs. Hamantaschen debate and brunch at noon

Sunday in the Commonwealth Room of the Student Union

Building.

"urim IS "a joyous holiday celetiraling trie jt-WLsn rom-

munitys being saved from destruction," said Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter, director of Hillel.

"The holiday honors Esther, a Jewish queen of Persia

who learned of a plan to kill all the Jews and intervened to

save her people. The day is spent listening to readings

from the biblical scroll of Esther, giving gifts of food to

friends and charity to the needy and having a good time,"

Perlmutter said.

Plays, parodies and spoofs are features of the celebration.

In this spirit, three distinguished faculty members and a

guest lecturer from Framingham will discuss the relative

merits of two traditional Jewish foods: the latke. a potato

pancake, and the hamantaschen, a three cornered pastry.

For the latke, Richard Fein, placement director in the

School of Management, will give a speech titled "Eat a

Latke Build a Career." He will be joined by Stan Berman,

director of Dairy Operations for Boston Food Brokers, who
will address "The Latke: The Untold Story of Jewish

Survival."

For the hamantaschen, David Schimmel, a lawyer and

UMass professor of education, will discuss "The

Hamantaschen and The Law: Why the Noble Haman-

tashcen is the Key to Jurisprudential Wisdom." He will be

joined by Bob Marx, an associate professor of management

with a doctorate in clinical psychology, who will speak on

"The HamanUschen: The Way to a Well-Rounded Per-

sonality."

UMass has held the debate annually, since 1979,

originally borrowing the iaea from the University of

Chicago where the tradition began in 1946. n

"This is the first year however, that a parent of a UMass
student will speak on the panel. We're pleased to welcome

Mr. Berman to the debate, " Perlmutter said.

The debate, which is free and open to the public, will

beg^n at 12:46 p.m., preceded by a brunch at noon for

which there will be a small fee. The lecturers will supply

I ne makings for latkes and hamantaschen and helpers are

invited to the Earthfoods Kitchen at 10 a.m. to help

prepare these foods.
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Basic Training
For Men

Polo Tops
ia)% u)tton, 11) fashion

& familiar shades

$12.95

Canvas Capitals
from Sporto

tuiv all-purpt)se shiH* at a

great price, navy St black

The Basic Pant
f.is\ lare poplm.

7 tresh n>lois

$16.95

Ocean Pacific

T-Shirts
liK'",. ii-.iton assiirli'd designs

\p«ciallv priced trom

$9.00

$9.99

Good thru 3 18

Koule 9, Hadlcy. 5K4-9690. Monday lu

Saturday, 10:00-9:00. Sunday, !2:00-(i:00.

Lee & Levi jeans
pre\N ashed & dark rinse UK)"i)

Cv>tltin denim lee waist »iie» 25-38

Levi wait! sixes 28-M

$16.95

hi

SPECIAL NOTICE

Through April 14, 1984 the Department of Public

Safety will accept payments on unpaid parking tickets

at their current rate:

(A) 21 days or under - amount shown on ticket

(B) over 21 days - amount shown on ticket plus

first surcharge of $5.00

Effective April 15, 1984, all unpaid parking

tickets over 46 days old will be assessed an additional

$15.00 Surcharge per ticket. The Registry of Motor
Vehicles will be notified of the non-payment and the

result may be non-renewal of the owner's license to

drive, non-renewal of the registration of the vehicle's

registered owner, and the motor vehicle itself may be

subject to seizure. (GL Ch.90-Sec. 20A)

If you have any questions or want to verify if you

have any unpaid parking tickets, please contact the

Parking Ticket Processing Office, Dickinson Hall at

5-0964. Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday thru Friday.

Gerald T. O'Neil

Director

Department of Public Safety

Friday, March 9, 1984

A Spring Break
For Women

Kitty Knitter
from Sporto

natural cottun mesh lace-up

mini-wedge heel

$19.95
reg. S27.t)()

Oxford Split Skirt

7.S% cotton blend, pastel

stripinj;s si/es ^ ]^

$15.95
rvj;. S22.M-

Lee Denim Skirt
dark rinse dinirn

$15.95
reg. $27.1)1)

Good thru 3 18

Roulc9. Iladlry. 5H4-9«90. Monday lo

Saturday. 10:00-9:00. Sunday. I2:00-ti:00.

Knit City
from Sporto

natural cotton mesh,

ankle tie, closed toe,

mini-wedge heel

$19.95
n% S2~.0«l

The Shirtdress
from Currier fiouse

UX)% cotti>n, assorted checks

in soft spring colors, S-M I

$19.95
rvg S24.t)0

The Polo Dress
from Caleb's Lane

100% cotton, classic styling

5 fashion shades, S-M-l

$14.95
reg. ttS.rt)

fMelBBBE

ft of *ntiji .or "Tr "iiii !««»' ' >'t

Hypnotizing,
magnetizing,
mesmerizing,
energizing,
fascinating,

captivating,

exciting,

amusing,
entertaining,

original

Tom DeLuca.
Hypnosis that

goes beyond
entertainment and
BSP. an original

comic parody

of ESP. .

-

"One of the

most requested

aqis on college

campuses lodav."

—Newsweek

/

iJ

Monda)', March 12

Appearing:
8:00 S.U.B.

Syo«w>rcd h» th» Go»»r»or'ii ProiTmiB ConiM-il
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Black Affairs
>•••••<

King speaks at Hampshire
MARILYN G. BOU
JANICE LOWE
Collegian Correspondents

Mel H. King, ex-mayoral candidate for the

city of Boston spoke at Hampshire College

last night on an array of issues.

He referred to Black History Month as

Black Stories Month. He said, "In being

people of color each one of us and our an-

cestors has their own story to tell. If one of

our individual stories were to be left out we
would become upset, since each one of us

takes part in making not only Black History

but also American history."

On the subject of history, King mentioned

Rosa Parks and the consequence of her

refusion to give up her seat on a bus. He
said "Parks played the role of a catalyst by

advancing the idea that self definition

equals self determination."

Parks was not afraid to say "I am
somebody, I am deservinij." King also said

Tiove'^ent for change cannot happen

without definition of self." Just as the Civil

Rights Movement was rooted in Black pride

the strength of the Rainbow Coalition will

come from diverse Americans realizing that

they are responsible for each other. People

who join the Coalition must assert them-

selves out of a vision and take leadership

roles, he said.

In respect to the women's movement.
King said, "there is only one candidate who
can make the ERA a reality, for the ERA
will never come to unless the mass of

unregistered voters take an active par-

ticipation in this and other issues. As a

consequence new people would be elected

to offices; these elected officials would be

more receptive to accepting and con-

fronting issues such as the ERA.

Workshop to discuss love
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Communication in black male/female

relationships will be the focus of discussion

at a workshop tomorrow at the University

of Massachusetts.

"Family: the Power of Black Love" will

bring to the surface unresolved issues that

need to be addressed, said Jacqueline

Smith Crooks. Programmer/Advocate oj*

the Third World Women's Program at the

Everywoman's Center.

Smith Crooks said the workshop will de«l

with the intellectual, emotional and

sp:rM 'j;ii perspec'.:'. t»s in a relationship.

She said men represent the intellectual

aspect whereas women represent the

emotional one. Spiritual, not necessarily

meaning relegion, will bring about harmony
when intergjated with the other two
aspects, she said.

Thi- workshop will be conducted in ex-

perimental exercises using small and large

groups, she said. She and David Hooker,

departmental assistant at John Adams in

the Southwest residential area will serve as

CO facilitators, she said.

Smith Crooks said although black men are

less willing to discuss their personal

problems in a relationship than women are,

more than one-third of the participants who
had signed up for the workshop are males.

"This is a sign of encouragement," she

said. "Men are not willing to deal with

issues and this is saying they are willing to

give it a shot."

She speculated that those attending the

workshop will do so "out of curiosity, to

experiment conflicts in relationships, to

hear what other people are thinking, to

experiment what others are doing about the

issues, to feel they are not alone to an-

ticipate someone identifies with the issue

and to find support and acknowledge what
others feel and what they can do about it,"

she said.

"You have to communicate as men and

women first," she said.

ry^

Drmwiif br Ckria WimIow

Each year the International Women's Event at the University of

Massachusetts celebrates the strug^gles and achievements of women.
Like their male counterparts, women have been instrumental

characters in making changes in society. Black women in the United

States and in other parts of the world have also shared the struggles

and achievements. However, because of their double burden as black

and female, they have not yet been fully recognized. A spectrum of

black women in histroy is detailed above in commemoration of the In-

ternational Women's Event: Ida B. Wells, anti-lynch crusader; Mary
McLeod Bethune, educator. White House adviser and founder of

Bethune Cooke College; Harriet Tubman, underground railroad con-

ductor; Sojourner Truth, pilgrim of freedom; Madame C.J. Walker,

cosmetic manufacturer and Mary Church Terrell, champion of human
rights.

RETAIL CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

Here at New England's premiere full-line

department store, we've got room at the top for

aggressive, career minded candidates

Executive trainees are introduced to the world of

retailing through a comprehensive 12-week

program compmmg on thejob training with

classroom seminars

For further informo-tion about a career with

Jordan Marsh, please join us for an informational

presentation on;

Monday, March 12, 7:00 p.m.

Room 168. Campus Center

jordii imrsli
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Presidential elections here too
The Campus Center displays made me urn mv K«»nH

"Hey," I thought, "where's Mr. Moderate Mondale's

table?" I remember just a month ago when one could hear

him being referred to as "Mr. Shoe-in." I looked around
again. "And where's Mr. Fake democrat John Glenn's

table?" Or, should I refer to him as Mr. Far Right

Moderate democrat as he termed himself during a January
speech in Boston? I laughed. I also remember when he too

was referred to as a shoe-in for second place in the

Democratic nomination.

So. why haven't we sppti murh of anything; from t^^p-;'^ '•r.

around campus? What, they don't need us? Is that what
they're saying? Was it that their UMass supporters were
overly confident? Was the thought of setting up a table

and holding meetings for a cause just too radically liberal

for those boring "middle of the roaders" to even consider?

Or, could it be that we don't want them? No. UMass even
has a Young Republican's Club. That proves that some
students will take just abou* anything even if it's going to

hurt them. The old favorites made a bad move. I looked

around to see what kind of a move the other candidates

were making.

Seven or eight students were milling around the Gary
Hart table. Many were picking up pieces of white,

sloganless pieces of paper on which the candidate's stance

on every issue was printed. There is no excuse for anyone

not to know where Gary Hart stands. The Hart workers

were informative, friendly, enthusiastic, and seemed
genuinely pleased with the showing of newly developed

interest in the upset victory of the New Hampshire
primary. Maine caucus, and Vermont "beauty contest."

Gary Hart needs the young. Here at UMass it seems he

has got a lot of them.

The George McGovern table was at best attractive. His

student supporters were handing out cute little red and

white stickers sporting the ail-American slogan,

"McGovern. the real thing. " The design was made to

match that of the well-known Coca-Cola emblem. C'mon,

George, Coca-Cola and the real thing, what is that sup

posed to mean? I doubt that it means much of anything to

those of us who think. In 1972, George McGovern had the

Massachusetts young. Now, he's trying to get them back

all over again. Sorry, the Coca-Cola all-America stuff

won't do it.

Jesse Jackson's table was there. No one else was. When
Jackson's not around to do the screaming and the

preaching, no one listens. It's his way of stating his ideas

rather than his ideas that attract the young.

So, does this mean that Hart has got the Democratic

nomination all sewn up? No. But Gary Hart and his

supporters are not going to insult our intelligence with

stickers to match our backpacks, or slogans that we can

associate with "the American soft-drink," or with flashy

speeches to dazzle us without fulfilling us or without even

showing up. Hart's workers have told us just what their

candidate is all about.

Belipvp it or not it's working? So far, he has New
Hampshire. Maine and Vermont. More importantly, he

seems to be getting more and more of the young every day.

And rightfully so.

By Sue Eaton
Collegian Correspondent

^^ ^ ^ ^ rv"

Letters^-^
Misinterpretation of a quote

To the Editor,

To the women and men of the five college community: I

apologize greatly for the quote of the day which was

published yesterday in the Collegian.

I chose the quote, reminding people that yesterday was

International Women's Day. I never meant to make fun

of International Women's Day. However, it seems that I

mistakenly interpreted a quote which should not have

printed at all. I tried to put a 1980s interpretation on an

1860s quote, which I should not have done.

Having been the Collegian 's women's editor for a year,

I am very well aware of the struggle women have had

and continue to have in order to gain equal respect and

treatment in the workplace and in society. I never meant

to trivialize that struggle, rather to commend the effort

of the women to overcome oppression and be accepted as

equals.

The only thing I can say is that I read the quote as say-

ing yes, a woman can be powerful and she can be a wor-

thy opponent, but she does not need to be feared.

Respected, yes; feared, no. Many men may be in-

timidated now by having a woman in a higher position in

the workplace, but 1 used the quote to say that they

shouldn't be.

Regardless, 1 realize now that 1 should have read the

quote for exactly for what it said and not have attempted

to put my interpretation on it. And more importantly, I

should not have used it as the quote of the day. The

quote should be read to remind us of the mistaken at-

titudes people held and some still have today. But a

quote like this belongs in history books, and not in a

newspaper.

Cris Schuster
Collegian

Associate Manaipng Editor

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You muct b« II to ontvr
Opon til 3

665-4937
34 Hour Imp*^ Motioao

5^ue

rusty nail
PROUDLY PRiSENTS

ruT^

Every Thursday - .-..-.*. ... ..

THE RADIATORS Bring Any ^ze Mug & We I

1960'e Rock €r Roll "="< >^ »=or 25* Till The Kegs
Run Out

Friday, March 9th

MAX CREEK
Coming March 17th:

St. Patricks Day Party
Sat March 10th uoming iviarcn i/in: Sun. March 11th

St. Patricks Day Party Stevie Ray Vaughl

Girls Night Out with the stompers Double Trouble

Tickets available Wednesdays in the Campus Center

CONGRATULATIONS TOi
The Class of '84

Vi«rw«fVExtnon Dmskxi wishes >ou ev^ry success tor your future And \nc ^r\ offer you

opportuTMties to ensure success ^s you expiind your c^ireer hon/ons in any of these are^i

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Industrial Engineering

Computer Science

Particle Physics

Technical Marketing

Test Engineering

CAD/CAM

At VHriarVExtrion Division you will join an organi2atjon invol\*\3 m research, design,

nrwnufacture, sales and support for sophisDcated capital equipment We employ a wide

range of technologies including optics, tjeam generation, radiation, acceleration, material

science and computer science /"/id wr tackle acVanced challenges through a team

problem soMng approach which erxourages broad interdiscipluvry interests

Along with unique opportunities for career development. Vanan offers an excellent

compensation and txnefit package including a stcxk purchase ptin arxJ a cash profit

s^larlnq plan Located on 128 on tjeauoful Gipe Ann. you can enjoy all tfie benefits of

scenic North Shore living with Bostons cultural resources close at hand

As you look to the future, explore these opportunities with VanarVExtnon Please send

your resume to

Hugh B McGertjgan

Manager College Relations

VariarVExtrion Division

Gbuc ester. MA 01930
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Keller/Patrick for President
The Collegian Board of Editors is endors-

ing a candidacy for Student Government
President this year for the first time in

several years. Recognizing our respon-

sibihty to take a stand on perhaps the most
important issue of the semester, we have

decided to endorse a presidential can-

didacy.

We endorse the candidacy of Jim Keller

and Rick Patrick. We feel they have a bet-

ter understanding of the means to achieve

progress, and a better working knowledge

of the administrative and procedural pro-

cesses needed to succeed as presidents

gained through their experience as student

leaders. We support their overall

philosophy of raising awareness of impor-

tant issues that enhance the quality of stu-

dent education, enabling students to

become more conscientious members of

society.

The Collegian is endorsing Keller/Patrick

for their stance on specific topics, such as

academic reform, improved access to quali-

ty public higher education, increased

dialogue between the student government

and student representatives around cam-

pus, and better interaction with students in

general.

The Rudolph/Dooley campaign, we feel,

has not addressed vital student needs.

Their campaign is based on fiscal respon-

sibilities, impractical innovation, and in-

volvement of students in senate decision-

making through frequent referenda.

Although fiscal responsibility is a noble

cause, they have consistently offered ex-

Letters —
Are candidates misguided?

To the Editor,

I feel really bad for Tim Rudolph and Donna Dooley.

They are both students at the University of Massachusetts

and yet both have the mentality of eight year olds. Both

are running together for Student Government Asscx^iation

co-President and both are totally misguided about women
and campus safety.

In yesterday's Collegian, both candidates said if elected

for SGA co-Presidents one of their first priorities will be to

see the "defunct" student escort service stay defunct.

They said they did not want to "patronize women by

reviving" it.

The student escort service is alive and well and operating

nightly on campus. While not many women use it, some

do, and it becomes a success each and every time it saves a

woman from the fear of being raped.

It is naive to think by putting up lights rape will go away.

A woman can be raped in a well- lighted or a dark area of

campus.
I do agree with them when they say the campus "should

be safe enough that women don't need someone to escort

them around campus." But it is wrong to think a few lights

will stop violence against women or violence against

anyone. Lights will help, but so does the escort service.

What this campus doesn't need is a co-Presidency team

which is both misguided and ignorant of the issues.

RiU Murphy
Mary Lyon Dormitory

Former Collegian Women's Issues Editor

On politics and ethics

To the Editor,

As I was walking through campus last Thursday, I was

appalled to see a flyer using—or abusing—part of a design

of mine which was used on the Fall 1983 Student

Telephone Directory. The flyer included a poor reproduc-

tion of the illustration in a very unprofessional design with

the lettering and my signature deleted, advertising SGA

co-president candidates Keller and Patrick.

Permission to use the artwork was never asked for or

granted by myself the artist, or anyone connected with the

Dean of Students Office, from which the artwork was

originally commissioned.

The responsible party or parties who produced this flyer

violated several articles of the Code of Fair Practice, copy-

righted in 1954 by the Joint Ethics Committee, including

plagiarism, ethics, the purchasing of artwork, and altera-

pensive proposals while calling for no fee

increases without specifying where the

necessary cuts will be made. Cable televi-

sion and better phone service are good

ideas, but not pressing issues. Decision-

making through referenda is impractical

because it is time-consuming and costly.

Leaders have to be able to gauge student

opinion without falling back on referenda

for every important issue that comes up.

We need leaders, not vote-counters.

We could not consider John Michaud for

our endorsement because he has no plat-

form and he has shown little, if any, com-

mitment to his SGA candidacy.

We feel the Gumby/Camel candidacy,

while serving an important purpose in br-

inging neglected issues to the forefront of

the campaigns, would not serve the best in-

terests of the student body.

Their past experience and knowledge of

the issues is commendable compared to the

other candidacies, however, it is unlikely

that the two seniors would, if elected, stay

another year to fulfill their responsibilities,

and thus their election would be a mistake.

We feel Jim Keller and Rick Patrick have

focused their campaign on representing the

diverse student body and have
demonstrated enthusiasm and competence

to reach their desired goals as co-

presidents. We believe a vote for

Keller/Patrick is a vote in the right direc-

tion.

Policy editorials represent the majority

opinion of the Collegian Board of Editors.

tions of artwork without consulting the artist, just to

name a few.
Lynn Lavallee

Amherst

Outraged at Ampersand
To the Editor.

I am writing to express my surprise and outrage concer

ning the distribution by the Collegian of the magazine

Ampersand. Contained within the issue [distribute in

yesterday's Collegian] were blatantly sexist, racist and

homophobic materials primarily in the form of "jokes". A
particularly offensive and harmful "joke" referred to

"what it was harder to be, gay or black." I am surprised

that the Collegian which claims to be non-sexist, non-

racist and non-homophobic would facilitate the distribu-

tion of such a useless, ignorant and blatantly bigotted

magazine such as Ampersand.
Those among us who are interested in combatting sex-

ism, racism, and homophobia are not amused by jokes

which trivialize the problems of being gay and/or black in

this society. I sincerely hope that the Collegian will ex-

amine future issues of Ampersand more carefully before it

is distributed, if the Collegian chooses to continue the

distribution of Ampersand at all.

Dee Theodoras
Amherst

Politics through journahsm

To the Editor.

I know the CoUegian doesn't like me, but I'm still sur-

prised when I wake up in the morning and read about my
alleged attacking, alleged poster fighting, alleged harass-

ment, alleged alleging, or any other alleged acts they can

think of. I am flattered that the CoUegian feels I'm in-

teresting enough to continually feature on their front page
and I wonder if a daily column about me isn't in order.

On the Editorial page they printed a letter to the editor

by Marilyn Bou under the heading "Senate Controversy."

In her letter she writes that she attended the Senate

meeting the night before. That being the case, it would be

impossible for her to have made the CoUegian letter

deadline of 3:30 p.m. The CoUegian must have felt the let-

ter important enough to allow her to bypass a deadline

that they expect everyone else to make.
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Here again-

SGA elections
Rudolph and Dooley have some interesting promises.

Wouldn't you like to see a computer terminal in every

dorm, cable TV, and long-distance phone service from

MCI? Wouldn't you like to know how it could all be paid

for? Nothinj^ nuich in the way of campus racism, sexism

and anti-Semitism have been raised in the campaign. The

most disconcerting thing about the Rudolph/Dooley

campaign has to do with its misconduct early on in the

race.

Geoffrey A. Feller

The Collegian, a couple weeks ago, published a report of

alleged misconduct of the part of the campaign involving

the use of the campus newspaper's printing equipment for

campaign ads and an endorsement in a student financed

newsletter, both in violation of established rules. The

t^andidates refuted/explained the charges in a letter, which

was expected. What should give anyone greater concern,

however, is this comment in their letter: "For violations to

have actually occured. the allegations would have to be

officially presented... and ruled upon." It's like saying the

Watergate break in didn't occur until it was discovered.

Interesting in a philosophical sense, perhaps, but it

betrays an amount of carelessness with political morality

on the part of Dooley and Rudolph.

The candidacy of Gumby and ('amel is apparently

directed towards those students planning to vote for

Jackson or McGovern at the same time as the SGA race.

Their pitch is similar to that of the Democratic hopefuls;

make sure the issues are being raised by the other can-

didates by giving the Gumby/Camel team a folbwing.

They seem to be less than serious about their chances of

victory, and using the names "Gumby" and "Camel" seems

to be a tactic designed to make fun of the SGA. In many

ways, that's like trying to make a mockery of the Marx

Brothers. Whats the point?

A funnier campaign is being run in low profile by John

Michaud. On residential issues, he says he doesn't know

much but since half the students at UMass live on campus.

he'll devote half his time to their concerns. Having had no

experience at all in student government, Mr. Michaud says

he would therefore be representative of most students at

the university. With such a firm grasp of politcal reality,

he makes John Glenn look like Franklin D. Roosevelt.

That leaves the Keller/Patrick campaign. Despite what

Gumby and Camel have said, these two have raised issues

in their campaign. An important part of their approach is

to make the general student population more aware of the

problems of racism and sexism on campus. Whether or not

anything will be done about it remains to be seen, but

KelJer and Patrick deserve recognition for making a

serious effort to address these issues.

un Ihib basis alone, Ktiiei anu latricK dej*erve u> tie

elected. Dooley /Rudolph ignore issues and Gum
by/Camel's status as a protest candidacy tends to triviahae

the issues involved. On this, the most basic of student

issues, Keller and Patrick come closest to a realistic

solution. Communication is an important first step and

they are willing to take it.

We should elect Keller and Patrick, holding them ac-

countable for what they are saying now once they are m
office. Even at this level, voting is our right and keeping

an eye on our elected officials is our responsibility.

Bill Collins

Southwest

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type doable

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing tor

clarity and length.
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UMASS SKI CLUB

SPRING BREAK
At

Q^illinqton
^^ VERMONT

MARCH 18-23

GREAT I
SKIING *

SUPER

I

S0C1AUZING«

SKIING RALLY I
SKI RACES $

NEW ENGUNd|
FOR MORE INFO ^^^^MBAKE #

.heart-throbbing. • ;^esome. • •

.moving-
exciting.

• '
"

xhiiarating- •
•

Last Chance

full payment needed by 545-3437
March 14 ^30 STUDENT UNION PARTIES*
Hurry in

AFTER-SKI^

limited space available

« 179.

*
*

INCLUDES . . .

LODGING
5 DAYS SKIING

-ALL LIFTS

ALL YANKEE SKI WEEK
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

FIRST 40 PEOPLE

FREE TRANSPORTATION

CONDOMINIUM^
OR MOTEL LODGINGS

(your choice)?

MOGUL*

n

DONT
MISS IT!

CONTEST^

special live«
entertainment?

\ and|
MORE lit

MANDATORY MEETING 7:00 $

^ MARCH 13 southside Hampden t

SUNDAY
MAR. 11, 1984

MORDECHAI BEN DAVID ^^ ^ ^^

THE SUPERSTAR OF JEWISH MUSIC

RAYA MEHEMNA
CONTEMPORARY CHASSIDIC ROCK GROUP

JOHNSON CHAPEL REGULAR ADMISSION $6
AMHERST COLLEGE STUDENTS $3
AMHERST, MASS. for information please call

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT (413) 253-9040

CHABAD HOUSE. SPRINGFIELD JCC
OR AT THE DOOR

SPONSORED BY CHABAD HOUSE
AND CHABAD STUDENT COAUTION

^TArao^y

I

I

I

I

I

BUSCh 12oz.cans $8.95 +1.20

Meister Brau i2oz cans $7.95 + 120

Stroh i2oz btti $9.95 +1.50

Labatt i2oz btti $10.99 +120

Michelob 12 oz cans $10.99 + 1.20

Almaden 4 l premiums $6-99

Almaden 3 l varietais $5.99

GallO 3 L premiums $5-90

Chantefleur 750 ml $2.99

1.75

Popov Vodka 1 75 $9.95

Mohawk Vodka 175 $7.95

Seagram Imported Vodka
$11.69

Paddy's Irish Whiskey

750 ml $9.yO

Ryan's Irish Cream 750 mL $4.99

GllbeyGini75 $10.99

not responsible for typographical errors

University Drtv«, Amhertt, Mass.

,Ju8t past UMass Stadium, from SW domis

I
Painful menstrual*

^cramps can bej
Whelped. Register fort

t workshop at the J
"University Health

Services. Par-J
* ticipants must have 4
* had a pelvic exam in

the past year. Call}

549-2671 ext.

pre-register.

181 to 4

PERSONALIZED
STYL£ HAIRCUTS

I

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and

I Blow Dry

I
$11.50 Long Hair I

j ExpirM 3/31 /84 I

L ViWd Mon Thury
\

Pl«asa Call for an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst. MA, 549 5610

I

The Institute for
Firalegal Training

woriis.

So do its graduates.

Four months of intensive trainine can

add market value to your college degree.

A sampling of jobs our graduates hold:

LEGISLATIVE RESFARrHFR, ML'NICII'Al BON[) PARALECAl

,

REAL ESTATE MARKETINIC. DIRECTOR,
ESTATES & TRUSTS LEGAL ASSISTANT ENERGY SPECIALIST,

ANirrRUST SPECIALIST, CORPORATE BENEFITS PLANNER,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SPECIALIST

• Through our corporate contacts, our national search team
and our computenzed placement service, we have placed over

5,000 of our graduates in law hrms, banks and corporations

nationwide
• You can specialize in one of seven areas of the law

• All courses include training in computer applications to legal

practice

• If we canniH sei-ure a job for vou in the city of vour choice, we
provide a substantial tuition refund
• Financial aid and housing are available.

* Voting
continu>ed from page I

"Legislatures won't listen to students if they don't

vote," he said. "It's obvious to them that their re-election

doesn't depend on students."

"The past couple of weeks have shown that things can

change in the election, and unexpected things can occur,

regardless of what the polls say," he said. "Students can

nmke a difference."

Although there will be no van service to the polls this

year, because of lack of interest, on campus students will

be able to get there either by walking or by bus, accor-

ding to Holland.

Students in Precinct 4, which includes the Southwest

Residential Area, Iota Gamma Upsilon, Kappa Kappa

Gamma, Lamba Chi Alpha. Lincoln Apartments, Phi Mu
Delta, Phi Sigma Kappa, Pi Kappa Alpha and Theta Chi,

should vote at the Bangs Community Center in Amherst

Center.

Students in Precinct 3, which includes the Central,

Northeast, Sylvan, and Orchard Hill residential areas

[excluding Butterfield], should vote at the Lutheran

Church Lounge, next to Mark's Meadow. Polls are open

from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Students are encouraged to vote,and a large turn-out is

expected, according to Holland.

Don't get burned
on spring break.

Start your tan now.

Well be at your campus on April 2

Contact your placement iitfice to seo our resource book on

law-related careers and to arrange for a group presentation

or a personal interview

To learn mor.', call collect:

(215) 567-4811 Or. return

the foup<in

THEiNsnruii:

TRMNJNG
Philadelphia
Houston

Mail Ihis coupon to RUM A
Th« Institute to' Paralegal Tramino

1926 Afch Street PNIafletpNa PA I9t03

Please serv) a tree copy ot your catalogue

PtHiadeipNa HouUon

Addms .

Cly .

Co««9e_

. Zrp-

I
Phone

lv< at 0rM )

fjfm^mri^ r)*Hyi«t

presents

our MARCH Special

Twofer One
Heineken

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-6141 J

Try our supersafe sunbeH .Just

$4 per visit (or lall for our

reduced rate (mckaKe I .*^lart

your Un niiw and slay nut m
the Klorida sun lonijer

THE RACQUET
AND FITNESS
CENTER
Kt 1 IH Sumtrrl.iiKl

..4;» KUiU
C.K mil«*s from I M«« I

Kt llfi Sunderland

.549-454.^

(.'< miles from I' Ma.ss t

"<Ti

SPRING CLOTHING
India Print T-Shirts

Blouses - Skirts - Shorts

Chinese Shoes

SHAWLS
SPECIAL

Cosmic Zoo T-Shlrts - Now $8.00

lAND SALES) EXPERTS

Us Before You Buy

RENTONt
OFOURS I

Car • Track • Van I

North Amherst I

Motort
I

Rt 63, No Amherst I

5492880
J

Earrings, Ear Cuffs, Bead Necklaces

Posters - Cards - Gifts

Sunday 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 5:30 PM

Miiinersi carriage snops

^ Nortfiampton: 18 Centei^treet

t

t Presidential/BOG/Residential Elections ^
t *
+ Commuters & Greeks in front of the Hatch ^

M 9-4:30 T 9:30-4:30 J^

OH & Central Franklin DC ^
NE & Sylvan Worcester DC ^
Cance, Moore, Pierpont, Washington, M
JA, JQA, Patterson, MacKimmie J

Berkshire DC ^
Melville, Emerson, Thoreau, James ^
Crampton, Coolidge, JFK Hampshire DC ^

11:15-6:30 +
Vote & be counted!

+
+

ifr**********************-^
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Now's the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst

\=
S49-26A0

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
CloMd WadnMdays

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2S3-783B

'A MATCHLESS
DEUQHTJ'

Vktwant Canby,
HY.TImM

TONIGHT
at 7:00 and 9:00

Mahar Auditorium

sponsored by

AASA
$1.25

Jenna'by *^iAj^dU
A perfect transition from wintor to

spring in red, black, grey, tan or

white. Many new styles arriving daily.

Come seel

/

X

X

FOOD! FOOD!
FREE DELIVERY!

(min - $5.00 purchase)

callFRANKIES
Sun-Thurs: 6 pm-12 pm
Fri & Sat: 6 pm-1 am

256-0858
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A punk odyssey
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Looking for excitement? Check out this week's show at

the Student Union Gallery. Hardcore California is a multi-

media presentation of the San Francisco punk scene. The
show includes an entire wall of street art posters,

surrounded on four sides by a handsome selection of

photographs from a number of up and coming rock

photographers. The gallery reverberates with the bar-

baric yawp of video performance pieces. One might simply

turn down the lights, turn up the volume, and punk out!

Peter Belsito put the exhibit together around the release

of his second book. Hardcore California, last August. The
show comes here from 'Frisco and leaves here at the end of

the week for Seattle. For punkers the show is important

because it formally recognizes punk as art and for non-

punkers the show is important because it introduces punk
art to the outsider without any risks.

But is it art? For those who think that art has been in

decline since the Renaissance, Hardcore may prove their

point. Even Abstract Expressionists may object,

forgetting their own rebellious origins. Surrealists, at

least some of them, and Dada-i.st.s, will possibly identify

with it, for many claim punk has its roots firmly planted in

Tzara and Schwitters' graves. No matter what your bias.

Hardcore will make an unforgettable impression.

Belsito explains punk art in terms of a "graffiti ex

pressionism with a very heavy graphic element, direct and

confrontational, for the most shock value." Mark Pauline's

video performances are a case in point. The typical

reaction to Pauline's carcasses writhing on the ground in

front of blow-ups of world leaders with missiles shooting

through them, sometimes injuring bystanders, is "that's

weird... unacceptable... not art. ..it's disgusting."

However, this is exactly the response Pauline is trying to

achieve, hitting at the contradictions of a society which

digests bleeding bodies on the Six O'clock News along with

franks, beans, and beer. Pauline thinks that's weird.

Peter Belsito is originally from Leominster, the Pioneer

Plastic City. He was a student here from 1971 to 1977. He

left Amherst in a snowstorm and went to San Francisco.

While a student, Belsito managed the Student Union

Gallery. During this time he began designing posters for

the Governor's Program Council. He also met Vito Aconci,

and became friendly with the New York avant-garde

artist. Aconci had him down to his studio where he turned

Belsito on to new wave music. "I got the Dead Boys, the

Ramones— Listen to this stuff, Peter; it inspires me." It

was for Belsito the beginning of a punk odyssey.

The San Francisco scene was very tight and exclusive,

but "if you hung around long enough, you could get in."

Belsito learned quickly how to "sneak into Mabuhay

Gardens." For bread, Belsito worked as a graphic artist

for Detemined Productions who make Snoopy products.

Before long, he began finding work within punk and co-

founded the magazine Damage in 1979 and Ego in 1981. He
also opened Tool and Die. a storefront art gallery and

cellar nightclub. Belsito has published two books. Street

Art in 1981 and Hardcore CaJxfomia last year, as well as

free lancing articles for magazines like Seattle Rocket,

Another Room, etc.

Belsito spoke candidly with me about his gut feelings

about punk. Candidly? I should say morbidly, for it is

Belsito's view that punk is dead and we are in a post punk

period awaiting a "new movement." He was there at

Winterland in 1979 when the Sex Pistols split up on stage.

"Johnny Rotten called everyone assholes and they walked

off the stage. " By the time Sid Vicious killed himself the

next year, punk had come to a "self-destructive end."

After 1979, we began to hear a 6-7 disco beat breaking up
the driving punk beat, and other styles too: reggae rock,

rockabilly, punkry, Texas, gothic rock, horror rock,

political. East Coast New Wave, artistics, even the English

fusing with hardcore, a fusion of confusion for hardcore

punkers.

Confusion and contradiction, according to Belsito, "comes
in once you become a commercial product, as with the

Clash." And yet, out of this contradiction have come some
exciting and unexpected results, like U-2, Big Country,

Midnight Oil, etc. There were many contradictions, not

only in the music, but also in the movement. Hardcore
began attracting people who didn't understand that slam
dancing, a dance form where everyone bumps into each

other, was not what it appeared to be, and they would go
out to hurt people. The anarchistic setting for punk began
dissolving into fascist thinking and violent behavior.

This came to a height when the Dead Kennedys came out

with the song "Nazi Punks Fuck Off." "I was there the

first night they played it at Tenth Street Hall. AUotta
people were running around with swastikas, few of whom
realized it was a joke. When punk first started, everyone
wore swastikas to remind people of Nazi Germany in this

day and age. Jello Biafra (leadsinger of the Dead Ken-
nedys) pulled someone out of the crowd wearing a swastika

and made a spectacle of him. There was definitely a

football mentality taking over. I like football, but there's

something wrong with people acting like apes. Original

punks were gentle like hippies. People were totally

missing the point of what was happening. Jello said, 'If we
don't watch out, we are going to become what we hated so

much in society.'"

While the styles have diversified, the Dead Kennedys
have remained true to punk with an unadulterated har

dcore sound. In Hardcore Califomta at the Student Union

THEATRES
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lis Sun 11 18 tr 3 46 » »2.00l 9 16. 8:30

n« -^u»ic >i or hit tiO*

Td (4:30 #12.00) 7:18. 9:30

SM (1 46 » 4:30 • 93.00) 7 16. 9:»
Sun (1:(» » 3:16 # 92.00) 6:46. 9:16

NEVER CRY

Ffl (4:46 • 12 ») 7 16 9 «
SM 12 16 6 4 46 • « 00) 7 IB, 946

. Sun (1:16 » 3 48 > MOO) 918. 9:30

r Ov«i for I

«,vt^ Of TANK
F>4 (4,46 • 12 001 7 16

SM (200 6 4 46 # 92 001 7 15

. Sun (100 ft 3 30 #12 00) 6:». 8 » -

IIOADWAT lAHY
SAer WOODY AUIN
RlDb MIA FARROW

Frt 16 18 • (2 001 7 46 9 gg

8«t (2:30 » 6: 18 • 12.00) 748. 986
Sun 11 48 » 4:00 • 12.00) 9 16. 946

/'^rlM 46 • 42 ni 7 10. 9 46

8m (2 16 » 4:46 »2 001 7 30, 946
|H Sun (116 ft 3 46 9 12 00) 6 16, 930

Fri (8:00 •92,001 7 XrT86
Sm (2 IB ft 8:00 • (2 00) 7 30. 9B8

Sun 1 1 30 ft 3:46 # 12 00) 900. 9 46,

SnMk Prtlt«w FH ft SM • 9 46

Pkolo by K4 Coivcr

Off the stag^e and into the crowd at a Cool Jerk
concert.

Gallery, Peter Belsito has attempted to do the same
visually. And, to my way of thinking, he has succeeded in

giving us authentic insight. The show closes today.

any two entrees
(except steaks)

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very Friday

Special Engagement
this week

I Thurs (3/8) to Tues (3/13)

I Vertigo 7:00

9:10 I
s Sleuth
i

DOWNTOWN A.

TOIJ,f the
CAMPUS

ro jtmmOtrnm •TANK"

^irncNtMrsHiKt > >Li st*'sv

lAAtktU
I

rm I, SAT t< l2jl5Am

THIWIIC**^^^^'*

KMdOw tnmittmtl

MIontv Mt«n .od ««• Mo»v Or*

CALL FOR
CONCEPT
PAPERS J^
<:|c%:|c:|c:|e:|c9|e9|e%:ic9(e3K^9|e>i<9|e3|e)|c:f

The UMass Arts Council has $10,000 to

subsidize permanent art-related

projects, such as capital improvements

or acquisitions. University groups

involved in campus arts are invited to

submit one-page concepts papers by

March 30, 1984.

For more information, contact the Arts

Council office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F,
9-5.

^r SHOWCASE^ CINEMAS
I UWII— III HMCJWW* «•» ^t*»S« •WO 9

I ..X I >•• t ill >A( I miACI

uAni .AM »^«f 9>m » u*a V

L9CM»V<t 9 A** MMrMW »«>l *Mn VAT

JAMES GARNER

PGl„" OPENS MARCH 16
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

RECITAL OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC FOR
FLUTE AND CONTRABASS - Sun. Mar. 11 at 3:00,

Unitarian Society of Northampton. Flutist Claudia

Anderson and Bassist Salvatore Macchia perform works

spanning the past 25 years in avant-garde literature.

Unaccompanied pieces for each instrument, pieces with

electronic tape, duos and trio with percussion. Music by

Johnston, Macchia, Perle, Berio, Davidovsky,

Dobrowolski, and Bennett.

LES BALLETS JAZZ DE MONTREAL - The Montreal

based company of twelve dancers presents an innovative

Work with the best
Be a science or engineering officer in

the Air Force. The Air Force is forging

new frontiers in advanced technol

ogy If you have a science or engi

neering degree, you may qualify to

work with the best and receive all the

outstanding advantages and oppor

tunities the Air Force offers. Contact

Contact Technical Sergeant Arthur

Courtemanche, Federal Building, Rm 108,

1550 Main St, Springfield, MA 01 103 or call

1413)785-0352 ^^^^^
I03

1^

program of jazz ballet. 8 p.m. Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall, Friday, March 9.

ROCK 'N SOUL CONCERT - Chabad House sponsoring

an afternoon of exciting music and entertainment starring

Mordechai Ben-David, superstar of Jewish music and

Raya-Mehemna, a Chassidic rock band. 3:00 p.m. Sun.,

March 11 Johnson Chapel, Amherst College.

CONCERT: THE WILLIAMS TRIO - The WUliams
Trio will perform piano trios of Ives, Haydn, and Dvorak.

Admission is free. 3:00 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall, Sun.,

March 11.

HILLEL'S LATKE VS. HAMANTASCHEN DEBATE
- Distinguished faculty members will discuss the relative

merits of these two traditional Jewish foods. An annual

hilarious event! 12 noon brunch, 12:435 program, Sun.

March 11, Commonwealth Room, Student Union.

HILLEL GRAD GROUP SHABBAT DINNER - Call

Hillel, 545-2526 for details. A potluck dinner. 6:30 p.m., 46

Main St. No. 11, Amherst.

MEDITATION AND YOGA FOR WOMEN • A seminar

with free personal instruction offered by Didi Pratiba, a

visiting teacher of Ananda Marga, a yoga and social ser-

vice organization. Information: 253-9553; 4 p.m., CC 903

Friday.

GRENADIER SOCIETY MEETING - We play Modem
Armor Miniatures, Squad Leader, Naval Miniatures,

Diplomacy, Star Fleet Battles and many more. Come and

be a niember of our new club. 12 p.m. -12 a.m. Campus

Center, March 11.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH
-Come join us for our weekly Sunday service of worship,

praise, and teaching from the Bible, 10:15 (see CC
schedule for room), March 11.

BIBLE STUDY - An in-depth exploration of New Testa-

ment scripture and theology and its relevance today. In-

telligent, serious, open-minded study of the Bible

facilitated by Rev. Robin Harden. 12-1:15 p.m., 428 Stu-

dent Union, Fri. Mar. 9.

COMMUNITY WORSHIP - in the Black Church Tradi-

tion. Rev. Harden welcomes anyone willing to share and

celebrate their affirnuition of faith. Sis. Gail Stat«n will

preach. 11:15 a.m., James House Classroom, March 11.

GOSPEL CHORUS - First rehearsal 5:00 p.m. March 9,

call 545-2661 for information if interested in joining. Ask

for Rev. Robin Harden at UCF office.

Friday, March 9, 1984,

MIKES MAD MUNCH OUT
Fridays

The Best Time at the Best Place in Town

^ ^ • Eat Any And All of:

Salads - Cold Cuts -

- Macaroni & Sausage -

- Chicken Cacciatore -

- Fresh Turkey - Spare Ribs -

- Chili - Meatballs -

- Eggplant Parmesan -

Drink & Beer Specials Too

Great Crowds, Great Food

'

Now through March 17, 1984

St. Patrick's

Day

SALE

Heather Green T-Shirt

$4.00
Reg. $5.95

Athletic Weight T-Shirt

88% cotton

12% rayon

Extra Long Body
Taped Shoulder Seams

S-M-L-XL
* In Green Oniy

mVERsiTx

ri5SACH[ISETr'
V

I

Karen A. Sullivan Photc by Dwayne Autery

OPEN M-F 9-5

Many other St. HaincK s Day items available in the store

Located in the Campus Center

QJJNIVERSITY
STORED

Bloom County

ONU wo^e ..

IN ^ ROCK
vipeowm

\

by Berke Breathed

^ dCuzzzz
HIAPH -^fmi:

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Collegian is

S^MEN IT 5TAKTS ,r^y A/ASTy WITTLB

Bite spheaos a
.PLAGUE OF APATHi
tmROoghout the
STDPBh/r RODX

Sha^asty O.T. Den-ingei

\

^ u)rirtTOccv VciuR5

'"'I / '

MASS PHOBIA

Found -

Fou-hol or. He^K in rm 21 Herter.

11 Karat gold ring, enqraved

UjHat does it r^€oo?

YouOQ^GoodlooU.

T^-y/

Winmill

oqaare qarrvet Stcne Keld b\/ S

pronq& oncimer Side.Scraich

on top ief» cornet-red Str,n9

v.ed aroundbano.

i{ you caTi describe it

y

ACROSS
1 Controllable

5 Raccoon s

relative

10 Pharmacist s

measure
14 Newspaper item

15 Island oti

Scotland s coast

16 Superior

1 1 Where Oiympia is

19 Namesakes of

a president

20 Resident Sultix

21 Wall St abbr

22 Black Sea port

24 Shipworm
26 Find

28 Join the chorus

30 Get back
33 Spoken words
36 Sheepish

38 Dutch commune
39 Petrys creator

40 Like a good cake
41 Slithered

42 Love to a Scot

43 President s men
44 — voce
45 Opposite
4 7 Heaven, in Egypt

49 Becomes a

contestant

51 More inquisitive

55 Pugilistic weight

57 Javanese tree

59 Palm leat

60 Town crier's word

61 Famed Army man
64 English composer
65 Amigo s rope

66 Part ot a clock

67 Fashion

68 Sea birds

69 Feed the kitty

DOWN
1 Namely
2 Slow up
3 Scrooge, for one
4 Poetic ending

5 Grand
6 NEAandPTA
7 Soviet guild

8 The way m China

9 Like a babe
10 Who love

their country

Pope
11 Yalta Conference

figure

12 Certain books,

tor short

13 Isolated hill

18 Part ol Asia

23 Freshwater fish

25 Ferraralamily

27 E India state

29 Do
31 Reword
32 Makeover
33 Place tor a

takeout
34 The Duke

Cromwell

35 Twice president

of the US
37 Compete
40 Prayer asking

tor mercy
41 Old French money
43 Johnson of

comedy
44 Flounder
46 Menu item

48 Pineapple

Spanish style

50 Miss Anthony

52 Hawkeye
53 Support politically

54 Street show
55 Solid blow

56 Architect

Saarinen

58 Athletic Rose
62 Comparative

ending
63 One kind

' ? 3 4

1
18

5 6 7 1 9 10 n 17 13

u 1i 16

H

P

19

?0 71

i
36

76

37

77 73

?4

34
I
3!>

^H
I

71

I
40

30

41

31 37

33

I
44

38

39

i^ 48

«7
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57

47

I
SI

4S

5? 53 5444
1

1

1

P

i1

P
ss

1

eH

59

To
•

1
64 si. 66

67 M 69

D.C. MENU

Priday. March 9

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

Spanish Shrimp and

Rice Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
(Jarbanzo Vegetable Bake
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce

Seaf(K)d Supreme
Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu

Seafood Supreme
Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

Saturday, March 10

BRUNCH: 10:30-2:00

Scrambled Eggs
Breakfast Sausage
Hot Pastrami on
Pumpemickle

Swiss Cheese Fondue

DINNER: 4:00-7:00

Roast Top Round of Beef/

Beef Gravy
Pineapple Ham Steak

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Sunday, March 11

BRUNCH
Omelet

Bacon Slices

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Breaded Veal Pattie/

Tomato Sauce

Polynesian Vegetables

Weather

Snow ending this after-

noon. Total accumulation

three to five inches. Windy
and cold, highs 20 to 25.

Northeast wind 25 to 35

mph, becoming northerly by

afternoon. Tonight, clear-

ing, lows near 20. Tomor-

row sunny and continued

cold, highs in the mid 20s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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SUNDAY BRUNCH
AT THE PUB-..

Better than
Breakfast

in Bed.

s"^*"

From Eggs Benedict

to Crobmeat Frittata...

The best reason

for getting out of bed
is our terrific new
Sunday Brunch...

Four food-filled,

fun-filled hours

every Sunday,

1 1am-3pm.

THE
PUB

15 E PLEASANT ST./AMHERST MA
4 13-549- 1200

JEREMY
RIFKIN

bii,

The Age of

TRANSITION

(iOD

A comprehensive discussion of

such critical topics as genetic

engineering, natural reseource and
energy consumption, and alter-

native economic theory.

TUESDAY MARCH 13

SUD UMASS
FREE

D:t>TlNGUiSHEO VISITORS PROGRAM 8 00

PRIME CUT...
The pant you look at twice.

A complete selection of current

styles and colors, reg. 18.95

11.95

DEFT. OF PEACE
100% cotton knit tops in a

dozen dazzling colors, reg. 8.00

5.95

OANSKIIM
ACTIVE-
WEAR^^
20%
OFF
SILKSCREEIMED
T-SHIRTS

New colors

and designs.

Rag tops.

>/. OFF

SUN-
GLASSES^
Fashion styles &
colors, reg. 5.95

*3.95

SPRING
HATS, CAPS,
VISORS,
STRAW HATS

25»/<O OFF

...AND BEACH BAGS,
CARRYALLS, TOTES,
BEACH
MATS ...

A Store-full of ideas
Downtown Amherst / Daily 10-6, Sunday 12-5

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Ainherst 253-5441
Stroh's 8- Stroh's Light 12 oz. cans. . . . $9.95 case -»- dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans $4.25 12 pack + dep.

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans $10.95 case -- dep.

Narragansett I6 oz. cans. . . $2.50 6 pack $9.80 case -t- dep.

Beck's light or dark $4.25 6 pack $16.50 case + dep.

Molson Golden Ale $3.75 6 pack -k dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 l $8.49 i .75 L

Soave, Valpollcella $3.99 i .5 l

Porto Palo red & white wine $2.99 1 .5 L

IRISH WHISKEY (imported) $8.49 750 ml

Kegs, Mini Kegs and Beer Balls always in stock

Bruins Fans!

Come to the Ground Round
We have Bruins Mugs!
For $1.99 you get your

first beer plus the 13 oz.

(mug with the Bruins insignic

to keep. Refills are 99*

[Bring the mug back anytime^

for a 99« refill

ounD

"WINGS"
All the chicken

wings you can eat

for $3.95 anytime
the Bruins are on T.Vj

(we have 2 in our
lounge)

Rt. 5 & Serving a

r nz Street
^^^^^ our drawing for a chance to Full Dinner

win 2 tickets to a future Bruins game. & Snack
[Northampton Winners picked weekly Menu 'til

586-9868 Midnight

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash m advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE D
ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Raybent and Vuarneta
Fashionable and Functional Sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

ATTENTION
THEATER MAJORS

Put your talent on tape - you need a

resume tape. Call Jodi 549-2638 I'll help for

free

AUDIO
~

Sony XR-G6 Car Steroo brand new $200
Steve 549 6974

AUTO FOR SALE

7S Toyota Corolla. 2 dr sedan 4 speed 95K
AM/FM. Reliable, runs well. $1500 or BO
2S3-7844, 5-10 PM
1174 Dart, slant 6. reliable, many new
parts, asking $750. negotiable, 549-3798

74 Ply. Duster runs excellent, slant 6 body

also in excellent shape. Asking $1375

649-5804 aft. 6

BEDDING
~

GOOD NIGHT BEDDING delivers Futons,

the portable mattress with chiropractic sup-

port andcomforr^
BICYCLING PARTNER WANTED"~

Trans America then Alaska leaving June
first, experience necessary 549-6834 ask for

Al^

CAPE COD SUMMER ^l

Call John in Boston 1-617-327 7735

DONT YOU LIVE IN 370?

Von and Sue Happy Birthdays from "the

big baby who spills crumbs on the rug after

it's just been vacuumed " Hey I Lets have a

partyl Everyone is invited to 370 Puffton for

a 3-way birthday party tonight!

DR. GOOCH
~

To our favorite coroner. Have a good

time in Connecticut. Congrats! 18, 19, APO
and GSS

ENTERTAINMENT
~~~

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, !ights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

aervice, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Monty Python'a
LIFE OF BRIAN

March 9, 5:00, 7, 9, 11

Engineering East $1.50

Balloon Deliveries by CiownsI Juggling,

birthdays, songs, more, reasonable rates

call 586-4256 -——=
FINKLE FOR PRESIDENT

-¥

•¥

¥
*
¥
•¥

*

-¥

¥

1 bedroom apt. in Puffton from Spring

Break or later 549-2866

FOR SALE

10 speed Vista Araya Racer conventional

seat handlebar ideal for tall person 253 2408

Camera new Pentax

4-man $60 665-831

1

K1000 $100, Tent

Guitar: Alvarez 12-string excellent condi-

tion $250 or t)est offer call Jamie 253 9610

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

but you're still my P

love your "Honey"

NUDIST INFORMATION: For substantial

information packet on family social nudism,

send $1 to: Altogether Christians, POB 1,

Sheldon, VT 05483 ^

Y.T. Happy Birthday ^ pj^j, needed to University of Delaware
* or vicinity Spring Break J ennifer 546-6994

.^Ride wanted to Rhode laland Sat 3/10

share expenses Jeff 549-7800 eve

San Antonio Texas, give or take a few

iTTi * hundred miles. Share usuals. Please call

What do you think of Bio-technology

and genetic engineering?

JEREMY RIFKIN is opposed to it.

Hear this outspoken critic for

yourself

* Peter Geo at 546-9260 Can leave Friday 16 .

To Boaton, the Billy Joel Concert, two of

us, call Christine @ 6-5828 or Petergeo @
* 6-9260 That's Mon 26 March

Julie - Hope you have a terrific 21st enjoy

your age advantage for another 2 months
Love Eric

,
• ^ Help ride needed to North Carolina for

^ • Tues. March 13^ 8:00 SUB UMass Free * Spring Break anytime call Michelle

HELP WANTED

Quality engineering or physics
grad/undergrad. (Undergrads must prove

GPA over 3.5) Familiarity with soundwave
absorption characteristic of various

materials helpful. $5/hr. 0.76 laughs per

minute, refreshments. Lavish references

supplied. Scientific Stereo of Sunderland

665 3980

^ Guy
^ we have room in our hotel room

'^ ........>._>aoj>a ^ ^_

INSTRUCTION

I neod a tutor for COINS 121 and a

Library Assistant for Women's Studies.

MWF afternoons and weekends. Call

549-4786, ask for Amy

Know your car. Basic automobile

workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment. 253-2098

JUDICIAL APPLICANTS

Commuter Area Gov. is seeking ap-

plicants for Commuter Area Gov Judicial

positions. Inquire 404 SUB deadline March

9 545-2145

LOST

Blue Woolrich down coat Berkshire DC
3/2/84 reward 546-5318

Pink sweater TOC Fri 3/2 reward! Kathy

549 3607 (work # 545-1355) lv.#

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Yamaha 660 excellent condition

$1000/BO must see Ted 549-7781

PERSONALS

Art. Busineaa. Law, History, and

English at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 545-1914, Bartlett 378 or 160

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape -custom

ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues., Feb 21 - Wed, March 14

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

MW-F: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Tues: noon - 9 p.m.

For appointment call:

545.0848 / 545-2874

or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC

*

JEREMY RIFKIN
Author and social theorist

speaking on Genetic engineering,

test tube babies, natural resource

consumption and alternative

economic theory. Bio Technology

author of Entropy; Who Should Play

God; and Algeny

Tues March 13 8:00 SUB UMass Free

546 BOa
t Need a ride to Manchester. NH, area for

J Break call Catherine 549-1193

t RIDERS WANTED

^ Express bus ride Port Authority NYC
($19.00) March 16 reservations 256-6782

foRorldaTrom March 20 to March 27 call

^ Jennifer 546-8070 afternoons

*2
._ Call Steve

6^7598
""

^ Ruff Tripl Spring Break Ft Lauderdale via

Daytona Laffs. You pay we play. No

Gamma Sigma Sigma a National Service

Sorority invites you to an open meeting on

3/1/84 at 7:00 PM for more info call

546^2068

Surprise Danol Happy Anniversary

though It hasn't always been easy, thanx

for being so special! Much love Cathi

Tony. I love you little friend, Carolyn

Happy Birthday Joanne! I love you, Jol ^ 2 riders wanted to Ft Leuderdale Also

Beth Happy 1 year. No matter what hap-

pens in the end I'll always love and care for

you .^on XOXOX
Problems with your landlord? Call LSO
545 1995

Stella -

Are you reading? Its coming!

Nadine and Nancy: Here's the personal

you've been waiting for. . Have a good

one! Love, your ex -roomie

Happy 20th Juan! Swill, but be careful of

your ankle or you won't be able to escape

from Elwoods. . .Laurita y Hayne

Kim Crespi Happy belated Birthday. Get

psyched for Cape Cod. Herring and Beak

man are waiting love Ellen

Field House presents

"A Night at the Opera"
with the Marx Brothers

Friday, March 9 in the CCA.
Times: 5, 7, 9, 11

Admission: $1 at all times

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Csses, Papers.

acceptance quaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

• REWARD •

Vote Jim Finkle SGA President March

12 and 13 This may be your last chance^

FOR RENT

2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland

house. IX-*- each, on bus route with fall

option. 666-2512

Ring made up of four gold haarta lost on

Tue in So West area Great sentimental and

^ ,„ , , ,- , '" -- ^ emotional value. Please returni I Call Lauren
•*t sitting fee: $5^00 ^ 546-8170

•••• •«

Problems with your employer? Call LSO
545-1995

Contact Lenaea Replaced. Baush and

Lomb or American Optical. $25 each. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive 256-8561

K.T. of 86 Townhouse,
I've got my eye on you!

RIDE WANTED

I wanna aki In Colorado for Spring Break

please help mel Call Kenis 549-6563

CHICAGO - Ride desperately needed to

and from Chicago over Spring Breek. I'll

gladly share driving and expenses. CwjCn*

at 545-3500 during the day and 546-6672 at

¥

*
¥
¥
¥
*

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

rehabs. Mickey 546-5124, Bucwheat
546-6310. Bye Mom!

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

t>edroom in house/ Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

SERVICES

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 665-3414

Typing pickup and delivery evenings 413
774-2379 ^^_
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next dey

service. Pickup and delivery. TYPE-RITE
253 5111 ^^

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 369 from New York 429 from

Boston. No hidden costs. Last chance

Doua 549-1934

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Two bedroom apartment in North

Amherst willing to take over lease in Jur>e.

Call 546-9399 or 546-1266

Want to take over leaae starting June in

Puffton, Brandywine, Townehouae for

reasonable sum. Call 6-8642 or 6«46
2 people looking to go to R lauderdala

to split expenses. Call Dave 256-6467 or

Lauren 549-6082

WANTED TO RENT

1 rm In apt sublet 187 a month Main St im- ^ David GIbaon You may be getting older ^ pjght ¥ Gi

Wented apartment in Puffton. bran-

dywine or surrounding aree call 256-1235

reward!

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84

call debbie or Lori 666-4578 after 8 PM
Looking for apt in Puffton for fail 84. Will-

ing to pay for 8umrr>er months ASAP
546-5280

$80 Reward: want to take lease of 3 txlrm

in Puffton for fall '84 will take over sumnr>er

Gail 546«72 or Joanne 6^663
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Intramural officials needed for softball and soccer.

Application forms available in Boyden 215. Officials must
attend meetings, either March 12th of 13th at 7 p.m. in

Boyden 215.
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Second half rally crushes UMass
By BRIAN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

MORGANSTOWN. West Virginia — The
roller-coaster ride the University of

Massachusetts has taken us on all season

stopped last night as the 15th ranked

Temple Owls blew out Massachusetts in the

second half to take a 78 54 decision.

UMass played an excellent first half and

went into the locker room with a 37-36 lead.

With 15:28 left in the game, it was still

close, with Temple hanging onto a 46-43

lead.

But then the Minutemen went into one of

their patterned letdowns as they shot only

20 percent (6-30) in the second half. That

allowed Temple to outscore Massachusetts

32-11 the rest of the way.

It was a fitting ending to a season that was

far from disappointing. UMass ended their

season with a 12-17 record, the most wins in

one season since 1977-78's 15-12 record.

"We have some specific goals, some of

which we reached, some we didn't," said

UMass head coach Ron Gerlufsen. "Our
goal was to win as many as we lost and
because we didn't I am disappointed."

Gerlufsen had nothing to be disappointed

about in the first half. With Temple's

starting point guard Jim McLoughlin out

with the flu, the locals jumped on top early,

4-0, with hoops by Edwin Green and John
Hempel and played Temple, 25-3, tough for

the first twenty minutes.

The rest of the half was nip and tuck

before Hempel connected on a satellite shot

from the left comer with 40 seconds left tc

go in the half to give the good guys a 37-3€

halftime lead.

At the half, UMass had five players who
had scored between six and eight points.

had six.

If it wasn't for Terence Stansbury and
Granger Hall (10 each) the first half might

not have been as close.

Unfortunately, the second half had yet to

be played, and Temple would unload its

talented arsenal in the last 15 minutes of

the game.

Temple shot 59 percent (17-29) in the se-

cond half and scored
from every which way they could. Add in

UMass' second half scoring woes and the

result is clearly explained.

"When execution breaks down we fall

back on the jump shot because it is the easy
way out," said Gerlufsen.

Hempel and Russell, the two stars in

Wednesday's win over URI, self-

destructed shooting a combined 3 for 15 in

the second half. From the 15 minute mark,
the good guys couldn't buy a basket. In the

last 15:30, UMass managed only 11 points

while Temple capped the contest with 32
points.

Stansbury, who was named the Atlantic 10

MVP on Wednesday, led all scorers with 21

points and showed the 6,300 in attendance

why he is considered to be a potential late

first round or second round NBA draft

choice.

Hall, selected to the conference first team,

had 16 points on 7 of 8 shooting along with 5

rebounds.

Hempel led UMass with 12 (5-15, 5 tur

novers) and Neysmith and Russell added 10

each.

The game marked the last appearance of

seniors Eklwin Green, (8 points) and Craig

Smith. (3 points).

Green made 2nd team all-conference and
Carl Smith made the all-rookie team.

Gymnasts at EIGL's
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Hit is the key word. In fact it has been the

key word all season for the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team but

this weekend in Pennsylvania at Temple
University, the Minutemen will have to hit

if they want to challenge the other seven

teams that will be at the 56th Annual

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League
Championships (EIGL's).

Presently in sixth place in the league with

an 8-5 record, the Minutemen have been

annoyed throughout the season with

nagging injuries and the lack of hitting their

routines. Of the eight teams represented at

the EIGL's. UMass has only beaten two of

them, Springfield and Temple.

"Everybody's psyched for the meet,"

coach Roy Johnson said. "We could have
quite a few people make it into finals, but

we have to hit. We haven't been a con-

sistent team this year."

EIGLs are beginning today with team
championships in which UMass hopes to

move up to fifth place. Six events will be

going on continuously both today and

Saturday. The individual championships

will be on Saturday. The top men in each

event from Friday's meet will compete for

the top three spots in the league. Both
scores will be combined to find a champion.

In ihe floor exercises, Joe Uemarto, Phil

Gorgone. and tri-captains Jim Corbett and

Willie Stevens, will have a fair chance of

making it into the finals on Saturday. East

Strousberg's Devot Garrett is on top of the

league in the event with a high score of

9.75.

Ken Dougherty, who was second in the

league in the pommel horse event with a 9.4

score, will be challenging Southern Con-

necticut's Daren Dembrow. first in the

league with a 9.55 score, for the top spot.

Bert Mathieson. who will be shooting for

top all around, will have a good chance of

making the finals. He is seventh in the

league with 9.15.

Demarco, Eric Ciccone, and Mathieson are

the favorites for the still rings event.

Mathieson has been averaging 9.05 on the

event, but Springfield's Jim Coelho. EIGL
champion in stiU rings for the past two

years, wUI most likely take first.

Gorgone will try to place m the vaulting

event. Averaging high eights on the event,

Gorgone is tied for seventh in the EIGL
with a 9.45 score.

The parallel bars event will feature

Stevens, Mathieson, and Dougherty vying

for the finals. Mathieson. Stevens, and
Sbarra will try to make it into the finals in

the high bar event.

rd be satisfied with taking fifth,"

Johnson said. "I'm not satisfied for the

whole year, but if we can move up one place

then I'd think we'd gone in and had a good

championship. If any other teams have a

bad day we'll be right there to pick up
another point."

( ollripan photo bt Andr Hrlirr

Mark Quevillon will be in conten-
tion for a medal Saturday at the
EIGL's.

APUaMTkota

John Hempel, who had 25 points a^inst URI Wednesday, driTes by

Temple's Ed Coe in the Feb. 27 match in the Cmge. UMass faced the

top-seeded Owls last nig^ht.

UM women gymnasts in

vital Atlantic 10 champs
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

Good teams work all season for that one
moment when they have to do their very

best or their season will be over. Great

teams are the ones that succeed at that

moment.
The University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team has arrived at that

moment in their season as they travel to the

University of Rhode Island at Kingston for

the Atlantic 10 Championships tomorrow.
"It is an essential meet. W^e have to push

ourselves to a 175 to qualify for (the

National Collegiate Athletic Association

East) Regionals. said UMass Coach Ken
Anderson.
The Minutewomen (10-6) are seeded third

•it the .Atlantic 10 Championships, hfhinri

I'enn Suie and West Virgma but ahead of

URI.
i haw seen .scon a m tiie lou s tor bom

Penn State and West Virginia. I think it is

anybody's meet. We were able to upset

West Virginia this year and we are out to

avenge our loss to URI (by .35). The team
who hits is going to win," Anderson stated.

The following line-up will have to win it for

UMass.
Robin Low, Jennifer Pancoast, and Tricia

Harrity will be competing in all four events

for UMass as the all-arounds.

Lisa (iriffin and Elizabeth Janney will

definitely be two of the three specialists in

.lie vauiiuig event. wiiiu> cloutier, who
normally competes in the vaulting event, is

suffering from a hyper-extended knee and
her status is doubtful. If she cannot

•ompete, either Sue Allen or Tricia Camus
will vault in her place. At last year's

Atlantic 10 Championships, Griffin finished

third in the vaulting event and Harrity

placed fifth. Besides those two. Low and
Janney also have good shots at placing this

year.

In the uneven parallel bars event, Janney,
Maureen Sutherby, and Camus or Cloutier

will be the specialists. Pancoast and
Harrity figure to have the best chance of

placing. Last year Allen placed fourth in

this event, but a fractured finger has kept
her off the bars this season.

Janney, Allen, and captain Barbau'a Lord
are the specialists on the balance beam.
Any of the six Minutewomen in this event
have a good chance at placing if they can hit

their routines. Harrity was fourth last

year.

In the floor exercise event, the strongest

event for UMass. Griffin is one of the
specialists. The other two spots will be
filled by Allen. Camus, or Abigail Farris.

Low and Griffin are the best bets to place.

I he iVlinuie v\oiiitii can deiiniiely win the

meet, but can they score a 175 when their

season high is 173?

>\ c u. .jMbii ul a 17j. 'n^ (.- aui It .^ol

year. We are going all out for it," Anderson
said.

"All out" includes rearranged routines and
added difficulty. especialUy on the floor

exorcise event. Both Pancoast and Harrity

h;p V uirlod a double lwi.si somersault to

tneu" uoor rouiine.s wtiut uruiin has added
a double- twist somersault to her last

tumbling run to go with the one she per-

forms earlier in her routine. Low is going
to perform a double back flip in her floor

routine for only the second time in her
competitive career.

"The kids have been working pretty hard
itiis week," Anderson said. 1 thinK they
are going to be good this weekend."
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SGA campaigners finish

as Mass. primary begins

Collcfian photo bv David P. Oeabcr

HIGH CLIMBER — Debbie Johnston, a UMass junior, gets some ex-

ercise yesterday by running up the steps at Alumni Stadium.

RSOs offered free publicity
By GL()RIA ROSADO
Collegian Correspondent

Free advertising and public relations

services are available to registered student

organizations and student senate groups

through the Student Government
Association Communications Office.

A student controlled, non-profit

organization, SGA communications
provides free typesetting, layout and

graphic design for flyer, pamphlets and

posters, said office director Kelley Riley.

"Many RSO's are not aware of how we can

provide them with important, positive

publicity, but we hope to have a large

response in the future from groups wanting

the services of our professionals, "
Riley

said.

The communications office usually creates

a pamphlet or poster from ideas that

organizations present, said SGA public

relations coordinator, Jennifer Skoglund.

The office's newly created public relations

division writes press releases and public

service announcements for local

newspapers and radio stations. The

division also assists organizations in the

production of newsletters, said Skoglund.

"It is important for RSO's to let the

student know who they are and what they

do, and possibly recruit needed volun-

teers," Skoglund said.

The SGA Communications office is located

at 423 Student Union and is open weekdays

from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. A one-week

production period is required for all jobs,

and production requests must be submitted

directly to Riley or Peg Jacobson,

Production coordinator, or Skoglund for

public relations jobs only.

By ANNE McCRORY and
JOHNO'CONNELL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students will

begin voting today to choose a new Student

Government Association President, one

day before they vote to choose the

Democratic contender for I'.S. President in

the Massachusetts Democratic primary

elections.

SGA elections voting will continue

through the Super Tuesday primary

elections, but SGA elections coordinator

Mindy Ordway said she does not know how

the primaries will influence SGA voter

turnout.

The four SGA Presidential candidacies-

Tim Rudoph and Donna Dooley, Jim Keller

and Rick Patrick, John Michaud, and

Gumby (Paul) Gosselin and Camel (Jim)

Murphy— will share the ballot with three

referenda questions. Ordway said.

The average turnout for an SGA
presidential election is 14 percent, which

matches the average turnout for most local

elections, Ordway said.

Meanwhile, SGA presidential candidates

are making last-minute appeals for votes,

with personal on campus appearances and

leafleting in off-campus residential areas.

Rudolph and Dooley have between 20 and

30 volunteers, and are conducting their

campaign "on a more personal level," said

campaign coordinator Rodman Snelling. He

said the duo has been campaigning in

dormitories and will continue through

tomorrow night, introducing themselves

and getting response from students on SGA
issues.

Gumby (paul) (iosselin and Camel (Jim)

Murphy, meanwhile, have been out

leafleting residence halls, whith a new
position paper'on national issues affecting

students, (Josselin .said last night. About

five or six students are helping to distribute

in rtx>ms and hanging the fliers on bathroom

stalls, he said.

John Michaud. the only candidate running

alone, said he spen only $30 of the $250 in

campaign funds distributed by the SGA.
Since his was a "last minute decision to

run," Michaud said he has no real campaign

strategy, and is working alone on his

campaign.
F'atrick and Keller will be finishing up

their sweep of on campus residential areas

with visits to Southwest and Sylvan

Residential Areas Sunday and Monday
evenings, Patrick said. The two have

already visited the other campus residential

areas, he said.

Patrick said the campaign, with about 30
workers, has been leafleting off campus
areas.

Campus residents can vote from 11:15

a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the following locations:

Orchard Hill and Central Area residents-

Franklin Dining Commons; Northeast and
Sylvan Area residents— Worcester D.C.;

Cance, Moore, Pierpont, Washington, John
Adams, John Quincy Adams, Patterson and
MacKimmie Southwest residents —
Berkshire D.C; MelviJJe, Emerson,

Thoreau, James. Crampton, Coolidge and

Kennedy residents— Hampshire D.C.

Commuters and Greek area residents can

vote in front of the Hatch cafeteria between

9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. today, and between

9:30 a.m. and 4:30p.m. tomorrow.

Morality and war

:

Professors urge re-evaluation

By JOANN GALLO
Collegian Correspondent

Feminism and morality must betaken into

account if presen-day thinking toward war

is to be changed, panelists at a University

of Massachusetts Fellows lecture said

Thursday night.

"The ideals that structure our way of life

require an armed defense, civic virtue and

being prepared to fight," said political

science prof. Jean Bethke Elshtain.

Women have been "completely outside the

scheme of things because women can't be

soldiers," she said.

ElshUin lectured with prof. Dennis

Porter, chair of the UMass French and

Italian departments on "From Machiavelli

to MAD (mutually assured destruction):

Reflections on War and Political Discourse"

at the School of Management.

The lecture was sponsored by the Institute

for Advanced Study in the Humanities at

UMass.
Elshtain, who has written numerous

articles on nuclear arms issues and women's

studies, said that men have always been the

"warriors" while women have had their own

private domain within the family structure.

Women in this set-up represented "the

beautiful souls," and their feminine virtues

have kept them a separate category from

men, Elshtain said.

"Men and women are in the samt^ story.

but they play different parts, " she said.

Present day thinking towards war, is

abstract, and people tend to dissociate

themselves from war, Elshtain said. She

said prople must "break this habitual form

of thought," and recognize that 'war is

destructive and implicates us in the

business of mass killing."

Elshtain argued againsts Realists, like the

15th century political philosopher,

Machiavelli, who believed that morals have

no weight, and should be left out of political

thinking.

Re-evaluating what kind of people we are

and what kind of ideals we hold, in keeping

with the Moral Mother ideal,would help us

"move to a gentler world by working for a

shared end purpose," Elshtain said.

"We believe that all the horrendous

happenings (wars) of the past are justifiable

in the name of progress," she said. The

virtues of maternalism would expand our

thinking toward war from the "basis of a

moral community."

Porter said nuclear war is seen as "an

extension of war by other means," but he

argued that future wars will not be a war as

we know it.

A lare war in the future will most likely

not be declared, there will be no invasion no

occupation of land, and no self-defense.

Porter said, but there will be mutually

assured destruction (MAD), he said.

Inside
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CoHegian editors explain SGA endorsement ... p. 7 "/ gave them a sword. And they stuck it
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U.S. Senate candidate Ray Shamie states his opi- Neighborhoods heat up the Bluewall Friday done the same.

"

nions about politics "
"^ "^ mcrbt p.. . p. 3 -- Richard M. Nixon 1973
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Megabucks winners have money spent already
BRAINTREE. — A grandmother who longs to see

Holland when the tulips are in bloom and a furniture

salesman who sensed he was about to win big gleefully

claimed their shares yesterday of the $18.2 million

Megabucks jackpot, the largest in North American

history.

Other winners were a 21 year old carpenter who said he

was relieved when he didn't win the whole jackpot and a

Rhode Island couple who bet on three lucky numbers —
including their adopted daughter's birthday.

Massachusetts lottery officials said seven of the 13.5

million tickets bought in the lottery mania last week

matched the magic combination of 5 11-12-23-28 31. The

odds of winning were 1 in 1.9 million, and each winner will

receive $2.6 million, one seventh of the toal pot.

As of Sunday night, only four of the seven ticket holders

had contacted lottery officials.

Evelyn Buma. 67. a grandmother of six who lives in

Worcester, found out she won the lottery at a Megabucks

party at her country club Saturday night. Her winning

ticket was the first she had ever purchased.

Mrs. Buma said she will indulge in a trip to Holland, the

country of her ancestors, a new dress and a Boston

Terrier.

John Ferguson, a 40-year old furniture store manager

who hves in Candia. N.H.. says he will share his prize with

his best friend, data processor Jefferey Gengras. 39. also

of Candia.

The men bought six tickets at a Lexington grocery store

and made a deal to split the jackpot, no matter who picked

the perfect combination.

David L. Tremblay. the carpenter. was relieved to

learn the prize would be split among several winners.

"It's a lot less pressure," he said. "You probably would

have found me in an institution if I won $18 million, going

crazy.'

Karen and David Greene of Coventry. R.I. also bet on

birthdays — their own and that of their adopted, 6-year-

old daughter. Danielle.

The couple, dressed in casual working clothes, drove to

lottery headquarters in their 1977 pick-up-truck. A new

Mercedes Benz is on the agenda, they said.

Lottery officials expect the remaming winners to come

forward Monday.
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LONE WALKER — Man in North East passes snowed in volleyball

net soon to be used as spring draws near.

Senate hopeful Ray Shamie
denounces career politicians

New trend noted

By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Rfpublican U.S. Senate hopeful Ray
Shamie denounced big government, career

politicians and communism in a campaign
speech at Amherst College this weekend.
Speaking before an audience of about 85

people, the Sharon businessman denounced
what he termed career politicians and said

the Founding Fathers intended that

government be composed of people who
had experience at a local level to bring a

"common sense" leadership at the state

and federal levels.

"They (Founding Feathers) weren't

career politicians, which is what we have
now. We've moved away from represen-

tative government," he said.

Shamie said he never wanted to become a

politician. He said he was drawn into

pwlitics because he was frustrated with

growing government regulations and con-

cerned that U.S. military strength is declin-

ing.

Shamie said U.S. congressmen lack the

political courage to solve problems like the

deficit and social security, which have large

constituencies supfxirting ()pfH)site solu-

tions. Special interest groups prevent con-

gressment from taking the necessary steps

to solve these problems, he said.

"I am told that politicians are in the se-

cond oldest profession. I hope that they

don't come to resemble the oldest profes-

sion," Shamie said.

Praising free enterprise and competition

as "what made America", the Senate

hopeful said the country faces the threat of

"government domination" and com-
munism.
"The communist threat is real. The

Soviet Union, not its people but its leaders,

want to rule the world," Shamie said.

"They want us to live and work like the

people in Poland."

Shamie said if the I'nited States could

promote democracy and respect for human
rights in other countries, including the

Soviet Union, "the brotherhcMxi of man
could be realized." He said this country

must convince the Soviet leadership that

war is not in their interest and that "what
counts is power — raw power."

In a question and answer period follow-

ing his speech, Shamie said he supports

school prayer and pers«>nally opposes abor-

tion but added that those issues should not

l)e dealt with at the federal level. He also

said the first piece of legislation he would
support would 1h' an amendment to balance

the budget.

This is Shamie's sei'ond bid for a U.S.

Senate seat. He was defeated by
Democratic Sen. Edward Kennedy in 1982.

In that race, he became the first

Republican in 20 years to hold Kennedy to

less than 60 percent of the vote.

DM women now marry later Conferences are big business
By WENDY LEWIS
Collegian Correspondent

More women today are postponing their

decision to marry, and women at the

University of Massachusetts are part of this

trend, according to several UMass
professors.

In the past, college women married after

graduation, but today many women con

tinue their educational or career pursuits

after receiving their bachelor's degree,

analysts say.

George Levinger. a professor of Social

Psychology at UMass, said women who

marry early often have difficulty defending

theu" decision among their peers, and some

seek counseling.

According to age data from a 1982 Student

Affairs Research and Evaluation Office

(SAREO) report on "The Entering Class at

UMass." more women than men planned to

work for a master's degree and the number

of women planning careers in engineering

and business increased at a greater rate

than men.
levinger said most people who have

careers eventually want to marry, and the

1982 SAREO survey indicates that since

1975 "raising a family" has become an

important objective for both male and

female students entering college.

UMass sociologist Roger Libby said the

increasing economic independence of

educated women was a key factor in their

decision to postpone marriage.

He said the consciousness raised by the

Women's Movement is another reason

women assume lifestyles other than

marriage today. Many women are no

longer "enthralled" by marriage, Libby

said, btK'ause they need a "flexible" lifestyle

to accommodate their careers.

In addition, he said, many people are no

longer afraid they "should not marry at all.

"

and career women often times delay

marriage because they believe raising a

family would conflict with their work.

Myra Hindus, coordinator of the Working

Woman's Task Force at the Everywomen's

Center, said some women fear being

discriminated against if they become

pregnant. She said some employers use

subtle means to discourage women from

taking time off to have a child and for this

reason, all working women should have a

thorough understanding of the rights of

pregnant workers and laws protecting

pregnant working women.
In the past. Levinger said, social taboos

against premarital sex encouraged women
to legitimize their sexual relationships by

marrying early. However, today's more

liberal society allows women greater choice

in planning their lives, he said.

Libby predicted that by postponing

marriage, both men and women have more

time to consider their decisions, and

eventually base decisions on their own
needs, not on tradition.

As a result. Libby claimed, the divorce

rate could decrease, as studies indicate the

"divorce rate is higher among those who
marry early."

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

It was an unusual, but not impossible, re-

quest, and so the floor of the Hatch
cafeteria was lined with mattresses and its

windows covered with newspapers.

These preparations for a meditation con-

ference last year, where attendees needed

a place to levitate, demonstrate the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Conferences' dedica-

tion to personalized service.

Providing space, facilities and accomoda-
tions are only part of the duties of the $1.8

million a year business, according to direc-

tor Elizabeth A. Dale. Dale said the service

generates a "positive feeling about the

University," has a "mutually beneficial"

relationship with the town and recently

received a $5,000 grant from the state

Commerce Department in recognition of

its revenue base. The money was used to

compose a slideshow on the service's

capabilities and the lure of the western

Massachusetts location.

Conference Services draws its clients, all

of whom must be planning some kind of

educational venture while at UMass, from
sales and marketing techniques, while 25

percent of all business comes from return-

ing clients, Dale said.

About 250 programs are scheduled a

year, and more than 25,000 people are at-

tracted to the area to patronize local

businesses and restaurants as well as area
tourist attractions, she said.

Conferences include various societies'

meetings, special Olympics, summer out-

ward bound programs and special events,

like a marriage encounter weekend which
drew 25,(XK) participants last year. And
Dale said a summer conference scheduled

for 1986 will bring $250 million from the

American Institute of Biological Sciences,

with participants arriving from around the

world.

Prospective clients can expect to pay
mid-range prices of $60 to $70 per person a

day. with deluxe "gold key service" rates

at up to $95 a day, Dale said.

Revenue, which has doubled since 1979

and is expected to increase 20 percent next

year, supports the agency, and profits go

toward capital improvements, like new
food equipment and audio-visual aids.

C.uests are house<l in the KM) nxims ac-

cessible to Conference Services in the Cam-

pus Center Hotel, with area inns available

for the overflow and dormitories used to

house summer guests. Dale said.

Professor donates award
ByGLORIA ROSADO
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts en

tomology professor who recently received

the J.E. Buzzart Memorial Award from the

Entomological Society of America, has

donated his award money to the UMass

entomology department.

Ronald J. Prokopy received the $1,000

award as recognition for his research work

in insect behavior and biological pest

control. Prokopy said the money will be

used to bring outside speakers to the

department.

In truth, this award belongs not to me, but

to all students, technical assistants, and

colleagues who. over the years, have

contributed the major share of our research

efforts. " said Prokopy.

Prokopy is an internationally renowned

expert on the behavior of fruit feeding

insects. He regularly lectures, conducts

research programs worldwuie, and is a

consultant on fruit flies in Europe. South

America, the Far East and The United

States.

Prokopy developed a new pest control

concept called Integrated Pest

Management!IPM). IPM helps to reduce

the amount of pesticides used by fruit

farmers. In the past orchard farmers

sprayed their fields according to spray

schedules which anticipate insect problems

before they exist. The key is to first

determine if there are any pests in the

orchards, said Prokopy.

In 1978. Prokopy directed a five year

research program called the Massachusetts

IPM Apple Project. One-quarter of the

apple acreage in Massachusetts is now
under the project and other New England
states have adopted the IPM programs.

The reduction in the use of pesticides and

in fruit damage has had a significant

economic value as well as the ecological

benefit of not spewing a lot of chemicals

around, said Prokopy.

"We can reduce pest levels but we will

never be able to get rid of them completely.

We just have to learn to live with insects."

Prokopy said.

Prokopy has been in the field of en-

tomology for 25 years.

He received his B.S. and Ph.D. in en-

tomology from Cornell University. He
joined the UMass faculty in 1975. Before

coming to the Unversity. he held academic

appointments at Democritos Research

Center in Athens. Greece; the University of

Texas; the Swiss Federal Research Station

in Wadenwill. Switzerland; and the

Institute of Pomology in Skierniewice.

Poland.

Student barely misses Megabucks
One University of Massachusetts stu-

dent said he won $400 for the first time in

a lottery this past weekend, but he was a

little disappointed. He mi.ssed sharing in

the $18.2 million Megabucks jackpot by

one number.
"I feel very, very, lucky, but I still am

greedy that I missed by one," junior ac-

counting major Todd Sharek said last

night. Seven tickets yielding $2.6 million

each had the winning combination.

Sharek, 21, a Delta Chi fraternity

member, chose the combination 5 1112 19

23 28 for his six numbers, and all matched

up except his 19, which turned up as 31.

He bought the ticket last Monday at

Augie's Tobacco Store in Amherst.

A regular player of the weekly lottery,

Sharek said he won this week for the first

time. He will use the money to buy a new
wardrobe.

- ANNE McCRORY

/ "
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UP THE WALL — UMass students take time out to climb wall at Fine

Arts Center.
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The Committee
honoring

U. Mass AmhERST

nvites you to

"THE UNIVERSITY BALL"
Studio 54
254W 54

Friday, March 16, 1984
Black Tie/Jacket and Tie

Doors Opern 9:00 PM
Complimentary Admission for two with this invitation

before 10;30PM After 10:30 PM-$10 p.p.

New York City clip this ad for admission

RENTONt
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

Painful menstrual

cramps can be
helped. Register for

workshop at the

University Health

Services. Par-

ticipants must have

had a pelvic exam in

the past year. Call

549-2671 ext. 181 to

pre-register.t

Women's Forum
Monday — The Women's Issues Team will meet at

4:30 in Room CC 905.

Author and Feminist Teresa De Lauretis will speak
about "Gender and Representation," at 7:30 p.m. in

the music and dance building of the Longsworth Arts
Village at Hampshire College.

Tuesday — "Women, Sex Roles, and Personal
Power," an eight week colloquium offered by the Or-

chard Hill/Central Women's Center, will begin at 6:30 to

9 p.m. in Lewis LfOunge in Northeast. For more informa-

tion, contact Marylou Werowinski at 546-6241.

Wednesday — Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) will meet at 4 p.m. in

Room CC 903.

Thursday — Judith Walkowitz, a Rutgers University

Professor, will speak on "Jack the Ripper: Sex

Reformers Confront the Demonic," at 4 p.m. in the

Converse Assembly Room at Amherst College.

Anita Grossmann, assistant professor of history at

Mt. Holyoke College, will speak about "Sexuality and
Reproductive Rights in Weimar and Nazi Germany."
at 8 p.m. in West Lecture Hall in Franklin Pattersion Hail

at Hampshire College.

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL

Time
Giant Bar Drinks

$1.66

Two T.V.'s

16 oz. Draft

85*

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour Prices

4 PM to closing

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

when^oJ^have elK^>Uf Jlork(timC5
delivered to your dorm room.

Spring Term
( ) Sunday only $9.45

( ) Weekdays (Mon-Sat) $12.00

( ) Weekdays & Sundays $21 .45

Delivery will begin Wednesday, March 14, 1984. There will be no
delivery during holidays and vacations. The last day of delivery is

Wednesday, May 16, 1984. Please enclose check and make payable
to: RON HUBERDEAU
Name Phone
Delivery Address.

Class of

STARTS FRIDAY
March 9 thru 18

PRIME CUT..
The pant you look at twice.

A complete selection of current

styles and colors, reg. 18.95

'11.95

DEFT. OF PEACE
100% cotton knit tops in a

dozen dazzling colors, reg. 8.00

5.95

OANSKIIM
ACTIVE-
WEAR^^
20%
OFF
SILKSCREENED
T-SHIRTS

New colors

and designs.

Rag tops.

25% OFF

SUN-
GLASSES
Fashion styles &
colors, reg. 5.95

^3.95

Ron Huberdeau PO Box 959 Amherst, MA 01004
j

ST. PHTRICirS DRV

SPRING
HATS, CAPS,
VISORS,
STRAW HATS

% OFF

Luncheon
9Aenu

Jrisfi 5ICVV

Corned 'Bcdf

and C(d)b(yc

Tarsiev 'Potatoes

'Buiicred "Broccoli

Qaiway 'Bay 5a(iuf Soda 'Bread

County^ Cork Cookies

'shannon Cake

... AND BEACH BAGS.
CARRYALLS, TOTES,
BEACH
MATS ...

A Store -full of Ideas
Downtown Amherst / Dally 10-6. Sunday 1 2-5

Cafeteria

"Wednesdav;

9Aarcfi 14
11:30-1:30

CAMF COUNSELORS WANTEP
^Tlmbtr Uk« Cam^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

, roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor
heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM

7/V^ radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

at Camp Day J i / lK\tt\ Tyroler
CC. Auditorium '^lAj. 7 Squire Village 665-2081

March 13 XImsBu , ,"^"^""^
for application or interview

\\\

'TIS PITY SHE'SAWHORE
RAND THEATER. FINE ARTS CE.NTER. I .MVERSITY OF .MASSACHUSETTS

MARCH «-I0 and 14 17. 1984. 8:00 PM
TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE. 545 251

1

/
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Attention

STUDENTS

:

The Textboox Annex will

begin returning unsold text-

books to publishers on March

19, 1984.

Be sure of your textbook re-

quirements for the remainder

1 of the semester to ensure that

you have the books you need.

Open Mon-Fri 9-4

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Located in the

Physical Plant Building n

don t be like VOTE I

PRESIDENTIAL
BOG/RESIDENTIAL

ELECTIONS
who time place

COMtUTERS 1 GREEKS
.T 9;}0-l«:30.

Za FRONT OF THE HATCH

CiMTRAL t ORCHARI" HILL 11:15-6:30 FRANKLIN D C

NORTHEAST t SYLVAN 11:''5-6:30. UORCESTER D C

; AT THE BARRACKS)

SOUTHWST :

CANCE. JA, JQA. WASHDJGTOK, MOORE.

pinu>otrr, mackdwie, patterson .i':i5-6:30 BERKSHIRE P C

COOLIDCE, nOWEDY, CRAMPTON, MELVILLE,

JAMBS, EMERSON, THOREAC, PRINCE i1:15-«:30 HAMPSHIRE D C

MARCH 12 t 1 3 !!!IM'!!!1!I!!!!!!!!

PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 19B'< '^Cl6'i-l69 7PM!!H

Monday, March 12, 1984

\f;i,^^^.ri^^j.r

^^m^ ir-""^*''^ '^"^
I

$7.50 FOR A NEW YOU!! q '

(excluding shampoo and blow dry)

Only $7.50 for an exciting new hour "'^^
i*^

by professionals at MARJON.
Also. . .you have until March 10th

to win a trip to

ACAPULCO MEXICO
We use and recommend REDKEN
MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

UMass Big Vote '84

Vote Tuesday

March 13

Massachusetts

Presidental Primary

I

^A

4

'!>

Roils open at 7 am and close at 8 pm
Go to the poll where you are registered to vote

No identification is necessary

Independents CAN vote in the Democratic Primary

if you & not know where yc j vote or have other questions

call '..!*/!3SS Bir Vntr '9A 545-0341

Cf'llegian t

EDITORIAL/OPINION
I • • •_• •_• •.*.<

'.•'•:•.•.•.•-•

The art of subversion
A coalition — a group ofdiverse subcultures who, form a

cohesive bond in order to establish goals in which they have

common interest in attaining.

The Rainbow Coalition is such, in that, they have formed

a power-base that allows those who felt they had no voice

in the political drama of today, to rid themselves of the

anomic so prevalent in today's society.

We as students of higher learning, possess the means to

utilize our facilities of reason and intellect when at-

tempting to make sense of the acrobatics found in the

political arena, (in particular the presidential election

campaign of84).

The media's illumination of a statement by Jesse Jackson

may be an attempt to subvert, thus divide the power base

of the Rainbow Coalition.

There is no justification for such vulger and base ethnic

statements when refering to a people. I am of the opinion

that a presidential candidate must use discretion and

exercise prudence and sensitivity towards the elements of

a diverse culture he or she may come to represent as the

leaders of a nation.

However, one must analyze the historical context of the

relationship that Jewish Americans and Black Americans

have in common.
There are many variables to consider as to the con-

notations and implications of such word usage (as the

semantics used by Jesse Jackson). The media makes light

of certain events and statements and disregards others to

manipulate the minds of the populas. What was the

purpose of the Jackson incident?

We must be evermindful of what the Rainbow Coalition

represents; who is represented by it, and what may change

within the social fabric because of its influence and very

existence.

A house divided will not stand in the face of the tempest

of adversity... an army cannot withstand the onslaught of

its enemy if the ranks are filled with suspicion and in-

fraction.

We must seek to eliminate institutional stratifaction

based on race, religion and subculture affilition that has

perpetuated its negativity throughout the generations of

Western civilization.

We must be constantly aware that as the young minds of

today we will be the leaders of tomorrow.

We must actively contend with and defeat the legacy of

race and ethnic antagonism. It is our world, our society,

our culture. We must progress towards a "synthesis of

humanity."

Conflict is inevitable, yet it is good. Intelligent discussion

instead of racial animosity is more positive. We cannot

allow ourselves to be carriers of antiquated, irrational

myths and stereotypes of various ethnic subcultures.

The question— will we be the young minds who attempt

the synthesis that we may leave our children a hope in the

future? Or will we be like certain decadent elements of the

old establishment who foster the maintanence of a men
tality that overruns the minds of men and women with

tenacious weeds that could destroy the beautiful garden of

humanity... by Will J. Naylor

Amherst

Explanation of SGA endorsement
Last Friday the Collegian endorsed the

candidacy of Jim Keller and Rick Patrick

for SGA presidency. Soon afterward we
began receiving letters from people who
didn't understand or disapproved of our

decision.

We believe that our primary respon-

sibility is to report the news as accurately

and as fairly as possible, while encourag-
ing debate on the issues through the

editorial/opinion page. We also believe it is

our responsibility to take a particular

stand on issues of concern to students.

These decisions are made by a two-thirds

majority vote of the 11-member Collegian

Board of Editors. They are not based on

personal preferences — they are decided

upon in the same manner as in the Student

Senate, wnth discussion preceding any
vote. Candidates were judged on inter-

views with Collegian, two debates, and
campaign literature and other criteria.

While endorsing candidates for political

office can be more controversial than en-

dorsing issues of importance, it is still the

right and responsibility of a newspaper,

particularly if it is the "only one on cam-

pus."

The Collegian'^ credibility will not be

eroded by this, or any other endorsement.

Our news department and reporters will

continue to be as fair and factually ac-

curate as possible. And the Board of

Editors will continue to endorse can-

didates and issues that they feel are

beneficial to the overall student popula-

tion.

In endorsing Keller/Patrick for SGA
presidency, we are not attempting to

speak in the name of students, nor are we
abusing our power, as some have sug-

gested. We are simply taking a stand, and

we hope that you consider our point of

view. But even more importantly, we hope

that you take the time and vote for whom
YOU think are the best candidates.

Unsigned editorials represent the ma-

jority opinion of the Collegian Board of

Editors.

Letters '

SGA endorsement
applauded
To the Editors.

Your recent decision to endorse a candidacy in the SGA
Presidential race has caused an outpouring of emotions,

both positive and negative. These feelings will likely cause

the Collegian to be the center of controversy for some

time to come; but, what else is new?

A very good argument can be made concerning whether

or not you should have endorsed, but not about whether or

not you can endorse. Freedom of the press is just that -

and it's guaranteed by the first amendment. People can

yell and scream until they are blue in the face, but 1 for one

will not be convinced.

I applaud the Collegians decision to endorse. It shows

an impressive willingness to meet the issues of the day

head on. The Board of Editors has made a tough decision

in face of certain controversy, and deserves credit for

standing up for their beliefs.

Eric Nitzsche

SGA Treasurer

Election endorsement
questioned

To the Editor, _4 u , fK«
As a journalism major. I wks somewhat ashamed by the

Colleman s decision to endorse a candidacy for the bGA

prSency. Recognizing that the election of a new pr^i-

dent is one of the most impo-tant issues of the semester,

the ("o/i«<r "" ''eci .'cd to 'nterfere in the democratic pro-

,... - -t toward one of the can-
cess «U"J ^' ">* ^ •""*' '

>^"»"^

didacieJ^ ^Keller/Patrick).

The future is

in our hands
The second week in March is rapidly approaching.

This week is significant for two reasons.

The Massachusetts Presidential Primary is

Tuesday March 13th and the elections for the S.G.A. presi-

dent and Campus Center/Student Union Board of Gover-

nors are on March 12th and 13th. The importance of these

elections cannot be stressed strongly enough. In the

presidential primaries a statement will be made by the

voters of this state about their preferences as to who
should be considered to run this country over the next four

years. In the S.G.A. presidential elections we, as students,

will be able to decide who should be president and which

issues are important to us.

David Valade

I cannot stress strongly enough that f>eople become in-

formed of the issues in this year's elections. The president

elected will be making decisions on many matters that will

concern us as students. The amount of money spent on

education, the amount of available financial aid, and many
other decisions that effect the quality of our life as

students and as citizens of this country will be decided by

the person we elect. You can voice your opinions in non-

student areas such as the future economic and defense

policies of this country, but to do this you must know how
the candidates stand. We need a president who will ad-

dress the issues that are important to a majority of the

people in this country.

There are issues of importance to be decided in the

S.G.A. presidential race. The people that we elect will, for

the next year, be the voices of student concerns. We need

co-Presidents who will be a strong voice, who will work to

preserve the rights that we as students have gained in re-

cent years.

Important issues have been raised by candidates such as

violence on campus, the need for Academic Grievance Pro-

cedures, and possible tuition and fee increases. It is im-

perative that we elect a president that will represent our

needs, both here within the S.G.A. and at the Board of

Trustees in Boston. It is in this election that we will tell the

S.G.A. what is important to the students at this universi-

ty-

David Valade is a UMass student.

I'm confident that the 'oUetv-^v wW. rer»ly that by their

endorsing a candidacy they felt they were serving the best

interests of the students. In theory, perhaps so, but let's

look at the facts.

The ColUgiar holds a monopoly of the news on this cam-

pus. In most cases, what they report or editorialize on is

all the information that most students will acquire. By en-

dorsing one candidacy over another, no matter how well

intentioned, the Collegin^ unfairly took advantage of this

news control and committed a fatal abuse of power.

For some time now. the Collegian has been experiencing

"growing pains." They have lieen itching to take a stand

on an issue and thus clearly demonstrate their power.

Pertaining to the Collegian, I sense that there are no ar-

ticulated guidelines, no ethical philosophy worthy of the

name that undergirds the way the rnllegian works. The

Collegian presumes to speak in the name of the students

and to offer themselves as their surrogates in the battle

with those who would diminish liberty, despoil the world,

or assault the common good. If this is so, then I believe the

students have the right to demand that the Collegian

should worship at some higher altar than that of profes-

sional expertise.

The Board of Editors, in trying to make the Collegian in-

to more than it is. felt they were taking the responsible,

journalistic approach in endorsing a candidacy. Unfor-

tunately, the CoUt'qian. failed to realize or chose to ignore

the fact that ^« nai they report on is as good as the gospel

to most students. In failing to take into account this ab-

solute, the Collegian Board of Editors seriously eroded

one of a newspaper's most important aspects: it's

credibility.

Bob Kievra

Field House

Remember

to vote

!

i^i^i^i^i^i^Ji^i^^^i^^^^^^

Cable and phones
"available"
To the Editor.

On Friday's editorial page. Geoffrey A. Feller rather

sarcastically stated that Rudolph and Dooley have some

interesting promises. He asks, "Wouldn't you like to see a

computer terminal in every dorm?", and then goes on to

say that it would be impossible due to financial con-

straints. This is certainly not true. As President of Central

Area, Tim Rudolph more than doubled the number of com-

puter terminals in the dorms and secured a personal com-

puter available to all area students. By the way, there was

no increase in cost. An arrangement was made between

Central and the University Computing Center, where

Central would pay half and UCC would pick up the rest of

the tab.

"Cable TV" is about to be introduced to Orchard Hill

area at minimal viewing rates, and with installation paid

for by the cable ccrmpany. "Long distance phone service

from MCI" is available now, and if you don't have a touch

tone phone, then you can buy a simple adapter from Radio

Shack. That, Mr. Feller is how it will be paid for.

Mr. Feller tried to make himself seem to be the

"average student", bewildered by the presidential cam-

paign. Obviously, he is a lackey of the Keller/Patrick cam-

paign and will stop at nothing, including lies to smear the

candidacy that Keller/Patrick fear most.

The Committee-to-EIect Rudolph/Dooley
Laura Koungian

FArtor'f. note: After consulting with the author, we have

concludM that Mr. Feller is not connected ivit' any cam-

nni^, and is. indeed, an "average stud^t.

"

t
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John Glenn...the right stuff?

r^l«CimB itiMo hj Jim Pew«n

Gary Hart...momentum may mean a

'super" Tuesday.

r«ll*ffUui iriMta %j David P Drai»*r

Jesse Jackson...Rainbow coalition

must deliver.

Celt«iriaii phMo bjr DiTid P. Ocabvr

Georjfp McGovern...wiU it be his

last stand?

Candidates lookhere for victory tomorrow
By JAMES SIMON
Associafpd Pre««

BOSTON — As Gary Hart and Walter Mondale con-

sidered last minute campaign visits to the state, their

Massachusetts strategists worked feverishly yesterday on

get out the vote drives for the up-coming presidential

primary.

Hart and Mondale. who lead all polls going into

tomorrows's primary, both are considering stops in

Massachusetts today to help sway voters who might make

up their minds in the final hours of the volatile campaign,

aides said.

"It looks pretty good, but not definite that we'll get him

back" said Jack Weir , Hart's statewide campaign coor-

dinator, who was trying to set up a rally in Boston's

Dorchester neighborhood for tonight.

The Colorado senator, who leads Mondale in most

Massachusetts polls by 20 percentage points, received a

rousing welcome Saturday from more than 1,000 sup-

*Know- nothing'

Party likes Hart
University of Massachusetts history professor Joseph M.

Hernon has announced Ihat the Know-Nothing Party has

given their rubber stamp endorsement to presidential

candidate Gary Hart.

Speaking to a small but enthusiastic crowd at Herter Hall

Friday afternoon. Hernon explained the ideology of the

party that represents "hundreds of thousands of voters.

"

Hernon said the Know Nothing Party, of which he is the

chairman, is mostly comprised of UMass students. It takes

its name from a defunct American political party of the

1850s.

"Our party represents all of those people who will vote for

the image of candidates, and our slogan is 'Nothing

Matters'. We need to run a Know-Nothing against a

Know It All, and we hope people will join in with the tidal

wave of mindlessness going on and get the elections over

with," Hernon said.

"The issues are unimportant; the candidate's image is the

message. Since the Democratic party has already lost its

soul, why not nominate an Atari Democrat?" Hernon said.

"Gary Hart certainly has the best image, so we're proud to

give him our rubber-stamp endorsement."

Hernon also said that people should vote for television

personalities Automan or Linda Lace as Vice Presidents,

depending on their political alignments.

'"If you're an Atari Conservative, then you should write in

Automan, who represents the machinery of the polls and

tells people what they want to hear. If you consider

yourself a left winger, then you should write in Linda

Lace, who represents the mindlessness that people listen

to," Hernon said.

"Let's show the country that Massachusetts is just as

dumb as the rest of the country by voting for Gary Hart,

"

Hernon said. "Let us confirm the decline of education in

America and let us prove that a nation that lives by polls,

dies by polls."

- LARRY BOUCHIE

porters in Worcester. He refused to predict a victory in

Massachusetts, citing the way voters have changed their

minds in the closing days of other state primaries.

Mondale's telephone canvassing indicates that Hart's

momentum may have peaked in Massachusetts, said

Mondale state campaign chief Edward Pliner.

"It's always a tough thing to judge, but I think Hart's

momentum is starting to slow a bit." Pliner said. "We are

behind. I don't think the polls lie. But I'm getting a sense

the voters are starting to focus on Gary Hart and what his

new ideas are. if there are any. and look at the differences.

"'That's what our goal was. to get people to start looking

at the differences. We didn't have much time to turn it

around here. We sort of just ran out of time." he said.

Mondale also has stopped his television advertising in

Massachusetts and put the money in Southern states to

counter Hart's heavy advertising there, he said.

Gov. Michael Dukakis, Boston Mayor Ray Flynn and

other prominent Mondale supporters in Massachusetts will

continue their campaign appearances right up to election

day, he said while labor unions will continue to contact
their members.
Former Sen. George McGovern continued his tireless

campaiging in Massachusetts yesterday with a call for a
special U.S. envoy to Northern Ireland to help end the

strife there.

McGovern, speaking as Boston held its annual St.

Patrick's Day parade, said the envoy could help find a
common ground between the religious and politicaJ groups
in Ireland.

""The McGovern family has its roots in County Leitrim and
County Cavan. The time has come for those of us Irish

descent in the new world to come to the aid of the old." he

said.

McGovern says he will drop out of the presidential race if

he does not finish first or second in Massachusetts. He
plans to address his final Massachusetts campaign rally

today in Boston with folksinger Arlo Gutherie and
Kathleen Kennedy Townsend. eldest daughter of the late

Sen. Robert Kennedy, who will introduce him.

Student efforts,

early and late

In the final hours before Super Tuesday." University of

Massachusetts studen** ar» canvassing, telephoning
registered voters and :l^rau^,...^ mr van service to the

polls.

The number of volunteers recruited for any campaign is

vital to that campaign's successs, and in what promises

nationally to be a two nr'^ir'a' democratic contest

between former Vice President Walter Mondale and
Sen. Gary Hart of Colo-ado. momentum is the key.

The Hart campaign got some. Mondale's did not.

Students for Gary Hart bt'v'nme ^ UMass Registered

Student Organization (RSO) February. 1983 — the first

campus campaign in the country, according to state Sen.

Gerard D'Amico, D— WiTCCoier. Hart visited the

campus in March last year. Now. he has more than 60

supporters working to get the nomination.

""I feel good about UMass— we definitely have the

potential to win the primary," said UMass Students for

Gary Hart coordinator Dave Nelson. 23. Nelson, a junior

political science major, said participation in the

organization has grown considerably since Hart's recent

victories, and now has more than 200 supporters.

But the Mondale campaign on campus never quite got

off the ground. Organized just three weeks ago by

student's concerned that no group had formed to unite

Mondale supporters, they have suffered from a lack of

momentum, late organization, and administrative hassles

which prevented the 25 member group from attaining

RSO status, said group coordinator Jim Finkle.

""Once they (students) get behind a candidate and see he

has a chance, they're willing to give up a lot," Nelson

said. Workers in the campaign have paid their own
expenses when materials and immediate funding run low.

"To run a successful election effort anywhere, including

a college campus, you need to gain some kind of

momentum." Finkle said." Unfortunately. Mondale was

not able to visit this campus— if he had. that would've

been momentum enough. Now it's too late. I don't think

we're going to be able to coordinate any kind of credible

effort before Super Tuesday... and the vote from this area

will not be high at all because of that."

UMass appearances by George McGovern and the Rev.

Jesse Jackson, on the otter hand, drew student interest

in those candidate's campaigns. McGovern notices now
plaster bulletin boards and Jackson's rainbow bumper
stickers adorn bus stops. Jackson has gained the support

of several noted faculty members and Third World

community leaders, while local politicians, including

Hampshire County Democratic Chairman Ken
Mosakowski, have endorsed the 1972 Democratic

nominee.

McGovern supporters have indicated they are optinustic

about the area's vote tommorrow in favor of their can-

didate, and Jackson backers are determined to get their

contingent out to vote.

- ANNE McCRORY

But it's all a question ofwho gets to challenge Reagan
Incumbent sole GOP candidateFive Democrats continue fight

AP fit* plioto

Walter Mondale. ..will Gov. Dukakis

pive him a boost back into the race?

By the time they now reach us, there are five left to

choose from. Anyone who's listened much has heard quite

a lot about them for quite a long time. But if you still

haven't read enou^, then here's more. Because the most
important thing is making sure that someone different oc-

cupies the White House in 1985.

JESSE JACKSON While as many black leaders sup-

ported as opposed his plans before his announcement,
Jackson, who simply may have no more money to continue

after tomorrow, achieved several goals worth the trip,

most notably publicizing on the highest level the road

blocks the first black or minority candidates will have to

move around, and showing it can be done. But nobody

should be counting him out yet. His plan for cutting the

deficit with a zero percent growth in the Department of

Defense and new taxes on salaries over $25,000. He has

been stressing voter registration throughout his campaign
with the with more vigor than any other candidate and
with the best reason: many of his supporters are imable to

vote. In a characteristically flambouyant visit to the

University. Jackson also made clear his cohesive view of

the world's people and the implications that would present

in foreign policy, but has come under attack both for an

Arab League contribution to his civil rights group. PUSH,
and for an off-therecord slur for which he apologized. The
events took a bigger (more recent) media life than his

rescue from Syria of a downed American pilot, and
without 10 percent of the vote in two primaries. Jackson

has lost federal niatrhini^ fund^

JOHN GLENN Early on it looked to some the most con-

servative Democrat who could more than match Reagan
as a movie hero would be the best challenge. Sen. Paul

Tsongas endorsed him for basically that reason. Glenn,

who is most photogenic when defending his military

career, says he would maintain current aid to El Ssdvador,

but opi>o8e8 covert aid in Nicaragua and might end El

Salvador's aid if death squads continue. His defense

recommendation would be the highest of the five, five to

six percent above the current year's. He favors a "quiet

moment" in public schools, and is the only of the five

without a pro-choice abortion stance.

Glenn is not expecting much in terms of strong results

from the Massachusetts primary. Glenn has concentrated

his efforts on the Florida. Georgia, and Alabama

primaries. Some experts are predicting a last place finish

here. His organization is virtually unseen in western

Massachusetts, but he claims to have support in Boston.

WALTER MONDALE How strong is Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' political machine in Massachusetts? Only as

strong as Walter Mondale, and if the polls are correct,

Walter Mondale will slip in the Bay state. Dukakis and

House Speaker Thomas "Tip" O'Neil are the two top

Massachusetts pols to endorse the former vice president

and senator from Minnesota, but their opinions don't seem

to be enough to get Mondale the com^manding victory he

needs to break the fall he has taken thus far in New
England.

ihe labor vote will also get its first real rest tomorrow.

Massachusetts labor leaders are endorsing Mondale. and

their work can be measured in the results. If Mondale does

well in F>amingham, Lowell, Fall River, Pittsfield and

Worcester labor will probably be credited with having

delivered its vote.

Mondak' wcin't be fitting a verj' ?t.rong student vot'.^

His organization has been weak at UMass, and his local

volunteers conceed that it hasn't been much different

statewide.

GARY HART The underdog all America is pulling for

after the 1984 Olympic hockey team failed. The insight

ripe in the press is that voters know nothing about him,

and are looking for the best-looking contender who isn't

While the Democratic dog fight for the nomination

continues. President Reagan will try to sUy clear of stray

paws and wait for the dust to settle.

Former Vice-president Walter Mondale's inability to

clinch the democratic crown in the early primaries has, so

far, postponed any direct criticism of Reagan. Meanwhile.

Reagan seems to be anjoying the show saying the

Democratic contenders don't have enough promises to go

around.

But when the dust settles, Reagan will have to defend his

economi.; policies at home and military muscle flexing

abroia. Reagan now enjoys the highest public approval

rating of any incumbent president since President Dwight

Eisenhower, according to recent polls. But those ratings

are often subject to change in the face of foreign and

domestic events beyond anyone's control. Former
President Carter's doom, for example, was largely decided

by events in Iran.

As an incumbent, Reagan has the advantage of the news

media, and other resources his office affords, to help in

using the masterful acting abihty he learned in Hollywood

for a good public relations campaign.

Keagan will also Uke credit for the current economic

statistics as proof that Reaganomics is working and that

Americans are better off now than they were before he

took office. While the economy seems to be improving, the

condition of many Americans is not.

DAVID LINTON

Walter Mondale. If that's true, it says bad things for the

rest of his campaign and even worse things for the

American public (or at least its Democrats). In any event

its almost too clear a case showing the primary and caucus

system needs changing: being a frontrunner needn't by

definition mean being without worth. Hart would cut the

deficit in defense and COLAs and with new taxes for cor-

porations and salaries over $100,000. He has by far some

of the strongest and most enduring support here at the

University, and with more visits here by him than any

other, has shown he would be a president who at least

kiiows where tlie University is. Being what he calls "tne

first candidate for President in history U) reject contribu-

tions from political action committees," Hart can use the

flood of contributions his victories are providing.

GEORGE McGOVERN In his 15 to 13 percent miss for

second place in the opener at Iowa, he lost out on being the

candidate everyone turned to when they decided not Mon-

dale. Did his media-proclaimed "late start" mean that

much? In any event, McGovern has said the obvious going

into tomorrow: if he can't do well in Massachusetts, where

he has campaigned the last few days straight, his mission

to at least keep them honest in their campaigns will be

ended.

Mc(k)"em has a unique jobs bill. He has proposed that a

nation-wide rail transportation system be built which

would utilize state-of-the-art technology and machinery

and create a need for a new highly skilled lalwr force. It is

a rough draft plan right now, hut he is sure American

technology and labor could handle such a project. "By the

year 2000 we could have the finest railway system in the

world." he said while at UMass last semester. His plan is a

logical alternative to military spending.
- PAUL BASKFN
and KEN BAZlNti

Democratic Delegate
Committments

Number of

delegates

Mondale
Uncommitted
Hart
Glenn
Jackson
McGovern

254

The above figures represent results following the
Iowa caucus. New Hampshire primary and Maine
caucus. A total of 164 delegates will also be chosen
from the House of Representatives The
preference of House delegates can change
throughout the election season. The above list in-

cludes those House delegates who have stated a
preference. Saturday's Wyoming caucus results
are not included.

Source: UPIN.Y. Times. S/10/84.

Super Tuesday:
602 delegates

up for grabs
Number of

Process
Delegates

Florida Primary 143

MASSACHUSETTS Primary 116

Georgia Primary &4

WMhinfton Caucus 70

Almtwma Primary 6t

Oklahoma Caucus SS

Hawaii Caucus g?

Rhode Island Primary t7

Nevada Caucus to

There are 3,933 Democratic delegates at stake
during the 1984 Presidential election. The can-
didate who earns 1 ,967 or more delegates will get
the Democratic nomination.

Super Tuesday
Television Coverage

ABC
Channels 5, 8. 19, 40
Coverage begins during evening report with Peter

Jennings. Updates begin at 8 p.m. David Brinkley

joins Jennings for a wrap-up of day's events at

11:30 p.m. ABC will also present resulta of ABC
News/Washington Poat exit polls.

CBS
ChoMJieUS, 7

Coverage begins during evening report with Dan
Rather. Updates begin at 8 p.m. Bill Moyers joins

Rather for a wrs^up of day's events at 11 :30 p.m.

CBS will also present results of CBS News/N.Y.
Times exits polls,

NBC
CkanneU 4, H, SO

Coverage begins during "Today" with Bryant
Gumbal, and continues during the evening report

with Tom Brokaw. John Chancellor and Roger
Mudd join Brokaw at 10 p.m. for "NBC Reports,

Super Tuesday." NBC will also broadcast results

of its voter poll.

Voting in Amherst
Precinct 1 North Congregatumal Church HaU,

North Pleasant Street ojyposite Meadow Street in-

trrsectiov

Precinct 2 North Fire Station. East Pleasant

Street <m the right side past Village Park near

TUgonFamt
PrteiMt 3 Ehmmanud Lutheran Chaxk lounge,

867 North Pleasant Stred, on the rif^ aide (north)

ofMarks Meadow school.

Precincts 4, 5 Bangs Community Center School,

via KeUogg Avenue behind Plumbleys.

Precinct 6 Fort River Sdtool, East Street via Main
Street <yr College Street.

Precinct 7 Crocker Farms School, Route 116 on left

of Grist Mill Bridge. Look for crosswalk with

flashing lights.

Precinct 8 Munson Library. South Amherst Com-
mon.
For additional information, telephone the Town

Clerk's office at 253-9382.

The Super Tuesday Election Preview is a pro-

duction of the Massachusetts DaUy Collegian. For

additional election information phone the Collegian

News Desk at 545-3600.
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HEALTH and BEAUTY AID

5RLE

Retail

Vitamin C

SOOmg

Vitamin
C

lOO's

1.20

Vitamin E

100's

2.90

\nitro
dv)

ctlOfl.

B £r L 8 oz saline

2.20

doubIe manufacturer's"!
i coupons

i
I on all Health and Beauty Aids Products

|
I offer valid through March 31, 1984 |

A
larg«

selection

of unsdvertised

specials also

available

Flex-Care

12 oz

2.60
reg.

Speed
Stick

A/P

1.70

Sale
items are

also availabia

in the Mini Stor* mSTORE^

SPECIAL NOTICE
Through April 14, 1984 the Department of Public

Safety will accept payments on unpaid parking tickets

at their current rate:

(A) 21 days or under - amount shown on ticket

(B) over 21 days - amount shown on ticket plus

first surcharge of $5.00

Effective April 15, 1984, all unpaid parking

tickets over 46 days old will be assessed an additional

$15.00 Surcharge per ticket. The Registry of Motor

Vehicles will be notified of the non-payment and the

result may be non-renewal of the owner's license to

drive, non-renewal of the registration of the vehicle's

registered owner, and the motor vehicle itself may be

subject to seizure. (GL Ch.90-Sec. 20A)

If you have any questions or want to verify if you

have any unpaid parking tickets, please contact the

Parking Ticket Processing Office, Dickinson Hall at

5-0964. Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday thru Friday.

Gerald T. O'Neil

Director

Department of Public Safety

Hypnotizing,
magnetizing,
mesmerizing,
energizing,
fascinating,

captivating,

exciting,

amusing,
entertaining,

original

Tom DeLuea.
Hypnosis that

goes beyond
entertainment and

BSP. an original

comic parody
ofESR

"One of the

most requested

aqlson college

campuses today."

—Newsweek

Monday. March 12

Appearing:
8:00 S.U.B.
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Neighborhood renovation
THE NEIGHBORHOODS
Friday, March 9

Bluewall

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

Have you ever heard of the Neighborhoods

of Boston?

Not the North End, Mattapan, or Jamaica

Plain, but the band the Neighborhoods.

If you're not a junior or a senior, chances

are, most likely, you haven't.

Upperclassmen might, however, recall the

days when the Neighborhoods were the

biggest draw of any of the local rock and roll

bands who frequented the valley. A line to

enter the Bluewall, characteristic of that of

a Friday afternoon happy hour, and

Bluewall crowds of a thousand people, were

not unheard of. I can remember my first

semester, freshman year, waiting for two

hours outside the Hatch, just to see this

band!

That was three and a half years ago.

Today the Neighborhoods are a changed,

more mature band. The band remains, as it

always has been, a threesome. Original

members David Minehan (guitar, lead

vocals) and Mike Quaglia (drums) were

joined by Lee Harrington (bass) about a

year and a half ago to form the current line-

up. The Neighborhoods, often charac

terized by the brisk, breakneck pace of

their music, still play at the same speed.

The difference, however, is in the more

elaborate, thought provoking, lyrics.

Take, for example. "Shake With a

Vengeance" one of the newer songs the

Neighborhoods played before a moderate,

yet energetic crowd, which kept dance floor

space at premium throughout last Friday

evening:

Meet me in your party dress in a schoolyard

after sun goes down

Meet me where the chUdren played,

where ghosts heve taken over now
Today was a day that could end all days

A day that could shut me down
Shake! With a vengeance. Shake!

This song typifies the Neighborhoods

music: intelligent lyrics set to an

irresistable dance- rock beat.

The Neighborhoods played two sets of

their fast, dance-orientated, rock and roll.

The material ranged from early in their

career ("Arrogance, " "Think it Over," and

"Electricity"), to more recent times ("Fire,"

"Real Stories," "Rhyme, Rhyme," and

"This Town "), with an added cover thrown

in for good measure (the Who's "Can't

Explain"). The band also Iplayed, as an

encore, "No Place Like Home, " one of the

two songs from their one and only record, a

single released in 1980. That record, which

also featured (the hit) "Prettiest Girl." sold

very well throughout the Boston area. The

success of that record, coupled withe their

1979 victory in Boston's first annual. Rock

and Roll Rumble, established the band as

one of the premier groups in Boston. Yet it

is at this position that the Neighborhoods

remain, some four years later.

There are two reasons for this stall in the

band's advancement towards success. The
first is the failure of the band to sign with a

major record label when they were ap

proached. This type of a move would have

ideally given them exposure on the national

level, thus increasing their chances for

wide-scale success. However, after wit-

nessing the demise and subsequent break

up of several Boston bands who did choose

to sign with major labels (among them the

Atlantics, Private Lightning, the Nervous

Eaters, and the Rings), the Neighborhoods

choice to remain independent now seems a

wise decision indeed.

Yet the Neighborhoods, though they

planned to release another record on the

independent level, never did so. Whether

Now through March 17, 1984

St. PatricK'5

Day

SALE

\

David Minehan: not just another pretty face.
Collegian pttoto by N«llif Natilf

this was due to 'legal implications', or a lack

of capital on the behalf of the independent

label, is uncertain. NevertheU*>s. because

they failed to release a record in the

meantime, their following, though most

devoted, has not grown appreciably, until

recently, when they were featured on the

cover of the Boston Globe's Calendar

supplement.

Over the past several weeks, the Neigh

borhoods have been hard at work recording

material for a new record. This record, a

seven song e.p. in the final stages of

production, is scheduled for release by the

end of April, according to the band.

Whether it will be released by a national or

an independent record label is. as of now,

uncertain. However, with the seemingly

imminent release of some new vinyl, the

major obstacle in the band's quest for

success, the lack of material for a potential

listening audience, now seems about to be

overcome.
Then the Neighborhoods will make some
headway in their qupst for surr*»s«.

Whether or not they will achieve that

success depends, to some extent, on luck.

However, the fact that the Neighborhoods

have the talent to achieve wide scale

success has always been evident.

1

Heather Green T-Shirt

$4.00
Reg. $5.95

Athletic Weight T-Shirt

88% cotton

12% rayon

Extra Long Body
Taped Shoulder Seams

S-M-L-XL
• In Green Only

^ 5SACHlfSETr5
V

Karen A. Sullivan
Photc by Dwayne Autery

OPEN M-F 9-5

Many other bt. PatriCK s Day items available in the store

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORE

ieisu- r.-can ri'i *»"«•'»««*•* » • » » »*»•»•*•'
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Canada Canada carleton *«*«««
Would you like to study

in a foreign country only

400 miles away?
You may still apply for

the UMass exchange with

Carleton University in

Ottawa for 1984-85. Contact

International Programs, 239 Whitmore
545-2710. Deadline is April IstI

Hypercitrgtc^to

'CELEBRATE'

SPRING BREAK '%4
" Ft. Lauderdale «

16 on the t)each

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

10am to 6pm POOLSIDE PARTIES
UVl O.J EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTESTS • FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS
FHiE T SHIRT RELAYS . THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST • COPPERTONE

LIMBO CONTEST AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH THE WETTEST
WET T SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7 pm to 8pm COaEGE HAPPY HOUR

UMass, Monday, March 19, 1984

run tpmnxxt row tmrti cou.iot rvotwrs ow tm«s dati

rrwfpt 7 O'CLOCK *no • o clock wm« »«oMn cotxaoi i.o.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DflAFT BEER SOC

COMPrre IN THE BEER CHUGGING CONTEST FOR TWOPHIES. PRIZES

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the heach presents. .

.

rr LAUDERDALE S FINEST ROCK N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLUS OUR
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D J SPINNING THE BEST DANCE

MUSIC AND ALL DAY. ALL NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.

2frW6 UMass, Monday, March 19, 1984

NIGHUY EVENTSMONDAY
Dane* Contact
Prtxat and giv«away«

TUESDAY and FRIDAY
"B«st Bun» on the B«ach Contaat

$175 00Ca»h Pnz««

SATURDAY
Come and Party tHI 3 AMI

THURSDAY
Look (or National Concarl Acts

SUNDAY
Vtdao Mutic Night
0*AC* le OW' «M« Acrvv^i *ttf*o And tot >•'

•Wccft i*9M them bOw iw b«fMf «•!«

WEDNESDAY
Special Evantt Night
CH«ck W**lirv C*>«"tf»'

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT
GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGHTLY

,, nn-i on* («• , wkJfwi*'

L^tP^i •n*' ^nt* r>K> • •*>rf^ --»f ;in r>m P>vTl .TT *'*• i

SPRING BREAK 'S4J

STUDENT
AIRFARES

round trip from

LONDON $348

PARIS $378

1

MADRID $399

LUXEMBURG
$469

AMSTERDAM
$448

ZURICH $398

STOCKHOLM

CARACAS $293J
BOGOTA $429

National Student]

Travel Bureau

of the USA
266 1926

Council Travel / CI EE,

729 Boylaton St

suite 201

Boston, MA 021 16

OUTING CLUB MEETING - Rick

Donahue will present a slideshow on an ex-

pedition to Sualbard, Norway, Summer
1983. Glacier crossing, Sea kayaking.

Come find out about spring trips. 7 p.m.

Commonwealth room (earth foods).

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIA-
TION MEETING - This is a regular

meeting and anyone interested in amateur

radio is invited. Check CC schedule for

room number. 7:30 p.m. Campus Center.

OPEN RUSH - Gamma Sigma Sigma, a

national service sorority, invites you to an

open meeting. For more information call

545-2068. 7 p.m. CC 905.

SOVIET DISSIDENT SPEAKS - The

UMass Republican Club is sponsoring

Soviet Dissident Yuri Tuvim to speak on

life in the Soviet Union. Everyone is urged

to attend. No charge. 7 p.m. CC 804-808.

GUEST SPEAKER - Elaine Reall

Labor Attorney for Skoller-Abbott of Spr-

ingfield will give a legal overview of

Management-Union relations. 7-9 p.m. 812

CC.
WHEELER GALLERY ART OPEN-

ING - There will be an opening at Wheeler

Gallery for a sculpture exhibit. Eric Midt-

tun, who works primarily with metal, will

be present to answer questions. 7-9:30 p.m.

Wheeler Gallery 1st floor.

SPECTRUM ART DRIVE - Students

can bring their art works to the coffeeshop

where we will collect them as submissions

to Spectrum '84. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fine Arts

Center Coffeeshop 4th floor.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING
— A short meeting to discuss a schedule for

the remainder of the semester: films,

speakers, etc. All interested in helping are

welcome. 4:30 p.m. S.U. 428.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING
- Join us to discuss pornography, what it

means to women and men and what should

be done about it! All women welcome! 4:30

p.m. CC 905.

GAY AND LESBIAN AWARENESS
WEEK - Come help plan the Gay and Les-

bian Awareness Week. We are in the final

stages, all help will be grateful. 12:00.

Brett House Conference Room.
STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL

MEETING - 60-minute videotape of

"NBC in Lebanon: A Study in Media

Misrepresentation" will be shown. 7:30

p.m. CC 802.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - 6

p.m. CC 802.

EARTH DAY 1984 - Tonight's Earth

Day meeting is for R.S.O.s, and anyone

else, who would like to participate in Earth

Day (a fair) and/or Earth Awareness Week
(workshops and teach-in.) 6 p.m. 908 CC.

SAFA (STUDENTS ADVOCATING
FINANCIAL AID) - General meeting to

discuss Washington D.C. lobbying trip. The

meeting will start promptly and attendance

is MANDATORY!!! 5:30 p.m. Herter 119.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS - Come and

hear about the successful nuclear freeze

lobbying in Washington, D.C. Help us plan

for future events! 4:30 p.m. Room 428 S.U.

WHOEVER
THOUGHT WRHNG
COULD BE SO FINE?

womcFm
INfMSFESr

m THEiNDUsm:
PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of

CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS

If you

love fine writ-

ing, now you
can choose be-

tween two Precise

Rolling Boll pens that

write so fine yet flow so

smoothly you'll wonder
how we mode it possible.

Only The Precise allows

you to write beautifully in eitfier

fine point or extra fine point.

The price is even finer. Only $1.19.

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.

2 a THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

SOPHOI\^ORES. . .JUNIORS. .

.

SENIORS. ..GRAD STUDENTS

@aprecise

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE YduII be the first point

of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate

scheduling and price information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.

You II be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

THEJOB OFFERSALL THIS:

• $5 00 an hour to start—with regularly

sctieduled raises

• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but

spouses, too. after 30 days of employment)

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

• Minimum of 4 hours per day

• Minimum of 20 tx)urs per week

• Maximum of 40 hours per week

^VNIVERSITYmSTORED

TO QUALIFY you must have a GPA of 2 5 or t}etter. t>e currently enrolled, be articulate—and

have a mature attitude and busmess-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must

For further details, see your Co-op Office in 1 10 Thompson Hall for

Summer/FRil Co-op's at PEOPLExpress.

We will be on campus on Thurs. April 5.

t<4uai Opportunity Employer M f ^^

PEOPUExpmss/
hysmart »

Monday, Marcn 12, 1^84

Bloom County

{f'JliU^ 13

:>v Htrkc U*- Hihed

The! 'Mass Zone MarV Rollins

HOW'O THE
HUNTING FOR
A part-time:

WfU I COULD)' V£

piZZA..

SO iNSTEfi^-^- I Got a Mi^CH

$AF€f< JOB '. ^'LL BE
WOfKt^it^G A^ A :tANiToR.

IN A FACTORy THAT
MAKES RAOiQAcnvS
ASBESTOS

S-rod T)an DeRellis

5atO[> Hfi< F^IEN nSUBP\
U)RIT(NG FOf^ HIS 'fUFGff

BiXKS 'fiiVMBER TO BE C^lLeP..

mi: 37^ '/820..

Swon'MismiuH

FILTHY HICHU
'

Momva i

I bioN'THAVE THE.

HEBKT TO WU ///W

IHhT UlfIS THE NVmtBR
FOR THE ... \ .*

'HEHfESHOnm ^^^

The Strio .Iim V ilsh

Shagnasty

Ya ^nouj .^ho^, U)Ker» you
cornpane d HJew 0€KS€.y td q
Coseoos ftxplosioo ^rorr^, 4>\^

PosTCRioic pbissQ^e'TX'fhinK
you cffenckcl a lc+ (sT peop(^
including TAD.\

I IMi^tM

of Hfl/esh.

\

A*? -/d)

pecipl« +old mfi \\ \ \ apo/cqi^e -fo all

\ a callous ar)d

Cold mnf^KK.

5ir)C€f ify,...

MASS PHOBIA Win mill

DAILY C'CSSWnRO P'IZZLE

ACROSS 50 thanks - ' .' Thereby

1 Very ill music 57 Comprehend hangs

6 Latin veib 63 Rounded 21 To the time of

10 Pelion s neighbor moldirigs 25 Bank business

14 Bangs 64 Charge 26 Change course

15 Garden growth 65 Blunder 27 Portico in

16 Segment 66 facto old Athens

17 Interdiction 67 Before green 28 Typeot glider

IB Toiler ot the or glade 29 Energy saver

Middle Ages 68 Four Comb form 31 Soccer great

19 Indian weight 69 Incisive 34 Cachet

20 Load to excess 70 Palm product 36 Fervor

22 Lounge 71 Target game 37 Grafted, m
23 Wager heraldry

24 Pass by '8 Ending with

26 Tourist wear gang or mob
30 Cover up 40 EsKers

of a type 42 Wheat type

32 end 45 Earphones

33 Capri eg DOWN 48 Confounded

35 Cutting tools 1 Concerning 50 stocks and bonds

39 Comfort 2 Wend for one 51 Hand printed

41 Permissive 3 Quien " textile design

43 Flightless birds 4 Young archer 52 Runoff

of New 5 Weather r-iap line 53 No better

Caledonia 6 Ward oft 65 39 37 inches

44 Hesitant sound 7 Bungle at cards 58 Scotia

46 Cloy 8 Name fit for 59 One kind of

47 Dipper a queen long walk

49 Composer Gustav 9 Youngster 60 Skill, in Italy

51 Watch out' 10 Bizarre 61 Thames estuary

54 Univers.ty city 11 Prv (with the )

in Iowa 12 Ouera s Beverly 62 Mild expletive

1 ? 3 4 5

1

b 7 8 <1 10 11 1? 13

14 IS 16

1

;

IB 19

?o

L

?1 2?

^^^^?.i ?4 ?i

?() ?7 ?8 ?<) 30 3t ^^^1
J? 31 3', 36 37 31

j<i 40 41 4?

4J 44 4b

b^^^^^H*' 48 49 •.0
1

s< ^7 bS ^S4 Si

%(. !)7 S8 S9 M 61 67

63 64

1

66

bh 67 U

69 70 71

1

4-

4-

4-

4-

4>

4*

4-

S-k-k
»

4-

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
»
4
4
4
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4
4

Collegian Workshop

Basic Newswriting

and Reporting

Wednesday, March 14

Room 905

Campus Center

7 P.M.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH BASICS LUNCH
Turkey Divan ('heese, Lettuce and

Deli Ham on Water Roll Tomato on When* Bread

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Roast Fork/Gravy,

Spiced Apples
Beef Strips with

Mange-Tout
Silver Palate Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

Weather

Very cold Monday, highs 20-

25. Clouding up and not as

cold Monday night, lows

around 20. Snow likely

spreading across the area

Tuesday afternoon, possibly

changing to sleet and

freezing rain late in the day,

highs around 30.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Ia Is IP Is

lA W
PIIPII N E

li In E

BoaQn DQinFin
G R E ENS OTO Rp
N A

AY
iliiiJlE A SlYAlf P 1 E

E SpiN 1 N nin :n 1 E

RE 6 ilE 1 N E SHWIA G E
"iL Cij SBClAlT H ^ Y

nnnnna aiiQFKi
Jl I.1 NH E A R TIEIDBA A F

Th^ llloHRlOlSlAHElDiO 1 E

RO L LflE N V YHRIU E E,

nnnn ranoH nnnn^
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HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, sop lomores and Stockbridge students who wish to live

off-campus fc r the Fall Semester 1984 should apply for an ex-

emption from the on-campus housing regulation. Housing Ex-

emption Applications are now available in the Housing Assign-
ment Office, Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no
later than Friday, March 30, 1984. Applications will not be ac-

cepted after this date. Please submit all applications to the
Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore.

Important Notes:

Please Read Carefully

••Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an exemp-

tion from the on-campus housing requirement. DO NOT SIGN

A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION.

Any student who signs a lease without prior approval from the

Housing Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus

fees and will be required to reside on-campus.

••Students who are granted an exemption from the on-

campus housing regulation will lose their housing assignment

for the Fall 1984 Semester on the last day of this semester,

unless prior arrangements are made with the Housing Assign-

ment Office. Thank you.

JEREMY
RIFKIN

The Age of

TRANSITION

W&
eaf

\m(
aoD

A comprehensive discussion of

such critical topics as genetic

engineering, natural reseource and

energy consumption, and alter-

native economic theory.

=5«IIS

TUESDAY MARCH 13

SUD UMASS
FREE

\ DISTINGUISHED VISITORS f>BOGRA^l 8 00

REPUBLICAN CLUB

SOVIET DISSIDENT
Dr. Yuri Tuvim

will speak on life

within the Soviet Union,

and East-West relations

Tonight, March 12

7:00 pm
Campus Center

Rm 804-808

Everyone Welcome

uoou 00- 2T

mCI qa-i^W Avojjouiox

iC:^un3as pue i(;iiiqB:^s

sBauauiy uo sanssi

Suissdjd ssajppe \\\ia

adjaij 'd uaAa:^g *da^ *ssBp^

iMIVOV xvaHO
aa v3iHaMV niAV

CojJe^L^H ^^

Suit up for

SPRINGBREAK
with

SI^EEDO.
Showing 3/8 Thurs to 3/13 Tues
Vertigo 7:00

Sleuth 9:10

Showing 3/14 Wed to 3/17 Sat
Time Bandits 7:00

Monty Python & the Holy Grail

9:00

.137.IM;IiDOWNTO

i

Now** the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Eayart repair* U
r*««ndttl«nlng

Rt. 63, No Amherst

r

^Vu&^9or\s
Open daily

9-5:15
Thurs night til 8:30

32 Main St.

Northampton

Tel. 584-3620

J

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •v^rvioi

\ 549-26A0 J

PERSONALIZED
STY £ HAIRCUTS
["

$7.0(5
I lvM;ri this coupon)

I $10.00 with

I
ShHmpoo and

I
'^^low Dry j

I
$11 yQ Long Hair I

I nrw 3/31/84
I

y» i! Mon Thur»

Plo . .. Call for an

I

A;'()Ointment

Styles by
Df^borah

65

Amlu
versity Drive

;, MA/5495610

call 545-1995

1984 GRADUATES!
TIME IS RUNNING JUT

to get your yearbook ortraits

taken!

Pictures are being takr^n until

March 14, in 177-17e CC

So be sure to sign up in index Office

-103 CC or call 545-0848 ;>45-2874.

Please bring a $5.00 sitting fee.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Offkx CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:4b Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREECash

AHHI
Guitar Amp Yamaha
256 1326 Mark $400

100-212 evenings

Qt r—ultal Use the Collegian dastifieds l

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES ~

Genuine Raybans and Vuarnats
Fashionable and Functional Sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549 2879

ATTENTION
THEATER MAJORS

FOUND

Dog found near Northeast and Main
Amherst on Sunday 3/3/84 part black lab

limps on left hind leg male call 256-0363

QUEST SPEAKER

Put your talent on tape • you need a

resume tape. Call Jodi 549-2638 I'll help for

free

AUDIO

Sony XR-S6 Car Sterao brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

AUTO FOR SALE

Elaine Reall Labor Attorney for Skoller-

Abbott of Springfield will give a legal over-

view of management-union relations Room
812 CC 7:00 on March 12. Sponsored by
UMASPA

Contact Lenses Replaced. Baush and

Lomb or American Optical. $25 each. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive 256-8661

• What do you think of Biotechnology *

• and genetic engineering? *

JEREMY RIFKIN is opposed to it.

• Hear this outspoken critic for "

• yourself *

• Tues. March 13, 8:00 SUB UMass Free '

One or two riders needed to Ft Lauder

dale call Sheila 545^»27

ROOM WANTED

Looking for apartmeni In Puffton

Townehouse, Brandywini' or Presidentiel

I will take over lease whe "ver Needed for

Fall 84 please call Roger e>46-9538

ROOMMATE WANTED

HELP WANTED

74 Ply. Duster runs excellent, slant 6 body

J also in excellent shape. Asking $1375

? 549-5804 aft. 6

1973 Ford Pinto must sell

$300 or BO 549-7864
Good condition

CAPE COD

-, West Yarmouth Seagull Beach Large

5 house 6 rooms 4 bedrooms, sleeps 8 1 Vi

•J baths, 700 per person entire season

Musicians needed: The Boltwood Project

needs musicians to play at coffee houses

and parties you play - we'll pay! For more
information call Laurie 253-3568 or Lauren

549 3853

Cruiseshlps HIringI $16-$30,000! Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newslener l-(916)-944-4444 X Umass
Cruise

Airlines Hiring! Stewardesses, Reserva-

tionistsl $14-$39,000. Worldwide! Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter.

M91 6) -944-4444 X UMass Air

Gamma Sigma Sigma a National Service

Sorority invites you to an open meeting on

3/1/84 at 7:00 PM for more info call

545-2068

Tony, I love you tittle friend, Carolyn

INSTRUCTION

253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT

Know your car. Basic automobile

workshop. Classroom and shop Limited

enrollment. 253-2098

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everythiny - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price cal'

584-6712

LOST

FINKLE FOR PRESIDENT

Vote Jim Finkle SGA President March

12 and ";3 This may be your last chance

Blue Woolrich down coat Berkshire DC
3 /2 /84 reward 546-5318

IVlissTng since Dec. female Dober-

man/Shepard tan with black tali skinny

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

4 gold rings lost. Large reward! Please call

549-2811

Keys on
546-7244

JEREMY RIFKIN
• Author and social theorist *

• speaking on Genetic engineering. *

• test tube babies, natural resource *

• consumption and alternative

• economic theory, Bio-Technology *

• author of Entropy; Who Should Play *

God; and Algeny
• Tues MarchJ3 8:00 SUB UMass Free

*

Problems with your landlord? Call LSO
5*S-1995

Happy 20th JuanI Swill, but be careful of

your ankle or you won't be able to escape

from Elwoods. . .Laurita y Hayne

A^great way to tell someone how you feel.

Use the Collegian Classifieds!

Hey UMMBi Tomorrow is our Blood Day.

Come to Campus Center and donate a pint.

A great service for all!

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U S. Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext 5931 A

This space brought to you by:

Jim's Micro Biology and
Hazardous Waste Dump Co. Inc.

on the "stete road"

Fennale roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house/ Hadlev CI 75.00 includes

utilities 586^3682

1 bedroom in 2 br pt Mill Hollow $188

monthly avail immed call Kathy 549 6561

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam
pus to get a professional I . typeset resume

Come to Collegian Grap'

Fast service, competitive ;>'

TYPING-Fast, reliablf*

Manuscripts, stats, corr«" :

Reasonable rates. 666-34 1 ^

Typing pickup and deliver

<

774-2379

TYPING/WORD PROCFSFING Next day

service. Pickup and delivHfv. TYPE-RITE

253-5111

Rm 105 CC
es.MF 9-2:30

professional,

ndence, etc

evenings 413

SPRING BREAK

Bahamas 389 from New York 429 from

Boston. No hidden cosrs Last chance

Doug 549-1934

VICKIE HAMILTON

Just so YOU can have your name in lights.

. .HAPPY BIRTHDAY VICKII

WANTED

tupperware keyring reward
* REWARD •

FOR RENT

2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland

«J
house. 130 -r each, on bus route with fall

J option. 66&-2512

^ 1 bedroom apt. In Puffton from Spring

> Break or later 549-2865

? Computer Terminals & Acoustical
% Couplers for rent no security deposit no
5 maintenance charge immediate availability

,

54^4782 or 546-4737

' FOR SALE

Tl 56 Calculator Really need it in classses

call 546-6346 big reward

PERSONALS

Ring made up of four gold hearts lost on

Tue in So West area Great sentimental and

emotional value. Please returni! Call Lauren

546-8170

Buying Gold Class Rings Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterlino Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Am hnrst, 256-0710

Want to take over lease starting June in

Puffton, Brandywine, Tov^/nehouse for

reasonable sum. Call 6-864. jr 6-8646

WANTED TO RENT

I

Camera new Pentax
' 4-man $60 665-831

1

K1000 $100, Tent

' Got something to sell? Use the Collegian

', Classifieds!

AMP - Peavey Bandit - 65 watts, 12", lead

block, preamp, active EQ, channel swit-

ching, very versatile. Mint $285 also,

reliable Peavey Classic $125 Jim 256-0620

Art, Business. Law, History, and
English at Oxford this summer. Imforma-

tion 545-1914, Bartlett 378 or 16

Stick it In your ear at Silverscape -custom

ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 2^-^24

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues., Feb 21 - Wed, March 14

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

MW-F: 9 a.m. -5p.m.; Tues: noon -9 p.m.

For appointment call:

545-0848 / 545-2874

or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC
sitting fee: $5.00

RIDE WANTED

Help ride needed to North Carolina for

Spring Break anytime call Michelle

? 546-8029

Need a ride? Advertise in the Collegian

Classifieds!

• Ride needed to NYC or Long Island
• area on Thurs Mar 15th anytime after

• 11:00 AM will share $$ please call

• Robin at 253-9971

Help me. Going to Rochester March 15 or

16 call Heidi 546-5158

RIDERS WANTED

Express bus ride Port Authority NYC
($19.00) March 16 reaen/ations 256-6782

Wanted apartment In Puffton, bran-

dywine or surrounding areo call 256-1235

reward I

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84

call debbie or Lori 666-4578 after 8 PM
Looking for apt in Puffton for fall 84. Will-

ing to pay for summer nionths ASAP
546-528

180 Reward: want to take lease of 3 bdrm
in Puffton for fall '84 will take over summer
Gail 546-8572 or Joanne 6 8b63

Looking for reasonably priced studio

apt. Near town or campus for fall 84. Call

549-1184 eves

Double room needed for two in Amherst
or Sunderland apt. To begin leasing in Jur>e

or September call 546-5876
.
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UM gymnasts finish sixth at EIGL's
ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The season showed promise of being more

but the University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics t"am could not get it all

together during the season or at the

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics

Championships (EIGL's) last weekend at

Temple University in Pennsylvania.

Although the three seniors, Jim Corbett.

Bert Mathieson and Willie Stevens made it

into the individual finals on Saturday, the

team as a whole scored a 245.15. its second

lowest score of the season, on Friday.

The Minutemen performed well in three

events— rings, vaulting and the floor

exercises, but had many breaks and

problems with the pommel horse, parallel

bars and t he high bar. It was a weekind of

extremes. The Minutemen had four seiLson

highs and two season lows at the EIGL's.

"We di^ln't have that much trouble." coach

Roy Johnson said. "Just a couple of people

had trouble. Three guys missed on parallel

bars, four guys nu'ssed on high bar and

pommel horse had a lot of breaks."

Southern Connecticut ran away with the

champioships for the 10th year in a row.

Connecticut scored 270.65 to nudge out

East Strousburg in second with 268.6 points

and Syracuse in third place with 268 points.

UMass started out in the still rings event
and sco-ed average with a 40.95 score. The
long horse vaulting event went very strong
for the Miniitemen as they scored a season

high 45.85 points. Tri-captain Stevens led

the pack with a season high 9.5 score with

his vault. Performing a double front

somersault with a half twist, Stevens made
it into the finals with that score but had

some problems on Saturday and scored an

8.8 lor ail 11th place finish.

Tri-captain .lim Corbett also performed in

the individuai iinals on Saturday by

receiving a ."Reason high 9.45 score on his

layout isukar:i '. juil. Corbett finished in

9th place with that score and a 9.2 score in

the fiiiais.

Although he did not reach the finals, Phil

Gorgone performed a strong vault, double

front somersault piked, for a 9.35 score.

Then came a disappointing parallel bars

performance in which the Minutemen

posted I heir lowest .score of the sea.son,

37.25. Stevens had the high score in that

event. 8.85.

The high bar event was not that much

more pleasing to the team as it recorded a

39.3 team score. Tony Sbarra mustered an

8.75 score for the high of the team.

The floor exercises were not the best the

Minutemen could produce, but the team
scorcKl an average 4.3.55 total.

The pommel horse event, which was the

team's worst event last season, turned out

to be exciting and one of its better events

this season, however the Minutemen

cointinued to have their problems at the

championships a.s they scored a 38.25 total.

The only highlight of the event was that

Mathieson scored a 9.2 to perform in finals.

pkoto rourtety of Sporti Infomation

Shown here performinjf on rinjifs, tri-captain Willie Stevens made it

to the finals this weekend in the vaultini^ event at the gymnastic cham-

pionships at Temple University. Stevens placed 11th with scores of 9.5

and 8.8.

and after scoring a 9.05 on Saturday (came

home with) a fourth place medal. The 9.2

score was a season high for the senior.

"It's not a good way to end the season,"

Johnson said. "I thought it would be a

fantastic season."

Women's swimming finishes up
By TOM SCOLLINS
Collegian Staff

When the season is over, athletes tend to look back and
reminisce about the high and low points of a season.

For the University of Massachusetts women's swimming
team, the 1983-84 season, the recent New England
Championships have to be looked upon favorably.

Eleven Minutewomen qualified for the championship and
two UMass swimmers took second places as the

Minutewomen took a sixth place finish. Hometown
favorite Maine won in their own backyard (the cham-
pionships were held in Orono) with 815 points.

Boston College took second with 794 points while I Mass
claimed 227 points in the final standings.

Senior Jean Bushee broke school records in the one meter
and three meter diving events. Bushee now holds all

normal one and three meter diving records of six and
eleven dives.

Bushee's total of 409.35 in the one meter, good for second,

not only broke her own school record set in 1982 at the
same tournament, but qualified her for the zone A NCAA
diving qualifying meet to be held at the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, MD this past weekend.

"She shines in championships and thrives on the number
of spectators," said Coach Valerie Turtle.

Bushee finished fourth in the three meter event with a

new school record of 382.92 surpassing Gina Perrone's

mark set in 1982. when Perrone finished fourth in the same
tournament.

Junior co-captain Elizabeth Feinberg was the other

second place finisher for the UMass squad. Feinberg

placed second in the 200 yd. freestyle, beating her old

school record and personal best with a time of 1:57.39.

Feinberg was beaten out by 9/100 of a second in that

event. One of the strongest swimmers on the team,

Feinberg placed third in the 100 yd. freestyle and was

consolation finals winner (9th place) in the 50 yd. freestyle.

In other races, the 800 yd. freestyle relay team of Nancy

Stephens, Lori McCluskey, Allison Uzzo, and Feinberg

took fourth place. The 200 and 400 yd. freestyle relay team

with Sue Freitas. McCluskey, Stephens, and Feinberg

swimming in both races took sixth place in both events.

The 200 and 400 yd. medley relay teams both took

seventh place in the tournament. Sue Freitas, Dinde

Battye, Maura Sweeney, and Feinberg swam for the 200

team while battye, Sweeney, Janice Rowan, and Lori

McCluskey comprised the 400 team.

Also earning points for the Minutewomen were freshman

Allison Uzzo in the 500 yd. and 1650 yd. freestyle. Uzzo

placed seventh in the 500 yd. event. Cinde Battye placed in

the 200 yd. backstroke. Nancy Stephens earned points in

the 100 yd. butterfly and Janice Rowan did the same in the

200 yd. breaststroke.

For three of the swimmers it would be the last time they

would swim for the University. Seniors Rosemary Kelsall,

Caroline Freitas, and Maura Sweeney were all honored on

the last day of the tournament. Senior Jean Bushee was
also honored but she continued her season this past

weekend in Maryland.

NCAA committee selects top seeds
KANSAS CITY (AP)-

North Carolina, DePaul,

Georgetown and Kentucky
were made the top seeds in

each region in the NCAA
basketball tournament
pairings announced Sunday.

The top-ranked Tar heels,

who have lost twice in 29

games, will meet the winner

of the fir^ round game
between T
John's in th'

Georgetov

the East I

committee
takes on t:

first-round

lie and ST.

St Regional.

noved out of

he selection

the West,
inner of the

.me between

Miami of Ohio and Southern

Methodist.

Dpaul is the top seed in the

Midwest region and Ken-

tucky in the Mideast.

Kentucky, which was rated

first in the Associated Press

Top 20 earlier this season,

meets the winner of the

Alabama Birmingham vs.

Brigham Young game in the

Midwest, and DePaul,
goping to give retiring

Coach Ray Meyer his first

national championship, will

go against the winner
between .-Mabama and
Illinois State in the Mid-

west.

Aming the teams con-

spicuously absent were
Bucknell, 24-5, Tennessee
Chattannooga. 23-6, and

onetime collegiate
powerhouse UCLA.

It will be the first NCAA
tournament UCLA has

missed since 1962, not

counting two years ago

when the Bruins were on

probation.

The tournament, biggest

and richest in collegiate

gistory, begins tuesday with

the champions of the 10

weakest Divisio'^' T con-

ferences meeting in a

"preliminary round" in

Philadelphia and Dayton.

Those five winners will

advance to first- round action

around the country,

beginning Thursday and

running through the

weekend.

The regional .semifinals and
finals will be March 22-24 in

the East and Mideast and
March 23-25 in the West and
Midwest. Teams reaching

the Final Four in Seattly

March 31 are guaranteed

more than $600,000 each.

Amherst hockey

loses ECAC Div. 3

final to SMU, 4-3
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was a study in contrasts, the little state school that

doesn't recruit, plays in a high school rink and stays in

HoJo's against the private school in the private rink with

the out-of-state monsters who g^rew up with a stick in their

hands.

But when the ECAC Division III finals were over

Saturday night little Southeastern Massachusetts

University was a 4-3 overtime winner over Amherst
College at the ORR Rink.

"I tell you what, we've got all Massachusetts boys, no

recruits, no big budget, but we've got a trophy." said

tourney MVP John Finley. the SMU goalie who let but

nine goals in three tourney games and kicked out 39 Jeff

shots Saturday night.

It was a storybook ending right down to Findley handing

his father Joseph his MVP plaque, his stick and the game
puck after the contest. Findley 's other son, and the team's

only other senior, Tom also played a soUd game from his

right-wing position against Ameherst.

The winning tally came 3:14 into overtime as Corsair

forward Ed Pomphrett broke away into the clear after a

pass from center Doug Ell and drove a shot past the lower

left of Amherst Goalie Myles Keroack, who had 37 saves in

a good effort.

SMU, which finishes 18-5-1 on the year, trailed initially on

a goal by Kurt Wever in the first period (3:42) that gave

Amherst. (16-6-1) a 1-0 lead.

Center Mike Trayers gave SMU a 2-1 lead with a pair of

goals, one with 3:15 to go and another with only 23 seconds

remaining in the period.

Defenseman Scott Glennon then blasted home a shot from

the right point to give SMU a then- imposing 3-1 lead going

into the last period. But the Jeffs, sparked by a rowdy

crowd of 700, fought back— hard.

In the span of 52 seconds Larry Vitale and J. P. Martens
notched goals and it was deadlocked at 3-3. Both goalies

held their ground for the rest of the third period and the

teams went into overtime.

Amherst, the tourney's number 1 seed, laid down a

barrage of shots on Findley to open the extra- stanza but

rookie coach Jack Arena, himself a player last year, and his

team faltered just enough on defense to allow Pomphrett
the opening he needed.
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SJJ Strategy

Presidential candidate, the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson campaign-
ing in Massachusetts.

photo by Ed Cohen

Super Tuesday Meeting
by Tracey Bryant
Nummo Staff

The UMass Students for Jesse Jackson (SJJ) held

what was probably their most important meeting of

the semester. It was the final strategy meeting in

preparation for "Super Tuesday" - the Massachusetts
primaries on March 13.

Since Thursday the SJJ have been canvassing, call-

ing and leafletting to circulate key information about

Jackson's positions on issues, his goals and Ideas and
the significance of his campaign. On Tuesday they will

provide voting vans for Jackson supporters through

the day to transport them to the poles and back to

their dorms.
The meeting not only decided what work was to be

done, but also provided the fuel - the fervor for the

students to carry out the tasks.

UMass professor, Michael Thelwell, guest speaker,

stressed the need for action at crucial points In the

campaign. He added, "No one can flunk out of school

in a week."
Many feel that the movement behind the Jackson

campaign, termed the "Rainbow Coalition," is the

fruition of the Civil Rights Movement. The Jackson

theme/ request that people reclaim the democratic

principle - 'put the power back In the hands of the

people' was reiterated several times during the

meeting.

Thelwell said, "We can have a significant role In

what the political agenda of the country Is - through

the Jackson candidacy. (It is and will continue to

force) a broadening of the democratic process."

He also told students that Republicans get elected

when there is a small voter turn-out, and that Reagan

has no respect for the voting power of Blacks,

HIspanics, students and the poor.

Thelwell explained that Reagan could get elected

and disrespect our voting power because we have not

exercised it. "We have not given him any reason to

respect us, ' said Thelwell, "because we don't exer-

cise our right to vote. We have to let everyone know

that we - the students, Blacks, HIspanics, the poor,

(and others concerned) made the margin of dif-

ference."

Assistant to the Chancellor. Bill Strickland, also at-

tended the meeting. He believes transformation of the

Democratic Party Is key in changing the country's

direction. He said, "It is not enough to get Reagan

out; Reagan couldn't have done what he did without

the compliance of the Democratic Party. We must

transform the government - (by bringing in) new peo-

ple. There's only one candidate that can bring new

people Into the Democratic Party.
"

Strickland also said that people must not let the

media confuse their understanding of the political pro-

cess. "The media was confident that Mondale was

unstoppable," said Strickland. "Media analysis. ..is

often wrong and... has the purpose of confusing us."

The SJJ's primary gcTal at the moment is "getting

people out to vote." They say that the Jackson cam-

paign doesn't have the money or media behind It (as

some candidates do). But they point to the Chicago

mayoral race in which Jane Burn had $10 million for

her campaign, but Harold Washington won because

"the people turned it around." They say that Mon-

day's $13 million didn't mean anything In Vermont or

New Hampshire.

One SJJ student said, "We don't have to worry

about what the South will do (-they're predicting

widespread support for Jackson), we want the North

to make its statement.

Editorial
by Prof. Michael Thelwell

UMass/Amherst

Some six thousand students of the university will be
voting - or at least are registered to do so next Thurs

day. Many of us will be participating in the political

process for the first time. We do not agree on
everything, but most of us believe with good reason

that this country cannot afford another tour years of

Reaganite mismanagement and victimization of the

poor and the young to the benefit of the rich and the

selfish.

But many of us, wanting our first votes to be effec-

tive, to mean as much as possible, are not sure that

our single vote can make any difference. Beset and
beleagured by the claims of the different candidates,

some of us are genuinely confused. How do we
choose between the candidates? How can we make
our single vote mean something significant? This is an
important question because EVERY VOTE IS NOT
EQUAL. YOUR VOTE CAN MEAN A LOT, OR IT CAN
MEAN NEXT TO NOTHING.

It is perhaps this real doubt that a vote can make a

difference that kept one-half of the eligible American

voters away from the polls in 1980. Ronald Reagan

was elected by 27 percent of the eligible voters.

Twenty-three percent voted for Carter and 50 percent

did not vote.

Of that 50 percent, 17 million were young people of

student age. Another 15 percent were ethnic

minorities, mainly Blacks and HIspanics. All of them

poor.

Reagan's strategy is simple. He can rape the

economy, ransom our futures to astromomical

deficits, to an expanding cold war, revive the draft,

ravish the environment, and starve the poor because,

the young, the poor and the racially excluded do not

vote.

His expectation is that these groups can be victimiz-

ed because we have given him no reason to respect

us.

WE CAN CHANGE ALL THAT
How do we do this? First of all by voting. But voting is

not enough, it is only a beginning. We must also vote

Intelligently. We must vote effectively.

There is only one candidate in the race that is speak-

ing strongly, clearly and courageously to the

undemocratic nature of the political system in this

country. One candidate tells us: YOU HAVE THE
POWER. OUR TIME HAS COME.
One candidate seeks to change for all time the

nature of politics In this nation. One candidate has the

vision and the courage to challenge the system that

has kept us separate and powerless. One candidate

gives us a good reason to vote and hope of success.

ONE CANDIDATE REPRESENTS NOT THE TIRED,

DISCREDITED OLD POLITICS OF OLD MEN BUT
THE POSSIBILITY OF A NEW BEGINNING, A NEW
MOVEMENT A NEW FORCE, A NEW MORALITY, A
NEW VISION, A NEW ALLIANCE. THE RAINBOW
COALITION CAN BE A NEW AND VITAL FORCE IN

THE POLITICAL LIFE OF THIS COUNTRY.
Your single vote can have power. It can help bring a

new movement into being. Your vote can help deepen

and strengthen the democratic processes of this coun-

try. A vote for the Rev. Jesse Louis Jackson on Tues-

day, Is worth ten votes in November.

This Is the most exciting political possibility in this

nation since women were given the right to vote.

YOU CAN HELP DEFINE THE FUTURE. YOUR VOTE
CAN BE POWERFUL. JOIN THE COALITION OF THE
FUTURE. STRENGTHEN THE RAINBOW. Your first

vote can be the most important vote you will ever

cast.
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Editorial Editorial Editorial
Reprinted from the Nation by the permission

of the author.

by Prof. Phil Green
Smith College

I should perhaps begin this appeal to NATION

readers by saying, "As a Hymie myself..."

There are two salient aspects fo the 1984 election.

First, it is absolutely necessary to defeat Ronald

Reagan, for reasons too numerous, too awful, and too

obvious to bear rehearsing here. Second, for the first

time in half a century there is a transforming political

movement on the American electoral landscape: a

movement that promises to reshape our politics by br-

inging into play the needs and wishes and interests of

millions of voters and potential voters who heretofore

have felt, whether or not they participated in politics,

that their deepest political desires would always be

frustrated or simply ignored.

That movement is the Rainbow Coalition. Its

oresidential candidate and its most inspirational leader

•s Jesse Jackson. But at this moment, both the im-

mediate program of retiring Ronald Reagan, and the

longer run hope for fundamental political change, are

profoundly endangered by events of the past few

weeks. The prospect before us is one that all pro-

gressives must think about very carefully, as we con-

template our responses to the unmistakable derail-

ment of Jesse Jackson's campaign for the Presiden-

cy.

The worst that can happen is very often what does

happen, and in this case the worst is particularly grim

to comtemplate. If Jackson's campaign continues to

falter, and enthusiasm is finally replaced by a sense of

loss and betrayal, then it will not be only Jesse

Jackson who has suffered. It is quite possible that at

that point significant numbers of people in the

revitalized Black community - the Rainbow Coalition's

most potent contribution to the Democratic Party -will

conclude that regardless of how or why, the first time

a Black person became a serious presidential can-

didate "they" (the white media, Jews, white Leftists)

turned on him or deserted him in the crunch, and

made certain that his campaign would be a failure.

There follows in this scenario an ail-too plausible

conclusion, in which Black voters sit on their hands

(compared to the expectations Jackson has raised)

rather than jamming the polls in November: an out-

come that would mean a disastrous defeat for any

Democratic candidate. At the very least, regardless of

this election's outcome, if white liberals switch

decisively to McGovern or Hart, leaving Jackson with

only a Black base for his candidacy, then the possibili-

ty of a viable rainbow coalition will be foreclosed for at

least another generation; we will continue to alternate

between conservative destructiveness and liberal

stasis.

Of course the most likely winners of the Democratic

nomination are far preferable to Ronald Reagan. But

even Gary Hart, with all his talk of the Party of the

Future, is only an intelligent liberal who has adapted

himself to the conservative agenda. Any such

presidency could only be a stopgap.

The facts, after all, are simple. Since the death of

FDR, the Democratic Party has won a majority of the

popular vote in only two of nine presidential elections,

only once handsomely (and the second win was by a

man we would once have thought of as a rather de-

cent liberal Republican).

"A just society,

a peaceful

world"

Nowhere in the Democratic Parly today is there any

candidate other than Jesse Jackson who gives the

faintest hope of permanently reversing the fortunes of

the Party, or liberalism, or of anything to the Left of

that.

As for George McGovern, the most obvious alter-

native for progressives, he is certainly a decent man
who is "right" on most of the issues. But issues are

only secondarily what politics is about, especially in a

time of crisis. Primarily politics, as Ronald Reagan has

well understood, is about consciousness and action:

how we change the one by engaging in the other.

A vote for McGovern is a vote neither for mobilizing

action, nor for a change in consciousness. It is a vote

for nostalgia; a confirmation that for many Americans

on the Left, true happiness can only be attained by

losing.

Jesse Jackson's campaign, contrarily, is not about

adopting other people's agenda, or being right, or los-

ing honorably. He alone among the candidates is try-

ing to mobilize the unmobilized to change their lives.

The votes he gets are not "thrown away" in the con-

ventional sense by which we apply that phrase to

voting for also-rans. They are expressions of deter-

mination and hope, and a clearcut signal for the

future, to those excluded people who are looking for

that signal.

But... as a Hymie myself, I cannot evade the ob-

vious issue, nor should anyone. Four things, it seems
to me, must be said. The first is that Jesse Jackson is

not an anti-Semite. Anti-Semites intend derogation,

and do not apologize for it by saying they didn't mean
anything by it. Jackson has made his apology clear,

and that issue ought to be settled, regardless of how
much we wish he had confronted and settled it

sooner. One apology per error is exactly as many as

are required.

Thus we must join with him in protesting against

what he rightfully calls his "hounding" by the media
wolfpack. And it's worth remembering that there's

only one candidate in the Democratic race who in vir-

tually every campaign speech he makes identifies

Jews as a specific element of his coalition - of the

Rainbow Coalition. That candidate is Jesse Jackson.

Second, the response of certain Jewish organiza-

tions and their spokesmen to the Jackson campaign
has been contemptible (and I do not speak here of the

J.D.L.). It is impossible to forgive persons such as

Nathan Perlmutter and Hyman Bookbinder, who have

the chutzpah to tell us what Jackson's positions and
statements mean to "the Jews," when thousands of

us Jews find those positions and statements not only

sensible but vitally in our interest as we see it.

Who elected Perlmutter and Bookbinder to speak

for "Jews." Who made them the judges of what is

"Good for the Jews" and "Bad for the Jews?" They
have stereotyped all of us; they do that more than

anyone else does it int his day and age; and thus they

have become our own worst enemy.

Understanding

Third, Jesse Jackson's most serious error - and it is

not yet clear that he is aware of this - is to take the

Perimutters and Bookbinders of this world at their

word when they claim to speak for Jewry: and so to

imitate their kind of stereotyping, identifying a

"Jewish" this and a "Jewish" that when he is only

talking about this person or that organization.

They do it with malice aforethought; he does it out

of naivete and habit. However, though we expect no
better from them, we must expect better from him. A
leader takes on responsibilities, and this leader's

responsibility is to learn not to make the kind of insen-

sitive stereotyping statements that needlessly en-

danger the movement he leads. This is his obligation

to the Rainbow Coalition.

Finally, and above all, white members of the Rain-

bow Coalition have an obligation too. It is an obliga-

tion of understanding, to begin with. As a Black col-

league has written, "Jewish and other white sup-

porters of Jackson's programs and goals are now in

the position that Black Americans have been in for

decades, i.e., forced to assess the importance of a

candidate's policies while conceding the candidate's

shortcomings.

Blacks have never had the choice of a white

presidential candidate who stood unequivocally for

Black aspirations, and who was not without some
taint of racial antagonism or insensitivity. Coalitions

across racial lines are burdened by three hundred

years of history."

Out of this understanding we must make our com-
mitment clear. American white progressives must

now demonstrate for all to see that we are serious

about social transformation: that in the pithy words of

Ronald Reagan, we Intend to stay the course. It could

be said that that's an obligation we owe to Jesse

Jackson, for coming forward when leadership was
needed, to face what he knew would be an un-

parallelled degree of exposure, harassment, and death

threats for a presidential candidate.

But that is not really the point. If we really want to

change the shape of the future, this is an obligation

we owe to ourselves.
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Anti-semitism and racism are twins; children of the

same mating whose father is Hatred bred upon his

concubine Ignorance. They have no place in civilized

societies, much less in an institution of higher learn-

ing. Those who one night paint swastikas on the door

of a Jewish student will on the next night burn a cross

at the door of a Black.

We strongly support Chancellor Duffy's une-

quivocal and immediate response to the three recent

acts of anti-semitism here. We agree that the

perpetrators, when and if they are found, be at least

expelled if they cannot be jailed. The community will

be a healthier place.

Some of us are Jewish, some Black, others Cauca-
sian. We all with a single voice deplore and condemn
this mindless, vicious and hurtful behavior.

Editor's Note: Nummo News, speaking for our com-
munity completely supports the above statement.
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Yours, Mine -

Ours
by Tracey Bryant
Nummo Staff Editorial

In "takin a solo/a poetic possibility/a poetic im-

perative," Ntozake Shange points out that we, as a

people do not demand the "singularity" - personal

style, uniqueness, from our writers that we expect
from our musicians. She says, "we cd all sound the

same, come from the same region, be the same
gender, born the same year. 8- though none of the

above is true, a black writer can get away with/ab

scond & covet for him or herself /the richness of his or

her person /long before a black musican or singer cd."

She continued "...that means ther is absolutely no
acceptance of bik personal reality.... as a people we
have so claimed 'the word'/we dont even pay atten-

tion to who is speakin...."

Ntozake Shange's point, though wonderfully made,
is not mine. I feel that the reality she discusses is

fading, and a sadder one is replacing it.

Shange says, "if i asked: is this james brown or Clif-

ford Jordan? you wd know, if i said: is this fletcher

henderson's band or the black byrds? you wd
know.... /pick one, ayler or coltrane....charlie parker

or ben webster. most of you wd know....you never

doubt bessie smith's voice....we wd all know/..."

My point is "no," we no longer know. If she was
disappointed by the monolithic treatment afforded our

writers, imagine how she would feel to learn that \^e

do not know Ayler from Coltrane, or Parker from

Webster; and some of us only know James Brown
from Clifford Jordan because we wouldn't know Clif-

ford Jordan from himself.

And if someone says Bessie Smith, we automatical-

ly say "Blues" or "Jazz," without even recognizing

the sound of her voice.

Our history and culture is becoming monolithic to

us, because we are not marking it. We allow others to

judge it, describe it and define it; while we wander
down many obscure paths searching for some elusive

formula for success; that couldn't possibly have

anything to do with our past, or present selves.

We are losing something very precious and when
they redefine it, we will be able to feel the injustice,

but not explain it.

On the last televised music awards show (-1 think it

was the Grammys,) they redefined gospel music.

They had one category called "Gospel," in which

primarily white performers competed, singing gospel

more sedately than in its original form. And then a

category entitled, "Soul Gosp>el" for primarily Black

performers who sang gospel in its traditional form.

Gospel music is a Black art form. What they have

done, or are trying to do - is fundamentally redefine

gospel music and its origins - by calling and using a

derivative of the original gospel sound as the base or

fundamental premise; while calling the traditional,

original music a derivative.

Thus the focus and original meaning - the initial

thrust of the music is lost. And another great art form

or achievement is attributed to false authors, while the

real innovators, creators - owners, are robbed.

That is why it is so important to have an Annual

Black Musicians Conference, and Black Classical

(Jazz) programming on WMUA. We should also have

an Annual Black Writers Conference (at UMass), a

Black Dance Conference for the area, and a Black Ar-

tists Conference. We should also have programs and

conferences for the artistic expression of other Third

World and ethnic groups.

UMass and the Pioneer Valley are better than most

schools and areas in their presentation of many
diverse cultural programs. But having all these con-

ferences, concerts and classes is ineffective if we do

not attend, encourage and support them.

We as a community at UMass have many resources

we are not fully utilizing; we tend to leave the burden

of running our organizations and putting on such pro-

grams to a few. The more people involved in organiza-

tions and programs, the less work and time depletion

for everyone; (and the better qualityof what is produc-

ed).

Colleges are institutions of learning and while

academics is the focal point of the college career,

there are many more facets involved in true education

and knowledge. Even if people do not have the time or

energy to participate in organizations and the planning

of the events, students should feel it their duty, as well

as a pleasure to support these programs.

What Is not used is taken away; and that much

harder to reclaim I

Scene from "The Arrow That Kills With Love, " performed

Saturday afternoon in Bowker Auditorium.

TV
Bound

by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Reporter

The Black Mass Communications Project, which for

years has offered the valley music and education over

WMUA radio, has begun a video and television pro

ject called the BMCP-TV production network. Direc

tor Raymond H. Giles, said the project was developed

to do video promotional production for Third World

organizations in the area.

Giles stated that the production network has been

under consideration for two years, but the actual plan

ning and development of the project began this

semester. The network will be operated by a produc

tion crew of producers, directors, actors, and writers

that Giles is in the process of coordinating.

If the network is to be successful, the production

crew must "work with a team concept," said Giles.

"We must work closely together to produce quality

programs that will benefit our organizations." The

crew is being trained by the Union Video Center, and

Giles added that there are still positions available for

Third World students interested in becoming involved

with the network.

"Television is the most important medium of our

time," said Giles. It is imperative that Third World

students, especially those majoring in Communica-

tions, learn about television production on a first hand

basis. "Although radio has proven very valuable, TV

has a much higher potential for expansion," said

Giles.

BMCP-TV is working with UVC to produce pro-

grams that will be aired on Student Union and Cam-

pus Center television. The network is also currently

negotiating with area cable companies to develop pro-

grams to be aired on cable stations. Giles says that

working with cable can help the network develop pro-

grams of professional quality.

T;>e network is considering programming of

news/ documentaries, campus-wide events, theatrical

productions and possibly national events. If

everything goes according to schedule, programming

should begin in mid-November, with the first produc-

tion to be a documentary on the Augusta Savage

Memorial Art Gallery in New Africa House.

Giles thanks CCEBMS for helping to plan the pro-

duction network. For more information and crew ap-

plications, contact Raymond Giles at the BMCP of-

fice, SUB 402, 5-2426

Scene from "Paint Your Face On A Drowning In The River,"

performed Sat. night in Bowker Auditorium.

photos by Ed Cohen

Native
American

Theatre

African

Students

Association

The statement of purpose reads: to create, foster

and cement closer relationships among African

students on campus; to encourage them to study the

fundamental problems facing the African countries

and to suggest solutions for these problems; to

disseminate true and adequate information about the

African people, their history, culture, traditions, pro-

blems and aspirations; to foster and cement greater

understanding and cooperation with the American

people in general and the University community in

particular.

These goals are noble for a newl" formed non-

budgeted organization. With zeal and determination,

though, the African Students Association (ASA)

strives to offer what educational and cultural events it

can.

While "this all depends on money," Mulu Geta,

President of the ASA reaffirms existing members'

committment "to make the org lization real strong,

to disseminate true (African) cul ire, drive and deter-

mination and their struggle" witnin the college com-

munity.

The ASA is a Five-College organization with a pre-

sent membership of 65 Africans who study and live in

the area. It extends associate membership to Afro-

American students as well, and feels a duty to create

closer ties to address U.S. "ignorance of the African

continent, to deconstruct the kind of thinking" that

defines African and other Third World peoples as in-

herently backward, not taking into consideration cen-

turies of economic and cultural exploitation.

Because the ASA did not form until the Spring of

1983, it missed the 1983-4 SGA budget deadline. For

the next year the organization will have to approach

scheduling of events "program by program." The

ASA asks for help from other organizations to co-

sponsor or to grant monies for such propsed events as

a panel discussion on the crisis in the Horn of Africa

and an African UN representative's visit.

Geta acknowledges not only the many limits facing

the organization, but members' perseverance as well,

saying, "Of course, we're used to that; Africans are

trained by the best professor-that's poverty."

The ASA thanks the Afro-Am Department for sup-

plying an office, 423 New Africa House, and extends

an invitation to any ari c" rrercstr-" students to call

5-0210 or to stop by Tor intormation.
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Women's Community Theater ond Mossochusem Foundotlon for Humonltle:* 6 Public Policy, Inc

Present

HANDS IN THE MIRROR
by Leona Nicholas Welch

A dramatic dance poem celebrating

the lives of old black women

Directed by Ingrid C. Askew
Choreographed by Patti O'Neal
Photography by Kathryn Kirk

NUMMO NEWS hopes

Judy and Tracey have

great vacations;

The Zone

395 Dwight St., Springfield

March 16, 17, 23, 24 8-OOpm

March 18,25 2=00pm

Tickets- $3-5.00 sliding scale

$2.00 stnHpnfc;

they deserve it!t
IT PAYS TO LEARN

An Anniversary and an Objective

I o*c-

; so-> - a- r-r xtntfv College

ja~c6 J? ruf Jackson Cam-

pnoto by Ed Cohen

by Danette Wilson
Nummo Staff

This year, the Asian American Student Association

(AASA) celebrates its tenth anniversary, since its con-

ception in 1974. "Its main objective is to unite all Asian

American students on this campus." "It's purpose is

to help all members achieve a better understanding of

their culture." AASA has also influenced some

students to join the Senate.

The co-chairpersons are Michael Wong and Carolyn

Lee. The organization was formed by some of the

UMass faculty, who were first students. There are

about 30 active members. At the first meeting there

were about 90 students who attended;there is a lot of

student impact which is hidden because many of the

students are shy and this is a large institution.

Co-chairperson, Michael Wong, feels that "If

students want to become American citizens, they

should be aware and know about the country and the

politics of the country." Letters are sent to the SGA to

make them aware of the accomplishments of the

organization.

There is close contact with the Asian faculty,

because of the need for their suport. Many people

have helped the organizaton along, like Judy Toyama
and Jeffrey Mar among others.

In commemoration of this special year the AASA
are sponsoring a series of events: (See Announce-

ment Pages for more details.)

J

Michael Wong, co-chairperson of the Asian American Stu-

dent Association <J«cus»6d the historical and current con-

text of the organizatkxi. photo by Ed Cohen

/ FOR AN two TO REAGANISiyk ^. \

1 BUILD THE RAINBOW COALITION ]

WOTE FOR JACKSON'^
GIVE THE DEMOCRATIC PARTYA CHANCE

We support Reverend Jesse Jackson as the Democratic Party candidate for

the President of the United States because the great danger facing the

American people in this election year is the continuation of the policies Ronald

Reagan has so deftly foisted upon this nation, with the begrudging but

"bipartisan consensus" of Republicans and Democrats. Following the pollsters

instead of risking leadership, too many Democrats have played tame puppy to

the Reagan wolfhound.

THE ONLY WAY TO STOP RONALD REAGAN AND HIS DISAS-

TROUS POLICIES IS THROUGH A REVITALIZED DEMOCRATIC
PARTY. NO DEMOCRAT OTHER THAN JESSE JACKSON IS INSPIR-

ING A MOVEMENT OF AMERICANS WHO HAVE GIVEN UP ON OR
NEVER BEFORE BEEN INVOLVED IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS.
THESE ARE THE PEOPLE OF THE RAINBOW — BLACK, WHITE,

BROWN, RED, AND YELLOW-WHO REPRESENT THE FOUNDATION
FOR REAL CHANGE IN THE PARTY AND THE COUNTRY. ONLY THE
RAINBOW COALITION CAN REDRAW THE POLITICAL LANDSCAPE
AND GIVE PEACE AND JUSTICE A CHANCE.
A vote for Jackson is a vote for a domestic policy committed to basic economic security,

fundamental democracy, and equal protection under the law for all Americans A vote for

Jackson is a vote for a foreign policv based on mutual respect, reciprocity, negotiating, and

the measuring of human rights by one yardstick, A vote for Jackson is a vote for a new

empowerment of women of women, Blacks, Hispamcs, and all those desirous of and striving

for a new Democratic Party and a new future for America.

Instead of a vote for Gary Hart, which is a vote for ambition masquerading as a new

vision or a vote for Walter Mondale. which is a vote for the erstwhile front-runner; or a vote

for George McGovern. whose perspective is so close to Reverend Jacksons. but who will no

. longer be a candidate on March 14

/NSdrVOTE FOR THE FUTURE
I ^^r VOTE FOR CHANGE
VvOTE FOR JESSE JACKSON

These are Jesse Jackson's positions
on the central issues:

PEACE AND DISARMAMENT
Peace — As President one of my first acts would be to launch an unprecedented and
aggressive peace campaign to put a halt to the nuclear arms race and establish a

speedy but rational process for arms reductions i would never endanger this nation s

security but we must be willing to take some risks for peace

Peace

^ JESSE
^ JACKSON
^ for PRESIDENT

^ Massachusetts
Democratic Primary

MARCH 13, 1984

MX, Other Weapons — I oppose the f^X missile, the B i Bomber, the Neutron Bomb
and deployment of the Pershing and Cruise missiles in Western Europe

DOMESTIC POLICY
THE ECONOMY
Full Employrrtent — There is no more pressing domestic issue than to put America
back to work' I would enact a new. full employment policy and program to assure a

productive lOb for everyone willing and able to work.'

Budget Deficits — To eliminate the deficit I would increase taxes for corporations
and wealthy individuals, reduce unemployment and reform farm policy I support the
elimination of the massive waste fraud and abuse in the military and a cut m military

spending

Reindustriaiixe and Rebuild America's Cities — President Reagan gave the

corporations and the rich most of the S750 billion, three year tax break Rather than
remdustrialize reeducate and retrain workers they used the money to engage m
record mergers, replace workers with machines and ship American |obs to cheap labor
markets abroad i would tie tax breaks to remduslnaiizing America and rebuilding
Americas cities

WOMEN
Equal Rights Amendment — Without passage of ERA over half of our nations
population IS denied equal protection under the law Additionally, seventy percent of

all poor children live in a household headed by a woman Thus, if women are left

unprotected they cannot protect their families And. if the American family cannot be
protected, our children cannot be protected

"

Economic Equity Act — The federal government should e'^tabltsh strong criteria to

assure equal pay for jobs of comparable value I would support all legislation designed
to achieve that end in addition, I believe the Justice Department should bo creative
and intervene by filing Amicus Curiae briefs on behalf of women to force government
and the private sector to equalize pay for women
Reproductive Rights — "I support the right of a free choice relative to ahortion I am
opposed to the Hyde Amendment because it denies equal protection unocr the law to

poor people I oppose a Constitutional Amendment outlawmq abortion because ones
personal or private religious or moral views should not ho imposed on public policy

'

JOIN US AND VOTE FOR JESSE JACKSON
MASSACHUSETTS DEMOCRATIC

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT
Energy — 'Nuclear cnerny is too costly and too dangerous It is not a question of

whether we will switch to the s=<fer and more economical forms of renewable energy,
but how quickly and how orderly we will make the transition

Environment — Corporations can no longer be allowed to poison the earth,
contaminate the water and pollute the air at cost of life If another nation would do
that they would call it chemical warfare and it would be disallowed

'

FOREIGN POLICY
EL SALVADOR
We must stand with the church and the poor of El Salvador m their fight for justice

rather than the oppression of the landed gentry American economic and military aid
to El Salvador must be linked to Improvements in its human rights record

NICARAGUA
America should not be trampling on its ideals and democratic principles by covertly

attempting to overthrow the Nicaragua Government A )ust settlement can be
negotiated m Nicaragua with creative and courageous leadership on all sides
MIDDLE EAST
'Israel must be allowed to exist within secure and internationally recognized borders
The Palestinians must have the right to self determination or a homeland The
sovreignity of Lebanon must be respected and Lebanon must not be partitioned We
must have normalized ties with the Arab world — our interests are too many and our
friends are too few and we must talk to the PLO America must use its diplomatic,
economic and military might to reconcile the warring factions — just like President
Carter at Camp David reconciled Egypt and Israel

SOUTH AFRICA
"We cannot define democracy as maionty rule in North America, and th^n define
democracy as minority rule in South Africa We cannot maintain our moral authority if

we impose economic sanctions against Poland when that country suppresses a
Solidarity labor movement and imposes martial law but then become the number one
trading partner with South Africa when it crushes a solidarity labor movement.
imposes martial law and denies Blacks basic human rights and dignity

GRENADA
Vietnam was popular lor a while, but it was wrong Nixon was popular for a while but

he was wrong The invasion and occupation of little Grenada may have been politically
popular, but it was wrong

"

ON TUESDAY, MARCH 13 IN THE
PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY!!

Bsalrit Oonialar. UM
Carolyn Clart<, UM
Oudlay Bridqns UM
Arthur R Jackton, UM
Rudolph Jor^as, UM
Cugana Tadamaru, UM
Judith Toyama. UM
Fradarick C Tlllls. UM
Rudlr>a Slm%. UM
Earl Brown. UM
Archia Shapp. UM
Bruca Ttlknas. UM
Donald St Mary. UM
Jaan Cuni«. UM
Roban Craad, UM
Joyca Dnvlln, MHC
Maradith MIchaait, MHC
Marqo Cullay. UM
Charlat Cutlar. SO
Dan Clltron, MHC
Chatlar Davit, UM
Palmr OErrIco, UM
Chrim Oa2arn, SC
David OuBols, UM
Jaan Balhka Elthlain, UM
Edarard Escobar. MHC
Kannath Faarn. SC
Ann Farguson. UM
Mary Flalchar, UM
MIchaal Ford, HC

Paid for by Jesse Jackson

Sylvta Forman. UM
Howard Gadlin. UM
Mary Jacob. MHC
Angal Nialo. UM
Michael WolM. UM
Laura Holland. UM
Richard Ammons. AC
John Brigham. UM
Nelson AcoM*. UM
Latia Ahmad. UM
Ernast Allan. UM
Ingrid Babb Bracey. UM
Paul Barrows. UM
Randall Raniatl. SC
Leonard B;ishin. HC
Dan Baumar. SC
Pagqy Baumar. SC
Joyca Barkman. 1IM
len Barkman. SC
Dorcns Bowlas, SC
John Bracay. UM
Judith Braniburg. UM
Josa Bou, UM
Johnalla Bullor, SC
MIchaal Tartar Sf.

Susan Cartar SC
John Brown ChlldS. AC
Dan Ciawson UM
Martha T voM, AC
JaHray Fta<a UM
Moms l,*/«TOWil/ SC

for President o o WiHum

UM
UM

Robarl Paynl>>r UM
Joseph T Skprralt Jr , UM
William Darily. UM
Evanqalina R Oarily. MHC
Arlana Raavns, UM
Floyd H Martin Jr UM
Charles Bodhi, UM
Castellano Turner. UM
Cheryl Ann Stanley. UM
Mary Lyias Frya. HC
Stephen Arons. UM
Gloria Boyar. UM
Jerry Svejkovsky UM
Fannetta S McLean.
I ucie Sierra Stamos.
Steve Stamos. UM
Chrlsllria Harrington. UM
James Dorranca Hill. UM
Harry Seymour. UM
Charlena Seymour, UM
Nelson Stevens. UM
Gareth Matthews. UM
I uther Allen UM
Kathleen Enqel SC
Jean GrosshnlK. MMC
Diane ManrMn. UM
Halhlaen McOonough UM
CMartas Moran. UM
Ma irrce tssarman. SC
fl O •«atnr> MHC
Alitr' I «# rowilr SC

Slrirkl.iii.1 ' vV.': :••• •

Donna Lee Kurkul. SC
Gearqe Dimock. SC
Roban Averltt. SC
LaVarna Proctor. UIM
Pat Norton. MHC
Leslie Horner, UM
Tom Ridden, SC
Joyce Abel. UM
Robert Berucha, AC
Jerry Llebling, HC
Ann Woodhull. HC
Clan Ruga. UM
Tlldle Turchlnati. UM
Harold Garrett Goodyear, MHC
Penny Gill. MHC
Ann Gordon. UM
Jole OrasharT>. UM
Orirr^thy r.raan "yC
pt.i>i„ r-.raan T,r.

e** . Uroairrvan Mt*r.
> ^.fita He<t>et MHt
Ma'oaslta HItV ••HC
Lt^rd Mowan. HC
fafrlcia MoWeoa. LNM
Rulh Hooka. UM
Thelma Grlfftlti Js*>r>s«« UM
Emma Kaplan. SC
Stdney tcaplari. UW
Sera Lennoa. UM
Jomnnm Lev»«*««*< iNM
Ma«e(ir«e Ca%*v AC

Jonathan Lipman. MHC
John Lopes. UM
James Manwall. UM
Luther Allen. UM
Luia Fuenies, UM
Kathy Walsh, UM
Ellen McCrackan. UM
Joa I Landas, HC
Fred Weaver. HC
Frank Holmqulst. HC
Cell Hall. UM
David Zuccalo. UM
Lynn Hanley. HC
Meddle Marqiier. UM
Rotinrto Marritier HC
Irma Mel a-.-i- Alien, UM
Oele Mel' K-' !»••

Sairlnrta. Me»:j UM
lee« Mus« UM
t '^tar von Murphy. 5C
Ju«- - rtalsof tIM
So»i> H>nf:y UM
Cyr*«t**a Pa* aartj UM
Paler Park UM
Lorna Pefe«%r>M. SC
Car-aid Piatt Utf
Ct«arlo<la Ra«>aim UM
Creq Rolkaris UM
riv<»««««s Woapar l#M
Jint »»ott-awbarg AC

Lisa Selkirk. UM
Ann Shanahan. SC
Sandra Lauderdale Graham.
MHC
Carlyn Saltman. MHC
Michael Davis. MHC
Louise Litterick. MHC
Margaret Swillen. MHC
Joyca Devlin. MHC
George Cobb. MHC
Alan Austin UM
Joyce Austin
Nancy Fitch Hr
L aurie Nisonnlt HC
E Franr-e«. Whtre Hr
Kay Johnsor HO
Cornice P»'no-'' "**># f Hi'-

Theresa Amnii |IM
0^*e 0*n».-s,," A(
A M Babu. Ai.
/anihirf <To«i*.«y AC
fed Morion "iC
Ftobert Rakotl NC
1»«isar« Fraiy HC
Larcy Bevde MC
ArsAew Saikey n\.
Margaret Cerulto HC
Eqbal Ahmaat HC
Jeanr»e Fonda SC
Oo«taM For*«a
»»ary •ocktey SC

Nola Reinhardt. SC
John Hunt. UM
John Hicks. UM
Carol Feller. UM
Irene Nelson. UM
Ernest Gallo. UM
Anthony Barthalmy AC
Robert Moore. AC
Alice Smith. SC
Greg Speeler. MM
William S».., •••end I'"
Ting wa^ Te .. ti«»

Esther Te--,. l>V
Euqer-e T»., i ^ ti" '

M>rh-<el T*«vl>ki. i

RotovSa Of»u T''C' '

n«ck To^en«ft, CM
Jonm «»a<a*> SC
MulN Weakav ^
UM
Meyer t^ei-i'-
Ja-«i *,.., ^o
Mi..^ , ,.-,
A< A- V r

AlKer- •^ .

Arxt-aat .• — I- , ,

i "^—^l s- - I . .«, . ,

•!,«• ,t
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PRECINCT III Luther an Chur ch Loung t'(next to Mark's Meadow)

Baker
Brett

Brooks
Brown

Cashin
Chadbourne
Crabtree

Dickinson
Dwight

Field

(Torman

Grayson
Greenough

Hamlin

Johnson

Knowl ton

Leach
Lewis

Mary Lyon
McNainara

lliatcher

liM. Univ. Apartments

Van Meter North
Van Meter South

Webste.r

Wheeler

VOTE.,.

VOTE,,,
Polls open at 7 a.r.i. mi tlosf- at B ]>.'."

Go to the Poll where you arr registered to vote

No identitication is nt^cessary

Independents can vote la the Dcnioci.ir-: liin/iry

PRECINCT IV oane.s Corimunitv Center

John Quincy Adams
John Adams

Cance
Coo] idge

Cran'.pton

Kirif'!"sori

Jami.""T.

Iota Gamma Upsilon

Kappn K.ippa Cairun.i

John F. Kenni dv

i. ;!tb<la Chi Alpha
Lr:-..1Ch

'. in; ' • Apartments

Mac Kin: u

Mt_'Tvil.)c

Fatt^. •^.

Phi Mu Delta
^'h1 Sij:;ma Kappa
PI Kappa Alpha
Pitrrpont
Vri rice

Theta Chi

Tlu.reau

George Washington

VOTE,,,

VOTE!
Any further quest ion- -Cai 1 the Town Clerk

^^^^j».^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^¥¥^-»¥¥»-¥
WORKS BY WOMEN OF COLOR
will be shown by the Augusta Savage Gallery

MARCH 8-31, in the New Africa House in

celebration of International Women's Week.

The exhibit features the work of Tomie Arai,

Josely Carvalho, Marina Gutierrez, and Cyn-

thia Hawkins, all New York artists, and is the

collective result of the International

Women's Week Coalition, funded by the a

UMass Arts Council grant.

THURSDAY, MARCH 8: will be an opening

reception from 4-6:30 PM.

The gallery is open Monday-Friday, 10:00

AM-4:00 PM.

ALL FOUR WOMEN WILL BE SPEAKING

When: Wed., March 14

Where: Rm. 315 New Africa House
Time: 7:00 P.M.

FOUR VIEWS : FOUR WOMEN photos by Ed Cohen

Come join our

staff

get involved

* Announcements *

Everyone

has talent;

Utilize yours

in your

community

newspapers.

Nummo News
needs You:

Black Affairs

needs You

Nwnmo Neus needs

writers mdphotographers

Nimimo News is ti particular need

ofa Fhoto Editor.

GometotheNimmo o/fice

10€pp^

On Friday, March 16 at 8:00 PM world

famous saxophonist Archie Shepp will be in

concert with international artists Emery

Smith on Piano, Avery Sharps and Fred

Gibbs on Bass, and Percussionist J.R. Mit-

chell.

Poet Andrew Salkey will be reading some of

his outstanding works. Drummer Will Pye,

will be on hand with the NTU Ensemble,

groups Ethnic Funk, Fred Clayton Trio and

other guests artists to provide an entertaining

and exciting evening of music.

The location of the program is the Unitarian

Meeting Houdse in the center of Amherst.

Admission is $5.00 and proceeds will go to

the Ken Thorne Defense Fund.

RAINBOW COALITION T-SHIRTS
for the Jesse Jackson Campaign, $8.50.

Money goes to the campaign. Call the Office

of Third World Affairs at 5-2517.

Voting

Transportation
The Students for Jesse Jackson will be pro-

viding vans to transport UMass Jackson sup-

porters to and from the polls Tuesday, March

13.

The vans will run every 15 minutes from the

New Africa House in Central Area to the

Fraternity/ Sorority Park Circle PVTA bus

stop to the Sylvan bus stop in front of Cashin

dormitory on to the polls at Marks Meadow
Elementary School. From there vans will

continue on to the Northeast Residential bus

stop across from Knowlton dormitory, down
to the Fine Arts Center, then to the

horseshoe in Southwest, and on to the

Bangs Community Center voting polls; (The

back to the New Africa House).

Registered voters must have positive I.D.

with name and address (i.e. drivers's license,

gas or electric bill) to verify registration.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
HOSTS SUMMER JAZZ WORKSHOP
The University of Massachusetts at Amherst

announces the seventh annual Jazz in July

workshop to be held on the Amherst campus

July 9-20, 1984. Featuring the Billy Taylor

Trio and other nationally acclaimed jazz

artist-faculty. Jazz in July offers a unique op-

portunity for instrumentalists and vocalists to

improve their skills in jazz improvisation

through summer coursework in jazz theory,

composition and arranging; seminars and

small combo rehearsals with professional

coaches; evening performances by outstan-

ding jazz artists; and informal jam sessions.

Particpants are selected on the basis of an

application and a taped audition.

PRELIMINARY DEADLINE FOR APPLICA-

TIONS IS APRIL 2.

Good Luck,

Kappa pledges.

Come and meet the "SCROLLERS" Club a
the Theta lota Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi's

Stepshow and PARTYII

The men will be "stepping out" on Friday

March 30th at the Worcester Dining Com
mon. 10 p.m. -5a.m. Donation at the door

D.J. will be D.R. and some of the areas finest

D.J.'s. All are invited to attend.

YVONNE' S PLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include:

Fried Chicken

Island Cumed Fish

Vegitarian Platter

Fri£d Rice

Curry

Thursday - Friday

Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

.]lB^i^: 'MW^

vi

.^*»

^

f'-^-:^

Basement of the New Africa House

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BESTM
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irAnnouncements icAnnouncements^

Thursday, March 29

"THE CRISIS IN THE CONTEMPORARY
CARIBBEAN."
A lecture by Franklin W. Knight, John

Hopkins University.

8:00 PM in the West Lecture Room, Franklin

Patterson Hall, Hampshire College. A recep-

tion will follow.

Presented by the Five College Faculty

Seminar in Black Studies.

*
NEW FIVE COLLEGE THIRD WORLD
THEATRE DEVELOPMENT FUND
ESTABLISHED
A sum of money up to $500 annually will be

made available as a loan by the Third World

Theatre Sjtjcommittee of the Five College

^heatre Committee, in support of Third

World theatr 'he Five Colleges. The loan

will be gram to persons in need of initial

funding supp'..t for research and planning

Third World theatre educational and perfor-

rtiance projects Income from realized pro-

jects initially assisted by a Five College Third

theatre development loan will in turn be ex-

pected to be use to repay the loan to the

Subcommittee to enable that money to be

recirculated lor further encouragement of

other Third World theatre projects

Any Five College student or staff member is

eligible to apply for the loan. For further in-

formation contact: Daphne Reed Five Col-

lege Office E27A Machmer Hall 545-2191 or

253-3354

Women's Community Theater presents:

'HANDS IN THE MIRROR" by Leona N.

VVeich, a Dance/Theater piece that

celebrates the lives of old Black women.

Directed by ingrid Askew, choreography by

Patti O'Neil.

At the Zone, 395 Dwight St., Spr-

ingfield, MA: March 16, 17, 23 and 24 at 8

PM and March 18 and 25 at 2 PM.

Tickets can be purchased at the Hampden

Box Office in Southwest, UMass or at the

door. For more information call 256-8397.

RESUME + INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
When:Mon. March 12th at 7:30 pm

Where: Malcom X Center, Southwest

Juniors -»- Seniors check it out!!

Refreshments will be served!!

GULLAHI by Alice Childress

8 p.m. -PLAY

Thurs. -Sat., April 5-7, & 14, Hampden

Theater, UMass.

Support

Groups
SUPPORT GROUP FOR BATTERED
WOMEN
The Counseling Program at Everywoman's

Center, UMass will be sponsoring a support

group for women who are in abusive relation-

ships, to begin in late February (dates to be

announced.)
The group, which will run for eight weeks,

will focus on some common issues facing

women in abusive relationships. Confiden-

tiality is assured. For more information and to

register for the group, please call

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883. The

number of EWC's 24-HOUR CRISIS LINE for

victims of violence is 545-0800.

To: AASA members and new students

1984 marks the 10th anniversary of the foun-

ding of the organization. In conjunction with

that., we have planned 3 major events and

will need the support of everyone to make

this anniversary a memorable and significant

one. Some important dates to remember:

MARCH 12-15 "Asian Film Festival Week"

APRIL 20 (Friday)"Asian Night" followed by

a PARTY! More People are still needed!

*
The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center is seeking interns and

volunteers to work during the spring

semester.

The Program is designed to identify and meet

the needs of working women through educa-

tion, advocacy, organizing and information

sharing. CREDIT is available for students and

some WORK-STUDY money may be

available. For more information contact Myra

Hindus at EWC, 545-0883.

•
The Working Women's Program and the

Resource /Referral Center will be co-

sponsoring an appearance by Judy Nor-

sigian, co-author of "Our Bodies,

Ourselves." Ms. Norsigian will discuss some
important reproductive health concerns for

women, at 7:30 PM in rms. 174-176 of the

Campus Center, UMass.
For more information contact Everywoman's

Center at 545-0883.

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center will be offering a SUP-

PORT GROUP FOR WOMEN IN THE

TRADES (construction Worker, painter,

plumbers, electricians, maintenance

workers, etc.)

This group will focus on issues facing women

doing non-traditional jobs and provide a net-

work for women, as well as support.

The group resumed February 2, 1984 at 5

p.m. and will run for eight weeks. For more

information call 545-0883.

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center is distributing free

copies of nine FACT SHEETS CONCERNING

WOMEN'S SAFETY AND HEALTH ON THE

JOB. Available on request through the

Working Women's Program at EWC. Dona-

tions are welcomed. For more information

please call 545-0883

SALES MERCHANDISER
for the Pillsbury Co.

Student will be responsible for the merchan-

dising and selling of Pillsbury products in

assigned retail outlets in a way that will

create consumer impact.

DEADLINE: April 27, 1984

$250.00/week plus a mileage reimburse-

ment, July-December, 1984 in Hartford CT,

Southern CT.

APPLICANT CRITERIA: Completion of

Junior year of study, majoring in Marketing

or Food Marketing with a 3.0 GPA. Use of a

car and a valid driver's license are required.

To apply visit the Co-op Office) at 110

Thompson.

WORKSTUDY SECRETARIAL POSITION

for the Third World Theater, starting Spring

semester 1984.

Reliability and efficiency required.

Contact: Dian Mandle, Third World

Theater,203 Hasbrouck or phone 545-0190,

Mon.-Fri., 8:30 AM-1:45 PM.

Jobs
GENERAL STAFF ASSISTANT/
WORKSTUDY,
needed for publicity and production work.

Reliability and efficiency required

Contact Dian Mandle 545-0190.

R.A. POSITIONS
1984-1985

ORCHARD HILL/CENTRAL
Qualifications: Knowledge of campus
resources, desire to foster individual growth

and community development, cross-cultural

awareness, sensitivity to diverse lifestyles

and at least a 2.2 CUM.

BENEFITS: Full rent waiver, single room,

cash stipend and staff development oppor-

tunities.

DUE: 5:00 PM, MARCH 12 at Residence

Director's apartment.

An Affirmative Action /Equal Opportunity

Employer.

The Massachusetts Daily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

Collegian
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Campaigns
prepare last

minute push
By PETKR ABRAHAM
Collej^an Staff

Massachusetts campais:n workers for the

five Democratic presidential hopefuls said

yesterday that issues, not personalities, are

coming to the forefront as voters in 13

states prepare to make pivotal decisions in

today's "Super Tuesday" primary elections.

Former South Dakota Sen. George

McGovern was the only candidate who
campaigned in Massachusetts yesterday,

rallying support in both Boston and

Springfield while Gary Hart. Walter

Mondale, Rev. Jesse Jackson and John

Glenn campaigned in the South.

Springfield Hart campaign worker Dan

Calegari said that issues are becoming more

important because of his man. "Gary Hart

is th«- only candidate who has stuck to

pushing the is.sues. He's the only candidate

with a chance to defeat Reagan in

November." Calegari said. "Mondale said

he had a chance, but that's a big lie. Reagan

is our opponent now."

Mondale supporters at the University of

Massachusetts said the momentum Hart

gained when he won the important New
Hampshire primary is fading.

"The popularity Hart enjoyed after New-

Hampshire is leveling off," said Mondale

supporter Margret Maxwell. "We're not

happy about the polls (that show Hart

leading by 20 percent), but they don't elect

the candidates, people do, and from what

we've .seen, a lot of them are undecided.

"People today have come up to our table,

talked about the issues and read our

literature. When people know what

Mondale stands for, he'll get the votes.

"

said Maxwell.

Mike Nauls. a UMass student for Jesse

Jackson, said that his table was also flooded

with questions about Jackson the candidate

they support.

"People are making the decision on who to

vote for soon and now they're getting in

formation to make a good decision, " said

Nauls. "Those undecided people will make

or break this election. We're confident."

The McGovern headquarters in Nor-

thampton was empty except for worker

Jessica Smith, (everybody else was at the

rally in Springfield), but she said that the

1972 Democratic presidential candidate will

do well in the Bay state.

"We're really coming together now ." said

Smith. "He' (McGovern) is in the state

campaigning and that will help a lot. The

polls are off, he's still in the race and will do

well here."

All of the workers for the respective

candidates said they would spend much of

today phoning voters, offering rides to the

polls, greeting voters at polling places,

handing out leaflets and talking up their

man to potential voters before setting in

front of the television tonight to watch the

results.

Nauls expressed the sentiment of most of

the campaign workers saying, "A lot of

states will be voting, it's Super Tuesday

and all, but if my candidate does well in

Massachusetts I'll feel all the time and

effort has been worth it. It's just tough

waiting to see what happens."

INSIDE:
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UP ON THE ROOF — A worker from the Komosa Construction Com-
pany 8win|!^8 his hammer yesterday on this Amherst buildinfi^ site.

Referenda on SGA ballot
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
('ollegian Staff

Students voting for the next Student

Government Association (SGA) President

today, will also have the chance to respond

to three referendum questions, including an

idea to change the Minuteman mascot,

input on the bus schedules, and student

government adequacy.

A group of students last semester brought

the idea to change the mascot, input on the

bus schedules, and student government
adequacy.

A group of students last semester brought

the idea to change the mascot to the SGA
because they found that it was militaristic

and sexist, said Scott Stern, assistant to the

speaker. At this point in time, there are no

formal suggestions on what to change the

s\ mbol to.

The bus referendum asks voters if the

schedules should be altered to provide

better service, by either rearranging

existing runs, or increasing fees and ser-

vice. "It is to get some ideas," said Stern.

"But the survey does not mean changes will

definitely be made."

The third question, which asks students if

they feel adequately represented by the

SGA, was debated at the meeting of the

Undergraduate Student Senate last

Wednesday. Some student senators said

this particular question had negative im

p'ictions making it harder for new

students participating in the SGA. Others

>.r.iiH -Hr- «|nestion show*; '•<inc»>rn.

All of the referenda are advisory rather

than binding, and the results are considered

and voted on in th«* "^"-ite Tf • '> n'^ipj'

referendum voting results according to the

constitution, would be carried out.

. .y......v.it-i Aiva aiiu viieeK area students

'an vote iti front of the Hatch in the Student

Union today. betwe*^n '^ ^O a.m. and 4:30

p.m. Residential area students can vote

between 11:15 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. at the

following locations — Orchard Hill and

Central Area residents- Franklin Dining

Commons; Northeast and Sylvan Area

residents Worcester D.C.; Cance. Moore,

Pierpont. Washington, John Adams. John

Quincy Adams. Patterson and MacKimmie
Southwest Area residents Berkshire D.C.;

Melville. Emerson, Thoreau. James,

Crampton. CooUdge and Kennedy residents

- Hampshire D.C.

Regents

to discuss

tuition hike
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Education will debate and vote on a

proposal to regulate tuition increases at

state schools t<xiay at their monthly

meeting in Boston.

Estelle Shanley, spokesperson for the

regents, said the tuition proposal, which

has been recommended by the board's

committee, will be the main item for

discussion by the board.

"The legislation that created the Board of

Regents mandates that they come up with

some kind of blueprint to regulate tuition

policies in the future," Shanley said.

"The vote is by no means a decision to

raise tuition. That decision will come once

these guidelines are set down."

The proposal. Shanley said, will even-

tually lead into debate over raising the cost

of tuition at state schools including the

University of Massachu.setts.

Fran Pheeney. chair of the Student

Government As-scx-iation's Public Policy

committee, will testify against the tuition

propo.sal at the 2:00 p.m. meeting in

Boston.

"The propo.sal has many faults," Pheeny

said yesterday. "The access for the

economically disadvantaged is limited and it

has a provision to raise tuition 15 percent a

year. I will lobby against it."

At the meeting last month, the regents

continued discussion on a proposal to

equate the percentage of actual tuition

costs students pay at the various public

colleges and universities across the state.

Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff

said then that schools could face a potential

12 to 15 percent overall increa.se.

Meanshile, four of the five college area

schools have announced tuition hikes for

next year. Hampshire College's yearly

tuition will rise to $12,960 next fall. Mount
Holyoke raised its tuition 6.4 percent to

$12,450. Amherst College went up six

percent to $12,400. and the trustees at

Smith College decided on a 7.7 percent

increase from $11,830 to $12,740 to attend

their private school.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis made news of his

own concerning the regents when he

recently swore in the first of the at least six

new members of the board.

Betty Rawlings, a former board member
who was not reappointed by the Gov.

Edward J. King when her term expired in

1982, is the first of the Dukakis appointees.

Rawlings, a Smith College professor of

education and a doctoral candidate at

UMass, will be the only black on the Board

and joins Sr. Janet Eisner as the only

women on the panel.

Dukakis is expected to appoint two other

women, Sr. Kathleen Harrington of Fall

River and Mary Lou Anderson of Wor-

cester to replace two executives of high-

tech firms, Ray Stata, president of Analog

Devices, and David Beaubien, vice-

president of EG and G Inc.

The terms of three other regents, John

Fox, Fr. Francis Nicholson and An Wang,

president of Wang Laboratories, expire

next August.

V.
Super Tuesday showdown p. 2

Josh Meyer on politics and the SGA
ejection p. 7

Women's gymnasts finish third in

championships p. 16

"Politics. The diplomatic name
for the law of the jungle.

"

— Ely Culbertson
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Digest By the Associated Press

Candidates gear up for Super Tuesday showdown
McGovem to voters:

Took into hearts' today

BOSTON - George McGovern, hoping to duplicate his

1972 success in Massachusetts, urged a large and en-

thusiastic noontime rally yesterday to vote with their con-

science in today's Democratic presidential primary.

"What I seek to do is to commit the wastes of war to the

works of peace," McGovem told about 1,000 supporters in

chilly sunshine. "I call on you today to look into your

hearts, look into your consciences."

The former South Dakota senator, accompanied by

folksinger Arlo Guthrie, predicted that he would finish

first or second in Massachusetts, one of nine states

balloting on "Super Tuesday." If he falls short of that

goal, he has said he will drop out.

McGovern was the only candidate for the Democratic

nomination to campaign yesterday in Massachusetts,

which was the only state he carried in his landslide defeat

at the hands of Richard Nixon in the 1972 general election.

His rivals — former Vice President Walter Mondale,

Colorado Sen. Gar>' Hart, Ohio Sen. John Glenn and Jesse

Jackson — spent yesterday stumping in the South.

AP LaMrpho(o

MAKES A POINT — Democratic presidential

hopeful Sen. Georjfe McGovern gestures as he

makes a point during a campaign stop in Boston

yesterday.

Democrats campaign in

last minute vote push
BOSTON — With polls showing Sen. Gary Hart with a

clear lead going into the Massachusetts primary,

strategists for the Deniocratio c?'"^i'^"*«« --ncentrated

yesterday on plans for winning a maximum number of

convention delegates in the election.

Hart, who leads former Vice President Walter Mondale
by as much as 2-to-l in some polls, could wind up doubling

his current number of national convention delegates

through a big win in Massachusetts.

"This is our first chance to pick up a substantial number of

delegates," said Jack Weir, statewide coordinator for

Hart.

"We're working on turnout... but the key thing is the

delegates that go with the votes."

Hart has won 27 convention delegates so far, not in-

cluding those from Saturday's Wyoming caucuses where
only prehminary figures were available.

Mondale, who has 148 delegates, also hopes to add some
of the 100 Massachusetts delegates up for grabs today to

his total, campaign aides said.

Prosecution rests case in rape trial

FALL RIVKR, - The
prosecution rested its case

yesterday against two of six

men charged in a barroom

gang rnpc after a

policewoman testified she

interviewed a hysterical

rape victim who "couldn't

believe what had happened

to her."

"She was hysterical and in

a state of shock." said

Detective Sandra Grace,

who interviewed a 22 year

old woman just hours after

she said she wa.s raped.

"I got the impression that

she couldn't believe what

had happened to her." Grace

said.

Grace was among 20

witnesses called by
prosecutors in the case

against Daniel Silvia, 27,

and Joseph Vierira, 28, who
are charged in the March 6,

1983, gang rape of a woman
in a New Hedford bar.

Meanwhile, a police officer

testified in a seperate

morning session that two
defendants admitted they

held a screaming woman on

a pool table while she was
raped.

Detective Kenneth Gor
mley testifying in the

morning trial of four men,

said the admission came
from defendants John
Cordeiro and Victor Raposo

the day after the incident at

Big Dan's Tavern.

Gormley said a contrite

Cordeiro came to the police

station with John Machado.

the owner of the bar. to talk

with police.

"He told us that he wanted

to tell us what he did,"

Gormley said. "He .said he

was sorry. He said he was

drunk, but that was no

excuse for what he had

done."
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Back by Popular Demand!

How Would Vou

Like to Win

A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA??

Justin Ryan's would like to send you & a

friend to Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale

(package includes: transportation i<' hotel for H days cV- 7 ni^rhts)

This Week
Tuesday - 5 free chances at the door

Wednesday - 3 free chances at the door

Thursday - 1 free chances at the door

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

9 till 1

1

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

HAVE sole '5ANKA.

AAAMERS^

aov^

Now's the time
to call

North Amherst
IMotors

r«c«ndltl«nlnc.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

. 549-2660

2 P>ee Chances - when you buy (iuiness,

Ha^'p) or Bass Ale

' 2 Free Chances by ordering anything

on the appetizer menu!

Drawing will be held at Justin Ryan's Thursday Nite

sponsored by JjSTWHyA.^^ Guiness/Harpj \l_mz^3:Mt^!WKSti^M)

AnTIQUEAMD
VINTAGE CLOTHHG

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASAMT '^
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Dissident discusses Soviet Union
Urges increase in Soviet study
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The American people must increase levels of study of

the Soviet Union in order to achieve consensus and con-

sistency in foreign policy, a Soviet dissident said last night

in the Campus Center at the University of Massachusetts.

Yuri Tuvim, a former Soviet research scientist who
emigrated to the United States in 1976, told a standing

room only audience of about 100 people that he was sur-

prised at the amount of ignorance the American public had

of the Soviet Union.

"What we must do is study the Soviet system. Then we
can make the right decisions," Tuvim said. "Democracies

cannot conduct foreign policy without the consensus of its

people."

Using a drawing of a pyramid to show his explanation of

the Soviet system, Tuvim said, "This is a concentration

camp ruled by a mafia — by criminals. They are not com-

munists, they are not sociaJists, they are gangsters."

While a student in school in the Soviet Union, Tuvim

said he studied in a room with one dim, yellow light bulb

and thought he was lucky because he believed that there

was a student like him in the United States who was being

exploited by capitalists.

"I was a committed communist," he said. "I was an

idealist and now I am a dissident, an enemy of the people."

Tuvim who is now an American citizen said applying for

emigration in the Soviet Union "is like Russian roulette.

You don't know what is going to happen to you. It is like

jumping off a cliff."

Because he had relatives abroad, Tuvim said he was

lucky to be able to emigrate because to stop him from leav-

ing the Soviet Union would have brought more publicity to

his cause.

The difference between democracy and totalitarianism,

he said, was personal freedom. He said the Soviet people

are slaves who are not productive because they have no

personal freedom. The Soviet system is filled with a lot of

tension and is "explosive", Tuvim said.

"Our system of freedom threatens the Soviet Union just

by our existence," he said.

The Soviet rulers want to get rid of democratic govern-

ments, Tuvim said, but by confusing the American public

with disinformation not by war.

Tuvim said supporters of the nuclear freeze movement
are doing what the Soviet leaders want. He said both ap-

peasement with the Soviet Union and a military build-up

are extreme solutions to relations l;)etween the two coun-

tries.

"Shear armaments should be substituted but we have no

substitution," he said.

The lecture was sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Republican Club.

('oll«Ki>n photo bv Andv Heller

Yuri Tuvim. Soviet dissident.

School prayer and its effects
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Correspondent

A proposed constitutional amendment to

allow a moment of prayer in public schools

is currently being debated in Congress

and, if passed, its effects will be felt by

everyone in and out of public schools,

accordihg to two University of

Massachusetts professors.

Dean Alfange, professor of political

science, said the passing of the prayer

amendment would "provide for a major

breach in Thomas Jefferson's doctrine of a

separation between church and state,

where Jefferson advocated a distinct

separation between state involvement in

the church."

Alfange also said the passage of the

amendment would be a guarantee for the

majority to "dictate their religious views

on children." The amendment would be

"an unfortunate thing," he said.

Sheldon Goldman, also a professor in the

political science department, said he

believes the main quesiton is the amen
dment's effect on the people of minority

religious views.

"There is a potential for disruption with a

dominant religion imposing their views on

minority religions," he said.

Goldman cited three aspects to be

considered if the amendment passes.

F'irst, there would be a change in the

relationship between church and state and

a weakening of First Amendment
guarantees. Secondly, "Supreme Court

civil liberties decisions will be up for

grabs," he said.

Thirdly. Goldman said he believes the

amendment would be a bad precedent

because a constitutional amendment
would overturn the previous Supreme
Court ruling oi Abington I'ersus Schempp
0973). The Abington ruling established

that prayer in public schools was un-

constitutional, and the passage of an

amendment that overrules a Supreme
Court decision could have a serious effect

on the government. Goldman said.

Goldman also said that school children of

minority religions could feel persecuted if

the propo<:eH amendment pa.ssed. He
gave the example of Roman Catholics

living in the Bible Belt, where he said,

"the public schools would become religious

schools. It's going to make life un-

comfortable for those who are in the

minority religion."

The founding fathers of the Constitution

did not believe in state involvement in

religious affairs. "They saw great harm in

this— it's a violation of a principle." said

Goldman.

Photo br Catherine Hotrhkitii

SPRING IS IN THE AIR? — Yesterday's freezing temperatures did

not only affect UMass students but also UMass plants.

Police report jewel heist
By BOB bur(;p:ss
C'ollegian Staff

A jewelry store in the Amherst C'arriage

Shops was robbed of an undisclosed

amount of gold and diamonds after it was
entere<l Friday night through a hole made
in an adjacent store wall, Amherst F'olice

said yesterday.

Police said the break in at Henry
I'olissack Antique Jewelry store was
discovered about 10 a.m. Saturday after an

employee of the business next d(K)r noticed

a hole in that store's bathr(H)m. The
employee first became suspicious when she

found the entrance's key cylinder had l)een

removed and put back in place, and that

$250 cash was missing from a desk drawer,

police said.

According to police, the owners of the

jewelry store were then notified. Police

said the owners have not yet assessed their

losses.

Police are investigating the robbery,

which occurred after 6 p.m. Friday, and

called it "a profe.ssional job."

In other weekend action, Amherst police

reported three arrests and seven accidents,

one involving the injury of a three-and-a-

half-month-old lx)y.

Police said the infant was taken to

Amherst Mtnlical As.sofiates FViday night

after the car be was in, «iriven by a 26-year-

old Northampton woman, struck the back

of another vehicle on the corner of North

Pleasant and Fearing streets. He was later

transferretl to C'ooley Dickinson Hospital

with head injuries. Police said no citations

were issuetl.

A 14-year-old lK)y sustainetl head injuries

and facial lacerations Saturday afternoon

when a car ()f)erate<l by a 22 year-old New
York C'ity woman collidetl with his bicycle

on South Pleasant Street, police said.

A Community Service officer observed

"suspicious activity in a motor vehicle"

Friday nivrht rtlvMit 10:40 p.m. in the Lin-

coln lot. and when regular officers arnv«l. a

mirror and some white powder were

found, police .said tlu' per.s«»ii po.sses.sing

these items was not arrested, but will l)e

asked to report to police after they

"analyze the contents."

Police also answere<I a call of a disorderly

person Sunday at Hampshire (College, and

later arreste<l a 25 year-old Bay Road man
on a motor vehicle warrant issue<J by

Leominster State Police.

Students 'sea* the world
By RISA FREEMAN

Collegian Staff

Most students at the University of

Massachusetts spend a typical day taking

notes in classrooms, sociaii/ing in the Hatch

or studying in the library.

But six UMass students spent last

semester studying and traveling around the

world on an 18.000 ton ocean liner.

Every semester, the University of Pitt

sburg sponsors a 100 day around the world

voyage called Semester at Sea. where

students earn from 12 to 15 credits learning

about various aspects of the countries they

visit.

"It was the best 100 days I ever had," said

22 year old Mitchell Sack, a senior

economics major from Leonia, New Jersey.

Sack said he had been at UMass for three

years and did not want to spend his whole

senior year in Amherst. He said he had the

opportunity to go around the world and

would not get to do it again.

"Seeing the pyramids in Egypt was

probably the most exciting part of the trip,"

Sack said. "We watched the sunrise over

Cairo while standing on the big pyramid."

Another highlight of the trip, Sack said,

was walking along the Great Wall of China.

While on board the ship. Sack took courses

in economic development, modern

diplomacy, politics and government in the

Middle Ea.st and current events.

"I learned more in these courses than here

(af UMass) berause you talk about

something in cla.ss then you actually go see

it," he said.

I learned to appreciate living in the U.S.

by seeing how other people hve."

Another UMass student, 21 year old Carl

Ingersol, a sophomore Ru.ssian and ChineM
major from Cambridge, said he went on the

trip to get away from UMass and "become

wizened and experienced." Ingersol found

the pyramids "really amazing." "It was the

first wonder of the world I've ever seen," he

said.

After traveling to ports in the Middle

East. China and India, they arrived in their

last port of Morocco. The students were
given a videotape of the television movie,

**

The Day After" which someone in the U.S.

mailed to them Ingersol said.

"It was really scary." Ingersol said.

"When we saw it we were in the middle of

the Atlantic Ocean with nothing in sight to

reassure us that the movie wasn't true.

The ship did have a nuclear response

planned for a nuclear war. however," he

added.

"We were free to allow and make things

happen and therefore, we appreciated

every experience." Ingersol said. "The

world is what you make it."

DVP to present Jeremy Rifkin
Social scientist and author Jeremy Rifkin

will speak on "The Age of Transition"

tonight at 8 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom, in a lecture sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts Distinguished

Visitors Program.

Rifkin has written seven books in the past

five years, dealing with assoicated

economic, political, cultural, philosophical,

and theological issues. One of his better

known works is the book Who Should Play

God?, which questions the various impacts

that genetic engineering may have on
society.

A Chicago native, Rifkin has appeared on

several nationwide television shows, and
lectures at colleges and communities across

the country. Rifkin has also served as an
advisor to congressional committees and
various labor and mangement
organizations.
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An Interfaith Statement of Support

for Reverend Jesse Jackson
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We support Jesse Jackson because of WHAT he

stands for alone among the candidates; Peace in the

Mideast; An end to US military involvement in Central

America; A halt to the arms race and a massive

reduction in military expenditures; Equal rights for all

citizens regardless of race, creed, gender or sexual

orientation; And the restoration of social programs

designed to end the shameful conditions of poverty in

America and to create jobs for all.

We support Jesse Jackson because of WHO he

stands for alone among the candidates; the excluded,

the dispossessed, the forgotten and ignored people of

America.

For the tirst time in many years there is a move-

ment in American politics that represents the unrep-

resented. That movement is the Rainbow Coalition.

Jesse Jackson is its candidate. Join w^ith us in the

Rainbow Coalition. Vote for Jesse Jackson.

^:

I

Arlene Avakian Sam Freedman Thelma Griffith Johnson Ted Norton

Leonard Baskin Peggy Freedman Sidney Kaplan Joel Weissman

Lisa Baskin Matthew Goodman Emma Kaplan Mary L. Wentworth

Jules Chametzky Philip Green Marea Wexler

Judy Davis Anne Halley

Joan Landes

Jerome Liebling Fern Lee Zlochizer
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Panel discusses women

Photo bv Hrian K (ionyr

HAPPY BIRTHDAY — Julie Siegel, a junior human services major
holds her birthday bouquet of balloons in her social psychology class in

Thompson Hall.

Police report stolen Camaro

Before 1959. Rivera said, Cuban women
were either maids or prostitues. The first

step towards their liberation was the

"raising of their consciousness to teach

them they were valuable human beinjfs

capable of occupying any position in the

society if they were educated enough to do

it," she said.

Through the founding of the Confederation

of Cuban Women in 1%0, women who
rebelled against Batista's regime helped

raise the consciousness of other women,

Rivera said.

She said the confederation joined women
and divided the work between the sexes.

Pizarro said Puerto Rican women are

subjected to a triple exploitation— national,

economic and sexual. Mentioning the fact

that Puerto Rico has been a colony for 491

years, out of which 86 years have been

dominated by the United States govern-

ment, she said "the political situation

men and women together are going to do aggravates the traditional inequality which

it." she said. has existed in our society."

Accusations fly in SGA election

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The role of women in Latin American and

Caribbean countries and their struggle for

liberation were the topics of a panel

discussion held last Saturday as part of the

International Women's Event.

Speaking on the panel were Doris Pizarro

from the Sindical Laboral Institue of

Education in Puerto Rico, Sonia Rivera

from Circulo de Cultural Cubana and
America Ugante from the Committee in

solidarity with Guatemala, who has been in

exile in the United States since 1982.

"Women in Guatemala have suffered for

many years some kind of exploitation,

oppression and discrimination and now

women and men have joined and are

struggling to destroy this."

"Women are strong," she said, "they want

to have a free country for their children and

University of Massachusetts police

reported that a 1975 Chevrolet Camaro
was stolen from the parking lot across the

street from the engineering laboratory on

Governor's Drive between 3:30 p.m. and

5:30 p.m. on Friday.

According to police an assault occurred

at 5:30 p.m. P'riday in the New Africa

House. Police said, the complainant said so-

meone had asked to have the art gallery in

A 20-year-old Cambridge man was ar-

rested for disorderly conduct and outstan-

ding warrants at 2:24 a.m. on Friday,

police said. According to police two men

were discovered in the basement of Pier-

pont Dormitory and failed to pnniuoe iden-

tification at the security desk. The police

said they esc-orted them to their car in

order to get some identification. In the

police cruiser the two subjects became un-

cooperative and then struck the officer and

t-

the building opened. The subject failed to
^

produce identification when asked and then a struggle followe(' iK>iiie said Ihe m^

punched and kneed the complainant, police subject ran from the seem- anH

said. The complainant gave a description of been arrested, pwl'-" said.

the suspect and was taken to University

Health Services, police said.
TOM Mll)l>LF'r«»\

On the first day of Student Government
Association voting, two candidacies

charged each other with campaign

violations, but no formal charges have been

filed.

Three University of Massachusetts

students, including a worker for the Tim
Rudolph/Donna Dooley campaign, said

they made a video tape Sunday night of

SGA presidential candidate Rick Patrick

ripping down Rudolph /Dooley campaign

posters in the MacKimmie Dormitory area.

In response to those charges. Patrick said

posters he put up in the McKimmie dor

miiorv area early Sunday night were

replaced by Rudolph/Dooley posters by

Mondav morning.

Rodman Snelling. campaign coordinator

' .:u 'udolph/Dooley campaign, said he

and student senators David McCarthy and

Bill Collins made the video tape at 3:30 a.m.

yesterday in the MacKimmie lounge in the

Southwest Residential Area.

Collegian staff members who have seen

the film said it shows a figure in a long dark

coat running down some steps, quickly

ripping down two campaign posters, and

running out. The film quality is poor, and

the figure's face is not visible, they said.

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche also said

yesterday that the Rudolph ('ooley

campaign had so far spent $10 more than

the $250 in campaign expense money
allocated to each campaign by the SGA.
Nitzsche said he wn«s mt sure if he would

press charg»s.

Compiled from Collegxan staff reports
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Why we need a
new mascot
The Minuteman has been the University mascot for more

than a decade. It Is an historic symbol, regionally and

nationally. Its authenticity is not in question; the question

is whether or not it is a good symbol in this day and age for

the University of Massachusetts.

The University Peacemakers think not. After receiving

numerous complaints about the brutality of the Minuteman

image, the Peacemakers studied the pros and cons of the

issue, and concluded the following points:

1) The Minuteman symbolizes war. which is hardly the

highest human achievement. Furthermore, the historical

context of Minutemen fighting to liberate the Colonies

from the British through armed struggle refers to a

medium for political change which is no longer viable or

acceptable within the United States.

2) Nowadays, the Minuteman represents the Inter

continental Ballistic Mi-ssile, or I.C.B.M.. which, along

with other nuclear missiles, threaten to destroy

civilization. Not exactly the most altruistic aspect of

America.

3) The term Minuteman is sexist. The term Minuteman

Ladies is also sexist as is Minutewomen. putting women in

a subserviant role to the dominant Minuteman. It is a clear

example of institutional sexism.

4) The fact that he is a white man with a gun doesn't really

represent the racial mixture of America and the

University.

5) Several advertisers, particularly with the military and

alcoholic beverages, use this image for their ow n purposes,

such as the R.O.T.C. frisbee with the Minuteman looking

up at a bomber on it and a Hudweiser poster depicting a

sweaty, charging brute with blood in his eyes. This use of

our mascot further exploits our school.

The University Peacemakers determined that the

Minuteman does not represent the student body nor does it

reflei't the ideals and progress of the era in which we live.

Peacemaker Libby Hubbard proposed that there be a

campuswide campaign to choose a new name, one which is

elevating and not denegrating. That is why there is

question about the mascot on the ballot. The I'eacemakers

are asking you to support the drive for a new. noble image

for the University.

by Charles Francis Carroll

Collegian Staff

Why we must stop tuition hikes
The Board of Regents have put together a tuition

policy proposal that will serve as the guideline

for present and future tuition increases. A com-

prehensive tuition policy has been needed for some time

and it is encouraging to see the Regents formulating a

established it should be less volatile than the one current-

ly advocated.

Another disturbing aspect of the plan is the emphasis

on shifting the financial burden of the cost of education

from the Commonwealth to the student. The policy sug-

strategy for implementing tuition charges. Unfortunate- gests that students should bear no more than 33 percent

ly the plan presented has major difficulties that must be of the cost of their education. The Regents stress that the

ironed out before the policy can be termed fair and 33 percent figure is a ceiling and not a floor on costs, but

equitable. It is especially important that any tuition it is interesting to note that of the four types of institu-

policy be wisely developed for it will have ramifications tions the Board presides over none are currently having

several years into the future. Problems with the present students bear more than a 29.7 percent share of the cost

ptjlicy include, denies access to public higher education of education. It is not difficult to envision yearly 15 per-

for the economically disadvantaged, a lack of stability in

student costs, a shifting of the burden of the cost from

the taxpayer to the students, and the danger of UMass
pricing itself out of its market.

Reports from financial aid services and President

Knapp's office strongly suggest that lower and lower

middle income students are being denied access to public

higher education. One of the primary goals of the

Regents policy is "...to maximize student access to

higher education regardless of a student's financial cir-

cumstances." In fiscal year 83 4,783 students, 23.7 per-

cent of those determined to have financial need, received

no financial aid whatsoever. Unmet financial need will

continue to grow unless the Regents proposal delivers in-

creased financial aid concurrent with tuition increases.

Regents spokespeople refute the claim that access is be-

ing denied and cite the fact that enrollment is not dropp-

ing. Maintained high enrollment does not prove equal ac-

cess, it can mean more economically privileged students

are attending public higher education institutions and
lower income students are being dropped out of college

enrollments. Statistics on this campus reflect that trend.

The average family income for dependents on this cam-

pus has risen 66 percent over the last three years, during

the same period applicants with family incomes under

twenty thousand dollars have dropped 22.4 percent. It is

clear to these eyes that the economically disadvantaged

are being squeezed out of public higher education.

A second major point of the Regents proposal is to pro-

vide stability in educational costs. This is an admirable

goal but once again it is not reached. The plan calls for

tuition increases of no more than 15 percent in any one

year. The Regents note that this figure is a cap and does

not necessarily mean a 15 percent increase will occur

every year. It is difficult to believe increases will not

reach this level in view of the fact that, on this campus,

prior to 1983-84 when a freeze was put on tuition, tuition

increases exiweded 15 percent for four consecutive years.

Over a four year period tuition could rise as much as 60

percent; hardly a stable tuition fee. When a cap is

cent increases until students are bearing one third of the

cost of their education. Under the Regents proposed ar-

rangement students bear, along with increasing costs, an

increasing portion of the cost of education. Not only does

shifting the burden of cost undermine the philosophy of

public higher education but a figure of 33 percent may
not be realistic in terms of our situation.

In a survey of the National Association of State

Universities and Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC)
UMass-Amherst tuition and fees were found to be higher

than 90 percent of the schools within NASULGC. Fur-

thermore. Massachusetts ranks 48th in the nation in

terms of tax dollars given to public higher e<Jucation per

$1000 tax dollars. It would seem that Massachusetts tax-

payers are not bearing a disproportionate share of the

cost of public higher education.

One final problem that could occur is UMass could

price itself out of its market and into a market where it

could not compete. If costs continue to rise UMass could

lose its share of the people attending the university due

to its relatively low cost. UMass would then be forced to

compete with schools like Amherst and Boston Universi-

ty. It would be extremely difficult for a state university

to compete with schools having vastly superior

resources. UMass could get caught betwixt and between

with nowhere to go and eventually lose its reputation as

an institution of quality education.

It is up to tui, as students, to work towards a better tui-

tion pwlicy. The Public Policy Committee will have a table

outside the Hatch to start a letter writing campaign to

state senators and representatives. I ask and urge you to

participate, furthermore try to involve your parents — it

is our and our parents dollars and cents which are being

spent — we have a right to a fair and equitible tuition

policy. Letter writing campaigns do have an impact.

Please stop by and see us at the table or on the fourth

floor in the Student Senate office. (SUB 420). Help keep

public higher education a reality and not an illusion.

Greg Madden is a member ofthe PvMir Poliey Committee
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
SGA elections make me angry

I
was going to wait until after the elections to write

this, but I'm so angry I can't wait. Things have got-

ten way out of hand, and I'm disgusted.

The campaign for Student Government president began
several weeks ago, and has degenerated ever since. It has
reached the point where the issues don't matter. The only

thing that matters is who can make the other side look

worst. It would be great if everyone could cut the crap

and do something worthwhile.

Sound like sour grapes? It's not. There have been so

many outrageous campaign violations and improprieties it

makes me sick. Particularly as the Editor of the editorial

page, where I continuously ^et letters from "average

Josh Meyer
students" who can easily be traced back to the campaigns,

and which inevitably condemn the "other side" for every

reason they can think of. And then they accuse us of par-

tisanship (something completely different from endorsing

candidates, which is a decision of the full Collegian Board

of Editors).

Want some examples? How about one candidate (side

A) getting caught ripping down a poster from the other

campaign, at 4 in the morning. And, coincidentally

enough, a laf>l<ey for '•^iHe B getting it all down on

videotape. While that -;ime other side has been

systematically ripping down all of the Side A, they've been

shrewd enough to have their "workers" do it for them, to

avoid the embarrassment of getting caught. But the pet-

tiness and incredible waste of energy on worthless aspects

of the election process doesn't stop there. And how about

Friday's paper, with the endorsement? Anyone besides

me notice they were ALL GONE by Saturday morning?
How about coincidental crank phone calls to the Col-

legian editors in the wee hours? Or the Adolf/Doolittle

campaign accusing the Killer/Ratpack of using anti-

semitism (the wave) in their platform, even though Killer

is Jewish? Or Gumby/Pokey trashing everyone else, when
they have no intention of staying if elected? Come on.

Let's get down to brass tacks, as one not so astute can-

didate said several times in a debate, without even specify-

ing exactly what a brass tack is, or how it's different from
other kinds of tacks. One more stupid remark and I'm go-

ing to blow lunch.

Today is the last day of elections. If you have learneu

anything from all this. I hope it is that you must actively

seek out the best candidates and vote for them, and ignore

the extraneous garbage. For me, the choice of who should

win is obvious, not only on the merit of their stances on im-

portant issues, but also on the basis of their decision not to

"play the game" of trashing the other candidates. But my
opinion doesn't matter. Yours does.

Josh Meyer is the Collegian Editorial Editor.

\ Letterj!

Of primary ''importance"
To the Editor.

I am writinfj in response to the editorial by Rita Mur-

phy, titled. "The primaries: Who cares?" In her article,

Ms. Murphy complains of an overabundance of

Presidential candidates and a lack of issues in the current

primaries. It is imperative to realize that with a can-

didate comes his or her given platform. Maybe a can

didate may have a weak or shallow platform, but a

variety of candidates can only enhance a political election.

Ms. Murphy must realb,e that the media is the main link

between candidates and the American public, and they

are the ones who make or break a politician's dreams. If a

voter does not trust the media's beliefs, it is up to that

person to select a candidate who would best fulfill their

own political desires. It is a voter's personal choice, and

contrary to popular belief, Ms. Murphy, there is a choice.

There are currently 163 Independent candidates who
are registered in the primaries. Included in them is Hugh
Bagley of California, who has called for the annexation of

Mexico as our 51st state. Or how about Rebecca Robot

from Baltimore. This actual droid promises "high tech

jobs for people. ' And we can't forget the ever so popular

Richard Grayson. He has two main platforms. One is to

move the Capitol to Davenport. Iowa, and the other calls

for immediate nuclear warfare.

So you see Ms. Murphy, things aren't so bad after all. If

you still feel apathetic with those same old boring

Democratic and Republican candidates with their dull

ideas, don't feel like you don't have a choice. There are

163 other candidates who would just be overjoyed to

know that they were receiving your support.

Gary T. Abrams
Central

Campaign is a serious one
To the Editor.

Howard Glantz's letter on March 8 referred to the
Gumby/Camel campaign as being a joke and a mockery.
He is missing the point of the entire campaign. Yes. the
figures are cartoon characters, but the purpose of the

campaign and the issues it addresses are very serious.

Tuition, campus lighting, and student empowerment are

only some of the issues that have been addressed by
these two candidates. If you compare their stands on the

issues with some of Rudolph/Dooley's comments, such
as: an escort service for women is patronizing, then I

think that you will find them more well thought out and
mature than most of the "serious" candidates.

It's silly to think that this campaign will stir up
"ZooMass" images in "the public." Nothing that Gum-
by/Camel stands for implies in any way a wild, party

image. UMass is known all over for its strong, innovative

student political scene.

Gumby and Camel have brought issues into the cam-
paign which would otherwise have been ignored, and

they have done it with a sense of humor. It is Glantz's

lack of a sense of humor, not Gumby/Camel's lack of

seriousness which is the problem. We shouldn't be

penalizing people for being unconventional. I too think

we should be responsible and mature, but I don't think

we should be stuffed-shirts and bores.

Laurie Bozzi

Amherst

Time for something else?
To the Editor,

I started writing a letter of how the Collegian has been

so even-handed and fair concerning the SGA presidentiail

elections. I was genuinely impressed with the two page

spread of the candidates in last Thursday's edition. I

thought that it was good that the Collegian was
^

presentmg the facts and leaving the opinions to the

voters. I was going to turn the letter in on Friday af

ternoon. then I opened up Friday's edition and my
stomach started turning.

The Collegian presidential endorsement is quite

inappropriate. Maybe it's time for another, more un
biased newspaper on campus.

Kandy Perlmutter
Central

Gumby/Camel sound off

To the Editor.

Throughout the course of the last few weeks the GUM-
BY/CAMEL campaign has taken abuse in the CoUegxan.

Headlines consistently refer to us as a "joke" campaign
and quotations that have been attributed to us have con-

tained misprints that imply the exact opposite of what we
said (Example: In one article the word "can't" read

"can"). We're not really bothered by the.se incidents —
accidents happen — but when the Collegian Board of

Editors sees fit to lie to the student b(xiy, it's time to

complain.

We expected and accepted that, becau.se we wouldn't

give a definite commitment to stay next year, the Col-

legian would endorse the Keller/Patrick campaign.

However, we are furious that the U)ard would fabricate

facts in doing .so. The editorial states that. "We feel they

have a better understanding of the means to achieve pro-

gress, and a better working knowledge of the ad-

ministrative and procedural processes needed to succeed

as presidents gained from their experience as student

leaders. Bull. Rudolph/I )(K)ley have more experience

than Keller/Patrick, and all of them put tt)gether have

less pertinent experience than GUMBY or ('AMF^L. in-

dividually. Yet. our experience was characterized as.

"commendable". One hardly needs a degree in semantics

to see what's going on. We can sympathize with the

Board's feeling that Keller/Patrick is better than

Rudolph/Dooley, but there is no excuse for deliberately

misrepresenting the truth in a public forum.

The heart of the matter is that the Collegian acted on

fear, coupled with a rather bloated sense of its own im-

portance. As such, we can hardly expect this letter to ap-

pear until after the election, and/or in its original form; it

will surely be followed by an editorial note, which will

serve little purpose other than to give the Collegian the

last word. None of this will alter the fact that its Board of

Editors has deliberately attempted to use the students in

an effort to determine the outcome of this election. The

ends obviously justify the "journalistic" means.
Jim Murphy

Paul GoBselin

Editor's Note: Editor's notes are m)t used simply to

^ve the Collegian the last word. We only use them when

they are necessary.

Is it patronizing women?
To the Editor,

I wanted to be the first to congratulaU' the innovative

candidacy of Rudolph/Dooley in their effort to give

women's issues the place they deserve in university life. I

refer, of course, to the March 8 platform statement in

which the candidates state that "unlike another can-

didacy, our co-ed candidacy doesn't want to patronize

women by reviving the defunct student escort service."

I am offended by this type of thoughtless verbiage and

lack of sensitivity concerning what patronization is all

about. Though Rudolph/Dooley claim that "we don't

belittle your intelligence", I feel they do.

To other f)eople who care about people I suggest that

perhaps we should not patronize these candidates by

assuming they need our vote.

Diane Lane
...... Amherst

Know before

you decide
Since the Iowa caucus, the nuHlia has lxM>st(Hl the

jK)pularity of Gary Hart. In doing this the

campaigns of George McGovern, .lesse Jackson,

and John Gletm have suffered. When voting in the

Massachusetts primary Unlay, fHH)ple must realize that it

is not just a two way race between Walter Mondale and

Gary hart, as the me<1ia has implied.

Once again it seems the media has turnini the race for the

Democratic presidential nomination into a popularity

contest. The media's fcx'us s«H'ms to be on Hart's youth
versus Morfdide's established frontrunner status. In doing
this, the media has neglectinl to clearly pre.sent the can-

didates' stances on the issues.

The media sjH'ms to have a great influence in determining
who people vole for. It makes one wonder: If a different

randidate had received the coverage that Hart has been

Artie Stile
getting, would he be dong as well as Hart is now'.' Before
the Iowa caucus. Hart was seen as nothing more than a

"dark horse" candidate. Remember, this is not a

popularity contest— the person who wins may become our
next president . Gary Hart should be judged by his policies

and not by his youth and resemblance to the Kennedys.
.Stud«'nts, like the press, have a definite influencf on the

outcome of this nommation, but along different lines.

Students, especially in Mas.sachusetts, have great

potential in all elections. If the student vote was not so

potentially powerful, the Democratic candidates would not

bother to start support groups on campuses. Students

must realize that this nomination does concern them and

their votes do make a difference. However, it is sad to say

that due to student apathy, this potential power has

remained just that, potential.

Those who plan on exercising their right to vote should do
so with a knowledge of the candidates' records and their

views. Take the time to find out where all of the can-

didates stand on all of the issues.

The race is far from over. The final candidate will not be

chosen until July. Remember how the momentum was
taken away from Walter Mondale by Gary Hart's second

place finish in the Iowa caucus, leading to his success in

New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont. It is not out of the

question that the momentum may once again change
hands, and perhaps the Massachusetts primary may be the

key turning point.

When going to the polls today, look beyond the images
the media has created and make your own choice.

Remember. McGovern, Jackson, and Glenn, as well as

Hart and Mondale, still have a chance to win the

Democratic party's presidential nomination. This is not to

say that Walter Mondale and Gary Hart are not worthy
candidates, but rather that all of the candidates deserve a

ffood look. So. today make your own educated decision, do
not let the media make it for you.

Art Stile is a UMass student

- w '« K* u tr v*'
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to vote
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Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

vvri • - 's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double

.spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and leng:th.
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INTRODUCING:
A NEW LUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOUafGE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
• TOC HOT CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES

(joidt'i) Irii'd Chicket] SitiiiU'ts mth lour choice

of sauces fuustard su tt'f ci'i(< sni/r. harhcque

• POTATO DELIGHTS
r<itiit() sk.-ns utth lit'hcKHis t< >pjvr)^is

• CARROT & CELERY STiX
nith K'cqt'AihIc /)i/i

All For Only

$2.75

We are in full bloom for fun fashion

for Spring of 84. Come see!

Open Sunday

off the
CAMPUS

CD

Give the Collegian Classifieds

a try.

They work!
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POOR RICHARDS
Back in Command!

TUESDAY 8 pm - 12 am
Pitcher Beer $1.75 Bud, Miller

WEDNESDAY 8 pm - 12 am
Any one liquor well drink $4

by the pitcher

Pool table is back

disco & light show every night

GOING 50UTH 5unglaS5 Sale

ONE WEEK ONLY!
HUNDREDS OF PAIRS TO CHOOSE FROM

SS.QOea

John Cruise Andrea Sawicki

photo by Dwayne Autery

Styles are not necessarily

as depicted - over 600 pairs

available for sale

Sherri Leigh June - David Sobel - Josiane v/ien-

Sale located on the Campus
Center Concourse in front

of the Store - open JVi F 9-b

fen A.

ltd

UNIVERSITY
STORE*

Voting in

Amherst
Precinct 1 North Congrega-

tional Church Hall, North
Pleasant Street opposite

Meaxixyw Street intersection.

Precinct 2 North Fire Sta-

tion, East Pleasant Street

on the right side past Village

Park near Tilson Farm.
Princinct 3 Emmanuel
Lutheran Church lounge,

867 North Pleasant Street

on the right side (norih) of

Marks Meadow school.

Precincts 4, 5 Bangs Com-
munity Center School, via

Kellogg Avenue behind
Plumbleys.

Precinct 6 Fort River
School, East Street via Main
Street or College Street.

Precinct 7 Crocker Farms
School, Route 116 on left of
Grist Mill Bridge. Look for

crosswalk with flashing

lights.

Precinct 8 Munson
Library, South Amherst
Common.
For additional informa-

tion, telephone the Town
Clerk's office at 253-9382.

PREPARE FOR fOu.D

MCAT-LSAT-GMAT/W
SAT«ACT»DAT»GRE»CPA

EnroHina Now For

GRE GMAT
6/9/84 Exam 6/16/84 Exam

LSAt I
SAT

6/18/84 Exam
6/2/84 Exam

Enrollment honored
at any SHKEC location

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

.• ' Call Days Eves £t

Ti. Weekends

N 368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549 5780

For information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1 782

after your St. Patty's Day Partying

St. Patricks Day
^ Late Night Breakfast Special ^

Beginning Tuesday Night 10 PM 'til close

Special good thru Sunday March 18th

with this ad

SPECIAL INCLUDES
Two large eggs, any style, 2 strips of

bacon, 2 sausage links 0/§Q QC
Sun.-Thurt.
6 a.m.-a a.m.

f^ri. A Sat.
24 Hrs.
N«Kt lo

Sup«r Slop A Shop
Compus Shopping Con-

lor

nto t. Hadloy/Amhorst
2ss-ua> eatiifplKf

tCilM CITIZENS

MSCMNTS

All OTNEI

TIMES 10*.

BactMt «Mhf

toipcctals

Announcing
a leal spring bieak for students.

A three month
lacquetball/tennis
club membership
for just 20 bucks.

lairxr::^ : :

:

"

It's our s|)ecial student discount

membership. Then fc^r just $2 '•<»

per person per hour, you can play

racquet ball any day between 7 am

and 3 pm (cortact the club for

tennis court rat*".;).

THE RACQUET
AND FITNESS
CENTER
Rt. 1 Hi Sun<ierlanii

049-4545

(3 miles from I Mass.)

JEREMY
RIFKIN

SptMk I u) (in

The Age of

TRANSITION

rajUOTTMl

OOD

A comprehensive discussion of

such critical topics as genetic

engineering, natural reseource and
energy consumption, and alter-

native economic theory.

HIROPIf

n Uilkiu

TUESDAY MARCH 13

5UD UMASS
4 FREE

y
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SPRING BREAK
KICKOFF!
Aerosmiths

^ormer Lead Guitarist'*^ Band

THE JOE PERRY
PROJECT

s6* ^

\
Wednesday

,y March 14, 1984
8:00 PM

Special Guests

The Hot Acoustics

Donation $2.00

for the United Way
Happy Hour Prices on

Miller and Lite

Raffle Prizes from Miller and

Tanning Research Labs

Fields of Study

Marketing
Entrcprcncurship

International Business

Economic Theory & Analysis

Management & Organizational Studies

Production & Operations Management
Management Information Systems

Finance & Investments
Quantitative Methods

Accounting
Taxation

Internships

• Fight week International Internships
• Founeen week Management Consulting Internships

• Fight week Domestic Internships for Foreign Students

For further in/orrrMriiJr contact

Officf ot (.raduatc AdmiNsion Hai'7V)n College Babson Park

(\Xclleslcv). MA{)21*>- (6]-) 2^S 12(m,\ extension 51"

Hiihsun ( olk'f^c /,v I(>i.iilL'J I i null's not nj Huston

Arts
The sorrow of 'Tis Pity'
TIS A PITY SHE'S A WHORE
by John Ford
March 14-17

Rand Theatre

By LORENA NOZZOLILLO
Collegian Staff

If you think that the Rand Theatre's

production of John Ford's "Tis Pity She's a

Whore is a stuffy, old-fashioned period

drama you're in for a surprise. This play is

filled with enough scandal, sex and violence

to make a Harold Bobbins novel pale in

comparison.

It is a deeply complex play that deals with

the tragic consequences of obsessive love.

The story primarily centers on the in-

cestuous love affair between Giovanni

(Lawrence W. Devine) and his sister

AnnabeUa (Laura Gewurz). Despite the

fact that AnnabeUa is pregnant with her

brother's child, she weds one of her many
suitors, Soranzo Of rnur^io. if's just n

matter of time before Soranzo finds out the

truth and plans U> seek revenge on Giovani.

However, he never has a chance to

complete his revenge, for. as in any good

tragedy, everybody conveniently drops

dead in the final act. including Soranzo.

The characters either die of natural causes

brought on by some traumatic event, or

they are simply murdered in cold blood.

This is not any easy play to watch; the plot

is filled with hatred and violence and almost

all the characters are either Uars,

hypocrites, or murderers. There are cruel

and violent over-tones throughout the

whole play. For example. AnnabeUa is

beaten by an angry Soranzo when he

discovers she's pregnant. Also, in one

instance Putana (Elaine J. DeConinck),

Annabella's hand servant, is sentenced to

have her eyes gouged out.

Most of the characters are of a violent and

corrupt nature. There is Grinaldi. (Matt

Canfield) a murderer who escapes justice

through the protection offered by the hypo-

critical cardinal (Greg A. Kinnison).

Soranzo becomes corrupt with his desire

for revenge but ends up being betrayed by

his own servant. Even Giovanni ends up

killing his beloved AnnabeUa.

The comic relief to all this violent tension

is provided by Richard F. O'Neil as

Bergetto. one of Anabella's suitors.

O'Neil's stage persona was a pleasant relief

and he was definalely a favorite with the

audience.

Unfortunately there were also a few

unintentionally comic moments. When a

blind DeConinck stumbles onto stage,

Laura Gewurz confides in Elaine Deconinck in a scene from the

Rand's Tin Pity She's a Whore.

blind folded, she looks more like someone

playing pin the tail on the donkey than a

woman who has just been cruelly tortured.

Even though most of the characters are

villianous. the cast seems to enjoy playing

such vil»» rolps. (even if they do have a

tendency to ham it up a little) 'TVs Pity

She's A Whore is an intense drama that

explores the dark areas of hatred,

hypecrisy, even lovt«. It needs to be

presented with the right amount of camp

and theatrics to make it watchable. "Ti*

Pity She's A Whrre will play at the Rand
Theatre March 14 17.

Chasing after melodies
STEPHANIE CHASE; ANNE-
MARIE McDERMOTT
Thursday. March 1

Fine Arts Center

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Violinist Stephanie Chase made her

Amherst debut last week before a small but

receptive audience at the Fine Arts ('enter.

Chase performed pieces by Mozart. Hrah

ms. Ysaye. and Janacek. On the latter two.

she really shined. Accompanied by pianist

Anne Marie McDermott, Ms. Cha.se. the

winner of the Bronze medal in the

Tchaikovsky Competition in 1982. played

with an invaryingly clairvoyant tone quality

which was quite beautiful in its own way.

but which seemed inappropriate at times,

particularly for the piece by Brahms.

The problem with Ms. Chase's playing is

that it has emotion but not much soul.

Clearly, it is a personal judgement to say

that soul is necessary, but for pieces such as

Brahms' "Sonata No. 3 For Violi And
Piano," a certain amount of emotional

evocation is needed to keep the piece afloat.

I found that Ms. Chase's rendition dragged.

On the pieces which demanded mostly

technical percision. like Ysaye's Sonata for

Violin solo "Ballade " Op. 27. No. 3. which

opened the second half of the concert, her

style fit in perfectly and the result was

phenominal. Ysaye, the piece's composer,

was first a violinist and second a composer.

He wrote solely for solo violins. A latter

day disciple of Bach's, Ysaye provides the

musician with a ma.sterpiece to perform, if

they have to required skill. And this is

where Ms. Chase comes in. Her reading of

the piece was perfect, and I found myself at

the edge of my seat by the time it was

finished.

Anne Marie McDermott. who ac

companied Ms. Chase on the piano,

provided a good counterpoint for Ms.

Chase's playing. While tonaly they really

only blended once or twice during the

evening, Ms. McDermott's playing was

always strong. During the Brahms in

particular she performed even the most

difficult pas.sages brilliantly. As a duet it

worked out quite well.

Ms. McDermott kept the concert in

teresting when Ms. t'hase began to wane,

but usually Ms. Chase held up her end

perftH'tly and I would consider it to be an

evening at The P'ine Arts Center that was

well spent.
Stephanie ( hane

menstrual #
can bet

^ Painful

cramps --
^ helped. Register for

J
workshop at thef

f University Health

Services. Par

r
TciKe a

Frisbee

on Vacation!

A.J. HASTINGS
. Pleasant St.

herst, Mass.
1002

RENTONt
OFOURS

Car • Truck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

j"""l7.06""1
I (with this couponi I

I

I

|(ilin Fiitd\

'TIS PITY SHE'SAWHORE
RANDTHEA lER. FINE ARTS CENTER. I NIVEHStl V OK M XSSA( Ml SE I I S

MARCH 810 and 14-17. 1984. 8:00 PM

TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE. 545 2511

I $10 00 with

I
Shampoo and

I
Blow Dry .

• $11.50 Long Hair I

I t>pir« 3 31 S4
I

L Valid Mon Thurj i

Plea ( .ill Ui' an

Appci.ntrne'I

Jtyles by
Deborah

C<5 University Drive

Amherst. MA 549-561

CALL FOR
CONCEPT
PAPERS

C^^^ ^^0 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^f ^^^ ^M
^^fc ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^m^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^T^ ^^^ ^1^ ^^^ ^^T

The UMass Arts Council has $10,000 to

subsidize pernnanent art-related

projects, such as capital improvements
or acquisitions. University groups
involved in campus arts are invited to

submit one-page concepts papers by

March 30, 1984.

For more information, contact the Arts

Council office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F,
9-5.

^^ ^J^-Jj* ^^ ^^ ^^^^0 ^^ ^^f ^^0^0^M0 ^0 ^0 ^^f ^^f ^^f ^K ^^f %
^fc ^^* ^^y ^^^ ^^^ ^^: ^^1 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^1 ^^^ ^^1 ^^1 ^^^ ^^1 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^
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I Blue

Hooded Sweatshirt

Quantities Limited

Karia A. Strom
Photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

0yUNIVERSITY
STORED

r

Always liead

Trailers ^f «"<>« 6or4o«

T

/-

L

Make your Spring Break
a Romantic One

You are invited to come
in and view ou- extensive

collection of fine lingerie.

JUST ARRIVED - Christian Dior

100% cotton pajamas for men
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-4:30

C«(fi*9« Shops. 233 N PiMunt SI Amhartl
luppvi m*!! S49-MI^

The Institute for
Paralegal Tiaining

works.
So do its graduates.

Four months of intensive training can

add market value to your college degree.

A sampling of |i>bs our eraduateri hold
LEGFSl.ATIVF KtSpARCHi .<. ML'NK If'Al Bt>M) I'ARALEGAl..

RIAL FSTATF MAKkFTl\(. PIKFC Tl>R.

ESTATES & TRUSTS I EC.Al ASSISTANT l\FR(,> SPFCTAI 1ST

ANTITRUST SF'ECIALIST CHRIMRATF BFNFUl^ PLAWER
EWTRONMFNTAl. LAW SPFCIAl 1ST

• Through our ii>rpt>r.itt' iDntJits. uur n.itu>n.il s»'jrih If.im

and our compufenzed pian'mt-nt sfr\K*- wv haM* plait-d ovt-r

S.tXXI of our graduates in law hrms. hanks and corptirations

nationwide
• You can spfnali/t- in onf o\ s«'\fn .in-as tit tht- law
• Ail courst-N include training in nimputrr applications to li-gal

practice

• If we cannot secure a job for vou in the cit\ ol vour choice, we
provide a substantial tuition refund
• Financial aid and housing are available

We'll be at your campus on April 2

Contact vour placement office to see our resource KH>k on

law-related careers and to arrange for a group presentation

or a personal interview

To learn mor-, call collect:

(2151 567-4811 Or return

tfie coupon

THEINSrmjTE
PDRf^M^^LECAL

rtMladelptfu

Houston

Mill this coupon to RUMA
The Inslilul. to* P«raie<)»i Trainiro

1926 Arch Street Philadelphia PA 19'03

Please seno a tree copy d your calaiogua

Philadelphia Houston

I

Cily

Co«ege_

^tioh.

. SMte . Iv-

lyt of grad i

I

Phi Mu Sorority

invites

All University

Women
for Dinner

March 14, 1984
For more info cait

253-99 71

ask for Susan or Jodi

Bruins Fans!

Come to the Ground Round
We have Bruins Mugs!

For $1.99 you get your

first beer plus the 13 oz.

fmug with the Bruins insignij

to keep. Refills are 99*

I
Bring the mug back anytime^

for a 99* refill

"WINGS"
All the chicken

wings you can eat

for $3.95 anytime

the Bruins are on T.Vj

(we have 2 in our

lounge)

Rt. 5&
Conz Street

[Northampton
^

586-9868

Serving a

Enter our drawing for a chance to Full Dinner

win 2 tickets to a future Bruins game. & Snack

Winners picked weekly Menu t'l

Midnight^<

Tuesday, March 13, 1984, 'if .^'ilP 13

Bloom County hv Berke Bi-^^athed

OH, TB55 PiU^i ffitf. TmxJbti

IH KAKiUP, Cmt (Nm M9
ffeeTmRQoesT^mR...
nR.mvePAUA^'

mi, Nice TV Aieer yfif i'm tuq
Vitfe F0U<5 C»6lt>€R wu (\Mm
'HtAVYm TftL ' Wf\b FOK MTEK ^

H\v no;- . \

/\RiN'T you

f\ UTTte ft((eN'T¥OU

bmr fOR f\ Lrme
(M^GiNC^ mi FOR

\ , A TWIT ^^ \

n M
-•J. " Lv-^w, (»f^,^

1^ m
The UMass Zone Mar'' Rolling

For mv fyf
SKAn

TURN Mib FAC^

EiZ, /lAiO IVIAL THE
FlPSr ROW of /^UM8£RS,

.
,

,
——

^

/m
f

\

/vciv covEK Your Ric-ht

EYE, ANO -HELL ne THE
luTAL FOR rne ngx t row

VERY C-00(b,

you H/\\JE

lo-'SiO yisiosj

Srrod Dan DeBe'ii!

A WEE BIT

SPASTIC TODflV?

The 3lrio Jim V alsh

/PAvfi/ co(wfy f^wAuy

XT
youa THE
Guv O/Y

PS/TA
u\-

Shag^asty <).'{ . Ji • .ii'trei

6D0ZE/ \

MAS8 > MOKIA Winmill

DAILY 1

ACROSS

C'tOSSWOR

54 Actress who

D PUZZLE

12 Harmful influence

1 Pianist Gilels played Cieo 13 Profs posers

6 Famed 55 Porgies 18 Kind of loom

restaufateur 56 Get around 22 Greek letter

9 Delicate purple 60 LikeHumpty 25 Partner of rack

14 Gimlet flavoring Dumply 26 Cakewalk

15 Induce ennui 62 Snail or limpet 27 Neat as

16 Blend in 64 Flycatcher 28 On earth

17 Certain reflexes 65 Dull dreary 29 Yet again

19 Animal of a 66 Trenchant 32 Assumed
certain stripe 67 Part of a plant 34 Sparkle

20 In reserve 68 Kennel sound 36 Miss

21 Take potshots (at> 69 She, in Turin Regrets

23 Grog 37 City of

24 Culls out W Alaska

26 Backtalk 38 — penny.

27 Sound of two

discovery DOWN 40 Huge
30 Harbor feature 1 Actress Sommer 41 Make turbid

31 Corp initials 2 Saucy woman 43 In reserve

33 Pfienomena of tfie 3 a man 45 Bursa

Falkland Islands who wasn 1 there 48 Washouts
ib University of 4 Wolfish looks 49 Fix permanently

l^ainesite 5 Helmsman s 50 Conductor Seiji

J9 Republic of course of the Boston

Europe 6 With 52 Down Symphony
40 Soup garnish old fashioned 52 See 6 Down
42 More recent 7 Islands oft 53 Bring out

43 Was careful Scotland 55 Pursue

44 Nominees tor 8 Varnish 57 Pongids

Clio awards ingredient 58 Finishes

46 Melange 9 Confusing place 59 First name in

47 Yellow or White 10 Ending with American poetry

48 Out of 14 Across 61 Part of AT&T
51 Exonerate 11 Eclipse effect 63 Printing abbr

1 ? 3 4

1
5 6 1 8

??

9 10 11 1? 13

u 15 16

17 18 19

.1?

I
?6

?0 ?1 ?3

1
?4 ?5

1
3171 30 ^^^1

33 34

I
43

35 36 37 38

39 40 41

4?

4b 1
49 SO

44

55

46 47

48 51 5?

I
63

53

57 58 59S4 56

60 61 6?

1
64 65 66

67 68 69

*
4-

4-

»
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

s

4-

Collegian Workshop
j

Basic Newswriting J

and Reporting J

Wednesday, March 14 t

Room 905 I

Campus Center X

7 PeM. \
4-

4-

D.C. Menu

LUNCH

F'rench Dip Sandwich

Effgs Foo Yung/
Due Sauce

DINNER

Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce
Meatballs with

Spanish Sauce

Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASICS LUNCH

Humus Vegetable

Pocket Sandwich
Eggs Foo Yung/

Due Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Cheese Mushroom
Fondue Bake

Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Today snow chan^rg to

sleet and freezing rain in

the interior and to rain

along the coast. Becoming
windy along the coast,

highs in the mid to upper
20's in the interior, in the

low to mid 30's along the

coast. Tonight, rain,

except freezing rain inland

early. Temperatures in

the 30's.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU22LE

3/13/84

* ^ ^ * ^ * • • •** *** '-i^***/
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The new police recruits.
Call them slobs.

Call them jerks.
Call them gross.

Just don't call them
when you're in trouble.

What an Institution!

R

"POLICE ACADEMY" a PAUL MASLANSKY production
STARRING STEVE GUTTENBERG • KIM CATTRALL • BUBBA SMITH • aj)d GEORGE GAYNES as comdt lassahd

STORY BY NEAL ISRAEL s PAT PROFT • scrfinplay by NEAL ISRAEL a PAT PROFT and HUGH WILSON
PRODUCEDBY PAUL MASLANSKY • directed by HUGH WILSON ltl.u>DDcc»*wY«i£«.

NCSTNICTtO ZZ-

•>•)•' 0* toil r.i,>«s«i
fN." IJ«.**U«liL.*>.-AS . M.«N

Presented by the Governors Program Council

8:30 PM Tuesday, March 13

at the Hampshire Four Theater

FREE to UMass students with ID

first come, first serve

NO MORE WAITING FOR TERMINAL!
DO YOUR COMPUTER WORK AT:

^N'<-^*"^K^j«"^>r^»' <

m COfVIPUTER

IMC.

* Access to UMass Cyber
* Access to Amherst VAX and VAS
* Instant printouts
* Complete word processing systems available
* Discount cards

CALL NOW 256-1213
79 South Pleasant Street

(in loft rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)
Mon-Thurt 9 am to 10 pm

Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm Sun 10 am to 6 pm

Hypercurricula

ALPHA ZETA - Meeting

today to discuss raffle &
movie & more! Please bring

your tickets and money.
6:30 p.m.. CC903.

HILLEL SOCIAL
COMMITTEE MEETING -
7:00 p.m., Dukes Room.

LUNCH WITH THE
RABBI - Informal lunch

time get-together with
Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. 12-

1:00 p.m., Suffolk Room.
RADICAL STUDENT
UNION MEETING -
Discussion on campus
militarism, and the new
UMass Progressive
newspaper. 7:30 p.m.,

SU413.
ARMENIAN STUDENTS
CLUB MEETING - The
Armenian Students will

have a meeting to discuss

preparations for Inter-

naitonal Fair. New mem-
bers are welcome. 7:30

p.m.,CC168.

ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION - The
Asian American Students

Association of UMass will be

holding a brief meeting

before the film showings.

Current events and details

about "Asian Talent Night"

will be discussed. 6:30 p.m.,

CC174-176.

ANTI RACISM TEAM
MEETING - Join us to

discuss racism and what can

be done about it! 4:00 p.m.,

CC805 809.

WOMEN, SEX ROLES
AND PERSONAL POWER
— Learn how sociahzation of

females and sex role

stereotypes affect women's
self-concept and her
relationships. 8 week
colloquium. Come to first

class. 6:30-9:00 p.m., Lewis
Lounge.

FREE WRITING
TUTORING - The South-

west Writing Center offers

free confidential peer

tutoring for all University

students. Bring any
assignment or writing

project. Drop in, no ap-

pointment needed. 7-9:00

p.m.. Pierpont. Southwest.

UPC GENERAL
MEETING - Come gel

involved in producing

concerts. Many Spring

events coming up. New
members welcome. 6:30

p.m..CC101.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIO
PROJECT MEETING -
Come talk about women and

alternative forms of

leadership or any other

issues involving women.
New members welcome.

5:30 p.m., SU415.

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS

1HF SHORIfSl ORIVt TC

RIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

lOCATfDINtASV TO

R[ ACHSOUTHtRN
VtRMONT ON VT 100

I ODGING
(802)464 8501

SKI REPORT

(802)464 2151

Old Man Winter Won't Let Go!
More than 20" of new snow since 2/28/84.

All 52 trails are open with edge to edge
powder. We have record base depth up to

8 feet deep. On 15 miles of terrain. Ski the

$99 Fun Pack 3 days of lift tickets Sun-Fri,

2 nites lodging £f 2 breakfasts for $99.

800-451-4443 ask for the Fun Pack.

Mount ®ttoui
VERMONT

IM Hockey playoffe begin
By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Staff

The UMass intramural hockey league will

conclude play Monday night, with
rescheduled games taking place to finish up
the regular season. Playoffs will get under
way Tuesday night with all eight playoff

teams skating.

came one game short of an
season last week when they

The Nads
undefeated

were stopped by What the Puck, 7-4. Tom
Jango's Nads finished up the regular season

with a lock on first place and a 9- 1-0 mark.

What the Puck gained sole possession of

second place and will face the third place

team in the quarter finals. The Nads will

play the fourth place team, but the final two
playoff spots in the Jo Jo Starbuck division

are still up for grabs with one night of

action left.

Yukon Jack, the champions the past two
seasons, gained first place in the Ice

Capades division with an 80 2 record. An
asterisk has to be next to Yukon's un-

defeated season because they lost a game to

Mass Consumption, but were awarded the

game by forfeit. Mass Consumption, with

two losses, will battle Phi Sigma Kappa in

the first round of the playoffs.

Phi Sig clinched third place with a 6-0 rout

over Pi Kappa Alpha. Doug Chapman
paced the "Five Cigs" with three assists.

The remaining playoff spot in the Ice

Capades division is available for either Pike

or the Bladerunners. The Bladerunners
need to win their last game and hope for a
Pike loss or Pike will finish in fourth place.

All playoff series will be one game, single

elimination with the division finals Wed-
nesday night, and the league finals on
Thursday at 9p.m.

The top bets for the title are the Nads.
What the Puck. Yukon Jack and Mass
Consumption. Those four teams were the
final four last semester, and had little

trouble skating their way to the top of the
heap this semester.

Yukon Jack must get a strong effort from
Goalie Bob Montana, to win again. Mon-
tana's teammates led by Matt Lyons, John
Bonnish and John Sullivan, gave him an
average of six goals a game, but Mass
Consumption's goalie Rick Hanlon is one of
the stingiest in the league. Phi Sig will

need three upsets in a row to take the title.

The Nads seem to be the team to beat
overall, with the ability to score often and
'quickly, their most potent weapon. The
Nads are still stinging from their loss in

semi-finals last semester and would like

nothing better than to get the seniors on
the team an intramural trophy.

Early season favorite Moosehead, had a

miserable second season and missed the

playoffs completely. WhatthePuck, paced

by Joe Gorrasi, Scott Dickson and Fred
Findler played steady hockey all year and
won when they had to. Their season series

with the Nads included a 7-3 win, but the

Nads shut them out 4-0 in their first

meeting.
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LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113* 8 45 3:4b Monday F riday • Deadline is 3 45 two flays prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phono iuifTit)er FREE

AHH!

Get f»ulf I U>e the Collegian classifieds l

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Genuine Raybans and Vuarnets
Fashionable and Functional Sunglasses for

your face. All types. Reasonable prices.

Bruce 549-2879

AUDIO

Sony XR-S6 Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

AUTO FOR SALE
~

74 Ply. Duster runs excellent, slant 6 body
also in excellent shape. Asking $1375
549-5804 aft. 6

1973 Ford Pinto must sell. Good condition

$300 or 80 549-7864

CAPE COD

Housomatos noodod for 6 bedroom
houso in Harwich walk to beach 6-5861

ELIZABETH

Waitress at TOC Thank you for returning

my sweeter Kathy

ENTERTAINMENT
~

RACK-ADISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest pnce call

584-6712

FOR RENT

2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland

house. 130 -t- each, on bus route with fall

option. 666-2512

Computer Terminals & Acoustic

Couplers for rent no security deposit no

maintenance charge immediate availability

546-4782 or 546-4737

1 rm in Riverglade Apt 150 a month util.

included avail immed ASIT 256-8733

FOR SALE

Got something to toll? Use the Collegian

Classifiedsl

AMP - Peavey Bandit - 66 watts, 12", lead

block, preamp, active EQ, channel swit-

ching, very versatile. Mint $285 also,

reliable Peavev Classic $125 Jim 256-OgU

Guitar Amp Yamaha 100-212 evenings

256-1326 Mark $400

FOUND

Dog found near Northeast and Main

Amherst on Sunday 3/3/84 part black 'ab

limps on left hind leg male call 256-036?

HELP WANTED

Musicians needed: The Boltwood Project

needs musicians to play at coffee houses
and parties you play - we'll pay! For more
information call Laurie 253-3568 or Lauren

549-3853

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop. Classroom and shop. Limited

enrollment. 253-2096

LOST

Blue Woolrich down coat Berkshire DC
3/2/84 reward 546-5318

Missing since Dec. female Dober
man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Tl 56 Calculator Really need it in classses

call 546^6346 big reward

Can you help me? I lost a plum-colored

pocketbook in the vicinity between Hills

House and Pike. If found, please call

6-6542. If you want, keep the pocketbbok,

j
ust return the keys. Reward! I!

Set of keys 2/14 Baybanks chain 3 univer-

sity keys reward 546-6250

PERSONALS
~

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape -custom

ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues., Feb 21 - Wed, March 14

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

MW-F: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Tues: noon - 9 p.m.

For appointment call:

545-0848 / 545^2874

or sign up on portrait dates

in 177-178 CC
sitting fee: $5.00

Contact Lenses Replaced. Baush and

Lomb or American Optical. $25 each. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive 256-8561

• What do you think of Bio-technology *

• and genetic engineering? *

JEREMY RIFKIN is opposed to it.

• Hear this outspoken critic for *

• yourself
• Tues. March 13, 8:00 SUB UMass Free

*

JEREMY RIFKIN

Author and social theorist

speaking on Genetic engineer'nq,

test tube babies, natural resoiiioe

consumption and alternative

economic theory, Bio-Technology

author of Entropy; Who Should Play

God; and Algeny

Tues March 138:00 SUB UMass Free

Problems with your landlord? Call LSO
545-1996

Happy 20th JuanI Swill, but be careful of

your ankle or you won't be able to escape
from Elwoods. . .Laurita y Hayne

A great way to tell someone how you feel.

Use the Collegian Classifieds!

To my pain in the neck friend from NY
-Happy Birthday. I know this is early, but

someone had to do it. You have been a

special friend to me. You have always been

there to break me down. Boy, do I have

character now! Thanks to your efforts I will

be dynamic. Have a great time in Florida.

Love your favorite Canadien

Happy 20th Birthday Bethlll We have

you! Lots of love, your sisters and brothers

in Christlll

'Presenting the HSMA Raffle Winners*
Mark Rapp Peter Siegal

Jackie Kraus Katie Cushing

John McNamara David Tibbets

Rick Carboeau Maura O'Leary

Patti

Mr. 2% can't wait to see you gorgeous

body in May 2 hands

Contact lenses replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. Optical Sciences $20 each. Dr.

Spencer. University Drive 256-8561

• Attention Intramural Hockey *

No Mistakes in 884
• Mass. Consumption *

• Mass. Consumption *

• Mass. Consumption *

• Mass. Comsumption *

• It's time for a New Champion *

• It's time for Mass. Consumption *

RIDE WANTED

Need a ride? Advertise in the Collegian

Classifiedsl

• Ride needed to NYC or Long Island
• area on Thurs Mar 15th anytime after

• 11:00 AM will share $$ please call

' Robin at 253-9971

Help ma. Going to Rochester March 15 or

1 6 call Heidi 546-5158

Ride needed to NYC for 2 people Thurs

March 15 or Friday, March 16. Call 549-1511

Want to go to Tampa/Orlando Spring

Break will share exp>enses 256-0964

Penn State - State College or nearby over

Spring Break. Share $ call Diane 546-7397

RIDERS WANTED
~

Express bus ride Port Authority NYC
($19.00) March 16 reservations 256-6782

One or two riders needed to Ft Lauder-

dale call Sheila 545-0527

ROOM WANTED

Looking for apartment in Puffton.

Townehouse, Brandywine, o. Presidential.

I will take over lease whenever Needed for

F«li R4 please call Roger 546 9538

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house /Hadley $175.00 includes

utilitjesJ86^3682

1 bedroom in 2 br pt Mill Hollow $188
monthly avail immed call Kathy 549 6561

SERVICES
~

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M F 9-2:30

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Menuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 665-3414

Typing pickup and delivery evenings 413
774-2379

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next day
service. Pickup and delivery. TYPE-RITE
253 5111

Brian,

Have a happy 20th! HofK' I can make
your birthday s|)ecial. I love you.

Mare

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,
25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Wanted - Catsittar need someone to take
care of my cat during Spring Breek call

549 4585

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted apartment in Puffton, bran-

dywine or surrounding area call 256-1235

reward!

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84
call debbie or Lori 666-4578 after 8 PM
Looking for apt in Puffton for fall 84. Will-

ing to pay for summer months ASAP
546-^fflO

$80 Reward: want to take lease of 3 bdrm
in Puffton for fall '84 will take over summer
Gail 546-8572 or Joanne 6-8663

Looking for reasonably priced studio

ept. Near town or campus for fall 84. Call

549-1184 eves

Double room needed for two in Amherst
or Sunderland apt. To begin leasing in June
or September call 546-5876

Two bedroom apt. in Puffton, Bran-

dywine, Townehouse or surrounding area

for fall '84. Willing to take over for summer.
Call 6-4239 or 6-6943

Want to rent apt in Brittany, Brandy, etc.

for fall '84 call Tim 6-9694 Greg 6-8862

Apartment room needed imemdiataly
call Peter 546-8185
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S tit rts
Women's Golf organizational meeting

Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Boyden 223 or con-

tact Jack in Boyden 228 at 545-1301. Man-

datory meeting for Softball and Soccer In-

tramural officials today in Boyden 215 at 7.

Women gymnasts take third place
By KEVIN DELUCA

Collegian Staff

There were no big surprises Saturday at

the women's gymnastics Atlantic 10

Championships as an excellent Penn State

squad ran away from the rest of the field

with an 182.35. West Virginia finished

second with a 177.05. and the third seeded

University of Massachusetts lived up to its

seeding with a 171.55. Hose school

University of Rhode Island was fourth at

169.4.

The Minutewomen had gone into the meet
looking for a 175 in order to qualify for the

Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conterence

Championships, where they would have

their last chance to qualify for the NCAA
East Retjionals.

"The ladies went into the meet with a good

attitude." said UMass Coach Ken
Anderson. "The beam was a tough event to

start on. It was very loud in the gym, so it

was hard to concentrate. All six kids fell off

the beam, which was the difference in not

getting that 175 that we needed."

As it turns out, despite not getting a 175.

the Minutewomen will be at the University
of Vermont in Burlington this Saturday for

the ECAC Championships and that last shot

to make the NCAA East Regionals.

"Penn State and West Virginia are not

going. They wanted the weekend off before

Regionals. We have to hit cold. We need a

177 to make the Regionals," said Anderson.

UMass got off to a rocky start at the

Atlantic 10 Championships with no one

hitting iheT balance beam routines. Tricia

Harrity had the high score for UMass with

an 8.7 Robin Low managed an 8.5 and Sue

Allen had the third-highest UMass score

with an 8.3 Bernie Robertson of Penn State

won the balance beam event with a 9.35.

The Minutewomen moved next to the floor

exercise event, where Low's crowd-

pleasing routine earned her a 9.35 and third

place, behind Pam Loree (9.6) and Diane

Drum (9.5) of Penn State. Minutewoman

Tricia Camus did her best floor routine of

the season and scored an 8.9.

Lisa Griffin, who had had a tough time (for

her) in the floor exercise event (8.7). made

up for it in the vaulting event, where she

led UMass with a 9.2. Griffin's full twist on-

full twist off vault gave her third place.

Kathy Pomper (9.35) and Loree (9.3) of

Penn State were first and second,

respectively.

UMass then headed for their last event of

the day. the uneven parallel bars.

"We went into the bars with a real 'go for

it' attitude, which I was happy about

considering that it is our weakest event."

Anderson commented.
Camus started the Minutewomen off on

the bars and broke out of a personal slump

with an 8.2. Maureen Sutherby earned an

8.25, the third highest UMass score and a

personal high for her. Chris Cloutier hit her

bar set for ah 8.55 while Harrity got the

highest UMass score, an 8.95. Jan Fun-

derburk of West Virginia finished first in

the event with a 9.45.

Funderburk was also the top all around at

the meet. Her total of 36.95 edged Loree's

total of 36.9. Harrity was the top UMass
all around with a 34.45 total.

The Minutewomen now travel to UVM for

their last chance at earning a berth in the

NCAA East Regionals.

ColUirian photo by Kati* Wattrri

Minutewoman Lisa Griffin vaulting earlier in the season. Griffin took

third in the vaulting event at the Atlantic 10 Championships this past

weekend.

Violence from sports fans: Do weneed it?
By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Staff

It has come to light that officials at

Syracuse University's Carrier Dome have

video-taped unknowing sports fans in the

act of screaming obscenities at opposition

team players. Individuals, according to

published reports, have been removed

from the stands and shown footage of

their unruly behavior.

A hard nosed attempt as social-control

with a 'Big-Brother' attitude? Or a

mudging"see how silly you look...?"

While one may argue that an illegal or

unethical approach has been taken to deal

with rowdyism, one may counter that it

ap(>ears to be a method of pinpointing an

individual and demanding an explanation

for a behavior that has sometimes led to

unnecessary violence in sports.

Consider:
—A professional athlete dives into the

stands in pursuit of a fan who has been

taunting him.

—Members of a professional hockey

team fight with fans who have been

throwing objects and screaming ob-

scenities.

— A referee attacked by a fan on the

court during a nationally -televised

basketball game.

Where has sportsmanship gone?

Have the times changed so much that an

onlooker has a right of participation by

profanity?

Consider the University of

Massachusetts:

Commentary
The Scene-The Curry Hicks Cage,

crammed to its ancient rafters with loyal

followers of the local five.

The Game— The home favored

Minutemen are being trounced by the

talented visitors from Philadelphia. The

Temple Owls present an efficient of-

fensive-machine that wilts the locals.

The Fan— Notice the fellow seated

behind the UMass bench, halfway up the

crowded bleachers. His pulse is

quickening; his face turns a peculiar shade

of crimson; his lips curl in a sadistic snarl.

He leaps to his feet, shouting at the object

of his scorn, the man wearing the black

and white stripes. He rains down a storn

of obscene commentary, guessing at the

unfortunate's parental Uneage and noting

his resemblance to a portion of the human

anatomy. Later he becomes annoyed with

the skills of the soon to be victorious

visitors, begins a vile chant and is joined

by other foul mouthed fellows.

It was not pretty to watch, nor enjoyable

to hear. It was particularly annoying to

the majority of those in attendance, those

who respectfully appreciative of the level

of talent being displayed by both sides.

And so it ended the way it began, pretty

much of a rout. But in between were

those moments that are the essence of

sport. The gratifying feeling of a floating

hook, the jump-up-and-down of a fast

break, the emotion of a runof-points

fueled comeback bid; moments briefly

interrupted by mindless bigotry.

Videotapes do present a dilemma to the

heckler who must choose within himself

an accountability for his behavior or an

acknowledgement of his offensiveness to

others.

While Syracuse University may have

begun a new tradition of presenting

magnetic images after-the-fact, the

majority of their fans have often dealt out

their own form of spot- justice by shouting

down the offenders; perhaps this is the

better of the two.

There is another tradition at the Carrier

Dome. At the start of each half of play the

crowd rises as one, clapping in unison

until the hometeam has scored its first

points. It continues as long as it takes,

leaving many sore hands when the

Orangemen are cold. It is another of those

moments that is so important to sport,

and to life; a unity of peaceful emotion. It

is something we could use more of.

BLT wins wrestling title
By JOE PETRIN
Collegian Correspondent

BLT (bold, little, tough) IV won their

fourth consecutive intramural wrestling

championship last night in the Boyden

wrestling room.

BLT IV easily outpointed Phi Sig61-41 for

the title. The Madmen finished a disap-

pointing third with 35 followed by BKO
with 21 points, PIKE with 17 and Phi Mu
Delta with 6.

Eight BLT IV wrestlers captured

championships in their weight classes. One

was captain Mike Valardi in the 135 lb. class

for the second year in a row. Valardi was

very happy with his team's performance.

"We've worked really hard and it payed

off. We've been a team for four years.

When we started most guys had never

wrestled before and were keeping up a

winning tradition," said Valardi.

Second place Phi Sig had three winners.

Chris Noble caoturpd the ^80 '^ class.

Dave Laud won at 185 lbs., and Big Mark
Davidson took the unlimited title.

Howard Kilpatrick (145 lb. I and Nigel

Lewis (165 lb.) both won their class for The
Madmen. Lewis, who also won for the

second straight year, gave credit to BLT.

"The Madmen congratulate BLT. We lost

to them by one last year and again they got

the best of us. They knew we were coming
after them and it gave them instinctive to

try harder," said Lewis.

BKO also had two individual champions
with Brian Conrad (160 lbs.) and Dave
Gaudet (195). Gaudet had the only pin in

the finals.

The tournament was held over four nights

with 45 wrestlers competing in a double-

elimiRation tournament. It was a very

smoothly run operation, said Patty Halpin,

intramural graduate assistant.

The team scoring was close after the first

night but then BLT ran away with it. After

a hectic first night things went good. There
were a lot of close matches and overall it

was a good tournament. Halpin said.

Hoop playoffs finish up
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

During the regular

season, members of these

two teams compete in

different arenas but all

under the flag of the

University of

Massachusetts. All one big

happy family.

Tonight at 6 p.m. in the

newly renovated Boyden

gym members of the

UMass women's soccer

team will meet members of

the UMass field hockey

team in the women's in-

tramural basketball final.

That game highlights a

full slate of intramural

action as the basketball

playoffs wind down. The

men's semi-finals, the co-

rec finals and the Grad Fac

semi-finals will all be held

tonight in Boyden.

hockey
against

(soccer)

In the women's final, the

Dancing UMies (field

will face off

the Strikers

Last night, the

Strikers jumped out to a

20-8 lead enroute to a 33-26

semi-final win over the

Sharpshooters.

In the other semi, the

Dancing UMies came from

behind to overcome the

Crampton Women of

Color, in a low-scoring 19-

16 battle. Patti Smith led

the winners with 5 while

Patty Shea and Lil Hultin

added 4. Lisa Graham led

Crampton with six.

In a previous game earlier

this semester, the Dancing

UMi«8 ecked out a nari'ow

31 30 victory over the

Strikers.

The men's final four

pairings were determined

last night in quarter-final

action.

Clinc will meet the

Running Rebels in one

semi at 8 p.m. In the other

semi. Chutzpah will face

the ExHogsters also at 8.

Clinc topped Sixty sixers

64-40, Running Rebels

beat GQ IV 49-36, Chut-

zpah overcame Heat and

Save by a narrow 66-65

margin and the

ExHogsters defeated the

Mustangs, in Final Eight

Action.

Mike Kline led all scorers

in the Chutzpah game with

17 points.

In co-rec action, the A-

Team will fact Spirit in the

finals at 7 p.m. tonight.

The grad- fac league Final

Four will feature Exercise

Science against Education

at 6 p.m. and Cell Debris

will tangle with CC Movers

at 7 p.m.

The grad-fac finals will be

Wednesday at 6 p.m.
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Keller/Patrick are landslide victors
17 percent of students vote
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

In a landslide victory, Rick Patrick and
Jim Keller were elected last night to the

Student Government Association (SGA)
Preridency, claiming over 58 percent of the

total votes cast.

"We are looking forward to following

through with the issues and stratepes we
have been working on," said and elated

Patrick last night. "We want to bring as

many people into the president's office as

possible," he said "to build a solid base for

student input."

Despite the poor weather, the voter turn-

out was consistent to last year, with ap-

proximately 17 percent of the
undergraduate student population par-

ticipating.

The Rudolph/Dooley candidacy received

over 29 percent of the votes, finishing se-

cond. Gumby and Camel earned third

place, with an estimated 8 percent of the

votes while John Michaud, the only can-

didacy running solo with no platform, came
in fourth, capturing 4 percent of the votes

cast.

Timothy Rudolph congratulated Patrick

and Keller and said "this loss should not

divide us from the winners. We all share

the common ground of being students

here."

Paul "Gumby" Gosselin of the Gum-
by/Camel candidacy said, "we are having a

victory party, because we accomplished

what we wantetl to do before the ballots

were counted."

The two said their goals were to raise

issues which they felt were important, such

as rent control, affirmative action topics,

and students rights and roles within the

SGA.

Patrick and Keller said their first con-

cern will be the Board of Regents recently

proposed tuition policy, which would allow

an annual increase of 12 to 15 percent.

Keller said they will inform students nn

what the policy entails, and confront the

regents with the input, and research they

have already started.

According to Patrick, the policy

discriminates against students of lower-

middle and lower economic backgrounds,
who "should have access to this

University," "We are against this propos-

ed policy."

Patrick also said the tuition policy is one

of their first concerns because it does not

ensure that adequate financial aid will be

LANDSLIDE VICTORS—Rick Patrick (left) and Jim Keller, the next
presidents of the Student Government Association at the University of

Massachusetts.

provided to eligible students.

They said another immediate concern is

for bringing students closer to the SGA, by
informing them through Collegian
editorials, WMIJA radio station, and seek-

ing student input.

Reinstatement of the President's Coun-
cil, which unifies area governments with
the president's office, is another method
I'atrick and Keller will use to "insure direct

student representation," and bring
students and student government closer.

Hart takes Mass. forNew England sweep
Mondale second, McGovem quits race Hart, McGovem strong in Amherst Voting
By JAMES SIMON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Sen. Gary Hart com-

pleted a five-state New England sweep
over Walter Mondale by winning the

snowbound Massachusetts primary
yesterday, capping a two-month journey

from the bottom of political polls to the top

of the presidential ballot.

George McGovem, in a last stand to

salvage his Democratic campaign by

finishing first or second in Massachusetts,

trailed Mondale for the runner up position,

and said he would drop out of the race.

It was an astounding come- from- behind
victory by Hart, who trailed Mondale 43-3

percent in a January statewide poll.

"This is a victory not for the candidate but

for aU of you, and I want you to know that,"

Hart told his jubilant supporters via a
telephone hookup from Washington D.C. to

his Boston campaign party.

"We're going to carry Massachusetts in

the fall for the Democratic party." he said.

With 1,518 of 2,196 precincUs reporting.

Hart had 157,154 votes or 39 percent;

John Glenn 29,053 votes or 7 percent; and

McGovem 82,373 votes or 21 percent; Sen.

John Glenn 29,053 votes of 7 percent; and

the Rev. Jesse Jackson, 21,881 votes or 6

percent.

The returns showed Hart held his own in

cities like Boston and Holyoke, where

Mondale's organizational support was

greater, and the Colorado senator won
suburban areas and small towns across the

state. President Reagan was the only

candidate on the Republican ballot.

McGovem carried Massachusetts in the

1972 general election while losing every

other state. After stating he would drop

out of the 1984 race if he didn't finish first or

second in Massachusetts, the former South

Dakota senator spent most of the last two

weeks campaigning here while his rivals

concentrated on southern states that also

held primaries on Super Tuesday.

"With all good cheer I fully accept the

verdict of my very special friends—the

voters of Massachusetts, who gave us a

very strong showing, far beyond what

anyone expected a short time ago,"

McGovern said in announcing he would bow
out of the race.

Hart, riding the momentum from his

earlier victories in New Hampshire, Ver-

mont and Maine, led the Massachusetts
field by 20 percentage points in polls going

into the primary.

"The Hart campaign is not one just of

momentum any more," said Hart's co-

chairman in Ma.ssachusetLa, Essex County
District Attorney Kevin Burke.

"It won in Massachusetts where it had
the first full test and analysis of Gary
Hart's ideas. It passed with resounding

success."

By DAVID LINTON
and KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

Amherst voters who endured the snow
and cold yesterday gave Sen. Gary Hart a

commanding victory in the Democratic

Presidential primary here yesterday.

Hart's Amherst victory coincided with

results statewide, where early tabulations

showed the Colorado Democrat taking

about 38 percent of the Massachusetts

vote.

With 5.448 people voting in Amherst,
Hart was able to get 1.737 votes or 32

percent; former South Dakota Sen. and

Collcfiui photo br Katie Wattcra

MAKING IT COUNT—Two people voting in the Massachusetts

primary yesterday amidst the security of an Amherst voting booth.

Gov. Michael Dukakis, who campaigned

last week for Mondale while the cjindidate

remained in the South, said "it hurt not to

have him here," for the final days of the

primary effort.

"We have good, tough independent

voters in the state and they vote their cons-

cience ... I'm pleased overall. I think it

was a good night for Fritz MondaJe," said

Dukakis, referring to Mondale's showing in

southern states.

1972 presidential candidate George

McGovern received 1,353 votes or 25

percent; the Rev. Jesse Jackson had 1,027

votes or 19 percent; former vice presklent

and Minnesota Sen. Walter Mondale

received 931 votes or 17 percent; and Ohio

Sen. John Glenn had 137 votes or 2

percent.

Hart, whose Five College campaign was

made up of about 150 student volunteers,

dkl best in precinct three, the Emmanual
Lutheran Church, where he picked up 297

votes to McGovern's 155. Hart also did

well in precinct 1. the North
Congregational Church Mall, where he

earned 253 votes to McGovern's 193. Hart

was able to take Amherst's remaining six

precincts as well.

Town Clerk Estelle Matusko said the

voter turnout was not as high as expected

due to the weather conditions. She said

she had estimated that 60 percent of the

registered voters would turnout from the

number of phone calls she received

Monday afternoon of voters asking what

locations to vote at.

'Monday afternoon I estimated sixty

percent but the weather changed all that.

Primaries are typically low key as far

asvoter turn out," she said. "Obviously

there is a group out there who couldn't

face the elements and that certainlyis

understandable."

The voter turnout was low compared to

the past two presidential primary elec-

tions. Matusko said that the voter tur-

nout in 1980 was 48 percent on a day

which was sunny and cool. In 1976. she

said 43 percent of registered voters

turned out to vote on a cold, dark day.

"I think the figures speak for them-

selves. The weather tells all," Matusko

said. "I'd take a cold, dark day anyday

compared to a cold, snowy day."

McGovern, who captured 21 percent of

the statewide vote with about half the

state's precincts reporting, late last night

decided to dr<^ out if he did not place first

or second in Massachusetts.

In Amherst, his strongest showings were

in precincts one, four and six. McGovem
captured 194 votes in Precinct 6 and 193

votes in precincts 1 and 4.

Jackson, who also had a strong Amherst-

based organiyation, did best in precincts

one, three, and six.

Despite yesterday's inclement weather,

poll workers did their best to give the

candidates visibility.

Eric Azumi, a sophomore at Amherst
College, spent about five hours at the

Bangs Community Center, where he held

a sign for Gary Hart. "I don't mind the

cold or the snow," Azumi said. "I've had a

bt of motivation since the campaign
started."
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TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE— George McGovern with his wife Eleanor in Boston watching^

televised Mass. primary results last night. McGovern later quit the race for the democratic

presidential nomination after finishing in 3rd place.

The Hart storyin Massachusetts
BOSTON (AP) Independent minded Massachusetts

voters disappointed former Vice President Walter Mon-

dale Tuesday and added lustre to the rising star of Gary

Hart, a western senator almost unknown here until recent

weeks.

"It's the most incredible turnaround I've ever seen,"

Chester Atkins, sate Democratic Party chairman, jaid

Tuesday night as Hart telephoned his Boston supporters to

claim a primary victory.

"It's a genuine phenomenon," Atkins said. 'I'm not sure

anyone can explain it."

In broad tems, Atkins attributed Hart's impressive

showing to his promise of "new ideas" and his appeal to

younger voters.

"It ushers in a new generation of political activism, and

that's a very healthy thing," Atkins said.

The Hart phenomenon reached across Massachusetts,

from Cambridge to North Adams, and from Wellesley to

Greenfield.

Mondale narrowly carried Brookline, with 31 percent, and

was running ahead of Hart in New Bedford, Fall River and

parts of Boston.

But Hart was beating Mondale by 2-to-l margins in many
centraland western Massachusetts cities and towns. Hart

won 46 percent in Greenfield to Mondale's 23 percent; 47

percent in North Adams, and 45 percent in Pittsfield.

Hart also scored high margins m some eastern
Massachusetts cities 40 percent in Salem, 38 percent in

Wellesley and 41 percent in Waltham.

Hart also drew votes across age and uicome lines and

probably benefited from the votes of Independents who are

allowed to vote in the Democratic primary in

Masachusetts.

The Massachusetts vote also meant the end of the 1984

campaign for George McGovern. The former South
Dakota senator said that if he couldn't win first or second

place in Massachusetts, the only state that stood by him in

1972, then he would withdraw.

And for Rev. Jesse Jackson, who hoped to win 10 percent

of the vote. Massachusetts was also a disappointment. He
got only about 4 percent of the vote, and he appeared to

have been hurt by defections in liberal suburbs with

Jewish voters angered by some recent Jackson

statements.

Less than a month ago, Massachusetts had seemed like a
sure thing for Mondale.

HELP WANTED
The Office of the Student Govern-

ment Association Attorney General has 2

positions open for assistants. Individuals

should have experience in the University

Judicial system (i.e., defense advocacy),

research and writing skills, and should be
able to work without supervision. These
positions are 10 hours a week. Applicants

must be UMass undergraduates and may
apply at 434 Student Union
Building . Deadline is March 28th, 1984.

Women and minorities are encouraged to

apply. The Student Attorney General is an

AA/EEO employer.
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Big Dan defense;

it began as a joke
FALL RIVER. MA. (AP) - Saying that a purported gang

rape started out as "just a joke," a defense attorney told a

jury Tuesday his client tried to have sex on a barroom pool

table with a willing woman who then asked to go home

with him.

"Everyone thought it was just a joke," Edward

Harrington, the attorney for Daniel Silva, told a jury in

opening arguments.

Harrington, a former mayor of New Bedford, told the

jury that the attempt at sex between his client and a 22-

year-old mother of two "was consensual in nature."

He said Silva would take the stand to testify, "there was

no screaming, no crying, until the others came around the

pool table."

When the woman got off the pool table to leave, "she

came back to him and put her arms and legs around him

and said 'take me home," " Harrington said.

Harrington said Silva had met the woman prior to the

night on March 6. 1983. when the woman said she was

attacked and raped by a gang of strangers at Big Dan's bar

in New Bedford's North End.

When they met at the bar, Harrington said, "one thing led

to another and they started talking about making love."

The defense attorney said the two had been drinking and

fell to the floor as Silva tried to unbutton the woman's

pants. Others crowded around and removed Silva's boots.

He said his cUent then carried the woman to the pool table

as she shouted "just him, nobody else."

But Harrington said his client was physically unable to

proceed as the laughing, joking men surrounded them.

"He was very embarrassed because he couldn't perform,"

Harrington said. "He tried to leave but he couWn't get up

because she had her arms around him."

Harrington's opening arguments came as the defense

opened its case in an afternoon trial of Silva, 27, and

Joseph Vieira. 28.

3126 - 3/30 ^
\ Boyden Main Gym -tt*

•^\. 8 P.M. ^^.-^'^
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Correction

—

The Rudolph/Dooley campaign did not overs-

pend their campai^ funds as stated in yester-

day's Collegian, and statements attributed to

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzche were misquoted.
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Trustees to vote on 15 percent tuition hike
By JOHN KENNEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Education yesterday voted to approve a tuition

policy, which, when voted on next month, could increase

University of Massachusetts tuition by as much as 15

percent next year.

The decision, approved by all but two on the 15 member
board, calls for a policy to be set for tuition increases. The

state haa never had a j>olicy regarding tuition for its 29

public colleges and universities.

Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff called the new

policy "bold and aggressive" but warned that "no policy

should be cast in stone."

Currently, without the policy, the board has the power to

increase tuition as much as it sees fit, and tuition at UMass
has been increased twice in the past three years.

The specifics of the plan will be discussed at the board's

next meeting on April 18. Here is what is likely to be

discussed:

•The question of whether or not UMass tuition will be
increased next year. If approved, a tuition increase could

be as much as 15 percent, which translates as ap-

proximately $170 a year for UMass students.

•The strategy to increase student costs in regard to the
overall cost of an education to 33 percent. This figure
would be, according to Duff, "both a ceiling and a goal."

Duff assured that "full-need students are still going to

receive full aid." He argued that tuition is not the issue,

but rather, the total cost of an education is what should be

concentrated on. A member of the audiencesuggested that

fees be reduced, and Duff replied that the individual

colleges and universities dictate those fees.

Regent Edward Sullivan, one of the two members who
voted against the policy, said after the meeting that he did

so, "because I don't feel the plan addresses the issue as

thoroughly as it should. It's not that I completely disagree

with the plan."

Sullivan said he had no proposal of his own, but would
"just like to see a more specific formula."

Michael Ferrigno, president of the State Student

Association, argued that students who are eligible for

some, but not full, financial aid, "will be put over the edge

with this proposal" in that, these students will be directly

effected by the actual dollar cost.

Locals react to primary

Collcgiaii photo by Katie WattMv

Amherst College student Eric Azumi provided some last minute
advertising for his favorite candidate outside the Bangs Community
Center yesterday, one of eight voting precincts in Amherst for the

Massachusetts primary.^

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

One year ago, Sen. Gary Hart,

D-Colorado, visited the University of

Massachusetts to commemorate National

Students for (lary Hart Day, and an

nounced the formation of presidential

campaign organizations at more than 100

campuses nationwide.

Yesterday, after working here

throughout the year for the underdog who
was thought unable to compete with a

former vice-president and a former

astronaut, the leader of the first of those

student groups welcomed his candidate's

commanding victory in the state primary

as the realization of a prediction Hart

gave him months ago.

"I just chose the candidate I felt most

comfortable with," said 23-year-old

political science major David Nelson, Five

College coordinator for Students for Gary

Hart, an organization of more than 100

UMass students. "A year ago it looked

unlikely that we'd have this much success

at this time. (But) this is going along the

lines that he predicted, (although) 1 don't

think he had any idea he'd be this suc-

cessful this quickly."

Hart received 32 percent of the vote in

Amherst, and almost 40 percent

statewide, outpolling former Sen. George

McGovern and former Vice President

Walter Mondale. (See related story.)

"To a large degree it was students, but

it was a lot more than students," said

Nelson, explaining that a diversity of

"people just melted tt)gether in his cam-

paign" and that "even people in the top

level positions were just volunteers."

Countering charges that Hart was

merely the best-looking candidate and

without solid issue positions. Nelson in-

sisted the "media was not responsible for

the momentum. It was responsible for

giving it a bigger shove, but it was not

resjK)nsible for the entire momentum."
"Both candidates got what they were

looking for," said Ralph Whitehead of the

Journalistic Studies department, a

political consultant who has worked for

Hart's leading rival, Walter Mondale.

"Mondale gets through to (the primary in)

Illinois and has demonstrat-ed he can come

back. . .Hart demonstrated that he's not a

flash in the pan and that there is some
depth to his candidacy."

"The results don't surprise me," said

Students for Walter Mondale Co-

President James F'inkle, "because it

seems the media created Mondale (as

front runner) to create news. But that

became boring and they create<l Gary

Hart, and he's exciting now. But 1 predict

in two or three weeks the media may
decide to resurrect either Walter Mondale

or John Glenn, whichever they decide is

more newsworthy."
(Jeorge McGovern, who came in a

strong second in Amherst, dropped out of

the race after failing to achieve the same
result statewide.

Meanwhile, a "dedicated" group of

around 200 supporters of the Rev. Jesse

Jackson helped their candidate place third

in the town, said campaign staffer Joel

Weissman.
"The cadre of Jackson supporters are a

little more committed, while the ones who
support the frontrunners figure, 'oh, I

don't have to go out,'" said Wei-ssman, ex-

plaining why the p<K)r weather may have

helpefl Jackson in Massachusetts.

Hampshire to strengthen academic grip
By MARY SHEILA COUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Hampshire College students will have to face some kind of

minimum academic requirements next year, but those

standards will not differ greatly from those already in

practice, according to dialogue at a community meeting

yesterday.

The meeting was called in response to a sit-in and a

community meeting held at Hampshire last week, in which

students thought a decision about academic standards

would be made without their input.

The College must "establish, publish, and apply" their

academic standards in order to comply with federal

regulations or the college stands to lose $1 million each

year, Kathy Methot, financial aid director at Hampshire,

said.

Most colleges evaluate their students' progress with

grades and credits while Hampshire uses faculty reviews

in their three stages of curriculum.

"The college must publish these academic standards in

the catalogue so as not to deceive incoming students,"

Methot said.

"We have to provide this information to students

currently enrolled, students entering in the fall, and to

perspective students." Methot said. "The best place to do

this is in the catalogue," she said.

Yesterday's meeting established that what needs to be

decided is the maximum number of years a student can

spend at Hampshire, which will be approximately five. An

adviser/student relationship also needs to be established

and recorded.

"Some people feel that what we have now is enough and

we are in compliance with the regulations, but we are not,"

Methot said. "We don't have to give the government

anything, we just publish and apply it, (a statement ex-

plaining academic progress requirements)."

The group passed several motions to be presented to a

closed faculty meeting this Thursday when it is expected

discussion will resume on the issue.

One motion proposes that the issues of minimum stan-

dards for federal requirements be considered separately

from internal Hampshire academic restructuring.

A full faculty and student meeting and community

discussions on the proposal were also suggested, and the

group recommended that the matter be remanded back to

the college senate for a final decision after a faculty review.

"This issue is too important to be dealt with in a closed

forum of one segment of the population," said Michael

Current, a student senator.

Swirling snow stalls classes
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

An early morning winter storm that dumped six inches

of snow on Amherst resulted in the cancellations of after-

noon classes at the University of Massachusetts and the

suspension of local evening bus service yesterday.

Acting on information provided by University Physical

Plant and the UMass Departnie'^t of Public Safety, vice-

chancellor for administration and finance John L. Denyse

decided to close the University at 2 p.m. ye.-^terday.

A spokesman for the vice-chancellors office said that

Denyse made his decision at noon yesterday aft^r recei
•

ing reports on weather conditions from the Physical Plant

and road conditions from the Department of Public Safety

on campus.

The Physical Plant receives its information from the

Weather Services Corporation in Bedford and Public Safe-

ty reports on the progress of snow removal from the local

area.

The UMass Transit Service suspended service at 6 p.m.

"because of the decision to close the University," accor-

ding to a transit spokesman.

A Pioneer Valley Transit Authority spokesman also said

that the Northampton buses stopped at 7 p.m. yesterday

but that all buses will resume their regular schedules to-

day.

Amherst police reported that the snowfall began at 2:30

a m. yesterday and at 6 p.m. the Amherst area had receiv-

ed about five inches of snow but had not experienced any

major problems as a result of the storm.

Amherst to get

Soviet Sister city
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

The Amherst selectboard unanimously endorsed a

project which will pair Amherst with a sister city in the

Soviet Union and also set up a public hearing to consider

passing a bylaw that would make the town a nuclear free

zone.

The board gave its approval to a plan by the Ground

Zero Pairing project which would make Amherst and

Tartu, a city in the Soviet Union, sister cities.

The pairing project is designed to develop com-

munication between Amherst and Tartu as an effort

toward more peaceful East-West relations, the board

said.

After a half hour of discussion, the Selectboard set April

24 as the date for a public hearing to consider a proposal

for a bylaw that would make Amherst a nuclear free

zone. Both the bylaw and the pairing project proposal

will be drafted into warrant articles for the Spring Town
Meeting.

The proposed bylaw to declare Amherst a nuclear free

zone would prohibit the production of nuclear weapons
and their components in the town. If the bylaw is passed

at the Town Meeting it would ban the development,

testing, storage, maintenance, or transportation of

nuclear weapons inAmherst.

The bylaw would also require the town to divest itself of

all investments in industries which are producing
weapons within one year after the proposal becomes law.

In May 1982 the Selectboard issued this statement:

"Nuclearwar would mean the end of American society as

we know it. The Board of Selectmen can fulfiU its

responsibility for public safety only by working to

prevent nuclear war."

The proposed bylaw forbids research which is directed

toward the development of nuclear weapons. Selectman
Alan Torrey voiced concern over the issue of academic
freedom. "The academic community should not stifle

research. This seems like a little reverse book burning,"

he said.
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STORM VICTIM—Amherst Towing Co. takes a smashed car through

Amherst center during yesterday's late winter snowstorm.
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Love Workshop
turns out a success
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Staff

An estimate forty University of Massachusetts un-

dergraduate and graduate students and faculty members

participated in an experimental workshop Saturday

focusing on communication, love and black male/female

relationships.

"Family: The Power of Black Love" was sponsored by the

Third World Women's Program of the Everywomen's

Center, the Office of Third World Affairs and the Staff

Development office at the University.

Due to the personal content of the workshop, participants

responses were deleted from the story.

Jacquelyn Smith Crooks. Third World Women's Program

Coordinator/Advocate said in order to establish black

unityone has to begin at the level of the black female/ male

relationship.

In order to "get the energy flowing" within the group, co-

facilitator David Hooker began with a few verbal and non-

verbal communication excersises.

The group was broken down into dyads of male/female

couples in order for participants to become familiar with

one another.

Participants were then brought together in sextets, in

order to form a family unit and again to familiarize

themselves with one another.

Participants were then separated into two large groups of

black female and male caucuses and were asked four basic

questions: How did the black female learn about love?

How did the black male learn about love? How do black

men and women differ in their expression of love?, and

what can they do to improve male/female relationships?

After an extended discussion, the caucuses returned to

theirfamily unit to first, report back to the group what

went on in the caucuses and second, answer and discuss

the following questions:

-What do you like least about the way you are treated by

the opposite sex?

How do you let them know that we love them; ways in

which one expresses love?

What do you like most about the opposite sex?

What do you do to hurt them?

photo bv KnAi HrWtr

Sonia Rivera discussing the struggles and

achievements of the Cuban women at a panel

discussion Saturday at the University of

Massachusetts.

Indian theater educates audience
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Staff

An audience departed with mixed emotion Saturday night

at Bowker Auditorium at the University of Massachusetts

after the performance of "Paint Your Face on a Drowning

River."

"Paint Your Face," the second performance of the Third

World Theatre series, was written by Craig Kee Strete. a

playwright whose work is published widely in Europe and

America.

This award-winning production was still in the works,

which accounted for the performers reading from the

script.

The play depicted 20th century Indian culture and

lifestyle as it told of a young man's struggle both with his

conscience and family over his decision to leave home.

The play opens with Tall Horse (Marco? Martinez)

digging for the money that his grandmother (Marie

Antionette Rogers) had hidden.

Tm trying to dig my way out of here, '
he said atter

having been caught by his grandmother.

His grandmother told him that he would not get out that

way. For once he gets the money he would only see as the

white man sees.
.

Tall Horse's grandfather (Norman Brown) staggered m
drunk; a state which, according to his grandmother, he is

3.1wAvs in.

She said she feels that he Ls one of the reasons why Tall

Horse is leaving.

"This is my land; here I'm born and here I die," said

Brown.

Announcements
Four Views, an art work by women of color presents a

lecture by New York City artists Tomie Arai, Josely Car-

valho. Marina Gutierrez and Cynthia Hawkins today at 7

p.m. at the Augusta Savage Gallery in the New Africa

House. UMass.
An evening of music and poetry reading at the Unitarian

Meeting House in Amherst will be held Friday. March 16

at 8 p.m. with proceeds going to the Ken Thorne Defense

Fund.

"I don't have to be a white man to have my dreams here,"

he said.

"I miss the old days." said Brown retrospectively to the

audience. "A man of my age was considered wise. Now, to

be old and Indian means to put your face on some tonic

bottle."
. , 1

I^eon Brokeshoulder (Joshua Cruze) and Joseph Little

Eagle, friends of Tall Horse, go to the grandfather for

spiritual advice after having been drafted into war.

"The enemy you must fear." said Brown to the two young

Indians. "is there inside yourself."

The enemy is the one that you cannot see...What man

ran t rulv see himself.'" ho «;aid

"The white people own us; they bought us from beginning

to end. " said Cruze to Martinez before leaving for war.

•Nothing matters." he said, "they don't draft you when

you are 18; they draft you the day you're born."

"They stole more than our lands." Cruze continued, "they

painted the faces of our old people on the drowning of the

river." .

The closing scene is much like the first, with Brown and

Rogers trying to convince Martinez not to leave.

Jnila (Pekrl Tama). Tall Horse's girlfriend, is heartbroken

over his leaving.

"You just want to get away from being Indian, she said.

"What's so good about being Indian... something for

tourists to lauKh .It

.

" Martinez said.

"We're all dead and we don't even know it." he said.

No one ever dies of love. " reassured Hrown to Tama,

"loves dies of people."

"Tall Horse doesn't know what he is. maybe he never

learned," he said.

World Famous saxophonist Archie Shepp will be on

hand to provide the entertainment in a concert with inter-

national artists Emery Smith on piano. Avery Sharpe and

Fred Gibbs on bass and percussionist J.R. Mitchell. Dnim-

mer Will Pye with the NTU Ensemble groups Ethmc

Funk, Fred Clayton Trio and other guest artists will also

provide the music.

Poet Andrew Salkey will be reading some of his works.

Admission is $5.00

rr ^g -^g ^g' J*- ^ g -^ ^ "**•
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PUB MUG NIGHT
- Every Wednesday
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Miller - Miller Lite

Music by

Al Stoner
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No Cover
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delivered to your dorm room.
Spring Term

( ) Sunday only $9.45

( ) Weekdays (Mon-Sat) $12.00

( ) Weekdays & Sundays $21.45

Delivery will begin Wednesday, March 14, 1984. There will be no
delivery during holidays and vacations. The last day of delivery is

Wednesday, May 16, 1984. Please enclose check and make payable
to: RON HUBERDEAU
Name Phone _

^

Delivery Address_
Class of

Ron Huberdeau PO Box 959 Amherst, MA 01004

after your St. Patty's Day Partying

St. Patricks Day
^ Late Night Breakfast Special ^

Beginning Tuesday Night 10 PM 'til close

Special good thru Sunday March 18th

with this ad

SPECIAL INCLUDES
Two large eggs, any style, 2 strips of

bacon, 2 sausage links 0/§Q OR
Sun.-Thura.
6 a.m. -3 a.m.
FrI A Sat.
24 Hrt.
Nail to

Super Slop A SAop
Campu* Shopping Con-

tar

Rio t. Hadlay'AmXorot
2»VMn

SENIOR CITIZENS

MSCOUNTS
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Owt Mt apply
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Andrea Sawicki
Photo by Dwayne Autery
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

On Black and Jewish relations
This article concerns Black-Jewish relations. My

purpose is not to argue for or against the candidacy

of the Reverend Jesse Jackson. My purpose is to

discuss the dangers and possibilities for Black-Jewish

relations that have been raisea nghtly or wrongly, in

connection with his candidacy.

Saul Perlmutter

'fhe dangers are readily apparent. Because the media

loves controversy and conflict, (good relations don't

generally make juicy headlines or sell newspapers) - it

blew way out of proportion the Jews Against Jackson

group, on the one hand, and Jackson's "Hymie" remark,

on the other. These events remain uppermost in our con-

sciousness.

Yet how many of us know that Jews Against Jackson

"was immediately, roundly and unequivocally criticized

by Jewish organizations" according to Nathan Perlmut-

ter, national director of the Anti-Defamation League?

And how many of us heard about Jesse Jackson's

apology for his remark, calling it "insensitive and

wrong," at a synagogue in New Hampshire?

That which is hiuTnfiil, which shows us at our worst,

becomes the news. That which is healing and con-

ciliatory is often not reported. And so often only that

which serves to poison relations between Blacks and

Jews is what we hear about.

I want to offer a few facts and questions for our con-

sideration that will hopefully help balance the impres-

sions left by the media.

There are many Jews who are actively campaigning for

Jackson. Locally Jews are taking leadership roles in the

Jackson campaign here and in Holyoke. A Jewish pro-

fessor at Smith College has written a strongly pro-

Jackson piece for "The Nation." The Jewish community

is not monolithic. Some Jews are for Jackson as well as

some are against him, for Reagan and against him, for

Mondale and against him, etc.

It is wrong to assume that those Jews who do not sup-

port Jackson are doing so because he is Black. People of

good will can differ with any particular candidate

without that necessarily being a function of skin color.

Judging by past voting statistics, Jews in fact vote for

Black candidates far more readily than do other non-

Blacks. In recent race for Governor of California,

Bradley (a Black candidate) received 75 percent of the

Jewish vote, 87 percent of the Black vote, 68 percent of

the Hispanic vote, and 42 percent of the other white vote.

In the recent mayoral elections in Chicago and

Philadelphia, the percentage of Jews voting for Black

candidates was twice as high as the jjercentage of other

whites voting for them. (Jews, Blacks and Jesse Jackson

by Sol Stem, Reform Judaism. Spring 1984 p. 2)

As Jews it seems to me that we need to ask ourselves if

we are willing to look for and pve as much credence to

the conciliatory approaches and words that Jesse

Jackson has addressed to the Jewish community as we do

to his negative statement highlighted by the media.

I hope that the Black readers of this article will also be

willing to ask themselves if they are willing to look for

and give as much credence to the conciliatory approaches

and words of the Jewish community as to the negative

statements highlighted by the media.

There are also opportunities. One potentially positive

outcome of all this may be that Blacks and Jews will

realize once again that we must work extra hard at re-

establishing trust, at speaking and listening to one

another, and at working together to make real our

shared visions for a just and equitable society.

We must not relate to one another only through the

media's images of who we are. Though different, we

share much in common.
Let us try to debate honestly and respectfully those

issues where we disagree. And let us support each other

on the many issues where we do agree. We have much

more to offer one another as allies than as opponents.

I hope our dialogue is beginning again. Or maybe it

never really stopped. For all of our sakes. let us do our

best to see that it continues in constructive ways.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter is the director of Hillel

Letters —^—^-^—i—i—^—
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Does anyone really care?

To the Editor,

In regards to changing the UMass "Minuteman"

mascot: as a Yankee, peace-loving, anti-nuclear arms,

non-sexist, ethnically and racially mixed UMass student

and athlete who is proud of the rebellious and unwavering

determination of our colonial forebearers, I ask you,

Charles Francis Carrol, Why? and any way, Who cares?

Jim Emmett
Central

We are all victims together

To the Editor,

I invite all Anti-Semites (and those with just blind pre-

judices), to a tete-a-tete. All I want is an explanation of

why, again and again, you shamed our human race with

reminders, slurs, hatred.

I have lived in the residential system for four years now,

and have never personally been exposed to any anti-

Semitic remarks or attacks. But that is rot to say that

anti-Semitism does not exist on this campus, i have seen

posters on campus marked v^rith swastika signs, ard

posters scribbled with demeaning references to Jews. But

more than that, aU I have to know is that feUow students

have been harassed, and I become harassed along with

those students. When you attack one Jew m a anti-

Semitic fashion, you thereby personally attack me. When

you attack a person because the color of their skin differs

from your own, or make a woman feel ashamed to be a

woman, you are attacking me with your prejudices.

I ask you to think about yourself. How do you feel after

you place fear upon another person? Do you thereby feel

superior to that person? Do you feel any remorse? Do you

feel absolutely nothing?

By thrusting your hatred upon another person, you pull

and drag down human respect for all humanity. In the

end, you see, you are only dehumanizing yourself.

To quote Sholom Aleichem, famous Jewish

storyteller/philosopher, "... Just on spite, I'm not going

to cry. Just to spite them, there's going to be laughter."

How many times do I, as a Jew, have to smile to mask all

my disgust?
Tracy Hatch

Northeast

The poster is not sexist

To the Editor,

This is an open letter to the Women's Issues Team and

the feminist community, about the reaction to the poster

for the theatre department's upcoming production of John

Ford's Tin Pity She 'a A Whore (stickers proclaiming "this

promotes violence toward women'), 1 am the direrto- of

this production, an MFA candidate, and a women, one

very concerned with women's issues.

The moonies
have returned
Spring break is close upon us. so the Moonies are back

recruiting. The Moonies, the followers of Mr. Moon
and his Unification Church, often choose this time of

year, a vulnerable period for many students, hoping to

convince you to spend time during vacation week in one of

their c^mps or houses (indoctrination centers).

Robert W. Lenz

If you do, and if you give them a chance to isolate and
"love bomb" you (their term), you. like many before you,

may not return to campus. They are trained to detect and
exploit your doubts, guilts and idealisms, and a few days

of their programmed activities (which include little sleep,

confusing lectures, constant activity, open confessions,

and no privacy) can break down almost anyone's

resistance. This process is often called "brain-washing"

for lack of a better term, but it is entirely an emotional

conversion, not an intellectual one.

'.V.V.".V. * * * *.* *_*-

// you . . . give the chance to isolate and
*'love bomb" you, you like many before you,

may not return to campus.

i»aa»«*a >*•!

The new recruiter, who was assigned to our campus by

their CARP organization, has posted vague-sounding in-

vitations to come and discuss love and communism. He
roams the campus and will try to get you into an argument
about the nuclear freeze, or whatever can catch your at-

tention, so as to interest you in further discussions in his

off-campus apartment. The more students he can get to

oppose him in these oj)en discussions, the better he likes it

because he needs to publicize his presence. Besides,

Moonies love to feel persecute*! - it helps them to justify

their unquestioning commitment to Moon (that pnK-ess is

called "mind control", not a bad term).

Moon is the convicted criminal who claims to be the new
Messiah. He has. he says, spoken directly to .lesus, and

when asked in court recently how he knew it was Jesus, he

replied that he recognized Jesus from his picture. No kid-

ding, he really said that, under oath.

The Unification Church has a insatiable appetite for

money. They just invested $70 million in a bank, hotel and

newspaper consortium in Uruguay, where they are tied in

financially with the military dictatorship of the country,

according to a February 16th article in the New York

Times. If you are recruited, you will help feed that ap-

petite, and you will do it without pay or medical insurance

or rest or vacations or good food or any of the amenities

you might have in mind for your own future.

Robert W. Lenz is a Professor of Chemical Engineer-

I am always disappointed when supposedly enlightened

people exhibit the same ignorant tunnel-vision they con-

demn in others. Look at the poster for more than five

seconds and you will see clearly that the sympathy lies, as

it does in the play, with the woman, whose face is white.

The poster does depict violence against women, but does

not prvmote it by any stretch of even a feeble imagination.

Do pictures of starving children children promote starva-

tion? Certainly not; they call attention to the problem with

hopes of provoking thought which in turn may promote

change.

I invite you to see the production (since it is obvious that

whoever defaced the posters has not read the play) befiyrt

you judge. This play was written in 1632, and shows an
astonishing sensitivity to the problems of women of that

time. I chose the play precisely because I think those pro-

blems still exist, and the extreme style of the late

Renaissance drama is a wonderful way to bring these

issues to a contempornrv audience. The play's central

strength is that it asks probing moral questions, but leaves

the audience to provide thei'- own answers, a strength

echoed < a p<. .^u^i i.»«» uli.. pro, .\c tiiuu^ a, ik . audi

peiLy reaction.

Please don't label things sexist that have been examined
with only one eye and a closed mind. Allow yourselves

some depth perception—see the show and if you are still

dissatisfied, I will be happy to discuss it further.

Iris A. Valwiti

North Hadley
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BAGEL DELI ff\
Now Open in FACES

Fresh Bagels, Breads & t'astries J^
Soups, Salads & Saiidwiflies ^•'^

SPECIALS Q
FREF] coffee with purchase of bagel & cream

cheese 8 am - 10 am (o^
FRP'E 6 bagels with purchase of 6 bagels Sunday

Mon-Sat 8 am - (^ pm Sun H am - 6 pm 253-9282
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HAIR IDEAS .

.

JD PERMANENT WAVE.

Long lasting curl Built in conditioning

formula Beautiful stiinfe witfi bounce
Now only S 35 00 with ttiis ad

Otte' Upi'es 4 fr

26 MAIN STREET • AMHERST • 253-9293
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Pre-St. Patricks Day Celebration

Wed. March 14 at

Time
Green
Beer

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour Prices 4 - closing

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

*TIS PITY SHE'SAWHORE
RAND THEATER, FINE ARTS CENTER, UNIVTRSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

MARCH 8 10 and 14 17, 1984. 8 00 PM
TICKETS: FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE. -.5 25U

Back by Popular Demand!

How Would You

Like to Win

A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA??

Justin Ryan's would like to send you & a

friend to Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale

(package includes: transportalion & hotel for H days & 7 nights)

This Week
Tuesday - 5 free chances at the door

Wednesday - 3 free chances at the door

Thursday - 1 free chances at the door

• 2 Free Chances - when you buy Guiness,

Harp or Bass Ale

• 2 Free Chances by ordering anything

on the appetizer menu!

Drawing will be held at Justin Ryan's Thursday Nite

sponsored ness

r

L

Phi Mu Sorority

invites

All University

Women
for Dinner

March 14, 1984
For more info call

253-9971

ask for Susan or Jodi

GRADUATINGSOON?

You're Needed
All Overthe

World.
Ask Peace Corps volunreers why rheir ingenuiry ond flexibJlify

ore OS Virol as rheir degrees They'll rel! you rhey ore helpir>g

rhe world's pooresr peoples orroin self sufficiency in rhe oreQ^
of food producrion, energy conservonon, education, economic
development ond heolth services. And they'll tell you about
rhe rewords of honds on coreer experience overseas. They'll

rell you it's the roughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE COIU>S
SEE GREG NEWMAN IN 12 DRAPER HALL

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST

HALL 545-2105 FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

Arts
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Vaughanhas the heat
Stevie Ray Vaughan
with Double Trouble
The Rusty Nail

March 11

ByJACKBRESHAN
CoUejfian Correspondent

Those of us 'vho saw Stevie Ray Vaughan
and Double Trouble on Sunday night at the

Rusty Nail were treated to memorable

guitar playing. Stevie Ray Vaughan has

been a much touted new talent in the music

medium, and it was a pleasure hearing him

in person. His particular blend of rock,

blues, and even a little psychedelia has

proven to be successful and timeless.

Of course it would be hard not to mention

that the predominant style in which he

plays is that of his predecssor, pioneer Jimi

Hendrix. Also, most of the songs in his

repertoirewere Hendrix classics, the first of

which. "\'oodoo Child," set the pace of vhat

was to follow. Yet, Vaughan's own songs

were more traditional and not as extensive

as those in the Hendrix warp. Vaughan's

third song was kind of country in fact. But

soon he was doing an instrumental version

of'Little Wing," and a very authentic

"Third Stone From the Sun." During that

song. Vaughan demonstrated his thorough

knowledge of his instrument. Playing those

unforgettable leads, Vaughan got some
strange sounds by rubbing and touching

parts of his guitar with his silver bracelet.

His guitar was real beat, almost as bad as

Rory Gallagher's. But Vaughan's guitar

screamed.

Stevie proved to be a master of technique,

playing with his teeth, behind his back, on

the ground, and sideways. He wears a

serious hat that covers his face sometimes

when he's playing and from a distance looks

like a snoozing hombre playing his guitar

during a siesta.

During "Manic Depression," Vaughan
demonstrated that he could perform some
pretty wild original stuff, playing with the

backs of his thumbs. I hope that he con-

tinues to experiment and strives to take the

Hendrix sound a step further. I recall Todd
Rundgren doing Hendrix's "If Six Was
Nine," on his 1976 Faithful album. Several

Hendrix tribute bands come to mind; many
can equal but none have surpassed the

originaj. Stevie Ray Vaughan is terrific and

I hope to see him continue to grow. His

band, drummer Mike Landry, and baaaist

Tommy Shannon (formerly with early

Johnny Winter), is very professional. Tliey

were well received by the huge crowd, and

I'm sure they'll have a loyal following when

they someday return.

Stevie Ray Vaughan is in a very favorable

position now and I » xpert we'll hear some

exciung stuff from this talent tnl showman.

Folks at the Nail were pretty transfixed

with what ihey heard. If anything was

amiss, it was the vocals on some of the

Hendrix songs. It will be interesting to see

if Vaughan can come up with lasting impact

and a sound that can continue to generate

the interest it did on Sunday night. Tht

.selections Vaughan ha.s chosen have stood

the test of time. Only time will tell if

Vaughan will do the same.

ColleKian photo by Itrrw Om"

Steve Ray Vaughn amazes his audience during Sunday night's Rusty

Nail show.

Embroidered Jacket

$29.95

100% nylon

Navy and Red

Large asortment of scarfs

also available for $1.29

Josiane Mehu
Photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5

Located In the

Campus Center

Q,UNIVERSITY
STORED
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SPRING BREAK KICKOFF!
with Aerosmiths

Former Lead Guitarists Band
THE JOE PERRY PROJECT

Wednesday, March 14, 1984
,
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8:00 PM in the BLUEWALL
Special Guests: The Hot Acoustics

Donation $2.00 for the United Way
Happy Hour Prices on Miller and Lite

Raffle Prizes from Miller and

«/>«/
Older

Tanning Research Labs

I
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STUDENTS
The Textboox Annex will

begin returning unsold text-

books to publishers on March
19, 1984.

Be sure of your textbook re-

quirements for the remainder

;

of the semester to ensure that

you have the books you need.

Open Mon-Fri 9-4

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Located in the

Physical Plant Building
f<j'-^ -^ s-pi^vpyr-Mr-vr-vr- 3^aa.wv%r'%rmmMmvv^rv%f 31

$12.95

Cut-Off Sweatshirt

with sewn in sleeves

Royal /Grey

Black/Grey

Blue/Grey

John Cruise Photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5 Located m the Campus Center

Q,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

HypertvkrriQ^lSkf..
SPECTRUM POETRY STAFF
MEETING — Continuing our selection

process. All members please attend. 6:00

p.m..CC901.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
CLUB — Come and sign up for trips

planned for next month. New members
welcome! Your T-shirts are still available

in 208 Baker. 8:00 p.m.. Brett Conference
Room.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL MEETING
-7:00 p.m., CC80L

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB MEETING -
General meeting— New members
welcome. Discuss April fools ride. 7:30-

9:00 p.m.. CC811B-15.

EAST SIDE EVENT -- General

meeting. Committee Chairpersons must
attend. All invited to help with security,

hospitality, state crew, publicity, and
production. 7:00 p.m., Brett Conference

Room.

DENMARK'S INTERNATIONAL
STUDY (DIS) PROGRAM - Infor-

mational meeting for all students in-

terested in semester or year opportunity

to study in Copenhagen through the DIS
Program. 2:30 3:30, 3rd floor lounge,

HERT.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING - BiU

Healy will give a presentation on the Wild
Turkey through the year. Everyone is

welcome. Refreshments will be served.

8:00 p.m., 312 lioldsworth.

SOJOURNERS - Informal discussion

group and supper for women willing to

explore faith, love, intimacy, and
spirituality. Call Chaplain Robin Harden
for information, 545 2&61. 5:30 p.m.

GRENADIER SOCIETY MEETING -
We play modern armor miniatures, squad
leader, naval miniatures, diplomacy, star

fleet battles and many more. Come and be

a member of our new club! 6:00 p.m.-

12:00 a.m.. CC.

Dayton Tires A Dimtan Tires ^\ Dayton Tires

Non Radial r^\ Dayton Performance

TER TIRES
90 Days same as cash

or

22 Months

Polyester Black Walls
Pile* Size

600x12
P 155/800 13
A78-13
878-13
078-14
E78-14
F78-14

34.00
34.00
32.00
34.00
37.00
39.00
40.00

G78 14
H78-14
600L15
G78-15
H78-15
L78-15

43.00
48.00
36.00
44.00
47.00
50.00

payments
on a DAYTON

Revolving Charge
credit

established
In minutes

% 10%

PricM inctud* mounting ft tr«d«^in,

whitt-wall* 2.30 p«t iifdditionai

Additional Off
with purchase

of a set of 4 tires

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
I

MIehmlln TlnMAIfo Sp9cMly Prtc»d

North Aimherst Tire
& Auto Center -
FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watrobas Store 5)9 4704

BK r-.> ^ t^-, «K.Jk T »>•« **«»«£« =< «
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m w rw^ The premium taste

Mie^l has arrived.

Alert theMinutemen

Brador.

Everythingyouve
heaid about it

is true.

Brcwfd and bottled in Canada bv North Amcncj s oldest brewery, imported bv Martlet Importing Co .
Great Neck, NY © 1981

Bloom County- by Berke Breathed

Htw^mR,

}

OHiflHE WICKibT, AIN'T A

fffm-CUT MNKb
jmveRiFyou

MAKC

\«v.

^/v

&fWKW6 OF

mdHOULPCmCK
UNPeR yOURBUN. WHAT r

/
w

1-^^i Aw^Yi

\

mfiTf

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

wow! I CANT QEUEM^ IT.

THeSE C/WDiOATFS AR£ So
/^IM^TVRE . THEY'^ ACTING

LIKE 08^iOXlOfS L/rrte /k:»QS

^.GA.V. ^o, I'm TALKiNCr

/\f!)OVT THE DEfAOCRATlC
PRESrOENTl/\L CANDIDATES

f

Scrod Dan DeBellis

*SCROD*

IN OTHfR UlCRbS,

70 06 fl STRIP

vw. o

\J^

Hfy^afiM.

x'fi CURIOUS, ujHi t>o

iOD HIDE IN THHT SHELL*!

I

IF ^U Hf^b R SOt>Y THRT
tOOKED t/Ke SOME THIN

6

NOSE^ y^'t> HIbEn IN fl

SH£U 7C0l

The Strio Jim Walsh

Shag^nasty O.T. D.--.-ini?eJ

^ho^ ca()in'?.....ooHO?

GOD.

*IU)el(,ooha-^canIclfc-fetL
ryou^oV) greai one?
lEWE f\ CqsE OF SCOTCH

^EyE5,/IMD.

MASS PHOBIA Winmill

OH THIS BitACVi -2I^A(>l^)V4i

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Kind of doll

6 Some WWI flyers

10 Yasir Arafat,

for one
14 Protein forming

acids

15 German
housewife

16 Hollywood and
-— (famous
intersection)

17 Renowned
Liverpudlian

drummer
19 Singer,

songwriter Paul

20 Halt a city in PI
21 Pourfortfi

22 Give a pledge
24 One in a fiundred

26 Fisfi. in a way
27 Clear

28 Angler s need
29 College wall

climber

32 Got on
35 Deputy, in a sense
37 Lebanon s

Gemayel
38 Out of fashion

40 Tai Mahal site

41 Popular card

game
43 Homes of a sort

44 Unit of energy
46 To be Fr

46 Dover's State

Abbr
47 Shiny marble
49 Vivaldi's

"The Four
'

53 Alexander Calder

creation

55 Highlander s garb
56 Grant of TV
57 Portent

58 Boss Tweed,
perhaps''

61 Fine fabric

62 Time for a meal
63 Consume
64 Normandy tourist

town
65 Bench warmers
66 Is inclined to

DOWN
1 Home of Puccim s

Mimi
2 ' Idwalk

3 Low growing tree

4 MITgrad
5 Settled down
6 • the Fall.'

by Arthur Miller

7 Bird's crop

8 Place for a ring

9 Kind of party

10 Be of use
1

1

Famous family

in entertainment

12 Egyptian cross
of life

13 Assigned route

18 TV commercial
23 French writer,

1850 1923
25 Concerning
26 Soviet press

agency
28 Sew lightly

30 Unripe Fr

31 Certain votes

32 Stand up to

33 God of love

34 Sound familiar

36 Scottish Celts

38 Guides for

dressmakers
39 Israeli seaport
42 Life or people
43 Most orderly

46 Farmer s place

48 Ornamental
Chinese tree

49 Puts under
contract

50 Of former days
51 in sight

52 Irrational

numbers
53 Playwright Hart

54 Leave out

55 Door handle

59 Promise to pay,

for short

60 Gibraltar

simian

1 7 3 4 5

18

6 7 8 9

1

10 11 17 13

14 15 16

17 19

?0 ?i

78

?? 73

74 75

1
39

76

P
79 30^^^^^77

31

F
32 S3 34

I
4?

35

37 40

41

4a

44

47

45

55

46

51
I
57

S4

59

49

P
S3

1

5a

56

57

61 67

1
63

64 65 66

4-

4-

4-

»
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

*
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

Collegian Workshop

Basic Newswriting

and Reporting

Wednesday, March 14

Room 905

Campus Center

7 P.M.

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

% ^ ^ ^ ^ 4^ ^ 4^ # 4^ ^ ^ 4^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4^ ¥ # ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ #^« #^4-

D.C. Menu

LUNCH

Cheeseburger
Hungarian Noodle Bake

DINNER

Roast Top Round of Beef/

Gravy
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce
HAND-DIPPED
ICE CREAM
WITH CONES
OR SAUCES

BASICS LUNCH

Tofu Pattie/

Sandwich Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

BASICS DINNER

Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner/
Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce
HAND-DIPPED
ICE CREAM
WITH CONES
OR SAUCES

Weather

Wednesday, partly cloudy

highs in the 40s. Thursday,
partly sunny with highs in

the 50s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

anan nnnn nnni

«»»,-X • V m «•» «F» •
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JOB SEEKERS
TAKE NOTE:

Sending our resumes? Trying to set

up interviews? TARGET ENTER-
PRISES has done the leg work for you.

We have compiled a list of 225 persons at

major corporations for you to target your

resume and cover letter to. The list con-

tains contacts in over 30 industries, in-

cluding:

- accounting
- advertising
- consumer products

- finance
- high technology
- management consulting

- merchandising
- pharmaceuticals
- ETC. . .

Our targets include both recruiting per-

sonnel and management with hiring:

responsibilites. Over 75 "Fortune 500"

companies included.

For your list, send $20. in check or

money order, and return address to:

TARGET ENTERPRISES, Suite 138

1742 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10128

Please allow 7-10 days for delivery

NO
COUPOfy^s

f'cHftciA

PER copy
WHITE BONO

INSTANT c^o
COPIES ^^'^

ON THE TOTAL COPY SYSTEM'
from 25 to 25.000 per original

SAME DAY Qir«.

AMHERST
' Boitvyood Walk

256-0148
Mon -Fri 8 30am-5 30pm

High Qualify Offset Printing at a Low. Low Price'

hnerhnfr

STUDENT NOTE and

PRINTING SERVICE

will be closing

at 12:00 noon

on Friday March 16.

:»fe sHs ^^

.

POOR RICHARDS
celebrates

ST. PATRICKS DAY
doors open at 6:00

3 FREE KEGS!
J $1.00 shots of John Jameson

^ $1.25 Grasshoppers

^ All Night s^
$1.00 Bottle Beer/2 for 1 . one liquor well drinks

($4.00 by the pitcher)

6-10

r oov»
''^

o^-^m:) c^r^o-^saiPer:?^, %'<

Now'* the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

r*«*ndlf lading.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660^

fit's a little late but ^

I
HAPPY i

?BIRTHDAY^G

DAD

Q I must have been

K, deep in study

H Feb 18th

Love, Mark

^ afi:^^QP^<jrt,<

.'••t f nO'jGm snack bar]

Central Area U.Mass

Hours:

Mon-Thurs 7:00-12:00

Fri 7:00-1:00 ^
Sat. 1:00-1:00

Sun. 1:00-12:00

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J
Summer Employment

J
4 Camp Young Judaea, Amherst. New Hampshire i

(Resident. Co-ed. 1 hour from Boston) is in need of De-t
Jpaitment Directors and Acth% SpectaKsts tor this sunvX
Imer in: Athletics, Gymnastics. Swim Instnjction (WSI),^
^Waterskiing. Sailing, Arts & Crafts. Campcraft. IsrasVf

^ Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk Song, RIflery. Tennis. Photog-*

f raphy, Offtee Personnel and Nurses (R.N.). Excellent S^#
paries and fringe benefits. Please contact Dr. Charles B.^
Rotman. Director. 81 Kingsbury Street. Wsllesiey. MA*

02181, 617-237-9410.

RENTONt
OFOURS

Car • Trnck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

I Rt 63, No Amherst
5492880

k

WILD
AMERICA
ISOUR
CAMPUS

NiKDiiljiiiik; t in-t rHrMiiii (I H ^ M ^ '^ToiHtin

10(1 ir hitfi nhniit i.r Mininti r - \|»»titMni iIikm-i

i-ritiifKin S.'U(iHltHU-UMlrMl jllf<«l)li

I'tJillli] ifM'.v lulllJTil I I" t n itN

'IijiI hif'iup untpiiiti hi'lj '>luttt•^ jrul

'H.'tKitiTN «iih il*-* (t rictliiiiHil nr.th

llMtv MKItl\ dftll ->( II tlllilM>jl JUI

jiut |h>>it{riiluj(t K'-i"'^ JWilihU

wiiowi M tH »i«)N s*H irn
IM'HMlhtS INMimi

sh.ir.'t; * • iMjM.'i < 'Its i ti.» II, '

ST. PRTRICK'S DRV

' Luttcft' on

A-^
'Men- ^r.j

\i\ Irish :;u«' I^C^

Piirslo' 'I'uUittJCs

'MiiUircil it rot toll

(itilt('ii\' Biiv 5»iltul <ih1«i 'Bnuul

C'l'iirilv «.'t»rk c'ookifs

sliiiniutn Oiki'

'March 14

11:30-1:30

r'H^LLKGIAN CLASSIFIE#
• Get results I Use the Collegian classifieds I

\

;

.

! Last chance to buy Rayt>ans/Vuamet8
! before Spring Break. All types. Reasonable

! ;
prices.

:; 549-2879

Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phorie number FREE D
AHHI

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Limited supply. Bruce evenings

ASK FOR RAYBANS/VUARNETS
;

I =i=z=zz:===i=^=:zz:=:=i==^=
;

I

Visit my table in the CCC this afternoon.

I

This is your last chance to buy top quality

I sunglasses before Spring Break. Take ad-

J

vantage. Look for Ray the Snowman and
I Ban his Snowdog.

:|
AUDIO

;
Sony XR-66 Car Stereo brand new $200

;; Steve 549-8974

'Technics Receiver 55w/ch. Many
i features . $150 or best Jack 253 9237

;

>

. ,
—

:
; 74 Ply. Duster runs excellent, slant 6 body
;
also in excellent

549-5804 aft. 6

I

Housemates needed for 6 bedroom
'> house in Harwich walk to beach 6-5851

i West Yarmouth Seagull Beach, Large
'

I
house, 6 rooms, 4 bedrooms, sleeps 8 1 Vi

'

; baths,

•253-7436

AUTO FOR SALE

shap>e. Asking $1375

CAPE COD

700 per person, entire season

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

;
everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

;;
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

'

I WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality
'

: service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

* 584-6712

Movie: "Summer of 42", CCA, 7, 9, 11.

Spons. by the Student Nurse Assoc.

FOR RENT

;
2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland
house. 130-*- each, on bus route with fall

option. 665-2512

, Computer Terminals Gr Acoustic
I Couplers for rent no security deposit no
I maintenance charge immediate availability

546-4782 or 546-4737

FOR SALE

Guitar Amp Yamaha
256-1326 Mark $400

100-212 evenings

HELP WANTED

Airlines HiringI Stewardesses , Reserva-

tionistsl $14-$39,000. Worldwidel Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter
1-(916)-944-4444 X UMassAir

Cruiseshlps HIringI $16-$30,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter 1-(916)-944 4444 X
UmassCruise

LOST

Missing since Dec. female Dober-
man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny^

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Can you help me? I lost a plum-colored
|

pocketbook in the vicinity between Hills'

House and Pike. If found, please call!

6-6642. If you want, keep the pocketbbok,
just return the keys. Reward 1 11

Set of keys 2/14 Baybanks chain 3 univer-

sity keys reward 546-6250

Gucci Keychain with 4 keys. Lost in

front of NOPE Gym. Reward. Call Mert
546-9458

Blue NYC Notebook disappeared from
Skinner Hall. Reward for return or informa-

tion. Call 549-0162 Kristin

MOTORCYCLES

1961 Suzuki GS46(rr - new in 1962, many
extras, exc. cond. 1300 Rick 546-1427

PERSONALS
~

Stick it in your ear at Silverscap>e -custom 1

Problems with the University
Bureaucracy? Call LSO 546-1995

Happy Birthday to usi
Donna Michelle Leslie

3rd Annual Birthday Week
Gall McKayl Hippo Birdies two ewesi
(sheep?) You're a legal adult but don't
worry no one can telll Love ya Suitiel
Christine-Jose, Debbie, Helaine, Rochelle,
Rich, Greg, Speedy, and Mr Bear PS Pete
likes ya tool (he nriade me write thati)

Patricia P - You still have a hold on me and
I'll always be there-- Smile- me

RIDE WANTED
Need a rids? Advertise in the Collegian
Classifieds I

* Ride needed to NYC or Long Island
* area on Thurs Mar 15th anytime after
* 1 1 :00 AM will share $$ please call

' Robin at 253-9971

Help me. Going to Rochester March 15 or
16 call Heidi 546-5158

Ride needed to NYC for 2 people Thurs
March 15 or Friday, March 1 6 call 546-151

1

Want to go to Tampa/Orlando Spring
Break will share expenses 2560984

Penn State State College or nearby over
Spring Break Share $ call Diane 546-7397

Need ride to Washington DC area or

Virginal for Spring Break. I would like to
leave on 3/16 or sooner. Will share ex-

penses. Please call Andy at 549-4129

. . r. . u 1 oci -n^A B "'<*• needed to LI or NYC March 16
ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

desperatel Call Jill 546-9275 Dave 546-7059

ATTENTION 1984 GRADUATES
from Tues., Feb 21 - Wed, March 14

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
will be taken

MW-F: 9a.m. - 5p.m.; Tues: noon - 9p.m
For appointment call:

545-0848 / 545-2874

or sign up on portrait dates
in 177-178 CC

Couple need ride Ft Laud will share $ call

256-1280

RIDERS WANTED

Express bus ride Port Authority NYC
($19.00) March 16 reservations 256-6782

Riders wanted to Orlando leave Fri 16
call 546-9927 after 7:00

Free >4 month! Take over lease now;
j

Townehouse apt must contact before break
;

549-6797 leave message

SERVICES

TYPING--Fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 666-3414

Typing pickup and delivery evenings 413
774-2379

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next day
service. Pickup and delivery. TYPE RITE
253-5111

TYPING. Papers, cases, resumes, letters.

IBM Selectric Nancy 549 6082

Need your carpet cleaned? Rotary Foam
Extraction Method only $.20 per square

foot! 666-4801

TO SUBLET

1 rm In Riverglade apt. 150 a month util.

included avail immed ASIT 256-8733

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Sih/er

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,
25 North Pleasan t St., Amherst, 256-0710

;

Wanted - Catsitter need someone to take<

care of my cat during Spring Break caN
5^^5re
Three UB40 tickets call 6-4914

'
1

.

WANTED TO RENT

Warned apartment In Puffton, bran
dywine or surrounding area call 256-1236
reward I

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84'

call debbie or Lori 666-4678 after 8 PM '

. . . ._ rio ^ To Rorida from March 20 to March 27 call

?'"'r9 l!1".f?.99 t Jennifer 5466070
Contact Lenses Replaced, daush and
Lomb or American Optical. $25 each. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive 256-8561

Problems with your landlord? Call LSO
545-1995

Happy 20th JuanI Swill, but be careful of

your ankle or you won't be able to escape
from Elwoods. . .Laurita y H^yrie

GJ^CuckTonTght SulTyJ love you C.A .

CongratuiatHns Sigl I know you could do

ROOM WANTED
Looking for apartment In Puffton,

J

Townehouse, Brandywine or Presidential I

will take over lease whenever. Needed for

Fall 84 please call Roger 546-9538

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommeta wanted to share large

I bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes
utilities 586-3682

it I Love always Linda

^«= !^<= ^«= =»r

ASAP;
(jooklng for apt in Puffton for fall 84. Wilt

ing to pay for summer months
546^5280

$80 Reward: want to take lease of 3 bdrm;
in Puffton for fall '84 will take over sumnr>er;

Gail 546-8572 or Joanne 6-8563

Looking for reasonably priced studio
apt. Near town or campus for fall 84. Call!

Two bedroom apt. in Puffton, Bran-

;

dywine, Townehouse or surrounding area

for fall '84. Willing to take over for summer.

;

1

1

Call 6-4239 or 6-6943

Apartment room needed imemdiately
call Peter 546-8185

Cash reward for anyone who can get us a
;

lease for a 3 bedroom apt in Puffton call

546-8036
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Intramural Softball and Soccer:

managers meeting Wed. night at 6 p.m.,

Boyden 215. Officials meeting Wed. night

at 7 p.m., Boyden 215. All managers and
officials who did not attend Monday's
meeting must attend Wed. night.

TheMassachusettsDaily NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY
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Softball goes South
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The batter stood in the box blowing

bubbles and digging in the dirt with her foot

as she took the sign from her coach at third

base.

As coach Elaine Sortino watched from

third, Debbie Coleg laid down a nice bunt

and sped towards first. Pitcher Cathy Reed

scooped the ball off the dirt floor at Curry

Hicks Cage and threw Cole out. Sortino

shouted some instructions and the team

went through the situation again, but with

a different batter.

Like teams all over the country indoors

and outdoors (down South), the University

of Massachu-setts softhall team is working,

preparing for their 1984 season. UMass
opens their season Saturday in S*>uth

Carolina.

The Minutewomen begin their IJ9 game

slate with a 12 game Southern swing in

South Carolina starting with their first

kjame Saturday against the Gamecocks,

who finished third in the country last year.

UMass. which posted a 28-10 re^-ord last

season and narrowly mi.ssed a NCAA berth.

Is Hempel out?
Is he or isn't he?

University of Massachusetts sophomore
forward John Hempel reportedly is

transferring out of UMass to either St.

John's or Villanova, both Big East schools

and NCAA tourney teams.

Campus radio station WMUA and
sources close to the team said yesterday

that the 6 6 shooter was leaving Amherst
Hempel. and coach Ron Gerlufsen could

not be reached for comment.

-PETER ABRAHAM

will face Bowling Green, Michigan State,

Adelphi, Drexell, Rutgers and Seton Hall

this week.

And UMass will be doing it with a

seasoned three man pitching staff and 11

lettermen returning on a 17 man squad.

UMass will have a letterman in every

position except second and third base.

"The key to this season," fifth year coach

Elaine Sortino said, "is to play hard and
stay healthy.

"We're quicker than any other team I've

had. We have gofxl running speed and

strong arms at every position."

Some of the strongest arms on the team
are on sophomore pitchers Lynn Stockley

and Cathy Rrod. Stockley posted a 15-3

record with a0.9() ERA last year. Stockley,

a Northeast Division I Ail-American, tossed

a no hitter against I'.NH last year.

Reed, a righthander (Stockley is a lefty),

posted a 13 7 record. In relief will be junior

Krista Jensen.

"Lynn and Cathy are throwing far more
pitches and hitting their spots well,"

Sortino said. The duo is throwing 300 400
pitches a day.

Jensen was also throwing 300-400 before

she was hit in the knee by a line drive in

practice Monday. Jensen said she should be

throwing again by Saturday.

The Minutewomen infield will be a solid

one. Sophomore Beth Talbott (.257 last

year) will be behind the plate while Missy
Oman, a Northeast All American pick at

second last year, will be at first base.

Second team All American AUyson Rioux,

who batted .314 with .964 fielding per-

centage, will anchor the infield at short-

stop.

photo roarUav of Sporti Inforaation

Sally Maher will be in the outfield instead of first base as UMass
takes their Southern swing to South Carolina next week.

Freshmen Debbie Cole, Carol FrattaroUi

and rookie junior Lynn Pekarski will share

duty at second base. Cole, Frattarolli and

freshman Robin Reed will see time at third.

Ann King (c) and Amy Straut (lb) will also

be available.

"We're as solid defensively as we have
ever been." Sortino said. "We may have a

few of those freshman jitters, though."

The outfield corp is led by 1982 second

team Ail-American Tina Coffin, one of the
team's co-captains (Rioux is the other).

Sophomore Sally Maher, who batted .300 at

first base last year, sophs Ann Ring^ose.

Janey Miller and freshman Emily Bietsch

will all be vying for playing time.

"This is the best team wp h»iv»» nut

together since I've been here." Bioux said.

"This isn't a nine man team. We have a
good depth."

Go West, UMass baseball team, Go West

pholu ruvrlrat of (porti information

Co-captain Andy Connors will anchor third base when the baseball
team travels to New Mexico for spring break.

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

For some UMass students next week will

be spent lying on a beach somewhere in

P'lorida. However, for the University of

Mas.sachusetts baseball team, their beach

will be a desert some 5.000 feet above sea

level and almost 2,500 miles from Amherst.

And no. their time won't be spent drinking

beer but participating in the University of

New Mexico Turquoi.se Tournament in

Alburquerque against Wyoming,
Delaware, Wisconsin, Southern Illinois-

Edwardsville. and the hostschool. New
Mexico.

Delaware, probably the best club going in.

lost to James Madison in the Eastern

Regional final last spring, coming within

one game of advancing to the College World
Series. Other good clubs will be SI-

Edwardsville, who advanced all the way to

the Final Four last year in Division II and

Wyoming, which has spent the last week in

New Mexico getting ready.

"It will be a tough tournament," said

UMass coach Dick Bergquist. who will see

his squad play doubleheaders on six

straight days and 15 games total during the

eight-day event. "Not only is it going to

involve a lot of games, but a lot of tough

games. It will force me to play everybody.

Our primary objective is to get ready for

the northern season, especially for the

Atlantic 10. We all want to win. of course,

but we have to get ready for our season

here."

UMass opens their season on March 17

against Wyoming.
The Minutemen enter 1984 hoping to

match, if not better, the 20-17 season of a

year ago that featured one stresik in which

UMass won 12 of 13 games.
A Preview of the 1984 Minutemen:
INFIELD: A major duel is being waged at

second base between Jack Bloise and Tim
Foster for the right to replace the departed

Dean Bennett. Bloise had only 13 at-bats in

1983, while Foster sat out last season due to

injuries. Bergquist plans on letting the

shootout continue out West.

"I'll let them fight it out hoping that

whoever wins the job will beat out the

other. But I am prepared to platoon if it

comes down to it, but Fll rather see a

winner," said Bergquist.

Another spot up for grabs is first base

where incumbent Todd Comeau (.323, 6
home runs, 27 RBI's) battles Jeff Cimini.

who batted .230 in 1983 as a freshman.

Whoever doesn't play first will DH.
The left side of the infield i? more than

adequately covered with shortstop Angelo
Salustri ("He'll be one of the best shortstops

in the East" -Bergquist) and third baseman
Andy Connors (.292, 10 stolen bases), one of

two CO- captains.

OUTFIELD: The three expected to start

the season are Bruce Kingman in left, Steve

Messina in center, and Bill FoUansbee in

right. FoUansbee replaces the departed

Chris Waszczuk, who set a UMass record

with 11 home runs in 1983. Kingman and

Messina batted .211 and .225, repectively,

last spring, figures that Bergqui-st says

must be improved.

"We need more offensive punch from the

outfield. We're going to miss those 11 home
runs of Waszczuk. Both Kingman and

Messina are capable players."

PITCHERS and CATCHERS: The ace of

the staff is expected to be southpaw Tony
Presnal, the other co-captain, who was 5-2,

with a 4.93 ERA. Other starters include

Bob Kostro (4-5, 4.40 ERA in a staff leading

61.1 innings pitched), Scott Foster, who
was used mainly as a reliever in 1983, and

Jim Knopf, a transfer from a community

college in New Jersey. The top reliever will

be Matt Subocz. Freshman Steve Allard,

reportedly impressive in early workouts,

could surprise.

Catching, which was platooned among
three players in 1983. is Olympic hopeful

Todd Ezold's for the taking. Other catchers

are Dan Clifford and Sean Flint, a freshman

with a great arm.

UMass opens their Northern season March
31 with a doubleheader at Temple.

Hoop postponed
The intramural basketball playoffs were

cancelled last night due to the snow. The
women's finals will be played tonight at 8
p.m. and the other games will also be
played tonight.

The men's semi-finals, the co-rec finals

and the gradfac finals will be held
tonight. Call the intramural office for

times and any questions.
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Meeting set to discuss

sex discrimination case

('oll*riui photo bt And« llrlirr

NOT QUITE SUMMER — An Overzealous snow shoveler takes ad-

vantage of yesterday's sunshine in front of the Cape Cod Clam Shack on

Route 9.

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Both sides in a University of

Massachusetts sexual discrimination suit

will discuss the case for the first time in a

meeting scheduled to be held in Boston

tomorrow.

Rosemarie Struther, the Associate Direc-

tor of the Office of Planning and Budget,

and John L. DeNyse, vice-chancellor for

Administration and Finance are scheduled

to meet with the Federal equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission (FEEOC)
to discuss charges of sexual discrimination

which Strother filed against the University

in May 1983.

Strother filed the charges with both the

FEEOC and the Massachusetts Commis-

sion Against Discrimination after she was

denied the position of acting director of the

budget office last spring. She specifically

named DeNyse in her suit.

The closed meeting tomorrow will bring

her face-to-face with DeNyse, whom she

said she has not yet spoken to about the

charges.

"Tm optimistic. I think 1 have enough

evidence to support my case. I think we
have enough materials, but you always

worry about what the other side has in

their back pocket," Strother said.

Strother, who has been the associate

director of the Office of Planning and

Budget since 1979 and a University

employee since 1966, was passed over for

Pendinglegislation threatens

state funds for abortions
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

State funding for all abortions could be
eliminated if a proposed anti abortion

amendment, currently in the House, is

passed by the Massachusetts State

Legislature.

The amendment, first passed in January
1983 by a 113-56 majority vote, will

probably be a binding referendum on the

November 6 ballot if it is approved by the

state legislature a second time.

Marsha Humphrey, a spokesperson for the

Massachusetts Organization for the Repeal

of Abortion Laws (MORAL) said there is a

"good chance" the amendment will pass

because the House is "overwhelmingly anti-

ch(Hce," and there has not been enough
political pressure from pro-choice groups.

"Pro-choice and reproductive rights

groups are multi-issued," she said. "They
aren't as focused as groups like the Moral

Majority. We don't have that constant

steady pressure on our legislators."

Humphrey said recent statistics indicate

79 percent of Massachusetts residents favor

abortion and state funding but because the

"pro-life people are more vocal and active,"

many legislators are under the impression

that "anti-choice equals the majority.'

Rick Vigeant, a senior and member of the

Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) at the

University of Massachusetts said the

amendment would give the state the right

to prohibit abortion and limit funding and
services. The cuts made in funding and

services "would affect low income and
minority women who can't afford abortions

themselves," he said.

If the amendment becomes a binding

referendum and passes in November,
Massachusetts would become the first state

to have an anti-abortion amendment in its

Constitution.

CERRF member Kim Nissan said that

since Massachusetts is a liberal state, "if it

were to pass anti-abortion legislation, it

would set a precedent for other states to do
the same" and this "would have a domino
effect."

Vigeant said the amendment will

"probably become a referendum, but will

most likely be voted down." But, he said,

"if anti-choice people get organized and pro-

choice people don't, you never know what
could happen."

According to CERRF and MORAL, which
is changing its name to Mass Choice
because many people confuse it with the

conservative organization, the Moral
Majority, a statewide rally, titled "Voices

for Choice Day," is scheduled to be held on
March 28 at the Boston State House.
"The rally is an effort to convince the

legislatcTr^ not to pass the amiendment for

the second time," Humphrey said.

Two or three years ago politicians with

pro-choice stands were afraid to be vocal,

she said, but today it would be "suicidal" for

a politician running for a statewide election

to be anti-choice."

Women's and reproductive rights gn*oups

throughout Massachusetts are urging

people to attend the March 28 rally to show
their support for state funded abortions.

Humphrey and Vigeant said women and
men can write letters to their represen-

tatives and local newspapers, and lobby

their legislators and register to vote.

the acting director's position last March.

She claimed she was denied the position,

which was given to a man, on the basis of

her sex.

The position was filled by Paul Page,

then director of Financial Affairs in Whit-

more.

Strother said she isn't sure what to ex-

pect at the meeting tomorrow and that all

she knows is both parties will be given a

chance to present their side of the story

and see if some kind of settlement can be

reached.

Strother has asked the administration to

transfer her somewhere else within the

University, at a position of equal value to

her current one. While she is not seeking a

monetary settlement from the University,

she said she is looking for the University to

pay her legal fees (which so far total $'750)

and compensate her for the months she

performed the duties of acting director but

was only paid the salary of associate direc-

tor.

Strother assumed the duties of acting

director of the office but not the title in

November 1982, she said, when Marie Reid

then assistant chancellor and director of

the office, announced she was resigning

from her position.

Reid cited racial discrimination as her

reason for leaving and later came to an

agreement with UMass Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey to take a one year leave of

absence, thus creating the opening.

DeNyse could not be reached for com-

ment.

language tool published

UMass works with China
By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

The ambassador from the People's

Republic of China will be at the University

of Massachusetts today to announce a joint

publishing project between UMass and the

People's Republic of China to compile a

Chinese-Engbsh dictionary.

UMass and the Peking Institute of Foreign

Languages in the People's Republic of

China plan to make a new comprehensive

Chinese- English dictionary with the

assistance of a Chinese word procesor

donated by An Wang of Wang
Laboratories, Inc. Wang is also a member

of the Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Education.

The project is based on a Chinese- English

dictionary published in 1978 by the Peking

Institute for native Chinese. American

language will be used in the new dictionary

rather than British English.

Chairman of the department of Asian

languages and literature Shou-Hsin Teng

said the goal of the project is to produce a

dictionary for the English speaking world

that wiU serve as the chief research,

learning and reference aid for Chinese

studies.

Twenty percent of all American students

studying in China are UMass students;

the University has about 80 Chinese

students and scholars there this year. Also,

50 UMass faculty administrators have

visited or taken part in exchanges with the

People's Republic of China.

Chinese Ambassador Zhang Wenjin wiD

begin his visit to the UMass campus at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall SUge at 11

a.m. He will be welcomed by Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey and a music and dance

presentation will follow. There will then be

an announcement of the CI inese-English

Dictionary Project with a press briefmg.

A reception in honor of the Ambassador

and UMass Chinese students and scholars

will be held at noon in the University

Gallery of the Fine Arts Center.

The guests will tour the computer center

and the graduate research center. A
luncheon will be held at the chanceUor's

home in the ambassador's honor.

A press conference was held yesterday at

the chancellor's home in honor of Leonard

Woodcock, labor leader and first U.S.

ambassador to the People's Republic of

China John K. Fairbank, noted sinologist

and Harvard professor of history emeritus.

Other guests include Joan Kennedy and

the wives of the two guests of honors.
__ .

INSIDE:

Student organizers affect presidential primaries p. 8

UMass student to run for state representative p. 3

Sheila Tobias speaks on Reagan's defense budget p. 7

"Ifeel no needfiyr any otherfaith than myfaith in human be-

ings.
"

- Pearl 5. Buck 1989
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Nestle must pay$30,000fine

for illegal dumpingof wastes
LITCHFIELD. Conn. (AP) - The Nestle

Co. was fined $30,000 yesterday after

pleading no contest to charges that its New
MOford plant iUegaUy dumped 250.000

gallons of untreated food waste into the

Housatonic River.

John Dropick, head of the chief state's

attorney's unit investigating violations of

environmental law. said the fine was

commensurate with the act.

An arrest warrant was served on Francis

Dosne. vice president in charge of

development, who pleaded no contest

yesterday on behalf of the corporation to

one count of discharging waste without a

permit and one count of discharging waste

in excess of the allowable limit.

Nestle's plant, which makes cubes of

bouUion. instant chicken soup and other

dehydrated food products, dumped an

estimated 250,000 gallons of untreated

waste into the Housatonic River between

Dec. 20 and Dec. 23. 1983. without DEP
approval. Dropick said.

The company bypassed its industrial

wastewater treatment facility while it was
undergoing repairs that since have been

completed, Dropick said.

The incident was referred to state

prosecutors by the Department of

Environmental Protection's water com-

plaince unit, which had been notified by the

company that it didn't intend to seek the

necessary DEP permit for the dumping.

McGovern drops out of race;
WASHINGTON (AP) George McGovern

is out of the race for the Democratic

presidential nomination, but he feels

redeemed and says he won't be silent.

Even before he ended his second White

House campaign following his third place

finish in Tuesday's Ma.ssachusetts primary,

McGovern was looking ahead to a new

career as businessman, university

president or even secretary of state.

And he vowed to keep on speaking on the

issues he raised in a presidential bid which

began last Sept. 13 to the sound of skep

ticism and the suggestion that he might

become "the Democratic Harold Stassen." a

perennial hopeless candidate, running just

for the exercise.

The question now is whether McGovern

will endorse one of the survivors of the

Democratic campaign. He kept the

suspense alive, promising to discuss "what

my future role should be" at a news con

ference in Washington today.

Gary Hart, who won in Massachusetts and

who was McGovern's campaign manager

when McGovern was the Democratic

presidential nominee in 1972. saluted his

former mentor in a statement distributed in

Washingfton.

"It is a special joy of this campaign that the

country has come to recognize in George
McGovern the decent, principled and

strong man those of us who stood with him
saw in 1972, before the distortions began."

Hart said. "He has renewed the call to

conscience. His presence has enriched the

debate."

McGovern. 61. staked his campaign on

Massachusetts, the one state he carried in

1972. along with the District of Columbia.

He said he would quit if he didn't finish first

or second Tuesday.

His 21 percent of the vote gave him a third

place finish, behind Hart and Walter F.

Mondale.

"In no previous poUtical campaign have I

ever had more peace of mind and warmth of

soul than I have experienced in this uphill,

but deeply satisfying campaign of 1984." he

told supporters in Boston after the returns

were in.

AP Laaerplrata

NEW NEWSROOM — James Hoge, center, former publisher of the

Chicago Sun-Timea and who's been named publisher of the New York

Daily New», tours the paper's editorial facilities with Editor James G.

Wieghart, rights and Managing Editor William L. Umstead. The parent

company of the Daily News announced the appointment yesterday.

Senate delays prayer vote
WASHINGTON (AP) A bid to set a

Senate vote soon on a proposed con-

stitutional school prayer amendment fell

apart yesterday when one senator said he

was being denied the right to vote on

anything but the version President Reagan
wants.

Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker. R-

Tenn.. sought unanimous consent to set a

vote today on a proposal strongly favored

by Reagan allowing vocal organized prayer

in the nation's classrooms. Baker's request

would have permitted no amendments
other than one added by the Judiciary

Committee, which would bar government

officials from composing any school prayer.

"This senator stands for silent prayer in

the public schools. This senator does not

support audible, vocal prayer...or the

concept by which some prayer can be

written by anybody. What Baker wants to

do is narrow a major debate in this country

affecting hundreds of millions of people to

one question." Dixon said.

Unable to win agreement for a vote on the

Reagan-backed proposal only. Baker said

he would begin scheduling votes on

amendments. He said he felt compelled to

try to schedule a final vote after 10 days of

Senate debate on the issue because "you

can negotiate forever, but finally the

Senate must work its will, and it's time to

begin that."

Eqimlrightson thecourt; T\i o'Pci'
the kids know the score

^*&^^*'
by Nurse pleads innocent

Associated Pre,s fg assttult ofputient
TEMPLETON - When an elementary schcxM basketball

tournament tried to exclude girls, some of the Iwys refus-

ed to play if Jennifer Corby wasn't on their team — and

they made the adults back down.

"I didn't think it was fair," said 12-year-old Jennifer, a

starter for John Briggs Elementary School in Ashbur-

nham before her team took the floor yesterday against

Orange Elementary School to open the three-day Nar-

ragansett Regional Elementary School Invitational

Basketball tournament.

"I tried out for the one team there is," she said. "I prac-

ticed very hard for it and made the team fairly, and they

can't take that away from me."
The sixth-grader wasn't the only one who was upset by

the initial decision by Naragansett school officials to ban

^Is and a later move — after parents threatened a sex

discrimination suit — to cancel the tournament for fourth,

fifth and sixth graders.

AP Laavrphoto

PEG'S LEG — Peg, a 6-month-old part golden
retriever owned by Lynda Kirby of Virginia

Beach, Va. has been fitted with a plastic leg, one
of the first ever for dogs, to replace a leg

severed by a sharp piece of metal.

Mynn delivers check to

family of slain man
BOSTON — Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn went in per-

son yesterday to present a check for $843,498 to the fami-

ly of James Bowden to settle compensation for Bowden's

death at the hands of two city police officers.

"He presented the check to Mrs. Bowden at her home"
in the Roxbury section of the city, said city spokeswoman

Judy Coughlin.

The action ended a complex case in which Bowden. then

25. was shot dead in January 1975 after two policemen

sought to halt his car because they said it resembled one

used in a Cambridge robbery.

A U.S. District Court jury in 1978 awarded $750,000 to

his wife. Patricia Bowden, in a civil rights suit against

patrolmen Dennis McKenna and Edward Holland. The

check yesterday was to cover the award, attorney fees and

interest.

Since the two were on duty, they asked the city to pay.

However. Police Commissioner Joseph Jordan refused

to complete the payment process during the administra-

tion of former Mayor Kevin H. White until assured the

money would not come from his department's budget.

Flynn had promised shortly after his election last fall

that the city would pay because it was morally right.

Authoritieschargedwith

strip searching
LOWELL - A 11-year-old boy suspected of stealing

money from a teacher was strip-searched in a school

bathroom after he denied doing it. a suit filed in U.S.

District Court alleges.

The suit contends that Gertrude Bailey, principal of

Lincoln Elementary School in Lowell; Vincent Bomal. a

Lowell police officer, and another unidentified officer

deprived the fifth-grader of his constitutional rights to be

free from unreasonable search and seizure.

The Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts, representing

Hippolito Masa and his mother. Aurora Roman, filed the

suit in federal court in Boston Monday asking for $150,000

in damages from each defendant.

"The courts have made it very clear that students do not

shed their constitutional rights at the schoolhouse door,"

Howard Friedman, attorney handling the case, said

yesterday.

LYNNFIELD An executive stricken with Lou Gehrig's

disease is alert and could well have watched a private

nurse pull the plug on his respirator and tell him "You're

going to die," his wife said yesterday.

The nurse, Victoria Knowlton, 35, of Rockport. has

pleaded innocent to assault with intent to murder in the

and is due hack in Peabodv District Court for acase

hearing Monday, she is accused of trying to kill William

Cronin Jr.. 59. of Lynnfield.

"He has a very, very keen mind." Cronin's wife. Eileen,

said in a telephone interview yesterday. "This disease

does not affect the mind."

Asked if her husband could have been aware of what was

going on last month when the nurse allegedly pulled the

plug, she replied, "Definitely."

Cronin did not want to discuss specifics of the case and

wouldn't say whether her husband actually saw what

happened. The incident allgedly took place at 12:35 a.m.

on Feb. 17. Two sons, James and Ronald, were home at

the time, she said.

The state alleges that Knowlton moved the respirator

away from her patient, shut it off and told him, "You're

going to die, " according to Nan Kelleher, a spokeswoman

for the Essex County district attorney's office.

"She then sat down and smoked a cigarette," Kelleher

said. "Then the nurse went to the victim's son, who was in

another room, and said, 'Your father is dead.'"

The son tried to revive his father and called the police and

an ambulance before noticing the respirator was switched

off, said Kelleher. Cronin went into a coma and spent a

week in Salem Hospital.

Cronin said the family did not know how long the

respirator was shut off. Asked if her husband had wanted

to die, she said, "Absolutely not."

Knowlton, who was released on her own recog^nizance,

said nothing during her arraignment Tuesday and has

declined to comment.
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Student participation boosts primary turnout
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

The strong showings of Sen. Gary Hart, George

McGovern and Rev. Jesse Jackson in Amherst's

presidential primaries on Tuesday were the result of

solid local organizations endowed with skilled leadership.

In Amherst Hart took 32 percent or 1,737 votes;

McGovern received 25 percent or 1,353 votes; and

Jackson earned 19 percent or 1,027 votes. Some 5,498

voters or 34 percent of Amherst's electorate turned out

for the primary despite the snow.

News Analysis
Statewide, with 2,118 of 2,1% precincts reportmg ear-

ly yesterday, Hart had 239,364 votes or 39 percent;

Walter Mondale 158,013 or 26 percent; McGovern

128,841 or 21 percent; Sen. John Glenn, 44,555 votes or 7

percent; and Jackson had 30,793 votes or 5 percent.

The success of Gary Hart is directly related to the par-

ticipation of students in his campaign. Hart's organizers

reported that volunteers from about 25 Massachusetts

colleges and universities were greatly responsible for

getting voters to the polls.

The Hart strategy was not new to presidential politics.

In 1972, George McGovern was able to win primaries and

caucuses in 10 states including Massachusetts, New York

and California by keeping a loyal cadre of student

volunteers in the field. McGovern earned the Democratic

presidential nomination that year simply by transporting

his volunteers from state to state. The strategy was

engineered by McGovern's campaign manager, a

35-year-old Colorado resident by the name of Gary Hart.

David Nelson, Five College Coordinator for "Students

for Gary Hart," said that when the campaign was in its

infancy a Hart victory looked unlikely, but with time

came candidate exposure which helped build a local stu-

dent volunteer organization. Nelson, a UMass senior,

claims he organized about 150 students, many of whom
have traveled all over New England to work for Hart.

But Nelson is the first to admit that Hart's success thus

far cannot be attributed simply to the work of student

volunteers.

"People just melted together," he said follovvdng his

candidate's 40 percent statewide victory.

For George McGovern, a third place finish in

Massachusetts was enough for him to bow out, but he

told a gathering of supporters in Boston Tuesday that he

plans to remain public on the military buildup in Central

America and the growing military budget.

He also said he would like a job as Secretary of State or

as a university president or chancellor.

Locally, McGovern had some visibility in recent weeks.

Several leaflet drops were completed and many phone

calls were made asking voters to consider the former

South Dakota senator in Tuesday's election.

Jackson's local showing is also a result of a strong

organization. Several organizers said the local volunteers

are dedicated to Jackson and have provided a strong base

in Western Massachusetts. Jackson is expected to drop

out of the race in Illinois if he does not make a comman-
ding showing in that state. Jackson is a resident of

Chicago.

Students want 'Minuteman';

mascot gets 3-to-l support
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
and PAUL BASKEN
Collegian SUff

By an almost three-to-one margin,

students at the University of

Massachusetts have voted to retain the

"Minuteman" as the school mascot

The question was on the same ballot with

which students Monday and Tuesday

elected Jim Keller and Rick Patrick as new
co-presidents of the SGA. Although polls

closed at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, as of last

night, SGA election officials had not

counted results for either of the two

remaining referenda questions or the

Campus Center Board of Governors

elections held on the same ballot.

The Undergraduate Student Senate did

not meet last night because school was

cancelled. Elections for senate speaker and

SGA treasurer were postponed.

Mindy Ordway, Elections Subcommittee

chairwoman, said turnout was 3,542, or

about 17 percent. Last year, 4,838 students

cast ballots over the same two day period.

The two remaining non binding referenda

questions on the ballot offered a choice

between a rearrangement of the present

bus service and an increase in both the fee

and service. Students were also asked if

they 'feel adequately represented by the

student government."

The question of changing the Minuteman

mascot was initiated by a group of students

who protested to the SGA that the

revolutionary .soldier was militaristic and

sexist, said Scott Stern, assistant to the

senate speaker.

Senate speaker Chris Sullivan yesterday

said problems with counting the ballots

arose Tuesday night after the polls closed,

when around 10 students worked to count

the ballots but left at about 10 p.m. when
the result in the presidential election was

determined.

"You have to count them as soon as

possible," Sullivan said of the SGA Con-

stitution's deadline for election results.

"The problem is there weren't a lot of

people to count ballots and most of the

people were there to find out who won the

presidential election, and left after counting

them."

"It mostly ended up being people who
were interested in seeing one candidate or

the other win," Sullivan said of volunteers

who counted ballots Tuesday. He said

there are only three members of the

Election Subcomnuttee. which is charged

with conducting the election.

The candidacy of Tim Rudolph and Donna
Dooley received 965 votes, 29 percent of the

total cast, finishing second. Gumby and

Camel ended in third place with 256 votes,

eight percent. John Michaud received 144

votes, four percent of the vote.

A Utiiversity of Massachusetts professor

of civil engineering has been elected to the

rank of Fellow vrithin the American Socie-

ty of Mechanical Engineers.

A member of the society with over 10

years of active engineering practice. Pro-

fessor Robert R. Archer now joins the

seven other Fellows on the engineering

faculty at UMass.

Archer has made many contributions to

the field of engineering, including his

pioneer development of numerical and

computerized solutions for problems in-

volving thin elastic shells, his work involv-

ing growth stresses in trees and a series of

monographs on wood technology.

"His reputation as a classroom teacher is

excellent. He is an active supervisor and

supporter of graduate students," said Clive

Dyms, the UMass civil engineering depar-

ment head.

On an international scope. Archer has

taught as an invited professor in India,

Melbourne. Costa Rica. Ireland, and

France. While at the Techniscle Hochshule

in West Germany, he lectured in the native

language.

Before coming to UMass in 1959, Archer

was an assistant professor at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

where he received his bachelor's and doc-

torate degrees. He left MIT and transfer-

red to teach at UMass, he said, because, "I

felt as though I was still a student there."

- BILLIE MUNROE

Collcipan photo by Paai Madnick

ROWS OF ROWBOATS — Off-season aluminum rowboats present an

interesting pattern at Quabbin Reservoir.

Engineering professor honored
Collfcon photo bf >'am Madnirk

WINTER WONDERLAND — Little Heather climbs through a snow

tunnel at Puffton Village after Tuesday's storm.

Student seeks legislative seat
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Some students wanted to be co- presidents

of the Student Government Association

(SGA) -.others wanted seats on the Board of

Governors; but one University of

Massachusetts student is running for state

representative.

Neil McCabe. 18. is a freshman political

science major who is seeking the

Republican nomination for state

representative in the 10th Norfolk District

of Franklin- Bellingham-Blackstone

Counties. The Franklin county resident is

seeking the seat being vacated by Charles

McNally. D Franklin.

"I'm doing this for the experience and I'm

doing this with politics in mind." McCabe

said. "I'm excited about it."

McCabe faces a field of seven contenders

for the seat which includes six Democrats

and one Republican opponent. McCabe

admitted his chances of winning the seat

were slim but said he was optimistic.

"I have about a 10 to one chance, but that

will get better and better for me. I'm the

underdog obviously." he said. "It's going to

bean exciting year."

McCabe said he decided to run after

hearing a representative from the

Republican State Committee speak at a

UMass Republican Club meeting two weeks

ago about the possibilities and the need to

get a Republican in the state legislature.

If elected. McCabe said he would support

legislation to deregulate small businesses,

increase salaries for public school teachers,

initiate rule reform and improve fiscal

responsibility. McCabe also said he is

considering transferring to another school

to be closer to his district.

McCabe said he doesn't think being a

student will affect his academic respon-

sibilities or ability to serve as a state

represenUtive. Although the Legislature

is in session all year. McCabe said state

legislators actually work about four months

a year because of the number of legislative

recesses.

The young hopeful said he has been active

in Republican politics at both the state and

local levels since he was in junior high

school and high school, when he cam-

paigned for Republican candidates. He said

he is running, in part, to revitalize young

people's interest in the Republican Party.

"I want to bring that (interest) to the

young people. All they ever hear about is

Nixon, I feel the Republican Party can do a

lot for the state." McCabe said.

McCabe said he wants to complete the

semester before getting "tied down"

campaigning. He said he will begin cam-

paigning in the summer but added that he

will he going home on weekends to talk with

Republican Party officials "to smooth things

over." He said friends and relatives wUI

help finance his campaign.
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NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?
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If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October I, 1975, consider

spending a couple of years m the Army.

If you train for certain specialties, the government will release

you from 1 /3 ofyour indebtedness ( or $ 1 . 500, whichever is greater ) for

each year of active dut>'.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% oi your debt.

But if you sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,

we'll snll cancel 2/3 of your debt.

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives.

To find out how to ser\'e your countr>' and get out ot debt, call

the number below.

HAIR IDEAS .

.

JD PERMANENT WAVE.

Long-lasting curl Built-in conditioning

formula Beautiful shmfe witti bounce
Now only S35 00 witti this ad

26 MAIN STr?EET • AMHEf?ST • 253 9293

joiin Dcunmo imoni

Vigil to protest nuclear arms

ARMY.BEALLYOUCAN BE.

In Northampton call: 584-2157

(in other areas, consult the Yellow Pages

under "Recruiting")

People from the Amherst community and

five nearby towns will be travelling to

Washington, D.C. this Sunday for the

Western Mass. Pentagon Vigil, to make a

peaceful statement against nuclear

weapons and certain government ac-

tivities.

The participants will travel by car pool,

and will meet at 7 p.m. Sunday, at St.

Stephen's Church, in Washington. The
church has provided space for sleeping and

cooking.

Beginning Monday at 6 a.m., the group

will stand in shifts before the Pentagon un-

til the vigil ends at 6 p.m. on March 23.

So far there are 15 people going on the

trip, the minimum number needed to main-

tain the shifts for a constant vigil. More

people are welcome according to group
coordinators Kenton Tharp and Jennifer

Heald, a UMass student. Each member of

the group is asked to bring some type of

food in bulk and their own bedding.

The week of peaceful protest was in-

spired by the Atlantic Life Community, "a
loose knit group of people and organiza-

tions concerned with issues of justice and
nuclear weapons," Tharp said.

The group will hold a preliminary

meeting at 6:00 tonight at Tharp's home,
110 Sandhill Rd. in Amherst. Those in-

terested in joining the vigil may attend the

meeting or call Jennifer Heald, UMass
coordinator, at 253-5143.

- TERESA QUIRION

Now** the time
to call

North Amherit
Motors

Uuptrt rmpa%rt U
r«««ndlll«nlng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

\=
549-2660
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Work

T^:
RENTONE
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
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Come try our new

instiaii 'K>r

Les Eclates spring line for 84

Introducing the powder
crayons for eyes and luminous

lip glosses.

Also we carry

—^ndimt\aitk ——
multi-purpose make-up

Planning to go to

LAW SCHOOL?
CONSIDER

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY'S
SCHOOL OF LAW

PRE-LAW SUMMER INSTITUTE

The Hofstra University School of Law will offer a "PreLaw
Summer Institute for five weeks t'om May 29 to June 28 tor

the weekday section and tor the evening section (t)Oth of

which are held on Tuesdays and Thursdays) and from June 2

to June 30 for the Saturday section The Institute will be of

value to those already planning to attend law school oi those

still undecided Taught by the Hofstra Law School faculty,

the Institute 3eek«! to develop analytical skills and to intro

duce the student to the law library and legal writing tech

niques These are essential tools tor competent perfor

mance m law school The Institute will be conducted m the

same manner as regular law school courses and will include

case and statutory analyses and research techniques

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Applicants must have successfully completed at

least two years of college. For further Information and
application, call 516-560-5916 or write:

-TkeBMlCiuiMeFsMl'MENu .

Hot and Sour Soup Sw»« and Sour Chtckar.)

Chicken Finfl«» P*" f""*! ""C*
\

Pan Friwl Ravioli China.* Bartowjuad PoA .

BUFFET Beat with Graao Peppaf Broccoti m Oy«* Saoc J

Mnn TKiir« Chicken Fried Noodlaa Chicken Winga i

K^^' Rnm Luncheon Special &T.k. Out Service

Sunday Brunch gy„ . j^^^^^ ^vM em io pm
11:30 am -3 pm FrI «r S«t 11:30am ii pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT 10 Belchertown Roed

at Rte 9. Amherst
2fi6-02fi1$5.96 per person

I «WM 511*11 MMRST n«» 7S) TVl

C .11' \\\"/.'/. \ 'M l(V
,

Now through March 17, 1984

St. PatricK'5

Day

SALE

Heather Green T-Shirt

$4.00
Reg. $5.95

Athletic Weight T-Shirt

88% cotton

12% rayon

Extra Long Body
Taped Shoulder Seams

S-M-L-XL
• In Green Only

PRE LAW INSTITUTE/SCHOOL OF LAW

IIOFSTIW
IMNKIlSI'n
Hempstead long Island New York i tS60

HQ*M'« <K>u« eowcaiona' oopo'tu^'tv .f»^trtu»•o^

Back by Popular Demand!

\ How Would You

Like to Win

^-t

''SACHffSETTS

V

Karen A. Sullivan Photo by Dwayne Autery
Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M-F 9-5

Many other St Patrick's Dav items available in the store

A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA??

Justin Ryan's would like to send you & a

friend to Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale

(package includes: transportation & hotel for 8 days & 7 nights)

This Week
Tuesday - 5 free chances at the door

Wednesday - 3 free chances at the door

Thursday - 1 free chances at the door

^XjmVERSlTY

?ntfti • - < » ^ # / - r » /

2 Free Chances - when you buy Guiness,

Harp or Bass Ale

2 Free Chances by ordering anything

on the appetizer menu!

Drawing will be held at Justin Ryan's Thursday Nite

sponsored by JUSTIN Rlf^WS! Guiness/Hari

'Ks PITY SHE'SAWHORE
RAND THEATER. FINE ARTS CENTER. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHLSEl rs

MARCH 8-10 and 14-17. 1984. 8:00 PM

TICKETS; FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE. 545-2511
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Letters-

On graffiti on the walls

To the Editor,

To the student who scrawled graffiti on my office door:

Do you consider yourself an adult? When you think

about it, that was an action of an eig^t-year-old in a blind

temjjer tantrum screaming in rage for instant gratifica-

tion. If you resent the inaccessibility of administrators

when you want them to be there for you rather than when

they are regularly available, you show the symptoms of a

very "spoiled brat" who believes the world should rater to

and grant every wish under any and all circumstances.

That is a belief from the world of fantasy, and such expec-

tations are unreal. Grow up. I feel sorry for you if you

believe that because you scribbled the filth anonymously

you will never have to answer to your conscience for this

sort of primitive, cowardly insult.

Communicate with me in an adult, mature fashion and

you will not lack any attention you need and desire. Follow

the directions on my door and your requests or needs with

respect to the Five College Interchange system will be ad-

dressed and met to the extent that University and Five

College regulations can make that possible. I welcome the

inquiries of any student needing help with Five College

questions as long as they are made in a courteous manner,

and will always bend over backwards to help in any way I

can because I believe in the Five College system and think

it's terrific and want to help any student wishing to take

advantage of it. Come in and talk to me as one decent per-

son to another and you will not leave dissatisfied with my
efforts to help you with any Five College problem. If my
hours are inconvenient to you call and make an appoint-

ment.
Daphne S. Reed

Five College Adviser
Machmer

The need for sensitivity

To the Editor.

It was close to 5:00 p.m. and we were walking through

the Student Union. As we glanced upward and we saw the

banners hanging from the balcony, we immediately stop-

ped dead in our tracks. One of our initial reactions was
shock, the other was to rip this bright yellow Jesse

Jackson '84 campaign banner down. The banner wa.s

designed with a rainbow, obviously symbolizing Jackson's

rainbow coalition, and a Star of David. However, no one

from the Jackson campaign seems to have the same story

on what exactly that symbolizes.

A star formed by two triangles has been a symbol of the

Jewish people for thousands of years. It symbolizes hope
and is seen today as the main character on the flag of the

Jewish state, Israel.

The Students for Jesse Jackson responded that the Star

of David is only a six pointed star. When this argument

was unacceptable to us, they informed us that the Star of

David was easier to draw. But to the dismay of the

Students for Jesse, 14 concerned students attended their

meeting that very evening to protest the use of this sym-

bol. The Students for Jesse decided it best to remove the

Star of David from their banner.

Initially, we were impressed with how the campaign was
sympathetic and sensitive enough to do this, yet we were

quickly disheartened by their need to gain political

leverage by this act. The removal of this banner was con-

tingent upon two of our representatives sitting down with

two of theirs to write an article reporting that how out of

good faith, the Students for Jesse were conciliatory

towsu"d Jews. One can certainly see the benefits of such an

article. And although we wrote and signed this article, it

was not submitted to the Collegian for printing. The presi-

dent of the Students for Jesse Jackson could not attain en-

dorsement by his superior within the campaign itself.

Thus, we felt the need to inform you of this event that

began so positively and ended on such a sour note.

We find this entire escapade to be extremely unfor-

tunate. It serves to perpetuate the tension present bet-

ween Blacks and Jews today. Not only should a Star of

David never have been placed upon a political campaign

banner, but a campaign which purports to encompass the

full spectrum of a "rainbow" should have been keenly sen-

sitive to these needs as well.

We appreciate and commend the final willingness of the

Students for Jesse to remove our symbol from their ban-

ner. It is, however, truly a shame that so much talk of

positive things coming out of this situation has resulted in

nothing more than a superficial political fiasco.

Dayna Nepiarsky
Howard Glantz

Amherst

Action's don't match words
It was Reagan, the "religious man," who ordered 1,800

marines into Lebanon. Nearly 300 have died, for no ap-

parent reason.

It was Reagan who ordered day and night shelling of

Beirut and Syria with 16 inch shells, each shell containing

enough fire power to turn a row of houses into a crater full

of rubble.

It was Reagan who vetoed bills that would make human
rights progress mandatory in El Salvador before sending

that country military aid, and El Salvador is a countrj-

which utilizes death squads and torture as part of its

governmental policy.

It was Reagan who ordered military equipment to be

To the Editor,

Lately, President Reagan has been hitting the religious

circuit, advocating prayer in public schools, and a ban on
abortion.j

In a March 6 speech to the National Association of

Evangelics, in Ohio, reported in the New York Times,

Reagan said "in recent years, America did seem to lose

her religious and moral bearings — to forget the faith and
values that made us good and great...Today our country is

seeing a rebirth of freedom and faith — a great national

renewal."

A brief review of some of Reagan's actions in office is

necessary to cut through the double talk and expose the

hypocrisy behind his remarks.

sold to Guatemala, a country that exterminates its in-

digenous population in Nazi-style death camps.

It was Reagan who ordered the marines to blast their

way across the tiny island of Grenada, and they did so,

bombing a hospital along the way.

It was Reagan who ordered school lunches away from
hungry children, cut back aid to the poor, the elderly, the

unemployed, and spent hundreds of billions of dollars on

arms that could destroy the planet.

It was Reagan, in many instances, who seemed to think

he had the right to label any people he disliked as a "threat

to democracy and our vital interest" then shoot them.

This same man, two days ago, said abortions cause a

fetus "excruciating pain" and abortion should be banned

by the constitution.

Perhaps it is time for Reagan, instead of casting stones

at others, to think about the murder and repression he has

ordered and supported through-out the world. I know of

no religious doctrine that advocate the crimes he has com-

mitted. Most call it murder.

If Reagan is as religious as he purports to be, he should

pray forgiveness. He should pray that God has the mercy,

compassion, love and kindess that he himself apparently

lacks.

Myles Gordon
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be si^ed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double spaced
at 67 characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret we are

unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity and
length.

HOWTO PUTABUFiALOON KE.
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More foresight needed in tax decision

It has recently been proposed to provide revenues for

the maintenance and acquisition of equipment in the

School of Engineering by establishing a special fee

for Engineering students. Such a tax would certainly yield

short-term benefits, but how does the proposal conform to

our sense of fairness and our desire to act with the

greatest effect? These questions are considered below.

Equity. Engineering may be in need of equipment, but so

are many other disciplines. Are the less "attractive" (at

least in terms of current student demand) to go without

needed equipment because they are not in a position to

levy a tax? As a comprehensive university, do we support

programs simply as a function of their taxing potential, or

do other values govern our decisions?

Second, given that the majority of students receive

financial aid. and given that available aid is finite, we must
choose one of two equally undesirable courses: either we
shift aid from non-engineers to engineers to compensate

for all or part of the increased cost of attendance resulting

from the tax, or we require engineers to pay the increased

cost without increased aid. In the former case, non-

engineers are taxed for a benefit they do not receive. In

the latter case, engineers are given proportionately less

assistance in meeting their cost of attendance than are

their peers. In neither case can it fairly be said that the

customs and traditions of educational equity are observed.

The problem is more acute today than in the recent past,

for the increasing gap between the cost of attendance and

available aid threatens the ability of an increasing number
of students to meet the cost of even a public education.

It may be argued that student engineers, because of their

presumed earning potential, can afford a small premium
now in return for training which may yield greater income

later. This argument, however expedient, begs the

essential questions of equity which ought to prevail in the

Academy. The "future earnings" argument tends to favor

the practice of selection of major based on perceived

current market demand. This tendency has proved short-

sighted in the past, and seems to run counter to a public

university's obligation to promote the common good. We
may have the power to guarantee that student engineers

will pay a tax, but can we guarantee that Engineering (or

any other discipline) will maintain its market strength in

perpetuity? Can we guarantee that students who have

chosen Engineering at age 17 will still find it satisfying

later in their lives? Taxes tend to be non-refundable.

Given the increasing pace of technological change, it does

not seem practical to suggest that k>ng-term equipment

needs can fully be anticipated. Engineering will always

have equipment needs, but will it always have the ability

to raise taxes to meet them?
Taxation is an odd beast. Of all terrestrial species, it has

proven to be the most resistant to extinction. Even the

mighty Thunder Lizard eventually fell, but as far as is

known no tax has ever suffered the same fate. The fossil

record shows that the species has steadily increased in size

and vigor, and even the moKt carefully engineered

laboratory specimen is likely to flourish in the wild. Even
the baruai wiU grow if its roots are not faithfully trimmed.

Who among us can predict the skill of tomorrow's gar-

deners?

It is the assumption of the author that this campus seeks

to act with both equity and practicality. Despite the ob
vious good intentions of its authors, adoption of the

equipment taxation proposal would demonstrate the error

of that assumption.

We purport to be a university of some quality and

resourcefulness. Ultimately, we seek to secure equity,

practicality, and decent equipment. Given even an

average portion of leadership, we ought to be able to

manage it.

— Publius

Letters
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An apology for another
To the Editor,

I usually don't have the time to read the Collegian — but

when I do, the Editorial/Opinion pxage usually attracts my
attention. And, I was sorry to read the "disillusioned" let-

ter from Paula Jewell (March 6th) regarding the manner
in which she was received by an administrative office —
NOT Civil Engineering, however. It behooves a^ of us

who: serve students and depend on their enrollment in our

departments/schools and university for our job security to

facilitate problem-solving on their behalf by welcoming

them into our "homes-away-from-home" and simplifying

their lives which almost every day see a crisis of some sort.

And, I feel the need to admonish my peers when they lack

the kind of courteous behavior which they themselves

often complain about not receiving from faculty and other

administrative officers on the campus. The situation

seems to be a revolving door — each person taking out

his/her frustrations on the individual who they perceive

having lesser value.

On behalf of my associates, therefore, I offer an apology

for their abrupt and less-than-civil attitude to Paula — and

thank her for making public her observations. I hope that

this doesn't happen again to her or to others — but if it

does, I also encourage students to openly question it so

that these unpleasantries can be stopped.

R. Irene Clarke

Staff Associate

Department of Civil Engineering

Mascot 'unintentionally' sexist

To the Editor,

I found myself offended by Charles Francis CarroU s

slander of the Minutemen of the Revolutionary War, in

the March 13th Collegian. The Minuteman does not sym-

bolize war, but our willingness to fight for our rights as in-

dividuals, such as the Civil Rights leaders of today. The

Minutemen were brutal because they had to be. They were

farmers who were up against the greater numbered and

experienced British troops. Indeed, our Minutemen were

almost wiped out until the French trained them how to

fight properly and with discipline.

The term 'Minuteman' is sexist unintentionally. Society

had not yet matured to the fact that women and men were

equals then. Nearly all the soldiers who were Minutemen

were male anyway. Would Mr. Carroll's group prefer that

we re-write all our history books to read Minute-ite? As far

as the Minuteman being also a racist symbol, that too is

unintentional. The majority of Minutemen were white (not

all, mind you), mainly because there were very few free

blacks in the American colonies. I'm happy to say that

society today is growing away from that attitude, however

slowly.

Mr. Carroll, I do not agree that the Minuteman is a

degenerating symbol of our society, but rather, it is a pro-

ud one. Yes, our history has many ugly brutal facts, but

we must not close our eyes to that. Your argument Mr.

Carroll is a good one, but it is unfair in that you don't show

both sides of the issue. I am proud of the Minutemen and

our heritage, because without this, our government would

never have gotten a chance. Though not perfect, without

our government or the men who gave their lives to defend

it and us, we wouldn't even have the right to voice these

opinions. Which is a great deal better than what other

societies have.

William D. Richards

Tristan P. Knaipp

David Pickering
Sylvan

Defense budget -

Why the fuss?

The most striking aspect of the 1985 defense budget

as it was presented to Congress by President

Reagan this month is not its size — although it now
tops the $300 billion mark and is well on its way to having

trebled in 10 years — nor its priorities which, as in the past

several years, sacrifice military readiness, maintenance

and even pay increases in favor of the purchase of new
hardware; nor even its anticipated consequences for in-

creasing federal deficits, higher interest rates for bor-

rowers, and inflation. The most striking thing about the

new budget is its unabashed and unabated commitment to

the very nuclear standdown that the public and the Con-

gress have been trying to curtail for the past two years.

Sheila TobiaB
The public debate on the nuclear freeze notwithstan-

ding, the largest increases in the 1985 budget are for con-

tinued "modernization" of the nuclear arsenal. Every one

of the services is being funded to enlarge, make more
destructive and increase the survivability of its nuclear

striking force.

The Navy will have $14 billion more this year than last,

earmarked in largfe part for the continuing production of

two $2.5 billion Trident nuclear-missile carrying sub-

marines per year. Begun 10 years ago, the Trident pro-

gram wiU) boats bearing up to 24 missile tubes, each car-

rying up to seven separately targetable hydrogen

warheads, is fully on schedule. If nothing intervenes, the

United States will continue producing two Tridenta per

year and the full missile complement for each well into the

19908.

The Air Force will have $18.3 billion more this year than

last, largely to pay for the initial pnKluction of two very

controversial new nuclear delivery systems, the B-1

bomber and the MX missile. Both, while heavily debated,

delayed and even in the case of the B-1 briefly cancelled

over the past several years, are also back on schedule.

By the end of the 1985 fiscal year, if this budget is ap-

proved, we will have 34 fully loaded new hydrogen bomb-

carrying bombers and 40 new land-based mi.ssiles. an addi-

tion of more than 1,000 nuclear warheads and bombs to

our strategic arsenal.

The point is that the defense budget, as reflected in the

new proposals, in no way corresponds either to public sen-

timent or to Congressional resolutions on the issue of na-

tional security. While the public has been agitating to

reduce our commitment to nuclear weapons, the military

has proceeded with a business-as-usual budget request.

That is the nature of the budgetary process. A total of

$305 billion in defense outlays does not represent any new
thinking about defense, not even a coherent military

package. Rather it is a ganglion of individual service-

oriented requests to keep doing more, much much more of

the same.

The intensified nuclear orientation is revealed not only

in what the Pentagon is asking for, but also in what it is

not. Departed from view is the idea and funding for a

Rapid Deployment Force of troops, a non-nuclear

organizational unit able to move quickly toward hot spots

around the world to stave off the kind of escalation that

might result in nuclear confrontation.

In contrast, $427 million is being recommended for a

new round of communications systems' "hardening"

against the anticipated electromagnetic effects that wouki

accompany the detonation of nuclear weapons on our ter-

ritory. The purpose of such an expenditure is to make
possible what the President has called a "protracted

nuclear war." For unless and until military commiuuca-

tions can be made to survive the first nuclear exchanges,

the military cannot with confidence plan to continue laun-

ching our remaining nuclear force.

Also on the rise is militarization of space. Allocations for

this kind of "advanced project research" have increased in

the 1985 proposed budget from $1.8 billion to $3 billion,

largely to pursue such exotic new weapons concepts as

lasers (focused beams of light), particle-beam weapons and

the President's "Star Wars" technology for outer space.

Technology for emplacing our military satellites in space

and for shooting theirs out of orbit is also getting a big

boost this year even though we have two formal

agreements with the Soviets not to emplace weapons of

mass destruction in space and not to develop anti ballistic

missile systems anywhere.

The budget, in short, being an internal document

developed to satisfy the military itself, is part wish list,

part continuing commitment to bases, weapons systems

and programs that are too well-entrenched to be removed.

The issue for critics, then, is not simply how to eliminate

waste, fraud and abuse, but how to make the defense

budget conform to the public's will.

Sheila Tobias, a visitor to the Valleyfrom the University

of Arizona, is co-author of the book What Kinds of Guns
Are They Buying For Your Butter? A Beginner's Guide to

Defense, Weaponry and Military Spending.
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^INTERNATIONAL PAGEANT ^
Sportswear and Bathing Suit Competition

CONTEST HELD AT
9

256-1059

Wednesday March 28, 1984 8:00 PM
Contestants have until 5 PM March 28 to register

MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
will receive In addition to other prizes an all expense paid trip to

the beautiful PLAZA HOTEL IN DAYTONA BEACH to compete In

the MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC USA competition August 13-18.

1984 Miss Hawaiian Tropic International will receive: A NEW
PORSCHE 944 SPORTS CAR, A DREAM VACATION FOR TWO
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, AND AN INTERNATIONAL

MODELING ASSIGNMENT WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC. Finalists

receive: A LUXURIOUS FUR COAT, A DIAMOND PENDANT,

and an all expense paid trip to HAWAII. For further information

contact: Craig B. Keenan, Young Adult/Promotions Manager.

Commerical Distributors 549-4066, Gregg Andolian BKO 253-9071.

Bob or Doug at Justin Ryan 256-1069

elcometolVlillerrime

lA LUXURIOUS
FUR COAT

\ MOPNARK SKI BOAT
9>por«boal S I 4lrcn DrUr < omplrlr itllh Icjilr.

In AuQutt 1184. 100 lovaly young l«dl*a

will 0«th*r at th« bMutlful Plata Hotvl
In Oaytona Baach for a waak of fun,

•ntartalnmant, and tha axcltamant of

compating In tha aacond Mlaa
Hawaiian Tropic Intarnatlonal USA
Finala.

.\^
^V*

Hawaiian Tropic invitaa you to antar
tha aacond annual Mia* Hawaiian
Tropic USA Finala to ba hald In Uaytona
Baach, Florida, Auguat 13-18, 19B4.

Hawaiian Tropic, tha tl aalling auntan
coamatic in tha world, it aponaoring
thia global aaarch for tha baaytiful

young lady who will rapraiant
Hawaiian Tropic with h«r haalth and
baauty.

/

Tr«>lc • larkslrl iof ••^rllaa «**«a«Rral .
roc Hawaiian Tfaptc and or >«lai»rar la Ihr 0\v
Catalan and VIrqIa Ulaad* '^fOV «^S

I

and Hawaiian Tropic

Tanning Research Labs

^^_^^^— Thursday, March 15, 1984

I $7.50 FOR A NEW YOU!!
(excluding shampoo and blow dry)

Only $7.50 for an exciting new haircut

by professionals at MARJON.
Also, a ayou have until March 10th

to win a trip to

ACAPULCO MEXICO
We use and recommend REDKEN
MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

Bruins Fans!

Come to the Ground Round

Thursday, March 15, 1984, jColle^i^n 9

We have Bruins Mugs!
For $1.99 you get your
first beer plus the 13 oz.

[mug with the Bruins insignij

to keep. Refills are 99*

Bring the mug back anytime;

for a 99* refill

m
ounD

"WINGS"
All the chicken

wings you can eat

for $3.95 anytime

i-he Bruins are on T.V]

(we have 2 in our

lounge)

Rt. 5& ^ ... ,

Serving a

Conz Street
^"^^^ ^^^ drawing for a chance to Full Dinner

I win 2 tickets to a future Bruins game. & Snack
[Northampton Winners picked weekly Menu 'til

586-9868 Midniprht

BEAUTIFUL TANS BEGIN WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC. . .

To •nhanc* th«lr t«n« *mc*\ cont««t«nt wW r»c«lv« • o*m«rou« auppty of

H*wallan Troptc tanning product*

Sleeveless Sweatshirt $9.95 white or navy

Josiane Mehu
Photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Arts
<i$iii$iiiiiiiii^^ •-•_•.•.•-•.•-•-<

»_••_•••_•« !_••_•_•• •_!
»..•-•.•.•.•.•-•.•-•.•

'_•-•.•.•.•-• •_•-•.•-•-•.' •-•.•-•-•-•.•.

trailers by Andy Gordon
Early in the year is traditionally a sparse

period for quality films. The major studios

usually plan their release closer to the end
fo the year, when the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences nominating

board will have them fresh in their minds.

Around this time we usually get the

quickie, fast payoff flicks, like Porky 's.

This year is d^erent. however. The end of

last year wasn't particularly hopping, as

evidenced by the recent Oscar nominations;

but past months, there have been a

plethora of good films on the market. Sure,

there's been Angel and Weekend Pass and
whatever other trash the rinky-dink

distribs are preparing, but that market is

always around; what's interesting is the

quality the majors have in current release.

The two A.M.C. theatres at the malls

currently have eight good pictures running.

Against AU Odds, which Columbia Pictures

was kind enough to provide a ton of press

info for, is a romantic thriller that has been

garnering lots of positive critical notice.

Night Editor Cris Schuster assured me the

film is a laughable waste; but 1 figure she

doesn't know what she's talking about. A
remake of the great 1947 Kirk Douglas

picture. Out of the Past, the fihn has an

impressive list of credits. Taylor Hackford

directed, which is reason enough to catch it.

Hackford came out of a documentary start

to direct the fantastic Idolmaker, a little

seen but greatly appreciated "small" film.

His next pcture was the hugely successful

An Officer and a Gentleman, which I could

have taken or left but which nevertheless

was finely directed. Starring in Against All

Odds' love triangle lead roles are Jeff

Bridges (the thinner, better actor of the

clan), James Woods and Rachel Ward. In

smaller roles are Swoosie Kurtz and Saul

Rubinek, who never fail to turn in fine

performances. I've been told by Columbia

that it's very important to note that the film

was shot on location in the Mexican ruins of

Chichen Itza. It's not particularly im

portant to me, is it important to you? Music

for the film should be good, with tunes from

individual Genesis members and alumni

Phil Collins, Mike Rutherford and Peter

Gabriel: and other songs by Stevie Nicks

and Big Country.

Other good films out now are Blame it on
Rio and Splash. I caught both this week
and was dually inpressed. Splash is the

first film from Touchstone Films, the new
grown-up subsidiary of Disney Produc-

tions. Apparently the film blew doors off of

all Disney's previous box office records in

the first three days. And for good reason.

Daryl Hannah stars as a mermaid and Tom
Hanks the young man she follows to New
York. The film is warm, innocent and very

funny. Daryl Hannah is reason enough to

see the film several times, but it's also

nicely directed (by Opie Taylor) and

features broad supporting performances by

SCTV alums John Candy and Eugene Levy.

Blame it on Rio is also cute and diverting

and does feature some good performances;

but unlike Splash's original feel. Rio drips

commerciality. It's really little more than a

slick, big-budget sex film, with 17 year old

Michele Johnson shedding her clothes often

and for little reason. I'm certainly not

opposed to seeing Michele Johnson take off

her clothes, but it would have been nice if

the screenwriters could have thought up

some sort of dramatic or narrative reason

for her doing so. Michael Caine and Joseph

Bologna complement each other extremely

well and deserve a sequel just to work

together again. Demi Moore (G.H.'s Jackie

Templeton) is touchinj< aaCaine's neglected

daughter. General Hospital stars seem to

be turning up in feature films at an alar-

ming rate lately.

I would like to have recommended two

other recent films, but they flew out of

town as fast as they came. Star 80 and

Yentl are both character studies of in

teresting women and both are exceptionally

well made. I've never been too crazy about

Barbra Streisand, but you just have to

respect someone who can produce, direct,

and act in any major film, much less a good

one. Garrett Brown, inventor and operator

of the steadicam, should also receive star

billing. Yentl looks like a manual for what a

filmmaker can do with a steadicam and a

Louma crane. The camera never stays still;

it zooms and tracks and sweeps along with

stunning fluidity. Absolutely beautiful.

Rachel Ward counts Jeff Brides* teeth in Columbia Pictures* new

release, AgaUiMt All Odds, currently playing; at the Hampshire 4

Theatres.

:-x-:-:-:v:Wx-:%%W:':'X':Wrt«:-:'^^

Bubba Smith flips a police car in the Ladd Company's upcoming; com-
edy, Police Ac<ulemy.

Star 80, on the other hand, looks nice, but is

a very grim tale indeed. The true story of

Playmate and actress Dorothy Stratton and

her jealous, homicidal husband Paul Snider.

Mariel Hemingway and Eric Roberts are

phenomenal in the lead roles. Sad and

touching and sympathetic. Director Bob
Fosse paces the film flawlessly; you know
what's going to happen and where, and as

you approach that moment the film gets

unbearably tense and nervous-making.

Fosse's up there. Turning up in small roles

are G.H. 's Alan Quartermaine and Jake the

lawyer.

Coming soon from New World Pictures,

the Corman exploitation factory, is Stephen

King's Children of the Com. Based on his

short story in Night Sh\ft, the film is set in a

small, fundamentalist midwestern town,

taken over by murderous little rascals. The

photography looks excellent and the flick's

advance promotion, a crayon drawing of

children wielding bloody butcher knives,

went up on our refrigerator the day it came

in. Children shouldn't be one to miss and I'll

predict the film does very well. In fact, I

predict that a year from now low-budget

horror flicks will make a full scale

comeback.

Speaking of Rocky Horror, Boston fans of

the film may soon have to go to Danvers or

Natick or some other Godforsaken suburb

to see it from now on. Boston's historic

Exeter St. Theatre is tentatively scheduled

for destruction. The beautiful old theatre,

built as a church in the late 1800's. will be

converted into a condominium if a 2.5

million dollar sale is approved by the Back

Bay association. The slimebag Sack cor-

poration threw the first blow by opening its

Copley Nineplex last month. Ix)cated only

two blocks away. Sack sou^jht to destroy

the Exeter, as well as the Nickelodeon,

Brattle and Orson Welles theatres, by

outbidding them on their usual fare. Sack

Prez A. Alan Friedberg may be a very

wealthy man, but he'll never be as excellent

a guy as Exeter manager Chuck Smith.

Coming from Warner Brothers and The

Ladd Company on the 23rd is a terrific new

comedy called Police Academy. The ad

campaign may lead one to assume the film is

just another low-class, exploitation sex

comedy; but its not. It has some of the

elements those films center on. but it also

has so much more. It is clever, very funny

and has a true warmth for it's characters;

the laughs never come at the expense of

these characters. This is the key to the

success of this type of film. As with Animal

House and Fast Times at Ridgemont High

before it. the level of humor is elevated by

the respect afforded the characters.

Reaction to the picture, which was screened

free to the college community Tuesday

night, was overwhelmingly positive. Steve

Guttenberg. George Gaynes {G.H.'s evil

Frank Smith; remember him?), Kim
Cat trail and Mi'Sba Smith are part of

the crack ensemble cast. In

appropriate casting. Georgina Snelvin, star

ui ^/tfc Devtl »« Mui Jones, appears as a

hooker.

I made a snide remard about Cris Schuster

earlier in this article, but she just brought

me an Oreo ice cream cone so I take it all

back. The woman's a saint. Really.

Local Best Bets: The malls are hopp-

ing. Tank and Ice Pirates open tomorrow

though. One is a stupid movie with stupid

known actors and the other is a stupid

movie with stupid unknown actors. The

Calvin has SiUctvood tonight for a buck and

a half and Terms ofEndearment (gag) star-

ting tomorrow. The CCA tonight has Sum-
m^er of 'Ui, an excellent, excellent film.

TRAILERS Trivia: No one got the

last question. Michael Cimino, director of

The Deerhunter and Heathen '« Gate, was the

original director of FootlooHf, but was fired

and replaced by Herbert Ross for reasons

you or I may never know . A pair of tickets

to Columbia Pictures' dynamite new
release, Againjtt the Odds, to the first per

son to tell me who director Taylc

Hackford is married to and what she ij

semi-famous for. Have a good break.

Eugene Levy and
zany performances in

two of the highlights

Films* wonderful nev

playing at the Haxnp&.

ohn Candy's
>la»h are just

Touchstone
noture, now

,re 4.
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'/CHEERING
TRYOUTS

YOU'LL K MOOlCf I).

3/26 - 3/50

^-v Boyden Main Gym ^^

Tues Mar. 27, 1964 «

Stress

Management
Workshop

Morrill North 406
7-9 pm

Call 549-2671

to register

Health Education

Division of

Univ. Health

Services

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

f17.00
I (with this coupon)

I $10.00 with

I
Shampoo and

I
Blow Dry

l$11.S0Long Hair
I ExptrH3/31/S4

1 V»lld Mon Thun

PImm Call for an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst. MA/54a-K*"*

HELP WANTED
The Office of the Student Government

Association Attorney General has 2 posi-

tions open for assistants. Individuals

should have experience in the University

Judicial system (i.e., defense advocacy),

research and writing skills, and should be

able to work without supervision. These

positions are 10 hours a week. Applicants

must be UMass undergraduates and may
apply at 434 Student Union Building.

Deadline is March 28th, 1984. Women and

minorities are encouraged to apply. The

Student Attorney General is an AA/EEO
employer.

B^

Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts,

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation yVe'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charier Sarvice

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we otter:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini- Buses.

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group. Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Bus Lines Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call General Office and Charter Service 783-021 1

Toll Free m MA 1 -800-322-0297
^

Sprinter Top $6.25

Red/ Navy Stripe

Gold/ Navy Stripe

Matching Shorts $6.75

John Cruise Andrea Sawicki

Photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5

Located in Campus Center

iQ
,UNIVERSITY

mSTORE*

GOING 50UTH 5ungla5S Sale

ONE WEEK ONLY!
HUNDREDS OF PAIRS TO CHOOSE FROM

$5.0Qea

John Cruise - Andrea Sawicki

photo by Dwayne Autery

Styles are not necessarily

as depicted - over 600 pairs

available for sale

Sherri Leigh June - David Sobel Josiane Mehu - K.^ren A. Sullivan

Sale located on the Campus
Center Concourse in front

of the store - open M-F 9-5

ij .UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

You can pick up your flower

lin front of the Hatch today

between 9:00 and 4:00

Sponsored by Pike

JENWIfES AIKEN

C97BC ARCHBf
NARCa.LO ALBANS?E
PAH ALBERT

JULIE ANDHtSON
STH>HKK ARSKNAULT
UURXI tfniOll
fOHN Avnrt
BRBfDA BEffTLY

TONY BETTOS
KStrr BIHtLY
JUDITH BTNDA
JAHIE BISHOP
JOHN BLACKWttL
"USAN BC^DEN
KATHWTNE BOSHA?
MAP^ 'WWSN
DAVE BOYLE
BONNIE B'^ADY

KLKEN 9HSSLIN
LO?I BRBFSBTTE
ELLIOTT BRUNDAGE
CA.R0LINE BUSH
BABBARA CARLE
GAYLB CARLISLE
TPICIA GASSIDY
TRISHA GBtRBTANl
DOC A CHAPMAN
JUDT comtBts
CAltLA OORRtA
MICHAft "BOOMISr

TH0MA9 CRBAVIN
OONNIS CROtfOSt

BOZINA CHBIC
BSrST CIKWLT
DAND
ANN DALTONKARIA DALUZ
SHARON DANBTT
FOZZIE DAVES
LIZ DBBARROS
ALLAN DTNE3
PAUL DIOLI
DONALD DONOHUB.
TOM "T.D." DOUGHHtTY
WIN DOYLE
HARTBTTH DOYLE
BETH BASTNAN
JULIE BIBtlANO
HXACHON PAnrr
JULIE rAlTKL
CHUCX PAWWIf
viaci nmsniN

OOSSBBOOH

SHARON nm
MARX ranmiR
JODI nsH
BOB FLTNN
MARTHA FOLBT

Amm pok;

Karen fortuna
KRISTIN rURBY

PCTHS* GAWIBSIWSKI
BETSEY GILLAN
SUSAN GOODS
MICHAEL GRADY
SCOTT GRADY
JODI B. G^BSN

TWRI GREBWBPG
RICH GRESNWALD
H
CHPT'' HADDAD
JOE HAGAN
LAURIK HAJTC
KIW HAMllTON
?USAN HATDISLD
JEANNIE HEANNtlE

SALLY HTGGINS
NARK HOSFDRS
STEFANIE HOWARD
KIN IRONflELD
NEIL JENSEN
KEVIN "MAIN STREET"

AMY KOTOMITZ
PATTI KBtNS
KHtRl(AXi»i)

DIAMNB KING
CHPGK IWSTRO
JUIinm L'HBUREin

KWf«T. LA'^FWrY
SUZTE IAROCHELLE
RAtJL LATOW
KATH^ LARY
SAS'lET LBpIG
CINDY LRKBBCK
TER^Y LEOPOLD
"UZANNE Larrs

BRIAN LIDING^N
SHARON LITTLE
MA'?K LOZOUSKI
JBTFEPY LUNN
LAURA LOFTY
LYLA
JOHN HACnOINY
BOB HAHONSY

KHXEY

CATHY HARCEAU
OOWA MARSHALL
KRT9TA NATHBfS
DOM MCALISrV
MARYBETH IcCARTHY

wiAN McDAvrrr
JAKNEITB RIONV
EILEEN NoOCNAR
OBLLY MoGRATH

MAURA NcGRATH

XATRIi McKKN
UrrHYtoMANUS
niAR M. HcNANARA

ROBTN MoNARARA

GINNY FIMENTEL
JACKLYNN PI NOUS
SANDRA PLATT
PRESTON PARIS
TODD POMBAL
JEANNA PURPLE
JEAN REILLY
LOUISE RING
GARY ROCHFORD
LINDA ROSEN
ANDREA ROY
JOHN RUDDOK
DANIEL RUSSO
CHRIS RYAN
SUSAN SAWULA
PAUL SCHRIEBER
DONNA SCULLY
JAMES SHANAHAN
MELISSA SHARRON
MARTHA H. SHEA
LAMBERT SHENG
BETH SIMON
TOM SINNOTT
BOB SKELLEY
KEN SMITH •

KIRSTEN SMITH
RICH ST. JEAN
SHERYL STAGEY
riLL ST^RICKLAND
ISABELLA SUIEK

DENISE SWAJIAN
MARIE SWIATLOWSKI
LARRY TAMKIN
KEG THOMISON
DEAUA TIEADO
JANE TOLAN
TOMQwASHINGTON 1118)
STEPHANIE TOM
ROBERT TRAJKOVSKI
LIZ TWOMEY
AMY VAN MADER
SHEILA WANG

,

DONNA WARNER
|

LEIGH WARREN
SWEET ROOMATE
MARY WELLEN
PATTI
K«L WHITLEY A "

\^.

ADAM ZIMMERMAN
KARISSA
BUBBA- DELTA CHI
KENNTTIN JOHNSON

ROSA PEREIRA
KIM PFISTER
ROBERTA MERCURIC
DANA QUINN MIKESELL
CELESTE MITCHELL
"DEAR MONA"
KATE MORRIORITY
DIANE MORRISSEY
LAURETTA MUISE
BABS MULLIGAN

.fi^'miiii

HOLLY NADEAU
ROBtRT NAZARIAN
ANN(E; Nti^ON
KITA NERI
RITA E. NERI
JULIA NITE
KIM 0- BOYLE
KAREN O'ChLLAGHAN
DKVID OLSON
BOB O'NEIL
ILENE'^OSHEROW
ADAM OSTKOW
PAULA 0' SULLIVAN
ANDREA O'WERBLIN
aNDHEA O'WERBLIN
MICHELE OXLANDER
JENNIFER ANN PEKAR
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Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

1

WRESTLING: ., ^
BLT IV, led by Michael Vilardi. won their 4th consecutive team title this

I

past week

.

CO-REC SWIMMING:
. ,, ^ ^ ,

The Meet has been rescheduled to Wednesday, April 11th. Teams may

sign up^ advance, or the night of the meet from 6:30-7:00 pm. Diving at
7|

pm and relay races at 7:30 pm.

I BASKETBALL: . . a^.^^
Men's final is tonight. Come see all the exciting action in Boyden.

SOFTBALL and SOCCER: . ^,

Starts r iht after Spring Break. Openings available for more teams Dut|

there art time restrictions. Go to room 215 in Boyden.

OFFICIALS NEEDED: ^. .
. ^ . .k i

Applications being accepted for soccer and softball officials. Come to the|

IM Office.

TENNiS DOUBLES:
Start the week after Spring Break. Get ready 1

1

iU'Wjjirt^w/

(Thursday. March 15, 1984
Thursday, March 16, 1984

,

iCoile^i^n 13

Bloom Counter by Berke Breathed

3 Button Striped Polo Shirt

$21.95

Matching Shorts $9.50

Matching Jacket $26.95

Lime - Pink - Blue

S-M-L-XL

Josiane Mehu Andrea Sawicki

photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the

Campus Center

GRADUATION NOTICE:

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speakers at Commencement '84 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

v« mM. MY tu-rm HWHtre
«W6 lb 'itbTOmi" «MENei€«

I HCAR IT, I WINK OF

FmjcKiNd PORPoiiee uNfea

MfmRCTIC mN60U3 imHO

^\f\

.-^^>:Jvv\

SfenII^P-^
s-ys

^
^m,

my Fiufiuy *wpe a y\Pio

FOKIT. I 5AW IT THI5

fMKNINO IT IMbUnOfTLY
%0W mim iKFlOblONb
MP HALF HAKBP mmH
biimH' AROWP

\

/ mi

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

\ ^

5H£Rf^, HA'^ you HfARf:^ Thhr

New lOKZ f^\jT JTSSe JACif

SON AND 8oy aeoFtc-B 7 jt\ l..

Trey Williams,

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 13, 1984

LooK^ AnouNd THeaci NO oN^ n€fie you
OOmY \^AtNT TD WASrr A JOKE IV^fiSy

THERE'S NO ONE fiJlOUNO Tt> «fAO IT

COME ON , LET'S Go
PACK - we've oor
A PLANE 7t> CATCH.

Scrod Dan DeBellis

LETS BLO^ THIS

0/ CLf\MBHHE\

SEE YA

!

The Strip
Jim Walsh

jtmyum^ V

^^ t

ffuny UP ANt) 6€r
1A STUff OUT Hf^e

I Qor rue MOTt^KuNMNi

\P^ ^^^4Ar

f^lL 'S
TWr/

MNT SH
A BeAUTyt

»*' THiNtt THAT
THinjG^ QOt^NA'
MAKf IT TA'
rt. LAUt>e/iCA.€
ANO OACK? y^f 1l

I Of^o Atom
THIS ...

, S TXMIT IN

r<»^/ifcwto3iw

Shagnasty O.T. Derringer

COho said -IW ?
/

MASS PHOBIA Winmill

^XJNIVERSITY
STORED

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Terranum item

5 Plump and then

some
10 Vacationers

choice
14 Again
15 Wading bird

16 Enthusiastic

review

17 Do followers

18 Reduced
representations

20 Corrugate

22 Zilch

23 Met after a recess

24 Gnat
26 ' Sylphtdes"

27 French classicist

and family

30 Water travel

34 Judaic Lord

35 Baseball item

36 Symbolic letter

37 Chinese dynasty

36 Atlantic or

Pacific

40 Totes
41 Garden plant

42 Amphibian
43 Small kite

45 Result of

solarization

47 Wearing away
48 Poetica'

49 Fashion
50 Certain of the

literati

53 Refreshing place

54 Put down
58 Prosperous

61 Musical

designation

62 Feminine
ending

63 Hindu princess

64 Opposite of

5 Across
65 Resembling

Scrooge
66 That is

67 Parts of a

lourney

DOWN
Antony

Individualist

Rig

Water sport

Electrical unit

Living things

Sesame Street

name
8 Native

9 Former Spanish
queen

10 Most faithful

11 Sculls scullers

12 Eye part

13 Doctor s

admonishment
19 Delicacy

21 Pineapple,

to Pedro

25 Thawing agents

26 Big game
27 Movable

stairways

28 So long'

29 Doyle s

middle name
30 Encore
31 Ruler circa 1330

32 Desert region

around
Beersheba

33 Beau
36 Welcome symbol

39 Have legal

right to

40 Abner
Doubleday's
game

42 Role in Romeo
and Juliet"

44 Girl of song
46 Sun follower

47 Resting places

for troops

49 Book part

50 Turnovers

relatives

51 Hep
52 Famous last

words
53 Fish of the

N Atlantic

55 Nautical term

66 Bachelor bash
57 Lots of time

59 Dernier

60 Place in order

I 7 3 4

71

5 6 7

•
'

1

1
19

10 11 12 13

14 lb 16

17 IB

?b

?0

78 ?9

??

76

73

?4

I
35

I
31 3?27

I
39

30 33

34

47

31

36

37 40

41

49

43 44

4S

III
b?

I
53

47

41

55 5654

1

57

b»

1

6^ 61

62 (3 14

65 66 67

j^jf,tf,j^^^tf.^^tf.^tf,tf,if.i^^if.Jlf.^^if.tf^JflHf.)^4f.^^.

»
4-

4-

4-

4-

4>

4-

4>

4-

4-

4>

4-

4>

4>

4-

4-

4>

4>

4-

4>

4-

Michael Pill

LSO Attorney

will speak on
*'Open Meeting Laws

and Records"
4:00 Tonight
Room 805 CC

4>

4-

4*

4-

4>

4-

4>

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

%^*^^*****¥**»*************¥**

D.C Menu

LUNCH
California Quiche

Barbecued Pork on Bun

DINNER
Roast Turkey/

Bread Dressing, Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce

Ham and Cheese Florentine

Chicken Salad Fruit Plate

with Nihoa Nut Bread

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

California Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Roast Turkey/

Bread Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Sunny and milder today.

Highs in the upper 40s to

mid 50s. Fair tonight. Lows

in the 30s. Tomorrow, mor-

ning sunshine, then

clouding over from the

west. Chance of showers in

the western hills during the

afternoon. Highs in the 50s

to around 60 in the interior.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

P>,P t.RB«iC,i,sW»^ » 9,

0;M,E,NMa

s.T.i'oBs'u;

V1«84

, - , ,.,^r- »-»-•"•-^--f^*-^ «• ,^» . •.. » . .
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Union Video Center presents

5th ANNUAL ^^^^,
VIDEO ART FESTIVAL

fRsturina - NAM JUNE PAIK

EXHIBITIONS: works by Nam June Paik

Monday and Tuesday - March 26 and 27

Student Union Gallery

7:30 pm Both Nights

RESIDENCY: In Person. . .NAM JUNE PAIK

Wednesday March 28 at 7:00 pm
Viewings and Discussion

Hampden Theatre, Southwest

COMPETITION: Open to all students and Independents

Jurie D. Cash Prizes. Call 545-1336 for info

•••••••••••••••••Sponsored by UMass Arts Council'

St.paCRlcks XKJ^
Enjoy your St. Patrick's Day wUh Us -
Traditional Food 8. Drlnlc for a Great Day

rr^oLVtcYy 15. 16. 17

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

.ov
_>3

<'«"^sve'

3 00 o 00

TWO FOR ONE DRINKS
GREEN BEER

Spmok 12 oz HARP lAGER BEER
FREE HATS

^^"^
(;iiif\r\Kss/

HARP

if. AMHERST

^•»J!5l;^^

^05.^ ^^.

V

THURSDAY

IRISH MUSIC AND DANCING

Free Hots - Green Beer

• TWO for ONE - all mixed drinks 9 til 1 1 Thurs
• SPECIAL on HARP lager Beer from Ireland

Hypercurricula
COLLEGE YEAR IN ATHENS,

GREECE - A representative will be on

hand to discuss their program in Greece.

239 Whitmore, International Programs Of-

fice.

LESBIAN UNION - The L.U. holds

weekly rap groups on Thursdays. All

welcome. Come to share thoughts and

meet people. For more information call

545-3409. 7:00 p.m., 406G Student Union.

RUN FOR RITTER - is now accepting

registrations for April 28th race. Fee

$5.00. Proceeds to benefit homeless

children. Applications available at the

Newman Center. Weekly organizational

meetings. 7 p.m., Newman Center

classroom.

EAST SIDE AREA CONCERT - Infor-

mation for students interested ir\ working

on the security committee. All are

welcome! For info call Rob White 6-5588 or

Bob Lopes 6-556L 6:00 p.m., Dwight Main

Lounge/NE.

MOVIE - The "Summer of '42". The

Student Nurse Association will be showing

the movie "Summer of '42" - Get yourself

psyched for Spring Break and summer!! 7,

9, 11 p.m.. Campus Center Auditorium.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION -
Meeting. We will discuss last week's hear-

ings on the hunting bills, and finalize plans

for our winter campaign. New members
welcome. 7 p.m., 803 CC.

Announcing
a real spring break for students.

A three month
Kzcquetball/tennis
club membership
tor just 20 bucks.

\

_->

ICTTi^r-UULU

It's our special student discount

membership. Then for just $'2.r>0

per person per hour, you can play

racquet ball any day between 7 am
and 3 pm (contact the club for

tennis court rates).

THE RACQUET
AND FITNESS
CENTER
Kl. 1 U) Surnit'rland

.^4H-4.')45

(3 miles from I'.Ma.ss.)

U.S.NAVYMEDICINE
MEDICALSCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM

Are you currently in medical school and seeking an

avenue to continue your education without financial

burden, a Medical future that affords a practice with-

out administrative and financial worries? If so, the

Navy has an outstanding opportunity for you in the

Medical School Scholarship Program.

BENEHTS
• Full tuition and educational fees

• $479.00 per month stipend

• Commission as a United States Naval Officer

• Internship and Residency training available upon

graduation

OBLIGATION
• Three years active duty service as a Navy Medical

Officer after graduation.

• 45 days of required annual active duty that can

be spent in Navy clerkships (required, elective,

clinical or research) or at Officer Indoctrination

School.

BASIC QUALinCATIONS
• U.S. Citizen • Excellent professional references

• Enrolled in AMA approved medical school

For further information, write or call:

LT. John Romac
Medical Officer Program
Leo W. O'Brien Federal Bldg

Albany, NY 12207
(518)472-4424
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Rice has big day but Sox lose
WINTER HAVEN. Fla.

(AP) - Manager Ralph Houk
of the Boston Red Sox is a

firm believer in positive

thinking.

Even after tough losses, he

virtually ignores the

negative.

So, it came as no surprise

Tuesday when Houk
shrugged off a ninth-inning

bombardment of relief ace

Bob Stanley in the Los

Angeles Dodgers' 9 5 vic-

tory over the Red Sox.

"Stanley hasn't had much
work, but he'll be okay,"

Houk said.

Then, changing the sub-

ject, the manager grinned

and said: "Jim Rice had a

pretty good week in one

day."

That was one positive note

no one could argue. Rice,

the American League's 1983

home run champion, put on a

long ball show for 3,470 fans

at Chain O'Lakes Park,

Apparently still

celebrating his 31st birthday

last week. Rice doubled and

scored on a single by Reid

Nichols in the second inning.

belted a 350-foot homer
through the wind to left in

the fourth and then drilled a

long two-run homer to left-

center in the fifth before

retiring for the day.

While going 3-for-3 with

three runs batted in and

three runs scored. Rice

hiked his average .409 while

playing in all nine Boston

games. He has driven in 10

runs and scored six.

"I still don't have it down,

but it's coming," Rice said.

"Spring training is a time to

get your timing down, and

that's what I'm working on."

SportsLog

* Men *s hoop
The lack of defense can be attributed to

many factors, Hempel's lack of quickness,

the general lack of height or maybe just

plain inability to match up well. Whatever

the cause it was there.

Of course there was some good things that

came out of the year. Victories over St.

Joe's, UConn, the second half comeback

against Temple, before losing the road win

at Penn State that snapped a 33 game away

loss streak. Green's gutsy performance

(12.9 ppg, 6.6 rebound, A-10 all-star status)

this year is a good memory, Neysmith^s

steady improvement into one of the East's

better power forwards, the surprising

confidence of point guard Carl Smith and

his record setting (team and league) 212

assists. Don't forget the crowd at home,

emotion plays a big part in UMass hoop.

In the future if wins are to abound one

thing is needed- -a big, big center. If not 6-

11 Eric Fluery, then anybody. Tom
Emerson, despite the media guide

statements, is not the answer. He played

Continued from page 16

only 27 minutes all year and took all of 2

shots. The backcourt with Russell and

Smith seems settled. Sheehan, who in 21

games and 208 minutes took nine shots,

should continue to ride the bench with

Smith in the lineup. The offense isn't as

smooth and the defense not as tight when

the Jersey native is in there.

In the frontcourt, Neysmith now stands

alone with the departure of Green and

Hempel. Braun is a probable for next year

and possibly Skip Connors of George

Ramming. Hopefully the recruiting will be

very good for that position.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS:
Neysmith finished in the nation in field goal

percentage with a 59 percent mark. In the

A-10 Green led in blocks (66). Smith was

fourth in free throw accuracy, scoring-wise

Hempel was eighth. Neysmith 14th and

Green 15th. Neysmith was third in

rebounds and as a team UMass" best stat

was fifth in rebounding offense. They were

last in defense.

By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts...

It's tourney time in the NCAA's in what

looks to be an exciting playoff. No surprise

that North Carolina, Kentucky.

Georgetown, and DePaul are the top

seeds... It would be nice to see the Blue

Demons win one for Ray Meyer in his last

year, or even go as far as the second

round. ..Georgetown has an extremely

talented club and could take it all. They are

led by the iron fist of John Thompson, not

to be confused with the sequined mitt of

MichaelJackson.

North Carolina and Kentucky also have

that all important depth, with the Tarheels

featuring player of the year Michael Jordan

and the Wildcats showcasing the twin

towers Sam Bowie and Melvin Turpin...As

is the case every year, though, a couple get

knocked out. and this year will be no ex

ception. There are just too many other

clubs gunning for these four and some will

slip in...A couple of good choices for

longshots: Wake Forest, who played in the

tough ACC and did quite well, thank you.

Washington, who will be gunning for the

"home court" in Seattle. Kansas, who may
eventually play Wake Forest (if they make

it that far), but Larry Brown has them

playing tough. ..1 still gotu stick with my
choice since the beginning Louisville.

They've struggled this year but I still have

confidence that Denny Crum will get them

geared for the tournament.

As the spring breakers head for sunny

Florida (is my jealousy showing?), they will

join the baseball players for the spring.

The Major League season starts in a few

weeks, and for some cliihs will end in a few

weeks...! wonder if the Sox will bat Boggs

third, as they've been experimenting. He's

a great hitter but has no power, essential

for the third place batter. Jim Rice will

have either Boggs or Evans in front of him

and Easier behind him, so he could have

another good year...The Expos didn't like

the deal they got for Al Oliver. It seenw

that Fred Breining, the pitcher they

acquired for Oliver, tame to camp with a

sore shoulder. The Kxpos didn't like the

idea of getting "damagetl goods". Doesn't it

make you feel good ht irjng human beings

described as luggage?

For pro hoop, not all the action happened
on the court, as David Thompson was
tackled at studio 54 and tore ligaments in

his knee. He's out for t he year, but he had a

good time. ..Los Angeles is playing well

again and really shouldn't face much
competition to get to the finals. Utah and
Dallas are good clubs, l)ut don't have the

playoff experience to mat eh LA.

Finally, I'm so glad t); i someone exp<ised

that evil logo we cjili the Minuteman I

mean, every time I see t hat sadistic mascot,

I think of an ICBM. do; I vou?

Have a great break. .

.

No more need be said.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3;45 Monday Friday • Deadline .s 3:45 two days pnor to publ.cation day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive ^^^-^ 10% discount * Phone number FREE

AHHI FOR SALE

Qt r—ult»l Use the Collegian classifieds l

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Last chance to buy Raybans/Vuamets

before Spring Break. All types. Reasonable

prices. Limited supply. Bruce evenings

549 2879

ASK FOR RAYBANS/VUARNETS

Got •omething to sell? Use the Collegian

Classifieds!

Guitar Amp Yanr>aha 100-212 evenings

256-1326 Mark $400

Visit my tabia in tha COG this afternoon.

This is your last chance to buy top quality

sunglasses before Spring Break. Take ad

vantage. Look for Ray the Snowman and

Ban his Snowdog.

HELP WANTED

AUDIO

Sony XR-5B Car Stereo brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

Technics Receiver 65w/ch. Many
features. $150 or best Jack 253-9237

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Ply. Duster mns excellent, slant 6 body

also in excellent shape. Asking $1375

549-5804 aft. 6 ^^^^____
CAPE COD

Housemates naadad for 6 bedroom
house in Harwich walk to beach 6-5851

Wast Yarmouth Seegull Beach, Large

house, 6 rooms, 4 bedrooms, sleeps 8 1 'A

baths, 700 per person, entire season

253-7436

Airiinas Hiring! Stewardesses. Reserva-

tionistsi $14-$39,000. Worldwide! Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter.
1 -(9161-944-4444 X UMassAir

Cruiseshlps Hiring! $16-$30,000 Carri

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter i -(9161-944-4444 X
UmassCruise

LOST

Today is Natalie's 20th B-Dayl Give her a

call and wish her a Happy one at 6-8419

Happy B-Day Natl Love always, "D"l

Inta Surprise! Happy Birthday Love Todd

RIDE WANTED

SERVI

Missing since Dec. female Dober

men/Shepard tan vsn^^i black taH skinny

friendly reward IV1 & M Fields 256-8477

Can you help ma? I lost a plum-colored

Docketbook in the vicinity betvyeen Hills

fSL^ and Pike. If found, ptease ^11

e-6542 If you want, keep the pocketbbok,

just return the keys. Reward! 1

1

Sat of keys 2/14 Baybenks chain 3 univer-

sity keys reward 546-6250

Gucci Keychain with 4 •^•V»- Lo«
J"

front of NOPE Gym. Reward. Call Mart

546-9458

Blue NYC Notebook disappeared from

Skinner Hall. Reward for return or informa-

tion. Call 549-0162 Kristin

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

sen/ice, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Movie: "Summer of 42", CCA, 7, 9, 11.

Spons. by the Student Nurse Assoc.

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Suxuki GS4BffT - new in 1982 many

extras, exc. cond, 1300 Rick 546-1427

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland

house. 130 -t- each, on bus route with tall

option 666-2512
^

Computer Terminals & Acoustic

Couplers for rent no security deposit no

maintenance charge immediate availability

546-4782 or 546^737

Stick It In your ear at Silverscape -custom

ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-33Z4

Contact Lansas Replaced Bausch and

Lomb or American Optical. *» «^"; ^^

Spencer 170 University Dnye^gjgjl^..

Happy B-Day Judy One month this Sun-

day. ^jnbelievableJ^oveDave

Angela You make each day of mine more

enjoyable than it might have othen«nse

been Love Dick

Laura happy Bday to the most important

person in my life I love you, Keith (and

Keyna)

Need a ride? Advertise in the Collegian

Classifieds!

* Ride needed to NYC or Long Island
• area on Thurs Mar 15th anytime after

* 1 1 :00 AM will share $$ please call
• Robin at 253 9971

Help me. Going to Rochester March 15 or

1 6 call Heidi 546-5156

Want to go to Tampa /Oriando Sprir)g

Break will share expenses 256-0964

Penn State State College or nearby over

Spring Break Share $ call Diane 546-7397

Naad ride to Washington DC area or

Virginai for Spring Break. I would like to

leeve on 3/16 or sooner. Will share ex-

penses. Please call Andy at 549-4129

Ride naadad to LI or NYC March 16

desperate! Cell Jill 546-9275 Dave 546-7059

Couple naad ride Ft Laud will share $ call

256-1280

Fraa ticket in exchange for ride to BOC
Mar 28 6-9158

Providence or vicinity will share expenses

leaving Friday afternoon 3/16 Jeff 549-7800

evenings

RIDERS WANTED
~

Expraaa bua ride Port Authority NYC
($19.00) Merch 16 reeervations 256-6782

Riders wanted to Oriando leave Fri 16

call 546-9827 after 7:00

To Rorida from March 20 to March 27 call

Jennifer 546-8070

ROOM WANTED

Looking for apartment In Puffton,

Townehouse, Brar>dywir>e or Presidential I

will take over leese whenever. Needed for

Fall 84 pleese call Roger 546-9638

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Free % month! Take over lease now
Townehouse apt must contact before break

549-6797 leeve message

TYPING-Fast, re' > )le, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, respondence, rtc.

Reesonable rates. 66b :i414

413Typing pickup end
774-2379

d- iivery evenings

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next day

service. Pickup end delivery. TYPE RITE

253-5111 _
TYPING. Papers, cases, jrw""^®*' letters.

IBM Selectric Nancy 54%g0ffi

Need your cerpet cleanad? Rotary Ffiam

Extraction Method only $.20 per square

foot! 665-4801

TO SUBLET

1 rm in Riverglada apt. 150 a month utM.

included avail immed ASIT 256-8733

WANTED

Buying Gold Claas Rings, Gold and Sih^
Jewelry and Coins, Steriing. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 2B6-0710

Wanted - Catalttar need son>eone to take

care of my cat during Spring Break cal

549-4686

Three UB40 tickets call 6-4914

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted apartment in Puffton, bran-

dywine or surrounding area call 2S6-123B

rewerdi

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall M
call debbie or Lori 666-4678 after 8 PM

Looking for apt in Puffton for fall 84. Win-

ing to pay for summer months ASAP
546-5280

$80 Rewerd: want to take leese of 3 bdnn

in Puffton for fall '84 will take over summer
Gail 546-8672 or Joanne 6-8663

Looking for raaaonebly priced studio

apt. Near town or campus for fall 84. CaN

549-1184 eves

Two bedroom apt in Puffton, Bran-

dywine, Townehouse or 8urroundir>g area

for fall '84. Willing to take over for sumnr>er.

Call &4239 or 6-6943

Apartment room needed imemdietely

call Peter 546-8186

Cash reward for anyone who can get us a

lease for a 3 bedroom apt in Puffton call

546^035
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He Tipel won't play forUM next year
By PETER ABRAHAM
C<rflegian Staff

University of Massachusetts' forward John Hempel will

play his basketball somewhere other than Amherst next

season.

Teammates Horace Neysmith and Carl Smith confirmed

that Hempel will be leaving UMass for either St. John's or

Villanova next season.

Hempel, the team's leading scorer for the past two

seasons, has been the subject of transfer rumors for two

years but prospered for the Minutemen making the all-

rookie team as a freshman with a 16.2 average before

dipping to 15.8 ppg this season.

The burly 6-6 forward came to UMass from Linden, New
Jersey after choosing between Massachusetts and Seton

Hall. He was a Basketball Weekly honorable mention Ail-

American and led the Atlantic 10 in three point percenUge

as a rookie. He also set the UMass freshman scoring

record with 470 points.

Massachusetts sports information director Howard Davis

said yesterday he hadn't heard any "official" word of

Hempel's transfer but said he too had heard rumors about

his leaving.

"I haven't been officially told about it," said Davis, "But I

can't say he hasn't either. He's gone home for the break

and what his plans are after this semester I don't know."

Rutgers University, an Atlantic 10 conference rival for

UMass, was mentioned by Smith as a possible option for

Hempel but Davis said that the Scarlet Knights will not be

getting the UMass frontcourtman.

Both St. Johns and Villanova would not make a statement

about the situation. St. Johns spokesperson Katha Quinn

said that transfers are not announced until all the

paperwork is over and Villanova sports information

director Craig Miller said that Wildcat coach Rollie

Massimino has taken only one transfer in 14 years of

coaching.

"He (Massimino) usually turns them (transfers) away, he

doesn't want them," said Miller.

Both Neysmith and Smith said Tuesday night that

Hempel was leaving with St. Johns and Villanova possible

choices. With Villanova apparently out of the picture

coach Lou Carnesecca and St. John's may have the services

of the outside shooting Hempel after he sits out the year

mandated by the NCAA for transfers.

Hempel. already at home for spring break, could not be

reached for comment nor could coach Ron Gerlufsen, who
must be stepping up his recruiting with the loss of center

Edwin Green to graduation.

Whether Hempel can be successful in the Big East

remains to be seen, but UMass fans can be thankful they

witnessed two years of his exciting play in The Cage.

UMass basketball in retrospect
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

After a streak of five of 20 loss seasons, the 12 17 record

posted by the University of Massachusett's basketball

team this year should be cause for optimism among

Minuteman hoop fans.

But losing the second all time leading scorer in center

Eklwin Green to graduation and the impending transler of

two year leading scorer John Hempel could mean that

happy days were here already.

Despite crawling out of the 20 loss pit. UMass did not

label itself as a power in anyone's book. An eighth place

finish in the weak Atlantic 10 (6 12) and a dismal 3 13 road

record signal that there's still a way to go before actual

respectability sets in.

The high point of the year came at home in The Cage. St.

Joseph's, then ranked 21st. went down 93-89 to UMass as

Hempel scored 29.

That was to be the peak however as the Minutemen went

into a spiral, losing five in a row. including three straight

at home. The low point came with a pitiful 7 1-64 loss to a

terrible Dusquesne team in Green's final home appearance.

A win and a loss in the Atlantic 10 tournament meant
Uttle. the season ended in disappointment.

Looking back, the reasons are clear. UMass had no real

center. Green only 6 7. gave away height nearly every

game. As a result the half court offense suffered as the

guards were unable to find Green or forward Horace

Neysmith under the hoop. This gave Hempel. supposedly

a forward but never coming within 13 feet of the hoop, and

guard Donald Russell reason to bomb away from the

outside, often with good results and victories, but more

often the lack of shot selection killed UMass.

Commentary

Hempel had no shot selection. If he got the ball he shot it,

442 times. That's 144 times more than any other team-

mate. He shot only 42 percent from the floor and despite

the amount of shots, averaged but two points more then

Neysmith who took 232 shots.

The bench strength, or lack thereof, also killed UMass.

After Bobby Bruan and his five points off the pines the rest

of the team was virtually non-existent to Gerluf.sen.

Add up the totals for Jackie Sheehan, Craig Smith.

George Ramming and co. and you see they scored only 133

points all year, out of 2021. Grim indeed.

Collfflwi photo bv David P. I>««btr

John Hempel makes a move to the basket

earlier this season. The sophomore forward is

reported to be heading out of UMass next season.

UMass also received no help by shooting only 46 percent

from the floor while allowing opponents a 50 percent

average, and 75 points a game. No college team can allow

that to happen and expect to break even, as Gerlufsen said

his goal was many Umes. Ccmtiniied on page 15

Inside...

Sports Log with Tony Betros on page 15.

A big year for Willy Stevens;

and now a look at the future

( ollrin*n photo by Tom Kudia

Willy Stevens is shown here on the parallel bars in a match earlier in

the year. The senior completed his competition and now has thoughts

on tlie future.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Blisters are a thing of the past for Willie

Stevens. And so are sore ankles, a bad

back and callouses. The senior tri-captain

for the University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team, is graduating into the

world of engineering and is leaving the

gymnastics world behind.

For Stevens, who spent a "terrible,

horrible" semester at Navy in Maryland

before transferring to UMass. the

memories are sweet but he's glad it's

over.

"It's (gymnastics) a vague memory in the

past," he said jokingly after his last

practice as a UMass team member. "No. I

don't know. I've had enough. I don't have

to look forward to another September of

getting into shape. September and

October are the worst months because

you come back expecting to do all the

things you did in March. But. you can't."

That is one less worry for Stevens next

year who would like to get into field

engineering or return to Alaska where he
worked last summer as a welder's helper

on the pipeline. For the most part,

gymnastics is over for Stevens and it is

time to move on. His best times were the

most recent ones.

'I think I've had the most fun this year

than all of my four years,' he said

reflecting back. 'The team got along

really well this year. There was never a

dull moment in this gym."

Stevens began gymnastics in ninth grade

and in high school also played soccer and

lacrosse. Although he liked soccer and

gymnastics equally, he stuck with

gymnastics in college.

"I was better at gymnastics than soccer

in terms of everyone else. There weren't

as many good gymnasts as there were

soccer players so I had a better chance to

excel. But. it turned out not to be the case

at Navy because 1 hated it there so I

transferred and everything went okay."

Instead of being a good influence, the

Naval Academy was a bad influence on

Stevens. He said he could not get into

shape and had little desire to do well in

school or gymnastics. At UMass,

everyone was happy and Stevens has been

a consistent performer in the all around in

his three years here.

Stevens will still "run. lift, and peak in

the gym once in a while" but says he has

"no desire to compete anymore. His

leadership and attitude in the gym will be

sorely missed. Among his ac-

complishments in a Minutemen uniform

have been winning four medals at the 15th

Annua! New England Conference

Invitational Championships, and a fourth

placing at the 1982 Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics Championships in the high

bar with a 9.2.
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PLAY TIME — A McClellen Road resident and her 20-nnonth-old son build a sculpture in the

remnants of Tuesday's snowstorm.

Ambassador from China welcomed
By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

The first ambassador from Communist China to visit the

state was welcomed to the University of Massachusetts

campus yesterday by University officials and government

dignitaries.

Speaking about relations between the United States and

China and the joint compilation of a Chinese-Enghsh

dictionary. People's Republic of China Ambassador Zhang

Wenjin said "It is hopeful that this will lead to further

enhancement of our relationship which will be to our

mutual benefit."

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and President David K.

Knapp welcomed the ambassador to the University with

speeches followed by a music and dance presentation.

"This special occasion underscores the longstanding

interchange between the Amherst campus of the

University of Massachusetts and the People's Republic of

China," Duffey said. "As relations between our two

countries extend to areas of economic cooperation, the

University looks forward to expanded interaction with the

the Chinese-English dictionary marked a new stage in that

cooperation."

Duffey said there are currently 35 students and scholars

in China from UMass.
Duffey said the Connecticut River Valley has had a long

history of academic relations with China. The first

teaching missionary to China was an Amherst College

teacher. From 1872 to 1881 more than 100 Chinese

students attended school in the valley.

Duffey said today UMass is part of an active and growing

exchange program with China.

"Not only do we have a softball. football, and basketball

team at the University- now we even have a dictionary

team," Duffey said.

Professor Shou Hsin Teng, chairman of the department of

Asian Languages and Literatures said "the new dictionary

is specifically for Western scholars and students."

"The end product will be the first joint project to ever

come out of both sides of the Pacific. " Teng said.

Teng said at the end of five years a preliminary draft will

be made of the dictionary and at the end of the sixth year it

will be published in both Amherst and Peking.

Student studies Kenyan mass media
By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Staff

Every year, thousands of students leave American col-

leges to study abroad.

Among those students was Gregory L. Anderson, a

Hampshire College senior with a double m^or in com-

munication broadcasting and journalism and a mmor m
African Studies.

.

Anderson has returned from his one year stay m Kenya,

made possible by a grant from the Haymarket Fund Foun-

dation and Hampshire College.

He said he studied Kenyan mass media and found radio

to be the primary source of information with television the

s6Cono.

He said because of financial and economic constraints,

networks are costly to operate and maintain.

He said it is also expensive for the majority of the people

to purchase television

"Newspapers, films,and other source of the media are

very important in Kenya, but when compared with radio

they are rated on a lower scale," Anderson said.Television

is a luxury item in America, but in Kenya radio is con-

sidered to be the luxury item, and because of that the radio

stations are invested in heavily."

While in Kenya, Anderson said, he made nunrierous

radio appearances on public affairs programs, speaking on

the media and other forms of oppression he encountered

in Africa. During that time he also served as East Africa

correspondent for the African Globe News. He served as

producer with Trans-World radio (EAST AFRICA] and as

writer with the All-African press services [APS].

Anderson said he has written and published more than

30 articles pertaining to various aspects of the media.

"I have made two television appearances on NBC net-

work news, and there are over 30 articles, profiles, inter-

views and autobiographies, that have been written and

published by others regarding various aspects of my
work." he said.

"I am presently serving as New England Correspondent

for Africa Press International, and I am generdly con-

sidered the leading tigure ol my generation in uie area ot

A.frica News and information system," he said.

Communication
stressed for

campus repairs
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Physical Plant director

says "better communications " is the key to improvement in

the campus's overall condition.

.Appointed three months ago as the Physical Plants new

dirtH-tor, Roger Cherewatti told the Faculty Senate

yesterday his main «)bjective is to bring the University up

to bt'tter standards by creating a new work order control

system, a personnel policy manual, a remedy for the

deterioration of the campus's appearance and im-

plementation of student employment for deferred main-

tenance.
".•\ new work order control system is a must. We
presently have a five to six year backlog in repairs and

renovations. Old ones will be sent back to he reviewed to

see if they are really necessary. " Cherewatti said. We
want to develop a better decision making process when

work orders come in. Engineers are spending loo much

time on irrelevant projects."

In his personnel policy manual, Cherewatti cited two

areas that needed attention.

"I need more output from my employees. We need a

strict and solid policy of employees. If you do your

homework and make people aware the first time, you'll be

more sucessful," he said.

Professor Oriol Pi Sunyer said action must be taken in the

safety of pedestrians after snow removal.

"The major priority is to clear vehicle traffic, not

pedestrians. Some areas are not cleared at all. This is

unnecessary and dangerous," Pi Sunyer said.

Cherewatti said the Physical Plant has problems getting

employees to come in for snow removal, expecially hand

shoveling.

We could divide the campus into different sections and

have contracts to commit students." he said.

Cherewatti said he plans to mcH«t with the Vice Chan

cellors at a later date to di.scuss plans for improving the

campus's physical appearance.

Cherewatti said without a good capital outlay budget,

deferred maintenance gets worse.

"$24 million is in the process of being appropriated, and

$21 million of it may be used for overall facilities."

Cherewatti said.

Cherewatti said that with the possible funds from the

budget and with proper planning, more renovations like

the ones currently Uking place in Goessman Laboratory

can be done.

Cherewatti said an answer for eliminating deferred

maintenance would be to employ students during the

summer to do cleaning that short handed staff could not

do windows, floors etc."

Student Government Association co- president elect Rick

Patrick safd students would want these jobs if offered.

« uiieKtaJi |»iH»to »? Amuj tietiri
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come second.
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Digest By The Associated Press

1 killed, 70 injured in Amtrack wreck
BAINVILLE, Mont. - The westbound

Empire Builder Amtrak train slammed in-

to a loaded gravel truck at a crossing in

northeastern Montana yesterday, killing

the truck driver and injuring scores of

passengers, authorities said.

Sixty to 70 people were injured, 10

critically, said Dennis Kleppe. batallion

chief for the Williston, N.D., fire depart-

ment.

A spokeswoman for Roosevelt Memorial

Hospital in Culbertson, a few miles west of

the derailment, said ambulances were br-

inging in the injured

Roosevelt County Sheriff Dean Mahlum

said he set up a command post at Culbert-

son. He said the National Guard at nearby

Wolf Point had been placed on standby.

Randy Gilbert, an Amtrak spokesman in

Washington. D.C.. said the train's two

locomotives and nine cars derailed alxiut

10:50 a.m. west of Bainville. Four cars

came to rest on their sides and four other

cars were perpendicular to the tracks.

The reservation list said 140 passengers

were aboard, but that list is not always ac

curate, Amtrak officials said.

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

l>ayout Technician

Photo Technician

Prtxiuction Supervisor

Pnxluction

Paul Belval

Mary Anne Been

Center of the Universe

Drew Ogier

Will Hopkins

Joy McCarty, Marsha Wilcon,

Disabled miner murdered by girl
NEWARK. N.J. - A jur>' found

15-year-old giri guilty yesterday of robbing

and murdering a disabled coal miner at-

tached to a life-sustaining oxygen tank.

The Superior Court jury of four women

and eight men deliberated for three hours

before finding Delphine Green guilty of

felony murder, conspiracy to commit rob-

bery and second-degree robber>'. She show-

ed no reaction when the verdict was

Miss Green faces up to life imprisonment

plus 40 years when she is sentenced April

16. She will be required to serve at least 30

years before being eligible for parole.

During the trial, the defense maintained

she was no "angel," just a witness too

frightened to stop the crime, which they

said was committed by Miss Green's two

companions

Michele Phelan, Kim Foster, Shelley Witkiewicz.

Jane Hirshberg, Mike Lennon, Suzanne Lewis,

Ellen Waxman, Conor Plunkett

Mary Anne Been has a date.

The McMsachuaeHn Daily Collegian [USPS 333-220)

is published daily Monday through Friday excluding

vacations, exam periods, or holidays. Subscriptions

are available for $18 at 113 Campus Center, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts.

Postmaster: S<!nd address changes to the

MaMOchutettn I^aily Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA., 01003.

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
CloMd WadnMdayi

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2&3JBafi

I

I

I

I

WANTED
The Office of the Student Government

Association Attorney General has 2 posi-

tions open for assistants. Individuals

should have experience in the University

Judicial systenn <i e., defense advocacy),

research and writing skills, and should be

able to work without supervision. These

positions are 10 hours a week Applicants

must be UMass undergraduates and may

apply at 434 Student Union Building

Deadline is March 28th, 1984. Women and

minorities are encouraged to apply The

Student Attorney General is an AA/EEO
employer

I

I

I

Friday and Saturday

I Time Bandits 7:00

I Monty Python &
I The Holy Grail 9:00

I

I Sunday - Tuesday

I Scarface 7:00 only

1

I

Is
5
s

{
I

•T» TTm r»Y77:¥rT7.i:]4^;I:

PERSONALIZED
STYL£ HAIRCUTS

plT.oo" 1
I (with this couponi I

I
$10.00 with

I

I
Shampoo and •

I
Blow Dry !

• $11.50 Long Hair I

I txpirw 3 31 84
|

L V»Hd Mon Thur» _|

Please Call for an

Appointment

Styles by

Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst, MA/5495610

STUDENT
AIRFARES

round trip from

LONDON $3481

PARIS $3781

MADRID $399

LUXEMBURG
$469

AMSTERDAM
$448

ZURICH $398

STOCKHOLM

CARACAS $293]

BOGOTA $429

National Student
j

Travel Bureau

of the USA
266^1926

Council Travel /CIEE,

729 Boylston St

suite 201

Boston, MA 021 1G

$39.95

Satin Jacket w/embroidered front

and tackel twill "UMass" on back

maroon

John Cruise Karen A. Sullivan photo by

Dwayne Autrey

Located in the

Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

^JjmVERSITY
mSTORE^
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

^AH,YES...NAll)KE ISKAUTIIU IN ¥SH<Mn S»M»6E WAY.

'

A brief history of St. Patrick
lomorrow is St. Patrick's Day. and somewhere

tomorrow in Ireland a woman will tell a joke:

"Why did God create alcohol?" she will ask. "So that the

Irish wouldn't take over the world.

'

Here in America and across the ocean, generations of

Irish Americans will also remember their brethren

tomorrow, and they will join together in song.

It's kind of fun if you're Irish to know from which county

in Ireland your family descends. This way you can ask

your Irish friend. My own family descends from County

Kerry, Ireland (it seems we've never had a family dog

without an Irish name— Murphy, Percy. Clancy.

Paul Banks

Maggie), and I was surprised to learn upon asking a

friend, Aileen O'Connor, that her family is from County

Kerry too.

My own great grandmother. Margaret Fitzgerald

(O'Brien) Diggin, emigrated by boat from Ireland to the

United States in 1888 at the age of seventeen. She

arrived in Boston, journeyed to Hartford, and settled in

Amherst.

If you're fortunate enough to know anyone who's Irish,

you already know that the Irish are an extremely proud

people, full of hfe. character, and tragedy. This stems

from the fact that Ireland has traditionally been an ex

iremely beautiful but repressed country that has been

conquered and reconquered by foreign people for hun

dreds of years (the Vikings were perhaps the first to

invade Ireland, the British the last.) What you probably

don't understand is why the Irish celebrate St. Patricks

Day.
According to A History of Modem Ireland, by Giovanni

Costigan. in the year 342 A.D.. the son of a Roman

British official named Sucat was captured by a band of

sea raiders and taken into slavery. Six years later the

youth escaped to Gaul, was converted to Christianity,

and resolved to convert Ireland to the new religion.

Sucat became in time St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland,

the supreme father figure in Irish history. He succeeded

in converting the country to Christianity in 432 A.D. . and

Saturday, March 17, is the anniversary of his death. We
cfMebrate his memory and our Irish heritage. The Irish

believe that on the day of judgment, St. Patrick will

stand at Christ's right hand to intercede personally on

behalf of his chosen people.

Letters

Tis pity it's offensive

I am writing to protest the distribution and display of the

offensive advertising for the current production. 'Tis Pity

She's a Whore. Whether or not the poster accurately

depicts a scene from the play—and I believe it does

not— the community should not be forced to view, in every

local newspaper and on billboards throughout the area, a

picture of three smirking men prodding a dead woman's

breast with a bloody sword.

Women are getting increasingly angry at the advertising

industry's use of their bodies to sell products from tires to

soft drinks to cheap magazines; surely we are entitled to

expect better treatment from a University department

devoted to the study of drama, based as that study is on

the nuances of human feelings. Women are human too. and

should not be everywhere confronted with one of the stock

images of pornography: the contorted body of a woman,

thrown down and discarded by the men who have used her.

Your poster goes even farther by showing the satisfied

faces of the murderers gloating over the corpse, unlike the

play itself, which provides violent deaths for most of the

men too.

I have studied 'Tis Pity and am well aware of its dark and

perverse nature; the quality of this production I leave to

the critics to evaluate. Attendance at the play is optional,

but there has been no escaping the posters and ad

vertisements. In the future I hope the Department of

Theater will consider the effect of its advertisements just

as seriously as it oversees the quality of its productions.

School prayer story unfair?

On March 13. t he Collegian published an article which was

extremely opinionated, unprofessional and unacceptable.

The Colipgiav's story on school prayer was not an oY

jective. journalistic essay on a very important issue.

Rather it was a biased editorial disguised as a news story.

the article quoted two University ot Massachusetts

professors who are very outspoken in their obiection to

prayer in our schools, but refused to consider the other

side of the issue. The Collegian wrongfully assumed that

there are no students or faculty at the University of

Massachusetts who are in favor of prayer in our schools.

There is no question this essay should have appeared on

the Editorial /Opinion page rather than on page three.

The Collegian must realize that lUs readers rely upon il to

present facts on issues in order that they may make in-

telligent decisions. In the future the Collegian Board of

Editors must be responsible when deciding what news is fit

to print and how it will be presented.

Correction on Regents
In a previous column I noted that the Board of Regents

was set up in 1979. A subsequent investigation has alerted

me to the fact that the Board was set up in 1980 and began

actively administrating on the date of March 1, 1981.

Tuition increases for 1979 80 and 1980-81 were im-

plemented before the Board was in operation. The actual

rises in conjunction with the Board's operations are 21

percent in 1981-82 and 16 percent in 1982-83, for a total

increase of 37 percent in two years.

I apologize to the readers of this page and especially to

the Board of Regents for this inaccuracy.

Johnson — man or myth?
Re the candidates for office in the upcoming election, it

may not come as a shock to some, but most of them are

lost, or spiritually deaf, dumb and blind as far as God is

concerned. They need to be reoriented.

The erroneous church concept ol Jesus is one ot a loiig-

haired saviour of abused persons. This has resulted in

abuse lu Ootl ciiaoguig. iur one thing, tne images oi male

and frnialc intoan iitjl> <'()nii>iiiitil^<' \^ith Satan

President Reagan resists evu with evil, a biblical no no.

but hypocrites will reelect him. So ask candidates if thev

v> -^ar iScila.. > skirl owi l.... ^uiita, oi iiit: at'ipenl s panis

under their skirt. (I Timothy 2:14)

The deficit

and Congress
President Reagan's proposed record deficit of $180.3

billion and the national debt of over $1 trillion are both too

important to be shoved aside until after the election.

Reagan is fond of attacking the "born-again budget
balancers" who want to cut the deficit by "raising your
taxes," but this is the wrong way to approach a problem
that he is just as responsible for.

It is true that the budget is a victim of special interest

groups, but is it fair to lay all the blame on the Democrats
while at the same time refusing to compromise on taxes

and defen.se? If we reelect Reasjan and follow his

questionable estimates, he still will have run up a

cumulative deficit $534 billion greater than under all

previous presidents combined.

Thomas Pitoniak

Reagan's budget will of course be altered in Congress.

But if Reagan wants to attack those who would raise taxes

he should be prepared to defend not raising them, .\fter

all. consideration of his administration's actions over the

pa.st four years makes the raising of taxes seem inevitable,

u '<• :i *'<:v>. '» n lUa^;.iii as.suu.ivi wilice in 1981 he quickly

confirmed his Administration's conception of government

;is. in his terms, the "problem" and not the "solution." This

.s useless because he was elected to lead the government,

not destroy it. Reagan shoved a 23 percent reduction in

personal income taxes through Congress to show he meant

business. However, the difference between intake and

outlays was already brought up. Could we afford to cut

taxes with a deficit that was then $56 billion?

This question surfaced as .soon as Reagan t<K)k office.

Treasury Secretary Donald Regan immediately had to

defend supply side theory, that such incentives as tax cuts

would lead to economic growth, trickling down to benefit

those lower on the social and economic ladder. Despite the

deficit. Reagan insisted, "This tax program cannot wait

until budget outlays are reduced."

What about a loss in revenues? Even David Stockman

questioned whether the tax cut should be put forth before

a reduction in the deficit. And if Reagan was so concerned

with people, did he ever see the results of a New York

Times/CBS News poll released two weeks after he took

office that said 70 percent of the respondents favored

balancing the budget before a large tax cut? That same

week a Mr. Otto Eckstein of Data Resources, Inc. spoke

these prophetic words: "If it (the Reagan cut) works, it

would be wonderful. If it doesn't we have got only one

economy to sacrifice." (New York Times: Feb. 1, 19H1)

Donald Regans opinion that Martin Feldstein's

P>onomic Report of the President, critical of high deficits,

should Iti' ihrDVMi aw.iv' .show.s how liUle the

Administration wants to admit it is partly to blame. But

even F'ederal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker says that the

high interest rales that result from deficits are a "loaded

gun." R»'a^jan believe*; that the dollar's overvaluation is

hurting expoil. by making it t<M) expensive to "Buy

American. ' The trade iinlialance is plunging the U.S. into

';, .
• - • iirsi I'mesi!!"** •'.! i.:

itegaii i.ds said. 1 wish those economists would sit back

and relax."

i he Auminislration s request lor a record $305 billion in

defense funding for fiscal year 1985 is an outrage and a

threat to any economic recovery. This Ls in fact detestable

when one considers the Pentagon's ignorance of cost

effectiveness, and its habit of turning attention away from

the rip off of the American taxpayer by some well known

firms. A Pentagon audit of a single contract disclosed $39

million in excess charges.

Because it is an election year, Reagan will do anything to

escape blame for a deficit that is largely his own work.

According to the non partisan Congressional Budget

Office, if Reagan had left the laws alone we would have had

an $11 billion surplus by 1989. By 1989 defense hikes wiU

have nullified any possible gains from cuts in domestic

spending. What about spending? The President's stand is

the same: No to defense cuts and yes to social spending

cuts. This is how to "get the government off the backs of

the people."

But why should we worry, even if Democrats are "big

spenders?" Reagan has denied that deficits harm growth

or the reduced inflation of which he is so proud. On Feb. 15

Reagan was asked if it was true that deficits constitute "a

serious threat to economic recovery," which his Budget

Message sent to Congress claimed. His answer: "No.. .But

that doesn't mean that I don't take the debt seriously."

Letters Policy

All letters must be 8Jj!rn«d and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double spaced

at 67 characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we rejarret we are

unable to acknowledg:e unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity and

len^h.
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$1.95
Assorted

Spring Colors

$10.95
Reversed
Sweatshirt
Cut Sleeves

Andrea Sawicki

Photo by Dwayne Autery

Located in the Campus Center
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Show Your Colors

In Florida
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Andrea Sawicki - David

Sherri Leigh June - Karen A. Sullivan

John Cruise - Josiane Mehu
Photo by Dwayne Autery

I Open M-F 9-5

I
Located in the Campus Center
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Old rockers never die...
SCORPIONS
Love at First Sting [PolyGram
Records]

GOLDEN EARRING
N.E.W.S. [PolyGram Records]

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

For over ten years, Scorpions and Golden

Earring have been mainstays in the rock

kingdom without reaching supergroup

status. The two new efforts from these

veteran bands insure that they will stay

that way.

Coming off of last year's successful

Blackout LP, Germany's Scorpions serve

up more of the same on L(n>e at First Sting.

They've decided not to tamper with the

established metal formula: Use three

power chords and write lyrics straight

from a teenage male crotch.

I just don't get it, Klaus Meine can sing,

and Kudolf Schenker can obviously play

guitar, but with lines like, "Ooh girl, I'm

leaving youA^es I'm leaving you/I've got to

go tonight/Baby you shouldn't feel so

blue," [from "I'm Leaving You"), how
seriously can they be taken?

Singer Meine is quoted as saying about

the new album, "Our music is still pure

rock and roll. I can't see Scorpions getting

too far away from that kind of music."

How right he is. Love at First Sting's

best cut, the single "Rock You Like a Hur-

ricane," is almost a carbon copy of last

year's hit "No One Like You," with the

dual guitar intro leads, and the pentatonic
1-3-5 vocal harmonies.

This is the band's tenth album, so they

must have a following. But this record tru-

ly lacks the sting of earlier works like

Virgin Killer and Lovedrive. More to the

point, after 13 years as a band, why are

these g^uys still writing tunes like "The
Same Thrill," with such insightful lyrics as,

"I remember when my teacher said/'How
you wanna make your life?'/l said 'I can

play guitar/And it'll be alright listen!' "?

Golden Earring [the dinosaurs who do

"Radar Love"] seems to Ih> searching for

something different, but what that is, is

unclear. Last year's megabit "Twilight

Zone" exhibited a strippHHi down sound for

the band, and that trend continues on

N.E.W.S. [which stands for North East

West South).

T; e main difficulty here is the attempt to

fuse a strong dance beat with serious

lyrics, but in both cases the songs go to

such extremes that the album lacks focus.

The eight songs on N.E. W.S. average

almost five minutes apiece, and after 30

seconds of each, the listener gets the point

and has to suffer through the other four

and a half minutes.

Earring uses sparser instrumentation,

and increased open guitar chords to

simulate funk, and on a few tunes it works.

"Clear Night Moonlight" has a nice

"scooping" horn part, and on "Enough Is

Enough" a strong beat lays the framework

for good keyboard action.

Lyrically, guitarist George Kooymans
and singer Barry Hay combine for decent

insight, as in "Fist In Glove": "Fist in

Germany's rockin' Scorpions

Glove/Don't wanna shake the right hand

baby/Before I know what the left one

wants," and the title cut "N.E.W.S.": "It's

pitiful, shameful, all I hear, I read and

see/F'our directions of the wind, and four

way misery."

Although NEWS, falls short of suc-

cessfully melding dance and thought, in

Earring's defense, they are exi>erimenting

and looking for different sounds,

something es.sential in music that really

matters.

m
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Torpedo Grinder

Tuna a la King/

Biscuit

DINNER
Baked Ziti

Salisbury Steak/

Mushroom Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Tuna a la King/

Biscuit

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with Lemon

Slice

Raked Ziti

MASS PHOBIA Win mill Weather
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Clouding up today.

Showers spreading west to

east across the region dur-

ing the afternoon. Showers

tonight, possibly some wet

snow over the western hills,

lows mostly in the SOs.

Becoming sunny, windy and

cold tomorrow.
Temperatures in the 308.

Shagnasty O.T. Dor.ini^ei

t^ypW /€Ques
See yfl ^

Sherlock Don«s soys, ''Hqv« q

good SPPaNG DREAK /olll"
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The besthas a taste all its owmu

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something
you have to strive for. In everythingyou do.

And when you Ve done it, when you Ve
found the bestm yourself, taste it in the beer you
'dunk. Ask forBud Light

Brin
yourbestr^^=
MinutemenM

LIGHTfBern M

©Anheusc' Busch inc S! Louis Mo

Friday, March 10, 1984, Collegian ^
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our MARCH Special

Twofer One
Heineken

@ ©@ 00^ o a ©
BAGEL DELI
Now Open in fvNCHS

Fresh Bagels, Breads & Pastries

Soups. Salads & Sandwiches

# SPECIALS
FRF]E coffee with purchase of hagel & cream

cheese 8 am - 10 am
©FRKE 6 bagels with purchase of 6 bagels Sunday

Mon-Sat 8 am 6 pm Sun 8 am - 6 pm 253-9282

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

^mnoucm snack bah

Central Area U.Mass

Hours:

Mon-Thura 7:00-12:00

Fri 7:00-1:00

Sat. 1:00-1:00

Sun. 1:00-12:00

Ting
Break

I

I

Diiytnii '.

Doubi9 B^ltBd Dayton Thorobred

STEEL RADIAL TIRES

begins Frido];, March 16 after last class.

Classes will resume on Monda\;, March 26.

All residence halls will be closed from 6p.m.

on Friday, March 16 to noon Sunday,

March 25.

Radial White Walls
Size

P155/80R13
Pie5/80R13
P175/80R13
P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P215/75R14
P165/SR15
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

Prico
40.00
47.00
SO.OO
52.00
S4.00
66.00
60.00
68.00
42.00
62.00
64.00
67.00
70.00

SfT*

V^xxi r>to<"<)'<J''

(^M rt.' 'i** wc *'

90 Days
same as cash or

22 Months
payrDonts on a
OAVTON
Revolving Charge

cr0dH
5ySv established

^JK^ In minutes

i% Additionajl

Off
with purchase

of a set of 4 tires

MASS. APPROVED INSPCCTiOrTsfATION

AM priCM incltMta

mounltng t tr*«}»-ln tir

JDB^® TIPS

a service of the Dean of Students Office

Priced

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center ^

m "Full Sorvico Tire Store" [
68 Sundarland Rd., No. Amherst, MAW.
Acro6t from Watroba't Store 549-4704

OLLEGLAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount * Phone number FREE D
AUDIO FOR SALE

Sony XR-5B Car Stereo brand new $200 •;.:.:• Guitar Amp Yamaha 100-212 evenings

Steve 549-6974 ^ 256-1326 Mark $400

CAPE COD

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach, Large

house, 6 rooms, 4 bedrooms, sleeps 8 1 %
baths, 700 per person, entire season

253-7436

HELP WANTED

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Experienced only rock-funk R & B
workaholic 549-4003

ENTERTAINMENT
LOST

•:•.•:•

••!•:••

•::>•

:...•:

Happy 2Dth Fafe You're now legal in Mass
have a tremendous day I love ya shqueedy.

Whats-his-name. Don Pardo

Think you're a victim of consumer rlp-

off? Call LSO 545-1995

Eddie Haskel, Mappy St. Paddy's Day I

Love you, Michelle Jones

Dear Clean Machine (DF) Have a Happy
22 Birthday. Also thanks for being a great

roommate Love, Bev

•*.*<

.«..

^

RACK A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Missing since Dec. female Dober-

man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Gucci Keychain with 4 keys. Lost in

front of NOPE Gym. Reward. Call Mart

546-9468

'Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 106 CC.

I Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:X

:TYPING--Fast, reliable, professional.

'.Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 666-3414

Typing pickup and delivery evenings 413

774-2379

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next day

service. Pickup and delivery. TYPE-RITE

253-5111

WANTED

FOR RENT m PERSONALS

2 large bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland -.j:::::

house. 130+ each, on bus route with fall*.;::.!

option. 665-2512 >^
Computer Terminals & Acoustic ::•:::

Couplers for rent no security deposit no .;:::;.

maintenance charge immediate availability :|;..|'

5464782 or 546-4737 i-'V.

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape custom

ear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

Contact Lenses Replaced Bausch and

Lomb or American Optical. $25 each. Dr.

Spencer 170 University Drive 256-8561

Sharonstien: Don't be a box on your birth-

day, Greg

•:•.•••

•.:•:••

M

ROOM WANTED

Looking for apartment in Puffton,
Townehouse, Brandywine or Presidential I

will take over lease whenever. Needed for

Fall 84 please call Roger 546-9538

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes
utilities 586-3682

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-071

WANTED TO RENT

... ...

m
SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

w^^^^^m^m^»^'^^^^^^^^^'^^

Wanted apartment In Puffton, bran-

dywine or surrounding area call 256-1235

reward I

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84

call debbie or Lori 666-4578 after 8 PM
Two bedroom apt. in Puffton, Bran-

dywine, Townehouse or surrounding eiea

for fall '84. Willing to take over for summer.

Call 6-4239 or 6-6943
.:'.• ••.••• .v.* JA'

•^<'M.€:^:€.€.'€it'^:
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Gymnast Robin Low
practice makes perfect

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

The career of gymnast Robin Low, which

started when she saw Olga Korbut on

television in the 1972 Munich Summer
Olympics, will end this Saturday as the

University of Massachusetts women's

gymnastics team compn'tes in the ECAC
('hampionships at Burlin^rton. Vermont.

Low never quite made the Olympics, but

she has had a very successful career at

I'Mass. Low was co-captain and team MVP
last year as a junior and ha? k>een the top

all-around again this year.

Out of the four events (vaulting, uneven

parallel bars, balance l)eam. and fl(K)r exer-

cise) an all-around gymnast performs, the

floor exercise event is Lows favorite and

best event. In it she gets to use her

background in dance to good effect, as

evidenced by the L'Mass school record 9..55

she scored in the floor exercise event

against Springfield C'ollege earlier this

season.

"First I started out doing acrobatics and

dancing at around 10. Then when I saw

Olga Korbut in the 72 Olympics I decided I

liked that and that is when I got into gym-

nastics. I came to UMass as a dance

major," Low said.

Low also came to UMass as a walk-on

candidate for the gymnastics t*am.

"I came to UMass because I heard it had

a good gymnastics program. I had quit

gymnastics for a few years because I had a

back injury and was frustrated. The time

off helped. That summer [before college) I

went to a camp. I had talked to Virginia

Evans [the former UMass Coach) and I

knew I would make the team," Low ex-

plained.

Low more than just made the team and

that .lanuary asked for a scholarship and

got it. Since then, she has been a mainstay

for the Minutewomen and in her junior

year was even ranked 19th nationally.

"I was always striving for perfection,"

said Low.
Asked to point to the highlight of her

career, Low said it was tough to pinpoint

one moment. However, she did mention the

floor routine she did in the final home meet

of her career against Southern Connec-

ticut, where she received a standing ova-

tion.

"I loved how the crowd reacted to me. I

enjoyed knowing that I could entertain

them." Low said.

With the Minutewomen only having an

Robin Low and the

UMass women 's team

travel to Burlington,

Vermont Saturday for

the ECAC Champion-
ships. The meet figures

to be Low 's final perfor-

mance in the

Minutewomen uniform.

photo rourteiT of sporti information

outside chance at making the NCAA East

Regionals, the ECAC Championships

figures to be Low's last meet.

"I am glad it is over. I am tired, my
Ixxly's tired. It is time to be a student."

Continued Low, "I made Regionals as am
individual but I have decided not to go.

Some people are not thrilled with my deci-

sion but I am the one who would have to

go."

What does the Sports Management ma-

jor plan to do with her future?

"For now, I am sure 1 will coach gym-

nastics. I have already been offered jobs

but it is not something I want to do the rest

of my life. Maybe I will go back to school,"

Low mused.

As a coach. Low sees herself as deman-

ding, perhaps too demanding.

"Since I am a perfectionist, I tend to look

for that in other people. I have trouble

realizing that people may be doing

something just because they enjoy it, not

because they want to be the best or first,"

admitted Low.
As an avowed perfectionist. Low is

bound to succeed at coaching or whatever

else she decides to do.

Jim Corbett: Tired of the same old routine
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Despite ail of the aches and

pains. jfv'Ti fustics has been

fun for .Jim Corbett liut the

senior is looking forward to

the end of pract ices every

day and life alUT
graduation.

"It's been a hobby and

enjoyable and all but I

never had the time and I

was interested in too many
other things," the exercise

science major said. "To be

good in gymnastics you

have to work all year long

and work in camps during

the summer. I've enjoyed

what I've done with the

sport."

Some concentrate on one

sport along, but Corbett

enjoys a variety of sports.

"Leisure" sports are his

favorites, including sailing,

skiing and sailboarding

("it's a good way to meet

girls"). For the University

of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team. Corbett

has been a consistent

competitor, but now he

feels it's time to spend

more time relaxing and

ColleKiu plMto b; Ton Kndia

Jim Corbett swings through in an earlier meet this season. Corbett welcomes the chance to get

some rest in the off-season.

thinking of the future

instead of competing.

"It's (gymnastics) a great

sport, but it wears on your

body." Corbett said. "It

just wears and tears like

every other sport I

imagine and it's time to

heal. I don't think missing

gymnastics will hit me
until about three or four

months after I'm away
from it. Right now, it's

just time to get out."

The best times Corbett

remembers at UMass
gymnastics is the com-

peting, and it is the times

he will miss the most.

"I think competing is the

funnest part of gymnastics

itself and the friendships

you get through the team

are the two best things.

Everyone loves to com-

pete. I'll definitely miss

competing but I won't miss

the everyday practice- not

for a while."

The Charestown native

who now lives in Winthrop

started gymnastics at a

summer recreational
program when he followed

in a friend's footsteps.

Corbett came to UMass
without being recruited by

the gymnastics team and

tried out but did not make
it because only two spot«

were open and there were

many recruits. He stuck

with It. v^orkin^ out in his

freshman year with the

assistant coach.

The long horse vaulting

and still rings events have

been his best events this

vear and made it into the

Eastern Intercollegiate

'iymnastics Championship
t nals in the vaulting event

with scores of 9.45 and 9.2.

He finished in ninth place.

"I'll work out just for the

fun of twirling around,'

said Corbett, who would

like to get into a medical

supplies sales position

when he graduates. "I

won't work out for a while.

Some day I'll get back into

it, maybe to coach but that

will be years down the

road. Years."

Gary Allenson makes
an unsuccessful dive for

a foul ball off the bat of

Detroit's Larry Hem-
don early in spring

training. Red Sox ' first

baseman Dave Stapleton

IS backing up the play.

AP I.*»«rphoto

SPORTS NOTICE
The intramural department is still hiring softball officials.

If interested come to a meeting Tuesday, March 27 at 7

p.m. in Boyden215.
BADMINTON doubles players—mandatory meeting on

Tuesday, March 27 at 6 p.m. in Boyden 215.

Any questions— call the intramural office at 545-2693.

Cinderella Tourney
CHICAGO [AP) - Loyola

Coach Gene Sullivan, snubb-

ed by post-season selectors

a third straight year, wants
to lure the leftovers to an af-

fair of their own. call it the

Cinderella Invitational

Tournament - and hand a

silver slipper to the winner.

"We had a better record

than 24 of the 32 teams

playing in the NIT this

year." said Sullivan, whose
Ramblers finished 20-9 this

season.

Sullivan has extended
bids to the inaugural event
to Bucknell 24-5, Illinois-

Chicago 22-7, George
Mason 21-7. Montana 23-8,

Nav>- 24-8. Sanford 22-8

and Ohio University 20-8.
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BACK TO EARTH — Thousands of UMass students will take a cue
from this parachuter photographed in Western Massachusetts last

week as they return from spring break to classes today.

Bus fee vetoed by students
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of

Massachusetts overwhelmingly vetoed a

fee increase to improve bus service in a

referendum on the recent Student Govern-

ment Association ballot, and sentiment was
divided on whether the SGA represents

students.

More than 77 percent of the 1,289

responses to the bus question indicated

students would prefer the rearrangement
of present routes, as opposed to a fee in-

crease, to improve UMass Transit Service.

In response to the question of whether
the SGA represents UMass students, 713,

or 40 percent, of the voters responding said

it did not, 709, also about 40 percent, did

not know, and 340, about 20 percent,

answered positively.

Suggestions solicited on the ballot includ-

ed demands for more student input, and
more communication with SGA officers

through newsletters, said elections coor-

dintor Mindy Ordway. Personal attacks on
senate members were also submitted, she

said.

A third referendum, proposing a change
in the school mascot, was defeated by an
almost three to one margin. Proponents of
the change from the Minuteman emblem
said the mascot was sexist and militaristic.

UMass sports teams became the

Minuteman in the 1970s, when the name
was changed from the Fledmen following

American Indian protests in New York

State. An SGA poll with three options —
the Minutemen, Statesmen or Artichokes

— selected the new mascot, with the Ar-

tichokes finishing second.

Elections fill UM committees
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Former contender Tim Rudolf may have
lost his bid for the Student Government
Association (SGA) co-presidency, but did

not come away from the recent election

jobless.

Rudolf captured the Central Residential

Area seat on the Residential Committee
with sue write-in votes. He is among the
more than 20 other newly elected officers

on that committee and the Campus Center
Board of Governors.

About 17 percent, or 3,542. students

turned out for the March 13 elections. New
SGA CO- Presidents Jim Keller and Rick

Patrick won 58 percent of the student vote

and the team of Rudolf and Donna Dooley

came in second with 29 percent. Voters

were also asked to respond to three

referenda (see related story).

Topping the list of BOG victors were Heidi

Parks, with 781 votes, Frank McGovern,

with 773 votes, and Eric Ericson with 751

votes. Also elected were Laura Koumjian,

Dawn Butler, Sid Flynn, Kathy McWilliams

and Jane M. Donohue, followed by Jeffrey

Allyn Gray and Mary Anne Been.

Southwest Residential Area represen

tatives to the Board are H.E. Kelly and

David Agranat, with 232 and 238 votes

each. James Kendall and Howie Breslau,

with 239 and 246 votes, were elected that

area's representatives to the residential

committee.

Lynda Harbold took the Orchard Hill area

residential committee nomination and

David Zeller is the Northeast represen

tative. David Southwiok won the Central

area BOG seat, and Chris Wlash, a Pi

Kappa Alpha fraternity member, won the

Greek area seat as a write-in.

Other victors names were not available at

press time.

Workers claim exposure;

will sue the University
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

Unions at the University of
Massachusetts will go ahead with their

class action grievance against the Universi-

ty administration today, due to a collapse

in negotiations l^etween the two.

The grievance alleges that union
employees were exposed U) dangerous

levels of asbestos during the ('ampus
Center removal project over intersession.

"The grievance was put in al)eyance

(unofficially withdrawn) so that the unions

could negotiate with the administration

first," said Alan Compagnon, shop steward

for the American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME) local 1776.

"Since these meetings have collapsed,

the grievance is going back in effect," said

Compagnon, who filed one of two claims.

The other claim was filed by the Institu

tional Protection Management (IPM)
Union.

While the plaintiffs claim the university

was negligent in complying with contract

specifications that required evacuation

once the asbestos level was higher than .01

fil)ers per cubic centimeter, university

representatives maintain that they cannot

be held liable.

Independent air samples taken outside

the removal area indicate that the levels of

asbestos were higher than agreed upon and
plaintiffs complain that areas that should

have been evacuated were not.

Robert (}artska, director of the Human
Resources department of the university

personnel office said "we have been engag-

ed in meetings for some time, with the

unions and any interested employees.

We've done as much as we can in terms of

addressing employee concerns, and 1 think

we've done that."

"What has come out of the meetings is

that lK)th sides have the same concerns —
we're trying to make this as safe an en-

vironment as we can," Gartska said.

(lartska could not be reached for com-

ment on whether the University accepted

any liability in the incident. Administration

officials agreed to consider grievances

discussed at an employee/labor relations

meeting last Wednesday, and to respond

by F'riday . By the end of the weekend there

was no resjK»nse.

"After meeting with management, we've

reached an impasse over the liability ques-

tion." said Phil Matthews, an AFSC:ME
representative. "Their stance is that no

one was expose<l to anything dangerous,

and that they are not liable for any

damages incurred."

Sam Brown, another union represen-

tative said that, "The unions who filed the

grievance are l(H)king for them (the univer-

sity administration) to admit their

negligence, and take responsibility for it.

We don't think that is too much to ask, but

it looks like it's going to be a tooth and nail

battle."

Gay awareness week seeks

to educate public on issues
By JENNIFER SKOGLUND
Collegian Correspondent

Gay issues are not for gay f)e<)ple only is

the general attitude organizers say is

behind the first Lesbian and Gay
Awareness Week beginning Uxlay at the

University of Massachu.setts.

A workshop featuring issues in the

workplace will signal the start of the event

this jifternoon.

According to Felice Yeskel. lesbian/gay

awareness trainer for residential education

east, a main goal of gay awareness week is

to support, nurture and celebrate the lives

of gays on campus.
"Most of the time, lesbian and gay issues

are not attended to and are invisible on

campus," Yeskel said. "We hope to draw a
large crowd of heterosexuals and make it

safe and comfortable for the diverse

groups on campus."
Various workshops designed to highlight

topics such as parents and friends of gays,

bi-sexuality, and coming out will be

featured.

Barbara Gittings, a 25-year member of

the lesbian/gay liberation movement will

speak on "What Every Heterosexxial

Needs to Know", at 8 p.m. Wednesday in

174 Campus Center.

Also planned are documentary films in

the Cape Cod lounge and Campus Center

along with the movies Lianna and Making

Love.

Saturday's schedule has a variety of

workshops, films and speakers from 9:30

a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Aids and concerns facing lesbians and gays
of color are two of the topics to be covered.

Also in connection with the week's

events is a one-credit colloquium entitled

"Exploring Diversity: A I^ook at lics-

bian/Gay Culture," offered by Yeskel.

Those interested should attend a meeting

at 6 p.m. Wednesday in the Dwight House
lounge.

Paul Throne, treasurer of People's Gay
Alliance (PGA) said people are nervous and
unclear about gay issues, but this is the

first opportunity for people to experience

these issues in a safe atmosphere open to

the University.

"I would consider the week a success if

the same percentage of gays and
heterosexuals, as true to life, turned out at

the events during the week," says Throne.

Keny Poey, a staff psychologist from the

Mental Health Center, believes Gay
Awareness Week will be a chance to "start

dialogue" about feelings that heterosex-

uals have for gays that are normally avoid-

ed or expressed in a hostile manner.

"It's finally time for it to begin," said

Poey in reference to gay issues that are still

undiscussed and dealt with irrationally.

For more information about the week's

events call 545-0422, 5-0154, 5-2645.

Inside:

students can participate in Amherst Town Meeting p. 3

Josh Meyer sings those "Senior Blues" p. 7

Cage renovations could move hoop team to Springfield Civic Center . . p. 12

"rd rather be a beggar and spend my money like a king than

be a king and spend my money like a beggar.
"

— Robert C. Ingersoll
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EXAMINING THE BALLOT BOX — Col. Domingo Monterrosa, left,

watches aa U.S. election observers Rep. Jim Wright, D-Tex., U.S. Am-
bassador Thomas Pickering and White House representative Dennis
Thomas inspect a ballot box in San Miguel, El Salvador yesterdaj'.

Salvadoran voters harassed

while at Presidential elections

Press may scare rape victims
BOSTON (AP) — A defense lawyer in the

New Bedford barroom rape trials said

yesterday she doubts whether other rape

trials will get as much publicity.

"I would say that it would be highly

unusual for another rape trial to receive the

attention that this one did." Judith Lindahl,

the attorney for defendant Victor Raposo,

said.

"This one received the attention it did

because of the horrifying nature of the

initial report." she said.

Raposo, 23. was one of four New Bedford

men convicted of aggravated rape in

connection with the gang rape of a woman
in Big Dan's tavern in New Bedford on

March 8. 1983.

Sentencing for all four was scheduled

today in Bristol Superior Court in Fall

River, where Judge William Young divided

the case into two trials. Raposo and John
Cordeiro, 24. were convicted Thursday.

Daniel Silva. 27. and Joseph Vieira, 28,

were convicted March 17.

Virgilio Medeiros, 24 and Jose Medeiros,

23, who are not related, were acquitted

Thursday.
The trial received wide attention, in-

cluding televised coverage by the Cable

News Network. And prosecutor Robert

Kane said he wondered if future rape

victims might be reluctant to come forward

after watching how the background of the

victim in this case was ^rutinized.

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) -
Salvadorans voted yesterday in a

presidential election hampered by
bureaucratic flaws that kept thousands
waiting for hours in tropical heat, and
punctuated by gunfire of the civU war it is

intended to help end.
Leftist rebels, who call the election a farce
and refused to take part, blacked out the
capital and eight provinces by dynamiting
power plants. But guerrilla activity ap
peared light and scattered, aimed more at

harassment than preventing the vote.

There was a shortage or absence of ballots

and ballot boxes in dozens of polling places

around the country, including some
precincts in the capital.

Ballot boxes were hours late in arriving at

Sayapongo. where more than 15.000 people
gathered. Some women fainted from the
heat and the press of crowded lines.

35Hodial 411?
BOSTON - (AP) - If New England

Telephone gets its way, dialing 411 to get a
telephone number could cost callers up to

35 cents.

The company is barred by a 1979 state

law from even proposing to charge for calls

to directory assistance. NET has asked the

state Legislature to repeal that law so the

company can seek Department of Public

Utilities approval of a plan to charge for

411 calls.

"The plan has not been finalized yet,"

NET spokesman Chuck Reardon said, but
chances are the company would propose
the first three to five calls be free of

charge, and subsequent calls cost 20 to 35
cents.

As the vote was cast and slowly tabulated,

the issue of who would win this Central
American nation's first presidential election

since 1977 was overshadowed by the bigger

question of whether any candidate could

bring an end to the 4 'A years of war that

has cost more than 50.000 lives.

Eight men were in the contest, but by the
time voting began at 7 a.m. it appeared to

be a race between two leading candidates
— Roberto d'Aubuisson, 40. an ultra-

rightist who vows to crush the leftist

guerrillas militarily, and Christian
Democrat Jose Napoleon Duarte. 57, who
favors negotiations. If no one wins a
majority, there will be a runoff in a month
between the top two finishers.

Results probably will not be clear until at

least Monday because of a cumbersome
reporting system designed, among other
things to prevent fraid.
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Spring Break is

not over yet!

JUSTIN

Night - "BEST TAN CONTEST"

a
Male

Best Tan''

$100.00

a
Female
Best Tan*'

$100.00

Come down & show off

your tan at Justin Ryan's!

Wear your Spring Break
T-Shirts, Hats, etc. . .
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Students encouraged to vote

in upcoming town elections

Colleiriaii photo by Drew Ofier

BARE TREES — These Amherst trees appear unaware that spring

officially began last week, but they should be budding soon with

temperatures expected to remain above freezing this week.

By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts presidential primary

is over, but students who are registered to

vote in Amherst still have the opportunity

to voice their opinions at the ballot box in

the town elections next month.
Students among the 15,976 registered

voters in Amherst "are not really cognizant

of local elections," Town Clerk Estelle

Matusko said recently. Many students who
registered only did so to vote in the

primary, she said.

The only contest in the Amherst April 10

election is for two seats on the Board of

Selectmen. Three candidates, incumbent
Richard Minear, Joan Gk)lowich and Charles

Ferguson are running for those two seats.

There are nine uncontested Town
Meeting member seats. Five of those seats

in Precinct 3, which encompasses Sylvan,

Northeast, Orchard Hill and Central

Residential Areas, are for three-year

terms.

Matusko said the number of uncontested

seats in Precinct 3 is not unusual and has

been a persistent pattern since 1971.

Although the filing deadline for

nomination papers for Town Meeting

members has passed, Matusko said

students may still run for Town Meeting

seats by conducting a write-in campaign for

any opening seat in their precinct.

Matusko said Town Meeting members

usually work 12 to 15 nights a year,

depending on the issues and the number ot

warrant articles that are to be discussed in

a town meeting. Amherst has an annual

spring and fall Town Meeting. The Board of

Selectmen can also call a special Town
Meeting, Matusko said.

Joel Weissman. director of the Student

Center for Educational Advocacy and

Research (SCERA). said he has been

working on ways to reverse the pattern of
vemperHiurcB cApr^^cu .w '^""""— " -"

|
^^.^^^^ on ways to reverse the pattern of consider their

Senators say United Areas Council abuses system

uncontested seats in Precinct 3. He said be

IS considermg conducting workshops to

teach students about the town government,

how to get involved and how some town

issues affect students.

"Students are going to move off campus

sooner or later and are going to confront

high rents, low vacancies and other types of

things," Weissman said. StudenU shoukl

also be concerned with chUd care,

recreation facihties, bus services and water

quality in the town, he said.

Joanne Levenson, director <rf the Off-

campus Housing Office, said many students

do not run for town meeting and do not vote

in the town electwn because "students

identify with the University of

Massachusetts and not the town."

"It's not that students are apathetic, it's

just that people, in general, don't concern

themselves with local government. There is

a big schism between local and national

elections." she said. "They (studento)

should exercise some opinions on what they

would like the town to be like."

Kurt Norwood, a Commuter Area

Government member and a candidate for

Town Meeting, said issues like rent control,

town development and water quality in

Amherst are student issues as well as town

issues.

"Students themselves may come and go

but the issues remain the same. It is im-

portant that these issues be heard and have

the support behind them. " Norwood said.

Although some students say they are not

aware of local issues "in the same

paragraph they will tell you about those

issues that will piss them off," Norwood

said. "They say they don't know about

Amherst but they do."

Norwood said many students are

reluctant to run for town meeting or to vote

in the town election because they don't

consider themselves residents of the town.

By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Correspondent

The United Areas Council, formed last year to unify the

political power of the residential area governments in the

Student Government Association, was atUcked by SGA

leaders for intefering with the affairs of the

Undergraduate Student Senate and defended by its own

members in recent inteviews.

While all senators asked said they feel UAC helps com

munication between area governments, some off-campus

senators say the council has been used by its chairman,

Tim Rudolf, to increase his personal political power.

SGA Treasurer Eric NiUsche said "the theory behind the

UAC is a very good one " but he added "the United Areas

Council has been used by (SWAG co-president) Dave

McCarthy and Tim Rudolf to gain power for themselves,

and to make it a second senate through the area govern-

ments."

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan said that despite the

positive work done to unite the areas, the UAC has been

used so that "people who lose a vote in the senate will go to

another organized body with less knowledge of the issues,

and push their bill through."

Rudolf, who is also Central area co-president and ran

unsuccessfuly for the SGA presidency, rejected allegations

of "personal power trips."

The SGA "should realize that area governments have a

place in the government" Rudolph said. He believes area

governments "are now a powerful force to contend with."

Now 1 and a half years old. the United Areas Council

consists of the five area government presidents

representatives from each area.

Rudolf, wrote the UAC constitution, said the UAC was

formed as a result of the inactivity of the SGA President's

Council, the now defunct official liason between the area

governments and the SGA.

New SGA CO presidents Jim Keller and Rick Patrick have

promised to re establish the President's CouncU, but

Rudolf said the UAC wUl continue because it specificaUy

addresses residential issues, and the President's Council is

McCarthy, former vice chair of the UAC. said "student

empowerment can come from other places than the fourth

floor of the Student Union."

He predicted 'a residential (area) revolution bringing to

light problems of the students."

"If Eric Nitzshe is worried that the UAC is eroding the

SGA's power, perhaps it's an admission of a neglect of

responsibility on the part of the senate to address the

needs of the areas," McCarthy said.

Rudolf .said the UAC was a member of the Natwnal

College and University Residential A.ssociation. He said a

bill passed in the UAC asks the area governments to halt

passage of the SGA constitution until a residential

representative was appointed to the committee to discuss

administrative changes in the constitution before the

Board of Trustees approves it. The UAC also helped

coordinate area government help to students united to

fight fires during the Crampton fire crisis, and worked on

spring concerts and the Residential Judicial policy, Rudolf

said.

Five-colleges offer classes
By BRENT SHORT
Collegian Correspondent

Many students are unaware that being

enrolled at the University of Massachusetts

makes them eligible to participate in what

one student termed "an unbelievable op-

portunity to expand your horizons."

The Five College Student interchange

allows students to take courses at any of

the five area colleges - Mount Holyoke,

Smith, Amherst, Hampshire, and UMass -

without paying any additional tuition.

But although UMass is the only school

with a Five College Advising Center.

UMass also has the lowest percentage of its

student body participating in the program,

according to Carol Argus, assistant coor-

dinator for information and publication at

the advising center.

Hampshire College has the largest

number of students participating in the in-

terchange, Argus said. More than half of

Hampshire College students took courses

at another college last fall, she said.

In the same semester, 465 UMass

students participated, but the large UMass

student population makes that the smallest

percentage of students involved of all the

schools, Argus said.

Daphne Reed, the Five College Advisor

at UMass, said registration "is extremely

easy. The student comes in, selects a

course from the listings we have, fills out

the form, and with a few exceptions, never

once has to step foot off campus."

Interchange is made easier by a meal ex-

change program, as well as shared library

facilities. Reed said. Free transportation

between the colleges seven days a week on

busses and vans is supported in part by the

Student Coordinating Board, an organiza-

tion run entirely by students to encourage

student interaction among the five col-

leges.

Students who have participated in the

program are enthusiastic.

"Taking courses off campus is a great

way to meet people you never would other-

wise," said Tim Cenway, a psychology ma-

jor.

Lisa Bartlett, who is applying to the

School of Business Administration, said

"This is my first time taking a class off

campus (at Amherst), but already I know I

want to do it again. It's great!"

The program is open to everyone except

first-semester freshmen. There is no limit

to the number of courses that can be taken

at one of the other schools, as long as the

student takes at least one three-credit

course on the home campus, and the total

number of credits does not exceed the stan-

dard maximum of seventeen credits.

Grades and credits from courses are

counted just as if the course were taken at

the home school.

D.C. trip crucial

SAFA lob
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Most students at the University of

Massachusetts need some form of financial

help from their government to attend col-

lege, but few spend much time, other than

when filling out their application forms, in

working to ensure its availability.

However those who belong to at least one

group on campus have for the past four

years spent long hours working toward ex-

actly that goal — and have met with con-

siderable success.

Despite those successes. Students Ad-

vocating Financial Aid (SAFA) say next

week's planned trip to Washington, D.C. to

ask lawmakers to continue providing that

money will be their most crucial yet.

"This is the most important trip," pro-

mised SAFA member James Shaw, former

president of the group which in four years

has made itself a national reputation for its

unique straight-to-the-source lobbying ef-

forts. "Whatever impact we can make on

legislation is vital now."

The reason, he said, is termed

"reauthorization." It is the once-every-

four-years setting of funding policy, rather

than simply the annual fight for dollar

levels of the grant and loan programs. And

with a president working to eliminate pro-

grams such as the National Direct Student

Loan and Supplemental Educational Op-

portunity Grant, ^haw sees this period of

re-evaluation as one of obvious urgency.

The Reagan administration's philosophy

of "self help." Shaw said, would eliminate

the grants in favor of a lower-funded grant

program with less emphasis on the higher-

needs student. And new emphasis on work-

study aid would put more burden on

students and their employers, who must

provide 30 percent of their wages.

To make the trip to Washington, SAFA
must go this week to the student senate,

area governments, and the University ad-

ministration to ask for funding. SAFA has

already received $4,194 for 47 students to

travel to and spend three days in the

capital earlier this year.

Besides the need to provide a student

voice in Washington during reauthoriza-

tion hearings, current SAFA president

Cindy Howland said she will also stress the

practical experience students have gained

from hands-on work on Capitol Hill.

"If we're going to stay in school," said

SAFA supporter Chris Sullivan, speaker of

the undergraduate Student Senate, "we're

going to have to do something. Nobody is

going to do it for us."
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^INTERNATIONAL PAGEANT ^

Sportswear and Bathing Suit Competition

CONTEST HELD AT

256-1059

Wednesday IVIarch 28, 1984 8:00 PIVI

Contestants have until 5 PM March 28 to register

MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
will receive in addition to other prizes an all expense paid trip to

the beautiful PLAZA HOTEL IN DAYTONA BEACH to compete in

the MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC USA competition August 13-18,

1964. Miss Hawaiian Tropic International will receive: A NEW
PORSCHE 944 SPORTS CAR. A DREAM VACATION FOR TWO
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, AND AN INTERNATIONAL
MODELING ASSIGNMENT WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC. Finalists

receive: A LUXURIOUS FUR COAT, A DIAMOND PENDANT,
and an all expense paid trip to HAWAII. For further information

contact: Craig B. Keenan, Young Adult/Promotions Manager,
Commerical Distributors 549-4066, Gregg Andolian BKO 253-9071,

Bob or Doug at Justin Ryan 256-1069

Welcome to IVIiller Time

A MONARK SKI BOAT
»ror1bo*l » I Mrrn Orl»» (omplrlr »llh Iralirt

In Auguat IN*. 100 lovaty young ladlM
w<ri gather at th« bMutHul Pteta Hotal
In Daytona Baach for a waak of fun.

antartalnmant. and tha aHcltamant of
compating In tha tacond Mlaa
Hawaiian Tropic tntarnatlonal USA
Hrtala

as seen

Hawaiian Tropic Invttaa you to antar

tha aacond annual Miaa Hawaiian
Tropic USA Rnaia to ba haid In Daytona
Baach. Rorida. Auguat 13-18. 19B4

Hawaiian Tropic, tha tl aalllng tuntan
coamatic in tha world, la tponaoring
thia global aaarch for tha baaytiful

young lady who will rapraaant
Hawaiian Tropic with har haalth and
baauty.

A DREAM VACATION
FOR TWO APfYWHERE

in THE WORLD

TrMk'«(ar»*j(l )•< •otlaa •••««< airal
*»r Nasallaa Tiaylc am* or •vTavrai la lk><•?• aiM Vlrf4a lalaa**.

Miss Hawaiian Tropic

University of Massachusetts
runner up prizes

provided by

and Hawaiian Tropic
Tanning Research Labs

BEAUTIFUL TANS BEGIN WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC. . .

To anhanca thair tan* aach contaatant will racalva a garnaroua supply of

Hawaiian Tropic tanning producta

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, sophomores and Stoclcbridge students who wish to live

off-campus for the Fall Semester 1984 should apply for an ex-

emption from the on-campus housing regulation. Housing Ex-

emption Applications are now available in the Housing Assign-
ment Office, Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no
later than Friday, March 30, 1984. Applications will not be ac-

cepted after this date. Please submit all applications to the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore.

Important Notes:

Please Read Carefully

••Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an exemp-

tion from the on-campus housing requirement. DO NOT SIGN

A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION.

Any student who signs a lease without prior approval from the

Housing Assignment Office Is responsible for all on-campus

fees and will be required to reside on-campus.

••Students who are granted an exemption from the on-

campus housing regulation will lose their housing assignment

for the Fall 1984 Semester on the last day of this semester,

unless prior arrangements are made with the Housing Assign-

ment Office. Thanic you.

UNION VIDEO CENTER presents

5th ANNUAL
VIDEO ART FESTIVAL

featuring -

NAM JUNE PAIK

EXHIBITIONS:
Two evenings of works by

Nam June Pailc

Monday, March 26 - 7:30 pm
&

Tuesday, March 27-7:30 pm

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
'Suite 212' 'Lal(e Placid 1980'

'Media Shuttle' "Edited for

Television". . . .and others

RESIDENCY:
in person

NAM JUNE PAIK
Wednesday, March 28 - 7:00 pm
Hampden Theatre - Southwest

- an evening with the video

art master: viewing 8- discussion

COMPETITION:
Open competition for student

and independent producers,

- Juried. Cash Prizes. -

Documentary, narrative and
avante garde categories.

Submit entires on 81, VHS, or %"
to Union Video, 216 SUB, UMass

by April 13 - call 545-1336

for more information

sponsored by UMass Arts Council

n
i
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Firefighters will recruit volunteers
The Amherst Fire Department has an-

nounced that several vacancies in its citizen

firefighting force will be filled in the next

several weeks and interested town

residents can apply.

The Call Firefighting Force, which

comprises one third of the Department's

staff, assists the full time force on structure

and brush fire calls and other emergencies.

Members are "on call" and are paid $6 an

hour for training and alarm coverage.

Call force members operate a pumper and

squad vehicle and attend mandatory three

hour training sessions each Tuesday

evening. Applications are available at the

Dispatch Center, Fire Department
Headquarters at 68 North Pleasant Street

in Amherst.

- ANNE McCRORY

Tree researchers may receive grants
Trustees of the Memorial Research Trust

Fund of the International Society of

Arboriculture recently awarded fifteen of

their annual $1000 grants for research

related to the care of shade trees.

Dr. Francis Holmes, Director of the

Shade Tree Laboratories at the University

of Massachusetts and Chairman of the ISA

Research Committee, said recipients will be

notified this month.

The society spreads information on the

preservation of shade and ornamental

trees: trees along city streets, on

residential property, in parks and other

public places. Holmes said.

Since 1975 three UMass scientists have

received awards from the Memorial

Research Trust Fund.

The Shade Tree Laboratories at the

University of Massachusetts are part of the

Cooperative Extension Service of the

College of Food and Natural Resources.

Research is conducted in Amherst and in

Waltham and the laboratories aid the shade

tree industries by providing information on

such problems as Dutch Elm disease and

advice on the use of pesticides.

Dr. Holmes explained the concern for

shade trees when he said, "the value of

shade trees is in the emotions they evoke."

Remembering the role of the tree in poetry

and American tradition he added, "a tree is

worth as much as a person thinks it's

worth."

- TERESA QUIRION
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HELP WANTED
The Office of the Student Government

Association Attorney General has 2 posi-

tions open for assistants. Individuals

should have experience in the University

Judicial system (i.e., defense advocacy),

research and writing skills, and should be

able to work without supervision. These

positions are 10 hours a week. Applicants

must be UMass undergraduates and may

apply at 434 Student Union Building.

Deadline is March 28th, 1984. Women and

minorities are encouraged to apply. The

Student Attorney General is an AA/EEO
employer.
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^CHEERING
TRYOUTS

YOU'LL U HOOtcft).

3/26 - 3/30

\ Boyden Main Gym ^^

8 P.M.

••««•«»«•««««•*

IN 181 DAYSYOU
COULD BEMANAGING
ONEOFOUR CLUBS.
The Army offers an outstanding opportunity to recent p-aduate

or seniors aUuit to ^Taduate with a baccalaureate de^ec in Hotel and

Restaurant Management
After you complete training successfully, you will be in charge of

funds, personnel and propert>'. You will be responsible for contracts with

commercial suppliers, supervising planning, purchase, storage, receipt

and use of fcxxi, beverages and other supplies. In other words, in 181 days,

you re Management.

The requirements are a 4-year enlistment in the Army. You enter

active duty at a base pay of over $668.00 per month, receive a small raise

on completion oi basic training. You then spend four weeks at Club

Management Schcxil plus eight weeks (^f on-the-job experience At the

end of this training, you become a non-cc^mmissioned officer, earning

approximately $16.ia^ pc-r year including monetary allowances for fiKxi.

cknhing and housing plus medical and dental benefits

College seniors can go on active duty after graduation. using

the Army's Delayed Entry Pn^gram to assure a place in Club Manage-

ment training. . ^ ,,

Find out more about this management opportunit>'. e.all your

local Army Recruiter.

Call SSG Gryp at 584-2157

US Army Northampton Office

242 King Street

99* PITCHERS
with the purchase of a Large Pizza

Be sure to check our
* Dinner Specials

55 University Dr. Amherst

549-5713

ARMY. BEALLYOU CAN BE.

estaurant

I >
, , , , , J. I

.
I
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.
!.^ !

.
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PioneerMleij Ik fiEmpisenf

USED TERMINAL SALE
LA-36 -^ 300 Baud $250.00

Bantam + 300 Baud $250.00

Adds 520 -I- 300 Baud $195.00

30 Day Warranty

Quantities Limited

549-1017
...-4 ^..-^-^ iJjjjjJUhhfcMJJ*"' 1 1 1 r - 'AJ.
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Courting the Supreme Question
Wf are slowly sinking in an election year

sea of diatribe, false promises, and Utopian

budget proposals. Not one of the major part-time

or would-be presidents has addressed the question of

Supreme Court appointments. This is the most impor-

tant question of the 1984 elections. The next occupant of

the wing chair on Pennsylvania Avenue will be with us

for four (or at most eight) years, and yet, the legacy of

the next administration could well last into the next cen-

tury. The silence that is enveloping this issue is truly

ominous.

John Gilman
The composition of the Supreme Court in the coming

years will shape the course of American democracy for

the rest of our lifetimes. We should think very seriously

about what the election of each candidate would do to the

direction of law, and cast our votes very carefully. A
conservative Supreme Court lead us to a pro big

business, law and order future that would be very

restrictive of personal freedoms. The "golden age" of

civil liberties is ab-eady 15 years removed, it is con-

ceivable that the values of that time will not be upheld by

a new group of justices. Given the political attitudes

prevelant at this time, civil rights, female equality, rights

of the accused, and rights of the poor- and other such

values may end up very low on the list of priorities of a

new Supreme Court. Strike these values from the scrolls

of American democracy, and the pkrture is not very

pretty.

The Reagan record on these issues is less than im

pressive. His gutting of the Civil Rights Commission, his

disdain for women's issues, and his now infamous con-

tempt for the poor in this country hardly leave the im-

pression of an American humanist ready to champion the

cause of civil liberties. Couple this with the cold war
myopia that pervades decision making in the present

administration, and we have the recipe for the demise of

individual rights. National security has been used un-

ceasingly in the modern world as a legitimate reason for

abrogating personal freedoms, and this country is no

exception. The McCarthy era is a good example of how
fragile the balance is between the two.

In our system of government the Supreme Court

represents the last line of defense for civil liberties. A
Supreme Court disinterested or outrightly hostile to

these values could prove fatal to democracy in America.

Even the most vocal opponent of the communist threat

would not be easily reconciled to living in a society

gagged and bound by an oppressive code of law. But this

possibility is a very real threat if Americans remain
indifferent. The Supreme Court's cape floats on the same
political breeze as the rest of the country's. If the present
crisis atmosphere continues to promulgate itself on the

American horizon, we may very well see the perceived

challenges of totalitarian states met on the home front

with a judicial straitjacket. I, myself, am not willing to

distinguish between the possibility of "the mild op
pression" of an American authoritarian state and a

totalitarian state, especially if my freedoms at home are

crucified in the name of halting the march of repression.

After all, what we are supposed to be defending is

democracy.
John Gilman ia a Collegian columnist.

Peace and rights are indivisible

The superpowers rush headlong towards

thermonuclear annihilation in spite of the

fact that nobody wants war. The arms race from

its very beginning has been accompanied by the sweet

sounds of disarmament negotiations. Yet there has not

been a single act of real disarmament so far in either the

East or the West, and the stockpiles of nuclear weapons

are enough to destroy humanity a thousand times over.

Gabe Gabrielsky
Some liberal Democratic Party politicians would like us to

believe that the USSR is neither as heavily armed nor as

warlike as well, as it actually is! These liberal peace

politicians fear that any destabilization of the bloc system

raises the danger of war, internationally, and that any

criticism of the Eastern bloc will divide the peace

movement domestically.

It is time that we joined with our opposite numbers, the

students and working people of both Eastern and Western

Europe, to demand collectively of our respective gover

nments that they disarm and dismantle the bloc system.

And since I am an American, 1 say: Out of NATO! To wait

until the blockheads who are running the world negotiate

some "mutually verifiable " disarmament treaty is very

likely to wait until the Earth is a nuclear cinder.

It is time for the peoples of the world to go over the heads

of their governments and declare a separate peace with

each other. But disarmament must not just mean nuclear

disarmament, for right wing dictators form Pinochet to

Marcos rely on "conventional" U.S. arms to hold their

regimes in place, just as the bureaucratic regimes of

eastern Europe rely on "conventional" Soviet arms and

patronage to prop up their own rule.

Virtually since their origin at the end of World War II. the

bureaucratic Communist regimes of Eastern Europe have

been regularly challenged by democratic movements from

below, movements that the U.S. has been either powerless

or unwilling to support: powerless because military

support might well have meant the beginning of World
War III, unwiUing because any support, military or

political, would have meant an abrogation of the deals

made at Yalta, deals made over the heads and behind the

backs of the people affected. Most recently, reports from

the independent peace movement in eastern Europe in-

dicate that repression of dissidents there has actually

increased since the deployment of cruise missiles in

western Europe. The vast military might of the U.S.

stands helpless before the pjeoples of the world yearning

for a better life.

Remove the threat of NATO and the final prop to the

bureaucratic regimes of eastern Europe will be withdrawn,

and disarmament in the West would release such enormous
material and moral forces here as to encourage our op-

posite numbers in the East to rise up against their own
worst enemy, the one in their own country.

The cause of peace and the cause of human freedom are

indivisible. The suppression of Solidarity was not only a

human rights violation, it was a great blow to the cause of

peace: just as Solidarity's very existence was not only an
extension of Polish workers' rights, but, because it gave us

a new model of how to organize society democratically

from below, was also a part of the popular struggle for

world peace. The deployment of missiles. East or West, is

not only a threat to world peace, but because the rise of

militarism is always and everywhere accompanied by the

attenuation of democracy and human rights, it has also

undermined democracy.
How can we break this Gordian knot'.' I see only one way:

the disobedience of the soldier against his own officers and
the maximum mistrust of everyone towards these
governments —East and West — that are apparently quite

unable to extricate themselves from the mad rush towards
disaster.

Gnhf Gabrielsky t,s a UMass student.
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Serious problems in the D.C.
To the Editor,

We are writing to you for an explanation — an explana-

tion we cannot seem to get from the Dining Common
Staff.

At a recent dinner where corned beef and cabbage was

served, one could not get cabbage with the chicken and

could not ipet seconds on cabbage alone. If one wanted

seconds on cabbage you had to get corned beef as well —
whether or not you were going to eat it.

This is not the first time this has happened. Since we pay

for our food, why aren't we allowed to get the kind of food

we want? Not only is this aggrevating but also a waste of

food by many we're siu-e.

If there is a reasonable explanation please let us know.

Thank-you.
Theresa Guella

Priscilla White
Annie Graham
Valerie Kidd
Bailey Hare

Will ''spineless guppies'' do?

To the Editor.

The Minuteman has been the University of

Massachusetts mascot for more than a decade, and so it

should remain, even though the UMass Peacemakers have

"determined" to the contrary. The Minuteman is an ap-

propriate and honorable symbol to represent the Universi-

ty-

1. The Minuteman symbolizes the birth of our nation,

struggle against oppression, and the preservation of

human rights. Resisting oppression is a timeless virtue.

2. The Minuteman represents preparedness and deter-

rence.

3. The term Minuteman is only as sexist as the terms

"freshTnan", "woman", "human", etc. The Minuteman
itself is only as sexist as the Statue of Liberty, Columbia,

France's Marianne, England's Britannia, etc. If women
can represent entire nations, at least allow an anonymous
man to represent a Division II football team. Thank
goodness we are not a sexless society as the Peacemakers

would have us.

4. The Minuteman represents the struggle for freedom

of all persecuted peoples, regardless of skin color.

5. The Peacemakers compare the Minuteman to a

"sweaty, charging brute, with blmxi in his eyes", but what
should our football players be depicted as? Spineless gup-

pies?

Since the University Peacemakers have not proposed

any alternatives, here are a few they might be willing to

consider: The UMass Jellyfish, Earthworms, Vegetarians,

Pansies, Daisies, Alfalfa Sprouts, Frisbees, etc. And if we
want to follow their guidelines precisely, our mascot
should be a neutral colored, preferably handicapped her-

maphrodite, holding an olive branch in one hand and a bur-

ning bra in the other.

Fortunately the UMass Peacemakers represent a very

silly minority, l^t's keep it that way.
Ben Brogan

Stephen Erickaon
Central

Minuteman symbol violent

To the Editor,

I am writing in response to March 15 letter entitled

"Mascot 'unintentionally' sexist."

William I). Richards, Tristan P. Knapp, and David
Pickering stated "the Minuteman does not symbolize war,

but our willingness to fight for our rights as individuals,

such as the Civil Rights leaders of today."

There is a basic difference in revolutionary strategy dur-

ing the American Revolution and the civil rights leaders of

today — that of non-violence. Today civil rights activists

cannot cure the problems of the world with violence,

because the lust for violent force is what is killing the

world. To save the world from nuclear Armageddon we
cannot use force. We must use love.

Besides the ethical and strategic problems of using
violence to obtain liberty, is the reality that violence

against the United States Government is now illegal. With
the weapons ftie U.S. Government now holds, how can a
revolutionary movement possibly equal the government's
firing power? Equal force would mean world destroyer vs.

world destroyer. Does this sound familiar?

We must hfive a spiritual revolution, a revolution

without guns and bombs, a revolutionary heart and mind.
By changing images such as the Minuteman mascot we
help create the revolution of peace.

Libby Hubbard
Amherst

IWe need columnists!
Dropbywitha pdeoe, CC 1 13Ij

'...MONETHlNfj ISGEKTAIN -TV IS INl^E PDtUNG VMil t) STAY! THIS K
L m NEm.V, NIT NUISANCE NEWS.

Commuters do need democracy
On February 15, a confused and misled

Undergraduate Student Senate made a tacit

declaration: commuters do not need democracy.

The Senate endorsed a "temporary" plan to set up a

governing board in the absence of a representative

assembly for the Commuter Area (Government. It seems

that the Commuter Government, with a budget of $55,000

and one "professional," cares as little for democracy as it

does for its constituents. This is no reflection on the rank

and file commuters save insofar as they allow themselves

to be misdirected by the SGA rads.

Daniel J. Hoiway
So how does a well-meaning and honorable Senate pass

a motion which is both inconsistent and patently in viola-

tion of the constitution of the Commuter Area Govern-

ment? In a phrase, Rad Leadership. Commuters deserved

duly elected representatives. What they got was an ap-

pointed and probably illegal "provisional government" (in

the grand tradition of South American dictatorships.) It

was rammed through leaving a few dissenting voices sear-

ching for words adequate to express their disgust.

r.

The provisional governing board itself is to have seven

members including two staff persons — a paid student

employee and a paid "professional." (Incidently, no other

area government has ever found the need to spend their

students' money on professional staff. They prefer to

spend it directly on programs and activities for their con-

stituents.) The board further consists of one appointment

from the women's caucus and another appointment from

the Third World Caucus. These people don't even have to

be commuters. In addition there are to be three other

Senate appointees.

The most glaring problem is that Senators were never

elected to serve on any body other than the Senate. They

have appointed themselves for this board.

When even a "provisional" Commuter Area Govern-

ment is formetl it should be by election among rank and

file commuters. Off-campus residents have been dealt a

grave injustice. An inherently undemocratic government

has been placed upon them and intends to use their money.

The worst part? It didn't have t« happen. The rad

establishment only gets iLs way when students don't stand

up for themselves. That, I think, will soon change.

Daniel J. Hnlway in a SGA senator.

The problem of passing hitchhikers

I
drove past another hitchhiker the other night.

It was a bitter cold night, with the kind

of temperatures and wind which support this

region's national reputation. The hitchhiker was bundled

into the obligatory winter uniform but I knew from ex-

perience the wind would be slicing through his layers with

ruthless efficiency.

1 hurried by in my heated car, averting my eyes from the

shivering figure, and tried to lead my mind to other

thoughts.

Having been raised in the Catholic tradition of confes-

sionals, I feel somehow that to tell this story and of my
subsequent guilt, will rid me of that guilt and serve as

penance (Our Father who art in Heaven, hulhwed be thy

name... thy vnll be done).

Diane Lane
I wonder if it is God's will that we should have become a

woHd of cynics trusting no one, and believing in the

simplicity of nothing. In the 10 seconds it took for me to

drive past that hitchhiker, a thousand thoughts raced

through my mind, and not the least of which was the no-

tion that though I did not wholly suspect the man of evil,

neither did I trust him, and that I was definitely unwiUmg

to risk my life or the future I strive for, to pick him up.

"The future I strive for." What a hypocritical statement

that seems to me now, though it was borne from my pen

only a moment ago. In earnest conversations that last into

the evenings late hours, my husband and I continually add

to the blueprint we have for our future. We are senous in

what we say; happiness, a life for our children, a tomorrow

devoid of man's inhumanity to man, a better worid.

And yet in trying to protect this intangible future I have

the vague sense I have forfeited it already, as we all have,

within the short instant it took for my modern day,

schizoid personality to place the frown of paranoia on my

features and leave that young man half frozen on the side

of the road. I have not yet figured out how to reconcile this

worid in which I live with that of my theoretical fantasies.

Justifications for my callous behavior rise defensively to

\the surface and are plentiful in number. There's my fnend

Steve who was driving to Montana in his first car, an old

Volvo, filled with all his worldly possessions and one of the

more optimistic attitudes on life I have ever known. Steve

spotted a hitohhiker and stopped, thankful for someone to

share the driving with. Unfortunately for my friend, he

made the mistake of falling asleep while the hitohhiker

drove, and found himself rudely awakened, on the side of

the road, watohing his car and optimism speed away

forever. A mile up the road he found the car crashed and

burned beyond repair.

Meticulous reports like these, from both friends and

newspapers, when combined with some of the more

gruesome warnings received in my formative years, have

added up to a socially acceptable, thoroughly modern and

completely alienated view of life. (And forgive us our

tresfpasses as we forgive those who treirpass against us).

To my credit, I must admit that occasionally, if I'm

reasonably assured that a malicious co-hort isn't hiding in

the bushes, I will stop for a woman hitohhiker; once having

been chastised by a bumper sticker which read, "Help

Stop Rape. Sisters Pick up Sisters." It sounded plausible

to me and though these infrequent journeys have always

been without incident, I am still somewhat surprised to

find myself whole at the end of the line. (And deliver us

from evil).

"Cultural paranoia," said a friend upon learning of my
predicament. Isolation. There are too many of us.

Everyone wants something. Don't talk to strangers, for

God's sake! Parental voices from my childhood float by

and much as I resent the ambiguity they instill in me, I am
thankful to be alive and relatively unharmed thus far in

my life.

And so ends my tale of guilt and confession. Having now

exposed the seamier side of me, I realize there is no where

to go with these thoughts. I know that for me, the guilt

cannot wear away the fear. If tonight, on the way home

from work, I see a hitohhiker, I know 1 will not stop. My

car is pretty crowded, what with all that hatred and suspi-

cion, and though it won't make you any warmer if you see

me go by, I promise you, you'll be on my mind.

Diane Lane is a Collegian staff member

Graduates:
your time is

running out
Lately I've been experiencing a weird

combination of tension, insecurity and mixed
feelings. You see, I'm about to graduate. And no

matter how many alumni friends of mine have explained

how confused, sad, happy and anxious they were all at

that same time in their lives, it never really hit home. Until

now.

Graduation. The word itself evokes so much; an intense

period of transition, where one leaves the comfortable

security of a neatly arranged and organized college ex-

istence and ventures forth out into "the real world." But

even more significant than figuring out what to do once

you graduate is determining how to spend the last month
or so before finally packing it in and leaving.

;:::::::v:;:;i;xv:;:;w:::::;>:;:::iw^^^^

"There are so many things I want to do

that one more time, and yet there's still so

mwch I haven't even done once yet.
"

>••••••<»»»i».">.<

It seems that everything I do these days is appreciated

even more because I knew that it might be the last time I

do it.

Doing things One More Time - a concept not unlike

deja-vu, yet it's happening in the present. There are so

many things I want to do that one more time, and yet

there's still so much I haven't done once yet.

Driving home for Spring Break I came u{x>n the harsh

realization that the next time I would be taking the same

trip, 1 wouldn't be coming back. Not as a student anyway.

But reminiscing should be done with a positive outlook,

for college may well be the best time of our lives. The at-

mosphere is charged and alive, and the opportunities are

limitless — educationally, culturally, socially, and every

Josh Meyer
other way. Twenty-five thousand people roughly the same
age, who don't have to worry about struggling through

the tedious ordeal of a nine-to-five weekly existence, who
don't have to limit their social lives to weekends, and who
can blow off things they'll never be able to blow off again.

Where else but UMass can you hear three different yet

dignified speakers on the same night? Where else but

UMass can you leave to go to a party at 2 a.m. on a Thurs-

day night? Where else can you wateh Batman at 7 a.m.

and then sleep until twelve? Where else can you see (and

even meet) a hundred or more people the same day that

you know you could fall madly in love with?

And so it goes. Here I write, on a sunny day, with all my
books in fn)nt of me, and my assignments piling up. Not to

mention all the unattained goals I've .set for myself, and all

the unwritten job applications I've put off. But do com-

pleted assignments really matU'r? Do gcKxl grades? Does

extracurricular experience count? Is "getting a good job

right away" important? And most importantly, will they

drastically change the course of our lives?

Academics are important. But so are all the other

aspects of a college career, and it is those extraneous little

things that seem to matter most now that I know I'm not

much longer of this place and time. The pile of books in

front of me just might remain shut for just a little while

longer.

I'd rather spend some time thinking - of what lies

ahead, and what lies behind. It seems that if I bury my
head in some textbook, the worid, and especially UMass,

will pass me by.

And so even though the books will have to be opened

soon, they'll stay shut a bit longer. A favorite song of mine

says that you've got to walk and don't look back. I want to

add that you've got to look around before you walk.

So, to all those from whom I have accepted respon-

sibilities (like my professors), please try to be understan-

ding of my negligence. I might sit in class and gaze vacant-

ly out the window. You all must know how it is, for you

were a senior once too. And to those of you who are my
friends, keep in mind that I'm a senior, and help give me
some more things to remember.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist for a little while

Umger.

Letters Policy

All letterB must be signed and include the
writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double spaced
at 67 characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity and
length.
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BAGEL DELI
Now Open in fvNGS

Fresh Bag«ls, Breads & Pastries

Soups, Salads & Sandwiches

SPECIALS
FREE coffee with purchase of bagel & crean)

cheese 8 am - 10 am
FREE 6 bagels with purchase of 6 bagels Sunday

Mon-Sat 8 am 6 pm Sun 8 am - 6 pm 253-9282

00 (^ (9 (£>0@ €>
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SUMMER JOB
Cap*, Cod. Martha's Vinayard, and

Nantuckat hava thouaanda of good
paying jofaa avatlabia to atudanta and

taachar* thia aummar.

A Oiractorv Hating ttiaaa ioba by

amployar alao haa hotjamg mfo and

job application forma.

For an inwnadiata copy of lf>a ISM
Diractory. aand 13.00 (indudaa 1*1

Claas Poataga artd handling) to

CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU
Bon 6M. Room 212

Bamatabia. MA 02630

WHAT'S YOUR TIME WORTH?!

NO MORE WAITING FOR TERMINALS

DO YOUR COMPUTER WORK AT:

Students with Problem
Drinking Parents

"The Summer We Moved to Elm Street"

|4e^_ Date: Tuesday, March@1984

O^^ Time
^ Place

7:00 pm-9:00 pm
Room 911, Campus Center

This seminar features a film by the same title. Discussion

will center on early childhood years and the impact of

alcoholism on the roles of children. Resources for help

locally and in hometown areas will be provided^^^^^y^

Register by calling 549-2671, exl. 181.
^

Reserve time for your convenience

Reasonable hourly rates

One of the finest on site computer facilities

i available to college students

• Access to UMass Cyber
• Access to Amherst VAX and VAS
• Instant printouts
• Complete word processing systems available

• Discount cards

CALL NOW 256-1213
79 South Pleasant Street

(in left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm Sun 10 am to 6 pm

SPRING CLOTHING
India Print T-Shirts

Blouses - Skirts - Shorts

Chinese Shoes

SHAWLS
SPECIAL

Cosmic Zoo T-Shirts - Now $8.00

Earrings, Ear Cuffs, Bead Necklaces

Posters - Cards - Gifts

Sunday 12 - 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 5:30 PM

MEI^CANTILE
Amherst Carriage Shops

JL Northampton: 18 Center Street

THINKING ABOUT
SUMMER...
COLLEGE?

THINK ABOUT L.LU.

L.I.U.-C.W. POST
L.I.U.-BRENTWOOD
L.I.U.-SOUTHAMPTON
More than 1200 undergraduate and graduate courses,

intensive institutes and workshops. Festival of the Arts,

(workshops, master classes,

performances).

s«»^»2S:5'«^.^A^-m
For a copy of the COMBINED BULLETIN

telephonelisting offerings at all 3

U.U.-C.W. POST (516)299-2431
For information regarding the Campuses listed below, telephone

L.I.U. BRENTWOOD (516)273-5112

U.U. SOUTHAMPTON (516)283-4000

OR MAIL COUPON

SUMMER SESSIONS OmCB
Long Island University
C.W. Post Campus
GREENVALE.N.Y. 11548

Name

Address.

City, Stale. Zip

Phone ( )

An EqukI Opportunity Afrirmktiv* Action Inatllullon

Please send
Summer '84 Bulletin for

D C W Post
n Brentwood
D Southampton

I am Interested in Day
D Evening or D Weekend
D Undergraduate

Graduate
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Earns
7 Fall abbr

11 Old saying

14 Famed mount of

Turkey
15 Signores change
16 Pod or sect

beginning
17 Recorder of a kind

18 Aghast
19 Part of OPEC
20 ' was

saying"

21 Privilege for

travelers

24 Small

25 Vocal pauses
26 Hartebeest

27 Bloom of the

buttercup family

29 Rock star John
33 In a hare

brained fashion

37 Seating at the

cinema
38 Popular jacket

or coat

39 Comforting

letters

41 Eucalyptus lover

42 Name for a Dane
43 Flowering shrub

45 Disguise

elements

47 Slight elevation

48 Mortgage, for one

50 Relationship

51 With

54 Illumination for

St Patricks Day?
58 Menu choice

59 Away
60 Scatterbrained

61 Have a notion

64 Hubbub
65 Biblical endings

66 Like some nuts

67 Half a score

68 Eves third

69 Investment

companies

10

DOWN
Showy parrot

Takeout
Fiber source

Emotional

tiare up
Deckhand
Featured

Cinder

8 Fourscore

9 Word element

with type

Nobel-wlnning

poet of India

Put away
Big moment at

La Scala

Devious
Tristan's love

one's face

Noteworthy
Popular synthetic

Pond denizen

Kind of look

Nigh

Stanch
Tobol tributary

Les Etats

Predicament

Material

Hardy cabbage
Snob
Burns slightly

Chessman
Make euphoric

Decrees
Musical group
Oboe and others

54 Object ot ridicule

55 Disrespectful

56 College on the

Thames
57 Notch
62 Women's org

63 Chosen one Fr

11

12

13

22

23

25

28

30
31

32

33
34

35

36

40
41

44

46

47

49
51

52
53

1 7 3 4 5 6

7?

7 i 9 10

73

11 17 13

14 15 16

i 1

17

1
36

11 19
1

70 71

76
I
31

?4

34 3S

75 76

1
44

77 79

41

[37

33 37

31 39

I
47

47 43

63
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I

46

I
57

I 4t 49 50

67^
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61

51

J9 60

(4 65 ••

67 61 it
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Read the Collegian
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Squash Bake
Tuna Melts

BASICS LUNCH
Squash Bake
Tuna Melts

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken

Baked Ham/
Raisin Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bejin Casserole

Barbecued Chicken

Weather

Sunny today, with high

temperatures in the 40s.

Clear tonight, with lows in

the 20s. Partly cloudy Tues-

day, with highs in the 40s.
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GYNECOLOGv
DEPARTMENT

Thinkyou're
pregnant?

Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancy Test. It's the

same as a hospital test.

You're on your own for the first time and life is a lot different

now If you think you might be pregnant, you want to know for

sure. This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy

Test. It's the exact same test method used in over 2,000

hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide So you

know Predictor is accurate . ,-

Predictor can be used as soon as

nine days after you miss your period

It's convenient and gives you results in

)ust one hour Think you're pregnant''

Remember, you can use Predictor with

confidence, it's the lest method used in

over 2.000 American hospitals

FREMCnM

!»#».

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy
more accurately.
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PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of

CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS

SOPHOI\^ORES, . .JUNIORS. .

.

SENIORS. ..GRAD STUDENTS

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. )bull be the first point

of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate

sctieduling and pnce information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress fligfits.

ypull be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

THEJOB OFFERSALL THIS:

• S5 00 an hour to start—with regularly

scheduled raises

• UNLIIVIITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but

spouses, too. after 30 days of employment)

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

• Minimum of 4 hours per day

• Minimum of 20 hours per week

• Maximum of 40 hours per week

70 QUALIFY you must have a GPA of 2 5 or t)€tter. be currentfy enrolled, be articulate—and

have a mature attitude and business-lil<e appearance Previous work expenence is a must.

For further details, see your Co-op Office in 1 10 Thompson Hall for

Summer/Fall Co-op's at PEOPLExpress.

We will be on campus on Thurs. April 5.

Equal Opportunity Employer M f

PEOPlExpmss
FEfSMAKT
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Charter

For hassle-free group

travel, call the experts.

.

call Travel Time. Before

your group plans its

next trip—any size

group— call us for a price quotation, yve'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to ail points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we offer:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses

• Mini- Buses.

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements lor your group. Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped.

Bus Lines Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield, MA
Call: General Office and Charter Service 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

Come try our new

instiiui \ov

Les Eclates spring line for 84

Introducing the powder
crayons for eyes and luminous

lip glosses.

Also we carry

multi-purpose make-up

V liHUC
I rtmi tMMits'

PREPARE FOR

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT^
SAT*ACT»DAT»GRE'CPA

EnroHina Now For

GRE GMAT
6/9/84 Exam

LSAT
6/18/84 Exam

6/16/84 Exam

SAT
6/2/84 Exam

Enrollment honored

at any SHKEC location

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
ISPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Eves &
Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-5780

for information about other centers

Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Hypercurricula

"HTpercurricula," a listing: of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding; area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and
Sunday.

CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS - "Move to the
beat." Come tryout for foot-

ball and/or basketball
cheerleading. Support the

Minutemen Teams! 8:00
p.m. Boyden Main Gym.

CHESS CLUB -You are

invited to play chess! Infor-

mal meeting, all levels

welcome. You don't have to

be an expert, just want to

play. See you there! 8-11

p.m. 805 CC.

SPECTRUM MEETING
— Meeting over extending
deadlines, selection
timetable, and production
overview. New deadline is

Friday, March 30. Man-
datory attendence. All sub-

missions welcome. 8:00 p.m.
804-808 CC.

CONSERVATIVE
COALITION - GENERAL
MEETING - We will

discuss speakers from Latin
America and table in con-

course. All interested con-

servative students are
welcome. 7-9 p.m. Check
CC schedule.

LESBIAN AND GAY
AWARENESS WEEK -
Wo.kshop: Issues in the

Workplace. 12:00 Cape Cod
Lounge.

WOMEN'S ISSUES
TEAM MEETING - Join

us to discuss pornography.

All women welcome.
FIGHT BACK! 4:30 p.m.

CC 905.

KIBBUTZ WEEK
PHOTO EXHIBIT - New
photographs from kibbut-

zim in Israel. All week in the

Cape Cod Lounge.

STUDENT ALLIANCE
FOR ISRAEL MEETING
— 7:30 p.m. Dukes Room,
S.U.

HILLEL
MEETING -

Room, S.U.

COUNCIL
6 p.m. Dukes

EARTH DAY MEETING
— All invited to participate

in planning for Earth
Awareness Week. This
meeting will be devoted to

logistics and task sharing.

Help make Earth Day '84 a

success! 6:00 p.m. 804-808

CC.

INTRODUCING:
A NEW LUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOUKGE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
MF 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
• TOC HOT CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES

Golden Fried Chicken Nuggets uith \,'oiir choice

of sauces rm/sford. sweet and sour harheque

• POTATO DELIGHTS
Potato sknts uith delicious toppings

• CARROT & CELERY STIX
uith Vege.able Dip

All For Only

$2.75

MISS »PPII0VlOlllSP(CIIONSUliON

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13

$3200
includa* mounting
plut MA SKI* Til

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full S«rvic«T)r« Stors"

78 Sunderland Rd
^. -m No Amh«r«t. MA ^~^
Acroaa from Watroba* Stora

704

Stress

Management
Workshop

Tues. Mar. 27, 1984

Morrill North 406

7-9 pm

Call 549-2671

to register

Health Education

Division of

Univ. Health

Services

WMUA GENERAL STA-
TION MEETING - All

members must attend. Peo-

ple interested in radio,

news, public affairs, promo-
tions, sports, etc. are
welcome to join WMUA.
7:30 p.m. Campus Center
room 168.

PEACEMAKERS
MEETING - Please join us
in pknning a day around
nuclear issues for Earth
Awareness Week. Also, we
wi^l be discussing strategy
for changing the
..iinuteman. New members
welcome. 4:30 p.m. S.U.
428. UCF office.

SAFA ORGANIZA-
TIONAL MEETINGS -
Anyone participating in the

lobbying trip to
Washington, D.C. planned
for this weekend must at-

tend one of either of two
two-day informational ses-

sions: 1) Monday and
Wednesday from 4 to 5:30

p.m., or 2) Tuesday and
Thursday from 4 to 6:30

p.m. Contact Cindy
Ho land, 256-1474, or go to

3% Whitmore for room
location.

TOP „ ^.
off the

CAMPUS

Just in time for SpringI A colorful,

woven-front sling by Bellini in

white, pink and lavender.

>

^ Open Sunday

OLLEGL/VN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

AUDIO
i) Part time worker n«ed«d, driver license,.

.jy no gelling 247-5801

Sony XR-66 Car Stereo brand new $200 iVCrulaeahlpe Hiring! $16-$30,000l Carri

Steve 549-6974 i .^bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Oirec

ENTERTAINMENT
^or^.^N^^tat,.. l-(9.6,.944-9^ X UM.„-

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT ha^
"*

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

INSTRUCTION

>r a French tutor (all levels) call Foad a*

1253-5811

Mr. Crew from Thatcher, My eye's on
you! "What waiting list?", I'm too shy to

answer, let me try again, 6-7063

To Both Shear: Many Birthday Wishes to

Babushka Woman, Little Sandy, and our

'avorite sex goddess. Happy 22nd I Love,^

Michele and Emily

y}ear Carol and Robyn. Surprisell Happy
delated B-dayl Love always Pierre

FOR RENT

2 largo bedrooms in beautiful Sunderland

house. 130-«- each, on bus route with fall

option. 665-2512

FOUND

•iTma
grtrie

LOST

Found: Pair of eyeglasses with case. Case
reads "Highland Opticians, Jeffery A.

Mann, Reg. Opt." glasses given to Campus
Center Information Desk on March 15

Issing sine* Doc. female Dober'
Vnan/Shepard tan with black tall skinry

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Gold a Diamond Bracelet, near Newnian
•Center or SOM. If found call 549-5999

^ANYTIMEI Very sentimental. BI G

jg
REWARDI

"^~

\j Large gold Cr brown double loop earr-

ing with beads between FAC and
Southwest reward 546-9913

'Contact lenses replaced. Bausch Lomb

S$25.

Optical Sciences $20 each. Dr.

Spencer. University Drive 256-8561

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

^the U.S. Government? Get the facts today I

irCall 1312) 742-1142 ext. 5931 -A

Typing pickup and delivery evenings 413
774-2379

-TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next day

ice. Pickup and deih^ery. TYPE RITE
5111

Need money for college? Scholarships,

grants and other financial aid. Largest com-
puter service. National Scholarship Service

PO Box 101 Charlemont, Ma. 01339

33fM072

WANTED
~

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, SteHing. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleesant St.. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

HELP WANTED

Drummer wanted for professional

band. Experienced only rock-funk R
workaholic 549-4003

rock

Er B

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Stick it in your ear at Silverscape -custom

jyear-piercing. Singles, multiples. 253-3324

tjf Contact Lenses Repleced Bausch and

it. .o.^A . u J » I ~i 7-—,.V7Lomb or American Optical. $25 each. Dr.

ALASKA: Jobs and travel 'n^orrnationl if. ^ ^^q University Drive 256-8661
Wnte: Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA^J ^*^

SERVICES

98103

Airilnea HIringI Stewardesses, Reserve

tionistsi $14-$39,000. Wortdwidel Call for'

Directory, Guide, Newsletter^i
1-{916)-94M444 X UMaasAIr

Sharonstien
day, Greg

Don't be e box on your birth-

Special thanks to the graduating Seniors;

M. McGaunn, J. Cort)ett, & W. Stevens

for their contribution in Men's Gymnastics

from Tri-Captain L. Wingert

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPING -Fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 665-3414

Wanted apartment In Puffton. bran-
dyymne or surrounding area call 256-12^
reward I

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall f

call debbie or Lori 665-4678 after 8 PM
Two bedroom apt. in Puffton, Brar
dywine, Townehouse, or surrounding area
for Fall '84. Willing to take over for
sumemr. Call 6-4239 or 6-6943

WEEKEND IN NEW YORK CITY

May 6-< $38.00 includes hotel, trans. Er

taxes sign up on CCC Wed-Fri March 28-30
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Minuteman hoopsters

looking at Civic Center
By GERRY DeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team, who posted a 3-12 record

away from the friendly confines of the

Curry Hicks Cage, have a very good chance

to play their 13 home games next season in

the Springfield Civil Center, assistant

Director of Athletics Chet Gladchuk said.

"We have a very good chance at this

point," Gladchuk said of being in

Springfield for the 1984-85 season, "barring

some major problems in negotiations."

The Minutemen are bring forced to look

for a new home while the Cage undergoes

$2.5 million renovations that are scheduled

to start this spring.

Gladchuk said that Athletic Director

Frank Mclnerney will be negotiating with

the Springfield mayor's office and the Civic

Center administration this week over

problems with dates, times and scheduling.

The Springfield Indians American
Hockey League team are the prime tenants

in the Civic Center and play a lot on Friday

and Saturday nights.

"There shouldn't be that many
problems," Gladchuk said referring to the

schedule. "The majority of our games are

on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

nights." He said the Saturday night games
can be moved to Saturday afternoons.

The women's basketball team will play

their home games and practice at Amherst
College. Gladchuk did mention that there

may be some doubleheader possibilities

available at the 8,000 (for basketball) seat

Civic Center but those details have to be

ironed out.

"Amherst College (for the men) was very

heavily considered," Gladchuk said. "We
wanted to emulate the Cage situation." But

the Amherst administration was concerned

about parking and the Lord Jeff arena seats

only 2.000.

The men's team may have some practices

at Amherst, Boyden Gym and in the Civic

Center. Gladchuk said. "We are going to try

and work something out close to home,"
said Gladchuk. "But they'll have some
practices in Springfield to help them get

used to the home court."

Gladchuk said an agreement should be

completed by the end of the week. "We are

very excited. The Civic Center is a first

class operation."

Pigskin coach to be picked
There should be a new
head football coach at the

University of
Massachusetts next week
if everything goes as

planned, assistant Director

of Athletics Chet Gladchuk
said yesterday.

Gladchuk said Dr. David
Bischoff met with the three

finalists over the weekend
and Bischoff, the Physical

Education department
dean, will meet with

Athletic Director F'rank

Mclnerney today to make a

recommendation to
Chancellor Joseph D.
Duffey.

Duffey makes the tmal

decision on the coach and

'lladchuk said that there

should be an an-

nouncement by the middle

of the week.

The three finalists are

Frank Novack. who is

currently the running back

coach for the USFL
Oklahoma Outlaws. Bob
Stull, the offensive

coordinator for the

University of Washington,

and Paul Schudell, the

offensive line coach at the

University of Michigan.

Washington has been in

the Aloha Bowl the past

two years and Michigan

lost the Sugar Bowl game
to Auburn on New Year's

Day.

The three finalists were
drawn from a list of six

contenders that included

UMass defense coordinator

Jim Reid. Forty-two
people applied for the head
coaching job.

Bob Pickett, a tormer

UMass defensiv coor-

dinator, resigned as head
coach after six years due to

personal reasons on

February 11.

- GERRY deSIMAS

Dr. J up for two in yesterday's Sixer UT win

over the Celtics in Philadelphia , li 9-114

AP L—t rplnto

Houston's Akeem Olajuwon (34) scored 29 points to lead the Cougars
past Wake Forest 68-63 and win a berth in the Final Four for the third

straight year. Houston will be joined by Georgetown, who crushed
underdog Dayton 61-49 Sunday, Virginia, who outlasted Indiana on
Saturday 50-48 and Kentucky, who topped Hlinois 54-51. Virg^inia

(21-11) meets Houston (31-4) while Kentucky (29-4) faces Georgetown
(32-3) Saturday in the semi's in Seattle.

Softball team's pluses outdo

minuses in South Carolina
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was a week of pluses and miimses for

the University of Massachusetts softball

team that spent a sunny week in Pontiac,

South Carolina to open their 1984 season.

In the win -loss column, the pluses were

greater as the Minutewomen posted a 9-4

record. Another plus was the improving

play of the freshmen and the young team

that features only two upperclassmen in

the lineup.

Minuses, besides the losses, was the loss

of junior first baseman Missy Oman with

cartilage damage in her knee. Head coach

Elaine Sortino said doctors will look at

Oman's knee today to determine the

damage.
"She was ripping the ball," Sortino said

of the eight games she played. "She was
the best hitter down there bar none."

The pluses were plentiful as UMass
defeated Bowling Green tAvice, Ohio

University twice, Rutgers in an important

Atlantic 10 clash, Seton Hall, Drexel, and
East Michigan. Massachusetts split with

Michigan State and lost to South Carolina,

Adelphi and Bowling Green.

"We have never had such tough competi-
tion down here," Sortino said. "The teams
came down prepared like it was the end-of-

the season."

It helped the Minutewomen who play all

sophomores and freshmen except for

senior co-captains Allyson Rioux (short-

stop) and Tina Coffin (outfield).

"It was a good trip," Sortino said. "The
solidanty of the defense got a little better
each game."

UMass started out by winning their first

game, 2-0 win over Bowling Green. Rioux

had a triple and 2 RBI.

South Carolina, who finished third at the

1983 NCAA championships, eked out a 1-0

win in a great defensive battle. Lynn
Stockley, the sophomore, gave up two hits.

UMass fell to Bowling Green 3-1 and
then dropped a bizarre game to Michigan

State. The teams tied 2-2 and to decide it, a
runner was placed on second with no outs

and the teams played on as in international

play.

UMass lost the game 3-2 and then blew a
7-1 lead but hung on to take a 8-7 victory in

overtime over Michigan St. again under in-

ternational rules.

Stockley one-hit Rutgers 4-1 as Oman
went 2 for 4 and Beth Talbott went 2 for 3.

UM beat Bowling Green again 3-2 but lost

Oman in the process.

In the next game against Ohio, Stockley

(4-4) struck out five and tossed a no-hitter.

Freshman Ann King, who had three game
winning hits as DH, caught and regular

catcher Talbott was at first.

Adelphi nipped UM 1-0 as the relay

throw from the outfield hit Sally Maher's

(18 now) foot in a freak play in the top of
the seventh.

Cathy Reed, another sophomore pitcher,

posted a 5-0 record. Freshmen Carol Frat-
tarolli, Robin Read, Debbie Cole and King
came up with big hits as did the
sophomores Maher, Janet Miller, Talbott.

Chalk up another plus for UMass. The
young, strong team is growing.

Collegian
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Strother is

confident suit

will be settled
By RITA MURPHY

Collegian Staff

The Associate Director of the Office of

Planning and Budget said yesterday she is

confident an ag^reement can be reached soon

with the University of Massachusetts in

connection with a sexual discrimination

suit.

"It looks very hopeful" that some kind of

an agreement can be reached. "Something

should be happening fairly soon," said

Rosemarie Strother, who claims she was
denied a promotion, which was eventually

given to a man, because she is a woman.
Strother filed sexual discrimination

charges in May 1983 with both the Federal

Equal Employment Opportunity Com
mission (FEEOC) and the Massachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination. In

her suit she charged John L. DeNyse, vice-

chancellor for Administration and Finance,

with sexual discrimination for his naming
Paul Page to be acting director of the Office

of Planning and Budget over her despite

her qualifications for the position.

Since the suit was filed last spring.

Strother and DeNyse have met only once to

discuss the charges. Both met with the

FEEOC March 16 in Boston.

While no formal agreement came out of

that meeting, both sides agreed to keep

silent on what occurred.

"What we agreed on at the meeting was

that we were not going to discuss what

went on at the meeting publicly."

"It's in the hands of the (FEEOC) and it

looks very hopeful," Strother said.

Strother, her lawyer David Burris,

DeNyse, UMass attorney Sydney Myers,

the director of Affirmative Action Thelma
Griffith-Johnson, Raymond Bender, an

DeNyse's associates and a representative

from the F^EEOC attended the meeting.

Neither DeNyse nor Myers could be

reached for comment.
Strother said the FEEOC is now

reviewing the materials which both sides

presented at the meeting and that she is

supposed to be receiving some response

from the agency .soon.

"I don't think (the agency) means on

dragging it out any longer than just any

kind of paper work that they might have to

do," she said.

Strother has been the associate director of

the office since 1979 and a University

employee since 1966.

r

Inside:

The importance ofGay and Lesbian .

Awareness week p. 5

Nam June Paik turns UMass on . . p. 7

New football coach to be named
today p. 12

"Anybody who says this isn't

afree country should be clapped

in jail."
— Art Hoppe

reil«(iaii photo by K»ij Hcll«r

TENNIS ANYONE? — Senior Finance major Paul

Holt practices his swing at the Boyden courts, yester-

day.

Residents will

decide future

ofbus service
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

It could be thumbs up for many students wishing to go

to the malls and other Hadley businesses if residents vote

to withdraw from the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority in

a referendum next year.

Stephen Gazillo, assistant to the administrator of the

PVTA, said if Hadley decides to withdraw, bus service

between Amherst and Northampton would not be af-

fected. Approximately 3,000 students are shuttled daily

between the two towns.

"It would probably mean faster service because the

buses would no longer be making stops in Hadley," he

said.

But, Gazillo added that there could be the "potential"

for an increase in costs to Amherst and Northampton for

the transit system but the cost "would not be significant."

He also said there would be no increase in student fees for

bus service.

Gazillo said businesses along the six mile stretch of

Route 9 in Hadley would prol)ably be affected if the town
decides to withdraw. Selectman Harry Barstow said the

Board has met with representatives from busmesses on

Route 9 but have reached no written agreements to help

pay for the transit system.

A clear majority of the 478 Hadley residents at last

Areeks Town Meeting voted to put their PVTA member-

ship on a referendum for elections next March, Barstow

said. The referendum will give voters the option to

withdraw from the transit system in fiscal year 198f), he

said.

"It goes back to the voters where it belongs and not to a

board or a select minority of people," Barstow said yester-

day.

Last March, residents at the Town Meeting voted to

withdraw from the PVTA but the vote was later ruled not

legally binding. According to Massachusetts General

Laws, a town must hold an election to withdraw from a

public transit system.

By putting the PVTA question on the ballot, town of-

ficiaJs will be able to review the town's assessment for the

transit service when determining the budget for the town,

Barstow said. If it is determined that the transit system is

creating a strain on the budget, the referendum will

enable residents to get out of the system, he said.

Hadley's assessment for the service is about $200,000,

Gazillo said, but the town is reimbursed by the five college

transportation system which receives state and federal

subsidies. The total cost to Hadley taxpayers is about

$15,000. he said.

Sex discrimination rulings cause confusion
By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

Decisions handed down hy the United

States Supreme Court headed by Chief

Justice Warren Burger from 1971 to the

present on the issue of sex discrmunation

demonstrate a doctrinal confusion and

"harsh dissent" among the justices, accor-

ding to Political Scientist Leslie Goldstein.

Goldstein, a three year winner of the

Distinguished Teacher Award at the

University of Delaware, said yesterday

afternoon at Smith College, "there are

some very, very tough problems lurking"

in sex discrimination cases.

According to Goldstein, the Burger

Court has been faced with three problem

areas when dealing with sex discrimination

and these include the issue of pregnancy,

single-sex education and unwed fathers

(kildstein said the existence of policy rele-

vant differences between men and women
have made resolution of these issues "dif-

ficult."

"All of the problem areas deal with

biological differences between men and

women," Goldstein said.

The Supreme Court has alternately ruled

both for and against discrimination of preg-

nant women. In 1974 and 1975 the

Supreme Court ruled that "freedom of per-

sonal choice is a fundamental liberty," fin-

ding against discrimination of pregnant

women but in 1976 and 1977 the same
court ruled that "although sex discrimina-

tion is forbidden by the Nth Amendment,
pregnancy discrimination isn't sex

discrimination."

"They ruled that pregnancy discrimina-

tion only discriminates against pregnant

persons, and therefore does not

discriminate against all women," Goldstein

said.

The same ambivalence was
demonstrated in cases involving the rights

of unwed fathers, Goldstein said. In 1972

the Supreme Court ruled that unwed
fathers have "fundamental rights" and
that the law cannot make "blanket

discrimination" against unwed fathers. In

another case however, the court ruled that

the law could treat unwed fathers dif-

ferently from unwed mothers.

Goldstein said there is no easy answer to

these problems and that cases being tried

involve clashes between "widely accepted

norms." According to Goldstein, the

Supreme Court should "stay its own hand"
and show restraint by not accepting these

controversial cases to allow more policy

"experimentation" in state courts.

"There is a need for more national diver-

sity in sex discrimination cases. If state

courts are allowed to decide these cases,

eventually a coherent judicial doctrine

might evolve," Goldstein said.

The invisible disability-deafness
ByFHKDSTfclNWAV
(^olletfian Staff

Deaf students live in an unusal and lively

world.

I sit at a telephone in University of

Massachusetts' Deaf Services office on the

second fioor of Whitmore and talk with a

deaf student I met the day before. We can

talk over the telephone because the phone

is equipped with a keyboard and an electric

readout strip so that the messages glow in

bright red letters.

Later I meet another deaf student in

person. We converse through a com-

bination of lipreading, voice and handsign

interpretation. The interpreters are Deaf

Services' Hannah Yaffe and Geary Gravel.

Karen is a UMass junior, majoring in

fashion marketing. She is a transfer

student and this is her third college. Some
people develop deafness after they have

already learned to talk, but Karen was born

deaf.

Continued an page U
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Four New Bedford rapists

receive sentences to Walpole
FALL RIVER - Four

men were sentenced to

prison terms ranging from 6

to 12 years yesterday for the

gang rape of a woman on a

barrom pool table. The

judge said the four

"brutalized a defenseless

young woman and sought to

degrade and destroy her

human, individual dignity."

The lawyer for the victim

said afterward that she has

moved permanently from

the area.

"There were five sentences

in this case — one of them

exile." said her lawyer.

Scott Charnas.

As friends and family wept.

Superior Court Judge
William Young imposed

terms of 9 to 12 years upon

Silva. 27. Victor Raposo. 23.

and John Cordeiro, 24. Silva

sobbed as the judge an-

nounced his decision.

Young also sentenced

Joseph Vieira, 28. to a term

of 6 to 8 years.

A crowd of several hundred

stood quietly outside the

century-old courthouse

while the sentences were

read. But the silence

erupted into shouts of "Let

them go!"

All the sentences will be

served at Walpole State

Prison, a tough maximum

security facility. Under

state law Vieira must serve

at least four years of his

sentence. The others face a

minimum of six years behind

bars before being eligible for

parole.

"These individuals stand

convicted of most serious

crimes: crimes of extreme

violence that brutalized a

defenseless young woman
and sought to degrade and

destroy her human, in

dividual dignity." the judge

said in a memorandum
accompanying the sen-

tences. "Such crimes

warrant a significant san-

ction."

Officer testifies in rape case

AP Laafrphoto

AID PROTEST — Two Vermont police officers drag a protester from

a Vermont senators office yesterday. The protester wanted the senator

to end his support of US military aid to Central America.

Springfield man charged with murder
SPRINGFIELD - A man

v^'ho devoted his life to car-

ing for his elderly mother

and disabled twin brother

was in stable condition in a

Sprin^ield hospital yest^r

day. charged with their

murder, authorities said.

Springfield police said

Walter Sohauer. 41.

covered with blood from a

suicide attempt, met them

at the d(H)r of the family's

home Sunday morning after

calling police and calmly in-

forming them of the kill-

ings.

Police Capt. Ernest

Stelzer said the department

received a telephone call

around 7:45 a.m. Sunday

from "a man who said he

just killed his mother and

brother. A cruiser went up

there, and he greete<l them

at the dcK)r."

"The first thing we did

was put him in the am-

bulance." said Lt. Edward
Mc(k»vern, one of the of-

ficers dispatched to the

scene.

Schauer was rushed to

Wesson Memorial Hopsital

for surgery to repair

Keep that tan,

or start one
naw\

^1

V - ^ ^

wounds to his neck, arm and

wrist that apparently were

self-inflicted, presumbly

with an electric carving

knife found at the scene,

Stelzer said.

The body of Edna
Schauer, 77. was found in

the kitchen while William

Schauer's corpse was in a

back l)edroom. Stelzer said.

"It was strangulation in

both cases." said Medical

Examiner Bruce Dziura

following autopsies. "Death

occurred somewhere
around 1 a.m. give or take

an hour."

Supreme Court

blocks planned

execution

WASHINGTON - The

Supreme Court yesterday

rejected the appeal of a

Texas man facing execution

for murdering his young son

with cyanidelaced
Halloween candy. but

blocked the scheduled

execution of a Georgia

murderer who drowned a

taxi driver after stuffing him

into the trunk of a cab.

NEWBURYPORT - A
woman who said she was

raped by two police officers

after a drinking bout "didn't

appear to be drunk" and

police did not order blood-

alcohol tests on her, a

policewoman testified

yesterday.

Lynn Officer Shirley

Franklin said she in

terviewed the victim at a

hospital Nov. 23 after the

woman said she was raped

at an empty Lynn bar.

"Did you tell them at the

hospital to take a blood

alcohol test?" asked John

Tierney. a defense attorney.

"This person alleges she had

a lot to drink."

The officer answered no.

"It never occurred to you to

ask her to submit to a

Breathalyzer?" the attorney

asked. "No." said Franklin.

The lawyer asked it a

Breathalyzer was available

at the Lynn Police station.

"1 don't know." she said.

Asked why she did not

order a test, the officer said

the woman smelled of

alcohol, but added. "She

didn't appear to be drunk."

Lynn police officers

Edward Jackson and Unree

Poellnitz Jr. are on trial for

aggravated rape and

drugging a person for sexual

intercourse. Stephen

Harden, owner of the Ye

Olde Ox Bar in Lynn, is

charged with aiding the two

men under the state's joint

venture statute.

The woman, a 21 -year-old

welfare mother who says

she suffers a learning

disability, has testified the

two officers raped her in the

empty bar after getting her

drunk.

VOTE FOR ME — Gary Hart does some last m
Connecticut yesterday. The Connecticut primary

A I' I.a«rrphoti>

inute campaigning m
is today.

Reagan waiting for acid rain result
BOSTON — Interior

Secretary William Clark told

environment and wildUfe

officials yesterday that
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President Reagan is not

going to act against acid rain

until he is sure the causes

and effects are known.

"As soon as people fully

understand the causes and

effects, the solution will be

forthcoming," he told the

49th North American
Wildlife and Natural

Resources Conference.

Speaking after Canadian

Environment Minister

Charles L. Caccia made an

eloquent plea for strong,

joint action against acid

rain, Clark said the United

States has already spent

$126 million to research and

action on the problem and he

is asking $6 million more for

fiscal 1985.

"President Reagan is not

going to ask the American

people to throw great

amounts of money into

solutions that are in

question," he added.

Clark, who took over at

Interior four months ago

after serving as Reagan's

assistant for national

security affairs, said the

United States is as con-

cerned as Canada about now
acid rain affects the en-

vironment.

"It's no time for two good

neighbors to be arm
wrestling over such an

issue." Clark added. "It's

time to roll up our sleeves

and work on it."

Clark, a California state

judge for 12 years, said

there are far too many court

suits on environment issues,

including a backlog of 4,000

in his department alone. He
urged a "common sense"

approach to disputes.
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A GOLDEN POND - While the sun

shines on the Qimhhin river yesterday,

and a canjoe passes by, a man readies

his fishing rod for the water.

Events scheduled
for awareness week
Tuesday A wine and cheese reception in honor of

Lesbian/Gay Awareness Week will be held from 4:30 to

6 p.m. in Memorial Hall lounge.

Gay Men's Health Workshop will be held from 6-8 p.m. in

Room 423 of the Student Union.

A film titled In the Best Interests of the Children will be a

featured from 12 to 1:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge.

There will be an open house at the Lesbian and Gay men's

Counseling Collective from 4 to 7 p.m. in Room 413 p.m. of

the Student Union.

A one credit colloq titled Exploring Diversity: a Look At

Lesbian/Gay Culture will be held at 6 p.m. in Dwight

Lounge.

A "Coming Out Rap Group " will be held at the Counseling

Collective at 7:30 p.m. in Room 413 of the Student Union.

Noted lesbian activist. Barbara Gittings will speak about

"Lesbian and Gay Liberation: What Every Heterosexual

Needs to Know" &iS p.m. in CC Room 174.

Thursday The film. Greetings from Washington D.C. will

be shown from 12 to 1 :30 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge.

A lesbian rap group will take place at 7 p.m. in Room 406

of the Student Union.

Friday- The film Making Love will be shown at 7:30 p.m.

in Herter Hall Room 227.

The slide show Lesbian Images in Photography 18501984

will he shown at 8 p.m. in Room 168 Campus Center.

A lesbian/gay disco dance will be held at 9 p.m. in the

Campus Center auditorium.

Police kept busy during spring break
University of Massachusetts police arrested a 31 year old

resident of Prince Dormitory, following a car chase on

North Pleasant Street at 3 a.m. Sunday.

The man was arrested on charges of driving while under

the influence of alcohol, speeding, and failure to stay

within marked lanes, police said.

In other business, a car parked on the fourth level of the

Campus Center Parking Garage had the passenger seat

slashed and a pair of sneakers, gloves and a screwdriver

stolen. Total estimate of damage is between $200 and

$275. according to police. The incident was reported at

11:51 a.m. on Sunday. There was no sign of forced and

there are no suspects, police said.

A plant valued at $200 was stolen from the second floor

lobby of Boyden Gymnasium between 5 p.m. last Wed-
nesday and 7 a.m. last Thursday, according to pohce.

Police said more than one person must have been involved

because of the size of the plant.

A car parked in a Southwest residential area parking lot

was scratched with a key causing more than $75 damage,

police said. The incident was reported at 7:23 a.m.

Saturday.

The Durfee Conservatory is blooming
By LEONORA FOLEY
Collegian Correspondent

For more than 100 years, the Durfee Conservatory has

been more than just a greenhouse.

When builty in 1867. it was the center of the University of

Massachusetts as an agricultural school and had a large

collection of tropical plants.

It has developed into an enjoyable and informational

escape for students of the University, as well as many
visitors from outside the school, according to John Tristan,

foreman of the conservatory.

There are about 600 different species of plants, with the

variety ranging from herbs to bonsai to papaya and coffee

plants. Every continent except Antarctica is represented

in the four rooms.

The conservatory also carries winners of the All-

American Award Show, a display of new flower and
vegetable varieties produced by different growers across

the United States.

The Durfee ('onservatory is "a beautiful resource."

Tristan said and access is not limited to botany or plant and

soil science majors.

Anthropology and art majors also often visit the garden

and Tristan encourages everyone to come and visit.

He said he has set up chairs for students to sit and study.

He will even give cuttings of plants," within reason.

"The conservatory is open to all students," Tristan said,

and he said he hopes students won't wait until they are

seniors to visit.

The Durfee Conservatory Is open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday through Friday and tours and weekend ap-

pointments can be arranged by calling 545-2242. The
conservatory is located next to French Hall near

University Health Services.

Students provide first aid
By TERESA QUIRION
Collegian Correspondent

The Fire and First Aid Unit at the

Univerisity of Massachusetts is a student

organization of Emergency Medical

Technicians providing fire prevention and

first aid services on campus.

The organization has approximately 30

members. aU with cardiopulmonary

resuscitation (CPR) certification. They
have received additional training in

evacuation, crowd control and fire ex-

tinguishing from the University Fire

Prevention staff and the Department of

Health and Safety.

The Fire and First Aid Unit is headed by

Co-presidents Clayton Jordan and Peter

Robichaud and advisor Keith Hoyle.

University fire prevention officer.

Each day calk are received requesting the

unit's services at the Department of Health

and Safety. One of the co-presidents picks

up the list of calls and assigns available

members to the tasks.

Typical assignments include attendance at

concerts or athletic events and g^ard duty

in dormitories where alarm systems are not

functioning. The unit is ready to provide

help should the need for emergency

evacuation or medical aid arise.

Each month the UMass Fine Arts Center

sends a schedule of upcoming events to the

Fire and First Aid Unit. At the unit's

monthly meeting members are assigned to

most of the functions taking place there.

They are paid for their work.

Some members of the unit are employed as

fire investigators when regular fire in-

spectors are not available. These people

are trained fire marshals with fire

department experience. They are also

members of the UMass Fire Force which

operates a one engine company in the

Amherst Fire Department.

The unit is also active in teaching first aid

courses at the University. The organization

has sponsored 14 courses in CPR so far this

year and have been responsible for

colloquia in wilderness rescue, rape

awareness and drug assessment. Equip-

ment for the courses is donated by the

American Red Cross and University Health

Services. The unit is currently applying

for an equipment grant from the Student

Activities Office in order to expand its

teaching capacity.

"Demand for CPR training is tremendous,"

Jordan said, "and our largest impact is in

our instruction."

-Woman's Forum-
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women's issiLes. Notices

should be sent to the Collegian the Friday

before the event, in care of the Women 's

Nev's editor.

Wednesday — A statewide reproduc-

tive rights rally will be held at the Boston

State house to protest an anti-abortion

amendment currently in the House. Free

bus transportation will leave Amherst at

8:30 a.m. and return at 5 p.m. For more in-

formation contact CERRF at 545-0341.

The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom will meet at 4 p.m.

in CC 905.

Noted gay Hberation activist, Barbara

Gittings, will speak on "Lesbian and Gay
Liberation: What Every Heterosexual

Needs to Krww" at 8 p.m. in CC 174.

Saturday — The Mt. Holyoke Women's
Peace Encampment will be held from

March 31 through April 1. Assemble Satur-

day at the Town Square.

The Valley Men's Network is sponsor-

ing a spring dance to benefit Necessities, a

battered women's shelter in Northampton,

at 8 p.m. in Parish Hall, 16 Spring Street,

Amherst.

(ollrKian phnto by Andr Heller

RESTING — Steve Gent catches some rays amongst the puddles near

Herter Hall yesterday.
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* The deaf live in a challenging silent world-
Continued from page 1

Deaf students live in a world that is also often

challenging. "When I grew up, parents, relatives, friends

felt pity for me — a deaf girl," Karen said. "They didn't

really realize I was human. They treated me like a dog. A
dog can't talk back, you have to tell a dog what to do.

That's what it was like.

"I went to residential school for 13 years. Now I feel the

dog's leash is off. But the collar is still there. I have to

depend on hearing people to do things for me, like make

my phone calls.

"Communication is the number one problem. People

think you can't communicate with a deaf person, but just

use conunon sense: face the person. Speak slowly. Ask.

'Can you lip-read?' Use a pad and pencil."

The other colleges Karen attended provided a wide range

of deaf services. At UMass, she found that "they only

provide interpreters. DisabiUty Services here covers both

wheelchair- and hearing disabled people. Because the

^
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HELP WANTED
The Office of the Student Government
Association Attorney General has 2 posi-

tions open for assistants. Individuals

should have experience in the University

Judicial system (i.e., defense advocacy),
research and writing skills, and should be
able to work without supervision. These
positions are 10 hours a week. Applicants
must be UMass undergraduates and may
apply at 434 Student Union Building.

Deadline is March 28th, 1984. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. The
Student Attorney General is an AA/EEO
employer
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law-related careers and to arrange for a group presentation
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wheelchair- disabled population at UMass is much larger.

Deaf Services gets less money." Karen said.

It's important there be a room where deaf people can ask

for help, or a telephone a deaf person could use. Many
times I've needed that. It's a really serious issue," Karen

said.

According to interpreter Yaffe, the word "deaf is not

considered a slur.

"When asked whether they prefer to be known as

disabled or handicapped, most deaf people say, 'I don't

know, as long as you talk to me,' " Yaffe said.

"Communication is so great a problem that deaf people

form a subculture, " said Yaffe. "Niney five percent of

deaf people marry each other, and many express a wish to

have deaf children. This may seem odd until you realize

the deaf form an ethnic minority in your own ciihure."

Deaf Services provides certified interpreters for deaf

students for all classes and anything class-related, in-

cluding student-teacher conferences, special workshops
and plays.

"Geary and I do most of the interpreting," Yaffe said,

"except for people we hire for work before 9 a.m. and

nightcourses. We don't pay for tutors but we do provide

interpreters for tutors." she said. Many deaf people at

UMass are clients of the Massachusetts Rehabilitation

Commission, which pays tuition and part of the cost of

interpreters.

American Sign Language (ASL) is a distinct language

with its own characteristic grammar borrowed in part from

French Sigrn Lanijua^e. In contrast Signed English and

Signed Exact English are manual codes that use ASL
signs, but rely on exact word for-word transliteration. "I

To learn mor., call collect:
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the coupon
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think Signed Exact English is very painfuUy exact to

watch," Yaffe said.

Because it has a linguistic grammar of its own, much

criticism of ASL comes from the ethnocentric views of

hearing people. The grammatical structure of ASL is

closer to Chinese than to English, "so it is tempting for

people who don't know ASL to say it is pidgeon English,"

Yaffe said. Most teachers of deaf children are hearing

persons raised speaking English or one of its variants

instead of ASL, which is "the more fluid language," Yaffe

said. Lipreading is not as fail-safe as most people think.

"Only 30 percent of the sounds in speech are visible on the

lips," said Yaffe. "A lip reader does a lot of cruesswork."

Regular classmates can serve as notetakers for deaf

students by slipping carbon paper under the page as they

write in class, Yaffe said. "Deafness is the invisible

handicap, because you can't see a hearing-aid, and not all

wear one. Many people talk to the deaf and think they are

rude when they don't turn around." she said.

Although the deaf form a distinct cultural group, "it's too

bad deaf and hearing people don't interact more," said

Yaffe. "On a campus of 25,000 they form a definite

minority. We are trying to step up recruitment of deaf

students for next year."

Although deaf students are free to live wherever they

want, the University does provide a corridor in Thoreau

Dormitory in Southwest residential area reserved for

people who are committed to learning or using sign

language. The university provides flashing lights for fire

alarms and the special telephones free to all deaf students.

Every Friday night at 7:00 free films are provided by the

National Captioning Institute as a social service.
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Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week
The University of Massachusetts,

unlike other major schools,

has made tremendous improve-

ment over the last several years in dealing

with sexism, racism and anti-semitism.

This week UMass continues on the right

path of educating and informing the

diverse five-college population about sen-

sitive and vital social issues. This week is

Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week.
The event, which is sponsored by almost

20 campus-wide groups including the East
Side Residential Area, the People's Gay
Alliance, the Everywoman's Center, to

name a few, is for both homosexual
students and heterosexual students. The
week promises to bring students,

regardless of sexual preference, together

to discuss openly homosexuality and, more
importantly, homophobia.
Many students are unaware of the pro-

blem of homophobia. They fail to realize

that denying an individual the right of sex-

ual preference is a form of discrimination.

Many homosexual and bisexual students

who are open and honest about their sex-

uality face harassment, including verbal

and physical abuse in the residence hall

system, around the campus in the work

place and even in classrooms.

As a result of this harassment, many
homosexuals stay "in the closet," afraid

not of their own sexuality but of other's

narrowness.
It has been said that people can do the

most damage when they are afraid of

something which they believe to be "un-

natural", "out of the ordinary," or which

they simply do not understand. Many peo-

ple are misinformed about homosexuality,

and as a result, damage those who seek to

inform themselves. That is one of the

reasons UMass needs an event like Gay'

and Lesbian Awareness Week: to inform

and to educate.

It is also said that those who seek not to

be informed are going to stay that way. It

is doubtful that homophobics will attend

any of the workshops, films, or perfor-

mances scheduled for the week. And that

is unfortunate. But by the mere designa-

tion of such a week, it is possible that

somewhere on this campus, someone will

look twice at themselves and others and
gain respect for individual rights.

Unsiffned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the

Collegian Board ofEdithrs.

Letters

Lecture needs more discussion

To the Editor,

Your reporter made a valiant attempt to summarize a

complex, two-hour discussion in a few words. ("Morality

and war: professors urge re-evaluation". Collegian.

.Monday, March 12, p. 1). But the over-all impression of

the piece is not quite what I had hoped to convey in the

Humanities Fellows Lecture, "From Machiavelli to MAD
(Mutual'y Assured Destruction)". I would, therefore, like

to clarify and amplify several points.

First, the contrasts models I explored— realism and just

war doctrine—are not, as is sometimes supposed, accounts

of human reality limited to matters of war. They also

involve larger visions of the social world in which men and

women are constituted in particular and contrasting ways.

Realism, in political discourse, is that mode of thinking

that can be traced at least as far back as the declaration of

the representativies of Athens to their counterparts from

the island of Melos that "might makes right", or

Thrasymachus' insistence to Socrates that justice is the

interest of the stronger. In its early modern and

profoundly influential incarnations, realism is traceable

from the works of Machiavelli and. later, Hobbes. It was

my argument that realist presumptions wash out con-

sideration of a whole ranger of human qualities, denying

much about us that makes us human, including our

capacities for kindness, decency, responsibility, and soon.

Interestingly, what also disappears altogether or is in-

corporated only under terms that 'privatize', is the image

of the wonuin, most especially the maternal woman, and

those imperatives that have been linked historically with

her. Within just war discourse, the woman is neither

invisible, nor barely visible on the other side of a public

private divide. But she appears in the guise of the

'beautiful soul', a being who keeps alive virtues and values

out of place in the 'tough world' of politics and war

although this world is chastened, in just war thinking, by

moral values.

Second, I did not embrace the 'moral Mother' ideal but

instead located that ideal inside particular discursive

traditions, pointing out the ways in which the ideal is

always in danger of derailment into sentimentalism and

naive celebrations of female virtue.

Third, my discussion of abstraction' was, in fact, an

indictment of a peculiar mode of thinking I called 'ab-

stracted', one that makes it possible for human bemgs to

'think' others to death, often by the millions, in making

their strategic plans and manufacturing engines of mass

destruction. Thus they disassociate themselves from

horror, presuming they can unleash the demons but

somehow control them simultaneously.

Fourth, the article omitted my conclusion which called for

a discourse that might incorporate feminist concerns and

imperatives but on terms that did not lodge feminism

inside the ways of thought I had earlier criticized. To this

end I offered an appreciative gloss on Hannah Arendt's On
Violence, assaying the distinction she forges between

violence or force and genuine power and political em-

powerment. To the extent that 'maternal virtues' exist,

they can become part of a civic ideal only by being ab-

sorbed inside a larger civic vision. It seemed to me Arendt

pointed the way towards that complex end.

Jean Bethke ElshUin
Professor of Political Science

The importance

of Pro-Choice
One day, shortly after my father had left home

for the last time, I watched my mother cry as

she folded clothes over our dryer. She had had nine

children already, two in diapers, no job, and was pregnant.

She didn't know how she was going to care for another

child and in desperation was considering an abortion. She

asked me how I felt about it, probably hoping that I'd ap-

prove. But, unfortunately, I warned her that she would

never forgive herself and that she'd have to live with it the

rest of her life. That was the first time I had ever thought

about abortion. 1 was ten at the time. I was like most good

little boys, who knew that abortions were gross and that

only evil women who dwelled in Boston had them.

Richard Vigeant

Fortunately my views on abortion have changed for the

better. By the time I reached high school I still felt that

abortion was wrong, but because I so strongly believed in

democracy (as every g(X)d American high schooler does), I

also felt that a woman had the right to make her own deci-

sion. That's when I became Pro-Choice, even though I

wasn't conscious of the term at that time. By the time I

graduated from high school, 1 knew a few woman friends

who had had abortions and just couldn't see the wrong in

it, no matter how hard 1 tried. Today, 1 believe that abor-

tion is preferrable in many cases, both for the mother and
the unwanted child.

As a male political activist working for the Pro-Choice

movement I'm often asked why I work on a "womens'
issue." The right to abortion is not just a womens' issue.

All rights concern all citizens. I'ersonally, I feel cheated

when rights are denied to women. I feel those rights are

my own. Whether men like it or not they are just as much
responsible for alx)rtion rights as women are. Cxinsidering

that more than 90 percent of Congress is male and that

the Supreme Court was all-male in 1973, when they

guaranteed womens' rights to abortion with the Roe vs.

Wade decision, I'd say men are quite involved with the ^

abortion issue. Alsf», any man .sexually involved with a -

woman must realize that reproductive rights affect him.

T(xiay abortion rights are being threatened more
vigorously than ever. The New Right and the hypocritical

Pro-Lifers, a small but strong minority, are pushing for

anti-abortion legislation and have won some battles

already. On Sept. 22, 1983 the Hyde Amendment, which
restricts the use of federal Medicaid funds for abortion,

was signed into law as part of the 1984 Labor Health and
Human Services Appropriations Bill. Luckily, a life en-

dangerment exception was added to the amendment for

ca.ses of rape, incest, and medical emergency. ()n Nov. 14,

1983 The Smith Amendment, which prohibits federal

employee health insurance plans from providing funds

for abortion, was signed by President Reagan.

On Jan. 13, 1984 President Reagan declared Jan. 22, the

anniversary of Roe vs. Wade, as National Security of Life

Day. He went as far as comparing abortion to slavery by
saying: "Slavery cheapened and mocked our dedication to

the freedom and equality of all men and women. Can we
say that abortion will be less corrosive to the values we
hold dear?" Ten days later between 35,000 and 75,000

anti-choice activists marched in Washington and were

greeted whole-heartedly by the President from his balcony

in the White House. If re-elected, and if he has the oppor-

tunity to appoint Supreme Court justices, he will surely

appoint members that are anti-choice. If this happens Roe
vs. Wade will almost certainly be overturned; bringing us

back to the days where 5,000 to 10,000 American women
died each year from illegal abortions.

In Massachusetts, on Jan. 4, 1983, the legislature ap-

proved a proposed anti-abortion amendment to the state

constitution. If approved again, this spring, it will become

a binding referendum in the November elections. At its

mildest it can limit funding of abortion for low-income

women. At its worst it can lead to the end of legal abortion

in Massachusetts. If Massachusetts, considered to be a

liberal state, passes this amendment, it will set a terrifying

precedent that will rock the country. Rights that have

been hard won will perish under unsuspecting eyes.

Pro-Choice people are not sleeping. A grass-roots move-

ment joining people from all walks of life is gaining a

strong momentum. On March 28, thousands of Pro-Choice

supporters are going to rally at the State House in opposi-

tion of the proposed amendment. Organization is moving

on a state and national level. It is just beginning.

So, here I am today, a man thrilled to be working for

reproductive rights. I am also a p)erson frightened to death
at what damage the so-called "moral" backlash can bring.

Now, if a woman asked me if I thought abortion was
alright I'd say, "If you really feel that you don't want a
baby now, you don't have to go through with it. The
ultimate choice is yours." I just hope that choice remains
the status quo and that funds, that have been taken away,
are restored for those women who make the difficult deci-

sion to have an abortion and can not afford one.

Richard Vigeant is a UMass student
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191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Sale

ends

Mar. 31

just bring in your

Student I.D. and receive

10% off all purchases

(excluding cigarettes £r sale items)

BKeazfDA/INmauch

'3

3

FLAIR

PENS

2/$1.00

CLEAR EYES
0.5 OZ.

99

Clear
eyes

IMPULSE
BODY SPRAY

2.5 OZ.

$2.19

CLOSE-UP
4.6 OZ.

$1.05

TITAN
Liquid Cleaner

for hard contact lense.s

30 ml.

$2.49

CURAD
BANDAGES
30 plastic all wide

$1.09

jheri Redding
MILK n HONEE ,

SHAMPOO or -S .y^""^

CONDITIONER ^ i™" i"' ^
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^

your choice

^ REFUND^
^ OFFER .\

$1.00

ALKA-SELTZER
72 tablets

$3.19

RIGHT GUARD
SOLID
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unscented 2 oz.

$1.49
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HIG MOUNTAIN SKIING
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REACH SOU THfRN
VtRMONTONVT 100

I ODGING

(802)464 8b01

SKI REPORT

(80?)464 ?1b1

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS

still waiting for that great spring ski-

start. 56" of snow since 2-28-84. All

lils are open with edge to edge

coverage. Record base depth up to 9 feet

deep along 15 nniles of skiing terrain. Enjoy

some great late winter skiing with the $49.

Fun Package - 2 days lift tickets Sun. thru

Fri. and one night EP lodging only $49.

800-451-4443 for details.

aWotttit Snoui
VERMONT
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Union Video Center presents

5th ANNUAL

featuring

VIDEO ART FESTIVAL
NAM JUNE PAIK

Exhibition:

Works of Nam June Paik

Tonite. Tuesday 3/27 at 7:30 pm
Student Union Gallery

'Suite 212' 'Edited for Television'

'Merce by Merce', and others

In Person:

NAM JUNE PAIK
Wednesday, March 28 at 7:30 pm
Hampden Theatre, Southwest

Viewing Ef Discussion

****Sponsored by UMass Arts Council****

Arts
:•:•-•.•.•.•..••••"••• >•.•-*.**.<

Anew form of canvas
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

There will be a presentation of Nam June
Paik at the Student Union Gallery tonight,

and a personal appearance by Nam June
Paik at the Hampden Theater on Wed
nesday night. UMass may never be the

same!
Who is Nam June Paik, you may wonder?

The Picasso of Video! At least that's one

impression. Others have equated him with

George Washington, Marcel Duchamp, and

Roone Arledge. It all becomes a bit

bewildering. The only description that will

do is Nam June Paik as Nam June Paik.

The master innovator of video art is this

year's artist-inresidence at the Union

Video Center. The artist in residence

program was created to add greater depth

to the Union Video Center, the sole com
prehensive scource for video training at the

University. It has exposed students to

several prominent video artists, such as

Ros Barron two years ago and Bill Viola last

year. But bringing Nam June Paik here is a

tour de force for U. V.C.

Denis Martin, director of Union Video,

said it is a milestone in his career, and

stated further that it should finally

establish U.V.C. at the center of the valley

for video. Having Paik here gives Martin

great personal satisfaction as well. I

inquired how any one as renowned as Paik

was available and Martin called it an

"unexpected suprise."

"When I first called Electronic Arts

Internux in New York, they gave me Paik's

number and wished me luck. I called

everyone else and came up empty. So as a

last chance I called Paik. The phone rang

twice and Nam June Paik said Hello."

Martin attended Paik's Whitney museum
exhibit which continues to make a vivid

impression on him. "There never had been

anything like it before... it gave a whole new
sense to video installations: arrangements

of lighted images, put together with a video

synthesizer, producing a visual assault, in a

corner of a room, a pyramid of monitors,

some upsidedown and some on their sides."

"There was one piece there, 'Zen for T. V.,'

which had a vertical line across the screen.

The set was put on its side. Anyway, it

broke, and I was there when Paik came

down to fix it. He adjusted it to restore the

earher non working status which had

transformed into a functional work of art."

Nam June Paik's illustrious career began

long before his retrospective at the

Whitney. Born in Korea in 1932, Paik

became accomplished in piano and com-

position while studying classical music.

Paik then travelled to Japan and enrolled at

Tokyo University in 1952, graduating four

years later with a degree in aesthetics. But

it was his move to Europe, eventually to

Cologne, Germany, that lead him to

electronic music and video. And in video.

Paik found a new form of canvas.

But it wasn't until the Whitney show, in

1981, that the "father of video" became as

famous as he was infamous. The Whitney

show spanned Paik's artistic development,

from early work playing original com

positions on a piano with heads hanging off

it and then demolishing it with an axe, to

the more elaborate, later video installations

playing piano with a video camera.

Paik tests our common sensibility, if not

our nerves with a unique version of reality

delivered through such so called "Neo dada

acts." In spite of them or because of the.

Paik is able to challenge ordinary reality by

his technological exploitation of the

television medium, on the one hand,

creating and inventing, on the other, at-

tacking art and technology.

A very sophisticated artist who has been

often misunderstood by his critics. Paik

leads a 2ienny iconoclastic life, without

commercial T.V .
. stereo, or car. The critics

have failed to recognize the humanity of his

work, much of which is in collaboration with

(h«> forefront of the avant garde, because it

has appeared to them to be "exaggerated"

(Hilton Cramer). Vet. behind the illusion of

fantasy, created by the special effects of

dazzling color, feedback, and video mon
lage. Paik's subject matter is all too real.

p'or instance. I recently viewed "Allen and

Allen's Complaint." a video by Paik about

the poets Allen Ginsberg and his father

Louis Ginsberg on tour together and I found

it to be extremely sensitive and revealing,

almost documentary. The special effects

only heightened the pathos between father

and son. .

Jimi Hendrix remembered
JIMI HENDRIX, THE SPIRIT
LIVES ON...

Nona Hatay
Last Gasp of San Francisco Press,

61 pages, $9.95

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

I first heard Jimi Hendrix on the radio

around the time I was twelve or so. I was in

the sixth grade and he was already dead. I

then purchased the Jimi Hendrix/ Otis

Redding at the Monterey Pop Festival

extravaganza, which I listened to for many

years. I was very heavily influenced by

"Wild Thing." "Rock Me Baby. " and the

other songs on the album. Thinking about

these songs, pretending that I could play

covers of them and other songs by the Who.

the Beach Boys. Eric Clapton, the Beatles

and most of all the Rolling Stones. This

allowed me to cope with Jr. High School in

the mid seventies by ignoring everything

that was going on around me and thinking

about music instead, all day and ail night.

But the real shock came when I saw The

Jimi Hendrix Story, or whatever that

movie is called, where they show him

playing the solo for "Rock Me Baby. " not as

I had imagined it. with his hands going all

over the place, but with his teeth. After

years of thinking Hendrix equals gadgets

my opinion began to change.

This personal testimonial is simuar.

although perhaps a bit more down to earth,

to what you will find in Jimi Hendrix, the

Spirit Lives On... Basically a bound fan

Mr. Video comes to UMass.

Ginsberg recently joined Paik. along with

many of the other artists who have con

tributed to his distinguished career in

celebrating the arrival of 1984 with an hour

length show on public television New Year's

Day. called "Good Morning. Mr. Orwell. " I

was lucky enough to catch it. Paik intended

the performance to be "liberating" and I

suppose that's what makes it so cap

livating: from the opening number of

Laurie Anderson and Peter Gabriel's

"excellent birds" against a background of

radioactive snow to John Cage plucking

heartbeat tremors on an electronic coto.

from "Wake Up (it's 1984)" by Oingo Boingo

to Allen Ginsberg's informative "Do the

Meditation." from Charlotte Morman's

moaning T.V. cello playing to Peter

Orlofsky yodeling "Never will I forget how
sweet you are," its hard to take your eyes

away. Perhaps, that's why Paik warns

"BIG BROTHER IS NOT WATCHING
YOU, BUT T.V. IS EATING UP YOUR
BRAINS!"
As what he has called a "counterpoint" to

the Orwell salute, which was performed

live via satellite hook up between New
York and Paris. Paik has assembled a two-

Pholo bv Krri Pickett

channel video installation. "1984 in 1984."

On Wednesday. March 28 at 7:00 p.m.. Paik

will exhibit from his recent work at

Hampden Theater in Southwest. At this

time. Paik will also lead in informal lec-

ture/discussion.

Paik's appearance will be preceded by two
nights of exhibitions of earlier works. On
Monday. March 26. the following works will

be shown: Lake Placid, Global Groove,

Media Shuttle-Moscow to New York, and

Edited for Television. Both showings will

take place in the Student Union Gallery,

beginning at 7:30 p.m.

Be sure you get there early for all shows,

especially Paik's perfomance at Hampden

Theater: Paik is a major attraction. But. if

you should be late. Paik can be viewed live

in the Hampden Lobby on what else, but

video monitors.

Paik's appearance is the highlight of the

Fifth AoBuai Video Art Festivat'iAjtf.V.Cht

In addition to the artist in residence

program, there is an open competition for

area video artists featuring cash prizes in

three categories: Narrative. Avante-

garde. and Documentary.

zine. me Spirit..., put together by Mon
tegue resident Nona Hatay. is a collection of

quotes from |>eople who either knew or

were influenced by Jimi Hendrix in-

terspersed over a series of photographs;

some straight shots of a Hendrbt show that

Hatay shot in New York in 1%9 and some

altered to form collages of what and where

Jimi was.

While most of the concert photography is

your basic Hendrix type shot(s); his head,

him playing the guitar with his mouth open,

shot from his navel up. etc...there are a few

pictures that represent a real advance in

nx-k photography. They actually show

Hendrix as a person. In particular there is

a picture of him on stage playing, showing

his whole body, shoes, guitar, wah wah

pedal and all. There he is, suddenly he has

a height. This photograph does away with

almost two decades of mythology that was

developed from the time that Hendrix first

became famous. This mythology he first

played up to. but in the year or so before he

died, he came to feel that it was a hazard to

his career and to the lives of those who
underplayed their own self-worth while

elevating him. Jimi Hendrix, to some role of

mythic God/ Human.
But the central focus of the book is really

Noma Halay's collages which have been
displaycMl around the world. Hatay has

taken some of Hendrix's songs and made
what she feels to be pictoral represen-

tations of them. At first I was put off by
these becau.se they are in black and white,

which isn't the way I picture Hendrix's

music at all. Still, some of the collages

work, particularly the superimposed image
of Hendrix outside of Radio City Music and
the picture that goes with the song "Axis.

Bold as Love." which shows Hendrix almost

dissolving into the light and dark contrasts

of the background.

Yurika Foods
Retort Meals...

a fast, convenient, delicious

new way to cut calories.

no added preservatives

\t'n delicious meals

under 300 calorics.

Only liv'O minutes

ro prt'pare and no
messy j ;Ots or pans

lo cU' in Stores on
your shelf for live

years. Neefis no
refrit'C ration Tfiere s

never beeri a more convenient or delicious way
lo vwiic h cciloncs Sample ^otTie. soon

SRA Enterprises a„ i.....,.'..«»".

RO. 1033 /liT
Northampton, Ma. ilCi

01060 586^5299 or 562-64//

*

«

Every Tuesday
is

Ladies Nite
at

TrJs

From 4:00 -10:00 p.m.

Draft Beers $ .50

Domestic Bottled Beers $1.00

Most Other Drinks $1 00

TJ 's located

1 Bridge Street

Northampton, MA 01060

(413)586-1726

Open Daily 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.in.
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Softball Teams

Be a hit with

Custom printed

Tee-Shirts & Hats

at Low, Low Cost

CREATIVE TEE-SHIRTS

Hampshire Mall

India Association

UMass
presents a talk by

Dr. Pratap C. Aggarwal
noted social worker and anthropologist

''Constructive Alternatives To Urban-Industrial

Lifestyle"
Duke's Room Student Union

28th March 1984 7:00 PM
and

INDIA NITE
A Variety Cultural Program

Folk Songs, Dances, Indian Classical Music & Slide Show
Campus Center Auditorium

April 1, 1984 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM Admission Free

Fields of Study

Marketing
Entrcprcncurship

International Business

F-conomic TTieon & Analysis

Management & Organizational Studies

Productitm & Operations Management
Management information Systems

Finance & Investments
Quantitative Methcxls

Accounting
Taxation

Internships

• Fight week International internships

• Fourteen week Management (onsuliing Internships

• Fight week Domestic Internships tor Foreign Students

For further infonruttiou contact

OflTue of (.raduatc Admission Babson ( ollcgc Babson Park

(Vtfliesiey), MA Oil's" ( M "
) 2 ^S 1200. txtcnsion 31"

Hc4hs(>n (oUcf^c h liKcitcii If "iilc^ uc^t <>[ Hi'>t"H

^INTERNATIONAL PAGEANT ^
Sportswear and Bathing Suit Competition

CONTEST HELD AT
9

Wednesday IVIarch 28, 1984 8:00 PM
Contestants have until 5 PM March 28 to register

MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
will receive In addition to other prizes an all expense paid trip to
the beautiful PLAZA HOTEL IN DAYTONA BEACH to compete in
the MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC USA competition August 13-18,
1984. Miss Hawaiian Tropic International will receive: A NEW
PORSCHE 944 SPORTS CAR, A DREAM VACATION FOR TWO
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, AND AN INTERNATIONAL
MODELING ASSIGNMENT WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC. Finalists
receive: A LUXURIOUS FUR COAT, A DIAMOND PENDANT,
and an all expense paid trip to HAWAII. For further information
contact: Craig B. Keenan, Young Adult/Promotions Manager,
Commerical Distributors 549-4066, Gregg Andoiian BKO 253-9071,
Bob or Doug at Justin Ryan 256-1069

Welcome to iVIiller Time

NEW SPORTS CAR
fh* rorxh* 4*« aborr alll b« aoac^vd lo lU*
HaoalUn Tropic Intrtnallonal 1984 rack ytmi Ihr
nil* »lnn«r olll rrtrltr a lu<uilou« •porta car a« oar
or oar (abaloaa brand rriira.

A LUXURIOUS
FUR COAT

A NATIONAL
NODELiniG
ASSIGNMENT

A MOniARK SKI BOAT
^porlboal * I sirrn Orl.r . orwplel» «lth IraiU.

In August ItM. 100 tovaly young ladlM
will gather at tha beautiful Plaza Hotal
In Daytona Baach for a wa«li of fun,
antartalnmant, and tha axcltamant of
eompating In tha aacond MIta
Hawaiian Tropic Intarnatlonal USA
FInala.

A DREAI^ VACATION
FOR TWO ArtYWHCRE

in THE WORLD

as soon in

Hawaiian Tropic Invltaa you to antar
tha aacond annual MIsa Hawaiian
Tropic USA Rnala to ba hald In Daytorta
Baach, Florida, August 13-18. 19M
Hawaiian Tropic, tha t2 (ailing auntan
coamatic in tha world, ia apontoring
this global aaarch for tha baaytiful
young lady who will raprasant
Hawaiian Tropic with har haalth and
baauty.

TTMk • larbajrl Is. •aolaa •••lanairi
•arNawalUi, Tfoak .»a Of »»Tai»r„ |„ mCa;a» ana vtrala Uiaaai

IVIiss Hawaiian Tropic
University of Massachusetts

runner up prizes

provided by

and Hawaiian Tropic
Tanning Research Labs

BEAUTIFUL TANS BEGIN WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC
I
To anhanca thair Una aach contasunt will racalva a garnarous supply of

|_Jjawallan Tropic tanning products.
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The Collegian is
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese and
Bacon Sandwich
Chili Con Came

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Grilled Cheese
on Wheatberry

DINNER
Sirloin Strip Steak/

Mushroom Gravy,

French Fried Onion Rings

Manicotti

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Manicotti

Help make it through the

Spring by reading the Col-

legian every day.

Weather

Today, warm and sunny
with lows in the 50's.

Tonight, getting colder

with lows in the 30's,

chance of rain in the even-

ing.
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Georgetown advances to the

Final Four against Kentucky

r

WASHINGTON (AP) - The No. 2-ranked Georgetown
Hoyas are headed for Seattle, making their second trip in

three years to the Final Four of the NCAA basketball

tournament.

Georgetown posted a 61-49 victory over Dayton Sunday
in Los Angeles to capture the NCAA West Regional

championship, then headed to Seattle where the Hoyas will

battle Mideast champion Kentucky in Saturday's semifinal.

"It'll be a whale of a game," Dayton Coach Don Donoher
of the Georgetown-Kentucky matchup. "I know I'll be in

my seat early.

"They might want to use a four- or five-man officiating

crew. They should get an NFL crew. I think it will be a

matchup between the Rockies and Alps."

Georgetown held Dayton's star forward. Rossevelt

Chapman, to 13 points on 10 shots. Chapman had scored 93

points in NCAA victories over Louisiana State, Oklahoma
and Washington.

"I'm greatly impressed with their defense," Donoher said

of the Hoyas. "They're relentless' they're all over us."

Chapman said the Hoya's 7 foot center Patrick Ewing is

"frightening."

"Ewing's very mammoth. He's like an octopus; he's hands

all over," Chapman said.

"Georgetown makes a big difference in your game style

because you have to arc your shots higher.

'"" :-.
-
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use hang time, it was very difficult. He really changed my
game around, and I guess if he hadn't it might have been a

different story," Chapman said.

Georgetown Coach John Thompson said he was "as

nervous as I've ever been before a ball game... because it

was kind of difficult to play a game that leads you to the

Final Four, and to play that game to prevent from losing."

Ewing. the regional's most valuable player, scored a

team-high 15 points, one more than guard Michael

Jackson. Ewing also had seven rebounds, three assists

and three blocked shots.

Georgetown reserves scored 22 points and had 19

rebounds, including 10 by Bill Martin, another key

defender against Chapman.
Georgetown was the overwhelming favorite— so much so

that there were 3,443 no shows. But the Hoyas will be

taking on someone their own size when they face Kentucky

on Saturday.

They Hoyas, 32 2, are seeking the national title, which

narrowly escaped them in 1982 when Ewing was a fresh-

man. Georgetown missed four straight one-and-one free

throws late in the Dayton game. But with 16 seconds left.

Thompson went down to the bench, shaking hands with

players.

"It's time to get emotional," Thompson said. "We're

headed for the Final Four."
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LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •<^rvSs;N

call 545-1995

PREPARE FOR

MCAT*LSAT*GMATZi^
SAT*ACT*DAT*G RE>CPA

EnroHina Now For

GRE GMAT
6/9/84 Exam 6/16/84 Exam

I The Collegian

I Study it

% Know it,

MISS irf«OYIOI«PfCTIO«lSl»TIO»l

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
liArhtl»Mr»l< b(f*mi

^3200

i Enjoy it ,

I Read it

I Every day
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includ*t mounting
ptuS MA SU1« T«v

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

Full Sarvic* T1r« Store"

7f Sundarland Rd
No Amh*r«t. MA

J

AcroM from Watroixa Stor*
70*

^^^»^ I I e/o/Oii Cw«^
6/18/84 Exam

6/2/84 Exam

Enrollment honored
at any SHKEC location

WM NIIPMNaeaN

Call Days Eves &
Weekends

mm IWPIJIIl 368 N. Pleasant St

H^r Educational Center AmherSt

f^^g 549-5780
^^^^B& Fof information at>out other centers

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782
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USED TERMINAL SALE
LA-36 + 300 Baud $250.00

Bantam -i- 300 Baud $250.00

Adds 520 -I- 300 Baud $195.00

30 Day Warranty

Quantities Limited

259 TRI %\GLE STIIKKT. AmiKKSI 519-1017
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H FAMILY RESTAURANTS

I
Fast FREE Delivery

(min - $5.00 purchase)
Sun-Thurs 6 pm to 12 am; Fri-Sat 6 pm to 1 am

S FREE ORDER OF FRIES
I with every $10.00 purchase

I with this ad - pxnirp« 3^18

I

256-0858

The Collegian

will be holding

a second monthly

Public Forum

on Thursday,

March 29

from 3:00 - 4:30

Campus Center

the topic will be

The Editorial Page
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VlhTAGE CLOTHinG

THE CAFRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASAMT ST ,

WHAT'S YOUR TIME WORTH?!

NO MORE WAITING FOR TERMINALS

DO YOUR COMPUTER WORK AT:

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing: of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding: area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday
which will carry Monday's and
Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

:•:•:•:•:•;•:•:

m
HMC.

FREE WRITING TUTORING - The
Southwest Writing Center offers free

confidential peer tutoring for all University

students. Bring any assignment or writing

project. Drop in, no appointment needed.

7-9:00 p.m., Pierpont Dorm.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - Lots of

spring events coming up. Your help is

needed. Get involved with UPC. New
members always welcome. 6:30 p.m.,

CC163.

ANTI RACISM TEAM MEETING - Join

us to discuss anti- racist strategies & our

own feelings— All welcome! 4:00 p.m.,

CC805.

AL ANON — Are you affected by another

person's drinking? Meeting every Tues. at

8:00 p.m.. First Baptist Church, 434 N.

Pleasant St., across from the Newman
Center.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOC. — The Asian American Students

Assoc, will hold a mandatory meeting for all

those involved in the "Asian Talent Night."

Programming and details will be discussed.

See info, desk in CC for room #. 7:00 p.m.,

CC.

HILLEL SOCIAL COMMITTEE
MEETING - 7:00 p.m., Dukes Room, SU.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - Informal

lunch time get together with Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter. 12 1:00 p.m., Suffolk Room,
SU.

PARADISE LOST: CARRIBEAN
NATIONS AND THE U.S. - Two brand

new films on the Carribean. Bitter Cain:

filmed clandestinely over the last 5 years in

Haiti. The Future Coming Towards Us:

filmed last summer in Grenada. 7:00 p.m.,

ECWA.

GAY MEN'S HEALTH WORKSHOP -
8:00 p.m., PGA Office.

LESBIAN AND GAY AWARENESS
WEEK — Wine and cheese reception to

honor the start of Lesbian and Gay
Awareness week. 4:30 p.m.. Memorial Hall

Lounge.

ESOANA" LECTURE - Professor

Ricardo Navas Ruiz of the University of

Massachusetts, Boston, will speak on

"Romanticismo y liberalismo en Espana."

The lecture will be given in Spanish. Wine
and cheese will be served. 4:00 p.m.,

HEHT217.
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Reserve time for your convenience

Reasonable hourly rates

One of the finest on site computer facilities

available to college students

* Access to UMass Cyber
* Access to Amherst VAX and VAS
* Instant printouts
* Complete word processing systems available

* Discount cards

CALL NOW 256-1213
79 South Pleasant Street

(in left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm Sun 10 am to 6 pm

s

§

Weekend in New York City }

VwOi includes. . .

- Round trip transportation

- Hotel Accommodations + tax

Departs Saturday May 5th

from Haigis Mall 8 am
Arrives back at UMass

Sunday, May 6th, 4 pm
For information and reservation sign up on

Campus Center Concourse Wed 3/28 - Fri 3/30

sponsored by Dwight House Council
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO
band. Experienced only rock-funk R
workaholic 549-4003

& B

Sony XR-6B Car Sterso brand new $200

Steve 549-6974

BIG REWARD

My black coat with white minit collar

that was "taken" from Poor Dick's on

Thurs. nite 3-15 is my pride and joy and of

great sentimental value. If "found" please

call 253-5757 no questions asked

ENTERTAINMENT

AUKSKA: Jobs and travel information!

Write: Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA
96103 ^
Student intarastad in representing na

tional medical instrument company to

fellow med students. Great values, ex

cellent quality. 800-323-9790 evenings

INSTRUCTION

ing with beads between FAC and

Southwest reward 546-9913

PERSONALS

Sharonstian: Don't be a box on your birth-

day, Greg

Phi Mu Sorority invites all university

women to dinner Tues Weds Thurs March
27, 28, 29 for more information call

253-9971 ask for Susan or Jodi

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Next day

service. Pickup and delivery. TYPE-RITE

253 51 1

1

Naad monay for collage? Scholarships,

grants and other financial aid. Largest com-
puter service. National Scholarship Service

PO Box 101 Charlemont, Ma. 01339
339 4072

WANTED

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

servite, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

For a French tutor

253 581

1

all levels) call Foad at

FOR SALE

Motorcycle Honda 300 good condition

$400 or 80 must sell Bill 549 1458

5.3 Cubic Foot Refrigerator $100 2 50 lb

plates steel $75 546-9060

FOUND

Found: Pair of eyeglasses with case. Case

reads "Highland Opticians, Jeffery A.

Mann, Reg. Opt." glasses given to Campus

Center Information Desk on March 15

CPR Instructors Course - The Hampshire
County Chapter if the American Red Cross
is offering a CPR instructor's course on
April 2, 3, 4, 6:30-9:30 PM, at the Belcher

town State School. Call the Chapter at

584-8887 to register

CPR Sign Up - American Red Cross sign

up table for CPR course to be held on Cam-
pus. CPR saves lives. Monday through
Wednesday, April 2, 3, 4, 9-1, Concourse
Campus Center

LOST

HELP WANTED

Missing since Dae. female Dober-
man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Gold €r Diamond Bracelet, near Newman
Center or SOM. If found call 549-5998

ANYTIME! Very sentimental. BIG
REWARD!

Drummar wanted for professional rock X La^A- AO'^ & brown double loop aarr-

George, happy 21.st hirihday! You're

jjett'in there kid. Love always, Suzanne
& Asia.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

CAPE COD - to share house. Memorial
thru Labor Day. $550.00. Marty
(61 7) -877-0521 Jo (617) 262-4968 after 6:00

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Manuscripts, stats, correspondence, etc.

Reasonable rates. 665-3414

Typing pickup and delivery evenings 413
774-2379

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,
25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted apartment in Puffton ^ran-

dywine or surrounding aret .j.. 256-1235

reward!

Looking for <i 2 oedroom apt for fall 84

call Deb bifa or LOri 666-4578 after 8 PM
Two bedroom apt. in Puffton, Bran-
dywine, Townehouse, or surrounding area

for Fall '84. Willing to take over for sum-
mer. Call 6-4239 or 6-6943

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village Fall

'84. Reward. Willing to take over for July &
August. Craig, Jerry, or John 549-4816

WEEKEND IN NEW YORK CITY
~

May 5-6 $38.00 includes hotel, trans. &
taxes sign up on CCC Wed-Fri March 28-30
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Mnutemen hit well, but win only

four of 13 in Alburquerque
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Suff

Cape Canaveral. Florida is the official

launcing pad for the United States space

program, but maybe NASA should take a

closer look at Alburquerque, N.M. Last

week, during an eight day tournament in

which the University of Massachusetts

participated, enough missiles, and

baseballs were propelled into the New
Mexico thin air to make even Carl Sagan

green with envy.

Consider: UMass, as a team, batted .333

for the 13 games, of which they won four.

However, their opponents hit .401 and

nroduced 152 runs, and average of 11.6 per

game. UMass mustered a "measely" 108

runs. And that's only the beginning. In the

13 games, the Minutemen and the op

position, which consisted of New Mexico.

Delaware, Southern Illinois Edwarsville.

Wisconsin, and Wyoming combined for 57

doubles and 25 home runs.

Individually for UMass, fine performances

were turned in by Jack Bloise, who hit .487

and collected 19 hits and 9 stolen bases, and

Steve Messina, who hit .425, collected 17

hits, and drove in 20 runs. Bloise has

seemingly won the second base war with

Tim Foster, while Messina has nearly

matched his 18 hits accumulated in 32

games in 1983 and quadrupled his RBI

output of five.

Jeff Cimini improved his chances of

winning the first base slot by batting .355.

In New Mexico. Cimini split the first base

duty with Todd Comeau. Probably the

most amazing exhibition hitting was turned

in by Bruce Kingman, who reached base 14

consecutive times over a four game stretch

in two days. In the tournament Kingman
walked 17 times.

The Minutemen. who finished third in the

tourney tied with Delaware, defeated

Wisconsin, a Big Ten team, three times,

once by a score of 23 11 and another by 17-

16. Delaware clubbed UMass 23-8 in an

affair that saw the Blue Hens explode (and

that's an understatement) for 17 runs in the

fifth inning. Prior to that they had only led

6-5.

Another high scoring game between the

two eastern universities ended with

Delaware prevailing 15 10. However.

UMass later returned the favor, registering

the first Minutemen win ever over

Delaware. 11 8. The victory ended a seven

game losing streak for UMass against the

Blue Hens.

Now the pitching. Yes. the Minutemen

ended the tourney with an ERA over 11.00,

but there were bright spots. Tony Presnal.

Bob Kostro. and Jim Knopf, a transfer from

a community college in New Jersey, all

pitched respectively in starting roles. Matt

Subocz was the primary reliever and even

won two games on the same day against

Delaware and Wisconsin.

"I've never seen a ball carry so well. It

was a hitter's paradise," said UMass coach

Dick Berquist. "Although some of the

scores are large. I have g{X)d feelings about

this team. We've shown we can score runs

and hopefully it will carry over into the

northern season. I don't feel so bad about

our pitching, although it's a little strange to

be optimistic with such a high ERA.
I feel we now have three adequate college

starting pitchers in Presnal. Kostro. and

Knopf.

Overall, it was one of the best tour

naments ever for UMass. All the ac

comodations were great. It was baseball all

day, every day for the entire week."

Running Rebels win
IM Basketball title
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

While the rest of UMass was preparing to

head home on Thursday night, a basketball

spectacle was occurring— the intramural

fbials. In the men's final the Running
Rebels soundly defeated Chutzpah 57-45

before a standing room only crowd in

Boyden Gym.
The Running Rebels, who are made up of

all Western Massachusetts players,

mastered the running game to a "T". They
ran through their opponents with ease on

their way to the final. This string of vie

tories inlcuded a decisive win in the semi-

finals over perrenial powerhouse GQ.
"The Running Rebels are a strong, deep
team whose running game eventually wears
you down." said John Laden, whose Flying

Dutchmen squad was a third round playoff

victim of the Rebels.

Chutzpah on the other hand encountered a

rockier route to the final. They beat a

strong Black Magic squad in the third

round. In the quarter finals they were
involved in a strange string of events. Due
to an officiating foulup in a loss to Heat n'

Serve, the final three minutes of that game
were replayed. They came out on top the

second time and proceeded to defeat the

Ex-Hogsters in the semi-finals.

In the first half of the finals, the Running
Rebels ran out to a 16-6 lead. 6'3" senior

center Mark Goggins had the hot hand early

hitting for eight points.

Chutzpah lost their 6-7 center Jeff Aron
early to 3 fouls but dug in deep and came
awav with a 26 25 lead at the half. Mike

"the Mad Bomber" Kline sank a 25 foot

jump shot at the buzzer to put his team on

top. Kline had eight first half points.

The Running Rebels huddled at halftime,

realigned their strategy and just blew out

Chut/pah in the second half.

"We set up a special defense to shut down
Kline and we rrbounded much better," said

senior captain Brad McGrath of Nor-

thampton.

Til*' -siar of the second half for the Rebe's

had to he Northampton's Greg Wickles, a

6'3" senior forward. Wickles, whose

brother. 6'6" Chris is a standout player at

Clark University, was an uiside lorce aii-i

finished up with a game high 14 points.

The roof just fell in on the Chutzpah squad

who were just hapless in the second half.

Everything went wrong for them including

Aron fouling out and Kline going down with

a sprained ankle.

The Rebels opened up a 53-33 lead and
never looked hack. Their running and
bench strength just wore outmanned

"We played a much smarter game in the

second half." said Rebel coach Ed Panzica.

In I he woman's final, the Strikers, a te-im

made up of UMass women's soccer players

defeated the Dancing UMies. a team made
up of UMass women's field hockey players,

27 23. Christine Taggart led the Strikers

with 9 points and Andrea Muccini paced the

Dancing UMies with eight.

Just think—maybe one day one of these

diehard intramural participants might end

up in the NCAA Final Four like former

University of Virginia intramural player

Kenton Edelin.

An organizational meeting

for the Women's Golf team

will be held Wednesday at

4:00 p.m. in Room 223 of

Boyden Gym. Contact

Coach Jack Leaman, Boyden

228. at 5451301.

The Stockbridge Golf learn

will hold an organizational

Sports Notices
meeting Wednesday at 4:30

p.m. in Room 223 of Boyden
Gym. Contact Coach Jack
Leaman at 545 1301 for

more details.

The Intramural Depart-

ment is still hiring softball

officials. If you missed the

meeting before Spring

Break come to Boyden 215

today at 7:00 p.m. for more
information.

Intramural badminton
doubles—There will be a

mandatory players meeting

today at 6:00 p.m. in Boyden
215.

( ollrcian file phoio

UMass first baseman Todd Com-
eau (20) slides safely into second

base in a g^ame from last season.

The Minutemen open their Atlantic 10

schedule on Saturday when they travel to

Philadelphia to take on Temple, considered

the best team in the league, for three

games. A doulbeheader on Saturday will be

followed by a single game on Sunday. The
home opener will be a week from today

against the University of Connecticut.

Massachusetts will compete in the Eastern

Division of the Atlantic 10. Other teams in

the division besides Temple, include St.

Joseph's (they come to Amherst for a three

game series April 7-8), Rhode Island, and

Rutgers.

StuU to be

named head
football coach
Bob Stull. the offensive coordinator for

the University of Washington, has been

chosen for the head football coaching job

at the University of Massachusetts,

sources said yesterday.

The Seattle Times reported Stull's

appointment in Monday's editions, the

Associated Press said last night. The

Times said Stull was enroute to Amherst

to be introduced at a news conference

today.

There will be a noon press conference at

the Northampton Hilton to introduce

StuU.

Chuck Niemi, the assistant sports in-

formation director at Washington, con-

firmed that Stull had been offered the job.

Stull. 39. has coached 10 years under

coach Don James and became the of-

fensive coordinator in 1979.

With Stull at the helm of the offense.

Washington went on to five bowl games

including the 1980 Rose Bowl, a 24-6 loss

to Michigan, and the past two Aloha

Bowls. Washington posted an 8-4 record

in the Pac-10 this year.

Stull's 1980 offense was the most

productive in the school's history as they

gained 4.206 yards. Washington was

ranked number one in the country during

that year.

Forty-two applicants were vying for the

job that Bob Pickett resigned from on

February 11 after six year behind the

bench.

/••••Inside...
Georgetown and Patrick Ewing head for

Seattle and a Final Four clash with the

Kentucky Wildcats on Saturday, vaae 10

AP LaMrphoto

Patrick Ewing, left, and David Wingate, right, of Georgetown, show
some of the tough defense that has enabled them to advance to the Final

Four of the NCAA Tournament thi" weekend. (See related story on

page 10.)
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Collrriui photo byKati* WatUn

An assortment of people and two dogs enjoy the sunny weather outside the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center yesterday. Looming in the foreground is the huge

ruturiatic aculpture.

Senate candidates to debate at UMass
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Candidates competing for the United States senate seat

currently held by Paul Tsongas who has announced he will

not seek re election, will participate in a panel discussion

at the University of Massachusetts on Saturday.

State Secretary Michael Connolly. Lieutenant Governor

John Kerry. Congressman Edward Markey. and

Congressman James Shannon are four of the ten hopefuls

who will attend the event. All four of the candidates are

democrats.
Republican hopefuls Raymond Shamie and Elliot

Richardson, and Democrat David Bartley have declined

invitations to the Massachusetts Public Interest Research

group (MassPirg) sponsored panel discussion, citing

previous campaign commitments. According to

MassPirg's Boston office, three other candidates-

Republican Mildred Jefferson and democrats John Pierce

Lynch and Wilbam Hebert have responded with tentative

acceptances.

Jay Holland. UMass MassPirg spokesman, said the panel

is "designed to present the candidates with environmental

and student related issues. "We want to keep the focus on

the issues, not just on the candidate's personalities," he

said.

Specifically. MassPirg Representatives will ask the

candidates to give their stands on acid rain legislation,

hazardous waste, student financial aid issues and student

voter registration, along with audience participation

questions and concerns. Holland said.

"These are issues which affect everyone." he said, "there

is a lot of political potential, and students can make a

difference, at least by voting."

"By coming here, the candidates are recognizing that

student input is important in the political process. If

student's votes were not important, they would not waste

their time."

The panel discussion is part of a weekend long series of

workshops and di.scu.ssions, on environmental and public

interest issues. The panel discussion will begin at 1 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom, and is open to the public.

Big Dan's outcome not affected byT.V.
Portuguese stirred by coverage
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Local rape and legal authorities said the outcome of the

Big Dan's rape trial in New Bedford was not affected by

the presence of television cameras in the courtroom but

that the reactwn of the Portuguese community was.

At the conclusion of the four week, internationally

publicized gang rape trial, four of the six defendants

received sentences of at least six years in Walpole State

Prison.

All of the defendants, as well as the victim, one of the

prosecutors, and several of the jurors, are Portuguese-

Americans. The New Bedford Portuguese community has

held two demonstrations, ranging from 4.000 to 10.000

strong, and signed a 16,000 signature petition protesting

that the men were discriminated against because they

were Portuguese.

Ethan Katsh, a professor in the Legal Studies Depart-

ment at the University of Massachusetts who specializes in

television and the law. said a separation must be made

between the internal and external effects of televised

cases.

"I don't think T.V. affects what goes on in the courtroom

in your typical case." he said. "I don't think anyone was

overly dramatic because of T.V. or that the verdict was

harsher because of it
.

"

Katsh. however, said the presence of cameras "intensified

the reaction of the Portuguese community because the trial

became a national issue."

"They probably wouldn't have been nearly as upset if it

hadn't been nationally televised." he said. "If cameras

hadn't been allowed in the courtroom, there probably

would have been some nights the trial wouldn't have made

the nightly news."

Kathy Alexander. Counselor Advocate at the

Everywoman's Center (EWC) at UMass said there was no

additional drama because of television cameras and that

what people saw on television was "what rape victims

experience all the time" during rape trials.

"The publicity and circus atmosphere of the New Bedford

trial is what every rape trial is like. This one wasn't

unique," she said.

Regarding the actions of the Portuguese community.

Alexander said the media, continually publicizing that all

the defendants were Portuguese immigrants un-

derstandably angered the New Bedford Portuguese

community.
"If the men had been white, I doubt the media would have

used Irish or English labels. Picking up on the fact they're

Portuguese was terrible."

Nancy Braxton, an Amherst attorney and professor in the

legal studies and women's studies programs at UMass. said

the national network coverage helped publicize that rape

really does happen.

"I'm pleased that it got national coverage but it was

probably excruciating for the victim." she said.

Braxton said the sentences, which range from six to 12

years, were unusually long sentences compared to most

rape cases she is familiar with.

"In cases in Hampshire County recently, if you just get a

couple of years and get out in a third of that time, it's not

that big a deal. But if you get nine to 12 years, and you

serve four years, that must seem more significant to

anyone than a couple of months." she said.

Alexander said the viclun s confidentiality was violated

when the media revealed her name and that "it wasn't

necesary to use it on cable or in newspapers."

Regents discuss

tuition policy
By JOHN KENNEY
and the Associated Press

BOSTON — The Board of Regents yesterday met to

discuss the recent tuition policy, which was approved

earlier this month. The Board ignored pleas from

students, legislators and the governor's office to delay

setting the new policy for the state's 29 colleges and

universities.

Students objecting to the policy, which requires them to

pay up to a third of the cost of their education, complained

at a news conference that they had been excluded from the

process of drafting the policy.

The policy, approved by the Regents March 13. calls for a

raise in tuition by as much as 15 percent in one school year.

Gerard Indelicato. special assistant to the governor on

education, told reporters after the news conference that he

too had asked for a delay and it had not been granted.

Indelicato charged he received a commitment from regent

vice chair. David Beauhien. that the regents would only

enact a "proposed" policy, and follow the vote with a 30-

day review of the plan.

"They did not live up to their agreement," Indelicato said.

At his Wellesly business office, Beaubien said, "I certainly

discussed it with him. I was very sympathetic and the

board was sympathetic. I cannot commit the board.

"It was the consensus of the board, due to the fact we had

been criticized severely in the past for increasing tuition

without a tuition policy, that it was important to get the

policy in place because the tuition increase was inevitable.

It was the board's feeling we had delayed it too k>ng

already." Beaubien said.

He said the board recognized in retrospect there probably

was not enough student input. "I'm going to encourage the

students to come forward with recommendations or

changes, and we'll see if we can accomodate them,"

Beaubien added. "We feel the policy is open for criticism

and we can change it at any time."

"We're realistically talking about putting the cost of

education out of students' reach," said Steve Barross. a

student at Roxbury Community College.

The students, legislators and Indelicato said they still

want a delay in the policy so it can be more fully reviewed,

but the regents are scheduled to vote on yet to be disclosed

tuition increases April 11.

Fran Pheeney. chair of public policy in the Student

Senate at the University of Massachusetts said yesterday

that. "The 33 percent cap is unfair. It's very deceptive and
potentially very inflationary." Theoretically the cap would

act as a ceiling on the cost of tuition. But Pheeney said that

"as fees and tuition increase so too will the overall cost of

education."

"We're not arguing the need for a policy. We're saying

that the cap is unfair. 23.7 percent of the students who had

a proven need for financial aid this past year got no aid at

all. And in fiscal year 1983 there was a 15 percent decrease

in national financial aid. The point is that this proposed

tuition increase will make it more difficult to attend school.

This is a public land grant institution and is set up for

people who have traditionally been denied access to higher

education."

Regent Vice Chancellor John Duff claims that financial aid

is out there. But Pheeney cites the tuition waiver poliey,

which claims the average need for a waiver at $2661 a year.

The average tuition waiver in Massachusetts is $384 a
year.

Pheeney said that tuition increases "will make this more
of a private institution."
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Hart wipes out Mondale in Connecticut primary
HARTFORD, Conn. -Gary Hart,

cementing a six-state sweep of New
England, won an easy victory yesterday
over Walter F. Mondale in the Connecticut

Democratic presidential primary - prelude

to next week's showdown in New York.
Hart said the win demonstrated that

voters "want a break with the establish-

ment politics of the past."

At the Old Pump Inn tavern in

Brooklvin, he was asked if he now con-

siders himself the favorite for nomination.

"Frontrunnership seems to charge about
once a week," said the Colorado senator.

"We'll wait and see."

"It was apparently a very good win for

Gary Hart, and I commend him for it,"

Mondale told reporters. "We now go to

New York."

Hart piled up 53 percent of the Connec-

ticut vote. Former Vice President Mondale
had 29 percent, and the Rev. Jesse

Jackson, continuing to poll strongly among
blacks, had 12 percent.

Hart, who has been criticizing Mondale
for declining to urge an immediate
withdrawal of U.S. forces from Central

America, said he felt his stand on the

volatile issue had won voter approval.

"I think the results showed a rejection of

a foreign policy which calls for the con-

tinued presence of American troops in

Honduras and the possible loss of

American lives," he said.

He declined to predict how Connecticut

would help his campaign in New York, say-

ing only, "We expect to do very well." A
small-sample poll of New York voters by

ABC News-Washington Post, conducted

Sunday through Tuesday, showed Mondale

ahead by 10 points with a six-point margin

of error.

Hart won 33 of the 62 Connectiuct

delegates at stake. Mondale took 18

delegates to the Democratic National Con-

vention and Jackson 1.

Mondale continues to hold a substantial

lead nationwide. Including Connecticut, he

has 692 del^ates to 422 for Hart. Jackson

has 76 and there were 160 uncommitted

delegates. It takes 1,967 delegates to win

the nomination.

Hart's strength in past primaries held up
among the so^alled "yuppies," the young
urban professionals responding to his call

for new ideas in government.
Victory was total. Hart rolled up large

majorities in almost every town.

He scored well among all demographic

groups, according to network polling place

interviews. ABC said Hart held a 2-1 ad-

vantage among Roman Catholic voters,

who made up more than half the turnout.

Hart won more narrowly over Mondale
among Jewish voters - potentially signifi-

cant because Jews make up more than a
third of the voting population in New York
- where 252 delegates will be at stake.

Hart also defeated Mondale among union

voters in Connecticut, despite the AFL-
CIO's endorsement for the former vice

president.

"This isn't a victory, it's a wipeout,"

declared Hart aide Carla McDonald. "He's
got a message, the people of New England
heard that."

Said Mondale: "I think it's fair to say I

didn't do well anywhere."

Cuban authorities seize

Piedmont plane hijackers
MIAMI. FL — Three men demanding $5

millk>n hijacked a Piedmont Aviation jet

with 57 people aboard to Havana on
Tuesday, but were quickly taken into

custody by Cuban authorities, the Federal
Aviation Administration said.

The takeover of the Charleston. S.C.-to-
Miami flight was the first time in six

months that a domestic flight had been
hijacked to Cuba and the 12th such incident

since last May 1.

'The word 'explosives' was mentioned but
we don't know what they have." said Jack
Barker, an Atlanta-based spokesman for

the FAA. No injuries were reported.

Dennis Feldman, an FAA spokesman in

Washington, said the Boeing 737 landed in

Havana at 4:20 p.m. EST. Less than an
hour later he said the FAA had received
word that the hijackers were in custody.

The flight arrived safely in Miami shortly
before 7 p.m.. said controller Robert Craig.
Flight 451. which originated in Newark.

N.J.. and stopped in Charlotte. N.C.. was
hijacked at 3:43 p.m. EST after departing
Charleston, said Feldman.

Joe Leahy, operations manager for

Charleston International Airport, said the
flight's crew was notified over south Florida
that people aboard wanted the plane taken
to Cuba.

As the plane approached the Miami air-

port, a passenger handed a flight attendant

a note, said Ken Carlson of Piedmont
headquarters in Winston Salem. N.C.

The man. "claiming to be armed and
claiming to have explosives on board the

aircraft, and claiming to have two ac-

complices on board, demanded that the
plane be fk)wn to Havana." Carlson said.

"He promised that the crew and
passengers would be released unharmed
after landing."

The hijacker's claim that he had two ac-

complices had not been confirmed. Carlson

said. The jet was carrying 52 passengers

and a five-member crew, he said.

The last hijacking to Cuba was on Sept. 22.

when a New York to-Virgin Islands flight

was diverted after a man with a black box
claimed to have a bomb and demanded to go
to Havana. There were 10 earlier

hijackings to Cuba beginning last May 1

involving South Florida flights.

Officials at Miami International Airport
stopped two men before boarding a

Piedmont flight to Tampa Sept. 14 and
charged them in a suspected hijacking

attempt. Two other attempted hijackings

were thwarted in the air by passengers who
overpowered air pirates.

Shortly after the rash of hijackings started
last year, FAA stepped up security
measures by placing sky marshals aboard
certain flights and making more thorough
baggage checks.

Barker said there was no sky marshal
aboard Flight 451.

He also said he was surprised that anyone
would divert a flight to Cuba since the
island government has indicated that all air
pirates receive harsh treatment.
"These people face long prison terms in

Cuba." Barker said.

AP LuMtrpkoto

WOUNDED—Four Shiite Moslem Militiamen rush a shooting victim
down a street in Beirut yesterday. The man was shot by a sniper.
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drinking age to 21
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Digest By The Associated Press

BOSTON — Former Gov. John Volpe led a

long list of witnesses who pushed Tuesday
for a hike in the Massachusetts drinking aire

to 21 from 20 in hopes of reducing alcohol-

related highway deaths.

Volpe. whu served as chairman of a

presidential commission on drunken
driving, told a legislative committee the age
change was the single most effective step

the state could take to curb alcohol abuse

among young motorists.

"When you combine an immature driver

with an immature drinker, then you have a

deadly combination," said Volpe, whose
federal panel recommended a national

drinking age of 21.

House Speaker Thomas McGee, Chairman
James Bamett of the National Tran-
sportation Safety Board and groups like

Mothers Against Drunken Driving, the

Massachusetts Medical Society and the

American Automobile Association also

endorsed the age change.

But Sen. Louis Bertonazzi, who helped
write the state's 1982 crackdown on
drunken driving that calls for mandatory
jail sentences for repeat offenders, urged
the panel to move slowly.

bertonazzi, D-Milford, said the change
could backfire by seeing minors drive

across state lines for booze, then drive back
inebriated.

Massachusetts lowered the drinking age
from 21 to 18 in 1973, then raised it to 20 in

1979 at the urging of former Gov. Edward
J. King. King wanted the age back up to

21, but said a two-year hike was better than
none.

Rape case to be movie
BOSTON — Citing wide public interest, Metromedia

Television announced yesterday that it plans to produce a

90-minute "docudrama" of the highly publicized New
Bedford barroom rape case, using transcripts from the

trials as a basis for the story.

"The subject of rape is so important in this country...that

we feel it is important for the public to have an opportunity

o examine the transcript." said S. James Coppersmith,

vice-president and general manager of WCVB-TV, the

Boston Metromedia station that will produce the movie
with Thomas McCann Associates of Boston. The 90 minute
drama, scheduled for distribution this fail, would draw
from the hundreds of hours of court transcripts as well as
the social issues surrounding the case. Coppersmith said.

The case received widespread national attention after

police reported a crowd of men cheered while a woman was
raped on a pool table for more than two hours.
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More facts inLynn rape
NEWBURYPORT - An officer who investigated the case

of two Lynn policemen accused of getting a woman drunk

and raping her in a bar testified Tuesday that the bar

owner heard the woman tell one officer, "Boy, you're

good."

Cpt. John J. O'Rourke, a state police officer with the

Essex County district attorney's office, testified that

Stephen Hardin, owner of the Ye Olde Ox Tavern in Lynn,

told him he came upstairs from the cellar and found officer

Edward Jackson, 31, on top of the woman.
O'Rourke said Hardin told him the woman was saying,

"Boy. you're good. You've really got...."

O'Rourke also said Hardin told him three times that if he

hadn't been the bar owner, he "would have been the third

one on."

Lt. Detective Alfred Duemling, who took the original

statement from the other accused officer, Unree Poellnitz,

Jr., 34, testified that Poellnitz told him that the woman put

her arms around him and kissed him.
"... and then she stated to him, 'now watch this. I don't

want you to be jealous,' and she went to the other officer,

Jackson, and she began to embrace him and kiss him and I

believe he described it as being passionate," Duemling
quoted Poellnitz as saying.
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Select board

candidates

speak out
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Candidates for Amherst town offices in

next month's election voiced their views

and qualifications lasW night at a forum

sponsored by the Amherst League of

Women Voters.

Each candidate made a five minute

opening statement before fielding questions

from an audience of about 40 people.

One candidate, who is running unopposed

for elector of the Oliver Smith Will,

Rosemary Sprague, was not present at the

forum due to the flu, according to a member
of the league of Women Voters.

The only contest in the Amherst April 10

election is for the two opening seats on the

Board of Selectmen in which three can-

didates. Joan Golowich. Charles Ferguson

and incumbent Richard Minear are hoping

to fill.

In her opening statement, Golowich, who
is the Finance Committee chair, said the

town is in "an excellent position, finan-

cially" because it has not "been hurt yet" by

Proposition 2'/2 but warned that "we have

to plan for the future."

"I see problems down the road. We won't

be able to look at the state and federal

governments for help so we are on our own,

unfortunately," she said.

Among some of her qualifications,

Golowich said she has served on the

Finance Committee for the past four years,

has been a Town Meeting member since

1971 and has served on several committee

and administrative posts.

"My interst is financial and that is the way
I k)ok at things," she said.

In a statement, which at times drew
laughter from the audience, Ferguson said

he was running for the board of Selectmen
because he wanted to assure the voters of a

choice.

"I wouldn't want to hold a public office by
default," he sid.

Ferguson, a newcomer in Amherst, voiced

concern for the lack of women and citizens

running for town offices. He said that the

people in Amherst's "sister city" in Estonia,

U.S.S.R. must say that elections in

Amherst are no different than elections in

Russia.

"My candidacy is no joke. It's not

frivolous. I'm not going to waste my time

and energy on something I don't think is

worth running for," Ferguson said.

Incumbent Minear, who is a Japanese

history professor at the University of

Massachusetts, said he is committed to

openess in town government. Minear was

elected to the board in 1981. Before his

election to the board, he served on the

Planning Board and has been a Town
Meeting member.

Other candidates, who are running

unopposed are: Incumbent William Field,

for town moderator; Francesca Maltese for

school conunittee; Thomas Lardner and

incumbent Vera Joseph Peterson for Jones

Library Trustees.
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A small child swinges in the playground by the University

Apartments yesterday.

Rape is a crime against state
By LISA STRATOULY
Collegian Correspondent

Editors note: This is the first ofa two-part

series about the legal and medical aspects of

rape.

Unknown to most people, rape is legally

regarded as a crime against the state in

which it was committed, rather than a

crime against the woman who was raped,

according to Sally Borden, assistant to the

Victim/Witness Assistance Program of the

District Attorney's Office in Northampton.

"The state itself brings charges against

the alledged assailant and the victim's name
is not mentioned." Borden said.

The Victim/Witness program acts as a link

between a sexual assault victim and the

legal system, providing information about

the legal procedure for those wishing to

prosecute.

Borden said that since rape is considered a

crime against the state in which it was

committed, the victim's role is to act as a

witness for that state. A decision by the

victim to drop charges once the prosecution

has begun involves a complex procedure

due to the legal involvement of the state as

well as the victims role as witness to the

crime.

According tc Borden, legal prosecution

begins with a very detailed statement from

the victim, including details of the nature of

the assault and the circumstances

surrounding it. Police officers usually ask

questions relating to information con

cerning who. what, where, how. and when.

"It is not uncommon for women to feel

defensive from these types of detailed and

personal questions, but the police officers

try to be as sensitive as possible ", she said.

The Sensitive Crimes Unit at UMass.

located in Dickinson Hall, is a police unit

specifically trained to deal with sensitive

crimes, such as sexual assault and

harassment.

Mary Dumas, a police officer in that unit,

said an important objective is to make the

victim feel safe, as well as to restore some

of the power taken away from the victim by

the assault.

Dumas also said their unit caters to the

needs of the victims by providing a safe and

private environment where the victim is

informed of her rights as well as options:

including counseling and legal services.

"We make sure the victim stays in control

of the situation all the decisions are made

by her- we only provide support, in-

formation, and counseling," she said.

Select board
considers new
dumping site
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Amherst town Meeting members will vote

April 30 on a proposal made by

Amherst Auto Recycling Inc. to relocate its

dumping site into one of the town's main

water supply centers, as a result of the

Amherst Board of Selectmen's approval of

the plan Monday night.

The 4-1 vote, to allow the company to

move its dump within an area which sup-

plies Amherst, including the University of

Massachusetts, with about 60 percent of its

water, came amid protests bv Amherst
Citizens Agamst Pollution (ACAP) that the

plan, which involves capping the present

landfill and moving to an area farther east

on Old Belchertown Road, had not been

thoroughly studied. Amherst Auto
Recycling owns the land, which contains an

underground stream used for drinking

water.

Gordon B. Palley. president of the com-

pany, stated in a letter addressed to Town
Meeting members that the major parts of

the plan, designed "to protect the concerns

of the Town on safeguarding the quality of

the Amherst water supply." are: a vinyl

liner underneath the work area at the new

site, covered with sand and crushed stone;

a connection to the area's sanity sewer to

carry collected water off the liner; and an

interceptor collection manhole to check

water coming from the work area.

The relocation of the dump comes as a

result of a Department of Environmental

Quality Engineering order closing the

present site by January 1983. but that has

yet to take place.

K. Nour Mahmoud. a member of ACAP,
said "We're dealing with an area whkh
supplies most of the town's water and I

would recommend an analysis be made of

not only the present site, but the lining t«

be used at the proposed site. Perhaps two

liners should be used."

Mark Myers, another member of ACAP,
said "The new site is on ground which is less

permeable than the site used now.

Chemicals tend to stay out of the soil for a

while, but they may still travel along until

they reach a place where they may seep in

and contaminate the aquifer. " Amherst

Auto Recycling has. according to Myers,

deposited oil drained from cars into the

dump.
Myers also said that he has found traces of

magnesium and iron, but amounts were not

mentioned. Myers added, "It seems to me
that the new site could not do the damage

that the old site has already done."

Town manager Barry Del Castilho said

"This is not to be a hazardous waste

disposal site," and that the members of

town meeting were the people who would

approve or disapprove of this proposal. The

selectmen voted only to put this on the

Town Meeting agenda.

Also on Monday night's selectmen agenda

was a request by the trustees of the Jones

Library to "clear up" a misunderstanding

concerning the library's budget for the next

fiscal year. Del Castilho said yesterday.

"There is disagreement on whether their

budget proposal goes through the town

manager and then to the finance committee

or straight to the finance committee, or

directly to town meeting."

SGA's Senate to elect officers
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association's

presidential elections were just completed

before spring break, yet the

Undergraduate Student Senate will hold

elections tonight to appoint new senate

officers.

Student Senators will conduct an inhouse,

secret ballot election for the positions of

Treasurer and Speaker.

Current Treasurer Eric Nitzsche. a junior

finance major, said he wUI not run again

because of "not being recognized for what

I've done." Nitzsche also said the internal

bickering between student senators in-

terfered with the progress of his work.

Senate Speaker Chris SulUvan, a junior

math major, said he wiU run for re-election

because "I can do a lot next year; the job

has just begun." He plans to recruit more

people for the senate, keep the senators

better informed, and help work for a set of

common goals in the SGA.
As presiding officer of the Senate, the
Speaker manages the "large bureaucracy"
of the Senate by overseeing the minutes
and agenda of the meetings, action on the

Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF).
committee chairmen, and regulating paid

staff and affiliated agencies, said Sullivan.

As Treasurer, Nitzsche manages the

finances of the SATF, monitors the

financial situations of all RSO groups and

Student Controlled Businesses, recom-

mends financial policies to the Senate, and

investigates financial policy violations. He
also assists people who want to request

funding from the Senate.

Sullivan and Nitzsche both said that

although they are paid for only 20 hours a

week, they work 40.

Sullivan said that the election of the SGA
officers will be approved tonight but the

officials may not be officially installed until

next week's meeting.

GradSenate approvesbudget
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate approved last

night its budget for fiscal year 1985, in-

cluding the revenues it will receive, its

expenditures, and yearly funding.

The budget projects that the senate will

spend about $220,564 in 1985, and the

projected budget surplus at the end of the

year should be almost $39,000.

The yearly funding requests, which were

approved by the senate finance\ com-

mittee, were accepted by the senat^ith

only two changes: The Outing Club,

which was originally denied funding on

the grounds that their fees were con-

sidered nominal by some finance com-

mittee members and able to absorb ad-

ditional expenditures, was granted $500,

and Nummo News, which was originally

granted $4,000 by the finance committee.

was ultimately given its original request

of $5,615 by virtue of what committee

members and senators considered a better

budget presentation.

As in past budgets, the largest yearly

funding allocation was awarded to UMass
Transit Services. The $70,400 allocation

had already been agreed upon in the

contract which the graduate senate

negotiated with Transit Services, a

budget which comes up for renegotiation

next year.

The second largest allocation was the

$47,393 for the Legal Services Office

(LSO). Legal Services was created with

one quarter yearly support from the

graduate senate and three quarters from

the Student Government Association.

When this expenditure was questioned,

senate Treasurer Stephen Keye told the

senate that the charter of the LSO may be
questioned in hearings to be held in April.
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FWxIbI* ptan*. ronv*ntrn( dapartum frimi N«w YorV,

Boston. Baltlmorr. Chlcafo afid D^truil

Cal your trawl agent ot Traval ImpreaafaMM today

800645-6311 2I2-89S-3830 516484-5055

$60 REWARD
for information laading

to the recovery of

specimens of bobcat,

howler monkey, and

moose head taken from

Morrill Science Center.

Howter monkeys are en-

dangered species;

possessors subject to

fine of $5000 or more.

Anyone having informa-

tion on whereabouts of

these mammals should

contact Paul Lenr>eris,

Department of Zoology,

Morrill Science Center,

545^2287.

SmcUU 4u$d Sm

Open Sunday

avei wiipicsiiggnSf Lia.

PERSONALIZED
STYU HAIRCUTS

r"l7.oo
I (with this coupon!

I $10.00 with

I
Shampoo and

I Blow Dry

I
11.50 Long Hair

Ejipiras 3/31 /W
L VaOd Won Thuia

I

I

Call for an

Appotntmant

Styles by
Deborah

65 Unrvarsity Drive

Amherst. MA/ 549-5610

Learn to Use a Personal
or Home Computer

This is the Time to Start,
We Make it Easy at:

Special Classes For Beginners
Starting the Week of March 26th

FOUR TWO HOUR SESSIONS

!ONLY $38.50!
Call now for schedule and reservations
Advanced reservations and payment required
by March 24, 5 p.m., Due to limited class size

256-1213
also available

•on site hourly microcomputer time
•word processing systems

79 South Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA
Mon-Thurs 9am to 10pm

Fri-Sat Sam to 6pm Sun 10am to 6pm

^» I I ai ^^^i^iywm^mry^mr^^^^^^w^^^r^wi
ttm n a

Pioneertfilley Ik tjEquiimt

USED TERMINAL SALE
LA-36 -- 300 Baud $250.00

Bantam + 300 Baud $250.00

Adds 520 -»- 300 Baud $195.00

30 Day Warranty

Quantities Limited

259 TRIANGLE STREET. .AI^IIKKST 519-1017
::.::•^:^^::^:fe:::^:;l^:a^:>:^::^:^::>:^^::^^^:::^^^

Presented by Alumni Office, University Placement Service,

and School of Management

Alumni Skills

Bank Night
Thurs, March 29, 1984

8:00 pm
Campus Center,

Room 163C
featuring:

Delores Bowen, Vice President - Goldman-Sachs

Jeff Cohen, Controller - Instron

Arnold Kraft, Manager Solution Marketing -

Digital Equipment Corporation

Ellen Levin, Product Manager -

Artifical Intelligence Corporation

Dennis Mullin, Assistant Product Manager -

Union Carbide

who will discuss

Critical Topics such as:
* Making the transition from college to corporation

* Planning career moves
* Prospects in the field

Followed by wine and cheese reception

All Students, Faculty and Staff Invited

Wadaeadaj, March 28, 1984,

Black Affairs
Collegian »
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Meeting to discuss importance of student involvement
By YADIRA BETANCES
CoUegian Staff

An organization awareness meeting will be held today at

6 p.m. in room 169 of the Campus Center complex at the

University of Massachusetts to stress why Third World
students should participate in the Student Government
Association (SGA), campus-wide committees and various

Third World students Organizations.

The meeting is sponsored by the Third World Legislative

Caucus of the SGA and the Office of Third World Affairs.

Sherwood Thompson, director of the Office of Third

World Affairs said he encourages Third World students,

members of Third World organizations as well as students

interested in joining organizations to attend.

Thompson explained if student involvement in Third

World organizations is not maintained, the SGA wUl nullify

Third World Student groups.

The meeting will give students an essence of what's going

on in terms of the future of many Third World

organizations and to make students aware and inspired to

participate, he said.

He added he will have an opportunity to explain students

involvement in the SGA and other organizations. "Your

cmtribution, even in small ways can change the image of

the University," he said.

"Students are the mirror of the University. Students

mirror the University image and students mirror the

university support service." Thompson said.

"Students can actually transform the University. The

University can offer an environment conducive and ac-

comodating to their needs," he said.

Third World Community
Special Interest Meeting

We're looking for

Writers and Photographers
7:30 Thurs. Collegian Office

113 Campus Center

Students interest have not changed over the years, and

by participating in the many Third World organizations

now existing on campus students will be adding to the

multi-cultural focus of the University, Thompson said.

"As Third World people at UMass, our presence here is

not a fun and games affair, we are charged and duty bound

to serve our time," he said.

Thompson stressed Third World people owe their present

status to the many struggles waged during the Human
Rights movement of the 1960s, a struggle which he said is

still going on today.

"We (Third World community) must dispell the myth we

aie our brother's and sister's keeper. We must work

together in diligence and unity showing responsibility with

accountability."

Third World student members of the SGA play the in-

tegrate part in the planning and operation of high

governing committee of the SGA, he said. Working for the

SGA, Thompson said, "enhances everyone's life."

On ThuTMlay March 29th and Friday March
30th at 8:00, Tom Skinner, a nationally known
black eTangelist will be speaking at Amherst
College in Johnson Chapel on the topic "Who
is Jesus Christ and How is He Relevant to the

20th Century College Campus."

"It is an honor representing Third World groups and

organizations in the SGA. We are preceeded as leaders of

the Third World community," Robert Teixeira chairman <rf

the Third World Caucus and an Afro-American studies

Senior said.

"(The) student government offers a wide array of op-

portunities to develop skills in public speaking, writing,

accounting, budgeting, etc.." Teixeira said. He also added

"it is exciting to work with potential leaders of this society

whether they are allies or not."

"Students should continue to strongly support those

student organizations that service them. These positive

activities are the most constructive ways to spend our

social life," Teixeira said.

Announcements
The Duke Ellington Conunittee proudly prsents the 7th

annual Solos & Duos Series at the University of

Massachusetts. The Solos & Duos Series has traditional^jr

been an exciting chance to personally experience the

talents of fine jazz musicians in the comfortable and in-

timate atmosphere of the Cape Cod Lounge at UMass. The

Series begins Friday, March 90th at 8:00 p.m. with Doo

PuUen, Solo Pianist. The show is free to the public.

Students Advocating Financial Aid, a campus based

student lobbying group, will be traveling to Washington,

P.C. on April 1st through Wednesday, April 4th.

SAFA enjoys a fine reputation in Washmgton. U.U. and

has been proclaimed by Tip O'Neil as being "One of the

finest student lobbying organizations of its kind."

All new members are welcome to lobbying sessions from

Monday through Thursday from 4:00 5:30 p.m. this week,

in preparation for the trip. If you have any questwns,

please caU Cindy Howard, president of SAFA at 256 1474

or 545-0306.

BAGEL DELI
Now Open in fACS

Fresh Bagels, Breads & Pastries

Soups. Salads & Sandwiches

SPECIALS
FREE coffee with purchase of bagel & cream

che«?se 8 am - 10 am
FREE 6 bagel.s with purcha.se of 6 bagels Sunday

Mon-Sat 8 am - 6 pm Sun 8 am - 6 pm 253-9*282

You've /n vested A Lot In Your tducation

Will luit Any Prep Course Do'

ANNOUNCING THI COMPniTIVt IDCf

40 Hour "ElUe" L.S.A.T. Seminar

• ClASSSIZf IIMITID JOM
• INDIVlOUAl COUNSHINC
• IXPIKIISCID ATIORNIVS

(or 6ft»ih Of » trrr hro<hurr c«ll

BOSTON |kl7|«?»^jM0>( MH.*tOCI1J)rt>*»«<'«NI» |I»SI>I»1I MS MM
Ni» »o«it ,1121 mM nvf rMu»u« I >^i»i.'iM«.i4fo»«**VMiNci(H.i»;i «»«»>

STUDENT
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORIES

will be available at the Campus
Center Concourse on March 28
Please take only ONLY ONE
PER RESIDENCE UNIT

Staff, all Faculty and RSO groups
will receive copies via Campus
Mail. Please do not use Campus
Center stock.

We apologize for the delay - the cause was
beyond University control.

published b\;:

IDB @v® TIPS
a service of the Dean of Students Office

^
Charter

For hassle-free group

travel. call the experts,

call Travel Time Betore

your group plans its

next trip— any size

group— call us lor a price quotation yvell be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation'

Charier Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

ChecK out what we otter;

• Luxurious Highway Coaches i School Buses

Mini- Buses

We"ll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Bijs Lines Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call General Office and Charter Service 7t3-0211

Toll Free in MA 1-tOO-322-02«7

, {tfU*

OFF THE WALL
• FRAMING •

"We frame for less"

56 Main St.

Northampton

s
586-9200

; FINE YARNS & NEEDLEWORK

SPRING CLASSES
Beginning Knitting, Beginning Crochet

Tatting, Counted Cross Stitch, Needlepoint,

Crewel, Smocking

233N.Piee.8ntSt. CALL FOR DETAILS 5<W106

The Carriage Shops ,^^^^.S^.S?l%?^ll5
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Panasonic 8 hour

VHS VIDEO KECORDER

Panasonic PORTABLE

STEREO VIDEO RECORDER
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LIMIT 3
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PIONEER MINI

SURFACE MOUNT SPEAKERS
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ANSWERING MACHINE
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Letters

Porn on campus needs pro-

test

To the Editor,

As concerned women and men of the community, we are

writing to protest the display and sale of pornographic

magazines by the Munchies and Campus Center stores at

the University of Massachusetts. Clearly, pornography

degrades both women and men and should be condemned

for that reason alone. But recent studies have begun U)

expose an even uglier side to pornography, showing that it

encourages men to committ real acts of violence against

reo/ women.
It seems especially hypocritical that the university

condones the sale of this material in light of its newly-

adopted policy against sexual harassment, which is defined

to include "public display of photographs, pin ups

calendars, etc. which portray sexuaUy expUcit. offensive,

or demeaning images."

There is a strong movement within the university

community, comprised of both student and staff members,

to address this issue. We are not calling for censorship of

pornography, but rather for an examination of its content,

values, and effect on our lives in a time when rape, woman

battering, and child sexual abuse are epidemic. The policy

regarding pornography of the university stores will change

only with committed, concerted action. Toward that end,

we urge you to contact the President of the Student Board

of Governors of the Campus Center and the Merchandise

Manager of the University Store.

Editor's note: This letter was signed by the foUouAng

groups: Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom, Everywoman's Center, Gay and Lesbian

Activists, Hampshire County N.O.W., Men Against

Violence Against Women, Necessities. SCERA Women's

Issues Team, Undergraduate Women's Caucus, Western

Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity Committee,

Women's Forum Against Media Violence, Women's

Leadership Project, Womonfyre Books.

did not attempt to hide anything. Some people rant over

the issue of democracy, but when it works against their

personal interests, they shed tears and call names.

Jo«c Tolson

Program Coordinator

Sexism affects men and
women
To the Editor

Today, we saw for the first time the agenda for Lesbian

and Gay Awareness Week. As gay men and R.A.s. we

were very interested in the coming weeks events. To our

surprise, we saw an event that displayed rampant sexism.

On Thursday, 29 March, there wUl be a slide show called

"Lesbian Images in Photography 1850 1984". The ad

vertisement states that this workshop is strictly "women

only".

None of the events of the week are for men only, and we

feel it is discriminatory to bar one particular sex from any

of the workshops during the week. As oppressed groups,

gay men and lesbians should be working together, not

trying to exclude each other from their respective events.

This action, in our opinion, also strengthens the stereotype

of the "separatist, man-hating lesbian". It would be

considered intolerable if. for example, the gay men's health

workshop was publicized as "for men only". Granted it is a

male oriented event, however, women are equally

welcome to attend. We, as men and as gays, ask only for

the same consideration.

It is important to remember that discrimination can go in

both directions. In the battle against sexism, we must not

only fight for the rights of women, but also for the rights of

men.
We feel that the exclusion of men from this presenUtion

is discriminatory and in direct violation of University

policies aimed at ending sexism on campus.

We shall be present at the slide show and hope that other

men. straight and gay. will attend as well. We must stand

up for our rights. ^
Bruce Crow
Ken Paulsen

Northeast

On 'Smallminded' criticism Nuns thank supporters

To the Editor

I was hoping that it would not become necessary to

respond to editorials against the Commuter Area

Government, but the Daniel Holways in the Senate and in

the student community need to be held responsible for the

untruths that they write and the smallmindedness that

they demonstrate in public.

Referring to yesterday's Op-Ed column titled "Com-

muters Do Need Democracy" (of March 26). Mr. Holway

states that our reorganization proposal was "rammed

through" the senate. Later he states that this board has

two representatives that "don't even have to be com-

muters". To top it off. he then states that the board ap-

points itself completing the undemocratic process. In all of

the assertions Mr. Holway is quite mistaken.

If Mr. Holway was at the Senate meeting the night our

reorganization proposal was passed he should have noticed

that the Commuters made no secret about past problems.

If he was paying attention he would have noticed that

our proposal was voted on by the Senate body four times.

all four times passing. This is.hardly ramming it through.

If Mr. Holway had read our proposal, he would have

noticed the provision on the front page which sUtes that aU^

governing board members must be commuters.

The aim of this letter, however, is not merely to enlighten

the obtuse Mr. Holway. but rather to say that the Com-

muter office went to the Senate for their support- and

received it. Everyone in the room knew the situaUon: we

To the Editor

This letter is to thank the hundreds of people who wrote

to us while we were in prison and those who contributed

money to the "Women of Faith Defense Fund." Your

kindnesses shattered the isolation of prison and nourished

our hope that we will bring this arms race to an end.

Sister Judy Beaumont O.S.B. and Sister Ann Shay

S.N.D. of Hartford, Connecticut entered the Adult

Correctional Institute, Friday, March 23, to begin their 30

day sentence. Judy and Ann are the last of the eight

Women of Faith to serve their sentence. Please send them

a card or letter of support within the next three weeks.

The arms race is the greatest sign of failure in human

community. We feel our action alone won't stop the arms

race and lessen the risk of nuclear war but that our action

in combination with the actions of others will accelerate a

political process ultimately leading to the abolition of

nuclear weapons. The community we develope and share

in the process is a gift and sign of the world wide com-

munity in progress.

Thank you again for your kindnesses.

On behalf of Frances Crowe, Victoria Safford,

Joan Balles, Sister Judy Beaumont O.S.B.,

Sister Ann Shay S.N.D. . Kate Champa,

and Sister Ann Welch R.S.M.

Judith Ann Scheckel

Skinner Road
Shelbume, MA 01370

Imagining the

unthinkable
Those of you who enjoy having sex and are planning on

not having children in the near future will probably be

interested to learn that our so-called "liberal" state is

trying to eliminate state funded abortions.

The newest anti-abortion amendment already passed

through the Massachusetts State House once, with an

overwhelmingly anti-choice majority vote of 113-56. If it

passes the second time around, it will become a binding

referendum on the November ballot that could cut off all

Medicaid monies used to fund abortions.

Some of us may have a hard time imagining the dangerous

implications an amendment like this could have on our

lives. And many of us probably can't understand why so

many women's groups and reproductive rights

organizations throughout the state are alarmingly upset

and frightened that this amendment wQl be passed. How
could we understand?

Miriam ZoU
Most of us were still in grade school in 1973 when the

United States Supreme Court upheld the Roe v. Wade
court decision that legalized abortion in America for the

first time since 1869. Most of us don't remember that prior

to 1973 an estimated one million women had illegal

abortions every year. We were too young to know that at

least 3,000 women died every year trying to terminate

their unwanted pregnancies.

Most of us are not aware that on the average, 6,000

women per year admitted themselves to hospitals in the

New York City area alone because of medical complications

due to incomplete abortions. Most of us can't imagine what

it would feel like to be pregnant and not have access to safe

medical abortions.

The majority of us come from middle-class or upper-

middle- class backgrounds. Most of us can afford the $200

to $300 bill abortion clinics charge. Most of us don't have to

depend on state funded medical monies to pay for abortions

if we ever needed one. But poor women do.

Poor mothers. Poor sisters. Poor aunts and nieces.

Women who already have six kids and can't afford to feed

or clothe another one. If state funded abortions disap-

peared, we'd probably witness the return of the

"backroom" abortion and we'd probably hear stories about

poor women who shove anything from coat hangers to

Drano up their vaginas hoping to end their unwanted

pregnancies. And there would be a good chance that

women would be dying in the ghettos again, in the

projects, and in the hospital emergency rooms.

This issue goes beyond the question of state funded

abortions however, because any anti abortion legislation

threatens every woman's right to choose whether or not

she decides to have an abortion. And many feminists and

reproductive rights groups are predicting that access to

safe and legal abortions would be severely jeopardized if

Ronald Reagan was re-elected this November.

If Reagan is elected to a second term, it is very likely that

he would appoint at least two Supreme Court justices who
share his anti abortion politics. It is also probable that the

Supreme Court could rule that the Constitution does not

guarantee women's rights to have abortions, and that it

could reverse the Roe v. Wade decision and allow in-

dividual states to create their own abortion laws.

Now imagine that the anti-abortion amendment currently

in the Massachusetts State House passes and state funding

is eliminated. Imagine that Reagan is re-elected and he

appoints two anti-abortion justices and the Supreme Court

rules that states should draft their own abortion laws.

Imagine that Massachusetts outlaws abortion all together.

Imagine what this would do to us.

Miriam ZoU. is the Collegian Women's News Editor.

Against the tuition increase

To the Editor.

To the Honorable Representative :

I would like to bring to your attention the Board of

Regent's newly adopted Tuition Policy. The Policy has

many flaws, a few of which are: that the policy allows for

tuition to be set at 33 percent of the overall cost of educa-

tion, which could increase txiition dramatically in

Massachusetts which already has the highest cost of pjublic

education in comparison to other land grant universities in

New England. It permits a 15 percent increase in tuition

yearly (a possible 60 percent increase in four years to

students). It could also effectively deny access to public

higher education to economically disadvantaged students.

For these reasons and others I encourage you to vote

against the Board of Regent's Tuition Policy as part of the

Regent's budget.
Fran Pheeny
Public Policy

Editor's Note: The Public Policy team has a table set up
outside the Hatch for the next tuio weeks. Available at the

table will be form letters like this one so you can send the

message to your representative.
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Paid Advertisement

EAST SIDE
Why 'On Campus'?

Today marks the first issue of the bi

weekly Collegian supplement ON CAM
PUS This new section will be a double

page pullout comprised of an east side sec-

tion and a west side sectron, with a shared

feature space and calendar This sheet will

serve to inform you of activities and news

of concern to you as on campus students

living in the residential areas

We foresee this page growing to serve

your needs as students, with help from the

residentially based groups and govern-

ments We also hope this combined effort

will serve to bring unity to the areas which

comprise on campus life, by responding to

a long ignored need of students and groups

to share information

Any residentially based groups wishing

to contribute information call East Side

546-6534, West Side 546-5709 or mail it to

the Collegian 113 Campus Center.

Sincerely

John P Forti

E Side Editor

Jack Murgia

W Side Editor

Self Help Workshops
Toward Becoming A Successful Stu-

dent: This three-session workshop will

focus on "getting better control of our time

and life " The primary goal of more effi

cient time management will be achieved by

becoming familiar with a number of

strategies for increasing concentration,

remembering and responding successfully

on exams
Techniques in learning how to relax will

also be explored There will be oppor

tunities to experience some techniques for

increasing calmness, serenity and en)oy

ment The second series of this workshop
will be held on Tuesdays, 3 00 5 00 p m on

April 2, 9, and 23, sign up at Room 322,

Berkshire House

Preparing To Choose A Major: A
Career/Life Strategy for Undecided

Sophomores: Having trouble deciding on a

major field of study^ This workshop is for

CASIAC or any undecided who are in-

terested in declaring a ma)or during

Counseling Week of This Semester It is a

two session experience designed to initiate

choice by helping participants explore and

assess their educational /personal values,

interests and strengths This workshop will

be offered twice, on Tuesday, April 10 with

a follow-up on April 17 and on Thursday,

April 12 with a follow up on April 19

Workshops are from 4 to 6 p m

To register for a workshop, call the

Counseling and Career Development

Center, at 545 0333 You may sign-up until

the day the workshops begin All

workshops are in Berkshire House
Spring Seminar for Students with Pro-

blem drinking parents: Many students

have concerns about family members with

drinking problems

The Alcohol Education Program of the

University Health Services is holding its se-

cond of two seminars on the subject next

week covering
- signs and symptoms of problem drinking

parents and alcoholism

- family systems and alcoholism

- common problems facing adult children

of alcoholics

- resources for help locally and In your

hometown area

Seminar Two is entitled "Alcoholism

and family systems Breaking the Cycle
"

This session features role playing activites

to identify disfunctional family patterns

which prevent an alcholic from entering

treatment Discussion will focus on prac

tical strategies and resources for non

alcoholic family members.

This session will take place on Thursday,

April 5 from 7 9 p m in Room 302,

University Health Services Students are

encouraged to attend but must pre-register

by calling 549 2671, Ext 181

East Side Arts
East Side arts, Butterfield Arts Group

and Central Area Government are sponsor

ing an "Arts Bus" to New York City on

April 1 The bus will leaving at 7 am from

the Haigis Mall and leave Rockefeller

Center at 9 p m the same evening Visit

New York's galleries, museums, Broad-

way, or )ust shop Sign up and $18 must be

in tomorrow 3/29 at Hills North rm. 439

from 9-1, or at the Campus Center table

from 1-5 For further information contact

Donna at 546-4581 or Debbie at 545 0422

East Side arts council is looking for

mimes, jugglers and performers who want

exposure and wish to perform at the East

Side event, contact Debbie at 545-0422

Gay Awareness Week
The goals of Lesbian and Gay Awareness

Week are two fold

1 To support, nurture, and celebrate the

lives of the approximately 10 percent of the

campus community who are lesbian or gay

2 To raise the awareness of non-lesbian,

gay and bisexual students about how
"homophobia" impacts on their lives and

relationships as well as to become more

aware of the specific needs, issues, and

realities of life for lesbians and gays

This IS the first time a week of activities

films, speakers, workshops, slideshows,

workshops and cultural events like a cof-

feehouse on lesbian and gay themes has oc-

curred at the University A planning com

mittee of students, staff, R A 's, and ad

ministrators coordinated by Felice Yeskel,

Lesbian/Gay Awareness Trainer on the

East side, has been meeting for a few mon-

ths to plan the week The planning commit-

tee has received financial support from

many sources across campus

Many times lesbian and gay issues are

not attended to and are invisible on cam-

pus, a concentrated week of activities is

designed to help this situation change The

organizers hope that a diverse group of

students will attend, and have included a

range of activities, so that there might be

something of interest for everyone They

especially hope that students who may

never have thought about lesbian and gay

issues will attend the events, and have

tried to make the events of the week safe

and comfortable for everyone

For more information about the weeks

events call. Res Ed East - 5-0422, PGA
- 5-0154, Lesbian & Gay Counseling Col-

lective 5-2645.

March 28

"The Keeper" by Jeffrey Keogh, shown

through April 13 at Hampden Gallery

Good Morning Mr. Orwell, Nam June

Paik, Hampden Theatre 8:00 p.m

Movie An American Werewolf in Lon-

don CCA 7, 9, 11, sponsored by Gorman

Dorm.
Movie Gentleman's Agreement (Best

Film 1947) 7:00 p.m. Webster lounge.

Orchard Hill/Central Women's Center

sponsors discussion on the battering of

women 7:00 p m Chadbourne Classroom

ISSUES IN THE WORKPLACE
12-1:30 Draper 111 Myra Hindus,

Everywomans Center, Gerry Scoppet

tuolo, SCERA
FILM: IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF

THE CHILDREN 12 1:30 p.m Cape Cod

Lounge Student Union.

LEBIAN AND GAY MEN'S
COUNSELING COLLECTIVE OPEN
HOUSE ^1 p m , 413 Student Union

EXPLORING DIVERSITY: A LOOK
AT LESBIAN/GAY CULTURE 6 00 p m
Dwight House Lounge. This is a one credit

colloq

COMING OUT RAP GROUP Counsel

ing Collective 7 30 pm, 413 Student

Union.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: BARBARA
GITTINGS. "LESBIAN AND GAY
LIBERATION: WHAT EVERY
HETEROSEXUAL NEEDS TO KNOW"
8 00 p.m Campus Center 174.

East side and West side concert

meeting.5:00 p.m. C.C. ro<jm will be

posted.

March 29

Movie: BATMAN 7 00 pm Brett

Lounge
Arts Bus to New York City sign-up

deadline Contact Debbie Pepper,

545-0422

FILM: "GREETINGS FROM
WASHINGTON, DC." 12 1 30 Cape Cod

Lounge, Student Union

LESBIAN RAP GROUP 7 00 p.m

406G Student Union, Lesbian Union

SLIDE SHOW: JEB (JOAN E.

BIREN). "LESBIAN IMAGES IN

PHOTOGRAPHY 1850-1984". 8 00 pm
Campus Center 168, WOMEN ONLY

Nomination papers will be available for

Sylvan area government elections in all

cluster offices.

March 30

Entry Deadline Black History Mat-

chwits Contact Sndra Levy, 545-0472

I

Arts Councils Block Funding proposals

due in Herter 125.

Concept papers for Arts Council windfall

spending due
FILMS: "WHO HAPPENS TO BE

GAY" AND "COMING OUT" 12-1 30

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

Calendar; March 28 - A^ril to}
Paid Advertisement

FILM: "MAKING LOVE" 7 30 p m.
Herter Hall 227.

DANCE: LESBIAN/GAY DISCO 9 00

p m Campus Center Aud
SPEAKER: "AIDS BASICS -

EPIDEMIOLOGY, TREATMENT, EAR-
LY SIGNS" 4:00 p.m. Amherst College

Converse Red Room, Larry Kassler, Fen-

way Community Health Center, Boston.

DISCUSSION: THE POLITICS OF
AIDS FUNDING 7 30 p m. Hampshire

College, Franklyn Patterson Lounge, Tim

Westmoreland, Asst Counsel, House Sub-

committee on Health and Environment.

March 31

THE MEDICAL PERSPECTIVE:
CURRENT RESEARCH ON CAUSES,
COMMUNICABILITY AND TREAT
MENT OF AIDS Paul Black, M D Direc-

tor, Hubert Humphrey Cancer Research

Center, Chair, B U. School of medicine

Microbiology 9:30 CC 917

DISEASE AND LIBERATION Cindy

Patton, Editor, Gay Community News,

Boston AIDS Action Comnnittee 11, CC
917.

10 30 12 p.m

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN: LES-

BIAN CONCERNS Kathy Alexander,

Everywomans Center, CC 905

LESBIANS AND GAY MEN WORK-
ING TOGETHER Fran Schwartzberg,

Gerry Scoppettuolo, GALA, CC 911

CONCERNS OF PARENTS.
RELATIVES, AND FRIENDS OF GAYS
AND LESBIANS Helen Brill, PFOLGM,

CC 904

ISSUES IN THE CLASSROOM AND
CAREER CHOICE Julie Greenberg, CC

906.

1 2:30

PARENTING ISSUES: LESBIAN
MOMS AND GAY DADS Angela Giudice

and a member of Gay Fathers Group, CC

904

SPECIAL CONCERNS OF LES-

BIANS AND GAYS OF COLOR Armando

Gaitan, El Comite, Boston; representative

from Boston Asian Gay Men and Lesbians,

CC 911

A PATIENT'S EXPERIENCE, QUES
TIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT AIDS

CC 162

POLITICAL STRATEGY FOR AIDS

FUNDING: A LOBBYIST'S PERSPEC-

TIVE Jeff Levi, National Gay Task Force,

CC905.

2 30 -4

LESBIAN RELATIONSHIPS:
UNDERSTANDING OUR RELATION
SHIPS Terry Gorfine, (feminist, lesbian

and gay therapist), CC 905

Gullah! at Hampden
The Third World Theater

at the University of

Massachusetts will dose its

Spring '84 season with an

original production of

GULLAH] Thursday-
Saturday, April 5-7 and
12-14 at 8 p m. and a Sun-

day rnatinee April 8 and 15

at 2 p.m. in Hampden
Theater, UMass.

This new musical play by
the acclainted playwright,

novelist and director Alice

Childress touches on the

Jives of Afro-American
descendants of West
African ^aves, who reside

V

in sea islands off the coast

of South Carolina and
Georgia The play focuses

on a young college graduate

student, born on the island,

who returns to study his

people. The encounter bet-

ween the modem and tradi-

tional worlds is both
touching and humorous as

he finds his way back to his

roots.

Alice Childress received

an Obie Award for her play

Trouble in Mind and the

first Paul Rot>eson Award
for her Outstanding Con-
tribution to the Perforn^ing

Arts, from the Black Film-

makers' Hall of Fame Her

other plays include Wed-

ding Band and Wine in the

Wilderness, both stage end

television successes A
Hero Ain't Nothin tfut a

Sandwich and the more

recently published novels A

Short Walk and Rainbow

Jordan have been widely

praised.

Ms. Childress will offer a

public lecture in conjunction

with the pemiere of

GULLAHI. on Saturday,

Aphl 7. 1 p.m. in the Smith

College green room
(Theater Building).

RACISM IN THE LESBIAN AND
GAY COMMUNITY: BEYOND BASIC
AWARENESS Angela Giudice, wrtier and

activist, CC 908

SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF AIDS
RESEARCH Paul Black, MD , Director,

Humphrey Cancer Research Center, CC

911.

HOLISTIC AND ALTERNATIVE
HEALTH CARE AND GAY HEALTH
ISSUES Michael Zukor, Fenway Com-

munity Health Center, Boston, CC 162.

4 5:30

HARASSMENT IN THE LOCAL
COMMUNITY Members of the Northamp-

ton Lesbian/Gay Task Force, CC 911

SOLIDARITY: MAKING THE CON-

NECTIONS BETWEEN THE "ISMS"

Julie Greenberg, CC 908

AIDS: EXTENDED FAMILIES AND
FAMILY: COUNSELLING ISSUES
Larry Kassler, Fenway Community Health

Center, Boston, CC 162

RETHINKING "PROMISCUITY"
Michael Gross, Hampshire College, CC

905

5 30 7

NETOWRKING DINNER
YVONNE'S, NEW AFRIKA HOUSE

7 15 and 9.00

MAKING LOVE (Kate Jackson) and

LIANA (John Sayles) Herter Hall 227 and

231

April 1

Art Bus to New York City

Deadline for "Weekend in New York"

sponsored by Dwight House for info &
reservations call 545-5530 or 546-5547

1 2 30

COMING OUT Lesbian /Gay Counselling

Collective, CC 905

STRATEGIES FOR COMBATTING
HETEROSEXISM Felice Yeskel, Les-

bian/Gay Awareness Trainer, Res. Ed

East, CC 174.

2 30 4

HOMOPHOBIA 101 Dan Curley,

Residence Director, Brett House, CC 911

SIN, SICKNESS, OR CRIME: PANEL
ON RELIGION, PSYCHIATRY AND
THE LAW Jan Bodin (Ordained by the

Lutheran Church 1977); Richard C. Pillard,

MD. (Associate Prof, of Psychiatry, B U.

School of Medicine; Donna Meges (Lawyer

in practice nine years), CC 162

THE GAY LIBERATION MOVE-
MENT IN ENGLAND Bob Sutcliffe,

UMass, CC 905.

4- 5:30

GAY MALE RELATIONSHIPS
Richard C Pillard, M.D., CC 162.

BISEXUALITY Peer Sex Education
Program /UMass, CC 174.

ORAL HISTORY OF THE LES-
BIAN/GAY LIBERATION MOVEMENT
Open to all - come chare your stories, CC
911.

COFFEEHOUSE 7 30 11 pm Ear

thfoods, Student Union An evening of

music, poetry, dramatic readings, humor,

food, fun Featuring: Kol, Elliot Pilshaw,

Kate Wolf, Steven Riel, James Emory 6
others.

Sylvan area government meets 8:30 in

Cashin, suite 01, Sylvan cultural society

center.

April 2

Toward Becoming A Better Student:

Room 322, Berkshire House

April 4

Movie Word is Out. Documentary on

growing up gay in America 7:00 Webster

House Lounge

April 5

Gullah! Hampden Theatre 8:00 p m., for

tickets call 545-2511

Movie The Graduate CCA 6, 830, 11

p m
Alcoholism and family systems. Breaking

the cycle Room 302 University Health

Services Pre-register by calling 549 2671,

Ext 181

April 6

Gullah! Hampden Theatre 8 00 p m , for

tickets call 545-251 1

.

April 7

The African past meets the Afro-

American future Lecture by Alice

Childress, author of Gullah! 1 p.m. Smith

College. Green Room.

April 8

Art Opening Divine Nature by Cindy

Clarkin, Wheeter Gallery, 3-5 p m Show

will run through Apnl 10

Sylvan area government meets in Cashin,

suite 01, Sylvan cultural society center.

April 9

Nomination papers for Sylvan area govern-

ment are due 11:00 p.m.

April 10

Preparing
Career/Life

Sophomores,
register.

to choose a major: A

Strategy for Undecided

4-6 p.m Call 545-0333 to

Nam June Paik presents

his video art works
Nam June Paik, in the context of the 5th

annual Video Arts Festival is showing his

most resent video work, called "1984", at

Hampden Theatre, on March 28th at 7:00

P m A discussion and reception will follow

at Hampden Gallery at 8:00 p.m.

"1984", is the result of Paik's video piece

"Good Morning Mr. Orwell," which was
shown by P.B.S. in New York, through

satellite from Centre Pompidou in Paris, on

the 1st of January 1984.

Paik, a Korean born artist and musician,

got interested in television from the

perspective of a composer, but soon found

out that the problems of music, perfor-

mance and television were closely linked.

A key-principle underlying his art, is the

solution to a problem taken from the field

of information science, the inbalance bet-

WEST SIDE
SWAG News

Take a "byte of this... I

Are you tired of standing in line at the

Grad Tower to use the computer? We know
how you feel So to alleviate this problem.

Southwest Area Government once again is

sponsoring a Computer Center in Hamp
den Student Center If you would like to

sign up to use the computer, please call the

SWAG Office at 5 0960 Space is

limited!

Spring Concert! Spring Concertl

It's coming!! Spring Concert is )ust

around the corner" Would you like to get

involved? There are openings for p>eople

who would like to work on Security,

Hospitality or Stage Crews, please call the

SWAG office at 5-0960

Are You Stuck In A Rut7l7

Could be because you're parked in lot 21

or 22 If you haven't noticed the parking lot

surface is in pathetic shape This problem

has caused many a flat tire Since these lots

are for student use, we would like you the

students to push the administration to do

something about this problem So if you

could, please help us get the administration

to repave by writing to Ms Dorothy

Thayer, Chair of Parking and Transporta-

tion, Psychology Dept , Tobin Hall Cam-

pus.

Also, coming up at this week's SWAG
meeting is the debate over the National

Association for Student Personnel Ad-

ministrations (NASPA) Resolution on

Marketing Alcoholic Beverages on Cam-

pus This resolution sets guidelines as to

the activities of beverage alcohol advertis-

ing and what types of marketing will not be

permitted While the idea of the resolution

seems to be viewed favorably by the house

councils and area governments, the actual

resolution seems to contain "rather am-

biguous language because of statements

that (bring about questions of moral judge-

ment and ideals)," according to Dave Mc-

Carthy, co-president of SWAG All

students are invited to attend the SWAG
meetings held in Hampden Center, ad|a-

cent to Munchies at 7 00 p m.

Center for Racial Studies
The Center For Racial Studies will

sponsor a Black History "Match Wits"

Contest on Sunday, April 8, 1984 at 6:00

p.m. in the Hampden Theater,

Southwest.

The "MATCH WITS" Contest, an adap

tation of the College Bowl format, is a

question and answer game concerning the

history, culture and achievements of Black

Americans

Resource materials for the round-robin.

Southwest Arts
Jeffrey Keough's display

question and answer event will be given to

designated contestants once their entry

form and entry fee is $1 00 is received 77»»

entry dealine is March 30, 1984.

A Scholars award of $150.00 wiK be

awarded to the winning team and com-

memorative Black History prizes will be

awarded to the other contestants For ad-

ditional information contact Sandra Levy.

Center for Racial Studies, 545-0472.

THE KEEPER" an installation by Jef

frey Keough, will be exhibited March 27

through April 13, 1984 at Hampden
Gallery, Southwest Residential College,

UMass An opening reception will be held

Tuesday, March 27, 5-7 p m
In his installation, Keough seeks to com-

municate his environmental concerns by

transforming the gallery dramatically,

through a series of props, architectonic

elements, large drawings, lighting and

sound
Keough is an artist who lives and works

in Northampton He has studied sculpture

at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston His

work has mainly been large, outdoor en-

vironmental pieces, as interventions to the

physical environment by the use of dif-

ferent materials such as inflatables, neon

and architectural elements He par-

ticipated in the New England Arts Festival

with the piece "The Electrician's Son." His

environmental aesthetics are being

transferred indoors now, toward an object-

oriented work.

Hampden Gallery is open Monday
through Friday, 3 7 p.m , Sunday, 2-5 p.m.

(Saturday closed).

For more information call Ketty

Nikitaides, director at 549 6791

ween information input and output with all

of Its physiological, political and social ef-

fects As Paik saw it, before the rise of

video as an art form, T.V. technology had

been developed to make passive consumers

of its audience So, much of his TV
sculpture and video tape work is directed

toward the activation of the T.V. audience.

An issue that is being carried through his

work is the humanization of technology and

as Paik mentioned, "no cybernated

art... but art for cybernated life."

The reception and discussion will take

place after the performance at Hampden

Gallery at 8:00 p.m.

Gallery hours are Monday through Fri-

day, 3-7 p.m. and Sunday, 2-5 p.m. (Closed

on Saturday). For more information con-

tact the director at 549-6791

.
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PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of

CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS

SOPHOi\/IORES. . .JUNIORS. .

.

SENIORS. ..GRAD STUDENTS

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE )bull be the first point

of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate

scheduling and price information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.

)bull be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

THEJOB OFFERSALL THIS:

• $5 00 an hour to starl—with regularly

scheduled raises

• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only tor you but

spouses, too, after 30 days of employment)

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:

• Minimum of 4 hours per day

• Minimum of 20 hours per week

• Maximum of 40 hours per week

70 QUALIFY you must have a GPA of 2 5 or better be currently erirolled. be articulate—and

have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must

For further details, see your Co-op Office in 110 Thompson Hall for

Summer/ Fall Co-op's at PEOPLExpress.

We will be on campus on Thurs. April 5.

Equal Opponunly tmptoyet M f M^

PEOPLExpress Jf
RYSMART }}

¥

''NORA
//

Hampshire Mall

Hadiey, Ma.

CARRIES t

In a variety of^

colors. Low
heel, soft

leathers for

the woman
who loves

FASHION
&

COMFORT

\

UU

21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Fuji - Univega - Campagnolo

Suntour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

accessories

X^ Summer Employment

4 Camp Young Judaea, Amhefst. New Hampshire

J (Resident, Co-ed. 1 hour from Boston) is In need of Oe-^

2 partment Directors and Activity Specialists tor this sum-^
Inwr in: Athletics, Gymnastlca, Swim Instruction (WSI),^

Twatefsiding. Sailing, Arts & Crafts, Campcraft. IsraeH

^ Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk Sor>g, Riftery, Tennis. Ptx>log-

^raphy, Office Personnel and Nurses (R.N.). Excellent Sat-

^aries apd fringe t>enefits. Please contact Dr. Charles B.

iRotman, Director, 81 Kingsbury Street. Wsllesley. MA
02181. 617-237-9410.^^

Any cosmetic purchase

of $40 including Chirstian

Dior and Diane Von Furs-

teinburg products, we are

featuring a full make-over

by our new cosmetician

Belinda of Boston.

Appointment necessary

ih.

\^>

¥

¥

¥

v*-^

.#

Serve inAppalachia
This summer the Glenmary
Home Missioners, a society of

Catholic priests and Brothers,

are offering opportunities for

Catholic men to serve the poor
of Appalachia. These volun-
teer programs will enhance
your perception of those in

need. Come and learn with
Glenmary. Your choice of
week-long sessions is avail-

able as follows:

Mai> 19-25, 1984
June 9-15, 1984
July 21-27, 1984
August 4-10, 1984

Name

For more information, please complete the coupon
below and forward it to: Reverend Jerry Dom. Glen-

mary Home Missioners, Box 46404, Cincinnati, Ohio

45246.

Age.

College _

Address

City

Year of Study.

State. Zip.

Arts
»-•.•.•-•-•-<

'•-•-•.••_< '.•.•-•-•-•-•.•-•.<
».•-•.•-•.••.•• >!•!•!••••.%•.•.•.•.

Declaration of dependence

RED, RED, WINE:
night.

(olleipui photo hy Mitrh DrcnUh

UB40 entertained a packed SUB last Wednesday

THE ALARM
DECLARATION
(IRS Records)

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
CoUef^ian Correspondent

When I first saw The Alarm open for U2
last year. I thought, "Oh. wow! It's The

Clash with acoustic guitars!" I must admit I

was impressed by their formula of football-

cheer choruses, driving rhythms and

acoustic strumming. In short, their songs

»)und lilie left wing marrhing anthems.

I was fairly impressed with their debut

LP. It was clear that they had picked a

brand of music which resembled early

CI ash. and had decided to expand upon

it with acoustic guitar and harmonica.

The Alarm's new album. Declaration, does

contain some of that Clash inspired for-

mula. "Marching On" and 'Where Were
You When the Storm Broke?" have a

majesty about them that makes me want to

lace up my army hof)ts and join the march.

There are other elements at work on this

record, though.

U2 seems to have rubbed the band in a

new direction. "Howling Wind" and "Third

Light" display the slower, direct beat, non-

melodic flow, and electric guitar of that

group. "Shout to the Devil" is a photocopy

of U2's recent work right down to the

"impassioned" vocal wailing and psychotic

drone in the background. It also sounds

ridiculous.

"Sixty-Eight Guns" comes on like a weak
cross between Springsteen and The Clash

(Hey! They even mention backstreets and
g^ns!). The horns on that and other cuts,

however, really ennance the music.

One truly worthwhile cut on this record is

the shortened acoustic version of the

Summer of '83 hit. "The Stand". It best

states their attitudes with a humble

message of defiance. The Alarm seem to be

abandoning the acoustic attack and driving

rhythm of The Clash in order to now try to

•>mulate 112. "Howling Wind" points in this

direction. It is only marginally successful.

Another complaint might be that their

lyrics are a bit impersonal. They sing of

romantic heros. being true to oneself and

fighting back without showing any evidence

of individual experiences. They never

make it clear what they're fighting back

against—are they fighting oppression or

impression? Perhaps they want political

respect like The Clash and U2. but aren'«

willing to do anything to get it.

I read somewhere that these gu:'s "onside--

themselves punks of a new order, but this

album suggests musical confusion in a sum
of influences. Then again, they might jus

be pc.>crs. Tli»- future will tell. !p i^"

meantime, I'd pass up this album for their

debut LP, or better yet. see them on sUge.

One More from MacDonald
By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Correspondent

One More Sunday by John MacDonald is a

mess of moral overgeneralizations. On the

one hand, there's the Reverend Mathew

Meadow's preaching against all the sins of

the world, and on the other there's

MacDonald preaching against Meadows.

Mathew Meadows is a good old time

southern capitalist fundamentaUst, who

saw nothing wrong with taking the faithful,

as long as it's for a good cause.

This is MacDonald's 50th book and it packs

very little importance or pretension. It

does have five or six quirky but believable

characters, whom I could imagine as real

people trying their hardest in a weird

situation. Their psychiatric problems are

stated outright so we do not have to work to

find them but I was still intrigued about

how they would solve their various

dilemmas. I wouldn't want to live with

these people for more than a week.

Most of the characters are sly; they come

up with some interesting ideas to get

themselves ahead. A computer

programmer sets into his system a device to

make all the records go away if he is fired.

A Japanese believer, who worships the

microchip, builds a voice synthesizer, which

allows secretaries to make calls as Mathew

Meadows. This personal touch is very

useful for increasing donations. Many of

these ideas could be useful for the student

who is heading into the business world.

The Reverend's cau.se. the Church of the

Eternal Believer. Ls a success taking in over

two million dollars a week but it has some

problems. Meadows is getting senile and

his son John isn't sure about the goodness

of the Church. A nosy reporter from New

York disappears as she is investigating the

Church, and now her husband is kxjking for

her. The government wants to interfere

with business and those psychiatric

problems of the.se elders are coming

dangerously close to being scandels.

This might sound an empty soap opera or a

bestseller, but this is not all there is to

MacDonald's writing. His scenarios of each

person's past try to give us some insight

into why people become believers, and why
each person has fit into their role. Through

many of the important conversations he

keeps two sets of dialogue running at the

same time, and it works; we see the

characttrs motivations and manueverings.

The effect is like the balcony scene from

Annie HalL

MacDonald has a very simple straight

forward writing style which is much like

John Steinbeck with .some extra sex added.

He manages to keep all the strands of the

story together and never loses the reader's

interest.

John D. MacDonald.
More Sunday.

author of One

oooooooooooooeoeeoooooeoooo

LOUNGE

Help make it through the

Spring by reading the Col-

legian every day.

545-0202

Iqooodoooooooooooo
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Coming this weekend. . .

Saturday Happy Hour
featuring **JuBt George

(from the Boston & Cape Cod circuit)

4 00 ?l i
Wednesday to Saturday i

— All you can eat Chicken Wings! —

AT jysTiM Rmwl;

I
Casablanca

I Maltese Falcon

7:00

9:00

OOOOOOOOI

RT 47 SUNDERLAND

6^ 4937
24 Hour Topad M«f lOO*

:^>i>c

rusty nail

DOWNTOW.

PROUOty PRESENTS

nyi

Every Thursday -

THE RADIATORS
1960's Rock & Roll

Bring Any Size Mug h We'l

Fill It For 25*

$1 Cover Charge.

March 30th

NOVEMBER GROUP
$3 Cover

Telephone (_ Coming April 11th-Bonnie Raitt Aprill 14th-NRBQ
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Whenyou need big favors

you askgood friends.

When you ;isk «<kk1

fneiids for a favor, you know

whiii tlu'\'rt' .uoinji to say. So

you It'll tht'in x-ou're iiiovinj^

a.U.iiii and tluii wait for the

j,Toaii^ to stop. Tlu'y may not

liko the idea, but you know

they're ^om^i to be there.

When y< )u're finished, these

jx'opk' are .^oin.u l<> (ieser\e

something special. Tonight,

let it be b)wenbrau.

Ldwenbraii.IIere*s to good friends,
»eO Beei tuewed .r u S » by M.i«»r B'ewxg aimpany Mnwaunw *.w:ofv

Union Video Center presents

5th Annual

VIDEO ART
FESTIVAL

NAM JUNE PAIK

An Evening with the Video Art Master -

Tonite, Wednesday March 28

Hampden Theatre, S.W.

7:00 PM
viewing of recently completed

works followed by discussion

FREE!
bv UMasa Arts Councir

Yiiiika Foods
Retort Meals...

a fast, convenient, delicious

new way to cut calories.

no added preservatives

Ten delicious meals

under 300 calories.

Only five minutes

to prepare and no

messy
i
»ors or pans

lo cle.^n Stores on

your shelf for five

years Needs no

refric-eration. There s

never been a more convenient or delicious way

lo woich calories Sample some. soon.

SRA Enterprises ^;::,tr;;:'"'

RO. 1033 /|^
Northampton,Ma. ^^^

niOfjQ 686-5299 or 6eg:6477

,WedneMU7. March 28. 1984

Hypercurriiula

SPECTRUM POETRY
STAFF MEETING - We
will be continuing our

selection process. All

members please attend.

6:00 p.m., CC901.

CERRF MEETING - Join

the Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive

Freedom to discuss our

choices. All welcome. 4:00

p.m.,CC905.

PRE REGISTER FOR
SPRING BLOOD BANK -
Pre registration is now
taking place in the campus

center concourse for next

week's Spring blood drive.

Appointments help in

scheduling the number of

nurses and beds needed. 10-

3:00 p.m., CO Concourse.

SOCIAL/ECONOMIC
ASPECTS OF THE KIB-

BUTZ — Dr. Amir Helman,

Ph.D.. London School of

Economics, and Nathan

Shacham, popular Israeli

writer, will speak. 7:00

p.m..HERTlll.

UNITED JEWISH AP-
PEAL MEETING - 7:00

p.m..CC801.

ISRAELI FOLK DAN-
CING — 7:30 beginners.

8:30 all others. SU Com-
monwealth Room.

ISRAELI WRITER
NATHAN SHACHAM -
Nathan Shacham will speak

on "Hebrew
Literature — Western
Values and National

Identity". 11:15 a.m.,

CC905 09.

PARADISE LOST:
CARRIBEAN NATIONS
AND THE U.S. - Two
speakers will discu.ss the

Carribean Basin Initiative

and the current situation in

these nations. 7:30 p.m.,

CC917.

LESBIAN AND GAY
AWARENESS DAY - Key
note speaker Barbra Git-

tings: "liesbian and Gay
Liberation: What Every

Heterosexual Needs to

Know". 8:00 p.m., CC174.

COMING OUT RAP
GROUP - 7:30 p.m..

SU413.

FILM: IN THE BEST
INTEREST OF CHILDREN
— Discussion to follow film.

The film deals with lesbian

and gay parenting. 12:00

p.m., Cape Cod Lounge.

STUDENT
AIRFARES

round trip from

LONDON $348

PARIS $3781

MADRID $399

LUXEMBURG
$469!

AMSTERDAM
$448

ZURICH $396

STOCKHOLM

CARACAS^
BOGOTA $429

National Student j

Travel Bureau

of the USA
266^1926

Council Travei/CIEJ

729 Boylston St

suite 201

Bocton, MA 02116
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The Collegian is looking

for cartoonists. If your en-

thusiastic, energetic and
most importantly creative,

the Collegian needs you.

Drop by anyday after 2:00

p.m. and ask for Bill Wall.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Author O Flaherty

5 Out of

10 Religious group
14 Christiania today
15 Alaskan native

16 Reverberate
1 7 Weather word
18 -I girljust

like.,
'

19 Ship s personnel
20 Time period

23 Angers
24 Spanish title

25 Small treshwater

fish

28 Part o» MST
33 Cheerful, old style

34 Byron or Stanford

35 Zodiac sign

36 Is obligated

37 TV exec Arledge

38 Coupd
39 Navy letters

40 Amateurs
41 Circumvent
42 Pensioners

44 Cubic meters
45 Photog s abbr

46 Design
47 Part of a time

term

55 Tennis great

56 Sharp

57 Stingy

58 Raise
59 Experienced

sailors

60 Office Item

61 Type of tennis

62 isn t so
63 Maglie et al

DOWN
1 Modern residence

2 The Last Time
Pans

3 I cannot tell

4 Early hours

5 Twain hero

6 Norwegian kings

7 Nevada resort

8 Attire for

Giselle

9 Time, to

Captain Kirk

10 Time unit

1

1

Decorator's

choice

12 Popular

entertainer

13 Pulls

21 Low card

22 Sharpen

25 Clean
vigorously

26 Part of ship's

bow
27 That IS Lat.

28 Drives away
29 Items on shop

shelves
30 Church feature

31 Aptly named
novelist

32 Is foolish

(with on ")

34 Had on
37 Quick cover

for a 61 Across
38 Prime time

periods

40 Nesting place
41 And others Lat

43 Resident of a sort

44 Most clever

46 Page of song
47 British title

48 Cruising

49 PartofGBS
50 College

sports gp
51 On time

52 City in

S Sicily

53 Transport

54 Very, in

Versailles

) 1 3 4

1

5 6
J 8 9

~

10 11 r? 13

14 15 i6

17 li 19

75- ?1

^^^^^?1 IH ?4 hhh
75 ?ft >7 ?i ?q Jft 3t 37
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1,' 41 44
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1
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The Collegian

will be holding

a Public Forum
Thursday, March 29

from 3:00 - 4:30

the topic will be

The Editorial Page

if
«-

1^

If

Ik

4-

4-

4-

4>
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Roast Beef Grinder

Chicken and Pineapple

DINNER
Veal Parmesan
Baked Cod/

Newburg Sauce

Ham and Turkey Plate

with Com Miiffin

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Chicken and Pine84>pl€

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parmigiana

Baked Cod/

Newburg Sauce

Weather

Wednesday, increasing
cloudiness, highs from 45 to

50. Wednesday night,

cloudy, cold with a chance of
snow. Lows in the 308.
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LEGENDAR?
BLUESMAN

JOHNNY
COPEIAND
A Rounder Recording

Artist

mm
'/PRODUCnOMS^

A Dream Come True

BAUSCH & LOMB
Soft Contact Lenses

For Extended Wear

$129
00

COMPLETE

Now there are soft contc^a lenses you can wecV
continuously day and night for up to 30 days even

while sleeping

Our complete package Inchjdes Instruction, fitting, and
unlimited follow-up visits

Bausct) A Lomb dolly wear lenses available for 599.

(M̂6wca&^isiop

HAMPSHIRE MALL, ACROSS FROM KMort 584-8324

Wednesday, March 28, 1984

Wednesday, March 28, 1984 iCollegian is

^^yi;i
;
i
;i;;;; ^

HELP WANTED
The Office of the Student Government

Association Attorney General has 2 posi-

tions open for assistants. Individuals

should have experience in the University

Judicial system (i.e., defense advocacy),

research and writing skills, and should be

able to work without supervision. These

positions are 10 hours a week. Applicants

nnust be UfVlass undergraduates and may
apply at 434 Student Union Building,

Deadline is March 28th, 1984. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. The
Student Attorney General is an AA/EEO
employer.

The Collegian-

Study it,

•Know it,

Enjoy it,

Read it

Every day

«*••. ;•;•.•*!••.•-?•:

HAIR IDEAS .

.

JD PERMANENT WAVE.

Long-lasting curl Built-in conditioning

formula Beautiful shinfe with bounce
Now only S 35 00 with this ad

26 MAIN STREET • AMHERST • 253 9293

JOlin DCIIARm lAIOIII

ARE you AND TACKY?

WELL, OXOii PICTURES wants you to win

The 1st Annual y/XiiJoLy>il Tacky Classic!

Get set to get wet.

'^

"UP THE CREEK- OPENS APRIL AT THEATERS EVERYWHERE

All you need to do is have your favorite club, organization team, etc sponsor

you as one of their representatives that's really "UP THE CREEK." Each team ot

four contestants will be judged on their costunning and appearance in four

categories the raunchiest, the zamest. the most outrageous, and finally how
tacky they can be!

1st PRIZE: A private screening for you and your friends of Orion's zany and out -

rageous contemporary comedy "UP THE CREEK"

2nd and 3rd PRIZES: Limited number of "UP THE CREEK" t-shirts, posters and

soundtrack albums. Soundtrack available on Pasha CBS Records

So this IS your big chance to prove that you really are "UP THE CREEK" and
tacky

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

CONTEST WILL BE HELD AT: Justin Ryans Meeting Place

HATF March 29th jIMF 9:00 PM.

LOCATION Corner of Rt 9 and University Dr.

PRESENTED BY: Justin Ryan's, Plumbley's,

The Pub, Bart's Ice Cream

Corona does
what IBM does
for a lot less

The Corona desktop ond portobte personal

computers gJve you everything you
ever wanted in an IBM-compotlb»e.

and more. Yes, the software is

interchar>geabte. The big difference is the price.

Specially priced
Now at ^2,995

WORLD UIP STRING, inc

(desktop model
with 2 drives)

And get Lotus 1-2-3 or dBASE II software for only $99

SpecMcoNons
• Processor - 16-b«t 8088
• l^errKtrv- 128K
• Storage type - Double-sided, double
density floppy

• Disk capacity - 320K
• RAM-disk
• High resolution green phosphor, non-

glare rr^onttor

• Detachable keytxxsrd, IBM
arrangement

Expanskx^ $k>ts - 4 IBM-compatible
sk)ts

Power supply - 1 lO watt switching

supply
Alphanumenc dispkjy - 80 columns.

25 rows
Character font - 16x13 dots

Character attributes - Reverse video,

ur>denine, blinking, high intensity

Text can overlay grophics

Graphic storage - As many images

as memory allows

GRAND REOPENING SALE
Visit our new store and get 75% off all

our kites tncm>t Gmy»s

OPEN MON, TUES, FRI 10am-5:30pm

THURS. Til 8pm, SAT 9:308m-5pm

CLOSED WED. b SUN

12 BRIDGE STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MA 0108O

5866141

Please come In or c<M us today

and let ut slmpNfy your computer needs.

Corona products are sokJ and sensed exclusively by us in Western Massachusetts

U]ComputerWorks
266 N. Pleasant St , Amherst 253- 5673

Open Mon.-Sat 10-5

Join
the action.

Public lntefB«t R»arch Groups (PIRG») are nonpfoWt, nonpartisan,

(tatewide oroanizations which conduct raaaarch. education, and ad-

vocacy on iaaues of environmantal pfsaerwation . consumar protac

tion, and corporate and Bovammental accountabilitv

Entry-laval profaaaional poaition* and aummer (obs ara avaitabta

with the PIRGs nationwida Tha currant focus of the PIRGs « the

National Student Conference for Voter Registration. For more infor

mation, contact UMaea/ Amherat Career Ptacannent Otfice Job in

terviews ara scttadutad for March 30, 1964.

Join tha action.

SUMMER JOB
Cape. Cod, Manhe't Vjnayan], md
Nantucket hew* thousands of good

paying loto* a aaatils to itudants and

laechen ttMs aunwnar.

A Oiractory liating thaaa iotaa liy

amptoyi aiao ha* houatng mfo arMi

|ob appkcation tafma

For an ininiadiata copy of ttia 18B4

Oiractorv. (and t3 00 Imdudas lat

Claaa Poataga and handhngi to:

CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU
Boi> S04. Roo<T< 212

BamataMa. MA 02S3O

PIRG
Contact your campus or state PIRG or ca4l

the National Office at (6171-423 1796

WILD
AMERICA
ISOIJR
CAMPUS

MtmulilHiy I aftt r uniiilt-il M '^ M ^ ^d^ixttbrv
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

CAPE COD HELP WANTED LOST

Four more neoded to fill house in W. Yar-

mouth close to beach /work 546-1295.

Female housemates needed Cottage on
Rt. 28 DennisDort One mile to beach $635

Call Lisa 6-7405 or Dtfnna 7-7405

Houaemate wanted for summer rental in

W. Yarnrwuth call 546-7629/546-5347.

CAPE COD - to share house. Memorial

thru Labor Day. $550.00. Marty
(617)^877-0521 Jo (617) 262-4968 after 6:00

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-ADISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEEDI 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584 6712

FOR SALE

Motorcycle Honda 380 good condition

$400 or BO must sell Bill 549-1458

5.3 Cubic Foot Refrigerator $100 2 50 lb

plates steel $75 546-9060

All quality sunglasses all genuine

Raybans and Vuamets spring for

sunglasses. All types. Most 30 percent off

suggested retail prices. Look for my table

today in the CCC.

1978 Chevy Van P. S. /P. B. /Air 3/4 ton like

new. Phone between 11pm-7am 666^3473 .

1975 Plymouth Valiant. Slant-six engine

Runs excellent. Good body. Call Kevin at

586-9336 or 256-0078.

VW Bug 1971. 80,000 miles, one owner,

heater works. Excellent shape. $900.

253-7396.

4 MIchelln 196/70 HR14XVS $295 Elecign

Mallory, alum Hirise + Holley 600 for Bom
302; 67 Mustang Deluxe interior w/Ali 1965

Austin-Healy Sprite runs $250; Dennet

549-5552.

5-piece Ludwig drumset. Mint! $450

BxW Vistalite. Eric 256-0551^

Drummer wanted for professional rock

t)and. Experienced only rock funk R & B
workaholic 549-4003

ALASKA: Jobs and travel information!

Write: Alasco, Box 30752. Seattle, WA
98103

Student interested in representing na-

tional medical instrument company to

fellow med students. Great values, ex

cellent quality. 800-323-9790 evenings

Airiines HiringI Stewardesses, Reserve

tionistsi $14-$39,000. Worldwide! Call for

directory. Guide, Newsletter

^(916) 944-4444 XUMASSAIR

Counselors: Camp Wayne, Co-ed Nor-

theast Penn. Interviews arranged. Unusual

opportunity. 12 Allevard St., Lido Beach,

NY 11516 (include your telephone number )

Cruiaeships hiring I $16 $30,0001 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, Worid. Call for Guide Direc

tory. Newsletter 1-916-944-4444

XUMASSCRUISE
Need Cash? I need tutoring in Calc 132

and Physics 162 546-6663 ask for Jim.

Mobile Vending Vehicle Drivers

wanted for Cape Cod this summer after

7:00 p.m. Pete 584-9580.

Bass player for R/B, rock. Chris 666-7148

a*ter 5.

INSTRUCTION

For a French tutor (alt levels) call Foad at

253-5811

CPR Instructors Course - The Hampshire

County Chapter if the American Red Cross

is offering a CPR instructor's course on

April 2, 3, 4, 6:30-9:30 PM, at the Belcher-

town State School. Call the Chapter at

584-8887 to register

CPR Sign Up - ArT>erican Red Cross sign

up table for CPR course to be held on Cam-
pus. CPR saves lives. Monday through

Wednesday, April 2, 3, 4, 9-1, Concourse

Campus Center

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

Bass Pedal synthesiier-Crumar. Thick

sound. $295 Darryl 546-5619

Electric guitar - Red Peavy T-60 $400

665-3505 ask for John.

Rscher 205cm Silvergtass Skis, Moroica

size 1 1 boots Markerst bindings $50 or B.O.

Pete 584-9580.

Furniture complete living room and

bedroom sets plus extras, will store for

summer. Must see. $550 Amy 549-4169.

Kawasaki K2400 1977 perfect condition

$500 or best offer call Steve 546-9450.

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits

may be received from academic depart-

ments. Aid attorneys at LSO with client in-

terviewing, legal research, negotiations, in-

vestigations, giving advice and referrals,

preparation of court forms, attendance at

hearings in District and Superior Courts,

and participation in administrative hearings

and federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervision to app-

ly, and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO 922 Campus Center.

Missing since Dec. female Dober-
man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny
friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Gold h Diamond Bracelet, near Newman
Center or SOM. If found call 549-5996
ANYTIME! Very sentimental. BIG
REWARD!
Lost: Green polo keychain if fourKi please

call 546-9667 $10 REWARD

A pair of womens glasses (Jilson

Thoren) before spring break in Public

Health Auditorium. Please call 545-2383 or

come to Tobin 402.

PERSONALS

Sharonstien: Don't be a box on your birth-

day, Greg

Phi Mu Sorority invites all university

women to dinner Tues Weds Thurs March
27, 28, 29 for more information call

253-9971 ask for Susan or Jodi

Monty Python's Back! See the "Meaning
of Life" CCA Thurs. 5, 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Monte Cario Night Sponsored by Alpha
Chi Omega Friday, March 30 8:00 p.m.
Greek area only please cornel

Happy B-Day Nikal Now that you are

finally 20 we can have some real fun! Luv
Brenda

Problems with your employer? Call

LSO 546-1996

Accepting submissions until March 30th-

-seek written and visual material on the

theme of "1984 and Beyond." Bring to

room 104 CC

Cash Reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Puffton, Townhouse or Area call 546-8541

or 546-8035.

Gay Men/Women needed for interviews.

Strictly confidential. Call 549-4894

Georife, happy 21st birthday! ../u're

gett'in there kid. Love always, Suzanne
& Asia.

Mode: High speed run. The poison spitting

frog is rampant. Sherm Person

Next time no early warning. I'll surprise

you. Sherm Person

Kin Wah, Congratulations! We are all

very proud of you. and know you'll suc-

ceed wherever you go and whatever
you do. Love, 306

Open Rush at Sigma Sigma Sigma All

University women invited to a rush party

Thu'sday at 8:00. For more info call

545-0046 382 N Pleasant St.

One bedroom apt. in Sunderland.
Available May 1 with Fall option. $315 in-

cludes all. Call 665-7991 after 6.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Femala roomata wanted Townhouse

Apts. Share bedroom, summef sublet with

Fall 84. $122.50 month. Debbie 549^1754.

Immadiate opening in Rolling Green with

Fall option. All utilities included. Very

reasonable. Call Jim 25&0663

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typ)eset resunr>e.

Conr»e to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service , competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing pickup and delivery evenings 413
774-2379

SABINE

Have fun in the Bahamas? I missed you

lots' Happy Birthday. Sweetie! Love,

Your Faithful E.T.!

SPORTS FANS
~

Mike - Congratulations on a job well done
at the Button. You're still the Wet Willy

King in our hearts - the Cantankerous Boys
of Townhouse

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Steding. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 25frO710

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted apartment in Puffton, bran-

dywine or surrounding area call 256-1236

reward I

Looking for a 2 badroom apt for fall 84

call Debbie or Lori 866-4678 after 8 PM

Two bedroom apt. in Puffton, Bran-

dywine, Townehouse, or surrounding area

for Fall '84. Willing to take over for sum-

mer. Call 6-4239 or 6-6943

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village Fail

'84 Reward. Willing to take over for July &
August. Craig. Jerry, or John 549-4816

2 Bedroom apt. in Puffton or Townhouse
wanted from summe' 84 Call 6-9938

Townhouse, Brandywine or Puffton

double room needed for 2 for Fall '84 but

will take over summer lease. Please call

Doris or Natalie 546-8414

Preferably 3 bedroom apt. in Puffton for

Fall '84 Reward! Will take lease in June call

546-7276 or 546-7279 Desperate!

Apartment or house neer campus for

Fall will consider taking bedroom in a cur-

rently rented place call Rob 546-5695.

WEEKEND IN NEW YORK CITY

May 5-6 $38.00 includes hotel, trans. &
taxes sign up on CCC Wed-Fri March 28-30
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Stull hopes for a wide-open offense
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Hoping to breathe
new life into the University of

Massachusetts football program, Robert
Stull, a successful offensive coordinator 4it

the University of Washington, was ap-

pointed the 21st coach in a press conference

at the Northampton Hilton, yesterday.

Stull. 38, said he plans to, offensively,

throw the ball and mix up the plays and

make UMass a more exciting football team

to watch. Stull also announced goals of his

are to win the Yankee Conference title and

win the Division I-AA national title.

The new coach, in his first head coaching

job, also said that the present staff will not

be fired.

'Tm very excited to be here." Stull said.

"Fm very impressed with the people at the

University of Massachusetts and their fine

tradition here."

Stull was chosen from a field of 54 ap-

plicants in a national search and received a

four year contract. Stull has been offensive

coordinator at Washington since 1979 and

the Huskies have posted a 47-12 record.

»»» «'.'».».'».' '' ''

"I believe football is a spectator sport.

I want to throw the ball and mix it up.

I don't believe in three yards and a

cloud of dust."

—New football coach Bob Stull
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In the five year span, Huskie grid teams
have broken the school record for total

offense twice and have averaged 26.9 points

a game.

"I believe football is a spectator sport,"

Stull said. "I would like to throw the ball

and mix it up. I don't believe in three yards

and a cloud of dust.

"At Washington, our offense was balanced

and here I want to have the ability to throw

or run. I want to have a wide-open offense

but all of this depends on the personel here.

"We will have to recognize our strengths

and weaknesses and adjust," he said. Stull

wants to evaluate the talent that is here.

Spring football practice opens on April 9

and the spring game is slated for May 5.

Stull said he plans to use the spring to get

the basics done and evaluate the team.

Stull's long range goals are to win Yankee

Conference and the Div. I-AA crown.

"rm hoping to build a quality program," he

said. "The administration is moving in a

positive direction." Stull said scholarships

for the team will be increased from 60 to 70.

The present staff, including defensive

coordinator Jim Reid, who was the interim

coach after Bob Pickett resigned on

February 11, will stay on according to Stull.

"I will work with the staff that is there,"

Stull said. "I don't see any problem at all."

Stull also said that an offensive coordinator

would be added to the staff by the end of

the week.

Stull said he will be more involved with

the offense but he will work with both sides

of the ball. Stull said he plans to 'coach' the

coaches to evaluate practices.

Stull is a 1968 graduate from Kansas State

where he was a three year letterman and

captain of the football team. He received

his undergraduate degree in physical

education and has a masters in Education.

He has been at Washington since 1975, all

under coach Don James, and was the

receiver coach and recruiting coordinator

until 1979 when he was appointed to the

offensive coordinator, offensive line coach

and recruiting coordinator positions.

NL picks - Braves out

West, Dogfight in East
By MIKE LEVINE
Cdlegian Staff

Season number 108 is almost here for the

National League and this promises to be

one of the most exciting seasons in years,

with no fewer than seven legitimate

pennant contenders, and a few others who
could make large strides toward future

pennants.

The Eastern Division promises to be

another dogfight with Montreal.

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis

expected to be the top dogs.

However, the Expos, with the

acquisition of left-handed reliever Gary

Lucas and former Phillie Pete Rose,

undoubtedly a true winner if there ever

was one, should finally live up to their

potential and take the NL East crown.

With Rose added to a solid hitting attack

which includes Andre Dawson. Gary

Carter, and Tim Wallach and Lucas, Jeff

Reardon, and Dan Schatzeder in the

bullpen to reheve Steve Rogers, Charlie

Lea, and Bill Gullickson. anything less

than first place will not be enough for fans

from the Great White North.

Meanwhile, if St. i>ui'.' Joaquin Andujar.

Bob Forsch and friends can regain the

form that took them to the World Series

two years ago and George Hendrick and

company continue their timely hitting, the

Cardinals should make a pretty good run

•t the Expos.

Philadelphia's Wheeze Kids will need a

repeat performance from Cy Young
Award winner John Denny and

replacements for Rose and Joe Morgan at

first and second base to have a shot at

repeating as champs. Also, the Pirates,

with the addition of Amos Otis and Johr\

Tudor, can't be counted out. The Mets,

despite showing some promise during

spring training, shouldn't be a factor. The
same goes for the Cubs, but that's nothing

new for them.

As for things out West, the Atlanta

Braves, with probably the most
balanced attack in the majors, led by MVP
Dale Murphy, should regain the NL West
crown from the Dodgers. However, they

will need to find a replacement for Phil

Niekro in the starting rotation. The
Padres, who have been the perennial

doormats of the West since their inception

in 1969, should give the Braves a good run

with the acquisition of Goose Gossage to

go with a fairly young pitching staff.

Dodger manager Tommy Lasorda's

upset stomach this season will not be a

result of Italian food, but of the horren-

dous defense that will prevent them from

repeating as NL West champs. But with

their starting pitching and experience,

anything can happen. On the other hand,

Houston's solid defense, along with good
pitching, could make them a dark horse

choice, but the hitting must come
through.

The Giants, with their improved pitching

and defense, could surprise a few people,

while Cincinnati's Big Red Machine will

need more than Dave Parker and Tony
Perez to have a shot in this league.

It would be tough to predict the winner

of a Montreal- Atlanta championship

series, but let's hope new baseball

commissioner Peter Uberroth has a heavy

winter coat to withstand that cold

Canadian wind in mid-October.

AP Laacrphoto

The National League East race will probably be up in the air ri^ht

down to the wire just like Cubs second baseman Ryne Sandberg (23) in a

1982 game being held up by the Phillies Mike Schmidt. Philadelphia,

Montreal, St. Louis and Pittsburgh should be fighting it out until Oc-

tober.

Zulu opens practice
The University of Massachusetts women's
Uhimate Frisbee team begain practice for

its 1984 Spring season Monday under sunny

skies. ZULU (Zoo Ultimate Ladies Union),

who won the 1982 Ultimate National

Championship, holds practice on the South-

west playing field daily.

The women started running laps in the

Cage the week before spring break. Due to

the snow-covered fields, practice outside

was too cold and too dangerous.

The team looks very good this season,"

said team captain Taara Hoffman. "The

women who have played before are in good

shape and the rookies are enthusiastic and

are catching on quickly.

ZULU'S practice consists of one lap

running around the track that circles the

stadium (1.6 mUes), practicing throws, and

doing various offensive and defensive drills.

After last Spring the team decreased

greatly, leaving only three veterans from

the 1982 National championship team to

continue this past Fall. Many ZULU
women graduated or left the area to play

with other teams, leaving few dedicated

players this fall.

The first tournament of this season is the
April Fool's Fest which will be in Virginia
this weekend but ZULU is unable to go due
to a lack of field space. The UMass men's
ultimate team, ZOO Disc, will be par
ticipating.

The women will be hosting a one day
tournament on April 7 and they will be in

Boston the weekend of April 14th.

J.R. Richard is

cut by Houston
COCOA, Fla. (AP) - J.R. Richard,

whose fastball had taken him to the top of

the pitching profession before he was
felled by a stroke in 1980, was released by

the Houston Astros Tuesday, apparently

spelling an end to his baseball career.

Richard, 34, had been attempting a

major league comeback with the Astros,

who invited him to spring training this

season as a non-rostered player.

Richard's agent, Tom Reich, had said this

was Richard's last shot at reclaiming his

All Star career.

Richard had not pitched in any A Team
exhibition games and had been signed to a

contract with the Astors' Triple A affiliate

at Tucson, Ariz.

Sports Notices
An organizational meeting for the UMass
women's golf team will be held today.

Wednesday, at 4 p.m. in Room 223 in

Boyden. For more info, contact coach Jack

Leaman.

The Stockbridge golf team will hold an
organizational meeting today, Wednesday,
at 4:30 p.m. in Boyden 223. Contact coach

Jack Leaman at 545-1301 for more info.

Undergraduates must turn in their gym
clothes, towels, and locks signed out this

semester to the equipment rooms (Boyden
or NOPE) from where they were assigned

no later than 5 p.m. Thursday, May 25.

Students will be billed for items not
returned through the Bursar's office.

Final examination schedule inside today
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Student acquitted

of setting carpet

fire in Moore
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts, first year student

charged with setting fire to a carpet in his dormitory,

during the series of fires at the school last semester was
found innocent Tuesday in Hampshire District Court.

John D. Campbell, 18, of Stoughton, was acquitted by

Judge Edward G. Shea after an hour-long trial. Campbell

is a Moore House resident and one of three students ar-

rested at UMass last December in connection with the

series of small fires that occurred in various dormitories

since September.
Defense attorney Arthur Serota of Springfield

presented evidence to the court that the incident "was
basically horseplay and no harmful intent was present."

Campbell was charged with violating General Law 266

Section 98, intentional destruction of schoolhouse pro-

perty, after he was discovered with a lighter and a spray

can in Moore House, and was later seen by student

security personnel kneeling near "foot high" flames.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey suspended and later

reinstated Campbell.

Serota said yesterday, "The school was in a crisis situa-

tion with 30 some-odd fires, on campus but to toss in-

dividual rights out the window was wrong."

"John was just fooling around with a few friends. The
fire was an accident. TTiose are the facts and the judge

saw them that way," Serota said.

Two other students were charged in connection with

fires. One student was charged with setting two fires and

one with ripping a fire alarm from a wall. The charges

were dropped in the first case, and probation with

restitution was ordered in the second. Both were also

suspended and later reinstated by Duffey.

Assistant District Attorney Rosemary Tarantino said

her office prosecuted the case based on the evidence they

had. She referred, at the trial, to the statement by the

student security worker who identified Campbell as be-

ing at the scene of the fire.

"The Crampton incidents were a black mark on the

school, but in this case the school acted a bit too quickly

in an incident that was, in all reality, just an accident.

The same thing might not have happened at another

time," Serota said.

"The media was quick to tie John in with the fires but

this was an isolated incident," Serota said. "Hopefully

his being found innocent will be pointed out."

Campbell could not be reached for comment yesterday

but Serota said his client was "back in school and finally

free of this case."

Sullivan defeats Flynn to

retain speaker's seat
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Incumbent Speaker Chris Sullivan

defeated Governmental Affairs chairman

Jay Flynn by a 2-1 margin in the

Undergraduate Student senate's annual

elections last night.

Former Student Government Associa-

tion (SGA) F'inance Committee head John

Speaker Chris Sullivan Mooridian won the treasurer's post over

Joseph Sparks, SGA budget chairman.

Sullivan received 45 secret ballot votes to

Flynn's 21. after speeches by both can-

didates and debate on the Senate floor.

Sullivan said he was "proud of my record

of hard work and reliability...(and my)
historical perspective on the SGA's deal-

ings with the administration that 1 believe

is unmatched."
Jamie Sterling, who nominated Sullivan,

said the Speaker "has a willingness to

work with new senators" and "knows what

the issues are that the SGA has to work on

with the administrators."

Several students cited Sullivan's skills as

a negotiator with the administration, the

long hours he devoted to his job, and most

of all his "supportiveness" and "sensitivi-

ty" toward co-workers, particularly

minorities.

"I'm speaking as a black and a female."

said Senator Sharon Jackson. "Chris has

made me feel a real part of the Senate.

He's always been there when I needed to

lollcriui photo bT David P. Dcaber

Treasurer-elect John
Mooradian

talk to him."

But Flynn supporters asserted that

Sullivan was t^) blame for the divisions that

have wracked the Senate through much of

the past year. Sullivan's tenure, said

Senator Reuven Carlyle, has been marked
by "hatred, tension, (and) power
struggles."

"Consistently we've seen a speaker
who's biased," added Senator Tim
Rudolph. "We've seen the Senate split

right down the middle."

Dakin Ferris, former student attorney

general, came to Sullivan's defense: "It's

ridiculous to believe that one f)er8on is

responsible for all the bickering."

Flynn said that conflicts and confusion

had ari.sen because the Senate had not

followed parliamentary procedure strictly.

"We must respect structure and rules," he

said, "so everyone is treated exactly the

same."

Flynn also rebutted accusations that he

was not a student last semester by display-

ing what he said were letters from pro-

fessors whose classes he had taken.

In the debate before the treasurer elec-

tion, both the candidates and their sup-

porters refrained from attacking each
other. "Please don't vote against
anybody," Sparks told the Senate.

500 attend pro-choice rally in Boston
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — Twenty-five area students joined with more
than 500 pro-choice activists at the Statehouse yesterday

afternoon to protest an anti-choice amendment that could

eliminate all state-funded abortions in Ma.ssachusetts.

The rally, titled "Voices for Choice Day," was co-

sponsored by more than 50 reproductive rights groups

from throughout Massachusetts, including the University
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Rep. Susan Schur (D-Newton) speaks during the rally yesterday at

the Boston Statehouse.

of Massachusetts Committee for Equal Rights and

Repro<luctive Freedoms (CERRF).
Republican and Democratic state senators and represen-

tatives, five U.S. Senate candidates, and other guest

speakers discussed the anti-choice amendment and the

ramifications it would have if passed.

Rep. Susan Schur, I)-Newton, a leading opponent of the

proposed amendment, said it would be difficult to swing

the current anti-choice votes in time for the second vote on

May 9.

"It's important that we become politically aware and

selective about our representatives," she said. "We need

to take the anti-abortion amendment into the political

arena."

A November 1983 poll indicated 79 percent of

Massachusetts voters agreed abortion is "a personal,

private choice that state governments should stay out of"

There is a chance, however, that even with the pro-

choice majority, the amendment could be voted into law if

it passes through the House and becomes a binding

referendum.

Kathleen Steven-Arvenitis, legislative chairwoman of

the Springfield chapter for the National Organization for

Women (NOW), said that because Massachusetts is a

predominantly Catholic state, pro-life groups think the

amendment could be passed here and other states could

adopt similar bills.

Janet Gallagher, National President of Catholics for

Free Choice (CFFC), who is also a lawyer for the Civil

Liberties Union working out of Hampshire College, said

Catholics hold a "variety of opinions on the abortion

issue" and that polls show that at least 79 percent of

Roman Catholics disagree with Church teachings oppos-

ing abortion.

Susan Tatelman, a Boston lawyer and member of

several of the groups co-sponsoring the rally, said the pro-

posed anti-abortion amendment will "waste taxpayers

money."
"Assuming the legislation is passed in the legislature

and then is approved on a referenda vote, at the first sign

of enforcement it will be challenged by women's and civil

rights groups. It will be brought to the court and deemed

unconstitutional. And that inevitable litigation wastes tax-

payers money," Tatelman said.

Democratic U.S. Senate candidates Lt. Governor John

Kerry, Congressman Edward Markey, D-Malden, Con-

Contimwd on pa^e 5
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President presses for funds

for El Salvador Insurance'
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan ad-

ministration is pressing Capitol Hill to ap-

prove its request for $61.7 million in

emergency military aid to El Salvador for

its war with leftist guerrillas.

President Reagan, meeting with a group

of insurance agents, said Tuesday the aid

package is "an insurance policy to protect

against the chaos that would result from

allowing anti-American Marxists to shoot

their way to power in Central America."

Testifying before a House panel consider-

ing the request, Langhorne A. Motley,

assistant secretary of state for inter-

American affairs, declared that there was

"no time to lose."

"El Salvador needs supplies now, not

just next summer," he said.

Rep. Clarence Long, D-Md., chairman of

the Appropriations subcommittee that

screens foreign aid, called Salvadoran elec-

tions over the weekend "a heartening

development." But he said a solution in the

conflict is not near "as long as the military

kills more of its own people than the guer-

rillas."

Reagan first asked for $93 million in aid

but scaled that down to $61.7 million in an

agreement with Senate Democrats.

Senators of both parties said that when

the measure reaches the floor they will

seek to toughen a provision linking the aid

to periodic reports by the president that

the Salvadorans are making progress in

disbanding right-wing death squads, blam-

ed for thousands of p<jlitical murders.

In other action, the House Budget Com-
mittee tentatively approved a plan sup-

ported by Democratic leaders to reduce the

federal deficit by $182 billion on what was

styled a "pay-as-you-go" basis.

Murder witness stays quiet

for 15 years to save his life

SEBRING. Fla. (AP) - The
prosecution's kev witness testified yester-

day that he waited 15 years before im-

plicating William Kelley in the 1966

murder of millionaire cattle baron Charles

Von Maxcy out of fear for his life.

"I knew if I mentioned William Kelley's

name I wouldn't he alive t(Klay. I figured

I'd take my chances in court," John Sweet

told jurors in Kelley's first-degree murder
trial.

But under cross examination by defense

attorney Jack Edmund of Bartow, the

68-year-old Sweet admitted that he started

cooperating with police only after receiving

immunity from prosecution.

Sweet, who remains under a federal pro-

tection program, is the key state witness

against the Kelley, 41, of Brockton, Mass.

he has been charged in the Oct. 3. 1966

slaying of Maxcy, who was discovered stab-

IhmI four times in the back and shot once in

the back of his head at his home.

Kelley was trie<l on the same first -degree

murder charge last year, but a retrial was

scheduled after a jury became deadlocked

in January.

Sweet has identified Kelley as one of two
Massachusetts men who shared a $20,000
payoff for Maxcy 's murder.

AP Laaerphoto

WOUNDED — Lebanese rescue workers rush a wounded woman to

an ambulance in West Beirut Wednesday after she was wounded in the

leg during shelling in Beirut.

University in Beirutbombed;
warring factions exchange
BEIRUT. Lebanon lAP) ArtiUery

shelling erupted in Beirut's Moslem and

Christian neighborhoods yesterday and

security sources reported at least 50 people

were killed or wounded in Moslem areas.

There was no immediate casualty report

from Christian east Beirut. The security

sources did not give a breakdown on the

number of dead or injured.

Also yesterday a bomb exploded at an

American University of Beirut classroom 10

minutes before students were to arrive for

class. No one was injured.

The shelling came as President Amin
Gemayel's administration tried to ac-

celerate efforts to di.sengage l^ebanon's

warring factions and achieve a permanent

cease-fire.

One witness, who declined to be identified,

said he heard five shells hit the Sanaye

neighborhood in Moslem west Beirut.

Security sources said shells also fell in

several other Moslem neighborhoods and in

the Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and

Chatilla.

Christian radio stations reported shelling

in the east Beirut neighborhood of

Ashrafiyeh and in the suburbs of Furn el

Shubbak and Baabda, site of the

presidential palace. The radio stations

reported shelling along the Mediterranean

Coast as far north as Jounieh, 12 miles

north of the capital.

Grand jury drops

officer *s cfidrges
BOSTON - A Suffolk County grand jury

refused yesterday to indict a Boston police

officer charged with rape after the victim

refused to testify. District Attorney

Newman Flanagan announced.

Superior Covirt Chief Justice Thomas R.

Morse Jr. questioned the 27-year-old

woman during what the district attorney's

spokesman. Dave Rodman, called a "full

and extensive hearing," then declined to

compel her to testify.

The grand jury returned no bill against

Officer Robert Ford, 31, who was charged

with raping the woman Jan. 19 on the floor

of a private police club, the Midtown Social

and Athletic club, during his 30-minute din-

ner break.

Digest
By The Associated Press

House speaker seeks audit of

aide salaries to keep position
BOSTON - Speaker Thomas McGee,

escalating his effort to retain control of thel

Massachusetts House, called yesterday for

a salary freeze for legislative aides and for

an independent audit of House spending.
McGee, who is being challenged by ousted
majority leader George Keverian for the

speaker's position in 1985. said the package
of reforms would improve the fiscal

responsibility and public accountability of

the House.

The changes were seen as an effort by

McGee to display his leadership and in-

crease support among House members who
have not decided whether to support him or

Keverian in the leadership showdown next

January.
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Boy killed in auto crash

gives wit/i transplants
MILF'ORD - David Gotham's

death at 16 after a weekend car

crash has meant life to at least

two other people.

David's heart was transplanted

into the chest of a 16-year-old lx\y

during a "successful" operation at

Presbyterian- University Hospital

in Pittsburgh early Tuesday
monring.

Bruce Zalneratis, senior pro-

curement specialist with the New
England Organ Bank in Boston,

said the patient was in excellent

condition altout 12 hours after

surgery.

The patient, whom officials

declined to identify, suffered from

idiopathic cardiomyopathy, a

deterioration of the pumping por-

tion of the heart, Zalneratis told

the Middlesex News in an inter-

view published yesterday.

David's liver was transplanted

into an unidentified 27-year-old

woman Tuesday at New England

Deaconess Hospital in Boston.

She is in stable condition.

"He's already saved a life," said

Richard Gotham. David's older

brother. "His liver has already

saved someone's life in Boston.

The hospital told us without it the

patient would have died."

Both of David's kidneys were to

be transplanted yesterday to

unidentified New England reci-

pients. One is a 49-year -old Con-

necticut male, the other recipient

is from the Boston area.

Zalneratis said.

"This is what he would want."
his mother, Cynthia (Jotham. "he
had a special gift about caring
about other people. We had lost a

life, but if it would help someone
else, it would l)e worth doing."
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STREETLIGHT REPAIR — Physical Plant employee Ray Larochelle replaces a piece of glass

of a large street lamp yesterday near the Campus Center.

Food Services denied Hampden space
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Plans by the University of Massachusetts Auxiliary

Services to appropriate space in Hampden Commons for a

new computer facility, for use by University Food Ser-

vices, have been cancelled, according to Southwest Area

Government (SWAG) Co-president Michael Bean.

"Midway through last semester, we were notified that

Auxiliary Services would be needing the Craft Shop and

the ID Office in Hampden Commons for a new computer

facility." Bean said.

"University Food Services had already taken over a study

area in Hampden and we were concerned about a further

loss of student utilized space, so Co-president Dave

McCarthy, myself and Charles Durant from the vic*-

chancellor's office, began to solicit student opinion

throughout the Southwest body," Bean said.

Pamphlet advises

victims of assault
By LISA STRATOULY
Collegian Correspondent

Editors ' Note: This is the second of a two-part series

about the legal and medical aspects of rape.

A publication now being distributed by the

Everywoman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts, warns that while the medical examination

for sexual assault victims may be embarrassing, it is

essential for providing appropriate medical care and legal

evidence.

Kathy Alexander. Counselor/Advocate co-ordinator at

the EWC, said a detailed description of the assault in the

victim's own words is necessary to guide the examination.

"The description should include physical surroundings,

threats, force, trauma, sexual acts demanded and per-

formed, penetration by penis or other body object, ejacula-

tion and weapons used," she said.

Victims are advised not to change clothes after they are

assaulted because the condition of victim's clothing is

usually recorded by the physician, and some items may be

held as evidence, the publication states.

It also recommends victims do not take showers,

douche, defecate, clip their fingernails, or eat or swallow

liquids, because samples of semen, pubic hair, and skin

may be removed by these activities.

After the assault, a victim's first impulse may be to

change or remove reminders of the incident, the pamphlet

states. Although these measures may be psychologically

comforting, they may also destroy important physical

evidence that could be used in identifying or prosecuting

the assailant.

The pamphlet, titled "Rape and Sexual Assault: Preven-

tion and Treatment," describes the processes victims of

assault must go through when prosecuting.

Physicians will pay strict attention to the possibility of

pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease, according to

the pamphlet. Pregnancy tests may be obtained 42 days

after the first day of the last menstrual period. Tests for

gonorrea that may result from the incident can be obtain-

ed five days after the attack, and 30 days later for syphilis,

the pamphlet stated. Penicillin or another antibiotic is

usually given as a preventive measure at the time of the

examination.

Bean said they found that students did not want to give

up any more space in Hampden Commons. The three then

started working with Vice-Chancellor Dennis L.

Madson. Chancellor Joseph Duffey. Dean of Students

William Field and Vice Chancellor John L. DeNyse to

retain the areas in question. Bean said.

"Basically. SWAG put together a proposal that would

allow Southwest to retain the Craft Shop and ID Office for

our own use as student areas," Bean said, "and the ad-

ministration, notably Dennis Madson, was very receptive

to our plan."

After discussing the issue with the administration this

semester. Madson informed Bean that Auxiliary Services

would not be moving into Hampden Commons as

previously planned. Bean said.

Marie Cappadona, director of University Food Services,

said that although she had not been officially notified of

this decision, she understood it to be true.

Homosexuals still

struggle to obtain

'equal treatment'
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

The battle for equal treatment of homosexuals must be

won in people's hearts and minds and not only in the

legislature, said the first editor of the first national lesbian

magazine last night at the University of Massachusetts.

Barbara Gittings, the keynote speaker for Lesbian and

Gay Awareness Week spoke on "Lesbian and Gay Libera-

tion: What Every Heterosexual Needs to Know."
Gittings. coordinator of the Gay Task Force —

American Library Association, read letters she has receiv-

ed in the past from homosexuals expressing their desire to

be understood and share their feelings with others like

them.

Gittings, the editor of the lesbian magazine The Ladder

from 1963 to 1966, is the consultant to the National Coun-

cil of Churches. She worked with the American

Psychiatric Association and helped change wording of the

psychiatric definition of homosexual from one with the

words "mental disorder" to one with the words "alter-

native lifestyle."

Practicality, perseverance, presence, arid playfulness is

the "four part prescription" to keep from getting

discouraged within the movement, Gittings said.

Gays and non-gays "should concentrate on jobs where

they can get results, rather than jobs that have been done

before," she said. People should support others' work in

the movement and be patient and persistant.

"Gays must keep up the gay presence, reminding

everyone that gay people are everywhere," she said.

Finally, gays should "let loose our sense of humor."

"Coming out is very personal," Gittings said. "Every

lesbian and gay must do it in his or her own way at his or

her own pace."

Gittings joined the gay rights movement in 1958 when
there were only six gay organizations in the country with

only 150 people active in them.

Today, there are 1500 organizations of all kinds suppor-

ting gays, Gittings said. There are gay social, political, and

religious organizations, lobbying gn)ups, publications, law

firms and community centers, she said. One strong group

is the Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. This

group is a "wonderful bridge to the non-gay world," Git-

tings said.

Both Opponents and supporters of gay rights accuse

gays of "flaunting" their sexuality, she said. Gays want to

"express ourselves the same way non-gays do."

Gittings held up three photocopied pages of heterosex-

ual wedding announcements from a prominent

newspaper. "How much more public can you get about

your sexual interests?" she said.

Smith to adopt five college schedule
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Smith College students will have new class schedules

next year after a decision by the Board of Trustee's to

conform their class timetables to those of the four other

area colleges. .

^

The four area colleges, Hampshire, Amherst, UMass
and Mount Holyoke, all operate on a Monday-

Wednesday- Friday and a Tuesday-Thursday set of time

schedules. Smith currently runs on a Monday-Tuesday-

Wednesday and a Wednesday-Thursday-Friday time

schedule.

The alterations have been under consideration for

many years, said Yvonne Freccero, director of institu-

tional research. A five college long range study was done

in 1980 and it "recommended that Smith develop a

schedule compatible with the other colleges," Freccero

said.

"The changes will bring the students in line with the

other colleges class schedules," said Ann Shanahan,

director of public relations at Smith. The modification

will make it easier for a greater number of Smith

students, as well as other area college students, who par-

ticipate in the five college exchange, Shanahan said.

"It makes (Smith) a part of the five college program,"

said John Brady, associate professor of geology at Smith
and a member of the committee of academic policy.

The changes will also relieve the overload of classes

which occur on Wednesday morning.

The schedule shift will take place in September of 1985
to allow time to work out schedules. "We want to get the

best possible sche<lule for everylxxly," Freccero said.

"The students are pleased," Shanahan said.

Faith flawkins, a sophomore sociology/economics ma-
'jor 5«id, "I think it's the best thing they could have done.

It makes the five college system work."

Laura Joslin, a junior said, "It's all-right, but a lot of

cla.sses are going to be longer. It'll take getting used to."

C'arol Lui, a first year undeclared major said, "I think,

it'll be more beneficial for students to be able to take

classes at other institutions."

The change, however, will not be beneficial to all Smith
students. The Ada Comstock Scholars, a group of older

women who commute from places such as Vermont, New
Hampshire and Connecticut, stay at Smith for three days
to take classes.

"Institutionally, it's a good thing, for us it's a
disaster," said Elenor Ratham, director of the program.

There are several solutions being considered, she said.

University graduate program rated
By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

In a recent assessment of the research-doctorate

programs in the United States, the University of

MassachuselLs iared weu, in coniparisun lo man> other

colleges in the Northeast.

"UMass did well in these ratings, but UMass is always

improving and even better than these ratings show," said

Dean of Graduate Studies. E.B. Piedmonte

From 1980 to 1982 the conference Board of Associated

Research Councils sponsored .i survev of research

doctorate programs in the United States, focusing on the

social and behavioral sciences. This council, comprised of

the Ani»'.i».»»ii «Jouacil oi i.caf»ed Societies, »,..». ... .u.

'^>;;nri! ^t. EHu'.T.ti'^.-,. t*- Natinn.i! T?< -^^rch Council rind

the Social Science Keserach Council, studied only

urograms awarding research doctorates and their ef-

lecu^ doess m uixparuiK stauenls lor careers in research.

Dean Piedmonte said, "This is the best system there is for

rating schools. It is a sophisticated rating system, but it is

subjective, reputational and dated."

Programs were evaluated by faculty members in an-

thropology, economics. history, political science,

psychology and sociology programs across the United

States.

According to Michael Weinberg, special assistant to the

dean of qraduatr study and rese.irch at UMass. the

quality of graduate programs have an impact on the un-

dergraduate experience.

Schools were chosen in Ltie Northeast which are known
to have "good reputations." Some of the areas of the

council's survey include: the number of faculty members in

the program, the scholarly quality of the program's

faculty, the effectiveness of the program in educating

research scholars/scientists, and the evaluator's

familiarity with the work of the program's faculty.
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Thinkyou're
pregnant?

Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancy Test. It's the
same as a hospital test.

You're on your own for the first time and life is a lot different

now If you think you might be pregnant, you want to know for

sure This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy
Test It's the exact same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide So you
know Predictor is accurate

Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period
It's convenient and gives you results in

)ust one hour Think you're pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with

confidence, it's the test method used m
over 2,000 American hospitals

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy
more accurately.

PREDICTOR

rrognancyiest

I

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
BEmEEN YOUR ENQNEEMNC
DECREEANDMANAGEMENT

COULD BEOJU.
If O.C.S.(Army Officer

Candidate School) looks tangential

at first, look again. Lxx)k at it from

management's px)int of view.

Management wants engineering

skill plus leadership ability in the

people it moves up the ladder.

O.C.S. is a great place to

get started on leadership. It is a 14-

week challenge to your mental

and physical toughness. And if you

pass the tests, you will come out

strong, sure and in great shape—
a commissioned officer in the

Army, ready to exercise the leader-

ship that civilian companies put such a premium on.

If you are about to get your degree in engineering, the O.C.S. chal-

lenge could be your best next step.

To find out more about O.C.S., call the Commanding Officer in

your area:

ARMY
BEALLYOUCANBE.

"Hie Bi»(CiuM»er«Ml" MENU
Hot and Sour Soup Sweet and Sour ChickeriJ

Chicken Finfleo Pan Fried Rice (

Pan Fried Ravioli Chineae Barbequed Pofk :

BUFPET Beef with Green Pepper Broccoli in Oyeter Sauce \

Mon - Thurs ^^'(^l^"" ^"*<^ Noodle* Chicken Wings I

5 pm - B pm l-unch«on Special h Taka-Out Service r

Sunday Brunch ^ ''^i' *^°«,!;*i'

'^•""
' Sun - Thure 11:30 am - 10 pm

Fri Er Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm
10 Belchertown Road
at Rte 9, Amherst

2S6-02B1

11:30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.96 per person

Keep that Ian,
or start one

nowl

Try our supersafe

sunbed. Just $4 per

visit (or call for our

reduced rate package.)

Keep that Florida tan,

or get a start on a

great summer tan now!

THE
RACQUET
AND
FITNESS
CENTER

Route 116 Sunderland 549-4545

(3 miles from UMass)

«»dTIGER r>ewbStance
PUMA

'V

J

SUPER SPRING SHOE SALE

$10 $40

Save on:

©EtOniC PATRICK & Others

All styles of shoes on sale

from running, tennis, basketball to

Indoor soccer
X-^ SALE ENDS APRIL 14

runner'shop inc

Mon-Sat
9:30-5:00

114 Main St.

Northampton

^SCREAMINGLYFUNNY!'
BKlTt WtLLIAMSOS'TLAYKOy HAGAtl.St

Tf.HH\ J' •'!( MM , P'

fw» - .. JOHN OOLDSmW

. M> ^ ^.«<~x TERRY GILLIAM

R-^^K-sL-

POOR RICHARDS
Thu IS

HEINEKEN NIGHT
$1

Mi
All N .##

29 March 19&i

CCA
5. 7, 9, 11 PM
$1. (5 PM)

$1.50(7.9, 11 PM)

T-Sh/rts Prizes

No Cover

2 for 1 All Mixed Drinks

Sat Night

* Abortion rally
Continiied from page 1

gressman James Shannon, D-Lawrence, and William

Hebert, along with Republican candidate Dr. Mildred Jef-

ferson spoke briefly about their views regarding the

amendment.
All but Jefferson, who was cheered by approximately 40

anti-choice demonstrators holding a picket march in front

of the Statehouse steps, said they opposed the amend-
ment.

Mary Klein, one of the anti-choice demonstrators who
was removed from the rally for being disruptive, said she

thought it "was a horror the rally was allowed in the

Statehouse."

"This rally doesn't represent normal women, it

represents abnormal women. Women's economic and

social rights have been tainted by the lesbian and abortion

stuff," she said.

Stevens-Arvenitis said that in 1982, approximately

75,000 live births and 45,000 abortions occurred in

Massachusetts.

"The fact is, that if this is passed and abortion becomes

illegal, these 45,000 women will go out and have illegal

abortions," she said.

Tatelman, who is a member of the Civil Liberties Union

of Massachusetts, said there is a "discrepancy between

the vocal and voting minority of anti-choice advocates and

the silent, often non-voting majority of pro-choice ad-

vocates."

"Many people think that if they vote it won't make a dif-

ference but in this case it will make all the difference in the

world," Tatelman said.

Stevens-Arvenitis said many young people don't unders-

tand that if this bill were passed it could also affect birth

control methods like the Intra-Uterine Device (lUD) and
the Pill.

Collrihaii photo by Katie Watten

FATAL FREEDOM? — Anti-choice demonstrators protested yesterday in Boston arainst the
"Voice for Choice Day" rally.

Honors students trying to establish new RSO
MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Dissatisfied members of the National Honor Society are

working to establish a new Registered Student
Organization (RSO) to create a social and cultural at-

mosphere which they say is lacking in the University of

Massachusetts Honor's Program.
Four executive members of the Honor Society said that

when they joined the Honor's Program they were
promised that it would be an academic experience as

much as a social experience. They were told they would
be offered the opportunity to meet other members of the

program. However they said they feel the social aspect

of the program has been largely ignored.

"Last semester there was one party and it was a lot of

fun," said Lauren Click, a first year psychology major.

"But that was the only thing they ever did."

The 10 tol5 people who are working to organize the new
RSO group ha^c (irawn up a constitution which states

'hr*"* ni^in ohir»rfivo« coJJ '.!«nrf>n fimrnrrn. ^ first vt^-"-

College of Arts and Science major, and executive
membprof the jrronp

First she said the group wishes to create greater contact

belwef n Llii" honor students and make siudenis aware uf

cultural and social events on campus and in the area. As
an example, she said they want to organize field trips to

New York City art galleries.

Segarra said the group wants to have an induction

ceremony for first year students and introduce them to

the campus. Currently first year students register into

the Honor's Program and are then left on their own, she
said.

Stereo stolen from dorm
University of Massachusetts police reported a stereo

receiver and cassette deck valued at $350 stolen from a

third floor Mackimmie resident between March 16 and 25.

Windows were found open in the room when the occupant
returned from spring break.

A car parked in P lot, near Southwest residential area,

was struck between March 12 and 25 causing an estimated
$300 damage to the rear of the car, police said. There are

no suspects and the case is under investigation, police said.

The driver's window of a car parked behind Webster
Dormitory was smashed Sunday causing $75 damage,
police said. The incident occured between 11;30 p.m. and
11:40p.m..

TOM MIDDLETON

The Collegian

will be holding

a second monthly

Public Forum

on Thursday,

March 29

from 3:00 - 4:30

Campus Center

the topic will be

The Editorial Page

o",! Aa^

.•*^^>

Budweiser,
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

ICE HOCKEY FINALS
March 29, 5:30pm

Greenfield Ice Skating Rink

BADMINTON DOUBLES
Schedules may be picked up Friday March 30

Play begins on Monday April 2

CO-RECSWIMMMING
Entries and starting date are

Wed March 30

Sign-ups are 6-6:30

Diving @ 6:30, Relay @ 7:00

ikiFud^lmml
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GRADUATION NOTICE:

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speakers at Commencement '84 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Trey Williams,

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April is, 1984

Thursday Night
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COURSE
Presented by Alumni Office, University Placement Service,

and School of Management

Alumni Skills

Bank Night
Thurs, March 29, 1984

8:00 pm
Campus Center,

Room 163C
featuring:

Delores Bowen, Vice President - Goldman-Sachs

Jeff Cohen, Controller - Instron

Arnold Kraft, Manager Solution Marketing -

Digital Equipment Corporation

Ellen Levin, Product Manager -

Artifical Intelligence Corporation

Dennis Mullin, Assistant Product Manager -

Union Carbide

who will discuss

Critical Topics such as:
* Making the transition from college to corporation
* Planning career moves
* Prospects in the field

Followed by wine and cheese reception

All Students, Faculty and Staff Invited
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UMass/Coca-Cola

TREASURE HUNT
Look for Treasure

Hunt Keys on

selected soft

drink cans in

Coca-Cola vending

machines located

on UMass Campus.

Bring your key to Collegian office during regular

business hours and open the Treasure Hunt treasure

chest. You can win great prizes like

Coke Director's Chairs

Radios - SONY Walkmans
Painters Hats - TV's

and much more
Play UMass/ Coca-Cola's Treasure Hunt Today!

mmm
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The hypocrisy

of pro-choice
Richard Vigeant's column, "The Importance of Pro

Choice," (March 27), made some interesting, although false

points.

Mr. Vigeant's unsubstantiated claim of "hypocritical Pro-

Lifers" is hypocritical in itself. I would like to see pro

abortionists labeled just that, as to say that they are

champions of choice is negligent and misleading. What

about the choice of a person to make his or her own life

what he or she can, and not to be prejudged as a person of

no worth, integrity or rights? Every choice possible in life-

choices of lifestyle, career, marriage, etc. -is wantonly

disregarded and taken away from the person by someone

who decides that that person's life is not important enough

to be preserved. It is not our right to make decisions

concerning the quality of a baby's life or to trade off an

entire life to possibly preserve the quality of another's.

Women who do not want children, should not have them,

but that choice must be made before sexual activity not

after the life processes are already in motion.

Mr. Vegeant did make one valid point when he said that

abortion is not only a woman's issue; it is an issue vital to

every human being because of the implications of abortion.

If we decide that it is our place to take the life of just one

human being, we have undermined and trivialized the

sacredness of all human life. When we make this decision

to take the life of the most fragile of us all. we open our

selves up to making this decision again and again in many

situations. Anyone who is in favor of abortion, which

justifies death for the most innocent among us, must also

be in favor of the death penalty, which attempts to justify

the death of those generally regarded as the most guilty.

Indeed, we cannot allow ourselves to make either of these

decisions.

If we argue, as some do, that abortion is right in the cases

of possibly severely handicapped or infirmed babies, we

again put ourselves in a dangerous position. If we allow

ourselves to prejudge the quality of life in these cases, then

shouldn't we be able to decide in the cases of chronically ill,

mentally handicapped or even senile people, whose af

flictions are readily observable'.' If you abhor this idea, I

am with you. You must abhor it also in the guise of

abortion.

As Albert Schweitzer once said, if we lose our reverence

for any part of life, we will lose our reverence for all life.

Please don't lose your reverence for human life by sup-

porting abortion, the true enemy of all choice, made by

some to appear just and acceptable. by Sean Casey
, Collegrian Staff^

Letters ——i—^^^—^—^—
Portuguese unfairly labeled
To the Editor,

During an interview about the outcome of the New Bed-

ford rape trial on March 27, 1984 I was asked about the

response of the Portuguese community to the trial and the

publicity surrounding it. as well as many other aspects of

the case. Throughout their coverage of the events between

March 1983 and the present, the media had labeled these

men as "Portuguese Immigrants." In the interview I

stated that I would have found it surprising if the media

had labeled white-Irish or white-English men according to

their national origins if they had been involved in the rape.

The quote, as it was taken out of context in the March

28, front-page article, could lead one to believe that I con-

sidered Portuguese people non-white. I cannot believe

that the contents of a half-hour interview — focusing

primarily on the victim, the fact that this trial showed us

what goes on daily in courtrooms, and the need for educa-

tion of the community, and support for the victim — could

result in such inappropriate reporting. I request a retrac-

tion and an apology.
Kathleen Alexander

Program Coordinator of Direct Services and Training

Against Violence Against Women
Everywoman's Center

Editor's Note: The reporter apologizes for any misinter'

pretations and misquotes resiUting from the interview.

Accepting them as they are

To the Editor.

I'd like to commend the Collegian on their coverage, so

far, of the Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week. 1 was really

uplifted to see the editorial in Tuesday's paper. I'm glad to

see that the Collegian is becoming more aware of how it is

important for all groups of people to learn about one

another and get along with each other. Lesbian and Gay
Awareness Week is trying to accomplish this.

Hopefully everyone, no matter what their backround or

beliefs, will take advantage of what workshops and

discussions we have to offer them. Through these events,

I hope that people will better understand and accept gays

and lesbians for who they are, and not rely on stereotypes.

John Boden

A member of the Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week
planning Committee

A weekend of fun, information
To the Editor.

In the midst of a renewed interest in student activism,
"new ideas" politics, and perhaps most importantly our

developing sense of identity within this democratic society,

what better time to become knowlegdable on the issues

which really affect us. How, you might ask, could you get

involved? The MassPIRG Annual Spring Conference is an

answer and it starts this Friday, March 30th, right here at

UMass.

The conference is an exciting weekend of learning about

issues such as hazardous waste, energy conservation, and

sales fraud, developing new skills such as investigative

research, student leadership, and public speaking, and

meeting new people from colleges and universities across

Massachusetts. The conference will also have many op-

portunities for student and resource participants to gather

informally for information sharing, discussion, and fun

-

including a Saturday night party extravaganza.

Highlighted in the events to take place are an open panel

discussion with several Massachusetts congressional

representatives and special voter registration workshops

and caucuses.

We're anticipating a very informative, enjoyable

weekend and we eagerly encourage you to take part. For
registration and more information, stop by the MassPIRG
office in room 423 - S.U.B. or our table on the concourse.

See you there.

UMassFIRG Local Board
Tom Lenung — Chair. Bruce Manning. Jackie Mailhot,

Cindy Jacques, John boden, Jay Holland

Get rid of the Minuteman
To the Editor.

As a former resident of Concord, Massachusetts, I ap-

plaud your effort to get rid of the Minuteman as a symbol

of UMass sports teams.

The Minuteman is militaristic. Colonists trained in Gan-

dhian nonviolent techniques could probably have avoided

the violence of the Revolutionary War.
Tom Sturtevant

Winthrop, Maine
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School prayer
denies respect
Last Tuesday, March 20th, President Reagan's

school prayer amendment died on the Senate floor,

failing to get the two third majority required for

passage. March 20th, as one senator put it, was not the

day the Senate ruled against the Bible, it was the day they
ruled /or the constitution. 1 spent that Tuesday swimming
through the sea of rhetoric in Washington rather than the

Atlantic in Florida, and was quite surprised at what 1 saw
and heard.

I saw Jerry Falwell's tax-exempt, socio-political

machine take over the Capitol steps and make the
Crusades look like the Battle of the Network Stars. I saw
a newsman fall over backwards with a 40-pound camera
on his shoulder for a ten-year senator from Colorado while
others did not even bother to cross the street for the vice-

president of the United States. And I heard probably the
weakest arguments imaginable for a constitutional

amendment that some evangelists were touting as an epic

struggle between good and evil.

As I stood outside the Capitol building with a few hun-

dred other socially conscious citizens I began to unders-

tand how Diogfenes must have felt as I searched for an
honest argument. 1 approached some men in blue blazers

and "700 Club" insig^ias and asked them why we needed

a school prayer amendment. Not to my surprise, their

arguments were virtually identical.

The man in blue, showing me a coin for emphasis, told

me that we were founded by Christians and therefore are

a Christian society. What a salesman. Next, he asked me if

our society has gotten any better since school prayer end-

ed? It was becoming apparent to me that preachers are

not necessarily good debators. I find it a little hard to

believe that school prayer would have made an appreciable

difference in our society. But this guy was ready for that

one. "Then what's wrong with having it, if it makes no dif-

ference?", he said. Nice rationalization, but it does not

prove anything.

There are a lot of things wrong with what school prayer

stands for and what it would do. First, while the majority

of Americans call themselves Christian, we are a

pluralistic sf)ciety. Majority may rule, but it was not

designed to (rppress, which is exactly what a school prayer

would do to minority religions. For example, a Catholic

child could grow up in a Mormon community in Utah, and

that community could choose to adopt a Mormon prayer

for its schools, as the amendment would allow. Should the

child then be socially pressured into practicing part of

another religion? That child is probably already ostracized

from his or her friends because he or she does not take

part in the same church activities. The men in blue scoffed

at this one. "They're going to learn about oppression

somewhere." Yes. 1 suppose they are. but I see no reason

why anyone, especially children, should be subjected to

forms of oppression that organized religion supposedly

has always fought against.

As for the "In God We Trust" motto on our money, and

the benedictions that take place in Congress, it must be

made clear that these are separate issues. Those practices

are not so much religious as they are traditional. School

prayer was never a matter of tradition. It is another way
of molding the minds of children when they are most

vxilnerable to ideas.

Schools must be allowed to teach only the most basic

values of right and wrong. Parents are responsible for all

else. If I were an atheist I would not be upset by tradition,

but if I were forced to either pretend to believe in a God or

let everyone know that I did not. I would be insulted. Why
not ask if I am or was ever a member of a communist or

socialist party, or any other organization that held un-

favorable views towards the United States government or

its leaders? If the 50s were the era of McCarthyism. are

the 80s to be the era of Falwellism?

As for the "bettering society" argument, we already

have a pledge of allegiance to the wall which does nothing

to make us more patriotic, so how is a prayer, be it very

religious or utterly generic, going to curb drug use or

decrease the teenage pregnancy rate. People do not take

drugs because of a lack of religion. According to the

March 5 issue of U.S. News and World Report, religion in

our society (college campuses included) is on the rise.

Anti-social behavior is usually a reaction to a society

which is not satisfying the social needs of its people. Tell-

ing a kid that he 'has got to learn about oppression

somewhere so he had better toughen up does not satisfy

his need for support at a young age, and certainly does
nothing to enhance his faith in religion (or the rest of socie-

ty, for that matter).

America is supposed to be a bastion for freedom of

thought, expression and religion. 1 have always thought

that my God wanted me to live as he did, to be humble, to

love and resjject my fellow man, and to leave all judge-

ment up to him. I have always knmvn that if you really

want to convince someone of an idea, you do not start off

by insulting or alienating him or her. That, however, is ex-

actly what school prayer would have done, and you can

thank-whoever-you-want that it did not pass.

J<uk Murgia is a UMass student

Moonies are people too!
To the Editor,

This letter is to respond to Professor Lenz's article

'The Moonies Have Returned' and like-sounding flyers

recently distributed at UMass. In his article it is l.«nz's

opinion that Moonies are trained to 'exploit' others using

'a process called brainwashing' and 'mind-control'. But
•brainwashing' is just a negative way of saying what we
Christians call the conversion experience. Jesus said you

must be born again. In the Unification Movement we are

truly bom anew. To call this 'brainwashing' is simply not

fair.

In his attack on the Unification Movement, Lenz wildly

stabs at its use of buildings, money, newspapers and its

relationships with other countries. To this we plead guil-

ty. It's true. Moonies live in buildings, use money and

relate to other peoples. But we do not swear by the

gospel of the New York Times. Crude accusations and in-

nuendo can be horribly misleading and deceptive.

It may be easy and popular to persecute new religious

groups. So it was for Nero. So it was for Julian the

Apostate. But does history remember them for their

social reform? No, it remembers them as the great

persecutors in human history. And so history may
remember Prof. Lenz, if it rememl>ers him at all.

Since 1 don't believe in an eye for an eye, all I can do is

pray for Prof. Lenz. But he will surely reap what he has

sown.
Thomas Wojcik

Unification Church Campus Coordinator

Another side to awareness
To the Editor,

This is Gay Awareness Week. If you have homophobia,

this is your week to share your feelings and express what

you think homosexuality is about. Be my guest to do so. it

is your constitutional right. And 1 will not do anything to

stop you from preaching about the beauty of lesbianism,

and how it is "natural."

But I l)elieve God did not put us here to have sexual en-

counters with people of the same gender. I believe

homosexuals and lesbians have no concept (»f "reprcnluc-

tion of the species" and generally are ignorant of what

nature really meant for men and women to do in fulfilling

their gender roles and responsibilities.

I love my Cjod and my country with all my heart, but it

saddens me when I see people who have no idea of why

we were placed on this F3arth.

Douglass Spears
Sunderland

Amherst hockey snubbed
To the Editor,

I am writing to express my displeasure with your

coverage of the ECAC Division III hookey final between

Amherst and S.M.U. In the March 12th issue of the

Collegian Peter Abraham writes: "It was a study in

contrasts, the little state school that doesn't recruit,

plays in a high school rink and stays in HoJo's against the

private school in the private rink with the out-of-state

monsters who grew up with a stick in their hands."

Let's get a few things straight, Peter. Amherst does

not "recruit" hockey players. Every student here is

subject to the same admissions requirements; athletic

scholarships are unheard of. Nor, I think, would any

sensible person accuse the college's hockey program

(much less its rink) of being extravagant. As for "out-of

state monsters," I fail to see a connection between

physical prowess and the location of one's hometown.

You seem to imply that because Amherst draws students

from many parts of the country (i.e., California and

Florida) its hockey team was unduly advantaged. Surely

you know that there isn't a state in the nation with a

stronger or prouder-hockey heritage than

Massachusetts.

The point is that by casting this game as a battle bet-

ween good old -boy David and prepped-out Goliath, you

perpetuate the nasty stereotypes that hang over our two

schools like a bad odor. What you call "a study in con-

trasts" might easily be read as a study in prejudice your

own. It is unfortunate that such considerations should

find their way into what was, purely and simply, some

terrific hockey.

Pftter }. Stern

L AflilMnt *85 J

Pornography:
chilling effects

I
have before me a "cartoon" from PENTHOUSE
magazine. It is evening in the cartoon. The scene
is a deserted parking lot. Holding on to his unzipped

pants, a man is running away from a young woman. He
has obviously robbed and raf)ed her. The woman is sitting

in a daze, legs spread, dress torn, her purse and belong-
ings scattered. She is breathless — but not from fear or
anger. "F^ncore," she says weakly.

Jokes about rape. Jokes about child molestation. Lies

about children l)eing nymphomaniacs in small Inxlies. Lies

about women yearning to he raped.

Yet there are those who insist that fH)rnography en-

courages a mature, healthy sexuality. Does it? I open a
copy of PLA YBOY to see the centerfold. Under the photo,

the world's "Playmate of the Month." 1 open a copy of

PENTHOUSE. Here, it is "Pet of the Month." NAPA 'S(a

car parts manufacturer) monthly publication calls its

female models "pups." HUSTLER stages its monthly
"Beaver Hunt." 1 look more closely to read the text of

some of these publication. Here I see the words chick, fox,

bird, kitten, feline, minx, filly, pig, vixen, puss, heifer. Are
these women they're referring to or animals? Are women
less than human? I continue to read. The female models
are descril)ed as l)eing delicious, scrumptious, delectable,

savory, luscious. They are referred to as "pieces," or "a
piece," especially of meat. Are women something to be

eaten, something to be cut up and divide<l among the male

digestors of pornography?

And there are those who insist that pK)rnography is in-

nocuous and provides a harmless "outlet" for (primarily)

male sex drives. Perhaps, I think, this is worth checking

out. And .so I flip through photographs in countless }X)r-

nographic magazines, skim the texts of novels sold in so-

called "adult" l)<K)kstores, and watch a couple of "adult"

movies. And I see and read al)<)ut things that disturb and
frighten me.

The women in these materials are l)eing raped in one

orifice after another by one, two, three, or gangs of men,
performing .sex with other women, with children, with

non-human animals, and with inanimate objects, usually

for the titilation of male voyeurs. Women are mastur-

bating themselves with or l)eing masturbated by .s<>mtH)ne

el.se holding p<H)l sticks, baseball bats, whiskey and wine

bottles, f(M)t-long zucchinis. jack hammers. jK)wer drills,

pi.stols. knives.

They are l)eing whipped, beaten until they are black and

blue. torture<l. urinated on. slappecl. punched, forcwl to

eat deft*cation — and they love it. they can't get enough. In

many movies (l)oth X-rated and mainstream), women
eventually fall in love with the man (or men) who rapes

them; they willingly have sex with the men who l)eat them.

Some of these women |K>rtrayed in [M)rnography don't like

this treatment but cannot e.scaf)e their oppressor. Others

don't like it at first but quickly grow into insatiable

nyphomaniacs, full of eager openings. Hut many of the

women are depicted as genuinely loving this dehumanizing

and violent treatment right from the very start. They will

take "It" any time, any way; the bigger and rougher the

better, the more the merrier.

I think of the real woman who was ra{)ed and sexually

tortured for over two hours by (at least) four men on a
pool table in a New Bedford bar, while other male bar

patrons watched and cheered. I think of a woman in South

Carolina who was gang-raped and tortured for over six

hours; the rapists inserted various objects into her vagina.

I think of a friend's sister who was tied and gagged by

three men burglarizing her apartment. The men pulled up

her nightgown, pulled off her underwear, and repeatedly

raped her with their pistols, clicking the hammers each

time. I remember a male friend of mine telling me years

ago about this "show" he went to where a woman
copulated with a live horse. I think of a mentally retarded

woman who was self-sufficient enough to live on her own
with some professional supervision. A man she had

befriended invited her to his apartment where, with about

nine of his buddies, she was gang-raped and had various

objects poked up her vagina. The men even tried to get a

dog to copulate with her.

I think about a college woman at a mid-western universi-

ty who was gang-raped repeatedly by a group of men in

her dorm. After having had their "turn" vnth her, the

rapists proceeded to ram a broomstick up her vagina over

and over again, until she died from internal hemorrage. I

think about the issue of HUSTLER where women were

shown hung up on meat hooks, like animzils in a

slaughterhouse.

1 remember my former husband, a medic in Vietnam,

telling me how his squad of about 2.5 men captured a Viet-

namese hospital, killing all the patients and medical per-

sonnel except for one nurse. The men then stood in line,

each taking their "turn" with her (my husband refused to

rape her and was threatened with death by his own men
for his stance). When the last man had finished, he ramm-

ed his gun barrel — red hot from having fired so many

rounds — into her vagina and blew her to pieces.

My heart bleeds.

Deborah Murphy is a member of the Women 's Forum
Against Media Violence
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3N,4N.iN.

6N,7N,BN,
IIA

1,7.3.
<,5.«.
',«,«.'0,
11 ,1?

21

21

21

COURSE SECTIOM ''RIOD

HATH

132

132M
133
233

233

235

236

237
412
421

426A
431

431

C

442
451

452
456

497E
4971
534

563

MGT

»1
314

3K

331

347

365
442

1.2.3.

4.5.6.

7,8,9.10,
11.12.13.
14.15.16.
17.18.19,
20.21

1

1

1.2.3.

4.5.6.9
7.8

1.2.3.
4.5.6.
7

1.2.3.
4.5
1

1

1

1

1.2,3
5,7
4,6
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.2

1.2.5
3,4

1.4
2.3,7
5,6

1.2

3

1.2

1.2
1

8
6
6

8
19

21

IS
7

14
5

17

22

4

20
16
6

20

6
8

11

5

12

15
1

22

9
10

12

16
20
4

18

COtlRSE SECTIOM PCRIOO

MGT

COURSE SECTIOM PER TOO COURSE SECTION PER'"

444 1

445 1.2
481 1

491 1

MICBIO

160 1

190E 1

570 1

MILSCI

G23 1

291 A 1.2
313 1.2

397G 1

413 1,2

N(TG

301

341

410

412

422

100

103
110

111

113

213
301

327

1.2
3

1.2,3.
4

1.2
3

422A 1

425A 1

491

B

1

491

C

1

MUS ED

423 1

MUSIC

1

1

1

2

1

1.2
3
9 ft

r

11

8
9

21

22

19

6

4
19

18

6

22

7

19

14

10

22

2

7

16

7

16

7

22
16

14

19

6
5

8

15
11

COUP.se section PCRIOO COURSE SECTION PERIOD COURSE SECTION PCRIOO

NURSE

210

301

380

420

440

1

1

1.1
1

1.2.3.
4.5.6

CHI

104C 1

191 L 1

fcr

311 1

397C 1

PHIL

100

110

160

162

321

514

562

582

PHYSICS

1A.28

1.2.3
1.2.3
1

1

1

1

1

16
13

3

21

18

16

15

15

22

5

10

3

15
7

9
11

5

100 1.2 19

114 10

115 22

117 14

139 4

141 13

142 1.2 13
161 1.2 18

162 13
182 20

263 16

282 16

284 4

354 19

422 18
423 2

531 21

PHYSICS

553 1

S90A 1

PLPATH

510 1

590E 1

PLSOIL

SI 6
S20
528

S30

S36
120
320
350

56S

302
311

320
333
335
337
341

351

352
354

360
361

3

10

3

21

n
14

12
4
10
18
7

10

13

POLISH

120 1

POLSCI

101 1A.28.
3N

101A 1

111 1

121 lA

151A 1

151B I

208 1,2

255 1.2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.2

21

15
22

17

17

3

2

6

8

19

10

8

21

22

10

3

5

17

12

POLSCI

365

371

381 1

38S 1

391 H 1

393H 1

394H 1

397A 1

397B 1

511 1

524 1

PSYCH

1

'.2

100A
1008

100c
1000
100G
110A

1108
110c
1100
1X
150A
1508
1S0C

1500

213

240A
2406

790G

»8
31 OA
31 OH
315

320

3XA
330N
335

3S0A

350H
360

370A
380A

380H
390E
455

•
7

22
17

4

17
21

15

6
8

21

IS
14

3

16
20
15

IS
19

20

15
19
22

14

1

1

. 1

10
12

15

16
16

7

17

20

15
8

12

13
1

2

8

8
6

17

PSYCH

4980 1

S8SA 1

5908 1

S90R 1

591 A 1

PUB HL

RUSS

110
120
230
240
2S6

302

353

SOCIOL

102

103
104

105
106

107

241

242
261

314

322

323

324
328

SOCIOL

2 329 1

22 342 1

20 360 1

6 397A 1

18 443 1

481 1

564 1

123

331

3S0
J90C 1

St3 1

1.1
1

1

1.«
1.2.3
1

1.2
1

1

1

1

1A,2N
1

1

2

2

107A 1

109 1

110 1A.4N

211 1

212 1

220A 1

222 lA
1.2
1A.2N
1

1

1

1

1

1

7

8
17
3

13

S
7

18
16
18

IS
12

8
6
1

20
20
7

12
3

10

4
13

6

22
14

5

13

16
12

20

22
5

SON

497

572
590F

SPAN

110

120

120A

126H
230

230

240

240

321

- -ai* Wf i*V-
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"The Gtobe'shere!"
For just M .40 a week you can have

delivei id to your door on campus
MID SEMESTER RATEb

Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week
Daily Only .90 a week
Sunday Only ,50 a week

Spring Ternn Rates

S8.70

$5.70

$3.00

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to: Ron Huberdeau
PO Box 959

U Daily Only L Sunday Only LI Daily & Sunday Amherst, MA 01004
2537009

Your Name:

Campus Address:

,N

THE CHEQUERS'
SPRINGTIME SPLURGE

P^ PRIME RIB SPECIAL
— ONLY $8.95 ^;

This coupon cnlitlcv thr luck> hearer

jndgurMs to a hearty 10 ounce portion

o« llw Chequers' tainous. lender. treshl>

roaiWil prime rih. hand carved lo order

.'omptele with Iresh garden salad, choice

i>fpoiaio. fresh vegetable i>f the day and

French bread all for a special %H t^
f)ffer available onlv vnth this coup^ it

The Chequers. Univervity Drive. Am
hcrsi. nov* through April }0. \9HA *

||

you love juicv prime rib and savings,

better rush to The Chequers

• CHTctf.aid Thurwlj»tht..u|Ui Sund«»s

LNIV>RSITV DRIM AMMI RSI

M»»UrvjiriJ \i\» Amcr«t«r |-ipff>t Rt\frnli<>n\ S4<» 5RM

Learn to Use a Personal
or Home Computer

This is the Time to Start,

We Make it Easy at:

COIV1PUTEP

Special Classes For Beginners
Starting in April

FOUR TWO HOUR SESSIONS

iONLY <38.50!
Call no ^ for schedule and reservations
Advanced reservations and payment required

Due to limited class size

256-1213
also available

•on site hourly microcomputer time
•word processing systems

79 South Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA
Mon-Thurs 9am to 10pm

Fri-Sat 9am to 6pm Sun 10am to 6pm

HAPPY HOUR
7 days a week!

3-7 p.m.

Domestic beer $1

12 07 Draught beer 50'

most mixed drinks $1

(3 p.m. 10 p.m.)

3T.V.'s

Tuesday Night ...

LADIES' NIGHT

piui\s • grinders • burgers •

salads • soups • chih •

caiiones • sleaK saridwiches •

1 Bridge St NortMamplon
586 l/?6

Hrs.: nam 1am daily

r
^^•^••^^^••*

Read arts!

Now'* the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Ea^rt repairs U
r«a*ntfltl«nlng

Rt. 63, No Amherst

\ 549-26ftO

PERSONALIZED
STYL£ HAIRCUTS

r $7.oi5
(with this coupon I

$10.00 with

Shampoo and
Blow Dry

11.50 Long Hair
ExptfM 3/31/84

,

I Valid Mon Thura J
Please Call tor an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst. MA/549-5610

I

"lGtervtTJi7:"ntramurar

Softball Teams

Be a hit with

Custom printed

Tee-Shirts & Hats

at Low, Low Cost

CREATIVE TEE-SHIRTS

Hampshire Mall

iiadle^_586^205

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

37 East Pleasant St.* Amherst • 549-2854

And Now...

Blueprints,Mylars, Sepias

!

agjr ^sesesr -wvpae'*^^ «* g-"»- »* » » W W M W W Jl.

(

I

I

I

(

I

I

I

(

i

I

I

(

I

I

Financial Aid Services Announcement

SUMMER
COLLEGE

WORK STUDY
applications now available at

Student Ennployment Office «

239A Whitmore 1

Arts
»•_•••.••

W-x-xo?-:'
»_• • • • • • •

DK's: live and slamming
THE DEAD KENNEDYS
A Skateboard Party

(Starving Missile Records)

By NEAL O'SHEA
Collegian Staff

This is a song that some people like

and smne people hate, but we're glad xoe

did it. It 's not agaxnst skinheads, it 's rwt

against longhairs, it's against people who

are stupid in the head. This song is against

racists, people who start fights...people

who are facists in the head. Nazi rednecks

fwckofp.
— Jello Biafra introducing

"Nazi Punks Fuck Off'

Rip open the seemy underside of

Amerika and stand angrily agape at the

horrors that unfold from our politics,

businesses, and social systems. Defy these

terrors with a screaming rhetoric of dis-

sent and background it with stormy hard-

core music and slam dancing vehemence.

Record it all for posterity and you are left

with A Skateboard Party, the latest album

from The Dead Kennedys; San Francisco's

outspoken hardcore/liorror rockers.

Live albums are expected from conven-

tional bands as low investment profit

makers, but The Dead Kennedys parody

these "greatest hits" concerts with a

seventeen-song collection that is far from
the typical live disc so obligatory for bands
today. The tightest cuts on A Skateboard

Party are probably "Trust Your
Mechanic." "Forest Fire" and "Win-
nebj^o Warrier," all from their latest

studio album, Plastic Surgery Disasters.

However, the older songs don't slouch at

all. Rather, songs like "Police Truck" (call-

ed "Police Jerk" on this album), "Chemical
Warfare" and "Nazi Punks, Fuck Off are
double paced for crazed slam dancing ac-

tion.

"Kiss ass while you bitch, so you can get
rich, but the boss gets richer off you" spits

out smger Jello Biafra in slight disharmony
with East Bay Ray's agonizing guitar on
"Holiday In Cambodia." And don't forget

bassist Klaus Flouride and drummer D.H.
Peligro giddily overpacing each other to ex-

plode every number into frenetic anthems
against The Establishment.

No slick overdubs or production here
folks, because what you hear is how it came
across. Even the between-song banter is in-

tact as we are treated to Jello Biafra rejec-

ting a petition for an autograph and
laughing at song requests from the au-

dience when he passes the mike around.

Yes, the viciors satire is complete.

The DK's have not sold out with a live

album, nor have they decided to go for the
money. They're still the same upstanding
Amerikans they always were.

Reggae from another island
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

UB40 guitarist and singer Bobbin Cam
pbell has said one does not necessarily have

to be Jamaican to "play good reggae," and if

instrumental ability were the most im-

portant aspect of this music, he would have

been correct.

Unfortunately for Campbell and UB40,

however, reggae's popularity stems mainly

from its unique vitality of spirit and

messages of hope, things which the band

failed to convey in their March 14 show.

But to their credit, they come from

England, not the Trenchtown section of

Kingston, Jamaica.

UB40's first few songs brought the sell out

crowd to the highest point it would reach.

Their opening number, the Rolling Stones'

"Cherry Baby. " and the hit single "Red.

Red Wine" featured hot horn pieces and the

strong vocals of Campbell, as well as

consistently powerful keyboards. Amid the

smoke and uncomfortable heat inside the

SUB, many in the audience performed the

trance-like dance which is common to both

reggae and Grateful Dead shows. But that

"enthusiasm" would soon die down.

The next part of the set contained songs

which were relatively weak attempts at

criticizing capitalism, and the U.S. in

particular. UB40 are not Wailprs' "lonoF.

and that became obvious. The few ex

ceptions included great keyboaids < on

"Don't do the Crime" and the saxaphones in

"Sweet Sensations." with the guitarists

adding occasional flashes of excitement.

Lyrically. UB40 is solid, but in the SUB.
most understanding was lost.

The show's clo«;e was satisfying, if only

because Campbell dedicated "Keep on

Movin" to the late king of reggae. Bob
Marley. Singing with an aggressiveness

not noticed sinct* iht- second song. Campueil

slowly and emotionally repeated the choru.s

"I gotta keep on movin/Where I can't be

found." and by song's end, the sweaty

crowd was back into the show.

UB40's party song. "Rock against Ronny,"
showed the band's sense of humor, and
showcased a superb trumpeter ai,u a

dancing bass player. But overall, Thc'

vitality absent in most songs turned it

critically-acclaimed band into a politically

questionable one.

Musicianship is a small ingredient in the

universal sounds of reggae, but UB40 does

what it knows pretty well. The band can

play, but does not find emotion an easy

thing to show.

Photo b* Mitch Drrntrh

w a^ Jt-^ ^. ^^^^^^^^^^1^^^^ JH.Jt.S%

UB40: You don't have to be Jamaican to play good reggae, but it

helps.

This Hotel checks out
Richardson's adaption faithful to Irving

THE HOTEL NEW HAMPSHIRE
directed by Tony Richardson

At the Hampshire 4 Theaters

By RAMIN ZAHED
Collegian Correspondent

The Hotel New Hampshire, Tony

Richardson's faithful adaptation of John

Irving's best-selling novel is a pleasure to

see. However, the fact remains that

Irving's novels have too many eccentric

characters to be summarized into two hours

on the silver screen.

The story is very simple; we are in-

troduced to the Berry family through a

series of familiar Hollywood-style flash-

backs. We see how mom and dad Berry

meet, fall in love, get married and settle

down in the Hotel New Hampshire. The

family includes Franny (Jodie Foster), the

elder daughter who has an incestuous

relationship with her brother John (Rob

Lowe): Frank (Paul McCrane), the elder

son who loves to wear uniforms and an-

nounces early on that he is a homosexual;

Lilly (Jennie Dundas) who stops growmg at

the age of eight and is referred to as a

"dwarf; Egg (Seth Green), the son of the

family who carries the rotting corpse of a

dog called Sorrow around, and Iowa Bob

(WUford Brimley). the weight lifting

grandfather.

The true confusion begins when they all

move to Vienna. Here we have a whole new

list of bizarre characters ranging from a

tfToup of prostitutes and revoJutionaries to

a beauty who walks around in a bear

costume played by the exquisite Nastassia

Kinski.

It takes a lot of talented people to bring all

these personas to life, and talent is one

thing the movie definitely has in abun-

dance. Beau Bridges and Lisa Banes give

solid performances as Father and Mother.

Jodie Foster's dynamic presence outweighs

the fact that she is a little too chubby for the

part. Kinski, on the other hand deserves a

lot of praise for her low key portrayal of

Suzie the Bear. Perhaps, one of these days

she will finally get a major role in a good

movie.

One has to see this movie, not expecting

the Irving allegories, but to look at the ups

and downs of a not so typical American

family. Irving himself liked the movie as an

independent work; different from his book,

yet still enjoyable.

The Hotel New Hampshire is

photojrraphed on location in New Entfland

and Austria. The soundtrack is naturally

soaked in Strauss's Waltzes. Also, the

narration starts from the very beginning

and does not even stop throughout the

opening credits. So do not arrive late at the

theater.

Once one realizes that the movie should

not be compared with the book, it becomes

more and more enjoyable. "Hotel" has its

charmintj moments, a few funny scenes,

some fake Austrian accents, and a beautiful

cast. Why should one ask for more"?

The Hotel New Hampsh\re is now playing

at the Hampshire Four Cinema.

Photo rourtMT Fin* ArU Center

The United States Coast Guard Band, under the direction of Lieute-

nant Lewis J. Buckley, will perform a program of marches, classics,

and contemporary wind music on Thursday, March 29, 8:00 p.m. at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at the University of Massachusetts. Ad-

mission is free.

Artslines \

Jean-Pierre Rampal. called "the greatest

living exponent of the flute," will be the

featured soloist with the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra under the direction of

Robert Gutter on Friday. March 30. at 8

p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

The program will include concerti by

C.P.E. Bach and Carl Nielsen plus Sym
phonic Dances from West Side Story by

Leonard Bernstein and Elgar's Enigma

Variations. Tickets are available at the

Fine Arts Center box office, the Springfield

Civic Center and at all DATATIX outlets.

For further information, call the FAC box

office at 545 25n.
The 1984 New England Intercollegiate

Band, under the direction of Craig Kir-

chhoff. will perform in concert on Saturday,

March 31. at 8:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall. Band members have

been selected from 22 colleges and

universities throughout New England.

Tickets, which will be available at the door

are $3 for the general public, and $1.50 for

students and senior citizens. For fuHher

information, call 545 2106.

An exhibition titled The Shadow of the

Bomb will be on view at the University

Gallery in the Fine Arts Center and at the

Mount Holyoke College Art Museum from

April 1 through June 10. Included in the

show, which was jointly organized by

UMass and Mount Holyoke. are images

made by artists at work in America which

touch on nuclear weapons as themes. The

University Gallery is open to the public

Tuesday through Friday. 11 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. and Saturday and Sunday, 2 p.m. to 5

p.m.
The Philip Jones Brass Ensemble will

appear in concert on Sunday, April 1, at 8

p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

The ten members of the London-based

ensemble are England's leading Brass

players, holding principle chairs and

performing as soloists throughout Great

Britain. In addition to the evening per-

formance, the Ensemble will give a free

brass master class at 3 p.m. on April 1, in

Bezanson Recital Hall. Tickets for the

evening performance are available at the

Fine Arts Center box office, the Springfield

Civic Center and aU DATATIX outlet ^or

further information, call 545-251 1

.
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Thursday, March 29, 1984

proudly presents An Evening with
PRODUCTIONS

.v%^^v^i^^%vvv'%v^.vvv^l^.vvvvvvv%vs^AAi-svvv^A.v%vvv^vvvvv\.v^

Mon.

,

April 16l

8 PM
F.A.C.
UMAS^

uv^^v^^^.vvv^v^.v%n,v^.vvv^^A%^V'.r.^vv^.vs%vvv^.%v^%.v%sv^-v^%%"*^i%^^

MSti dent
$11.50 ?

& 10.50 t-vw.

Public
$13.50

&- 12.50 With Special Guest T-Bone Burnett
No cans bottles cameras or recording devices. UMass ID needed to enter with student ticket.

^Cash only.

No ticket

Solo in Concert ':Tdn'rg;°;r

HELP
WITHYOUR

STUDENT LOAN!

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Lx)an or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October I, 1975, consider

spending a couple of years in the Army.
It you train for certain specialties, the government will release

you from 1 /3 ofyour indebtedness (or $ 1 , 500, whichever is greater) for

each year of active duty.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt.

But ifyou sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,

we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives.

To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call

the number below.

ARMY.BEALLYOUCAN BE.

In Northampton call: 584-2157

(in other areas, consult the Yellow Pages
under "Recruiting")

Thursday, March 29, 1984

Bloom County
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by Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone Mark Rollins
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Scrod Inn DeBc":s

'Bye Scrod —
See you next semester
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A^O Consa^nce....

The Collegian is looking

for cartoonists. If you're en-

thusiastic, energetic and
most importantly creative,

the Collegian needs you.

Drop by any day after 2 p.m.

and ask for Bill Wall.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Earns
7 Fallabbr

11 Old saying

14 Famed mount of

Turkey
15 Signore's change
16 Pod or sect

beginning
1

7

Recorder of a kind

IB Aghast
19 Part of OPEC
20 was

saying"

21 Privilege for

travelers

24 Small

25 Vocal pauses
26 Hartet)eest

27 Bloom of the

buttercup family

29 Rock star John
33 In a hare

brained fashion

37 Seating at the

cinema
36 Popular lacKet

or coal

39 Comforting

letters

41 Eucalyptus lover

42 Name tor a Dane
43 Flowering shrub

45 Disguise

elements
47 Slight elevation

48 Mortgage, for one
50 Relationship

51 With
54 Illumination for

St Patricks Day'>

58 Menu choice

59 Away
60 Scatterbrained

61 Have a notion

64 Hubbub
65 Biblical endings

66 Like some nuts

67 Half a score

68 Eve's third

69 Investment

companies

DOWN
Showy parrot

Takeout
Fiber source
Emotional
flare-up

Deckhand
Featured
Cinder

8 Fourscore

9 Word element
with type

10 Nobel-wlnning

poet of India

1

1

Put away
12 Big moment at

La Scala

13 Devious

22 Tristans love

23 one's face

25 Noteworthy

28 Popular synthetic

30 Pond denizen

31 Kind of look

32 Nigh

33 Stanch
34 Tobol tributary

35 Les Etats

36 Predicament

40 Material

41 Hardy cabbage
44 Snob I

46 Burns slightly

47 Chessman
49 Make euphoric

51 Decrees

52 Musical group

53 Oboe and others

54 Object of ridicule

55 Disrespectful

56 College on the

Thames
57 Notch
62 Women's org

63 Chosen one Fr

1 ? 3 4 5 6 7—]
8 4 10 11 1? 13

14 15 16

17 11 14

?• 71 7? 73

74 I ?S I 76

||[^^|
l^^^l 77 n 74 10 31 3?

13 34 3& 36 37

31 3« 40 41

4?

jH^^I
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A Collegian special in-

fterest meeting will be held
for all Third World com-
'munity members at 7:30
tonight in the Collegian of-

fice, 113 Campus Center.
4>

4-

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

D.C. BURGER
Double Burger on

Sesame Roll

Giant Hot Dog on Roll

Boston Burger on

Sesame Roll

DINNER
Roast Pork/

Gravy, Applesauce

Chicken Pot Pie

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
D.C. BURGER

Tofu Burger on Sesame Roll

Boston Burger on

Sesame Roll

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Pot Pie

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

Weather

Today, snow mixing
with sleet, freezing rain

and possibly rain interior.

Rain, or snow changing to

rain along the coast. Highs

in the 30s and 40s. Rain

and snow tapering off to

showers and flurries

tonight and Friday.
Temperatures mostly in

the 30s.
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Spring Special

Thursday Nites

Free Champagne
for Ladies

9:30-1J:00 PM
Two for One for everyone 9:30-closing

Schnpf^r Beer $2.25 Pitcher anytime

l||«SS»PPI«OVlOHtSP(tIIO»lST»llOII

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
iMhiKwaii bi«mi

$3200
inciuOM mounliog
ptu* MA Suit Tai

North Amherst Tire

& Auto Center

Full S»rvic» Tir« Stor»

78 Sund»rl«nd Rd
-m No Amhwrti MA ^ "^

AcroM 'rom \^«trob«t StOf«

S49-470*

Think

Spring!
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K^aurant
HAPPY HOUR

DRINK SPECIALS

Check out

our Munchie Menu |

everyday!

;' ^^

3pm -6pm & 9pm til closing

7 DAYS & NIGHTS A WEEK !

BUDWEISER & LITE DRAFTS 60 PITCHERS 3 00

LOWENBRAU DARK DRAFTS 85 PITCHERS 3 95

BAR DRINKS 1.25

Mondov

PIZZA SITE
99^ Pitcher

Tuesday Thursday

2 nl
2 n 1 JLMBO ^DR.-iT7^

JUMBO i ~^. .r DRINKS
PRJNKS '

"• J-6om and 9 r.l dose
I fer 1 on All BO'Tur ?££».

or 1 on A.I aCrrL** .':.L^

i tli ClOMflg
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Smith College Rec Council

presents

Modern English
with The Fleshtones

Friday, April 6, 1984

8:00 pm John M. Greene

I

TICKETS
For the Record (Faces)

The University Store (UMass)

Platterpus Records

Main Street Records

No Cans, Bottles or Recording Devices

Hall is Wheelchair Accessible

PRICES
Smith students $5.50, $6.50

Non-Smith students $6.50, $7.50

At the door $8.50

e
£

Js Brandeis

CO

An Educational Adventure
S«tslon I May 29 • Jun* 29
Session II July 2 • Aug 3

• Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
• Humanities. Social Sciences, Naturol

Sciences, Computer Sciences and Fine

Arts

• Ttieater Arts Program
• Premedical Sciences Program
• Near Eastern and Judotc Studies

• Costume History Field Researct^ m England

Small classes taught by Brondeis Faculty

Suburban campus close to thie excitement

of Boston/Cambridge

inlormatlon. catalog and applicotion

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL
Waltham. MA 02254 61 7 647-2796

1 WGGKGMDekr
Worcester & HampshlreO •

KICK^%FF
LOUNGE

jiii;;ii! liiiiT?!

Coming this weekend. . .

Saturday Happy Hour
featuring

**Just George" **"" "
'

(from the Boston & Cape Cod circuit)

I
— All you can eat Chicken Wings! —

[
AT JUSTIN Rmws;

I'V

^v^\W^*'^^

Y\ave

Film Showing at:

Place: UMass Campus Center,

Room 811

Date: Monday, April 2

Time: 7 p.m.

A discussion will follow the film.

This event is free of charge, and sponsored by

the Student Health Advisory Board.

All students welcome! Slil

SportsLog
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts...

The conclusion of one of the best NCAA
tournaments ever is coming up this

weekend in Seattle. The real game is

Georgetown vs. Kentucky, as Ewing will go

up against Bowie and Turpin in the battle of

the Big Guys. Both clubs have an excellent

starting five, but I'm picking Georgetown,

because of their depth and because Ewing is

having an incredible year... I also have a six-

pack riding on the game so I'll either be a

bttle drunk or a little poor on Saturday

night...The Hoyas should be facing

Houston, a.k.a. Phi Slamma Jamma. They

look to be too tough for Virginia, but

remember what N.C. State did last year

-

the two teams are very similar... If Virginia

does happen to win it all, 10 dollars says

that some newspaper will have the headline

"Yes Virginia, there is an NCAA Cham-

pionship." (Or a reasonable fascimile)

The tournament has been nothing short of

sensational, with many games going to the

last second and even the last shot...The

Wake Forest-DePaul game was probably

the best, as the Deamon Deacons tied it at

the buzzer after about 10 seconds of

scrambling for the loose ball. Wake then

won it with another shot at the buzzer,

sending Ray Meyer into a well-deserved,

but bitter retirement... Speaking of

coaching, I see that Larry Farmer quit at

UCLA just after signing a new contract.

Let's face it, it'll be a long time before the

legacy of John Wooden peters out... It

would be pretty nice to have a job in sunny,

beach laden Southern California. I'm not

Collegian n

picky.

The selection of NHL playoff teams isn't

picky, either, as even UMass has a shot at

it. The Bruins are more than likely going to

play the Nordiques, who they beat in a 6-4

victory highlighted by 4 goals by Barry
Pederson. The series should be a tough,

physical one...The opposite should hold

true in the other Adams Division contest.

Buffalo has not lost to Montreal yet this

year and the Habs just aren't the team they
used to be. When you have to fight the
Whalers for a playoff spot, it's time for a

change.

Yes, baseball is here as the Major League
season opens next week. The Phillies

surprised everyone by trading Gary
Matthews to the Cubs. Talk about a fate

worse than death...The Mets have an in-

field prospect named Ross Jones who is

turning a lot of heads with his fielding as

well as hitting. Remember where you read

it...The question is, will baseball compete
with the ever popular USFL this spring.

Seriously, a lot of people knock the new
football league, but I like it. Of course, I

also like lime kool-aid with strips of bologna

in it.

Remember that Sports log isn't your only

source of a fountain of information (is it a

source at all?). Tonight and every Thur
sday night is Sports Talk on WMUA. here

you the listener can call in and voice your

own opinion on whatever you want. Air

time is at 6 p.m.

Well. I did it. Hard to believe, hut I did it.

I went through this column without saying

"Where's the beef.'".... Definitely a first in

recent history.

No more need be said.

AP l.aa«rphota

GOODBYE — After 42 years of coaching, Ray Meyers of DePauI

began his retirement last week after his team was knocked out of the

NCAA tournament by Wake Forest.

The USFL- An alternative for the springtime
By GERRY deSIMAo
Collegian Staff

I admit it.

It happens. On some Sundays. I sit down

and try to tune in an ABC station and watch

the United States Foothall I>eague railed by

many a bush league below the .standard of

college, a wa.ste of time, stupid, and at the

worst time of the year to walrh fcK)thall.

Now come on, don't turn the page or go to

another story, hear me out. It's not that

bad. It's a viable alternative. Granted it's

not the NFL but then it's not supposed to

be.

There are some good and bad things about

the USFL but it is not a waste of time.

On the positive side, the USFL has some

exciting games. With some high flying

passing, several of the games have been

very exciting. Johnnie Walton, of the New
Orleans Breakers, passed for over 400

yards in Sunday's thriller over the Chicago

Blitz.

Boston's former favorite spring football

team hung for a 42 38 win for the Breaker's

fifth win in five starts. Only the Breakers

and the defending champion Michigan

Panthers are left undefeated.

The Breakers are just an example of the

USFL's exciting teams. With the addition

of 19-year-old sensation Marcus Dupree and

the running of Frank Buford and the speedy

Frank Lockett wide. New Orlearns has a

multi-prupose offense.

Panthers quarterback Bobby Hebert

passed for over 444 yards in Monday's win

over the Houston Gamblers. "I don't see

how you can't enjoy this," Hebert said after

Monday's game. "If you like to see points

scored, then you have to like this, whether

it's college. NFL or USFL."
The USFL is a league that has improved

over its inaugural season. No longer do you

see the quarterbacks on the ground more

than passing. The offense lines have

matured and are playing much better.

And the quarterbacks are better. Hebert

was sought after by several NFL teams as

quarterbacks such as Tampa Bay's John

Heaves. Philadelphia's Chuck Fusina and

Houston's Jim Kelly could do a better job

than Jack Thompson of the Buccaneers or

Gifford Nielson of the Oilers.

Now to be fair, it is difficult to stay inside

after a long cold winter and watch the

USFL. But if it is raining or you're going to

watch TV anyways, the USFL is better

than all that Superstars garbage.

The league has some weak spots in

Washington, Chicago (the trade of fran-

chises between Arizona and Chicago was a

raw deal for Chicago and the USFL) and

San Antonio, but teams in New Orleans,

Jacksonville. Tampa Bay and Denver are

drawing big crowds.

The league was wrong to expand so

quickly but if they can calm down Donald

Trump of the Generals and J. William

Oldenberg of the LA Express, the league

might stay around.

Signing Steve Young. Mike Rozier (Pit-

tsburgh Maulers), Dupree and getting

Brian Sipe and Joe Cribbs was fine.

And it should stay. It's an entertainment

alternative.

I wouldn't recommend watching the

league every week but is it going to hurt to

watch a game every once in a whih .' No.

AP LaMrphoto

Springtime football - The New Orleans Breakers newest edition,

Marcus Dupree, goes through a workout earlier this y«ar-.I)upree is one

of many college students to jump to the infant league, which has had its

ups and downis since its inception.

Erika Hess captures title

Sports Notice
UMass football is looking for a few good and next FaU. Call assbtant coach Jim Reid

men (or women) to be managers this Spring at 545-2026 for more mformation.

OSLO, Norway (AP)

Erika Hess of Switzerland

clinched the women's World

Cup ski overall title and

Tamara McKinney of Squaw

Valley, Calif, and Marc

Girardelh of Luxembourg

won the slalom crowns in the

season's final races

Saturday.

Hess, a three-time world

champion, earned her first

ever overall title in the first

run when Hanni Wenzel of

Liechtenstein, her on'.y rival

for the crown, missed a gate

and was disqualified.

Wenzel, who won the

Worid Cup in 1978 and 1980,

skied well on the upper part

of the course, but then

disaster struck in the last

major race of her career.

She had said earlier that she

would quit after this season.

Hess' triumph capped a

brilliant Swiss showing in

Alpine skiing this season. A
week ago, Pirmin Zur

briggen captured the men's

overall title. In the Winter

Olympics, Switzerland won

two gold medals and two
silvers. Hess also won the

giant slalom title in the

WoHd Cup.

Hess finished a disap-

pointing fifth in the slalom at

the Olympics.

Hess, 22, finished fourth

Saturday, 1.43 seconds

behind McKinney, who was
fastest in both runs for a

combined time of 1 minute,

29.21 seconds. McKinney
was clocked in 45.30 for the

first run and 43.91 in the

second.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the
University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and
Sunday.

FIRST PARACHUTE JUMP COURSE - Learn to

parachute this spring, come to meeting Thursday nights in

CC room T.B.A. on schedule, usually CC 901 - cost $85.

7:30. CC901.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD BAND IN CON-
CERT Free concert will feature marches, classic and

contemporary wind music performed by the United States

Coast Guard Band, under the direction of Lieutenant

Lewis J. Buckley. 8 p.m., Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

FILM ON KIBBUTZ "An Intimate Story"

videotape on Kibbut. life. 4 p.m., CC 905.

90 minute KIBBUTZ FILM -

film on Kibbutz life.

"A Different Path" - short (20 minute)

Screenings at 7. 8 and 9 p.m. CC905.

Legal Assistant Interns Wanted
The Legal Services Office has eight positions available
for full-time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1984
semester. Up to fifteen credits may be received from
academic departments. Legal assistants aid attorneys of
the Legal Services Office with client interviewing, in-

vestigations, legal research, negotiations, giving advice
and referrals, preparation of court forms, and atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior Courts of
Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin Counties, and par-
ticipation in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Legal assistants maintain continuing caseload
under supervision of attorneys. For advice on arranging
an internship and credit, contact Office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. For further information about the
internship, contact the Legal Services Office, 922 Cam-
pus Center. Applicants must contact Office of Intern-
ships by Friday, April 13, 1984. Writing sample re-

quired.
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Didn't you know that if you're a senior with the promise of a $10,000

career-oriented job, you could have the American Express' Card?
Where have you been?

Asleep?

Because for sc^me time American Express has been saying that we believe

in your future. But even more than that. We believe in you now. And we've

been proving it. A $10,000 job. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this

offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.

But why do you need the American Express Card now? First of all, it's a

good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you know that's

important. Of course, the Card is also good for vacation travel, as well as

for shopping for things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card
is recognized and welcomed worldwide,

so are you.

So call 800-528-8000 for a Special

Student Application or look for one at

your college bookstore or on your

campus bulletin boards.

The American Express Card. Don't ^l\

leave school without it

Look for an application on campus.

'^vvvvvv'^^vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv%''^iPvv^^^rt^^^rVvvA^^%^^rtrtrti^%^ArtArtrtftrV^A^^vv^%^^

GRENADIER SOCIETY MEETING We play modern
armor miniatures, squad leader, naval miniatures,

diplomacy, star fleet battles and many more. Come and be

a member of our new club! 12 p.m. 12 a.m.. Campus
Center.

KIBBUTZ INFORMATION TABLE - 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.,

Student Union Lobby.

FILM - Progressive Film Series presents Men's Lives, a

sensitive film examining men's working and personal lives.

7p.m.,CC10L

FILM - "GREETINGS FROM WASHINGTON" -

Discussion to follow film. Film talks about the gay march
in Washington D.C. 12:00, Cape Cod Lounge.

BISEXUAL WOMEN'S GROUP - For women who wish

to gain confidence and integrity in their choice. 10 weeks.
For information call Tetty Gorfine at 253-2822. 5:30 - 7

p.m., Amherst.

LESBIAN AND GAY AWARENESS WEEK Slide

Show: JEB (Joan E. Brian), women only "Lesbian Images
In Photography 1850 - 1984. 8 p.m.. 168 Campus Center.

LESBIAN UNION TAP GROUP
Union.

7p.m.,406G Student

LECTURE: "FONOLOGIA CONTRASTIVA DEL
ESPANOL E INGLES" - Professor Jorge Guitari of

SUNY, Buffalo, will speak on "Fonologia contrastiva del

espanol e ingles." Wine and cheese will be served. 4 p.m.,

HertereOl.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING Explanation of

the Bachelors Degree with Individual Concentration

(BDIC) program a degree granting program which allows a

student the opportunity to design their own major. 7 p.m.,

Cashin Main Lounge Sylvan.

LESBIAN HEALTH WORKSHOP - v^ll be happening

on March 29th, Thursday, at 7:00 p.m. at the University

Health Services, Room 302 located at UMass. This

workshop is open to all lesbians in the community and is

free of charge. The workshop will cover the following

areas:

1. Basic lesbian health including sexually transmitted

diseases, breast self exams, some facts and myths, and

vaginal health.

2. "Coming Out" to your health care provider. The ad-

vantages and disadvantages. There will also be some role

plpving around this issue.

'A. How often to have pelvic and pap smear exams?
4. Any other questions or concerns that women who are

attending might have.

For more information please call 549-2671, Ext. 181.

UNIVERSITY OF
iMASSACHUSETTS AT>(MHERST

FineArts
Center
Concert
Hallir^

Springfield

Symphony
Orchestra

Music Diiecio' «»lt^

Jean
Pierre

Rampal

FRIDAY. MARCH 30, 8 PM
TICKETS: $11, $9. $7

PHILIP JONES BRASS ENSEMBLE

ShinnlrtQ Vlrtuotlty

SUNDAY, APRIL 1.6 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

Five-College Students Half-

Price. Tickets Available at

Fine Arts Center Box Office.

DATATIX Outlets and Springfield

Civic Center. Call (41 3) 545-2511

or 1-800-243-4642

-' JI..I.
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RENTOfiB

OFOURS
Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880

HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single
grads and undergrads, including
freshmen and sophomores.
Contact the First Baptist Church fpr
more information about this Christian
Ministry House. Call 549-3596
586-4352.

or

/ Join the

stampede I

Read the

Collegian!

HAIR IDEAS

JD PERMANENT WAVE,

Long-lasting curl Built-in conditioning
formula Beautiful shmfe with bounce
Now only S 35 00 with this ad

0«ef £«pife5 4 -6

26 MAIN STREET • AMHERST • 253-9293

jOHii DciiARm inioni

Are you ready for a change? (of major}?

TONIGHT
The first in a series of informational meetings on the

Bachelor's Degree

with Individual Concentration Program (BDIC)

Come and discover the choices available to you

through this personalized approach to education.

March 29, 1983 at 7:oo PM
Cashin Main Lounge Sylvan

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Sony XR-S6 Car Stereo brand new $200
Steve 549-6974

FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

4 Micholin 196/70 HR14XVS $275 Elecign

Mallory, Alum Hirise & Holley 600 for Boss
302; 67 Mustang deluxe interior w/ AC; 1965

Austin- Healy Sprite runs $250; Dennet
549^K52

VW Bug 1971. 80,000 miles, one owner,
heater works. Excellent shape. $900.

253 7396

1975 Plymouth Valiant. Slant-six engine.

Runs excellent. Good body. Call Kevin at

586-9336 or 256-0078

1978 Chevy Van PS/PB/air y* ton like

new phone between 1 1 pm - 7 am 665-3473

Toyota Supra performance package 1962
terra cotta red 14000 miles call Rad
253 3009

CAPE COD
~

Four mora naadad to fill house in W Yar-

mouth close to beach /work 546-1295

Housemate wantad for summer rental

in W Yarmouth call 546-7629/546-5347

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

D & D for lass. Moondance Comics at the

mall

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?
256-1393 ^^^^_____

FOR RENT

A pair of womans glasses (Jilson

Thoren) before Spring Break in Public

Health Auditorium. Please call 545-2383 or

come to Tobin 402.

Lost: green polo keychain if found please

call 546-9667 $10 reward

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki KZ400 1977 perfect condition

500$ or best offer call Steve 546-9460

FREE TRIP TO HAWAII
PERSONALS

Dance in tha 5th annual Multiple

Sclerosis 24-Hour Dance Marathon at

Justin Ryan's April 13 & 14. First prize is a

trip for two to Hawaii. Call 545-2150 or 0047

for info

HELP WANTED

Drummar wantad for professional rock

band. Experienced only rock-funk R & B

workaholic 549-4003

ALASKA: Jobs and travel information!

Write: Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA
98103

Naad Cash? I need tutoring in Call 132 and

Physics 162 546-6663 ask for Jim

Part Time Store Clerks Wanted
experience helpful apply in person

Wine Mgr part time

some knowledge of wines essential

Four Seasons Wine Liquors Rt 9 Hadley

A professional couple is looking for a

responsible student willing to provide lov

ing care to a well mannered two year old

boy. The hours are part time during the day

and most of your nights are free. In ex-

change you will receive free room and

board in a beautiful home one mile from the

beach. A driver's license and excellent

references are required. Send all replies to

Post Office Box 867 East Dennis, Mass
02641

OPEN RUSH
at Sigma Sigma Sigma
All University Women
invited to a rush party

Thursday at 8:00

For more info call 545-0046

382 N Pleasant St

Immediate oi. tuning in Rolling Qraan,

with fall optior All utilities included. Very

reasonable. Ch "m 256-0663

Female house .- itas naadad cottage on

Rt 28 Dennispt " one mile to l)each - $635

call Lisa 6-7412 or Donna 6^7405

For beautiful Cape house in Dennis.

June - Labor Day. Respond immediately

evenings 253-52 37

2 housamataH
South Yarmoutt)

54&S234

wantad for summer
- prime location call Bill

SERVICES

Mode: High speed run. The poison spitting

frog is rampant. Sherm Person

Next time no aariy warning. I'll

you. Sherm Person

surprise

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

SPECTRUMDEADLINE EXTENDED"
Monte Carlo Night
sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega
Friday March 30 8:00 PM
Greek Area only please come!

MONTY PYTHON'S
"The Meaning of Life"

CCAThurs5, 7, 9, 11 PM

Accepting submissions until March
30th -seeking written and visual material

on the theme of "1984 and Beyond" Bring

to room 104 CC

WANTED

Monty Python Is back I

See the "Meaning of Life"

CCA Thurs 5, 7, 9,11, pm

INSTRUCTION

One bedroom apt in Sunderland Avail

May 1 with fall option $315 includes all call

666-7991 after 6

Female roommate wantad Townhouse
Apts. share bedroom, summer sublet with

fall 84. $122.50 month Debbie 549-1754

$100.00 Reward for 2-3 bedroom
Riverglade Apt by 4/7 $50.00 by 5/1 will

sublet w/option 527-5407

FOR SALE
~~~~

CPR Instructors Course - The Hampshire

County Chapter if the American Red Cross

is offering a CPR instructor's course on

April 2 3, 4, 6:30-9:30 PM, at the Belcher-

town State School. Call the Chapter at

584 8887 to register

CPR Sign Up - American Red Cross sign

up table for CPR course to be held on Cam-

pus CPR saves lives. Monday through

Wednesday, April 2, 3, 4, 9-1, Concourse

Campus Center

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

Ziggy - I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry. I've

been waiting for your phone call. Rita C

UMASS FRENCH CLUB MEETING TO-'
DAY

4 pm 3rd fir lobby Herter

New Members Welcome

To Anastasia: Happy 22nd Sweetheart!

Wait till you see the diamond I bought you.

April Fools PS Suppers ready

To JA 18th floor Thanks for all the help

when I needed it most. You proved to be

great friends. Thanx Tom

David Charles Happy 22ndl Get psyche '

for graduation! Love, Marybeth

Spamala (what an a-muse-ing name) the

Pub was a preliminary, Florida was fun, but

the future will be fantastic! Mixe

To Lisa Bachman you're the greatest!

Thanks for being my mom! Luv Karen

Laura-316 Hope your vacation was ex-

citing, mine was exhausting! I think you

know who I am now, interested? I still am.

Let's go out. . .Bill-201

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling. Daniel Smith,

25 North Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Bass Player for R/B, Rock. Chris 866-7148

after 5

Gay man/woman naadad for interviews.

Strictly confidential. Call 549-4894

Cash Reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Puffton Townehouse or area call 546-8641

or 546-8035

WANTED TO RENT

Motorcycle Honda 380 good condition

$400 or BO must sell^illjggilfSB

5.3 Cubic Foot Refrigerator $100 2 50 lb

plates steel $75 546-9060

5-piece Ludwig Drumset. Mint! 450$

BxW Vistalite. Eric 256-0551

Bass Pedal Synthasizar-Crumar, Thick

sound. $295 Parry! 546J619
Electric Guitar - red Peavey T 60 $400

665^3503 ask for John

Furniture complete living room and bed

room sets plus extras. Will store for sum-

mer. Must see. $56q^myj49^41g

1974 Firebird good enS'"® ..?^^,2;1'Y

shocks, minor toucĥ ipscall Bill 546-5234

Quality Sunglasses at unbelievably low

prices. Call 546-9^___
Two 14 cu. ft. refridge/fraeze in working

cond. $70 each Mark 549-7865

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may

be received from academic dopartments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tiorns, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap-

ply and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Fnday, Apnl

13 1984 Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

Hay Spanish Happy
greatest luv ya Laurie

B-Day you're the

Contact Lenses Replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. Optical Sciences $20 each. Dr.

Spencer University Drive 256-8561

Wantad apartment in Puffton. bran-

dywine or surrounding area call 256-1236

reward!

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84

call Debbie or Lo ri 665-4578 after 8 PM
Two bedroom apt. in Puffton, Bran-

dywine. Town* 'muse, or surrounding area

for Fall '84. Willing to take over for sum-

mer. Call 6-4239 o r 6-6943

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village Fall

'84. Reward. V- i ng to take over for July Ef

August. Craig. rry, or John 549-4816

Apartment or house near campus for

Fall. Will consider taking bedroom in a cur-

rently rented place call Rob 546-5588

Preferably 3 bedroom apt in Puffton for

Fall '84 reward! Will take lease in June call

546-7276 or 546 7279 desperate!

RIDE WANTED

Ride wantad to UConn this weekend

will share expenses call 546^5965

Newport or Providence Rl share ex-

penses. Leaving Friday afternoon 3/30 call

549-7800 Jeff eve
.

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOST

Missing since Dec. female Dober-

man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny

friendly reward M £f M Fields 256-8477

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

CAPE COD - to share house. Memorial

thru Labor Day. $550.00. Marty

(6171-877-0521 Jo (617) 262-4968 after 6:00

Townhouse, I

double room '

will take over

Doris or Natalit

2 bedroorri
Townehosue .

6 9938

Wanted 3-b-

Presidential

665 7990

Wanted tw<
sublet for sur

or Martha 54t

'andywine, or Puffton
led for 2 for fall '84 but

rnmer lease. Please call

46-8419

ipt in Puffton or
I ited from summer 84 call

im apt in Puffton or

to take over anytime

room Puffton apt will

lease call Amy M6-5816

WEEKEND N NEW YORK CITY

May 5-8 $38 > includes hotel, trans. 6t

taxes sign up v^^ CCC Wed-Fri March 28-30
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The Rites of Spring

Photo hj Brims Gmay*

Gearin Up — The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team goes through some drills at upper

Boyden field. Head coach Dick Garber (raccoon cap) and his Gorillas will travel to Hobart for their opening

gaine on March 31. The lacrosse team will be previewed in the Collegian's Spring sports preview tomorrow.

NCAA final four to feature classic matchups
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Big Monster takes on the Twin

Towers and Phi Slamma Jamnrja faces The

Little Team That Could in a Einal Four that

finally lives up to preseason expectations

thLs Saturday in Seattle.

The Final Four has all the aspects of a

classic pair of matchups. Underdog

Virginia, which finished 6-8 in the ACC,

against powerful Houston, which is making

its third straight Final Four appearance, in

the first game. Then the two neighborhood

bullies of college basketball, Georgetown

and Kentucky, come to blows in what

should be World War IH.

Houston, if this scribe and everyone he

talks to is correct, should be too much for

Virginia. As for the Hoya Wildcat game
Dayton coach Don Donoher put it best.

"You'll need five officials for this one."

Houston Virginia: The Cougars have the

always-improving Akeem Olajuwon and

their big man did a tune on Virginia when
the two squads met earlier this year. The

key however should be the play of point

guard Alvin Franklin and his defensive

work against Virginia's guards, Othell

Wilson and Rick Carlisle. Virginia is on a

roll, shocking the East Regional by beating

Indiana but are up against a much bigger

and quicker team this time.

Mindless Guy Lewis and Terry Holland

are in a battle of coaching ineptness, but

hey, they are in Seattle so don't complain.

Watch Houston freshman Ricky Winslow,

he can sky and if Virginia shuts off Akeem
he'll be a factor. Take Houston giving the

points.

Georgetown -Kentucky: The Hoyas bring

more than their raincoats to the Northwest.

.\1I-American Pat Ewing has developed

into an offensive force this season but has

yet to face a pair of players like Kentuck's

Melvin Turpin and Sam Bowie. Turpin can

he just as rough as Ewing in the paint,

maybe the NCAA should assign a ref to

watch just these two. Georgetown also

tosses in freshman nut Michael Graham.
The bald Graham literally knocked over

Dayton in the West Regional, drawing the

ire of CBS talking head Brent Musberger,

but the approval of coach John Thompson.
Bill Martin and Ralph Dalton are also

frontline keys for the Hoyas.

Kentucky is, for once, the good guy in a

game. Bowie is more overated than the

Ginsu knife, but can be effective. Soph
Kenny Walker will also trouble G-Town.
But the key for both teams is guard play.

If Georgetown's David Wingate, Michael

Jackson and Reggie Williams can refrain

from 30 foot off-balance bombs, but develop

a selective outside attack, Ewing will get

open down low. Kentucky needs strong

outside shooting from pointman Dicky Beal

and Jimmy Master to free Bowie and
Turpin. Look for Hoya guard Gene Smith

to reside on Beal's back for the game, and

maybe for Dalton to lay on Bowie. Rest

assured Thompson will conceive something

to chop down the Towers.

Kentucky will try to zone Ewing out of

business and let the guards have their say

from the perimeter. Joe B. Hall, in all his

smugness, is probably sweating the game

out as you read this. Wherever Thompson
and his Hoyas are staying, (they won't tell)

their almost completed goal of the Big East

regular and tournament titles as well as the

national title looms large.

This tournament proves that only fools bet

on college hoop but take Georgetown by

anything less than two, but don't use next

semester's tuition money.
Regardless of the outcome, this year's

college hoop season has been nothing less

then spectacular. Unless you like North

Carolina, yor should be satisfied with the

Final Four. College basketball has proven

again what a game it is.

Inside
Sports Log with Tony Betros .... pg. 17 Gerry DeSimas on the USFL .... pg. 1

7

VI' l.«Krrphnto

Phi Slamma Jamma — Houston's Akeem Olajuwon jams home two
against Wake Forest last Sunday. The Cougars will meet Virginia and
Kentucky faces Georgetown this Saturday for the NCAA championship.
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Rudolphquits senate;

cites recent election

Collririan photo by Katir WatU

m

STORMY WEATHER - An unidentified student, buffeted by yester-

day's strong winds and heavy snow, trudges through an unusual spring

snowstorm.

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Central resedential area representative

Tim Rudolph, a losing candidate in the

recent Student Government Association's

presidential elections, has resigned from

the Undergraduate Student Senate,

saying he is "displeased" with that body's

handling of the elections and with its

performance on many other issues.

Rudolph, who ran with Donna Dooley in

the presidential elections but was
defeated by Rick Patrick and Jim Keller,

announced his resignation Wednesday
night after the Senate approved by ac-

clamation the results of the elections.

Keller/Patrick received 58 percent of the

vote in the elections to Rudolph/ Dooley 's

29 percent. Rudolph has also resigned his

position as United Areas Council co-

president.

The presidential campaign was marred

by numerous allegations of rule violations,

including assertions that Rudolph and

Dooley broke guidelines for printing

posters.

"I'm displeased with the turnout of the

election and how it was handled, not only

by the (SGA) election subcommittee, but

also by media coverage, in which my
integrity was attacked," said Rudolph
yesterday.

Rudolph added that he opposed many of

the positions taken by the Senate and by

what he described as its "elitist"

leadership.

He said he was a reformist pledged to

making campus issues more accessible

"not only to students through more
referenda, but also to the Senate."

"I've been in stud»»nt government for two

years now. 1 ihink I've become a sort of

self proclaimed leader of the loyal op-

position, ' he said. I've worked very

hard."

In particular, Rudolph said he objected

to the SGA being used as a world political

forum.

"Bring campus politics back to UMass.

We have so many issues here on campus."

Rudolph noted.

"I'm hoping my loss won't be too much,"

he said. "There are still some keen, level-

headed senators... but there will be the

same old elected leadership."

Earlier Wednesday evening, the two
candidates Rudolph supported, Joseph
Sparks and Jay Flynn. lost the ele<'tions

for Senate treasurer and speaker,

respectively. These positions were won
by John Mooradian and incumbent Chris

Sullivan.
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"I'm displeased with the tur-

nout of the election and how it

wa^ handled, not only by the

(SGA) election subcommittee,

but also by media coverage.

"

—Tim Rudolph
Former Student Senator

t « • • • • . I
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"With the culmination of elections, none

of which have gone his way, (Rudolph's)

frustration came to a head," said SGA co-

president Tom Ahern. "He comes from a

different perspective than many students

and senators."

"I can understand his frustration. ' said

Sullivan.

Nevertheless, Ahern and several other

SGA members said they were surprised

by the resignation. Ahern said he hoped

Rudolph would reconsider.

"He and I differ on many things, but he

was out there fighting for what he

believes. That's whjit's important."

Rudolph said he was not sure whether he

would rejoin the SGA in the future.

Students barely escape volcanic eruption
By PKT?:R ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A group of University of Massachusetts
students on a geological expedition in

Hawaii nearly had their campsite blown out
from under them as the active volcano they
were studying erupted only hours after

they slept on its rim.
' A II t-ii.'f ,rr«,iir> »f.lrj US she saw

sor.ie asn rising iron. .<Iauna Ix>a (the

volcano) which indicates an eruption, hut

wt (Jidn l t>elieve ner, si*!'! 'v_^Mass senior

Jeff Pollock, a geology major and member
of the Hawaiian expedition.

"But when we were heading down the

sheer mountain with a path of lava

following us close behind we didn't think it

was so funny," said the 23-vear-old stud«>nt

who recently returned from his harrowing

trip.

The trip was part of a vulcanology (the

study of volcanoes) course and involved 20

students from UMass, Amherst and Mount
Holyoke Colleges along with Massachusetts

professor Michael Rhodes and Holyoke
nrofpssor Mar* ha Godrhaux The fn*'" ly'

'"''

the Fnday before Spring break and hiked

the mountain a week later.

Uiuy a4 people, includmg the two

teachers, went up Mauna Loa, which rises

i/|no() fopt abo''" sea lovo] and is the

lar?""^ , etivT shirlH volcano in th*» vnrld.

After a had cut and respiratory problems

forced the -I'-partu^'j of two of the dozen

students, the group hiked to the summit.

At lh<- top <>l I he mo'intain the group si«'| ..

in a cabin and tents, enjoying the view

above the clouds, but contending with sub-

zero temperatures.

"We slept 10 feet from the rim of the

volcano," said Pollock. "Mainly because the

scientists in the observatory that checks

Mauna Loa told us there would be no

eruption and we would be safe."

The students and professors then went

down the mountain to a camp at the 10,000

foot level where they spent the night. It

took them eight hours to rlimb down and
• hey were hardly ready for what happened

that pveninp

More than 400 minor earthquakes (ac

cording to the observatory scientists) kept

the group tossing and turning until 12:56

a.m. when a sizeable tremor rocked the

campsite and woke them for good. At 1:1.5

Mauna Loa went off.

"There was a red glow in the sky and

fountains of molten rock shot into the sky,"

recounted Pollock. "It was a tremendous

sight. The area we had slept at the night

before was a sea of lava. The impact was

incredible."

Rescue helicopters warned the party to

evacuate the area as rivers of lava flowed

steadily down the mountain at about three

miles per hour. "We were only able,

because of th*» jagged rocks ind had

terrain, to travel about one mile an hour so

CLOSE CALL - UMass senior Jeff Pollack stands at the base of the

Maura Loa trail after his harrowing escape from the erupting volcano.

The spot he is at was overrun by lava 12 hours later

it's easy to see how worried we were, said

Pollock.

'll.> ^loup scampered as quick as they

possible could, down the remaining eight

miles of volcano as the choppers stayed

with them, unable to land because of the

turbulence created by the heat and the

rough terrain.

"A few diehards wanted to stay (at the

second camp) and I suppose if they

did. ..they surely would've died," said

Pollock.

"It was the best learning experience I ever

had," noted Pollock. "But next time I'd

rather see it through a telescope than up

close."
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"Give to the world the best you have,

and the best urill come back to you.
"

—Maxkline Bridges
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Biologist: yellow
rain really bee feces
CAMBRIDGE A Harvard biologist jumped "a large

abyss from science to politics" in concluding that "yellow

rain" falling in Southeast Asia is bee droppings, not Soviet-

made chemical weapons, a critic say«

The United States has charged that "yellow rain" fungal

toxins called trichothecenes has caused at least 10.000

deaths in Laos, Cambodia and Afghanistan. Such chemical

warfare is banned by international treaties, and the Soviet

Union has denied the charges.

Harvard biologist Matthew Meselson said Wednesday
that he and colleagues traveling in Thailand found that

Asian honeybees make "massive defecation flights" that

result in showers of yellow droppings that villagers

mistake for aerial bombardments of chemical toxins.

"We think it is a mistake to identify yellow rain as an

agent of chemical warfare," he said at a news conference.

"It is in fact the feces of bees."

But Chester J. Mirocha, a plant pathologist at the

University of Minnesota, said Meselson had shown only

that bees can defecate in flight.

"As far as his connections with yellow rain and warfare,

he jumps a large abyss from science to politics," Mirocha
said. "I think he went there oriented as a political animal,

and this to me is a little bit dangerous in terms of good
science."

One Seabrook owner
may cancel reactor
LUDLOW The Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale

Electric Co., which owns the third largest share of New
Hampshire's Seabrook nuclear power project, will vote to

cancel the second reactor, officials said yesterday.

"Our chief concern was the uncertainty of the final costs,"

said Mike Jones, communications manager for MMWEC,
which provides power to 34 of the 40 municipal power
companies in Massachusetts. The utility owns 1 1 .6 percent

of Seabrook.

According to Jones, the decision by MMWEC's board of

directors came after a 2'/? hour meeting with its member
companies, which unanimously endorsed the move.

"We have been studying this closely for the 18 months
and analyzing our costs and needs." Jones said.

Last year, MMWEC successfully lobbied for a slow down
on construction of the second reactor in hopes of speeding

construction of the first reactor at Seabrook. now
scheduled to be finished in December of 1986. But it ab

stained on a vote to outright cancel the second phase of the

project

.

Digest
By The Associated Press

TORONADO CLEANUP - Terese Milliken of

(ireenville, N.C carries a bop of belongings

from the wreckage of her sister's home after a

twister swept through their town Wednesday.

Spring storm brings

snow, high winds
BOSTON - An early spring storm howled through

Masssachusetts yesterday, pelting the state with ever-

changing combinations of sleet, snow and rain powered by

high winds sometimes gusting to 80 mph in some areas.

Elderly residents were evacuated in the central

Massachusetts community of Lancaster after power

failures, and others were evacuated from their homes on a

Quincy beachfront because of high water, civil defense

officials said.

"In Lancaster, some 50 to 75 elderly people were

evacuated because of power outages in nursing homes and

other facilities," said Robert Bouleau, state civil defense

director, from emergency headquarters in Framingham

which he said had been staffed Thursday afternoon.

"There also was an evacuation in Quincy of 12 to 15

families from Quincy Shore Drive because of water

problems."

He said regional emergency centers were on standby in

Belchertown, Westboro, Bridgewater and Tewksbury.

Numerous highway accidents were reported around the

state as were scattered power outages caused by the high

winds, falling tree limbs and accumulations of wet snow.

Logan International Airport was closed intermittently

yesterday afternoon. Federal and state offices sent em-

ployees home about 1 p.m. and many schools also closed

early.
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Vietnam vets

suffer stress

years later
By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Vietnam v«'terans who think iney escaped the war
unharmed can end up feeling the effects years after their

return home, according to a panel of experts.

At a group discussion on the effects of Post Traumatic

Stress Disorder (PTSD) in Vietnam veterans yesterday at

the University of Massachusetts, participants said victims

can end up suffering long after they thought they would be

all right.

PTSD is the delayed development of symptoms following

a psychologically traumatic event. The stress disorder can

be postponed and no symptoms may appear for years after

the traumatic occurance according to Bill Edell, associate

professor of psychologly at UMass who added that the

Vietnam War has demonstrated that this delayed reacion

is a "serious problem" for veterans.

Richard Sette of thr* Voter.in'* A drrin '«—' in" WocnJ*?' ip

Northampton said, '3 million individuals served in Viet-

nam and between 15,000 and one and a half million

veterans suffer from PTSD and require some psychiatric

help."

"The disorder has been labeled in the past as shell shock,

combat fatigue and battle exhaustion, and before World

War I, men suffering from PTSD were thought to be

cowardly or poorly disciplined," said Edell.

The victim of PTSD commonly feels rejected from society

and often lives in isolation or with a loaded gun near by at

all times. They are usually viewed by others as being cold

and uncaring. "To feel (emotions) is to lose control for

many of these people," said Edell.

The risk of suicide in PTSD victims is very high said Sette

and the number of deaths after the war experience is three

times higher than during the actual battle for PTSD
sufferers.

The two main causes for PTSD according to Richard

Pearlstein of the V.A. hospital are difficult homecoming

»nd th*» «!everity of combat The Vietnam War produced

the majority of cases due to the negative reception many
returning veterans encountered in the United States and

the brutality on the battlefield.

Veterans returning unwounded are more prone to the

disorder than those who were wounded said Pearlstein.

The reasoning is that wounded tt wero nnr^'jrH in

hospitals and had time to work out" the war. In addition

many truck drivers experience PTSD because of inability

to fight back.

'PTSD is a cultural disorder," noted Sette, who explained

that men in the PTSD ward of the Northampton hospital

react angrily when scenes of the fighting in Lebanon are

shown on television news show. "If you ask one of the

veterans how to say Vietnam in Spanish they say 'El

Salvador' because they believe they are seeing the same

thing all over again," said Sette.
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Gay awareness
events planned
Saturday - 9:30 am. The Mediraf pprspectivr; ("ur-ent

Research on Causes, Communicabilily, and Treatment of

AIDS in CC 917.

10:iW) a,m. • noon Violer-*- Again*! Woni»-n r/*»!*hi»»n

CoucfrnsCrm^.
-Lesbians and Gay Men Working Together m CC 911.

-Ooocerns <rf Parents. Relatives, and Friends of Gays and

Lesbians in CC yu4.

11:00 a.m. - Disease and LiberatiiMJ in CC 917.

1 p.m. ' 2:30 p.m. - Parenting Issues: Lesbian Moms and

O«gr0«d$)nCC9O4.
•^JIlM^cUt Cencems <tf Lesbiasi* and Gays of Cdta CC 911.

X Piktkttt's Experiedtice: C^stions and Answers ab«rt

AIDSinOnieg
-Pfll^lcal Strategy and Ail;h l-undinr. A Lobbyist's

Perspective in CC 90S.

2:^ p.m. • 4 p.m. - Lesbian Belationsbipft Understiua^Qf

Q«r Bdittibinriilpa InCC 9^.
4bidlHto in the Lesbiin mtA Gay ConMuuslty: B^«iMl

BUkift Awareness itt CC 908.

'Hulittk tita AKentatlve HMtHh Ctte and Gar mm
iMRiktibCCits.

4 pM, * SiBO p.m. - HarasMMmt in the Local DimsMit^

tWtU
rrr9tabma^''m009».

li^lftxItttWitittlBkMfirfibkSttTtttdlSil*

4p,m, ' MutmjmMin CCnt*

liCClKt

in

Photo by Brimn (ionTr

NOT DRESSED FOR IT - The statue of

Metawampe, clad only in a loincloth, stands

watch outside the Student Union during yester-

day's storm.

UMass hosts
Senate debate
By JOHN VINCENT
Colleg:ian Correspondent

A debate by six Massachusetts senatorial hopefuls will

highlight the annual MassachusetU Public Interest

Research Group conference to be held this weekend at the

University of Massachusetts.

The six candidates. Massachusetts Secretary of State

Michael Connelly. Lt. Gov. John Kerry, U.S. Rep.s

Edward Markey. D Maiden, and James Shannon, D

Lawrence, and private businessmen Wilbam Hebert and

John Pierce Lynch will discuss environmental and student

concerns tomorrow at 1 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

The conference will be much more than a senatorial

debate though, with meetings of student lobbyists and

lobbying training workshops planned throughout the

weekend.
University of Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group Coordinator Rich McClintock said he hopes many

students will participate in the events.

"We want students to put their complaints to action and

come out to help," said McClintock.

He said the conference will consist mostly of MASSPIRG
members but all students are encouraged to pay the nine

dollar fee and attend.

There will be several information swapping meetings and

training workshops going on at the same time from which

the participants can choose from. They will be held from

nine o'clock Saturday, all day and from ten o'clock on

Sunday. Students can register Saturday in the Com
monwealth Room or any time before that in the

MASSPIRG office in the Student Union Building, said

McClintock.

Student wants
committee
to fight cults
By SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Correspondant

A University of Massachusetts Undergraduate Student
Senator is organizing a committee to prevent students

from becoming victims of religious cults.

Tim Harris, a student senator and member of the Radical

Student Union said he wants to form a committee that

would bring speakers to the university to inform students

about the techniques cults use.

"I feel very strongly about the Moonies," said Harris

about the Unification Church, one of the cults he wants to

work against. "The methods they use are very unfair.

They prey on people who are unstable and are going

through a fluctuating period in their lives, and they act like

they're your best friend."

Some of the recruiting methods religious cults use, ac

cording to Harris, are isolation, hunger, fatigue, and

deprivation. The victim is conditioned or softened up and
then persuaded into new beliefs. Brainwa.shing is their

basic technique, said Harris.

Harris said he came very close to getting involved with

the Church of Scientology, an organization that operates

much the same way as the Unification Church led by the

Rev. Sun Myung Moon. Harris said he got out before it

was too late, but others aren't that lucky,

"They are professionals at recruiting, and they do it

subtly," .said Harris. "The committee will educate

students concerning their techniques." Harris has been
distributing pamphlets in the campus center warning
students of the recruiting techniques of the Unification

Church and referring to Church member Thomas Wojcik as

the group's new recruiter.

Harris said he will ask the Student Senate to form a

committee rather than form a Recognized Student

Organization, because he feels that it is the Senate's

"obligation" to educate its students.

Harris said the committee would start next spring

semester, the time when the Unification Church does moat

of its recruiting. The committee's activities would include

dormitory education, leafletting. and movies about these

organizations and the way they work, said Harris.

"They have a constitutional right to speak on their

rebgion. but people's ignorance on brainwashing is the

Church's strength," said Harris.

Wojcik. who admits to being a member of the l^nification

Church, said he thinks the establisment of the committee is

"funny." and Harris' distribution of pamphlets warning
against the organization is "trash."

'Their efforts are in vain, futile, and hopeless," said

Wojcik. 'They may influence many people, but there will

be many that won't listen." Wojcik said he Ls not here

recruiting, but to get people established in Godism and

unification. "I talk to people all day about God. and I study

and eat here too," said Wojcik. "I'm here to help people

find God. and there is no legal means to stop me. People

maintain that I use mind-control and that's ridiculous."

Wojcik said he is here "to put forth the ideals of God" and

establish a student organization on campus.

"I'm here to get the Communists off campus." said

Wojcik. "I don't mind the controversy, because people will

have to listen to me, too."

Contest to pay $100 for new motto

mm.
:iiM»N|»l»ii|«i»»^»ni

MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.ssachusetts Classics department

will give $100 to the winner of its motto contest.

The department wants to update the school's motto

which is the same as the state motto.

Classics professor Vincent Cleary said people affiliated

with the University are encouraged to compete in the con-

test.

'There is still enough time to enter the contest," Cleary

said. The deadline is April 13.

The current motto translated from Latin reads "with

the sword he seeks peace, but only under freedom." This

motto and the Native American logo accompanying it are

also on the state seal.

Cleary said the quote came from a 17th century English

political thinker named Sidney. The first paJrt of the

quote, he said, was left out when the state adopted the

motto. The part left out of the beginning of the quote is

"hostile hand of tirance."

"The sword in the logo on the seal is related to the part

of the quote left out," said classics Chairman Edward
Phinney. "The sword defies the tirant British."

Cleary added, "We want a motto which expresses the

mission of the University, a motto that people can unders-

tand."

"Harvard University's motto reads in Latin, 'Veritas,'

Cleary noted. 'Translated into Enj^ish that means truth.

This is a simple motto which people can identify with."

WhitRKHV has also created a new logo for the University

which has yet to be printed, Cleary said.

With the recent bad press the University has received,

Professor Marios Phihilippides, also of the classics depart-

ment said, "it will be good publicity for the University to

have a new motto and logo."

The winner of the contest will be chosen April 29 by a
committee of Phinney, Cleary and Phihilippides, a
gradiiate student and an undergradiiate student, both

from the classics department. One alumnus, a librarian,

and Roger Roche in Design and Production in Munson
Hall, are also a part of the committee.

Cleary said entries may be written in English and the
classics department will translate them into Latin,

although they must be kept at a minimum of four to fire

words.

Applications can be obtained at 528 Herter. Only one
application per person and all are encouraged to par-

ticipate.

Elvis tix to go on sale
There is a two ticket limit per person and you can't

up before midnight, but put on your red shoes anyway and
get your Elvis Costello tickets Monday at the Fine Arta

Center. Tickets go on sale at 10:00 a.m. for the April 16
show that will feature Elvis and special guest T. Bona
Burnett.

For UMass students tickets go for $11.50 and $10.60.

but everybody else has to pay $13.50 and $12.50. Diraetor

of Public Safety Gerald O'Neill assures us that his men will

be by every 20 minutes, so no sneaking up early to get

your spaot in Kne.
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AMI has taken over the
Tech Hifi store

at 15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst

We are liquidating all of the

remaining Tech Hifi

inventory at

ridiculously LOW prices.

* Turntables from $19,95

+ Receivers from $59.95

^Cassette Decks
from $89.95

* Walkperson Type
Players from $10.

Many items at Vi off

original prices

Many items below

original dealer's cost

Come in and see.

Showing Friday and Saturday
i Casablanca 7:00

I Maltese Falcon 9:00S
s
i

I Sunday to Tuesday
I The Great Dictator 7:00

City Lights 9:15

DOWNTOWN AMHER

9® # O » ©
BAGEL DELI
Now Open in FACES

Fresh Bagels, Breads & Pastries

Soups, Salads & Sandwiches

SPECIALS
FREE coffee with purchase of bagel & cream

cheese 8 am - 10 am
FREE 6 bagels with purchase of 6 bagels Sunday

Mon-Sat 8 am - 6 pm Sun 8 am - 6 pm 253-9282

WORLD (jih S7/?/.VG inc

GRAND REOPENING SALE
Visit our new store and get 15% off all

our kites :cf,t G»yfs

OPEN MON, TUES. FRI 108m-5:30pm

THURS. Til 8pm, SAT 9 30am 5pm

CLOSED WED & SUN

12 BRIDGE STREET

NORTHAMPTON MA 01060

5866141

•0^itf.

adirondack music

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

Friday

Afternoon

Attitude

Readjustment
Period

Chew & Screw
1.00

all you can carry

Schaefer Beer

2.25 Pitcher

anyday anytime

food served at

5:30 PM
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Black Affairs
Writer speaks on Caribbean Crisis

>>:^im

By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Staff

A writer and scholar on Caribbean history lectured last

night at Hampshire College on the Contemporary
Caribbean Crisis.

Franklin W. Knight, a professor of history at the John
Hopkins University, spoke to five college audiences.

His publications include: Slave Society in Cuba during the

Nineteenth Century, The African Dimension of Latin

American Societies, The Caribbean: The Genesis of a
Fragmented Nationdism, and Africa and the Caribbean:
Legacies of a Link which he co edited with Margaret
Crahen.

Between 1974 and 1982 he co-edited the John Hopkins
University Press series of studies in Atlantic History and
Culture; and since 1975 has edited the Caribbean section of

the Handbook of Latin Studies, published by the Hispanic

Division of the Library of Congress.

Dr. Knight's appearance was co sponsored by the Black

Sti'difs and Tanhh^an 'JtnHios Pro-ams at Hampshire

College and the Five College Black Studies Executive

Committee.
"My views of the Caribbean in the beginning had not been

conventional, but they have been consistent," Knight said.

Knight said the Caribbean, "Is perhaps the most
fascinating place in the world."

"I tell my students," he said, "if you want to begin to

understand iht Ca. .i)beaii, you have to read the poet and

the novelist of the Caribbean."

The Caribbean has always been in crisis because they are

inherited societies and inherited societies are

revolutionary societies, he said.

"The Caribbean crisis," Knight said, "is the crisis of the

people desperately trying to forge their own world."
"The crisis of the 1980s is not new, but it is different," he

5»aiu. Tlie uiTfeiuuce buiu^j in Ihis coming year is the

couirol that the people will have in their own wcH'ld,

Knight said.

"10 50 percent of the active labor force is unemployed,"

he said. "High unemployment coupled with the high ex-

pectation of the Caribbean people, is an explosive political

force in the Caribbean." Knight said.

"Economic situations is the most serious condition facing

Latin America today," he said. Ideology is not a major

factor among the population at large, but it is part of the

rhetoric in the Caribbean," Knight said.

"We have to understand," he said, "that what is

democracy in the United States, is not democracy in the

Caribbean." Political countries are a reaUty of today's

world. Knight said.

Martin Luther King Week begins

Mary Berry, U.S. Commissioner
on Civil Rights, will address black
political power in the 1980s Tues-
day, as part of Martin Luther King
Week.

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A lecture on Black Political Power in the

1980s by Mary Berry. United SUtes
Commissioner on Civil Rights will highlight

Martin Luther King Week at the University

of Massachusetts next week.

A gospel jubilee, several films on the life

and achievement of King and a tribute to

the Civil Rights leader at the Malcolm X
Center will also be featured.

The week, which falls on the anniversary

of the assassination of the Civil Rights

leader has been celebrated at the

University since 1979. said David Martin, a

member of the Martin Luthpr Kin^ Wtn^k

Planning Committee and an Inquiry

Projrram sophomore.

The purpose of the celebration. Martin

said, is "to share with the campus com
munity the contributions Martin Luther

King has made to our society."

Martin added that besides sharing King's

contributions, the week also serves "to

realize what work has to be done today to

make his dream a reality."

"The week strives to show that even

though Reagan h.'i< thrown back the

movement a couple of steps there are still

peopk like Mary Berry who are working to

stem the reactionary tie against ignorance

and prejudice." he said.

The Week's events also remind people that

the movement for justice and civil rights for

all men did not end with the death of Martin

Luther King, Martin said.

Delphine Quarles, program consultant for

the Student's Activities Office and a

member of the planning committee, said

this year's speaker will enlighten what is

happening in the Civil Rights Movement of

today, considering the controversy on the

Civil Rights Commission cutback under the

Reagan administration.

Today, »hp Tivil Rights Movement is 'till

active, but it is "more laid back." Martin

said. Today's movement is not a protest

movement, he .^aid. It has changed its

character moving from the streets to the

board room, he said citmg Andrew Young's

statement 'Why go out on the streets and

protest when you can pick up the

telephone.'

Quarles said the movement is "still alive

ana well" although there are different ways

of expressing the need like becoming in-

volved in the government or lobbying for

morp rights for hlark». Sh*» »l«n «aiH the

movement today is more subtle when
compar»>H with the on** in the 60s.

Quarles said people should be aware of the

contribution King made to the United

States, to the world, to blacks and to the

poor.

Quarles railed the designation of King's

birthday as a national holiday a "wonderful

revelation." Although she said it should

have been done a lot sooner, it was an

important recognition made as a matter of

respect. "No matter when, it was im-

portant," she said.

She said recognizing King's contribution to

society will impact people to gain in-

formation about his life and achievements.

Stephen H. Gates, a university history

professor and a biographer praised the

United States for recognizing King's

contribution to American history by making
his birthday a national holiday.

"King paid a heavy penalty for his suc-

cesses. His sufferings were prodigious,

perhaps immeasurable," Gates said.

Gates will lecture Wednesday on the

impact King and his fellow strugglers had

on the United States history by working for

the passage of civil rights legislation.

Gates said King's Selma campaign

resulted in the voting rights act of 1964 that

made possible Jimmy Carter's election in

1976 and Jesse Jackson's campaign for the

presidency in 1984.

"There is absolutely nobody in American

political hfe that behaves the way they did

before blacks got the right to vote," he said.

BCP to celebrate anniversary
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The Bilingual Collegiate Program of the University of

Massachusetts will celebrate their tenth anniversary this

fall. They will commemorate this event with a week in

September or October as 'BCP week', declared by

university Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

BCP began in August 1974 with 45 students and worked

for two ypar« in the "Equal .\ccp';s and Out rparh" program

under the UMass Vice Chancelor for student affairs,

mostly for Hispanics. Today, the program has 706

students of dillerenl cultural background.

"Since 1940 this area (western Massachusetts) has

received approximately eleven thousand Puerto Rican

migrant workers," said Benjamin Rodriguez. Director of

BCP. "81 percent of these people dropout of high school,

"

he said.

BCP has worked to increase the number of economically

disadvantaged students and insure them support services,

Rodriguez said. They aid in exposing the cultural needs of

the bilingual community at UMass and expose and en

courage bilingual students to pursue graduate works. "We
want to estabhsh that education is so important. We
recruit, give orientation and offer support." he said. "A
college education offers you not only a better feeling

academically but offers each person a unique opportunity

for them to grow as an individual. It is an atmosphere that

gives one the chance to discover the many diverse types of

people there are in this world and how to incorporate them
into your life and surroundings. The time that one is af

forded in college to do this is exceptionally important to

minority students because most have been surrounded by

just one type of culture, their own. The transition is not an

easy onp, but Mke mo^t things in lifp which are hard *ri

obtain, the reward usually out does the pain. " said Nelson

Acosta. academic recruiter for the BCP.
We have bilingual courses within different depart-

ments," Rodriguez said, who is also a professor in the

school of education at UMass.
BCP gives support to bilingual students in English as a

second langnapp and al^o offers tutors to hiitngiia)

students, he said. BCP also stretches out lo high school

students, convincing them to stay in school and go further

ineii educaiiun, nesaid.

Black Mass Communications Project DJ schedule on
WMUA 91.1 FM Best Music Contines to Play:

Monday 3-5:00 p.m.

10-2 a.m.

Thursday 7-10:00 p.m.

10-2:00 a.m.

Tuesday

Wednesday

6-9:00 p.m. Friday

6-9:00 p.m.

12-3 :00 p.m.

3-6:00 p.m.

Saturday

12-3 p.m.

3-6:00 p.m.

6-7:00 p.m.

7-10:00 p.m.

10-2 a.m.

2-6:00 p.m.

David Jackson will be the featured singer in a
gospel jubilee featuring the Voices of Harmony
choir. Unlimited Joy choir, and Praise on Monday
at 8 p.m. at the Student Union Ballroom, UMass.
The jubilee will open the week of events for the
Martin Luther King Week.

Found in One Day!
Rid* n—6ii to upstata Naw York.

Thursday or Friday witling to share caH

Advertise with Collegian

Classifieds for Responses!
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The ultimate in Martial Arts adventure
and excitement!*•

^TtT^TO^nrrFTTT.m ®
Friday March 30

Mahar 5, 7, 9, 11

-I

$1.50 '.5:00 $1.00)

sponsored by: Sigma Phi Epsilon
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SUMMER JOB
C«p«, Cod, Mirtha'i Vinayafd, and
Nantuckst hcvc thouunda of good
paying joba availabta to itudants and
taachara thu lummat.

A Directorv Ititing that* joba by
•mployef alao haa houung info and
|ob application forms

For an immadiata copy of tf>e 1984
Diractory, (and »3 00 lincludet tit

Claai Postaga and handling) to

CAPE COO SUMMER JOB BUREAU
Bo« 504, Room 212

Barnstabta MA 02630

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with

Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair I

I

I

I

I

I Expwaa 3/31/84 |

I Valid Mon Thura |

PleaM Call for an

Appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst, MA/549-5610

RENTOm
OfOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
Cloaad Wadnaadays

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from
Our Own Farm

BEER Ef WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95—^
./ x

We're ready for Spring! "Qrendha"
by Bellini an "airy" all leather flat in

black, grey, yellow, white, and
beige.

Open Sunday
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Glory of the

Royal Scam

t>l^*'*"f<'i^ T**'^ iiutn^^-f

^W£ BELIEVE "mE Mt' FELL/^ L(>i61<DR A CHANCE fO EXPERIENCE T)EM0CR6£Y ANI>

lueaEccRAi p«xs^ as we kno^ it.
'

The problem that will not go away
Discrimination still exists
To the Kditor.

Michael woke up and for a few minutes just lay still, a

wonderfully warm, reassuring feeling spreading over his

body as he watched Steven breathing deeply and con

tented, next to him. Today was the day they were to sign

the papers, and the house, this house they worked on so

long and hard fixing up together, would finally be theirs.

Michael thought back to th<' nighf ne and Steven had first

nipf through an ad in \Vn^ '•.,„-. .— ..ic" «»>r.«inn of th*.

newspa|)er. M>rii<' two and one-Malt years aK<> Aware thai

initially the only attraction to one another was a '••tmmon,

nuHJerii uay aiiiiciu»ii. r^wait- iioa cm Limigs were

better not perfect, but simply better. They had found

each other -quite a feat in a world which constantly wrote,

sang and paid homage to the theme of love, yet denied this

most exquisite experience to any who strayed from its

narrow, confining and paranoid limits. So many years of

aching loneliness, frustratingly internalized for fear of

rejection and ostracism, were now being paid off. Each

new day brought with it more hope, more happiness, more
self acceptance-scarce commodities in years gone by.

Quietly, gingerly getting out of bed, Michael closed the

door to the bedroom behind him and went into the kitchen.

He turned on the radio to find out what had happened

overnight. The Catholics had bombed a Protestant church

in Ireland, killing five, three of them children. Flighting

continued in war ravaged Beruit, and in Boston another

Vietnamese tenement had been torched.

As he sat waiting for the kettle to boil, Michael thought of

how conditioned he, as well as everyone else, had become

to accept such tragedy as simply part of life. He reached

over, turned off the kettle and "Sma-sh!" tiie mornings

Ku' L' t me livitiji nwim, Michael tnnrul a lar^f

••ock oetiantiy itting' inchrs from the stereo, a present for

Steven. ..^ laii allU Uf^tneO u.i iluiii uuui , liui mcie was

no one to be seen. Picking up the rock, he read the at

tached note, neatly written on expensive paper: "Get out

fags, leave our neighborhood!" Fear, followed by a dull,

all-too-familiar rage built up inside of him.

"Why?" he asked himself. "We have done nothing, hurt

no one. Can't they take us for who we are rather than what

we are?"

The radio droned on in the kitchen, and Michael thought

of the day's top stories. He thought of how much misery

had been caused simply by man's irrational, almost

pathological loathing of difference. Surrounded by so

much hatred. Michael wondered if the world could really

afford to snuff out love...any love.

Pondering this question for an instant, Michael said

aloud; decisively and unequivocally, "No." He then put the

rock down, turned around and shut off the radio as he

hurried through the kitchen. Back in the bedroom,

Michael slipped quietly underneath the covers, intending

to wake up Steven and make love.

Name withheld

The pain others inflict

To the Editor,

This morning as I was walking to the Worcester Dining

Commons, to eat breakfast, a white man that I had never

seen before approached me. As I walked by him he calle<l

me a "scumbag" as asked me if I wanted some money to

buy new pants. I asked if he was talking to me and he

.said "Yeah, you. You're a dyke."

The man kept yelling "You're a dyke, you're a dyke,"

until 1 started to follow him. He also called me a "prick"

and a "nigger-lover", and seemed to enjoy shouting

these obscenities.

Again, I had never seen this particularly ignorant man
before this morning, and 1 strongly suspect he had never

seen me. The poor slob probably just needed a seemingly

defenseless person (a woman?) to antogonize in order to

make him feel better (he might have had a rough week). 1

feel sorry for people, particularly the white, heterosexual

men who are terribly uptight and insecure alniut

themselves. They must feel that they need to attack

women, gays. Blacks, and Jews to show how virile, witty

and important they are. When will you learn?

To that man I'd like to tell you that you are a perfect

example of the ultimate waste of time. You spend exten-

sive money and time at an educational facility, yet re-

main as ignorant as the most despised among us. Happy

Lesbian and Gay Awareness week. Happy Martin

Luther King, Jr. week.
Name wit^held

Letters'

The silent and oppressed

To the Editor,

I am writing to you now to disclose some of my findings

after studying here at the University of Massachusetts for

four years. Initially upon my arrival I had no real un-

derstanding of what prejudice or discrimination really was.

However, presently, after being discriminated against

personally I believe I have a firm grasp of the helplessness

felt by all the "special interest" groups. Most recently I

have read articles explaining how homosexuals and

lesbians are harassed and discriminated against both

socially and professionally. I have examined literature

depicting the plight of minorities in this country, and it is

appalling.

Women's issues are always in the news. Women are

discriminated against in every conceivable way just

because of their gender. I have read that the Supreme

Court may eliminate the right a woman has to kill her baby

in her womb (I believe the colk>quial term is abvriion).

However, there is a prejudice that exists at thL«

university that few know about. Yes, few will understand

how it feels to walk from class to class in fear; listening to

jeering crowds scream, "Hey you, pointy ears!". Few will

know the humility felt by a student much like myself upon

being refused his/her legal right to employ the Vulcan

Mind-Meld during quizzes and exams.

Yes! I am a Vukan and lam proudl I want you to know

that it lakes great courage to admit this to you. Society

wants to suppress V'ulcans and delegate to them the lowest

»«ji 111 yjt 1111.11.u. „uo.k. i n.ei it lo wiiiic kxji the Vulcan coiii

munity to come out of the closet. As soon as the gays are

finished with their little stint we too should have an

awareness week... Vulcan Awareness Week. We wiU no

Ioniser be the center of PolishVulcan jokes. We will not

tolerate phaser fire from an ignorant society. It is time for

us to stand up for what we believe in: Life. Liberty, and

the pursuit of Logic.

Live long and prosper.

David M. Tumey
Science Officer

University of Massachuactts

It
is ironic that Ronald Reagan addressed the

National Association of Evangelicals on March 6

under the convention theme, "Leadership With In-

tegrity". It is also a tribute to his ability to passionately

advocate that which he finds necessary to neglect or aban-

don. First, consider this Reaganesque statement: "We
must respect the rights and views of every American
-l>ecause we are unshakeably committed to denuK'ratic

values. Our Maker would have us be no less." Now con-

sider a few examples of the Reagan Administration's ac-

tual performance in regard to "rights and views" and his

commitment to "demwratic values."

Thomas Pitoniak

On March 7, the Justice Department filed a legal l)rief

challenging an ordinance in Dade ('ouiity. Florida which

required an uns}K'cified numlnT of county construction

contracts to In? awarded t() minority-run businesses. The
motive for this regressive move is (juestionable; the ra-

tionale is inade<^uate. According to William Bradford

Reynolds, head of the Justice Department's civil rights

division, such "racial selection devices" are consistent

with the 14th Amendment's guarantiee of "wjual protec-

tion under the laws." He said the law's only constitutional

application would be for "identifiable victims of unlawful

racial discrimination." Not mentioned is the irrefuL-ible

fact that if their goal (»f an alM)li.shtHi ordinance is met,

these "identifiable victims" and everyone else will Ih' rob-

IxkI of an ordinance that was meant to help fight

discrimination.

The Reaganize<l Justice Department's regression was
displaye<i as well in their dtK-ision to fight an affirmative

acti<»n program in Birmingham, Alabama which is in fai't

supfM>sed to be under their protection. The .histice

Department has chosen to sup[M)rt a group of white male

officers and firemen who, charging "reverse di.scrimina-

tion," oppose the program and actively work Jigainst the

apjH)intment of the city's first black fire chief. These

critics fail to mention that only 19 f)ercent of the fM)lice of-

ficers are black, in a city where blacks compri.se 54 (>ercent

of the population. Since the program's inception in 1981,

14 whites were promote<i to fire lieutenant, and H blacks;

to fM)lice lieutenant: 3 blacks, 7 white's; to police captiiin: 2

whites, blacks. Police Sargeant Simms says, "We just

want to make it fair and return things to the middle where

they belong." (New York Times; March 20) But things

have never been at the middle, and the Justice

iH'partment-supported cru.sade will only push things fur-

ther from a situation of equality.

On Oct. 2.'), 198:i. Reagan fire<l three members of the

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights; they were the most

outspoken again.st his policies. The Commission had pro-

duce<i a rep<irt that month which claimed civil rights en-

forcement had been severely hampered by the President's

cuts in personnel and funding. But Ed Meese, with his

own "unh>ending" de<lication to equal justice, had warned

of "drastic" results if the compromise bill that was in the

making did not please the President. Republican Senator

Charles Mathias was quoted as saying he was "shocked"

by the action's "callous in.sensitivity" to the Congressional

efforts at a bipartisan agreement on the agency's composi-

tion. One of those dismis.sed, Mary Frances Berry, said

Reagan sought to "shut the commission up before the

1984 election."

The Reagan Administration's commitment to

"democratic values" is hard to find in the disgrace involv-

ing the F^nvironmental Protection Agency (EPA), the

Justice Department, and the F^xecutive Branch itself.

With a truly "blind" Justice Department, .serious ques-

tions of obstruction of justice and abuse of positions -from

F:PA Regional Administrators to the White House itself-

have been suspiciously swept aside after only one case was

followed through (Lavelle: perjury, obstruction of justice).

For example. Justice's indictment review committee, ac-

cording to spokesman Thomas DeClair, "unanimously re-

jected" a recommendation to prosecute Robert M. Perry,

an EPA general counsel under the notorious Anne Bur-

ford. Although there was evidence he may have lied to

Congress, a report claimed evidence was "not of sufficient

materiality to warrant prosecution." The Department

also neglected documented "hit lists" and admissions that

there had been such corrupt practices as reviewing con-

fidential reports implicating companies with those same
corporations' representatives.

As the F^PA case shows, integrity is questionable in the

mose exalted regions of the Executive Branch. Reagan

moved to protect Burford by claiming "executive

privilege" over subpoeanaed documents he had never

read; this is obstruction of justice. When Congress charg-

ed Burford with contempt, Justice was supposed to pro-

secute. But with Ed Meese's solid approval, the Depart-

ment filed suit against Congress. This clearly obstructed

justice and abused power and privilege. Reagan's commit-

ment to "democratic values" isn't unshakeable. it's nonex-

istent.

Tfuymas Pitoniak is a Collegian Columnitt.
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You II be Hooked'
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Gana Hackman Hanry Thomaa
MISUNDERSTOOD
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See A Totally

Spaced Adventure!
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r^
any two entrees
(except steaks)

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very Friday

TO^f the
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ThisDeskCanReachMach 1.

Some dt'sk jobs iin-

more exciting than

others

As ii Navy pilot

or flight otfiror. >()ur

desk can be a sophis

ticated combination

of supersonic iet air-

craft and advanced electronic etjuipment

But you can handle it. Because Navy
flight training gives you the navigation,

aerodynamics and other technical

know-how nou need.

In return. Navy aviation demands
something of you as an officer:

Leadership.

\bur path to leadership starts with

officer training thats among the most

demanding in the military. Its intensive

leadership and professional schooling

combined with rigorous Navy flight

training. And its all geared to prepare

you and other college ^ .

graduates for the

unique challenge of

Navy aviation. The
program is tough but

rewarding.

One important

reward for Na\y
officers is decision-

I

W 343.\AVN on'OHIlM I V
INKOK.MATION CKNTKR
IM) Hox .'lOOD. Clifton. N.I 0701.1
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making authority.

In the air. and on the

ground. \()u have

management responsi-

bility from the begin-

ning. And your

responsibility grows

as you gain experience.

No company can give you this kind of

leadership responsibility this fast. And
nothing beats the sheer excitement of

Navy flying.

The salary is exciting, too. Right

away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.

That's lK'tt(>r than the average corpora-

tion will pay you iust out of college.

And with regular Navy promotions and

other pay increases, your annual

salary will soar to $31,100 after four

years. That's on top of a full package

of benefits and privileges.

liefore you settle down to an earth-

bound desk job. reach

I for the sky. Reach for

I the coupon. F'ind out

I

what it takes to be

I part of the Naval

j
Aviation Ttam. You

I

could have a desk
I that flies at twice the

I
speed of sound.

I

I

I

I

I

I I'li-.i^- 1*1 ml t I ..«

Apt

-/..p.

.(JI'.V.

,.i \..

Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast<

WANTED SUMMER 84

CAMP NATCHEZ -topcor
ed camp located in berksnirs mountains is

looking for exciting active people with

abundant energy for the following posi-

tions;

Soccer General Counselor

Gymnastics Backpacking

Tennis Camp Crafts

Tennis Director Sailing

Sports Canoeing

Ceramics 6f WS.I.
Photography Environmental Ecology

^eaistered Nurse

i

We will be on cdmpus Wednesday April

4th Rm 911 Campus Center 9 am to 5 pm
|

Please drop in or call student employment, j

for appointment. I

,^e:Li

our MARCH Special

Twofer One
Heineken

Proper ID a Must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-6141

UNIVERSITY or
AlASSACHUSETTS ATilMHERST

FineArts
Center
Concert
Hall ^

Springfield

Symphony
Orchestra
Itobert Gurte'

Music DireciO' with

Jean
Pierre

Rannpai

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 8 PM
TICKETS: $11. $9. $7

PHILIP JONES BRASS [NSEMBIE

ihinniriQ Virtuosity

SUNDAY, APRIL 1.8 PM
TICKETS: $11, $9. $7

Five-College Students Half-
price. Tickets Available af
FineArls Center Box Office,
DATATIX Outlets and Springfield
Civic Center. Call (41 3) 545-2511
on •800-243-4842.

.Collegian 9

Arts
•.•.•.•.•.•.•.".'

Aspiffy/Vesser
THE DRESSER
starring Albert Finney and
Tom Courtenay
a Columbia Pictures release

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

Using World War II as a backrop,

"The Dresser" is a captivating film

about a Shakespearian acting com-
pany that tries to carry on despite the

increasing number of bombed out

theaters, and the tyrannical rule of

company leader, Sir.

Albert Finney is the iron fisted

egomaniac Sir, who after over 40
years of devoting his life to the stage,

finds himself unable, both physically

and mentally, to proceed. He is coax-

ed and nursed back to reality by his

make-up man and dresser Norman
(Tom Courtenay), who must suffer

Sir's inane ramblings and constant

query of "What play is it tonight."

The play is "King Lear," and when
it finally gets off the ground, it is turn-

ed into a soulful and moving perfor-

mance although not without its fiaws

and Sir's occasionally obnoxious stage

presence, one that sets up the wren-

ching finale of the film and the viewer

must witness Norman's painful soul

bearing.

Finney is nothing short of

fascinating in the actor within an actor

role, one in which the character can.

on stage, convey passionate emotion
to thousands, but who ironically can-

not communicate true feelings to

those whom he loves, and who love

him. Courtenay expertly portrays the

dresser whose labor exudes purely

from his love for Sir, but must forever

go without thanks, or return of that

love.

Nominated for best picture in the

upcoming Academy Awards, "The
Dresser" is blessed with Ronald

Haywood's strong script, and Peter

Yates' artful direction, who sucessful-

ly give the viewer a clear picture of

these people's lifestyles. They
traverse from one drab yellow room to

another, a misfit cast of old men and
women, and limping draft rejects.

During the dressing room scenes, the

audience becomes increasingly aware
of a boxed-in feeling, and the stage se-

quences come as a welcome relief.

The entire look of the movie is laced

with the lack of permanence. Corn
flour that is used for face make-up,
very collapsible sets, and air raid

sirens, all add to the frailty of the

times and the people involved. What
is also striking is the concept of com-
bining Shakespeare and World War II.

Seeing King Lear carrying the body
of Cordelia on stage, with the sound of

bombs exploding just outside the

theater, drives home the fact that the

two are not that far removed from
each other, that death and pain are un-

fortunately eternal.

One question that bothered my
friend and I as we watched this most
worthwhile effort was what place did

the music of Gilbert and Sullivan,

played by the orchestra between acts

of "Lear", have to do with either

Shakespeare or World War II

England? A small point, but an ap-

parent inconsistency with the rest of

this evenly textured flowing picture.

Albert Finney prepares for a performance as King Lear with the
assistance of his dresser, Tom Courtenay, in Columbia Pictures' The
Dresser, produced and directed by Peter Yates.

FOURSEASOMS^
BUD., .suitcase... 9.99 GENESSE BEER...rf bts

BUSCH... suitcase or rfbts,,^^^^ - ^,^,
••^6.95

... ^8.99 VODKA & GIN...

STROH. . -suitcase. . .$9.99

IVIOLSON GOLDEN ALE
.. bts.

.
$12.99 RUM... 1.75... $9.99

HEINEKEN... bts... $15.99 ^laN McGREGOR. .

.

MEISTERBRAU...cans

1.75. ..$7.99
KAHLUA... 750 ml..

$10.99

1.75... $11.99
^7.99 RiuiMiTE WINE. .750.. $2.69

LABATTS BEER OR ALE or 2/$5.00

...$10.99 FETZER BURGUNDY...
1.5. ...$4.99

We deliver. We have kegs, ice, cups.
Location; On Rt il in Front of IVIountain Farms IVIall

Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mali
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Men's London Fog
All-weather Coats

20% OFF
£r

MORE
100% wor sted and

Garbidine wool slacks reg. $65.00

NOW ONLY 39.99

Hampshire Mall, Hadley 586-5302

r oov» ^

Now's tbc time
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Eifwrt rayain U
r«««ndltl«nlag.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

549-2AA0^ =^

"TheGlobe'sherer
For just *1.40 a week you can have

delivered to your door on campus
MID SEMESTER RATES Spring Term Rates

Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week $8.70

Daily Only .90 a week $5.70

Sunday Only 50 a week $3 00

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to:

:

" Daily Only C Sunday Only H Daily b Sunday

Your Name: —

Ron Huberdeau
PO Box 959
Amherst, MA 01004
253 7009

Campus Address:

THF UNCOMMON IMPORT

DOS EQUIS

7th Annual Solos £r Duos Series

proudly presents

JAZZ PIANIST

DON PULLEN
in a Solo Performance

FRI. MARCH 30

8 PM
CAPE COD LOUNGE

FREE

"Pollen makes the piano sound

like it has another hundred keys.

"

(Giddins Village Voice NYC '82)

"The music swings hard and

furiously.

"

(Robert Palmer, New York
Times '781

^•.^^••.^^-••^
.J^

CERVtCERl* MOCTEZUMA S *

I

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441
Budweiser €r Bud Light 12 oz. cans. . $10.95 case -1^ dep.

Beck's light or dark $4.25 6 pack -i- dep.

Kronenbourg Light or Dark $4.25 6 pack + dep.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6 pack + dep.

$9.80 case + dep

Stroh's & Stroh's Light 12 oz. cans $9.95 case ^ dep.

Wiedemanns 12 oz. cans $6.75 case + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° proof $4.99 liter

Kahlua $11.49 75 mil. L

Piccala $6.49 75 mil. L

Kegs, Mini Kegs and Beer Balls always in stock

Bloom County hv Berke Breathed

P\\?' He mP 5wmem

TO me
6mm!!

The TTMass Zone Mark Rollinp

The Strip «ini V ilsh

it's e^^AM^S<iiMG
/VOr HAVtAy'AAfy
Coiof w/rfv AU
THOse 3/fOAi/Jtf

Beur/es ^(/A/zv/V
AKouf/p.

v^y^'

^

cAreA ...

,;

/

Sha^nasty O.T. D T.in^ei

YqKnou;,ShcK,yoo

cQnooi u) 1+ any-
body bu+ youRCon-
6cJencc

And Trr) iRyinc. -h

yttutni ihotui/yod
ST^DPiWKiN^

5hac, yooW-for^o-t )fcur roo-VVi€r5

SM'S NEVER FORGIVEN VoU f

Th€ -playboy bonny yoo 4ooU ^o

carti.

buSv

The Collegian is looking

for cartoonists. If you're en-

thusiastic, energetic and
most importantly creative,

the Collegian needs you.

Drop by any day after 2 p.m.

and ask for Bill Wall.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

20

21

22

ACROSS
1 Catch ot the day''

5 Orchestra

components
10 Hied

13 Lucid

15 Exhausted
(with out I

Hi Little one Suffix

17 Famous sapphire

l9 Lock adornment
San Antonio

mission
Biblical ruler

Newcastle s

river

23 Bumper strcke.

.

perfiaps

25 Office need
27 Paddock dweller

30 Holy lady Abbr

31 Insect wings

Shade of blonde

Bull m a

china shop
Correct

S7 Swizzle stick

39 Garnish for a

steak

41 Capitol of Crete

42 Com of the realm

43 Pre holiday time
'4 '/,',:t-,m Prefix

4t) Mouth Comb
form

47 Frit/ s relative

48 Invisible

50 Bandy about

52 Type of bag

53 Outdistanced the

others

55 Hacienda
material

58 Ceremonial
pledge

59 Semiprecious
blue stone

62 Put up for later

63 Pianist Morini

64 Balkan people

65 Accompaniment
lor cakes

66 Satisfy a legacy

67 Security Council

reply

32

33

4

DOWN
Business letter

abbr

Part ot Lady
Bird s name
Genuine
Easter event

for Berlin

Garb for Yum Yum
Committed a

gaffe

7 Part of a church

calendar

8 Elgar s

Variations

9 RRstop
10 No No Nanette

star 1970

1

1

Solitary

12 More fashionable

14 City on the

Mohawk
18 Area on a ship.

for short

22 Mine cars

24 One that does
Suffix

26 Wideawake
27 Gender Abbr

28 Fictional

terrier

29 Glittering

adornment

33 Vegetable

container

35 Granular snow
field

36 in the wool
38 Name for a

mademoiselle

39 Land of the llama

40 One of a

famous trio

42 Wall decoration

45 One way logo
47 Like some

desserts

48 See 14 Down
49 Knotty

51 Harem rooms
54 English portrait

ist 1761 1807

56 Secrete

57 Hamburg s river

59 Kine s roving

place

60 Play It again

name
61 Ending with art

1 ? 3 4

^^^1
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33
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1
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1
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Collegian Party Tonight

at Drew 's

All staff are invited

lor more infomation see posters in newsroom

D.C. Menu

LUNCH BASICS LUNCH
Seafood and Shell Cas-serole Seafood and Shell Casserole

Pizza Piz^

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Jardinere Sauce

Fried Clams/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Colache

Fried Clams/

Tartar Sauce

Weather

Today, continued windy
with snow tapering to

flurries in the morning.

Highs in the 30s. Partly

cloudy tonight and
tomorrow. Lows in the 20s.

Highs in the 40s.
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SPRING CLOTHING
India Print Tank Tops T-Shirts

Blouses - Skirts - Shorts

Chinese Shoes

Fridav. March 30. 1984,

SHAWLS
SPECIAL

Cosmic Zoo T-Shirts - Now $8.00

Earrings, Ear Cuffs, Bead Necklaces

Posters - Cards - Gifts

Sunday 12 5 PM
Daily 10 AM - 5:30 PM

MEI^ANTILC
Amherst Carriage Shops

Northampton: 18 Center Street

Each time you see this

green and yellow banner

go in and sign up.

* Over 25 Amherst Shops *

* Over 25 Prizes to Win*

V

t̂:^ y^

Amherst

Welcomes

Spring
Free Prizes!

$50 Gift Certificates!

WTTT 1430 am

j\

N

We Compete
As HardAs You Do

KICK^%FF
lOUNGE

PONY RACER II

Men's and women's sizes

Special

Now $18.
PONY PRO BOWL TURF

Mens sizes

Rpq S24 99

Now $19.

Demanding the best Striving for perfection.

Going for it That's you
That's Olympian

Now on sale at Olympian sre brandname Pony^ athletic shoes.

For looks, for performance, for comfort it's Pony

The favorite athletic shoes of smart performers

both on and off of every competitive field

PONY CONCORDE
Men's sizes

Req S3199

Now $24.

il']l^iii:;n!'li!ii1il

Coming this weekend. . .

Saturday Happy Hour
featuring

**Just George" ^'"^ "

'

(from the Boston & Cape Cod circuit)

I-

All you can eat Chicken Wings! —

" JUSTIN RYANS

ICELANMIR IS STILLl

YOUR BEST VALUE

TO EUROPE.
LUXEMBOURG

ROUNOTRIP FROM:

^lyM/VJTAfj
\X4s thriveon competmon.

I
—^\ \Hampshire Mall, Rtc. 9, Hadley.

lr\^—

NEW YORK BALTIMORE WASHIN6T0N

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS. FRANKFURT AND NICE

REMEMBER. ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE BREATHTAKING
BEAUTY OF ICELAND AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:

Frit deluxe motorcciach from Luxcmbouru to sflect cities in

dermany. Belpum and Holland. BarKain tram fares to Switzerland

and France. Super Saver car rentals from $69 week in

Luxembourg. Free wine with dinner, cognac after.

^j(K-r M'K\ Fafrs Mj\ 1 )unt V I**H4 7N)d4\>ia\ 1 4 div «1^ jrH r pur* hasr rrqutrrd

I. cUfKUir Up l.uxcn>b«iyrii Luvaii tiifinrilinK M'r\i< r T'l «nhrr d*KtinjtMin* PurthJw tKkrts

inl > \U Ut*-> subfrt t tiuhjnitt- jnd ii<>\rrnmrni jpproxal S«*** viiuf ira\rl*(wnim iiU
*M)n .V^.Y-1212 tor thr tiijl trrr UrUncUir numbrr in \tNjr *jv»

ICELANDAIR
wow morn nttt ivn rouf $fsi mui to lunofi

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Maasachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and
Sunday.

HSA GET TOGETHEk PARTY - The Honors Student
Association is sponsoring a party for anyone in an Honors
Course. Entertainment and Refreshments. 8:00 p.m.
Field Main Lounge.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH -All

are welcome to join us for our weekly Sunday service of

worship, praise, and teaching from the Bible. 10:15 a.m.,

see CC schedule for room number.

HILLEL COFFEEHOUSE - 8 p.m., Dukes Room (Stu-

dent Union 310)

KABBALAT SHABBAT - 6:30 p.m., 72 Triangle St.,

Amherst.

SHABBAT SERVICES - Led by Beth Mascott. NFTY
songleader 7 p.m. Dukes Room

Collegian is

KIBBUTZ INFORMATION TABLE
Student Union Lobby

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

RADICAL STUDENT UNION MEETING - We will

discuss campus militarism, our upcoming film, the new
paper the "Progressive Student," and the possibitily of br-

inging a speaker to campus. 7:30 p.m. Rm 413A SUB

PGA DANCE - $2.00 Admissio-i charge, 9:00 10th floor

Campus Center

LESBIAN AND GAY AWARENESS WEEK
-Workshops all day long. Come to 9th floor Camus Center
for schedule. Films: "Making Love" and "Linda" at night

7:15 and 9:00. Herter Hall 127 and 231 9:30 - 5:30, Cam-
pus Center.

FILM: "MAKING LOVE" - Film talking about a mar-

ried man who finds out that he is gay. Free to the public.

7:30 p.m., Herter Hall 227 (aud.)

LESBIAN AND GAY AWARENESS WEEK
-Workshops from 1:00 to 5:30. Come to 9th floor Campus
Center for more info. Coffee House 7:30-11:00 in Ear-

t h f o o d s .

CONCERT: NEW ENGLAND INTERCOLLEGIATE
BAND - Students from 22 New England colleges and

universities gather to perform in the 1984 N.E. Inter-

collegiate Band. Tickets ($3 and $1.50) available at the

door. Conductor is Craig Kirchhoff of Ohio State Universi-

ty. 8:30 p.m. Fine Arts Center Concert Hall Saturday,

March 31.

LESBIAN AND GAY AWARENESS WEEK Films:

"Who Happens to Be Gay." and "Coming Out" Discus-

sion to follow film. 12:00 Cape Cod Lounge.

HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM - Ellen Cain. Director

of the Public Rights Division of the District Attorney's Of-

fice, will present an overview of this new agency's role and

mandate. 12:00-1:30 p.m. CC 804-08 April 4, 1984.

fes Watson, its right here

in the CoHenian

Amherst Flics presents:

Heaven Can Wait

$1 .50 Shows 8 PM& 10 PM
Fri. Sat. Sun.

Amherst C MIege, Merrill 1

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Sony XR-S6 Car Stereo brand new $200
Steve 549-6974

PIONEER CAR STEREO CHEAP!
Complete systems starting at $99.

Super tuner in-dash w/push button $129.

. . .and lots more! All new merchandise
Call Barry at 546-6823

AUTO FOR SALE
~

4 Michetin 196/70 HR14XVS $275 Elecign

Mallory, Alum Hirise & Hoiiey 600 for Boss
302; 67 Mustang deluxe interior w/AC; 1965
Austin Healy Sprite runs $250; Dennet
549-5552

VW Bug 1971, 80,000 miles, one owner,
heater works. Excellent shape. $900.

253 7396

1975 Plymouth Valiant. Slant-six engine.

Runs excellent. Good body. Call Kevin at

586 9336 or 256-0078

1978 Chevy Van PS/PB/air y* ton like

new phone between 1 1 pm - 7 am 665-3473

Toyota Supra p>erfornnance package 1982

terra cotta red 14000 miles call Rad
253 3009

CAPE COD

Four more needed to fill house in W Yar-

mouth close to t)each/work 546-1295

ENTERTAINMENT
~

RACK A DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

D & D for less.

mall

Moondance Comics at the

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?
256-1393

FOR RENT

One bedroom apt in Sunderland Avail

May 1 with fall option $315 includes all call

665-7991 after 6

Female roommate wanted Townhouse
Apts. share bedroom, summer sublet with

fall 84. $122.50 month Debbie 549-1754

$100.00 Reward for 2-3 bedroom
Riverglade Apt by 4/7 $50.00 by 5/1 will

sublet w/option 5i27-5407

FOR SALE

Motorcycle Honda 360 good condition

$400 or BO must sell Bill 549-1458

Furniture complete living room and bed

room sets plus extras. Will store for sum-
mer. Must see. $550 Amy 549-4169

1974 Firebird good engine needs only

shocks, minor touchups call Bill 546-5234

Quality Sunglasses at unbelievably low

prices . Call 546-9559

Hondo II Strat Copy Guitar excellent

cond w/hardshell case $200 call Dave at

665-3503

Nikon FM Body with 35mm Nikon lens

w/1 year warranty and sales receipt. Con-
tact Dave Deuber in Photo Dept at Col-

legian CC Rm 1 13 or 545-3500 165.00 or BO

FOUND
~

A pair of womens glasses (Jilson

Thoren) t)efore Spring Break in Public

Health Auditorium. Please call 545-2383 or

come to Tobin 402.

Necklace in Hampden Munchies on
March 12 call to identify 6-5375

Bracelet - Shell type, found 3/27 near

GRC. Darryl 546 5619

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546 7661 and

describe to claim.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
~

Guy - Happy 22nd Birthday. . .this means
something love Elaine & Nancy

HELP WANTED
~

Drummer wanted for professional rock

band. Experienced only rock-funk R & B
workaholic 549-4003

ALASKA: Jobs and travel information!

Write: Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA
98103

Need Cash? I need tutoring in Call 132 and
Physics 162 546-6663 ask for Jim

Part Time Store Clerks Wanted
experience helpful apply in person

Wine Mgr part time
some knowledge of wines essential

Four Seasons Wine Liquors Rt 9 Hadley

A professional couple is looking for a

responsible student willing to provide lov-

ing care to a well mannered two year old

boy. The hours are part time during the day
and most of your nights are free. In ex-

change you will receive free room and
board in a beautiful home one mile from the

beach. A driver's license and excellent

references are required. Send all replies to

Post Office Box 867 East Dennis, Mass
02641

INSTRUCTION
~

Soft Tennis Demonstration
New Type Sport

Date: April 6 (Friday)

Place & Time:
Rules & Video Demonstration
Boyden Gym 2:30 to 3:00

Practice Demonstration Boyden Tennis

Court

3:00 to 4:00 Instructor: Masami Miyazaki

Accounting
6-6933

222 Tutor needed ASAP

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may
be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSD with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney sup>ervsion. To ap

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST

Missing since Dec. female Dober-

man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Lost: green polo keychain if found please

call 546-9667 $10 reward

Light blue Eastpack backpack lost near

Hatch. Please call Eric 256 8304

If you find my red Alpenlite backpack
ad/or blue wallet, please drop off at CC In

fo desk or call me at 527 9506 PLEASE, I

have midterms! REWARD

MONEY

I will pay $80 for a two or three bedrm Puf

fton lease call Dave at 665-3503

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki KZ400 1977 perfect condition

500$ or best offer call Stove 546 9450 _
1962 Honda 660 Nighthawk, one year old

low mileage, 1800, 549-6934

PERSONALS

Monte Carlo Night
sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega
Friday March 30 8:00 PM
Greek Area only please come!

t

CAPE COD Summer 84 South Yarmouth
Excellent Location on Main St.

#1 4 bedroom for 7, 1 bathroom $3,500

#2 3 bedroom for 5, 1 bathroom $2,500

CAPE COD info call 666^7663

Bob. Thanks for 6 wonderful months, i love

you. Lori

Hey UMass - Its luscious Lida's B-Day
why not give her a call at 546-1276 she'd

love to hear from you!!

Happy Birthday Amy Tommorrows the

big day A Saturday B Day it's going to be

great. . .Love, Mark

Charisse Baby: Happy Birthday to the

best person I know, afofofofo love you
Shagenn

•••••••••••BRIAN'S SOUQ****"******
Friday March 30

Campus center Rm 101

Showing 7, 9, & 11 $1.00 all shows
Don't miss it!!

BRIAN'S SONG
Turo: Meet me in back of Van Meter tonite

at 8:00 and we'll make some hot tamales -

Shaver

RRRRRhonda - Happy 21st! Get psyched

for a wild weekend! XOXO Lu and KK

Linder Lou Tall blond and ? Just like you!

Keep looking

Peter, Still waiting for my phone to ring. .

.your II DC fan

Problems with your landlord? Call LSO
545-1995

The "Bon" Happy Birthday you silly a-!

Where's the boys??? Doo di doo. Hey
Guidol Gag me, whatecer, no problem.

Hope your B-day is P.W.I. Love, Lorraine

and Trish XOXO
Rosemarie - Happy 20th! Have a great

day! We love you! Brenda and Margie

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses,
acceptance guaranteed,

rates, 584 7924 Nancy

Caaes, Papers.
on -campus, low

ROOM WANTED

2 females looking to share an apartment
Brandywine or Puffton for fall 84. Please

call 6-9705 or 6-5290

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Immediate opening in Rolling Green,
with fall option. All utilities included. Very
reasonable. Call Jim 256-0653

For beautiful Cape house in Dennis.
June Labor Day. Respond immediately

evenings 253-5237

2 housemates wented for summer
South Yarmouth - prime k>catk)n call Bill

546-5234

WANTED
~

Bass Player for R/B, Rock. Chris 666-7148
after 5

Gay men/women needed for interviews.

Strictly confidential. Call 549-4894

Cash Reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Puffton Townehouse or area call 546-8541

or 546-8035

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Wanted apartment in Puffton, bran-

dywine or surrounding area call 256-1235
reward!

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84
call Debbie or Lori 665-4578 after 8 PM
Two bedroom apt. in Puffton, Bran-

dywine, Townehouse, or surrounding area

for Fall '84. Willing to take over for sum-
mer. Call 6-4239 or 6-6943

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village Fall

'84. Reward. Willing to take over for July Ef

August. Craig, Jerry, or John 549-4816

Preferably 3 bedroom apt in Puffton for

Fall '84 reward! Will take lease in June call

546-7276 or 546-7279 desperate!

Wanted 3-bedroom apt in Puffton or

Presidential willing to take over anytime
6657990

Wanted two bedroom Puffton apt will

sublet for summer please call Amy 546-5816

or Martha 546-5819

WEEKEND IN NEW YORK CITY
~

May 5-6 $38.00 includes hotel, trans &
taxes sign up on CCC Wed-Fri March 28-30
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Men's crew are off

to Boston's Charles
By ED ROBINSON
C<rflegian Correspondent

"How in the name of ail that uxis sane

could there be people who thought it

amusing to row a boat. It was vd an
amusement. It was a diabol' d punish-

ment, and ex^en a geniut, of mental

aberrations could never conlude thai it was
anything hut a horror to the muscles and a

crime against the back.

"

So wrote Stephen Crane, author of The

Red Badge of Courage in a later short story

called "The Open Boat." If what he wrote

were true then the oarsmen of the

University of Massachusetts men's crew

team, who open their season tomorrow on

the Charles River in a race against Boston

University and New Hampshire, have been

horrifying their muscles practically daily

since their season started in September.

^•^H all will so'-vp multiple ''fe sontoirps fo**

the crimes they've committed against their

backs.

*'You can pretty much tell

within the few days, who
are the hard workers who 'II

eat this kind of stuff up."

—UMass men's crew coach

Dave Kumlin

But the Minuteman crew team knows from

experience that what Stephen Crane wrote

is not true. Rowing, for them, is neither an

amusement nor a punishment it's hard

work. The goal is to improve and to win.

To accomplish these goals the team has a

nine month, non stop season consisting of

three phases. Starting in September and

through the fall there are longer races and

the emphasis is on rowing technique and

teaching people to row.

When it's too cold to row, and the river

freezes, the second phase begins. The team

concentrates on gaining strength by lifting

weigh', and calisthenics, and increasing

endurances through running.

When spring comes, the rowers are back

out on the water, and the third and final

phase of the rowing season begins - racing.

The racing season culminates with the Dad
Vail Regatta. (May 12-13) which is the

Division II Collegiate National Cham
pionship.

All of this work is necessary because,

while rowing looks easy from the shore, in

actuality it is a very difficult task requiring

coordination and timing. Proper rowing

technique takes around two years to

acquire. And what complicates matters

further is that even after an oarsman has

perfectd his stroke he must learn to adapt

and synchronize his stroke to the seven

others in his boat. Since practically

everyone on the team has never rowed
So'oT oom'nj? to onllpcp. tr> •>»» n ""^^vrr

requires a persistence and dedication that is

uncommon.

Dave "Cook" Kumlin. who has coached the

UMass crew team for six years has grown

adept at spotting the potential oarsman

among the freshman.

"You can pretty much tell within the few

days, who are the hard workers who'll eat

this kind of stuff up." Kumlin sid. "Some
people you can tell aren't going to last that

long."

l<iimi;n likp all roar>>»«i. is onti»"i«5»ir

about his teams chances. "I think all the

boats, varsity, junior varsity, and novice

boats have the poienliai to take a medal.

"

he said. "The varsity looks very good. We
lost a lot of people but the team looks very

eood " Perhap-s th^ f«ct that T^anv of *^'^

year's varsity were on the silver medal

winning J.V. team last year nrcoiint«:
'-

The UMass mens varsii^ c.cv. .earn tor

1984 consists of (in order, starting from the

stern) coxswain uerry Keaveny, and at

stroke. Tom Martin. Larry Floyd. Charley

Lawrence. Jim Santo, Nick Didomenico,

John Tunnicliffe, Jim Holman, and Steve

Arthur.

.Collegian 15

APLaMT^lMto

Notre Dame's Tom Sluby moves to the hoop as the Irish crushed

Michigan by 20, 83-63, to win the NIT Wednesday ni^t in Madison

Square Garden.

Massachusetts Spring Sports Schedules
MEN S VARSITY LACROSSE

Apr * »\ C.'Oell

7 at Pu'ce-s

4 »\ Bos'on Co' ege

'6 NEW HAMPSHIRE
'8 "OFSTRA
;• VALE

25 HARVARD
n ARWV

May 7 41 Da'tT^ouin

* at Syrafose

\2 CV. POST

20c

3 10

1 3C

30C
JOO

HO"

330
JOO
»00

200

30c

130

20c

Coac^ D.rh Ga'bo'

MENSJV LACROSSE
Home Games Bovden i.owe' f'fM

Apr 11 BROWN 3 00

IS NAVAL ACADEMY PREP 300

25 HARVARD 300

May 2 at Dartmoull 300

5 ai Daanjr Coiieg*

Coach Larry Viret

MENS VARSITY TENNIS

200

Mcm« Matdes Boyden Uope' Courts

Apr 7 ai Boston College too

9 at Rhode isiar^O 300

ir. mOlv CROSS 300

12 at Ml '• 300

16 ,,' Clark 100

'7 SPRINGFIELD 300

:li i'. Ce^i'a Cc-iect'Cui 300

25 ai T^-S 300

27 Anar-' c
•" C-ar^B c-'si.ps »t

R-cc* 15 a-

3

VARSITY BASEBALL
Home Games Lordei Fieio

Mar 1724 al Urvv o' N«« Mexco Team
Wi$COr>8ir> Southern HI

Deiawara Wyoming
31 at Temple (2'' 120C

Apr 1 at Temple" 130

3 CONNECTICUT 300

« at Holy Cross 300

6 BOSTON COLLEGE 300

7 ST JOSEPH Si2|- 10;.

8 ST JOSEPHS' 100

10 al Harvard 300

12 at American ini 300

14 at MaineOrono(2i
lat Aubu'r- ME) 1200

16 at Vermont i2i 100

18 NEW HAMPSHIRE l2) 100

20 RHODE ISLAND (2l* too

21 RHODE ISLAND" 100

23 FAIRFIELD 300

26 SPRlNGFIELDialHoiyofsi 730

28 at Rutgers (2)" 12 00

29 at Rutgers* too

May 1 at Connecticut at Bnsioi CT 700

2 YALE 300
4-5-6 Atlantic 10 Championships (at site

of East Oivisioi Champion

8 at Dartmouth (2| 1 00

10 AMHERST 300

11 at Northeastern (2) 200
13 PROVIDENCE (2) too

"Atlantic 10 Game

Coact) Oick Bergquisl

Mar

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS
Home Matches Boyden Upper Courts

19 at North Carolina

22 at East Carolina

Apr 5

7

11

14

17

19

21

24

27 28

at

at

at

Connecticut

BOSTON COLLEGE
Springfield

YALE
SMITH
Boston Univeisit

RHODE ISLAND
MT HOLYOKE
Atlantic 10 Championships al

Virginia

May 2 at Brown

Coac.-i r'al Stewart

200
100

30O
100
300
100
300
230
100
400
West

230

Mar

Apr

May

May 5 AVEP'CAS S'

C:ac- - 9 A

' OC

Spring Football Gam*
May 5. 2:00 PM
Alumni Stadium

JUNIOR VARSITY BASEBALL
Home Games Lorden F fid

Apr 1 BOSTON UNIV (2>

3 CONNECTICUT
13 HOLYOKE CC
14 BOSTON UNIV (2i

17 OUINSlGAMONDl2(
21 SPRINGFIELC.12)

28 at Springfield (2)

29 at Connecticut (2l

6 at Harvard (2)

8 al Dartmouth l2l

Coach Ray Cardmaie

MEN'S VARSITY TRACK
Home Meets Oe'Dy 'rack

Ap- 7 DARTMOUTH
14 UMASS RELAYS
2' a! Boston College Reiavs

28 a: Pe"n Relays

29 at Dartmouth iriyitationai

May b al Easterns al New Britain CT
12 13 at New Engiands at Dartmouth

19 at IC4A s at Vill«r>ova

100
300
3 00

1 m
1 OC
lOti

100
I 00

1 OC

1 Of'

May

WOMEN'S VARSITY SOFTBALL
Home Games NOPE Field

17 23 South Carolina Trip with Bowling

Green. Michigan St Seton Hall.

Rutgers. Ohio U . Dreiel and
Adelphi

30 BOSTON COLLEGE 3 06

3 PROVIDENCE i2) 200
5 RHODE ISLAND (2) 2 00
7 al Rutgers '2 00
7 Miami of Ohio at Rutgers 2 00
10 at Brown (2) 2 30

11 HOLY CROSS (2) 2 00
13-14 at Vermont Tournameit

17 at Springfield (2) 2 30

19 at Cor»necticul(2) 2 30
21 HARVARD (2) TOO
24 CENTRAL CONN (2) 3 00
2« at New Hampshire (2) 3 00
29 TEMPLE (2» 100

45 at Atlantic 10 Championships at

Rutgers
12 at Adelphi (21 TOO

Coach Elaine Sdrtino

WOMEN'S VARSITY TRACK
Home Meets Derpy Track

Apr 7 NORTHEASTERN 1 00
11 SPFIINGFIELD 300
14 UMASS RELAYS
21 at Boston College Relays
28 at Penn Relays

May 4-6 al New Engiands
12 at ECAC's al Penn Stale

Coach Kalekeni Banda

WOMEN'S VARSITY QOLF
Home Matches Hickory Ridge

Apr 6 Amherst. Springfield.

Mt Holyoke at Oak Ridge 1 00

to Amherst. Springfield.

Mt Holyoke at Hickory i 00

13 Amherst. Springfield.

Ml Holyoke at Orchard i 00

19 at State* (Stowe) 900

24 at Mt Holyoke 1 00

28 29 New Engiands

May 4 5 at Rutgers Invitational

Coach Jack Leaman

WOMEN'S VARSITY LACROSSE
Home Games NOPE Field

Mar 31 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 100

Apr 5 al Northeastern 7 00

7 NSW HAMPSHIRE TOO

14 a» IIBrvard "»
15 Nofthweatern at Harvard 1 00

17 BOSTON COLLiOt <«)

19 at Danm^uth 3:00

21 PENN STATE 100

25 at Yale 300

28 at Temple '00

29 a» Rutgers VOO

May 2 at Springfield 3:00

Coach: Pam Hixon

Apr

1 00

MEN'S VARSITY OOLF
Home Matches Hickory Ridqe

5 al Amhersl.'DartmouIh/

Providence

b at Holy Cross/Boston College

1 1 at Providenca/Amherst

IS 16 at Saierry^lale Essex CC

1 00

1 00

1 30

19

2627

MIGA at Stowe Acres

New England's at Manchester (NH)

CC

May

Coach Ken O Brian

AMERICAN INT

Coa^. id viar-^

too

WOMEN'S J.V. LACWOSBE
Home Games: NOPE Field

Apr 11 SMITH 3:30

14 at Harvard 2:30

17 SPRINGFIELD 4:19

19 at Oanmouih 4:16

24 HARVARD 4J0
25 at Yala iM

May 2 ai SpftmttaM 4:1B

ifttH

Gazelles take it One Game at a Time
UMass fields veteran attack
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

At the outset of every sports season it is

nice to reflect on the last year and past

performances. In the realm of Division 1

college sports, however, the past is just

that and it is tommorrow that counts.

For the University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team these facts are

harsh reality. The UMass women have
finished first and fourth in the nation

respectively for the past two seasons. This

year could be different. For head coach

Pam Hixon and her corp, this season could

be a long fruitful one, or just a long one.

UMass has lost their entire midfietd and

All American netminder Rita Hubner to

graduation. Hixons had the unenvialbe

task of teaching every facet of the game to

her relatively young team.

For the freshman contingents, she must
teach them all they can learn before their

first game against Northeastern next

Thursday April 5 in Boston. Saturday's

home opener against Boston University was
cancelled due to the snow and the condition

of the field.

Concerning the very talented veterans of

the team, Hixon must show them how to

play each of their games with a little more
flexibility to compensate for the inex-

perience in the midfield. Hixon hopes this

situation won't last very long.

"Right now, we're looking at his year as a

rebuilding year. We're going to take it one
game at a time and wait and see. " Hixon
continued to state that the freshman will

have to learn the 'whats' and 'hows' of the
game and will look to the veterans to be a
little more flexible in their game until the
freshman learn.

Hixon's unworried attitude is due in part

to her knowledge of the capabilities of her

returning players which include two All-

Americans. Hixon's remark concerning the

veterans is that they are simply 'great'.

Offensively, UMass is very strong. Hixon
will look to sophmores Mary Scott and

Bunny Forbes to provide some of the

leadership at attack. Also returning are

Linda Haytayan and Ail-American Pam
Moryl, UMass' leading scorer the past two
years. "We'll be able to score," said Hixon,

"Pam and Linda combine very well together

up front."

Defensively, UMass will be supported by
Allmerican second team member in Carol

Progulske. Progulske will prowl the

defensive zone from her cover point

position. Plugging up the nets for UMass
will be Debbie DeJesus. DeJesus, a Junior,

has been a back up to the now departed
Hubner for the past two years and should

be a bright spot for UMass.
"Debbie is an outstanding player and boy

I'holo rourtmy of Spurt* Information

Pam Moryl, a junior, has been the leading^ goal scorer for the Gazelles

the past two seasons and leads a seasoned attack.

is she ready to go," exclaimed Hixon.

The official forecast for the 84 womens
lacrosse team, then, is still up in the air.

Barring injuries, the only immediate cause

for concern lies in the inexperience of the

midfield. The yet untested middies will

have their first exam against Northeastern
next Thursday.

The Minutewomen, who face the likes of

Harvard and Temple this season, were
ranked second in the first New England poll

this week behind New Hampshire.

Rookie coach inherits experienced team
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

With the selection of a new football coach

and the impending departure of John
Hempel dominating the sports headlines

lately, another piece of sports news has

gone by almost unnoticed-the naming of a

new men's tennis coach for the University

of Massachusetts.

He's Manny Roberts, the former JV and
varsity tennis coach at Amherst College

and head tennis pro at the Amherst Swim
and Tennis Club. Roberts was named just

before spring break to replace Bob Sloszek,

who resigned after the fall season.

Because of the delay in naming a new

coach, the team had to wait until this past

Monday to start practice, with the first

''With so many ex-

perienced players back, it

makes my job a whole lot

easier."

—New tennis coach Manny
Roberts

meet coming up on April 7 at Boston ('ol-

lege. However, according to Roberts.

"With so many experienced players back.

it makes my job a whole lot easier."

Returnees from last fall's 4-8 squad in-

clude team captain Steve Jordan, Wayne
Peterson. Marc Weinstein, F^arl Small, An-

dy Pazmany, and John DeKlerk. Also,

Paul Holt will be returning to action after

sitting out the fall season. Also hoping for

action are Barry Katz, John Somerstein,

Frank Rodman, and Mike Chajes.

Thus far. players' reactions to Roberts

have been very positive.

According to Weinstein. "He seems like

a pretty good coach. He sure has a tough

job to do in whipping us into shape in a

week and a half."

Small added, "He's really helping us by

having us comf)ete against one another in

practice."

As for the outlook for this season. Small

said, "With most of our players back and
Steve Jordan healthy again, our doubles

play should be a lot better."

After the B.C. match, the netmen will

have an April 9 match at Rhode Island

b**fore opening thrir home sea.son the next

day against Holy ( "ross. Other home mat-
ches include Springfield College and
American International, while the
Minutemen will U- traveling to Clark, Cen-
tral Connecticut, and Tufts, as well as a
return trip to Rhinle Island on April 27 for

the Atlantic 10 Championships.

Softball team
snowed out
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Today, with snow spread

out over the ground

everywhere, UMass
Softball coach is glad she

had some foresight down in

South Carolina during

their spring trip a week
ago.

Sortino and her squad

were supposed to leave on

Friday but they snuck in

another game with

Eastern Michigan on

Saturday. The coach is

glad they got that extra

game because now the

Minutewomen, 9-4 on the

year thus far, now have to

wait until Tuesday to face

Providence in their home
and Northern opener.

Today's scheduled game
with Boston College was

'snowed out' and the

Massachusetts softball

team has to wait another

•^ay to play ball.

"After playing hard down
in South Carolina (13

games in seven days), to

come back here and go

inside and practice like it's

February is hard," catcher

Beth Talbott said.

Sortino agreed saying,

"This team is really ready

to play. We have things

we can work on and polish

up in practice but you still

really need to olav."

Boston College was a first

year team and they were

having a rough time, losing

some eames by big

numbers. Massachusetts

could h— :-r.'-- »>andled

them and the leam wanted

the chance to.

"They were very

disappointed," Sortino

said. "But they weren't

surprised with the snow

falling outside." There will

be no make-up game since

the two schools cannot

agree on a date. That's

why Sortino was glad she

added the Eastern

Michigan game in South

Carolina.

So now Tuesday's
doubleheader with
Providence will be the

season opener for UMass
at 2 p.m. to give UMass a

chance to tune up next

Thursday's crucial game

with Rhode Island.

In the Atlantic 10 this

year, there are two

divisions of three teams

each. The top two go to

the Atlantic 10 title

tourney to get a shot at the

automatic NCAA berth.

UMass must beat out

either URI or Rutgers to

go and that makes every

game with those two teams

very crucial. UMass
topped Rutgers 4-1 in

South Carolina.

But at the moment, the

practices go on at the

Cage.

Golf:
By JOSEPH PETRIN
Collegian Correspondent

Experienced men's team returns

Only three back for women

With yesterday's snowstorm people probably aren't

thinking too much about golf right now. Well, the golfers

might have to use optic orange balls, so they can be spotted

in the snow, but golf will be played this spring at the

University of Massachusetts.

This year, as in the past, the men's team will be coached

by Ed Vlach. Vlach will try to fight the weather and

prepare his team for their short but demanding seven-

tournament spring season.

The Minutemen are scheduled to open their season on

April 5 with a home match at Hickory Ridge CC, here in

Amherst. It is doubtfull that they will play though due to

the recent weather.

Junior captain Tyler Shear should be the main man when

the Minutemen assault the golf course. Shear was a

standout while golfing for Amherst High and has proven

that he can play on the college level. Junior Jim Ryan and

sophomore Brian Fitzgerald are coming off of fine fall

performances and will be a key to a successful season.

Sophomore Bill Mead ended the fall as low man for UMass
in the Atlantic 10 championships, and is expected to

continue playing good golf.

Kupica Ls a junior college transfer and l>eaman said she

should have a fine season. Also newcomer freshman Linda

Foley should strengthen the lineup.

The depth of the Minutewomen is the only thing that

could prevent them from having a successful season.

Leaman is still looking for more golfers for his team.

Anyone with any experience, who can shoot between 85-95

and is interested in playing should contact Leaman.

The Minutewomen have a scheduled tri-match April 2 at

Oak Ridge CC for their season opener. Their opponents

are supposed to be Springfield and Dartmouth, but most

likelv the match will be postponed until a later date.

Both the men's and women's UMass golf teams should

sport a winning record this spring as long as they stay

away from optic orange golf balls and don't have to play in

the snow.

The coach of the UMass women's golf team

Leaman and he talked positively about his team.

IS Jack

"I think that we'll have a strong team and we're looking

forward to a good season. We have our three returning

players but our problem will be depth. If we can get some

more girls we'll be in good shape," said Leaman.

The three returning players t*iat Leaman talked about

win be the nucleus of this vear's team. Seniors Jane Egan

and Teresa Collins along wi^h junior J udy vuzv make up

that nucleus and should be strong: performers i .lei c a. ^

two Daaiy neeueu aaaitions to tne spring squad. Sandy

* Men's Lacrosse
continued from page 16

"I can't look at the schedule and say we should win these

three, or something likt that. Each one is going to be a

tosj> up. i doni Lhuik ve 11 blow anybody out and I don't

think anybody will blow us out." He adds, "I look at it and

think that we can go 13-0. Then theretically we could be 0-

13. I think we'll be somewhere floating around in there."

Garber says the rough schedule, which includes Lacrosse

powers Army. Rutgers. Hofstra, and Brown, as well as the

games against Cornell, Syracuse, and Hobart, is the way

he and his team want it.

"This u> certamly no ego trip on my part," says Garber.

"The players want it this way. I tell them that we're in the

same league as these teams we're playing, but the only

way to prove it is by plav'ni: thpm head to head."

Ihe only thuig Garber msists upon in playing the

powerhouses each year is switching home sites each year.

"We've earned that respect." he said firmly.

^his 's trni and when tiie third ranked team in "^ew

England, the Gorillas, do get into Garber's 30th campaign,

that respect is being planned to be spread.
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Colts on the move
to the Hoosier Dome
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) The Baltimore

Colts of the National Football League will

move to Indianapolis and play in the new
Hoosier Dome, Mayor William Hudnut said

Thursday.

The mayor announced the move of the

team shortly after Colts Coach Frank Kush
and another team official arrived in

Indianapolis.

"It's great coming to Indianapolis. It's

something we're doing with a lot of an-

ticipation. It's a new experience," said

Kush.
Kush arrived here with Michael Chernoff,

the Colts' general counsel, on a flight from

Baltimore in the private jet of team owner
Robert Irsay. The owner was not aboard.

Indianapolis officials scheduled a Saturday

meeting of the Capital Improvement Board,

which must approve any agreement in-

volving use of the 60,000 seat Hoosier

Dome.
Barbara Neilan, a board spokesman, said

she had been authorized by board president

P.E. MacAllister to announce that "an

agreement has been negoitiated with the

Baltimore Football Club subject to approval

of the board at its meeting in special session

on Saturday."

MacAllister said the meeting would have

been Thursday, but announcement of the

meeting must be posted 48 hours ahead of

time.

The Indianapolis News reported Thursday

that MacAlister followed his remarks by

saying, "We're going to make some money.

We didn't give away the family jewels."

Also, a meeting of the Washington

Township School Board was set Friday to

discuss a reported agreement for it to

provide a closed school and its property as a

temporary training site for the Colts.

Meanwhile, Maryland officials made last

minute attempts to try to keep the team

there. The Maryland House voted 103 19 to

empower Baltimore to take over the team

through the right of eminent domain. The

bill was sent to Gov. Harry Hughes, who
said he would sign it.

Officially, Hempel's out
It has been made official.

John Hempel will be

launching long range
jumpers from somewhere
else in the future, as his

Minuteman basketball
career has come to an end.

Hempel will indeed leave

the University as well as the

hoop team, and although no

plan«! have been announced.

A transfer, possibly to Seton

Hall, St. John's, or Villanova

probably is m the works.

The 6 7 225 pound foward,

known for his outside

shooting and the

Minuteman's leading scorer

the pa.st two seasons, said

last night that no plans were

set for his basketball future

and things would take about

a week to work out.

Head coach Ron Gerlufsen,

reached in his office, said

Hempel's reasons were
personal and he had no

knowledge of the

sophomore's future plans.

Geilufsen also staled that

the decision came as a

surprise to him, and that he

had seen nothing earlier that

would have indicated the

possibility of Hempel
leaving.

Gerlufsen added that this

would change recruiting

plans some, as the
Minutemen will now also be
looking for a player of

Hempel's style, that being a

strong swingman forward
with an outside shootmg
touch.

RUSSWHINNEM

t'olleinaii photo hy lUti* WatUn

Winter Strikes Back
In New England, no one can take

anything for granted. Nothing goes by

the book especially the weather. One day

it's 60 degrees out and the next day

Well, yesterday's late winter/early

spring snowstorm has put a damper on

three University of Massachusetts

athletic teams who were hoping to open

up their northern schedules this weekend.

"The first victim was the softball team's

home opener scheduled against Boston

College for this afternoon at NOPE.
The women's lacrosse team got its home

and season opener against Boston

University cancelled due to the snow and
the wet grounds. Coach Pam Hixon said

that the administration doesn't want to

see the NOPE field chewed up.

The men's lacrosse team had its season

opener against Division III national

champion Hobart cancelled, too. The
game was set for Saturday in Geneva,
New York, but the Hobart field is under
snow.

The only games that are still on at the

moment are the baseball team's

tripleheader with Temple on Saturday

and Sunday.

Gorillas ready to forget '83 and play
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

It is his 30th year at the job and for only the third time in

those three decades, his team, nationally ranked 11 of the

last 12 years, is coming off a losing season. But this is a

new campaign and the frustration from what head coach

Dick Garber calls the "craziest season I ever lived

through." was put aside when last year's equipment was

turned in.

Now as Garber. the winningest active Division I coach at

236-111 4, sits behind his desk among a trophy laden wall,

various paperwork, and VCR recorder playing back last

season's Hobart game, a smile comes across his tanned face

while he reflects on t he season in front of him

As fate and Minher Nature will liave it. the scheduled

opener will be delayed anyway thanks to the l'/?feet of

snow dumped in Geneva, New York. The game,

guaranteed to be a beauty, against Hobart College, the

defending Division III National Champions, may be

rescheduled for May 7th. That is the same weekend

Massachusetts will be facing Syracuse ironically, the

Division I National Champions. The game may be

scratched, depending upon Hobart's anticipated playoff

action.

Whatever the outcome of that decision, the Gorillas'

season opener now looks to be next Wednesday, April 4th.

over at Cornell. It is perhaps a blessing in disguise for

Garber's troops, as he has no less than 14 players on the

shelf battling illness from a bug picked up on the team's

recent trip to Florida.

When the season finally does get under way. it promises

to be quite a bit better than last year's 5-10 finish. It is a

finish that Garber maintains wasn't as bad as it seems.

"It was a strange one because it was a good team we had."

he begins. "It was also a good team that played well. We
lost five one-goal games, many that we thought we should

have won. Then we went out and beat Hobart 11-4, and

Dartmouth, the ranked number 1 team in New England.

16-5."

In explanation, Garber says the team's downfall was

missing too many shots on goal. He cites the Brown game,

a 7-2 loss, in which the Gorillas outshot the Bruins an

astounding 29 9 in the first half and trailed 3-0. Then in the

third period, the assault continued with an 11-1 shot ad

vantage, but Brown came away with the only goal of the

stanza. The opportunities were more than there but the

capitalizations were not. "That was the thing," says

Garber.

Lacrosse action and the Boyden Hill

UMass as the Gorilla's host their first

Brown.

crowds will be returning to

home game April 11 against

Cnlleinan filr photo bv Krvin F>ch«tti

This year the opponents are the same, which add up to

what was rated as the nation's toughest schedule last year.

The Gorillas are better says Garber and he feels his squad

''an measure up with anybody.

"The team is much improvoH offensively." he says. "And
overall we're a couple of degrees better. I guess what I'm

cayinp i« *^''* "'«''vp vn* ,? pn-tf y pr^t] l;irros«'' team here."

Garber, of course, is not reaOy to start signaling for a

Nil ^onal Champio hip (hough. Not with the opponents

Massati^u^>c'^,lc sr.vv ig<»'f- hat to fare, continued on page 15

Inside Sports
Inside is the Collegian Spring sports

special including:

—the women's lacrosse outlook

—a look at the golf teams

—new men's tennis coach

—and all of the schedules.
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Regents approve tuition increase
By BOB BURGERS
Collegian Correspondent

The Board of Regents Saturday approved a new tuition

policy despite pleas by students and state legislators to

delay a vote until further studies could be made.

The tuition hike for the state's 29 colleges and univer-

sities was denounced by students who complained they had

been left out of the decision making process.

The new plan calls for a one year tuition increase of 56

percent,, approximately $1,000, replacing the regents

March 13 approval of a 15 percent increase. According to

State Chancellor of Higher Education John Duff, "Our

previous decision was a mistake. We failed to take the

students into consideration, but with this new proposal, we

feel we have."

Duff said the increase "was a long time in coming," and

that he was pleased the new proposal will make

Massachusetts "the most expensive place in the country to

attend a public school."

State senator John Olver and representative Jim Collin,,

both of Amherst, complimented the segments on their

Records erased
from data bank
By STEVEN B. COOKE
Collegian Staff

All undergraduate academic records for Fall 1983 at the

University of Massachusetts may have been lost over the

weekend, officials say, when an unidentified suspect in-

filtrated and erased computer memory data banks.

While no suspects have been identified. University

Registrar Ralph Jones said yesterday that those with

extensive knowledge of the schematics and operative

procedures of the University's Cyber 650 computer system

would be able to rack the access code and tamper with the

records.

"The computer system has several independent extensive

back up systems to prevent unauthorized access and

erasure of records, but it seems that all of them have been

infiltrated," Jones said.

While Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey was unavaCable for

comment. Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis

Madson said that the University would soon be holding

discussions to determine retrieval and re-organization

possibilities, and would not rule out the option of nullifying

the semester transcripts.

"Although we realize that this would cause many

logistical problems for students, we might have no

alternative. " Madson said. "If we have no academic

records except the departmental transcript files, we would

never be able to coordinate the complex data interactive

procedures necessary in grading 25.000 students and

identifying those graduating. Madson said, "As such, we

may have no choice but to refund Fall semester's tuition,

and allow students to start again."

University and Amherst police have already begun an

investigation much the same as that of last year, when a

computer "hacker" infiltrated the data banks of an elec-

trical engineering course and erased the files of all those

using the computer at the time. The total memory loss was

limited to 1000 students, although retrieval of back-up

systems was unsuccessful.

"Like last year, we're going to investigate the

engineering students first, but due to the magnitude of the

infiltration, we think a disgruntled professor might have

done it." said Jerry Oatmeal, Director of Public Safety.

decision.

"It was an informed, rational decision by them (the

regents) which reflects the reality that students too often

want everything handed to them. Serves them right!"

Collins said. "The average income of parents of UMass

students has increased 26 percent in recent years. This

reflects that fact; it shows we are keeping the lower class,

the great unwashed as it were, from desecrating our fine

institution, " chimed in Olver.

Despite Duffs satisfaction with the plan, students

present at the regents press conference Sunday were

dismayed. A student from the University of

Massachusetts, who wished to remain anonymous out of

fear that criticism may provoke the regents into passing a

special increase soley for him, said "Look, I've given upon

the regents. I mean, we've been protesting the 15 percent

increase for a month, and they turn around and do this to

us. I can't believe it. It seems they get off on meeting

secretly to decide how much students at public schools car

take."

UMass chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said the increase

Collegian photo by Stan Grossfelc

State Fire Marshall Richard Speck leaving

Goessman Hall yesterday, after a chemical ex-

plosion caused minor damages and several cases

of smoke inhalation.

The explosion was the second of its kind in

Goessman in as many months.

Authorities are investigating the causes of the

explosion and possible suspects,

shouldn t be much concern to students. "This will still keep
the state schools well under the tuition miin nf *\\a o»o»«v

private schools. Besides, the total cost of an education is

nothing compared to how much students spend on

cocaine."

One regent said, "1 personally had a good time passing

this new policy We worked hard for about 35 minutes

pounding out an agreement which will benefit everyone,

and then took about six hours writing the draft. And the

secret meeting was fun too. We kind of enjoy meeting

secretly to decide how much state college and university

students can take."

The increase will mean that about three-quarters of the

total cost of an education for one year will come out of

students' pockets

Speaker of the Massachusetts House Thomas McGee (D-

Lynn) said "Although none of my kids attended public

schools, this increase is absurd From my dealings with the

regents. I get the distinct impression that they enjoy

meeting secretly to decide how much students at public

higher educational institutions can take"

Hatch asbestos

blamed in new
cancer cases
By FRED P^RIABLE
('ollegian Staff

New evidence concerning the intersession asbestos

contamination in the Campus Center has proven that the

danger level was much greater than previous official

estimates.

Air samples taken inside the Hatch Cafeteria and at five

other locations during the first week of Spring semester

indicated levels of the carcinogenic substance to be .32

fibers per cubin centimeter, a level hundreds of times the

safety level agreed upon by university and independent

contractors.

"No one knows the scope and intensity of the asbestos

contamination problem, because it just hasn't been

publicized. " said Amy Duval, a SGA representative who
requested the tests. "This seems to be a catastrophe of

much greater proportion than anyone will admit," Duval

said, citing the forty seven cases of lung cancer reported in

recent weeks by University Health Services.

"We asked the University to take tests outside the

removal area just to be safe, and they said they ap-

preciated our concern. But they never did anything about

it."

A spokesperson for the Campus Center management

today denied the concourse ever had asbestos in it. "Prove

it." he said, "you can't .see cancerous dust, so ha ha."

One Hatch patron last Thursday came down with a case of

cancer immediately following a doulbe bacon special. "I

was eating a burger. " the victim recalls, "and all of a

sudden I had cancer. " The tragedies continue.

Evidence of the asbestos dust levels were obtained

partially through use of an asbestos test baby. The three

year old toddler was allowed to romp and play through the

contaminated areas for several hours in late January. The

child's lungs were subsequently sheared open and checked

for cancer levels. "That was one cancerous baby," a lab

technician later laughed.

Hatch management joked that the additional fiber was on

the house.
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"Straw no too stupid a fad I

put soot on warts.
"

— Paul Manton

Senate resigns, cites student apathy
By BARNEY BLARNEY
Collegian Staff

In response to the internal bickering

which has plagued the Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA) and Student

Senate the entire year, and the poor voter

turnout in the recent elections, all of the

senators resigned yesterday.

It was the first unified action the SGA
has displayed since its establishment.

Former re-elect Speaker Chris Sullivan,

said the internal politicking tidal-waved

last week, causing several nervous

breakdowns and judicial sxiits. "The idea to

resign just seemed to snowball," Sullivan

said.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said he is

"pleased" with the move. "I have been

humoring these kids for a long time," he

£>aiu. I>uiiey said he and other ad-

ministrators have often waited and waited

and waited some more" for guidance and

output from the SGA on the Constitution

revision and a stand on the invasion of

Grenada, for example.

Recently elected, recently resigned, SGA
co-presidents Rick Patrick and Jim Keller

said they thought about it over a beer at

the Blue Wall and figured "what the hell,

the students don't care and our resumes

are set." According to Patrick, he and

Keller will still use the president's office as

the site of a video recording/cable televi-'

sion operation with "good friends and com-!

rades" Bill Collins, Dave McCarthy and

Timmi Rudolph.

Long considered a hangout of deluded

radicaib tuiu wan it out STPEC majors, the

fourth floor of the Student Union is slated

for renovation as another shopping mall

replete with beauty parlors, video games,

bowling alleys and a Republican Club of-

fice. The floor was deserted yesterday

althouh a few teary-eyed rads exchanged

hackey-sacks and handshakes, lamenting

their loss of a sinecure away from the real

world.

Ex-Senator Ray Flynn attempted to sum
up the situation but could not make up his

mind where he stood or what was the most

correct thing to say, except "th, th, th,

that's all folks!"

Students passing by did not seem to
notice o.'- care.
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President Ronald Keag^an skipped church ser-

vices Sunday to attend the annual White Knight

Lynch Pin Bowling competition, or so he says.

Reagan scorns

student voters
WASHINGTON (API) - President Reagan, citing more

than a decade of student voters consistently earning

recognition as the age group with the lowest election tur-

nout record, yesterday announced his plans to "totally

blow off" any efforts at seeking out or in any way ac-

comcxiating student interests.

"Well. I just can't understand what all this hullabalcx) is

about." grinned the President at an afterno<in press con-

ference. "It's not like nolxxly knew alH)Ut that 'low-

turnout' business."

Reagan reckoned his decision would, however, have lit-

tle effect on normal fundraising and other campaign

policies he has usetl throughout his career.

"I guess what it means." shrugged the president, "is

that me and Nancy won't be getting to see old Bob Jones'

kids this year."

After the President left for a nap. sp>eeksnian Larry-

Spokes explained the true intention of the plan would be to

follow two t)f the basic Republican philosophies; first, to

keep younger voters less intelligent and thus having less

potential as a future source of antagonism for the "tnie

Americans;" and secondly, as part of the more centra'

belief in and love for the military, by getting students out

of sch(Hil, keeping them poor, enticing them into the

military with schooling package deals, and then

"educating them the right way " in the military.

The Reagan administration is currently discussing the

possibility of eliminating the Pell Grant program, which

provides money for economically needy students, White

House officials said only hours after the President's news

conference.

"I suppose our best reason for cutting student financial

aid is the fact that the money is being misused." the

source said. "We have evidence that many recipients of

Pell Grants are English majors, journalism majors,

philosophy majors and comparative literature majors.

What are these students going to do to help this countrv's

future'' We think not much."

The spokesman also said many of the current recipients

of financial aid are not registered Republicans, and in a

system of favors and party affiliations, "this is just not

right."

The Reagan administration is still supporting student

loans and work study programs, however. Reagan will

reportedly continue to fund work -study and student loan

programs, but to qualify for work study a student will now

have to produce evidence that he or she has earned at least

$40,CMX) since his or her 16th birthday.

To qualify for a loan, students will have to produce

evidence that one-third of the loan will be payed back the

day after their graduation, and that there will be "no pro-

blem" paving an annual interest rale of 18 percent of the

loan

.

Wexler picked forVP slot
By CLAUDIA SMELLMAN Collegian Staff

Only days before the delegate rich primary in the state

of New York, Walter Mondale announced that he has

chosen "famous female Anne Wexler as a vice-presidential

running mate."

Anne Wexler, wife of University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, and a political consultant in

Washington D.C. "has been working on my campaign for a

long time," Mondale said.

"She may have to remain behind the scenes, since she's a

political consultant, but she knows more people than

anyone else in Washington. And besides, she's a woman,

and my campaign manager told me that I'd better do

something brash, innovative, and exciting, soon." Mondale

said.

Mondale said that he seeks to wrestle the Democratic

women's vole from Gary Hart, whom Mondale called

'cuter that I am.

Ms. Wexler was in Colorado when the announcement

was made and could not be reached for comment.

Proud husband Joseph Duffey was ecstatic about the

announcement, stating "Geez, last year a picture in U.S.

News and World Report and now this! I couldn't be

happier."

Both Wexler and Duffey are already very familiar with

the White House and the confines of the Oval Office.

During the late seventies, Wexler was middle-level

administrator for the Carter administration. Duffey, then

Chair of the National Endowment for the Humanities,

olten ate lunch at the White House cafeteria, where he and
wife Anne could be observed holding hands between their

plastic trays and whispering sweet nothings into each

other's ears.

Duffey is reportedly packed and on his way to

Washington.

King to attend graduation
By JOE EAGER
Collegian Staff

Vowing to attend "in a suit of armor with an M16
machinegun, if necessary" ex-governor Edward J. King

announced that this year he would deliver the UMa-ss

Commencement address.

"Last year I was supposed to receive awards, medals,

an honorary degree, and the key to campus, but those

commie sympathizers made a big fuss with death threats,

so I had to cancel," King said, "But things are gonna be a

little different this time around while I'm on the attack."

Speaking at a press conference Saturday, ('hancellor

Joseph D. iXiffey confirmed reports that King would be

allowed to conduct a campus-wide "security sweep, to de-

tain any campus radicals until the Commencement is over.

The date and place of the Commencement ceremony will

not be released for security reasons."

King and IXiffey discussed details of the Commence-
ment Address at a lobster dinner on campus Saturday

night. The dinner was catered by Anthony's Pier 4 in

Boston after the Chancellor had the entire staff flown in

for an evening of receptions and public announcements
concerning Commencement. The affair was paid for by
new student tuition increases according to Duffey.

The chancellor introduced King "as a great guy, an
almost great football player, and a pushover. He's always

been there, in Boston, whenever the University needed

him, or when I need him."

Duffey then proceeded to give humorous examples "like

the time our budget was finding hard passage through the

state legislature, and Eddie called Senate Speaker
Thomas McGee and said 'Gee Tom, don't be such a hard-

ass, you're making me look bad.'"

"And even though he never visited UMass while he was
governor, he told me today that he really, really cared

alK>ut us, a lot." IXiffey said.

King replied "I did feel a bit snubl)ed l)ecause no UMass
students attende<l any of my NFL games in the '60s, but

that's all behind me now."

¥.
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Hl'H? — At several key locations on campus groups of D.C. workers have been gathering for

some type of odd ritual. What they are doing and why is still not known, but we demand it be

stopped immediatelv.
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Administration gets

tough with fraternities
By CHIP PIERCE, JR.

Collegian Correspondent

The recent closing of the Amherst Col-

lege fraternities has spurred Greek area of-

ficials at the University of Massachusetts

to place stricter regulations on their frats,

according to a report distributed F'riday.

One change concerns an increase in the

grade point average that brothers and

sisters must maintain. Greek area officials

have proposed raising the present 2.5 gpa

requirement to 3.1, to go into effect next

semester. The anticipated outcome, accor-

ding to one Greek area official, will be the

shutting down of all existing houses except

the Christian House.

Joey Calhoun, a representative from

BKO, said "From the way it looks now, all

houses will be turned into retail outlets for

Pioneer Valley businesses. Our frat, for ex-

ample, has been optioned by Frankie's The
Hot Dog King, who.se booming business

has created the need for expansion." Pi

Kappa Alpha, one of the more popular

frats on campus, will iK'come a shoe store,

specializing in the ever-popular woman's
CFM lx)ots and the stylish turf shoe for

men, brand-named "Pub," or "Dig Me I'm

Hip" shoes.

Contending that fraternities and
sororities make this country great and

super bitchin, sorta like napalm and

Three's Company, Joey Blauserine of We
Break Heads said. "Hev. I mean come on

here. Why did we come to ZooMasspar-
tyschool anyway? Being a blank business

major and a wild party-type animal is just a

drag, you know what I mean? Next thing

you know, we're gonna have to be nice to

girls and stuff, sorta like feminism, ya

know. Socially consciuus to me means
knowing happy hour prices in town. We are

guys, doin' guy things."

Phi Slamma Jamma could not \)e reached

for comment, something about blowing off

classes for some serious hoop out west.

"If we can't get totally obliterated with

no concept of like reality, why are we here?

Hey, saw you at Lauderdale, you sly dog
you. Never knew you were so flexible with

a banana," said Charley Smallminded of

B.O.
This reporter denies being anywhere

near the Button in the recent past.

Another change, according to the re{K)rt,

is the reduction of social events each Greek

house may have. Scoobs Johnson, a

representative of Delta Tappa Kegg, said

"In order to enhance a more academic en-

vironment, (Jreek officials now say we
can't party. This includes our Monday
Night Football Drinking Bash and Greek

night at Justin Ryan's. My question is

'Why?'"

Johnson also said that as a result of these

"heavy" restrictions, the brothers and

sisters would possibly turn to God or atten-

ding classes to keep busy.

f'ollfKiin photo bv T..\. Oia;

The Lord Jefrs Inn was the scene for this year's administration

prom, where top Whitmore brass danced the ni^ht away. The King and
Queen (shown here) went on to reign supreme over the gala festivities.

Supreme Court says:

"Umies will pray"

'Jollogian photo by Stanley Kreebte

Several hundred college students rallied at the office of
Massachusetts Representative Silvio Conte with cries of "Conte is a
pig." The Republican was unavailable for comment, as he squealed and
grunted and rolled around in a trough of mud aides had built for him.

Concert lineup announced
The Union Program Council today an-

nounced the lineup for this year's alumni

stadium spring concert, the first in three

years. Rock/ Pop superartist Michael

Sembello will headline the event, playing a

solo acoustic set to include his recent

superhit, "Maniac." The event will be held

on May 18.

Opening for Sembello will be an equally

impressive lineup of performing artists.

The Bimtones, an all woman acapella group
from Winnipeg, will bring their unique

talent to the University community and
local favorites Bratt. Fat and Bonnie Railt

will also be on the roster.

Due to highpnxiuction costs, to ticket

prices will be nine dollars for students and

twelve dollars for the general public. All

students will be expected to purchase

tickets, whether they plan on attending the

event or not, a measure intended to keep
the overall ticket cost down. "If we had to

guess how many tickets would be sold." a

U.P.C. spokesman said Friday, "it would be

a real hassle. It's easier to figure on selling

out the whole stadium, however many
people that is."

Continuing the safety precautions in-

stigated three years of age, no food or liquid

will be allowed in the stadium and students

mav not enter or leave during the concert.

Love bug hits UMass
In the last week, more than one-hundred

ca.ses of genital herpes have been reported

by University of Ma.s.sachusetts Health Ser-

vices officials, who say that several carriers

brought the disease back with them from

Ft. Lauderdale Florida after Spring Break.

The easily transferable viral infection

was further spread into epidemic propor-

tions back at UMa.ss, and University Sex-

ual Health marshalls have begun in-

vestigating area bars, particularly those

who held "Show Off Your Tan" Nights.

Off-campus students who placed orders for

three or more kegs during the past week

are being investigated as well.

"I don't know how we're going to track

this down," it is the kind of thing people

don't like to talk about. Marshall Jack
Meoff said.

"But we'd better do something fast, or

this whole .sch(K)ls in trouble." .said Meoff
"Public bathrooms would have ft) be closed,

and a ck 'se watch kept on students who ap-

pear to have prurient interests."

Most students don't seem too concerned
aI)out this venertaJ disea.se.

Justin Westview, a sophomore who came
l)ack from Florida last Wednesday .said,

"Sure it's scary, but it beats, like, cancer or

some other bummer diseases."

Westview said that he expects them to

"find a cure for it soon," but until then,

he's more concerned about "making it with

enough chicks to get accepted into my
fraternity."

By JERRY FEELWELL
Collegian Staff

Beginning in 1985. the Uncersity of

Massachusetts will become one of two-

hundred universities and colleges chosen by

the Supreme Court to begin mandatory

prayer in school.

The new amendment, which passed

through the Senate with an overwhelming

majority, rules that elementary and

secondary educational facilities should not

hold school paryer because the real

problems are found among college students.

President Reag.in and several leaders of

the new amendment said the bill was

designed and introduced to "put more of the

fear of God into each student's heart and

soul in order to teach them to live as good,

God-fearing Americans."

Senator Boring Hatch (R-UUh), one of the

Senate majority leaders who requested an

emergency voting session after minority

leaders called the first vote incomplete

because several of the senators were
sleeping, said the college students are the

ones to blame for the erosion of the family

and the American way.

"Those college kids are having sex like

bunnies. They're drinking beer like there

was no tommorrow and they're even doing

drugs like nicotine and caffeine," Hatch
said. "They've lost sight of God and His

teachings and it is our duty to put Him back

in their lives."

On campus students will be required to

pray at Hasbrouk at 8 a.m. for mass every

day and recite the Lord's Prayer before

each D.C. meal.

Off campus students will be mandated to

congregate at one of the three grmnasiums

on campus for services at 7. a.m. each

morning.

At a recent political gathering the question "who dresses the

silliest?" was posed. Former president Jimmy Carter and first lady

Walter Mondale were quick to claim the title.
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Want more
than a desk job?
Looking for an exciting and challeng-

ing career? Where each day is dif-

ferent? Many Air Force people have

such a career as pilots and

navigators. Maybe you can join them.

Find out if you qualify. See an Air

Force recruiter today.

Contact TECHNICAL SERGEANT ARTHUR COURTEMANCHE
^.A03

-5-. Federal Building, RM 108, 1550 Main St, Springfield, MA 01103^—^ or call (413) 785-0352

A grtM way of htc
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Film Showing ah

Place: UMass Campus Center,

Room 811

Date: Monday, April 2

Time: 7 p.m.

A discussion will follow the film.

This event is free of charge, and sponsored by

the Student Health Advisory Board.

All students welcome!

It you're n senior anJ hiue the promise a( n 510,000 career-orienteJ job,

do Vt>u think it's difficult to get the American Express* C'ard.^

Guess again.

It's rather easv.

In fiKt, all vou need is a SlOAX^ joh. Tiiat's it. No strings. No gim-

micks. And this offer is e\en gcx->d tor 12 mitnths after yc^u graduate.

I\\ause American Express wants to sjiow that ue not only helieve in

vour future, hut we also heliexe in vou now.

But whv do vou need the American Express C^ard now.'

First o\ all, it's a gcxxl way to help yc^u to establish your credit history.

And you know how im[xirtant that is.

Of course, you can also use the C^ard for vacation trips, as well as

for restaurants and shc^pping. And because the Card is recognized and
welcomed worldwide, so are vou.

So call 8a^o28nSaV for a Special

Student Application or loc^k tor one at

your college Kxikstore or on your

campus bulletin boards.

The American Express Card. Dtni't

leave sch(X")l without it."* _

Lcxik for an applicarion on campus.

C ^ftKf.. .irt t*,«n-^ T'j»»l K«l-ic«.i Vtvm (--l ••mp.tm.IrK l'*M

Students with Problem
Drinking Parents
Workshop: "Alcoholism and Family Systems:

Breaking the Cycle"

Date

Time
Place

Thursday, April 5, 1984

7:00 pm-9:00 pm
Room 302, University Health Services

This workshop features role playing activities

to help participants identify family patterns

which may prevent an alcoholic parent from
entering treatment. Discussion will focus on
practical strategies and resources for

helping a problem drinking parent.

Register by calling 549-2671 xl81

Having

**MAJOR"
Problems?

B.D.I.C.

7 PM

Shape Your Own Future
b»^ desiifninj^ an interdisciplinary

MAJOR
V f*uited to your
\ ^oaln yw 7 PM

April 2 April 3

Chadbourne Dickinson

Classroom (basement) Main Lounge

Come to an introductory meeting
For more info contact

the Bachelor's Degree with
Individual Concentration Progjam
Bartlett Hall Rm 15 or call 545-0736

Summer Jobs
Summer Conference Housing Office is now hiring

students for sunnnner positions as student supervisors,

desk clerks and housekeepers. There are limited full

and part-time openings, all shifts, plus weekends.

Work-study funds are available for this summer.

Experience in hotel operations preferred. HRTA and

work study students are encouraged to apply.

Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, 9th floor. Campus

Center. Deadline for return of applications is 5:00 pm,

Thursday April 12, 1984.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL

Giant Bar Drinks

$1.66

Two T.V.'s

16 oz. Draft

86*

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour Prices

4 PM to closing

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

!%Wi¥:Wfl%%:S¥ft%>%%WA::W:::%^

Meaningless/ Drivel
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Great new things to do at UMass
Tel-Med, the organization that has been bringing you a

multitude of free taped information on health issues for

more than ten years, is happy to announce the creation of

a joint venture with the Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

The service, which is being called IIM-ED, will offer

24-hour taped information via the UMass campus
telephone system on issues of concern to UMass students.

While UM-ED will continue to provide health information

in the proud tradition of TEL-MED, we will provide addi-

tional information, including the following tapes:

Alcohol and Drugrs: Where to get them — This tape of-

fers information on area bars and package stores that do

not card minors as well as up-to-date forecasts on where

drugs are available on the East and West side of campus,

Brittany Manor and Pufton Village.

Party, Party, Party - this series of 18 tapes offers in-

formation about the UMass Party Scene. Highlights of

this award winning series include Late Night Parties

(Tape 4), a tape that lists all late night parties where peo-

ple go to do stupid things and have fun until the wee
hours.

Keg Parties (12), which lists who had how many kegs

at their apartment and how many hundreds of kids

were there when the cops busted it up. Ask for Tape

number 1 to get a list of all tapes in the series.

Coming Out, or What it Means to be a Republican at

UMass — This tape, narrated sensitively by Republican

Club campus leader Jack Meoff discusses campus support

groups for students who think they amy be Republican.

Pathways: A Guide to the more than 200,000 solu-

tions to the Maze — this tape offers hints on how to

negotiate the Maze by the stadium in less than 60 seconds.

The 2^nini Method — this tape offers suggestions on
how to harrass students living in the residence halls

without facing any charges of violating the University

Code of Student Conduct.

I'm O.K. and You Are Not — This tape is designed to

reverse the brainwashing of Chairman Koffler's Year
Toward Civility. Senator Jesse Helms eloquently reminds
us that it's not O.K. to be nice to people who are different

from you.

The Constitution — This moving historical reading of

the Collegian Constitution by a legendary Collegian editor

will bring you to tears. The oratory is reminiscent of the

speeches of the late Franklin Delano Roosevelt and/or
John F. Kennedy.
The S.G.A. hotline — This ten-second tape tells you

about all the current efforts done for students by our
elected student representatives.

Fifteen foolproof ways to harass and betray your
friends, llpdated every week to allow everyone to experi-

ment as much as possible.

Where's Joe Duffey? A tape designed to give you up-
to-the minute information on the Chancellor, how
much he's travelled, and what famous people have been
over for drinks lately.

Brought to you by the folks at UM-ED.

Why can't we
all be friends?
It is time for my weekly column, and again I must delve

into the depths of my soul, and see what wrenches my in-

ner being that the most. I think I'll write about human
beings, and why I just can't understand them.
Humans are just so nasty these days it really upsets

me. When I heard about all those Marines getting killed

in Lebanon it really upset me. Why don't they all just

stop fighting and get together for lunch. They really

might get something accomplished.

Or how about all those starving people in developing

Biff Wellington
nations? Why don't they jsut get high i>aying jobs, move
into a nice part of town, quit feeling sorry for

themselves?

I don't know what it is, but whenever I read a
newspaper, all the news just seems to be depressing. All

the crime and violence — it's really starting to get to me.
People don't have to steal. Don't they know they're

breaking the law? And don't they think of how much
they're bumming out their victims, especially if they

shoot them?
It just seems to me that people aren't happy in the

world. They should relax, have more fun, and not worry
about everything so much. My dad says that the job

market is really very good right now, and that I don't

have to worry. And that means everyone else should be

okay too. because they must do more work than I do. All

I do is take a few classes and hang around a newsroom
rewriting editt)rials I read in the Boston (ilobe.

I'm taking a course right now on Marxism and class

struggle, learning about social coflict and rebellion. Why
do people struggle like that — it's counterproductive and
against their better interests. They should all cooperate

just because capitalism means competition doesn't mean
people can't help each other and all be successful. If the

world were just like a giant volleyball game it would be a
better place.

You know, I'm glad to be able to share all of my in-

sightful ideas with all of you here at UMass. I'll really

glad to be able to graduate knowing that in someway,
somehow, I've helped make this world a better place.

Biff Wellington is a Collegian
columnist.

Verbal Abuse

Some people are fucked up

To the Editor:

I f I read one more letter to the editor about the stupid

problems people have at UMass, I think I'll puke. I can't

understand why all these grainbags whine and complain

and wear nasty buttons about all the horrible things that

we do. Why don't they just stop their snivelling and start

thinking about real problems. Nuclear war? Stupid and

ridiculous. Why not think about all those chickens that

have to stay clustered up in little cages in those white

shacks near Grad Research? Or all the ducks on the pond
who must freeze to death .

And why do people complain about Reagan and how he's

trashing everything he can get his stupki little hands on,

when students can't even buy beer on campus? I mean let's

reexamine our priorities.

Jack Sprat
MelvUle

Another abused group

To the Editors,

We are amazed and ashamed that in such a supposedly

liberated technical school, magazines like Computer Digest

are permitted to be displayed and sold at the University

Store.

While the effects of magazines like these have yet to be
proven, it should b obvious that they present computers
and computer hardware in a derogatory manner. In adver-

tisement after advertisement, layout after layout, the

computers are lit, photographed and airbrushed to make
them appear more attractive. Ad slogans say things like

"You can own one" and "always ready to be
progT^mmed." They are constantly treated as "objects"

to be "used" and then put away.
While we of course are not in favor of any form of cen-

sorship, we are demanding that the magazine be removed
from the Northern Hemisphere and sale to students ex-

pressly forbidden.

Editor's Note: This letter vuas signed by 82 student

organizatiorui, including Violence Agairuit Computers
Unlawful Unless Mandated (VACUUM), the Banal Liber-

ties ofJuniors Opposed to Belittling Science (BLOJOBS),
and Compufyre Books.

Who is really in the dark ?

To the editor.

I have to voice my strong objection to the UMass Stu-

dent Senate's concern with issues that do not pertain to

students and this campus. It's bad enou^ that tiie Senate
votes to criticize the great United States government for

sending troops to Granada when the Spanish government

and Ricardo Montalban ask for those troops, but they add-

ed insult to injury this weekend at a debate in the Student
Union Ballroom on Saturday.

The entire two hour debate consisted of questions and
talk over such issues as acid rain, toxic waist and CUB
Scout troops. Not one single issue discussed during the
debate had anything to do with student issues. I also have
to object to the fact that the only students who were allow-

ed to speak at the debate were older commuter students.

How many semesters have they spent at UMass anyway! I

bet some of them have been here longer than Jim Murphy.
I don't know if you will print this letter if I say this, but I

bet it was the Collegian who organized this phony radical

debate in the first place. Why wasn't Bill Collins allowed

to participate? The simple answer is that the Collegian is

conducting a smear campaign to injur his name. I bet that

KGB agent Josh Meyer had something to do with it.

I urge all thinking UMass students not to vote for any of

the candidates who spoke at the debate. Write in Bill CtA-

lins. He's the only person who will make sure that we deal

with campus and residential issues.

Walter Pierce Ljmtk
Orchard Hill

No more Letters to the Editor.

We do not want them.

Too drunk to drive, or stuck at an afterhours with no ride home?
Well, Why not

Leave the driving to Joe?
yes, it's

Joe's Taxi and Escort Service
Even though he is the chancellor, Joe can still find time to

help a UMass student out. Thats how much he cares.
Call Joe's Escort Service today!

H l-^*)!
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:A:4's

off the
Ground

yourcxireer

ATTEND
RCA'S OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY. APRIL 6th-3PMto8PM

SATURDAY,APRIL7th-9AMto2PM

At RCA in Burlington, Mass, we are

developing and producing
computer and microprocessor
based electronic systems which
demand the latest in Electrical

Engineering and Computer Science
technologies. Our Open House is

your opportunity to explore the

advantages of employment at RCA
by talking directly with ourEngineers
and Managers. You are invited to tour

the engineering laboratories and
office areas. A buffet will be served

Ifyou are unable to attend, but would
like to talk with us, please call or write

our Professional College Recruiter,

Julie Frederiksen.

RCA
Automated Systems

Bedford Road (Route 62)

Burlington, MA 01803
(617)229-5413

Equal Opportunity Employer
US. Citizenship Required
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U.S. Senate hopefuls declare opinions in SUB
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By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

A field of five of the seven Democratic candidates

seeking the U.S. Senate seat being vacated by Sen. Paul

Tsongas Saturday participated in a panel discussion at the

University of Massachusetts, using it as an opportunity of

unanimously criticize the Reagan administration's

economic and military policies in Central America.

The Democratic frontrunners -U.S. Rep. Edward J.

Markey, Lt. Gov. John Kerry, and U.S. Rep. James
Shannon -were joined by party members William Hebert,

former executive director of the Massachusetts Teachers

Association, and John Pierce Lynch, former Springfield

probate, and Republican Dr. Mildred Jefferson, at the two-

hour forum.

While displaying party unity early in the campaign, the

event lacked only in solid debate, with each of the

Democratic candidates and their one attending Republican

challenger responding to a short series of prepared

questions before an afternoon audience of 350 at the

Student Union Ballroom.

The discussion was the highlight of the annual con

ference of the Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group, which met for three days over the weekend at the

University.

Shannon spoke strongly against the current role the

CV.iito h« \ndt Mrlirr

John Kerry

Photo b.T AndT Hrlirr

Edward Markey

United States is playing in Central America, particularly in

Nicaragua, which he visited last year.

"I feel ashamed, " he said, "that the United States is

becoming a leader for anarchy, in a war we have no

business in."

Markey also criticized the U.S. military and economic

assistance poured into that area of the world. The United

States, he said, is supporting "thugs and gangsters in El

Salvador," and is "substituting the Marine Corps for the

Peace Corps."

Kerry called the government of El Salvador oppressive,

and "in contradiction to everything we stand for in the

United Stales. There is no free press, no agrarian reforms;

education and poverty are the central problems there, not

communism."
The three leading candidates said the presence of U.S.

troops in Central America could lead to direct in-

volvement, reflective of Vietnam. All three favored im-

mediate withdrawal of troops and cuts in military funding.

Hebert and Lynch shared similar sentiment, but Jef-

ferson, a Boston area physican, came out in support of the

current policy in Central America.

"The United Slates must stand very firm with aid," she

said, in order to provide "free elections and government
stability. "Jefferson also said the U.S. should provide

military assistance "when neighboring countries ask."

Markey, Kerry and Shannon criticized the current

Mt. Holyoke women camp out in protest
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Last Friday a group of approximately 20 Mount Holyoke

students pitched their tents and hung banners at the

observatory field on campus, creating a women's peace

encampment to protest the arms race.

The encampment is the culmination of three months of

planning by a g^roup of women in Professor Jean

Grossholt's Women Organizing Against Nuclear War class,

who wanted to participate in the international women's

peace movement.
"One of our main goals is to educate the community and

ourselves. We are also supporting people who have been

camping in Seneca (N.Y.) and Greenham Common
(England)," said Kathy Brandt, one of the participants.

The women who come together at the peace encampment
provided an opportunity for individuals concerned about

the possibility of a nuclear holocaust to express their views

and to "empower one another," Brandt said.

"This one action in and of itself won't make any change in

what Reagan is going to do but the impact is spreading and

growing. We want to make the statement that women can

organize," participant Julie Baker said.

The organizers of the encampment at Mt. Holyoke made

decisions by group consensus and said they refused to fall

into a hierarchal structure.

The most difficult question the Mt. Holyoke students said

they faced was whether to include men in the encampment

or to declare the grounds "women's space only."

Inside:
Senate fights tuition hikes p. 9

Reasons to not smoke p. 11

Baseball team loses three P- 13

"It's important for this to be a women's movement
because we're reacting against policies which are made and

implemented by men. We're reacting to all violence against

women and it is the same mentality of dominance that has

made this (the arms race) possible, " Baker said.

"We have to make women aware before we can reach out

to the larger community, said Jodie Infantine, a Mt.

Holyoke student.

Women at the encampment said there is still a "fear of

feminism" so that when women unite as a group without

men they are open to harassment.

"If you are doing something that is feminist oriented

people automatically assume you're a lesbian," Infantine

said.

There were some incidents over the weekend of men,

attempted to pull down banners and some men drove by'

yelling obscenities, but the women said the general

community has been supportive.

The women said they were camping not only to protest

but to empower themselves. "This is an example of our

resources, strength, and our fear," Brandt said.

"There may be 20 of us here in body but there are

hundreds in spirit," she said.

During the weekend event the group sponsored can-

dlelight vigils, children's activities, a letterwriting

workshop, and workshops on nonviolent action for social

change, women's role in Nicaragua, and empowerment in

the nuclear age.

"Say we can, say we will. I feel another

hurdle approaching.
"

— Echo and the Bunnymev,

defense spending and the nuclear arms build-up, and all

three said they would work toward a freeze through

legfislation once elected to office. The three also shared as a

political priority the ratification of the Equal Right

Amendment.
Hebert, Lynch and Jefferson focused less on these

issues. Hebert and Jefferson said if elected to office,

education would be a priority. Jefferson also said she

would work toward revising a charter for the CIA for more
effective defense planning. Lynch said he favored a four-

day work week, which he claimed would provide more jobs

for young people, and said he plans to introduce a bill to

achieve this. Lynch also said he is opposed to "secret

government meetings" between world leaders and wouW
develop a resolution which would prevent them.

All of the candidates agreed that hazardous waste and

acid rain were environmental problems in Massachusetts

which need to be confronted. Jay Holland, moderator of

the Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
spon.sored event, said there are 68 confirmed and another

300 unconfirmed hazardous waste sites in the state.

Markey, Kerry and Shannon said they supported

strengthening a ftnleral law which mandates clean up of

hazardous waste. They also criticized the Reagan ad-

ministration and the Environmental Protection Agency for

their lack of response to the problems, and said stronger

laws and corporate fines must be established.

Ptioto b; And; Htlltt
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By CARL DEMROW
Collgeian correspondent

The Soviet City Tartu has replaced Tuymazy as

Amherst's Sister City, after local residents' research found

it to be a city more similar to Amherst.

Originally, Amherst was paired with Tuymazy, an in-

dustrial city with an oil pipeline, by Ground Zero, a

disarmament group based in Oregon. A recently formed
local group of residents asked to be rematched with Tartu,

a university city with an agricultural school. Ground Zero
approved the request last month.

Larry Morse, a University of Massachusetts visiting

professor of economics, and the group's Tartu researcher,

said the local project involves "a body of people concerned

about world peace" who are looking for similar people in

the Soviet Union.

Amherst resident Richard Hooke says the project

s goal is to establish a "person to-person" connection in the

search for world peace, which is "too important to leave up

to governments."

The group's philosophy is to look upon the Soviet Union

as a system rather than an enemy. An Amherst portrait

with cultural and historical profiles has been sent to Tartu

in hopes that they will respond to the pairing. Hooke said

the group is hopeful that Tartu wUl respond if the Soviet

government will lei them.

Morse said the project is also a political statement to

show the Amherst area is concerned with the possibilities

of nuclear war. The project is currently composed of

Amherst Residents and Students are encouraged to

participate. Both Hooke and Morse feel more student

involvement and input would make the project more
representative of the community.
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BAGEL DELI
Now Open in FACES

P>esh Bagels, Breads & Pastrit8
Soups, Salads & Sandwiches

SPECIALS
FREE coffee with purchase of bagel & cream

cheese 8 am - 10 am
FREE 6 bagels with purchase of 6 bagels Sunday
Mon-Sat 8 am - 6 pm Sun 8 am - 6 pm 253-9282

The Collegian!

WANTED SUMMER 84
CAMP NATCHEZ -,opco

i

ed camp located in berkshirs mountains is

looking for exciting active people with

abundant energy for the following posi-

tions:

Soccer
Gymnastics

Tennis

Tennis Director

Sports

Ceramics 8-

Photography

General Counselor

Backpacking

Camp Crafts

Sailing

Canoeing
W.S.I.

Environmental Ecology

Registered Nurse

We will be on campus Wednesday April

4th Rm 91 1 Campus Center 9 am to 5 pm
Please drop in or call student employment,

for appointment.
ij.::

presents

our APRIL Special

Kronenbourg

Proper ID a Must
57 N. PiMsant St.

253-5141

ffrr
"• ii»ii"»inii LiJiMt ^

The Cape Cod
job Imnt caxLbe
a jungle unless
you bring a copy of THE 1984 NATIVE

GUIDE FOR COLLEGE SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES providing a directory

of employers throughout Cape Cod &

the Islands, plus area maps and tips

on getting around. A NATIVE GUIDE of

your own costs only $3.50 (rherk or

money order): j^E 198A NATIVE GUIDE
Post Office Box 644

West Dennis, Cape Cod 0267 n

Why not intern in

London or Edinburgh this

Summer, 1984?
Places available (unpaid) in Parliament,

Law Firms, Social Science,

Town Planning, Education and Museums.
ACADEMIC CREDIT AVAILABLE IF
NOT POSSIBLE THROUGH YOUR

HOME INSTITUTION

CoiU $1690 10we«ki
Board. Lodging * Placemen!

Datei June 4 - August 12

Coniaci EPA
Mu'ymount College- Tirrytown N Y I0i91

Phono 914 631 3200

When girls want a vacation

filled with fun, sun and romance,

they go to Fort Lauderdale... 6^

Where all your dreams come true

Ky^h

P^^t^^

bV . -.vie>wv
PREPARE POR

TRI-STAR PICTURES. . . JTC PRODUCTIONS .ALLAN CARR PRODUCTION 'WHERE THE BOYS ARE'

m. LISA HARTMAN- RUSSELL TODD-LORNA LUFT-WENDY SCHAAL- HOWARD McGILLIN. LYNN-HOLLY JOHNSON V« ,«^ ALANA STEWART

W s,-;.^ CHRISTOPHER McDONALD .... DANIEL McDONALD.:^. -..LOUISE SOREL -•^;;«*^: JAMES A. CONTNER .*«;^. SYLVESTER LEVAY

^1 !^l.*'l DENIS PREGNOLATO """'-•.STUKRIEGER. JEFF BURKHART"^ -ALLAN CARR -^'/.HYAVERBACK j|^:
««t..ct« -;>zi

:mSWHl:_t^[]Q[,CXXBTSTBCO

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 6 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

MCAT'LSAT'GIVIATte
SAT-ACT-DA>GRE»CPA

Enrolling Now For

GRE
6/9/84 Exam

GMAT
6/16/84 Exam

LSAT
6/18/84 Exam

Transfer to a Kaplan Center
near home after finals

Call Days Eves Ef

Weekends

368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-5780

or information about other centers
Outside NY State

CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

('ollririan photo by Davf l>«ub«r

FIGHTING TUITION HIKES — Public policy members assist

students in writing their state representatives last week outside the

Hatch.

Gay awareness is the goal
Panel addresses factors faced by homosexuals

By SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Correspondent

Looking at homosexuality through

religion, law, and psychiatry was the topic

of a panel discussion titled, "Sin, Sickness,

or Crime?," held at the University of

Massachusetts yesterday as part of Gay
and Lesbian Awareness Week.

The panel consisted of three speakers,

Jan Bodin, a self employed Peace

Educator, Dr. Richard Pillard, professor of

psychiatry at the Boston University School

of Medicine, and Donna Mages, a Spr-

ingfield lawyer.

Bodin spoke alx)ut her experience with

the Lutheran Church which she considered

"horrifying and hurtful" because of its

refusal to ordain her since she is a lesbian.

"The Christian Church is not open to us,

and many of us are trying to remain

faithful, but the church won't allow us Ihe

support or recognition," she said.

Bodin said the Methodist, Moslem, and

Buddhist religions do not recognize the

homosexual community.

Pillard, a gay psychiatrist who counsels

homosexuals, said homosexuality was once

considered a psychiatric disorder, but not

anymore.
"1 am very proud that my profession has

discarded homosexuality as a disorder, but

I am still wary because a lot of hostility is

present among my colleagues," he said.

Pillard said "a diagnosis on anything is a

valued judgement, and there has to be

distress and disability present, and

homosexuality doesn't fit this."

Attorney Mages discussed the legal

means and questions that homosexuals are

concerned with.

Mages said homosexuality is a crime ac-

cording to a Massachusetts (ieneral Law
which states, "a person who commits t|ie

abominable crime against nature in

mankind or with beast is punishable of not

more than 20 years in prison."

Mages said there have been challenges to

the law because it is too vague, but that the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

said it was perfectly clear.

"The law has not been strictly enforced,

but that's not saying it never will be," she

said.

Mages also addressed the issue of

homosexual discrimination regarding pro-

perty, inheritance, and adoption rights for

homosexual couples.

Fear of AIDS can encourage political abuse

By LISA STRATOULY
Collegian Correspondent

The fear of Acquired Immune Deficiency

Syndrome (AIDS) can be a powerful

political weapon and consequently a major

cause of oppression according to the editor

of the Gay Community News.

Cindy Patton. who is also an active

member of the AIDS Action Committee in

Boston, spoke to an audience of 20 people

last Saturday as part of Gay Awareness

Week.
Patton discussed the views certain

political groups, including the New Right,

hold in regard to AIDS.

"The New Right is obsessed with AIDS
and has what can be called AIDS phobis,

which is related to germ phobia, an

irrational fear that germs are everywhere."

According to Patton. the rightists have

political power through massive com-

puterised mailing lists readily accessible at

any time. The Right has petitioned The

Surgeon General with ideas such as the

forced quarantine of all Homosexuals with

AIDS, and a $1,000 fine for engaging in

"unsafe" homosexual activity.

Literature distributed at the lecture said

that AIDS is not transmitted by routine

casual but only through intimate (usually

sexual) contact and perhaps the mixing of

blood.

Sexual activity, during which bodUy

secretions, carrying germs, are exchanged

(semen, blood, urine, stool) should be

avoided.

Bob Sutcliffe, another guest speaker at the

lecture, said "medical advice inhibits gay

sexuality and style of sexual ex

pression. Many people attending the

lecture said they agreed that the fear of

AIDS hinders open sexuality between gay

men.
Patton, who also spoke about sexism and

racism in the gay community, said women
as well as blacks with AIDS are only just

beginning to be properly acknowledged.

"Of the several hundred women who have

contracted AIDS, many of them are

prostitutes, and this is a difficult issue for

the feminist movement to address, Patton

said.

"Dealing with oppression, harassment,

physical attacks, and death is nothing new

to the Gay community," she said.

Patton said the Gay community has

pushed aside the initial panic of AIDS and is

beginning a productive and positive

response to the disease.

Letter drive organized
to protest tuition policy

Today is our April Fools!
The Daily Collegian publishes an April

Fools humor issue every year around this

time. Everything printed is intended to be

perceived soley in a light vein, with malice

toward none. The Board of Editors of

course takes responsibility for the enclosed

nonsense, and if any of it offends you. well,

let us take this time and this space to

apologize now. We're sorry. We really are.

People often tell us how sorry we are.

In any case, read, enjoy, reread, enjoy

some more. With the current asbestos rate

in the Concourse lobby we really can't af-

ford to take things too seriously, now can

we?

ByJOHNKENNtX
CoUegian Staff

In an effort to protest the recent tuition

policy set by the Board of Regents of

Higher Education, the Public Policy

Committee of the University of

Massachusetts has formed a letter drive

directed at the state legislature.

The drive will continue next week,

Monday through Thursday, each afternoon.

The desk will be set up outside the Hatch.

The Committee is asking students to sign a

form letter which contends that the new

policy is unfair. The letter has space for

individual comments.

The policy in question was passed by the

regents at their March 13 meeting in

Boston. It calls for students to bear up to 33

percent of the overall cost of their

education. To achieve this regents are

proposing a 15 percent tuition increase for

UMass next year.

Stacey Roth, a member of the Public

Policy Committee, said that "students have

a definitive say in the policy and our voice

must be heard. We're not arguing the need

for a policy, we're arguing this specific

policy. Basically this (policy) is a threat to

lower income students who might not have

the chance to continue school if this goes

through."

Roth said that "response so far has been

phenomenal in the last two days."

Roth said, "we just want to encourage

people to come down. This really effects us

all. The more of a voice we have, the

stronger our voice."

Women's Forum
Women's Forum i> a weekly listing of

events relating to Women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women 's Ismies editor,

care of the Collegian, the Friday before the

eiHmt.

A group for Women (>oing Through a

Separation or Divorce will he held on

Wetinesday evenings at 7:30 p.m. for six

weeks l)eginning April 4. Meetings will be

held in Wilder Hall.

A support group for Incest Survivors

will meet for eight weeks starting April 3

from 6-8 p.m. in the Campus Center.

The Working Women's Program at the

Everywoman's Center will sponsor an

eight-week long group titled "Moving For-

ward: Assertiveness and Leadership

Skills for Working Women." The group

will meet at the Jones Library, 43 Amity

Street Amherst, beginning Thursday,

April 5, from 5-9 p.m.

For more information concerning any of

these events contact the Everwoman's

Center at 545-08M3.

Monday — The Women's Issues Team
will meet at 4:30 in Room CC 162.

An open discussion, titled "Women's
Relationships with Women" will 1h' held

at 7:30 p.m. in Room 108 in Franklin Pat-

terson Hall at Hampshire College.

Refreshments will be served.

Tuesday — Mary Berry, U.S. Commis-

sioner on Civil Rights, will address black

political power in the 1980s at H p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

Wednesday — Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedoms will

meet at 4 p.m. in Room CC HO.^.

Thursday— A panel discussion connec-

ting"Oppre8sion and the Isms" will be

held at 7:30 p.m. in the Red R(X)m, in Con-

verse Hall at Amherst College.

Sunday — The popular film "Not A
Ix>ve Story." which }K)rtrays the affects

pornography has on our culture, will be

shown at 7 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom

$200 in raffle prizes stolen

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A combination television/radio valued at

$180 and $36 in raffle proceeds were stolen

from the United Christian Foundation of-

fices at the University of Massachusetts

sometime between 4:10 p.m. last Thursday

and 9:10 a.m. Friday.

The tv/radio unit was in a locked cabinet

and was to be used as first place in a raffle

the UCF was conducting for fundraising

purposes. Thursday was the raffle's first

day and UCF administrative assistant Nan-

cy Arnold says the theft is a blow to their

campaign.

"The value of the unit and the money was

over $200, an amount that is very hard for

us to replace, but we have to. If the persons

or person that stole it would return it no

questions would be asked."

The television was in a cabinet in the

fourth floor office of the Student Union

Building. Campus chaplain Rev. Robin

Harden locked the office Thursday after-

noon and sometime that night the prize and

money disappeared.

Arnold, Harden, and four students that

work in the office have keys to the office.

The key to the cabinet, which was locked

for the first time in many years, was in Ar-

nold's unlocked desk. The UMass
Peacemakers and the Hunger Task Force

use the office.

Janitors clean the room at night and Ar-

nold theorized that an unlocked door to the

office may have presented an opportunity

for the thief to make off with the money
and prize.

Campus police are investigating the

theft.

( n)l«>g^i«in phoiii t)> hnan iion^c

These spring Howers on Fearing St. couldn't wait for the

unseasonable snow to melt.
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'TheGlobe'sherer'
For just '1.40 a week you can have

delivered to your door on campus
MID SEMESTER RATES Spnng Term Rates

Daily & Sunday $1.40 a week $8.70

Daily Only .90 a week $5.70

Sunday Only .50 a week $3.00

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to: Ron Huberdeau
PO Box 959

: Daily Only Sunday Only D Daily & Sunday Amherst, MA 01004
253 7009

Your Name:

Campus Address:___

t
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ARE YOU FUNNY?

RENTOm
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

'i

I,

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

ROCK & ROLL • JAZZ * SOUL

MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 each

MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each

TDK SA 90 $2.25 each

from Rirntky KorsaKov to

Uttle Waiter
ThQnti, t maikttplaet plu I

Main St. Northampton

CLASSICAL * R & B • SM-ISSO

Open Mike Comedy Night at the Blue Wallt

Tuesday, April 10

Winner receives $100 and the chance to k

compete for Catch a Rising Star t

2nd place recieves $50 ^
3rd place receives $25 f

Coll Julie at 545-2733 or sign up f

at Student Union 41 5A
,

first 10 people only
••• Sponaored by GPC ***

J

estaurant
MONDAY
SPECIAL

PITCHERS
with the purchase of a Large Pizza

Be sure to check our
Dinner Specials *

55 University Dr. Amherst

549-5713

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance * 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

AUDIO

PIONEER CAR STEREO CHEAPI
Complete systems starting at $99.

Super tuner in-dash w/push button $129.

. . .and lots morel All new merchandise
Call Barry at 546-6823

AUTO FOR SALE

VW Bug 1971

heater works.

253 7396

80,000 miles, one owner,
Excellent shape. $900.

1978 Chevy Van PS/PB/air % ton like

new phone between 1 1 pm - 7 am 665-3473

Toyota Supra performance package 1982

terra cotta ed 14000 miles call Rad
253-3009

Truck for sale '65 Chevy Stepside Pickup

good running condition 546-5181

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, OJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?
256-1393

FOR RENT

Famala roommata wantad Townhousa
Apts. share bedroom, summer sublet with
fall 84. $122.50 month Debbie 549-1754

1100.00 Reward for 2-3 bedroom
Riverglade Apt by 4/7 $50.00 by 5/1 will

sublet w/ option 527-5407

Famale roommates wantad. Summer
sublet a single and double in Townehouse.
Kim 549-5848

Two bedroom apt available June 1st with

fall option. $460.00 heat included Brinany

Manor Call after 10 PM 253-5907

FOR SALE
~

Quality Sunglasses at unbelievably low

prices. Call 546-9569

Nikon FM Body with 35mm Nikon lens

w/1 year warranty and sales receipt. Con-
tact Dave Deuber in Photo Dept at Col-

legian CC Rm 113 or 545-3500 166.00 or BO

Hondo II Strat Copy Guitar excellent

cond w/ hardshell case $200 call Dave at

666-3503

Rossignol Rossi's 175 with Salomon 222

Bindings, Nordica Ski Boots - men's size 10

& Poles $100. call Jim 549-1369

24" Sylvania Color TV $60, Bentwood
Rocker - new, never used $25, Guitar with

case $25, Black presentation portfolio -

1 1x14 $18, call Jen 549-1369

Diving Equipment: Wet-suit, Tanks, Fins,

Mask & Snorkles, and much morel Call Jim

549-1369

Computer tarmonal and monitor. Zenith
ZT-^ includes keyboard and screen. Built in

autodial modem. Easy to use - dial UMass
computer with 1 keystroke and log on.
$300.00 includes printer cable. 584-2124
Michael

For Sale: monthly biorhythm analysis send
name, addess, birthdate, month & yr re-

quested to Scott Morrissey; 1 Westgate
Rd, Framingham, MA 01701 inc. $1.50-1

mo. $3.00-3 mo. $5.00-6 mo. inc. mailing

costs

FOUND

A pair of womans glassas (Jilson

Thoren) before Spring Break in Public

Health Auditorium. Please call 545-2383 or

come to Tobin 402.

Necklace in Hampdan Munchias on
March 12 call to identify 6-5375

Bracelet - Shell type, found 3/27 near

GRC. Darryl 546-5619

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7661 and
describe to claim.

1964 GRADUATES

The Yearbook portrait program

has been extended until Friday

Aptil 6th call now 545-0848

for an appointment
$5 Sitting Fee is required

This is the last chance

HELP WANTED

ALASKA: Jobs and travel information!

Write: Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA
96103

Mobile Vending Vehicle Drivers wanted
for Cape Cod this summer after 7:00 PM
Pete 584-9580

ILENE OSHEROW

Roommata - Happy Birthday and Happy
Anniversary. How could we ever be dif-

ferent? Here's to something only we
understand. I love you, Suzy

INSTRUCTION
~

Accounting 222 Tutor needed ASAP
6-6933

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
~

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may
be received from academic departments.
Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Sup>erior Courts, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing
caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap-

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further
information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST

Missing since Dae. female Dober-
man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny
friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

If you find my red Alpanlita backpack
ad /or blue wallet, please drop off at CC In-

fo desk or call me at 527 9506 PLEASE, I

have midtermsl REWARD
Lost gold bracelet March 28 great sen-

timental value reward call Gacy 256-1486

MONEY

I will pay $80 for a two or three bedrm Puf-

fton lease call Dave at 665-3503

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki KZ400 1977 perfect condition

500$ or best offer call Steve 546-9450

1982 Honda 660 Nighthawk, one year old

low mileage, 1800, 549-6934

1981 Suzuki GS460T; many extras exc.

cond. 1300 or BO Rick 546-1427

PERSONALS

CAPE COD Summer 84 South Yarmouth
Excellent Location on Main St.

#1 4 bedroom for 7, 1 bathroom $3,500
#2 3 bedroom for 5, 1 bathroom $2,500

CAPE COD info call 866-7663

Lynn - From Barselottis, please return my
black hat, personal value, Mike 253-9015

OPEN RUSH at Sigma Sigma Sigma all

university women invited to a rush party
Tuesday at 6: 15 and Wednesday at 5:00 for

taco dinner. For more info call 545-0046 382
N Pleasant St

Wa have the lowest airfares
To Europe and across America

For free color brochure, write to:

Campus Travel

Box 11387, St. Louis. MO 63105

liana - Happy Birthday Honey! You finally

made 'tl Have a great day - you deserve it! I

love you Midge
• • SIGMA KAPPA • •

All university women are invted to
attend an Open Rush

Apr. 4 Dynasty Happy Hour 8:30-10

Apr. 5 Pizza Party 5:30-7

Please RSVP at 256-6887
19 Allen St behind BKO

SARA BEAUCHEMINI Happy 21st, you
old bag! Love ya GA
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. Government? get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 5931 -A.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low
rates, 584-7924 Nancy

ROOM WANTED

2 females looking to share an apartment

Brandywine or Puffton for fall 84. Please

call 6-9705 or 6-5290

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

t>edroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Immediate opening in Rolling Green,

with fall option. All utilities included. Very

reasonable. Call Jim 256-0663

CAPE COD - Female housemates to share

house in S. Dennis Memorial thru Labor

Day. Pam 546-5203 Cheryl 546-5210

Brandywine 2 female roommates wanted
to share bedroom. Details call 546 9609

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.
Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

SPRING JACKETS
~

"Members Only" style jackets brown,
black, gray, burgundy. Sugg. Retail $55
Only $25 call Barry at 546-6823

WANTED
Gay man/women needed for interviews.
Strictly confidential. Call 549-4894

Cash Reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Puffton Townehouse or area call 546^641
or 546-8035

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver
Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted apartment in Puffton, bran-
dywine or surrounding area call 256-1235
reward!

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84
call Debbie or Lori 665-4578 after 8 PM
Wanted two bedroom Puffton apt will
sublet for summer please call Amy 546-5816
or Martha 546-5819

Desperately needed apartment in sur-
rounding area, will take summer lease call
546-9706 546-9697

Three bedroom apartment in Puffton
willing to take over summer lease call Vira
and Mary 546-1447

^
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Just some things you need to know
There's quite a bit of information that the

CoUeffian gives to the student body regarding

the University of Massachusetts, but here are

some things you'll probably never read in a story —

Peter Abraham

For instance, there are 23 miles of sidewalks on campus.

And 25 miles of steampipes.

The operating cost per passenger per trip on the bus

system is 16.8 cents.

There are 600 parking meters on campus.

In 1983 the school used 59.433 tons of coal. 1.358.900

gallons of oil and 561 million gallons of water. That's a lot of

hot showers.

Everybody knows there's a UMass Medical School in

Worcester, but did you know UMass has buildings in East

Wareham. Shutesbury and New Salem?

4.100.000 people Uke a bus ride yearly.

But 14.000 bring cars here.

12.302 square feet oi space is unclassified for use at

UMass. (I could use a bigger room.)

Hampshire College sends approximately 500 students

here to class, but we only send 353 back.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey went to Hartford Seminary

Foundation and Andover Newton Theological School. He
wasn't kidding when he said last semester "I'm praying for

an end of the Crampton fires."

There were, as of Fall 1962. only four American
Indian/Alaskan native students at UMass.
The average tenured professor makes $38,898 a year if

he's male and $35,976 if she's female. Even a part-time

professor makes $19,088, that's better than the National

Guard.

UMass has had one alumnus each from American Samoa,

Guam, the Marshall Islands and the Caroline Islands.

Only 60 residents of Idaho have gone to school here, 19

South Dakotans and 229 Canadians.

For 1982 women's Sports team at UMass enjoyed a

winning percentage of 64 percent, the men only were the

victors 43 percent of the time.

There are 450 acres of grass at UMass. (And that doesn't

invlude the selected patches in the dorms.)

And, Hnally. I bet you didn't know there was a book that

details these and many other useless facts. Thanks to the

82 83 Factbook for this story.

Peter Abraham ti a CoUegian Staffmember

Letters—^——^—

—

TOC service less than friendly
To the Editor,

I am writing to express concern over the lack of respect

accorded customers at the Top of the Campus lounge.

Some weeks back my girlfriend, due to meet a friend in

the T.O.C., could not make that appointment on time as

she needlessly had to wait for the bouncer to finish chat-

ting with his lady friend. Although encouraged to look at

my friend's I.D. by his lady friend, the bouncer remained

ohstinent, seeking to keep the prospective customer in lim-

bo until he was damn well ready to do his appointed (and

presumably paid for) task. We know this job can't be too

stressful since the bouncer was lounging back in his chair,

enjoying his chicken dinner while speaking to his lady

friend. Is this what the T.O.C. pays its employees to do?

On another occasion, as recent as March 28 at 11:(X)

p.m., my girlfriend stepped up to the bar to order drinks.

Before uttering a word, she was intimidated (driven close

to tears as I soon found) by a sharp reprimand from the

bartender: "Hey you, wait your turn!", demonstrating his

"power" over customers (or is it just women?) After mak-

ing the woman's subordinance clear, he continued to serve

a group of male friends. This guy cannot be enrolled in

public relations 101.

My girifriend and I enjoy the T.O.C. lounge setting, yet

as incidences like these mount, we are forced to re-

evaluate the sense of frequenting a place where a hoped-

for relaxing evening is turned into a stressful one.

Jack Farrell

Amherst

Isn't a woman important?
To the Editor,

I would like to comment on Sean Casey's editorial

(March 29) "The Hypocrisy of Pro-Choice". Yes, abortion

is a vital issue for all human beings, but the fact remains

that it affects the woman's body, and in cases of abandon-

ment and rape, the pregnancy is left for her to deal with,

alone, not the man's body. I can understand how Mr.

Casey can criticize and be against abortion; he is a man,

and never in his life will he have to deal with an unwanted

pregnancy from being sexually attacked, nor will he ever

have to make a most difficult and painful decision:

whether to bear and raise a child by yourself, with no

money and no support, or to go through the physical and

mental pain of an abortion.

No woman wants an abortion, it is something she feels

she has to do because she has no other choice. Mr. Casey

quoted Albert Schweitzer, "if we lose our reverence for

any part of life, we will lose our reverence for all life." I

ask you Sean Casey, and all the Sean Caseys out there,

what about the reverence for womans life and the right to

choose? Nancy J. Weglowski
Amherst

The need to challenge beliefs
To the Editor.

It is important for us all to examine and challenge the

dogma that is handed down to us. Some information we
get is useful, enlightening, and correct. Some is not. I

would like to respond to some dogma presented in Mr.

Spears' letter printed in last Thur^y's CoUegian.

First, it didn't seem as though Mr. Sj^ears was clear on

what homophobia means. Homophobia is an irrational fear

and/or hatred of gay men and lesbians. It has the same

negative connotations that racism, sexism, and anti-

Semitism have.

I don't believe that as a male it is my responsibility to

marry or to father children. The statement that we have

"gender roles and responsibilities" begs many more ques-

tions. Is this advocating traditional housewife/worker-

husband roles? Must everyone who has the capacity to

reproduce, do so? What of our minds? What of our emo-

tions arul feelings? Finally, whose lives are we living if we

are not true to ourselves?

The statement that "homosexuals and lesbians have not

concept of 'reproduction of the species'" is confusing, to

say the least. Again, is this implying that because our

bodies have the capacity to reproduce, we must? Or is this

saying that gays and lesbians do iwt have children? Is it

alright for straight couples to remain childless?

It is difficult to rebut religious arguments against

homosexuality because the arguments are usually based

on faith, and faith is the acceptance of something as true

without proof. My point is you must examine beliefs and

issues on their own merits using logic, common sense, and

a sensitivity to humanity. Is it helpful when a society con-

demns some of its memb«« for loving each other? Does

condemnation help these people to be productive, con-

tributing members? Does it aid their happiness, or the hap-

piness of their families and friends? Should things change?

Bob Brigham
Central

Confessions of
an anti-smoker
How do you respond to the question, "Do

you mind if I smoke?" A few years ago

most nonsmokers would have grudgingly con-

sented.

Today more and more people are answering this ques-

tion with the gentle protest, "Yes, I mind." And as the

ranks of those concerned with nonsmoker's rights have

swollen, a more extreme group has emerged. This new
group shares a common aggressive fanatical hatred of the

cigarette. This bunch is more likely to meet a smoker's lit

cigarette, not with gentle protests, but with hose water.

These extremists interest me because I am one of them.

A woman sitting next to me in a study lounge simply plac-

ed her pack of cigarettes on the table and I seethed. There

was no spark of match, no puff of smoke. My feeling of

anger was admittedly irrational.

Andrew Long

But I am not the only irrational one. A friend of mine
would have the fingers of all smokers removed. She
reasons that then they wouldn't be able to balance their

precious Marlboros, Salems, and Winstons. She is only

half-kidding.

My friend and I are not alone. This extremism is both
widespread and organized. G.A.S.P. (acronym for Group
Against Smoker's Pollution), founded to lobby for

nonsmoker's rights, boast a large membership.

Now, it is easy to see that anti-smoking fanaticism has

reached epidemic proportions. However, explaiiung why it

exists is harder.

There are, of course, many reasons for finding cigarette

smoking offensive. The smoke for many, especially those

with allergies, can be irritating to eyes, sinuses and throat.

Others are troubled by the evidence that breathing second-

hand smoke may affect nonsmoker's lungs. Still others

dislike cigarettes because they claim clean air is an in-

alienable right.

For many these are the reasons for asking a smoker to

extinguish his cigarette. But these medical and constitu-

tional arguments can't explain the emotional fervor of the

fanatical anti-smoker's reaction to cigarettes. While we,

as I am one of them, may cite one of these reasons to ex-

plain our anger, there must be a deeper explanation.

One possibility is that the rage that an anti-smoker feels

results from a concern for others. A smoker taking

minutes off his life with each puff is harassed by the

nonsmoker for his own good. This may, to an extent, ex-

plain my fanaticism. My mother smokes, and it frustrates

me to think that she could be endangering her life. It's not

the smoke in the air, but the condition of her lungs that

makes me mad when she lights up a cigarette.

But while this may be valid for a few anti-smokers, it is

probably not the answer for most. Referring back to my
friend it is hard for me to believe that someone capable of

even suggesting the forced removal of fingers could be

such an altruist.

So there must be another reason, and I think it starts

with the popular perception of smokers. A few years ago it

was considered not only completely acceptable, but even

glamorous, to smoke. But with the link between lung

cancer and cigarettes solidified by the Surgeon (jeneral,

smoking has lost its appeal. Smoking isn't smart because

cigarettes kill.

So now, a clean, pure nonsmoker, watching a tobacco

addict reach for that essential, though life-threatening,

cigarette, finds it easy to feel self-righteous superiority to

heart and turns, "Yes, I do mind if you smoke." into

"Light that death stick and you lose you lips, pea brain."

Ours is an irrational response but, with our superior atr

titude, it's a response we feel is completely justified.

Thinking this way we zealots do not aim toward com-

promise with the inferior smoker but rather attempt to ag-

gressively impose our wishes on him, and meeting with

resistence we fanatics become self-righteously

unreasonable. We explode.

So smokers, this should help to explain the obsessive

resistence you've probably encountered. And, while it may
be no concilation, a do have sympathy for your pli^t. I

understand that most smokers feel a bit guilty about their

habit and would just as soon quit, and now they are being

forced to defend their smoking against these obsessed

non-smokers. Their defense of smoking has not gone well,

as smokers have been herded into nonsmoking sections of

restaurants, airplanes, and even office buildings. These
are tough times to be a smoker.

However, my sympathy is tenuous et best. Smokers,

beware, the smell of cigarette smoke brings out the fanatic

in me. It is the smell of burning tobacco that makes me
reconsider the finger removal solution. But don't worry,

I'm only half kiddmg.
Andrew Long is a UMass student.
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•Coming soon at the UStore*
MORE ASBESTOS PRODUCTS

AND
A complete line of silly-old gumper-bunnies sportswear

Ykirika Foods
Retort Meals...

a fast, convenient, delicious

new way to cut calories.
no added preservatives

Ten delicious meals
under 300 calories.

Only five minutes
to prepare and no
messy pots or pans
lo cle^n. Stores on
your shelf for five

years. Needs no
rcfricjeration. There s

never been a more coi ivenient or delicious way
lo watch calorie;. Sample some, soon.

SRA Enterprises a„i,..„,.„..„..,

RO. 1033 7^"
Northampton, Ma. /C^

01060 586^5299 or R62-64/7

TM

HAS
SOME

GREATCATCHES
FORTHELENTENSEASON.

ImctuJ

IT^THE ONLY FISH FILET
WORTH CATCHING.

Stop in and save on delicious Lenten meals throughout the season.

Crisp, golden fish filet sandwiches. Fresh green salads with all the

trimmings. And hearty hot stuffed baked potatoes with your choice

of toppings. Wendy's has all it takes to make Lenten meals special.

After all, you're Wendy's Kind of People.

.d 1983 Wtendv « Inlemational Inc All Rights Reserved

Fish Sandwich and
Side SaladOnly $1.50

($2.40 Value -Save 90^)

Chcesf. tomato and baron
extra and tax extra where
applicable Only one coupon
per person per visit. Not valid

wtth any other oiler or KIDS'
MF AL " OFTP rXPIRf"
AprtI 30. 1984

Fish Sandwich
Only 990

($1.25 Value -Save26<!:)

Cheese, tomato af>d bacon
extra and tax extra where
applicable Only one coupon
per person per visit Not valid

with any other oBer or KIDS'
MhAl - OFFLR KXPIRIS
April 30. 1984

$1.00 Off Baked
Potato, Side Salad
and Medium Drink

Tax extra where applicable.

Only or>e coupon per person
per visit. Not valid with

any other offer or KIDS'
MEAL - OFFER EXPIRES
April 30. 1984

namps

ZEBIZNIEF KAZERORECK
TEODORO MGOBO
HOSNI MUBARAK
EYE UN G'YOU

MISS iPP»0»IOl»SPM 10*

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13

$3200
Includ** mownting
plul MA St*l« Tai

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full S«rvic« Tir« Stof*

78 Si.nd«fl«nd Rd
^ " No Amh«rit MA ^ ^

Acroat t'om W«trob«» Stort

SUMMER JOB
Cap*. Cod. Mantw'i Vmayard. and
Nantuckat haw tttouaandi o( good
payino K>t>a avaitaMa to atudanis and

laactfam ttna aummar

A Diraclory Hating thaaa fotia by

wnftoym atao haa houairtg info and

toto appitcatioo finn»»

For an Imnoalata copy o^ tna >bB4

Oiroctory. aand U 00 linchidaa lat

Claaa Poataga artd itandfcig) to:

CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU
Box 9»4, Room 212

BamalaWa. MA 02030

/T oov» ^

Now** the Hbc
to call

North Amhertt
Motors

E«»art ra^alra t0

r«**ndltl«filng.

Rt.63, No Amherst

I

349-26a0J
"If it isn't better

by my next

period,

then I'll gp:

( )ne <if thf worst thinf;^ a woman
I an fvf r do lo htrself is fail to kci

a (t\ n exam as sixm as she senstv
somelhinu is wnmR If vnu think

vou hx\v am pniblem. make an
appionlmrnt with Preterm and

find i>ut Now Because the

limt' to . ate h the minor Ihm)'-

is when thrv re still minor
Preterm 7;jH-f>210

preterm

Tnr HHMl rxprnrrKrd
reproduclnr health cirr renter

in the Nnrthra^l
IMj Heariin strrri

Bniokline. M,Ao2Ufi
^1 n..r (ir .fit Valtf. Afr U .

tft-n ... ..un-rllflK

Sports
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Owls turn Hat Trick on Minutemen
By SCOTT HOOD
Coliegian Staff

Temple University has long been lingering

in the shadown of its Big Five brothers

VUlanova, St. Joseph's, and Penn. But no

more. Not with a respectable football team,

a Top 20 basketball team, and as the

University of Massachusetts found out over

the weekend, a top-flight baseball team.

They are so good in fact that, like

basketball, they are considered the favorite

to win the Atlantic 10 title.

And you won't get UMass to argue with

that selection. The Owls pulled the hat

trick against the hometown heroes,

sweeping a doubleheader on Saturday, 4-2,

and 8-2, before exploding in the finale

yesterday, 14-7, to drop UMass' record to 4

12 overall.

You only need to look at the first inning of

the first game to understand how this series

went. In that opening frame. Temple
scored all four of their runs, utilizing three
UMass errors, three hits, and a sacrifice fly

against UM starter and ace Tony Presnal.
The big blow was RBI double by Bob
Niggebidigge (no, that's not a typo), while
Steve Yates collegect the SF. By the end of

the weekend the big inning would become
commonplace for the Owls as they scored 26
runs in the 23 innings of baseball.

However, 24 of those runs came in only six

separate innings. Four times they scored at

least four runs.

The Minutemen cut the first game defecit

in half with a two-out, two run rally in the

fifth. Andy Connors doubled home Jack

Bloise, who had reached on an error by the

shortstop, then strolled home himself on a

triple by Angelo Salustri. However,

Salustri died at third as Jeff Cimini

grounded out to short.

In the second game. Temple raced out to a

5-0 lead after five innings, then coasted the

rest of the way to hand Jim Knopf his first

loss of the season. Following a single tally

in the third. Temple plated three runs in

the fourth as Stu Drossner and John

Marzano contributed RBI hits.

UMass' two runs came in the sixth as

Cimini followed a free pass to Salustri with

a line drive home run to left. Temple scored

three runs in the bottom of the inning to ice

it. Jim Kobatiche earned the victwy to

raise his record to 3-0.

Yesterday, an avalanche of ten Temple

runs in the first two innings doomed UM.

Temple split the dama^ evenly, tallying

five runs in each inning. In the first, a two-

run double by George Clark, a RBI double

by Jeff Manto, and an RBI single by Pat
Tronoski did the trick.

The Minutemen bats came alive in the

second, scoring six runs, to take the only

lead they would enjoy in the entire series.

Two walks and two infield singles, suc-

ceeded by a pair of two-run doubles by

Salustri and Cimini.

Temple rebounded quickly, scoring five

times on only one hit. Two errors and three

walks did aid the cause, though. A solo HR
by UM's Tony Szklany cut the defecit to 10-

7 in the fifth, but the Owls again responded,

this time with four runs in the bottom of the

inning, three coming on a homer by Peter

Yates.

Go with the Hoyas
thanks to a dumb GUY
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Houston coach Guy Lewis and the

Georgetown defense, one's terrible and the

other is awesome. You've got two guesses

to pick which one's which and the first one

doesn't count.

It's a definite blessing not to be a Cougar

fan. Lewis is dumber than this scribe

originally thought. He did his best to give

the game to Virgina. a la N.C. State a year

ago. but failed, winning 49 47.

It perplexes most college hoop observers

why Houston, despite great quickness, a

inspiring big man in Akctn Olajowon stays

in a zone defense. Especially against a team

like Virginia with a weakness at center.

Houston is by far the best team at falUng

into their opponents tempo..Virginia

couldn't have asked for a better game to

Ewing. MVP Michael Graham, who's now
holder of the "Sickest Hoya" title, and the

gaggle of hot shooting guards who populate

the Georgetown roster made the Kingdome
a living hell for Joe B. Hall and crew.

Kentucky was held to two points in the

first 17 minutes of the second half, shooting

four percent from the floor. Mel Turpin.

Jimmy Master. Dicky Beal and Kenny

Walker should be charged with fixing the

Kingdome rim. they clanged the ball

against it that often. Anyway...

Commentary
take, it's a real shame someone had to win

this one.

The Hoyas were flat out dominant over

Kentucky in notching a 53-40 victory,

without a doubt the best show of defense

the NCAA has seen in two years.

Georgetown, if you really think about it,

won the game in the first half. With Pat

Ewing on the pines with three fouls the

Hoyas stayed within seven points of the

Cats. If you follow the Big East champs you

know they're a second half squad and with

Ewing back in to start the final period it

was but a matter of time.

(Jeorgetown 62. Houston 50. The Hoyas

roll to this tourney championship with

another strong second half. They'll pro-

bably trial at halftime but Ewing will wear

Akeem down. Gene Smith will do his usual

defensive job on Houston's guards and

Hoya guard Reggie Williams is bound to

shoot better than he did against Kentuckv.

Unless the refs put Ewing on the bench

with another one of those, "now boys that

isn't nice" double fouls. tJeorgetown will

finish off a j^reat season.

.lohn Thompson, guaranteed, will coach a

better game than Guy Lewis. After all

Lewis once said. "It doesn't matter how

you lose, as long as you do." OK Guy. I'm

glad you don't care anyway.

Houston, has made it to the final game

two years running and the Final Four three

years straight. How is anybody's guess.

Lewis, any real hoop fan has to hate this

guy, survives on raw talent alone, but if the

Twin Towers didn't topple Georgetown,

one Akeem sure won't.

APUaarylMMo

GETTIN' MUGGED — Houston Cougar junion center Akeem Ola-

junon fights for the ball in a game earlier this season. Akeem will lead

the Cougars against the Georgetown Hoyas in the NCAA championship

tonight at Seattle.

Track team facesNew Hampshire thisweekend
By M.E. Murrya
Collegian Staff

The recent wet weather hasn't dampened

the spirits of the University of

Massachusetts men's and women's track

teams. The two squads continue to train in

anticipation of this weekend's opening of

the outdoor season.

The women wOl travel to Rhode Island tc

Compete at the URI Invitational while the

men will host Dartmouth at a dual meet.

Saturday's action will get started at 1:00

p.m. at Derby Track (behind the baseball

field.)

The Minutemen finished tenth in New
England last year and will have their hands

full taking on the Green from New Ham
pshire. Dartmouth was third in New
England last year outdoors and features a

couple of ail-American distance runners in

Frank Powers and Jim Sapienza.

Many of the UMass men's squad are

coming off a strong finish at the close of the

indoor season. The team's middle-distance

strength powered them to a surprising

fourth-place in Now England.

Finishing that well outdoors will be dif-

ficult during a season that places much

more scoring emphasis on field events, a

weakness for the Minutemen.

*7f tvill be difficult to

break the top five in New
England. We would like to

finish as high as possible in

the second five."
— UMass track coach

Ken O'Brien

"It might be possible to match our (indoor)

accomplishment at the conference level.

"

says Coach Ken O'Brien. "But it wiU be

difficult to break the top five in New

England. We would like to finish as high as

DOfjeible in the second five."

i^^^k tor John ivcelan, Jan ^ovaK, i'aui

Stanislawzyk. and Ted White to be running

anything from the 8 to 10.000 meters. (We'll

experiment in the early season to find the

best spot for everyone." - O'Brien)

Tom Carleo will enter both the 800 and the

mUe while Brian Osborne will be the

number one quarter miler. Rawle Crishlow

did well indoors in the short sprint hurdle

events. Todd Johnson and Jerry Espinosa

are both improving as hurdlers.

Moving to the field, Ferde Adaboe has the

potential to be a good scorer at the New
Englands. He finished second at the

Easterns in the triple jump last year as a

treshman.

Senior Jamie Amico's personal best pole

vault of 13-9 is just under the school record

he should get a good shot at it this Spring

along with scoring at the New Englands.

The leading thrower of the squad is Kyler

Foster who last year took fourth in the

Javelin at the Easterns. Shot Put specialist

Neil Martin is expected to score some big

points after a satisfying indoor season.

The UMass women's team is solid in the

throwing events but is a bit inexperienced

just about everywhere else. Liz Patterson

will score well in the discus and shot put;

she'll also hit the track as part of the 4 x 110

relay team.

Debbie Cousins will also compete in shot

and di-scus Cindy Kraupa is the number

one javelin thrower.

in me distance running events, LMass is

young but has shown their desire and

competitiveness throughout the

crosscountry and indoor seasons.

Juiiio. xviduiecii u iwculy, plagued by

nagging injuries all year, will lead the

squad. Deidre Doyle and Chris Pratt have

been consistent all year at the longer

distances.

Eileen Kelly seems strong at the mile;

freshmen Sue Goldstein and Barbara

Cullinan will run the 200, 400, and some

relays.

Deborah Smith is coming off a hamstring

pull but is a good bet to score in the 400.

Kayla Morrison has the qualities to be a

strong scorer the 100 and 200.
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D,C. Menu
LCNCH

Roya^ Zucchini

Bet'l Parmesan
Downsidtr Sandwich

DINNKR
Oriental Stew

Fisherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce
Deviled Egg
Cold Plate

BASK S LIJN( H
(ianien Chili

(irilled Cheese
on Wheatberry

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach S(]uaies

Fisherman's Plate/

Tartar Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited h> Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

I9t4 l.m Aii|*tn Tian S>*dicalr

ACROSS 50 Unearthly 12 Yellow pond lily

1 Expression 52 Come forth 16 Singer Ed

demanding 54 Stouthearted 19 Carried on a

silence 57 Boas relative vigorous

6 Weight 59 Siesta sound conflict

allowance 60 Common noun 21 Carof the1920'8

10 Politician's ending 25 Irish export

support gp 61 Wow. in 26 River in

13 Part of a long "Variety
" Gloucestershire

poenn 62 Atelier 28 Circumvent

14 List entry accessory 29 Nickname for a

15 Podridapot 63 June bug princess

17 ttie hills 64 Flacks forte 32 Socks of a sort

18 Ample space 65 "some must 33 Memorable name

20 Wavers watch, while in Belgrade

22 Ordinance some must
" 34 Actual being

23 Broncobuster's 36 Belittler

show 37 Hat feature

24 Rainbows DOWN 38 up an engine

25 One of the 'Oz" 1 Native of 41 Rodentlike

actors Inverness 44 Late night flight

27 "Just 2 Hearty s 45 Seaman in the

chance

'

companion Royal Navy Abbr.

30 Palindromic name 3 Kind of pitch 46 Word following

31 Regard with 4 Fixed part of smoke
profound esteem a dynamo 47 French director

35 Publisher Nast 5 Did a gardener s Clair

38 Scott Jopltn job 48 Rectify a text

opus 6 Dons, as an apron 49 Vanzettis

39 Patron saint of 7 US coastal associate

France region 51 Artifices

40 Made beloved 8 Gettysburg side 53 Slithering

42 Round Table 9 Feeling 55 Herbert

titles Abbr 10 Curtain across a Beerbohm
43 Valor doorway 56 Sharp, short bark

46 Dark colored plum 11 Felipe Jesus and 58 Have the

47 Aftermath Matty top spot

1 ? 3 4 5

1

6 7 i 9

1

10 11 I?-'

13 14 15 16

"^ iS

i

W ?1 71

Pr~ ?4

?6 ?7

I
3S

^^^1
\h 11

1

32 33 34

35 37 M

73- 41

1 46

4?

H^^H43 44 45

Tr 4« 49

P
1

56 51 ^H
5?

1

55 i6

S? 59

io

I
61 6?

63 64 i%

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •^r^i^^

call 545-1995

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Spew
Spam
Splee

DINNER
Leftover Spew
Leftover Spam
Leftover Splee

BASICS LUNCH
Natural Spew
Spam Tofu

No Splee

BASICS DINNER
Leftover Natural Spew
Leftover Spam Tofu

More Spew

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Ahts
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Winnebagoes

by Dandy Gordon

It's been only seven months since the

release of his last film, but director Lance

Slaughter {SvUxt Brain, I Think I'll Kill You

I-III) is finishing up shooting on his newest

film, Kill You; The Gore Trilogy part TV.

Mr. Willie returns as Slaughter's

irrepressible protagonist, a weapon-toting

psyche with malice in his heart. KiU You

promises to be a crowd pleaser, with more

carnage before the opening credits than

most gore films have in twenty minutes.

Slaughter may possible outdo himself on

this one. with clever sequences involving a

blind priest and a cheese grater, and two

young girls jogging into some barbed wire.

Always eager to offend, he's even hired a

production assistant from the UMass Music

Theatre Guild to narrate. Definitely not for

the squeemish.

Burt Reynolds and Clint Eastwood have

leen signed to star together in a new film,

entatively titled Dirty Smokey. The

picture will feature unrelated footage of

Reynolds driving fast and Eastwood

shooting minorities and weak rich people.

"It's already been proven." a Paramount

spokesperson reported last week, "that

plotting, narrative structure and dialogue

have nothing to do with a movie's success.

"

The picture's soundtrack will include songs

by Irene Cara, Cheap Trick and Kenny

Loggins.

Warner Brothers will produce Where's

The Beef, a motion picture based on the

popular recent television commercial. Not

much is known about the film at presstime.

but it will star an elderly senile woman and

be set in a restaurant where the ham
burgers have very large buns. The film's

title song. "Where's the Beef." will be sung

by Irene Cara.

For people who liked last year's Tarzan
The Ape Man but didn't care much for Bo
Derek scampering around naked, a bunch of

stuffy old English guys have taken the
other aspects of the story and produced
Greystroke: Even More Stuffabout Tarzan.
Hugh Hudson, the stuffy old director of

Chariots of Fire, has filmed Greystroke in a
similar vein. "We're stuffy old English
people, " the director said Friday, "and we
like stuffy old English movies. We also like

slow motion tracking shots and we're going
to use them over and over until a court
order tells us not to."

Local Best Bets: Plenty of good movies
around. The Hampshire 4 theatres has
Footloose. Hey Sailor, The Fez and You 're

One Dead Sonofabitch. The Mountain
Farms is currently showing Butter^fille is

Burning, The Fez, Bill the Coyote and is ex-

pecting Kill You; The Gore Trilogy Part IV
on Friday. The Pleasant St. tlieatre is

showing a retrospective of films by Hamp-
shire ('ollege film students. The bill in-

cludes Intrinaii^ Symhiotics of the Kiddlf.

Spatial Relative Coruicienres and Bantam
Luna and Fallen Trees. This last film is of

particular historic significance, as it marks
the first time a Hampshire film student

figured out what that focus ring in front of

the camera is for.

Winnebagos Trivia: Who was the se-

cond unit gaffer on Alphonse Ludlow's
1937 film. TheBalladeerofDiableUHmV. It

wasn't Victor Sternhagen). Answer to last

week's question: The article the was spoken
13,475 times in Henderson Conroy's first

six films.

A young lad finds office work no bonus when Mr. Willie shears his

head off, in Lance Slaughter's new film. Kill You: the Gore Trilogy

Part IV.
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. saves the ELASTICITY^
thai makes slockingSy^W' and wcgi

A dangerous myth has been

perpetuated in America for the

last twenty years by the so-calle<l

"feminist movement."
Militant feminists, especially those anti-

family, man-haters, have urj^ed young girls

all over America to leave their homes in

order to advance pursue their own selfish

careers. They have created a whole agenda

of non-issues, such as sexual harassment,

affirmative action, equal pay for e(4ual

work, and violence again.st women, in

order to advance the ambitions of their

own communist self-appointed leaders.

In the process, they have forsaken their

god ordained role of loyal wife and loving

mother, which in turn has served to under-

mine the family, the very backbone of

American society.

This communist inspired movement has

succeeded in distorting the 'real issues' for

girls in the 1980s, which are: keeping up to

date with the new and improved household

products and shampoos and conditioners;

decorating and color coordinating the in-

terior decor of the home, including mat-

ching toilet paper and towelettes; having as

many children as possible; getting involved

in the PTA and (ittier civic organize

supfH)rting our pr<' 'dent and milit..

they valiantly prott* t us from Sovi-

gression; and finally, tut most import

standing behind our men and serving

every needs.

Unfortunately, t'lc Collegian has
|

a role in {)enM'' •-'ing th's "fen

myth. For sevenl vcars we have

"woman's" editor whose job it was tc

articles and cnir events that

'feminists' said w*r-" important to gr

Now however, a< are pleased t

nounce that all this has changed. Begir

ms;

as

ag-

tly,

leir

yed

St"

d a

rite

the

an-

ling

news depar' lent

I
lage to covering; real

like new trends in bak-

I'lise cleaning metf^ods.

We'll do features hd Phyliss Schlafiv and

Anita Bryant and other positive role

models for today's t'>llege girls. We'll run

the latest reciiHs. We'll announce

engagements and hirths of alumni. We'll

even run an advice <olumn for girls who are

having problems p!<;i.sing their men.

We hope all the nu-n and girls at I Mass

enjoy our new ladies page. In our own hum-

ble way we think its a positive step in the

right direction.

t(Miay, the "won
will devote an en;

girls events. Thin>4

ing. fashions and

Today's recipe: glazed spam

Today 's Recipe is.' Glazed Spam

Hi girls. Today we're going to make the

Galloping Gourmet's specialty — Glazed

Spam.
You'll need a can of frozen orange juice

concentrate, some orange brandy, and ten

cans of fresh Spam. You'll also need a dash

of curry, two tablespoons of vanilla, and

two teaspoons from one of those green

spice bottles.

Arrange your Spam neatly in a 2x3 inch

Spam baking pan. No need to grease the

pan. Pour the contmtrate and one pint of

orange brandy into the Spam pan and

'delicately sprinkle all the spices on top of

the mixture.

Place the Spam in a pre-heate<i. 350

degree Spam oven until your Glazed Spam
achieves that deli^^htful mouth-wat<ring

golden brown coI(«r.

Don't forget to rlean the house, t.ike a

fresh bubble bath, and curl your h.iir in

time to meet him at the door with his <laily

paper, slippers, and a double martini with

three black olives

— The Collegian Cooker
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UMass forward to go NBAhardship
By B.A. SPORTSWRITER

AMHERST University of Massachusetts

forward John Hampull will declare hardship

and enter the NBA draft in May the

Collegian learned yesterday from sources

close to the team.

Hampull follows in the footsteps of former

Minuteman great Julius Erving who left

UMass in 1971 to join the fledgling ABA,
Philadelphia 76ers general manager Pat

Williams said yesterday that the team will

"try their best" to get Hampull in the draft.

"We're looking for a slow white guard,"

said Williams. "And Hampull fits the bill."

Celtic GM Red Aurback, never one to be

outdone, said the team was willing to give

up "anybody but Larry Bird" to obtain the

rights the UMass scoring leader of two

seasons. "Our last true slow white g^ard

was Chris Ford, so we're really looking at

John. He reminds me of Hank Findle," said

Aurbach.
The NBA office said Hampull was eligible

to declare hardship because he lives in New
Jersey. "That's hardship for anyone," said

an official who asked not to be identified.

Every college basketball on the East Coast

expressed disappointment at the move

since Hampull has been rumored to be

transferring to any school with a basketball

team.

"I'd love to have Hampull after all Pat

Ewing graduates in a year," said

Georgetown coach John Thompson.

"He's (Hampull) is another Jay Murphy,

he even blows off class," said Boston

College mentor Gary Williams.

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said he was
"disappointed" that Hampull was going into

the draft but said he was relieved that

Horace Neysmith and Donald Russell will

stay at UMass for their senior seasons.

"I know the Lakers want Donald and I'm

sure Utah covets Horace. I just hope the

rumors about Jack Sheehan going aren't

true," said Gerlufsen.

Hampull was unavailable for comment on

his decision but his agent Bob Wolf said that

the 6-6 shooter will hold a press conference

soon to discuss the issue.

"John's so happy to be getting out of

Southwest he's out celebrating," said Wolf.

USFL Blitz and
Gunslingers to

merge and move
By CARL GOPHER
Collegian Outlaw

NEW YORK - United States Ffwtball League com-

missioner Chet Simmons announced yesterday that the

financially troubled Chicago Blitz and San AnU)nio

Gunslingers franchises will merge and move to a new

location next season.

The new team, to be known as the Belch, will be

located in Belchertown after USFL officials and town

fathers pounde<i out an agreement to bring the team to

Massachusetts.

Belchertown will construct a 35,000 seat domed

stadium within the city limits, to l)e known us the

Belchdome.

The team will play their home games in UMass' Alumni

Stadium until the Belchdome is completed in 1987.

UMass officials tried to land the Belch but negotiations

fell through. UMass athletic director Frank MiEnery

said, because UMa.«s wasn't willing to dome Alumni

Stadium.

Simmons announced the move of the franchise after a

vote of league owners revealed that they felt Western

Mass. was a viable franchise area. USFL officials felt

that a t*»am here would attract fans from the

metropolitan Worcester, Springfield and Hartford areas

along with former fans of the Boston Breakers.

"We will he the biggest thing that ever hit that area,
"

Marv Levy, the Belch's new coach said. "What do people

m Belchertown do anyway except tend their farms and

watch the grass grow."

However, some Blitz and Gunslingers players were not

happy with the move.

"I'm not pleased at all," former NFL Buccaneer

quarterback I>oug Williams of the (Jun.slingers said. "I

don't want to play in a cow field."

Vince Evans. Blitz quarterback said. "What kind of

skyline and nightlife can this place have? (Jreg I>andry

^Arizona Wrangler QB and former UMass player) said

the k)est place to go is some place called the Pub where

you can pound a few brews on a Wednesday night."

UMass athletic director Mclnery welcomed the tern-

porar>' stay of the Belch at Alumni Stadium. "We'll final-

ly be able to pave P lot and lot 21 and 22 with the extra

money."
UMass will receive $15,000 a game as rent for the

Belch using Alumni Stadium after the Belch show a pro-

fit.

"We are confident in the Belch," said one UMass of-

ficial who declined to be named. The Belch will play nine

home games in Amherst.

One local group already opposes the Belch, though.

The University Peacemakers are opposed to the in-

troduction of spring football because it is too violent.

They also think that the Belch nickname is derogatory

and plan to propose that the Belchertown franchise

change their nickname to the Flying Pansies.

"We want to get nd of fall football and spring football

won't help us," one Peacemakers official said. "We're

out to clean up all this violence."

Whalers get a steal

Awesome HARTFORD In a blockbuster trade, the
Hartford Whalers obtained goalie Pete peeters, defen-

seman Ray Borque and right wing Rick Middleton from the
Boston Bruins for Goalie John Smith (who was retired),

defenseman Marty Howe and Shooter Chris Kospopolis.

Kospopolis and Smith were immediately demoted to the

Bruins farm club in Richmond. Bruins general manager
Harry Siden defended the trade. "We wanted to establish

a good rivalry with the Whalers and we are so deep, we cafi

afford it."

Fans in Beantown stormed Bruin offices while Whalers

fans made G.M. Emile Francis a saint in the insurance city.

SCARED SHITLESS - Utah Jazz Darrell Griffith and New York Knicks Bernard

King became paralyzed with fear when the basketball stopped in midair and asked them

what time it was during yesterday's game.

Minuteman nickname shot down
By FREDFARKLE
Collegian Stall

In a sudden and surprising move yesterday, the

University ofMassachusetts administration announced

that they will indeed heed to pressure from a campus
group known as the Peacemakers, and change the

University's Minutemen nickname. The new title - the

Silly Old Gumper Bunnies.

The change signals a victory for the Peacemakers, who
had lobbied against the utterly obvious evil implications of

the Minutemen nameplate. The group protested long and

hard claiming the Minutemen symbol was sexist, war
promoting, and stood for various othtr bad things.

The new nickname, the Bunnypeople, came about after

many hours of debate and deliberation. An administrative

spokesperson, emerging from the meeting's end, drenched

in sweat after the emotionally draining session, was elated

with the selection. "I think we really got it this time. This

is the one. and we're just tickled to death here," he said.

He added that he felt "pretty sure" that the Peacemakers
would be pleased, and could only foresee one snag in its

acceptance with the group. "I hoep they don't consider it

demeaning to animals. We just felt the furry little gfuys,

uh... creatures, would be a great solution."

One member was reached from the Peacemakers, and the

elation was evident. "Hey, this is really great, you know.
I mean, I can't speak for my whole group but just getting

rid of that fascistic Minuteman is terrific. The Bun

nypeople sounds pretty good to me. I even love carrots. It

sounds kindacute, and cuddly.

The new sympol is quickly being printed up on posters,

programs, and sportswear for next seasons football and

baseball campaigns, with the slogan, "BUNNY FEVER-
CATCH ITI" The picture shows a spiffy looking bunny,

dressed in Massachusetts red and white sweats, looking

tough (but not too tough), and waving a bright orange

carrot (where the rifle once was).

Reaction from many of the once Minutemen sports teams

was not expected until tomorrow, but some word did

manage to filter out.

"Well, Tve never quite heard of something like this," said

new football coach Bob Stull. "I guess we'll just have to

convince this team that bunnies can play this game too."

Added a more adament Basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen,

"Basically, I want to protest. I don't care how tough

Thumper was, I don't like it at all."

The University, itself, immediately announced that a

large shipment of ripe carrots is enroute to the athletic

department and will be passed out to al varsity athletes.

"If we're going to do this thing, " said one administration

official, "We're going to do it right."

Meanwhile, NCAA opponents of UMass were heard to let

out a collective laugh, as one lacrosse player said quietly,

"Coach, does this mean we have to wear little white tails on

our uniforms?"

"I certainly hope not," answered lacrosse mentor Dick

Garber, shalung his head. "I certainly hope not."
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Martin Luther King Week

Sherwood Thompgon, director of the Office of Third

World Affain ditcuMea MLK Week.

photo by Begun Eubanks

by Oneida Fox
Nummo Correspondent

Martin Luther King was assassinated on April 4,

1968, and on the week of this anniversary, April 1-8,

he will be remembered at the University of

Massachusetts. Matin Luther King Week will serve to

remind people not to allow his dream to die with him,

but live on in the spirit of all. The theme of the week
being, "Fon/vard from the Past: Black Political Power

in the 80's."

This week will depict the need to continue struggl-

ing for human rights. The speakers and programs are

centered around updating and projecting the efforts of

human right issues.

The Martin Luther King Week Planning Committee,

with 15 student and faculty members, was established

in 1979. This year's events are sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program, Afrlk-Am and other

student organizations.

The committee has dedicated themselves to preser-

ving the week in King's memory. The goal is to bring

alive his spirit, to remind people of his ac-

complishments, and to help people carry on in his

tradition. "The tradition being, the struggle for

acknowledgement of people of color as full citizens of

this country," Dave Martin, sophomore and commit-

tee member said.

This week will celebrate the life, the works, and the

ideas of Martin Luther King. And will provide informa-

tion on what is being done today to promote the in-

terest of "traditionally and politically disenfranchised

people across the country," Martin said.

"This week is not just a celebration, but more so it is

a reaffirmation of what King stood for," Sherwood
Thompson, committee member and director of the

Office of Third World Affairs. Martin Luther King's

dream was that eventually no one would be judged

solely on his color, or race.

"This week is to promote this dream, and to make it

a reality because it is far from being one today, " Mar-

tin said. This week will make people aware that even

though we (society) would like to believe that King's

dream is a reality, it is not and the committee is to re-

mind people that inequality exist today. Black people

are still being denied ccess to major institutions, he

said.

"Martin Luther King Week is the time to re-define

the role of Third World people in America and

American universsities," Thompson said. "We (socie-

ty) should in memory of Martin Luther King also

celebrate Jesse Jackson because he is with us, he is

still alive, and is carrying King's dream of human
rights."

Thompson believes that there are little changes at

UMass in relation to years past in reference to Third

World students. Because of this, the week will try to

reactivate student involvement in campus organiza-

tions.

Minority students should become more active in the

progress of human rights; they are here because peo-

ple like Martin Luther King struggled for them to be

here. Third World students are here but they are not

contributing. The activities during the week will be us-

ed to highlight this fact, said Thompson.

"Not until we re-define ourselves, the times we are

living in and our profess purpose in life can we honest-

ly and seriously deal with the world around us. This is

what Martin Luther King Week is about," he said.

Editorial:A Dream's Value
by Oneida Fox
Nummo Correspondent

Martin Luther King was a noble, righteous man,

very sensitive to the rights of his fellow person. Dr.

King preached and practiced peaceful demonstration,

not violence, to change the system. I strongly believe

if any one American has done anything for this coun-

try. Dr. King has.

Born on January 15, 1920, he struggled throughout

his life to free people from the bondage of discrimina-

tion. He fought against the Ku Klux Klan, but his fight

was not just for his own race. Dr. King fought to uplift

oppression as it exist-ed worldwide. Dr. King was not

just a Black man perse, he was a man who wanted to

do service for all humanity.

When Jim Crow laws did not permit Black people to

sit in the front of busses. Dr. King established a

boycott until the rules were amended. When Black

people were not allowed to eat or drink in dining

establishments, Dr. King staged rallies in which Black

people peacefully disobeyed these laws. When Black

people were not allowed to attend universities, Dr.

King helped to change the situation.

Martin Luther King, and followers staged sit-ins,

walk-ins, boycotts, demonstrations, and walked miles

for the cause of freedom. He showed the world that a

minority well organized could peaceably make

changes and be recognized.

While Dr. King lived, he attacked congress' lack of

dealing with the issues of poverty and unemployment,
while they spent money for a war in Vietnam. Dr. King

was outraged at this country's sense of priorities.

Martin Luther King was a man passionately commit-

ted to non-violent social action. Through the rallies,

boycotts, sit-ins, walk-ins, and his philosophy of

change he will always be remembered. Though few of

his goals were met in his lifetime, we can see many of

the end results today.

True, we still have racial discrimination, and unfair

treatment of the poor, and an established racist

organization: the K.K.K., but we as a nation have

come a long way in efforts to stamp out racism. We
owe part of this achievement to Martin Luther King,

for his early efforts.

Martin Luther King should be remembered for all of

his efforts - a remembrance for peace. Dr. King did

not live long enough to see his dream of equality come
true, for on April 4, 1968 came the end of a great man
- he was assassinated.

Dr. King lost his life, not only for the cause of bet-

tering humankind, but to better this country. I can on-

ly hope that his dream can be a reality in my lifetime.

Martin Luther King tried to change this country for

the better, and lost his life for trying. Martin Luther

King's achievements should be known to all. His ef-

forts should be used as an example of a human being

with a vision for a better humanity: A humanitarian.

NUMMO NEWS is reprinting this article from the

BLACK COLLEGIAN March/April 1984 to make the

community aware of this vitally important issue; and
with the hopes that students will write letters to their

congressional representatives protesting a bill that

would effectively exempt media corporations from
complying with Federal Communications Commision
standards.

A major piece of legislation is moving through Con-
gress that will, insist James Dowdy, President of

Magna Media Corporation, "Just about totally freeze

minorities out of the mainstream broadcast industry.

The process, known as the "comparative renewal pro-

cedure," is threatened with extinction by those in-

terests which want to keep ownership of the broad-

cast industry in the same hands."

The "comparative renewal procedure" is the pro-

cess which requires that the license of each broad-

caster automatically comes up for renewal every five

years. If he or she has not met the required Federal

Communications Commission's standards with regard

to programming and other considerations and are suc-

cessfully challenged, then the broadcaster will have to

divest himself of the challenged property. H.R. 2370
or 2382, which are currently under consideration in the

House of Representatives (having already passed the

Senate), would eliminate the renewal process. This,

says Cecil C. Butler of East Lake Communications,
Inc., "would provide current owners with the security

of no comparative renewals and licenses in

perpetuity." Butler insists that " .the reason that this

legislation would gravely limit jstantial increases In

minority ownership is that comparative enewal
challenges to existing licenses is thp '^' tactical

*4K*u" aUb... O
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Editorial : Blacks Be Proud
by Donotte Wilson
Nummo Staff

Dedicated to Makeda Garvey:

"Negroes think and act Black, be proud of your black

skin and Negroid features, learn your history and ad-

mire your Black heroes, and even worship a Black God
and a Black Christ.

"

Marcus Mosiah Garvey was born in St. Ann's Bay,

Jamaica on August 17, 1887. He received his educa-

tion, from a variety of sources, from private tutors to

public schools. Garvey's first realization of the dif-

iference in humanity occurred when he was very

young. As time went on, Garvey became more aware

of the racial separation, and felt within himself that

something had to be done to make the races equal.

Before attempting to make the race independent,

Garvey asked himself and the people, "Where is the

Black man's government? Where is his king and

kingdom? Where is his president, his country, and his

ambassador, his army, his navy, his men of big af-

fairs?" When there was no response, Garvey felt

obligated to create these institutions.

Garvey studied in England for sometime and return-

ed to his native country, Jamaica with theories on

how to improve race's lot. Through these theories he

founded on August 1, 1914, the Universal Negro Im-

provement Association (UNIA).

The purpose of the UNIA was to unite the Negro

people all over the world into one body, to establish a

country and government of their own. He thought

that such a man would embace the ourpose of all

Black humanity because improvement was what was
needed at the time. All people of African descent were

requested to join.

By June of 1919, there were thirty branches in dif-

ferent cities and an organization of 2,000,000 Blacks.

Garvey made speeches which inspired many. He also

had his own philosophies about life and the race.

He said that "The only protection against injustice is

power - physical, financial, scientific...No white man

can understand and feel what a Black man suffers dai-

ly....There is no law but strength, no justice, but

power." He also said, "The main source of oppression

is the ruling class."

Garvey constantly reminded his followers,

Garveyites, that whatever their present troubles, they

were descendents of a mighty race, whose past

glories promised a future of greatness once the

Negroes of the world united to achieve a common
destiny. He felt that each race or ethnic group should

derive strength from their uniqueness.

The idea of "Back to Africa" meant that Black peo-

ple should go back to the only land they owned, into a

strong, independent nation. But because of mail

fraud, government infiltration and internal dishonesty,

the organization created to realize this goal collapsed.

Garvey went to the heart of the race and ripped

away unjustifiable aspects which were stunting the

growth of the race, and "The race is growing."

Marcus Garvey has his place in history. To many he

was a great leader, while others had and have no

desire to perpetuate the memory of this great race

leader.

The fact that Garvey was a race leader cannot be

denied. When one looks at the situation of Black peo-

ple at that particular time in history, one can only

come to the conclusion that Garvey did play a major

role in the history of the world, as well as the history of

Black people. He saw the need for changes in the

world, like Martin Luther King saw the need for

changes in the sixties. It was fortunate that Garvey did

make an attempt to change society for the better.

Kappa pledgees endure theu initiation process at the
Kappa party Friday night.

photo by Marc-Elliot Giles

Kappas' Pretty Boys Come to UMass
by Donette Wilson
Nummo Staff

With hopes of becoming a part of the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst Greek system. The fraternity

Kappa Alpha Psi (Kappa) waits with optimism.

In general, Black fraternities came into being in the

1920's. At that time Blacks were not allowed to join

the already established (white) fraternal organizations.

Therefore, Black doctors, lawyers, and college

students formed their own group.

In January of 191 1 , ten scholars at the University of

Indiana founded Kappa Alph Psi. The fraternity's mot-

to is "achievement."

When Gregory Roberts, dean of pledges, was asked

about the feelings of the administration, he replied

"there are still some things which have to be worked

out, through Greek Affairs concerning the Kappas but

tnere doesn't seem to be any complications envision-

ed. He also said that "guidelines were given, and there

shouldn't be any problem in meeting them."

The idea of Black fraternities on campus was ex-

pressed to be positive. There are hopes of Umass be-

ing the "trendsetter" of this endeavor. In fact many

Black leaders came out of these fraternities.

Few of the black men at Umass are pledging this

fraternity at this moment, it is a very tough job.

Pledgees are chosen on their academic standing, they

have to be well-rounded students and strong enough

to withstand the initiation process. Kappa Fraternity

hopes that there will be an expanison of fraternities

like these in the near future. Like many, this organiza-

tion hopes to be an inspiration to many other

endeavors not yet seen.

"GULLAH!"

Alice Childress will he directing an originalproduction
of her latest play, "Gullah!"

by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

Acclaimed playwright, novelist and director, Alice

Childress will be directing the UMass Third World

Theater production of her latest work, "Gullahl," to

be performed in the Southwest Hampden Theater on

April 5,6,7,12.13, and 14.

This new musical explores the lives of African

American descendants of West African slaves, who
reside in the sea islands off the coast of South

Carolina and Georgia.

It focuses on a young college graduate born on the

island who returns to study his people. The encounter

between the modern and traditional worlds is both

touching and humorous as he finds his way back to

his roots.

The music for "Gullahl" was composed by Nathan

Woodard and the musical direction for the UMass per-

formance will be assumed by Horace Clarence Boyer.

Woodard composed the score for "Young Martin

Luther King" (with book by Alice Childress), and has

worked with Melvin Van Peebles, Howard McGhee,

and in the acclaimed musical - "Hair," on Broadway.

He is also a trumpet player who has toured nationally

and internationally with big bands like, Gene Am-
mons, Louis Bellson and Duke Ellington Orchestras.

Boyer, an acclaimed gospel composer is currently

an Associate Professor of Music Theory and Afro-

American Music here at the University of

Massachusetts. He recently directed the music for the

Third World Theater's production of "Do Lord

Remember Me." He began his music career as a

gospel singer with his brother James touring the

country as "The Boyer Brothers".

Childress has been cited in many histories and

critical studies and is a major force in the development

of contemporary American theater. She was the first

Black woman to have a play - "Gold Through the

Trees," professionally produced on the American

stage.

She received an Obie Award for her play "Trouble

in Mind" and the first Paul Robeson Award for her

"Outstanding Contribution to the Performing Arts,"

from the Black Filmakers' Hall of Fame.

Her other plays include "Wedding Band" and

"Wine in the Wilderness," both stage and television

successes; "A Hero Ain't Nothin' But a Sandwich"

and the more recently published novels "A Short

Walk" and "Rainbow Jordan" both having been

widely praised.

Having received an artist-in-residence grant for the

1983-84 academic year from the Five-College Third

World Theater Subcommittee, Childress, as "guest

director in residence" has begun five weeks of rehear-

sals on "Gullahl."

This play vvi" he the final presentation in the Third

Continued on page 4

Roving

Reporter

Do you believe having Black fraternities on the UMass

camous will be positive; why or why not?

photos by Marc-Elliot Giles

Michael Nauis:

I'm glad they're here. It's about time. I welcome them

with open arms. I believe it will bring the Black com-

munity closer together.

Nell Grant:

No, I don't agree that Blacks should be

represented by Greek letters.

Louis Alfred III:

In general, I think It's positive for the community as a

whole. They have the capability to do many positive

things for the community. But it's up to the people in

It.

Coming from down south, most of the contact I've

had with them have been positive. I've seen frater-

nities do benefits, raise money for sickle cell and do

many fundraisers for other good causes.

An organization will only be as good as the people in

it. If they do what they can for the community, it will

be positive, but if they only party, then it won't be

positive.

Problem
by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

In the March issue of Valley Women's Voice a

woman wrote an article (or editorial) titled,

"Jackson's M.T.V.: Any Redeeming Social Value?"

She began, "On Christmas day, I saw Michael

Jackson's "Thriller" on MTV for the first time." The

whole article is a feminist critique of Jackson's

"Thriller" video, while the title encompasses all of

Jackson's video work.

More importantly, this woman ends the article with

"All I can suggest is writing to Epic Records (a division

of CBS records), which is the label Michael Jackson

records under, or to M-TV, and tell them how you

feel. Unified action ended the Rolling Stones' "Black

and Blue" advertising campaign; we can succeed

again."

I cannot see how anyone could possibly pick out the

"Thriller" video, and condemn all Jackson's video

work, while sidestepping all of the videos shown on

M-TV that blatantly perpetuate woman-hating.

If she was going to suggest writing letters to get

something taken off the air, you'd think she'd pick

Duran, Duran's video - the number one video accor-

ding to the M-TV polls, making it the one shown most

often.

In this video a Black woman is painted like a tiger

and is being chased by the band through the jungle.

She and the leader symbolically struggle and she ends

up prowling around a cage. He ends up watching her

with satisfaction even though he has a large scar on

his face. (It should have been called 'The Sexual

Safari'.)

And there are many other videos just as bad or

worse. Take the "Kiss" video for example. They tie a

woman to a bed, rape her, and then bring in chains.

Even Carly Simon's video glamourizes rape - or the

'chase and subdue scene'.

But Hasbrouck states: "Though this ("Thriller") is

not the most misogynous video being shown these

days on M-TV, (Musical Television, a cable station

which shows video-taped music 24 hours a day) it's

probably the most dangerous. It is subtle in its attack

on women, and it perpetuates the "woman as victim"

myth and reality." She continues later, "...after all, if

Michael Jackson does it, it must be greati"

I don't think her statement "...after all. If Michael

Jackson does it, It must be greati" is enough justifica-

tion for singling him and his video out of all the video

trash to boycott. People realize that Michael Jackson

is performing in the video and would not necessarily

assume that he goes around setting up these type of

(dangerous to women) situations in real life.

The idea that "It's probably the most dangerous

(video)... (because) it is subtle..." is inconsistent with

the feminist perspective on pornography - which is

also said to perpetuate the "woman as victim" myth

and reality.

Organizations working against pornography express

the opinion that increased exposure to (blatant-) hard-

core pornography is worse than increased exposure to

soft-core porn because increased exposure tends to

increase acceptance, so the standards of "normal"

become more dangerous. (Although neither is

desirable.)

When feminists critique pornography they seldom

go on a campaign against a particular person,

magazine or place, unless the person, magazine or

establishment does something excessively

misogynous compared to the current market. Most

groups say they do not want to censor what people

read or see (but rather make the public aware of the

detrimental effects such industries are having on

society.

)

Yet Ms. Hasbrouck singles out Michael Jackson

and his "Thriller" video. Jackson's video is a "horror

flick" video; it has^all the elements of a horror movie,

but in a reduced time-span: The woman is the victim;

you never know who you can trust; at the most

dangerous moments you're always alone; and you

never know when, or if you're really safe.

Why didn't Ms. Hasbrouck attack the entire movie

industry, the video industry or at least the horror film

segment of the movie industry? Instead she makes

Michael Jackson the scapegoat for the woman-hating

elements in media forms that started long before he

was born, let alone participated in them; and for the

new media form whose misogynous currents would

not even be remotely diminished by removing his

video.

His video is a remake of a classic horror movie from

the '508 - "I was a Teenage Werewolf." And at least in

his video the woman gets up and leaves the theater,

and her boyfried follows. In most horror movies and in

real life "she" would have sat through the whole

movie just to be near him. The video's movie scene

clearty shows the problem with horror films: women

are usually the victims.

Jackson's obvious enjoyment (as the date) of the

horror scenes, all the frightening changes "she" goes

through later on (which turns out to be a dream); and

the audience finding out in the end that he really is a

beast, can be interpreted as a message: Trust your

own feelings, beware of men who so thoroughly enjoy

horror movies, and an assailant isn't always a stranger

and does not always appear dangerous or unusual un-

til it's too late.

The video served to remind women of a few small

but very important precautionary measures to be

taken when going on dates: Leave when you feel un-

comfortable in a situation; be prepared to get home on

your own; and be prepared to protect yourself.

The point behind this counter-analyzation is that in

"Thriller" there is room for double-entendre. The
woman is never mutilated, raped or beaten - there is

still hope that she will survive, wake up to the real

truth, trust her intuition before it's too late.

Most videos that portray women as the victim are

made with the express point - the themeoi desecration

of women; there is no room for double-meanings, the

message is loud, clear and specific. The words to the

song often bear out the point, or the video explains

the words to the song; which does not say much for

the music industry.

I do not want to dismiss her critique of the basic

plot, because I do not see what healthy message a

man or boy could get from the video. But as I said,

this video is just a condensed version of a classic hor-

ror flick. Writing letter to remove the "Thriller" video

will only prompt people to question the motives for

singling out the Jackson video (as it has prompted me
to do).

Preventing the viewing public from seeing the

"Thriller" video would in no way alter the misogynous

messages broadcast on M-TV. With this knowledge

such action would indicate an unpleasant current run-

ning through Ms. Hasbrouck's thinking.

Ma. Hasbrouck's energies would better serve

women if she would do balanced, comprehensive

research before making sweeping condemnations and

statements about unfamiliar areas, and simply going

for the easiest target.

There should be a campaign to clean up the video

material on M-TV, rather than one to injure Michael-

Jackson's career.
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HAMPSHIRE- JOLLEGE
presents. . .

and COCA

LIVE! The Stars of "WILD-STYLE!!" featur-

ing the professional DJ.'s, Rappers, --

Breakdancers from New York City

• FAB 5 FREDDY
• BUSY B
• DOUBLE TROUBLE
• FROSTY FREEZE
• LARRY LOVE
• and introducing the POPATEERS

SATURDAY APRIL 7th. 10 pm- 3am Admis-

sion: $2,50 Hampshire Students $5.00 all

others. The Show will be at the Hampshire

College Dining Commons, Free beer with

I.D. - No cans, bottles or alcohol permitted.

AHORA LATIN AMERICAN WEEKEND

April 5: Latin American Films. One Way or

Another (Cuba), Pixote (Brazil) Campus
Center 101, 7-11 p.m. Free Admission.

April 6: Music & Dance with Luis "Perico"

Ortiz Orquestra at the Student Union

Ballroom. Tickets available at the Fine Arts

Center, from 9:30-4:30 weekdays. Student &
general public $5.00.

April 7: Cultural Event-"Student Activity

Fair" at the Campus Center Auditorium 1 1 :00

a.m. -5:00 p.m., with the participation of

"Sorobei." Free Admission. Also a Break

dancing group.

Support and participate of the activities that

your organization, AHORA has prepared. For

more information call us at: 545-2479.

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center will be sponsoring a

group entitled "Moving Forward: Asser-

tiveness and Leadership Skills for Working

Women." The eight week group being

facilitated by Susan Kohler-Gray will meet at

the Jones Library, 43 Amity Street in

Amherst in the Amherst Room. Meetings will

begin on Thursday, April 5th and will run for

eight consecutive weeks from 7-9 pm. Par-

ticipants are asked to register in advance by

calling the Everywoman's Center at

545-0883. The group is free and confidential.

The Third World Women's Program of

Everywoman's Center will be presenting a

workshop on BUDGETING: Basic Concepts

for Third World Administrators. The lecture

and discussion for this informative and prac-

tical workshop will be Marie Reid, doctoral

candidate at the School of Education. This

workshop will be held April 11th from 7-10
p.m. in Campus Center room 805 - 809. The

workshop is free and childcare will be

available upon request. Arangements must

be made by April 5th. For more information

contact The Third World Women's Program

of Everywoman's Center at 545-0883

Everyone Is cordially invited to Afrik-Am's

Open House

Where: Malcom X Center

Date: Thursday, April 12, 1984

Time: 7:00 P.M.

Come and find out about this dynamic

organization. Food and drinks will be served.

Join us at the X, we need your support now.

LESBIAN UNION

The L.U. office is open from 9 to 5 daily. Rap

groups are held at the L.U. Thursday nights

at 7 p.m. Peer counseling Hotline, at

545-3409, is open Monday thru Wednesday
nights from 5 to 9 p.m. The L.U. offers sup-

port through support groups, peer counsel-

ing and as a meeting place for Lesbians

April 4, 1984

"WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? a

Workshop and Film on Martin Luther King

Jr.

CC. 167 Time: 12:00 p.m.

MARTIN LUTHER KING PROGRAM 1984

Monday, April 2, 1984

Gospel Jubilee featuring David Jackson with

the Voices of Harmony Choir, Unlimited Joy

Choir and PRAISE! Student Union Ballroom

-8:00 p.m. FREE

Tuesday, April 3, 1984

Lecture by Dr. Mary Berry, Commissioner,

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. TOPIC:

Forward from the Past: Black Political Power

In the 1980's Campus Center Auditorium

-8:00 p.m. FREE

Wednesday, April 4, 1984

CC Rm. 163 Film "Amazing Grace" Time:

12:00 p.m. FREE

Sunday, April 8, 1984

A Tribute to Martin Luther King

4:00 p.m. Malcolm X Center Film: "Mon-

tgomery to Memphis"
Guest Speakers/ Refreshments FREE

THURSDAY NITE CLUB proudly presents...

New England's Number One D.J.

Mr. Marc Elliot of the WMUA'S Elliot Record

Review

In Davis Ballroom on Smith College Campus
Admission is FREE! Beer -I- Wine will be serv-

e d .

A Career Development Skills Group will be

offered through the Working Women's Pro-

gram at the Everywoman's 72 center from

April 24th - May 15th. Topics include self-

assessment, resume writing, interviewing,

and job hunting skills. The group will meet on

Tuesday evening from 7:30 - 9:30 pm starting

on April 24th for four weeks at the

Everywoman's Center. Participants are asked

to register by April 17th by calling 545-0883.

The group is free and confidential.
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Continued from page 1

avenue available to minority ownership in the major

markets where minority populations are significant.

Dowdy, whose company is challenging RKO sta-

tions, WOR Radio AM and FM in New York City,

observed that if the challenges to RKO are successful

and Black ownership emerges in several of the major
market areas, "then for the first time in history Blacks

will have a significant voice in the broadcast industry.

This presence would greatly and postively affect what
news is covered and how; who will be talk show hosts

and guests; what topics will be dealt with on talk

shows and specials; behind-the-scene technical jobs;

and all other aspects of the industry.

When John Russworm foui.ded Freedom Journal,

the first Black-owned newspaper in 1827, he was
motivated by the unassailable fact that no group of

people can expect another group of people to com-
municate its story to the world. That is why he set up
his own newspaper. That is also why it is important

that Blacks be represented on the ownership level in

the mainstream broadcast industry. And that is why
Blacks must join others, including those concerned

with children's programming to see that H.R. 2370 or

2382 are defeated in Congress.

Continued from page 2

World Theater's Spring '84 season. In conjunction
with "Gullah's" premiere, Childress will conduct a free

public lecture Saturday, April 7 at 1:CX) p.m. in the
Smith College Green Room (the theater building.) On
Sundays, April 8 and 15, there will be matinee perfor-
mances of "Gullah!" in UMass's Hampden Theater at

2:00 p.m.

Aside from pleasure, there are several reasons to
see this play. The play "Gullah!" and Childress's
career both span a great deal of African American
history. The play is opening during Martin Luther King
Week at the University. This year's MLK Week theme
is "Forward from the Past: Black Political Power in the
80's." Childress's play addresses the problem of how
to move forward without losing the past. Aside from
these critical reasons is Ms. Childress's formidable
talent.
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SHADOW STALKER — Sophomore Enfrineering major Steve

Bumlej diitiirba the serenity of the Franklin Dining Common walkway

with his ominous shadow.

A place where faculty learn
By LAURA YEE
Cdlegian Staff

The Institute for Advanced Studies in the

Humanities seeks to provide scholarly

activities for the faculty to achieve the best

quality in higher public education at the

University of Massachusetts.

Established in 1981 , the Institute tries to

"provide a focus for humanistic research"

and "a place for many disciplinaries to show

the vitality of human concerns" through

lecture series, seminars, public programs

and publications. Director Jules Chametzky
said.

After a two year trial period, the Institute

was evaluated by the Faculty Senate, which

recently moved that the mandate for the

Institute be renewed. The Senate con-

cluded that "the extensive scholarly ac-

tivities of the Insitute are of the highest

order, the credentials and contributions of

the scholars involved are impressive and

the scope of intellectual activity and

scholarship indicates a singular and

significant function."

Chametzky said newsletters are sent to

faculty members each semester to promote

research and thought in humanistic

disciplines by combining individual

research and collective effort.

"The seminars that break down the

isolation many faculty feel in a depart-

mental structure prove to be a force for

improved morale and pride," he said.

Chametzky said there is no other con

tinuing activity that is run by and for the

faculty that provides this kind of "all

university-wide and intellectual resource

for the faculty."

"The programs are organized under the

direction of a fellow, and through in-

terdisciplinary seminars the faculty meet

with fellows and dignitaries. We pick our

most distinguished faculty," he said. "We

are enriched, we read and hear more and

we change and broaden."

Even though the Institute "is a faculty

oriented service, Chametzky said, the

information learned "obviously reaches the

entire community because it reflects in

their teaching."

"Julius Lester, our associate director, got

the writer series (a speaker series on social

consciousness) going...one of the most

significant things we've done. We taped all

of the proceedings, which have been ac-

cepted by 39 AM radio stations plus FM,"

he said.

Chametzky said that lecturers range from

schdars and felk>ws from UMass and other

universities to visiting dignitaries from

Poland, West Germany and Hawaii. Topics

covered vary from interdisciplinary studies

such as "Women, War and Feminism" and

"Art and Technology," to "Social

Responsibility in Science."

'We've had poets, writers, and political

figures engage in symposia," Chametzky

said.

"The Institue has been granted $10,500 by

the Massachusetts Foundation for the

Humanities and Public Policy to conduct a

series during this semester and next called

'Writers Speak: America and the Ethnic

Experience," " Chametzky said.

"It's hard to raise money in an era of

business and science. We're not Harvard or

Yale, so we depend on building our track

record. Instead of hearing of fires and

falling bricks, the Insitute is here to

dramatize the seriousness and intellectual

intelligence of the University," he said.

Amherst to form panels

on life after fraternities
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The acting President of Amherst College

has announced plans to establish two com-

mittees to help reshape that institution's

residential and social life in the wake of the

school's closing of fraternities.

Acting President G. Armour Craig an-

nounced the formation of a 12-member

President's Advisory Committee on

residential names and a 20-member Presi-

dent's Advisory Committee on student

residential and social life.

Two months ago, the Amherst Board of

Trustees voted unanimously, despite stu-

dent protests, to abolish the college's eight

fraternities and seek improvements in stu-

dent life.

Terry Allen, asstK'iate secretary for

public affairs at Amherst College, said

yeterday that appointments to the commit-

tees would be made "in a couple of days."

Members of the committee on residential

names will include two Amherst trustees

appointed by George B. Beitzel, chairman

of the Board of Trustees, two alumni, one

faculty member, three consultants, and

four students who will be chosen by the col-

lege's Student Assembly.

New names will be selected for the

former fraternity buildings. Allen said

some names could include past residents of

the buildings. The committee is expected to

complete its work by the end of this

semester.

The committee on student residential

and social life will l>e a long-range commit-

tee that will work with President Petei R.

Pouncey, who takes office in June. The
committee will work to develop and imple-

ment a new residential system for the col-

lege.

The committee will include the 11

members of the College Council. Two
trustees, two alumni. (»ne faculty member,

one meml)er of the administration, and

three students who will l»e appointed from

a slate of 10 candidates recommended by

the Student A.ssemhiy will also be on the

panel, which plans to Ix^gin work in the fall.

University plans one-week

shutdown for steam repairs
By DAVID UNTON
and PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Suff

The University of Massachusetts will close

some of the buildings on campus for one

week this summer to repair steam pipes

which run under the campus providing heat

and air conditioning, officials said

yesterday.

Roger Cherewatti, director of the physical

plant, said he would present a plan today to

the Deans Council to repair the steam
pipes, which has been plagued by leaks for

several years.

The pipes are used to carry heat and air

conditioning to all building on campus from

the coal fuel plant. Six million dollars have

been appropriated in this year's capital

budget for temporary repairs to the un-

derground system.

Cherewatti declined to comment en

specifics of the plan but said all heat and air

conditioning will be shut off at several

buildings on campus, tentatively scheduled

to begin May 27 following commencement.
"I have got to get various details before

presenting the plan to the deans,"

Cherewatti said, "right now I'm doing

preliminary studies on the problems a

steam shutdown would cause."

Director of Housing Services Joseph
Zannini said the shutoff would cause

problems only for a few resident in Lincoln

and University Apartments and for

students remaining in Prince House in the

Southwest Residential Area.

Dudley Bridges, manager of building

operations for the Campus Center, said

hotel operations would be-closed because of

the lack of hot water. He said rusting pipes

have caused trouble in the building in the

past.

"If they don't do it now there would
probably be a 25-day shutdown next
winter. If we don't do it we would run into

some problems. We almost ran into some
problems with the heating system last

winter," he said.

Smith group protests changes
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Although most Smith College students are

pleased with the schedule modifications

which will take place in 1985, some Ada
Comstock Scholars (ACS) program
members are dissatisfied.

The Board of Trustees at Smith recently

voted to change their present class schedule

to conform with those of the other four area

colleges, which operate on a Monday-

Wednesday -Friday and Tuesday -Thursday

schedule. Smith is currently running on a

Monday Tuesday-Wednesday and Wed-
nesday-Thursday-Friday schedule.

Because many Smith students are com-
muters who stay at school for three days a
week to take classes, this policy "will effect

25 to 30 percent of students in some
measure," said Eleanor Rothman. director

of the ACS program at Smith. "We have a^
year and I don't know what type of
AnficinnK will Ka riDlHP

The Ada Comstock Scholars is a group of

students whose education must have been
interrupted for a mmimum of two years,"

Rothman said.
Continued on page ^
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the content of his character.

"
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BIKE BLESSING — The Rev. Alfred Kelly blesses these motorcycles outside a bar in San Jose,

Calif. It was the third year the priest has blessed the bikers bikes.

Terrorists strike

in Jerusalem;

dozens injured
JERUSALEM (AP) — Three terrorists fired guns and

threw four hand grenades at passersby on a crowded

street in Jerusalem yesterday, wounding at least 48

people, authorities and witnesses said.

Two passersby, one of them a former policeman, opened

fire and killed one terrorist, police said. The other two
assailants were captured—one at the scene and the other

in a getaway car. The interior minister, Yosef Burg,

identified the three as Lebanese Arabs.

The attack came one day after a column of Israeli tanks

fired on Syrian-controlled positions in Lebanon's Bekaa

Valley for the first time in a year.

The Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine—

a

faction of the Palestine Liberation Organization—claimed

responsibility for yesterday's attack in Jerusalem, and said

it was demanding release of Palestinian prisoners in Israel.

A statement issued by the front in Damascus, Syria, said

the intended target of the attack was the Israeli Tourism

Ministry and claimed some guerrillas had taken hostages in

the building. There was no indication in Israel that this

claim was true.

Police said two of the injured were seriously hurt. The
others suffered minor injuries, police said.

Witnesses said one attacker crouched on his knee and

pivoted, firing in all directions, while two others ran down
King George Street throwing hand grenades.

Special prosecutor chosen to face Meese Reagan re-affirms

'Star Wars' desiresWASHINGTON (AP) - Jacob A. Stein, a former

Watergate defense lawyer, was named special prosecutor

yesterday in the investigation of Attorney General-

designate Edwin Meese III.

A special panel of three federal judges chose Stein. 59, of

Washington, "to investigate this matter and to prosecute
for any violations of federal criminal law disclosed by his

investigation.

"It is ordered that the independent counsel shall have
jurisdiction to investigate any allegation or evidence of

violation of any federal criminal law by Mr. Meese," said

Judges Roger Robb, J. Edward Lumbard and Lewis R.

Morgan.

Stein, described by the presiding judge in the Watergate
trials as "one of the finest attorneys in Washington," could

not be reached immediately by telephone for comment.

Attorney General William French Smith last week had
asked the special judicial panel to name a prosecutor to

investigate all allegations against Meese, President
Reagan's counselor and top policy advisor.

Fourth *Green River' body discovered
SEATTLE (AP) — Explorer Scouts combing a wooded

area where three skeletons were found over the weekend
discovered a fourth skeleton yesterday, and all were being
examined as possible victims of the Green River killer,

officials said.

If the latest discoveries are officially identified as Green
River victims, that would bring the death toll in the seri«i

murders to 20. Twelve missing women fit the profile of

Green River victims, most of whom have been young

prostitutes.

No one has been charged in the slayings.

Explorer Scouts, called in after a mushroom hunter found

a skull, discovered three skeletons Sunday in a wooded,
litter strewn area near Star Lake, in an unincorporated

part of King County about 17 miles south of downtown
Seattle. The skeleton found yesterday was about 400
yards away from the previous discoveries, according to
King County police at the scene.

Another victim had been found last September less than a
mile away. Guards were posted overnight to keep people
from the site before the search resumed yesterday.
Capt. Frank Adamson, commander of the 40 member
Green River Force, said the four skeletons are the most
found in one site since October, when three victims were
found near Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, setting the

stage for a fight with Congress over curbing arms in space,

said Monday it would not be wise to open negotiations with

the Soviet Union on a treaty banning satellite killer

weapons that the Kremlin possesses and the United States

still is developing.

In a report to Congress, Reagan said "no arrangements or

agreements beyond those already governing military

activities in outer space have been found to date that are

judged to be in the overall interest of the United States

and its allies."

The administration argued it would be virtually im-

possible to verify Soviet compliance with any treaty, and

that it even would be difficult to tell which Soviet systems

in space could be used as weapons.

Correction
In last Wednesday's Collegian, Mark Myers was

misquoted in a story concerning an auto salvage

business.

Digest
Framingham residents vote

on school prater proposal

Bu The Associated Press

Newburyport rape case

due before jury today
NEWBURYPORT — The defense in the rape trial of two

policemen rested yesterday after a bar owner testified that

a young woman enjoyed having sex with the officers, and it

was "obviously what she wanted all night."

"She was enjoying it," said Stephen Harden, owner of Ye
Olde Ox Bar in Lynn, describing the 21 -year-old woman as

a flirt who was "bouncing around to four or five different

men.

'

After testimony from Harden and two prosecution

rebuttal witnesses, jurors began hearing summations by

defense attorneys and Assistant District Attorney Howard
Whitehead. Essex Superior Court Judge Francis Lappin

was expected to send the case to the jury last night or this

morning.

Two Lynn police officers, 31 -year-old Edward Jackson

and Unree Poellnitz Jr., 34, are charged with aggravated

rape and drugging a person for sexual intercourse. Harden
is accused of aiding the two under the state's joint en-

terprise law

The woman has testified she was handcuffed in the back

of a police cruiser and taken to the bar by the officers Nov.

22. She said the men raped her after getting her so drunk
she passed out. The victim said she has a learning

disability and reads at the third-grade level.

Harden testified that the woman was "being flirtatious

with not only the two officers but with others in the

bar...she was definitely bouncing around from one guy to

another to another."

FRAMINGHAM — A proposal for a daily school prayer,
based on the Declaration of Independence and
acknowledging the "laws of nature and of nature's God."
went before voters yesterday in a non-binding referen-
dum.
Supporters predicted an overwhelming victory, but

opponents vowed to fight the effort all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court if necessary.

Even if residents voted in favor of the prayer, a vote by
the School Committee would still be needed before it could
be implemented in this eastern Massachusetts town.
Framingham has 68,000 residents and 35,000 registered

voters. Officials said they anticipated a large turnout for
the widely debated referendum and other city elections.
The vote came the same day that the Supreme Court

agreed to decide whether Alabama's public schools may
have a "moment of silence" for meditation or prayer.

Gov. Dukakis' administration

takes on courthouse rodents
BOSTON — Rats infest a district courthouse and the

offices of the state's highest court leak, but the Dukakis
administration said yesterday it has a plan to help: state
takeover of selected courthouses.
Gov. Michael Dukakis has filed legislation to take over

what his office called the most dilapidated buildings in the
court system— all Suffolk County buildings, and the
Lawrence Superior Court, the vacant Cambridge District
Court, and the old New Bedford Courthouse. Other
counties could opt to turn their building over to the state,
under the bill.

The legislation, filed Friday, creates a new state Court
Facilities Authority to operate and maintain those cour-
thouses, and to pay more equitable rents to counties who
continue to own their own buildings, administration
spokeswoman Barbara Kopans said.
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Abortive exam-theft caper
lands Amherst senior in jail

By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

An Amherst College senior is currently

serving a three-month prison term for

breaking into the home of a secretary in a

scheme to obtain a copy of a mathematics

final exam so he wouldn't flunk out of

school.

Robert Peterson, 21, of Farmington,

Conn., admitted in Hampshire Superior

Court last week that he broke into the

home of a secretary the night before his

final exam last December looking for office

keys to gain access to a copy of the test.

Judge George C. Keady Jr. gave Peter-

son a five-to-seven-year suspended
sentence at Walpole State Prison and two
2V2-year suspended terms in the county jail

but ordered that only three months of the

term actually be served.

Assistant Northwestern District At-

torney David Angiers said Peterson plead-

ed guilty to breaking and entering, posses.s-

ing burglary tools, and larcency resulting

from the 4 a.m. break into the secretary's

home on Pomeroy Lane in Amherst.

Angiers said that Amherst police ar-

reste(i Peterson as he fled from the home

with a screwdriver, a utility knife, the

woman's purse, $196, a flashlight and a
nylon stocking Peterson used in the break-

in.

Under a new state law, Angiers said, the

victims of the crime were allowed to speak
at the hearing. He said Charles Sullivan,

the husband of the secretary whose home
was entered, asked the judge to put Peter-

son in state prison because of the trauma
the couple have gone through since the inci-

dent.

"He said he was traumatized by the inci-

dent and that he doesn't sleep well now,"
Angiers said. Peterson broke into the home
through a garage window and
"confronted" the couple, who were in bed

at the time, he said.

Angiers recommended a 2V2-year prison

term, with six months of that U) be served,

and asked the judge not to be lenient on

Peterson just l)ecau.se he was enrolled at

Amherst College.

But Peterson's lawyer, Richard Howland
of Amherst, told the judge that first of-

fenders rarely go to jail in this state for this

tyi)e of crime and descril>ed his client as "a
victim of a very upwardly mobile life style"

who made a desperate act.

SAFA lobbies for aid in D.C.

f>a*(lwi pkota hf ha*f Heller

SWEET TOOTH— Milt WilliMiis insirueta his grandson. Chip* in the

fine art ef SMpk sugar candy making at th« Mt. Toby Sugar Honse in

SwKkMrland.

By JOHN KENNEY
Collegian Staff

Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAP'A), a University of Massachusetts

lobbying group, spoke with legislators in

Washing^ton D.C. yesterday as part of an

effort to inform representatives about

student concerns regarding aid.

The group, led by SAFA president Cindy
Howland, is currently lobbying

representatives and senators in hopes of

defeating President Ronald Reagan's

financial aid proposals for fiscal year 1985.

The Reagan administration's plan includes

level funding for Pell grants, a 50 percent

increase in work study and elimination of

the supplemental grant program. 1,750

students at UMass currently receive this

grant program.
The proposal, if passed, will affect the 70

percent of UMass students who receive

some form of financial aid. Representative

Paul Simon (D-lllinois), who drafted the
proposal, wants to consolidate the Natwnal
Direct Student Loan, the Supplementary

Educational Opportunity Grant and the

State Student Incentive Grant into one

campus- based grant.

The plan would also cut the five percent

organization fee which students must pay

when they receive a Guaranteed Student

Loan (GSL).

While state schools are in favor of the

proposal, strong opposition is expected

from representatives of private colleges.

Dallas Martin, director of the National

Association of Financial Aid
Administration, spoke to 40 SAFA
representatives Sunday night in their hotel

rooms.

Martin addressed current financial aid

issues wuch as the Pell grant, the G.S.L.,

college work study, and the Simon
proposal, which is now being considered by
a subcommittee on educatran.

^Mnc mudi is Mat
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Restaurant, town at odds over license

3*::S

By TERESA QUIRION
Collegian Correspondent

For the next three weeks the Retail Sales Promotion class

of the Department of Fashion Marketing at the University

of Massachusetts will design the window displays for 21

Amherst merchants.

The class of 96 students has been split up into groups of

four and assigned to particular stores. The students will

complete three consecutive window designs, each

remaining on display for one week. The first displays were

finished last Friday.

Signs have been placed in the windows of participating

merchants, crediting the fashion marketing students with

the work. When the project is complete the students will

write papers about the experience and receive a grade.

The students of the retail sales promotion class study the

ways in which retailers promote their goods and their

image. Window displays are one form of promotion.

"The project gives students a chance to combine academic
knowledge with actual on-the-job experience," said Dr.

Jacquelene Robeck, who teaches the course and is

currently fashion marketing coordinator at the University.

Depending on individual store management, the students

will have varying degrees of control over what mer-

chandise will be displayed in the windows and how the

store's image will be represented.

"When you work in a store you never have full control. In

this project you learn how to work with what you have. I

think it will be fun," said junior fashion marketing major
Aggie Mullens.

The project has been conducted by the Department of

Fashion and Marketing for several years. In the past as

many as eight merchants have participated, but never as

many as the 21 involved this year.

Denis Perlman, manager of Silverscape. which is par-

ticipating for the first time, said "I was a little ap-

prehensive at first because we know what we want in our

windows, but we are glad to give the students a chance to

get some experience."

"Friday they did the first window and I think they did a

very good job," said Amherst Cheese Shop manager Kate

Hersey.

By MARY SHELIA LAUGHLIN
Collegian Suff

A recent University of Massachusetts graduate who owns
a newly opened Greek restaurant is threatening to sue the

town of Northampton because he was refused a liquor

license, but the town says he does not understand the

procedure of getting such a license.

Costas Emmanouihdis, owner of the Estia resteraunt on

Main street and a 1982 economics graduate, said he plans

to plead his case at the Norhampton town meeting today.

"I will attend the meeting and if I don't get a license then I

will sue the town for loss of business," Emmanouilidis said.

"I am fighting for justice because they will not give me a

license.

"In the past year Northampton has issued nine extra

liquor licenses," Emmanouilidis alleged. "This is over their

quota."

Mary Lou Molongoski, Northampton clerk of the license

commission said, "Emmanouilidis doesn't really un-

derstand the system."

"He never officially filled out an application for a license.

Molongoski said.

She said the city has met its quota and that "the only way
to issue more licenses is for the city to drop the quota."

Molongoski said the last full-liquor license was issued in

the 1960s and the last winr and malts license was issued in

1980.

She said the only way Emmanouilidis can get a liquor

license is through a transfer from a restaurant already

holding one. A fuU liquor license transfer costs between
$25,000, and $30,000. A wine and malts license transfer

costs $20,000, she said.

"Emmanouilidis doesn't want to transfer because he

doesn't want to pay the money," Molongoski said.

"I am the only one in an area of 65 miles that is an ethnic

restaurant," Emmanouilidis said. "A Greek meal goes with

wine," he said.

PhoUi by EUiM Hr«ir

CONCERT-ed EFFORT — Elvis Costello fans anxiously wait in line for ticket sales to begin

yesterday morning. Two to three hundred tickets are still available.
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"Almost half of the students are in their

30's,"she said.

Though most Ada Comstock students live

on campus or in surrounding towns, over 30

perrpnt of thp studpnt*; commute, some
from as far away as Vermont, Connecticut,

New Hampshire, and Cape Cod,

Massachusetts.

Rothman said many of the Ada Comstock

Students drive 60-70 miles to take classes at

Smith three days a week. "Most of the

women who commute have family or em-
ployment responsibilities," she said.

Frances Stotz, a 45 year old Smith

student, said, the Ada Comstock Scholars

program has allowed her to pursue

something she couldn't finish before.

"I am married and have a teenage child

and two full-grown children, (with this

program) I have been able to devote myself

to my family on the weekends, when they

want me the most, " said Stotz, who
attends Wednesday- Thursday Friday

classes and devotes Monday and Tuesday to

studying.

THp ACS program, which has been
operating for nine years, has students

majoring in everything except chemistry,

physics and astronomy, because "most

older students are lacking math skills,"

Rothman said. Most students are majoring

in English, literature, art, psychology, and
sociology, she said.

ACS students are allowed to study on a

part-time basis; all other undergraduates at

Smith are required to be full-time students.

The admission process for ACS students is

separate and different from routine ad-

missions. ACS applications are designed

especially for older students and eliminate

requirtments such as recommendations

from former high school principals.

Police crack down on phony ID's
University of Massachusetts police

reported that three men were arrested

outside of the Blue Wall in three separate

incidents for possessing an altered license.

The arrests were made between 3 p.m. and
5:30 p.m. last Friday.

In other action, a woman was arrested at

2:10 a.m.,, Friday for driving while under
the influence of alcohol, failure to keep to

the right and running a red light on
Governor's Drive, police said.

An 18 year old woman was arrested for

driving while under the influence of alcohol,

failure to keep within marked lanes and_

speeding. The incident occurred at 1:35

a.m. Sunday, according to police.

A ten speed bicycle valued at $500 was
stolen from Gorman Dormitory between

3:30 p.m. and 11 p.m. Wednesday, ac-

cording to police. A cable which secured

the bicycle was cut, police said.

Police reported that a radar detector

valued at $300 and a graphic equalizer

valued at $150 were stolen from a car

parked outside of Greenough Dormitory

between 8 p.m. Saturday and 10:15 a.m.

Sunday.
-TOM MIDDLETON

Students with Problem
Drinking Parents
Workshop: "Alcoholism and Family Systems:

Breaking the Cycle"

Date
Time
Place

Thursday, April 5, 1984

7:00 pm-9:00 pm
Room 302, University Health Services

This workshop features role playing activities

to help participants identify family patterns

which may prevent an alcoholic parent from
entering treatment. Discussion will focus on
practical strategies and resources for

helping a problem drinking parent.

Register by calling 549-2671 xlSl

DELTA ZETA
Sorority invites all

university women to

OPEN RUSH
Tuesday April 3 at 5:30

Wednesday April 4 at 5:30

Delta Zeta

11 Phillips St

For info call

& ask for

Suzanne or

Stephanie

549-6823
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CAMP NATCHEZ -top CO

ed camp located in berksliire mountains is

looking for exciting active people with

abundant energy for the following posi-

tions:

Soccer
Gymnastics

Tennis

Tennis Director

Sports

Ceramics &
Photography

General Counselor

Backpacking

Camp Crafts

Sailing

Canoeing
W.S.I.

Environmental Ecology
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i i
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j
4th Rm 911 Campus Center 9 am to 5 pm {

. Please drop in or call student employment, ;

\
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A question of

responsibility
Over the past few years, there seems to be a

contradiction hanging over the First Congressional

district of Massachusetts. Our Congressional

Representative from western Massachusetts, Silvio Con-

te, has had the distinct opportunity of running on the

Republican as well as the Democratic ticket. Upon closer

investigation, Congressman Conte has been far more sup-

portive of Reagan and the Republicans, which seems to go
against the needs and interests of his constituency in

western Massachusetts.

Dee Theodoras
Being the Congressional Representative from western

Massachusetts, Conte's politics have become quite suppor-

tive of Reagan's economic, social, and military policies

over the past fev years. In 1981, Conte voted against the

Demociatic Budget Resolution which sought to limit the

amount of cuts in such areas as Medicade, Unemployment
Insurance, Energy Assistance, Education Funding and
Housing.

The vote against this bill seems to be quite damaging to

western Massachusetts, when you consider the fact that

the average income for the First District (Western Mass.)

is far below fifteen thousand dollars per year. Conte also

supported President Reagan's "across the board" tax cut

in which one third of the tax savings was given to the

wealthiest 6 percent of the country's tajc payers. How
many of the wealthiest six percent of Americans live in

western Massachusetts?

Also in 1981, Conte voted in support of Reagan's second

round of budget cuts known as the Gramm-Latta II. These

budget cuts included funding for elementary and secon-

dary schools, which includes school lunches, and college

grants and loans, which a number of us here felt. Also in-

cluded Gramm-Latta II. was a 16 billion dollar cut in

assistance to low-income families. Yet, added to Conte's

support for Reagan's cuts in Education and social pro-

grams, is his support of increases in military spending and
especially 80 million dollars to the Military Government of

El Salvador. Is Mr. Conte trying to tell western

Massachusetts that the death squads in El Salvador need

your dollars more than the school lunch program for the

district's children does?

The confusion over Silvio Conte's support of

Reaganomics over the needs and interests of Western
Massachusetts is not so mystifying when you so consider

where Congressman Conte is coming from. Perhaps Con-

te's $762,000 in holdings in 1982 has something to do with

his zealous support of Reagan's "across the board" tax

cuts. Or maybe it's his stock investments in IBM and
McMoran, two large corporations involved in weapons and
nuclear production that makes him support Reagan's in-

crease in military spending.

All this seems to build up to one festering question that

many of us in western Massachusetts arc asking: Who are

Congressman Conte's constituents, wealthy Wa.shingt(>n

bureaucrats and defense corporations, or the people and

families living in western Massachusetts?

Dee Theodoras is a UMass student

Editorial Notes
Ovesitxaiiiing instiUitianal bairiei^

A racist epithet is hurled across a room on

campus; two Jewish students living in the dorms

find a red liquid and a message, "Death to the

Jews", delivered at their door; The People's Gay Alliance

has its sign defaced. The fact that these events all hap-

pened within the same week tells us something about the

level of harassment that occurs on this campus, the

shared oppression and victimization of diverse groups,

and the difficulties that victims of harassment have in

reporting problems.

We. the staff and students of SCERA (Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy) devote con-

sideraH'r-
*'— * ~ ^'^i' •''t^' issues of human oppression

and are appalled at the recent incidents of anti Jewish

harassment that have come to public notice. However,

our outrage and the welcome statement by the Chan

cellor somehow are not enough.

It has become clear to many of us that there are ob-

sUcles that stand in the way of effectively dealing with

these kinds of incidents. We estimate that over 90

percentof harassment goes unreported. Why? Students

are either reluctant to report harassment for fear of

inviting more problems, or they don't know where to

report the incident, or they somehow don't trust the

people or agencies that they are supposed to report to.

We feel that it is essential that a clear grievance

procedure be established and publicized, and that

students are assured that if they report incidents of

harassment they will be responded to with sensitivity

and promptness.

The University in many ways goes beyond existing laws

in good faith efforts to address problems of human op

pression. However, we need a clearly defined

mechanism equal to these policies, a mechanism which

will advocate for the victim, helping to overcome in

stitutional and social barriers that create fear.

In the meantime, the Residential System, Dean of

Students, and the UMass Department of Public Safety

are all available to respond to harassment. We must use

the channels that are available to us. Take an active role

in reporting incidents—problems don't disappear by

themselves. If you are harassed, or witness

harassment—report it! by David C. Martin

Freeman Woodson
et al ,

Letters —-^
Protest of Awareness Week Ad is not harmless

I
for appointment.

,^\

To the Editor,

As a student of this university I strongly protest the Gay
Awareness Week and the contained support of such ac-

tivities. I believe that some amount of money I pay in stu-

dent activity fees go to support the Peoples Gay Alliance.

As a member of The U.S. Army Reserve a portion of my
college expenses is repaid to me. Also, the pay I earned in

Basic Training and Advanced Training this past summer
goes toward my educational expenses. Although it may be

a small percentage of my money that goes to support and
cultivate homosexual activities, it grieves and angers me
to know that the physical and mental rigors I endured in

service to my country help to pay for such activities as gay
dances, lesbian encounter groups and other deviant ac-

tivities.

In this protest, I wish to call for a student vote to see if

the majority of this University's students wish to support

homosexual social and "cultural" activities. Is the Student

Senate willing to have such support put into a referen-

dum? It is about time that the needs of all were considered

before the needs of a group whose only claim for support is

a common sexual preference. What next, student money
to support sado-masochosts, pedophiles etc.?

If the homosexuals wish to hold a dance let it be totally

self-supported. It is not my wish to deny individuals of

their right to be gay but nor do I wish my hard earned

money to go towards funding of their social activities. I am
aware of gays and lesbians, but why do I have to pay a fee

to make everyone aware of them?

Kevin L. Eachus '88

Sonthwett

To the Editor,

We are writing in response to the extremely offensive ad

for a movie. Up the Creek in the Wednesday, March 28

Collegian. The ad portrays an almost- naked woman in a

raft full of fully clothed men. One man stands at the front,

holding a can of beer and "his" woman in the other. The

front of the raft, which faces the reader is made into a

woman's face and breasts.

This may appear to many as a bunch of guys getting

together to have some fun-- some booze, some girls, a

party. In the same issue of the Collegian was a story about

the same sort of partying done in Lynn where a woman
was raped by two of the men at a bar (the owner said he'd

be the "third one on" if he didn't own the bar). Another

instance of some g^ys havin' some fun with a woman oc-

curred in New Bedford in Big Dan's Tavern. The portrayal

of this woman, obviously on the raft and in the ad for men's

sexual pleasure, invites men to view and use women in any

way that men want.

If the reader's reaction to this is "Naw, it's just harmless

fun! You take everything the wrong way," we ask you to

ask youself, "Why is the woman practically naked while

the men's bodies are fully covered, including life jackets?"

Hint: the answer has something to do with making men

powerful and women vulnerable.

The ad is not only promoting a movie, but also a contest

based on the movie, encouraging readers to join; "So this is

your big chance to prove that you really are 'UP THE
CREEK' and Ucky." We ask the Collegian to prove that it

is concerned with the tacky portrayal of women in the

media by refraining from patronizing the sponsors of this

contest: Justin Ryan's, Plumbley's, The Pub, and Bart's

Ice Cream, who are promoting their businesses through

Abortion is

destruction
There has been a black cloud hanging over America

for the past eleven years, ever since the Supreme

Court legalized abortion in the Roe vs. Wade deci-

sion on January 22, 1973. Every 21 seconds since then, a

human life has been terminated by abortion. Think about

it. That's 4,000 lives a day, 1.5 million a year. In total,

more than 15 million babies have been legally murdered

since 1973.

Peter Dow
All of this mass extermination is ardently supported by

people who call themselves "pro-choice." More correctly

stated, it is "pro-choice to kill those who are not wanted."

Pro-choice supporters are just using this label to hide their

own lack of responsibility and accountability for their ac-

tions. Rather than admit their misjudgement, they instead

seek to destroy the evidence conceived. I would agre« with

them that the choice between having a baby or not should

be made. But it should be stressed that a responsible per-

son would make that decision before the act was commit-

ted, not afterwanis.

We must realize that along with a pregnancy comes the

responsibility of giving birth to the child. From that point,

the mother can either raise the child or give it for adoph
tion. There are many millions of couples in America who
have been waiting for years to adopt a child, but abortion

is, literally, killing their hopes.

In fact, there is huge epidemic of "convenience" abor-

tions in this country today. Recent statistics report that 98
percent of all abortions are peformed for non-medical
reasons. It seems, after reviewing these statistics, as if

supporters of pro-choice have lost their sense of what is

morally right and wrong.

Pro-choice advocates argue that they have a right to

privacy — to do with their bodies as they see fit. "This is

true — but to what extent? By justifying abortion as a
private matter and decision you also justify, for example, a
man miu^ering his wife in their home. The point is, if a
child in the womb can he redefined as a non-person, so can
a child (nit of the womb. So can the elderly. So can
anyone. Whatever justification that is given for killing a
child in the womb will serve to kill a child after it is bom.
Whatever justification that is given to killing the han-
dicapped and the "unwanted" in the womb applies to the

handicapped and the "unwanted" out of the womb.

At last, some legislators in the Massachusetts State

House have attempted to lift the dark cloud that has

covered the nation since Roe vs. Wade in 1973. The Pro-

Life bill has called for the elimination of state funded abor-

tions except in ca.ses of medical emergencies (2 percent of

all abortions). Perhaps it is fitting that Massachusetts,

America's so-called "most liberal state," is taking the first

step towards outlawing this horrible crime against

humanity.

Peter Dow is a Collegian correftpondent

the promotion of sexism and the degradation of women,
until they make a public apology.

Editor's note: This letter was signed by Karen M.

McKee. Bonnie L. McKee, Terrence J. Lee, and Linda

J. Macombcr.

Letters Policy

All letters must be si^ed and include

the writer's address and telephone

jnumber, which will not be published.

{Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

to editing for clarity and length.

^ . ^
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Learn to Use a Personal or Home Comouter

This is the Time to Start, We Make It Easy at:

DEI
COfN/IPUTSR

LONDON
ON
SALE

$298.00 Round Trip Air

from New Yori(

Special CiaKKes For Beginners
Starting in April

FOUR TWO HOUR SESSIONS

!ONLY S38.50!
^all now for schedule and reservations Muvancpd rpserwations and

payment required Due to limited class size

256-1213
also available

•on site hc'jriy microcomputer time '

•word processing systems

79 South Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA
Mon-Thurs 9am to 10pm Fr. Sat 9am to 6pm Sun lOam to 6pm

• Limited space
• Boston dep. available at slightly higher fare

• Immediate full payment

• Plus 15.00 tax

Campus Center - 2nd Floor

UMass - Amherst, MA
545-0500

Summer Jobs
Summer Conference Housing Office is now hiring

students for summer positions as student supervisors,

desk clerks and housekeepers. There are limited full

and part-time openings, all shifts, plus weekends.

Work-study funds are available for this summer.

Experience in hotel operations preferred. HRTA and

work study students are encouraged to apply.

Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, 9th floor. Campus

Center. Deadline for return of applications is 5:00 pm,

Thursday April 12, 1984.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

t

I

Arts
Blues, Texas style

>...••.•.•.• ••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•.•

JOHNNY CLYDE COPELAND
at the Blue Wall

By JACK BRESNEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Johnny Clyde Copeland brought his

energetic brand of Texas blues to an en

thusiastic crowd at the Blue Wall on

Thursday night. Battling a severe snow

storm, he and his band arrived from New
York, where they are now based. Copeland

is beconning an increasingly popular blues

artist and by every indication, made
believers out of those in attendance.

In his early fifties, Johnny is one of the

new generation blues musicians whose time

has come. He learned his blues while

growing up in Houston, inheriting his

deceased father's guitar at the age of

twelve. He spent the next few years boxing

but eventually his guitar became the sole

focus of his attention. The sounds of T
Bone Walker and Albert Collins in the local

clubs influenced him and he was playing in

clubs by the time he was sixteen. By 1963

he had his first local hit, "Down on Bended

Knees." and "One More Time." on the flip

side. In recent years he has played the

Montreaux Festival in Switzerland, toured

Europe and Africa, and has released

several records. His latest record, Texas

Twister, rocks steady, and Stevie Ray

Vaughan is featured on a couple of the

songs. Probably one of Johnny's greatest

assets is that he writes his own songs in-

stead of doing a repetoire of time-worn

standards. It is great to hear so much new

stuff and it brings to mind the amount of

blues coming out of Texas these days. In

addition to Stevie Ray. there's Johnny

Winter, Albert Collins. Albert King,

Gatemouth Brown. Billy Gibbons, the

Fabulous Thunderbirds, all playing sharp

edged blues different from the Chicago

sound.

Widemouth Brown's "Boogie Woogie
Nighthawk" started the show off and then

Copeland went right into "Natural Born

Believer." Next came "Honky Tonkin,"

which began with a searing solo and

featured some hot horns from the rhythm
section. Johnny's son was the one on the

tenor. Surely no one could forget his song,

"Houston," a very upbeat boogie number.

He closed the set out with "Love Utopia,"

another memorable song with fine lyrics.

Set two started out with "Excuses." which

got the dance floor crowded, and it stayed

that way for the rest of the night. He kept

them rockin with "One More Time, " "Done
Got Over It, " and "Idego Now." About the

only slow number of the night was
"Jessanne." Other that he covered were "I

Wish I Was Single," Midnight Fantasy,"

and "Devil's Hand." He came back for the

appreciative audience to do "It Was Early

In The Morning "as an encore.

If I hadn't been covering the show I would

have liked to have been out on the dance

floor too. But information is needed to

make a story. How was I to know that

Johnny Copeland was going to give me a

ride home that night. He'll be at the

Bottom Line on April 18th and 19th for

future reference.
Johnny Clyde Copeland: Blues at the Blue Wall.

CollacUa pttoUt ky l>r«w OfWr

MASSACHUSETTS Af^ROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

^JL 1 ^. W»M miioll new mitfor »poft>

S^A " plugs poinH t cond»n»»» ad|uM

6 Cy ' '^'* *''**^ **' '""'"9 '•*' 'x"'*'V

^0«f dulfibolw cop PVC volve ignition

8 Cyl cabl»» 01' 'il»»' ood vopcw conn

98 '^ '''••' 'nf'u<l«* tmniKjn T<mI

ond Printout

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center —
••FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE''

-I 78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba s Store 549-4704

Lube, Oil

& Filter

$15_99
Includes up to S quortt

o( 10-40 oil and sa<«ty

,,>#*•> .v^/-^/.*.*-****-***

"
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Having

"MAJOR"
Problems?

B.DJ.C.

Shitpi' Vour Own Future
bv, tl('si'.r?i.nti an interdiscipliriiiry

MAJOH
^ suitfd to your
\ tJojilH yw

7 PM
April 3

Dickenson
Main Lounge

7 PM
April 5

Crabtree

Music Room

Come to an introductory meeting

For more info contact

the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration Program
Bartlett Hall Rm 15 or call 545-0736

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula, " a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE - Give the giftof Ufe.

Please donate your blood at the Red Cross Blood Drive. It

only takes one half of an hour. 9:30-3:30 p.m.. SUB.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - Important elections. Elvis

and spring events are on the agenda. Now's the time to get

involved. New members welcome. 6:30 p.m.. CC163C.

"INVESTIGATION" ON WMUA — An interview with

Mary Wentworth. candidate for Congress representing

Western Massachusetts. 6-7:00 p.m., WMUA 91.1

FREE WRITING TUTORING - The Southwest WriUng

Center offers free confidential peer tutoring for all

University students. Bring any assignment or writing

project. Drop-in, no appointment needed. 7-9:00 p.m.,

Pierpont Dorm.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING - Explanation of

the Bachelw's Degree with Individual Concentration

(BDIC) program, a degree-granting program which allows

a student the opportunity to design their own major. 7:00

p.m., Chadbourne classroom (basement), Dickinson Main

Lounge.

EAST SIDE CONCERT PUBUCITY - There will be an

informational meeting at this time for all those on the

Publicity Committee. 7:30 p.m., lOlA FieW House (OHAG

Office).

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING - Learn about in-

stitutional and personal racism. Help to inform yourself

and educate others. 4:00 p.m., CC805-09.

"ASIAN TALENT NIGHT" REHEARSAL - Par-

ticipants in the "Asian Talent Night" show will have

rehearsals for all acts. Please bring any necessary

materials for your performance, 7-1:00 a.m., CC174-76.

FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT - A 3 CEU-approved

,
session entitled "Bandage and Wound Care" will be held at

7:30 p.m. on the 4th floor of Morrill. A general meeting.

including election of new officers will follow promptly at

10:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m.. 4th floor MORRILL.

UMASS ANNUAL SPRING BLOOD DRIVE - Par-

ticipants must be of normal health, over 110 pounds and

between the ages of 18 and 66. Donating blood is a simple

procedure—the toal experience takes about 46 minutes.

9.30 a.m. 3:15 p.m., SU.

FREE FILMl-EXODUS — The story of the rebirth of^

Israel starring Paul Newman and Eva Marie Saint. Based

on the novel by Leon Uris. Freel 7:30 p.m.. THOMPSON
102.

BLACK POUTICAL POWER IN THE SO's - Marx F.

Berry vs. Commissioner on Civil Rights will address such

issues as Black PoUtical Power in the 80's and affirmative

action as part (rf Martin Luther King week. 8:00 p.m.,

CCA.

EAST SIDE EVENT STAGE CREW - All interested

please attend meeting. 7:30 p.m., Brett Conference Room,

B36.

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - 12-1:00 p.m., Suffolk

Room. SU.

* Come and meet the World at the
4-

4-

*

4-

4-

If

V

INTERNATIONAL FAIR ^84

Saturday April 7, 1984

11-5 pm in the CC Auditorium
INTERNATIONAL DISCO

same date, same place

9 pm - 2 am$2.00 cover charge

ALL WELCOME

4-

4-

4
4
4-

4
4-

4
4
4-

4-

4-

4

' EXCITING SUMMER LEARNING
AND EARNING OPPORTUNITY!

Social Science, Pyschology & Recreational Therapy

majors are needed to work with mentally retarded

adults on Cape Cod. Enjoy a wonderful experience

with room, board and stipend plus earning college

credits. Want to know more?

Write or call-

CAPE COD SUMMER VACATION INC.

354 Main Street

Hyannis, MA 02601

Tel. (617) 778-0293

v^

V/*^P1TI0tiEAMD
VINTAGE CLCTHne

Multiple Positions

Available for

Next Fall!!

Almost unlimited workstudy

High Salary, High Growth

Friendly Atmosphere.
Inquire at the Collegian for

applications. 113 Campus Center
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The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

It*8 entered another dimension; not only of sight and
sound, but of mind. It'll be back tomorrow, but for

now,friend8,the strip is in — the UMass Zone.

The Strip
• im V al8»^
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TYPESETTER
WANTED

Apply in Collegian Graphics
Department Wednesday night

between 7 and 9

Ask for Marianne

C
Yes Watson, its right here

in the Collegian

Read the Collegian in the morning,

at night , all day long

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
bdited b> Margaret (arrar and Trude Jaffe

. I«t4 I <K Aii|Tl*f Ttmn NtHdK-sU

1

5

9
14

ACROSS
Serene
Confidence game
Turned ashen
Inter

15 Gymnast Korbut

16 Have to the

ground
17 Toward the rear

19 Platform

20 On the

(given free)

21 Sewing line

23 Folk singer Burl

24 Chaperones for

40 Across

27 Sounds of

disapproval

30 Tiny

31 the

Captain ."

32 Comfort

36 Jeanne of films

40 Campus building

44 Doctrine

45 Up a

46 Permit

47 Craft

49 Organic
compounds

52 Flimsy structure

58 Coastal flyer

59 Powder

60 Atmospheric

measuring device

64 Full-dress attire

66 Splendid

68 Complete
69 Silkworm
70 Campus figure

71 Nobles
72 Family members
73 French fashion

magazine

DOWN
1 Oneway to pay

2 Choir voice

3 In of

4 Actress Mason
5 Disseminate

6 Campus group

7 Concur
8 Call Me
9 Dance step

10 Protagonist of

a type

11 Soldier's time off

12 Ardent

13 Fashion item

18 Mam Street sign

22 Cut the grass

25 Consumer
26 Georgia or Cal

27 Present

28 Unique

29 Middle East

sultanate

33 Hill dweller
'34 Title for a KBE
35 Summer along

the Seme
37 lang syne

38 Words of

understanding

39 Court gear

41 One that raises

a nap
42 Raisond
43 Leap or lunar

48 Little one
60 Dept store

offerings

51 Tristram's

beloved

62 Angry old style

53 Speak
pompously

54 Bring together

55 Well known
56 One of the

Schumanns
57 Bitter

61 Christmas

62 Twofold

63 Laborer of yore

65 Grad class

members
67 Duct

1
?
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1
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LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •.s:£rv<«r;N

call 545-1995

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Turka Roma Sandwich

Tomato Torte

DINNER
Italian Shell Casserole

Silver Palate Salad Plate

Ham and Cheese Florentine

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Tomato Torte

BASICS DINNER
Golden Carrot Bake/

White Sauce
Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce with

Tofu and Mushrooms

Mass., Conn, and R.I. —
Sunny today, highs 60 to

65 inland and in the upper

40s along the coast. In-

creasing clouds tonight,

lows in the 30s. Cloudy

with the chance of rain

developing southwest to

northeast tomorrow, highs

in the 40s.
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any two entrees
(except steaks)

with a complimentary
non-alcoholic tMverage

12.95
*Every Friday

T«IJ,f the
CAMPUS

S Th«at«rs...

Your choice
for

•ntortalnmant

584 75M
xaMPSxiKI WALL

5*4 9153
MOUNTAIN f aAMS M*

INTRODUCING:
ANEWLUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOUI^GE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
MF 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
• TOC HOT CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES

Golden Fned Chicken Nuggets with \,'our choice

of sauces mustard, sweet and sour, harbeque

• POTATO DELIGHTS
Potato skins with delicious toppings

• CARROT & CELERY STIX
with Vegetable Dip

tmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

=^^^^1

All For Only

$2.75

^«^of the
CAMPUS

Use Your Meal
Tickets in the

TOC Restaurant
Campus Center Food Services, in coniunction

with University Food Sen/ices, is proud to

announce a new Dining Experience' Students

enrolled m a University Food Services full board

plan may use their meal ticket for a $3 00 credit

on Wednesday Evenings in the Top of the

Campus Restaurant Also, students will receive

the usual /5% discount Reservations must be

received by noon on Mondays Call 5496000

ext 639 or inquire at the TOC Restaurant

Tin
<»f the

Restaurant & Lounge
II I I OOK ( WIl'l S (INI IK I \I\SS

ApS^vi
cK^«^

^^^

Mi

ORIM 9PBDW* 8-10

TOIJ,ff the
€AMI»rS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

tub Floor 'Campus Center -UMass

FOR
I

MIXED DRINKS

MOri.-FRI. 4-6

T**** €>f the
CAMPrS

tfV !!!LnCo<>?*,

Cdrrij'^S^K f*".

€ AMIHS
RFSTAURANT K LOUNGE

nth Floor -Campus Ccmcr-UMass
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Charter

For hassle-free group
travel, call the experts . .

call Travel Time Before

your group plans its

next trip— any size

group—call us for a price quotation yve'll be happy to

quote you our economical rates. No obligation!

Charter Service

to all points in the

U.S.A. and Canada.

Check out what we otter:

• Luxurious Highway Coaches • School Buses
• Mini-Buses.

We'll also handle hotel, meal and sightseeing

arrangements for your group Our deluxe highway

coaches are climate controlled and restroom equipped

Trsn^ni Jbwa. Bijs Ljnt?s Inc.

99 Arnold Street Springfield. MA
Call: General Oftice and Charter Service 783-021

1

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

REHTOHt
OfOURS

Car • Tr«cli • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549-2880

^1^ PERSONAUZED
STYLf HAIRCUTS

.^.^.
I

!
110 00 wKh I i

SlMmpoo and I i
•low Dry I I

1*11 JO Lonf Hak I

. v«H>. n—,_ I

n^tCailw •"

%lipii»
'

Styles by
Daborah

tiUntMnttv D<^*

I
$7.00

I

I

I

»**>^*»*'^

I
HHIiiriiiiilliihmiiiitim^ii.

The Cape Cod
Job tiunt cantie

a jungleunJ^s
you bring a copy of THE 1984 NATIVE
GUIDE FOR COLLEGE SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES providing a directory
of employers throughout Cape Cod &

the Islands, plus area maps and tips

on getting around. A NATIVE GUIDE of

your own costs only $3.50 (check or

money order): th£ 1934 NATIVE GUIDE
Post Office Box 644

West Dennis, Cape Cod 02670

PREPARE rOR

MCAT» LSAT-GMAT /=5^

SAT*ACT«DAT»GRE'CPA
Enrolling Now For

GRE
6/9/84 Exam

GIN/rA
6/16/84 Ekam

LSAT
6/18/84 Exam

Transfer to a Kaplan Center
near home after finals

f^£j ' Call Days Eves &

<S^mmuu^- Weekends

KflPl/JN 368 N Pleasant St

Educational Center AmhefSt

549-5780

iFor information at>out other centers

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 2Z? 17g_

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 rnnsecutive davs 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Ail genuine Raybana and Vuameta Spr-

ing for Sunglasses. All types. Most X% off

suggested retail prices. Look for nr^y table

today in the CCC

AUDIO

PIONEER CAR STEREO CHEAPI
Connplete systenns starling at $99.

Super tuner in-dash w/push button $129.

. . .and lots morel All new merchandise

Call Bany at 546-6823

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Chavy Van PS/PB/air % ton like

new phone between 1 1 pm - 7 am 666-3473

Toyota Supra performance package 1962

terra cotta red 14000 miles call Rad
253-3009

Truck for aaia '66 Chevy Stepside Pickup

good running condition 546-5181

1971 LTD Brougham 2 dr AC stereo brand

new $460 Firestone radials invested $1000

in tf>e past 2 months hi miles but runs great

some body rust. 546-8917

Mercury Montage, needs muffler an

minor tune-up, roomy/ reliable 666-7138

CAPE COD

Saaguil Baach Wast Yarmouth Large

house 6 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 Vi bath 700 per

person per season 253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?

256-1393

BOSTON SOUND WAVES has the best

DJs in the valley. All our DJs are from

Boston call 549-7820 reasonable rates

Mindless Driwal DJ - most extensive

music system in valley. Low competative

price 549-0458

prices. Call 546-9569

FOR RENT

Female roommate wanted Townhouse
Apts. share bedroom, sumnrwr sublet with

fall 84. $122.50 month Debbie 549-1754

$100.00 Reward for 2-3 bedroom
Riverglade Apt by 4/7 $50.00 by 5/1 will

sublet w/ option 527-5407

Female roommates wanted. Summer
sublet a single and double in Townehouse.

Kim 549-5848

Two bedroom apt available June 1st with

fall option. $450.00 heat included Brittany

Manor Call after 10 PM 253-5907

Summer sublet w/fall option Squire

Village, Sunderland 4 large bedrooms,

cheap rent 665-3225

Two bedroom, 3rd floor Brittany Manor,

summer sublet w/fall option call 256-1467

FOR SALE

Quality Sunfllaaaas at unbelievably low

Nikon FM Body with 35mm Nil(on lens

w/1 year warranty and sales receipt. Con-

tact Dave Deuber in Photo Dept at Col-

legian CC Rm 1 13 or 545-3500 165.00 or BO

Computer tarmonal and monitor. Zenith

ZT-1 includes keyboard and screen. Built in

autodial modem. Easy to use - dial UMass
computer with 1 keystroke and log on.

$300.00 includes printer cable. 584-2124

Michael

For Sale: monthly biorhythm analysis send

name, addess, birthdate, month & yr re-

quested to Scott Morrissey; 1 Westgate

Rd, Framinghem, MA 01701 inc. $1.50-1

mo. $3.00-3 mo. $5.00-6 mo. inc. mailing

costs _^

FOUND

Nacklaca in Hampden Munchias on

March 12 call to identify 6-5375

Found Harrison High ring 367-2227

1984 GRADUATES

The YeartKX)k portrait program
has been extended until Friday

Aptil 6th call now 545-0848

for an appointment
$5 Sitting Fee is required

This is the last chance

GRATEFUL DEAD

Party Bus to New Haven April 23 show
only $9.50 p/p RT inci. beer limited space

call Rich 6-7666 or Greg 6-7675

HELP WANTED

ALASKA: Jobs and travel infomr^ationl

Write: Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA
98103

• Earn massive amounts of money in a "

• high growth field I The Collegian is *

• looking for circulation drivers! We '

• need work study for next fall, and *

• presently. 545-3500 Andrew *

NEED CASH? Earn $500 -t- each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing

and filling posters on campus. Serious

workers only. We give recommendations -

call now for summer and next fall.

1 -800-243-6679

HEY KIMBERLY
~

So it's you birthday, woman. You stilt

haven't grown up yet, but I love you

anyway. Let's celebrate tonight (boutso). -

Allison

INSTRUCTION
~

Accounting 222 Tutor needed ASAP
6-6933

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-tinr>e legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 senr>ester. Up to 15 credits may
be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSD with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par-

( ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap-

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST
~

Missing since Dec. female Dober-
man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny

friendly reward M £f M Fields 256-8477

Lost gold bracelet March 28 great sen-

timental value reward call Gacy 256-1486

Needed back desperately black calendar

book with phone directory & memo pad
please! 584-2391

Cory Lisa Deb and Joy. I'd prefer short,

bald and Jewish. A million thank yous to
Joy.

Contact Lanaaa replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. Optical Sciences $20 each. Dr Spencer
University Drive 256-8661

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

KATE KASTEN
COMEDY-THEATRE

Kate is a zany comic actor/writer whose

one-woman show of "Comedy-Theatre" is

a visual and satirical feast Tuesday April 3

Blue Wall Comedy Night. Sponsored by

GPC

MOTORCYCLES

1982 Honda 060 Nighthawk. one year old

low mileage, 1800, 549-6934

1981 Suzuki GS460T: nruny extras exc.

cond. 1300 or BO Rick 546-1427

PERSONALS

CAPE COD Summer 84South Yarmouth
Excellent Location on Main St.

#1 4 bedroom for 7, 1 bathroom $3,500

#2 3 bedroom for 5, 1 bathroom $2,500

CAPE COD info call 886-7663

Lynn - From Barseiottis, please return my
black hat, personal value, Mike 253-9015

OPEN RUSH at Signw Sigma Sigma all

university women invited to a rush party

Tuesday at 6: 1 5 and Wednesday at 5:00 for

taco dinner. For more info call 545-0046 382

N Pleasant St

• • SIGMA KAPPA • •

All university women are invted to

attend an Open Rush

Apr. 4 Dynasty Happy Hour 8:30-10

Apr. 5 Pizza Party 5:30-7

Please RSVP at 256-6887

19 Allen St behind BKO

DIsaartations. Theses, Caaas, Papara,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

ROOM WANTED

2 females looking to share an apartn>ent

Brandywine or Puffton for fall 84. Pleaae

call 6-9705 or 6-5290

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includea

utilities 568-3682

Immediate opening in Rolling Graan,
with fall option. All utilKies included. Very

reaaonable. Call Jim 2560663

Brandywine 2 female roommates wanted
to share t>edroom. Details call 546-9609

2 female roommatea neadad for fall for

2 available rooms in a 3 bedroom Puffton

apt. available June 1 call 549-6622

SERVICES

Typing/Word Procaaaing. Next day ear-

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

SPRING JACKETS

Sigma Delta Tau invites

all University Women to Open Rush

Monday April 2 7:20-8:30

Tuesday April 3 5:00-6:00

Wednesday April 4 7:30-8:30

409 N. Pleasant St. 545-0527

WEEKEND IN NEW YORK CITY

Deadline Extended

leave Haigis Mai! Saturday May 5 8 am
leave NYC Sunday May 6 12 noon

$38. inclyudes hotel trans and taxes

$20. round trip buses only

sign up on Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday and Friday April 3 and 6

'Mambars Only" style Jackets brown,

black, gray, burgundy. Sugg. Retail 166

Only $25 call Bany at 546-6823

WANTED
~

Caah Reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Puffton Townehouse or area call 546^BB41

or 546-8036

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and SRvar

Jewelry and Coins, Starting, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fail 84
call Debbie or Lori 666-4678 after 8 PM
Wanted two bedroom Puffton apt will

sublet for summer please call Amy 546-5816

or Martha 546-5819

Deaperetely needed apartment in sur-

rounding area, will take summer lease call

546-9706 546-9697

Three bedroom apartment in Puffton

willing to take over summer lease call Virg

and Mary 546-1447

Preferably 3 bedroom apt in Puffton for

fall '84. Will take summer lease. Call

549-6327 or 546-6244

$100.00 Cash Reward for 2 bedroom apt.

in Brandywine or Puffton for fall '84. Will-

ing to take over for summer. Call 546-7098

or 546-1419

Wanted on bedroom Puffton will take

over June Ist. Call Chris 253-2172
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Minutewomen face Providence inhome opener
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Finally! For the University of

Massachusetts softball team it has been a

long nine days since they laced up their

cleats and played some Division I softball.

The Minutewomen, who own a 9-4 record

after their southern swing to South

Carolina during spring break, will face

(finally, somebody) Providence College as

UMass opens their home and Northern

schedule today at 2 p.m. at NOPE field.

The weather is also cooperating with the

forecast for sunny skies and temperatures

in the 60s. Friday's home opener against

Boston College was snowed out.

"We haven't played in a long time, "head

coach Elaine Sortino said. "We really need

to get out and play."

"The team is pretty keyed up," co captain

Allyson Rioux said. "This will be a big

week for us. (UMass has three vital

Atlantic 10 games against Rhode Island (2)

on Thursday and Rutgers on Saturday).

We're ready for the challenge."

The challenge starts with the Lady Friars

who return both of their pitchers including

Mary Arndt, who scattered six hits as the

Friars hung tough and were nipped by

UMass 10 in the second game of last year's

doubleheader in Providence.

Sophomore pitcher Cathy Reed tossed a

two-hitter as UMass took the first game

last year, 4-0.

"They are going to be tough." Sortino

warned. "They are a scrappy team. "I

want our team to go out and set the tone of

the game."

To do that the Minutewomen wOI have to

hit and the team's pitching must produce.

The pitching is cruising right along, though.

Sophomores Lynn Stockley and Reed both

have ERA'S hovering around 1.00. Reed

sports a 5 record and a 1.08 ERA while

Stockley has a 4-4 record with a 0.71 ERA.
"Our pitching and defense look solid."

Hioux said. "The only problem I could see is

not producing enough runs."

UMass has the bats to produce. Catcher

Beth Talbott leads the team batting .371.

Rioux, the team leader in RBI with 9, is

batting at a .342 clip.

UMass will miss the .370 average of Missy

Oman, who hurt her knee in South Carolina

after eight games and is stiU out of the

lineup.

Sally Maher, who moved from the outfield

to first to replace Oman, and the freshmen,

ieccnd baseman Carol Frattarolli and third

ba«;eman Oebbie Cole, have struggled at

the plate lately.

Mincone heads upMnutemen defensive unit
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

If you were to talk to John Mincone, the captain of the

University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team, you

would pr(')hably end up betting some money that they will

Ihave a great season.

The 22-year-old accounting major from Huntingtxm,

Long Island has that way of promoting confidence and

exuberance. Of course, being on winning teams for so

long, you would kind of expect that attitude.

Mincone began playing lacrosse in junior high schwl at

the 8th grade level, about the same time he began playing

soccer, another sport he excels at. His team at that time,

West Hollow never lost a game in three years.

"Everybody in the neighlwrhood played lacrosse, and

lots of people went on to college to play. I was always

more or less defensive oriented, even in soccer." said

Mincone.

He continued to play both lacrosse and soccer for Half

Hollow Hills West High School until he graduate in

1980. He played fullback or halfback in soccer and crease

defense, which is the last man to beat before the goalie,

in lacrosse. He attained All-League status in both sports

and his high school won the Long Island soccer cham-

pionship.

Mincone decided to stick with lacrosse only and came

to UMass because of the good reputation of the business

school and his admiration and like for Coach Dick

Garber.

"My assistant high school coach. Peter KJement played

here at UMass. He recommended the school and con-

tacted the coach. Garber is a really great coach. He is

sharp, having coache<l for 30 years. UMass as a school

had the most to offer in terms of athletics and

academics," added Mincone.

John also enjoys playing other sports such as racquet-

ball, skiing and p<wi. But his main focus is on lacrosse,

where he has starUKi for all four years and has been cap-

tain for the last two. He feels that the sport will become

bigger in the next few years.

"It's big in certain parts of the countr\'. Overall. I think

it will be a growing sport, the sport of the f' ' .rt More

high schools are picking it up every ypar. It is a physical

jrt, but a skilled s^>ort as vn-u. We haM Oi^ger crowns

for lacrosse game;- then f<>; football games in high

school," said Mincone.

"Boyden Hill is the lx*st place in the world for fan sup-

port. It's the l)est support out of any college I've played

at. I remember one game where I pushed a Syracuse

player into the crowd and everyone ran up and poure<l

l)eer all over him. It is a big factor at a lot of the games. It

makes a big difference, like the Cage," added Mincone.

John is much more confident in this year's team, and

feels that last year's disappointing 5-10 season is behind

them.

"Last year we didn't take advantage of our oppor-

tunities when we had them. We were a young t«am with

a lot of freshmen playing at different positions. This year

we have Barry Cain, an Ail-American on defense back

and a lot of good freshmen, who will see some time,"

Mincone said.

"This year it's a totally different attitude. It's a strong

team with strong character and I think we're going U)

win. These are not people who give up. My immediate

goal is to have a winning season and then shoot for the

NCAA's, which is a big honor. We've never had a home

playoff game. We finished at 13-1 my freshman year but

lost at Virginia because of NCAA regulations, but I still

have high expectations," added Mincone.

Although UMass does not sport the biggest team on

paper, they can be a very aggressive team. There is a lot

of team unity this year, which came from spending a lot

of time together down in Florida over Spring Break.

They have played several club teams and fared well alid

are anxious to get the season started at Cornell on

Wednesday.

"I'm confident we'll have a very good season. There's

no real letup in the schedule, which is one of the toughest

in the country, but the team is ready to play. We have a

lot to prove and I think we're going to do it.

Mincone will be graduating after this season after play-

ing four years of lacrosse, but will ring many memories
with him.

"I'v** had the host times of mv lifr hrn ''ampns it^lf
)

Photo rourtcty of Sport* Inforniation

Senior captain John Mincone is confident about

the Gorillas chances in the upcoming: season.

is great and it s a once in a iiletime expenence coming

here and playing lacrosse for UMass. I will probably play

in clubs on L.l. after I graduate, but m less serious

leagues/' concluded Mincone.
sport, but a skilled s^>ort as wt-u. we naM nip:ger cfown:- l_j : ' - _ —^ ^ — -x ^
Nads win hockey title Men's crew team fares well

By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Greenfield— Dedication, reflected in all

those late week night trekks to a rink 26

miles away, finally paid off for the Nads

Sunday night, as i»-py capturpH the

Intramural ice hockey championship title

with a 5-1 defeat of Yukon Jack,

senior John Antanya .set the pace ior lh«'

Nads barrage of goals, and victory was

secured by the end of the first period as

senior Chris Reagan topped the one Yukon

goal scored by Freshman Scott Karkos.

The Nads continued to pummel Yukon

Jack throughout the rest of the game, with

the teams leading scorer Antanya notching

another goal in the second period, and

senior Captain Tom Jango and senior Mike

Satorelli scoring in the third. The offensive

drive was solidly b.T-kpd by goalir .Tohn

Coelho, as he stopped a total ol about 15

shots.

We donunated the game with a lot ot

strong skating," said Jango. "as a team we

work well together; the players are un-

selfish, and no one is afraid to pass the puck

or work hard."

•'We dominated the game with a lot of

strong skating," said Jango, "as a team we

work well together; the players are un

selfish, and no one is afraid to pass the puck

or work hard."

Yukon Captain Jody Ferrelli said his team

was outplayed by the Nads. "They beat us

to the puck." Ferrelli said. "We played well.

but we did not give the goalie enough

defense."

As goals began to mount against Yukon,

the game turned chippy. Although there

were no fights, three penalties were called

against the Nads, and Yukon was charged

with six. Yukon's Tyler Sheared also

suffered a broken arm, after getting

cracked with a stick in the third period.

The rivalry between the two teams is not a

new one. Last season they met in the semi-

final with Yukon continuing on to the

championship title. Jango said his team,

which has reached the play offs for the last

five semester-seasons, was "always con-

sidered a choice in the play offs. This time

we just said 'no way', went out, and skated

hard."

All of the teams in the intramural hockey

league travel to a rink in distant Greenfield

several times a week during the season.

Games don't start until at least nine p.m.,

with teams often waiting past midnight to

play. Fan turn-out is always low. and at

times non-existent. Grades dip, but the

number of devoted hockey players who
participate in the league don't.

on Charles the River
By EP ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

BOSTON — Softball and lacrosse teams

had to cancel their games this weekend due

to wet, soggy fields, but a wet field could do

nothing to hamper the University of

Massachusetts men's crew team as they

opened their racing season with a respec-

table showing against the University of

New Hampshire and Boston University in

Boston on Saturday.

The greenish-brown and sometimes blue

nalfway point of the race. 'Washing out' is

when the blade of the oar is partially

removed from the water before finishing

the stroke. After the bridge, the team

stuck with the eventual winners of the

race, BU's second-varsity boat, losing to

them by six seconds. UNH had no entry in

this race.

The varsity boat, rowing next, didn't fare

as well. The boats were even off the line

and stayed even until the 500 meter mark.

But then the UMass shell fell behind.

"The boat's cadence (strokes per minute)

water (or at least people think it's water) of was up around 33 to 34 which is slightly

B'ball at UConn
The Iniversity of Massachusetts

ba.seball team with an overall record of 4-

12 will play todays scheduled home game
with the University of Connecticut

Huskies at Storrs. beginning at 3:00 p.m.

the Charles River was slightly rougher

than usual.

The junior varsity team was the first to

race over the 2000 meter course, starting

at 9:30 a.m. With the grey skies overhead,

and the snow lining the river, it seemed like

wintertime. But by the time the race was

over, and the J.V. team had beaten BU's

third-varsity boat by five seconds to come

in second with a time of 6:48, the sun had

come out, the sky was blue, and it was

definitely spring.

Dennis Holland, who rows in the fourth

high for this early in the season," Head

Coach Dave Kumlin explained after the

race. "BU and UNH were stroking around

31 or 32 and were under control."

Also, another problem the UMass varsity

boat had was maintaining a straight

course. The wake left by the boat, which

could be viewed from the vantage point of

the bridge, revealed a slight zigzagging.

Still, with both these problems, by the

halfway point the UMass varsity were even

with UNH and only a length behind BU.

They fell further behind BU. and UNH
seat of the eight man shell, summarized the pulled away too, until the last 500 meters,

race "We got off tt) a poor start, we were from which point on UMass got it together

wa.shing out a lot," he said, "but then we and lost no further ground (water) to either

got going and made it up by the bridge." boat. They finished third with a time of

The bridge he referred to is at the 6:22.
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UMass shopper shuttle

adds 3 east campus stops
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Staff

The Shopper Shuttle, which transports

University of Massachusetts to two local

supermarkets, will expand its route today

to include stops in three East Side campus

residential areas, according to a UMass

transit official.

Paul Blanchard. assistant operations

manager, said the route, which formerly

began at the Graduate Research Center and

stopped at Haigus Mall and the Southwest

Residential Area, will now encompass the

Sylvan. Orchard Hill and Central areas.

After its GRC stop, the shuttle will now

drive past Sylvan Residential Area, down

East Pleasant Street, into the Orchard Hill

Residential Area, through Central

Residential Area. The bus will wait at

Butterfield dormitory and leave at five

minutes to the hour, continuing its route

back by Sylvan to the GRC. where it will

(olUfiui pttoto by Katir Wattera

As spring emergres from the slumber of winter so do the bicycles.

These assorted bikes rest on racks outside the Student Union Building.

Students may be forced to

receive some health plan
The University of Massachusetts Board

of Trustees will vote on a plan today man-

dating that all students be enrolled in

either a private or a university health plan.

At the Board's bi-monthly meeting in

Boston, little opposition is expected for a

proposal that wUl force seven to ten per-

cent of the students currently not covered

to obtain some insurance coverage.

Student Government Association (SGA)

co-pre*ident Charlene Allen, the student

trustee, says she can find little reason not

to vote for the plan, but has reservations

about the ability of economically-

disadvantaged students to pay what would

amount to $120 more to be insured on the

university's plan.

"It's something everybody needs but

many people don't realize it until it's too

late," said Allen. "Hopefully we can set up

a fund for needy students or some kind of

payment schedule. It's a lot of money to

add to the bill, but's it is worth it."

Co-president elect Jim Keller will also

travel to Boston with Allen to sit in on the

meeting. He will take over the student

trustee position next semester.

The Board will also discuss the refinanc-

ing of building on the Amherst campus as

well as the tenure applications of several

professors.

"The health plan is the most important

vote the Trustees will take," said Allen.

"The other matters are basically par for

the course like annual reports."

-PETER ABRAHAM

Inside:

Mondale wins delegate rich New York P- 2

Trivial Pursuit is taking the area by storm P- 3

Women's Softball splits with Providence p. 16

"This nation has had many presidents but only one King.

"

—Anonymous in honor ofMartin Luther King

follow the original route to Price Chopper

and Stop & Shop.

The Shopper Shuttle, which runs Wed-
nesdays from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Satur-

days from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., was extended

because it "did not serve the entire on-

campus community, which includes all the

residential areas," said Student Govern-

ment Association co- President Tom Ahem.
"The bus was not coming close enough to

Sylvan, Orchard Hill and Central and we
(the UMass Transit Board) wanted to

alleviate the problem."

Ahern said the shuttle has been suc-

cessful, with dozens of riders on Wed-

nesdays and hundreds on Saturdays, he

said.

The extension will be funded through the

$700 originally allocated to the shuttle

through the Student Activities Trust Fund.

Ahern said.

The shuttle service will run through May
23 and schedules are available on the bus or

at the transit garage.

Civil rights come only

by action, speaker says

Education could be the way
By MARILYN BOU
Collegian Correspondent

Speaking on the legacy of

Dr. Martin Luther King and
the continual struggle
against racism, the Unite<l

Stares Commissioner on
Civil Rigf t ; adJre.ssed an

au *ienre ast ni«Th« j »>i(

Ui-ivt-rs fy of Ma^Ksacim-
setls.

"Ctimm unities of all races

sense soniothing unnerving

in racism and nations have a

desire to fulfill justice ."

said Mary Berry as part of

activities taking place on

campus this week in honor

of I>r. King who was shot

sixteen years ago today.

"I am very happy to be

here at UMass during a

week when many of us

remember a truly immortal

man. If Martin Luther King

were alive today he would

note that the struggle for

civil rights is still alive, but

that the bank of justice is in-

deed bankrupt," she said.

Berry said that although

we as a people have pro-

gressed in our understan-

ding of discrimination, we
have more work to do now

than ever before, especially

without the aid of Dr. King.

"We have successfully

acknowledged the problem,

our task now is to eliminate

it. If people who complain

take action against their

grievances we can send a

message to Washington,"

Berry said.

"The message has been
heard once before with the

assistence of Dr. King and it

can again reach the ears of

Washington and throughout

this land if there are enough
people to cry it.

But if we don't keep

repeating our cry for s(K-ial

injustice, the cry will disap

fx>ar into the air." she said.

Berry also noted that

education is an answer to

many present and future

problems of this nation.

She quoted the President of

the National Committee on

l»etter future for this and

other nations," she said.

Berry is often questione<l

on why she is still holding

office when Reagan has

done so much Jigainst civil

rights and women rights,

and her reply is that she was

appointe<l by Congress and

not by President Reagan.

CollccUn ptioto hj Kati« Walter*

U.S. Commissioner on Civil Rights, Mary
Berry in the Campus Center. "If we don't

keep repeating our cry of social injustice, the

cry will disappear into the air." Berry's

speech was one of a number of activities tak-

ing place this week on campus to honor Mar-

tin Luther King who died sixteen years ago

today.

Excellence as saying some

current answers to the

"present problems are in

the fact that we did expand

the accessability of educa-

tion to the poor."

"In making our young

educated and qualified we
can continue to h'>pe for a

She also said that Reagan

can be beaten by having

faith in Democracy. "We
can beat Reagan and take

back the Senate, the power

lies in our hands, the task

before us is to fulfill

democracy, otherwise there

is only totalitarianism."
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Mondale roars back withNew Yorkwin
NEW YORK (AP) Walter F. Mondale
won the New York presidential primary
election last night and claimed the victory

he needed to regain command over Sen.

Gary Hart in the race for the Democratic
presidential nomination.

"We had a very good day today in New
York," Mondale said. "Apparently we did

well across the board."

Based on polling-place interviews, the

television networks said Hart was in a

closer than -expected contest for second

place with the Rev. Jesse Jackson.

Jackson was polling exceptionally well in

New York City, apparently winning about

80 percent of the black vote. Some 252

convention delegates were at stake - the

biggest single state prize so far and, next to

California, the largest of the year.

"In New York, they, the Hart Campaign,

spent maybe three times, mayber four

times as much money as we did," Mondale

said. "But Americans weren't looking at

that. Citizens of New York were asking

that key questions who would make a

better president and I think that's why we

won."

With 57 percent of the vote in, it was:

Mondale, 327,802 or 49 percent.

Hart. 221,401, 33 percent.

Jackson, 99,053, 15 percent.

The rest was scattered among Democratic

dropouts.

Wisconsin Democrats held a "beauty

contest" primary Tuesday, in advance of

next Saturday's caucuses when 78 con-

vention delegates are at stake. With 17

percent of the vote in, Mondale and Hart

each had 43 percent of the vote.

President Reagan - Yes was piling up 93

percent of the vote in the Wisconsin GOP
Primary. Reagan - No had 7 percent.

There was no GOP line on the ballot in New
York.

Victory was dramatic evidence that

Mondale had completed a comeback in the

Democratic fight, and an indication that

Hart's "new ideas" candidacy faces dif-

ficulty in the weeks ahead.

Hart, who campaigned Tuesday in Pen-

nsylvania, next week's on the election

calendar, must move swiftly if he is to stall

his rival's drive for the nomination.

Only three weeks ago Hart's candidacy

was on a roll, winning several early

primaries and caucuses.

But Mondale quit campaigning as a

serenely confident front-runner and became

the aggressor in the race, moving on to

defeat Hart in the Illinois primary two

weeks ago and taking aim in New York.

Hart said New York was not that critical

to his chances for the nomination, and he

already was looking ahead to Pennsylvania.

But New York is the kind of state that a

Democrat must carry to defeat President

Reagan next fall, and the Mondale victory

would blunt Hart's claim that only he can

capture the White House for the

Democrats.

New England's governors to

discuss saving Seabrook
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) New England's

governors gather today in what could be a

stormy meeting over a plan to have utilities

in their states save the utility building the

Seabrook nuclear plant from financial

disaster.

The "informational" meeting was
requested by Gov. John Sununu of New
Hampshire, where the embattled twin-

reactor plant is being built. At least four of

the six governors are expected to attend

the gathering at the airport in Warwick,
R.I.

The discussion will center on Public

Service Company of New Hampshire's

shaky financial situation brought on by

soaring Seabrook costs that caused the

utility's accountants to warn Monday that

the company might be forced into

bankruptcy court if it does not get help.

It wasn't clear whether that meant
reorganization under federal bankruptcy

laws or bankruptcy that would put the

utility out of business. No major electric

utility has ever gone bankrupt, though a

half dozen small ones folded in the 1930s,

according to the Securities and Exchange

Commission.

Seabrook owners conditionally agreed last

week to give Public Service some of their

savings from imported Canadian

hydroelectric power to help the utility

recoup its $293 million investment in

Seabrook 2. in return. Public Service

agreed to cancel the reactor Dec. 1.

At the same time, PSC asked the other

owners to pay in advance eight months of

construction costs to help ease its im-

mediate cash crunch. That request still is

under discussion, the utility says.

Utility regulators need to approve the

Canadian savings plan, and may be called

on to approve any advance payment

agreement, if one is reached.

W^W jf ^f-ri ^'1-. -g; ,^ J 1.-^ '*T' Vr-- ^'^^^^

BUBBLE UP—Molton lava shoots high in to the air above the crater

of Mauna Loa last Monday in Hawaii. The lava is Oowing toward the ci-

ty of Hilo.

Bottle distributors Digest
ckanino up on empties g^ j^ Atmciaud Pra>
BOSTON (AP)-All those empty bottles and cans that

consumers do not bother to return add up to a windfall for

bottlers and distributors that runs into millions of dollars,

official records show.

The grand total could be as high as $20 million annually,

but state officials warn against projecting from partial

reports arriving at the Alcoholic Beverage Control Com-
mission.

"Anyhow, that's a lot of nickels and dimes," George Mc-
Carthy, ABCC chairman, said Tuesday in his office.

Whatever the final total, the balance is viewed hungrily

by lawmakers on Beacon Hill, who want to claim the

unredeemed deposits on behalf of the state's consumers

through the ancient legal principle known as

"escheatage."

Accused police officers

await rape decision

NEWBURYPORT (AP)- With a judge's admonition that

"You don't give up your right to refuse sex by flirting," a

jury Tuesday began deliberations in the trial of two

policemen accused of raping a woman in an empty bar.

The seven-man. five-woman jury received the case

shortly before noon after 90 minutes of instructions from

Essex Superior Court Judge Francis Lappin.

Edward Jackson. 31. and Unree Poellnitz Jr., 34, both

police officers in nearby Lynn, are accused of aggravated

rape and drugging a person for sexual intercourse.

The owner of Ye Olde Ox Bar in Lynn, Stephen Harden,
was charged with aiding them under the state's joint

enterprise law.

A 21 -year-old welfare mother testified the officers raped
her after getting her so drunk she passed out. 'The

defense argued the woman "was the aggressor" and in-

vited sex with the men after an evening of barroom drink-

ing and flirting.

Prauer supporters

resign their campaign
FRAMINGHAM — Following the narrow defeat of a

controversial, non-binding school prayer referendum in

this eastern Massachusetts town, the proposal's sup-

porters said Tuesday that "the democratic system worked"

and they will give up their campaign.

"I'm disappointed that school prayer lost, but the

democratic system worked and we have to listen to it,"

said School Committee member Joseph P. Conlon, a vocal

advocate of school prayer in Framingham, which has

68,000 residents.

"We have to listen to the voters. But I only hope this

makes people in other cities and states work for school

prayer."

The school prayer referendum was defeated by 174 votes.

If it had been approved and implemented, Framingham's

10.000 school children would have had the choice to recite

each day a prayer baied on language in the Declaration of

Independence. The prayer acknowledges "the laws of

nature and the nature of God."

Backers of the prayer held a 17-vote lead until the final

precinct went against the proposal 350-159.

not discriminatory

BOSTON — The all male membership policy of the
United States Jaycees does not violate a Massachusetts
law that forbids sex discrimination in places of public

accomodation, the state Supreme Court rules yesterday.

The justices rejected a lawsuit filed by 14 women who
said the nonprofit civic organization, once called the Junior

Chamber of Commerce, was illegally operating in

Massachusetts because of its policy of admitting only men
aged 18 to 35 as members.

A similar lawsuit, initiated in Minnesota, has been

scheduled for a hearing before the U.S. Supreme Court

later this month.

The Jaycees have 67 local chapters in Massachusetts with

a total of 1,792 members, officials said. Under the

organization's bylaws, only men between the ages of 18

and 35 can be full members. Women and older men can be

associate members, but cannot vote or hold office.

The Massachusetts chapters were given permission in

1975 to admit women as individual members as part of a

pilot program. But the national organization ruled in 1978

that the male-only policy must be enforced and any chapter

violating it would have its charter revoked.
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UMass blood drive in action

Red Cross wants 180 pints

Collciriui photo bv Kmtie Wttten

Local volunteers take blood from two University of Massachusetts

students during the American Red Cross blood drive held yesterday in

the student Union Ballroom. The drive will continue today and again

on Thursday.

By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Despite the beautiful weather, many were

drawn indoors to be donors for the

American Red Cross blood drive held

yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom.

The volunteer drive to be held again today

and on Thursday is, sponsored by the

University Women, a group of University

faculty wives at UMass.

Volunteer blood program chairman for

Hampshire County, Dorothy Perkins said,

"In the course of a year we get 4000 pints of

blood from UMass which comes out even

with the rest of the County. UMass is like a

city in itself." she said.

Field Representative for the Red Cross

Program, Richard Rubin said, "We're

shooting for at least 180 pints a day and to

do that we need at least 200 donators each

day."

The Red Cross did get 170 of the 180 pints

of blood that they wanted yesterday.

Rubin said the blood drive is held at

UMass twice a year, for three days in

November and three days in April. This

tradition, he said, goes back to at least the

1960's.

"At one time we held the drive for four

days and it was too much blood for the lab

to handle," Perkins said.

She said the need for blood is constant

month after month but the donors go up and

down. Donations fall off in the winter

months of December, January, and

February because people are more apt to be

ill at this time. They also fall off in the

summer, she said, because it is too hot and

people are on vacation.

Diana Franchi, a UMass Junior Math
major said she didn't know about the drive

until she saw the white Red Cross truck

parked out front of the Student Union

Building, then decided to give blood.

Karo Grover, a senior

followed Franchi's actions.

HRTA major

"You feel good after you give blood,"

Crover said.

Richard Davis, a Botany graduate
student, said he saw the sign out front and
he "happened to have time to give."

"The weather is good and I feel in a good

and generous mood," David said.

Jonathan Broadhurst, a junior Economics

major at UMass, said "It has been eight

weeks since the last time I gave blood. I

started giving blood when I lived in South-

west and our dorm was having a contest to

see who could give the most blood. Our
floor won and we had a keg party with the

money. I've been giving blood ever since,"

he said.

"I really only give blood for the backrubs

and food," Broadhurst added jokingly.

Fraternity Alpha Phi Omega and Sorority

Gamma Sigma Sigma are helping the

University Women with the drive, while

senior citizens worked on the canteen.

Info game more than trivial success
By PAUL DESMOND
Collegian Staff

Who wrote The Autobiography of Malcolm X? What is

the only man made object visible from space'.' What

popular drink is made from gin and vermouth? These are

some of the questions from a board game called "Trivial

Pursuit," which is one of the most popular games on the

market, according to some local merchants.

Steve Zach, toy manager at Bradless in Northampton,

said the game was "very popular" in his store. "Twice in

triangles of all six colors, he goes for the center of the

board and must answer a question in a category selected

by the other players.

University of Massachusetts psychology professor,

Richard Bogartz offered some "purely speculative"

possibilities on why the game is so popular.

"It's a social game, people play in groups. There's the

novelty of it; it's a new game. And publicity, the 'follow

the crowd' phenomenon," Bogartz said.

"I suppose there's lots of little rewards from knowing

something just being able to come up with an answer.

Perhaps it's a matter of being insecure and wanting to be
saia ine game was vcij- pw^""" ......-> ..v^. — ---7- '^

. . ,. . , . 1
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the last month a shipment came and went in one day, he involved in something a lot of other people are involved

said That translates to anywhere from 24 to 48 of the in, "
he said.

games being sold in one day at about $30 each. K Mart in One student said the board game is a popular social

Hadley has had only about 12 of the games in the store activity in Kennedy Tower in Southwest Residential

since Christmas, said toy manager Steve Kupras. It has Area. Craig Sanders, a sophomore chemistry major, said

been on "outstanding order " with the K-Mart warehouse he likes the game becau.se "it really gets you thinking."

for months, Kupras said, but the warehouse simply "I haven't played recently because of tests but I usually

cannot get the game from the manufacturer. play on Wednesday nights and on the weekend," he said

The object of Trivial Pursuit is to answer questions from

six different fields of interest. Players move around a

board following the throw of a die, and their category of

question is determined by what color space they happen

to land on.

When a player lands on a special space marked by a

colored triangle, he can earn a triangle of that color if hecolored tnangie, ne can earn a manK'^ "• ^'"^^ '-""• " " w'b
answers the question correctly. When a player earns said.

"I'll have a few beers and sit down with some friends and

play. It's a good time."

Julius Lester, a UMass Afro American Studies

professor, incorporates trivia into his class on the history

of the Civil Rights Movement.
"I'm fascinated by all forms of trivia because trivia is

song that took place at some point in history," Lester

Female engineering students blooming
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Correspondent

As AssisUnt Dean of the Engineering Department,

Nancy Hellman is part of a growing effort to address the

needs and concerns of the increasing number of women

engineering students at the University of Massachusetts.

In 1983, Hellman was promoted from academic counselor

to the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Affairs. Since

then she has helped plan professional seminars, career

counseling programs, and informal luncheon meetings with

represenUtives from engineering companies throughout

the state.
, „ j •

Currently, 423 of the 2300 students enroUed m
engineering are women, and the most popular con-

centration among them is mechanical engineenng

followed by electrical, industrial, chemical, civU and

computer systems.
. ^ j

In the past 3 years, more than 230 women have BrariuHtpH

with engineering degrees, compared to 119 over the

preceding two decades.

Through the joint efforts of the Society of Women

Engineers (SWE) and the CoUege Industry Advisory

Committee (ClAC). professional seminars regardmg the

field of engineering are available for both women and men

this semester. The SWE is a National undergraduate

association, and CLAC is presently composed of women
from top industries throughout Massachusetts.

"Students speak with me about various concerns, among

which is the faculty's level of sensitivity and receptivity to

women and minority students." Hellman said.

She said she wished to stress the "cooperative nature of

her efforts to heighten awareness of these issues in the

department."

Hellman also said many female students are very reticent

to speak in class, and that she is considering having a

workshop on assertiveness to deal with this problem.

"I work to promote the image of women in the depart-

ment and I counsel students individually to help improve

their self-image." she said.

Another concern of Helhnan's is networking and

"familiarizing students with the working world."

Hellman also offers informational sessions about

engineering careers to high school students and is planning

a program in which women engineering alumni would'

return to their former high schools to discuss their per-

sonal and professional experiences.

A professional seminar, titled "Careers and Lifestyles," is

being sponsored by the Raytheon Corporation, a CIAC
member, tonight at 7 p.m. in CC 804.

Attorney's Office member to discuss new Public Rights Division

Ellen Cain of the Hampshire/Franklin District Attorney's

Office will discuss her office's new Public Rights Division in

a Human Relations Forum today at noon in the Campus

Center at the University of Massachusetts.

Cain, director of the newly formed division, will give an

overview of her agency's mandate. Her presentation will

center on the role of the division in enforcing Civil Rights

laws as well as open meeting and environmental protfM:tion

laws. A discussion wUl follow.

The forum is expected to last until 1:30 p.m. and will be in

Campus Center rooms 804-808.

6 still in running

for provost position
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Applicants for the position of provost and vice chancellor

for academic affairs at the University of Ma.ssachusetts

have been narrowed from more than 200 to about sue, and

nominations are expected to reach the chancellor's desk in

three weeks, according to the Search Committee Chair

Richard Stein.

UMa.ss has been without a permanent provost, the

highest administrative position under the chancellor, since

Lorcn Baritz' resignation last May.

Samuel F. Conti is the second acting provost since Baritz'

departure, after appointee Dean Alfange resigned last

July.

Stein said the provost search and applicant information is

under tight security, in order to protect the current em-

ployment status of the interested candidates. Half of the

final interviews have been conducted "in the Amherst

area, rather than on campus, " to prevent speculation, he

said.

Norman Synder, assistant to the chancellor, said "a fairer

judgment can be made if less information is leaked out." It

is important, Synder said, that the selection process does

not become distorted with unverified, outside information.

A Chicago based executive search service conducted the

original application screening, before forwarding an

estimated 100 applications and information files to the

university committee.

The provost is the chief academic officer for the

University, and oversees both graduate and un-

dergraduate academic programs, and the flow of per-

sonnel. The position is "customarily second in command."

after the chancellor, Synder said.

Family survivor to speak
The son of Julius and Ethel Rosenburg, two accused

communists electrocuted in the 1950s, will address a

Northampton audience tonight on FBI surveUlance.

Robbie Meeropol will be one of three panelists to discuss

"The People versus the FBI: Three Counterattacks on

Domestic Surveillance" in a presentation sponsored by the

Pioneer Valley chapter of the National Lawyers Guild.

Guild member Jonathon Moore will speak on the FBI

surveillance of his organization, and UMass Legal Services

attorney Charles DiMare wUl speak on the psychological

profiles compiled by the FBI during last semester's arson

investigation at UMass.

DiMare said the panel was selected to represent both

locally and nationally what has been going on with the FBI,

and will challenge and counterattack its surveillance ac-

tivities.

He added that his presentation will reveal no new m-

formation on FBI activities on campus or the December

arrest of a Crampton dormitory resident assistant, against

whom all charges were later dropped. Charges against law

enforcement agencies and University officials involved in

the case wUl be filed by the end of the semester, he said.

The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. at the Unitarian

Society of Northampton and is open to the public.
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Hit and run man admittedto hospital
A twenty -one year old East Walpole

resident, who fled from an accident scene

Monday after hitting a tree in his rented

car, was admitted to Cooley -Dickinson

Hospital, Amherst police said yesterday.

Accorduig to police, they responded to an

accident call on Dickinson Street about 6:43

p.m. and found a 1982 Chevrolet Chevette

flipped on its roof. The driver of the car

allegedly hit a tree, buckling in the left side

of the vehicle, and the force of the collision

caused it to flip. Witnesses told police that

the driver was seen running down the

street with apparent head injuries.

Some time later, police said, they learned

that a friend of the driver had taken him to

Cooley-Dickinson, where he was admitted

with head injuries. According to police, the

driver said he had swerved to avoid a dog,

and hit the tree in a car rented earlier on

Monday from Paige's Chevrolet on Main

Street in Amherst.

The accident is still under investigation.
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INTERNATIONAL FAIR '84:
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LEGAL PROBLEMS?
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of UMass
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Can we build one for you?
Now serving "quality" foot long subs.

'f you believe that a sub should be more than just a lot of bread. It's
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$60 REWARD
for information leading

to the recovery of

specimens of bobcat,

howler monkey, and

moose head taken from

Morrill Science Center.

Howler monkeys are en-

dangered species;

possessors subject to

fine of $5000 or more.

Anyone having informa-

tion on whereabouts of

these mammals s'hould

contact Paul LetDeris,

Department of Zoology,

Morrill Science Center,

545-2287.
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UMASS SKI CLUB i

$69. Week Ender

BENDER
Spring Skiing April 13-15

at SUGARBUSH VALLEY

includes

Transportation

2 Nights Lodging

2 Days Lifts

Meals

Fri the 13th Party

Bloody Mary party

Free Beer & Wine
Hot Tub Party

Mimosa Party

Free Beer and Wine Party

*

Sat morn

F&S

Sat afternoon

Sat night

Sun morn
Sun mom

ALL FOR ONLY $69

for more info call 545-3437
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All Well Liquor Drinks

75° "All Night"
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Latin American weekend

offers many activities

By MARILYN BOU
Collegian Correspondent

The Latin American Weekend (April 5 9).

which is dedicated to the Latin American

community of the Pioneer Valley, has many

different areas of entertainment available

for everyone. "With such a variety of free

activities surrounding this weekend, we

expect a large turnout of both Latin

Americans and all members of the com

munity," said Linda Velazquez, coordinator

of Ahora, a Latin American organization

here on campus.

Students of the Latin community on

campus are very excited and are looking

forward to the weekend. Rafael Guzman,

an engineering major, said "activities such

as the one this weekend contribute in

uniting the many diverse communities here

on campus."

"The weekend will serve to strengthen the

ethnic ties the Latin communities share on

this campus," said Maria Rivers, a com

puter science major.

Thursday. April 5, the day festivities

begin, there will be two films featured. A
Cuban film entitled "One Way or Another"

and "Pexote". a Brazilian film, will begin at

7:00 p.m. They will be shown in room 101 of

the Campus Center.

On FViday a dance will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom beginning at 8:00

p.m. The featured artist is Luis "Perico"

Ortiz and his renowned orchestra. Tickets

for this special event are available at the

Fine Arts Center and also at the door. The

price for both students and the general

public is $5.00.

Some of the activities slated for Saturday

are an arts and graphics display, folk

dancing performed by "Serobic". a Latin

folkloric dance group composed of children

from Amherst, and a breakdancing troupe

from Amherst will perform. Activities

begin at 11:00 a.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

"The event will be a success and a very

culturally enhancing experience for

everyone," said Christine Archese, a

political science major. Everyone is en-

couraged to attend the festival.

Press Release—Black Affairs Meeting:

Third World Caiunis. Tonight Room 308

Studerd Union Building.

KV l.aa«r|>hoto

Jesse Jackson, here last week in Connecticut, enjoyed great success

in the New York primary last night as he was battling Gary Hart for se-

cond place. He is sure to win a host of delegates and great respect for

his campaign.

DIPIETRO

+C
The Mindreader and Hypnotist

qo Minutes of

Spellbinding Emertainment!

• Telepathy

• Mind Control
• Precognition

• SightlessVision

•X rayEye Classes

• AmnesiaTest

•Drinking and
Dance Party

much

.•at" i

'

Thursday Apnl 5th

Mahar Aud.
7«IOP.M. Adm. $2

Presentedby Hamlin Dorm

We Con^atulate
All Brides-to-be...

. . .and invite them to vieu^ our
extensive collection of elegant

troiuiseau itemii.

You desem^e the very best for yon r

wfdding vight.
liV can help ytm to plan n hngenr .sMm^T (US well.

Call frtr info.

\
WAIMTED SUMMER 84

I
CAMP NATCHEZ -top CO

\ ed camp located in berkshire mountains is

\ looking for exciting active people with

\ abundant energy for the following posi-

tions:

Soccer
Gymnastics

Tennis

Tennis Director

Sports

Ceramics &
Photography

General Counselor

Backpacking
j

Camp Crafts j

Sailing J

Canoeing
|

W.S.I.
\

Environmental Ecology
j

Registered Nurse i

IMN
MOWOnNSUNPAT)!-, M

Legal Assistant Interns Wanted
The Legal Services Office has eight positions available

for full-time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1984

semester. Up to fifteen credits may be received from

academic departments. Legal assistants aid attorneys of

the Legal Services Office with client interviewing, in-

vestigations, legal research, negotiations, giving advice

and referrals, preparation of court forms, and atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior Courts of

Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin Counties, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Legal assistants maintain continuing caseload

under supervision of attorneys. For advice on arranging

an internship and credit, contact Office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. For further information about the

internship, contact the Legal Services Office, 922 Cam-

pus Center. Applicants must contact Office of Intern-

ships by Friday, April 13, 1984. Writing sample re-

quired.

t

UMASS SKI CLUB
I

) We will be on campus Wednesday April

f 4th Rm 911 Campus Center 9 am to 5 pm
i Please drop in or call student employment,

I
for appointment.

]

t

t

$69. Week Ender

BENDER
Spring Skiing April 13-15

at SUGARBUSH VALLEY

incKides

Transportation

2 Nights Lodging

2 Days Lifts

Meals

Fri the 13th Party

Bloody Mary party

Free Beer & Wine

Hot Tub Party

Mimosa Parly

Free Beer and Wine Party Sun mom

ALL FOR ONLY 199

for more info call 546-3437

«
«

«
t
«
i

Fftst

t

Sat mom
Sat afternoon S

Sat night

Sun mom

|t<tttt»»<n|aMt»»a»>M»»»»»»»»i|n»»^
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Letters —^^-^—^^——^—
Vulcans are ignorant people
To the Editor,

I write in response to a letter written by Mr. "Vulcan"
Tumey who believes there is no need for a Lesbian and
Gay Awareness Week. Paradoxically, he is the exact

reason such a need exists.

Mr. Tumey, you certainly have learned very little here at

UMass. But, yes, you do have a great understanding of

what prejudice is, but only from the archaic side of the

issue. People like you are the very reason discrimination

still exists. Until we can educate you and your kind, your
ignorance will continue to infringe upon the rights of all

people. I hope you are enjoying your small-minded world,

Mr. Tumey. Hopefully, celebrations such as Lesbian and
Gay Awareness Week and Martin Luther King, Jr. Week
will soon render you and your bigoted world obsolete.

No, I'm not lesbian. I'm not Black. I just believe in per-

sonhood.

Marybeth Hennessy
Sylvan

Abortion is not birth control
To the Editor,

I am writing in response to two editorials recently

printed on the subject of Pro-Choice. I would like to com-
mend Richard Vigeant for his courage to write about his

participation in the Pro-Choice movement. It was an
honest and well written article. Few men would par-

ticipate in the Pro-Choice movement much less write an
article in support of the movement. I am extremely im-

pressed. Thank you Mr. Vigeant.

The second editorial was written by Miriam Zoll, who is

the Collegian 's Women's News Editor. Although the con-

tent of most of Ms. Zoll's editorial was accurate, the lead

paragraph set up an entirely incorrect premise for the

statement she was attempting t(» make. Ms. Zoll wrote

that people "who enjoy having sex and are not planning on

having children in the near future will probably t>e in-

tereste<l to learn that our so called "liberal" state is trying

to eliminate state funded alx)rti()ns." The statement in-

sinuates that alK)rtion is used primarily as a method of

birth control. This is an inaccurate statement.

Few Pro-Choice advfK*ates, if any, would agree with Ms.

Zoll. although abortion is use<I by some as a method of

birth control, this is not the main issue of the Pro-Choice
movement. Ahirtion is an option when pregnancy m-curs

due to the birth control methods. The legality of alntriton

does not mean that men and women no longer need to take

responsibility for preventing an unwanted pregnancy. I

personally ao not believe that abortion should be used as a

birth control method but I do believe that abortion should

be legal and subject to state funds for the needy.

Although the rest of Ms. Zoll's editorial is a positive

statement for the Pro-Choice movement, I am angry that

she misunderstands the reasoning behind the Pro-Choice

movement. As the editor of the Women's News section, I

would expect Ms. Zoll to be better informed. I believe that

it is a journalists responsibility to print accurate informa-

tion and it is very aparent that Ms. Zoll "did not do her

homework."
Jeanette E. Maillet

Southwest

A woman's right to control

To the Editor,

This letter is in response to the article in last week's

CoUrqi/iv. on the efiitorial papp. by Sean Casey regarding

the hypocrisy of pro choice. I feel I must write in response

for every woman, regardless of her stand on the issue.

Until every woman has the right to control her own body,

there can be no equality. I will not restate here all the

arguments woman have been making on this issue. I will

state, however, that NO man has the right to legislate this

issue; no man has the right to sit in judgment on any

woman for making what can only be a very personal and

individual decision.

Mr. Casey smugly states that women who do not want

children should make this decision before sexual activity.

Since no method of birth control is 100 percent effective, is

Mr. Casey advocating celibacy for women? Haven't we

gotten rid of that old double standard yet. Mr. Casey? And

what of rape victims, victims of incest, or other criminal

sexual acts? Or don't they count?

No scientific or biological evidence has yet to confirm

when life actually begin.s. And no scientific or legal

authority has been able to come to an agreement on this

issue. I think it's wonderful that Mr. Casey has all the

answers. Perhaps he can tell us what to do about

generations of unwanted and abused children. Or perhaps

he can coun.sel rape victims on how to live with the product

of the crime committed against them.

In closing. I would just like to say that until men can

become pregnant against their will they should have no say

in the matter. ._. . . ,^
Virginia Kees
Haydenville

Student Senate for the record

To the Editor,

In his response to my editorial, "Commuters Do Need
Democracy", Jose Tolson shows with rarely seen blatancy

that he is starkly oblivious to reality.

First of all, to relieve Mr. Tolson's doubts, I was at that

Senate meeting and I wds paying attention. Perhaps if

more people were paying attention, the proposal would

not have passed.

Secondly, it seems that Mr. Tolson is the one who was
not paying attention. He says that the Senate voted on

the proposal four times. Despite his assertion, the records

show that there was only one vote. The proposal was
passed five votes with nine abstentions.

Also, Mr. Tolson claims to have seen a provision on the

front page of the proposal which states that all members
of the govering board must be commuters. This must be a

hallucination on Mr. Tolson's part because there is no such

provision anywhere on the proposal.

Mr. Tolson also says that I am mistaken in saying that

the board appoints itself. Mysteriously, however, Mr.
Tolson neglects to explain why I am mistaken. Did any
commuters not in the Senate have any vote in how they
were to be represented? No. Who voted? Commuter
senators. In my opinion, that is self-appointment.

Danial J. Hoiway
Field House Senator

A thank you for a spring trip

To the Editor,

We would like to publicly thank the UMass Alumni Af-

fairs office for doing an outstanding job in organizing last

semester's 22nd annual UMass Trivia Contest. As

members of the LHtimate Club, the first place team, we
were given a trip to Orlando. Florida over spring break.

Thanks to the efforts of Alumni workers, John, Phyllis,

Donna and Eric, we were able to enjoy seven days in sun-

ny Florida despite several complications the week before

the trip.

Ultimately, it is events such Jis the trivia contest and last

year's Charter Day celebration that serve to unite the

UMass students, faculty and alumni. These activities

enhance the University's public image and school spirit.

We invite all challengers to l)egin to prepare for the 23rd

annual Trivia contest in Septeml)er. We are ready to take

you on!

Jim Finkle

Dan Stockford
Orchard Hill

Editor's note: Alumni workers mentioned are Director

John Hite, Phyllis Pajonk, Donna Whittemore and Eric
Snoek.

Tonight and every Wednesday Night it's

Ladies Night
in Webster's Lounge
All bar drinks 99^

Including our famous frozen libation of

Pina Colada, Frozen Strawberry Daiquiri

and Margaritas

And not to discriminate against

you Gentlemen. . .

Thursday is your night

in Webster's Lounge

Bass Ale and Heineken 99^

Molson Golden, Miller Light,

Budweiser and Michelob
all just 75^

7:00 pm till closing
Don't forget

Plumbley's Happy Hours
Mon-Fri 4-7 pm

75^ domestic drafts 50^ off a^lLdrinks

lig'ht hors d'ouvres .
)^'

30 Boltwood walk l^liTm r^l/'^A/' C
Amherst Kfl}^^^^/ ^
253-9586

oil the common-'

'7i<>^/'

HEALTH and BEAUTY AID

SALE
FRSHION
COLOR

No Nonsense
$1.39 reg. $2.49

located in clothing

Sensitive Linr»e

Gillette Foemy
7 02. $1.31 reg. $2.35 1

Vidal

I Sasson

} 8 oz reg. $2.93

$1.47

A
large

s«l«ction

of unadvertised

specials also

available

.6»^ DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S 5 X

^"'^ COUPONS I ^
I on all Health and Beauty Aids Products | J^

I offer vaji^ thjjOU^JiJa^gl^IgM^^J S

S J.J. Baby Powdar
4 14 oz

^ «1.83reg $2 80

A
COUPON I

Viaina W oz.

«V33reg. $1.99

Qlllan* 6 pack
•1.16 rag. $2 22

^quggaii^
Aqua-FrMh 4 6 oz •1.04 re^1.45 ^^

$2.00
8oz.

w/coupon reg. $2.60

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

COUPON

88'

reg or unscented

reg. $1.46

w/coupon ^

L„
..J . . . .. ^ ^ offer valid through April 30, 1984 {i,

offer valid through April 3a 1984 « '

|[
Sale

a itenns are

Y also available

i
in the Mini Store • •!— -

^

Open M-F ^-4 S 9-4 Located in CC |
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Martin Luther King remembered
i^T* just want to do God's wiU. And

I he's allowed me to go up to the

Mountain. And I've looked omr, and
Vve seen the premised land. I may not get

there with yoUy bvi I want you to know that

we as a people wiU get to the promised
land. So I'm happy tonight. I'm not wor-

ried about anything. I'm not fearing any
man. Mine eyes have seen the glory of the

coming of tke Lord.

"

The day after Martin Luther King, Jr.

delivered these words, he was
assassinated. That day was sixteen years

ago today, on April 4, 1968. It is a tragic

irony that a man who spoke the truth and
confronted a whole nation and its in-

justices was killed by a man driven by that

same blind hatred and ignorance that he
himself had tried to overcome.

This week is Martin Luther King, Jr.

Week, a time set aside as a symbolic

recognition of King as one of the most
powerful and eloquent seekers of justice in

all our history. But it is more than that. It

is a time in which we should try to ex-

emplify the man and what he stood for;

racial equality on all fronts, more compas-

sion for our fellow man and woman, and
most of all, the simple affirmation of the

dignity and worth of everyone, of every

race and color.

Martin Luther King is an outstanding

example of something else—the notion

that no force of history is as strong as the

power of an idea or a leader whose time

has come, and the brutal reality that there

are some who will resort to nothing to stop

this social progress. That is why King, his

writings, and his ideas must live on in his

place. And that is why this week is such

an important occassion.

So take some time out and away from
everything else, and think. Think about

Martin Luther King, Jr., and what he

would be striving for today. Think about

what he would think about the tenuous
state of civil rights and equality today, and
how all the progress our country has made
is being eroded. Think about what he

would try to do to improve that situation.

And then go out and try to do something
yourself,to help not just this week, but

every time you get a chance to.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinions of

the Collegian Board of Editors.

Letters

Concern for free speech

To the Editor,

Recently there has been several letters in the Collegian

denouncing pornography. The intention of this letter is

not to advocate porn or belittle the seriousness of rape.

My intention is to question the connections made between

pom and rape, but more importantly to express my con-

cern over our right to freedom of speech guaranteed to us

in the First Amendment of the Constitution.

These people claim that they are not calling for censor-

ship of pom, but rather an examination of its content,

values, etc. . . What do they want from these examina-

tions? You guessed it, censorship. These letters lead us to

believe that if pomography disappeared overnight so

would violent crimes against women. I think not.

Likewise, I assert that if pom never existed violent crimes

against women would still occur. Why is it that rape is

overwhelmingly higher in the U.S. per capita than in other

countries that are much less inhibited about sex and por-

nography to the point that it is shown on T.V.?

There is no question that pom is offensive to many peo-

ple. Does this mean that we should denounce, examine,

and subsequently ban every book, magazine, or belief that

may be offensive to some people or is allegedly the cause

of some undesirable effect? Does this mean that we should

denounce religion because of the fact that in the history of

man more people have died in religous wars than for any

other reason, including starvation? The Constitution of

the United States gives each of us the right to make our

own decisions on such issues, thus eliminating the need for

censorship. I agree that something must be done about

rape and oppression of women, but at the same time our

right to freedom of speech must be preserved. It may be

1984 but lets not get carried away.
Jay Salhaney

Amherst

Tasteless discrimination
To the Editor.

Today I made the mistake of reading the Collegian's

Editorial Page over lunch. It seems that it is not enough

for the student body to be aware of the difficulties that

face homosexuals, but now we must read graphic illusions

to homosexual intercourse. The letter in Friday's Col-

legian, "Discrimination Still Exists", is tasteless, repug-

nant and completely inappropriate to the editorial page of

any half respectable newspaper.

Where does the Collegian draw the line regarding

material such as this? Suppose the letter had begun,

"Michael woke up and for a few minutes just lay still, a

wonderfully warm reassuring feeling spreading over his

body as he watched his little sister breathing deeply and

contented next to him." Would the Collegian have found

this equally acceptable? Is sex between a man and his dog

also editorial page reading material if the man happens to

get a rock thrown through his window? The fact is, that

there are people who engage in all sorts of sexual acts that

might lead to discrimination, but that does not justify the

portrayal of these acts in print.

Gay activists should confine their efforts to eliminating

discrimination, instead of attempting to gain the publics

approval of homosexuality by illustrating the gay lifestyles

that the vast majority find distasteful. Indeed, such il-

lustrations only hurt the cause of the gay community by

emphasizing the things that make them different. It is too

much to ask for heterosexual approval of homosexual

A respon-
sibiUty for the
future
Can you feel it? A shake-up is coming as we

near the next millenium. The world is getting

smaller and smaller as technology tightens its grip

on human behavior. The once-pristine surface of our

planet has l>een deeply scarre<l at the hands of the human
race. A multitude of destructive machines are UH)se, with

more due out next year. Of course, these are the very

tools we have u.sed to provide us with our fast food and our

shopping centers. Eagerly eywi by all Americans, mer-

chandise for sale lines the highways of our nation. Vast

monuments to consumerism have been built here, fre-

quently on the backs of [)eople who have little hope of en-

joying anything for their pains.

William J. Spain

The point is, fellow citizens of an ascendant system, that

it is going to become increasingly difficult to grab

everything we desire as we have in the past. There are a

lot more of us avaricious folks treading the soil these days

and the twentieth century has intnuluced us to each other

like never l»efore. Mcnjern nieth(Hls of communication

have stripf)ed away the ability to hide wealth in a remote

valley or oasis.

We do have wealth. Some of the same technological pro-

wess we are using to destroy ourselves represents the best

hopes for our continued survival. The very fact that peo-

ple receive money for not f)r<Miucing fiKnl must say that we
have what it takes to fill stomachs. Is there a wise way to

utilize all this, a way with consideration for the future?

This is one of the questions you and I will stwn have to deal

with.

Not surprisingly, most of the present stewards are quick

to a.ssert that everything is being manage<l in the proper

way. However, the best forethought does not usually

come from those who wax fat off present distribution. A
lot of people from around the world are kncn-king on (mr

door and we face a choice. The power we have is awesome

and it can be use<l to either reach out and help or to seal

already tight channels. At this point, there is a disturbing

trend towards the latter. That approach, while very con-

venient to the short-term interests of certain (»l(i men. will

ultimately destroy us in the end. The pages of history are

overflowing with empires consumed by their own grtn^l.

The earth shrinks fast as the ripping and tearing at the

environment takes its toll. Things are running out.

F^orget the oil or the special metals for making fighter

planes. We have repeatedly proven our ability to withs-

tand shortages of certain materials. What is Ix'ing poison-

ed at an ever growing rate is the In-autiful blue-green ball

that .supports us. Deserts are inexorably advancing in the

southern hemisphere, bringing famine and disease. In in-

dustrial countries, poison seeps intt) the water and f(H)d.

The trees, our friends from which we have gotten shelter

and warmth (not to mention g(KMi old oxygen) for so long,

suffer (•verv'where from overuse of the woiwlsman's axe
.ir.'i the debilitatinf effects of acid rain.

Wildlife is also on the run. When an animal ln'comes ex-

tinct (now that is practically a weekly event) we lose a

valuable pure of our heritage. Still, the hunt goes on. IX)

you ever think about whale.s? The biggest living thing on

earth and they are l)eing exterminated to the last. When
they are all gone, part of us will be forever lost.

The real tragedy is that we are gomg to get to watch it

all in living color. Actually, we are already watching it.

For now, it is still possible to sit and cluck our tongues at

the misery from behind the protective cordon of American

might. Wake up, people. That time is rapidly going to

come to a close as we continue to pour our vanishing

resources into a senseless arms race. Pretty soon, if we

want to keep the weapons rolling off the assembly lines,

serious sacrifices will have to be made. Many are already

being made. Here is a nice statistic-every minute in 1984

will see fifty children perish from lack of food. In that

same minute, the world's governments will spend over one

million dollars on hellish devices to use against th«>ir

neighbors, (^ite the noble breed, are we not?

It really does not have to go this way. We can see it, and

more importantly, we have the capability to do something

about it. Unfortunately, it appears that the minds of many
of those who are going to inherit this mess in a few years

are still focused on the house in the suburbs with the swim-

ming pool. What kind of a shock is it going to take? How
horrible will the state of affairs have to get before we act?

These are not pleasant questions, but I am afraid that

unless we start looking for some answers, they will resolve

themselves in a most unsatisfactory manner.
William J. Spain is a UMass student

behavior. Ending discriminat-

ing obstacle in itself.

is a worthy, 'it impos-

Stcpher Erickson
^' ii^hclder

-field
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Dastardly

Now Available

Dastardly Dan's Mug
14 oz. $5.00 each

First Drink in mug FREE

Bring your mug day and nite

50' Draft

$1.59 Double Well Drink

You can be part of the

upcoming calendars contact

the Collegian 545-3500

SUPER SPRING Shut bALt
$10 - $40 2>i"^
Save on:

^

"^T^

Jf^ ^OrfecR newbSce PUMA

©EtOniC PATRICK & Others

All styles of shoes on sale

from running, tennis, basketball to

Indoor soccer

SALE ENDS APRIL 14r\
'una

Ste-1971

Mon Sat

9.30-5:00

114 Main St.

Northampton

TH e fVOK
llonw >t} Iv

AMPLE PARKING

lOUCWON i OIHNf R SPECUIS Tf COCICTAH.L.-
|

COMPLETE TMe-OUT MENU

MON THURS 1130AM 10 PM • FRI » SAT 1 1 30 AM TO 12 00PM

SUN & MOUDAVS NOON TO 10 PM • LUNCHEONS 1 1 30 AM • 3 PM

EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

Call 586-1202
ieseae

^staurant \

Happy Hour

-6, 9-clo8ing'

every day

99* PITCH ERSj
offer good April 23-27 I

I

39!^ 55 University Dr. Amherst

^IL 549-5713
I

New workshop:

CONTACT LENS
UPDATE '84

• Advantages and disadvantages

• Types available

• Problems
• Care and cleaning

• New developments

A discussion led by

Dr. Frederick H. Bloom
Optometrist at UHS

April 10, 1984

Health Services, Room 304

Call 549-2671 to register -

t

APRIL CALENDAR
MONDAY 1 TUESDAY 1

3

10

17

W. Lacrosse CO
4 pm
Counseling Period

begins

24

Boston Synnphony
Orchestra with Seiji

Ozawa, FAG $17,15,

13

WEDNESDAY

I

4

"It's a Lovely Sunday

for Creve Coeur"
Curtian, 8 pm

11
M. Lacrosse; Brown
3 pm

"Fifth of July"

Curtain, 8 pm

MONDAY CLASS 18
SCHEDULE
M. Lacrosse: Hofstra

3 pm

Concord String

Quartet FAC $5.

THURSDAY |

5

"It's a Lovely Sunday

for Creve Coeur"

Curtain, 8 pm

12
Murry Louis Dance

Company, FAC, $10,

8 6

"Fifth of July"

Curtain, 8 pm

FRIDAY 1

6

"It's a Lovely Sunday
for Creve Coeur"
Curtain, 8 pm

1
SATURDAY 1 SUNDAY 1

2

9

16
! HOLIDAY.

NO CLASSES
M. Lacrosse: UNH
3 pm

23

30

7 8
W. Lacrosse: UNH, 1

pm

"It's a Lovely Sunday
for Creve Coeur"
Curtain, 8 pm

13 14 15

"Fifth of July" "Fifth of July-

Curtain, 8 pm Curtian, 8 pm

19 20 Counseling period 21
ends

^^ „ , , M Lacrosse: Yale
Chancellor s Lecture ~

Series: Prof Paul ,,, , „ e.
AM^ -^ c^ ^«„. W Lacrosse Penn St
Mariani, Eng dept.

^^^ ^ P""
Orchard Hill Bowl Day

22

25 26 27

Earth Day, SUB

M Lacrosse Harvard

3 pm

28

M Lacrosse Army
2 pm

Northeast/Sylvan
Quad Day

29

"TSttenitr(Ji7:"ntramu

Softball Teams

Be a hit with

Custom printed

Tee-Shirts & Hats

at Low, Low Cost

CREATIVE TEE-SHIRTS

Hampshire Mall

iiadle^.586^9205

fx

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
Timbtr Ub Ctw>, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-

mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, Softball, soccer, tennis,

poller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM

radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

Rich Tyroler

7 Squire Village 665-2081

for application or interview

AMHERST S MICROCOMPUTING CENTER

Stop by and see us for

all your computer needs.

?66 Sort- P edsj-' S'
c5J ^t

Sponsored by

The Mass. Daily Collegian

r)€L?inO§

Delano's Famous Twofers

Happy Hours 7 days & 7 nights

4-6 10-midnight

BE THERE
#——••—••——••> ••>•« J

SALADS SUtMARINES SYRIANS

t:he Bub ^

I'iiiiijijpiacf
Hadley Campus Sn6pping Center, Rte 9

next to Super Stop £r Shop

256-6889

BREAKFAST FOR 2

o., ^3.95
O' SI ttfof On*

AilM IHISVAI PAK. COUPON
UtO MtlCt t% I*

Each Breakfast Include*

2 Large Fresh Eggs
• ? Strips Crisp Bacon
• 2 Sausage Links

• 1 Pancakes

1 r

I

4

1/2 PRICE DINNER
WiTmTMI', vAl I'AK . ( ' MIC IN

Bur On; Gat Ona V7 PKICC

Purchase any dinner entree

artd receive the second ol

I equal or lesser value |/2 nNGC

.J L.

Any n«v ' < yam^uyti [."^

('•«h rr«n t r.hip*

• f r«(l r lam PIRM

• H'ti^nvit r,hH.k#n B'^AKt

, ]H t « V»l 1) ' MM' , 4 ,". H*

DELTA ZETA
Sorority invites all

university women to

OPEN RUSH
Tuesday April 3 at 5:30

Wednesday April 4 at 5:30

Delta Zeta

11 Phillips St

For info call

& ask for

Suzanne or

Stephanie

549-6823
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HISTORY MAJORS:
Yru are invited to

ALUIVINI/AE CAREER NIGH

When: Thursday, April 5, 1984

8:00 PM

Where: Campus Center 162

Graduates of the History

Department Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About Their Careers and Yours

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN
TO START A CONVERSATION

Time
^^ o^^
.0^

,cO'

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MA

Arts
• •.•.•.• •.•

»_•-•.•.•.••-«
ill J l l. ..•••••" *«».•

I • • •.•,• •.•.•.

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Office

The University Placement Service

The History Department

ftioononi

Summer Jobs™—

t

Summer Conference Housing Office is now hiring

students for summer positions as student supervisors,

desk clerks and housekeepers. There are limited full

and part-time openings, all shifts, plus weekends.

Work-study funds are available for this summer.

Experience in hotel operations preferred. HRTA and

work study students are encouraged to apply.

Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, 9th floor. Campus
Center. Deadline for return of applications is 5:00 pm,

Thursday April 12, 1984.

We are an equal opportunity employer.

vv^JSVvvv^AAA/^l^rw^n.vvv^AnAl^rtA^AVyiVV^^

artslines ...
The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

will present Tennessee Williams' A Lovely Sunday For

Creve Coeur April 4-7 in the Curtain Theater. Tickets may
be purchased at the Fine Arts Center box office. All

performances begin at 8 p.m. For further information, call

545 2511.

(left to right) Cristen Lenard and Michelle Couture play a pair of mismatched roommates in

Tennessee Williams' A Lovely Sunday for Creve Coeur. Presented by the UMass Depart-

ment of Theater in the Curtain Theater of the Fine Arts Center, April 3-7 at 8:00 pm.
Tickets: Fine Arts Center box office, 545-2511.

artslines.,.

Menu for Delivery
430 Russell St. ( Rt. 9) Delivery: Sun.-Thurs. 6 PM- 1 2 PM
Hadley. MA (Near Super Stop A Shop) Fn. & Sal. 6 PM- 1 AM

NO DELIVERY CHARGE

Extra Lx)ng HOT DOGS
Choicf of Toppinfi

Plain Mushrooms 8l Onions

Chill Hot Cheddar Cheese

Bicon Peppers 8l Onions

American Cheese Melted

SI.3S

HAMBURGERS
*«-lb Hamb Plain. LTM" $140
I* IbCheeseburgPlain/LTM* $1.5?

^'Ib Bacon A Cheese PiuaifM* $I.8S

^\b Hamb Plain/LTM* $2.25

v^-H) Cheeseburi Plaiiv/LTM« $2.45

GRINDERS
MINI$I<W LG. $2.S5

Sausage Reg. {

Meatball- Reg.t

Eggplant — Reg t

Pastrami Regt LTMCt
Ham- Rcgt /LTMC*
Salami - RegJ LTMC
Capicola Regt LTMC
Roast Beef - Regt / LTMC*
Tuna Regt / LTMC*

SPECIALTY SANDWICHES
GnUed Cheese $ .95

BLT w/Mayonnai*e $1 50

Sausageburgcr

Gnlled Onioni or LTMCt $1 99

Suak Sandwich

Gnll«d Onions or LTMC* $2.75

Chicken Sand Plam/LTM* $199

. Veal Parmigiana $199

Fish Sand Tartar/LTM» $1.65

DRINKS (Sm50/Med 70/Lg. 80)

Coke Grape

Diet Coke Sprite Oraii0i

Root Beer Lemon

EXTRAS
ColeSIa* $ .50

Steak Fnes $ .85

Onion Rings $1.30

Fned Mushrooms $1.75

Fned Zucchini $1.75

Fned CauhOower $1.75

Fned Mozzarella w/sauce $2.10

Nacho Chip* w/hol cheddar $1 .40

Potato Skuis

w/sour cream or hot ch«ddar $1.99

SoupofiheOay $110

Chill Bowl $1.45

Fned Scallopa $4.89

Fned Shnmps $4.89

._ Fned Chicken $3.25

TOTAL PURCHASES .

Sales Tax (5%)

Total Price S

*LTM- Lrnuoc/TomaKVMayonnaac

Tht above pncts art firm arid not subject to

ckangt. Any inconsistencies and unauthorized

price changes should be brought to the atten-

tion o/Fronkies Management

Telephone: 256-0858.

tLTMC-LTMAChetK

1

~^
tRei Pcppcn A Onions/ Ssucc'ChccK

Telephone:

256-0858

Soprano Mimi Ravetti will perform in an interesting and

unusual show at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, April 10 in Bezanson

Recital Hall. Ms. Ravetti will sing poems by Emily

Dickinson, which have been set to music by composer

Gordon Getty. The song cycle, titled The White Election

after a Dickinson poem by the same name, was written in

1982 by Mr. Getty, son of the oil giant J. Paul Getty.

Based on a series of Dickinson poems, the piece attempts,

according to Getty, "to tell Emily's story in her own words

at a length appropriate for a complete single concert." The
performance is free of charge. For futher information, call

.'i"^ 1945.

^^i^v^^^^l^^^v^lW^^^^^vw^^^^^^^AA^^^^rt^^^^vwrt^^^^rt^^^AAA^^^^^^^A/^AAAftAAAArtAAA^

WFCR will begin airing dramatizations of short stories by

science fiction extrordinaire Ray Bradbury on April 6. The

National Public Radio series, entitled Bradbury 13, will be

heard on Friday evenings at 10:30 p.m. Included in the

series will be dramatizations of Bradbury's most popular

short stories, such as "Night Call, Collect", "The

Screaming Woman" and "The Ravine". For further in

formation about the series, or any other WFCR borad

casts, call 545-0100.

Soprano Mimi Ravetti will perform works by

Gordon Getty—see artslines.

OPEN BAR
Tonight &- every Wed.

'WaC%&vfV'wtfV'H^ks/!4WM^WMW« '-s >rt:-;« • • '^- t y, ,. t V

Read the Arts page

JUSTIN R¥?^S invites

all women to drink for FREE

from 8:00 - 9:00

$1. BAR DRINKS

for everyone til 11:00

HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church fpr

more information about this Christian

Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

586-4352.

Summer Employment
Camp Young JudaM, Amherst, New Hampahir*

(Resident, Co-ed. 1 hour from Boston) is in need of 0»-I
panment Oiractors and Activity Specialists tor this sum-^
mar in: Athletics. Gymnastics, S«vim Instnjction (WSI),4
Waterskiing, Sailing. Arts & Crafts, Cjvnpcraft. IsraaH
Datice. Drama, israeii Foiit Song, RHIery, Tennis. Pholog-#
raphy. Office Personnel and Nursea (R.N.). Excetent Sa*-^
aries apti fringe t>er>efHs. Please contact Or. Charia* &{
Rotman. Direclor, 81 Kingsbury Street, WsWaalay MAj
02181. 617-237-9410. T

RAFFLE AND GIVE—AWA Y
PROMOTION

"MOSCOW ON THE HUDSON"
starring Robin Williams

30 FREE PAIRS OF MOVIE PASSES
POSTERS ETC.

BAGEL DELI
Now Open in fA/ZS

f^ Fresh Bagels, Breads & Pastries

si/ Soups, Salads & Sandwiches

SPECIALS
FREE coffee with purchase of bagel & cream

cheese 8 am - 10 am
ro\ FREE 6 bagels with purchase of 6 bagels Sunday
^^ Mon-Sat 8 am - 6 pm Sun 8 am - 6 pm 253-9282

\

t

RCX)K & ROLL • JAZZ • SOUL

MAXELL Xl II 90 $2.38 each

MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each

TDK SA 90 $2.25 each

from Rimsky Korsskov to

Uttle Walter

ttmaikftplaotplBsl
Mam St. Northamf on

• CLASStCAr* R & B > St4.1SaO

WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NMHT
Music By

AL STONER
DISCO-ROCK

,
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t ARE YOU FUNNY?
jOpen Mike Comedy Night at the Blue Wall
J

Tuesday, April 10

Winner receives $100 and the chance to

compete for Catch a Rising Star

2nd place recieves $50
3rd place receives $25

Call Julie at 545-2733 or sign up
at Student Union AlbP^

, ,

first 10 people only
Sponsored by GPC •**

r

A pretty
pacesetter!

High fashion with a low hoi'l. Prcttv, wovon

leather upper on <i covereci wedmv In .i c hou c

ot (hic colors' Available in black, grey and white

l^m^
Shoes

The Village Common, Amherst

Multiple Positions

Available for

Next Fall!!

Almost unlimited workstudy

High Salary, High Growth

Friendly Atmosphere.
Inquire at the Collegian for

applications. 113 Campus Center

[(I

Smith College Rec Council

presents

Modern English
with The Fleshtones

Friday, April 6, 1984

8:00 pm
John M. Greene

PRICES
Smith students $5.50, $6.50

Non-Smith students $6.50. $7.50

At the door $8.50

TICKETS
For the Record (Faces)

The University Store (UMass)

Platterpus Records

Main Street Records

No Cans, Bottles or Recording Devices

Hall is Wheelchair Accessible

One btop Shopping for ati of

your Record and Stereo .Needs^

Located on sale tables with many other
albums to choose from

Selected Cassette Tapes also available

on Sale Table

Open M-F 9-6, S 11-4 Located in Campus Center

QjUmVERSITY
mSTORE*
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ilUH>m < ,»urt:' by Berke Breathed

IV uKi o/a^ione to know wf\r

IN My iiF^' m muerm my olp

few PCCom.6meuTi.. anp
FMHKii, I'M bemHG (\

um^ (mt6sep f\doitr

'i^'
^**^,

HP6 am A
wee eAKiy

ANPMHm'APoi/r

THIS W5l«e55

iPOH'r
UKE ITf

\OiW

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

5ee This
MONTH 5
iTTRfO

yEAH VIC fiuT you
HA\/E TO RSMfMQER
-WE FIRST A^EN^Em.

The Strip
im V qigh

eXAM ^T ///5 9 05.
Ler% see ir He
MAKeS IT.

OH MAM' AM I WIffD
Our I Attn SCMtut itJ
IT'S ONLY A AT/D-/r«M.

/ iL Ace
77/f f/N/U.

.. Oh SURC VA W/L^
^ MJW ClOSf YA ' -^

J eyes CHUM^
V*^ AA/O CATCH
- SQMe MOA€

AH^I THc sweer
SMrCL OF VICTORY
ONCC AGAINJ

,
AHHA HA HAH

/ "

Shagnasty O.T. F> • .-inge'

4ha"l odor hasm^S

TYPESETTER
WANTED

Apply in Collegian Graphics
Department Wednesday night

between 7 and 9

Ask for Marianne

Yes Watson, its right here

in the Collegian

Read the Collegian in the morning,

at night , all day long

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

£l«M loi ABfftn Tlmn S,adk-u

ACROSS 60 Whirligig 1J Borax and bauxite

1 Historian s lorle 63 Author Pu^o 21 Historic spans

5 Possesses 64 Lawyer Elihu 25 River of

9 Dictator s aide'' 65 Region central England

14 Der 66 Map detail 27 Cultivate

(Adenauer! 67 Author of Perry 28 Jargon

fi Feline plaint tales 30 Benefit windfall

16 Royal family 68 Angler s spool 31 Pitcher parts

17 School —- 69 Farm gear 32 Alternatively

18 A Lanchester pioneer 33 Gil

19 Mountain spui 70 Pip 34 Queue
20 Whirligig 71 W'lter Howard 35 This to Cubans
22 Mystery writer 36 Whirligig of a

Michael DOWN sort

23 Current unit 1 Argentine 38 Per person

P4 Comic Sahl grassland 41 Retired

.6 girl' 2 False follower 45 Certain parties

29 Operative 3 Barber s 4 7 Wolf like beast

33 Sanctity sharpener 49 Mimed |oy or rage

37 Infuriates 4 Home of Arizona 51 Mythical meanies

39 Simmer State University 53 Neck piece

40 Speech problem 5 Western or 54 M-A'S-H
41 Kelp growths Spanish locale

42 Trims a tree 6 Healthy 55 Dueling swords

43 Con 7 Cyrano s claim 56 Doled out

44 Coalition to lame 57 Betwixt

45 Anxious 8 Bee group 58 Glacier s

46 Rap session 9 Duplex feature insert

48 Biblical pronoun 10 Whirligig 59 Gaelic

50 Mossback 11 Ideal place 61 Long ago
52 Concealed 12 Manner of 62 Bunker to

57 Mimicry speaking OConnof

1 ? 3 4

1

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1? 13

u I'l 16

i; 18 19

?o 7i ?i

?3
. ^H ?4 ?S ^^^1

?b

I
?7 ?* ?q 30 31 3?

13 34 h 36 ^r 18

I
39

IT

i
41 4J

43 44

M"
46 17 48 4q

i^^^B^^^^^so SI ^^Hs? S4 'iS i6

57 ^« sq 60 ^1 6?

i3 it

1

6S

6( 67 68

69 70 71

4/4/84

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Italian Hoagie

Vegetable Fried Rice/

Soy Sauce

DINNER
r^evonshire Sandwich
Roast Top Round
of Beef/Au Jus

Cheese Mushroom
Fondue Bake

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Vegetable Fried Rice/

Soy Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Cocktail Sauce

Cheese Mushroom
Fondue Bake

Mass., R.I., Conn.—Mostly
cloudy Wednesday with the

chance of rain developing

from south to north in after-

noon. High temperatures

near 40 along the coast to

the mid 50s inland.

Wednesday night and
Thursday, rain becoming
heavy at times and windy.

Low temperatures Wednes-
day night in the 30s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

c 1 A ; L [MMSjc lAMMpJAIilEr
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and
Sunday.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE CLUB - Sign up

at this meeting for fun filled trips to Washington D.C. and

New York! 6:00 p.m , Brett Conference Room.

AMAZING GRACE (FILM) — A biographical film on the

life of Martin Luther King, Jr. and his efforts during the

Civil Rights Movement. A discussion on strategies for the

future will follow. 12:00 p.m., CC163.

ITALIAN CONVERSATION HOUR - All are invited to

join us, every Wednesday for vino, formaggio and friendly

company. Bring a lunch and 'parliamo italiano!' 11:30 1:00

p.m., 3rd floor lounge, HERT.

UMASS ITALIAN CLUB MEETING - Please attend

this important meeting to discuss plans for International

Fair, club dance, and other upcoming events. All are

welcome! 6:00 p.m.. 3rd floor lounge, HERT.

FREE CONCERT: FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET
— Works by Haydn. Taffanel, Fine, and Sweelinck will be

performed by Joanne Tanner, flute; Charles-David

Lehrer, oboe; Michael Sussman, clarinet; Laura Klock,

horn; and Frank MoreUi, bassoon. 8:00 p.m.. Bezanson

Recital Hall.

PSYCHOLOGY MATH PROFICIENCY PRETEST -

Proficiency pretest to measure math competency prior to

admission to Psych 240 Statistics. Sign up outside Tobin

401. Bring pencil and ID. 3:30 p.m.. Thompson 102&106.

UMASS MEN'S CENTER MEETING - A resource,

referral and programming center open to all University

men. This week come and plan events for the rest of the

semester. 3 5:00 p.m.. 128 Brett House.

INTRODUCTORY ENGLISH CLUB MEETING - This

brief meeting will focus on Career Day. fall courses,

curriculum input, etc. Suggestions and ideas are

welcomed. All are invited to participate. For more into

call Marianne Resman at 546-4223. 5:00 p.m.. BART 2o2.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS & REPRODUC-

TIVE FREEDOM MEETING - Find out how the voices

for choice rally went and help organize activities for the

spring. 5:00 p.m.. CC805.

SPECTRUM POETRY STAFF MEETING - We wiU be

continuing our selection process. All members please

attend. 6:00 p.m., CC90L

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - 7:30 p.m. beginners' 8:30

p.m. all others.

PSYCHOLOGY MATH PROFICIENCY PRETEST
WORKSHOP — For psychology majors who must take

proficiency pretest prior to admi.ssion to Psych. 240-

Statistics. Workshop will review appropriate material.

Sample pretests will be available. Come! 7 9:00 p.m.,

Tobin 204.

THE PEOPLE VS. THE FBI-Jonathon McK)re, Robbie

Meerpol and Charles Dimure talk about the FBI's

Domestic Surveillance practices. Unitarian Society of

Northampton at 7:30pm

Always Read
Rlack Affairs

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mu»t b* !• »o •n»«r

Op*n til 3

6^ 4937
24 Hour Tapmd Matiog*

s^^

rusty nail
PROUDLY PRESENTS

:n/^i

Thurs. 1960's RocKer Roll with

the RADIATORS
Bring any size mug, we'll fill it for 25:<_

till the kegs run out

Tonight: MAX CREEK
$4. cover with UMass ID

(Grateful Dead music)

Fri. GIRLS NIGHT OUT
$3. cover with UMass ID

Coming:
April 11th Bonnie Raitt and her band

April 14th NRBQ
April 20th The Stompers

Sat. RONNIE SPECTOR from the Ronettes

$6. cover with UMass ID

Tickets available in Campus Center Wednesdays

Computer Works
offers you

^ o compj^ system
^ for $3,394

The Epson SIXIO pockoge comes complete with thiee software systems

wwchlooethet oSeTvouendless copobillties^ It comes with easy to leam

Sndu2^S*)« software which is capaWe ol word P-ocessing too.-

SStlc^c<^ulato.. o business graph ''""yj^;^^'^'^ ^^
system, o scheduler, ond one o( the most powerful indexing and filing

systems on ttie marVet today.

The pockooe also Includes the PeochText P^SOOO software s^enj^
givesyou dRandom House electronic thesaurus. f^pelMng fjoofrealer. a

personal list manoger . o PeachCalc electronic spreadsheet and rr^ore.

In oddltion. o third software system, the PeachText Series 8 is also included

In this versatile package and pertorms the following business, o^ P^^^ono^

rnooey rr^anogementfunctions: General ledger, accounts receivables and

payables, orxj payroll.

Corrie in or call us today and let us simplify your computer needs

Qg]ComputerWorks
266 N. Pleasant St , Amherst 253-5673

OpenMon.-Sot. 10-5

Mon-Sat, 10-530

Thurs nites til 9pm
Sun 12-5

Visa/MC 586-5408

THE
COLORS
OF
SPRING . .

.

are reflected in our new.

expanded selections lor Women.
Men. and Children at our roomy
new store on the corner ol Main
8c Pleasant Streets, downtown
Northampton

Reasonably priced all natural

liber clothing in a wide variety

ol styles like these long-sleeved

Scoop and Crew Neck T-shirts in

White, Jade Turquoise,

Lavender. Fuchsia, Black, Rust,

Royal Blue, and Rod 100%
Cotton — Sizes S-XXL!

Good
inqs

COLLEC
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SUMMER JOB
Cape Cod. Marthas Vineyard, and

Nantucket have Ihoutartdi of good

paying joba availabto to students and

teachers this suni^mer

A Directory listing these jobs by

employer also has housing into and

job application forms.

For an immediate copy of the 1984

Directory, send 13.00 (includes 1st

Class Postage and handling) to

CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU
Bo> 594 Room 212

Barnstable MA 02630

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

4-

J*

4-

WILD
AMERICA
IS OUR
CAMPUS

Stknuletine cww-ortantwt BS. MS
secondary and K high school or sum-

Na«ytoundhnd to CaWomla
Practlcel. croas-cuttural 1 to 4 years
small group camping FMd studtaa

urns encounters orfth deep ecotoglcal

problema, sodaty and saM RnancW
aM and poal0raduata grants s><»lable

NATIONAL AUOUBON
SOCIETY

EXPEDITION INSTITUTE
Sharon CT Oaon I203l3e«^)e22

4-

4-

^^•••••••••••••^m^,
A

RENTONE
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

J

Wi^ PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I $7.00 I

110 00 with I

(Shampoo and |
Blow Dry I

1111 n Long Half I

Styles by

Deborah

The People vs the FBI

Thref

Counterattacks

On Domestic

.'^urvcillHiii-c

Jonathun Moor*: Natwnal Lawym (iuild i

«K<>bhir MtH-roiKil: Mrernpitl vs FBI . rial

In the Matter of Yvctte Henry

FBI

Tonight Wed. April 4, 7:30 pm

At the Unitarian Society of Northampton
S|K>nsirf<t (ly the I'li.niMT Valley chapter of the .National Lawyers (luild

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

All genunine Raybans and Vuarnets
Spring for sunglasses. All types. Most 30%
off suggested retail prices. Look for my
table today in the CCC

AUDIO

PIONEER CAR STEREO CHEAP!
Complete systems starting at $99.

Super tuner in-dash w/push button $129.

. . .and lots more! All new merchandise

Call Barry at 546-6823

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Chevy Van PS/PB/air % ton like

new phone between 11 pm - 7 am 666-3473

Toyota Supra performance package 1982

terra cotta red 14000 miles call Rad
253-3009

Mercury Montage, needs muffler an

minor tune-up, roomy/reliable 666-7138

74 Ford van. Excellent engine. Runs great.

$800. Ross 256-8728

75 Pontiac Catalina auto, PS, PB, air,

runs well, dependable $1600 or best offer

666-3938 eves

CAPE COP

Seagull Beach Wast Yarmouth Large

house 6 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 Vj bath 700 per

person per season 253-7436

2 people needed to share furnished house

in S. dennis call David 586-4261 or John
617-327 7735

Housemates needed for six bedroom
house in Harwich. 6-5861

ENTERTAINMENT
~

RACK A DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?
256 1393

BOSTON SOUND WAVES has the best

DJs in the valley. All our DJs are from

Boston call 549 7820 reasonable rates

Mindless Driwel OJ - most extensive

music system in valley. Low competative

pjice - 549-0468

FOR RENT

Female roommate wanted Townhouse
Apts. share bedroom, summer sublet with

fall 84. $122.50 month Debbie 549-1754

Two bedroom apt available June 1st with

fall option. $450.00 heat included Brittany

Manor Call after 10 PM 253-5907

Summer sublet w/fall option Squire

Village, Sunderland 4 large bedrooms,
cheap rent 665-3225

Two bedroom, 3rd floor Brittany Manor,

summer sublet w/fall option call 256-1467

FOR SALE

Quality Sunglasses at unbelievably low

prices. Call 546-9559

Computer termonal and monitor. Ztiith

ZT-1 includes keyboard and screen. Built ii'

autodial modem. Easy to use - dial UMass
computer with 1 keystroke and log on.

$300.00 includes printer cable. 584-2124

Michael

For Sale: monthly biorhythm analysis send

name, addess, birthdate, month & yr re-

quested to Scott Morrissey; 1 Westgate

Rd, Framingham, MA 01701 inc. $1.50-1

mo. $3.00-3 mo. $5.00-6 mo. inc. mailing

costs

Cort Flying-V guitar 2 months old list

price $389, sell for $225 case included

546-8627

Tiger Ascics Running Shoes brand new,

women's size 8, price is negotiable call bet-

ween 8-10 665-2778 Liz

FOUND

Necklace in Hampden Munchies on

March 12 call to identify 6-5375

Fouf .id Harrison High ring 367-2227

1964 GRADUATES

The Yearbook portrait program
has been extended until Friday

Aptil 6th call now 545-0848

for an appointment
$5 Sitting Fee is required

This is the last chance

GRATEFUL DEAD

Party Bus to New Haven April 23 show
only $9.50 p/p RT incl. beer limited space

call Rich 6-7665 or Greg 6-7675

HELP WANTED

ALASKA: Jobs and travel information!

Write: Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA
98103

• Earn massive amounts of money in a

high growth field! The Collegian is '

• looking for circulation drivers! We
need work study for next fall, and *

presently. 545-3500 Andrew

NEED CASH? Earn $500+ each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing

and filling posters on campus. Serious

workers only. We give recommendations

-call now for summer and next fall.

1 800 243^7?
AiTlines Hiring! Stewardesses, Reserve

tionists! $14-$39,000. Worldwide! Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter. 1(916)

944-4444 X UMassAir

COUNSELORS WANTED - Trim-down

physical fitness coed NYS overnight camp.

Great times helping kids! All sports, WSI's

theatre, arts and crafts, piano, guitar,

dance, aerobics, computers, go-carts,

rocketry, general, needlecraft, weight train-

ing, kitchen. Camp Shane, Ferndale, NY
12734

Counselors: Camp Wayne, co-ed Nor-

theast Penna. Interviews arranged.

Unusual opportunity. 12 Allevard St. Lido

Beach NY 11561 (include your telephone

number)

Cruiseships Hiring. $16-30,0001 Carri-

bean Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc

tory. Newsletter. 1(916) 944-4444 X

Massachusetts Cruise

Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers

needed at the Amherst Jewish Community,

for fall 1984. Also needed music teacher &
bar mitzvah tutors. Call 549-0223

Cruiseships Hiring! $16, $30,000! Carri

bean Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter 1(916) 944-4444 X UMass

Cruise

The UMass Yearbook is now accepting

applications for all positions for the 1984-85

staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the

Collegian)

Attention. Kitchen help needed. Earn $

through DC rebate while gaining full access

to fraternity meal plan. For more info call

Pike 545-2150 ask for Jim

INSTRUCTION

Accounting 222 Tutor needed ASAP
66933

Soft Tennis Demonstration - New Type

.lacket Sport - Date April 6 (Fri) Time

2:30-4:00 Place Boyden #251 & Tennis

Court, Video & Practice Demonstration; in-

formation - Masami 545-2245

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may
be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney suF>ervsion. To ap-

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST

Missing since Dec. female Dober-

man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Needed back desperately black calendar

book with phone directory & memo pad

please! 584-2391

Small black change purse Fri March 30

near Morrill please be honest 549-5799

Mens gold initial ring initials "EM " on

Sunday in Southwest around James dorm

or at Berkshire DC. Large cash reward call

6-7513

Two UMass keys on lite ring please call

Melinda 546-5213

MOTORCYCLES

1982 Honda 660 NIghthawk. one year old

low mileage, 1800, 549-6934

1961 Suzuki GS460T: many extras exc.

cond. 1300 or BO Rick 546-1427

PERSONALS

Lynn - From Barselottis, please return my
black ha t, personal value, Mike 253-9015

OPEN RUSH at Sigma Sigma Sigma all

university women invited to a rush party

Tuesday at 6: 15 and Wednesday at 5:00 for

taco dinner. For more info call 545-0046 382

N Pleasant St

• • SIGMA KAPPA • •

All university women are invted to

attend an Open Rush

Apr. 4 Dynasty Happy Hour 8:30-10

Apr. 5 Pizza Party 5:30 7

Please RSVP at 256-6887

19 Allen St behind BKO

Sigma Delta Tau invites

all University Women to Open Rush

Monday Apnl 2 7:20-8:30

Tuesday April 3 5:00-6:00

Wednesday April 4 7:30-8:30

409 N. Pleasant St. 545 0527

WEEKEND IN NEW YORK CITY
Deadline Extended

leave Haigis Mall Saturday May 5, 8 am
leave NYC Sunday May 6 12 noon

$38. includes hotel trans and taxes

$20. round trip buses only

sign up on Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday and Friday April 3 and 6

Dan. Jack, and Nick, Thanks for sharing

your beds with us on Friday night. Sorry

about the mess - but it happens every time

we get together. Lisa, Cory, Linda, Karen

and Dot

Grace 13 must be your lucky number! Con-

gtratulations are in order. S.F.

Linda. Had a change in plans - will be here

for the social. Want to hear about the clep-

tomaniac? Dave

Problems with the university

bureaucracy? Call LSO 545-1995

Lisa Happy 21st Birthday! The champagne

is on ice, so get ready to celebrate. Love ya,

Kel, Leesie & Annemarie

To Diane Netty and Traitor. . .How shall I

put this? . . .You're JERKS Love Auntie

Deb

Congratulations BLTIV for winning your

fourth Wrestling Title. J. Junster, M. Vilar-

di, M. Enrico, R. Opton, R. Abbott, S.

Sheridan, S. Fiero, K. Fazio, J. Williamson,

P. Smith, M. Leonard, C. Silva, S.

Buchman, D. Maselli, B. Greary, J. Golds-

tein and W. Leeds Manager and everyone

who made our victory possible. Without

your hard work, dedication and desire we

never would have won.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses,

acceptance guaranteed,

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

Cases, Papers,

on-campus, low

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted roundtrip to Washington

DC or North Carolina for the long weekend

April 12-16 call soon! Anytime 546-8086

Doug

Driver(s) to drive car to Milwaukee area

some expenses paid. Call 367-2473 even-

ings

ROOM WANTED

2 females looking to share an apartment

Brandywine or Puffton for fall 84. Please

call 6-9705 or 6-5290

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.(X) includes

utilities 586-3682

Brandywine 2 female roommates wanted

to share bedroom. Details call 546-9609

2 female roommates needed for fall for

2 available rooms in a 3 bedroom Puffton

apt. available June 1 call 549-6622

For beautiful guest house in Falmouth

heights in Cape Cod for the summer con-

tact Kate 6^17
Female roommate wanted to share 4

bedroom apt, own room, in Squire Village

apts call 666-2778 starting June 1

Two people needed to fill 6 person house

on Smugglers Beach in Yarmouth. Cost is

840 per person for summer. House inlcudes

large living areas and ocean in back yard

call 546 7035

Progressive co-operative semi-

vegetarian household is near bus route in N
Amherst $114.00 253-7605 available April

8th

Female roommates needed to share

townhouse apt call Beth 549-3853

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

Experienced babysitter wants Job call

Kate 6-4017 good with kids!

SPRING JACKETS
~

"Members Only" style iackets brown,

black, gray, burgundy. Sugg. Retail $55

Only $25 call Barry at 546-6823

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom In Puffton June 1 - Sept 1 call

Pam 549-6999 Please keep trying or leave a

message. Thanks.

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings. GokJ and Sih^er

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Two summer subletters Modern, two
bedroom apartment close to campus
549-4925

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt for fall 84

call Debbie or Lori 666-4578 after 8 PM
Wanted two bedroom Puffton apt will

sublet for summer please call Amy 546 5816

or Martha 546-5819

Desperately needed apartment in sur-

rounding area, will take summer lease call

546-9706 546-9697

Preferably 3 bedroom apt in Puffton for

fall '84. Will take summer lease. Call

549-6327 or 546-6244

$100.00 Cash Reward for 2 bedroom apt.

in Brandywine or Puffton for fall '84. Will-

ing to take over for summer. Call 546-7098

or 546-1419

Wanted on bedroom Puffton will

over June 1st. Call Chris 253-2172

take

For fall 2-4 bedroom apartment near cam-

pus call Kate 6-4017

Fall 84 apartment in North or South

Amherst. Willing to take over summer.

Two or three bedrooms. Call Jane 6 928

Reward $75: 3 bedroom apt. in Rolling

Green for fall 84. Will sublet for summer.

Call 253-2285
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Sports
SMiiU stniiilSm spUtw^ Friars

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The sun was shining and the temperature was a balmy 65

detrrees. It was ;i perfect dav for the University cf

Massachusetts softball team to play their home opener

yesterday against Providence College.

That perfect day lasted all of six batters.

I'rovidfncc. :." 'hf;.- firs'.
»t t h. prii.".ded 'hard)

the Mmuifwomen by a 8 2 score before UMass could

regroup (sort of) to take a 3 2 victory in the ni^'htcap

In Massachusetts first game in nine days after posting a 9-

4 record in South Carolina, sophomore starter Cathy Reed

was roc-ked for nine hits as UMass gave up eight runs, the

most they have given up in over three years.

In the second game, UMass got nine hits but committed

six errors as they hung on to win.

Time after time, we burst our own bubble," head coach

Elaine Sortino said. "We had four scoring opportunities (in

the first game) but we shut ourselves down."

Sloppy baserunning killed at least three rallies.

While UMass could not convert on their opportunities,

the Friars took everything they could get their hands on

and ran with it.

In the first game, the Friars hit the ball every where as

they raced to a 3-0 first inning and 7 sixth inning lead.

"This team in the past didn't believe that they could hit."

Providence coach Mary Ann Palazzi said. "We are all very

good hitters but they didn't believe in themselves. So we
have spent most of our time working on hitting."

Three singles brought in three runs in the first inning and

it stayed 3 until the top of the sixth when Providence (1-

1) put together three singles and a 2 RBI double by Sue

Alteri to take a 7-0 lead.

UMass, on the other hand, lofted a lot of shots into the

outfield but most were caught. Co captain AUyson Rioux

(SS) has UMass' only two hits until the seventh when
UMass put together two singles by freshman Debbie Cole

and Carol Frattorolli to score two and make the score

respectable.

In the second game, UMass (10-5) hit the ball but had

problems holding onto the balls the ?>iars sent at them
committing six errors. And Lynn Stockely gave up an

uncharacteristic six walks, very high for her.

"We lacked sharpness on defense." Sortino said. "Both
pitchers fell behind on their counts. They can't do that, it

limits what they can throw."

Despite major UMass baserunning blunders in the second
and fourth and the errors, it was 0-0 up to the fifth when
Sally Maher stroked a 2 RBI single up the gap at second to

score Cole and Ann Ringrose.

Janet Miller's RBI double that knocked in Frattorolli in

the seventh gave UMass a 3 1 lead going into the top of the

seventh.

The Friars pulled to within one after catcher Beth Talbott

lust the ball in the sun but Slockley struck out Ann
Malzowe and forced Karen Byrne to ground out with men
on second and third to end the game.

Lots of teamwork on women's crew

Collfinan pholo ht Hn*n (rf>nT(

Senior co-captain Tina Coffin concentrates

during yesterday's doubleheader with Pro-

vidence at NOPE.

Baseball opener today
The University of Ma.ssachusetts baseball team, which

sported a 4-12 before yesterday's game at the University

of Connecticut will have it's home of)ener today as they
host Holy Cro.ss at 2:30 p.m. at Lorden Field.

The game was originally scheduled to be played in

Worchester.

By ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Staff

HADLEY — It's 5:30 a.m. as the members of the

University of Massachusetts varsity women's crew slide

their 60 foot shell from its rack and slowly slip the shell out

of the Hadley boathouse. Balancing the boat on their

shoulders, the eight women move along the Connecticut

River bank to the dock.

Commanding these maneuvers is the coxswain. All eight

lift the shell up and over their heads and roll the boat onto

the water. The curved hull gently skims the river's surface

and the shell rests unstirred waiting for its crew.

Carrying the fiberglass craft from boathouse to river

displays the teamwork necessary even before the crew

embarks upon their water workout.

Practices which began last September are preparing the

women for a peak performance this May at the Dad Vail

Collegiate Nationals. Water training extends from Sep

tember through October and resumes in early March.

During the months when New England's weather is too

inhospitable to host river workouts, the women train on

land six days a week. Weight lifting, stair and distance

running, and tank rowing comprise the strength and

endurance building program.

"Rowing demands a different kind of dedication." said

coach Maria Mpelkas. "As an individual an oarswomen
must be in optimum rowing condition and grasp the

technique, but she must also think and react with her

teammates."
The varsity eight, lightweight four and novice eight will

all travel to Worcester's Lake Quinsigamund this Saturday

to open the season with a double challenge against Con-

necticut College and the University of New Hampshire.

Sunday's schedule find the women against Amherst
College at 1:00 p.m. at their Hadley Boathouse.

Orioles, White Sox are favorites to repeat inAL
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Now. the American League can stand up

ad shout. No more are they "the other

league". They have the best division in

baseball, top to bottom, more young stars,

more aggressive ownership, and less

phonyturf. The AL can crow. Hey, why
not? It's been a long time.

BALTIMORE: A class organization.

They possess few weaknesses on the field,

an intelligent front office, and a non-

meddling owner. The starting pitching,

as usual, is simply the best with Mike
Flanagan, Scott McGregor. Mike Bod
dicker, Jim Palmer, and Storm Davis.

Throw in superstars, Cal Ripkin and Ed-

die Murray and you know why they're

world champs.

AP La««rpiio(o

Sparky Anderson, hitting grounders in spring training, hopes the

Tigers make a run in the A.L. East.

DElrtlOi: .No club is heller up ihe

middle than the guys from Motown.
Lance Parrish(C), Alan Trammell(SS).

Lou Whitaker(2B) and Chet Lemon(CF)
see to that. A solid starting pitching corps

headed by Jack Morris and Dan Petry and

a bullpen including recent addition WilUe

Hernandez and Aurelio Lopez makes the

Tigers a definite threat to the Orioles'

throne.

TORONTO: Don't look now but the Jays

are moving up fast. The starting pitching

is the team's strength. Dave Steib, Jim
Clancy, Luis Leal, Jim Gott, and Doyle
Alexander form the corps and are backed

by an improved bullpen.

NEW YORK: What many people forget

among the hysterics of 1983 is that this

club won 91 games. However, George
Steinbrenner is not one to stand still, as

evidenced by his deals for Toby Harrah
and Tim Foli and the signing of Phil

Niekro.

MILWAUKEE: This team certainly has

talent. But also age. Two of the starting

.pitchers are at least 35 (Don Sutton. Mike
Caldwell), as is DH Ted Simmons and
outfielder Ben Oglivie. One area not

affected by age is the infield, which is

ranked among the best with Cecil Cooper,

Jim Gantner, Robin Yount, and Paul

Molitor.

BOSTON: This unit could remind New
Englanders of the 1977 crew that bashed

and crashed their way to a second place

finish. The offense, spearheaded by Jim
Rice (39 HR. 126 RBI), AL Batting champ
Wade Boggs, and Tony Armas will

produce. However, the pitching, as usual,

is a question mark and desperately needs

a comeback by Dennis Eckersely.

CLEVELAND: Yes, they will probably

finish in last again, but the situation is

looking up, thanks to some promising

youngsters obtained in off-season deals,

namely Otis Nixon (one of the best

prospects in the Yanks system), Brook

Jactiby, and breti Butler.

AL. WEST:
CHiCAGO. ravoiiies lor one reason:

pitching. This staff reigns supreme in the

entire universe and includes Cy Young
winner LaMarr Hoy I, Richard Dotson,

Floyd Bannister, and Tom Seaver. 'llie

oullpen, with Britt Burns, Ron Reed, aiiu

Salome Barojas is above average.

OAKLAND: Talk about change. The As
management made Steinbrenner look like

Mr. Conservative. The starting pitching

has newcomers Larry Sorensen and Ray
Bu"''s '"in'pp holHnvprs *sf»>v»» MrCatty,
Mike Warren, and Tim Conroy.
CALiFOHiNLv: The wesiem *)ranch

"ftlT .>f thf Red ^nx. Offense is no

problem with Rod Carew. Bobby Grich,

Ljoug ueCmces, r'led L>nn, and Brian

Downing. Look for a big comeback from
Reggie Jackson.

TEXAS: They chaUenged for the first

three months in '83, but were caught in

the White Sox .avalanche. Starting pit-

ching is strong with Charlie Hough and
Danny Darwin leading the way.

KANSAS CITY: Problems here? Nah.
Only that four players were convicted of

attempting to buy cocaine, and, that over

the weekend, George Brett tore some
ligaments and will miss six-to-eight weeks
of action. There are also several new
faces, including Steve Balboni, and Joe

Beckwith.

MINNESOTA: It's tough to be a Twins

fan today. The team is in a word, bad.

One of their few legitimate major league

players Gary Ward, was traded away to

Tex'as. Left are Kent Hrbek, John
Castino, Gary Gaetti, and Tom
Bnmansky.
SEATTLE: Believe it or not, they're

optimistic in Final Four country. Gorman

Thomas. Barry Bonnell. and Bob Kearney

come over in trades, while two good

rookies. Darnell Coles (3B) and HaroW
Reynolds (2B) will start in the infield.

I
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INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS — Eric Deppert, a UMass zoology

numerous softball players on the well lit Boyden Fields last night.

Collcihan photo by David P Itrubcr

major, overlooks the

Author speaks
on anniversary

of King's death
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

Martin Luther King, Jr. paid a heavy price for the civil

rights victories he made possible during the 1960's,

biographer Stephen B. Dates said yesterday at the

University of Massachusetts.

Speaking on the 16th anniversary of the civil rights

leader's assassination. Oates. a UMass professor and

author of Let the Trumpet Sound, said the campaigns King

led in Selma and Montgomery. Ala., were directly

responsible for the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

and the Voting Right Act of 1965.

"King realized the power of television," Oates said.

"(During the Selma and Birmingham campaigns) he hoped

to put on our television screens how ugly and how
destructive segregation in the South really was."

Politicians began to support civil rights legislation after

witnessing the brutality of the Southern police on

television. Oates said. "The police attack dogs lunged

right into our living rooms." he said.

Oates said President Jimmy Carter would not have been

able to win the election of 1976 without the existence of the

1965 Voting Rights Act.

"Andrew Young delivered the black vote in the So'ith to

Carter and that is what he won with," he .said.

Before the Voting Rights Act was pa.ssed, there werr 103

black elected officials in the United States. Oates said the

law gave the vote to more than 5.600 black officials

possible.

"There is absolutely nobody in American political life

today that behaves the way they did before blacks got the

right to vote."

Continued on page 5

Bachrach addresses SGA, new officers sworn in
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Mass. State Sen. George Bachrach ad-

dressed last night's Student Government
Association (SGA) Senate meeting on the

need for rules reform in the state

legislature, and Jim Keller and Rick Patrick

were sworn in as the SGA's new co-

presidents.

"There is no democracy in the state

Senate,' said Bachrach, who represents

Suffolk and Middlesex counties. "The

president holds all of the cards."

He explained that the state senate's

president (currently William Bulger) ap-

points all senate committees, hires all

senator's assistants and even "controls all

the senate's creature comforts" (i.e. ^ w
office equipment.) More importantly,

Bachrach said, "The president controls

legislative flow. Bills go into leadership

committees and they never come out (for a

vote) if he doesn't want them to."

want them to."

The rules reform bill that Bachrach

supports would require that all proposed

legislation be distributed in print to every

senator, and that the bills "be discharged

from the conmiittees so we get a chance to

vote on them," he said.

An effort to put the rules reform bill on the

Massachusetts ballot was recently struck

down by the state Supreme Judicial Court.

"The problem is not William Bulger. The
problem is systemic," Bachrach said.

"Under the present system at the State

House, only one or two people in each

chamber are really in the game." Bachrach

added that while the Mass. House of

Representatives has made some progress

toward rules reform, "the Senate lives in

splendid isolation."

He also spoke of his opposition to raising

the drinking age and to capital punishment,

and his suppori for tenant rights and

students' lobbying efforts to prevent tuition

hikes.

Bachrach was invited to address the SGA
by the Public Policy Committee, which gave

him a 100 percent on his voting record

3k ^m^^^^^^5cSf '
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Jim Keller and Rick Patrick are sworn in as SGA co-presidents by
their predecessors, Tom Ahem and Charlene Allen (left to right), at last

night's senate meeting.

regarding student-related issues. Public

Policy member Stacy Roth presented the

senator with a plaque for his "dedication to

higher education." Following Bachrach's

speech, former SGA co-presidents Charlene

Allen and Tom Ahem swore in Keller and

Patrick as their successors. The new
presidents pledged to abide by the SGA
constitution and "always to uphold student

empowerment."

Inside:

"\

President Reagan rejects "sleaze factor" accusa-

tion P- 2

Women's Studies program investigates a possible

doctorate program P- 3

Elizabeth Luciano refuses to live without caffeine .

p. 10

Minutemen beat Holy Cross 6-3 p. 20

'7 dcm't know what's right,

I dcm't krww what's wrong,

I don 't even know what 's going on."
— Rev. Jim Ignotowski

Taxi

Charges 'arrogant hureaucracji'

Son of convicted spies criticizes FBI
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The son of Ethel and Julius

Rosenberg last night charged the FBI with "arrogant

bureaucracy" in their resistance to release his parents'

files in 1975.

Robbie Meeropol has filed lawsuits against the FBI and

other government agencies, charging them with breaches

of the Freedom of Information Act when he requested his

parents' files in 1975. After many delays, he obtained

200,000 pages of documentation.

"Each step of the way there was a fight," Meeropol

said, noting much of the material was "cleansed" and the

government has refused to release an additional 100,000

pages of material it claims are "just duplicates of files they

have already released to us."

Meeropol called government resistance to the Informa-

tion Act "arrogant bureaucracy."

"Aside from being secret police they are also govern-

ment terrorist agencies,' he said. "They function on ti:e

basis of authority. A lot of times they blank out the files to

show that they have the power to do so."

Meeropol said FBI field office budgets are based on the

amount of material produced, and files have been found

which reports of activities which never occurred. "It's a

combination of reality and someone who's having a wild

fantasy," he said.

Tim Flenk, a National Lawyer's Guild officer, spoke on

a Guild lawsuit against the U.S. attorney general's office

for "spying and disrupting the national organization

almost since its inception in 1937."

Plenk said Guild offices have been burglarized, lists of

members confiscated, and telephones wiretapped for the

last 40 years. In the 1950s, classified as subversive,

though it was later noted there was not enough evidence,

he said.

Why this harrassment? "The Guild was working with

groups that were advocating social change," Plenk said.

UMass Legal Services Office attorney Charles DiMare
Continued on page 7
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AP Laaerphoto

ALL THAT'S LEFT — Rescue workers search for survivors after

two buildingfs caved in on Manhattan's Lower East Side. Two people

were killed.

Two die in building disaster

Reagan accuses critics

of unethical mudslinging

NEW YORK - Two adjacent buildings

under^oinK renovation collapsed yester-

day on Manhattan's Lower East Side, kill-

ing two people, injuring 19 others and

reducing it to "a big pile of dirt,"

witnesses and authorities said.

The dead men apparently were two

members of a construction crew pouring

concrete inside the vacant brick buildings

when they collapsed at 2:35 p.m., Fire

Department officials said.

Last week, the Buildings Commission

had ordered a safety inspection of the

buildings.

"Everything just came down. ..It's a big

pile of dirt," said Michael Cruz, an

employee of a nearby store.

There were only 10 workers believed to

be inside the buildings when they collaps-

ed, said Police Commissioner Benjamin

Ward.
The dead men and three injured

workers were pulled from the rubble, said

Fire Lt. Frank Martinez.

Of the 19 workers and bystanders who

were injured, none was seriously hurt,

said Jared Lebow, a spokesman for the ci-

ty's Emergency Medical Service.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan

accused Demtcratic critics of his ad-

ministration's ethics yesterday night of

violating the old American tradition that

people are innocent until proven guUty.

"We're having an awful lot of guilt by

accusation," he said.

"I reject the use of the word 'sleaze'

Reagan said at a news conference when

asked about Democrats who cite what they

call "the sleaze factor" in his ad-

ministration. Walter Monale and Gary

Hart have both accused Reagan of ignoring

violations of ethical standards in his official

family.

With the nomination of White House

counselor Edwin Meese III as attorney

general stalled in the Senate while a special

prosecutor investigates allegations in-

volving his personal finances, Reagan said,

without mentioning Meese specifically, "I'm

not going to take any action that is based on

accusation without proof."

He said he also would take no actions on

the basis of political expediency.

Democrats hope to capitalize on the issue.

They have sUrted using a televisionial

emphasizing ethical questions raised

against Reagan appointees.

'1 believe the halls of government are as

sacred as are temples of worship," the

president said. He said he expects high

standards of integrity among his people.

He was asked whether his proposal

represents an attempt to get Congress to

appropriate money for chemical weapons,

which it has refused to do for years.

"I don't think the accusation would stand

up," the president replied. "...We haven't

produced any such weapons for 15 years.

The Soviet Union has a massive arsenal and

is ahead of us in many areas having to do

with chemical warfare."

"They the Soviets must know that the

alternative to banning them is to then face

the fact that we are going to build a

deterrent.

But, he said, he also respects the old

American tradition that "you are innocent

until proven guilty."

"We are having an awful lot of guilt by

accusation."

Reagan opened his news conference with

an announcement that Vice President

George Bush will go to Geneva in two
weeks with a new American proposal aimed

at breaking stalled 40- nation United

Nations negotiations on a treaty banning

development, production and stockpiling of

chemical wapons.

Reagan said this country is developing

"bold and sound" means of verifying

compliance with a treaty, the United States

will propose a worldwide ban on the

weapons; the Soviet Union has proposed a

ban applying to Europe.

Digest
By The Associated Press

Trucker arrested after vehicular terrorism spree

Two Lynn policemen
acquitted of rape
NEWBURYPORT Two policemen accused of drugging a

21 -year-old welfare mother with rum and raping her in an

empty bar were found innocent of all charges yesterday.

The bar owner was acquitted of charges that he aided the

attack.

The Lynn Police officers, Edward Jackson, 31 and Unree

Poellnitz Jr., 34, showed no emotion as the verdict was

read in Essex Superior Court.

Stephen Harden, owner o. "i e Ulde Ox Bar in Lynn,

lowered his head and wept.

The jury of seven men and five women deliberated for

two days.

During the trial, the woman testified the officers raped

her after getting her so drunk she passed out. The defense

argued the woman "was the aggressor" and invited sex

with the men after an evening of bar-room drinking and

flirting.

ANDOVER A tractor trailer driver careened down a 30

mile stretch of intersUte highway north of Boston

yesterday in an 18 wheeler sideswiping cars and forcing

them off the road, but he was arrested after a motorist

followed him to a New Hampshire convenience store,

police said.

At least four people received minor injuries during the

hour long spree, according to authorities.

The trouble began about 8:30 a.m. when state police

Homosexuals can hold

parade on chosen dtm
NORTHAMPTON A Superior Court judge has issued a

preliminary injunction barring the City of Northampton

from stopping a planned March by 1,500 gay and lesbian

rights advocates on Saturday, May 11.

The city, maintaining the parade would cause massive

traffic jams if held through downtown on a Saturday, had

issued the group a parade permit for the following day.

But Archer BattisU, an attorney with the Civil Liberties

Union, told Judge George Keady during arguments last

week that the homosexual rights activists didnt want to

march on Sunday Mothers Day because "There is no

audience on a Sunday."

"A march on Sunday is really a hollow gesture," he

maintained.

began receiving reports of an 18 wheeler driving

erratically, crossing the median strip, sideswiping other

vehicles and forcing cars onto the highway shoulder.

Police said the truck rammed the back of another car.

sending its three occupants to the hospital.

"I really thought it was the end today," said Susan

Hagigeorges, 28. of Methuen. who was driving north on I-

495 on her way to work at Wang Laboratories Inc. in

Lowell when she saw the truck in her rearview mirror.
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Women's Studies at UMass
may start doctoral program
LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Correspondent

The Women's Studies Program at the

University of Massachusetts is considering

establishing the first doctoral program on

women's studies in the country.

Dale Melcher, professional staff member

of the program said. "Although there are

other post baccalaureate degrees which

focus on women, they are in specific areas

like women's history. This would be the

first inter disciplinary Ph.d in women's

studies."

Judith Branzberg, women's studies

professor at UMass and Trinity College in

Hartford, said. "The investigation would

involve bringing in academic program

consultants and release time for faculty to

compile statistics on the numbers of in-

terested students, placement possibilities

for graduates, potential faculty members,

etc."

Cathy Portugese. Director of the

program, said. "For over a year we have

been informally consulting with outside

centers who do research on women. We are

now ready to formalize that process." She

said the investigation has "active support"

from Murray Schwartz, dean of the School

of Humanities and Fine Arts. The program

under the Bachelor's Degree in Individual

Concentration (BDIC) program in the fall of

1974. 'The establishment of black studies

here and at other universities paved the

way for women's studies as an independent

discipline" Melcher. who has been with the

program since 1974 said.

Although the women's studies program
continued to be part of the BDIC program
until 1979, Melcher said, "We have, except

in the very beginning, always had func-

tional autonomy."

Melcher said, "The women's movement
was obviously the context for the establish-

ment of the program." A "joint effort" on

by female faculty, working with the

Committee on the Status of Women, the

Everywomen's Center and undergraduate

and graduate students who were resear-

ching women helped create the program.

The program was begun to provide

support for female faculty members, and

students who were doing research on

women in their own separate disciplines.

"Women doing women's studies were at

first concerned with uncovering biases and

exposing holes, areas in which women were

ignored and forgotten" Melcher said. "At

first the work was remedial, finding women
in hi.story and filling in gaps.

"

Now, Melcher said "There is no area that

cannot be looked at from a feminist per-

spective. Feminist scholarship has become

more conclusive and expansive."

High school counselors praise

university and area colleges

Collefian photo by David P. I>«ab«r

GOING DOWN — Johnson Insulation Company employees lower

their scaffolds after insUlling a portion of insulation yesterday at the

bag house which is currently under construction.

New officers elected to UPC
Former Student Government Associa-

tion (SGA) treasurer Eric Nitzsche was
elected Business Manager of Union Pro-

gram Council (UPC) Tuesday.

Along with Nitzsche Talent Coordinator

Lance Foley and Production Manager An-
drew Porter, were both re-elected.

Nitzsche, who will be in charge of finance

for all UPC shows, said he was "sick and
tired of the SGA and I think UPC is a

dynamite organization."

Foley said the role of Talent Coordinator

involves, "talking with agents, processing

shows and planning new shows."

Porter is responsible for, running the

production of the shows, lighting, sound

and various other chores.

When asked about the upcoming spring

concert, Foley said, "We haven't made any

firm decision yet. We'll be deciding on

groups in the next week or two."

UPC is the largest student-run produc-

tion and promotion organization in the

country, with more than 300 members,

grossing over $250,000 last year.

- JOHN KENNEY

By SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts is work-
ing to expand its nationwide student

recruiting after participating in a Five Col-

lege national Counselors Convention this

week.
High school guidance counselors from

across the nation and Canada visited the

Five College area from Monday to Wednes-
day, participating in campus tours and
academic seminars while nr>eeting with
students and faculty.

"It's an opportunity for us to make initial

contacts in parts of the country that we
have never actually visited. For us that is

very exciting," admissions director of

freshman David G. Taggart said.

"The goal was to introduce the
counselors to Five College area oppor-
tunities," Taggart said, "and so far all

we've heard were good rep^jrts."

Counselors from Massachusetts said

UMass compares very favorably with other

schools, and the school's reputation is im-

proving.

"Based on my visits to most colleges,

UMass is by far the most beautiful, and the

buildings are attractive," said Barnstable

High School counselor Al Law.son.

"Students that come back and par-

ticipate in college information sessions say

that they get everything they want out

here, but you need self-discipline to siur-

vive," Lawson said.

Timothy Kinne, a 1963 UMass graduate

and a Great Barrington High School

counselor said that he tries to convince

students not to be intimidated by the

University's size.

"Counselors have to fight parent's

misconceptions about the sch(X)l, and the

media doesn't help much. But once

students get here they rarely leave." Kinne

said.

James Fulmer, a counselor from Mon-

treal, Canada, said he was very impressed

with the University.

"The University's buildings are better

than ours in Montreal," Fulmer said. "The
colleges were very impressive and the

University has a good reputation in

Canada."
Andrew Zee<lick, a counselor at Mt.

Lebanon High School in Pittsburgh, Pa.

said the best thing about the Five College

area is the diversity.

Eight months late

,

Index still not out
By JOANN GALLO
Collegian Correspondent

The 1983 Index is eight months behind schedule, and it

is unclear when it will be produced for distribution, accor-

ding to Index staff members.

Index Editor in Chief, Kevin Fachetti, said, "There is no

guarantee...the publisher won't tell us." Fachetti said he

hopes the book will be ready in May.

The final deadline to Josten's yearbook company was

July 7, 1983, but the book was not handed in until March

1984. The contract was then broken, so "if they get a spot

for it, they'll print it up," said Fachetti.

The 1983 Editor in Chief Mike Altneu said the 280 page

book missed the deadline mainly because of a 60 page

delay from the sports section. He also said, "The costs will

increase beyond our budget because the delays pushed us

into the next fiscal year."

Bob Jenal, assistant business manager of the Student

Activities Office said, "traditionally, the late deadlines

have increased costs (for the book) between $2,000 to

$3,000, because it cuts into Josten's production schedule."

The 1982 Index came out last spring but distribution did

not begin until last month because of problems with staff

organization which began in October 1983. Current Index

Managing Editor Cindy Orlowski said. It is now being

distributed slowly to the students who did not pay

beforehand through alumni magazines, Fachetti said.

The 1984 Index however, has met its first two deadlines

and is 50 percent done.

GOING NOWHERE
be distributed.

Collefiui photo b; David P. Dcabcr

*82 yearbooks remain stacked up in front of the Index office waiting to
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Budweiser,
KING OF BEERSs

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

Congratulations!

Ice Hockey Champion - The Nads defeated Yukon Jack

5-1. Nads scoring 2 goals by John Antaya, 1 goal apiece by

Tom Jango, Mike Sartorelli, and Chris Reagan. The lone

Yukon Jack goal by Scott Kartos

Co-Rec Swimming Meet

Wednesday, April 11

Sign up 6-6:30

Diving 6:30, Relay Racp-: 7;0C

It's Coming!
2nd Annual Phi Sig Barrel Roll to Fenway Park

April 13th - 15th

to benefit the Jimmy Fund

Send off party at Bluewall Happy Hour
April 13th with Cliff Meyers

iU'Rds^ful

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

SALE!

FRYES $15.00
(reg. $116.00)

$80.00 OFF ALL
LEATHER JACKETS

Doors close in

two weeks!

Come while

selections last.

-kMartin Luther King Jr,
C(mtinxied from page 1

Clann Burg

HEARTFELT
LEATHER

Downtown Annherst

Sat till 5:30 253-5135

Gates cited George Wallace, Governor of Alabama, as an

example of the effect of the legislation. Wallace, famous

for his call for "Segregation now, segregation tomorrow,

segregation forever," is a changed man, Gates said.

"In January (of 1984), Wallace said "Segregation is dead

in the South. It probably deserved to die," Gates said.

"The practical realities of the world and the changes

wrought by King and the civil rights movement have

caused him to act differently, at least in public."

But King had to pay a huge price for the impact he left on

American politics. "His sufferings were perhaps im-

measurable," Gates said.

'He felt guilty about the leadership role thrust upon him.

He felt guilty because people wanted him to be perfect."

King's supporters referred to him as "Little Lord Jesus,"

Gates said. "They thrust a halo upon his head."

"He could not even find a quiet place to sit and eat without

being hounded for his autograph or worrying that Andy

Young would whisper in his ear that that man over there

might be the one with the gun."

King felt that he was always giving to others without

being able to take something in return. Gates said. "At

night in lonely places he found at least one way to take in,"

Gates said.

"He strayed from his wife and Mrs. King knew ah«>ut it."

he said. "His own congregation knew about it because

King confessed it to them."
Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon b. Johnson had

extra-marital affairs during their presidencies. Gates said.

"But there is no record of prodigious guilt felt by those

individuals."

Gates praised the United States for recognizing King's

birthday as a national holiday. "King is on his way to being

mytholigized," Gates said. "That's fine. If we are going to

mythologize Washington and Lincoln, let's mythologize

King as well,"

Conservative group
plans to sponser

debates and talks

^

i

I'hoto rourteav of N«wi Hurrau

Stephen B. Gates, author of Ut the Trumpet Sound, spoke yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts.

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A group of students who have recently formed a new
Registered Student Organization (RSO) will give their

first presentation Thursday with a speaker on contem-

porary conservative thought.

The speaker, Robert Hessen, will give a lecture entitled,

"Why Does Socialism Continue to Appeal to Anyone?"

The Thomas Jefferson Society was formed to present

"an opposing view to the general leftist ideals on

campus," the society's president, Jonathan F. Jameson

said. "We are intent to make the organization a

mouthpiece for contemporary conservative thought."

An author and columnist, Hes.sen is also a senior

research fellow and deputy archivist at the Hcx)ver Institu-

tion on War, Revolution and Peace at Stanford Universi-

ty-
. .

Jameson said Hessen l)elieves the socialist system is m-

herently flawed because its leaders are idealistic, not

realists and because the system cannot function in

societies with large populations.

The group, has a 21 member following so far, Jameson

said. The society plans to discuss issues such as Central

America, the arms race and economic policy later in the

semester.

Jameson, a freshman wonomics major, said some of the

members of the club would like to debate with some of the

professors of the economics department. "The majority of

the economics profes.sors are dug out of the radical

political paradigm," he said.

The s(H-iety was named after Thomas Jefferson l)ecause

he was an educjitor and a humanitarian. "Jefferst)n said

p«H)ple should hear both sides of an issue and this is how

we like to mcxiel ourselves," Jameson said.

/
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Where: Justin Ryan's

When: APRIL 13-14

Time: 6 pm - 6 pm
*4

Social Change
Job Opportunities in Boston

9 to 5, Boston's Working Women's Organiza-

tion concerned with wage, promotional and
discrimination issues, is now hiring individuals

to do community outreach, fundraising and

to move people to action on issues that affect

women in the workplace. Hrs: 1:30-9:30.

Training and benefits included.

CALL (617) 423-3254, 9 am - 1 pm
permanent ft summer positions available
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DO ITIl

24 HOUR MS DANCE MARATHON
(to be held at Justin Ryan s)

1st Prize: a week for two in Hawaii
- courtesy of Campus Center Travel

2nd Prize:Two Columbia 10-speed Bikes

3rd Prize; Two Walkman Stereos
- courtesy of Underground Sound

* Lots of other great prizes!!

Questions??

Sponsored by:

Are there any breaks? Yes, every two hours

Do we get to eat? Great food donated by local sponsors

How do you win? Dance the entire 24 hours & raise the most pledges

HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church fpr

more information about this Christian

Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

586-4352.

New Workshop:

CONTACT LENS
UPDATE '84

• Advantages and disadvantages

• Types available

• Problems
• Care and cleaning

• New developments

A discussion led by

Dr. Frederick H. Bloom
Optometrist at UHS

April 10, 1984

Health Services, Room 304

Call 549-2671 to register -

THE CHEQUERS'
SPRINGTIME SPLURGE

P^ PRIME RIB SPECIAL
— ONLY $8.95 ^

This coupon entitles the lucky bearer

and guests to a hearty 10 ounce portion

of the Chequers' famous, tender, freshly

roasted prime nb. hand carved to order

:omplcte with fresh garden salad, choice

ofpotato, fresh vegetable of the-day and

French bread- all for a special $8 95.

Offer available only with this coup^ - «

The Chequers. University Dnve. Am
herst. now through April 30. 1984 • If

you love juicy prime nb and savings,

better rush to The Chequers

* Offer food Thursday ihriiugh Sundays

UNIVERSITY DRIVE AMHERST

Muklvrcirt^ Visa Amentin E«pr«M Rewrv lions' S49 S86I
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Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speakers at Commencement '84 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Trey Williams,

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 13, 1984

Come and meet the World at the J

INTERNATIONAL FAIR '84:

Saturday April 7, 1984 :

11-5 pm in the CC Auditorium t

INTERNATIONAL DISCO
*

same date, same place

9 pm - 2 am$2.00 cover charge

»

ALL WELCOME
^i^i^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^Jt^^^J^i^i^i^^ I

Permalens®

Extended Wear Contact Lenses

Buying contacts

and eyeglasses is easy as AVC.

And now. American Vision Centers has made buying Permalens"

Extended Wear contact lenses even easier. We've lowered the price

to just $99. That's the lowest price we've ever offered and it s the

lowest price in the city. We guarantee it!

Me* pu-chases only • L.mrt one pai- per custmrie. .^nnol_be used_n con|unc!.on *<rf^ Plhe. a.scounts_of specials

Permalens

"

Extended Wear
Contact Lenses

99
Regular $149

Tha tanMt yvu can tf*v '»"»

30 day trial wearing plan • Full

credii wilhin 30 days on lenses

only it nol satisfied • Eye eiam

professional and fining fees ''ot

included • SPH lenses on'y

oopc most nied at

Soft Contact

Lenses

$55
A tult refund on the cost ot

the lenses if not satisfied •

Professional and fitlmg fees

not included

r i^O" '"list t>» pi' rrw^- K

"pifw '-'M) A 1

>'

SAVE

33V30/0
on frames

»Qi1SS«»S

50% OFF

FRAMES
Of. secoia o*'' 01 eveyiasses

tnof to eiceed vaiue o* 's' Da''i

wMfi pu'cnase ot complete pa.'

Coupon must he iKeseotert at

ttm**

F ir' - o4

AMERICAN V!S:G^ CEN1ERS
greot eye coreofeot eyeweof

Hampshire Mall. Hartl^'y • 5R4-7958 • Open M-Sat 10-9

Maior c"^" r^rt* BcceiJted

LIFT THE BIG ONE
16 oz of Solid Drink

Thursday All Nite

HEINEKEIM NIGHT 125 Bottles

'^ree T-Shlrts! Giveaways!

Navy
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the worid at what they do
...they have to be

It takes a special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong,

dedicated and
professional men who
can control the worlds

most sophisticated

aircraft. Theres no

room over the oceans

for pilots that are

second-best.

To find out if youYe qualified, see the Navy Represen-

tative that will be in the Campus Center on April 18.

19. or call collect (203) 528-9988

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncomprom'sed
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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Legal program stresses public's rights */b/.
MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

In order to help people whose rights have been violated

the District Attorney's Office in Hampshire County offers

a program to help ensure citizens tlieir civil rights, ac-

cording to the Assistant District Attorney.

Nancy Dusek-Gomez, Hampshire County Assistant

District Attorney on Civil Rights, spoke yesterday at the

University of Massachusetts about the role of the District

Attorney's office in enforcing civil rights, meeting and
environmental laws.

"We're trying to get word out that we're not only the

people who enforce traffic tickets and prosecute bank

robbers," Gomez said.

She said their program, the Public Rights Division, is a

part of the broader Public Protection Bureau that was
established by the District Attorney's office.

The Open Meeting law and Public Records statutes

facilitate public access to government operations on the

state, county and municipal levels.

"The open meeting law gives the public access to how
decisions are made," Gomez said.

She said community education is offered by the division's

staff to increase knowledge of the Open Meeting Law
among the public and their elected and appointed officials.

Gomez said complaints alleging a violation of civil rights

are assessed and investigated.

The office may also refer the complaint to another agency

or a private attorney.

The assessment, Gomez said, is based on the nature of the

discrimination and the type of relief sought.

"We like to see ourselves as a referral agency as well as

one that handles complaints," Gomez said.

The District Attorney's office does not collect punitive

damages for the victim." she said, unless it is medical

expenses incurred because of the damage done. But we

don't discourage people from civil actions when they can

get punitive damages, Gomez said.

The Human Relations Committee which sponsored this

event is composed of representatives from different

service agencies, including the Dean of Students Office,

Public Safety. Everywoman's Center, Residential Services

Staff, and the Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy.

"Behavior that interferes with a person's rights is not

going to be tolerated," Gomez said.

Continued from p<ige 1

was the third speaker, describing the implications of

psychological profiles compiled by the FBI in the arson in-

vestigation on campus last semester.
Such profiles, he said, "are never supposed to be utilized

to make an arrest," but (of a Crampton House resident

assistant) "the rea-son they made the arrest was because
the P^BI profile said it (the arson epidemic) was going to

escalate to a grand finale."

DiMare said informants told police the student had plan-

ned a "going away party", was going to lace the punch,
wire the dormitory and blow it up. "They literally believed

they had a Jonestown on their hands," he said.

The psychological profile, linked notes found prior to

some fires to the arsonist, and the student's handwriting
was identified by a sample signature but no handwriting
analysis was made before the arrest.

After the student had l)een jailed, released on bail,

suspended from the University, fired from her job and
permitted on campus only with a University escort or her
mother to finish her semester's coursework, the analysis

was completed. It did not match up, the charges were
dropped, the notes were determine<l not to l)e related to

the fires and a janior charged with writing them.

"(The student) is not the first case they (the FBI) have
screwed up," DiMare said.

Spring Special

Thursday Nites

Free Champagne
for Ladies

9:30-11:00 PM
Two for One for everyone 9:30-closing

Schaefer Beer $2.25 Pitcher anytime

KICK^%FF
LOUNGE
^'i*^lll =

-<''' ^'»

Coming this weekend. . .

Saturday Happy Hour
^

featuring
**
Just George" *"" "

'

[(from the Boston & Cape Cod circuit)

— All you can eat Chicken Wings! —

AT JUSTIN R^ABfS

Stop by our display all day today

in Campus Center Concourse

Ask about the use of computers for

• reserved computer time
• word processing systems

Come by for more information on
personal or home computer classes

LD

NARRAGANSETT160Z. can...$2.50 + dep.

BUSCH refills $9.95 + dep

HEINEKEN 6pk $4.25 + dep.

KRONENBOURGspk $4.25 + dep.

UTICACLUBl2oz.ret $6.25+ dep

PICCALA coffee liqueur $6.25

(plus $2.00 mail in rebate)

CARLO ROSSI 4 liter (all types) $5.99

C & LIQUORS
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"

yiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiinniiiiiiiiiimK
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I

HAPPY HOUR

Jpm - 6pm & 9pm

Check out

our Munchie

Menu
everyday!

til closim

7 DAYS & NIGHTS A WEEK !

'r

BUDWEISER &UTE DRAFTS

LOWENBRAIJ DARK DRAFTS

BAR DRIN KS 1 25

60 PITCHERS 3 00

85 PITCHERS 3 95

Tuasday

2 in 1

JUMBO DRINKS
Cr DRAFTS

2 for 1 on all Bottlad Bear

3 'til closing

Thuraday

2 1n1

JUiy^BO DRINKS €r DRAFTS
3-6 pm and 9 til close

2 for 1 on all bottled beer

Multiple Positions

Available for

Next Fall!!

Almost unlimited workstudy

High Salary, High Growth

Friendly Atmosphere.
Inquire at the Collegian for

applications. 113 Campus Center

el

fiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>i<>"i"HiiiiiiimiHHiiiiiiiiii»iiiniiiiiiiiiMMH"""*i>i>*HHHi<ii"i*>iii""»'
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COME IN AND_^,
TEST RIDE QUALITY!

•CIUALITY ACCESSORIES!
•EXPERT REPAIRS!

•CORDIAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICE!

Before you buy. . .ask someone

who's bought a bike from us.

y. 0> 89 MAIN STREET, AMHERST
^ / ^ \\*' (behind the Cheese Shop)

^r\C\> 256-0880

AS PART OF THE

lATIN-AMEWCAN WEEKEND
AHORA PRESENTS:

MAGNIFICO BAILE CON LA OPQUESTA D€

LUIS PERICO ORTIZ
Music and Daoca

FRI., Aprils 1984. 8-2 a.m.

Student Union Ballroom

University of Mass. - Amherst
General public $5 00 tickets available at Fine Arts Center - UMass.

UNIVERSITY OrMASSACHUSETTS ATilMHERST

FineArtsCenter
Concert Hall i^i

/(^n£MCO^ April 8-28, 1984

Boston Symphony
Orchestra

with Se Ozawa

Murray Lewis

Dance Company
GUTUmNG VlflTUOSIJy N Y TIMIS

THURSDAY, APRIL 12, 8PM
TICKETS. S 10, $8, $6

TUESDAY. APRIL 24, 8PM
TICKETS:$17, $15. $13

THE
CONCORD

STRING
QUARTET
AN AsromsHiNG Lfvn Of

(NieOY AND miN^ITY
THl BOSJON GlOB(

Showcase
of Jazz

Johnny Griffin

Chico Freeman

1 suec "3'

Max Roach

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18, 8PM
TICKETS: $5

FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 8PM
TICKETS; S9, $7, $5

F.ve-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at

FineArts Center Box Office, DATATIX Outlets and

Sphngfield a!ic Center Call (41 3) 54b-2511 or 1 800-243.4842

Thursday, April 5, 1984

i Orchard Hill Area Government

I ELECTIONS

April 18 & 19, 4:00 - 6:30

in elevator link of your dornn

NOMINATION PAPERS

Due: April 9 at 6:00 P,

Thuraday, April 5, 1984 Collegian 9

at OHAG Offcie 112A Field

Call 5-1385 for more info

fliailllMMmiDIIIIIIIIIIHOIIIlHtMliraiHIIIimiOMIIIIMIIIiailllWIIMOMIMIIWMmilMtKMIIDIIIira

t ..!= iMooK typing bvcs. »

sen/ing the Five College Community

since 1968

Mary Sabourin has joined

Pine Nook Typing Svcs.

Mary has her MFA in writing and has

taught rhetoric and expository writing at
|

the U of Mass. |

a For quality typing, formating & editing of
j

I dissertations & theses call 665-4945 for
|

i further information and reservations. |

ADAY AT THE SEA A photo essay
by Andy Heller

and Pam Madnick

Collegian photographers Andy Heller and Pam Madnick took

advantage of a sunny day over spring break to capture these

seaside images. The towns selected for their salty flavor were

Hull and Scituate Massachusetts.
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Just drinking
his life away
Many people have problems with drinking — that is,

they don't drink heavily enough or often enough,

or enthusiastically enough. You'd think such peo-

ple would understand that they can't possibly have a well-

rounded college experience unless they develop the proper

attitude toward alcohol.

I've tried my damnedest to convince these folks that their

academic development would be greatly enhanced by

drinking a beer, or six or seven, as often as possible. I've

offered them cans, bottles and mugs at all hours of the

night and day.

I've even tried to roust them out of bed to play Mexican,

in the hope that they'd see the light. But they always make

some excuse like. "I've got a midterm at eight in the

morning." ^^_^.^«^_^—^-.^.—^^^

Ian Polumbaum

Some students aren't grateful enough for what the

breweries and their advertisers have done to improve our

lives. Who can turn down the opportunity to get free

articles of clothing festooned with the brand names and

logos that symbolize our college years?

One recent Friday, I felt envious of tall guys not because

women might notice them first, but because the Bud Man

at the Blue Wall happy hour gave everyone over six feet

free Bud hats. Then I was jealous of people under five feet;

they got them too.

Finally the Miller rep there offered High Life T shirts to

anyone born on a holiday. I said my birthday was July 4th

(I lied), and got an essential addition to my collection.

I've been here tivo semesters and I already have six Bud

thirts, three "Moosehead U." stickers, twelve hats

sporting various brands, four MiUer T-shirts and lots of

real cool mugs and stuff Did you know that some people

spend four years here and come away with nothing, not

even a poster^ What a uxiste of the best years of one's life.

Beer companies do more than give us emblems to wear.

They sponsor everything from rock and roll shows to in

tramural sports events. When we buy a keg. they're kink

enough to give us cups with their logo on them in case we

forget what brand we're drinking.

Brand names aren't always blaUntly plastered over

everything. But what would a Ski Club membership card

be worth without that Anheuser Busch mountain design on

it? When I open my wallet, I like this subtle reassurance a

reminder that none of my problems cant be solved by a

beer, or six or seven.

Of course, there are some things we can't all have. I'd sell

my grandmother, if only I could own a neon "Lite" sign like

the one some lucky devU has hanging in his frat window.

But for now, I'll settle for the free posters available in

liquor stores and in this newspaper.

Thanks te Calgary's "Spring Break " poster, women have

something to drool at too. bure. the bullalo on the beach

k>oks downright ludicrous, but how about those bronze

musclemen in the background?

Last semester. I found an authentic velvet-texture giant

Budweiser label poster blowing around in a parking lot. I

pity the fool who lost it. I wouldn't part with it. not for a

million baseball cards. It's a simple, powerful icon,

facilitating nightly prayer to the red and white Bud god.

Some people still don't get my point. They shake their

heads at my closet full of empties, my ceiUng high stacks of

spent cases, and the keg caps proudly displayed on my
wall. They've hot this absurd idea that there are better

ways te spend one's undergraduate years.

Will they never learn?

Ian Polumbaum is a Collegian columnist

Rape jokes
are not funny

This past Saturday night I experienced a few hellish

minutes of very real fear and anger. At around

1*1:00 p.m., I stepped on the elevator in my
residence hall on the fifth floor to go to a party on the

seventeenth floor. Two males entered the otherwise

empty elevator with me. The elevator then stopped on

the tenth floor where six more males boarded. As the

doors shut, I began to view this as a potentially

dangerous situation for myself, but trustingly I decided

to remain on the elevator.

As we rode up, the male nearest me and also nearest

the button panel, reached over and pushed the emergen-

cy stop button. He then exclaimed, "Okay, rape time."

And then all eight of them stood there and laughed. They

all laughed. So consumed was I by panic and anger that I

was speechless - I couldn't think. I finally managed to

tell the one who had spoken that he was a riot. He looked

around, said he was only kidding, and pulled the button

back out. The elevator began again. He had only been

'kidding.'

I guess that I was supposed to find it amusing. But the

fact that I possess human decency prevents me from fin-

ding it anything but repulsive.

At the time, I was at a loss for anything to say to the

little boys in the elevator, but a few things have since

come to mind:

First of all, how dare you? How dare you make me feel

so helpless, and then lavigh at my helplessness? How dare

you laugh at my fear? Think long and hard about what

you did. Ask yourselves why you did that to me and,

perhaps more importantly why you would ever think it

was funny. Why didn't one of you have the strength of

character, the human decency to speak up? I would have,

but 1 was too busy feeling scared to death and even more

angry.

Question your strength of character; be ashamed. Rape

is a violent crime, and you laughed at the thought of eight

of you threatening me with that crime. Do you feel good

about yourselves? Know that what you did is wrong and

unforgiveable, and learn why. And, never do it again.

Kate Sullivan

Southwest

Hitchhikers are

everyday people

The other day I got a ride on Route 2 from a guy

who said the only reason he had picked me up was

that his son had to thumb. Then I got a ride from

somebody who never picks up hitehhikers because she is

scared, but did not know where she was going and I was

the only person around not in a car. Then 1 had to wait 45

minutes to get a ride. What is it about hitehhikers that

makes people uptight?

Many people feel that hitchhikers are out there to rob

you, rape you, steal your hubcaps, smell up your car, bum
money, food, and maybe your life off you. It is true that

these things happen, but they are far from the majority of

cases. If you see somebody with a duffel bag and a sign on

a lonely stretch of Route 2. the odds are pretty good that

Brooke States

Always read

The Editorial Page

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

, to editing for clarity and length.

they are going somewhere and are not there to harass you.

There are far easier ways to get kicks, even weird ones,

than standing in the rain on Interstate 495 outside of

Lawrence at midnight. Somebody on North Pleasant

Street at 1 a.m. is probably mostly interested in getting

home or to 7 Os for last call, than harassing his/her ride.

How come we never hear about the problems hitehhikers

have. If you are driving along the road and see somebody

thumbing you have some time to look at them. A little

experience in the big bad world (something not taught at

college) can enable one to determine a lot about somebody,

by what they wear and do.

Of course if you determine wrongly your life could be in

danger, but what the hell, it is already in serious danger

being out on the highways and bi-ways of America,

cruising along in 1500 2500 plus pounds of meUl, rubber,

and bad styling. Fifty thousand Americans slaughter each

other on the roads each year. Thousands are maimed. The

chances of you getting biffed by a hitehhiker as opposed to

two people necking and not watching where the wheel is

going, or a drunk belching his/her way into oblivion, are

small.

But if you are hitehhiking you cannot make somebody who

has stopped to pick you up answer 20 questions while you

determine if they are, like really marvey or groady to the

max. You have to take what you get, which is often not

good. I have been asked if I would be interested in making

it with my ride and his wife, if I would be interested in

Koing to a ride's house to watch dirty movies, had a woman

drive down the New Hampshire Turnpike at 70 mph and

show me how she can drive and roll a joint at the same time

while staying in one lane. She managed all but the one lane

part. I have had people pick me up and tell about the five

pounds of weed they have in the trunk, why they have no

passenger door handle, and how much acid they just took

while swigging Jack Daniels. What did I do to deserve this

abuse? I just want to go somewhere. If you are a woman

and are thumbing you have a special set of problems to

contend with, namely lots of jerky men who think they are

such down studs that they can and have the right to make a

pass at any woman, just because she can't afford some

truck that is jacked up 20 feet off the ground.

Most of us do not thumb to find ourselves or contemplate

our navels in the sun on Rt. 202. People thumb because

they have no money or no car. Round trip to Boston is

about $20. If I could afford to put my gas guzzling vehicle

on the road it would cost me about $15 in gas and oil, not to

mention depreciation and regular costs.

Well I have to leave and go play pool, then throw some

things in a duffel bag. I have to go to Boston tomorrow.

Unfortunately nobody who reads this paper will be able to

give me a ride since I am leaving early in the morning. But

for future reference, I am the guy with the yellow sign that

has black lettering. The next time you see somebody with

their thumb out, pick them up. It might be you someday.

Brooke States is a Collegian columnist.

A world without caffeine? Never
Everything was just dandy last Monday morning.

The sun was shining down on UMass/Amherst,

I was prepared to give my upcoming oral report,

and a Fort Lauderdale sunburn was flaking off my
shoulders. Furthermore, my writing class ended early,

leaving me enough time to gulp down a can of soda (or

tonic, for you Bay State natives), before hitting NOPE to

do a few laps. Yep, life was pretty damned decent.

I slid a couple of quarters into the machine in the Stu-

dent Union Building, and smacked the Sugar-Free Diet

Sprite button. Usually, this grammatical sleaziness would

have bothered me; aren't the words "sugarfree" and

"diet" redundant? But, stricken as I was with spring

fever, not even the slaughter of the English language

bothered me.

Then it happened. The can clunked out of the machine. 1

didn't mind that it contained NutraSweet, and I was even

looking forward to those 12 ounces of great lymon taste. I

did mind that the refreshing, carbonated slime was hailed

as "caffeine-free." .

Elizabeth Luciano

1 like caffeine, and I resent the Coca-Cola Bottling Com-

pany for depriving me of it. After a late night studying or

watching David Letterman, how else am I supposed to get

that get-up-and-go? From thimble-sized cups of D.C. col-

fee? Don't make me laugh.
,

Caffeine-free beverages are pointless. They re a waste

of time and money. Why throw away 50 cents to lug a Pep-

si to class and fall asleep? Why guzzle down a steaming

black cup of instant Folger's without caffeine? Son^, but

those flavor crystals alone just don't do it for me.

What's even worse is that manufacturers are actually

patting themselves on the back for producing those bor-

ing, lifeless liquids.

"Never had it, never will!" Seven-Up brags. Come on,

people. That's not something to be proud of. Don't let

their colorful cans and gaudy graphics fool you. The

Sunkist volleyball players would not be bopping around

the beach without the benefit of caffeine. They'd be napp-

ing.

These are those who claim that caffeine is a drug. Damn-

ed right, it's a drug. It's my personal, all-time favorite

drug. Perhaps this seems pharmaceutically naive, but caf-

feine is cheap, legal, and abundant. So those of you who

are sneering caffeine put that in your pipes and puff on it.

Caffeine is my vice, and I'm proud of it. I'm happy being

hyper, and I hope all of Robert Young's fans drown in vats

of boiling Sanka. I really do.

Elizabeth Luciano is a caffeinaled Collegian columnist
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The unfairness that others inflict

To the Editor,

For three years I've worn the uniform of

the U.S. Air Force, and for three years I've

taken both verbal and physical abuse. To-

day I reached my limit. While walking to

the Morrill bus stop I was hit by a snowball.

When I turned to confront my attacker he

had the dignity to turn and run away.

In the ROTC program we are instructed

to ignore people who feel the need to get

their kicks by abusing ROTC cadets. In this

case all I wanted to do was discuss why the

man felt he had the right to attack me. Ap-

parently he thought the adult thing to do

was to avoid discussion and run home. I'm

sure that this person felt that by this

violent act he was protesting the use of

violence. This, to me, is a hypocrisy.

As an AFROTC cadet I acknowledge as

well as support the right of people to ex-

press their opinion and to protest what
they feel is wrong. This does not mean that

they reserve the right to verbally or

physically attack an individual. I, personal-

ly, have never criticized a person for the

career or lifestyle they have chosen to pur-

sue. All I expect is the same consideration.

The verbal and physical abuses that I and
other cadets have encountered while wear-

ing the uniform of the U.S. military have

done nothing more than to demonstrate tlie

ignorance, immaturity, and hypocrisy of

those who chose to inflict those abuses.

James R. Dow
Amherst

Letters

Unjust criticism

To the Editor.

In her letter March 4, Jeanette Maillet

unnecessarily attacked the Collegian's

Women's News editor, Miriam Zoll.

Maillet mistakenly asserts that Ms. Zoll

meant that abortion is a kind of birth con-

trol when she started her column with:

"People who enjoy having sex and don't

plan on having children in the near future

will probably be interested to learn that

our so-called "liberal" state is trying to

eliminate state funded abortion."

This statement was made in reference

.to the fact that no form of birth control is

' 100 percent effective. The option of ter-

minating a pregnancy should be available

in the case of not only pregnancy because

of rape or incest, but also in the case of

birth control failure.

Maillet uses a tenuous inference to

launch an attack on ZoU's journalistic

responsibility and accuracy.

This kind of attack, where a simple cor-

rection would have been enough, is unfair.

Ms. Zoll, as a feminist and a member of

the CoUegian Board of Editors, needs

support from the feminist community, not

undermining and sloppily reasoned at-

tacks.

Rebecca Thatcher

CoUeirian Staff

Double standard
To the Editor.

1 am writing to express my concern

about an event that was held Thursday.

March 29, during "Gay Awareness Week."

1 was denied entrance to a slide show simp-

ly because 1 am a "man." I would like to

fwint to a few reasons why 1 feel the coor-

dinators of this event acted irresponsibly to

the university community.

Although the slide show had been adver-

tised "for women only", it was held in the

Campus Center. The Campus Center was

built and is maintained with fees paid by

members of both sexes, and therefore this

discriminatory policy was inappropriate in

such a public place. Secondly, in my opi-

nion, this event did not foster better

understanding between gays and straights,

or men and women, but only contributed to

certain negative stereotypes. This was

definitely not the intent of the people who

organized "Gay Awareness Week."

As seen by this event, sex discrimination

is "in the eyes of the beholder" and a

definite double standard was in evidence

Thursday night. The coordinators of this

presentation owe the university an apology

for their discriminatory policy and for their

contribution to the polarization of the

sexes. They proved that discriminatory

views are sometimes held by those who

claim to oppose discrimination.

D. Martin

Rents and Fees Committee. SGA
H. Tanguay

Smith College

- Counseling service is there to help

The difference is church and state

To the Editor.

The recent controversy over school prayer

is just as important for the dialogue it

creates as for its actual outeome. I was

relieved to see Reagan's proposal shot down

(although it was a close call). I am an intern

at Amherst High School and each morning a

moment of silence is offered. To institute

vocal prayer in the classroom is a blatant

violation of free choice in this moment, the

freedom of how to pray or how not to pray.

The new proposal in Congress which

would allow for students to set up religious

activities in high school rooms, and deny

Federal and state funds to systems which

wouldn't comply, illustrates the breadth of

this issue. As Senator Hatfield of Oregon

pointed out, it is "ridiculous to deny

students the right to study about Jesus

Christ when they can study Karl Marx." To

further complicate things, I think these

religiously orthodox legislators and

presidents should keep in mind that not all

religious activity is the institutional type

they have in mind.

What would Mr. Reagan think if the

religious verbalizations he endorses had a

strong Buddhist tone, including the

teachings of non-violence, and all the

eligible high school students refused to

register for the draft? Does he realize that

the American Bishops consider his nuclear

arms' policies immoral^ Religion, it should

be remembered, doesn't only mean Johnny

and Mary reciting monotones in Sunday

school.
Andrew Frisardi

Amherst

To the Editor,

Earlier this year, in the midst of emotional

turmoil, I decided to try out the student

counseling service. In my pessimistic frame

of mind. I anticipated the scenario to go

something like this: I'd walk in for an

appointment and everyone would scrutinize

me as though I were really screwed up. I'd

have to tell the woman behind the desk why

I was there and the people in the waiting

room would all hear it. As I waited,

someone I knew would inevitably walk by

and see me and wonder what was wrong

with me. And, of course, I'd be assigned to

see a psychiatrist who would label me with

some diagnosis and make me feel like I

really was crazy.

Feeling terrified and vulnerable, I

managed to get myself into the building

(after walking by it twice to think about it.)

Gratefully, I noticed a bathroom on the way

in where I could relieve my anxious bladder

and "stall" a little lonijer. Finally, lacking

other means of procrastination, I ventured

into the office.

One by one, my preconceived expectations

were proven to be figments of my fearful

imagination. The windows of the waiting

More wasted time

To the Editor.

I was appalled and offended by the re-

cent letter to the editor by Kevin L.

Eachus who strongly protests Lesbian

and Gay Awareness Week. His letter has

made me realize even more the great im-

portance of such a week, and reminded

me of how much further we have to go to

rid our society of such ignorance and

bigotry. For him to label gay dances and

lesbian encounter groups as "deviant ac-

tivities" angers me.

Let me say also that the cost of funding

Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week was

miniscule. Compare it to the amount of

tax money that is wasted each year by the

U.S. Army (of which Kevin Eachus is a

member), to investigate and discharge

gay and lesbian people, simply because

they are gay. It "grieves and and angers"

me to know this happens with the tax

money we all pay.

Since maybe he did indirectly help to

finance in a small way Lesbian and Gay

Awareness Week, why then didn't he

show up at any of the workshops? What's

room were glazed so that bypassers

couldn't see in. The pleasant woman behind

the desk was professionally discreet in

asking about an appointment, and gave me
a form on which to confidentially describe

my reasons for being there. A list of

descriptions of the therapists and their

backgrounds and orientations was made
available, and I was able to choose the

person I wanted to see. (And I would even

be able to switch therapists if there turned

out to be a personahty clash.)

The process of going to the counseling

service for help was not unlike the process

of therapy once I got there. Taking the

risks of trying something new, making the

commitment to it, trusting the persons

involved, and even letting my friends in on

it were all worth the gains in my self-

awareness, selfesteem, and peace of mind.

The counseling service staff made them-

selves available, took things seriously,

maintained confidentiality, and offered

their help in a nonthreatening way. I think

they deserve a lot of credit for providing

their services in a sensitive, skillful, and

beneficial manner.
Kim Liponia

Northampton

A hateful boy?

To the Editor.

I have two comments to make about Kevin I

Eachus's letter (April 4). First of all, just

think of the millions of hard working gays

and lesbians who pay taxes which support

our military system and its R.O.T.C.

program. "Gay I>esbian Awareness week"

is clearly underfunded in comparison and is

much less of an economic burden on our

society. Secondly, as an American citizen, I

find it scary that such a socially.

emotionally, and sexually immature boy is

trusted with weapons and will be put in

leadership positions within our military

system. Such a hateful boy cannot be

trusted to defend our society and its diverse

population.
^ ^ Neil Gladstein

Belchertown

the matter Kevin? Does your education

like so many other people's, stop when

vou get out of classes each day?

Mark Clukey
Central

Criticism of funds seen as imfair
Expensive act of needless violence

To the Editor,

When 1 began reading the letters column

in Tuesday's Collegian I thought I was

reading a continuation of the April Fool's

edition. But Kevin L. Eachus was in fact

raising concerns he felt were quite serious.

He was protesting the use of his student ac-

tivities for "gay dances, lesbian encounter

groups, and other deviant activities."

Kevin, as someone who pays for part of

your education with my tax dollars

(through the money ROTC gives you), 1 am
appalled at your ignorance. The way stu-

dent funds, even taxes, work is to pay for a

variety of interests of a variety of groups of

people. For instance, even thou^ I am
aware of health issues, I think joggers are

insane; yet I would gladly contribute some

of my student activities money to a jogging

club. Further, you are misinformed on

PGA dances: they are fundraisers, so do

not use up student funds.

What are these "Lesbian encounter

groups" you talk about? The way you

phrase it, it sounds as if you were thinking

of orgies. The reality is far more mundane.

Rap groups for lesbians, gay men, and

bisexuals tend to focus on our love (not

lust) for someone, and our fear that we will

be persecuted for that love. 1 am deeply

disturbed that you find such things more

perverse than training yourself for institu-

tionalized murder.

Kathleen Offenhartz
Amherst

To the Editor.

Attention Webster Residents:

To the person or persons involved in

throwing beer bottles off the east side

balcony and screaming oppressive and

disgusting remarks at approximately 2 a.m.

on Friday night (March 30).

I want to let you know that your act of

violence and vandalism is costing me over

$200 dollars out of my own pocket to replace

my windshield because you were stupid and

immature enough to throw beer bottles (or

anything for that matter) off the balcony.

Your disgusting violence and thoughtless

act has made me question the kind of poeple

who try to peacefully live with each other in

this dorm, our home. You make me

question what it is to be a human being, not

to have any common sense, passion, or

respect for the resident's personal

property.

It is because of people like you who commit

senseless and harmful acts of violence that

the East Side Residential System con-

tinually contemplates whether to close the

balconies off to the residents of Orchard

Hill. We do not want to take away
privileges, but you have showed us that you

do not understand or respect the respon-

sibility, safety, and well-being of our en-

vironment.

You have really helped to make my last

semester as a graduating senior less than

memorable but an expensive one.

Kim Grossman
Resident Assistant

Orchard Hill
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Thinkyou're pregnant?
Use Predictor®

In-Home Pregnancy

Test. It's the same
as a hospital test.

You're on your own for the first time and
life is a lot different now. If you think you

might be pregnant, you want to know for

sure. This is the time to use Predictor

In-Home Pregnancy Test. It s the exact

same test method used in over 2,000

hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests

nationwide. So you know Predictor is

accurate.

Predictor can be used as soon as

nine days after you miss your penod. It's

convenient and gives you results in just

one hour. Think you're pregnant?

Remember, you can use Predictor with

confidence, it's the test method used in

over 2,000 American hospitals.

UMASS SKI CLUB

$69. Week Ender

BENDER
Spring Skiing April 13-15

at SUGARBUSH VALLEY

f

^it**W''ii'i'iKiii^'^**<'* *«*«*? «-

I

SPECIAL $3.00 COUPON OFFER
We'll send you a Si 00 coupon on Pfedtcior plus 50' coupons on Neel Hair Remover.*
Anacin 3* Drisian* and Trendar*— a $3 value yours tree Just Ml m your name and
address and mail to Predictor. P O Box SR-7896. El Paso. Texas 79975

Name.

PREDICTOR "I

tTegnancylest I

.State.

CtlHtCAtU fftOt^

•n<J?mft

4i«al» «|: MI1V 1

*

*

includes

Transportation

2 Nights Lodging

2 Days Lifts

Meals

FrI the 13th Party

Bloody Mary party

Free Beer & Wine
Hot Tub Party

Mimosa Party

Free Beer and Wine Party

F&S

Sat morn
Sat afternoon

Sat night

Sun morn
Sun morn

ALL FOR ONLY $69

for more info call 545-3437

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy more accurately.

.^*^F^F^F^p^F^F^F^F^p^F^n^F^n^F^F^p^n^^^P^F^F^n^F *

Congratulations University of

Massachusetts on being selected third

runner-up in the Seagram's 7

Advertising/Marketing

Campaign Competition.

University of Massachusetts was one of only six teams nationwide

to advance to the finals of the Seagram's 7 Advertising/Marketing

Competition held in New York City. The Competition was judged

by executives from Seagram Distillers. Warwick Advertising and

a professor from The Columbia University Graduate School of

Business. Seagram Distillers awarded $5,000.00 to the univer-

sities represented by the top three teams.

Seagra^'^'s 7 gets things stirring.
ItM SfacTM Ouliilrre C«.. N.Y.. N.Y
AMncu W|iMr> - A Bk*4 M Proof

The National
Bestseller
That Takes You

Most Powerful
Law Firms

**l have never read any
book that more
effectively captures
the essence of
lawyering in a great
firm on a great case."

— ricdlJuhnslon.
The new York Times Book Review

"Vividly describes the behind the-
scenes stories of major ca.ses, bring-
ing to life the spectacular gambits
and inhuman toil... first rate... with
episodes that should make talented
third-year law students blanch."

"Who will read the book? Every lawyer
in these named law firms. Who
should read the book? Every lawyer
who is thinking aboutjoining one of
these law firms. Offers disturbing
insights on the partnerships of eight
nationwide law firms. . . in plain

English—not legalese."
—San rranctoco ChronkJe

"A t>ook that not only delights those
who have never seen the inside of a
corfxjrate law firm, but rings true for
those who have devoted their lives

to these firms as well."

—The new Republic

"Stewart has created a b(X)k which
is half thriller, half moral primer
Airing dirty laundry as well as legal
strategy, Stewart s txiok reads sorTie-

thing like The Brethren, but seems
t)etter dcKumented and less

voyeuristic. The Partners has a
powerful sense of drama. The book
is very hard to put down.

—California Lawyer

now m quality f^NAARNER
^*^BOOKSF^pcrtMtK

A Warner Cixnmunicalions Company

Arts

Just when you think this column is gone

for good, it pops back up. Kinda like a bad

penny. Or a DC lunch. Or herpes.

Whatever.

I guess that the big music-oriented news

this week involves the untimely death of

Marvin Gaye. It's hard to get past the

absurdities of a talented man being shot to

death by his own father over an insurance

policy. He will be missed by many.

Ekiho and the Bunnymen were surprisingly

fantastic last Friday night at the Channel.

Can't say about Saturday's show in NYC,

though. Don't get me wrong I hve the

band; it's just that I ahnost died of

boredom at their Channel gig this past

summer. Is Ian really a heroin addict, or

does it just seem that way...

Congrats to all you brave troopers who

camped out for Elvis tix. Should be a great

show.
Unlike the Clash at the Worcester Cen-

trum, which should be a joke. (Rock the

cash box...) God, and I thought they sold

out in a big way when they played

Orphium-sized halls a couple of years ago.

Anyhow, if you haven't grown to despise

Joe Strummer too much and want to ac-

tually see the Clash in what might almost

pass for a club, then you might want to

check them out at Hartford's Agora

Ballroom on the 25th. Just think - you could

get drunk, jump up and down in front of the

stage and pretend the whole thing is a scene

trom Rude Boy...

Moving on to the impending weekend.

This weekend's best live music bet isn't

even happening in the valley (I certainly

hope you weren't surprised). The Wipers

will be playing tonight and tomorrow night

at the Rat in Boston. Now, we're ulking

two nights in a place that's only two hours

away, so there's no reason to miss these

guys.

A little closer to home, the Blue Wall will

be featuring Moving Parts tonight. Sass

will be at the Wok, The Radiators are at the

Nail, and the Sighs are downstairs at

Sheehans.

Tomorrow night's pick is the Modern

Engltsh/Fleshtones show at Smith College.

As of this writing, there are still tickets,

which can be had just by accosting one of

the friendly salespeople at the University

Store record department and giving him or

her some money. If only all life were so

simple.

Also on Friday, the Nail will feature Girls

Night Out, and Sheehans will host the

Transformers.

Ronnie Specter, ex-Ronnette, will be at

the Nail on Saturday night, this promises

to be a good time for those of you who

appreciate a good "blast from the past."

A couple of decent shows coming up this

week: Jorma Koukonen will play two

shows at the Iron Horse on Tuesday night,

and Bonnie Raitt will be at the Rusty Nail

on Wednesday.
No Live Wire Trivia, so sorry to those of

you who suffered through the whole column

just to get to the trivia question so you

could answer it and win lots of cash and

prizes. Better luck next time.

Bonnie Raitt returns to the area. See Live Wire.

Extraordinary and extrasensory

If you're looking for something a little out

of the ordinary to do this evening, why not

suspend your belief in the concrete and

head over to Mahar for a few hours of ESP
and hypnosis with UMass student, David

Dipietro.

Dipietro, who claims 90 percent accuracy

in ESP, says that the show "isn't a magic

show at all. " During the first portion of the

show, he will use audience members in

"sightless vision" and telepathy ex-

periments.

Audience members will again be able to

volunteer for the second part of the

program, which involves hypnosis,

Dipietro. who once worked as the "Magic

Burger King, " for Burger King restaurants,

says that he has been involved with ESP
and hypnosis since he was about 16. He has

since displayed his talents at numerous

private parties and street festivals.

Admission to either of the two per-

formances (7 p.m. and 10 p.m.) is $2. The

event is sponsored by Hamlin Dormitory.

>•••••••••••••••••••*•***«

¥
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Outside Proposal Forms

for funding from

The Distinguished Visitors

Program
are available.

Deadline for submission:

April 16, 1984

415 Student Union

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

HISTORY MAJORS:
You are invited to

|alui\/ini/ae career nigh

When: Thursday, April 5, 1984

8:00 PM

^ *io otuuciit u.iiiv,tt - . Where: Campus Center 162
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USED TERMINAL SALE
LA-36 + 300 Baud $250.00

Bantam -»- 300 Baud $250.00

Adds 520 + 300 Baud $195.00

30 Day Warranty

Quantities Limited

New Hours

Monday 8:30-6:00

Tues-Fri 8:30-8:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 - 5:00

259 TRIAI^GLE STREET. AWHERST 549.1017

''"''-.^^.^y^'*''^'- I'l'i'i'i'i'-'-'-'-'''"'''-'''-'-'''"'^^
i i ii i r
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Graduates of the History

Department Will Discuss

And Answer Questions

About Their Careers and Yours

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Office

The University Placement Service

The History Department

8
Jboooooooooooooooopoooooooooooooooeoooooeooeooooooooooooaix
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Canada's Bear ofBeers
is here!

Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.

An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor

no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching & Co.. Inc , New >t>rk. NY.

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing; of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and
Sunday.

THE WORKING WOMEN'S PROGRAM - at

Everywoman's Center will be sponsoring a group entitled

"Moving Forward: Assertiveness and Leadership Skills

for Working Women." The eight week group being

facilitated by Susan Kohler-Gray will meet at the Jones

Libray, 43 Amity Street in Amherst in the Amherst Room.
Meetings will begin on Thursday, April 5th and will run

for eight consecutive weeks from 7 - 9 p.m. Participants

are asked to register in advance by calling the

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883. The group is free and

confidential.

RUN FOR RITTER ROAD RACE - is now accepting

registrations for the AprU 28th race. Get info and ap

plications in Newman Center Office. Fee $5 - benefits

homeless children. Organizational meetmgs every

Thursday. 7 p.m., Newman Center Classroom.

FREE MESSAGE SERVICE - The UMass Amateur

Radio Association wUl be taking messages today on the

Campus Center Concourse from 9-3. These messages wiU

be sent free of charge anywhere in the U.S. via ham radio.

9 3. Campus Center Concourse.

HANG GLIDING CLUB MEETING Last chance to sign

up for spring lessons- please bring a check if you're in

terested. Old members - meetings are now on Thursdays.

Please show up. 7-9 p.m., check C.C. schedule.

UNIVERSITY STUDY IN ISRAEL - Boston area

representative Danny Pins will be on campus to conduct

informational interviews about studying in Israel. Call

Hillel, 545-2526 for an appointment.

LIFE AND LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL WHO
BELIEVE A 30 minute film showing the dangers of

radical right wing politics which infringe upon the life,

liberty and freedom of all. 7:30 p.m.. 163 C.C.

EAST SIDE CONCERT SECURITY MEETING -

Mandatory meeting for anyone interested in working
security for the East Side Area Concert. You must attend

this meeting. Rob 6 5588. Bob 6-5561. 6:30 p.m., Campus
Center 168C.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING Explanation of

the Bachelor's Degree with Individual concentration

(BDIC) program, a degree granting program which allows

a student the opportunity to design their own major. 7

p.m. Crabtree Music Room. 7 p.m., Crabtree Music Room.

COFFEE HOUSE - McNamara Main Lounge. Sylvan

Area: Music, Comedy, Poetry. All welcome. 8 p.m.,

McNamara Main Lounge.

SPmUG FEVEB
SALEl

Whistler Q-1200

Radar Detectors
Reg. $160.00

NOW $139.95

SUNROOFS
15"x30" $229.95

17"x35" $269.95
completely installed

^appy Jlour

si^e^
f^-

ahr

FREE INSTALLATION
with the purchase of any

complete

car stereo system

SOUNDiifMOTION^^ THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS ^^
321 MAIN STRCKT •AMNCRST MA 01002 • 2S9-9341

ttROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

f
Newton Students

and all others interested

Come meet State Representative

Susan Schar (D) Newton

Reception Today

Thursday April 5

4:30 pm

Memorial Hall

(next to Old Chapel)

Why Does Socialism

Continue To Appeal

To Anyone?

Lecture By: Dr. Robert Hessen

Time: 7:00

Date: Thursday, April 5

Place: Room 165, Campus Center

About The Speaker:

- Author of In Defense of The Corporation

- New York Times and Hastings Law Journal Columnist

- Senior Research Fellow at the Hoover Institution

- Professor at Columbia University,

lecturer at Stanford University Graduate Business School

Everyone Welcome

sponsored by Thomas Jefferson Society
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SPRING

2 Days
Only

I
John C. - Andrea S. - Sherri J. - David S. - Josiane M. - Karen S. - photo by Dwayne Autery

i

\ Inlcudes Sale Item*^ Two Days Only

1.00 OP.
Any adOit T-shirt Jersey - Sweatshirt

or Sleeveless Sweatshirt in stock

one coupon per item

Coupon valid only

Thur. 4/5/84 and Friday 4/6/84

T
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I Reg. Price

I
I
I
I

One Low Price

5.00 Each

Any Sunglasses in Stock

your choice

coupon valid 4/5/84 to 4/6/84

Open ryi-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center ?

mSTORE*

•a

^'%^

<i

Sundays at Worcestt-r ?, Hampshire "^

vl

TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests We/come
Two For On# 9 til 11

- All Liquor Drinl(S -

DIPIETRO

+C
The Mindreader and Hypnotist

90 Minutes of

Spellbinding Entertainment!

• Telepathy

• Mind Control
• Precognition

• SightlessVision

• X-rayEye Classes

• AmnesiaTest

•Drinking and
Dance Party

mudi
more!

Thursday April 5th

Mahar And.
7 » 10 P.M. Adm. $2

Presented by Hamlin Dorm

j»^ji.Mw^ ->g« ^MMjfMwn ix^sr

Financia' Aud Services Announcement

SUMMER
COLLEGE

WORK STUDY

<

^
applications now available at

]

Student Employment Office
I

I

I

239A Whitmore
^cag

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

37 East Pleasant St.* Amherst • 549-2854

Ai\d Now...

Blueprints,Mylars, Sepias

!

Blooir. ' >ar.t' by Berke Breathed
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ZED P.V.

THURSDAY

6-9din

JAZZ AT SIX

WITH ED COHEN

WMUA

9- 12pm

CONCERTO
LATINO

J-bpm

THE
STEVE DIAMOND

SHOW

12-3pm

OBLIVION

EXPRESS

W/ FERN

SPORTSTALK

BRIAN MURPHY
I

AND
j DAVE GOLDFIELD
1

6-7 PM

7-10 pm

ALL
FUNKED

UP

OVERNIGHT
RADIO

10-2aiii

^^^^ 91 1 FM
MASTER ^^'^ ^^

MIKE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
F>diled by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

& IM4 I <n Al>|T<*t llMn Sylidmu

ACROSS
1 Fizzle

5 N Cen Florida

city

10 Recipe abbf

13 Arrange
14 One smoothing

the way
15 Dog

manager
16 Liverpool coins

17 April 1st

celebrant

19 Comeback
21 School org

22 Polite attention

getter

23 Reason (or

glasses

26 boufte

26 Challenge

29 Tarkington lad

31 Support

32 "Little Women
name

33 Most
unsavory

38 Washington
bigwig

40 Fine

41 Network
42 Italian isi

43 Their capital,

to Austrians

44 Basic food
46 What s in a

->

47 Mako
51 Render harmless
53 Predx with space
54 Comparative

sutfix

55 Chinese
philosophy

59 Spring flowt

62 Dive (with

"down)
63 Little

64 Lord or Lady

65 Awaits ludgment
66 Juan Carlos, e g
67 Iron setting

68 Titles, in Madrid

DOWN
1 Run away
2 Are not. in a way
3 Earnings tariff

4 Dubious
5 Set against Abbr
6 Critical

7 Incarnation of

Vishnu
8 Home of music
9 Haven during

the Deluge
10 Tenth
1

1

Look of scorn

12 Former Italian

duchy
13 Spring mo
18 Devitalize

20 Highest

24 Equal
25 Norse deity

26 Show surprise

27 Explorer Tasman
2b Factor of

heredity

30 Gorge
34 Gardener s need

35 Essayist

36 Holdup
37 Northumberland

river

39 Material for a

scrimshaw carver

40 Chums
42 Small cephalopod

45 " Fideles

47 More rational

48 Lift

49 Panoply
50 Mythic bird

52 Grates
54 "What ''

'

56 College in

New Rochelle

57 Prepares a lawn

58 Gl peacekeepers

60 agirl'

61 Religious inst

TT"IT 1% 11

W

\\

S3

1U

4/S/S4

To all cartoon applicants:

Thanks for all your ef-

forts. Please come down
to the newsroom and pick

up your strips.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Spinach Noodle Casserole

DINNER
SOUTH SEAS NIGHT
Chicken Hawaiian with

Hoomalimali Sauce

Shrimp Egg Roll/

Hot Mustard Sauce,

Sweet and Sour Sauce

Luau Roast Pork

with Claze

BASICS LUNCH
(iolden Burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole

BASICS DINNER
SOUTH SEAS NIGHT
Polynesian Vegetables

with Tofu

Chicken Hawaiian with

Hoomalimal Sauce

Shrimp Egg Roll/

Hot Mustard Sauce,

Sweet and Sour Sauce

Today, rainy and windy.

The rain may be heavy at

times in the morning.

Highs in the mid 40s to low

50s. Tonight, cloudy with

the chance of showers.

Low temperatures near

40. Mostly cloudy tomor-

row with highs near 50.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

uuua tiouu yijtjtiu
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Some final thoughts on the NCAA final game
By PETER ABRAH \M
Collegian Suff
The scary thing abv.ui Georgetown's 84-75

victory over Houston ' >r the NCAA title

Monday night is that the two Hoya
catalysts, Reggie Wilbams and Michael
Graham, are both only freshmen.

Williams, as predicted Monday, played

better than he did against Kentucky
sparking the Georgetown offense in a

manner similiar to his all- American play at

Dunbar High while Graham literally stuffed

the Cougar's chances on defense and played

a solid offensive game.
Graham isn't afraid to go up against

and several times he outwitted Houston
center Akeem Olajuwon with smooth

lefthanders under the rim. He followed

those up with a trio of stuffs that helped to

establish the dominance G-town enjoyed

under the glass.

The Hoyas, who finish at 34-3. completed a

sweep of the Big East regular, tournament

and NCAA tourney titles in bringing Coach

John Thompson his first crown, truly an

impressive feat.

I know Guy Lewis has been the target of

much criticism by the media, myself in-

cluded, but once again he did little to help

his team. With Pat Ewing on the bench for

the final 7:35 of the first half Lewis stub

bornly stayed in his zone, refusing to ex-

Gazelles start up
The Tniversity of Ma.ssachusetts

Women's lacrosse team National cham-

pions two years ago and fourth place

finishers in 1983, will open up their 1984

season at Northeastern tonight at 7 p.m. in

Boston.

The Gazelles, coached by Pam Hixon, will

have one of their four home games on

Saturday at 1 p.m. against New Hamp-
shire, the top ranked team in New
England. UMass is ranked second.

ploit the obvious Akeem-Ralph Dalton

mismatch.

Georgetown had some trouble with

Houston's 1-3-1 trapping defense but

Thompson knew enough to have good
ballhandlers in the game when it counted,

especially during the last five minutes when
what had been an exciting game turned into

a semi-rout.

Remember also that Hoya defensive whiz

Gene Smith, a senior, didn't play a second

thanks to an injured foot. He's provided a

lot of leadership to a young (two seniors)

Georgetown team and it's too bad he

couldn't have contributed.

Thompson, himself the butt of much
unfounded criticism, is to be commended
for saying on TV that it's most important

that the players graduate from school. He's

got a point, a Gene Smith or a Fred Brown
will, in all probability, go nowhere in the

ranks of the NBA, but with degrees they

have a shot at a successful career at

something other than roundball.

Houston, if Akeem stays, will be back.

Guard Alvin Franklin, a sophomore, im-

pressed everyone with his offense and the

team was at one point an uncharacteristic

of 13 from the foul line in the second half.

Lewis will have another chance to blow it in

the future.

The Big East has a title holder. Thompson
has his revenge on the media hordes and
the managing editor's out 16 bucks. Let's

get on to the pros and their playoffs which
of course will be taken by the Celtics, in

seven games against Philly followed by six

against L.A. You Knick fans wait until a

real center comes down New York way.

I wonder if Thompson will see fit to let

Ewing face Akeem in the Hall of Fame
classic next December in the Springfield
Civic Center...could be a major plus to area
hoop fanatics. Think like Ralph Houk and
be optimistic.

AP Laa«n>ho(o

VICTORY HUG — Georgetown head coach John Thompson embraces

Fred Brown, left, and Gene Smith after an earlier victory. The Hoyas

became the NCAA champs, beating the Houston Cougars, 84-75.
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Styles by

Osborah

Smith College John M. Greene Hall

Sunday, April 15, 1984 at 4:00 PM
All Beethoven Program

BISEXUAL
WOMEN

A ten week group

for women who wish

to gain confidence

and integrity in their

personal choice

Beginning Apr. 19

in Amherst

for more information

call Tetty Gorfine

81253 2822

ooV»

Now's the tfme
to call

North Amherif
Motors

Bip«rt repair* U
r««*ndltl«ning.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

c 549-2660

^^Archduke'' Trio

'Triple Concerto''

with A Special Orchestra:

Adrian Semo, concertmaster

Sergiu Comissiona, conductor
A benefit concert tor the ERNST WALLFISCH MEMORIAL FUND

Tickets: $14. and $11. (Students and Senior Citizens: $9. and $7.)

BY MAIL ORDER ONLY

Send checks made payable to "Smith College", with self-addressed and stamped envelope to:

BEETHOVEN CONCERT
P.O. Box 58

Northampton, MA 01061
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GRAND REOPENING SALE

Visit our new store and get 15% off all

our kites »>c»pi G,yi»s

OPEN MON, TUES, FRI 10am-5:30pm

THURS. Til 8pm, SAT. 9.308m 5pm

CLOSED WED b SUN

12 BRIDGE STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

5866141

MASSACHUSETTS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

*^' Well instoll new reiiitor sporl<

S34 P'"9' points & condensei odiusi

, ,
l'

idle speed sei iiminq test boitery

0^fygiL QK ond chorging systenn inspect rotor

539» distributor cop PVC volve ignition

8 Cyl cobles air tiller ond vopor corns

A^^ g5 ter tiller Includes Emission Test

^*»^» ond Printout

Lube, Oil

& Riter

M5J99
Includes up to S quorts

of 10 40 oil and safety

check

North Amherst Tire
^ & Auto Center -

'•FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"
i 78 Sunderiand Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Mfatroba's Store S49-4704

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

PIONEER CAR STEREO CHEAPI
Complete systems starting at $99.

Super tuner in-dash w/push button $129.

and lots morel All new merchandise

Call Barry at 546-6823

New JVC 40 watt receiver w/5 band

graphic equalizer $225. New 3 way Pioneer

speakers w/frequency equalizer and 12"

woofer $200. call Scott at 546-5451

AUTO FOR SALE

Toyota Supra performance package 1962

terra cotta red 14000 miles call Rad

253-3009

Mercury Montego, needs muffler an

minor tune-up, roomy/reliable 665-7138

74 Ford van. Excellent engine. Runs great.

$800. Ross - 256-8728

75 Pontlac Catalina auto, PS, PB, air,

runs well, dependable $1600 or best offer

665-3938 eves

1971 Toyota Sedan inspected economical

car new exhaust 247 9573 early or late

CAPE COD

Seagull Baach Wast Yarmouth Large

house 6 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 '-^ bath 700 per

person per season 253-7436

2 people needed to share furnished house

in S. dennis call David 586-4261 or John

617-327-7735

Want to live on the Capa this summer?
We need female housemates to live on

Main St in Hyannis. Please call immediately

if interested. Cindy 6-6651

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712 __^
PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?

256-1393

Mindless Driwel DJ - most extensive

music system in valley. Low competative

price - 549-0458

FOR RENT

Two bedroom apt available June 1st with

fall option. $450.00 heat included Brittany

Manor Call after 10 PM 253-5907

Two bedroom, 3rd floor Brittany Manor,

summer sublet w/fall option call 256-1467

Two bedroom apartment in

Southwood furnished, available June 1st

with fall option 427 utilities included call

Benjamin 256-6081

2 bedroom apt Brittany Manor summer
sublet w/fall option 256-6205

1 bedroom Puffton Village lease starts

June 1st 549-4890

Two bedroom apt available $300 month

Colonial Village Apts call afternoons

weekdays 253-2449

FOR SALE

Computer termonal and monitor. Zenith

ZT-1 includes keyboard and screen. Built in

autodial modem. Easy to use - dial UMass
computer with 1 keystroke and log on.

$300.00 includes printer cable. 584-2124

Michael

For Sale: monthly biorhythm analysis send

name, addess, birthdate, month & yr re-

quested to Scott Morrissey; 1 Westgate

Rd, Framingham, MA 01701 inc. $1.50-1

mo. $3.00-3 mo. $5.00-6 mo. inc. mailing

costs
.

Cort Flying-V guitar 2 months old list

price $389, sell for $225 case included

546-8627

Tiqer Ascics Running Shoes brand new

women's size 8, price is negotiable call bet-

ween 8-10 665-2778 Liz

Electric guitar red Peavey T-60 $400 with

case 665-3503 ask for John

FOUND

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

describe to claim.

FREE TRIP TO HAWAII

Dance in the M.S. 24 Hour Dance
Marathon. Justin Ryan's April 13 & 14. 1st

prize trip for two to Hawaii. Call 545-2150

for info

1984 GRADUATES

The Yearbook portrait program

has been extended until Friday

Aptil 6th call now 545-0848

for an appointment

$5 Sitting Fee is required

This is the last chance

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Dear Frad. the weekend countdown is

over. You've finally made it to the big 2-0!

Have a fantastic birthday! We love you

Jodi, Sharon, Estelle Sharon

HELP WANTED

Earn massive amounts of money in a

high growth field! The Collegian is

looking for circulation drivers! We
need work study for next fall, and

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern- *

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST
~

Missing since Dec. female Dober
man/Shepard tan with black tall skinny

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

Needed back desperately black calendar

book with phone directory b memo pad

pleasel 584-2391

Small black change purse Fri March 30

near Morrill please be honest 549-5799

Mens gold initial ring initials "EM" on

Sunday in Southwest around James dorm
or at Berkshire DC. Large cash reward call

6-7513

Two UMass keys on lite ring please call

Melinda 546 5213

Keys and wallet in Member's Only jacket

on 8th floor CC Please return to CC front

desk or call 546-6346 reward

PERSONALS

presently. 545 3500 Andrew *

Lynn - From Barselottis, please return my
black hat, personaTva^ue, Mike 253 9015

ASA'S New YorlTCity Bustrips April 14

May 5 limited seats left sign-up early FAC
Coffeeshop Rm 439 MWF 12:15-1:15 TuTh
12:45-2:15 546 7179

Melissa This past year has been my best

one yet -
I hope things continue to for us,

now and in the future Tim

S. What's shake'n? Happy 19th Birthday.

One to go - psychability! Love, L

Joan Happy Birthday from all the nasty

girls!

NEED CASH? Earn $500+ each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing

and filling posters on campus. Serious

workers only. We give recommendations

-call now for summer and next fall.

1-800-243-6679

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers ^
needed at the Amherst Jewish Community, ^
for fall 1984. Also needed music teacher & ^
bar mitzvah tutors. Call 549-0223 ^
The UMass Yearbook is now accepting #
applications for all positions for the 1984-85 #
staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the #
Collegian)

Accounting 222 Tutor naadad ASAP
^

6-6933 ^
Soft Tennis Demonstration - New Type ^
Racket Sport - Date April 6 (Fri) Time f
2:30-4:00 Place Boyden #251 & Tennis 4
Court, Video & Practice Demonstration; in- ^
formation - Masami 545-2245 ^
Tutoring in French/German all levels call

Dissertations, Thaaas, Cases, Papers.

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted roundtrip to Washington

DC or North Carolina for the long weekend

April 12-16 call soon! Anytime 546-8086

Doug —
ROOM WANTED

~

Attention. Kitchen help needed. Earn $

through DC rebate while gaining full access

to fraternity meal plan. For more info call

Pike 545-2150 ask for Jim

OVERSEAS JOBS. . .Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

2 females looking to share an apartment

Brandywine or Puffton for fall 84. Please

call 6-9705 or 6-5290
^

2 females looking to share an apartment

for fall 84 please call 6-8867 or 6-8902

ROOMMATE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 596-3682

Brandywine 2 female roommates wanted

to share bedroom. Details call 546-9609

2 female roommates needed for fall for

2 available rooms in a 3 bedroom Puffton

apt. available June 1 call 549-6622

549-4458

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

For beautiful guest house in Falmouth

heights in Cape Cod for the summer con-

tact Kate 6-4017

Female roommate wanted to share 4

bedroom apt, own room, in Squire Village

apts call 665-2778 starting June 1

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may

be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepara-
J

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings
J

in District and Superior Courts, and par- f

ticipation in administrative heanngs and
J

federal litigation. Maintain continuing
J

caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap t

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern f

Two people needed to fill 6 person house

on Smugglers Beach in Yarmouth. Cost is

840 per person for summer. House inlcudes

large living areas and ocean in back yard

call 546-7035 .

Progressive co-operative semi-

vegetarian household is near bus route in N

Amherst $114.00 253-7605 available Apnl

8th

Female roommates needed to share

townhouse apt call Beth 549-3853

immediate opening in Rolling Green,

thru May 31 All utilities included. Very

reasonable. Call Jim or Jay 256-0653

Townhouse one male wanted to share

master bedroom. Details call 549-6797

One person South Amherst apt im-

mediate opening thru June 30 $127 -•

256 6838

2 female roommates wanted to share

two bedroom apt in Presidential take over

lease in June call eves 549-4186

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

Experienced babysitter wants job call

Kate 6-4017 good with kids!

Typing Service 61^2840 after 6 pm

SPRING JACKETS

"Members Only" style Jackets brown,

black, gray, bufqundy. Sugg. Retail $55

Only $25 call Barry at 546 6823

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom in Puffton June 1 - Sept 1 call

Pam 549 6999 Plt-.ise keep trying or leave a

message. Thank s

2 bedroom Townehouse apt sumer

sublet reasonable call soon for info

5^5531
Summer sublet 4 bedroom house on Main

St good location, new house, price

negotiable, call Deb, 256-0967

1 bedroom Puffton Apartment available

June 1, fall option, pol 549-3740

WANTED
Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold ar>d Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Two summer subletters Modem, two
bedroom apartment close to campus
549-4925

WANTED TO RENT

Desperately needed apartment in sur-

rounding area, will take summer lease caH

546^9706 546-9697

Preferably 3 bedroom apt in Puffton for

fall '84. Will take summer lease. CaH

549-6327 or 546 6244

$100.00 Cash Reward for 2 bedroom apt.

in Brandywine or Puffton for fall '84. Will-

ing to take over for summer. Call 546-7098

or 546-1419

For fall 2-4 bedroom apartment near cam-
pus call Kate 6-4017

Fell 84 apartment in North or South

Amherst. Willing to take over summer.
Two or three bedrooms. Call Jane 6-928

CASH REWARD APARTMENT IN PUF-
FTON, BRANDYWINE, OR
TOWNEHOUSE FOR FALL '84 WILLING
TO TAKE OVER SUMMER LEASE.
CALL PAT @ 546-1996 OR MIKE @
546-3600 AT NIGHT CALL 546-6669

Looking for 2, 3 bedroom apt. for fall

84-85 within convenient access to PVTA,
UMass good references Tracy, Sarah
546-4885/4803

Looking for apartment Puffton
Townehouse Colonial Village please call

Janine 546-6174
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Minutemenwinhome opener, 6-3
By BOB BROCK
Collegian Staff

Using both timely hitting and strong
defense, the University of Massachusetts
baseball team earned a much-needed 6-3

win over Holy Cross yesterday in their

home-opener at a cold Lorden Field.

UMass catcher Todd Ezold and shortstop

Ang;elo Salustri led the way as they each

had two hits and both scored two runs.

Centerfielder Dan Clifford also aided the

Minuteman cause as he collected three hits

off Holy Cross pitching. UMass pitching

was also strong as winner Bob Kostro (2-2)

and relievers Jon Martin and Matt Subocz

scattered nine Crusader hits.

The Minutemen opened the scoring in

their half of the first, when with two outs,

Salustri singled, stole second, and then just

trotted home as UM designated hitter Todd
Comeau blasted a fastball from Crusader

starter Darren Maloney over the 400- foot

sign in center field. The Minutemen were
up 2-0.

The Crusaders struck back for a run in the
second by putting together a hit, a couple
of walks, and a sacrifice fly by HC catcher,

John Quinn. The Minutemen picked up

another run in their half of the inning with

Todd Ezold scoring on a sacrifice fly by Jack

Bloise.

UM picked up another run in their half of

the fourth as Ezold drew a walk and then

scored on Bruce Kingman's double to left-

center. Clifford then singled him to third,

but the threat died as Bloise popped to third

and Andy Connors jjfrounded to second.

In the sixth, sophomore Jon Martin

replaced Kostro on the mound for UMass
and retired Holy Cross in order. But in the

HC seventh, things got a bit hairy.

Infielder Nick Zammarelli opened it with a

walk. Quinlan and new shortstop Rick

Rabideau then both singled loading the

bases with nobody out. Incredibly, Martin

got out of it unscathed. Brian Reale hit one

Collcriui photo b.T Dmvld P. Ocabcr

LET'S TALK THIS OVER — UMass head coach Dick Bergquist confers with pitcher Bob Kostra and cat-

cher Todd Ezold in yesterday's battle with Holy Cross. The Minutemen and Kostra prevailed over the

Crusaders in UMass home opener, 6-3.

hard to Andy Connors at third who was able

to turn the double play. Martin then got

the next hitter to pop harmlessly to third.

In the home half of the inning, the

Minutemen picked up two important in-

surance runs. Salustri singled, stole second

and then scored as he and Todd Comeau
worked a double-steal with the throw going

into left field. Comeau then scored

moments later on an Ezold double to right.

Holy Cross closed off the scoring on an

eighth inning homer by Hrst baseman Jack

OKeefe.

Matt Subocz pitched the ninth for UMass
and picked up his first save of the season.

despite getting himself into a slight jam.

With two outs, he gave up an infield hit and

walked two but he got HC thirdbaseman

Tony Froio to ground out to end the game.

The Minutemen will take their 5-13 record

nto games this weekend with St. Joseph's

and Boston College.

SportsLog
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Suff

Just a few thoughts. .

.

After a series of overtimes and last-second

thrillers, the NCAA college basketball

tournament is over. The Georgetown
Hoyas, riding on their extremely deep

bench and a clever coaching job by John

Thompson, proved that they were the best

team in college basketball this

year...Akeem the Dream turned out to be a

restless night's sleep, as he got in early foul

trouble. Without him, the Cougars just

couldn't do battle...The question now is

which players will give up a continuing

education and go hardship. Akeem,
Michael Jordan, and Pat Ewing have a lot of

thinking to do before May 5, the day they

must declare hardship..The choice is a

tough one, getting a degree or getting a lot

of money-players are mostly worried of a

lackluster senior year and a decrease in

their value.

Jordan and Ewing have excellent mentors

to help guide them in Dean Smith and

Thompson. The 76ers own the first pick

(depending on the coin flip) and Jordan will

suit their offense to a tee. He would be the

quick, big guard and could also back up The
Doctoral the forward spot. So, Jordan may
wait and see if the Sixers have the rights to

him. ..I don't think Ewing will leave the

D.C. area especially because of Thompson's

record- -42 out of 44 of his players have

graduated. Of course, some may have

deg^rees in the History of Sneakers or

Bowling for Perspiration, but they do get

their diplomas.

^ that should go high

vin Turpin, and
hi ictices real hard and

a free throw -he's

... than the Library

forget about Terence
seiiii)r guard from Temple

looked quite impressive in his visit to The

Cage and was the .Aitlantic 10 MVP (as

Some of the tni

are Sam Per

Michael Young
learns how t

thrown more

Tower)... Don't

Stansbury. Th(

predicted here in the Log-thank you, nice

to be here).

One playoff is over, another is beginning.

The NHL begfins its quest for the Stanley

Cup with prehminary round games on tap.

There are some good contests slated in the

Wales Confer<*nce. The Bruins-Canadiens

will continue "ir sUghtly soured rivalry

and Quebec will take on Buffalo. The
Sabres defeated the Nordiques only once in

the regular season and could face an upset.

It's a lot different for rookie goalie Tom
Barrasso playing 80 games vs. a few high

school games- -he may be tiring.

Its another New Yorkers dream as the

Islanders and Rangers face off (a little

hockey talk). The Islanders are in their

drive for five while the Rangers hope that

their late-season slump doesn't carry over

into the playoffs...The best series will be

the Capitals and Flyers. Washington has

the best defense in hockey but Philly

always plays tough. Don't be surprised if

Washington not only beats Philly but also

the New York winner, and maybe takes the

Cup...The other conference is about as

boring as Little House <m the Prairie reruns

(Gretzky does look a little like Laura

Ingalls). Minnesota is probably the only

other team with a shot at it, but the Wales

conference will reign.

This stupid weather has made it tough to

get into baseball season, but it is

here... Willie Wilson is able to play again

after his recent bout with cocaine. He will

resume play on May 15 and should give the

Royals a shot in the arm (so to speak). ..It's

really sad to see the Mets, sporting a young

look, to use Mike 'Taco' Torrez as their

opening day pitcher, the Mets did lose, 8-1,

but the last time they lost opening day was

in 1973 the last time they were in the

World Series.

Finally, what about that move by

Baltimore Colt owner Robert Irsay,

sneaking the Colts out at night? Yes, there

is a job for him in Washington.

No more need be said.

Hey gang! Big rivalry today,

URI meets UM in Softball
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Anyone who has watched any NBC this

past winter has had to see a promo similiar

to this for college basketball:

"Hey gang! Al McQuire here. UMass -

Rhode Island! Atlantic 10 softball today!

Big game! Be there! I will," screams

McQuire followed by the NBC theme song.

The promos usually don't feature a softball

game but today's clash between Atlantic 10

rivals Massachusetts and Rhode Island has

the makings of a game just as intense and

exciting as those college hoop games on

Saturday afternoon.

This afternoon's doubleheader. which

starts at 2 p.m., is vitally important to both

squads.

Here's the scenario: There are six softball

teams in the Atlantic 10 and they have been

split up into two three-team divisions that

will invite the top two teams to the Atlantic

10 championships. May 4-5 at Rutgers.

Penn State, last year's champ, St. Joseph

and Temple are in one division whUe
UMass, Rutgers and last year's Northeast

NCAA representative Rhode Island are in

the other.

And in the Atlantic 10. the winner of the

conference gets an automatic bid to the

NCAA tournament, a bid that UMass has

just missed the last three years.

"The team knows what they have to do,"

head coach Elaine Sortino said last night.

"We have known since the start of the

academic year in September the set-up for

the Atlantic 10."

The WRams are a team that matches up

with UMass well. They have stin.,'y pit-

rhinc: and a tough dpfpn«5o. Sophomore

pitcher Cathy Bade and junior j>itcher Lori

Whidden (who shut out UMass 3-0 last year

m Kmgston; head up me VViiam staiJ.

Junior first baseman Debbie Pereira

returns with the abflity to hit the long ball.

"We're expecting a very good team,"

Sortino said. "We know we can hit off of

them." The Minutewomen outhit Rhody in

two of their games last year.

UMass is 10-5 coming off the split to

Providence and Sortino said that the team
worked hard in practice yesterday on

batting and baserunning, (where four

blunders were committed in the Friar

game) but the practice was nothing out of

the ordinary.

Providing that tomorrow's game is not

wa-sheH out. UMass should know bv
Saturday if they will go to the Atlantic 10.

They face Rutgers on Saturday, flnishing

up UMass' lour games with URI and
Rutgers.

IN THE CIRCLE - Past URI-UMass
games have been doozys. The quarter-final

match-up at last year's Atlantic 10 title

tourney gave URI, a 3-2 winner, the NCAA
bid. In that, game, Periera hit a long shot

down the foul line to give Rhody the edge
despite six Lynn Stockley strikeouts.

Hey gang! W hat a matchup!

Support th* Silly I

Old Gump«r Dunni*s|
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SGA to investigate Student Activities Office spending
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of

Massachusetts Student Government
Association (SGA) charge that the Student

Activities Office (SAO) uses too much

money at the expense of student activity

groups.

The Undergraduate Student Senate

passed a resolution Wednesday night

asking SAO Director Randy Donant not to

fill a vacant, $19,000-a year Program

Supervisor position recently vacated by

Irene Richard because they claim the ex-

penditure is unnecessary.

"I don't think they need a supervisor," said

Jim Murphy, sponsor of the resolution. "It

used to be just the program advisors in

there," he said referring to the professional

SAO staffers who arrange campus events

with student groups.

Murphy charged Donant with having an

interest in building a top-heavy

management structure.

"Since Randy took over three years ago

that office has developed a hierarchy," he

said.

Donant has hired a business director and

two office assistants in addition to the

program director. Murphy said.

Donant responded that he had not made
any significant changes and that "our area

may actually be understaffed in comparison

to other major universities."

Donant said that student leaders had not

confronted him directly on the issue of

misuse of funds and apparently misun-

derstood the SAO's operations.

"I don't wish to insult anybody in the

student senate, but they're not in the

program realm, they're in the political

realm," he said. "It's a personnel matter,

not a senate matter."

Murphy called the hiring issue "part of a

larger problem: the Student Activities

Trust Fund, going through the roof.

They're bleeding the SATF. That money
has to come away from student groups."

SGA budget committee Chairman Joseph

Sparks said Fiscal Year 1985 will see a

$45,000 drop from 1984 in the amount of

money allocated to student groups, in large

part because the SAO budget will increase

by $33,000.

"All the student groups will be getting

level funding at best, or decreased funding.

That's our money." Full-time students pay

$48 per semester into the SATF.
"Who's the SAO for, itself or the

students?" asked new SGA Co- President

Rick Patrick. Patrick said he and Jim
Keller have been planning for some time to

address SAO spending.

Donant said he was surprised by the

resolution and by a subsequent motion

authorizing senate speaker Chris Sullivan

to form a task force investigating the SAO.

"Student leaders were involved in the

whole process," he said. "We're now ad-

vertising and we're going to fill the

position."

Knapp,Trustees
oppose Regents

on tuition hike
Bv PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The new tuition proposal by the Massachusetts Board of

Re^pnts of Higher Education has met with opposition

from both University of Ma.ssachu.'ietts l»resident David C.

Knapp and the UMass Board of Trustees.

Student Trustee Charleno Allen .said yestt^nlay

members of the board told her before meeting on Wednes-

day that more work must be done on the Regents' plan.

"They realiy want to examine il," Allen said.

Joyce Hosie, a spokeswoman for Knapp's office, said

Knapp also has reservations concerning the proposal,

which would increase student contribution to the cost of

their education from a current 24 percent to 33 percent.

Members of the Student Government Association Public

Policy Committee met with the regents yesterday to learn

more about the proposal. The tnistees of the various state

schools have to accept the proposal before it can go into ef-

fect.

Trustees approve fee hike

In the Wednesday meeting in Boston, the trustees ap-

proved a $50 fee hike for on-campus students that will pay

for student health plans, arts programs and dormitory

renovations.

"The mandatory fee increase is one that has been ex-

pected for some time," Allen said. "The additional money

is for needed programs and shouldn't cause any alarm

among students."

New aid made available

Students whose families make too much money to

qualify for financial aid may qualify for low interest loans,

now that the trustees have approved a pilot program to

provide $500,000 in aid.

"This program is for middle or high income students

who do not qualify for regular aid," Hosie said.

"It is totally different from the student loan programs

available now and--because it adds money to the financial

aid pool-it's a great idea," Allen said of the plan.

Up to 200 students will receive loans under the program

that calls for UMass to join with 13 other schools m pool-

ing their money and issuing a bond to generate more than

$20 million in scholarship money. UMass is the only public

school in the program.

Buildings package finalized

The trustees also put the final touches on a bond

package that m\\ provide $21 million for improvements to

the Amherst campus, including renovation of the Curry

Hicks Cage (see related story below).

New student trustee initiated

Student Government Association co-president Jim

Keller attended the meeting and said he was "impressed"'

with the respect Trustees have for the student members of

the board.

"It takes time to earn their respect but they do care

about student opinion on issues," said Keller, who was

well-received according to Allen.

"Many times they (the Trustees) receive only the ad^

ministration's opinion and that's biased," Keller said. 1

hope I can help them see the student perspective on

things."

BLOWN AWAY - Fighting yesterday's high winds

Massachusetts student struggles to control her umbrella.

Duffey reveals details of bond plan
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

told the Faculty Senate yesterday a $21 million state

capital improvement grant is now available for campus

repairs, including the renovation of the Curry Hicks Cage.

After meeting with the Board of Trustees and the UMass

Building Authority, Duffey said the funds are part of a

bond issue which nill be used for improvements in the

Campus Center, Campus Center Garage, dormitories.

North Village Apartments and the Curry Hicks Cage.

"Late last year the legislature pa.ssed $26 million in

capital funding which will be released over a period of some

years," Duffey said. "We now have $47 million that will be

available for renovations, repairs and deferred main-

tenance."

Some of the activities will span over a period of five to sue

years Duffey said. "Plans include fixing roofs and leaking

pipes, conservation measures, new insulation, and fixing

generations which will involve a substantial amount of

work."

John L. DeNyse Vice Chancellor of Admini.stration and

Finance said "any type of repair imagined," in the Campus

Center will take place including "the leaky roofs."

Renovations and repairs will "go much further than just

painting dormitories," DeNyse said.

"Work in the dorms will include fire and safety im-

provements and building and operations improvements,"

DeNyse said. "It's an ambitious undertaking that we've

been deliberating for a long time now. We're all very

pleased that we got this money."

Feasibility and design plans will take place this summer

when contracts and bids are made. DeNyse said.

Duffey said the funds now available will not cover the

renovations and deficiencies the faculty have cited in

previous meetings. He said repairs and replacement of

faculty equipment, and departmental building erosion are

in .1 different budget.

Plans for upgrading the Cage call for $2.3 million out of

the $26 million.

When completed in time for the 1985-8t ba.seball season,

the Cage will feature a synthetic surface ..hat will replace

the dirt floor and allow the indoor track, lacrosse and

ba.sketball teams to make full use of the building.

New locker rooms, a skylight and expansion of 9,000

square feet are also included in the renovations.

Duffey said the project "brings the building up to the

1980's."

/iInside:

Amherst Board of Health passes smoking
regulations p.3

Baseball faces four big games this

weekend p.20

'Growth is the only evidence of life.
*

—Cardinal Newman ^
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Digest
Fish dealer accused of fraud

By The Associated Press

Pepsi tested for petroleum
BOSTON — State public health officials

said yesterday they have asked an Ayer

soda manufacturer to halt New England

sales of one batch of Diet Pepsi Free after a

complaint about one can in a batch of about

2,000 cases.

A Gardner woman said she had consumed

two 12-ounce cans of the soda, code marked

allal2, then said she felt there was a

petroleum odor and taste in a third can,

according to Vic Walsh, general manger of

Epic Enterprises, the local Pepsi Bottler.

The can is being tested by the state public

health lab in Amherst and results were

expected by Saturday, said department

spokeswoman Janet Hookailo.

"In the meantime we're saying that

anyone who opens a can of Diet Pepsi Free

and it smells like gasoline, don't drink it,"

she said.

Walsh said the soda was part of 2,023

cases manufactured in mid-January and

distributed to every New England state

except Rhode Island.

He said his company would comply with

the instructions from the public health

department and ask retailers to stop sales

on that batch until the tests were com-

pleted.

Walsh emphasized that the action was

being taken on "one isolated complaint" to a

single can of soda from a run of more than

2.000 cases.

BOSTON - A fish dealer who says his

business consists of one truck and an unpaid

mortgage was accused by a federal grand

jury yesterday of understating his income

by nearly $7 million over a five-year period.

"I don't know where they got those

figures," said 58 year-old Edmund Opozda

Sr. of Fairhaven. "You couldn't net that

much in your lifetime, with one truck and a

one-man operation."

The grand jury charged that Opozda

Utilities face $20,000 fine
HARTFORD, CONN. - Two Connecticut

utilities that complied with a request to

make their April 15 construction payments

on Seabrook 2 two weeks early violated a

state order, state Consumer Counsel Barry

Zitser charged yesterday.

Zitser said the payments by Connecticut

Light and Power Co. and United

Illuminating Co. violated the state

Department of Public Utility Control's

order that they work to cancel the New

Hampshire nuclear plant. He asked that

they be fined $20,000 each.

But spokesmen for each of the companies

denied that the utilities had done anything

wrong.

Mike Sette, a spokesman for UI, which

owns a 17.5 percent share of Seabrook 2,

said the company's $9.3 million on April 2

was two weeks early, but he noted, "The

ownership agreement clearly states that

earlier payment can be requested.

Sewage overflows in storm
SPRINGFIELD — A regional planner said

yesterday that seven cities and towns

should improve sewage systems to make

sure the Connecticut River doesn't get

further polluted during storms.

Chris Curtis, senior planner at the Pioneer

Valley Planning Commission, said sewage

overflow pollutes a 10-mile stretch of New
England's largest river so much that it is

suitable for no more than boating.

The other stretch of the river in

Massachusetts north of Holoyoke is in a

more rural area and is clean enough for

swimming and fishing.'

The river, once considered to be polluted

too much for even boating, has been cleaned

since 1972 when the federal government

passed the Clean Waters Act to restrict

discharges into waterways.

16th ANNUAL
INTERCOLLEGIATE

HORSE SHOW

SATURDAY
APRIL 7th

Come watch the exciting competition

(27 colleges competing)

and cheer on the UMass Intercollegiate

Equestrian team

At Tillson Farm

(just up the hill from the Sylvan Dorms)

Show starts at 9:00 AM

understated income by $1,340,761 in 1977;

$1,718,666 in 1978; $1,942,062 in 1979;

$1,146,506 in 1980 and $821,578 in 1981.

Robert MuUer. an assistant U.S. attorney,

said he could not release any details beyond

the indictment. The document did not say

what taxes the government believes are

owed or what income was actually reported

for the years in dispute. The formal charge

is making false and fraudulent statements

in tax returns.

Divorcee wants Megabucks
WORCESTER - A factory worker who
won $1 million in the lottery learned

Thursday what a bittersweet blessing

money can be when his ex-wife brought him

to court, demanding compensation for the

emotional hardship she suffered while he

spent hundreds of dollars trying to win

Megabucks.
John Radzik won $1,003,700 playing

Megabucks Aug. 27, 1983, one month and

two days after his divorce became final.

His ex-wife, Nancy Anderson, filed suit

against Radzik in Worcester Probate Court

to change the provisions of the couple's

original, pre-Megabucks divorce set-

tlement.

In a bitter courtroom hearing, Mrs.

Anderson, a 34-year-old administrative

secretary, said she is asking for a "lump

sum" to compensate for the emotional

hardship she suffered during the three

years that Radzik spent $75 a week on

lottery tickets. She did not demand a

specific amount.

Salamandermigration begins
FRAMINGHAM With the spring comes

the rain and so. too, the salamanders.

Thousands already have begun their annual

nighttime walk across the wet asphalt of

Hemenway Road here to a pond for mating.

And it appeared that last night's migration

would be a "big run" for the creatures who

take to their journey when it rains steadily

and temperatures rise above 40 degrees.

"It looks like tonight is the night," said

Peter Mi rick at the state's Division of

Fisheries and Wildlife field headquarters in

Westboro.
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Hessen calls socialism immoral
_. ^...r-.^TT^ <^a,.tk *Kgt hoc haH Rf^ vpars nf had weather to e;

By PAUL DESMOND
Collegian Staff

In practice, socialism is not "generous, benevolent, or

appealing," but rather, socialists are "hostile and in-

tolerant," said Dr. Robert Hessen, author oiDefense of the

Cvrporotion and a New York Times columnist, to about 50

people last night at the University of Massachusetts

Campus Center.

Socialists "love the abstraction of mankind and despise

the reality of individuals" who want to pursue personal

int/6r6sls Hessen s&id*

In his speech, titled "Why Does Socialism Continue to

Appeal to Anyone?" Hessen sought to reaffirm the

morality of capitalism while proving socialism to be im-

moral.
... • u

He said socialism is designed to achieve the highest

ethical ideal mankind has ever held: From each according

to his ability. To each according to his need." Translated,

Hessen said, that slogan means, "Everyone must be willing

to forego any comforts and conveniences as long as anyone,

anywhere on earth, has more than you do."

Hessen said socialists "coerce" people into behaving

virtuously. "It means the annihUation of freedom," he

said. . • u
"The most remarkable thing about socialism is it has any

adherents at all." Hessen said, since no socialist country

has raised its standard of living.

"The Soviet Union, remarkably, is the only country on

earth that has had 66 years of bad weather to explain crop

failures." he said.

Hessen said he was a Socialist at the age of 17 because it

held out "heady, noble, lofty ideas". In reality, those ideas

cannot work, he said.

"The only way these ideals can be brought about is by

coercion."
, , . ,. ^ ^ .

Hessen stressed that slogans used by socialists must be

translated and people should think about how these

slogans would be brought about in practice.

For example, he said the real meaning of "power to the

people" is that: "Individuals would be reduced to a state of

powerlessness. No private spheres of influence would be

permitted," and people would not be allowed to choose

their own careers, he said.

Hessen criticized socialists for seeking complete equality

among people because equality "is the most unnatural of

states, for the reason that individuals are so different from

one another." The only way to achieve equality is to "strip

people of their inventiveness, ingenuity and creativity," he

said.

Hessen argued for ownership of private property by

quoting Russian revolutionary leader Leon Trotsky who

said, "If you don't obey, you don't eat." "You can own

private property and not be cut off from the means of

survival," Hessen said.

Hessen is currently a Senior Research Fellow and Deputy

Archivist for research at the Hoover Institution of War,

Revolution and Peace At Stanford University.

ROBERT HESSEN

"Socialism ig immoral"

Amherst
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian SUff

The Amherst Board of Health

unanimously passed a regulation last night

requiring designated non-smoking sections

in all public buildings.

Effective July 1. the regulation says no

less than 25 percent of the seating capacity

of a restaurant shall be set aside as a non

smoking area. Owners of bars, or

restaurants that include bars, will be

required to provide 20 percent of their

seating space as a non-smoking section.

The board defined a bar as "a counter at

which alcohobc beverages are served and

consumed."

The regulation will apply to all university

establishments. This mcludes the Hatch

and the Top of the Campus Restaurant,

which do not have designated non smoking

areas.

"There has been a longstanding question

in this town as to whether we can regulate

the University." Health Board chairman

David Ross said. "It's my personal feeling

that this (regulation) does apply to the

University." he said.

"We have to avoid the pitfall of thinking

that this is a university town only." Ross

said. "There are people who live in this

town all year who deserve to be protected."

The intent of the regulation is to require

proprietors of restaurants and bars to

establish non-smoking sections that are

"situated as to effectively eliminate the

presence of smoking by-products" in the

air. according to the document.

"We are trying to get across the message

hat '••^" have to provide sp.'»oe ("»• non

smokers." Rosr^ «ai(^. "You can't

IV* .smokers and non smo!; -:< iide by sidp."

"It's time that people didn't treat smoke as

an inconvenience. It's a health hazard."

Board Member Frank Meyers said.

The board deleted a clause that would

have required the use of "physical barriers

and/or ventilation systems" to minimize the

level of smoke in non smoking areas.

The change accomodated restaurant and

bar owners who voiced opposition to the

initial draft because they said they would

have difficulty erecting physical barriers.

In a public hearing on March 27. Chick

Delano, president of the Amherst Chamber
of Commerce and owner of Delano's

Restaurant, asked the board to consider

changing the requirement that non-

smoking areas must be provided one-

hundrtni percent of the time. He suggested

the regulation be applied only during peak

meal times.

Delano said he would have difficulty

catering to a large college crowd during

non-dinner hours if they had to wait in line

longer to be seated in a specific section.

These folks crave

areen eaas, ham
By STACY WIEDERUGHT
Collegian Correspondent

Cats wiU be jumping out of hats twnorrow at the

University of Massachusetts.
, v . •

If you have ever wondered how a children s book is put

together, then you may want to put off making way for

the ducklings on the campus center pond and head f<>r the

School of Management and the 12th annual New England

Conference on "Perspectives in Children's Literature.

Paula Danziger, well known author of The Cat Ate My
Girmsuit, Can You Sue Your Parents for Malpractice ? and

The Pasiachio Prescription, will speak at a luncheon

during the c<mference, which wiB last from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m.

Illustrator Ed Young, whose works include The

Emperor and the Kite and Up the Tree, will conduct a

presentation at 8:15 p.m.

Publisher Jane Yolan. who has worked on more than 70

children's books, and Delacorte Press Senior Editor Olga

Litowinsky will make a pre»entatk>n on publishmg

children's literature at 9:00 a.m.

Registration for the event, which is being coordinated

by UMass Professors Masha Rudman and William

Moebius will take place from 8 to 9 a.m. Coffee and

donuts win be served during this period.

Participants will have the chance to choose from several

workshops aftw the morning presenUtion on publishing.

Author Christine McDonnell, illustrator Ruth Sanderson

and Storyteller Susan Kkin Are some of the speakers who

will be feattnred.

Both Rudman and Moebiua will lead workshops as well.

Rudman, a professor from the UMass School of

Education, has written several books on children s

lit«ratore. Moebius teaches a course on children s

literature in the UMass comparative literature depar-

tment.

Ann Courtney and Tom Zink, gradtwte research

iMisUnts in the UMass School of Education are

organinng the program thb year.

"We expect around 300 participants to come hear the

KUftst spwJters and participate in the various workshops,

but walk in registratwn is avaUable between 8 a.m. and 9

a.m. on Saturday," Courtney said.

There wiB be two autographing sessiwis and a portfolio

consultation on a first come, first serve basis. A book

exhibit, book sale, and the display from the Councfl on

Interradal Books will be open all day.

To obtain infwmatwn on registration or other details,

call 545-4325 or 545-3121. Registration will be going on

unta this afternoon. There wiU be a limited number of

wa&in spaces. ____________.___..,_...___......__

nurtured
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Before she was elected to state office in 1980. Rep. Susan

Schur (D-Newton) said she never identified herself as a

feminist.

"I think I was a practicing feminist, but I never would

have called myself one" said Schur. who yesterday met

with students from her district and attended several

classes.

Once she began listening to the attitudes of other state

legislators and hearing about the treatment of women in

other situations, Schur said she knew she was feminist and

that "women needed better representation" than they had

been getting.

Prior to coming to the House. Schur was involved with

local politics in Newton where she worked on such issues as

housing, human services and poverty programs.

A member of the Energy and Federal Financial

AssisUnce Committees, Schur said she "discovered there

wasn't a lot of representation of women in the state."

Schur is an active opponent of the anti-abortion amen-

dment, currently in the State House, which could eliminate

all state funded abortions.

'I feel that my pro choice position means I don't want to

impose a view, either pro-choice or other, on someone else.

And I don't want to tell anyone else what to do, or have

anyone tell me what to do," she said.

Schur said abortion is a morality issue that should not be

legislated because there is "no religious consensus, no

philosophical consensus, medical consensus, or ethical

consensus regarding this issue."

When asked about her professional relationship with male

legislators, Schur said she faces "subtle forms of sexism."

"I try to fight it by example and develop a sense of humor
about it, although it isn't always plteasant."

She said sometimes male legislators are better on

women's issues than women are.

"It's where they stand on the issues that counts." she

said. "It's more an ideological split than a sex split on some
of these issues."

According to Schur, some "people assume the women
they're electing are feminists, progressive, and all for

women's issues," but that it's impossible to generalize

women in the House.

"We run the full gamut, from reactionary to radical, from

feminist to non-feminist. The one thing we have in com-

mon is that we come in around age 30-40, and we tend to

work harder and take the job more seriously."

Schur said the 21 women in the House and five women in

the Senate make up the Caucus of Women Legislators.

Established in 1973, this group focuses on women's issues

such as comparable worth, the Equal Rights Amendment,
and practically "every children's issue and elderly issue,"

in the state.
%imj \^mM^/ V^^m» Kaa«/ .!••»»—— — » __

Masspirg finds 1,000 toxic waste sites
BY SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

(MassPIRG) reported yesterday that there are 1,000

hazardous waste dumpsites in Massachusetts.

Issuing a report entitled "Hazardous Forecast: 1000

Toxic Waste Dumps in Massachusetts," was the first step

of MassPlRG's kick-off campaign to solve the

Massachusetts hazardous waste problem.

The report claims that at least 1000 hazardous waste

dumpsites exist in Massachusetts, and 150 to 200 of the

state's waste sites may pose high risks to existing water

supplies. Nearly 10 percent of Massachusetts com-

munities have jdready shutdown one or more ground

water supply wells because of chemical contamination, ac-

cording to the report.

MassPIRG is advocating the Hazardous Waste

Emergency Clean-Up bill that would put the state on a

10-year timetable for the clean-up of waste sites.

The bill would require the State Department of En-

vironmental Quality Engineering to:

•immediately eliminate imminent threats to public

health,

•within one year assess the health and environmental

threats from all known and suspected hazardous waste

dumpsites,
. .

•within five years contain the threat at all priority sites

and complete a clean-up at all priority sites that were

known before the law was enacted,

• within ten years complete permanent solutions at all

sites.

"The problem of hazardous waste is far above what

state and federal authorities are saying," University of

Massachusetts MassPIRG Chairman Tom Genung said.

"The figures in the report are real and they're above

and beyond anything that's been released before,"

Genung said.

MassPIRG has a four-point legislative platform: clean-

up, prevention, compensation and source reduction,

Genung said.

"Current clean-up plans are inadequate because DEQE
(the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering)

does not have adequate funding," Genung said. "As soon

as the bill goes through then they should get the funding

needed."

DEQE proposed 37 new positions for site assessment

and clean-up for the new fiscal year, which was cut to 18

slots in Governor Michael Dukakis' budget recommenda-

tions to the State Legislature.

Through community awareness and pressiu-e on the

State Legislature, hazardous waste site problems could be

alleviated, Genung said. As the platform gets stronger,

we will have laws and state actions to enforce them, he

said.

"The report puts the realism of the problem in front of

people's eyes," Genung said. "We hope to have the bills

passed as soon as possible."
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Close BOG vote prevents

*pomo free zone' at UMass
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

A proposal by the Board of Governors

that would have demanded Playboy.

Playgirl and Penthouse magazines be

banished from the University Store was
rejected last night by a 10-9 vote.

BOG Treasurer Jerry Quill said he was
upset the motion did not pass, and that it

will not be the last time that he brings the

motion up for approval.

"We had a great opportunity to make a

strong stand against pornography tonight

and we let it slip through our fingers,"

Quill said.

The BOG meeting began with Jenne

Cullen of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA), and Karen Santoriello of the

Woman's Forum Against Media Violence

(WFAMV) making a plea to board

members to support their actions in trying

to create a "porno free zone on the UMass
campus."

Along with their speech in which they

would answer no questions, they

presented a slide show entitled 'Abusive

Images in the Media and Pornography in

the Media,' which showed the media

depicting women as either being nym-
phomaniacs who loved to be raped,

perverted sadomasochists, or others who
raptured puriant degradation.

Recently re-elected board member Ron
Homa urged the board to keep in mind

that whatever the decision was, that it

would "most likely set a strong precedent

regarding a few different issues."

"We must be careful because we're

talking about a definition of censorship aa

well as the pornography issue. If those

magazines get censored, then what else

may get on the censored list," he said.

L. S. Kohen, who voted against the

proposal, said that "although every sane

person is against violence to women, it's

important that we don't ignore the first

amendment which protects the freedom of

literature."

ColUfiaa P»i»U> by »aU« WaUan

WARMING UP - Rob, Geoff and Mike, the Earth Day Quintet,

prepare to play in the Hatch last night.

Gay activists pleased with court order Man attempts attack

from library elevatorBy TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

Gay and Lesbian Activist (GALA) organization members

said they are pleased with the preliminary injunction

issued by Superior Court Judge George Ready in Nor

thampton on Wednesday to permit the groups march to be

held on Saturday May 12.

The city of Northampton denied GALA a march permit

when they filed on Jan. 19, said Doug Lerner, a graduate

student at the University of Massachusetts and co-

coordinator of the GALA march committee.

The city claimed public safety could not be guaranteed on

a Saturday in Northampton and a permit for Sunday, May
13 was then granted.

"Saturday would be a better day to show our presence in

the community and also to educate the community about

lesbian and gay oppression," Lerner said. "Downtown is

busy (on Saturday) and we feel it is better to march where

we'll be visible."

GALA representatives met with Mayor Davis B.

Musante, Police Chief Daniel LaBato, and City Solicitor

Maureen Ryan Feb. 15 and offerred to change the route of

the march, shorten the time of the march and keep the

participants to the right side of the road as compromising

measures. When they were still denied the permit, they

sought legal advice, Lerner said.

Susan Ritter of the Boston-based Gay and Lesbian

Advocates and Defenders (GLAD) was an attorney who

took on the case in early March.

"Our main argument was the unconstitutional city or-

dinance restricting the march," Ritter said.

The ordinance did not permit parades or gatherings

without the permission of the Chief of Police, and put

"prior restraint on freedom of expression," Ritter said.

Mark Lucey, vice-president of the People's Gay Alliance

(PGA) at UMass said. "A march like this draws a lot of

people. People in the Amherst and Northampton area are

dependent on public transportation and the busses run

infrequently on Sunday."

University of Massachusetts police reported that of-

ficers were dispatched to the library tower at 1:15 p.m.

Wednesday after security reported that a man had tried to

drag a woman into a 14th floor elevator. When the of-

ficers arrived on the scene the suspect could not be found,

police said.

STOLEN BIKES REPORTED
An 18-speed Fuji bicycle valued at $386 was stolen from

the first floor lounge of Dickinson Dormitory between 1

a.m. and 11:20 a.m. Wednesday, police said. The cable

securing the bicycle was cut and there are no suspects, ac-

cording to police.

A $180 Royce Union 12-speed bicycle was stolen bet-

ween Wednesday, March 28 and Sunday from a bicycie

rack outside of Webster Dormitory, according to police.

The object was secured with a chain and lock that was cut,

P^'i*"* ^'<*- -Tom Middleton
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Rolling Rock i2ozb $9.95 +i20cs

I Pabst 120Z c $8.50 +120CS

g Stroh i2oz.c $9.95 + i.20cs

Moosehead i2oz. b.$13.65 + 1.20 cs

Budweiser loose c $10.95 +i.20cs

Busch loose C. $8.96

St Paul!

-\- 1.20 cs

12oz. C.

GallO Premium3L $5.90

GallO Premium 1.5 $3.59

Almaden premium 4 l $6.99

Inglenook premium 3 l $5.99

Vodka 175 $8.25

Rum 1,75 $9.25

$13.75 -I- 1.20 cs

not responsible for typographical errors

Univarttty Drtv*, Amharat, Maaa.

Jutt pa«t UMaaa Stadium, from SW donm

J
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AMI has taken over the
Tech Hifi store

at 15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst q^

We are liquidating all of the

remaining Tech Hifi

inventory at

ridiculously LOW prices.

^ Turntables from $19.95

)f Receivers from $59.95

jf Cassette Decks
from $89.95

Many items at Vz off

original prices

Many items below
original dealer's cost
Come in and see.

All items VERY limited quantities.

adirondack music

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

HUMASS SKI CLUB $

I %
* $69. Week Ender

I BENDER
% Spring Skiing April 13-15

t at SUGARBUSH VALLEY

includes

Transportation

2 Nights Lodging

2 Days Lifts

Meals

Fri the 13th Party

Bloody Mary party

Free Beer 8- Wine

Hot Tub Party

Mimosa Party

Free Beer and Wine

F&S
S&S
S&S

Fri night

Sat morn

Sat afternoon

Sat night

Sun morn

Sun afternoon

ALL FOR ONLY $69

for more info call 545-3437

^:***>|c*******************^

Outdoor

Kites • Puddle Jumpers
gliders • boomerongs
• space bolls • whistle

balloons • whiffle bolls

• foot bogs • jump ropes
• kodimo

A Store-full of Ideas

DoNNntosNn /Imherst •

Open DailK 10-6,

SundOK 12-5

Black Affairs
I •.••••»•-• • 'i*-*-*-*-*-*-*.*.' :•:•:•:•:•:•:' :-:-:-X':*x*x<v:*xiN-X' ;•^:•^:•:•^:•:•:•^:•:•:v:•:•^:•:•x•^:•^:•^:

;•;.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•

Author speaks on significance of King I ANNOUNCEMENTS
By DARLENE JACKSON
CoUegian Staff

A group of high school counselors from 18 states around

the nation listen intently to Stephen B. Gates, biographer

and history professor, as he addresses the significance of

the life and career of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

in the Campus Center at the University of Massachusetts.

All of his life he wanted to be a professor, a teacher, said

Gates on the sixteenth anniversary of the civil rights

leader's assassination.

"He never got to realize his dreams." he said.

"He worked out his anger," Gates said of King. "He hated

the system he had come out of. He hated segregated

Atlanta." Gates said.

"Between the ages of eight through twenty-one, he

wrestled with that problem," Gates said. "The result of it

being non violent resistance and redemptive love," he said.

'Martin Luther King's Selma campaign resulted in the

voting rights act of 1964 that has made possible Jimmy
Carter's election in 1976 and Jesse Jackson's campaign for

the presidency," Gates said.

"There is absolutely nobody in American political life that

behaves the way they did before blacks got the right to

vote," he said.

King became a public figure. Gates said. "He didn't have

a personal life anymore. He felt guilty about being thrust

into the leadership role," Gates said.

"I don't derserve to be the leader of an improvish nation,"

said Gates quoting King. "I'm not a messiah, he said, I'm

not perfect," Gates said.

Gates praised the United States for recognizing King's

contribution to American history by making his birthday a

national holiday.

"King paid a heavy penalty for his successes," Gates said.

"His sufferings were prodigious, perhaps immeasurable."

"He set an example of moral courage which no one did."

he said.

\
John C. - Andrea S. - Sherri J. - David S. - Josiane M. - Karen S. - photo by Dwayn^Auten^^ \

\ Inlcudes Sale Items Two Days Only

1.0Go..
Any adOit T-shirt Jersey - Sweatshirt

or Sleeveless Sweatshirt in stock

one coupon per item

Coupon valid only

Thur. 4/5/84 and Friday 4/6/84

! One Low Price

i5.00 Each

I
I
I
I

"^Q- ^"^^
Any Sunglasses in Stock

your choice

.:oupon valid 4/5/84 to 4/6/84

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

finmVERSlTY
MSTOKE* „J

li^«I^H^«

"Resistance to Racism: Poetry, Politics, and Sports in

South Africa" is the title to a talk to be given by Dennis

Brutus and Richard Lapchik on Monday, April 9, at 7:30

p.m. in the Converse Assembly Room, Amherst College.

Brutus, a poet and anti-apartheid activist, is in exile from

South Africa and recently concluded a protracted legal

case with the U.S. government. The State Department
granted him asylum with a restricted travel visa, a point

that Brutus is still challenging. He is professor of English

at Northwestern University, chairman of Africa Network,

and author of numerous poetry books. Brutus was visiting

professor of English at Amherst College in 1981-82.

Lapchik is the acting director for the Center for Sporta

and Social Issues at Northeastern University and national

chairperson for ACCESS (American Coordinating Com-
mittee for Equality in Sports and Society). He is the

author of several books.

The talk, sponsored by the political science department,

is free and open to the public. Reception will follow.

•The Center For Racial Studies in Southwest will sponsor

a Black History "MATCH WITS" Contest on Sunday April

8, 1984 at 6:p.m. in the Hampden Theater. Southwest.

•The "MATCH WITS" Contest, an adaptation of the

Collective Bowl Format, is a question and answer game
concerning the history, culture and achievements of Black

Americans to American culture.

•A Scholars award of $150 will be presented to the winning

team and commemorative Black History prizes will be

awarded toother contestants.

•A reception, with refreshments, will follow the contest at

the Center for Racial Studies. Moore House. Southwest.

•For additional information contact Sandra Levy, Center

for Racial Studies, 545-0472.

•Everyone is cordially invited to Afrik Am's Open House.

Where: Malcolm X Center

Date: Thursday April 12. 1984

Time: 7:00 P.M.

Come and find out about this dynamic organization.

Food and drinks will be served.

Join us at the X, we need your support now.

ROCK & ROLL * JAZZ * SOUL

MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 each

MAXELL XL II 390 $3.00 each

TDK SA 90 $2.25 each

DYIMHIf^KCOnS
from RJmtky Korsakov to

Uttle Walter

,tBiailntflaMpl
Main St. Northampton

I

• CLASSICAL • R & B • 5t4-1SaO

fhiir
. Sal A()ril be; I? 13 M

Hamii'lrn Th.-aUT UM^ns 8|)m
'"t>cls i?00si,.,l..nis $3 00<|.'a.f„l|Hilih. Tk km, „,.
on salp „l th« F,n,. Arts Cini,., B... Oil,, ,- M.m f ,, 10 ,.n
4pm. 545 ?b1 1

Siiri.i.it ih.Miks ri

suIk (imnntlcc
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Didn't you know that if vouVc a senior with the promise of a $10,000

career-oriented job, wui cc^uld ha\e the American Express" Card?

Where ha\e you been.'

Asleep?

Because for some time American Express has been saying that we believe

in your future. But even mc^re than that. We belie\e in yc^u now. And we've

been proving it. A 510,000 job. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this

offer is even g(X'>d for 12 months after vou graduate.

But u'hy do you need the American Express Card now? First of all, it's a

gcx')d way to begin to establish your credit history. And vou know that's

important. Of course, the Card is also gtxxi for vacation travel, as well as

for shopping for things like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card

is recc^gnized and welcomed worldwide,

so are yc^u.

So call 8ai'528-a\X> for a Special

Student Application or kx^k for one at

your college Kx^kstore or on your

campus bulletin K:)ards. ^.,

The American Express Card. Don't ^
leave schtxil without it."

(|! »r:«iiiT

Look for an application on campus.

#'Am«-*». •nt»pirM Tr»*rt HcHi*)! s, r> .. ,^ « 4n|um h». I****

^^VVVVS^yVVVVVV^VSA/VVVVV^VSAftir^^
%

Friday

Afternoon

Attitude

Readjustment

Period

Chew and Screw

$1.00

all you can carry

food served at 5:30 PM

Schaefer Beer

$2.25 Pitcher

anyday, anytime

FOURSEASOSrS^
BUD suitcase cans $9.99

BUSCH. .suitcase cans and bar bottles. . $8.99

MEISTER BRAU suitcase cans $7.99

STROHs suitcase cans $9.99

HEINEKEN bottles $15.99

ST PAULI GIRL. . . (light) loose bottles. . . $13.99

VODKA and GIN 1.75 $7.99

RUM 1.75 $9.99

TEQUILA (with a worm) 750 $10.99

MYERS DARK RUM 750 $7.99

CLAN McGregor scotch.... 1.75. ...$11.99

RIUNITE WINES $2.69 or 2/$5.00

PAUL CHENEAU sparkling wine $3.99

ALMADEN TABLE WINES 3 L $6.99
And don't forget - your empties are welcome here.

Beer Bails - Kegs - Cups Free Delivery

Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mail
Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

EDITOmAL/OPINION
Collegian 9

^
^

A m^MOr <Ai»a

Question the need to drink
While speaking to a neighbor,

who happens to be an exchange

student from West Germany,
we came across the subject of parties at the

University of Massachussetts. He com-

mented that at the end of the party every

one is totally drunk. This caused me to

realize that not only is alcohol always pre-

sent at parties but it seems to be the core

element of the parties. There have to be

more important aspects of parties other

than getting smashed.

Art Stile

To most of us, a party without alcohol

sounds boring. Is this feeling caused

because we are boring people? Maybe it is

the social conditioning and the way alcohol

is sold to us, through multi-million dollar

advertising campaigns. Or it could be, as

Dick Gregory explained in his speech at

Smith College, that while we are busy get-

ting drunk the government is able to slip

things by us. Mr. Gregory was referring to

things such as, the cutting of financial aid

and the instatement of a draft registration.

Many people would say that alcohol per-

forms certain functions at parties. The ma-

jor function being the lowering of peoples'

inhibitions, making it easier to com-

municate with others. But how do these

people explain the exorbitant rate of

alcohol-related crimes and deaths?

Alcohol is a drug that changes peoples'

moods. Do people really have to alter their

moods in order to socialize? This vice is un-

necessary. We have been conditioned to

believe that we have to get wasted in order

to have fun. It seems that a lot of UMass
students' lives revolve around happy hours

and keg parties. People should realize that

a hangover is your body's way of telling

you that what you are doing is not good for

you.

This is not a plea for everyone to totally

disband the use of alcohol, but to make peo-

ple ask themselves why they do use alcohol.

Perhaps one should try a few simple ex-

ercises before making the decision. Maybe
go to a party and stay straight and (per-

sonally I find it easier if you go towards the

end of the party) observe how ignorant and

nonsensical people become towards the end

of the night. Or perhaps be even more de-

viant and have a party without alcohol be-

ing present. If anyone shows up straight

you might be surprised by the results.

Most of all consider the valuable waste of

time.

Finally, ask yourself the question; if I

have to alter my mood in order to com-

municate with these people, are they really

worth communicating with?

Art Stile is a UMass student.

Haig's dream a nightmare
Recent developments in Lebanon have

caused me to look back fondly on the days

when Al Haig ran the Sute Department.

Under Haig, United States' foreigii policy

was realistic and productive. While some

may jump to criticize Haig's views in

Central America, or his open support for

the Siberian pipeline, one cannot deny that

Al Haigs policy in the Middle East was the

right course.

When Israeli forces screamed northward

towards Beiruit, Haig stood by our ally

(Israel votes with the United States 93

percent of the time in the United Nations,

El Salvador only 23 percent). All the while

Neil McCabe
John Chancellor, peace lovers everywhere,

and a gallery of former Carter aides

(primarilly on National PubUc Radio)

decried atrocities by the army of the Jewish

State. "Stop Begin!" chanted the moral

equivalent of the "best and brightest".

At last Reagan gave in. Haig resigned.

And Israel was stuck in Lebanon, a cruel

fate for any army. Enter (Jeorge Shultz,

formerly of Becthel (a construction com-

pany dependent on the contracts of Saudi

Arabia, and other friends of the Jewish

Homeland), and the Nixon administration.

Shultz's plans were naive attempts to pacify

a hostile press. Military forces became

mere peacocks, unable to prevent, deter, or

react to the events swirling around them.

After the miserable lesson in terrorism

taught to us by a fanatic truck driver, hope

'or success was nothing more than fools

Pornography: not a love story
Pornography is not related to,

nor does it perpetuate rape

and violence against women.
My mother tried to convincf mv that the

opposite was true. I couldn't see the rela-

tionship. 1 mean, so (mostly) men enjoy

looking at pictures of nude women mavl^e

they get some sort of sexual gratification

out of it, that dt>esn't affect nie. My male

friends don't get into those magazines so

that puts the issue even farther away from

me. Hey, my attitude toward life is "you

do your thing, and allow me to do mine."

Chris Alibrandi

I was hardcore against the idea that por-

nography is related at all to violence

against women. ..it was just a little too far-

fetched a correlation for me. Then I saw
Not a Love Story, showing again Sunday

night at 7:(X) p.m. in the SUB, which is a

movie about pornography. That movie hit

me like a rock l)ecause of the relationships

it showed between pornography and ac-

tual, real life violence against women.
Pornography isn't just pictures of nake<i

women laying there with suggestive looks

on their faces. It's also shots of naktnl.

chained women hanging upside down with

fear in their eyes. It's also women sup-

posedly enjoying wire tied around their

breasts tightly enough to contort their

natural shape.

These examples come from Not a Lm>e
Story, which collected examples of this

gold. One by one the democratic candidates

announced they would withdraw troops

immediately. Having lost his gamble Shuhz
relinquished the reigns to Congress and the

press.

Last Friday, "sans fanfare" we left

Lebanon to the wolves. The promise of

Haigian resolve, and foresight, in less time

than it takes to complete a term in

Congress, was forgotten in favor of Shultz's

prescription of bandaids and inaction.

Lebanon has become our Suez Canal. At no

point since the Yom Kippur war has the US
been at odds with so many people in the

Middle East. Unless we take swift action to

pressure Jordan and Egypt into real co-

px'«'ten'*e with I<5''ael, draw a line before the

Stabilize the true government of Lebanon,

we are doomed to a position of permanent
weakness.

It is in the interest of the United States

that real progress is made towards peace in

the Mideast. If not directly, surely we must
secure the status of Israel, and protect the

source of much of Western Europe's oil.

Reagan must take his role as leader

seriously and ignore the advice of men who
want his job. Because of its volatility the

Middle East will again provide the United

States a chance to play out its respon

sibUity. Reagan must be alert and be

prepared. However, another loss could

signal the end of American influence in the

chain of events.

NeilMcCabe is a UMass student.

violence from magazines, porn flicks, peep

shows, and other forms of pornography. A
cartoon in Penthoiute shows a naked
woman with knives in her back bleeding on

the ground and two men over her are

cracking .some joke. Another one from

Hustler that supposedly shows humor has a
woman, black and blue, with fear on her

face, recoiling from a man holding a gt)lf

club ready to hit her again. These ex-

amples from porn magazines are minimal

compared to the violence seen in porn flicks

and peep shows.

1 think the reason violence against

women in pornography is harmful is

l)ecause after years of exposure to it, usual-

ly starting in the formative early teens,

boys and men grow accustomed to seeing

and reading about that kind of treatment of

women and after a while stop seeing how
wrong it is.

Years of exposure erode away reality;

the reality being that it is wrong. I'm not

unrealistic enough to think that to get rid

of violence against women in pornt)graphy

is to get rid of all violence against women.
However, I strongly believe that when peo-

ple stop getting reinforcing visual images
of this violence, there will be a decrease in

violence against women and children and,

therefore, it will l)e safer for women to ex-

ist. I don't think that's tm) much to ask

for...a safe place to exist.

Please come .see Not a Love Story this

Sunday night.

Christine Alihrandi is a UMass student.

Letters

Separation , not divi sion
To the Editor,

I want to write in sympathy with the men
who were turned away from the "for

women only" slide show "Lesbian Images

in photography 1850-1984," March 29. It

is disappointing to be excluded because les

bian women are among the most articulate

and exciting social activists of our time

with a lot of leadership to offer men and

the gay movement.
I agree with the Op-Ed letter by Bruce

Crow and Ken Paulsen (March 28) that

"sexist discrimination can go in both direc-

tions," and the Collegian title that "Sexism

affects both men and women." However
the directions that patriarchal sexism have

brought us leave men and women in very

different places. Understanding that op-

pression can be broken down into the equa-

tion "prejudice" plus "pr makes the

need for "women only" s, . Jear.

Men have had the pow :r throughout

history to enforce their prejudice that

women are inferior in many ways. We
have kept women separate with laws,

wars, rape, jwmographic violence and all

the institutions that create our notions of

gender.

In a world organized by and for men, it is

easy for women to believe the lies men use

to justify their oppressiveness. Women
empowering themselves to join together

contradict the ideas that women are in-

competent, and in need of a good man to

change their lives for the better. Being

.separate offers members of each gender

the chance to move through prejudices

amongst themselves and release the

destructive elements in the power

dynamics between sexes. The need to be

separate is not necessarily a long-term vi-

sion or cure-all for gender justice, for by its

very method it lays bare the psychic and

worldwide violence implicit in our human

relationships.

This one event is certainly not classifiable

as "rampant sexism," and in a broader vi-

sion of liberation working separately for

social change does not mean that we as

gays and lesbians, or men and women are

divided. Separate events are a strategy to

supportively create an identity out of the

dangerous confusion of heterosexist-white-

male-constructed reality. It is refreshing

to see women move beyond the liberal

masculinist perspective that we're all just

human beings. It may be scary, but what's

wrong with wanting more?

David P. Carney
Amherst

Who could question UB40?
To the Editor,

UB40 represent the most pop(ular)

band in an entire Reggae movement in-

digenous to the U.K. This, argues Bob

Burgess in his review of the band's per-

formance of March 14, is their inherent

weakness. "You don't have to be

Jamaican to play good reggae but it

helps," he tells us. This to me. is garbage.

A crude analogy would be to say only

British punk-rock has any validity. He

seems to ignore the fact that Britain has a

large black population with an accompa-

nying reggae movement, with many

bands performing the purer/Jamaican

style he so readily idolizes. What right

has he to question UB40's validity as a

reggae band? No more than I have the

right to question his review. Both are opi-

nions, I just wish he would make the

reader aware of this.

However, my main complaint does not

concern the opinionated nature of the

review, but a number of inaccuracies and

misleading statements within. Mr.

Burgess asserts 'Cherry-0-Baby' is a

Stone's composition; it is not. This is not

a fatal flaw in itself, but does seem to in-

dicate to me a lack of research.

And how can he say that 'Lyrically,

UB40 is solid, but in the SUB most

understanding was lost.'? How the hell

does he know? Are we to assume he con-

ducted a survey? If UB40 are politically

dubious, what band is not? This Mr.

Burgess describes as "weak attempts at

criticizing capitalism, and the U.S. in par-

ticular." I can only think of one song dur-

ing the entire set which criticizes the U.S.;

Tyler, and if he thinks this song is weak,

maybe he should try another band.

Steve Tingley

Brown

Editor's note: The author states that even

though his "main complaint does not con-

cern the opinionated nature of the

review, " it is of concern to him.
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Smith College John M. Greene Hall

Sunday, April 15, 1984 at 4:00 PM
All Beethoven Program

*'Archduke" Trio

"Triple Concerto''

with A Special Orchestra:

Adrian Semo, concertmaster

Sergiu Comissiona, conductor
A benefit concert for the ERNST WALLFISCH MEMORIAL FUND

Tickets: $14. and $11. (Students and Senior Citizens: $9. and $7.)

SUMMER JOB
Cap* Cod. M»rth» « Vin«y»fd, and

Nantucket have thousand* of good

paying |ot>( availabta to ttudants and

teachers this lumnnef

A Directory listing these )Obs by

empioyer also ha* housing info and

(Ob application form*

For an immediate copy of the 1984

Directory, send $3 00 (include* 1st

Class Postage and handling I to

CAPE COD SUfS^MER JOB BUREAU
Box 584 Room 212

Barnstable MA 02630

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

BMt Mandarin Food

62-64 Main 8t.

Amharat
Cluasrl Wednaadeys

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We uM FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$6.96
2E3-7nB

BY MAIL ORDER ONLY

Send checks made payable to "Smith College", with self-addressed and stamped envelope to:

BEETHOVEN CONCERT
P.O. Box 58

Northampton, MA 01061 ^^___

KUSS IPf»OVlBl»SP(CTI0tiSUTI0«

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
lw^<le«•ll biemi

$3200

^

include* mouniing
piua MA Stats Tan

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

Full S*rvic« Tir* Stor*

7S Sundarland Rd
• • No Amh»r»t ^* ^ '

^
AcroM from Watroba* Stora

M»-470«

Can we build one for you?
Now serving "quality" foot long subs.

( I

«iS.

If you believ thai s vit ',h'juW be morn •'.m ius' a lo' of hrpart It's

time to vis THE AMHERST DELICATESSEP)
Amherst Cacrlsg* Shops Open til • P.M. &4fr4>3i«

>•••*•••••••••••••••••••*«

¥ Outside Proposal Forms
for funding from

- The Distinguished Visitors

Program
are available.

Deadline for submission:

April 16, 1984

415 Student Union

Fleece Jersey with

Inset Sleeves *

$12.95

Nylon Shorts

$7.95

• See Coupon
in Today 's Paper

.-^vicl o. iherri J. • i.oio Liv '-'wayr^' Aiit»>rv

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 114

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Arts
» a a • aaaaaaaaa* "a"a'a"aVa»:«»»». •.•.•.•.•••-•.•.*

'•.•.•.•.•-•.•-'
t«*aaaaa*aa

trailers by Andy Gordon

Ever have one of those days when you just

want to open fire on a crowded classroom in

a fiery blaze of rage and destruction?

Whitmore does some bung job on your

transcript; some snide twit professor

implies you're not working hard enough.

This time of year can be a major bummer.

And the worst part about it; the very worst

part, is that on Monday Terms of

Endearment is going to win an Oscar.

That's right, Monday night is Oscar night

and I, and everyone else in the world, am
predicting that Terms picks up the Picture

award, as well as statuettes for Shirley

Maclaine and director James Brooks. This

makes me sick. Meryl Streep blew doors

off Maclaine but Maclaine's been in the

business for like 100 years and never won
an award. Brookes, the sitcom king, is also

about the last person I'd give the award to.

just a notch before Bob Clark ior Porky 's II.

I can see some of the positive aspects of

Terms, but I can also see the negatives. It's

an easy production, packed with easy

devices; close ups and children crying. I sat

in in a theatre for two and a half hours for a

tearjerker? Give me a frigging break. If

it's that easy all movies hould give their

main character cancer during the last

twenty minutes [Sudden Impact: "Hey

Callahan, I want you to see a doctor, you

look kind of pekid." Close up. Close up,

child crying.)

Recapping my other predictions, and

keep in mind that last year I got every

major category right, is as follows: Robert

Duvall for Tender Mercies (it's about time,

but Michael Caine also has a shot). Jack

Nicholson for Terms (If there's anyone out

there who'd like to wager me on this

category please call me at 545-3500). Cher

for SUicivood (possibly Linda Hunt) and

'What a Feeling" for Best Song.

Opening today at the mall is Paul

Mazursky's new film Moscow on the

Hudson, which looks to be pretty good.

Mazursky is a stimulating and entertaining

filmmaker, with flicks like Tempest and An
Unmarried Woman to his credit. Robin

Williams stars as a Russian musician who

defects to America and is befriended by a

black security guard whom Williams moves

in with. Williams is an excellent actor, as

he proved with Popeye and The World

According to Garp, and went into extensive

training for this new role. He learned to

speak Russian fluently and took saxaphone

lessons. Also in the impressive cast is

Cleavant Derricks of Dreamgirls and St.

Elsewhere. Definitely could be a good one.

In the April Fools issue I made a crack

about Burt Reynolds and Clint Eastwood

starring in a film together; well they are.

They play a cop and a detective working

together on a case. I don't have any in-

formation on it, but I'll take a stab that

Clint plays the detective. In other big,

bankable n!ale star news, Charles Bronson

will again return to the only role audiences

will accept him in. Death Wish III will be

released next winter. Sylvester Stallone

has like half a dozen pictures in the works;

there's Rhinestone, a Pygmalion tale of a

country singer (played by Dolly Parton)

who turns cab driver Stallone into same.

Lame. There's also The Mission: First

Blood II and Over the Top.

Local Best Bets: Yt>u pot mo. The malls

have Ir» I'irntrs and (rreystokf and sludge

like that. .Amherst Cinema has Heat and

nu,<<t and Thf Man from Svtmy Rii'er for a

week. Vt'u M r^ave to i»e reaiiy narti up tor

something to do to see that double bill.

Paul Belval will probably be there. The

Robin Williams getting down to some heavy sax in Moscow on the

Hudson, which opens today at one of the malls.

Calvin 1 think has Star SO (they did yester-

day anyway), an intense flick which ab-

solutely should not have l>een passed over

in the Oscar race. On campus. Night Shij\

is playing somewhere sometime (I'm a

wealth of accuracy this week). Not a Love

Sitrry. an anti-pornography documentary

(attacked by many as really lieing anti-

male) will he shown at the SUB Sunday, to

be followed by di.scussion. I caught it

several years ago, and while it is amazingly

affecting, it's also more non-objective than

a documentary should be. Linda I^ee Tracy

stars. Now that 1 think about it. Splash is

the film to see if you haven't yet.

TRAILERS Trivia: How anybody got

last week's question is beyond me. I pur-

posely asked a tough one .so I could keep

the prize; but Regina Martel outsmarted

me. She knew that Against All Odds direc-

tx>r Taylor Hackford is married to Lynn

Littman, director of Testament. This

week's question: A pair of passes to Colum-

bia Pictures new film Mosayw on the Hud-

Hon to the first person to tell me who plays

Uncle Sal's Mother in that film. Try to get

that one, Regina.

g Heat and Dust

I Man from Snowy River 9:15 |

SUPER SPRING SHOE SALE

$10 $40 ^1^ ^-^
Save on: -''
fff^ «Wn«R newtitance PUMA

©EtOniC PATRICK & Others

All styles of shoes on sale

from running, tennis, basketball to

indoor soccer
j^"^ SALE ENDS APRIL 14

DOWNTOWN AMHE. v^
runner'shop inc

586 1971

Mon-Sat 114 Main St.

9:30-5 00 Northampton

^ 0© ©0^ o » ©
BAGEL DELI
Now Open in fNZS

Fresh Bagels. Breads & Pastries

Soups. Salads & Sandwiches

SPECIALS
FREE coffee with purchase of bagel & cream

^_^
cheese 8 am 1 am \^\

FREE 6 ba^ls with purchase of 6 bagels Sunday jn
Mon Sat K am 6 pm Sun 8 am 6 pm 2.S.*?-9282^7

(^^ («) €> a <2>® <a>© ®

C

3

Harvard this summer
Academic Calendar: lune 25 — August 17, 1984

H arvard Summer S< hool. the nation s oldest summer session,

offers open enrollment in nearlv 250 dav and evening

^ —..ourses and pre-professional programs in more than 40

liberal arts fields The diverse rurric ulum inc ludes • nurses appro-

priate for fulfillini! undergraduate and graduate college degree

requirements, as well as programs designed for c areer and

professional development The international student bodv has access

to the I'niversilv s outstanding libraries, museums, athletic fa. ilities.

and . ullural a. lu ities. with the additional benelils ol (ambridge and

nearln Boston. Housing is available in Harvard \ historic residences

Offerings inc lude intensive foreign language .
ourses. •'-•"-<'•

-'^»';;;-'7^;;;;;^;;*

and c ompufr science courses, and graduate level c ours.s in ccluc ation and manage

menl.

For further information, return the . oupon belcm or c all (817) 495-2921: 24.h«ur

catalogue request line. |617) 4«ir.-^494

Please send a Marv ard Summer Sc hcM.I « alalogue and applic alion for:
,

.Arts * Sc lences l)ram.i Writing Dance Center

I Name
(

I Street

I Cilv
I

I

I

I

L

State /.ip

Harvard Summer Sc hool

iO (.arden Street. Depl ;»4B

( amiuidge. MA n2i:iH

REmom I

OFOURS
Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880

John P Mustante
Edwardo Panseeka

Carl Shultz

and the infamous
Andrew W May

invite their

elegant

friends

to a get drunk

as a skunk

party!

4/7 Saturday

ICELANDAIII IS STILLJ

YOUR BEST VALUE

TO EUROPE.
LUXEMBOURG

ROUNOTRIP FROM:

NEW YORK BALTIMOflE WASHINGTON

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS FRANKFURT AND NICE

REMEIMBER. ONLY ICELANOAIR FLIES YOU TO TMF BREATHTAKING

BEAUTY OF ICELAND AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:

Free dt'lu\f tiidtorioa* h Ironi Luxrnitxnirv; to >flci t ( itifs in

(.emi,inv. Belpum and Holland BarKain train l.ircs to Switzerland

and Frann- Super Saver car rentals from $69 week m
!,jxembourK Kree wine with dinner, cognac after.

Suprt VI'K\KMr< Mjv 1 lun,' " \'>M 7 rtldjs »uv U <b» »d\«n<r pur(lu«<- inpilfK)

I. i-Undau to l.u«rmhi>iiri! I u«.iu ,.»)nrilin|! nrrvvr in'lhrt drMinjIinn* I'ur. hjsr l«-krt»

inl > Mll«,".»uh«-il i".hin»rind|P'vrmmrnl jppc.nji S«T>«»lr»NHi|B-nl"f >«
•iOO .WV \Z\Z I'M th« 'oil Irrr I. rUndav ntimhiT m xoul itet

ICELANDAIR
N [vf» rout Ksrmui to iimon
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GOING OUT
F BUSINESS

SALE!

FRYES $15.00
(reg. $116.00)

$80.00 OFF ALL
LEATHER JACKETS

Doors close in

two weeks!

Come while

selections last.

Clam Burg

HEARTFELT
LEATHER

Downtown Amherst
Sat till 5:30 253-5135

Smith College Rec Council

presents

MODERN ENGLISH
with

Friday, April 6, 1984

TICKETS
For the Record (Faces)

The University Store (UMass)

Platterpus Records

Main Street Records

PRICES
Smith students $5.50,

$6.50

Non-Smith students

$6.50, $7.50

At the door $8.50

No Cans, Bottles or

Recording Devices

Hall is Wheelchair

Accessible

The Fleshtones

8:00 pm John M. Greene

4

"f^^

M

i^.ih' %

^t «.

*|i^

GRADUATING ENGINEERS
BSEE'S&BSCS'S

Off the
Ground

your career

ATTEND
RCA'S OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, APRIL 6th- 3 PMtoSPM

SATURDAY, APRIL 7th - 9 AM to 2 PM

At RCA in Burlington, Mass., we are

developing and producing
computer and microprocessor
based electronic systems which
demand the latest in Electrical

Engineering and Computer Science

technologies. Our Open House is

your opportunity to explore the

advantages of employment at RCA
by talking directly with ourEngineers

and Managers. You are invited to tour

the engineering laboratories and
office areas. A buffet will be served

Ifyou are unable to attend, but would
like to talk with us, please call or write

our Professional College Recruiter,

Julie Frederiksen.

RCA
Automated Systems

Bedford Road (Route 62)

BurKngton, MA 01803
(617)229-5413

Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required

ncii
AlraditkNiOnTheMove!

:\a^
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The besthas a taste all its own.

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something

you have to strive for. In everything you do.

And when you Ve done it, v/hen you 've

found the bestm yourself, taste it

m the beer you dunk. Ask for

Bud Light:

mgout

yourbesi
TM

/

MumtetneMu

# •.•Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Maosachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Col-

le^rian. Events are listed the day they take place
.

VALLEY WOMEN'S RUGBY GAME
-Have you ever seen rugby? Watch Valley

Women's Rugby Club against Rhode Island

and MIT. Elegant violence at its best!

Noon. Rugby Pitch Southwest Playing

fields, Sat. April 7

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH - All are welcome to join us for

our weekly Sunday service of worship,

praise, and teaching from the Bible. 10:15

a.m. See CC schedule for room number.

PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS -

There will be an information and film ses-

sion about becoming a Peace Corps

volunteer at 7 p.m. April 10 in room 122 of

Draper Hall. All students are welcome.

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7 p.m. Friday

Dukes Rm. Student Union

SHABBAT SERVICES - Saturday mor-

ning, 10:30 a.m. Dukes Rm. Student Union

KABBALAT SHABBAT - 6:30 p.m.

Triangle St., Amherst, Friday

72

PSYCHOLOGY CAREER NIGHT -

Panel of recent psychology graduates will

discuss life after UMass. Come hear about

graduate school and career opportunities

for psychology majors! 8:00 p.m. April 10,

Placement Office, Alumni Office,

Psychology Dept.

AMHERST-TARTU PAIRING PRO-
JECT - The steering committee of the

Amherst-Tartu Pairing Project presents an

educational program designed to aquaint

Amherst residents with Tartu, their sister

city in the Soviet Union. "Getting to Know
Tartu" Sunday, April 8, 4-6 p.m., Grace

Church Connector, Boltwood Walk.
Amherst; Speakers: Stanley Rabinowita,

Professor of Russian languages and
literature at Amherst College will show
slides and talk about his trips to the Soviet

Union, Soviet life and people; William

Taubman, also on the Amherst CoU^^
faculty, will speak about the political im-

plications of the Ground Zero Pairing Pro-

ject; Kitty Kjeldsen, Hadley resident and

native of Tartu, Estonia will present a

first-hand account of life in Tartu. Question

and answer perions will follow each

speaker. There will also be time to discuss

Amherst's participation in the project and

the compilation of a town portrait to be

sent to Tartu in May. All Amherst

residents are encouraged to attend. For

more info: Sylvia Staub 256-8667, Claire

and Larry Morse 256-8663.

i:

People

Read

the

CoUegian,

It

pa//s

to

advertize

here.
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Josiane M. — John C. —

* See coupon in

today's paper

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITYmSTOREDJJ

Come meet the World at the

INTERNATIONAL
FAIR '84

Saturday, April 7, 1984

11-5 in the

CC Auditorium
Sample different foods

& experience

different cultures

INTERNATIONAL
DISCO

same date, same place

9 pm - 2 am
$2.00 cover charge

ALL WELCOME

GRADUATION NOTICE: i

Student Speaker
Informatioii

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speakers at Commencement '84 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Trey Williams,

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

April 13, 1984

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
Historian and Former Presidential Advisor

1 S.U.B.

Tuesday, April 10, 1984

8:00 PM
FREE

UMass

sponsored by D.V.P.

^
.^

Btoom County

IV UKi W AFOLOOI^e fOR m
A FouLimrmp PiJUARf ahp

by Berke Breathed

^w

5^0<^O

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins

TOMIC, 8i/r Fill TJyf

GLASS ALL TH[ i^Ay

UP WITh ICE, ^0
use ONLf A 'littlz

bkoeOFOirJ. ^

Ine Strip im Walsh

Shagnasty

C0/<ff F^iPAv
I TS /MM^rive

eveKiTINd OFF
AND Keep,ir

Tf ^AriN',PftlNK
'N' ANO--

(Qf^/fk'ASf*

^\HOOBA V/VOA ct*yaBY! Yet*

\\t>ABBA

BUG

\^eLL, ILL LeA¥f

YA'y lf^A»l*'ATIoNfl

ja~<r VA I

O.T. D. 'finger

Thtyfhreuo m*

oo+to Ko.r.c. +0-

dcxvy. Sob

Hou) \c)05 v>ov^ yov been

in?
3p>en^£^ Ters. Ihisj ^aici

Irvi noi soldier rrfoler/el

boiiii'lishou)-
-'

TbofianfMB

,^Rke Q Siege Xfih^l R ore Cbdei

V(i>t;r Serious*'

A

Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

gn a 9arieu% ^foe^i ftojim^

.. i!^n% tin* for reaC. <'y<

VK+ortd pr^'fi^'^ exofrtrs*

book.

FRED BAKER ByT.A.D

xin-

* ' '.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

I9M I o« Angrin linm SyadtriK

1

5

10

ACROSS
Rabbit's tail

Framework
Demonstrative
pronoun

14 Ritzy

15 Native ruler of

Asia
16 Dance, in Acre
17 Eye part

18 Operatic voices

19 Danube feeder

20 Sequoias
22 Rancher's asset

24 Below decks,

asea
26 Bedouins
30 Yorkshire river

31 The Iliad, etal.

35 Boodle
36 Sault

Marie

37 Certain spinal

bones
38 Canyon mouth
39 Memorable

French singer

Knot of a sort

Kind of curve

French income
46 Ophidian
47 Secure

40
42
45

48 Presses

earnestly

49 White sales

52 Took long steps

55 Kind of apple

60 Sunken fence
61 Tony or Oscar
63 Acknowledge
64 Maple genus
65 Fawned on
66 Grand slam
67 Egg on
68 Rundown
69 Green land

DOWN
1 Stimulus

2 Sheltered Inlet

3 Kind of car

4 Warm up
5 Important name

in Boston
6 Mozart

7 Napoleon, for one
8 Matter, in law

9 Author Jong
10 Government

report

1

1

Very large

number
12 Spoken
13 Horse

21 Mountain in

Thessaly
23 Ripens
25 Female ruff

26 Kowloon nurses

27 Hood of legend

28 Main artery

29 Schoolroom
feature

32 Dessert topper

33 Jalopy

34 Money chests

41 See 42 Down
42 Intellectual

(with 41 Down)
43 Water barrier

44 Agitated

45 Trick

50 Interprets

51 Donkey
52 Type of rug

53 Sandwich, in

Tampico
54 Flightless

bird

56 Part of a
church

57 Novelloof the

stage

58 me tangere
59 Verdon
62 Distress

1 2 3 4

1

S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 "T^

TT" ift ii
'

W 7\ ^ma
^^^^^H24 ^5 ^^^^H
2^ TT 78 29

i

36

i
IT" u 33 34

TT H W
W

I
ii

Tfi 41 42 43 44

1
45

4£ if 48

MHH49 51

I^^H
5? 53 54

1

61 6?

55

1

56^ 58 59

TT" 63

64 65 U

TT^ 6i 69

Attention Collegian

Staff and Correspondents

Party Tonight

see posters in newsroon for details

D,C. Menu

LUNCH
Fishburger on Roll

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Baked Cod/

Newburg Sauce
Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce
Fruit Plate with

Orange Bread

BASICS LUNCH
Herbed Soybean Casserole

Fishburger on Roll

BASICS DINNER
Fresh Zucchini Pie

Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Orange Bread

Today, rainy and windy.

The rain may be heavy at

times in the morning.

Highs in the mid 40s to low

50s. Tonight, cloudy with

the chance of showers.

Low temperatures near

40. Mostly cloudy tomor-

row with highs near 50.

ANSWER TO PWEVIOU S PUZZLE

uilQCiii uuuuu uuli

lUuiJUU uuu UUllJ
' iJyBuUU UUliLILl

uyuuuu uuja
MUUUU UUllUUJ
uyuu uuu uuLJiiuji

yyu uuuiiu uiiLiuii
(HEiTMll 'i*l*F™*'"'""
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Friday, April 6, 1984
Friday. Aprils, 1984,

New
Shipments of

vtv^^ T-Shirts - (aii sizes)

Blouses - Tank Tops
Chinese Shoes - Sandals

Also

Greeting Cards
(1400 Pesignt)

OftH OHla - OrMi FrtoM

/HCCCANTILI
|w AOMMUTCAIMMGt SHOPS

^^

^ t

Webster V\m Loi/rt^e

JAZZ ensemble:

r'rrrrTT'!'!'!

PENSOMAUZEO
ST>Lf HAIRCUTS

I $7.00 I

Ii«MV« fh« coupon' I

•waow«tt< I

Wtampoo •nd
|

I •low Dry

1*11 m Lono Hair I 8

Style* by
Deborah

OOP*

Nowf's the Hac
to call

North Amherst
Motors

rM*fttfltl««in,

(Rt. 63, No Amherst

Each time you see this^s^^
g^een and yellow banner

in an Amherst store

go in and sign up.

* Over 25 Amherst Shops *

Over 25 Prizes to Win*

Amherst
Welcomes
Spring
Free Prizes!

$50 Gift Certificates!

WTTT 1430 am

Af Pioneerj/dlleuDsfiEiiuiimf

n

USED TERMINAL SALE
LA-36 + 300 Baud $250.00

Bantam -»- 300 Baud $250.00

Adds 520 + 300 Baud $195.00

30 Day Warranty

Quantities Limited

New Hours

Monday 8:30-6:00

Tues-Fri 8:30-8:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 - 5:00

259 TRIA!%CLE STREET, AMHERST 549-1017

:Yi>: -.•v
-•-••>•.-•.. -.^.i^-.^-^ V" •••| I'l'iVr'''-''''"'-kUUri^kiiM*^l!M

Gel set to get wet...

at the funniest, raciest, wildest

white-water raft race ever!

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Bud & Bud Light 12 oz. cans $10.95 case + dep.

Beck's Light or Dark $4.25 6 pack + dep.

Kronenbourg Light or Dark $4.25 6 pack + dep

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6 pack ^ dep.

$9.80 case "^dep

Stroh's & Stroh's Light 12 oz. cans. $9.95 case ^ dep.

Wiedemanns 12 oz. cans ^-75 case + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 liter

Kahlua $11.49 750 ml.

Piccala $6.49 75omL

Kegs, Mini Kegs and Beer Balls always in stock

X.Just for fun!
All leather sneaks in spring

fashion colors: pink. It. blue,

white, raspberry, mid-blue.

A SAMUEL Z AWCOFT/LOUIS S ARXOFF p™to,or 'UP THE CREEK" TIM MATHESON DAN MONAHAN

STEPHEN FIT^ST JEFT EAST SANDY HELBERG BLAINE NOVAK )AMES B SIKKING ;n,nrfuc,.s JENNIFER RUNYON

s^ *»«,«« ^ JOHN HILLERMAN ««. v« s WILLIAM GOLDSTEIN k^pu. >,P KOUF

aTUP KOLT ui JEFT SHERMAN * DOUGLAS GROSSMAN ;«<„.« N-ucr, LOUIS S ARKOFF SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF

P«tedb, MKHAEL L MELTZERD^^t^b, ROBERT BUTJ,ER.j.^«»!L:.r,—. j^:JTZ^i^:

OPENS FRIDAY, APRIL 6 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
^|

.Collegian i9

I

I

" MteruToir" ntramuraT"

Softball Teams

Be a hit with

Custom printed

Tee-Shirts & Hats

at Low, Low Cost

CREATIVE TEE-SHIRTS

Hampshire Mall

Fi^ew v^ksh^* 2Z 23= ^ajg—

»

2Z

CONTACT LENS
UPDATE '84

Advantages and disadvantages

Types available

Problems
Care and cleaning

New developments
A discussion led by

Dr. Frederick H. Bloom
Optometrist at UHS

April 10, 1984

Health Services, Room 304

Call 549-2671 to register -

^«;k for Health Education
3CC 2z: az

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE D
AUDIO

New JVC 40 watt receiver w/5 band

graphic equalizer $225. New 3 way Pioneer

speakers w/frequency equalizer and 12"

woofer $200. call Scott at 546-5451

AUTO FOR SALE

Toyota Supra performance package 1962

terra cotta red 14000 miles call Rad

253-3009
^

74 Ford van. Excellent engine. Runs great.

$800. Ross - 256-8728

1971 Toyota Sedan inspected economical

car new exhaust 247-9573 early or late

CAPE COD

I

I

\

\

i

i

I

cellent condition

549 6994

$500 or best offer

FOUND

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

describe to claim.

FREE TRIP TO HAWAII

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth Large

house 6 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 '/t bath 700 per

person per season 253-7436

2 people needed to share furnished house I

in S. dennis call David 586-4261 or Johnv
617-327-7735

Want to live on the Cape this summer? I

We need female housemates to live on^
Main St in Hyannis. Please call immediately

if interested. Cindy 6-6661

Dance in the M.S. 24 Hour Dance
Marathon. Justin Ryan's April 13 & 14. 1st

prize trip for two to Hawaii. Call 545-2150

for info

1984 GRADUATES

The Yearbook portrait program
has been extended until Friday

Aptil 6th call now 546-0648

for an appointment

$5 Sitting Fee is required

This is the last chance

HELP WANTED

One female roommate for summer ren

tal near West Yarmouth call

546-5347/546-7629

• Earn massive amounts of money in a *

• high growth field! The Collegian is '

• looking for circulation driversi We '

• need work study for next fall, and '

presently. 545-3500 Andrew— •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ENTERTAINMENT

i

I

i

I

i

RACK A DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?!

256^1393 I
Mindless DrIwel DJ - most extensive

music system in valley. Low competativel

price - 549-0468 _
Secret Wars #4 arrives Saturday. Moon
dance Comics

Paula happy 20th I We'll celebrate this

weekend April is your month Love mary &
Amy
Cindy, WOWI you finally made it. the big| ^
2-0 Don't get too plastered. Love, Chuck

FOR RENT

i

1

SENIORS - Call now for your

yeart>ook portrait appointment

The sitting fee is $5.

This is your last chance to be in

Two bedroom apt available June 1st with

fall option. $450.00 heat included Brittany

Manor Call after 10 PM 253-5907 |
Two bedroom apartment In

Southwood furnished, available June 1st I

with fall option 427 utilities included calif

Benjamin 2!56-6061 .

2 bedroom apt Brittany Manor summer I

sublet w/fall option 256-6205
"

Two bedroom apt available $300 month

Colonial Village Apts

weekdays 253-2449

Two bedroom
Skylights roof

253-3825

call afternoons

apt available June 1st.

deck 450.00 256-1470

I

I

2 bedroom apt in duplex house available I

June 1 665-7148

NEED CASH? Earn $500 -t^ each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per week placing

and filling posters on campus. Serious

workers only. We give recommendations

-call now for summer and next fall.

1 -800-243-6679

Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers

needed at the Amherst Jewish Community,

for fall 1964. Also needed music teacher &
bar mitzvah tutors. Call 549-0223

The UMass Yearbook is now accepting

applications for all positions for the 1964-85

staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the

Collegian)

OVERSEAS JOBS. . .Summer, yr. round. 1 . ^y^^ yearbook. Call 545-0648
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All -.....«

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Airiines Hiring! Stewardesses, Reserva

tionists! $14-$39.000. Worldwide! Call for

Directory, Guide, Newsletter.

1 -<91 61-944-4444 X UMassair

Cruiseshlps Hiring! $16-$30,000! Carri-

bean Hawaii, Worid. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter 1-(916) 944 4444 X
UMassCruise

Enthusiastic Students to Apply Asst. to

the Speaker /Student Senate. Work on

student/campus/social issues. Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary. 10

hrs. wk., $3.35 hr. For more details call

Stacy Roach 545-0341 Pick-up applications

in rm. 420 SUB Application deadline April

17, 4:00 pm. SGA is an AA/EOE

HEY PUDDY!!!

One bedroom available

Apt call Jill 665-2469

in Brandywine

i

584-2124

FOR SALE .

Computer termonal and monitor. Zenith|

ZT-1 includes keyboard and screen. Built in

autodial modem. Easy to use - dial UMass

computer with 1 keystroke and log on.

$300.00 includes printer cable

Michael

For Sale; monthly biorhythm analysis send

name, addess, birthdate, month & yr re-

quested to Scott Morrissey; 1 Westgate

Rd, Framingham, MA 01701 inc. $1.50-1

mo. $3.00-3 mo. $5.00-6 mo. inc. mailing

costs

Tiger Ascics Running Shoes brand new,

^

women's size 8, price is negotiable call bet-

ween 8-10 665-2778 Liz |
Computer Terminals for sale DEC VT55

video terminals with hard copv output ex-

Patti I love you always miss you! Come
closer, love you so much Happy B-day En-

joy Ramsey & Tom

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

1

I

i

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may

be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tioris, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par-

ticipation in administrative heanngs and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap-

ply and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

I
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13, 1984. Wnting sampie required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST I
Missing since Dec.
man/Shepard tan with

friendly reward M & M Fields 256-8477

female Dober- _

black tall skinny I

Small black change purse Fri March 30

near Morrill please be honest 549-5799

Lost glasses, bifocals possibly Machmer
Thompson area call Peter 665^3668

MOTORCYCLES

81 Yamaha SX400 special exc. cond.

miles just tuned $1000 Al 549-8934

MOVIE

NIGHTSHIFT
* Friday April 6 Mahar Aud
• 5,7,9,11 1.50 5o'clockl.00

\

i

I

i

vegetarian household is near bus route in N
Amherst $114.00 253-7605 available Apnl

8th

Female roommates needed to share

townhouseapt call Beth 549-3853

Immediate opening In Rolling Green.

thru May 31 All utilities included. Very

reasonable. Call Jim or Jay 256-0663

Townhouse one male wanted to share

master bedroom. Details call 5jgj797__

2 female roommates wanted to share

two bedroom apt in Presidential take over

lease in June call eves 549 4186

SERVICES

PERSONALS

Lynn - From Barselottis, please return my I

black hat, personal value, Mike 253 9015

Larry Mappy 22 Birthday hun hun huni You i

are the best cutiel Happy 1 1 months you've^

given me nr^any laughs and goof times I

love you! Your Linle Princess I

Patti D Happy B-Day from the Atta Control^

Gang

Congrats Diana on becoming a 7 Michelel

don't worry - a 3 or 4 is OK from yourf

favorite 10

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

Typing Service 666-2840 after 6 pm

START PLANNING NOW
Puffton summer sublet right near en-

trance on bus route Vi mi to campus 2
bedroom furnished comfortable Jur>e -

August 1964 tel 54^4079

SUMMER 1994 - EMPLOYMENT
~

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Please sand iriquiries to PO Box
2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02567

I TO SUBLET

b«droom Townehouse apt sumer
sublet reasonable call soon for info

549-5631

41 bedroom Puffton Apartment available

June 1, fall option, pol 549-3740

*. For couple or single - 2 rooms in house

•| near center of town, on bus route - private

" bath, entrance with kitchen and laurnJry

facilities 166 mo Chris or John 256-8249

Think you're a victim of consumer
off? Call LSO 545^ 1995

rip*

i

2 bdrm apt
549-7874

Amherst Center fall option

Kathy I love you

John B from Pike It's six A.M. do you

know where your underwear is? Find it!

USED STEREO EQUIPMENT

Onkyo Amp: Hitachi Tape Deck
cond. all 1120.00 call Sandy

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE I

Dissertations, Theses,

acceptance guaranteed,

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

Cases, Papers,
on-campus, lowl

WANTED

RIDERS WANTED
i

Riders wanted roundtrip to Washington

DC or North Carolina for the long weekend

April 12-16 call soon! Anytime 546-80861

Doug

Buying Gold Class Rings. Gold and Si^er

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

ROOM WANTED
1

2 females looking to share an apartment

Brandywine or Puffton for fall 84. Please I

call 6-9705 or 6-5290 __\
2 females looking to share an apartment

for fall 84 please call 6-8867 or 6-8902 I

ROOMMATE WANTED *

Female roommate wanted to share largel

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includesf

utilities 586-3682 .

Brandywine 2 female roommates wanted!

to share bedroom. Details call 546-9609

For beautiful guest house in Falmouth I

heights in Cape Cod for the summer con-^

tact Kate 6-4017

Female roommete wanted to share

bedroom apt, own room, in Squire Villag

apts call 665-2778 starting June 1

Proaressive co-operative semi
1

Desperately needed apartment in sur-

rounding area, will take summer lease call

546-9706 546-9697

Preferably 3 bedroom apt in Puffton for

fall '84. Will take summer lease. Call

549-6327 or 546-6244

FoTYall 2 4 bedroom apartment near cam-

pus call Kate 6-4017

Fall 84 apartment in North or South

Amherst. Willing to take over summer.

Two or three bedrooms. Call Jane 6-928

CASH REWARD APARTMENT IN PUF-

FTON, BRANDYWINE, OR
TOWNEHOUSE FOR FALL '84 WILLING
TO TAKE OVER SUMMER LEASE.

CALL PAT @ 546-1995 OR MIKE @
546-3600 AT NIGHT CALL 546-6669

One or two bedroom apt in Puffton $50

reward Jennifer 546-8070
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Gorillas dump Cornell, face Rutgers
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team successfully opened its 1984

season holding off 14th ranked Cornell

University on the turf at Ithaca, New York,

Wednesday, by a 10 9 margin.

UMass takes on sixth ranked Rutgers

tomorrow in Jersey.

"Cornell (who ranked number 6 earlier in

the season) is always a good team to beat. I

was only concerned that we might run out

of gas. but we didn't. We were outrunning

them at the end of the game," said Coach

Dick Garber.

The Gorillas fell behind early, which

became a trend last season. The Big Red

led 3 at the end of the first quarter, but

Garber wasn't worried.

"We start slow every once in a while, but

it wasn't that we played badly. They

capitalized on their scoring chances and we

didn t," said Garber.

Mike Fiorini scored UMass' first goal of

the season at the 3:46 mark of the second

quarter, and it turned out to be an im-

portant goal as the Gorillas who were down
4-0, came back to score four unanswered

goals to tie the game at 4 4.

Fred "Bubba" Sandford then scored 15

seconds later, and Ken Freeman scored two

goals in a row, both assisted by Peter

Martino, to make it four goals in a span of

five minutes and 15 seconds for UMass.

Cornell came back to once again grab the

lead, 5 4, but UMass' Carl Hatton tied it up

before Cornell came back to a 6-5 halftime

lead.

The Big Red came out strong in the second

half and jumped out to an 8-5 lead from two

unanswered scores. But that was the last

time Cornell would score until the last 19

seconds of the game. Sandford scored off a

Fiorini pass to make it 8-6 at the end of the

third quarter, as he began a string of five

unanswered goals for the good guys.

UMass took a 10-8 lead with about a

minute and a half left in the game and

fought to hold on. Cornell got an in close

goal at 14:41, but 10-9 was as close as they

would come, despite a last second shot that

sailed just wide of goaltender Gerry

Moreau, who played a fine game stopping

15 shots.

"Gerry played really well, he handled the

clearing passes beautifully. A lot of the

middies like Matt O'ReUly and Perry Seale

played a good game that just doesn't show

in the stats. We also played without one of

our starting midfielders. Rich Messina, who

is still recovrring from the fiu," added

Garber.

Kevin Cook, Cornell t . U-American on

attack scored four goals ai. added three

assists, but '"••" • i hi' yoah 'tt = n

broken plays or on extra man play, and not

in one-on-one situations.

"Our defender Tommy Aldrich played

Cook superbly. Barry Cain and John

Mincone also played great. They played

individually and good team defense. Our

whole cln«te defense played super,"

lamented Garber

The Gorillas now take their road act to

New Brunswick to face number sixth

ranked Rutgers University, always an

exciting and formidable foe as evidenced by

last year's 14-13 thriller the Scarlet Knights

pulled out as they scored twice in the last

minute, and UMass 13-12 victory there a

year earlier.

"We usually have one-goal barn burners
with them. We have to go right at them.
There is a tendency when two good teams
play to slow down and play cautiously.

When we run and gun and go all out like we
did against Cornell, we play well. We fell

behind, but played well enough to come
back and keep it going," said Garber.

"Their strength of scoring in close is going

to play against our strength of defense.

Gerry Moreau will start in goal once again.

If we come out of it with a win. we're

looking pretty good. Every game is tough,

but that's what really makes it fun, ' added

a smiling Garber.

Crucial games
upcoming for

baseball
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

A quirk glance at the University of Massachusetts

baseball team's schedule indicates that there are 29 games

left. Therefore it might be difficult for the average Joe

Smoe UMass college student to believe that this weekend's

games vs. Bosttm College (today. 3:00 p.m.) and St.

Joseph's (Saturday doubleheader 1:00. Sunday 1:00) in

Amherst are important. Rut. believe me. they are.

Really.

UMass enters the wi-ekend frolics sporting a 5 13 record

and a team .309 batting average, llnfortunately the op

position has a .364 average and the pitching staff is the not

so proud owner of a 10.21 earned run average. Sophomorr

Andy Clark, the scheduled starting pitcher for today's

game, has an 1 record, and in four and two thirds

innings pitched has allowed 13 nits. 19 runs. (12 earned)

and 12 walks. It adds up to a 23.23 ERA.

After luing swept m three games in Philadelphia by

Temple last weekend and being shutout at UConn on

Tuesday, the Minutemen finally won for the first time

since March 23,Wednesday when they beat Holy Cross 6 3

at Lorden Field.

"We needed a victory, especially playing on our home

field." said UMass coach Dick Bergquist. "We needed the

game for the guys to believe in themselves again,

especially after Temple and UConn."

In the UConn game, the Minutemen managed to get

runners on base in every inning except one, but suffered

from a lack of clutch hitting. Tony Presnal. pitching on two

days rest, did a more than adequate job in hurling the first

seven innings. Presnal is scheduled to start the opening

game in Saturday's doubleheader. Jim Knopf, 1 with a

5.65 ERA. will get the call in the nightcap.

Now 3 in the Atlantic 10. UMass is backed into a must-

win two-of three situation against St. Joseph. Anything

less and they could be out of the race to qualify for the

Atlantic 10 championships in May. On a historical note,

this series represents the first meeting ever on the

baseball diamond between UM and the Hawks.

A quick stat look: Second baseman Jack Bloise still leads

the team in hitting with a 414 average, despite going 0-

for-4 against the Crusaders on Wednesday. Bloise also

leads with nine stolen bases. ..Dan Clifford, who has

replaced Steve Messina in center field, raised his average

to .400 by collecting three hits on Wednesday...The lowest

ERA for any pitcher who has thrown more than two in

nings is 5.18. held by Presnal...UMass pitchers have

allowed 199 hits and 188 runs in 121.2 innings...UMass

batters have struck out 100 times, as compared to the

opponents 52 times...The Minutemen travel to Harvard on

Tuesday.
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Lynn Sfocklei/ and the

Minutewornen sojlball

team travel to New
Jersey tomorrow to

meet Rutgers at noon
and Miami of Ohio at 2
p.m. Yesfrrday's
doubleheader with
Rhode Island wa.'i wash-
ed away by the .steady

rain. UMass Ls 10-5.

Collrinan Phnto by Krian lioyiM

Softball faces Rutgers Saturday
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

There is The Day After

the URI washout for the

University of

Massachusetts softball

team.
Yesterday's rainstorm

cancelled the Rhode
Island-UMass match-up

and the doubleheader has

been rescheduled for April

27 at NOPE.
For it was just another

day in the Cage as the

team prepared for another

Atlantic 10 match up

against Rutgers tomorrow

at noon in New Jersey.

UMass will also face Miami

of Ohio at 2 p.m.

The Rutgers game is as

important as yesterday's

URI game in the fact that

UMass has to beat out

Rutgers or URI for an

Atlantic 10 tournament
berth.

The Minutewomen and

the Scarlet Knights have

met once already this

season as UMass took a

hard fought 4 1 victory

down in South Carolina.

Last year, the two split

their two games.

Taking a look at the

statistics, pitcher Lynn
Stockley has a very
deceiving record. The
young sophomore has

posted a 5-4 record while

postmg a

After 15

has 38 strikeouts

low 0.63 ERA.
games. Stockley

Shortstop Allyson Rioux
has welded the team's hot

bat with a .341 average
and leads the team with 10

RBI. Catcher Beth Talbott
is batting .333.

UMass' (10-5 overall, 1-0

in the conference) next

home game is against Holy
Cross.

Gazelles hope to have home opener
The University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

can't seem to get a break from the weather. First, their

season opener on March 31 against Boston University

was snowed out and now last night's game at Nor-

theastern was postponed due to the rain in Boston.

Now, hopefully, if the weather cooperates, the Gazelles

will play their first game of the season Saturday against

Now Hampshire at 1 p.m. at NOPE.
If the weather is bad Saturday, the teams will try to

play the game on Sunday at 1 p.m. UMass co captain

Carol ProguLske said yesterday.

ine .Nev\ Hampshire game will be of three home games

the (TH/eiie.s j.irtv Liiis trisc" '^^^ ^' "*» pamp with BU

was cancelled because the schools can't reschedule the

game. The Northeastern game has been rescheduled for

April 23.

"To get a game in will be good." Progulske said. "UNH
will be one of our hardest games. We would have liked to

play before though. It's a big game for us."

J«Jew Hampshire, which is ranked first in New England,

defeated BU in their season opener 12-9. That was the

only time they have been outside all season. Progulske

said, and that could by to UMass benefit she said.

UMass. who went to the Final Four last spring, is

ranked second in New England.

-GERRY deSIMAS

Funding
SPRINGKi Mass.

(AP) Th' it., of

Massachu.^s pay

Springfield SRi/nH) . use

the Civic C<nl» r '
; len's

and wome' > ibaU

games next while

its campus court is

Curry
renovated.

The university will pay

the city $2,500 for each

date during the 1984 85

season, said Frank
Mclnerney, the univer

sity's athletic director.

The men's team will play

all of its 12 home games
there and the women will

play four games there on

the same dates as some
men's games. The women
will play their other home
games at Amherst College,

about a mile from their

campus. Springfield is

about 20 miles from
Amherst. The university

now spends about $1,000

each time it uses the Curry

Hicks Cage on campus for

games, said Aloysius Rufe,

a business manager in the

athletic department.

The university plans to

spend $2.3 million to place

a new floor, stands and

other fixtures in the 50-

year-old cage, a brick

structure with wooden

bleachers. a wooden
jogging track and a

wooden basketball floor

over a dirt surface.

The renovations will not

make the cage any larger.

It seats 4,024 people.
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FREEZING FANS—Undaunted by yesterdays cold weather these lone UMass baseball fans huddle together

to stay warm. UMass came from behind in the last inning to win 8-7 (see story page 12).

Profiles given for Tuesday elections
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Amherst residents will cast their votes

for a number of town officials, 91 town

meeting members and two selectboard

members in tomorrow's town elections.

Polls open at noon and close at 8 p.m. at

normal precinct locations.

In the only contested race, incumbent

Richard Minear, Amherst resident Charles

Ferguson and finance committee chair-

woman Joan Golowich are vying for the

two selectboard seats, one of which is being

vacated by Board Chairwoman Edith

Wilkinson.

Here are the candidates' stands on the

issues:

Richard Minear
Incumbent Minear, a UMass professor, is

seeking his second three-year term on the

selectboard, has stressed continuity and

openness in town government during his

campaign. He said he wants to make sure

"everyone who wants to be heard (by the

board) gets a chance to be heard."

Minear, a resident of Amherst and a

Japanese history professor at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts since 1971, has served

as a Town Meeting and Planning Board

member. Since 1981 he has been the assis-

tant chairman of the board.

Town Officials will have to work with less

money now, since state and federal aid is

leveling off, Minear said. He said affir-

mative action is "always an issue" but the

tovm is "headed in the right direction."

He is attracted to the idea of Amherst as

a nuclear-free zone. People can decide

"what kind of community (they) want to

live in," he said.

Minear said the University has an enor-

mous impact on the town. "Nobody on

campus is totally removed from the town.

People living here arc fortunate to live in a

tolerant and open community. One way to

keep it that way is to become involved in

town politics," he said.

Charles Ferguson

Ferguson, an Amherst resident since

December and a former psychology pro- Golowich's primary concern. SUte aid had

fessor at Fitchburg State College, decreased slightly and the only fundmg the

describes himself as "the little boy who

doesn't see the emperor's new clothes.

You need to question authority."

Though Ferguson has never held a

political office, he ran for selectman in Lin-

coln, capturing 40 percent of the vote.

Ferguson is working full time on

Democratic presidential candidate Rev.

Jesse Jackson's campaign.

Ferguson said he is running to give

voters a choice. "Amherst is politically

naive. It's in it's infancy. (I'm trying) to

rescue the endangered species of

democracy," he said.

Low voter turnout in town elections con-

cerns Ferguson. Last 3,589 of Amherst's

13,889 registered voters cast their ballot.

This year there are 16,205 registered

voters. "We have this freedom and we're

letting it atrophy," Ferguson said.

Despite arguments that Ferguson is in-

experienced because he is new to Amherst,

he considers it "an asset, not a liability."

"On a five-member board, the only time

anyone's vote is significant is when it s a tie

breaker. It's better to have an objective

person who won't get caught up in any

polarization," he said

Joan Golowich
Golowich, looks at local government

from a budgetary angle and said it is impor-

tant for selectboard members to have

broad experience in Amherst politics.

"Amherst is a unique place. There are a

varied array of issues coming up and you

have to know where they're coming from.

You have to have a sense of history," she

said.

Golowich is well-versed in Amherst

government. Presently chair of the finance

committee, she is serving her second three-

year term. She has been a town meeting

member for more than a decade, has ex-

perience as an administrative assistant to

the town manager and as a budget officer.

The economic future of Amherst is

town has is through the property tax which

cannot be raised by more than 2'/i percent

a year, she said.

Golowich said some programs may have

to be cut. "It will be difficult but somebody

has to make those decisions. It's very dif-

ficult to manage in a period of declining

resources," she said.

"1 hope my experience can help to

foresee budgetary problems before we

have to react in a crisis situation,"

Golowich said.

The candidate said she is "amazed" that

the seIectlK)ard race is the only one which is

uncontested. Golowich said students

should be aware of ktcai government.

"Certainly they are citizens of the town

I've always looked at them as a resource,"

she said.

UM loses

^80,000
account
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Conference Services at the University of

Massachusetts has lost an $80,000 a year

account with United Technologies Corp.

following student protests over the group's

presence on campus last fall.

University Conference Services Director

Elizabeth A. Dale said she learned the

corporation would no longer hold its ad

vanced technical studies program at UMass

when she met with members of the Bar

t ford based form earlier this year.

"I think they felt uncomfortable on

campus, she said.

During a two week conference in the

Campus Center last October, students

rallied twice on the steps of the Student

Union and the Campus Center and at

tempted to meet with UTC officials to

discuss the company's military related

work. The Undergraduate Student Senate

then passed two resolutio.id. one to deny

UTC further campus access and another to

demand full disclosure of University

contracts with the defense department.

UTC representative James L. Hubbard,

who signed the conference contracts said

the UMass protests were the first UTC
officials ever encountered, but were not

responsible for the company's decision to

not return to the campus.

"Our people enjoyed the conference and it

was not disrupted (by the protestors),"

Hubbard said, claiming a "better" facility

has simply been found as a conference site.

Hubbard said UMass was originally chosen

and had been "very conducive" for the

training program because of its facilities,

engineering school and cost. He declined to

say where the company will have its con-

ferences now.

Dale estimated the value of the UTC
account, which included three two-week

seminars in 1983, at $80,000 annually and

said efforts to reUin that revenue will be

generated by seeking other large accounts.

Conference Services, which books about

200 conferences a year, operates as a

University trust fund and drew about $1.8

million in revenue last year, she said.

Students count in elections
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

In an effort to increase student interest in

town government, Project Big Vote has

targeted Tuesday's Amherst town election

as a first step to show that students really

do care about politics.

Joel Weissman, director of the Student

Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA), said that students who

voted in the presidential primary here

March 13 "are most likely to vote" in the

town elections as well.

"We have a list of students and have sent

out letters and put up flyers. We've done

some calling and some door knocking,"

Weissman said.

Weissman said a recent survey on voting

trends "shows that students really care."

According to the survey conducted by

University's Project Pulse, of the 388

students polled:

9 81 percent felt that students should take

an active role in Amherst politics.

#75 percent felt that local officials care

about student views

• 90 percent felt that local politics were not

too complicated to understand.

•71 percent felt that they could have some

control over local government

The survey also said this large student

interest in politics should result in a large

UMass voter turnout in Tuesday's election.

Project Big Vote is a combined effort of

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPIRG). the Student Gover-

nment Association (SGA). and SCERA u
an "ongoing process to start a strong

educational component to make students

more aware of what the issues are,"

Weissman said.

The first step of Project Big Vote,

Weissman said, "is to have a large turnout

in Tuesday's town elections."

Inside: Tuition increases threaten to make educa-

tion less public P-5

Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop solicits for „,
. , . * • o

UMass book-buying market p.3 'Moonies - a sign of spring? .p.5

"Capitalism . . .has . . .grown into a huge

insatiable monster"
—Emma Goldman
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Competition a minimum in Oscar's
LOS ANGELES {AP)-Glamorous figures from the old

and new Hollywood gather Monday night for a less

elaborate, and perhaps shorter, broadcast of the 56th an-

nual Academy Awards, which are expected to prove a

runaway for "Terms of Endearment."
Unlike last year, when "Gandhi" and "E.T.: The Extra-

Terrestrial" seemed in a tight race, "Terms of Endear-

ment," a bittersweet study of a mother-daughter relation-

ship, has been widely predicted as the winner for best pic-

ture of 1983.

Also favored are the movie's director-writer James L.

Brooks, lead actress Shirley MacLaine and supporting ac-

tor Jack Nicholson.

Producer Jack Haley Jr. has planned a glittering show

which he hopes will be briefer than the marathon telecasts

of recent years.

"When the Oscar show runs longer than 'Gone with the

Wind' you're in trouble," said Haley. "Last year's broad-

cast went three hours and 33 minutes. We hope to keep it

at three hours Monday night.

"There will be no big opening number and no elaborate

production numbers. The nominated songs will fill the bill

for entertainment.

"We've tried to reduce the chitchat and the flat jokes.

We've designed the set so there won't be long entrances.

"Acceptance speeches are always a problem. But at the

Academy luncheon for nominees, I had more than half of

them in one room, and I asked them to keep their remarks

short."

Monday night's presenters range from such veteran

stars as Gary Grant, Ginger Rogers, Jackie Cooper and

Shirley Temple to current favorites Kevin Bacon

"Footloose," Daryl Hannah "Splash" and Mathew

Broderick "WarGames."
Haley promised more film clips this year, including some

from the classic comedies produced by Hal Roach, winner

of a special award. George "Spanky" McFarland, former-

ly of "Our Gang," will help salute his oldtime boss.

yj

You are cordially invited to attend

CAREER NIGHT
for

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS

Tuesday, April 10 at 8:00 P.M.

at

Campus Center, Room 163
Several Psych. Dept. alumni/ae will be on hand

to discuss graduate school and career opportunities for pyschology majors.

Sponsored by

UMass Placement Service

Alumni Office

Department of Psychology

For more information contact:

Psychology Advising Office

Tobin 403

545-0377

Wine and Cheese to follow
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Any cosmetic purchase

of $40 including Chirstian

Dior and Diane Von Furs-

teinburg products, we are

featuring a full make-over

by our new cosmetician

Belinda of Boston.

Appointment necessary
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UMASS SKI CLUB

$69. Week Ender

BENDER
Spring Skiing April 13-15

at SUGARBUSH VALLEY
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Fri the 13th Party Fri night

Bloody Mary party Sat morn

Free Beer 6- Wine Sat afternoon

Hot Tub Party Sat night

Mimosa Party Sun morn

Free Beer and Wine Sun afternoon

ALL FOR ONLY $69

for more info call 545-3437
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Amherst Bookshop offers alternative to Textbook Annex
By ERIKA KLEIDERMAN
Collegian Staff

While the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop recently began

soliciting University of Massachusetts professors for their

fall textbook orders by mail, the store's manager said the

marketing project is not an effort to take business away

from the UMass Textbook Annex.
"Obviously we are not in direct competition with the

annex. The annex serves its purpose and we could never

take the business away from them," said Jeffery Amherst

textbook manager Sara Leo. "We just want to be available

for UMass professors who want an alternative."

May replace

cable-t.v. sets

stolen in C.C.
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Three cable-television sets stolen from

the Campus Center last year may be

replaced soon, if the Campus Center Con-

course Improvement Panel approves re-

quests from the Union Video Center.

At present, two video monitors are

located in the Campus Center Concourse.

Five other outlets exist— two on the main

cable and three others that can be reached

by simple extensions, said Christopher

Hurley, of the Union Video Center.

Three monitors were stolen last year

from storage on the second floor of the

Campus Center, Hurley said.

"We would like to have the three

monitors replaced," cable systems coor-

dinator Mark Chesak said. Hurley said

UVC would like the systems permanently

mounted to reduce the chances of theft.

The monitors cost about $400 each, and the

stands $100, said John Turbish, former

chairman of the Concourse Improvement
panel.

The panel also proposed to replace a $100

tape deck that was stolen in February.

UVC members requested $1500 for

replacements at a panel meeting last week.

The panel also planned a student art show

and competition in the Campus Center

music room, across from the Blue Wall

April 30th through May 2nd.

Members of arts groups such as the Spec-

trum and DRUM will judge a competition

on paintings and $100 will be awarded to

the first place winner.

Panel members also discussed a painting

hanging in the Campus Center which was

termed "racist" in a letter to the Collegian

this semester.

"It's a piece of artwork and the painting

reflects the times," said Gray. "It was

done to reflect the diversity of UMass in

the sixties. Turbish said there is a need for

"an additional mural showing 1984, the

changed university."

The panel also "strongly recommended"

mounting outside the Hatch directing peo-

ple to the Collegian office, WMUA-FM
Radio studio, and the Index office, which

are located on the first floor of the Campus
Center. "This sign is necessary to the ex-

istence of these groups," said John Turbus.

He said the groups lose potential revenue

because many people do not know where

the offices are located.

D.C. will serve

Kosher meals
University of Massachusetts students who

with to observe Passover may sign up

through tomorrow for kosher meals to be

served in the dining commons.

Interested students should sign up for the

meals and two Passover seders, to be held

next Monday and Tuesday night in the

Kosher DiningCommons. at the Franklin

Dining Common.s meal ticket office between

9 a.m. and 4 pm.

The Bookshop is offering professors a 10 percent discount

on all trade book purchases and has also extended this offer

to UMass students, including a 10 percent discount on all

school supplies purchased at the store. The Jeffery

Bookshop, however, offers no discount on academic tex-

tbooks to either professors or students.

Leo said the shop's advantages are personalized service,

which students receive while trying to locate a book, the

close atmosphere of a bookstore as opposed to a large

factory outlet atmosphere, and the promise that book

orders will be processed immediately.

UMass Textbook Annex manager Russel Evans said he

is aware of the competition from the small downtown

('ollc|n>i> ptiolo bT David P IVulwr

BIATHALON?—Einar Gniner-Hegge, a UMass student,

bikes down North Pleasant street after a day on the golf

course.

Divorced women carry

extra responsibilities
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Correspondent

Divorced women face a significant

decline in income and an increase in

the responsibilities of single

parenting, according to University

of Massachusetts sociology

professor Naomi Gerstel.

"Many women face an enormous

decline in income whereas men do

not face this decline. A very small

proportion of men pay alimony or

child support, Gerstel said she is

writing a book titled, "Uncoupling:

A Study Of Women's And Men's

Exj)erience Of Separation And
Divorce.'

Gerstel said there are great

benefits for women who are given

custody of their children after a

divorce, but they are usually ac-

companied by "a number of

pressures which men do not have to

face on a daUy basis because they do

not live with the children.

"

"Many women with children found

it difficult to begin relationships

with new lovers," Gerstel said.

"Men on the other hand, don't face

these restraints because they are

not full-time parents."

Though many people believe

women have more meaningful

friendships than men, Gerstel said it

is difficult for some women to talk

freely about their experiences

without feeling uncomfortable.

"Women have a greater norm of

reciprocity. They have learned that

they should be listeners as well as

talkers. Since in a divorce ex-

perience they need to talk rather

than listen, they feel as though they

are burdening," she said.

Teresa Fuentes Wilson, a UMass
undergraduate enrolled in the

University Without Walls program,

is a divorced mother of two who

found life after divorce to be "very

difficult".

She said that once she came to

Amherst, she found other women
like herself in similar situations,

who were working, going to school

and taking care of children.

She said the decline in income she

experienced was a significant

problem.

"I didn't feel like I had any skills.

When I would apply for a job I felt I

had nothing to offer," she said.

"My husband had more skills than I

did for the job market and felt more

self assured," she added. "I know

many women who are not suf-

ficiently supported by their ex-

husbands", Wilson said, "but most

women don't want alimony, they

want to be self supportive."

Lori Hadlock, a 19-year-old

zoology major from Wellesley, has

seen her mother go through two

divorce experiences - "I think that

although my mother is a really

strong person, the whole thing was

probably harder on her, fmancially

and emotionally."

Noting her mother's well-

established career and active social

life, Hadlock said, "Women seem

less dependent on men as they used

to be, it's as though they want to

gain a sense of worth and identity

by themselves."

bookstores, but "I believe in free enterprise and we en-

courage competition." But Evans added that faculty

placing their orders with downtown stores should also

order from the annex "to be fair to students expecially

handicapped students."

The annex offers a 5 percent discount on all books and

also makes special orders for students and offers cash

refunds if students purchase the wrong book. Evans said

"no other downtown store does this....they only offer

credit refunds."

Evans said downtown bookstores have had no affect on

Annex business and business has increased, with this

year's gross earnings about TVz percent more than last

year's.

Physical Plant to

work with group

to beautify campus
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Campus Planning

Committee, which considers itself a "wateh dog commit-

tee," is developing closer ties with the Physical Plant to

improve the appearance of campus grounds.

Committee Chairman and art design professor Arnold

Frie<imann, said this is the first time in many years the

Physical Plant has become actively involved with the com-

mittee.

"We're not a decision-making body, we have no money

or power," Friedmann said. "Funding and approval

comes from the administration. We're just an advi.sory

committee and the Physical Plant is now willing to work

with us. What we can do is make recommendations."

"The committee is very concerned and we offer sugges-

tions, and consider ourselves a 'watchdog-committee,' and

serious efforts are being made." he said.

Friedmann said many of his collegues criticize the ap-

pearance of the campus unjustly but what they may not

realize "is that projects and improvements take a lot of

time and money."

A campus "master plan," developeu cy Sasacki Associa-

tion of Watertown about 15 years ago, for future develop-

ment and shape of the campus, is now "temporarily in lim-

bo." Friedmann said. The committee is urging the

Physical Plant to re-evaluate "what's proposed in the

master plan and see what may possibly be implemented,"

he said.

"We have landscape architects and botanists looking in-

to ways for possible improvements. The disaster areas are

between the Tower Library, the Student Union

Building,and the Campus Center Garage. The garage is a

part of the Campus Landscape Improvement Program

(CLIP) which is not funded at present, Friedmann said.

The CLIP program is also something the committee

wants the Physical Plant to look into.

Friedman said these critical areas are in need of millions

of dollars for improvement. The committee is also very

optimistic because Roger Cherewatti, Director of the

Physical Plant, is aware of the problem and is working on

it" he said.

Friedmann said a proposal for a bus turn about on

Massachusetts Avenue was originally defeated, but pass-

ed after fiulher review by the committee and will be im-

plemented this year.

In order to make plans for improvements, the commit-

tee "assures all studies have been done about landscape

and safety and to be sure these projects are beneficial to

all," Friedmann said.

^ Women's Forumjk
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The Third World Women's Program of

Everywoman's Center will be presenting a workshop of

"Budgeting: Basic Concepts for Third World Ad-

ministrators," to be held April 11 from 7-10 p.m. in the

Campus Center room 805-809. For more information

call 545-0883.

Monday—The Women's Issues Team will meet at

4:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 165.

Tuesday-Hattie Gosset and Kate Rushin, two con-

temporary black poets, will read their poetry at 8 p.m.

in the West Lecture Hall in Franklin Patterson Hall at

Hampshire College.

Feminist and author Jane Gallop will discuss

"Reading the Phallus" at 8 p.m. in the Merrill Masters

House at Hampshire College.

Wednesday—Cora Kaplan will discuss "Beyond

"Wild Nights: Pleasure/Sexuality/Feminism"," from

noon to 1 p.m. in the Merrill Masters House at Hamp-
shire College.

The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom will meet at 4 p.m. in Campus Center room

902.

Karen Putman will speak on "ConceptMS ti Cmb-
munity: the Founding Ideas of Four Wmmb's C«I-

leges," as part of the Smith College Project• Wmboi
and Social Change, from 4:15 to 6 p.m. in Seeije 7 at

Smith College.
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Campus Center/Student Union

Board of Governors
is accepting applications for the following

coordinator positions:

Governors Program Council

University Store Retail Services

Food Services

Space Economic Development

Finance

Special Projects

Public Relations

Conference Services/Accomodations

Display

Building Operations

Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 1984

Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline: Monday, April 23, 1984

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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HEALTH and BEAUTY AID

SALE

FRSHION
COLOR

reg. 42 <0 No Nonsense
$1.39 reg. $2.49

located in clothing

Sensitive Lime

Gillette Foanrty

7 oz. $1.31 reg. $2.35

.^»^
.v^'*

I«r0«

••••ctton

of unadverticAd

specials also

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S
'^''j COUPONS
|on all Health and Beauty Aids Products

I offer valid through May 31, 1984

\

J.J. Baby Powdar
14 o?

•1.S3 reg $2 80

Viaina H oz.

•1.33 reg $1 99

Glllatta 6 pack
1.16 reg •2.22

^iqucMresifif
5 111 I immmmm

Aqua-Freah 4.6 oz •1.04 reg. •1.46

'"'COUPON"—
88* reg. $1.46

w/coupon
offer valid through April 30, 1984

reg or unscented

COUPON

$2.00
8 oz.

w/coupon reg. $2.60

offer valid through April 30, 1984

Monday, April 9. 1984, iCollegian 5

estaurant

99* PITCHERS
with the purchase of a Large Pizza

Be sure to check our
Dinner Specials *

55 University Dr. Amherst

549-5713

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL

Timeftout
Giant Bar Drinki

J $1.65

Two T.V.'s

16 oz. Draft

85'

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour Prices

4 PM to closing

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

GRADUATION NOTICE: i

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors Interested in being considered for the

student speakers at Commencement '84 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Sale

items are

also available

in the Mini Store

Open M-F 9-4 S 9-4 Located in CC

^UNIVERSITY

Trey Williams,

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 13, 1984
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Keeping our public education public

Hello students. I am writing another letter to

the Collegian and once again it is about tuition

policy. (I must be getting boring) But maybe

these figures will keep you from nodding off: a $167 in-

crease in tuition, a rise of 15 percent over last year. Those

figures are the ones the Board of Regents of Higher

Education have proposed for academic year 1984-85.

Funny how the Regents proposed increase is the highest

percent increase allowed by the new tuition policy. (A

policy, by the way, that has many, including myself, ques-

tioning whether maximum possible accessibility to public

higher education can he maintained.)

Gregory Madden
IXiring discussions, before the policy was adopted, the

Regents' staff not*d that the 15 percent figure was a ceil-

ing and not a floor, but lo and behold, in its first year of be-

ing in effect, UMass is hit with a 15 percent rise in tuition.

In view of this fact perhaps we should look at another ceil-

ing in the tuition policy. The policy states that the student

shall bear no more than 33 percent of the cost of their

education. The 33 percent figure applies to any students

within the Massachusetts public higher education system;

be they at a state university, a regional university, a state

college, or a community college. Problem is that no

students were bearing more then 29.7 percent of the cost

of their education before the policy went into effect. The

33 percent ceiling does seem to leave some space for shif-

ting more of the cost of education from the Com-

monwealth to the students

But we don't have to worry. The Board realizes the dif-

ficulty students and their families have paying for school,

what with rising fees and other costs, and they would not

try to shift a larger burden onto the students. Well,

maybe there is reason to worry if one looks at what hap-

pened in the first year of the new policy. One does not

have to be an Albert Einstein or a clairvoyant to envision

tuition increases until students' portion of the cost of

education reaches the ceiling of 33 percent. The public

higher education system is moving toward a situation

where the term public may soon be considered a

misnomer.

The time has come for us as consumers of the public

higher education system to take action and have a say in

how the system operates. HOW? The Public I'olky Com-

mittee of the SGA is sponsoring a lett*r Writing drive,

holding a rally on campus against the Regents' tuition pro-

posal and renting a bus for a rally against the proposal at

the State House. 1 ask you. yes. you the person reading

this column to participate and help keep public education

public. But maybe you're saying to youself. "What do I

care? I'm graduating" or "Nobody listens to us anyway."

Well you still have reasons to help. Many of those of you

graduating have younger brothers or sisters who are plan-

ning to or are attending a public higher education institu-

tion. If not then you must have friends who are not

graduating and who will be affected. Yes there are

reasons for seniors to care. Will our actions do any g(x>d?

YES! Sources at the State House have let meml)ers of the

Public Policy Committee know that we can fight this pro-

posal. Members of the UMass Board of Trustees have pro-

blems with the proposal as does President Knapj). We
have powerful allies, let's not waste the opportunity we

have been given. Sign a letter to your state senator or

representative at the Public Policy table outside the

Hatch. (If you sent one to your representative you can still

send one to your senator.) Go to the rally outside the SUB

on Wednesday at noon. Sign up at the Public Policy table

for the free bus to Boston on Thursday and rally outside

the State House.

Gregory Madden is a member of the Public Policy Commit-

tee of the SGA.

Letters ^

Gays do contribute to society

To the Editor.

There have been many anti-gay letters in the Collegian

regarding Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week. One even

goes so far as to equate homosexuality with incest and

bestiality. This is not only preposterous, but deeply offen-

sive. Such people accuse gays of "flaunting their sexuali-

W." Rather, they themselves should be reproached for

flaunting their inhumanity.

People who do not recongnize the gay lifestyle as full,

rich, and acceptable are simply not looking closely enough,

or with proper elasticity of the mind.

Gays lead healthy, normal lives and, like the members of

any minority group, contribute to the overall diversity and

richness of life.

Paul Barrows
Sunderland

Silent majority responds

To the Editor,

"We are writing in response to . .
." How many times

lately have we seen letters to the editor in the Colkgian

that start with this line? Well, we are 'writing in response

to' these people, because, quite frankly, we're tired of

listening to them.

'We' are the non-gay, non-raping, non-woman hating de-

cent males who we feel comprise the vast majority of men

on this campus. And we are sick to death of the radical

feminists who seem to have a monopoly on 'letters to the

editor' in the Collegian and other daily papers, preaching

the man-haters gospel and warning the 'sisters' to beware

of the raping monsters, who, it would seem, comprise

about 98 percent of the non-gay male population, m their

humble opinion.
, »u fkjc

We've had it with being told by these people that this

movie or that movie degrades women, and that if we

watch it, we will most likely go out and beat and rape

somebody. I think we can decide for ourselves what

movies we want to see, thank you.

Spring is here,

so are Moonies
Spring is finally here. There is plenty of fresh

air, the birds have returned and "Moonies" are

starting to infiltrate the UMass campus, as well as

campuses all over the country. "Moonies" are members

of Reverend Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church.

Since members of this church are becoming more

prevalent, it might be a good idea for students to become

better informed about his controversial religion.

We're also very tired of you using the much over-

publicized New Bedford incident as a excuse to fill

newspapers with slanderous diatribe against men in

general. You aren't the only ones who have feelings. So

quit acting like you people can do no wrong and have cor-

nered the market on decency.
Dave Johnson

Rick Goldsborough
Jonathan Roskill

The high cost of hitchhiking

To the Editor,
, . , ^ ,

In this column on April 5, Brooke States obviously feels

it is the drivers obligation or responsibility to pick up

every poor legitimate hitchhiker thumbing down the road.

I think he should come out of his self-centered, narrow-

minded little worid and look at it from the drivers side as

well

As a driver, I incur many of the expenses that everyone

faces in owning a car. These costs extend far past the

price it takes to fill the tank with gas or add a quart of oil.

Insurance, excise and sales taxes, as well as annua repair

expenditures are all part of it. So why, I ask, should I pay

to keep my car on the road so Mr. States can leave his at

home and leach off me?

Another important fact Mr. States forgot to mention

was the liability a driver accepts when he/she picks up a

passenger If I were to get into an accident and he was in-

jured or killed, what's to stop him or his family from sue-

ing me for all I've got? The reasons behind not picking up

a hitchhiker extend far beyond the mere intimidation they

may impose. Just pulling over to pick one up puts you in

danger of being struck by an unobserving tailgater and on

most highways it's against the law.

I saw Mr. States hitchhiking to Boston the other morn-

ing I was sorry I could not pick him up. but I was driving

the bus so I could afford to run my car. Perhaps Mr

States should break away from his pool game and get a job

so he can drive himself around.
Steven Cumming

Amherst

Lorena Nozzolillo

It is estimated that the Unification Church has at least

50,000 members nationally and approximately two million

world wide. Moon, a middle aged, balding Korean, started

his religion in Korea in 1954. It has now spread to 120

countries and has an estimated annual income of $60

million in the U.S. alone. Moon himself lives on a $625,000

estate in Irvington. New York.

The main document the church uses is a 536 page book

called The Divine Principle. l\\e basic theory discussed in

this book states that God's plan to save mankind faUed

when Jesus was crucified. Therefore, according to Moon

theology, the human race is badly in need of a new

messiah. Moon had not claimed to be the Messiah but, he

has stated that the Messiah was born in Korea between

1917 and 1930. Moon was born in Korea in 1920 (You don't

need a grade point average of 3.8 to figure that one out).

When Moon first brought his church to America in the

early 70's, its source of income was the profits brought in

by meml:>ers selling flowers, candles and other items on

street corners. The church is now a multi-million dollar

operation. It owns the New Yorker Hotel in downtown

New York and they also own projH^rty in California.

Alabama, and even Massachusetts.

Specifically speaking. Gloucester. Mass.. a prominent

fishing town, has become a favorite with the church in

recent years.

In the past 5 years since they have been in this town, they

have a great deal of real estate shopping. They purchased

The International Seafood Company, The Gloucester

Lobster Company, and Bob's Clam Shack. The church

aroused the most amount of controversy when they

brought The Cardinal Gushing Manor. The Manor was

originally owned by the Order of the Daughters of Mary of

the Immaculate Conception. The order refused to sell the

Manor to the Unification Church. They sold it to Myron

Brock, a business man from New Hampshire. Brock

almost immediately re sold the Manor to the Unification

Church.

Very few people in Gloucester are happy with the

Moonies being in Gloucester. Especially that city's mayor,

Leo Alper. At one point Alper asked in disgust: "Have

you ever heard of a religious guy owning one hundred fifty

corporations, and running them? Now what in the hell

kind of religion is that? You either pray to God or to the

(cash) register."

Well now, let's see what we are actually dealing with. We
have a man who indicates that he might be the Messiah,

yet he is the head of a multi million dollar network. That's

funny, I don't remember Jesus being an entrepreneur.

This is a man who claims to be a loving father, but sUted in

a 1974 Congressional report "...any person or any

organization that goes against our organization wiU

drastically come down and die." This is supposedly a man

who is pure in spirit and cares only about God and religion,

yet why was he involved with Tongsun Park and the

Korean scandal?

Rev. Moon is a powerful man with strong ties in both

government and big business. When people think of the

"Moonies" they just shake their heads and laugh. They

don't think of them as being anything more than religious

fanatics. However, that's the way people thought about

Jim Jones before Guyana. Hopefully, those people will

think again

Lorena Nozzolillo is a UMass student

Letters Policy

All letters must be si^ed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we re^et

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

to «!diting for clarity and length.
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MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 each

MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each

TDK SA 90 $2.25 each

fromWmilcyKorsakov to "J
Uttl« Walter v

noTMSfiiiiaxkitplaotpliis! ^
Main St Northampton ^

• CLASSICAL > R & B • SU-ISSO

Thinkyou're pregnant?

g
5
c
s

I
I
1

§

1

If you're a senior and have the promise of amm --eer<.rient^^^^^^^ do

you know how many good reasons there are for you to apply tor the

American Express " Card?

You guessed it.

Because when you get the American Express Card now, you can use

it for vacadon trawl, rfstaurants, hotels, and car rentals. As well as for

shopping for things like a new stereo or clothes.

And if you think you need the Card now, just wait until you re

working. (It's going to happen sooner than you think.) Then it will he

^'tS^WSStu need is a $10,(X)0 job.That s it. No stnt^s. No

gimmicks And this offer is even gcxxl for 12 mc.nths after you ^aduate

^
Because American Express wants to show that we not onlv K.lieve in

your future, hut we also helieve in you now.

Just call 800-528'8(XK) for a Special

Student Application or \oc^k for one at

your college bcx')kstore or on your

campus bulletin boards.

The American Express Card. Don't

leave schcx)l without it."

Yurika Foods
Retort Meals...

a fast, convenient, delicious

new way to cut calories.

no added preservatives

Ten delicious meals

under 300 calories.

Only five minutes

to prepare and no

messy pots or pans

lo cle.\n Stores on

your shelf for five

years Needs no
refrigeration. There's

never been a more convenient or delicious way

lo watch calories Sample some. soon.

^RA Enterprises An i...i.,-..<w...

PO. 1033 /%^
Northampton,Ma. '|S2S

01060 586-5299 or 562-6477

Use Predictor®

In-Home Pregnancy
Test. It's the same
as a hospital test.
You're on your own tor the first time and
life is a lot different now. If you thiink you
might be pregnant, you want to know for

sure. This is the time to use Predictor

In-Home Pregnancy Test. It's the exact

same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests

nationwide. So you know Predictor is

accurate.

Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period. It's

convenient and gives you results in just

one hour Think you're pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with

confidence, it's the test method used in

over 2,000 American hospitals.[--I

Arts
.v.vAr.V'V.:-f********

•>.•-•.•.•.•.•
• •.•»t**«*

1'

I

Well send you a $1 00 coupon on Predictor plus 50* coupons on Neet Hair Removef.*

Anacin3* Onstan* and Trendar* -a $3 value yours tree Just till in your name and

address and mail lo Predictor. PO Box SR-7e96, El Pa«o, !•«» 79975

eAl««.r»n t.l»«. Tr««t tW"«J !«r«i«i>r)«f-
Look for an applicarion on campus.

1^00 9® # O © ©
' Z. AMHERST BAGEL DELI

siy Now Open in fAGS

Q The valley's freshest bagel
^^

is now in Amherst

I SPRING SPECUL
*

15* a bagel $1.65 a dozen

Mon - Sun 8 am - 6 pm
253-9282

I SPECIAL $3.00 COUPON OFFER
I
I
I
I Name

J Address

I
City

I

PREDICTOR

CXIHKJiKiy P«i

.State. -Zip.

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy more accurately.

I
I
I

„|\-H<.>vfc EARLY™, ^ 5
Fregnaiicyiest

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
JL

A varied and light-hearted program will be of-

fered by the University of Massachusetts

Chamber Choir, conducted by E. Wayne Aber-

crombie, at its annual spring concert. The event

will take place on Wednesday, April 11, 8:00 p.m.

at the Grace Episcopal Church on Boltwood

Avenue in Amherst.
Presented by the University's Department of

Music and Dance, the concert is FREE of admis-

sion charge. For further information, call the

music office at 545-2227.

i S .^ ^^ _ ^ ^253-yz»z _^ ^ ^^ /^

Lan^u.H.no»»^mnmannum.^m..muo^im.mo,*HmHua
H.M«,..M...HM.ann.H.....aMmMMM.an.«««...a.mM««..ofi

^^ ^

I
S The Distinguished Visitors Pro-am

presents

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.

Historian and Former Presidential Advisor

1

I

OVER 8,000 STUDENTS HAVE CALLED US THISYEAR
WHY HAVEN'T YOU?

I

ACADEMIC RULES & PROCEDURES
1007 A<:«dr«i1c OUl«onetty Codr

lO^t fcccfts to »ogr Actdcoiic «e<ordi

1006 Adding and Oropptn^ Cowirt
lOi; AudKtnO Courtct

I0?0 Ch4n9l»»9 Tour rUJor

1009 Crrtlt L0«dt

lOlI 0««n'( LUt
1008 riTorlfvj Tour Cr»de Potnt A»er«9e

104? Crtde Cli4n9ei

lOJl Cr«du«l1on Re<)u1r««^rntt

1027 IfKorar'ttft

1032 P«n-f««l Option

lOJJ Repc«t OpHon
lOOS Wtw It X\y Acidf^U Oti"?

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS &ALTERNATIYES

?U)2 Aray «nd Air Force KOTC

1010 OCP (BIHfxjual CoHc^lite Pro<jr««)

ion eOIC (e«ch<»or't 0«gree -/IndU. Co«*cc««.)

10:4 ceteris (Co«»«. for CoH. Ed. of BUck
«nd other IMnorlty St«/<Jentt)

102) Credit Oy Eitmtratlon

1029 F1*e College Courtci

1041 fuU-Tlcv Second »*ctv«lor'» Degree fra^rk^

1050 Ifxjolry Progriw

1030 Intcrnthlpi

lOrS Minority Erxjlncerlng Progr**

1310 N«tlon«l Student EicK*nge Progr««i

1)15 H.t. ?cg1on*l Student Proorjm

1C3C Stockortdgc ScNool of Agriculture

1030 Study Abrt3*d

103S University Morviri Progr«m

1040 UnlvcrtUy Without VUllt

1045 UoncoS Studict Progri«

1037 Writing Progr«»

CONTINUING EDUCATION

ICOO Adwit Cirecr Trintltloni

1703 Alpha Ltnbdt SIgM
1600 Art! E«tent1on Service

lC-01 Bachelor* t Degree Pro9r*»i

1022 Contlnoliv) EduC«t1on •f»d CfU'»

1706 Energy Education Center

1602 Eitended Engineering Education

1704 Individual ited Study

1609 Iniurance 'rograw

1700 Liberal Artt Progra*

160« Part-Tline HOA Program

1006 Part-Tl«« Second Bachelor'* Degree

1705 Heal Eitate Certificate Program

LEGAL SERVICES

2492 Contwwer Auto Repair Right*

2486 OUorderly Conduct

24C4 Evlctloni

2422 L-^al Services Office

2493 Operating Under the Influence

2*M Search ard Selrure

2463 Security L'epotiti

2«90 Se«oal Karasiment

2485 Slqning and Breakln«j Leate*

j«82 S«>all Clalwt Court and Advisory Service

2<8l Warranties anc Cjnsumer Rlp-Pff»

$15. OFF ALL 10KI

Tuesday, April 10, 1984

S.U.B. 8:00 PM UMass |

FREE
sponsored by D.V.P.

$25 OFFAIT
I4KGOLD RINGS
April 9, 10, 11 - Mon, Tue, Wed

Vc V<Lir loslcns Ki.nasi.nljli\c kn ikUiis i>l luslcns \js\ Pjvnicnl I'bns

10*30 - 3 pm ./-K.TIN:<.l<THIfVH(L. i. M, ,H» m4()(>MI>lt(AMf.S

=

REGISTRATION & RECORDS

1302 Applying to the University

1307 Changing Tour Permanent and Local

Hall Ing Addrettcs

1303 Graduate Eees

1305 1.0. Cards

1306 If Tou Haven't Oecn Placed In Courses

You Pre-Rcqlttered For

1304 Paying Tour Se«ncster Bill and Lab Feet

1316 Pre-Req1ster1n<) for Courses

1700 Public Information and Privacy Kequcstt

1317 State Residency and Appeals Procets

1318 Stockbrldge Fees

2420 Transcripts

1320 Transferring to UKass

1321 Undergraduate Fees

1325 withdrawal From and »ead«1ss1on to

the University

COUNSELING

1430 Counseling a -»c3 Career Orvelop^nt Center

1410 Evcrywo<T>an's Center

1<09 Finding or Ci*nqlng Tour Acad««1c Advisor

2C91 Lesbian and :i«y Men's Counseling Collective

VETERANS' INFORMATION

2S02 Veterans' A. .Istance and Counseling

Services

2500 Veterans' Be «f1ts

CURRENT EVENTS

1530 Co«wrnceocnt Information

1509 Concert Information

1515 Daily Events

1504 Fine Artt Center Tickets

1532 Weather

PARKING & TRANSPORTATION

2200 Coinnercia! Cus >r,(ces

2201 Five College llusei

2215 If Towr Car lUt Been Towed

2205 Long-Ter» Parking

2206 Parking 'icket Appeals

2208 Short-Ter» Parting

2216 'J«a»» Transit Systr*

STUDENT SERVICES

240$ Check Cashing at the '.nivers'ty

26M CoHi«inl cation Skills Center

2421 Handicapped Student Affairs

1001 Information Data Bank and ''PS

2681 Lecture ftates

2695 Herman Center

2670 ftotary Services

2427 Place«vnt Services and Job Interviews

10)4 Professional and Graduate School Eiam-

2671 Sctual Karassoent Crisis Service

2465 Tcitbook Annex

t43S Tutors and Tutorials

2468 Iftatt Student Federal Credit Union

2425 UnlvcrtUy Ombudsatan

1607 Writing Centers and Wortshops

ATHLETIC FACILITIES

2477 Athletic Event*

2685 Body Sliop

245) Cyv Schedules
2678 Intraa«<rals at UKast

2459 Pjx)l Schedules

2471 RaQMtball and Squash Court Schedules

2464 Tennis Court Schedule*

2<7f Weight Rooa Schedules

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
2349 Collegian
2<50 Craft S^op

2700 Oy«le«lc Student Organl ration

2680 Hlllcl

2350 Mow to Bccoew a Recoonlicd Student
Organltatl^ (RSO)

2089 Office of Third World Affair*

2428 Outing Club

2C9C People'* Cay Alliance (PCA)

2355 Student Activities Office

1319 Student Covern«c«t Association (SCA)

2362 Union Program Council (UPC)

and more I

lOSTlNSISTHIOmCI/^

Univ. Store

$15.00 deposit 999

biformatnn

Data Bank IDB^® TIPS
Tap* ^hxmMior.

Phona Sdrvwa

aiSytiA;^^

545 -1555 Hours: M - F 830 AM. - 9 PM.

A Service of the Dean of Students Office Weekends: 10 AM. - 3 PM.
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JOAN 60L0WICH
for SELECTMAN

Member, Amherst Finance Committee,
since 1979. currently serving as Chairman

Town Meeting member
Administrative Intern, Administrative Assistant to

Tov»/n Manager, and Budget Officer 1975-1978

Citizen Interview Committee for Town Manager
Seorch, 1982

Member, Fort River School Building Committee

Member, lay subcommittee on housing
appointed by Planning Board

Amherst League of Women Voters, Treasurer

4 •.•Hyperburricula

Simik«t# Mitd ^€ dty Hwgr taJw pbw*.

I am committed to openness and fiscal responsibility in government.

We hove been able to maintain a stable tax levy in Amherst for several

years. I would like to continue **^is vhile realistically planning for the

future. Difficult decision', v^/ii' have to be made and I am v^/illing to

work hard and share the responsibility.

CAST ONE OF YOUR TWO VOTES FOR SELECTMAN
FOR JOAN GOLOWICH

VOTE TUESDAY, APRIL 10 - Noon to 8 p.m.

,~Q^^,fl,,,oel«c1JoanGoiowich Nofman New«H. Cnairman 160 GfQv St Amheril MA 01002

J

WMUA GENERAL STATION
MEETING-WMUA will be having a

general station meeting. Anyone in-

terested in music, news, sports, promo-

tions, women and Third World affairs is

welcome to come. 7:30 pm 168 Campus

Center

OUTING CLUB MEETING-Come see a

slideshow about the Outing Clubbers who
invaded the Everglades. See Outing Club

board for room location. See you there.

7:00 pm

SERVICE FRATERNITY PLEDGE
MEETING-Alpha Phi Omega, the cam-

pus service fraternity, invites all males to

join them for this introductory meeting.

Become a better person by helping others.

Be a leader. Be a friend. Be of service.

7:00 pm 304 Student Union Building

WHEELER ART OPENING-Diutne
Nature by Cindy (Corronato) Clarkin will

be opening in Wheeler and will run until

April 13. Gallery hours are Sun-Thurs 7-1

1

pm. All are welcome. 3-5pm Wheeler

Gallery

KOSHER FOR PASSOVER
MEALS—Sign up for kosher for Passover

mpals in the Franklin D.C. Meal Ticket Of-

fice by April 10. Sign up also necessary for

Passover seders on April 16 and 17 to be

held in the Kosher D.C.

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL
MEETING-Topic: The Arab-Israeli Con-

flict in Maps with slide presentation. 7:30

pm IXikes Room, Student Union Building

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING- Dukes

Room 6:00 pm Student Union Building

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
WORKSHOPS FOR STUDENTS PLAN-
NING TO STUDY ABROAD-Important

meeting for all students planning to study

abroad for the 84-85 academic year or for

Fall 1984 who expect to receive financial

aid. Herter Hall 6th floor lounge 3:30 -4:30

pm

REPUBLICAN CLUB GENERAL
MEETING-Hear Professor Tamas Azcel

speak on his experiences as press secretary

during the 1956 Hungarian revolt. Also

hear about upcoming elections. 7:30 pm
Campus Center 903

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING—
Join us to organize around pornography.

New members welcome! 4:30 pm Campus
Center 165

AIM HIGH

^

Want more
than a desk job?
Looking for an exciting and challeng-

ing career? Where each day is dif-

ferent? Many Air Force people have

such a career as pilots and

navigators. Maybe you can join them.

Find out if you qualify. See an Air

Force recruiter today.

Contact TECHNICAL SERGEANT ARTHUR COURTEMANCHE

/.yrn^j Federal Building, RM 108, 1550 Main St, Springfield, MA 01103

or call (413) 785-0352

PREPARE FOR

mcat*lsat*gmats
sat*aoda>gre^cpa

Enrolling Now For

GRE
6/9/84 Exam

GMAT
6/16/84 Exam

LSAT
6/18/84 Exam

Transfer to a Kaplan Center
near home after finals

1^

I

BOOK SALE
By The Pound!

OVER 15,000 TITLES
• all subjects • new and used

ONLY 35^

per pound
Special truckload shipment from midwest warehouse!

Textbook Annex '^'K~\

I

(

I

I

t^ .• ' Call Days Eves &
^9^ ^:-^wmifltMTi. Weekends

mm KflPMN 368 N. Pleasant St

H^r Educational Center AmherSt

f^^g 5495780
^^99Bik for information at>out other centers]

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SfNCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

I

Mon - Fri 9:00 - 4:00

Records

Wlk releaiOi are
here!

mtin-fri.y:^'^, j-tfAii^Q-^.

n\t^t^^ ' yr't' bv R« -':.-> Rr'»>*hed
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nMVfdie swnef
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\

•
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

... IT S (\ RAIN/ H^ Dt6REE.S

""'^

(Tal.poro.a ^— ^iM\

FRED BAKER BvT.A.h

DON'T Qvj vT Josr aFcci;.ie-^

Q^if^et^ tied. o;o»rmn?!^ ,—^-

DMLY CROSSWORD PUZZU
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Like a bireme
6 Chalcedony
10 Staunch
14 "The Mill on

the

15 Like Pegasus
16 Pad or port

17 Subject tor

Goethe or

Gounod
18 River to the

Laptev Sea
19 Bovine creatures

20 Lab vessel

21 Kind of stance
23 Spruce or pine

24 Dorothy, to

friends

25 Airport info

26 Dickens' Barnaby
28 Have done with

32 Describing a

Cabbage Patch

doll

34 Sails

36 Site for an
earring

37 Fountain treat

38 Emulated the

Cheshire cat

42 Helpmates
45 Salad ingredient

46 Pith helmet
47 Obsession
48 Chemical

ending

19M I (H Angftn Tinm StiHlkile

49 "One the

money.
"

52 Dangerous
procedure

57 Menio Park name
58 Sacred Buddhist

mountain

59 College in

North Carolina

60 Home follower

61 Hard or soft

62 Tibetan

"Snowman'
63 Seed covering

64 Notice

65 Those, in

Barcelona

66 One of Jacob's

sons

DOWN
Proposal

An aeroplane,

for example
Type of letter

or tournament
Her, in Milano

Timeabbr
Paid homage to

Guinness

8 Officers

commissioned in

the field

9 Certain recruit

10 Scat!

11 Prelude to

the sermon

4

5

6
7

12 Robert

13 Resolution

21 Magistrate of

old Venice

22 Conical kiln

24 Controversial

pesticide

27 Set on its

feet

29 Publish

30 Symptom of cold

31 Painting of a type

32 Math course

33 19th cen. French

illustrator Paul

35 Classroom assts.

39 Nickname for a

Spanish lass

40 Hex
41 Frames used in

making paper

42 Mississippi

name of fame

43 Ping s partner

44 Undo, poetically

50 Egg-shaped

51 Highway safety

checker

52 Carmen's Don
53 Iowa college town

54 Squawk
55 Artful

56 Whit and |Ots

companion
57 Thesweetsop
60 Depot,

for short

1 7 3 4 5

1
?1

6 7 8 9 10 11 17 13

14 15 16

17

P

Tt 19

?0

I
77

23

76

1

75 I
1
3533

78 ?9 30 31

3? 34

36 I I I 37

"38"^ 39 40 4'

56

47 43 44

I
50 511

4S 46

57

*r~

I IE 47 48

60

5? 53 54 55

1 1

'

58 59

61 6? 63

64 65 66

Staff meeting
Wednesday night in

newsroom 7 p.m.

D.C. Menu
Lunch

Swiss Turkey Sandwich
Squash Bake

Dinner
Roast Top Round of

Beef/Gravy

Fried Shrimp Din-

ner/Cocktail

Sauce, Tartar Sauce
Deviled Egg Cold Plate

Basics Lunch
Caponata with Pocket

Bread
Squash Pnke

Basics Dinner
Garbanzo Cheeze
Loaf/Mushroom

Sauce

Fried Shrimp Din-

ner/Cocktail Sauce,

Tartar Sauce
Devil*-i Egg Cold Plate

Weather

Today will be sunny and

breezy, highs 45 to 50.

Clear overnight, 25 to 30.

Tuesday will be sunny in the

50's.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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DOUBLE FEATURE
12.60 CINEMA

Monday and Tuesday

Heat and Dust 7:00

Man from Snowy River 9:15

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

Andrea S. — John C. — Josiane M. Photo by Dwayne Autery

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

See our large selection

of sale merchandise

In the Clothing Dept.

Locat'iCi tn iiie Campus Center

UJvrvERS/Ty
STORE*

Each time you see this^^^^^^

^een and yellow banner

in an Amherst store

go in and sign up.

* Over 25 Amherst Shops *

* Over 25 Prizes to Win*

Amherst
Welcomes
Spring
Free Prizes!

$50 Gift Certificates!

WTTT 1430 am

||lllllll||llllll|(|llllll||Jllllllj||IMMlllIIIU|l«ll#llll|||llllllt||lllllliH^^

Smith College John M. Greene Hall

Sunday, April 15, 1984 at 4:00 PM
All Beethoven Program

SUMMER JOB
C«p« Cod. Manh. » V.n«v»'d '"^

N«ntucket h«v« thouM-xH o' flood

laying |Ob« .v«iUiW« to itud«nw and

teachan th« wmmtt
»

A O.ractory liating '>•«• 1°** ^
wnplova. atao h«. houwog in«o and

|Ob api)lica«>on 'omi«

Fof an .mmodrtte coov of rhe 1»«

O-actorv. sand »3 00 Imcludw 1«t

ClaM Postage and handtmg) to

CAP€ COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU

BoK 59* Room 212

Barnstable MA 02630

"Archduke" Trio

''Triple Concerto"

with A Special Orchestra:

Adrian Semo, concertmaster

^ergiu Comissiona. conductor
A benefit concert for the ERNST WALLFISCH MEMORIAL FUND

MISS iPPtOVlOiiSPir.'iONSTriOii

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
(«h>lawai> biami

$3200
includas mounting
plus MA Siala Tai

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full S«rvic« Tir« Store

78 Siind«rl«nd Rd
ta •• No Amh«r»t ^^^ T

'

^

Acrott from Watroba* Store

M94704

Tickets: $14. and $11. (Students and Senior Citizens: $9. amd $7.)

BOX OFFICE OPEN
Monday - Friday 12-5

584-2700 ext. 366

ilUll>illllllll>llllllllHllllllUllllllllt||||llftlltUlittllllililHHiilill»ltli("lit# iitttfi(iiiii0^tuNiiiiiiiuiiniuiiiiiiiuiiii>nw

$60 REWARD
for information leading

to the recovery of

specimens of bobcat,

howler monkey, and

moose head taken from

Morrill Science Center.

Howler monkeys are en-

dangered species;

possessors subject to

fine of $5000 or more.

Anyone having informa-

tion on whereabouts of

these mammals should

contact Paul Lemeris,

Department of Zoology,

Morrill Science Center,

546-2287.

ifMen*s Lacrosse •

out of the game with the flu, and was
replaced by Glerry Byrne, who played an
outstanding game marking one of Rutgerg
top attackmen, according to Garber.
"The defense was excellent, (Tommy)

Aldrich played (Ken) Trabulsky and held

him to one goal. You can't ask for much
more than that. Their goalie John
Naslonski (who stopped 10 shots) played

very well and was a difference. Our
defensive midfielders, Mark Stratton, Ted

continut'd frinn page 12

Spencer and Kick Zoerner also played really

well," added Garber.

UMass will host Brown University, the
defending New England champs, on
Wednesday on Boyden Hill in the home
open«r, in what should be a big game.

"Our inter-squad scrimmages with them,
show that they are a lot like Rutgers, so we
will play the same type of game. People
who like lacrosse should come down and see
a good game," said Garber.

ALFRED HITCKCOCK

DIALI1I(VfoR murder-^^^ IM FULL COLOR

MONDAY APRIL 9th

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
S, 7, 9, and 11 shows

Admission $1.00

Bruins eliminated by Montreal
MONTREAL (AP) - It

was a brutally real regular

National Hockey season for

the Montreal Canadians,

but with a 5-0 victory on

Saturday night, they
eliminated Boston Bruins

from the playoffs with

perfection.

With rookie goalie Steve

Penney backstopping them
and their forwards and

defensemen checking the

Bruins to a virtual stan-

dstill, Montreal completed

a three-game upset sweep
of their best-of-five Adams

Division semifinal.

It also ended a three-

year string of first-round

playoff frustration for the

Canadians, who won a

postseason series for the

first time since 1980.

The Canadians had just

finished a 35-40-5 season,

29 points behind first-place

Boston, for their worst

record in 33 years.

They plummetted into the

playoffs, finishing with a

six-game losing streak to

face the Bruins, who had

surged by the Buffalo

Sabres into first place with

a season -ending seven-

game unbeaten string.

Boston Coach Gerry
Cheevers said he knew
Montreal would be tough

to beat but didn't bank on

them shutting down his

team, particularly snipers

Rick Middleton and Barry
Pederson, so effectively.

"I never dreamed we'd

play so badly tonight," he
said. "And the odds on one
player Tom Fergus scoring

both goals, all the goals for

your team in a series..."

ifSoftball
walks, and getting two strikeouts.

UMass couldn't get anything together

despite four hits.

Miami won the game in the bottom of the

seventh. Shelia Knowman singled and was
moved to second on the bunt sacrifice by

Laura Righer. Knowman stole second and

proceeded to score on a long fly ball to left

by Mimi Fly.

Janet Miller kept the game scoreless in

the third making a great diving catch with

conti7iued fnym page 12

two out, runners on first and third to keep
the game 0-0.

PLAYOFF PICTURE Rutgers pUyed
URI in a doubleheader and the results of

that will be interesting to see. UMass best
bet for a NCAA berth is to qualify for the
Atlantic 10 championships and they have to

beat out Rutgers or URI to do it. UMass
plays URI on April 27 and split the season
series 11 with Rutgers.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113* 8:45-3.45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

New JVC 40 watt receiver w/5 band
graphic equalizer $225. New 3 way Pioneer

speakers w/frequency equalizer and 12"

woofer $200. call Scott at 546-5451

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Ford van. Excellent engine. Runs great.

$800. Ross - 256-8728

81 BMW 3201 excellent condition 19700 mi

alloy wheels alpine stereo A/C call eves

253 3009

1974 Dart slant 6, dependable, many new
parts, asking 600$, 549 3798

CAPE COD

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth Large

house 6 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 V^ bath 700 per

p>erson per season 253-7436

One female roommate for summer ren-

tal near West Yarmouth call

546-5347/546-7629

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?

256 1393

FOR RENT

Two bedroom apartment in

Southwood furnished, available June 1st

with fall option 427 utilities included call

Benjamin 256-6081

2 bedroom apt Brittany Manor summer

sublet w/fall option 256-6205

2 bedroom apt in duplex house available

June 1 665-7148
.

One bedroom available in Brandywine

Apt call Jill 665-2469

4 bedroom apt 2 bthrms nice location Rt 9

Amherst summer sublet w/fall option call

for details Bob, Gareth, Alex 253-5798

FOR SALE

Computer Terminals for sale DEC VT55

video terminals with hard copy output ex-

cellent condition $500 or best offer

549-6994

Elvis TicketsI Front row seats best offer.

Call now 256^)924

Camera Canon F1 w/35mm wide ^ngle

lens must sell best offer Tom 546-6147

HELP WANTED

NEED CASH? Earn $500+ each school

year, 2-4 (flexible) hours p>er week placing

and filling posters on campus. Serious
workers only. We give recommendations
-call now for summer and next fall.

1 -800-243-6679

Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers
needed at the Amherst Jewish Community,
for fall 1984. Also needed music teacher Et

bar mitzvah tutors. Call 549-0223

The UMass Yearbook is now accepting

applications for all positions for the 1964-85

staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the

Collegian)

OVERSEAS JOBS. . .Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-MA1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Simple Harmonica Lessons for 7 yr. old

in exchange for professional typing

253 7553

Part-time laborer needed in Hatfield

some mornings, some afternoons 247-5801

Cruiseships Hiring $16-30,0001 Carribean,

Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Directory,

Newsletter. 1 (916) 944-4444 X
MassachusettsCruise

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may
be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepara

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap-

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST

Lost glasses, bifocals possibly Machmer
Thompson area call Peter 665-3668

Lost gold ring/red stone please return

reward call Jennifer 546-9793

MOTORCYCLES

81 Yamaha SX400 special exc. cond. 2800

miles just tuned $1000 Al 549-6934

FOUND

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

describe to claim.

PERSONALS

FREE TRIP TO HAWAII

Dance In the M.S. 24 Hour Dance

Marathon. Justin Ryan's April 13 & 1*- '«!

prize trip for two to Hawaii. Call 545-21 bO

for info

SENIORS - Call now for your

yeart}Ook portrait appointment

The sitting fee is $5.

This is your last chance to be in

the yearbook. Call 545-0648

Kathy I lovo you

John B from Pike It's six A.M. do you

know where your underwear is? Find iti

Reach out and tuck someone Sign up
for Tuck In Service Monday April 9 to

Wednesday April 11 Campus Center Con-
course .

Patti and Mike - Mappy Birthday sorry its

late but at least its in here even though
you're only 19 I'm sure you both enjoyed

yourselves this weekend

Marty W. Happy Birthday 7 more daysl

Get psyched 1 1 Love Anne

All we need is music - and any other help

you can contribute. Earth Week, April 25 -

May 1 , would be a more festive celebration

of our planet if more musicians could be ar-

ranged to perform. Suggestions,
volunteers, questions? Call Eric 546-6971

Is is true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the US Government? Get the facts todayl

Call (312) 742-1142 ext 5931-A

Attention Marketing h Accounting Majors

consulting pos. available. Earn exp>erience

and credits that count. Contact the

Economic Development Office 409 SUB
545-2167 applications due FridAY 4/13.

Stef Happy 20th your finally legal how do
you make a banana split? Love Imbi

We have the lowest airfares

to Europe and across America
For free color brochure, write to:

CAMPUS TRAVEL
Box 11387 St. Louis, MO 63105

.t^'Look, it's a Wendy-birdI "-irAnd she's

celebrating todayl Happy Birthday, roomie.*
* .may your Portuguese be fluent your li-

quor marked (Ah-ha!) and your fridge

forever full of cold pizza. Hey-read the

phone. .. •••••••*•**
TKRKI...Happy belated Binhdayl— Love Pete

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Cases. Papers.

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDERS WANTED
Riders wanted roundtrip to Washington
DC or North Carolina for the long weekend
April 12-16 call soon I Anytime 546-8066
Doug

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female roommate wanted to share large
bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes
utilities 586-3682

Female roommates needed to share
townhouse apt call Beth 549-3863

Townhouse one male wanted to share
master bedroom. Details call 549-6797

2 female roommates wanted to share
two bedroom apt in Presidential take over
lease in June call eves 549-4185

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to aet a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prk»s. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Type-Rite 253-51 1

1

TYPING-Fast. reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,
resumes, etc. 666-3414

START PLANNING NOW ~
Puffton summer sublet right near en-

trance on bus route Vi mi to campus 2
bedroom furnished comfortable June
August 1964 tel 549-4079

SUMMER 1964 • EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard tw
available. Please send inquiries to PO Box
2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02567

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom Townehouse apt sumer

sublet reasonable call soon for info

549-5631

For couple or single - 2 rooms in house

near center of town, on bus route - private

bath, entrance with kitchen and laundry

facilities 166 mo Chris or John 256-8249

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center fall option

549 7874

Puffton 3 bedroom apartment, summer
sublet, close to campus, $400-month fur-

nished, 549-4136

Summer - roomy Amherst house with yard

near town, on bus route call after 5 PM
256^1268

Two rooms in house. One minute to cam-

pus, five minutes to town walking.

Washer/dryer -t^ 200-«- electric. June 1
-

August 31 . Dan or Jackie 549-6041

USED STEREO EQUIPMENT

Onkyo Amp: Hitachi Tape Deck, great
cond. all $120.00 call Sandy 549-5686

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

House parents wanted. Off campus
sorority at UMass. Call 545-2092 or

2r;6-6868 betwen 2 and 5 for info

WANTED TO RENT

One or two bedroom apt in Puffton $50
reward Jennifer 546-8070

Wanted 2 or 3 bedroom apt in Puffton
will take over summer lease call Jim
546-4445

WIN A TRIP TO HAWAIII

Columbia tenspeeds, "Walkmans",
albums. Gift certificates, everyone wins.

Dance for those who can't. M.S. Dance
Marathon April 13 & 14 at Justin Ryans.
Register at Campus Concourse or call

546-2150

{»»«•••
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UM Baseball splits overweekend
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

One Strike. That's all

that separated the

University of

Massachusetts baseball

team from their third

devastating defeat in two

days at the hands of

Atlantic 10 rival St.

Joseph's yesterday at

Lorden Field.

Scene: Bottom of the

ninth inning. UMass
trailing 7 6. Two outs.

Runners on second and

third. St. Jof's pitcher

Sean Finnegan, a physical

carbon copy ol While Sox

hurler LaMarr Hoyt. is

looking to clinch a Hawk
three game sweep against

UMass batter Tom Fabian.

If one had witnessed the

previous days' happenings,

then the ending to Sun

day's game would have

been simple to predict.

This time, however, the

good guys pulled it out as

Tom Fabian slams the 2

run single that beat St.

Joe's Sunday.

Fabian drilled a single to

center field, delivering two

runs and a much needed

UMass win that prevented

the Minutemen from

dropping to 0-6 in the

Atlantic 10.

Saturday's doubleheader

can be described, in a

word, as wacky. Also

frustrating. For UMass
anyway, in particular

pitcher Tony Presnal. who.

in the bitter cold pitched

superbly, in the opening

game, striking out 10 and

walking nary a Hawk
batter. In five of the seven

innings St. Joe's went

down 12 3. Two pitches

cost him the victory. Up 1-

on a Bruce Kingman RBI

single in the second.

Presnal ran into trouble in

the third, hitting a batter

and allowing a single to

Dave Parks. Lead off Ed
Berryman then picked on a

Presnal fastball and

clanged it off the

scoreboard in left.

Rocketed it is more like it.

UM bounced back in the

bottom of the inning,

scoring two runs without a

hit. combining two walks,

two errors, and a fielders

choice. The Minutemen

inched ahead 4-3 in the

fifth, again without the

benefit of a hit. Andy
Connors walked, scam-

pered to second on an

arrant pickoff throw, went

to third on a flyout, and

scored on an error by third

ha«eman Tim Koch, who
botched a grounder by

Todd E'old

The second Presnal bad

pitch came in the sixth as

Collfipan pho(o h\ Diitid I' l>«uhcr

Tim Foster (10) is congratulated by his teammates as he scores the winning run in the UMass

8-7 win over St. Joseph's Sunday.

James Moran followed a

single by Chris Loschiavo

with a long homer to right.

In the second game, UM
snatched defeat from the

jaw i of victor)-. Ahead 4-0

entering the seventh with

Jim Knopf sailing along

with a two-hitter, all hell

broke loose as the

Mii.Jiemen c/i "juried

alive under an avalanche of

seven Hawk runs and six

hits. After loading the

bases on two walks and a

single. Knopt was replaced

by Matt Subocz, who
uncharacteristically made

like a firefighter in

"Farenheit 451" by

throwing kerosene on the

fire. Facing only four

batters, Subocz surren-

dered three singles and a

sacrifke fly before giving

way to John Martin, who
was promptly rocked for a

three run homer by

Moran.
UM gained the early

lead by scoring a single run

in the fourth (RBI single by

Steve Messina), a two in

the fifth (Riil double by

Angelo Salustri, who was

later walked home), and

another in the sixth

(Messias RBI single).

Yesterday's game was a

back-and-forth affair that

featured four lead changes.

With the contest tied 2-2.

UM Ullied single runs in

the fourth (RBI single by

Jack Bloise) and fifth (RBI

double by Todd Comeau).

St Joe'«! erupted for three

runs m the sixth, one

coming on yet another HR
hv Moran. to lake the le-"^

Sinj^ie . iin- '-y each team

in the next four at bats

gave the Hawks a 7 6 lead,

setting up Fabian's heroics

in the ninth.

On Friday. UM got the

weekend frolics off to a

positive note, coasting past

Boston College. 6-1. behind

the pitching of Andy Clark

and Steve Allard and the

hitting of Todd Ezold (two-

run single) and Jeff Cimini

(solo HR).

Women's lacrosse wins first of the season
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Victory number one for the University of

Massachusetts Womens' Lacrosse team

took all of fifty minutes of play in the young

campaign. Possessing the calmness and

coolness of seasoned veterans, the Gazelles

defeated the University of New Hampshire
n'hr, were ranked r.urr.hpr "re ''t New
England, to prevail in the gusty wmds of

Nope field with a 10 9 victory.

They kepi their heads and knew what to

do in the last few minutes." stated interim

Head Coach Polly Keener. Keener leads

the team while Head Coach Pam Hixon is

away coaching the United States Olympic

team.

The key figure in the waning minutes in

the home opener was the player behind the

mask and pads. UMass junior netminder

Debbie DeJesus played exceptionally well

turning away several point blank shots

from the pesky WUdcat attackers.

The first twenty-five minutes of this

contest were a totally different game than

the second twenty-five minute stanza. At

the six minute mark. UNH hopped out to a

quick 10 lead on a goal by freshman Karen

Geromini. Geromini tallied once again in

less than a minute putting the Gazelles in a

small hole. At 17:05. Susan Kosloski broke

the goal line plane for UMass and the lead

was cut to one.

The Wildcats rebounded with two more

goals as the lead stretched to 4-1. The

Wildcats were picking apart the UMass

zone defense. In the final ten minutes of the

half. UMass began to emerge from their

rut. Two unassisted goals from Linda

Haytayan and Mary Scott, coupled with

Pam Moryl's two Ullies. deadlocked the

score at fives as the half ended.

With less than one minute gone in half

number two, UNH forward Amy Walsh had

two golden opportunities but was shut

down by DeJesus. Suddenly the Gazelles

started perfornung like a well oiled

machine. UMass was playing somewhat of

a new found' defense and offense. On the

defensive side, they played a tough zone

but also pressured the ball, causing

inopportune passes from the Wildcats.

Offensively. UMass played a controlled

game in the second half, and at 23:2?.

Haytayan gave UMass the lead they would

never relinquish.

UMass has a week to work out the kinks in

their game, until they head to Harvard next

weekend for two games. The Gazelles face

Harvard on Saturday and Northwestern on

Sunday afternoon, and on Tuesday, they'll

be back at NOPE tu i^ce boston College.

Gorillas fall to Rutgers
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

Although the score was not indicate of

their play, the University of Massachusetts

men's lacrosse team did drop their first

game of the season. Saturday, to sixth

ranked Rutgers University, 8-4 in New
Bnmswick. New Jersey.

"It was a great game with two good teams

going at it. The kids played a good, hard,

tough game. Their effort was a super - 100

percent, but their execution was only about

60 percent," said Coach Dick Garber.

Rutgers jumped out ahead early, building

a 3-0 lead by the 5:53 mark of the first

quarter. Greg Fisk came back 25 seconds

later to score off of a Bubba Sandford pass

to make it 3 1. Perry Scale scored an

unassisted goal to cut the lead to 3 2 at the

8:01 mark to end the scoring for the

quarter. Unfortunately, for The Gorillas,

that would be as close as they would come

toThe Scarlet Knights.

At that point of the game, it was still up

for grabs. But it was Rutgers that

capatilized on their scoring chances. They

came out strong in the second quarter and

scored three goals (two within nine

seconds) to pull out to a comfortable 6-2

margin, before Sandford scored the first of

his two goals on the afternoon to close the

score to 6-3 at halftime

.

Rutgers scored the only goal of the third

quarter to make it 7-3. Sandford once again

responded with a goal, as he was set up by

Mike Fiorini for the second straight time to

close the score to 7-4 with 10:30 remaining

in the game.
But, Rutgers scored one more time to

make it 8-4, and UMass frustration was

shown as a good opportunity at an empty

net sailed over the top of the net and off the

field.

Gerry Moreau once again started in goal

for the Gorillas and played well making 13

saves. He was replaced by Benny Strokes

for the hi four and a half minutes of the

game. Defender Barry Cain had to be taken

cnntinved on rni/ie 11

Softball hitting is weak
UMass drops two close ones
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It has long been said that great pitching

can carry a team. But even a team that

features super pitching needs hitting. Ask
the Baltimore Orioles or the University of

Massachusetts softball team.

The Minutewomen lost two close games
on Saturday to drop their record to 10-7.

They lost to Atlantic 10 rival Rutgers 2-1

and to Miami of Ohio 1-0 in the bottom of

the seventh in New Brunswick, New
Jersey.

In the Rutgers game, UMass gave up six

hits while only gathering in three. Against

Miami, UMass outhit the Ohioans 4-3.

"I was pleased with everything except our

hitting," Head Coach Elaine Sortino said.

"We have to get more than a run for our
pitchers."

Both games were ones that keep you on
the edge of your seat said Sortino, and were
played in very edd weather with wind

gusts roaring all over the field.

In the first game, UMass fell behind to

Rutgers 1-0 in the fourth after a double, a

wild pitch, a walk and a single.

UMass evened up the score in the fourth

as centerfielder Tina Coffin led off with a

single that was misplayed and the senior

stretched it out into a double.

AUyson Rioux, who had three hits on the

day (two in the Rutgers game) singled up

the middle and the game was tied.

However in the fifth, Lynn Stockley (5-5)

with a full count on Pat Adoma, walked in

the winning run with the bases loaded.

Stockley had four walks and four

strikeouts.

UMass had a chance to tie it up in the

seventh after Rioux singled and Robin Read

got on base with a enw. But the two were

stranded there as the game ended.

Against M ami of Ohio. Cathy f \i tossed

a good game allowing three hits, three
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POUND BOUND — A University of Massachusetts Police officer ap-

prehends two canine culprits who were observed harassing a roller

skater yesterday near the campus pond.

Students on ballot today
By LARRY BOUCHIE
and DAVID LI^^^ON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will be

well represented today in the Amherst

town elections as several students will be

running for town meeting member posi-

tions, while other residents will be running

for nine town offices.

Voters go to the polls today between

noon and 8 p.m. to elect town meeting

members for all precincts, including two

that encompass University residential

areas.

Precinct three is composed mainly of the

Orchard Hill, Central, Northeast and

Sylvan residential areas. The Southwest

residential area makes up most of precinct

four.

UMass students are on the ballot for

precinct three and the Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA) president's office

is encouraging students to vote for five

other write-in candidates in that precinct.

Paul E. larrobino and Lori Rocchio, both

UMass students, are on the ballot for one

year terms in precinct three.

Students Paul Howling, John Kenney,

Courtland Cline, Steven Shuster and

Reuven Michael Carlyle are running as

write-ins.

In precinct four, Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group (MassPIRG) cam-

pus coordinator Richard McClintlock is

running for a one-year term and student

Geoffrey A. Feller is running for a two-

year position.

larrobino said that "rent control is the

most pressing issue," Rocchio said that by

becoming a town meeting member she

"can represent student interests and those

that are important to everyone."

"Those of us who are registered to vot«

in our town have a responsibility to see we
are represented in our community," said

SGA co-president Rick Patrick.

For the town offices the only contested

positions are on the Amherst Board of

Selectmen. Three candidates, incumbent

Richard Minear, current finance committee

chair Joan Golowich and Charles Ferguson

are running for two spots.

"The turnout will be low because there

aren't too many contests on the ballot,'

town clerk Estelle Matusko said.

Matusko said most of the 16,205

registered voters in Amherst are more con-

cerned with the state and national elections

than with the town elections. Last year on-

ly 26 percent of the electorate turned out.

Open town moderator, school committee,

library trustee and redevelopment authori-

ty positions are each being sought by only

one candidate.

"Students should vote and express their

concern about creating an open and

positive communication between
themselves and other Amherst residents,"

said Carlyle.

Amherst residents can vote in the follow-

ing locations:

Precinct 1 — North Congregational

Church; Precinct 2 — North Fire Station;

Precinct 3 — Lutheran Church; Precinct 4

& 5 — Bangs Community Center; Precinct

6 - Fort River School; Precinct 7 -
Crocker Farm School; Precinct 8 — Mun-
Ron Libra rv.

State regents' committee

backs $167 tuition hike
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Finance Committee of the state Board

of Regents of higher education endorsed a

proposal by a 4 1 vote yesterday to raise

tuition at the University of Massachusetts

by 15 percent.

Students will pay an additional $167 a year

to attend UMass should the new plan gain

the approval of the regents, who will vote

on the issue April 18.

UMass students on the Student Cover

nment Association's (SGA) Public Policy

Committee protested the proposed increase

at a 90 minute hearing yesterday in Boston,

saying they could not afford it.

"I know I speak for the others (on the

committee) when I say that an increase of

15 percent will make the university inac-

cessible to students in lower middle class

and lower class situations,' said SGA co

president Rick Patrick.

Students are being joined by UMass
President David C. Knapp in their op-

position to the hike. Both Knapp and the

students will present their opinions to the

legislature at the Statehouse on Thursday.

Members of the UMass Board of Trustees

have also voiced concern about the tuition

raise.

"The regents are interested in closing the

disparity between some of the segments of

the higher education system and bringing

into the state an estimated $14 million."

said Estelle Shanley, a spokeswoman for

Higher Education Chancellor John Duff.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' proposed budget

for 1984 85 includes about $15 million in

higher tuition.

Should the plan be approved, the Boston

and Amherst campuses of the University

will see tuition ri.se from the current $1,129

to $1,296. Tuition will cover 25.8 percent of

the cost of education, compared to the

current 22.4 percent students pay.

The increase would make UMass the only

major institution in the New England area

to raise tuition by double digit figures. The
university would remain the second

cheapest, next to the Universtiy of Con-

necticut, of the six New England state

universities.

The tuition plan limits increases to 15

percent a year. Thus a school such as

UMass. which is well under the 33 percent

ceiling, could face major increases next

year.

Proponents of the hike claim that in-

creased scholarship money and tuition will

help needy students in dealing with the

higher bills.

"That's not true." countered Patrick,

"The average tuition waiver here (at

UMass) is only $360. and that's not enough.

That scholarship money will effect only a

small percentage of students."

Fran Pheeney, chair of the Public Policy

Committee, "will lead the charge against

»hi<j plan." Patrick 5.iid.

"Fran, myself and Jim (Keller, who is also

CO president of the SGA) will be planning to

gel students up lo Boston on Thursday,

writing letters, and lobbying represen-

tatives." Patrick said. "Something has to

be done."

UMass honors program is

a 'college within a college'
BY VICKY A. SPAGNOLI
Collegian Staff

For the past several years honors

programs nation-wide have been trying to

increase and improve enrollment. The
Universisty of Massachusetts Honors

Program has done both and is now
"booming," according to its director.

The program has left the "Roman-toga

concept of honors." said Director Linda

Lockwood, describing previous years when
honors students consisted mostly of juniors

and seniors in the College of Arts and

Sciences.

"We don't want to be a clubhouse," she

said, "we want to be a cosmopolitan,

university -wide program...and an in-

tegrated four-year experience."

Since Lockwood began directing the

progfram two years ago, the number of

honors students lias increased to 400 from

200, and Lockwood expects a further in-

crease. It's growing, she said, "maybe too

fast."

The Honors Program has developed

special interest housing on the Orchard Hill

Residential Area. The fifth and sixth fkwrs

of Field-Grayson are designated as honors

housing and have a higher density of honors

students than any other dormitory at

UMass. Lockwood said.

The Honors program offers students a

"college within a college." Lockwood said,

noting that students are offered in-

dividualized » urriculuin counseling as well

as the comaraderie of a small group of

individuals.

Honors classes are limited to 20 students

each and range from regular classroom

courses to coUoquia, to independent

studies. These courses are open to all

university students.

The honors program incorporates

departmental honors courses as well as a

wide range taught voluntarily by professors

from various departments. "I am heartened

by the support (of faculty)," Lockwood said.

Career data on honors graduates.

however, is currently "dismally in-

complete." she said. "Recognition shouldn't

be the primary goal. I give the credentiality

the soft-sell, and I give the process of being

an honors student the hard-sell."

Lockwood begins recruitment for the

four-year program by sending nuUings to

eligible incoming students each year. To be

eligible, first-year students must have

minimum SAT scores of 1150 and rank in

the top 15 percent of their class.

Women and the Presidential electton p. 3

Questioning turn-styles P* 5
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"Y(Mr conscience is the measure of the honesty of your

selfishness. Listen to it carefully.
"

— Richard Bach
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l^ummo News will not print this week, but will
j

I have a special edition for next Tuesday.

I

i Correction
|

j
It was omitted from Friday's story on Stanford

j

' Professor Robert Hesse that his visit was spon-
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UMASS SKI CLUB
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Spring Skiing April 13-15

at SUGARBUSH VALLEY
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Transportation
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2 Nights Lodging

2 Days Lifts
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Eta Sigma Delta

of the HRTA Department
Proudly presents a

European
Wine Tasting
at The Lord Jeffrey Inn

Amherst, MA
Thursday, April 12, 1984

7:00 - 9:00 PM
sponsored by David Lamb of

Four Seasons Liquor Store

and
"Les Amis Du Vin"

All Students and Faculty Welcome
Tickets: $3.50 available at the door

Limited to FIRST 100 people

ID'S will be checked

Dress: Semi Formal
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Satellite repair crew

plans second attempt
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - Short on maneuver-

ing fuel but given a "hi^ probability of success,"

Challenger's orbiting repairmen will try again today to

tow the slowly turning Solar Max satellite into the shuttle

cargo bay to be fixed.

The shuttle would be in position to latch on to Solar Max

beginning at 8:11 a.m. EST and "it may be another half

orbit before we actually achieve capture," said flight

director John Cox. Challenger circles the Earth every 93

minutes at its height of nearly 300 miles.

Thanks to brains and computer technology, the satellite

- twisting and tumbling after rescue attempts failed Sun-

day — was making only one turn every 12 minutes in one

direction, with a slight wobble.

At that rate, said Cox, astronaut Terry Hart will have

four to five minutes on each turn to guide the shuttle arm

to a pin on the side of the satellite and lock it on.

Mystery cloud baffles

trans-Pacific jet crew
NEW YORK - A Japan Air Lines cargo plane, and

possibly another airliner, went through a "suspicious-

looking cloud" over the Pacific Ocean yesterday, an airline

spokesman said. He said the JAL plane was checked for

radioactivity at the pilot's request, but none was found.

Morris Simoncelli, a JAL spokesman in New York, said

the pilot of JAL Flight 36. from Tokyo to Los Angeles via

Anchorage, radioed ahead to Anchorage that the plane had

gone through the cloud one hour out of Tokyo.

"He thought maybe it was an atomic cloud or a nuclear

cloud, and asked to be checked out with the scanning

equipment they have at Elmendorf," the military base

outside Anchorage. Simoncelli said.

He said the plane would have landed at Elmendorf rather

than at the main Anchorage airport, but a KLM flight had

put down at Elmendorf for the same reason.

A call to KLM was referred to spokeswoman Margaret

Stickney, but she was at a meeting. A secretary said she

would return the call later.

The JAL plane "was scanned and checked and was not

radioactive," Simoncelli said. "The flight will continue."
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Police arrest

noisy partyers,

meter thief

over weekend
By BOB BURGESS
TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Five University of Massachusetts women
were arrested Saturday for disturbing the

peace while hosting a party in their Brit-

tany Manor apartment, Amherst police said

yesterday.

According to police, the women were

asked by a police officer to turn their stereo

down at about 2:30 a.m. The officer stayed

in the area for a short time, and "music and

noise" resumed. At about 3:07 a.m. the

officer returned to the apartment with the

shift commander and the arrests were

made.
University of Massachusetts police

reported that a reel to- reel tape recorder

valued at $1,500 and a combination tuner

and amplifier valued at $500 were stolen

from a room in Patterson dormitory bet

ween 2:05 a.m. and 2:10 a.m. Saturday.

In other UMass reports, the window of a

car parked behind the school of education

building was smashed and a camera, a

Walkman cassette player with headphones,

and cassette tapes were stolen. The in-

cident, which took place sometime

Saturday night, is still under investigation,

police said.

A 19 year old resident of John F. Kennedy

dormitory was arrested and charged with

stealing a parking meter and breaking it

with an ax in his room early Sunday

morning.

A 21 year-old UMass student was arrested

for driving while under the influence of

alcohol, failure to use care in turning and

driving without an inspection sticker after

he knocked down a granite light post at the

corner of Sunset Avenue and

Massachusetts Avenue police said. The

student, also a resident of Kennedy, was

arrested at 12:57 a.m. Friday.

Amherst police said that a 23 year old

Springfield man was arraigned yesterday in

district court following his arrest Sunday

for breaking and entering and larceny of

more than $100 at Hampshire College.

According to the police the man was caught

going into a dormitory room by college

police.

A 21-year-old UMass student was arrested.

Saturday at 1:15 a.m. for shoplifting at

Price Chopper supermarket on University

Drive, police said. Police reported that he

had stolen two steaks valued at $5 apiece.

An assault and battery was reported to

police Saturday by a UMass woman. Police

said she claimed she was grabbed from

behind near The Sub on East Pleasant

Street in Amherst and knocked to the

ground. She had a bruise on her right arm,

police said. The incident is under in-

vestigation.

Police said a 31 -year old Puffton Village

resident was arrested after reports of an

auto striking several parked cars on

Chestnut Street.

An officer making a routine check of the

area saw a vehicle at the intersection of

Belchertown Road and College Street which

fit the description of the one involved in the

accidents. Police arrested the man in

Colonial Village, charging him with driving

under the influence of alcohol and leaving

the scene of a property damage accident.

A larceny was reported Sunday night by a

Riverglade resident who said his car was

broken into. About $420 in property was

stolen, police said.
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TO BE YOUNG AGAIN - Rebecca (above) takes

smne time to rest after a busy day ofkiteflying. Lit-

tle Tiffany (below) waits for her mother to finish

shopping at Atkins Fruit Bowl.

Dealing with communication problems
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students who have speech

and hearing problems may not be aware that they have

such problems, said the director of the UMass Com-

munication Disorders Clinic.

G. Patrick Nerbonne, chairman of the Department of

Communication Disorders and director of the clinic, said

"that a University of this size has many students with

speech, language, and hearing problems.

"Because the University doesn't screen incoming

freshmen for any of these problems, students may not

know that they have disorders," Nerbonne said. We (the

clinic) should be seeing a lot more students than we are.

The free communication Disorders Clinic, which is

separate trom the department, recently received its third

five-year accreditation from the state, Nerbonne said.

The clinic opened in 1959 and the accreditation process

began about 12 years ago. The UMass clinic has been ac-

credited for the last 10 years.

"Getting accredited is a very rigorous process and the

standards are high," Nerbonne said. "Being accredited

says that the clinic meets these standards. It ensures at

least a minimum quality of service to the client."

Nerbonne said the clinic serves a "broad spectrum" of

people from very young children to the elderiy, including

students from UMass and all of Western New England.

Supervised graduate students and professionals, cer-

tified staff and faculty work in the clinic, Nerbonne said.

To become certified one must have a minimum of a

Masters degree, take a written test, and spend some time

working in the clinic.

Smith professors:

Reagan's policies

harmful to women
ByREBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON- The Reagan Administration's

economic, social and judicial policies have hurt lower class

women the most according to Smith College professors

speaking at a teach-in on women's issues last night.

' Phillip Green, a government professor and Michael

Cotter, an economics professor said women's

issues could be divided into issues that affect women
because they are disproportionately represented in the

ranks of the poor, and issues that concern women as a

group separate from men.

'Reagan administration policies have benefited

economically, women who make over $50,000 per year,

about 6 to 7 percent of the women in the United States,"

said Green.

The social realities of divorced and deserted women
whose husbands fail to make child support payments are

ignored. Green said.

"Reagan is not a tightwad," Green said, "he has taken

money away from programs which primarily help women,

like aid to families with dependent children, welfare and

foodstamps."

The money has been redirected to the military, which is

capital intensive rather than labor intensive and almost

exclusively employs men. Cotter said.

On the judicial level, the Reagan administration is trying

to overturn the decision of the Washington State Supreme

Court which ordered that the sUte government

retroactively pay money owed to women employees under

comparable worth standards. Green said.

"If comparable worth were taken seriously, " Cotter said,

"we would have a minor social revolution."

Cotter said comparable worth would help to change the

patriarchal system that oppresses women by paying them

"abysmally low wages " for jobs which require a lot of

education and dedication.

"If it were illegal to exploit women, then you would find

that there would be plenty of productive things to do,"

Cotter said.

Reagan favors laissez faire open market economics

because it justifies "the hold of the wealthy and powerful

over the bases of their wealth and power," Cotter said.

Reproductive rights are under great danger, especially if

President Reagan is re elected, both agreed. If re elected,

Reagan could appoint enough right to life Supreme Court

judges to overturn Roe v. Wade and once again criminalize

.ibortion.

"When I was in college a great deal of money and time

was spent and illness caused, in obtaining illegal abor

lions," Green said.

The teach in was the first in a series sponsored by the

Smith College Student Goverment Association a.s part of

"Issues "84" week. The series continues tomorrow with a

teach in on education at 4:15 and one on the arms race on

Wednesday, also at Smith.

Author Schlesinger

to speak in SUB
Pulitzer Prize winning author Arthur M. Schlesinger will

speak on "The State of American Politics to Come" at 8:00

p.m. tonight in the Student Union Ballroom.

Schlesinger is a well known historian of the Kennedy

family. His book "A Thousand Days" won the Pulitzer for

his account of the John F. Kennedy presidency and

"Robert Kennedy and His Times" won the 1979 National

Book Award for its story on RFK's political career.

From 1961 63 he served as special assistant for Latin

American affairs under President Kennedy.

He is currently working on the fourth volume of "The Age

of Roosevelt" and won another Pulitzer for his book "Age

of Jackson" in 1946.

A summa cum laude graduate of Harvard University,

Schlesinger is now an Albert Schweitzer Professor of

Humanities at the City University of New York. He taught

previously at Harvard and Princeton.

Schlesinger has been awarded 14 honorary degrees and is

considered one of the foremost historians on the country.

The lecture is sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program, is free and open to the public.

-PETER ABRAHAM

UMass STPEC major

found dead in apartment
A University of Massachusetts student died in his home

in Northampton Wednesday, according to Northampton

police.

Northampton police said Peter M. Haynes, a senior

Social Thought and Political Economy major, was found

dead in his apartment.

Haynes, 24, was a transfer student from Suny-Oswego

College in New York.

He was from Norwich New York.

Louise Brown, coordinator of STPEC. said Haynes was

a "kind, intelligent person. He was gentle, a real super

guy."
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The Distinguished Visitors Program

I presents

I
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.
Historian and Former Presidential Advisor

Tuesday, April 10, 1984
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Fields of Study

Marketing
Entrq^rencurship

International Business
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Management & Organizational Studies
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Management Information Systems
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Taxation

Internships

• Eight-week International Internships

• Fourteen-week Management Consulting Internships

• Eight week Domestic Internships for Foreign Students
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Office of Graduate Admission. Babson College. Babson Park
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Another side of of inequality
In light of all the vociferousness with which feminists

expouse their views, it is a wonder they have existed

on this campus with such myopia to men's feelings.

Yes, we men have feelings also, which like women's feel-

ings, are violated umpteen times every day. Logically,

feminists should be more than feminists — they should ex-

tend their awareness to become humanists, recognizing in-

justices committed against both women and men. We do,

however, realize the difficulty for women to understand

the following injustice to men precisely because they are

not men. We comprehend this obstacle and subsequently

do not hold it entirely against feminists and non-feminists.

Robinson M. Laport
Dan Goldstein

The blatant injustices to men concerns the use of turn-

styles in various places on campus, e.g. the Hatch, The
Tower Library, etc. Because most men have penises, they

are constantly reminded of this by these turn-styles. This

is a clear violation of our right not to be made overly con-

cious of our genitalia. Do you women have any idea what it

is like to walk through a spiked and rotating hunk of metal

or a swinging metal arm, that is aimed directly at the fami-

ly jewels. No! Imagine turn-styles constructed at the

breast level?

To help us understand the immense, but hidden,

significance of turn-styles, it is instructive to summon
perhaps the greatest turn-stylist ever — Sigmund Freud.

As you probably know, Freud discovered that repression

often generates even more desire to do that which is being

repressed. You are all familiar with families in which strict

V

parents give rise to rebellious, decadent off-spring. The

child may, for example, want to play in the forest, while

the parent demand that he study. In time, the child will in-

ternalize the parents' demand in such a wa,y that he will

repress his urge to play in the forest. But if the parents

are too severe in their demanding, the child will rebel by

playing in the forest even more than he would have

without any parental restriction. We shall see that this

principle of repression operates in the case of the turn-

styles.

By debarring the ease with which men enter buildings

(erected for our mental growth), snack bars and watering

holes, these turn-styles give rise to a rebellious genital en-

try. As we shall observe, this rebellious act, though only

momentary, leaves lasting residue — that is, a stained

position towards women and academics. For example, we

males desire to enter the libraries to enlarge our minds;

yet these repressive turn-styles unconciously redirect our

attention from academics to sex. and in particular to its

repression; thus we all the more fervantly thrust our way

in with manful fowardness. Thereinto, we unconsciously

desire to violate the intellectual posture which the libraries

uphold. How does this whole thing come to a head? Well,

the result is that in the library we hold our books upside-

down and study women.
In the case of entering the Hatch through the repressive

rotating turn-tyles, you may find a high demand for such

items as "Fat Franks," and bagels with cream cheese. We
feel that these food orders aggravate sexism towards both

males and females.

Is the erection of turn-styles a callous disregard for

men's feelings and a catalyst for hyper-sexual activity? We
think so. TURN-STYLES ARE SEXIST!!!

Robinson M. Lajxrrt and Dan Goldstein art UMass
student.''

Letters————-^—
The serious side of caffeine
To the Editor,

We were truly angered by Elizabeth Luciano's April 5

editorial. "A World Without Caffeine? Never." It

represented only one side of the argument and included

absolutely no facts on the effects of caffeine on the human

body.

Yes, caffeine, as most people are aware, is a stimulant,

but there is a lot more to its effects than that "get-up-and-

go" feeling Ms. Luciano speaks of. Caffeine moves through

the body via the blood system and attaches itself to

receptor sites in the brain, making a hormone-like sub-

stance that controls brain chemicals (Adenosine) useless.

Other effects of caffeine intake include: increased

production of urine as well as stomach acids, and an in-

crease in heart rate and blood pressure.

If these physiological effects are not enough to make you

think about your own caffeine consumption, maybe some of

the possible risks of caffeine intake will make you take

notice (and less caffeine). Various groups claim caffeine

may cause Cancer of the pancreas, fibrocystic breast

disease, and some birth defects. Although the laboratory

evidence for caffeine's connection with cancer and breast

disease have yet to be proved, a study done by the Food

and Drug Administration concluded that "caffeine, when

fed to pregnant rats, caused birth defects and delayed

skeletal development in their offspring. "
Although it is

true that humans are not rats, scientists frequently use

rats as subjects in drug studies in order to generalize their

findings to humans and other animals.

r««<»plr who are used to drinking several cups of coffee

may "uffer from increased anxiety and muscle tension a

few hours after their last intake of caffeine. Anyone who

drinks the equivalent of five or more cups of coffee a day

can go through withdrawl. with such symptoms as

headache, irritability and sluggishness. In addition.

"caffetnism", excess consumption of caffeine, may produce

chronic caffeine intoxication, otherwise known as "coffee

nerves". Symptoms include: restlessness, disturbed

sleep, irritation of the stomach, diarrhea and heart

palpatations. Caffeine has also been proven to be mildly

addicting.

In light of this information, we say that decaffeinated

products are not pointless; indeed, they give people a

necessary choice. We too "pat the backs" of those

manufacturers who support decaffeinated products. These

companies, such as Coca-Cola, are not putting anyone out.

as they continue to produce both decaffeinated as well as

caffeinated sodas, at no extra cost to the consumer. So.

hats off to Coke, for giving caffeine conscious people a taste

of "The Real Thing"!
Madlyn Newman
Jennifer Weikert

Amherst

Honors for honors students
To the Editor.

We, the Executive Board of the Honors Student

Association, feel that we were badly misrepresented in the

article in last Thursday's Collegian about the establish-

ment of our organization. In the first place, to clarify

things, we have had RSO status for several weeks and are

not associated with the National Honor Society, a high

school organization only, in any way.

We regret that the Collegian reporter received the im-

Questions of

political ethics
As we get more involved in this year's Presidential

election, perhaps it's not irrelevant to ask if the

last such election was free of wrongdoing. It's no

secret that the 1980 Reagan/Bush campaign consciously

used material stolen (or otherwise obtained) from the

Carter Campaign. Ed Meese has said he doesn't recall

memos and letters pertaining to that material in his files.

Last summer, White House aide James A. Baker. Ill said

he received material from CIA Director William Casey;

Casey was adamant: he wouldn't touch such stuff "with a
ten-foot pole." A low -level campaigner from 1980 testified

before a Congressional committee for over 14 hours, say-

ing he was told by Baker aides to make copies of material

derived from Casey. The Justice Department did not find

any "evidence" of wrongdoing. Democrat Daniel

Albosta's report surely didn't ruffle too many feathers. So
the public was and is supposed to believe the whole affair

was some "inadvertent" affair, an insignificant if

degrading blunder.

Thomas Pitoniak

But in reality, the whole affair stinks — a Washington-

sized stench. According to a column by John Hess, which

appeared in the March. 23 Springfieid Union, the letter

which follows is among the documents studied by the

Justice Department. The letter, dated April 2. 1980. is

from Representative Eldon Rudd of Arizona to President

Ronald Reagan, "'the original Jimmy Carter staff source

and all material herein are so well documented, indexed

and put together that it is totally self-explanatt)ry."' Ac-

cording to Hess, the margin contained this note: "'Ed-

here is the material on J.C.'s campaign promises. Will you

have someone do an answer to Eldon. ..sign letter-Ron.'"

I seriously doubt that any columnist would fabricate

such a letter. Assuming, then, that such letters and

memos have already been scrutinized, a nationwide cover-

up existing at this moment is very probable. It seems that

the only suckers who have yet to be told are we. the

noninfluential of this country. Remember how close Ed
Meese came to being nominated. Remember Watt, Bur-

ford, Thayer, Aucter, Casey, and all the true indicators of

this Administration's priorities. All. according to Reagan,

were "cleared."

If Reagan knew about the "source" and its benefits he

must surely have violated Federal laws. According to the

January. 1980 Federal Election Campaign Laws. Title 2.

Chapter 14, Subch. 1. rule 44 Ih (Fraudulent Misrepresen-

tation): "No person who is a candidate for Federal office

or an employee or agent of such a candidate shall (1)

Fraudulently misrepresent himself or any committee or

organization under his control as speaking or writing or

otherwise acting for or on behalf of any other candidate or

policial party or employee or agent thereof on a matter

which is damaging to such other candidate or political par-

ty or employee or agent thereof; or (2) Willfully and know-

ingly participate in or conspire to participate in any plan

or design to violate paragraph h(l) of this section."

This law helps guard against such fraud as the Nixon-

sponsored "Fags for McGovem" ploys in 1972. If we con-

sider sensitive campaign material damaging, the

Debategate scandal from the bottom up seems illegal. The
Carter materials were indeed damaging; their release

destroying any hope for a fair debate, by giving Reagan

time and the means to prepare for some debate with

specific targets in mind.

Furthermore, unless some Reagan devotee
misrepresented his or herself, or unless the materials

were robbed, we would have to assume some Carter sup-

porter knowingly gave them away to the "unknowing"

Reagan followers. Even then, could one call the source a

real supporter? In any case, we are not being told the true

story. The media are avoiding it like the plague; perhaps

the Meese investigation will answer some of these very

disturbing questions. Maybe then the truth will be impossi-

ble to contain.

Thonins Pitoniak is a Collegian columnist

pression that we are critical of the University Honors Pro-

gram. We realize that that program has limited resources

and can not make thd kind of commitment to promoting

contact between honors students on a primarily social

basis that we, an organization run by and for students, feel

is one of our duties to make. Promoting contact between

honors students is one of the three main objectives of our

group.

The second objective, by means of input into the Honors

Program, is to involve honors students in decisions affec-

ting them academically.

Thirdly, we are trying to promote group attendance by

honors students at academic, cultural, and social events

that might interest them — an example given was a day

trip to New York City.

We believe that with the help of more honors students

who are looking to make the "honors"experience

something more, this organization will work. Students in-

terested can contact the Honors Office in Machmer.

Brian P. Kettler

HSA Treasur
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any two entrees

(except steaks)

with a complimentary
non-aicoholic beverage

12.95
^very ^Friday

TOI»», the
CAMPUS

INTRODUCING:
A NEW UJNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC IvOlJJ^GE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
MF 11:30 AMl-.SOPM
• TOC HOT CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES

Golden Fried Chcken Nuggets inth ^.our choice

of sauces mustard sueet and sour harhcque

• POTATO DELIGHTS
Potaff) s)cln^ uith delicious toppings

• CARROT & CELERY STIX
with Vegetable Dip

All For Only

$2.75

'^^^of the
CAMPUS

TOP
4»f the

RESTAURANT 4 LOUNGE

i.t.f..! •._• ..

.o<^oV^''

Use Your Meal
Tickets in the

TOC Restaurant
Campus Center Food Services, m conjunction

with University Food Services, is proud to

announce a new Dining Experience' Students

enrolled in a University Food Sen/ices '
full t)oard

plan may use their meal ticket for a $3 00 credit

on VJednesda^JEyenings m the Top of the

Campus Restaurant Also, students will receive

the usual 15% discount Reservations must be

received by noon on Mondays Call 549-6000

ext 639 or inquire at the TOC Restaurant

TOP
€>f the
CAMPUS

Restaurant & Lounge

Af»SS^

2-0.1
MIXED DRINKS

MON.-FRI. 3-6

TOP „f the
CAMPUS

Arts
.•.•.•I*.".•.•-*-•.•••-'-••"••-•-••

x::W:'!'V'tW:-:'tv:-: ' ••.•.•.•.•j

Akiller in crimson
DEATH OF A HARVARD FRESHMAN
By Victoria Silver

Bantam Books, 232 pages, $3.50

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

I apologize in advance for this review.

Death of a Harvard Freshman does not

deserve the space it will take to attack it.

This book will be sold in grocery stores and

bus terminal giftshops. It is not literature.

As long as publishers send us this crap (and

nothing else) I shall continue to read and

rpvipw it. But I refuse to take it seriouslv

Death of Harvard Freshman is actually

about two dead freshmen, a half dozen live

ones, and a professor or two. The author is

a recent Radcliffe grad who decided to set

her first novel in Cambridge, the home of

her venerated alma mater. The plot

(usually a rather significant feature m a

mystery novel) is highly contrived and

skimpy. Silver tries to make up for this

lack of substance with lots and lots ol

Harvard-speed atmosphere-goopy

frosting on a flat cake. And if Cambridge

memorabiUa doesn't thriU you. there are

loads of racial, ethnic, and sexual

stereotypes to keep you entertamed.

Perhaps I should explain. Do you realiy

want to hear this? Okay. Russell Berrard

a charming black Catholic bisexual, is fci nd

floating in the Charles one November

morning. He has been kiUed m a

suspiciously Rasputin-like man

ner-stabbed. shot, and drowned. His

untimely and bizarre end leads his friend

and classmate Lauren Adler (proud New

.Tpr«ipv JAP) into an investigation. Lauren

and her best friend Michael (gay preppie

Boston Brahmin) sleuth around Harvard

Yard in search of his killer.

Of course they solve the murder, but not

before another classmate gets bumped off.

This is costing Harvard about $78.000. (X) in

tuition lost, so you'd think somebody official

would get upset. But Lauren and Michael

are unaided in their investigation. They

grill various stereotypical classmates with

so little finesse that it's a wonder they don't

get killed themselves. If I were the

murderer. I would have caught on by page

46. So much for the genius of Harvard

students.

I'm sorry. I'll put my sour grapes back m
the drawer now. Just because the author's

father probably owns the publishing

company doesn't mean anything.

Necessarily.

Death of a Harvard Freshman has lots of

sex. drugs, and "intrigue." It's also sloppy

and poorly written. I predict a bestseller.

MASSACHUSETTS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

Lube, Oil

& Filter

$-1599
4 Cyl

$34.«»
6 Cyl

$39."
8 Cyl

$44."

W*ll inttoll new rei<s)or spark

pluQS points S condenser od|ust

idle speed set timing lest bottery

ond chorging system inspect rotor

distributor cop PVC »alve ignition

cables oir filter af>d vapor corns-

ter (liter IrKludes Emission Ttil

ood Prinloo'

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center ~

I

••FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE''
78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba s Store 549-4704

N

^ \

21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

Trek - Fuji - Univega - Campagnolo

Suntour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

accessories

TUESDAY

TWO FOR OHE
Oil liquor dHnks

9 till 1

1

with

mOsic by

RACK-A-DISC

frill
»iocov«

15 EmI PteMUil ^

CAREER NIGHT

ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT
Wednesday. April 11

8 P.M.

Campus Center 163

Alumni will discuss

their careers

and answer questions

about yours

Sponsored by the Alumni Association

and the

University Placement Office

it

/

We Ve Ready for Spring!
Our best collection ever of "fun flats."

14 splashy styles in 12 spring shades^

rx

X\ / V

/ -\.

X, /Open Sunday

MAKE
MOKEY

IN

COLLEGE

Earn $185 to $475+ weekly, working with

MCL and Associates. We have a lot of

part-time and full-time positions available

in your area. We are a small, yet rapidly ex-

panding marketing research firm based in

the New York Metropolitan area. For com-

plete details and an application, please

send a stamped self-addressed envelope to

MCL and Associates. Post Office Box 579.

Ithaca, New York. 14851.

'imaNF'*
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You are cordially invited to attend

CAREER NIGHT
for

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS

Tuesday, April 10 at 8:00 P.M.

at

Campus Center, Room 163
Several Psych. Dept. alumni/ae will be on hand

to discuss graduate school and career opportunities for pyschology majors.

Sponsored by

UMass Placement Service

Alumni Office

Department of Psychology

For more information contact:

Psychology Advising Office

Tobin 403

545-0377

Wine and Cheese to follow

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricttla," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and

Sunday.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP
PROJECT MEETING -
Ever ask yourself why you

never speak up in class or

why you are nervous every

time you try? Come to the

WLP meeting. The
semester is only half-over.

We need you. 5:30 p.m.,

SU415.

CERRF MEETING - Join

or visit the Committee for

Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom.
4:00 p.m., CC902.

UPC GENERAL
MEETING - Spring
concert and Elvis will be

discussed. New members
always welcome. 6:00 p.m.,

CCIOI.

AL ANON - Are you
affected by another person's

drinking? Meeting every

Tues. at 8:00 p.m.. First

Baptist Church, 434 N.

Pleasant St., downstairs,

across from the Newman
Center. 8:00 p.m.. First

Baptist Church.

SPEAKER-POLICE
CHIEF DONALD MAIA -
The Amherst Police Chief

will discuss policy and

strategy decisions of his

department. Question and

answer session to follow.

All students and faculty are

welcome. 1:00 p.m., SOM
108.

VETERANS SERVICE
ORGANIZATION - There

will be a meeting in the

Hatch today to discuss

upcoming events. All in-

terested students welcome.

5:00 p.m.. Hatch.

FREE WRITING
TUTORING - The South-

west Writing Center offers

free confidential peer

tutoring for all University

students. Bring any

assignments or writing

project. Drop in, no ap-

pointment needed. 7-9:00

p.m., Pierpont Dorm.

'/r

faster Sumlay
/Bimctj

featuring

a festive buffet

which inciudes

Steamship ']{pund

Seafood

Spcciai 5a(aii 'Bar

and many other selections

\from 11:30 am to 3:30 pm
$8.^5 >{duits .y\

$4.50 Children VV
'Vieasc caii us today and ^(xi

rc54m»c a special iabie for " ^ ^^

your entire family at

549-GOOO extension b3f».

TOP
of tkc
CAMPUS

Restaurant & Lounge
II M ()<»K ( \MI'I "N < I \ll K I \1\^^

UNIVERSrrV OFMASSACHUSETTS ATiCMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i:::^

/^M£^^^ April 8-28, 1984

Murray Lev\/is

Dance Company
GUTTllfING VIBTUOSiry N Y riMis

Boston Symphony
Orchestra

with Seij

THURSDAY. APRIL 12. 8PM
TICKETS: $10. $8. $6

THE
CONCORD

STRING
QUARTET
AN ASTONISHING LlVll Of
INllfGY AND INriNSITY

THf BOSTON GLOBl

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18. 8PM
TICKETS: $5

TUESDAY, APRIL 24. 8PM
TICKETS:$17. $15. $13

9 Showcase
otJazz

Johnny Griffin

Chico Freeman
ario his auinte'

with a special

guest ODPea'arce tiy

Max Roach
unci ''I-- . i jrr'f

FRIDAY. APRIL 27. 8PM
TICKETS: $9. $7. $5

Five-College Students Halt- Price. Tickets Available at

Fine Arts Center Box Office. DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call(413) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
Vou mw«t b* II to •ntvr

Op*n til 2

6654937
24 Hour Tap»d Mcttog*

i^A>c

rusty nail
PROUDLY PRESENTS

rui

Thurs. AprlH2th
THE RADIATORS
1960's Rock & Roll

Wed. April 11th '""^s- '^P"^ "^^"
Fri. April 13th

BONNIE RAIT ^HE RADIATORS GRAND RE-OPENING

, $10.00 in advance, '"^'^ ^^^^^^
^,|?°) . ., , _, Half Price on All Drinks

^ i.^^f^ ^ !,« ^««r ^""S ^"y ^'^® "^"3' ^®
'Li'' THE FOOLS and THE RADIATORS

$11.00 at the door
till the kegs run out $1.00 cover

»"c rww
^^ ^^^^^

Coming:
Fri. April 20th THE STOMPERS $6.50 cover Sat. April 14th

Sat. April 2l8t TALKING DRUMS $6.00 cover NRBQ
Tlx available Wednesdays in the Campus Center $6.50 cover
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

e<l«t4 I.M Anffln Tiawt Syiidicalc

ACROSS
1 Hit show of today

5 St>illong's state

10 Asgard ruler

14 Cosmetic
ingredient

15 "La Vita"

16 Govt, agency
17 Homeowners*

purchases
19 Cruse
20 Coin maker
21 Predetermined

23 Angers

25 Bark

26 Sponsor
29 MIT workplace

32 Goren goal

34 Blessing

35 Legislatures

37 Kind of hold

39 Roll of cloth

40 Stir up
41 Commedia dell'

42 Connecting word
43 Beaver State

44 Coward
45 Where Anna

taught

47 Reluctance unit

48 Reveals
49 Old oath

51 Levant ketch

53 Disciple

57 "Thy will

61 African port

62 Lender of a sort

64 Eft

65 Group of three

66 Asiatic weight

67 One, in Ulm
68 Brainy ones
69 "Jane

"

DOWN
Sailor's nemesis
Jai

Urban setting

Aware
Honor highly

Farm animal

Vehicle for

sugaring

8 Lot size

9 Untidy

"Strange
Interlude"

author

Early morning
reconnaissance
group

12 Words of

understanding

10

11

13 Fragrant ointment

18 Blackbird

22 Novel heroine

24 Duller

26 Rhyme scheme
27 High times

28 Academy Award
winner of 1969

30 Saw
31 Malaysiar

people' ot

Luzon
33 Lodgin niace

35 Exclud'

36 Level, to poets

38 Congers
41 Brief tale

43 Bradley

46 Factors

48 Layer
50 Govt sections

52 French
churchmen

53 Tops
54 Three, German

style

55 Honshu city

56 Part of a plant

58 Approve,

informally

59 do-well

60 A Gardner
63 Compass lettP'S

1 7 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 |12 1

1 '

13

14 15 16

17 IB 19
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21 ??

^TF' 25 !
?6 71 ?B "mT" 30 31 32 33

34

1
35 » g 37 38

39 40

1
41
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1

48

1

49 50 ^^^H

h

5? Mftl
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61

1

67 63

64 65

1
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Staff meeting
Wednesday night in

newsroom 7 p.m.

Topics to be discussed:

• Constitution Revisions

• Elections

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Cheesebtirger

Breakfast Pie

DINNER
Roast Txirkey

Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Frank Reuben

Weather

Windy today with occa-

sional rain or snow east,

cloudy west, highs 40 to

50. Cloudy tonight and
tomorrow, a chance of

showers east portion, lows

25 to 35, highs tomorrow

50 to 55.

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burgers

Spaghetti

with Garden Vegetables

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Mushroom

Fondue Bake
Roast Turkey
Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

ANSWER TO PREV IOUS ntJlLi:

10 It
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supermarkets

###

Thisweekwe'll giveyou^our first

$L00 towardyour shopmng needs.

Just bring in the $1.00 offcoupon

below andyour student ID card and

you'll start savingmore.

A
'fii %

'

'*/*i

4^

t^»^

VA»^'

fl" /^
wr..

rCf
J

rx

V-.V i £m
fmUUX^

/

_/-
Price

Chopper sunwMoa
:«::

Hiis coiii^Mi and student ID. card is redeemable for S
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purchase of S lO.OO or more. Alcohol, cigarettes & Ibbacco pnKJucts

are excluded from this otter

1 per customer Good thru April 29, 1984.

Tuesday, April 10, 1984,
jCoJie^iiin 11

jusmHiwi;
The nectind Place.

An Earth Celebration with

The Paul Winter Consort
Tuesday, May 1, 1984 at 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Tickets availahlf tram Patati\ and Satclirc fi»\ Ottu c-

On Salt April 10, 1^S4

For info, call F.A.C. Box Office at

TONIGHT

TUESDA
2foj-

45'2511i til midnight!

RENTOH

t

OF OURS
Car • Tr«ck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amherst
549 2880

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8;45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount * Phone number FREE

miles just tuned $1000 Al 549-6934

APARTMENT NEEDED FOUND

bedroom furnished comfortable June

August 1984 tel 549-4079

D«sp«rate - need 2-3 bdrm apt for Fall 84

will take in summer - Puffton Townehouse

or Brandywine - Susan 546-8348

AUDIO

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March Ibth. Call 546-7061 and

describe to claim. ^__
Set of keys with Minnie Mouse keychain

call 546-5846

PERSONALS
• SUMMER 1984 EMPLOYMENT

Kathy I lov you

New JVC 40 watt racaivar w/5 band

graphic equalizer $225. New 3 way Pioneer

speakers w/frequency equalizer and 12"

woofer $200. call Scott at 546-5461

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Ford van. Excellent engine. Runs great.

$800. Ross 256-8728

81 BMW 3201 excellent condition 19700 mi

alloy wheels alpine stereo A/C call eves

253-3009

1974 Dart slant 6, dependable, many new

parts, asking 600$, 549-3796

75 Dodge Colt selling for parts - $175 new

head cylinder for info call Lisa 546-8613

Toyota Calica 72 Runs fantastic Very

reliable car $450 256-0909 6-8 pm

CAPE COD

Saagull Baach Wast Yarmouth Large

house 6 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 Vi bath 700 per

person per season 253 7436

One female roommate for summer ren-

tal near West Yarmouth call

546-5347/546-7629

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEEDI 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Sen/ice at UMass. Why pay more?

256 1393 __^
Balloon Delivery by Clowns: Birthdays,

all occasions; juggling, songs & more

reasonable rates, call 586-4256

Sunday School and Habraw Taachars

needed at the Amherst Jewish Community,

for fall 1984. Also needed music teacher &
bar mitzvah tutors. Call 549 0223

The UMass Yearbook is now accepting

applications for all positions for the 1984-85

staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the

Collegian)

OVERSEAS JOBS. . Summer, yr. round

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900 2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, P 0. Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Simple Harmonica Lasaons for 7 yr. old

in exchange for professional typing

253 7553

Amherst Leisure Services & Supplenrwn-

tal Education Department will be hiring ten-

I
nis, swim, T-ball and Adventure

Playground staff. Salary range $3.35-$5.00

per hour. Apply by 4:30 pm April 26, 1984
'

to the Office of the Town Manager, Town
Hall, Amherst, MA 01002. Equal Oppor

* tunity/Affirmative^Action Employer

Enthusiastic Students to apply Asst. to

^ the Speaker /Student Senate. Work on

student /campus /social issues. Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary. 10

hrs wk., $3.35 hr. For more details call

» Stacy Roach 545-0341 Pick-up applicaions

in rm 420 SUB Application deadline Apnl

fc
17, 4:00 pm. SGA is an AA/EOE.

Attention Martteting 6r Accounting Majors

consulting pos. available. Earn experience

and credits that count. Contact the

Economic Development Office 409 SUB
545-2167 applications due FridAY 4/13.

Open Rush Delta Zeta Sorority 11

Phillips Street Tuesday April 10 5:30

Wednesday April 11 5:30 call for info

549 6823

Toni Happy 201 Here's looking at you kid

ILY SJD
Reach out and TUCK somaona Sign up

for Tuck In Service Monday April 9 to

Wednesday April 1 1 Campus Center Copn-

course __^

Babar Just want to say that I love you, and

thank you for being a great friend. Your

personal bartender and masseuse
Contact lenses replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. Optical Sciences $20. each. Or

' Spencer University Drive 256-8561

Jeanne S. - Happy Birthdayl Here's to lots

' of fun and dirty stuff tonite! Can you deal?!

Love and kisses, L £r L, 21161

• Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm

available. Please send inquiries to PO Box

9 2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02557

TO SUBLET

Lots of love and welcome boosies

MEESHU Love MEESHEESHU
for

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on campus, low

'rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

• 2 bedroom Townehouaa apt sumer
sublet reasonable call soon for info

• 549-5631 ____^
For couple or single - 2 rooms in house

• near center of town, on bus route - private

bath, entrance with kitchen and laundry

facilities 166 mo Chris or John 256-8249

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center fall option

• 549-7874

Puffton 3 bedroom apartment, summer
• sublet, close to campus, $400-month fur-

nished, 549-4136

• Summer - roomy Amherst house with yard

near town, on bus route call after 5 PM
• 256J2M^
Two rooms in house. One minute to cam-

• pus, five minutes to town walking.

Washer/dryer + 200+ electric. June 1

-August 31 Dan or Jackie 549-6041

Available for summer: furnished efficien-

• cy on Route 9. $205.00 monthly. Call

323-6769 after 7 PM
• Female roommates wanted for a single

and double in Townhouse June 1 - Sept 1

« Kim 549-5848

2 bedroom Brandywine apt available for

summer sublet 6/ 1 9/ 1 rent is negotiable

call 549-5951

INSTRUCTIONS

Rochester. Preferably Thursday night

•April 12. Morning Friday 13. Call Heidi

546-5158 USED STEREO EQUIPMENT

RIDERS WANTED
Needed Tutor Accounting 221 call 6-5608

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
FOR RENT

Two bedroom apartment in

Southwood furnished, available June 1st

vynth fall option 427 utilities included call

Benjamin 256-6081

2 bedroom apt in duplex house available

June 1 665-7148

One bedroom available

Apt call Jill 665-2469

in Brandywine

4 bedroom apt 2 bthrms nice location Rt 9

Amherst sumnrwr sublet w/fall option call

for details Bob, Gareth, Alex 253-5798

Two bedroom apt summer sublet with fall

option $370 utilities included Cliffside -

Sunderiand - bus route call evenings

665-8313

Available now 1 bedrm apt on bus route

Mill Hollow Amherst tel. 549-3700

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may
be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap-

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern-

' ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

I 13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

'Riders wanted roundtrip to Washington

DC or North Carolina for the long weekend

April 12-16 call soon! Anytime 546-8086

Doug -———====
ROOMMATE WANTED

Onkyo Amp; Hitachi Tape Deck, great

cond. all $120.00 call Sandy 549-5686

« Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

^ utilities 586-3682

2 female roommates wanted to share

0two bedroom apt in Presidential take over

lease in June call eves 549-4185

02 female roommates wanted to share 3

bedroom Puffton apartment call 549-5487

• Room available in two bedroom Bran

dywine apartment for fall. Quiet, non-

smoking only. Call 549-7858 evenings

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Sih/er

Jewelry and Coins, Starting, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

LOST
SERVICES

FOR SALE

Computer Terminals for sale DEC VT55

video terminals with hard copy output ex-

cellent condition $500 or best offer

549-6994

Elvis TicketsI Front row seats best offer.

Call now 256-0924

Camera Canon F1 w/35mm wide angle

lens must sell t>est offer Tom 546-614/

Mini-mouse keychain with three keys on

• April 4 call 546-5511

4/3 Class ring - 1981. Fram. Nrth. silver

• w/blue stone. Lost near Boyden Tennis

Crts. or Van Meter. Reward. If found please

« call 546-1145

Lost in Morrill light blue bamboo umbrella

€ its a birthday presnt reward 584-9205

. MOTORCYCLES
~

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

• pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

• Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing /Word Processing. Next day ser-

• vice. Type- Rite 253-5111

TYPING--Fast, reliable, professional.

• Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,

resumes, etc. 666-3414

• START PLANNING NOW

81 Yamaha SX400 special exc. cond. 2800
• Puffton summer sublet right near en-

trance on bus route % mi to campus 2

One or two bedroom apt in Puffton $50

reward Jennifer 546-8070

Wanted 2 or 3 bedroom apt In Puffton

' will take over summer lease call Jim

546-4445

•Apartment May 25-28. Prefer Swiss or

Colonial Village area. Call evenings

> 253-2948

Rolling Green or other area 1 bedroom

• apartment. Will take over summer. Doug
253-9610

Puffton Presidential Brandywine 2

bedroom will take for sunrwner call 6-5508

^ HELP - Looking for apartment in Puffton

Brandywine area. Will be well rewarded call

* Kim 546-4736
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Salustri leads the baseball team with defense
By BOB BROCK
CoUegian Staff

Whenever the University of Massachusetts baseball
team takes the field, there is one element of their game
they can usually count on to be strong - the work of their
•shortstop. i

Angelo Salustri will see to that.

The 20 year-old junior from Swampscott. Mass. is now
into his second full year as the Minuteman starter and he

continues to impress those around him with his work in

the pivot.

But notoriety is really nothing new to Salustri. He first

began to gain notice back home playing for Swampscott

High School and the Swampscott Babe Ruth teams.

While in high school, Salustri was named to the regional

all-star teams in both his junior and senior years. When
the high school season was done he would continue to

impress while playing Babe Ruth ball, where he was

chosen an all-star three years in a row.

In 1981, the summer before he came to UMass, Salustri

led his Swampscott team to the state chamionship and on
the the New England tournament. There they advanced

to the finals until bowing to the tournaments host team,

Stamford, Connecticut.

In choosing to come to UMass to play ball, the

Minutemen won his services over other prominent

baseball programs including the University of Maine and

Eckerd College in Florida.

"When I came here to visit I liked it a lot and I also knew
a guy who sort of talked me into coming here," says

Salustri.

UMass Head Coach Dick Bergquist has nothing but high

praise when evaluating his starting shortstop. In fact he

considers Salustri one of the top college shortstops in the

area.

"Angelo is an excellent defensive shortstop, his range is

good and his mechanics in fielding ground balls are very

good," said Bergquist. "Offensively I think he has a great

deal of potential and he could be a good power hitter,

which is unique for a shortstop." he says.

Salustri feels that good pitching is the key to theUMass
sea.son and he is confident that the staff will get it

together despite their disappointing showing at the

recent New Mexico tournament, which opened the

UMass season.

Salustri quickly dismisses the idea of any specific

personal goals for the 1984 season. He just wants to

continue to improve his game.

"I want to do better than I did last year. I'd like to hit

better and play the field better," he says. Angelo

Salustri, he is just one of the key members on a promising

UMass baseball team.

Photo rourtrsT of Sport* Information

20-year-old University of Massachusetts junior Angelo Salystri (right) solidifies the baseball

team with his fine defensive abilities at shortstop and some timely hitting. Here he is seen in ac-

tion last season fielding a routine grounder while easily throwing out the batter.

Netmen shutout by B.C. Women's tennis also falls

victim to tough B.C. squadBy MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

If you were to pit the Boston College
f«K)tbaJl team against the University of

Massachu.setts' football team, it wouldn't
take Jimmy the Greek to figure out that

Doug Flutie and friends would win that

matchup.

Put the UMass and B.C. basketball teams
up against one another and even John
Hempel wouldn't help much.

Put the B.C. tennis team, complete with

their ten indoor courts and five matches

already under their belts, against the

UMass tennis team, which has only had

five practices due to bad weather and the

indecision over tiaming a new coach and it

won't take Bud Collins to predict the out-

come of their match on Saturday.

The netmen were shut out 9-0 by the

Eagles, as they managed to send only two
of the nine matches to the third and
deciding set.

Third singles player March Weinstein

took the first set from Jim Garazenti 6-4

l)efore dropping the next two 6-3 and 7-5,

while the first doubles duo of Steve Jordan

and Wayne Peterson fell to Luis Nunez and

Carlos Silva 6-7 6-3 6-4.

In other matches, Jordan (first) lost to

Nunez 7-5 6-3, Peterson (second) lost to

Silva 6-4 6-1, Earl Small (fourth) fell to

Brian Burtnick 6-3 6-3, Barry Katz (fifth)

was defeated by Brian Conklin 6-3 6-3, and
Andv Pazmany (sixth) lost to Tom Curran
6-1 6-1.

In the other doubles matches, Garazenti

and Curran beat Weinstein and John

DeKlerk 6-1 7-6, and Conklin and Burtnick

defeated John Somerstein and Paul Zaret-

sky 7-6 6-1.

UMass Coach Manny Roberts said that

his team played very well despite all the cir-

cumstances involved, and that the B.C.

match was probably their toughest of the

season.

The netmen open their home schedule to-

day at 3 p.m. against Holy Cross. Until

then, UMass sports fans can at least be
happy that the Minutemen don't play B.C.

in football or basketball.

By STEFANIE SCHMALL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's

tennis team attempted to even out their 1-2

record Saturday but instead fell hard to a

tough Boston College team by a score of 7-2.

The BC match marked the beginning of

regular season play for the team, the first

three matches part of preseason action

down in North Carolina.

Despite an unimpressive 2-8 finish in the

fall, the team, under the direction of Pat

Stewart, is confident that they will have a

good season.

"I think we'll definitely play better than

we did in the fall. That's what happened last

year," said tri-captain Maureen Hanlon,

referring to last spring's 7-4 finish which

was preceded by a fall record similar to this

year's.

UM's top three single's players were
swept by BC with ease. First singles Liz

Sullivan lost 6-3, 6-1, but admitted that she

wasn't too surprised. "They're just too

good. We didn't really expect to win."

Chris Frazier (#2) and Anne Tauger (#3)

lost by scores of 6-0, 6-0 and 6-0, 6-1,

respectively. Frazier returned to the lineup

after sitting out in the fall with an injury.

Frazier and Sullivan were more successful

in their doubles matches. Liz and partner

Diana Biagioli {Ml doubles) won by a score

of 6-2, 6-4, while Frazier and Pat Sullivan

{H3 doubles) won 6 3, 6 3. BC slightly

defeated the M2 team of Hanlon and JUHan
Nesgos in the first set by a score of 7-6, but

easily captured the match with a 6-2 win in

the second set.

Last week's match against UConn has

been rescheduled for April 16 due to a rain

cancellation. Their next match will be

against Springfield on Wednesday.
"We should beat them, we beat them in

the fall." said Liz Sullivan matter-of-factly.

Men's crew team wallops
Wesleyan in every race

Dartmouth overpowers track

By ED ROBINSON
Collegian Stafff

MIDDLETOWN - The Connecticut

River, due to recent heavy rains was
swollen up 715 feet hi^er than usual, and

throughout the day 20 workmen, piling up
sandbags, struggled to keep the Haiiwr-

park restaurant, located adjacent to the

Wesleyan docks, from being swamped.

While the restaurant was temporarily

saved. Wesleyan University wasn't so

lucky as they were swept, not by the river,

but by the University of Massachusetts

men's crew team, who defeated them in

each and every race last Sunday.

The junior varsity eight started things

off by beating the Wesleyan by a good

length and a half. The freshmen eight con-

tinued the devastation with a gutsy neck-

and-neck race and an eventual exciting one

foot margin of victory. Then it was the var-

sity eight's turn. They didn't disappoint.

"We stuck to our race plan," said Larry

Floyd, who rows in the seventh seat of the

UMass varsity shell. "We broke even off

the line, stayed even the first 500 meters,

then did our damage in the miuuie 1000."

During the last 500 meters of the race a

chant of "UMass, UMass," arose from fans

and teammates on the docks, drowning out

the Wesleyan rooters and a bent, white-

haired old man with a megaphone who yell-

ed "Row. ...Row!" as he had done every

race as soon as the shells could be glimps-

ed. The UMass varsity eig^t finished

strong, beating Wesleyan 's boat by five

seconds.

"It was a smarter, more controlled

race," said coach Dave Kumlin, comparing

the varsity's performance this week to last

week's loss to BU. "The conditions of the

water made the races a lot faster today.

With flatter water we'll be able to get a bet-

ter indication of how fast we really are."

They better be real fast, as this Satur-

day, April 14 starting at 10:00 a.m. they

will face Temple, last year's National

Champions, in their first home race of the

season. If the weather's warm a large,

festive crowd is sure to be on hand. If you

want to be among them take Route 9 past

the malls, towards Northampton. Take a

left immediately before the bridge at the

Sportsman's Marina sign. And there you

are.

by M.E. MURRAY
Cdlegian Staff

This year's edition of the University of

Massachusetts men's outdoor track

promises to be an exciting albeit predic-

table one.

There were no major surprises as host

UMass bowed Saturday, 57-106. to

powerful Dartmouth College.

The Minutemen managed to grab six

individual firsts, led by sophomore Ferde
Adaboe. who was tops in both the long

jump and triple jump.
Rawie Crichlow also had a fine day, racing

away with first in the 220 (22.6), and second
in the 100 (11.1), just one-tenth of a second

behind the leader.

"The meet was a pretty good indication of

what kind of team we have," said Coach

Ken O'Brien. "We're weak in the jumps
and throwing events except for a few in-

dividuals. Both teams had fairly good days.

Dartmouth simply has much more depth."

Other highlights for the Minutemen :

Sophomore Kyler Foster's winning javelin

toss of 194-pIus feet.

Brian Osborne's victory in the 400-yd.

spring (48.95).

John Keelan. first in the 880 (1:52.9).

The action was only a tune-up for one of

the most exciting weekends of the season,

this Saturday's UMass Relays. Details

Friday.

Rangers and Islanders battle it out
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

Washington, Edmonton. Quebec, Mon-
treal. Calgary and St. Louis have all ad-

vanced to the quarterfinals of the Stanley

Cup Playoffs by defeating division op-

ponents, but probably one of the better

playoff series is taking place early this year.

While Chicago and Minnesota slug it out

for Midwest supremacy, the Rangers and
Islanders are fighting it out in their annual

Battle of New York, which sometimes turns

out to be the highlight of post season action,

even if you're not from New York.

The rivalry is becoming a classic struggle

as both teams pull out all stops to fight for

victory, which in the past five years has

eventually meant a trip to the Stanley Cup
Finals.

Although I like and admire the Islanders

for their determination and tradition, I am a

diehard Rangers fan, who would like

nothing better than to see the Rangers g^t

a crack at the rest of the league, which the

Islanders have little difficulty with, once

they get past the Rangers. The winner of

tonight's game advances, and though I'll

root all the way for the Rangers, the Isles

seem too tough at home.

Rally Against Tuition Policy at Noon Outside the SUB
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Pulitzer winner says

foreign policy is weak
Condemns Reagan as incompetent

C«ll«fMa pketo by Katie WatUn

Arthur Schlesinger at the SUB: "The absence of public interest leads

to a corruptive, sleezy and self-ritualistic government.*'

By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

Historian Arthur .Schlesinger denounced
President Ronald Reagan as a mindless and
incompetent leader last night in a speech to

an audience of 500 people at the University

of Massachusetts.

The Pulitzer Prize winning author em
phasized America's need for a change in her

foreign political strategy, attributing this

need for innovation to a disillusioned and
discontented American public due to

Reagan's conservative foreign policy.

Schlesinger, who has served as special

assistant for Latin American affairs under
John F. Kennedy's administration, said

that Reagan's decision to escape the
jurisdiction of the World Court is a foolish

act.

His policies of Latin American in-

tervention, his continuous hostile feelings

towards the Soviet Union, and his mixed- up
policy concerning Lebanon are not only

causing much dissatisfaction among the

European nations, he continued.

"Our strongest allies, England and

France, have lost so much respect for us

and see us as a weakened nation," he said.

According to Schlesinger, the American

public is beginning to realize that com-

mercial ethics and private interests should

not be involved in the present ad-

ministration.

"The absence of public interest." he said,

"leads to a corruptive, sleezy and self-

ritualistic government."

At a press conference earlier in the day,

Schlesinger criticized Reagan's policies as

definite threats to our secure and reputable

position in the international political arena.

Reagan considers himself as an embodiment
of American patriotism. But the fact is that

when the chips are down, Reagan screws

up, he stated.

Schlesinger said Senator Gary Hart could
win the Presidential bid if Reagan does not
revise his foreign policies. If he can not
succeed in revitalizing the excitement and
interest in American political life. Hart
could be the best candidate to do so, he
said.

"Hart has a quality of being able to arouse

enthusiasm, appeal to the younger
generation and the female population and

the Reagan administration finds themselves

continuously being thwarted by his

relentless energy and hard-line deter-

minism," Schlesinger said.

BOGmemberswant
profitable TOC

Survey to evaluate UMass life

What are students thinking ?

By JOHN MILBIER
Collegian Correspondent

The Campus Center Board of Governors (BOG) would

like to see the Top of the Campus (TOC) restaurant at the

University of Massachusetts either make a profit or

vacate their space for some other establishment, accor-

ding to several members.

"The TOC restaurant is not a money maker, no one

knows its there and it could do better," said BOG Vendor

Coordinator Bob Abele.

Abele said the restaurant is geared more for con-

ferences and not the public. "We want to see the response.

Maybe we'll worry food services a little."

BOG member Brad Jacobs said he didn't think the ad-

ministration would support such a move, but said, "it's up
to the students to make this happen."

"The TOC is more of a social service," said Kenneth

Whittaker, a student supervisor for the restaurant.

"We're not here to lose money, we're here to have the

TOC accessible to students and faculty," he said.

However, BOG treasurer Jeremiah Quill said that the

restaurant lost $51,691 from the start of the fiscal yar,

June 1, 1983 through February 1984. Quill said one option

in improving this situation may be to open the TOC up to

student groups for private functions, such as semi-

formals.

"It has historically lost money but in recent years losses

have been less," said Campus Center business manager

Mohammed Idrees.

He said midway through fiscal year 1981, the restaurant

lost $88,447; midway through 1982 it lost $82,244 and

midway through 1983 it lost $64,684. "There has been a

tremendous improvement," Idrees said.

Food services manager for the Campus Center, Dick

Ellis, said he didn't know anything about the propcsal but

said, "We've put a lot of effort into the program and we're

hoping for a day when the restaurant breaks even."

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

3,400 University of Massachusetts students will be part of

a random sample this week as a campus organization

conducts its yearly survey that evaluates "the UMass
experience."

The Cycles Survey "is done to see how students feel about

UMass life" which is conducted through the Student

Affairs Research and Evaluation Office, Director William

Weitzer said.

Weitzer said the survey's task is to serve as a tool for

research and evaluation. "It's to help improve student

life."

"The survey tells us in broad and general terms what
students are thinking. We can relate satisfaction or

dissatisfaction to a number of different measures," he said.

After data is collected, a report is written which is

distributed to different channels of the administration.

Presentations are also given and questions from different

departments are answered, Weitzer said.

Karl Beeler, assistant director of the office said the

survey allows for "a way students can feel they have input

in a university this large."

"We can help dispel some myths about UMass. Some
people are so sure about the typical student and they're

wrong or they may be right. The survey verifies this," he

said.

Weitzer said he could not disclose any of the past in-

formation gathered on how students feel about UMass
because "it may cause student responses to have bias and
ruin 10 years of data."

"This is the tenth year the survey has been conducted. If

we say how the average student feels about a certain issue,

it may cause those who are filling out the questionnaire

now to adhere to the norm," he explained.

out of the 70 questions, most ask about whetner students

are satisfied with their overall academic experience.

Students are also asked how they feel about social life,

housing experience, and academic and personal services.

Weitzer said data gathered in the past reveals on an

overall basis if seniors are happier than freshmen, if on

campus housing is perferred to off and also shows the

number of students who are not satisfied and transfer to a

different school. From open end questions on the survey,

"we can see what students think could improve their

experience."

"We have a cooperative with the five college area where
we compare UMass responses to Smith or Hampshire
Colleges, Weitzer said.

Of the 3.400 surveys sent, the response rate is 50 percent
which Weitzer says is "an okay response rate."

"The survey doesn't serve "as a vote. It's influential in our
thinking where we would contact that agency if that is

where the dissatisfaction is," Weitzer said.

Beeler said, "we spend alot of time on the survey and it's

easy to answer and return. Not all schools do this but it

helps us get a profile on students. It's broad but it helps."

Inside:

Mondale wins another primary p. 2

Tuition policy facing opposition p. 3

Andy Gordon reviews the Oscars ... p. 9

"Western civilization is partictdarly

vulnerable at this moment, for our
material abundance has brought us

neither peace of mind nor serenity of
spirit

"

— Martm IMkerKmg
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Mondale takes Penn; leads democrats at race midway
PHn.ADELPHIA(AP)- Walter Mondale claim»>H a "very

strong win" over a fading Gary Hart in the Pennsylvania

primary last night as he moved to take control of the

Democratic presidential race at its midway point.

The television networks all projected that Mondale had

won, and handily. In the early count, he had 50 percent of

the vote to 42 percent for Hart.

A Mondale victory would ratify earlier industrial state

results in Ulinois and New York—and leave Hart even

further behind in the competition for national nominating

delegates.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson apparently was winning in

Philadelphia and hoped for a strong third-place showing

sUtewide that would underscore his still-increasing clout

within the party.

Mondale claimed victory and said, 'Tm encouraged to

believe that what I have been saying about where I would

take the country, the differences as the public perceives

them, is helping me gain momentum toward the

nomination."

He called it "a very strong win."

CBS News said its poll of voters as they left the election

places indicated Mondale trailed Jackson in Philadelphia

and Hart in its suburbs, but led elsewhere.

The returns, from 7 percent of the state's 9,560 precincts,

were:

Mondale, 39,456 or 50 percent.

Hart, 33.327, 42 percent

Jackson, 5.175, 7 percent.

Minor candidates shared the remainder of the vote with

several Democratic dropouts. President Reagan ran

unopposed in the Republican primary.

According to the network exit polls, Mondale expanded

his traditional Democratic labor and blue-collar con-

stituency and began for the first time to cut into the young

urban professional "yuppie" support that had carried Hart

to earlier primary victories.

And while Hart had been emphasizing in campaign

speeches that he was the more likely ''andidate to defeat

President Reagan in November, respondents in the NBC
News poll picked Mondale as the stronger candidate

against Reagan by a 2-1 ratio.

Woman's jobs growing
WASHINGTON (AP) Women now hold nearly one third

of the nation's management jobs and have significantly

raised their representation in many other occupations, the

Census Bureau reported yesterday.

A new analysis of employment figures comparing 1970

and 1980 found women increasing from 38 percent of the

labor force to 42.6 percent.

But their share of many previously male dominated jobs

increased much more sharply than that growth would

indicate.

Women, for example, comprised 17.1 percent of the

nations judges, in 1980. up from 6.1 percent a decade

earlier. And their representation among lawyers rose

from 4.9 percent to 13.8 percent.

The new study compiled by the Census Bureau and the

Bureau of Labor Statistics found women holding 30.5

percent of the nation's executive, administrative and

managerial positions in 1980.

Senate opposes CIA funding to Nicaraguan ports

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate approved a non-

binding resolution yesterday 84-12 calling for an end to

the use of CIA funds to assist in the mining of Nicaraguan

port*.

The Republican leadership agreed to support the

measure in return for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's agree-

ment to defer a companion proposal demanding that the

administration reverse its decision to remove its Central

American policies from World Court jurisdiction for two

years. Nicaragua has appealed the mining issue to the

World Court.

The resolution adopted by the Senate reads: *it is the

sense of Congress that no funds heretofore or hereafter

appropriated in any act of Congress shall be obligated or

expanded for the purpose of planning, executing or sup-

porting the mining of the ports or territorial waters of

Nicaragua."

Its adoption made it part of a i)ending tax bill, which if

passe<i would be sent to the Democrat-controlled House

for actit)n.

Last week's vote in the Senate was taken before most

members of Congress had heard that the CIA was

assisting in the mining of Nicaraguan waters, a move
reportedly intended to disrupt arms shipments by the lef-

tist Nicaraguan government to insurgents in El Salvador.
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Any cosmetic purchase

of $40 including Chirstian

Dior and Diane Von Furs-

teinburg products, we are

featuring a full make-over

by our new cosmetician

Belinda of Boston.

OPEN BAR
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• Broiled Pork Chops
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ARTISTIC REFLECTION — Ron Art draws flashy nature paintings

under a mirror yesterday in the Student Union Building at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.

Senate shuns tuition raise
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
GraHtiatc Student Senate claimed

"unreasonable" last night the 15 percent

proposed tuition hike endorsed by the

Board of Regents Finance Committee
Monday.

The seiiatf s motion also stated that the

increa.se "will make a college education

unaffordable to those in lower income

brackets."

The proposed increase is part of a plan to

raise tuition yearly until students pay one

third of the total cost of their education.

Tuition now covers about 22 percent of that

total cost.

Most senators agreed that tuition would

have to be raised for some time to reach one

third of the total education bill, because of

rising yearly costs, and that this action

could pit students against faculty and

administrators' pay raises, and any other

action which would raise educational costs.

One estimate said that, after correcting for

these variables, tuition could increase about

60 percent over what it is now.

According to senate President Sanjiv

Dugal, UMass tuition is within the highest

10 percent of other state land grant

colleges, and Massachusetts is ahead of only

New Jersey and New Hampshire in the

percentage of state budget money allocated

to higher education.

"The more needy students won't have

access to this college. That's what it

amounts to," Dugal said.

The senate will send a telegram ex-

pressing its disapproval to the Board of

Regents who will vote on the increase April

18.

UMass reps react to

pending tuition hike
Students readu to protest
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The tuition increase recently approved by

the finance committee of the Massachusetts

Board of Regents is facing increased op-

position from both students and ad-

ministrators at the two University of

Massachusetts campuses.

A rally will be held at noon today on the

steps of the student union building at the

Amherst campus to protest the 15 percent

hike for in-state students, and on Thursday

University of Massachusetts president

David C. Knapp is expected to voice his

disapproval for the increase at a legislative

public hearing at the Statehouse in Boston.

The finance committee, despite protests

from students and administration officials

at a Monday meeting, voted 4 1 to approve

the tuition increase.

"Knapp, UMass Boston chancellor Robert

Corrigan, other representatives, and many
students will speak against the tuition

increase on Thursday," said Student

Government Association (SGA) public

policy committee chair Fran Pheeney of the

Amherst campus.

UMass-Amherst chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey has indicated he is in favor of an

increase, but not of 15 percent. He will not

speak at the meeting Thursday.

Under the proposal, in state un-

dergraduate students will pay $167 more a

year; out of-state undergraduates will pay

close to $300 more; in state graduate

students will see a $222 hike and the

hardest hit will be out of-state graduates

who will pay $384 more a year.

At the rally today, students will be en-

couraged to write letters to state

representatives indicating their opposition.

So far the public policy committee has sent

out over 2,000 letters with the drive con

tinuing until Thursday in front of The Hatch

in the Campus Center.

SGA co-presidents Rick Patrick and Jim

Keller will speak at the rally along with

Pheeney.

"Combing the increase in tuition with the

expected $80 increase in mandatory fees

means that many lower and lower middle

income students will not be able to afford to

come here," Pheeney said .

"Dr. Knapp was fantastic in his testimony

Monday and with his support, along with

the support of state representatives, maybe
something will happen," she said.

The collected regents are scheduled to

vote on the matter this Tuesday and, should

it pass, it will be attached to their budget to

go before the state legislature. That body

has never voted against the regents'

budget.

"We're hoping that legilative opposition

will make a difference." Pheeney said.

Amherst state senator John Olver and

representative James Collins, both

Democrats, spoke against the proposal at

Monday's meeting and will speak again

tomorrow. Senator Gerald D'Amico, the

chair of the senate's education comm'ttee,

will also voice a negative opinion about the

hike.

A letter to selected alumni and the parents

of in state underjjraduate students will also

help, according to Pheeney, but it still

comes down to the vote of the regents, most

of wht)m are former Gov. Edward J. King's

appointees.

The regents elected not to raise tuition

last year and are seen by Pheeney as

"trying to get it all back at once."

"This makes the school a difficult choice

for incoming freshmen who aren't finan-

cially well-off." she said.

"Our statements at the meeting Tuesday

changed the vote of one of the regents,

Edward Sullivan." Pheeney said. "And
hopefully we can influence the entire

board."

Duffeu sees plants merit

By JOHN KENNEY
Collegian Staff

In light of the recent decision by the

Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher

Education to implement a tuition policy.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey yesterday said

he supported the increases but said there

should also be an increase in levels of

financial aid.

"I believe there is a need for an increase in

tuition if we are to continue our high

standards. I would, however, rather see

the increase at 10 or 12 percent, and the

overall student input around 30 (percent),

"

Duffey said.

"There is no reason, with the present

administration in Washington, that

financial aid will increase. And certainly

the future of federal funding is in doubt, " he

said.

The March 13 decision by the Regents calls

for a student contribution of 33 percent in

the overall coat of education. This will be

achieved by tuition increases of as much as

15 percent a year.

The chancellor laid down what he referred

to as "four important points on public

higher education."

—"Public colleges and universities cannot

be both free or cheap and be high quality.

Therefore, I chose quality.

— Public institutions need strong support

from the state as a basic investment.

—A system of aid from state and federal

government must give students a freedom

of choice. Every student with the asser-

tiveness and eligibility deserves a chance

for an education and. if there is need, they

should receive loans and grants, both state

and federal.

—Tuition at state colleges and universities

should be adjusted in accordance with

inflation."

It

Megabucks winner;

just incredibly pleased
BRAINTREE. MASS. (AP) - After days of speculation,

the third winner of last week's $9 million Megabucks jack-

pot claimed his booty yesterday saying that he plans to use

his $3 million to buy a vacation home in Florida.

Oza H. MUlette, a 71-year-old retired truck driver from

Quinebaug, Conn., said he didn't come forward sooner

because he and his wife, Viola, were house hunting in

Melbourne, a retirement community on Florida's Treasure

Coast.

Millette, called "Henry" by his family, said one of his four

sons called him in Florida Sunday to tell him he had won

Megabucks. The next day, he and his wife put a binder on

a house they had previously thought was out of their price

range.

"They are just incredibly pleased." said lottery

spokesman David Ellis. "They said that now they don't

have to sell their motor home in Connecticut to buy their

house in Florida.

"They told me that now they can have winter and summer

homes with plenty of room for their children and four

grandchildren." Ellis added.

Millette. who used to work for Hemenway Transport Co.,

bought his ticket in Webster, a suburb of Worcester just

over the Connecticut border.

Two other winners of the $9,018,670 jackpot coUected

their first checks early in the week.

Michael Hall, a 36-year old truck driver from Spencer,

and Albert Somes, a department store assistant manager

from Beverly both selected the winning combination of 2-4-

11-17-26-35.

( olkipan photo bv Katie Wattera

The spiral staircase on the Amherst College observatory roof as seen from below.
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Computer Owners
You know the value of

storing Important Information

Now put it on paper

Extend your compufer-s recofd keeping and ccxrespondence capaWlltles with

one or our printers. We sell tt>e best avoiioble anvwt^ere.

Computer Wortcs sells and services a compJete line o» Epson and Comrex printers

to fit any microcomputer on tr>e market today.

Epson's dot matrix printers can print t)otti text and graphics using scores o< dif-

ferent typestyies They feature quiet mode" to keep noise down, and the famous

disposable print head. They ore the wortds favorite outselling all other bronc^

combined The^ have many uses and are ideal for personal and business record

keeping. Prices start at $349.00

Comrex printers ore famous (or their word processing capabilities, printing letter

quality copies in 2 cCors. in many fypestyles and sues They are available with or

without keytxwrd Prices start at $499.00

• fi«« txw ol prtniw pvim (S30 votue) with puichoi* o« prtniet oll« exp-w Aprti 30

Come in or call us today and let us simplify your computer needs

[eg]ComputerWorks
266 N Pleasant St., Amherst 253-5673

Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5

Where: Justin Ryan's

When: APRIL 13-14

Time: 6 pm - 6 pm

LAST CHANCE TO
DO IT!!

24 HOUR MS DANCE
MARATHON

(to be held at Justin Ryan's)

1st Prize:
A week for two in Hawaii
- courtesy of Campus Center Travel

2nd Prize:
Two Columbia 10-speed Bikes

3rd Prize:
Two Walkman Stereos

- courtesy of Underground Sound

* Lots of other great prizes!!

Questions??

Are there any breaks?

Yes, every two hours

Do we get to eat?

Great food donated by local sponsors

How do you win?
. o>. u

Dance the entire 24 hours

& raise the most pledges

Sponsored by: pike

Justin Ryan's

Campus Center Travel

For more info call 545-2150

$15. OFF ALL 10K1

$25OFAIT
I4KGOLD RINGS
April 9, 10, 11 - Mon, Tue, Wed

Vi V<ui luMins Kt(Misin(.ili\v lor ik-l.iils ol K'slins L^v l\Mm-nt Plans
j

10:30 - 3 pm jOSHNSMHI CMUCLM U\\K|)SSlinMIIK<H ;mM)SU)I>MI>K (A\1I^

Univ. Store

$15.00 deposit

GRADUATION NOTICE:

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speakers at Commencement '84 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Trey Williams,

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 13, 1984
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Black Affairs
><..•"•".•"•••>:•:•»:•:•:•:'

'.•.•••.•.•."
'<.•.•.•.••.•-•.•.•.".'

After an hour long private conversation with Jesse Jackson John
Glenn said that he has finally found the courage to reveal the fact that

he is only four and one-half feet tall.

Glenn went on to state that "the voters will not be influenced by my
actual stature.'*

H.S. students visit UMass
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A panel on academic cultural and social

life at the University of Massachusetts, a

lecture on the challenges for excellence and

a tour of the campus highlighted the day

for 65 Third World high school students

from the Boston Metropolitan area Mon-

day. Their visit was part of a recruitment

program the University has with the

Metropolitan Council for Educational Op-

portunity, Inc. (METCO) in Boston.

METCO was founded in 1968 and incor-

porated in 1976 by the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. A private, non private

organization serving 38 suburbian com-

munities and three thousand students, the

council's objective is to "provide integrate

public school education for urban blacks

and other minorities in racial imbalance

schools in Boston by placing them in Subur-

bian schools," said Rudolph Jones, assis-

tant director of undergraduate admissions.

He added the council provides a learning

experience and a closer understanding bet-

ween urban and suburbian parents and

other citizens in the metropolitan area.

Jones said out of the 38 communities in

the council, 26 graduated 202 students in

1982. In seven other communities, he said,

100 percent of their students enrolled in

college. Student's high school average is 75

per cent, an average higher than most high

schools, he said.

The recruitment program attempted to

expose them to the "ambiance of the

university environment with the objective

of encouraging them to take the challenge

of a post secondary education," Jones said.

This exposure, Jones said, will in turn

make students speak glowly to others

about their experience at the University.

Mecko Lewis a Swamscoot High

sophomore said the student's panel was

helpful in bridgening the gaps and dispell-

ing the myths she had about college. She

said UMass is a good academic school, but

she said she hasn't yet had the chance to

see many other schools.

Jones said this was the student's second

visit to the University and the first time

METCO counselors accompany students.

-Announcements-
A spring Minority Law Day Program will

be held at Western New England College

of Law in Springfield Saturday April 14

from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The program will

hold workshops on what do lawyers do?

How to choose a law school, mock law class

and how to do well on the LSAT. Students

interested should contact the Office of

Third World Affairs at 545-2517. Registra-

tion deadline is Friday April 13.

John Widemen, author of several novels

and a collection of interrelated stories will

speak on Wednesday April 18, at 8 p.m. in

room 120 of the School of Management.

Wideman will be speaking on America

and the ethnic experience. The theme of

Wideman's novels is the Black experience

in America but the subject is taken through

rich and varied transformations.

A Rhodes Scholar graduate of the

University of Pennsylvania, he is a Pro-

fessor of English at the University of

Wyoming. He has also taught at Howard

University and the University of Penn-

sylvania, where he directed the Afro-

American studies program.

The Duke Ellington Committee proudly

presents the 7th annual Solos & Duos

series at the University of Massachusetts.

The Solos & Duos series has traditionally

been an exciting chance to personally ex-

perience the talents of fine Jazz musicians

in the comfortable atmosphere of the Cape

Cod lounge at UMass. This year we bring

you vibraphonist Jay Hoggard on April 20,

and pianist Valerie Capers on April 28.

Both shows begin at 8:00 p.m. in the Cape

Cod Lounge.

Jay Hoggard has been voted the number

one vibraphonist for three consecutive

years in Downbeat Magazine's Annual In-

ternational Jazz critics poll. The national

newspaper, USA Today, recently named

Jay one of the ten best young musicians of

the SO's. He has done much work over the

years on the stage and in the studio, accom-

panying artists such as McCoy Turner and

Roberta Flack.

Valerie Capers' music has been praised

by critics all across the country. Her own

special form of jazz piano is a blend of

many different styles. In addition to par-

ticipating in the Kool Jazz Festivals in New
York and Washington, she has appeared

with Dizzy Gillespe and Ray Brown in

"Concerts by the Sea," at Redondo Beach,

California as part of the "Jazz America"

television series.

The Valeria Capers performance will also

be the last event of the 13th annual Black

Musician's Conference.

This is free and open to the public.

Conference brings together

Civil Rights leaders
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A national conference at Jackson State

University in Mississippi last week
brought together people who were active-

ly involved in the Civil Rights Movement
of the 1960s to commemorate the twen-

tieth anniversary of the 1964 Summer
Project and the life and times of Fannie
Lou Hamer.
Participants in the conference included

Civil Right activists Robert Walker, Ed-

win King, Willie Peacock, Barbara
Watkins, Margaret Walker Alexander

among others who shared their |)ersonal

involvement in the struggle for civil rights

and justice to a group of students from

Jackson State and students from a F'ive

College seminar on Civil Rights taught by

James Baldwin at the University of

Massachusetts.

The conference discussed such topics as

race relations in Mississippi before the

modern day civil Rights Movement, the

making of the 1964 Summer Project, the

cultural undergirding of the movement
and Fannie Lou Hamer and the Mississip-

pi movement, among others.

The summer project, a joint effort to

educate and encourage blacks to register

to vote cannot be discussed without men-

tioning Hamer's contributions.

Hamer's link to the movement started

when she rose from the plantation she

worked for for exercising her right to

vote. A sharecropper's daughter with

limited education, Hamer said in 1968,

"lots of people. ..have a long background

in Civil Rights. I didn't know what to do
and I could do is rebel in the only away I

could... I was rebelling in the only ways I

knew how to rebel. I just steady hoped for

a chance that 1 could really lash out, and
say what I had to say about what was go-

ing on in Mississippi; and I finally got the

chance in '62."

However, Hamer did not rise to na-

tional prominence until 1964. Then she

made a testimony of an attack made on
her life by Mississippi police officers

before the Credentials Committee at the

Democratic National (Convention in Atlan-

tic City.

Her testimony, viewed by the entire na-

tion, revealed the brutality of life in the

South, opening doors for blacks to ex-

press their oppressing and devastating

conditions. Also the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party was given renewed
credence as a legitimate delegation from
that state and two of its members were
seated at large in the convention.

Often descril)ed by many as a "small in-

credible woman," Hamer became the

chief spokeswoman of the Mississippi

movement and the spiritual leader of the

Freedom Democratic Party.

The making of the 1964 Summer Project

By JUDIE WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

A need for the change in tactics in the

ongoing struggle for civil rights of blacks

in Mississippi sparked the development of

the 1964 Summer Project, according to

the consensus reached at a panel

discussion about the making of the

project.

The summer project was a coordinated

effort on the part of the Student non

violent Coordinating Committee, the

Congress of Racial Equality, the NAACO
and the Council of Federated

Organizations (COFO), said Jessie Morris,

panel moderator.

Its purpose was to focus national public

attention on Mississippi and to increase

outside support from private individuals

and to bring pressure to bear on the

federal government to change its policies

to provide blacks a greater measure of

strength, Morris said.

The Council of Federated Organizations

(COFO), a representative body of 14

different voter registration leagues in

Mississippi, gave the final okay for the

Summer Project.

Edwin King, a leader in the Southern

Freedom schools as parallel institution

Christian Leadership Conference iSCLC),

said one of the goals the Student non-

violent Coordinating Committee had been

to register blacks so they could vote in the

1964 elections. But he said increasingly

violent white resistance had terrorized

the people and demoralized SNCC
workers. "The movement was burning

out...movement people were worn out

mentally, physically, and spiritually, but

the people said we are ready' " he said.

The seeds of the Mississippi Freedom

Democratic Party (MFDP) emerged in

1963 from a device called the challenge

ballot, casled in the event of registration

error, he said.

He added, the difficulties SNCC con-

fronted caused funding from the voter

education project to be cut off. Out of the

880,0009.000 blacks who attempted to

register to vote only 12,000 succeeded

because of unconstitutional barriers, he

said.

Willie Peacock, former field secretary of

SNCC, said the first voter registration

efforts tried to bring blacks to the elec-

toral process. He added, blacks needed to

be educated to run a government which in

itself had revolutionary implications

because of the self perpetuance of white

state and local administrations.

By JUDIE WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

Focusing on the changes in education and

student's role in the struggle for civil rights

and more revelant education, Margaret

Walker Alexander, distinguished writer

and poet led the discussion on freedom

schools as parallel institutions.

She focused on the changes in education

and student's role in those changes and in

the civil rights struggle. "My honors class

of sophomores in 1958 produced sixteen

leaders out of a class of sixteen students. I

had Joyce and Dorrie Ladner, Ruby

McGeena and others. She said, "those toW

me and I believe this-that the students

make revolutions and the role of the teacher

is to teach the students how to be a

revolutionary."

The students at Jackson SUte had

demanded that their education concerned

itself not just with the twentieth century

but also with the twenty-first century, she

said. "Mississippi still belonged to not just

the nineteenth century but to the middle

ages. But education was undergoing a kind

of electronic revolution in which we had

audiovisual aids and we were talking about

using mechanical devices in teaching. But

we had no revolution in the philosophy of

education. Now today we have passed the

point of a successful flourishing industrial

society and we are seeking to make the

transition into a computer society. The
economic crisis of industrial, •<;^itali|m

exists not only in this country but ^||k>

throughout the world," Alexander said.

"What education must be like for a high

technok)gical society is not the same as the

education for an industrial or post-

industrial society," she said.

Howard Spencer, director of the Black and

Proud School in Jackson. Mi., said freedom

school started in the early '60s as an effort

to make younsters aware of their

democratic rights. The Black and Proud

school began on the Tougaloo Campus and

was staffed by SNCC as one of it's projects.

The federal government saw a threat in the

existence of the school and intimidated

three black landlords who had given space

to it, he said.

In the later '60s the emphasis of the

school's teaching changed and came to

embrace a three point ideal of instilling

culture liberation and nationalism, he said.

Freedom schools or liberation schools have
parallels in the West Indies. Latin AmeHca
and Africa, he said.
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By The Pound!
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^ OVER 15,000 TITLES
• all subjects • new and used
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Special truckload shipment from midwest warehouse!

Textbook Annex
Mon - Fri 9:00 - 4:00
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$69. Week Ender

Spring Skiing April 13-15

at SUGARBUSH VALLEY

includes

Transportation

2 Nights Lodging F&S
2 Days Lifts S&S
Meals sas
Fri the 13th Party Fri night
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Op*n til 2

665-4937
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PROUDLY PRESENTS
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Tonight:

BONNIE RAIT
$10.00 in advance. $11.00 at the door

Thurs. April 12th

THE RADIATORS
1960's Rock €f Roll

Bring any size mug, we'll fill it for 25*

till the kegs run out

$1.00 cover

Fri. April 13th

GRAND RE-OPENING
Half Price on All Drinks

THE FOOLS and THE RADIATORS
ho cover

Sat. April 14th

NRBO
$6.50 cover

Coming:
Fri. April 20th THE STOIN/TPERS $6.50 cover

Sat. April 21st TALKING DRUMS $6.00 cover

Tix available Wednesdays in the Campus Center
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Engineering
fee needs
amending
To the Editor,

In the past few weeks we have had the opportunity »
study the detailed proposal concerning the differential fee

for students in the School of Engineering. In a combined

effort the members of the various Engineering Societies,

as well as other concerned students have proposed these

clauses and/or amendments to be written into the informal

operating structure surrounding the existance and dispur-

sion of the revenues to be collected by this fee.

Joint Student
Engineering Society

The dire need for a liberal agenda
One of the most encouraging aspects of

the battle for the Democratic nomination

for the presidency has been the strengthening

of the left wing within the party. Gary Hart's theme of

"new ideas", Jesse Jackson's "rainbow coalition," and

the resurgence of George McGovern within party ranks

are all demonstrative of how the Democrats are prepar-

ing for the election. It would indeed be unfortunate if the

traditional "horsetrading" at the convention :n San

P>ancisco was to produce another middle of the road

platform^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^__^

John Oilman
Gary Hart's sweep of New England was a clear indica-

tion of the willingness of voters to back clear alternatives

to the Reagan policy line. Much of Walter Mondales pro-

blem in New England can be traced to two factors: his

association in the minds of Democratic voters with the

Carter administration, and his propensity for going

along with the political winds, rather than making a clear

and personal stand on the issues. He represented the cen-

trist position within the contenders ranks at this time,

and his resulting flop in the local primaries should serve

as a warning to the future Democratic candidate. Not on-

ly is liberalism not dead in American politics, it is ripe to

return to the forefront of the American political stage.

The Reagan record has left ample room for the

Democrats to exploit many crucial issues, and their

failure to definitively separate themselves from the

Republicans in November can only result in another four

years for Reagan in the White House. Among these, the

recovery of ground lost on civil rights issues, a return to

a more equitable social contract for the poor of this na-

tion, the establishment of a realistic foreign policy, (par-

ticularly in the Third World), and a new priority in the

realm of women's rights stand out as issues that are vital

to the well-being of this country. They are also tradi-

tionally values that the Democratic party has stood for.

It is these issues that could turn the tide in the favor of

the Democrats in November, but there are dangers in op-

ting for this path. The present political st^e. Ronald

. Reagan's skillful manipulation of the media, and the well-

organized and lavishly funded Republican machine could

easily stop a fragmented and indecisive Democratic par-

ty.

Whatever candidate the Democrats choose to send

against Reagan, the most important project facing them

is to construct a platform that can compete with the

Republicans. What is needed is a liberal agenda.

When Ronald Reagan swept to victory in 1980, he did

so on the surge of the "New Right." The conservative

side of American politics had develpe<i an agenda that

had an appeal to a fairly large number of American

voters. Traditional values were stressed in answer to the

nuclear nightmares of the present day. The Republicans

played up to these fears, and many frightened people

decided to give it a try. Particulariy adroit at exploiting

the anxieties of these people were some of the fundamen-

talist religious leaders. With a firm hacking of voting

true-believers, these men lept off of their television

pulpits into the political scene with a vengeance. A recent

example of this was the letter of support signed by the

Moral Majority that was sent to Roberto d'Aubuisson,

the right-wing Salvadorean leader who has been in-

timately involved with death squad activities in that

country. These are the same groups that have been link-

ed with the brutal slaying of Archbishop Oscar Romero

on the steps of the cathedral in San Salvador. Cleariy

these gentlemen have a difficulty distinguishing between

their religious persuasions and their political creed.

Faced with this sort of opposition, the Democrats must

prepare for a very bitterly fought campaign. The Reagan

team will gladly misrepresent and contort the issues, (as

they have done on numerous occasions during their

tenure in the White House), and if the Democrats run

their campaign by reacting to the Reagan camp, then

their hopes in November will not reach fruition. On the

other hand, if they run an intelligent campaign against

the Reagan record, defining a number of clear alter-

natives, then they may find themselves returning to the

White House. The American electorate is ready for some

legitimate new ideas, if the Democrats truly wish to

defeat the Republicans, then they must formulate a plat-

form that will address the needs of the people. We are all

waiting to see the liberal agenda.

John Gilman is a Collegian columnist.^

Letters

Stockbridge deserves respect

To the Editor,

The recent Shagnasty strip of April 4 is the latest exam-

ple of the lack of respect the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture has received on campus in recent years.

Stockbridge students and the Stockbridge program in

general are all too often looked down on as second rate

and unimportant.

Agriculture is and will remain among the most impor-

tant areas of study as the world population increases and

arable land acreage decreases. It is only through Increased

productivity of existing land that fanners are able to

maintain a supply of the most important commodity in the

world — food. Food production is and always will be a

primary industry, for without it mankind itself could not

survive.

It is indeed fortunate to the people of Massach^tts

that a two-year professional, technical prograni is offered

by its land grant institution to train its citizens for careers

in production agriculture.

A fine example of the varied work for which

Stockbridge students are trained is the restoration of the

Presidential Gardens located near Chancellor Duffey s

house. This was initiated and carried out by motivated

Stockbridge students and faculty. It is indeed a

remarkable accomplishment and demonstrates to the

skill which theUMass community the talent and

Stockbridge School possesses.

The Stockbridge School is very fortunate to have a

highly dedicated director, associate director, and staff.

Through their enduring efforts the school continues to be

a first-class institution.

Not only does Stockbridge train individuals to enter the

field of production agriculture but it also provides a prac-

tical background for persons such as myself who have con-

tinued on into the university program.

It is only proper that the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture receive more support and respect from Uie

university administration and the campus community for

it carries out a very important task and carries it out ex-

tremely well.
^ ^ ,

Christopher A. Coyle

Stockbridge '82

An open apology from Bart's

To the Editor,

We wish to express a sincere apology to anyone we of-

fended by our sponsorship of a contest to promote a film

entitled "Up the Creek."

It was not our intention to sponsor anything that would

promote sexism and the degradation of women. One of our

managers was seriously misinformed about what this film

We realize the dire need for improvements in the

various laboratory facilities and feel that the most ex-

peditious means of obtaining such improvements is by the

implementation of a differential fee. Our proposals are as

follows:

1. The fee should be governed by a special committee

comprised of administrators, faculty, graduate students,

and undergraduate students. Ideally there would be equal

representation, but realizing that the availability of time

for engineering students is extremely limited; we propose

representation to be:

• committee meetings be public, yet voting powers are

limited to committee meml)ers.

• one faculty member from each of the individual

engineering departments.
• two graduate and two undergraduate students — to

be selected by the Joint F^ngineering Societies

but not necessarily a member of the societies.

• two administrators in the Engineering curriculum,

one of which must l)e the Dean or Associate Dean of

the Engineering School.

II. Any increase in said fee, would not be allowed in ex-

cess of 5 percent f)er year after the initial fee is establish-

ed.

III. The initial fee proposal should be reduced to a max-

imum of $50.00 per student per semester for the first

year.

IV. The fee must be divided as closely as possible to the

amount of students within a given department.

• the fee should also be distributed proportionately to

the number of graduate and undergraduate students.

V. An organized on going lobbying effort for the pro-

curement of funds, external to those which would incur

any added expense to the students should be pursued and

documented: such efforts should solicit private, as well as,

government resources. The optimum goal is to eliminate

the differential fee.

VI. The fee should be eliminated at the point in time the

total external funding sources reach a level within 20 per-

cent of the needed resources. Needed resources are to be

determined by budgets submitted to and edited by the

governing committee.

VII. Engineering students should be allowed to suspend

the fee, directing results of any such referendum, which is

exclusive to the School of Engineering and sanctioned by

the University of Massachusetts.

VIII. Upon the initialization of the fee, students should

be required to pay a proportional amount of the fee, in

respect to the amount of time that the student has remain-

ing until graduation.
• Seniors would pay 25 percent of the fee for that

year.

• Juniors would pay 50 percent etc...

The rate at which a person initially pays would remain

as their portion of the burden until the time of Ujeir

graduation. This means the system will purge itself within

four years; after which all students would be carrying

equal parts of the total burden.

Russell Cyr
Incoming President of Tau Beta Pi,

the Engineering Honor Society.

Russell Leach
SGA Rents and Fees Committee

Barry Wray
SUte Student Association (SSAM)

was about and agreed to co-sponsor a fund raising contest

for it.

Ignorance and misinformation does not abdicate us of

responsibility. We do, however, want to make a public an-

nouncement that Bart's Ice Cream did not knowingly sup-

port this film and we have never and will never support

anything that promotes sexism and the degradation of

women. ^.
Barbara Fingold

Gary Schaefer

Bart's Ice r-««in
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Paul Mariani

"Summoning the Dead: Politics and the

Sublime in Contemporary Poetry"
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Thursday, April 19, 1984, 8 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

University oi Massachusetts at Amherst
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Attention All Students!
Are you self-motivated, enthusiastic,

and full of energy?

Do you want to become part of a

dynamic team that oversees all ad-

ministrative and political proceedings in

the Campus Center Complex?

If so, we now have openings in the

following coordinator positions:

Campus Center/ Student Union
Board of Governors

is accepting applications for the following coordinator positions:

• Special Projects • University Store Retail Services

• Building Operations • Space Economic Development

• Vendor Certification • Conference Services/

• Governors Program Council Accomodations

Jobs begin September 1984

Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline Monday April 23rd 1984 at 4:00 pm
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

Display

Finance

Food Services

' Public Relations

Arts
•:!:v:!:rW!W:yrWyW::!>::::::^!'X'W'X'>-'--t-:*:

Trailers
Hey, how 'bout them Oscars? Not a lot of

surprises in Monday night's award show.

Terms ofEndearment made the sweep just

about everyone was predicting: Best Pic-

ture, Actress, Supporting Actor, Director

and Screenplay Adaptation (from the novel

of the same name).

The Right SfUj^picked up most of the ma-

jor technical awards (editing, sound, score,

sound editing, score editing, sound score,

score sound, score sound editing) and

Sweden's Fanny and Alexander picked up

most of the artistic awards (art direction,

cinematography, costume), as well as Best

Foreign Film.

The Best Actor Oscar rightly went to

Robert Duvall, who's up there with De Niro

and Pacino as the greatest actors ever (ac-

tually, Pacino should have been nominated

and given the award for Scarface). Duvall,

with past roles as diverse as Colonel

Kilgore in Apocalyj)se Now and Tom Hagen
in The Godfather, won here for his

beautifully understated performance as a

country singer in Tender Mercies. He ac-

cepted the award graciously, citing the

achievements of the other nominees and

saying he was "very happy."

Although I had half figured Cher would

be given Best Supporting Actress almost

as a way of appeasing the undemominated

Silku)ood, Linda Hunt justifiably copped

the award for her role as Mel Gibson's little

pal Billy Kwan in The Year of Living

Dangerously. Hunt hopped up on a milk

crate and thanked the Academy, spewing

some hullaballoo about "water from the

moon."
The Terms acceptance speeches ranged

from the ultracool of Jack Nicholson to the

self-conscious gueebiness of director James

':•:•:•:•:•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.'.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.<

'•••••••• •-•^•.•.^^.•i
,•.•.•.••".••'••••.•.•.•?••.'

by Andy Gordon

Brookes. And then there was Shirley

Maclaine. Looking like she just got out of a

shower and possibly the least deserving of

the nominees, Maclaine gave a speech I

clocked at five minutes, actually shorter

than I expected. At 18 seconds into the

speech, she mentioned how long she's been

in the business, at 22 seconds she started

crying. She closed by saying she deserved

the award more than her colleagues. It's a

good thing I wasn't there, because I'd have

heckled the shit out of her.

The Best Picture presentation was an in-

teresting event. I don't know what they

were thinking, but they got Frank Capra

Sr. to present the award. Capra's one of

the greatest film directors ever I grant

you, but he's been senile as hell for like five

years now, and no one could have been too

surprised when he screwed it all up. Fully

audible off-stage voices coached him on

what cue cards to read and when the audio-

projection system failed, he pathetically

searched the heavens for guidance. When
he opened the envelope and milked a long

pause to build suspense, the nominated

films' directors' expressions, (shown in in-

sets) changed from polite smiles to evil, an-

noyed stares.

Best song went to Flashdance's "What a

Feeling", which Irene Cara was forced to

sing with the assistance of eight million lit-

tle kids from New York's National Dance

Institute. Jennifer Holiday, from Broad-

way's Dreamgirls, belted out one of the

theme songs from Yentl, "The Way He
Makes Me Feel." I doubt she really needed

the microphone.

Other highlights were appearances by

master of ceremonies Johnny Carson,

who's just too cool, Jennifer Beals, Christie

NOW AVAILABLE!

'TOd^S Fdl OUR TmEK
^ . 1 BIfMfm ( )fin(tji I^H>h- o/'Umrt/ Metal Rfn/f/t )t Roll ^

BcTkeBn^alluHl

LilUr. Unmn jui(Hioiii|NUiy • I5<isIihi T<»nMil<»

Many other humor books available at affordable

prices located in our book department

Open M-F, 9-5 Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Anybody could have directed Terms ofEndearment, but anybody didn't.

James Brooks did, and they gave him an Oscar for it.

Brinkley, Jack Palance, who's in a dif-

ferent world, Steven Spielberg and Amy
Irving (holding hands all night long), and of

course, the amazingly cute, goddess-like

Daryl Hannah, sporting ridiculous granny

glasses. Another major highlight of the

evening was mechanical; a huge, remote-

controlled Louma Crane, which raised and

soared above the crowd with stunning

fluidity.

LOCAL BEST BETS: The Calvin

Theatre is showing The Right Stuff, this

year's Oscar recipient for sound score and

Score Sound. Admission on Wednesday

nights is only 99 cents. The Amherst

Cinema has a great double feature of Hair

and Fame. Although it doesn't directly con-

cern film, on Saturday. April 28, Historic

Deerfield will conduct a workshop on New

England furniture. The workshop will

feature two lectures by assistant curator

Phil Zea. the first is titled "The furniture of

Western Massachusetts. 1680-1830." For

more information, contact Lisa Marie

Cantwell at the Collegian.

TRAILERS Trivia. Im dealing with

some serious wiseacres here. Two weeks

ago 1 asked a really tough question so I

could keep the prize, which was movie

passes, but a wonruin named Regina Martel

outsmarted me. So last week 1 asked an im-

possible question: Who played Uncle Sal's

Mother in Moscow on the Hudson. Yes

Regina, you're right, it was Filomena

Spanguola, and your passes are on the

way. This week's ouestion: what color shirt

am I wearing right now? CiO on Regina. I

dare you.

Read Andy Gordon's

Trailers ^^
BEFORE TIME RUNS OUT
Pre Registration's just around the corner -

are you satisfied with your major?

The Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC)

Program will give you the

opportunity to create your

INtS* ORY MEETING 0^" P^°9^«^ °^ ^^"^V*

Wednesday, April 11 Thursday, April 12

Brett Main Lounge Crampton Main Lounge

7:00 PM 7:00 PM

+
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CAREER NIGHT

ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT
Wednesday. April 11

8 P.M.

Campus Center 163

Alumni will discuss

their careers

and answer questions

about yours

Sponsored by the Alumni Association

and the

University Placement Office

TONIGHT! (AND EVERY WEDNESDAY)

<s-

FEATURING...

mdRK ROSSI an

VENTRILOQUIST
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(along with D.J. Mike Kane)

HAPPYHOUR PRICES

ALLmom LONG
THURSDAY:

FOR ALL NIGHT
LONG

THE HOTTEST SOUND and MUSIC GOING!

ardk DANC
^DISCO • Tt

TECHNICAL PEN SETS

Our Sale Price

$29.95
Suggested Retail Price

$68.00

$16.95
suggested retail price

$45.00

Open M-F 9-5, Located in Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

Paul VVclIcr, ex-Jam

frontman, and Mick Talbot,

ex-Dcxy's Midnight

Runner, populate

The Style Council.

The music is personal,

upbeat and varied; the

Geffen debut album is

My tver Changing Moods.

(

KING

"I Melt With You" was an

international hit for

Modern English.

Expanding an already

impressive vocabulary,

the banti has now given

voice to Ricochet Days,

an album of new material.

Two-fisted diplomacy

from Sire—
"Hands Across The Sea'.'

assm

UMi
Working With lire And

Steel (Possible Pop Songs

Volume Iwo) nicely

juxtaposes the tools ,\nc\

the genre of China Crisis'

Warner/Virgin debut.

Grand pianos, oboes

and cellos coexist with

synthesizers, basses,

guitars and the like

on a fast-breaking

club favorite.

'WMTTl

Three Of A Perfect Pair

completes the trilogy

begun with Discipline and

continue*! by Beat. Adrian

Belcw, Robert Fripp,

Tony Levin and

Bill Bruford are

King Crimson;

"Sleepless" is the

first single from the

Warner/E.G. album.

(RAWl
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The Crawl's enlightened

pop sensibility earned

them four Top 5 records

and a No. 1 EP in their

native Australia. Now
Geffen has assembled the

sextet's best tunes on

Semantics,

a hopping primer from

the Outback.

TODTOM

Voted "Best New Act'

by the readers of

New Musical Ispress.

The Smiths are on a

single-han<lcd crusade to

bring intelligence,

optimism and flowers

back to the world of

music. And they're

succeeding.

The Smiths—
on Sire.

A Y
O R

9 O
tlR%(

ROW

Amherst Records - $5.99 LP and cassette
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Just Fun Arcade
^ presents #

^Xx^- the ^o/j
^ Wednesday Night ^>^f

»

Free Play Party

Hop on the bus

(Northampton 7:35/8:05) or

drive down to

Just Fun Arcade

in the Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley

¥»SS »PP)IO»ll)l>lSP(CIIO«lSI»llOti

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
(whitcwall blami

00

Play all machines

from 8:30 - 10:30

2 hours of fun for

incluOM mounlino
plus MA Slal* Taa

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tir« Stor«

78 Sunderland Rd

incli^des

Transportation

2 Nights Lodging

2 Days Lifts

Meals

Fri the 13th Party Fr

Bloody Mary party Sal

Free Beer & Wine Sat afte

Hot Tub Party Sai

Mimosa Party Sun

Free Beer and Wine Sun afte

ALL FOR ONLY $69

for more info call 545-3437

[XXiXXX

F&S f
S&S X
S&S ^

Fri night ^

Sat morn *
Sat afternoon ^

Sat night *
Sun morn ^

Sun afternoon *

STUDENT
AIRFARES

round trip from

LONDON $348

PARIS $378j

MADRID $3991

LUXEMBURG
$469{

AMSTERDAM
$448

ZURICH $398

STOCKHOLM
4350

CARACAS $293]

BOGOTA $A29

National Student
|

Travel Bureau

of the USA
286-1926

Council Travel /CIEJ

729 Boytston St

suite 201

Boaton, MA 02116

$2.00

^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm. m ».»«"i«i
|

^1^

-m No Amh«rtt MA ^ ^

Acrot* tfom Watroba* Stora

549-4704
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SUMMER JOB
cp. Cod M.rth. » ^*"*^

j;;;^
N.ntuckr h.v. mouMod. d good

p,vmo ,0b. .v*lrt*l to «ud*n. "Od

iMchsn thu •umm»f

A Dif*c1ofV »«*^ '*'^ •"? !!
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CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU

Bo» 5»4 «oom 212

Bsm«t*bto MA 02630
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Softball Teams

Be a hit with

Custom printed

Tee-Shirts & Hats

at Low, Low Cost

CREATIVE TEE-SHIRTS

Hampshire Mall

_2iadle^_586^205

THINKING ABOUT
SUMMER...
COLLEGE?

THINK ABOUT L.I.U.

L.I.U.-C.W. POST
L. I.U.-BRENTWOOD
L.I.U.-SOUTHAMPTON
More than 1200 undergraduate and graduate courses.

Intensive institutes and workshops. Festival of the Arte,

(workshops, master classes,

performances)

1ii«^^^i^!!;S-iS?i^°''
COMBINED BULLETIN

Campuses telephone

L.I.U.-C.W. POST (516)299-2431
For inlofmation regarding the Campuses listed below, telephone

L.I.U. BRENTWOOD (516)273-5112
LIU. SOUTHAMPTON (516)283-4000

OR MAIL COUPON

\^ Vx^ SANDWICH
MENU Now

Available in the

T.O.C. I.OUKGE
for Dinner:
TUES.-THURS.

5:00-7:30 pm
FRIDAY

6:30-8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
5:00-8:30 pm

SUMMER SESSIONS OITICE

Long Island University

^amy C.W. post campus
GREENVALE. N.Y. 11548

Name

Please send
Summer '84 Bulletin for

C W Post
C Brentwood
G SouthamptonAddress

City State Zip
I am Interested In iZ Day

HZ Evening or iZ Weekend
D Undergraduate
n Graduate

Phone ( )

An Eq'jti Opportunity k^'.-.rrr.^v.vr Ariicn Inttllullon

^^«i the
CAMPUS

fiilr;
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Off Campus
By Sullivan & Gilbert

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

<1>IW4 lot Kmttin Tiawt SyadkaU

ACROSS
1 Neighbor of

Burma
5 In way

(ailing)

9 Equitable

13 Can do
14 Gets there

16 Against

17 Festive do
18 Lull

19 Type of muffin

20 "The Student

Prince"

composer
23 Epic

24 Tribulations

25 High regard

28 Creative fields

30 Optimally

33 Desolate

35 Supportive

37 Region of NW
Spain

38 Cancel

40 Recalcitrant one

41 Undisciplined

42 Door to ore

43 • fetch a

water"

45 Send skyward

47 Lustrous gems
49 Minor league

team for

recruits

51 Reverberate

again

54 Good-bye. in

Heidelberg

58 Estrada of

•CHiPS"

59 up (cases)

60 "Now
nnedown "

62 Foot follower

63 Arab, eg
64 Queen of scat

65 Acclaim for

Escamillo

66 Mild expletive

67 Word with

dance or art

DOWN
1 Run late

2 Discomfit

3 Stan s pal

4 Verdant color

5 Exculpated

6 Carom
7 In the thick

8 Whitetail

9 See 61 Down
10 Upsetting

11 Be featured

12 Bell sound
15 Squirrel away
21 Swamp feature

22 Ghostly sound

26 Bring joy

27 l,4any wks.

29 Unaided

30 100%
31 Wild duck

32 Theater feature

34 Stifles

36 Diet orency

39 Hurry along

40 Puckishness

42 Italian belHown
44 Helm situation

46 Gunpowder Plot

name
48 Stop

50 Network
52 Word of greeting

53 sides

54 Flight prefix

55 River of Russia

56 Name in

fashion

57 Poet Pound
61 Jaw away

1 ? 3 4

1
21

b b 7 8

15

1

9 10 n 12

13 14 16

17 18 19

To"

26 27

22

29 11 ?3
24

34
I^^^25

1
39

28

I
44

40

30 31 3?

42

in

33 35 36

37

I
48

43
41

1
54

50 52
I
53

i
45

55

46 47

I
56 57

49 51

1

58 59 60

6? 63 64

65" 66 67

Staff meeting
Wednesday night in

newsroom 7 p.m.

Topics to be discussed:

• Constitution Revisions

• Elections

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Brown Derby Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Baked Ham/Raisin Sauce

BBQ Beef Cubes

Tuna Salad Plate

with Potato Chips

BREAD BUFFET

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with Lemon

Wedge
Sweet and Sour Tofu

BREAD BUFFET

Weather

Today, continued cloudy

with a chance of showers

over eastern sections.

Tonight, mostly cloudy with

lows in the 30s. Thursday, a

mixture of clouds and sun.

Highs in the 50s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

OQlili
MBD ouLJ aauci
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#•;•Hyperdurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of

Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day they take plac^

HONORS STUDENT
ASSOCIATION GENERAL
MEETING - Any student

in the Honors Program or

taking an Honors course is

invited to join this new RSO.
Comniittee positions are

still open. Refreshments

served. 7:30 p.m., SU
Dukes Room.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL
MEETING - Explanation

of the Bachelor's Degree
with Individual Con-

centration (BDIC) program,

a degree granting program

which allows a student the

opportunity to design their

own major. 7:00 p.m., Brett

Main Lounge.

RAPE AWERENESS
WORKSHOP - Workshop
for men and women on how
to deal with sexual assault,

how to prevent it. and how
to cope if assault does occur.

7:00 p.m., 7th floor lounge,

Webster Dorm.

MASSPIRG CHAPTER
MEETING - All those who
have been involved with

MassPIRG are invited to a

chapter meeting. Elections

for new local and state

boards of representatives.

7:00 p.m., CC901.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
MEETING - Speaker:

Chip Weems on "Life in a

•Scope Shop: Part 11" or "So

ya wanna buy a telescope?"

Observatory tour af

terwards. Free refresh-

ments. Everyone welcome.

7:30 p.m.. GTWR 1033.

MINORITY GRADUATE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
— Organizing Committee

Meeting. Bring lunch. 12-

2:00 p.m., GRCA-221.

DR. YASSOUR ON
"KIBBUTZ EDUCATION"
— Dr. Chava Yassour of the

Harvard University Center

for Kibbutz Studies will

speak on "Kibbutz

Education as Preparation

for Collective Living." 7:00

p.m.,HERTlll.

UMASS CHAMBER
CHOIR PRESENTS FREE
CONCERT — A varied and

light-hearted program, sung

by the 42 members of the

UMass Chamber Choir, will

8:00

p.m., Grace Church on the

Common, Amherst.

Records

1^cc<ncC S<Ue !'It^

Titus:

The Collegian is now accepting applications for

the positions of:

ASSISTANT
\
ADVERTISING MANAGER %

\ and ADVERTISING {

REPRESENTATIVES {

for Fall '84. J
Deadline is Friday April 20 ^

Pick up application at the Collegian office ¥
between 8:45 and 3:30 ^

//A

iipl releaiei are
I here!

mon.'frL^o-5. sat.^^^^^^.

PUB MUG NIGHT

Every Wednesday
35' BEERS

Miller - Miller Lite

Music by

Al Stoner

- Dancing -

No Cover

IS Eu( Pl«M«nl SC \(f^

ATTENTION STUDENTS FROM WESTCHESTER AND ROCKLAND COUNTIES,
THE BRONX AND NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA!

STUDY THISSUMMERAT
MERCYCOLLEGE

Mcike this summer count! C,v\ dhe.KJ or i atch up on your

courM'vvork. T.jkc .iclv.infti^e ot Merc \ C ollcgt^'s flexibk^

sc hcf lulin^, low cost ($102. 00 fx-r c rrdit) ,ind six c onvcnient

loc.itions: Oobhs Ferry, Ptvkskill, Vorktoun, White flams,

Yonkers and The Bronx.

More than ^00 course otterings in the toliovNini; areas:

Accounting

Biology

Business Administration

Chemistry

Computer Information

Systems

Criminal |ustice

Education

English

History & Political

Science

Mathematics
Paralegal Studies

Psychology & Sociology

=»<= =*«= =*<= ^^

THE AMHERST
DELICATESSEn
in the Carriage Shops Since 1975

OVERSTUFFED SANDWICHES
FOOT LONG SUBS

FRESH SALADS AND SOUP
KNISHES, PICKLES AND KOSHER HOT DOGS

BAGELS AND LOX
NEW YORK CHEESE CAKE

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 549-6314
n I

ri n in

1

^^ i

Six and twelve week sessions. [3ay ^r\i\ evening classes Ix^gin

lune 4th and )uly Kith. Registration tor all summer sessions

l)egins May 21, 1984.

For information alx)ut Summer Sessions at Mercy Colk^ge, please

call Andrew C'j Nelson, Dean of Admissions at (914) 693-7600;

or return the attached coupon.

COLLEGE
-•iSj Broadway, Dobbs Ferry, New York 10'i22

G Please sencJ me more information about Merc v College s Summer
Session Courses.

Name Telephone

Slate /'P

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN
TO START A CONVERSATION

Time

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR

37 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MA

WpHnewUy. April 11. 1984, .Colleaia: i5

Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaaa, Amherst. Htm Hampshire

^ (Residsnt, Co^, 1 hour from Boston) is In need of De-t
Apartment Dirsctors and Activity Spaciaiists for this sum-I
Jmor in: Athiatics, Gymnastics. Swim Instruction (WSI).X
IWatersiding. Saiiing. Arts & Crafts, Campcrafl. Israeli^

loaiica. Drama. Israeli Fo«< Song, RIflery, Tennis, Photog-4
Iraphy, Office Personnei and Nurses (R.N.). ExceNent S^#
paries spd fringe t)or>efits. Please contact Or. Chartea B.^
Rotman. Director. 81 Kingsbury Street. Wetleeiey, W<\
02181. 617-237-9410.

HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church fpr

more information about this Christian

Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

586-4352.

rcx:k & Roa • jazz • soul

MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 eacn

MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each

TDK SA 90 $2.25 each

from RImaky Korsakov to

Uttle Walter

THonts, a maxlDtlplaot plui f

Main St. Northampton

• CLASSICAL • R & B • SM-IBM

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FRE E

TpARTI^ENT lyiEEDED

Desperate - need 2-3 bdrm apt for Fall 84

will take in summer - Puffton Townehouse

or Rrandywine - Susan 546-8348

AUDIO

GRATEFUL DEAD
RIDERS NEEDED

Grateful Dead opener in Hampton VA
riders needed for van leaving Thurs PM call

256-1037

New JVC 40 watt receiver w/5 band

graphic equalizer $225. New 3 way Pioneer

speakers w/frequency equalizer and 12"

woofer $200. call Scott at 546-5451

AUTO FOR SALE ~~

HELP WANTED

74 Ford van. Excellent engine. Runs great. %
$800^^^_256^72fi =

81 BMW 3201 excellent condition 19700 mi =

alloy wheels alpine stereo A/C call eves ^
253-3009 I
1974 Dart slant 6, dependable, many new ±

parts^asking 600$, 549-3798 %

75~Dodge Colt selling for parts - $175 new 3

head cylinder for info call Lisa 546-8513 i

Toyota Celica 72 Runs fantastic Very t

reliable car $450 256-0909 6-8 pm =

72 Pinto good condition no rust 350 call ±

665-7771 nights i

CAPE COD 1

Seagull Beech West Yarmouth Large

house 6 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 'h bath 700 per

person per season 253-7436

1 need room for summer in South

Wesr Yarmouth. Call mark 256-8225

2 housemates needed
house in Harwich 6-5861

or

for 6 bedroom

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK ADISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584 6712

pIrOFESSIONAL DJs for less 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?

256 1393

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt in duplex house available

June 1 665-7148

4 bedroom apt 2 bthrms nice location Rt 9

Amherst summer sublet w/fall option call

for details Bob, Gareth, Alex 253-5796

Two bedroom apt summer sublet with fall

option $370 utilities included Cliffside
|

Sunderland - bus route call evenings 1
665 8313 I
Room In Hadley farmhouse 1 Vi miles |
from campus 137.50-1- inexpensive utilities |
call Maggie 549-5229 |
Housemates wanted for Northampton |
house. Near downtown, bus. $150/mo. -i- |
call 584-2905

|
Summer subletters wanted for Swiss

|
Village apartment. $175.00 includes all |
utilities! 256-1474 |
Available now 1 bdrm apt on bus route 1
Mill Hollow call 549-3700 |
3 bedrooms available for summer with

|
fall option Amherst Centre call evenings s
253-2683 i

The UMass Yearbook is now accepting

applications for all positions for the 1984-85

staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the

Collegian)

OVERSEAS JOBS. . .Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in

fo. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Simple Harmonica Lessons for 7 yr. old

in exchange for professional typing

253-7553

Enthusiastic Students to apply Asst. to

the Speaker/ Student Senate. Work on

student/campus /social issues. Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary. 10

hrs. wk., $3.35 hr. For more details call

Stacy Roach - 545-0341 Pick-up applicaions

in rm 420 SUB Application deadline April

17, 4:0 pm. SGA is an AA/EOE.

COUNSELORS WANTED - Trim-down

physical fitness coed NYS overnight camp.

Great times helping kids! All sports, WSI's,

theatre, arts and crafts, piano, guitar,

dance, aerobics, computers, go-carts,

rocketry, general, needlecraft, weight train

ing kitchen. Camp Shane, Ferndale, NY
12734

Counselors: Camp Wayne, co-ed Nor-

theastern Penna. interviews arranged.

Unusual opportunity. 12 Allevard St. Lido

Beach, NY 11561 (include your telephone

number)

Cruiseshlps Hiring. $16-30,000! Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1 916-944-4444 X

Massachusettscruise

G^emment Jobs. $16,599-$50,553/year.

Now hiring. Your area. Call 1-805-687-6000

ext. R-9616

Mobile Vending Vehicle Drivers wanted

for Cape Cod this summer after 7:00 PM
Pete 584-9580

I

Crts. or Van Meter. Reward. If found please

call 546-1145

Lost in Morrill light blue bamboo umbrella

its a birthday presnt reward 584 9205

A bunch of car keys with a silver key

holder and initial D on it call 549-0430 even-

ings

Lost U.S.N, green raingear. Left on Soft-

ball Field #11 last Wed. call Tom 323-5598

Reward

SERVICES

MOTORCYCLES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Type Rite 253-51 1

1

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,

resumes, etc. 665-3414

SUMMER 1984 - EMPLOYMENT
81 Yamaha 8X400 special exc. cond. 2800
miles just tuned $1000 Al 549-6934

1978 Yamaha 6G0E excellent condition low
mileage $1095.00 6 5039

1982 Honda 660 Nighthawk, exc. cond. :

new in 83, 1600, 549-6934

1 PERSONALS

f Kathy I love you

I Attention Marketing Er Accounting Majors

1 consulting pos. available. Earn experience

1 and credits that count. Contact the

1 Economic Development Office 409 SUB
= 545-2167 applications due FridAY 4/ 13.

I Open Rush Delta Zeta Sorority 11

i Phillips Street Tuesday April 10 5:30

f Wednesday April 11 5:30 call for info

I 549-6823

i Caesar
1 Join me
1 Keith Wallcott

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Please send inquiries to PO Box

2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02557

SUMMER SUBLET

Brittany Manor summer sublet with fall

option call 253 7/28 anytime

1 bedroom apt $295 includes everything

summer sublet w/fall option 666-2338

TO SUBLET

INSTRUCTION

Reach out and tuck someone. Sign up
for Tuck In Service Monday April 9 to Fri

day April 13 Campus Center Concourse

Tapes: TDK SAC-90 $3.00 ea. call Rob or

Carl 6-7762

Lisa - Congratulations Denmark bound

hope you have lots of fun and whatever

love ya your roomie

Problems with your employer? Call LSO
545^1995

Linda Lou May the dreaow you dream be

the future you find. Happy 21st. Love

Madonna

Contact Lenses Replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. other brands available. Dr. Spencer

University Drive 256-8561

I Needed Tutor Accounting 221 call 6-5508 i =
JOBS FOR FALL '84

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Earthfoods Restaurant now hiring for

part time fall positions. Work 8-12 hrs.

week two hour mandatory Mon night

meeting / two hrs committee work non pd.

3.50/hr High committment required Third

World student, men, women encouraged

to apply. Work study & non work study

avail. Applications at Kitchen around cor-

ner from ride board deadline Mon Ap 16

EOE

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

Dissertations, Theeea. Cases, Papers.

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

2 bedroom Townehouse apt sumer

sublet reasonable call soon for info

549-5531

Puffton 3 bedroom apartment, summer

sublet, close to campus, $400-month fur-

nished, 549-4136

Summer - roomy Amherst house with yard

near town, on bus route call after 5 PM
2561 268

Available for summer: furnished efficien-

cy on Route 9. $205.00 monthly. Call

323-6769 after 7 PM

Female roommates wanted for a single

and double in Townhouse June 1 - Sept 1

Kim 549-5848

2~bedroom Brandywlne apt available for

summer sublet 6/1 - 9/1 rent is negotiable

ca[l 549-5951

1~bdrm apt Amherat Center fall option

330 ^^ alec 253-2486 _^___
For summer: Large bedroom in 4 bedroom

house. 5 min walk to campus, large yard.

$150 or best offer 548-1064

Female roommate for summer sublet

needed. Excellent rates. Onm bus rte,

washer/dryer. Rent negotiable. Call before

1 1.666-7581 ^

Large bedroom In Puffton private bath

ideal for couple June-Sept $210 exclus call

Brenda 549-6999

Beeutiful 4 bedroom apt to sublet for

summer fall option avail for two people,

close to campus, rent neg call 549-6147

Rooms for rent starting June fall option

Amherst Center Matt or Laura 256-6969

Rochester. Preferably Thursday night

April 12. Morning Friday 13. Call Heidi

546-5158

WANTED

1 Todav Boston Mitch 253-2083

FOR SALE

Computer Terminals for sale DEC VT55 |
video terminals with hard copy output ex- |
cellent condition $500 or best offer |
549-6994 |
Elvis TicketsI Front row seats best offer. 1
Call now 256-0924 |
Camera Canon F1 w/35mm wide angle 1
lens must sell best offer Tom 546-6147 1

FOUND

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may

be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client inten/iew

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tioris, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supen/sion. To ap-

ply and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, Apnl

13 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

RIDERS WANTED i

3

I

S
1

i
§
3
I

Drlver(s) to drive car to Milwaukee area.

Some expenses paid. Call 367-2473 even-

inqs

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOST

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

describe to claim.

Set of keys with Minnie Mouse keychain

call 546-5846
.

Found - Class Ring in womens f^estroom

of Fine Arts Center call to identify 546-6902

Green backpack and bluejean jacket

Friday at TOC contains large white

notebook. Reward please call Rick 256-i.3bU

Mini-mouse keychain with three keys on

April 4 call 546-5511

4/3 Class ring

w/blue stnne.

Female roommate wanted to share large |
bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

|
utilities 586-3682 f
2 female roommates wanted to share =

two bedroom apt in Presidential take over
|

lease in June call eves 549-4185 |
27emale roommates wanted to share 3 f
bedroom Puffton apartment call 549-5487 |

Room available in two bedroom Bran-
|

dywine apartment for fall. Quiet, non- ^
smoking only. Call 549-7858 evenings |
Puffton 2 roommates wanted to share 1
bedroom. Call Bruce or Beth 549-1414 =

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Sih/er

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Someone to take over 1 bedroom apt in

Brandywine call 549-0667

Looking for roommates?? 2 female
looking to share Townehouse Brandywine

Puffton or Brittany Manor. Please call

Sharon or Meg 546-9614

Wanted 3 t>edroom apt will take over sunrv

mer lease please call reward 546-331

1

WANTED TO RENT

Apartment May 2S-2B.

Colonial Village area.

253 2948

Prefer Swiss or

Call evenings

1981. Fram. Nrth. silver

Lost near Bovden Tennia

Rolling Green or other area 1 bedroom
apartment. Will take over summer. Doug
253-9610

HELP - Looking for apartment in Puffton

Brandywine area. Will be well rewarded call

Kim 546-4736

Apartment in Amherst for 2 girls take

over lease June 1 please call Chrissy

546-8469 or Janine 546-8516

sign language useful § jyyo or three bedroom apt in Puffton
• reward Pam 546-9692, Mary 253-5604

Responsible females to share room in |
sunny Southwood apt. summer/fall g
253-5109

1/2 roommates
»53-3591
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Gorillas open '84home season today
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The Boyden Hill is ready and waiting. So
is the balcony of Tobin and all the other

surrounding area. Ready, that is, for the

first arrival of large Gorilla watching

groups and their favorite objects of atten-

tion, Garber's Gorillas.

The place, as usual, is the upper Boyden
field, the time of the face-off is 3:00 p.m.,

••••••••••••••••a ••••••••• •• •.•,•.•_••. .-".*.*.*.*..

"There is tendency to

change things when two top

teams meet, to become too

conservative. To me that's

Like the kiss of death.*'

— Coach Dick Garber

and this 1984 lacrosse home opener should

prove a dandy. IJMass brings its 11 record

and highly ranked squad, (13th in the na-

tion, 2nd in New England) against another

pretty formidable bunch of stickman, in the

Brown Bruins.

Not only is Brown three notches ahead of

the Gorillas nationally, at 10th. but they

also occupy the one spot separating LlMass

from the top of New England. It is a

number one ranking that the Bruins are

defending from last season.

"Long time arch rivals," smiled head

coach Dick Garber, sitting in his office

yesterday afternoon, shortly before his

Men's lacrosse and the Boyden Hill

host their home opener against New
3 p.m.

team took the practice field.

"They're a very aggressive defensive,"

said Garber. "They've also got excellent

passers and excellent offensive skills. We
have to play good balanced defense and

make good transitions."

But don't be lulled into thinking that the

Gorillas will turn this into a defensive

Irrian filr photo

crowds will return as the Gorillas
England champion Brown today at

struggle. Garber says that his team's wide-

open, run-and gun style will be in full force

for tomorrow's game.

"There is a tendency to change things

when two top teams meet, to become too

conservative," he says. "To me that's like

the kiss of death."

The fact that the Gorillas stand at 1-1 on

**>eir season is bittersweet for Garber.

After disposing of then 14th ranked Cor-

nell, the Gorillas could've, but didn't, over-

come sixth ranked Rutgers last Saturday,

losing 8-4. Garber reflects that the oppor-

tunities were there, but as if a flashback of

last season, the goals weren't.

"We played a helluva game down at

Rutgers," he adds. "We had the shots, we
just didn't score."

With that hopefully behind them, UMass
now concentrates on Brown, before hitting

the road to Chestnut Hill to face Boston
('ollege Saturday. Then it's back home for

a two week, five game BIG homestand that

includes the likes of UNH, Harvard, and
Yale, (all in the New England top five,

UNH is tie<l with the Gorillas) and Army
and Hofstra, ranked nationally 5th and yth

respectively.

As always, the Boyden throng could lend

an extra edge to the Gorilla's artillery, and

Garber hopes that edge will begin tomor-

row.

"Being our first home game and playing

against the defending New England
champs, I'm hoping there will be a lot out

there. We'd like to get The Hill packed up

there," he grins.

And the coach promises a good game will

be witnessed on hand. "It's going to be a
very exciting match-up for spectators.

We've played two nationally ranked teams
and played flat-out in both. There's no
reason to change."

NICE EFFORT — A
Red Wing of the Inter-

national League dives

in vain for a homerun
ball.

Seniors make choices today
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

Today begins the most important few

months of UMass basketball Coach Ron
Gerlufsen's career. April 11th marks the

beginning of the NCAA spring signing

period for high school seniors.

During the first signing period from

November 9-16, (ierlufsen and his staff

inked no one. Since then, UMass has

received three verbal commitments.

These three players (6-8 forward Fitzhugh

Tarry of Buffalo, New York, 6-4 guard

Matt Ryan of Long Island, N.Y. and 6-3

guard Lorenzo Sutton of Fork Union

Military Academy in Virginia) now can

officially sign with the Minutemen.

With Ryan and Sutton coming in. UMass
will be strong at guard next season. Ryan
was named New York State player of the

year in his division. He had 57 point

outing this season. Sutton is a gifted

athlete blessed with tremendous
quickness. Don't forget academic redshirt

6-5 Daryl Carter and the rest of the

UMass guards minus reserve Craig Smith

return as well.

Upfront is where the Minutemen are

hurting. 6 7 sophomore starter John
Hempel is packing his bags and leaving for

another program and 6 7 center Edwin
Green graduates in May. This leaves only

6-5 junior Horace Neysmith upfront,

(jerlufsen and his chief recruiting

assistant Mark Shea have been scouring

the east to alleviate this problem.

Two centers the coaches are talking with

at this very moment are 6-8 Tom Swick of

Ontario, Canada and 6 10 John Westbeld

/ Dayton, Ohio. Swick has narrowed his

choices to UMass and Niagara College.

UMass has a slight edge here because

Niagara brought in three big men last

year. Westbeld will decide between
UMass, Maryland. Rice and Santa Bar-

bara.

Gerlufsen and Shea are on the trail of

five talented forwards as well. The two
that lead the pace are 6-6 Carlton

Valentine of Baltimore. Maryland and 6-7

Derrick Brantley of Willingboro. New
Jersey. Valentine, who is considered the

best player on America's top ranked high

school team - DeMatha. is leaning towards
Richmond or American over UMass and
Michigan State. Brantley, who scored 51

points in a game this year and wants to

major in engineering, has narrowed his

choices to UMass and Holy Cross with

Temple making a last minute bid.

The other three potential Minutemen are

6-7 Warren Bradley of Bridgeport,

Connecticut, 6-7 Wilbur Hicks of New
Haven. Connecticut and 6-6 John Kajonek
of Hamilton. Ontario. Hicks, who Shea
feels could grow a few inches, is being

courted by UMass, Fairleigh Dickinson

and Monmouth. UMass, Canisius and
Boston University vie for Bradley.

Kajonek. who netted 33 against DeMatha,
is being pursued by St. Josephs. Michigan
State. Boston College and UMass.

i u. ry will not suit up lor tne ivimutemen

next year so he can establish himself as a

student. This makes the decisions of

these young men even more crucial to the

immediate future of the UMass basketball

program. Shea said he hopes to get two or

three of these young men to sig^ on the

dotted line.

Softball sweeps Brown

Collcinui phots b; LaiTj Cabuia

Catcher Beth Talbott and the
Minutewomen swept the Bruins of
Brown yesterday 2-0, 5-0.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

If you have a team that starts just two
seniors and the rest of the lineup

predominantly sophomores and freshmen,

that team cannot rely on the bats of the

two seniors to carry them along.

The underclassmen of the University of

Massachusetts softball team earned their

meal ticket yesterday leading the way at

the plate and on the mound as

Massachusetts swept Brown by a 2-0 and

5-0 scores in Providence.

The team hopes to extend their winning

streak as they take on Holy Cross in a

doubleheader today at 2:30 p.m. at

NOPE.
The pitcher and hitters both got the job

done yesterday. Sophomore Lvnn

Stockley tossed a one-hitter and fired six

strikeouts in the opener while sophomore

Cathy Reed tossed a two- hitter in the

nightcap.

For the hitters, freshman Robin Read,

recently promoted to the clean-up slot,

went 2 for 3 in the first game with a RBI

while knocking in two runs in the second

game.

"They never threatened in either game,"

said a pleased Elaine Sortino. "They are a

good team. But we were better. We are

glad to take home the two wins.

Glad is right for UMass who had lost

three of four since coming up from South

Carolina. Massachusetts, who now sports

a 12-7 record, was in a hitting slump but is

coming out of it after yesterday's per-

formance.

"We are working our way through it."

Sortino said. "But we need to be better

yet." UMass pounded out six hits in the

first game and got eight in the second, the

most UMass has gotten this season up
north.

UMass got on the board early in the first

game as Read knocked in senior Tina

Coffin with the bases loaded after Brown
misplayed the fielders choice.

The Minutewomen made it 2-0 in the

fourth as Read knocked in sophomore
Sally Maher with a single. Freshman
Debbie Cole also went 2 for 3 in the

opener.

In the nightcap. Coffin led off the game
with a double followed by a Maher triple.

Read followed with a single to right and

Maher came in for the 2-0 lead.

Read and Cole both knocked in runs in

the second and Cole misplayed bunt sent

sophomore Ann Ringrose home for the 5-0

margin.

Reed pitched a super game. Sortino said,

and had five strikeouts to up her record to

6-2.

Masssachusetts takes on Holy Cross for

two this afternoon at 2:30 p.m. at NOPE
in the first meeting of these two in at least

six years.

Harvard stops UMass 8-4
In baseball action

yesterday in Cambridge.
Harvard topped the

University of Massachusetts

by a 8-4 score.

The Minutemen, now (7-16)

on the year look ahead to

Thursday when they take on

American International

College in Springfield. The

Division II Yellow Jackets

sport an overall (10-5)

record, including a (3-1)

mark in the Northeast-8

Conference. AIC's main
threats should come from

ace pitcher Jim Van Houten

and infielder Mario Felici.
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Seven students

win seats

on town board
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Seven University of Massachusetts

students won Town Meeting seats in the

Amherst election Tuesday, including five

students who waged a write-in campaign

organized by Student Government
Association Co-President Rick Patrick.

Paul Howling, John Kenney, Stephen

Shuster, Reuven Michael C^arlyle and

Courtland Cline all waged successful write-

in campaigns for five uncontested seats for

three year terms in Precinct Three. Paul

larrobino aiid Lori Rocchio were elected to

one year terms in Precinct Three.

Precinct Three encompasses Sylvan.

Northeast, Orchard Hill and Central

Residential Areas. In Precinct Four, which

includes the Southwest Residential Area,

one student ran for a two year seat, but was
not elected.

In a statement following his election.

Carlyle said. "Students are a major

economic and social force in the Amherst
community. This election proves we are

also a major political force. Obviously. I'm

pleased with the election results and I look

forward to an effective and meaningful

term as a member of the Amherst Town
Meeting."
"We ran to provide student input, not only

for student concerns, but for the Amherst
population as a whole." Shuster said.

Patrick and an assistant. Mark Shea, said

they organized the write-in campaign to

elect students in Precinct Three to voice

student opinion on issues such as rent

control, bus service and water quality in

town meetings.

Patrick said he was "very pleased" that all

five of the write-in candidates won.

"It was basically students for students. It

represents student unity. Hopefully we can

fill as many seats from precincts four and

five in the future," Patrick said.

Continued on page 5
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CoUripan photo b« Hriui <rf>nTr

Eric Midttun, a junior fine arts major from Sunderland, uses view of

a tree across from the Franklin Dining Commons to create his latest ef-

fort yesterday afternoon.

Students apathetic about tuition hike rally

Less than fortjj students attend protest

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

While may students feel the issue of tui-

tion increases is big, the corwd at a rally

scheduled yesterday to protest hikes was
not.

Few University of Massachusetts
students stopped their afternoon walk in

the sun at noon to hear student leaders

who gathered in front of the Student

Union Building to speak out against a pro-

posed 15 j)ercent tuition increase being

planned for next year.

Fran Pheeney. chair of the Student
Government Association (SGA) Public

Policy Committee, termed the protest, at-

tended by approximately 40 people, "a
disappointing one," saying student
apathy is a result of the change in the type

of students now attending UMass.

"More UMass students come from up-

per or upper-middle class families,"

Pheeney said. "They figure they, or their

parents, can afford the increase. Maybe
they can this year, but next year's in-

crease will be more. I don't know if they

can handle that."

Collcfcian photo by Andy llellcr

Fran Pheeney. chair of the student senate's Public Policy Committee,

looks out into the "crowd" as she speaks about a proposal being plann-

ed which would again increase tuition at the University of

Massachusetts. .

"Let's keep UMass a public

University," shouted SGA Co-president

Rick Patrick, as the small crowd respond-

ed with scattered applause. "We need you

all to help us fight against this proposal."

Co-president Jim Keller said the tuition

hike "makes UMass a place some people

can not afford."

"People will be hurt by the increase —
we can't let that happen," Patrick said.

A joint legislative hearing on the issue

scheduled for today at the Statehouse and

chaired by Rep. James Collins,

D-Amherst, and Sen. Gerard D'Amico,

D-Worcester, will examine the issue prior

to the state Board of Regents vote on the

increase next Wednesday. On Monday,

the board's finance committee, by a 4-1

vote, approved a $167 tuition increase for

in-state undergraduate students. Out-of-

state and graduate students also face ad-

ditional raises.

"We're sponsoring a bus on Thursday

for students to go up to the rally l)efore

the committee meeting," Pheeney said.

"UMass President David C. Knapp and

others will speak against the increa.se

along with UMass/Boston chancellor,

Robert Corrigan. Hopefully something

will happen."

"The meeting Thursday is the most im-

portant thing," Pheeney said. "If we fail

to convince the Regents there, I don't

know what will happen. It's discouraging,

what happened today at the rally, but

maybe the administrative officials can

convince people if students can't."

Greeks rush

despite ban
at Amherst
By SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press

Amherst College trustees may have
disbanded fraternities and taken away their

houses, but .some students who took part in

rushes there this week feel Greeks at the
school will stav together just the same.

"Maybe the Trustees are taking away our
housing, but there will still be some sort of

social order between us." said Aaron
Scharf. a membpr of the Delta Kappa
Fraternity. Leaders ot the fraternjties held

the ru.sh this week for freshmen, who in any
other year would have been pledging to

become members by their sophomore year.

But the college tru.stees earher this year
voted to disband the fraternities, saying the
social groups were no longer relevant to the
campus .social life. "We've heard there have
been rushes." said college spokesperson
Terry Allen. "The college's position is that

these rushes mean nothing. It's regretable

that a number of students thought the drive

was legitamate because there won't be
fraternities next year."

The rush of 170 freshmen also prompted
Jhe College Council, a panel of students,

professors and deans, to propo.se limiting

former members of any one frat to 25
percent of the residents in a fraternity

hou.se that is converted to a dormitory.

College Council member John Blasberg

yesterday called the quota a signal to

trustees that the campus will obey the

decision despite apparent opposition by

.some fraternities.

"The council had not originally planned to

implement a quota, but considered this

week's rush an attempt by fraternities to

continue next year. They could stack the

houses and discourage others from living

there." said Blasberg, 20, of Boston.

Under the proposal, fraternity members
would take part in the college's regular

room assignment process in which up-

perclassmen get first crack at vacancies,

Blasberg said. It would be possible for

members of different fraternities to g^et

rooms in the same house and become a

majority of residents there, he conceded.

The quota recommendation will be given

to G. Armour Craig, interim president of

the college. Blasberg said. Craig will adopt

a transition policy in the coming weeks,

Blasberg said.

Blasberg, the junior class representative

to the council and a fraternity member, said

there was some criticism of the quota, but

most students accepted it.

Aaron Scharf, a member of Delta Kappa
Epsilon. was among the critics. "What will

happen is we'll continue to stay together,

even if the houses are taken from us,"

Scharf said. Fraternities have 624 of the

1 .500 students as members this year.

Inside:

Astronaut returns to Amherst ... p. 3

Student senate opens war on
Moonies p. 3

Gprillas lose opener in overtime, p. 20

"But mining the harbors in
NicaragiLa!!?"

— Sen. Barry Goldwater,

R-Ariz.
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Judge halts student aid and
draft registration linkage
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BOSTON (AP) - A federal judge says

the U.S. Education Department overstep-

ped its bounds by requiring students apply-

ing for financial aid to sign a form saying

they had either registered or were ineligi-

ble for the draft.

And in a ruling yesterday, U.S. District

Judge Robert E. Keeton ordered a tem-

porary halt to the practice.

It was sought by three Boston University

theology students, a man over 25 and two

women, all members of the United

Methodist Church. Their age and sex

already exempted them from registering

and they claimed that by refusing to comp-

ly with the federal regulation and fill out

the form, they would lose all financial aid

and have to quit school.

The Solomon Amendment, adopted by
Congress in 1983, required a cut-off of

federal student loans to eligible men who
had not registered *"nr t^^e ')»• t^t.

Then, the education department
established regulations requiring all loan

applicants — regardless of age or sex — to

state they either had registered or were in-

eligible.

In his 11-page ruling, Keeton said the

department went too far.

The Secretary of Education, he wrote,

"established a new ground for denial of aid:

failure to comply with an administrative re-

quirement that all applicants for aid file a
registration compliance statement.

Area waste dump site sought
BOSTON (AP) After a year of inaction.

Massachusetts officials say they hope a two-

day conference with other Northeast states

can produce a new agreement on a regional

site for a low-level radioactive waste dump.

"I think the questions we're asking have to

be asked." said Richard Smith, executive

director of a special legislative commission

that is hosting the meeting, which starts

today in Boston.

"The discussions have not been going on

for over a year now. It's time to get the

talks going again so we have a belter un-

derstanding of what the states need." he

said.

Massachusetts officials rejected an earlier

plan for an 11 state regional waste disposal

compact, saying it lacked sufficient en-

vironmental safeguards in case the com-
monwealth was selected to host the facility.

The conference will give them a chance to

present their revised version of a multi-

stale compact to officials from the other

New England states plus New Jersey.

Smith said.

Officials in New York, Pennsylvania,

Delaware and Maryland were invited, but

failed to confirm they would attend.

The issue has taken on growing im-

portance due to a federal decision that will

allow the nation's two existing dumps in

S<»uth Carolina and Washington state to

reject waste from outside their region

beginning in 1986.

AP IjiMrphnto

TAKE A FLYING LEAP — Vice President George Bush fails down
while bowling during a campaign stop in Milwaukee last night. Bush,
who slipped while rolling his first ball down the alley, took down nine
pins in the effort.

Digest
bu The AssodaledPress

Drinan says nuclear

arms never justified

CLAREMONT, Calif. - Using even one nuclear weapon

can't be justified and the people of the United States must

,

question whether using the atom bomb in World War II

was necessary, the Rev. Robert Drinan told a college au-

dience.

Drinan, a Catholic priest and former Democratic con-

gressman from Massachusetts, spoke about ethics in the

nuclear age in an address to 300 people at Pitzer College

Tuesday night.

"There is no moral principle or political objective that

would jusify the use of even one nuclear weapon," he said.

Every American will have to reconsider whether the

continued buildup of nucler weapons can be justified, he

said. "And maybe we need to begin by asking ourselves

whether dropping the bomb on Hiroshima was ever

justified.

"We say that that action saved us from the invasion of

Japan, and that saved several thousands of lives. But

that's not true. Japan was on its knees at the time and

maybe we just don't want to accept the fact that the use of

the bomb in Hiroshima and Nagasaki was never justified."

House debates cost of living increase
BOSTON - A 4 percent cost of living increase for the

1 10.000 retired public workers was tacked on to a proposed

$8 billion state budget by the Massachusetts House
yesterday.

But while House Republicans easily succeeded in adding a

$6.8 million pension hike to the budget draft, they suffered

a second narrow defeat in two days for their propo.sai to

send $28.6 million more in state aid back to cities and
towns.

The House's labored progress on the 165-page
spending blue-print slowe<l further in its third day of

debate, and a hastily caUed democratic caucus tailea to

produce a scheme to ensure a budget would pass by
Saturday. The caucus broke with wait-and-see

irresolution, and members' pessimism at getting the job

done before an informal break next week for religious

hohdays grew.

The House's $700,000 cut in the Legislature's own budget

earlier in the week evaporated when the House voted 149-3

to increase a proposed 3 percent cost of living hike for

teachers and other public service employees to 4 percent.

Rep. Michael Creedon, House Ways and Means Com-

mittee chairman, opposed the proposal, one of a series of

amendments sponsored by Republican I^eader William

Robinson that rankled the Democratic leadership.

"I can't believe that anyone would have the gall to debate

this issue," Robinson challenged midway through debate.

"I think retirees are entitled to a 4 percent cost of living

increase."

Rep. Nicholas J. Bulgione, House Public Service Com-

mittee chairman, argued the state's liability for cost of

living increases is expected to hit $900 million by 1990.

"Seven million dollars this year means $14 million next

year," he said.

Damage suit filed on adultery charge
NORTHAMPTON A Northampton woman has filed a

$200,000 damage suit against a woman she claims com-

mitted adultery with her husband of 17 years.

The suit, based on legal tenets that have seen little use

this century, is the second seeking damages for adultery to

be filed in Hampshire Superior Court this year.

Last month, a judge awarded Robert A. Holcomb, a

former long-haul truckdriver from Huntington, nearly

$60,000 in damages from Francis A. Warren of Southwick,

whom he claimed committed adultery with his wife. In his

suit, Holcomb maintained he had to quit his job to care for

the couple's children after his wife left.

"We may begin to see more and more of these now,"

Edward J. Ryan Jr., president of the Hampshire County
Bar Association, said yesterday. "It's human nature when
you have a judgment like that."

In her suit, Alice M. Crowther claimed Patricia Doppman
committed adultery with her husband, Gilbert M.

Crowther, on Jan. 27.

State seeks to avoid bill for Seabrook
BOSTON — Concerned that the financial problems of

the Seabrook nuclear plant may spill over 1 to

Massachusetts, a consumers' group is asking state

regulators to protect electric customers in communities

that own their U)cal light companies.

"We are concerned that Massachusetts electricity con-

sumers — especially in towns with publicly owned
municipal electric departments — be spared enormous

rate hikes that threaten to happen as a result of the

deteriorating Seabrook situation," state Rep. Michael

Barrett, D-Reading, told a Statehouse news conference

Tuesday.

He was speaking for the Coalition for Municipal

Ratepayers' Rights, formed last fall by Massachusetts

consumers, businesses ;ind legislators worried alK)Ut the

struggling nuclear power plant in southern New Hamp-
shire.

Seabrook's builder, Public Service Co. of New Hamp-
shire, and the other utilities that investeti in the twin-

reactor project, voted recently to abandon work on Unit 11

because total projected costs are approaching $9 billion,

ten times the original estimate.

Members of the Ratepayers' Coalition are worried that

the Massachusetts utilities holdir ^,f investments in

Seabrook will never get anv electricity fr m the project,

and they question the wisdom of further investments.

"We don't believe smaller Massachusetts
communities...can afford to pour money into a bottomless
pit," another coalition member, Rep. Larry Alexander,
D-Marblehead, said.

Nuclear power plants*

bond rating lowered
NEW YORK A major bond rating company ypsterday

lowered its rating for two of the Seabrook nuclear {Kiwer
plants because of "serious and unprecedented questions
. ..uui I lie tut ure of Seabrook."
Standard and Poors Corp. lowered the rating of two types

of Public Service Company of New Hampshire bonds and
iL.-^ [)relerre(l stock, all worth $1.1 billion. It also lowered
bonds of the Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric
Co.. worth $1.2 billion.

t'uhlic service, the plant builder, owns 35.6 percent of the
t win reactor plant ; EMWEC owns 11.6 percent

.

Standard and Poors also put eight other utUities that own
fewer shares of Seabrook on its negative "CreditWatch,"
whi'-h means their securities for a potential downgrading
within 90 days.

Correction
The photo of U.S. Sen. John Glenn and Rev.

Jesse Jackson that appeared on page 5 of yester-

day's Collegian was inadvertently inserted into the

newspaper. The Collegian apologizes for any of-

fense this may have caused.
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Women's groupsvow to renew efforts

after bid to ban magazines is rejected
By JOHN MILBIER
Collegian Correspondent

The Board of Governors rejection of a resolution to ban

pornography last Thursday night has galvanized local

women's groups efforts to continue their campaign for a

"pom-free" University of Massachusetts.

The resolution that would have banned Playboy and
Playgirl from the Campus Center Store was defeated in

two separate motions by the board.

"In the first motion we didn't support the store's policy

but on the second motion we let the present policy stand,"

said Board Chairman, Mike Reilly.

Reilly said if the motion had passed it would have forced

the administration to review their policies on magazine

sales.

Even though the resolution failed, women's groups say

they have not given up. "There was a lot of interest

generated, it made the board members more educated

about the pornography issue and education is one of our

main goals," said Lisa Trocki, coordinator for the Women's
Leadership Project.

Trocki said women's groups still have a number of

strategies to make the University "a porn- free zone."

"We're boycotting the University Store, Mini Food

Basket and Augies to show them we find pornography

offensive," said Trocki.

Campus Center Store Manager John Kuusistl, however

said he does not feel the magazines are pornographic.

"The question is whether or not it's pornographic and

Supreme Court has ruled it's not," Kuusistl said.

Kuusistl said he agreed with the BOG decision and said

the store does not carry pornographic material.

"I'm sure some people will disagree with this but there is

a fine line between what you call pornographic and what

you don't," he said. "What we carry is not considered

pornographic by most people."

However, Deborah Murphy, a member for the Women's
Forum Against Media Violence, said she doesn't agree

with Kuusistl. "I consider Playgirl, Playboy, and Pen-

thouse offensive toward women," Murphy said.

She said Penthouse has a lot of violent pictorials dealing

with rape.

"We are just trying to educate the campus community on

issues of pornography and its connection to violence

against women and children," she said.

Stacy Roach, coordinator of the Women's Caucus of the

Undergrad Student Senate, said she will propose a

resolution at next week's senate meeting. She said the

proposal will "condemn the display and sale of por-

nographic magazines," and "formally request that these

sales be stopped."

Amherstastronautaddressesalmamater
By PAUL DESMOND
Collegian Staff

An Amherst College alumnus who flew on a recent space

shuttle flight returned last night to present his alma

mater with an Amherst flag that travelled with him into

space and to discuss the routine operations which will be

the basis of future flights.

Astronaut and scientist Dr. Robert Parker, a 1958

graduate of the college, spoke to about 150 people at

Dr. Robert Parker
CollrKi&i. r>ti.:U; li.'.ii

Amherst's Morrill Center about life in space and the

future of the space program.

Wider access is now available for "people off the streets"

to fly aboard shuttles and conduct experiments in space,

Parker said. Called "payload specialists," these people

represent the first "true settlers of space" and are an

aspect of the routine operations which Parker said is the

future of space operations.

"Re flight opportunities," or a chance to repeat ex

periments that fail for some unforseen reasons, is another

important part of routine operations, Parker said.

Retrieval and repair of satellites, such as performed by

the shuttle now in space, is an "extremely important part

of our future operations in space," he said.

Parker gave the example of a "space telescope," worth

an estimated $1 billion, that the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration plans to launch in about two years.

"You can't afford to say, 'Well, it worked for five years,

that's a success.' You have to be able to go up and repair

or refurbish." he said.

Looking toward the future. Parker said, "If we wanted

to. we could put a small space station in orbit in three to

four years." He said he was dubious about whether

NASA would spend the money for such a project,

however.

"You cannot predict the future with certainty. We are

only at the very beginning. Some of the things that will

be done in 20 years I can't imagine," Parker said.

Asked what it was like to be in space for 10 days, he

said, "The best analogy to zero G (no gravity) is scuba

diving."

Astronauts' food is similar to what we eat on earth,

Parker said. His diet included freeze dried coffee, Tang,

scrambled eggs, "which frankly tasted a lot better than

I've had on airplanes," and some "mean looking sausage

and hamburg patties."

Parker's speech was sponsored by the Five College

Astronomy Department.

Pillmay increase risk of cancer
By ALICIA GREEN and MEUSSA GRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Women who smoke and use birth control pills should be

aware of evidence linking the combination of the two to an

increased risk of cardiovascular problems, said Pam
Gonyer, coordinator of contraceptive education at the

University of Massachusetts Health Center.

"Cardiovascular problems are related to age, the amount

you smoke, and other factors such as hypertension,

obesity, and lack of exercise," Gonyer said.

If one uses oral contraceptives as well, it can produce a

"synergistic effect," Gonyer said. For example, a woman

who is obese, smokes and uses the Pill has a higher risk

than someone who simply smokes and uses the Pill.

Ron Mazur, coordinator of the Peer Sexuality Education

Program at the Health Center, said there is controversy as

how much smoking is allowable if one decides to use oral

contraceptives.

Some practitioners refuse to prescribe oral con-

traceptives to those who smoke heavily, others don't feel

as strongly, Gonyer said. "It depends on the individual's

history and variation on the amount of smoking."

According to the book. Contraceptive Technology, the

chances ol having a heart attack are torty times greater if

one uses the Pill and smokes than if one does neither. If an

individual smokes heavily without using the Pill, the

chances of heart attack are twenty times greater, it says,

and if one takes the Pill alone, the chances of heart attack

are only four times greater.

Reports at the Health Education Office show that many

women fear they will gain weight if they stop smoking.

Weight gain "is a concern expressed more by women than

by men," said Paul Davis, a UMass Health Educator.

"Women tend to use weight gain as a strong rationalization

to go back to smoking."

There is, however, no direct evidence of a correlation

between smoking and gaining weight, according to the

reports.

Several UMass women questioned in random interviews

said they thought they "would probably gain weight" if

they gave up smoking, but that "the Pill is worth it."

One women claimed "the main reason I'm not on the Pill is

because I could never stop smoking, " while another said it

gave her "incentive to quit smoking, and now I have."

Most of the UMass women interviewed agreed with one

woman who said,: "When I started taking the Pill, I knew

it would be hard to quit smoking. But I also knew I had to

do it-it was either one or the other."

Oar reported stolen;UPC robbed over weekend
A 1973 B.M.W. two door sedan was stolen from Lot 63

near the Morrill Science BuUding sometime Tuesday.

University of Massachusetts police reported yesterday.

No estimate of the value of the car was given.

At about 1 a.m. yesterday police received a report that a

$600 watch had been stolen from the desk of a basement

room in Pierpont Dormitory. The victim said he left the

room with several people in it, and upon returning

discovered the watch missing, police said.

A generator, an airbrush and 50 T-shirts, totaling $325 in

value, were stolen from the Union Program Council office

in the Student Union Building between Friday and

Monday, police said. According to police, there was no

sign of forced entry.

-' TOM MIDDLETON

Colleipan photo by Briui (•onye

FRONT ROW SEATS — The first lacrosse

game of the season brings the railing fans back

to the ledge of Tobin Hall overlooking Boyden

Field yesterday afternoon. The University of

Massachusetts mens team lost the game, 9-8, in

overtime.

Senate seeks to

educate students

on cult recruiting

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Academic Affairs Committee of the Student

Government Association (SdA) said it will begin working

to make students better informed on the activities of

religious cults at the University of Massachusetts.

Last night the Undergraduate Student Senate passed a

motion instructing the committee to conduct annual

education programs about cults. Academic Affairs chair-

man Peter I)eli.so said he wanted to "let students know

what these groups are all about" by distributing literature

on a yearly basis.

"I'm talking about cults that take advantage of people,

brainwash them, and exploit them economically," Deliso

said.

He said he was primarily concerned with on-campus

recruiting conducted by the Collegiate Association for the

Research of Principles (CARP), a student organization

run by the Rev. Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church.

"What the Moonies do is they come in and recruit

students at a time when (the students) are looking for

direction," Deliso said.

"A lot of students are under emotional stress - looking

for the answers in life," he continued. "The Moonies say,

'we have the answer, the world can be beautiful, we can all

live together in peace.'"

Deliso said CARP recruiters come to campus before spr-

ing vacation and invite students to spend their break in

Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where the Unification Church

has a "recruiting camp."

At the camp, he said, prospective "Moonies" are aJlow-

ed no time alone and insufficient food and sleep, making it

impossible for them to think clearly.

"They brainwash you," he said. "They have a recruiting

agent with you at all times, even when you go to the

bathroom.

"By the time you get back (to school), you're pretty well

stuck if you don't have a strong core group of friends or

strong family ties."

Deliso said new Unification Church members are put to

work as recruiters, or in one of the many enterprises own-

ed by the multimillionaire Rev. Moon.

"They think they're working for world peace, but

they're actually working for the purse of Sun Myung

Moon," he said.

He said he did not know how many UMass students

CARP successfully recruits each year, but that the cult

was "obviously doing well enough to keep coming back."

In past years, Deliso said, the Unification Church rented

a house near campus and had members in the

Undergraduate Student Senate and on the staff of the Col-

legian.
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Legal Assistant Interns Wanted
The Legal Services Office has eight positions available

for full-time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1984

semester. Up to fifteen credits may be received from

academic departments. Legal assistants aid attorneys of

the Legal Services Office with client interviewing, in-

vestigations, legal research, negotiations, giving advice

and referrals, preparation of court forms, and atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior Courts of

Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin Counties, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Legal assistants maintain continuing caseload

under supervision of attorneys. For advice on arranging

an internship and credit, contact Office of Internships,

Curry Hicks Building. For further information about the

internship, contact the Legal Services Office, 922 Cam-
pus Center. Applicants must contact Office of Intern-

ships by Friday, April 13, 1984. Writing sample re-

quired.
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A Stockbridge goat

poseB for his senior

year photo yesterday

at his pen next to the

Boyden playing fields.

* Amherst elections
Contintied from page 1

larrobino. a junior

management major, said he

hopes "to be an effective

liason between Amherst and

the University of

Massachusetts. I'm looking

forward to getting involved

in town government." "I'm

glad to see that there will be

more students in the town

meeting." said Cline, a

junior social thought and

political economy major. He
said he ran because he was

"sort of appalled" at the

number of uncontested seats

in Precinct Three.

Kenney. a junior English

major, said. "I think it's

important that students are

represented in Amherst,

and since students live off

campus, we as students,

should have a say on rent

control, extended bus

service, and other issues."

Only 1,630 voters 10

percent of the 16,201 eligible

voters - turned out. Joan

Logan, a secretary in the

Town Clerk's Office, said

Tuesday night the turnout

"wasn't what you would call

a stampede of the elec-

torate."

Town Clerk Estelle

Matusko yesterday said she

waa "not surprised" by the

low turnout. She said the

number of registered voters

was inflated this year

because of interest in the

state and national elections

and not because of concern

for the local election.

"The students who created

HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church fpr

more information about this Christian

Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

586-4352.

RENTON

t

OF OURS
Car • Truck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt 63, No Amherst
5492880

the influx in the primaries

did not turn out for the

election, except for those

who supported write ins

(candidates for town

meeting)," Matusko said.

"Even if we doubled the

percentage, the figure

would still be low."

She said the turnout is

usually about 25 percent of

the registered voters. She

estimated there are about

10,000 "core voters" who are

in Amherst throughout the

year and active in local

elections, but said the lack of

contested positions was

partly responsible for the

low turnout.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
^tlmbtf lab CtMf. one of New York State's top co-ed sum-

mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

.roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
I radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

Rich Tyroler

7 Squire Village 665-2081

for application or Interview

COfVIPI

Terminal Time

Word Processing Time

Unlimited Use $20.
until May 30th by reservation only

* Access to UMass Cyber

* Complete word processing systems available

CALL NOW 256-1213
79 South Pleasant Street

(In left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm Sunday 10 am to 6 pm

HCoiisgian ^

University to host

honors conference
The University of Massachusetts Honors Program will

host the National Collegiate Honors Council Conference for

the northeast region of the United States beginning today.

The conference will bring colleges and high schools from

across the northeast together for a program involving

honors programs at the secondary and post secondary

level. The workshops will work towards "bridging the

gulf' between the two programs, said Linda Lockwood,

director of the UMass Honors Program.

Tomorrow, students and faculty associated with college

honors programs across the northeast will begin par-

ticipating in a weekend of lectures, seminars, and

workshops.

The UMass Honors Program will receive "good exposure"

in the National Honors Council as host to the conference,

Lockwood said.

"It's good for the University in terms of showing other

universities we are interested," she said.

Representatives from the University of Maryland,

University of Delaware, Long Island University and

American University are a few of the schools that will be

present at the weekend event.

- VICKI A. SPAGNOU

Adolescent parents are

subject of conference

A conference to educate social workers and other

professionals about the needs and concerns of pregnant

and parenting teenagers is scheduled for today and

tomorrow at the University of Massachusetts.

The Massachusetts Coalition for Pregnant and Parenting

Teenagers, host of the conference, is a state wide

volunteer committee formed in 1981.

"Our purpose is to insure availability and accessibility to

needed services, in order to insure that these young

women who choose to become parents during their

adolescence have the opportunity to be the best that they

can be," said Gail Bryan, chairwoman of the committee.

Bryan said teenage pregnancy is everbody's respon-

sibility because our society gives teenagers mixed

messages.

"Our society encourages the adolescent to become

sexually active, through the media and advertisements,

selling everything from soda to jeans. If you're not doing

it, you are not part of it, you are not with it," Bryan said.
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Check out =

our Munchie I

Menu
everyday!
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^ The Collegian is now accepting applications for
JT the positions of: ^

{ ASSISTANT {

X ADVERTISING MANAGER {

and ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES

for Fall '84.

Deadline is Friday April 20

Pick up application at the Collegian office

between 8:45 and 3:30
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Men's & Women's
O.P. Sportswear

10% off with copy of ad

Saturday Clothes
Downtown Amherst

expires 4-21-84
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FACULTY
There's an alternative to the Textbook Annex

Jeffery

Amnerst

Bookshop
We offer fast, responsive service on

your course book orders. . .as well as

being a full-service general bookstore.
Free Special Ordering

student & faculty discounts

on trade books & supplies

Call us with your sunnmer & fall orders:

253-3381
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PERSONALIZED
STYL£ HAiNCUTS

I

MASSACMUSETTS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

Lube, Oil

& Filter

$1599
4 Cyt

$34 95

6 Cyl

$39
8 Cyl

$44
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North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center ^
'•FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"

78 SundeHand Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watrolu's Store 549-4704

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mwtt b* IS to •m»r
Op«n lil 7 *

665-4937
34 Hour Taped Mciiog*
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WHAT SETS US APART ^

FROM THE OTHER Ry
VETERINARY SCHOOLS? *QJ
Personalized Education

ROSS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
• AVMA Listed

• ENGLISH IS the languaqe of instruttion

• FULL TIME qualified faculty from U.S. Ve:er'r,ary 5c*-oois

• AMERICAN Veterinary School curricula-

developed by Deans of US veterinary schoo;s

• CLINICAL training offered in the United States

• GRADUATES eligible to take U.S. licensure e\a"S

Now accepting applications for July and Nove'-ter 1984

c,e:r-,p5»er5 Financial Assistance Available

w-^^ FOR FURTHER INFORMATION Call Warren Ross

L^OSS Toll Free Withm N Y State 1 -800 462-4070.

|w\t . .^ Outside N.Y State 1 800 828 8011

I ^ niVerSlty o'VVrite;Canbbea-. Ac-issicns. l-.c

VzJ 16 W 32nd S;reet. New York, N"^ lOOOl • Peo:V6-
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rusty nail yzAi

Tonight: Fri. April 13th

THE RADIATORS GRAND RE-OPENING
1960'8 Rock Cr Roll Half Price on All Drinks

Bring any size mug, we'll fill it for 25< THE FOOLS and THE RADIATORS
till the kegs run out • no cover

$1.00 cover

Fri. April
Tix available Wednesdays in the Campus Center

PROUDLY PRESENTS

Sat. April 14th

NRBQ
$6.50 cover

Coming:

STOMPERS $6.50 cover

Sat. April 21st TALKING DRUMS $6.00 cover
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OFF
iX/\th Coupon

ANY T-Shirt*

ANY Sweatshirt*

ANY Jersey*

ANY Jacket*

ANY Sweater*

*Sale or Clearance items

are not included

One coupon per item

valid through 4-30-84

'^UNIVERSITY
^kSTORE^

50e
OFF

With Coupon

Any pair of

Shorts*

or Pants*

•Sale or Clearance items

are not included

One coupon per item -

valid through 4-30-84 {
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Smith College John M. Greene Hall f

Sunday, April 15, 1984 at 4:00 PM
|

All Beethoven Program |
B

^^Archduke^' Trio

'^Triple Concerto^'

with A Special Orchestra:

Adrian Semo, concertmaster

Sergiu Comissiona. conductor
A benefit concert for the ERNST WALLFISCH MEMORIAL FUND

Tickets: $14. and $11. (Students and Senior Citizens: $9. amd $7.)

BOX OFFICE OPEN
Monday - Friday 12 - 5

584-2700 ext. 366
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SUNDAY BRUNCH
AT THE PUB...

Better than
Breakfast

in Bed.
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From Eggs Benedict

to Crobmeat Frittato...

The best reason

for getting out of bed
is our terrific new
Sunday Brunch...

Four food-filled,

fun-filled hours

every Sunday,

1 lam-3pm.
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THE
PUB

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

2nd Annual Phi Sig

Barrel Roll

to Fenway Park

tomorrow
to benefit the

Jimmy Fund
Send Off Party

at Bluewall Happy Hour
April 13th

with Cliff Meyers

15 E PLEASANT ST AMHERST MA
413 S49- 1200 iWRJ^IjOi^oul
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Letters ——^
Fraternities contribute to UMass
To the Editor.

With all the recent bad press and attention

directed towards fraternities we would like

to take this opportunity to direct poeple's

attention towards the ways in which UMass

fraternities remain an important and

coniriDuling part of the community. t.ach

semester our fraternity donates it's t-~f

and effort towards a charity fund-raising

project.

In the fall, it is an open house Halloween

party designed to inform grad-schoolers of

proper safety practices. Again, this up-

coming week-end, as in previous spring

semesters, we direct our efforts towards a

keg roll from Springfield to Fenway park i"

Boston to benefit the Dana Farber Cancer

Jnctitute f>r tK» "TJmmv FunH " Onr ef^'nrt s

are signUicant and yet don t overshadow

the efforts of many other fraternities wbi"*'

also participate in fund raising and com

munity service projects. Perhaps at this

time when critics are exploiting the

situation at Amherst and Colby College,

which have lost their fraternity systems, it

would be more appropriate to acknowledge

the positive contributions of our own

system and provide support and en-

couragement for our charity efforts.

The Brothers and Pledges

of Phi Sigma Kappa

^
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Stockbridge is proud of tradition
To the Editor,

While reading the Collegian I read the

cartoon Shagnasty, and felt compelled to

write this letter. It's not that I can't take a

joke, even a timeworn one as is the in-

tended portrayal of Stockbridge students as

manure shovelers. We at Stockbridge (and

I'm sure I'm not alone when I say) are proud

of our school, its history, our teachers, and

our choice of professions.

We are professionals in our varied fields.

At present we are students: but tomorrow

some ot us will be responsible for aiding in

the production of quality fruits and

vegetables. Some of us will be managing

greenhouses or raising and caring for

livestock. As turf managers, arborists. and

landscapers we will be entrusted the care

«nd beautification of the environment.

Imagine if the care of parks, cemetaries.

8nH a*^'f«io fields were left to the inex

penenceo. iry goitmg on a browned out,

weedy, and overgrown course. Turf care

and gardening are old and honorable

professions. Production of food and

livestock is important to the economy and

to us all.

Space alone doesn't allow me to extol the

virtus of a Stockbridge education. Upon
graduation few of us will he in need of a job.

as we are desirable and sought after

professionals in our chosen fields. Some of

us undoubtedly will remain in

Massachusetts, others will fill positions in

many areas around the country. The im

portance of what we do is obviously not

recognized by many, and is further masked

by incorrect generalizations.

In conclusion I can honestly say tne only

time I go to the equipment shed for hip

boots and a manure fork is when I read a

cartoon like Shagnasty.

we pay goes into military expenditures.

(This is a far cry from the funds received by

the PGA). In other words, we the tax

payers finance the arms race. Hate, war

and killing are negative, inhuman

behaviors. And you think homosexuality is

deviant?

What about the griefs and angers endured

by homosexuals when they are rudely

insulted or verbally abused by closeminded

homophobics? One out of every 10 students

at UMass is homosexual. This large portion

of the student populace is entitled to a

supportive organization on campus.

Furthermore, the money you pay in student

activity fees does not go to support

"homosexual activities." It goes into

support programs attended by both gay and

straight students. These are not "sexual

activities" as you so stupidly stated, they

are events sponsored by the PGA. Also,

the PGA dances consistently prove to be

the best entertainment on campus, for all

students of all sexual preferences. These

dances are in fact, about the only social

setting where hetersexual women (in

addition to homosexual) can enjoy them-

selves without being victim to the taunting,

leering and jeering of ethnocentric,

narrowminded, socially unaware cretins

like yourself.

Maureen Peters

Mary Kelly

Alison Msloon
Amherst

Students should decide funding

Kevin J. Canty
Stockbridge

PGA offers needed services

To the Editor,

As students of this University we support

Kevin L. Eachus' call for a student vote to

see if a majority of students desire to have

their funds used for Gay Awareness Week
and other gay and lesbian "events". While

we believe anyone has the right to pursue

any type of sexual lifestyle that he or she
wants, we do not wish to see our money
spent in support of that lifestyle.

Charles M. Thompson
Jeff M. McDonald

Joe A. Santiago
Sylvan

To the Editor,

In reference to the April 3 letter to the

editor protesting Gay Awareness Week and

the money received by the People's Gay
Alliance, we would like to inform Mr.

Eachus of the realities concerning this

issue.

While you are angry that a part of your

tuition goes toward a positive human

service organization, others are angered by

the fact that .40 of every federal tax dollar

Have an opinion?Let us know
- the Collegian,

An Earth Celebration with

The Paul Winter Consort
Tuesday, May 1, 1984 at 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Ticketf avHilahle from Datnii\ and S.m-litc ftvx Oriicc--

On Sale April 10, WS-1

For info, call F.A.C. Box Office at
VISA

545-25 111

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

37 East Pleasant St.* Amherst • 549-2854

lAnd Now...
Blucprints,Mylars,Sepias

!

THE UNIVERSITY
OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT
AMHERST

welcomes all BCP students

to

attend the

BCP ALUMNI/AE
CAREER NIGHT

for

ALL MAJORS
Room 101, Campus Center

April 12, 1984

at

8:00 p.m.
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(Weird facts about UMass
Yes, eventually everyone leaves

UMass; some of us with degrees,

some without. That's an impor-

tant dichotomy and should be con-

templated before any hasty departures.

After you're gone, you start to aak

yourself questions. Haunting memories of

UMass. the Happy Valley, and all of those

things that never made any sense. Unlike

many of my fellow graduating seniors,

I'm going to ask my haunting,

unanswered questions now, while I'm still

here and able to confront this inanity face

to whatever.

Peter Graham

Admiring the people atUMass

Why did Digital give the University 10

VAX 11/750 computers over a year ago

when the University has only used two of

them? Did they realize the University

wouldn't let undergrads use these com-

puters? (an experience which is in great

demand in the job market) Why don't the

undergraduate COINS majors do

something? Doesn't the COINS depart-

ment care about undergrads at all? Com-

puters may be confusing to most of you,

but I'm talking about over a million

dollars in state-of-the-art technology sit-

ting around unused! It's crazy.

Why hasn't anyone patented Hatch cof-

fee as an industrial solvent? Why don't

the UMass police use horses?

Why don't we lobby the legislature for a

tuition Cinr in order to attract more

students? (After all the money from tui-

tion just goes to the legislature).

Seeing as Massachusetts General Law
Chapter 75 section 10 (the law setting up

the University, the section dealing with

trust funds) says 'the revenues derived

from a trust fund must be applied to the

activities of the trust fund and legally, in-

terest is defined as revenue; why is the

UMass President's office able to go on

controlling and misappropriating the

trust fund interest? tto they know they

are breaking the law? Do they care? I am
talking about hundreds of thousands of

dollars. Why doesn't the S.C.A. do

something? Oike sue the President's office

via the Legal Services Office?)

Oh no, did I mention the S.G.A.? Talk

about a Rubic's cube of paranoia.

megalomania and delusion. At one time 1

expected some sort of logical evolution to

student government (fool that I was).

Now, realising the arbitrary nature of the

universe, I r«dize the truth of the state-

ment 'the public gets the government it

really deserves.' I'm not arguing the stu-

dent body shouldn't be apathetic towards

student politics (a pathetic thing in and of

itself). Only by being apathetic, you'll get

the mediocrity you have been currently

experiencing, or worse. I'm not praising

the past, only noticing the decline.

Instead of refurbishing the Cage, why
don't they build a major sports and enter-

tainment arena? (Then maybe we could

raise some revenue from it or at least get

some good concerts.)

Who killed General Ed and why?

One of the world's most stable earth-

quake faults runs right through campus.

Why doesn't anyone know it? Who would

build a high rise on an earthquake fault,

stable or not?

I've heard some official propagarKia

that no bricks ever fell out of the Library.

I'd like to set the record straight. In 1979

one fell from the 22nd floor, hit me on the

left foot, and took off 3 toes. If you want

to see, I'd suggest wining and dining me.

(I don't take my shoes off for just anyone.)

Why are the prices in the TOC/Hat-

ch/Bluewall so high? It seems by playing

on increased volume (alcohol wise) they

could lower the price, sell more and make
more money. Maybe the Administration

would prefer the students to drive to

J.R.'s to get bombed?

The motto of UMass should be "Attend

every class, study every day, and you'll

graduate on time." Why don't they put

that in stone in front of Whitmore? Or at

least "Knowledge is Ood?"

Isn't the new Universal Resource fee a
brainchild of Jack Littlefield, the same
man that brought us Tillson Farms: the

unworkable Power Plant'? Why didn't

anyone lose their job over that multi-

million dollar blunder?

Why doesn't Housing Security sell piz-

zas? "They have the keys to all the dorms
and, within a year or two they'd be mak-
ing a profit. Unfortunately, the profit

would probably be transferred either to

the Campus Center or the Dean of

Students office, for no logical reason.

Peter Graham is a UMaas student

To the Editor,

Who I Admire
I admire alot of people; almost everyone.

I sometimes even admire myself.

I admire conformists and their willingness

to be cloned.

I admire non-conformists and their con-

genial, masked conformity.

I admired the sheltered apathetic.

1 admire the activist with misdirected zeal.

I admire also, the omniscient teacher; the

"I-have-my-rights!" student.

I admire the white "Yo, nigger!" yeller and

his five buddies; the "C'mere white-boy"

negro responder and his five buddies.

I admire the desperate ROTC personnel

and their "I need money for school."

I admire the Real Men who think "chicks"

are only meat.

I admire the equal-rights women who, no

better, frown at men.

I also admire the straight j)eople who

crookedly mock homosexuals; the "pro-

gressive" individuals and their abortion

support.

I admire Ronald Reagan, his strong? U.S.

dollar and military, and their many
geographical homes.

I ^mire the Soviet Union and their

beautiful interpretation of a hopeless, total

Marx.
I also admire the more liberal people and

their not-so-subtle prejudices; as well as the

conservatives journeying their twighlight-

zoned trip.

I admire the blind faith of the absolute self-

determinists, and their support of anyone

because they're anybody, and their con-

demnation of anyone who is not Somebody.

I admire all these, and especially those

pungent deniers.

— Because I have always admired the

hypocrite.

by Mark Caldiera

Southwest

A bridge, yes— but \\tet kind?

There is a wooden plank connecting

the little island in the campus pond
with the bank. Presumably, this is

the beginnings of a more elaborate

pathway. The question is; why has con-

struction halted on it?

Joseph McCormack

Based strictly on guesswork, a sound

conjecture wotdd be that the 40 member
panel to sudy the feasability of appointing a

five member board to select a design com-

mittee hasn't been given a large enough

room by the Scheduling Office.

Well, where beauracracy falters, public

opinion will force results. In this instance,

the UMass public has six basic design

choices; a swaying-rope bridge (a la Tar-

zan), a wooden foot bridge, a New England

covered bridge, a Roman viaduct, a span

and cable bridge, or no bridge but a ferry.

The UMass landscape deserves

something better than a simple wooden

footbridge. Since the campus pond is the

focal point of the entire campus, there

should he some type of bridge that is more

aesthetically pleasing.

The New England covered bridge is

perhaps the most picturesque of all the

bridge structures. However, having one at

UMass might tick off the people down the

road at Old Sturbridge Village. No one ever

said they had a monopoly on covered

bridges, but it's nice to keep on good terms

with the neighbors.

Another type is the majestic span and

cable bridges, similar to the Golden Gate. It

certainly would be impressive to have one

here at UMass, but the opportunity for the

administration to install a toll booth would

be too, too tempting.

The swaying-rope bridge is just a little

overly dramatic, and too easy to sabatage.

Tarzan nearly got killed every time he tried

to cross one. It's just too risky.

Then there's the ferry idea. While being

both aesthetically and functionally

agreeable, the cost would be staggering.

Even if the cost of the boat, fuel and crew

could be dredged out of Whitmore, who's

going to pay for the icebreakers in the

winter?

Now just imagine a series of small stone

arches on three levels, large ones over the

surface of the water, and the smallest on

the highest level. This would be a beautiful

and welcome inclusion to the UMass land-

scape. Besides that, a Roman viaduct is a

durable and cost-effective structure. Some
of the originals still stand in Europe. Clear-

ly, this design best fits the needs of the

students and the administration.

To reinforce this conclusion, a survey of

25 people living randomly on a dorm flooi'

was taken. The viaduct got the most votes

although the rope bridge and the ferry

were a close second.

Write your SGA senator today!

Joseph MrCorma-ck is n UMass student

Letters

We all pay now
To the Editor,

Now we see the repercussions which

result from mindless student activism.

Last fall United Technologies Corporation.

a defense contractor, came to campus for a

series of conferences. A small group of

students, led by then SGA co president.

Tom Ahern. decided to hold protest rallies

against the firm's presence here because

they don't like defense contractors. These

students apparently feel that the defense

department should not exist, weapons
should never be built, and communist

aggression need only be combatted with

protest signs, if at all. As a result the

University has now lost an $80,000 account.

a cost which will undoubtedly be passed on

to the students. Thanks to the mi.sguided

troublemaking of a few "progressives." we
all get hit in the wallet. „, . _

Walter Branson
Amherst

BOG responds
To the Editor,

Several members of the Board of

Governors wish to clarify the Collegian

article concerning the Boards position.

April 11 on the Top Of The Campus

Restaurant. The reporter wrote, "the BOG

would like to see the Top of the Campus

Restaurant at UMass either make a profit

or vacate their space for some other

establishment."

This is not the Board's position. We would

hope to see the restaurant make a profit,

but this is not imperative nor is it our

ultimate goal. We only wish to see the

restaurant cater more to the students. We
are happy to support an operation if the

students are willing to take advantage of it.

This issue was brought to us and we are

only interested in bringing to light the

situation and exploring all possible .-'.Uer-

natives. with the students best interests in

L. Scott Cohen
Board of Governors

On awareness
To the Editor,

In Kevin Eachus' letter of April 3. he

states that he does not wish to have his

student activity fees used (if this is in fact

the case) to support increasing the

awareness of issues involving the gay.

lesbian and heterosexual communities.

However, the flow of funding in our society

is such that everyone contributes so that

everyone benefits. This is the case with

fees at UMass. and at state and federal

levels with taxation. By doing this, we are

recognizing the value and merit of other

people and groups, regardless of our in-

terest in them.

As a pacifist. I feel upset that my school

fees help support football, which I believe

promotes violence, aggression, and brute

force, all under the guise of a culturally

accepted sport. Similarly, under the guise

of concern about funding money, K. Eachus
states that gay dances and lesbian en-

counter groups equal "other deviant ac-

tivities." For your information. K. Eachus,

homosexuality is no longer labelled as

"deviant" by the American Psychiatric

Association.

Despite all the misinformation, prejudice,

and homophobia evident in Kevin Eachus'

letter, he still describes himself as being

"aware of gays and lesbians." Perhaps he

should have attended the workshop offered

during gay and lesbian awareness week
titled, "What Every Heterosexual Should

Know," instead of trying to pass of

prejudice as awareness. o i • r» a*^ "' Sylvia Battey
° Northampton

Sexism lives
To the Editor,

I found Tuesday's editorial titled "Another

side of inetjuality" extremely offe"'-.;

Although I agree with the premise that

feminists sometimes go overhoaru in ac

cusing men and institutions of being sexi.st,

I feel that Laport and Goldstein's approach

to making this point was tasteless and only

served to make their arguement appear to

have no validity.

Sexism does exist in our society and on

this campus. This odious editorial proves

that point. It is important for us to point

out blatant examples of sexism such as this.

At thf same time, it is important *^or

feminists not to alienate men through such

tactics as sponsoring slide shows "for

'.voinen oi.r "
If we hope to make tiiu> a

more sov.ial!y aware commu.ily, bv^.h

feminists and non-feminists need to mm
municate tactfully and refrain from either

extreme of fanaticism. jim Pinkle

Orchard Hill

Thanks students
To the Editor,

I would like to relate a pro-student story,

as I believe it is time to reverse the trend

toward bad press.

Last Friday night, I was the victim of an

unfortunate accident, which took place

outside a local supermarket. Somehow I

managed to dislocate my shoulder, ren-

dering me incapable of driving my car in

order to obtain medical attention. Two
students happened to be at the scene, and
were aware of my predicament. They were
kind enough to offer me a ride to where I

could be helped (an offer that I truly could
not have refused).

I am sure that several other students
would have done the same thing, given the

circumstances, but Chris & Sue, if you're

reading this, this one's for YOU! You both

have my sincerest thanks. Mmtv P*Iia

\ Know your fascist inii acts

Suffering from Megamania

My
Grandmother was talking about

it. "Not since World War II have

I felt such a sense of unity in the

people. It gives you such a sense of pride to

stand there amongst the housewives,

businessmen and students and think to

yourself 'I hope somebody wins.' Of course

during WW'II we were hoping the US of A
would beat the pants off the enemy, but

that's another story. I remember once

backing '42..."

(

Kalisa B. Barratt

At this point my brain shut off. Another
war story dug out of the archives of Grand-

ma Barratt (due out in paperback
sometime next month) to digest and
reminisce about and then contemplate it's

significance to the American efforts. But
Grandma's current day alliance stood not

behind the people of the United States.

Rather, it was with the people of

Massachusetts. Those that would brave the

three to six hour wait to approach and
maybe even touch that wonder of all

wonders THE MEGABUCKS MACHINE.

I laughed at my grandmother's trite

greediness. After taxes, that $18 million

would wither away before your eyes. And
although Grandma has still got a few good

years left, she'd never live long enough to

see even half of the $18 million at $20,000 a

year. At least 1 don't think she will. How
could my grandmother feel allegiance with

such greedy fools? Now. I'm not one to

preach, God knows I'm the first one at

Wednesday night Bingo to jump over (>'

Mrs. McCarthy, winning Bingo c^rd in

hand, but this Megabucks (not the

capitalization) thing was getting way out of

hand.
Saturday night, super Saturday to

Megabucks players. I was recouperating

from a happy hour that was a smashing

success, when the phone rang. It was dear

old Mom calling to wish me a speedy

recovery on my headache and tt) ask about

the Megabuck situation in my area. Yes,

there were lines, but I knew of a small

store that little people knew had a

Megabucks machine. Would / wait in line?

Me? In a (gasp) Megabuck line? No, Mom,
really. I'm in the middle of studying and

well, with exams and all, well, you know.

There I was in line with my comrades
making comments under my breath about
the man who had the gaul to play $25
worth of tickets while the rest of us stood

around and watched the minutes tick by.

Did you know it takes approximately 31

seconds to process a ticket? Well, it does.

So there I stood for hours (O.K. 37

minutes) playing three tickets for my
mother and brothers. "Hell, they're worth
it." I thought my mind racing with condos.

Porsches and Hollywood parties with Dick

and Liz.

Needless to say, they didn't win. I'm go-

ing to finish school instead of running off to

Hollywood. No one I knew won a bit of

paradise, but things can be learned from
hop)e. The comradery that I felt put a little

bit of goodness back into me that I had lost

in the past few years. The same pet)ple that

1 stood in line with had hopes, fears and
d"eams just like myself. And now that the

suspense of the game is over. 1 find life is

still worth living, maybe even more so. The
dreams of millions have been put to rest —
at least until next Saturday night.

Kalisa B. Barrait is a UMass student

Yes indeed, kiddies, spring has

sprung; soon the good gold and the

ragweed will be in bloom, the Dead

Heads will return to the East and from all

four corners of the Earth the Fascist In-

sects will crawl out. This particularly

odious family has been plaguing mankind

since it's inception and flourish,even today.

They vary in size, shape and color, but they

all feed in the same way:by being ferocious

parasites,and they share the strange habit

of copulating with pigs. Much has been

written and said, as of late, about these

filthy pests, but since even more has not

been, (these bugs are secretive by nature), I

thought this brief guide might come in han-

dy^

Lawrence Madden
The Salvador Death Squad Ant - (d'Ab-

buisson Suckus). This brutal, machine-gun

toting member of the ant family has col-

onies throughout the country. These col-

onies are readily identifiable by the pools of

blood and piles of mutilated bodies that

these well fed insects trail behind them in

their ceaseless efforts to destroy. They can

be seen riding pick up trucks, sh(K)ting in-

nocent people.and generally being bum-

mers on every night, on every street in San

Salvador. Recent attempts to exterminate

these troublesome pests have been

laughable since the chemical Democracy,

which is poisonous to these ants, was

substitute<i with one called Military Force,

which these insects thrive on. Lately,more

and more experts from the United States

have been called in to help breed these

pests for what purpose this author does not

know.
The Polish Worker Weevil - (Jareleski

Shitheadus). This very clever parasite

pretends to want a symbiotic relationship

with its prey, called the Working Class,

but, in fact, is a dangerous bkxKisucker.

This species can be found in steel mills,

shipyards, and factories killing, maiming

and imprisoning. Gdansk has been par-

ticularly hard hit. This weevil attacks and
diminishes the food supply, making it dif-

ficult for the average citizen to obtain lux-

ury items, like bread. It's not unusual for

thse bloodsuckers to use very big armoured
vehicles, called tanks and sundry other

noxious agents to subdue their hosts.

The Reagan Roach — ( Whiteamericana
Senilius) — Last fall a devastating out-

break of this pest on the island of Grenada
showed the world what we here in the US
have been suffering with for three years.

This innocuous peaceful-looking insect of

the Nazi genus has paralyzed most of the

nation from the neck up. It excretes a

steady stream of feces which wind up in the

newspapers, television and radio. It's

related to the Salavadorian Death squad

ants and many other insects of the Fascist

Insect Family. Recently several sub-species

of the Reagan Roach have appeared here

on campus. The most notable (Conservitus

Clubus) has been excreting large amounts

of noxious dung on the walls of the Campus
Center. Be wary of these pests, since noted

insect expert G. Orwell has predicted a

bumper crop in 1984.

The White South African Grub (Apar-

thiedis Vomitus). This small minded and

vicious grub bores into the heart and soul

of its victim: oeople who happen to be of a

different color. It strangles, executes, and

beats them to death in prison cells. This in-

sect, shunned by most of the world, is very

well established in its habitat and behavior

patterns which some entomolgists have

labelled prejudice, bigotry and hatred.

They are aided by the Reagan Roach which

seems to admire their work.

The list goes on and on. Kiddies, and I'd

really like to write more but I hear the

pitter-patter of tiny insect boots behind me.

"What. I'm under arrest? I didn't

This column has been discontinued by

order of The Insect Information Bureau.

Lawrence Madden is a Collegian correspon-

dent-

A r^it to academic grievanoe

I
do hereby challenge any member of

the UMass Faculty Senate to respond,

in kind, to the following question; why
is it that there exists no formal academic

grievance procedure for undergraduates at

I Mass? Not holding my breath waiting for

any sort of cogent response, and taking the

liberty to interpose your views, I think I

can tell you. It's because you are scared,

gutless and unwilling to place your

teaching methods under the same scrutiny

that most contractually bound, power dif-

ferentiating relationships abide. (Yes, oh

worshippers of arcane values, in loco

parentis — c'est mort.)

People should be aware of Moonies pakin n. Ferris

To the Editor

With regard to the letter, "Moonies are

people too!," Thursday, March 29. I want

to voice a strong disagreement with one of

the statements made by Mr. Wojcik. He
wrote and I quote: "But 'brainwashing' is

just a negative way of saying what we
Christians call the conversion experience."

This statement is made to the effect that

Moonies are Christians and vice versa. As a

Christian. I would like to point out that this

is not so. Christians are disciples of Jesus

Christ who believe in Him as Lord and

Saviour, and adhere to the Holy Bible as

the Word of God. Moonies, however, are

disciples of Sun Myung Moon. The 'Divine

Principle' [DP], which contains the basic

tenets and doctrines of the Unification

Church, states: "With the fullness of time,

Ck)d sent His messenger to resolve the fun-

damental questions of life and the universe.

His name is Sun Myung Moon." [DP 16].

Moonies will in public call themselves

"Christians" appearing as wolves in

sheep's clothing. Yet what is taught in the

Unification Church is different from what

they project to the public. They call

themselves Christians and yet do not

believe that Jesus is the Redeemer. DP 148

states, "In this manner, however devout a

man of faith may be. he cannot fulfill

physical salvation by redemption through

Jesus' crucifixion alone."

As a Christian, I believe that in Jesus

Christ alone is the forgiveness of sins and

fullness of life. I believe that in Jesus we
have peace with God. Such is not the

teachings of the Unification Church. I

would suggest to people to be informed and

aware of the Unification Church and to be

aware of their recruiting methods. A

typical way of recruiting is to invite you to

dinner, lecture or discussion. Failing to do

so. they would try to obtain your name and
phone number and will call you frequently,

sometimes up to two or three times a day.

Some people would accept their invitation

just to stop their persistent calling. This is

but the beginning of getting you involved

and into the group. Other things like

weekend conferences and week long camp
would follow but I am unable to go into

more details. Those who are concerned or

worried about the Moonies should, as I sug-

gested earlier, get informed about them.

Liap S. Teh
InterVanity Christian Fellowship

"Academic freedom" Huh? Do I hear the

mating call of the yellow-bellied Draconian

Preceptor? "Academic freedom." There it

is again, never out of season I might add.

But wait.. ..it looks as if it might say more,

(maybe it will respond to my question). "All

professors must have unlimited control

over the content of their courses and

grading. If this was to be challenged, then

professors would constantly be worried

about defending their course instead of

teaching." Gosh, a brilliant repose, if I

might say so, your yellowness. Still. 1 was

kind of thinking. Isn't this the country

founded on the principle of checks and

balances. Ok, ok, sorry to get technical.

But what I mean is that in days of old, pro-

fessors were supervised by deans and so

on.

If you screwed up there wer*' ways to

Hpt! with v^n. ^nte*" now ^^^ Mxnansive

university, labor laws and unions. (Come

on, you know. ..unions, like the faculty

uiiiun wnicn jusl iccenliy vvoi. .w. ^i-u mt
right to a grievance procedure in case

you're treated unfairly.) So now the

pressure's off, with those of you that are

tenured being untouchable. Exit the only

check on professional authority.

So now the question becomes instead, a

search for something that can fill this void.

(Jood thing I have my bag of checks and

balances here. Let's sec.um, guillotine,

naw (I don't like violence). What else,

maybe this one on the botton —
ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE PRO-
CEDURE - I wonder what it is? It says:

As a growing number of universities

around the country become aware of the

cl-assnxrm almses to students, this latter

party hamng no mechanism ofrecourse, the

former thus feel that on grounds of equity

students should have aformal vehicle to air

ctrmplainLs, hence a grietfance procedure.

Well I agree — and I think enough is

enough. I hereby demand of the answerer

of this challenge, pray tell us why, after the

S(JA has been trying for five years to get a

policy passed, why it has l)een rebuked at

each instance? Why is it that the grad

students rate a policy and we do not? Why
is the onus for establishing a procedure on

students in the first place (since you need

but to stall to capitalize on our transience)?

Why is this proposal, with its roots in the

ground of fairness, so repugnant to your

academic temperments.

If you were to adopt a formal grievance

procedure you would be sending a loud

message to the whole university communi-

ty — you wish to treat them with openness,

fairness and respect. Not having a policy

only serves to perpetuate the notion that

grievances don't exist. Horse puckey. They

most certainly do, and for txx) long now
they have been swept under the carpet.

I do recognize that there are some sup-

porters of a formal grievance procedure on

the faculty, as well as a couple of individual

departments. To you T offer praise. To the

rest, if I have offended your sensibilities, I

apologize. My intc' :

*
- tse your no-

tions of fairness. In ^
;

) ^ur position

is indefensible, ex<'c['' tns of your

legislative authority :

'

Trow I will

thus try and clear ;, he common
misperceptions ab . ^Tievance is,

with an example th i; )uld lop any facul-

ty writing a response lu remit mid-cliche.

Dakin N. Ferris is a Collegian gv£st colum-

nist

Editor's Note: this is the first of a two-

part series.
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Little Sisters Party
All University Women Invited

Thursday April 12 9:00 PM
Free Refreshments Served

*also non alcoholic beverages
s»«s :»«= i»fe s»fa ^^ :»^

THE CHEQUERS'
SPRINGTIME SPLURGE

FINE'S
36 Main St
Downtown

Northampton
opon:

Thurs. evenings

The real

Red Tag
Levi's 505
Straight Leg
Denim

1499

^ PRIME RIB SPECIAL
— ONLY $8.95

'^
This coupon entitles the lutk> bearer

and guests to a hearts 10 ounce portion

ol the Chequers' famous, tender, freshlv

roasted prime nb. hand can ed to order

rompletc si ith tresh garden salad, choice

of potato. Ircsh \ cgclable of the Jay and

French bread all for a special S8 95

Offer available only with this cou7>r it

The Chequers. University Dnve. Am
herst. now through Apnl 30. 1984* If

you love juicy prime nb and savings,

better rush to The Chequers

* (MTer gaodThurvliv thrtiu^ Sundiss

LNIVEIl"TY DRIVK AMHFRST

M.i>urcjrJ Vi«« Am«ncir f «preM Rctcnilums 544 5«AI

Regular 49.95

Student Sizes

1399

Your locally owned Optical Shop

Hjgh-Fashion

Nylor* Rimless

Frames.

LOGO KABIS FBAMES.
SHEEB ELEOANCE.

Regular $18.95

Levi's
J» ANSWFAR

Open Thursday Evening

[$i5 00

Expires 4/21/84

OFF a complete
set of Eyeglasses
or Contact Lenses
or 40%
OFF the second set of prescription

eyeglasses or sunglasses when
purchased with a complete set of

eyeglasses at the regular price. Of
fers preclude previous discoun
ts. (Discount applies to lesser

priced pair.

I

I

Hampshire Mall
(Across from KMART) 584-8324
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Arts
_•_••_•_•••«

'•-•••.•.•-•-•-•

artslines.
The first Five College Dance Department
Faculty Concert will be held at Smith
College in Theater 14 on April 19. 20 and 21.

Reservations for the concert may be made
by calling 584-3023 from 12:00 pm to 4:30

pm weekdays.

•
The Murray Loius Dance Company will

appear in concert at the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall on Thursday April 12 at 8:00 pm as

part of the Center's American Heritage

Arts Celebration. Tickets for the per-

formance are available at FAC Box Office,

all DATATIX outlets, and at the

Springfield Civic Center. Call 545-2511 for

details.

Keep in mind that the Distinguished

Visitors Program will present a lecture by

music and arts writer Glenn O'Brien on

Tuesday April 24. O'Brien will speak on the

connection between pop music and modern

art. For more information, call DVP at 545-

0920.

The UMass Department of Theater wUl

present Lanford Wilson's The Fifth of July

in the Curtain Theater. Performances run

from April 11 through the 14th at 8:00 pm
with a 2:00 matinee on the 14th. For ticket

information call the FAC Box Office at 545

2511.

•
The Creation of the World and Other

Business by Arthur MUler will be presented

in Emily Dickenson Hall at Hampshire
College April 12 14 at 8:00 pm. Call 549-

4600, ext. 351 for more information.

Members of the Murray Louis Dance Company, who will perform in

the FAC tonight. See artslines.

Not quite Oscar material

By ED ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

The following movies may be released

next summer, but I wouldn't count on it.

Halloween III — The Elephant
Dumbo, an enraged elephant carrying a

lifetime of grudges, returns to the small,

peaceful town where he was raised fifty

years before and proceeds to systematical-

ly wipe out everyone who ever fed him a

bad peanut. Shelley Winters plays the

elephant — not for the squeamish.

Invasion of the Blue Oral-B

Toothbrushes A sci-fi thriller with a

heart. Gerry Gums goes to bed not know-

ing that when he wakes up there will be

five, alien, blue toothbrushes in his

toothbrush cup next to his own — and he

will not be able to tell which one is his.

Terry Lucas, George Lucas' three-year-old

daughter did the special effects and I hear

the alien toothbrushes look frighteningly

real.

Footloose Times at Private School

Director Stephen Schpielberg gives us the

definitive homy youth movie. He has

distilled these movies to their essence.

Dispensing with plot and characterization

altogether, the movies focuses on the sim-

ple joys of a field hockey team composed

entirely of girls with the biggest boobs

you've ever seen. While the sound track in-

cessantly booms out today's number one

hits, the action never wanders far from the

locker room; in fact, ninety percent of the

movie takes place in the shower. Whenever

someone gets dressed the camera cuts

away quickly before the audience gets

bored. A classic of its kind.

Journey to the Center of the

Mayonnaise Jar When Thelma
Screecher, modem career woman and

housewife, accidently drops a spoon into a

mayonnaise jar and is unjible to retrieve it

by ordinary means, her husband, a mad
scientist, shrinks her down to the size of a

toothpick and throws her in after it. The

history of mayonnaise is woven masterfully

into the plot. Gary Coleman makes a cameo

appearance as one of the chunks of

tunafish that Thelma encounters in her

adventures inside the mayonnaise jar.

Tears of Enjoyment How many times

in your life have you seen a movie that you

loved so much that you felt that the direc-

tor made it especiadly with you in mind?

Once? Twice? Maybe five times? Wrong.

The answer is eight. Anyway, this may be

one of those movies. The story is about a

cold, aging woman who rediscovers her

sexuality and soon becomes the most

popular woman on the block. Heartache en-

sues when the other mothers in the

neighborhood band together and refuse to

let her drive their adolescent sons to the

movies on Friday nights. I won't spoil the

movie for you by telling you how this all

works itself out.

Jennifer Daniels, David Spencer and Kenneth Talley star in Fifth of

July at UMass' Curtain Theater. See artslines.

Theater in another dimension
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

You are in another dimension, not only of

sight and sound, but also of fantasy. You

are in the Writer's Zone.

The Writer's Zone is where those at the

typewriter control other's lives and

destinies. Or do they?

Winter Glass. [Amherst College, April 8)

is the story of a young writer trapped in the

realm of the writer's zone. A place where

the thoughts and images of one man [Jim

Albrecht] come to life.

Richard Sender [Albrecht] is in his apart-

ment one day struggling to write that ail-

American play that every kid from

Brooklyn who ever U)ok a theatre course

dreams of creating. Troubled by a

typewriter which makes mistakes, and an

imagination which is exhausted. Sender is

horrified U) see his characters suddenly ap-

pear before him.

They are the people whom he has

created, but they are strangers at first.

There is Michael Beach [l.ee Seham], a

two-bit hoodlum who just wants to get

ahead in the world any way he can. With

him is his wise-cracking, tough New
Yorker friend Jessica Haley [Laura

Ellison].

At first. Sender is reluctant to believe

that he. not God, controls their every

move. But then he accepts the power and

has a little fun with it.

In his fantasy [or is it reality?) Michael

and Jessica plot to kill a man, whose identi-

ty is cleverly hidden until the end. They are

helped by Andrew [Colin Wood], a stutter-

ing Eddie Haskell type who inherited his

chauffeur's uniform and job from his

father, who by all accounts must have been

as dumb as Andrew.

Andrew's major problem is neither his ig-

norance or stuttering, but rather his blad-

der. He goes to the bathnK)m more times

than Jamie Lee Curis escapes knife

wielding, never say -die mad men who kill

everyone and everything at summer
camps. Andrew just can't empty his blad-

der enough.

Michael and Jessica's plan depends or

the help of Andrew's Ixiss, Marty. The only

problem with Marty [Randy Farias] is that

he lacks a stable mind. A lover of costumes,

he changes from a cigarette smoking,

cookie selling Girl Scout to Quasimodo.

In the middle of this. Richard finds

himself no longer just the thoughtmaker,

but an unwilling participant. He soon

realizes that he is no longer in control. His

characters rule him.

The acting was tremendous, especially

Wood who plays Andrew so believably you

almost sympathize with the wimp.

Winter GUiss was written and directed

by Amherst College's Geoffrey P. Cantor.

His writing is crisp and fast paced. It

almost makes you feel like you are indeed

visiting the Writer's Zone, but beware,

because once you're in you can never go

back

Alice Childress, author of GuUah, which will be presented in

Southwest's Hampden Theater April 12-14. Call 545-0190 for inforn.a-

tion.
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INTRODUCING
CALGARYCANADIAN BEER.

Caliiarv Canadian is a rich, hciirtv-tastint: beer brewed from the heart of Canada's

world-famous Conquest Barley Malt. Ask for it at your favorite watering hole.

3

^ r-iiic iMOuK Typing Svcs. |

serving the Five College Community

since 1968

Mary Sabourin has joined

Pine Nook Typing Svcs.

Mary has her MFA in writing and has

taught rhetoric and expository writing at

the U of Mass.

For quality typing, formating & editing of

dissertations & theses call 665-4945 for

I
further information and reservations.

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts
and surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed

the day they take place. Friday will

carry Saturday and Sunday.

CANDIDATE'S NIGHT - Come out and

listen to those persons seeking Orchard

Hill positions for 84-85. Ask them

questions, hear what they plan on doing

for you. 9 p.m., Field Main Lounge.

ORCHARD HILL BIRTHDAY COM-
MITTEE MEETING - Help us plan and

organize events surrounding the 20ih

Anniversary of Orchard Hill. Lots to do

for all. Everyone invited to participate.

6:30 p.m.. Field Main Lounge.

GAYPAC MEETING - Newly-formed
lesbian and gay political action group.

Come share your ideas. 2:30 p.m., SU
413.

JEWISH FEMINIST GROUP
MEETING - 7 p.m.. Campus Center 803.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION We
will discuss our projects for the rest of the

year and organize for the Boston rally.

7:30 p.m., CC 917.

FIRST PARACHUTE JUMP First

jump course tonight. Come to in-

troductory meeting and you can jump this

Saturday for the experience of your life.

7:30 p.m.. CC 801.

LESBIAN UNION The L.U. holds

weekly rap groups on Thursdays.

Everyone is welcome to attend. Come to

share thoughts and meet people. 7 p.m.,

406G Student Union.

Read
Arts

B

B
!

i

i

MAKE
MONEY

IN

COLLEGE

Earn $185 to $475+ weekly, working with

MCL and Associates. We have a lot of

part-time and full-time positions available

in your area. We are a small, yet rapidly ex-

panding marketing research firm based in

the New York Metropolitan area. For com-

plete details and an application, please

send a stamped self-addressed envelope to

MCL and Associates. Post Office Box 579.

Ithaca, New York. 14851.

i*
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

dVM lot Angtin Timrt Syndkralr

ACROSS 42 "Ettu, ?" 10 Saharan
t Coffeehouse 44 Railroad car 11 Dished out
5 Tighten, as slack 46 Dwellers in a 12 Luge

ropes: Naut. certain den? 14 Decorator's
9 Street collec- 48 Pores over choice

tor's items 50 in a while 18 Encourage
13 Sobeit 51 Hammered into 20 Chats: Slang
14 Frangible form 24 Most reticent

15 Concerning 54 Absolved 25 Popular garnish
an age 58 Vivacity 26 "Bolero"

16 Mousse shaper 60 Rooftop composer
17 Giving pteasure decoration 27 Carrot, at times
19 Monastic rank 61 Have for 29 Put new life into

or office 62 Clear, as tape 30 Hearten
21 Endured 63 Rugby's rival 31 Enjoys a hearty

22 Students' pretest 64 Stage role meal
activity 65 Restaurant order 34 Sunrise feature

23 Part of a 66 Refresh oneself 37 More unflappable

staircase 40 Ophidian
25 More brittle 42 Stick fast

28 Provided the DOWN 43 Win back
wedding feast 1 Vacationer's 45 Uncover

32 Evaluates choice 47 Don Quixote's

33 Ireland, to some 2 Cupid Rosinante

35 Palate pleasing 3 Offer 49 Type of fishing

outlet congratulations 51 Partner of dash
36 Wagner heroine 4 Vote for 52 Informal greeting

37 Honeyed 5 Be impatient 53 Giveone sword
38 Artist Vermeer 6 Speed demon 55 South African fox

39 Book buyer s 7 Demeanor 56 Adam's grandson
purchases 8 Fun to be with 57 Dimple

41 Little boys 9 Leisured 59 FDR Fed agcy

1 ? 3 4

?0

14

5 6 7 8

1
18

9 10 11 12

13 15

16 17

24

19

?7

33

23

34

?1
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?5
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1
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?9 30 31
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35

P
36 .18

39 41

49^

54

46

55

44^48
59
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PI51 52 53

1

57

58

1

60

61 62 63

64 65 66

For information and the

latest news I read the Col-

legian,

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINfNER
Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
on Wheatberry

Soybean, Corn, Tomat»
Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Brazilian Rice (>asserole

Baked Chicken
Supreme Sauce

Cranlierry Sauce

Weather
A mixture of clouds and

sun over the east today,

and mostly sunny over

western sections of the

state. Highs mostly in the

50s to lower 60s, except in

the mid 40s along eastern

coastal areas. Clear
tonight, lows in the 30s.

Mostly sunny Friday,

highs mostly in the 50s to

lower 60s.

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS^UZZLE

LlA'P'SBAlBjA'Dl
AlB.L*
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Make a good buy
beforeyou say goodbyOi

Buying your leased phone now

This year, don't leave for home
without your phone. Buy it before sum-

mer and save yourself some time and

money Buying your AT&T leased

phone now means you'll have your

phone with you the very first day back

to class.

To buv the phone you're leasing,

just call AT&T Consumer Sales &
Service s toll-free number. Or visit

you time and money next term.

any of our AT&T owned and operated

Phone Centers. It's that easy So call us

before you say goodbye. Then unplug

your phone and take it with you. And
have a nice summer.

Holyoke

Ingleside Mall

1-800-555-8111
Call till- tnil-trcr nunibcr 2\ hi>ur^ ,i dav.

Hadley

Hampshire Mall

AT&T

iS i;»84. AT&T Inf.TmatH.n Syst«-ms

Patroits sign top draft pick;

Huskers' Fryar avoids USFL
Track teamin the middle

FOXBORO (AP) - Irving

Fryar has signed a four-year

contract with the New
England Patriots, who said

Wednesday they will make
the Nebraska wide receiver

picks this year, the 16th and

28th overall, a lOth-round

choice this year, and a fifth-

round selection in 1985.

This year's top pick

originally belonged to

the top pick in the National Tampa Bay, which traded it

Football League draft, still to Cincinnati quarterback

nearly three weeks away.

Because the Patriots have

the first choice, NFL rules

allow them to sign a player

before the May 1 draft, said

Jim Heffernan, the league's

director of public relations.

"They've assured us that

they are going to draft thim

No. 1, so it's OK, " Heffernan

said.

He added that the Patriots'

action was the first pre-draft

signiing since the NFL and

American Football League

held their first combined

draft in 1967.

New England General

Manager Patrick Sullivan

announced the agreement

Wednesday at a news
conference.

The Patriots, who own the

top pick for the second time

in three years, acquired it

April 4 in a trade with

Cincinnati. New England

gave up two first-round

Jack Thompson.
The Patriots took defensive

lineman Ken Sims of Texas

with the top choice in 1982

and came very close to

obtaining last year's first

pick from Baltimore, which

they would have used to

draft quarterback John

Elway, said Sullivan.

The speedy Fryar rose to

the top of this year's draft

class after United States

Football League teams

signed Heisman Trophy

winner Mike Rozier, a

running back who was

Fryar's college teammate,

and Brigham Young
quarterback Steve Young.

The New Jersey Generals

reportedly were interested

in Fryar. But the Boston

Globe reported last Sunday

that Generals' owner Donald

Trump apparently was
upset with Fryar's asking

price and never made an

offer.

Jack Mills, Fryar's agent,

said on the day the Patriots

obtained the top pick that

"negotiations with the

Generals about Irving are

dormant," the Boston
Herald reported.

They hope the 5-foot 11 Vi,

205-pound Fryar will take

some pressure off wide

receiver Stanley Morgan,

who has led the team in

receptions in three of the

last four seasons. Morgan
caught 58 passes last year

but frequently was double

teamed because New
England had no outstanding

pass-catching threat to

complement him.

Fryar caught only 27

passes in his first three

seasons at Nebraska, but, as

a senior, was a double

threat. He caught 40 passes

for 780 yards and eight

touchdowns, and ran 23

times for 318 yards and two
touchdowns.

By M.E. MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's
outdoor track team had a good outing

Tuesday at a Tri-Meet, finishing between

third-place Tufts University and host

Springfield College.

"The highlight of the day was the UMass
sweep of the 3,000 meter run by Chris Pratt

(10:25), Kim Baker and Deidre Doyle.

Predictably, Liz Patterson had another

fine day as she took first in the shot-put

(28'-2") and second in the discus (125'-4").

"It was an OK day," said Coach Kalekeni

Banda. "But it showed that we do not yet

have dual -meet caliber runners and are

very weak in some events."

Most notable on this team is the complete

absence of hurdlers, high-jumpers and

triple -jumpers; consequentially, no entry in

those events - no points.

What events the Minutewomen did enter

they did well in. Kayla Morrison grabbed

first in the 200 meters (25.4) and second in

the 100 meters (12.64). "She'll probably be

quicker when the weather warms up," said

Banda.

Maureen O'Reilly led most of the way in

the 800 meters before fading to second in

the last ."in rneters. It was an enronraging

sign that the Junior is recovering from
her mont!is of injuries.

Julie Oti raceO away with top-honors in

the 1500 meters (4:53.7) followed by Eileen

Kelly (3rd) and Sally Howes (4th).

Other highlighted performances by the
Minutewomen:

Deb Duffy - second place, Javelin.

Susan Goldstein - third place, 400 meters.

Barbara Cullinan - third place, 100 meters.

Egad!

It's the Sports page!

WORLD Oil' STRING, mc
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UMASS SKI CLUB J

$69. Week Ender |

Spring Skiing April 13-15 ^
at SUGARBUSH VALLEY i

includes

Transportation

GRAND REOPENING SALE

Visit our new store and get 15% off all

our kites :c»pi g.k*5

OPEN MON, TUES. FRI 10am 5 30pm

THURS Til 8pm, SAT 9:30am 5pm

CLOSED WED Et SUN

12 BRIDGE STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

5866141

KICK^^FF
LOUNGE

fJJCYL'i

'\A/^v^^i^v^v^AAA^

7

21 Pleasant St.

Northampton
586-3810

• Fuji - Univega - Campag^olo

Suntour and others

Racing, Touring, and Commuting

accessories

2 Nights Lodging

2 Days Lifts

Meals

Fri the 13th Party Fr

Bloody Mary party Sal

Free Beer 8- Wine Sat afte

Hot Tub Party Sai

Mimosa Party Sun

Free Beer and Wine Sun afte

ALL FOR ONLY $69

for more info call 545-3437

F&S 3
S&S 5
sas

J
Fri night ^
Sat morn J

Sat afternoon ^
Sat night *
Sun mom ^

Sun afternoon *

^^XXXXXxXXXXsSS jfc3E1

2
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Coming this weekend. . .

Saturday Happy Hour ,

featuring
**Just George"

^'"" '
'

(from the Boston & Cap)e Cod circuit)

I
— All you can eat Chicken Wings! —

[ " JUSTIN Ry?^

r

INTERN and
WORK-STUDY POSITIONS

Hilltop Health Club, the 1st residential

wellness/fitness center on campus is seek-

ing applications for the Fall semester from

persons who have experience or skill in:

Exercise, nutrition, stress management,

cardiovascular fitness, aerobics, fitness

testing, weight training, or holistic health.

Internships may be taken for 1-3 credits ar-

ranged through faculty sponsorship.

Work-study applications also being ac-

cepted now.

Complete job description & application

available at B-30 Baker House, Orchard

Hill
Application deadline - April 30.

I

I

I

I

*>** » »r « -w-^

Spring Special

Thursday Nites

Free Champagne
for Ladies

9:30-11:00 PM
Two for O^e for everyone 9:o0-closing

c^h '^i-rr iJp^- ^2 V5 Pitchor nnviime

REMEMBER FRIDA Y AFTERNOON BUFFET

TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome

=\

Two For On« 9 till 1

- All Liquor Drinks

AMfifiSbBSS^
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Sports Log
By TONY BETROS
Collejfian Staff

Just a few thoughts...

Perhaps one of the greatest hockey games

was played Tuesday night at the Nassau

Collisium...The Rangers and Islanders

battled it out for not three, but four periods

in the fifth ga:iie of their playoff

series...There ha\r been some negative

things said about Islander goalie BiUy

Smith, but he is the be.n pressure goalie in

hockey, making some big saves in the

overtime period. ...It's fairly ironic that

Ken Morrow would score the winning goal -

he played on the 1980 U.S. Olympic hockey

team, coached then by Herb Brooks, now

coach of the Rangers...The Islanders can

not rest, however, as they must play a

tough and well rested Washington Capital

team. I'm going to take a stab and pick

Washington in six games, but please don't

ask me to bet. It's not that I'm chicken, it's

just that...I..um...I..I have to give to my

favorite charity (first excuse that came to

my mind).

Being a Montreal Canadien fan. I was on

the receiving end of an array of comments

following the three, count 'em. three game

sweep last week. These comments ranged

from insults concerning members of my

family to directions as to where to put my
typewriter to actual physical expulsion

(check Webster if that's a word). But. all of

that aside. I believe that the Canadiens will

take the Nordiques but lose to Washington

in the Conference finals. Washington will

then beat Edmonton to take the Stanley

Cup. ..I really would like to bet. but those

poor starving people at The Pub. OK. they

may not be a charity, but it is a worthy

cause.

Basketball playoffs will start next week

with playoff spots still up for grabs. After

what happened to the Bruins (remember

them, first place in the Adams division

that's right, the ones playing golf now),

Buffalo, and almost the Islanders, anything

can happen in hoop. too... I personally

would love to see a Celtics Knicks series. It

looks like the great rivalry of the mid-70s is

coming back and a good playoff series will

definitely add some oil to the fire, or

whatever that saying is...Magic Johnson

showed me absolutely nothing last week.

After Kareem broke the record for most

points in a career, the press interviewed

Johnson. All he did was talk about how he

gave Jabbar the ball, nothing about his

teammate, only about himself. Well Magic,

thanks for that insightful and profound

comment.

Its a week old in the baseball season, and

already there are a few surprises. Teams

like Baltimore. Los Angeles, and

Milwaukee are off to slow starts,

highlighted by the World Champion Orioles

getting swept by the Minnesota Twins.

Teams like Detroit. Oakland, and the Mets

got off the starting blocks quickly. They

probably won't be there at the end. but

could make for a few interesting

races. ..Quick quiz who was the last person

Pete Rose passed on the all-time hit

list?...While we're on the subject, I

strongly recommend the game Trivial

Pursuit. It's excellent for trivia buffs.

There is a sports version that will make

even the sports genious tremble.

A couple of final items: Remember
Howard Schellenberger, head coach at #1

ranked Miami University football?

Apparently, someone tried to impersonate

Howard (I don't feel like writing out his last

name) and use one of his credit cards. You

can all breathe a sigh of relief, because the

man was caught. Howard will never again

"leave home without it."

The USFL and CFL are thinking about

sharing players- a player will play in each

league. It isn't nearly final yet. but its

under consideration... I hope they at least

change uniforms.

If you answered Hank Aaron, buy yourself

a beer at my favorite charity. If you didn't,

buy two.

No more need be said.

(0"
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Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.
2nd Annual

Phi Sigma Kappa Barrel Roll

to Fenway Park
for the Jimmy Fund

Friday

Send Off Party

at Blue Wall Happy Hour

with Cliff Meyers

Raffle Prizes and Giveaways

Sunday
Ending Party

at Who's on First, Boston

with Cliff Meyers

before and after the Red Sox game
• be sure to buy posters and hats

in the Campus Center and Blue Wall

All proceeds going to Jimmy Fund

Rnr more info contact Jake or Mark at Phi Sig 256-6863

iU%ult(iUfi4
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WARMIN' UP — University of Massachusetts varsity tennis player

Wayne Peterson gets ready for the UMass-Holy Cross match. Peterson

won both his singles and doubles matches as UMass went on to their

first victory.

Men's tennis victorious
By MIKE LEVINE
Collejfian Staff

After dropping a 6 3 decision at the

University of Rhode Island on Monday, the

University of Massachusetts' men's tennis

team came back to beautiful downtown

Amherst on Tuesday to take a 6 3 match

win from Holy Cross, giving the netmen a 1-

2 record, and first year coach Manny
Roberts his first win.

The doubles play gave UMass their first

win. as the Minutemen swept all three

doubles matches from the Crusaders, while

splitting the six singles matches. The first

doubles duo of Steve Jordan and Wayne

Peterson won their match 6-3 6-2. while

Marc Wemstem and Ear! Small won theu-

match in second doubles 6-3 6-4. and the

'Freshman Connection' of John DeKlerk

and Paul Zaretsky won in third doubles 6-4

6 0. Jordan. Peterson, and Barry Katz

were winners in singles play.

In the URI match, Peterson and Weinstein

won their singles matches 7-6 6 2 and 7 56-

3 respectively, while Jordan. Small, and

Andy Pazmany all lost very close matches.

DeKlerk and Zaretsky won their doubles

match 6-0 6-2. while Jordan and Peterson

lost 7-6 6-4. and Weinstein and Small lost a

6-7 6-4 7-6 heartbreaker. The netmen will

make a return appearance in Kingston on

April 27 for the Atlantic 10 Championships.

UMass will travel to MIT for a match this

afternoon, then face Clark on Sunday

before returning to the friendly confines of

the Boyden Tennis Courts for a match with

Springfield College next Tuesday.

Women's crew oust UNH
By ELLEN RASKINS
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER The University of

Massachusetts women's varsity lightweight

four christened their spring season with a

victory over the University of New
Hampshire on Worcester's Lake Quin-

sigamond last Saturday. The Umass four

captured a quick three seat lead off the

start and maintained the momentum to

finish a full boatlength ahead of their

competition.

"The women were confident and

aggressive throughout the race." said coach

Maria Mpelkas. "They just didn't sit on the

lead, but they pulled for more open water."

In the three-boat varsity eight com-

petition. UNH pulled a boatlength lead

from the start and won the 3000 meter race

in 6.10. But it was a bow to bow battle

between UMass and Connecticut College

for second place as both boats were even

with 200 meters to go.

Conn College challenged at the 1800 meter

mark and moved a seat up on the UMass
shell. The UMass eight responded by

bringing up the cadence (number of strokes

per minute) for the final sprint, but not in

time to cut Conn's seat length edge. Conn

crossed the line at 6.17 with the UMass
women 0.2 seconds behind.

"We aren't disappointed in the race." said

varsity coxswain Beth Millette. "We rowed

a smooth, controlled race. We'll catch them

at the New England open in May."

Both the junior varsity and novice eights

finished second to UNH with Conn coming

in third.

"The novices have worked hard and are

starting to click in and catch together." said

Mpelkas. 'They have a lot to look forward

to."

rtoth the novices and the varsity crews are

looking toward a tough 2000 meters against

Trinity College this Saturday at the Hadley

boathouse.

*
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113* 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discoun t • Phone number FREE

n
APARTMENT NEEDED

Desperate - need 2-3 bdrm apt for Fall 84
will take in summer - Puffton Townehouse
or Brandywine - Susan 546-8348

AUDIO
~

New JVC 40 watt receiver w/5 band
graphic equalizer $225. New 3 way Pioneer

speakers w/frequency equalizer and 12"

woofer $200. call Scott at 546-5451

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Ford van. Excellent engine. Runs great.
<«X). Ross 256-8728

81 BMW 320i excellent condition 19700 mi

alloy wheels alpine stereo A/C call eves

253 3009

1974 Dart slant 6, dependable, nr^any new
parts, asking 600$, 549-3798

75 Dodge Colt selling for parts $175 new
head cylinder for info call Lisa 546-8513

Toyota Celica 72 Runs fantastic Very

reliable car $460 256-0909 6-8 pnfi

73 VW Beetle runs well body good many
new parts $950 256-1080

CAPE COD
~

S«agull Beach West Yarmouth Large

house 6 bedrooms sleeps 8 1 Vi bath 700 per

person per season 253-7436

I need room for summer in South

Wesr Yarmouth. Call mark 256 8225

or

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKETj AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service GUARANTEED lowest price call

584 6712

rnOr'ESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?
256 1393

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt in duplex house available

June 1 665-7148

4 bedroom apt 2 bthrms nice location Rt 9

Amherst summer sublet w/fall option call

for details Bob, Gareth, Alex 253-5798

Room In Hadley farmhouse 1 % miles

from campus 137.50 -^ inexpensive utilities

call Maggie 549-5229

Housemates wanted for Northampton

house. Near downtown, bus. $150/mo. --

call 584-2905

Summer subletters wanted for Swiss

Village apartment. $175.00 includes all

utilitiesi 256-1474

3 bedrooms available for summer with

fall option Amherst Centre call evenings

253 2683

2 bedroom Townhouse apt in Squire Vill

available June 1 with fall option. Pay 2 mo.

get one free for summer sublet. On bus

line. 665-8196

2 rooms for rent in beautiful $100,000

house in Sunderland. $185 includes

everything call 549-1218

Fall option - 1 room available July 1st. En-

tire apt available in fall. Pool, tennis, bus.

$137 utilities included! Call Leanne late PM
665-7581 keep trying I

2 bedroom townhouse in Southwood
for summer sublet w/fall option call

256-0354

FOR SALE

Computer Terminals for sale DEC VT55

video terminals with hard copy output ex-

cellent condition $500 or best offer

549^^94

Camera Canon F1 w/35mm wide angle

lens must sell best offer Tom 546-6147

13" B £r W Zenith TV - fairly new works

fine call Mike - 546-6860

FOUND

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

describe to claim.

Found - Class Ring in womens restroom

¥
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of Fine Arts Center call to identify 546-6902

Found a pair of glasses in Bartlett 65 on

4/3, taken to Cc lost & found on 4/10

A student ID from STCC in ladies room,

1st floor CC please stop by the Collegian to

claim it.

GRATEFUL DEAD
RIDERS NEEDED

Grateful Dead opener in Hampton VA
riders needed for van leaving Thurs PM call

256-1037

HELP WANTED

The UMass Yearbook is now accepting

applications for all positions for the 1984-85

staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the

Collegian)

OVERSEAS JOBS. . .Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52 MAI Corona

Del Mar. CA 92625

Mobile Vending Vehicle Drivers wanted

for Cape Cod this summer after 7:00 PM
Pete 584-9580

INSTRUCTION

Needed Tutor Accounting 221 call 6-5608

JOBS FOR FALL "84
~

Earthfoods Restaurant now hiring for

part time fall positions. Work 8-12 hrs.

week two hour mandatory Mon night

meeting / two hrs committee work non pd.

3.50/hr High committment required Third

World student, men, women encouraged

to apply. Work study & non work study

avail. Applications at Kitchen around cor-

ner from ride board deadline Mon Ap 16

EOE

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may
t)e received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Superior Courts, and par

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

LOST

Green backpack and bluejean Jacket

Friday at TOC contains large white

notebook. Reward please call Rick 256-1350

Lost U.S.N, green raingear. Left on Soft-

ball Field #11 last Wed. call Tom 323-5598

Reward

Before Break, purple and gray T-teck

hand-knit wool sweater. Extreme sentimen-

tal value. Reward! If found, please call

253-8046

Tan Irish Tweed Cap Morrill Audit please

call 256-8135 great sentim value!!

Lost: Gold Ring w/diamond sentimental

value reward offered call 6-9914 ask for

Hope or Maria

Pair of shiny black shoes between

Sylvan and Northeast last Monday around

7:30 pm please call John 253-9678

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Yamaha 650E excellent condition low

mileage $1095 .00 6-5039

1982 Honda 660 Nighthawk, exc. cond.

new in 83, 1600, 549-6934

1980 Kawasaki 550 LTD red low miles ex-

cellent condition $1100 BO 549-6055

PERSONALS

Tapes: TDK SAC-90 $3.00 ea

Carl 6-7762

call Rob or

Linda A. Hey fagface: Feliz Cumpleanos

just a little late! Love Sue
^

l^^^f^^^'jvu^^^hei^Happy Birthday, Thanks

for being you. Love Jim
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Dr Spanky Congrats! Have fun with

long rubber gloves. Your roommates
the

John Nolan's Birthday is tomorrow the

1 3th! Wish him a happy one: 546-5671

lota Gamma Upsilon
Open Rush

Thurs. 4/12 8-9 pm
Tues. 4/17 8-9 pm
Wed. 4/18 7-8 pm

For info call 256-6874

Debo - Happy 22nd! Go wild! Keep passing

the open windows. Love, the roomies

Reach out and TUCK someone sign up

for Tuck In Sen/ice Monday April 9 to Fri-

day Apr il 13 Campus Center Concourse

Trish: Nice tan, I hope you had a good time

in Florida. Welcome back. Bubba

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus. low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED
~

Rochester. Preferably Thursday night

April 12. Morning Friday 13. Call Heidi

546-5158

Ride needed to NYC or Long Island on
Friday April 13, after 1 1 :00 am will share ex-

penses. Please call Robin at 253-9971

Need a ride for 2 on Sat eve 4/14/84 to

Rockland or NYC no return Jody 546-4349

To North Andover or aree this Friday

549-7874 will share $

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for 1 or 2 bedrooms in

house near campus and bus route for next

semester and on. Must allow pets. Call

546^4349/4347

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

2 female roommates wanted to share 3

bedroom Puffton apartment call 549-5487

Puffton 2 roommates wanted to share

bedroom. Call Bmce or Beth 549-1414

Responsible femeles to share room in

sunny Southwood apt. summer/fall
253-5109

1/2 roommates
253 3591

Two people wanted to share a room in a

very comfortable duplex across the street

from Southwest call Peter 549-6985 or

Terry 546-8797

SERVICES
~

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

TYPING--Fast. reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,
resumes, etc. 666-3414

- sign language useful

SPRING DANCE!

McNamara House Council presents

a SPRING DANCE
in the Bluewall Sat. April 14

from 8 pm - 1 am
featuring Rack-A-Disk
Adm. $3 /cash bar

everyone's invited!

SUMMER 1964 - EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Please send inquiries to PO Box
2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02557

SUMMER SUBLET

Brittany Manor summer sublet with fall

option call 253-7728 anytime

1 bedroom apt $295 includes everything

summer sublet w/fall option 665-2338

TO SUBLET

Summer - roomy Amherst house with yard
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near town, on bus route call after 5 PM
256-1268

Available for summer: furnished efficien-

cy on Route 9. $205.00 monthly. Call

323-6769 afte r 7 PM
2 bedroom Brandywine apt available for

summer sublet 6/1 - 9/1 rent is negotiable

call 549-595 1

1 bdrm apt Amherst Center fall option

330 -t- elec 253-2486

For summer: Large bedroom in 4 bedroom
house. 5 mid walk to campus, large yard.

$150 or best offer 549-1064

Female roommate for summer sublet

needed. Excellent rates. Onm bus rte,

washer/dryer Rent negotiable. Call before

1 1 . 665-7581

Large bedroom in Puffton private bath

ideal for couple June-Sept $210 exclus call

Brenda 549-6999

Beautiful 4 bedroom apt to sublet for

summer fall option avail for two people,

close to campus , rent neg call 549-6147

Rooms for rent starting June fall option

Amherst Center Man or Laura 256-6969

Apartment for sublet 296 a month in-

cludes utilities, one bedroom June 1
-

August 29, Amherst, Kevin 256 1482

Roommated wanted for 1 bdrm apt wm
only sublet w/fall option great location in

downtown Amherst ren^neg^256 1 363

Townehouse 2 bedroom apt available for

sumemr and fa ll Please call soon 546-7648

Apartment avail June 1 with fall option

295 mo incl utilities phone 666-7966

Sunderland

3 bedroom apt. Amherst June 1 Aug 30

fall option 549 3818

Great summer sublet large new two
bedroom townhouse on Rt 116 Sunderland

furnished carpeted pool tennis bank 7-11

near by on bus rt students or small family

665^4201

TRAVEL

Discount Travel to Europe: from $99.

Travel to Rome, Athens. Lisbon, London,

Paris. Frankfurt, etc. from only $99. each

way. Call now or send for your FREE
brochure. Operators always on duty.

Enclose one dollar for postage and handl-

ing. EUROPE EXPRESS, INC., 3460 Main

Street. Hartford, CT (203) 522-6680

WANTED
~

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Sih/er

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,
Basebell Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Someone to take over 1 bedroom apt in

Brandywine call 549-0667

Looking for roommates?? 2 females

looking to share Townehouse Brandywir>e

Puffton or Brittany Manor. Please call

Sharon or Meg 546-9614

Wanted 3 bedroom apt will take over sum-
mer lease please call reward 546-8311

Needed - Stats

Patrick 253-5298

140, Neter text call

WANTED TO RENT

Swiss or

evenings
Apartment May 25-28. Prefer

Colonial Village area. Call

253 2948

Rolling Green or other area 1 bedroom
apartment. Will take over summfH. Doug
253-9610

HELP - Looking for apartment in Puffton

Brandywine area. Will be well rewdided call

Kim 546-4736

Apartment in Amherst for 2 qirls take

over lease June 1 please cal' Chrissy

546-8469 or Janme 546-8516

Two or three bedroom apt in Puffton

reward Pam b4fe 9692, Mary 253 boQ4

2 or 3 bedroom in Puffton will take over

summer lease ca ll Jim 546-4445

Puffton Brandywine Townehouse will

take summer iease. Will give nice reward.

Pam 546-6675, 546-6618

Reward fo- finding 2 or 3 bedroom
Riverglade apartment by early May Jane
527-5407

r-ouna - wass nrng in wunioiio .coi.^v.... - fnr hnina vou. Love Jim -r
^ , ^ » ,. ^ . . j.j.^'^^^^.a,^.^.^^****-*.-^*^^*^***
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Gorillas get nipped by Brown in OT
"That's the shame with these games-
someone has to lose.

"

Referee Dave Leet to partner

Ray Marr, leaving the field.

By RUSS WHINNEM
Ck)llegian Staff

It was everything you wanted in a lacrosse

.game- except the right ending.

And as the Brown players celebrated their

9-8 overtime thriller, while the

Massachusetts stickmen walked away in

disconsolation, both teams knew they had

been in a war, and all the spectators knew

they had seen a beauty.

Tom Gagnon's goal for Brown at 1:21 of

overtime put an end to the afternoon. The
Gorillas had won the face-off but couldn't

convert. It was after that when the Bruins

pushed the ball upfield and set up around

the Massachusetts net. From there,

Gagnon came from behind the net, slipped

away from defenseman Tom Aldridge's

stick check, spun right, and beat goalie

Gerry Moreau down low.

Afterwards, coach Dick Garber. disap-

pointed but certainly not depressed, chose

to talk about the toughness his team (1-2)

had shown in coming back against the Ml

rated team in New England and WIO ranked

team in the nation.

"This is a good team (2nd and 13th ranked

respectively) and they've got a lot of

character." he said. They never layed

down out there, and kept playing full out.

A lot of teams wouldn't have done that."

True indwd. The Gorillas trailed 8-6 with

eight minutes left after the Bruins scored

twice within 15 seconds to snap what had

been a 6-6 deadlock, a tie that had lasted

since halftime.

But with the Boyden Hill faithful (about

1000) urging them on, the Gorillas got

within one with 5:27 left, as Tom Lukacovic
beat two defensemen and then netminder
Scott Lohan, while falling down, for his

fburth of the day."

Then with the help of a pushing penalty
against the Bruins, Lukacovic snuck in a

Matthew O'Rielly rebound to tie up the
game, with 3 seconds left on the penalty

and only 39 left in regulation, touching off a

mobbing celebration.

Earlier, the Gorillas had gotten on the

board first, with Lukacovic's first, at 2:37 of

the opening period. Brown came back with

two goals of their own courtesy of John

Keough and Rob Littell (a hat trick along

with Gagnon). before Massachusetts tied it

when Lukacovic found a low opening past

Lohan.

The second period began at two apiece,

thanks in no small part to some Gorilla

aggressiveness from the attackmen, who,

led by the body crunching work of Karl

Hatton, weren't letting the Brown offense

begin. When it did. Moreau was there to

frustrate the Bruins, as he did many times

with clutch saves everywhere, leading

Garber to say later, "Gerry was super

today, in and out of the cage."

The Gorillas seemed to thrive on what was

a serious hitting game and look the lead

again with two goals from Fred Sanford and

Mike Fiorini, making it 4-2. Brown Wasn't

about to pack it in either and responded

with three consecutive goals, before

Massachusetts again came back to tie at

five off the stick of Greg Fisk.

The Gorillas appeared to be taking a 6 5

lead into the lockerroom when Lukacovic

got another with only 22 seconds left in the

half. But Brown said no. and took the face-

off upfield to pay dirt only 10 seconds later,

knotting the score at six.

(ollririan photo by Andv llvller

THE WINDUP — An intense Lynn Stockley lets one go for the lIMass

Softball team aj^ainst Holy Cross yesterday. The southpaw worked 5 2/5

innings and gave up only 4 hits in leading the Minutewomen to the

sweep.

( oll»in*n photii t>t l)a\id i* l>cub«r

ME AND MY SHADOW — University of Massachusetts junior Tom
Lukacovie is being closely followed by Brown University's Mick Kan-
don. Lukacovie netted 5 goals for the Gorillas but Brown ended up vic-

torious in OT, 9-8.

Softball team sweeps;

Holy Cross latest victim
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Top notch competition is great. It makes

your team faster, sharper and better. But

the constant strain of top notch competition

can wear you down very easily.

That's why coaches like UMass softball

coach Elaine Sortino are happy to have an

occasional Holy Cross on the schedule

where players that don't normally see

action can see some.

That was one of the numerous highlights

yesterday as the Minutewomen routed an

inferior Holy Cross softball team 7 and 12-

2 in a doubleheader at NOPE yesterday.

In two games, UMass pounded out 27 hits

while every player on the roster saw action

except catcher Beth Talbott, who was

resting a sore knee.

"We are starting to hit now," Janet Miller,

who went 3 for 4 in the first game, said.

"Out bats are coming back. We are con-

centrating on it more and working on it in

practice."

One of UMass' biggest problems hitting

was that they were lining screamers... right

at the fielders. Yesterday the

Minutewomen hit the ball in the gap, over

the fielders and on the ground and racked

up the hits.

Running down the list in the first game
only, Tina Coffin, two for four. 1 RBI; Sally

Maher, three for four and a triple; Allyson

Rioux two for four. 2 RBI. Miller, two for

three and a triple. Ann Ringrose, two for

two, Ann King, two for three with two

doubles and 2 RBI.

In the second game, Maher went three for

three, Rioux tripled. Miller went three for

four with 2 RBI and a triple. Coffin and

Kmily Hiesch laced doubles and Lynn
J'f.'karski hit a grand slam home run.

"Everyone really started to hit," Maher
said. "The team is starting to realize that it

is not just going to come to you (the hits).

You have to go out and work for them."

While the hitters shelled the Crusader

pitchers, the Minutewomen hurlers gave up

only four hits. Lynn Stockley improved her

record to 7-5 after 5 2/3 innings of work.

Stockley had six strikeouts and gave up

only one hit.

Krista Stanton relieved Stockley and

picked up her first miHutes of the year with

1 1/3 mnmgs work. Stanton also saw -2

innings work in the nightcap, and struck

out three.

Cathy Reed had four strikeouts as she had

little problems with Holy Cross. Reed. 7-2,

allowed just two hits.

Strout, King. Peskarski, Ann Ringrose,

who have seen limited action so far this

year, saw big action today.

"Offensively, I'm starting to hit the ball,"

King said. "But I still have a long ways to

go."

As will happen when a superior team is

playing a lousy one, the concentration of the

squad began to wilt at times. There were a

few baserunning errors and a few blunders

in the outfield.

"We have to be more on top of things," co-

cantain Cnf'in "^aid. "Wp h.iv • 'o be more

sharper. That wasn't a Division I team out

there (referring to Holy Cross).

"L.Nc r.iaine vooruno. Uie cuacm said, no

mat fT how pnoH or ^nH •« tpam is. vou have

lo
J

.... I .a..ie. We can't aiioru errors

like that against a URI."

Still, the two Crusader wins coupled with

the Brown sweep on Tuesday gives UMass
some momentum after losing three of their

four earUer games.

"We really needed the wins, " Coffin said.

"It's been a good confidence booster."

UMass now sports a 14-7 record and travels

to Vermont for a four team tournament

Saturday.

Legislature's motion may postpone tuition vote
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The State Legislature's j«nt committee on
education yesterday unanimously passed a motion urging a

one month postponement of next week's Board of Regents
of Higher Education scheduled vote on a proposed tuition

increase for state colleges and universities.

The motion, which is expected to be folbwed by the

Regents, delays any vote on the proposed 15 percent in

crease until at least May 18.

University of Massachusetts Financial Aid Director
Arthur Jackson applauded the decision as being "very

positive and ratk>nal."

"It's a positive step in the right direction. The post-

ponement means they (the Regents) are going to look at it

more carefully, which may mean a decrease in the 15

percent," Jackson said.

UMass President David C. Knapp denounced the tuition

increase, saying students' ability to pay such an increase is

questionable.

"The Regents tuition policy shifts the traditional focus of

questions o*> ^'e financing of public high?" e'^'"'ation from
questions about the responsibility of the state to one about
the responsih''-ties of the students." Knapp said.

Ihanceiior uf Ihgiit; Education John B. Duff was
questioned at length by Sen. Gerard D'Amico, D-
Worcester, and Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, about his

support of a new state policy that would raise tuition by 10

to 15 percent this fall and would force consideration of

automatic increases every year.

Duff said he felt like "a tennis ball between two com-
mittees" because legislators working on the budget wanted
the additional revenue while legislators on the education

conunittee wanted to keep costs down.
He defended the overall tuition policy and the proposed

increases for the upcoming school year, saying they would
reduce inequities in costs at the various public colleges.

Collins, house chair of the panel, said he thought that

instead of finding ways to increase tuition and fees, the

regents should be working on ways to decrease the

financial burden currently on many students.

"As a graduate of the University campus in Amherst,

where my family could not aff(M*d the costs in a private

institution... I don't want to see it happen today that

students can't afford to go to the University of

Massachusetts," Collins said.

Fran Pheeney, chair of the UMass Student Government
Association Public Policy Committee, said she was "quite

pleased" by the committee's decision and thought students

had a strong impact on it.

Pheeney, who led a delegation of eight students, also said

Knapp had a lot to do with the decision.

"Knapp was very helpful. Our arguments are reinforced

by him. He's paid more and listened to a lot more than we
are, however," she said.

Knapp, an outspoken critic of the plan which Duff, the

regents and Governor Michael S. Dukakis support, said in

the past "the basic policy question has been: 'What is the

state's responsibility for financing public colleges and
universities"? The regents policy focus is: 'What is the

student's responsibility for meeting the cost of education?'

"The shift in emphasis is subtle, but it is far reaching in its

implications."
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New college president

meets Amherst students

Collririan photo by l>rru Ofpcr

BASKET CASE - Construction worker Nick Nickerson is hoisted

skjrward to put some touches to the baghouse.

ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

The hotly debated issue of the abolishment

of fraternities at Amherst College was all

but forgotten yesterday as President

designate Peter Pouncey, who will take

over in June, met students for the first time

at an open campus meeting.

Pouncey, currently a classics professor at

Columbia University, was selected as

Amherst's 16th president last September
by trustees. Since that time, the trustees

have debated, and in February voted to

eliminate, the fraternity system at the

school.

Despite strong negative student reaction,

including protest demonstrations, a fast by

fraternity members, and a heated

demonstration with acting President G.

Armour Craig at a similar college meeting,

Pouncey was greeted with sustained ap-

plause by 350 students packed into Johnson

Chapel.

But, while Pouncey said he had little in-

volvement in the decisbn, he said he fully

supported it.

"My own feeling is that it would have

taken me longer because I would have had

to face down the charge of local ignorance,"

Pouncey said. Craig, however, as an

Amherst alumnus and former fraternity

member, "had the courage as well as the

experience to make the decision," he said.

Pouncey said while a fraternity system

exists at Columbia University, the two

situations are not comparable, as "the

difference is that a fraternity a Columbia is

not high in social status, where the status of

fraternities in social life at Amherst College

is very high."
continued on page 5

Kerry: acid rain situation

Very, very critical' in Mass.

Graduation official resigns
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The resignation of the University of

Massachusetts administrator in charge of

commencement "will not hurt the ceremony

in any way," the vice-chancellor of

University Relations and Development said

yesterday.

Cheryl Walsh, assistant director of

community relations, told Vice-Chancellor

Deirdre Ling of her plans to take a position

with the Wang Corporation yesterday

morning.

"Cheryl has done an excellent job during

her time here at UMass," Ling said. "Her
resignation took me by complete surprise.

If we all go by her plans for commencement,

everything will go well. We just have to

work together."

Walsh, 30, has been with the University

since June 1978 and handles special events

for the University, such as com
mencements. banquets, and fund-raising

parites. She will take a public relations-

communications position at Wang, Inc. of

Lowell, Ling said.

"I have an opportunity at another location

I felt I had to Uke advantage of," Walsh

said. "I have enjoyed my years at UMass
and I leave only because of this chance."

"Its a great loss to the University, Ling

said. "She has a great deal of responsibility

regarding commencement but with the two
weeks notice traditionally given and maybe
a few days after that. I don't anticipate any

major problems."

The May 27 ceremony at Alumni Stadium

is expected to be one of the biggest in the

school's history. "The logistics are

tremendous, the students, the parents and

friends coming here, but the committee set

up will be able to deal with all problems,"

Ling noted.

Ling said efforts to replace Walsh will

begin in the summer but couldn't say

whether or not her successor will come
from within the University.

"It's much too early to say," the vice-

chancellor said. "Fve been busy in

meetings and haven't had a chance to think

about it. It will be an affirmative action

search on a reasonably large scale."

"Dan Melley, the director of conmiunity

relations, and others in his department will

each take a portion of Cheryl's respon-

sibilities come graduation," Ling said. "It'll

be a little harried, but Tm confident."

in any other state" because of the state's

geographical position. The Northeast

receives the brunt of chemical emmissions

from elsewhere, he said.

"The aggregate (accumulation) is the

problem, it doesn't matter how much one

particular state's emmissions affect the

environment," Kerry said.

After Rejhon and Kenney described the

acid rain situations in their regions, Kerry

cited the growing number of "dead ponds

and lakes" in Massachusetts, a result of

sulfur emmissions that raise acidity levels

in the air.

"Even the Quabbin reservoir, our state's

biggest, can no longer stock fish," Kerry

said. He said Massachusetts spends $1

million annually to treat Quabbin water so

that it is drinkable.

Kerry also said sulfur "ultimately eats

away at the form of original artwork,"

continued on page 5
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'Tol€raticm...is the greatest gift of the mind; it requires the

same effort of the Irrain that it takes to balance oneself ons a

tticycle.
" —Helen Keller

Letter to Charles T. Copeland^

By GREG BROWN
Collegian SUff
U.S. Senate Candidate John Kerry called

the acid rain situation in Massachusetts

"very, very critical" and denounced the

state of Illinois for not taking measures to

lower acidity levels Yesterday during a

panel discussion at the University of

Massachusetts Lt. Gov. Kerry spoke before

a lunchtime meeting of the Western

Massachusetts section of the American

Society of Public Administrators on the

impact of acid rain in Massachusetts.

Also participating in the discussion were

George Rejhon, director of Domestic

Information of the Department of External

Affairs of Canada, and David Kenney,
director of the Illinois Department of

Conservation.

Kerry said the acid rain probUtii in

Massachusetts is "clearly more serious than
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Soviets oppose U.S. missiles

MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet TTnion

sharply criticized the United States today

for "upsettinp- the military-strategic

balance" by deploying new missiles in

Western Europe, and said any resulting

Soviet arms buildup is "a natural reply."

Soviet Premier Nikolai A. Tikhonov,

speaking to the 1,500 member Soviet

Parhament shortly before it ended its two

day session, said Washington "has created

obstacles to talks not only on medium range

nuclear systems but on strategfic nuclear

weapons as well."

"If the U.S. side removes the obstacles put

by it in this matter and restores the

previous state of affairs, an opportunity will

then open up for the resumption of the

talks," he said.

The Parliament was meeting for the first

time under the chairmanship of Konstantin

II. Chernenko, who on Wednesday b^rame

the Soviet Union's 10th president

('hernenko. 72. has been Communist Party

secretary general, the most powerful

position in the Soviet Union, since after the

Feb. 9 death of leader Yuri V. Andropov.

Hp !»i«o tonir ovor as chairman of the

Defense Council.

Opening his speech. Tikhonov, 78, heartily

congratulated Chernenko on being named

to the largely ceremonial presidential post.

The assembled deputies applauded loudly

at each mention of Chernenko's name.

Tikhonov also was formally approved for

another term as premier, and yesterday the

party's choices for the 10-member Council

of Ministers were ratified.

Tikhonov said any arms build up by the

Soviet Union is "a natural reply to the

reckless attempts by the militarist circles of

the U.S.A. and other NATO countries at

upsetting the military strategic balance."

"We are stating that it will be kept under

all conditions," he said. "Security— both

our own and that of our friends and

allies— will remain reliably ensured.

Terrorists hijack Israeli bus

AP Ijutrpholo

A TUNE-UP - The Statue of Liberty's restoration continues on Thurs-

day in New York in preparation for its centennial celebration on July 4,

1986.

TEL AVIV. ISRAEL (AP) - An Israeli

bbs carrying passengers was hijacked last

night by terrorists, sources said.

The passengers were being held as

hostages near the town of Rafah, 60 miles

south of Tel Aviv near the Egyptian border,

the sources said.

On April 2, three Palestinian guerrillas

threw grenades and fired automatic

weapons at random on Jerusalem's main

street, wounding 48 people. The Moscow

oriented Democratic Front for the

Liberation of Palestine claimed respon

sibility. Israeli authorities said the

guerrillas apparently entered Israel

through Lebanon.

The bus hijacking was the first incident of

hostages being taken in Israel since March

12, 1978, when a dozen Palestinian

guerrillas landed in northern Israel in

rubber dmghies. They seized two buses

filled with Israeli sightseers near Kibbutz

Maagan Micahel. 37 miles north of Tel

Aviv.

The hijackers forced the occupants into a

single bus and drove down the coast toward

Tel Aviv. A shootout with Israeli forces at

a highway junction just north of the city left

35 Israelis and nine guerrillas dead.

Nicaraguan rebels plant mines
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - Anti-

Sandinista rebels have placed land mines on

stretches of roads leading from the Atlantic

port of Puerto Cabezas to the Honduran

border, civilian and military sources said

yesterday.

The sources, who spoke on condition that

they not be identified for security reasons,

said the land mines had been located close

to towns and roads leading from Puerto

Cabezas to the border town of Waspan

some 60 miles away.

They said the action was aimed at

Nicaraguan troops operating in the area,

which is in North Zelaya province in nor-

theastern Nicaragua.

The mining of Nicaraguan ports, approved

by President Reagan, has become the

center of international controversy. The

Reagan administration says the mining was

approved because of the Sandinistas'

support for leftist rebels fighting the U.S.

supported government in El Salvador. The

Nicaraguan insurgents deny, however,

having received U.S. aid to plant the mines.

5 arraigned, charged

with raping 8-gear-old
BOSTON — Four men and a woman pleaded innocent

yesterday to charges of raping a child, described in court

as the woman's 8 year old son. One news report said the

boy had been used for prostitution with older men since he

was 4 years of age.

"None of this is true at all." 32 year old Lorraine

LaPIante Mortz of Chelsea said outside court after her

arraignment.

"It's going to come out that all these guys are innocent,

too."

Arraigned with her in South Boston District Court were

James McDonough. 51. his brother, John. 53. and John

Renzi. 35, a sUte social worker, all of Boston. Also

arraigned was Raymond A. Ryan, 51, of Chelsea, who said

he was Mortz's fiance.

Judge Lawrence Cameron released the five on $100 cash

bond apiece, refusing a prosecutor's request for higher

bail.

The judge appointed attorneys for the McDonougl.

brothers, who said they were unemployed, and set a

hearing May 2.

One ol lienzis alloriu'>b, V\ alter LmUerhiil, saio ai int-

bail hearing that the child involved was Mortz's 8-year old

son by her estranged husband. Kenneth Mortz. Telephone

directories for Boston and its suburbs conUined no listing

for Kenneth Mortz.

"This case is a farce and will be proved so in court,

"

Underbill said.

Mortz's attorney, Peter Dowd, said after the court

session that the boys father was the source of the charges.

"Anybody who has been connected with Lorraine has

been subject to 51 A charges." Dowd said, explaining that

51 A referred to "charges of child abuse.

"

"When the child was taken to the Judge Baker clinic, they

found themselves charged." the lawyer said. "When he

was in Children's Hospiul. they found themselves charged

with sexual abu.se."

Dowd added, "I don't think enough investigation was

done" before the five were arrested.

Police investigating

allegedknifepoint rape
NEW BEDFORD — Police said yesterday they were

investigating a complaint that a 34 -year old woman was

repeatedly raped at knifepoint by three men who

threatened to "carve her eyes out."

Acting Police Chief Arthur Ohveira said the woman

reported she was attacked the night of April 4 or early

April 5 by men who claimed she and her friends owed them

money.
Police did not release details ol the week-old case until

\Vedr,f.sda> •a'h:, '^ <• jt;f.rnf>'s ofscf^ wa;^ of

Digest
By The Associated Press

ficially notified. No arrests were reported by late

yesterday.

"We did get a complaint." Oliveira told the Standard

Times of New Bedford. 'Whether there is any basis for the

complaint- we're investigating to determine that."

Two weeks ago. four m«>n wer** sentenced to prison for

the rap«* of .i woman in a New Bedford barroom. The case

rctcivit; miernalional alLeniion al • r the woman reported

^he was raped on a pool table while ol I fr men cheered.

Oliveira and Detective Ronald )< Cabral told the

newspaper the woman reported she and three friends

accepted a ride from a man on the night of April 4 and were

taken to a house where they were met by two other men.

According to the police report, the woman said she and

her friends were offered money to perform sex with the

men. They refused and left with the driver.

The report said the woman told police here friends left

her with the man. who accused her and her friends of

taking money. He drove the woman back to the house,

telling her she couldn't leave until the money was retur-

ned, the report said.

The woman was then allegedly raped by the three men as

she was held at gunpoint and knifepoint.

"She said they threatened to carve her eyes out," said

Oliveira.

Oliveira said the wom.-n told police she was dropped off

near her home, where she called police who took her to the

Parkwood Hospital for treatment of abrasions.

Love in the afternoon,

Byron in the morning
AMHERST - William Pritchard. the Henry Clay Folger

Professor of English at Amherst College, has begun a

letter writing campaign to save one of his favorite

classics—"Search for Tommorrow."

•I think if I had died, he might have been almost as

distraught," Pritchards wife Marietta said after the

television soap opera, which has been on the air for more

than 30 years, was dropped by the local NBC affiliate.

i>,;,oVor^ ".-^n hn<i taupht al .Amherst ^iiv •• ]'?^^. told th«

uuiiy Huinpsfitre (.liuttte he has been watching "Search"

for spvpn vears. fivp davs a wppV '•xceot for those fiercely

.ecu uv,«.asiu»..> win'n lie iiau Lu meet pioli;s.siunai

obligations.

Students find iiis addiction "a little strange." the

professor said yesterday, but "they don't understand that

when you spend your mornings reading Plato and Byron,

when you live in a wordy world, how wonderful it is to sit

in rapt silence for half an hour
"

Manpleads innocent

to murdercharges
SPRINGFIELD — A former resident of a shelter for the

homeless pleaded innocent yesterday to an indictment

alleging he used a ceramic ashtray and his boots to beat to

death a college administrator.

Andre R. Daunais, 22. of Springfield pleaded innocent to

an indictment handed up by a Hampden County grand jury

accusing him of murdering Donald Carpenter, 52. Car-

penter's body was found Feb. 25 in his ransacked and

blood-sUined cottage on the campus of American Inter-

national College.

Judge Raymond Cross ordered DaunaLs held without bail

in Hampden County Jail pending another hearing next

Thursday in Hampden Superior Court.

Prior to his indictment. Daunais had been charged with

murder in District Court and was sent to Bridgewater

State Hospiul for psychiatric observation. Findings

concerning his competency were not disclosed at the

arraignment, said his lawyer, Murray Schulman of

Springfield.

Hampden County District Attorney Matthew Ryan said

in February that robbery was a possible motive in Car-

penter's death, but he refused further comment.

Carpenter, who worked in the college budget office, was

last seen alive the previous night in downtown Springfield,

about a mile from the urban campus.

His body was found by his roommate. Joseph Chistolini

III. a college student.
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SUN FUN - students take advantag^e of yesterday's sun to lie out near the Campus Center.

Hatchmay include non-smoking section
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Correspondent

The Campus Center Board of Governors voted

unanimously last night to establish a non-smoking section

in the Hatch.

In response to the suggestion that a "significant-sized"

non-smoking section be located along the windows facing

Hasbrouck Laboratory, board member Sid Flynn said.

"Engineering students sit at the window. Southwest

people in the middle, and political types in the back. This

location might provoke turf wars among these groups."

"Perhaps we should designate a vice section for drinking,

smoking and reading pornographic magazines," responded

Treasurer Jerry Quill.

Mike Reilly, chair of the Board, termed the proposal "a

novel and good idea." The Board's recommendation will go

to the Campus Center administration for final approval.

The Board also had a follow-up discussion to its con-

troversial decision not to recommend the removal of

Playboy, Playgiri, and Penthouse from the University

Store. "Pornography is «itill an issue." Quill said. After

extensive debate last week, Board members were urged to

solicit the opinions of their constituents. Several members
said most people were not opposed to the sale of these

magazines.

Others said they felt the removal of the magazines would

35 UMASS couples

to tango, waltz

duringMS benefit
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts fraternities will hoW
benefits for charities this weekend—a 24 hour dance

marathon and a keg roll to Fenway Park in Boston.

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will hold its annual marathon

to benefit Multiple Sclerosis beginning at 6 p.m. today at

Justin Ryan's. Thirty-five couples will dance until 6 p.m.

Saturday, with a 15 minute break every two hours.

"We hope a lot of students will come down to cheer the

dancers on and we'll be having a hypnotist and break

dancers there Saturday for entertainment," said the co-

chair of the event, Mark Rich.

The grand prize for the couple collecting thp most con-

tributions through sponsors committed before the

marathon is a trip to Hawaii for two, donated by Campus

Travel. Columbia Bicycles of Springfield donated two 10-

speed bicycles for the second place winners. Underground

Sound wUl give lightweight stereo headsets to the couple

placing in third.

"Last year we raised about $10,000 and we hope to do

even better this year." said Rich.

In the event held by Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity, a keg

donated by Williams Distributing of Springfield will begin

its 100 mile journey at 10 a.m. Saturday. Fraternity

president Bob Montalto said the event will be kicked off at

today's Blue Wall happy hour with entertainer Cliff Myers,

where all proceeds from the afternoon will go to the Jimmy

Fund.

The keg will travel along Route 20 with the help of 15

fraternity members Uking turns jogging with a

wheelbarrow-like contraption attached to the keg.

Donations will be accepted along the route's rest stops.

The keg will arrive at Fenway Park around noon on

Sunday. Its entourage will attend the Red Sox game

before imbibing at another Myers" happy hour, this one at

Who's on First near the baseball park. All these proceeds

will also go to the Jimmy Fund.

not do much to alleviate the problem and that there were
more important issues for the board to address.

A few board members said people did not understand the

connection between violence against women and por-

nography.

In other business Quill discussed a proposal for the

utilization of $4.5 million allocated by the Massachusetts

State Legislature for Campus Center repairs. The
proposal calls for the establishment of an addition to the

third floor lobby of the Campus Center. The enclosed deck

would sit on top of the platform already there.

"This proposal has the advantage of taking care of roof

leaks on two sides of the platform and of adding much
needed space for retail and student offices," Quill said. He
said the proposal is "very preliminary" and would probably

involve an increase in the Campus Center fee.

This fee increase could be offset by a more profitable Top
of the Campus Restaurant "which would move in the

direction of reducing the Campus Center fee," Reilly said.

"Students suffer when the TOC loses money because they

must absorb the loss," Quill said. The restaurant lost

$51,691 between June 1983 and February 1984. he said.

Ihe liuard voted to open nomination of the hiring com
mittee for coordinators. A motion introduced to include

graduating and non-returning coordinators on the hiring

committee was defeated.

. ••iieipkn phntn by K. .in 1. :,onrr

LET ME OUT - Spunky the cat tries desperate-

ly to get out of his Puffton Village home.

UMass linguist

wins fellowship

to study artist
By MIKE HOROWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts English Professor David

Porter was one of 21 in his field to receive this year's

Guggenheim Fellowship award.

The John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation has

granted the fellowships for the past 60 years, totalling more

than $105 million. They are awarded on the basis of

demonstrated accomplishment and strong promise for the

future.

Porter specializes in linguistic theory and has studied the

visual arts of Joseph Cornell and the poetry of Emily

Dickinson over the past six years.

"The originality of Cornell and Dickinson is remarkable,"

Porter said. "Joseph Cornell was a great visual artist who
designed fantastic modern furnished boxes."

His proposal relating Joseph Cornell's visual art to

language structure won him the award.

"I'm very excited about receiving the award," Porter said.

"It was just a wonderful surprise."

"Usually, work in well defined areas receives this sort of

recognition," Porter said. "This is less conventional."

The 283 Fellowship awards granted from 3500 applications

totalled $5.5 million, an average of $20,000 each. With his

winnings. Porter said he plans to continue researching and

writing his proposals. The professor will live in Cambridge

and travel to New York and Washington where he will

lecture and continue his work.

"Now I'll have the time to spend on my work," Porter said.

"I'm as pleased as can be."

Previously, Porter was awarded funds by the National

Endowment for Humanities. Porter will use these funds to

aid in production of a network television series, a project he

has postponed due to lack of time.

Pregnancy rate

higher for minority

teens, says author
By LISA STRATOULY
Collegian Staff

Young mothers slide apathetically into early parenthood

because they feel as if nothing else exists for them in life,

said the keynote speaker of a conference on teenage

pregnancies yesterday at the University of Massachusetts.

Joy Dreyfoos, co-author of Teenage Pregnancy, The

Problem that Hasn't Gone Away. discus.sed teenage

pregnancy prevention in a two-day conference titled,

"Adolescent Parents: Kids in Crisis."

"We have to get behmd the statistics and dig into the

question of why," she said.

I'overl}. lumority status and incumpletion ol high school

are amon^ the major indirect causes of teenage pregnancy,

she said. A combination of these factors thrusts a woman
into a "high risk category ol becommg pregnant, Dreyfoos

said.

"The pregnancy rate for black females aged 15 to 17 is five

times the rate for white females of the same age bracket,"

she said. "The pregnancy rate for poverty stricken

females is three to five times greater than the rate for

economically stable females," she said.

Dreyfoos said access to birth control must be protected,

maintained and expanded. High school dropouts should be

channeled along avenues that lead to opportunities, in-

stead of unemployment and apathy, she said.

Schools have begun to adopt and implement teen

pregnancy prevention programs, among them, the

"Choice" program.

This program is a new approach to teaching family life

education that produces a workbook written for ninth

grade girls promoting the learning of self-awareness and

self planning skills needed in life, she said.

'The consequences of early pregnancy are conveyed to

the girls. Certain exercises, such as having them nurture

an egg as if it were a baby for a week, teaches all the

responsibilities of motherhood, such as providing baby

sitters, etc.," she said.

Other methods Dreyfoos mentioned included alternate

schools, which are similar to preparatory schools especially

designed for "high risk" teens and Adolescent Primary

Health Care centers, which are clinics specializing in the

psychological and medical needs of pregnant teenagers.

"Schools are where we have to be in order to help,"

Dreyfoos said.

She said prevention of teenage pregnancies lies in school-

based clinics, and that preventive organizations and school

boards must work together to achieve the best result.

"Neither school boards or preventive organizations can

carry the entire responsibility," she said. "We must
collaborate."
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,®Budweiser,
KING OF BEERSt
2nd Annual

Phi Sigma Kappa Barrel Roll

to Fenway Park
for the Jimmy Fund

Friday

Send Off Party
at Blue Wall Happy Hour

with Cliff Meyers

Raffle Prizes and Giveaways

Sunday
Ending Party

at Who's on First, Boston

with Cliff Meyers

before and after the Red Sox ganne

• be sure to buy posters and hats

in the Campus Center and Blue Wall

All proceeds going to Jimmy Fund

Ror more info contact Jake or Mark at Phi Sig 256-6863

iURMUml

FOURSEASOMS^
BUSCH bottles and cans $8.99

STROHS suitcase cans $9.99

LABATTS beer or ale $10.99

O'KEEFE Canadian ale $10.99

ST PAULI GIRL (light) bottles $13.99

MILWAUKEE'S BEST cans $7.99

VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RUM 1.75 L $9.99

MYERS DARK RUM 750 ml $7.99

KAHLUA 750 ml $10.99

SMIRNOFF 1.75 L $11.99

RIUNITE WINES 750 ml 2/$5.00

GALLO TABLE WINES 1.5 L $3.99

SEBASTIAN! TABLE WINES. . . . 1.5 L. . . . $4.49

ALMADEN TABLE WINES 3 L $6.99

Beer Balls - Kegs

Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall
Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

Cu'^S '^"'* don't forget - your empties are welcome here.

i
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referring to buildings and statues in greater

Boston that have been eroded bv acid '•ain.

In his opening statements, Kerry referred

to Paul Godfrey, director of the University

of Massachusetts Water Resources tenter

and moderator of yesterday's discussion, as

a "critical force" in the state's efforts to

monitor acid rain.

After the discussion, Kerry who is

campaining for Sen. Paul Tsongas' seat,

said he disapproves of the proposed in-

crease in tuition in Massachusetts state

colleges. He blames the need for such

increases on P-esident RonnlH Re\ie;n's

'difficult" and "irresponsible" policies on

federal financial aid.

Addressing the one question posed to him
at the meeting directly concerning the
fraternity decision-that of a recent move to

limit to 25 percent the number of a former
fraternity's members who may next year
live together in a single residence hall-

Pouncey responded, "It is indeed regret-
table that a preventive measure to avoid

packing of any residential area is

necessary."

After that question was disposed of
without further complaint, students went
on to discuss other college issues such as
core requirements and the academic
reputation of Amherst.

Monarch stolen from Lot 21
A 1978 Mercury Monarch valued at $3,500

was stolen from lot 21 across from

University Drive near the Southwest

Residential Area, University of

Massachusetts police said. The car was
stolen sometime before 3:30 p.m. Wed-
nesday, police said.

At 11:59 p.m. Wednesday police received

a report of a fire outside of McNamara
Dormitory from a woman who had woken to

the smell of burning paper. Two magazines

and a paperback book that may have been

dropped burning from a dormitory window

were extinguished by residents, according

to police. Environmental Health and Safety

and the Amherst Fire Department
responded to the incident which is still

under investigation, police said.

A woman was assaulted Wednesday and a

mug she was carrying was taken from her

by a man outside Cance Dormitory. Police

received the report at 1:36 a.m. and sub-

sequently took the woman to University

Health Services, police said.

-TOM MIDDLETON

"How much art can you take?"

Come down to the Arts Desk at

the Collegian and find out.

RENTONt
OFOURS

Car • Truck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880

w9^ PERSONALIZED
STVLt MAIUCUTS

$7.00

110 00 with

Shampoo and
tow Dry

*11 n Long Hair

!

1*11 n Lo

Styles by
Daborah

SUMMER JOB
Cape Cod Marthas VifWV«f<» «"<'

Nantucliat have thousands o( 90«1

pavmg «*• avaitabm lo students and

taachen th« summef

A D.ractofV Vtm9 '>«• '«*» "*

.mptoye. also has hoos.ng info and

job appl'ca"o" forms

For an immediate copy of the 1964

O.rectorv, send M 00 l.ncludes Ui

Class Postage and handling I to

CAPE COD SUMI^ER JOB BUREAU

Box 59* Room 212

Barnstable MA 02«30

Amh«r8t
Chinese
Foods

Bast Mandarin Food

e2-M Main 8t.

Antharvt

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We UM FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER £r WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.96

MISS IPPKOVlOKSPfCHONSTtTlON

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
(whflawali biam)

$32DO
Includes mounting
piua MA State Tai

North Amherst Tire

& Auto Center

Full S«rvic« Tir» Stor*

78 Sunderland Rd

m • No Amh»r»t MA

Acrott from W«trob»» Stor«

b49 470« _
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MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 mt^ahmsmall 584-9153
\>/hoiQnlnsrinjfion'

Fn 14 «b g> »2 001 ' li 9 46 S»l Thuri

K 12 00 4«& @ »2XI 7 15 9«

our APRIL Special

Kronenbourg

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

Robin Willnmt M«r« Conchrta

MOSCOW ON TH£ HUDSON

Fiil4 46 9 M 001 7 1b 3 46

S«l Thun l2 00 tJ 4 46 © »2 OOl 7 15

946

TIMOTHY MUTTON 4^^

KEMAN^
Fr. 7 30 9»

„ S»i Thuti i2 15^ »2M1 7 30. 9 66

WHERE THt

BOVS ARE

Fri (6 15 @ »2 001 9 66

I

Sal Thun

,2 30 e 5 15 » »2 001

UP THE CREEK

Fn 15 00 9 12 001 7 K
S»( Thuft

15 'X) 9 »2 001 7 30

HAMPSHIRE k MAMPSH.RE MALL 584-7550
You II b« Hookad'

\
M 14»# 12 001 ) -n 9»

l*a s.i Ih^,. (2 » b 4 * Ig »2 Ml 7 30 9 30

iRomandng The STOHl
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Greystoke
- TMELEGEflOOt -

TARZAN
LORD OP THE APES

Fr, 14 15 9 »2 001 7 00 9 46

Sat Thori II 30 b 4 16 © « 001 7 00

** 946

FRIDAY THt 13th

THt FINAL CHAPTER

Ff. 14 46 9 » 001 7 ». 9»
Sat Thu.. (1 46 I. 4 46 9 « 0O> 7 »

9S6

M

amC LATE SHOWS FRI « SAT at 12:l5im SEATS $3 50

PINK FLOYD THE WALL
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SoonerOr LaterYou'llGet
Re^onsibility LikeThis.
InTheNavy It's Sooner.

You're munouvorin^;

445 foot of guided

missile frigate through

the navigational

hazards and non-stop

traffic of one of the

world "s busiest ports.

But youU dock

safely. Because you
know your equipment.

You know your men. And even when the

responsibility weighs in at ;5.(iOO tons...

you're ready.

After 4 years of college, you're

ready for more responsibility than most

civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the

kind of job and responsibility they want,

and they get it sooner.

Navy officers are part of the manage-

ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot

camp, officer candidates r
receive four months
of leadership training.

It's professional school-

ing designed to sharpen

their technical and

management skills.

Then, in their first

assignment. Navy
officers get manage-
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INKOHM.XTION CKNTKU
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ment experience that

could take years in

private industry. And
they earn the decision-

making authority it

takes to make that

responsibility pay off.

.As their manage-
ment abilities grow.

Na\ y officers can take

advantage of advanced education and

training in fields as varied as operations

management, electronics, and systems

analysis. In graduate school it would cost

you thousands: in the Navy we pay you.

And the Navy pays well. The start-

ing salary is $17,000 (more than most

companies pay). And that's on top of a

comprehensive benefits program that

can include special duty pay. After four

j
years, with regular

,
promotions and pay in-

I creases, the salary is up

I

to as much as $31,000.

I

If you qualify to

I be an officer in the

I

Navy, chances are you

I

have what it takes to

I succeed. The Navy just

W 344

it'll .!.- I'rini I I i-i

.\pt

Sl.ili- ./.p.

"i('ii||i'j;f I 'ni\ ciNil \
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I

makes it happen faster.

I
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Get Responsibility Fast.

ROCK ft ROLL * JAZZ • SOUL

MAXELL XL II 90 $2.38 eacn

MAXELL XL II S90 $3.00 each

TDK SA 90 $2.25 each

DYiMniE neons
from RJmsky Korsakov to

Utile Walter

Tmnu, ft maikfiplaot piBB I

Main St. Northampton ^
• CLASSICAL • R ft B • 5ft4-1SaO

Any cosmetic purchase

of $40 including Chirstian

Dior and Diane Von Furs-

teinburg products, we are

featuring a full make-over

by our new cosmetician

Belinda of Boston.

Appointment necessary

COLLECe
V
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^ AMHERST BAGEL DELI
ti5>' Now Open in fhCS

Q The valley's freshest bagel
^^

is now in Amherst

^ SPRING SPECIAL
15* a bagel $1.65 a dozen

© Men - Sun 8 am - 6 pm Bk^ _ 253-9282^ 1 ^ ^ JK© {2>© ®^ 9 (2>®@ €) ®
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UMASS SKI CLUB
$69. Week Ender

Spring Skiing April 13-15

at SUGARBUSH VALLEY

includes

Transportation

2 Nights Lodging F&S
2 Days Lifts S&S
Meals S&S
Fri the 13th Party Fri night

Bloody Mary party Sat morn
Free Beer & Wine Sat afternoon

Hot Tub Party Sat night

Mimosa Party Sun morn
Free Beer and Wine Sun afternoon

ALL FOR ONLY $69

for more info call 545-3437
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Black Affairs

A postcard of Sojourner Truth printed by a non-profit educational

organization in Indiana publishing historic women's postcards. Born

into slavery as Isabella in INew York and obtaining her freedom by the

anti-slave law of 1827, Truth was among the many black women in the

abolitionist movement of the middle 1800s.

Because of her understanding of the relationship between freedom

for the slaves and equality for all women. Truth was able to teach aboli-

tion, equality of the sexes, temperance and prison reform despite her il-

literacy.

In 1851 at Akron, Ohio, Truth Defended women's imposed inferiority

when a clergyman ridiculed them by saying they were too weak and

helpless to entrust with the vote.

Truth responded, "The man over there says women need to be helped

into carriages and lifted over ditches, and to have the best place

everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages or over puddles, or

gives me the best place~and ain't I a woman? Look at my arm. I have

ploughed and planted and gathered into bams, and no man could head

me-and ain't I a woman?

Students share impressions
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Missing a week from school seemed worth

it for a gfToup of five college students whc
went to Jackson, Miss, last week to attend

a conference on the life and times of Fannie

Lou Hamer and the 1964 Summer project.

For many of the students in James
Baldwin's seminar on the history of Civil

Rights, it was their first visit to the South

and Mississippi. Because they were

learning about what happened there during

the movement, they said their visit would

be an invaluable experience.

Grace Olshansky, a University ol

Massachusetts Inquiry Program sophomore
said she formed a political picture in her

mind from the readings of what had occured

during the Civil Rights Movement. She

said the trip "tied together in human and

literary ways all the events, places and the

people in the readings."

FYancisca AhUjah, an exchange student at

lIMass from the University of Kent in

Canterbury. England said she went to

Mississippi "to meet the people involved in

the Civil Rights Movement and learn from

these people things that you can never

acquire from books."

Ahlijah said books provide limited lear

ning and through hearing people articulate

iheir personal experiences, she said she felt

the fear thev felt then and the reason why

they decided to participate, "things not

conveyed through books," she said.

Frank Thompson, a first year biology

major from Amherst College said the

conference reaffirmed what he had already

learned. He said the trip made him realize

blacks still have a long way to go. "People

out there are still working for it," he said.

Deirdre Samuel, a sophomore political

science and Latin American studies major

at UMass said she went to Mississippi to

overcome the perception of the state she

had gotten through her reading. "It is a

nice state that has come to the 1980's," she

said.

Samuel, who said she was a "pupil" during

the conference, said she now feels as though

she can explain the history and develop-

ment of the movement. She sjiid she

learned about people like Harriet Tubman
and Frederick Douglass in grade school, but

she has now "learned about real black

people."

Bennie Hilliard. a UMass University

Without Walls sophomore and a Mississippi

native said the movement opened doors for

blacks. He added that Mississippi is now

"better economically."

"Mississippi is le.ss tense. This could not

have happened 20 years ago," he said.

Hilliard said he felt moved by what he

learned at the conference. "Mississippians

don't know about Fannie Xjasx Hammer," he

said, "but it is not their fault; it was the

media and America that did not want them
to know."

Kennedy winsMatch wits
By tJERMAINE WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

One hundred and fifty dollars was

awarded to the winning team at the "Match

Wits" contest on Sunday at Hampden
Theatre, in the Southwest Residential Area

at the University of Massachusetts.

The winners were Julian Tynes, I^aurie

Wendell, and William Sweeney, all

residents of J.F. Kennedy Tower. All of

the students received certificates for

participating in the contest and the other

participants received black history com

memorative prizes.

The questions were asked in a round robin

fashion in every aspect of black history.

Questions were asked in categories from

sports to poKtics.

Each team consisted of three members not

necessarily from the same residence hall.

Cynthia Hester, one of the partkipants

commented, "It was well organized and an
important event. I hope it will be continued

annually."

The contest was sponsored to give

students the opportunity to learn about

black history and enjoy themselves at the

same time, said Sandra Levy, Coordinator

of the Center of Racial Studies at Moore
House in Southwest.

"We wanted to give students the op-

portunity to become more aware of the

contributions of black Americans. We were
very excited about our first effort with the

"Match Wits" contest. Our goal is to see

the contest as an annual event and extend it

to other areas of the campus," Levy said.

Other participants in the contest were:

Cynthia Hester, James Kendall, Cassandra

Edwards, David Hooker, and David Lee.

The contest was sponsored by the Center

for Racial Studies and the Southwest Area
Government.

Dir«ct«d by Alice Childress

Musical direction by

Horace Clarence Boyer

Thuis Sat April 5 6 7 12.13 14
H«m|)'l.>n Theaier. UMass Spin
Tick.Ii \7 00 sl.Kleni, $3 00 .,...,,.,..1 „„,,|„: T.rtir.i «„•
on ..I. a. ihe Finr An, C.nir, Bn. 0(li..,r Mon - F„ 1 0<m..
*pm. 545-251
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Clark
Uiivcrsity

Summer
Do what you want during the day and still spend some of the best and

brightest nights at Clark Univefsity this summer. From biochemistry to

business, from photography to psychology, Clark offers more than 75 even-

ing credit courses to current college students, as well as study aboard pro-

grams in Mexico, Italy, and Wales. For additional information about travel-

study options (June end July) and Our two six-week sessions (that begin

May 14 and June 25), call Clark in Worcester at 793-7217. Or drop by the

Summer School Office, Jonas Clark Hall Room 111, 960 Main Street,

Worcester.
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The Collegian is now accepting applications for

the positions of:

ASSISTANT
ADVERTISING MANAGER j

and ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES :

for Fall '84.

Deadline is Friday April 20

Pick up application at the Collegian office

between 8:45 and 3:30

'^e ^<= =H=

THE AMHERST
DELICATESSEN
in the Carriage Shops Since 1975

OVERSTUFFED SANDWICHES
FOOT LONG SUBS

FRESH SALADS AND SOUP
[ KNISHES, PICKLES AND KOSHER HOT DOGS

BAGELS AND LOX
NEW YORK CHEESE CAKE

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 549-6314

New
Shipments of ...

^tv* T'Shirts ' (au sizes)

Blouses ' Tank Tops
Chinese Shoes ' Sandals

^
Also

Greetine Cards -

(1400 Designs)

Qr*«t aifU - QrMi FrtoM

MEIXANTILI
AMMBtST CAIWAGf SMOfS

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiser & Bud Light 12 oz. cans. $10.9b case + dep.

Kronenbourgiight or dark $4.25 6 pack + dep.

O'Keefe Canadian $3.50 6 pack + dep.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6 pack + dep.

$9.80 case -t- dep

Stroh's & Stroh's Light 12 oz. cans. $9.95 case + dep.

Wiedemanns 12 oz. cans ^6.75 case + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $8-49 1 .75 L

Piccala Coffee Liquer $6.49 750 ml.

Paul Masson Wines $399 1.5 L

Kegs, Mini Kegs and Beer Balls always in stock

For a night of exciting entertainment

Come to Webster's Lounge
for a magic show Attention Students

Campus Center/Student Union

Board of Governors
is accepting applications for the following

coordinator positions:

Governors Program Council

University Store Retail Services

Food Services

Space Economic Development

Finance

Special Projects

Public Relations

Conference Services/Accomodations

Display

Building Operations

Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 1984

Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline: Monday, April 23, 1984

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

Friday, April 13, 1984

Show Starts at 10 PM
o(T Ihc common

1984-85

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOGS

For use during pre-registration,

catalogs will be available

in the first floor lobby of Whitmore,

near the Scheduling Office.

one copy per student

Friday. April 13. 1984 .C()lk' 5^ian 9
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What Pro-Choice means
A lot has been said on these pages lately

about Pro Choice and Anti Choice, and the

alleged hypocrisy of both. The arguments

are confusing, since the phrase "Pro

Choice" speaks for itself.

Pro Choice means that a thinking human
being (not a one-ounce fetus) has the right

to their own self-determination, and can

do with their body and their life whatever

they like, as long as this does not interfere

with the rights of another thinking human
being.

Jeff King
Pro Choice means nobody can tell me
what I can or can't eat, drink or smoke in

the privacy of my own home.

Pro Choice means I have the right to

read or view whatever I like. This means

no one can censor books, magazines. TV
shows, etc.. of any type for any reason.

Pornography may or may not be a factor

in violent crimes: if we remove "por-

nography" (an ambiguous term) from the

shelves, do we also remove alcohol, a

factor in half of aU traffic fatalities each

year, and a significant factor in family

violence?

Pro Choice means the right to protect my
home and family from intruders, even if it

means using their brains for wallpaper.

Anyone callous enough to break into my
home is probably also callous enough to

eliminate the opposition; I have the right

to be equally prepared.

Pro Choicf means I can love whomever I

like, however I like. You may not approve

(if my arrangement but. then again, I

don't like an audience, and what I do in my
liedroom is none of your damn business.

Pro Choice nr»eans I have the right to

practice my own re''.gion without in-

tervention from the government.

(Remember the Pilgrims?) No one can

stop me from a silent prayer in

class— who's to know? But if the

government ever decrees that organized

prayer be brought back to public schools,

the classroom will have become a

spokesman of the government, prejudiced

against minority religions and stifling a

child's ability to make up his own mind.

The founding fathers were pretty clever

in designing a Constitution which has

worked for 20' ) years. They built a system

of checks and balances designed to keep it

from being tampered with; one of these is

the Bill of Rights, a declaration of ten

basic rights of all Americans. The in-

clusion of such rights as freedom of the

press, of religion, and the right to bear

arms were designed to minimize

government intervention, thereby

promoting personal choice.

It is up to us as Americans to keep the

idea alive by working within the system to

elect public officials who will maintain our

right to personal choice.

Jeff King v* a UMass student

Enjoying bad literature
1 have a confession to make: I read bad

literature, and have plenty of excuses to

justify doing so when more scholarly

friends raise their eyebrows.

"This is an effective way to study the

psychological make up of American society

as a whole." I'll <:ay. shamefacedly delvinp

farther int(»P«"op/p.

"It's intert;»unK to note cross-media

relationships." I tell people who interrupt

my reading of "Lace." The t.v. movie was

mildly entertaining- I left the television on

while studying- -so I figured I'd give the

book a shot.

Elizabeth
Luciano

And the best, most unbelievable excuse

yet:

i have to read sti uplc^ antJ Love story

for class."

lis i.ui.. livery iutsua^ ami iiiursday i

trot off to English 395; Badness in

Literature. Those of you who don't believe

me can check the schedule book. Don't

misunderstand me. I'm not a bad lit

glutton; I don't feverishly race to the

library before anyone else checks out the

latest saccharine fairytale by Danielle

Steele. But, like a chocoholic. I do ^r.

He's worse off than I am, though. This

man actually reads and enjoys -books with

titles like. "Ambush on Blood River." His

current favorite author is Mike Royko, a

syndicated columnist from the Chicago Sun

Times, who is not only sexist, but just plain

obnoxious, as well.

'At least he doesn't write that candy ass

kind of stuff you like to read!" Ken sneers,

returning to his copy of "Says Who? Says

Me."
He's got me there. I blush to admit that,

as a high school student, I actually thought

Rod McKuen was a wonderful poet, and

expressed this often enough to have

received several of his books as gifts. Oh

well. Like they say. it's the thought that

counts.

As a journalism major, there is a tender

corner of my heart reserved for bad

newspapers. There's a terrible one in my
own hometown. (I won't name the specific

periodical because I'm a whimp who's

terrified of petting hit with a libel suit).

TV-- •^..mif-lior f>f t^''• mnor •I'l'ito'

cirr>n no
ca«!inn,T!ly yir'H •'-. 'hr

National i v qvirt'T

"She livp-: in Nev Jersey," hf astutely

points out.

"I have an inquiring mind. I'll mumble,

immediately flipping to the article on ho'v

'JO lose five pounds by iogging, whi'e

wrapped in Olaa wags.

Addressing academics
There appears to be some confusion among
professors on just what exactly is an

academic grievance. Your notion is that

students want to be able to challenge the 'c'

grade you gave them, and would always be

contesting your decision for the higher

grade. WRONG. An academic grievance

process is not designed to supplant your

grading authority. It is designed moreso to

address situations of arbitrary and

capricious grading, or situations where

there have been major changes in course

I'vfipftation'; ;»fter add drop pprifwl is over.

1 Dakin Ferris

\ r»-I'l- rnl'imn. V.f^TV «:infr|p Wf'Pk. Iie

writes on the same topic: his wUe. And

PVM! week, he refers to her the

same way: The Love ot My Life. Granted,

his reaffirmation of marriage is heart-

warming, but central New Jersey is getting

a little tired of hearing about it, after ten

years.
Nevertheless, people read him for the

B^mo 'r^rnr'. T rppH T?od M'"^')*>ti. Danie"^

oit^ie, favpUi anui'/ie i^Mujiuu t,nqutrer;

•' ^nr'e -ofi<!nn F'»n ropH " *• mhu'^h ot?

Diuou mver." Very simply, reading bad ul

is fun.

Elizabeth Luciano t« a Collegian columnist.

If a student signs up for a course, she or he

is entering into a contractual agreement

with the professor of t hat course, regarding

requirements and grading procedures. It is

fallacious, at best, for you to assume that

most students are not extremely calculating

in the manner which ihey do this. In an age

where there is a premium on graduate

schools, and hence go<xl grades, many

students are overly scrutinizing regarding

I ime and schedule constraints.

Now there is a second grouping of

professors who oppose a grievance

prwedure simply because they run a fair

^3fYip in t hpjr rl;»««r»« unH rould n'»l «-onrpiv«'

of having it any other way. Since they plav

it straight, that's all that matters. Wrong

:i>f.im. l>at IS like >;iving violence agamsi
,.-,,..-,." :c-p"» p pf>.->hl«-rri h«"";:v:" ' ynu don't

kieat your wife. Any member of this group

IS either naively optimistic concerning their

ctmsuiuenls, or i-s consciuusl> prou-clmg

their abuses.

So let me recount for you a good example

of what I'm talking about. The professor's

name and class title are obviously excluded.

The situation took place last semester, and

odds are that it does not vary much any

other time. The course is one that Ls

requ'r"'-' *»» ••H««n»«- •" '"o 'f'fferent

maj«»rs. aii se* lmjhs twmg laugni by the

samn professor. The semester's in

iroduiiioii *t:nL .l^ lollows. i para pn rased;

:

This is my course and the only one I teach.

I don't like teaching, but I need to in order

to continue my research. I have tenure, I

can fail you all if I want and there is nothing

you can do about it. The course

requirements will include three hour exams

a-^d a final, the lowest jrrad^ •*•" bp

dropped. i'here will also be 5 or b pop

(juizzes which will only be used in the final

grade calculation, if a student is borderline.

The course then commenced, and so did

the abuses. Prior to the first exam the

professor made clear that certain material

was not going to be on the exam. The exam

results were so good however, that they

were iT'ven haclf •<> 'h** TA's who were now

directed to subtract points for the material

which they were told not to worry about

previously. Strike two.

Mid-semester this same proles.sor aii-

nounced that there would be no final....and

the quizes would count more in its place!

This would increase their value from that of

being nearly negligible to 33.3 percent of

the final grade. Strike three. Many of the

TA's quietly appoligized for the professor's

behavior. Some swore that they would

never TA for that person again. The

students felt totally abused. And even here

worse is the fact that this course is a

weeder for many that want to go to grad

school. Their sense of outrage, that a

pseudo academic was arbitrarily playing

with their futures, is beyond description. A
few students still might have been tempted

to approach the department head to report

this case, unless of course they knew

beforehand that this professor is the

department head. Case closed.

I would be more than happy, members of

the faculty Senate, to share the name of this

professor with you but that won't solve

the problem. I'm really not sure that you

care. For the students that care, or think

they have a bona fide grievance, I suggest

you contact the Academic Affairs com-

mittee in the SGA Senate office. They will

document your case so that it can be used as

an example in the future.

Dakin N. Ferris is a Collegian guest

columnist

Editor's note : This is the final segment ofa

two- par t series

Stand tall and demilitarize!

To the Editor,

Ought not we worry so much about

propriety when there can be so much at

stake as a future for ourselves and for even

children when the gut reaction to the

flaunting of "military personnel" on campus

would have seemed to be a public and

personal affront to many of your collegiate

colleagues of bygone years...? Must we not

forget about what's "proper" when faced

with the onslaught of short haired and

shaven geek squads patrolling pretend

games of military might of a bygone era?

We who have devoted our present to a

future might well do more to insist on our

rights, not the least of which being able to

attend a university that is not so closely

linked to. and dependent upon the

"government."

Or. perhaps it should do ones heart good

to see so many of those who stoop so low to

"further themselves in society" and get a

"free" education via being militarized and

taking part in this militarization of our

society.

Stand tall. America! There are many of

tho.se among you who would do anything to

insure yourselves a place on that ladder of

success even at the expense of hatening the

onslaught upon the earth of the real

destruction that is being produced with the

sweat and toil of every worker locked into

monster consumerism mentality. Symbols

of death should be looked on as such, and

reason should prevail over "propriety,"

snowballs notwithstanding.

P. Hyjek
Granby

An answer to all the answers

To the Editor,

I'm writing in response to all the pro-

'!hoice editorials I've read in my four years

here. In all these editorials are the

statements: "What about rape victims,"

"What about pregnancies that pose health

risks for the mother and or child," "no onf

know:, when life begins, and What about

the poor who can't afford a child". These

are nice little argumpnts to put in front of

\-.ui ^t..;. I. uLLie UioHves.

Now let's get things straight. The number

of pregnancies caused by rape or incest is so

insignificant compared to the whole that it's

at most iL^ws^^ypoinjt to staiM| OD. Besides,

are thesF pebpfe affjfid of beirtg raped and

getting pregnant, or worried about getting

an unwanted pregnancy through their own

actions?

Don't get me wrong here, I agree there

should be state funded abortion clinics.

What pisses me off is that these people try

to stand on a noble cause to support it. The

_fact is that most pregnancies are the result

of mutually consented sex in which the

birth control failed or none was used. Why

can't people admit to the truth? They don't

want the kid, and they don't want to be

pregnant. Abortion is an effective,

relatively quick remedy to the problem.

I don't care if a woman has an abortion,

that's her decision to make, but please don't

insult my intelligence by justifying it with

these "noble" arguments. Admit the

mistake, have the abortion and if need be

pui it on the state's tab.

I'd rather have my taxes pay for an

abortion than a welfare child - it costs less.

I have my own selfish reasons for state

funded abortions.
Patrick Shea
Sunderland

i
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EAST SIDE
East Side Gov't News
Orchard Hill Area Govern-

ment
Bowl day is coming Orchard Hill's yearly

extravaganza will be taking place May 12 in

Orchard Hill's own bowl. Lots of work has

been put into this year's Bowl day and it

looks great

We still need people to help out with such

areas as publicity, hospitality, security and

staging. So keep your eyes posted for more

information within your dorms or )ust give us

a call at the OHAP office, 545-1385

Northeast Area Government

The Northeast Area Government meets

weekly on Tuesdays at 6 p m in the Mary

Lyons Lounge. All interested prople are en

couraged to attend

Central Area Government

Central Area Government meets Mondays

in Chadbourne Lounge ,
7:00-8:00 p m. All

are encouraged to attend

Sylvan Area Government

Late last semester, elections for represen

tatives for Sylvan Area Government were

held A large turnout for elections proved to

be a pleasant surprise to many In the ex-

ecutive board elections, Stacy Roth and

Laura Goldstrich were elected as Co

Presidents, Marty Matfess as Vice-President.

Scott Clark as Treasurer, and Elizabeth

Cawley as Secretary Sylvan Area Govern

ment then moved on to establish committees

to deal with specific areas: with the budget,

social and cultural events, and pending

financial matters

Despite Its brief existence, Sylvan Area

Government has accomplished a number of

tasks For example, Sylvan is one of the

sponsors of the East Side Event, which will

take place on Saturday, April 28, 1984, on

the field south of Worcester Dining Com-

mons Also, a computer terminal room was

established in Cashin; working hours for this

room are to be arranged soon. Long term

plans and the granting of funds have been

made for WSYL radio They will be purchas-

ing new equipment and making other efforts

in order to improve the quality of the station

Sylvan Area Government is also establishing

a comprehensive and organized office

system, with which we can better utilize our

resources

In addition, we are working on several pro-

jects. Representatives have joined forces

with the Northeast Area Government and

the SGA President's Office to open

Worcester Dining Commons for study space

and ultimately to open the Worcester Dining

Commons for weekend meals Our govern-

ment is also working with the East Side

Director, Michele Cocuzzo, other ad-

ministrators, and students to establish

special interest suites in Sylvan. This pro

gram would provide an opportunity for peo

pie with mutual academic or cultural in-

terests to live together in a suite especially

adapted for their needs Other projects in

elude investigation into the surcharge placed

on designed singles within the dorms.

Presently, Sylvan Day is in the planning

stage as scheduled for May 5, 1984. We also

have several capital improvement ideas for

the area

Our young government has accomplished

a great deal in this short time. We are also

working on a number of projects and con-

stantly coming up with new ideas Our big

gest problem seems to be our size; we have

more projects and positions than we have

people to fill them If you are interested

Sylvan Area Government meets every Sun

day at 8 30 p m m Cashin suite 02 Our of-

fice phone number is 545-1392 Feel free to

come by or call, all are welcome

Also a reminder from Sylvan Government:

WSYL airs at 89 7 FM Phone 545-0191.

Holocaust Day previewed
On Thursday, April 26 the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst campus will com-

memorate Holocaust Memorial Day In

preparation for this event there will be a

campus-wide educational effort to increase

awareness about the Holocaust and to pro

vide a way m which individual faculty staff

and students across campus can symbolical-

ly participate in the memonal.

On April 26 all faculty staff and students

will be invited to wear yellow stars in

memory of six million Jews who were tor-

tured and murdered in the Nazi death camps

The stars (on buttons) will be available at

central campus locations beginning on April

23.

Awareness Week a Success
The first Lesbian and Gay Awareness

Week, at the University of Massachusetts

was an overwhelming success Attendance

at the over 40 events: workshops, speakers,

films, slideshows, and cultural events was

far better than even the organizers had

predicted The two fold goals of the week I

to support and celebrate lesbian and gay

people and 2. to help heterosexuals become

more aware of and sensitive to the 10 per

cent of the population that is lesbian and

gay, were certainly met There was a wide

range of events to choose from, and

heterosexual as well as lesbian and gay

students felt comfortable at the events. The

response that the planning committee for the

yveek has received since the event has been

very positive. A sampling cf comments
about the week include: "... I appreciated

Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week, I had the

chance to attend one of the films and a

workshop and I was really glad I did. I only

wish that I could have attended more of

them. The workshops and films seemed
quite varied and enlightening. I especially

enjoyed discussing issues in a warm, open,
and direct manner. I feel I gained a lot,"

another comment by a gay man, "
. . .this is

the first time in my four years at the Universi-

ty that I feel able to be myself. "
Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week will

probably become an annual event, according

to some of the organizers of this year's

week.

Racial Awareness Program
The Racial Awareness Program (RAP )

provides students and staff the opportunity

(1) to focus upon personal identity and in

terpersonal skill enhancement, (2) to discuss

social, cultural, political, national and and in-

ternational issues, (3) to participate in

courses anu coiioqoid wiul... ^.diry ufiiversity

credit and count utilize resources - books,

periodicals, artic'es, film - personal /educa

tional experience at UMass. The Racial

Awareness Program is located at B35 Brett

House/Central Area, 545-0422.

Calendar: April 13 • April 24

April 13 April 16

GULLAHI Hampden Theatre 8:00 p.m for

tickets call 545-251

1

FIFTH OF JULY 8:00 p.m.. Curtain Theatre

Tickets will be available at Franklin DC
for Seder to be held on Mon. April 16 and

Tues. April 17.

Anyone interested in performing in Gor-

man Dormitory's Coffee House on April 25

contact Richard Knuuttila 546-6436

PASSOVER SEDER - (Advance sign-up re-

quired) 5:15 Kosher Dining Commons

Southwest.

April 17

April 14
GULLAHIHampden Theatre 8:00 p m.

FIFTH OF JULY 8:00 p m Curtain Theatre

WOMAN'S SELF DEFENSE COLLO-
QUIUM. Emerson Lounge 9 am to 5:00

p.m.

Tickets will be available for $1 at Franklin

DC for Seder to be held on Mon. April 16

and Tues. April 17

PASSOVER
NANCY DuPLESSIS, "Notes From Moroc-

can Journals" Hampden Theatre 7:00 p m.

COLLOQUIUM: The ELR Lectures 301

Herter Hall 7:00 p.m.

JASS JU SHOW for the Black Musicians

Conference, Hampden Gallery. 3-7 p.m.

LIFE DRAWING WORKSHOP $2 in But-

terfield Dorm Dance Room 7-9 p.m.

E. SIDE EVENTS PRODUCTION STAFF
MEETING 12:00 p.m. C.C. check listing for

location

MANDATORY SECURITY WORKSHOP
6:30 C C 168C People wishing to work area

concerts must attend one meeting For more

info contact Bob Lopes 6-5588 or Bob White

6-5561

April 15
[GULLAHI Hampden Theatre 2:00 p.m.

Matinee

SYLVAN AREA GOVERNMENT MEETS
8:30 p.m. Sylvan Area Cultural Center Room

101 Cashin Everyone is welcome to attend:

United Area Council meets at 5:00 in C C

check for room posted. (All encouraged to

attend)

N.E. /Sylvan Presidents Council 8 00 p m

OHAG Meeting Field Mam Lounge, 9:00

p.m.

Tickets will be available for $1 in Franklin

DC. for Seder to be held on Mon. April 16

and Tues April 17.

April 18

ART OPENING: Wheeler Gallery.

Residents display work 7-9 p.m. Runs

through Apnl 24.

.MOVIE: BRIAN'S SONG 9 00 p m Brett

Lobby

ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM.
7 00 p m Van Meter Lounge

Jess Ju Show for Black Musicians Con-

ference, Hampden Gallery 3-7 p.m.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING beginners 7 30

p.m., all others 8 30 p.m. Commonwealth

Room, Student Union.

r
"On Campus" is a residentially based, paid advertisement which aims to provide the

on campus student body with a complete and concise calendar of activities. This bi-

weekly information-based newsletter needs the support of all residential groups in order

to be successful. Therefore, we ask all residential groups to contact the editors if they

wish to have their activities publicized Also, all HR/RDs are asked to remind their staff

to post ON CAMPUS as they would any other information sheet. We appreciate all the

comn-ents received on the first issue and hope the enthusiastJc response continues.

Please submit all info to:

John Forti

Brett Offices

546-6534

Jack Murgia

J. A. Lobby, Rm. 2

546-8705

ON CAMPUS is sponsored in part by:

Central Area Govt
Orchard Hill Govt

Northeast Govt
Syhran Area Govt

Southwest Area Govt
E. Side Arts Council

C. Side ReeidantM ProgrammifHi

April 19 April 22

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ARTS FAIR COM-
MITTEE MEETING 7 00 p m C C

MANDATORY SECURITY WORKSHOP
6:30 C.C. Room 168C people wishing to

work area concerts must attend tonight.

PASSOVER: "A Spring Celebration"

Field Mam Lounge 6-8 p.m. Enjoy film,

discussion, traditional and contempory din

ner. All welcome.

OHAG ELECTIONS: Balloting will be in the

elevator lobby of all dorms from 4-6:30

E. SIDE ARTS COUNCIL MEETING: Brett

Conf. Room 400 p m

JASS JU SHOW for Black Musicians Con-

ference, Hampden Gallery 3-7 p.m

CHANCELLORS LECTURE SERIES, Paul

Mariani, professor of English, CCA, 800

p m

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT
MEETING, Hampden Center, 7:00 p.m

ARTS FILMS 8 30 p m Butterfield Dorm

BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING 6 00

p m. in 805 C C

OHAG ELECTIONS: Balloting will be in the

elevator lobby of all dorms from 4-6:30

EASTER

SYLVAN AREA GOVERNMENT MEETS
8:30 p.m. Sylvan Area Cultural Center Room
101 Cashin

UNITED AREA COUNCIL MEETS Sunday

at 5:00 C.C. check for location

N.E./SYLVAN PRESIDENTS COUNCIL

MEETING 8:00 p.m.

OHAG MEETING Field Main Lounge 9:00

p.m

April 23
OPENING RECEPTION, Jass Ju Show,

Fred Clayton Ensemble to play 5-7 p m
BUTTON/STARS for Holocaust Memorial

Day are available C. C.C. and cluster offices

NOMINATION PAPERS for Field House

Council positions are due 6:00 p m. contact

Mike Jackman for more info

CENTRAL AREA GOVERNMENT Chad

bourne Lounge

DEBATE: "Is there Hunger in America?"

Members of Pres. Reagan's Task Force

on Hunger vs. Liberal Academic Com-

munity 8:00 p.m. Hampden Center

April 24

April 20
Lecture: "History of Ridge Crest

Hydrothermal Activity In the Pacific" Dr

Margaret Leinen, URI. Morrill Auditorium

3:00 p.m

Jass Ju Show for Black Musicians Con-

ference, Hampden Gallery 3-7 p.m.

April 21
JASS JU SHOW for Black Musicians Con-

ference, Hampden Gallery 3-7 p.m.

COLLUQUIUM: WOMEN'S SELF
DEFENSE, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Emerson

Lounge

SEMINAR: EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
STUDIES ON THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF

WASTE WATER RE-USE Dr Hellel

Shuval, The Hebrew University Marston Hall

Room 15, 3:30 to 4:30 pm
COLLOQUIUM: JOHN CLAYTON
Reading from his new work, Herter Hall 301

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA,

FAC 8:00 p m ,
call 545 2511 for tickets

TOPICAL SYMPOSIUM ON "WHY

THERE IS HUNGER IN AMERICA AND

WHAT AMERICA CAN DO ABOUT IT

500 pm.

FILM: THE WAR AT HOME 7 00 p m Film

chronicals the other war of the 1960's. The

war students and other anti-war dissidents

waged on America's political system Call

545-0422. For more info.

Paid Advertisement

Nancy du Plessis Performs

A solo performance by NANCY du

PLESSIS, "Notes from the Moroccan Jour-

nals" IS being presented at Hampden

Theatre on Apnl 17 at 7:00 p.m A reception

and discussion will follow at Hampden

Gallery.

"Notes from the Moroccan Journals" is a

multi-disciplinary work that combines a

prose-poem scnpt, with incidental Moroccan

drumming and folksinging, English language

folksinging, original vocal melodies and

dramatic movement. Major themes are

cross-cultural communication, the condition

of women, and the human cost of war.

Research for this piece was conducted dur-

ing an extended stay in Morocco, where Ms.

du Plessis studied Arabic, ethnic music and

traditional culture.

WEST SIDE
SWAG News

For al! SWAG Reps-There was no SWAG
meeting last week tjecause only ten

representatives were present. On the agen

da for the meeting were motions to approve

the budget for Southwest Week, a $300

allocation to the Center for Racial Studies to

defray costs of movies that they promoted,

approval of the NASPA alcohol Resolution,

and discussion of an Anti-semitism resolu

tion.

During the March 29 meeting $100 was

allocated for Lesbian /Gay Awareness Week,

$35 was allocated for support of the United

Areas Council, $350 was allocated for

Students Advocating Financial Aid, $1,000

was allocated for support of the Malcolm X

Center Picnic The next SWAG meeting will

be Thursday at 7:00 p.m. It is vitally impor-

tant that all representatives attend. Don't

forget that elections for SWAG officers will

be held on April 23 and 24 Anyone who
wishes to work the ballot boxes in Berkshire

and Hampshire Dining Commons should call

the SWAG office at 545-0960.

Southwest Fest
April 23rd through the 29th may mark the

rebirth of student activism at the University

of Massachusetts.

This year's 10th annual Southwest Festival

will be dedicated to the fight against world

hunger, and is intended to raise awareness

and money for development aid organiza

tions

'We look forward to the most significant

celebration on campus ever," said

Southwest student co-president David Mc

Carthy. "Events like this create their own

momentum, the forces we set in motion this

month may well stir others to action"

This week's scheduled events will begin

with a debate forum on the extent of hunger

in America, pitting two members of the

Reagan Administration's Task Force on

Hunger against opponents from the liberal

academic community Other events include

various fund raising activities and topical

symposia The week will culminate with the

Southwest concert, all proceeds from which

will be donated to Oxfam America, the

Catholic Relief Services, and the Hunger

Project of San Francisco

"Without support from the business com-

munity, the administration, and campus

organizations, an undertaking of this sort

wouldn't be possible," said Michael Bean.

Southwest Area Government's other co-

president. "And then, of course, there is the

enthusiasm of the students themselves
"

One night of the week students may elect

to forego their evening meal, having the cost

contributed to the Oxfam America program

"I thing we're seeing a new and distinctive

generation of student activism here," said

United Areas Council representative, Rod-

man Snelling "The encouraging shift is

toward issues of widespread consensus, not

mere trendy rebillion."

Self-Defense for Women
This course is designed to increase

women's self confidence and self

awareness, and will also examine attitudes

about defending one's self The course will

focus on learning actual physical techniques,

such as releases, primary targets, body

weapons, etc

The colloque will take place on April 14,

21, and 28, 29from9a m to5p m in Emer-

son Lounge If you wish to sign up, go to

John Adams lobby room 2 or call Janet Aalfs

at 586 5140

'Jus Jass' Opens
An exhibition entitled "Jus Jass," will be

on view at Hampden Gallery in the

Southwest Area of the UMass Campus,

from Apnl 17 - 27th.

The show features paintings by black ar-

tists who seek to explore correlations bet

ween painting and Afro-American Classical

Music. The exhibit forms part of the annual

Black Musicians Conference.

The opening reception will be held on April

23rd between 5 and 7 p m , and will include

music from the Fred Clayton Ensemble

Further information can be obtained from

Room 2, John Adams Lobby, Southwest.

Telephone 545-2803

Gallery hours: Mon - Friday, 3-7 p m Sun-

day 2-5 p.m. Closed on Saturday.

NANCY has studied acting at the Circle-in-

the-Square, modern dance and ballet at the

Alvin Alley School, and voice with Jeanne

Lee and Janet Lawson. In 1981 she publish-

ed "Bud", her first collection of poems, and

in the past year and a half she organized four

anti-war, cross-cultural evenings of poetry

and music. She is a co-founder and a 3-year

member of The Women's Collage, a weekly

workshop of New York poets, and currently

belongs to Poets & Writers, the Waten^/ays

Project, and the NY. Poets Coop. A

cassette of her work is scheduled by Creative

Artists in Sound.

Gallery hours are Monday through Friday

3-7 p.m. and Sunday 2-5 p.m. Closed on

Saturday.

Nancy du Ple»tl«. poet and parfornr^er. will appear In "Notaa fro'n

the Moroccan Journala"
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LAST WEEKEND???

The Liquidation Sale of the

Tech IHifi merchandise

continues. . .

So come in and dig through the

wierdest accumulation of

audio/video equipment we've

ever seen!!!

A roomful of ODD speakers with

values to $1500. now from $10.00 up.

Names like EPI, Infinity, Advent,

Jensen, ESS.

Mismatched pairs of speakers below

!4 off the original prices.

Scratch and Dent Specials

at riduculously low prices

Sony Walkman portables from $49.95

Come help us clean out this!!

Everything from mismatched and one of a

kind speakers to projection T.V.'s (some

miss ig screens) reel to reel tape decks,

receivers, etc. (heavy on the etc.)

adirondack music

CAR STEREOS • ALARMS
SUNROOFS

Sales and Installation

Call us BEFORE you buy.

SOUNDitfMOTION^
THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS

321 Main St., Annherst 253-9341

****** «****«•*•***
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ICEIiNDAIR IS STIUl

YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE.
LUXEMBOURG

ROUNOTRIP FROM:

NEW YORK BALTIMORE WASNINGTON

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS. FRANKFURT AND NICE
REMEMBER ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE BREATHTAKING

BEAUTY OF ICELAND AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:

Frcf deluxe niotorcoaih from Luxembourg to sekHt cities in

(lertTunv, Belgium and Holland. HarKam tram fares lo Switzerland

and France Super Sjver car rem als from $69 week in

Luxembourg. Free wine with dinner, cof^vac after

^ut>r^ \FEX ^^rr^ M<\ I Junr 4 IHM T»<"idj»Mj\ U lUi j*jn«r putifujc ir<)u»rd

IcrUntiiii to Luxrmbtiurg Luuir i<«nnrttinii srrvxr t.>uih«-f drvtuutiunt Purttusr tkkrt*.

ml s \llfar<^ «ubtrcttf>ihjni(r and^'vrrnrnrruipiiro^ai Srr vour travrl «cent <jr kji
WO liSS-UIZ li* ihr ri4 (rr. !• rUratjir nunitiri ir tout am

ICELANDAIR
f.".;!/ !

vj/V ';fiM..''ii4i"n/i;.ijrff:i

f'CWTTW' 9)e d)c)|c))e )|c))e :{c :)c))c^ 9|e ^fc !S3EST!

UMASS SKI CLUB!
$69. Week Ender |

Spring Skiing April 13-15 t
at SUGARBUSH VALLEY t

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

includes

Transportation

2 Nights Lodging F&S
2 Days Lifts S&S
Meals S&S
Fri the 13th Party ^Fri night

Bloody Mary party Sat morn
Free Beer £f Wine Sat afternoon

Hot Tub Party Sat night

Mimosa Party Sun morn
Free Beer and Wine Sun afternoon

ALL FOR ONLY $69
for more info call 545-3437

I
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Arts

Trailers
The days pass and the seasons change.

The trees and flowers are beginning to

bloom as a soft spring breeze streams cool-

ly across the campus and students' minds

turn to hate, gore and mindless mass

violence. That's right, kids, Friday the

ISth part four opens today at the Mountain

Farms Mall. The new film, dubbed The

Final Chapter, promises to do our old bud-

dy Jason in once and for all. Yeah, I believe

that; He's already been drowned and had a

meathook stuck in his head. His mother

had hers lopped off-and they keep coming

back semi-annually. Here's a family that

just can't be kept down. My guess is that

once the film pulls in the kind of profits

they're anticipating, Jason'll come crawl-

ing out of the lake again and partying like

there's no tomorrow. Incidentally, the

reason Jason wears that silly goalie mask

all the time is because the role is based on

old stock footage of Gerry Cheevers.

It would be good if Jason wandered into

Iceman, another film opening today. The

picture stars Timothy Hutton and if his

performance in the film remains constant

by Andy Gordon

with the acting he displays in the previews

then audiences nationwide will be scream-

ing for his head. Hutton plays a scientist of

some soil who finds an honest to goodness

caveman (also based on Gerry Cheevers)

frozen in the Arctic. "He's a man, not an

animal" and drivel like that. John Lone

plays the title character.

I caught Moscow on the Hudson the other

night. Not a bad flick. Robin Williams

turns in a warm performance as a visiting

Russian who defects in Bioomingdales and

faces the joys and sorrows of American

life. Writer/director Paul Mazursky's tale

is a loving tribute to this country, but done

in such a tender, classy way as to instill a

real feeling of patriotism. Don't

misunderstand, it's nothing like the old

"We're number one" America films of

yesteryear but rather an optimistic ex-

amination of the human condition, set in

the extreme melting pot of New York City.

Maria Conchita Alonso and Cleavant Der-

ricks also turn in likeable performances. If

you see it, check out the opening shot, a

tracking shot inside a bus, that must have

Tom Hanks and Daryl Hannah share a tender moment.

Cleavant Derricks and Robin Williams share a tender moment.

been nearly impossible to set up.

While I've got space and nothing to talk

about, I'd like to recount an interesting

conversation I overheard last weekend

about the film Splash Two radical

feminists were talking about how horrible

and exploitive the flick is and what an

atrocity it is that it could get made. This

went on for some time until I finally had to

ask them what they were basing this de-

nouncement on. The Daryl Hannah

character, Madison, degrades and exploits

women, they claimed, and until we put our

feet down this trend will continue. Okay,

I'm sensitive to the issue of women's por-

trayal in film, too, Oess so I admit, I'm a

male and get a guilty pleasure out of nudity

on screen) and see it as a problem of the in-

dustry, but in the case of Splash it is simply

unfounded. Had the character been writ-

ten or acted differently then it might

possibly be exploitive, but as scripted by

Bruce Jay Friedman and emlK)died by Han-

nah, the role is touching and likeable.

There is one very key element that deter-

mmes whether or not a film is degrading,

and that is how the film treats its

characters. Splash shows an abvious

respect for Hannah and all the characters

and ctmsequently we adopt those feelings.

Hannah exudes both strength and

vulnerability, innocence and intelligence;

she is never used simply as a plot device or

a foil to the male characters. Sure she's

beautiful, but that's not the sole reason she

was hired; she's also a damn good actress.

After some time of discussion, it became

known that neither of these people actually

saw the film, so I left.

Local Best Bets: The Calvin has

Tervns ofSpew, starring Shirley Spewhead.

The Amherst Cinema has The Right Stuff

(winner of this year's Score, Sound. Score

Sound and Sound Score Oscars). Mountain

Farms has Moscow on the Hudson, Up the

Creek (this is the sort of film the feminists

should be screaming about) and, of course,

Friday the ISth: The Final Chapter, ob-

viously inspired by Lance Slaughter's gore

trilogy. The Academy of Music has either

Entre Nous or The Dresser, the phone an-

nouncement is kind of ambiguous about it.

In any case, both films are strongly worth

seeing. The Hampshire 4 has Splash and

Footloose and hey, don't forget that Fur-

niture convention in Deerfield coming up

on the 29th. For reservations on the con-

vention charter bus leaving from Haigis

Mall contact Lisa Marie Cantwell at the

Collegian.

TRAILERS Trivia: Who were the

first runners up in the casting of Mariel

Hemingway's part in Star HO and Michael

Keaton's role in Night Shifi? Answer to

last week's (question: I was wearing a blue

shirt on Wednesday.

WORLD ijii' STRING, mc

GRAND REOPENING SALE
Visit our new store and get 15% off all

our kites »*ctpt Gn»»

OPEN MON. TUES, FRI 10»m-5:30pm

THURS. TU 8pm, SAT. 9:30«m-5pm

CLOSED WED. b SUN

12 BRIDGE STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01080

588-6141

^ Patriot's Day Special ^
^ High prices getting you down. ^

Save $25 to $45 ^
on London Fog all weather ^
coats. The Patriot's Day ^

BONUS is that if ^
you purchase this coat ^
before Tuesday the 17th ^

You'll receive a Free Canvtis <t

High Quality '^

Garment Bag -^

• Hampshire nnall
"^

Hadley -^

CINEMADOUBLE FEATURE
I2.G0

Showing Friday Er Saturday

Hair 7:00

Fame 9*10

J
|Jor\othar\ Reid

it^^^^'Cr^iir^^^^r^ir^^'^'^^

Sunday - Tuesday
One Show Only

The Right Stuff

DOWNTOWN AMHER
7.00

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
YOk/ mui« b» H »0 •nf«r

Op«n til 2

6654937
24 Hour Taptd M«tiog«

t>//^ PROUDLY PRESENTS

rui

Tonight:

GRAND RE-OPENING
Half Price on All Drinks

THE FOOLS and THE RADIATORS
no cover

Coming:
Fri. April 20th THE STOMPERS $6.50 cover

Sat. April 21st TALKING DRUMS $6.00 cover

Tix available Wednesdays in the Campus Center

Sat. April 14th \

NRBQ
$6.50 cover

!n2r2nZn2n!

'^^
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THEWOK
Rte. 9 Hadlev, Ma.

Special Appearance
Friday and Saturday

I

Fri & Sat Open till 2a.m. 586-1202 proper attire required

available for private parties

m

^TADIU/|«

Rolling Rock i2oz b $9.95 +i20cs

Pabst 12 02.C $8.50 + 1.20CS

Moosehead i2oz. b..$13.65 + 1.20 cs

St Paulii2oz B $13.75 +i20cs

Gallo

Gallo

Premium 3 L.

Premium 1.5.

Aimaden Premium 4 L.

$5.90

$3.59

$6.99

Budwelser loose C.

Busch loose C.

$10.95

$8.95

+ 1.20 cs

+ 1 .20 cs

Inglenook premium 3 L $5.99

Martini & Rossi Asti 75omi$7.79

Vodka 175 $8.25

Gilbey Gin 175 $10.99

•H S

i ^
not responsible for typographical errors

Univsnity Df»v«, Amhsrrt, Mms.

Just pMt UMm9 Stadium, from SW domit
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Smith College John M. Greene Hall *

Sunday, April 15, 1984 at 4:00 PM
All Beethoven Program

"Archduke" Trio

"Triple Concerto"

with A Special Orchestra:

Adrian Semo, concertmaster

Sergiu Comissiona, conductor

A benefit concert for the ERNST WALLFISCH MEMORIAL FUND

I

i All tseetnoven urogram p

I

G

\ I
^ Tickets: $14. and $11. (Students and Senior Citizens: $9. amd $7.) S

I i

^
BOX OFFICE OPEN f

^
Monday - Friday 12-5 a

e 584-2700 ext. 366 f

i ^
^^O'^^sa* ccJ^o^"'?:**? c>^^«)^^:ii* 9£:r^ctr^osfi ftc^(»"^!34C> c^r^o^-^cis^ ^^^ar^rK^ CiC^c^-'-'tss^ cc^o^-'cvi? «jr:^<;;)-''«!:M*«c^<»^^cvs^ cc^«.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula,"
listing of events held mt

the University of
Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed the day

they take place. Friday

will carry Saturday and
Sunday.

BRIGHT MORNING STAR
BENEFIT CONCERT —
Exciting folk group finishes

its national tour in a benefit

for the western Mass. Peace

and Justice community.
Tickets available at Food for

Thought, Amherst. 7:30

p.m.. Bowker Auditorium.

KABBALAT SHABBAT —
All are welcome. 6:30 p.m.,

72 Triangle St.. Amherst.

SHABBAT SERVICES —
7:00 p.m.. Dukes Room, SU.

INTERNATIONAL
FELLOWSHIP DINNER —
A dinner honoring all

foreign students faculty,

families; Sayed Arif Ali.

emcee. Program includes

dances, songs, balloons,

juggling. Theme— "Getting

to Know You." Students,

faculty, families from other

lands are our GUESTS. 5:30

p.m.. Amherst Jr. High
School.

i

i

6

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented joh, do

you know how many good reasons there are for you to apply for the

American Express*Card?

You guessed it.

Lots. _ ^ J

Because when you get the American Express Card now, you can use

it for vacation travel, restaurants, hotels, and car rentals. As well as tor

shopping for things like a new stereo or clothes.

And if you think you need the Card now, just wait until you re

working. (It's going to happen sooner than you thmk.) Then it will be

absolutely indispensable.
, . v, vi

So apply today All you need is a $10,000 job.That's it. No strings. No

gimmicks. And this offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.

Because American Express wants to show that we not onlv lx:lieve in

your ftjture, but we also believe in you now.

just call 800-528-8000 for a Special

Student Application or look for one at

your college bookstore or on your

campus bulletin boards.

The American Express Card. Don't

leave school without it.'"

e

oov»

Now'a the time
to call

North Amherti
Motors

r«««ntflli««li>C.

Rt. 63. No Amherst

. 549-2660

Italian Style

PIZZA
* Veal Parmigiana
* Baked Manicotti
* Cheese &
* Meat Ravioli

©Anr'N «n fcxprrw TmvelRrlWrJ VrvHC«Cnmpanv, In. 1*»W Look for an application on campus.

;:i j'-n Figa
alUt

ro's

uMmiwiiinniiiiiiiiiirrT
—-'"^ riiiHiiHiiiiowMMiwHioiitiiiiiwiioiiiwiiiiiicatimiiwiiiaw

Hampshire Mall

Hadley
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OPEN

THURSDAY

&

FRIDAY NITES
I

OPEN

THURSDAY

&

FRIDAY NITES

$27999

v^

ry--.-r-

19INCHXL100
SOLID STATE COLOR TV

SUPERB VALUE FROM RCA. THIS XL 100 19 SOLID STATE
COLOR TV FEATURES AUTOMATIC COLOR CONTROL.
AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING. SEPARATE UHF & VHF TUN-

ERS. ATTRACTIVE CABINETRY AND THE RELIABILITY OF
RCA

SAi^e

$4-1999

19" TRINITRON

SOLID STATE COLOR TV
THE SONY EXCLUSIVE TRINITRON COLOR SYSTEM (ONE
GUN - ONE LENS) FOR THE BEST COLOR AVAILABLE 14

CHANNEL PRESET ELECTRONIC TUNING. AUTOMATIC
COLOR CONTROL & AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING

ff.TIWTTm
^

FISHER CABLE READY

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
CABLE READY TUNER ALLOWS YOU
TO WATCH ONE CABLE CHANNEL AND
RECORD ANOTHER 8 FUNCTION RE-

MOTE CONTROL. SOFT 8 HOUR RE-

CORD. AND PROGRAMMABLE TIMER.
49999

CI

E
AKAI

• •

AKAI DOLBY CASSETTE

RECORDER WITH FEATHER TOUCH
SUPERB VALUE. DOLBY NOISE RE-
DUCTION. FEATHER TOUCH CON-
TROLS. OILED DAMPED EJECT SYS-
TEM. 3 DIGIT COUNTER. 12 SEGMENT
FLDBAR METER

¥£40"

^

Technics ZOWAHAM/FM
SOLID STATE STEREO RECEIVER

GREAT VALUE. 20 WATTS RMS
PER CHANNEL, GYRO TOUCH TUN-
ING. AUTO LOUDNESS COMPEN-
SATION. GREAT SOUNDING — 2
YEAR GUARANTEE

'^^^

COMPACT DIGITAL

AUDIO DISC PLAYER
THE BEST SOUND AVAILABLE COMES
FROM THIS DIGITAL COMPACT DISC
PLAYER WITH 32-STEP RANDOM ACCESS
MEMORY. WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL.
MOTOR DRIVEN DISC DRAWER

59999

SA¥e 30"

AKAI BELT DRIVE SEMI-

AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE
BELT DRIVE. FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
ALLOW YOU TO CUE RECORD WITH
DUST COVER ON. STRAIGHT TONE ARM

Panasonic COMPACT FM
STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER

LISTEN TO FM STEREO OR YOUR FAVOR-
ITE CASSETTE TAPES WHILE WALKING OR
JOGGING THROUGH LIGHTWEIGHT STER-
EO HEADPHONES 4999

A

JENSEN CAR PUSHBUnON
AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE

s/ffcm itMtfe

PUSHBUTTON STATION SELEC-
TION. FADER CONTROL. AUTO
REVERSE FOR CONTINUOUS
CASSETTE PLAY.

/ILPINE AUTO REVERSE CAR

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
UNIVERSAL CHASSIS FITS
MOST CARS; AUTO REVERSE;
LOCKING FAST FORWARD & RE-
VERSE; SUPERB & SENSITIVE
STEREO RADIO. 15999

TDK SAC 90 CASSETTES (»3) M.QQ
SMOKE DETECTORS (20) 10.99
EMPIRE LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO

HEADPHONES (20) 8.99
PANASONIC AM/FM PORTABLE RADIO . (17) 9.99
E)(TEN$ION TELEPHONE (15) 8.99
PANASONIC AM/FM CLOCK RADIO (30) 19.99
CROWN WALKING STEREO CASSEHE . . . (30) 19.99
6x9 40 OUNCE CAR SPEAKERS (50) 29.99
ROAOSTAR CAR AM/FM CASSETTE ... (110) 59.99
UNIVERSAL CAR SECURITY ALARM (40) 29.99
CROWN FM STEREO WALKING CASSEHE (60) 39.99
SONY 33W FM STEREO WALKMAN (65) 49.99
PANASONIC 7020 700 FT. CORDLESS

PHONE (200) 89.99 /

JENSEN DIGITAL AM/FM

AUTO REVERSE DOLBY CASSEHE
SUPERB CAR STEREO WITH FADER CON-
TROL. AUTO TAPE SEARCH, FEATHER
TOUCH CONTROLS. FLEXFADE CIRCUIT,

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL TUNER & CLOCK
JENSENS BEST UNIVERSAL MODEL 28999

IH ^0^^ ^^^^ SINCE 1961heSound Compan
tPIIINOFIILD 447 SUMNER AVE at the X 73e-3«2e

Open Thurs. & fri. Til 9 P.M. Open Sundays 12-5
CNICOI>ll FAIRFIELD Mall nearCaldors S9S*6990
Open Every Evening til 9:30 PM Open Sunday 12-5

Clwcks.

AMNIRST 201 N Pleasant Street as«^»744
Open Thurs. & Friday Evenings Til 9 PM

Mww Mrf NO OCAUDIS.

Friday, April 13. 1984^ __
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Off Campus
By Sullivan & Gilbert
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

1

5

10

13

ACROSS
Skirt feature

In the lead

Edible root

Dormer feature

14 Cleanse
15 Bean or vault

17 Pilaster

18 Despondent
20 Rooter's word
21 Fashion

22 Liquefied

23 Deletion

26 Honkers
27 Confirms
29 Empty
31 woodpecker
32 Heredity's

science

36 Biblical lion

37 "Not with

but a whimper"

39 Litchi.e.g

40 Storms
43 Head cover, at

Canterbury

45 Virginia

46 Cochise and
Geronimo
Fur trader of note

O'Hara's "From

the
'

53 Nearsightedness

48

51

1984 I u^ Angtlrs Iiiiw\ S>ndir»le

55 duVent
56 Posed
59 Like a big

spender

61 Sweet shop
selection

62 American
playwright and

film critic

63 Castle, of films

64 Finnish verse

65 Id

66 Treated in a way
67 Frank

DOWN
1 Box
2 Cantrell

3 Au courant

4 Hyson
5 Songlike

6 Indian natives

7 Record
8 Grate residue

9 Judge
10 Lavish

11 Title, at Versailles

12 High mountains,

in France
16 Toiler, of old

19 Stray calf

21 "Grand old naine"

24 Part of ERA

25 Equal

27 Hebrew month
28 Marsh bird

30 Protectors, at

home: Abbr
32 Helium
33 Behind the eight

ball

34 Remedy
35 Teresa and

Helene Abbr.

37 Vital statistic

38 Karate trophy

41 Isaiah, eg
42 Nest

43 Flemish river

44 Govt, agency
46 Entertainer

Dahl

47 upon
(plundered)

48 Bowfin
49 'Riders to the

Sea " playwright

50 Calculates

(with "up ")

52 Tages
(one day): Ger.

54 In the center

57 of Cleves

58 One of the ages
60 Gold, in Granada
61 Magnon
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For information and the

latest news I read the Col-

legian.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Patties

Patties

More patties

DINNER
Patties with gravy

Desert patties

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable patties

More vegetable patties

BASICS DINNER
More of the same

Weather

Today, partly sunny east,

sunny in the morning west

then clouding up in the

afternoon. Highs 50 to 60.

Clouds overspreading all

areas tonight, lows 30 to 40.

Tomorrow, a chance of

showers, highs mostly in the

50s.
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Softball Teams

Be a hit with

Custom printed

Tee-Shirts & Hats

at Low, Low Cost

CREATIVE TEE-SHIRTS

Hampshire Mall

iiadle^_586;^205

r

KICK^%FF
LOUNGE

:i

Coming this weekend. . .

Saturday Happy Hour J

featuring "Just George"
*""

"
I

|(from the Boston & Cape Cod circuit)

— All you can eat Chicken Wings! —

AT JUSTIN R¥M^

.Friday, April 13, 1984

Friday. April 13 , 1984,
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Face UNH, UVM,Main€.. .

Softball travels North
By GERRY deSIMAS
CoUegian Staff

A seemingly easy task awaits the

University of Massachusetts softball team

tonight and tomorrow.

The Minutewomen, who have faced the

likes of last year's third place finisher in

the NCAA South Carolina to Adelphi,

East*""! Miphic"^n and Atlantic 10 power

Rutgers, jusi face Vermont, New
Hampshire and Maine in a round-robin

Vprroont Invitational tournament.

UMass. 14-7 on the year, faces Vermont

tonight in their tournament opener

followed by games with New Hampshire

and Maine on Saturday.

"We are going up there with the idea of

winning the whole thing," head coach

Elaine Sortino said. The Minutewomen

have taken the tourney for the past two

years.

And the Minutewomen, who are coming

off a double pasting of Holy Cross on

Wednesday cannot afford to become

complacent.

"All of these other teams are the un-

derdogs," CO captain Tina Coffin said.

"We can't let anyone sneak up on us and

ruin our season. We have to play heads-

upbaU."
Last season, sophomore pitcher Lynn

Stockley tossed a no-hitter in a 7-0 win

over New Hampshire. In fact, she was

two walks away from a perfect game.

Massachusetts won the other UNH game

by a 4-0 score to sweep both games.

While UMass has not played Maine

(UMass romped 12-0) since 1980, the year

they went to the College World Series,

they have faced Vermont more recently.

The Catamounts posted their first losing

season in over nine years with a 8-13

record including 7-0 and 5-1 losses to the

Minutewomen at NOPE last year.

Sophomore pitcher Cathy Reed had a no-

hitter going into the seventh inning of the

first game.

Rugby hosts Beacon Hill

at home on LowerBoyden
By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Staff

If ever a day seemed that it was tonger

than twenty four hours, it was last

Saturday for the University of

Massachusetts rugby team.

Four sides traveled three-and-a-half hours

to West Point to battle the Army rugby

club and UMass got a perfect four for four

on the afternoon. Losses that is.

The games started off pretty well, with

the UMass A side and C side opening the

scoring in their games. But after that, the

UMass forwards and backs saw only Army
players scooting by them to score point

after point. Every side lost by at least

fifteen points.

Mark Jenkins, the A side flyhalf said that

the team played well in spots, but could not

get a unified effort from the front line and

the back line at the same time. The for

wards would play strong for a stretch and

the backs collapsed, and vice versa.

Army had a conditioning edge over

UMass, but fundamenUlly UMass heW
their own in the line outs and scrums.

A brisk wind whipping off the Hudson

river kept the players moving at the .5*2t^ of

all four matches, but as the Army sides

piled up the points UMass seemed to be

going through the motions. Even the long

drive home would be a relief from what

happened on the pitch.

UMass will be looking to return to the

victory circle this Saturday afternoon at

home against the Beacon Hill rugby club

from Boston. UMass's A side always plays

better on the home field. The pitch at lower

Boyden is one of the best in the league, no

rocks to avoid and the grass is great.

Captain Duncan McKay played his first

game in seven months in the C side game

and his shoulder held up well. Backs

George Ekonomou and John Moriarity lead

a UMass backfield that can score points

from all over the field. While the pack is

anchored by Al Borghi. Bill Carroll and

Scott Baker, nowcomer Mike Chuma has

been a welcome addition to the A side.

One thing UMass has missed is the reliable

kicking of Kevin Lyons and Joe Kennedy,

who have graduated. Englishmian Jenkins

had been doing the kicking the past few

weeks, but ht ^ou is» now go.ie, off to France

for three weeks.

Game time this Saturday is 12:30 p.m., near

the sewHPT" treatment plant at k)wer

Boyden playing fields.

ifLax
continued from page 20

thp wo teams are similar.

"We play a very similar style, " he says. 'From what I've

seen of them, their attack has been dynamite. It

should shape up to be quite a game."

The fact that both UMass and New Hampshire will

probably come to battle tied for number two in New
England only adds to the drama. The coaching match-ups

only adds to the fun.

Garber says he doesn't make Sweet or his son an issue of

the game. "It's the players, not the coaches out there,'"

he said. Although he admits "Maybe it's in the back of

my mind."

"It's probably more incentive for them to'beat the old

man'," he grins.
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I UMass Transit Service presents the

1 Summer Training Program

I for Bus Drivers
J if you:
s . have had a drivers ' license for a year

% - are at least 18 years old

% - have 3 or more semesters remaining in a

M UMass degree program

s - want a fun, well-paying student job

J you are eligible.

I 100 applications will be given out. Bring proof of

I class year (schedule or transcript - no ID's)

I Wed. April 18th 7 PM CC 174
UMTS is an EO/AA employer.

WomenJminorities/older students encouraged to apply.

Tigers are victorious again
DETROIT (AP) - Alan as Jack

Trammell, Chet Lemon and unbeaten

Lou Whitaker hit home runs defeated

Morris and the

Detroit Tigers

Texas 9-4 Thur-

sday, extending Detroit's

winning streak to seven

games, the best start in the

club's 84 -year history.

The Tigers' best previous

start was 6-0 in 1911.

Morris, 3-0, in his first

start since his no-hitter

Saturday, gave up a singl*^

to leadoff hitter Mickey

Rivers. After seven in-

nings. Morris got relief help

from Aurelio Lopez and

Willie Hernandez.

Trammell walked in the

first, went to third on a

single by Barbaro Garbey

and scored on Larry Her-

ndon's single. Frank
Tanana. 1, walked Chet

Lemon to load the bases.

Rod Allen singled Garbey

home.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Fnday • Deadline is 3:45 two days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive davs 10% discount * Phone number FREE

APARTMENT NEEDED

iiumniuiiDiiiuttidiii
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Desperate - need 2-3 bdrm apt for Fall 84

will take in summer - Puffton Townehouse
or Brandywine Susan 546-8348

AUTO FOR SALE
~

74 Ford van. Excellent engine. Runs great.

$800. Ross - 256-8728

81 BMW 320i excellent condition 19700 mi

alloy wheels alpine stereo A/C call eves

253 3009

1974 Dart slant 6, dependable, many new
parts, asking 600$, 549-3798

75 Dodge Colt selling for parts - $175 new
head cylinder for info call Lisa 546-8513

73 WV Beetle runs well body good many
new parts $950 256-1060

1974 Dodge Colt good body, int., needs

tune up, muff. Call Matt nites low m\

549-6732

Celica GT Uftback 1980 excellent cond
copper 54000 miles $5400firm 527-8414

keep trying John

73 Mercury Comet good engine new
brakes, exhaust, battery. Inspected.

Dependable transpo. $700 or BO call

1 772-6259 eves

1974 Firebird needs shocks runs well good
engine must sell $575 call Bill 6-5234

CAPE COD

I

I

I

I

I

1st floor CC please stop by the Collegian to

claim it.

HELP WANTED

The UMass Yearbook is now accepting

applications for all positions for the 1984-85

staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the

Collegian)

OVERSEAS JOBS. . .Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-MA1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Mobile Vending Vehicle Drivers wanted

for Cape Cod this summer after 7:00 PM
Pete 584-9580

Enthusiastic Students to apply Asst. to

the Speaker /Student Senate Work on
student/campus/social issues. Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary. 10

hrs. wk. $3.35 hr. For more info, call Stacy

Roach - 545-0341 Pick-up applications in

rm. 420 SUB Application deadline April 17,

4:00 pm. SGA is an AA/EOE

I need room for summer in South or

Wear Yarmouth. Call mark 256-8225

ENTERTAINMENT

JOBS FOR FALL '84

Earthfoods Restaurant now hiring for

'part time fall positions. Work 8-12 hrs.

week two hour mandatory Mon night

•meeting / two hrs committee work non pd.

3.50/hr High committment required Third

World student, men, women encouraged

to apply. Work study b non work study

•avail. Applications at Kitchen around cor-

ner from ride board deadline Mon Ap 16

EOE

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?

256 1393

Camelot is here! Moondance Comics

FOR RENT

4 bedroom apt 2 bthrms nice location Rt 9

Amherst summer sublet w/fall option call

for details Bob, Gareth, Alex 253-5796

Room in Hadley farmhouse 1% miles

from campus 137.50+ inexpensive utilities

call Maggie 549-5229

Housemates wanted for Northampton

house. Near downtown, bus. $150/mo. +

call 584-2905

Summer subletters wanted for Swiss

Village apartment. $175.00 includes all

utilities! 256-1474

3 bedrooms available for summer with

fall option Amherst Centre call evenings

253-2683

2 bedroom Townhouse apt in Squire Vill

available June 1 with fall option. Pay 2 mo.

get one free for summer sublet. On bus

line. 665-8196

2 rooms for rent in beautiful $100,000

house in Sunderland. $185 includes

everything call 549-1218

Fall option - 1 room available July 1st. En-

tire apt available in fall. Pool, tennis, bus^

$137 utilities included! Call Leanne late PM
665-7581 keep trying!

Two bedroom apt available June 1st

skylights upstairs deck 450.00 heat included

256-1470 253-3825

One^bedroom apt in Crestview, summer

sublet w/fall option 549-5949

Apartment in Sunderland 2 bdrnri bus

route June 1 fall option 330 mo 665-7044

'The Legal Services Office has 8 positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns

for Fall 1984 semester. Up to 15 credits may
[be received from academic departments.

Aid attorneys at LSO with client interview-

ing, legal research, negotiations, investiga-

tions, giving advice and referrals, prepare

tion of court forms, attendance at hearings

in District and Sup>erior Courts, and par-

ticipation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Maintain continuing

caseload under attorney supervsion. To ap-

ply, and for advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building, by Friday, April

13, 1984. Writing sample required. Further

information, LSO, 922 Campus Center

FOR SALE

Camera Canon F1 w/35mm wide angle

lens must sell best offer Tom 546-6147

Men's 10 speed Fuji bike. Just tuned.

$100 firm. 253-2161

FOUND

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment
-

ation March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

scribe to claim

hjdentlDlromSTCC in ladies room.
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LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

LOST

Green backpack and bluejean jacket

Friday at TOC contains large white

notebook. Reward please call Rick 256-1350

Before Break, purple and gray T-teck

hand-knit wool sweater. Extreme sentimen

tal value. RewardI if found, please call

253 8046

Tan Irish Tweed Cap Morrill Audit please

call 256-8135 great sentim value!!

Lost: Gold Ring w/diamond sentimental

value reward offered call 6-9914 ask for

Hope or Maria

Pair of shiny black shoes between

Sylvan and Northeast last Monday around

7:30 pm please call John 253-9678

Gold ring/red stone if found please call

Jennifer 546-9793 reward

Pink glasses in a beige case in either

SBA, Grad Towers or Hasbrouck. If found

please call 6-8861
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MOTORCYCLES

1962 Honda 660 Nighthawk. exc. cond.

new in 83, 1600, 549-6934

1980 Kawasaki 550 LTD red low miles ex-

cellent condition $1100 80 549-6055

Kyung striving Director

JoJo - Fred says yabba dabba do and con-

gratulations on your new job

WEEKEND IN NYC 10 spaces left May 5-6

reduced rates $18 bus only, or $36 hotel

and bus call Matt 546-5530

Happy Birthday Susan Kelley! See
somebody loves you. . .Luv, Claire

Lolo, For all the times I never said the

things I should have, I thank you for all the

times you understood. Your love, your

heart, your hopes and dreams have all

made the great distance seem so insignifi-

cant. Love you always. James.

Hey Sha-Loul It's the big day. Let's con-

tinue the celebration! Happy 21. This year

WILL be fun. Hugs and kisses - Rhonda
and Karenann

Today is Mttra Safe's Birthday. Give her

a call at 665-8126 and wish her a Happy
B-day.

Problems with you landlord? Call LSO
545^1995

Jill, I sincerely hope you made it! 1 1 (no pun

intended) Anyways, have a great 20th.

Mike

Holly from AXO - "Congratulations" on

your orders, now we have to go out! Only

this time you decide where you want to go!

IMP
Contact lenses replaced. Baush Lomb
$25. other brands available. Dr. Spencer

University Drive 256-8561

Jennifer Let's not let our time run out,

we'll both regret it! Your Headache

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases. Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584 7924 Nancy

ROBIN LOPATER

Have the Happiest Birthday HoneylMH

Love, Me

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for 1 or 2 bedrooms in

house near campus and bus route for next

semester and on. Must allow pets. Call

1546-4349/4347

ROOMMATE WANTED

iFemale roommate wanted to share large

'bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

female roommates wanted to share 3

room Puffton apartment ca ll 549-5487
42 fe

t>ed

'Responsible females to share room in

Asunny Southwood apt. summer/fall

fc53-5109

fTwo people wanted to share a room in a

•very comfortable duplex across the street

from Southwest call Peter 549-6985 or

Terry 546-8797

2 females wanted to share Colonial

Avillage apt 300 -^ call Janet 546-7091

Icape Cod West Yarmouth prime location

fRt 28 2 roommates wanted call Bill 546-5234

or Eric 549-4377

PERSONALS

lota Gamma Upsilon

Open Rush
Thurs. 4/12 8-9 pm
Tues. 4/17 8-9 pm
Wed. 4/18 7-8 pm

For info call 256-6874

Reach out and TUCK someone sign up

for Tuck In Service Monday April 9 to Fri-

day April 13 Campus Center Concourse

You too can join the Big V Club Beth ac-

ting president Kate pretending Treasurer

I

I

I

I

I

I

SCHWERTZEL

Sorry I blew you off on the big day I

planned to do something really niice but be-

ing the poorest and busiest kid on campus I

was unable to celebrate with you . . .maybe it

will snow in New Hampshire... all my love

Steven

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:X

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

TYPING -Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,

resumes, etc. 665-3414 __^_
SPRING DANCEI

McNamara House Council presents

a SPRING DANCE

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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in the Bluewall Sat. April 14

from 8 pm - 1 am
featuring Rack-A-Disk
Adm. $3/cash bar

everyone's invited!

SUMMER 1984 - EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Please send inquiries to PO Box
2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02557

SUMMER SUBLET

Brittany Manor summer sublet with fall

option call 253-7728 anytime

1 bedroom apt $295 includes everything

summer sublet w/fall option 665-2338

TO SUBLET

Summer - roomy Amherst house with y«rd

near town, on bus route call after 5 PM
256^1268

Available for summer: furnished efficien-

cy on Route 9. $205.00 monthly. Call

323-6769 after 7 PM
1 bdrm apt Amherst Center fall optk>n

330 elec 253-2486

For summer: Large bedroom in 4 bedroom

house. 5 min walk to campus, large yard.

$150 or best offer 549-1084

Female roommate for summer sublet

needed. Excellent rates. Onm bus rte.

washer /dryer. Rent negotiable. Call before

1 1.665^7581

Large bedroom in Puffton private bath

ideal for couple June-Sept $210 exclus call

Brenda 549 6999

Beautiful 4 bedroom apt to sublet for

summer fall option avail for two people,

close to campus, rent neg call 549-6147

Rooms for rent starting June fall optk)n

Amherst Center Matt or Laura 256-6969

Apartment for sublet 295 a month in-

cludes utilities, one bedroom June 1

-August 29, Amherst, Kevin 256-1482

Townehouse 2 bedroom apt available for

sumemr and fall Please call soon 546-7648

Apartment avail June 1 with fall option

^ mo inci utilities phone 6667966

Sunderland __^_
3 bedroom apt. Amherst June 1 - Aug 30

fall option 549-3818

Great summer sublet large new two

bedroom townhouse on Rt 116 Sunderland

furnished carpeted pool tennis bank 7-11

near by on bus rt students or small family

665-4201

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings. Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256^710

Someone to take over 1 bedroom apt in

Brandywine call 549-0667

Looking for roommatea?? 2 femeles

looking to share Townehouse Brandywine

Puffton or Brittany Manor. Please call

Sharon or Meg 546-9614

Wanted 3 bedroom apt will take over sum-

mer lease please call reward 546-831

1

West Side Students - Don't forger to vote

Dick Newman for Selectman 4/14 He's the

Democratic choice thanks Tim Flynn and

Dave Crevier
^

House parents wanted. Off campus

sorority at UMass. Call 545-2092 or

256-6868 between 2 and 5 for info

WANTED TO RENT

HELP - Looking for apartment in Puffton

Brandywine area. Will be well rewarded call

Kim 546-4736

Two or three bedroom apt in Puffton

reward Pam 546-9692, Mary 253-5604

2 or 3 bedroom in Puffton will take over

summer lease call Jim 546-4445

Puffton Brandywine Townehouse will

take summer lease. Will give nice rewerd.

Pam 546-6675, 546-6618

Rewerd for finding 2 or 3 l)edroom

Riverglade apartment by early May Jane

527-5407

Looking for one bedroom apt in Colonial

Village for summer and fall 84 caH John at

546-9382

Looking for houae 3-5 tjedrooms for next

year call Bill 546-4050 or Rick 5^6-4122
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Presnal and the Minutemen prevail
By BOB BROCK
Collegian SUff
SPRINGFIELD So far this season, vie

tones had been coming pretty hard for

Tony Presnal and the University of

Massachusetts baseball team. But

yesterday, Presnal and his teammates took

a step in the right direction as they

thrashed American International College 9

2. at AIC's Miller Field.

Presnal picked up his first win of the year

in fine style as he scattered seven hits and

struck out 11 while going the distance. And
despite getting into a few slight jams in the

third and fifth innings, he was in complete

control of the Yellow Jackets, now 12-6.

Besides getting solid pitching, the

Minuteman bats came alive in this one as

they rocked three AIC pitchers for 13 hits,

including a grand-slam from centerHelder

Steve Messina and a three- hit outing from

designated hitter Todd Comeau. Third-

baseman Andy Connors also chopped in

with a pair of singles.

Actually. AIC starter and loser Pat Leahy

held the Minutemen hitless untU Angelo

Salustri led off the fourth with a single.

After he was thrown out trying to steal

second, Comeau followed with a double to

right-center. Jeff Cimini was then walked

intentionally, followed by a walk to Bruce

Kingman which loaded the bases with one

out. Enter Mr. Messina. He worked the

count to 2-and-2, then took a Leahy cur-

veball over everything in left. UMass 4

AICO.

The Minutemen added two more in the

fifth. Andy Connors led it off with a walk
and then advanced to third on a Comeau
base hit. Following a strikeout, Cimini

doubled to left, scoring both Connors and
Comeau.
The Yellow Jackets scored their runs in

the bottom of the inning. With one out,

centerfielder Chris O'Connor singled and
advanced to third on a double by Al Miles.

O'Connor then scored on an infield out and
Miles came home on a single by AIC's Jim
Van Houten. Presnal escaped any further

trouble by striking out Greg Lindsay to end
the inning.

UMass plated another run in the sixth by

combining a hit, a walk and an RBI single

by Comeau. In the eighth, they used three

singles and a penecUy executed suicide

squeeze by Angelo Salustri to pick up two
more. Dan Clifford reached on a fielder's

choice and advanced to second on a basehit

by Tim Foster. Connors then followed with

a run -scoring single to center.

It was definitely an encouraging win for

both the Minutemen and Presnal. The
Minutemen needed it because they leave

this weekend for a pair of big double-

headers with New England powerhouse
Maine and the University of Vermont. And
Presnal needed the win because it was his

first despite pitching very well in his last

three outings. Against UConn he fell victim

to four unearned runs and in his last outing

against St. Joe's, he threw well but made
two bad pitches, both good for homers.

Big track meet
at UMass Sat.
By M. E. MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Over one thousand
athletes from fifty clubs and
schools are expected here

Saturday as the University

of Massachusetts hosts its

annual UMass Relays at the

Derby Track.

A number of world-class

participants will be vying for

top honors. For example, in

the hammer-throw event

alone there are five in

dividuals who have been
part of previous U. S.

Olympic squads.

Since its inception in 1976,

the UMass Relays has been

noted for attracting fine

talent -- and for notoriously

bad weather. The 1982

edition was snowed out

when 16 feet of snow fell a

few days before. That
should not be a problem this

year as dry, if gloomy, skies

should prevail.

It promises to be a great

day for spectators with a full

slate of activities beginning

with the mens 10.000

meters at 11 a.m. and
finishing about 5 p.m. with

the women's 4 x 440 relay.

One highlight of the day
will be the men's invitational

mile which is scheduled for a

2:10 start. Meet coordinator

Ken O'Brien admits having a

problem narrowing the field

down to a competitive seven

or eight: there are simply

too many outstanding en-

tries, including Richard

O'Flynn from Providence

who finished third at this

year's NCAA cross-country

championship.

And don't forget the

locals. Participants from the

UMass men's and women's
track teams will be looking

to improve at this the

midpoint of their season.

Keep an eye out for Liz

Patterson in the shot, all the

UMass women in the three

and five thousnd meters,

and Kayla Morrison in the

100 and 200 meters.

On the men's side Rawie
Crichlow and Brian Osborne
should be fun to watch in the

sprints and short-distance

runs. Ferde Adaboe has
placed well so far in the

long-jump and the distance

runners can always be

counted on to produce.

It will be the only chance
this year to see this fine

bunch of UMass track and

field athletes at home— so

come on duvMi to iierb}

Track behind the baseball

field and cheer them on.

Laxwomen face

NW and Harvard
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

For most of us. the long weekend will be a chance to
unwind. For one group of women, however, this

weekend will be a busy one. The group in question is the
women athletes who make up The University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team.
The Gazelles take their unblemished record, 1-0.

courtesy of a 10-9 win over UNH. to Cambridge Mass. to
face off against the Harvard Crimson on Saturday and
Northwestern on Sunday afternoon.

According to last week's polls, UMass was ranked
second in New England and Harvard was third. Both
teams enter this contest coming off big wins. UMass
defeated the first ranked team in New England, New
Hampshire. Harvard recently defeated Rutgers
University.

This game could become a 'barn-burner'. The season is

still young and both teams are healthy and hungry. They
will be vying for first place in New England and possibly

a national ranking.

Sunday's battle is a big question mark for UMass. This
trip East is the first of the season for Northwestern and
nobody has been able to scout them— yet. UMass will get
the first crack at it Sunday. Enjoy your weekend.

< ollrin«n ptinto bj DaWd P. Dnbar

Doug MuBcio (4) moves away from a Brown defender Wednesday. UMass faces BC Saturday
and UNH Monday at home.

Gorillas face unsuspecting BC,
meet UNH at the Hill Monday
ByRUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Stall

The road awaits t^'*^ v*"*^'^- -hnsetts laxmen one more
time before they can spena an afternoon at home. That
road leads to Chestnut Hill and the Boston College Eagles
tomorrow afternoon Thpn it will be a Patriot's Day
bonu^, Monday altt. ..^Ayu, wntn int buriilas lock up wan
the University of New Hampshire here at The Hill.

Any leftover disappointment from Wednesday's
heartbreaking overtune loss to Brown must be pushed
aside as the Gorillas will be facing an underrated Eagle
squad and a New England's second ranked, (tied with
Massachusetts), team. New Hampshire.
When asked about just that predicament yesterday,

coach Dick Garber. emphasized the point.

"After the initial disappointment

oflosing an overtime game, you've got

to realize 'what the hell, ' you played a
good game.

f)

—Lax coach Dick Garber

"Af^.vou sp«nd the afternoon or evening moping
arotfhd, you've got to shake out the cobwebs and get

going again," Garber pointed out. "When you play three
games a week, you don't have the luxury of spending two
or three days on personal sympathy."

And as he said, moments after the loss on Wednesday.
"After the initial disappointment of losing an overtime

game, you've got to realize 'What the Hell', you played a

good game."
So with that in mind, the Gorillas hit Boston College's

Alumni Stadium Astroturf at 2. p.m. Saturday. It is a

game that Garber says, with a good deal of hesitation, is

the one which his team SHOULD have the least trouble

with, of alt their opponents.

"That's a dangerous thing to say," Garber smiles. "But

yes, that's right. They're not up there with Army or

teams of that caliber, but they've played them and

they've been in the game. They're a lot better than

people pve them credit for."

The game on turf should mean a faster action. The
bounces are truer and the skips harder. All in all, it could

mean an even more wide-open game than the Brown
contest.

.\n added sidchar comes from the Eagle bench, or rather

who is behind it. The B.C. mentor is lormer UMass sta~

Brooke Sweet, who is in his second season.

Of course. Sweet isn't the only familiar face Garber wUl
see in an opponent's coaching jacket over the weekend.
When the faceoff for the UNH gaii.e .a drcpptu at 6 p.m.

Monday, Garber will see his son leading the Wildcats.

The coach speaks with a bit of pride showing as he says

that his son Ted has a well-prepared New Hampshire

team.

"Ted's become a very good coach," he reflects. "People

ask me if he copied the things I've done. No, he hasn't

copied me. He's a great innovator and really put some
good ideas into his teams."

The Wildcats will travel to Amherst on the heels of a

surprising 13-10 loss to Harvard Wednesday. Garber

expects a game similar to that of Brov". pointing out tha
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STAR WARS? — Dressed to combat yesterday's inclement weather,

Greg Bailey bears a close resemblance to Darth Vadar.

Tonight, tuck-ins for students

will revive childhood rituals
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

It has probably been years since most col-

lege students have been put to bed, read a

children's story and given a kiss goodnight,

but at the University of Massachusetts, the

ritual will return tonight.

In a fundraising effort for the Hotel

Sales Marketing Association, a registered

student organization, 87 unsuspecting

students were signed up by friends last

week at a table in the Campus Center con-

course to be tucked in by teams and in-

dividuals of the opposite sex from 8 p.m. to

midnight tonight.

The 27 tuckers, in dress ranging from

tuxedos to pajamas, will cuddle the sub-

jects with stuffed animals, read them a

story, pour them a glass of champagne and

give them a kiss — "wherever." The

students will also receive a lollipop and a

chocolate kiss.

It is the third semester for the tuck-in

service, whose proceeds at $3 a shot go to

the club treasury.

"Last year they all loved it," said John

Mahaney, 20, a sophomore Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration ma-

jor who coordinated the event. He said the

subjects are often embarrassed, and

neighbors usually laugh.

"Some people say, 'hey, that's a great

idea' and look at it and smile. Reaction has

been very positive — people like the idea,"

he said.

Mahaney said the service could ac-

comodate 160 tuck-ins a night and the club

was hoping for 120 to raise about $300.

Last semester, 97 students were tucked in.

He added that it is the responsibility of

the donor to ensure the subject's presence

when the tuckers arrive for the 15 minute

ceremony.

Full library reopening
expected by fall 1985
By LARRY BOUCHIE
and LAURA KOESTER
Collejfian Staff

Officials at the llniversity of

Massachusetts are going ahead with plans

to restore the Tower Library to full oc

fupational capacity by the fall of 1985.

Jack Littlefield, associate vice-chancellor

of administration and finance, said that $'J.5

million .npprojiriaioH hy the Massachusetts

State Lt'fifislalure will be used to finish the

third and sixth floors, whose construction

was never completed, and to revise

eleva'or oper.-'tioii-

In addition, Littlefield said, an enclosed

lobby will he const ructi'H ti) connect the

library's courtyard to the main tower, to

protect students from chips of brick which

can lull Ironj ilu- exterior of the library.

"The State Construction Agency Ls in the

process of designing the plans, and when
the design is finished, we will start

soliciting bids for the work," Littlefield

said.

The library was temporarily closed in

August 1979, when it was determined that

small chips of flaking brick were falling to

the ground below.

Subsequently, books were removed from
the Tower and transferred to Goodell

Library when prehminary reviews in-

dicated a possible weakness in the shelving,

Littlefield said.

"After six to eight months of extensive

study, however, it was determined that

there was a construction extension to offset

this problem." Littlefield said.

"It was then decided that we take ad-

vantage of the books' absence until further

interior and exterior work was completed,"

Littlefield said.

"The problems with the exterior veneer
had become extremely difficult," Littlefield

said, "so the governor, the I'nivcrsjfv. ;ind

the Legislature decided to delay any
masonry repair until we achieve full or-

lupaiu) m the building.

Occupancy in thr Tower is currently

restricted because of the number of safo fire

exits.

"With the design process ongoing, we
plan on reaching the full occupancy goal by
the fall of 1985. " Littlefield said.

Springtime planting projects

expected to commence soon
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The proposed planting of more than 60

trees and 180 shrubs initiates a m^jor plan

to "beautify" the University of

Mas.sachusetts campus.

Physical Plant Director Roger ('herewat-

ti said, "what we're trying to do is go in the

right direction to get the campus l(X)king

good physically." The projects are ex-

pected to begin in a few weeks.

The first of two projects involves plan-

ting 51 scarlet oak trees, which will line

Commonwealth Avenue alongside the

Boyden playing fields, University Land-

scape Architect Bill Lambert .said.

"The other area we'll be doing is over at

the health center," Lambert said. More
than 300 ground cover p)erenialR and

evergreens, 180 shrubs and about 20 large

and small sized trees will be planted around

the outside of the Health Services area, he

said.

Excluding labor, the two projects will

cost the University approximately $10,000,

Cherewatti said.

Later next week Cherewatti said he will

meet with the Landscape and Architect

Committee and the ('ampus Physical Com-
mittee to "develop a campus theme to

beautify" the grounds. Students are involv-

ed in both committees.

"An overall theme is important. We
don't want to jump from one thing to

another. We want to look for continuity in

our plans," Cherewatti said.

Ideas include a review on parking to in-

sure pedestrian safety, better pedestrian

lighting, particularly around Clark Hill

road and the Southwest residential area,

improved handicap accessibility, and im-

plementing permanent walkways,
Cherewatti said.

"I want to look for projects that will not

be that expensive, but will give us

benefits," he said.

Cherewatti said the University communi-
ty has to assist the Physical Plant in their

efforts to upgrade the appearance of the

campus by taking pride in it.

"If you have pride in the campus maybe
you'll place things and litter in its place and
lessen the amount of vandalism, " he said.

24-hour dance raises $17,000 to

combat multiple sclerosis
Proceeds from an annual dance

marathon held this weekend by a Universi-

ty of Massachusetts fraternity to raise

money for fighting multiple sclerosis are

expected to be about $17,000, according to

organizers of the event.

Mark Rich, co-chair for Pi Kappa Alpha's

fifth annual Multiple Sclerosis Dance

Marathon, said yesterday that $17,000 was

pledged to the 34 couples taking part in the

event and that the fraternity "can actually

raise mr**" thr.n $17,000 because kids can

b-- ' in morn money than they raised."

Kifh said the actual amount is not yet

known because the participants must co!-

l<Tt contributions from their sponsors, who
pledged money before the event.

The winning couple will be announced at

an awards party April 26 at Justin Ryan's

on Route 9, which hosted the charity drive.

The proceeds will be donated to the Con-

necticut River Valley Chapter of the Na-

tional Multiple Sclerosis Society, Rich said.

In the past four years, the fraternity has

raised $42,000, he said. The winning couple

for this year's event will win a round trip to

Hawaii, donated by Campus Travel.

- DAVID LINTON
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Reagan approves harsher

measures against terrorist

AP LaMryiiota

PULITZER/WINNER — Stan Grossfield. photographer for the

Boston Globe is carried away yesterday after it was announced he won

a pulitier for his photographs of the effects of war on the Lebanese peo-

ple.

Digest
By The Associated Press

It was her last Girl Scout cookie
ADAMS A teen ager

who bit into a jagged piece

of metal as she ate a Girl

Scout cookie said yesterday

it's the last one she'll eat.

"I'm fine," said Mary Rose
Gavazzi. 15. of Adams. "I'll

never buy another box of

Girl Scout cookies."

She was earing from a box

of Hoe Downs, chocolate

covered cookies with a

peanut butter filling, on

Sunday night when she felt

metal in her mouth and spit

it out

.

"My mother previously

warned me to break open

the cookies because of the

problems in other places,

but I didn't think of that

until I felt the metal. I knew
it wasn't my brace retainer.

It was a jagged sliver, large

at one end and tapered to a

point at the other." said

Gavazzi, a sophomore at

Hoosac Valley High School.

"We were both shook up,"

said her mother, Mary Jane
Gavazzi.

Gavazzi wears braces, but

she didn't think the metal
was from her retainer

because that metal is

smooth. X checkup
yesterday with a member of

her dentist's staff who

makes retainers, Bonnie

Santora, confirmed her

belief.

Police Sgt. Richard
Giroux s.iid police have the

metal at the station, but

have not determined what

typt It IS. It is shiny and

measure- abop* a quarter

inch, he said

"Apparently it came from

the box," Giroux said,

adding no other metal was

found in that box of cookies.

Lucy McAfee, executive

director ol the Western
Massachusetts Council of

Girl Scouts, said it was the

first report of metal

Time running out for taxpayers
BOSTON

Massachusetts taxpayers,

facing a midnight deadline,

tonight lunged into the last

leg of their annual race

against the clock for filing

income tax returns yester-

day.

"There's still a lot of

returns out there." said

William Kelley. taxpayers

assistance bureau chief, as

the Revenue Department

tcM^k no holiday from tax

collecting. Other state of-

fices were closed for

Patriots Day, a state holi-

day.

"The state's three-day

weekend gave its residents

a two-day reprieve from the

traditional April If) filing

deadline for both state and
federal tax forms.

Revenue spokesman
Harry Durning said the

Eagle recovers from gun wound

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan has approved a series of measures,

including pre-emptive strikes and reprisals,

designed to get the upper hand on ter-

rorism worldwide, administration officials

said yesterday.

One of the key elements of the policy is

an effort to switch from defensive action to

offensive, partly by increasing the ability of

U.S. operatives to gather intelligence in-

order to stop terrorist activities before

they occur.

department expected about

1.2 million returns were be-

ing filed over the long holi-

day weekend into the final

day today. That's almost

half of the total 2.5 million

returns anticipated by the

state.

"We're looking for a real-

ly heavy day today," Diu"n-

ing said. "We're heading
down the home stretch."

AMHERST - A bald

eagle which was found shot

in January has recovered

and will be set free at Quab-

bin Reservoir next week, of-

ficials say.

Jack Swedberg, project

director for the

Massachusetts eagle

restoration program, said

the bird will be fitted with a

radio transmitter and iden-

tification tags before it is let

go at Prescott Peninsula.

The penmsula is where the

state Division of Fisheries

and Wildlife and the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts run

the eagle project.

The eagle is immature

and has not grown the

familiar white head and tail

feathers yet. It was found

struggling on melting ice at

Assawompsett Pond Jan. 7.

Dr. Robert Tremblay, a

Marif^" veterinarian, first

took care of the animal. The

eagle is now being handled

"You have got to have very good in-

telligence and very good experience to deal

with intelligence," said one administration

official, who spoke on the condition that he

remain anonymous. "We are just trying as

best we can to improve this capability."

While the U.S. government has been in-

creasingly concerned with terrorism for

several years, new impetus to deal with it

occurred when 241 U.S. servicemen died in

the truck-bombing of a Marine head-

quarters building in Beirut, Lebanon, last

Oct. 23.

Jackson says Mondale, Hart

are selling public *snake oil'

MISSOURI (AP) - The Rev. Jesse

Jackson accused his Democratic presiden-

tial rivals yesterday of "selling the

American public snake oil" by advocating

both higher defense budgets and increased

social spending, while Gary Hart called for

major tax reforms on the day that income

taxes were due.

The fight for the Democratic presidential

nomination has shifted to Missouri, where

Jackson and Hart campaigned Monday for

the 75 delegates at stake in party caucuses

tomorrow.

Mondale, with a comfortable lead in

delegates, was in the middle of a three-day

campaign break. He heads to Missouri

tomorrow for a caucus day appeal to

voters.

In Jefferson City, Mo., Hart told a crowd
of about 400 that the tax system set up by
Democrats and Republican President
Reagan "benefits the privileged few at the

expense of the unprivileged many."

"It's time to stop talking about tax

reform and start achieving it," he said.

"We need more than ritual denunciations

and the annual tinkering that has left us to-

day's unworkable hodgepodge of statutes

and regulations."

AP L.awrphoto

RUNNING AGAIN — Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn nears the finish

line in yesterday's Boston Marathon, see related Marathon stories p.

14. . ^

in Conway by Thomas
Ricardi, a state natural

resource officer.

The release of the bird,

tentatively scheduled for

April 24. may be the first

time a bald eagle has been

set free after suffering gun-

shot wounds in the state.

Swedberg said. A bald eagle

was released several years

ago after it suffered a con-

cussion when hitting its

head on a Pittsfield lake.
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Paul Warnke — former arms

negotiator

Ex-negotiator:arms talks crucial
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The possibility of a nuclear war must be averted by the

resumption of arms control talks with the Soviet Union,

according to the chief arms negotiator during the Carter

administration.

Paul Warnke, currently a Washington lawyer, offered

his insights on the tactics and methods of arms control

negotiation to an Amherst College audience of 75 last

night.

"In any negotiation it is important to put yourself in the

position of the other side.... We have to recognize that it is

no deal unless it is a deal for both sides," Warnke said.

Warnke, referring to George Orwell's 1984, said there

has never been as much "peacespeak" while at the same
time "there has never been less being done for peace." The
huge mistake of the Reagan Administration was to try to

force the Soviets to make arms control concessions by
deploying Pershing II missiles in Europe.

"Neither side is going to be able to frighten the other

side out of the arms race," he said.

Two irreconciliable concepts prevent the progress of

arms control negotiations, said Warnke.

The first, mutually assured destruction (MAD), is the

principle that nuclear weapons exist only for deterrence

purposes, because of the certainty of mutual destruction in

the case of an exchange, he said.

This principle, Warnke said, contradicts the "so called"

school of thought held by nuclear utilization theorists, who
Warnke called simply NUTS.

Warnke said nuclear utilization theorists believe that a

protracted and limited nuclear war can be fought and won.

The term "protracted and limited nuclear war," he said,

is an oxymoron, a figure of speech "which holds two
mutually exclusive meanings, like Amtrak schedule and
military intelligence."

Warnke said President Reagan and his advisors have to
realize that the Soviet Union would never let the U.S. gain
superiority by default.

"They may not do it as well as we do, but they are not

going to let us get way ahead," he said. "Their accuracy

may not be as good as ours is, but I have never been in-

terested in to-whom-it-may-concern missiles."

UTC conference status uncertain
as fall schedule plans are made
The director of Conference Services at

the University of Massachusetts said it has

not been formally determined whether
United Technologies Corp. will be retur-

ning to hold conferences in the Cmpus
Center after student protests last fall.

Elizabeth A. Dale said Thursday that

UTC was "not willing to make a com-

mitment or sign a contract at this point,"

but had not formally indicated they would

not be returning. She said UTC was in-

formed in January that fall conference

space was rapidly filling, but has not yet

made reservations. "There is always a

chance" they will still decide to reserve

space, but UTC has been "non-committal"

so far, she said.

"1 thought that we would know by now,

but we don't want to put any pressure on

them to make a decision." Dale said. "If

they don't come back, we'll have the space

available to .sell to another client."

If no further contact is made with UTC by

the end of the month, she added, perhaps

then it will be time to consider filing a lost

business report.

Alarm causes SUB evacution
A fire alarm caused the evacuation of the

Student Union building at 7:20 p.m. last

night.

The Amherst fire department responded

to the alarm, which was believed caused by
students who were spray painting a murjil

on the fourth floor of the building, said

Roland Briere, acting officer of the fire

department.

About 30 to 40 people were forced to

leave the building, including those in the

Hatch cafeteria. "The alarm also caused the

mini-store to close for about 10 minutes.

Collffian photo bv Andy Heller

APRIL SHOWERS — Heavy rainfall yesterday floods the edges of

the Boyden Playing Fields.

7%e holiest time ofyear'
Hv BRIAN MACMAHON
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's !^'ute. Thiti wetk Christians and

Jews throughout the world celebrate Holy

Week and Passover, respectively. This is

the first in a two-part series focusing on

the two religious celebrations.

This week. Holy Week, marks the final

week of Lent, a 40 day period which

started with Ash Wednesday and will

culminate on Easter Sunday. The Rev. J.

Joseph Quigley of the University of

Massachusetts Newman Center said this

period of Lent is "the holiest time of the

year for Christians, more so than the

Christmas season."

Holy Week, Quigley said, "com-

memorites the final days and hours of

.lpsii«;' from hi«i tnumph.int entrance into

Jerus.ilem being hailed as "King of the

Jews", through "Spy Tuesday" when his

disciple Judas was paid thirty silver

pieces to betray Jesus to the authorities.

On Holy Thursday, "Jesus said the first

mass and instituted the Eucharist," said

Quigley. The Eucharist, a symbolic

representation of the body of Jesus, is the

focal point of the mass.

Rev. John Smegal of the Newman
Center said, "the Eucharist is the mass."

Holy Thursday is followed by Good
F"riday, the day Jesus was interrogated by
a Roman official named Pontius Pilate.

A crowd of people gathered outside of

Pilate's palace, when asked what punish-

ment Jesus should receive, called out

"crucify him." Smegal said Good Friday is

the only day of the year mass is not

celebrated, "because of Jesus' death," he

.said.

The Easter vigil on Saturday, Smegal
said, "symbolizes Jesus' resurrection and
the renewal of the Christians in Christ."

Easter Sunday is the day when "Jesus

substantiates his promise" and rises from

the dead, Quigley said.

Newman Center masses will be held

this Monday through Wednesday at 8

a.m., 12:15 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. Holy
Thursday masses will be at 8 a.m. and
7.30 p.m.

Good F'riday's celebration will be held at

4 p.m., with the Stations of the Cross, a

reenactment of Jesus' "last mile" from his

condemnation by Pontius Pilate to his

burial, at 7:30 p.m. Confessions will be

heard from 3 4 p.m. Saturday, with the

Easter Vigil at 7:30 p.m. Easter Sunday
ma.sses will be held at 8, 9:30, 11 a.m. and

12:30 p.m., and in the evening at 4:30 and

7.

Women's Forum
Wrmien 's Forum us a weekly Ivdtng of

fronts relating to uxymen 's isnues. Notices

should he sent to the Women 's News Editor,

care of the Collegian, the Friday before the

event.

Tuesday — The Student Sexual
Harassment Education Project will meet

at 2:30 p.m. in CC801.
The Women's Leadership Project will

meet at .5:30 p.m. in room 41.'j Student

Union. New members welcome.
Wednesday — Dr. Kathleen Molony

will discu.ss "Feminism in Japan" as part

of the Amherst College Lecture Series on

Women's History, at 4 p.m. in the Con
verse Assembly Room at Amherst College.

Leslie Laurie, director of P'amily Plann-

ing for Western Mas.sachu.setts and past

president of the National Planning and
Reproductive fealth Asst)ciation, will

discuss "The Politics of Contraception" at

7:30 p.m. in Porter Lounge, Converse
Amherst College.

"Chicken Ranch," a film depicting

legalized prostitution in Nevada, will show
at 8 p.m. in the Main Lecture Hall at

Hampshire College.

The Women's Issues Team of the Stu-

dent Center for Educational and Adv(Kacy
will meet at 4:30 p.m. in Campus Center
room 802.

The Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom will meet at 4:00

p.m. Check Campus ('enter Schedule »for

room number.

All invited to *Run for Ritter'
By DOUGLAS SHAPERO

Collegian Correspondent

On April 28 runaways in New York City

will benefit from the efforts of

Massachusetts runners, as the fifth annual

Run for Ritter takes place at the University

of Massachusetts' Alumni Stadium.

The competitors will be taking pledges

for every mile of the 6.2 mile race to Rev.

Bruce Ritter, a New York priest who aids

runaway children through Convent House,

a youth care agency that protects children

from prostitution and pornography.

The race, sponsored by the Newman
Students Association, has a $5 entry fee

and attracts many campus supporters.

Bob Coulter, publicity director, said that

the run "has 15 to 20 organizers who have

taken further steps (than in previous years)

to get more runners involved."

The race is protected by police at the

start and at major intersections. The course

begins at the stadium and runs through
Iladley and Amherst. Interested runners

may register in the Campus Center Con-
course until this Friday, or in the Newman
Center until April 27.

Coulter said there will be several dif-

ferent categories of competition including a

dorm division, an academic department

division and a Creek area division. In the

Greek division the winner will have his or

her name etched on a plaque and hung in

their house.

Along with UMass, the rest of the five

colleges — Amherst, Smith. Hampshire
and Mount Holyoke — will have groups
participating. i\ promotional banner will bf*

hung across North Pleasant Street in

Amherst to attract more runners and
pledges.

The race. Coulter said, will feature

computerized finish results to speed up
trophy giving.
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

Paul Mariani
All thi« for only $27.95!

Far less than what you may sacrifice in job-satisfaction

and salary if you're underemployed.

CALL NOW! SAVE THIS AD!
1-800-356-5324 ext 1308

Master Card and VISA accepted

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND!
ArGee Productions 905 University Ave

, Madison Wl 53715 (608) 255 8480

"Summoning the Dead: Politics and the

Sublime in Contemporary Poetry"

Thursday. April 1^, 1984,8p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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PA-1000 INTELLIWRITER
PORTABLE PRINTER WITH FULL-LINE DISPLAY

Display correction plus 2200-character memory, AC/DC powered

Combines typewriter convenience with

advanced electronics

4 ways to type—direct print, line print

(display and edit a full line before

printing), text memory (file what you

type and print it when you need it).

glossary print (store phrases under one

of 26 identification codes, then recall

with a few keystrokes)

Easy editing, with insertion and
deletion, on 80-character full-line

display

Silent pnnting on plain or thermal

paper, using high-resolution

(10 X 16-dot) pnnter

Memory stores 1-2 pages of text (2200

characters, expandable to 8700) with

Memory Safe Guard'^

Automatic centering, indent, and

right flush

Automatic underlining in full or

word by word

Decimal tab. auto word wrap, relocate

and express

Located in the

Campus Center

Open M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

Prints in pica or boldface

High quality typewriter keytward

9-7/16" maximum paper width

Optional RS-232C interface

(Domes with case, two ribbon

cassettes, paper. AC adaptor, batteries

Dimensions;
13" (W) X 1-31/32" (H) X 12-9/32" (D)

\

I

1

QXJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

U.S. NAVYMEDICINE
MEDICALSCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM

Are you currently in medical school and seeking an
avenue to continue your education without financial
burden, a Medical future that affords a practice with-
out administrative and financial worries? If so, the
Navy has an outstanding opportunity for you in the
Medical School Scholarship Program.

BENEHTS
• Full tuition and educational fees

• $479.00 per month stipend

• Commission as a United States Naval Officer

• Internship and Residency training available upon
graduation

OBLIGATION
• Three years active duty service as a Navy Medical

Officer after graduation.

• 45 days of required annual active duty that can

be spent in Navy clerkships (required, elective,

clinical or research) or at Officer Indoctrination

School.

BASIC QUALinCATIONS
• U.S. Citizen • Excellent professional references

• Enrolled in AMA approved medical school

For further information, write or call:

LT. John Romac
Medical Officer Program
Leo W. O'Brien Federal Bldg
Albany, NY 12207
(518)472-4424

MBA V--

Fields of Study

Marketing
Entreprcneurship

International Business

Economic Theory & Analysis

Management & Organizational Studies

Production & Operations Management
Management Information Systems

Finance & Investments
Quantitative Methods

Accounting
Taxation

Internships

• Fight-week International Internships

• Fourteen-week Management Consulting Interaships

• Eight -week Domestic Internships for Foreign Students

Forfurther information contact

Office of (iraduatc Admission, Babson College Babson Park

(\Xellcsley). MAOilS". (61^) 23S- 1200. extension SI"

Hahsini College i.-^ locnteU N miles ticst oj lioslon

^

N

Dr. Richard Sennett

to speak on

##The Humanities

in Education"

Tuesday, April 17, 1984

at 8:00 PM

Student Union

Ballroom

Univer'sity of

Massachusetts

FREE

Presented by the Academic Affairs Committee

of the Undergraduate

Student Senate
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Letters

Where are my computers?
To the Editor,

Congratulations to Mr. Peter Graham for

ferreting out eight unused VAX 11/750

computers hiding within the walls of the

COINS department! Perhaps he would be

so kind as to show me, the manager of the

COINS Research Computer Facility where

they are so that I can utilize them to sup

plement our presently overburdened

computers. For alas, I have searched high

and low. even into the darkest corners of

the Graduate Research Center and can find

no such cache of neglected computers

wasting away. Could it be that these lost

machines are only a figment of an

overactive and uninformed mind? Indeed

that is the case and the situation appears

crazy to Mr. Graham only because he

doesn't know what he is talking about.

The sole element of truth in Mr.

3raham's little excursion from reality is

that the COINS department does have ten

VAX 11/750 computers manufactured by

Digital. They were, however, not donated

but purchased by non University funds

obUined from federal research agencies by

several faculty members of COINS. Digital

granted us substantial credits towards the

purchase of these machines but only

because they were interested in the

research activities for which they are being

used.

The answer to Mr. Graham's ouery

"Did they (Digital) realize that the

University wouldn't let undergrads use

these cuinputei s. u» an eiiipliaiic i uS. in

fact both Digital and the granting agenci«^s

specifically forbid their use for reasons

other than research. These computers are

part of the research tools of the computer

scientists and are no more intended for

general use in education than the

specialized equipment found in the research

labs of scientists in other disciplines.

The COINS department is actively in

vestigating ways of getting increased

access to state of the art computer facilities

for its undergraduate majors. Several

promising avenues, including some with

Digital, for acquiring increased com-

putational support for those students

taking COINS courses are currently being

aggressively pursued. Mr. Graham's

suggestion that this is what the VAX
11/750's were intended for is, however,

totally without basis.

•Jinco'-ou

the editors of this paper) will attempt to be

certain of the facts before expressing his

wonderment at the craziness of the world.

Arthur S. Gaylord
Manager

COINS Research Computer Facility

Vulgar graffiti must be erased

To the Editor.

At this time. I find it very necessary to

point out something that has bothered me

since my inception here at UMass.

Everyday 1 pass thi> vulgar statement and

cringe at its sickness. I'm sure most

everyone who lives in Southwest ha.s spied

it at least once. The horror that 1 speak of is

scribbled on a building and is as follows:

At first. I thougnt it quite amusing, but

then my friends told me what it meant and I

woj «i^, ^••«"U. ifM'y «.ao .-xuu iiie\ ;iac cetn

other such vulgar statements as 'Squeeze

The Snake or 'Dram the Dragon." Well. 1

don't think any of these statements are

very proper to be writing on walls. Not only

Suggested Retail Price

$68.00

Our Sale Price

$29.95 $16.95
Other Dens available at comDarable

prices located In our full line Art Department

Open M-F9-5Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

r
.'J
UNIVERSITY
iSTORE

ROTC: too easy a scapegoat

is this sickening graffitti. but it is sexist,

insulting, morally degrading, and sexually

harassing.

Yet. this statement continues to exi.st on

that building.

Many a day has gone by when I have been

tempted to paint over the graphic

statement, but I refuse to lower myself to

the same level as that of the rude student

who wrote it. F^inally, if the person who
wrote that is reading this you should be

ashamed of yourself. You should take it

upon yourself to remove that torturous

remark that sickens so many students.

Elizabeth Stratford

Southwest

To tlic Editor^

Yes, P. Hyjek, you have succeeded in

y<Mjr attempt to draw the attention of the

"onslaught of short-haired and shaven

geek squads" all over campus. Yet I find it

hard to believe that you fantasize to be

such an accurate judge of human
character, as is quite evident by your

attack directed at individuals who
maintain well-groomed hair and take

pride in their personal appearance.

I can fairly say, and not by an inspection

of your hair, I might add, that you are

quite an ignorant and naive bigot. This

assault is well substantiated by your

misconception that ROTC participants

"stoop so low to further themselves in

society and get a free education" which

stipulates, among other things, that

ROTC cadets are in it for the money. Let

me remind you, my dear P. Hyjek. that

you are attending an institution which is

highly subsidized by the state and federal

government, and whether you like it or

not. (I'll bet my chips on the former), you

benefit quite dearly from this established

measure.
thprp '«; «1 intrin«i<*

satisfaction derived from taking part in an

organizatiwn such as the Armed Forces,

'ich slujuj "in i,hc knowledge that our

highly d<!>$ireable shores are sale from
totalitarian governments which is. by the

way, somewhat mitigated by the

knowledge that we must protect

ungrateful hippies such as yourself as well

as millions of deserving Americans.

Perhaps I have you wrong, P. Hy^.
Perhaps you, as do I, have reservations

concerning irresponsible handling of

nuclear weapons and overly aggreslve

mUitarism. However, by some un-

fortunate ccnncidence. you have <^osen

campus military participants as a sort ol

handy scapegoat on which you relieve

these burdens. Be this the case, you are

simply an ineffective writer, as your point

is drowned in the blatant harrassment of

ROTC and other military personnel.

Then, please accept my deepest apobgies.

However, if my first analysis of your

column is correct. I would like to finish by
adding insult to injury. Let me ask you

this Ms. Hyjek: are you not the same
sniveling coward who runs to the

Canadian border at the first indication of

an infringement of our nation's integrity?

If so, it is not you who stands tall.

Adam MacDonald
Pending participant of United States

Air Force ROTC
Central

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's

address and telephone number, which will not be

published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of

mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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^® TIPS

AVAU ABLE

ELIGIBILITV

JUALIFICATIONS

AY bCAlL

illADLlNE

PAID POSITION AVAILABLE

Otf'cc of the Dean of btudents

Coordinator, Infomiation Data Bank (IDB) and

Taped Infomiation Phone Service (TIPS)

Individual must be available part-time in May (10-?0 hours),

full-time mid-July and August (37'j hours), and during the

subsct^uenl semesters ?n-25 hours. Full-time option possible

June to mi J-Jil V .

Undergraduate or qraduato student with at least three sem-

esters reinaininq U th.- heginnui-i of V-c Mil Setnester 1984.

L)ei:ionstrdtod orqani.'t* 1 Ml,. ! .«i'. •.u;."rv 1^'-•
, snils. so-o con>-

munications background. Creative writing exptnence desirable

Hourly rdte, beginning .it ninrium ot S'i.Oi), based on experience.

Arr-il 30. 19fi4. Application', avjilablc at 227 Whitmore (Dear, of

Students Office) .

The Coordinator is responsible for maintaminq and updating the IDB and TIPS

library"; rewriting scripts and editing tapes, proi'ioting/marketing lOB/TIPS;

poinding resources, coordinating schedules and assignments of student staff (10);

irraming and monitoring production schedules for Student Telephone Directory and

•0 ir.'rdtion Unddte; and related ^ssignicnts .
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4>iOB is a telephone and waU-in referral service which maintains information on

a variety of University-related policies, procedures, and details about how var

ious agencies function; provides schedule information (e.g., library hours, buses, 4-

athletics, extra-curricular events, etc.). and hundreds of other items of interest4-

to students and other members of the University community.

'US is d library of 300* cassettes with infon:atii»i about the '.iniversitv

policies, financial aid. health facts, consumer information, etc.).

(academic,
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Ihe combined number of inquiries to IDB and TIPS in an academiL year exceeds 6.000. ,|.

For additional in^'ormation, cont.irt Hannah Hosom or

Robert Brooks, Dean of Students Office, 227 Whitmoro

or call 545-:684.

a service of the Dean of Students Office
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When children are exploited

•••••••••••••••••*•*****************''

I
am looking at a cartoon from

Playboy. A man — probably in his

50s — is standing in his open door-

way, clad only in a housecoat. A young girl,

probably eight years old, is standing out-

side, obviously just on her way out. She has
her hands on her hips and is looking at him
in utter disdain. "You call that being

molested?" she accuses him. In another
cartoon, a man drives up to a little girl

standing by what appears to be her
lemonade stand. Her sign reads: "My
mommy told me not to speak to strangers.

Honk if you want a blow job."

Deborah Murphy
The ridiculing of taboos against incest

and child molestation among the more
mainstream pornographic magazines such

as Playboy and Pentfumse is a deeply

disturbing trend in the pornography in-

dustry. Many people who think that much
of pornography is "bad" defend Playboy as

being an innocuous, "tasteful," magazine

for "male entertainment, I, for one, am not

"entertained" by child abuse jokes, the re-

telling of familiar fairty tales using a sexual

theme for the little girl protagonist, or the

occasional inclusion of photographs in

which the adult models are dressed up as

little girls. This linking of children with

adult sex, this "light-hearted" undoing of

the incest and child-adult sex taboos, is tell-

ing men that it is okay to have sexual

thoughts about children and even to act on

those thoughts.

The facts are that child sexual abuse,

child pornography, and child prostitution

are on the rise in this country. Thirty-eight

percent of all females in the U.S. will ex-

'^Letters - —
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Insensitive mock
To the Editor,

This is in response to "Another Side of

Inequality" by R.M. Laport and Dan
Goldstein.

Who would have thought to anait^^lze

pemses bruised by campus turnstyles

with feminist issues, such as equal rights,

abortion rights, job discrimination, sexual

harrassment and institutional sexism —
just to name a few? Pretty clever com-

parison.

They state, "Feminists should be more

than feminists. They should extend their

awareness to become humanists." Last

time I heard, feminist groups were in-

volved with such humanistic activities as

equal rights, dvil rights in the past, gay

rights, fighting child abuse and working

for educational advantages for women and

minorities of both sexes.

I am sure that all women thank you for

not "holding it entirely against 'feminists

and non-feminists ^ike' for not com-

prehending the injustices to men." I can't

figure out why women are insensitive to

injustices to men. like a man being paid at

least a third more than a woman in the

same job or men being promoted over

women just because they are men. Maybe

it's because "women are not men," as you

so eloquently explained, so it's harder for

us to see those "great injustices."

I could comment on the specifics of your

editorial further but it's not worth it. Your

work was pompous, misinformed,

Vignorant and pretty boring sher the first

perience some form of sexual abuse (from
fondling to rape) before the age of thirteen.

One in eight boys will be sexually abused
before the age of 18 and one-fourth are
under the age of 12. The youngest female
child on record to have been raped was just

six months old. Fifty to 80 percent of all

children placed in shelters, juvenile homes,
or who reach the attention of social

agenices have been sexually abused. The
number of children referred to sexual
assault centers has been steadily increasing
since 1973. Approximately 25 percent are

under age 14, 13 percent are under age
nine, and many are no more than two.

three, and four years old. Federal statistics

show that in 1978 there wee 3.000 cases of
gonorrhea contacted through sexual inter-

course in children under age nine, 9,000
cases in children 10 to 14. 95 percent of all

cases of venereal disease in children can be
traced to contact with an adult. 80 percent
of all prostitutes are found to have been
sexually abused as children.

Sextiai abuse of children crosses -
.i social,

economic, and religious lines. Often, the

abuser is the father or male lover of the

child's mother. Often it is another male
relative — brother, uncle, grandfather — or
a trusted older friend of the family. The
statistics cited represent reported cases on-

ly. It is estimated that actual numbers are
eight to ten times higher.

Isn't it time we stopped condoning the

sale of materials such as Playboy and Pen-

thouse that contribute to a social climate

wherein f)eople make jokes about the tragic

realities of millions of children's lives?

Deborah Murphy is a member of the

Women's Forum Against Media Violence

paragraph. I h(^ I haven't vblated your

"male feelings" for the "umpteenth time"

today. Chris Paganiuzi
Amherst

A student victory
To the Editor,

United Technologies Corporation will

not be returning to UMass this year. UTC
executives, who refused to speak with

students last fall, have now chosen to hold

their weapons conferences elsewhere. The
education, discussion, and protest that

took place around this issue have paid off;

through student effwts, a major military

contractor and the supplier of helicopters

to the brutal El Salvadoran army no
lontrer has a place at this \inivprsity.

Protest against a weapons manufac-

turer »« ""* "~ r<i«»«!<! -»fivi«im ' Defense
'•>•

. .r...;«>n>, .. ..uim weafxm*. "Kit

threaten global destruction, are

inherently undemocratic institutions.

When a corporation like this leaves our

campus due to student protest. It is the

corporations' giant profits that give them
power over people's lives, the power to

pay for full page ads of their political

views in the New York Timea, the power
to threaten people who wAuld rather not

build weapons with unemptoyraent and

poverty.

Beatrix Hoffman
Amherst

Protesters are missing
In a statement that brought no formal

response from peace movement
strategists, Italian Defense Minister

Giovanni Spadolini announced a few weeks
ago that Italy's first 16 Cruise missiles,

delivered last year, are now operational at

their base in Comiso, Sicily. What has hap-

pened to the anti-nuclear weapons move-

ment that promised to embroil the West
European nations with a "hot autumn" of

protests?

Joe Sain

The peace movement gained world atten-

tion in 1981 and again in 1983 by opposing

the planned deployment of 108 Pershing II

medium-range missiles in West Germany
and 464 Cruise missiles throughout
Western Europe. The NATO countries, led

by the Unite<l States, demanded that the

Soviet Union withdraw the nearly 250 new
medium-range missiles aimed at Western
Europe in order to avert the installation of

the new U.S. missiles.

The peace movement demonstrations

were an attempt to show that despite con-

flicting reports, most Western Europe
citizens were (>ppose<i to the presence of

nuclear weapons on their soil. This led to

charges that the movement was playing in-

to Soviet hands by calling for disarmament.
This in turn forced the peace strategists to

focus the movement on broader issues such

as detente. Despite these problems,
momentum was building within the peace

movement.

The first blow to the anti-missile move-
ment came with the Russian attack on the
South Korean jetliner that had flown into

Soviet airspace. Revulsion over the
destruction of 269 lives caused the number
of protesters in the October demonstra-
tions to be significantly less than had been
expected.

The September downing of the aircraft

brought images of the Soviets as cold and
ruthless back into the forefront of Euro-

pean consciousness; it shook people from

the euphoria of marching for a cause back

to the hard realization that the Soviet

Union is a dangerous, ever-present threat.

The incident also raised the issue of East-

West confrontation, which peace

strategists had tried to avoid.

Soviet leadership also unwittingly con-
tributed to the demise of the movement by
refusing tt) negotiate on the placement of
their missiles. The Russian government
wanted to demonstrate their resole on this

issue and the result was a standoff at the
Geneva arms talks, which were called off

when Russian negotiators walked out. This
action all but assured the scheduled deploy-
ment of the new U.S. missiles and further
slowed the peace movement.

The death of Soviet party Chairman Yuri
V. Andropov and the subsequent appoint-

ment of Konstantin U. Chemenko, himself

an aging man of questionable health, has
disturbed many people, as questions arise

as to who is running the country. Andropov
had barely set his policies in place before

taking ill, and it is feared that the same
thing could happen with Chemenko. The
continuity of Soviet leadership is brought
into question.

Polls taken throughout Western Europe
l)efore the autumn protests continued to

show that the majority of people favored
the course taken by NATO countries,

negotiating arms reductions while building

down nuclear arsenals, replacing Pershing
I missiles with Cruise and Pershing II. The
collapse of the movement shows that not as
many people were against deployment as
was thought.

There are also more electoral reasons for

the virtual disappearance of the peace
movement. Neither Britain's Campaign for

Nuclear Disarmament, 250,000 members
strong, nor the (ierman movement was
able to gain enough votes to prevent elec-

tion of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher

and Chancellor Helmut Kohl, both missile

proponents. Much of the movement's trou-

ble was its failure to lobby effectively as a

political pressure group. By remaining a

grass-roots movement and not working ac-

tively in political circles, the peace move-
ment was not able tf) make its presence felt

in the top levels of F^uropean government.

Now that the anti-missile movement has

faded and deployment is continuing on
.schedule, it is imperative that the Soviet

Union and the United States return to the

bargaining table and negotiate a settle-

ment that will ease tensions on both sides,

as well as in Western Europe.

Joe Sain us a UMass student

Too much liberal thinking
"Heaven and earth are ruthless and treat

the myriad creatures as straw dogs; the

sage is ruthless and treats the people like

straw dogs.

"

— Lao-tse

You know something funny? I

regarded myself as somewhat of a

liberal before I came to this school.

I have nothing against change, but when it

totally counters the values of society, it is

simply wrong. This country has certain

values that can't be changed. It would

change the nature of this country. I love

this nation and I won't sit around and let it

be destroyed by outside and inside forces.

Too bad those inside forces are trying to

cause a major decay. At least the disease is

still minimal.

James Taylor

As American analyst Clara Thompson
stated. "Aggression is not necessarily

destructive at all. It springs from the in-

nate tendency to grow and master life

which seems to be characteristic of all liv-

ing matter. Only when this life force is

obstructed in its development do ingre-

dients of anger, rage, or hate become con-

nected with it."

I keep hearing the liberals complaining,
but they don't do anything. They sit and

talk about useless alternatives. What's
more important, wanting something or

fighting for something? Not to say that you
should violently oppose some system, even
though some of you do, thinking that it is a
game. But doesn't violence go against your
morals?

You ought to learn the meaning of words
before you use them. You can not simply

define words with words. There are certain

emotions that go along.

Yeah, go ahead and laugh, just ignore it

all. Ignore what I say because it isn't true. I

don't understand, is that it? First you
should learn to identify yourselves.

Which reminds me of something an-

thropologist Robert Ardrey stated. "The
evolution of men is based on the recogni-

tion and adequate sorting of individuals.

Injustice occurs when competition is

aborted. Injustice occurs when worth fails

of recognition, and the unworthy go

rewarded. While injustice may be regarded

as a principal feature of human life, raised

by human ingenuity to altitudes unknown
in the world of the animal, it is not evolu-

tion. In terms of natural selection, injustice

is maladaptive."

Right? Right. Well, I think I've been
general enough for the average liberal

mind. Now you maggoLs can go back to

feasting off of the system that you abhor so
much.

James Taylor is a UMass student
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Best Sellers
New York

1. The Aquitaine

Progression

2. The Butter

Battle Book

3. Pet Sematary

4. Smart Women

5. Who Killed the

Robins Family?

6. The Danger

7. Heretics of

Dune

8. Almost
Paradise

9. Lord of the

Dance

10 Poland

BT.I.EIW

NonPlolkm

1. Mayor

2. The March of

Folly

3. Motherhood:

the Second
Oldest Profes

sion

4. Tough Times

Never Last, But

Tough People

Do I

5. Lines and
Shadows

6. One Writer's

Beginnings

7. On Wings of

Eagles

8. People of the

Lie

9. Approaching

Hoofbeats

AnTIQUEAMD
VINTAGE CLOTHnG

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 NORTH PLEASAMT ST

.

SALAOS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

b

\x^^^

i^^«^\

10. A Light in the

Attic

*mi
(^ the sub

t1 AM. TO 2 AJI. / 7 DAYS

33 E PLEASANT ST .
AMMERStT 54>-5160^

pen M-F9-5Sat 11-4

'Hardcover editions only

I \ \:

Located in the Campus Center

h.UNIVERSIT
TORE^

ftheSUB

Spring time and the Sub. . .Unbeatable!

NEW! Now serving Grilled Steak Subs

available with a variety

of fresh vegetables and cheese

Sandwiches served with: Onions • Lettuce • Tomatoes • Pickles

Green Peppers and Black Olives • Spices
* On Syrian or sub roll.

Distinguished TeacHers Award
The following Faculty Teachers and TA's/TO's have been

nominated for the Distinguished Teachers Award, 1984.

Comments are invited with regard to the teaching abilities ot

these nominees from students and others who have not commented

previously through the evaluation process.

Professors TA's and TO's

ACCOUNTING
Ron Mannino

AFUO-AM STUDIES
.1 alius Lester

AMMAL SCIENCE
Jonald Black

A 1 HLETICS
Benjamin Ricci

BOTANY
Edward Klelowski

Bernard Rubinstein

Seymour Shapiro

Peter Webster

LiiEMICAL ENGlNEbttilsG
Kenneth Cashin

L.iEMISTRY
.Tohn Chandler

CIVIL ENGINEERING
David Ostendorf

COINS
Caxton Foster

COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES
Bill Husson
Barnett Pearce

ECONOMICS
Rivera Batiz

Richard Edwards
Carol Heim
Stephen Resnick

EDUCATION
Emma Cappelluzzo
(Element Seldin

ELECTRICAL AND
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Francis Hill

ENGLISH
Margaret Culley

Robert Hosmer
Donald Junkins

.John Nelson
James Von Hendy

(;ENERAL BUSINESS
FINANCE (G B FIN)
Nicholas Filler

GERMAN
Susan Cocalis

HISTORY
William Johnston

Richard Minear
Jane Loy Rausch

MANAGEMENT
George Odiorne

MATH
Eduardo Cattani
Wilfredo Quinoues
Berthold Schweizei
Jon Sicks

MICROBIOLOGY
Albev Reiner

MILITARY SCIENCE
Imre Lipping

MUSIC
Walter Chestnut
William Hanley
Jeff Holmes

PHYSICS
Sastry Kandula
Arthur Quinton

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Sheldon Goldman

PSYCHOLOGY
James Chumbley
Morton Harmatz

PUBLIC HEALTH
Salvator Dimurdi

SOCIOLOGY
Andy Anderson
Naomi Gerstel

SPANISH
Sumner Greenfield

Send your comments to:

Graduate Student Senate

919 Campus Center

Iby April 27. 1984.

ACCOUNTING
Dan Griffin

CHEMISTRY
Larry Kool

COINS
Satyan Ammu

COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES
Sheryl Bowen
W. David Snowball

ECONOMICS
Theresa Amot
Thomas Delqiudire

HISTORY
Donna Brown

MANAGEMENT
Joanne Petrutauage

MATH
William Rising

James Shields

MICROBIOLOGY
Cathy Cavedon
Sarah Fowler

PSYCHOLOGY
Mary Brydon Miller

ZOOLOGY
Judith Goodenough

Arts
»••••• • • • • • • I I • • • • •

«

Dancing itup
MURRAY LOUIS DANCE COMPANY
Fine Arts Center

April 12

By RONDA APPLEBAUM
Collegian Staff

On Thursday night I saw my second

modern ballet of the season at the Fine Arts

Center: The Murray Louis Dance Company.

The evening began with a piece called

Glances, which was accompanied by

unusual music by Dave Brubeck. The
dancers appeared on stage in simple blue

dance costumes and dan('«d a series of

movements that resembled children playing

in the outdoors.

At the end of each dance scene they

creatively incorporated the set with the

dance. This was accomplished by having? the

dancers pause in a specific position at the

end of the piece and then havmg graphics of

p»'ople in the exact same position projected

onto the background of the ««»<»«> GInn.

ce was filled with acrobatic dancing and a

lot of hip movements.

After the pause the dance company
performed Figura to music by Paul Winter

Consort, Segovia and Ernesto Lecuona. My
favorite dance scene in Figura was the first

solo dance by a male dancer to almost

Arabic sounding music.

There was one pleasant scene that seemed
to combine traditional ballet movement
with "Tango" type dancing.

For some reason I have found that most
of the shows performed at the Fine Arts
Center ppt better after intermis<sion. The
Murray Louis Dance Company seemed to

continue this trend. The dance company
which wa.s formed by Mr. Louis in 1953 has
been touring internationally since 1968.

After intermission that famous virtuoso,

Murray Louis, who also choreographed all

of the dances performed that evening,
danced Frail Demons. When Murray Louis
appeared on stage one could immediately
tell that he was the star of the show.
Although the entire dance company was
fabulous, Louis took a special control over
the stage. His dancing consisted of quick
sharp movements and all I can say is: Boy
can he move!

The show ended with four pieces by Dave
Brubeck. Each dance scene was very dif-

ferent from the other. The first consisted of

creative movements to modern jazz

sounding music and the second was danced
to softer, more relaxing music. The show
ended wth each dancer doing solo acrobatic

movements across the stage, and during

their solo pieces they all proved to be the

fabulous dancers that the company has had
the reputation of having.

A strange narrative
TWO WINGS TO VEIL MY FACE
By Leon Forrest

Random House, 296 pages, $15.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

In Two Wings to Veil My Face, Leon

Forrest has created a rich, hypnotic

tapestry that, in tracing the past of one

family, explores the history of Blacks in

America. Forrest combines what Alice

Walker has called Black folk English with

elements of literature and mythology. The

result is a unique and beautiJFul prose style

reminiscent at times of Faulkner at his most

complex.

The novel bridges pre- and post- slavery

America in the characters of 91 year old

Sweetie Reed and her21 year old grandson

Nathaniel. It is 1958. America is on the

brink of the Civil Rights Movement but

Sweetie Reed's memories are fuU of the

Reconstructon past. Sweetie charges

Nathaniel with recording her memories and

stories for the family archives. Sweetie

traces her past, and his, searching for some

love and continuity among the rapes, the

deaths, the betrayals. She combines vivid

religious faith with an unforgiving nature,

and her story reflects both.

Nathaniel, meanwhile, is trying to piece

together his future, and is at first unv. illing

to admit his connections with his family's

past. In searching for his place as a Black

man in a white society. Nathaniel forms

some bitter conclusions. Yet while tran-

srrihinc hi* errandmothpr'* twistoH tnle.

Nathaniel comes to terms with himseil and

with what is truly important in his life

oweeLie iveed lia* ^i t-i, iit;i ^lanuson mort

than her memories — she has also g^ven

him her courage and strength.

T\uo Wings to Veil My Face is a difficult

but rewarding book to read. The prose

positively has a life of its own. and it

sometimes dances, sometimes lags.

Tremendous spiritual and religious out-

bursts flow on and on in the tradition of the

oral narrative. Forrest's style is forceful,

and sometimes uncontrollable. Still, Two
Wings is worth the time it takes to give it a

thorough reading. Forrest's eloquence is

undeniable. He has something important to

say, and a remarkable way of expressing

himself.

Sprinjf/Dance. the Five College Faculty Dance Concert, will be shown

in two different programs. The first will be performed April 19, 20 and

21 in Theater 14 at Smith College (call 584-3023). The second will be

performed at Kirby Theater at Amherst College May 4 and 5 (call

542-2277).

_J

Art of the bodyhuman
INNERWORKS
The Augusta Savage Gallery

New Africa House

By FREDERICK E. STEINWAY
Collegian Correspondent

"How we avoid our physical self most of

the time," according to video artist Charles

Weiner. is partly the substance of IN

NERWORKS. a performance at New Africa

House GaUery Sunday. April 15 and

Tuesday April 17. The performance

features several standing works that will be

in display in the Gallery during regular

hours.

"The boxes were made on a government

grant." explained Weiner. whose

documentation comes through CCATV.

"Laura (Kalb) had them fabricated." The

contents of the boxes, branches, string and

clay work, are sculptural imagery of organ

and cell tissue in a living human body.

The setting, the sculpture and the

performance that followed carried with

them a clear and light approach to the life of

the body.

Three dancers curl head to knee before

the container that holds corpuscular

shapes. As Raquib Hassan begins to intone

his saxophone, the dancers gently rock

from side to side. They are wearing buff

pants and tunic, drawstring about the tunic

at the waist.

The trio actively moves through the set,

and a fourth dancer appears. The four

nestle back to front and sway. They are in

front of a large container. Inside are forms

like the ones the four dancers make. It

could be bands of muscle tissue that fit

closely together.

The group separates into two dyads. One
talks nonverbally. an exchange of

movement palm to palm. In the other pair

one talks, verbally shows the other how to

walk. 'You move the arms contralaterally.

like this..."

Then there is a grouping of 3 to 1. The

three move in slow synchrony, turning

gently. As they r*»verse direction, the hand

moves down beside the face, across the

shoulder and along the side. The one dancer

looks on.

The two and two pairing recurs. One pair

dialogues through give and take. In the

other pair, one sits in a black case, and with

a book on functional anatomy open sketches

movement terms in chalk on the painted

surface.

The group moves through the set. One

hes on the large flat unit with cilia or villi

showing inside, making it like a mattress

with springs. The other dancer calls, "time

to get up."

The three and one grouping recurs. This

time the three, seated, observe the other

dancer make inner-directed movements

that look convulsive, but seem to massage

the inner organs of the dancer.

The lights go off in the auditorium,

highlighting the glow from within the black

containers. Three dancers stand before the

case with large cells. As the fourth dancer

leaves, one of the three looks back briefly.

The performance ends almost as it began,

with the three curled head to toe.

Laura Kolb did sculpture, costumes and

choreography. Dancers were Ann Lepper,

Cathy Wales, JuUe Hadson and Laura Kolii.

Raquib Hassan composed and performed

music for solo saxophone.
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published dailv in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and

Sunday.

AREA 'OK^-FPTS ^'KCURITY WORKSHOP -
Mandat*^" neetinR I all seriirity r^ws for East and

V\..,i .,.Uc Area conce .s. Worl"'.op with police will in-

clude crisis in'ervonii"" T<> «-«..,> a show you must at-

tend! 6:30 7:30. CC 101

AMHERST RAILWAY SOCIETY - Come to our

Railroad Film Festival, which will include "Last Run of a

Shay". "Railroads in the 30s". "The Great Steam Machine '.

and others. 8 p.m. Eng. East Aud.

STUDENTS OF NIGEL COXE - Will perform piano

works of Schubert. Brahms, Mozart. Schumann and

Chopin. Come join us for an evening of musical magic.

Free! 8p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall

ARMENIAN STUDENTS CLUB MEETING
datory meeting tonight. 7 p.m., CC 801

Man-

STUDENT SEXUAL HARRASSMENT EDUCATION
PROJECT MEETING — Meeting of Student Sexual

Harrassment Education Project. All who are interested

are encouraged to attend. We need new members. 2:30

p.m.. C.C.Rm.801

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING - The Investment
Club will hold a general meeting to discuss the club's

Portfolio and its activities for the remainder of the

semester. 6:30 p.m., SOMlll

MASSACHUSETTS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

$34.»5 $39^»» $44.»»

Lube, Oil

& Filter

8 Cyl s15 99

irir-k-kit'k-kifkifkirir'kiririr'tr-k-k-k-k-kititir-kifir*
Ik

»

We n iniiol! new retis>o> %po<»
plug* poinis g condenser od|o»'
idle speed set iimmg test bo'te'y
ond chorgmg system .nspe<l ro»o<

diitnbolor cop PVC volve ignition

cobles oit liltef ond <opo( corns
tec filter Includes tmisjion Test

and Printout

includes 5 quarts

ol 10-40 oil and

safety check

North Amherst Tire
^ & Auto Center -

"FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"
-i 78 SundeHand Rd.. No Amherst. MA

Across from Mfatroha s Store 549 4704

Student Art Show
Competition

Dates

April 31 - May 2

Campus Center
Music Room
Awards -

Selection Committee
For more info call 545-0198

* Art Expo is sponsored by
UMass Arts Council,

Campus Center Administration

and the Board of Governors.

WwnnoiOT'JT

DOCUMENTS:
) P14V^ ( <>OMf ' KtGMfNIi C)r 'H{ ftmi r HIP Ills

NXiriNC >OK (("« Cl(»»On() OD» fs

Ptiit MA AT CAN HIS»A1HA tMOMNrON MriCOfR
U«V fHt Otto >*II»W SHtW

Directed by Richard Edelman
Kirby Theater, Amherst College

April 20, 21 & 26, 27, 28

8:00 P.M.

General admission $4.00

Students and Senior Citizens $2 00
AC students free with ID

For reservations call 542 2277
Box office hours: 15 weekdays

Box office opens April 9
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TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

9 tilt 1

1

with

mOsic by

RACK-A-DISC

9 Till

k.. v/ 15 Emi PIfMani S. X ^^

covm

Pcissover Greeting Cards.
\

Send a message of

peace and inspiration

to someone you love

and care for.

AMERICAN GREETINGS

..iorlhdt sjX'ddl (X'r\()(i

Located in the

Campus Center

<f} ,UNIVERSITY
STORED

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Important! We wiU be

discussing Earthweek and Elections. Also, we encourage

anyone with new ideas to come and rap with us. New
members welcome. 4:30, 402 SUB

LEGAL STUDIES STUDENT ASSOCIATION -
General meeting to discuss Film/Lecture series. 6:30, CC.

ASIAN TALENT NIGHT REHEARSAL - AU Asian

Talent Night participants must attend this rehearsal.

Whoever doesn't show up will be eliminated from the

show. Be prompt. 7 p.m.-l a.m. CCA

FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS
GOING ABROAD — Important Financial Aid Office

Workshop for all students who plan to apply for financial

aid for their study abroad period. 3:30-4:40 p.m., Herter

Hall 6th Floor Lounge

FREE WRITING TUTORING - The Southwest

Writing Center offers free confidential peer tutoring for all

University students. Bring any assignment or writing

project. Drop in, no appointment needed. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m..

Pierpont Dorm,
Southwest

r
J

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law • <*rv<^XN

call 545-1995

(

I

» m. ja. m m. m. mk. at. jm^ .m. ^ ^ ^ ^^^

INTERN and
WORK-STUDY POSITIONS

Hilltop Health Club, the 1st residential

wellness /fitness center on campus is seek-
ing applications for the Fall semester from
persons who have experience or skill in:

Exercise, nutrition, stress management,
cardiovascular fitness, aerobics, fitness

testing, weight training, or holistic health.

Internships may be taken for 1-3 credits ar-

ranged through faculty sponsorship.

Work-study applications also being ac-

cepted now.

Complete job description & application

available at B-30 Baker House, Orchard
Hill

Application deadline - April 30.
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PREPARE FOR

MCAT»LSAT»GMAT^
SAT*ACT«DAT»GRE»CPA

Enrolling Now For

June 18

LSAT
Transfer to a Kaplan Center

near home after finals

^ Call Days Eves b
Weekends

mm KAPMIl 368 N. Pleasant St
H^r Educational Center AmhOfSt

f^^B 549-5780
I^^^^^B ^or information about other centers

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Tuesday, April 17, 1984^^
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Off Campus
By Sullivan & Gilbert

TVxok I II 3<^c Uqocv/

(X call .. .
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1%PUM>^0 A REAL
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

CilVM I oi Aagfln Hmts S>*dK*lt

ACROSS
1 Yardstick

5 Classify

9 Marner
14 Troubador's

offering

In anotfier

direction

Land area

Behind ttie

scenes
19 Stage show
20 Railway car

Consumed
Vacation time,

in France

Dover

25 Urged
27 Take the

measure of

30 Outpouring

31 Cttyofthe
Ginza

32 Think hard

33 Bridge position

37 Theatrical award

38 Good buy

39 Grand Canyon
feature

40 Favorite

persons

41 Seed protector

15

16

17

21

23

24

42 Jovial priest in

"Ivanhoe"

43 PR specialist

45 Grasping

46 Division

49 Serve

50 Voter's response

51 Practical joke

52 Make allowances

for

56 Derring-do

58 All-seeing

60 Sites for lookouts

61 Nursery rhyme
residence

62 Himalayan
denizen

63 A plus

64 Summer shades

65 Being

DOWN
1 Pinches

2 Spoken
3 Symbolic gram
4 Flirts

5 Badgerlike

animals

6 Well versed

7 Type of sale

8 Attractiveness

9 Thoroughfare

10 High dudgeon
11 Bathes
12 Penetrating

13 Charger

18 Bridegroom, in

Ban
22 Large net

26 Agree

27 At the summit

28 it

29 Comic stage act

30 Beer mug
32 Unexampled
34 Tiptop

35 Hut

36 Member of

Parliament

38 South Pacific

island group

42 Get out of

44 Condense
45 Roof parts

46 Yuletide spirit

47 Watchers
48 Mother Earth

49 Vehicle

53 Soap ingredients

54 Pets friends

55 Warbler Adams
57 Victory sign

59 Eureka'

1 y" J 4 ^Hs t ) i ^M^ 10 11 1? 13

^|ii> ^1'^

? Hit)

TIT jH^i » ^i
HMH?4 ^1^^

!P!P!P WIT HBV
37 H^^' 33 34 35

|^ Hi4
H^i h^r^41 44 kl^

p 47 4^ kH^ k^t^Hl
55- ""*' ^1^* "54"

^^1 ^^H —,

For information and the

latest news I read the Col-

legian,

L.C. Vleru
LUNCH

Chopped Beefsteak

Special

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Supreme Sauce Cake
Supreme Sauce Veges
Supreme Sauce Juice

Supreme Sauce popsicles

Supreme Sauce Bread

BASICS LUNCH
Baked Tofu

Fried Tofu

Boiled Tofu

Tofu Veges
Tofu Juice

Tofu Cake

BASICS DINNER
Fillet of Brussel Sprouts
Left over baked tofu

Cauliflower Juice

Asparagus Pie

Weather

Mass., R.I., Conn. —
Mostly cloudy with a chance

of showers today, tonight

and tomorrow. Highs today

in the 50s, lows tonight

40-45 and highs tomorrow
around 50.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Want more
than a desk job?

^ ^

Looking for an exciting and challeng-

ing career? Where each day is dif-

ferent? Many Air Force people have

such a career as pilots and

navigators. Maybe you can join thenn.

Find out if you qualify. See an Air

Force recruiter today.

Contact TECHNICAL SERGEANT ARTHUR COURTEMANCHE
) ^n, Federal Building, RM 108, 1550 Main St, Springfield, MA 01103

A great way ol Me

or call (413) 785-0352

:^

I

fXrt

BOOK SALE
By The Pound!

^^^ OVER 15,000 TITLES

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

• all subjects * new and used

ONLY 35*

per pound
Special truckload shipment from midwest warehouse

Textbook Annex
Mon - Fri 9:00 - 4:00

I

I

I

I

I

J

PUBLIC NOTICE
2 Days Only

selling At Th*

\'

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley ,.^^.-t

HOTEL ..„„„ ^'i^
.^SURPLUS *48.00 ^-^ ^
^'^'*^ TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $55.00

TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00 ^"vil"^

FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00
Be Early For BesT Selection FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00
No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new, factory

sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection Bring your car,

truck or station wagon We will load for you SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CA8RV

Wed. April 18 2-8 PM Thurs. April 19 10 am - 6 pm

"Gynecriogical

exams leave

me cdd."

Many womfn find the
whole business uf ^eltinij a

gynecologKaJ exam incredibly

distaslehil But it doesn't have i<j

be At Preterm you can discuss
all your feelings and concerns
with one of our counselors You

can request a woman doctor
That's how we're di/fereni

We treat your body
like a human being.

Preterm 738-<>210

pretenn
The OMWI aymcncH

rtfniAicUv* hriilh c«r» cmwr
in Uw Northcaal.

1M2 Beacon btrect

BrtMkkw, MA0Z146
A krnH mm^mk IwdUi -»• kc*v

Tevn Count

I

I

I

.^JS^

Dastardiy
Dan<j^^

Now Available

Dastardly Dan's Mug
14 oz. $^ ^ each

First Drink in mug FREE

Bring your mug day and nite

50' Draft

$1.59 Double Well Drink
w » ji. j»-a »»»»^-»^»**gJ**»"

AP l..maerphoto

Boston Celtics forward Cedric (Cornbread) Maxwell tries a hook shot

over the New York Knicks Lea (Truck) Robinson in action earlier this

season. Both teams begin playoff competition this week.

AMERIOVN^lRrGREETINGS
...for tlxjt sfj(Ktil person

Edster

Cards & Gifts
Pick from our spring garden
of beautiful remembrances

for sharing the joy of the season.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

^

f r pt more than

a tan this summer.

Sixers to begin defense

of title as playoffs start
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

And now, afUT what aniountt'd to

nothing more than an 82-game exhibition,

the real season liegins tonight for the na-

tional Basketball Association. Five of the

best three-of-five series, including Celtics-

Bullets, commence tonight. The remainder

of the 16-team field, including 76ers-Nets,

open on Wednesday. A new wrinkle in this

year's post-season frolics is the absence of

first round byes, which explains why teams

like the Celtics and Sixers are in action ear-

ly. Four of the teams qualified with records

below .500. I love it.

Boston — Washington: The Bullets are a

strange team. They can beat the Celts

twice at Boston Garden, but lose four of

five to the Cavaliers. The frontline of Jeff

Ruland (19.5 pts/game against Boston),

Greg Ballard, and Rick Mahorn has given

the Celtics fits at times. However, Boston's

frontcourt depth and strong bench will do

the Bullets in. It won't be a Cakewalk,

though. The Celtics would much rather

have opened against Atlanta.

Milwaukee-Atlanta: The Bucks won their

fifth consecutive Central Division title

when Detroit blew it by losing to the

Hawks on Saturday night. Milwaukee is a

veteran ballclub, led by Sidney Moncrief

and Marques Johnson. The Hawks were a

minor disappointment, finishing at 40-42

despite talent^'d players like l)omini(]uc

Wilkins, Dan Roundfield and D<h- Rivers.

7Bers-Nets: An interesting series Kach

club sleepwalked through much of the

season, but rallied in the closing weeks

Moses Malone has l>een playing like thf

Moses we know, while recent addition Wes
Matthews has been a suq^rise. The Nets

awoke in early March, winning 13 of 16 in

one stretch to finish 45-37. Darryl Dawkins

has managed to stay our of foul trouble

Otisrec-ently while Buck Williams and

Birdsong enjoyed solid seasons.

New York-Detroit: All the Pistons ha«i to

do to wm the Central title was lieat the

Hawks Saturday night They lost lir>-l()7.

finishing one game behind Milwaukee.

Nevertheless, the Pistons won 49 games,

the most since 1974. The Knicks at one

time challenged Philadelphia for second

place, but fadH nthe closing weeks. Ber-

nard King has been immense, averaging

over 35 pts per game since the All -Star

break.

l.os Angeles-Kansas City: The Kings are

2- 1 7 against LA over the last three seasons

and have lost 23 straight games at the

Forum. This one should l)e over quickly.

l^Salle Thompson is no maU-h for Kareem

Abdul-Jabbar. Ditto for the KC frontcourt

vs. Jamaal Wilkes. James Worthy, and

Kurt Rambis.

Utah-Denver: The Jazz are the story of

1983-84, leapfrogging from last place a

year ago to the Midwest Division title.

Adrian Dantley (the NBA's leading scorer

at 30.7 pts per game), Darrell Griffith and

John Drew are pure shooters. As is Alex

English, Kiki Vandeweghe, and Dan Issel

for the Nuggets, -vho finished six games
below .500 at 38-44. A real shootout.

Portland-Phoenix: The Blazers were

step-for-step with the Lakers until March.

Jim Paxson again enjoyed a go<Hl season

(20.9 pts/g), as did Calvin Natt. The Suns

finally reached the .500 mark on Sunday.

They definitely felt the effect of the Dennis

.Johnson-Rick Robey trade as Robey strug-

gled all season, scoring only 5.7 per game
and missing 25 games due to injuries.

Dallas Seattle: The Mavericks, like the

Jazz, are in the playoffs for the first time.

Mark Aguirre engaged Dantley in a season-

long battle for the scoring title, finishing at

29.7. The biggest noise the Sonics made all

season was the Studio 54 career-

threatening injury to David Thompson.

Probable to Advance - Boston, Detroit,

Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Los Angeles,

Dallas, Portland, Utah,

* W. Lacrosse
Continued from page Iti

jeopardy and makes this afternoon's game a

big one. Weather permitting, the Boston

College Eagles are invading NOPE today at

4 p.m.

Last year's meeting between these two

combatants is a swoet memory for the

Gazelles. The game was like taking randy

from a baby, as the laxwomen took a

convicing 14 1 victory from B.C. The shots

on goal last year told the whole story.

UMa.ss 23, B.C. H. According to Progulske

there should be no let up tomorrow.

"We'll be looking for a little revenge

against H.C.,"nole<l Progulske.

During yesterday's practice. UMass was

working quite a bit on the offensive aspects

of their game, hoping to get everyone in-

volved in the offense. Defensively, UMass
should be able to handle the somewhat

weaker attack of the P^agU's. If the weather

holds out . a desired and needed Gazelle

victory should he in order

TV SALE
19" Color Portables

at take them away prices

Howard Johnson Motor Lodge
RTE. 9, 401 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY
Wednesday April 18 from 3 to 8 PM

Thursday April 19 from 10 AM to 6 PM
MASTERCARD. . .VISA. . .ACCEPTED

No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RBM Sales Corp
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BostonMarathon '84

Geoff Smith exults in victory

AP I^aacrpliolo

G«off Smith of Providence College breaks the

tape winning Monday's Boston Marathon in

2:10.33.

Timer dies
BOSTON (AP) Tony

Nota, veteran timer for the

Boston Marathon, suffered

a heart attack and died

after working at Monday's

event, race spokesman

Tim Kilduff said.

BOSTON (AP) - The
ex-firefighter from Liver-

pool last seen lying ex-

hausted and beaten on
Central Park pavement,
resurfaced animated and
triumphant Monday after

a solo sprint over most of

the Boston Marathon
course.

On his desk at school,

Providence College stu-

dent Geoff Smith has a pic-

ture showing him on the
ground at the end of last

October's New York
Marathon. In the same
shot, winner Rod Dixon
has his hands to his lips in

exultation after overtak-

ing Smith with just 385
yards to go.

"I feel fantastic," Smith
said after his victory here.

"I feel like Rod Dixon
felf
Smith approached the

finish line Monday with
legs churning and arms
pumping. Will he put a

shot of that in place of the

New York photo of his

second -place finish?

"Certainly not," the
30-year-old English man
said. "I'm going to put the
Boston Marathon picture

beside it. I've got to face

reality all the time."

The reality now, for

Smith, is whether the

times in the only two
marathons of his life —
2:09:08 in New York and
2:10:34 in Boston -will be
good enough for him to

make the British Olympic

team. The selectors are to

choose three runners two
days after the London
Marathon May 13.

"It should impress
them," Smith said of his

run through the rain and
into the wind Monday. "I

know it impressed me."

Smith had predicted he

would win the 88th Boston

Marathon and his attitude

of confidence, bordering

on cockiness, continued

after his victory.

BOSTCJ

MoUer overcomes
BOSTON (AP) - Lor-

raine Moller of New
Zealand, who hoped to run
well enough in the Boston
Marathon to qualify for the

1984 Olympics, did that

and more Monday by easi-

ly topping all women run-

ners with an unofficial

time of 2:29:28.

"I think I will be selected

now. I hope so," Moller
said after she overtook
fellow New Zealander
Allison Roe on the 19th
mile of the rain-swept
course and finished more
than four minutes ahead of
her nearest female com-
petitor.

Moller has been battling

five other top New

Zealand women runners
for the three marathon
spots on her country's

Olympic team. She needed
a good Boston showing to

qualify, and was forced to

overcome rainy, windy and
cold conditions to do it.

"I was really cold
throughout the race — and
still am...crampy the whole
way," the 27-year-old
native of Putaruru, New
Zealand, said after donn-
ing a laurel wreath.
Roe looked like she

might repeat her 1981 vic-

tory in the Boston race
when she took the lead at

the five-mile mark and
gradually lengthened it un-

til she was ahead by 1:01

after 15 miles.

AP Laacrphoto

Women's winner
Lorraine Moller.

Canadian wins
wheelchair titl€
BOSTON (AP) - Andre

Viger, a 31-year-old
businessman from Quebec,
outdistanced the field

Monday to become the first

official winner of the

wheelchair division of the

Boston Marathon.

"I feel happy, really

happy," Viger said im

mediately after crossing

'the finish line with an

unofficial time of 2:05:20.

•'Cold a little bit."

The winner of the

women's wheelchair
division was Sherry
Ramsey of Arvada, Colo.,

with a time of 2:56:51. It

was her second straight

victory in the women's
division in Boston.

Netmen bounced by M.I.T.
ByMIKELEVINE
Collegian Staff

Due to the rotten weather that the eastern
part of the United States has been ex
periencing lately, the University of

Massachusetts men's tennis team's match
with Clark University was washed out on
Sunday. However, the netmen did get in a
match on Thursday at M.I.T.. but they
probably wish they didn't.

The Minutemen were trounced 8 1 by the
Engineers. Number two singles player
Wayne Peterson was the lone winner, as he
took a 6 3 7 6 decision from Tom Ransohoff.
Peterson's win wa-s his third in a row. and
ups his personal record to 3-1. best on the
team.

Meanwhile, number one singles man Steve
Jordan dropped a 5 7 6 4 6 1 decision to Will
Saver, and Mart Weinstein lost to Rob

Craig 6 1. 7 6 at number three. Earl Small,
Barry Katz. and Andy Pazmany were the
other losing single.s players for UMass.
The doubles play, which came through for

the netmen last Tuesday against Holy Cross
(three wins in three matches), came up just

short in all three matches on Thursday.
The number one duo of Jordan and
IVterson lost to Craig and Randy Rick 7-5.

2-6. 6 2. while Weinstein and Small lost a 5

7. 6 2. 76 heartbreaker to Saver and
Ransohoff at number two, and John
DeClerk and Paul Zaretsky lost their first

match of the season 6 4, 7 6 to John Chen
and Ogden Jones.
Springfield College invades the Boyden
tennis courts this afternoon for a match at

3:00 (weather permitting, of course), then
the netmen travel to Central Connecticut
for a match tomorrow (again, weather
permitting). No makeup date has been set
for the washed out Clark match yet.

Baseball comes back after loss

and pounds the Black Bears, 15-3
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball
team felt the wrath of the heavens Monday
as their doubleheader against the
University of Vermont in Burlington was
postponed due to inclement weather. No
makeup date was announced.
The Minutemen return to action Wed
nesday when they face the University of
New Hampshire in a doubleheader at
Lorden Field at 1 p.m. This weekend will

-see UMass take on Atlantic 10 rival Rhode
Island in a key three game series Friday
(doubleheader) and Saturday in Amherst.
The whole weekend was not a total loss for

the Minutemen. On Saturday the boys in

red journeyed to Auburn. Maine and split a
twinbill with the University of Maine. In

the opener, the Black Bears scored twice in

the first and three times in the second,

knocking out UM starter Jim Knopf in the

process, to coast to a 6-1 victory. Maine
starter Stu Alcognata went the distance,

allowing only six Minutemen hits. Knopfs
record drops to 2.

The second game was played to the beat of

a different drummer, however, as UMass
exploded for 18 hits and 15 runs against
four UMaine pitchers for a 15-3 shellacking.

This one was over early as UM scored once
in the first and twice in the second, before

burying Black Bear starter John Kowalski
amidst an eight run blitz in the third.

.\ngelo Salustri .ind Stever Messina each
•T.^.rhod hnrr.f r>jn« for UM m the romp.
Pitcher Bob Kostro, the lucky recipient of

the Mmulemen run production, riiised his

record to 3 2.

f^nnttniiefi from ixujp ifi

two walks, a passed ball and a deep
sacrifice to center, the Catamounts sc()red

a run although Stocklev did not give up a

hit.

Stockley struck out .seven. Against

Maine, Stockley struck <»ut four while giv-

ing up three hits.

Reed shutout I'NH while giving up four

hits through five innings. Stanton gave up
a hit and loaded the bases before working

out of the jam.
The baserunning was off as runners

made silly mistakes killing rallies late in the
game.

Defensively, the Minutewomen were in-

ten.se with some super plays. Carol Frat-
taroli made a great diving catch to end one
inning and Ann King threw out a I'NH run-
ner while playing with a broken finger.

Talbott also threw out a runner in the
Maine game.
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Faher Castell

Uni-Ball Roller Fen Sale
Medium Point 89* each

Fine Point $1.09 each

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst^^M—
I --iim

WM

UMass Transit Service presents the

Summer Training Program

for Bus Drivers
\j yon:

h<ire had a dri revs' license fur a ijear

- are at least 18 years old

- hare S or more semesters remaifiiyKj in a

UMass degree program
- irant a fun, irell-paying student joh

you are eligible.

100 applications will he ^ven out. Bring proof of

class year (schedule or transcript - no ID's)

Wed. April 18th 7PM CC 174
UMTS is an EOIAA employer.

Women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply.

^>^5:*:g:-;^l^^^'^^W^^WM^ ^^^:??i::??-:t

J The Collegian is now accepting applications for J
^ the positions of: ^

{ ASSISTANT {
{ ADVERTISING MANAGER {
{ and ADVERTISING {
{ REPRESENTATIVES {
^ for Fall '84. '^

Deadline is Friday April 20

Pick up application at the Collegian office

between 8:45 and 3:30

.jL^^ji^-^^#.V.

COMPI

1984-85

UNDERGRADUATE CATALOGS

For use during pre-registration,

catalogs will be available

in the first floor lobby of Whitmore,

near the Scheduling Office.

one copy per student

mum

Terminal Time

Word Processing Time

Unlimited Use $20.
until May 30th by reservation only

* Access to UMass Cyber
* Complete word processing systems available

CALL NOW 256-1213
79 South Pleasant Street

(in left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

Mon-Thurs 9 arti'to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm Sunday 10 am to 6 pm

OLLEJGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Technics Automatic Turntable with

Shure cartridge 2 months old Best offer

546-5143

Auto Speakers 200 watts, 4-way 4x4

deluxe, spealcers grills, wiring included.

$38.00 Raynald 546-8897

AUTO FOR SALE

75 Dodge Colt selling for parts - $175 new
head cylinder for info call Lisa 546-8513

73 VW Beetle runs well body good many
new parts $950 256 1080

Celica GT Liftback 1960 excellent cond
copper 54000 miles $5400firm 527-8414

keep trying John

73 Mercury Comet good engine new
brakes, exhaust, battery. Inspected.

Dependable transpo. $700 or BO call

1 772-6259 eves

77 Buick Skylark ext. needs work eng. &
irit good fair 549-6797

74 Ford Maverick. A.T., P.S., many ex

tras, some rust, but reliable. Best offer.

Phyllis 5-2364 or 665-3441 late eve.

1973 Duster good condition very reliable

new brakes $550 584-7456

1971 Camaro 350 eng. Hurst 4-speed great

stereo $600 firm 256-1351

CAPE COD
~

I need room for summer in South or

West Yarmouth. Call mark 256-8225

Female roommate wanted in Falmouth
Heights on the beach summer call Kate

6-4017

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has
everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

A LL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?
256 1393

FOR RENT

Housemates wanted for Northampton

house. Near downtown, bus. $150/mo. +

call 584-2905

2 rooms for rent in beautiful $100,000

house in Sunderland. $185 includes

everything call 549-1218

Fall option - 1 room available July 1st. En-

tire apt available in fall. Pool, tennis, bus.

$137 utilities included! Call Leanne late PM
665-7581 keep trying!

One bedroom apt In Crestvlew, summer

sublet w/fall option 549-5949

Apartment in Sunderland 2 bdrm bus

route June 1 fall option 330 mo 665-7044

One bedroom apt 315$/month all includ-

ed swimming pool tennis courts call Jose

665-7633 --—==
FOR SALE

Apple Silentwriter complete with card,

cable, three rolls paper $150 call Rupp

5-1902

FOUND

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7061 and
describe to claim.

HELP WANTED

The UMass Yearbook is now accepting

applications for all positions for the 1984-85

staff. Apply in person at 102 CC (next to the

rc-'cglan)

COUNSELORS, Private coed overnight

camp in Berkshires has openings in basket-

ball, tennis, archery, gymnastics, softball,

photography, radio station (ham), com-
puters. Director/piano accompanist,
dance/movement /show choreography,

waterskiing. Openings also for unit leaders

and bunk counselors. Good salaries, friend-

ly atmosphere. Contact: Jodi 546-9668

Immediate opening for computer pro-

grammer experienced with PDP-11 or

VAX computers and MACRO-11. Amherst

based company, developing communica-

tions and real-time control software, is

looking for someone that can work part-

time for the rest of the school year, with

full-time employment over the summer. For

information contact Bernie Volz 549-6994

Enthusiastic Students to apply Asst. to

the Speaker/ Student Senate. Work on

student /campus/social issues. Experience

w/in SGA helpful, but not necessary. 10

hrs. wk. $3.35 hr, 545 0341 Pick-up applica

tions in rm. 420 SUB Application deadline

Apnl 17, 4:00 pm SGA is an AA/EOE

JOBS FOR FALL '84

Want to be paid for gjoing to class? If

your fall class will be taking Field Trips in a

bus, you could drive that bus and earn

$4.50/hr while attending class. To be eligi

ble you must meet the requirements and
qualifications of, and be accepted in, this

summer's UMass Transit Services Bus
Driver Training Program. Their application

meeting is tomorrow night. Be there. For

details call 545-0056. Ask for Field Trip Ser-

vice. Aloha.

LOST

Before Break, purple and gray T-teck

hand-knit wool sweater. Extreme sentimen-

tal value. RewardI If found, please call

253-8046

Tan Irish Tweed Cap Morrill Audit please

call 256-8135 great sentim value!!

Lost: Gold Ring w/diamond sentimental

value reward offered call 6-9914 ask for

Hope or Maria ____^
Pink glasses in a beige case in either

SBA, Grad Towers or Hasbrouck. If found

please call 6-8861

Lost: at Justin Ryan's Saturday 4/7. A set

of keys with Minnie Mouse keychain call

6-8598

PERSONALS

lota Gamma Upsilon
Open Rush

Thurs. 4/12 8-9 pm
Tues. 4/17 8-9 pm
Wed. 4/18 7-8 pm

For info call 256-6874

WEEKEND IN NYC 10 spaces left May 5-6

reduced rates $18 bus only, or $36 hotel

and bus call Matt 546-5530

GABDATA - Thank you for being such a

SF>ecial friend... strange but irreplaceable!

love, KASDATA
Girls at Weds. Lacrosse Game We want
to know what your most embarassing
moments are. Guys in Leather Jackets con-

tact Greo, Don, Dave (2479057)

Robin Happy 20th to a great friend we love

you Stacey and Lisa ^
Daria Now you're really 19! Only one more

year left. Have an excellent day. Happy Bir

thdayl Love, Beav

Paul Desmarais You gotta love itlHI

Hey Rose, This one is for you!!. . .Way to

go!! Denmark bound; Fall '84!!! Go wild!

Love, Mel

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the US Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742 1142 ext 5931 -A

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses,
acceptance guaranteed,

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

Cases, Papers,
on campus, low

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3^
2^male roommates wanted to share 3

bedroom Pufttori^partment^all 549 5487

Responsible females to share room m
sunny Southwood apt. summer/fall

2535109

Two people wanted to share a room in a

very comfortable duplex across the street

from Southwest call Peter 549-6985 or

Terry 546-8797

Large sunny room in Sunderland

house. On bus stop. May 1, or sooner.

$155 month. 665-7194 evenings

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,
resumes, etc. 666-3414

SUMMER 1964 - EMPLOYMENT
~

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Please send inquiries to PO Box
2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02567

SUMMER SUBLET

Brittany Manor summer sublet with fall

option call 253-7728 anytime

1 bedroom apt $295 includes everything

summer sublet w/fall option 665-2338

Townehouse Apts 3 bedroom near cam-

Dus on bus route + fair price 549-6797__

Southwood Apts summer sublet will

negotiate rent call Sherri 253 2268

TO SUBLET

Available for summer: furnished efficien-

cy on Route 9 $205.00 monthly. Call

323-6769 after 7 PM
1 bdrm apt Amherst Center fall option

330 -t^ elec 253 2486

For summer: Large bedroom in 4 bedroom

house. 5 min walk to campus, large yard.

best offer 549-1 064

Townehouse 2 bedroom apt available for

summer and tall Please call soon 546-7648

Apartment avail Juno 1 with fall option

295 mo inci utilities phone 666 7966

Sunderland

3 bedroom apt Amherst June 1 - Aug 30

fall option 549-381 8

Room available Brandywine Apts

preferably femai.' call 549 7837 with fall op-

tion

Puffton three bedroom apartment for sum-

mer June 1 - Sf'()t 1 1984 swimming pool,

air condition tennis courts rent negotiable

call Jim 549-5909

Brittany Manor apt available June 1 call

256 8823

TRAVEL

MontrMi Party Weekendl May 4 6 $79

limited space, ci'l today! 549 1671

VANTED

Buying Gold ^ s Rings, Gold and 'Silver

Jewelry and C Sterling, Comic t:. oks.

Baseball Card ')aniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant St., /* t t.orst, 256-071

Someone to take over 1 bedroom apt in

Brandywine call 549-0667

Looking for ^ ommates?? 2 females
looking to she ownehouse Brandywine
Puffton or B'^M.iny Manor. Please call

Sharon or Meg S46-9614

Wanted 3 bedf > -m apt will take over sum-
mer lease pleas* all reward 546-8311

House parents wanted. Off-campus
sorority at UMass. Call 545-2092 or

256-6868 between 2 and 5 for info

WANTED TO RENT

HELP - Looking for apartment in Puffton
Brandywine area. Will be well rewarded call

Kim 546-4736

2 or 3 bedroom in Puffton will take over
summer lease call Jim 546-4445

Puffton Brandywine Townehouse will

take summer lease. Will give nice reward.
Pam 546-6675, 546-6618

Reward for firtding 2 or 3 bedroom
Riverglade apanfent by early May Jane
527 5407

Looking for ono bedroom apt in Colonial

Village for summ'' and fall 84 call John at

546-9382

Looking for house 3-5 bedrooms for next
year call Bill 546 4050 or Rick 546-4122

JfJfJfJf^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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More Sports on pages 13 and 14

Gorillas demolish BC,
UNH match rained out

iollrifian photo b« Itavid I' l>««ltfr

Mark Teama (left) was amoni^^ the many competitors at Saturday's
UMass Relays. He is shown here in the 1500 meters.

By RUSS WHINNEM
CoUetfian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL - This one was quick

and painless. Amidst the cold, rainy ele-

ment, the Gorillas of UMass Lacrosse laid a

methodical iKjating t)n the Boston College

P^agles here Saturday afternt)on, to the

tune of 20-4.

Massachusetts never let the Eagles get

going as they jumped to a 4-0 lead less than

five minute:. int(> the game and led 6-0 after

one (juarter.

From there they added three more nets

fof a y-0 lead before Boston College's Jeff

Morgen finally broke his team's drought.

One more CJorilla score made it 10-1 at the

halt" and for all intensive purposes, it was
over.

"Did you see our passing in the first

half?", remarked Coach Dick Garber in ex-

uberance. "Our offense in the first half was
flawless. We passe<l well, we shot well..."

The Gorillas came out flying on the

Eagles astroturf and Steve Moreland t(H)k

a feed from Greg Fisk and rifle<l home a

one-hopper only 1:56 into the game for a

i-0 lead.

That yvas only the beginning. Tom
Lukacovic got the first of his four,

(Lukacovic has ripped the nets for 10 goals

in two games now), just over a minute later

iH'fore Mike Fiorini and Lukacovic again

made it 4-0 early. When Fisk and Peter

Martino added two more it was 6-0 after

one.

Karl Hatton score<i twice and Fred

"Bubba" Sandford UK>k a break from

dishing out assists (he had six) for a goal of

his own and it was 9-0. After B(' s Morgen
got the first Eagle goal, Fisk added
another for Massachusetts at 12:37 for the

10-1 halftime lead.

Garber said later that it was about time

the team offense had clicked together.

Adding without much hint of a smile,

Garber said, "1 guess I threatened them
that they wouldn't be playing if they didn't

play it the right way. and they didn't let

down after the first couple of goals.
'

"We don't have that one superstar to

just give the ball to 'and say here shiK)t it",

he went on." "But we've got a lot of good

players, that if they play together, we'll

play great."

The Gorillas got four more goal; in the

third period for a 14-1 lead and it was most

certamly garbage time.

The final 15 minutes saw the Eagles get

three meaningless goals while the (Jorillas

slipped in a final six scores to complete the

rout.

All that was left was the accolades

l)estowed upon the (Jorillas from a man
who knows them well, former
Massachusetts star and Head Coach of BC,
Brooke Sweet.

"It's a great team," began Sweet.

"When a team's playing that well, its hard

to defense them."
A moment later, he added something

that touched a little deeper on his feelings

for this particular matchup.

"One of the biggest thrills in my life

would be to beat UMass," he said.

"Because Coach Garber is without a doubt

one of the greatest coaches living."

Minutewoman capture Catamount Invitational
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

BURLINGTON, VT. - Like most
athletic teams, the University of

Massachusetts softball team strives very

diligently to win.

For the third time in six years, the

Minutewomen swept all three games of the

Catamount Invitational with a 5-1 win over

Vermt)nt. a 17-1 blowoui over New Hamp-
shire and a 7-1 championship win over
Maine last Friday and Saturday.

Yet this 16-7 team strives for more than
just winning. They also strive for ex-

cellence.

Excellence. Defined as exceeding or be-

ing first-class or superior, as
Massachusetts excelled over their northern

opponents in many ways this weekend.
They hit the ball very strong and scored

runs in a big way. They didn't commit er-

n)rs while their opponents did. UMass
went out and set the tone of the game from
the start and never gave Vermont, Maine
or UNH a chance to get in the game.

"It is a big thing for our team to go out

and set the tone and rattle the
(opposition's) pitchers," co-captain Tina
Coffin said. "Everyone hit the ball well.

We didn't do that last weekend (when
U'Mass dropped two close games to

Rutgers and Maine of Ohio)."

That is not to say that the Minutewomen
are perfect. They have a lot of things to

work on. The pitching can be better and the

baserunning has to improve.

But when UMass performed well, they

did really well.

"We hit the ball pretty good," head
coach Elaine Sortino said. "It pleased me
to see them adjust to the different speeiis

in pitchers (comparing a slow UNH pitcher

and a fast Maine one). They adjusted right

away."
Almost every player in one of three

games had a field day. Sally Maher knock-

ed in eight RBI with a grand-slam home
run against UNH. along with a homer
against Maine and a triple against Ver-

mont.

Shortstop Allyson Rioux went 7 for 10 on
the weekend collecting a homer and a dou-

ble along with five singles.

And among the others, Robin Read went
2 for 2 against Vermont, while Emily
Bietsch went 3 for 3 against the Cata-

mounts. Tina Coffin went 4 for 5 against

UNH while Beth Talbott saw her first ac-

tion in over a week against Maine and went
2 for 3 with a triple and three RBI.
"The batters seem more relaxed at the

plate now," Sortino said, "now that each

one of them has shown that they can hit the

ball."

The pitching wasn't as sharp as it has

been but it was very effective.

"The pitchers are working towards bet-

ter performances. I don't think that Cathy
(Reed), Lynn (Stockley) or Krista (Stanton)

thought that they were the best they could

be," Sortino said.

"However, they dominate<l their op-

ponents," she added quickly.

Stockley rolIe<l over Vermont Init due to

Continued on page lU

Gazelles drop two matches,
host BC for biggame today
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts
Womens Lacrosse team, this past long

weekend got real slow late Sunday af-

ternoon. At about 3 p.m. the team dropped

their second game of the weekend in the

waning minutes against a determined

Northwestern University team.

With three minutes to go in Sunday's

contest, UMass was trying desperately to

secure a 5-4 victory when everything

crumbled. The Gazelles tried to control the

ball for the last three minutes, but due to

inexperience and a pesky Northwestern

attack, the game was quickly tied at five.

Less than a minute later a tired UMass
defense was beaten again. The final two
minutes were played, but when the clock

read 00:00 the score was frozen at 6-5

Northwestern.

The Gazelles' defense didn't choke in this

one; the inexperience did hurt, but there

Here other factors involved.

"Sunday s game was real hard to get up

for and it was really cold and windy," stated

UMass co-captain Carol Progulske.

The reason the third game of the season

was tough to get up for, was the second

game of the young season against Harvard.

The game against the Crimson seemed to

be an easy one for the locals until the second

half started. When the first 25 minutes of

the battle were gone, the young Gazelles

were sporting a comfortable 4-0 lead.

Things looked great until the second half

had to start.

"We played very well and shut them
down in the first half," remarked
Progulske. "Yeah, I guess we sat back on
our heels in the second half."

While UMass had lulled themselves to

sleep, the Crimson began to rise and shine,

to put it mildly. Harvard poured in seven

unanswered goals in the final stanza. As our

Tony Betros would say, "No more need be

said." Final score. Harvard 7, UMass 4.

The Gazelles now sport a 1-2 record for

the campaign so far. Their record puts their

New England and national ranking in

Continued on -page IS
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UMass attacker Linda Haytayan weaves her way between two UNH
defenders in a victory earlier this season. The Gazelles dropped two

touirh matches over the weekend.
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Expanding the Program
by Michael Nauls

Nummo Correspondent

In the fall of 1982 Ben Rodriguez, director of the Bil-

ingual Collegiate Program (BCP), and Paul Barrows,

director of the Committee for the Collegiate Education

of Black and other Minorty Students (CCEBMS) ap-

proached the university administration with an idea:

the CCEBMS-BCP Summer Program.

Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson was contacted in

February and asked to give his approval for the Sum-

mer Program. In April the Chancellor gave an ad-

ministration monetary deposit so that at the end of

April the CCEBMS-BCP Summer Program had a

monetary pledge insuring its existence.

The program would bring 80 incoming first-year

students to the UMass campus three months earlier to

attend classes. The concept was that the pre-

September exposure would give the students an ad-

justment period with supervision, so that when they

returned in the fall they would not go through the

characteristic first-year adjustment period of learning

how to balance the increased load of academic work

with the greater variety of social activities and

freedom. The students would also get credits for the

summer courses they took.

The summer courses the students take are usually

basic math and English courses and English as a se-

cond language courses for bilingual students.

The composition of these students was to be 40

CCEBMS students and 40 BCP students. All hiring

other than councelors was to be done by an impartial

board made up of Paul Barrows, Ben Rodriguez,

Gloria DeGuevera, aid to Vice Chancellor Madson,

and Manuel Townes, assistant director of CCEBMS.
Both CCEBMS and BCP would hire three counselors

to work with their students during the summer.

Last year they requested $75,000 for 80 students

and they got it. This year they are requesting $155,000

for 150 students - 75 CCEBMS and 75 BCP. The ad-

ministration has put aside money for 10 non-

traditional students.

Barrows says that he is delighted the administration

is commiting money for non-traditional students to

enter the program, but he hopes their numbers will be

added to the proposed number rather than sub-

tracted. He added that they need a budget to start

working with very soon in order to provide an effectiv«

program this summer.

Continued on page 3

PaulBarrows, photo by Marc-Eltlot Giles

Director ofthe CCEBMSprogram.

This issue is dedicated

in loving memory

of Marvin Gaye

who died on

Ami h 1984.

He was a soulful artist

who gave his

extraordinary gift

back to the community

with love.

Picture ofMarvin Gaue repriniedfrom the ValleyAdcocaie,
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Editjorials and Opinions

An Open Letter to Prof. Phil Green,

What is it that makes Jews so self destructive? Of

course I don't mean all Jews, but in my experience

there does seem to be a preponderance of Jews/-

Jewish spokespersons, as yourself, who choose to re-

main blind to obvious anti-semitism, often with self

destructive consequences.

Frankly, I am enraged and appalled at your column

which appeared in today'sNummo News. I am amaz-

ed at your ability to live in a fantasy world where anti-

semitic statements do not reflect anti-semitic belief as

long as they're followed by an apology. The fact is,

Jesse Jackson is an anti-semite.

Allow me to construct a hypothetical, alternative

scenario to Jackson's "Hymie" incident to further il-

lustrate my point. Let's suppose a white presidential

candidate, John Doe, is overheard speaking to an aid

relating his concern over "the nigger vote". When
Doe's reference to the word "nigger" is publicized, he

(after a delay) apologizes for his lack of sensitivity.

Somehow I cannot imagine a black columnist espous-

ing the belief that Doe is not a racist. I cannot imagine

black people actively minimizing the implications of

Doe's statement. Indeed, they should not.

What is It then that makes Jews such as yourself

apologists for anti-semitism? Are you afraid of "caus-

ing trouble", of being "the pushy, loud-mouth Jew"?

Is there not a middle ground between the fanaticism

of the Jewish Defense League, and the flight from

reality of the Jews walking Into the showers at

Auschwitz, who still refused to believe that the Ger-

mans were capable of genocide I believe there is.

Understand me. There may be good reasons for

voting for Jackson In the Democratic primary. There

certainly are "degrees" of prejudice, and Jackson's

comments, and candidacy in general, should be view-

ed within the larger context of the times. However,

anti-semitism, racism and sexism do not go away

when we ignore their expression. It is always better to

confront the manifestations of even our worst fears

than pretend they do not exist.

I look fon«/ard to the day when Jews such as you

understand this.

by Rob R. Weitz

Forcing "Freedom"

by Tracey Bryant
Nummo Staff

"Covert Activites" is how the Reagan administra-

tion justified the CIA role in the mining of Nicaraguan

harbors.

The laying of the mines. In the harbors of key

Nicaraguan ports began two months ago. This action

on the part of the CIA, has raised doubts about the ex-

tensive use of covert acivities to advance U.S. in-

terests in Central America. American allies in Europe

and the Soviet Union believe that the incident has

hindered more than helped American interest in

Centeral America.

A Soviet tanker, the Lugansk, was damaged by a

mine while approaching Puerto Sandino on the Pacific

coast of Nicaragua. The Soviet Union made a formal

protest to the U.S.. But the Reagan administration-

said, any ships entering Nicaraguan waters give up

their right to safe passage.

Some may wonder, what right the U.S. has to mine

in Nicaragua. According to adminstration officials, the

mining was justified as a form of self-defense by El

Salvador and its allies under Internaional law.

Where have we heard a similar excuse? A similar ex-

cuse was given by U.S. officials to justify the invasion

of Grenada. Whatever happened to "front page"

Grenada? What is happening in Grenada now?

The Reagan administation once again Is insisting

that they are fighting to preserve the Democratic way.

By harassing Nicaragua and misinterpreting interna-

tional law to justify their actions. Another reason the

CIA gave for taking action against Nicaragua was that

Nicaragua Is supporting Leftist guerillas In El Salvador.

The Reagan administration was trying to preserve

the democracy of an elite few at the risk of the majori-

ty (in El Salvador). Nicaragua claims territorial waters

up to 200 miles off shore, but the U.S., with

democracy in mind, respects a 12-mile limit.

The CIA was given authority to mine (in principal)

by Reagan and Robert MacFarlane, his national

security adviser. But the New York Times believes

that Reagan may not have been given detailed brief-

ing, although White House officials did not comment

on the matter.

by Oneida Fox
Nummo Correspondent

The last time the U.S. mined a foreign harbor was in

1972, under Richard Nixon (interesting?). He ordered

the mining of all Vietnamese ports (of course) to pre-

vent the flow of arms and supplies. The main dif-

ference between 1972 and 1984, is that in 1984 the ac-

tion was done in secret.

The Senate was unaware of the CIA's action. That

is why last week they voted 76-19 to provide $21

million in funds for the CIA. While at the same time

they increased military aid to El Salvador, by $61 .75

million. After the mining was publicized the Senate,

on April 10, approved a nonbinding resolution 84-12 to

end the use of CIA funds to mine Nicaraguan ports.

The Reagan administration did not end their

domination of Nicaragua with mining. There are

reports from Nicaragua that Honduran planes staged

two raids In Nicaragua, killing four and wounding ten.

This action postponed the draft to reform the Fun-

damental Statute of the Republic of Nicaragua.

According to an official statement, the attacks were

directd by the U.S.. At the time of the raids the

Reagan administration denied that they would main-

tain a military presence in Honduras as part of its Cen-

tral American policy. But within an hour of the first

report Secretary of Defense, Casper Weinberger said,

that the Pentagon planned to station a permanent

force of 700-800 soldiers in Honduras when the cur-

rent manuevers of the country end.

The U.S. can not let every country and its people

choose their own government. They must continue to

inflict, in anyway possible, "democracy" on those

who may decide that freedom for an elite few Is not

democracy. The U.S. as guardian of all nations must

destroy and/or conquer any alliance wih Communism:
U.S.S.R..

The democratic way is sorely laying at wayside,

when one views the events that have taken place in

Central America and the world, by the holders of

"...peace and justice for all" - the United States.
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Success Continues

The African Students Association (ASA), located in

room 424 of the New Africa House, began last April

and has since drafted a constitution and become a

registered student organization.

With the purpose of educating the community, par-

ticularly African and African American students about

what's going on in Africa and with America's foreign

policy, ASA sponsored an African Liberation last May
which many termed "very successful."

Using panel discussions as their main teaching tool,

the organization attempts to create greater awareness

and understanding of the past and present conditions

in Africa.

Outgoing president Mulugeta Agonafer (from

Ethiopia) says the first year was spent building the

foundation - getting an office, a phone, a constitution

and submitting a budget. They requested a $9,000

budget from the Undergraduate Student Senate and

are told they will receive $1,000.

Agonafer feels that the allotment represents the

type of attitude he says the organization is trying to

correct; which is that such an organization with

foreign students, (who he emphasized pay as much as

any other student) is small and inconsequential. He

says they could expand and be much more beneficial

to the community if they were allowed to, but with

such allotments they are merely held back.

Agonafer's last official act has been chairing this

year's African Liberation Day. The tentative schedule

of events is: A cultural evening on May 4, which will

include African dance, and food if they get enough ex-

ternal funding; a panel discussion on May 6 dealing

with Important issues of concern to Africa, such as oil,

liberation movements and Africa, and common pro-

blems in America. There will be a dance the same
evening at the Top of the Camous.

for

African

Students

The ASA is inviting various other interested Third

World organizations to participate. "Our aim," says

Agonafer "is not to celebrate African Liberation Day,

because there Is nothing to celebrate. We are still try-

ing to free ourselves from economic domination. We
are only past one stage - colonization."

"Our task," he said referring to the organization, "is

to raise consciousness among African and African

American students and the general body of students."

Succeeding Agonafer as president will be Alfred

Jetonje (from Kenya), and Murtala Nbuyi (of Zaire)

will be next year's vice-president. With sixty members
the group expects to continue growing. Agonafer said

"There are some African students that for some
reasons haven't joined; we want to get them in."

For more information about the organization or

African Liberation Day, call 545-0210.
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Keeping Tradition Alive
Alice Childress, author ofthe piau GULLAHl

by Donette Wilson

Nummo Staff

Alice Childress believes that there Is a great need for

the descendents of Africa to keep the African tradition

alive, as shown in her play, "Gullahl".

She was inspired to write this play after meeting

many Gullah people and finding out more about

them. Her step-father was a Gullah person and there

weren't any plays ever written about these people.

Gullah people live off the coast of South Carolina,

where there are about 1,000 islands. The name
"Gullah" was taken from the country of Angola, in

Africa. "When Africans were captured and brought to

the U.S., they were from different parts of Africa and

spoke different languages, therefore, they had to

create their own language to communicate," said

Childress.

There Is a Gullah Institute in South Carolina,

Childress' native state. "These people are being

studied more now that they are decreasing in

number," she said.

Childress has written novels, plays and young adult

books; all receiving acclaim. She went to high school

in Harlem, N.Y.C. and then attended Radcliff in

Massachusetts from 1966-1968. She wilt be receiving

a medal from the Radcliff graduate society next week.

She Is now living on Roosevelt Island in N.Y.C. She

will be going to Atlanta University for a panel discus-

sion on censorship with the International Readers

Association. Childress says she has experienced "mix-

ed media."

Childress advises young minority students to do

first things first. "The second will follow. That may

sound simple," she said, "like putting one foot in front

of the other, but every writer, no matter who, the

greatest writer In the world had to write a first piece."

She continued, "So go ahead and do what yo want

to do, whatever your field is, you have to do the initial

thing. We all ask someone in the beginning, should 1

do this or that? I asked Langston Hughes if 1 should

write. He responded, 'What do you think?' How does

someone else know if you are capable of writing?"

Childress feels that time is not wasted trying to do

something, (like writing) even If in the end It doesn't

serve your purpose.

She said, "There is so much to write about! So

many untold stories about Black history... that need to

be told."

Student
Unconcern

by Michael Nauls

Nummo Correspondent

On Sunday, April 8, the Martin Luther King Week

celebrations concluded with a Day of Celebration at

the Malcolm X Center.
^«,v,htoH

in front of a good crowd Herbert Smith delighted

the audience with a number of familiar gospel ballads

in a base voice that had the audience cheenng.

Smith's a cappella performance led right into a

rousing and inspiring speech by Shen^/ood Thomp-

son the director of Third World Affairs, who spoke on

student apathy versus student responsibility.

A number of students lett feeling a sense of guilt

about their non-involvement in a variety of Black and

Third World organizations.

The speech emphasized that without further input

and a little sacrifice from incoming J^eshpersons the

different organizations, such as Afrik-Am BMCP

Nummo News and the Malcolm X Center, whose past

members struggled to make these organizations

powerful, would cease to exist.

He said that this year's (past) incoming first-year

class was the largest, while their participation has

been the least. If students fail to get involved these

organizations will wither and die, said Thompson.
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Annual
Conference

During the week of April 23-28, 1984, the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst will commemorate the

13th Annual Black Musicians Conference.

Founded over a decade ago by the W.E.B. Du Bois

Department of Afro-American Studies, the con-

ference began a unique tradition of bringing together

musicians, educators, students and audiences in a

celebration and exchange which moved beyond the

conventional concert setting.

The overall purpose of the conference is to

recognize the major contributions made by Black

Americans to American and worid music and to ex-

plore the impact of this music on American life and

contemporary thought.

The conference has addressed a spectrum of artistic

disciplines Including dance, poetry, and the visual and

plastic arts. The conference has also Included lectures

and panel discussions on the historical and social Im-

plications of Black Music.

This year's conference is being dedicated to the liv-

ing jnemory of composer, arranger, and pianist Mary

Lou Williams (1910-1982).

Highlights of the conference will include concerts

by Johnny Griffin, Chico Freeman, with special guest

Max Roach, Terry Jenoure, Valerie Capers, the Fred

Clayton Ensemble, Willene Barton and the UJC Big

Apple Jazz Women.
There will be a panel discussion on "Black Women

in Music" featuring D. Antoinette Handy, author of

"Black Women in American Bands and Orchestras",

critic ThulanI Davis, Jazz editor of the Village Voice.

Smithsonian folklorist/ historian Bernice Johnson

Reagon, head of the group "Sweet Honey in the

Rock" and Elma Lewis, a scholar of drama, dance,

and costume for over 20 years.

Two major gallery opening are also scheduled, one

entitled "Jus' Jazz", correlations of painting and

Afro-American classical music and a second entitled

"Jazz Selects", photos by Anthony Barboza.

A video screening of the 1983 Bright Moments

Festival and the film "Say Amen Somebody" are also

being featured as part of the week's activities.

For a complete listing of events see Nummo's "An-

nouncements" page.

Address all letters to the Editor to:

NUMMO NEWS, New Africa House 103
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Continued from page 1

Although there were minor preliminary problems in

hiring the councelors and feeding the students, with

80 students, six councelors and a teaching staff,

CCEBMS and BCP had accomplished a goal that only

nine months eariier had been a dream.

The students interviewed said that the summer was

full of academic achievement, good food from

Yvonne's and friendships that will last a lifetime.

Although the official format of this year's program

has not been formalized, the committee believes it will

receive a much needed increase in operating capital.

photo by Marc-Elliot Giles

I Nominate

by Rick Townes
Assistant Director,

CCEBMS

As the 1983-1984 academic year comes to a close 1

would like to reach out to all CCEBMS students to ask

for their participation in the balloting for this year's

Shirley Graham Du Bois Community Service Award.

Each year at CCEBMS' Family Day, which will be

Saturday, May 5, 1984, the Board of Directors of

CCEBMS and the staff honor the CCEBMS student

who has done a great sen/ice to the community in

much the same way as Shirley Graham Du Bois did.

Mrs. Du Bois, the wife of the late scholar, W.E.B.

Du Bois, spent a couple of semesters on campus

working with students. She gave lectures, tutored the

students In writing and she was frequently found con-

versing with students informally in the corridors of the

New Africa House.

She did the same kind of things with the faculty on

campus. Overall, she made an outstanding contribu-

tion to this campus' community. And that Is why the

CCEBMS Program chose to honor her by naming the

community service award atter her.

We all know how difficult it is to work hard in the

classroom each and every day. Well there are a

number of students who work very hard developing

Ideas and programs for the benefit of the Third World

student community.

They do this atter they finish their school work and

sometimes, their school work suffers because they are

commited to the survival of the Third World student

organizaions.

We want each CCEBMS student to take time to

recognize the outstanding contributions of all of these

students.

Nomination papers for the award can be picked up

at CCEBMS, the Nummo News office or from the

bulletin boards in the New Africa House.

The nomination papers should be droped of at

CCEBMS by 5:00 p.m. Friday, April 20, 1983.

The balloting for the award will take place during

the week of April 23-27, 1984. A ballot with instruc-

tions will be printed In the next edition of Nummo
News.

Further Information about the award will be provid-

ed at the 7:00 p.m. meeting in Mahar Auditorium for

CCEBMS students tonight.
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America

by Maya Angelou

The gold of her promise

has never been mined

Her borders of justice

not clearly defined

Her crops of abundance

the fruit and the grain

Have not fed the hungry

nor eased that deep pain

Her proud declarations

are leaves on the wind

Her southern exposure

black death did befriend

Discover this country

dead centuries cry

Erect noble tablets

where none can decry

"She kills her bright future

and rapes for a sou

Then entraps her children

with legends untrue"

I beg you

Discover this country.

Africa

Over the white seas

rime white and cold

brigands ungentled

icicle bold

took her young daughters

sold her strong sons

churched her with Jesus

bled her with guns.

Thus she has lain.

Now she is rising

remember her pain

remember the losses

her screams loud and vain

remember her riches

her history slain

now she is striding

although she had lain.

TheStruggle Continues
Mother ToSon

by Langston Hughes

Well, son, I'll tell you:

Life for me ain't been no crystal stair.

It's had tacks in it,

And splinters.

And boards torn up.

And places with no carpet on the floor -

Bare.

But all the time

I'se been a-climbin' on.

And reachin' landin's,

And turnin' corners,

And sometimes goin' in the dark

Where there ain't been no light

So, boy, don't you turn back.

Don't you set down on steps

'Cause you finds it's kinder hard.

Don't you fall now -

For I'se still goin' honey,

I'se still climbin'.

And life for me ain't been no crystal stair.

IfWeMustDie
by Claude McKay

If we must die, let it not be like hogs

Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot.

While round us bark the mad and hungry

dogs,

Making their mock at our accursed lot.

If we must die, let us nobly die.

So that our precious blood may not be shed

In vain; then even the monsters we defy

Shall be constrained to honor us though

dead!

O kinsmen! we must meet the common foe!

Though far outnumbered let us show us

brave.

And for their thousand blows deal one

deathblow!

What though before us lies the open grave?

Like men we'll face the murderous, cowardly

pack.

Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back!

by Maya Angelou

1Thus she had lain

sugar cane sweet J
deserts her hair OS

golden her feet

mountains her breasts

two Niles her tears

Thus she has lain

Black through the years.

Maya Angelou has never been common,

but her commonality has made us strong.

She probably doesn't even realize that peo-

ple carry her (books) around in their bags;

and when they face a hostile lawyer or an

angry salesclerk, they jerk their heads back

with dignity, knowing that someone has jerk-

ed theirs before.

She has studied history, made history, and

she writes history. She is an African

storyteller documenting a people's history in

a foreign land. She is an African American

storyteller because we own where we've

been. She is the ancestor of a generation.

She is the word that eases much pain,

because she has left a fight on her path.

And she is simply a woman, who does not

have all the answers, but learns as she walks.

Maya Angelou used every facet of her

abilities to further the Civil Rights Movement.

She sang, she danced, she marched, she

organized, and she wrote.

And although she achieved success in all

these areas, particularly writing, we at NUM-
MO NEWS feel that the most important thing

she did was - TO TRY, again and again and

again! If her life and writings reveal anything

at all, it is the will to overcome and the spirit

to fight for itself.

That is why we are featuring below her

poems amongst other poems in remem-
brance of Martin Luther King, Malcolm X,

the Civil Rights Movement, and the many
other struggles past but not gone:

ForwardFrom ThePast

SamelnBlues

by Langston Hughes

I said to my baby

Baby, take it slow.

I can't, she said, I can't!

I got to go I

There's a certain

amount of travelling

in a dream deferred.

Lulu said to Leonard,

I want a diamond ring.

Leonard said to Lulu,

You won't get a goddamn thing!

A certain

amount of nothing

in a dream deferred.

Daddy, daddy, daddy.

All I want is you.

You can have me, baby -

but my lovin' days is through.

A certain

amount of impotence

in a dream deferred.

There's parties

On my party line -

But that third party.

Lord, ain't mine!

There's liable

to be confusion

in a dream deferred.

From river to river,

Uptown and down.

There's liable to be confusion when a dream

gets kicked around.

TheBombing OfBurmingham

by Dudley Randall

Mother dear, may I go downtown

Instead of out to play.

And march the streets of Birmingham

In the Freedom March today?"

"No, baby, no, you may not go,

For the dogs are fierce and wild,

And clubs and hoses, guns and jails

Aren't good for a little child."

"But, mother, I won't be alone.

More children will go with me.

And march the streets of Birmingham

To make our country free."

"No, baby, no, you may not go.

For I fear those guns will fire.

But you may go to church instead

And sing In the children's choir."

She's combed and brushed her night-dark

hair.

And bathed rose petal sweet.

And drawn white gloves on her small brown

hands,

And white shoes on her feet.

The mother smiled to know her child

Was in the sacred place.

But that smile was the last smile

To come upon her face.

For when she heard the explosion.

Her eyes grew wet and wild.

She raced through the streets of Birmingham

Calling for her child.

She clawed in bits of glass and brick,

Then lifted out a shoe.

"O, here's a shoe, but where's the foot.

And baby, where are you?" .\? v.v Tk

My Gidll by Maya Angelou

My guilt is "slavery's chain," too long

the clang of iron falls down the years.

This brother's sold. This sister's gone

is bitter wax, lining my ears.

My guilt made music with the tears.

My crime is "heroes, dead and gone"

dead Vesey, Turner, Gabriel,

dead Malcolm, Marcus, Martin King.

They fought too hard, they loved too well.

My crime is I'm alive to tell.

My sin is "hanging from a tree"

I do not scream, it makes me proud.

I take to dying like a man.

I do it to impress the crowd.

My sin lies in not screaming loud.

StilllRise by Maya Angelou

You may write me down In history

With your bitter twisted lies,

You may trod me in the very dirt

But still, like dust, I'll rise.

Does my sassiness upset you?

Why are you beset with gloom?

'Cause I walk like I've got oil wells

Pumping in my living room.

Just like moons and suns,

With the certainty of tides.

Just like hopes springing high.

Still I'll rise.

Did you want to see me broken?

Bowed head and lowered eyes?

Shoulders falling down like teardrops.

Weakened by my soulful cries.

Does my haughtiness offend you?

Don't you take it awful hard

'Cause I laugh like I've got gold mines

Diggin' in rny own back yard.

You may shoot me with your words.

You may cut me with your eyes.

You may kill me with your hatefulness,

But still, like air, I'll rise.

Does my sexiness upset you?

Does it come as a surprise

That I dance like I've got diamonds

At the meeting of my thighs?

Out of the huts of history's shame

I rise

Up from a past that's rooted in pain

I rise

I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide.

Welling and swelling I bear in the tide.

Leaving behind nights of terror and fear

I rise

Into a daybreak that's wondrously clear

I rise

Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave,

I am the dream and the hope of the slave.

I rise

I rise

I rise.
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In Solidarity

In recognition of Int 'national Workers Day, May 1,

and to demonstrate 5 Jidarity not only with workers,

but with peonle wond-wide who are struggling for

justice, the Western Massachusetts Latin America

Solidarity Committee is organizing a series of events

this Spring entitled "Liberation at Home and Abroad."

WMLASC believes that the struggle for liberation

embodies issues that range from sexual inequality

here in the U.S. to women in Nicaragua participating

in the organization of a new society. It ranges from the

fight against apartheid in South Africa to the Rainbow

Coalition.

WMLASC would like to involve as many labor, stu-

dent and community groups as are interested because

they believe that the scope of issues that the theme of

liberation addresses affects everyone and that these

issues are more related than they are separated.

The members of WMLASC have drafted a tentative

agenda of events for the first week of May. They hope

it will represent the minimum that can be done and

that with a variety of groups participating the agenda

can be revised and expanded to fit the needs and

goals of all the groups.

On Tuesday, May 1, WMLASC would like to

organize an evening community gathering to discuss

labor issues and to forge alliances between labor and

student groups. They say that such an event will de-

pend on the input of local labor.

On Thursday, May 3, WMLASC will stage a teach-

in-type gathering on campus that will focus on U.S.

imperialism in Latin America and the need for material

aid to help the struggle for liberation in Nicaragua and

medical aid for El Salvador.

An overnight vigil in Amherst center is being plann-

ed for Friday, May 4, in honor of those who have died

struggling for liberation in Central America and around

the world

And Saturday, May 5, there will be a "material aid

drive" in the Amherst area that will meet the vigil on

the Amherst Common to exchange 'coffins and mour-

ning' with material aid. They would also like to

organize information tables, children's activities, guer-

rilla theater, artists brigades, etc..

They are asking student groups and individuals to

participate and represent the issues that they center

their work on, as well as community people and

groups. WMLASC asks that you contact them as

soon as possible with your ideas and questions. They

hope others will join them in what they anticipate to

be an effective show of our solidarity for liberation

struggles world-wide.

Jazz

Jazz Jazz

Trumpetplayer LouLs A Ifred III

looking forward to Iheprogram.

The University of Massachusetts/ Amherst is

hosting its seventh annual Jazz in July workshop to be

held on the Amherst campus July 9-20, 1984.

Featuring the Billy Taylor Trio and other nationally

acclaimed jazz artist-faculty. Jazz in July offers the

opportunity for instrumentalists and vocalists to im-

prove their skills in jazz improvisation through summer

coursework in jazz theory, composition and arranging;

seminars and small combo rehearsals with profes-

sional coaches; evening performances by outstanding

jazz artists; and informal jam sessions.

Participants are selected on the basis of an applica-

tion and a taped audition.

The workshop consists of two intensive five day

programs and participants may choose to attend

either the first, second, or both weeks of the

workshops. Co-sponsored by the Fine Arts Center at

the University and New York's Jazzmobile, the Jazz In

July workshop is sanctioned by the National Associa-

tion of Jazz Educators.

Scholarships and University credits are available.

For further information and application, contact

Susan Hueneman, Jazz in July. Department of Music

and Dance, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

MA 01003 or phone (413)545-0519.

^^MARC -ELLIOTT RECORD REVIEW"t^"^

Wwk Ending 4/1 4/84
Heard on WMUA every Saturday, from 3-6 pm.

SPOT-LIGHT ¥¥
DOCTOR ROCK & THE FORCE

M.D.S.

LET ME LOVE YOU!

on TOMMY BOY RECORDS

Top20Smgles ^^

1. "Give Me Tonight" - Shannon

2. "Break Dance" - Boogie Boys

3. "Miss Me Blind" - Culture Club

4. "All Night Passion" - Alisia

5. "What People Do for Money" - Divine

Sound

6. "Strange" - Cameo

7. "Somebody Watching me" - Rockwell

8. "Beat Box" - Art of Noise

9. "Borderline" - Madonna

10. "Another Man" - Barbra Mason

11. "lollipop luv" - Bryon Loren

12."Let Music Play" - Shannon

13. "Don't Waste...Time" - Yarborough and

People

14. "Plane Love" - Jeffrey Osborne

15."Upside" - ZENA

16."lt's All Yours" - Starpoint

17. "I've got to find a Way" - ZENA DE-

JONAY

18."Rock Box" - Run DMC

19."Jam on It" - Nucleus

20. "Stay wit me tonite" - Jeffrey Osborn

SURE SHOTS ^^ UP er COMING ^^

Doctor Rock &
The Force M.D/s

R Y

1. DAVY D.M.X.

"ONE FOR THE TREBLE"

2. BRYON LOREN
"LOLLIPOP LUV"

3. DENNIS EDWARDS
"DON'T LOOK ANY FURTHER"

Special thanks to Nummo News staff, B.M.C.P.,

many of the fine record stores in the area. If you

want to write the Marc-Elliot Record Review,

send all letters to P.O. Box 866, Amherst, MA.
01004.

1. CHANGE
"CHANGE OF HEART"

2. JENNY BUETON
"ROCK STEADY"

3. VISUAL
"SOMEHOW SOMEWAY"

Special thanlcs to B.M.C.P.

^^^jf^ Announcements ^^*^^
April17

CCEBMS GENERAL MEETING

All CCEBMS students are urged to attend

the general meeting.

DATE: Tuesday, April 17

TIME: 7:00 PM
LOCATION: Mahar Auditorium

DON'T M££7 US THERE
fif/^r US THERE!

SHADES OF JOY

The Springfield College Afro-Amerlcan

Society will be featuring the talented band

"Shades of Joy" as part of its Cultural Week.

DATE: April 17

TIME: 9:00-until

LOCATION: Snack Bar on the Springfield

College campus in the Beverldge Center.

A small donation will be required at the door.

Come join our musical entertainment.

IT WILL BE AN EVENING THAT YOU
WON'T FORGET.

April 18

GOSPEL EXTRAVAGANZA

The Springfield College Afro-American

Society will be hosting a "Gospel Ex-

travaganza" as part of its Cultural Week.

DATE: Wednesday, April 18

TIME: 7:30 PM
LOCATION: Dexter Hall on the Springfield

College campus.

Come sing and shout and worship in song

with several Gospel Choirs of the greater

Springfield area.

April19

Representatives from the KAHNAWAKE
Mohawk Community will speak on en-

vironmental Issues, particularly hydroelectric

power. DATE: Thursday, April 19

TIME: 8:00 PM
LOCATION: Herter Auditorium

There will also be open forum in 231 Herter

from 2:30-3:45 in the afternoon.

GOODWIN MEMORIAL
AMEZION CHURCH
is holding services at 1 1 :00 AM, Sundays and

Sunday School from 10-11 AM.

Location: 41 Woodside Ave. (off of Rte 9).

Pastor: Rev. Samuel Henderson.

For more information call: 256-0720.

April20

JEANS AND T-SHIRT VIDEO PARTY

The Springfield College Afro-American

Society will be having a "Jeans and T-Shirts

Video" party featuring the top 40 songs of

the 80's.

DATE: Friday, Apri 20

TIME: 10:00-2:00 AM
LOCATION: Dexter Hall in Bevrage Center

on The Springfield College Campus.

A small donation will be requested at the

door. Free parking will be provided at the

corner of Alden St. and Wilbraham Rd.

Please utilize this space.

THIS WILL BE A NIGHT YOU DON'T
WANT TO MISS, SO BE THERE.

CULTURAL TALENT SHOW AND PARTY

The Asian American Students Association

(AASA) of the University of Massachusetts

cordially invites you and your friends to a

cultural and talent show featuring a variety of

entertainment presented by the members of

the Five-College community.

The evening will include martial arts, danc-

ing, singing, a fashion show and much more!

All are welcome to attend this festive evening

which will be followed by an open house

PARTY.
DATE: Friday, April 20, 1984

TIME: 7:00 PM - 1:00 AM
LOCATION: Campus Center Aditorium,

UMass/Amherst.

Apnl27

SALES MERCHANDISER
for the Pillsbury Co.

Student will be responsible for the merchan-

dising and selling of Pillsbury products in

assigned retail outlets in a way that will

create consumer impact.

DEADLINE: April 27, 1984

$250.00/week plus a mileage reimburse-

ment, July-December, 1984 in Hartford CT,

Southern CT.

APPLICANT CRITERIA: Completion of

Junior year of study, majoring in Marketing

or Food Marketing with a 3.0 GPA. Use of i-

car and a valid driver's license are required

To apply visit the Co-op Office) at 110

Thompson.

SCULPTURED CLAY MASKS

The Augusta Savage Gallery Is hosting the

mask works done by Prof. Femi Richards'

Afro-American Studies 112

-"Sculpture/Clay" class.

SHOWCASE OF JAZZ

Three jazz greats: Chico Freeman, in-

novative, young tenor saxophonist, Johnny

Griffin, a tenor saxophonist who has per-

formed for over 30 years with such jazzmen

as Thelonius Monk, Dexter Gordon and Art

Blakely's Jazz Messengers, and in a special

guest appearance, exceptional drummer.

Max Roach, will appear on the upcoming

"Showcase of Jazz" at UMass' Fine Arts

Center, Friday, April 27 at 8:00 PM.

This showcase is a Salute to the Black Musi-

cians Conference and Is part of the Center's

annual American Heritage Arts Celebration.

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center

Box Office, all DATATIX outlets and the Spr-

ingfield Civic Center. Phone (413) 545-2511.

April28

S.O.S. BAND

The Campus Program Council along with the

Association for Pan-African Unity proudly

presents the sensational S.O.S. Band.

DATE: April 28

TIME: 8:00 PM
LOCATION: Chapin Auditorium, Mt.

Holyoke campus.

Tickets are available at Faces in Amherst,

Main St. Records in Norhthampton and the

Chapin Auditorium Box Office.

BE THERE!

AprilSO

CCEBMS/BCP SUMMER ADVISOR
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

24 hour live-in positions.

DUTIES: Responsble for residential ife of

students in the program, enforcement of

University and Summer Program policies.

OUALIFICATIONS: Experience working with

non-traditional and minority students.

Pick up applications from Greg Roberts,

CCEBMS, New Africa House and Manuela

Pacheco, BCP, Wilder Hall.

DEADLINE: April 30.

RAINBOW COALITION T-SHIRTS

for the Jesse Jackson Campaign, $8.50.

Money goes to the campaign. Call the Office

of Third World Affairs at 5-2517.

COUNSELING SURVEY

Please return you counseling survey as soon

as possible. Your response can help improve

counseling services. THANK YOU!
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13th Annual Black Musician's

Conference

Mays

SUSAN SCHECHTER will speak on

"Historical Pespecive of the Battered

Women's Movement and its Relationship to

Violence Against Women in Our Society."

DATE: Thursday, May 3

TIME: 7:00 PM
LOCATION: Room 168 in the Campus

Center, UMass.

Susan Schechter is a feminist activist who
has worked for many years in the anti-rape

and battered women's movements. She is

the author of "Women and Male Violence:

Visions and Struggles of the Battered

Women's Movement."

There will be a question and answer period

following her presentation. This event is free

and open to all. For childcare please contact

the Educator/Advocate program at the

Everywoman's Center.

May5

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Cener will be offering a one

day workshop, "Doubting Our Own Com-

petence: A Woman's Image of Work and

Self.

It will be led by Valerie Young. There will be a

presentation, discussion and small groups.

Pre-registration is required.

DATE: May 5

TIME: 10-5 PM
LOCATION: Everywoman's Center, Wilder

Hall, UMass.

It will be limited to 15 women. For more in-

formation call 545-0883.

Tired of the Meal Plan?

For Lunch or Dinner If s

YVONNE'SPLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm
A sample of treats include;

Fried Chicken

Island Curried Fish

Vegitariart Platter

Fried Rice

Curry

Thursday - Friday

Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House

545-2012
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U'illtMK' Barton and LJC Big Apple Jazz

Women. Augusta Savape Gallerv, L'Mass

'i P.m. - 7 p . n;

.

"Black Women ir Music". Thulani Davis,

D. Antoinette handv. El ma l>ewis,

Rernice .lohnson Reason . Cape Cod

I.ounpe, 'Student Union, L'Mass 7 ; 30 p.m.

"U'iliene Bart. in and ITC Bip Apple Jazz

Women". FeaLurinp Willene Barton -

tenor sa.x. Kcisha St. Jobn - vocals,

Marsha Frazier- piano, Melissa Slocum-

bass, Bernadine Warren - drums,

trumpet, .and possibly Jean Finebers

on .-\lto and flute. Cape Cod Lounpe,

Student Union Bldp. UMass 9 p.m.

"Sav Amen Somebodv" Student Union

Ballrocm, Student Union Bide. U'lass

7:30 o.r..

THURSDAY .Apri Concert

FRIDAY Apri 1 2 7

"Tell Mv Horse: ;•. Lr'-'ir

to Zora Neale Hurst or".

lerry .lenoure Strin:- •-!'^
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Hampshire College, r '^.-.

workshop; Chico Freeman. Ha"v>s^irr

College ^ p.m.

Concert

*Distinquished aciieivement awards

will be given to Melba Listen and

Harold Holt during the concert,

commending their musical talents.

SaturdaN April 28 Concert

April 2 3
)«

April 17 - 28

Continuous Video Screening

Gallerv Exhibits

*"Salute to the 1.!.:. -.v' i^.'.

Black Musicians Confer-'if.-'"

with Johnnv Cri^'fin, C:i.ci

Freeman with sDecial ;:.:'= = '

Max Roach. Fine Arts (>DT.er

UMass. 8 p.m. Tickets S^.^,

$7, S5, Students half -^t i .

"Solos and Duos presenr. s

Valerie Capers - S.-'lo

Pianist". Cape Cod Lcunwe,
Student U'nion Building,
L'MASS Bprr

"Jus' Jazz: American
Classical >!usic". Har.pdt

Gallerv, UMuASS. m-f ^rr

Sundav 2-3.
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ON GUARD—Taking advantage of yesterday's sunny weather the Goju-Ryu Karate Club practices outside NOPE gym.

Regents urged to delay decision on tuition hike
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Education

will decide today whether to vote on a proposed tuition

increase for state colleges and univesities or accept a joint

legislative committee's suggestion that they postpone the

decision a month.
The regent's finance committee voted 41 last week to

hike tuition at the University of Massachusetts 15 percent

($167) for in-state undergraduates, with higher increases

for out-of-state and graduate students. The meeting today

is in Boston at 2 p.m.

The joint legislative committee on education suggested

last Thursday at an open hearing that the regents wait

until May 18 to vote on the increase, giving those opposed

more time to lobby against the hike.

"I think the recommendation by the legislature will be

taken by the regents as a challenge to their autonomy and

"They (the regents) have not indicated what they will do,"

a regents spokeswoman said yesterday. "The matter is on

the agenda but no decision has been made."

Another issue before the regents today will be the ap-

proval of admissions standards for incoming freshmen at

UMass and Southeastern Massachusetts University.

The proposal, whose requirements would be phased in

through 1987. would set admissions policies at both UMa.ss

and SMU. High school students would then need a

minimum of 16 academic units in various disciplines to be

considered for admi.ssion, and their Scholastic Aptitude

Test scores would be weighed on a sliding scale with class

rank. Exceptions would be made for educationally

disadvantaged, older or handicapped students.

In other regent business, North Adams State College and

SMU are expected to have the appointments of their new
presidents approved. They are Catherine Tisinger and

John Brazil respectively.

they will vote on, and pass, the tuition increase, " said Fran

Pheeney. chair of the public policy committee of the

Student Government Association (SGA) at UMass.

"It will be up to the legislature to pass an amendment to

stop the increase," Pheeney said. "In the process of

debating the regent's budget they may try to stop the

increase. That's what we're hoping will happen.
"

The proposed increase has been met with opposition from

UMass President David C. Knapp, UMass Boston

Chancellor Robert Corrigan and a host of senators and

representatives, and especially Rep. James Collins, D-

Amherst. and Sen. Gerard D'Amico, D Worcester, co-

chairman of the joint legislative committee on education.

The regents did not raise tuition last year after a cam-

paign promise by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis. Dukakis, and

Chancellor of higher education John B. Duff support the

hike, while UMass Amherst Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

has said he supports about a 10 percent to 12 percent in-

crease.

Communist candidates need student pull
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

The United SUtes Communist Party is petitioning

students at the University of Massachusetts this week, in

an effort to get their candidates on the November
Presidential Election Ballot and "defeat Reaganism,"

Communist Youth Director Elena Mora said.

"We have a president who thinks a nuclear war can be

won," Mora said. "It is important for us to force debate on

these and other issues."

In order for the two candidates, Gus Hall and Angela

Davis, to appear on the November Ballot in this state,

41,000 registered voter signatures must be collected

before May 7. In 1980, the two Communist hopefuls were

on 21 state ballots nation-wide and Massachusetts was not

included.

"This state has particularly prohibitive requirements for

ballot access compared to other states," Mora said, "by

expecting a high number of signatures, with only a four

month collection period."

Despite Mora's belief that the Communist Party will not

win the election, it is important, she said to "fight for our

right to hold different views." Petitioning signatures and

talking about Communist political views with people

^ —
Inside:

A look at the three who finished last in the

Boston Marathon p.2

Editorial on the recent and controversial

Klan trial P-5

"reinforces and contributes to democratic values," she

said.

Mora said people often tie the American Communist

movement with the Soviet Union, but "we are concerned

with solving problems in the United States," she said.

Socialism, the Party contends, wUl come in- a way par

ticular to its individual history, just as the Soviet Union

experienced change according to its circumstances, she

said.

Mora said the reception at UMass has been a positive one,

and the signature rate is good. The Party now has close to

41,000, she said, but another 20,000 will be sought since a

great number are not legitimate.

"We are closer this year than other years," to reaching

the November ballot, she said.

Jennifer Bird, a sophomore botany major, said she signed

the petition because she supported "the co-operative

communist system."

Not all students were responsive to the petitioners or the

party. Jonathan Higgins, a junior geophysics major said

he refused to sign the petition after he "saw the word

communist" at the top of the clipboard.

Tina Malek, a freshman liberal arts major, said she "did

not believe in what they represent," and declined her

signature request. _
^^

Men's Lacrosse prepares for battle

against Hofstra today p.l6

"Ah, but a maji's reach skouLd exceed his

grasp, or what's a heaven for?— Robert

Browning

Travel expenses

exploited by profe
By JOHN MILBIER
Collegian Correspondent

Some faculty and staff at the University of

Massachusetts have used rental cars for traveling when

they could have used their own cars at a lower cost to the

University, according to UMass comptrdler William

Maus of the accounting office.

"We're trying to stop this expensive travel before it

goes too far," Maus said.

He said there is a rule that states when University

employees sign up for travel to seminars and conventions

they must use the least expensive mode avaflable.

Employees using their own cars under the travel rules

are reimbursed for 20 cents a mile.

"At 20 cents a mile, that just about pays for your gas

and oil. On a renUl car, we pay everything, tolls, and

parking included," Maus said.

Some faculty and sUff will rent a car in Campus Travel,

drop it off at Bradley Airport in Connecticut, and go on

their trip, he said. When they return they seek reim-

bursement for their travel expenses against their account

from which the travel was funded, he said.

"If the statement of expenses isn't justifiable, we return

the voucher to them. They in turn have to find another

way to pay for it," Maus said.

He said if there is a dispute in letting a vouch pass,

Maus lets the respective dean settle it.

Maus wouldn't say which department was the greatest

offender, however, he said, "the newer faculty seem to be

doing it because they are not aware of the rules."

"We're asking for faculty and staff cooperation, we're

trying to put forth the rules and regulations as voted by

the Trustees," he said.
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Computerfraud bill

releasedby Gov's office

BOSTON - The governor's office has drafted a bill to

punish computer fraud - from the clerks who make a

mistake and get away with it to the kid in New York who

bilked a brokerage firm of $8 million.

The bill, described as a possible model for the nation by

Lt. Gov. John Kerry, would impose up to five years in

prison and a $20,000 fine, and also makes computer thieves

liable in civil cases for triple damages and attorneys' fees

when cases go to Superior Court.

The bill was filed with the Legislature Tuesday by Gov.

Michael Dukakis.

"Twenty states have computer fraud legislation, but this

piece is better defined and could become a model for the

country," said Kerry, who, along with a private industry

consultant, noted that computer crime is increasing.

Robert H. Courtney Jr., formerly International Business

Machine Corp.'s data security director, claimed he had

investigated or known of investigations of 1,302 such in-

cidents in the last three years in the nation.

"Only 11 percent were prosecuted." he said.
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Man to besentenced

forHampshire rape
NORTHAMPTON — A Holyoke man pleaded guilty

yesterday to kidnapping a Hampshire College student and

raping her with his brother as they drove their van along

country roads on April 19, 1982.

Lawrence Manning, 32, related the rape under

questioning by Judge John Moriarty in Hampshire
Superior Court, where a jury last year convicted his

brother, Robert, 28, of the rape and abduction.

Moriarty scheduled sentencing for April 30. Manning
faces up to life in prison, a sentence given his brother.

Hosts may be liable

for theirguest's actions
LOWELL — A $1 million lawsuit against Wang

Laboratories could set a state-wide precedent that would

make party hosts liable for how much alcohol they serve

their guests, just as bars can be held liable for accidents

and injury caused by their drunken patrons.

The suit has been filed by Joseph Gouveia III. who broke

more than 20 bones in a motorcycle accident alst summer
after a company picnic at the Wang Institute in Tyngsboro.

Gouveia, of Lowell, was riding on the back of a motorcycle

driven By 24-year-old Clarence Johnson. Both men had

been guests at a picnic thrown by the institute, an

engineering school founded by Wang Laboratories

chairman An Wang.

Gouveia, 26. charges in the suit that "agents" of Wang
served Johnson free drinks until he became "greatly in-

toxicated" and then allowed him to leave the party drunk.

Johnson was also severely injured in the crash.

BostonMarathon ends
with 3 friends in last
BOSTON — For John Archer. Sy Ludington and Luther

Lewer. the best was last. The three friends— seasoned

veterans of the Boston Marathon— finished Monday's race

dead last. But it was still an accomplishment, considering

Archer's torn knee, Lewer's bad leg and Ludington's

leukemia.

The three friends walked across the finish line at 7:50

p.m.—nearly six hours after Geoff Smith of Great Britain

won the 88th running of the marathon with a time of

2:10.34.

"We were last," Ludington said Tuesday before flying

back to his home in Naples, Fla. "At least I think we were

last. We sure didn't pass anybody."

"We all did the best we could. Nobody can do anything

more than that," he said.

Ludington, 57, and his friends have run 14 marathons

together, and have finished the 26- mile race with times as

good as three hours. But Monday's race was different.

"I've gut my problems and the other two fellows had some
physical problems," he said.

"We weren't going to break any records so we decided to

do it together and walk."

Vietnam Vet awaits trial

afterfleeing hospital
DANBURY, CONN. - A Vietnam veteran who disap-

peared from a hospital while awaiting trial on charges he

burned a Buddhist temple to call attention to his plight was

brought to a federal prison Tuesday after he surrendered.

Richard Papineau. 36, of East Hartford, Conn., turned

himself in to authorities Sunday night in Berlin, N.H.,

after being assured by the chief of the Massachusetts

Veterans Services Office that he would help Papineau

obtain medical care.

Papineau, who authorities said tried to commit suicide

Sunday night in his cell, had been missing since April 3

when he walked away from the Rutland Heights Hospital,

a private facility in central Massachusetts where he was

admitted in February for treatment as he awaited hearings

on arson charges.
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NOW LISTEN UP!—A University of Massachusetts tour guide makes a point to a grroup of pro-

spective students and their parents yesterday in front of the Whitmore Administration Building.

Formermember scolds SGA
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collepan Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate at the University of

Massachusetts is lacking commitment to affirmative ac-

tion programs, according to a two-term senator, who

recently announced her resignation.

Mindy Chateauvert, a former commuter senator and

Student Coordinator for the Student Center for Educa-

tional Research and Advocacy (SCERA) since 1983, said

"a commitment to affirmative action seems to be missing

from the Senate."

"We not only have to try to promote women in certain

positions, we have to be aware of how they function and

that they are taking a part in the actual workings" of

specific organizations and committees, Chateauvert said.

"Why doesn't the Senate have a commission on the

status of student women to keep a watch on things? Why
don't the Women's Caucus have the power to appoint

female senators? "I think these things can be readily

achieved but it's still a problem because it isn't viewed as a

priority," she said.

Chateauvert, who is resigning so new leadership can

take over, said there are certain individuals in the Senate

who manipulate parlimentary procedures that limit debate

on specific issues.

There is "a problem with the parlimentary procedure

that descriminates and keeps people out," she said.

"There are ways to allow people who don't usually talk to

talk, and ways to address certain issues," that aren't

employed by the Senate as much as they could be, she said.

"Women are called upon to speak on 'women's issues',"

she said, "but when it comes time to talking about El

Salvador or tuition increases, then it becomes the men's

problem."

Chateauvert said the Senate has not "done enough" for

Title IX, which she described as "an ERA for the Univer-

sity that affects women's position in the University as a

whole."

National student enrollment pattern statistics indicate

that between 52-55 percent of student bodies at similar

state institutions are women, but at UMass only 49 per-

cent of the student body is female.

Chateauvert said the comparatively low number of

women students is linked to a high tuition pt)licy at

UMass. She said some studies indicate that when there

are financial problems, families tend to send their sons to

higher quality schools while daughters attend community

or Jr. Colleges.

Chateauvert also said institutional problems at UMass
has kept the number of non-traditional students low.

"We have a problem with daycare which keeps out older

students with children. We have a problem with part-time

student status, and the Reagan Administration has

cancelled Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants

(SEOG) which were designed to help working women with

children who have additional expenses because of family,"

she said.

Compared to national statistics, UMass lags behind in

certain areas relating to women students and women
faculty members.
While 1 out of 10 students graduating from college with

engineering degrees are women, only 1 in 30 engineering

graduates at UMass are women. Also, approximately 10

percent of tenured university professors in the country

are women, but only 7.6 percent of the faculty at Umass
are women.
There are currently 534 full time, tenured male pro-

fessors and 46 full time, tenured female professors,

Chateauvert said, "the other women faculty members are

either assistant or associate professor."

Chateauvert said there was not a "big problem" concer-

ning the earning scale of male and female professors at

UMass. She said that while a majority of women faculty

members across the country earn 78 cents for every dollar

a male professor earns, women faculty at UMass earn

almost 90 percent of what male professors earn.

Griffith voted in as
new Select Chair
HyJriJAMAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Barbara Griffith, a first-term member, was unanimously

vott*d chair of the Amherst Seiectboard last night by the

five-member body. Griffith replaces Edith Wilkinson who
opted to run.

"I'll try to promise a fast gavel, but I might be a little

slower tonight," Griffith said.

Selectman Fred Steinbeck became vice-chair of the board

also last night. He filled the position vacated by Richard

Minear, a Japanese history professor at the University of

Ma.sachusetts. Minear is beginning his second term and

Joan Golowich was also welcomed to the board. Golowich,

a staff assistant in the Provost's Office at UMass, resigned

as chair of the Amherst finance committee upon assuming

her duties as a Selectboard member.
In other business, representatives from Amherst Citizens

Against Pollution (ACAP), a student based group, sought

the board's endorsement of a Town Meeting warrant

article which would set a timeline for the town to cap the

old landfill.

"We want the old landfill capped. There's no question

that the dump poses great danger to our water supply,"

said David Donermeyer, an ACAP spokesman.

Members of ACAP said rain or snow which drains

through the landfill and into underground water supplies

has already contaminated the Brickyard Well and the

Lawrence Swamp.
The group wants the town to cap the landfill with an

"impervious" clay cover before next winter. Donermeyer

said the dump has been left open since December of 1982.

He said $622,000 was approporiated last year to cover the

site but nothing has been done.

The town has not been able to cap the landfill because

Amherst Auto Parts occupies part of the land. Amherst

Auto Parts will be moving to a new location since zoning

laws were changed at a recent Special Town Meeting.

Town Manager Barry Del Castillo said that he agreed

with the intent of the warrant article but "I don't think it's

correct to say that it (the landfill) poses a clear and present

danger to our water."

The selectboard postponed action on the proposed

warrant article until Del Castillo communicates with

Amherst Auto Parts.

Pre-Registration!
Pre- registration for fall courses at the University of

Mas.sachusetts began yesterday and will proceed as normal

through Wednesday, April 25 at 5 p.m., according to the

registrar.

Registrar Ralph Jones said he anticipate's no unusual

problems this spring during pre registration, although

there will be 500 to 600 additional forms to process because

of a higher enrollment.

Students with declared majors should pick up the pre-

registration forms in their department office, and those

who are undeclared can obtain them in the College of Arts

'

and Sciences Information and Advising Center in Machmer

Hall. The forms should be returned to the main lobby or

the Registrar's Office in Whitmore Administration

Building.

ScheduUng booklets were distributed Friday in the

Campus Center, and a limited number can still be obtained

in either the ScheduUng Office or Registrar's Office.

Electrical defect starts Proletariat finds respect in education
Kennedy Tower fire
A stovetop fire caused the evacuation of Kennedy Tower

in Southwest Residential Area late Monday night.

University of Massachusetts police said.

The fire occurred at 11:10 p.m. in the dormitory's fifth

floor snack bar and UMass Department of Environmental

Health and Safety officials determined an electrical

problem to be the cause of the fire, police said.

In other business, police arrested a student from Albany,

N.Y. at 12:39 a.m. yesterday when he was observed

siphoning gasoline from a state owned vehicle parked near

Fisher laboratory. The man, who was charged with lar-

ceny over $100. was accompanied by a second student who

was not arrested but will face a show cause hearing.

Police also arrested a Gorman dormitory resident at 1:06

a.m. yesterday and charged him with operating a

motorcycle without a license or registration.

By ANN McCRORY

UMass fraternity rolls

beer keg for Jimmy fund
Members of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts rolled a beer keg 100 miles in 22 hours

to Boston last weekend to raise about $4,500 for the Jim-

my Fund.
The trip started at 10:30 a.m. Saturday at the Williams

Distributing Company in Springfield, which donated the

keg and went on route 20 the entire way.

"It was great, said fraternity associate member Jim

Keough. "It was a good time for everybody."

"People (in the towns along the way) were pretty recep-

tive to U3," said Keou^, who solicited donations for the

Jimmy F\md from people along the way in major towns

and dtiea.

By JOHN YONCE

By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Getting a College education, is a way of giving working

class families a sense of self respect, sociologist Dr.

Richard Sennett said last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Sennett, in a speech entitled "The

Humanities in Education." discussed the relationships

betwe«'n class and culture in the United States, and his

book Hidden Injuries of Class which is a study of about 100

working-class families in Boston.

"The working-class family's expectations about education

are more important than I thought," Sennett said.

By gaining a sense of self respect through education, he

said, working-class families also gain autonomy. These

two principles are a way of controlling their vulnerability

in front of other people.

Sennett said in the late 1960's the material dream had

come true for a large number of working-class families and

this material accumulation ultimately resolved in a higher

status for them.

He said, as the working class became more affluent they

were able to make more changes for their children, for

example increasing their education. The idea was to

convert their material wealth to qaualitative but this was

not working.

"Kids were finding that they also had to drive a taxi after

college as well as when they were in high school," Sennett

said.

"A.B.A. (Bachelor of Arts degree) is no longer a ticket

to a white collar job," he said. "Numbers devalue the

status of educational degrees."

Sennett said structural changes such as improved ad-

misaiont standards force nuddle-drss kids to stay in the

same postion and they are no longer autoncmoua.

"The American dream renews itself as people fail to

achieve it and to gain autonomy," Sennett said.

He said currently in the presidential campaign Mondale

represents the survivors, those working class people who

have gone through disappointment in the American

dream.
"Hart represents the autonomous people; what are now

called the Yuppies," Sennett said.

CslhfflMi pkato hj BriM E. Gmj9

Dr. Richard Senoett, talking about the

working claaa of Amtricm.
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HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho
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freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church for

more information about this Christian

Ministry House.
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Session I May 29 - June 29
Session II July 2 • Aug 3

• Undergraauafe and Graduate Courses
• Humanities, Social Sciences, Naturol

Sciences. Computer Sciences and Fine

Arts

• Theater Arts Program
e Promedical Sciences Program
• Near Eastern and Judaic Studies

• Costume History Field Research m England

Small classes taught bv Brandeis Faculty

Suburban campus close to the excitement

of Boston/Cambridge

Information, catalog and application

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMfVIER SCHOOL
Woltham. MA 02254 617-647-2796
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Tickets on sale Wednesdays
in the Campus Center
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Friday

THE STOMPERS
$6.50 cover

Saturday

TALKING DRUMS
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Student Art Show
Competition

Dates

April 31 - May 2

Campus Center
Music Room
Awards -

Selection Committee
For more info call 545-0198

* Art Expo is sponsored by
UMass Arts Council,

Campus Center Administration

and the Board of Governors.
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Klansmen-Nazis acquitted in "Greensboro Massacre"
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

WINSTON SALEM. N.C. and AMHERST - Nine
klansmen and Nazis were acquitted Sunday for their

participation in the "Greensboro Massacre," a 1979
shooting melee in which five anti-klan demonstrators were
killed and four others wounded. Five of the nine men
charged were also acquitted in 1980 of charges of first

degree murder. The verdict came after three days of

deliberation by an all white jury in a trial which began
Januarys, 1984.

All were charged with conspiracy, and then each was
individually charged for actions leading to the injury

and/or death of the demonstrators. Those charged were
Edward Dawson, Virgil Griffin, David Matthews, Coleman
Pridmore. Jerry Smith, Roy Toney, Roland Wood.
Raeford Caudle and Jack Fowler.

The onus was on Chief Prosecutor Daniel Bell to prove

that the Klan/Nazis were venting "racist hatred" in their

armed confrontation with the anti-klan demonstrators. A
special grand jury which was assembled in response to

outrage over the acquittals in the first trial, returned

indictments last April with charges of conspiracy to violate

the civil rights of those participating in a federally

protected activity.

Bell introduced new evidence uncovered since the first

trial. New witnesses were also presented. However,
defense attorneys countered with the same defense thit

had worked so well before: their defendants were not

"racially motivated," rather they were "acting in self

defense." They argued that their clients were "patriots"

because many of the victims were communists.

From its inception the second trial has been mired with

unprecedented court rulings and restrictions. Despite a

legal challenge from the local press, jury selection was

conducted in closure. But, prior to the private jury

selection and, perhaps, even more significant from a legal

perspective, an unusually severe gag order was imposed

prohibiting anyone connected to the case from talking

about it.

"Past gag orders are narrowly defined, used most often

when there is a demonstrable prejudicial effect of publicity

(not applicable in as highly a publicized case as this oc-

curing such a long time before this trial); there is no

precedent for a blanket gag order so vague and all

encompassing," said Gail Korotkin. an attorney with the

Greensboro Justice Fund which represents the widows and

widower of the five victims, along with eleven others who

were either injured or falsely arrested, in a separate civil

suit against the government for forty-eight million dollars.

Korotkin maintains that the gag order was "un-

constitutional," and undermines the First and Sbcth

Amendments which were established at the Continental

Congress as a recourse to secresy and censureship under

monarchy.

Korotkin called it censureship. "It is, in effect, press

censureship by preventing the press from access to the

people who actually know what happened on November
3rd."

A month later, when a transcript of the secret jury

selection was finally provided to the public, we learned

that the jury selected in 1984 had the same chemistry as

the jury selected in the 1980 acquittal, and except for

gender, were remarkably similar to the defendants.

The jury was white with an average high school

education, middle to low incomes, and indigenous to the

area. Few read newspapers or knew very much if

anything about the Klan or Nazis. Of those who did, some

seemed to express almost sympathetic views. AU potential

black jurors were dismissed.

As a justification for keeping the trial cloaked in secresy

and silence. Judge Thomas A. Flannery asserted that he

was only protecting the jurors and preventing bad

publicity from affecting the trial's outcome. Furthermore,

the judge ordered television cameras be excluded from the

federal courthouse.

Much of the evidence used in the trial relied upon

videotapes taken by cameramen from four local television

stations. The videotapes depict the sequence of events as a

convoy of cars drove up to an anti-Klan rally in Morning

Sides, a black housing project in Greensboro. Words were

exchanged. Fighting erupted. Shots were fired. Within

minutes, the cars drove away leaving five of the demon-

strators dead or dying. Those killed were: Sandra Smith.

James Waller. Cesar Cause. Michael Nathan, and William

Sampson.

As part of the new evidence offered by the prosecution,

shots which government experts were unable to locate

with sound analysis in the earlier trial had been re-

examined and now attributed to come from Klansmen.

However, this evidence was disputed by another "expert"

presented by the defense. Later, the government's

witness would claim in court what the second witness

listened to "filtered tapes." but to no avail.

Ihese technological developments were to be

corroborated by new testimony from a former Klansmen.

Mark Sherer. who. according to the prosecution, admitted

to firing to a number of the early shots in question. But

Sherer pulled out of his deal with the prosecutor two

weeks into the trial. Sherer's about-face caught the

prosecutor off-guard and prompted Bell to charge in court

that Sherer had been cooperative until he was visited by a

Klan .'awyer.

The placement of these shots was crucial to the gover-

nment's case, as it was also to the defense, for if there was

any possibility that the early shots were fired by the anti-

Klan demonstrators, it furnished the defense with the

ground for an acquittal on self defense.

Lacking much of the substance to their case, the

government focused, as did the defense, on whether or not

the Klan/Nazis were influenced by the issue of race in

attending the anti-Klan rally. All the defendents denied
under oath any racial reason(s) for going to the "Death to

the Klan" rally in Morning Sides, and declared that they

went there only to confront the communists.

Virgil Griffin, former grand dragon (a state leader) of the

Invisible Empire of the Knights of the Klu Klux Klan. was

the most eloquent of the defendents in addressing if race

was a factor.

Although, admitting to routinely calling blacks "niggers"

and being against "race mixing," Griffin denied racism as a

motive for the Klan counter-demonstration.

Editorial
"Why go to (jJuilford County to protest integration when
they had it in his own Gaston County," he said. "I could

have stayed there. I went to Greensboro because of the

communists. I would rather die here fighting communism
than let my children have to live under communism,"
Griffin told the jury, in his red, white, and blue suit.

In the spirit of a defiant, self righteous patriotism one of

the defense attorneys minimized the inhumanity of the

original Nazis in upholding the Nazis as anti-communists.

And he continued to add insult to injury by demeaning the

death of Sandra Smith as a black woman, as if her being a

communist diminished her racial status.

In spite of what appeared to be a preponderance of racial

discrimination in the events leading up to the outbreak of

violence, the jury was unconvinced, perhaps, more con-

vinced by another angle of the government's case showing

that the Klan/Nazis were "seeking revenge" for an earlier

confrontation in China Grove. N.C, when anti-Klan

demonstrators chased Klansmen inside a community

center in attempting to disrupt the showing of the film,

Birth ofa Nation, at a recruitment meeting.

Somehow, the modern Klan which has always tied and

typefied themselves with the racist doctrine of the

traditional Klan has now been suddenly transformed and

has converted its racist hatred for blacks to communists!

Why even the name of this order of the Klan, the Invisible

Empire, barkens back to the original Klu Klux Klan

founded in 1865 and later spreading to North Carolina in

1866 where it was known as the "Invisible Empire.

"

Not so invisible, the Klan rides a night time record of fear

and violence from its pre-klan, ante-bellum origins in

reprisals against runaway slaves, to its terrorist rise to

power during Reconstruction, over the turbulent twenties

and thirties when they added immigrants and others to

their list of enemies, over the fifties and sixties against

union organizing and the Civil Rights Movement, until now
in the eighties, they can murder people in broad daylight.

On the other side were the men and women killed because
they were protesting against the Klan. Always charac-

terized as "communists"-- which they were-- they were
also citizens with a parade permit issued by the police to

express their freedom of speech and assembly (but not

protected by the police who were conspicuously absent

until the shooting was over).

The victims of the Klan/Nazis were not simply demon-
strators, they were labor organizors attempting to
organize cotton workers at the mills around the issues of
occupational health hazards, particularly brown lung
disease. The Greensboro Justice Fund charges that
"union busting" was actually the motive behind the
killings. Furthermore, they charge that there was a
government conspiracy which not only allowed a massacre
to occur, but also may have planned it.

What constitutes such a conspiracy? Is conspiracy simply
two people agreeing to carry out a criminal act"? Are there
not other types of conspiracy, less tangible and yet just as

dangerous?

Even at the most abstract level, there is a critical choice
by which a jury conspires against or with a defendant in

determining his guilt or innocence. In this case, the jury
decided that the Klan/Nazis did not conspire to go to

Greensboro to violently disrupt the "Death to the Klan"
rally.

In such a case as this, with wide reaching social im-
phcations, it is not only the private interest that is

defeated, but also the public interest. I do not intend to
exhonorate anyone's wrongdoing on November 3, 1979,
but isn't that exactly what the jury has done?

The acquittal sends a message to others that they can get

away with such crimes. It all but tells the Klan that they

have a license to take matters of the law into their own
hand, the license to kill. The Klan is growing in North
Carolina and throughout the United States. The labor

organizing has ceased to exist at the cotton mills. What is

racism if not this unfortunate episode of American history?
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All Cundidali'*!

TIktc will Iv im Ci-mnK'iKi.'ini'Ml h'1k'.iis.iI lor ik'

grcc ciiiHiidalcs. Caiuiidiitos shmikl ah^cml^lo liy

school/college a( Alumni Stadium no lali-i th.iii ^'

am j;raduation iiiorniiij; May 27 l'^)S4 Si\;n^ uill

Ix' jxistcd iiulaatini; school*, aiul CoinmiMUi-UKiil

Marshals will issuf s|vcific inslruclions aiul ilisiiih

utc proj;rams L'i>oii sijjnal candidates will lollou

the ConmienciMm-nl Marshals to the assigiuil .ucas

and be seated

Candidates will receive diploma covers Ironi ihe

ileans of their scIum>I or collcjie

Who is Eligible lo Pailicipalc?

i'ndt'ii^imluulf Jevci' ai'iJuhiUs w lu> anticipate com
pletinv; degree reciuirements by the *:iu\ i»l the calen

dar year 198-1 Questions concerninv; academic slat

us should be directed to Ihe Records Otlice 2M
Whiimore 545-055n

Master s degree candidates who have previously sub

milted Ihe Degree Application Form by April 27

1984 to the Office of Degree Requirements slating

the intention to complete all requirements Ques

lions concerning eligibility should be directed to ilu

Office of Gradua'e Degree Requireiiienls Room
A249 Graduate Research Center. ^^45 tK)24.

DiK'toral decree canduhli's w ho ha\ e completeil all

degree requirements by April 27 1984 Questions

concerning eligibility should be directed to the Ol

fice of Graduate IX-gree Requirements Room A24M

Graduate Research Center 545 (K)24

Faculty

Kacully and staff should assemble at the SOL'TH
WEST end of tlie stadium o-i the gravel Ix-tween the

Facilities/fnfornialion Center and the stadium wall

Faculty will be part ol the pn cessional and will Ix-

seated immediately in front of 'he candidates Irom

each school aiuf c(»ilei;r

Note: Commencement 84 is on

SUNDAY, May 27.

Pureiils iiiul liiviled Guests IMaii to Arrive l-^urly

— Space is l.iniilcti

Since Ihe Comim iKeineiit llxeruses are open lo the

public ami guest seating is vvillmul reservation par

enis .iiul friends should plan lo .irrivi' larly to en

sure mwul sealing.

Handicapped Souliiig

\ ie\\iii;4 aie.i lor the li.indicapped will be loialed on

Ivtih sufes ol the stiidium on the eastern and west

ern walkways Sine*.' sealing is linnleil tmly inif f\-i

M'li nun tiii<>i>ii\iuv till- /(iJ»((//«((/i/H'i/ ;;i(es'

lii>i(uliuns

There is no liir.J I < the number ol guests who may
alleiul the i .nmony and liekelsare not required

Each undergrailualesUulenl will receive a packet oi

s/v formal invilalions Students are urged to encour-

age their guests to arrive early for gmul sialing

Caps, Gtiwns. and Hoods

Lndi'raradtiatc /A'.v'i'"' (\iiididali'>

Caps gowns tassels and invilalions w>ll be avail-

able at no charge (on presenlalion ol an ID anil an

iiouncemeni of the degree earned .iiul the depart

menl awanling ill <il Ihe Texlliook Annex April

<()May 25 Moiulay through Friilay 9 a.m to 4

pm ()n Coinmencemenl IXiy May 27 laps

gowns .ind l.issels m.iy Ix- obtained .iller S .1 in at

the SOITHWKST corner ol Alumni Stadium

.\/iJs/i'» N /> c'l'c Candidali"^

Caps gov ns l.issils .iiul iiuil.ilions will In a\.ii!

able al no charge ion presenlalion ol an 1 D .mil .in

nouncement of the degree earned aiul the dep.irl

iiuiil .iw.irding ill al the TeNllxtok Annex April

<0 May 25 Mond.iy through Friday 9 a in to 4

p in On Commencement D.iy M.iy 27 caps

gowns .md tassels, m.iy be obl.iineil after S a in .il

the SOl'TMWFSI comer ol Alumni Stadium

/>« (o»ij/ />••;» (-e Cdfii/ziAi/ev

Doctoral laps gowns lass. Is .iiul iiuil.ilions will

Ih- availabli- unlv at the Ollice (<l Ciradu.ile IVgree

Requirements Rihhm A2 t^>. Cirailuate Research Ceii

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Rhodixlendron Garden Roin

:^ilc 329 Morrill Si icnct' Center

1984 Commencement Ceremony Sun., May 27 10 a.m.- 12 noon

Schedule of Events Hate

Stockbridge Commencement Sat., May 26

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 27

Nursing Commencement Sun., May 27
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INMMMATION

ler April :i()May 25. Monday through Friday. 9

a in. through 4 p nv. upon clearance by the Office

of Degree Kequiremcnts On Commencement Day,

caps gowns, tassels, and hoods may be obtained

after 8 am. al the NORTHWEST end of the stadium

^^m Ihe gravel area).

Doctoral candidates who plan lo participate in the

C«»mmencement ceremony must have a hood Each

Ph D. candidate s name will be announced over the

stadium sound system and two officers of the Uni-

versity will drajx- the hood on the candidate s

sh«)ulders. Doctoral hixxls can be purchased only at

the Office of Graduate Degree Requirements. A249

Graduate Research Center at a cost of $26 |Five

College Doctoral Hoods will be available at $42.95.)

Doctoral hoixls may be rented through the Univer-

sity Store

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year s University Com-

mencement may be rented through the University

Store All faculty members are urged to place their

orders as scxm as possible THE LAST DAY TO OR-
DER IS FRIDAY MAY 18 Payment must be made
al the time of order and there will be no refunds if

apparel is not used Academic apparel may also be

purchased For further information ab<nit rentals or

purchases, please contact Connie Szelewicki at the

University Store 545 2619

Accomnu>dalion!>
Many area nu)tels are already b<x)ked for Friday

and Siiturday before Commencement A limited

number ol rooms in University housing will be

available for relatives and other guests the nights of

May 25 2b and 27. Please contact Ihe Conference

Si-rvices Office 918 Campus Center 545-34(H) by

May H) There is a $5 cash key deposit — to be re

lurned when the key is returned

I «>od Services

Ci'llei soli drinks and doiuils will be available at

l>«>t rotundas on the North side of the stadium

Comnieiuemcnl Ceremony Schedule

M .1 111 Robing lor Commeneenient
Appropri.ite signs will be displ.iyed

Gr.iiiu.iti'N should line up acci>rding lo

their school or college

9:30 am Sealing of Graduates

H) am Procession starts

12 noon Ceremony ends

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extremely limited. Com-

mencement traffic will be directed to several park-

ing lots located nearby and shuttle buses will trans-

port you the short distance to the stadium. You will

be dropped off directly in front of the stadium and

buses will return you to the lots immediately fol-

lowing the ceremonies.

Radio Traffic Control

In an effort to aid the traffic flow at Commence-

ment WTTT radio in Amherst 1430 on the AM dial

will broadcast traffic reports throughout the morn-

ing Please tune to U30AM once you arrive in Am-

herst for the best route lo the ceremonies

General Information

Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

Medical facilities will be lixrated in the van under

Section 8 of the stands.

Public telephones will be located on the west side

of the Facilities/Information Center

RestriKims are located at either end of the Facilities/

Information Center at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs

will be Ux-atcHi on both sides of the stadium, on

eastern and western walkways

For additional information contact the Office of

Coinmunily Relations 390 Whiimore 545-2560.

ALCOHOL IS NOT PERMIT
TED IN THE STADIUM.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site The cere-

mony will be held outside regardless of the

weather. The ceremony will be delayed a

maximum of two hours in the event of heavy

rain In the event of torrential rains the cere-

mony will be cancelled. Listen to local radio

stations early Sunday morning to hear if the

decision lo delay or cancel has been made.

Wednesday. April 18. 1984
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EDITORIAL/GPINIGN
Make your voices heard

Regents must reconsider

The Masachusetts Board
of Regents is voting

today on whether or not

to delay a scheduled vote on a

proposed tuition increase for

state colleges and universities.

We urge the Regents to

seriously consider the advice of

the state legislature's joint

committee on education, which

last week unanimously passed

a motion recommending a one

month extension of the vote to

allow more discussion on the

issue.

The Regents have stated that

they support a 15 percent tui-

tion increase, raising the tui-

tion cost by as much as $167

for in-state students next year.

While the 15 percent increase

is the maximum, a school such

as UMass, which is well under

the 33 percent tuition ceiling,

could face the full amount of

the increase. (The 33 percent

is the amount of tuition relative

to the total cost of education.)

While we feel that the idea of

a uniform state tuition policy is

sound, evidence suggests that

the increase would make
UMass less accessible to lower

income students. In 1983, 23

percent of the students deter-

mined to have need received

none at all. Shifts from grants

to financial aid loan and work-

study packages has also helped

increase the burden of the cost

of education onto those

students who are most in need

of aid. While Massachusetts

ranks 48th in appropriations of

personal income for public

education ($5.38 per $1,000),

the cost to students is one of

the highest in the country (90

percent are lower).

The Regents claim that

students don't assume a fair

share of the cost of their educa-

tion. We think that they do,

and urge the Regents to not on-

ly vote for a month long exten-

sion on the proposal, but to

reexamine their position as

well.

Policy editorials represent the

majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors.

Time to think in Boston
After a weekend highlighted by a

cold walk around Newport, can-

- celled Red Sox games and wet

treks to subway stations I thought the

Boston marathon would be just the thing to

rescue a vacation that fell short of my high

expectations.

I was right. As my friend and 1 viewed

the awesome sight of weary runners cross-

ing the fabled finish line at the Prudential

Center my spirits picked up. The rain,

wind and cold were hardly noticeable as we
waited for the first wheelchair marathoner,

then the first man, then the first woman.

Peter Abraham
. The night before I had found a walk

through the Boston Sheraton amusing

because the elegance of the hotel was set

off by the casual attire (sweats and Nikes)

of the competitors who nervously paced the

lobby deep in their own thoughts about the

upcoming task. The marathon was doing

its best to make my weekend. Until we

decided to leave the finish line and get

something to eat.

His name was Tony Nota, and from all

accounts he was an expert on the Boston

Marathon, a man who sacrificed much of

his time to the event, someone loved by all

connected with the race.

Tony Nota had collapsed from a cerebral

hemorage and lay on the cold cement of the

Prudential Center's basement dead. He

Nicaragua has become the only nation in

Central America to have a rising Gross Na-

tional Product. Since its 1979 revolution,

literacy in Nicaragua has doubled; 40 per-

cent of the population is in school and all

education is free; infant mortality has

fallen by 33 percent, and in 1983 the Worid

Health Organization cited Nicaragua as a

model country for its advances in health

care. According to the Overseas Develop-

ment Council of Washington D.C.,

Nicaragua leads all Latin American coun-

tries in the physical quality of life index. In

response to pressure from the United

States, they have agreed to hold their elec-

tions ahead of schedule. According to the

Washington Post, "Even the American

Embassy reckons the Sandinistas would

win a popular election today."

The troop exercises in neighboring Hon-

duras are, by the admission of Pentagon of-

ficials, designed in part to "intimidate"

Nicaragua. The CIA is carrying out a

"covert" war against Nicaragua by financ-

ing raids from "contras" and the mining of

Nicaraguan harbors. The reason given for

this activity is a mythical arms flow from

Nicaragua to El Salvadoran rebels. Our
extensive intelligence services in Central

America have not uncovered so much as a

single pistol going over the border, only

medical supplies and transistor radio bat-

teries. It would seem that Nicaragua's real

"threat" to Central American "security"

lies in the example it sets for its Latin

American neighbors; that socialism can

work.

The United States is becoming more and

more committed to its interventionist

policies, particularly in Central America.

With this in mind, we as citizens of the

United States should take a close look at

our nation's foreign policy and make our

voices heard. Congress will soon be voting

on whether or not to continue aid and sup-

port for the contras. The time for you to

act is now.
Tim Harris

Joe Shartrand
Amherst

How to bully thy neighbor

wore his sweats and Nikes along with a

yellow officials jacket. Various policemen

and EMT's tried to bring him back, but it

was easy to see, despite my limited

knowledge of first aid, that their efforts

would fail. Not many come back after a

cerebral hemorage.

We walked by, pausing involuntarily to

look. We shook our heads, said "That's

terrible" but walked on to a nice warm
restaurant where we talked of other

things. I did my best to brighten the situa-

tion with a few "Maybe he'll be all right,"

type of mutterings, but not mentioning it at

all seemed to work better. A couple of sub-

way rides later and some conversation

pushed it out of the picture, but only for a

while.

Seeing death among all that life at the

Marathon isn't easy to take. In my own
mind I was mad that this guy ruined my
day by dying as I walked by. It wasn't fair,

i reasoned. I'm a young, healthy college

student in Boston with my girlfriend, I

shouldn't have to deal with death five feet

in tront oi me.

But I did deal with it. At least Tony Nota

was doing what he enjoyed doing. The

Associated Press sends out a few lines. The

Globe mentions in the sports pages that his

obit is on page 71, and the people I tell

what happened say "Wow, that's too bad."

Peter Abraham is a Collegian staff member

They are at it again. The present

administration is faithfully upholding

the grand old American tradition of

trying to dictate exactly how our southern

neighbors will govern themselves. In a

style reminiscent of the early part of this

century. President Reagan and his allies

are using the power at their disposal to

create suffering and chaos in a small Latin

American country. It would appear that

they feel it is best to restore relations with

Nicaragua to the master-slave level that

was the rule for so long.

William J. Spain

Perhaps someone should inform our pro-

ud leader that the good old days are no

more. Revolutions in ('uba and Nicaragua

have shov^m that their people are not going

to keep taking abuse from us. They realiz-

ed that American influence was responsible

for the unspeakable tyrants who ruled so

brutally. And as if the majority of the

population down there hasn't already been

given ample reason to hate the United

States, the executive branch is using our

money to raise hell with their economies

and generally disrupt their lives. We are

paying to introduce more weapons into an

already violent situation. What is worse is

that those guns are an attempt to solve a

problem caused, not by communists, but by

poverty. All the gunpowder in the world

won't keep a hungry child from crying.

According to top Reagan administration

officials, military means are justified

because of a "threat" to U.S. national

security. This "threat" is always spoken of

in vague terms. Why is there more danger

to the American way of life from left-

leaning repressive governments than from

the right-wing fascist dictatorships that so

many of our presidents have happily

jumped into bed with? Who, precisely, is

threatened by them?

It is really quite simple. You just have to

ask yourself who has l)enefited the most

from past American policy in the region.

Huge multi-national corporations and

wealthy individuals are the ones who
Iienefit, along with small native elites.

It is one thing for the United States

government to protect our system of free

enterprise and quite another ff>r them t<i

use the taxpayer's funds to actively force it

on other nations. There is no danger that

revolutionary governments in Central

America will stop .selling us their

agricultural and mineral pnxiucts. Even

the most devout Marxists have been known
to come running at the offer of Yankee

dollars. Fidel Castro has re{)eate<ily stated

his willingness to sell us Cuban sugar at

competitive prices. We slapped an em-

bargo on it many years ago after several

large American sugar companies lost their

obscene mark-ups when he nationalized the

plantations. Now Cuba is an armed camp
in the Soviet bloc all l)ecause of our govern-

ment's inclination for protecting big

business interests.

If there is any danger to our southern

border from revolutionary movements, it is

because short-sighted politicians and

businessmen opened the door a long time

ago. Think about it—why would these

governments go to the Soviets for help

when we are "Big Daddy" in the

hemisphere? Maybe it stems from the fact

that Americans have been willing to stand

by and watch the people get treated like

garbage as our corporations enrich

themselves.

I will not go and fight in Central

America, and if it comes to that, I will en-

courage others to do likewise. Some might

call it treason, but it is my sincere hope that

if Reagan tries any of the heavy-handed

military tactics that have worked so well in

the past, American forces will get their col-

lective asses kicked, but good.

William J. Spain is a Collegian

correspondent

Letters-

Boycott classes on Good Friday
To the Editor,

This letter is to assert that the judge-

ment of the University of Massachusetts -

Amherst, in specific regards to the

acknowledgement of particular religious

holidays, is lacking.

Please understand that this letter is not

to denounce any religion in any way.

Rather, the Jewish community, in par-

ticular, is to be commended for its suc-

cessful solicitation of campus-wide

acknowledgement of their highest

holidays. It is our intention that this letter

will be a catalyst for Christians to establish

and convey similar concern. In an effort to

demonstrate this concern to the University

Administration, we ask that ALL students

and faculty not attend classes or par-

ticipate in University activities scheduled

on Good Friday, April 20th.

of the university community is of Christian

denomination; therefore, we feel that this

request bears substantial merit and
justification. It is common practice for

some professors to cancel classes or give

students the option to attend. We certainly

appreciate their individual efforts and en-

courage all faculty to acquiesce in this mat-

ter. We feel, however, that it would not be

unprecedented for the University to

recognize Good Friday, in the future, as an
official holiday.

Bearing that goal in mind, we thank you
in advance for your active support.

John P. Anderson Jr.

Kathleen M. Collins

Robert Smith
Timothy Searla

Richard Rymssa
Van Meter
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Your locally owned Optical Shop

LOGO PABIS FRAMES.
SHEEBELEOANCE.

High-Fashion

Nylor* Rimless

Frames

POLISH
I.r]!lJ€HEO
(}()U)MPKI
(( AHIW.K K()LI.S STl'FFEI) WITH GROUND HEEF,

CKorNI) PORK, RICE *;« ONION)

FLrFFY PCrrA'H) PAN(\\KHS

SAVORY CAKKCrr PENNIES

WEDNESDAY!
rilEESECAKE APRIL 18,

KIEEHASA WITH KUPUSTA 19841
((,AHHA(iE)

BABECy.KA
(SMALL HAHKA - HOT ROLUS)

[$15 00

Expires 4/21/84

OFF a complete
set of Eyeglasses
or Contact Lenses
or 40%
OFF the ic^cond »rt of preM;riplion

eyegla»»rs ur sungla»»r» when
purchased with a complete »el of

eyeglasses at the regular price. Of
fers preclude previous discoun
ts. (Discount applies to lesser

priced pair I

Hampshire Mall
(Across from KMART) 584-8324

CATING i OKINKIMG 11

ll AJttll£RST^l|

PUB MUG NIGHT

Every Wednesday
35' BEERS

Miller - Miller Lite

Music by

Al Stoner

- Dancing -

No Cover

Chancellor's Lecture Series

JaMC/^HH^^H^^ eating pla(f

Hadley Campus Shopping Center, Rte 9

next to Super Stop & Shop

256-6889
please present when ordering

*"

BiiiSiFWT rail
2

'

t3.95
Only

Or Sf.M For On*
WITH THIS VAL-PAK. COUPON

HEO. PniCE ts. 10

Each Breakfast Includes

• 2 Large Fresh Eggs
• 2 Strips Crisp Bacon
• 2 Sausage Links

• 2 Pancakes

Br%ak(ati S«rve<5 Anytime

OFFER VAUD THRU APRIL 30th

Paul Mariani

1/2 PRICE DINNER
WITH THIS VAL PAK. COUPON

Buy 0n9. Get 0n9 1/2 PRICE

Purchase any dinner entree

and receive the second of

equal or lesser value \/2 PtICE
Any Diy 11 30 •m 10 8 pm

• Fr«thFi«hft Chip*
• 3 Pc FriM Chicken

• •Fried Clam Plate

• Broiled Pork Chop*
• Bor^etess Chicker> Breast*

• Steak • Broiled Liver

• Scallop* • f''i«<> Shrimp

J
OFFER VAUD THRU APRIL 30th -

"Summoning the Dead: Politics and the

Sublime in Contemporary Poetry"

Thursday, April 19, 1984, 8 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Arts
:^>w-Xv::-Xvx:vWvXv::v:-: :.:-:v:v:-:-xvX-x-xvX-x-x<-x>xw-:^xx.:v::-XvX-»
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Trailers
Yeah, I've matured over the past four

years. While my peers were grooving to

the sounds of Elvis at the F.A.C. Monday
night, I was in a dark theatre with three or

four hundred high school students

screaming for a deranged man in a goalie

mask to carve up another teenager. Last

week I mentioned exploitive nudity as a

guilty pleasure, something that

sociologically can't be too good, but which

nevertheless I enjoy. Well add to that list

screaming and laughing and shouting "Kill.

Kill." at a movie screen.

That's right, Friday the ISth Part IV; The

Final Chapter is playing out at the mall and

it's a pretty good time, let me tell you.

Following identically in the dark path of it's

predecessors, the film offers no surprises

whatsoever; but at this stage in the game
suspense is not what fills the theatres.

With the telltale ch-ch-ch echo sound and

obvious camera devices- tight close-ups

and two-shots with only one person-

there's not a single scare that you don't see

coming well in advance. The only surprises

are what object will pierce what part of the

by Andy Gordon
next victim's body. Goremaster Tom Savini

{Daxim of the Dean, Maniac) lets the blood

flow in several clever dismemberments

(this is starting to sound like a parody) but

in general does not live up to the levels of

grossness we know he is capable of. Savini

is one really sick man. The way I hear it he

lost his shit in Vietnam, where he spent two

years on the front lines.

Like the previous films, The Final Chapter

operates as a morality tale, albeit a

misguided one. It is always the sexually

active characters that buy it early in the

film, and the sole virgin who ultimately

destroys Jason (until the next fihn). The

new film perplexed me at first, because

there were three virgins. Sure enough, two

of them lose it during the course of the film,

in surprisingly tender sequences, and are

subsequently dispatched by axe ami

machete, respectively. One has to question

the integrity of the writer here.

They do give the people what they want,

and the astounding 11.1 million dollar

opening weekend gross attests to that. The

decent cast includes such recognizable faces

The evil Jared-Syn from Metahtorm, not mentioned in today's

TRAILERS.
as Kimberly Beck, from the classic Suzanne ofComedy and Broadway Danny Rose at 7

and 9 respectively. The Academy of Music

has Entre Nous, with The Dresser ex-

pected Friday. As a side note, Lisa Marie

Cantwell, president of the UMass furniture

Goldie Hmwn stars in Suring Shift., coming soon to the area.

Somers T.V. movie Zuma Beach, and

Lawrence Monoson, the gueeby title

character in The Last American Virgin. As
for the claim of being the "Final" chapter; I

think not, the closing shot demands another

sequel.

Opening two short days from now at the

Dead Mall is Goldie Hawn in Swing Shift.

The World War II film features Hawn as a

devoted Navy wife who becomes an

assembly line production worker and Kurt

Russell as a musician enlisted as her

supervisor. Although the press release

doesn't say so, one must presume the two

enter into a relationship. It sounds a lot like

a commercial version of the documentary

Kosie the Riveter. Interesting supporting

characters pop up throughout the cast list,

including Maggie Renzi (of Return of the

Secatu-us Seven), Rod Stewart's wife

Alana. Go Go's lead singer Belinda Carlysle

and film czar Roger Gorman, who gave

director Jonathan Demme his start.

Local Best Bets: The Amherst
Cinema is showing a double bill of The King

club, announced yesterday that she will raf-

fle off two mahogony chairlegs to subsidire

the cost of the club's undersubacribed

newsletter,"Woodgrain this week."

TRAILERS Trivia: Edward P. Jeye

got half of last week's questions. Had
Mariel Hemingway not copped the part,

Daryl Hannah woiild have played Dorothy

Stratton in Star 80. The part of the ques-

tion no one got is that runner-up for the

Night Shift Michael Keaton character was
Fee Waybill, lead singer of The Tubes.

This week's question: AU My Children't

Tad Martin (hated by women and idolized

by men) made his motion picture debut in

what film, alongside what kid I went to

high school with? The first correct answer
will receive an 8x10 glossy photograph of a

mud-covered Taruui fioin the film

Greystoke, which looks like a helluva boring

flick, no matter what anyone says.

QV<.
OF THE

^° $1J0O OPf.
WetH

TheSmriesofBiieece mPancake
/^ "A young writer of such extraordinary giftsW that one is tempted to compare his debut

'""•^"'"f^V^ljoyceCarolOates
TV Ntu- )brt Times Book Rmim-

The Stories of Breece D'J Pancake
Loc«ed in the campus Q TJJ^jyERSITY
°^"— MSTORED

^—7

A,

X /
N

W«'r« fMdy for SpringI "Qr«ndh«"
by B«IUni an "«lry" all iMthar flat In

black, gray, yallow, whita, and

'V

A

Opan Sunday

r^
v.v •:•

UMass Transit Service presents the

Summer Training Program

for Bus Drivers
if you:

- have had a drivers' license for a year

- are at least 18 years old

- have 3 or more semesters remaining in a

UMass degree program
- want a fun, well-paying stud£nt job

you are eligible.

100 applications will be given out. Bring proof of

class year (schedule or transcript - no ID's)

Wed. April 18th 7 PM CC174
UMTS is an EO/AA employer.

WomevJminorities/older students encouraged to apply.

w

¥
¥

¥

^̂
•*<
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS

W/ffft
HEWLETT

mi/iM PACKARD

r*»t more than

%n this summer.

J:

Thf n.

Complex CalcuUtion".

Haw \e\or Bwn St» fjsv!

HP-71B Handheld Computer addresses the multiple needs of

technical or business professionals. The combination of

calculating and BASIC language programming capabilities in a

single portable product will increase your productivity, as well

as provide a base for your future needs.

- 250 keywords - 64k byte operating system - file

management system - additional peripherals and

software available

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

sat 11-4

UNIVERSIT
kUSTORE*

B

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

i
I

I

I

ATTENTION STUDENTS FROM WESTCHtSTER AND ROCKLANDCOUNTIES,
THE BRONX AND NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA!

STUDY THISSUMMERAT
MERCYCOLLEGE

Miike this summer count! (let dhead or tatch up on your

cours(?work. Take advantage ot Mercy College's flexible

scheduling, low cost ($102. (X) per credit) and six convenient

locations: Oobbs Fc^rry, Peekskill. Yorktovvn, White Plains,

Yonkc^rs and The Bronx.

More than 500 course ottenngs in the tollovving art^is:

Accounting

Biology

Business Administration

Chemistry

Computer Information

Systems

Criminal lustice

Education

English

History & Political

Science

Mathematics

Paralegal Studies

Psychology & Sociology

I

Six and hvelve wcvk M'ssicjns. Dav i\nd cAc^ning classt^s (x'gin

lune 4th and julv Idth, Registration tor all summer sessions

Ix'gins Mav 21, 1984.

K)r mtormation alx)ut Summer Sessions at Merc v Collc^ge, please

call Andrew G. Nelson, Di\in of Admissions at (914) (i9 i-7()00;

or return the attached (oufK)n.

^MERCY
COLLEGE

'y'i'i Broadway, Dobbs ferry. New York 10.') 2 2

I'k'cisf send me more inlorm.itiun .ibout Men \ C nlk'm' ^ Summer
Session ( ourses.

S.ime Telephone

TONIGHT! (AND EVERY WEDNESDAY)

.. 1

Sl.llf ^'1'

FEATURING...
VENTRILOQUIST

J^ KENNY WARREN and^^ JERRYDINER^,,.^^^^^^^^

00»

You've seen them on HBO, David Letterman,

Thicke of the Night, and Evening at the Improv....

NOW SEE THEM LIVE!

THURSDA Y: «—-«»««
FOR ALL NIGHT

LONG
THE HOTTEST SOLSD and MUSIC GOING.'

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM

ASSIGNMENT

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

IN-HOUSE
ROOM
REQUEST
FORMS

Rott

QUESTIONS?

FOR SPRING 1984
Please read carefully

If you intend to keep your present residence hall assignment,

personally sign up with your Resident Director/ Residence Hall

Manager on Monday, April 23. DEADLINE FOR ROOM
RESERVATION IS MONDAY, APRIL 23.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR PRESENT RESIDENCE HALL

ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO SUBMITTING A PREFERENCE

FORM YOU MUST DO THE FOLLOWING:

1

.

Sign up for a room in your current residence hall on either Mon-

day, April 23 or Tuesday, April 24.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower

right corner is a box you must "check" if you wish to be re-

turned to your residence hall if your residence hall or area

choices cannot be met

YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS

GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS

If you wish to move to another room in the same residence hall,

you must sign up with your Resident Director/ Residence Hall

Manager. DEADLINE FOR MOVING WITHIN A RESIDENCE

HALL IS TUESDAY, APRIL 24.

If you wish to move to another residence hall, you niust com-

plete a Housing Preference Form. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING
COMPLETED HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS TO THE HOUS-

ING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRIDAY, MAY 4. Prefernce Forms

may be dropped off at any Area Operations Office (Southwest-

JFK Lobby, Northeast /Sylvan-Johnson, Central/Orchard Hill-101

Baker).

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a stu-

dent already assigned to that residence hall, you must together

complete a ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM. DEADLINE FOR

RETURNING ROOMMATE REQUEST FORMS TO THE HOUS-
ING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a residence

hall to which neither of you is currently assigned, you must each

complete a Housing Preference Form. These forms should be

identical (with the exception of the "check" box) and stapled

together. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE

FORMS IS FRIDAY, MAY 4.

If, during the regular In-House Room Choosing period, you were

unable to secure a particular type of accommodation (a particular

single or double room), please contact your Resident Director/

Residence Hall Manager and fill out an In-House Room Request

Form. Rooms that become available during Intersession will be

assigned according to seniority, to tfjose students who have filled

out this form and returned it to their Resident Director/ Residence

Hall Manager.

If you still have questions about the Room-Choosing process,

please contact your House Staff or the Housing Assignment Of-

8

fice (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thankyou. „—--^«^
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Pluniblcys
iO Bultwood W alk

Amherst ZSV^SMh

A GREAT BURGER
1/2 pound ground choice sirloin

served the way you like it

A little bit

of everything
for everyone.

PUBLIC NOTICE
2 Days Only

selling At Th«

HOWARD JOHNSON MTR LODGE
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hadley m^r-

HOTEL ,^„ „„ --^^^

^SURPLUS *48.00^
-^"^ TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $55.'

TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48.00
FULL SIZE MATTRESS $68.00
FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58.00Be Early For Best Selection

No Phone Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new, factory

sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection. Bring your car,

truck or station wagon We will load for you. SALE CONDUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

.,MASTERCARD...VISA...CASH & CA^RY

Thurs. April 19 10 am - 6 pmWed. April 18 2-8 PM

;^^
/

f(\

V ."^

^̂

^^ w

Share thejoyofEaster

with abeautmd thought.
Easter Greeting Cards

AMERICAN^firGREETINGS

QnmVERSITY
Locaied in the z^^M ^-^ ^vn ^^. "W^ "W^ M.
^_!!^!^^^^^^'^mSTOREw-

Open M-F 9-5

sat 11-4

Wednesday, April 18. 1984

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing: of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and

Sunday.

CONCORD STRING QUARTET — Chamber Music

concert to include works by Haydn, Ives, and Beethoven.

8:00 p.m. . FAC Concert Hall.

MICROCOMPUTER USERS GROUP MEETING -
Second meeting of the newly-formed Users Group for

users of IBM-PC's and PC-compatible microcomputers.

Program: elect officers, roundtable discussion of word
processing software. 7:30 p.m., SOM 108.

UPC GENERAL MEETING — Spring events are coming

up. Everyone's help is needed. Now's the time to be in-

volved! 6:30 p.m.. CC163C.

SPECTRUM POETRY STAFF MEETING - All

members please attend — for our final selections. 6:00

p.m.. Spectrum Office, CC102.

ASIAN TALENT NIGHT DRESS REHEARSAL -
Mandatory dress rehearsal for all participants of the Asian

Talent Night. Be on time! 7-1:00 a.m., CCA.

BIKE CLUB MEETING - Demonstration, cross-country

discussion group, tour leader training. 7:30-9:00 p.m.,

CC905-09.

STUDY IN ISRAEL — Interested in studying in Israel?

Call Hillel for an appointment with Danny Pins on

Tuesday, May 1.

ORCHARD HILL AREA GOVT ELECTIONS -
Elections for "84 '85 officers of Orchard Hill Area Gov't will

be conducted today in the elevator links of Orchard Hill

dorms. 4 6:30 p.m., OH dorm lobbies.

AREA CONCERT SECURITY WORKSHOP - Man-

datory meeting for all East and West Side Concert security

crews. In order to work a show you must attend this

workshop! 6:30-7:30 p.m., CC168C.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - Join us to

discuss pornography and what we can do. New members
welcome. 4:30p.m., CC802.

NATIVE PEOPLE FROM THE MOHAWK NATION —
will be on campus April 19th to give a presentation on their

culture, traditions, and philosophies, as well as their vie«vs

on some current ecological and political concerns. The
presentation is open to the public. 8:00 p.m., HERT
Auditorium.

HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM - Forum cancelled. 12-

1:00 a.m., CC804-08.

MCAT»LSAT«GMAT
SAT«ACT*DAT>GRE«CPA

Enrolling Now For

June 18

LSAT
Transfer to a Kaplan Center

near home after finals

1111^

Educational Center

. ' Call Days Eves &
Tl. Weekends

N 368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-57801̂̂HMH» For information about other centers

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Read the
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilcd by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Shoe grip

6 Food fish

10 Walking (with

on")
14 Debussy opus

15 Remedy
16 About
17 Award winning

musical

18 Neglect

19 Rio "

20 On all sides

22 Provender

23 Indifferent

24 Popular garnish

26 Trevino, for one

30 Music combo
32 Grecian goddess

33 Your majesty'

35 Capital of Ghana
39 Kind of tire

41 Botticelli

contemporary

43 Like a take

charge person

44 Dripping

46 River in N Ireland

47 Setter or stew

49 Boston players

51 Former
California

governor

54 Harrow's rival

I4IU I ot ^n|«lr^ limrs Stndicilt

56 Engrave

57 To the highest

degree

63 Before eye and
out

64 Out on a

65 Castle of note

66 Place for a

chapeau
67 Iridescent gem
68 Panorama
69 Toboggan
70 Potion for

Bacchus?
71 After smoke and

lotus

DOWN
1 fy^usicalkey

2 fvlolten rock

3 fy/lideast

potentate

4 Philippine native

5 Dreamy
abstraction

6 Disapproving look

7 Cigar receptacle

8 Je)une

9 Perceive

10 Exaggerated

11 Dogwood
12 t^mk'scousin

13 Yes man
21 Some backs

25 Large amount
26 Attire

27 ly^arket purchase

28 make a

deal"

29 Astute

31 Mackerel like fisri

34 One of the

Argonauts

36 Parts of the

street scene

37 City on the

Truckee

38 TV actor Karras

40 Wildcat of

South America

42 Garment with

strings

45 Civil War
general

48 Confluence

50 Salad ingredient

51 Goes on holiday

52 Name of fame on
Broadway

53 Trenchant

55 d'hote

58 Cassava
59 Popular recording

60 Direction for

Greeley?

61 Part of AM
62 Half of a

biennium

1 ? 1 4 I

1

? 7 1 1
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Candidates for Editor's Positions

Meeting in the newsroom

Wednesday at 5:00

To discuss the ballot, debate, etc.

Lunch
Open Face Roast Beef

Sandwich

Cheese Mushroom
Fondue Bake

Fruit and Sherbet Special

Dinner

Stir Fry Beef and
Vegetables

Sausage Grinder

Antipasto Cold Plate with

Bread Sticks

Basics Lunch
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Cheese Mushroom
Fondue Bake

F'ruit and Sherbet Special

Basics Dinner

Baked Cod with Lemon
Wedge

Italian Tofu Balls and Sauce

with Grinder Roll

Vegetarian Antipasto with

Bread Sticks

Weather

Mass., R.I.,

Conn.—Wednesday, cloudy

with a chance of a few

showers or a thunderstorm.

Highs in the 50's. Wednes-

day night cloudy and chance

of drizzle. Lows in the 40's.

Thursday a chance of

showers. Highs in the SO's.
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any two entrees
(except steaks)

with a complimentary
non-alcoholic beverage

12.95
^very 'Friday

lOI*
«»f t he

RESTAURANT ii lOUN(..'

fine dining

...a meal
with a view

H^

TOI»,, the
CAMPUS

INTRODUCING:
A NEW LUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOUI^GE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
• TOC HOT CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES

(ioMtri int\i Chicki-n .Vuyilffs »'th L"n' choice

nfsdiifcs mtmlard sirft't nn»( s'lur hiirbt-qm'

• POTATO DELIGHTS
Pntato skins uith liehcums u>pp-ny}s

• CARROT & CELHRY STIX
u ith Vt'gt'hihlc Dip

All For Only

$2.75

s of the
CAMPUS

8 Theaters..

Your choice
for

entertainment

THCATRBS
S64 7SS0

S849153

.o^<5V^<^''

kJ.WMl -

Use Your Meal
Tickets in the

TOC Restaurant
Campus Center Food Services, m conjunction

with University Food Services, is proud to

announce a new Dinmg Experience' Students

enrolled m a University Food Services '
full board

plan may use their meal ticket for a $3 00 credit

on Wednesday Evenings in the Top of the

CampusRestaurant Also, students will receive

the usual 75% discount Reservations must be

received by noon on Mondays Call 549-6000

ext 639 or Inquire at the TOO Restaurant

TOP
off the
CAMPUS

Restaurant & Lounge
I r*^ HOOR ( AMPl S ( KNTKRaMASS

qmhh spcmts

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor -Campus Ccntcf -UMass

.x^^^

BW«l»S«a
5*r««:

€ AMI»r»
RESTAURANT S. LOUNGE
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WedncKUj, April 18, 1M4, Collegian is

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN
TO START A CONVERSATION

Time
IS

9o9^

AMHERST'S BIGGEST UTTLE BAR
37 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MA

Closed Easter Sunday

TV SALE
19" Color Portables

at take them away prices

Howard Johnson Motor Lodge
RTE. 9, 401 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY
Wednesday April 18 from 3 to 8 PM

Thursday April 19 from 10 AM to 6 PM
MASTERCARD. . .VISA. . .ACCEPTED

No Phone Calls Please

Sale held by RBM Sales Corp.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • D

Cash In advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount •

Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Technics Automatic TurntabI* with

Shu re cartridge 2 months old Best offer

546-5143

AUTO FOR SALE

Caiica GT Liftbacit 1980 excellent cond

copper 54000 miles $5400tirm 527-8414

keep trying John

73 Mercury Comet good engine new
brakes, exhaust, battery. Inspected.

Dependable transpo. $700 or BO call

1 -772-6259 eves

T7 Buick SIcylark ext. needs work eng. &
i nt. good fair 549-6797

74 Ford Maverick. AT., PS., many ex-

tras, some rust, but reliable. Best offer.

Phyllis 5-2364 or 666-3441 late eve.

1973 Duster good condition very reliable

new brakes $560 584-7466

1971 Camaro 350 eng. Hurst 4-speed great

stereo $600 firm 256-1351

73 Chevy Caprice auto, PS/PB good

cond. 666^117 $1460 .

Foxy Rat XI /9 low miles excellent condi-

tion 3500 BO call Larry 256-0080

Ford Mustang 1979 for aaie good condi-

tion. A/C stereo miles 38000 call 549-0066

CAPE COD

I need room for summer in South or

West Yarmouth. Call mark 256-8225

Female roommate wanted in Falmouth

Heights on the beach summer call Kate

84017 _
EASTER BASKETS

Send one to your friends sign up- Wed
Thurs Fri in Hamden (Southwest) or call

546-7294 546-7268

ECKANKAR PRESENTS

Intro Lecture "In My Soul I Am Free"

the study of out of the body experience Th.

April 19 7:30 rm 802 CC _
ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lighta, banquets

•ALL GUARANTEED! 256^739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMaas. Why pay more?

256-1393

Balloon Delh^ery by Clowns Birthdays,

all occasions; juggling, songs, more,

reasonable rates; call 586-4256

FOR RENT

Housematea wanted for Northampton

house. Near downtown, bus. $150/mo. -»-

call 584-2906

Fall option - 1 room available July 1st. En-

tire apt available in fall. Pool, tennis, bus.

$137 utilities included I Call Leanne late PM
666-7581 keep trying I

One bedroom apt in Crestview. summer

sublet w/fall option 549-5949

Apartment in Sunderland 2 bdrm bus

route June 1 fall option 330 mo 666-7044

One bedroom apt 31 5$ /month all includ-

ed swimming pool tennis courts call Jose

666-7633

4 bed houses - Country setting with acres

near city. Other near Smith College. $525

without utilities. For Sept. Call Northamp-
ton 584-3428, 5^6 pm, Skibiski, Realtors

FOR SALE

Apple Sllentwriter complete with card,

cable, three rolls paper $150 call Rupp
^1902

Electric Typewriter. Smith-Corona
super 12 Very good condition Best offer

549-6994

Airplane Ticket good anywhere in US on

TWA good thru 5/24/84, 546-6629

FOUND

Found: Jacket in front of Eaat Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

describe to claim.

HELP WANTED

Immediate opening for computer pro-

grammer experienced v^th PDP-11 or

VAX computers and MACRO-11. Amherst

based company, developing communica

tions and real-tinr>e control software, is

looking for someone that can work part

time for the rest of the school year, with

full-time employment over the sumnr>er. For

information contact Bernie Volz 549-6994

Government Jobs. $16,559^$50,533/year

Now hiring. Your area. Call 1 -805-687 6000

ext. R-9616

Mobile Vending Vehicle Drivers

wanted Cape Cod summer Pete 584-9580

COUNSELORS WANTED - Trim-down

physical fitness coed NYS overnight camp.

Great tia>es helping kidsl All sports, WSI's

theatre, arts and crafts, piano, guitar,

dance, aerobics, computers, go-carts,

rocketry, general, needlecraft, weight train-

ing kitchen. Camp Shane, Femdale, NY

12734

Counaelors: Camp Wayne, co-ed Nor-

theast, Penna. Interviews arranged.

Unusual opportunity. 12 Allevard St. Lido

Beachm NY 11561 (include your telephone

number)

LOST

Before Break, purple and gray T-teck

hand-knit wool sweeter. Extreme sentinien-

tal value. RewardI If found, please call

253-8046

Lost deeigner denim jacket at The Pub

4/12. Call Julie 546-12S2

PERSONALS

lota Gamma Upallon
Open Rush

Thurs. 4/12 8-9 pm
Tues. 4/17 8-9 pm
Wed. 4/18 7-8 pm

For info call 256-6874

Paul Deamarais You gotta love itliU

Please take over our lease as of June

1st. 2 bedroom apartment, Sunderland, on

bus route, wall to wall carpeting, A/C,

dishwasher, $325/month -- electricity, hot

water FREE. Call anytime 666-4278

• University Women invited to *

• open rush at Alpha Chi Omega
• Thurs. April 29 - Dinner '

• and build your own sundae at 4:45
• Wed., April 26 -Bar-B-Q dinner *

at 4:45
• RSVP Linda Baker or Stacy *

at 545-2152 or 549-4159

WEEKEND IN NYC 10 spaces left May 5-6

reduced rates $18 bus only, or $36 hotel

and bus call Man 546-5630

Collegian Staff Elections for Board of

Editors will be Wednesday. April 2S.

from 9:00 to 8:00 all staff members
(business, graphics, and newsroomi)
eligibie to vote

Collegian Staff candldatee for editors'

positions will have a debate Monday,
April 23 at 7:00 In the Commwealth
Room (next to Student Union
Bellroom) ell staff members should at-

tend. Know whet you 're voting for.

JPT 15 Happy Birthday (a day late

-

Monday was a holidayll) ILYA LTWT4 #2

Problems with the University
bureeucrecy? call LSO M6-199B

LosV in Presidential Apartments • blue

pocket-size bag. Keep the dope and a $15

reward, just give the pipe back - sentimen-

tal call 5*9-4778

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Disaertations, Theaea, Caaea, Papers.

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

REWARD FOR
STOLEN VEHICLE

1979 White Mercury Monarc with green

landau roof taken from Lot 21 N sometime

Wednesday April 1 1 5840242

RIDERS WANTED

DrIveHa) to drive car to Milwaukee aree.

Some expenses paid ca ll 367 2473 evenings

ROOMMATE WANTED

Femele roommate wanted to shars large

bedroom in house Hedley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3882

2 female roommatee wanted to share 3

bedroom Puffton apartment call 549-5487

Reeponaible females to share room in

sunny Southwood apt. summer/fall

253-5109

Two people wanted to share a room in a

very conrfortable duplex across the street

from Southwest call Peter 549^985 or

Terry 546-8797
^

Large sunny room In Sunderland

houae. On bus stop. May 1, or sooner.

$156 month. 666-7194 evenings

Puffton - room available in 2 bedroom apt.

June 1 with fall option call 549^137

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence.

resumes, etc. 666-3414

Leeving town? Going home? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Call the Commuter Area

Government Ride Service, from May 1 to

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us where

you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 545-2146

SUMMER 1984 - EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant • Martha's Vineyard rm

available. Please send inquiries to PO Box

2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02567

SUMMER SUBLET

Brittany Manor summer sublet with fall

option call 253 7728 anytime

1 bedroom apt $295 includes everything

summer sublet w/fall option 666-2338

fovvriehouse Apta 3 bedroom near cam-

pus on bus route -• fair price 549-C/9/

Southwood Apta summer sublet will

negotiate rent call Sherri 253-2268

TO ALL
UNIVERSITY WOMEN:

CHI OMEGA invites you to rush dinnerl

Come see an alternative to dorm livingl

Join the Greeksl Thursday April 19 5:15 call

545^0162 for rides or information. Ask for

Kristin or Patty

TO SUBLET

For summer: Large bedroom in 4 bedroom

house. 5 min wslk to campus, large yard.

best offer 549-1084

3 bedroom apt. Amherst June 1 - Aug 30

fall option 549-3818

Room available Brandywine Apts
prefersbly female call 549-7837 with fall op-

tion

Puffton three bedroom apartment for sum-

mer June 1 Sept 1 1984 swimming pool,

air condition tennis courts rent negotiable

call Jim 549-5909

Brittany Manor apt available June 1 call

266«23
From June 1 with fall option two
bedroom on Sunderland bus route

330/month call 666-8314

Summer Sublet/ Fall option fumiahed

bedroom in Squire Village you pey $1» for

June and July August free call Karen

e6&«312

TRAVEL

Montreal Party Weekendl May 4^ #79

limited spsce, call todayl 549-1671

WANTED

Buying Gold Claaa Rings, Gold and Sih/er

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing, Comic Books,

Besebell Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 2560710

SomeofM to take over 1 bedroom ept in

Brandywine call 549-0867

Looking for roommates?? 2 females

looking to share Townehouse Brandywir>e

Puffton or Brittany Manor. Please call

Sharon or Meg 546-9614

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for one bedroom ept in Colonial

Village for summer and fall 84 call John at

546-9382 ^^__
Looking for house 3-5 bedrooms for next

year call Bill b46-4050 or Rick 546-4122

Wanted 3 b** 'oom apt In Puffton sum-

mer sublet w J II option call 546-9978

Easy to live with fun loving looking to

share apartment. Prefer near campus call

eves, Lisa 546 5517



li Collcg iani

Sports

^ Wcdne^Uy. April 18, 1>84

Intramural lifeguard testing for on-campus

employment this summer and/or fall will be on

Tuesday May 1 or Wednesday May 2 at Boyden

pool at 6 p.m. sharp. You must have current cer-

tificates in CPR, advanced lifesaving and stan-

dard first aid. Questions? Call Valerie Turtle at

545-0093

• «-•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.'

Gazelles slaughter Boston College
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

Whoever composed the 1984 women's

lacrosse schedule for the University of

Massachusetts niade a super date for April

17. The locals faced off against an inferior

Boston College team yesterday and soundly

trounced the Eagles by an 111 margin.

This victory is particularly important

"because it comes on the heels of two tough

losses this past weekend to Harvard and

Northwestern. The young corp needed to

bounce back quickly and they did it with

ease.

Susan Kosloski got the Gazelles out of the

aUrting bkKks with the first of her two

t«lU0t at the 22:45 mark.

KoskMki was fdlowed on the scoring chart

by Pam Moryl and Linda Haytayan with

four goals each. Bunny Forbes had the

prettiest goal for UMass on a great in

dividual effort and a fine back hand bullet

past the bek'a^ured Eagle goabe Cathieen

OP.rien.

Defensively. UMass had viry little trouble

«viih the impotent Ea^lc offense. The
defense was supported in the midfield by

freshmen Robecca Bokampis and C'hristine

Kocot who was playing only her fourth

laTOsse game.

>Vhen the ball intermittently reached deep

into the Gazelles' zone. Carol Frogulske was

there to pressure the ball and net-minder

Debbie DeJesus was equal to the task.

After surging to a 7-1 lead in the first 25

minutes, the locals put it in neutral for the

first ten minutes of the second stanza. The
attack picked up again though, and UMass
pushed across four more shots for the 11-1

final margin and a 2 2 record.

With the gimme' being recent history, the

attention quickly turns to Thursday night

and Dartmouth College. Last year's

contest at NOPE ended in a 12-8 victory for

the Gazelles over the Big Green.
"We still need time, but today we pulled

together and made it work, " stated UMass
coach Polly Keener. "Dartmouth will be

tough, they have some fast, tall kids."

UMass co-captain Linda Haytayan echoed

Keener's assessment of their next opponent

but also looked just one game beyond that.

"Dartmouth is tall and they have good

stickwork, but Penn State will be real

lough. We beat them in double overtime

last year and we were really up for that.

They're g»>ini^ to bo really up lor us."

Now possessing a respectable .500 record,

the laxwt»men are only thinking in terms of

wins in tht- hopes of hoppmgon a legitimate

winning streak. B.C. was a much needed

break but Dartmouth and Penn Stale wilj

be the much needed tests for this young

team.

It's no accident -Softball

double winner over Springfield
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD-There was a car acci-

dent just before the University of

Massachusetts-Springfield College softball

game was to get underway yesterday, but

it was no accident that the Minutewomen
swept a doubleheader from the scrappy

Chiefs.

A pickup truck ran a stop sign and nailed

a car in the back across from the ball field.

On the field, UMass took 3-2 and 8-3 trium-

phs.

Massachusetts, now 19-7 and riding a

nine game winning streak, started off slow

but once they got going, life was one big

headache for Springfield.

Terri Schenk held UMass to just one hit

through four innings in the of)ener before

UMass exploded for three runs and four

hits in the fifth inning.

"We started off a little on the laid-back

side," head coach Elaine Sortino said.

"But, we quickly took matters into our own
hands and got into gear."

Catcher Beth Talbott, who had four hits

in the two games, singled to left and was
ToUowed by Carol Frattarolli's single which

was followed, two batters later, by Debbie

Cole's single that plated Talbott.

Tina Coffin nailed a shot down the first

base line scoring FrattaroUi and Sally

Maher singled up the middle, scoring Cole

for the 3-0 lead.

Springfield hung tough and had runners

on first and second in the sixth when Ann
Marie Rodrique sent a deep shot to left

scoring two. Rodrique could have scored

but her coach held her up at third—a big

break for UMass.

In the second game, UMass didn't waste

anytime and jumped out to a 4-0 lead in the

third inning, highlighted by Allyson

Rioux's home run to center and Janet

Miller's (fout for four in the second game)

double.

Among the extra-base wonders, Maher
collected a triple, while Talbott and Lynn
Pekarski also hit triples for the

Minutewomen who led 8-1 going into the

top of the seventh.

Then Krista Stanton replaced Cathy

Reed, who pitched a very good game scat-

tering four hits and giving up a run.

Stanton came in the top-of-the-seventh

and got into some trouble with some wild

pitches and passed balls with catcher Ann
King, who replaced Talbott. Here, the

Chiefs eked out two but it made no dif-

ference in the long run.

"We played fundamentally good

Softball," Sortino said. "We seized the op-

portimities we had to score. Cathy Reed

threw a very fine game."

And it was no accident that UMass won.

Baseball startsbighomestand
The University of Masschusetts baseball

team will open up an important seven-

game homestand today, when they take'

on the University of New Hampshire for a

double-header at Lorden Field, at 1 p.m.

The Minutemen, now 9-17 on the year,

will be facing a pretty tough Wildcat

ballclub according to UMass coach Dick

Bergquist. The 7-4 Wildcats are paced by

hard-hitting third baseman Bill Peach and

catcher Bob Conner. Bergquist believes

both should play a key role in today's

games.

Since the Minutemen face three big

Atlantic 10 games with the Rhode Island

Rams this weekend, a Frrday

Bergquist plans to use a variety of his

pitchers against New Hampshire today.

"We'll shuttle our pitchers around for

UNH. with each going for about an inning

or two for one of the games. Steve Allard

will pitch the other." said Bergquist.

Allard. a freshman, is 0-2 on the year but

has only had eight innings of work over

the season, with most of that coming

during the New Mexico Tourney that

opened the season.

Following today's games with New
Hampshire, the Minutemen will host

Rhode Island this weekend and Fairfield

University next Monday.
BOB BROCK

( ollefian photo b> Hrian dunyc

Pam Moryl moves through the pack as the Gazelles crushed BC
yesterday at NOPE.

Lax hosts Hofetra
and is dangerous. He can play attack as

well as midfield. Anthony Peretiine is a

fast midfielder who will take the shot or

run straight to the cage and can handle

thn ball with his left hand as well.

The Dutchmen can be a .scrappy team
and is called hungry on ground balls,

where they beat Maryland 5 1 to them in

their earlier victory this season. Their

goaltender Bill Els is a very big guy and

can be a factor.

Garber's Gorillas are no slouches either.

They are led on attack by Tom Lukacavic

who has 10 goals along with one assist.

Fred "Bubba" Sandford is the major

playmaker who has contributed six goals

along with seven assists to lead the team
with 13 points.

Mike Fiorini has been consistent on

attack and has come up with three goals

and eight assists thus far. Greg Fisk. last

year's leading scorer with 34 points, has

four goals and four assists for eight points.

Karl Hatton, who has been hitting

everyone in sight, has also collected five

goals along the way, and Peter Martino

also has five points.

A confident Rick Zoerner, a defensive

midfielder said, "Our passing and shooting

was on against BC. The defense will close

them down and shut them off."

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The 13th ranked University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse open up a

four-game homestand today as they do

battle with the 14th ranked Flying Dutch-

men of Hofstra University on Boyden Hill

beginning at 3 p.m.

"Hofstra has more athletes playing

lacrosse than we do, and they always

come out and surprise us by running right

past us. They are probably a lot bigger

than we are, and are strong and physical

too." said Coach Dick Garber.

In last year's contest played in Hemp
stead. Long Island. Hofstra jumped out to

an 8-2 halftime lead, b'.re the laxmen

made a furious comeback which fell short

by a 10-8 count.

"We've always had really tough games

with them. Most of them are usually one

or two goal games," added Garber.

Hofstra is led by sophomore midfielder

and co-captain Dave McCollach. He is a

good shooter who goes up top from the

right side, and who also goes anywhere

fron\ behind the net. He is a good player,

but as assistant coach Peter Schmitz

noted, "If we shut him down, we shut

down a lot of their offense."

Other Dutchmen to look for include Tim

Goldstein, who likes to go behind the net

Carleo highlights UMass relays
By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Staff

Hundreds of athletes participated in the

UMass relays Saturday and many fine

performances were turned in despite grey

skies and intermittent downpours which

put a damper on the day.

With wet and windy conditions similar to

those faced by runners in Monday's Boston

Marathon, many of the individual efforts

were outstanding.

In the highlight of a day filled with ex-

ceptional showings by University of

Massachusetts tracksters, UMass' Tom
Carleo was the upset winner in an ex-

ceptional field running the Invitational 1500

meters.

It was an exciting race which came down

to a sprint in the last 100 meters as the top

four finished within one second of one

another.

Carleo's time of 3:49 was a personal best,

as the talented sophomore appeared in top

form. "The circumstances were just right

for Tom." said UMass Coach Ken O'Brien.

"It was a perfect pace for him, he was on his

home track, and he ran a smart race. We're

hoping this big success is an indication of

more to come."

Also in top form was UMass' Cindy Krupa
who set her own personal best in the javelin

with a heave of 135 feet 7 inches, good

enough for first -place as her closest com-

petitor was more than two feet shy.

Kayla Morrison scored well in a number of

events as she took top honors in the 100

meters (12.2), second in the 200 meters

(25.5), and anchored the four by 100 meter,

relay team of Barbara CuUinan, Sue
Goldstein, and Leah Loftis which finished

first (50.2).

That same relay team, with Deb Smith

replacing Morrison, also swept first-place in

the four by 400 meters with a time of 4:02.6.

The Minutewomen fared well also in the

longer distances as Chris Pratt set a per-

sonal best time of 17:35 in the 5,000 meters

and finished second, just back of the leader.

Teammate Deidre Doyle was fifth.

In the men's 800 meters, John Keelan

tied for third (1:54) and Ted White fuiished

fourth. Ferde Adaboe leapt to second-place

in the triple-jump (45 feet 2 inches) and

fellow Minuteman Darrin Whittaker was

fourth.

Maureen O'Reilly's time of 4:56.9 in the

1500 meter earned her third-place. The

UMass women's four by 800 relay team

finished second in 9:40.3.

All in all. a successful meet for the host-

school and a satisfying, if wet, day for all

the competitors. Both men and women
squads will head for the hill Saturday,

Chestnut Hill, site of the Boston College

Relays.
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We lose: Regents pass tuition hike
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Press

BOSTON -The Massachusetts Board of

Regents of Higher Eklucation approved a

controversial 15 percent tuition hike for

University of Massachusetts students

yesterday.

The regents, by a 10-4 margin, passed the

plan despite appeals students and the

chairmen of the Legislature's joint com-

mittee on education to delay the vote a

month. The hike will increase tuition

revenues by $13 nuUion by raising costs

$167 for in-state undergraduate students.

Out-of-state and graduate students will pay

proportionally higher increases.

Several Capitol police officers attended

the regents meeting to guard against any

student demonstrations. Three student

leaders spoke calmly against the increase

saying many of their friends will have to

drop out of school due to the higher costs.

No problems occurred.

In Amherst, Arthur Jackson, UMass"

financial aid director said he felt that ad-

ministrators and students "didn't have

enough input when the tuition plan was

formulated."

"I wish that the regents had waited a

month to carefully review the plan,"

Jackson said. "The mounting problem of

unmet financial need for students here at

UMass will not go away and tuition in-

creases do not help."

Verbal fireworks were ignited at the

regent's meeting when (iov. Michael S.

Dukakis' top education advisor told the

regents that Dukakis was "unequivocably

opposed" to the way the increases were

enacted and wanted the vote postponed a

month.

The testimony by Gerard Indelicato

angered Higher Education chancellor John

B. Duff, who accused him of changing his

view at the last moment as public op

position to the increases mounted.

"Last week you had no problem with the

tuition policy or increases." Duff said, his

voice rising. He then read Indelicato's

testimony before legislative committees

which seemed to support some form of

tuition increase.

Dukakis has included about $15 million in

tuition hikes in his fiscal 1985 budget and

the regents need to supply the money. Duff

said.

The vote yesterday sets into motion a new

tuition policy designed to have

Massachusetts public college and university

students pay up to 33 percent of the cost of

their education.

Students currently pay between 24.4

percent and 32.4 percent with the plan

slated to end the inequalities and supply

additional money to the state's educational

system.

Under the plan no single year tuition

increase could exceed 15 percent.

Worcester senator Gerard D'Amico and

Amherst representative James Collins,

Democrats, said that they would im-

mediately file bills to "modify" the in-

creases.

"The legislature has to do something or we
are in for the increases," said UMass
student Fran Pheeney. the chair of the

Student Government Association's public

policy committee.

"Students have to make the legislature

know they oppose the hikes, they're

unreasonable, they'll hurt poorer students

and they weren't carefully planned."

Pheeney said.

Colleiriwi piMU bjr David P. Dcabaa

GIMME FIVE — UMass Lacrosse players Michael Fiorini, left, and Tim Cutler, right, give

each other a High Five in celebration after a UMass goal late in the second period yesterday at

Boyden Field. UMass won 12-5 over Hofstra. (see p. 16).

Cheap Trick tops Southwest concert
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Southwest Area

Government announced that it will cap their 10th annual

Southwest Festival with rock artists Cheap Trick,

Clarence demons and the Stompers.

In addition, this year's festival will be dedicated to the

first against world hunger, said SWAG co-president David

McCarthy.
"Events like this create their own momentum and we

hope that the forces we set in motion will stir others to ac-

tion," McCw^y said.

The festival will begin on Monday with a debate between

two members of President Reagan's Hunger Task Force,

Betsy Rollins and Dr. Kenneth Clarkson, and two

members of the Citizen's Commission Hunger in New
England, J. Larry Brown and Lewis Feldstein.

The debate will be held at 8 p.m., Monday in Thompson

104.

Throughout the week, there will be live bands on the

Southwest pyramids during the afternoon, a barbecue

stand, fundraising and symposiums.

In conjunction with the activities, the UMass Recychng

Project will redeem four cents for beverage cans, donating

the remaining penny from each redemption to Oxfam

There will also be a performance of the musical

"Grease" on Tuesday, a Las Vegas night Wednesday, an

International Dance Thursday, a Block Party Friday and

the Southwest Concert on Sunday.

SWAG co-president Michael Bean said, "Without sup-

port from the business community, the administration,

and campus organizations, an undertaking of this sort

wouldn't be Dossible."

Altogether, SWAG raised $34,000 from the festival

from their own funds the Student Government Associa-

tion, administrative and business sources, the UMass Arts

Council, and the Hampden Board of Governors also con-

tributed.

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey has said that the

administration "encourages this effort and is cturently

working with students in the planning of specific events."

McCarthy also said the Sunday concert "was made
possible, in part, by a grant from the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate. During the concert, the Western Mass. Food

Bank will be soliciting contributions and we'd like to re-

mind people that coolers, kegs, and beer balls are pro-

hibited on the Southwest Fields."

No refund for

arson plagued

Crampton dorm
By ANNE McCRORY
Colleeian Staff

The vice chancellor for student affairs at the University of

Massachusetts has rejected a student petition seeking a

partial rebate of housing fees for residents of a dormitory

plagued by arson last year.

The petition, drawn up by 150 of the 170 residents living

in the all women Crampton House last fall, charges the

University with negligence in providing adequate security

during the 16 fire arson crises in the dormitory last

semester. It seeks full rebate of the semesters $621 rent

fee. an amount reduced to $71 during a residential system

appeals committee hearing whose discussion is con-

fidential, said Ann Koski, committee chairperson.

The document was forwarded to Vice Chancellor Dennis

L. Madson for approval but was overruled Tuesday.

Madson "did not find the rationale forwarded by the

appeals committee convincing and declined to give them a

refund based on that," said Sarah Boy. a special assistant

to the vice chancellor. Madson is out of town until Friday.

"I am very angry this is a great injustice to the women of

Crampton," Sue Reiche, one of 51 students who have

moved out of Crampton. said of Madson's decision. She

said the petition will now be brought before Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey, whose approval is not part of the or-

dinary appeals process. Duffey could not be reached for

comment.
The petition, charging the administration with violations

of the residence hall contract, states in part that "the

University was negligent because it believed the situation

was dangerous enough to summon the help of the district

attorney but not dangerous enough to implement 24-hour

security to protect our physical and mental health until late

November. It also charges physical, mental and academic

hardships incurred during late night fire evacuations,

police and media interrogations.

Four arrests were made in connection with last

semester's series of small fires, three of which were settled

in court. A Crampton resident assistant charged with

setting the only fire to occur in a student's room had all

charges dropped against her. and attorney Charles DiMare

of the UMass Legal Services Office is now preparing four

lawsuits against University officials and investigators.

The suits, which will charge rights violations in the arrest

and investigation of the students, should be filed by the

end of the semester. DiMare said.

INSIDE:

U.S. Senators' helicopter shot down p. 2

Senate passes resolution .to request removal of

'pornographic material' from University Store p. 3

Coolidge hit by three break-ins p. 5

A Summer in Beirut P- 7

UMass lacrosse team wins 12-5 p. 16»

''Ymi can no more win a war than you

can win an earthquake.

"

-— Jeannette Rankin,

Jeannette Rankin: First Lady in Congress
l»
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British surround
Libyan Embassy
LONDON (AP) - Police sharpshooters

ringed the Libyan Embassy yesterday and

British officials negotiated with its oc-

cupants a day after a burst of submachine

gun fire from the mission killed a policeof-

ficer and wounded 1 1 demonstrators.

Britain said Libyan authorities lifted a

retaliatory siege of the British mission in

Tripoli.

A Foreign Office spokesman said British

Ambassador to Libya, Oliver Miles, and 24

other Britons were permitted to leave

yesterday afternoon and "some did so."

The Britons have been trapped in their em-

bassy for more than 24 hours.

"We welcome this," said the spokesman,

who asked not to be identified. Further in-

formation was not immediately available.

British police released without charge

four Libyans detained after a gunman

Tuesday fired from an upstairs embassy

window on exiles demonstrating against

Libyan leader Col. Moammar Khadafy.

Five senior Cabinet ministers, members

of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's

"crisis committee," met for 90 minutes te

plot strategy; official sources said later

that "the waiting game" would continue.

Helicopter, senators downed
WASHINGTON (AP) - A U.S. Army

helicopter carrying two U.S. senators was

hit by gunfire in Honduras near the border

with El Salvador on yesterday and forced

down, but all seven people aboard were

unharmed, according to aides to one of the

senators and State [department officials.

"The senator...was in a helicopter that

was shot down." said Charles Canady, an

aide to Sen. Lawton Chiles, D-Fla. The

other senator aboard the aircraft was J.

Bennett Johnston, D-La.

Chiles called his wife late yesterday

aftern(K)n and reported he and Johnston

had been on a helicopter that was fired

up<in and forced down, according to Dennis

Beal, an aide to the F'lorida senator. But

Chiles said he and Johnston escaped injury

and were airlifted from the scene to the

Honduran capital of Tegucigalpa, accor-

ding U) Beal.

APLsMrpholo

CONSTRUCTION SUSPENDED — Public Service Co. of New Hamp-
shire, announced yesterday that it would temporarily halt work on Unit

I of the Seabrook nuclear power plant.

U.S. seeks chemical warfare ban
GENEVA. Switzerland (AP) The United States

yesterday proposed a new treaty banning chemical

weapons and Vice President George Bush told the Geneva

Disarmament Conference it would eliminate "the

pos.sihility of chemical warfare forever."

In an address to the 40-nation conference. Bush said the

66 page draft provisions are "indispensable to an effective

treaty" and urged the Soviet Union and other countries to

adopt "open invitation" provisions allowing on-site in-

spections of chemical weapons facilities any time,

anywhere.

"The goal of our proposal is a treaty to require states to

declare the sizes and locations of their chemical weapons

stocks and production facilities, to destroy the stocks and

facilities and to forswear creating new chemical weapons,"

the vice president said.

In the first direct response to the full U.S. proposal,

Victor Issraelyan. the chief Soviet delegate, said it would

*Mk**** 9)t##«*

be studied "like any other paper," but then seemed to link

it to the U.S. Soviet negotiations on medium and long-

range missiles that collapsed here last year.

"Disarmament is hardly probable without control, and

likewise, there cannot be control without disarmament,"

Lssraelya told the conference. On Tuesday, Soviet Foreign

Minister Andrei Gromyko seemed to reject the chemical

proposal as a cover for building up U.S. chemical arms.

Although Bush called the treaty a "bold example for

overcoming barriers," some Western diplomats said it was

not likely to bring a rapid conclusion to negotiations on the

issue, which has kept the conference at an impasse for 15

years.

Bush acknowledged that provisions of the treaty, in-

cluding mandatory inspection of production and storage

sites on 24 hour notice, were unprecedented in their

stringency, and were "not easily digestible for any society,

including my own." _^_
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Student Art Show
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ROCKIN* AND ROLLIN' — Leslie Mar-
cucella, a junior psychology major practices her

skatinf; near the Fine Arts Center.

U.S. foreign policy

should focus on
non-intervention
By GREG BROWN
Colle^an Staff

President Carter's chief arms nepitiator, speaking last

night at Amherst College on intervention and isola-

tionism, said the United States should focus on "when and

how we should intervene" in foreign wars rather than if it

should at all.

Paul Warnke, who is presenting a limited series of lec-

tures on arms control at Amherst College, said the United

States has historically had to choose between fwsitions of

intervention in foreign conflicts and positions of abstain-

ing completely from f)articipation, which he called isola-

tionism.

The lecture, the second in a short series at Amherst Col-

lege, took place in the Converse Assembly Hall with an au-

dience of more than 65 people.

Warnke said that like most campaigns, the current US
presidential campaign hasn't focused on foreign policy

issues, and this is a "fundamental" flaw in the electoral

process, since it curbs public interest in foreign policy

from the outset of a presidency.

Warnke said that nuclear arms is "the most compelling

issue" this year. The main issue, however, is the growing

attitude among leaders that the U.S. must be "the world's

policemen."

"The choices are not only between 'Pax Americana'

(the doctrine of US police role) and isolationism," he said.

He said U.S. foreign policy should focus on the

legitimacy of intervention, rather than look at any in-

tervention as absolutely necessary. "We have to live with

diversity" in foreign policy, something which the Reagan
administration is not doing, he said.

"Many of our political representatives are concerned

with the covert action" in Central America and elsewhere.

Asking the audience how a publicly debated military ac-

tion can be called "covert," Warnke called recent US in-

tervention "a Keystone Cops kind of covert action,"

"Our interests would be much better served by a policy

of non-intervention," he said. He supported this state-

ment by noting that El Salvador "is not vital to our in-

terests," nor is it a threat to the U.S.' borders. "The US'

position is not so unstable as to worry about every pro-

blem everywhere," he said.

"No serious presidential aspirant would support isola-

tionism," Warnke said. "The real issue is when and how
we should intervene" in countries where insurgencies are

in progress.

"The Soviet Union is not going to disappear," and that

the V?' primary resDonsibilitv as North Atlantic

Treaty Organization members " is to keep Eas:-West

dialogue going," he said.

..c nave to fear Soviet military force, but we don't

have to fear Soviet ideas," Warnke concluded. He said

there is a "need for more diversity in President Reagan's

foreign policy,"

Student senate urges banning of

'degrading' pornographic magazines
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate passed a resolution

last night requesting that the University Store stop selling

sexually "degrading and demeaning" material.

The resolution was aimed primarily at getting Playboy,

Penthouse, and Playgirl magazines off the University

Store's shelves, said memt>ers of the five college Ad Hoc

Committee on Campus Pornography who spoke in favor of

its passage.
Committee member David Martin said it was wrong to

think that these publications did not promote violent and

exploitative sexuality simply because their content was

mild compared to "hardcore" porn magazines.

"They have the same message as hardcore material, just

with slicker packaging," he said.

The committee showed the senate slides which included a

Penthouse photo of a near- naked woman bound and gagged

in the trunk of a car and a Playboy cartoon in which a

woman who has been raped gasps "encore" to her fleeing

assailant.

Deborah Murphy, who narrated the slide show, also read

from a recent Collegian column she wrote, drawing

parallels between magazines' references to women as "less

than human. ..loxes, pets, beavers, pussies, pieces" and

the frequency of violence against women.
Martin said pornography promotes self-destructive

tendencies in men as well. It provides an excuse for us not

to relate to women as people, to objectify ourselves... we
are to be a playboy, a hustler, a stud, and nothing more."

Some senators advocated holding a referendum asking

students whether the University Store should continue

selling the magazines. "It's too important an issue for

(just) the senate to decide," said Senator Dave McCarthy.

"The senate should set an example, not wait around for

someone else to join in," Senator Joel Weissman
responded.

As proposal to change the wording of the resolution was
also debated for over an hour. Senator Laura Bozzi ex-

pressed anger at "all this bullshit (which amounts to)

trying to put it off. The issue is pornography- one which

needs to be addressed."

"This motion is too weak, in fact. We should organize a

boycott of those materials," Weissman added.

Ad Hoc Committee member Kathleen Engel said the

resolution was only a first step toward eradicating por-

nography on campus, but she predicted that "this vote

tonight will mean that the managers of the University

Store will get rid of the magazines."

John Kuusisto, assistant manager of the store, said in a

telephone interview that he did not know whether the

magazines would be removed.

"I'd have to review the proposal with the manager," he

said.

Family planning services in jeopardy
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts as well as out-of-state residents must

work to keep family planning programs legal in the state

and throughout the country, according to the director of

Family Planning Council for Western Massachusetts.

Leslie Laurie, former president of the National Plann-

ing and Reproductive Health Association said, "If people

care about family planning services, they must get involv-

ed. It does make a difference." Last night at Amherst Col-

lege Laurie spoke about "The Politics of Family

Planning". "This is an especially important time to think

about family planning," she said.

By May 30th the United States Congress will decide if

the National Family Planning Legislation is still worthy of

receiving federal money.

About $130 million is spent annually in the U.S. on fami-

ly planning services serving 4.5 million women. There are

more than 800,000 unintended pregnancies annually in the

U.S., Laurie said, and with more than 1.2 million teenage

pregnancies. Of these, more than 400 teenagers have

abortions and more than 500 carry babies to the full term.

"We (at the Family Planning C'ouncil) have always had a

pretty progressive view as to who should use the service —
and that is anyone who wants it," Laurie said. Family

Planning Legislation must not be restricted or deemed a

"non-discretionary program," one in which the state, not

the federal government determines the allocation of fami-

ly planning funds, she said.

"I think it's important for f)eople to know how affected

we are by the individuals who are in power," Laurie said.

Ronald Reagan is trying to make it mandatory for women
under 18 to notify their parents should they use family

planning services. He is also trying to prohibit the

distribution of federal family planning funds to hospitals

and clinics that provide abortions.

"This seems pretty ridiculous. If this went through we
would not have a family planning clinic at Cooley Dicken-

son Hospital," Laurie said.
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Peter Quigley, 22, a senior from Taunton (left), and Robert Dermody, 21, a junior from

Needham test out the Minnow.

Concrete canoe is launchedonpond
By SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Staff

It may have taken five attempts to break the cham-

pagne bottle to christen the University of Massachusetts

Minnow, but the 200O pound concrete canoe was suc-

cessfully launched yesterday on the Campus Pond.

The canoe was built and desig^ned by eight members of

the Student Chapter of the American Society of Civil

Engineers and was finished at 8:30 Tuesday night in

preparatwn for its launch yesterday. The canoe will be

comp)eting against 15 other student designed canoes this

Saturday at Seneca State Park in Maryland.

Members of the society had a difficult time getting the

furnling and finding a place to build the canoe, but after a

month of planning and another month of building, the

UMass Minnow is ready to race.

"We should vnn at least one race," said Michail Chajes,

president of the Student Chapter. "It floats even when

it's filled with water."

The 17 foot long canoe is built out of a concrete mix-

ture, wire mesh and styrofoam. Dan Debellis, creator of

the Collegian comic-strip Scrod, adorned it with his car-

toon character. The canoe has no seats and is paddled

from a kneeling position.

The cost ot the canoe was approximately $1000 with

$400 donated by the Western Branch of the Boston

Society of Civil" Engineers. The Alumni Association

donatpd «?^on anH the Student Chapter raised $100, Cha-

jes said.

The society has built canoes almost annually for the

last 10 years with advice of Professor Denton Harris,

assistant professor of civil engineering.

"Students receive no credits for this, but we provide

plenty of encouragement, and help them find a place to

build," engineering staff assistant Irene Clarke said.

"Because students carry such a heavy load they don't

have much time to participate in extra-curricular ac-

tivities, and this is about the only one," Clarke said. "The
students deserve all the credit."

Clarke pmrticipated by breakirig the traditional bottle

of champagne over the canoe's bow when it was launch-

ed.

The members of the chapter only had an old report to

go by when building the canoe, said Peter Quigley, one of

the builders. The canoe is a lot heavier than its been in

the past years, but it meefa the requirements of the race.

The canoe must float even when filled with water to be in

the race, Quigley said.

"Everyone thinks concrete doesn't float, but if they

were at the Campus Pond today they saw differently,"

Quigley said.

"We just finished last night after a lot of trial and er-

ror, and we can't wait to race it," he said.

The Student Chapter will be racing in flat water this

year, rather than white water rafting. According to Pro-

fessor Harris, the chapter will need "some strong pad-

dlers."
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r Come to Air Force

ROTC's

OPEN HOUSE
Speak with officers and cadets

about Air Force career and financial

aid opportunities

Thursday, April 19th, 4 pm
Dickinson Hall, top floor. Room 206

literature and refreshments provided A

-^r^

Attention Students

Campus Center/Student Union

Board of Governors
is accepting applications for the following

coordinator positions:

Governors Program Council

University Store Retail Services

Food Services

Space Economic Development
Finance
Special Projects

Public Relations

Conference Services/Accomodations

Display

Building Operations

Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 1984

Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline: Monday, April 23. 1984

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

LIFE AFTER LIBERAL ARTS
Don't Face Inderemployment Because You Lack the Attitude

and Aggressive Joh-Hunt Skills Seeded to Find the Jobs

and Be the Best Candidate.

NATIONAL CARKtR EXPERTS:
. RICHARD NLI.SON BOi lES
author ot Hhai Color is Your Para-

ihuif
'

. K1RB\ SI ANA! - author ol Joh

Huniinji Svi rets and Jaifw^

• pluN othcrv. .

. APPI > I IBFRM ARIS SKII IS TO
THE lOB-Hl M

. HOW TO FIND THE K5'( OK Al 1

JOBS THAI GO I NADVFRTISED

. WRITE A RESl ME TO GET
NOTICED

. WHAT TO EXPECT AND HOW TO
PREPARE EOR INTERVIEWS

Careers \\ithoul Reschoolinjs. 4 one hour

cassettes, is your personal job hunt seminar.

Ihc fir^t three cassclles teach \ou all the

skills and the fourth cassette is two informa-

tional inters iews with liberal arts grads suc-

ccsnIuIK working in exciting prolessional

careers

Liberal arts graJs discuss how the\ got their

lohs, w hat their careers are like, and how

vou ma\ find a similar loh.

ffl. Editor 8l Cop\ writer

«2 Ad Agcncv Exec & PR Specialist

ny Small Business Owner & Retail

Management

04 Stockbroker & I ife Insurance Sales

«5 Fundraiser & Non-Prolit Agenc\

Management

Ub Real Estate & TV - Radio PrcxJuction

ff7 Counselor & I aw Enlorcement

vol SELECT WHICH CASSETTE
HILL BE L\ VOIR SET.

All this for only $27.95!

Far loss than what you may sacrifico in job-satisfaction

and salary if you'ro undoremployod.

CALL NOW! SAVE THIS AD!
1 -800-356-5324 ext 1 308

Master Card and VISA accepted

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND!
ArGee Productions 905 University Ave

, Madison, Wl 53715 (608) 255-8480

Thursday. April 19, 1984

CC3MPUTHP

Terminal Time

Word Processing Time

Unlimited Use $20.
until May 30th by reservation only

* Access to UMass Cyber

Complete word processing systems available

CALL NOW 256-1213
79 South Pleasant Street

(in left rear of Peter Pan terminal bidg.)

Mon-Thurs 9 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 9 am to 6 pm; Sunday 10 am to 6 pm

Feel Expensive!!,^

Look Great!! .

>'is

Expensive in

every way,
except PRICE!!

Hair styling for today's men & women
at reasonable

price;

$7.50 for a style

Marjon Hair Design
Rt. 9

Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

s^

NO
Hours: Sat 10-4

Tues thru Fri 10-6

Thursday. April 19, 1984,
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Mohawk Indians to speak
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Representatives from the Mohawk com-

munity of Kahnawake will be speaking

tonight in two open forums at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts on issues of education,

ecology and cultural survival.

The first forum will be held from 2:30 to

3:45 in Herter 231. In the second event the

Mohawks will address hydroelectric power
and its impact on the environment at 8 p.m.

also in Herter 231.

The Kahnawake community is located

outside of Montreal, just across the United

States-Canadian border where the St.

Lawrence Seaway divides the two coun-

tries.

When the Seaway was constructed, the

Canadian government took Mohawk land.

"There was substantial resource and pro-

perty loss. It (the Seaway) changed the en-

vironment, bringing about pollution and

erosion. And people were relocated against

their will," said Education Professor Em-
ma Cappelluzzo, a sponsor of the events.

Cappelluzzo said the Kahnawake com-

munity is concerned about losing their land

because of a contract between the Nor-

theastern states and the government of

Quebec to buy hydroelectric power.

"In the process there is always the threat

of the land being taken away and misuse of

Indian resources," Cappelluzzo said.

Members of the Mohawk community in-

cluding parents, school committee
members, high school students, members
of the cultural center, teachers from the

Survival School and community elders will

participate in the forum.

Contemporarypoetryexplored
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor

and author will be speaking on con-

temporary poetry 8 p.m. today in the

Campus Center Auditorium, as part of the

Chancellor's lecture series.

Paul Mariani will be speaking on the

problems of modern American poetry in a

lecture titled "Summoning the Dead:

Politics and the Sublime in Contemporary

Poetry."

"I find a lack of seriousness in American

poetry. Poets must deal with more serious

issues that confront us in American

society," Mariani said. These issues he said

include the boom and oppression of

minorities. In his lecture. Mariani will

discuss poets like Dante. Homer and T.S.

Elliot. He will also refer to Seamus

Heamey. and Derek Willcot as examples of

what he feels poets should deal with, he

said.

Mariani teaches American 20th Century

Literature and American Poetry and

Politics at UMass. He has a'^^o published

two books of poems. Tming Devices:

Poems and Crossing Cocytus. Mariani also

has another book coming out in the spring

of 1985 called Prime Mover. He has written

three books on poetry including Com-

mentary of the Complete Poems of Gerard

Manley Hopkins, William Carlos Williams:

a New World Naked, and The Poet and his

Criticism UMass Publishing House will

print A Useable Past, a collection of his own

essays in the future. Mariani has also

published 40 essays on contemporary

poetry.

In otlier poetry news, poet Robert Francis

was this year's recipient of the annual

Fellowship Award of the Academy of

American Poets. The $10,000 award is

given for poetic achievement.
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NEXT! — This canine waits his turn as Bailey, left, and Jon Mon-

tgomery sell hot dogs yesterday near the Student Union Building.

S%&^^
HOUSING

Christian Housing, Chi Rho
welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church for

more information about this Christian

Ministry House.

Call 549-3596 or 586-4352.

LAST CHANCE!
For Summer and Fall, 1984 Internships.

Planning Sessions End

Wednesday, April 25, 1984

Contact:

Office of Internships
16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

University of Massachusetts police received a report

around 9 a.m. Wednesday that a woman's room on the 21st

floor of Coolidge dormitory was entered while she was in

the shower. According to police, a man took the woman's

bathrobe and over $600 worth of items.

On the 10th floor of Coolidge, a woman returning from the

shower at 7:30 a.m. Wednesday was surprised by a dif-

ferent male who "exploded" from her closet, police said.

According to police, the woman's ro ornate was still asleep

and nothing was stolen.

At 5:40 p.m. Wednesday police received a report that a

woman on the 22nd floor of Coolidge left her room unlocked

and later discovered her bookbag missing. Items worth

$1 15 were taken police said.
-TOM MIDDLETON

TONIGHT
Hear the new
music of

Requests Welcome

\

Two For On« 9 tiM 1

- All Liquor Drinks -

No
Cover

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND cj^

Op«n t(l 2

665-4937
34 Hour Toped Maiiog*

Tonight

THE RADIATORS
1960's Rock & Roll

Bring any size mug, we'll fill it

for 25* till the kegs run out.

rusty nail FROUDiy 9R£Sim%

rui

Tickets on sale Wednesdays

in the Campus Center

Friday

THE STOMPERS
$6.50 cover

Saturday

TALKING DRUMS
$6.00 cover
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The besthas a taste all its own.

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something

you have to stnve for. In everything you do.

And when you Ve done it, when you Ve
found the best in yourself, taste it

m the beer you dnnk. Ask for

Bud Light:

f.
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INDRANI & SUKANYAI
"One of the most brilliant and joyful presentations of Indian Classical Dance"

Anna Kiselgoff, The /Vew York Times

The Graduate School and The Graduate Student Senate

invite you to attend the Graduate Forum, featuring Classical

Dances of India.

Monday April 23, 1984

7:00 P.M.
Bowker Auditorium

Free Admission

Cheese and wine reception following the recital.

The Graduate Forum is an effort by the graduate student

community to develop a better climate for intellectual and

social exchange.

^•?s^>^i-^-.-. I^^^^i^^

r pt more than

a ta^this summer.
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@\®TIPS
PAID POSITION AVAILABLE

Otf ue of V\v it bludcnts

AVAILABLE

ELIGIBILITY

QUALIFICATIONS

PAY SCALt

DLADLINF

Coordinator, Infoniidtion Data bank (IDB) and

Taped information Phone Service (TIPS)

Individual must be available part-time in May (10-?0 hours),

full-time mid-July and August [V, hours), and during the

subsequent semesters ?0-?5 hours. Full-time option possible

Jjno to niid-Jul v .

Undergraduate or graduate student with at least three sem-

esters remaining U the boiwinnii of the Fill Semester 1984.

Demonstrated organ KM t UMid i >i!i i .„,.'''*'-'"• .••ill'-. sOi-'e tom-

municdtions background. Creative writing experience desirable.

Hourly r.ite. beginning at ninununi ot S4.00. based on experience.

Whi tmore (Dear, ofApril 30. 1984. Appi ici tions av.n lablt

Students Office).

at

»
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The Coordinator is responsible for maintaining and updatinu the IDB and TIPS

"library"; rewriting scripts and editing tapes, promoting/marketing IDB/TIPS;

expanding resources; coordinating schedules and assignments of student staff (10)

;

arranging and monitoring production schedules for Student Telephone Directory and
^

Noqi. tra tion Update; and related assignn.ents . -

[DB is a telephone and walk-in referral service which maintains information on ^
a variety of University-related policies, procedures, and details about how var- j^

ious agencies function; provides schedule information (e.g., library hours, buses, ]^

athletics, extra-curricular events, etc.), and hundreds of other items of interest^-

to students and other members of the University community.

T'J'S IS a library of 300* cassettes with infon^ation about the .iniversitv (academic^

i
, financial aid, health facts, consumer information, etc.). ^

The combined number of inquiries to IDB and TIPS in an a( ademu year exceeds 6,000.

For additional information, contact Hannah Husnm or

Robert Brooks, Dean of Students Office, ??: Whifmor,^

or call 54S-2684.

a service of the Dean of Students Office

V••••••••••••**•*********************
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Butterfield

Information Session

Any student interested in living in Butter- _
field for the fall 1984 semester should plan i
on attending an information session. This

information session will be be scheduled

as follows:

MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1984

7:30 p.m.

BUTTERFIELD MAIN LOUNGE

Those attending the information session

1 will be given Butterfield House Contracts

I and Butterfield House Housing 1
1 Preference Forms to sign. Questions: Call g
I the Housing Assignment Office, 235

|
1 Whitmore Administration Building, ^

545-2100. Thank you.m
1

m
m^mMMWMW^^^^^^^WiWmMMWBMM^
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Soviet ambition

presents threat

Soviet ambitions present the United States with

a strategic challenge of global proportion which

require a new strategic consciousness and

response. The basic rule of Soviet behavior was laid down

years ago by Lenin: "probe with bayonets, if you en-

counter steel withdraw, if you encounter mush continue."

The question the people of the free world must ask

themselves, especially in the United States is, which shall

they encounter, steel or mush?

Since World War Two, the Soviet military buildup has

been continuous, and the Soviet expansionist pressure has

been relentless. Afganistan. South Yemen, Mozambique,

Laos, Cambodia, Ethiopia and South Vietnam have all

been brought under Soviet domination since 1974; a

population of almost 100 million people in the last decade.

The fate of the oil fields of the once pro-West«rn country

of Iran is best described by Soviet foreign minister

Matthew Levin

Vyacheslov M. Molotov: "the area south of Batum and

Baku in the general direction of the Persian Gulf is the

center of the aspirations of the Soviet Union." In Africa

and Latin America, Cuba increasingly acts as an agent of

wideranging Soviet ambitions. Several countries like

Poland are held against their will under Soviet control,

with the West idly standing by. One thing is certain, the

Soviets have been encountering not enough st*?el.

No people has ever freely chosen to live under com-

munism. No nation remains under communistic rule ex-

cept through force. No system of government has been

more successful at extending it's domination over other

nations and less successful at winning the apprt)val of the

people of those nations. America has friends and allies; the

Soviet Union has satellites and puppet governments. We
Americans fought long and hard for our freedom and, on

occasion, had to defend this freedom, lx)th for us and our

friends.

Lately, because of much opposition at home, we are not

meeting enough of these demands. Because many people

like to hop on a "fx)litical bandwagon" that so-called

political leaders or intellectuals support, much of the coun-

try is deceived. The people as a whole often lack

sophistication, but they usually have a g(K)d gut common
sense. But too many of America's intellectual and cultural

elite have shown themselves to be brilliant, creative, tren-

dy, gullible, smug and blind in one eye: they tend to see

bad only on the right, not on the left. Extremely

sophisticated about ideas in the abstract they can be ex-

tremely simplistic and naive about the realities of the ac-

tual global conflict we find ourselves engaged in.

Perhaps Richard Nixon sums it up best: "Lenin was ful-

ly aware of how helpful naive Westerners could be to the

communist cause. He contemptuously called them, "The

useful idiots". More out of ignorance than by design, the

useful idiots earnestly plug ridiculously simplistic answers

to our most complex problems. They are the sloganeers

whose idea of thoughtful analysis is often limited to what
will fit on a t-shirt or a bumper sticker. "Make love not

war." "You can't hug your child with nuclear arms."

"Honk if you want peace." Most of this fatuous nonsense

is harmless, but unfortunately not all the useful idiots oc-

cupy themselves by marching and honking for peace.

Some teach in our universities; some write newspaper col-

umns; others pontificate on television."

Lately, much of America seems to be suffering from a

lack of will. One way to illustrate this is to check the Army
Reserves. In a time of emergency America could call up

300,000 reserve troops in roughly a week. The Soviet

Union, a country with roughly the same population has an

army almost twice the size of ours, and over ten million

men in the reserves.

The other day I saw a bumper sticker which read,

"What if they gave a war and no one came?" Well to those

of you who listen to such propaganda, I have some news

for you. It really is the first line of a poem which then goes

on to say, "Then the war will come to you! He who stays

home when the fight begins and lets others fight for his

cause should take care: He who does not take part in the

battle will share in the defeat. Even avoiding battle does

not avoid battle, since not to fight for your own cause real-

ly means...fighting on behalf of your enemy's cause."

To chart our course for the future, we must know our

enemies, understand our friends and know ourselves —
where we are, how we got here, and where we want to go.

Let us heed the advice of (ieneral Douglas MacArthur:
"The history of failure in war can be summed up in two

words; Too late. T(m» late in comprehending the deadly

purp(.>se of a potential enemy; too late in preparedness; too

late in uniting all possible forces for resistance; too late in

standing with one's friends."

Matthew Levin is a UMass student

Why Ronald Reagan is so popular
Much ink has been spilled and no expense

spared to chronicle the statements issued

and the speeches made by this years crop of

Democratic candidates. Not a word leaves their mouths

or the mouths of their subordinates without its being

dissected by the national media; when their words are

less than circumspect the media are there with bared

teeth and claws - and so are we; the public. This is as it

should be — one who cannot stand the harsh glare of the

political spotlight for the duration of the campaign is like-

ly not the nation's best choice for Chief Executive. Would

that the media cover and castigate our current Chief Ex-

ecutive with that same zeal - and that we the public pay

more attention when they do.

Andrew M. Paven
We are told that we have a President who often dozes

off at staff meetings, and on occasion, at meetings with

foreign dignitaries.

Still the President is popular.

Now comes word that not only does the President fall

asleep at meetings, but he also makes up stories

(embellishes, if you will) to win friends and influence peo-

ple.

In a column that was run on the Boston Globe's Op-Ed

page on Monday, March 5, written by Lou Cannon, the

following story was related:

When Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir visited

the White House last Nov. 29, President Reagan told him

that during World War II he, Reagan, had served as a

photographer in a US Army unit assigned to film the

Nazi death camps. Reagan told Shamir that "he had sav-

ed a copy of this film l)ecause he believed, in time, people

would question what had happened."

Reagan said that many years later he was asked by a

family member if the Holocaust actually occurred. To

quote it as Mr. Cannon described it: Shamir quoted

Reagan as saying, "That moment I thought, "this is the

time for which I saved the film, and I showed it to a

group of people who couldn't believe their eyes. From

then on I was concerned for the Jewish people."

This story was also related by Reagan to Nazi-hunter

Simon Wiesenthal on Feb. 15. In short, it was heard by

enough people that its veracity cannot be doubted.

Now, Lou Cannon is a journalist of some distinction

who has covered Ronald Reagan's career since Reagan

was governor of California - he has also written two

biographies of Reagan, and has "interviewed many who

knew Reagan during World War II." According to Mr.

Cannon, after serving briefly at Fort Mason in San Fran-

cisco, Reagan "spent the war with the First Motion Pic-

ture Unit of the Army Air Corps, making training films

in Hollywood."

This is not the first incident of this type involving our

President. Cannon relates a Reagan tale in which, during

a highschool football game, in which his Dixon, 111. team

was playing against their school's rival Mendota, and his

team ws called for a penalty. According to Reagan the

referee asked him if he had committed the penalty, and

he "told the truth, the penalty was ruled and Dixon lost

the game." Says Cannon of this tale. "The only time Dix-

on lost to Mendota when Reagan played was by a 24-0

score."

Two days after Cannon's column ran there was a story

in The Globe, with the headline "Aide denies Reagan said

he photographed Nazi camps." The story was a typically

well-written UPI account of the facts. There were no

editorials; no first hand reports; I didn't even notice any

letters-to-the-editor.

A recent public opinion poll has Reagan leading Gary

Hart by 5 percent, and Walter Mondale by 20 percent.

Maybe you can explain it to me:

Syndicated columnist Mary McGrory has a theory to

explain this. She says that since President Reagan

doesn't hold himself, or subordinates, up to a high stan-

dard, the American people don't hold the President up to

a high standard. Expect mediocrity and you'll get

mediocrity.

Author H.L. Mencken had another theory. He once

wrote: "No one ever went broke underestimating the in-

telligence of the American people."

Andrew M. Paven is a UMass student

Letters —
Some just can't take a joke
To the Editor,

I was surprised to read the negative reaction in the

Collegian to Elizabeth Luciano's article of April 5 on caf

feinated drinks, the benignly sarcastic intent of which

seemed to me to be readily apparent.

Frankly. I found it funny. Certainly, no one likes to have

their favorite controversy be the subject of jokes, but it

seems to me that there is a point where the more-

informed than thou attitude becomes futile.

At least it is clear that in such a diverse community as

ours it is truly impossible to write something that is of-

fensive to on one. Now I can only wonder if in fact it would

be possible to offend absolutely everyone in a single ar-

ti^lp Artnally. I think I've met a fpw pponl** who wouldn't

have much trouble with that. Give Ms. Luciano a break.

Clyde Tressler

Sylvan

The truth isn't easy to digest
To the Editor.

It has come to my attention that several people have

found the Newman Run-For Ritter table tents offensive.

As Publicity Director of the race and creator of these

"offensive" ads, I would like to share a few thoughts

concerning them.

I agree wholeheartedly that 10 year old boys selling their

bodies on the street and 17 year old girls chopped into a

dozen pieces are not the most pleasant things in the world.

The unfortunate truth is that these are only two of the

100,000 runaway kids in New York City alone every year

who face the same struggle for survival. Nationally, there

are one million such children every year. The reason the

table tents were created was to build an awareness among

the student body of a hidden social problem.

These children need the help of Fr. Bruce Ritter and

Covenant House if they are to survive. Most have already

been abused physically and sexually at home before taking

to the streets. Traditional social welfare agencies have

rejected them. I hope that these table tents will bother

you enough so you won't reject these kids, too. Please

RUN FOR RITTER and help these kids find a better life.

Thank you.

Bob Coulter

Publicity Director

Run For Ritter Road Race

We need oolumnists!
Dropbywith a pdeoe, CC 113

Hypocritical sexism at UMass

I
can't help finding the UMass

feminist brigade hypocritical. The

names of their programs bother me.

Three in particular: The Everywoman's

Center, The Women's Studies Depart-

ment and the Women's Forum.

Correct me if I'm wrong but most

women believe the responsabilities of

birth control should be shared by both

partners. And no self-respecting feminist

will say that a man has a right to force a

woman to have sex. And isn't sexual

discrimination the fault of small-minded

men who do not realize the capabilities of

women?

Carolyn
Rosenbaum

The conviction of Rev. Moon

If feminists support these claims, why

do they try to change the status quo with

programs directed primarily at women?

Let's face it, not too many men are going

to sign up for a class called "Intro to

Women's Studies" and if a guy gets off on

whistling at "chicks" on the beach will he

really be motivated to stop by the

Everywoman's Center for a coUoque on

sexual harassment?

Let's stop supporting these segrega-

tional programs and make some changes.

sjlow eJsout combining the Men's Center

and the Everywoman's Center into the

Center for Human Relations (that's the

CHR for all you acronym lovers)? And
why not change Women's Studies to

Human Relations Studies? And for gosh

sakes, why can't the activities listed in the

Forum just be scattered into the other

Hypercurricula listings instead of

designating them as women's (only) ac-

tivities.

Programs which reinforce the image of

women as down-trodden belly-achers give

many women a negative image of their

sex, not a proud one. The programs also

separate "us" from "them," actually

causing a gap, not closing one.

Black people didn't gain equality by

educating themselves in separate but

equal schools, they got it by demanding to

be integrated into previously white,

superior schools.

I don't mean to argue a silly problem of

semantics. But if we make our programs

more accessible to men, voice our ac-

complishments and grievances in the com-

pany of men and teach both sexes about

our past and future roles in society, we
will not only protect our rights but also

contribute towards a unified, civil en-

vironment in which to live and learn.

Carolyn Rosenhaum is a Collegian cor-

respondentj

To read the Editorial/Opinion page of the

Collegian one might think that Rev. Sun

Myung Moon and the Unification Church

are totally corrupted. Not so.

Fair-minded, kind-hearted people can read

between the Lines and simply disni."js these

articles. But even the most open minded

person must wonder about Rev. Moon's

recent conviction on charges of tax evasion.

Therefore, let's hear the case in the

Colkgian.

Lawrence Tribe, a leading expert in

Constitutional law and a professor at

Harvard University Law School, says Rev.

Moon's conviction "is the most significant

threat to religious freedom in the U.S. in

many decades." He says that this is why he

is handling Rev. Moon's case as it is

reviewed by the Supreme Court.

Tom Wojcik
The government is arguing that accounts

in Rev. Moon's name were solely controlled

by him and so any income flowing into them

was taxable. Rev. Moon argues that the

funds and stocks are the property of the

church and not taxable. He is simply the

trustee. It is the case that in many
denominations, ownership of church

property and funds is in the name of the

bishop, pastor or church leader, who

exercises sole control of the funds. Also,

many religious groups invest their funds in

interest-bearing accounts or profit -making

enterprises.

"What happened in this case is that you

had a jury determining what is valid

religious use of funds", says Tribe. The

government presented no evidence that any

use made of these funds was in fact non-

religious from the perspective of the

Unification Church." The Constitution

requires the government and its courts to

accept a church's own definition of what is

religious use. It can't, after the fact,

substitute its own defintions.

The IRS may establish regulations

defining allowable use of religious funds for

tax purposes. Religious organizations could

appeal and test prepared laws in court

before they went into force. "But there are

no such laws", says Tribe. "To come along

as has been done in the Moon case, ex post

facto, and let a jury substitute itself for the

church is I believe clearly unconstitutional."

The very thought of this worries many
churches. An amicus brief supporting Rev.

Moon was filed in the Court of Appeals by

lawyer Earl Trent representing the

American Baptist Churches, the National

Council of Churches, the United

Presbyterian Church, the Unitarian

Universalist Association, the National

Black Clergy Caucus and others. These

Churches represent over 45 million

Americans. Trent argued that "affirming

such governmental authority over a

church's choices of structure and spending

practices would threaten religious freedom

and church autonomy." That's also why
Tribe believes in the Supreme Court battle

most if not all- major churches will join

Rev. Moon in presenting the case to the

justices.

So legal issues have made some strange

bedfellows indeed. Even considering major

theological differences, we can not find in

this broad base of support for Rev. Moon
such rabid intolerance as evidenced in

recent opinions on this Editorial/Opinion

page. The bottom line is survival, i.e.

religious freedom. You're either for it or

*^ Tom Wojcik is the campus
Unification Church coordinator

LETTERS POl ICY
All letters must be signed and include the writer s

address and telephone number, which will not be

published. Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the volume of

mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

Among the living and the dead in Beirut
. • 1 A_ ^.— ..^.,tU »k^f la.
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Mazen Iskandar
Summer of 1982 Beirut. Lebanon

was the last place any person

would want to be then, now and in

the future. In Beirut, especially, it was

hell. The invasion of Israel into Lebanon

and later into Beirut, fighting all over the

country, every city, town, area, block.

Every building, family, car got their own

share of the fight. Many people were

dead. Some thought, later, that those

were the lucky ones.

Every day, every night fighting was go-

ing on from land, sea and air for the whole

three months of that summer.

The life savers
Between all this evil there was, a small

group of life-savers, a group of

paramedics. They were a team of Civil

Defense who believed in God and to which

I belonged. They gave some people a little

bit of hope in life. They were in the midst

of the fighting with no guns or bullets, but

a white flag and first aid kits. Trying to

save people's lives -with jvhat strer\gth

they had left in them. This team was of

about 15 young men, living in a school

which they took as their headquarters.

They slept between sandbags and in

bathtubs.

We still had the luxuries of life then:

food, water and gas for the ambulances.

But we did not see our parents for

weeks or monUis. Our parents only lived

blocks away, but we still dkin't have time

to see them or check on them.

The feeling that we might not make it

aliw was a constant reminder of where

we were. Each person used to have this

special feeling toward his friends, makinig

them stu^ tlwit he was willing to risk his

life for then« any day. This was a common
feeling.

The team kept on going, not fearing the

big bombs that were knocking buildings

down in many numbers. This team was

something else. It kept on going with fear

in their hearts all the time. They saw

death in their own eyes and they defied it.

I was so scared most of the time that

nothing could scare me anymore. I

thought I'd never see my parents

anymore. Dreamir^ and laughing how I

might die and with which weapon. There

were so many of them that I couldn't even

guess. I hoped that if I was to die it

wouldn't be by a phosphorous bomb. I

couldn't get over the thought of burning

to death by this bomb. There would be no

way of putting me out and later, my
parents would have to see my body. They

might not recognize it. That was one of

my most terrifying dreams which I used

to have from one time to another.

The horror of nnan

Church used to help me in past years

when the war wasn't so tough. But, dur-

ing this war I thought even God would be

amazed at what man could think of and do

to another man.
We used to live an everyday life and try

to eryoy and make the best out of each

day, for tomorrow may never come for

you. All this war going on while we were

going around the city, with its ruined

toikiings and bk>cked streets and miUNed

highways, trying to pidc up the casualties

that battles left behind. We tried to save

peoples' lives during and after the battles,

working under building's rubble, pulling

people out, in whole or in pieces. It

depended on how lucky they were. We
would do all that, and the fighters would

still be shooting at you for no reason. But

we fought back. We fought death with life

and many, many times we won.

My friends and I did all that for nothing.

We didn't get any money. We didn't have

to do it, but we wanted to do it. We did it

for nothing at all because we believed in

our work. We had been doing it for many
years and were the best team in Lebanon.

The United Front of Ras Beirut was the

team who volunteered to defy death.

We liked our work, not because people

were dying, but because we could help

them ease the pain and put hope in their

hearts. It was either work or sit in the

shelter with your parents. The answer for

us was, "No way."

A relieved mother

My mother had so many nervous

breakdowns that I couldn't count them

all. She would be relieved every time so-

meone would tell her that they saw me in

the Emergency Room bringing the

wounded in. It was a life a dog wouldn't

accept to live, that was what we used to

say all the time. But, we lived throu^ it,

we had to. It was forced upon us.

Every day that was quiet for a change, I

would sit with a friend. We would talk

ajjout life, and whether it was going to

pass us by. Teenagers playing around in a

war bigger than anywing in the world.

Even the Americana dkJn'twant anything

to do with it then. Not enjoying life, nor

our youth, not seeing things or going

places, while many otJher boys like us in

other cities are going around having fun

and enjoying their time with girls and par-

ties. TThat used to make us cry. Its not

easy to watch your life get messed up, and

the best part of your life not being en-

joyed. It was too much for all of us, it hurt

inside. We dkin't deserve this treatment.

We didn't ask to sit in a hole like this and

witness hell in there.

A Ufe wasted by war

I am twenty years old and the war has

been going on for ten years now. That

makes half of my life being wasted in war.

The other half, whkrh is supposed to be

good, is my childhood which I don't

remember. The best years of my life, gone

with the winds of war. They will never

come back. I missed them. The good

memories would be the years I spent with

my friends playing around and having fun

while the war was starting. But, even

those memories would take but a half

hour to review. Those friends of mine,

some have betrayed me and got

themselves killed in the war and left me.

So much for memories, and so much for

teenage life.

I have to play adult now. Act like a JMg
man in some situation while still feeling

like a teenager. I am missing years. After

all I have gone through, I have something

to remind me of those years: the eroo*

tional fatigue. It is still with me in the

United States.

The summer of 1982 was a bad summer.

Tlhe memories will stay with me for a

lifetime.

Maaen IsKandar is a UMasi student

\.
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

Men's and Women's Spring Track Meet

will be held on Tues. April 24

Sign up at Derby Track from 3-3:30

Field events start at 3:30 pm
Track events start at 4 pm

Playoff Drawing for Softball and Soccer

Mon. April 30th at 5 pm
215 Boyden

Men's Badminton Championship

April 24th 6 pm
Co-Rec Championship

Wed. May 2 at 6 pm

Squash Championship

April 25 at 7 pm

Paul Mariani

"Summoning the Dead: Politics and the

Sublime in Contemporary Poetry"

tUUffncjoul

Thursday, April IP, 1984, 8 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Students, you can now get a MasterCard.

SHOPPING AND TRAVEL CONVEN
lENCE. With a MasterCard. \ou have charfjo

privileges at more than .^ million places around

the vkorld So you can travel, dine, or shop for

things like a nev* stereo v^ithout carrying cash or

having to worry about getting your check cashed

where they don t know you Or you can order

mail-order gifts reserve a hotel or motel room

send flowers even rcscr\e tickets to

concerts, sporting events, and shows of all types.

• available in all 50 states

• no income requirements

• without a credit check

• moneyback guarantee

MasterCard

CHOOSE YOUR OWN PAYMENT PLAN
>"ii can p.i\ the lull amount ut v'lur hill at the

end ol the month, or it y< lu prclcr. you can extend

vour pinmcntv over ''ft months on a revolving

charge plan E ither way. vnuhavc the llexihilitv

that onlv a credit card can oflcr

I

I irsl N;ition.»l ^H•tle^e^ ili.ii siuilenls like vou

have unlimited |H*tenti.il Hut even mote than ih.it.

wc believe m \ou right now I hat s win we w.ini

\ou to know .ib<>iit the speci.il lelaved require

mcnts that enable college stuilents to get .1

MasterCard

This IS the easiest, fastest, and most certain w av

for students to get a MasterCard And we prove 11

- by protecting \ou with an LnconditK'nal Monev

back Quarantee The MasterCard that vou can

receive i«. the same one that is honi>red bv '

million merchants worldwide and vou'll have a

credit line o\ at least S30t)

ENJOY THE CONVENIENCE,
SECURITY. AND PRESTIGE OF

A MASTERCARD.
Bui whv do vou need a MasterCard now ' Here

are just a tew ot the reasons whv

ESTABLISH YOUR CREDIT HISTORY
The special relaxed requirements make this the

easiest, fastest, and mosx certain wa> for vou to

establish your credit historv In addition, a

MasterCard i> the perfect credit reference to get

credit w ith merchants and department stores for

T V s, furniture, clothes, sporting gixnls. major

appliances, and auto loans So \ou are n<iw able

to build an excellent credit ratine staninc fron

scratch.

HELP IN AN EMERGENCY. ( harge gas.

car repairs, and servicing at home or while

traveling. For medical bills. MasterCard is

accepleil by physKiaiis. ilenlists, optumetrisis

hospitals, pharmacies and veterinarians

CHECK CASHING CONVENIENCE A

MasierC ard is the pirlecl I I) io help you jici

vour check cashed where they 'out know you

Or get a Cash Advance at more than \f)().(Hy()

Banking Institutions around the world

MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY

Firjl National Bancard. P.O. Box 5128. San Jose, Ca. 95150 5128

VVv' / ivanl l» lake udvuniuiiv i>f Ifii- \ptaal relaxed requiremenn thai enuhle ytiuie'U\ to .fiiulih tor a

MasterCard I he MuMerCtird offered in ihn special prnfirani is the uime one that is honored hv .» millnot

huiinesus around the world, and is f;»"d for shoppinn;. dining. iravelniK- >i>i'l C"*'' *d\anee% I ,i'n

enclosing S.W h,M the undersiandinf; that I am aho protected frr hirst \otional\ Ineondiiionol

(.uuraniee ,f Ifail to get a MasterCard after following the simple step he step instructums outlined ,n the

Credit Curd Service (iuide. I will receive a prompt and full refund

Print Name

Address

City _____ State Zip

School

Phone {

IT'S EASY TO GET STARTED
This is but a sample of what is available to vou

when you carry a MasterCard There is much,

much more, and it's completeU described in our

Credit Card Service Guide you will receive - and

;t's all yours rorjustS30 And you take NO RISK:

vou re protected by First National s Uncondi

tional Guarantee if you should fail to get a

MasterCard after follow mj: the simpcl step-b>-

step instructions, you vmII receive a full refund

THERE'S NO BETTER TIME
THAN RIGHT NOW TO APPLY.
So tf you'd like to take advantage of these special

relaxed requirements to get a MasterCard - take a

moment right now to fill out the coupon and mail it

to First National along with your payment This

could prove to be the most rewarding investment

you will make this year and for manv years to

come!

Special Sole: Because of constanily chani:ini:

credit conditions and bank policies, we are •

unable to kno\s how long this special program

»/// continue 10 be in effect Therefore, we urge

vou not 10 delay To ensure that vou get vour

\faMasterCard, please reply prompth. f

Best time 10 call

Arts
>:c^•:r:•^:v:!:•^^^^:^•ww•:

• •-•-•••-•:•-• »••«•• • • • •"••'•-•••-•:«
•»:•:•-•,•'•"•.•.•.•-••-••-' •I-XwWwWrWrX-Xw

The affordable Goodman Elvis: brazen yet eloquent
By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

My initial reaction to being handed this

album to review was, "C'mon, gimme a

break, an acoustic guitar album?" Such are

the joys of life's unexpected pleasures like

Steve Goodman's ninth release (second on

the independent Red Pajamas label).

Affordable Art. The 12 song disc, com-

prised of live and studio cuts, features some
hot guitar and mandolin picking, touching

ballads and Goodman's acute sense of

humor.

In "Vegematic", Goodman laments the

nightmare of receiving all the television

mail order products, only to tvake up and

find it was no dream: They brought the

Vegematic and the Pocket Fisherman

too/T%e Illustrated Illuminated History of

Life/And Boxcar WilUe with a ginsu

knife/....An Egg Scrambler with the Seal-

A-Meal carrying case/A set of presidential

commemorative plates so I could eat my
eggs off a president's face.

"Watchin' Joey Glow" a poke at both the

arms race and the old Bobby Goldsboro

tune, features Goodman singing such

witticisms as At breakfast Mom hands Joe

the bread and he turns it into toast/Last

night he hugged a leg of lamb and soon we

had a roast. Funny stuff. Other humorous

highUghts here include "Talk Backwards",

and "A Dying Cub Fan's Last Request."

Goodman does however find time to get

some serious music on the record, but it is

not half as entertaining as the previously

mentioned material. Exception to this are

the duet "Souvenirs", with John Prine, and

the ballad "California Promises." He shows
he can pick too on "If Jethro Were Here",

and gets help in this department from

Jethro Burns on "Take Me Out To The
Ballgame."

Affordable Art is a good middle of the road

country flavored album that is simply very

pleasant to listen to. Goodman is a con-

sistent performer and will soon be em-

barking on a college and night club tour.

Perhaps best known for his classic com-

position "City of New Orleans". Goodman's

work has been covered by Jimmy Buffet,

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, and Randy

Crawford.

For information and the

latest news I read the Col-

ril
k OAN(
^Disco • 1 ROCK

TONIGHT!

ELVIS COSTELLO
Monday, April 16

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

By JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

I'm fust the jnere shadow of my former

selfishness...

Elvis Costello, 1982

It's not often that one has the opportuni-

ty to experience, within the cozy confines

of a near acoustically perfect hall, a solo

performance by a budding superstar musi-

cian such as Elvis Costello.

Yet that is exactly what the sellout crowd

of nearly 2000 students were treated to on

Monday, April 16th, at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall. Elvis Costello show-

ed, beyond the shadow of a doubt, why he is

considered the major singer/songwriter of

his generation.

Never one to do what's expected of him,

Elvis kept even the most knowledgeable of

his fans in a state of surprise throughout

the evening. F'amiliar, previously recorded

Costello originals comprised only about

half of the evening's material. These songs

were drawn from eight of his nine albums

(which he recorded over a span of only

seven years) and gave a fairly accurate

representation of the various stages in his

career.

Elvis played only a few songs from early

in his career, better known as the 'Angry

Young Man' era. The frustration, guilt, and

revenge that were so much a part of his

early works were more noticeably absent

from "Red Shoes," "Allison," and "Ac-

cidents Will Happen."

Around 1980, Costello abandoned the

'Angry Young Man' image which had put

him at the forefront of the 'new wave'

music scene. During this period of transi-

tion Elvis release<l two twenty song L.P.'s.

on which he experimented with different

musical styles. Fom the Motown influenced

Get Happy. Elvis played "Man Called Un-

cle" and "Riot Act." while from the Taking

Liberties compilation he did convincing

renditions of his pop masterpiece "Girl's

Talk." and the country western "Stranger

In The House."

As hinted at earlier. Elvis did a slew of

new. unrecordwl originals and cover songs.

Though unfamiliar, the s<»ngs were well

r»»ceived by the audience. esf)ecially the

ironir humor of "Your GiHfriend. N«»t

You" and sly sarcasm of 'You Wor-

thless Thing." hlvis also ended the show,

during his fourth encore, with a new

song. This, entitled "Peace In Our Time,"

was an intensely political and sarcastic

song in which he made a direct reference to

the White House.

Elvis Costello, though a great

songwriter, was not gifted with natural

singing voice. This became especially ap-

parent without the accompaniment of his

tight-knit, talented, and extremely ver-

satile band, the Attractions. However,

Elvis has worked hard at minimizing his

vocal limitations and has succeeded. His

constricted baritone has developed into a

versatile, complex, and most effective sing-

ing tool. This was most apparent Monday

evening as his fifty-five minute plus four

encoure performance was set to the time of

only a sole guitar, piano or keyboard.

I do have one minor complaint about the

show, it tended to drag at a few points in

the evening. This occurred when Elvis over

overindulged in playing new unrecorded

originals and olwcure cover songs with

similar tempos which, though well ac-

cepted, were unfamiliar to most of the

crowd. Yet it is precisely this type of ac-

tion, to do the unexpected, for which I've

jjways respected him and consequently

grew attached to his music.

Armed with complete artistic freedom

and showing a total disregard for commer-

cial accei)tal)ility, Elvis Costello has con-

centrated throughout his entire career at

making quality music, not commercially

successful music. The result has been that

he's been adored by rock critics (whom he

disdained until only recently) and
developed a cultish, yet fiercely devoted

following.

Commercial success has eluded him until

just recently as well. Costello's music,

though it's always done well on the college

and underground radio circuits, did not fit

into the business-orientated, AOR format

of the more successful radio stations. For

this reason his music never got widespread

airplay and thus didn't sell as well as it

might have.

Now it appears, however, that a

widespread commercial success will be his

as his music is getting substantial airplay.

His music, brazen yet eloquent early in his

career, has evolved into a more mature,

equally eUxjuent brand over the int«?rim.

This was not a conscious effort or a

'sellout' as some might purport. It was,

rather, a natural progression. Costello has

always, and still persists in. writing droves

of new material, refusing to look

l)ackward. It is for this reason that he has

become the major singer/songwriter of his

generation.

nUDAYandS4IWIMY

8 to

10:00
THE HOTTEST SOUND and MUSIC GOING!

FborRkhards is also available for catered

PRIVATE PARTIES AT THE bwest PRICES AROUND

Poor Ri€hardLrf£%'!^

RENTout

OF OURS
Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt 63, No Amherst
5492880

.lOt^ ^>^>

St<^*l^"^i>'''"<««U*

An Earth Celebration with

The Paul Winter Consort
Tuesday, May 1, 1984 at 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Tuket^ .u.i,hHc /r..m IXiratn .mJ S.ifW/f.' B"^ ^'1"^-

On ^ali- April 10. WM
For info call FA C. Box Office at

45-25 Hi
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Spring Special

Thursday Nites

Free Champagne
for Ladies

9:30-11:00 PM

\

••••••••••••••*•*************

1

1

p Tiro for One for everyone 9:30-closing i

t Schaefer Beer $2.25 Fitctter anytime \
8 REMEMBER FRIDA Y AFTERNOON BUFFET 9.

3 jfiTC6^»^«^^CTv^(»^«i?SflTC»w<».-^irt«i^^<»-^5=»«t5:^<:5^i^^tf^

DOCUMENTS:
3 f>L*yS t SOMf FKAGMtNTS OF THt [ARfl THmVfS

IMITING '0» If'" CLIffOKD ODITS

l>tJiilttN CAK HI*WtrHt JHOHNJON WILOeK

Bum TMf oc*D mwiNSH/iw

Directed by Richard Edelman

Kirby Theater, Amherst College

April 20, 21 & 26, 27, 28 i-

8:00 P.M.

General admission $4.00

4-

Students and Senior Citizens $2.00 j^

WWVHU«a't"WT

AC students free with ID

For reservations call 542-2277

Box office hours; 1-5 weekdays

Box office opens April 9

•••••*•••••••••••••••••••****

I

all

The Collegian is now
accepting applications for

the positions of:

ASSISTANT
ADVERTISING
MANAGER

and ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES

for Fall '84.

Deadline is Friday April 20

Pick up application at the

Collegian office

between 8:45 and 3:30

BOOK SALE
By The Pound!

OVER 15,000 TITLES

subjects • new and used

ONLY 35^ per pound
Special truckload shipment from midwest warehouse!

Textbook Annex
Mon - Fri 9:00 - 4:00

l?>c^

\

I

lb

/-

We Congratulate

All Brides-to-be...

. . .and invite them to view our

extensive collection ofekgant
trousseau items.

You deserve the very best for your

wedding night.

We can helv you to plan a lingerie shxnver as well.

Call for info.

NOW OriN 5UND*r5 M »
2UN

AMERIG\N'UrGREETINGS
...for that special person

^

Easter

Cards & Gifts
Pick from our spring garden
of beautiful remembrances

for sharing the joy of the season.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Bloom ( v>unty bv Berke Breathed

/\np rw6. PtP THE cpmme
rm Hit 5^c/«. cA«iiKm

^w^ tY

I
we

PtOPLE

rr\

..A M£3SA^0f HOee...OF

peLivefwia..OF mv/ve/?5«.

JOY:

mi^-

-^^

2:*!SkAV)'^a

li^ t

^*9'j^>

(\hfm ffofu RBJOiac.'

oopduesb HfUaUJftH.'

ThelTMassZone Mark RoUin*

I HOPS youRe /\U RFfiiDY

HFRf's THE n^y THAT^

For TobJ^y.^

BUT pRoFeSSOfK muDG£ ^ LAST

lv/£B: you SAID THs rxA/^

WOULl> Be Of^' A MONOAy. ivf

THOUGHT IT J\ WO\jLQ Q>£

SORRy ClASS>. checks the

Schedule ... roDAy (} ^^

MoNDAy' y

.m V i1m

I've 6oT Pie/vry or
Aao^ AT f^Y PLACf.

f,Nire

Shagrnasty O.T. Derringer

HiSmocfh,

Capfom Smooih^ Shaq

Cftmnmm

1
1 KnOLO, iKnwJ, Cap-^O'^j

Smooth, Defenderaf^i ir>n-

octntf QoeJkK. ofv/i^ cam-

f^a^s^ OKQ^ooiztKoicweti

CQi^pu^ -pdod

Ccjpfo-M •5'noc'^h

CharripiCS/ cl iRcr^h

Ready -hj a?u5h eneiriy Qn<J fo^

Ph^sico/pef-tcij6N,^xoQ^ ciynon)o

t\tURKd^ hcp^, £o€ryu)OfVf)n's c/rfofT)

FRED BAKER ByT.A.D

Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited by Margarel Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Berlin subject

8 Item in a

make-up kit

15 Legislator

16 Puts in

containers

17 Ape
18 Nimbleness
19 Protuberances

20 Beings

21 "The IS cast'

22 Periodical ot

a sort

26 Name for a

lad in Baghdad
29 Lily plant

30 Canals
31 South American

capital

33 Capture

35 Actor McDowall

39 Brooklyn and

London
41 Dim
43 Title, in

Mexico
44 " does it!

"

46 Fervor

47 relief

49 Deborah, from

Scotland

51 Night or light

prefix

r l«M I OS \ll|»l»^ Iimrs S»ndHtlf

52 Preoccupied

57 Cook's cooker

58 Small portion

59 Bedtime story

trio

63 Having blood

deficiency. Var.

65 Devise

67 Apply nev>/

surface to

68 Coal miner

69 Locks
70 Christie forte

14 Up to now
20 Concert halls

23 Germany's "Der

DOWN
1 "A apple

pie '

2 Informal letter

3 City in Oklahoma
4 Prices

5 Nortfiern

Minnesota lake

6 Tent Item

7 Metric measure
8 "Little Things

Lot

"

9 Good people

10 Shears

11 Presidential

nickname
12 Separately

13 Fasten again

24 Scandinavians

25 Moonshine
26 Sunday wear,

for some
27 Coins, from Capri

28 " the Mood
for Love

"

32 Hopi material

34 Cityon theWarta

36 Twosome
37 Sketch

38 The Abominable
Snowman

40 Relatives

42 Polar explorer

45 Actor Tamiroff

48 Long step

50 Mutineers

52 Separated

53 Foolish blunder

54 Theater platform

55 War clubs

56 Distributed

60 French friend

61 Regretful one

62 Nimble
64 Comparative

endings

65 Brit, medal

66 A Rogers

Candidates Night
Monday at 7:00

In the Commonwealth Room
Next to S.U.B.

i .C. VIerH

LUNCH
Fried Clam Strips

Reuben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin & Sprout

Sandwich

Fried Clam Strips

DINNER
Chinese Chicken Wings
Chicken Chow Mein

Meat Loaf

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Nut Loaf

with Mushroom Sauce

Chicken Chow Mein

Chinese Chicken Wings

Weather

Today, cloudy with a

chance of a few showers or

a thunderstorm. High near

50 along the coast and 55

to 60 inland. Tonight,

cloudy and foggy. Low in

the 40s. Tomorrow morn-

ing, fog giving way to a

cloudy afternoon. High in

the 60s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

lAlbHMOlOIT!
BUUIJU UGJUU UUUl!]

uami youu uuliuu

ubiyyu uyuu uyuu
Mi 1 ft 1

sUT G AINTm¥ F

uuuu biuuu uauuu
ynuL] Guuu ijuuny
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Attention National Exchange Students!
We are holding the final Happy Hour at The Pub

for all of you here on exchange and for those of you
preparing for exchange for Fall '84.

Date: Tuesday, April 24, 1984

Time: 6-9 p.m.

Place: The Pub In Amherst
(located behind the Carriage Shops in town)
Munchies will be served, beverages available

(Mass. legal drinking age is 20 - Bring an I.D.)

— 18 year olds welcome! —
Great time to "exchange" info and ideas about your campus

with outgoing students.

Everyone Welcome, SEE YOU THERE!

rburricula#^»>

THE CHEQUERS'
SPRINGTIME SPLURGE

W^
PRIME RIB SPECIAL

— ONLY $8.95 ^
Thi^ i.i>up<«n cniiiles ihc luck> hearer

and gucsis \o a hcan> 10 ounce p<>nii>n

ol the Chequers tam<>u\. lender, (reshls

roasted prime rih. hand carved to order

.omplctc»ithtresh(!arden salad, choice

o(p.<ijto frcsh\egetahlc of the -ja) and

French bread all for a special $8 95

Offer available only with this cout<- »t

The Chequers. L.iniversiiy Dnve. Am
hcrst. now ihroujih Apnl 30. N84 • If

you love juicy prime rib and savings,

belter rush to The Chequers

UNI\>R"IY DRINf AMHl^RST

M.«^i*fvjr.l Vivj \mcfi*.ar ! ^pfc^ Rtstnili.m\ <4<» «8*l

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the day

they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

UNITED ARMS COUN-
CIL MEETING - 4 p.m.,

check C.C. schedule for

location.

HILLEL COUNCIL
MEETING - 6 p.m., Dukes
Room, Thursday night.

FREE WRITING
TUTORING - The
Southwest Writing Center

offers free confidential peer

tutoring for all University

students. Bring any assign-

ment or writing project.

Drop-in, no appointment

needed. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.,

Pierpont dorm, Southwest.

ORCHARD HILL AREA
GOV'T ELECTIONS -
Last day of voting in the

OHAG Elections. Voting is

for President, Vice-
President, Secretary, and
Treasurer. Turn out and
choose your leaders. 4-6:30

p.m.. Orchard Hill's

elevator lobbies.

f
Read the

Arts Fagelf

Students
Summer Jobs

with Mass Fair Share
Get paid for what you believe in -

hazardous waste clean up, economic

reforms - with our grassroots political

outreach and fundraising staff. No ex-

perience necessary. Paid Training.

Hours 1:30-10 PM M-F, $156-225/wk

Call 586-8713

\^ \\<^ SANDWICH
MENU Now

Available in the

T.O.C. LOUKGE
for Dinner:
TUES.THURS.

5:00-7:30 pm
FRIDAY

6:30-8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
5:00-8:30 pm

'J^:^ '^^:i;^^^

of the
CAMPUS

Student Affairs

Open Invitation

to all interested

students

First Week Fall '84

Planning Group

Thursday, April 19th

3 PM CC 168

Help make first week
a great week

for the class of 89!

Thuraday, April 19, 1984, Collegian is

ROZ'S PLACE
vintage fashion

Hawaiian Shirts

and Shorts

6 bridge at.

northampton, ma
01060

open 7 days a week

PBtSONAUZED
STYU NANICUTS

I00
IwHh this coupon)

#10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

{11.B0 Long Hair 1

I
fmtmt ifum

I

Calforan

i

I

Styles by
Deborah

66 UnivwiitV Drtw

'r oo^

Now'a tbc time
to call

North Amhertt
Motors

EMp«ft r»pm%r% It

r«c«n4iti«i«lng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

, 549-2660

Social Chango
Job

Opportunitios
in Boston

9 to 5, Boaton't Wortttng

Women's Organization

concerned with wage, pro-

n>otional and discrimination

iasues, is now hirir>g in-

dividuaia to do community

outreach, fur>draising ar>d

to move people to action on

issues that affect women in

the workplace. Hrs:

1:30-9:30. Training and
benefits irKluded.

Call: 617-423-32B4

9 am to 1 pm
Parmanant tt Summer

Poeltiona Available

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Racalvar, tape dock, great apeakere, tum-

table 1260/80 call 20E 646-5253

Qerwin-Vega Spaakers Vector receiver

Akai deck Sony turntable - ainnoat new
reaaonable offers call Man 253-3907

Tapadack: AIWA ADL300U many
featurea. Only I1X.00 paid 1300. call Rob
6-7702

AUTO FOR SALE

I filkaa for aala • women's and men's ten

I and three speeds. Good condition, prices

I negotiable, call David 546-7061 lata nights

I SUNN Baas Amp 2 15
" spaakers, $200;

s HONDOII SG, $125; Boss Choms $60;

E Ibanez compressor $40; all in good shape

I
-pricea negotiable Ted 649-0159

i Guild Elactric Guitar w/case exc. cond.
s $196. or BO Scamp Amp - brarnl new $90

I call Gary 666-3013

I
FOUND

Calica QT Uftbock
copper 54000 miles

keep trying John

1180 excailant cond
$6400finn 627-8414

77 Buick Skytarfc ext . naads work ang. £r

int. good fair 649-6797

74 Ford Maverick. A.T., PS., many ex-

tras, some mst, but reliable. Beet offer.

Phyllts 6-2364 or 666-3441 late eve.

1973 Duatar good cornjition very reliable

new brakes $K0 684-7466

73 Chavy Caprice auto,

cond. 6664117 $1460

s Found: Jacket In front of East Experiment

S Statkw March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

! daacribe to daim.
i=
I

HELP WANTED

1 Work thia summar on energy policlaa.

a toxic waste 6 utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

I Share's political outreech and fundraising

I staff. No experience necessary. Paid train

-

sing. Hours 1:30 - 10:00 pm M-F
§ $166-226/wk + bar>aflts call 686-8713

PS/PB good i

Foxy Rat X1 /9 k>w milea excellent condl-

tion 3600 BO call Lany 266^)080

Ford Muatang 1979 for aala good condl-

tion. A/C stereo miles 38000 call 648-0066

75 Dataun rebuilt engine 960 or BO Kathy

649-4096 snow tires

LOST

CAPE COD

Female roommate wantad in FalnrKXJth

Heights on the beach summer call Kate

64017

EASTER BASKETS
MOTORCYCLES

Send orta to your frianda sign up Wed
Thurs Fri in Hamden (Southwest) or call

646-7294 646-7268

ECKANKAR PRESENTS

Intro Lacture "In My Soul I Am Free"

the study of out of the body experience Th.

April 19 7:30 rm 802 CC

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights , banquets
•ALL GUARANTEED! 25fr0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?

256-1393

1978 Yamaha 8B0E excellent condition.

Low mileage must sell $996 6-5039

PERSONALS

I WEEKEND IN NYC 10 spaces left May 5-6

i reduced rates $18 bus only, or $36 hotel

i and bus call Matt 546-6630

: Plaasa take ovar our leaaa as of June
1 1st. 2 bedroom apartment, Sunderland, on
I bus route, wall to wall carpeting, A/C,

I dishwasher, $325/n>onth -- electricity, hot

: water FREE. Call anytinr>e - 866-4278

J •

FOR RENT

One badroom apt 315$/nrK)nth all includ-

ed swimming pool tennis courts call Jose

666^7633

4 bed houses - Country setting with acres

near city. Other near Smith College. $525

without utilities. For Sept. Call Northamp-

ton 584-3428, 5-6 pm, SkibiskI, Realtors

Responsible paraons wantad for 2 rooms

in Amherst house w/lg yard. Sumnr>er and

fail. $150 plus. Call 253-3362 Peter

Mlllhollow Apt by Puffers waterfall on

bus route take over June 1 549-2731

Room In houaa from now and June, very

close to campus. $200 includes. Quiet

serious only. Call 6-10 PM John 549-1368

One badroom apt in CUffside, summer
sublet w/fall option 296 mo utilKies includ-

ed66&-4706

Looking for one or two quiet parsoris

for one bedroom in Brandywino Call Laurie

or Mike evenings 549-5416

FOR SALE

Electric Typawrltar. Smith-Corona

super- 12 Very good condition Best offer

549-6994

Airplane Ticket good anywherein US on

TWA good thru 5/24/84, 546«29
Mllllinilllllllll millHIIIMI IIIIIMIHIH •""""

[Happy B-Day, Kath M.
•Cath D, Roomies

iTaach In Massachusetts complete

I employnr>ent listing of all public and private

I schools in Massachusetts -plus latest

iopeningsl $8.00, Betten^^y, PO Box 2153,

Centerville, MA 02634

§ Babyalttar Mid June to end of August. 8

5 am to 3 pm Four 5 year olds. Car neceesary.

I Letter to C. Goldstein 811 East Pleasant

g Street, Amherst

s

isafora Break, purple and gray T-teck

I hand-knrt wool sweater. Extren>e sentimen-

tal value. Reward I If found, please call

253-8046

Lost daaignar danim Jacket at Tha Pub
; 4/12. Call Julia 646-1282

s

i

University Women invited to

open rush at Alpha Chi Omega
Thurs. April 29 - Dinner

and build your own sundae at 4:46

Wed, April 26 - Bar-B-Q dinner

at 4:46

RSVP Linda Baker or Stacy

at 546-2152 or 5494159

i Collegian Staff Elections for Board of

\ Editors will be Wednesday, April 26,

i
from 9:00 to 8:00 all staff members

: (business, graphlca. and newsroomi)

I

eligible to vote

;
Collegian Staff candldatea for editors'

: positions will have a debate Monday,
i April 23 at 7:00 In the Commwealth
jRoom (next to Student Union
: Ballroom) all staff members should at-

:tend. Know what you're voting for.

I Lost In Presidential Apartments - blue

spocket-size bag. Keep the dope and a $15
s reward, just give the pipe beck - 8entirr>en-

jtal call 5494778

i Management Club Speaker
Roland Coatee

will be speaking on
"Participative Management"

Tonight CC 904 7:30

Everyor>e Welcome

•Queen of La Mancha,
: course! Guess Who?

• 5

i

Smikel I love you Torpedo Head

David Oliver Cr Use Carey - Happy Birth-

day to two of the best friends a person

could have - Love, Maureen

To the giri with the nice tan at the

Bluewall Dance: hope to see you around

Ron

Isabel Cachopo - where Is the glitter of

your eyes and that radiant smile? Be Hap-
pyl

Sandy - Great weekend! Don't worry about

the fans - this kkl is someone etae's II Fan -

Love ya, Pete

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertationa, Thi

acceptance guaranteed,

retes, 584-7924 Nancy

Cases, Papers,
on-campus, low

!
8

Must be seen to appreciate. Negotiable call

256-8788

Puffton apartment available for sumnner

sublet. 3 bedroom call 5464790 Cory or

Lisa

Share house for summer 150$/n>onth a

beautiful 4-bedroom house. It has kitchen

walk-in pantry dining living rooms more
than one space. Within walking distance to

UMass 546-5186

TO ALL
UNIVERSITY WOMEN:

CHI OMEGA invites you to rush dinnerl

Conr>e see an alternative to dorm living I

Join the Greelcsl Thursday April 19 5:15 call

545-0162 for rides or Information. Ask for

Kristin or Patty

REWARD FOR
STOLEN VEHICLE

1979 White Mercury Monarc with green

landau roof taken from Lot 21 N sometinrw

Wednesday April 11 584-0242

RIDERS WANTED

Bus going to April 23 Grsteful Dead con-

cert in New Haven. Call for detials 5464308

ROOMMATE WANTED

s
E
s

Femele roommate wanted to share large

bedroom In house Medley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

2 female roommates wanted to share 3

bedroom Puffton apartnr>ent call 549-5487

Two people wanted to share a room In a

very comfortable duplex across the street

from Southwest call Peter 549-6985 or

I Terry 546-8797

i Puffton - room available In 2 bedroom apt.

I June 1 with fall option call 549^)137

I Responsible roommate(s) needed
i beginning June 1st to share Riverglade

I townhouse call 253-3949

Room available two bedroom Brandywine

apartment quiet, non-snwking, call Cliff

549 7856

Sublet beginning June 1 Presidential

within Vi mile of campus nonsmoker

/Junior or Senior $215 / month 549-3885

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, comp)etitlve prices. M-F 9-2:X

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vlce. Type-Rite 253-5111

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,

resumes, etc. 666-3414

Leaving town? Going hon>e? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Call the Commuter Area

Govemment Ride Sen/Ice, from May 1 to

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us where

you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 545-2146

SUMMER 1964 - EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm

available. Please send inquiries to PO Box

2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02567

SUMMER SUBLET

Happy 21 of :

from Cath S. and :

Townehouae Apts 3 bedroom near cam- §

pus on bus route ^ fair price 549-6797 |

Southwood Apts summer sublet will |

negotiate rent call Sherri 253-2268
|

Rolling Green apt available June 1st with |

fall option all utilities Included call Paula s

253-2897
|

3 bedroom Northwood Apt avail June
|

1st fall option call 665-8614 s

TO SUBLET

3 bedroom apt. Amherst Juf>e 1 - Aug 30
fall option 549 3818

Brittany Manor apt available June 1 call

256-8823

From June 1 with fall option two
bedroom on Sunderland bus route

330/nwnth call 665-8314

Summer Sublet/ Fall option furnished

bedroom In Squire Village you pay $130 for

June and July August free call Karen

666-8312

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap
rent summer sublet with fall option

666-7518

Fully furnished 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
call after 10 PM cheap 256-1318

Summer sublet with possible fall option.

Large bedroom in two-bedroom
Southwood apartment for one or two
females. 256-8379

Townhouse
549-0711

apt available for sumemr

3 bedroom Puffton summer only

110/room Kathy or Luann 549-4035

Female wanted for own room in Rolling

Green apts available June 1 graduate or

older student preferred call evenings

256-0304

2 bedroom apartment in Puffton Village

June 1 to Sept 1 call Cinde 545-0162

Ariington Mass (next to Cambridge) Juen
1 - Sept 1 $234/month gorgeous house
617-643-3726 l<eep trying

2 rooms available In beautiful North

Amherst house On bus route. 200 --

utilities each Scott 549-4926 after 6

TRAVEL

Montreal Party Weekend! May 4-6 $79

limited space, call todayl 549-1671

WANTED
Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Sliver

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

4 females looking for house/apt near

campus or on busroute willing to take over

summer lease & fall opt 6-4349/4347

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for one bedroom apt In Colonial

Village for summer and fall 84 call John at

546-9382

Looking for house 3-5 bedroonw for next

year call Bill 5464060 or Rick 5464122

Wanted 3 bedroom apt in Puffton sunv
nr>er sublet w/fall option call 546-9978

Easy to live with fun loving looking to

share apartment Prefer near campus call

eves, Lisa 54&5517

1 bedroom apt Puffton for summer and
fall call John, Bob 546-7444 Reward

Two bedroom apartment Colonial Village

will take over sumnr>er Mike 546-6161
Summer sublet only. Fully furnished.
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Gorillas dispose ofFlying Dutchmen
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

AD the aspects of their game finally came

together yesterday as the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

dominated the Flying Dutchmen of Hofstra

University en route to a 12-5 victory.

The offensive attack was well rounded as

Mike Fiorini scored three goals and two

assists for five points to lead the team.

Greg Fisk poured in four goals of his own.

and Tom Lukacovic had a hat trick and an

assist for four points as well.

The defense was strong. Time after time

they thwarted Hofstra attackers away from

the front of the net. and also came away

with the ball on several occasions. Even if

Hofstra did manage to penetrate the

defense, Gerry Moreau stood tough in front

of his cage and stopped several one on one

plays dead on.

"The kids played really well. Hofstra is a

good lacrosse team. The secret is to con-

vince the guys you have to play for 60

minutes. We really made our shots count

and the defense was tough. Barry Cain was

awesome as was (John) Mincone and

(Tommy) Aldrich." said Coach Dick Garber.

Fiorini opened the scoring at the 3:04

mark of the first quarter, as he stole the

ball from an unprotected Hofstra

goalkeeper and put it into the empty net. It

turned out to be all UMass" quarter as they

added three more goals in opening up a 4

lead.

Fisk made it 2-0. 16 seconds after the first

goal as he bounced a Bubba Sanford pass by

( nllrKian phom ii> l>»Md i' Itt-utwr

THE TOUGH D — University of Massachusetts junior Rick Zoerner

blankets a Hofstra attackman during yesterday's action. Zoerner and

the other Gorillas jumped to an early lead and never looked back, winn-

ing 12-5.

goalie Bill Els. He then made it 3-0. three

minutes later, bouncing a Karl Hatton feed

in from about 20 yards out.

After UMass went up 4-0, the Dutchmen
showed signs of life as they cut into the

UMass lead. But after a furious attack by

the Dutchmen only netted them three goals

for the quarter, while the Gorillas managed
two of their own, they had to be asking

themselves what was necessary to beat

UMass.
Tommy Aldrich got the first goal of his

young sophomore career in the quarter,

flew to the goal and surprised the goalie by

putting it right under him. Hofstra later

cut the lead to 5-3, the closest they would
come, until Lukacovic put another nail in

their hearts by scoring on a rebound of a

Matt O'Reilly shot with only three ticks left

on the clock until halftime.

Fisk got a hat trick one minute into the

second half, rifling a shot past Els from the

right side. After Hofstra cut the lead to 7-

4, Moreau came up big as he had all game,
and stopped Dave McColloch, their big gun
alone in front, further demoralizing an

already frustrated Hofstra squad.

Fisk scor^ his fourth goal, and Fiorini

followed with his second to make it a 9-4

lead for the Gorillas, the biggest lead they

had thus far.

They built more on the lead in the fourth

quarter as the game was pretty much out of

reach for the Dutchmen. Perry Scale came
off the bench to receive a Fiorini feed and
go in to score a goal. Lukacovic got his hat

trick 43 seconds later, and another Hofstra

goal and Fiorini's hat trick closed out the

scoring at 12-5.

Minutemen claw to twinbill win over Wildcats
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

No, the fans weren't holding straw brooms
aloft menacingly, screaming "sweep,

sweep," a la hoop fans iii Milwaukee one

year ago when the Buck^ dispatched the

Celtics in four staight. It was too cold for

anybody to get that excited. But the action

on the field certainly warmed their hearts,

especially the dramatic ending to the

nightcap which saw Tony Szklany. with the

bases loaded in the bottom of the eighth

inning, bang a single off the glove of New
Hampshire pitcher Jay Wickham to drive in

the game-winning run giving the

Minutemen a 4-3 victory and completing a

LMass sweep of the Wildcats. UMass won
the opener, 6-3.

It was not the best of days for baseball.

Mother Nature threw a full menu of en-

vironmental variables at the respective

teams, including a cold wind, thunder and

lightning, and rain. And. in the early going

anyway, it didn't look like Father Fortune

was with the Minutemen either, as UNH
jumped out to 3-0 lead after an inning-and-

a-half of the opener.

In the first. Mike Sgriner ripped an RBI

double with men at first and second.

followed by a run -scoring single by Steve

Rewucki. In the second. Tom Murphy

doubled and eventually scored on an error

by UMass first baseman Jeff Cimini. UM
fought back in the bottom of the inning,

drawing to within one run.

After Steve (three-for-three) Messina

bunted for a hit and Todd Ezold reached on

an error. Bruce Kingman sacrificed them to

second and third. Tom (a team leading

.394) Fabian rocketed a shot off the right

field wall for two runs. Messina deadlocked

the game at 3-3 when he jumped on a 2-2

fastball from UNH starter Dennis

McCarthy and lofted it over the left field

fence.

The Minutemen iced the game in the

fourth when they scored three runs.

Kingman reached on an infield single, but

was erased on a fielders choice by Tom
Fabian. However, the chance for the DP
was erased when McCarthy threw high at

second. After Jack Bloise struckout (which

should have been the third out), and steal of

second by Fabian, successive RBI singles

by Andy Connors and Angelo Salustri gave

UM a 5-3 bulge. Salustri scored the final

run of the inning on a wild pitch.

A parade of UMass relievers, including

Tony Presnal. then shut the door in the last

three innings, allowing only one hit.

For close to five full innings the second

game was a pitchers' duel between the

Wildcats' Steve Salsman and UMass' Steve

AUard. UNH scored in the first inning on

an error by Salustri but leadoff hitter Tony
Szklany quickly knotted it with a home run

to left.

UM broke the deadlock in the fifth, and

knocked out Salsman in the process, on a

sacrifice fly by Connors and RBI single by

Salustri. However, before you can say

"This game's over, let's blow the joint', the

game was tied as Bill Peach's leadoff single

in the UNH sixth was succeeded by a

towering home run by Shriner. Goodbye
Mr. AUard, hello Matt Subocz.

UMass had a chance to win it in the bottom

of the seventh as they loaded the bases with

one out. However, Messina popped to first

and Fabian bounced to the pitcher. In the

eighth, Kingman led with a walk, and went
to third on a hit-and-run single by Jack

Bloise that grazed inches by Kingman's

head. Dan Clifford was intentionally

walked, setting up Szklany 's heroics.

Crew team wins and loses
By ED ROBINSON
C<rflegian Correspondent

It is customary in rowing for the coxswain

of the winning boat to be heaved into the

river by his teammates. Paul Canty,

coxswain for the University of

Massachusetts men's freshman eight boat

was one of the lucky victims of this tradition

after he steered his boat to victory in one of

the crew races versus Temple and Trinity

this past rainy and cold Saturday in Hadley.

"I think it has something to do with the

coxswain not having to sweat and suffer

physically like everyone else in the boat,"

said Canty, trying to explain the rationale

for the custom alter he had dried himself

(iff. "I think Vr\ rnther have rowed than go

for a uivt'.

Unfortunately. Canty doesnt have that

choice as he falls slightly short of the height

necessary to row. He did a fine job as cox

though, as his boat won an exciting race,

beating Trinity by only one second. Temple

finished third, nine seconds behind the

UMass freshman.

Gerry Keavany, the UMass varsity eight

coxswain stayed dry, unfortunately, as his

boat finished third. Keavany still called it

"our best race of the season" as the varsity

made up a lot of ground after a poor start.

"They started the race without waiting for

me to signal that we were ready." Keavany

said. "When the race started some people

hit it. some were only at half slide."

The slide is the moveable seat in the boat

which enables each oarsman to fully utilize

the power of his legs in a stroke. At the

beginning of the race the seat is normally at

the front of the sUde. with the knees bent

and next to the chest, the oarsman ready to

straighten his legs and begin his stroke.

Despite their poor start, the varsity

almost caught Trinity, gaining seven seats

on them in the last 500 meters and losing to

them by less than a second. They were

eight seconds behind Temple, last year's

national champions.

The JV eight had a disappointing race,

losing by two lengths to Temple. However,

the JV four, composed of the sternmost

members of the JV eight, blew away the

fours of Trinity and Temple, duplicating a

decisive victory over Wesleyan last week.

SportsLog
By TONY PETROS to get by the Pistons, who had their best

Collegian Staff finish in a long time...Game no. 1 went to

Just a few thoughts... the Knicks, as the Pistons blew a big lead in

Well, the Islanders are once again show- ^^e fourth quarter. Detroit committed the

ing their domination in the NHL. After a cardinal sin (thought I'd put in something

grueling series with the Rangers, they had for Easter) by turning the ball over three

their backs against the wall against the

surging Capitals. But, as true champions,

they responded. ..This column picked

Washington to not only beat the Islanders,

but go all the way. But as of this reading, it

could be over. The Capitals do possess pro-

bably the best goaltending in hockey, yet

Billy Smith has risen to the occasion as he

did against the Rangers...The Canadiens

developed a definite need for Sucrets by

choking in overtime against Quebec, after

holding a 3-1 lead. The Nordiques have one

of the better offenses in the I^HL and have

the big "Mo" going into the final few

games (for all you laymen, the big "Mo" is

momentum, a concept which I just couldn't

grasp in high school physics).

The NBA playoffs are under way, with

the finals not expected to come until June.

(k)ne are the first-round byes and the best-

of-three mini-series, included are four more
teams and a few surprises... It's another

playoff season to see if someone will repeat

— it hasn't been done since the 68-69

Celtics...The Sixers are the defending

champs, but they already have their hands

full with the Nets, who played them pretty

tough in the regular season. I wonder if

aMoscs is going to be saying "fo. fo, fo" in

reference to the four-game sweeps he

predicted last year. I'm really looking for-

ward to more insightful comments from

Moses.
The Celtics and Knicks are on a bee-line

to face each other, which should make for a

beauty of a playoff series. The Knicks have

times in the last minute...Not even the

Heimlich method could have revived

them...The Celts shouldn't have much trou-

ble with the Bullets, as their depth will take

over here and throughout the playoffs. But

if they do play the Knicks, watch out for

the dreaded upset (I hear Terry O'Reilly

and Ray Bourque still haven't corrected

their slices).

Baseball is two weeks old. yet there are

already a few trends developing with a few

surprises...The Red Sox are true to form,

losing five in a row. I think that players are

sick of seeing the back of Dennis

Ekersley's jersey as he watches another

home run deposit into the nets. Once again,

pitching is the problem. ..The defending

champion Orioles are also off to a wicked

slow start, but with their pitching and

defense, they should lie like, totally

awesome, you know? (I've been here way

too long)...The Padres are on top in the NL
west, with ex-Yankees Goose and Craig

leading the club. They should give the

Dodgers and Braves a few fits before it's

over, but they are still not quite good

enough — yet...Pascual Perez is back in the

majors, but only after May 16. That's when

his suspension is lifted. In case anyb<xiy

didn't see it, Mr. Perez was arrested for co-

caine possession in the Dominican

Republic. It would be tough for him to

throw a spitter, because I don't think he

could pass the saliva test.

No more nrcd be sai«l.
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Pornography foes deny censorship
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Several members of the Ad Hoc (Committee on Campus
Pornography yesterday said their attempt to remove

pornographic magazines from the University Store

should not be categorized as censorship, but an attempt

at setting "community standards."

C«il«fiaii piMto bT KatM WatUn

Magazines both controversial and non-
controversial line the racks in the University

Store yesterday afternoon.

The committee, which has made a semester long effwl

to educate the UMass community about pornography,

introduced a resolution passed earlier this week by the

Undergraduate Student Senate which urged the

University Store to stop the sale o{ Playboy, Penthouse,

and Playgirl.

Stacy Roach, a committee member and chair of the

senate's Women's Caucus, submitted the resolution,

which also called for a student referendum next fall to

determine whether the magazines should be sold.

"We're not censoring anything because the store

already chooses to censor magazines. If a group of

students wanted anti-Semitic magazines, the University

store wouldn't carry them," Roach said.

S.E. Chase, another member of the Ad Hoc Committee,

said she agreed with Roach. "Magazines are censored

even before they get to the shelves," Chase said.

It's sort of like people are upset when things are

removed from the shelves, but not upset that certain

magazines aren't there in the first place," she said.

Chase said the most important thing the committee is

doing is educating the UMass community about por-

nography.

"We're not the state or larger body intervening and

taking something away," she said. "The Supreme Court

ruled that communities could decide among themselves

what matter is obscene. All we're doing is being part of a

community that is trying to set some kind of standard."

Roach said the resolution and the committee's actions to

stop the sale of the magazines is legal based on the

Supreme Court ruling.

"Students have a right to say what is sold because the

Campus Center is run by students, and we do have the

right to say what is sold or not," she said.

Chase said most people have never questioned the

ramifications of pornography in our culture, or the dif-

ference between pornography and erotica.

"What we wanted was erotica, what we got was

pornography," she said. "People have been accepting

this as the norm.

"

She said the distinction between erotica and por

nography is that "pornography has a link with violence,

non-mutual power play, and degrading images."

Studentpornography opinionsmixed
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Student reaction to the Undergraduate Student

Senate's resolution urging the University Store to stop

selling pornographic magazines included both support for

the resolution and concern for First Amendment Rights.

The resolution passed calls for a student referendum

next fall to decide whether or not Playboy, Penthouse,

and Playgirl should be removed from the University

Store.

In a random poll yesterday. Sheila Hemeon Heyer, an

electrical engineering graduate student, said she believes

"in free speech and freedom of the press but on the same

token" believes pornography is "bad and derogatory

toward women."
"I'd be all for removing them," she said. "I don't read

them and no one I know reads them. But then again, I

don't want that to lead to women who don't like make up

saying ban Glamour magazine. It could lead to bigger

things."

Tim Maguire. a first year student from Ashland, said he

does not think the magazines should be removed.

"It's people's right to look at it if they want to," he said.

"If they can sell them in a store in town, they can sell

them here. People here are all over 18. I think they can

make their own decisions."

Linda Sckalor, a senior human services major,

disagreed with the First Amendment argument, and said

supporters of the resolution are not saying "ban this."

"The idea is to get rid of images that violate and offend

half the population of the earth," she said. "I wonder if

that agniment would be used if men were portrayed

offensively, if the tables were turned."

"People aren't saying 'don't be sexual." They're saying

'I don't want to be afraid of being looked at as something

I'm not' " Sckalor said.

One student said he disagreed with the idea of cen-

sorship, but suggested an alternative way of eliminating

pornography.

"I think what should be done toward offensive por-

nography is that publishers and people should be per

suaded against publishing such things," said Richard

Vigeant, a senior communications studies major. "The

people at large should be educated about the causality of

pornography and violence against women. They really

have to understand the cause and effect relationship

between the two."

Other students interviewed said removing the

magazines depended on whether or not there was a

majority of people on campus who wanted to stop the sale

of pornographic magazines at the University.

BOG defers magazine ban, senate plan
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Members of the Campus Center Board of Governors last

night expressed their disapproval of the Student

Government Associations proposal to ban three

magazines from the University Store without consenting

the BOG.
While postponing a full discussion of the pornography

issue until next week's meeting. Chair Michael ReUly said

by not speaking with the board first, the SGA "has again

fafled to communicate with the BOG."
"Both groups are set up to represent students," Reilly

said. "We might get much more accomplished if we

discussed current problems with each other, rather than

work around each other."

Along with the SGA's proposal was a suggestion to the

BOG to reevaluate their current stand of possibly

removing Playboy, Playgirl, and Penthouse from the

University Store,

continued on page S

Faculty request

fundinghike

to aid Library
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Citing a declining and deficient University of

Massachusetts library system that has dropped from 44th

place in national rankings in 1973 to its current 86th

position, the Faculty Senate yesterday passed a motion

urging increased fuding.

The motion, according to faculty members, is directly

aimed at helping UMa.ss Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

convince the Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher

Education that both the level and manner of funding for

the library system is inadequate for a university of this

size, making competition with other institutions difficult.

The National Association of Research Libraries, which

conducts an annual survey of the country's top 100

research facilities, has continually downgraded the

UMass library system in rank for the past 10 years, and

more rapidly over the last five.

The library's biggest problem and major reason for its

decline has been its inability to fill the shelves with

journals, periodicals, and other research materials.

Director of the UMass libraries Richard Talbot said.

"In the past several years our competitors have been

spending more than us on such items which has led to our

decline," he said. As a result, he said. UMass has been

slipping behind colleges and universities of equal size.

Miriam Chrisman, chair of the Faculty Senate's Library

Advisory Committee, told colleagues the system will

continue to slip unless the regents change the way they

fund the Ubraries.

"What we have to say to the regents is 'thank you, but

what we want is (more than they arc cuirriitly willing to

give].' And we must say it over and over again,"

Chrisman said.

The University's fiscal year 1985 budget request for

library acquisitions was $1.5 million, but the regents cut

that figure to $500,000, which many believe is insuffcient

if the system is to increase its national rankings.

In March, Duffey attempted to make up for some of the

money problems by allocating $94,000 from campus

reserves.

Chrisman said it is important that people realize a

problem does exist with the library system and help is

needed now, otherwise UMass will slip down to last place

behind the University of Mississippi, she said. "If we
don't look out, it will happen."

In other action, the senate recommended Duffey appoint

a high level administrative task force to work with the

University Computer Committee in looking into the

future of personal computers on campus.

According to a committee report, "Personal computers

have become a basic tool for learning." As a resuH the

committee recommend that the University look closely at

how funding for and acquisition of computers is to be

made.
Howard 0. Brogran, an English professor, spoke

harshly of the theory behind the report, saying campus
priorities are becoming cloudy.

"Here we have a library that is sinking and we can't get

funds to buy books and journals... it's an exercise in

futility," he said.

"It's a problem of priorities. After all, computers have

to have materials to work on. Are we putting our money

in the right place? We have to give materials a certain

amount of priority."

/:
Inside:
Concentration camp survivor tells of lessons of

life P-3

Poet writes messages from dead p.3

Baseball, lacrosse action this weekend p. 12

"I ffuess you cmdd call me sort of a revi-

sionist Marxist.
"

- Joseph Dvffey (1968)
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Communists back French government

AP I.iSMrphoto

Vice-President George Bush smiles as he ap-

pears on the cover of "Management" magazine,

a government publication, while hawking the

Diners Club card, which is to be distributed to

350,000 government employees for use while on

official business.

PARIS (AP) - Communist deputies in the National

Assembly formally endorsed the policies of the ruling

Socialists early today under pressure to toe the line on

economic strategy or face expulsion from the governroent

coalition.

All 43 Communists supported the government in the vote

of confidence. The opposition conservatives cast 156 no

votes. President Francois Mitterrand's Socialists hold 263

of the 491 seats and the final tally was 329 156 for the

government, with one abstention and five absentees.

Had the Communists failed to support the government, it

would almost certainly have meant the dismissal of four

Communist Cabinet ministers and a complete rupture of

the uneasy three-year political alliance between the two

leftist parties.

With their majority, the Socialists were never m danger

of losing the vote and being forced to resign.

The Socialists called for the vote of confidence to force the

Communists to drop their open criticism of the govern-

ment's economic austerity and industrial policies.

The implied threat was that anything short of support

would bring dismissal of the four Communists who have

held Cabinet posts since the left ended 23 years of un-

broken conservative rule here in May 1981 elections.

The Socialists were betting that the Communists, whose

share of the French vote has dropped from 20 percent to

10-15 percent over the past few years, would back down

because their only hope of remaining influential was to stay

in the government.

Armed unionist stopped nearMondale

Tufts seeks to help

Soviet Jew student
MEDFORD [API — Students built a mock jail on cam-

pus and Tufts University President Jean Mayer yesterday

accused the Soviet Union of "blatant anti-Semitism" for

refusing to let a young Soviet Jew attend school in the

United States.

Misha Taratuta, a 23-year-old Leningrad resident,

wants to study art and architecture but was denied univer-

sity admission in his country, according to Tufts

spokeswoman Maura FitzGerald.

DEARBORN. Mich. (AP) — Secret Service agents, m the

second such incidetJt in recent weeks, hustled an armed

union officai away from Democratic presidential contender

Walter F. Mondale during a campaign appearance

yesterday.

The man offered no resistance and was released a short

time later.

He was identified by the Secret Service as Wilham

Polakowski. In Washington. Secret Service spokesman

Jack Smith said agents released Polakowski after

questiong and deciding there had been no threat.

Smith said Polakowski had a permit for he gun he was

carrying in his back pocket.

Mp was reaching over between himself and Mondale,

apparently to shake hands, when agents noticed a gun in

his rear pocket. Mondale was talking to Polakowski at the

lime.

Kjixe agent locked the man s arm behind his back and

rushed him into a men's room at the rear of a banquet hall

where Mondale had been speaking to a $50 a person

reception.

Ray Majerus. UAW secreUry-treasurer, said Polakowski

had a permit for the pistol and had forgotten that he had

the gun with thim.

Connecticut limits Seabrook payments
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HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) The State House of

Representatives yesterday unanimously approved a bill

aimed at preventing the use of Connecticut electric

customers' money to bail out the beleaguered builder of the

Seabrook nuclear power plants in New Hampshire.

"We are Roing to protect our ratepayers against costs

being charged to them that should not be," said Rep. David

Lynn Eisenberg, Marsha Wilcon, Michele Phelan

Shelley Witkiewicz. Ellen Nahigian.
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Lavme. D Durham, co-chairman of the Energy and Public

Utilities Committee.

The 144-0 vote, which sent the bill to the Senate, came

one day after officials of Public Service Company of New
Hampshire suspended construction at the Seabrook 1

reactor. Work on Seabrook 2. the other reactor at the

complex on the New Hampshire coast, was halted in

September.

Monsanto to monitor
forwater pollutants
PRINGFIELD (AP) — Monsanto Co. will study whether

tne Chicopee River and soil near its plant were polluted for

34 years by chemicals, and. if necessary, clean up the

waste, government and company officals said yesterday.

Monsanto promised the work in agreements with the U.S.

Evironmental Protection Agency and the state Eviron-

mental Quality Engineering Department, according to a

Monsanto statement issued by personnel director Mike

Starr.

The agreement follows a year of negotiations after federal

officials ordered Monsanto last year to study the soil and

water.

The government agencies said yesterday, the company

agreed to "examine cleanup alternatives and implement

and monitor any necessary cleanup actions."

Starr said the study will cost about $600,000. It will begin

this month and possibly end this fall, he said.
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AfterNazi death camps,

survivor says 'never give up'

By PAUL DESMOND
Collegian Staff

A survivor of the Holocaust came to

Smith College yesterday to bring a

message of hope and thanks after spending

six years in Nazi concentration camps.

Author, historian and journalist Gerda

Klein spoke, often emotionally, to about 75

people at Smith's Neilson Library.

"It is impossible to talk in terms of

millions," Klein said. She chose instead to

talk in terms of two: herself and her

childhood friend, Use, with whom she was

sold on the German slave market in 1938

for the equivalent of $3.50.

Use gave her two very important gifts,

Klein said.

The first was at Camp Gruneberg, where

they both spent three years. At a time

when all inmates were literally starving, II-

se found a single raspberry and, rather

than eat it herself, gave it to Klein. The
gesture moved her deeply.

"Can you imagine a world where all

possessions become one raspberry?" she

said.

On the "Death March," a 1,000-mile trek

that only 120 of 4,000 Jews survived. Use

gave Klein "the greatest gift of all." Just

before Use died in Klein's arms somewhere

in Czechoslovakia, she urged her friend to

continue for one more week.

"A week at that time was a very long

time," Klein said. But it was a week to the

day after Use's death that the surviving

120 were liberated by American forces.

At that time, after six years of captivity,

Klein was 21 years old, had white hair, and

weighed 68 pounds. An American led her

to his jeep.

"He did something I couldn't unders-

tand. He simply held the door open for me
and in that simple gesture restored my
humanity," she said. That American is now
her husband.

Each year, on the anniversary of Use's

death, "I always stop and look back on

what that year has done for me...and ask

myself, 'What have I done to deserve this

and why has she been deprived?' " Klein

said. "I don't know the answer to the ques-

tion but I feel that the partial answer is to

talk about Use and to make sure, somehow,

that it never happens to anyone again."

Klein then offered some advice for cop)-

ing with difficult situations.

"If you think there is no way out, never,

never give up," she said. "The darker the

night, the brighter the dawn. And when it

gets really, really dark, this is when one

sees the brilliance of the stars."

Klein is the author of All But My Life and

the children's books, The Blue Rose and

P'Tomuse ofa Neiv Sprivg. Her lecture wa.*?

sponsored by the Five College Hillel and

the Smith/Amherst Hillel Foundations.

Indians tellstudents their

government threatens them
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Representatives of the

Mohawk community of

Kahnawake spoke about the

survival of the Mohawk
Nation before an audience of

approximately 150 people at

the University of

Massachusetts last night.

Kahnawake is located

outside of Montreal just

across the United States

-

Canadian border, where the

St. Lawrence Seaway
divides the two countries.

The Mowhawks said they

are angered because the

government of Quebec is

considering the construction

of a dam to produce
hydroelectric power for sale

to the Northeastern states.

However, representatives

said the construction of

Project Archipelago will

cause flooding of the St.

Lawrence River and the

destruction of Mohawk land.

Mohawk representatives

elicited support from the

UMass community, calling

upon students to voice

opposition to Project

Archipelago by writing to

Canadian government of-

ficials and the

Massachusetts legislature.

"You are the people who
are going to make the

decision whether the

Mohawk Nation will survive

or not," Mohawk Selma

Delisle said. "If the dam

goes through lives will be

lost on both sides."

The Mohawks stressed the

importance of com-

munication and negotiation

within their own community

and the outside society.

"The way of the Mohawk is

to talk solutions to the very

end. Our weapons have

been buried under the tree

of peace." said Alex

McComber, a teacher at the

Survival School in

Kahnawake.
"But if all else fails, we will

defend ourselves in any way

possible. We are being put

up against the wall in the

name of progress. We will

not be the aggressor. We'll

only protect ourselves," said

Cookie McComber. another

teacher at the school.

The Mohawks said the

urgency of their message

stems from their iden-

tification with the Earth.

"The land is what gives the

Mohawks life." said Alex

McComber. He said they

believe in respect for nature

and "all the creatures within

the circle of the universe."

The Great Law of Peace

dictates that the Mowhawks
must provide for the next

seven generations so that

each act must take into

account "all the faces yet to

come," he said.

"The Mohawks are

caretakers of the land," said

Cookie McComber. "They

do not own it. They protect

it."

"Our message is that we
want to make people aware

that it's not too late to

respect the Earth, our

mother," Alex McComber
said.

Before the construction of

St. Lawrence Seaway was
completed in 1959,

Kahnawake encompassed

roughly 35,000 acres of land.

Delisle said. Now the

community of 5.500
Mohawks live on less than

13.000 acres, she said.

"Were on a postage

stamp." said Muriel Deer,

another member of the

Kahnwake community.

Delisle maintained that the

Mohawks have their

sovereignty. "But," she

said, "we're not asserting it

to the fullest."

The governments of

Canada and the U.S. have

violated the Two Row
Wampum, an agreement

that the Mohawks can co-

exist with other nations on

Turtle Island (North

America) without in

terference, Delisle said.

She told of the prophesy of

two great serpents which

would surround the Mohawk
Nation, saying the Canadian

and the U.S. governments

were the vipers. Delisle

said the snakes lay eggs and

that UMass students were

"hatched" from them. Then

she asked how the members

of the audience would fit

back into the serpent or the

mainstream society.

"Once you come out of your

shell, you will have to make

a decision," Delisle said.

ColleKian photo by lUti* Walter*

A LONG AND WINDING ROAD-The route north from the campus

cuts a curved path through the trees as viewed from the Graduate

Research Center.

Poet finds his inspiration

communicatedby the dead
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

By summoning the dead, poets find new

meaning for the living, a distinguished poet

said last night at the University of

Massachusetts, in the conclusion of this

year's Chancellor's Lecture Series.

"Poets need to tell the truth." said Paul

Mariani, a professor of English at UMass

who has published several books of poetry,

as well as the acclaimed biography WilUam

Carlos WillMms: A New World Naked.

Because living poets are subject to the

weaknesses, the pressures, and the blin-

dness of this world, they must summon the

dead to gain "the perspective of their

unblinking eyes," he said.

Mariani said he fu^t became aware of the

power of the human unconscious to summon
the dead when he underwent self hypnosis

and "descended into the depth of his own

private world." While in this hypnotic

state, he said the image of the French poet

baudeiaire appeared to him, and caused

him to "record things I didn't know I was

capable of saying." He titled the poem he

wrote while in the hypnotic state,

"Baudelaire at Gamma Level."

The tradition of poets summoning the dead

is as old as the Greeks, Mariani said, but

Dante serves as the prime example of a

poet serving as a medium of communication

between the living and the dead.

Because much of Dante's work is the

"bringing into the vernacular" words of the

dead, Dante communicates the reality of

life. Mariani said.

"The dead say what really happened. The

dead no longer have anything to hide, " he

said.

The tradition can be traced to the present

through the works of such poets as Shelley,

Yeats. Elliot. Pound, and Heaney, he sakl.

The power of poets to evoke the vwce of the

dead dignifies the voice of the hving,

Mariani said.

"We should not be surprised to hear our

own voices rising above the wasteland," he

said.

Central America protest planned
The Amherst Disarmament Coalition is

sponsoring a demonstration from 1 to 3

p.m. today to protest the Reagan

Administration's policies in Central

America.

The protest is being held on the Amherst

Common during the end of holy week

because "there's an element of being closer

to one's faith and being more conscious of

other people's suffering," Daniel King, a

spokesperson for the University of

Massachusetts Peacemakers, said.

Keagan seems wiUmg to shoot first and

talk never. Everything being done there

111- - 'ggrrgaie the situation." King

said, referring to recent reports of the

mining of Nicaraguan ports by the CIA.

DAVID UNTON

irB.O,G.
contimied from page 1

Collcfian photo bj Katie Wattcr*

John Peters (Slow Turtle), commissioner of In-

dian Affairs in Massachusetts

"As it stands now. we voted two weeks

ago in favor of keeping the magazines in the

store. This issue, however, is far from

over." Reilly said.

Next week's BOG meeting should be the

last dealing with the pornography issue,

though, since he said it will be attended by

representatives of people both for and

against the magazines in the store.

Professor Roger Libby of the Home

Economics Department said he will speak

on the constitutional rights of the

magazines to be sold at the store, while a

representative from the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy will be

speaking against the sale of the magazines.

BOG Vice Chair Allison Hughes said it is

"quintessential that the board hears from

both sides (of the issue).

"So far we've really only heard from

people who are against the magazines sales.

We are sure that there is two sides to it,

and now it's important to educate all the

board members before we make any more

decisions," Hughes said.

Other disgruntled board members also

chastised the SGA for bypassing the BOG's

border lines in their actions.

"This isn't the first time that the SGA has

usurped on to our grounds without even

asking us for an input," said board member
Laurence Cohen. "It's hard to work with

them under these conditions."
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Tonight

THE STOMPERS
$6.50 cover

Saturday

TALKING DRUMS
$6.00 cover

Tickets on sale Wednesdays
In the Campus Center
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Pricing education too high
At the urging of priva?*- colleges and univer-

sities in Massachusetts, the Board of Regents

has attempte<i to alter the higher educati<»n

marketplace by shifting the industry's critical resource

from public to private hands.

That crilica. 'v.- Mrri.. (•: course, is studenLs, par-

ticularly those in the college-age group. Their numl)ers

will drop by more than 35 fx-rcent l)y 199().

The tuition policy recently approved by the Regents

will strengthen the ability of private colleges and univer-

sities to compete against public institutions for this

dwindling pool of students.

Jack Polidori

According to Chancellor John Duff, the Regents have

taken a "bold step forward" with the adoption of a tui-

tion policy that may well cause the doubling of tuition

rates by 1990.

That spells access problems for students. Then again,

that's precisely the intended effect. But the tuition

policy is not an isolated incident. Good boxers throw

punches in combinations.

Private colleges and universities propose as an accom-

paniment to the doubling of tuitions at public institutions

a five-fold increase - from $40 million to $190 million - in

state scholarship funds, also by 1990. By law, 75 percent

of those funds are allocated to students attending private

institutions.

As private-college costs skyrocketed over the past

decade, a growing number of middle-class families joiried

their working-class and minority counterparts by turning

to Massachusetts' public colleges and universities. The

Regents' new tuition policy hopes to make private col-

leges more attractive by making public schools more ex-

pensive.

Students of lower-middle-class and lower-class families

won't have the same options as the middle-c'ass

students. They reside on the margin of the price curve.

For them, the more likely choices will be the armed ser-

vices, low-paying service jobs and part-time pursuit of

studies.

Particularly at peril are the students at the nme re-

maining state colleges. Having evolved out of their

original role as teacher-training institutions, these

residential colleges have modernized their curriculums,

responding to students' desires for additional business

and computer-science offerings.

Because of a state policy of low tuitions, these colleges

have been the doorways of opportunity for children of

working-class and minority families.

The gamble in the Regents' ^K)licy is that these children

will follow the signfK)sts to private institutions. But if

they don't, they will more than likely find themselves on

a dead-end street, priced out of higher education at a

time when the state's post-industrijU economy grows in-

creasingly def)endent on a highly e<iucated work force.

The source of this policy contradiction can be traced to

the ideological headwaters of the Regents.

The policy Ixnly sprang to life under former (k)v. Kd-

ward J. King in 1980. Aware of the fjower centralized in

the board, King entruste«i its stewardship to business

leaders who shared his distrust of the public stn-tor:

.lames Martin, chief executive officer of Massachusetts

Mutual Life; David Beaubien. vice president of the high-

tech firm of EG&G; James Howell, chief economist for

.he First National Bank of Boston; David Paresky. chie

executive officer of Crimson Travel; and li;iy Stata. chiei

executive officer of Analog Devices, among others.

The working-class and niinonty people who avail

themselves of public higher education in large numliers

were drastically underrepresented on the board.

King's appointees are still on the board, under a pro-

gressive. Democratic governor who, in 1982, campaigned

vigorously against the large tuition increases sponsored

by his predecessor and who persuaded the Regents dur-

ing his first year in office to go along with his request for

a one-year moratorium on tuition increases.

But requests from Gov. Dukakis to the Regents to pro-

ceed slowly and provide for public input before the adop-

tion of the tuition policy went unheeded.

A fundamental question of values now confronts the

governor. At stake is Massachusetts' post-World War II

policy of low tuitions for public colleges and universities:

a continuing testament to the political aspirations and

economic hopes of working-class people.

As a self-described "low tuition guy," Dukakis must

decide whether to fight to protect that tradition. If he

does, he may have to move beyond the no-conflict,

consensus-oriented style of his second administration

and cross the line drawn by ideological adversaries on a

board that he does not control statutorily or politically -

yet.

Or, he can sit back, allow implementation of the policy,

and lay the blame on a board he did not appoint. In the

meantime, caught in the cross fire are the children of

working-class families, whose dream of going off to col-

lege may soon be a distant memory.

Jack Polidori is a communications consultant with the

Massachusetts Teachers Assn, and was formerly chief

negotiator f(rr the Mass. Society of Professors/Faculty

Staff Union. Reprinted from the Boston Globe.

Vd like you
to meet my...
There are some people in this world who are

"lucky in love." These are people who can

end one relationship on a Tuesday afterntH)n and

have a new one going strong by the following Saturday

night. The same people who attract romance the way Pep-

si and garbage trucks attract flies.

I am m>t one of those people. The problem isn't meeting

somebody, (or somebodies) nice. I know lots of nice peo-

ple, and some of them even think I'm nice, too. The pro-

blem is my clumsiness with the words that accompany
romance; the terminology of relationships.

For instance, what do you call someone who's, er,

"more than a friend?" I've discounted the following terms

for the reasons indicated:

BoyfriendJCtirlfriend: How high-schoolish can you get?

These words are fine for Barbie and Ken, but adults need

something with a little more sophistication.

Lm^er: Maybe it's my Roman C'atholic upbringing, but I

think this one's too far at the other end of the spectrum.

Despite l)eing a mcKlern woman, there is no way in hell 1

could look my grandfather in the eye while intrtnlucing so-

meone as "my lover," without blushing and choking. Or

being choked.

Elizabeth Luciano

Partner: Unless said by Ginger Rogers or Fred Astaire,

this word is just too mechanical. It sounds like the couples

who use it are always cuddling up to re-read The Hite

Report together.

Significant Other: T<k) wordy. You'd never have time to

say anything else. It's kind of cold. too.

Sweetheart: Although I p)ersonally am an advocate of

this word. -1 think it denotes warmth and respect -my

classier, more dignified friends tell me that it went out

with the Edsel. So you'll have to decide on this one for

yourself.

DreambfHit: I'm interested in men. not sea-faring

vessels, thank you.

That's not the only problem. Once you've decided what

to call The Person, what do you call The Romance, it.self?

hating: Kind of psisse. Besides, it reminds me of dates.

As in the fruit. Okay, that's weird. I admit it. Hut never-

theless, the word is out of the (juestion. as far as I'm con-

cerned.

Seeing K(u'h ()th4vr: I always picture two people, just

<(aring at one another, for hours on end, when I hear this

ihrase. So much for that.

Coing Out: Going out to whi-rr"! The Pub? Northamp-

ton? North Dakota? Grante<i, I'm no grammarian, (as

videnced in this column), but I'd really welcome a little

-•larification, here.

Hamng a Relatunu^h^p: Most people who u.se this term

are big fans of Leo Buscagba, who writes b<K)ks about how

everybody should love everyUnly else. Not that it's not a

great idea, or Leo's not a great guy, but Having a Rela-

tionship smacks of pop-psychology. Sorry.

See what I mean? Plowing through the terminology is

almost enough to make a person give up on love. But not

quite.

Elizabeth Luciano is an unaitached CoUegian columnist.

Letters .^—^—.-i^^—
One can make a difference

To the editor,

I am writing in response to the column in Thursday's

Collegian, by Mazen Iskandar.

It was the most powerful and touching account I have

ever read in the CoUegian. That a man would be willing to

risk his life for the welfare of the suffering, dying people

around him is the most noble and respectable way to spend

those precious teenage years. I refer to Mr. Iskandar as a

man because, although he was a teenager at the time, he

displayed the inner strength, determination, and maturity

of a person well beyond his years.

Striving to heal the horrible damages of war, amidst

tragic situations he could not change, Mr. Iskandar

revealed the strength with which one person can endure.

You. Mr. Iskandar. have not wasted your life in what you

have accomplished. It is we who have wasted time pur-

suing selfish goals-when there is the essential goal of peace

to be won. Now we know that one person can make a

difference.
Kimberly Ronca

Southwest

r
We need oolumnists!
Dropbyvsdthapieoe, CC 113
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If you are an upperclassman or a

graduate student, we will train

you to discuss the financial

needs of your University

with its alumni.

Telefund will pay $4-6 an hour for your time

a few evenings a week. You will talk to

alumni from all walks of life, from every

type of profession about the

University Alumni Fund.

HIRING FOR SUMIVIER

WANT
YOU

Telefund is located at Memorial Hall.

Stop in and pick up an application

or call us at 545-3509

if you have any questions.
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Author speaks on ethnicity
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Staff

Relating his experiences as an aspiring

black writer struggling to achieve fame in a

multi-cultural and multi-lingual society,

John Wideman spoke on America and the

Ethnic Experience Wednesday at the

University of Massachusetts.

Wideman read from his paper "Black

Fiction and Black Speech" as a basis for his

discussion.

Wideman said he wanted to write books

his relatives could read while also reaching

all people.

"My books are my laboratory. I was

learning how to write," he said.

Wideman is the author of several novels on

the black experience in America. He is a

Rhodes scholar graduate of the University

of Pennsylvania and is presently a professor

of English at the University of Wyoming.

He said he did not want to write to a

specific group of people, but to a wide

audience to expand his own frame of

reference.

"I was university trained, (and) university

educated. You don't begin to guess what

the best is, people tell you what the best is.

Lessons, styles began

Wideman said. "I was
culturated," he said.

to creep in,

becoming ac-

Wideman said he took linguistic courses to

understand what was referred to as black

mainstream speech. "My writing has been

transformed by Afro-American studies and

literature," he said.

He said he was learning a new language

to tell about his experience. "The inside of

black speech is just as important as the

outside," he said.

"To protect ourselves as critics and ar-

tists, we are forced to jump back and

forth," he said. "In contrast to Tom Wolfe,

I can go home again. Afro-American is

conservative and it gives you a chance to go

back," he said.

Writing is a form of display as well as a

mastering of a craft, Wideman said. "Once

you have the fundamentals mastered, then

you can jive around."

"I don't want to know where I'm going. I

want to get there and deal with them."

"If you are dealt a multi-cultural

background, it is something to build on.

Writing is a means of preserving the

community, the ethnic group as well as the

writer," Wideman said.

DRUM to feature Jackson
By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Staff

DRUM, the literary magazine of the Third

World community at the University of

Massachusetts will have the lion's share of

this year's effort going to Democratic

presidential hopeful Rev. Jesse Jackson,

said Nelson Stevens, DRUM coordinator

and professor in the Afro^American Studies

Department.

'We are dealing with him as a world

figure in terms of his consciousness and his

effect." he said. "I think the world is

looking at a slightly different 'view' than

the United States white population and we
tend to reflect some of that in the

magazine." Stevens said.

The magazine will contain interviews with

Mary Barraca and LeRoi Jones regarding

Jesse Jackson's campaign and Jones'

thoughts on contemporary America,

Stevens said.

There will be an interview and article

about Quincy Troupe, who Steven con-

sidered "one of the great poets of our time."

Troupe publishes a contemporary

magazine in New York called The American

Rag. Stevens said he would like some ideas

from Troupe regarding DRUM and hopes to

"build a bridge between that community

and ours," he said.

The magazine will also contain an in-

terview with producer and fight promoter

Don King.

"We are dealing with the art of former

students here at UMass. During the TG's,

there were maybe 15 or 17 black students in

the art department," Stevens said.

Stevens said DRUM'S feature artist will be

John Kendricks who graduated from

UMass with an MFA. John Kendricks died

two years ago of a heart attack.

The magazine will also feature an article

on the recently deceased Marvin Gaye, he

said.

"90 percent of the articles are generated

and written by students," Stevens said. "In

previous years, we have had professional

writers submit things. They like and

support our magazine, but the magazine is

really the students'." he said.

Stevens said he hopes to publish the

magazine by the close of this semester.

Due to late publication, last year issue

missed the competition for the Columbia

School Journalism Award which it had

successfully won the previous year, he said.

"This year's magazine," Stevens said, "is

in direct competition with our best

magazine, which was last year's, which was

about Dr. King; which I believe helped to

make his birthday a holiday," he said.

"This year, we believe that we will put out

a magazine that will rival any publication

anywhere in terms of content and in terms

of form," Stevens said.

"It will be an artistic informational piece

for black people about their contemporary

culture." he said.

The Collegian is now accepting applications for

the positions of:

ASSISTANT
ADVERTISING MANAGER

and ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES

for Fall '84.

Deadline is Friday April 20

Pick up application at the Collegian office

between 8:45 and 3:30

"Writing is a means of preserving the community, the ethnic group

as well as the writer," John Wideman

Announcement
An evening of black classical music

featuring a multimedia presentation on the

life and work of composer, arranger and

performer Mary Lou Williams will be held

Monday April 23 at 8 pm in Hampden
Theater, Southwest and Thursday April 26

in Webster's main lounge in Orchard Hill.

Playing will be Barry Haq (saxophone),

Raqib Hassan (saxophone), Mark
Weidenfeld (piano). Fred Gibbs (bass) and

Claire Arenius on drums.

FOURSEASOSrS^
Location: On Route 9 in Front of ly^ountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

GENESSE BEER bar bottles $6.95

GENESSE ALE bar bottles $7.95

NEW
MILWAUKEE'S BEST cans $7.99

BUSCH bar bottles and cans $8.99

STROHS cans $9.99

ST PAULI GIRL bottles $13.99

VODKA and GIN 175 L $7.99

RUM 1.75 L $9.99

GILBEY'S GIN 1.75 L $12.69

SMIRNOFF VODKA 1.75 L $11.99

PHILLIPE PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS1.75 L$8.99

ALMADEN TABLE WINES 3 L $7.99

GALLO TABLE WINES 1.5 L $3.99

GALLO VARIETALS (3 kinds) 1.5 L $3.99

George Duboeuf 1983 Beaujolais has arrived

And don't forget - your empties are welcome here.

Beer Balls - Kegs - Cups
Free Delivery
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Amherst
Chinese
Foods

BMt Mandarin Food

8244 Main 8t.

Amharst

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$6.96
3S3-7B3E

e ^V^

Now's the time
to call

North Amherff
Motors

Ca^rl rapalr* U

Rt. 63, No Amherst

, 549-2660

KOOIN WIUlAMi

Moscow ai Hudson
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POUaACADEMY
<2 00 Cr 4 46 # 92 00) 7 1ft 9 46

T»aaOT»*V HUTTOM

ICEMAN
; 1S6»00OI2 0a< 7 30 9 96

GOLDIt HAWN KURT RUSSfU

SWING SHIFT

^ 30 ei 5 00 0(2 001 7 30 9 <6

NUmNllf 4

n* FWAL CHAPTtR

«6f<4«9t2aoi7K 9W

? 00 b 4 30 O 12 001 7 30. 9 10

Greystoke
TXe LICBHO Of TARZAfl

< 1 30 Cr 4 ts 9 12 001 7 00 9 46

W>CM*«t OOVOiM

an atfwntun no on* couW tnayhw.

Romandng The STOIH
12 tS b4 46 9 •; 00 ' '!. 4 4^

THtcrrnc lArt shows

Th« Rocky HorfOf

Piciu'a Sho¥*

P»nii Fioytl

Th« Wilt

ARTISTS!!!
Juried Student Art Show
* Grand Prize $100 *

2nd Prize $50 - 3rd Prize $25

April 31 - May 2 CC Music Room

I for m^re info 545-0198

CAR STEREOS • ALARMS
SUNROOFS

Sales and InstallafIon

Call u« BEFORE you buy.

SOUNDin'MOTION
THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS ^"

321 Main St., Amherst 253-9341

SUMMER STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
BUDGET OFFICE. UMASS/AMHERST
Responsibilities include data collection, file

maintenance, and general office
assistance. Accuracy a must. Twenty
hours per week May 1 5 through August 31

.

Possible employment during academic
year. Send letters and resumes attention
of: Fred Goodhue or Gail Matthews,
Budget Office, Room 343 Whitmore.
Salary $3.90 - $4.10 per hour.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert
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JUICY LUSCIOUS

STRAWBiMliS
$1.4-^ PINT

TANCiY JOMDO
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DAILY CROSSWORD IHIZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Feed the kitty

5 Lobster or salmon
10 Unwelcome

weather
14 Wild sweet cherry

15 Frankie of refrain

16 Prefix with

trooper

17 Labored
19 Sig feature

20 Seem
21 Quagmire

problem
23 Historical

divisions

25 Rawboned person

26 Undercover

30 Aptitude

33 Alternate

34 Industrialist

Cyrus
36 Publicize

37 Deposited

38 Romero or Chavez

39 With competence
40 Mil. newcomer
41 four

42 Certain footwear

43 More
disconsolate

C1M4 l.<n Aaietn Mmts S>iHlk«lc

45 Farthest out

47 Wait on

49 Tabloid section

50 Gourmet's
specialty

53 Skulk

57 Undaunted
58 Awkward
60 Calf's cry

61 Amigo's farewel

62 Music
arrangement

63 Toy chest item

64 Dormouse
65 Game units

DOWN
1 Moslem leader

2 Kind of tide

3 Cover, for short

4 Made beloved

5 Table wine

6 Sculling need
7 Singer Jenny
8 Special people

9 Editor

10 cord

11 Wieldy

12 Not stereotyped:

Abbr.

13 Entryway

18 Enthusiastic

22 Oil-rich land

24 See 10 Across

26 Feet features

27 Mythical eagle

rider

28 Simple task

29 Arafat

31 Blue and White

rivers

32 Secret meeting

35 Potato, in some
areas

38 Associated with

10 Down
39 Car owners
41 Impudent
42 Go for a drive

44 Sign over, as by

a document
46 Bother

48 Musical
piece

50 "Dear
"

51 Game played

with mallets

52 Native ruler

54 Rent

55 Give off

56 Vintage cars

59 Startling word

Candidates Night
Monday at 7:00

In the Commonwealth Room
Next to S.U.B.

Try
The

Collegian

Classifieds

Thev
Work

Weather

Fair Sunday and Monday.

Cloudy Tuesday. Daytime

highs in 50s Sunday and

Monday, and in the 40s

Tuesday. Overnight lows in

the 30s Sunday, and in the

upper 30s and 40s Monday
and Tuesday.

ANSWER TO PflEVIOUS PUZZLE
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Trailers
There was some surprising negative

reaction for this column's decision to

discuss Friday the ISth Part IV in anything

but a negative manner. To heck with that,

the picture is a genre film, and even if the

genre is the particularly sick slasher genre,

it still must be covered for what it is. I

can't really defend the genre; explicitly

documented murder can't be a good thing

for our society to be treated to semi-

annually, but as long as it does exist, one

might as wdl fill their pockets with beers,

forget they're a college student and go

have a good time. In defense of the new

film, however, I will say they have snmrtly

retximed the audience's sympathy to the

victinrw and kept the subjective camera to a

bare minimum. What was particularly

upsetting about the earlier films was the

director's decision to overuse subjective

camera, a device which puts us in the role

of killer.

Jason ruins Bruce Mahler's day.

by Andy Gordon

Speaking of slasher films, HBO this

month is shov^nng a fascinatingly different

one. Titled The Unseen and starring Bar-

bara Bach and Sydney Lassick, the flick

plays games with the normal conventions

of the slice-and-dicers. One particularly ex-

cellent sequence comes at the climax of the

film; Bach is on the ground outside, fran-

tically crawling away from the hatchet

wielding killer, and out of nowhere comes

the ex-football player hero, charging for-

ward to save the day. Typical, right?

Wrong, the hero gets like thirty feet from

her when his knee goes out and he falls to

the ground helpless. Brilliant stuff.

Stephen Furst, (Flounder from Animal

House) turns in a bizarre tour-de-fource as

Junior, Lassick's demented son kept locked

in the cellar.

I would like to mention that today the

Graduation speech review committee is

convening to go over the student speeches

submitted and selecting several for that

fateful day in May. Many good speeches

have been submitted, some even from

writers from this paper. A film writer even

submitted one from what I understand. In

any case, I think the committee is doing a

heck of a job and deserves a lot of credit.

That out of the way. I can get off my knees

and talk about movies some more.

National Lampoon writer John Hughes

has set up house in Hollywood and is taking

over the motion picture industry. Last

summer he wrote the very successful V(wa-

tion, adapted from a short story he wrote

for the magazine. He followed that with

less successful but nevertheless attention

getting screenplays for Mr. Mom and Nate

and Hayes. He's partly responsible for the

upcoming Gho»t Btutters, an outrageous

Bill Murray/Dan Akroyd comedy based on

the Abbott and Costello classic, and now

he's been signed to write and direct two

back to back adolescent comedies. The

first. Sixteen Candles, stars Molly

Ringwald (the daughter in Tempest) and is

scheduled for release on May 1 1 .
Ringwald

also stars in Hughes' next film. Breakfast

Jason interrupts Peter Barton's relaxing shower.

&o

ler Sunday

featuring

a festive buffet

which includes

Steamship 'Hpund

Seafood

Speciai S^dad 'Bar

and many other selections

from 11:30 am to }:}0 pm
$8.^5 ^duits ^.
$4.50 Chddren \ /.

'Vicase caii us today and
,(

reser\*c a speciai tabic for

vour entire famiiy at

549-t>000 extension 63^^.

TOP
of the
CAMPUS

Restaurant & Lounge
II I H (M)K ( WIIM ^ ( I Ml K I M\SS

Club, about a group of complete opposites

forced together by high school detention.

Emilio Estevez {The Outsiders) and Ally

Sheedy also star.

Local Best Bets: Someone just asked

if Splash is a good film to see this weekend.

Yes, it is. Smng Shift, with Goldie Hawn,

opens today at the Mountain Farms and

the Amherst Cinema has The King ofCom-

edy and Broadway Danny Rose. The

Academy of Music has Tl^ Z>resser opening

tonight. L. Marie Cantwell considers the

film a forerunner to a projected new wave

of furniture films. The Hampshire 4 still

has Greystoke, a rich, lush, furniture-filled

film, and the Mt. Farms has Iceman, con-

sidered to be an inadequate picture,

furniture-wise.

TRAILERS Trivia: The film Bahy it's

You featured Michael Stewart, All My
Children's Tad Martin, and my old Stuyve-

sant High buddy Vinnie Spano. No one got

it right. This week's question: The fellow

getting his head crushed like an egg in the

photo above starred in what recent crum-

my T.V. show? The first correct answer

vrill receive eight sheets of blank typing

paper. Good luck, and Happy Easter to all

those silly old gumper bunnies out there.

HOW
^ Sisn up at a particiiDatins merchant and be elisibJe to win our

2.

3.

Grand Prize, $9,930.

Show your Hot Spot button to any participatins merchant
and win an immediate discount.

Put a Hot Spot bumper-sticker on your car If v^ spot your

sticker, we'll announce your license plate number on the

air Then you call the station and you're a prize winner
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Skirts • Blouses • Shawls

India Print T-Shirts

SPECIAL

Cosmic Zoo T-Shirts
$Q00

NOW 8

Hyperfcurricula
•Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily in the Collegrian. Events are listed the day

they take place. Friday will carry Saturday and Sunday.

KABBALAT SHABBAT
72 Triangle St., Amherst.

— at 6:30 p.m.,

EARRINGS - CARCUFPS

HH^CANTILC
Open Daily 10 am. - 6 p.m.

18 C«nt«r St.. Nortk««»t©i

SHABBAT SERVICES 7p.m. Friday night,

Dukes Room.

VALLEY WOMEN'S RUGBY GAME! -
Witness the Valley's Best Ruggers pit their

strength and skill against the National

Champs: Beantown. Elegant Violence -
watch the destruction! Saturday 1 p.m.

kickoff at Rughy Pitch. Boyden Playing

fields.

RADICAL STuUENT UNION MEETLNG
— Discussion on U.S. aggression against

Nicaragua. Everyone welcome Sunday at 7

p.m. at SUB 413

EASTER SERVICE — All are welcome to

join us for the Easter Service of the

Amherst Area New Testament Church.

Come celebrate the resurrection of Jesus

Christ! Sunday at 10:15 a.m., see Campus

Center Schedule for room number.

LECTURE: ''AZUL DE RUBEN DARIO"
— A lecture by Professor Diana S.

Goodrich of the department of Romance

Languages, Wesleyan University on Azul

De Ruben Dario.

"

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Receiver, tape deck, great speakers, turn-

table $250/BO call Zoe 546-5253

Gerwin-Vega Speakers Vector receiver

Akai deck Sony turntable - almost new
reasonable offers call Matt 253-3907

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Ford Maverick. A.T., PS., many ex-

tras, some rust, but reliable. Best offer.

Phyllis 5-2364 or 666-3441 late eve.

1973 Duster good condition very reliable

new brakes $560 584-7456

73 Chevy Caprice auto, PS/PB good

cond. 666^117 $1460

Foxy Rat XI /9 low miles excellent condi-

tion 3500 BO call Larry 256-0080

Ford Mustang 1979 for sale good condi-

tion. A/C stereo miles 36000 call 549-0056

75 Datsun rebuilt engine 950 or BO Kathy

549-4035 snow tires

CAPE COD

Female roommate wanted in Falmouth

Heights on the beach summer call Kate

64017

I need room in Hyannis near Dunfays
call Michelle 6-0527/549-6559

EASTER BASKETS

Send one to your friends sign up Wed
Thurs Fri in Hamden (Southwest) or call

546-7294 546-7268

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS 4 years

Quality Service at UMass. Why pay more?

256-1393

New Teen Titans #1.

Moondance Comics.

This weekend at

FOR RENT

One bedroom apt 31 5$/month all includ-

ed swimming pool tennis courts call Jose

665-7633

4 bed houses - Country setting with acres

near city. Other near Smith College. $525

without utilities. For Sept. Call Northamp-

ton 584-3428. 5-6 pm, Skibiski, Realtors

Responsible persons wanted for 2 rooms

in Amherst house w/lg yard. Summer and

fall. $150 plus. Call 253-3362 Peter

Millhollow Apt by Puffers waterfall on

bus route take over June 1 549-2731

Room in house from now and June, very

close to campus. $200 includes. Quiet

serious only. Call 6-10 PM John 549-1358

One bedroom apt in CLIffside, summer

sublet w/fall option 295 mo utilities includ-

ed 665-4706

Looking for one or two quiet persons

for one bedroom in Brandywine Call Laurie

or Mike evenings 549-5416

1 bedroom Brittany Manor AC 2 pool

tennis partially furnished fall option beat the

rush rent negotiable Andy 256-8496

Four bedroom house, large yard with

garden, cool in summer available June 1st

with fall option call 253-3868

Townehouse Apts - 3 bedroom apt. 1

double room and 1 single room available

Cheryl 549-5990

Female wanted nonsmoker for summer
sublet and fall option, own room, pool, bus

route, $150/month plus utilities, call

253-7806 evenings

Available now 1 bdrm apt on bus rte 31

Mill Hollow Apts Amherst 549-1602

FOR SALE

Airplane Ticket good anywhere in US on

TWA good thru 5/24/84, 546-6629

Guild Electric Guitar w/case exc. cond.

$195. or BO Scamp Amp brand new $90

call Gary 666-3013

FOUND

Found: Jacket in front of East Experiment

Station March 15th. Call 546-7061 and

describe to claim.

FnH Red Leather Jacket at Elvis if yours

enter classified with descrip pf pocket con-

tents, your name & num I'll get in touch

Light jacket found near Graduate

Research Center lowrise on 4/18. Describe

to claim. Call 545-1309

Amy E. Magnantll I found your purse in

the Coffee Shop. Call me at 256-6669

HELP WANTED

Work this summer on energy policies,

toxic waste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing. Hours 1:30 - 10:00 pm M-F
$ 1 56-225/wk-t- benefits call 586-8713

Babysitter Mid June to end of August. 8

am to 3 pm Four 5 year olds. Car necessary.

Letter to C. Goldstein 811 East Pleasant

Street, Amherst

Cruiseships Hiring $16,000-30,000! Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4444 X
Massachusetts Cruise

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Yamaha 660E excellent condition.

Low mileage must sell $995 6-5039

PERSONALS

Please take over our lease as of June

1st. 2 bedroom apartment, Sunderland, on

bus route, wall to wall carpeting, A/C,

dishwasher, $325/month -t- electricity, hot

water FREE. Call anytime - 665-4278

Collegian Staff Elections for Board of

Editors will be Wednesday. April 25,

from 9:00 to 8:00 all staff members

(business, graphics, and newsroom!)

eligible to vote

Collegian Staff candidates for editors'

positions will have a debate Monday.

April 23 at 7:00 in the Commwealth
Room (next to Student Union
Ballroom) all staff members should at-

tend. Know what you're voting for.

Lost in Presidential Apartments - blue

pocket-size bag. Keep the dope and a $15

reward, just give the pipe back - sentimen-

tal call 549-4778

Teach in Massachusetts complete

employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts -plus latest

openings! $8.00, Betten^/ay, PO Box 2153,

Centerville, MA 02634

CHATA muchas gracias por esta semana

inolvidable tuyo Phillip

Hey Murph. It's been a fantastic seven

months. Luck's on our side. All my love

KLK

CRIS.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

I LOVE YOU

DONNA

Think you're a victim of consumer rip-

off? Call LSO 545-1995

To the cute busdriver with black hair

cashing his check on April 18. I'm watching

you! Karen

PROFESSIONAL
TyPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theaea. Cases. Papers.

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

REWARD FOR
STOLEN VEHICLE

1979 White Mercury Monarc with green

landau roof taken from Lot 21N sometime

Wednesday April 1 1 584-0242
.

RIDERS WANTED

Bus going to April 23 Grateful Dead con-

cert in New Haven. Call for detials546j30e

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

2 female roommates wanted to share 3

bedroom Puffton apartment call 549-5487

Puffton - room available in 2 bedroom apt.

June 1 with fall option call 549-0137

Responsible roommate(s) needed

beginning June 1st to share Riverglade

townhouse call 253 3949

Puffton - room available in 2 bedroom apt.

June 1st with fall option 549-6715

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,

resumes, etc. 666-3414

Leaving town? Going home? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Call the Commuter Area

Government Ride Service, from May 1 to

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us where

you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 545-2145

SUMMER 1984 - EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm

available. Please send inquiries to PO Box

2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02567

SUMMER SUBLET

Southwood Apts summer sublet

negotiate rent call Sherri 253 2268

will

Rolling Green apt available June 1st with

fall option all utilities included call Paula

253-2897

Summer sublet only. Fully furnished.

Must be seen to appreciate. Negotiable call

2568788

Puffton apartment available for summer

sublet. 3 bedroom call 546-4790 Cory or

Lisa _^_
Share house for summer 150$/month a

beautiful 4-bedroom house. It has kitchen

walk-in pantry dining living rooms more

than one space. Within walking distance to

UMass 546-5186

Townehouse Apts 2 bedroom from June

1 to August 31 rent negotiable call Joe

549-0902

One bedroom apt at Crestview, summer
sublet w/fall option, availa June 1 360/mo
549-2641

Room in house fall option negotiable Main

St 256-0967

Townehouse Apt - large single room on

bus route 1 mile from campus. Normally

$150, will sublet for $100/mo Ann 549-5990

Apt. available for summer in Puffton.

Price negotiable. Please call 546-7986 or

546^7968

TO SUBLET

From June 1 with fall option two
bedroom on Sunderland bus route

330/rT>onth call 666^14

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap

rent summer sublet with fall option

666-7518

Fully furnished 2 bdrm Southwood Apt

call after 10 PM cheap 256-1318

Summer sublet with possible fall option.

Large bedroom in two-bedroom
Southwood apartment for one or two

females. 256-8379

Townhouse apt available for sumemr
549-0711

3 bedroom Puffton summer only

110/room Kathy or Luann 549-4035

Female wanted for own room in Rolling

Green apts available June 1 graduate or

older student preferred call evenings

256-0304

Arlington Mass (next to Cambridge) Juen

1 - Sept 1 $234/month gorgeous house

617-643-3726 keep trying

2 rooms available in beautiful North

Amherst house. On bus route. 200 +

utilities each Scott 549-4926 after 6

Brandywine 1 br furnished June-Sept

pool 549 5825 .

For summer: 5 bedroom house on Main

St. next to bus stop 256 6352 Sue

TRAVEL

Montreal Party Weekendl May 4-6 $79

limited space, call today! 549-1671

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

4 females looking for house/apt near

campus or on busroute willing to take over

summer lease & fall opt 6-4349/4347

Very generous rewerd for a 2 or 3

bedroom apt at any major complex call

Brad or Dave at 546-6782

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted 3 bedroom apt in Puffton sum-

mer sublet w/fall option call 546-9978

Easy to live with fun loving looking to

share apartment. Prefer near campus call

eves, Lisa 546-5617

1 bedroom apt Puffton for summer and

fall call Joh n, Bob 546-7444 Reward

Two bedroom apartment Colonial Village

will take over summer Mike 546-6161
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Gorillas are out to eliminate the Elis
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

Garber's GoriUas will try to make it three

in a row this Saturday as the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team (3-2)

hosts the fourth ranked team in New
England, Yale University (4 5) on Boyden
Hill.

Yale has been coming on strong and is

probably the most improved team in New
England. They are led on attack by Adam
Snow who is coming off of a four goal, two

assist performance in their 13-5 win over

Harvard. They also defeated Boston

CoUege 18 6.

"They've had one of their better teams this

year. They're a real good team and are real

aggressive defensively. They play a

pressure type of defense. Against Hofstra,

we were able to do what we wanted of-

fensively. I respect Yale's defense," said

assistant Coach Eric Kemp.
"Yale is a big squad who likes to control

the ball and slow the tempo of the game

down. They're a well coached club who like

to take their time in setting up a play and

play a slower game because of it.

"They don't have the depth that we do.

Their top players are just as good as ours,

but they will play a lot and get tired. We
have to play a hard game defensively and

play our game and run. We're playing

pretty good, solid defense and yesterday

we played great," noted Kemp.
In last year's contest with the Elis, it was a

seesaw battle for much of the way as UMass

led 6-3 at halftime only to have Yale come

back and cut the lead to 8-7, before the

Gorillas finally scored four unanswered

goals of their own to put the game out of

reach and win, 13-8.

The team was still buzzing about its big 12-

5 victory over Hofstra on Wednesday. The
Gorillas, ranked 13th in the country, are

looking to move up in the rankings for a

possible shot at the playoffs. They will be

helped by Harvard's 13-11 win over Brown

on Wednesday as well.

Coach Dick Garber had nothing but praise

for his team and its impressive per-

formance. He talked about the improved

play of two of this starting attackmen and

the fine play of his goaltender.

'Tom Lukacovic and Mike Fiorini had

some tough luck last year. We have been

working on some moves for them, and they

are moving the ball better, so it's paid off,

Gerry Moreau made some really big plays

against Hofstra. Each game he's playing

better and better. He's directing the crease

really well. Seamus McGovern has also

been a big factor. He has been super on

face-offs (winning almost every one in the

important opening quarter)," added

Garber.

Baseball hosts

URI for three
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Well, it's toll or be killed time for the University of

MassacbuaettA baseball team this weekend against the

University of Rhode Island. The schedule calls for three

games (doubleheader today 1 p.m., sing^ game tomor-

row 1 p.m.). UMass is in a must sweep situation.

Anything less and it's goodbye for the Minutemen from

contention for the Atlantic 10 tournament.

It's been an uphill struggle for UMass since they

returned from New Mexico with a 4-9 record and were

promptly swept in three games by Temple. UM has won
7 of Uie last 11 games, including a doubleheader sweep

over New Hampshire on Wednesday.
The top performers for the Rams include pitchers Tom

Messier, Joe Ward, and Tony Hill and catcher Dave Bar-

ing. Messier threw a no-hitter at Murray State in March.

Haring clubbed two grand slams in the game against

Kentucky Wesleyan, setting a URI record for most

RBI's in a game (8) and most grand slams in a game (2).

Cknch J(5jn Norris is in his 15th season at Kingston

and has won 149 games, sedond only behind Frank

Keaney (1T7 wins) in URI baseball hisUiry.

UMass Stat Look: Steve Messina leads the Minutemen

in hitting (.385), RBI (31), Home runs (5), and triples

(2)...Messina has completely turned it around from 1983

when he hit .225 and drove in only 5 runs...Steve Allard's

fine performance vs. UNH Wednesday lowered his ERA
from 19.46 to 18.60...The lowest ERA on the staff with

more than two innings worked is 4.57, which belong^ to

Tony Pre8na}...Matt Subocz has pitched only 16 innings

all season, givir^ up 28 hits and 18 runs, yet has four

wins...UM has ten players hitting over .800. The team

batting average is .317. However, the opponent's

«!verage is .827, including 28 home runs.

C«ll«CtMi piwto bjr DhtM r. I>«Mk«r

Jamea Knopf (24) cheeka on the UNH rwuier while Jetf Ciminl wmita at first in Wednesday's

game. URI is in town for 3 this weekend.

WMUA Sports branches out Softball marathon next week
For the first time ever. WMUA-FM (91.5)

Sports is covering UMass baseball games.

The station covered a doubleheader against

New Hampshire on Wednesday.

WMUA will air the Rhode Island game
starting at 12:50 p.m. on Saturday.

Brian Murphy, the sports director, and

Dave Goldfield are doing the play by play.

"I know that I have had a lot of fun this

year covering UMass sports for WMUA,"
Murphy said. "I never knew how hard it

was to announce a sporting event, but

believe me. it takes a lot of work and

preparation. I've spent many a weekend

night reviewing an opponent and trying to

learn as much as possible on the team."

Murphy and boldtield also teamed to work

on UMass basketball this past year.

Football was also covered by the station.

"We are sports junkies who love what they

do." Goldfield said. "We take a lot of pride

into what we do.

Murphy said that the station's goal is to

provide the latest and all the sports news

that they can.

il requires a lot of time and effort."

(Joldfield said, "but we have fun."

- GERRY deSIMAS

By (Jerry deSIMAS
Collegian SUff

Some people are amazed that the minor

league baseball teams in this country can

play every single day for the entire season,

except for washouts.

In college, a schedule like that is unheard

of. The closest anyone comes to that is the

baseball team which has at least three-four

games a week.

Next week, the University of

Massachusetts softball team, who face

Harvard in a double header at NOPE

Women's novice bout a winner on the river
By ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Staff

HADLEY The Law of Conservation of

Matter states that matter cannot be

destroyed. The University of

Massachusetts' novice four crew proved

this law invalid as they annihilated the

Trinity College crew last Saturday on the

Connecticut River. The UMass shell

sliced through the 1800 meter course in

8:11. a full fifteen seconds ahead of the

Trinity boat.

"We pulled away in the first twenty

strokes." said coxswain Deborah Jezior,

"and they never challenged. It was the

first time I've ever seen smiles on the

women's faces as they were racing."

The UMass varsity eight crew did not

have as much to be elated about as the

finish line flag tipped first to the Trinity

eight. Trinity crossed the line at 6:15 with

UMass trailing six seconds behind.

Trinity caught a fast start and 200

meters into the race found them four seats

up on the UMass shell. Despite Trinity's

higher cadence (rowing 33 strokes per

minute as compared to UMass' 31) the

UMass women never let Trinity capture

more of a lead than the four seat margin.

"We had a poor start, all eight blades

didn't move together." said coxswain Beth

Millette. "But we never let them walk

away from us."

The women's schedules are open this

weekend. The UMass women will be

preparing for the Valley Girl Cham-
pionship to be held next Sunday at the

Hadley boathouse. Smith College. Mount
Holyoke College, Amherst College and

UMass will align and attempt to earn the

Pioneer Valley title.

Saturday at 1 p.m., will top that. They are

going to be involved in some marathon

Softball next week.

Thanks to yesterday's washout of a

doubleheader at UConn, Massachusetts will

play five doubleheaders in six days next

week.
That is 10 games in six days or eight

games in four days. And you thought the

minors was tough.

Fortunately for UMass, four of the five

doubleheaders will be at home. Here's the

big picture: Central Connecticut comes to

NOPE for two on Tuesday. Wednesday is a

day off. Thursday New Hampshire, who
UMass trounced 17-0 last weekend, come to

Amherst for two.

Friday are two of the biggest games of the

season as Rhode Island comes to town for

two. UMass and URI are fighting for an

Atlantic 10 playoff berth and UMass needs

a sweep.

Saturday. UMass is off to Storrs for two
with Connecticut and on Sunday the

marathon comes to a close with two with

Temple at NOPE.
As a reward for successfully completing

this trial, the Minutewomen will get a week

off with their next game being the Atlantic

10 championships, if they qualify.

NOTES — This week, UMass takes on

HARVARD on Satyrday for two at NOPE
starting at 1 p.m. UMass now sports a 19-7

record.
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Index workers talk to interested students in the Campus Center Friday.
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Amherst drug raid nets $104,000
AMHERST (AP) — An Amherst man faces arraignment

Monday on drug charges stemming from a raid by state

troopers and Amherst police netting $104,000 in cash.

Bruce Crawford. 34. charged with possessionof marijuana

and hashish and possession of marijuana with intent to

distribute, was released on personal recognizance pending

the court session, police reported Sunday.

The raiding party, armed with a search warrant, con-

fiscated $104,000 in cash and about one third pound of high

grade marijuana Friday night, the Springfield Union

reported.

"I think it was the most money ever confiscated in a drug

raid in this district." District Attorney W. Michael Ryan

commented.
State Police Lt. George W. Powers said it appeared the

raiders arrested a major drug supplier in the University of

Massachusetts area.

Officers said Crawford, a self employed antiques dealer,

was at work when they arrived at the house, but returned

with his attorney.

Police said the money was in a safe and had been counted

into piles of $1,000 each. They reported finding drug

related paraphernalia, including two scales, pipes and

plastic bags.

Residents protest planned Louis' move
By MARGE DEACUTIS
Collegian Correspondent

After a demonstration outside Louis' Foods super-

market on Saturday, representatives of about 25 com-

munity organizations began circulating petitions asking

that supermarket owner Richard Vincent not go through

with his plans to move the store from downtown Amherst.

Members from organizations for the elderly, the

physically disabled, and athletic and student groups

gathered outside the N. Pleasant St. store at 2 p.m. Satur-

day to protest the proposed move to a site on the comer of

Amity Street and University Drive.

Bob Weiner, a member of the Grey Panthers, an ad-

vocate group for the elderly, said many residents of

Amherst housing for the elderly located downtown use

Louis' for food shopping.

Besides being convenient, the shopping trips provide the

only exercise some elderly residents get, Weiner said.

More than 25 people stood in front of the store, carrying

signs saying "We love Louis' where it is" and "Better to

be small and successful than big and bankrupt."

Vincent asked the Amherst select board last week to

consider rezoning the Amity street property for commer-

cial use so he can build a complex that would include a new

Louis' Foods, plus office space for rent.

The area is now zoned for offices only. Vincent told

selectmen the project is geared toward community

development.
"We want to provide an atmosphere that is far different

from that seen on Route 9," said Vincent.

Selectman Dick Minear said this project seems to be

"geared towards a community on wheels."

Vincent does not want to move Louis' Foods, but Phyllis

Rodin, a member of the Grey Panthers, said Vincent's

rent has recently tripled.

"This is the result of not having rent control," Rodin

told the board.

Rodin is concerned with what would go into the space

that Louis' Foods occupies now. Another bar? She sees

the move as a threat to the life of Amherst.

However, the main concern is the effect the move would

have on the elderly community. For many of the elderly,

the only recreation they get is from their trips to the con-

veniently located market, said Rodin.

"The Board should brainstorm and find a way to help

Louis' stay," said Weiner. "Louis' niay be able to expand

on their own ground."

The Board of Selectmen will not make any decisions un-

til the Planning Board makes recommendations. Mean-

while, the Grey Panthers plan to meet this Thursday at the

Ann Whalen Lounge to gather support.

'84 yearbook
Index atUM
may be the last
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

1984 will be the 102nd and possibly the !a.st publication

of the University of Massachusetts yearbook, the Index.

The Student C^jvernment Association (SGA) Budget

Committee voted late Thursday night U) cut off all funding

U) the nation's second oldest continuously published year-

book.

According to Joseph Sparks, chairman of the budget

committee, a combination of past mismanagement^ of

money along with a large-scale decrease in allocatable Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund (SATF) money, led to the com-

mittee's decision to deny funding.

Index Editor-in-Chief Kevin Fachetti said they are sur-

prised and angry at the decision handed down by the com-

mittee. "It is important to students, and is the only thing

you can take with you that reflects your college years." he

said.

The Index submitted a $39,000 budget for the 1985 pro-

duction, and the committee cut $12,000 from the request.

"They (Index editors) U)ld us for $28,(X)0 the Ind^-x

would not get out," Sparks said. In response to this, the

committee voted to reject all funding l>ecause "if it is not

going to be produced at that amount, why give them the

money," Sparks said.

A history of mismanagement was also a factor in the

committee's decision of zero allotment. Currently there

are an estimated 2,400 1982 yearb<K)ks stacked in the

Campus Center, "waiting for customers, " .said Imiex

Managing Editor Cindy Orlowski. "The demand for the

'82 lHK)ks is not there." she said.

SGA co-President Rick Patrick said, "the way I see it.

the yearbooks in the past have been wast^ni. thrown away.

This is obviously not the best use of student funds."

Fachetti admits that there have been management pro-

blems in the past, but said the actions of the budgets com-

mittee are unwarranted.
"1984 will be the first l)ook delivered on time." he said,

and past problems should not be applied to a .staff current-

ly meeting publication deadlines on time.

rontinried to p. 5

Hunger in U.S. to

be debated tonight
Two authors of a Harvard University report on the

"American Hunger Crisis" will debate two members of a

Presidential Commission on Hunger in America on "How
much hunger is there in America?" at 8 p.m. tonight in

Thompson 104.

The debate will kick off the Southwest Fest United to

Fight World Hunger, a week-long event sponsored by the

Southwest Area Government (SWAG).

SWAG co-President Dave McCarthy said the four will

also debate the effect that Reagan Administration social

service and economic policies have affected hunger in this

country.

Betsy Rollins, executive director of Community Kit-

chens in North Carolina Episcopal Churches, and Dr. Ken-

neth Clarkson, director of the I^w Economics Center at

the University of Miami, will take the Reagan position

that hunger in the United States has not reached critical

proportions, McCarthy said.

J. Larry Brown, who directed the Harvard study, and

Levfis Feldstein, dean of the Antioch Graduate School in

Keene, N.H., will argue that there is a "hunger emergen-

cy" in the United States, McCarthy said.
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University Stx)re manager says they'll keep selling their

Playboy magazines P-^
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"There is nothing new under the sun.
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World and NationalNews
Reagan on peace

mission to China
HONOLULU (AP) - President Reagan told an Easter

Sunday audience on an island steeped in the nation's

military history that the United States is determined to

avoid war and pursue peace "by remaining strong and re-

maining ready."

In remarks prepared for delivery at welcoming

ceremonies at Hickam Air Force Base here, one of the

stops on his approximately 1 1,000-mile flight to China, the

president said he was beginning "a long journey for

peace."

"The mission we undertake is another careful, yet sure,

step toward peace and friendship between the Chinese and

American people," he declared.

Reagan, in resuming his slow progress toward China,

wound up two days of rest at his California ranch Sunday

morning and headed for another day of relaxation and

briefings in Hawaii.

Reagan described the nation's evolving relationship

with China as "one of the critical developments in our

country's post-war foreign relations," and one that has

taken more than a decade to develop.

"This week, we hope to continue the process of recon-

ciliation," said the president, who has long been a

vociferous critic of the communist People's Republic of

China and an ardent supporter of the Nationalist Chinese

of Taiwan.

In Peking, meanwhile, there was a report Saturday of a

bomb threat against Reagan. But there was speculation

that the police report was simply intended to encourage a

hotel where the president will give a dinner to tighten its

security arrangements.

• •-••.-•.•.*

AP l^aserphoto

REAGAN SPEAKS AT HICKAM - A Hower-

lei bedecked President Reagan speaks to a

crowd assembled at Hickam Air Force Base in

Honolulu, upon his arrival yesterday.

Guilt ridden taxpayers return money
WASHINGTON (AP) — Conscience bothering you. only a

week after the income tax deadline? Can't forget about

that little item you kept from Army days? Want to help

reduce that monster budget deficit? Or just grateful to be

living in the United States?

If so, the government has a special place for you and your

money.

The Treasury Department's bureau of government

financial operations handles four special accounts for

Americans who want to contribute something extra to the

government — or want to clear their conscience about

something they should or shouldn't have done.

The oldest account is the Conscience Fund, set up in 1811

when "somebody sent us $5." William E. Douglas, com

missioner of the financial operations bureau, recounted in a

recent interview.

Douglas said the biggest reason for sending in the money
has to do with "the feeling that they have done something

they shouldn't have done or should have done regarding

the country or government very broadly."

One man confessed he had "misappropriated" a $5 pair of

bathing trunks from the military. Two decades later, he

sent in $13.85 to cover the cost of the swimsuit the public

debt may be better known because IRS Commisioner

Roscoe Egger included a message inviting such con-

tributions with this year's tax returns. He noted that such

gifts are tax-deductible.

Through April 13, the IRS said, 1.705 of this year's

returns included checks totaling $217,189 to erase some of

the $1.4 trillion-plus deficit. The smallest contribution:

one cent. The biggest: $40,000.

State House back
to budget debate
BOSTON (AP) — The Masachusetts House embarks on

another marathon budget debate this week after making

little initial progress on the $8 billion spending plan for the

commonwealth in 1984-85.

The House hearings on the state budget are usually

wrapped up within five days. But this year the lawmakers

only made it to page 37, then decided to take last week off

due to the religious holidays.

The hearings, set to run 12 hours a day through Friday,

resume today.

House Republican Leader William Robinson says he'll

continue his battle to have about $30 million in additional

state aid sent to cities and towns in fiscal 1985, which

begins July 1.

The Melrose Republican has skillfully used the TV
cameras and lights in the chamber to draw more attention

to the GOP proposals.

During the first week of debate, some legislators looked

like they wanted to crawl under their desks when Robinson

got up, stared into the cameras and listed how much extra

state money every Massachusetts city and town would lose

unless his bill was approved.

Lawmakers said they felt pressured from Robinson's

gambit and feared telephone calls from constituents, who
might have seen the floor debate on live television or a clip

on the 6 p.m. news and wanted to know why they weren't

doing all they could to aid their district.

But the maneuver was rejected on the first two votes

when legislators stuck by Gov. Michael Dukakis's plan to

supply an additional $157 million in local aid to cities and

towns in fiscal 1985, which begins July 1.

The Massachusetts Municipal Association endorsed the

original local aid plan in January, saying it was adequate to

cover local costs.

"It's been a very good debate — the kinds of debates we
always should be having," Robinson said last week.

"Once those klieg lights come on and the cameras roll, the

legislators realize that people are watching and they act

differently — usually for the better," said Robinson, whose

party holds only 29 of the 160 sets in the House.

The debate has been slowed by a leadership challenge to

Speaker Thomas McGee and increased by the Republicans

to play a larger role in the process.

McGee. whose firm control of the House went un-

challenged for his first eight years in office, must contend

with a challenge for the speaker's position in 1985 from his

one-time top lieutenant, Rep. George Keverian of Everett.

AP Lawrphoto

TORNADO DAMAGE — Residents of Water Valley, Miss., return to

an area of their town devastated by a killer tornado Saturday night. The

tornado cut a path 100 yards wide destroying homes and a shopping

center. At least 50 people were injured and 7 killed.

AP L«a«rphoto

REFUGEES — These were among about 1,000 Thais who abandoned
their villages near the Cambodian border for the safety of the interior

Sunday as Vietnamese shells strayed into Thailand. The Vietnamese

continued their shelling of Ampil, a Cambodian resistance camp on the

central tier of the Thai-Cambodian border.
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Porno media "unlikely

to leave campus stores

95

Collrinaii photo bv Mitrh DruiUh

GOT IT! — Jeremy Seeger makes a flying gjab as Zoo Disc breezed
through the New England Ultimate Frisbee sectionals.

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Though an ad hoc committee on campus
pornography has succeeded in gaining the

support of the Undergraduate Student

Senate and a second vote by the Campus
Center Board of Governors to recommend
the banning of three magazines from

campus stores, the manager of the

University Store said it is unlikely the

publications will be taken from the shelves.

W.L. Cummings Jr. has taken a strong

First Amendment stance and said the issue

may be reconsidered if students vote

overwhelmingly in a referendum to ban the

material.

So far, following the senate vote, the store

has received several dozen calls on the

subject and response to a ban is split 50-50,

Cummings said.

"We have a responsibility as a bookstore

not to let the group pressure us into

removing an item that quite a number of

students purchase." Cummings said, noting

that 200 to 300 copies of Playboy, Pen-

thouse and Playgirl magazines are sold each

month, down from 500 in the past. "We

aren't promoting pornography those books

are very quitely displayed. They're there

and if people want to hunt them out they

can.

"We're an adult community; we're also an

academic community, and we've got to try

to avoid any kind of censorship," he said.

'I'm not without sympathy for some of the

people who are concerned. I can appreciate

where they are coming from. But we've got

to maintain our stance--we have that

responsibility as bookstore people. The

way to stop it is to get at the publisher."

A University Press employee who

initiated the anti porn campaign argues

that pornography incites violence against

women and said the effort to ban the

magazines does not violate the First

Amendment.
"We are not prohibiting (publishers) from

making the magazines people who want to

buy them can go in town," said Deborah

Murphy, a Press marketing assistant.

"There is a difference between the state

intervening to (end the production of) the

Magazines and the community saying we

don't want it (the materials) here."

Bomb threat forces police to
Reagan's re-election could evacuate UMass library
alter birth control legislation
By JULIE LANZA
Collegian Staff

The use and availability of certain birth

control methods could become legislatively

restricted if Ronald Reagan Ls re-elected

and current abortion legislation is altered,

according to local pro-choice activists.

Representatives from the Family

Planning Center in Northampton and Mass-

Choice in Springfield said if Reagan is re-

elected he will have the opportunity to

appoint at least two Supreme Court

Justices who would share his anti-abortion

views.

If this happens, they said, it is likely the

1973 Roe V. Wade Supreme Court ruling

that legalized abortion would be overturned
and. subsequently, the use of birth control

methods like the Intrauterine device and
certain forms of oral contraceptives would
be outlawed.

Ellen Story, who works for Family Plan-

ning, explained that the I.U.D. alters the

environment in the uterus so implantation

of the fertilized egg can not occur. If any

changes in abortion laws occur, the I.U.D.

and the mini-pill could be placed in the same
legal category as abortions, Story said.

They could be labeled "abortifacients", or

methods "that would cause an abortion to

happen," she said.

"Then the only methods that would be

legal in this light would be the barrier

methods the diaphragm,foams and con-

doms. Also, most forms of the Pill would

not be made illegal." Story said.

Ms. Humphrey, a member of Mass-

choice, called the abortifacient issue "a

piece of the whole (pro-choice) issue." "But

it is just not often mentioned by anti-

abortionists, they focus on the abortion

issue itself because it is "controversial and

emotional," she said.

Humphrey said the possibility of birth

control regulations or prohibitions was "not

unlikely." In terms of the actions of Right-

to- Lifers' advocates and legislation acts

against abortion, their control over con-

traceptives is a "natural progression," she

said.

"I think that the reasons behind why Right-

to-Lifers are doing what they are doing has

to do with how they think society should be

and their picture of how women would fit in

there; that they should be back home
raising children, the way it used to be. The
idea of women having more control over

their bodies and reproductive cycles is very

threatening to them," she said.

Humphrey said many pro-choice advocates

take the rights women now have for

granted, and don't make themselves vocal

enough.

"I think that young women today don't

realize what it would be like if many rights

weren't available. They don't realize the

impact it would have if abortion wasn't

legal," she said.

In addition to possible changes on the

national level regarding abortion laws,

there is currently anti-abortion action on

the sUte level. On May 9, the SUte
Legislature will vote on a proposed

amendment to the state constitution that

could, if passed, cut state fundings for

abortions. If the legislature passes the

amendment it will become a binding

referendum on the November ballot and

Massachusetts voters will decide whether

or not to make it law.
_

Story said many people believe the

amendment will pass in the legislature and

approved on the ballot. She said many
people in Massachusetts believe abortion

should be kept legal but "draw the line" at

funding.

"This amemdment would also certainly

open the door for a lot of other measures

that would be very intrusive and difficult

for a lot of people to live with if they believe

that abortion is a choice and a right that

women should have," Story said.

Story noted that Massachusetts was the

last state in the union to legalize the use of

contraceptives by married couples in

August of 1966.

"So Massachusetts does not have a

sterling history in terms of reproductive

issues," she said.

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police said a

threat that a bomb had been planted in the

Library Tower yesterday afternoon caused

them to sound the fire alarm and evacuate

more than 3(K) people from the building.

No bomb was found, police said, and the

building was reopened at 7:45 p.m.

According to library security guard An-

drea Morris, a female called library securi-

ty from an on-campus phone and said there

was a bomb planted in a paper bag on one

of the upper floors set to go off 40 minutes

after her phone call.

"It could have been someone who had

been refused admittance," Morris said. She

said threats to security personnel are com-

mon.
"I've been threatened to have my head

cut off with a chainsaw," she said.

Police took measures to keep people

away from the area after the 5:20 p.m.

evacuation, but at about 6 p.m. a man who
would not identify himself walked out of

the tower. The man said he had been in the

Plato room on the seventh fl(K)r and did not

hear the alarm dearly.

"Not until 1 got out (of the room) did I

hear the alarm." he said. "I heard a buzz-

ing but I thought it was some sort of liKht,"

lie said.

At 6:25 p.m., police entered the building

and searched for the bomb. The building

was reojH'mHi at 7:45 p.m. police said.

While waiting for the library to reopen,

sophomore political science major
Jonathan Bruce said, "I'm just mad that

I'll have to wait another hour." About 30

other people waitefl for the building to be

opened but the crowd slowly dispersed as it

became evident that the wait would be

long.

Women's Forum)
Women's Forwn w a weeHy listinig of events relating to women's issues. Notices,

sfumld be sent to the Women 's Nef.vs Editor, care of the Collegian, the Friday before

the event.

V

An all-day conference titled "Breaking
the Connection Between Sex and
Violence: The Case Against Por-
nography," will be held this Saturday,

from 9 a.m. until 11 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium. Guest speakers include

Sharon Sales Belton, who is involved in an

effort to regulate pornography in Min-

neapolis, and Lauri Lewin, ex-stripper and
author of the book "Naked is the Best

Disguise: My Life as Stripper." Various

workshops will be conducted throughout

the day, followed by a martial arts

demonstration and the film "Not a Love
Story."

Monday — The Women's Issues Team
will meet at 4:30 p.m. in CC 165.

A lesbian health workshop will be held

at 7 p.m. in the Women's Center at Hamp-
shire College. Topics will include sexually

transmitted diseases, and the advantages

and disadvantages of coming out to your

health care provider.

Republican U.S. Senate candidate

Mildred Jefferson will speak on "Why the

Republican Party is Best for Women and

Minorities," at 8 p.m. in CC 905.

Tuesday — Judith Kaye, the first

woman justice of the New York State

Court of Appeals will speak on "Personal

Perspectives of lawyers and jud^s" as

part of the Harland Fiske Stone Law Socie-

ty lecture series at 8 p.m. in the Babbott

room of the Octagon at Amherst College.

Wednesday — The Committee for

Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom
will meet at 4 p.m. in CC 801.

Thursday — Several representatives

from the Boston Lesbian and Gay History

Project will present a slide show depicting

lesbians and gays in the 19th and 20t.h cen-

tury at noon in the East Lecture Hall in

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire Col-

lege.

Ck)ntraceptive Education Sessions offered to UMass couples
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Sexually active University of Massachusetts couples who

want to learn more about safe and effective contraception

can do so every Wednesday night at the Couples-Only

Contraceptive Education sessions.

The sessions, which are facilitated by a co-ed team of Peer

Sexuality Education (PSE) educators, familiarize couples

with four specific birth control methods available at the

University Health Center; the pUl; the intrauterine device

(lUD); the diaphragm and spermicides; and the condom

with foam.

Chris Laird, a third semester PSE educator, said the

couples-only sessions "are there so men can learn about

contraception if they want to. We want to see more men
concerned and interested in it."

Scott Holman, a senior management major and PSE
instructor who teaches the couples-only sessions with

Laird, said they try to "emphasize male involvement."

"A lot of men think only women should be concerned with

birth control. Probably because birth control is designed

(predominatly) for women," he said.

' Holman said they try to encourage couples to talk about
issues such as birth control and the possibility of an un-

wanted pregnancy before they have sex.

"A lot of statistics show that problems with lacK ol usmg
birth control is linked with lack of communication between

couples," he said.

Laird siad every woman student who receives a

prescription contraceptive from the Health Center must

have a "pink slip" which is awarded at the end of each

contraceptive education session.

"It's more to give the practitioner an easier job" when
women come to get birth control, she said. "It helps the

women make an educated and informed choice."

Holman and Laird said they try to dispel some of the

myths and false notions people have about sex and con-

traception. One myth they mentioned regarded "safe

times" to have sex.

"A lot of men and women think there is a safe time during

the month" to have unprotected sex, they said. "But there

is no time that is 100 percent safe."

Laird said the couples-only sessions, which are held every

Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in room 302 in the Health

Center, "are comfortable" and "not purely educational."
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Holocaust Memorial Day
On Thursday, April 26, all faculty, staff, and students will be invited

to wear yellow stars. . .

• In memory of the 6 million Jews who were tortured and

murdered in the Nazi death camps.

• In honor of those who risked their lives and gave their lives

in the resistance movements throughout occupied Europe.

• In recognition of our commitment to work in solidarity with

others resisting oppression and persecution everywhere.

AA
Buttons displaying the yellow star will be available at central campus

locations including: (Campus Center Concourse, Residential Cluster

Office, Dean of Students Office, Whitmore) beginning April 23.

Complete list of events will appear in tomorrow's paper

Endorsed by:

Chancellor Duffey, Commuter Area Government Staff, HilleJ, Housing Ser-

vices/Residential Education /Maintenance Operations, Jewish Awareness/ Anti-

Semitism Task Force, Newman Center, Office of Human Relations, Office of Third

World Affairs, SCERA, Student Activities Office, Student Government Association,

United Christian Foundation, PGA, Graduate Student Senate, Anacanona Cultural

Center, MLK Jr. Center, NE/ Sylvan /Orchard Hill/Central Woman's Center, East

Men's Center, Center for Racial Studies, Hamden Board of Governors, SWAG,

Central Cultural Society.
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In Search

of Excellence

Located in the

Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Thomas J. Peters and

Robert H. Waterman, Jr.
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LIFE AFTER LIBERAL ARTS
Don't Face Lnderemployment Because You Lack the Attitude

and Aggressive Job-Hunt Skilis Needed to Find the Jobs

and Be the Best Candidate.

NATIONAL CAREER EXPERTS:
. RIC HARD NELSON BOLLES -

author of Hhat Color is Your Para-

chute '

. KIRBV STANAT - author ol Joh

Hunting Strreis and Jatiu\

• plus others. .

.

. APPIV I IBERAl ARIS SKILLS TO
THE JOB-HIM

. HOW TO UND THE K5', OE ALL
JOBS THAI GO LNADVFRTISED

. WRITE A RESUME TO GET
NOTICED

. WHAT TO EXPECT AND HOW TO
PREPARE EOR INTERVIEWS

Care«rs Without Reschooling, 4 one hour

cassettes, is your personal job hunt seminar.

The first three cassettes teach you all the

skills and the fourth cassette is two informa-

tional interviews with liberal arts grads suc-

cessfully working in exciting professional

careers.

IJheral arts ^raJs discuss how the} got iheir

jobs, what their careers are like, and huw

you may find a similar jub.

»l Editor 8l Copywriter

»2 Ad Agenc\ Exec & PR Specialist

t>y. Small Business Owner &. Retail

Management

»4 Stockbroker &. Life Insurance Sales

«5. Fundraiser &. Non-Profit Agency

Management

»6. Real Estate & TV. - Radio Production

nl . Counselor &. I a\^ Enforcement

YOl SELECT WHICH CASSETTE
WITL BE IS VOIR SET.

Ail this for only $27.95!

Far loss than what you may sacrlfico in Job-satisfaction

and salary if you'ro undoromployod.

CALL NOW! SAVE THIS AD!
1 -800-356-5324 ext 1 308

Master Card and VISA accepted

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND!
ArGee Productions 905 University Ave . Madison, Wl 53715 (608) 255-8480

INDRANI & SUKANYA
"One of the most brilliant and joyful presentations of Indian Classical Dance"

Anna Kisetgoff. The Nevv York Times

The Graduate School and The Graduate Student Senate

invite you to attend the Graduate Forum, featuring Classical

Dances of India. Tonight

Monday April 23. 1984

7:00 P.M.
Bowker Auditorium

Free Admission

Cheese and wine reception following the recital.

The Graduate Forum is an effort by the graduate student

community to develop a better climate for intellectual and
social exchange.
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SHEAR BEAUTY — Diane Plosia puts the final touches on M'am, a Stockbridge sheep.

Index continued from p. 1

Fachetti said the budget committee inaccurately cited

lack of student interest in the yearbook, as part of their

decision to cut the budget 100 percent. "We have petition-

ed students, and have collected over 1,000 signatures in

four hours (on Friday). If we can get that kind of response,

there is an interest," he said.

According to Fachetti the 1984 Index will be available to

seniors at no cost, and to other students for five dollars,

"by the first day of classes next fall." The 1983 Index,

which encountered serious delays, is expected to be

available this summer.
The SGA also maintains that the Index has not actively

sought other sources of funding, relying soley on grants

from the SATF. "If it is a credit U) University histor>,

then why is it the SGA is being stuck with the tab?"

Sparks said.

U.S. Senate candidate

will lecture at UMass
A Republican candidate for the U.S. Senate will speak

on the roles of women and minorities in the Republican

Party tonight at the University of Massachusetts.

Dr. Mildred Jefferson, a candidate for the Senate seat

being vacated by Sen. Paul Tsongas, D-Mass. will speak at

8 p.m. in Campus Center room 902.

Among other issues, Jefferson will speak on "why the

Republican Party best represents minorities." said

Stephen Erikson, a member of the UMass Republican

Club, which is sponsoring the speech.

The speech is the first in a series. Richardson is schedul-

ed to speak on the steps of the Student Union Friday,

Erikson said.

— David Linton
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Cure for hie-cups

still topic of debate
By CARL DEMROW
Collegian Correspondent

Doctors and just ordinary sufferers have been trying to

solve the mystery of hiccups for centuries, and here in

Amherst an acupuncture practitioner claims she has found

a cure.

Rebecca Birkel, a licensed acupuncture practitioner, says

that sticking your finger in your ear will cease the hiccups

almost immediately. But a University of Massachusetts

doctor disagrees, saying the old sugar on the tongue

method has proven most effective in his home.

Birkel. 24. said she discovered the cure last August while

vacationing with her fiance, who had developed a stubborn

case of the hiccups.

The discovery was made by accident when Birkel stuck

her finger in the man's ear in between the Chinese

diaphram and stomach acupuncture pressure points in the

outer ear. The hiccups ceased within 10 seconds. Birkel

.said.

Birkel, a graduate of the New England Schi-'^l of

Acupuncture in Belmont, has since tested her method o.'t

on 20 hiccup sufferers such as friends, patients, and even

strangers. The method has proven 100 percent effective,

she said.

Democracy topic

in Central America
A Nicaraguan exiled by the Sandinista government and

a ('osta Rican government official will speak on the overall

situation in Central American tonight at the University of

Massachusetts.

Nicaraguan Alvaro Montalvan and Costa Rican Jose

Baldizon will address the present and future state of

dem(X!racy in the region and from their perspective as

rightist politically-involved Central American youth at

7:30 p.m. in room 904 of the Campus Center. They will

also speak on human rights violations, and U.S. aid in the

region.

Montalvan, forced into exile by the Sandinistas despite

many years as an opponent of dictator Anastasio Somoza,

has repeatedly told his first-hand account of how the San-

dinistas threatened his family with death and set their

house on fire while they were inside.

Baldizon has spoken from his perspective as a staff

member of President Monge of Costa Rica and as

Secretary Ceneral of the Liberation Party Youth.
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CAMPUS
CENTER
Located Outdoors on the 3rd Floor Terrace

Lunch: 11 am-2 pm/ Monday-Friday

Weather Permitting

Hours: Sat 10-4

Tues thru Fri 10-6
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The need to work together
To the Editor.

Physical violence against women has

recently been the focus of the media

spotlight - and it's about time. Slowly

women are gathering their courage and

their strength to combat the tremendous

horror of violence and in particular, rape.

In the struggle to erase the reality of rape

from our society, a fundamental strategy

is realized through consciousness-raising

education. The media plays a key role in

that education.

It is within these lines that I want to ad-

dress a peculiar deformity in the progress

of rape prevention. After having the op-

portunity to research the specifics

through the guidance of the

Everywoman's Center and its Violence

Against Women Project, I am disturbed

to discover that physically challenged

women are seemingly invisable in rape

prevention considerations. All those who
share in the vision to make our world safe

for all women must work together in our

efforts. A coalition of physically challeng-

ed women, counselors, martial arts ex-

perts, etc. can create and adjust preven-

tion techniques for various forms of

physical challenges.

We want to take this opportunity to for-

mally invite the community in this effort

for input and participation through ideas,

comments and suggestions.

Peggy Shaw
Amherst
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Get involved
To the Editor.

Thank you Peter Graham for bringing up

enough points of controversy to fill the

pages of the Collegian for weeks to come. I

too am outraged at the blatant violation of

Mass. General Law Chapter 75 section 10.

Why hasn't SGA passed any resolution op-

posing the administration's misuse of in-

terest earned on our Activity Fee? Why
aren't students more concerned about the

misappropriations which ultimately lead to

a need for greater tuition increases?

And speaking of tuition hikes, have you
heard the latest brilliant proposal for a

University Resource Fee? "The Commuter
News reported in their spring issue that

the University of Massachusetts Amherst
Building Authority wants to establish a
new student fee. It actually calls for

restructuring current fees which would

lead to a decrease in tuition for on-campus
students, while calling for an $150.00 in-

crease for off-campus students. Not only

that, but the restructuring that would take

place to include the new fee would result in

decreases in aJl other charges to students

Oike the Athletics and other fees). What
would happen to the quality and quantity of

activities supported by the fees they pro-

pose to cut? Finally, this is not the only tui-

tion in/^enat' beinxj proponed! Although tui-

tion increases are U) be expected, the tyjie

of increases being proposed are for the

maximum increase that is allowed — 15

percent — for the next two years. The pro

bleni: financial aid will not be increased in

proportion. And as has been pointed out

before, this would effect the lower and

lower-middle class students the most, and

make UMass inaccessable to many of us. If

we maintain tuition at its current level, or

even lower it through more efficient and

cost-effective management, we can con-

tinue to attract people from diverse

backgrounds, and maintain the quality of

the student body at UMass.

A final question: Why is financial aid so

hard to come by? The answer:
REAGANOMICS (which is geared totally

to the containment of communism instead

of to the development of our nation's

future leaders and voters — us). What can

we do? VOTE. GET INVOLVED with

what is affecting YOUR LIVES, YOUR
FUTURE, and the future of the University

of Massachusetts. If we do not express our

position on issues that concern us and

make clear our demands, we cannot com-

plain when our needs as students are not

met. Criticism can be a positive influence in

all our lives. Kelly Scott

Amherst

SGA mistake
To the Editor,

The recent action of our "representative

body" of students to eliminate funding for

the student yearbook is dismaying. This

representative body that I am referring to

is the Student Government Association.

The action that was taken by the Budget

Committee reflects on the entire SGA and

shows the lack of consideration that is

given to many issues that concern

students. As of this writing approximately

2000 signatures have been secured in peti-

tion of the abolishment of the Students

Yearbook. An overwhelming response such

as this clearly states that We Want Our
Yearbook!

The Student Activities Office is largely

an administrative office that oversees stu-

dent activities. S.A.O. and UMass Transit

received substantial increases in funding

for the upcoming fiscal year. Although the

Budgets Committee is not obligated to

allocate any more money to other groups

outside of S.A.O. and UMass Transit, ris-

ing prices and growth of groups has made
increased allocation necessary. It is not

hard to see the challenge that the Budget

Committee has.

However, my concern is for the Student

Yearbook. The gjoup responsible for the

publication of the student yearbook had
been previously plagued by poor manage-
ment. This led to problems in publication of

our yearbook and improper use of money.
This has changed.

In speaking with members of the Student

Index, I was impressed with their en-

thusiasm and team spirit. They promised

good management and to repair severe

damage done in previous years with an in-

crease in budget allocation of $8,302 from

the previous year to a current budget of

$39,843. This is not an unreasonable in-

crease considering they have to allocate

money for the 1985 yearbook, but also for

the 1983 and 1984. Our yearbook will simp-

ly not exist if financing is not available. The

yearbook is something that we should

value.

The UMass Yearbook has existed for 102

years. The yearbook should be saved on

this merit alone — it's part of a UMass
heritage. The yearbook is something that

we can cherish in the future, it stands as a

symbol of our values and reminds us of our

enjoyable times here at UMass. Let us not

lose this important part of UMass life.

Brian Reynolds
Central
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Regents ignore us * again
Ignoring pleas by students,

parents, legislatures and even Gov.

Michael Dukakis, The Massachusetts

Board of Regents of Higher Educa-

tion last Wednesday voted to in-

crease tuition for next year by 15 per-

cent, or $167. The Regents ignored

an appeal to extend the discussion

period by one month.

By raising tuition without properly

soliciting input from a wide-range of

individuals, specifically those people

who will be aiffected most by such a

hike (students, parents) the regents

have set a very scary precedent.

What other major decision will they

make without seeking out the opi-

nions of those who should be directly

involved in the decision making pro-

cess, but are for some reason exclud-

ed?

Even scarier is that not only did the

regents fail to listen to students, but

also to the legislature. On April 12,

the state joint committee on educa-

tion unanimously passed a motion

urging the one month postponement

of last week's vote. The regent did

not listen.

The regents also did not listen to

University of Massachusetts Presi-

dent David C. Knapp, an outspoken

critic of the new tuition policy, (which

forces consideration of automatic in-

creases in tuition every year).

The regents also failed to listen to

UMass chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

The regents are not to blame because

Duffey has been silent on the tuition

increase, and refused to take a stand.

Of all the three state-wide UMass
chancellor's Duffey was the only one

who chose to be silent. Duffey, the

same man who proposed a $50 tuition

hike last semester, which was re-

jected by the Board of Trustees, was

also the only chancellor of the three

(Worcester, Boston, Amherst) who
chose not to attend the education

committee's hearing on the proposed

increase two weeks ago. His absence

showed his lack of commitment to all

students, and particularly low income

family students.

students are also to blame for the

increase. Except for a handful of con-

cerned lobbyists, most students chose

not to get involved in the tuition con-

troversy. The SGA rented a bus to go

to the legislature's education hearing

and only seven of the 47 seats were

filled. A tuition rally was held outside

of the Student Union Building two

weeks ago and reporters out-

numbered the demonstrators.

It is a sad situation that public

higher education will be denied

students. It is tragic that students

here did not show they cared. And it

is even sadder that the regents failed

to find out what everyone thought

before they acted.

Unsigned editorials reflect the ma-

jority opinion of the Collegian Board

of Editors.

An unusual class experience

Acts of resistance against oppression

happen daily, on large and small

scales. Single acts of individuals

and strong stands of institutions c^n, and

do, change the course of history. The public

demonstration of moral courage and

outrage determine when, and how, a socie-

ty swings from passivity and repression to

actively chosen freedt)m.

Marcia Black

Like a good many of the students at this

University, I have spent a large portion of

my time not knowing what's good for me. I

have tried to make wise and logical deci-

sions about my future, and have often

found myself taking wrong turns. Well, I

finally feel like I can now confidently say

that I made one correct choice, although

entirely by chance. I am currently enrolled

in a class named The History of Civil

Rights. The class pivots around the lectures

of James Baldwin, the well-known author.

I tell of this class because of its profound

effect on my life.

Considering myself an open-minded

liberal for the better part of my life, has

been a grave error on my part. While my
childhowi was one of constant exposure to

people of different races and religions, I

was still shielded, due to my white middle-

class existence. Up until now, I had fooled

myself into thinking that it was enough to

simply be aware of the injustice in our

country when it came to the lives of blacks,

as well as every other conceivable minority.

For the most part, knowledge of the

wrongs done to the black person in

There are times in our history which cry

out for moral courage and outrage. Nazi

Europe was one such time. Yet the silence

of the people in the occupied countries was

so loud, that it deafened the cries of the 13

million who were murdered. There were

resistance movements throughout occupied

Europe, among both Jews and those who

were not Jewish, but even those calls to

courage were muted by the surrounding

silence.

Now, 40 years later, as we look back, we
ask:

What enables people to close their eyes to

the sight of murder, to close their ears to

the cries of agony, to close their nostrils to

the stench of burning bodies, to close their

minds to the knowledge of atrocity?

What allows people to convince

themselves that murder and imprisonment

of thousands of people is justifiable?

What prevents people from taking a

stand against that which they know is

wrong?
Equally important, we ask:

What enabled those people who did resist

to do so?

What quotient of will plus despair enabl-

ed the several hundre<i minimally-equipped

Jews that remained in the Warsaw ghetto

to resist liquidation for several months

against 10,000 well-armed German soldiers

and police? What enabled the inmates of

Soribor, a death camp where 15,000 Jews

were sometimes burned in a single day, to

plan and carry out a spectacular, armed

revolt in which several hundred Jews

escaped?

What degree of compassion enabled non-

Jews to put the suffering of other people

above concern for their personal safety?

These questions are essential to our

understanding ot the Holocaust which

claimed the lives of 13 million people, in-

America is hard to avoid. To what extent

the average white person in the United

States is aware of these wrongs, is another

story. We are fed bits and pieces which are

never cohesive in detail. This class has

made me feel, through the personal ex-

periences of James Baldwin and others, a

great deal of sorrow, anger, and frustra-

tion.

Nothing else at this University has hit me
the way this experience has. It's made me
cry, it's made me hate and it's made me ap-

plaud. Above all else, it's made me think.

I'm astounded at how little I really knew

about the black fight for civil rights. Rights

that were systematically denied citizens of

our country for countless years. It's easy to

become overly sentimental about having a

part in an event such as this class. I don't

want that to happen. My message is to all

white middle-class liber^s who are content

with things as they know them. It's time to

wake up and realize that things were really

ugly a few years back, and aren't much bet-

ter now, despite what we appear to see.

Kimbcrly McGrath
Amherst

eluding 6 million Jews, hundreds of

thousands of lesbians and gay men, as well

as thousands of gypsies, prisoners of war,

and all others deemed unfit by the Hitlerian

standards of ethnic purity.

These questions are equally essential to

our understanding of contemporary

America, another time in history which

cries out to us for courageous action on our

own, and other's, behalf.

Among the darkness and silence that

prevailed in Nazi Europe, there were a few

flickers of hope, compassion, resistance.

This year, during Holocaust Memorial Day

at the University of Massachusetts the

Jewish Awareness Task Force has decided

tt) focus on these acts of resistance, in the

hope that a focus on courage will inspire

and empower us in our own lives. We do

this with full recognition of the suffering

endured by millions at the hands of the

Nazis, and compassion for the legacy of

pain still carried by Jewish people. Along

with this recognition, we feel the need to

bear witness, in memory of those who died,

and in honor of those who resisted.

The Jewish Awareness Task Force,

along with many sponsors, asks that facul-

ty, students, and staff wear a yellow

Jewish star on Holocaust Memorial Day,

Thursday. We recognize the complexity of

the Jewish star as a symbol, and the pain

that it may evoke. The yellow Jewish star

was used to single out Jews for death, and

became the mark of degradation during the

holocaust. Yet by wearing the star, we at

UMass can, for one day, step through the

isolation inflicted on us by history. Like the

Danish people who refused to allow the

Nazis to single out the Jews, we can take a

symbolic stand against persecution. For

those who are not Jewish, wearing a

Jewish star can say, "1 recognize that my
fate is inextricably woven with the fate of

others; their oppression is my oppression,

their freedom my freedom." For those who
are Jewish, wearing a Jewish star can say,

"I will wear the sign of my people with

pride not shame, with courage not fear."

I'here is a well-known Jewish saying,

from Rabbi Hillel:

If I am not for myself, who will be for

me?
But if I am for myself only, what am I?

And if not now, when?
Marcia Black is a Jewish Awareness

Anti-Semitism Trainer at SCERA

The new 'Vietnam'
Having followed the news of

El Salvador fairly closely for

the last three years. I am con-

vinced our government is poised to

"Americanize" the war there with

disasterous consequences for the people of

El Salvador and for American society. As

Holly Sklar wrote in Beyond Surrnvnl

(South End Press, 1983): "Popular protest

has kept U.S. intervention in Central

America on a leash, but the leash is getting

longer with dangerous increments of

military aid, advisers, and covert opera-

tions."

Patrick J. Sullivan

If this administration does not hear from

us, the public, loudly and in strong protest

to the current policy, then we will soon see

Salvador take on the characteristics of

South Vietnam in the middle sixties:

garrison-type city defenses, increased

aerial bombardment of the countryside and

its population with Americans in command

of the bombings, slaughter and bloodshed

inflicted on a people because the U.S.

betrayed its highest ideals and principles

(as well as its more rational "options") by

imposing false and ruthless military solu-

tions to political and economic problems.

I write the Collegian because we have a

choice now. Either the government heeds

the electorate and chooses another course

or it is emboldened to commit greater spen-

ding and numbers of soldiers there, and not

just in Salvador. In Honduras right now

there are military bases like those made in

Vietnam from which Mohawk surveillance

planes with U.S. pilots fly over Salvador

supplying intelligence for spotting the

elusive guerrilla forces. Big Pine III

militarv exercises in Honduras are both

provocations in the region and of a size far

beyond anything done like this before. Our

tr(X)ps there are by and large your age,

their mission like the contras a

mercenary's undertaking.

Unlike the Vietnam era, today there is

more information about what is happening,

more groups in vocal opposition, and far

more scepticism about what the govern-

ment is doing in Central America. But the

minority opposition must grow rapidly; and

the situation is volatile, the outcome

unknown. The Grenada invasion last fall

set an ugly and dangerous precedent of

news censorship, this administration's

tolerance for dissent is in most respects

lower than others, and the President has

identified our "credibility" with the defeat

of hostile forces in Central America.

Many of you are voting for the first time

in a national election. I hope you will now

see to it that your voice is heard as well:

speaking out, inviting speakers to your

dorm, writing your Congressman Silvio

Conte and others, joining groups opposed

to our current foreign policy. I see ahead if

things do not change a nightmare of

destruction for other people and for

ourselves. For the past three years this

government has acted, not as a considerate

ally with our neighbors to the south, but as

the Goliath bully, repudiating human rights

and having only repressive cronies and

companies to "support."

The bottom line is whether we side with

radical and/or nationalist alternatives in

the Third Worid to American client states

or side with a foreign policy completely at

odds with our beliefs in democracy, human
rights, and the promise of a just social

order. Our silence means assent to the lat-

ter.

Patrick J. Suilivan is a professor in the

school of education.
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APRIL 23rd
Thompson 104 8:00 pm

Debate
How Much Hunger is There in America?

President Reagan's Task Force on Hunger

Representatives:

Betsy Rollins &
Executive Director of

Community Kitchens,

St. Episcopal's Church

North Carolina

paid advertisement
paid advertisement

Dr. Ken Clarkson

Director of Law and

Economics Center

U of Miami

Citizen's Commission on Hunger in New England

Representatives

J. Larry Brown Cr Lewis Feldstein, Dean

Chairman of Commission Antioch-N . E.

Harvard School Graduate School

of Public Health Keene, N
.
H

.

This forum will discuss the extent of hunger in

America, and determine what, if any, effect

Reaganomics has had on the number of hungrey

Americans.

Southwest Fest

Hampden Theatre 5:00 - 7:00

Freddy Clayton Trio will perform in conjunction

with the Black Musician Just Jazz Hampden

Gallery Conference 5:00 - 7:00

APRIL 24th
World Hunger Event

Hampden Southside 5 - 8 pm

Topical Symposium
"Why Is There Hunger in the World, and What

Can Americans Do About It?

(A Presentation by Hunger Project's Northeast

Coordinator Tim Kelley)

With slides, movies, and a workbook, this

three hour teach-in will give students a com-

prehensive view of the hunger issue and will pre-

sent a plan to eliminate hunger by the year 2000.

Southwest Fest

Bands on the Pyramids
2:00 - 3:00 Nexus

3:30 - 4:30 First Circle

5:00 - 6:00 Whirling Dervishes

Southwest Bar-be-cues
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, soda and chips will be

sold near the Berkshire D.C.

r

Elections for S.W.A.G. Officers will be held

May 1 and May 2
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APRIL 25th
World Hunger Event

Campus Center Aud.

8:00 - Midnight

Las Vegas Night
A night of roulette, Chuck-a luck, Black-jack,

Beat the Dealer, Acey-duecy, and Horse race will

raise money for Catholic Relief Services of Cen-

tral America. (Free Admittance)

Tokens, used for wagering, can be redeemed at

the end of the evening for prizes and gift cer-

tificates donated by: Frankies, J. Ryans, Faces,

The Sub. Classe Cafe, and Hungry U. Also, live

music by Mass Transit.

Southwest Fest

Bands on the Pyramids
2:00 - 3:00 Corporate Actors

3:30 - 4:30 Attic

5:00 - 6:00 The Young Men

Southwest Bar-be-cues
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, soda, and chips will be

sold near the Berkshire D.C.

Related Event
"Grease" 8:00 - 10:00, near the Hampden Snack
Bar. Performed by the UMass Theatre Guild.

APRIL 26th

World Hunger Event

Hampden (Southside) 9 - 1 am

An International Dance
The 1st annual International Dance links the

Southwest Cultural Centers with the University

Community. The $1.00 admission will be

donated to the Hunger Project of San Francisco.

D.J.'d by WMUA's Mark Elliot

Equipment donated by Hilton Music,

Hampshire Mall

Sponsored by the Malcolm X Center, the Center

for Racial Studeies, Prince International House,

S.W.A.G., and University Housing Services

Southwest Fest

Bands on the Pyramids
2:00 - 3:00 The Stand

3:30 - 4:30 Imminent Danger

5:00 - 6:00 The Systems

Clay Demonstration

Hampden Craft Shop

7 -8 pm
Southwest Bar-be-ques

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, soda, and chips will be

sold near the Berkshire D.C.

Related Event

Holocaust

Memorial Day

12:30 p.m.

Cape Cod Lounge
In honor of those who resisted; in memory of

those who died. Commemorative gathering at

Cape Cod Lounge at 12:30 p.m. Guesr Speaker

-Chancellor Joseph Duffey (sign language inter-

preter available)

APRIL 27th
Southwest Fest

2:00 - 4:00

Breakdancers, UMass Gymnastic Team

APRIL 28th
World Hunger Event

The University Community can help fight world

hunger by sending a tax-deductible donation to

our office; Southwest Area Government make

check payabel to Oxfam America/Hampden Stu-

dent Center/UMass/Amherst, MA 01003.

Other Events

East-side Concert

12:00 noon

Run for Ritter 10:00 am; a marathon run benefit-

ting. Father Ritter's work with homeless and

abused children for more information call John

Reese at 549-0300.

APRIL 29th
Southwest Concert

Southwest Fields

Music by various bands

from 1 1 :30 am to 6:45 pm

Made possible, in part, by a grant from the

Undergrad student senate. Also, the event will

be D.J.'d by WHMP 99.3 radio.

If you bring a T-shirt to the concert, the S.W.

Craft Shop will silkscreen the S.W. Fest logo on

it for only a nickel.

Coolers, kegs or beer balls are prohibited on the

Southwest Fields.

World Hunger
The Western Mass Food Bank will be soliciting

contributions during the concert. Please be as

generous as your budget allows.
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MONDAY NITE SPECIAL

Timellicxjt

"HM PACKARD

Giant Bar Drinici

$1.65

TwoT.V.'s

16 oz. Draft

85*

Free

Popcorn

Introducing

The HP-71B
Handheld Computer

Complex Calculations

Have Never Been So Easy!

HP-71B Handheld Computer addresses the multiple needs of

technical or business professionals. The combination of

calculating and BASIC language programming capabilities in a

single portable product will increase your productivity, as well

as provide a base for your future needs.

- 250 key\vords - 64k byte operating system - file

management system - additional peripherals and

software available

Located in the Campus Center

— mSTORE^

Happy Hour Prices

4 PM to closing

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

^^

3N CAMPUS
BLUE WALL

THE S€ AND

TUESDAY APRIL24

Come see three comics from the

ouring company of Catch A Rising Star

LUSThe Winner of the UMASS CATC

A RISING STAR NIGHT *

^
if. sponsored by • • • • QDC

Mount Holyoke College
Saturday, April 28

Chapin Auditorium 8:00 pm
TICKETS: $ 7 general $8 at door
available at: FACES Amherst

MAIN ST RECORDS Northampton

NEW BOX OFFICE, MHC
413 538-2178

a presentation of Campiis Program Council

and the Association ofPan African Unity

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
This Weeks Menu

Mon — Roast Sirloin of Beef Au Jus

Manicotti

Tubs — Stuffed Peppers

Chicken Ala King

Wed — Barbecued Ribs

Baked Meat Loaf

Thurs — Roast Turkey w/Stuffing

Liver and Onions

Fri — Fried Fish

Macaroni and Cheese

All above entrees served with vegetables, rolls and butter.

Also daily home nfiade soups and chowders.

Large assortment of desserts and beverages.

Don't forget our deli sandwiches.

MON. -FRI. 11:15-1:30

Arts
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This week in the arts...
This week promises to be one of the

busiest in the semester for the arts.

Lectures, concerts, and performances,

many of them free, will keep you busy if

your classes don't. So soak up some of this

lovely sunshine and take advantage of

spring arts offerings in the Happy Valley.

This evening the Graduate Forum will

present an evening of Indian classical

dances featuring India's most famous

mother-daughter dancers, Indriani and

Sukanya. The program begins at 7:00 p.m.,

will be held in Bowker Auditorium, and is

free and open to the public.

During the week of April 23-28 the

University will commemorate the 13th

Annual Black Musicians Conference.

Highlights of the conference will include

concerts by Johnny Griffin, Chico Freeman,
with special guest Max Roach, Terry

Jenoure, Valerie Capers, The Fred Clayton

Ensemble, Willene Barton, and the UJC
Big Apple Jazz Women. For further in-

formation on specific events, call John
Folan at 545-0190.

modern aesthetics. The lecture is free and
open to the public. It will be held in the

Campus Center 168 at 8:00 p.m.. For more
information call EVP at 545 0920.

Clarinetist Michael Sussman performs
Wednesday, April 25, at 8:00 p.m. on the

University of Massachusetts Faculty

Recital Series. The concert is free and open

to the public and will take place in Bezanson
Recital Hall in the Fine Arts Center. For

further information call 545-2227.

On Tuesday, April 24, the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra with Seiji Ozawa will

perform at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall at 8:00 p.m.. For ticket information

call box office at 545-2511.

The UMass Musical Theater Guild con-

tinues its tradition of presenting free

outdoor spring shows with this year's

production of Grease. Catch the show at

the Hampden (Southwest) picnic Area at

8:00 p.m. on April 24 and 25.

On Tuesday, April 24, the Distinguished

Visitors Program will present a lecture on

"The Pop Music Bop Art Connection" by

noted writer and critic Glenn O'Brien.

O'Brien, a regular columnist in both

Interview and Artforum magazines, will

discuss the effects of popular culture on

Tim Joliat takes a stand in "Waiting

for Lefty," one of three plays in

Documents, playing this week at

Amherst College. See this week in the

arts for more information.
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LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students

of UMass

Housing • Family • Student

Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal

and Consumer Law •/ilr^^»^

call 545-1995

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
(•rAitawali b)««n|

$3200
IftclutfM mownttno
PHM MA Siai* Tai

North Amhorst Tiro
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

7B Sunderiend M<J

a • No Amherat MA ^

Ac'oat f'om WetfObat S«or»

S49-4704

Enjoy a performance of classical Indian dance tonight at 7 pm in Bowker

Auditorium. For more information see this meek in th£ arts.

DOCUMENTS. S Plays & Some
Fragments of the Early Thirties will be

presented by the Department of theatre &

Dance of Amherst College in Kirby Theater

on April 26, 27. and 28 at 8:00 p.m.. Far

ticket information call 542 2277.

To members of the UMass community:

On Thursday, April 26, 1984 the Col-

legian will be holding a public forum to

discuss the Editorial Page. The forum

will be in Campus Center room 805-809

from 3:00 to 4:30. In addition to discuss-

ing ihe Editorial Page, there will be

time iv ,. jpen to dLscuss any aspect of ^
the Collegian that people are interested

|
in.

All interested members of the com-

\^ \\^ SANDWICH
MENU Now

Available in the

T.O.C. LOUaiGE
for Dinner:
TUES.-THURS.

5:00-7:30 pm
FRIDAY

6:30-8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
5:00-8:30 pm

nwi
CAMPrS



Monday, April 23, 1984

,

.Collegian is

12 Colk-^ inn.
Monday, April 23, 1984

Are you wondering what to pre-register for?

Consider .he Health Aidc
Program

As a Peer Health Promoter, you

if LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

• TEACH YOUR PEERS
ABOUT HEALTH

ir GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For more information about this 3 credK coursa

sponsored by the University Health Services,

call the Health Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

AIMHKH

. \ ^v

PREPARE FOR

MOAT* LSAT'GMAT l^

SAT»ACT»DAT»GRE-CPA

Enrolling Now For

June 18

^

Want more
than a desk job?
Looking for an exciting and challeng-

ing career? Where each day is dif-

ferent? Many Air Force people have

such a career as pilots and

navigators. Maybe you can join thenn.

Find out if you qualify. See an Air

Force recruiter today.

Contact TECHNICAL SERGEANT ARTHUR COURTEMANCHE
,y7ro Federal Building, RM 108, 1550 Main St, Springfield, MA 01103
r r 1 1

I^^ or call (413) 785-0352

A (TMl way m lite

\LJrj

ARTISTS!!!
mmm

LSAT
Transfer to a Kaplan Center

near home after finals

fi^

educational Center

I
Call Days Eves &

-fl. Weekends

N 368 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
549-57801\^^m^^ Fot information about ott>er center!

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

{specialists since 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

Juried Student Art Show
^ Grand Prize $100 ^

2nd Prize $50 - 3rd Prize $25

April 31 - IVIay 2 CO Music Room

for more info 545-0198

Graduate
Student Senate

Elections
Nominations are now open for next year's officers of the

Graduate Student Senate. There will be a candidates night for

President and Vice Presidential candidates on Tuesday, May
1st. 1984.

The President and Vice President will be elected by a

general ballot of all graduate students. On Monday and Tues-

day, May 7th and 8th, there will be a ballot box on the Campus
Center Concourse. Any enrolled graduate student may vote.

The Treasurer and Secretary will be elected by gradj?te

student senators at the regular Graduate Senate meeting on

May 8th. This meeting will also serve as the Candidate's Night

for Secretary and Treasurer and the results of the elections of

all four offices will be announced that night.

The Elections Committee of the GSS urges any graduate

student who might be interested in running for office to come

by the GSS office at 919 Campus Center for more Information

on duties, responsibilities and election procedures. Nomina-

tions may be made in person or through the mail. Nominations

for all officers will close on May 1, 1984.

PRESIDENT - salary $4,400 and tuition for 20 hours/week for

period June 1, 1984 through May 31, 1985.

VICE PRESIDENT - salary $4,400 and tuition for 20

hours/week for period September 1, 1984 through May 31,

1985.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER - salary $4,400 and tuition for 20

hours/week for period September 1, 1984 through May 31,

1985.

TREASURER - salary $4,400 and tuition for 20 hours/week for

period June 1, 1984 through May 31, 1985.

$1 .73 atra's

reg. $2.68

Dry Idea

Reg. or

Unstd.

1.5 oz.

$1.60
reg. $2.45

^.
'^U.

DRY IDEA

.oA^ DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S 1
^^ COUPONS I
I on all Health and Beauty Aids Products |

offer valid through May SI^IgM^^J

HDI
.
y^'

"riDR

$2.70
reg.

$3.84

|-
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REvtON^

HDR by Revlon

7oz $1.50
reg. $2.64

N

.<^:^

•"LEX;.

\^-

Int. Care
6 oz.

reg, Xstr, Herb

Reg and
ExBody

lany unadvertise<

specials also

available

J -I- J Oil 4 oz.

$1.29
reg. $2.05

Open 9-5 M-F
Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

FOR
CAIRO«>

SKIN

Vaseline

Intensive
care/

$1 .20
reg. $1.94

I
^UNIVERSITY
«STORE*

All sale items available

at the Mini Store

Bloom ConntT by Berke Breathed
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Hey vic.soMeoNf said
you FOLfND A P€T SLVG
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Msrgaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Sandy's replies

5 Not so exciting

10 Gil

14 Urgent, as a need
15 Cuban city,

Cockney style

16 Small amount
17 Cooler

18 Banner for

3 Down
20 Shoe width

21 All: Prefix

22 Tea type

23 Illinois college

town
25 Chromosome part

26 Large ocean fish

27 So-so
32 Housing, farm

style

34 A long way off

36 Leveled

37 Certain voice

38 Bathed
40 1 3th cen date,

Latin style

41 Baseball s

Pee Wee
43 Ancient Asian
44 Deed, in Dijon

45 Raised offspring

47 Finale, musically

CIWU I o« ^ii«rlr« Ttmn Svndtral*

49 Agreeable
gesture

50 Actress Blake

53 Salt

57 Wax's alternate

59 Eternity

60 Pirate with pen

62 Word on a wall

63 Roman
statesman

64 Pierre's aunt

65 Persia, now
66 Maintain

67 George Bums
movie

68 "Helpful "abbr

DOWN
Pierre's

farewell

Kitchen utensil

Long John Silver,

e.q

Homily.

shortened

Sight in Agra

Stratford's river

Neighbor of

Algeria

8 Join up; Abbr

9 Certain fabrics

10 School subj.

11 Firm's symbol

1

2

3

5

6
7

12 Solar disc

13 Puppeteer Toni

19 Cook's pride

21 " clear

day .."

24 Put alongside

25 Ventured
27 Surfaced

28 Spanish force of

old

29 Pirates

30 Prof's talk

31 Musical Adams
32 Find fault

33 Olive tree

35 In the limelight

39 Poured
42 State of tedium
46 Love apple,

today
48 Cockney's

residence

51 Senoras titles

52 Concerned with

53 Protective org.

54 Popular name,
in Norway

55 Tryst

56 Stravinsky

57 Pitching arm
58 Regarding

61 Good cheer

62 'Mama !

"

TONITE!

The Collegian CandidatesSpeak

At 7:00pm

In the Commonwealth Room

Next to S.U.B.

The Collegian... '

iascinating

Today will be cloudy with

rain in the 50s. Rain will

continue into the night with

40 degree temperatures.

Tuesday will be cloudy with

some sliowers. temperature

55-60 degrees.
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The Valley Women's
Rugby team (shown
with the ball) runs

against Beantown, the

defending national
champions Saturday
near Lorden Field.

Beantown defeated the

local entry.

Men's tennis struggles
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Mother Nature sure can be a fickle lady. She can give

us pouring rain during our last three-day weekend of the

year, then turn around and give us beautiful weather the

first day back.

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis team

won't argue, though. Mother N. let the netmen get a

match in against Springfield College last Tuesday, and

the good guys walked away with a 6-3 win.

Steve Jordan and Wayne Peterson, the number one

and two singles players, led the way for IJMass. as Jor-

dan took a 6-2 6-4 decision from Tony Driscoll. while

Peterson defeated Scott Smith 7-6, 0-6. 6-2 for his fourth

straight singles win. The two of them then teamed up in

number one doubles to thrash Driscoll and Jeff Morse

6-0.6-0.

Meanwhile. Earl Small defeated Dan Marinello 6-2.

4-6, 6-1 at fourth singles for his first win of the season,

and Paul Zaretsky beat John Vasaturo 7-6, 2-6, 6-3 at

sixth singles. Small also teamed up with Marc Weinstein

at second doubles to take a 6-1 6-4 decision from

Vasaturo and Keith Strong.

Mom Nature wasn't as generous last Wednesday, as

the netmen were rained out of their match with Central

Connecticut. The teams completed one set of the singles

competition before the clouds opened up and washed

everything out. The match will be completed May 1.

Meanwhile, no makeup date has been set for the rained-

out Clark match from April 15.

Aside from those matches, the Minutemen, now 2-3,

have a match at Tufts on Wednesday, the Atlantic 10

Championships on Friday, and a home match against

A.I.C. on May 5. We'll see if Mother Nature (or for that

matter. Lady Luck) will shine on UMass for those mat-

ches.

* Baseball-
After he hit the next batter. Presnall was relieved by

Scott Foster, who was ripped in the fifth for a two-run

single by Haring making it 9-1.

The UM lowiif^hts continued into the ninth. In a three

minute span, P'oster hit two batters and threw two wild

pitches, enabling the final URI run to plate. Ugh.

The Minutemen woes continued in the first game of a

doubleheader on Saturday. Zalobowski opened the game

with a walk, then advanced to third on a wild pitch and a

passed ball before scoring on an infield out. The Rams

gained a 4 lead in the fourth, collecting three walks, two

legit hits, and a bunt single off UM sUrter Bob Kostro (3-

3).

The URI fifth tells the whole story for UMass. Steve

Godin opened the inning by popping a bunt straight up in

front of the plate. Catcher Dan Clifford was unable to

locate the ball and just as he kwked up the ball plopped

squarely on his face mask and fell harmlessly to the

ground. Godin later scored on a groundout.

The final game began on an interesting note as Joe

Ward, who hurled all seven innings of the first game to

gain the victory started the nightcap. However, he lasted

all of 1 1/3 innings, getting buried in a UM five run

(•{intmued Jroiti [>. 1>!

second, climaxed by a bases-loaded triple by Todd

Comeau. URI struck back quickly scoring three times in

the third and twice in the fourth. Godin and Haring run

scoring singles and a sacrifice fiy by David Rackie cut the

defecit to two in the third. In the fourth, the Rams tied it

on a two run double by Gary LaMond.

Both clubs drew blanks until the eighth thanks to out-

standing relief work by Marquis and UM's Jon Martin.

Marquis K'd eight Minutemen hitters in seven inning

worked, while Martin came on to shut the door in the

fourth, then held the Rams to two hits the rest of the way.

Bruce Kingman commenced the UM winning rally in the

ninth by grounding to third baseman John Pignataro, who

promptly threw the base past first enabling Kingman to

advance all the way to third. After Tom Fabian bounced

to the pitcher. Clifford hit a bouncer to Pignatero with

Kingman moving.

Pignataro's throw to the plate was high and the ump
ruled that Kingman slid under Haring's tag. prompting

coach John Norris leading a URI cavalry charge out of the

dugout and Haring to hurl this glove in disgust. Sorry

about that guys.

>
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GYNECOLOGV
DEPARTMENT

Thinkyou're
pregnant?

Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancy Test. It's the
same as a hospital test.

You're on your own for the first time and life is a lot different

now If you think you might be pregnant, you want to know for

sure. This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy
Test. It's the exact same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide. So you
know Predictor is accurate. . . „, _ , , .. ,, .

.

Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period

It's convenient and gives you results in

)ust one hour Think you're pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with

confidence, it's the test method used in

over 2,000 American hospitals.

.Monday. April 23, 1984 Monday, April 23, 1984,

Breakers pull it out

ffilEDK3K»lf

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy
more accurately.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) -
Buford Jordan ran for 182

yards and two touchdowns

Sunday to lead the New
Orieans Breakers to a 20-18

victory over the Denver

Gold in a United States

Football League game.

The Breakers narrowly

avoided overtime — and a

possible loss — when backup

Gold quarterback Fred

Mortenson hit Kevin
Williams just out of the end

zone on an abortive two-

point conversion try that

would have tied the game
with 31 seconds left.

in his third

game of the
Jordan,

100-yard
season, gained the most

single-game yardage ever

by a Breaker running back.

The outcome left both

teams with 7-2 records.

Jordan's touchdowns
came on a nine-yard burst in

the first quarter, and a

13-yard spring in the third

quarter.

Tim Mazzetti added field

goals of 29 and 22 yards get-

ting his first one with 1:51

left in the first half and his

second midway through the

fourth quarter.

Sports Notice
INTRAMURAL LIFEGUARD TESTING for on-

campus employment this summer and/or fall semester.

Candidates must attend testing on Tuesday. May 1 or

Wednesday, May 2 in the Boyden Pool at 6 p.m. sharp.

Test requirements include a timed 500 yard swim, writ-

ten test, water rescue, and CPR practical. You must br-

ing your current certificates in CPR, Advanced Lifesav-

ing and Standard First Aid. Questions? Contact Valerie

Turtle at 545-0093.

• Softball-

CollrKian photo bt And> Hrlirr

Lynn Stockley...third

no-hitter.

(than the no-hitters). Lynn
and Cathy were freezing,"

Talbott said.

Elaine Sortino praised

both of her pitchers and

her hitters as well. "If the

ingredients ke^p . "ing

and growing we should do

very well." she said.

A fact overlooked in the

wake of double no-hitters

was that the
Massachusetts hitters

were hitting. Hard.

Rioux went 4-for-4 in the

opener with 3 RBI and a

double. Lynn Pekarski,

Tina Coffin, and Carol

Frattaroli all gathered in

two hits as UMass got 12

hits in the opener.

continued from p. 16

"I was pretty excited,"

Rioux said. "We are star-

ting to pick up the pieces.

We did well. Our pitchers

did well and we just overall

had a nice day despite the

weather." The weather

was unforgiving. It was
overcast, raw and cold and

a gusting wind blew con-

stantly chilling everyone.

UMass jumped out to a

5-0 lead in the first inning

of the opener on four

singles and a Frattaroli

double. It was alt UMass
would need despite a run

getting across from Har-

vard in the fourth.

In the second game.

Janet Miller and Sally

Maher (2-for-4. double)

knocked in Talbott and

Rioux for a 2-0 first inning

lead.

The Crimson never came
close as they managed to

get only two runners on

base as Reed hit them
both. Debbie Cole went
2-for-2 and Coffin had 2

RBI.
The wins boost UMass to

21-9 and with five

doubleheaders coming up

this week Talbott and
Stockley and Reed will see

a lot of action.

[MyKMxnr

Eastern Airlines, one of

the world s largest air

carriers, Is now hiring

Flight Attendants to t>e

tMsed In Miami, Atlanta,

and New York. (Must t>e

willing to relocate).

There are exotic places
to see and fascinating

people to meet...con-
sidering we fly to more
than 128 cities in 22
countries. Add to that 12
guaranteed free days/
month, great travel

privileges, excellent

salaries and complete
benefits...and you ve
got a first-class career.

H you're at leatf 21
yMfiofags, S2"to
6'2" with walaMIn pro-

portion to height, andm
good hMm)...cheok in

wNfi EmImti>

IboMrinanappllcsitfpn,
aonci«iogBiB»o»4(K
stamped,self-«ddrwsod
envelope to:

fleofiiitinefit

aiterw 4MrWw—
Wainri

Interratlettel Airport
MlMni, PL 39148

EASTERN
>*^ ejm out wingj pvrrv d»v
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DYNAMITE RECORDS
We buy albums

We pay cash or you may trade
for 25% more off new albums

Maxell UDXLII S90
this weeic only $2.50/ea.

Thornes, a mariietplace plus!

150 Main Street, Northampton 584-1580

CLASICAL

c
>N
N

^ AMHERST BAGEL DELI
\^ Now Open in ''ACES

Q The valley's freshest bagel @
^^

is now in Amherst ^
SPRING SPECIAL ^

15* a bagel $1.65 a dozen©
Q^ Mon - Sun 8 am - 6 pm

SUMMER STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
BUDGET OFFICE, UMASS/AMHERST
Responsibilities include data collection, file

maintenance, and general office

assistance. Accuracy a must. Twenty

hours per week May 15 through August 31

.

Possible employment during academic

year. Send letters and resumes attention

of: Fred Goodhue or Gail Matthews,

Budget Office, Room 343 Whitmore.

Salary $3.90 - $4.10 per hour.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days phor to publ.cat.on cay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number_FREE

AUDIO

Carwin-Vega Spaakers Vector receiver

Akai deck Sony turntable - almost new

reasonable offers call Matt 253-3907

Racaivar, tapa dack, graat speakers,

turntabia $250/80 call Zoe 546-5253

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Chavy Caprice auto, PS/PB good

cond. 665-4117 $1450

Foxy Flat XI /9 low miles excellent condi-

tion 3500 BO call Larry 256-0080

75 Datsun rebuilt engine 950 or BO Kathy

549-4035 snow tires

1968 Volkswagen Bug Engine good front

end, brakes poor AM/FM radio $150.

256-8068

CAPE COD

I naad room in Hyannis near Dunfays

call Michelle 5-0527/549-6559

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

FOR RENT

Ona bedroom apt 315$/month all includ-

ed swimming pool tennis courts call Jose

665-7633

4 bad houses - Country setting with acres

near city. Other near Smith College. $525

without utilities. For Sept. Call Northamp-

ton 584-3428, 5-6 pm, Skibiski, Realtors

Millhollow Apt by Puffers waterfall on

bus route take over June 1 549-2731

Room In house from now and June, very

close to campus. $200 includes. Quiet

serious only. Call 6-10 PM John 549-1358

One bedroom apt in CLiffslde, summer
sublet w/fall option 295 mo utilities includ-

ed 665-4706

Looking for ona or two quiet persons

for one bedroom in Brandywine Call Laurie

or Mike evenings 549-5416

1 bedroom Brittany Manor AC 2 pool

tennis partially furnished fall option beat the

rush rent negotiable Andy 256 8498

Townehouse Apts - 3 bedroom apt. 1

double room and 1 single room available

Cheryl 549-5990

Female wanted nonsmoker for summer

sublet and fall option, own room, pool, bus

route, $150/month plus utilities, call

253-7806 evenings

Available now 1 bdrm apt on bus rte 31

Mill Hollow Apts Amherst 549-1602

Beautiful house turn, six roommates

wanted 3 miles from UMass var. price

549 7865

4 bdrm twnhse In Squire Viil available

June 1 w/fall option on bus route cheap

rent 665-7595

2 bedroom apt available June 1 with fall

option Brittany manor $450.00 call after 10.

253-5907

Furnished efficiency with carpet, AC.

Summer sublet, fall option $205. 323-6704

FOR SALE

2 couches
253-5288

excel condition best offer

New Batavus Motor Bike modified must

sell call 549-0663

Mens 10 speed, brand new, 33% off reg

price, $100, 584-0569, Wayne, afternoon

night

FOUND

Fnd Red Leather Jacket at Elvis if yours

enter classified with descrip pf pocket con-

tents, your name & num I'll get in touch

Light Jacket found near Graduate

Research Center lowriae on 4/18. Dascnbe

to claim. Call 546-1309

Amy E. Magnantll I found your purse in

the Coffee Shop. Call me at 256-6669

HELP WANTED

Work this summer on energy policies.

toxic waste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing. Hours 1:30 - 10:00 pm M-F

$ 1 56-225/ wk-i- benefits call 586-8713

Babysitter Mid June to end of August. 8

am to 3 pm Four 5 year olds. Car necessary.

Letter to C. Goldstein 811 East Pleasant

Street, Amherst

Crulseshlps Hiring $16,000-30,0001 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4444 X

Massachusetts Cruise

Counselors, Private coed overnight camp

in Berkshires has openings in basketball,

tennis, archery, gymnastics, softball,

photography, radio station (AM), com-

puters, director/piano accompaniest,

dance/movement /show choreography,

waterskiing. Openings also for unit leaders

and bunk counselors. Good salaries, friend

ly atmosphere. Contact: Jodi 546-966R

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON

Open Ruah
All University Women Invited

lues 4/24 5:00 Pizza Party

Wed. 4/25 7:30 Taco Fiesta

For Info: call 256-6874

LOST

Wednesday, girls pin-striped jean jacket,

call Robyn after 5 PM 1-536jg0

Red plaid MacGragor scarf in Cape Cod

Lounge Mon 4/9 546^4400

Jean Jacket and keys at the Pub return!

to Pub or call 549-7566 Reward I

MARGIE TUCKER

Margie - There aren't words we can find

other than we love you! Happy Birthday

always - Suzy and llene

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Yamaha 860E excellent condition.

Low mileage must sell $995 6-5039

MUST RENT IMMEpjATELY__

Space in Brittany $117.50 call Tracy

256-0011 leave name & number

PERSONALS

Piaaaa take over our lease as of June

1st. 2 bedroom apartment, Sunderland, on

bus route, wall to wall carpeting, A/C,

dishwasher, $325/month -t- electricity, hot

water FREE. Call anytime 665-4278

Collegian Staff Elections for Board of

Editors will be Wednesday, April 25.

from 9:00 to 8:00 all staH members
(business, graphics, and newsroomi)

eligible to vote

Teach in Massachusetts complete

employment listing of all public and private

schools in Massachusetts -plus latest

openingsl $8.00, Betterway, PO Box 2153,

Centerville, MA 02634

Happy 2Dth Birthday Debbie Borci Love

Staph

Contact Lenses Replaced. Bausch Lomb

$25. other brands available Dr. Spencer

University Drive 256-8561

Bob Happy 2 years I love you always Jen-

nifer

Elections for North East Area Government

will be held on May 8th. The positions open

are President, Vice-President, Treasurer,

and Secretary. Nominations will open on

Monday April 23rd and will close Sunday

April 29th at 8 PM. Nomination papers are

available from Dianne Rossi 304 Dwight

(546-5542)

Sua E. Whooose ya buddy? Happy 2-0!

Luv ya Me

Diane - O'man I really hope you have

most enjoyable birthday, really.

anonymous
We have the lowest airfares

to Europe and across America

for free color brochure, write to:

Campus Travel

Box 11387 St. Louis. MO 63105

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the US Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext 5931 -A

Collegian staff I

Candidates Night - Tonight! j
7 00 Commonwealth Room (next to

SUB)

Brittany $353.50 June, July, August call

Tracy 256-0011 leave name and number

Fall option 2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom

house on bus route 256-1337

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses, Cases. Papers.

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RICKY F.

Happy Birthday Richie (they made me"
write it that way) Have a good one! Love,

your neighbor .
B

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Furnished 1 bedroom Brandywine Apt

rent negotiable mary 549-6660

2 bedroom Brandywine apt. Jane

549-6660

Swiss Village 4 bedroom 2 bath spacious

convenient modern apt 256-8247

Prime Amherst Center location, three

bedrooms, spacious, renovated, 6-4984,

fall option

Two bedroom Townhouse summr sublet

fall option Squirt' Village rent negotiable

665-4793
.

Summer sublet with fall option 2

bedroom townhouse in Southwood apart-

nients 256-6708 ^
TO SUBLET

Puffton - room available in 2 bedroom apt.

June 1st with fall option 549-6715
I

Wanted two roommates to share!

Southwood Apt. call 546-5271 or 546-5265

between 5-10 PM
Share two bedroom apt male or female

||
immediate thru June. South Amherst. Jef- —
frey Manor condominiums. Furnished.

Busline. 127 -f /month 256-6838 John org
Dave

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap

rent summer sublet with fall option

666-7518

Fully furnlahad 2 bdrm Southwood Apt

call after 10 PM cheap 256-1318
^

Summer sublet with possible fall optkjn.

Large bedroom in two-bedroom
Southwood apartment for one or two

females. 256-8379

3 bedroom Puffton summer only

110/room Kathy or Luann 549-4035

Responsible women to share sunny >
Southwood apt summer /fall 253-5109 m
Looking for 2 mature UMass students |
to share quaint 3 bedroom Northampton ^
apt Summer with fall option call evenings

after 6 586-4566

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apartment mid

May with fall option call 253-2140

Furnished room available in three B
bedroom townhouse in North Amherst.

Clean, quiet, non-smoker please. Call ^
549-4861

Two males to share house in W Yar

mouth for the summer $600.00 each call

Maureen 549-7621 or 545-0239

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC^

Fast service, competitive prices. M-h »-^.^

T^ing/Word Processing. Next day ser

vice. Type-Rite 253-5111

TYPING-Fast, reliable.

Stats, manuscripts,

resumes, etc. 666-3414

professional,

correspondence.

Leaving town? Going home? Offenrig a

ride? Need a ride? Call the Commuter /Vrea

Government Ride Service, from May 1 to

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us where

you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 546-2145

SUMMER 1984 EMPLOYMENT,

Female wanted for own room in Rolling

Green apts available June 1 graduate or

older student preferred call evenings

256-^04

Arlington Mesa (next to Cambridge) Juen

1 Sept 1 $234/month gorgeous house

617 643-3726 keep trying

2 rooms available in beautiful North

Amherst house. On bus route. 200 -f

utilities each Scott 549-4926 after 6

For summer: 5 bedroom house on Main

St. next to bus stop 256^6352 Sue

3 bedroom Puffton apt summer cable 2

bathrms call after 1 1 PM cheap 546-7267

Summer w/fall option - Brittany Manor -

pool, tennis, airconditioning, busroute

256-0097

4 bdrm 2 bath, Swiss Village apt fall option

$174 per bdrm per month, utilities included.

Leaving most living room, kitchen furniture

2^00&
Two bedroom apartment on scenic Puf-

fer's Pond. Summer sublet with fall option.

549 6600

3 bedroom apt In Northwood 330 on bus

route, fall option call 665-8514

2 bedroom summer sub/fall option pool

laundry bus low rent June 1 call 665-8125

!
2nbedroom apartment in Puffton Village

I June 1 to Sept 1 call Cinde 5460162

TRAVEL

Montreal Party Weekend! May 4^6 $79

limited space, call today! 549-1671

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm

available. Please send inquiries to PC Box

2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 0^567^^^
SUMMER SUBLET

~
WANTED

willSouthwood Apts summer sublet

negotiate rent call Sherri 253-2268

Summer sublet only. Fully furnished.

Must be seen to appreciate. Negotiable call

256-8788

Share house for summer 150$/month a

beautiful 4-bedroom house. It has kitchen

walk-in pantry dining living rooms more

than one space. Within walking distance to

UMass 546-5186

Townehouse Apts 2 bedroom from June

1 to August 31 rent negotiable call Joe

549-0902

5„^-^;iS,^i,iri^t at Creatvlew. sj^rrjer

sublet w/fall option, availa June 1 360/mo

549-2641 —
Townehouse Apt - large single ijom on

bus route 1 mile fronn campus. NormaHy

$150. will sublet for $100/mo Ann 549-5990

Apt ' available for summer InP"^^""-

Price negotiable. Please call 546-7986 or

546-7968

Buying Gold Class Rings. Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Very generous
bedroom apt at

Brad or Dave at 546-6782

reward for a 2 or 3

any major complex call

Looking for roommates?? 2 females

looking to share townhouse Brandywine

Puffton or Brittany Manor. Please call

Sharon or Meg 546-9614

WANTED TO RENT

i

I

Easy to live with fun loving looking tc

[share apartment. Prefer near campus caH

eves, Lisa 546-5617

I
Two bedroom apartment Colonial Village

I will take over sumnrwr Mike 546-6161

2-3 bedroom apt wanted North Amherst

willing to take over June Mike 546-9387

3 people need living space in Northamp-

ton June 1 - next year 546-8973 keep trying

Sublet wanted for summer, professional

couple, no children/pets, excellent

references. 203-763-0323
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Sports

Gorillas prevail in Yale win 15-9
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

Mike Fiorini scored five goals and added one assist,

while teammate Bubba Sandford collected six assists and

two goals of his own to lead the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team to its third straight

win, a 15-9 victory over Yale on the Hill Saturday afte-

noon.

The crowd was small and the weather was rotten. High

gusty winds, coo! temperatures and even a few snowflakes

were felt by the brave faithful who sat on Boyden Hill.

Garber's Gk)rilla.s got off to a slow start as attackman

Ted Moran of Yale scored the first two of his five goals in

the game to give the F:iis a 2-0 lead at the 4:25 mark of the

first quarter. Perr>' Se;ile got I'Mass on the sct)reboard

one minute later as he took a Rich Messina feed, went

straight to the cage and bounced it in. Then P'iorini tied it

at 2-2, three minutes later, scoring off of a Sandford pass.

However, the tie was shortlived as freshman Adam
Snow gave Yale the lead back 37 seconds later, breaking

in alone and beating goalie Gerry Moreau. Greg Fisk's on-

ly goal of the game gave UMass another tie at 3-3 as Sand-

ford g^t another assist.

Moran put the Elis ahead again scoring two straight

goals, his third and fourth of the quarter to make it, 5-3

Yale after one.

Fiorini started a productive second quarter for the home

team as he scored his second of the game at 4:51 to cut the

lead to 5-4. Ed Boardman. who had the most productive

day of his freshman career, scored two goals in a 28 se-

cond span to give the Gorillas their first lead of the game,

which they would not relinquish again.

Sandford scored his first of the game, winging a Karl

Hatton pass over the goalie's shoulder for a 7-5 lead. They

looked like they were going to start running away with it

when defender Tommy Aldrich attempted to pass back to

Moreau, who was beaten to it by Yale's Moran, who

scored his fifth and final goal of the game into an un-

protected net. But, the Gorillas came back after the

mistake and took an 8-6 halftime lead as Fiorini got the

hat trick from Boardman.

The Gorillas came storming out in the second half as

they put three scores on the board in the fir^L 56 seconds

to pretty much put the game out of reach. Fiorini got his

fniirth from Tfim l.iikafnvir If^ s^n'onHs in fhpn Hat.t/in

CollcKian photo bv Paul Desmcrmia

Bubba Sandford. who had six assists and two goals in the 15-9 win over Yale, moves from Tom
Conroy Saturday at Boyden.

scored unassisted, 14 seconds later and Lukacovic scored

one 27 seconds after Hatton 's from Sandford to make it

11-6.

Neal Cunningham got his first UMass goal at the 3:43

mark, scoring off a Fiorini pass to give the Gorillas a 12-6

lead. Fiorini got his final tally of the afternoon from Sand-
ford to make it 13-6.

Senior co-captain Stuart Orns, who has recovered from

a preseason ankle injurj', made his first appearance of the

regular season and promptly scored a goal, the sixth

straight for UMass to make it 14-6 after three quarters.

"Stu's been itching to get back in. I'm glad to see him

back. You hate to see anyone miss his senior year of play.

He has a good attitude. H*? can be an asset to the team,"
said Coacn Dick Garber.

The big tnird quarter and eight goal lead may have led

the laxmen tt) complacency as they made several costly er-

Collefian photo by Paul l>ramaraii

Angelo Salustri takes a lead Saturday against URI. The Rams took two of three from the

Minutemen dropping UMass to 12-19.

URI takes 2 of 3 from baseball
By SCOTT HOOD
Cdlegian Staff

Like a major league team buried in the cellar, the sun is

quickly setting on the University of Massachusetts
baseball team. The late April version of the September
blues are here. Beholders of a 12-19 record, (2-7 in the
Atlantic 10), the boys of '84 have already lost more games
than all of 1983. And there still are three weeks left in

this campaign. Swell.

UMass charged into this weekend's series with Rhode
Island desperately needing a sweep to stay in the Atlantic

10 race. Instead they came close to being swept them-
selves, having their bats shackled in the first two contests

(10-3 and 5-1 bases) before escaping with a 6-5 extra-

inning win the series finale Saturday afternoon. And that

victory took on a tarnished look as the Minutemen caugbt
the breaks on several questionable umpire's calls, in-

diiding the game-winning play at the plate in the eighth

inning.

Thei'c can be no doubt as to the dominant prescence on
the diamond in the series first fame on Friday. URI
^teker Too Messier, with pro scouts notinf his erery

pitch (he was clocked at 87 m.p.h.), blew away the UMass
batters to the tune of 15 strikeouts and six hits. Only two
went for extra bases in the 10-3 Ram victory.

"Now we can just go out and play ball. When we play

well we can play with anybody," said UMass coach Dick

Bergquist. "I'd like to go down to Rutgers and beat them
three in a row. This season is not over because we've lost

in the conference."

URI gave Messier all the runs he would need in the first,

scoring four times. Leadoff Joe Zalobowski got the ball

rolling with a homer to right. After a walk and two
singles loaded the bases with one out, URTs Tony Hill

lofted a fly ball to right field whkh Tony Szklany dropped,
alk)wing three runs to score.

UM got one back in the fourth on an RBI single by Steve
Messina that scored Todd Comeau, but URI salted the

game with five runs in their next two at-bats. In the fifth,

with two runners aboard on a fielders chok^e and a stn^,
Dave (five RBI) Haring threw his 6-1. 223 pound frame
behind a Tony Presnal Meatball and crushed it to left. It

came down somewhert in Sunderland.

.«______ eontimMl <mp. U

rors and were outscored 3-1 by a-not-dead-yet-Yale squad.

The Elis cut the lead to 14-7, 1:16 into the fourth quarter

as they scored their first goal of the half, and first since

the 8:48 mark of the second quarter. They made it 14-8

about three minutes later as Moreau was late getting back

to the net. Another Eli goal only 13 seconds later made it a

five goal margin at 14-9, a cause for a little concern from

the home crowd.

But those minor fears were laid to rest as the defense

tightened up and the offense put on a passing clinic until

Sandford put in his second score of the game from

Messina to make it a 15-9 final.

"They played a very good overall game, but there were
too many moments of dumb play. The hardest thing to

strive for is consistency. You can't have lapses of mental

thinking. In a tight game, those things will make a dif-

ference," added Garber.

Two hurlers

toss no-hitters
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Catcher Beth Talbott

takes a lot of abuse and
gets a lot of work behind

the plate for the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts soft-

ball team. She gets hit by
foul tips and catches at

least 80 pitches a game.
And she calls the pitches.

This past Saturday she

caught even more balls pit-

ches, than usual, as she

caught two no-hitters, one

by Lynn Stockley and one
by Cathy Reed, as
Massachusetts extended
their winning streak to 11

games with a 9-1, 5-0

sweep of Harvard at

NOPE.
It was Stockley's third

no-hitter of the year while

it was Reed's first.

Stockley defeated Ohio
University in South
Carolina and shutdown
New Hampshire two
weeks ago 17-1.

"It felt pretty good,"

Reed said after the game.
"Having the wind at my
back helped and the

defense played well."

A great defensive play

by second team AU-
American shortstop
Allyson Rioux saved
Reed's no-hitter on the last

play of the game. Trisha

Brov^ popped up and the

ball fell in front of Rioux,

who barehanded it and
threw out the runner at

firaL

Collegian photo by P*al Deanarai*

Cathy Reed...first no-

hitter of '84.

"It looked easier than it

was," Rioux said. "The
ball had so much spin on it

that it was difficult to

grasp."

Reed only allowed two

runners in the 5-0 win,

while she struck out nine

in raising her record to

11-2.

"Both pitchers threw

really well," Talbott said.

"Cathy did really well. It

was one of her better

games of the year."

Stockley (12-5) had six

strikeouts but allowed a

run in the fourth after two

walks, a wild pitch and a

passed ball. Other than

that, it was 1-2-3 for Har-

vard each inning in the 9-1

UMass win.

Talbott caught all but

the last inning of each pit-

cher's no-hitter when
Anne King came in to get

some playing time.

"I was thinking more
about getting the outs and
getting both off the mound^

oontunud <m p. H
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Demonstrators pro-

test the views of two
speakers last night in

the Campus Center.

Collrgian phulo by Andt Hflirr

Tim Rudolph and
protestors square off

following last nights

confrontation.

Guerrilla theater' interrupts speakers
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL and

DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

A Nicaraguan exile and a Costa Rican met with a vocal

group of demonstrators as they attempted to state their

views on Central America last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Alvaro Montalvan, a 27 year old Nicaraguan exile and

Alvaro Baldizon. 24, a Costa Rican Native, were

repeatedly disrupted by a group of 60 demonstrators who

staged a mock guerilla war with plastic guns and fake

money symbolizing U.S. and C.I. A. supported in-

tervention in Nicaragua.

The protesters, some with fake blood on their faces,

hung a red and black banner on the wall of the Campus
Center room and held signs reading "Stop U.S. War
Against Nicaraguan People" and "Nicaragua Wants

Peace." Montalvan, who spoke fu-st, appeared nervous

and suprised by the demonstrators.

"I only hope that I could do this in Nicaragua," Mon-

talvan said in response to the mock war and the vocal

oppositk)n of the demonstrators.

Lori Bozzi said she and the other students who par

ticipated in the demonstration supported the Sandinista

government and the sovereignty of Nicaragua. The

demonstration was against the "new right wing strategy"

in which college campuses are allegedly being used to

create a base of support for U.S. intervention in Central

America by hosting conservative speakers, she said.

"This man (Montalvan) is portraying himself as a typical

Nicaraguan, and he is not." Bozzi said. "We are trying to

show student support for just one side, it is not there."

she said.

Montalvan said he and Baldizo travel to college cam

puses to speak but "do not represent any political

organization."

"I do not support any ant i Sandinista movement. I come

only to tell you what is going on down there," Montalvan

said. "What is going on down there does not have

anything to do with C.I. A. involvement."

Later, Montalvan said that he is "personally in support

of the Contras," and said above jeering from the crowd

that the conflict in the region is the result of communism,

not "CIA or U.S. Military involvement."

The exchanges between the speakers, several audience

members and the demonstrators became heated at

several points. Louis Leopold, an Easthampton resident

said he came to the speech to "hear the other side. Your

idea of freedom of speech is sick," Leopold angrily told

the demonstrators before he left.

Montalvan continued his speech charging that the

Sandinistas are a "totalitarian regime" who "can do

whatever they want." He said he was forced to flee

Nicaragua after the Sandinistas burned down his house

while his family was inside.

UM prof: billions and biHions ofwords?

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A few years ago, an author and astronomer from Cornell

University named Carl Sagan began a pubUc televiswn

series called "Cosmos," introduced many viewers to the

wonders of the universe.

And in two years, if all goes according to plans, a

University of Massachusetts English professor will begin a

television series called "Logos," which he hopes will do the

same for language.

David Porter, who has been working for two years on

"ways for people in the humanities to have a wider impact

on the pubUc media," received a grant this month from the

National Endowment for the Humanities to begin writing

the first six episodes of what may eventually be a 10-part

series for Public Broadcasting System.

"The objective is to bring to a wider audience in this

country the insights of recent research in language as it

operates in society, as language operates in determining

cuhural values, in the way language operates in our own

peiauiiai uvt;^, loitei swiiu. "Loui^juage permeates

everything that we do."

Porter, also named this month as the University's only

Guggenheim Fellowship recipient this year, will take a

leave of absence during the coming academic year. He will

use the fellowship, which pays for his year's salary, to

finish a book he has been working on concerning the ap-

pUcation of linguistic theory to visual arts.

Meanwhile, he will also begin work on the series, which

will feature episodes on: the role of language and society,

language and reality, language and creativity, the

structure of language, the history of language, and

language studies over the past 25 years.

"We're dealing with language, which really comes home

to everybody," Porter said, comparing his project to

Sagan's famous production. "Language is the main activity

of our social life and the cosmos is that dark mysterious

space out there— and it's always out there. And language

is what we construct against those great mysteries. Some

of the great geniuses of humankind (have) expressed

themselves in language — not in numbers, not in formulas,

but in language."

Reagan group,

scholars clash

on hunger issue
By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

The accountability of the private sector to feed the

hungry people in the U.S. is based on love, according to a

representative of President Ronald Reagan's task force on

hunger in a debate last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Representatives of the Citizens Commission on Hunger in

New England disagreed with the Reagan task force, citing

a study conducted on hunger by Harvard University.

The event was organized by the Southwest Area

Government as the first in the week-long Southwest Fest

United to Fight World Hunger.

"Clearly hunger is one of the most critical issues in our

nation." said J. Larry Brown, director of the Harvard

sti dy.

Brown said recent studies conducted in America con-

cluded that the number of hungry people has increased in

the last three to four years and this is leading to health

problems.

"It is embarra.ssing to have hunger in America, "
he said.

Dr. Kenneth Clarkson, director of the Law Economics

Center at the University of Miami and a representative of

Reagan's task force said, "we found hunger, but we also

found it difficult to find hunger.

"Claims of massive and increasing hunger are not as

serious as we are led to believe." Clarkson said. 'We found

people seeking food. We also found something else— they

were getting it."

Lewis Feldstein, dean of the Antioch Graduate School in

Keene. N.H. and representative of the Harvard University

report said. "It is difficult for me to understand why there

is even a debate on hunger in America. There is no issue

about whether there is hunger in America. The question

ought to be what are we going to do about it."

Feldstein said hunger is not only widespread but it is

growing and no longer restricted to the traditional groups

in America, such as minorities.

"In many ways hunger has become an equal opportunity

employer in America— it equally involves everyone,"

Feldstein said.

He .said the Reagan administration is curbing abuses and

cutting waste but it is not addressing the problem.

"Do we want to spend time and energy chasing the snudl

percent of abusers of the system or help those who are not

being helped?" Feldstein asked.

Betsy Rollins, executive director of Community Kitchens

in North Carolina Episcopal churches and a representative

of Reagan's task force said, "Hunger is not an epidemic but

it can be if we in the private sector do not try to help."

"The private sector does not ask questions. The private

sector helps people in need. The whole basis is on love.

They want to help them more than with just food," she

said.

Feldstein said people can't expect the private sector to do

it. They are getting "killed."

"They need help and they can't do it by themselves," he

said.

/ ^

INSIDE:

Nuclear Protest Rally held in Germany p. 2

Day care workers to sue University p. 3

Tumstyles reviewed P- 5

Baseball team comes up short 10-9 p. 12

"It's a better thing to travel hopefuUy

than it is to arrive.

"

— Robert Louis Stevenson
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Accused mother
pleads *not guilty'
BARNSTABLE — A woman charged with murder after

reportedly teUing Mormon Church leaders she drowned

her daughter a decade ago pleaded innocent yesterday and

her lawyer said he would employ an insanity defense.

Nancy M. Cross. 41. was released on recognizance by

Barnstable Superior Court Judge Elizabeth J. Dolan and

ordered to undergo psychiatric examination at Brigham

and Women's Hospital in Boston.

"There is a question of insanity in this matter, said

District Attorney Philip RoUins. who requested the

examination.

"We know about it the alleged murder because she walked

in and told us about it."

Cross of Acton, was indicated for first-degree murder on

April 2 in the death of her 8 year-old daughter. Wendy

Lynn. The girl drowned off Nauset Beach on Cape Cod on

Sept. 20. 1973.

The death was ruled accidental at the time

.

The case was reopened after Cross came to authorities

early this year and said she had drowned her daughter.

Local leaders of the Mormon Church said Cross, a recent

church convert, told them of the kUUng last fall while

discussing the biblical commandment. "Thou shalt not

American activist raps Euromissiles

kUl."

FRANKFURT. West Germany (AP) —
An American anti-missile activist

yesterday told thousands of applauding

West Germans that the Reagan

Administration deployed nuclear missiles in

Europe so it could interfere in the Third

World and Mideast.

Judy Freiwirth. co-founder of the New
England Campaign to Stop the

Euromissiles. said that the connection was

obvious "at a time when the U.S. gover-

nment is actively mining the ports of

Nicaragua and supporting repressive

dictatorships" in countries like El Salvador.

"The real reason these missUes were

stationed was to achieve superiority over

the Soviet Union. And then the Reagan

Administration can simply interfere in

areas like the Third World and Middle

East." said the 30-year old activist from

Boston.

The organizers claimed that 70.000 attended the rally at

Paul's Square near city hall. PoUce estimated the crowd

at 18.000.

The crowd ranged from babies m strollers to white-

haired men and women in their Sunday best, though the
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PEACE PROTESTS - Nearly 15,000 West German pro-

testers marched Monday from Schwaibisch-Gmuend to the

U.S. Mualangen airfield where Pershing II nuclear medium

range missiles have been deployed since last November.

majority were teenagers and young adults.

About 6.000 protesters ringed a Pershing missUe

maintenance instaUation on the edge of Frankfurt before

marching to the rally. snarUng traffic along a sanctioned

march route. —^ar^i^_^__
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Day Care workers

will file lawsuit

for more benefits
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of Massachusetts ChUdcare

Employees Association are expected to announce today

legal action they plan to Uke against the University in

order to change 22 employees' staff status.

The Association represents childcare employees at the

three University day care centers.

Claire Hamilton, an Association member and teacher at

the North Village day care center said, "These workers

have 03 status, where they receive no employment

benefits, and we're trying to change this so they could

receive some benefits," Hamilton said.

"We're not specifically looking for pay increases for

these workers— the major push is to secure benefits,

although there would be a salary difference if their status

was elevated," Hamilton said.

An administrative source said that a proposal had been

presented last fall to the University requesting additional

funding for benefits for some childcare workers, but was

turned down this semester because of lack of funding.

Elizabeth Perkins, director of University Childcare,

agreed and said. "At that point, the administration did

recommend that childcare be included as a line item of the

University budget for fiscal year 1986 to secure more

funding."

"Childcare is actually a social policy issue," Perkins said.

"The question is who will share the responsibility for the

care of children under six with working or student

mothers. The real problem is the funding for childcare."

USSR said to crack down on dissidents
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

One of the leading authorities on the human rights

movement in the Soviet Union spoke last night at Amherst

College on Soviet policies on dissent and emigration.

Peter Reddaway, senior lecturer in political science at

the London School of Economics and Political Science said

that the U.S.S.R. has adopted a much tougher policy on

dissent and emigration since 1979.

This tightening of policy results from increased Soviet

concern for law and order and the KBG's lack of control

over spreading dissent groups.

Reddaway said Russian officials allowed some emigration

because they thought there would be a small number of

dissidents "they could get rid of in a few years." But "the

line of people is getting longer to leave," he said.

He said the new policy was implemented to raise the

morale of the Russian people after the Soviet AfganisUn

occupation and the "outside world's" negative response to

it. At the 1980 Olympic games in Moscow, the KGB was

Five college deans,

professors invited

to UM conference
By JOHN MILBIER
Collegian Correspondent

A five college conference for deans and faculty will be

held tomorrow to promote use of the University of

Massachusetts' Conference Services, said R. Marc

Fournier, sales and operations manager for the Service.

The event is slated as a marketing tool for Conference

Services, a coordinating agency which handles conferences

in the Campus Center, Fournier said.

"It's just like advertising but in a different form," he said.

Fournier said that in 1980 a strategk marketing plan was

implemented, resulting in increased sales. He said the

organization thought it would be good to let the five college

area know what it offers.

Conference Services redesigned their brochures, mailed

them directly to scientific and technical organizations, and

conducted telephone marketing for educational con

ferences. Fournier said.

Five College coordinator E. Jefferson Murphy said,

"when the annual meeting of the department heads of the

Arts and Sciences Colleges rotates to UMass, we hold the

meeting at the Conference Services."

He said the department heads discuss faculty exchanges,

bringing in outstanding lecturers, new equipment and

cooperation within their respective fields.

Fournier said that though 1,000 inviUtions are sent, only

75 administrators are expected.

'Rock Against Contras'

at Smith Wednesday
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Rock Against the Contras. a cdance benefit for the

government and people of Nicaragua, will be held from 8

p.m. to midnight Wednesday at Smith CoUege's Davis

Center, with all proceeds going toward non-military aid for

the country.

Perry Amsellem. an organizer and member of Western

Mass. Latin America Solidarity Committee, the sponsor

group, said the dance will be a chance for people to "dance

and have a good time, and put money toward a good

cause." Musicians Mitch Chakour, Orquestra Juventud.

and The Bounce will perform.

Amsellum said the event is part of an ongoing effort by

the group and the Northampton Organizing Committee on

Central America to help Nicaraguan people live in-

dependently of the U.S. government.

Tickets are $2 in advance and $3 at the door. Refresh-

ments will be sold.

told to control the dissidents.

Since then, he said, more arrests have been made and the

prison terms of dissidents have been lengthened. "There

has been a sharp increase of physical thuggery," Red-

daway said. There also has been an increase of border

officials in the Soviet Union limiting travel, he said.

Communication has also been regulated with the

systematic jamming of Western radio broadcasts and the

cutting of two thirds of all telephone circuits, Reddaway

continued. Mail has been censored and there has been an

increase of refusals of visas issued to "people who are

thought to be associated with dissidents," Reddaway said.

Reddaway is spending this academic year at the Woodrow

Wilson International Center for Scholars in Washington

D.C. He has written three books on the U.S.S.R.:

Rusaia't Political HotpitaU, Unceruored Riaaia: lite

Human Rights Movement in the Sovitt Union and

Authority, Power and Pokey in the U.S.S.R. He also has

book coming out this year, Soviet Ainue, Ptychiatric

Abuse: The Shadow Over World Psychiatry.

Callnriaa phato kr Amdj HcIIot

SUPER SUB — Graduate Sculpture major Tom Kellner puts the finiahiiig touches on his mock-

up Trident Submarine. Hia thesis project is desi^^ned to increase awareness of nuclear subs.

Earth AwarenessWeek starts tomorrow
By JOSEPH MCCORMACK
Collegian Correspondent

A week of films, lectures and activities including a

"submarine invasion" at the Campus Pond to celebrate

Earth Awareness Week will begin Wednesday at the

University of Massachusetts.

Earth Awareness Week is being sponsored by The

Coalition for Environmental Quality (C.E.Q.). The event

has been expanded because of the increasing complexity of

environmental issues, James Bock. secreUry for C.E.Q.

said.

"The purpose is to increase students' awareness of the

environment and how they can become involved in issues

both locally and nationally." he said.

On Wednesday, Earth Day, a student information fair

will be held on the lawn in front of the Tower Library. The

fair will include about 25 groups including campus

organiz.it ions, statewide environmental groups.and safe

energy businesses. The fair will also include mural and

barrel painting.

The rain site for the fair will be the Student Union

Ballroom.

Bock also said. "There will be a submarine invasion of the

campus pond," but he declined to give any more detail,

calling it "top secret."

Other events in the week will focus on issues of acid rain,

environmentalism. nuclear winter, and energy. Events

will include speeches, seminars and an animal masquerade.

Monday's theme is toxic waste will include a speech given

by Allen Johnson. Massachusetts undersecretary of en-

vironmental affairs.

Tuesday, the last day of Earth Awareness Week. wiD

feature a concert by the Paul Winter Consort at 8 p.m. in

the Fine Arts Center.

The $1,000 funding for the week was given by several

campus organizations. Bock said.

Panel to address urban issues today
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Correspondent

Robert Wagner, former deputy mayor of New York and

former chairman of the New York Planning Commission,

will be one of three panelists discussing "Dealing With the

Urban Challenges of Crime, Poverty and the Decaying

Infrastructure" at 3 p.m. today in Campus Center Room

163.

Wagner is currently teaching at the Kennedy School of

Government at Harvard University and is regarded as a

future candidate lor mayor of New York City. His lainer

Robert once hold this office. In Mayor Ed Koch's new

book. Mayor, Koch expresses "undiluted praise" for

Wagner, and had originally nominated him to be com-

missioner of schools for New York City.

He wQl be joined on the panel by Theodore DiMauro,

former mayor of Springfield and George Sicaras, former

police chief of Hartford. Conn.

David Booth, chairman of the panel and professor of

political science at the University, said "The deterioration

of the intrastructure of American cities is reaching crisis

proportions. The state of disrepair of the bridges here in

Massachusetts is a prime example of the problems we're

talking about."

Other facilities in disrepair include highways, viaducts,

underground tunnels, and loading and unloading facilities

for garbage, he said.

"Most urban expansion occured in the 1920s and '30s, so

the capital investments which must be replaced are 40 and

50 years old," he added.

Booth said past presidents have not made urban

revitalization a priority. Because of the magnitude of the

problem, he said, the nation's authorities estimate that it

will take "at least 800 billion dollars and 5 to 10 years to

complete the necessary repairs and replacements."

This panel discussion is the fourth in a series of five

colloquia in which students have an opportunity to hear

leading experts on "Managing the Modern Municipality."

Other topics include urban revitalization in medium-sized

cities and affirmative action for leadership positions in

urban management.
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Good Things are

Worth Waiting For!

Alumni
Skills

Bank Night
School of Management

Rescheduled

Wednesday. April 25. 1984

8:00 P.M.

Campus Center Room 163
Delores Bowens: Vice President, Goldman-Sachs

Jeff Cohen: Controller, Instron

Paul McDonald: Vice President

- Friendly Ice Cream Corp

Dennis Mullin: Assistant Product Manager
- Union Carbide

To members of the UMass community:

On Thursday, April 26, 1984 the Col-

legian will be holding a public forum to

discuss the Editorial Page. The forum

will be in Campus Center room 805-809

from 3:00 to 4:30. In addition to discuss-

ing the Editorial Page, there will be

time left open to discuss any aspect of

the Collegian that people are interested

in.

All interested members of the com-

munity are jnyited.

Tuesday, April 24, 1984

,

.Collegian 5

will discuss critical topics such as

• Making the transition from college to corporation

• Planning career moves
• Prospects in the field

Followed by a Wine and Cheese Reception

All Students, Faculty and Staff Invited

Sponsored by: Alumni Office, University Placement Service,

School of Management

Distinguished Visitors Program

and

Governors Program Council

presents

Ruth Westheimer

UNIVERSITY orMASSACHUSETTS ATifMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall \^

Showcase of Jazz

Johnny Griffin and his quartet

Chico Freeman andhisqumtet

with a special guest appearance by

Max Roach

FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 8PM
TICKETS: $9, $7, $5

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at

FineArts Center Box Office. DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call (41 3) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842

"*w«

^^SEXUALLY
SPEAKING''

Monday, May 7, 1984 at 8:00 PM
Student Union Ballroom
Tickets $2. 5-College Students

$4. General Public

available now at Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Datatix locations

X^ ENJOY YOUR
RWOWTE PIZZA OR GRINDER
IN THE DLUEWALL!

PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH

THE BARTENDER OR WAITPERSON

AND LA CUCHINA WILL DELIVER!

HOURS: 5:00-10:45

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Tumstyles is a Marxist view

I POnT TViimK hi hW£ iUC[)(M &TS AND ?lfcaS ilf\ TO ASSEMBLE EVFN 0£ PEaNT (M^IATT. \

A call for judicial reform
For those of you who are reading

this editorial and have never been

involved in judicial proceeding at

the University of Massachusetts you are

lucky. For those of you that have been in-

volved know how the system is chaotic. In

fact, just as in state and federal courts,

justice at this University often fails. Fur-

thermore, the system for those involved

in proceedings is frustrating.

Brian Cantor
First, let me state that it is great that

we have a student dominated judiciary.

Since the breech of rules and regulations

affect fellow students, a disciplinary pro-

cess should involve other trained

students. However, this system has arisen

not out of the goodness of the administra-

tion's hearts, but, rather out of court

cases of the late 1%0's and early 1970's.

What am I concerned about? The insuf-

ficiency of the training for the hearing

board members (student judges). Pro-

blems within the wording in the student

code of conduct and the fact that certain

people are excluded from the proceedings

(advocates). I have served as advocate for

students at several hearings. I find it an

extremely frustrating ordeal. Why?
Because the advocates are prohibited

from speaking. Mind you, the advocates

may be present — that is questionable

because they are made to feel unwanted

at these hearings. 1 ask you a question,

what is the worst that could happen? The

worst that can happen is that the truth

comes out.

However, this is a new development.

Previous to this September, advocates

would question, cross examine, make in-

troductory statements and concluding

statements for their clients. However, the

administration felt that the elimination of

the advocate role would enhance

"finding" the truth or getting to the bot-

tom of the matter. However, instead they

have created chaos at the hearings. That

is the function of a trained advocate. They

(students) become emotional, intrcnluce ir-

relevant material which angers the hear-

ing board. They also make it much more

difficult for the hearing lK)ard members tt)

separate the relevant explaination from

the irrelevent. Even though the judges

are trained to separate relevant from ir-

relevant material in essence, they are not

trained enough.

This system may result in the conviction

of a high number of innocent students,

(iranted, occasionally overzealous student

advocates may hinder proceedings.

However, the chaos without the ad-

vocates' active role is much worse.

While it is true that the nght U) these

proceedings does not provide the students

the right to have the advocate speak for

them, the University should permit the

advocate to take an active part in their

proceedings. Right now a dangerous

system exists. The administration, due to

fear and hatred of LSO, has successfully

excluded advocates from these hearings.

The system can work and students should

petition the University to return the ad-

vocate to the proceedings. Don't wait un-

til you are victimized.

When I first learned of the changes in

the judiciary concerning the advocate's

right of speech at the hearing. I was

outraged. After discussion with ad-

ministrators 1 took a "wait-and-see" at-

titude. Now after seeing, 1 believe we

should return to normalcy. Bring back the

advocate!

This commentary represents my per-

sonal views as the Southwest area Head

Advocate, as well as the policy of the stu-

dent Attorney General's office.

Brian Cantor is the Southumt area Head
Advocate

W^
are grievously penitent for our

editorial, "The Other Side of

Inequality." We were victims of

some grand illusions concerning turnstyles.

After reading some of the editorial replys,

we plunged into a deep depression over the

possibility that we - Dan and Rob - could

actually be wrong! So confounded were we

that we went to Rome over the weekend

via a Peoples Express cheapie flight to

research the history of turnstyles from the

origins of Australopithecine man up until

March 16th, 1973, the point at which

research on this subject was terminated

because scholars realized that turnstyles

are an absurd thing to study.

Dan Goldstein
and Rob Laporte

After days of rigorous research and

countless cups of espresso, we discovered

the source of our illusions — namely the

alienating effects of capitalist turnstyles.

It was a Marxist perspective of the history

of turnstyles that enlightened us. We learn-

ed that turnstyles represent and

f)erpetuate the basic capitalist tendency

towards alienating people from one

another. Think of it; we all want to move

with each other in harmony, but the arms

of the turnstyles physically divide us,

breaking up empathetic interaction. (It was

at this time we learned of a catastrophe

pertaining to our research — our coffee had

run out).

Having brought some more espresso

(Beans of Caligula) we realized how the

Marxist theory applies to our previous in-

terpretation of tumstyles. We leamtKi that

we unconciously ignored the sentiments of

feminists, precisely because we were vic-

tims of the turnstyles. That is to say, the

turnstyles deceived us into an impersonal,

mechanistic and exploitive attitude toward

females. The Freudian (or instinctual)

Letters

Policy dispute
To the Editor,

The lame ROTO person's lament about all

"the abuse" taken in three years of

parading around in his uniform at UMass

was printed April 5. My offending response

was in the Collegian editor's mailbox by 5

p.m. that day. How then did it take more

than a week for my letter to see print, being

Aprill3th, a Friday?

Simple, so the ROTC's could have more

than a week to respond. That happened not

the Monday after the Collegian saw fit to

print my letter, but one day later.

The Collegian is quite obviously showing

defmite bias by it's letter policy of deferring

the printing of certain letters, and then

blatantly printing "retorts" in the space of

24 hours. Someone is screening the letters

and selectively "censoring" the ones they

print. .

In the 13-odd years that the CoUegvin has

been a part of my reading material, I have

never seen so many people complaining

about the ethics, or lack of ethics displayed

in this paper in the last year or so. I cer-

tainly don't wonder why.

P. Hyjek
Granby

Liberal thinking?

To the Editor,

This is in response to "Too much liberal

thinking" by James Taylor.

Aside from calling liberals "maggots" and

inaccurately generalizing that they do

nothing but talk about useless alternatives,

I don't see any logical arguments refuting

"liberal thinking." But it may be that "I

don't understand," so go ahead and dismiss

this letter as liberal generalizing.

The opening quote seems to be implying

that the real world is harsh and unjust. We
know. But, specifically, what is this

ominous, destructive change that "totally

counters the values of society?" And which

values, for that matter? All of them? I love

this nation too and, like many fellow

citizens, I'm pretty concerned about

"outside and inside forces" that are ruining

our country and causing "major decay."

But what are these destructive forces?

Poverty and Reaganomics? Liberal.s?

Women, gays, entropy, what? No clues in

the editorial.

I'll agree that "aggression is not

necessarily destructive" and connected

with "anger, rage, or hate," but how is this

related to liberal thinking? And what

emotional state inspires a line like—"Now

perspective shrouded our vision of the

historical and social dynamics of turnstyles

in a material world, and thus blinded us to

the articles implications for feminists. (At

this point in our research we decided that

the coffee was positively exquisite — we
impulsively dropped two million lire into

Italian coffee stock). By now you must see

that it just wasn't our fault. We were, as

Marx would say, determined by the

material and capitalist conditions of life.

All humor aside; our articles reflect our

reactions to the tragic nature of the human
condition and of world politics. 30,000 peo-

ple tortured and murdered in Chile in the

name of democracy; Aparthied in South

Africa; the high rate of mental illness; riots

in Punjab; My Lai; The Third Reich; child

abuse; and the possibility of human extinc-

tion; all these things and more drive us to

seek humor and laughter over some of the

less serious items such as turnstyles, or

analogously, "Beans of Caligula." We are

not ridiculing the feminist movement, but

merely making light of the tendency for

some groups to treat trivial or symbolic

items as if they were absolutely critical. In

addition, we aim to partnly global theories

like psyco-analysis and Marxism; we aim to

suggest that such broadly explanatory

theories do not offer us a way out of lifes

dilemas; hence the absurdity of our applica-

tion of these theories.

This is not to say that we recommend or

partake in indiscriminate cynicism — many
issues deserve serious attention, such as

rape and wife-l:)eating. In our previous

editorial, however, we intended no

seriousness, explicitly or implicitly. We
merely intende<l absurdist humor.

We are in favor of feminism; we support

ERA; we respect women; and we intend no

harm to feminist or non-feminist. We are

sorry if our editorials offended anyone. (By

the way. if the material conditions of life

have got you down, take a tour of southern

Italy — we did — beautiful...just beautiful).

Dan Goldstein and Rob Laporte are UMass
students

A day for Armenians
On April 24th. students and faculty at the

University of Massachusetts will be

commemorating Armenian Martyrs

Memorial Day. This international oh

servance is committed to the memory of

more than 1.5 million Armenians who were

the victims of genocide during World War I.

On April 24, 1915, more than 250 Armenian

community leaders and intellectuals lost

their lives.

In tribute to the Armenian people who

have cherished and often at great cost of life

defended their right to religious freedom,

members of our community will pause to

remember. Any such occasion in the life of

this campus should provoke solemn

memory of the many tragic results of what

the author. William Styron. has called "the

catastrophic propensity on the part of

human beings to attempt to dominate one

another."

There will be little hope of overcoming the

legacy of inhumanity which continues to

plague human history until we can all

exercise the moral imagination to feel the

painful memories of those men and women

of many nations and races who have suf-

fered oppression - and until we in-

dividually and collectively exercise the

moral will to oppose all such violence.

by Joseph Duffey
Chancellor

iHf ^jJTitAi Court t^AS Kuui?w LAW i^rnGt^mo^c^is

MAY <kLSO CONDUCT

^^ & ft ^
you maggots...?"

The author states that the liberals com

plain, "but they don't do anything. They sit

a..u laiK atwut useiess alternatives, eui,

to get back to the real world, who do you

think organized the powerful lobbying and

public education group, MassPIRG? Or the

Coalition for Environmental Quality? The

Hunger Task Force? The Western

Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity

Committee? The University Peacemakers?

SCERA? These are a few of the dynamic

liberal organizations active on this campus

alone, not to mention their national

counterparts like (you may have heard of it)

the EPA, ACLU. Better Business Bureau,

Red Cross, etc. which aren't exactly

"useless."

But then again, I may have misinterpreted

the term "liberal" to mean "progressive,

open minded, and working non violently

within the system to accomplish peaceful

and humanitarian goals." If so, I apologize

for "not knowing the meaning of words I

ft

use.

Ted Richardson
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any two entrees

(except steaks)

with a complimentary
non-alcoholic beverage

12.95
*Every ^Friday

TOI^f the
CAMPUS

INTRODUCING:
A NEW LUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOUKGE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
• TOC HOT CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES

Cniick-n Fru'd Chicken Ntjijjiel'. inth Ktic < *i"if t-

• POTATO DELIGHTS
Piytato skins with delirious foppin.js

• CARROT & CELERY STIX
itifh Vegt'tahle Ihp

All For Only

$2.75

*«^of the
CAMPUS

.x^^^"-

\.̂A

TCIP
of the
CAiMPrfti

REbTAURANT & LOUNGE

fine dining

...a nr>eal

with a view

8 Theaters...

Your choice
for

entertainment

TVIKATRCa
Se47550

Sa4 9153

r-A-^-

fi.\ .»..»•„•

<^^^'%>^

L/se Your Meal
Tickets in the

TOC Restaurant
Campus Center Food Services, m coniunction

with University Food Services is proud to

announce a new Dining Experience' Students

enrolled in a University Food Services '
full board

plan may use their meal ticket for a $3 00 credit

on Wednesday Evenings m the Top of the

Carnpus Restaurant Also, students will receive

the usual 15% discount Reservations must be

received by noon on Mondays Call 549-6000

ext 639 or inquire at the TOC Restaurant

TOP
off the
CAMPUS

Restaurant & Lounge
1 1 'HOOK ( AMI't MKMKK I MASS

Toi;,fth«
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor 'Campus Center -UMass

CAMIHS
RESTAURANT l< LOUNGE

11 th Floor • Campus Center • UMass

Earth Awareness Week
April 25 - May 1

Wednesday, April 25, Earth Day
• Greet the Dawn Ritual at Campus Pond, 4:45 AM
• Meditation, 7:00 - 10:00

• R.S.O. Fair and Environmental Displays, 10:00 - 4:00

• Submarine Invasion, 1:00

Music! Mural Painting! Magician! More!!!

Thursday, April 26, Acid Rain
• PIRG Acid Rain Workshop, 3:00 Machmer E-37

• Prof. 0. Thomas Zajicek, 4:40 Herter 231

Environmental Science Seminar on Acid Rain

Friday, April 27, Environmentalism
• Local Wildlife Presentation /Live Animal Display

Harriet Rossen, Blue Hills Trailside Museum and Mass. Audubon

12:00 Noon - 1:30 Commonwealth Room, Student Union

• Animal Masquerade and Costume Contest, Commonwealth Rm., 1:30

• Robie Hubley, "Environmental Lobbying: What You Can Do?"

Workshop, 2:30 Machmer E-37

• Multimedia Nature Show, 7:00 Campus Center, Rm. 101

Naturalist John Green, Slide Presentation

Movies - "If You Love This Planet and Canadian Acid Rain Films

also: 49th Annual Livestock Classic

today and tomorrow Grinnell Arena ^ -. #%^ ^
Saturday, April 28, Energy

• Prof. Carl Carlozzi, Amherst Conservation Comm.
Tilson Coal Pile, Mahar Auditorium 7:30 - 8:30 PM

Sunday, April 29, Nuclear Winter
• Dr. George M. Woodwell, Nuclear Winter Group

Woodshole Oceanographic Institute

Nuclear Winter Lecture, Mahar Auditorium 7:30-9:30 PM
to be followed by a panel discussion

with Francis Crowe, A.F.S.C. and representatives from the Union of

Concerned Scientists, Physicians for Social Responsibility and

university Peacemakers ^^^^^^ f^^^W 30, HazardOUS WaSteS
• Workshops

Dr. Michael Switzenbaum, Wastewater Treatment 2:30 Mach.E-37

Rachel Laderman, Household Hazardous Wastes 3:30 Machmer E-37

Nuclear Free Amherst 4:30 Machmer E-37

• Allen Johnson, Undersecretary of Environmental Affairs

Lecture on N E Hazardous Waste Dumpsite, 7:30 Thomp. 106

Tuesday, May 1, Spirituality
• Inter-Faith Forum on the Morality of Nuclear War and

Other Forms of Environmental Destruction, 12 Noon CC 168-C

• Feminist Ecology and the Womens Peace Movement

Dr. Jean Grossholtz and Linda Lockwood, 2:00 CC 168-C

• The Role of the Earth in Native American Spirituality

Slow Turtle, Mashpee Tribe, Commissioner of Indian Affiars,

3;30 CC 168-C
• Sundown Ceremony, Dancing, and Ritual Closure

Campus Pond Lawn, 5:00 - 7:00 PM
• Coda: A Celebration of the Earth

with the Paul Winter Consort at the FAC 8:00 PM
(sponsored by the Chamber Choir Ensemble)

All events are open and
free to the public with

the exception of the

Paul Winter Concert

Earth Awareness Week is endorsed and sponsored by

the Chanceilor's Office; the Student Senate, '^e

Stoclcbridge Student Senate; the Graduate Student

Senate; the Student Acti ities Office; The U Mpss.

Arts Council; t^o Environmental Science Oenar^rnent;

Mass PIRG; the Music Department; the Untversitv

Peacemakers; the Recycling Protect; and ttie Coalition

for EnviTit le^-tal Qualitv

Earth Awareness Week was organized by the Earth Day

Committee under the umbrella of the Coal' tion for

Environmental Quality.

For further information, call: 545-0618

/\
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Room Choosing
|

Notice I

Special Interest Housing
J

The following |
Special Interest Corridors |

will have vacancies during the upcoming |
room choosing process: |

Social Awareness Corridor - §
Brett House in Central f

1 Music Corridor - f

I Gorman House in Central Area f

I Butterfield Kitchen Coop - |
1 Butterfield House in Central Area f

J Older Students Corridor - €
= Wheeler House in Central Area %
g Honors Corridor - i

1 Field House in Orchard Hill

1 German Corridor -

1 Field House in Orchard Hill

f Heading Impaired Corridor -

f Ihoreau House in Southwest

g To request housing in any of these special living areas,

1 please come to the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whit-

% more during room choosing (April 23 - May 4) and fill out a

1 specially stamped housing preference form. Students will

= also be required to sign an assignment waiver form and a

M special interest housing agreement unique to each special in-

= terest corridor. Thank you.

fiiiiiiHiiitiiiiiiitHniHniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Get more than

a tan this summer
"NV".

•*••

ATTENTION PSYCH

NIAJORS: OURLOANSWILL
BLOW YOUR MIND.

We believe the last thin.u" that should keep

someone from .i^oin.ii" to colle.i^a^ is monev.

So call l-cSOO-SHAWMrToreome in and

see us about our eomi^rehensive education

loanproi^i'am.

Because when it comes to helping stu-

dents, our heads are in the right place.

Shawmut Banks
Look tons tordiivctioii.

Mt-nlirr- |- 1 )ie Kcu.t'i li"i;M:i'^ l.tii

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

1/HmiHeP INflQii ^.^
nmf^uFTs I POHim mrmmoNfc UK€ ^
PRAYERS mm^fCK

\ ijoH(fei\m^

me
UtERUH

WRrv

t^^^^St
MPTW6, im. mE5 W?«e MTTfP

MP BY (MVf. TME fTBE3<f¥VT/flt

UOCKiP iJP:

iM AFmp I

POU'T mt Mi

iou CAN sir

(X/r IN TH6 HAU.

\^^ \»»-''«'' trtvlmf^

>€5, rm. peoPic mPVOK&t.
AHP -meyfw MP.. WMQ^/f

...WHICH PKdeNTBP im XMOtJ'S

Rfar POLITICAL CKISI6.

(jMrHAKT.

Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

Shagnasty

God, Wioas <auo)u/f

Slime... «)'^i»«ry
and Ho«oiin^L^

u)Kire IS h£ ?

THE TUNA/EUS.

O.T. Derringer

UndiKneafh Urvai!> ^

hhere IS a n^-fcoo/^Kot

like myst, <?^p'one?

RNPH5SD0*oWTHf^j

•••~-T- .. •''=>.•.•. '•"•.•.•'.'

Read the Collegian

DAILY CRISSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

eiWt L« ABfctn TbM* SraMcaW

ACROSS
1 Plentiful

5 Lake formed by

Hcx)ver Dam
9 Go on a journey

13 Inland lake

14 Ornamental tag

16 The days of old

17 Game for the

dexterous

19 Distress

20 Animal on a diet?

21 Tolerates

23 Stake

24 Breakfast food

25 Young blade

29 Arises

34 Inventor of

electrical

devices

35 Bit of sausage
36 Natx>kov novel

37 Know one's

38 Minute pore

40 A Wilson

41 Anger

42 Biting

43 Mme. de Poitiers

44 Most ingenious

47 Law partner?

48 Author of

'Trimly
"

49 Peccary, eg
51 Word of greeting,

in Israel

54 Hebraic or Arabic

studies

59 Nursery item

60 Joanne
Woodward's mate

62 Certain code
63 Moist clay

64 'Rule, Britannia"

composer
65 Tres

66 Letters, from

Athens
67 Do a gardener's

job

DOWN
1 Indian VIP

2 Shiraz's locale

3 Opposite of

fiction

4 Actress Sommer
5 Dull finish

6 Long legged

herons

7 Of wings
8 Water droplets

9 Pool activity

10 Kind of runner

11 Putin-Bay's

lake

12 Recognizes

15 Catherine the

Great, eg

18 Native-born

Israeli

22 Depend (with

"on")

24 Homburg feature

25 Impassive

26 Bailey or Buck

27 Name in

cosmetics

28 Pacino and others

30 Works diligently

31 Leafy lunch

32 Commune in Italy

33 Kind of doll

38 Acts frugally

39 Ascot items

40 Evergreen

42 Flying prefix

43 Motherless one,

on the range

45 Roman god of fire

46 Actress Ritter

50 All (stage

direction)

51 Attempt
52 Mata
53 Nautical term

54 Vested garment

55 " the night

before

56 Hungarian name
57 Rattan

58 Prune, in

Scotland

61 Bar order

T r"^^

1
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1
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DC MENU

LUNCH
Shrimp (:anU)nese

Tacos

DINNER
STEAK AND SALAD

NIGHT
Grilled Sirloin Steak

Chicken Cordon Bleu with

Supreme Sauce

BASK S LIINCH
Vegetable Taco

Shrimp ( 'antonese

BASICS DINNER
Deep Dish \ i-j^etable Pie

with Puff Pastry

Chicken Breasts

with Rice Stuffing

Collegian Elections

All Day Wednesday

All Staff

Encouraged To Vote

Weather

lyxiay, cloudy in the high

40s with chance of showers

in the late afternoon.

Tonight, heavy showers.

Tomorrow, partly cloudy

with highs in the 50s.

ANSWEM TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

GLENN O'BRIEN

regular columnist for

Interview Magazine and AFTForum

speaking on

THE BOP MUSIC/POP ART
CONNECTION

\

Tuesday, March 24, 1984

Campus Center Room 168

8:00 PM
Free

Holocaust Memorial Day
On Thursday, April 26, all faculty, staff and students will be invited to wear
yellow stars. . .

• In memory of the 6 million Jews who were tortured and murdered
in the Nazi death camps.

• In honor of those who risked their lives and gave their lives in the

resistance movements throughout occupied Europe.

• In recognition of our committment to work in solidarity with others

resisting oppression and persecution everywhere.

Buttons displaying the yellow star will be available at central campus loca-
tions including: (Campus Center Concourse, Residential Cluster Office,
Dean of Students Office, Whitmore) beginning April 23.

WvdnMday, April 2B 8:00 p.m.

Pootry and Discussion by Kol, Marcia Black,

Dobra Seidman, and others. Readings of

poetry and testimonies of writers, Jewish

survivors, and Jewish people in the

resistance movement.
Room 811, Campus Center

Thursday. April 26 Continuous Showing
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Film "Ihr Zent Frei" (You Are Free) Focuses
on the liberation of Buchenwald and its ef-

fects on the liberators and the interT>ees. A
1984 Academy Award Nominee for short

documentary.

Cape Cod Lounge

9:00 am 5:00 p.m.
Photo Exhibit

Cape Cod Lounge

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Book Exhibit with retevant bibliographies and
course descriptions available.

Cape Cod Lounge
12:30 p.m. 1:00 p.m.

Commemorative Gathering with Chancellor

Joseph Duffey and others.

Cape Cod Lounge

7:30 p.m.

Film and Discussion "As If It Were Yester-

day" About the rescue operation of Jewish
children in Belgium during WWII. The film

maker, Myriam AbramowitJ, will discuss her

work with the audience.

Worcester Dining Commons

Friday, April 27 1o be announced

Breakfast discussion with film maker Myriam

Abramowit2.
Butterfie/d

Sunday, April 29 12:00 noon

Hillel Bruch with guest speaker Rena Finder

Borm in Krakow, Poland, Ms. Finder is a sur-

vivor of the Krakow ghetto, the Plaszow con-

centration camp, Auschwitz, and Brinnlitz.

Commonwealth Room

2:00 p.m.

Memorial to Victims of the Holocaust

Commonwealth Room

7:30 p.m.

Film "David" This 1979 film, the gripping

story of a Jevwsh boy coming of age in Nazi

Germany (1933 1940), is the first feature film

about the Holocaust to be made by a German

director (Peter Lilienthal) Free

Thompson Hall

Tuesday. May 1 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Jewish Awareness/ Anti-Semitism Workshop

led by Cherie Brown, an internationally

known trainer from the Boston area. Ot>en to

all students.

Campus Center

For more information call:

Hillel Office 545-2526

Marcia Black, Jewish Awareness Trainer,

SCERA, 545-0341

Elsie Young, Residential Education East

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed-
will

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT
MEETING — Come talk about why women
are reluctant to assume leadership roles.

New members welcome. 5:30p.m., SU415.

the day they take place. Friday

carry Saturday and Sunday.

SCERANTI RACISM TEAM MEETING
— Learn more about institutional and

individual racism. Be a part of our sup-

portive, understanding, and non-

threatening community. Bring all your

friends. 4:00p.m.. CC805.

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA —
Under the direction of Seiji Ozawa, with

guest soloist, Ivo Pogorelich. Program to

include Shostakovich Symphony No. 10 and

Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto No. 1. 8:00

FAC Concert Hall.

"UNDERGROUND SOUDARITY-AN
INSIDE VIEW" — "Underground
Solidarity—An Inside View" will be the

topic of a talk by Pawel Bakowski, a former

participant in the underground Solidarity

movement in Poland. 8:00 p.m., SOM 116.

SIXTH ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF
CONTEMPORARY UNOFFICIAL
RUSSIAN ARTS & LETTERS - "Crime

and Punishment" videotape presentation of

Yu Liubimov's world-famous production of

Dostoevsky's novel, filmed clandestinely at

the Taganka Theater in Moscow. 7:00 p.m.,

HERT Langauge Lab.

LIGHT WEAPONS PRACTICE -
Medieval weapons simulation using padded

plastic weapons. All are welcome to watch

and join! 8-10:00 p.m., NOPE 23.

AL-ANON — Are you affected by another

person's drinking? Meeting every Tues. at

8:00 p.m.. First Bq)tist Church, 434 N.

Pleasant St., downstairs, across from the

Newman Center.

AZ MEETING
Stockbridge 311.

— Be there! 6:30 p.m.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - Spring

Events are coming up. Everyone's help is

needed. New members are always

welcome. 6:30 p.m.. CC163.

DES ACTION/W. MASS - wiU be

holding a public meeting Tuesday, April 24

at the Jones Library in Amherst at 7:30

p.m. The film "DES: the Timebomb Drug"

will be shown, followed by a discussion of

problenu related to the use of the drug

DES given to pregnant women between

1940 and early 1970. For more information,

call FeUcity Callahan at 256-0818.

PASSOVER SERVICES
SU Suffolk Room.

- 10:30 a.m..

ALPHA ZETA — will hold a meeting to

organize for the upcoming movie & end of

year party. 6:30 p.m., Stockbridge 311.

LESBIAN UNION - There is a meeting

of the L.U. this Tuesday night. All are

welcome to attend. L.U. members are

encouraged to attend. 7:00 p.m., SU406G.

ANTI RACISM TEAM MEETING - Join

us to FIGHT RACISM! New members

welcome. 4:00 p.m., CC802.

FREE WRITING TUTORING - The

Southwest Writing Center offers free

confidential peer tutoring for all University

students. Bring any assignment or writing

project. Drop in, no appointment needed.

7 9:00 p.m.. Pierpont dorm.

GREET THE DAWN OF EARTH
AWARENESS WEEK - Rise up and join

together for a particatory ritual. 4:45 a.m..

Campus I^>nd.

O

ROCK & ROLL

DYNAMITE RECORDS
We buy albums

We pay cash or you may trade

for 25% more off new albums
Maxell UDXLII S90

this week only $2.50/ea.

Thornes, a marketplace plus!

150 Main Street, Northampton 584-1580

^4

CLASSICAL

SUMMER STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
BUDGET OFFICE, UMASS/AMHERST
Responsibilities includ- Jita collection, file

maintenance, and general office

assistance. Accuracy a must. Twenty

hours per week May 15 through August 31

.

Possible employment during academic

year. Send letters and resumes attention
|

of: Fred Goodhue or Gail Matthews, I

Budget Office, Room 343 Whitmore.
j

Rsmom
OF OURS

Car • Track • Van

Korth Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

Trv
The

Collegian

Classifieds

Thev
Work

ikS
Ct-A5Slf;a'

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:46-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication aay

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Carwin-Vega Spaakars Vector receiver

Akai deck Sony tumtable - almost new
reasonable offers call Matt 253-3907

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Chavy Caprice auto, PS/PB good
cond. 666-4117 $1460

75 Datsun rebuilt engine 950 or BO Kathy
649-4(^ snow tires

1968 Volkawagan Bug Engine good front

end, brakes poor AM/FM radio $150.

256-8068

1970 Saab 96 good mechanical condition;

some rust; dependable $600 Larry 549-4497

1977 Toyota Corolla great condition new
brakes tires high mileage $1400 call

256-0311

CAR AND MOTORCYCLE

waterskiing. Openings also for unit leaders

and bunk counselors. Good salaries, friend-

ly atmosphere. Contact Jodi 546-9668

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON

Open Ruah
All University Women Invited

Tues 4/24 5.00 Pizza Party

Wed. 4/25 7:30 Taco Fiesta

For Info: call 256-6874

LOST

Wednesday, girls pin-striped jean jacket, if

call Robyn after 5 PM 1-536-3690

T^- Red plaid MacGragor scarf in Cape Cod ^
Lounge Mon 4/9 546-4400 ^

Busline.

Dave
127 -- /month 256-6838 John or -»

1976 Toyota Corolla - blue, really cute.

Many new parts, runs well, body good, AM
FM cassette. Good mileage. 1976 Honda
350, also very cute. Gold with matching

helmet. Great shape, needs battery. Must

see both. Call Tami, 256-0186.

DONNA MISIPH

Jean Jacket and keys at the Pub returni 4-

to Pub or call 549-7566 Reward!
J

Tracy *

MUST RENT IMMEDIATELY

Space in Brittarry $117.50 call

256-001 1 leave name & number

NEWPORT

Wanted room in house or apt from June i^

- Sept. Call Amy in the evening at 549-5619

please keep trying

Happy twentieth Stymial Here's to all

the great times we've had and all the best

still to come! I love you! nywbasgpf'tr"

-love, Steph

PERSONALS

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ'a 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

FOR RENT

4 bed houaas - Country setting with acres

near city. Other near Smith College. $525

without utilities. For Sept. Cal! Northamp-

ton 584-3428, 5-6 pm, Skibiski, Realtors

Female wanted nonsmoker for summer

sublet and fall option, own room, pool, bus

route, $150/ month plus utilities, call

253 7806 evenings

Available now 1 bdrm apt on bus rte 31

Mill Hollow Apts Amherst 549-1602

4 bdrm twnhsa in Squire Vill available

June 1 w/fall option on bus route cheap

rent 665-7595

2 bedroom apt available June 1 with fall

option Brittany manor $450.00 call after 10.

253 5907

Furnished efficiency with carpet, AC.

Summer sublet, fall option $205. 323-6704

Amherst Canter - room for one or two

women in beautiful house $160 plus mo.

253-9487 or 665-3091

FOR SALE

2 couches
253-5288

excel condition best offer

New Batavus Motor Bike modified must

sell call 549-0663

Mens 10 spaed, brand new, 33% off reg.

price, $100, 584-0569, Wayne, afternoon

-night

HELP WANTED

Work thia summer on energy policies,

toxic waste Er utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing. Hours 1:30 - 10:00 pm M-F
$156-225/wk-K benefits call 586-8713

SUMMER JOBS - Mayhew, a full-year

program for low-income boys, neds male

staff for its summer phase. Positions are

residential, 9 weeks, $800-$1,000 salary,

room, board, laundry. Job Descriptions,

applications, RFD #1, Box 179, Bristol NH
03222, or (603) 744-8494

Counselors, private coed ovemight camp
in Berkshires has openings in basketball,

tennis, archery, gymnastics, Softball,

photography, radio station (AM), com-

puters, director/piano accompanist,

dance/movement/show choreography.
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4- Puffton - room available in 2 bedroom apt.

June Ist with fall option 549-6715

It Wanted two roommataa to share

J Southwood Apt. call 546-5271 or 546-5265

4> between 5-10 PM

Please take over our lease as of June

1st. 2 bedroom apartment, Sunderland, on

bus route, wall to wall carpeting, A/C,

dishwasher, $325/month ^- electricity, hot

water FREE. Call anytime - 666-4278

Collegian Staff Elections for Board of

Editors will be Wednesday, April 25,

from 9:00 to 8:00 all staff members
(business, graphics, and newsroomi)
eligible to vote

Elections for North East Area Government

will be held on May 8th. The positions open

are President, Vice-President, Treasurer,

and Secretary. Nominations will open on

Monday April 23rd and will close Sunday

April 29th at 8 PM. Nomination papers are

available from Dianne Rossi 304 Dwight

(546-5542)

Karen P "The Bicycle Rider" How about a

ride with an admirerer some sunny day?

546-9546

All University Women invited to

Open Rush at Alpha Chi Omega
Wed., April 25 - Dynasty Happy Hpour at 9

Thurs., April 26 - Bar-B-Q dinner at 4:45

Please RSVP to Linda Baker ir Stacy at

545-2152 or 549-4159

Holly Happy Birthdayl Love Elizabeth

To the caat of Grease: Tonight's the big

night! Get psyched! Good Luck,

Renee

Love

To Dan and Tyrone Happy Birthday to my
two favorites I love youl Always, Julie

PS in Central You've brought happiness

into my life too. Thank God for weekends

Sweeties in SW^
Grease - whatatotalwicked

opening - FEHI

Have a great

A Wop Bop A Lu Bop - Come see

GREASE Tonight at 8:00 pm, ABSOLUTE-
LY FREE at Hampden Picnic Area. Come
eeriy for good seats.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Thaaea. Cases. Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

^ Share two bedroom apt male or female

!^ imnr>ediate thru June. South Amherst. Jef-

X frev Manor condominiums. Fumished.
4-'
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Responsible women to share sunny

Southwood apt summer/fall 263-5109

Looking for 2 mature UMasa studants

to share quaint 3 bedroom Northampton

apt. Summer with fall option call evenings

after 6 586-4666

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apartment mid

May with fall option call 253-2140

Furnished room available in three

bedroom townhouse in North Amherst.

Clean, quiet, non-smoker please. Call

549-4861

Two males to ahare house in W Yar-

mouth for the summer $600.00 each call

Maureen 549-7621 or 545-0239

Fall semester 84 (summer sublet)

Southwood apts 3rd floor pool tennis court

on busline Norm 256-1031

2 female roommates wanted to share

Colonial Village apt inexpensive call Janet

546-7091

Female nonsmoker to share 4 room N'ton

apt 205/mth May-Aug pos through May 85

586-9938

Looking for I female to share two
bedroom apt in Squire Village with 2 other

girls Jan 546-6496 or Beth S 546-6491

Male roommate wanted to share 1

bedrm apt in Presidential $177.00 includes

heat 546-9538

ROOMMATE WANTED
IN BOSTON

Graduating female needed to ahare apt.

in Boston/ 128 area Sue 256-0463

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts,, correspor^dence,
resumed, etc. 065-3414

Leaving town? Going home? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Call the Commuter Area

Government Ride Service, from Mey 1 to

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us where
you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 545-2145

SUMMER 19B4 • EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Please send inquiries to PO Box
2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02567

SUMMER SUBLET

Summer sublet only. Fully furnished.

Must be seen to appreciate. Negotiable call

256-8788

Share house for summer 150$/month a

beautiful 4-bedroom house. It has kitchen

walk-in pantry dining living rooms more
than one space. Within walking distance to

UMass 546-5186

Townahouse Apts 2 bedroom from June
1 to August 31 rent negotiable call Joe
549-0902

One bedroom ept at Crestview, summer
sublet w/fall option, availa June 1 360/mo
549-2641

Apt. available for summer in Puffton.

Price negotiable. Please call 546-7986 or

546-7968

Brittany $%3.50 June, July, August call

Tracy 256-001 1 leave name and numt)er

Fall option 2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom
house on bus route 256-1337

Furnished 1 bedroom Brandywine Apt
rent negotiable mary 549-6660

2 bedroom
549-6660

Brendywine apt. Jane

Swiss Village 4 bedroom 2 bath spacious

convenient modern apt 256-8247

Prime Amherat Center location, three

bedrooms, specious, renovated, 6-4964,

fall option

4> Two bedroom Townhouae summr sublet
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fall option Squire Village rent negotiable

666-4793

Summer sublet with fall option 2

bedroom townhouse in Southwood apart-

ments 256-6708

3 bedroom apt on bus route for summer
women preferred call 6-6953 or 6-6966

Fall option 4 bedrooms 2 bathrooms $150

includes utilities call 256-0025 on bus route

TO ALL
UNIVERSITY WOMEN

CHI OMEGA invitet /ou to our Open Rush

Party! Come see what a sorority is all bout.

Tuesday April 24, 7-8:30 PM call 545-0162

for rides or information. Ask for Kristin or

Patty ^^^^^^^
TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap

rent summer sublet with fall option

666-7518

Fully furnished 2 bdrm Southwood Apt

call after 10 PM cheap 256-1318

3 bedroom Puffton summer
110/room Kathy or Luann 549-4035

only

Female wanted for own room in Rolling

Green apts available June 1 araduate or

older student preferred call evenings

a6-0304

Arilngton Mesa (next to Cambridge) Juen

1 Sept 1 $234/month gorgeous house

617 643-3726 keep trying

2 rooms available in beautiful North

Amherst house. On bus route. 200 +

utilities each Scqn5^-4^after 6

For summer: 5 bedroom house on Main

St. next to bus stop 256-6352 Sue

3 bedroom Puffton apt summer cable 2

bathrms cal l after 1 1 PM cheap 546-7267

Sununer^/fall option - Brittany Manor

-pool, tennis, airconditioning, busroute

256-0097

4 bdrm 2 bath, Swiss Village apt fall option

$174 per bdrm per month, utilities included.

Leaving most living room, kitchen furniture

256^X)e9

Two bedroom apartment on scenic Puf-

fer's Pond. Summer sublet with fall option.

549 6600

3 bedroom apt In Northwood 330 on bus

route, fell option call 666-8614

2 bedroom summer sub/fall option pool

laundry bus low rent June 1 call 666-8125

2 bedroom apartment in Puffton Village

June 1 to Sept 1 call Cinde 545-0162

Brandywine 1 br furnished Jun-Sept pool

549-5825

Colonial Vill 1 bedroom furnished summer
possible fall option 256-0909 evenings

Onanbedroom in Sunderiend all utilities

paid summer fall option 666-2866

~~'
TRAVEL

J^^^^^**^^^*^*¥**¥**¥**»*^

MontrMi Party Weekend I May 4-6 $79

limited space, call today! 549-1671

WANTED
~

Buying Gold Class RInga, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Looking for roommates?? 2 females

looking to share townhouse Brandywine

Puffton or Brittany Manor. Please call

Sharon or Meg 546-9614

WANTED TO RENT
~

Easy to live wKh fun loving looking to

share ap>artment. Prefer near campus call

eves, Lisa 546-5617

2-3 bedroom apt wanted North Amherst
willing to take over June Mike 546-9387

3 people need living space in Northamp-
ton June 1 - next year 546-8973 keep trying

Sublet wanted for summer, professional

couple, no children/pets, excellent

references. 203-763-0323

Brandywine Southwood will takeover

lease anytime $ reward call Tom 546-5930

or Bob 549-1686
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UMass baseball Coach Dick Ber^quist is

I

wondering what he has to do to beat a tough Fair-

field squad. IMass lost yesterdays thriller, 10-9.

By BOB BROCK
Collegrian Staff

Fairfield University pitcher Dave Caseria fired a 3-2

fastball past UMass shortstop Angelo Salustri with two

outs and the bases loaded in the ninth, to enable Fiarfield

to escape with a hard-fought 10-9 victory over the

Minutemen yesterday at Lorden Field.

The see-saw. three and a half hour ballgame had

everything in it. It featured 22 hits. 16 walks, four errors

and four wild pitches. It even had a 20 minute rain delay,

but what it all comes down to is another frustrating loss for

the Minutemen, now 12 20 on the season.

Fairfield opened the scoring early on in the first as they

jumped on UMass starter Jim Knopf for two runs.

Rightfielder Tom Reardon blasted a solo homer and that

was followed by a walk and two more hits. They added

three more in the second by combining singles by Chuck

Knight and Ken McGovern. a walk and two UMass errors.

It was 5-0 Fairfield and you had to worry because Fiiirfield

starter Bob McGlandish was cruising, striking out six of

the first eight UMass hitters he faced.

But in the UMass third, McGlandish lost his stuff. He
began by walking three hitters in a row before he walked

UM's Todd Comeau to force in a run. Steve Messina then

picked up his second hit to kncx-k in two more. McGlandish

then walked left fielder Bruce Kingman thereby assuring

himself of a walk to the dujjout. Reliever Caseria entered

the game and promptly threw a wild pitch scoring Comeau.

The Minutemen picked up four runs on only one hit.

Steve Allard replaced Knopf on the mound for UMass and

retired the visitors with no trouble in the fourth. Mean-

while, the Minutemen picked up three more runs in their

half of the inning to take a 7-5 lead. With one out, Andy

Connors walked. Salustri doubled to right and went to

third on a Fairfield throwing error, which scored Connors.

Firstbaseman Comeau then followed with a shot over

everything in right for his third home run of the season

Fairfield scratched back for single runs in both the fifth

and sixth. In the fifth they combined a walk, a UMass
error and a wild pitch by Allard. In the sixth they tied the

score at 7-7. Both Reardon and catcher Joe Charno singled

followed by a walk to Mark Portanova. Shortstop Joe

Mancini then followed with a basehit to score Reardon.

That was it for Allard who was replaced by Matt Subocz

who quickly ended the threat.

The Minutemen had the lead for the last time in the

bottom of the sixth. With one out Salustri singled, stole

second and then scored on Comeau's third hit of the day. a

double to left-center, to put UMass ahead 8-7

With rain now beginning to fall, both UM's Subocz and

Fairfield's Caseria retired the side with no trouble in the

seventh. But in the eighth, D.H. T. J. Paoletta changed

everything. He knocked a clutch three run homer over the

fence in left to put Fairfield up 10-8.

After a 20 minute rain delay which put the outcome of the

game in doubt, the Minutemen came to bat in the ninth.

Pinch hitter Tony Szklany opened it with a single. Bruce

Kingman walked and then Tom Fabian sacrificed them to

second and third. Szklany then scored on a wild pitch to

make it 10-9. After Caseria struck out Jeff Cimini he

walked Connors to load the bases setting up his dramatic

confrontation with Salustri.

Retired Gorillas findnew life in lacrosse club
By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse coach Dick Garber told an in-

teresting story about atheletes and the end

of their playing careers. "At Mickey

Mantle's retirement," Garber began, "the

man was showered with all sorts of gifts.

Mantle came up to the microphone and

thanked eveyone for all the gifts. But he

added that there was one gift he really

wanted and could not have. Another

game.
"

For UMass lacrosse players, there is

something to do after turning in their sticks

and joining the Gorilla alumni club.

Eighteen players that either graduated or

attend UMass now are on the roster of the

two-yearold Western Massachusetts

Lacrosse Club.

Notable alumni such as the second all-time

leading UMass scoring leader Jim Weller.

now the coach at Amherst College. Peter

and Chris Schmitz. Jeff Spooner and Eric

Conz ($race the Western Mass roster.

Randy Krutzler. Z"^. a UMass alumnus

coaches the squad wliich has a 1-1 record

this year.

Club founder George I^ng. a 26 year old

grad student here at UMass says that the

UMass alumni are one of the two big

contributors to the club with the

Longmeadow High School being the other.

"It's a focal point." Long said. "The
players were here in the area and the idea

(for a club) was long overdue."

Peter Schmitz, a 1981 UMass graduate

and a present graduate assistant coach for

UMass now and spends his spare time

playing for Western Mass.

It's not quite as serious as college." Sch-

mitz said. But it's a way for us to continue

playing against some high caliber com-

petition.

"We have a bunch of players who are

pretty good." Schmitz. who is studying to

enter medical school said. "Most of us have

played together. A lot of us came from a

similar program and were taught similar

things and that makes it easier."

It also helps to have former All-Americans

on the squad. Ithaca's (NY) Jeff Spooner

joins up with Weller and Cornell's Rob

Carey to form an impressive attack.

Northampton's Eric Conz is a big con-

tributor. "We have one of the best club

attacks in New England," Long said.

Spooner was the team's second leading

scorer last year with 47 points in the team's

first season.

Long said he organized the club because

there was an abundance of lacrosse players

in the area and no local team for them. By
word of mouth, the players have flocked to

the team.

There are players from Long Island,

Ithaca. New York, and Cromwell. Con-

necticut on the team.

Western Mass plays their home games at

Westfield Sta e on the turf. Western Mass

faces rival C< nnecticut Valley on Saturday

and Brine C ub (Boston) on May 13 at

Westfield.

"I was interested in coaching. It was an

outlet for me." Schmitz said. "But I would

rather play. That's more of an outlet."

And it's another game.

UMass signs a bigman,
Canadian Swick to Amherst

Softball startsmarathon

By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

UMass basketball Coach Ron Gerlufsen

and his assistant Mark Shea have been on

many long roads and in many lonely hotel

rooms during the past few months. Why?
To sell quality recruits like 6-8, 225 pound

Tom Swick on UMass, which they are

successfully doing.

Swick. a native of Welland. Ontario, is the

fourth blue-chip recruit to sign on with the

Minutemen. The first three were 6-2

jumping jack Lorenzo Sutton. 6-3 pure

shooter Matt Ryan and 6-8 V? Fitzhugh

Tarry.

"He is an unselfish player who will give us

inside depth. He is physically strong," said

Gerlufsen on Swick.

The solidly build Canadian averaged 20

points and 14 rebounds a game and was All-

Province selection. He was the MVP of the

Ontario Cathobc Tournament. Swick is a

power player who can play either forward

or center.

Gerlufsen has made it clear that he is

recruiting team players with good work
habits and attitudes.

"We let our guys do their talking on the

court. We don't recruit superstars with

great stats, but bad attitudes. Carl Smith

didn't have great high school stats and look

what he did," said Gerlufsen.

UMass still needs more help up front and

Gerlufson and Shea are very close to

signing a few more forwards.

Wilbert Hicks a 6-7 forward out of New
Haven. Connecticut is visiting UMass
today. He was first team All- State which is

no easy feat in this competitive basketball

state. To put things in perspective. 6-8

John Milum, a Connecticut native who
signed with UConn of the Big East, was a

third team All-State selection.

Hicks will make his decision in the next

few weeks. Farleigh Dickinson, Western

Carolina, St. Bonaventure and UMass covet

him. Hicks planned on visiting St.

Bonaventure after he finished his UMass
visit, but he cancelled this trip and crossed

the Bonnies off his list because of the

location of the school. This occurence and

the fact that his brother Tyrone attends

near by Clark University are both good

signs for UMass's chances.

Warren Bradley 6-6 from Bridgeport,

Conn, wants to attend UMass, but he will

have to wait until the summer to sign with

the Minutemen, because he did not take the

SAT's yet. According to Gerlufsen,

Bradley has "a great attitude."

So as you can see things are looking up in

Minuteman country. The Ron Gerlufsen

positive era is well underway.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Like the runners who depart from

Hopkinton at the start of the Boston

Marathon, the University of Massachusetts

Softball team departs on a marathon of

their own this week with five

doubleheaders (10 games) in six days star-

ting today.

Massachusetts, bearing a 21-9 record,

opens their long week against Central Con-

necticut with a doubleheader this afternoon

at 2:30 p.m.

The Blue Devils are a Division II squad

but they are a scrappy team that aspires to

pull off the upsets. And last year they did

just that. UMass came into the

doubleheader with a 21-5 record in 1983

and Central upset UMass 4-3.

"They would love to upset
Massachusetts," co-captain Allyson Rioux

said. "We can't afford to make mistakes.

They are a team always looking to

capitalize at the other team's expense."

After the Central game, UMass faces

New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connec-

ticut and Temple on consecutive days star-

Ttjm)AY CENTRAL (XmJn. *&)*
*

2:90

WEDNESDAY...dayaff

THURSDAY....NEW HAMPSHIRE (2)

2:90

FRIDAY RHODE ISLAND (2) 2:90

SATURDAY.... at UConn. (2)

SUNDAY TEMPLE (2) 1.00

tmg on Thursday.

"We have to take tomorrow as tomorrow

and not look to Thursday," Rioux said.

BLEACHER BLURBS - As an in-

teresting sidenote, the UMass softball

team has nine players from Connecticut,

four from Stamford (Rioux, catcher Beth

Talbott, Carol Frattaroli (2B), and catcher

Anne King).

Debbie Cole (Orange), Sally Maher

(North Haven), Ann Ringrose
(Southington), DH/3B Robin Road (New

Caanan) and Emily Bietsch (Trumbull) also

hail from the Nutmeg state.

Netwomen host Mount Holyoke
The University of Massachusetts women's

tennis team will bring its 2-4 record to the

Upper NOPE courts today as they host

Mount Holyoke College, beginning at 4:00

p.m.

This will be the last home match for the

netwomen until a makeup of the University

of Rhode Island contest on May 5th.

The Minutewomen will have their hands

full this weekend as they travel to West

Virginia for the Atlantic Ten Cham-

pionships.
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WALKING IN THE RAIN-
under her umbrella yesterday

Trllripan photn Ht And* Helirr

Tika Ospina, a University of Massachusetts htudent.strolls around

Hampshire sets minimum standards
ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

Faculty at Hampshire College, which has for a year been

struggling to satisfy federal requirements for rates of

academic progress while maintaining its unique non-

traditional nature, yesterday adopted a compromise plan.

Debate on the standards, required by the Department ol

Education before federal student flnancial aid could be

continued, ranged from stmients who favored the least

possible regulation to some faculty who felt more

guidelines were needed for the college, which stresses

independent work and allows students to develop in-

dividual majors. Such student concentrations at the school

have recently included frisbee, magic, and political car-

tooning.

"They (the faculty) made it more difficult to proceed

through the system for a non-traditional student," said

Michael Current, a student member of the College Senate,

who last month joined 300 students in a sit-in protesting

tighter guidelines then being discussed at a facuhy

meeting.

However, biology professor .\nn Woodhull, who offered

an amendment eventually adopted which e.stablished

specific project completion timetables as a recommended

scale for ensuring academic progression, said "the large

majority of the students who graduate successfully are

meeting those standards, so I don't feel it's a large

change."

"The faculty were all over the place from wanting much

stricter standards to doing as little as possible, and I

consider this a compromise," Woodhull said.

"We just want the standards to be in place .so there is

some control over student (financial aid) funds, and to

ensure that they are in fact progressing to a degree," said

Leo Pasckiewicz, senior program analyst of post -secondary

education for the Department of Education.

"Quite often," Pasckiewicz said, "the (Government

Accounting Office) found students were going in, signing

up for 12 credits, then dropping out of two courses. They

would get full (financial aid) funding, never getting past

two or three years in their degree."

Current said the guideUnes for the 14 year old school

were made immediately necessary when a Department of

Education staff member who had until then argued an

exemption for Hampshire, left her job last year.

Current said he then supported a plan, which with

Woodhull's amendment was adopted by the faculty, that

listed no specific time based requirements, but depended

on the student's faculty advisor to certify acceptable

progress.

Dean of Institutional Planning Richard Alpert said he

spoke before the meeting yesterday with a Department of

Education official who agreed the original plan would be

acceptable.

Current, who with other students was tiarred by taculty

who voted for a closed meeting, said he supported a

minimum plan because the lack of time had produced

debate "not of sufficient quahty."

Woman judge lectures at Amherst
Says law needs believers

By DIANE LANE
Collegian Staff

The judgment and wisdom

to know when a change in

society demands
modification of the law are

the most important
characteristics of a "fine"

judge, according to Judith

S. Kaye, Associate Judge of

the New York State Court of

Appeals speaking at

Amherst College last night.

Kaye. who is the first

woman to serve on the court

since its inception, said one

of the hardest transitions

she had to make as a "brand

new judge" was to realize

that her private thoughts on

important social issues are

now public.

"As a judge I must be

aware that my own thoughts

are irrelevant. The role of

the Court of Appeals is to

interpret the law," she said.

Kaye was appointed to the court in September of 1983 by

Governor Mario Cuomo after a lengthy "merit selection

"

process. Although Kaye is the first woman judge to serve

on the court since its inception, she felt other women would

soon follow.

"Women are making tremendous strides in the legal

profession. The barriers in people's minds are being

overcome, and will continue to be overcome," she said.

Kaye, who was brought to Amherst by the Harlan Fiske

Stone Law Society, spoke of her impressions on being a

judge and said she feels the stability of the court and law

are more important than any one judge. She said people

m i l.^.l.'.^.^.^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M.^^^^^^^^^^^^'.'•^'.'.'^'.'.'.'.'.'
.
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"As ajudge I must he aware that my own
thoughts are irrelevant. The role of the

Court ofAppeals is to interpret the law
"ff
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* fashion their conduct alter the decisions of the court and

have a right to stability.

"However, a change in the composition of the court does

not mean a change in the composition of the law," she said.

Kaye said the legal profession has been greatly tarnished

in recent years by "the harsh public spotlight" and by

negativism which suggests the legal system does not work;

that criminals remain on the outside while victims are on

the inside. She felt this was "a bum rap" and said it is

unfair to lodge such generalized criticism.

"The system of justice

depends on people believing

that it works." said Kaye.

"There is too little access

and understanding. In some

cases there are truths, but I

have heard very little

constructive criticism."

Kaye said she doesn't feel

Umited in her role as judge

as opposed to when she was

a lawyer and confined to

representing her client's

interests as best she could.

As a judge she said her role

is to serve the interests of

society.

"I have no objective but to

find the answers," she said.

Lawyers also should have a

role in social change and

must not be too in

trospective according to

Kaye.
"Lawyers must look

outside themselves - I found

life better and more in-

tersting when I was in-

volved in the public in-

terest."

Professor cites

'conservative bias'

in tenure denial
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor, who was denied

tenure earlier this month because of what he claims are

biases against views he advcK'ates in ct)urses dealing with

human sexuality, said yesterday he is considermg legal

action against the University.

Dr. Roger Lihby, who is internationally known for his

research and study in non-traditional areas of sexuality,

said he has been discriminated against by members of the

home economics department since he began teaching at its

Center for the Family division six years ago.

"I'm alleging it's the sex negative nature of society that

has denied me my tenure," he said. "It's my liberal ap-

proach and sense of humor regarding sex" that the

department disapproves of.

Merle Howes, a home economics faculty member, who sat

on the department's Personnel Committee that reviewed

Libby's case, was reluctant to elaborate on why tenure was

denied when contacted yesterday.

"The Personnel Committee of the division of Home
Economics, composed of five of Libby's peers and the

director of the division, after due process of evaluation

following University guidelines, recommended to deny

Libby tenure," Howes said.

"What they wanted was general family courses," Libby

said, claiming the department never made any specific

programatic guideUnes "spelling out" what that meant.

Attorney Jay Green, who is handling Libby's cas« and has

worked on past tenure ca.ses against the University, said

there are "a lot of viable options" and concern for

academic freedom.
Were looking at a number of legal remedies that ai^e

viable. It is still early in this matter and it's fair to say that

anyone who is denied an expectation is looking into viable

remedies," he said.

Earlier this semester the Home Economics Personnel

Committee voted unanimously against granting Libby. and

another professor who has done extensive research in the

•ire.-i of bJM'xuality ;inH homosexuality, Dromofion >:

tenure. A second vote was then held hv the College Per-

Mjnnel Committee that rendered a split vote lavormg

Libby's promotion and tenure.

Warren Schumacher, another Home P>onomics professor

and committee member, said that in accordance with the

Massachusetts Society of Professors union contract

regarding split votes, the two committees met to discuss

the ca.se. and in a third vote, unanimously decided against

granting tenure.

Libby said he is questioning "the procedures of the

University. The due process wasn't followed in the way I

was denied tenure."

According to the "Red Book," which sets University

standards for continuing promotion and tenure, a professor

may be promoted if he or she has excelled in two of three

areas: teaching, research and .service.

Howies said it would "appear to be the case in judgment

of the peer review "that Libby did not excel in these areas.

But Libby said it is the "conservative biases" of his

(lepai Ln.enl llial denied his tenure and "infringed " on ht;

first amendment and academic freedom rights.

He said many Home Economics faculty members thought

his popular textbook. Sexual Choices, which was awarded

n l^'i book of the vear award by the American Jnvmnl of

Nursing, was "lacking in taste" because it contained il-

lustrations of vibrators and other material they said was
"::'' .i[tprop.nate for the Center for fv Family."

often conflicting ideas, and it is supposed to represent the

pluralistic society we hve in," Libby said. "But the

University is biased toward a conservative faculty."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey and Provost Samuel Conte

were unavailable for comment.
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Quake shakes West Coast
San Francisco, Ca. (AP) — A powerful

earthquake jolted a wide area of Northern

California and parts of Nevada yesterday,

collapsing houses, swaying skycrapers and

forcing the evacuation of some buildings.

There were no immediate reports of injury.

The earthquake hit at about 1:15 p.m. and

was centered 12 miles east of San Jose. It

was given a preliminary Richter reading of

6.0 by the United States Geological Survey,

while the state Office of Emergency Ser-

vices gave it a reading of 5.8.

"We have a preliminary reading of 6.0 on

the Richter scale with an epicenter of 20

kilometers about 12 miles east of San Jose

on the Calaveras Fault," said Eina King,

public information officer for the USGS in

Menlo Park.

Five or six houses, apparently unoccupied,

collapsed in Monterey County about three

miles east of Morgan Hill, according to the

state Division of Forestry.

The state Department of Water Resources

said there was a crack in the pavement atop

Anderson Dam five miles east of San Jose.

Ground crews were sent to inspect the dam
and the upstream gates were closed.

The worst California earthquake in recent

years was the May 2, 1983, quake that

devastated the Central California town of

Coalinga. That registered 6.7 on the

Richter scale and destroyed 90 percent of

the downtown business district.

In yesterday's quake, San Francisco police

reported shattered glass fell from windows
in the Western Merchandise Mart, but no
injuries were reported.

In San Jose, City Hall and the county
administration building were evacuated

buildings stopped autoriatically and about a

dozen people were trapped inside, officials

dozen people were trapped inside, officials

said.

Tall buildings trembled in San Francisco

for 20 to 30 seconds, and there were reports

of objects knocked from shelves and walls.
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Boston trolley cars collide
BOSTON (AP) - A trolley car on fire

slammed into another trolley yesterday at

a downtown subway station, sending as

many as 200 screaming passengers fleeing

to safety through a smoke- filled subway

tunnel.

At least six people were taken to

hospitals, and one of the injured had to be

carried off the train, according to Bob

Devin, spokesman for the Massachusetts

Bay Transportation Authority, which

operates the trains.

Several injured people were laid out on a

brick wall of the historic Boston Common,
outside the subway stop, awaiting medical

help.

Four people were taken to

Massachusetts General Hospital, and two

to Tufts New England Medical Center,

but officials wouldn't release their con-

ditions.

"We were hit from the back and when we
looked behind we could see fire," said a

passenger, Betty Cohen of Brookline. She

said passengers were hurled to the floor of

the car and into one another, screaming.

She said passengers had to get off the

trolley and make their way through a

darkened tunnel that was full of smoke.

"Who wouldn't be scared," she said,

"walking down that dark tunnel with all

that smoke."

Passenger Jane Regan of North Reading

said some passengers helped others who

were injured as they walked down the

tunnel.

"We had to walk the length of the city

block in the tunnel. There was little

panic. Most people were encouraging

others to keep control.

Mark Baker, 20, of Boston said his car

was "jammed" with people because it had

just taken on passengers from another car

that broke down.

"It just happened so quick," he said.

"People were screaming, people were
crying, especially when they saw the

smoke."

Bakers face was streaked with soot.

Clark Ziegler, a spokesman for the

transit authority, said one car hit the rear

of another at 1:25 p.m. at the Boylston

station, located below ground near the

Common.
The second car was a two-car unit. Each

holds at least 85 to 90 passengers, and
passengers said the cars were packed.
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TH£ AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

in the Carriage Shops Since 1975

On Campus Delivery Now Available 549-3717

OVERSTUFFED SANDWICHES
FOOT LONG SUBS

FRESH SALADS AND SOUP
KNISHES, PICKLES AND KOSHER HOT DOGS

BAGELS AND LOX
NEW YORK CHEESE CAKE
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Panel discusses

poverty, crime

in urban areas
By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Poverty will be the critical urban issue of the next several

decades. Robert Wagner, the former deputy mayor of New

York City, said yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts. Wagner was one of two former mayors

speaking about "Dealing with the Urban Challenges of

Crime. Poverty, and the Decaying Infrastructure" as a

part of a political science class curriculum.

Moderator of the panel and political science Professor

David Booth uses these panels in his class "Managing the

Modern Minicipalily." which he co teaches with former

Springfield Mayor Theodore DiMauro, another panel

member.
George Sicaras, retired chief of police in Hartford, Conn.,

and the third panel member, said. "Some people thought

we could not do anything with crime in Hardford because

there were so many poor and unemployed people.

"I don't think all people steal." Sicaras said, "and I don't

believe that if unemployement is high, crime will be high."

"Organized crime is probably the biggest threat to our

domestic being," he said. "It is the biggest influence on

local officials and politicians."

"Citizens have a right to know what the police depart-

ment is doing," Sicaras said. "Historically the police

department has refused to open its doors and records to

the public."

"With me it was extremely important that we tell the

good with the bad and let the public decide." he said.

DiMauro said "the private citizen is threatened by the

man in blue." They make requests more freely to elected

officials."

Collrinui photo by Briui Vtonjt

Members of a panel address urban problems yesterday at the University of Massachusetts.

From left to riifht are former Hartford chief of police George Sicaras. former deputy mayor of

New York Robert Wagrner and former Spring^field mayor Theodore DiMauro.

He also said that "being a policeman is the most difficult

job in city government."

Wagner said that much of the development in the cities

has benefited those people living in the suburbs instead of

those hving in the cities. They are the ones getting the

jobs, he said.

"Cities are not producing qualified people in the school

system." Wagner said. "We must have a trained work

force.

"Cities are absolutely critical to the economic survival of

the country." Wanger said, "and help is needed to improve

them."

Wagner also spoke about the decay in New York and

other cities and the neglect at keeping up and repairing

city property.

"Cities have a case to make and I don't think we've made

it in the last several decades." Wagner said.

Profe dispute ban proposal
By NANCY A. BUKAR
Collegian Correspondent

Three University of Massachusetts

Professors expressed differing viewpoints

on a recent resolution by the

Undergraduate Student Senate

requesting the removal of pornographic

magazines from the University Store.

Sheldon Goldman, professor of political

science, said. "Students have a con

stitutional right to protest; they can

picket, hand out literature, hold rallies,

educate the UMass community and ask

the district attorney to prosecute."

According to Goldman the main question

in the controversy is. "Should students on

college campuses be exposed to a wide

variety of ideas, including offensive

ones?" If the district attorney does

become involved, which he doubts, the

question will turn to whether or not the

material is legally obscene. "Local

community standards" would decide a

legal question, he said.

Goldman believes that the community is

"engaged in education. If the spirit of

banning prevails, it would not be the

healthiest thing."

Tony Serafini, associate professor of

Journahstic Studies, disagreed, saying

the issue "doesn't have to reach legal

proportions to be a First Amendment
issue."

"I am against censorship in any form." he

said. 'I think it's primitive and an at

tempt to suppress freedom of the press

and free speech. I wouldn't even censor

the Boston Herald."

Serafini expressed apprehension of

boycotts and protests concerning the

press. "When would they stop? It's the

sort of thing that opens up doors and it is

essentially very dangerous."

Judith Branzburg, an assistant professor

of Women's Studies at Trinity College and

a staff assistant in the Women's Studies

department at UMass. said that the real

issue is "problems in relationships bet-

ween men and women; they are often

revealed in violence against women and

children."

An "economic boycott of the magazines is

an alternative that would focus the debate

more clearly," she said, adding that the

decision not to buy pornographic

magazines must be a voluntary one.

"Portrayals of women are allowed that

are not usually allowed for other groups.

We have learned to set community
standards on statements, publications,

etc. but we have failed to establish a

common community standard on the

portrayal of women," she said.

Students oppose military aid
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Close to 400 University of Massarhus^'tts

students have voiced thtMr c nno«jition of

current United States military aid policies

in Central America by sending letters

provided by the Radical Stuut-m bnioii

(RSII) to their senators an! represen

tatives.

"This issue has been building for a long

time, and I think the recent revelation that

the Central Intelligence Agency has been

mining Nicaraguan ports makes people a

little more aware." said Paul Shattuck, an

RSU member at a Uble in the Campus

Center Monday.

"The House is coming back from Easter

recess soon and the letters we are sending,

we hope, will help to influence how they

vote on several key aid packages coming

before them," Shattuck said.

One student that signed a letter, Mary

McGarry, a 21 year old Wildlife

Management major, said that she felt the

letters will make a difference.

"They (senators and representatives)

represent us and I think that there's no

Publication keeps

Solidarity alive
By CAMDEN PIERCE
Collegian Staff

The Polish Union Solidarity, allied with an independent

publishing movement, remains an effective force against

the oppression of Poland's Communist government, said a

Polish dissident last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

"The most effective means of controlling people is cen

sorship." said Pawel Bakowski. a former member of

Solidarity who helped publish the movements' weekly

newsletter. Through censorship the Polish government is

trying to destroy "all ties between people" not expressly

sanctioned by the government.

The key to counteracting the abuses of the Polish

government is a clandestine publishing movement allied

with Sohdarity. he said. The first major underground

publications were begun in 1976 after the government

cracked down on workers in Gdansk, who were striking

against price increases, he said. The publications were a

non violent means of providing aid to persecuted workers,

and proved "unexpectedly successful."

The newsletters were not only able to print the names of

workers who had been arrested and tortured by Polish

security, but also the names of the security police who had

committed the atrocities. Bakowski said.

At the time of the Gdansk strikes in 1976 there were

about 5000 people involved in the workers' movement, he

said. By 1980. when Solidarity was officially created, the^

ColtofUa photo by Brian Gonyc

A local bee poUenates a blooming flower.

workers movememt had grown to include 10 miUion m-

dustrial workers, and 2 miUion peasants, he said, m part

because of the unifying influence of the independent press

But when the government declared martial law in 1981.

Solidarity suffered a setback m great numbers. Bakowski

said the Polish government now estimates Solidanty has

about 1 mUUon members, each paying 5 percent of the:-

wages to the union.

question people want their opinions known

on an issue like Central America." McGarry

said.

Shattuck was quick to draw a parallel

between Vietnam and Central America

when asked of the implications of the

military aid packages.

"Vietnam is a ghost in the minds of many
Americans and I think that more people see

El Salvador. Nicaragua and the other

regions where we are acting as turning into

potential Vietnams. The "communist

aggression" stuff is bullshit. People

overthrew an oppressive dictator in

Nicaragua, the communists didn't.

Students are worried and the volume of

letters shows this," he said.

Shattuck said he started the day with 50

copies of the letter but returned to copy

more as response grew. The RSU only had

a table in the Campus Center Monday, but

he said that interested people can go to the

RSU office on the fourth floor of the

Student Union Building to send a letter.

"We don't oppose aid at all, just when it's

used to be aggressive against the people,"

Shattuck said. "Human rights are ignored

in many packages, this is what we are

against."

Grad senate posts

open until Tuesday
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate will hold elections for the offices of President and

Vice President on the Campus Center Concourse May 7

and 8.

Nominations for these offices and for the senate's

Executive Officer and Treasurer are also open and will

remain open until the senate's meeting next Tuesday

evening.

Any currently enrolled graduate student may vote for the

president and vice president, while the executive officer

and treasurer positions will be elected by the senate at its

May 8th meeting.

The senate meeting next Tuesday will serve as can-

didates' night when students may give a short presentation

highlighting their qualifications and plans for im-

plementation. Any graduate student may also present any

referendum question they would like to see placed on the

ballot. If the student's question is supported by at least

ten of the senators present, it will be placed on the ballot.

All four positions have salaries of $4,400 plus a tuition

waiver for an estimated 20 hours of work per week.

Officers' terms run from September 1, 1984, through May
31. 1985.

Also last night. Executive Officer Greg Graham an-

nounced that a questionnaire focusing on graduate

students' views on academic issues, graduate assistant-

ships, and graduate students' services will be mailed to

each graduate student before the semester ends.
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Graduate
Student Senate

Elections
Nominations are now open for next year's officers of the

Graduate Student Senate. There will be a candidates night for

President and Vice Presidential candidates on Tuesday, May
1st. 1984.

The President and Vice President will be elected by a

general ballot of all graduate students. On Monday and Tues-

day, May 7th and 8th, there will be a ballot box on the Campus
Center Concourse. Any enrolled graduate student may vote.

The Treasurer and Secretary will be elected by graduate

student senators at the regular Graduate Senate meeting on

May 8th. This meeting will also serve as the Candidate's Night

for Secretary and Treasurer and the results of the elections of

all four offices will be announced that night.

The Elections Committee of the GSS urges any graduate

student who might be interested in running for office to come

by the GSS office at 919 Campus Center for more information

on duties, responsibilities and election procedures. Nomina-

tions may be made in person or through the mail. Nominations

for all officers will close on May 1, 1984.

PRESIDENT - salary $4,400 and tuition for 20 hours/week for

period June 1, 1984 through May 31, 1985.

VICE PRESIDENT - salary $4,400 and tuition for 20

hours/week for period September 1, 1984 through May 31,

1985.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER - salary $4,400 and tuition for 20

hours/week for period September 1, 1984 through May 31,

1985.

TREASURER - salary $4,400 and tuition for 20 hours/week for

period June 1, 1984 through May 31, 1985.
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Holocaust Memorial Day
We invite you to participate in a

Commemorative Gathering

with Chancellor Joseph Duffey including poetry

readings and memorial candle lighting with students

and faculty ^,^oaso»,^^
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Thursday, April 26, 1984

12:30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

Signed for the Hearing Impaired and

Wheelchair Accessible

Endorsed by: Everywoman's Center, Jewish Caucus, Jewish Faculty and Profes-

sional Group, Native American Student Association, Chancellor Duffey, Commuter

Area Government Staff, Hillel, Housing Services/ Residential Education/-

Maintenance Operations, Jewish Awareness/Anti-Semitism Task Force, Newman

Center, Office of Human Relations, Office of Third World Affairs, SCERA, Student

Activities Office, Student Government Association, United Christian Foundation,

PGA, Graduate Student Senate, Anacanona Cultural Center, MLK Jr. Center,

NE/ Sylvan /Orchard Hill/Central Women's Center, East Men's Center, Center for

Racial Studies, Hanr>den Board of Governors, SWAG, Central Cultural Society.

ATTENTION STUDENTS FROM WESTCHESTER AND ROCKLAND COUNTIES,

THE BRONX AND NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA!

STUDY THIS SUIVIMER AT
IVIERCYCOLLEGE

Make this summer count! Get ahead or catch upon your

coursework. Take advantage ot Mercy College's flexible

schtxJuling, low cost ($102.00 per credit) and six convenient

kKations: Dobbs Ferry, Peekskill, Yorktown, White Plains,

Yonkers and The Brcinx.

More than 500 course offerings in the foHowing areas:

Accounting

Biology

Business Administration

Chemistry

Computer Information

Systems

Criminal Justice

Education

English

History & Political

Science

Mathematics

Paralegal Studies

Psychology & Sociology

Six and twelve week sessions. Day and evening classes begin

)une 4th and luly 16th. Registration for all summer sessions

begins May 21, 1984.

For information alx)ut Summer Sessions at Mercy College, please

call Andrew G. Nelson, Dean of Admissions at (914) 693-7600;

or return the attached coupc:)n.

"rriMHJCY
^XlCOLLEGE
555 Broadway, Dobbs Ferry, New York 10522

n Please send me more information about Mercy College's Summer

Session Courses.

. TelephoneName-

State Zip
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Women's role in music explored
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A panel discussion on black women in music explored

women's contribution in traditional and modern day black

music last night at the University of Massachusetts.

Speaking on the panel were D. Antionette Handy,

Bernice Johnson Reagon, Elma Lewis and Thulani Davis.

The panel was moderated by Frederick TilUs, associate

provost professor in the music department.

Lewis, founder and firector of the Elma Lewis School of

Fine Arts in Boston and the Afro-American Cultural

Center said she refused to move from the black community

because she wanted to keep a fresh view of the culture.

An American born Barbardian, Lewis said she felt an

internal destruction when she saw blacks artists as world

exotic pieces at other people's permissions. Her motive for

starting the Cultural Center was to find a place to create a

piece of culture which was lost and needs to be taught,

redefine, define and preserve.

"There's a central crying need to reveal the expression in

the community. " she said. This need is found in Africa, the

Caribbean. South America and among the middle class.

"blacks who have a little more money and move to the

suburbs."

Johnson Reagon, a cultural historian who specializes in

Afro-American oral history and culture and African

Diaspora studies, said the role of black women in music is

part of a people's legacy in a land. They are also nurturers

and primary carriers of the cultural tradition, she said.

Johnson Reagon said Black American music is inseparable

from the traditional culture. She said it is like a garden

that one plants, waters, hoes and then gathers surplus.

She said most black people learn about music from their

mothers and grandmothers humming in the kitchen.

Humming, she said, changes the air of a room and it

doesn't let the devil know what one is thinking.

"Humming is a different expression." she said. "It is a

manner of communicating "beyond words" or "too

powerful" for words," she said.

"Humming follows you not only down the street, but all

through your life," she said.

Thulani Davis, senior editor of the Village Voice in New
York said women in art are seldom accused of being

shadows of James Baldwin or B.B. King. "They are

outshadowed because they are not man." she said.

Announcement
A lecture by Dr. Antonio Pesci-Bourel on "Clean Blood

for Latin America" and the showing of Until the Last

Drop will be held in room 101 of the Campus Center

Thursday April 26 at 8 p.m.

The lecture is sponsored by the Office of Third World
Affairs and AHORA in conjunction with Latin American
Affairs.
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Earn
Academic Credit
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University's

Undergraduate
Admissions Office.

Interviews begin Apnl 30
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Internships
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Want more
than a desk job?
Looking for an exciting and challeng-

ing career? Where each day is dif-

ferent? Many Air Force people have

such a career as pilots and

navigators. Maybe you can join thenn.

Find out if you qualify. See an Air

Force recruiter today.

Contact TECHNICAL SERGEANT ARTHUR COURTEMANCHE
^. c^^ Federal Building, RM 108, 1550 Main St, Springfield, MA 01103
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THURSDAY through SUNDAY
April 26th through 29th

OPEN
SUNDAY

HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrade, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church for

more Information about this Christian

Ministry House.

Call 549-3596 or 586-4352.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I

I

$7.00
(with thia coupon)

$10.CX) with

Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 4/30/84

Valid with Barb & Julie only

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

FREE CONSULTATION "lease call for an

appointment

Styles by
Deborah
K University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610
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Don't Face I nderemployment Because You Lack the Attitude
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All this for only $27.95!

Far less than what you may sacrifice In job-satisfaction

and salary if you're underemployed.

CALL NOW! SAVE THIS AD!
1-800-356-5324 ext 1308

Master Card and VISA accepted

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND!
ArGee PrcxJuctions 905 University Ave , Madison, Wl 53715 (608) 255 8480

Good Things are

Worth Waiting For!

Alumni

Bank Night
School of Management

Rescheduled

Wednesday. April 25. 1984

8:00 P.M.

Campus Center Room 163
Delores Bowens: Vice President, Goldman-Sachs

Jeff Cohen: Controller, Instron

Paul McDonald: Vice President

- Friendly Ice Cream Corp

Dennis Mullin: Assistant Product Manager
- Union Carbide

will discuss critical topics such as

Making the transition from college to corporation

Planning career moves
Prospects in the field _^__^____

Followed by a Wine and Cheese Reception

All Students, Faculty and Staff Invited

Sponsored by: Alumni Office, University Placement Service,

School of Management

^'^>

^0

WANT
YOU

If you are an upperclassman or a

graduate student, we will train

you to discuss the financial

needs of your University

with its alumni.

Telefund will pay $4-6 an hour for your time

a few evenings a week. You will talk to

alumni from all walks of life, from every

type of profession about the

University Alumni Fund.

HIRING FOR SUMMER

Telefund is located at Memorial Hall.

Stop in and pick up an application

or call us at 545-3509

if you have any questions.

Wednesday. April 25, 1984
Collegian

EDITORIAL/OPINION

sexual crimes and rape.

Censorship
cannot exist

he question of taking nography or that which may be

rM "pornographic maga- banned is a standard set by the

X zines" out of the Univer- community at large. By deman-

sity Store has been a hotly ding the removal of what they

debated one recently. One side have determined to be por-

argues that pornography, (that nographic, the Ad-hoc Commit-

contained in magazines such as t^e on Campus Pornography has

Playboy, Penthouse, and tried to speak in behalf of the

Playgirl,) is a form of sexual whole community and set a

harassment, degrading to standard. If anything is to be

women, and a link to violent banned, it must be done by

referendum.
Both the Campus Center

Board of Governors and the Stu-

dent Senate have voted on

whether or not the magazines

should be removed. One voted

yes, and the other voted no.

Neither side can claim to be

The other side argues that to representative of the community

censor any publication is a viola- which would be affected by the

tion of our First Amendment decision. The point missed by

freedoms. Both sides are right, both sides is that to ban

However, the Collegian has Playbcry, or anything else, is to

taken the position that no set a dangerous precedent. It

magazines should be banned would open up every other piece

from the Campus Center, or of literature sold at the Univeris-

any other place on campus. ty to scrutiny. If we do not

The First Amendment agree with the philosophy

guarantees our right to freedom behind a magazine (like one that

not only to speak and to assem- discusses political viewpoints

ble, but to hear opposing view- different than our own), do we
points as well, no matter how ban it as well?

objectionable they may be. For There will never be a way to

the same reason pro-first draw lines between what
amendment lawyers defended reading material is acceptable

the Nazi Party's right to march and what is not. But while we
through Skokie, Illinois years defend the right of students to

ago, we defend students' rights read what they wish, we also de-

to read what they wish. fend the right of students to pro-

There is a difference between t^st that which they feel is

erotica and pornography. While wrong, such as pornography,

the former is inarguably linked to But removing the material from

progressive causes like pro- the shelves would cause more

moting sexual freedom and problems than it would solve,

education, the latter has been Unsigned editorials represent

indirectly linked to violence. By the majority opinion of the Col-

L court definitions, obscene por- \egiaj\ board of editors. y
Letters .^——^——^——^—^-^—^—

—

A question of responsibility
To the Editor,

The debate between members of

President Reagan's Hunger Task Force and

the Committee on Hunger in New England

was both interesting and informative.

Unfortunately the panel seemed to ignore

the fact that in a country where production

and technological advancement have

brought our capabilities to a point where we

can produce enough food to feed all the

hungry, the question should not have been

'how do we feed our hungry?" but rather

'how do we feed the hungry throughout the

world?'

Until there is a radical change in our

system, a system (led by the Reagan
Administration) that oppresses the poor by
not allowing them access to an adequate

education and one that puts corporate

profits before human lives, hunger will

shamefully continue in this country as well

as others. How the majority of people in

this nation can sit idly by while watching

thousands of people starve to death is an

atrocity which must be addressed. How can

we explain to our grandchildren that we
had the food but just didn't care enough?

Robert Leu
Amherst

Ban Pornography?

•1
YES

feel better when I treat women
as human beings." This state-

ment is at once both admirable

and horrendous. Women being separated

in any way from their status as human be-

ings is tragic and inexcusable and yet a

man viewing women as having the digiiity

and personhood of human beings is a

monumental achievement. I say this

because I think we have all grown up in a

pornographic culture.

Hugh Grogan

NO

i'he process we've gone through goes

like this: A woman is depicted in a

photograph as open, waiting, desirous,

pliable. A wom'ajn throws her head back

and spreads her legs and holds the pose. A
woman puts on high heel shoes and a

garter belt and purses her lips. A woman
has make-up put on all over her body and

her pubic hair is brushed and trimmed. A
woman spends several minutes holding

herself and getting just the right amount of

wanton lust on her face.

I buy the magazine with pictures of this

woman. I turn the pages and look at her in

different positions. F^ach photo shows her

as open, receptive, waiting, alluring. She is

inviting me into the magazine. I go. I am
with her. We cavort in a world of symbolic

sexuality. 1 turn her, mold her, shape her. I

am in control. 1 take my pleasure from her.

I put the magazine away and go to my
class.

Pornography defines women. Por

nography tells me who and what women
are. The picture becomes the woman; the

woman becomes all women. All women
are open, waiting. 1 measure all women
against this sexual standard and their worth

is gauged by how closely they approximate

the ideal put forth by the pornography in-

dustry.

The pornography industry teaches the

objectification of human beings. It doesn't

do me a favor by turning persons into pro-

ducts. I do not become a better person

when I purchase this slick packaging. 1 do

not become more alive when I interact in-

timately with a picture on a page. 1 do not

feel good when I see that a real human be-

ing is posed in a position which is designed

to make me feel powerful or in control or

turned on due to their vulnerability.

Pornography does not present me with

human beings but with symbolic victims.

Pornography is about money and power,

exploitation and degradation. Pornography

takes my sexuality away from me and sells

it back in a twisted form. Incredible

amounts of money are being made from the

use of real human beings to act as stimuli

for other people's sexual gratification. I

may as well masturbate with a dollar bill.

Hugh Grogan in a UMass student

Recently, there has been a great

deal of discussion concerning the

' sale of Playboy, Playgirl, and Pen-

thouse magazines in the University store.

The magazines are offensive to some men
and women, but should not be removed

from the store. The magazines are pro-

tected under the constitution, which also

gives the students of the University of

Massachusetts the right to purchase them.

By removing the magazines, a small

Robert Cohen
group of people are imposing their values

and ideals upon the student body. They are

making a moral and political decision for

the entire university community.

An individual student has the right to

choose whether or not they wish to pur-

chase an item, noone should do this for

them. This is an academic community and

banning these magazines would be in-

sulting to the intelligence of the students

who patronize the store.

Rather than banning the magazines from

sale to the general public, the group involv-

ed, the Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Por-

nography should direct their energies

toward supporting the removal of the of-

fensive material in the magazines. If

students feel that certain material in the

magazines is improper, as I do, then they

should let the publishers of those

magazines know it by sending them a
message. This might be done through a
community-wide referendum.

The group involved in the censorship ef-

fort has stated that their goal is to stop the

sale of "degn"ading and demeaning

magazines and material." If successful,

this will allow the Ad Hoc Committee on

Campus Pornography and any other group

to ban any material which they find

"degfrading and demeaning," and may be

the commencement of a widespread cen-

sorship wave, which will not contain itself

to just magazines. The cover of a book,

Sidney Sheldon's "Bloodline" was shown

in a presentation to the Board of Governors

on April 5, and was included in the material

which SCERA's Women's issue team

found offensive.

The group trying to remove the

n^agazines are not representative of the stu-

dent community, since they don't have the

approval of the majority of students and

have made little attempt to do so. Groups

of any size should express their opinion and

be recognized, but they should not speak

for the community until they have the sup-

port and approval of the community.

Robert Cohen is a UMasn student

Not just another day
To most people, yesterday, April 24

was just another day. But Armenians

over the world commemorated it as

Martyrs day. On April 24, 1915 Turkish

soldiers infested Constantinople and

gathered and killed all the Armenian com-

munity leaders and intellectuals, leaving hun-

dreds of women and children to be dealt with

later. They continued this hideous sequence

through all the cities and towns with Arme-

nian populations.

The fact that Turkey committed genocide

is disgusting. But more disgusting is that

Turkey to this day denies the fact, and tries

to erase the remains of their filthy past.

Unlike World War II war criminals, Turkish

war criminals have not seen justice.

According to Amnesty International, the

Turkish military regime is practicing

'widespread and systematic torture.' Yet the

United States is supplying Turkey writh muni-

tions at the rate of $800 million annually.

Today, Armenian lands have been renam-

ed "Turkey." Because of the massacres,

they still lie barren in spite of Turkish efforts

to repopulate it. Succesive Turkish regimes

have destroyed all Armenian monuments

and records that attest to their legitimate

ownership. Recently, a priest was imprision-

ed for just saying the word "Armenia."

In Turkey, the recent military regime (to

which the Reagan admmistration has been

supplying munitions) has passed laws to

cripple our churches and schools. It is now

illegal for the word Armenian to appear in

print. These are examples of cultural

genocide at its worst.

ihcrc aic twu ways lor people to fight

such injustice. They can fight with reason or

they can fight back with fire. For 69 long

years, we have tried to reason, and have got-

ten nowhere. Turkey still occupies our land

and subjugates our people. These freedom

fighters are men so infuriated by the injustice

that has befallen their people that they now
see no other choice than to fight back with

fire.

Yesterday, April 24 marked the 69th year

Turkey has occupied Armenian land, the

69th year justice has not come to the

perpetrators of genocide. It is this continu-

ing injustice that has prompted groups to

strike against Turkish Ciovemment represen-

titives.

Our patience has worn thin. We demand
Turkey pay for the crime it committed

against Armenians and all of humanity. And
we demand that our rightful homeland be

returned.
Beverly J. Zeroogian

South Amherst
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EAST SIDE
East Side gov't news
Orchard Hill Area Gov't

Don't forget to mark your calendar for

Bowl Day on May 12 Things are shaping up

so the day should be an extravaganza. Tor-

nado Alley, Flyer, and the Hanson Brothers

are the bands Don't forget about the Tug-

of-War competition Organize your team

now We still need people to work security

for the day Interested?? Leave your name in

the OHAG office in 112 Field or call us at

5-1385

Congratulations to the new Orchard Hill

officers for 84-85 Bill Paille and Dave Pas-

quantonio will be assuming the office of co-

Presidents. Heidi Parks and Donna Dooley

are the new co-Vice-Presidents. The

Secretary's and Treasurer's offices will be in

the capable hands of Laura Tyler and Bob
Kievra respectively

Concerning Bowl Day a quick reminder

No one will be allowed on the balconies dur-

ing the day's activities and please no bottles

or kegs in the Bowl

Central Area Government

Webster and Field House Council are both

sporting new T-shirts. If you'd like to buy

one, contact anyone on the House Councils.

A new course is being offered this fall con-

cerning the Twentieth Anniversary of Or-

chard Hill. The course, titled Experiments in

Higher Education: Orchard Hill at 20, will be

taught by Faculty in Residence Alfred

Karlson. If you'd like more info on the course

contact the Orchard Hill Residential College

Office in 439 Hills North. The number is

545-2882.

All people are urged to turn out for the

UMass Theater Guild's presentation of

Grease on May 1 and 2 on the OH/C basket-

ball courts. Rain date is May 3.

Anyone interested in helping plan the ac-

tivities for the 20th anniversary of Orchard

Hill are urged to attend the next committee

nrieeting It will be taking place May 3 at 6:30

p m in the mam lounge of Field.

Baker Academic Center has expanded it's

hoursi Typewriters, computer terminals and
copy machine are now available from 4pm
to midnight Sunday thru Thursday

Frustrated with accountir>g? Let the Baker

Academic Center tutor help you Thursday
from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Applications for the position of

Greerxxigh Artist-in-Reetder>ce (Craft Shop
Coordinator) will be available at the end of

April with interviews scheduled for the

beginning of May If interested, contact

Sylvan Area Government

Shara at 6-6375

Interested in an art extravaganza, film pro-

ject or silkscreening? Get involved by atten-

ding Butterfiled Arts Group Meetings, held

every Wednesday evening at 7 p.m. in But-

terfield Lounge.

Weekly C AC. Meetings will begin a dorm

rotation schedule. Look for the Council in

your dorm soon Mondays at 7 p m All

residents are welcome to observe and learn

more about the Central Area Council.

Sylvan Day is May 5th Sylvan residents

be preapred for a free barbeque followed by

a party m the Blue Wall both with entertain-

ment by Rack-A-Disc

...Sylvan Area Government office is located

in Cashin suite no 01 Our office hours are

Monday through Friday, 1-4 and 7-10 p.m.

Our phone number is 545-1392 Feel free to

stop by or call, we'd love to hear from you!

Computer Room is now open to all Sylvan

residents Its located m Cashin suite no 01

and open during SAG. office hours.

. Get involved! We are now planning events

for the Fall. Join the Social and Cultural

Committee and help in the planning of these

events

. Surveys are now out The topic is Com-

mon Space in the Sylvan area. We need in-

put, so stop by the SAG office and pick

one up

Sylvan Area Government meets on Sun-

days at 8:30 in Cashin suite no. 01. Sylvan

residents are encouraged to attend, all

meetings are open and we'd love the input!

East Side Concert
On Saturday, April 28, the first annual

East concert will be held on the field south ^'

Worcester Dming Commons The show will

last from 12 p m -6pm
Headlining the bill is NRBQ who plays a

wide range of styles from rock to bop to

Jazz Mitch Chakour, a local favorite, will

bring blues and rock to the stage. Girls

Night Out will revive the fifties once again

with their Motown sound Also on the agen-

da will be Cool Runnings and their Reggae

sound
When you come please remember that no

kegs, coolers, or beer balls are permitted

";: 'inT 'He day the Subway from Sylvan

will be sell.ng food. Don t plan on parking

in the immediate vicinity of the show,

because parking is not available There,

will also be additional talent throughout the

day

The East Side Concert is a result of the

combined co-operation and the work of the

Central, Northeast, Sylvan, and Orchard

Hill Areas.

In case of rain the concert will be held in

the Blue Wall

Women's/Men's Center
The UMass East - Side Mens Center is

looking for a co-ordinator for fall '84. S/he is

primarily responsible for the creative growth
of the center through programming and

outreach. Ten hours a week at $3 35/hr,

Work study or non-work study Committ-
ment to social issues awareness is a must
and familiarity with mens issues is helpful.

Applications and job descriptions are

available in Brett Rm 130 and Johnson Ap
plication deadline is May 11 at 5:00 p.m.

Housing services is an Equal Opportunity,

Affirmative Action Employer

Tfie East Side Mens Center will be snon-

soring tt>e following events:

Will Roberts speaking at a showing of his

film "Between Men" at 7:Xp.m. Herter 231

Mon Apnl 30. A film about male socialization

and the military, (free).

Ourselves and Our Groups: Coalition

Building through an Appreciation of Dif-

ference " A diversity panel of men discuss-

ing the Mens movement and how men can

reach out to each other to affect positive

political change. Thurs. May 3 7.30 p.m.

Bangs Community Center Annherst. All

women and men are invited to this free

event.

Calendar: April 25 • May 8

April 25

25 April: Southwest Week: Las Vegas Night

8:00 p.m., CCA, free admission.

Grease 8:00 p.m., Hampden Theatre.

Various bands: 2-6 p.m. on the pyramids.

JassJus Show: Hampden Gallery 3-7 pm.

Earth Day, R.S.O. Fair, Environmental

Displays 10:00-3:00 SU Lawn.

Submarine Invasion Campus Pond, 1:00

sponsored by UMass Arts Council

Loose Caboose 4:00 SUB (tentative)

Mural Painting sponsored by UMass Arts

Council

Music

East Side Arts Council meeting 4:00 p m. in

B-35 Brett.

Karate Class offered in Rm 126 Van Meter

this and every Wed night from 7-9 p.m.

Art Opening Wheeler Gallery, works by Cyn-

thia Con Sentino, April 25-May 1.

Poetry arxl Discussion by Kd, Marcia Black,

Debra Seidman and others. Readings of

poems and testimonies of writers, Jewish

survivors, and Jewish people in the

resistance movement. 8:00 p.m. in Room
811 CC.

7:30 pm Rim and Discussion "As if it were

Yesterday" About the rescue operation of

Jewish children in Belgium during WWII.

The Film maker, Mynam Abramowitz, will

discuss her work witht the audience.

A Tribute to Sight and Sound 8 p.m.

Webster Lounge

Jass Jus Show Hampden Gallery, 3-7 p.m.

Acid Rain, Profesor O.T. Zajicek sponsored

by Environmental Science Seminar 4:40

Herter 227

Workshops, 2:30, Machmer E-27.

SWAG Meeting, 7:00 p.m. Hampden

International Dance: Hampden, 9-1 a.m.

April 27

27 April: Air Band Party, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.,

Grayson Lounge
Breakfast discussion with Myriam
Abramowitz, 10 a.m. Butterfield.

Jass Jus Show Hampden Gallery, 3-7 p.m.

April 26

Environmentalism, Live Animal Display, 100

Animal Masquerade, SUB sponsored by

UMass Arts Council

Workshops Machmer E-27, 2:»

Southwest Feat Breakdancers, UMass Gym-
nastic Team, 2-4 p.m.

Guilt by Reason of Race: Film, on U.S. con-

centration camps during WWII Brett

Lounge.

26 April Holocaust Menriorial Day
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Film - Ihr Zent Frei (You

Are Free) Cape Cod Lounge

9 a m to 5 p.m.: Photo Exhibit Cape Cod
Lounge

9a.m to 5pm.: Book Exhibit with relevant

biographies and course descriptions

available Cape Cod Lounqe

12:^0 - 1 pm : Comnr>enr)orative Gathering

with Chancellor Joseph Duffy, and others.

Cape Cod Lounge

April 28

28 April: East Side Concert: 12-6 p.m., on

Age Field south of Worcester Dining Com-
mons
Run For Ritter 10 a.m.

Breaking the Connection Between Sex and
Violence: A Case against pornography: 9

a.m - 11 p.m. CCA. includes speakers,

workshops, films, martial arts demonstra-

tion, and a performance by the Valley

Holocaust Memorial Week
On Thursday, April 26, we ask all

students, staff, and faculty to wear a yellow

star — both as testimony to the conscience

and courage of people in the resistance

movement during WWII, and in memory of

the millions who were murdered.

Acts of resistance against oppression

happen daily, on large and small scales.

Single acts of individual and strong stands

of institutions can and do change the course

of history. The public demonstration of

moral courage and outrage determine

when, and how, a society swings from

passivity and repression to actively chosen

freedom Marcia Black

Holocaust Memorial Day is designed to

encourage those who are oppressed and

those who are sensitive to repression to

publically demonstrate their moral courage

by wearing a yellow star on April 26. It is

an act which takes no great courage and no

great outrage. Wearing a yellow star on

Holocaust memonal day will show that you

are not so self-centered that you can not

recognize acts of misguided moral rational,

as the people of Denmark did in 1943, as il-

lustrated in Harold Flender's book. Rescue

from Denmark
There is a story told about the Danish

people The day that the Nazi regime

demanded that Jews wear yellow star-- so

that they could be easily identified. King

Christian X proclaimed that he, his family,

his government, and his people would all

wear the yellow star so that the Nazi in-

vaders would not be able to tell who was
Jewish and who was not

Throughout occupied Europe, people

risked their lives, and gave their lives, to

the resistance movement. While millions

were shipped to their deaths, the people in

the resistance movement helped undermine
the Nazi regime and save thousands of lives.

The resistance movement in Denmark
serves as an example of what an entire

country can do when its people act to resist

what they know is wrong.

During the dark night of October 1, 1943,

the Jewish New Year, German soldiers con-

ducted a raid of every Jewish home and
business, expecting to round up 8,000 Jews,
force them into naval ships that were
waiting in the harbor, and deport them to

concentration camps. In house after house,

the Germans found no one. Within the

course of one day, after the warning of the

raid had spread throughout Denmark,
Christian neighbors, friends, and
strangers, from all walks of life, had spon-
taneously hidden 8, OCX) Jews from the Nazi

invaders. And in the days and weeks that

followed, while the search for Jews inten-

sified, the population of Denmark mobiliz-

ed to secretly ferry their Jewish coun-
trymen and women to safety in neutral

theWomen's Chorus. (The location of

Workshop will be posted at the CCA).

Tilson Coal Pile (Energy): Professor Carlozzi,

Amherst Conservation Committee, Mahar

7:30.

April 29

29 April: Holocasut Memorial Week:

12 p.m., Hillel Brunch with guest speaker

Rena Finder Commonwealth Room

2 p.m.. Memorial to victims of the

Holocaust, Commonwealth Room.

7:X p.m.. Film David Thompson Hall

Southwest Fest:

Southwest Concert Various Bands, 11:30

a.m. to 6:45

Kevin Kinger, AN MFA THESIS Hampden
Gallery, 3-7 p.m. thru May 4

Colloquium: Martin Luther King Jr.: Life,

WoHis, Ideas, 9-6 p.m. B-34 Brett for more

info, call 5-0422.

OHAG meting, Field Main Lounge, 9 p.m.

Nuclear Winter, Dr George Woodwell spon-

sored by University Peacemakers, Nuclear

Winter Group, Lecture and Panel Discus-

sion, Mahar, 7:30

Grease on Orchard Hill/Central Basketball

courts. 8 p.m.

Film: If You Love This Planet. 3 p.m. B-34

Brett House.

Spirituality, The Role of the Earth in Native

American Religion, Slow Turtle, Chief,

Mashpee Tribe Commissioner of Indian Af-

fairs, Mass., 168 CC, 3:30 p.m.

Workshops
Ritual Sundown Ceremony 5:00-7:00

Paul Winter Concert, FAC 8:00 sponsored by

the Chamber Choir.

May 2

May 2: Grease OH /Central Basketball

courts, 8pm
Wheeler Gallery: Jeff Rtzgersid will have a

show from 7 - 9 p.m.

May 3

April 30

May 3 Orchard Hill Birthday Committee

Meeting, all invited 6:X pm Field Lounge

Olivia llano Dance Company 8 p.m. at Hamp-
den Theatre.

Kevin Kinter Hampden Gallery, 3-7 p.m.

30 April: Elections for Field House Council

Kevin Kinter, Hampden Gallery

Between Men with Will Roberts, Herter 231

7:30 p.m.

Guilty by Reason of Race 7 pm., Field

House Lounge

Hazardous Wastes, Allen Johnson,

Undersecretary of Evn'l Affairs (T.B.A.)

Workshops Machnner E-27 and Thompson

106, 2:30

May 5

May 5: Olrvia llano DarKe Company 8 pm.
Hampden Theatre

May 6

May 1

May 6: OHAG Meeting 9 p.m. Field Lounge
Darryl Storrs MFA Thesis: 3 - 7 p.m. Hamp-
den Gallery, (thru May 11)

May 7

May 7: John Grille 8 pm Hampden Theatre

May 1 Jewish Awareness/Anti-Semitism

Workshop led by Cherie Brown, an interna-

tionally known trainer from the Boston Area.

Open to all students. Campus Center 7 p.m.

to 9 p m

May 8

May 8: Bill Feeney A Worid United 8:00 p m
Hampden Theatre

Sweden.
The people of Denmark, without plan or

organization, saved 98 5 percnet of the

Danish Jews and Jews who had found

refuge in their country. While millions in

other countries turned their backs and ask-

ed, "What can I do?", the Danish people

asked, "What else can I do?" In Denmark,

the entire country acted swiftly and

decisively to save the Jewish people. As the

head nurse at the major Copenhagen

hospital, which helped 2,000 Jews to safety,

commented, "I did not think of these people

as Jews, but as fellow Danes who needed

succor," (From Rescue in Denmark by

Harold Flender, 19 )

Help commemorate the millions who died

during WWII, and the millions who risked

their lives in the resistance movement.

Wear a yellow star on April 26.

Holocaust Memorial Day not just for Jews
Many historical events share various

aspects of the Holocaust. The genocide of

the Armenian people after World War I, the

genocide of the Native American peoples in

the United States, and the experiences of

Japanese Americans here, the daily suppres-

sion of gay men and lesbians, the sufferings

of Black Americans, remind us that we can-

not ignore the hornfying implications of

stripping anyone of economic, social,

religious and political rights.

Groups caught in the Nazi plan for exter-

mination included:

- Six million Jews
- Between a fourth and a third of all Gyp-

sies living in Europe.
- Over 30 different nationalities at

Auschwitz alone.

- 10,00 Spaniards who opposed Franco and

were living in France at the time of the Nazi

invasion.

- Thousands of gay men and lesbians.

- 2,600 Catholic priests in Poland alone.

The period of the Nazi regime, 1933-1944

in Europe, is a clear lesson to us that a claim

of total power by any one group threatens

the safety of everyone.

Martin Niemoeeler, a pastor in the German

Confessing Church, spent seven years in

concentration camps. He wrote:

First they came for the Jews
and I did not speak out

because I was not a Jew.

Then they came for the socialists

and I did not speak out

because I was not a socialist.

Then they came for the trade unionists

and I did not speak out

because I was not a trade unionist.

Then they came for me
and there was no one left

to speak out for me.

WEST SIDE
SWAG News

Most of the action at lastweeks SWAG
meeting centered on Southwest Week. At

the meeting $11,000 dollars was allocated to

the Southwest Week budget and the

transfer of $600.00 from House budgets ac-

count 325162 (money set aside for dorms to

use) to student activities account 325163 to

help clear up the deficit of Southwest Week
Also debated heatedly was the move to en-

dorse the NASPA resolution on alcohol

advertising. After charges of pettiness and

analogies to prohibition were hurled across

Southwest Fest

the room SWAG voted to endorse the intent

of the resolution with the stipulation that

there be integral student involvement in

creating any policy that may ansa from this

resolution.

SWAG also turned down a request from

the Center for Racial studies for $300.00 to

defray the cost of movies produced by the

center The meeting closed with $92.00 be-

ing allocated from House programing ac-

count 325162 to help MacKimmie dormitory

set up a dark room. The resignations of Joe

Haley and Neil McCabe were also accepted.

The students of the Southwest Residential

Area at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst have annually held

a spring festival for one week m late April.

This year, at the initiative of the students,

the week has been dedicated to raising both

money and awareness concerning the issue

of world hunger.

Because of our nation relative wealth, it

takes initiatives such as World
Hunger/Southwest Week to remind people

that 500 million of the worlds children are

presently starving, and one-third of mankind
IS suffering from chronic hunger. Please

support the Southwest Fest and the theme
of World Hunger by taking part in as many of

'he events that you can
Here is a quick run down of the events tak-

ing place this week:

Las Vegas Night: A night of roulette, Chuck-

a-luck. Black-jack, Beat the Dealer, Acey-

duecy, and Horse race will raise money fo

Catholic Relief Services of Central America.

Also on the 25th various bands will perform

on the pyramids from 2:00-6:00, the

Southwest Barbecues will be held outside

the Berkshire DC and at BOOGreaee will be

performed near the Hampden Snack Bar by

the UMass Theatre Guild.

On the 26th venous bands will perform

from 2:00-6:X on the pyramids, the

Southwest Bar-be-cues will be open and an

International Dance will be held at Hampden
(southside) from 9-1. The dance will be

D. J.'d by WMUA'8 Mark Elltot. There v»nll be

a $1 admission charge On April 27 the

UMass Gymnastic Team and Breakdancers

will perform from 2:00 to 4:00.

On the 29th xhe week goes out with a bang

as various artists (The Stompers, Fantini

Brothers, Cheap Trick) perform on the

Southwest fields from 11:X to 6:46.

Southwest Arts
As the Hampden Center spring calendar

winds down to a close the Jass Jus Show for

the black Musician's Conference runs until

the 27th, Kevin Kinter and Darryl Storrs

each prsent their MFA Thesis on the 29th -

May 4 and May 6-May 11, respectively.

Olivia Llano presents her company, Spec-

trum in Motion, dedicated and committed

to people of color and their American ex-

perience.

Five dancers from the five college area

perform to Afro American Music, it is

dedicated to the Black Musician's Con-

ference There will be a $1 00 donation from

admittance on May 4 and 5 at 8 p.m. in

Hampden Theatre

John Gnllo will present their annual spr-

ing art performance in the Hampden

Theatre on Monday, May 7. These perfor-

mances combine poetry, music, art and per-

formers in a varied format offering pieces

which are whimsical, irreverent, dark,

zany, serious, etc.

On Tuesday, May 8 at 8:00 A World

United will be presented by Bill Feeney, a

junior artmajor at UMass The theme will

be the destruction of the world, and the per-

formance will be supported by slides and

narrative There is no admission charge.

Bill Feeney presents A
World United on May 8

at Hampden Galleries.

aki^
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Faculty program impressive
By ROBIN ROSIELLO
Collegian Corespondent

From the beginning of the Five College

Faculty Dance Concert at Smith College

last Thursday evening. I sensed an im-

mediate connection between the dancers

and spectators simply because of the

proximity of the stage to the audience.

Throughout the concert, this atmosphere

remained, as the differing attitudes and

feelings of the dancers were mentally

transmitted from the stage.

Moon Rise, choreographed by Susan

Waltner, began the evening with an at

tempt to set a serious, dramatic mood. The

haunting vocals and the movements of the

dancers failed to coincide, however.

Perhaps I was expecting to be more drawn

into the feeling of the piece because of the

intimacy of the small theater, but in the

beginning the dancers were sloppy. This

created a disjoinledness which never

completely disappeared. Throughout the

piece. I kept looking at the long flowing

skirts and expecting therefore a continous,

rhythmic arrangement of movements. I

had trouble imagining what they were

striving for because their fwal point was

scattered all over the stage.

The following pi'^e. Sifaka Shuffle and

Other Dances, chc tographed by Rebecca

Nordstrom, made me laugh. The choice of

music and safari like costumes transported

me to a distant, exotic and tropical world.

The music and the movements were per

fectly suited to one another as the dancers

jumped around executing isolated, choppy

movements. Shih Ming Li wa.s especially

memorable with her cat like movements.

The dancers seemed to simultaneously

present an individual and a group per-

formance. The interaction between the

dancers and the audience was particularly

funny and effectively drew the audience

into the crazy, haphazard mood of the piece.

Another highlight of the concert was a

piece choreographed by Terese Freedman
entitled Hospital High. It was a comic,

narrative piece featuring as its focal point

an injured man in a wheelchair whose

boredom causes his imagination to go wild.

Dancers dressed as nurses and an orderly

paraded across the stage in a horizontal line

behind him. They mimed hospital duties

and created individual, humorous
characterizations. Especially entertaining

was Phoebe Farber. posing as a nurse with

a severe posture problem. As the piece

continued and the music switched to a

rockin' Joe Cocker tune, the nurses and

orderly came aUve, taking advantage of the

entire space of the stage. The women were

especially entertaining with their

provocative movements and gestures.

The following piece dramatically changed

the mood and was certainly one of the most

emotionally charged, serious compositions.

Climbing Mount Rainier (Part One) was

heightened by the beautiful piano music

composed and performed by Michael Cava.

Both Ivor Miller and Becky Ver Nooy

approached the music as having the theme

of achieving a challenge. Through their

indulating. struggling movements, which

covered the whole stage, both performers

seemed as if they were climbing a mountain

of musical notes and tones. I was left

estaurant
EVERY

Sunday and Monday
Special

4 'til Closing

99* PITCHERS
with the purchase of a Large Pizza

Be sure to check our

Dinner Specials

55 University Dr. Amherst

549-5713

UNIVERSITY OFMASSACHUSETTS ATXMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall ^

Showcase of Jazz

Johnny Griffin and his quartet

Chico Freeman andhisqumtet

with a special guest appearance by

Max Roach

FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 8PM
TICKETS: $9, $7, $5

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at

FineArts Center Box Office. DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call (41 3) 545 251 1 or 1 -800-243-4842 wBli

Wednesday, April 25. 1984

,
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Excellence comes to western Mass.
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

There is only one place in Western Massachusetts where

the Boston Symphony Orchestra (BSO) and Elvis Costello

can appear in the same month. The University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center.

The BSO demonstrated its divine excellence last night

before a sold out crowd at the FAC. and it was the BSO
which once again gave students, faculty and anyone else

who attended the feeling that the "real world" is here at

the University of Massachusetts.

Now there were more silver haired listeners in the

audience, many of whom I recognized as professors and

administrators, than there were students. But for those

students who were scattered among the 1 ,900 people in the

audience it was an opportunity to dress-up and act

established. There were of course, a few students who

chose not to change out of thier jeans and rotted sneakers,

but they were welcome too.

During each of the four standing ovations it was students

or at least people young enough to be students who lept

from their seats to show their appreciation for the Maestro

Seiji Ozawa and the featured pianist Ivo Pogorelich and the

100 members of the BSO. Naturally, the responsive

students were complemented by many older truly

established looking people who also stood to praise the

BSO.

Probably the greatest breakthrough of the evening for

someone like me, who has to depend on a high school music

education, was that Ozawa chose as his first selection

Piano Concerto No. 1 in B Flat minor. Opus 23 by

Tchaikovsky which translated, for me. into the forties pop

song Tonight We Dance. I was glad to find that one of the

two selections was one I was familiar with. The piano

accompaniment was superb. I have never seen anyone

move his hands so quickly on a set of keyboards, nor have I

heard such a dleicate touch make such a sweet sound.

Pogorelich made each sound coming from his Steinway

resonate more beautiful than one before.

The full sound, strings, brass, woodwinds and percussion

of the BSO came alive during the Symphony No. 10, Opus
93 by Shostakovich, which enabled me to thank the lx)rd

that I had not lost my sharp hearing to electric rock and

roll.

Hopefully Ozawa and the BSO will return to our real

world soon.

UMass dancers Dorothy Earle and Nicky McHynn perform Spider

Kedelsky's "Bus".

feeling as if I had actually experienced the

.same struggle.

The Five College Faculty has thus

presented an overall display of fine talent in

choreography, music and performance. On

May 4 and 5 at 8:00 P.M. in Kirby Theater

at Amherst College, Part Two of this

concert will be shown. It will be an entirely

different program and if Part One was any

indication. Part Two will be well worth

seeing.

HefVOK

Cellist Joseph Rodgers, (left) will perform a

new work by composer Kurt Phinney (right) at

the Five College Chamber Soloists concert on

Thursday, April 26, 8 p.m. in Bezanson ReciUl

Hall. Call 545-1945 for more information.

The Big Sleep

To Have and Have Not

A Bogie and Bacall

Double Bill!

7:00

9:00

(Chinese

Home Style

(^ookin^

AMPLE PARKING

lONCHEON & DINNER SPECIALS

COMPLETE TAKt-GuT MENU

ill

fliU U' U J

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

MON ^HURS 11 30 AM 10 PM • FRi & SAT 1 1 30 AM TO 12 00 PM
SDN & HOLIDAYS NOON TO 10 PM • LUNCHEONS 11 30 AM - 3 PM

EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

i'Clv^^^^^ Call 586-1202

^m^

4 WHEN WORDS FAIL YOU...

I SAY IT WITH...

NOW OPEN

!

Located on Rt. 9 directly across from Mt. Farms Mall

BEST DRINK SPECIALS AROUND!
Beer
Bud $1.35

Miller $1.35

Molson $1.60

Becks $1.90

12 oz. Drafts

Miller .90

Stroh's .90

Heineken $1.25

F'lavored Schnapps Shots

All Flavors $1.50

Doc McGillicuddy's $1.25

Specialty Shots

Mudslides

Jelly beans

Miles of Smiles

HOT SHOTS
and many more

$1.50

Mixed Drinks $1.50

Top Shelf Brands $1.65

Specialty Cocktails

Alabama Slammer
Toasted Almond
Green Meanie
Fudji^esicle

and many more
$1.75

Flavored Brandies

$1.00

1^

CVV.?L /
vS-"

It's
the only place you'll find

jusl the right words to de

scribe life's indescribable events.

Created by llcb Hall of HBOIs

smash comedy. "Not Necessarily

the News." sniglets are outra

geously funny and uncannily apt;

n
M.MIM

la'-jiiiAli^Hvi-NH^

SHIGLET (siu^' lit) n.

Any word that doesn't appear

in the dictionary, but should

NAPJERK (nap' jurk) n

The sudden convulsion of the

body just as one is about to

doze off.

ERDU (uhr' dew) n

The leftover accumulation of

rubber particles after erasing

a mistake on a test paper

EXPRESSHOLES
I eks pres' holz) n

f^ople who try to sneak more

than the "eight items or less"

into the express check out, line

14 9S paperbMit U bnoHtti-ws

Go Gorillas! Stomp Army!

Victory Celebration following game

'll{

X
\

Collier Books
A Dlvlsloii of MacmilUn

NO BONES ABOUT IT. . .

WE HA VE THE LOWEST
PRICES AROUND

GARBER S GORILLAS DAY

SAT. APRIL 28th

* Special: 60 oz. Pitchers \\
'

Miller $3.25

Strohs $3.25

Heineken $4.75
^ ^^^. jc

Luncheon starting Monday April 30th Funnybones

Special: Sandwich and Beverage $1.00, 11 am - 2 pm Open Mon-sat 11:00 am - 1:00 am
Sun 1:00 pm - 1:00 am

JUST PLAIN FUN
•:&.-:Si.:^.-5
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Commencement 1984
10:00 a.m., Sunday, May 27

All Candidates
Tlwrc will Lx- mi CiinnuMKiimnl rilucirsiil lor ilc

griT candidates. Candidates should asscmhlf hy

scluHii collegi- at Alumni Stadium no later than •:»

a nv v;raduation niornuii;. May 27 I'-iM Signs will

Ix- ^x^s^ed indicatini; scIuh>Is and ConimencenKiit

Marshals will issu<- specifie instructions and dislnb

utc pr(>j;rams. L'i>on signal candidates will tollow

(he Coninienccnienl Marshals to the assigned .iii.is

and be seated.

Candidates will recene diploma covei^ Irom (lie

deans of their school or college

VVh«» is lligible to Paiticipale?

L'nderiiiadualt' i/e_i,'»vt' mxi/ii/u/is who iinticipalc loni

pleting degree requirements hy the end ol the c.ilen

dar vear 1984 Questions concerning academic stal

us should be directed to the Records Otiice 21.<

VVhiimore. 5450555

Alijsf.v s Jegrt-t' aimiiiiiitcs uho hiive previously sub

niitted the Degree Application Form by April 27

1984 to the Office of Digree Requirements stating

the intention to complete all requirements Ques

tions concerning eligibility should be liirecled to tlu

Office of Graduate Degree Requirements Room

A249 Graduate Research Center 545 tJU24

Ck>ctoral Jefiree canJidales who ha\e completed ij//

degree requirements by April 27 1984 Questions

concerning eligibility should Ix' directed to the Of-

fice of Graduate Degree Requirements Room A249

Graduate Research Center 545-()()24

FaLully

Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOl'Tll

WEST end of the staviium om the gravel between the

Facilities/Information Center and the stadium wall

Faculty will be part of the prt-cessional and will be

seated immediately in front of •he candulates Irom

each school and (oilfgc

Nt)le*. Conifuencement 'H4 is on

SU^DAY, May 27.

Parents and Invited Guests Plan to Arrive FUirly

— Spate is l.intiled

Since the Commencement Fxeriises are open to the

publii and guesl selling is wilhi>ut reservation par

ents and Iriends shouUi plan to arrive e.irly to in

sure gooti si.iling

llandiiapped Sealing

\'ie\ving .Ilea lor the h.iiuhciippid will In- located on

both siiles of the sUuiiuiii on the caslerii and west

ern walkw.iys Since sealing is limileti only o;)c /vi

^I'li »u)\ ihi "»if\l'l\ lilt' /l()»l(//(H/V'e>/ .:,'l/i"<'

\t\\ ilalions

I'here is no liir. I I > the numlvr ol guesis who may

.ilteiul the C-. ninony and lickels .ire not retiuiicd

F.ich undergraduate'sluileni will receive .i packet ol

si.\ lorm.il invitations Stuiients ,iri- urged toeiuour

aui- their .;ut sts to ,irri\e early loi good se.iting

Cap%. Gowns, and Hoods

i niU-riiUhiiiaU' /A'_t;'ee CunJuliili"^

Caps gowns tassels and inviUilions wll be ,i\ail

able at no ch.irge (on presenlation of .in I I) .md .in-

nouncemeni ol the ilegree earned .ind the depart

ment .iwarding iH at the TexllvHik Annex April

iO.May 25 Monday through Frul.iy 9 a m lo I

p ni On Commencement Day M.iy 27 caps

gowns and t.issels may Iv tiblained alter S .i m <it

the SOITUVVKST ci>rner of Ahmmt Slailium

Masli'i > Di'.i.''t'e dinJuliiti'^

Caps gov* ns tassels and invilatmns will be avail

able at no charge |on presenlalitm ol an ID .iiui an

nouncemeni of (he ilegree earned .ind the depart

meni awarding itl at the TcNtl-vook Annex April

J(» May 25 Moiulay through Frid.iy 9 a in to 4

p in On ConnnencemenI Day May 27, caps

gowns and tassels, may Ix' ohlained alter 8 a,m at

the S01'THWF:ST corner of Alumni Stadium

l)<Hli>ral Dii^iif Ciimliihiti^

Doctoral caps gowns l.issils and invilati«>ns will

be available o»i/v at the Ollice of Graduate Degree

Requirements RiM>m A2 19 (ir.iduale Rise.irch Cen

Schedule of Events

Stockbridge Commencement

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony

Nursing Commencement

Date

Sat., May 26

Sun., May 27

Sun., May 27

Time
1:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

1984 Commencement Ceremony Sun., May 27 10 a.m.

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Rhododendron Garden Ram

site: 329 Morrill Science Center

12 noon

D
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ter, April 30 May 25, Monday through Friday, 9

a,m through 4 p,m., upon clearance by the Office

of Degree Requirenienis On Commencement Day

caps, gowns tassels, and hoods may be obtained

after 8 am, at (he NORTHWEST end of the s(adium

(on the gravel area)

Dicloral candidates who plan lo participate in the

Commencement ceremony must have a hood Each

Ph D candidate s name will be announced over the

stailium sound system and two officers of the Uni-

versity will drape the htRxJ on the candidaie s

shoulders Doctoral hoods can be purchased onl\ at

the Office of Graduate Degree Requirements A249

Graduate Research Center at a cost of $26. (Five

College Doctoral Ftoods will be available at $42 95 »

I>icloral hoods may be rented through (he Univer-

sity Store.

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year s University Com-

mencement may be rented through the University

Store All facultv members are urged to place their

orders as soon as jx)ssible THE LAST DAY TO OR
DER IS FRIDAY MAY 18 Payment mus( be made

a( (he time of order and there will be no refunds if

apivirel is not used Academic apparel may also be

purchased For further information about rentals or

purchases, please contact Connie Szelewicki at the

University Store 545 2619

Accomniodalion<>
Main area motels are already booked for Friday

and S<i(urday before Commencement A limi(ed

number oi rtHuns in Unlversi(y housing will be

available for relatives and other guests (he nights of

May 25. 26 and 27 Please con(act the Conference

Services Office 918 Campus Center 545-3400 by

May 10 There is a $5 cash key deposit - (o be re-

turned when (he key is returned

K«NKi Services

Coffee, st)ti drinks and donuts will be available at

l»ot rotundas on the North side of the stadium

Comnicniemenl Ceremony Sthedulc

9 u 111 Ri>bing lor Commencement
Appropriate signs will be displayed

Gr.iduales should line up according to

(heir school or college

9:30 am Seabng of Graduates

10 a.m. Procession starts

12 noon Ceremony ends

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extremely limited Com-

mencement traffic will be directed to several park-

ing lots located nearby and shuttle buses will trans-

port you the short distance to the stadium You will

be dropped off directly in front of the stadium and

buses will return you to the lots immediately fol-

lowing the ceremonies.

Radio Traffic Control

In an effort to aid the traffic flow at Commence-

ment, WTTT radio in Amherst 1430 on (he AM dial

will broadcas( (raffic reports throughout the morn-

ing Please tune to 1430AM once you arrive in Am-

herst for the best route to the ceremonies.

General Information

Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

Medical facilities will be located in the van under

Section 8 of the stands

Public telephones will be located on the west side

of the Facilities/Information Center.

Restrooms are located at either end of the Facilities/

Information Center at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs

will be located on both sides of the stadium, on

eastern and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office of

Community Relations 390 Whilmorc, 545-2560.

ALCOHOL IS NOT PERMIT
TED IN THE STADIUM.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site. The cere-

mony will be held outside regardless of the

weather The ceremony will be delayed a

maximum of two hours in the event of heavy

rain. In the event of torrential rains the cere-

mony will be cancelled. Listen to local radio

stations early Sunday morning to hear if the

decision lo delay or cancel has been made.
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Hypercurricuia
OVER 25 STUDENTS' CLUB — Come to discuss conunon

experiences as an over 25-year-old student. 4-6:00 p.m..

Faculty Club.

THE NUCLEAR BROACH - The 2nd Multi Media
Group presents a parody on war, bombs and death. 8:00

p.m.,HERT231.

ROCK AGAINST THE CONTRA'S - Benefit dance for

Nicaragua: Rock with the Mitch Chakour Band, Orquesta

Juventud, and The Bounce. $2 advance tickets, $3 door;

sponsored by NOCOCA AND WMLASC. 8-12:00 p.m.,

Davis Hall, Smith College.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
DAY-POETRY/DISCUSSION — Readings of poetry &
testimonies of contemporary writers. Jewish survivors

and Jewish people in the resistance movement with Kol,

Marcia Black and Debra Seidman. 8:00 p.m., CC804-08.

KIBBUTZ PROGRAM — Dr. Joseph Blasi, Director of

the Project for Kibbutz Studies at Harvard on "Communal

Living in Theory and Practice". 7:00 p.m., HERT 111.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - 7:00 p.m.. SU Com-

monwealth Room.

DC MENU
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese with Bacon
Sandwich
Moussaka

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Moussaka with Chick Peas

DINNER
Beef Stew

Mushroom-Pepperoni Pizza

BASICS DINNER
Sauteed Tofu and Snow

Peas
Mushroom Pizza

Collegian Elections

9:00 AM. to 8:00 PJVI.

Today
All StaffEncouraged

ToVote

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farnir and Trade Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Track meet
distance

5 In front

10 The Cowardly
Lion

14 Leave out

15 "La Vita"

16 Dies

17 Off time on
Wall Street

19 Expression of

relief, for sfiort

20 Oscar winner,

1982

21 Loud voiced

persons
23 ' a grand

night..."

25 Russian inland

sea

26 Thighbone
30 Lubricate

32 Hollywood name
36 The perfect

number?
37 Crag
38 Hooded snakes
39 Matthau film,

1975

42 Atelier gear

43 "The Confessions

of Turner"

,44 Century plant

45 Golfing name
of fame

46 Cub Scout unit

47 Unfeeling

48 Unique

50 Building

extension

52 Hanger-on

56 Mame, for

example
61 Star in Draco
62 Picnickers of

music

64 Small room
65 Stage direction

66 Full duration

67 Word with bend
68 Guide
69 Sensible

DOWN
Throngs
" a man who
wasn't there"

Pseudologist

Raisond'
Conform
Level, flat: Abbr
Part of BPOE

8 Chemical
compound

9 Discourage
10 Ursa Minor

11 Jason's ship

12 Mod musical

13 Umps' cousins
18 Israel's Golda
22 Very rich person
24 In a short while

26 Clotho, et al.

27 One of the Aliens

28 Capital

personage
29 Intolerable

31 One of the

Forsytes

33 Short refrain

34 Tropical food
plants

35 Curves
37 6-pointers

38 Chicago time;

Abbr.

40 "Hawkeye" and
family

41 Grow dim
46 Dislike

intensely

47 Joiner's group
49 Moreno and

namesakes
51 Stratum

52 Prepare to travel

53 Mideast gulf

54 Annoy
55 Adams of song
57 Monster's loch

58 Bark cloth

59 Mideast land

60 Laborer of old

63 After HST
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To members of the UMass
community:

On Thursday, April 26, 1984

the Collegian will be holding

a public forum to discuss the

Editorial Page. The forum

will be in Campus Center

room 805-809 from 3:00 to

4:30. In addition to discussing

the Editorial Page, there will

be time left open to discuss

any aspect of the Collegian

that people are interested in.

All interested members of

the community are invited.

Weather

Wednesday, cloudy with a

chance of showers and highs

in the 50's. Thursday sunny

highs in the 70's.
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.Wednesday, April 25^1984

Are you wondering what to pre-register for?

Health Aide
Program

As a Peer Health Pronnoter, you

• LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

• TEACH YOUR PEERS
ABOUT HEALTH

HunCTy U
99* pitcners are

available only with the

purchase of a large pizza

r

I ^^^ M
^ ICE CREAM
^ POPCORN
Gourmet varieties of Popcorn

Opening Specials

BUY 1 - GET 1 FREE
35 Montague Road

Riverside Park - Shopping Plaza
549-0736

If
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if GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For more information about this 3 credit course

sponsored by the University Health Services,

call the Health Education Office at 549 2671 ext. 181

T AMHERST BAGEL DELI
W^ Now Open in FACES

Q^ The valley's freshest bagel
^*^

is now in Amherst

^ SPRING SPECIAL
"a bagel $1.65 a dozen

Men - Sun 8 am - 6 pm

Try

The
Collegian j/^

Classifieds '-^^'*

Thev f-^:-J..

Work -^
i

AU'^J
!

1

15'

«0

Now's the time
to call

North Amherst
Motors

t.up»rt rapmin U
r«««iitfltl*i«ing.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660

Wednesday, April 25, 1984. 9£i2ll£gian 1^

TONIGHT! (AND EVERY WEDNESDA Y)

FEATURING...

BULRUTKOWSKI and

BULMc CARTY
(MCfrom CATCHA RISINGSTAR )

41SHOWTIME
11:00PM M,XEP«VEB-gc jy|*><»- JJO

You've seen them on HBO, David Letterman,

Thicke of the Night, and Evening at the Improv

—

NOW SEE THEM LIVE!

THURSDA Y:

FOR ALLN»OMT
LONG

THE HOTTEST SOUND and MUSIC GOING!

ic'hardk DANt
^DISCO • T Rock

Teo resp males for 2 bedroom aptin Pres

1CX)+ each starting June 1 call late PM
549-0740

Summer sublet for couple or single 2

rooms, private entrance & bath, kitchen

and laundry privledges. 165/month Chris or

John 256-8249

Available with fall option two bedroom

apartment in Sunderland rent negotiable

666-8504

Own room In 2 bedroom apt on Main St

Amherst females only 253-5662

3 bedrooms in center of Amherst house

June 1st to Sept Ist poss fall option

256 loeo

Summer sublet with possible fall option.

Large bedroom in two bedroom
Southwood apartment for one or two
females 256-8379

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village availa June
1 - Sept 1 256-1301

One bedroom open in South^oos apt
call Jen or Sue between 4-6 256-6600

TRAVEL
~

Montreal Party Weekendl May 4-6 $79
limited space, call todayl 549-1671

WAu . D

y^gCK &ROLL

O
(Ji

DYNAMITE RECORDS
We buy albums

We pay cash or you may trade

for 25% more off new albums
Maxell UDXLII S90

this week only $2.50/ea.

Thornes. a marketplace plus!

150 Main Street, Northampton 584-1580

CLASSICAL

|"SUMMER STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
* BUDGET OFFICE, UMASS/AMHERST

Responsibilities include data collection, file

maintenance, and general office

assistance. Accuracy a must. Twenty

hours per week May 15 through August 31

.

Possible employment during academic

iyear.
Send letters and resumes attention

of: Fred Goodhue or Gail Matthews,

Budget Office, Room 343 Whitmore.

I
Salary $3,90 - $4.10 per hour.

STUDENT
AIRFARES

rourHJ trip from

LONDON $348

PARIS $378|

MADRID $399

LUXEMBURG
$469^

AMSTERDAM
$448

ZURICH $398

STOCKHOLM
i350

CARACAS $293]

BOGOTA $429

Natior^al Student
|

Travel Bureau

of the USA
266^1326

CourK:il Travel/CIEl

729 Boytoton St

suite 201

Bocton, MA 021 16

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN
TO START A CONVERSATION

Tinne

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR

37 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MA

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256^710

Looking for roommates?? 2 females

looking to share townhouse Brandywine

Puffton or Brittany Manor. Please call

Sharon or Meg 546-9614

Townhouse or Brandywine apt. wanted

for fall will take in June call Jim 256-1072

eves $100 reward

Wanted: Colorado couple desires cozy

cabin or part of a house, rental beg. Fall 84.

Quiet, nonsmokers w/dog. WilHng to do

repairs if needed. Write: Bill and Robin, 313

Locust, Fort Collins, CO 80524

WANTED TO RENT

Easy to live with fun loving looking to

share apartment. Prefer near campus call

eves, Lisa 546-5617

2-3 bedroom apt wanted North Amherst
willing to take over June Mike 546-9387

Sublet wanted for summer, professional

couple, no children/pets, excellent
references. 203-763-0323

Brandywine Southwood will takeover

lease anytime $ reward call Tom 546-5930
or Bob 549-1686

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2.JO Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash In advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Time Is running out! Raybans and
Vuamets on sale today in the CCC. Prepare

for the summer - don't delay. Or call Bruce
648-2879 eveninga

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Dataun rebuilt engine 960 or 80 Kathy
649-4036 snow tires

1988 Volkswagen Bug Engine good front

and, brakes poor AM/FM radio $150.

26J088
1970 Saab 96 good nr>echanical condition;

some rust; dependable $600 Larry 549-4487

1977 Toyota Corolla great condition new
brakes tires high mileage $1400 call

2SS<ai1

1978 Ford Mustang hatchback runs good
wants $2600.00 call 646-9946

CAPE COD

Caps Cod - roommates needed for house
In S. Dennis. Memorial Day - Labor Day
respond immediately. Evenings 253-6237

CAR AND MOTORCYCLE

1978 Toyota Corolla - blue, really cute.

Many new parts, runs well, body good, AM
FM cassette. Good mileage. 1976 Honda
3G0. also very cuts. Gokj with mstching

hairnet. Great shape, needs battery. Must
both. Call Tami, 266-0186.

DONNA MISIPH

Happy twantlatti Stymlal Here's to all

the great tinMS we've had and all ttie best

still to cornel I love youl nywbasgpf'tr"

-k)ve, Steph

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

aarvice, GUARANTEED lowest price call

S84-6712
##••••••••••••••••••#•••••••••••••••

• RICHARD PRYOR'S
• HERE AND NOW $1.50
• Engineering East Auditorium •

• Friday April 27 at 5, 7, 9, 1

1

Balloon Dellvary by Clowns; Birthdays,

all occasions, juggling, songs, more,

reasonable rates, call 596-4256

FOR RENT

Famala wanted nonsmoker for summer
aublet and fall option, own room, pool, bus

route, $150/month plus utilities, call

2S3-7806 evenings

2 bedroom spt available June 1 with fall

option Brittany manor $450.00 call after 10.

253-6907

Fumishad efficlancy with carpet, AC.

Summer sublet, fall option $206. 323-6704

Amherst Center - room for one or two

wonf>en in beautiful house $160 plus mo.

253-9487 or 666-3091

3-1/2 rooms Presidential Apts. incls.

refrigerator, air conditioner, dishwasher.

Walk to GRC. One block to bus stop.

Available 6/1 to 8/31 w/option to renew.

»306 -t- utilities. Cell 549-5881

.

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util

evenings 253-3075 _^_
Four bedroom house, large yard with

garden, cool in summer available June Ist

with fall option Call 253-3868

Two rooms. Summer fall option possible

walk to campus and town. Furnished,

washer/dryer. Dan Jackie 549-6041

One bedroom apt. $295 includes utilities

on busline pets welcome available im-

mediately call 966-2020

2 rooms 100 yds from campus. Beach-

front location. Sumnr»er sublet fall option.

Nonsmokers call 549-0633

FOR SALE

Mattress, box spring and frame, full

size, like new. Plus couch and 4 pairs of

drapes. Asking $175 for all. Call 549-5881

Mistral Sallboards. All styies. Good price.

Angle 549-4440
.

Fuji S-12S black 18 speed 23" frame with

rear rack and panniers $300 call 546-1402

73 SuparBeetle Looks great, mns great.

Lt. Blue $1095 549-4816

EP Water Ski romp2 $95 call Jody

649-0124 must sell quickly.

Infoton 100 Terminal perfect condition

best offer call Jim 266^796

Bike 10 spd great shape $50 call Paul eve

666-3166 day 646-2068

71 Volkswagen SuperBaatIa excellent

condition, sunroof $950 or BO Kurt

646-5039

13" Zenith B & W TV, works fine, fairiy

new, must sell - $36 call Mike tonite

-64fr«60

Decwritar li Hardcopy Output Terminal

$660/BO DCAT Modem - notation model

$125/80 excellent condition must sell

-graduatina 549-1739 Klyde

FOUND

A sat of keys outskie Hatch 4/23 call

646-3289 with deacription _^_
HELP WANTED

Work this summer on energy policiae,

toxk: waste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No experience neceesary. PaM train-

ing. Hours 1:30 - 10:00 pm M-F
$156-226/wk-»- benefits call 696-8713

Counaalors. private coed overnight camp
in Berkshires has openings in bsskettiall,

tennis, archery, gymnastics, softball,

photography, radto station (AM), com-

puters, dirsctor/piano accompanist,
dance/movement/show choreography,

waterskiing. Openings siso for unit leaders

and bunk counsekKS. Good salaries, friend-

ly atnf>osphere. Contact Jodi 646-9668

Counaalors: Camp Wayne, co-ed Nor-

theast Penna. Interviews arranged.

Unusual opportunity. 12 Allevard St, Lido

Beech, NY 11561 (Include your telephone

number)

Crulsaships Hiring $15,000-30,0001 Carri-

been, Hewaii, Worid. Call for Gukle, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4444 X
Massachusetts

Government Jobs $16,568-$50,563/yeer.

Now hiring. Your aree. Call 1-806-687-6000

ext. R-9616
.

Men's Canter now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deedline Mey 11.

AA/EOE
Southwestern Co. Interviewing Today for

summer worti. Ave. pay $318/wk CC Rm
1 76 12, 2, 4, 6, 8

Mobile Vending Vehicle Drivers

wanted Cape Cod this summer Pete

584^9680

Ufeguard/Swim Inst, et private camp in

Pocono Mts. 2-3 pos avi 4 Red Cross cert

inds 18+. July thru Aug. Call Russ at

542-3069 for info

HEY LINDA FROM AXO

Let's go on a Birthday PIcnIcI

You bring the food and the blanket;

I'll bring the wine and the pillowl

Happy Birthday - Love, Dana

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON

Open Rush
All University Women Invited

Tues 4/24 5:00 Pizza Party

Wed. 4/25 7:30 Taco Fiesta

For Info: call 256-6874

LOST

Red plaid MacGregor scarf in Cape Cod
Lounge Mon 4/9 546-4400

Jeen Jecket and keys at the Pub returnf

to Pub or call 549-7566 RewerdI

Womens watch - Quartz-Pulser gold

leather band lost near Sylvan 4/20/84 if

found pleese call 6-4030 Gail

Pleaaa i lost a ladies gold watch on 4/19

reward 546-5619

MUST RENT IMMEDIATELY

Space in Brittany $117.50 call Tracy

266<X)1 1 leave name & number

NEWPORT

Wanted room In house or apt from June
- Sept. Call Amy in the evening at 549-5619

pleese keep trying

PERSONALS

Elections for North East Aree Government

will be held on May 8th. The positions open

are President, Vice-President, Treesurer,

and Secretary. Nominations will open on

Monday April 23rd and will close Sunday

April 29th at 8 PM. Nomination papers are

available from Dianne Rossi 304 Dwight

(546-5642)

Karen P "The Bicycle Rider" How about a

ride with an admirerer some sunny day?

546-9646

A Wop Bop A Lu Bop • Conrm see

GREASE Tonight at 8:00 pm, ABSOLUTE-
LY FREE at Hampden Picnic Aree. Come
eariy for good seats.

••#••••>»•W 4i

All University Women invited to

Open Rush at Alpha Chi Omega
Wed., April 25 - Dynasty Happy Hpour at 9
Thurs., April 26 - Bar-B-Q dinner at 4:46
Pleese RSVP to Linda Baker ir Stacy at

546-21S2 or 549-4158

Cdiegian Staff

Elactlone Today
9:00 - 8:00
All ataff allgibie to vote

Donna: One year behind us, a lifetime

ahead. Happy Annh^ersary Babe. I love

you. Bruce

Problems with your employer? Call LSO
546-1995

GREASE - We have to dance on that??

Watch out for a cruising laundry truckl

Have a great second night.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

DIaeertatione, Thaaae, Casaa, Papers,

acceptanceguaranteed, on-campus. k>w
rates, B84-7»4 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

Thurs B-3 after noon or Fri 5-4 eerty AM to

NJ (WestfieW) or NYC Jill 546-7301 even-

lr»QS __^
RIDERS WANTED

Roundtrip to NYC for $18. on May 5

daytrip 266-6782

ROOM WANTED

Naadad do you have room for 1 more per-

son in your house in Hyannis-YsmKHJth

area asap call Sue 266-8676

Room wanted for eummar in W Yar-

nrKMith call Brian 649-2694

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wented to share lerge

bedroom in house Hedley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Puffton - room aveileble in 2 bedroom ept.

June Ist with fall option 549-6715

Wanted two roommatee to share

Southwood Apt. call 546-5271 or 546-5266

between 6-10 PM
Raeponsible woman to share sunny

Southwood apt sumnr>er/fall 253 5109

Looking for 2 mature UMaae students

to share quaint 3 bedroom Northampton

apt. Sumnr>er with fall option call evenings

after 6 686^4666

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apartment mid

May with fall option call 253-2140 1 or 2 per-

sons, mele or femele to heve own room

Fall semester 84 (summer sublet)

Southwood apts 3rd floor pool tennis court

on busline Nomn 256-1031

Female nonsmoker to share 4 room N'ton

apt 206/mth May-Aug pos through May 86

586-9938

Looking for I female to share two
bedroom ept in Squire Villege with 2 other

giris Jan 546-6496 or Beth S 546^491

Male roommete wented to shere 1

bedrm apt in Presidential $177.00 includes

heat 546-9538

Two houeemetee wented for summer in

WYanT>outh $800 eech by May 26. Call Sue
or Laura 546-9880

Femele roommates wanted in

Townehouse for fall semester and on call

549-4686

Femele roommate wanted for

Townehouse Apt. For nrH>re info call

549-5631 '_

Cool femele roommate wanted to share

lerge room in Falmouth for summer cheep

call Heether 546-6677

Colonial Village one bedroom avail sum-

mer sublet, fall option call Sue or Katie

256-8876

ROOMMATE WANTED
IN BOSTON

Graduating female needed to share apt.

in Boston/ 128 aree Sue 256^)463
- '—

—

SERVICES
~

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegien Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:X

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professionel.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,
resumes, etc. 966-3414

Leeving town? Going honw? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Cell the Commuter Area

Govemment RWe Service, from May 1 to

May 16, between 1 end 4 pm. Tell us where

you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 546-2146

Free Rim: "I Don't Have to HkJe", Anorex-

ia and Bulemia affects 26% of college aged

women. CC 163-175, April 28, 7 PM spon

Student Nurse

SUMMER 189$ • EMPLOYMENT

Rastaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm

available. Pleese send inquiries to PO Box

2486 Oak BlufH MA 02667

SUMMER SUBLET

Summer eublet only. Fully furnished.

Must be seen to appreciate. Negotiable call

266^788

Share houee for eummer 160$/month a

beautiful 4-bedroom house. It has kitchen

walk-in pantry dining living roome rrwre

than one spece. Within walking distance to

UMass 646-6186

Townehouee Apts 2 bedroom from June
'

1 to August 31 rent negotiable call Joe

6480902

Apt. evallaMe for eummar in Puffton.

Price negotieble. Pleaee call 646-7986 or

646-7968

Brittany $363.60 June, July, August call

Tracy 2S6<X)11 leeve neme and number

Fall option 2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom
house on bus route 256-1337

Swiss Vlilage 4 bedroom 2 bath spactous

convenient oKxlem apt 266-8247

Prime Amherst Canter location, three

bedrooms, specious, renovated, 6-4984,

fall option

Two bedroom Townhouee summr sublet

fell option Squire Village rent negotieble

6664793

Fall option large two bedroom apt in

Sunderiand bus rt WW carpeting AV
dishwasher 326 month call evee 666-4604

Beeutifui Apt. Amharst Canter 2 bednns
reesonabie $, Aug freel 549-7800

3 bedroom epertment In Amherst from

6-1 to 10-31. $500 ell utilitiee included

256-0609

2 bedroom ept aveileble in Presidentiel call

646-5668 or 546-6693

Puffton Village 3 bdrms 2 single 1 shared

with fenrtele $100/ee furnished

Mill Hollow Apt for sumnr>ef with fall op-

tion. Apt 2 miles from campus on Puffers

Pond 649-6061

Brendywine Apertment very cheep 2

bedroom, fully furnished swimming pool

directly on bus route beginnif>g June 1st

call Seth 546-1466 Steve 546-9673

Room for rent Amherst Center with fell

option 125 per month evenings call Abby

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheep
rent summer sublet with fell option

966-7518

Fully fumiehed 2 bdrm Southwood Apt
call after 10 PM cheep 256-1318

3 bedroom Puffton summer only

110/room Kathy or Luann 549-4036

Female wanted for own room in Rolling

Green apts available June 1 graduate or

older student preferred cell evenings

2560304

Arilngton Mess (next to Cembridge) Juen
1 - Sept 1 $234/month gorgeous house
617-643-3726 keep trying

2 roome evaliable in beeutiful North
Amherst house. On bus route. 200 ->

utilities eech Scott 649-4926 after 6

For summer: 5 bedroom house on Msin
St. next to bus stop 266^362 Sue

3 bedroom Puffton apt sumnwr ceble 2

bathnns call after 1 1 PM cheep 546-7267

Summer w/fell option - Brittany Manor
-pool, tennis, airconditionir>g, busroute

2S6O097

4 bdrm 2 beth, Swies Villege apt fall option

$174 per bdrm per rT>onth, utilities included.

Leaving most living room, kitchen furniture

25frO089

Two bedroom apartment on scenic Puf-

fer's Pond. Summer sublet with fell option.

54*«00
3 bedroom apt In Northwood 3X on bus
route, fall option call 666-8614

2 bedroom summer sub/fali option pool

laundry bus low rent June 1 call 666-8125

2 bedroom apartment in Puffton Village

June 1 to Sept 1 call Cinde 5460162

Colonial Vill 1 bedroom furnished summsr
possible fell option 2560809 evenings

One bedroom in Sunderiend ell utilities

paid summer fall option 666-2866

GOOD DEAL 2 bedrm Brandywine sum-
mer sublet. Aveileble June 1st ttmi Sept.

1st. Call Manha 648-1511 or Mk:hele

6464817
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Ted Spencer (35) defends afi^ainst Hofstra and will be on the defensive as the top ranked (New England)

Gorilla's face Harvard today at Royden.

Top ranked lax
hosts Harvard
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

Ivy will again be the main course today at the HUl when

the Crimson of Harvard is served up for Garber's Gorilla

lacrosse troops at 3 p.m.

Fresh off a 15 9 devouring of Yale Saturday, and riding a

three game winning streak, the newly turned number one

ranked team in New England hopes to put another knotch

in their sticks and dispose of Harvard.

"We've played very good lacrosse," said head coach Dick

Garber yesterday following the tune-up practice, "we took

care of B.C., (20-4) and Hofstra was one of our better

games (a 12-5 win). Against Yale we made some bad

defensive lapses and got off to a slow start. Our offense

bailed us out by scoring 15 goals."

Good lacrosse indeed, has been played by these Gorillas

and the old adage of looking past an opponent will be tested

in this contest because the next team Massachusetts faces

is Army, the fourth ranked team in the nation.

And Harvard certainly won't come here to spectate.

Despite getting crunched themselves by Yale. 13-5, the

Crimson have closed out enough opponents to earn their

number three New England ranking, only two spots

behind the Gorillas.

Garber doesn't see any problem with an overconfidence

factor. "I don't think so." he says. "We can diffuse some of

those things. The fact that we're number one in New
England can give Harvard some incentive to knock us off,

and when you're number 11 in the country, (as

Massachusetts is), and really just a whisker away from

being number eight, that can put the pressure back on you

to win. That takes the comolacencv out. Hell, we've irot a

chance to play the number four team and the number one

team in the country (Syracuse, May 5th) in the next two

weeks."

So, Ivy's on the menu and the feasting hopefully begins at

three.

Jury still out on the women's lacrosse team
By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

The forecast for the 1984 University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

was like many weather forecasts - un

decided. To date, things have not

changed very much.

The Gazelles are presently just over the

.500 mark at 4 3. Last year at this time,

the team possessed an 8 1 record and

were headed to ihe national tournament.

Things have changed.

The nemesis .>f many collegiate teams

ha-s surfaced to haunt the Gazelles this

year. Graduation is a horrible thing...

Last year UMass lost several of their key

players to graduation. These players led

the Gazelles to a national Championship

two years ago and a fourth place finish in

last year's campaign.

This year's ride through the schedule has

been somewhat of a roller coaster ride.

This past week, the team hit several high

and low points on their journey.

Last Thursday, the team hit the win

column with a hard fought victory over a

scrappy Dartmouth team. UMass came

out a little sluggish in the first half but

built up momentum in the second 25

minutes to defeat the Big Green 8-3. Pam
Meryl had five goals.

Saturday, while many of us rested the

Gazelles were toiling on the upper NOPE
field against the number one ranked team

in the country, Penn State. UMass gave

their typical extra effort performance but

Pam Moryl, the Gazelle's leading

scoro', had six goals in the 16-0 win over

Northeastern along with goals in a win

over Dartmouth
SUte.

r«ll«glui phtHo by Briaa GwuTt

and a loss to Penn

inexperience hurt as the powerful lax-

women from the Quaker state left with

the big win, 14-4.

"They (Penn State) played a beautiful

game. We have a lot of young players but

they learned a lot. We really started

playing with them at the end," said in-

terim UMass coach Polly Keener. Pam
Hixon is coaching with the Olympic field

hockey team.

The locals must have learned quite a bit

Saturday because they used it all

Tuesday. The unlucky foe turned out to

be Northeastern. The Lady Huskies were

lambasted by the Gazelles by a score of 16-

0.

Aside from this game being a shut-out (a

tough feat said a chorus of UMass players)

it was particularly sweet coming on the

heels of a dissappointing loss. The
character of both the older and younger

team members shone brightly under the

lights at N.U.
The scoring chores were finally lifted

from the shoulders of Pam Moryl and

Linda Haytayan. Almost. This dangerous

duo did account for 10 of the 16 tallies

against Northeastern but several others

contributed. Bunny Forbes hit the twine

three times. Mary Scott hit twice and

freshman Becky Bekampis tossed in her

first career goal at UMass.
Today, the Gazelles head east to face a

tough opponent in Yale. Last year's

contest was a victory for UMass, 7-2. This

year's battle should be a close match, as

the Gazelles continue their journey.

UMass men's crew swept by Coast Guard
By ED ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

NEW LONDON. Conn. - "Say that we
got rained out." said one member of the

University of Massachusetts men's crew

team, after the team had lost all their races

on the Thames river rersus Coast Guard

Academy on Monday.

It was another rainy and cold day, but it

must have seemed even colder and wetter

to this Minuteman team after they had

absorbed losses in every event. Going into

the day. the freshmen eight and the JV four

had won their last two races and the varsity

had raced strong and well the previous

week. This made the results on Monday
particularly disappointing.

"We were just not as sharp today," said

coach Dave Kumlin. explaining the varsity

eight's nine second loss. "Also, Coast

Guard has a strong team."

One of the major obstacles in the way of

winning is the varsity's consistently poor

starts. "Wp'v* vnt to be quicker the first

1000 meters." said Kumlin. "We fall behind

and then spend the rest of the race

scrambling to catch up."

The team will be concentrating on quicker

starts during practice sessions this week.

UMass will race Williams College this

Saturday starting at 10:00 a.m. on their

home course in Hadley. This will be the last

home event of the season. The week after

they will race in ''" ^"'"" Fr>eland

Championships in Worcester, and th»>y will

finish their season the next weekend at th»»

national championships in Hhiiaae'nhia.

Celtics take series
LANDOVER, MD. (AP) Larry Bird and

Dennis Johnson combined for 19 points in

the fourth quarter as the Boston Celtics

defeated the Washington Bullets 99-96

Tuesday night to win their first-round

National Basketball Association playoff

series.

The Celtics, who wwi the best-of-five

series 3-1. play the winner of the New
York Detroit playoff which resumes

Wednesday night with New York ahead 2-

1.
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GOING DOWN — Sculpture depicting a Trident submarine was destroyed yesterday morning.

It was to accompany Earth Day celebration. (See related story.)

Art project sub sinks in pond
By DAVID LINTON
CoUejfian Staff

The mock Trident 2 submarine conning tower in the

campus pond, which was supposed to be the highlight of

Earth Awareness Week, was discovered destroyed early

yesterday morning.

The tower, which was the thesis project of graduate

sculpture major at the University of Massachusetts, was
reported "tipped and partially submerged" at 3:11 a.m.

yesterday, according to UMass police.

The cause of the destruction to the 20 foot high. 20 foot
long sculpture installed in the pond Sunday, is not known
although vandalism is a possibility.

"I'm not surprised at all," said Tom Kellner. the graduate

student who designed the sculpture. "It was something I

expected to happen but I didn't expect it so soon."

The conning tower was made of chestnut beams and
pinewood ribs covered with tarpaper and was anchored to

the bottom of the pond.

Kellner discounted the possibility that wind or rain could

have destroyed the mock submarine because he said the

structure was sturdy when he checked it Tuesday.

"I doubt it was the elements. It would have needed more
wind to take it down," Kellner said.

Although he said he did not know who could have been

responsible, Kellner said it was "probably someone in

support of the military build-up."

a "Russian threat.

"It was supposed to be a non representative submarine.

It was modeled after a Trident but had no connection to

any country," Kellner said.

Frances Crowe, an activist who was arrested and jailed in

Rhode Island recently for painting graffiti on a real Trident

2 submarine, had planned to hold a demonstration at the

campus pond and paint "Peace Now " on the conning tower.

Kellner said, "to bring home to UMass the things she has

done."

Kellner said the sculpture was part of his thesis project

and photographs of it will be displayed this week in the

Herter Art Gallery. Kellner will receive his master of fine

arts in May.
"Even though the piece is destroyed, the memory is there

and the imagery is real," he said.

Joyce Greenberg, co-coordinator of an Earth Day ritual at

the campus pond to watch the sun rise, said she and a

group of about 25 people discovered the tipped conning
tower at 4:45 a.m. Wednesday but added that there were
people at the pond before she was.

"Ultimately, that's what we should see happen to the

submarines," she said.

Charles Francis Carroll, one of the coordinators of Earth

Awareness Week said, "I've heard it said that violence and

destruction is the lowest form of intelligence. For

whatever reason, this senseless act of vandalism

demonstrates the lack of respect for art, culture and

humanity which a military is capable of."

Senate reappoints Attorney General
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association (SGA) Senate last

night confirmed the reappointment of Student Attorney

General Susan Gladwin by SGA president Rick Patrick,

following debate on whether this appointment was in

accordance with SGA bylaws.

The dispute over the legality of Gladwin's reappointment

arose from conflicting interpretations of Chapter Five of

the SGA Constitution. A clause in this chapter requires

the president to consult a selection committee before

appointing an attorney general, but senators disagreed

over whether this requirement applied to extending the

tenure of a previously appointed attorney general.

Greek Area Senator Jay Flynn. arguing that the

requirement did apply to rt-appointments, said he was

"sick and tired of us disregarding the bylaws."

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan and Senator Eric Nitzsche

disagreed, saying Chapter Five requires a selection

process only if the attorney general's office is vacated.

Sullivan also pointed out that the Constitution permits an

attorney general to "succeed him- or herself."

Patrick noted that Gladwin went through a selection

process when she was appointed last year and said he

wanted "to establish continuity. She (Gladwin) has done a

great job."

"I don't think that anyone here is doubting Susan's

qualification," countered Senator Laura Goldstrich.

"We're just saying we should go by our bylaws. She's

appointed to uphold them."

Senator Reuven Carlyle lamented the ambiguous woraing

of Chapter F'ive. "Its so hazy." he said. "I think that's the

first time I've abstained all year."

Four other senators also abstained from voting on the

reappointment, which wius approved 31 12.

(iladwin said that one of the projects she will work on in

her second term is the rewriting of several parts of the

SGA Constitution, including Chapter Five, to make them

clearer."

House votes

to roll back
tuition hikes
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts House of Representatives last night

{jHssed two amendments of great importance to the

University of Massachusetts community.

The House pas.sed an amendment, put forward by

representative James Collins (D-Aniherst), which will limit

tuition increases to six percent for the 1984-85 school

year.

The amendment ties annual tuition increases to the an-

nual increase in tlisposable income, and puts a six percent

ceiling on increases for next year.

The second amendment, also put forward by Collins,

allocates an a<lditional $2.7 million for the Amherst cam-

pus. This increases the University's operating budget to

more than $119 million, according to Collins.

"In addition I susj)ect there will be another twelve

million allocated for collective l)argaining coats," Collins

said.

The collective bargaining allocations would bring the

University's budget to somewhere between $132 and $134
million, Collins estimated.

The allocations were passed on a voice vote, which Col-

lins called significant because it shows a strong concern, in

the legislature for higher education.

The tuition roll back amendment comes at a time when
most students have resigned themselves to paying a

16-percent increase next year.

"This is not the time to be increasing costs for in-state

students," Collins said, "A 15-percent increase will mean
that only the wealthy will be able to afford to go to college,

if that were the case I never coulu have gone to the

University."

Collins who is a graduate of the University said that

other UMass graduates in the legislature "vigorously sup-

ported" the amendment.
Both amendments must be passed by the Senate and ap-

proved by Governor Michael S. Dukakis.

The Student Government Association (SGA) Public

Policy Committee at UMass has l)een camf)aigning

diligently for a re<iuction in the proposed tuition hikes.

Public Policy chair Fran Pheeny said she is very pleased

with the amendments.
"I'm excited! I'm ecstatic!" Pheeny said, "This shows

students that they do have imput and an effect on the

legislature. "But", she addded, "Students should not give

up, it has to go through the senate and be approved by the

governor... it's not over yet."

Pheeny also said that she is pleased with the way Rep.

Collins has ()ppose<i the tuition hikes.

"I'm very pleased that Jim Collins filed this for us, and
I'm excited that it passed the House so easily because that

means it will pass the senate, which is smaller and tradi-

tionally more liberal, more easily," Pheeny said.

Collins stressed that he is "hopeful that the senate will

vote it (the tuition rollback) through the governor will sign

it."

Summing up his thoughts on the passage of both amend-

ments, Collins said, "This is a good day for the University,

it is another step toward building the nation's finest

university."

INSIDE:

Amherst may be nuclear-free p. 3

Remembering the Holocaust p. 5

The photography of Ansel Adams p. 7

Men's lacrosse loses, 10-7 p. 12

"You don't need a weatherman to know
which way the wind blows."

— Bob Dylan
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Riots rock Santo Domingo
SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic

— (AP) — Security forces took a firm grip

on this island capital yesterday after two

days of rioting over food price increases.

But two more people were killed in sporatic

violence, bringing the three-day death toll

to 39.

Hundreds of people were injured in the

riots and police said an estimated 1 ,000 ar-

rests were made.
Heavily armed police and troops patroll-

ed the streets Wednesday and military

helicopters chuffed over the city. Many
Dominicans returned to work and city

workers removed the debris of rioting —
barricades, burned out vehicles, broken

glass and smoldering tires.

"It's definitely much quieter today," said

a U.S. Embassy staff member, who spoke

on condition of anonymity.

The police reported five deaths Monday,

including a rookie officer, as demonstra-

tions against food price increases turned

into riots.

Police sources said 29 people were killed

or fatally injured in four cities Tuesday, the

bloodiest day since the 1965 civil war in this

Caribbean nation, which shares the island

of Hispaniola with Haiti.

The sources said a man and a woman
were killed in the capital when soldiers

opened fire on violent crowds Wednesday
morning, and three people died of wounds
suffered earlier.

TRAGEDY STRIKES AGAIN — Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and his

sister Eunice Kennedy Shriver leave the home of Ethel Kennedy, whose
son David was found dead yesterday morning.
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MOTHER GOOSE? — A mother duck returns to nest after taking a short swim in the Campus

Pond. ..

Livestock classic commences tonight
By TIM RYAN
Collegian Correspondent

Various animals will compete in different categories

tonight, when the 49th Annual Bay State Livestock Classic

gets underway at the University of Massachusetts.

"Everyone had a lot of fun last year" said Heidi Abbott, a

Junior animal science student whose stock competed last

year. "I really enjoyed the experience."

Ellen Gallerani, a senior animal agriculture student said,

"It helps the students become more involved with their

classes."

"The students put over a month's work into caring for

these animals," said Kristen Whittle, technical assistant

for the veterinary and animal science department. "This

livestock Classic gives the students an opportunity for

'hands on' experience."

Faculty student advisor. Dr. Sidney Lyford, Jr. said

"Many of these students are from suburban regions and

with the agricultural fair they are able to work with

animals that animals that they might not have experience

working with before."

The animal categories include sheep, goats, swine,

horses, dairy heifers, and beef cows.

Other activities at the fair will include a spinning

demonstration by the Pioneer Valley Wool Spinning

Association, an oxen team drivinif demonstration, a baby

animal parade, and a surprise event. The Livestock

Classic is run entirelv by students. All students and in

terested public are invited to attend the event which

begins Friday night from 7 to 10 and continues on Saturday

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. All events are held in the Grinnell

Arena.

Collegian elects new editorial board
University of Massachusetts Daily Collegian elections for

Fall Board of Editors last night resulted in a run off for the

position of Editor in Chief between candidates Anne

McCrory and James P. Shanahan.

John O'Connell, former associate news and currently

associate managing editor was elected unopposed as

managing editor. Greg Brown will fill the position of news

editor and Rebecca Thatcher as Women's news editor.

The winner for arts editor. Christine Marini, a junior

English major from Chatham said she plans to get new

writers "excited" about the arts page.

With a victory for SPORTS EDITOR Peter Abraham. 20,

a journalism/Political Science major from New Bedford,

promises "to make the sports page more appealing to all

readers."

Sockdogyprf

tobehonmd
fohiswoik
The sociology department

at the University of

Massachusetts will hold a

public forum at 8 p.m. today

in room 104 of Thompson
Hall to honor Lewis M.

Killian, professor of

sociology and adjunct pro-

fessor of Afro-American

Studies.

Killian is noted for his

work on collective behavior,

social movements, race rela-

tions and social psychology.

He is the author of several

books including White
SoiUhemers, Leadership in

American Society and

Racial Crisis in America.

The featured speakers for

the forum will be Will D.

Campbell, a Baptist

preacher and director of the

Committee of Southern

Churchmen and Marshall

Frady, author and chief

writer for "ABC News
Closeup."

- DAVE LINTON

Journalism major RiU Murphy. 20. from Weymouth was

elected to editorial editor. Her objectives for the fall will

be to "increase the diversity opinions and to make the page

more accessible to a larger amount of students, faculty and

the five college area."

Yadira Betances will resume her positran as Black Affiars

editor.

With two and a half years of experience in a commercial

printing company, readers will see "increased quality in

photos and type." according to Fine Arts major Mark

Ruden, 22, who was elected Collegian Production. "I can

definitely improve the quality of the paper in making it

more consistent looking.

Andy Heller, a junior journalism major, was elected as

photo editor says he will "create a friendly atmosphere for

new recruits."

Colletnui photo by D«Tid P. D«»b«r

UPSIDE DOWN — Five year old Laura Shephard of Northampton

plays with world at yesterday's Earth Day celebration in the Student

Union.

Selectmen hearing

arguments about

nuclear free zone
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen will hold a public

hearing 7:30 tonight at the Bangs Community Center to

hear arguments on whether or not to make Amherst a

nuclear free zone.

The hearing concerns a proposal by a group called the

Citizens for a Nuclear Free Amherst that would call for the

town to prohibit "the production of nuclear weapons or

components" by any "person, corporation, public or

private educational facility, laboratory, institution or other

entity."

The group asked the Board to hold a public hearing on the

Nuclear Free Amherst Act "to show how strongly people

in this town feel about this issue." David Shakespeare, a

member of the group said yesterday.

The proposal also calls for Amherst to divest itself from

contracts and "refrain from making new investments" with

any industries or institutions which are "knowingly"

engaged in nuclear weapons production. The act would

also create a Nuclear Free Amherst Committee to monitor

town contracts or subcontracts with the U.S. Defense

Department. The Department of Energy and The National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The group is seeking the Select Board's endorsement of

the proposal to ensure its passage at the Town Meeting

April 30. Shakespeare, a senior environmental science

major at the University of Massachusetts, .said he expects

the board to vote on whether to endorse the act Friday.

Both students and professionals will attend Thursday

night's meeting, he said.

Francis Fortino. also a member of the group, said the

purpose of the act was to redirect town investments "away

from nuclear weapons production and to channel it into

something more .socially responsible.

"

Last year, Amherst rejected the F^ederal crisis relocation

plan, which called for Amherst and surrounding rural

areas to host the population of cities such as Springfield

and Holyoke in the event of nuclear emergency.

Students support

voter access bill
Py LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - A University of Massachusetts in-

terest group dumped over 10,000 postcards, recommen-

ding approval of a mail-in voter registration bill, before

Sen. Martin T. Reilly (D-Springfield) and his legislative

commission on registration reform at City Hall here Tues-

Public interest groups statewide, including members of

the Massachusetts Public Interest and Research (}roup

(MassPIRG) at UMass, attended the public hearing to give

testimony in support of the bill.

MassPIRG spokesman Jay Holland told the commission

that, "The bill would increase accessibility. It would make

it more convenient for students, people who work during

voting hours, the handicapped and minorities (to vote)."

Last month MassPIRG, in conjunction with the National

Student Campaign for Voter Registration, conducted a

survey where they got 10,000 cards signed by

Massachusetts students including 1,500 signatures from

UMass students in support of the bill.

"The state has spent thousands of dollars of taxpayers

money in research on this issue and something has to be

done," Ann Zuckoski, chair of Mount Holyoke College's

Registration Coalition.

MassPIRG clerk BUI McCaskie said, "We don't see it as

opposed. There are only 63 percent of the voters

registered in Massachusetts. We want to make it as easy

as possible. All the big states have it."

"Under the wing of the program is U.S. Senator hopeful

Ed Markey and we also have the support of Governor

Michael Dukakis," he said.

Reilly said before the final report is issued May 4, and

released to the State's Legislature for approval, the com-

mission will "examine the feasibility of the bill, the pro-

cessing technology for a possible voter registration pro-

totype" and look into ways to eliminate fraud.

In collaboration with Earth Week and as a part of their

voter registration campaign. MassPIRG will be tabling in

the Campus Center concourse and all dining commons

during dinner hours today to encourage students to

volunteer this summer at a voter registration organization

in their home town.

Nominations fordegrees
The Advisory Committee on Honorary Degrees is accep-

ting nominations for the 1985 Commencement at the

University of Massachusetts and is seeking suggestions

from the campus community.

Among the factors which will be considered for the

degrees are intellectual or other creative attainment of

high order in a special field.

Other factors will include extraordinary contributions to

the University or the Commonwealth.

Nominations should be addressed to Jean Weber, Pro-

vost's Office, Whitmore Administration Building, by May

4.
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An Earth Celebration with

The Paul Winter Consort
Tuesday, May 1, 1984 at 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Tickets availahic from Patati\ and Saulitc flov Otfues

On Sale April 10, H8-4

For info, call F.A.C. Box Office at

45-25 Hi

HOW
^ Sign up at a participating merchant and be eligible to win our

rifoMtf

CAMPUS
CENTER
Located Outdoors on the 3rd Floor Terrace

Lunch: 11 am-2 pm/ Monday-Friday
Weather Pernnitting

^^r:5$s*:^-^.

Grand Prize, $9,930.

2 Show your Hot Spot button to any particip>ating merchant

g and win an immediate discount.

3.
Put a Hot Spot bumper-sticker on your car If we spot your
sticker, well announce your license plate number on the

air Then you call the station and you're a prize winner

WHAT
MOTWATTJ

to ne* an youf faornt iriuvc

on tm ortfinion VMna mttm

r^i:r\
HOTUCKS
u<t tV MSt liCk M
vweii as n>t firiX witfi a

'rtt 'Ce crfarr-

HOTOnTMCOMU
Th«i« Waiin^ txji^ers

will ta«e ev«n bener
when vou par for

them witti a fre* couDon

HOT k mCV How hot can vou take n^

Ancho>«e»'' Red ^epptrs^ H««« it your okhti w»y ••
f^gf HATS

•»*ha'r«« D<J2a Free tickets for

tv»o tor on* o« tne

tyxte$t «h»«» m tov»n

f r Pt more than

a uMhis
summer.

MOT WHEELS f*>^ ou can 'ea^^ make track) oo this

COID CASM >^ II WIT a yand

tot* o* 19 'JO i( you r» our

Grand Pnie winner

HOT TO TWT Go as far arid at fatt at your feet wHi take

you m these hiyi-performance forvunj shoes

Listen for details on

HOT<JPCfr
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A day of remembering

I
n honor of those who
resisted. In memory of

those who died.

Today is Holocaust Memorial

Day. That is why people of all

races and religions have been

wearing those buttons with

yellow stars. The buttons sym-

bolize solidarity among those

remembering the Holocaust,

and increasing awareness of

how and why such an atrocious

event happened.

While students, staff and

faculty have been wearing the

buttons (15,000 were issued as

of yesterday), today is the day

to wear them to show support.

Wear a button in memory of

those six million Jews and
millions of other "non-Aryans"

who were tortured and
murdered in Nazi concentra-

tion camps. Wear one in honor

of those who risked or gave

their lives in resistance

movements throughout oc-

cupied Europe. Wear one to

recognize all the work done by

those on campus who have

tried to raise awareness and

dialogue on the Holocaust, a

chapter of our history that

many would like to forget.

Today marks the anniversary

of the Warsaw uprising in

which a few hundred Jews,

Poles and others held back as

many as 10,000 Nazi troops

before they were completely

wiped out.

The Holocaust has taken a

back seat to other social issues

because most do not want to

think that such an atrocity

could have happened, par-

ticularly as recent as 40 years

ago. And no one wants to think

that more could have been

done to help save the Jews of

Europe.
Some have felt anger or pain

because the Jewish star has

been used as the symbol of the

Holocaust memorial. But the

symbol should be one of

courage. It is a positive symbol,

one that shows that single acts

by individuals and the strong

stands of institutions do make
a difference. By raising

awareness of issues such as the

Holocaust, we can make sure

they never happen again.

Unsigned editorials represent the majori-

ty opinion of the Collegian Board of
Editors.

Reviving the environment

A reason why any of the Democratic

candidates for president would be

an improvement is the issue of the

environment. Reagan's environmental

record is dismal. He has been as effective

as a dead tree on such problems as acid

rain, toxic waste, and safety in the

workplace (e.g. asbestos, EDB, OSHA,
etc.). It has t^en more than one lawsuit

simply to get this Administration's partial

attention.

All three Democrats have either shown

or stated their position on moat nuyor en-

vironmental issues. All three are likely to

make some effort toward restoring direc-

tion and effectiveness to the fight to save

the earth. (Source: League of Conservation

Voters; Sierra, April/May 1984).

Hart, Jackson, and Mondale have all pro-

mised to take action against the worsening

acid rain problem. With Robert Stafford

(Rep. - Ver.), Hart co-sponsored a bill call-

ing for the largest reductions yet in sulfur

dioxide emissions (12 million tons in 15

years) Hart has been a member of the En-

vironment and Public Works Committee,

and was chairman of the National Commis-

sion on Air Quality from 1977 to 1980.

Jackson supports the Waxman proposals

for sulfur dioxide controls on the nation's

50 largest polluters, and would add a re-

quirement for a 12 million ton reduction in

emissions. Mondale has proposed a 50 per-

cent reduction in emissions, with a trust

fund established among the 48 contiguous

states to shoulder the financial burden.

In regard to toxic wastes, Jackson favors

"aggressive enforcement" of Superfund.

In direct contrast to Reagan, he would

strengthen the Clean Water Act and back

the Safe Dririking Water Act. Walter Mon-

dale has said he favors a Superfund that

would compensate victims of toxic waste.

His record as a Congressnwn is respectable

in regard to chemicals. In 1972 he sup)-

ported testing of new chemicals before they

hit the market, a job the Reagan team
seems to have disregarded. He backed the

Toxic Substances Control Act, the Clean

Lakes Act, and would give federal support

to sewage-treatment projects. With the ex-

ception of support for some harmful water

projects, Gary Hart has a good record. He
supported the Toxic Substances Control

Act, the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, and Superfund.

Perhaps you'll agree that all three

Democratic candidates would present a

more positive, constructive attitude toward

the many serious problems which plague

our environment. There is reason to think

that any of them would be more responsive

to the urgent need for action and coordina-

tion among all parties concerned. Solving

such problems as acid rain and the many
thousands of hazardous waste sites will not

be quick and easy. But with a new presi-

dent the march will at least have a chance

to regain forward motion.

Thcmuu Pitoniak is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Denied visas deny speech
To the Editor.

The Collegian article "Guerilla theatre

interrupts speakers" highlights 'inter-

rupted speakers, repeated disturbances,

and crowd jeering'; finally, it raises the no-

tion of a sick idea of free speech; Such

issues, understandably of no small conse-

quence, beg one question...why this form of

protest, potentially so alienating? Are
these demonstrators simply to be dismiss-

ed as irrational "radicals" who are natural

ly rude and have total disregard for con-

stitutional guarantees such as "freedom of

speech"? Or, could there possibly have

been some principled justification for what

apparently seemed like indiscriminate

disregard for a sanctified First Amend-
ment right?

"Freedom of Speech", as guaranteed by

the Constitution, does not end simply with

one's right to express their respective

views; "freedom of speech," as understoo<i

by the courts, includes the right of

American citizens to hear opposing

political viewpoints.

When Interior Minister Borge of the

Nicaraguan (Government was denied a visa

to enter the U.S. (March 1983). He was
prevented from keeping his engagements

with several universities; SimultantHiusly,

we, the American public, were denied our

First Amendment rights to hear opposing

political viewpoints. On SeptemlxT 18,

1983 the Reagan Administrative denied

visas to a group of 5 Nicaraguans schedul-

ed to speak at Harvard; (including the

President of Nicaragua's Supreme Court).

And again, our First Amendment rights

were suspended (see N.Y. Times,

September 19, 1983, pg. A3). Likewise,

when Salvadorian Socialists such as Rul)en

Zamora and (luillermo Ungo were denied

visas to the U.S., opposing pK)litical views

The need to listen
To the Editor,

Frankly, I'm embarassed to admit that I

am a student at the University of

Massachusetts. What was the student

response to a political conference on the

Nicaraguan issue? Toy guns, fake blood, in-

terruptions and pure stupidity. Compas-

sion? How do you think Mr. Montalvan felt

when he realized that despite his family be-

ing burned to death in his home, there is no

real problem there, just C.I. A. intervention

(or so the demonstrators would have us

believe). I'm sure he wasn't bothered by a

bunch of self centered, erratic little

juveniles making a mokery of the deaths of

his family. Oh, but I'm forgetting the

C.I.A. is responsible for all the evils in the

world, or so many people around here

would have you believe.

I am not saying that the C.I.A. has done

no wrong in Nicaragua, or elsewhere, I am
just attempting to express that this is/was

not the proper way to effect change, who of

importance is going to give credibility to a

kid with blood on his face, who isn't respon-

sible enough to listen to the other side of

the issue. Dean F. Rascoe
SOM

Wear the star
To the Editor,

UMass is comprised of a diverse student

body. People from many different

backgrounds attend this university. We all

have one thing in common, we are all

students. We attend this university with

the shared goal of acquiring an education.

It is vital that we, as tomorrow's society

are aware of what happened in Nazi G«r-

many just over 40 years ago.

Aner World War I Germany suffered a

depression. With a crumbling economy the

people searched for hope. They found this

hope in Hitler who used the Jews as

scs^iegoat for the problems Germany was

facing. A division appeared among the peo-

ple. "There were those who were Aryan, be-

ing instructed that they were superior and

those who were not. The Aryans saw all

others as being inferior. They felt the need

to eliminate ^liefs and values that they

perceived inferior to their own; thus, they

tortured and killed non-Aryans.

The story of the people of Denmark
shows us that if we can come together, we
can overcome the divisions which affect us.

were again suppressed (see New York
Times, September 17, 1983, pg. 2, and New
York Times, April 6, 1984, respectively).

Ironically the same day on which the 5

Nicaraguans were denied visas, Com-
mander Eden Pastora, (Commander Zero)

leader of the CIA backed Democratic
Revolutionary Alliance, was granted a visa

to raise more funds for his rebels. (New
York Times, September 19, 1983, pg. A3).

What has all this to do with the conser-

vative student's event which was "inter-

rupted" Monday night? The Reagan Ad-
ministration is selectively granting visas to

people whose views are in political align-

ment with its own; according to Ted Weiss,

Democratic Congressman of New York,

such actions are "part of a broader effort

by the Reagan Administration to close the

door on opposing viewpoints" (New York
Times. April 6, 1984). Thus, we have the

"freedom" to hear the views of those "per-

sormlly in support of the Contras", whose
purpose is to overthrow Nicaragua —
speakers such as those sponsored by the

Conservative Students of UMass; (R.S.O.)

This in fact, is not "Freedom of Speech",

but a travesty of a noble concept.

The disturbances and interruptions of

Monday night represent a symbolic action

which protests prejudicial application of

the Constitution's First Amendment, and
our corresponding rights to hear all oppos-

ing political viewpoints. As long as

Nicaraguan officials. El Salvadorian
revolutionaries, and other notable I^tin-

American Socialists such as Salvador

Allende's wife are repeatedly denied visas

to the U.S., protests such as those of Mon-
day nights' seem to me, to lie a symbolic act

of denying all visas to speak. ..not just

some.

Perry Amsellem
UMasfl

By wearing the stars on Holocaust

Memorial Day we will show that the

students of UMass are united. As unified

students we will commemorat*' those who
have suffered from tht* Ht)i(K'aust.

Once we are aware of what happened, we
can begin to learn why it happened, and

come to the realization that such a

catastrophe could happen again.

Laura Goldstrich

Sylvan

Joel Rabinowitz
Southwest

Why Reagan?
To the Editor.

I was appalled by Andrew Paven's

editorial April 19, concerning the

popularity of our president. In a

predominantly liberal college campus it is

easy to find quarrel against Ronald Reagan.

Perhaps this was Paven's reasoning when

he ventured into absurdity by un

successfully atlempling lo relate two ob-

scure stories questioning Reagan's

character to his popularity as a president.

To attribute Reagan's popularity to his

failures as a person rather than his suc-

cesses as a statesman is a far greater crime

than embelli-shinR the truth.

The issue here is not whether Reagan has

misdirected the truth, but more im-

portantly the public s tolerance of how the

media covers these allegations. I am in

complete alignment with Paven's statement

that "we the public pay more attentioD"

when the media reports on our Chief

Executive. However, to allow articles like

Paven's as truth is to allow a comptete

degradation of the media's coverage of any

political situation.

Paven chose to ignore common facts to

support his point of view. The sticcessful

operation in Grenada combined with lower

unemployment and inflation rates ire

factors contributing to our president's

popularity, all remiss from Paven's article.

The omission of these facts supports

Paven's pessimistic attitude thst the

American people would prefer liars to able

politicians.

Paven should realize tht it is political

effectiveness, not mediocrity, that con

tinues to boost Reagan's popularity.

Guy Brooksbank
Southwest
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Holocaust Memorial Day
On Thursday, April 26, all faculty, staff and students will be invited to wear

yellow stars. . .

• In memory of the 6 million Jews who were tortured and murdered

in the Nazi death camps.
• In honor of those who risked their lives and gave their lives in the

resistance movements throughout occupied Europe.

• In recognition of our committment to work in solidarity with others

resisting oppression and persecution everywhere.

m
,.-*

Buttons displaying the yellow star will be available at central campus loca-

tions including: (Campus Center Concourse, Residential Cluster Office,

Dean of Students Office, Whitmore) beginning April 23

WMnMday. April 25 8:00 p.m.

Poetry and Discussion by Kol, Marcia Black,

Debra Seidman, and others. Readings of

poetry and testimonies of writers, Jewish

survivors, and Jewish people in the

resistance movefrtent.

Room 81 1. Csrrv)us Centar

Thursday, April 28 Continuous Showing

9:00 a.rr. 5:00 p.m.

Film "Ihr Zent Frei" (You Are Free) Focuses

on the liberation of Buchenwald and its ef-

fects on the liberators and the internees A

1984 Academy Award Nominee for short

documentary.
Cape Cod Lounge

9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

Photo Exhibit

Cape Cod Lounga

9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

Book Exhibit with relevant bibliographies and

course descriptions available.

Cape Cod Lounge
12:30 p.m. 1:00 p.m.

Commemorative Gathering with Chancellor

Joseph Duffey and others

Cape Cod Lounge

7:30 p.m.

Film and Discussion "As If It Were Yester

day" About the rescue operation of Jewish

children in Belgium during WWII. The film

maker, Myriam Abrpmowitz, will discuss her

work with the audience.

Worcester Dining Commons

Friday, April 27 To be announced

Breakfast discussion with film maker Myriam

AbranrKJwiti.
Bunerfield

Sunday, April 29 12:00 noon

Hillel Bruch with guest speaker Rena Finder

Borm in Krakow, Poland, Ms. Finder is a sur-

vivor of the Krakow ghetto, the Plaszow con

centration camp, Auschwitz, and Brinnlitz.

Commonwealth Room

2:00 p m.

Memorial to Victims of the Holocaust

Commonwealth Room

7:30 p.m.

Film "David" This 1979 film, the gripping

story of a Jewish boy coming of age in Nazi

Germany (1933 1940), is the first feature film

about the Holocaust to be made by a German

director (Peter Lilienthal) Free

Thompson Hall

Tuesday, May 1 7:00 p.m. 9:00 pm
Jewish Awareness/ Anti-Semitism Workshop

led by Cherie Brown, an internationally

known trainer from the Boston area. Open to

all students.

Campus Center

For mjre information call:

Hillel Office 545 2526

Marcia Black, Jewish Awareness Trainer,

SCERA. 545^)341

Elsie Young, Residential Education East,

545 0422

T„,y>oRU)-
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Budweiser,
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

Track Meet scheduled for Tues 4/24

has been changed to today

Report to field at 3 PM

Softball & Soccer drawings

will be Monday, April 30

at 5 PM in Boyden Roonn 215

Tennis Playoffs

and

Badminton Playoffs

begin today

ikARuhj^ful
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Feel Expensive!.^

Look Great!! ,

>^^

Expensive in

every way,
except PRICE!!

Hair styling for today's men & women
at reasonable

price;

$7.50 for a style

Marjon Hair Design
Rt. 9

Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

eAt4^

"O

Hours: Sat 10-4

Tues thru Fri 10-6

UNIVERSITY OFMASSACHUSETTS ATilMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^

Showcase of Jazz

Johnny Griffin and his quartet

Chico Freeman andhisqumtet

with a special guest appearance by

Max Roach

FRIDAY. APRIL 27, 8PM
TICKETS: $9, $7, $5

Five-College Students HalfPrice. Tickets Available at

Fine Arts Center Box Oftice.DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call (41 3) 545-2511 orl -800-243-4842

THE MOST WIDELY KNOWN
ALLIGATOR IN THE WORLD
IS REALLY A CROCODILE.

.^^^

CfU ll

SELECTED COLORS
NOW REDUCED

20 HACH 2..oR*35

y^
^omt of Waleli, Int,

32 illain ld»trrtt

7im\)trt\. fflatf^achusrtts

ffiailp 9:00 10 5:30 253 3361

Arts
•sv-X'r^Xv

The passing of a true poet
By ANDREW M.PAVEN
Collegian Staff

I was doing some reading the other night, preparing for

an English paper while watching the news on T.V., when
the newscaster told me Ansel Adams had died at age 82.

There, on the page in from of me, was the following line:

"The Poetic Sentiment,... may develop itself in various

modes -in Painting, in Sculpture, in Architecture, in the

Dance--. ..and very peculiarly, and with a wide field, in the

composition of the Landscape Garden." These words,

written by Edgar Allen Poe, are from a piece of work

called The Poetic Principle, in which Poe defines poetry.

Ansel Adams, composer of Landscape Gardens, was a poet

in the truest sense.

Different writers have had differing definitions of the

poet; Ansel Adams qualifies in all. Ralph Waldo Emerson
wrote that the poet was the person who could see, and took

the time to see the beauty of Nature and could then show

that beauty to the rest of us blind souls. Of the poet

Emerson writes: He is "the sayer, the namer, and

represents beauty. For the world is not painted or

adorned, but is from the beginning beautiful; and God has

not made some beautiful things, but (rather) Beauty is the

creator of the universe...Thr I'(M'1 is the person... without

CAR STEREOS • ALARMS
SUNROOFS

Sales and Installation

Call us BEFORE you buy.

ROUNDirfMOTION
THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS ^

321 Main St., Amherst 253-9341

Thursday Nip^ht

JOSTInRyans
challenges yau to

BE.\T lilE ri.()( K

Thf

Party

Net

Stopt

^i^^>^

vs '
' ^ '

*—

'

WANTED:
Student and area musicians

to play Jazz, blues, reggae,

funk, rock, etc. In ttte Hatch

Bar. If you're Interested call

Paul at 323-6844 and leave

a message. Your call will be
returned. Piano, staging,

P.A. available. Compensa-
tion lor performances.

impediment, who sees and handles that which others

dream of, traverses the wh'<' -< al«' of experience, and is

representative of man."

Ansel Adams was a poet. He saw the wonders and the

beauty of Nature, and captured that beauty for all to see.

None of us has to travel to Hernandez, New Mexico to see

the desolate beauty of the rising full moon; Adams had

been there for us. It is a testament to his skill that this

photograph, which once sold for $71,500., was taken by

Adams after he stopped his car for fifteen seconds, by the

side of the road, becaus< he had perceived the beauty

before him. Wrote Emer^-in; "America is a poem in our

eyes; its ample geography <' izzles the imagination, and it

will not wait long for ni«ir.>.." America was a poem in

Ansel Adam's eyes. And now, thanks to his art, it is a

poem in our eyes as well.

Adams left his collection o! negatives to the University of

Arizona. He wanted no mon profit to be made from his

art. Rather, students of tin university will be able to

experiment with printing U-chniques. They will be able to

work with, to mix metaphor-, the finest clay a sculptor

could ask for. Said Ansel .\dams: "The negative is the

score, the print the performan< i-." He acknowledged that

there may be, among those nejjatives, a picture more

artsUnes.

The famous improvisational comedy team of Abrams
and Anderson will perform at 8 p.m. on Thursday, April

26, at Smith College's Theatre 14. The duo received its

formal training at the famed Second City Theatre in

Chicago. The event will be hosted by the class of 1984.

Tickets will be on sale at the door for $3.50. For further

information, call 584 2700.

The Five College Chamber Soloists will perform works

by Henry Purcell, Gustav Hoist and UMass student

composer Kurt Phinney at 8 p.m. on Thursday, April 26

in Bezanson Recital Hall. The event is free of charge.

For further information, call .545 1945.

beautiful than "Moonrise. I.'emandez, New Mexico" m*

"Moon and Half Dome, Yosenii! e National Park."

It is precisely for this rt»ason tha* Emerson's words ring

true; he wrote: "A life in harmrjny v -rh Nature, the love of

truth and virtue, will purge t he eyes to understand her

text...so that the world shall !)•• to us an open book." For
Ansel Adams, dead or alive, t hat hnoU shall always remain

open.

FACULTY
There's an alternative to the Textbook Annex

Jeffery

Amnerst

oooksnop

We offer fast, responsive service on your
course book orders. . .as well as being a full-

service general bookstore.

Free Special Ordering
student & faculty discounts

on trade books & supplies

Call us with your summer & fall orders:

253-3381
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and

Blow Dry
$11.50 Long Hair

Expires 4/30/84

Valid with Barb & Julie only

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church for

more Information about this Christian

Ministry House.

Call 549-3596 or 586-4352.

STUDENT ART SHOW
Bring art work,

ready to be hung

CC 178

TODAY between 11-4

J
TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome
Two For Ono 9 till 1

- All Liquor Drinks -

r^-3 AMMsassst o^

O^S

OPEN

a
r~HIDMI6HT:S
Saturday 9-S Sunday //•£

opies
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Distinguished Visitors Program

and

Governors Program Council

presents

Dr. Ruth Westheimer

Poor RlchardLr^.CE CLUB
TOP 40 • Rock

f^

TONIGHT!

"SEXUALLY
SPEAKING''

Monday, May 7, 1984 at 8:00 PM
Student Union Ballroom
Tickets $2. 5-College Students

$4. General Public

available now at Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Datatix locations

UmUYmdSfmMMY

8 to

10:00
THE HOTTEST SOUND and MUSIC GOING!

IborRkhaxk is also available for catered
PRIVATE PARTIES AT THE folflSSf PRICES AROUND

Poor RlctiardLor?.%<!^
lOOODOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCtt

National Multiple Sclerosis Society

and Pike Kappa Alpha.

uoooDOorooopfc

,/.v/uld like to thank the following for their contributions toward the |

24 Hour M.S. Dance Marathon:

FOOD: PRIZES: FOR THEIR SERVICES:

A. Simons & Co. Inc. Animal City Inc. Tare Murphy - EMT Nurse

Lewis Beef Al-Bums University Hypnosis Center

John Martinelli Fentons Athletic Supply The Dance Workshop-IBM

Pine Crest Produce Command Performance (Incredible Break Masters)

Retailer Food Center Dream Machine

Amherst Deli Great Expectations

Witkin Provision Co. James H. McManus Eating Place

Old Thynrie Foods Fred Houck Jeweler SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Molitaris Orchard Four Seasons Campus Travel Center

Bess Eaton Donuts Record Town Columbia Bicycles

Dannon Yogurt Furnari Jewelers Underground Sound
D'Angelo Sandwich Shop Salt Box Miller Beer
Cookie Hut Russells Liquor 99.3 FM The Hot Spot

Louis Foods Matthew Shoes Bob Ross and Justin Ryan's

Colchester Egg Farm John Dellaria

Barts Ice Cream Plumble/s and especially to all the

Baskin Bobbins K-Mart Dancers who made it possible

Pjnochio's Pizza Regency Stylist

Domino's Pizza C & C Liquors

Whole Wheat Pizza Stadium Lk^uors

Collage Pizza Taylor Rental

Superior Pizza

Bell's Pizza

Hungry U Pizza •

Andy's Pizza

Price Chopper

Dancers: Don't forget the awards party t

tonight at 5:00 at Justin Ryan's 1
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LUNCH
Cheeseburger
Fish in Batter
Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey
Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Tomato Torte

Southern Ham Shortcake

DC MENU
BASICS LUNCH

Oatburgers

Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey

Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Tomato Torte

The Collegian...

iascinating

Weather

Mass.. R.I.. Conn. - To-

day, some early morning
cloudiness east coastal

areas, otherwise sunny and

mild. Highs generally in the

60s to lower 70s in the in-

terior. Tonight, clear. Lows
in the 40s. Tomorrow, sun-

ny and quite mild. Highs

from the mid to upper 60s

along the coast to the mid

70s in the interior.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Edited by Margaret Farrmr and Trude Jaffe
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ACROSS
1 Menu Items

5 "My Friend

Flicka" novelist

10 Distort

14 Gators kin

15 Mystery

16 Medley

17 Pay attention

18 Hitchhike

20 Canadian
physician. Sir

William

22 "What a good

boy
"

23 Trapshooting

24 Sign of sadness

26 Cuban coins

28 Summer
refreshment

31 Space
explorations

35 Fabray, to friends

36 "Strike
'

39 Impulse

40 Remain firm

43 Roll call replies.

Cockney style

44 Nassau, eg
45 Chinese

dynasty

46 Jazzman "Jelly

Roll'

48 Ancestors,

in a sense

50 Actor Merlin

53 Lines on a

map: Abbr

54 '—- phrase
'

57 Word with hold

59 Stage
62 Enioying

popularity

65 Spanish
American dollar

66 Addled

67 Haunted house
feeling

68 Delicious cheese

69 Pole or stalk

beginning

70 Lock
71 Vocabulary

expanders: Abbr.

DOWN
1 Repeat
2 Stoneware, in

Soissons
3 Hockey player

4 Prolonged tirade

5 Calendar abbr

6 Sunken fence

7 Like on
a log

8 Chinese shrub

9 Liturgical garb

10 Finds an

answer to

11 "I cannot

tell
'

12 Bicycle

13 Spender, for one

19 Biblical

instrument

21 Math word
25 Election counts

27 Rounded
28 Against, legally

29 African capital

30 Comedian
Johnson

32 Reverie

33 White-plumed bird

34 Highway haulers

37 never

too late"

38 Menu item
41 Native of Tallinn

42 Subway feature

47 Pearl Buck
character

49 Chopin
compositions

51 Upper
atmosphere

52 Bete

54 Kind of apple

55 River into the

Seine

56 Inspiration

58 Auspices
60 Algerian city

61 Jacques and
Pierre

63 Obtain
64 " a jolly good

fellow"
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To members of the UMass
community:

On Thursday, April 26, 1984

the Collegian will be holding

a public forum to discuss the

Editorial Page. The forum

will be in Campus Center

room 805-809 from 3:00 to

4:30. In addition to discussing

the Editorial Page, there will

be time left open to discuss

any aspect of the Collegian

that people are interested in.

All interested members of

the community are invited.
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MASSACHUSETTS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl 6 Cyl 8 Cyl

$34.«» $39.»'' $44.^'

Well instoll n«w reiislof »por^

plugs points S condenser od|USl

idle speed set timing lest bottefy

ond chorging system inspect roMt

distnbulof cop PVC volve igmtior

cobles oif filler ond vopor cams

ler filler Includes Emission lest

ond Printout

Lube, Oil

& RIter

$1599

includes 5 quarts

of 10-40 oil and
safety check

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center —

I
"FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"

78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watrotu's Store 549-4704
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Dastardly
Dan<j^i^

If
i: WHRE'STHE

TUESDAY and
THURSDAY NITES
$3. JO all the draft beer

you can drink u^

9 pm - 12 midnight ||J

M'yp uii.>''t/ Iwo coiij' :,> scP"" Available in

SMI ^L grey or white. m>«:r\o nr r .

$8 95 "'^<;tnaid Please specify Send check

or MO tu Si AB BEEK

PO Box 112064, Carrollton

TX 75011-2064

^ » m. jm aK M. ^ ><^j<. ^z:^:

We've Got The Competition

On The Run

Thursday. April 26, 1984

Hypercurricuia
P^RF^K FILM Film: "1 don't have to hide," depicting

Anorexia and Bulimia; something that affects at least 25

percent of college aged women. Question and answer
period after film. 7 p.m.. Campus Center 163-175.

EAST SIDE CONCERT Final east side concert security

meeting. Attendance required. For info call Bob at 6-

5561. Rob 6-5588. 6:30 p.m., CC 168c

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY - FILM "As If It Were
Yesterday", a film about the rescue operations of Jewish
children in Belgium during WWII. The film-maker,

Myriam Abramowitz will be present for discussion.

Thursday, April 26, 7:30 p.m., Worcester Dining Com-
mons.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY EVENTS - AU day in

the Cape Cod Lounge of the Student Union there will be
films, a photo and book exhibit on Thursday. Aoril 2R

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - 6 p.m. Thursday. April

26 in the Dukes Room of the Student Union.

LESBIAN UNION The L.U. has weekly rap groups on

Thursday nights. All are welcome. Come share thoughts

and meet people. 7 p.m.. 4060 Student Union.

SWAG ELECTION NOMINATION PAPERS Are due

Thursday, April 26th at 7 p.m. at the SWAG office.

R.A. COUNCIL - All student Residential Staff en-

couraged to attend one of these meetings. We will be

discussing RSO status. Newsletter, and other ways to

unify us. Either 4 or 7 p.m., CC 901.

HISTORY CLUB MEETING For all students interested

in life at UMass in the turbulent Vietnam War Period; a

panel discussion featuring people who were here then will

beheld. 8:30 p.m., Rm. 904-08 CC.

Hungry U
Correction

The 99 cent pitchers are only

available with the purchase of a

large pizza.

The Collegian apologizes for any in

convenience.

LEARN TO FLY bam your

pilots license

inexpensively.

Club owned
Cessna.

Memberships
also for licensed

pilots.

Introductory

rides available.

Call Carol 546-4827

Saucony 280 Clean-Up
Men's deceit

Req S34 99

NOW $26.

Saucony Jazz

Men's and women's joggers

Reg S49 99

NOW $38.

Saucony Dixon
Men's and women's joggers

Reg. S54 99

NOW $42.

Go for the action. Go with Saucony®.

Keep the competition on the defensive. Stay

ahead with savings and quality at Olympian.

We're always ready for the challenge.

^£yMP//9M
\X^ thriveon competition. [>

\Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
.Colic Ulan. 11

Come to Collegian Office CC1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Pr«tty soon, the "Steve Diamond Show"
will be leaving the valley forever. . .Listen

in, before it's too latel Every Thursday
afternoon, 3 to 6, on WMUA 91.1 FM

15 watt portabla. quad speaker, AMS,
LEDS, stereo wide, etc. $56 546-9383

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Datsun rebuilt engine 950 or BO Kathy

54S-4035 snow tires

1977 Toyota Corolla great condition new
brakes tires high mileage $1400 call

256^11

1978 Ford Mustang hatchback runs good
wants $2500.00 call 546-9946

71 Volkswagen SuperBeatie excellent

condition, sunroof $950 or BO Kurt

646-5039

1974 Ford Mavarick A.T., P.S., many ex-

tras, reliable, $500 or BO, Phyllis 5-2364,

p60'344i

77 Pinto Wagon, sky blue, runs good,

body good, 750, BO, Greg 253-5847

76 Datsun B210 low miles excellent condi-

tion inside and out no reasonable offer

refused keep trying Pete 549-7612 or 7790

CAR AND MOTORCYCLE ~
1976 Toyota Corolla - blue, really cute.

Many new parts, runs well, body good, AM
FM cassette. Good mileage. 1976 Honda

360, also very cute. Gold with matching

helmet. Great shape, needs battery. Must

see both. Call Tami. 256-0186.

DEC WRITER

Digital Dacwriter with APL char, set,

modem included like new. Call evenings

549-0393 $396.00

DRIVE A BUS

Western Masa Bus Unea is accepting ap-

plications to our bus driver training pro-

gram to prepare students for part time work

in Septembec Qualifications include a

clean driving record of 3 years, availability

to train through this summer, committment

to work through May, 1985, and student

status at one of the 5-College8. Apply in

person at 59 Service Center St. N'ton Mon-

Fri

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

RICHARD PRYOR'S
HERE AND NOW $1.50

Er>gineering East Auditorium

FridayApril27at5, 7,9, 11

FOR RENT

Furnished efficiency with carpet, AC.

Summer sublet, fall option $206. 323-6704

3-1/2 rooms Presidential Apts. incls.

refrigerator, air conditioner, dishwasher.

Walk to GRC. One block to bus stop.

Available 6/1 to 8/31 w/option to renew.

$306 -^ utilities. Call 549-5881.

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $196 -^ util

evenings 253-3075

Four bedroom house, large yard with

garden, cool in sumnr>er available June 1st

with faH option Call 253-3868

Two rooma. Summer fall option possible

v^lk to campus and town. Furnished,

washer/dryef. Dan Jackie 549-6041

One bedroom apt. $296 indudea utilities

on busline pets welcome available im-

mediateiy call 666-2020 ___^
2 rooma 100 yda from campua. Beach-

front locatk)n. Summer sublet fall option.

Nonamokers call 64»0633

One bedroom apt. In Creatview. sum-

mer w/fall option $360 -- utilities 54»-5949

Brandywina looking for one or two for one

bedroom in a 2 bedroom Brandywine apt.

Call Mike evenings 549-5416 _

FOR SALE

Bike 10 spd great shape $50 call Paul eve

666-3156 day 545-2088

Decwritar II Hardcopy Output Terminal
$660/BO DCAT Modem - notation model
$125/80 excellent condition must sell

-graduating 549-1739 Klyde

TRS-80 Model I 48k disk software inter-

face screen $500/ BO 546-9383

Bed, desk, bureau, and ten speed
Schwinn bike call Craio 256^3078 ^

FOUND

A aet of kaya outside Hatch 4/23 call

546-3289 with description ^^
A watch
256-8135

in CC on 24 April identify

Mattresa, box spring and frame, full

size, like new. Plus couch and 4 paira of

drapes. Asking $175 for all. Call 549-5881

Miatrai Sailboards. All styles. Good price.

Angie 549-4440

Fuji S-12S black 18 speed 23" frame with

rear rack and panniers $300 call 546-1402

73 SuperBeatle Looks great, mns great.

Lt. Blue $1095 549-4816

EP Water Ski comp2 $95 call Jody

549-0124 must sell quickly.

Infoton 100 Terminal perfect condition

best offer -~'| Jim 256-0796

HELP WANTED

Counselors, private coed overnight camp
in Berkshires has openings in baskett>all,

tennis, archery, gymnastics, Softball,

photography, radio station (AM), com-
puters, director/piano accompanist,
dance /movement /show choreography,

waterskiing. Op>enings also for unit leaders

and bunk counselors. Good salaries, friend-

ly atmosphere. Contact Jodi 546-9668

Men'a Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA/EOE
Ufeguard/Swim Inst, at private camp in

Pocono Mts. 2-3 pos avl 4 Red Cross cert

inds ^B+ . July thru Aug. Call Ruas at

542-3069 for info

Tutor needed for Beginning Apt. will pay

$8/hr. please call 253-7821

COUNSELORS, private coed overnight

camp in Berkshires has openings in basket-

ball, tennis, archery, softball, photography,

computers, director /piano accompaniest,

dance/movement/shoe choreography,

waterskiing. Openings also for unit leaders.

Good salaries. Friendly atmosphere. Con-

tact Jodi 546-9668

LOST

Red plaid MacGregor scarf in Cape Cod

Lounge Mon 4/9 546-4400

Jeen Jacket and keys at the Pub returni

to Pub or call 549-7566 RewardI

Please I lost a ladies gold watch on 4/19

reward 546-5519

MOTORCYCLES

BIk. 7B0F 1980 Honda 21000 mi new rear

tire and brakes bat case guards bik. saddle

bags ox. cond. always starts very powerful

asking 1300 dis. call Nick at 546-6635

Yamaha SR2E0Q 1900 recent tune-up etc.

perfect condition $700 or BO 546-642 (keep

trying)

MUST RENT IMMEDIATELY

Space In Brittany $117.50 call Tracy

256-001 1 leave name & number
^

NEWPORT

Wanted room in house or apt from June
- Sept. Call Amy in the evening at 549-5619

please keep trying

PERSONALS

All University Women invited

to Open Rush at Alpha Chi Omega
Thurs. April 26 Bar-B-Q Dinner

at 4:46

Please RSVP - Linda Baker or Stacy at

546-2152 or 549-4159

Happy Big 19 Sue Pink. We coukin't

deckje what to gat you—a Porshe or this

ad. Guess what you got. . .Wa tova you,

Pat, Jeff, Vic, Kurt, PJ

Attentton:
Ski aub Excluahra

For all thoae v»rfio worked 10 hours

or more at The Ski Snatch, come by

the offfce to pick up your invitattons

to the Party scheduled for

Friday night.

UMass Ski Club

Contact Lanaes replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. other brands available. Dr. Spencer

University Drive 256-8561

Congrats BalskyI You finally made it to 20

Happy Birthday love Jo

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertationa, Theaea, Cases, Papers,
acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low
rates. 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

Thurs B-3 after noon or Fri 5-4 eariy AM to

NJ (Westfield) or NYC Jill 546-7301 even-

ings

Ride needed to New York City or vicinity

of Friday, April 27. Preferably would Ji|

leave in the morning will share expenses

call at night, if not home please leave

message Janet 546-6124

RIDERS WANTED

Roundtrip to NYC for $18. on May 5

daytrip 256-6782

ROOM WANTED

night j

Needed do you have room for 1 more per-

son in your house in Hyannis-Yarmouth

area asap call Sue 256-8676

Room wanted for summer
mouth call Brian 549-2694

in W Yar-

Room wanted in W Yannouth for summer
call Brian 665-3225

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Puffton - room available in 2 bedroom apt.

June 1st with fall option 549-6715

Wanted two roommatea to share

Southwood Apt. call 546^5271 or 546-5265

between 6-10 PM
Responsible women to share sunny

Southwood apt summer/fall 253-5109

Looking for 2 mature UMaaa students

to share quaint 3 bedroom Northampton

apt. Summer with fall option call evenings

after 6 586-4566

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apartment mid

May with fall option call 253 2140 1 or 2 per-

sons, male or female to have own room

Fall aemester 84 (summer sublet)

Southwood apts 3rd floor pool tennis court

on busline Norm 256-1031

Female nonsmoker to share 4 room N'ton

apt 206/mth May-Aug pos through May 86

586-9938

Male roommate wanted to share 1

bedrm apt in Presidential $177.00 includes

heat 546-9538

Two houaematea wanted for aummer in

WYamnouth $800 each by May 26. Call Sue
or Laura 546-9880

Female roommatea wanted in

Townehouse for fall semester and on call

549-4586

Female roommate
Townehouse Apt. For

549-5631

wanted for
mora info call

Cool female roommate wented to share

large room in Falmouth for summer cheap

call Heather 546-6677

Colonial Village one bedroom avail sum
mer sublet, fall option call Sue or Katie

256-8676

Looking for male nonsmoker tov share a

room in Brandywine call 549-7692

Looking for 2 roommatea for apt in Bran-

dywine call 546-5436

Male to ahare room in two bed room Puf-

fton apt $108/ mth call Marybeth 549-7724

keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED
IN BOSTON

Graduating female needed to share apt.

in Boston /1 28 area Sue 256-0463

SERVICES

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,

resumes, etc. 666-3414

Leaving town 7 Going honr>e? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Call the Convnuter Area

Government Ride Service, from May 1 to

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us v»^f>ere

you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 546-2146
.

Free RIm: "I Don't Have to Hide", Anorex-

ia and Bulemia affects 25% of college aged

women. CC 163-175, April 26, 7 PM spon

Student Nurse Aaaoc

SUMMER 1184 - EMPLOYMENT

Reataurent - Martha's Vineyard rm

avaiiabte. Pteaae aend inquiries to PO Box

2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02S67

SUMMER SUBLET

Brittany $363.50 June, July, August call

Tracy 256-001 1 leave name and number

Fall option 2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom

house on bus route 256-1337

Prime Amherat Center location, three

bedrooms, spacious, renovated, 6-4984,

fall optton
^

Two bedroom Townhouae summr sublet

fall option Squire Village rent negotiable

666-4793
_

Fail option large two bedroom apt in

Sunderiand bus rt WW carpeting AV
dishwasher 325 month call eves 666-4604

Beautiful Apt. Amherst Center 2 bedrms

reasonable $, Aug freel 549-7800

3 bedroom apartment in Amherst from
6-1 to 10-31. $500 all utilities included

256^)609

2 bedroom apt available in Preaidantial call

546-5668 or 546-5683

Puffton Village 3 bdrms 2 single 1 shared

with female $^ X, aa furnished

Mill Hollow Apt for summer with fall op-

tion. Apt 2 miles from campus on Puffers

Pond 549-5061

Brandywine Apartment very cheap 2

bedroom, fully furnished swimming pool

directly on bus route beginning June 1st

call Seth 546-1466 Steve 546-9673

Room for rent Amherst Center with fall

option 125 per month evenings call Abby

256 6969 ^_^
Brandywine, fully fumiahed, 2 bedroom
airconditioned, pol, rent negotiable,

548-0124, anytime

Furnished 1 bedroom Puffton Village

June 1 to August 31 call now 549-7864

Lge room in Amherst house 3 min to

campus, bus, snd town 135 nag call Laura

549-0081

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apt on bua route cheap
rent summer sublet with fall optwn
866-7518

2 rooma available in beautiful North

Amherst house. On bus route. 200 +

utilities each Scott 649-4926 after 6

For summer: 5 bedroom house on Main

St. next to bus stop 266-6362 Sue

3 bedroom Puffton apt summer cable 2

bathrms call after 1 1 PM cheap 5467267

Two bedroom apartment on scenic Puf-

fer's Pond. Summer sublet with fell optk>n.

54^6600 _^__
Colonlel VII1 1 bedroom furnished summer
possible fell optk)n 266-0909 evenings

QOOD DEAL 2 bedrm Brandywine sum-
mer sublet. Available June 1st thru Sept.

1st. Call Marsha 549-1511 or Michele

546-4917

Two reap males for 2 bedroom aptin Pres

100+ each starting June 1 call late PM
549-0740

Summer sublet for couple or single 2

rooms, private entrance & bath, kitchen

and laundry privledges. 166/nrK)nth Chris or

John 256^49
Own room in 2 bedroom apt on Main St

Amherst females only 253-6662

Ibedroom apt Colonial Village svaila June

1 • Sept 1 2561301

One bedroom open In Southwooa apt

call Jen or Sue between 4-6 256-6600

1 bedroom Coloniel Vill near pool with

fall option 253-5764

1 bedroom Southwood townhouae
summer sublet with fell option svailable

June 1 253-7031

Brighton Ma BU, BC area May 11 thnj

August call 617 782-6081

2 bdrm % mile from campus AC cable

blcy call Beth 546^X)46

TRAVEL

Montreel Party Weekendl May 4-6 $79

limited space, call today! 549-1671

WANTED

Buying Gold Claaa Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherat, 266-0710

Looking for roommetee?? 2 females

looking to share townhouae Brandywina

Puffton or Brittany Manor. Plaaaa call

Sharon or Meg 646-8614

Townhouae or Brandywine apt. wanted
for fall will take In June caN Jim 256-1072

eves $100 reward

WANTED TO RENT

Eeay to live with fun loving kx>kir>g to

share apartment. Prefer near campus call

eves, Lisa 646-6617

2-3 bedroom apt wanted North Amherst

willing to take over June Mike 546-9387

Sublet wanted for aummer, professional

couple, no children/pets, excellent

references. 203-763-0323

Brandywina Southwood will takeover

lease anytime $ reward call Tom 546-5930

or Bob 549-1685

2 bedroom apartment In Colonial

Village call Karen 549-4684

Looking for a double room or apt in Puf-

fton or Brandywine with summer sublet/fall

option. Call Eric 546-5846 or Kurt 546-5868

Wanted Puffton or Prealdential Apt will

pay reward call 666-7518 546-5141

^-4 bedroom apt in Amherst or vicinity

will take in summer or fall 546-6172 or

546-6162
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Gorillas fall; Crimson upset winners
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

This one hurts.

There are always those situations in

sports when one team, a very, very good

team at that, has risen from a slow

seasonal start and played tremendously to

send their season seemingly rocketing

towards possible stardom. Then, in these

situations, there is always that opponent, a

good opponent, but one that should be

beaten, who walks in and either scares you

to death or causes you a lasting nightmare.

For Massachusetts it was the nightmare.

The Crimson of Harvard were the in-

itiators of thai nightmare as they took the

tempo away from beginning to end and

nnade the Gorillas play their slowdown

game while posting a 10-7 upset here at

The Hill yesterday.

"Yon can Y play mediocre and

beat a good team — and Har-
vard is a good team.

"

— UMaas head lacroase

Coach Dick Garber

Massachusetts was as sloppy as the wet

weather and never seemed to get into their

rhythm, save for brief moments. Constant-

ly trying to come from behind, the Ciorillas

missed too many opportunities, while Har-

vard made good of their own deliberate

style. The most glaring statistic read in the

final shots chart. Massachusetts ripped off

48 chances while Harvard only took 28, but

the Crimson still came away with the win.

"I don't know why we have a good

quarter or a good stretch and then fall

apart," sighed a dejected coach Dick

Garber later. "The effort was there, the

guys were trying their hardest, but we've

got to make things count and we didn't."

Harvard let the Gorillas know early that

the g^me would be a battle, when they

jumped out on top 2-0 in the first peritxl.

Massachusetts came back quickly though

and a pair of nets from Greg Fisk and Tom
Lukacovic tied up the score, only two
minutes later, with SVj minutes to play in

the stanza.

Then before you could analyze the tying

goal. Harvard unknotted the core with a

Paul Garavente shot, only 31 seconds later.

It gave the Crimson a 3-2 lead after one.

They stretched that advantage to 4-2

moments into the second frame when Rob

Hawley beat goalie Gery Moreau 21

seconds after face-off.

From there, the Gorillas again had trou-

ble before another spurt of good play got

Massachusetts back into a tie. Stephen

Moreland converted twice within two

minutes for a 4-4 halftime deadlock.

The second half picked ufi with a Xerox

of the first half, and when Harvard scored

twice, Massachusetts again found

themselves down a pair. 6-4.

Suddenly, the passing clicked for th-

Gorillas as Rich Messina hit a streaking

Lukacovic, on the fastbreak for a set-up

and score that was fit for framing. Then,

Fisk slid down the left side and fired home
a low liner to tie the affair again, at six.

This time it was the last hurrah for the

Gorillas and the Crimson's sit and wait tac-

tics built a 9-6 lead, one that the Gorillas

couldn't overcome.

Later Garber reflected on the blow that

had been dealt to the Gorilla's NCAA play-

off chances and the team's top ranked New
England ranking.

"This game was a very big game in those

two steps," he said. "It takes away the lux-

ury of only having to split with Army and
Syracuse, and means we have to definitely

beat New Hampshire and Dartmouth."

So now the Army marches in on The Hill

Saturday. Yesterday didn't do anything to

improve attitude for that game. The
Gorillas are back to the disappointing loss

of Brown two weeks ago. It is time to rise

again. It is a must.

Ray Leonard to visit S'pfld
SPRINGFIELD lAP)

Sugar Ray Leonard will

train and sijjn autopraph?

Saturday at the Civi

Center, where he scored

victory in 1980 in his cli;

up the boxing ladder to i

welterweight and jum

middleweight titles.

Leonard plans to present

plaques of appreciation to

Mayor Rirhard Neal. sign

autographs and train for an

hour for his comeback fight

May 1 1 against Kevin
Howard at the Centrum in

Worcester.

Ijconard will give one of

plaques to the family of V
Tallarita, who prom*^

several of his fights e?

his career.

"Ray was tr<

especially well

Springfield, and he wanl^

show is appreciation

promoter Dan Doyle sai

Mondav. "It was h

idea... and to also pay triV

to Vito, who was so h«

to Ray."

Leonard defeated veteri.

contender Armando Mum
at the Civic Center in 1980
Leonard will train there anc
meet the public at noon
Saturday.

Leonard returns to the ring

after retiring two years ar
after an operation fo

detach€Kl retina.

Women's softball today
NEW HAMPSHIRE at MASSACHUSETTS

TIME - 2:30 p.m.

PLACE - NOPE fieW

RECORDS - UMass 21-7. UNH 3-9

PITCHERS - UMass, Lynn Stockley (11-5), Cathy

Reed (11-2)

UNH, Terri Lavinge, Chris Gilligan

OUTLOOK - UMass is

riding an 1 1 game winning
streak coming into today's

game which is the first of

four doubleheaders for the

Mlnutewomen in four
days.

UMass has aJready faced

New Hampshire at the

Catamount Invitational

two weeks ago and came
away with a 1 7-1 win. Sally

Maher had a grand-slam

home run m that game and

Tina Coffin went 4-for-5.

The Wildcats have been

having their problems.

They lost their last game
to Maine 7-6. The squad,

4-11 a year ago, have col-

lected their three wins

with a sweep of Keene

State and a split with Holy

Cross.

UMass took two from

Holy Cross, 7-0 and 12-1.

STAT WATCH - Four

starters are hatting over

.300. Allyson Rioux (ss)

leads the team at .395.

Beth Talbott (c) .355, Sally

Maher (lb) .333. Janet

Miller (of) .309.

r«ll«K{u photo b.T Andv Heller

Tina Coffin...UMass
co-captain.

There is speed on the

basepaths. Coffin lead."? the

team v^nth 10 stolen bii.ses

(SB) while Rioux is 4-for-4.

Emily Bietsch and Maher

are a perfect 5-for-5.

- GERRY deSIMAS

Catlcffiaa pttoto ky DaTtrf P. DmUt

ALL WRAPPED UP — University of Massachusetts junior at-

tackman Tom Lukacovic is engulfed by Harvard's Rob Graff during

yesterday's action. The Minutemen fell to the Crimson, 10-7, amid
cloudy skies and a muddy Boyden field.

SportsLog
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts...

The National Hockey League playoffs are

into the conference finals, with the sur-

prising Canadiens holding a one game lead

over the mighty Islanders. The Habs have

featured a tight-checking defense and

incredible goaltending from rookie Steve

Penney... Penney came into the playoffs

with an 0-4 record in the regular season,

but his playoff work has been far from

regular. He has proceeded to shut out the

Pmin*, Nordique*;, and Islander? so far.

Just don't give him any krypton, and hell

be alright. ..Did you see the final game of

the Montreal Quebec series? Over 200

minutes in penalties. 10 players ejected,

and one player with a broken nose- -sounds

like an SGA meeting.

Edmonton, meanwhile, has already taken

care of Minnesota in game one, 7-1. and

should do the same throughout the series.

The real Stanley Cup is being played right

now between the Canadiens-Islanders...rm

sorry, but the Campbell Conference just is

second class to the Wales Conference. I'd

like to spp thf' NHI/ put Gr»»tzky and Co

against the Patrick or Adams divisions 6

or 8 times a year. The results would be

quite (litlerenl...by the way. in case anyone

is wondering, the "U" in the Canadien crest

stands for "Hockey Club of Canada", not

"Habitants" as I. and others, originally

thought. Just brushing up for my next

game of Trivial Pursuit.

The NBA has also featured some quite

interesting series. The Celtics-Bullets

brawl will never be found in Webster
dictionary under the word "finesse." There
was plenty of bad blood between the two.

especially M.L. Carr and Ricky Sobers, who
called Carr "a hack artist". Of course,

SohtTs isn't as pure as Ivory Soap, either.

In fact, both made the centerfold for

Machetti Illust rated...V^hai was the icing

on the cake was the Gerald Henderson

Frank Johnson fight at the end of the fourth

game. I remember my p.sych textbook

saying that aggression is a learned

behavior. Aft'r this week, I havp definitely

learned how to be aggressive...The

question is, will Captain Lou Albar.o

manage the Celts next year.

This column was riding high when New
Jersey jumped out to a 2 game to none lead

over the 76ers, but Philly has fought back

to tie. They, along with the Islanders, are

proving that the best teams are the ones

that pick themselves up when they are

down...Bernard King, my choice for league

MVP, has scored 128 points in 3 games

against the Pistons, and the Knick forward

is doing it with more than one dislocated

finger. I wonder what he'd do on a broken

leg?,..The series in the West is just too

boring to mention, so I won't.

With baseball underway in Fenway, the

only real attraction is Mike Easier. The

"Hit Man" has been swinging a hot bat, and

showing a good glove at first base. He has

the funniest swing, though. It's just too

difficult to describe on paper... Dave

Kingman is reborn, leading the American

League in home runs. It seems that when

everyone leaves the Mets. they do well.

Well, the Mets will have the last laugh.

A couple of final notes: on Monday night,

in a USFL game, a Michigan player, after

scoring a touchdown, started the ritual of

the High fives. He gave one too many as

one dislocated his shoulder. This one is

sure to make every blooper show known to

man...?'inally. Bobby Knight isn't the only

one holding Olympic trials. In fact, it's

right here at UMass. Yes. the Olympic

Hackysack trials are being held during

Earth Awareness Week. So get out there

and root for your favorite hacker, or sacker,

or whatever they're called.

No more need be said.
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Janitor given probation

for dormitory arson notes

CoilcffUn plioto by Aitdy H«ll*r

WHERE "R" THE BIRDS? - A small sparrow who makes his

residence in the "R" of Herter Hall's sign pokes out his head to

sample a Spring morning's air.

BOG reaffirms opposition to

pornographic magazine ban
By RALPH ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

After three and a half hours of heated

debate, the Campus Center Board of

Governors last night rejected a proposal to

ban Playboy, Playgirl, and Penthouse

magazines from the University Store.

Board members voted 18-8 against the

motion after hearing presentations by Julie

Melrose and Debra Murphy of the Ad hoc

Committee on Campus Pornography, Pro-

fessor Roger Libby of the Home
Economics department, an authority on

human sexuality, attorney William

Newman, representing the American Civil

Liberties Union, as well as comments from

several students attending.

Melrose and Murphy began the meeting

with a series of photos and cartoons from

Playboy and Penthouse "depicting women

as simply sexual objects without any per-

sonalities" or other characteristics, and

other pictures portraying children as nym-

phomaniacs.

Questioned throughout the evening as to

whether their proposal violated First

Amendment rights of the constitution,

Melrose said, "It is no crime to have a

sense of right and wrong and to act in ac-

cord with it, especially in a worid where the

two are often dangerously confused."

Newman, objecting with the Ad hoc

Committee's stand-but, he said, not some

of their sentiments-said the group was

"asking for a political quick fix," and not

dealing with the heart of the problem.

"By taking something off the shelves,

you don't change anybody's mind about

anything," Newman said. "You just pre-

vent them from seeing something you don't

want them to see. It's worth the time and

effort to try and change people's minds.

You don't defeat an injustice with another

injustice. You defeat it with a better idea.

And good will prevail over junk."

Professor Libby, who also represented

the side not to ban the magazines, said

while these magazines may get tasteless

and offensive at times, the constructive

task would be to try to improve the quality

of the magazines.

"Many of these people have sincere con-

cerns that I agree with," Libby said. "But

it can't be solved by a tunnel vision purity

crusade.

"Censorship sets a dangerous precedent.

Pornography is in the eyes of the beholder.

Decisions can't be set on the idea that if

you don't like something, it's obscenity, if

you do like it, it's erotica."

Several feminists at the meeting argued

the connection of these magazines to sex-

ual violence to women, to which Libby said

there was no solid evidence to prove the

premise.

Melrose and Murphy said they would con-

tinue to educate the public in the connec-

tion of pornography and violence.

Overprescribeddrug cited
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A former University of Massachusetts

janitor charged with writing graffiti on the

walls of a UMass dormitory during the

series of small fires on campus last

semester, was put on probation for one year

Wednesday.
At her sentencing in Northampton,

Hampshire District Court Judge Richard

Cannon ordered Karen Ann Damon, 21. of

Hatfield placed on probation with her case

suspended for one year with dismissal

coming at that time if she gets into no

further trouble with the law.

Assistant District Attorney Rosemary

Tarantino said a stale police report showed

that about 30 graffiti notes appeared on the

walls of toilet stalls and on toilet seats in

various UMass dorms between Nov. 23 and

Dec. 21,1983.

At that same time a rash of small fires in

trash barrels and on papers on bulletin

boards created a crisis atmosphere at

UMass.
The situation at Crampton Dormitory, an

all women's house in the Southwest

Residential Area, was more intense with 16

such small fires occuring.

Tarantino said some of the notes in

Crampton read. "Crampton die Sunday."

"burning down the house," and "3 a.m.

arson 12/19/83."

Damon's attorney. John Foley of Nor-

thampton, said the note writing "was all

brought about because someone prescribed

too much Dilantin for this young lady

(Damon)."

F'oley also said the drug was prescribed for

Damon's epilepsy, but in a dosage that

caus€»d "a toxic psychotic condition." ac

cording to a report by Dr. David Lippman.

a psychiatrist who examined the defendant

for the court.

Foley also charged in court that some

students at UMass must have "observed

and encouraged" Damon. "Some of these

messages Karen is not capable of." Foley

said.

The graffiti notes were among the

evidence an FBI computer used to construct

a psychological profile of the person setting

the fires at UMass.
That same profile later became the prime

factor in the arrest of a senior on December

2. 1983. who was charged with setting the

fire in the room of a Crampton resident.

That charge was later dropped and the

suspended student reinstated by Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey. The fires to this day

remain unsolved.

Duffey cites acedemic freedom

to oppose "nuclear free zone"
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian SUff

•search freedom

lised during two

•lie hearing las'

ake Amherst a

Issues such as acai

and public activism

hour of debate at

night on whether

"nuclear free zone."

The hearing, attended by approximately

100 people, was held at the Bangs Com

munity Center by the Amherst Select

Board at the request of a group called

Citizens for a Nuclear Free Amherst, which

has put a proposal before Amherst Town

Meeting to make the town a nuclear free

zone. The group is hoping the Select Board

will endorse this proposal to ensure its

passage at the Town Meeting this Monday.

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey, who was unable to at-

tend the meeting, sent a spokesman who

said Duffey questioned the action from an

academic freedom standpoint.

This proposal "puts any academic in

stitution in a dilemma." the spokesman read

from a prepared statement attributed to

Duffey, which did not specify what research

would be affected at UMass. Although

saying Duffey called the proposal

"laudable," he said it "puts an unnecessary

and unwarranted restraint on freedom to do

research," and that it would "duplicate

safeguards" already in effect at UMass.

"We want to do something in light ol

what's going on and do everything we can

to prevent buildup and protect our health,"

said Francis Fortino, a member of the

group. The measure calls for the town to

ban "the production of nuclear weapons or

components" by any "person, corporation,

public or private educational facility,

laboratory, institution, or other entity."

Proponents of the proposal expressed fear

of "global genocide" and argued on the basis

of morals, physical and mental health

implications of nuclear war. and on the

theory that money used for nuclear

weapons could be put to better use

elsewhere.

"The question is not a liberal or con-

servative issue," said Alan Ruth, who spoke

from the audience. "If we have a

catastrophe, there will be no issues to be

conservative about."

UMass English professor Arnold Silver

said "as much as I admire the ideals... (the

proposal) flaunts the democratic policies of

our country." He cited the Constitution of

the United States, which calls for providing

for the defense of our country.

The Select Board is expected to vote today

on whether or not to endorse the proposal,

first made March 12. It will be voted on at

Amherst Town M . which starts

Monday.

Inside:
Holocaust remembered P-^

Noontime politics today, music tomorrow p.3

Should pornography be on campus? P-5

Softball, lacrosse action tomorrow pl6

*'It is not hard to understand Soviet support for the nuclear

freeze,
"

^Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger
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Reagan seeks liberal China
PEKING (AP) President

Reagan lectured the Chinese

nation today on the benefits

of capitalism and en-

couraged its communist

leaders to move forward

with their tentative

economic liberalization.

At the same time, he used

his first speech here to

sharply criticize the Soviet

Union, saying "America and

China both condemn
military expansionism - the

brutal occupation of

Afghanistan and the

crushing of Kampuchea
Cambodia."

In remarks prepared for an

afternoon speech and later

scheduled for broadcast on

Chinese national television -

before a video audience that

White House officials

estimated could reach 200

million - Reagan said that it

was the profit motive that

spurred America's
development.

Speaking in the Great Hall

of the People to an audience

of 500 to 600 Chinese

business leaders and experts

in U.S.-Sino relations, the

president said:

"The societies that have

made the most spectacular

progress in the shortest

period of time are not the

most rigidly organized nor

even the richest in natural

resources. No, it is where
people have been allowed to

create, compete, and build,

where they have been

permitted to think for

themselves, to make
economic decisions, and
benefit from their own wits,

that society has become the

most prosperous,
progressive, dynamic, and
free."

Dukakis offers Red Line ride
BOSTON (AP) Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, amused

by the suggestion that

Massachusetts is a "com-

munist" state, invited a top

White House aide yesterday

to join him for a ride on the

Boston subway route known
as "the Red Line."

The political tempest was

touched off halfway around

the globe while Air Force

One carried President

Reagan and his entourage to

China. Reporters asked

Chief of Staff James A.

Baker 3d if he'd ever been to

a communist country before.

Today' 8 Staff

Night Editor Paul Basken

Copy Editor Mary-Sheila Loughlin

Layout Technician Steve Anderson

Photo Technician Drew Ogier

Production Supervisor Will Hopkins

Production John Wielgus, Marsha Wilcon,

Michele Phelan, Shelley Witkiewicz,

Lynn Eisenberg, Jane Hirshberg, Mike Lennon

Leslie King, Conor Plunkett, Ellen Waxman
Jim Rice, Kim Foster 1

"Well, I've been to

Massachusetts," Baker joke,

triggerintr a oromnt f/>ngue-

incheek response from

Dukakis.

In a "Dear Jim" letter sent

to the White House, the

governor wrote:

"Your recent comments
rewriting the geo-political

history of the fine Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts

have amused many of us.

"Before a covert operation

is undertaken to mine

Boston Harbor, I would like

to invite you to come to

Boston and accompany me
on a ride on the Red Line.

Following that, we can visit

the Digital Equipment Co.

plant in Roxbury, where
President Reagan visited a

year ago and proclaimed he

had seen the future and we
are it.
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East Side

Concert
Saturday, April 28

12:00 am - 6 pm

Field South of

Worcester DC.

Bands:

Cool Runnings
Mitch Chakour
Girls Night Out

NRBQ^
First Conren Sponsored bv all

+ East Side .Area Governments

Rain Location Bluewall

Sponsors: Undergrad SGA, Arts Council. East Side House Councils

No Boftirs or Kr^ Allowed.

No Beer Balls too!

Ni) Parkinit Nrar Cotu rn Arra whrrhfr or is srirkrrrd or not'

No parking in lot 63 (sticker or no sticker)

APUMrpkota

Former Weather Underground
fugitive Kathy Boudin, shown in

custody in 1981, pleaded ^ilty

yesterday to murder and robbery in

the 1981 Brinks armored car holdup

in New York in which two police of-

ficers were killed.

Reagan for

terrorist laws
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan asked Congress yesterday for

sweeping authority to prosecute Americans

who support or act in concert with groups

that the secretary of state says engage in

terrorism.

The bill is one of four proposals sent to

Gongress aimed, Reagan said, at countering

international terrorism. The other bills

would establish federal jurisdiction over

hostage-taking, tighten laws against air-

craft sabotage, and provide rewards of up

to $500,000 for information on terrorism.

The legislative package follows Reagan's

April 3 signing of the secret National

Security Decision Directive 138, which

permits pre-emptive strikes and reprisals

against terrorists, administration officials

said.

The most controversial portion of

Reagan's legislative package is likely to be

the proposal to imprison Americans for up

to 10 years if they are convicted of sup-

plying, training or acting "in concert with,

the armed forces or any intelligence agency

of any foreign government, faction, or

international terrorist group" which is

publicly designated a terrorist organization

by the secretary of state.
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Memorial service held in

remembrance of Holocaust
By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

The Holocaust left a "black hole in the

story of the 20th century," Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey said at a memorial service

yesterday afternoon at the University of

Massachusetts.

"Selective amnesia is sometimes a merciful

occurrence, sparing us the puzzled angi jsh

of trying to explain what we would rainer

forget. But remember we must," Duffey

told an emotional audi«nT filling the Cape

Cod lounge in the Stud« -t » nion BuUding.

Many in the audience wept throughout the

service as they listened to the chancellor's

speech. Many also V'>r» binions bearing

the yellor star of I);ivid on their denim

jackets, knapsacks and shirt lapels.

Duffey said it does not dishonor the

memory of the HoUxau.st to remember
other events which have contributed a

"cloud of witnesses to the human
propensities for evil which hovers over this

generation and this ctMilury."

The events he was speaking of were "the

children of Mai Lai and ('ambodia, the

Armenian martyrs of 1915," and many of

the other tragtdies of past centuries.

"All of these are a part of the fellowship of

haunted memory of human degradation and

suffering, a wide fellowship, wide enough to

encompass many r.u-ts and religions,"

Duffey said.

"The Holocaust itself is not an exclusively

Jewish event," he said.

He said a small pen-fni of non-Jews were

also murdered in tuncentration camps like

Auschwitz and Dachau.

"No longer must Americans apologize for

being different or for cherishing their own
distinctive heritages and traditions,"

Duffey said.

He said ethnic self awareness can be good

in many respects hut it can also in some

ways be bad.

"I sense in some parts of our society today

a resurgence of intolerance and in-

sensitivity, rationalized by a resurgence of

ethnic pride.

"We should remember that the Holocaust

was the result of ethnic dogma, of cultural

self-righteousness, of overwoaning national

pride. So that even as we rejoice in the

rediscovery and recovery of roots, we

should be wary of the dark side of this

experience," Duffey said.

Six poems written during the Holocaust

were read after Duffey's speech and a

memorial candle was lit following each

poem in memory of the six million Jews that

were murdered in the Holocaust.

President of the Undergraduate Student

Senate, Rick Patrick read the fourth poem

by Pavel Friedman in memory of Hannah

Sermesh, a Jewish resistor in Hungary who
was shot to death while awaiting trial in a

Nazi concentration camp.

Duffey said the prime lesson to be learned

from the Holocaust is that the "course of

history will never be made smooth. To
believe it can be is an illusion. The

propensities to betrayal are there in all of

us and the struggle with and for humanity

never gets less complex or easier."

< ollcgun piMita br lurj Cabana

Both those old enoug:h to have lived throug^h it, and those young:

enough only to have been told of the tragedy, listen intently during

Holocaust Memorial Day observances held yesterday in the Student

Union Building.

Richardson to speak at

noon at Student Union
Republican U.S. Senate hopeful Elliot Richardson is

scheduled to address students at the University of

Massachusetts today at noon on the steps of the Student

Union Building. He is one of three Republican candidates

in the race for the Massachusetts seat which will be

vacated by Sen. Paul Tsongas in November. Richardson,

who served as Attorney General under President Richard

Nixon, is currently a lawyer in Washington. The event will

be brought to you by the Republican Club, a student

political organization new to the campus this semester.

NRBQ, Mitch Chakour

play in outdoor concert

The first annual joint effort of the campus's east side

area governments will take place tomorrow when four

bands of various music genres will play in an outdoor con-

cert.

Cool Runnings, a reggae band, Girls Night Out, a pop

group, rock artist Mitch Chakour, and the local NRBQ,

are scheduled to appear on the field south of Worcester

Dining Commons beginning at noon. In case of rain, the

event will be held in the Blue Wall, and student IDs will

be checked at the door.

No kegs, coolers, or beer balls will be allowed at the

concert, and no parking will be available in the concert

xone. „ , ,

Magician Michael Wald, the Amherst Popateers break

dancers, and mime Marck Morrison will also entertain

concert goers throughout the afternoon.

Childcare workers sue for full status
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The Univeristy of Massachusetts' Childcare Employees

Association, charging that despite a five-year old court

order the University has mac no attempt to grant em
ployment status to its worker.s. this week filed suit in

Superior Court to force their compliance. "Right now.

virtually all childcare employees who hold jobs that are not

temporary, but permanent positions, work under 03

status, meaning that they are not official University

employees and eligible for no employment benefits." said

William Newman, lawyer for the Association, who filed

suit Tuesday in Hampshire Superior Court.

"That court order said that the University must grant

employment status to childcare workers in permanent

positions and give them related employment benefits."

Newman said.

However. ViceC'hancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson said, "Wo re working right now to determine the

funding required and the number of employees who

deserve employment stal us 02 from the University."

"Original estimates indicate that ten to thirteen em

ployees are affected, and $H0,000 to $75,000 wUl be needed

to fund 02 status for them." Madson said.

Newman said he has received no official communication

from the University.

Specifically. Newman said, the suit charges the

University is in contempt of the court order because the

University is filling permanent positions with particular

duties with 03 staff status workers.

"We want the University to grant 02 status to these

workers, and reimburse them for the loss of back benefits

and additional pay." Newman said.

"We are committed to mainUining a high quality child-

care program and treating those employees properly."

Madson said. "And the Chancellor has provided the op-

portunity, via funding, to treat these people as they be."

"But we're still ironing out the specifics," Madson said.

'The University has had five years and done nothing,"

Newman said. "Now we hope the court will see our case

and require the University to amend the situation."

Experiment causes

small fire in lab
A fire was started on a table in Room 210 Goessman

Laboratory by materials used in an experiement.

University of Massachusetts police reported yesterday.

The Amherst Fire Department and Environmental Health

and Safety responded at 10:18 p.m.. according to police.

There was no damage caused and the material was

removed, police said.

In other reports, police said a 1973 Pontiac Montego

valued at $2,000 was stolen from Lot 22 near the South-

west Residential Area, sometime last Friday.

Police also said a car parked on President's Drive, in front

of the Whitmore Administration Building, between 2 p.m.

and 3:15 p.m. yesterday, was struck by an unknown car

causing $500 in damage.

A ten-speed bicycle valued at $300 was stolen from a room

on the 1st floor of Johnson Dormitory during the weekend,

according to police. Upon returning from the weekend, the

occupants discovered the bicycle was missing. There was

no sign of forced entry into the room, police said.

A window on the east side of Hasbrouck Laboratory,

valued at $500. was apparently "kicked in" Tuesday night,

police said. An officer on routine patrol discovered the

shattered seven by three foot window at 6:24 a.m.

Wednesday, police said.

-TOM MIDDLETON

CLEAN SWEEP
— Physical plant

workers team up on
dirt left on the

stairs of the Fine
Arts Center by the

rains of the pastfew
days.

('ollcfian photo by Andy Heller
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Should pornography be on campus
yy7^^
By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Ti
jhere are some who whisper that

Undergraduate Student Senate
meetings are more like horse

trades than anything else: senators bargain

and bicker, flinging "objections" and "yields" through the

air like dung off a shovel.

But AprU 18th was different. The oral tiddlywinking

subsided (though temporarily), giving way to a seriousness

capcble of the senate and demanding of the issue. In fact,

it was more like a movie-a foreign, intense movie.

But the issue at hand wasn't foreign, and it did not

disappear with the house lights. Depending on how one

looked at it, approval from the Senate, which is the largest

governing body on campus, to remove Playboy, Playgirl,

and Penthouse from the University Store, was either a

beginning or an end to a fight its creators had spent too

long in pursuing.

Hustler was taken out of the store a few years ago,

supposedly after pressure from activists. It has, in faet,

been absent so long the current manager doesn't

remember it. But the others remain, their presence in-

citing a recent controversy which could potentially rival

1981's co-ed bathroom problem, or the fires which plagued

the campus last semester.

The Ad Hoc committee that initiated the actions to

remove the pornography claimed there is a correlation

between pornography and violence against women, and

that the campus community should set their own stan-

dards regarding their sales, and that those magazines con-

stitute pornography. Some say if the proper pressure is

put in the proper places, the magazines cotdd be out of the

University Store by autumn. But the bookstore is wary of

removal; manager Win Cummings has said he'll consider

removal only if a referendum shows that more than 90

percent of the students favor the removal.

To some feminist and student activists, their removal

would be a victory. It would be a celebration, they say, of

the right, not the privilege, of women to live and love in a

society free from the seemingly ubiquitous display of

material degrading to women.

University Store is targeted

Degradation, violence vs. censorship the issue

To others, including women, restriction of these

magazines' sale would be in direct conflict with the rights

accorded every citizen by the Consititution in the First

Amendment: "Congress shall make no law.. .prohibiting

(or) abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press...or

the right of the people...to petition the government for a

redress of grievances."

Some women don't want the magazines out. Sonrie men

do. Called into play are the definitions of censorship, and

the exact boundaries of student and administrative

powers. Who, finaUy, has the say? And why?

The subject first came up at the Board of Governors

(BOG) meeting the Thursday before the Senate meeting.

The board, whose basic purpose is to work with the ad-

ministration- "kind of keep a check on them." says

treasurer Jerry Quill-has an input (at least verbally) con-

cerning the operation of the Campus Center facilities

(where the University Store is Undated 1 .v rt'soiutmii irom

the board calling for removal might rifun a greater thanie

of having it happen; B(X1 Herisip- • ^-^ "••
• " '*

-
^'^v-*

had an impact on other Campus Center changes. But the

motion was defeated on a 9-9-1 tie.

The activists then went to the Senate. For help?

Maybe. More likely, they realized that the Senate, though

having very little administrative power in the actual

removal of the magazines, is, as Speaker Chris Sullivan

likes to point out, one of the best ways to gauge student in-

terests and opinions.

What everyone was wondering was whether a positive

vote from the Senate could affect the decision of the

decision-makers: the administration.

The mitial idea to remove the magazines sparked last

fall when members of the local feminist community were

addressing the issue of "A Woman's Image" and the sub-

ject of pornography came up. Relating pornography to a

woman's self-image and violence against women was

Former stripper to speak at conference
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

A former stripper who worked in Boston's Combat Zone

for four years will be one of the keynote speakers at a

conference on pornography tomorrow at the University of

1^flssschusetts

.

Titled, "Breaking the Connection Between Sex and

Violence: the case against pornography," the conference is

being held to "bring a national perspective to what has

become one of the most debated issues on campus" ac

cording to conference planning committee member Tildy

Turchinetz.

Among the participants in the conference is Lauri Lewm.

a former stripper who now works for a reproductive rights

group in Boston.

The conference is "an opportunity for people who have

been debating to ask questions, learn, hear national

perspectives, and sort through their feelings m small

group div'-'ission". "A!! "^"mhers of the community are

welcome to attend." Turchinet?. said.

Schedule for Saturday's Pornography Conference:

All events will be held in the Campus Center Auditorium

with the exception of the workshops.

9 - 10 a.m. - Guest speakers Lauri Lewin, author otNaJc-

edisthe Best Disguise; Strippingfor a Living, and Kathy

Alexander and Denise Yanni who will talk about "A New

Imaging of Women."
Workshops from 10:30 a.m. until noon.

—Women Breaking the Connection, a discussion

group for women in CC 162.

—Men and Pornography - The Political is Personal, a

discussion led by Men Against Violence Against Women in

CC 175.

—Pornography and Changing Men, a workshop with

John Stoltenberg in CC 165.

—Images of Women in the Media, a workshop with

Nina Martin and S.E. Chase in CC 169.

—Women Against Pornography, a slide show and

discussion in CC 174.

—Noon to- 1:30 - Guest Speakers in the CC Auditorium

include Julie Melrose, who will discuss "Freedom of

Speech; A Selective Concern," and Sharon Sales Belton

who will discuss "Minneapolis and the Effort to

Regulate Pornography."
2:30 - 4:30 p.m. Guest Speakers: Kathleen Barry will

discuss "Pornography: The Ideology of Cultural

Sadism," and John Stoltenberg will discuss "Por-

nography and Male Supremacy."

The film Not a Love Story will be featured from 7:30 to

11 p.m. in the CC Auditorium.

nothing new; similar ideas are discussed

in such books as Andrea Dworkin's Men
Possessing Women, or Take Back the

Night: Selections on Pornography.

SCERA, after all. stands for "Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy," and that's what the coalition of

groups (consisting of members outside and inside the

University community) were trying to do. They were

educating the community to possible correlations between

violence and pornography. They showed "Not a Love

Story, " a film depicting the relationship between the two.

All worked equally diligently and tried to educate

themselves better so they could educate others.

Community networking eventually shaped the plans for

tomorrow's conference: "Breaking the Connection Bet-

ween Sex and Violence: The Case Aga,inst Pornography,"

(see related story) and the introduction of the proposal

favoring the removal of the magazines at the Senate's

April 18th meeting.

The Senate passed a motion requesting an end to the

sale of materials "pictorially representing sexual behavior

and attitudes" that "demean" and "degrade" women.

The Board of Governors, the Senate resolved, should

review the matter again.

One of the Ad Hoc committee's most vocal opponents is

professor Roger Libby. an outspoken and internationally

known sexologist and member of the Board of Edittirs of

Forum magazine, a publication of the Penthxmse corpora-

tion.

"Women." says Roger Libby. "Hove 'em. Ilovetalkin'

to 'em, I love 'em as people...Look," the Home Economics

assistant professor says, "I don't deny there may be a cor-

relation between violence and women and pornography.

There very well may be. But there's no proof of it, don't

you see."

Libby also brings up the issue of "redeeming social

value," the vague classification the Supreme Court has

said is one of three measures that determine what is and is

not obscene, the other two being prevailing community

standards and if the material appears to a "prurient" in-

terest.

But, he says, there is no reason to remove the magazines

"just because a bunch of people are prudes about sex. I

don't know whether it's because we're in New England or

what, but what people don't see is that Playboy is a

redeemable magazine. Sure, the pictures are boring, and

the text is mostly bland -but hey, you've had people like

Updike publish in it, so it does have some text value. So

does Forum. Forum informs people about the sexual

health risks or whatever accompanying certain types of

sexual activity. It helps people."

Libby is currently considering legal action against the

university because of what he claims are biases against

views he advocates in his courses addressing

"alternative" sexuality. Pro-removal supporters say Lib-

by is making either a grand exit or a final attempt to

redeem himself with university officials who have denied

him tenure; he is also viewed as using the issue for his own

gains, or to publicize his books, among them Sexual

Choices, a past winner of a national book award.

Libby responds: "What I do now doesn't matter. I have

one year left. That should prove that my intentions are

sincere; I've received a certified letter, that's proof

enough."

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, who would not comment

on Libby 's case, has. however, raised some legal and

ethical questions about the issue in general.

"Any effort to ban is always a tricky and sensitive thing

for an open society," he said, "...the determination of

what's pornographic varies, I'm sure, from one part of the

community to another... Even if a majority doesn't want

them (the magazines), you still protect a minority's right

to those ideas. 1 think we should wait and see what the

popular will of the community is.

To say diverse personalities and politics affects the issue

would be obvious; to a.scertain the amount would be im-

possible, to suggest any of it would be libelous. To ignore

it would be stupid.

"We're not against people putting out the magazines,"

S.E. Chase says. "We're just fighting for what we believe

in, and we know there are obstacles along the way we'll

have U) work on more than one time to get any feedback.

And feedback isn't always positive." She motioned to the

SCERA office. "And thatfs why I'm here."

Groups complain about Big Dan jury selection

::HEr:^7=^ ii' First Amendment
j
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Black Affairs
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Collc|ri*n photo by t'am Madnir«

Dr. Mildred Jefferson speaking to a UMass au-

dience Monday on the roles of women and

minorities in the Republican party. Jefferson, a

candidate for the Senate seat being vacated by

Sen. Paul Tsongas, D-Mass., spoke on why the

Republican party best represents minorities.

Love worlishop

follow-up to be

held Saturday
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A follow up workshop on the power of black love will be

conducted Saturday at the University of Massachusetts to

explore the esUblishment and maintanence of love

relationships between black men and women. These issues

were uncovered in the first experimental workshop

because of lack of time, said co- facilitator Jacquelyn Smith-

Crooks, coordinator of the Third World Women's Program

at the Every Woman's Center.

Smith Crooks said the first workshop was aimed at

identifying ways in which love is learned and how it is

demonstrated. Demonstrating love, she said, is the solid

basis of maintaining relationships.

She said the large caucuses will be used again as a

technique for conducting the workshop because it was

useful in bringing black men and women together in large

discussions.

David Hooker, departmental assistant at John Quincy

Adams in the Southwest Residential area, said the turnout

and response to the workshop was "excellent" and added

he was "happy " by the results. He said most participants

were enthusiastic. "You could see and feel that the

workshop generated such power, warmth, and love,"

Smith Crooks said.

The workshop was a "spiritful event that left me per-

sonally high. " she said. She added it was an indescribable

experience an "oasis."

Hooker said the workshop allowed him to further explore

the issues covered and hear different perspectives as well

as to find support from other black men and women.

Smith Crooks said she hopes to move in a direction that

makes the workshop more helpful, not only on an in-

tellectual level, but also on a level in which dialogue

between black men and women can be established.

"(Communication) is the category for uncovering other

things, it is the source of strength and power needed to

survive," Smith Crooks said.

Smith Crooks said participants suggested simUar

workshops on black relationships as well as workshops

about black women looking at themselves in a relationship,

communication between black men and women,

stereotyping, premarital relationships, politics and black

male and females as related to black love, socialization and

parenting. Ultimately, she said these workshops will be

held.

DOU.LifE.T.«
^IHIEIIIA
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B.A. celebrates anniversary
ByVADIRAA.BKTANCES
Collegian Staff

The Black Affairs Department of the CoUeyian, which

was conceived out of a need to have fair and accurate

representation ot coverage of newsf pertaining to the Third

World community is celehratinK its tenth anniversary this

month.

The department was developed after the Collegian

printed a cartoon depicting former University Chancellor

Rudolph Bromery as « "loi^rn who cht-weti iium and could

not fight at the sami' mi.

Subsequently. • 'I - '
'h.-'rviird WorlH community

demanded an apology and failure to do so resulted in a

student sit-in. The Collegian board of editors then made a

motion, which p;. "' " >. " .»pp»)iiii a ulack affairs

editor, with a post created on April 16, 1974.

Rudy Jones. Assistant Director of Admissions, was

appointed as Black Affairs' first editor. Jones, who said

then that his major at the University was "struggle",

added this struggle will entail the entire horizon of human

existence or mans (|iies|^ t «> exist . to survive."

"(Black Affairs was developed) to furnish black and Third

World students with a fair account of news and information

i
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i
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that addresses their int. -rest (and) to correct falsehoods

and biased depictions ' ''*i"-'' v\ oriH imcmhers) that the

students' newspaper would print." said Sherwood

Thompson, Black Affairs' second editor and now Director

of the Office of Thi • •; :.i Aii.iii >.

Nummo News . -i> ';rew ..ut of the struggle Jones

referred to.

The post was also created to give students majoring in

communication studies and journalism an opportunity to

"contribute to the editorial leadership of the ColUigian

through presenting educational commentaries for the

purpose of inspiring other Third World students and in-

forming the general readership of the newspaper,"

Thompson said.

Thompson said the magnitude of the department has been

absolutely profound. "For the past ten years Black Affairs

has added that important unique ingredient most often

neglected from the campus newspaper, that being the vital

news and information about and for people interested in

the life and struggles of the Third World people," he said.

The existence of Black Affairs is historically relevant, he

said. 'Black Affairs is the only component of the student

newspaper that functions as a watchdog for social justice

and equality." he said.

Insensitivity related to society?

Repeated demonstrations by the Collegian

editors of its lack of sensitivity to Afro-

American concerns and realities can only

be understrnxi in a societal context. Hopefully this

understanding will l)etter equp us all to fulfill our respon-

sibilities in the building of a truly democratic, truly har-

monious nation.

David G. Dubois

We have neither today; nor have we had since this

nation's beginnings. What we have had and still have is a

conglomerate of peoples, mainly of European origin, held

together in a loose mix essentially by a common ignorance,

a common fear, a common resentment and a common

isolation of Black Americans.

Despite continuous, heroic, and sacrificial efforts by Black

Americans to compel this nation to realize its earliest,

revolutionary dreams of equality, freedom, and prosperity

for all its citizens. Black Americans have through it all

been portrayed as the threat. While only one part of the

human whole of the mix that is Americans. Black

Americans have consistently given disproportionately of

their muscle, their intellect, their blood, and their lives to

realize the American dream, knowing that the dream can

only be realized for the whole for all Americans not just

for them alone. It is the failure to grasp this truth in the

Black struggle in America that feeds the ignorance, the

resentment, the fear, and solidifies the isolation.

Martin Luther King's message was about a dream he had

for all Americans; not just for Black Americans. His

impact on Black Americans as well as the violent reaction

across the nation to his assasination was a clarion call of

agreement.

Far too few Americans see their fate, their dreams in

timately and mexlric.thix linked to the fate and the

dreams of Black Americans, because powerful forces in

America conceal, becloud, and distort this reality for

reasons of greed and the determination to maintain and

extend their power. Is it any wonder then, the in

sensitivity'? Is it any wonder also that knowing this reality

in their bones some Black Americans reach points of ab

solute desperation'.'

If the democratic and harmonious society we all aspire to

is to be realized and to flourish, participation in the effort

(struggle) to achieve it is required. Not participation in the

activity of those who are corrupting and destroying it.

David G. Dubois is a Journalism and Afro Am Studies

Visiting Lecturer.

Jackson: blacks and Jewish relations
Editor's note: The following is an excerpt from "A Call to

Community, " a speech delivered by Rev. Jesse Jackson on

Sunday March U, 198J, sponsored by B'Nai B'rithJFram-

ingham. It will help understand Rev. Jackson 's stance on

the anti-Semitism issu^ magnified by the media.

The rainbow is the symbol of our campaign. We need to

remember that just asthe first rainbow came after a great

flood, so rainbows always follow stormclouds, thunder and

lightning. So the rainbow we seek is the bringing together

of many groups...who discover that the things that unite

them are more important than what divides. It is in this

spirit that I stand here today. The rainbow is a combina-

tion of rain and sunshine, pain and pleasure, but they mix

for such astounding beauty and lay the predicate for the

pot of gold at the end of the journey. The Jewish com-

munity is right to ask that we understand their concerns,

particularly the survival of the state of Israel, which we

whole-heartedly support, and the continued existence of

anti-Semitism or racism anywhere in the world which we

condemn. Ant^-Semitism has been a force in the world for

thousands of years, and it is still very much present in the

non-Jewish community. We know that many of us have

much to understand in this area. Racism and ariti-

semitism are boll weevils that threaten the crop of justice

and leaves our communities in anguish and fear suspended

without security.
,

Both of our peoples have known centuries of great sor-

row; whether on the slave ships and plantations which con-

demned millions of Africans to death and unspeakable hor-

ror or the death camps of Hitler in which perished six

million and the civilization or eastern European Jewry.

We have the arduous and exhausting task of creating a

rainbow coalition where all are welcomed, wanted and

needed. American life is not a blanket of one piece of un-

broken cloth of one color and texture but a quilt made up

of many pieces, colors, textures bound by a common

thread. ..we all fit together ultimately.

We must also, "however unfortunately, come to terms

with the fact that there are estranged, extremist elements

on the loose that are prone to statements of hatred and

threats of violence. It is one of the immediate tasks before

us to stand together unequivocally against this threat to

the democratic process.

Anti-Semitism and racism are two of the greatest

scourges of the human race and they need to be condemn-

ed no matter from where they come. This time in history

requires straightforward dialogue with utterances from

our hearts and lips reflecting mutual respect and admira-

tion.

Big businesses monopolize blood
By MARILYN BOU
Collegian Correspondent

A Latin American doctor speaking last night at the

University of Massachusetts said seven companies housed

in the United States hold a monopoly of blood banks,

controlling 85 percent of the blood market of the world.

Antonio Pesci Bourel lectured on clean, safe bk)od for

Latin America alternating with the showing of the film

"Until the Last Drop.

"

Pesci Bourel said three million liters of blood are collected

yearly from Latin American countries, mainly from Brazil,

Mexico, Venezuela, Costa Rica, Columbia, Guatemala,

Argentina and Haiti. These peoples on the whole are

plagued with diseases and infections, hepatitis being one of

the leaders. Alcoholics are also a large donor population,

he said. "Many of those who donate do so while in-

toxicated," he said.

Pesci- Bourel said these people sell their blood to big

businesses for two to three dollars a point, who in turn sell

it for approximately ten dollars a pint. "Donors sell their

blood to literally feed themselves and their families," he

said.

Pesci Bourel and the movie showed that a pint of blood is

first taken from the donor then passed through a cen-

trifuge, where the plasma is separated from the red bk)od

cells. The red blood cells are then reinjected into the

donor. After this is done, he/she is then capable of

donating yet another pint more. '
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20% Saving
Spring Shoes by
Dondolino, 9 West
Mio, Copezio,
Sporto, Jozz, Bellini

and more

THURSDAY through SUNDAY
April 26th through 29th

CAR STEREOS • ALARMS
SUNROOFS

Sales and Installation

Call us BEFORE you buy.

SOUNDinmOTION
THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS ^

321 Main St., Amherst 253-9341

** » « j< » '*

OPEN
SUNDAY

Amherst Flics presents:

Cartoons and

Shorts Festival
X#| |-#% Shows 8 PM& 10PM
V I -9U Fri. Sat. Sun.

Amherst College, Merrill 1
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The Most Sophisticated

Training Ground
ForNudearEngineering
IsntOnThe Ground.

It s on a Navy ship.

The Navy has

more than 1.900

reactor-years of nuclear

power experience —
more than anyone else

in America. The Navy
has the most sophisti-

cated nuclear equip-

ment in the world. And
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear

reactors in America.

With a nuclear program like that, you

know the Navy also offers the most compre-

hensive and sophisticated nuclear training.

Every officer in the Nuclear Navy
completes a full year of graduate level

technical training. Outside the Navy, this

kind of program would cost you thousands.

In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.

Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you

supervise highly trained personnel in the

op>eration of the most p _ ._ -
advanced nuclear

propulsion plants

ever developed . You
get a level of technical

and management
experience unequalled

anywhere else.

You get important

responsibilities and you

W 345NAVY OPPORTINITY
INFORMATION CENTER
I»0 Box 5000. Clifton. NJ 0701.5

' Z Please send me more information about
Ux-oming an officex in the Nuclear Navy. (0N)

get them fast. Because

in the Navy, as your

knowledge grows, so do
your responsibilities.

Today s Nuclear

Navy is one of the most
challenging and reward-

ing career choices a

man can make. And
that choice can pay off

while you're still in school. Qualified

juniors and seniors earn approximately

$1,000 per month while they finish school.

As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4

years with regular promotions and pay

increases, you can be earning as much as

$40,500. That's on top of a full benefits pack-

age that includes medical and dental care,

and 30 days' vacation earned each year.

As a nuclear-trained officer, you also

earn a place among this nation's most

qualified and respected professionals. So,

_»_ — -. if you're majoring in

math, engineering or

I the physical sciences. •

I send in the coupon.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair I

Expires 4/30/84

I Valid with Barb & Julie ojj|]^^ij|

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst. MA 549-5610

Kitnl ( PImw I'rini I

Aiidrpss. -Apt «•

CtX\

State. .Z.p_

Find out more about

I the most sophisti-

I

cated training ground

I

for nuclear engineer-

I ing. Today's Nuclear

Navy.

tColleg»/Uni\Tr»i«y

Age tYear in Collenr. .GPA-
I

AMajor Minor.

Phone Number_
r Are* Cixiet Be*t Time to Call

Thit IK (or ffpnrral recruitment mformjlion You do not have
to furnish any of the tnlormalion requested Of course the
more »e know the more «e can help to dei'*rmine the kinds

I
o( N«\y pn«tIton<^ for which vou qualify

Ibvy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast.

mif̂ *^ 4mi<Ct UkUk

EDITORIAL/OPINION
>••.•.•.•.•.•••.•.•••.•••.•:•.•:•-•.•.•
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An anger turned to hope
To the Editor,

On Tuesday evening, the* Trident sub-

marine replica placed so strategically in the

University pond was destroyed

anonymously. Although at first we were

confused and even angered by this we are

now beginning to wonder if it is not

congratulalions, instead of accusations,

that are in order.

The submarine floating in the pond was

part of the University observance of Earth

Day. deployed there to illustrate the

responsibility and vulnerability that all of

us on earth—and even in Massachusett-

s—must admit in the face of the nuclear

arms race . Frances Crowe, one of the eight

women of faith who was convicted and

jailed in Rhode Island for painting the

injunction "Thou Shalt Not Kill" on Trident

II D 5 missile tubes there, was to repeat

her action here at UMass this afternoon,

and bring that same message to our replica

submarine.

Clearly, some people here at the

University were so threatened by the

presence of the submarine that they felt

compelled to destroy it even before Frances

could paint the urgent commandment. We
wonder if they have found enough courage

in the act to carry their disarmament

further, to travel to Groton. Connecticut, in

fact, and destroy the Tridents down there.

Speaking as both the artist who created

and deployed the University submarine,

and as a woman of faith who acted with

Frances Crowe at Electric Boat in Rhode

Island, we know the depth of empowerment

and the clarity of vision that is born of

direct action. We know that nuclear

weapons are an affront to the sacredness of

life. We know the strength and hope that

comes from acting to save life on earth.

So we are eager to meet these activists

who so successfully disarmed the

University submarine this week. We are

eager to know if she or he will be led by

conscience to withhold income tax from a

government which spends far more on

weapons than on human beings. We are

eager to know what more they will do to

help create a just and safe and peaceful

world. W c are eagrr ;<> 'snow who they are.

and how we can wi

make every da>

celebration of life.

• '">r with them to

Day and a

Tom Kellner

Victoria Safford

Amherst

Censorship is not the issue

To the Editor,

As members of the Ad Hoc Committee

on Campus Pornography, we understand

that there is some concern about our stance

on free speech. We are writing to clarify

our views. We agree completely that there

should be no curtailment on the First

Amendment, which is why u)€ are m)t ad-

vocating censorship. After all. it is our

fight of free expression that enabled us to

form this Committee in the first place and

to express our views on pornography.

In all our recent activities on campus, we

have made it clear that what we are ad-

vocating is not censorship but rather an ex-

amination of the woman-hating content in-

herent in pornography and its effect on our

lives. We acknowledge that violence

against women would exist with or without

pornography, but our argument is that por-

nography legitimizes the violence and con-

tributes toward it. The January 1984 issue

of Psychology Today reported the results of

a study that indicated that men who are ex-

posed, even briefly, to scenes of rape and

violent pornography displayed an increas-

ed acceptance of rape myths, a willingness

to commit rape, and aggressive behavior

Four week warning
Today is four week warning. It is

now four weeks before the class of

1984 will be set loose on an un-

suspecting public. This article is, of course,

aimed at those graduating, but perhaps it

will also serve as a grim reminder to the

other classes that time is passing swiftly.

Are we really learning?
To the Editor.

I am concerned about the recent denial of

tenure to UMass professor Dr. Roger

Libby. Given that the University cannot

provide concrete reason for their action I

am led to assume the worst.

Universities have been used as a tool of

the dominant culture of our society for quite

some time. When America "needs" more

scientists and engi^ - <> fad an arms

race, universities e^^•r•^ where obligingly

pour money into those departments at the

expense of the Liberal Arts. In like fashion,

the University turns out large numbers of

cardboard cutout clones to fuel the

managerial segments of our society with

trained conformists. In short, the process

of education is central to the duration of a

toward women. Other studies have shown

that as sexualized violent images of women
become more mainstream, we become

desensitized to the dangerous message this

material conveys, just as we have become

desensitized to real scenes of war on the

TV news.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Campus Por-

nography is working toward sensitizing

people to tbe destructive, dehumanizing

images of women in pornography.

Through this effort, we have found that

many members of the UMass community

do not wish to see pornography on campus

and would prefer that those who need it

purchase it elsewhere.

As a community, UMass has

demonstrated a committment to social

awareness by establishing programs and

policies to address issues surrounding

various forms of discrimination. Through

our right of free sp)eech guaranteed by the

First Amendment, our Committee
celebrated this commitment and offers yet

another issue that needs to be addressed.

Ad Hoc Committee

on Campus Pornography

Andy Gordon

Ask any alumnus what they remember

about college and they will say the last

month. I asked a handful of grads and this

was the surprisingly unanimous response.

This is not to discount our other memories

of college. F'reshman year in Van Meter

was the best of my life and I'm very afraid

of letting it fade. I lost my mind and a few

other important things. But the testimony

remains that the month of May is what we
will take with us the longest. What does

this mean? It means we must not waste this

short period of our college careers. The

time must be utilized to maximum
potential. My suggestion: heavy drink and

debauchery.

In the rest of our lives we will probably

never be in the situation we are today.

Surrounded by cool people in a massive

community of people our own age. Not yet

in the positions of reponsibility we will be

in. say. a year or two. Older people look

homogenized society of "right-thinking"

people.

The denial of tenure to Libby is one more

example of the guardians of the dominant

culture's manipulation of the public psyche.

In denying Dr. Libby's tenure, the

University denies the validity of his in-

Lernalionally known research and study in

non-traditional areas of sexuality. We are

only to be taught the virtues of the nuclear

family, that time honored building block of

the capitalist system.

Students at UMass should examine closely

and question the education they are

receiving. Ask yourself. "Am I learning

what I need to learn, or am I learning what

they want me to think?" ,.,„__.
Timothy L. Harris

back at their college years as the best in

their lives. I'm sure we will too. and I'm

already concerned about the feelings I will

have when I do look back. Loose ends must

be cleared up. emotions vocalized, desires

consummated; because regret lingers in

your gut longer than those old chicken

pucks from .sophomore year.

Beyond working just hard enought to cop

that degree, the time is now to go wild. I

doubt I'm twisting any arms when I say

this, and to the intv, table gueeb who will

write in to lamb.i^t this advocation of in-

toxication, I say "your loss." We've worked

hard for three and three quarter years, it's

time to celebrate.

Keep in mind that the final act of a play

often defines our feelings for the play as a

whole. So this short period of joyous

abandon is for us more a need than a want;

and will help preserve our pre graduation

horror sanity. We're all excited about

getting out of here; but its an excitement

mixed with anxiety. Amherst has made

itself a true home for many of us, and

leaving it will be no easy chore. We've had

the ice cream, nov^ M * go for the jimmie',

(my ability to mak*- ^ti pid analogies never

ceases to amaze me). Underclassmen can

also do their part. They can say, "Hi senior,

may I offer you a beer" or "Hello senior,

may I offer you some sexual favors?"

In any case, we're in the home stretch,

let's make it a good one.

Andy Gordon w a v. ollegian «ta// member.

To be rich and famous
When we're asked what we want

after graduation, gome students

at the University of Massachu-

setts say that we'd like to be rich and

famous. Then we chuckle.

Michele Dolan

Today we may not chuckle. Today is not a

happy day. Some of us may be saddened by

the death of someone we didn't know, but

whose situation we can sympathize with,

that of David Kennedy.

I am saddened by David's death not

because he was a Kennedy, or because he

was young and good looking. It is because

he was so greatly affected by the things he

was expected to be because of his name.

One wonders if the Kennedys perpetuate

their own grief.

David was said to be the one, unkempt,

who hung in the background of group

pictures. Perhaps that is a media creation

of an innocent boy. But the realization that

he was only 12 years old when he saw his

father being shot to death on television

allows one to understand the devastation to

a child's sensitivity. Youth is innocent.

Although the cause of death is not known.

David's history of drug problems leads one

to believe it may have been drug related.

Senator Teddy Kennedy's statement seems

to confirm that allegation. Kennedy said.

"This is a very difficult time for all the

members of our family, including David's

mother. Ethel, and his brothers and sisters,

who tried so hard to help him in recent

years."

David was very affected by his family

reputation. He told a "Sacramento Bee"

reporter in an interview in 1982, "I don't

want to sound like an ass. I don't want to

embarrass my family anymore."

It is easy to become angry about David's

death. It seemed that the drug problems

and the death weren't fair. I can't help but

think of something Massachusetts governor

Mike Dukakis said. Vhirh ha.s been given

tome, much isexp«'< ii .1 'in" Perhapsall

that was given top «^ mI <* is i '.»t of pain.

Michele Dolan i$ a Collegian columnist.

Cartoon is questioned
To the Editor,

I would like to know where the Editor in

Chief of the Collegian along with the

managing editor and also the editor of the

editorial/opinion page have acquired their

ethics. They have repeatedly lelt justified

in printing cartoons that are RACIST! As

a Collegian correspondent and also a

student of this University I am, needless

to say. outraged. They have insulted my
intelligence and my people by thinking

they have not offended us. I would like to

see nothing less than a front page apology

directed to the third world and minority

community. If they continue to feel

justified in insulting a particular com

munity on this campus, then I would like

to see them not print at all. It is an insult

to the entire campus community to be

exposed to trash . At the beginning of this

semester, racist cartoon number one was

printed. The result of this was that the

Editor of the Black Affairs pag« feft the

need to write an editorial to somehow

raise the conscience of the community.

She was subsequently suspended for her

actions because she did not go through the

correct "procedures," meaning she did not

show it to her supervisors so that they

could discuss her editorial. At that time I

called for the suspension of Josh Meyer,

who is editor of the editorial/opinion

page. This did not occur because the

Eiditor in-Chief. Joel Myerson, did not feel

that the cartoon was injurious to the

Collegian as stated in the constitution of

the Collegian. This was also the base of

reasoning used to suspend Yadira

Betances. the Black Affairs Editor. The

result of the confrontation after the first

cartoon was that BeUnces would be

consulted when controversial cartoons

and storied concerning the third world

community were presented to the

Cotleqinn Thp question I now ask

however is what (rood is a consultation

when li she due:* imu aoiueihu.^ jtlcrnaive

such as the cartoon printed on Wednesday

and her advice is disregarded.

The Black Affairs page is currently

celebrating its 10 yew anniversary. The

page itself was started because of a

cartoon that the minority and third world

community considered offensive and

racist. How many times are we as a

conununity to be subjected to thi'

behavior?
Marilyn Bou

Anherst
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STEPHEM KIMG S CHILDREM OF THE CORTI
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Scrcenplav bv GEORGE GOLDSMITH
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TREASURE HUNT

77 ^
Treasure Chest

Look for Treasure

Hunt Keys on

selected soft

drink cans in

Coca-Cola vending

machines located

on UMass Campus.

Bring your key to Collegian office during regular

business hours and open the Treasure Hunt treasure

chest. You can win great prizes like

Coke Director's Chairs

Radios - SONY Walkmans
Painters Hats - TV's

and much more
Play UMass/CocaCola's Treasure Hunt Todayl

I

I

L

FOURSEASO^S^
Location: On Route 9 In Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick Jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

BUSCH bar bottles or suitcases $8.99

STROHS suitcase $9.99

LABATTS beer or ale $10.99

ST PAULI GIRL bottles $13.99

RINGNESS (Norwegian)light or dark 6 pack $3.99

VODKA and GIN 175 L $7.99

STOLICHNAYA 80° 175 L $9.99

SMIRNOFF VODKA 175 L $1199

RYANS IRISH CREAM 750 $5.99

ALMADEN TABLE WINES 3 L $7.99

FETZER BURGUNDY 1.5 L $4.49

Our champagne tasting was a big success

some group favorites at special prices

LAURENT-PERRIER ^^^-^

DEUTZ ^''^•^

HEIDSIECK DRY MONOPOLE $16.99

And don't forget - your emptlet are welcome here.

Beer Balls - Kegs - Cups - Free Delivery

Friday, April 27, 1984
.Collegian n

Arts
Oieap Trickheadlines
Southwest concert

>WrWvXv:v:v:v:!:v:::>:vW

Yessiree, it's sprink; hi a UMass, and you

know what that irn';in«« -residential area

concerts. This year '^ promise to be the

most interesting in a '"••w yoars.

The festivities start on Saturday, when

the East Side Area Government presents

fusion rockers the Mitch Chakour Band,

Cool Runnings (a reggae band,) Girls' Night

Out and local favorities NRBQ. The show,

which will be held on the field just south of

the Worcester Dining Commons, will start

at noon.

On Sunday, the Southwest Area show will

feature Cheap Trick, the band that, no

matter how much you uisist otherwise, you

loved when you were in ninth grade. Bruce

Springsteen's incr*Miit>if sax player,

Clarence Clements -n' hi«< Red Bank
Rockers will also perform. Rounding out

the show are Lizzie Bordon and the Axes

and the Stompers. This show will also start

at noon, and will be held at the Southwest

picnic field.

Remember when
"Surrender .. .Surrender. .

.

were school?

rpt more than

a ta^this summer.

Trailers by Andy Gordon

A trio of the grinning twits from Hardhodies.

Just when you thought the movie in-

dustry had run out of lame film ideas and

sleazebags to produce them, several film

schools graduated some perfect candidates

to do just that. Mark Griffiths from Stan-

ford and Jeff Begun from U of Illinois play

director and producer, respectively, on a

new feature called Hardbodvea, which Col-

umbia Pictures will release next month.

The flick lcK)ks like a bad bad film (as oppt)s-

ed to a good bad film) and was based on a

short story in Penthmm' ma^azin^.'Vhe

story, a true one they claim (like that mat-

ters), is about a group of middle aged

businessmen who use their money and

business skills to get them young women

-

or hardbodies, as they're referred to as

here (Yeah, let's picket Splash). The

geezers hire the assistance of a "good look-

ing surfer dude" to teach them the skills of

"Dialogueing." Just about every bad thing

about our society -manipulation and lack of

communication between men and women-
is exploited here in the name of "good old

summertime fun." Sociologically Hard-

bodies will suck, and I'm presuming

dnematically as well. Begun wrote the

flick Saturday the Uth, not a classic, and

Griffiths' only other picture was a quickie

called Running Hot. The cast's previous

credits include work on such admirable pro-

jects as Hard Rock Zombies, Street Gxrls

and Sextette.

Last summer Anthony Perkins made big

waves by returning to a part he originate

twenty-two years earlier in the film Psych).

Now Paul Newman is doing Norman Bates

one better, as he returns in his original role

from the 1961 film, The Hxistler. The se-

quel rights were purchased by Newman for

a quarter of a million bucks, and prtniuction

will begin this summer. It was not an-

nounced whether Jackie Gleason will also

return for the sequel, but my thought is

that the big, dumb, fat has-been would Im? a

moron not to. He's been making SiTU)ke\i

flicks for like ten years.

Local Best Bets: Opening tonight the

Calvin has Nei^er Cry Wolf, which is sup-

posed to be fantastic. Rick Springfield

stomps onto the screen in the ultra-

formulaic Hard to Hold, dubbed Hard to

StomoM by many national critics. That, as

well as a rereleaae of Flashdanoe. opens to-

day at the Hampshire 4. Will Flwthdamx

never die. or what? The flick's mindless

and implausible. Romancing the Stone 1

would say is the movie to see. It's fun and

vibrant and joyfully campy. The Academy

of Music has The Dresser. If you're a

friend of Jules, Jim, Dave or myself forget

about movies; Put down this paper and

come over to our house, for a 4 week warn-

ing party. Starts at 2.

TRAILERS Triria: Scott Korman

knew that Peter Barton starred in TV
Powers of Mntthev Starr and won eight

sheets of blank typing paper. Shennan

Boyson belatedly answered part of last

week's question sort of correctly, and won

a forged autograph of part of Robert

Duvall's head. This week's question: Who
stole Manton's owl?
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

O'Keefe Canadian. ..... S.BO 6 pack + dep

Becks light or dark $4,256 pack ^ dep.

Bu.chl2oz.can. S'?!^- ^ T"
Stroh's & Stroh's Light 12 02. cans. $9.» case + dep

Utica Club 12 oz. long necks ^6.49 case + dep.

Narragansett i6oz. can.
^^jfi!'^"'

^^
All Beer Specials are COLD! ^^-^^^Vr^

Paul Ma»«>n WInea l'^'^
^._ ^^m^mm $2.99 + up 760 ml.
Champagnes »*•''

^QQ^u^
Vodka or Gin 8O0

*ii!ii^ T
Piccala Coffee Liquer ^JP^^ "^'•

Kftn« Mini Keaa and Beer Balls alwavs m stock
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Hypercurricula
GRENADIER AND GAMING SOCIETY
— We play many board and miniatures

games: Starfleet Battles. Squad and

Panzer Leader. Diplomact, Napoleonic,

Naval and Tank Miniatures. No experience

needed to play. Sunday, Ml :00 p.m.. CC.

FREE FILM-"DAVID" — Released in

1979-the first feature film about the

Holocaust made by a German director

(Peter Lilienthal). The story of a Jewish

boy coming of age in Nazi Germany.

Sunday. 1:30 p.m.. Thompson 104.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY-
BRUNCH PROGRAM — Holocaust sur-

vivor Rena Finder will speak at a program

beginning at 12 noon. A memorial to the

victims will follow at 2 p.m. Sunday. 12

noon. SU Commonwealth Room.

SHABBAT SERVICES - Tonight. 7:00

p.m.. SU Dukes Room.

KABBALAT SHABBAT - Tonight. 6:30

p.m.. 72 Triangle Street, Amherst.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH — All are welcome to join us for

our weekly Sunday service of worship,

praise, and teaching from the Bible.

Sunday. 10:15 a.m.. see CC schedule for

room.

CONCERT: VIOLA AND SOPRANO -
UMass Department of Music and Dance will

present internationally acclaimed artist,

violist Jerzy Kosma!a and soprano Rosalind

Rees, in a free concert. Tonight. 8:00 p.m..

Pratt Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke College.

CONCERT BAND PERFORMANCE -
Directed by George Parks, the University

Concert Band will perform a program of

interest to young and old. with music of

Reed. Jager. Sousa, Grainger. Most of the

band members also perform with the

"Minuteman" Marching Band. Sunday,

3:00 p.m., FAC Concert Hall.

SHOWCASE OF JAZZ - Featuring three

jazz giants: Johnny Griffin and his Quartet.

Chico Freeman and his Quintet, and Max
Roach premiering a new work by Peter

Phillips.Tonight, 8:00 p.m., FAC Concert

Hall.

HISTORY CONVERSATION HOUR -
Are you bored Sunday afternoons? Well,

wander down to the Campus Center. Come
meet other people interested in history and

chat for an hour! 3:00 p.m., CC 804-08.

VALLEY WOMEN'S RUGBY GAME -
Last chance to catch the Amazons in action!

Final home game against Hartford Wild

Roses. Elegant violence at its best. Kickoff

at 1:00 p.m., Saturday, Rugby Pitch.

Boyden Playing Fields.

ASHBY ANNUAL SPRINGFEST '84 -
Loose Caboose and Gary Share and the

Detour are featured bands. Plenty of beer

with ticket purchase and proper ID. Hot air

balloon flight can be won. Sunday. 11 a.m-

dusk. WeUington Rd. off Rt. 119, Ashby.

r REmOfit
Of OURS

Car • Track • Vao

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

ADELPHI UNIVERSITY
offers graduate studies for

The Master of Social Work degree in

VERMONT
Pan Time and hull Time

Advanced Standing for qualified applicants

Work Study Options for Experienced Workers

Rural Social Work Concentration Available

Call or Write Today:

Adelphi/Vermont Program c/o Trinity College

Burlington, Vermont 05401 Phone: 802 863-5731

— — *

4-

H
M

YI ^^^ M
.^ ICE CREAM - ^n:

»^ POPCORN "^^

Gourmet varieties of Popcorn

Blend-in Ice Cream Flavors

j
Opening Specials

BUY 1- GET IFREE
35 Montague Road

Riverside Park - Shopping Plaza
549-0736

I:

ji
I

I *

-I

!^^^^^^^.^^^^^^*******»*»*****»*****^

i€Ml©l

our APRIL Special

Kronenbourg

Proper ID a Must
57 N. Pleasant St.

2S3-5141

Wkkles
"inePrint

THESIS SPECIAL!
COPIES

SAME DAY

(ACID FREE)

QUALITV
COPIES

For Your Convenience
Gail for an Appomtnnent Today'

Wkkles
-inePrint

AMHERST
1 Boltwood Walk

-0148

For » 20" 1 28"(uM<oiO'

0«e» e«pi

. , ,K . .« «~, Ifi 00 checK o. money order payiWe to AoheuserBosch Inc Deot 120 0.>e Busch Plic. St Lou« MO 63118 Alio* 4-6 ««••<»
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Bloom f'ount" by Berke Br*»athed

m»t?
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imr/

50LiP0R
UQUIP/

J

trnXMi CAUCUS INfUP/..
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coNcmt PUMTb ..m rwe

flmmfiiti f^EAmj mtny now
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..mo, A5 eveRYOtJe in we fR&c

miJCKIiV MP IRReVERtiieCY
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.Ne^R.BVTNiSfeRWBe
i£M OR SMcUlP P6m

The strip
Jim Walsh
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HOW TOH^Dle
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

Shasrnast;
O.T. Derringer

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

e)|M4 \M AagciM Tliiiw Syadtcair

ACROSS
1 Scrawny animal

6 DivaGluck
10 Martin Cruz

Smith s Gorky

31

32

14 Oahu adieu

15 Woeful sound
16 Solo tor 6 Across

17 Italian opera 1904

20 Ranch animal

21 Yard goods m
bulk form

22 Runs slow, as a

clock

23 qua non

24 Spotlight filter

25 One lacking

manual
dexterity

Mont Blanc, eg
All right,

in a way
33 Thespian Hagen
35 Twosomes
36 Beanery

38 Where Anna
taught

39 Place in Florida

Abbr

40 Pip

41 Run
42 Common

wildftower

47 Brunch meat
48 Resort in

Argyllshire

49 Asian prince

62 Namesakes of

tamed dog

54 Yank's toe

57 Mark Spitz

specialty

60 Concerning

61 Dies

62 Relaxed

63 Obscure
64 Lucretia —
65

suffragette

The Cloister and

the Hearth

author

DOWN
All the

Part of a hammer
Razzed

I see'

Stratagem

6 Mystery writer

Erie

7 Klutz

8 Clumps of hair

9 Echidna s prey

10 Time off for

good behavior

11 Sounds from

52 Across

12 Unsettle

13 Kyser and Starr

18 First rate

19 Poem of a type

23 French holy

women Abbr

24 Growl

25 Press agent s

copy

26 Main island of

W Samoa
27 Family name of

film fame
28 Newsy sobriquet

of the 1950s

29 Repenting

jO Office copies

31 Bustle

34 Latin lesson

word
36 Consider

37 Ending with

yeast or meat
38 "For Sale,

for one
40 Gawk
43 Cole Porter s

You're
"

44 In noway,
solar

45 Some moguls'

degs
46 Spring holiday

49 Leave
taste

50 Polyhymnia, eg.
51 Ending with

Ann or Nan
52 Modern hairdo

53 Clapboard
54 Soprano

Ponselie

55 Supplemented
(With out )

56 Eliot hero

58 Brink

59 I9thcen
Scottish

explorer

Run-off Election

All Collegian staff members
are reminded that a run-off

election for the position of

Editor in Chief will be held

9a.m. — 8p.m., Monday in the

newsroom. If you have any
questions regarding your staff

status, please contact Bill Wall
before then.

Weather

Sunny today, highs in

the 60s at the coast, 70s in-

land. Clear tonight, lows in

the 40s. Sunny Saturday,

highs in the 60s at the

coast, 70s inland.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

UUUU IdtJUt] UJUiJU
uukiuu uuyy uijuli

I
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DUDUU UUUUll UOli
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FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
2-6 pm

50' Lite, Bud, (drafts)

75* Lowenbrau (drafts)

75* 1 liquor bar drinks

super special

SOMBREROS 75*

Place: UMass Campus Center,

Room 811

Date: Monday, April 30

Time: 7 p.m.

This event is tree oi charge, and sponsored by

Ohsh ^^^ Student Health Advisory' Board.

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandartn Food
62-64 Main St.

AllllMtlt

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$6.96

|l|||llli|l|illMl|l|(llllHlllll|lllllilllllllllllMliMMllllllll<llll(i|illllllllllittUllllliimilllH^

I

E

^f>^^^^^
K^

^«-*
;^ V^*-

LIZ BENNETT

A04*

H
i f

=v= ^^ :^«= =»«= =»«= ^#= ^^

Rape Crisis Projccu New Bedford Women s Center

TUESDAY. MAY 1

8:00 pm
n'ci'f>lion to joiUiu

Campus Center 165-169

UMass/Amherst
:

Sponsored hy the

WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM. L/MAS^AMHERST

THE AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

in the Carriage Shops Since 1975

On Campus Delivery Now Available 549-3717

OVERSTUFFED SANDWICHES
FOOT LONG SUBS

FRESH SALADS AND SOUP
KNISHES, PICKLES AND KOSHER HOT DOGS

BAGELS AND LOX
NEW YORK CHEESE CAKE

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

1

tiwi)MMWMMMiMt»«Mmuuiii«t*wtiiiii)niiitiimnimwi)rii^ iL.
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 549-6314

^lADIU/u

Blatz 12pk. C. $3.40 + .60

Wiedemann loose c $6.25 + 1.20

Schmidt's loose c $7.75 + 1.20

O'Keefe $10.75 + 120

Red White 8- Blue $6.00 ^ 120

Becic $13.95 + 120

Stroh $5.00 +.60

Busch $8.95 + 120

St. Pauii $13.75 + 120

IVIichelob cans $10.95 + 120

SebastianisL $5.99

CribarisL $4.99

Aimaden 4l $6.99

Piat D'oriBL $4.95

IVIohawlc 175 $8.25

Nilcolai Vodka 175 $8.99

Ron Llave Rum 1.75 $9.95

GilbeyGini75 $10.99

not responsible for typographical errors

Unlv©r»hy Drive, An>h«r»t, Mass.

Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

I

I

J
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FR^E

AUDIO

15 watt portable, quad speaker, AMS,
LEDS, stereo wide, etc. $56 546-3383

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Datsun rebuilt engine 960 or BO Kathy

549-4035 snow tires

1878 Ford Mustang hatchback runs good
wants $2500.00 call 546-9946

1974 Ford Maverick AT., PS., nr>any ex-

tras, raliaWe. $500 or BO. Phyllis 5-2364,

666-3441

77 Pinto Wagon, sky blue, runs good,

body good, 760, BO, Greg 263-5847

73 V.W. SuparBaatia looks great, runs

great. Lt. Blue $1096 548-4816

7B Dataun B210 low miiee exceiient condi-

tion no reasonable offer refused keep trying

Pete 549-7612 or 7790

DEC WRITER

Digital Dacwritar with APL char, set,

modan) included like new. Call evenings

549-0393 $396.00

DRIVE A BUS

Waatam Maaa Bus Unas is accepting ap-

plications to our bus driver training pro-

gram to prepare students for pert tinne work

in September. Qualifications include a

clean driving record of 3 years, availability

to train through this summer, committment

to work through May, 1985, and student

status at one of the 5- Colleges. Apply in

person at 59 Service Center St. N'ton Mon-

Fri

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bends, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

sen/ice, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

RICHARD PRYOR'S
HERE AND NOW $1.50

Engineering East Auditorium

Friday April 27 at 5, 7, 9. 11

FOR RENT

Fumishad afficlancy with carpet, AC.

Summer sublet, fall option $206. 323-6704

3-1/2 rooms Presidential Apts. incls.

refrigerator, air conditioner, dishwasher.

Walk to GRC. One block to bus stop.

Available 6/1 to 8/31 w/option to renew.

$305 -» utilities. Call 549-5881.

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util

evenings 253-3075

One bedroom apt. $295 includes utilities

on busline pets welcome available im-

mediately call 666-2020

2 rooms 100 yds from campus. Beach

front location. Summer sublet fall option.

Nonsmokers call 549-0533

One bedroom apt. In Crestview, sum
mer w/fall option $360 > utilities 549-5949

Brandywina looking for one or two for one

bedroom in a 2 bedroom Brandywine apt.

Call Mike evenings 549-5416

2 bedroom apartment skylights upstairs

deck 400 month 3 miles from campus

256-1470

Looking for 1 nonsmoking female in

Brandywine apt 549-4769

FOR SALE

Mattraaa, box spring snd frsma, full

size, like new. Plus couch and 4 pairs of

drapes. Asking $175 for all. Call 549-5881

MistrsI Sailboards. All styles. Good price.

Angie 549-444
.

Fuji S-12S black 18 speed 23" frame with

rear rack and panniers $300 call 546-1402

Infoton 100 Terminal perfect condition

best offer call Jim 256-0796

Bed. desk, bureau, and ten

Schwinn bike call Craig 256-0078

speed

FOUND

A watch in CC on 24 April identify

256-8135

HELP WANTED ~

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA/EOE
Lifeguard/Swim Inst, at private camp in

Pocono Mts. 2-3 pos avi 4 Red Cross cert

inds 18-^. July thru Aug. Call Russ at

542-3059 for info

Tutor needed for Beginning Apl. will pay

$8/hr. please call 253-7821

COUNSELORS, private coed overnight

camp in Berkshires has openings in basket-

ball, tennis, archery, softball, photography,

computers, director/piano accompaniest,

dance/movement/shoe choreography,

waterskiing. Openings also for unit leeders.

Good sslaries. Frier>dly atniosphere. Con-

tact Jodi 546-9668

LOST

Red plaid MacQragor scarf in Cape Cod

Lounge Mon 4/9 646-4400

Pleaea I loat a ladlas gold wstch on 4/19

reward 546-5519

Lost - Red leather jacket at Ehm set of keys

(toyota car and gas key and house key) in

pocket Marco Moroni label. Please contact

256^B24

Lost: Gold tone watch. If found please call

Mary 546-5424

MOTORCYCLES

BIk. 7B0F 1960 Honda 21000 mi new reer

tire and brakes bat case guards bik. saddle

bags ex. cond. always starts very powerful

asking 1300 dis. call Nick at 546^636

MUST RENT IMMEDIATELY

Space In Brittany $117.50 call Tracy

256-001 1 leave name Er number

NEED A PLACE

Wanted: 3 females to share a beautiful 5

br. house - 15 min. walk to campus bus

stops right in front. All 3 to have own room
nicel Under $200 cell immed. 546-6667

anytime

NEWPORT

Wanted room in house or spt from June
- Sept. Call Amy in the evening at 549-5619

please keep trying

PERSONALS

Attention:
Ski aub Exciusivs

For all those who worked 10 hours

or more at The Ski Snatch, conr>e by

the office to pick up your invitations

to the Party scheduled for

Friday night.

UMass Ski Qub

Cari Good Luck on the exams love Lisa

K.K.. The big day is tomorrow! Happy 211

Celebrate till your heert's content!! Love

ya, Lu ar>d Rhol

Lynetta. On the 10th day God created

"Toof'sie pops - who loves ya baby?! Hap-

py 20th You're the best. Luv, Seta & Lee

Did Guardian really die? Alpha Right 13

this weekend at Moondance Comics

Kath Sorry I forgot Happy Belated Birthday

ILY always Kov

Problems with your landlord? Call LSO
546-1996

Sue wa finally made iti OM carnation

sisters foreverll Lots of love, Kathie

• Gery P. Frankfort
• Happy 20th Birthday! I

*

• Love Lisa *

Attention ell Greeks: Greekfest Don't

forget - May 2-8 fun and games parties

PITCHER

Pitcher Softbsll - Semifsst who can

teach me to throw rise, knuckle, curve, etc.

Will pey good for good results. Call John
549-4067

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

DIssartationa, Thaaaa, Cases, Pspars,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

Thurs 6-3 sfter noon or Fri 5-4 earty AM to

NJ (Westfield) or NYC Jill 546-7X1 even-

ings

Ride needed to New York City or vicinity

of Friday, April 27. Preferably would like to

leave in the morning will share expanses

call at night, if not home please leave

message Janet 546-5124

RIDERS WANTED

Roundtrip to NYC for $18. on May 5

daytrip 256-6782

ROOM WANTED

Needed do you have room for 1 more per-

son in your house in Hyannis-Yarmouth

area asap call Sue 256-8676

Room wanted for summer in W Yar-

mouth call Brian 549-2694
k 2 bedroom Townehousa apt to sublet for

June - Sept rent negotiable call 546-9696

Room wanted inW Yarmouth for summer One bedroom apt close to campus and

call Brian 666-3225

ROOMMATE WANTED
. center. Pets allowed, rent for sumemr get

August free. $225/nH)nth 253-2729

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes I daylll 256-1098 or 256^)964

utilities 586-3682 ^ ~~"

•• Pick usi •• Awesome townhouse in

^ Southwood • summer ** cheep "* call to-
J-. .Ill OCA irvKi -. OCA noOii

Wanted two roommates to share

Southwood Apt. call 546-5271 or 546-5266

between 6-10 PM
Raaponslbis woman to share sunny
Southwood apt summer /fall 253-5109

Looking for 2 mature UMaaa studants

to share quaint 3 bedroom Northampton
apt. Summer with fall option call evenings

after 6 586^666

Famala nonsmoksr to share 4 room N'ton

ept 206/mth May-Aug pos through May 86

586^9838

Two housemataa wanted for eummar in

W Yarmouth $800 eech by May 26. Call

Sue or Laura 546-9880

Female roommates wanted in

Townehouse for fall semester and on call

548-4686

Famala roommate wanted for

Townehouse Apt. For more info cell

549-6631

Cool female roommate wanted to share

lerge room in Falnrwuth for summer cheap

call Heether 546-6677

Colonial Viilage one bedroom avail sum-

mer sublet, fall option call Sue or Katie

256-8676

Looking for male nonemoker tov share a

room in Brandywine call 549-7692

Male to ehara room in two bed room Puf-

fton apt $108/mth call Marybeth 549-7724

keep trying

Share two bedroom apt nr^le or female

Brittany Manor mid May with fall option 3rd

floor furnished caH 263-2140

Two males naadad to share house in

Dennisport for summer. Call 546-4308 or

646-6067 keep trying

Famele roommete wented for fall "M
Brandywine apts for more info call 549-7868

# 1 bedroom available in Brandywine call

4 549-0116,6-6943,6^239

^ Two bedroom Brendywina apt
^ available for sumemr sublet. Rent

negotiable call 6496396

f Main St rooms for rent fall optk>n rent

I negotiable 2560967

A Summer sublet Brsndywins apt very

^ reesoneble rent cell 549-7868

: -
TO SUBLET

^ Two bedroom spt on bus route ct>esp

A rent sunwner sublet with fall option

666-7618

x 2 rooms svsllable in beautiful North

Amherst house. On bus route. 200 +
utilities eech Scott 5494926 after 6

For eummer: 5 t>edroom house on Mein

St. next to bus stop 258^362 Sus

Two bedroom apartment on scenic Puf-

fer's Pond. Summer sublet with fell option.

549«00
# Coloniel VIII 1 bedroom furnished summer

# possible fall option 256-0909 evenings

^ GOOD DEAL 2 bedrm Brandywine sum-

mer sublet Available June 1st thru Sept.

1st. Call Marsha 549-1611 or Michele

546-4917

1

I

1

X

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset reeume.

Conrw to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC
Fast service, competitive prices. M F 9-2:30

TYPINQ-Fast, relieble, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, corrsspondence,
resumes, etc. 666-3414

Laeving town? Goir>g home? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Cell the Commuter Area

Government Ride Service, from Mey 1 to

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us where

you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 546-2145

Two rasp melee for 2 bedroom eptin Pres

100+ each starting Jur>e 1 call late PM
549-0740

^ Summer sublet for couple or eingle 2

A rooms, private entrance & bath, kitchen

4 and laundry privtedges. 165/ month Chris or

I John 256^8249

\ 1 bedroom ept Colonial Village aveila June

f 1 - Sept 1 256-1301

\ One bedroom open In Southwoos apt

call Jen or Sue between 4-6 266-6800

1 bedroom Coloniel VUi neer pool with

T fall option 253-5764

f 1 bedroom Southwood townhouee
4 sumnr>er sublet with fell option evailable-

4 June 1 253-7031
.

4 Brighton IMe BU, BC sree Mey 11 thru

August call 617-782-6081

t 2 bdrm % mils from campus AC csble

X Wcy cell Beth 546-0046

SUMMER 1984 - EMPLOYMENT

Restsursnt - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Pleeee send inquiries to PO Box

2496 Oek Bluffs, MA 02567

SUMMER SUBLET

Brittsny $353.50 June, July, August call

Tracy 256001 1 leave name and number

Prime Amherst Center location, three

bedrooms, specious, renovated, 6-4984,

fall option

Two bedroom Townhouse summr sublet

fell option Squire Villege rent negotiable

6664793

Fall option large two bedroom apt in

Sunderiand bus rt WW carpeting AV
dishwesher 325 nwnth call eves 666-4604

Beeutiful Apt. Amherst Center 2 bedrnw

reesonable $, Aug freel 549-7800

3 bedroom spartment in Amherst from

6-1 to 10-31. $500 all utilities included

256-0609

2 bedroom ept available in Presidentiel call

646-5668 or 546-5693

Puffton Village 3 bdrms 2 single 1 shared

with female $100/ea fumished

Mill Hollow Apt for summer with fall op-

tion. Apt 2 miles from campus on Puffers

Pond 549-5051

Brsndywine, fully furnished, 2 bedroom

airconditioned, pol, rent negotiable,

549-0124, anytime

Furnished 1 bedroom Puffton Villege

June 1 to August 31 call now 549-7864

Lge room in Amherst house 3 min to

campus, bus, and tov»m 135 neg call Laura

549O081

Brandywinel 1 V* bedrooms in 2 bdrm apt

close to SN/SA and NA/BR bus routes call

us - we'll talk! 549-4824

X

X

a

From June 1 with fall option two
bedroom on Sunderiend bus route

330/month 666-8314

One bedroom eveHeMa in 3 bedroom
Rolling Gree towmhouse starting June 1 fell

option 163 mo 253-5366

Fumished Puffton Apart rent cheep ck>ee

to bus stop call 546-4966

Available with fall option two t>edroom

apartment in Sunderiand rent negotieble

666-8604

For summer: roommate needed in

Presidential apts call evenir>gs 549-5808

Summer sublet with poeeit)le fall option.

Large bedroom in two bedroom
Southwood apartment for or>e or two
females 256-8379

TRAVEL

Montreel Perty Weekendl Mey 4-6 $79

10 spaces left! Call todayl 549-1671

WANTED

Buying Gold Cleee Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing, Comic Books,

Basebell Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleesant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Looking for roommetee?? 2 femeles

looking to share townhouse Brandywine
Puffton or Brittany Manor. Pleese call

Sharon or Meg 546-9614

Townhouse or Brendywine ept. wanted
for fall will take in June cell Jim 256-1072

eves $100 reward

WANTED TO RENT

Sublet w - '9d for summer, professional

couple, ' . children/pets, excellent
references 203-763-0323

2 bedrn
Villege c^

apartment in Coloniel
»ren 549-4684

apt In Amherst or vicinity

summer or fall 546-6172 or

3-4 bedr'
will take:

546-6162 _^
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UMass tunes up forURI in routs
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

There are two important things you ought

to know about the University of

Massachusetts softball team today. The

secondary item of interest is that UMass

won their 12th and 13th games in a row

with 8-1 and 12 1 wins over hapless New

Hampshire yesterday at NOPE.
The big news is today's double header

matchup with the University of Rhode

Island at 2:30 p.m. for an Atlantic 10

•ournamep* berth.

!• • jhl'hr'.TVr. " cr">''b

ATLANTIC It Buildings at a GUnce

Massachusetts need a sweep to be part

of next weekend's Atlantic 10 champion-

ships at Rutgers. The top two t£&ms in

each division go to the championships,

where the winner will get an automatic

bid to the NCAA's. Temple, St. Joseph's

and Penn State make up the Western

Division.

Atlantic 10 Eaat Division W L Pet.

Rutgers

Massachusetts

Rhode Island

2

1

1

2 .500

1 .500

Elaine Sorlmo said yesterday. "But it is an

important one."

Important indeed. In thei tight Eastern

Division of the Atlantic 10, UMass needs a

sweep to be guaranteed a spot in Rutgers

next weekend. A split will provide a three-

way tie between Rutgers. URI and UMass

and then someone will be left out when the

league chooses who stays home. Being

swept means having next weekend off.

UMass wants to take care of

everything—on the field.

"1 want to come running out of the gate

like a steam roller (against URI)," Sortino

said. "We want to set the tone and play our

game."

Co captain senior Allyson Rioux agreed.

"If we play our game, intimidate them and

get them riled up then it will be a big plus

for us."

"We're very excited," Rioux said. "We

want them both."

Yesterday, New Hampshire was out of

both games by the fourth inning as the

Minutewomen cruised, raising their record

to 23-7.

Big hitting, some superb defensive plays

and some not so good baserunning was the

rule of the day for UMass. Rioux's third

inning double knocked in two runs in the

C'oll«ciui photo by Paal DasaanUs

Beth Talbott slides into third after hitting a shot to center clearing

the loaded bases and giving UMass an 8-1 lead in the opener of yester-

day's double-header against UNH.

opener and I'Mass was on its way.

Among the other big hitters. Robin Read

going for 3 for 4 while Tina Coffin, Sally

Maher, Emily Bietsch and Talbott all

added two hits to UMass 14- hit atUck in

the nightcap.
.

XJorillas face huge task stoppingArmy Saturday

Collefian photo br David P. Deabcr

Army looks to be just as physical as Hofstra was in Saturday's clash

at Boyden Hill. Karl Hatton (7) struggles for UMass.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

This one should be a battle. The fourth

ranked West Point Cadets of Army will

invade Boyden HUl tomorrow afternoon

and will surely bring all the equipment

they can carry as they face a revenge-

seeking Gorilla squad ranked eleventh in

the country at 2 p.m.

Army is a very physical, defensive

minded squad led by first year Coach Jack

Emmer. They will be out there to hit and

they will try to strip UMass of the ball

every chance they get.

"They will try to be an aggressive team

and use lots of pressure on defense. They

pride themselves on being physical and

try to intimidate teams," said assistant

coach Eric Kemp, who worked under

Emmer at Washington and Lee College.

The Army corps is led by returning Ail-

American goalie George Slabowski. Pete

Short leads the attack, while midfielders

Mike Ricardi, a second team All

American, and P.J. O'SuUivan. an

honorable mention AH American, clog up

the middle of the field.

"They will try to run you off the field.

The offense hasn't been scoring that much

early, but ihey can score. If you re not

ready for them, they'll bury you. We will

have to play good. They may present us

with a few problems." added Kemp.
UMass will try to counter the aggressive

defense of Army by moving the ball

around as much as possible. Ball

movement is a key acording to Kemp.
"Everyone's concerned with giving up

the easy goal. We will look to spread out

on offense, and move the ball faster than

they can run. Teams are starting to

prepare for us. When we play well, we

can be a very good team. It'll be an ex-

citing game. Our kids always play good

jagainst them." said Kemp.
' Last year's contest played at West Point,

was won by Army by a 9 4 margrin. Peter

Martino led the Gorillas with two goals,

and the defense was outstanding. But like

on other occassions, including their last

game against Harvard, UMass just could

not find the net.

Harvard played the type of game they

wanted to. by slowing the ball down and

holding it. They waited patiently for a

good shot, and consequently hit net on

more than 30 percent of their shots.

Meanwhile, Massachusetts put flurries on

the Harvard goalie, but many of the shots

were weak and forced by a tough Harvard

defense.

UMass' offense is still led by Mike Fiorini

and Bubba Sandford. Fiorini, despite no

points against the Crimson, has 11 goals

and 11 assist for 22 points. Sandford has

eight goals and 14 assists. Tom Lukacovic

is close behind as his two goals on

Wednesday give him a team leading 16

along with 3 assists.

Thi.s has become almost a must win for

the Gorillas if they wish to move up in the

national rankings and finish in the top

eight to qualiiy lor a playoff spot.

Beautiful, warm weather has been

predicted, and a big, boisterous Boyden

crowd can only enhance UMass' chances of

eliminating the Cadets.

Rugby picks up win, hosts Mystic Gerlufeen signs another
By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Staff

After two winless

weekends, the University of

Massachusetts rugby club's

A side finally registered

their first win last Saturday,

ripping Worcester
Polytechnical Institute 180.

The win should give the

team a much needed lift

going into this weekend's

match against the Mystic

River rugby club this

Saturday at Lower Boyden

fields.

The A side never let W.P.I,

get into the contest last

week. Fullback Steven

Middtun kept the visitors

pinned deep in their own
territory, using a strong

wind to carry his clearing

kicks close to the WPI goal

line. When WPI did manage
a bit of offense, the UMass
forwards shut them down
allowing scrum halt Lou
Luciano plenty of time to set

up his backfield for three

scores.

The UMass B side, on a try

by Patrick Sabbs, jumped
out to a 6 lead over

Rochester Polytechnical

Institute, but the lead soon

went by the boards, and RPI

hung on for a 9-6 triumph.

The UMass C and D sides

were also victors. The D
side won with four minutes

remaining on a try by Dave
Rutyna.
The Mystic River rugby
club has many ex-UMass
ruggers in its lineup and
UMass coach Bob Lawrence
has been working the team
hard at practice all week.

The UMass squad should

be back at full strength this

weekend, with Chris Todd
and Bob Appleyard ex-

pected back after injuries

and illness. Game time is 12

noon Saturday.

University of Massachusetts basketball

coach Ron Gerlufsen rompleted a successful

recruiting season by signing 6'7" 190 lb.

forward Wilbert Hi'-l-s from New Haven,

Connecticut.

Hicks, who averaged 23 points a game and

10 rebounds for Hillhoii>-«- High School, was

a first team All-State s< '•
• ion.

(rerlufsen said he is fir "d recruiting but

said that he may sign one more recruit.

Warren Bradley, a 6'6" forward from

Bridgeport , Conn. las to take his

SAT's.

The coach expre---« 'I hnnpiness over

recruits.

Tom Swick. 6'3" viatt Ryan, and 6'2"

Lorenzo Charles. Fitzhugh Terry. 6'8Vj",

will sit out next year to concentrate on his

studies.

DAN LEBERFELD

his

"We added four :

who we feel will m.

to UMass," Gerlii*"

The previoii«ty

• ' igh school players

,. strong contribution

'-aid.

d recruits are 6'8"

Philadelphia falls

PHILADELPHIA (AP) Michael Ray
Richardson and Otis Birdsong each scored

24 pints as the underdog New Jersey Nets

upset defending champs Philadelphia

76ers 101-98 last night to win the first

round best-of-five National Basketball

Association playoff series.
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UMass police officer

denies perjury charge
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ROCK OUT — Rick Nielsen of Cheap Trick wails on his five-necked

guitar yesterday during the Southwest Fest Concerts at the barbeque

pits across from the Southwest Residential Area. Thousands gathered

in the summer-like heat to see four bands, including Boston's The

Stompers and Clarence Clemons and the Red Bank Rocker's play.

Physicians, author discuss

effects of a "nuclear winter"
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The "nuclear winter" which will follow an

exchange of nuclear weapons could possibly

exterminate the human race, according to

Dr. George Woodwell co-author of "The

Long term Biological Consequences of

Nuclear War."

Woodwell described the consequences of a

nuclear war known as "nuclear winter" in a

lecture preceding a panel discussion on

"The nuclear winter study and its political

implications" sponsored by the

Peacemakers and the Radical Student

Union as part of Earth Awareness week at

the University of Massachusetts.

Woodwell said we have enough nuclear

weapons so that there is one for every city,

most villages, most universities and most

schools in the world.

"It is someone's analysis," Woodwell said,

"that has put us in this jeopardy, and it is

going to take a good deal of analysis to get

us out."

Woodwell said the dust and particulate

matter that would cloud the earth's at

mosphere after a nuclear war would cool

the earth's surface by ten degrees and a

year later' the temperatures would still be

below normal. Also, the darkness which

would prevent all photosynthesis would

only give way to twilight after eight

months, he said.

The fireballs released into the

stratosphere by nuclear weapons will

destroy the ozone layer which protects us

from most of the ultra violet rays of the sun,

Woodwell said. The solar radiation in the

ultra violet range has "profound biotic

effects" like skin cancer, he said. The lack

of food, water and transportation would add

to the difficulty of survival, Woodwell said.

"Few have the skills to survive being

thrown into a stone age culture... People

would survive only as small bands in the

Southern hemisphere and few in the

northern hemisphere.

"It is unlikely that homosapiens would

survive at all, one cannot rule out the

possibility of exterminating homo sapiens,"

he said.

The panelists. Dr. Murray Watnick, from

the Physicians for Social Responsibility,

Peter Clausen from the Union of Concerned

Scientists and Francis Crowe, a peace

activist and director of Western

Massachusetts American Friends Service

Committee answered questions from

moderator Ken Mosakowski.

Clausen said that making Amherst a

nuclear free zone would have symbolic

importance, and he suggested that ad-

vocates look carefully to determine whether

or not it will win supporters to the freeze

movement or alienate employees of nuclear

weapons industries. Crowe said she

believes "nuclear free zones are a great way

to unify a community... If every community

declared itself a nuclear free zone it would

be a great step."

By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts police

officer, who faces charges of brutalitv and

false imprisonment in several lawsuits, last

week denied he committed perjury at the

trial of a UMass student last year.

William F. Murphy, 33, a Hadley resident,

was arraigned on a single indictment

charging him with lying about his actions

stemming from an incident during the

arrest of a UMass student for disorderly

conduct.

Murphy allegedly lied when he testified at

the trial of James Shanahan, 24, a

mechanical engineering major from

Lexington, according to the indictment. At

the trial. Murphy said he did not recall

yanking a necklace from Shanahan's neck

after his arrest.

Shanahan was found innocent of disorderly

conduct at a trial in Hampshire District

Court on Feb. 8, 1983. Following the trial,

Shanahan filed a federal lawsuit for

$850,000 in damages from Murphy and

other UMass police officials for false arrest

and abuse, Charles DiMare, an attorney

representing Shanahan in the suit, said

Friday.

DiMare said he could not comment on

whether the indictment would have any

effect on the suit. He said the matter was in

litigation and would be resolved "probably

in the summer of 1985."

Murphy also faces two other pending

lawsutis brought by other UMass students.

One suit, filed in September 1981 in U.S.

District Court, alleges Murphy and other

UMass officers beat and jailed two students

for no reason in March 1980. Another suit

alleges Murphy falsely arrested a UMass
student, violated the student's civil rights

and assaulted the student in an incident

near the Blue Wall on March 9. 1980.

I.Ast year, in an out of court settlement,

the University Department of Public safety

agreed to pay two students $20,000 after

the students charged in a suit that Murphy
and others denied them their civil rights

and falsely imprisoned them.

Pornography foes convene,

discuss male supremacy
By NANCY A. Bl'KAR and

REBECCA THATCHER
Colk'jrian Staff

5>even anti-}»4>rno^aphy activists from

around the country convened la.st Saturday

at the Universi^ of Massachusetts to

discuss the harmful and violent effects por-

nography generates.

At a conference titled "Breaking the

Connection between Sex and Violence: A
Case Against Pornography." Kathleen

Barry, author of Femalr Sexual SUivery ex-

plained that pornography is a system of

ideas, values and beliefs that sustain and

promote male supremacy.

Barry said pornography tells men that

deep down inside women crave rape and

that rape is sexy.

She said separating objectification from

violence creates a false distinction l)ecause

"objectification is the ground base of viola-

tion."

John Stoltenberg, the chairman of the

Anti-Pornography Task force of the Na-

tional Organization for Men, said "domina-

tion and sulxirdination have been culturally

eroticized" by pornography."

In his speech titled, "Pornography and

Male Supremacy," Stoltenberg said male

supremacist sexuality is the kind of sexuali-

ty that makes men feel powerful, virile and

in control, "the kind of sex that puts

another person in their place."

"Pornography institutionalizes male

supremacy the way segregation institu-

tionalizes white supremacy," Stoltenberg

said.

l^urie I^ewin. who l)egan stripping at

age 16 in Boston's Combat Zone, and is the

author of Naked is the Bent DiaguuHe: My
Life as a Strtpper, spoke about her ex-

periences as an "erotic dancer."

"It startles me that I could have fallen in-

to stripping so easily. My body was the

main attraction, a prize," Lewin said.

After tlve years, she quit because she

"was over the hill. I'm a survivor but I

could have been a casualty," she said.

Most women become strippers because

they see it as a step towards Hollywood,

Lewin said. "The need for attention,

money, the illusion of glamour and the ero-

sion of self-esteem keep women in the pro-

fession," she said. Lewin said stripping

"operates on a false premise - it gives

men the choice to express their contempt

for women's sexuality. Admiration actually

veils contempt and hostility."

Even though Lewin said she believes

"strip joints have a lot to do with power,"

she said she does not want to close them

down because the real problem would still

exist and it would "put women who need

money out of work."

Sharon Sales-Helton, one of the leaders

of a movement in Minneapolis to regulate

violent pornography said that during the

hearings in Minneapolis, "numerous
women came forward and testified of how

they had been abused by men who learned

from pornography that women liked it."

Julie Melrose, a UMass graduate and

feminist author spoke about freedom of

speech, calling it a "selective concern."
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Inside:

Amherst committee gives the o.k. to a coal pile clean-up solu-

tion P-3

Peter Wissoker dissects the Grateful Dead shows in Pro-

vidence ; P*^

Gorillas beat Army Saturday 6-5 p. 12

"We're just a Imnch ofcheese packs, stuffed in the refrigerator.

That's all we are/'

— Overheard at a weekend party
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Shannon says he'll refuse

PAC money in campaign
ROSTHM lM>\ — Ron Tomoc M Shan. Shannnn't; Hppisinn fnlln\A7<BOSTON (AP) - Rep. James M. Shan-

non, D-Mass., announced Sunday that he

will no longer accept campaign contribu-

tions from political action committees in his

bid for the Senate and will return more

than $50,000 he has already received.

"Nothing is more important to me than

my reputation for integrity," Shannon said

in a statement. "Even the appearance of

influence has the potential for casting a

shadow on my integrity and I refuse to let

that happen."

Political action committees, often calle<l

PACs. are groups formed by labor unions,

businesses and other special interests for

the purpose of contributing to political

campaigns. Critics claim PACs buy in-

fluence on Capitol Hill.

Train kills four in

border crossing
KINGSVILLE, Texas (AP) - A freight train plowed

through a group of illegal aliens walking across a railroad

trestle in the dark, forcing some to jump into a shallow

creek 31 feet below and killing four of them. At least seven

were injured.

As many as 40 aliens may have been on the bridge when
the train approached late Saturday night at about 40 mph,

said Rod Saucier, agent in charge of the U.S. Border

patrol office in Kingsville.

The dead were two women, a boy about 12 years old and

a younger child, said Harry Beall, a border patrol office

supervisor.

Tim Hogan, a Missouri Pacific spokesman in Chicago,

said the engineer of the 43-car freight saw the people on

the bridge but was unable to stop the train until it had

crossed the 464-foot trestle over Olmos Creek. 17 miles

south of Kingsville.

Authorities arrested 14 aliens who escaped injury and

flearched Sunday for more victims in the 3-to 4-foot-deep

creek and for other aliens who may have sought cover in

the mesquite that dots the rugged coastal plains south of

Corpus Christi.

Border Patrol agents believed an undetermined number
of illegal aliens were hiding in the brush and some may
have been injured by the train. Saucier said.

Study says insanity plea

not abused in Mass.
BOSTON AP — Ninety two percent of criminal defen-

dants in Massachusetts acquitted by reason of insanity

were diagnosed as having serious mental disorders, ac-

cording to a study that concludes the defense is not abused
in the Bay State.

The study by Barbara F. Phillips and John A. Hornik of

the state Department of Mental Health was prompted by

the national debate over John Hinckley's acquittal on

grounds of mental illness in the 1981 attempted
assassination of President Reagan.

According to the report, about one in every 4.000 people

in Massachusetts charged with a crime is acquitted by
reason of insanity.

Shannon's decision follows similar an-

nouncements by five other candidates vy-

ing for the U.S. Senate seat being vacated

by Democrat Paul T.songas.

Democrats Lt. Gov. John F. Kerry,

former House Speaker David M. Bartley,

Secretary of State Michael J. Connolly and

U.S. Rep. Edward J. Markey and

Republican contender Ray Shamie have all

said they will not accept contributions from

PACs.

In a .statement, Kerry applauded Shan-

non's decision and called on another

Republican candidate, former ambassador

Elliot Richardson, to follow suit.

"It is still not too late for Mas.sachusetts

to lead the country by l)eing the first state

in the nation to be PAC-free." he said.

AP I.aiirrpho(o

BOOBY TRAPPED BUSES — Bus drivers point to the location

where explosive charges had been attached. Six Arab buses were found

to be boobytrapped in the Occupied West Bank area.

Tufts professor pleads guilty to

murdering missingwoman
DEDHAM (AP) — From the first there were doubts

about prosecuting for murder when no body had been

found. Several prospective jurors were excused when they

said they doubted they were willing to convict.

But on Friday, an anatomy professor admitted

bludgeoning his young lover and disposing of her body

rather than face what his attorney called "insurmountable

evidence" in a murder trial.

Thomas C. Troy, attorney for William H. Douglas. 42, a

former anatomy professor at Tufts University, said going

to trial "would have been a waste of the court's time."

'This is a human tragedy. " said Troy, a former Golden

Gloves boxer who represented Boston Strangler Albert

DeSalvo and several other well known criminals. "He has

unburdened himself of the shame and tragedy he feels."

Douglas stunned a packed courtroom when he pleaded

guilty to a lesser charge of manslaughter in the death of 21-

year old Robin Benedict, a graphic artist whom police said

was also a prostitute.

The case was not the first in which Massachusetts

prosecutors sought a murder conviction without producing

a body. Only one had been successful.

Court records show prosecutors attempted « introduce

testimony that Douglas had access to a crematorium used

to dispose of laboratory animals at the university.

Troy sought to have prosecutor John Kivlan dismissed for

misconduct before the grand jury, citing among other

reasons "inflammatory" testimony about the crematorium.

Asked if the body was intact. Troy said. "Yes." and said he

knew where it was, but declined further comment.

Douglas, who agreed to reveal everything about the

killing and the location of the body as part of the plea

bargaining arrangement, was interviewed by investigators

Saturday for several hours.

Authorities declined comment on where Douglas disposed

of the body, and said members of the press when the

search takes place.

"I'm sure that the parents and the family do not want the

attempts to find the remains to become a matter of public

display," said William Delahunt, Norfolk County district

Attorney.

Kivlan said the agreement would allow him to demand the

maximum sentence of 18 to 20 years when Douglas is

sentenced May 7. That would make him eligible for parole

in 12 years.

Correction

Allen Johnson, Undersecretary of Environmental Af-

fairs, will be unable to appear tonight as advertised last

week as part of the Earth Awareness Week program. In

his place, Cliff McCarthy of the Ma.ss. Nuclear Referen-

dum Campaign will talk alK)ut a regional hazardous

waste dumpsite in Thompson 106 at 7:30 p.m.
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Mi. Holyoke College presents: |

Gloria Steinem \

WOMEN OF THE 80 's: 1

THE SECOND WAVE
f

Wed, May 2 at 8 pm
\

Gettell Amphitheatre I

(in case of rain: Chapin Auditorium =

Mary E. Wooley Student Center i

TICKETS $4. GENERAL ADMISION |
on sale at the Mary E. Wooley Box Office |

daily fronn 2 p.m. - midnight, Saturday noon - 1 am |
Box Office 538-2178 |

additional tickets will he sold the evening of the event 5

f weather permitting 1
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MONDAY NITE SPECIAL

Timettout
Giant Bar Drinks

I $1.65

Two T.V.'s

16 oz. Draft

85'

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour Prices

4 PM to closing
AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

Elliot Richardson campaigns atUMass
Talks on nuclear balance

By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Republican candidate for U.S. Senate Elliot Richardson

told a small University of Massachusetts audience that his

first concern, if elected, will be the prevention of nuclear

war.

"We need to reinforce our ability to prevent conflict

between the two super-powers, " Richardson said outside

the Student Union Friday afternoon. He said he will work

to stop the "escalation of the arms build up from engulfing

the two."

A freeze on the production and deployment of nuclear

weapons "needs to be seen as an entering step towards

reduction and balance on both sides, in keeping with

peace," Richardson said.

Unlike his leading Democratic opponents for the U.S.

Senate seat being vacated by Democrat Paul Tsongas,

Richardson said he supports the Reagan Administration

policy of military aid for some Central American countries,

and he said the Reagan Administration is "justified in

keeping it up."

"For the time being." Richardson said, we should

maintain support of the Contras (fighting the leftist

government of Nicaragua), and the government of El

Salvador, as part of a strict fight against expanded Soviet

and Cuban presence."

Collfihan photo bv Vmm Mulnirk

Republican U.S. Senate candidate Elliot

Richardson speaks to students in front of the

Student Union Friday.

In remarks specifically relating to Massachusetts.

Richardson said an urgent and "effective attack" on the

problem of acid rain will be his primary goal if he is elected

to the Senate. He also said he will establish an office in

western Massachusetts.

iguished

By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Six academics will soon be chosen as the winners of the

annual Distinguished Teachers Award at the University of

Massachusetts.

The award was first instituted in 1962. with the purpose

of identifying and honoring excellent classroom teaching,

particularly on the undergraduate level. Since 1972.

teaching assistants and associates have also been

nominated. Basic requirements are at least three years of

service to the University, primarily undergraduate

teaching, and full time status.

Fifty professors and 15 teaching assistants have been

nominated for the 1984 award.

Three professors and three teaching assistants will win

$2,000 each and a plaque which will be presented at a

ceremony hosted by the chancellor, said Sanjuv Dugal,

president of the Graduate Student Senate and chairman of

the Distinguished Teachers Award committee. "They will

also receive special honors during commencement." he

said.

UMass summer: moi
By RISA FREEMAN
Collegian Staff

Registration for summer session at the Unversity of

Massachusetts has already begun and will continue up to

the day before cla.sses are scheduled to begin.

The two six-week sessions beginning June 5 and July 17,

will provide opportunities to gain credits in courses in

many areas, including languages, education, computer

and information science, art. engineering, and theater.

The Division of Continuing Education will also offer

credit-free workshops on evenings and weekends, courses

ranging from dance to tennis, photography, quilting and

microcomputers.

"Those courses offered in mathematics and natural

sciences seem to be very well recepted during the summer

session." said Angel Ramirez, coordinator of credit pro-

grams in the Division of Continuing Education. "There

seems to be a demand "or everything we offer for the most

part." she added.

"It is a difficult task for the committee to reduce the

nominees down to six names," Dugal said. "All of the

teachers nominated are worthy of the award. How do you

choose the best out of the best?"

Dugal .said students nominate teachers in the fall and

nominations are accepted by anyone affiliated with UMass,

including alumni. Evaluation forms of 10 questions are

then distributed in the classes of those nominated to be

filled out and returned by the students both in the fall and

spring semesters.

In this way, "teachers are evaluated over two semesters

by two different lots of .students." Dugal said.

"The award is based on purely teaching skills and has

nothing to do with research," he said.

Dugal said in the past the nomination process has been

kept "semi secret" but this year a letter was sent to all the

nominees describing the process to make them fully aware

of it. A fairly large advertisement was also placed in the

Collegian to encourage comments from anyone interested.

Teachers may be nominated repeatedly but cannot win

the award within two years of their last award, he said.

The award is sponsored by the Graduate Student Senate.

Credit-free workshops in bartending, photography,

microcomputers, and accounting are always in demand,

said Honore David, manager of the Fine Arts and

Humanities Program for the Division of Continuing

Education.

"Preparation courses for the GRE's and the LSAT's are

always popular in the summertime," David said. "Word

pnxressing is a very hot item now and those classes will fill

quickly."

"We don't know from session to session what will be

popular. We try to offer things that the community will

respond U)."

About 3,500 students are expected to register for both

sessions, said Gary Strong, registrar for Continuing Ed.

Registration for courses may be made by mail until May

21 for credit courses or on a walk-in basis at the Continu-

ing Ed office located in the first floor of the Library

Tower. In-person registration will be held in the Campus
Center Auditorium on June 4, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. for

first session classes, and July 16 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. ano

5 to 7 p.m. for the second session.

Conservation chair

says coal-pile plan

may stop pollution
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

The chairman of the Amherst Conservation Commission

this weekend praised an interim plan that allows the

University of Massachusetts to spray detergent on its coal

storage pile to reduce pollution in a nearby brook.

Carl Carlozzi also said the University will begin con-

structing a sedimentation pond and a neutralization

system, to be completed by July, that will catch rain water

runoff. The water will then be pumped into the .sewage

main at the Tillson Farm Heating Plant and sent to the

Amherst Waste Treatment Plant.

The plan which was approved by the commission last

month, culminates a dispute between the town and UMass

that has lasted several years. The pile, located off East

Pleasant Street, was identified as the major source of

pollution to Taylor Brook, a North Amherst stream about a

half mile from the pile.

Coal from the pile is used to fuel the Physical Plant that

supplies heat and some power to the University.

"The thing to realize is that the TilLson coal pile is still

polluting up there," Carlozzi said. "But within months,

some real pollution reduction will take place."

Carlozzi, who is al.so a UMass forestry and wildlife

management professor, recounted the history of the

disputed coal pile, which he said included poor com-

munication and antagonism on the part of University of-

ficials in trying to reach a solution with the town.

He said University officials initially stonewalled the

commission until it issued a cease and desist order against

UMass in July 1983.

"It broke loose a little jawboning. Finally .somebody was

talking to somebody," he said. P'ollowing the order the

University received money to clean the site. Carlozzi

praised new Physical Plant director Roger Cherewatti for

his efforts at finding a solution.

Carlozzi spoke as part of a series of lectures on energy and

the environment during Earth Awareness Week,

Town Meeting
to begin tonight
Thtt annual town meeting begins at 7:30 tonight at the

Amherst Regional Junior High School. Town Meeting

members will also convene Wednesday night and next

Monday and Wednesday nights until all 65 articles on the

Twon Meeting warrant have been voted on.

Article 22, drafted by the Amherst Citizens Against

pollution, a student based group, calls for the twon to place

an impermeable clay cap on the old landfill by Sept. 1

because the landfill "poses a clear and present danger to

our water supply due to leachate contamination."

Richard Vincent, owner of Ix)uis' Foods supermarket, has

petitioned the town to amend the official zoning map .so

Ix)uis' Foods could be moved from the center of Amherst to

a new location at the corner of University Drive and Amity

Street.

Article 64 asks the twon to endorse the Ground Zero

Pairing Project's goal of pairing the town of Amherst with

the city of Tartu in Russia as a step toward bilateral

nuclear disarmament. The Amher.st Selectboard has

unanimously endorsed this article.

The final article in the warrant, drafted by Citizens for a

Nuclear Free Amherst, urges Town Meeting members to

make Amherst a nuclear Free Zone.

The article prohibits private and public educational in-

stitutions from engaging in research aimed at producing

nuclear weapons. The article also calls 'nr the town to

divest in itself of all investment in corporations which

produce nuclear weapons within one year.

JULIA MAYCOCK

Sheep, pigs to highlight tour
By TIM RYAN
Collegian Staff

Today begins a week-long program for

approximately 20 University of

Massachusetts animal science students to

teach what they have learned in class at the

South Deerfield Dairy Facility.

At this time of year, for the past 10 years,

UMass students have been giving tours of

the facility and teaching young school

children about animals.

During the past few weeks, these students

have visited the facility and have finally

decided on an interesting tour. Visitors will

see sheep, pigs and goats that have been

transported from the Youngstock Barn at

UMass. Poultry, a chick hatchery and parts

of the dairy facility will also be shown.

UMass students will also demonstrate cow

milking and sheep shearing techniques.

Approximately 300 to 400 school children a

day are expected to visit the dairy facility.

The animal science students will commute
from campus and have completed a

schedule for when they will be required to

give the tours. Visitors will be preschool

and grammar school classes and al.so special

needs classes from throughout both

Hampden and Hampshire counties.

Sharyn Donahue, a sophomore animal

science student, said she is "looking for-

ward to teaching the young children about

the animals we deal with all the time."

Marilyn Rodwell, a secretary of the

veterinary animal science department, has

.spent several days corresponding and

coordinating a workable schedule with the

various schools.

"The children really appreciate the tour,"

Rodwell said. "We receive many drawings

and thank you letters from them and also

their teachers."

{Women's Forum)
H'oTTifn ',s Forum la a wet'kly lusting ofei^ents relating to'u:<'mum's issv£S. Notices

should be sent to the Women 's Neu)s Editor, care ofths Collegian, the h nday before

the e^'erU.

Monday - The Women's Issues Team

will meet at 4:30 p.m. in Campus Center

room 165.

Tuesday - Liz Bennett of the Rape

Crisis Project at the New Bedford

Women's Center will discuss "Rape and

Racism in New Bedford: An Insiders

View." at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room

165.

Dr. Jean Grossholtz, a Mt. Holyoke Pro-

fessor, and University of Massachusetts

Environmental Science Professor Linda

Lockwf>od will discu.ss "Feminist Ecology

and The Womens Peace Movement" as

part of Earth Awareness Week at 2 p.m. in

('ampus Center room 168C.

Wednesday - The Committee for Equal

Rights and 'Reproductive Freedom will

meet at 4 p.m. in Campus Center room 901.

The Society for Women Engineers will

meet at 6 p.m. in Marston Hall room 221.

Gloria Steinem, author, feminist activist

and founder of Ms. magazine will speak on

"Women of the 80's: The Second Wave" at

8 p.m. in the Richard Glenn Gettel am-

phitheater at Mt. Holyoke College. Tickets

are $4. For more information call

.538-2178.

Thursday - Susan Schechter, author of

Women and Male Violence, will speak

ab<jut "The Battered Women's Shelter

Movement: A Historical Overview" at 7

p.m. in Campus Center room 168.

Saturday — The Working Women's Pro-

gram at the Everwoman's Center is offer-

ing a one day workshop titled "Doubting

your own competence: Women's image of

work and self," from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at

I Reproductive Rights Awareness Day will the Everywoman s Center m Wilder Hal

1 be 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. outside the Student For more information and to register call

VUnion Gallery.
545-0883. ^
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Describing her difficulties

with publishers, Melrose

said women sho'jild not be
too anxious to preserve for

pornographers rights of ex-

pression that women have
never had.

Women always have been,

and are continue to be
denied their First Amend-
ment rights, Melrose said.

Kathy Alexander, a

counselor at the UMass
Everywomen's Center, and
Denise Yanni. who is active

in the women's movement
in Amherst, discussed "A
New Imaging of Women."

Alexander said por-

nography is "any portrait

(print, video, films, etc.) of a

woman in pain, raped,

sodomized, shown as filthy

or inferior."

Pornography comes from

"a male-centered society

that nurtures pornography.

To fight against oppression

of women, we must fight

against this culture. We
must remember that por-

nography is a depiction of

male power, not male sex-

uality." Alexander said.

Denise Yanni, who spoke

about remedies to our pre-

sent pornographic culture,

said she l)elieves the active

support of women's media
— women's bookstores and
women's magazines, will

help to bring alnrnt "a new
definition of woman."
There is a necessity to

return to "the original self,

not the male image of

women," she said.

Collr^an photo by Pam Madniek

The Association for Economic and Social Analysis sponsored its se-

cond annual Conference on Marxist Social Theory this weekend in the

Campus Center, inviting academics from across the nation. UMass
graduate economics student John Sinisi is speaking on the Microfoun-

dations of Marxism Crisis Theory Friday to a group of about aO people.

Newslines
Evelyn Murphy speaks

inMemorialHalltoday
Massachusetts Secretary of Economic

Affairs Evelyn Murphy will speak on the

impact of President Ronald Reagan's

ecomomic policies on Massachusetts today

at the University of Massachusetts.

Murphy's address, sponsored by

Americans for Democratic Action, will

begin at 3 p.m. in Memorial Hall. It is free

and open to the public.

Consultant to discuss

Eastern Air, unions

"Labor Relations Innovations in the 1980s:

The Case of Eastern Airlines and the

International As.sociation of Machinists"

will be the topic of a lecture tonight at the

University of Massachusetts.

Randy Barber, a consultant for Eastern

Airlines and co author of The North Will

Rise Again, Pensiorts, Politics and Power in

the 1980s, will speak at 6:30 p.m. in room

917 of the Campus Center. The Drouram is

sponsort-u by ihe UMass Labor Relations

and Research Center and the Graduate

Student Senate.

MusicRoom to host

two-dimensiorml art
A display of two-dimensional artwork will

open this afternoon in the Music Room on

the Campus Center concourse.

"Artists for '84" will run through Wed-
nesday, and is sponsored by the Board of

Governors, the Campus Center and the

UMass Arts Council. All students are in

vited for a wine and cheese opening at 7:30

p.m.

Budget Committee holds

finalhearing tonight
The Undergraduate Student Senate

Budget Committee of the Student

Government Association will hold a public

hearing tonight to answer all questions

about its final report to the Senate.

The public inforation session will begin at

6 p.m. in room 162 175 of the Campus
Center.

New clerk of courts

studies harrassment
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association judicial system

now has a new clerk of courts, following the resignation of

Larry Mestel, who held the position since last May.

Senior accounting major Mestel, resigned two weeks

ago, citing the use of the student court for political threats

in addition to an upcoming Certified Public Accountant's

exam. Mitch Roye. a junior history major, was elected

bythe court to replace him.

Roye, a court judge for a year and a member of the

Judicial Affairs sub-committee, said he intends to

"strengthen the judicial system" by having a full body of

trained judges. He said he will with Student Attorney

General, Susan Gladwin.

"Sue and I will be working on policy changes," Roye said.

"Right now we're working on the harassment policy."

The clerk's job entails overseeing the training of judges,

processing cases and setting judicial procedure with the

attorney general for the Student Supreme Court. The
court hears cases involving charges of shoplifting at the

University Store, Mestel said. It also handles cases in-

volving violations of the student code of conduct.

Mestel said he resigned, in part, because "people have

been using the office as a threat to further action." He said

the courts should be used as a measure to satisfy

grievances" and not for threats, he said.

The judiciary has also been embarrassed because some
cases have been withdrawn before going through the

judicial process, Mestel said. The court should be a "a

place where students go to get results, and should not be

used to make a mockery of the system."

He said Roye "will be very good for the system" and "will

further continue the tradition" of keeping the office non-

political.

"I expect Mitch to be trained for the job in a week and a

half," Mestel said, "and I will remain in the office coun-

seling him in the clerk's duties" until then.

"I'm proud to be leaving the office without personal

conflict with anyone and leaving a system that is intact,"

Mestel added. The court will also lose two Greek area

judges, plus one from Orchard Hill and one from the

commuter area after graduation.
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Ancient Evenings

Located in the

Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Norman Mailer

fiXJNlVERSITY
MSTORE^

IF YOU'VE JUST
GRADUATED INTO DEBT.

HERE'S HOW TO GETOU1
If vou ve Kone to college on a National

Direct Student Loan or a Guaranteed

Student Lc\an or a Federally Insured^Sm-

dent Loan made after October 1,^
1*^75,

here s a ^eat way to pav them ott.

Get the Army to help you do it.

Instead ot takm^ a long, lonu; time

paymi^ back that student loan, you spend

a short time in the Army, learning a skill,

and possibly even accumulating additional

money for college ( like a graduate degree)

via Army College Fund.

If you qualify, each year you serve

reduces your indebtedness by one-third,

or $1,500, whichever amount is greater.

A 3 -year enlistment eliminates your debt.

It's worth looking into. See your

Army Pvecruiter.

Call your Northampton

Army Office at 584-2157

241 King Street

L
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The spirit of humanity

'We're having a party'

If you had your head screwed

on kK)sely enough to miss the

Southwest block party last Fri-

day night, I would like to fill you in on what

you could have experienced.

Many of us, at some point during high

school, partied in a parking lot - a couple

of cars with radios blaring and ca.ses of

beer in the trunk. Imagine this scene

multiplied by several thousand. The par-

ticipants are a few years older, the car

radios are replaced by huge speakers on

the balcony of Ham{xlen Commons, but the

idea is the same.

Ian Polumbaum
What you have, then, is a party animal's

dream, a voyeur's delight, a janitor's

nightmare - 1 was going to say "a cop's

nightmare," but the police left Friday's

gathering alone, at least until after mid-

night.

By 11 p.m. the noise level in the

"horseshoe" l)ehind Hampden had reached

the level of a Boston (harden concert minus

the band. The sea of people was matched in

density only by the sea of beer cans under-

foot — or overfoot, rather; much of the

crowd was ankle deep in aluminum.

At kneecap level, fireworks of the

spinning, p-een sparkling variety screamed

their way through the crowd. At groin

level, every tree within walking distance

was soaked through the bark; bathroom

lines extended out the door of the Munchy
store.

At higher levels, what any big bash needs

to liven up the atmosphere is a few vicious

fistfights for no apparent reason. In one. a

blond-haired Godzilla was quickly humbled

by an adversary half his size, who gave him

the kind of eyebrow gash one usually only

sees on t.v. from Caesar's Palace.

But by far the highlight of this adult (?)

version of Baba O'Riley's "teenage

wasteland" came when someone finally

succeeded in climbing to the top of a

basketball backboard. Instead of beating

his chest, this aspiring Tarzan immediately

curled up into a ball as beer cans rained on

him from all directions.

For a full minute the sky was full of metal

projectiles (and a few glass ones) spraying

their contents on his windbreaker. Even

after he jumped down, the deluge con

tinued.

Sound unpleasant? On the contrary,

several other revelers enthusiastically

climbed backboards in hope of receiving

similar attention. The ratio of glass to

metal flying through the air increased

somewhat, but they were undaunted as

they briefly basked in the limelight.

So wherever you were on Friday night,

you should have been down at the block

party.

Ian Palumbaum is a Collegian staff mem-
ber.

When I first heard that members

of the University community

would be asked to wear the

yellow star as part of the Holocaust

memorial, I felt pain, revulsion and dismay.

My reaction was not "intellectual"; it had

little to do with reason; it was deeply per-

sonal. All Jews in Nazi occupied Europe

were forced to wear the yellow star during

World War II. As a young child in

Hungary, I had to wear it. It is associated

in my mind with profound humiliation, with

being stigmatized, with living in danger,

with the occasional feeling of terror.

I have gotten to a point in my mysterious

road of personal development, a version of

ihe road that we all take, that I search.

\v hen possible, to create the positive out of

the difficult, or painful, or negative. It is

important that we all join in remembering.

I wondered how this Nazi symbol could

become a positive one for me - and for

others as well. ^^^^

Ervin Staub

Letters

Evelyn Murphy to speak today

To the Editor,

In 1980. 80.000 Mass. students received

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

(Pell Grants) to help them attain a college

education. By 1982. the number of Mass.

students receiving Pell Grants dropped to

64.000.

Between 1980 and 1982. the state's Aid

to Families With Dependent Children

caseload was cut by 22 percent from

121.725 to 109.553. The estimate for

1984's caseload is 95.798 families.

As these sample statistics demonstrate,

the Reagan economic program has had a

dramatic impact on all of our lives, from

those of us who are students to those who
are single parents raising children.

Mass. Secretary of Economic Affairs

Evelyn Murphy will be sj)eaking at 3:00

p.m. in Alumni Hall on the impact of the

Reagan Economic Program on

Massachusetts. Secretary Murphy is

responsible for aiding the creation of new

jobs in the private sector, improving

business development and growth and pro-

tecting the economic welfare of employees.

Laura Gallant

Amherst

Fueling both fear and violence
To the Editor,

The recent vandalism of the mock Tri-

dent submarine in the campus pond was a

testimony to its value. In fact, the people

who did it unwittingly acted out a

microcosm of the nuclear arms' race.

Before any progress can be made toward

ending nuclear madness people have to

realize that World War III already rages in

our minds. Jonathan Schell, author of The

Fate of the Earth, recently pointed out that

deterrence, the current deadlock in nuclear

arms between the United States and the

Soviet Union, does not need weapons to

work. As long as we have the hurwledge of

how to produce these things, a knowledge

which we're stuck with, we could just as

easily threaten each other with the

possibility of making them. In fact, the

whole arms' race is based on potential. "//

you do that, I'll do this," or "We know that

you know that we know that you know how

to make sure we don't."

It is. again, a thought war. So. here on

the UMass campus, some students reacted

violently to an innocent, idealistic disserta-

tion project of an art student; it was

created to increase our awareness. Let's

let its destruction do just that. After all,

the vandals actually attacked a symbol of

something they don't want to think about.

But that's how thought wars work.

Misunderstanding fuels fear and violence.

Andrew Frisardi

Amherst

I realized that an important reason for

those who chose this symlxtl of rememl)er-

ing was that when Danish Jews were

ordered to wear the yellow star, the brave

I>anish people, including their king, defied

the Nazis by themselves wearing the yellow

star of David to make the Jews in-

distinguishable from themselves. They

defied the Nazis in an even more important

way: they saved the Jews living in Den-

mark by smuggling them onto boats and

taking them U) neutral Sweden. They and

other heroic rescuers in Europe stand in

contrast to the overwhelming majority of

people in the world who passively stood by

as millions of Jews and millions of other

people — Gypsies; mentally retarded, men-

tally ill, homosexual Germans; Poles, Rus-

sians, and others - were killed by Nazi

Germany.
We can make the yellow star a positive

symbol, I thought, by the spirit in which we

wear it. We must rememln'r the suffering,

the brutalization and the murder of Jews

and others. But we must do more than

rememltwr. We must make a commitment

to awareness and action in our own lives.

We must notice, as a first step, the

disregard of the dignity and rights of other

people. We must notice injustice and cruel-

ty. Even in small degrees which we often

take for granted, words and actions that

dehumanize represent a spirit that grows.

Greater acts of dehumanization, injustice

and cruelty follow. We must notice and

make it our business when Jews, blacks,

women, children, anyone, is derogated or

mistreated. And our awareness must be

followed by action. It is often very difficult

to speak out and confront, no matter how

gently, someone who expresses prejudice,

or taies harmful action against someone

else. But we can have lasting influence on

people who do it by showing that we notice

and disapprove. Even Nazi functionaries

were influenced, in their own views, by the

resistance of other brave people, the

Bulgarians, who refused to hand over to

the Nazis their Jewish population, most of

whom therefore survived. Perpetrators of

small and large acts c^n be powerfully af-

fected by public disapproval.

There are many realms in desperate need

for commitment and action. In a country

with political free<iom. we can do a great

deal by raising our voice and speaking out

against our government supporting other

governmenUs that kill their own people,

and in favor of concern and care for people

in our own country who suffer from

hunger, discrimination or simply the lack of

a spirit of caring and community.

The Nazis' symbol, the yellow star, will

become a symbol of the defeat of the Nazi

spirit if in our heart we make a commit-

ment to a shared humanity with all other

I)tH)ple. The Nazis Iwlieved in superior and

inferior races, and in the right of the

"racially pure" - themselves - to enslave,

and kill "subhumans." Can we see all

humans, with their many different

customs, habits, ways of life, as sharing

with us in a common humanity? Can we see

the potential of all of us for love and com-

munity and inner peace and peace with

each other? When we see that, and commit

ourselves to such ideals, and act in their

name - peacefully, nonviolently, but with

determination — we will have defeated the

Nazi spirit.

Something in me still resists wearing the

yellow star. But will others, without the

same experiences, wear it? I have heen

looking for the star on my way around

Campus, hoping to see it, perhaps as a sign

that many members of this community

share with me a l)elief, which is also a faith

in the future: that we are all Jews, all

Blacks, all Anglo-Saxon Protestants, all

p)eople who share and are responsible to

create a common, essential humanity.

Ervin Staub is a psychoUtgy professor.

Will Goofy
and Sylvester

be banished?
To the Editor,

A recent visit to the

Campus Center Book
Store revealed a shocking

fact. A book titled "The

Magic World of Walt

Disney" (profusely il-

lustrated in garish color) is

on public sale there.

Can the bookstore
management be unaware
that the Committee
Against Violence on
Television has reported

that Walt Disney cartoons

portray (by actual count)

more than 74 instances of

violence per hour? And
violence against small,

furry animals at that!

True, Merry Melodies may
be an even greater of-

fender, but can that excuse

the bookstore's purveying

Walt Disney items on this

campus, which should be a

showplace of nonviolence,

nonsexism, and
nonspeciesism for the

Commonwealth''

I'M JATlOMIkL rOWK

Now that the SGA has

courageously voted to oust

the Playboy Bunny from

our University, isn't it

time it faces the broader

issues, and has the moral

strength to demand that

Minnie Mouse and Donald

Duck be banished from

these noble grounds?

Bernard Miller

Chemistry Dept.

^Ve need columnists!!

Dropbywith a piece, OC 113
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UNIVERSITY OFMASSACHUSETTS ATifMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^-

SATURDAY.
MAY 12, 8PM
TICKETS:

$11. $9. $7

Spo«isored m part

by a (jrant trcxn

KdllrTKKgeti

Cor(Xj>atto(i

Electro -Optcal

Division

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at

Fine Arts Center Box Office, DATATIX Outlets and

Springfield Civic Center Call (41 3) 545-2511 or 1.800-243-4«42

inter

An Earth Celehratioii with

The Paul Winter Consort
Tuesday, May I, 1984 at 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Tickcc^ avuilnNe from IXitMis .inJ S.K./ifc R<\ t-Vfuo

On S.iU- April 10, WS4
For info, call F.A C Box Office at

645-25111

[Feel Expensive,%

Look Great!!
>^^

Expensive in

every way,
except PRICE!!

Hair^styling for today's men & women^
at reasonable

This is the Yeatto Plan
Your Career!

Limited number
of graduate study awards.

Unique 1 year graduate program combines an internship with

graduate courses. Internships are available in community-

based residential or vocational program working with adults

who are mentally retarded or mentally ill or adolescents who

are autistic. Generous scholarships and financial aid available.

Bachelors degree required. Applications currently being ac-

cepted. Write or call: Donna J. McMaster, 9 Heaton Street,

Montpelier. VT 05602 (802) 229-0326.

NOW OPEN

!

LocaTed on Rt. 9 directly across from Mt. Farms Mall

$1.99 JLUNCH SPECIAL*
Any combination of

Deli Sandwich and Beverage
Choose from Roast Beef, Ham and Cheese, Hot Pastrami,

Turkey, Corn Beef Reuben, or Tuna Salad on your choice of

Deli Roll, Rye Bread or a Fresh Croissant;
• comes with chips and pickle

* PLUS any drink including beer, wine, mixed drink, juice,

coffee, soda or milk
Served from 11 am - 2 pm 7 DAYS A WEEK

fUST PLAIN FUN!!

THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPl S

>^

AJull

lullK.llloH

I'roii'ains

• iIm >

.u.iil.ihk-

TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD
SiULIIVGS EACH YEAR
Departs in January from Ft.

Lauderdale and in September

from Seattlewith stops in the

Orient, South Asia, the Middle

East and the Mediterranean.

Hours: Sat 10-4

Tues thru Fri 10-6

price;

$7.50 for a style

Marjon Hair Design

Rt. 9

Mountain Farms Malli

Hadley, MA 586-4551.

N|i<iiis<>r«.il h\ iIk- I iiivrrsil\ of Pmshurnh. V-mcMir .11 V .1 ofd-is ^llKllllIs .i Mipi 11. .i lull

H-mi-MiT .K.Klonm progr.im .iiul Niip|-)oniiin licM i\|htkihcs l'hi> dpi- vmusut hill

cffdit cxptTkntf is available to qualified Mudinis from all aicnditcd i..lUm» .iiit

universities

More th.in (>0 vovage relatei.1 universit> courses Facult\ ilrawii from the I'niversitv ot

Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented bv visiting area experts

Optional tours, including special tour, into the Peoples Republic t»f China, availabh

Seinester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed The SW I'nitvrse is

fullv air-conditioned. 18,000 tons, regi.stered in Liberia and built in America

For a free color brocli«rc, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, Univrrsity of

Pittsb«rgh, Forbes Qaadranclc, Pittsburgh, PA 1 5260, or call toll free

(800) 8540195 (la Pcnn«ylvania (412) 624-6021).

Student Representative will be in

Campus Center Concourse from 10 to 2 Tues thru Thurs

SLIDE SHOWS
Tues 7:00 pm Leach House Northeast

Wed. 7:00 pm John Adams 12 floor lounge
Thurs. 7:00 pm, CC Rm 803

Financial Aid is available to Qualified students

Arts
;SSSSvWrWSSr>;:WSS:W:W!WSr':W!WS?Wy;!W^^^^^
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The Grateful Dead
GRATEFUL DEAD
Providence Civic Center
Friday, April 27

By PETER WISSOKKR
Collegian Staff

Year after year the (irateful Dead tour

New England. Unlike most bands, twice a

year, they play four or five shows within a

radius of about two hundred miles of

Amherst. This has generated a wealth of

tradition which has had it's highs and lows

over the years.

Within this lore each new show finds its

place. The last couple of tours have often

been a struggle to enjoy, the Hartford show

last tour being a notable exception. If this

collection of shows represented a running

river then last Friday's show managed to

tread water in that river of fame and en-

tertainment.

Rather than breaking new ground, the

sold out audience was treated by the band

to a solid evening's worth of entertainment.

Playing a menage of old and new material,

both sets were filled with enough diversity

that most of the audience never got bored,

although a good thirty percent of the

audience doesn't seem to be able to un-

derstand the subtlty of playing quietly.

Opening up with average versions of

"Alabama Getaway", and the old Chuck

Berry song, "Promised Land", the band

slowly built it's way into the climax and

finale of the first set, "The Music Never

Stopped". Part of what made the first set

so good was not only what they played

("Dire Wolf. "Row Jimmy Row", "Me and

My Uncle Big River", "Althea", "Brother

E.sau". and "Big Railroad Blues") but what

they could have played but didn't.

Including a new song that was played on the

last two tours by Keyboardist Brent

Mydland that sounds like .38 Special and a

really boring rendition of "C.C. Rider" sung

by Bob Weir.

The second set turned out to be a mediy oi

eight songs plus a drum solo. Opening with

one of their bigger "hits", "Playing in the

Band", they soon segued into a very pretty

version of "China Doll", a slow melodic song

about the recovery from the problems of

gaps in the thread of friendship or love. It

is a pretty molodic combination of harp

sicord, bass, and guitars. And it was

beautiful to hear. And then in a major

break of second set tradition, Jerry Garcia

proceeded to play a second song, "High

Time". Everything fell apart as they broke

into this little rehearsed song from

"Workingman's Dead." But in a good way.

The crowd went wild. Garcia's drawing out

of the words met with the crowd's approval

at the end of each line and even though

there was no solo, nobody cared.

In general Garcia's soloing style has

evolved into an eclectic mismatch of styles.

Sometimes he seems to be a beat or two out

of phase, intentionally. Sometimes he

sounds like the guitarists for .38 Special, or

The Outlaws, or any other of those

southern rock phenomena, and sometimes

it sounded like he was weaving his way

around a solo that he would have played

two or three years ago, playing every note

except the one he would have played.

The musicianship of the rest of the group

remains pretty near infallible. But. and

there always are some, Mickey Hart and

Bill Kreutzman's drumming sounded a little

out of place in the first set. almost as if they

were playing counterpoints without playing

the points them.selves. And on about half

the .songs you couldn't hear Bob Weir

playing at all.

At any rate. After "High Time" they

broke into Warren Zevon's tounge in cheek

"Women are Smarter". Concentrating on

the rhythms of the song rather than trying

to have Garcia solo over it provided the

audience an opportunity to dance with the

slowing developing beat. The crowd

continued to dance as the beat faded into

the drum solo and then into a section of

music that sounded like it came from the

Vietnam TV series on PBS. which Hart and

Kreutzman did the music for.

After the band had returned to the stage

and fed back for a while they fell into a

version of "The Wheel". After the dark

wailing sounds of the feedback "The Wheel"

was resilianl. But that was really the end of

the out of the ordinary as they broke into

"Wharf Rat", and a medly of Chuck Berry

songs, "Around and Around" and "Johnny

B. Goode" to end the .set. Both the first and

the second sets got cut short. The first

ended when Bob got tired of jamming,

which was a shame because Garcia was
really playing well, and the second set they

just stopped. When they played "I Will Get

By" for the encore, it was clear that they

should have played it as one last song in the

.second set and not the encore, but they're

getting old and tired...

There are Grateful Dead shows and there

are Grateful Dead shows. A friend of mine

says that the way to see them is not to take

them seriously but to treat them as a dance

band. This concert was alot of fun and that

is really all you can ask from a musical

event, unless you've been promised more.

00V»

Now's the time
lo call

North Amheril
Motors

Eapart rapair* U
rvcandltlanlng.

Rt 63, No Amherst

549-2660

• »SS IPPtOVIBI'iSI'If^iOiiS'UlOii

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
(wAilawaii biami

$32GO

1

include* mounting
plu* MA Slal* Ta>

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

Full Svrvic* Tir» Store

7B Sunderland Rd
* • No Amh«r«. MA f

' "^

Acroti from Watroba* Stora

M»-4704

%
... H

=^f= =*<= =»«=

Mother's Day is May 12th

L Remember your mother
on her day.

Send a card from
A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

ff 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

GYNECOLOGv

HiiiWiiiiiP

Thinkyou're
pregnant?

Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancy Test. It's the
same as a hospital test.

You're on your own for the lirst time and life is a lot different

now If you Ihiink you migfit be pregnant, you want to know for

sure This is the time lo use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy
Test It's the exact same test method used in over 2.000

hospitals and 13 million lat)oratory tests nationwide. So you
know Predictor IS accurate .

Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period

It's convenient and gives you results in

|ust one hour Think you're pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with

confidence, it's the test method used in

over 2,000 American hospitals

PREDICTOR

PrcgnancyTest

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy
more accurately.

•wnvcKx^ou' ttxnrt*^q<aKna^r>llrvo»CP»oo^A;<^'|' v^fvit'Oijr vxiaievoiutCKi^rcwiivevri tnpsto'io.igc"^ win Rooerts

Beyond the Nuclear: Masculinity and Military Socialization Is the issue

BETWEEN MEN is the film

Presented

IN PERSON
By Will Roberts
(IVIEN'S LIVES)

57 minutes Color

16 mm

MONDAY
APRIL 30
HERTER 23

1

7:30PM

This ground breaking

documentary is the only

film to win BOTH the

Diploma of r^oscow (USSR)

AND the George Washington

Honor Medal (USA»

Also awarded a Blue Ribbon

at the American Film

Festival, a Cold Cindy from

IFPA and a Cold Medal from

the Festival of the

Americas

FREE •M it.iry »i'o«i.<)«'nfcf. .irourailffton m tOfrrr, " CrouCho Marx FREE

"My body
^

is expecting.'

An unwantfd prt-Knani v ^aw

piakf you fffl ilial \i)u havf no

>sa\ oMT ulwt your bodv is

doinK Iiul Miu d<i have .i say.

And a I'rfterm (ounsclor will

help \ou fitiurf out what yim

wani III do about it Call t<>d.!\.

KfiauM' Minif thintj> are t'Ki

important to be loft to vour b(id\.

F'ri-term. 7:«-621().

preterm
Thr moxl »'xp«'nem'ed

r«-produ< Ine hrailh t arr center

nihe NorlheaM.

\Ml HraionMrccl
Kniokbn*-. MA (12146

\ th . 11^.1 ftarfi vn^ hralth . Mr I* il-'

.

!i . r} ^ .HiiiM ..* c > H.if<i.t 1 -|i.iti..j

^
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TRENDS IN AMERICA:
APPLICATIONS
FOR MARKETING
given by FRED POSNER, V.P.

NWAYER, INC, N.Y.

(one of the largest ad agencies)

Weds May 2nd 7:00 PM

Campus Center 904-908

RENTOm
Of OURS

Car • Tf«ck • Van

North Anhcrst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549-2880

Earn
Academic Credit

whUe galnJoQ experience

in marketing, public

relations, counseling,

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Interviews begin April 30

Contact the Office of

Internships
'm^/'^^*"

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 4/X/84

Valid with Barb & Julie only

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

c|

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

' J;

HEALTHand BEAUTYAI

SALE
Great 6.4 oz.

$1.37
save 60*

Scope 24 oz.

$2.23

Sllkience

Colgate 7 oz.

Toothbruah shampoo or conditioner

BV $1.49
Save 79*

.tM**\ -t* «« '

^diciuuji

DOUBLE MANUFACTURERS
COUPONS on HBA Items

l>iiw(K'*

^.^.i^—

10

CONTAC

Contac 10's

$2.12

\ X

Buf-Puf
sponge

reg or gentle

$1.70
Save $1.52

14 oz.

J El J Baby Powder

$1.83
save 77*

Secret Solid

2oz.

$1.73
Save $1.10

:^

Open M-F9-4Sat 11-4 Located in Campus Center

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
This Week's Menu

Man — Veal Parmlglana

Beef Smothered in Onions

Tues — Shepherd's Pie

Chicken Cacclatore

Wed — Corned Beef and Cabbage

Bacon and Onion Quiche

Thurs — Chicken Cutlet w/Supreme Sauce

Cream Beef on Toast

Fri - Baked Fish

Tuna Noodle Casserole

Entrees are served with two vegetables, rolls and butter.

Daily homemade soups and chowders.

Assorted desserts - Full bar service.

Don't forget our fine deli sandwiches.

MON.FRI. 11:15-1:30

?^\^^

d

Place: UMass Campus Center,

Room 811

Date: Monday, April 30

Time: 7 p.m.

This event is free of charge, and sponsored by

Ohflh ^^^ Student Health Advisory Board.

PREPAREFOR

MCAT* LSAT*GMATS
SAT*ACT*DAT*GRE*CPA

Enrolling Now For

June 18

LSAT
Transfer to a Kaplan Center

near home after finals

Sale

items are

also available

in the Mini Store

UNIVERSITY
STORED

^ -H.

Call Days Eves &
Weekends

Educational Center

^^^^^^ ,For information about other centers

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223 1782

368 N. Pleesent St

Amherst
549-5780

Monday, April 30, 1984,,
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The Strip Jim Walsh

/he TMas- Zone Mark Kollins

Sxc\js>e f^ .. WOULD
you I'm A COPS OF

A«.irs votce. we fxposf

THE U^ C<fV£Rhir^f»n'

Bur /r TTus rye
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Royal Zucchini Beef

Parmesan
Grilled Ham and

Cheese Sandwich

DINfNER
Turkey Divan

Fish Fry/

Tartar Sauce

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Grilled Cheese on

Wheatberry

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Squares
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS 49 Arena actions 13 Facial features

1 Rudiments
'"'' Pheasant feature 21 Bank transaction

5 Stage figure 56 Cosmetic 23 Request fervently

10 Kind of weapon Ingredient 25 Ritual headdress

14 Wear or work 57 Noticeable 26 Clean vigorously

word 59 Raisond' 27 Ankle bones

15 Sheer linen 60 Historic caravel 28 Up

16 Or s picture 61 Member of the 29 Figure in Delhi

17 Cantata feature family society

18 Charge 62 Relic of the past 30 Roman eniperors

19 Affectation 63 Horticultural 31 Inappropriate

20 Big Top name stock 32 Domesticates

22 Puts down 64 Passover service 34 Garish

24 Chacun a 65 Brothers and 37 College colors

son sisters, for short 40 One of the

25 Presence literati?

26 Steady current 42 Akin togeom
29 Records quitting 43 Rung features

time DOWN 45 Tended a child

33 Type of terrier 1 At a distance 46 Horse show gait

34 Corral need 2 Lucrezia of opera 48 Legendary

35 Catania sight 3 Pocket piece enchantress

36 Connectives 4 Zigzag 49 Members of a

37 Wove rattan 5 Hall ma Roman claque

38 Sandy's cap home 50 Nastase

39 Recipient, in law 6 Nobleman 51 Finished

41 Remorseful one 7 Bell sound 52 Papyrus. eg
42 Figure of speech 8 Ending with pay 53 Needleworker's

44 Desirable vantage 9 Held back kit

point 10 Area 54 Rural storage unit

46 Tart features 11 Mets, Jets and 55 Recognizes, old

47 Tough Nets style

48 Raise 12 Comfort 58 Compete against

Run-ofi Election

All Collegian staff members are

reminded that a run-oft election

for the position

of Editor in Chiei '

will be held from

9am-8pm today

in the newsroom.

f^HP TUimm commj£\P..

J

Weather

Today increasing clouds,

with showers possible in the

afternoon. Temperatures
about 70 degrees. Showers

will end tonight, with

temperatures about 50

degrees. Tuesday sunny and

windy, temperatures
around 60 degrees.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

UUUUU UL1UU UUUI
UUUIDU UIJUU UUU
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UuU UblliUU UkJUUi

uuuy uui

UUUUUUULJUyULIU
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Kittle leads

Chisoxwin

CHICAGO (AP) - Ron

Kittle drove in five runs

with two home runs and the

Chicago White Sox snapped

a five-game losing streak

Sunday with a 6-4 victory

over the Boston Red Sox.

Kittle capped a three-run

first with a two-run homer
and slammed his second in

the third after Greg Walker

and treg Luzinski had

singled.

Both blows came off

rookie pitcher All Nipper,

0-1, a last-minute starter

after Dennis "Oil Can"
Boyd was sidelined with the

flu.

White Sox right-hander

Richard Dotson, 3-2, work-

ed into the ninth, scattering

hits.

In the first, Jerry Remy
and Dwight Evans both

reached on successive er-

rors by Jerry Cruz. Remy
scored on a single by Mike

Easier and Evans scored as

Jim Rice bounced into a

double play.

Marc Hill doubled in the

Chicago first and scored on

a single by Lusinski before

Kittle hit his homer.

Boston added a run in the

second on singles by Reid

Nichols and Ed Jurak and

Glenn Hoffman's infield

out. The Red Sox scored

their fourth run in the

eighth when Easier singled,

went to second on an infield

out and scored on Rich Ged-

man's single.

For information and the

latest news I read the Col-

legian.

J<

Celtics crush N.Y.
BOSTON (AP) — Larry Bird shook off a sprained ankle

to score 23 points, and Robert Parish sparked two key

first half surges as the Boston Celtics whipped the New
York Knicks 110 92 in the opener of their National

Basketball Association playoff series Sunday.

Bird started and played up until 3:33 was left in the

game. He fell to the floor after scoring and limped to the

locker room.

Bernard King, who had scored more than 40 points in

each of New York's last four games, was held to 26.

Leading 39-30. the Celtice went on a 10-2 spurt to take a

49-32 lead with 5:59 in the first half. Parish got three of

the five field goals and passed off to set up the other two.

Boston made 63 percent of its field goal attempts in the

first half, compared to the Knicks' 39 percent, and led 64-

44 at intermission.

Thew Knicks never threatened in the second half, when

Boston's lead ranged from 18 to 26 points.

Kevin Hale gave the Celtics 25 points. Parish aided 12

* SoftbaU- contimied from p. 12

UMass, after eking out a hit in the first innings, rocked

Temple for two runs and three hits in the fifth and five

runs and five hits in the sixth.

"We really did what we had to do," Sortino said. "I'm

very proud of them the way they came back after losing

by big scores."

"When things go so wrong as they did for us," Sortino

said, "you find out what you're made of. This weekend

was tougher than the Atlantic 10. It was a crucial

weekend and a hard one."

Rioux called the Temple win "a step in the right direc-

tion. We rose to the occasion in the second game."

PLAYOFF NOTES - With the URI sweep, UMass
clinched the A- 10 East title with a 3-1 record. Rutgers

and UMass will represent the East while Penn State and

Temple will, most likely, represent the west.

Tournament play starts Friday at Rutgers.

,Jy %ECIAIJ ^^
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Special Truckload Shipment from a Midwest Warehousel

TEXTBOOK flWNex
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Audi Fox automatic good condition
new brakes, struts $800 firm 665-3509 after

6 PM _^__
71 LTD 2 dr runs great $1000 invested

'^centlv must sell $595/BO 546-8917

CAPE COD
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Jason's of Dennisport is now hiring all

bar personal for summer employment.

Must have experience. Interviews are on

5/5 and 5/12 from 12 noon to 3. 228 Lower
County Rd. Dennisport

DRIVE A BUS

Western Mass Bus Lines is accepting ap-

plications to our bus driver training pro-

gram to prepare students for part time work
in September. Qualifications include a

clean driving record of 3 years, availability

to train through this summer, committment
to work through May, 1985, and student

status at one of the 5-Colleges. Apply in

person at 59 Service Center St. N'ton Mon-
Fri

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has
everything - bands, OJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

FOR RENT

Furnished efficiency with carpet, AC.
Summer sublet, fall option $205. 323-6704

3-1/2 rooms Presidentiel Apts. incls.

refrigerator, air conditioner, dishwasher.

Walk to GRC. One block to bus stop.

Available 6/1 to 8/31 w/option to renew.

$305 4- utilities. Call 549-5881

.

Large studio apertment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 -- util

evenings 253-3075

2 rooms 100 yds from campus. Beach-

front location. Summer sublet fall option.

Nonsmokers call 549-0533

One bedroom apt. in Crestview, sum-
mer w/fall option $360 -t- utilities 549-5949

Looking for 1 nonsmoking female in

Brandywine apt 549-4769

Brittany two bedroom, fall option July

August rent free 256-1062

2 bdrm N Amherst bus route 375 + avail

6/1 549-6894 evenings

1 furnished bedroom in 4 bedroom apt

to sublet for summr and fall semester '84

Amherst 256-1205

One or two bedroom apt available June
1st, w/fall option. 350/month, include heat

and hot water. Close to Amherst Center.

Call Melissa or I isa 549-7757

FOR SALE

Mattress, box spring and frame, full

size like new. Plus couch and 4 pairs of

drapes. Asking $175 for all. Call 549-5881

Mistral Sailboards. All styles. Good price.

Angle 549-4440

Mens 26 " Raleigh Bicycle new dorm

refrigerator Bearcat programmable scanner

BO 6-9141

Computer Terminal
modem $300 323-5574

with 300 baud

FOUND

Silver Bracelet found next to the Rand

sometime around April 19th. Call me and

describe it. 6-6924 Jennifer

Women's Spring Jacket in Hampshire

DC call 549-6287 or 549-2147 ask for Maria

Pencil case
256-8135

in Herter identify Karen

HELP WANTED

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA/EOE
Lifeguard/Swim Inst, at private camp in

Pocono Mts. 2-3 pos avi 4 Red Cross cert

inds 18-(-. July thru Aug. Call Russ at

542-3059 for info

Tutor needed for Beginning Apl. will pay

$8/hr. Diease call 253-7821

COUNSELORS, private coed overnight

camp in Berkshires has openings in basket-

ball, tennis, archery, softball, photography,

computers, director /piano accompaniest,

dance/movement /shoe choreography,
waterskiing. Openings also for unit leaders.

Good salaries. Friendly atmosphere. Con-

tact Jodi 546-9668

Cruiseships Hiring $16-30,000! Carrit>ean,

Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Directory,

Newsletter. 1 -(916)944-4444 X
Massachusetts

HONEY BUNNY

Thanks so much for the

wonderful times we've had together.

I love you so much. You're the best.

Happy 1 year. Love always, Gina

JEFF FECKO

Legal at lastl Hope it was a great day!

Happy 20th I Love - Robin

LOST

Lost - Red leather jacket at Elvis set of keys

(toyota car and gas key and house key) in

pocket Marco Moroni label. Please contact

256-0924

Lost: Gold tone watch,

Mary 546 5424
If found please call

Wallet 8th floor Library Tower April 25

keep the money if you must. Reward
?«n-9431

MOTORCYCLES

71 Honda CL 360 runs needs work best of

fer ask for Clay evenings 256-0363

NEED A PLACE

Wanted: 3 females to share a beautiful 5

br. house - 15 min. walk to campus - bus
stops right in front. All 3 to have own room
nice! Under $200 call inruned. 546-6667

anytime

NEWPORT
~

Wanted room in house or apt from June
- Sept. Call Amy in the evening at 549-5619

please keep trying

PERSONALS

Attention all Greeks: Greekfest Oon't

forget May 2-8 fun and games panies

Great DEAL! Summer sublet fall option 3

bedroom Swiss Village Apt furnished

253-3971

Wanted: or haunted Keith Liederman by

Cheri Machlin (cousin) 546-1281

Lisa Mildred Have a blatantly Happy Birth

day you ancient woman you! Amy
Jeannie - Love ya - your 'Shew

Dr. Ruth Westheimer
"Sexually Speaking"

You have seen Dr Ruth on the Tonight

Show and Late Night with David

Letterman and heard her on WYNY in NY
come see her in person Mon. May 7

Student Union Ballroom 8 PM
Tickets now available $2. 5-College

at Fine Arts Center $4. General Pub

• Dr Ruth Westheimer
• "Sexually Speaking"
• see her on Late Night with
• David Letterman on May 3
• ask her questions in person on
• Monday May 7 Student Union Ballroom
• $2. 5-Coliege $4. General Public
• tickets available in advance at
• Fine Arts Center and all Datatix Iocs

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the US Government? Get the facts today!

Call (312) 742-1142 ext 5931-A

We have the lowest airfares

to Europe and across America

for free color brochure, write to:

Campus Travel

Box 11387 St. Louis, MO 63105

PITCHER

Pitcher Softball - Semifast who can
teach me to throw rise, knuckle, curve, etc.

Will pay good for good results. Call John
549-4067

PROFESStONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Cases. Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

Ride urgently needed to Toronto or Buf

falo area 24 May or 25 May call 546-9459

after 1 1 :00 pm will share expanses and driv-

ing

RIDERS WANTED
Roundtrip to NYC
daytrip 256-6782

for $18. on May 5

ROOM WANTED
Room wanted in W Yarmouth for summer
call Brian 665-3225

Room wanted in Nhampton for summer
Er fall. Deirdre 584-8122 after 11

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes
utilities 586-3682

Responsible women to share sunny
Southwood apt summer/fall 253-5109

Female nonsmoker to share 4 room N'ton
apt 205/mth May Aug pos through May 85
586 9938

Two housemates wanted for summer in

W Yarmouth $800 each by May 26. Call

Sue or Laura 546-9680

Female roommate wanted for
Townehouse Apt. For more info call

549-5631

Looking for male nonsmoker tov share a

room in Brandywine call 549-7692

Share two bedroom apt male or female
Brittany Manor mid May with fall option 3rd
floor furnished call 263-2140

Two males needed to share house in

Dennisport for summer. Call 546-4306 or

546-5067 keep trying

Fomale roommate wanted for fall "84

Brandywine apts for more info call 549 7868

Roommate for 2 bedroom apt call after 6
pm ask for Karen 666-4896

Looking for 2 roommates for apt in Bran-
dywine male or female 549 7797

Puffton. sumemr w/fall option 549-4430
before 11:00 pm, 545-3541 (8-4)

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

TYPING-Fast, reliable, professional.

Stats, manuscripts, correspondence,
resumes, etc. 665-3414

Leaving town? Going home? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Call the Commuter Area
Government Ride Service, from May 1 10

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us where
you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 545^2145

Free coffee and donuts, Monday and
Wednesday mornings. During finals period

after 6 pm. Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Area Govern-
ment

SUMMER 1984 - EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Please send inquiries to PO Box
2496 Oak Bluffs, MA 02557

SUMMER SUBLET

Beautiful Apt. Amherst Center 2 bedrms
reasonable $, Aug free! 549-7800

Puffton Village 3 bdrms 2 single 1 shared
with female $100/ea furnished

Srandywinel 1 !^ bedrooms in 2 bdrm apt

close to SN/SA and NA/BR bus routes call

us - we'll talkl 549-4824

2 bedroom Townehouse apt to sublet for

June - Sept rent negotiable call 546-9596

One bedroom apt close to campus and
center. Pets allowed, rent for sumemr get

August free. $225/month 253-2729

•* Pick usi •• Awesome townhouse in

Southwood • summer *• cheap ** call to-

daylll 256-1098 or 256-0984

1 bedroom available in Brandywine call

549 0116, 6-6943,6-4239

Two bedroom Brandywine apt
available for sumemr sublet. Rent
negotiable call 549-6398

Summer sublet Brandywine apt very

reasonable rent call 549-7868

Two block from campus house with

many rooms, beautiful lawn approximately

100.00 rent great deal 549-7666

^ bedroom, furnished, Puffton tor summer
sublet 549-5153

Brandywine swimming pool, air cond with
rent, call 546-4791, 548-1405

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap
rent summer sublet with fall option
665-7518

2 rooms available in beautiful North
Amherst house. On bus route. 200 -»-

utilities each Scott 549 4926 after 6

GOOD DEAL 2 bedrm Brandywine sum-
mer sublet. Available June 1st thru Sept.
1st. Call Marsha 543-1511 or Michele
546-491 7

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village availa June
1 - Sept 1 256-1301

1 bedroom Colonial Vill near pool with
fall option 253-5764

1 bedroom Southwood townhouse
summer sublet with fall option available

June 1 253-7031

2 bdrm % mile ^rom campus AC cable
bicy call Beth 545-0046

From June 1 with fall option two
bedroom on Sunderland bus route
330/month 666-8314

One bedroom available in 3 bedroom
Rolling Gree townhouse starting June 1 fall

option 163 mo 253 5356

Furnished Puffton Apart rent cheap close

to bus stop call 546-4966

For summer: roommate needed in

Presidential apts call evenings 549-5806

Puffton summer sublet with fall option 1

bedrm in 2 t>edrm apt mature, responsible,

female 549^4869

Presidential room available inexpensive

546-4191 546 7189 close to campus call

evenings

3 bedroom Northwood apt $340 avail

May 1st w/fall option on bus route call

666-8514

2 large bedrooms in clean So Amherst
house on two bus lines quiet neighborhood
reasonable 253-5196

1 bdrm 295 month includes utilities, swim-
ming pool, tennis -* dishwasher evenings
665-6766

1 bedroom in 4 bedroom apt fantastic

location $125 call Carolyn 253 3630

Summer sublet with possible fall option.

Large bedroom in two bedroom
Southwood apartment for one or two
females 256-8379

Summer sublet Rolling Gren two
bedroom furnished all util inci AC Rich

6-^ffll

One bedroom in Presidential summer
sub/fall option 355/mo 549-6644

Cheap 2 bdrm Brandywine apt for sum*
mar, pool. Please call anytime 6-5344,

6^5362

w/fall option one room in 4 bedroom
house 10 mon walk to campus $160/mo
summer rent neg Gail 253-3630 eve

TRAVEL

Monireal Party Weekend! May 4 6 $79
10 St .ces lett! Call tooay! 549-1671

Discount travel to Europe: from $99.

Travel to Rome, Athens, Lisbon, London,
Paris, Frankfurt, etc. from only $99. each
way. Call now or send for your FREE
brochure. Operators always on duty.

Enclose one dollar for postage and handl-

ing. Europe Express, Inc. 3460 Main Street,

Hartford, CT 06120 (203) 522-6580

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St.. Amherst, 256-0710

Townhouse or Brandywine apt. wanted
for fall will take in June call Jim 256-1072

eves $100 reward

People who will be able to offer students

rides at the end of this term, please call the

RIDE SERVICE 545-2145

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apartment
Village call Karen 549-4684

in Colonial

3-4 bedroom apt in Amherst or vicinity

will take in summer or fall 546-6172 01

546-6162

Wanted Puffton or Preeidential apt will

pay reward call 666-7518 546-5141
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Gorillas hold off late Army siege

Moreau and
defense excel
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

It was everything you would want in a

lacrosse game. Beautiful weather, a big

crowd, a good game between two highly

ranked teams, featuring tough defense and

goaltending and the right outcome -unless

you're an Army fan.

The University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team gave their post season hopes

a big boost by holding off a late Army surge

and taking a thrilling 7-6 win over the

fourth ranked Cadets Saturday on sun

drenched Boyden Hill.

The Gorillas, ranked 11th in the country,

led 7-5 with 8:51 to go in the game and held

off an intense Army comeback with the

defense and goalie Gerry Moreau being big.

big factors.

Army's leading scorer Pete Short pulled

Army to within one with 3:30 to go as he

beat Moreau with a shot low in the net.

That shot was followed by some furious

pressure by Army as they sought the

equalizer. But Moreau and the UMass

defense stood tall.

"They were great, but very tired." UMass

head coach Dick Garber said. "I saved my
timeouts til the end of the game so the

defense could rest."

"Our game plan." Garber said, "was to go

for the fast break but if it wasn't clean to

pull and set it up
"

The Gorillas came to play Saturday.

Although UMass was a little intimidated

early by Army's extremely aggressive

defense, once they got the ball into the

offensive end. they werf all right.

"They're probably the best pressure

defense in the country." said Garber. "We
handled the ball well. They forced errors,

but we didn't lose our rool. This and Cornell

were t he best played games of the year."

Massachusetts, now 5-3 on the year, took

the 10 lead when Tom Lukacovic took a

( ollripan photo b» l»«vid P I)»ub»r

Perry Seale moves downfield with an Army defender close behind in

UMass big upset win over Army before a big crowd at Boyden Saturday.

Karl Hutton rebound from in front of the

net and find it past Army's all American

goalie George Slabo-vski with 2:48 gone in

the first quarter.

Army's Rob Hoynes tied it up at 1-1 after

he bounced a shot off Moreau's stick two

minutes later.

The game stayed tied until Greg Fisk took

a Bubba Sandford pass and bounced it in at

the 10:50 mark of the first quarter to put

the Gorillas up 2-1.

Fisk scored his second of the game just

1:18 into the second quarter as his shot hit

Slabowski. went up in the air and under the

crossbar. Fisk played a good game despite a

bad ankle.

Army was down, but not out. They

responded with two goals in two minutes to

tie it up 3-3 at halftime.

The second half started out well for UMass

as Hatton scored the first of his two goals of

the day, another bounce shot, 1:20 into the

third quarter for a 4 3 UMass lead. But

after that, there was a lot of midfield play

throughout much of the quarter as both

teams had trouble setting up on offense.

Ed Boardman finally got the game rolling

again as he warded off a defender and put it

by Slabowski for his fourth goal of the

season to give UMass a 5-3 lead.

But Pete Short. Army's leading at-

tackman. brought his team right back. He

put in a backhander to cut the UMass lead

to 5 4 at the end of the third quarter.

Then on to a big play early in the fouth

quarter. After the Gorillas hit the crossbar

down at one end of the field. Army came

right back with its strong fastbreak. a two-

on-one. but was stopped by Moreau, who

made a key save.

That save was crucial, because about two

minutes later. Short tied the game up again

at 5-5. with his second straight goal.

The Gorillas responded right back. Thirty-

five seconds later. Hatton scored his second

of the half to give UMass the 6 5 lead. They

would never again be behind. Garber had

nothing but praise for his big midfielder.

'Karl can be one of the great lacrosse

players in the country. Some days he comes

to play and some he doesn't. Today he

played great." added Garber.

Victory celebration Softball sweeps to playoff berth

trounced by UConn, Temple
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THE THRILL OF IT ALL! —
Tom Lukacovic, a Gorilla co-

captain, (22) jumps with elation as

the horn sounds at the end of Satur-

day's 7-6 win over 4th ranked Ar-

my.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It is a common occurance in sports. When the chips are

down, then you'll find out what kind of t«am you have.

The University of Massachusetts softball team found out

just how tough they were this weekend.

First, they accomplished a preseason goal qualifying

for the Atlantic 10 tournament with a 9-1, 1-0 (eight inn-

ings) sweep of Rhode Island on Friday.

However, coming off the emotional high of the URI

wins. UMass came up flat and dropped a doubleheader to

undefeated UConn (16-0) on Saturday 1-0. 4-1. Yester-

day, Temple pounded UMass 6-0 in their doubleheader

opener before UMass took the nightcap. 7-0.

The Temple doubleheader was UMass' eighth game in

four days. With a 3-3 record this weekend. UMass now

stands at 26-10 on the year.

"I never said it was going to be easy," head coach

Elaine Sortino said after the Temple doubleheader.

It certainly wasn't.

In the losses to UConn and Temple, everything that

could go wrong did. Fielders couldn't get a handle on the

ball, balls bounced out of gloves, the batters struck out

and lined shots at their opponents.

The harder UMass tried, the more mistakes they made.

"We didn't get a break." co-captain Allyson Rioux

said. "We had to dig a lot deeper and work harder to

bounce back."

,UMass was flying high after sweeping Rhode Island

for the first time in five years on Friday. UMass totally

demolished URI in the opener 9-1 with a big seven-run.

three-hit fifth inning helped by five URI errors. Along

with a Rioux 2 RBI double and Beth Talbott's RBI single.

UMass led 8-0 after three and URI was in shock.

"You can't make that many errors and expect to go

unscathed," WRam coach Nancy Langham, who led her

team to a NCAA berth last year, said.

Nothing went wrong for UMass in the URI opener.

Rioux went 3-for-3 with a home run. triple and double

with 3 RBI. Lynn Stockley went the distance striking out

seven.

The second game was what both teams expected — a

close, tight ballgame. Cathy Reed pitched superbly scat-

tering four hits. URI's Cathy Bade was just as good

allowing only two hits. But one came in the bottom of the

eighth.

Emily Bietsch singled on a bunt, moved to second on

Debbie Cole's fielder's choice and to third on Tina

Coffin's bunt sacrifice.

With two out, Sally Maher sent a shot at the second

baseman Janet Simmons, who hobbled and made a lat«

throw leaving Maher safe, Bietsch at home and UMass
1-0 winners.

"We were really pumped up for both games " Coffin

said.

Sortino said. "We rattled them. We went out and set

the tone."

In the next three games, UMass would see UConn and

Temple set the tone. Saturday in Storrs, UMass played

flat and listless and dropped two. Stockley threw a one-

hitter but three UMass errors gave UConn the 1-0 win.

The Minutemen, while getting six hits, stranded eight on

base.

In the second UConn game, the Huskies jumped out to

a quick 2-0 lead and doubled it in the fourth on a home

run.

"We were not ready for UConn," Sortino said. "It was

their biggest game of the year. It wasn't for us. We need-

ed to be our best and we weren't."

Yesterday against Temple, the woes continued.

Stockley got shelled, giving up nine hits as the

Minutewomen could not get untracked.

In the second game though. UMass broke out of its

slump. Reed again pitched superbly, giving up two hits in

the first and one in the third and that was it.
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LookingBack andForward:
NUMMOSNinth Yearby Oneida Fox

Nummo Correspondent

In 1974, the Collegian printed a cartoon that

depicted Chancellor Randolph Bromerv as a minstrel

man. A group of Black and Spanish students staged

daily sit-ins for several days at the Collegian office in

protest of the cartoon and to demand better represen-

tation.

This was the first step that led to the formation of

Nummo News, which is celebrating its ninth year of

publication.

"We negotiated to establish a Black Affairs Page

with two paid positions - editor and assistant editor,"

said Shenwood Thompson, assistant editor of the first

Black Affairs Page, and current director of the Office

of Third World Affairs.

The page was established to help people think more

positively about issues that concern minorities. They

felt the Collegian was not giving them adequate

space, and problems with the use of equipment arose

often. This made them consider alternatives to inform

the Third World community, said Assistant Director of

Admissions Rudolph Jones, who was the first Black

Affairs editor.

It then became important that Third World students

not only have their own editorial control within the

Collegian, but a newspaper of their own, Jones said.

"Why should (minority) students submit work to

white people, to be censored. They (the students)

wanted independence, to write whatever they

wanted," said John Bracey, associate professor of the

Afro-American Studies Department.

The staff of Black Affairs established Nummo News

under the "inspiration" of Shirley Graham-Du Bois,

then a writing instructor at UMass. The first edition

was published on April 25, 1975.

"Nummo" was derived from Paul Harrison's book,

"The Drama of Nommo." "Nommo" Is an African

word meaning the power of the written and spoken

word. In African culture, "the use of the word can call

all things," Bracey said.

"Nummo was used as a training ground for Black

students that wanted to learn how to use media more

effectively - especially newspapers," Jones said.

The focus was to bring out an alternative and

independently-run Third World paper; with con-

tributing writers from the Five-College area, to inform

the community of events, Thompson said.

The concept was, "Transnational East - Blacks and

(other) minorities looking at the East instead of (look-

ing) at the West. Every issue consisted of events and

issues that imparted on minority students," Jones

said.

The Collegian felt Nummo News was radical and

disclaimed it legally. Nummo states on every issue

that their only association with the Collegian is for

distribution, because they feel that the papers have

different perspectives.

The initial staff consisted of Tim Johnson, Kandi

Bourne, Sandra Jackson, Cheryl Johnson, Sherwood

Thompson and Rudolph Jones. In 1978, the past staff

of Nummo reunited to protest because the name of

the paper was changed to "Grass Roots." After the

meeting the original name was reinstated, Thompson

said.

According to Thompson, the major difference bet-

ween Nummo then and now, is that the paper then

had no connection with UMass: It was independently

run and circulated.

"Nummo News Is a good paper today, but it can be

better than what it is,
" Jones said. He feels there

should be more focus on critical issues - "better news

coverage by Nummo News.

"

Thompson feels Nummo has progressed because It

has lasted for nine years and has increased its circula-

tion. "The community out-reach part is impressive

and progressive," he said.

"Nummo News is a lot better now, more news and

less pictures," said Bracey. "For the past two years It

has responded to what Is going on now. In the past

there was too much wire service. If I want to read wire

service news I can read It in the Globe.
"

Bracey said, "Wire service should not be used as a

crutch. It should be used only to print Third World

news that will not be printed otherwise. " Fill up the

paper with local news: focus on what is happening

here and at this point; that is what Nummo is doing,"

he said.

Thompson said that In order for Nummo to survive

it has to reach out into the out-lining community; to

act as a spokesman for Third World students and

groups on this campus and other communities.

"I think Nummo's future is very bright," he said.

The Inimitable Basie : some things
by Donette Wilson
Nummo Staff

Legendary pianist William "Count" Basie died on

Thursday, April 26, 1984, of a cancer he didn't know

he had, at Doctors' Hospital in Florida.

Basle's death will be mourned the world over,

because his music is loved "from Trenton to Tokyo."

Said Prof. Ernest Allen, "Basie led a full and incredible

life. He left a legacy of Big Band music that will en-

dure."

The Count was born in Red Bank, New Jersey on

August 21 , 1904. He was an only child. He first started

out playing drums, but was convinced to try the

piano. As he grew older his skills increased. He

became an accompanist on 14th Street in New York

City.

The band's first act was at the Grand Terrace in

Chicago. The band went from a nine-piece band to a

thirteen-piece band, but Basie wanted his thirteen-

piece band to work together like nine-piece bands did.

Because he didn't have much music when he first

began, Basie borrowed a few pieces, but in time the

band had more than enough lyrics to produce (all of)

their own arrangements.

From Chicago, the band moved to New York. The

band had its own "loose and swinging style." Many

other great musicians passed through Basle's band

and consider the experience invaluable and Basie, a

national treasure.

Continued on page 2
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The Campaign Continues
by Boyce Slayman,

State Coordinator

of the Joste Jackson

For President Committee
'84.

The Jacitson campaign has now entered a new

phase, just as crucial as the one before the March 13

primary.

It is now becoming clear that the campaign Is a na-

tional movement of historic dimensions: a movement

of the poor and disenfranchised Into the political

arena, a movement to transform the Democratic Party

by malting It accountable to neglected issues and real

human needs.

When journalists and historians write the story of

then 1984 elections, It will be the story of Jesse's can-

didacy.

On a national level, Jesse's campaign has surged

forward with increasing momentum. As the strategy

assumed, the South proved to be Jesse's stronghold.

He captured 143,000 votes (21 percent) In Georgia;

142,000 (17 percent) In Florida; 81,000 (19 percent) In

Alabama; he won South Carolina and Mississippi,

placed second in the popular vote In Arkansas and

captured first place In the Virginia caucuses with 32

percent of the vote.

Jesse has also Inspired strong showings In the ur-

ban North, taking second place in Chicago, 12 percent

In Connecticut (winning Hartford), 26 percent In New
York (34 percent In NYC), 17 percent in Pennsylvania

(winning Philadelphia).

As the election season wears on, the national media

more and more are forced to acknowledge that his

campaign is changing the face of the political map in

the United States.

Jesse has emerged as a major contender, besting

his opponents In national debates and coming off well

under the relentless scrutiny of the media, and has

shown he is leader of a powerful and independent

force In electoral politics that the Democratic Party

Continued from page 1

In mid-career the band began to have problems,

and became an eight-piece band, but by 1952 the

band was on its feet inspiring the souls of many once

again.

Basle suffered a heart attack in 1976, and after

recovering he returned to the band.

He leaves an adopted son Aaron Woodward and a

daughter Diane Basie.

Basie broke the color barrier in the 1930's and as

Prof. Nelson Stevens puts it, "Basle's death is a great

loss to the Black culture and to the culture of the en-

ti«^e world. It is fortunate that we have many of his

records; through that he will live on forever."

In an interview Count Basie said that he hoped his

music would last. And it will.
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must treat with respect.

The party can no longer afford to Ignore the Rain-

bow agenda. The Republican Party also is recognizing

that the Jackson forces must be contended with in the

coming period.

Therefore, Jesse's message Is finally getting

through to the Democratic National Committee and

getting results.

His focus Is on several major demands or themes:

vigorous enforcement of the Voting Rights Act, In-

cluding an end to run-off primaries In the South,

which prevent Black candidates from being

nominated by the Democratic Party, and an end to

dual registration; and a $60 billion cut in the military

budget In order to rebuild the civilian economy and

fund human needs.

Jesse is the only candidate advocating a cut, as op-

posed to a reduced rate of Increase, In the military

budget. He is the only candidate pointing up the rela-

tion between the misery of the poor and the growing

militarization of the economy.
Jesse's upcoming trip to Nicaragua and his strong

statements condemning the mining of Nicaraguan

harbors also demonstrates that he is the only can-

didate truly commited to real peace.

The national media consistently portrayed Jesse's

campaign as a "black candidacy," ignoring the full

significance and scope of his message for women,
poor whites, union workers, peace activists and all

those struggling for real change.

While the candidate himself has acknowledge his

disappointment that he has not obtained more than 10

percent of the white vote in any state, we recognize

that movements for social change go through stages

of development. Jesse's vote represents the strong

base for this stage of the movement.

The Students for Jesse Jackson Commltte believes

the Massachusetts and New England students have

particulariy strong opportunities and responsibilities to

build the Rainbow movement.

JazzWomen

Tuition Hike,

now or later
by Michael Nauls
Nummo Correspondent

This year the Regents of University of

Massachusetts at Amherst okayed a tuition increase,

and we as students stood by (except a few dedicated

ones) and watched our next semester bill increase by

15 per cent.

It will rise another 15 per cent next semester making

the total a 30 per cent Increase in next year's bill. In-

deed our tuition will cost $167 more per year.

We as students must unite and turn back this horri-

ble decision made by the Regents. This increase will

affect every student at UMass and will bring the in-

dividual's burden for state education up to 34 per

cent.

In a recent question and answer period Art

Jackson, director of Financial Aid, estimated that with

this new proposed tuition Increase, and the continual

lack of financial aid, the Black and Third World

population would be dramatically reduced at an alarm-

ing rate beginning next semester.

We at Nummo News urge ail students to send let-

ters to, and phone your perspective congresspersons.

We feel students need to get involved.

It's either write now or pay later!

Editor's Note: (Since the writing of this article, the

state House of Representatives has voted to roll back

the tuition increase to six percent. The motion still has

to be passed by the State Senate.

)

UJC Big Apple Jazz women performed as part of the

Black Musicians Conference.

photo by Sagun Eubanks

by Andrea Swain

Tuesday night, while most students were busy stu-

dying for midterms or enjoying the spring weather, I

went down to the Cape Cod Lounge to listen to a

panel discussion on "Black Women in Music," which

featured Elma Louis, Bernice Johnson Reagon,

Thulani Davies and D. Antoinette Handy.

It proved to be as rewarding as I had hoped it would

be. Little did I know that the best part of the program

was still In front of me.

I have never been a lover of jazz, my first choice be-

ing funk and more contemporary dance music. My
listening leans more toward Grand Master Flash and

the Furious Five, Marvin Gaye, Lionel Richie, and on

occasion Gil-Scott Heron.

As I prepared to leave the lounge to go home, Willie

Barton and the NJC Big Apple Jazz Women's Band

began to tune up. As they were warming up they were

joined by vocalist Mary Hope; who later In the evening

without benefit of a microphone literally left me stan-

ding In place with her voice range as she sang "Stor-

my Weather."
As the group continued to warm up I became aware

of the fact that the band had reached back into time

and was playing a piece made famous by Duke Ell-

ington - "Take the A Train." As they began to per-

form, I tried to get the best and closest seat possible.

And unlike any other event this year, I was totally ab-

sorbed.

The quartet played a variety of their own original

pieces and had the crowd of approximately 200 people

crying for more. When Hope rejoined the quartet, she

went into her performance of "Our Love Is Here to

Stay," which made me literally sway In my seat.

After a standing ovation Hope did an interpretation

of "Stormy Weather," of which even Lena Home
would've been proud and applauding. On the in-

sistence of the crowd, Hope did an encore perfor-

mance of the chorus of "Stormy Weather" In which

the entire crowd stood up and joined in.

After this stunning performance and searching for a

pen to get every band member's autograph, I left to

do some much needed homework.

My mind was still In the Cape Cod Lounge; I found

myself clapping and humming "Stormy Weather."

But surprisingly enough, it helped me get through

my homework instead of away from It.

MaryLou
Williams

:

a music master
by Oneida Fox
Nummo Correapondent

The 13th annual Black Musicians Conference at

UMass Is a tribute to pianist Mary Lou Williams, who

died of cancer on May 29, 1981.

Williams was born in Georgia, and at the age of

three she was taught music by her mother, a church

pianist. At the age of six Williams was earning money

performing.

Before the age of 20, she married saxophonist,

John Williams and became a member of the Syn-

copators. She also toured with Buzz n' Harris, a

vaudeville show, and later with Seymour and

Jeanette, members of the Toba and Keith circuits.

In 1930 Williams, made her solo piano recording of

"Night Life," an on-the-spot improvisation, that she

was unaware was being taped. After a year of the

recording she became a full-time member of Andy

Kirk's Twelve Little Clouds of Joy, a group that

emerged from Kansas city.

After becoming involved with religious studies, she

left full-time music for three years. When she returned

to her music career, she composed the jazz mass:

"Black Christ of the Andes," dedicated to the first

Black saint. Mary Lou's mass was the first jazz work

performed in St. Patrick's Cathedral.

In the 1930's Kansas City became a magnet for

Black musicians and Williams was leading the way. By

1941 she left the Kirk band, and retired to Pittsburgh

and worked with Duke Ellington for six months. At

this time she arranged "Trumpet No End" and her

own version of "Blue Skies."

Williams also composed and recorded the Ash

Recordings (1944-47), while playing solo piano and in

combination with a number of musicians: Bill

Chleman, Al Hall, Dick Vance, Frankie Newton, Don

Byas and vocalist Nora Lee King. Wilnation with a

number of musicians: Bill Coleman, Al Hall, Dick

Vance, Frankie Newton, Don Byas and vocalist Nora

Lee King. Williams made a part of the score of a piece

for the New York Philharmonic and performed it with

the orchestra in Carnegie Hall.

Williams was a diverse performer, she went from

spirituals to the roots of jazz and did not lose touch

with her work in the blues. She believed that the blues

had a healing power and felt compelled to play it for

her night club customers, "listen - this will heal you,"

she would say.

Williams, worked to uphold and to pass on the roots

of music to the Black worid. In the last decade of her

life, she was a teacher at Duke University, Durham,

South Carolina. It is the belief of those that knew her

that throughout her life she only wanted create the

truth, through music. Williams knew that this truth lay

in the blues and in order to preserve it she had to pass

on her knowledge to the young.

Webster lounge came alive with jazz Thursday

night, with a performance dedicated to Mary Lou

Williams by the Fred Clayton Jazz Ensemble.

photo by Segun Eubanks

Chico Freeman performs at the Fine Arts Center Fri

day night to highlight the 13th Annual Black Musi-

cians Conference. photo by Ed Cohen

Advertising to Meet the Needs
by Donette Wilson

Nummo Staff

Barbara Proctor is founder, president and creative

director of Proctor and Gardner Advertising, Inc. in

Chicago, one of the largest Black advertising com-

panies In the U.S., with an annual billing of over $4

million.

Proctor says, "Without money, there Is no survival,

and without survival, there is no change."

She was born in Black Mountain, North Carolina.

Proctor attended Talladega College where she receiv-

ed her B.A. degree. In total she has three degrees:

one in Education, one in English and one in Sociology.

Proctor taught, counseled and dealt in real estate.

She was a jazz enthusiast, a contributing editor, and

wrote a few t.v. specials. She says she "sort of tumbl-

ed Into the advertising business."

After realizing that the Impression of America is pro-

jected through the media which Is run by whites, and

that media researchers are afraid to go Into ghettos

with questlonaires, she began to think in terms of a

Black advertising company. Since the media ques-

tlonaires would have no relation to what concerns

Blacks, she wanted to create a company that would

reach the Black community's special needs.

Proctor knew that the chance of a Black advertising

company surviving was very remote, but she tried

anyway. She managed to gel a loan of $80,000. She

started out with four accounts, a food store chain, a

Sears in Chicago, and the Gillette Co..

The company started out with just four employees,

an account manager, media director, art director, and

Barbara. They were on the third floor of a walk-up

building. The company began in May of 1971. She

tried to guide Black people to "buy Black."

Many who see and know Barbara say that she is

always working, and she never takes a vacation.

When she Is asked why this Is, she responds, "I sup-

pose I am doing this for my people, to build a founda-

tion for my race." She also says she "wants to suc-

ceed because she was borne to succeed."

Proctor has won many awards. She has received 20

indusry awards, an F.D. Humanitarian Award, an

American T.V. Award, commercial awards, a Woman

of the Year Award and a Small Business of the Year

Award.
This advertising company is still growing, with

hopes of becoming even greater.

MezmerizingJazz

by Oneida Fox
Nummo Correspondent

If you closed your eyes the music would take you

wherever you wanted to go when Chico Freeman per-

formed Friday night at UMass' Fine Arts Center.

If you opened your eyes the reality mesmerized you.

But regardless of what you did it was the music that

controlled you.

A special composition written for Max Roach, was

premiered by him and the Franz Quartet. This number

did not reach the high quality associated with Roach,

but his drumming was superb the entire evening.

The Johnny Griffin Quartet were the most polished

performers. They topped the night with "Sweetie's

Waltz" and "Sophisticated Lady," which was the

highlight of the evening.

Griffin left no doubt of his ability as a saxophonist,

and his ability to sway the audience. His rendition of

"Call It What You Want To" was desen/ing of a more

suitable title: "Call It Let's Swing" because it made

you remember true jazz and Rhythm and Blues.

As his encore performance he played a solo, "Little

Man You Had A Busy Day." which was the perfect

way to end an exhilirating performance.

This concert was the perfect way to close the 13th

annual Black Musicians Conference. A little of the old

(blues) with a little of the new jazz.

SCULPTURED CLAY MASKS

The Augusta Savage Gallery is hosting the

mask works done by Prof. Femi Richards'

Afro-American Studies 112

-"Sculpture/Clay" class.

New at Yvonne's,

Tuesdays and Thursdays

The LUNCH BUCKET:

a bucket full of chicken

with a roll, cole slaw and potato salad.

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BEST!!

RAINBOW COALITION T-SHIRTS

for the Jesse Jackson Campaign, $8.50.

Money goes to the campaign. Call the Office

of Third World Affairs at 5-2517.
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Announcements Announcements
A Career Development Skills Group will be

offered through the Working Women's Pro-

gram at the Everywoman's Center from April

24th - May 15th. Topics include self-

assesment, resume writing, interviewing,

and job hunting skills.

The group will meeet on Tuesday evenings

from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. at the Everywoman's

Center. Call 545-0883. The group is free and

confidential.

Join EVELYN MURPHY Secretary of

Economics Affairs in a discussion of THE IM-

PACT OF REAGANOMICS on

MASSACHUSETTS
DATE: Monday, April 30 1984

TIME: 3:00 p.m.

PLACE: Alumni Memorial Hall,

U. Mass. -Amherst. Refreshments Served.

On Monday, April 30th at 4:00 p.m., Dr.

Janis Epps of Atlanta Jr. College will give a

lecture/slide presentation on the "Culture of

Southern Black Women." The presentation

will be held in the Main Lectlure Room of

Franklin Patterson Hall on the campus of

Hampshire College.

Dr. Epps' talk is based on a curriculum guide

which she and teachers from nine southern-

black colleges have developed to provide ap-

proaches and material for the study of black

women. The talk should be of particular in-

terest to scholars in anthropology, sociology,

literature, art and history and to anyone with

an interest in women's issues Admission is

free. A reception will follow.

Asian American Students interested in

becoming a Peer Advisor for Fall '84, stop by

or call Carol or Jeff. Asian American Peer

Advising Program, CCEBMS New Africa

House UMass. An Organizational/lnforma-

tionmeeting will be April 30th in the New
Africa House Library.

SUSAN SCHECHTER will speak on

"Historical Pespecive of the Battered

Women's Movement and its Relationship to

Violence Against Women in Our Society."

DATE: Thursday, May 3

TIME: 7:00 PM
LOCATION: Room 168 in the Campus

Center, UMass.

Susan Schechter is a feminist activist who
has worked for many years in the anti-rape

and battered women's movements. She is

the author of "Women and Male Violence:

Visions and Struggles of the Battered

Women's Movement."

There will be a question and answer period

following her presentation. This event is free

and open to all. For childcare please contact

the Educator/Advocate program at the

Everywoman's Center.

The Working Women's Program at

Everywoman's Center will be offering a one

day worksh9p, titled: "Doubting Our own

Competence: Woman's Image of Work and

Self." It will be led by Valerie Young. There

will be a presentation, discussion and small

groups.

Pre-registration is required.

DATE: May 5

TIME: 10-5 PM
LOCATION: Everywoman's Center, Wilder

Hall, UMass.

It will be limited to 15 women. For more In-

formation call 545-0883.

CONCERT: Tribal Voice with John Trudell, a

performance of American Indian poetry and

music with traditonal songs by Quiltman,

Madeline and Bark.

DATE: Friday, May 11th

TIME: 7 p.m in the Cape Cod Lounge of the

Student Union Building of the University of

Massachusetts.

Presented by the American Indian Students'

Association and the UMass Arts Council. For

more information call Jane Coelen 253-7788.

Funk-othon '84

FUNK-O-THON '84

DATE: Sat. May 5th,

TIME: 10 p.m. - 5 a.m.

ADMISSION: $4.00 (advanced $3.00)

PLACE: Student Union Ballroom

Breakdancing, Door Prizes, and BMCP's

finest DJ's.

GOODWIN MEMORIAL
AMEZION CHURCH

TIME: Sunday School from 10-11 AM.
Sunday Services, 11 AM
-12:30 PM.

LOCATION: 41 Woodside Ave., a half block

off of route 9.

PASTOR: Rev. Samuel Henderson.

For more information: call the church at

256-0720 or the pastor in Springfield at

739-5450.

CCEBMS FAMILY DAY

On Saturday, May 5, CCEBMS will host its

Annual Family Awards Banquet. It will begin

at 11:00 AM - 4:00 PM in the Student Union

Ballroom.

For more Information contact the

CCEBMS staff at 545-0031.

April 22 - May 2

Gallery Exhibits: "Jazz Selects: Photos by

Anthony Barboza." August Savage Gallery,

New Africa House, UMASS M-F 4pm.

COUNSELING SURVEYS

Please return you counseling survey as soon

as possible. Your response can help improve

counseling services. THANK YOU!

A special thanks to all students who com-

pleted the counseing services survey. Those

who have completed and returned the survey

need to do so immediately!!

The Western Massachusetts Latin American

Solidarity Committee (WMLASC) regrets to

inform the community that their spring

"Liberation Home and Abroad" program has

been canceled.

The Lesbian Union (L.U.) is open 9-5 daily. It

is a relaxed, comfortable space where

women can meet, talk, study and share.

Rap groups are held at the L.U. Thursday

nights at 7 PM. Peer counseling Hotline, at

545-3409, is open Monday-Wednesday

nights from 5-9 PM.

Along with the phone line, the office is open

to all lesbians.

NUMMO NEWS OPEN HOUSE

NUMMO NEWS will be holding an all-

day Open House consisting of music,

food, entertainment and information.

Applications will be available for next

semester's PAID POSITIONS. Jobs

related to all aspects of newspaper

editing and production are available with

full training.

DATE: Sunday, May 6, 1984.

TIME: 1:30 PM - the evening.

LOCATION: The Malcolm X Center.

Stop by for a few minutes and learn

how NUMMO NEWS can work for youl

For more information call 545-0061.

CCEBMS/BCP SUMMER ADVISOR
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

24 hour live-in positions.

DUTIES: Responsble for residential ife of

students in the program, enforcement of

University and Summer Program policies.

QUALIFICATIONS: Experience working with

non-traditional and minority students.

Pick up applications from Greg Roberts,

CCEBMS, New Africa House and Manuela

Pacheco, BCP, Wilder Hall.

DEADLINE: April 30.
1
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ICE CREAM CONE-VERSATION - Charlie Bass and ternoon outside ol the Hatch.

Jill Newstadt enjoy their sunny day snack yesterday af-

Index says SGA allocation insufficient
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL
Collegian Staff

Index Editor in Chief Kevin Fachetti Monday night ac-

cused Student Government Association members of

spending too much on their own salaries while un

derfunding other student groups.

Fachetti said at last night's SGA budged hearing, 'Tm not

saying they are overpaid, none of us are," Fachetti said,

"but I think their token fee for working is bigger" than

other student organization salaries.

The Index's requested $39,000, and the Budget Com
mittee initially rejected all funding, citing management

May Day celebration

recognizes workers
If someone were to come up to you today and say

"Greetings worker, join with me in a beautiful worker-

student alliance," he is probably celebrating May Day,

otherwise known as International Workers Day.

In many countries the role of the working class in an

economy is recognized today by holding parades and

granting holidays. Ironically, the idea to have such a day

originated in the United States, where it is not celebrated.

"In 1886, the Chicago Central Labor Council called for a

big march and a one-day strike for the eight-hour day on

May 1st. The American Federation of Labor picked it up a

few years later. In response to the communist countries

celebrating it. President Richard M. Nixon put together an

idea of National Law and Order Day for political reasons

which is now called Loyalty Day," said Michael Hillard, a

graduate student in economics.

"It is internationally recognized as the day workers push

for lower hours (per day) and as it became a tradition it got

picked up by leftist parties and labor unions," Hillard said.

Political science Professor Karl Ryavec said May Dayis

similar to the American Labor Day which is held on the

first Monday in September, although May Day was created

first.

Ryavec said the Soviet Union has a large parade which is

non-military and consists of workers marching past

Politburo members on top of the Lenin Mausoleum in Red
Square.

"It is a big labor holiday for the Left," he said.

-BILL WALL

problems and lack of effort by the Index to seek additional

revenue. Late last week the Committee reconsidered its

controversial decision and gave the yearbook $16,000.

Last year's Index budger was $31 ,500.

According to Committee chairman Joseph Sparks, the

Index, unlike most student organizations seeking SATF
money, does not try to raise any additional monjy. The
main revenue seeking dispute between the two groups.

Sparks said seniors should be charged the $5 fee un-

derclassmen pay.

Fachetti said that charging seniors woukl be wrong and

that this would "indirectly raise the SATF fee, " since part

of the fund is allotted to the yearbook already.

"If a student is not wiUing to pay five dollars for a

yearbook, the student is saying what the yearbook is

worth," Sparks said.

Fachetti said the organization has sought other revenue

recently, but has been unsuccessful. The administrative

budget has been allotted for the next two years, and ad-

vertisers are not interested in utilizing the UMass
Yearbook, he said.

A history of managment and distribution problems also

lead to the drastic cut in the Index's budget. Sparks said.

There are currently 2,400 undistributed 1982 Indexes,

and the 1983 yearbook has not gone to press yet.

Robert Teixiera, a Budget Committee member, said the

committee felt "it was time to take a stand," until

responsible management of student money is shown by the

Index.

Fachetti said he is aware of the past problems with the

organization, but said the 1984 yearbook is meeting all its

deadlines and the history of mismanagement will not

continue. This year's staff is working to distribute the

backtup supply of books, he said.
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Ex-professor

gets 7-10 years

for stabbing
By JOSH MEYER
Collegian Staff

A former University of Massachusetts professor has

been sentenced to seven to 10 years in Walpole State

Prison for assault and battery with a dangerous weapon in

connection with the stabbing of a woman outside a local bar

last summer.
Raymond Miles, 51. an assistant professor of Afro-

American Studies at the University for 13 years, was
found guilty Friday after a four-day trial before Hampshire
Superior Court Judge John P'. Moriarty.

Miles entered a plea of innocent by reason of insanity,

but the verdict held that he was criminally responsible and

fit to stand trial, according to Assistant District Attorney

Williams H. Collins, Jr., who prosecuted the case.

"He presented himself and two psychiatrists (as wit-

nesses). He said that the trauma he suffered as a combat
veteran of the Korean War caused him to go temporarily

insane," Collins said.

One psychiatrist. Dr. William Hahnsen, said yesterday

that his interviews with Miles seemed to support the

temporary insanity contention, but that there was nothing

visually or otherwise abnormal about him.

"From my examination, there was some mental defector

disability. He was suffering from a delayed type of post-

traumatic stress disorder. While he was competent to

stand trial, at the time of the stabbing he wasn't

(responsible for his actions)," Bahnsen said.

The victim, 23 year old Mary Cole, formerly of

Amherst, testified last week that Miles had threatened to

kill a German Shepherd puppy that he had taken from an

ex-girlfriend of his. After taking the dog from her, he

raised it over his head, and threw it on the pavement,

according to witnesses.

iole said that when she intervened to protect the dog.

Miles said, "I'll teach you to interfere" and started a

scuffle. After turning his back to Cole, Miles took out a

pocket jackknife. lunged at her, and stabbed her

repeatedly, she said.

Witness Darlene Korbuszewski said, "After stabbing

her twice and knocking her to the ground, (Miles) stabbed

her several more times in the chest and stomach. I didn't

count. If someone hadn't grabbed his hand, I think he

would have killed her."

Cole was taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Nor-

thampton following the stabbing. Exploratory surgery

found serious injuries resulting from deep puncture

wounds but no vital organ damage, Collins said.

"The defendant could be facing a murder charge right

now," Collins said.

Dr. Sara Eddy, a clinical psychologist at Bridgewater

State Hospital, where MOes was taken for observations,

said the diagnosis of innocence by reason of insanity was
not correct in her opinion.

"If that were so, his blackouts would have occurred prior

to this date. This type of syndrome rears up not long after

the initial trauma," Eddy said. 'The incident bears no

relation to his service in Korea."

The defendent had claimed that as a combat veteran of

the Kwean War, he has been suffering from post-

traumatic stress syndrome.

Miles, who remained in a Hampshire County jail since

his arrest on June 6, was convicted of two other assaults in

unrelated court cases for which he was currently serving

two years. He was acquitted on a charge of attempted

murder in the Cole case last Friday.

"This sentence will take precedence over the others,"

Collins said.

Inside:

'Big Wheel' makers sued for $7.5 million p. 2

Amherst and UMass cops kept busy p. 3

A weekend toremember p. 4

Vote for "Sting" for the UMass mascot p. 7

Women's Lacrosse travels to Springfield p. 12

"I have it all...the worst of both worlds."

Cathy Guisewite in the comic strip "Cathy"

V
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AP Laserphoto

MEDIA MANEUVERS — Television crews surround busy U.S. Marines who set

up a mortar emplacement as part of war games on Vieques, Puerto Rico.

I5RA£L 06 iKir
IND€PeND€NCG DAY

CeL€DRATION
FEATURING

Sunday, May 6

Student Union Ballroom at Umass
3pm-Hamakor Israeli Folk Dance Troupe.

Dreceded by a SHUK- muse biides Israel intormation food

tjeginnnq at 2Dm

ADMISSION S1 50 STUDENTS $2 50 OTHERS

We corOiaily invite everyone to lom in the festivities witfi us " '

«iM nnmi n i immt fiwi uims inj cwKii

Tix Available at Hillel 302 Student Union

AhTIQUEAriD:
V INTAGE CLOThinG i

PACs get blank check for '84

as high court delays decision
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme

Court cleared the way for political action

committees to spend as much money as

they want in this year's presidential

campaign.
The justices, who earlier this month

agreed to study whether such so-called

PACs legally may spend unlimited amounts

of money to back a presidential candidate,

refused to decide the issue in time for this

year's campaign.

The Democratic Party had asked the court

to resolve the spending controversy by

July, hoping to head off plans by con

servative political action committees to

spend as much as $20 million to help re-elect

President Reagan.

The Democrats and the Federal Election

Commission are challenging a lower court's

ruling that struck down a federal law

limiting the spending of any political

committee to $1,000.

Both appeals, granted review on April 16,

asked for a quick ruling but neither the

party nor the commission submitted a

separate request for speedy review by the

justices. Such a separate filing is required.

In recent years, the justices have recessed

the court's terms in early July and have not

reconvened until the following first Monday

in October. Without a speeded up review,

no decision in the spending dispute is likely

until some time in 1985.

In other' action, the court: Refused to

reinstate a judgment won by Bose Corp

against Consumer Reports magazine.

Sudan's ruler cracks down
KHARTOUM, Sudan (AP) - Sudan's

president, acting under a newly declared

state of emergency in the east African

nation, yesterday invoked sweeping powers

he said were needed to control a growing

threat from his enemies "inside the country

and abroad."

President Gaafar Nimeiri issued decrees

giving the government the power to search

private homes, control transport and im-

pose curfews and censorship, the state-run

Sudan News Agency said.

The decrees, issued under a state of

emergency Nimeiri declared Sunday night,

also ban strikes, processions, unauthorized

public gatherings and demonstrations.

Offenses under the emergency law would

include "causing discontent or rebellion

among the armed forces and civilians and

causing damage to public utilities or means
of communication and transport," the news
agency said. Violators could be punished by

up to 10 years imprisonment and a

maximum fine of 10,000 Sudanese pounds,

about $5,000.

The state of emergency comes at a time of

labor unrest and increasing attacks from

rebel guerrillas who Nimeiri says are

backed by Libyan leader Col. Moammar
Khadafy.

Digest bu The Associated Pi€ss
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Toy maker faces $7.5 million suit

over boy's 'Big Wheel' accident
CAMBRIDGE — A Somerville woman has

sued the maker and distributor of a plastic

Big Wheel cycle for $7.5 million, claiming

her son was "permanently scarred and

disfigured" in an accident on one, her at-

torney said yesterday.

According to the suit, filed last Wed-

nesday in Middlesex County Superior

Court, 12 year old George Girouard was

trying to avoid a moving vehicle when he

rammed into a parked car, flew over the

handlebars and slammed head first into the

car.

The accident occurred in 1982 in

Somerville on the boy's 11th birthday.

The boy suffered multiple fractures, brain

injury and was comatose for several

months, said Jeffrey Woolf, attorney for

the mother. Elaine Nicherson. He said the

child is now conscious, but still has medical

problems.

The suit was filed against the cycle's

manufacturer. Empire of Carolina, Inc., of

Tarboro. N.C.

Jimmy Brown, quality control and

products safety manager, said the company

had received the complaint, but declined to

discuss it.

"I have not had time to forward it to our

insurance carrier, so I really wouldn't have

a comment to make at this time," he said.

A woman who declined to identify herself

but said she handled customer liability

cases at Child World, Avon, another

defendant listed as distributor of the cycle,

said that company had received no com-

plaint. She refused further comment.

Convicted family-killer escapes

BOSTON — Police are hunting a Hampden
man, jailed since he fatally shot his parents

and brother 26 years ago, after he walked

away three days ago from a pre-release

center, the state Correction Department

said yesterday.

Robert G. Clifford Jr.. 43. sailed to return

Friday evening to Coolidge House, a Boston

pre-release center, from a job seeking trip

trip to North Adams, said Joe Landolfi of

the state Correction Df oartment.

The former Hampden -nan is serving three

concurrent life sentences for killing his

parents and brother in 1958 in their home.
Clifford was moved to Coolidge House

earUer this month after being denied parole

in October. He was scheduled for another
parole review in October and was seeking
work to prepare for his possible release,

said Landolfi.

Hampden Police Chief '-eorge Stone said

he had received a teletype on Clifford's

disappearance with no instruction from the

state.
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States cope with US budget cuts
Miss, official: we bear burden
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Because President Ronald Reagan's budget cuts have
been so devastating. Massachusetts must now determine
the best way to handle the shift in responsibilities, from

federal to state governments, said Massachusetts

Secretary of Economic Affairs Evelyn Murphy yesterday

at the University of Massachusetts.

Speaking to a crowd of about 50 people gathered in the

Alumni Office. Murphy assessed the effects of Reagan's

social service budget cuts and the remedies that individual

states must provide to remain economically strong.

"Economically, we have a state that shouldn't sur-

vive—we import 80 percent of our food and almost all of

our energy. The only way we do survive is that we keep

inventing products other will buy." Murphy said.

"There was our textile industry, our shoe industry, and

now it's our high tech industry. The problem with that

nowadays is that now we have to stay smarter than the

rest of the world—our marketplace.

"This brings us back to the fundamental relationship

between higher education and economics." Murphy said.

Massachusetts must now actively solicit different areas of

technology like bio-technology, Polymer research, photo-

voltaics, and marine science, she said.

If Massachusetts can establish new technological centers

in these areas, then it can stay smarter than the rest of the

world, and continue to export enough to have a good

economy. Murphy said.

A result of this. Murphy said, "would be to then see how
all of these technologies may be interconnected to make
another new industry."

"And even with all of this new technology, there will still

be a large service sector. Over half of all jobs in

Massachusetts will still be service-related.

"We're now trying to decide what forces should be put in

place and what should be done in Massachusetts—tied

centrally around our higher education institutions." she

said.

Murphy said the state that solves these problems will

have an advantage over other states for the rest of the

century.

"The point is. Reagan's budget cuts have been

devastating. Now we must look at what a state must do

since the federal government has backed off on full em-

ployment, the war on poverty, and our basic industrial

policy."

Collegian photo by Andy Heller

Evelyn Murphy discussed how Massachusetts should

deal with Reagan's budget yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts.

Auto incidents, Southwest Fest keep cops busy over weekend

Amherst police answered 162 calls

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

A 25-year-old Chicopee man was arrested

Sunday and charged with malicious

destruction of personal property and being

a disorderly person after an incident at the

intersection of University Drive and Route

9, Amherst police said yesterday.

According to police, the man was

"pounding on a car" across from the

Amherst Medical Center about 6 p.m. after

an argument with a motorist. When
Amherst police arrived, the man ran into

the medical center, where he was caught

and arrested.

Amherst police detective John Burns said

this weekend was a "busy" one for police, as

they answered 162 calls. 60 of which were

disturbances, and made 10 arrests.

A Colonial Village resident was arrested

Saturday about 11 p.m. and charged with

operating under the influence of alcohol

(DWI) and "failure to use care in backing"

when he drove his car into another on

Amity Street, police said.

A Ludlow man was arrested Saturday

about 1:15 a.m. on College Street for being

a disorderly person, driving while under

the influence of alcohol, speeding, and

failing to stop at a red hght.

Police also arrested a 22-year old Florence

woman Saturday about 12:30 a.m. on Route

9 for DWI, speeding, and failing to stop at a

red light.

An 18-year-old Amherst resident was
arrested at about 9:40 p.m. Friday for

operating without a license, speeding, and

driving an uninsured, unregistered car.

The Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP)

stopped 32 cars, made one DWI arrest and

one arrest on a default warrant on Thur

sday and Saturday. Burns said that

although Amherst police answered 162

calls, the number of arrests was less than

expected.
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SAXXY DAY
Student Union.

Collegian photo by Larry Cabana

Steve Mathuwson, a sophomore art major plays ui front of the

Man assaulted with beer keg after concert

ByTOMMIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts police

responded to several incidents during and

after the Southwest PVst concert Sunday,

making several arrests.

In parking lots 21 and 22. across from the

Southwest residential area, a man was hit

in the head and face with a beer keg at 10:37

p.m. Sunday and knocked unconscious,

police said. According to pohce. the man
was involved in an argument with two men.

one of whom took off his glasses and

punched him in the face. The man ran but

was caught by the two assailants who then

punched him and hit him with the keg,

pohce said. An Amherst Fire Department

ambulance took the victim to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital.

At 5:46 Sunday, a man was taken to

University of Massachusetts Health Ser

vices in restraints after an apparent drug

overdose.

Police made a confiscation but would not

disclose what the object or objects were.

The man was not a student so he was taken

to Cooley Dickinson Hospital from
University Health Services, police said.

A 21 year old man was arrested for

disorderly conduct at 7:24 p.m. Sunday

after he jumped on stage while the band

Cheap Trick was performing.

At 7:32 p.m. Sunday, a man was arrested

for disorderly conduct after he trit»d to gain

access to the concert stage to make an

announcement, police said. The man was

observed yelling at student security

demanding to be let on stage, according to

police. The man tried to get by security but

was restrained by pohce. He then became
combative and punched one officer in the

face, police said.

Also on Sunday, a man was placed under

protective custody at 5:10 p.m. after he was

observed stumbling and falling behind the

stage, police said. An officer tried to speak

with the subject but the man fell down,

according to police.

Today is last day to contact

sister town in Soviet Union
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Five months after watching the television

movie alwut nuclear war. The Day After,

Amherst residents are preparing to contact

a town in the Soviet Union in an effort to

promote better relations between two

nations.

Today is the final day for residents to

submit visuals, letters, or other items to

send to the Soviet town of Tartu, like

Amherst a university town with origins in

agriculture.

"Anyone, townspeople or students, can go

to the Jones Library today and submit

anything they want to send to the Soviet

Union. I don't even know how big a

package we will mail. It depends on the

response." said Ellen Putnam Myers, a

spokesperson for the committee organizing

the project.

Putnam Myers said several Amherst

residents decided to act after viewing the

movie and that the attempt to communicate

with Tartu grew out of that desire.

She also noted that Northampton par

ticipated in a similar project and last week

received a response from their sister city in

the Soviet Union.

"We're optimistic that we'll get something

back." Putnam-Myers said. "I've heard

some towns went as far as an exchange of

citizens for a while— or we might just get a

polite response. I really can't say what will

happen."
Amnerst became involved in this project

through the Ground Zero Pairing Project,

an anti- nuclear group that tries to pair

sinuliar cities in the United States and the

Soviet Union.

"They (Tartu) are a lot like us and with the

pictures we send them, and the ones they'll

hopefully send us. we can start a dialogue

and make a statement." Putnam-Myers

said.

Some University of Massachusetts

students will participate in the project,

having written some letters as part of last

week's Earth Day celebrations. Members
of the UMass Peacemakers will have these

letters sent to the Soviet Union and ac-

cording to Putnam-Myers, the theme of

many of the letters was that the two
cultures aren't all that different.

"We've contacted several groups in the

town and at the various universities and so

far the response has been pretty good."

Putnam-Myers said. "I can't say what will

go in or how much will go into the town

portfolio, but I hope it strikes a chord with

the people of Tartu."

Lottery netsUM employee ^50,000
A University of Massachusetts data

processing employee is now $50,000 richer

after selecting the right number in the

Massachusetts Big Money game last

Wednesday.
Norman Menegat said he had played the

number 288450 since 1977 but he never

really expected to win. He said he was not

aware he had won until the morning after

the drawing when he saw the winning digits

in the newspaper. On that Friday he

received a letter from the Lottery Com-
mission telling him officially he had won.
The drawing is televised at 7:00 p.m.

every Wednesday and this Wednesday.

Menegat will appear on the show where he

will receive his check. Menegat said his

wife will get the honor of actually accepting

the money on the show.
-GLORIA ROSADO
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20 years later, memories of life before Southwest

Concert photos by Mitch Drantch

Lacrosse photo by Paul Desmarais

This past weekend*s fine weather, great

concerts, and lacrosse gamemade for a

great time for everyone.

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Twenty years ago this coming summer, a

quiet, rural neighborhood on the edge of

Amherst was transformed by the start of a

major University of Massachusetts con-

struction project— the Southwest
Residential Area.

What is now one of the world's ten most
densely populated areas and a prominent

area landmark was. in spring 1964, still

occupied mainly by cows, sheep, local

children, hunters and Army tanks.

By an eminent domain decree, the state

seized land to make room for 5,400 more
students and their cars as the 1950's "baby

boom" generation prepared to enter

college. Fourteen families had to move, and

at least some of them retain a combination

of nostalgia and bitterness.

Gary Doherty, who now works in a

Building Operations office in Southwest,

lived in a farmhouse at 222 Sunset Avenue
until May 1964. when he finished his senior

year at Amherst High School and joined the

Navy. When he returned in 1968. he said

recently, he "couldn't recognize the place."

His family's home had been replaced by

MacKimmie dormitory. Seven houses had

disappeared from his side of the street, now
the eastern boundary of the dormitory

complex.

"There was a lot of neighborhood

resentment." Doherty said. "My mother

still has a lot of bitter, bitter feelings."

"I minded losing the neighborhood as

much as losing the house," said Blanche

Orrell, whose family lived next door to the

Dohertys. "We loved it there. It was a

very close neighborhood. ..everyone was
always there to help each other."

She and other former Sunset Avenue
residents recollected that farm animals

grazed and neighborhood children played in

the meadows and marshes where students

now throw baseballs and frisbees on con-

crete plazas.

The area was also a favorite for pheasant

hunters, for "old rummies (to) go polish off

a bottle" (according to one ex-resident), and

for 65-ton M 60 tanks, which rumbled

across the fields on Army exercises every

year following World War II.

"They lost a tank in the mud down there

oiie year." Orrell recalled laughingly. "It

took them a week to get it out."

Realtor Robert Brown owned some 27

acres of the area bordered by Sunset

Avenue. Fearing Street. Massachusetts

Avenue, and the Amherst Hadley line. His

former holdings are now occupied by

Pierpont. Cance and Moore dormitories and

part of parking lots 21 22.

Brown, now retired and living in nearby

Shutesbury, said he had planned to use the

land to pursue his interest in small planes.

"I was trying to build it up," he said, "to

have a runway and build houses for people

interested in flying." But even before the

state seized his land, these plans were

complicated by the appearance of the

UMass Physical Plant smokestack in the

proposed flight path.

"I agree the state should have a right (to

seize land), "Brown said. "But I didn't get

what I thought it was worth. They gave me

Collegian photo by Andy Heller

AS ITLOOKSNOW - The Southwest Residential Area in 198Jt. Prince dormitory

stands m theforeground, on land once occupied by the frame house in top photo.

inter

An Earth Celebration with

The Paul Winter Consort
Tuesday, May 1, 1984 at 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

University of Mass^achusetts at Amherst

Ticket'' available from Dat.iti\ nnJ Sarclirc ft'\ Ofluc^

On Sale April 10, 1^84

For info, call F.A.C. Box Office at
vnA

45-25111

Collegian file photo

CHANGING NEIGHBORHOOD - This vxis the view looking southwestfrom the

comer of Massachusetts and Sunset Avenues in late 1964, with Coolidge and Ken-

nedy dormitories under construction.

something like $12,000 for all of it.

"I could have complained and gotten more,

but the lawyers would have gotten it all."

Some of the displaced families also felt

that they received inadequate com

pensation— not enough to pay for new

houses. Under Massachusetts eminent

domain law, owners not satisfied with the

amount paid for their property (the average

of three independent appraisals) can take

the state to court.

Several families did just that, and sue

ceeded in getting more money. One former

Sunset Avenue resident (who asked not to

be named here) said, "properly values in

Amherst were beginning to go up. ..we

couldn't find another place for the amount

they gave us."

"The worst part," she continued, "was

that we didn't know when we would have to

move, when we'd have to get another

house."

"/ minded losing the neighborhoiui as

much as losing the house.
"

— former Sunset Ave. resident

Hlance Orrell said rumors began cir

culating in late 1962 that the University

was going to take over some land. She said

the first official notice of this arrived in

January 1963: "they told us we'd have to be

out a year from that April." Some houses

were not demolished until late 1964.

This is the Year to Plan
Your Career!

Limited number
of graduate study awards.

Unique 1 year graduate program combines an internship with

graduate courses. Internships are available in community-

based residential or vocational program working with adults

who are mentally retarded or mentally ill or adolescents who

are autistic. Generous scholarships and financial aid available.

Bachelors degree required. Applications currently being ac-

cepted. Write or call: Donna J. McMaster, 9 Heaton Street,

Montpelier, VT 05602 (802) 229-0326.
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Slipping into Oblivion
UTOPIA
Oblivion

(Passport Utopia Records)

ByNEALO'SHEA
Collegian Staff

Ever since their forniation in 1977 by

Todd Rundgjen, Utopia has been a band

elusive of labels. Too bizarre for main-

stream and too accessible for art rockers,

Utopia has quietly and successfully carved

their own niche in an area vaguely in the

middle. Their new album. Oblivion, finally

makes some noise as Utopia progresses and

expands on its own brand of power pop.

Oblivion is a well produced album looking

at some dollar signs, but it's their best since

Adventures in Utopia which pushed them

to the edge of the limelight and some well

deserved radio play. The key to this album

is something that has never solidified too

much on their earlier works: a sense of

unity. Utopia has finished sounding like

Todd Rundgren's backup band and now is a

group in their own right with Todd Run-

dgren as a member. (Nazz was a long time

ago.)

Another positive aspect of Oblivion is the

political stance (as pohtical as "Us v. Them"
ideology gets) that is a bit refreshing after

the quasi silliness of their last album,

Utopia.

"Welcome To My Revolution" is Run
dgren's way of telling all the factions to get

lost and let people get on with their lives,

thank you. Less direct is "Itch In My
Brain," a Nazz-ish number shining the light

on how the individual can use slumbering

potential to break from conventions and

utilize free will. Kind of campy, but Todd

has always been like that, ever so slightly.

The most memorable song for me was a

socio political vision ala George Orwell

called "Winston Smith Takes It On The

Jaw." Bassist Kasim Sultan croons themes

of 198^ to a punchy beat, and although the

lyrics are dismally terrifying, his smooth

voice gives it a glint of hope that eventually

gets crushed when Winston Smith gets sent

to a memory hole. Keyboardist Roger

Powell has a flying solo on this song that

says it all for his participation on this

album. Using his voice for backup vocals

only. Powell now puts the extra energy

back where it belongs: his innovative style.

His talents plus the ability to trade off with

Rundgren's guitar make "Bring Me My
Longbow" the most musically interesting

song on the album. Rundgren's rhythmic

chants of "If you do not hunt, then you do

not eat/If you do not hunt, then you do not

cat." are layered onto Powell's electronic

calypso beats and Willie Wilcox's solid

drumming giving it a tribal music quality.

The last two cuts of the album are

reflective pieces that must be semi

autobiographical by Rundgren. 'If I Didn't

Try " and "Too Much Water" look back on

the long road to the present and the reasons

to stay with a crazy lifestyle (rock star?).

"Too much water under the bridge"; sure

it's cliche, but when you've paid your dues,

you're entitled.

And for all you MTV fans, the single

"Crybaby" (pick hit: great guitar) has an

accompanying video. According to Video

Review. Rundgren's videos are worth a

whole day of MTV programming which

translates into never seeing Martha Quinn

effervescently announce their latest tour

dates. Bum record deals and the lack of a

long promised "big push" could be a step

toward oblivion for Utopia, which could

explain their current album title. But with

all the longtime fans and the smart ones

who get hip along the way. I doubt it.

Pop of the opposite sex
THE GOGOS
TALK SHOW
(l.R.S. Records)

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The GoGo's new album. "Talk Show", is

like a box of chocolates you got for Easter:

each morsel has something sweet and

satisfying to offer; some even have nuts to

add variety to the mix.

The GoGo's have learned a few good

lessons from their vocal coach, Nathan

Lam. as well as from other bands, including

the Pretenders. Gone are the shrill yelps

and whiny harmonizing. Not that these are

bad qualities but they do tend to get on

your nerves after a thousand plays. The

new arrangements are tight and the

twelve-string guitar adds a flavor of the

Byrds via Chrissy Hynde.

The band's songwriting has not changed

appreciably since its debut. The bit-

tersweet lyrics, enoorporating a likable

verse with an incredibly hooky chorus, are

still drenched in pop/love cliche's. But,

since when have pop and rock been without

their cliche's? These words still aren't

condescending or melodramatic and that's

an achievement for any band these days.

Let's face it. Most of today's synth/pop

J£. 's final boogie
J. B. HUTTO & THE NEW HAWKS
Slippin' and Slidin'

(Varrick Records)

By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Correspondent

J. B. Hutto, born in August Georgia, 1926,

died last June. This album, recorded in

February and March of that year, comes

from a man in the throes of diabetic disease.

Yet these aren't sad blues. Rather, J. B.

sings about love and women, women and

love, the pitfalls of life in a matter-of-fact,

that's-the-way-it-is manner. Here's J. B.

playing his heart out for the final time.

For those who were lucky enough to have

seen him play, this record should bring back

some nostalgiac memories. He played in

this area quite often when he was around.

Whether it was at Rahars, the Blue Wall,

the Hangar One, or even the earlier South-

west concerts, J. B. would never fail to

satisfy. Wearing his wide array of hats,

there was never a place that I saw him

when he didn't dance on a table if there was

one, or walk out into the audience. He drew

a big crowd wherever he went. He once

said, "I ain't had girls faint yet when I play,

but sometimes they holler pretty load..."

J. B. was one of the all-time slide guitar

monsters. I think his distinct style came to

one-up his mentor, Elmore James. His

greatest playing asset was his ability to fill

in between the lines with such constant

variation, building to a hard-driving boogie.

His lyrics are long and clever, off the wall

LB. NHttD AOk NniHMttt

bands are so drippy they could bring the

Clash to its knees, sobbing collectively. The
GoGo's just make you feel happy, pure and
simple.

This album provides thorough enjoyment
from beginning to end. "Head Over Heels"

starts things off with some "neat-o" bass,

guitar and piano arrangements. Next,

"Turn to You" cranks out at you like a mid-

60's Who-rocker without Pete Townsend
windmills.

Other songs add little surprises here and

there, either yummy vocals or instrumental

bits. "Mercenary" is a great Byrds rip-off,

replete with folky guitar and sweet vocals.

It is encouraging to hear a little thoughtful

and often storylike. This record captures

the living spirit of J . B. Hutto.

These songs produce a contagious foot

tap, and make you want to get up and move
around. The New Hawks, J. B.'s back-up

trio of Kenny "the K" Krumbholz, bass, and

Leroy Pina, drums, have a new lead

guitarist in Brian Bisesi, who replaces

"Silvertone" Steve Coveney. He's got a

very clean sound in the leads on "Little Girl

Dressed in Blue." The band is augmented

by the Roomful of Blues Reed Section, who
provide some fine saxophone. Guesting on

piano is Ron Levy, who used to play at the

Speakeasy in Cambridge before it burned

down. He cranks on the piano in "Pretty

Baby," and "Jealous Hearted Woman."

But that's not to say that these guys steal

the show from J. B. He does a super

version of the obscure B. B. King song.

"Why Do Things Happen to Me." His

vocals are powerful, though the song rings

of regret. It must have been a reflective

song for him in light of his poor health. He
also does "Somebody Loan Me a Dime," an

updated oldie by Fenton Robinson, which J.

B. turns into a definitive blues classic. Also

great is one penned by J. B. himself,

"Black's Ball." a rollicking, bollicking,

drinking beer, whiskey, and wine song. My
favorite though is Howlin Wolfs "Tm
Leaving You," which J. B., in his om-

niscience, saved for last. It is hard-driving

and has patented slide that will make your

ears bristle.

Nevermore will we hear J. B. do "Sum-

mertime" on the campus pond, no more of

"Too Much Alcohol," no more boogie from

J. B. Hutto. It sounds like he had a lot more

boogie in him, feeling, but he ran out of

time. It's records like this that makes the

Keeper of the Flame stay alive.

J. B. had the last word. "Blues was the

original thing! It come from church songs

and they sung it from there. Then people

wrote the soul part out, put in a rhythm,

and that's where the blues comes from.

They was trying kick blues down and bring

up this here rock and roll— I call it humping

music—but they can do what they want:

the blues will never die cause it's the

original thing. It's coming back from where

they tried to stomp it down; it's coming

back up again, and it's gonna get better.

Blues will be blues until the world ends!"

borrowing is still going on these days.

Like I said before, all of the tunes have a

fairly decent verse as a backbone and a

great hook in the chorus for you to hum on

the way to work. Oddly enough, I find only

""Head Over Heels" and "'Turn to You"

kicking me in the brain enough to want to

listen over and over again.

This album is indeed like a box of Easter

candy, but only a couple of pieces make you

hungry enough to warrant eating another

whole box. It is too easy, though, to dismiss

the GoGo's as a bunch of "daddy-o".

pajama-party girls. Their pop is tight and

hard and their rock and roll is genuinely

fun. Treasure it for what it's worth.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 4/30/84

Valid with Barb & Julie only

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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FREE CONSULTATION f'lease call for an

appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610
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On December 7. 1983 tlie emplyees of

Western Mass. Bus Lines (which operates

the Amherst to Northampton, William

sburg and Easthampton PVTA routes)

voted to join Local 1459 of the United Food

and Commercial Workers union. This

election was a culmination of workers'

organizing efforts in response to sub-

standard working conditions, fluctuating

personnel policies, minimal benefits and

lack of job security. Over the past few

months, we have come together to

POT €m OM hold.

Z't^ Busy . .

.

izz-r

Letters

Cartoons taken out of context
To the Editor,

Last Friday, a letter to the editor by

Marilyn Bou questioned my ethics and the

ethics of several other editors of the

Collegian. However, rather than ex

plaining her objections to two editorial

cartoons published last week, she chose

instead to attack me as racist, self

righteously assuming that her opinion

about the cartoons is proof that they are

racist. I think she has misinterpreted the

cartoons and also does not understand the

nature and purpose of an editorial page.

The first cartoon, drawn by Thomas

Oliphant, a nationally syndicated car

toonist, deals with the recent trial in

Greensboro, North Carolina, of members of

the Ku Klux Klan accused of murdering

several anti Klan demonstrators. Even

though there was overwhelming evidence

against the KKK members (including a tape

showing the killings), they were found not

guilty. The cartoon pictures two men in

robes winking at each other, with the

caption "Free at last, free at last" (a quote

from Martin Luther King, Jr.). The tragic

irony of the quote seems obvious: the

American legal system has once again

prevented America's minorities from being

free from racism

.

The second cartoon, also drawn by

Oliphant, questions Jeese Jackson's

relationship with Louis Farakhan, who was

quoted as saying that Hitler was a

'wickedly great man." As a Presidential

candidate, Jackson's relationship with

Farakhan has to be questioned. By refusing

to disassociate himself from Farakhan,

Jackson has left himself open to being

assumed to agree with Farakhai/s views.

This type of guilt by association is ^.ie of ine

drawbacks of being a public figure. Ms.

Bou's objections to the cartoon may m part

be due to the face that she is an active

member of the Students for Jesse group on

campus.

The editorial page exists to allow the free

expression of people's views. The opinions

expressed represent the author's or car

toonist's opinion, not the opinion of me, the

editor of the editorial page, or the

Collegian. Although possible controversial

cartoons are shown to several editors, the

editorial page editor still has final say over

what is printed. We try to print everthing

that we receive, which is the responsibility

of an editorial page. Hopefully, the

editorial page urges people to think about

issues that are important to others in the

community.

Many people on this campus are quick to

condemn the Collegian as racist, sexist,

anti-Semitic, homophobic, itr., because

they don't agree with somethM:^ they read

on the editorial page. Some o; the opinions

are prejudiced, but that doesn't mean that

they shouldn't be expressed.

These opinions exist, and not printing

them will do nothing about erasing them.

The editorial page should be a clear

reflection of the community, not a collection

of ideal statements or of opinions that agree

with the editors'.

Joel Myerson
Collegian Editor in chief

A beautiful day is more important than fighting

To the Editor,

Lately, on our campus,

there has been a lot of

bickering and fighting.

People are quarreling over

Vn this and Pro that, and
•'.!'> r each other nasty

name . Now, you wonder

why he arguing; I don't

know, though sometimes I'd

like to. Ijook around you. It

is the Springtime. It is a

time for growth and rebirth.

I woke up this morning.

The sun shone brightly, and

the birds were singing so

prettily. A couple walked

by, hand in hand. I wat-

Jonathon W
CENTRAL

Homes

On correcting a misconception about group

UFCWLocall459

determine the issues we would Uke to see

included in our first union contract

agreement. These issues include: specific

job descriptions, grievance procedures, a

retirement/pension plan, overtime and sick

time compensation. and job bidding

clarification. We feel that these are not

unreasonable demands. Rather, they

reflect both our efforts to assure some

measure of human dignity as workers and

our commitment to providing the best

service possible.

On March 21. 1984. the owner of Western

Mass. Buss Lines. Mr. John Herlihy.

formally announced that he would not

negotiate with our union. This action is in

direct violation of federal law (29

U.S.C.A. 158, A5). which requires an

employer to "negotiate in good faith" with a

duly elected bargaining representative.

Appropriately, we have filed unfair labor

practice charges with the National I^bor

Relations Board (NLRB).

These events are of special significance to

the University community for several

ched. smiled, and sighed.

And as I looked out on God's

beautiful Earth. I thought.

"Why can't people just be

people'.'" Have a wonderful

day.

To the Editor,

AhameiiiUu oftheAdlix-

Committee on Campus
Pornography. I would liN'to

correct a serious miscon-

ception abour our current

anti-pornography action on

campus.
We have never suggested

that the courts or state

power be used to "ban

magazines from campus.

We are suggesting that the

campus community, as an

act of prevention of violence

against women and children,

voluntarily eliminate from

its stores material which

there is a reason to believ

may contribute to -"h

violence. The difference is

an important one for us as

well as for our critics, as we

too would not support any

unconstitutional artion.

Juti<' Melrose

^acuity

Southwest
College

reasons. First, the majority of our transit

riders are University students, faculty and

staff. Second, a substantial portion of the

funding for the PVTA service comes

directly out of University funds (i.e.

student fees). Third, Western Mass.

employs some 30 University students as

well as 15 former University students and

graduates (approximately half of its total

workforce in all) as drivers. Finally, Mr.

Herlihy's stated rationale for refusing to

negotiate is his personal belief that student

workers (who perform the same job, at the

same pay rate, under identical working

conditions as non student workers) should

not be entitled to participate in a union. On

this last point, the NLRB has ab-eady ruled

in favor of student participation.

The fiUng of charges with the NLRB is the

first step we have taken in response to Mr.

Herlihy's unlawful refusal to negotiate.

While we hope that more severe actions are

not necessary to bring the company to the

bargaining table, we feel obliged to inform

our ridership that the responsibility for

such actions, should they occur, falls

squarely on Mr. Herlihy's shoulders. If

those of you who utilize our public service

feel strongly about this matter, we en

courage you to contact Mr. HerUhy himself

and urge him to observe the law and meet

his employees at the bargaining table. We
appeal to the University populace and the

community at large to support our ongoing

efforts to assure some measure of dignity

and participation in our place of work.

Members,
Employee Organizaing Committee

UFCW Local 1459 at Western Mass. Bus

Lines

lug
In the past year, there has been no

small amount of controversy about the

UMass mascot. The Minuteman is said to

be militaristic and sexist. This is un

fortunately accurate. Equally disturbing

is the shocking phallic symbolism of the

rifle that "our" mascot clutches so fer

vently and lovingly.

I believe that the minuteman is not

representative of the student body,

image, goals, or purposes of the

University of Massachusetts of society in

Matthew G. Saroff

general. We should replace this racist,

sexist, and militaristic symbol with a

mascot more in keeping with the com

munity of this institution of higher

education.

I propose that we make Sting the Slug,

that plucky paragon of the UMass ZONE,

our new mascot. I believe that Sting is the

single symbol that best embodies the

hopes, needs, and aspirations of our

community.
Let us look at the noble slug and see

why we should use it as a ma.scot. It

combines such a unique set of charac

teristics that I think are necessary for a

mascot for ALL the UMass community, as

opposed to the small and vocal group who

support the current mascot, and indirectly

nuclear war.

IxH's take a look at our noble neighbor

of the garden:

1) slugs are not militari-stic. Slugs are

the most inoffensive of creatures. All that

they desire is a garden to devour, some

peace and quiet, and the chance to be

fruitful and multiply. Not only this, but

there are no U.S. weapon systems with

that name.

2) Slugs, being creatures without arms

and legs, show our solidarity with the

disabled community. Whenever we see

Sting, we will be reminded of our

responsibility to the disabled community.

3) Slugs are not racist. (When have you

ever seen a slug shout out a racial

epithet'.') Sting is grey, so his colour will

show no favoritism toward any part of the

UMass community.
4) Slugs are some of the most non-

sexist animals in the world. There is total

equality between the slug sexes. At

regular intervals, mature slugs change

sex. The males become female, and the

females become male. This insures that

slugs will always view the opposite sex

with respect and admiration because they

know how the "other half lives.

5) Because slugs routinely change

sexual preference, there is no stigma of

homo or hetro phobia in this mascot.

Also, this regular change in sexual

preference seems to represent a large

portion of the UMass community too.

Matthew G. Saroff is a UMass student

Residential
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of mice and men
by John shrinbeck

may 3-5, 9-12 8pm
rand theater, university of mactachufioffs

tickets: iac boK office 545-2511

Hypercurricula. • •

LUNCH WITH THE RABBI - All are

welcome. 12 noon, SU Suffolk Room.

ARMENIAN STUDENTS CLUB
MEETING — Last meeting of the

semester. Attendance is important. 7:00

p.m., CC801.

FREE WRITING TUTORING - The
Southwest Writing Center offers free

confidential peer tutoring for all University

students. Bring any assignment or writing

project. Drop in; no appointment needed.

7-9:00 p.m., Pierpont Dorm.

FIRE & HRST AID UNIT - Last
meeting of the semester. 3CEU program
will precede meeting at 7:30, entitled

Patient Assessment & Drug Awareness.

7:30-10:00 p.m., MORR 4 North.

WORKSHOP: "YOU HAVE RIGHTS" -
A workshop led by the Legal Services

Office at UMass on Gays, Lesbians,

Bisexuals and the Law. Everyone is

welcome. Refreshment provided. 8:00

p.m.. CC904.

FIRST WEEK POSTER CONTEST -
Design a poster for First Week activities

for Fall 1984. Limit to three colors. Piece

should be ir'x22". ConUct Trey WilUams

in Student Affairs office at 645-2300. Prizes

will be awarded. Deadline May 11, 1984.

RADICAL STUDENT UNION MEETING
— Come discuss Kent State memorial.

PSN networking. 6:30 p.m., SU413.

LECTURE — University of

Massachusetts sociology professor Alice

Rossi will speak on "A sociologist's tour of

China" today at a meeting for sociology

majors and all those interested in the

major. Information and discussion on the

sociology major and opportunities in the

field included. Refreshments will be

served. 4-6.00 p.m.. Memorial Hall.

UPC GENERAL MEETING - Last

meeting before Spring Concert! Everyone

is urged to attend. 6:30 p.m., CC174-6.

UMMTG PRODUCTION OF "GREASE"
— A free outdoor production of the

Broadway hit musical, 8:00 p.m., Orchard

Hill Basketball Court

LECTURE — Lecture by Professor H. L.

Boudreau of the Dept. of Spanish and

Portuguese. "Four Things You've

Presumably Wanted to Know About
IntertextuaUty" 4:00 p.m., HERT217.

CONCERT OF COLE PORTER SONGS
— A concert of vocal jazz arrangements of

songs by Cole Porter will be given by

vocalists in the Program in Afro-American

Music and Jazz. The soloists will be ac-

companied by a jazz trio of piano, bass and

drum. 6:00 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

PEACE & ECOLOGY: A FEMINIST
PERSPECTIVE - A part of earth

awareness week. Two speakers: Dr. Jean

Grossholtz & Dr. Linda Lockwood, 2-3:30

p.m., CC168.

GRADUATE TOA
BUSINESS

MANAGEMENTCAREER
As a recognized leader in one of America's fastest growing industries, fast food

service, Buraer King can offer you the responsibility of running a million dollar profit

center, filled with challenges in inventory control, personnel management, sales
forecasting, marketing, and morel

•••You Begin In Resfaurant Manogement
As a Manager Trainee, you will receive 7 weeks of industry recognized training with full

pay Based on your performance, opportunity is available for rapid advancement to

Assistant Manager I and then to Restaurant Manager, a high-visibility position that

allows for significant decision making to maximize sales and profits

Wtt Can Match Your

PREPARE FOR

MCAT* LSAT-GMAT^
SAT«ACT»DAT»GRE«CPA

Enrolling Now For

June 18

LSAT
••• Transfer to a Kaplan Center

near home after finals

CAREER PA1H

Human RMource*
Mar1(«tlng

Training

Region
Vice President

Region
General IManager

Area
Manager

Franchise
Dlstrld Manager

Beyond unit management, there are a
variety of career paths, each with

challenges to match the most ambitious
professional's goals If your interests lie

in training, multi-unit management,
marketing, or a variety of other

corporate posts. Burger King has the
depth to find just the nght spot for you
Your performance is the only deciding
factor in advancement — not time with

the company Burger King has long
range plans for national and

international expansion that could
include you

illl^
.1 ' Call Days Eves &

-fl. Weeicends

WM mPiAli 368 N. Pleasant St

B^^ Educational Center AmherSt

f^^^ 549-6780

^^BBm jFor information about other centers]

TEST PREPARATION Outside NY State

ISPECIALISTS SfNCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE 800 223-1782

k

Company
DIttrtct IManager

Real Estate

Protect
Management

i
•••i

Restaurant
Maruiger

Groducrtion

Assistant

i

Assistant

Maruiger II

i

Manager Trainee
(Tweaks)

Let's talk at>out a career that begins with

a job at $15,000 to $17,000 based on the

experience you can offer. If you qualify,

you'll enter management training with

pay You'll be covered by an excellent

benefits program that includes medical,

dental, and life insurance, a retirement

plan, a stock purchase investment plan,

even credit union membership. Plus

paid vacations and a five-day workweek
that's most unusual in the restaurant

business.

Restaurant/Hospitality, Business, or

Lilseral Arts degree candidates are

Invited to apply Opportunities exist in

many local areas Start planning your
career with Burger King today To

arrange an interview, send your resume
to Burger King Corporation, 33 Hsyden

Avenue, Lexington, MA 02173,
attention Robert Halterman, Region

Personnel Repretentativc. Or call

1-800-362-4413 for a telephone interview

Interviews will be held locally

BURGER
KING

A subsidiary of the Pillsbury Company

Tuesday, May 1, 1984
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Deli Beef Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

I BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Rotini

Tomato Meat Sauce

Roast Pork

Gravy, spired apples

Silver Palate

Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Golden (Carrol Bake
White Sauce

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce

with Tofu and Mushrooms

Coliegian

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

Acnodd
1 Klhd ol comedy
5 9WIM Shake
10

•

.old

chip
14 Certelhbean
15 Thrill

16 Astronaut Sally

17 important

comedians
19 "Madam. I'm

20 Shoe part

21 Famous boxer

and others

From KC to

Boston
Counterfeit

26 Strongman
28 LIKe youth,

for some
31 Chaff

32 Rte fromMEtoFL
33 River adventure

Healthful Kind of

practice

Difficult, Soho
style

42 Set a

Know, in Glasgow
Final Comb form

46 Opponents in the

Shriners football

game

23

24

37

41

44

45

®IW4 \M Aatfln Tlnei Syadkalt

50 Pahlry

52 Slate tiercely

53
•• codflshi"

54 "—— thousand
'

58 Pelcocks
60 Polhfs

62 Businessman s

concern
84 Clumsy crafts

85 Suspicious

86 Farmers fed

friend

67 " la vie!
"

68 Nelson and family

69 Hard worker

DOWN
1 High Comb form

2 Cubs sire

3 Wattage abbrs

4 Men of wealth

5 Break a promise

6 So state

7 Card game
8 And the rest,

shortened

9 Electrical device

10 Certain bank acct

11 Oneway to get

around the pool

12 Bell town of

fiction

13 Mideast country

18 out of line

22 Did a carpenters

job

25 Member of the

family

27 Pitchers need

28 Beg or sponge,

of yore

29 Czech river Into

the Elbe

30 Misleads

34 Of one s birth

35 The of March

36 Bridge, on the

Seine

38 Cooled off

39 VIP

40 More than cute

43 Made ineffective

47 Cake and
cabbage

48 Trolley

49 Gush forth

50 Spring bloom
51 Sweetheart,

in Italia

55 Aligned

57 Gripper

58 Interior Comb,
form

59 Connery of films

61 Follower Suffix

63 Make a pass at

Weather

Today, partly cloudy,

windy and cool with a

chance of showers.
Tonight and W»>dnesday,

partly cloudy an«l cool,

iows in the 40s and highs ii.

the 50s to low 60s.
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Flynn signs with indoor league
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL games, and "struggled with his confidence because of the

Collegian Staff injury." said Gettler.

Recovered from his injury. Flynn spent ten days in

March traveling around the mid-west with Team USA.
University of Massachusetts Soccer standout Kevin the USISA demonstrational crew. Flynn said he expects

Flynn. who said he "used to be a homebody," is now to play defensive back on the league's Chicago team for

looking forward to life on the road, afer signing with a the upcoming November to April season,

recently formed indoor soccer league. USISA. will also be used as a feeder system for the

"I'm really excited about it." said senior Flynn. of his Major Indoor Soccer League (MISL) and the North

successful tryout. and the chance to be part of the United American Soccer League (NASL). an outdoor league.

States Indoor Soccer Association (USISA). According to Gettler. the two existing major leagues

Minutemen coach Jeff Gettler said Flynn. a two year ran into trouble within the past five years, due to poor

captain, "has had an outstanding" playing career at marketing, business investors who were unfamiliar with

UMass. His "quickness, strength, and ability to 'see the the sport, and problematic salary management. "The

game'." earned him the most valuable player award at leagues brought in big name foreign players, who ex-

last years New England College All-Star Game, and a pected high salaries, instead of developing American
place on Olympic East, one of four U.S. Olympic soccer players." he .said,

pool teams. USISA is "a great concept. It involves American

Flynn said he is not optimistic about getting a chance to coaches and American players," Gettler said. "It's a great

play in the 1984 Olympics, and "although I am a little opportunity for Kevin."

di.sappointed. I'm glad I was able to get this close. I really Mike Gibbons, former Minuteman soccer foward and

didn't expect to get this far." he said. Flynn's roommate, has also played on Team USA and will

Flynn's exceptional playing also brought him to Europe join the "nucleus of stronger players," USISA has

with an American team last August. A tour that left him recruited, said Gettler.

with an injured ankle and subsequently a disappointing Currently Flynn, a Madison. Connecticut resident,

season with the Minutemen. spends his weekends playing for a semi-pro Hartford

"Kevin never really played up to his potential the team. "I've gotten a taste of travelling around," Flynn

whole season." said Gettler. Flynn missed the first six said, and "I'll play wherever I can.

"

P^l 4^^^^^B|^N^^^^^^J^^^^^^^L >^^|
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Kevin Flynn in action.

Men's tennis finish sixth at Atlantic 10s
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

After having lost a 6 3 decision at Rhode
Island back on April 9. you knew that the

Netmen wanted to give a better per

formance last F^riday when they returned to

Kingston for the Atlantic 10 ('ham
pionships.

Unfortunately, Lady Luck wasn't on their

side, as UMass wound up drawing either

the first or second seed in every opening

round match, leading to a sixth place finish.

West Virginia and Penn State finished one-

two for the second year in a row, while

Temple, Rutgers and George Washington
finished third, fourth and fifth, respec-

tively.

The Minutemen lost all of their first round
matches as a result of the bad draw, but

Coach Manny Roberts was pleased with the

overaU outcome, as Steve Jordan (first

singles), Marc Weinstein (third singles),

and the first doubles duo of Jordan and
Wayne Peterson all came back to win the

consolation round.

Peterson also did well in the number two
singles competition, as he advanced to the

finals of the consolation round before losing

to URI's Gary Davidson. Fifth singles

player Barry Katz also made it to the

consolation round finals.

The netmen had an even worse time out in

Medford last Wednesday, as they lost an 8-

1 decision to Tufts University. The third

doubles duo of Paul Zaretsky and John
DeKlerk were the lone winners for UMass,
as they improved their record to 3-1.

The Minutemen wrap up their season with

a makeup match Thursday against Central

Connecticut and a home match Saturday

against AIC. Perhaps Lady Luck will

return for UMass for those matches.

Tuesday, May 1, 1984.

Sports Notice

Undergraduate students

must turn in the gym
clothes, towels and locks

signed out this semester to

the equipment rooms
(Hoyden or NOPE) from

where they were issued, no

later than 5:00 p.m.. Friday,

May 25, 1984. Student will

be billed for items not

returned through the

Bursar's Office.

RENTOH
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OFOURS
Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt 63. No Amherst
5492880

W

LEGAL PROBLEMS?
Call LSO serving the students
of UMass

Housing • Family • Student
Rights • Civil Rights •

Workers Rights • Criminal
and Consumer Law •ii^jr^ues^

call 545-1995 %

F
oov»

Now'a the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

R>y«rt repair* U
rv««ndltl*iitng

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660
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FREE!!!
FREE HEALTH COVERAGE
FOR UMASS EMPLOYEES!
Valley Health Plan costs eligible

employees nothing-and it covers
more! Isn't it time you tried

Valley Health?

Sign up at Personnel Office by
June 6 or call a VHP rep for

infornnation - 256-0151
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T^O AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR
Departs in January from Ft.

Lauderdale and in September
from Seattlewith stops in the

Orient, South Asia, the Middle

East and the Mediterranean

Earn

Academic Credit

while gaining experience

in marketing, public

relations, counseling,

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate
Admissions Office.

Interviews begin April 30

Contact the Office of

Internships

MASSACHUSETTS ^PP^O'^^D INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up
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ond Printout

Lube, Oil

& Filter

$1599

includes 5 quarts

of 10-40 oil and
safety check

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center _
'•FULL SER VICE TIRE STORE '

' T ^

78 Sunderiand Rd.. No. Amherst. MA L.
Across from Watroba's Store 549 4704
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For a free color brochure, write: Setnester at Sea, lICia», llniti-ri«it> of
Pittsburgh, Forbe» Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA I 5260, or call toll free

(900) 894-0195 (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-602 1).

Student Representative will be in

Campus Center Concourse from 10 to 2 Tues thru Thurs

SLIDE SHOWS
Tues 7:00 pm Leach House Northeast

Wed. 7:00 pm John Adams 12 floor lounqe
Thurs. 7:00 pm, CC Rm 803

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

iCollegian n

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

APARTMENT FOR RENT

142 Colonial Village must take summr and
fall $310/month. Security deposit and 1st

months rent required. Two bedroom 1st

come 1st served. 256-8788

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Audi Fox automatic good condition
new brakes, struts $800 firm 665-3509 after

SSTHMalibu Classic excellent cond. new
battery, new snow radials $1500/80 selling

before June 256-1014 8-11 pm/7-9 am
73 VW Superbeetle looks great, runs
great Lt Blue $995. 549-4816

1977 Dodge Aspen exc. engine sell by
June call 546-4244 1500.00 80

CAPE COD
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Jason's of Dennisport is now hiring all

bar personel for summer employment.
Must have experience. Interviews are on
5/5 and 5/12 from 12 noon to 3. 228 Lower
County Rd. Dennisport

DRIVE A BUS
~

Western Mass Bus Lines is accepting ap-
plications to our bus driver training pro-

gram to prepare students for part time work
in September. Qualifications include a

clean driving record of 3 years, availability

to train through this summer, committment
to work through May, 1985, and student

status at one of the 5-Colleges. Apply in

person at 59 Service Center St. N'ton Mon-
Fri

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has
everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

FOR RENT
~

3-1/2 rooms Presidential Apts. incls.

refrigerator, air conditioner, dishwasher.

Walk to GRC. One block to bus stop.

Available 6/1 to 8/31 w/option to renew.

$305 -t- utilities. Call 549-5881

.

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 -- util

evenings 253-3075

2 rooms 100 yds from campus. Beach-

front location. Summer sublet fall option.

Nonsmokers call 549-0533

Brittany two bedroom, fall option July

August rent free 256-1062

2 bdrm N Amherst bus route 375 -t- avail

6/1 549-6894 evenings

1 furnished bedroom in 4 bedroom apt
to sublet for summr and fall semester '84

Amherst 256-1205

One or two bedroom apt available June
1st, w/fall option. 350/month, include heat

and hot water. Close to Amherst Center.

Call Melissa or Lisa 549-7757

Brittany Manor apr available June 1st for

summer and fall call 253-5560

4-bed summer sublet, Northampton.
$525 call summertime for Sept rentals.

Skibiski, Realtors Northampton 584-3428

FOR SALE

Mattress, box spring and frame, full

size, like new. Plus couch and 4 pairs of

drapes. Asking $175 for all. Call 549-5881

Mistral Sailboards. All styles. Good price.

Angie 549-4440

Mens 26" Raleigh Bicycle new dorm
refrigerator Bearcat programmable scanner

BO 6-9141

Computer Terminal with 300 baud
modem $300 323-5574

Electric Bass Guitar, two pickups, good
for beginners $40. Marlboro Bass/Guitar

Amp, two Speakers $60. call 256-0530 ask

for Jeff

FOUND

Silver Bracelet found next to the Rand
sometime around April 19th. Call me and
describe it. 6-6924 Jennifer

Women's Spring Jacket in Hampshire

DC call 549-6287 or 549-2147 ask for Maria

Pencil case
256-8135

in Herter identify Karen

HELP WANTED

Man's Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA/EOE

Lifeguard/Swim Inst, at private camp in

Pocono Mts. 2-3 pos avi 4 Red Cross cert

inds 18 -I- . July thru Aug. Call Russ at

542-3059 for info

Tutor needed for Beginning Apl. will pay

$8/hr. please call 253-7821

COUNSELORS, private coed overnight

camp in Berkshires has openings in basket-

ball, tennis, archery, softball, photography,

computers, director/ piano accompaniest,

dance/movement /shoe choreography,
waterskiing. Openings also for unit leaders.

Good salaries. Friendly atmosphere. Con-
tact Jodi 546-9668

Exp. Cook wanted for fraternity, fall 84

good pay good benefits refs req call

549-3831 ask for Kevin

• WSYL-FM Sylvan Area Radio seeks *

• qualified person to apply for the *

• paid position of Station Engineer. '

• All interested persons should *

• attend a station meeting on May 2 '

• at 8 PM in Cashin Recreation Room •

• Interviews will be arranged. For *

• more information call 546-4478 EOE *

IDEAL LOCATION

Spacious 2 bedroom apt in Amherst
Center short walk to campus. Summer on-

ly. Call anytime 253-3591

LOST

Lost - Red leather jacket at Elvis set of keys

(toyota car and gas key and house key) in

pocket Marco Moroni label. Please contact

256-0924

Wallet 8th floor Library Tower April 25

keep the money if you must. Reward
253-9431

'82 Somerset High men's class ring, in

Worcester DC on April 20. Sentimental

value only. Call Chris, 546-6607

Stolen Wednesday at Pub. Levis Jacket

keep the jacket please return keys to Pub or

Information Desk

MICHAEL PISTRICH

Happy Twenty-First year of your relative

existence. Shall we perform the ritual. Burp

MOTORCYCLES

71 Honda CL 360 runs needs work best of-

fer ask for Clay evenings 256-0363

PERSONALS

Attention all Greeks: Greekfest - Don't

forget - May 2-8 fun and games parties

Great DEALI Summer sublet - fall option 3

bedroom Swiss Village Apt furnished

253-3971

Wanted: or haunted Keith Liederman by
Cheri Machlin (cousin) 546-1281

Dr. Ruth Westheimer
"Sexually Speaking"

You have seen Dr Ruth on the Tonight

Show and Late Night with David

Letterman and heard her on WYNY in NY
come see her in person Mon. May 7

Student Union Ballroom 8 PM
Tickets now available $2. 5-College

at Fine Arts Center $4. General Pub
• Dr Ruth Westheimer *

• "Sexually Speaking" *

• see her on Late Night with •

• David Letterman on May 3 *

• ask her questions in person on '

• Monday May 7 Student Union Ballroom *

$2. 5-College $4. General Public
• tickets available in advance at *

• Fine Arts Center and all Datatix Iocs '

Tom Smith your a life saver - literally.

Thanx Penny

To the woman I love. Its been 6 months
in heaven. Poconos, here we comel MNG
Contact Lenses Replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. other brands available. Dr. Spencer

University Drive 256-8561

A Wop Bop A Lu Bop - Come see

GREASE tonight at 8:00 pm, ABSOLUTE-
LY FREE on the Orchard Hill Basketball

Court. Come ea rly for good seats

GREASE - Solidlaterpattyl Black-eye? Only

two more shows - better get it right this

time

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

Ride urgently needed to Toronto or Buf

falo area 24 May or 25 May call 546 9459

after 11:00 pm will share expenses and driv

ing

RIDERS WANTED

Roundtrip to NYC for $18. on May 5

daytrip 256-6782

ROOM WANTED

Room wanted inW Yarmouth for summer
call Brian 666-3225

Room wanted in Nhampton for summer
& fall. Deirdre 584-8122 after 11

Mellow, nonsmoker male grad student

with canine pal looking for house for sum-

mer and fall. Dave 549 6621

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682
^

Female nonsmoker to share 4 room N'ton

apt 205/mth May-Aug pos through May 85

586-9938

Two housemates wanted for summer in

W Yarmouth $800 each by May 26. Call

Sue or Laura 546-9880

Share two bedroom apt male or fen^ale

Brittany Manor mid May with fall option 3rd

floor furnished call 253-2140

Female roommate wanted for fall "M
Brandywine apts for more info call 549-7868

Roommate for 2 bedroom apt call after 6

pm ask for Karen 666-4896

Looking for 2 roommates for apt in Bran-

dywine male or female 549-7797

Puffton, sunrwnr w/fall option 549-4430

before 11:00 pm, 545-3»1 (8^)

Female roommates wanted for

Townehouse for fall and on call 549-5515

Wanted 2 female roommates to share

apartnient in Brittany Manor next fall Marie

546-1251 Susan 546 6352

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Leaving town? Going home? Offering a

ride? Need a ride? Call the Commuter Area
Government Ride Service, from May 1 to

May 16, between 1 and 4 pm. Tell us where
you're going and we'll try to find riders or

rides. 545-2145

Free coffee and donuts, Monday and
Wednesday mornings. During finals period

after 6 pm. Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Area Govern-

ment.

SUMMER 19B4 - EMPLOYMENT

Restaurant - Martha's Vineyard rm
available. Please send inquiries to PC Box
2496 Oak Bluffs. MA 02557

SUMMER SUBLET

1 bedroom available in Brandywine call

549-0116, 6-6943,6-4239

Two bedroom Brandywine apt
available for sumemr sublet. Rent
negotiable call 549-6398

Summer sublet Brandywine apt very

reasonable rent call 549-7868

Two block from campus house with

many rooms, beautiful lawn approximately

100.00 rent great deal 549 7666

1 bedroom, furnished. Puffton for summer
sublet 549-51 53

Brandywine swimming pool, air cond with

rent, call 546-4791, 549-1405

Double and single available in house on
McCellan St 155 -t- 253-3470

One or two rooms available very

reasonable Puffton 549-0462 Chris Sue

Puffton village 1 bedroom in a 3 bedroom
to sublet for summer only Rose at 549-161 6

Two bedroom in three bedroom house
convenient location, rent negotiable call

now 549-3856

Crown Point furnished 2 bedroonn pool

Route 9 bus route next to JR's Price Chop-
per 253-3782

Puffton 2 bedrooms available 6/1 - 9/1.

Furnished room, share bath: rent

negotiable (under $130). Large furnished

room w/own bath: $210. AC, pol, cable,

laundry and bus call 549-6999 Pam or Bren-

da

Dirt cheapl 3 bedroom Southwood
townhouse apartment call now 256-0660

Summer sublet w7fall option 1 bedroom
apt Southwood good location near bus
stop very quiet call 256-6340

Holyoke 2 rm apt w/kitchenette furnished

to sublet for summer rent negotiable call

536-3571

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap
rent summer sublet with fall option

666-7518

2 rooms available in beautiful North
Amherst house. On bus route. 200 --

utilities each Scott 549-4926 after 6

GOOD DEAL 2 bedrm Brandywine sum-
mer sublet. Available June 1st thru Sept.

1st. Call Marsha 549-1511 or Michele
546-4917

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village availa June
1 - Sept 1 256-1301

1 bedroom Colonial VIII near pool with

fall option 253-5764

1 bedroom Southwood townhouse
summer sublet with fall option available

June 1 253-7031

2 bdrm % mile from campus AC cable

bicy call Beth 546-0046

From June 1 with fall option two
bedroom on Sunderland bus route
330/month 665-8314

Furnished Puffton Apart rent cheap close

to bus stop call 546-4968

Presidential room available inexpensive

546-4191 546-7189 close to campus call

evenings

3 bedroom Northwood apt $340 avail

May 1st w/fall option on bus route call

e66«14
2 large bedrooms in clean So Amherst
house on two bus lines quiet neighborhood
reesonable 253-5196

1 bdrm 295 month includes utilities, swim-
ming pool, tennis -i- dishwasher evenings

60-8766

1 bedroom in 4 bedroom apt fantastic

location $125 call Carolyn 253-3630

Summer sublet Rolling Gren two
bedroom furnished all util inci AC Rich

6-6389

One bedroom in Presidential sunf>mer

sub/fall option 356/mo 549-6644

Cheap 2 bdrm Brandywine apt for sum-
mer, pool. Please call anytime 6-6344,

6-5362

w/fall option one room in 4 bedroom
house 10 mon walk to campus $160/mo
summer rent neg Gail 253-3630 eve

4 bdrm 2 bath * 14 Swiss VIg, fall option

$174 per bdrm per month, utilities included

Leaving some furniture excellent cond.

256-0351/256-1014

Apartment with fell option $147.50

month Colonial Village Apartment near bus
routes call Bill or Greg 256-0419 keep trying

Cliffside 2 bedroom townhouse June 1 400

utilitiers included f£ill option 666-3076

3 bedroom apt Puffton price negotiable

call 549-6739 or 546-1477

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Steriing, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Townhouse or Brandywine apt. wanted
for fall will take in June call Jim 256-1072

eves $100 reward

People who will be able to offer students

rides at the end of this term, please call the

RIDE SERVICE 545 2145

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apartment in

Village call Karen 549-4684
Colonial

3-4 bedroom apt in Amherst or vicinity

will take in summer or fall 546-6172 or

546-6162

Wanted Puffton or Presidentiel apt will

pay reward call 665-7518 546-5141
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Baseball splits over weekend,
eliminates Rutgers from playoffe
By SCOTT HOOD
Cdlegian Staff

You like roller-coasters? Well, there's one right here in

Amherst. Yes sir. However, you've got to look closely

because it's disguised as the University of Massachusetts

baseball team. Consider this past weekend when UMass
nipped Springfield and lost two of three to Rutgers in New
Brunswick, New Jersey.

The first climb: Tony Presnal strikes out ten as the

Minutemen beat Springfield last Thursday at Holyoke 3-1.

The long drop: In the first game of a doubleheader

Saturday, Rutgers pounds UM pitching for 17 hits in a 13 4

win. The Minutemen commit six errors in the debacle.

The second climb: In the second game pitcher Andy
Clark comes a bunt single away from the first UMass no-

hitter in almost 30 years. Clark only walks one in the 3-0

whitewashing.

The final descent: In the series finale Sunday the locals

build a 5 lead after three innings, but blow it as the

Scarlet Knights storm back for a 6-5, 10 inning win.

Dizzy yet? You should be.

The Minutemen were relegated to a spoiler role against

Rutgers, a role they performed well. Despite dropping two
of three, UM eliminated Rutgers from contention for a

playoff berth in the Eastern Division of The Atlantic 10.

Temple has clinched first, with St. Joseph's and URI
battling it out for second.

In the opener Saturday the Knights blew Bob Kostro (3-

4. 9.63 ERA, 43 IP, 75 hits, 63 runs. 46 ER, 34 BB) out of

the box amidst a three run rally in the fifth. Previously,

Rutgers had scored twice in the second and four in the

fourth. The defense provided little support, committing six

errors.

To put Clark's near-feat in perspective, consider that

former Minutemen greats Mike Flanagan (Orioles) and Jeff

Reardon (Expos) didn't throw no-hitters. No one has since

1957. Utilizing great control (only 72 pitches) and throwing
low strikes, Clark methodically mowed down the Rutgers'
hitters, retiring 10 in a row in one stretch. Only one ball

was hit hard, but rightfielder Dan Clifford made a spec

tacular sliding catch, temporarily preserving the no-hitter.

In the finale, UM jumped out to a 5-0 lead, then saw
Rutgers tie it by the seventh, before UMass botched a

suicide squeeze in the ninth and run themselves out of the

win.

In that ninth, with runners at first and second. Bruce
Kingman dropped a bunt single to load the bases. With
Andy Connors coming hard from third, Todd Ezold missed
the squeeze and Connors was a dead duck. To throw insult

onto injury. Connors dislocated a finger while sliding for

home. Oh well.

UMass Notes: The Minutemen finished 3-9 in Atlantic 10

play. Overall, the slate reads 14-22. ..Hot hitters at the

moment include Todd Comeau who has 12 hits in his last 18

at bats, and Bruce Kingman, who was 6-for-ll in New
Jersey. ..Comeau leads the club in average (.385), hits (45),

and doubles (10). He also is 13-for-13 in stolen bases.

Comeau has won the first base job from Jeff Climini, who
"hit" himself out of the lineup. Cimini has 32 K's in 101

AB's...UM faces UConn tonite in Bristol, Conn.

Collegian photo by Paul Desnurais

UMass pitcher Steve Allard shown in relief action during

last week's loss to Fairfield it Lorden Field. Allard and the

rest of the Minutemen split their games this weekend as

they defeated Springfield and took one out of three from
Rutgers.

Womens lacrosse splits two,

travel to Springfield today

)
Collegian photo by Jim Powers

Deidre Doyle (lerft) as well as teammate Chris Pratt have qualified in the 5000
meter run for this weekend's New Knglands.

Womens track qualifies

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The learning process for the young
University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team continued this past weekend
with the Gazelles topping Rutgers 10-8 on
Sunday, but on Saturday. UMass was
crushed by Temple 13-5.

Still. Coach Polly Keener has reason to be

optimistic because the team is learning and
getting better.

"They have learned a lot," Keener said. "I

think we still have much more to see with

this group."

UMass, which holds a 5-4 record, travels

to Springfield for their last regular season

game tomorrow. The Gazelles have also

qualified for the ECAC championships, with

the winner getting an automatic bid to the

NCAA's.
This past weekend, the Gazelles gained

the experience that Keener hopes to see

pay off in Massachusetts' next two games.
Saturday in Philadelphia, Temple

scampered out to an 8-1 halftime lead and
never looked back. UMass' leading scorer

Pam Moryl had the Gazelle's lone tally at

the 9:44 mark to narrow Temple's lead to2-

1 , but UMass would get no closer.

"In the second half, they played well,"

Keener said. "If we had come out stronger"

in the first half we would have fared better.

"It was difficult handling Temple's in-

tensity." Keener said. She added that

goalie Debbie DeJesus was superb and the

defensive corps played well.

UMass made the score more respectable in

the second half, adding four goals by co-

captain Linda Haytayan, and single scores

by Moryl and Bunny Forbes.

Against Rutgers on Sunday in New
Brunswick, New Jersey, the Gazelles kept

the game in control to earn their fifth win.

"There were moments that it could have

turned either way," Keener said. "But, we
held the upper hand the whole way. We
started slow but we started to pass well and

that made the difference."

UMass led 6-4 at the half and stayed one

step ahead of the Scarlet Knights the

duration of the game.
Moryl led the team with five goals while

Susan Kosloski scored three. Keener said

Kosloski played an excellent game.

Linda Haytayan added one as did Mary
Scott to finish up the scoring.

UMass faces Springfield at 3 p.m. Wed-
nesday and will face second seeded James
Madison at the ECAC championships May
12 in Baltimore. Loyola (#1) will meet
fourth seeded UNH.

By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's

track team had a disjointed weekend as

part headed South for the prestigious Penn

Relays and part North for the Fitchburg

Invitational.

The highlight of the weekend came
Saturday as the UMass four by four-

hundred relay team finished in 3:49.3,

eleventh best out of sixty teams, smashing

the school record by six seconds and

establishing themselves as the team to beat

at next weekend's New Englands.

Freshmen Sue Goldstein, Kayla Morrison

and Barbara CuUinan joined sophomore

anchor Deb Smith in the record-run which

ranks as one of the fastest ever by a New
England team at the college level.

"At a big meet like that, one of two things

usually happens," said UMass Coach
Kalekeni Banda, "the team is awed by the

high-level competition and runs scared or

they get pumped up and run fantastic. This

team ran fantastic."

Leah Loftis was scratched from the four

by four due to an aggravated hamstring;

hopefully she'll be fit enough to defend her

400 meter championship at the upcoming
New Englands.

Sunday's meet at Fitchburg involved most
of the rest of the team as they tuned up for

their qualified spots at the New Englands.

The women will send at least 15 com-

petitors to the three-day event which will

be hosted by Eastern Connecticut State

University, but will be held at Monteville

High School, in Monteville, Connecticut.

Deidre Doyle and Chris Pratt have
qualified for the 5.000 meters; Loftis in the

400; Morrison in the 100. 200. four by one-

hundred and four by four; Smith. 400;

Cullinan. 200; Eileen Kelly. Sally Howes.
Julie Ott and Maureen O'Reilly will be

running time-trials this week to determine

the four by eight-hundrod relay team; Liz

Patterson and Cindy Krupa have qualified

for the shot and javeling. respectively.

A pleasant surprise has been the work of

discus-thrower Deborah Duffy who has

been with teh team only one month. Duffy

qualified for the New Englands with a

heave of 119' IVi" and is showing "great

improvement, day after day." according to

Coach Banda.

Women's softball today
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT at MASSACHUSETTS

TIME -2:30 p.m.

PL^CE- NOPE field

KECOHDS - UMass 26-10. 4-2 Atlantic 10, Central
Conn. 10 10

PITCHERS - UMass, Lynn Stockley (13-7. 0.99 ERA),
('athy Reed (13 3. 1.28) Central Conn — Debbie Logan (6-

l, 0.87), Joyce Saucer (4-6, 1.78)

OUTLOOK — UMass faces batting .435 with 14 RBI.

a scrappy Central Con-

necticut team as they tune

up for this weekend's

Atlantic 10 championships

at Rutgers. Last year in

New Britain, CT., Central

upset UMass 7-6 to split

their doubleheader.

The Blue Devils, who
have a 7-7 record against

Division I schools, are led

by the hot bat of shortstop

Sharon Mullins, who is

•••

Central, a Division II

school, swept St. John's on
Sunday while losing two to

Sacred Heart on Saturday.

UMass broke a three

game losing streak Sunday
with a 7-0 win over
Temple. Shortstop
AUyson Rioux, who had a
.406 average after the URI
game, leads the team with

a .383 average. Sally

Maher is batting .348 while

Collegian photo by Paul

Desmarais

Sally Maher... leads
team with five triples

catcher Beth Talbott is

hitting .345.

BLEACHER BLURBS -
Saturday's game with

UConn was the Battle of

Connecticut. UMass has
ten Connecticut players on
their team as does UConn.

-GERRY deSIMAS
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Mailing staff

puts halt to

chain letters
By SANDRA KONOPKA
Collegian Staff

Sending chain letters through the campus

mail at the University of Massachusetts

violates a school policy, but mail employees

have 400 to 500 such letters in the past two

weeks and have begun to throw them away,

according to one mail supervisor.

"The campus mail is limited to the Five

College Area and outside businesses and

private groups are prohibited from using

it." Richard Clarity said to define the

violation.

Clarity said a mail collecter began noticing

stapled paptTS with no return addresses on

them in the mail about two weeks ago, and
all campus mail is required to have a return

address. Since the letters are lossely

stapled, mail employees were able to

identify them and throw them away,
eliminating part of the problem because

people cannot duplicate the letters, Clarity

said.

"The letters are pretty easy to determine

because they are not sealed and have no

return address," Clarity said. "We're not

looking at anything we're not supposed to,

but we'd like to eliminate them, so we can

to a better job."

"The chain letters are a misuse

of state and University funds,

because employees have to take

time to sort it.'*

Richard Clarity

Mail Supervisor

The chain letter claims to have been

around the world nine times, and brings

luck to the individual that answers it. A

missionary in South America is credited

with starting it and those receiving it must

make 20 copies and send them out.

Campus mail doesn't know where the

initial letter came from, but they do know

that it has increased the volume of Campus

mail up to 2 percent, according to Clarity.

Clarity said Campus Mail is concerned not

because anyone is being harmed, but

because the amounts of letters Uke away

from the efficiency of the mail service.

"The chain letters are a misuse of state

and University funds, because employees

have to take time to sort it. and it takes

away from more important letters." Clarity

said.

"Campus mail handles approximately one

million pieces of mail a year and the mail is

usually delivered the ext day." he said.

Robert Brooks, associate Dean of

Students, said chain letters violate the

Stwtent Code of Conduct because sales or

solicitations must be approved by alumni

parents, and the administration prior to

their mailing..

"This is a misuse of money, and at the

same time other important campus mail is

delayed." he added.

('«U«gian photo by Brian K. Uomtc

JUST HANGING OUT—Two canines relax outside the stu-

dent union yesterday as Joy waits for her owner, Rodney

Beauman, who was making a saddle strap in the craft shop.

Professors cite males as

cause ofmodem crises
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

A rejection of the "reality" of our

male dominated culture is

necessary to avert both a nuclear

crisis and an ecological crisis, accor-

ding to two professors who spoke

yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts.

Environmental Science professor,

Linda Lockwood, who is also direc-

tor of the UMass honors program
and Mount Holyoke College
Political Science professor and
peace activist, Jean Grossholtz, lec-

tured on "A Feminist Perspective

on Peace and Ecology" to an au-

dience of 40 students as part of

Earth Awareness week.

Grossholtz called for a new reality

that rejects terms like "deterrence"

and "acceptable losses" and instead

uses terms like peace and saving the

planet and human lives.

Grossholtz, who earned her doc-

torate from the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology and studied

subjects such as deterrence and
megabombs for four years, said

none of it ever made any sense to

her.

The Cruise and Pershing missiles

violate the policy of deterrence

anyway bcause they are first strike

systems, Grossholtz said.

"If you are really trying to build a

deterrence system you build

something that does not frighten

the other country," she said.

She explained that the United

States government does not believe

in a "strategic deterrence because

they have integrated an operational

plan" to fight a nuclear war.

"There is a global women's peace

movement and if anything is going

to save the world, that's it." she

said.

UMass professor Linda
Lockwood said there is no point in

working on women's issues, peace

and ecology unless one is aware that

they are all interconnected.

"We live in a hierarchical world, a

world based on nmle domination, a

world where the bosses reign," she

said.

Lockwood, who said a world bas-

ed on domination is a perverted

world, said "It perverts our sexuali-

ty, our language, and our family. It

perverts everything," she said.

The event was sponsored by the

Women's Leadership Project.

INSIDE:
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Women's Softball heads for the tourney p.20

There's no paint in asking, youH get no
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Court decides

professorhad
rights violated
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

U.S. District Court Judge Frank H. Freedman has

decided that because a former University of Massachusetts

assistant professor was denied tenure as a result of racial

bias, he is entitled to almost $270,000 in back pay as well as

two promotions, tenure, and faculty reinstatement.

The decision was handed down Friday after Peter Kumar

filed suit in 1976, claiming that his tenure denial was a

result of racial discrimination.

Kumar is a native of East India.

Kumar's attorney, Richard M. Howland of Amherst,

presented the case as a violation of Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act, which guarantees that tenure cannot be denied

for reasons of bias.

Last July, Judge Freedman handed down his decision

that Kumar had been denied tenure because of his race and

national origin. Freedman decided Friday that Kumar is

also entitled to back pay and fringe benefits of $270,000,

minus whatever Kumar has earned in the meantime, as

well as retroactive promotions frc n assistant to associate

professor and from associate to professor, tenure, and full

reinstatement to the faculty effective this September 1.

University Director of Human Resources Robert A.

Garstka refused to comment on the decision.

"Of course I'm pleased by the outcome of the case, 1 feel

that Kumar was pr'T>erly represented and the judge saw

fit to rule in our favor," Howland said.

The University now has about one month to review the

decision and decide if they wish to appeal, Howland said.

"I have been totally devastated by this and the notoriety

of the case," Kumar said, "and now the judge has said that

the University must make me whole again.

"The University has every right to defend their ac-

tions—I am only trying to get an injustice corrected."

Kumar said.

Kumar also said that he holds no ill will against the

University.

Howland said he understood that if Kumar had the op-

portunity to return to the UMass faculty, he would do so.

In addition, Howland has said similar ca.ses usually win

only a new trial, and that Kumar's success may be one of

the most comprehensive settlements of a civil rights

tenure case in U.S. history.

Steinem to address

women of the 80's
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Gloria Steinem, nationally known author, feminist, and

writer, will speak about "Women in the Eighties: The

Second Wave, " tonight at Mt. Holyoke College.

Steinem will speak at 8 p.m. in the Richard Glenn Gettell

Amphitheather. Ticket prices are $4 general admission

and $2 for students and in case of rain, the lecture will be

held in Chapin Auditorium, in the Mary WooUey Student

Center.

Steinem is a co-founder, editor and writer of Ms.

magazine, the only national magazine written for and

controlled by women.
Since graduating from Smith College in the late 50s,

Steinem has published numerous articles in the United

SUtes, Europe, and England. She has also worked for

several political campaigns, including Robert Kennedy's,

Cesar Chavez' United Farmworkers, and Shirley

Chishohn's 1972 Congressional Campaign, and she has

recently researched the impact of feminism on political

theory with the Smithsonian Institute.

Steinem is the co founder of several national women's

political groups, including the National Women's Political

Caucus and the Women's Action Alliance, a non-profit

organization which is noted for its pioneering in non-sexist,

multi-racial early childhood education.

Steinem, who has been chosen six times as one of the 25

most influential women in America by the World Abnamac,

was chosen as one of the ten most influential women by

Harper'B Bazaar this year.

She win be at the Mount Holyoke Bookstore today from 5-

Q p.m. to autograph copies of her bettselUng antbt^ogy,

0utrag9<m» AeU amd Everyday RabeOiom.
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District of Columbia gives

Jackson first primary victory
- . .1 r-v- -_:-! 1 _« „ , t>w.n^ ...nAb- namnaiarn lull Th«»V

The Rev. Jesse Jackson won the District

of Columbia primary Tuesday night, the

first election victory of his Democratic

presidential candidacy. Walter F. Mondale

led in Tennessee in his bid to stop Gary

Hart's self-proclaimed comeback before it

could begin.

Jackson took 63 percent of the "morning"

vote in the heavily black capital city.

Mondale was running second and Hart

third.

In Tennessee, returns showed Mondale

running well ahead of his rivals, and CBS

News said it was projecting a Mondale

victory.

The two primaries, with 80 national

convention delegates combined, marked the

end ol a inree-week campaign lull. They

formed the leading edge of a wave of

contests to select 717 delegates over the

next week and to test Hart's vow of a

comeback.

Mondale and Hart effectively conceded

Washington, D.C., and the majority of its

15 delegates to Jackson, and chose to make
Tennessee and its 65 delegates their bat-

tleground.

President Reagan was the only candidate

on the Republican ballot in both primaries.

The District of Columbia reported mor-

ning votes just after polls closed at 8 p.m.

EDT. They showed:

Jackson, 24,199, 63 percent.

Mondale, 11,407. 29.7 percent.

Hart. 2,921. 7.6 percent.

AP LaMrphoto

SOLIDARITY LIVES—Lech Walesa leads Solidarity supporters as

they prepare to join an official May Day parade in Gdansk yesterday.

British police announce
proof of fatal shots origin

Democrat Markey drops out

of race for Tsongas seat
BOSTON (AP) - U.S. Rep. Edward J.

Markey. the first Democrat to enter the

race for the vacant I'.S. Senate seat in

Massachusetts this fall, on Tuesday became

the first candidate to drop out of the

crowded Senate field.

Markey issued a terse statement, saying

"intense personal reflection" prompted him

to drop his Senate bid and decide to run for

a fifth term in the House from the 7th

congressional district.

The 37 year old Maiden resident, a leader

of the national nuclear freeze movement,

said he would elaborate on his decision at a

news conference Wednesday.

"I think its clear he loves his work in

Congress and believes in the movement he

leads." said George Bachrach. co-chairman

of Markey's Senate campaign.

"Instead of the greater glory of always

running for higher office, he decided to stay

with an issue he wanted to see through,"

said Bachrach, a state senator from

Watertown.

Gillian Gansler. Markey's campaign pr?ss

secretary, said she felt Markey did not act

due to his heavy opposition for the

Democratic nomination to succeed U.S.

Sen. Paul Tsongas, who decided not to run

a second term this fall.

LONDON (AP) — Police said yesterday

they had found weapons inside the former

Libyan Embassy and obtained what they

said was positive proof that someone inside

had machine-gunned a Libyan dissidents'

rally two weeks ago, killing a policewoman.

Cmdr. WUUam Hucklesby, head of

Scotland Yard's anti terrorist branch, said

a spent cartridge casing had been found on

the floor of a second floor room close to the

spot where witnesses reported seeing

gunfire.

The weapons found include two Colt Cobra

.38 caliber handguns, each loaded with five

rounds of hollow-point bullets, which ex-

plode on impact and cause massive injuries.

They are outlawed by the Geneve Con-

vention.

Police also found two magazines for

Sterling 9mm submachine guns, standard

British Army issue; two Sterling pistol

grips and ammunition and eight bulletproof

vests. Hucklesby said.

Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy had

denied responsibility for the shooting,

although witnesses said the shots that

killed a policewoman and wounded 11

protesters on April 17 had come from the

embassy.

Soviet mathematician
chooses to stay in US fornow
WASHINGTON (AP) A five hour airport

confrontation between U.S. officials and

Soviet diplomats at Dulles International

Airport ended with a visiting Soviet

mathematician deciding to remain in the

United States, at least for the time being,

officials said today.

State Department and immigration of-

ficials questioned Sergei Kozlov as the

Soviets looked on Monday night and con-

cluded that he was not under duress and

was free to leave the Country.

Kozlov, who was to have spent the next

six weeks as a guest lecturer at the

California Institute of Technology, came to

the attention of police in Pasadena, Calif.,

who said that he complained of being

followed and said that someone had tried to

gas him.

Louis Nirenberg, a professor at New York

University, where Kozlov had been

lecturing during the first three months of

his visit to this country, said he got a call

from the mathematican Saturday. He said

Kozlov "sounded very disturbed."

After authorities decided he was not

leaving under duress, Kozlov was per

mitted to board a British Airways flight to

London. But he changed his mind and

decided to remain in the United States,

according to Bradley Stevens, deputy

district director of the Washington office of

the Immigration and Naturalization Ser-

vice.
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NOW OPEN!
LdcaTed on Rt. 9 direotiv across from Mt. Farms Mall

$1.99 LUNCH SPECIAL*
Any combination of

Deli Sandwich and Beverage
Choose from Roast Beef, Ham and Cheese, Hot Pastrami,

Turkey, Corn Beef Reuben, or Tuna Salad on your choice of

Deli Roll, Rye Bread or a Fresh Croissant;
• comes with chips and pickle

PLUS any drink including beer, wine, mixed drink, juice,

coffee, soda or milk
Served from 11 am - 2 pm 7 DAYS A WEEK

The Commuter Area Government
presents

SPRING
SKATE
PARTY

MAY 2 FREETIX
8-11 p.m. IN404S.U.B

INTERSKATE 91, Hampshire Mall
* Childcare Available upon request
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IT'S A NICE DAY FOR
BOATING—Two members of
the UMass Outing Club go/or a
stroke on the Campus Center
Pond yesterday.

Speaker says Big Dan's spurred Portuguese nationalism
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

When the verdict from the Big Dan's rape trial reached

the Portuguese community in New Bedford, the issue of

violence against women was replaced by the need for

Portuguese nationalism, according to Elizabeth Bennett, of

the New Bedford Women's Center.

Bennett, who is a graduate of the UMass Women's
Studies program with a concentration in racism studies,

discussed "Rape and Racism in New Bedford: An Insider's

View," last night in the Campus Center.

"In New Bedford, the Portuguese are a primary brunt of

ethnic slurs and jokes. There are very few Portuguese

elected officials, radio stations or newspapers," said

Bennett, who was born and raised in New Bedford.

She said there has never been any kind of leadership or

Portuguese solidarity comparable to the feeling of Black

Power in the late sixties.

"With the press coverage of the rape, the Portuguese

community felt discriminated against, not just because of

the rape, but also because of all the oppressions they felt

since they've been here," Bennett said.

Bennett explained to the audience of 30 men and women
that the two women who led the Committee for Justice,

the group that organized two marches in which thousands

of Portuguese protested the verdict of the rape trial.

roilefiwi pitoln bT Brian K ^io^^yt

Feminist Elizabeth Bennett discusses the
Big Dan's trial.

Amherst to try for another post office
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Because of overcrowded working conditions and the large

volume of mail handled daily, the Amherst Postmaster said

yesterday that he and U.S. PosUl Service officials are

seeking an additional post office for Amherst.

"We're very cramped here. We don't have the space to

work the volume of mail we receive," said Walter Bush,

Amherst Postmaster.

Bush said 62 employees sort and deliver about 60,000

pieces of mail daily at the North Pleasant Street facility.

About 30 to 35 percent of the mail received by the post

office goes to the University of Massachusetts, he said.

Bush said lack of adequate customer parking and traffic

congestions on North Pleasant Street are also reasons

Amherst needs an additional post office.

The downtown post office is expected to remain in full

operation. Bush said, so customers who have post office

boxes or buy stamps there will be able to continue to do so.

'The additional facility will give the townspeople a choice

of where they want to do their business," he said.

No specific site for the planned facility is currently being

considered, though Bush said he expects the additional

post office will be operational in "a couple of years." The

new facility will have a larger workroom and a larger

processing area "to do our job in a more efficient manner,"

he said.

The Amherst facility currently has 14 city delivery routes

and six rural routes which serve parts of Shutesbury,

Leverett, and Pelham.

Bush, who became postmaster this year, said plans to

move the post office from its downtown location surfaced

"back in the middle '70s" but were dropped because of

protests by residents and town officials.

Battle for Grad Senate vice-presidency
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate elections next Monday and Tuesday will feature a

battle for the vice-presidency, while incumbent President

Sanjiv Dugal will run unopposed.

The winners of the two-day election will be announced at

next Tuesday night's senate meeting, where senators will

then elect their Executive Officer and Treasurer.

Collegian staff elects

next editor in chief
The staff of the Massachusetts Daily ColUgian has

selected an Editor in Chief for the 1984-5 academic year.

James P. Shanahan, 24, mechanical engineering major,

won a run-off election Monday and said he hopes to

develop much of the underutilized potential of the Col-

legian and also expand the paper's role in the community.

"What I hope to do during my term as Editor in Chief is

to tap our potential through increased recruitment and

training, alumni outreach and communications with the

comunity," he said.

The Lexington native is currently the production

manager of the Collegian, a position he has held for the

past three semesters.

"I feel the Collegian is basically sound but that much of

our potential remains to be discovered," Shanahan said.

—BILL WALL

The candidates for vice-president are Christos

Karastamatis, a senator from the Department of

Agriculture and Resource Economics, and Joseph T.

Clifford, a graduate student from the labor center.

Karastamatis, who has been involved with the senate for

about a year, cited his participation on several local

committees and said he hopes to improve communication

between graduate students by expanding and improving

the graduate newsletter.

Clifford said he does not know what many of the big issues

for graduate students are yet since he is new to the school,

but he cited his involvement with student government in

high school and college and said he would work hard in the

senate.

In the races to be decided by the senators themselves,

incumbent Executive Officer Greg Graham will be opposed

by Chris Lantman, a senator from the Polymer Science

Department, while Linguistics senator Alison Huettner

will run unopposed for the position of Treasurer.

Although there are not currently any referenda questions

submitted to be placed on the ballot, the Graduate Senate

Office will accept questions indefinitely until the ballots

must be printed. Referendum questions require the

signature of ten senators in order to be placed on the

ballot.

Also last night, the senate denied a $1,000 funding

request by the Earth Day Committee, and granted $300 to

the SGA Public Policy Committee for a letter writing drive

urging parents of UMass students to contact their

legislators to oppose the proposed tuition hike. The
allotment came out of extra money, as ad-hoc funding

money has already been alloted.

"evaded the issue of rape," and focused on Portuguese

nationalism.

The committee "talked about Portuguese pride and of-

fered some kind of leadership." Bennett said, but the "two

women involved in the New Bedford left had also been

involved with groups that preached feminism equals

racism."

She explained that since "Portuguese are white and

European, the term racism does not make sense. It makes

sense to say there is a strong anti immigrant and anti-

Portuguese bias."

Bennett said the rape trial was not a "frame- up. and that

the defendants received a fair trial." but that there was

"classism and anti-Portuguese sentiment" expressed by

the press.

"The press, which is primarily owned and controlled by

white-middle class men, has a stake in the fact that the

rape took place in an immigrant community," she said.

Bennett said the sensationalized media attention of the

Big Dan trial was something that usually doesn't happen

unless the defendants are black.

"There is a myth of the black rapist." Bennett said, "but

men of color are not anymore inclined to rape than white

men."

The fear of black men being rapists more than white men
is "unfounded " Bennett said, because statistics indicate

that 93 per cent of all rapes occur within the same race.

CoUcfiaii photo by Paul Oeaaarmia

STANDING TALL—Officer of the University
of Massachusetts Air Force ROTC stands at at-

tention during Monday's parade by the corps next
to Whitmore.
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any two entrees
(except steaks)

with a complimentary
non-alcoholic beverage

12.95
*Every ^Friday

TOIif the
CAMPUS

INTRODUCING:
A NEW LUNCH ALTERNATIVE

TOC LOijafGE
LUNCHEON BUFFET
M-F 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
• TOC HOT CHICKEN WINGS
• CHICKEN BITES

Go/den Fried Chicken Nuggets uilh imir choice

of sauces mustard sweet and sour, harheque

• POTATO DELIGHTS
Potato skins with delicious toppings

• CARROT & CELERY STIX
with Vegetable Dip

All For Only

$2.75

TOP„^.
or the

CAMPUS » I.J. - -

ft

Use Your Meal
Tickets in the

^^C Restaurant
Ov ipus Center Food Services, in conjunction

with University Food Services, is proud to

announce a new Dining Experience' Students

enrolled in a University Food Services ' full board

plan may use their meal ticket for a $3 00 credit

on Wednesday Evening^s m the Top of the

Campus Restaurant Also, students will receive

the usual 15% discount Reservations must be

received by noon on Mondays Call 549-6000

ext 639 or inquire at the TOC Restaurant

TOP
of the
CAMPUS

Restaurant & Lounge
ll'KIOOR ( \Min S(KMKR IM ASS

.\^^^

\*fi
APS^«

T«i:»f the
< AMI

RESTAURANT A LOUNGE

nth Floor 'Campus C€nter'llMass

FOR
I

MIXED DRINKS

MON.-FRI. 3-6
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CAMPUS
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C AMIHS

RFSTAURANT \ LOUNGE

nth Floor -Campus Center -UMass
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Amherst opens Town Meeting
By JULIA MAYCOCK
Collegian Staff

Amherst opened its 225th annual Town
Meeting Monday night by approving a 5.5

percent pay raise to all non-union town

employees.

The increase drew little discussion among
the 158 members out of a total of 245

present. Proposed changes in the town's

policy on sick leave and maternity leave

were actively debated.

One provision in the policy change

allowing town employees to take up to

seven sick days for an illness in the family,

was viewed by some members as

discriminatory against parents with

children, who might need more than seven

days off.

Town Meeting members passed the first

11 articles of the 65 article town warrant.

In other business, the body appropriated

$723.67 for unpaid bUls which the town

accumulated over the last fiscal year.

Two articles endorsed by the Finance

Committee were also passed. The first

appropriated $9,000 to the town's legal

services account and the other appropriated

$4,250 to the library services account. The

money is slated to cover expenses incurred

this fiscal year.

Other budgetary measures passed include

a $17,000 appropriation to the sanitary

landfill budget, and a $2,500 allocation for

out-of-town travel for the fire department.

Meeting members also passed an article

which transfers transportation costs for the

elementary schools to the regional school

budget. Amherst belongs to the Amherst-

Pelham Regional School District.

Town Meeting will resume tonight at 7:30

in the Amherst Regional Junior High

School auditorium, where members will

consider the fiscal budget for 1985.

Future studies day at UMass

UMass
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts employee

was injured by an explosion while he was

repairing laboratory equipment in the

basement of the Graduate Research Center

at 11:14 a.m. Friday. The man was knocked

off of a stool and received lacerations from

the blast, which broke glass and caused

other damage University of Massachusetts

police said. The victim was treated at

University Health Services police said.

Police also reported a Ford Grenada

valued at $2,000 was stolen from the South

west horseshoe Friday. The car was later

discovered by police at the Amherst

Towing parking tot Sunday. Police

speculated that the vehicle might have been

stolen and parked illegally and then towed

from that spot.

At 2:27 a-m. Saturday. poKce found a

burnt piece of paper in the hallway of the

third floor of Cashin Dormitory after

responding to a report of a possible fire.

When police reached the scene, a fire alarm

was sounded and the Amherst Fire

Department and UMass Department of

Environmental Health and Safety assisted

in the search, police said.

A woman was injured after she was in-

volved in a fight with a man outside of John

Quincy Adams dormitory Saturday night

police siad. At 11:48 p.m. police responded

to a call that a fight was in progress and

upon arrival at the scene a woman came

forward and showed police a bump that she

received in the fight, according to police.

The woman identified the male who then

fled and was chased by police. Police did

not catch the man who was apparently

unknown to the woman, police said.

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Our future can be seen, tasted and felt

today at the University of Massachusetts as

part of the Future Studies Program's

"Beyond 1984-An Array of Opinions for the

Near Future."

"The purpose of the event is to give the

students, faculty and community in the five

college area an opportunity to focus on how

short term (10-20 years) future trends and

options in diverse social, and technological

areas may filter down to the daily lives of

individuals," Tom Murray, program

coordinator said.

The mini-conference's full day events

consist of lectures, exhibits, entertainment

and panel discussions with professors and

community members from various fields.

Keynote speaker and Program Director

Peter Wagschal will discuw how dose

society is to George Orwell's "1984" by

bringing "out surprising ways that society

does in fact have characteristics of the

Orwellian predictions." Murray said.

In the panel discussion titled "Learning

and Education in the Future," panelists*

views range from Frances Crowe, a \octi

activist and spokeswoman on non violent

futures; professor of anthropology Sylvia

Forman, on Co<^rativ© Learning in the

Third World; to Pr^rfessor Howard Peelle

on Instructional Applications of Computers.

All will speak on what the future will be

like, based on their background disciplines.

"The panels will also discu .* peace studies,

and nuclear disarmament with a good

balance o! technological and non-

technological views." Murray said.

"The second panel will cover the future of

communication in the broader sense," he

said. "Interpersonal communication,

telecommunications and communications

beyond planet Earth."

Murray said the exhibits, located in the

Campus Center and Graduate Research

Center, will "enhance the day's events."

Robotics, demonstrations of personal

computers, frontiers of polymer science,

communications for the paralyzed and

information on space colonization will also

be part of the exhibits.

"People can also watch interview them-

selves by asking themselves and answering

questions on video tape," he said. "We'll

also have a participatory mural where we'll

invite people to express their visions of the

future."

Murray said there wiU be a mural of

drawings aod graffiti by children "ex-

pressing hopes and visions" since "children

are the real artists and futurists among us."

Break Dancing by the UMass Dance Club

will also be part of the future, Murray said,

noting that "New elements of movement

may be with us for the next 10 to 20 years

because it seems revolutionary."

For the palate, an exhibit of future foods

are available. "A taste of future foods such

tks soybean based foods and sea vegetation

by Bread and Circus will be part of the

exhibit," he said.

"We want to expose people to different"

visions, what will life be like in the next 20

years? I don't see it as a way to change the

world but to provide a medium for people to

express, expose and team." Murray said.

A day forreproductive rights

Mary Wentworth, District

one candidate for United

States Congress, will be

among the speakers at the

Reproductive Rights
Awareness Day, being held

STAFFERS:

Don't catch Co/fefiriamM're's disease IS

^ We still need you to finish up the semester.

Love,

Tirif^ir<rir^ir^^^^^frifirir<r<f'^^ YoWTEditors "^ <^^ "if^

today on the pond side of the

Student Union from 11 a.m.

to 3 p.m.

The goal of the Awareness

Day, which is being spon-

sored by the Committee for

Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedoms
(CERRF). is to educate

students about the current

issues and threats relating

to reproductive rights.

Events throughout the day

include speakers, singers,

music, a skit titled "Ladies

Against Women," and

various informational tables

hosted by 10 15 RSO
groups.

Mother's Day is May 12th

Remember your mother

on her day.

Send a card from
AJ. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

4.76 To Start
Part-time positions available for deperidable people to

take physical retail inventories in Boston and nort areas.

Nationwide service needs people over 18 with phc e and

transportation. No experience necessary, only good math

skills.

Must have weekend availabilty. Daytime shifts and some

weeknights possible. Rexibte schedule allows you to

average at least 40 - 80 hours a month.

Paid training on our audit calculators $5.00 per hour in 30

days provided you complete our trsining requirements. Op-

portur>ity for sdvsriceatsnt. For mors information call Mr.

Kreplick.

617-938-9119 or 892 3040

Summer employment. Full-time next Janusry.

Ses Student Employment Office

HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church for

more information about this Christian

Ministry House.

Call 549-3596 or 586-4352

WKkles
-inePnnt

THESIS SPECIAL!
COPIES

FREE)

SERVICE

For Your Convenience

Call for an Appointment Today'

You No Longer Msve To Lug Your Empliss

Back ToThe Stores.

.

..s^*

For Your

^P
Rclundtt

Nickel-Back

Student Redemption Service

GET YOUR MONEY BACK. HERE ON CAMPUS

Whsre

Soulhwvtt Hamp<l«n DC
Northeast Miry Lyons Rec Room
Orchard Hill W«bsl«r Main Lounge

Central Franklin DC
Sylvan Brown Rec Room
'Student Union Bldg

When

4-7 p.m

1

Monday

jm 4-7 pm Tuesday

inge 4 7 pm Wednesday
4-7 p m Thursday

4-7 p.m Friday

FrMay 1 -3

Wklcles
"inePfin'

AMHERST
1 Boltwood Walk|

256-01 48

Last day operating

is Friday May 11

in Sylvan

i Mi
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Northampton
TheRrttQ^I.€tf9est

Selection or

Art
Supplies

GRAND
OPCNING
TUCSMV Mim 1

CHARTPAK UP TO 30% Off

15% OFF|L€TT€RINds€l€CT€D IT€MS

STon€UJiD€| 3.99 KhemI^hnst
SINGl€SM€€T NORTHRMinOH

m^m^t^ ^^i^oMe.

THE FINEST SELECTION OF VINTAGE

CLOTHES. LINENS. ANTIQUE JEWELRY

AND OBJECTS OF ART

WE ALSO BUY AND SELL

ISO MAIN STREET

(THORNES 2nd FLOOR)

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

(413) 586-0216
(4131 667-8306

Featuring: Reminiscence

Contemporarv
Fashions for

Women

V^ORLD
on STRING, mc.

serendipity

ThomM MarkatplM:*. 180 Main St.. Northampton

NEVy 1984 KITES
AR^ NOW IN!

. ,

Just in time for Spring!

We have windsocks

better than scarecrows
Open Mon, Tuet, Fri 10 am - 5:30 pm
Thura til 8 pm, Sat 9:30 am - 5 pm

Cioaed Wed Gr Sun

iNorthampton ^2 Bridge St. 586^141

V5^/</y '5V/^'>4 NAIL bALON

BOLAR NAILS
SCULPTURED THE NATURAL

NAIL Fool BMutincati«a
lnili«ii4uiUK M-ypltuird mUi 1»(>ki*Ii«|> hi w«r« (HI and .

, ,, ,
Nil I •nftrr tic«ul\ »<<h it^ tudi) manii urr« nxlural Nail Anntry
M>|ih n»l tlr«v<*< «» w*"* hulf rM»kur*« lull liaan

inH Ilk- l.<i« >n nalur.ll «od Mli ortp* lulM»

iMik viiu wU; kno%fc wrapt ^
Gift Certificates Available

VISA and Mnslercharge Arraptod

Open Tues thru Sat . 10 00-5 10 — Tue» k Wed till 9 00 p.m.

40 Green Street — Northampton
— 586-9224 —

InuwlucMii^ Merona Sport.

CHONA
Markf-tplaif

L'.ml FK».)r

I xwnuwn
NorihampUiii

564-790!

A a)l let 'lion of I'k^ihln^ for

a ni'ir''^ jicUvt; life.

10n%(\M,ion itmr. mnves

?i.ntl breaihtis wlLh you.

New at>Chona Men.

Black Affairs
^^^Xv^x•x•:•^^^^:•^ x•x•^x•^:•x•x•:v^x•^ .•.v.v.v.v. •I'X-r'X'r-X'i-i-X'i'iw:
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Students needed to strengthen caucus
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A greater student input in the Third World legislative

caucus of the Student Government Association (SGA) will

help strengthen the lobbying efforts of Third World

senators, said Sherwood Thompson, Director of the Office

of Third World Affairs at the University of Massachusetts.

"If Third World's students were vigorously involved with

the SGA through the caucus they would be serving as

guardians of justice," Thompson said.

"Through greater participation in the SGA and through

serving the various committees sponsored by the SGA,

students will be able to lobby on behalf of Third World

students' interest as well as to share with fellow senators a

greater awareness and understanding of our particular

causes," Thompson said.

"It is important that peoples of color exercise their

political rights (at the University) to influence the direction

of the SGA." said Robert Teixteira, chairman of the caucus

and a senior Afro-American Studies student,

"fexteira said it is a matter of whether there is enough

Third World represenUtion in the decision making process

of the SGA. He said the SGA respects people who are

coherently vocal.

Thompson said Third World organizations were created

to provide protection and to promote the interest of Third

World students not met by the existing ones.

The struggle waged them, which goes as far back as 10 to

12 years, was necessary for the socio-cultural and political

existence of Third World people today, Thompson said.

But this struggle must be continued to ensure the

availability for incoming and future students, he said.

Today these organizations have lost their focus, "steering

away from their initial objectives and goals," he said.

"There is a lack of broad scope programming as a result of

the duplicating activities they offer."

Thompson said this lack of programming has caused the

Third World Caucus and the Office of Third World Affairs

to initiate a comprehensive program of leadership training,

organizational and managerial building skills and the

development of a committee where the caucus and the

Office of Third World Affairs meet with members of

organizations to talk about issues important to these

groups.

Thompson said his office will hold workshops and

seminars on student's leadership, in addition to promoting

the annual organization fair, a showcase of students groups

that disseminates information. "The message is to get

involved," he said.

"We must aaturate people with our ideas for a

greater understanding of our causes. .
.,"

Sherwood Thompson

This is the Year to Plan
Your Career!

Limited number
of graduate study awards.

Unique 1 year graduate program combines an internship with

graduate courses. Internships are available in community-

based residential or vocational program working with adults

who are mentally retarded or mentally ill or adolescents who

are autistic. Generous scholarships and financial aid available.

Bachelors degree required. Applications currently being ac-

cepted. Write or call: Donna J. McMaster, 9 Heaton Street,

Montpelier, VT 05602 (802) 229-0326.

ATTENTION STUDENTS FROM WESTCHESTER AND ROCKLAND COUNTIES,

THE BRONX AND NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA!

STUDY THISSUMMERAT
MERCYCOLLEGE

Make this summer count! CJet ahead or catch up on your

coursework. Take advantage ol Mercy ColleRe's tk^xible

scheduling, bw cost ($102.00 pc^r credit) and six convenient

locations: Dobbs Ferry, Peekskill, Yorktown, White Plains,

Yonkers and The Bronx.

More than 500 course otferings in the tollowing areas:

Accounting

Biology

Business Administration

Chemistry

Computer Information

Systems

Criminal justice

Education

English

History & Political

Science

Mathematics

Paralegal Studies

Psychology & Sociology

Six and twelve week sessions. Day and evening classes begin

June 4th and fuly 16th. Registration for all summer sessions

begins May 21, 1984.

For information alxjut Summer Sessions at Mercy College, please

call Andrew C. Nelson, Dean of Admissions at (914) 693-7600;

or return the attached (oufX)n.

^mercy'
COLLEGE

555 Broadway, Dobbs Ferry, New York 10522

D Please send me more information about Mercy College's Summer

Session Courses.

Telephone

I

I
Name

—

I Address.

Citv-
State Zip

i Wednesday to Saturday
|

I
King of Hearts 7:10

I Harold and Maude 9:00

DOWNTOWN AMMER

SGI-TEGH

BOOKSAU

6S-90°^

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come picl< up a stack of high-level

scientific and technical books from

leading publishers. Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicine,
mathematics, engineering, computers
and more Your savings range
from a tremendous 65%' to an
unbelievable 90%.

All books located on Sale Table

Open M-F 9-5, S 11-4 Located in Campus Center

^,UNIVERSITY
ISTOJRE*
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This isfreedom ofspeech?
Last on Monday night, a group called

the Conservative Coalition spon-

sored two speakers from Central

America. These speakers attempted to

present viewpoints seldom heard on this

campus, those of people opposed to the

Sandinista government of Nicaragua. One
would have thought that their presence

would have stimulated intellectual discus-

sion. However, a group of radicals (I shall

use this term for lack of another that is fit

to print) deemed otherwise.

Stephen Erickson
These radicals, swelUng the small lecture

room beyond capacity, chanted, jeered,

laughed, and threw things, as the speakers,

struggling with English, tried to present

their viewpoints. The demonstration was a

clearly organized attempt to stifle opposing
opinions. It was a sad commentary on the

political left of this campus, and an em-

barrassment to the University as a whole.

A man who has been active in the pro-

Sandinista movement on campus stood up

in the front and turned to address his

following. He said that their group may
have appeared a little rude but that their

solidarity with the people of Nicaragua and

their opposition to the "New Right" on

campus required them to do no less. In

other words, because they felt their views

were "correct ones," they had the right to

disrupt a presentation of opposing opinions.

When the futility of trying to run a

civilized event became clear, the speakers

elected to leave. The crowd surged into the

hallway, yelling and jeering, as the guests

from Central America attempted to make
their way to the elevators. Members of the

Republican Club, which was meeting across

the hall, had to hold the mob back as the

speakers made their exit. One member of

the club tried to call security, but was
rebuffed by a radical hanging up the phone.

Such is the nature of the left on campus.
As another example, a few weeks ago, the

Thomas Jefferson Society sponsored a

distinguished scholar from Stanford

University, who presented a critique of

socialism. A small group of radicals,

leaders at the demonstration described

above, came in late and proceeded to ask

questions. When the answers did not meet
with their satisfaction, they laughed out

loud. They were obnoxious and
disrespectful. So much for open minded
liberal thinking.

The conservative movement on the UMass
campus is not small, and is continuing to

grow. Actions taken by the radicals have
only hurt themselves. These include such
demonstrations as Monday night's fiasco,

other demonstrations including the one

against U.T.C. (which will probably not

return to UMass), the attempt to change

the Minuteman Mascot (overwhelmingly

voted down in referendum), and our latest

eyesore, a submarine which was parked in

the campus pond without the student

body's consent, destroying the pond's

beauty. Actions such as the removal of

posters advertising conservative events

and speakers can be employed by both

sides, although as yet they have not been,

furthuring the vacuum of political

discussion.

Emotional rhetoric, disruptions, and

generally obnoxious behavior will continue

to drive the silent moderate majority into

the conservatives camp. The conservative

movement on campus will not roll over and

die in the face of opposition of any kind, but

will continue to grow with increased

strength, vigor, and vitality.

Stephen C. Erickson is a UMass student.
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FRinPiM
subjected on our culture. In light of the

situation, my only complaint besides the

Campus Center Board of Governor's ob-

vious and predictable conservative narrow

minded reaction of not supporting the bill is

the bill's tunnel vision. Eliminating

Playboy, Playgirl, and Penthouse is a fair

start at stopping sex related violence. But

who are we kidding? The problem lies

much deeper than this and should be ad-

dressed. How about the subversive in-

fluence of Popular Mechanic and its direct

correlation with auto theft and vandalism,

which make up a large portion of the crimes

committed at UMass? Has anyone ever

been hit by a ball or frisbee while walking

around SouthWest? Why are sporting

magazines allowed to popularize such

rowdy exhibitions of base human emotions?

I also feel that many of the auto magazines

are a contributing factor to the high noise

pollution on campus, so let's ban them.

Some of you might feel that all this is

rid'rulons hut methods like this have

worked in other countries quite effectively.

One example which comes quickly to mind

is the decisive leadership of the Ayatollah

Khomeni and the greatness which he

brought to Iran. How much was known
about Iran before Khomeni came into

power? So quickly students, before we
assume adult lives, let us do all we can to

bring up petty problems and occupy

everyone else's time with them.

Karl Schieneman
Chairperson of American Students

Helping Out Liberals

Can't stand the heat in Bartlett?

Letters

Should we ban all magazines?
To the Editor,

As a student, as a human, and as a person

with strong moral convictions. 1 would like

to applaud the attempts being made by the

Ad \{(K committee. Media influenced crime

is one of the major social injustices being

To the Editor.

Ain't life funny? The campus is full of

chatter about tuition hikes. Last Sunday

we topped the 80 degree mark and the heat

is still running on the campus. Now doesn't

that make anybody wonder besides me?

One area of cost the University could save

on would be heat, at this time of the year.

Monday morning the heating registers in

Bartlett Hall were running full blast.

On the other hand, the physical plant can

be defended to a minor degree. It is not

easy to shut down the heat. Because of the

high pressures of steam, it would be ex

pensive to turn the heat off and then have

to turn it back on again. But, nonetheless,

it is the beginning of May and we can

assume the heat will not be needed

anymore this semester.

If. this late in the year, we were to have

unseasonably cold weather, it wouldn't kill

anyone to wear something a little warmer.

By the third and fourth weeks of April, no

cold front will last too long.

Naturally, there may be an actual reason

for late use of the heating system; no

matter how ridiculous. But. if it can be shut

down earlier, it should be for no one wants

to pay any extra money that's not needed.

Peter J. DePuy
Sykan

AnENTION PSYCH

MAJORS: OUR LOANSWILL
BLOWYOUR MIND.

We believe the last thiniL^ that should keep

someone from i^oini;' to collei^e is nionev.

So call l-800-SHA\VMrT or come in and

see us about our comprehensive education

loan progi'am.

Because wlien it comes to helping stu-

dents, our heads are in the right place.

Shawmut Banks
L(M)kloiisl()rdmrti()n.

MeT'iht'r> K1)IC. K{|U.il Hou-inw' l.tn(lt!>
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How does the SGA fund student groups
is theYour money is at

stake

Tonight, the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate will allocate three-

quarters of a million dollars. You
have a stake in this vote-$96 of it is

YOURS, (and, I'm sure, you could pro-

bably put it to better use than the Senate

will.)

Many groups have been denied funding

this year because the money was simply

not available. However, it would be a bla-

tant lie to say this year's budget act was

an exercise in frugality. While funding

for many groups was cut, certain propos-

ed allocations are questionable.

Specifically, I draw your attention to the

following:

Donna Dooley

Senate Operations - $63,484 - an in-

crease of $5,367 over last year (for a poor-

ly operating body). SGA President's Of-

fice - $20,039 - up $258. Academic Affairs

- $20,867. Committee for Public Policy -

$7,792. Governmental Affairs Committee
-$4,230 -up $591. Rents and Fees Com-
nuttee - $2,435. Conference account -

$7,000.

Please note, over $125,000 is earmark-

ed for Student C^vernment committees

and offices. Now, before crusaders on the

"Fourth Floor" get radical on me. I'm not

saying that these committees don't serve

a purpose. But, let's be honest. When we

are turning groups away, empty-handed,

it is no time to give ourselves increases.

And, it is certainly no time to allot $7,000

for people to take weekend excursions.

(Conference Account $7,000) I urge all

senators to set the example by voting

against committee increases.

Included in the above allotments are:

$70 per week paychecks each for the SGA
Treasurer, both President and the

Speaker of the Senate ($140 per week

during the summer). Payroll for four

assistants to the Presidents, two to the

Speaker, two to the Treasurer. A total of

$2,880 for auto rentals (not to mention

gasoline, tolls and parking tickets.)

I'm sure you get the picture.

But, it's not only Student (k)vemment
allocations that bother me. The Student

Center for Educational Research Ad-

vocacy gets over $88,000. Why do we
need a Legal Service Governing Board

whose only allocation is enough payroll

for one person to work for the school

year?

Reviewing the budget - some groups are

receiving more than is appropriate while

others are going without.

The Index, the second oldest yearbook

in the nation, has been cut to ribbons. A
budget request of $39,000 has been slash-

ed to $16,000, an amount which could

cancel any production of the yearbook.

The yearbook is probably the only con-

crete evidence that the "average student"

gets something back after paying $96 for

four years.

And, when it is clear that fewer

students can afford to attend the Univer-

sity, why is the lobbying group SAFA
(Students Advocating Financial Aid) be-

ing funded so little? This group requested

funding for 14 lobbying trips and were
granted only four. This is the most effec-

tive lobbying group on this campus. If the

Senate chooses to ignore this group, then

I accuse the "Student Senate" of ignoring

the students on this campus.

The work the Budget Committee did is

commendable, but a bit misguided. What
the students need is a "Better Budget."

Donna Dooley is the Orchard Hill Area
Got>emment Treasurer.
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RSO's future
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onight's the night the Student

Senate cuts up the Student Activities

Trust Fund pie ($740,496.99) and

distributes the pieces to R.S.O. groups. At

least some R.S.O. groups, for several are in

jeopardy of either receiving insufficient

funding or no funding at all. In order for

such groups to obtain funding, they must

appear at what promises to be a free-for-all

at this evening's Senate meeting and go

after the funds already allocated to other

R.S.O. groups, a process which inherently

pits one group against another. All the

more smarting is the fact that the SGA has

appropriated $100,000.00 over the last two

weeks for concerts. For endangered
R.S.O.'s, it's as if Nero played while Rome
burned. ^^^

Charles Francis
Carroll

One such group which will not be funded

is the University Peacemakers, even

though they were originally granted a

recommendation for a budget increase.

What happened is that the Peacemakers

were in the process of changing their

name to the Student Coalition On Peace

Education, or S.C.O.P.E.. which would go

into effect next year. However, this year

they are still the Peacemakers. They put

in a budget under the name of S.C.O.P.E.

Even though they explained this at the

budget hearings two months ago. last

week they were informed by the Chair of

the Budget Committee that they were not

being funded afterall. since S.C.O.P.E. is

not an R.S.O. organization yet.

Perhaps the $1,200.00 they would have

received is the $1,200.00 that is being

recommended for the Young Republicans.

But should the Republicans receive SATF
funding? It is a difficult question because

it is difficult to ascertain just what their

status and purpose is. While denying any

partisan relationship to the Republican

Party, they have endorsed Ronald Reagan

for President and are endorsed by him.

WUl any of the $1,200.00 be used on his

campaign next year? The Young College

Republicans have campaigned for him this

year.

On the other hand, the Peacemakers

have not endorsed a candidate, although

they do support the Nuclear Freeze

campaign.

The Young Republicans are a chapter of

the College Republican National Com-

mittee, located in Washington. D.C. The

Peacemakers started as an offshoot of the

United Christian Foundation, but are

autonomous from it. They are solely a

UMass student organization neither

supported nor connected to any national

organization. While the Young
Republicans have received outside fun-

ding and assistance from their parent

group as well as such off campus political

groups as The Heritage Foundation.

But perhaps the greatest difficulty with

the Young Republicans is their tendency

to embellish themselves, sometimes

exaggerating statistics to make a large

impression on others. This is exactly

what they did with their budget proposal

when they claimed they have 150 mem
bers. In fact, they do not have 150

members, they have a phone list with

about 100 150 names. However, their

actual organization is in truth only a few

students. If they did have a membership

of 150, they would have to have 75

members present at their meetings to

officially conduct business, according to

R.S.O. guidelines.

If this kind of political and polemical

wheeling and dealing interests you. come

to tonight's Senate meeting. It ought to

be quite the show. Remember to bring

your fiddle as the house is burning down.

Charles Francis Carroll is a Collegian

Columnist.

The yearbook must stay!

/
n defense of the University of efficient working body, we did not need this

Massachusetts yearbook, the Index, time to better our management, as alleged

Editorial Notes
The regents must be stopped

So,
you planned to finish your Engin-

eering or Sociology degree? And you

thought that to complete your degree

you would only need one more year of

school? One long summer of work to pay

your bill. Now the Board of Regents decid-

ed to interrupt your future and your educa-

tion by raising the cost of tuition. Are the

regents coi.cemed for your ability to at-

tend school? Doesn't seem like it. Are the

regents concerned for lower-incomed

families? Apparently not. Are they con-

cerned for minorities? I really would have

to say "NO, THEY ARE NOT!!"

It is an irrefutable fact that students,

across the board, will be affected by a tui-

tion increase of any amount. We must pro-

test their latest act. We must stop them

before they stop us and our education.

Your education is not limited to you,

yourself. Rather, it is clearly related to

your sisters; your brothers; your cousins;

your nephews; your nieces; your uncles;

your aunts; your parents; your future

children. Just think about it: If it is hard

on you now, what will it be like in four

years, with a 15 percent increase every

year, for the next four years!

Two years ago students effectively

defeated Governor Kings line-item cutback

in the UMass budget by lobbying their

legislators; by having their parents lobby-

ing their legislators. It has been done. We

can do it again - now. In the upcoming days
the SGA Rents and Fees Committees will

have a table set up on the Campus Center

concourse for students to send letters to

their respective State representatives and

senators to ask them to oppose the tuition

increase. (A phone line will be accessible on

Wednesday - Friday to call your legislators

office.)

I'm graduating this fall; I gue.ss 1

shouldn't care, but I do. I care for all those

minds that might be wasted. I care for all

that talent that may never have the oppor-

tunity to sprout and grow. I care for my
neighbor's daughter that will be adversely

affected by the increase. She won't be able

to attend college next year. I'm sure she

cares, don't you?

Your responsibility to the Com-
monwealth, whether you are an in-state or

out-of-state student, is to let your voice be

heard. Let the legislators of

Massachusetts know how it will affect you.

The state's responsibility is to insure equal

access for a higher education. The propos-

ed tuition increase will not afford that op-

portunity to all sects of our society. *You

need to act. We need to mobilize. We need

your support; your help. It is time to use

the hand to knock on doors. It's time to let

the parents know what this may mean to

your future. The time is now.

Scott Stem is Chair of the SGA Rents and
,.. - Fms ComnUUee

we the editors feel it is our respon-

sibility to inform the students of the facts

surrounding this very important issue.

As many of you know, the SGA Budgets

Committee has chosen to drastically cut the

funding for the 1965 Index. This could, in

effect, terminate any future publication of

the yearbook after the book for the

graduating class of 1984. We wish to rebut

statements made by Joseph Sparks,

Budgets Chair, and the Budgets Com-

mittee.

Budgets Committee has decided to reduce

funding for the yearbook charging that the

book has been mismanaged in the past.

Although the committee refuses to accept

this fact, management of the Index is

markedly different than in the past few

years. We are organized, dedicated and

involved, which is shown by how we have

met all of our deadlines for the first time

since 1977. The 1984 Index wiU be ready for

distribution during fall regi.stration.

The Index Editors
Sparks' proposals to increase income and

decrease expenses are not feasible defenses

for the reduction in the yearbook's funding.

Lowering the press run from 6500 to 5000

copies will not substantially decrease our

costs. The majority of the money involved

goes toward the planning of the initial

prototype of the yearbook. Cutting the

number of copies printed would save some

money, but hardly enough to. justify the

proposed decrease on ptir ha6ffit. Sparks

also suggested tha^ senk)rs pt^ a fee for

their yearbook, or incrfejiSe thepcice of the

book. ><t- </
.

,

According to Splirks, the Index should

have found alternative sources of income in

the one week period since the budget

proposal, instead of getting out petitions to

show the yearbook did have popular

support. Without these petitions, there

would be no proof that the students want a

.yearbook... Because..the. 1984. staff.i8..aa>

by Mr. Sparks.

As for alternative funding, it is our behef

that with funding from student

organizations, we have no restrictions as to

what we can and cannot include in the

Index. If we were to get funding from the

administration, we would possibly be

subjected to pressure from them, in terms

of the substance of the book. Also, the

committee informed us of the cut two weeks

ago. This gives the Index approximately

one month to raise $23,000 in order to print

next year's book. This is simply impossible.

First and foremost, we are students.

Soliciting money from othe sources would

take away from needed attention to

academics and from the time used on the

current yearbook. This would delay our

timetable and cause the yearbook to come

out later than planned. At Monday night's

public hearing of the budgets. Sparks

informally presented us with an ultimatum.

We can either take the $16,000 allocated for

the Index, or the SGA's Communications

office will take over the book, with drastic

changes to be made. This is foolish as an

alternative solution. To produce a year-

book, experience is necessary. It would be

extremely difficult to produce a quality

book without the knowledge and experience

that this year's staff has.

The Index is taking the largest cut of all

funded Registered Student Organizations.

It is unfair for the SGA to try to make up
over one-third of its budget decrease of

$45,000 from last year at our expense. We
believe that the Budgets Committee did not
give us a fair hearing. The problems with

the 1982 and 1983 yearbooks are not the

fault of the 1984 staff, yet we feel we are

being penalized for this. Please help

support the Index. Voice your opposition to

the SGA's plan by attending tonight's

Senate Meeting in Campus Center room 163

at 7:00. The future of the Index is

dependent on your participation.
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Some things you IVI #^ ¥ want to do!

Sponsored by: The Commuter Area Government

Commuter Area Government

Area Government for students living off-campus 404 SUB

545-2145

Ride Referral

May 1st - 16th Leaving town? Going home? Offering a ride? Need a

ride? Call us between 1:00 and 4:00 pm, tell us where

you are going and we'll try to find you a ride or rider.

545-2148

Moral Support
May 2nd - 24th Free coffee and donuts will be served in the Commuter

Lounge 216 SUB on Mondays and Wednesdays May

2nd - 16th at 10:00 am. and during finals period May

21st - 24th 6:00 pm -closing. Sponsored by Food Ser-

vices and CAG.

Skate Party

May 2nd 8 - 1

1

Skate your worries away at the 1st Annual Commuter

Skate Party at Interskate 91 in the Hampshire Mall. Free

admission on a space available basis to UMass students

with a valid ID Advance tickets are available in the CAG
office 404 SU

Flea Market
May 3rd 10 - 3:30

SUB

«

Come and browse or buy at the Students' Flea Market.

Plenty of arts, crafts and junk for all you collectors.

Pleasant St.

Theatre Night

May 8th

10 pm show only

Northampton We've opened the doors of the Pleasant St. Theatre for

one free showing of the new film "El Norte" Admission

is free with a valid UMass ID

Handicapped
Awareness
May 7th & 8th

Amherst Cinema
Night

May 9th

Handicapped awareness days are happening on the

concourse. Try the wheelchair obstacle course and

come to our workshops. Call 545-2148 for more infor-

mation. Sponsored by the Handicapped Student Col-

lective, the Commuter Area Government, and the Stu-

dent Activities Office.

A Marx Brothers marathon with 3 of their best known

films 7:00 Big Store/8:30 Night at the Opera/ 10:00 Day

at the Races. Admission is free with a valid UMass ID

Army/Navy Sale

May 8 - 10 SUB The latest craze in clothing at really low prices. Pants,

shirts, coats, sunglasses, camping gear and more. Tue

& Thur 9 am to 8 pm - Wed 9 am to 4 pm

•••*•*•**••

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Commencement 1984
10:00 a.m., Sunday, May 27

All Candidates
Tht'if will be no Ci.mnKMKciuinl ii'lKars.il tni tli-

grec caiulidiitcs Canditlatcs slmuki asst-niblc by

,scluM)l/collcgi.' at Alumni Stadium no lali-i than "^i

a.m. graiiualiim moinnii; May 27 1984 Sii;ll^ uill

Ix' posted indicating schools .md Coinmc'iKcmcnl

Marshals will issu-- spccilic inslrudions ami ili^tiib

utc programs Upon signal candidates uill tollow

the Commencement Marshals to the assigned areas

and be sealed.

Candidates will receive diploma covers Irom llu

deans of their schc»ol or college

Wh«» is Eligible U> Pailicipale?

Undefjiraiiuate iietiivc caihiiJaU's who anticipate com

pleling degree requirements by the cik\ oI the c.ilen

dar year 1984 Questions concerning academic st.il

us should be directed to the Records Ollice Jl <

VVhiimore. 545-0555

Mastei s iU\k>ree candiJulcs who have previously sub

milled ihe Degree Applicalioii Form by April 17

1984 to Ihe Office of Degree Requirements slalmg

Ihe intention to lomplele all requirements Ques

lions concerninj.' eligibility should be directed to the

Office of Graduate Degree Requirements Room

A249 Graduate Research Center 545-tM)24

CkKloral degree candidates who have completed ii//

clegree requirements by April 27 1984 Questions

concerning eligibility should be directed to the Ot

fice of Graduate Degree Requirements Room A24M

Graduate Research Center 545 (^)24

Faculty

Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTH-

WEST end of the stadium om the gravel between the

Facilities/Information Center and the stadium wall

Faculty will be part of Ihe processional and will Ix-

sealed immediately in front of 'he candidates Ironi

each school and college

Note: Commencement 'H4 is on

SUNDAY, May 27.

Parents and Invited Guests IMan t«. Arrive Darly

— Spate is IJniiled

Since tlu Commeiuemeiil lAerc ises .mi' open to Ihe

publu aiul guesi sealing is without reservation par

eiils ami Iriends should plan to airive <'.irly lo en

sure '^ood sealing

Handicapped Sealing

\ lew 111- .irea tor ihe handicapped will be loc.iled on

both sides ol Ihe stadium on llu' eastern and west

eni walkways Since sealiii;.; is ImiiUcI only on, ;n '

son ii/in ill ( o»»)/'ii'n ihe 'ii/'d/d iJ/i/'Ci/ .w/is'

ln\ ilations

There is no Im; I I i Ihe number o| guesis who may

attend the i •. re inony and Ik kits >ire nol rii|uired

Lach undergiaduale'sludenl will leceive a packet ol

Mv iorm.il invitations Students are urged to eiuoui

,i«;e Iheii quests to arrive early lor gooti si'.iliiig

Caps, (iowns, and HihkIs

i iideii^iiuliHile />•;,•»(•. Cwii/ii/ii/o

Caps gowns tassels and invitations will be avail

able al no charge (on presenlalion ol .m II) ami an

nouncemenl of the degree earned and the de|>.irl

meiil iiwardmg iH .it the Textbook Annev April

lOMay 25 Monday through I riday Mam to 4

p lu On Commencemeiil Day May 27 caps

gowns and lassels may U' obtained .illei S a in al

Ihe SOl'TMWKST corner ol Alumni Stadium

.\/iis/i'» s /X:,'»(t' Ciiiulnlales

Caps gov^ ns lassels .md invil.ilions will be .iv.iil

able al no charge (on presenlalion ol ,m I D .iml an

nouncemenl of Ihe degree e.irned .md tlu- dep.irl

meni awarding il) al Ihe Tixtbook Anne\ April

;*() May 25 Monday through Iriday. 9 an) lo 4

p in On Commencenu nl D.iy May 27 caps

gowns, and lassels, may Iv obl.imed .liter 8 a m .it

Ihe SOUTUVVKST corner ol Alumm Slaihum

1)<H loiiil l)t\i:>ee Ciimliiltilis

Doctoral caps, gowns lassels, and mvil.iiions will

Ix- available onlv al llu- Ollice oi Graduate IXgree

Requiremenis Room A2 IM C.iaduale Research C\-i1

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Rhododendron Garden Rum

site: 329 Morrill Silence Center

1984 Commencement Ceremony Sun., May 27 10 a.m. -12 noon

Schedule of Events Date

Stockbridge Commencement Sat., May 26

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 27

Nursing Commencement Sun., May 27

Time
1:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

O
Stadium Plan

D
CMAia

STAC!

|n»cmh| I KctcTTl l»«cetr»| Ifxtirtl

*imk
•rmcB

iDOmMUU raoo4
ttlATt<«Ul

MMMKCIS

imMCB
I NATI lUL
ooiiHris

iMomcmiw;

OUTtk
MnNrn

n>oo4 '

MATViKAl
msocaris

*«n4
•cnwa

*aTt4
VMNTB

I
1

CHCIMtnUNb

I0U4TION

PMTSKA!
EIMXATION

D
WMCCt •

CMAI4
PLAmmMl

EAtT STANDS

CAT 4 GOWN
ntmaimoM

nnuc mMunt* rmcmrm

ler. April .}() May 25, Monday through Friday 9

a.m through 4 p ni ,
upon clearance by the Office

of Degree Requiremenis On ConunencemenI Day

caps, gowns lassels and hoods may be obtained

after 8 am at Ihe NORTHWKST end of Ihe stadium

|on the gravel areal

Doctoral candidates who plan to participate in the

Commencement ceremony must have a hood Each

I'h D candidate s name will be announced over ihe

sl.ulium soumi system and two officers of the Uni-

versity will drape ihe hood on Ihe candidale s

shoulders Doctoral hootis can be purchased only al

Ihe Office ol Graduate Degree Requirements A249

Graiiuate Research Center al a cost of $26 (Five

College Doctoral Hoods will be available at S42.95 )

Doctoral hoods niay be rented through Ihe Univer-

sity Store

Rentals

Academic apparel for this year s University Com
mencemeni may be rented through Ihe University

Store. All lacullv memlx-rs are urged lo place iheir

orders as soon as possibU- THE l.AST DAY TO OR-

DER IS FRIDAY MAY 18 Payment must be made

al the lin»e of order and there will Ix- no refunds if

.ipparel is not used Academic apparel may also be

purchased For (urlher information alx)ut rentals or

purchases, please conlacl Connie Szelewicki at the

U'niversily Sttire 545 2b 19

Accitntniodatittns

Many area nu>lels are already lH>okeei lor Friday

and Siilurday belore Commencement A limited

number ol rooms in University housing will be

available lor relatives and other guesis the nights of

May 25 26 and 27 Please contact the C<inlerence

Si«rvices Ollice 918 Campus Center 545 34(H) by

May 10 There is a $5 cash key deiv)sit - lo be re

lurneel when Ihe key is relumed

I nmt Service*

Coffee, soil drinks and donuts will be .ivailable at

Ix.l lolundas on Ihe- Norlli siile ol Ihe stadium

CtMnmencenienl Ceren»»)ny Schedule

M a HI Robing lor ConmiencemenI
Appre>priale signs vvill Ix* displayed

Grailuales shouUi line up .ucorelmg lo

o... o ,1 hool or college

9:30 am Seating of Graduates

II) am Procession starts

12 mH)n Ceremony ends

Parking
Parking al Ihe stadium is extremely limited. Com
mencemeni traffic will be directed lo several park

ing lots located nearby and shuttle buses will trans

port you Ihe short distance to the stadium You will

be droppe-d off directly in front of the stadium and

buses will return you lo the lots immediately fol

lowing the ceremonies

Radio Traffic Control

In an effort lo aid the traffic flow at Commence-

ment WTTT radie) in Amherst 14.10 on the AM dial

will broadcast traffic reports throughout Ihe morn

ing Please tune to 1 *:«)AM once you arrive in Am-

herst for the best route to the ceremonies.

General Information

Diplomas will be mailed li» graduates in Ihe fall

Medical facilities will be Uxraled in the van under

Section 8 of the stands

Public telephones will be Wxated on the west side

of the Facilities/Information Center.

Restrooms are l«Kated al either end of the Facilities/

Information Center at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs

will be located on l>oth sides of Ihe stadium, on

eastern and western walkways.

For additional information, contact the Office of

Community Relations, 390 VVhiimore, 545-2560.

ALCOHOL IS NOT PERMIT-
TED IN THE STADIUM.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site The cere

mony will bc> held outside regardless of the

weather. The ceremony will be delayed a

maximum of two hours in Ihe event of heavy

rain. In the event of torrential rains the cere-

mony will be cancelled Listen to local radio

stations early Sunday morning lo hear if the

decision lo delay or cancel has been made.

/
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THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN
TO START A CONVERSATION

IS

^

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR

37 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MA

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

OPEN RUSH
All University Men Invited

TONIGHT May 2nd and

THURSDAY May 3rd

FREE REFRESHMENTS
374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

Wednesday, May 16

4-7 PM
Free bus servic(

from Frankl

and Worcester
parking lots.

Move Ibiirself;

All%ur Stuff;
And Save,Too!

11

In event
of rain, meal

will be served
in all D.C.s.board ncmbcps: bring id

COUNTRY BARB Q

\*'

Non-Board Members - $4.75 in advance. Tickets

on sale now at Munchies, Snack Bars, Franklin

Meal Ticket Office.
. m . ^.

V—

^

Your locally owned Optical Shop

H>,h rash.cn if^Q tABIS FBAMES.

ItiB as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.

Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of

the semestet
If you re 18 or older and have a valid drivers license. you can

use a Ryder truck, rent it here, leave it there. Load up your

stcr«o. lO^spced. clothes: everything? Youll still have room. no

doubt. for one or two friends with their things to share the cost

Compare that to the price of a plane ticket. Or even a bus.

Plus shippir>^ ^ ^ .

Rent a newer truck from the best-mainuincd. most depeiKla-

ble fleet in the world - Rydet The best truck money can rent

.^^c^^STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON ''^^
^' -^**" RYDER TRUCK RENTAL. INC.

The holder of this coupon is entitled to a

15% DISCOUNT
on any ONE WAY rental of a Ryder truck. Present

th's coupon to any Ryder location in New England and

savv"» even more.

One coupon redeemable per transaction. Not valid with

other promotions.
11 Call (413) 736-8361 or your local dealer tor i^iformation.

mli Renters Signature.
Fvr..r«fs R/:¥l/fi

ciy

3jres 8/30/84

$15 00

rt ,^

I..

OFF a complete
set of Eyeglasses
or Contact Lenses
or 40% .

OFF the second »e< of prescription

eye({las&es or sunglasses when
purchased with a fontplete set of

eyeglasses at the regular price. Of
fers preclude previous discoun
Is. (Discount applies "- '----

priced pair 1

to lesser
I

J

Hampshire Mall
(Across from KMART) 584-8324

Arts
•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•;•:•:•;•;•;

Clash: out of the arena

•»:•:•.•:•.•.•;•:•;•-•>.•.•.•.•.•.•••.::x%%W:Wx:wW%¥:«:%%%%W:'X'X I • • •_• «.• *.• •.• •

THE CLASH
Wed., April 25
Affora Ballroom, West Hartford
BY JIM FEIN
Collegian Staff

Two songs into their concert last

Wednesday evening, the Clash were forced

into an untimely delay. The large capacity

crowd had been surging towards the stage

and people were literally being crushed

against the stage front barricades. Clash

lead vocalist and frontman Joe Strummer

pleaded with the crowd, for ten minutes or

more, to move back so the show could con-

tinue. It was a state of turmoil, and quite

fitting for a band which has led such a stor-

my existence.

Last fall the Clash stunned the music

world by announcing the dismissal of co-

singer, co-songwriter, and lead guitarist

Mick Jones for the band. Jones, despite his

aversion to touring and generally poor at-

titude, was the musical force behind the

Clash. As lead guitarist and songwriter, it

was primarily he, and not Strummer, who

was responsible for the bitirig melodies,

lyrics and clever hooks which are the

trademarks of the band's music. So,

without Jones, one might be led into think-

ing that the Clash would be a lame unit in

concert. Well, quite the contrary as a mat-

to: of fact.

The Clash were very good last Wednes-

day evening. The crowd responded in kind

to {he twenty-three song performance,

which included material from each of their

five albums. New members Nick Sheppard

flead guitar), Vince White (rhythm guitar),

and Pete Howard (drums) are all very good

musicans (as they very well should be, the

Clash reportedly auditioned 350 guitarists

and 200 drummers before deciding on the

new line-up.)

The Clarfi began with the now obligatory

opener, "London Calling," and then pro-

ceeded at the pace of a musical roller-

coaster. From their debut album of 1977,

The Clash (the bible of punk rock if there

ever was one), came a total of seven songs.

The anger, rebelliousness, and energy of

"Clash City Rockers," "Janie Jones," and

"I Fought the Law" were most convincing.

Interspersed between these rapid-fire,

punk-rock anthems were more controlled

rockers. From London Calling, in addition

to the title track, came "The Guns of Brix-

ton," "Brand New Cadillac," and "Clamp-

down," while 'The Magnificent Seven"

and "Police On My Back" were selections

featured from 1981*8 triple album set, San-

dinistaJ.

The band returned for two encores, dur-

ing which they roared through material

primarily from their debut L.P. ("Career

Opportunities Opportunities," "I'm So

Bored With The U.S.A.," "Garageland,"

and "W\?ite Riot"). It was a fitting end to a

very good concert.

There was only one problem with this

concert, one which will eventually lead to

the demise of this band, the lack of any

quality, new material. The Clash played

only three new songs, none of which was

very convincing or memorable. The

songwriting team of Strummer-Jones was

a very capable and productive one which

put the Clash on the road map for good.

Now it appears the Clash are veering off

the interstate and on to a lesser quality

road. Let's wait and see.

Opening for the Clash were Boston

veterans and perennial favorites the

Neighborhoods. This band, despite a few

personnel changes, has been at the

forefront of the Boston underground music

scene since 1979. Their soon to be released

record, entitled Fire Is Coming, should be

available in local record stores any week

now. Perhaps the added publicity they will

receive from this impending release will

give them the impetus necessary to become

successful beyond the regional level.

of mice and men
by John ddnbfidc

may .3 -5, 9-12 8pm

ml tfiMfhr^ uniwrsrty ofmattachuOffHt

Utopia (above) will headline Spring Concert this year. Also playing

at Sunday's event, which will be held by the Campus Pond, will be

Spyro Gyra, Michael Gregory and the Persuasions. The show will begin

at noon. For further info, call UPC at 545-2892.

SOS rescues audience
S.O.S.

Sat., April 28

Mt. Holyoke College

BY MARILYN G. BOU
Collegian Correspondent

Last weekend is one that took many
people a few days to overcome. But

Saturday night at Mount Holyoke is

one that many who were there will not

soon forget. A satisfied audience is an

understatement indeed. For the au-

dience first had to sit and hear an

awful "band" who carries the name of

Jailbait. They held the audience as

captives while they perfonned songs

from various artists. Many people

were walking about admiring the ar-

chitecture of Chapin Hall (which by the

way is very beautiful) where the con-

cert was held, eagerly awaiting the

end to this bands performance.

Excitement soon filled the air as

people anxiously awaited the S.O.S.

Band. They were in their seats a good
five minutes before the band was
scheduled to begin. "After what I've

just been through with this last band I

expect to get my moneys worth with

the S.O.S.," said a member of the au-

dience.

She and everyone else were not let

down in the least for the band entered

the stage with nothing less then a

canon boom that sent you leaping into

the air with an irresistable urge to

dance. The audience was on its feet

for five consecutive numbers. This my
readers is an accomplishment few

bands can claim. There were times

when one felt the balcony just would

not hold for one more song if the peo-

ple continued to jump as they were do-

ing. The audience did sit down for two

beautifully performed romantic

ballads. However, once the last note

was struck to "Tell Me If You Still

Care" a popular hit for the band again

the place was jumping and remained

this way for the continuation of the

concert.

For anyone unfortunate enough to

have missed the S.O.S. Band this time

around I suggest to you to be the first

in line for their next performance.

UNIVERSITY OFMASSACHUSETTS ATXMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^i

SATURDAY,
MAY 12, 8PM
TICKETS:

$11. $9, $7

Sponsored tn part

by a grant from

KollrrKxgen

Corporation

Electro Optical

Diviswn

Fhr»-Coll«o« Students Malf-Pflc«. T»ck««» AvoJIobl* at

FlneAiH C«nt»r lox OWc».0ATATIX OutM« and

Springfield Civic C*nt»f Call(413) 545-2511 Pf 1 -•00-243-4*42
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Best Sellers
NawTork

Hm.i.miw

1

.

Th« Aquitain«

Progranion

2. Tha Haj

3. Haratics of Ouna

4 Tha Buttar Battia

Book

5. Tha Dangar

6. Ona Mora Sun-

day

7. Lord of tha

Dar>ca

8 Smart Woman

9 Pat Sarrtstary

10 AInioat Paradiaa

V Motharhood

2. Mayor

3. Tha March of

FoNy

4. Ona Writar't

Baginnirtg

5. Tough Timat

Navar Last, But

Tough Paopta Dot

6 Mafia Prir>caaa

7. Linas b
Shadowa

8. Tha Diacovarara

9 Furthar Up tha

Organization

10. A Light in tha

Attic

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

•Hardcover editions only

I \ \l

Locat*»d in tKp Tampus Center

^QIJNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

TONIGHT! (AND EVERY WEDNESDAY)

=^ n PLf>orTri^DH?^^

0.

ALREADYANAREA TRADITION!

FEATimSfoH

CHANCELANGTON
(Seen with RODNEYDANGERFIELD

and other greats!)

\SHOWTIME

THURSDAY:
FORiMk AUNJOHT

LONG
FRIDAYANDSATURDAYfrom 8-10
THE HOTTEST SOUND and MUSIC GOING!

Poor Richard^ DANCE CLUB
Disco • Tod 40 • Rock

Wednesday. May 2,J»84
WtHlnMday. Blay 2, 1984, Collegian is

- J

Need an Ice Cream?

I^CA

>

/i

PCIE

CCIEA ®

Hurry!

'^i

halch
ice cream shcp

-«**•?'-**•••

--^^

THE
WORLD
IS

YOUR
CAMPUS

m
«ii^.

AJuli

|-iliK;ili«>n

|*i"t )v;'.iins

.ilx)

.niiil.iblf

T^O AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR
Departs in January from Ft.

Lauderdale end In September

from Seattlewith stops in the

Orient. South Asia, the Middle

East and the Mediterranean.

sp.,nsorol In llu- InivrrMiv ol Pl^^hllr^h. Vi.km.t .it V.. Mtkr^ Miukni> .• Mip. m •. I. .11

>rnK-Mcr ..uKlniiK pr..gr.iMi ...kI suppnrnn.u Ik M cvpcrKiu,- rhi> one sMmsi.r ti.ll

crtdit cxptriemc is avaibbk- to qualified Mudint> from ail accricl.ud . -lUni- .i.>.l

iinivcrsitio

Morf than 60 vovagc related uiiiver.sit\ courses Faculr\ drawn from the I'mversiis of

Pittsburgh aiul other leading universities. auKmented h\ visitini- .irea experts

Optional tours, including special tours into the Peoples Republic of China, available

Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed The SS Utiiiirse is

fullv air-conditioned. 18.000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America

For • fr«e color brochure, write: Semester at Sc>, UCli, University of

Pittsburgh, Forbes Qnatlrmnglc, Pittsburfh, PA 1 5260, or caU toU free

(800) 854-0195 (in PennsyKsnl. (412) 624-6021).

Student Representative will be in

Campus Center Concourse fronn 10 to 2 Tues thru Thurs

SLIDE SHOWS
Tues 7:00 pm Leach House Northeast

Wed. 7:00 pm John Adams 12 floor lounge
Thurs. 7:00 pm, CC Rm 803

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

Hypercurricula
GENERAL MEETING — to discuss mm/lecture series.

8:00 p.m.. CC174.

CUSP CSREER hQGHT — Council of Undergraduate

Studies in Psychology will sponsor a career night featuring

social work, industrial psychology, counseling psychology,

and the alternative learning program. 7:00 p.m., 304

Tobin.

ENGUSH CLUB MEETING - All are invited to the

meeting of the English Club. Discussion will include plans

for next semester. 5:00 p.m.. BART 252.

COMING OUT RAP GROUP - A support and discussion

group for men and women interested in talking about

issues which affect the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual com-

munities. 7:30 p.m., SU413.

GRENADIER AND GAMING SOCIETY - We play

many historical military miniatures and board games
including naval, Napoleonic and armor. No experience

necessary to play. Tonight's game: modem tank

miniatures. 6-12:00 midnight. See CC schedule.

Mnymmi FoffCtt

Sv4
CUNT EASTWOOD

WED. MAY 2

at 5, 7:15, 9:30, 11:46

5 o'clock $1.00

all others $1.25

in S.U.B.

sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega

Q^m
lAPCNr^^HIDNIGHT^n:^
Vl Lll SATMJ>Ay9'SSuAfi>Ay//'S

C'ollecLive2s6'^v ^^^

LAST GENERAL MEETING OF SWE - Introduction of

new officers and activities for fall. Also, info on

Recognitiixi Luncheon for senior women. 6:00 p.m., 221

Marston.

UMASS SIENA PROGRAM - The UMass Italian Qub is

sponsoring an informational meeting for students in-

terested in studying in Siena, Italy. Wine & cheese ser-

ved. 8:00 p.m. HERT 6th floor lounge.

UMASS BIKE CLUB — Lecture by Dr. Benjamin Ricd,

physiologist. Plan four for May 1113, all weekend. 7-9:00

p.m.. See CC schedule.

CONCERT: UMass Jazz Ensemble 1 - Directed by Jeff

Holmes, the UMass Jazz Ensemble 1 performs music of

Herbie Hancock, Horace SUver, Sammy Nestico, Thad
Jones, Jeff Holmes, and others. FREE, 8:00 p.m., Bowker

Auditorium.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Tonight is the last session

of Israeli Folk Dancing this semester. See you in the Fall!

7:30 p.m., SU Commonwealth Room.

ISRAEL INDEPENDENCE DAY ACnVlTlES -
Music! Buttons! Information! Balloons! Join us! on the

Student Union Steps. 11-1:00 p.m., SUe.

HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM — Forum Topic:

"Pornography on Campus?" Members of the campus
community are invited to voice their opinions regarding

demands for the removal of certain magazines from the

Campus Center Store. 12 1:30 p.m., CCIOI.

HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM — This forum will be

devoted to soliciting comments from members of the

campus community regarding the University's Sexual

Harassment Policy and Procedure. 12-1:30 p.m., CC804-

08.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS & REPRODUC-
TIVE FREEDOM MTG. — Join us to evaluate tha

Awareness Day. All welcome. 4:00 p.m., CC901.

WSYL GENERAL MEETING - General meeting for

staff and those interested in the paid position of engineer.

8:00 p.m., Cashin basement.

* * * * *»»*»«** »»»»»
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ZACA TRADING COMPANY
in the Hampshire Mall

Fine Spring & Summerwear
Men's 100% cottx)n lisle shirts

durable!!

natural stretch!!

variety of colors!!

i«dto(

io%o/r

only $5. 95!! ^* presentation of ad

Don't forget Zaca Trading Co.

for Mother's Day gifts!!

Hampshire Mall, Hadley 586-9410

^r PtbcboI,

^ EXPCOfTlOW INtTfTUTf Z

REHTOHt
OFOURS

Car • Track •Vac

North Aahertt
Motors

Rt. 63. No Amhorst
549-2880

ATTENTION SUMMLK
SESSION STUDENTS
WRITINC. PROGRAM
PLAC LMENT TEST

For >,tudents planning

(formerly 190A).

"B" Core, during

Summer Session 1984

THURSDAY, MAY 17,

7 PM,BARTLETT 6>

(1st session)

MONDAY. )ULY 2

7 PM. BAR! LETT 61

(2nd session)

No one will be admitted

into EnKlish 1 1 2 without

this test. Bring ID and

writing instrument

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 vvith

Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.60 Long Hair
Expir«a6/31/d4

VaiM >tM\ Barb & Juta onl

1

FREE CONSULTATION Pleaw <M for an

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

FREE I M
FREE HEALTH COVERAGE
FOR UMASS EMPLOYEESI
Valley Health Plan costs eligible

employees nothing-and it covers

morel Isn't It tinr>e you tried

Valley Health?

Sign up at Personnel Office by

June 6 or call a VHP rep for

information - 256-0151

,^«iti®jv,
^^ "cocktail Lounge '*^^

LADIES 1st 5DRINKSFREE
Anytime 7:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m.

GENTLEMEN 12 oz. Drafts

90 cents ALL NIGHT
HEWER A COVER CHARGE

A great time never cost less!
FUNNYBONES

Open Mon.-Sat. 1 1 a.fn.-l a.m.; Sun. 1 p m.-1 a.m. Located

across from Mt. Farms Mall, Bte. 9

586-2770

mm.

a tribute tcm
ROLUHG
STONES

MAURICE RAYM
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Applications are now available for the position of:

Greenough
Artist-iit'Residence

Craft Shop
Coordinator

for 1984 - 85 Y^^^
Please submit resume and portfolio to

Baker B-22, B-30

Deadline: Wednesday May 9

For further information contact:

Shara at 546-6375 or 545-2080

rrr -ii. sec zz

.ti»^

DANCE
itf«

DOWNTOWN NORTHAMPTON

Students
Summer Jobs

with Mass Fair Share
Get paid for what you believe in -

hazardous waste clean up, economic

reforms - with our grassroots political

outreach and fundraising staff. No ex-

perience necessary. Paid Training.

Hours 1:30-10 PM M-F, $156-225/wk

Call 586-8713

iiiiiiiiliilii:^

MICHAEL GREGORY
S«.:w:'X«X':-:':'>x-X':-:^*>::-:*:'W-^:
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SPYRO GYRA
::•:•:•:•:•:??:•;

rop
with Todd Rundgren, Roger Powell, Kasim Sultan,and Willie Wilcox

^mmmm^mmmm~y
^^ ^^^ UMdSS Arts CouncJh and you

No kegs bottles, or beer balls For rain location updates tune \NMUA 91. 1
FM

Rain location FINE ARTS CENTER (No cans, bottles, cameras or recordingkmcc^^io^^y^^'^^^
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by Berke Breathed
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The Strip Jim Walsh

n^^TS MY B0V!!

J

The TTMaus Zone Mark Rollins

7?^ USAARy - A
76- STORY F'^^O
that's in CAnoiP.

OF 0KOP9\n(r

ITS 8R.ICK

FACADE. ^^ttmt
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Off Campus By Sullivan & Gilbert

ftC

Shafi:nast;
O.T. Derringer
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Veoh^-fhis pface 19 Mindb
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So ujhyi/ yo%>
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cei*»uroL3._ Vov) mean..

D.C. Menu

Lunch
Italian Hoagie

Tuna a la King/Puff Pastry

Triangle

Dinner

FAR EAST NIGHT
Beef Strips with

Mange-Tout
(Snow Peas)

Sweet & Sour Chicken

Fingers

Basics Lunch
Vegetable Grinder

Tuna a la King/Puff Pastry

Triangle

Basics Dinner

FAR EAST NIGHT
Mandarin Tempeh Stir Fry

Sweet & Sour Chicken
Fingers

DAILY CROSSWORD PUniE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Gripe

5 Furry choice

10 Hind's mate
14 To
15 Prepare

16 Listener's delight

17 Loch's relative

18 Goofed
19 River into the

Seine

20 Soup vessel

22 Remus, Sam
Vanya

24 Shelley's

sufficient"

25 Journey of a sort

26 Tempt
29 Man or beast

33 Classified

matters

34 Contribute to the

church
36 fvlisplaces

37 Small obsessions

39 Rank above
freeman

4' Night, in Nice
42 Make joyous
44 Hayworth and

namesakes
46 One. to a Scot

47 Journalist

49 Old Rough and
Ready

51 Sleuth s lucky

strike

52 Freshwater mussel

53 Archieor Ed th

QlWt Lo* Aagcta J\mm SyadkaU

56 Automobile of

a sort

60 Yaks cousin

61 "
I can

help it"

63 Smooth sailing

64 Shore site

65 Heath genus
66 Lines on a map

Abbr
67 'Death and Fire"

artist

68 Casablanca's

neighbor

69 State of irritation

DOWN
Participates in

a game
Jacques' state

Saarinen of

architecture

Engaged m a

sport

Hurry

Archer's

ammunition
Starr of football

8 Golf position

9 Undergo

10 Port city in cen

California

11 Light or pipe

beginning

12 Part of a church

13 The Bee
of Rock

21 Something to

be tied

1

2

3

5

6

7

23 Actress Patricia

25 Church council

of yore

26 Sometime
unsatisfactory

answer
27 Roman official

?8 Victor Herbert's

org

29 Preside over a

meeting

30 Routine

31 Kingdom, in

Madrid

32 Fragrant

compound
35 R's

38 Army post area

40 "Sprat could

43 Perry s creator

45 Levant vessel

48 Gymnast, German
style

50 Hayseeds
52 City on the

Mohawk
53 Luxuriate

54 Singular

55 Zilch

56 Sandpiper

57 Actor in Funny
Lady'

58 Piedmont
province

59 Nursery school

period

62 Domesday Book
money

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8 9

23

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18

25

"22"

19

20

i
29

Hta^H^*~
?6 27 28

40

30 31 32

33 34

I
36

45

37 3S 39

48

41

I
SO

•

42 43 44

52

46

47

P

49

I
57
a
SB

^^^^HTi

62

Pl5^ 54 55

1

61

51

60

1

63"^

64 65 66

67 68 69

READ THE Collegian \
f

Weather

Mass., R.I.,

Conn.—Wednesday mostly

sunny with highs 65 to 70.

Increasing cloudiness
Wednesday night. Lows

in the 408. Thursday,

becoming cloudy with a

chance of rain. Highs in

the upper SOs to low 60s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

onua ijowtij iiiir.ij
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^Rioux continued from page 20

wear Raybestos shirts."

Rioux has been playing for the reigning ASA champions
since she graduated from high school, where she was a

two-time softball All-State selection.

"Playing with experienced people made me mature a little

quicker and it brings out good play," Rioux added.

Her Massachusetts teammates echo the same thoughts.

"She's a big help," freshman third baseman Debbie Cole

said.

.1 1 . .^^mw^^wr^mi'www^w^9^'^^^^r^r^^r\ ii.L.iiii ....iii i . p
•^^ •••••••.•*..•••••>••*.•••.••••••••••- . .

"Unfortunately, people expect her to be

perfect. With all that greatness comes a
lot of pressure. She handles it well.

"

UMass Softball coach

Elaine Sortino

Carol Frattaroli, the freshman second baseman who
never played there until this season, said. "I think she's

one of the best team players I ever played with. She's very

helpful and always pulling for you."

Her college coach Sortino sees her importance, too. "Her

importance is in the air she brings to us, especially on a

team with so many young players. The young players

readily k>ok to her—to the older, skilled player.

"Allyson brings a nice sense of stability and strength to

the team."

The stability and strength have shown for Rioux, since

her playing career began four years ago at UMass after

spending a season at Rhode Island, both at the plate and in

the field.

Rioux got UMass started against URI with a homer in the

opener last week and proceeded to go3-for-3 with a homer,

triple and double.

She has also made many seemingly impossible plays like

in one game against Vermont last season when Rioux dove

for a line drive, caught it and tossed the ball to second for

the double play. Xhe crowd, Sortino said, seemed to clap

for hours.

But the Communications major is a team player. All-

around.

"People feel that they can confide in me. I'm happy to

share the knowledge I've gained.

"Player for player this is the most skilled team since I've

been here," Rioux said. "The ulent is here."

Rioux hopes to get involved with a pro team in the field of

communications in the future. She is also looking to play in

the '87 Pan-Am games and '88 Olympics, where softball

may be a sport.

"She's been a true blessing to our program," Sortino said.

Rioux added, "My family has helped me on the road to

achievements. They have always stood behind me."

"Somebody had to be a ballplayer, " she said with a smile.

Men andwomen golfers fair well
By JOE PETRIN
Collegian Correspondent

This past weekend both the

men's and the women's golf

teams competed in their

respective Division I NCAA
New Englands tournament.

The Minutemen finished a

very respectable sixth out of

11 teams, with a total of 638.

Yale walked away with the

team title as their 609 two-

day total beat second place

Brown by 12 shots.

Providence shot 630 and

came in third as they just

edged out Dartmouth and

Connecticut who were
knotted at 631.

The Minutemen started

slow shooting 325 the first

day over the demanding par

71 Manchester C.C. in

Manchester N.H. They
came back the second day,

however, with the third

lowest score (313).

"I thought that we played

well and I was especially

pleased with the good

comeback on the second day.

All of our players played

near their potential and we
had four scores under 80,"

said Vlach.

The UMass attack wjis led

by sophomore Brian Fit-

zgerald, who shot 77 and 79,

which was low for UM and

12th in the 55-man field.

Standout Tyler Shear in-

jured his thumb just prior to

the season and Fitzgerald

has taken up much of the

slack. Scott Simmons and

BUI Meade also had good

outings. Simmons shot 81,

79 for his 160 total and

Meade shot 84, 76, also

finishing at 160. Meade's

second day comeback was

instrumental in the team's

charge.

"I thought that the team
played well considering the

condition of the course.

Only two teams played

better than us the second

day and the team played

much better as a whole,"

said Meade.
Other Minutemen stan-

douts were junior Charlie

Ross who turned in a 162

(83, 79), and freshman Jim
Ryan with his 166 total (84.

82).

The UMass women's golf

team played a little closer to

home this past weekend.

The first day was played at

The Orchards (par 74) in

South Hadley and the

ir Softball continued from page 20

The seniors left NOPE field on a positive note, as Coffin

went 3-for-6 in the doubleheader with one run and one
RBI, while Rioux went 2-for-5 with a walk. Other fine

performances were turned in by Talbott (2 for-3, 2 walks, 2
RBI) and King (2-for-4, a double, a walk, and two RBI).

Meanwhile. UMass pitching allowed only two unearned
runs and six hits in fourteen innings.

With the Atlantic 10 Playoffs taking place this weekend,

it would have been easy for the Minutewoman to relax, but

according to Rioux, "We let up a little against UConn (to

secona day was held at

Hickory Ridge (par 74) here

in Amherst.

The UMass Minutewomen
finished fifth with a 762

total. Amherst College won

the championship shooting

670 and Darmouth was right

behind them at 676.

Rutgers and Mt. Holyoke

finished third and fourth as

they shot 755 and 759

respectively.

Judy Guzy played very

well for the Minutewomen
(10th in tourney) with a 94 at

the Orchards and an 85 at

Hickory. Challenging Guzy
for scoring honors was

senior Jane Egan who shot

94-86.

"I felt that the team didn't

play up to its potential and

with some breaks we
could've finished higher. I

played well the first day but

ran into difficulties the

second day," said Egan.

Medalist honors for the

tournament went to Dar-

mouth's Sue Johnson who
had an 82 the first day and

then cruised around Hickory

Ridge in 75 strokes.

Other UMass standout

performances were turned

in by Sandy Kupica who
competed in the first

whom they lost twice last week), so we've learned our

lesson." Coach Elaine Sortino added. "We're only

worrying about the game at hand, now. I'm not afraid of

any letup." Sortino also added. "We wanted the seniors to

leave on a positive note, so that gave us some added in-

centive to win."

SENIOR STATS: Coffin, a third year starter in center

field, batted .329 and stole 13 bases in 1982, and was

named second team Ail-American. She's batting .284 so

far this season, with 11 stolen bases. 16 walks, and 11 RBI.

Her career BA is .288 Rioux batted .314 in 1983, as

she was named second team All-American. She's batting

.383 this season, with 3 homers and 29 RBI.

division and turned in a pair

of 94's. Freshmen Linda

Foley shot 108. 99. and

senior Tricia Collins came in

with a 112 and a 99.

For the first time in the

history of the tournament a

hole in one was recorded.

Page Obrien from Mt.

Holyoke aced the 5th hole at

the Orchards.

"Our team played very well

and the competition was

very tough. We are getting

more athletes and they are

hitting the ball longer and

straighter." said Leamon.

"Both of the golf courses

were in great shape and I

think that the play was so

good because of the con-

dition of the courses," he

added.

The women are looking

ahead to their next big

match, which is next

weekend when they travel

to New Jersey for the

Rutgers Invitational, in

which they will be looking to

beat Mt. Holyoke and

Rutgers.

The Minutemen will finish

their season with three

straight home matches.

They should come out of

those with at least two wins.

FREE DR INKS from 8:00 9:00

$1.00 drinks for everyone til 11:00

Wed Nite • Wed Nite • Wed Nite • Wed Nite • Wed Nite • Wed Nite •

Also 3D3TW RYANS; presents **Guido Murphy Night"

Tonight 7-1 am "MEET GUIDO"

1

.

it Happy Hour Music with Smitty on
guitar.

2. • Free draft beer to the first 125

people

3. -* Get your free "Official Guido's

Drinking Cup" (First 150 people)

4. • Free complimentary cocktail

coupons valid at Guido Murphy's

Backroom, Main Street, Hyannis

5. * Summer job interviews for

waitresses, bartenders, barbacks,

door people and kitchen help at

Guido Murphy's - 10:00 to 4:00

at Justin's

6. it Be there, at Justin Ryan's to start

your Cape Cod Summer

CHECK IT OUT!

3 b«droom apt Puffton price negotiable

call 549-6739 or 546-1477

Puffton summer sublet with fall option 1

bedrm in 2 bedrm apt mature, responsible,

female 549-4869

Townehouse summer sublet with fall op-

tion 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt call

George or Joe 549-0902

June 1st - Aug 31 room in large apt near

Amherst Center 166+ per month on bus
route call eves Colette ^3-9747

1 bedroom apt Colonial VIII avail June 1

with fail option 256-1334 eves

Two rooms, walk to campus and town fur-

nished washer /dryer 549-6041

$86 sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2

bedrm Brandywine summer sublet available

June 1st thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 PM
2 bedroom Townehouse Apt available

June 1st - Sept 1st call 549-4585 •••• •
2 bedroom townhouse In Sunderland to
sublet with fall option available call

866-4813 or ee5^B04

1 room available June - Aug 174 month
call evenings 256-1021

Sublet w/fall option. 2 bedroom
townhouse in Southwood. 2 bathrooms.

Right across from bus stop. Beautiful

hilltop location. Free parking. Pool and ten-

nis courtecallimmediately^^

Brandywine one bedroom apt sumemr
with fall option pool 549-5825

1 bdrm apt Crestvlew summer sublet

w/fall option walking distance to UMass on
bus route AC avail June 1 360/mo 549-7826

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Townhouse or Brandywine apt. wanted

1

for fall will take in June call Jim 256-1072

eves $100 reward

People who will be able to offer students

rides at the end of this term, please call the

RIDE SERVICE 545-?14R

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apartment in Colonial

Vlilaga call Karen 549-4684

3-4 bedroom apt in Amherst or vicinity

will take in summer or fall 546-6172 or

546^162

Wanted Puffton or Praaidentlal apt will

pay reward call 665-7518 546-5141

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone numbur FREE

iCollegian w

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Today is the day - sunny or rainy - for buy-

ing Vuarnets and Raybans. Don't let these

fantastic bargains slip away. Look for table

in the CCC today or call Bruce 549-2879

APARTMENT FOR RENT

142 Colonial Village must take summr and

fall $310/month. Security deposit and 1st

months rent required. Two bedroom 1st

come 1st served. 256-8788

AUDIO

Alpine 7123 car stereo, AM/FM cassette

with auto-eject, Dolby. $170 549-6499

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Audi Fox automatic good condition

new brakes, struts $800 firm 665-3509 after

6 PM
1976 Malibu Classic excellent cond. new
battery, new snow radials $1500/ BO selling

before June 256-1014 8-11 pm/7-9 am

73 VW Superbeetle looks great, runs

great Lt Blue $995. 549-4816

1977 Dodge Aspen exc. engine sell by

June call 546-4244 1500.00 BO
Auto for sale. Going back to Europe. Ford

Galaxy 500, PS, PB, AC, excellent condi-

tion, $900 or BO 256-1016 10 pm +

CONCORD

I neod a room for the summer please call

665-2338 PM

DRIVE A BUS

Western Mass Bus Lines is accepting ap-

plications to our bus driver training pro-

gram to prepare students for part time work

in September. Qualifications include a

clean driving record of 3 years, availability

to train through this summer, committment

to work through May, 1985, and student

status at one of the 5-College8. Apply in

person at 59 Service Center St. N'ton Mon-

Fri

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

FOR RENT
~

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util

evenings 253-3075

2 rooms 100 yds from campus. Beach-

front location. Summer sublet fall option.

Nonsmokers call 549-0533

1 furnished bedroom in 4 bedroom apt

to sublet for summr and fall semester '84

Amherst 256-1205

One or two bedroom apt available June

1st, w/fall option. 350/month, include heat

and hot water. Close to Amherst Center.

Call Melissa or Lisa 549-7757

Brittany Manor apr available June 1st for

summer and fall call 253-5660

4-bed summer sublet, Northampton.
$525 call sumnrwrtime for Sept rentals.

Skibiski, Realtors Northampton 584-3428

Take 1 of 3 rms available in 4 bdrm
Amherst apt, sumnr>er/fall option, low

negotiable rent, 253-2083

Live acroaa from Emily Dickenson
Houae 2 bedroom apt, 1 room available

summer/fall option 25fr0681

One bedroom apt Brandywine available

Jupe 1st for fall Tracy 549-3873

1 bedroom apt available June 1 with fall

option $295 call 666-2338 PM

FOR SALE

Computer Terminal with 300 baud

modem $300 323-5574

Electric Baaa Guitar, two pickups, good

for beginners $40. Marlboro Baas/Guitar

AmpTSvo Speakers $60. call 2560630 ask

for Jeff ,

2 portable typewriters: Manual $15 Elec-

tric $25 546-0474 between 9-S

1«77 Camoro must sell $1900 549-0675

la your car ready for aummerll? Make it

shine with chrome magsl Must selll Can

Mike at 549-4662

1973 Saab Sonett aporta car, clawic,

orange, rebuilt transmission and engine,

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel

and some trunk welding, Idle for one year

$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at honr>e)

FOUND

Found 4/27 In front of GRC. Keys with

brown leather fob. Call Don at 546-9700 to

daim

HELP WANTED

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA/EOE
.

• WSYL-FM Sylvan Area Radio seeks *

• qualified person to apply for the *

• paid position of Station Engineer. *

• All interested persons should *

• attend a station meeting on May 2 *

• at 8 PM in Cashin Recreation Room •

• Interviews will t}e arranged. For *

• more information call 5461-4478 EOb *
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Government Joba. $16,569-$50,563/year.

Now hiring. Your area. Call 1-805-687-6000

ext. R-9616

Housekeepers weekends & weekdays thri

the summer. Positions available immediate-
ly for reliable persons. Past experience

helpful. Apply Howard Johnsons Motor
Lodge Rte 9 Hadley

Work this summer on energy p>olicies,

toxic waste Et utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No exprience necessary. Paid train-

ing. Hours 1:30-10:00 pm M-F $156-225/wk
-^ benefits call 586-8713

Waitresses and General Laborers apply

at the Rusty Nail 3 to 5 weekdays

Mobile Vending Vehicle Drivers wanted
Cape Cod Pete 584-9580

Union Video is hiring a part-time summer
mgr. July-August 15 hrs/wk 3.35 hr. video

skills required an AA/EO employer apply

216 SUB bv 5/9

IDEAL LOCATION

Spacious 2 bedroom apt in Amherst

Center short walk to campus. Summer on-

ly. Call anytime 253-3591

LOST

"82 Somerset High men's class ring, in

Worcester DC on April 20. Sentimental

value only. Call Chris, 546-6607

One pair Birkenstock type sandals by

Campus Pond Saturday after NRBQ please

call Alex at 6-9029 no questions

My glasses at Grease last Thursday

night. Brown franr»es in ugly case. Please

call 549 7874

Small Seiko watch with brown strap

Southwest area. If found call 549-6646

reward .

MOTORCYCLES

71 Honda CL 3E0 runs needs work t>est of-

fer ask for Clay evenings 256-0363

PERSONALS

Attention all Greeks: Greekfest - Don't

forget - May 2-8 fun and games parties

Great DEALI Summer sublet - fall option 3

bedroom Swiss Village Apt furnished

253-3971

Dr. Ruth Westheimer
"Sexually Speaking

"

You have seen Dr Ruth on the Tonight

Show and Late Night with David

Letterman and heard her on WYNY in NY
come see her in person Mon. May 7

Student Union Ballroom 8 PM
Tickets now available $2. 5-College

at Fine Arts Center $4. General Pub

• Dr Ruth Weathaimer *

"Sexually Speaking
" *

• see her on Late Night with *

• David Letterman on May 3 *

• ask her questions in person on
• Monday May 7 Student Union Ballroom

'

• $2. 5-College $4. General Public '

• tickets available in advance at

• Fine Arts Center and all Datatix Iocs
*

A Wop Bop A Lu Bop - Come see

GREASE tonight at 8:00 pm, ABSOLUTE-

LY FREE on the Orchard Hill Basketball

Court. Come earty for good seats

GREASE - Solidlaterpattyl Black-eye? Only

two more shows - better get it right this

time __^
Happy 22 Birthday Vanity love the Nesty

Girls

Hey, Hey Paula, you're 20 at last! Happy

Birthday love Sean & Steve

LISA PHILP07T Have you been keeping

an eye on your apartment key?

Hey Paula Mar, Happy B-Dayl Luv ya,

Katie
^

Problems with the University

buroaucracy? Call LSO 54&-1995

Laura, Karen, Betsy, Bretta, Alicia,

Jenette, Chris, Carey, Warren, Jodie,

Staph, Cyndy, Loni, Kerry, Karen, Pat,

etc. Thanx for everything last wek; the

visit, the phone calls, the SSIPS, and trying

to cheer me up. I love you all. Nancy

GREASE - A new pool in our living room!
Here twirt on this. Cast Show - Get Ben &
LaTierri

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Caaea, Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

^Btes, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

To Essex Maaa or thoreabouta on Friday

anytime. Share expenses. Call Eileen

546-4803

RIDERS WANTED

Roundtrip to NYC for $18. on May 5

daytrip 256-6782

ROOM WANTED

Room wanted in W Yarmouth for summer
call Brian 665-3225

Room wanted in Nhampton for summer
& fall. Deirdre 584-8122 after 11

Mellow, nonsmoker mele grad student

with canine pel looking for house for sum-

mer and fall. Dave 549-6621

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Two housemates wanted for summer in

W Yarmouth $800 each by May 26. Call

Sue or Laura 546-9880

Share two bedroom apt male or female

Brittany Manor mid May with fall option 3rd

floor furnished call 253-2140

Female roommate wanted for fall '84

Brandywine apts for more info call 549-7868

Roommate for 2 bedroom apt call after 6

pm ask for Karen 666-4^
Looking for 2 roommates for apt in Bran-

dywine male or female 549-7797

Puffton, summer w/fall option 549-4430

before 11:00 pm, 545-3641 (8-4)

Female roommates wanted for

Townehouse for fall and on call 549-5615

One bedroom in three bedroom
Townehouse Apts; cleen quiet nonsmoker
549-4861

2 female roommatea wantod for Brittany

Manor apt call 256-0945

2 people to share room in Puffton for fall

549 3720 549-7845

Roommate wanted for Brittany Manor
to live with three engineers if interested call

6-9583 or 6-5388

Great place AC pool 125 mo fen>ale room-

mate wanted call 549-1602 begin June 1

Summer aublet 2 females needed to share

Brandywine apt for fall 549-7697

SANS BANDWAGON 11

Thanka for a great weekend. . .bad

guess keeping me up. . .fire extinguisher. .

.Dannys changing colors. . .Marcus.

Goshen. . .midnight express. . .don't drink

the water Thanks Steve

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a profession slly typeset resunr>e.

Come to Collegien Graphica Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:

X

Free coffee and donuts, Monday and

Wednesday mornings. Durir>g finals period

after 6 pm, Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Aree Govem-
nfient. _^
TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283-3060

SUMMER 19S4 - EMPLOYMENT

Reataurant - Martha's Vineyard rm

available. Pleese send inquiries to PO Box

2486 Oak Bluffs, MA 02567

SUMMER SUBLET

1 bedroom available in Brandywine call

549-0116, 6^943, 6-4239

Two bedroom Brandywine apt
available for sumemr sublet. Rent

negotiable call 549-6398
^

Summer aublat Brandywine apt very

reasonable rent call 549-7868

Two block from campua house with

many rooms, beautiful lawn approximately

100.00 rent great dee! 549-7666

1 bedroom, furnished, Puffton for summer
sublet 549-6153

Brandywine swimming pool, air cond with

rent, call 5464791, 549-1406

Double and aingle available in houae on
McCallan St 156-1- 253-3470

One or two rooms available very

reasonable Puffton 549-0462 Chris Sue

Puffton Village 1 bedroom in a 3 bedroom

to sublet for summer only Rose at 549-1616

Two bedroom in three bedroom house
convenient location, rent negotiable call

now 549-3856

Crown Point furnished 2 bedrooms pool

Route 9 bus route next to JR's Price Chop-

per 253-3782

Puffton 2 bedrooms available 6/1 - 9/1.

Furnished room, share bath: rent

negotiable (under $130). Large furnished

room w/own bath: $210 AC, pol, cable,

laundry and bus call 549-6999 Pam or Bran-

da

Dirt cheapl 3 bedroom Southwood
townhouse apartment call now 256-0660

Summer sublet w/fall option 1 bedroom

apt Southwood good location near bus

stop very quiet call 256-6340

Holyoke 2 rm apt w/ kitchenette furnished

to sublet for summer rent negotiable call

536-3571

Central Northampton 3 bedroom apt

June, July, August $425 -t- /month
584-2078

Brandywine Apt for summer sublet fur

nished $95/month negotiable call 549 5955

or 549-6024 after 5

One large bedroom availeble in Puffton

Village from 6/3 to 7/14. Rent negotiable

call 549-6938

Beat Deal subletting Southwood
townhouse cheap 256-8427

Two bodroom apt in Amherat Center

cheapl call now 549-7605

Need a place for summer? Fully furnish

ed Townehouse apt. available very

reasonable call 549-597

Houae in N Amh on bus rte 4 big bdrms

comp. furnished, color TV 2 desks, etc.

$325/mo or $85/bdrm/mo 6/1 - 9/1

549-5893

Beautiful Townehouse apartment to

sublet with free beer call 546 9615 answer

ing machine

TO SUBLET

Two bodroom apt on bus route cheap
rent summer sublet with fall option

666-7518

2 rooma available in t>eautiful North

Amherst house. On bus route. 200 -

utilities eech Scott 549-4926 after 6

1 bedroom apt Colonial Village availa June
1 - Sept 1 256-130 1

1 bedroom Colonial Vill near pool with

fall option 253-5764

1 bedroom Southwood townhouse
summer sublet with fall option available

June 1 253-7031

2 bdrm % mile from campua AC cable

bicy call Beth 545-0046

From June 1 with fall option two
bedroom on Sunderland bus route-

330/month 665-8314

Fumiahed Puffton Apart rent cheep cloae

to bus stop call 5464966

Preaidential room aveilable inexpensive

546-4191 546-7189 close to campus call

evenings

3 bedroom Northwood apt $340 avail

May 1st w/fall option on bus route call

66&8614

2 large bedrooma in dean So Amherat

house on two bus lines quiet neighborhood

reaaonable 253-5196

1 bedroom in 4 bedroom apt fantastic

locatkMi $125 call Carolyn 253-3630

Summer aublat Rolling Gran two
bedroom furnished all util ind AC Rich

6-6389

One bodroom apt in Preaidential sum-
nf>er sub/fall option 366/mo 549-6644

Cheap 2 bdrm Brandywine apt for aum-
mar, pool. Please call anytime 6-5344,

6-5362

w/fall option one room in 4 bedroom
house 10 min walk to campus $175/mo
summer rent neg Gail 253-3830 eve

4 bdrm 2 bath • 14 Swiss VIg, fall option

$174 per bdrm per month, utilities included

Leeving some furniture excellent cond.
256^)361/256-1014

Apartment with fall option $147.50

month Colonial Village ApartPDent neer bus
routes call Bill or Greg 256-0419 keep trying

Cllffalde 2 bedroom townhouse Juna 1 400
utilitiers included fall option 666-3076
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UMasswins final two games at home
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

The last home game of any college sports

season is always a sad time for the team.

That's the time where everybody says

goodbye to the graduating seniors and lets

them know how much they'll be missed.

Many times, the pre game ceremonies can

bring more tears to your eyes than Terms

ofEndearment.

If University of Massachusetts softball

players AUyson Rioux and Tina Coffin were

crying during the pregame ceremonies

honoring them yesterday, they sure didn't

let it affect their play. With some help from

some players who won't hear any goodbyes

for another two or three years, the

Minutewomen took a doubleheader from

Central Connecticut by scores of 6-2 in the

opener and 2-0 in the nightcap raising their

record to 28 10, which ties them for the best

record in UMass softball history, with the

Atlantic 10 Playoffs coming up this

weekend.

In Game 1. the Blue Devils took a 1-0 lead

in the t+iird inning, but the Minutewomen

exploded for five runs in the fifth. After

Anne King singled to left and Ann Ringrose

came in to pinch run for her, Carol Frat

teroli outran a bunt to third baseman Lori

Ann Andrews. After Andrews threw in

vain to first base. Ringrose caught the Blue

Devils napping and hustled her way to third

base.

Emily Bietsch then followed with an mfield

single to load the bases. Beth Talbott then

came through with a base hit to drive in

Ringrose. but Fratteroli was thrown out at

the plate. After Debbie Cole popped up to

first base for the second out. Coffin singled

home Bietsch. and Sally Maher drove in

Talbott and Coffin with a double to left

centerfield. Maher scored the final run of

the inning after Rioux singled and Central

Connecticut shortstop Sharon Mullins

booted a J anet Miller ground ball

.

The Blue Devils cut the deficit to 5-2 in the

top of the sixth on an error, two walks,

and a fielders choice, but UMass closed out

the scoring in the bottom of the sixth, as

Talbott cracked a double to left-center,

driving home Bietsch. Lynn Stockley went

all the way for UMass, scattering two hits

and five walks, while striking to raise her

record to 14-7.

The second game featured a pitchers' duel

between Central Connecticut's Joyce

Saucer and UMass' Cathy Reed. The

Minutewomen came close to scoring in the

bottom of the third when Talbott walked.

Cole bunted her over to second. Coffin

singled to put runners on first and third,

and Coffin stole second. However, Saucer

got the next two batters to ground out to

kill the rally. Reed, on the other hand, was

the recipient of fine plays from Miller in left

field and Rioux at shortsop to preserve her

shutout.

The Minutewomen got their own runs in

the bottom of the sixth, when Rioux

walked. Miller singled up the middle, and

King brought them home with a double to

deep center field.

Central Connecticut staged a rally in the

seventh, as Norma LaCasse reached on an

error and Sharon Mullins singled to center,

but Reed (now 14-3) got the next three

batters to ground out to first, pop up to

short, and pop up to first to end the ball

continued on page 18
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game. Tina Coffin takes a swing in yesterday's doubleheader victory against

Central Connecticut. It was the seniors' final game on home turf.

Laxmen prepare

for Dartmouth
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The chant had begun with twenty seconds left in the

game. From the standing hill crowd and behind you could

hear it all around. "Na na, na na. Na na. na na. Hey. hey,

hey. GOOD-BYE." Twenty seconds later, it really was a

good-bye for Army.
Yes. the high that these 5-3 Massachusetts laxmen are

coming off of after upsetting the forth ranked Cadets is

quite a feeling. But don't start planning for a similiar par-

ty in Syracuse against the number one. defending Na-

tional Champions Orangeman, just yet.

First there is this matter of another bothersome Ivy

league opponent that has to be taken care of todav against

the Big Green of Dartmouth. The first-ranked in New

England (11th in the country) Gorillas will be looking to

avoid another case of the deadly "Harvard Blues" thats

roots can be traced back to a week ago, when the Crimson

T walked into The Hill and upset Massachusetts just

before the Army game.

"It's not something you don't guard against." said head

coach Dick Garber yesterday. "We've talked about it and

will talk about it again today (yesterday). It's certainly

fresh in the players minds. But we had a snappy work out

yesterday and hopefully we'll get another one of those to-

day, implying that we're going to have to work our way

through it."

The key to this game seems to be stopping the Dart-

mouth attack, which is the major reason for their number

four New England ranking. The three man front of

Jenkins Marshalls, Dave Burt, and Steve Liteman, all are

All-Ivy selects from Baltimore, and accounted for 70 goals

and 49 assists between them last year. Aft«r that, the

Green attack bottoms out.

That means a key man for Garber's troops will be. as

usual, goalie Gerry Moreau. Stop those three and the rest

should turn out right.

Moreau says that certainly won't change his style at all.

"I didn't even know that their three attackmen were like

that," he says "There's nothing I can do except stop

Garber will play his defense in front of Moreau as a

"good tough, man to man. They've got to prove they can

open up they're offense before we switch out of our man to

man."
So there it is. Stop Dartmouth and then start getting

pumped up for Syracuse. Not before, only after.

"After having lost to Harvard. " says Garber, "it's

another mid-week game, and the players know that

they're still in the running to finish number one in New

EngisoKi and make an NCAA playoff spot. Hell, if that

doesn't motivate you nothing will."

( oll*|n>n photc

Senior Allison Rioux has been an important

member of the UMass softball team at short-

stop, at the plate, and as a leader.

Rioux handles it all

for perfect ending
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

She had a bat in her hand at age four. By nine she was

Uking cuts and with her fathers Babe Ruth basebaU team.

"I was fascinated with it," she said. "It was part of our

family's life. I grew up watching baseball. It's part of the

game-watching and learning and trying to execute the

basics with a fine tooth comb."

Well, this one student of the game has learned her lessons

very well. AUyson Rioux, who has earned numerous

honors and awards, including All American, constantly

amazes the opposition and the University of

I^ftssachusctts.

"Unfortunately, people expect her to be perfect." UMass

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "With all that greatness

comes a lot of pressure. She handles it well."

The pressure comes to the 22-year-old senior because of

her various and impressive accomplishments. She was the

NCAA second team AU American shortstop last season

and has been an American Softball Association All-

American at second base three years in a row for the

Raybestos Brakettes, who have won the ASA title 18 times

in the last 26 years.

Rioux was also a member of the United States Pan-

American softball team in 1983. which won a sUver medal,

and will be representing the United States as a member of

Raybestos in the International Cup two weeks before the

Los Angeles Olympics start.

Yet Rioux said that she has benefitieu irom all the

pressure she has gathered in the six years since she

graduated from WesthiU High School in Stamford, Conn, in

1979

For example, Rioux said. "Everyone is out to knock off

Raybestos (who have won ASA titles m three of the five

years Rioux has been there). We don't win just because we

continued on page 18

Varsity, JV crew teamsrow into first place
By ED ROBINSON
Collegian Staff

Max Olrnstead was in a good mood last Saturday morn-

ing despite suffering from a case of the flu. Stroke of the

University of Massachusetts men's Junior Varsity eight,

he and his boat had just won their second race of the

season.
, , ^,

.

"It's scientifically proven that Im the best rower on this

team," Olrnstead said in a gravelly voiced imitation of a

professional wrestler's boasting interview.

In a more serious tone, he described the race: We got

off to a quick start. We were winning after thirty 8Ut)ke8

and sUyed in front the rest of the way. Hopefully we can

carry some of this momentum into the New England s

next Saturday."

The UMass JV eight finished nine seconds in front of se-

cond place URI. Amherst finished a distant third.

Besides Olmstead the JV team includes Chris Schaffer,

Ted Millette, Dennis Holland, Mark Keeley, Tom Almy,

John Mclnemey, Pedro Vieira and coxswain Gabe

Capalupo.
.

The Varsity eight rowed next and performed m a

frustratingly familiar nuuiner.

"We fell behind at the start. We were a boat length

behind Amherst and URI," said varsity oarsman Jim San-

to. "Then we cranked and blew by them." But they were

unable to catch Williams, who beat them by six seconds

with a time of 6:37.
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Senate refuses to increase

budget allocation for yearbook
By IAN POLUMBAUM
CoUepan Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night approv-

ed the 1984-5 Student Government Association (SGA)

budget without amendment, as submitted by the Budget

Committee, in one of its most hectic meetings of the

year.

The future of Index, the University of Massachusetts

yearbook, was left dangling for at least another week.

The budget allocated $16,000 for the yearbook, an

amount Index editor Kevin Fachetti has called insuffi-

cient.

Next Wednesday, the Senate will consider authorizing

a combination grant/loan package of $20,000 for Index

from the SGA's emergency deficit liquidation account.

This would bring the yearbook's funs to $36,000. the

amount of Index'?, original request.

SGA Treasurer John Mooradian said Index should

receive the additional $20,000 because of its "unique

nature as a history of our four years here."

But others expressed concern that the loan and grant

from the emergency account would set a dangerous

precedent, and other student groups with funding pro-

blems would demand similar special consideration.

Budget Committee chairman Joseph Sparks said he

knew of at least one group dissatisfied with its 1984-85

funding which will seek extra money from the deficit li-

quidation account of Index is bailed out in this fashion.

Sparks also said he was "very happy the issue didn't go

back to (the) budget committee.

"People say I've been vindictive toward the yearbook,"

he said. "I personally fought for Index to get $16,000. If

I had kept my mouth shut, they would have gotten zero."

The meeting room was packed with students from

various Registered Student Organizaitons (RSO's).

Many of them questioned about various budget alloca-

tions.

Members of the Black Mass Communications Project,

funding for which was cut by more than $4,500, asked

Sparks to explain the decrease.

Sparks said the BMCP "requested $2,900 f(.r equip-

ment, and we can't fund equipment. They also requested

an excessive amount of money for magazines- for exam-

ple. Billboard"

Defending a $1,362 cut in funding for DKl'M
magazine, a Third World community publication. Sparks

said the magazine was concerned "more with student

service, not community service."

At the beginning of the meeting. SenaU' Sf)eaker Chris

Sullivan appealed to senators to "be on your best

behavior. This is the one meeting that lots of students at-

tend."

But not only was last night's meeting the most crowd-

ed one of the semester, it also turne<l out to be the most

chaotic.

At one point, Southwest Area Senator Bill Collins took

the microphone, and questioned Sullivan's judgement in
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Kevin Fachetti addresses the senate last night.

ruling a proposed amendment out of order, ('oilins

himself was ruled out of order several times by Sullivan

and then shouted down by senators standing up in the

back and at the sides of the room.

"If you're out of order one more time, I'm going to ask

you to leave," the speaker told Collins, banging the

gavel.

Of the postponement of discussion on the yearlMM)k

issue, Fachetti said, "I was hoping it would be solved

tonight. It's one more week of hell."

Steinem urges crowd

to act against injustice
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Participants in last night's debate at the School of Management are,

from left to right, Edward E. Feit, Fern L. Johnson, Stephen K.

Michael, moderator Robert E. McGarrah, Leonard A. Rapping, Linda

Lockwood, and Jay Demerath.

Business community's role

in arms control discussed
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts faculty and

staff members last night debated the issue

of whether business management should

take a stand on arms control and disar-

mament.
A panel of five professors and associate

provost for undergraduate education Fern

L. Johnson gave their views, both pro and

con, on whether business management

abdicates responsibilities for the arms

race.

Moderator Robert E. McGarrah,

professor of Management, said, "We

cannot call ourselves a university com-

munity if we do not try to connect or

engage our specialized academic and

professional interest on vital issues of

peace and security."

Jay Demerath, professor of sociology,

asked whether business management

abdicates its responsibilities of arms

control and if businesses have any

responsibilities at all.

"Like most subjects of passionate

debate, this one is clotted with am-

biguity," he said. "My answer is negative

to both questions. Much of the inef-

fectiveness of our disarmament effort

stems precisely from the intrusive in-

terests of that all too substantial portion

of American business which depends upon

defense spending. Since what is good for

American business in this respect may be

the death of us all, I would prefer to see

business abdicate all together."

Political Science professor Edward E.

Feit said it would be a "hypocrisy" if

business management takes a stand on the

issue since "management is not

homogenous. No one could possibly take a

position and be representative of all."

"If you want to take a stand," Feit said.

Continued on page 5

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY Feminist writer,

activist and organizer Gloria Steinem urged

more than 1,000 men and women to work

for reproductive rights and economic

equality for women last night at Mount

Holyoke College.

She referred to the gathering as an

"organizing meeting."

"If we come together today and there is no

trouble tomorrow, we haven't done our

job," Steinem said.

Steinem said it took 150 years for blacks

and women to become legal entities and the

next step is legal equality.

"We need to make sure that no one is ever

again born into a particular role because of

race or sex," she said.

Steinem said institutional changes are just

beginning, and that the resulting opposition

means the movement is being taken

seriously.

"The opposition is a tribute 10 years ago

we were being ridiculed," she said.

Steinem said langauge is very important.

"Now we have words like "battered

women" and "sexual harrassment." Ten

years ago, it was just called "life," she said.

Steinem cited the importance our culture

puts on conforming as one reason people are

afraid of feminism. She also said economic

interests are vested in keeping women
separated and unorganized.

"You can say you are for equal pay for

equal work, but to say you are for equal pay

for women now that is an economic

revolution," she said.

Steinem said the United Nations has used

computers to measure "our suffering

worldwide."

"V^e are roughly one half of the

population, we do one third of the paid

work, we do two thirds of all the work, we
receive 10 percent of the salaries paid, and

we own one percent of the property," she

said.

Women have to gain full reproductive

rights beoau.se reproduction determines

their economic status and because the lack

of that control is a major cause of death and

injury, she said.

"It was, and is, a sweetly reasonable

request," she said, "but what we are doing

is seizing control of the means of

reproduction. It even sounds radical."

Steinem said reproductive freedom must

be established as a right, as basic as

freedom of speech or a freedom of

assembly, which no government "of the

right or the left, capital or communist, has a

right to interfere with.

She said democratizing the family is

important because housewives work the

longest hours, have the highest level of

drug addiction and alcoholism, the highest

chance of being beaten or killed, and the

most likelihood of being replaced by a

younger worker, (through divorce), than

any other job.

INSIDE:

Flora Lewis chosen commencement speaker P-3

Safety promised to be the word at Pond Series P-5

Susan Zizza stars in Grease P*^

''Capitalism and ecology are on a eollision course.
"

---former state Attorney General Robert Quinn
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Court bar's interracial child custody
WASHINGTON (AP) - Chief Justice

Warren E. Burger yesterday refused to

block courts in Texas from taking part in a

case that focused on the role of interracid

marriages in child custody fights.

Burger denied — by ignoring — an

emergency request by Linda Sidoti

Palmore of Seffner, Fla., to bar Texas

courts from standing in the way of her

Florida court battle to regain custody of

her daughter.

The chief justice, however, returned Mrs.

Palmore's case to the Florida courts im-

mediately rather than on May 20, the date

when an April 25 Supreme Court ruling in

Mrs. Palmore's favor normally would take

effect.

A court source said no further action

from Burger was expected in the case.

On April 25, the nation's highest court

overturned a ruling that had stripped Mrs.

Palmore, who is white, of custxxiy of her

daughter, Melanie, because she married

Clarence Palmore, a black.

Mrs. Palmore's ex-husband, Anthony J.

Sidoti of Bryan, Texas, was awarded

custody of Melanie, now 6, in 1982. Sidoti,

who is white, is married to a white woman.

The justices unanimously threw out a

Florida judge's ruling that Melanie would

be stigmatized by living in an interracial

household. But the decision did not

necessarily resolve the custody battle bet-

ween Mrs. Palmore and Sidoti.
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CATHOLICISM AND CAPITALISM — Pope John Paul II gestures

and President Ronald Reagan looks as the two meet in Fairbanks,

Alaska while on stop-overs from plane yesterday at Fairbanks Airport.

The two met later privately.

New test can diagnose VD early
BOSTON (AP) A simple, half hour test

can accurately diagnose chlamydia, a

common but hard todetect form of

venereal disease that is a leading cause of

infertility in women, a study shows.

Although chlamydia ranks with genital

herpes as the most widespread sexually

transmitted diseases, it has received much

less attention because it is so difficult to

pinpoint. If left untreated it can cause

infertility, and it has been implicated in

stillbirths, prematurity and certain

childhood cases of pneumonia and ear in-

fection.

The new test, described in New Englanc

Journal of Medicine, could replace tissue

culturing. a tedious, six-day test that unti

recently was the only way to diagnose

chlamydia.

Drinking age will rise

if border states agree
BOSTON - The drinking age in Massachusetts would

increase from 20 to 21 if all of the commonwealth's

neighboring states also acted to establish a uniform age,

under a bill approved by a legislative committee.

The Government Regulations Committee, on a voice

vote, decided to release a revised drinking age bill yester-

day to the House floor for consideration.

"I'm not sure a case has been proven that this bill will

help highway safety, but we wanted to let the entire

House decide the issue," said Rep. William Galvin,

D-Boston, House chairman of the committee.

"It was clear to us that given our central location in New
England, we must have the other states consistent in age

to avoid encouraging young people to drive across the

state border for drinking purposes," he said.

But the state senator who helped defeat the age change

in the Senate last year said he didn't think the revised ver-

sion would win easy passage in 1984.

Digest
hu The Associated Press

Third harbor tunnel

gets house approval
WASHINGTON— A House subcommittee has approved

an interstate highway bill that would end the controversy

over two large Boston highway projects and clearly

authorize Massachusetts to build them.

Authorization for a third Boston Harbor tunnel con-

necting the Massachusetts Turnpike with Logan Airport

and a plan for depressing the Central Artery highway

through Boston's downtown were included yesterday in

the surface transportation subcommittee's bill.
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4.75 To Start
Part-time positions available for dependable people to

take physical retail inventories in Boston and nort areas.

Nationwide service needs people over 18 with pht e and

transportation. No experience necessary, only good math

skills.

Must have weekend availabilty. Daytime shifts and some
Weeknights possible. Flexible schedule allows you to

average at least 40 80 hours a month.

Paid training on our audit calculators $5.00 per hour in 30

days provided you complete our training requirements. Op-

portunity for advancement. For more information call Mr.

Krepiick

.

617-938-91 19 or 692 3040

Summer employment. Full-time next January.

See Student Employment Office

o

ROCK & ROLL

DYNAMITE RECORDS
NEED CASH?

We will buy your records

and tapes

Cash or Trade

and get 25% more
Thornes, a marketplace plus!

150 Main Street, Northannpton 584-1580

>

CLASSICAL
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Soft Contact Lens Ctr
Extended wear soft lenses from $48. ea.

Daily wear Soft lenses from $25. ea.

Heat disinfecting units $12.95 reg. $30.

Check out these

Contact Lens Solution Prices
Opti-clean Reg 2.98 SALE 1.98

Sensitive Eyes System Reg 3.75 SALE 2.49

Adapettes Reg 1 .00 SALE .50

Soft Contact Lens Deluxe Cases Reg. 3.75 SALE 1.98

Many more Solutions on Sale COME & SEE
B & L Sunglasses 20% off

Vuarnet Sunglasses 20% off with this ad

195 N Pleasant St 256-6403
Amherst Optical Shoppe 170 University Dr. 253-5412

in the Amherst Med Ctr.

(beHuqgryu BE
56 University Drive, Amherst THEREI

549-5713

FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
2-6 pm

75^ 1 LIQUOR BAR DRINKS
75^ Lowenbrau (drafts)

50^ Lite, Bud (drafts)

super special

SOMBREROS 75'
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University reverses policy on SCBs
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts departments can now make
purchases from Student Controlled Businesses (SCBs)

under a new policy recently approved by Vice Chancellor

for Administration and Finance, John L. DeNyse.

The new policy removes the prohibition on Universtiy

purchases from student-run co-ops imposed by George

Beatty Jr., DeNyse's predecessor.

In October 1979, Beatty approved the ban "in the interest

of maintaining good 'down-town' relations." It was

thought that if the University were allowed to continue

doing business with the co-ops, local taxpaying businesses

might complain of unfair competition.

In a memorandum dated December 20, 1979, Beatty

wrote, "It would be seriously detrimental to the purpose

and future of student owned and operated co ops were

(the) tax-exempt status (of the coops) to be threatened by

claims of unfair business competition."

In a letter to DeNyse in October 1983, representatives of

10 SCBs protested the policy for several reasons, saying

"SCBs offer vital services fast and efficiently which should

be available to the entire community."

"The dollar volume of business between University

departments and SCBs is small by University standards,"

the representatives wrote. "The downtown business

community is far more concerned with competition from

the University Store than from any SCB."

Two months later, Michael Pill, senior staff attorney for

the UMass Legal Services Office, said he and an assistant

had done research which confirmed "the fact that SCBs do

not constitute any threat to the tax-exempt status of the

University."

"Concerning the supposed issue of unfair competition,"

Pill wrote in a letter to the CoUegian. "the courts. ..have all

supported the Universities." He then cited several court

cases.

Last month, DeNyse authorized University departments

to do business with 14 SCBs. He was unavailable for

comment this week, but student co-op managers said they

were pleased with the new policy.

Roberta Arena, who runs both Button-Up and the

Sporting Goods Co op, said Button Up has received orders

from several departments, including University Without

Walls and Eastside residential staff.

She said the recently opened sport co-op, a "more

student-oriented" store, had not yet gotten departmental

requests. "But the new policy can only help us," she ad-

ded.

"The departments aren't flocking to us," said Bob Menzel.

treasurer of People's Market, "but we should sell some

things to them once we start an advertising campaign

along those lines."

Greeks give out achievement awards
By JOHN VINCENT
CoUegian Staff

The Greek Area gave out awards for personal and house

ichievement last night as part of their Greek Festival

week celebrating life in the Greek area.

The appeal of the Greek area, said Jay Flynn, Greek

Area resident and past chair of the senate's Governmental

Affairs Committee, is that the houses encourage a positive

attitude by having people with common interests live

together and contribute to the personality of the house,

which might be oriented toward sports or academics.

Flynn said the Greek area does a lot for charities and

gets people involved in community life. He said a family

atmosphere is generated in the houses to make members

think of their house as home.

Greg Andonian, president of the Greek Inter-Fraternity

Council, said organized Greek activities and traditional

Greek reputations were just for show, and the important

aspect of the Greek area is that a person is able to do as

they want and not as they are supposed to do.

The awards were presented in the Campus Center and

were preceded by a catered dinner. Greek man and

woman of the year were Mark Bice and Martha McGrul

respectively. Alpha Delta Phi was the outstanding frater-

nity and Phi Mu was the outstanding sorority. A special

award in memory of Brad Kingquist, a past Greek area

resident noted for selfless devotion to his house, was given

to William Teich.

Gamma Gamma awards for outstanding service to

Continried on page J,
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Stiltwalker Michael Cooper takes a stroll in-

cognito yesterday afternoon at the Campus
Pond.

Times columnist Flora Lewis

to address commencement

BREAK DOWN — Members of the break dance group IBM do their

thing yesterday afternoon on the Campus Center concourse in celebra-

tion of 1984 Day.

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

New York Times foreign affairs columnist

Flora Lewis will give the main address at

the 114th commencement of the University

of Massachusetts on Sunday, May 27, in

Alumni Stadium.

Lewis will also receive an honorary Doctor

of Humane Letters degree, one of six to be

awarded. Other award recipients named

are: Black History scholar John W.
Blassingame, chairman of Afro-American

Studies at Yale; animal behavior researcher

Vincent G. Dethier, Woodside Professor of

zoology at UMass; UMass alumnus Robert

D. Gordon, a Boston attorney and former

Board of Trustees member; the reverend

Donald J. Monan, Boston College

president; and UMass alumnus Janet

Gorman Murphy, president of Missouri

Western State College.

UMass President, David C. Knapp. will

confer degrees on approximately 4.500

undergraduates and 400 graduate students.

The student speaker will be Joshua Meyer,

a Journalism /STEPEC major.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey is also

scheduled to announce four 1984 faculty

fellowship awards and six distinguished

Teacher Awards, three faculty members

and graduate assistants or associates.

The University of Massachusetts Stock-

bridge School of Agriculture Com-

mencement will be on Saturday, May 26, at

1:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall. The ROTC Commissioning ceremony

is planned for Sunday, May 27, at 8 a.m. in

the Fine Arts Center, and the Nursing

Commencement is Sunday. May 27, at 1

p.m. at the Rhododendron Garden.

Pornographyforumexamines
campus magazine sales

University may establish

management control center

By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

Exposing the community to the problems

relating to pornography is a more realistic

goal than finding immediate solutions to

them, according to speakers at the Human
Relations Forum on Campus Pornography

yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts.

The forum was held in order "to introduce

the nature and seriousness of the problem,

since we're not here to find solutions, " said

Jay Savereid, chairperson of the com-

munications studies department and

moderator of the forum.

Kathy Alexander, counselor advocate at

the Everywoman's Center at UMass, read a

speech she presented at the Pornography

conference entitled "Breaking the Con-

nection between Sex and Violence: A Case

Against Pornography." last weekend.

She explained that, "Pornography is the

sexually explicit subordination of women

graphically depicted, usuaUy in a violent

way."

"(It) is the expression of male power, not

male sexuality." she said. This depiction of

women comes from a "male centered

society that has developed and nurtured a

pornographic culture," she said.

"To carry pornography on college cam-

puses is to show the collusion and par

ticipation of campus men in this por-

nographic culture," Alexander said.

Following the speakers, Kathleen Engel, a

member of the Ad-Hoc Committee on

Campus Pornography and a member of the

Northampton based Women Against Media

Violence, featured a slideshow from

Playboy and Penthouse magazines in order

"to understand where our concern about

these magazines is coming from."

The photos and cartoons all depicted

images of "violence, rape, and molestation,"

against women and children.

In a discussion following the presen-

tations, members of the group discussed

their opinions on pornography. One woman
asked about the guidelines used to choose

magazines for distribution on campus.

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

The School of Management at the

University of Massachusetts has proposed

the estabhshment of a management control

center on campus, and is now awaiting final

approval from Acting Provost Samuel

Conti.

Management Professor Stephen R.

Michael said the center would be a focal

point for building state, regional, and

national constituencies of business

organizations in the private and public

sectors, as well as being financiaUy

beneficial for the school.

The Faculty Senate approved the

estabhshment of the center last week, and

Michael said he hopes the center will be

established within six months.

Michael said the center will support itself

with grants and gifts from corporations.

"We don't expect any funding from the

University," he said.

"First we have to secure the foundation

through a grant. As soon as we are ap

proved, we'll start seeking a grant for

$80,000. Michael said. He said the $80,000

is the initial amount needed to establish the

center.

"The center would serve as an outreach

mechanism within the Commonwealth,

which is the headquarters for many

regional and national corporations.

Research will be done by faculty within the

department, as well as from other schools of

management. We'll also have graduate

students working as research assistants,"

Michael said.

Michael said the center will focus attention

on analysis and research of governmental

and corporate effects on management

control. The center will accumulate,

evaluate and disseminate its findings

through workshops, lectures and

publications, he said.

"We kicked off this idea by doing research

with Fortune and Inc. companies. We got

$15,000 in a grant from the Business Fund

of Canadian Studies in the U.S., and we're

now conducting a second study," Michael

said.

"Manifestations of a turbulent en-

vironment are everywhere," he said.

Because productivity is down in the United

States and up in Japan, and because the

international division of labor is being

suppressed by a system of global

economics, Michael said the work the

cen- er would conduct w Ui oenetit everyone.
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* Greek awards
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house, area, and community

were given to seven people: Elizabeth

McDonald, Beth Powers, Jennifer

Winslow, Jodie Glennon, Dave Donovan,

Dave Doran, and Jay Flynn.

Karen Lawn, Panhellenic president, said

she was proud of the academic
achievements of the Greek area this year.

She explained each house had a hand in

deciding who got the awards, with each

house president getting a vote.

Lawn also mentioned that Greeks have a

good record of alumni support. She said

she was hoping to establish a level of co-

ordination with the administration on

things such as communal buying of food,

allowing the Greek area tax-exempt status,

and the issuing of floating bonds for people

who want to buy a house but don't have the

cash at hand.

Nick Katsoulis, Treasurer of the Inter-

Katsoulis said you do find obnoxious peo-

ple but there were a lot of good feelings in

the houses and that it just depends on what

you look for.

which has looser restrictions in the dor-

mitories.

Katsoulis also said the Building Authori-

ty Bond issue is discriminatory because the

Greek area is classified as off-campus for

their commuter fee, but still are subject to

many University housing regulations. He

also commented on the close family at-

mosphere of the fraternities, which he said

made the University feel smaller and not so

overwhelming to deal with on a personal

level.

The Greek area is also sponsoring a soft-

ball tournament this Saturday, a barbeque

and a "Greek sing" as part of Greek

Festival week.

Flynn, while admitting the fraternities

might be dirtier than the dorms, added

"but it's home."

Men's groups sponsoring

discussion of male attitudes
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Two local men's groups are tonight co-

sponsoring a panel discussion dealing with

some issues and attitudes which the male

community "needs to be responsive to" if it

is to fill social gaps created by racism,

sexism, and other prejudices, according to

one of the organizers.

The discussion is titled "Ourselves and
Our Groups: Coalition Building Through
An Appreciation of Difference," and ac-

cording to organizer Steve Botkin of the

Pioneer Valley Men's Network, "there are

two questions we want to answer. One is

what is the experience of being a man and a

member of the represented groups? The

other is what kinds of thinks do we, as a

men's community, need to be responsive to,

to help build bridges between people of

different backgrounds?"

The panel members wUl be Steven
Belliveau of the Speakers Bureau for the
Pioneer Valley Gay Alliance, Domingo
DeJesus, director of Casa Latino, Paul

Wiley, a doctoral candidate at the

University of Massachusetts, and Rabbi
Saul Perlmutter of the UMass Hillel.

The Valley Men's Network and the UMass
Men's Center are co-sponsoring the event,

which will begin at 7:30 at the Bangs
Community Center, behind Plumbleys in

Amherst.

JENSEN AM/FM STEREO CAR
CASSETTE STEREO SYSTEM

A GREAT VALUE JENSEN 8 WATT AM/EM STEREO CASSETTE
RECEIVER WITH PUSH BUTTON TUNING. FADER CONTROL.
LOCKING FAST FORWARD & REVERSE AND MATCHED WITH A
PAIR OF JENSEN 1283 4 INCH FULL RANGE SPEAKERS

$16999

yiLPINE . JENSEN AM/FM STEREO

CAR CASSETTE STEREO SYSTEM
AUTO REVERSE ALPINE 7150 AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE WITH
PATENTED CASSETTE GLIDE LOCKING FAST FORWARD AND RE-
WIND AFC AND MATCHED WITH A JENSEN 1077 5'. INCH COAX
SPEAKERS WITH 20 OUNCE MAGNET AND PIEZO TWEETER

$23999

/ILPINE niONeen DIGITAL AM/FM

STEREO CASSETTE CAR MUSIC SYSTEM
DIGITAL AM'FM STEREO CASSETTE THE ALPINE 7162 WITH
POWER AMP FADER. AUTO REVERSE. 12 STATION PRESET AUTO
SEEK STATION LOCATOR, SEPARATE BASS ft TREBLE AND A PAIR
OF PIONEER 6904 6 K 9 80 WATT COAX SPEAKERS $33999

JENSEN DIGITAL AM/FM STEREO
DOLBY CASSEHE WITH ELECTRONIC TUNING
JENSEN 5?0 - 10 WATT AUTO REVERSE DOLBY AM/FM STEREO
CASSETTE WITH BASS ft TREBLE. FADER, ELECTRONIC SCAN
TUNING, 10 STATION PRESETS. DIGITAL CLOCK. FEATHER
TOUCH CONTROLS AND A PAIR OF JENSENS BEST 6x9
TRIAXIAL (O3033) 100 WATT GREAT SOUNDING SPEAKERS

$49999
r

AlpineHigh Fidelity

DELUXE CAR MUSIC SYSTEM
INSTALLED

$ 109999
THIS HIGH FIDELITY SYSTEM FEATURES THE ALPINE 7146 AM/FM STEREO
DIGITAL RECEIVER WITH DOLBY. THE ALPINE 3011 - 5 BAND GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER. THE ALPINE 3516 - 18 WATT PER CHANNEL AMP FOR THE
ALPINE 6142 SPEAKERS, THE ALPINE 3518 - 40 WATT PER CHANNEL AMP
FOR THE ALPINE 6391 - 3 WAY FERRO FLUID POLYMER SPEAKERS AND -

YES. ALL INSTALLED FREE.

RENTout
OF OURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt 63, No Amherst
5492880

MlfNIION SUM\U K

SLSSION STUDtNTS
V\RniN(, PROCRAM
PLACIMINI IhST

For students planninK

(former H 190A).

"B ' Core, dufinn

Summer Session 1984

THURSDAY, MAY 17,

7 PM,BARTLETT hi

( 1st SCSSMUl)

MONDAY, JULY 2

7 PM, BARTlEl 1 U\

(2nii session)

N«» one will be admitted

into English 11 2 m ithoui

this lest Brin^ ID <iiul

\M ilinn instrument

Social Change
Job

Opportunities

in Boston
9 to 5, Boaton'a Working

Woman's Organization
concerned with wage, pro-

motional arxj discrimination

issues, is now hirir>g in-

dividuals to do community

outreach, fundraising and

to move people to action on

issues that affect worT>en in

the workplace. Hrs:

1:30-9:30. Training and

twnefits included.

Call: S17-423-fiB4

9 am to 1 pm
Permanent fr Summar

Positions Available

* OUR FREE INSTALLATION SALE ENDS ABSOLUTELY ON MAY 12. 1984. APPOINTMENTS WILL BE MADE IN ORDER OF PURCHASE TO QUALIFY FOR FREE INSTALLATION ALL SYSTEMS MUST
BE PAID IN FULL BY MAY 12lh. 1984 EVEN THOUGH INSTALLATION MAY BE SCHEDULED AT A LATER DATE ANY ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED WILL BE A CUSTOMER S EXPENSE
ANTENNA INSTALLATION IS NOT INCLUDED IN FREE INSTALLATION CERTAIN PREMIUM DOMESTIC 4 IMPORTED CARS WIL L INCUR SOME EXPENSE FOR INSTALLATION

^"heSound Compan#J
CNICOPII FAIRFIELD Mall n««r Csldof!

Open Every Evening til 9 30 PM Open Sunday 12-

00^

Open Thurs S Friday Evenings Til 9 PM i

Nour's the Hine
to call

North Amherit
Motors

EBy«rt rtpmXrt U
r*«*ndltl«nlng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

349-2d60

^ nuclear arms'
"join a peace movement and add to them
your managerial skills."

From a humanistic point of view,

Environmental Science professor Linda

Lockwood said, "There is a moral

responsibility of management in a number
of professions to assume leadership and be

visibly concerned about increasing

militarization of our society. More
weapons means less security."

"We have to humanize our university,
"

and take a stand Lockwood said. "Town
Meeting Article 65, the Nuclear Free

Amherst Act. means to act locally and

Continued from page 1

think nationally."

Johnson said business management is

responsible to shareholders and cor-

porations and not responsible to human
equality or human interest."

"Scare the pants off people and we'll

have control of a nuclear holocaust,"

Leonard A. Rapping, an economics

professor, said.

"It is the obligation of this group to take

an active and responsible role in the public

efforts to enforce the proper policy toward

nuclear weapons on elected and appointed

public officials," he said.

Rules to be strictly enforced

at Sunday's Spring Concert

Auto damaged on Infirmary Way;

thieves hit Graduate Research Center
A hit-and-run accident caused an

estimated $200 worth of damage to a car

traveling on Infirmary Way at 7:10 p.m.

Tuesday. According to University of

Massachusetts police, the suspect is being

sought.

A computer telephone link up valued at

$695 was stolen from room A 127 in the

Graduate Research Center between Friday

and Tuesday police said. The room was

unlocked and there are no suspects in the

case.

A Columbia bicycle valued at $100 was

taken from a rack near Moore Dormitory,

between 4:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. Tuesday

according to police. The bike was secured

with a cable and lock.

A 19-year-old man arrested for operating

without a license, possessing no

registration and speeding, was ap-

prehended at 8:14 p.m. Tuesday by police.

-TOM MIDDLETON

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Official of the University of Massachusetts

Union Program Council (UPC) yesterday

said they were "primarily concerned with

safety and environment" at the 1984 Spring

concert, scheduled for this Sunday at the

Campus Pond.

Talent Coordinator Lance D. Foley said

UPC wants "to show the (UMass) ad-

ministration that we can have a very

positive musical event on this campus."

Foley said this will be the reason for strict

enforcement of the rules at the concert. No
kegs or bottles will be allowed, and all

coolers will be searched. Cans are ac-

ceptable, however, Foley said.

The event, scheduled to begin at noon, will

be open exclusively to students from the

Five-College area, and student IDs will be

checked, Foley said.

The headliner at Sunday's concert is Todd

Rundgren's band. Utopia. Spyro Gyra,

Michael Gregory and the Persuasions will

also perform at the show.

Rumors about other bands appearing

Sunday are "unfounded", Foley said, and

based mostly on "wishful thinking," as well

as the proximity of some recent Boston

appearances by the Pretenders and the

Thompson Twins.

"Bands rarely stay in the same area for

more than a week," however, F'oley said.

Foley said the rain location will be the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall, and cameras,

which will be allowed on the pond, are not

permitted in the building.

The concert is free, and is sponsored by

the Student Government Association, the

UMass Arts Council, and UPC. "Let's pray

for good weather," Foley said.

..iST.,^^ Spring Special

Thursday Nites

Free Champagne

for Ladies

9:30-11:00 PM
Two for One for everyone 9:30-closing
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Five College Hillel Foundation presents :

I5RA€L 36 "^KIF

IND€P€ND€NCe DAY
CGLGDPvATlON

FEATURING

Poor Ri€hardLo?!'f^%'!i

Sunday, May 6

Student Union Ballroom at Umass

3pm-Hamakor Israeli Folk Dance Troupe.

preceded by a SHUK- music, slides. Israel .nformation food

beginning at 2pm

ADMISSION S1 50 STUDENTS $2 50 OTHERS

We cordially mvite everyone to )Oin in the festivities with us " '

Tickets available at Hillel

FRlMYmdSmEDAY

8 to

10:00
THE HOTTEST SOUND and MUSIC GOING!

WITHMOREROOM TO BOOGIE!

•ENLARGED 2-STAGE DANCE FLOOR*

PoorRlchar(l$„.cf*?.'.r».

THE MOST WIDELY KNOWN
ALLIGATOR IN THE WORLD
IS REALLY A CROCODILE.

Regularly S2 5.00

SELECTED COLORS
NOW REDUCED

$20 1 ACH Z FOR 3 D

v4

^

^ame of 19alBl|. Int
32 iWain «Krfft

7\mhtri\. fflaMa(hu«fii«

©ail^ 9.P<^lo5:30 253 33^1

i^
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people who used the canoes yesterday were

members of the Outing Club. On nice days

in the spring when we have the time, we

bring the canoes to the pond so that all

members of the University community may

enjoy their use. As the canoes are owned

by the students, this seems only fair. I'm

afraid that, owing to your caption on page

three today, students will be misled into

thinking, when they see the boats on the

pond, that only UMOC members may use

them there. This is not the case.

L.J. Quinn
Outing Club

An apology to the Republican Club
To the Editor,

In an editorial I wrote yesterday in the

Collegian, I stated that the Young College

Republicans received financial assitance

from the Heritage Foundation and the

College Republican National Committee. I

was later informed that neither is true. The

Heritage Foundation financial contribution

was for an event sponsored by the Con-

servative Coalition, not the Young College

Republicans. The College Republican

National Committee only provides

literature distributed on the Young
Republicans' tables in the Campus Center

and make no financial contribution. I wish

to apologize to the Young RepubUcans for

any embarrassment my errors may have

caused them.

Charles Francis Carroll

Amherst

Letters

Town warrant is a necessity-
Misconceptions about pornography

An open letter to

Chancellor Joseph Duffey:

Last evening I attended a Public Hearing

in Amherst regarding Town Meeting War-

rant Article 65: the Nuclear Free Amherst

Act. At this hearing, your statement as

Chancellor of the University was read.

After listening to it, I feel compelled to

write to you to express my disappointment

and outrage, as both a member of the

University community and an Amherst

Town Meeting Member.
My frustration is focused particularly on

your statement, in which you discuss

research and academic freedom. Specifical-

ly you state "official policy of our trustees

makes the passed article redundant." Yet

you complain that it could obstruct pure

research if passed. A careful reading of the

proposed article (Section 3) reveals quite

clearly its intent: to limit only what the

University already has rightly prohibits!

,

and to exclude pure research. I ask, if the

University is not engaged in. or is not plan-

ning to engage in research to develop

nuclear weapons, what does the University

have to fear from this proposal?

The issue of academic freedom is also

raised. Nuclear weapons threaten the very

existence of the human race. If these

weapons are ever utilized, academic

freedom would cease to exist in a very real

manner. Many times it seems whenever an

issue is raised that is unpopular with the

University administration, it is labeled a

violation of academic freedom.

Education is the most valuable asset we
can give to our children. The University, as

an institution of higher education, and, we
might hope, higher ideals — also has a

stake in ensuring a future for this Com-
monwealth and its students. Many
members of the University community sup-

port this article, which is clearly not incon-

sistent with the University's own stated

policies.

Iveslie W. Homer
Amherst

Campus canoes are for everyone
To the Editor, canoes on the Campus Pond yesterday. I

As the person responsible for putting the wanted to let you know that very few of the

To the Editor,

As concerned students who support the

sale of Playgirl, Playboy and Penthouse

magazines in the University Store, we feel

there have been some injustices performed

by the Collegian, as well as some miscon

ceptions which prevail on campus con-

cerning this issue.

Until several weeks ago when the sales of

erotica on campus gained popularity, many
students and faculty had previously

rweived only a small amount of. or no

information on the topic. Their source of

information has become the media, in part

the Collegian, and their attitudes and

beliefs are being shaped by this newspaper.

This is where we detect an injustice.

On April 27. there were two stories

printed discussing the sale of these

magazines. One appeared on the front

page, and referred to the Board of

Governors as opposing a ban of por-

nographic magazines. The second article

(full page) was a feature titled. "Should

Pornography Be On Campus?" This does

not constitute objective reporting in our

eyes. There does not exist an agreed upon

definition of pornography, thus the term

ought not to be used as loosely as it has

been. It seems to us that many uninformed

people are being nasinformed by the

Codeqian't "objective" reporting. We feel

that either a different term ought to be

used when discussing this issue, or the

issue should not be discussed at all.

In addition, this same feature article

disappointed us in another way. In

discussing Dr. Roger Libby's tenure case

against the University (which was

irrelevant to the article anyway), he was
accused of "using the issue for his own
gains." The Collegian neglected to name
the source who said this, and we feel it was
wrong in doing so. Roger Libby has been

depicted in a negative light, while those

who oppose his viewpoints remain

anonymous. Why was it never mentioned

that the Board of Governors asked Dr.

Libby to speak at their meeting last week,

but rather that Roger Libby is "out-

spoken"? Is this objective Journalism?

Lynn Eisenberg
Sunderland

Jane Cremisi
Amherst

Editor's Note: The reporter replies that

she tried to remain as objective as possible,

prmnding not a 'news ' or an 'editorial ' ar-

ticle, but rather an analysis of the subject.

Pfermalens®

Extended Wear Contact Lenses

Buying contacts

and eyeglasses is easy as AVC.
And now. Annerican Vision Centers has made buying Permalens'^
Extended Wear contact lenses even easier. We've lowered the price

to just $99. That's the lowest price we've ever offered and its the

lowest price in the city. We guarantee it!

Haw pufc^ases only • Limit one p«i' o«r customer • Cannot be used m coniunction with other discounts or specials

Pvrmalens*

Extended Wear
Contact Lenses

99
Regular $149

Th« t»n— yvw can toap nriih

30 day tnal wearing plan • Full

credit within 30 days on lenses

only it not sat stied • Eye eiiam

professional and titling tees not

included • SPH lenses only

Coupon muet tM oresented at

Expires 5/31 /84 X

Soft Contact

Lenses

'55
A full refurxl on the cost of

tfie lenses if not satisfied •

ProfessKKiai and frtimg fees

not irxriuded

Coupon must be prevented at

Tirr>^ 0* purr-

Expires 5/31 '84 DC

SAVE

33V3%
on frames

With pu'chase o' compiel'?

pair oi eyeglasses

50% OFF

FRAMES
or second pair ot eyeglasses

inot toaiceed value ot 1st pairi

with purchase o' complete pan

Coupon must t>e presented at

lime ot 0'»rcf<«<e

Expires 5/31/84 DC

AMERICAN VISION CENTERS
great eye core -great eyewear

Hampshire Mall. Hadley • 584-7958 • Open M-Sat 10-9

M^or crwMt cards acc«pt0d

Move Ibiirsell^
AU Ymir StulEI,

And Save, Tdo!

It^ as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.
Compare costs before you make plans (or mowing at the end of

the semestec
If you're 18 or older and hawe a vaJid driver's license, you can

use a Ryder truck, rentit-hcre. leave-it-there. Load up your

stereo. 10-speed. clothes: everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, fer one or two friends with their things to share the cost
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or ei«n a bus.

Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the t>est-mainUined. most dependa-

ble fleet in the world Rydet The best truck money can rent

I r*

STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON --^<??i

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL, INC.

The holder of this coupon is entitted to a

15%DISC0UNT
on any ONE WAY rental of a Ryder truck. Present this coupon

to any Ryder location in New England and save even nnore.

One coupon redeemable per transaction. Not valid with other

oromotions.

Call (413) 736-JB361 or your local dealer for information. • ti

Expires 8/30/84 ^^lRenters Signature,

EDrrOBIAL/OPINION
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Dedsions, recommendations

and adorm named Crampton
Several weeks ago the Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis Madson

rejected a decision by the Residential

Appeals Committee to give the residents of

Crampton House a partial rebate of $71.

Though many students are aware of this fact,

they may not be aware of the unique se-

quence of events that has led to this first time

ever decision by the vice chancellor to over-

rule the Residential Appeals Committee's

decision.

The ultimate question:

What to out on a door
There's been something on my mind,

lately. I'm moving across Orchard

Hill's Bowl to Dickinson, next

semester, and I wish I were allowed to

paint my new door.

Elizabeth Luciano
Don't smirk. It's not a minor issue. A

door is more than a slab of wood or metal

to seek refuge behind. It is, or should be an

important mode of self-expression.

For a while, I was considering painting a

portrait of my typewriter on the door, in

honor of our symbiotic relationship.

However, my talent in graphic design is

surpassed only by my athletic ability, which

is nonexistant. So much for that idea.

So 1 took a quick tour of the dorms
yesterday to try to find an idea out there in

UMass Land that I could, well, borrow. If I

were allowed to paint my door.

The odyssey began in my own building.

One woman has replicated the poster from

the musical, "Cats," on her door. That I

could live with. Somewhere else, the late

Bill the Cat is immortalized. Let it not be

said that the residents of Orchard Hill

tolerate anti-feline-ism.

My jaunts to Sylvan and Northeast were
uneventful. Most of the doors there were
either wooden, or painted a beigy-g^ld col-

or that nobody had improved on. Ditto Cen-

tral's Brooks, Brett, and Wheeler. Oh,

well. At least I finally had an excuse to

climb the spiral staircase in Brooks. That's

been an ambition of mine for a long time.

Baker, also in Central, was an in-

teresting case. The doors are all color-

coordinated to match the hallways.

Granted, the doors lacked individuality, but

the overall appearance was visually appeal-

ing. Two floors were red and yellow, one

was lime green and yellow, and another

was blue and yellow. It looked suspiciously

like someone got a good deal on heavy-

duty, yellow enamel.

The best paint job in Baker was in the
basement, which is green, white, and
raspberry — it really looks terrific, if over-
ly preppie.

Southwest offered a virtxial comecopia of

exciting doors. (With so many of them, how
could they lose?) There was a blue bright

silhouette of a jazz dancer on one door. It

was simple, but very sharp and dramatic.

There was also one paint-splashed door

that tried to pass as modern art. and failed.

I was going to write about how ugly it was,

but then I found out that a friend of mine
used to live there. Sorry, Anne.

J.A. was a disappointment. According to

some guys I met on the sixth floor, the

tower was re-painted last summer, and

nobody's allowed to so much as water-color

those doors, on threat of death. I did find a
painting of an interesting imaginary animal

there, though. It was yellow, with orange

spots, buck teeth, red hair, and prominant

nostrils. Bizarre, but certainly friendly

enough.

Cance was definitely the leader in in-

triguing doors, however. The entire

building is chock full of Polo ponies,

rainbow-chasing Ziggies, beer-drinking

Smurfs, and Bud Men. It's sort of like a
branch of the University Gallery.

It was a wonderful, vibrant tour; it was a
testament to undergraduate creativity and

ability. Dorm doors are UMass' answer to

Greenwich Village. Or could be. I'd like to

make a meager contribution to the collec-

tion.

But I'm not allowed to paint my door.

Elizaiteth Luciano is a Collegian columnist.

John Crowley
Our story begins in late January when the

Residential Appeals Committee, a group of

students and housing administrators em-

powered by the residence hall contract,

received an appeal from the students of

Crampton for a full refund based on what

they believed was "negligence in providing

adequate security within a reasonable

amount of time." After hours of interviews

with both students fi^m Crampton and with

Joseph Zannini of housing services and after

a thorough debate of the many facts involved

the Committee came to the decision that the

students of Crampton under the rules of the

Residential Hall contract deserved a rent

rebate of $71.

!.!•!•^!•^!
•
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"We are fully aware that the

money that would have been

given to Crampton would have

come out of our own pockets,

and it is because of this thai we
and not Madson had a more un-

biased view."
T
• • « .....T . ......................

This, however, is not the end of our little

story. Three weeks later, after the vice

chancellor had returned from knee surgery

and had had time to go over the letter that

was supposed to be forwarded to the

residents of Crampton in order to explain

why they had been given this amount, decid-

ed to become very involved with a committee

that he had for four years, literally ignored.

FYom now on all dedsrons made by the

Residential Appeals Committee would have

to be approved by the vice chancellor. Of
course, through some strange coincidence,

the decision the vice chancellor would have

under these newly created rules would be

(yes, you've guessed it) the Crampton deci-

sion. The vice chancellor, who now referred

to the Committee's decisions as "recommen-

dations", said that he felt our logic in giving

the $71 was "contradictory". The vk*

chancellor made his decision from a half-page

letter written by the Residential Appeals

Committee for the students of Crampton ex-

plaining, in as short as possible terms, why
Crampton did not get all that it wanted and

why it was receiving the money was decided

(excuse me, "recommended") by the Com-

mittee as fair under the rules of the residence

hall contract. The vice chancellor, in making

his decision, did not interview one Crampton

student and when questioned by the Commit-

tee on what the vice chancellor considered

"contradictory" the response was received

from a representative of the vice chancellor's

office was to say the least vague.

The vice chancellor, after making this once

ever decision to overrule the Residential Ap-

peals Committee's decision (sorry again,

"recommendation") has since lost interest in

the committee and has apprt)ved every

"recommendation" made by the commmittee

since the Crampton "recommendation" was
overruled. This includes the gn^)up appeal

made by the Grayson dorm, who asked for

and received a $10 housing rebate for each

resident of Grayson due to noise of the roof

repairs made on that building during the fall

of 1983. The vice chancellor, in approving this

"recommendation," did not ask for any ex-

planation for the Cx)mmittee's approval of

the rebate, and there Ls a very good chance

that the Residential Appeals (>)mmittee will

go on as it has always gone on, once again

without the interest of the vice chaiK'ellor.

The students that make uf) the majf>rity of

the Residential Appeals Q)mmittee are not

radical when it comes U) giving out money to

students who believe they have somehow
been wronged by the University. We are fully

. aware that the money that would have been
'* given to Crampton would have come out of

our own pockets, and it is becau.se of this that

we and not Madson had a more un-

biased view of the circumstances involving

(Brampton. I do not believe that the rules the

Residential Appeals C>)mmittee have abided

by for the last four years should be tossed

aside for the convenience of one case. Maybe
if the residents of Crampton were not in the

process of suing the University they would

now be getting rebates back, I don't know.

What I do know Ls that though the vice

chancellor had a legal right under the fine

print of the residence hall contract to do what
he did, he has, in my opinion, added insult to

injury.

J(^n Crowley. Orchard Hill/Central Area
Representative to the Resuiential Appeals

Committee

When cowards destroy, nothing is gained

"Character is what you are in the dark.

"

— Dwight L. Moody, Sermons

Because we all live in a world where

violence and destruction are

commonly used inatniments of

recourse, we often have to decide for

ourselves when destruction is acceptable

or at least forpvable.

Stephen Howe

The details of different incidents cause

us to view different acts of unlawful

destruction as being either offensive to

the point of being damnable, or necessary

to the point of being laudable. Unlawful

destruction is seldom pretty, but

sometimes, like the shooting of a rabid

dog, it is necessary and sensible.

At other times it is only stupid.

Last year, peace activist Francis Crowe

was arrested for painting grafitti on a Tri-

dent 2 submarine in Rhode Island. She
was put in jail and will face charges for

her actions.

Last week, here at the University of
Massachusetts, a mock version of a tri-

dent sub, a student art project, was
destroyed by vandals.

The two incidents are related in that,

they both involved protests of military

build-ups. Ms. Crowe's actions were a
protest against such build-ups as was the
creatwn of the mock sub here at the
University by Thomas Kellner.

The two actions, however, were
significantly different. The action that

landed Crowe in jail was one of great

courage and conviction. The action that

resulted in the destruction of Thomas
Kellner's work of art was one of shameful

cowardice and ignorance.

Both Crowe and the campus vandals

committed illegal acts of destruction —
make no mistake about that. They both

broke the law and at someone else's ex-

pense.

But with Crowe's action goes the

respectability of accountability. She
undertook her protest openly, with ftill

knowledge of the consequences. She had

the conviction to stand and take the credit

or blame that the actions merited.

The pathetic individuals who destroyed

Kellner's project, which was intended to

be the center of the Earth Awareness
week celebration, skulked about their

work like rodents under cover of

darkness. They did not, of course, put

their name to their deed or stand to take

responsibility for it. Like cowards they

committed their crimes and fled.

Crowe's act of civil disobedience was
one of expression. Her action, painting

messages on a Trident submarine, was
her statement that she could not and
would not stand idly by and watch the

United States lay the ground-work for

destruction. She put her name to what she

had done, just as Tom Kellner put his

name to his art project.

pressed nothing save perhaps ignorance.

Tliese criminals attacked and destroyed

Tom Kellner's piece, not to make a state-

ment but to repress one.

Why did these morons go to the trouble

of destroying Kellner's sub? Did they hate

the sub? Did they hate its message? Its

color? Size? Shape?

Or are they just ignorant?

Political beliefs and degrees of compas-

sion contribute to what we are willing to

call civil disobedience and what is clearly

malicious.

Clearly responsibility is the defining

term separating Crowe's actions from
that of vandals that mar our campus and
our world. Crowe's willingness to accept

the responsibility of her actions merits the

title political activist for her and civil

disobedience for her actions.

Through their lack of responsibility, the

dullards who destroyed Kellner's sub
earned the title cowards for themselves

and vandalism for their deeds.

The acta of vandals here on campus ex- Stephen Howe is a Collegian staffmemher
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Distinguished Visitors Program

and

Governors Program Council

presents

Dr. Ruth Westheimer
See her TONIGHT:

on "Late Night with David Letterman''

.^^ '

^^SEXUALLY
SPEAKING''

Monday, May 7, 1984 at 8:00 PM
Student Union Ballroom

Tickets $2. 5-CoUege Students $4. General Public

available now at Fine Arts Center Box Office

and all Datatix locations
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Budweiser
KINO OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

Softball & Soccer

Championship Play began Tues may 1

with over 150 teams competing

Softball finals are scheduled for

Thurs May 10 and

Soccer finals for Wed May 9

Womens Badminton double Champions

are Cindy Kiupa and Gina Turturci

Men's Badminton Champions are

N.W. Tau and Nader Aranpanaki

AJull

1a III*. .11 inn

I'roii'-.inis

.iIm )

n.iil.ihk-

(jpp.

.*-$5.

rWO AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR
Departs in January from Ft.

Lauderdale and in September

from Seattlewith stops in the

Orient, South Asia, the Middle

East and the Mediterranean.

ikU^^oKl

^p. MiMia-il lt\ llv I iiiMTsiiv i>l I'liisbiiri'h. Viin.>ui .11 V.i iitt«.Ts sIuJiiiin .1 -iiin 11 1 lull

Him-Mcr .KJvkrnn. progr.im .inJ Mipp. irim^; IkKI i\|XTiriHfv lliis one miiusut hill

crcdil fxptTk-mc is availablr t<» qualifuil siuiUnis from all atiri-diiiil ...lUm^ .m-l

iinivrrsilifs

More than 60 vo\aKc n-iatecl uiiiversm courses Facult\ ilrawn from the I'niversirv '>(

Pittsburgh anil other U-ailing universities, aufjiiiented b\ \lsiti^^ area e.xpcrts

Optional tours, iiKluding special tours into the Peoples Republic of China, available

Semester at Sea ailmiis stuilenis \vith( )ut rejjard it 1 C( )ior, race < )r creeii The V S I niivrsc' is

fully air conditioned, 18,(K)() tons, registered in Liberia aiul built in .\merica

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, Uni»cr»it> of

Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 1 $260, or call toU free

(800) 854-0195 (in Pennsylvania (412) 624-6021).

biudent Representative will be in

Campus Center Concourse from 10 to 2 Tues thru Thurs

SLIDE SHOWS
Tues 7:00 pm Leach House Northeast

Wed. 7:00 pm John Adams 12 floor lounge
Thurs. 7:00 pm, CC Rm 803

Financial Aid is available to qualified students

Arts
I • •_• • •

«
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TRAILERS goes to Grease
GREASE
UMass Music Theatre Guild

Van Meter Basketball Courts

By ANDY GORDON
Collegian Staff

I must say I approached this show and

the thought of writing the review of it with

a great deal of trepidation. While I've

covered the Guild for several years now
and almost always had favorable things to

say about their productions, my mixed

review of their Rocky Midnight Experience

earlier in the semester met with an un-

justified and unanticipated outcry by defen-

sive Guild members. I was reluctant to

repeat the annoyance. In any case, the

reluctance was in this case not applicable,

as Grease is the best piece of work to come

out of the Guild since the phenomenal Pip-

ColleciaB pinto by Pan Msdnirk

Christine Fasching as Sandy and

Stuart Michael Getzov as Danny

team up for a duet in Grease.

pin five semesters ago.

The UMMTG has proved it before and is

proving it again that this University con-

tains a great deal of extremely talented

performers. Like all shows, Grease has it's

standouts, but, and this is rare, the current

production literally does not feature one

poor performance. The show has it's mix of

two and three dimensional characters, but

each member of the large cast gets inside

his or her role and visibly has fun with it.

The infectious good nature of the east, in

fact, made Grease a tough show to resist;

and believe me, the wiseass critic part of

me tried hard to.

Before I single out performers I'd like to

comment on the good job done by the major

backstage people. While the Guild has

always been stocked with decent singers,

actors and dancers, it is the producers and

administrators that really channel that

talent and energy into the kind of

powerhouse entertainment expected of the

Guild. Producer Karen Beacienski (a

former Collegian drama critic by the way)

must be highly commended for the all-

around superior aspects of the show. Ditto

for director Barbara Buddin. While I ques-

tion several subtle blwking decisions, her

work with the actors (when I say actors I

imply actresses as well) and overall pace of

the show are without flaw. Set designer

Chris Anderson, lighting designer Scott

Nirenberg, costume designer Marilee

Packard and artistic advisor Gregg Spisack

worked well together in creating the right

atmosphere. Choreographer Steve Miran-

da's dance sequences consisted largely of

choreographed milling about and repetitive

hand movements, but these worked, and

the looseness afforded the actors the

.physical freedom to take their characters

where they want. The more major dance

sequences were smartly more detailed, and

if the blockbuster finale wasn't all that

blockbuster, the "Hand Jive" sequence

artslines.
Of Mice and Men, John Steinbeck's

moving portrayal of friendship and loss will

close the UMass Department of Theater's

spring season. Performances are in the

Rand Theater May 3-5 and 9 12 at 8:00

p.m.. Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center box office and all Datatix outlets.

The University of Massachusetts Brass
Choir, conducted by Walter Chesnut, and
the Wind Ensemble and Symphony Band,
both conducted by Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr.,

will perform their final concert of the

season on Friday. May 4 at 8:00 p.m..

Presented free of admission charge, the

event will take place in the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall.

Two internationally acclaimed artists,

cellist Leopold Teraspulsky and pianist

Estela Olevsky, will perform in a faculty

recital in Bezanson Hall on Thursday. May 3

at 8:00 p.m.. The concert is free and open
to the public.

On Friday and Saturday, May 5&6 the

Mount Holyoke History Department in

cooperation with the Third World Theater
of the University of Mas.sachusetts will

present a special invitational revival of the

original UMass production of Do Lord
Remember Me by James De Jongs. Tickets

may be obtained from the F'ine Arts Center
box office, at the 5 College satellite box
offices, or at the door the evening of the
performance.

Collripan photo bv Hkik Msdnirk

Susan Zizza (top) and the Grease gang team up for a production

number. The show will play tonight.

more than made up for it.

By now everyone must know what

Grease is alxjut. The show differs in many

ways from the hugely successful 1978 film,

but both follow the interrelationships bet-

ween a gang of 50's greasers and their

Pink Lady girlfriends. The show does not

center as much around it's two leads and

thankfully is without the poppy new tunes

added to the film. The originsil songs work

very nicely, thank you.

A while back 1 posed the question, "what

is going to happen to the Guild when all

their good people graduate?" The Larry

Cox's. Bill Collura's and Scott Cunn-

ingham's of yesterday. Well the simple

answer is that they've been replaced by

equally talented personalities. Sure Grease

has such familiar and welcome faces as

Tami Dahbura, Pam Heffler and J.B.

Wyker, but there's also some outrageous

new people.

Stuart Michael Getzov and Christine

Fasching are tremendous finds their lead

performances as Sandy Dumbrowski and

Danny Zuko are as good as one could hope

for. Fasching has a voice that just has to be

heard. A voice major from what I unders-

tand, she brings energy- and emotion to

universal songs about adolescent love, par-

ticularly during the wonderfully effective

"Summer lovin" and "It's raining on prom

night." Getzov, similarly, is a powerful

singer and nicely undercuts the toughness

of Zuko with the vulnerability the

character demands. He sounds exactly like

John Travolta too, which is funny as Hell.

Major standout performances were turn-

ed in by Susan Zizza. Cheryl Lamoreaux

and Nancy Jean Needham. Zizza. as the

beauty sch(K)l hopeful Frenohy, turns in an

adorable performance. Her cute, bubbly

energy filled the stage, and I found it im-

possible not to smile every time she was on.

Lamoreaux 's Rizzo was also great. Her

"There are worse things 1 could do"

number was beautifully sung and truly

touching. If for no other reason, this

number will bring me back to tonight's per-

formance. Nee<lham played the prissy Pat-

ty with an enthusiasm that was a great deal

of fun to watch.

Doug and Michael Wall, from Fram-

ingham South, also impressed me as

Kenicke and radit) announcer Vince Fon-

taine, respectively. Doug's "Greased
Lightning" number went over very well

and Mike's knack for ad-libbing was evi-

dent. John C. Taylor (a part-time Collegian

letter writer) did a nice job as the straight

arrow Eugene. The big dancer standout

was Sherri Leigh June. We're talking

serious dancing. June proved her outstan-

ding acting potential two years ago in

Vanities and more than matches that here

as Cha-cha; another reason to catch the

show if you haven't yet.

The final {)erformance of Grease is

tonight. Great acting, singing, dancing. A
hot band (with Collegian music editor Dave

Chevan on bass). And for free. W^at more
could you ask for?

Thomas Quinn stars as Lennie in the Rand Theater's production of Of

Mice and Men. See Artslines for deUils.

of mice and men
by John sfeinbeck

may 3-5, 9-12 • 8pm

rand theater, univorsrti^ of ma^achusotts

tickets: £ac box office 545-2511
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HOUSING
Christian Housing, Chi Rho

welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshmen and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church for

more information about this Christian

Ministry House.

Call 549-3596 or 586-4352

CAR STEREOS • ALARMS
SUNROOFS

Sales and installation

Coll us BEFORE you buy.

SOUNDirfMOTION
THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS ^

321 Main St., Amherst 253-9341

FREE!!!
FREE HEALTH COVERAGE
FOR UMASS EfVIPLOYEESI

Valley Health Plan costs eligible

employees nothing--and it covers

more! Isn't it time you tried

Valley Health?

Sign up at Personnel Office by

June 6 or call a VHP rep for

information - 256 0151

0.^.^.^.i^^.^.^.^.^.tfi^^.)^.^.^.^.)^.^.^.^•if^.^•^.^.^.^.^>fm
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SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, May 9th

Room 178, Campus Center
Applications and advanced sign-up at Student Ennploy-

ment Office, Rm. 239A, Whitnnore.

The Association for the Help of Retarded Children,

Nassau County Chapter, operates a summer residential

camp for the mentally retarded in the Catskill Mts. at

Hunter, NY.
Positions available:

Male/ Female General Cabin Counselors

Male/ Female Counselors to work with our

profoundly retarded campers

Program Counselors to instruct Nature & Sewing
R.N.'s, W.S.I.'s, Office & Kitchen Staff

CAMP LOYALTOWN, AHRC
189 Wheatley Road, Brookville, NY 11545

1516) 626-1000, Ext. 31

We are particulady looking for energetic and empathetic

men to work with our male campers.

THG
^ weeKGMDGi^

:

"^ Sundays at Worcester & Hampshire *;;*

MASSACHUSETTS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

* Cyl 6Cv

Lube, Oil

& Filter

$-4 C 99

includes 5 quarts

of 10-40 oil and

safety check

$34.»« $39.»» $44.»»

Well msto'l "?« fe»i4iof spo'k

plugs points ft condense' od|oM

,dle speed "-e' ''"""9 '^*' '><"'*'>'

ond chorg.nq system .nspect ro'of

d.stf.butor cop PVC valve .gn,t.on

cobles o.r filter ond vopor con.s

ler (iltef Includes {mission Test

ond Printout . _

North Amherst Tire
^, & Auto Center ^^ "FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE'' ^

^-^ 78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba's Store 549 4704

^^ Cocktail Lounge ^i^

,. ALL DRINKS!
ALL NIGHT!

(no cover)

ALL DRINKS FROM OUR EXTENSIVE BAR
NOBODY GIVES YOU MORE FOR LESS

Open 11:00 am - 1:00 am
322 Rt. 9, Hadley across from Mt Farms Mall

ANNOUNCING
CHIROPRACTIC
STUDENT CLINIC
50% OFF USUAL FEES

\n an effort to rnakf Ihf Itcriffifs of

cuiKOPKAc ik; UKAI/IH CARK
more ace nssifilr to students.

AMUKKSTCfUKOfKACriC
ASS(X;iATKS haseslat)lishe(l rediKPfl

fees for students between the axes of

18 and 24 years These fees will be one

half of usual fees.

These

reduc:t»d fees will be in effect only

during the hours designated for

student clinic. A current valid student

identification card must be presented

in order to qualify for student clinic.

To keep costs to an absolute minimum,

this service will be offered on a "cash

only/pay-as-you-go" basis; no checks or

charges.

AMHERST CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATES
Dr. Michael Boyle Dr. Christelle Braun

290 Northampton Rd.. Amherst, MA 01002

Phone 256-8342

Student Clinic hours by appointment only

^tinr^nI;
^Jr^ ^ challenges you to

^«^ BEAT THE CLOCK
7O0-9»0 q-no-io:oo 10:00-11:00 11:00-CLOSE

75t Drinks

1.25 Food

1.25 Drinks

1.75 Food

1.75 Drinks

Reg. Price- FocxJ

50< Drinks

75«Food

Tonight - Thursday Nighl

Come see why UMass is ranked

#1 in New England

The video tapes of last Saturday's Army game

and Wednesday's Dartmouth game

Tonight

The Kickoff Lounge

is your Playoff gathering spot

;

INTRODUaNG CALGARYCANADIAN BEER.
A nch, hearty -ta.sting beer brvwcd fn)m the hean of Canada's famous Conquest Barley Malt. Smce 1892

Hypercurricula

HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME -

Progressive Film Series' last presentation

is the Hunchback of Notre Dame. This film

is the most popular adaptation of the Victor

Hugo novel. 7:30 p.m.. 168 CC.

FREE WRITING TUTORING The

Southwest Writing Center offers free

confidential peer tutoring for all University

students. Bring any assignment or writing

project. Drop-in, no appointment needed.

7p.m. 9p.m., Pierpont Dorm, Southwest.

JEWISH WOMEN: FIVE PER-
SPECTIVES - Hassidic, reconstructionist,

Lesbian Feminist, Israeli, and Yiddish - a

panel discussion. 7 p.m.. Campus Center

162-175.

REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
AWARENESS DAY (RAINDATE) Come
on over to the side of the Student Union (by

the pond) to join us from 11 3 for fun,

music, speakers and information.

ORCHARD HILL BIRTHDAY COM-
MITTEE MEETING Final meeting of the

semester to plan activities for Orchard

Hill's 20th Anniversary this fall. Everyone
invited to attend and share ideas. 6:30

p.m.. Field Main Lounge.

FIRST PARACHUTE JUMP Learn to

parachute safely with state-of-the-art

equipment, a brief meeting tonight and you

can jump Saturday. 7:30 p.m., 801 CC.

FACULTY CONCERT: CELLIST
LEOPOLD TERASPULSKY AND
PIANIST ESTELA OLEVSKY Program

of works for cello and piano features

.sonatas of Chopin. Debussy. Francoeur,

and a premiere by Charles Bestor of the

music department. Free. 8 p.m.. Bezanson

Recital Hall.

SPEAKERS BUREAU TRAINING A
general meeting for all members of the
LU/PGA Speaker's Bureau. New members
are welcome. 8 p.m.. 413 Student Union.

Try
The

Collegian j/,

Classifieds ^^*L'^*
Thev ^'-^-iS
Work -^

r
tcnirtnSOAM VOO AM 7 Mr*

43 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

SHADES HAPPY HOUR

WEAR YOUR SHADES AND GET

TOP SHELF HIGHBALLS FOR $1.26!

& OTHER HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS!

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

From Thurs. May 3rd thru Mon. May 14th

be our guest - choose from our Entree Specialties

and receive

4'' OFF EACH DINNER
In your party

ISO* OFF CHILDfflEN'8 MENU DINNERS)
WITH THIS COUPON

UnitOMMMPM p« tMMy — tl Mf MStl
•dMN «MMr Mtf •• aff matt •MMtmi's imim dhHMr.

Exompl*: 2 oduHt ond 2 childrwi — •och adult r*c»ivM

$1 oH dinoM* and mxh chHdrwt't dinnw- S0< oH.

Oinnor monu tmnfd 11 a.m.-IO p.m. ovary day.

TRY THE NEW McMANUS FOR DINNER

Sun. -Thurs.

6 a.m. -3 a.m.

Fri & Sat
24Hr8

8up«r Stop h Shop

Campus Shopping C«nt»r

Rt« 9. Hadley /Amh««t
2S»48B»

fating plait

Santor CHIzana

Diacounta

2-6 PM 20%
All Othar

TImaa 10%
Doaa not apply

to apaclalt

I
I

I
I
I

^ • < « « * • * I • *• • * a b
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We Couldn't Wait

Any More!!!
TUESDAY and

THURSDAY NITES

$3.00 all the draft beer

you can drink

9 pm - 12 midnight

adirondack music

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

Truckloads of new Denon,

Nakamichi, Carver and J.B.L.

components are coming in

and we still have some of the

old Tech merchandise left at

awesome prices.

So come in and check out

the best of the new -

and the rest of the leftovers

ADIRONDACK MUSIC

15 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst

(where Tech Hifi was)

TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome
Two For On* 9 till 1

- All Liquor Drinks -

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 5/31/84

Valid with Barb & Julie only C«|

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Annherst, MA 549-5610

Jlappy Jlour

*«^

Bloom Oountv by Berke Br»*?ithec!

The Strip Jim Walsh

bug:..

/>1APfAI€SiOW0rFA WRy
i/mutJMr cu^ss and
WHAT D/D I err 71

"BUJfNr
"»

70 you AAl'fMOfe.'

^ CfiOA// X9^f*BS^

r'

Hie lTMa«8 Zone Mark Rollins

J r/^Li-fO TH>S TinfOUT

e>fCAUSE you Guys flflE All

PlM)NG like a B^f^cH OF

W/mPS' vJHAt's vjrono

Shasinast; O.T. Derringer

H^^, HcJt5€, do yoo Mal'«

•fhcre Qf« onKy -^vtt ux£Ks

Three ujeeks
^

The uJoy I looK ai //

uJt'Rt ^ dT^hd 6L>Q.y

ihroo^h V>u? senusre^
which /Hian5 UJtKnoui
of I^QSt 7S% of 4h£
piafeRiftI alr€«<i'

ThotpracficaJhy

OK. btitat. 00 i*^

final.. I^m /favm^

\

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

D,C Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Spinach Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce

Sausage Grinder

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Strata

Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

ACROSS
• Cdici ot tneday''

O^cnestra

jTiponents
• Mted

1^ txhausted
i//ith out I

'6 Little one SuftiK

1 7 Famous sapphire

19 Lock adornment

20 San Antonio

mission

21 Biblical ruler

27 Neiwcastie s

nver

21 Bumper sticKer

perhaps
^'j O'ticeneed

c'7 PaJdock dweller

»0 Holy lady Abbr
',1 msec! Aings

;2 bhad*' o' blonde
', ; Bull m a

hirid shop
i4 r>,ffect

1/ Swt//ie stick

jy Garnish lor a

sleak

41 Capitol of Crete

42 CfJini ' the realm

4.J Pre holiday time
' *. .•;:• Prefix

;• M ju''^ Comb
•cm

4/ Frd,' s relative

4M Invisible

• I) Bandy about

J Typo of baq

53 Outdistanced the

others

55 Hacienda
material

58 Ceremonial

pledge

59 Cemiprecious

blue stone

62 Put up for later

63 Pianist Morini

64 Balkan people

65 Accompaniment
for cakes

66 Satisfy a legacy

67 Security Council

reply

DOWN
1 Business letter

abb'

2 Part of Lady

Bird s name
i Genuine
4 Easter event

tof Berlin
•') Garb for Yum Yum
6 Cfjrrtmitted a

qalte

/ Part of a chu" h

I alendar

M Eiqar s

Variati'jns

4 PR stop

10 No No Nanette

star 1970

1 1 Solitary

12 f^ore fashionable

14 City on the

Mohawk
18 Area on a ship

for short

22 Mine cars

24 One that does
Suffix

26 Wideawake
27 Gender Abbr

28 Fictional

terrier

29 Glittering

adornment
33 Vegetable

container

35 Granuia' snow
field

<6 in tne wool

j8 Name for a

mademoiselle
39 Land of the llama

40 One of a

famous tno

42 Wall decoration
4') One way to go
47 Like some

desserts

48 See 14 Down
49 r<>notty

51 Harem rooms
'i4 English portrait

ist 17(>1 irin/

')b Secrete
•>7 Hamburg s nver

'>9 Kine S rrivinq

place

60 Play it again

name
61 Ending with art

\
1

3 4 S 6 7 H 4 in 1

1

1?

1

1

"^l
.5 16

1

'

'fl
' ^

?0 ?i ??

?.l ?4

1
*"?*)

76

1

?7 ?8 ?9 Ll 30 31

3? 31 34 3b 3b

V 39 1 40

11 4? 43" 4S

1
46 47

«M 49 SO SI IMh
s? 1" ')4 Si S6 b"

b«

1

^ 60 hi

b? 63 ML
6b 66 b1

^imiwt Coile^ianlf

Weather

Becoming cloudy early to-

day with a chance of rain

beginning in the afternoon.

Highs in the 50s. Rain, fog

and wind tonight and
tomorrow. Overnight lows

in the 40s. High^ tomorrow
in the 50s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

fTA;DHo:c;A|i
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Maxwell stops King again;

Celtics stop Knicks again
BOSTON (AP)- For the second con-

secutive game, Boston shut down Bernard

King. Therefore, says Celtics' forward

Cedric Maxwell, it follows 'that they shut

down the New York Knicks.

They've depended on him so much all

year long I don't think they can win

without him scoring 30 or 40 points," Max-

well said after guarding New York's

shooting machine in a 116-102 victory last

night that gave Boston a 2-0 lead in their

best-of-seven National Basketball Associa-

tion playoff series.

King was held scoreless for a span of 19

minutes, 51 seconds in the middle of the

game and finsihed with just 13 points.

"We were successful in making him get

the ball on the wing and not letting him get

it in shooting situations." said Maxwell.

King had averaged 16 field goals in 27 at

tempts and 39.8 points per playoff game

this year. He made just 4 of 13 shots last

ni^t.
Boston forward Larry Bird was bnlhant,

hitting 16 of 22 shots and scoring a career

playoff high of 37 points. He also played

strong defense with four steals ana two

blocked shots.

"The entire Boston team played great

defense, but the one man the purists notic-

ed was Bird," said New York Coach Hubie

Brown. "He's the real key to their

defense."

The Eastern Conference semifinal series

shifts to New York for the third game
tomorrow night.

Sox tame Tigers
DETROIT (AP)- Dwight Evans and Jim

Rice hit two-run homers last night and the

Boston Red Sox cooled off the Detroit

Tigers 5 4 behind the combined pitching of

Mike Brown and Bob Stanley.

It was only the third defeat in 22 games for

the Tigers and snapped a three-game

winning streak.

In the Boston first, Jerry Remy drew the

first of five walks off toser Juan Berenguer,

1-1. and Evans followed by drilling a 2 2

pitch into the lower left-field seats. Wade
Boggs walked and scored ahead of Rice's in

the third.

Thursday, May 3, 1984,
nr^W^^i^r^ 1»;

This is the Year to Plan
Your Career!

Limited number
of graduate study awards.

Unique 1 year graduate program combines an internship with

graduate courses. Internships are available in community-

based residential or vocational program working with adults

who are mentally retarded or mentally ill or adolescents who

are autistic. Generous scholarships and financial aid available.

Bachelors degree required. Applications currently being ac-

cepted. Write or call: Donna J. McMaster, 9 Heaton Street,

Montpelier, VT 05602 (802) 229-0326.

•

Feel Great!!

Look Terrific!!

Expensive in

every way,

except PRICE!!

Hair styling for today's men & women^
at reasonable *

price;

$7.50 for a style

Marjon Hair Design
5

Rt. 9

Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

AP LMcrphoto

THE VOICE — Sherm Feller, in his booth at Fenway Park in Boston,

where he announces the Red Sox home games, has written a tribute to

the late President John F. Kennedy entitled "John Kennedy. The

piece will be performed by the Baltimore Symphony May 19, which will

be the world premiere of the piece.

Jn.

Hours: Sat 10-4

Tues thru Fri 10-6

4 bdrm 2 bath • 14 Swiss VJg, fall option •
$174 per bdrm per month, utilities included

Leaving some furniture excellent cond. ^
256-0351/256-1014

Apartment with fan option $147.50 •
month Colonial Village Apartment near bus

routes call Bill or Greg 256-0419 keep trying ^
Cliffside 2 bedroom townhouse June 1 400

utilitiers included fall option 666-3076 «
Puffton summer sublet with fall option 1

bedrm in 2 bedrm apt mature, responsible, •
female 549-4869

Townehouse summer sublet with fall op- •
tion 1 bedroom in 2 be-Jroom apt call

George or Joe 549-0902 #
June l8t - Aug 31 room in large apt near

Amherst Cnnter 165+ per month on bus •
route call eves Colette 253-9747

4^5^ sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2 •

bedrm Brandyvwne summer sublet available

June 1st thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 PM .

2 bedroom Townehouae Apt available

June 1st - Sept 1st call 549-4586

2 bedroom townhouse In Sunderland to

sublet with fall option available call

666-4813 or 686-8604

1 room available June
call evenings 256-1021

Aug 174 month

1 bedroom apt Colonial Vill avail June 1

with fall option 256-1334 eves

Two room*, walk to campus and town fur-

nishedjArasher/drYer^'^i2a>41

Brandywlne one bedroom apt summer

with fall option pool 549-5825
^

1 bdrm apt Crestview summer sublet

w/fall option walking distance to UMass on

bus route AC avail June 1 360/ mo 549-7826

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

TONIGHT May 2nd and

THURSDAY May 3rd

FREE REFRESHMENTS
374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032

(the Blue House)

Students
Summer Jobs

with Mass Fair Share
Get paid for what you believe in -

hazardous waste clean up, economic

reforms - with our grassroots political

outreach and fundraising staff. No ex-

perience necessary. Paid Training.

Hours 1:30-10 PM M-F, $156-225/wk

Call 586-8713
• • • • • • • •

1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option

avail June 1 549-1470

Summer sublet with fall option 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom apt Sunderland pool

cable $70 per month call 66&-4536 Sue or

Dee

1 bedrm in am coophouse summer w/fail

option nonsmoking 140/mo -^ 253-5638

2 bedroom Crestview apartment across

from Puffton rent negotiable 546-9100

3 bedroom Presidential apt available

June 1 $465 549-6543

Two large bedrooms in 4 bdrm house

Good location on bus route possible fall op-

tion summer rent neg 256-1337

Sublet fall option 2 brm $330 per month

Sunderland summer rent negotiable call

between 9-11 am or other 665-4744

Two bedroom Brandywine apt cheap

summer sublet call Susie 549-2719

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

People who will be able to offer students

rides at the end of this term, please call the

RIDE SERVICE 545-2146

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apartment in

Village call Karen 548-4684

Colonial

Wanted Puffton or Presidential apt will

pay reward call 665-7518 546-5141

I ned to rent a moped June-August.

Amherst area. Licensed driver. Call kelley at

546-4207 after 7:00 PM
Room wanted in N Amherst apt

preferably Puffton will take in June or Sept

Carol 549-3720

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Alpine 7123 car stereo, AM/FM cassette %
with auto-eject, Dolby. $170 549-6499

2 portable typewriters: Manual $15 Elec-

tric $25 545-0474 between 9-5

1977 Camero must sell $1900 549-0875

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Audi Fox automatic good condition ^
new brakes, struts $800 firm 666-3509 after

6 PM ^
73 VW Superbeetle looks great, runs

great Lt Blue $995. 549-4816 ^
Auto for sale. Going back to Europe. Ford

Galaxy 500, PS, PB, AC, excellent condi- ^
tion, $900 or BO 256-1016 10 pm »•

1977 Toyota Corolla great condition new ^
tires brakes high mileage call 256-031

1

BARTENDER WANTED •

M/F to work next semester. Experience ^
and references needed must be able to train

some days immediately. Call for interview

after 2 PM 545-0780 •

Is your car ready for summerll? Make it

shine with chrome mags! Must sell I Call

Mike at 549-4562

IBM Selectric III Typewriter almost new
$850 firm call Craig 66&-4315

Browning Compund Bow w/arrows and
quiver. Call Duncan 253-9032

12 spaed Fuji Royale, excellent cond. low
mileage $300 or BO call Duncan 253-9032

One year old twin bed, table and 4 chairs

best offer Wendy 584-2905

FOUND

CAPE COD

Found 4/27 In front of GRC. Keys with

brown leather fob. Call Don at 546-9700 to

claim

Faith L Busiek. your UMass ID is at the tn-

formation Desk in the Campus Center

HELP WANTED
Seeking people w/housa or apt

(preferably near Wellfleet) who have room

for me this summer. Kim 253-9388

CONCORD

I need a room for the summer please call

665-2338 PM

DRIVE A BUS

Western Mass Bus Lines is accepting ap- •
plications to our bus driver training pro-

gram to prepare students for part time work «
in September. Qualifications include a

clean driving record of 3 years, availability ^
to train through this summer, committment

to work through May, 1985, and student

status at one of the 5-Colleges. Apply in •
parson at 59 Service Center St. N'ton Mon-

Fri •

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets <

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality <

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712 ^__ (

FEMALE
ROOMMATE WANTED <

To share room In Brandywine Apt for^

more info call Jodi 256-1235

FOR RENT
~

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util

evenings 253-3075 '

1 furnished bedroom in 4 bedroom apt

to sublet for summr and fall semester '84

Amherst 256-1206

Brittany Manor apt available June 1st for

summer and fall call 253-5660

4-bed summer sublet, Northampton.
$525 call summertime for Sept rentals.

Skibiski, Realtors Northampton 584-3428 "

Take 1 of 3 rms available in 4 bdrm
Amherst apt, summer/fall option, low

negotiable rent, 253-2083

Live across from Emily Dickenson
House 2 bedroom apt, 1 room available

summer /fall option 256-0681 '

One bedroom apt Brandywine available

June 1st for fall Tracy 549-3873

1 bedroom apt available June 1 with fall

option $295 call 665-2338 PM
Two room apartment available im-

^

mediately Amherst Center $250 + per mo
perfect for one or two people call 253-3161

Cocaine ad this Isn't. Large contemp
house one mile from campus. Wash /dryer,

fireplace, semi furnished, four bdrms.

'

Available, summer sublet/fall option, after

three, 549-7871

2 bedrooms in beautiful house 1 mile

from UMass 549-7865 '

Summer sublet with fall option 2

bedroom Southwood apartment partially

furnished, pool, tennis, laundry. $4i27/mo.

incl. heat. Call evenings 253-5666

Fall option 1 room available July 1st. Entire

apartment available September. Pool, ten-

'

nis, bus. $137 utilities included. Call Leanne

after 10 pm. 666-7581. Keep trying.

3 rooms available sublet with fall option

Amherst Center 256-1060

Two bedroom apt available June great

location ets storage space

FOR SALE
,

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA/EOE
Housekeepers weekends & weekdays thri

the summer. Positions available immediate-

ly for reliable persons. Past experience

helpful. Apply Howard Johnsons Motor

Lodge Rte 9 Hadley

Work this summer on energy policies,

toxic waste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No exprience necessary. Paid train-

ing Hours1:30-10;00pmM F$156 225/wk

+ benefits call 586-8713

Waitresses and General Laborers apply

at the Rusty Nail 3 to 5 weekdays

Union Video is hiring a part-time summer

mgr. July-August 15 hrs/wk 3.35 hr. video

skills required an AA/EO employer apply

216 SUB by 5/9

International Environmental Org. seeks

commited individuals to represent our yvork

on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen-

tal shelf issues. Call Greenpeace at

256-6609. Salary $150 to $200 wkly._

Counter Help part time apply at Amherst

Deli start immediately

IDEAL LOCATION

Spacious 2 bedroom apt in Amherst

Center short walk to campus. Summer on-

ly. Call anytinrw 253-3691 ^___

LOST

"82 Somerset High man's class ring, in

Worcester DC on April 20. Sentimental

value only. Call Chris, 546-6607

One pair Birkenstock type sandals by

Campus Pond Saturday after NRBQ please

call Alex at 6-9029 no questions

Small Seiko watch with brown strap

Southwest area. If found call 549-6646

reward
^

6 keys on green plastic keychain at

Southwest concerts please call Chris

546-7503

Gold sorority pin shaped like a key. with

engraved letters KKT. If found call Amy W.

545-0320

Emerald and Diamond Ring must find I

Reward' Call Deirdre 549-1703

PERSONALS

Attention all Greeks: Greekfest - Don't

forget - May 2-8 fun and games parties

Great DEALI Summer sublet - fall option 3

bedroom Swiss Village Apt furnished

253-3971

1973 Saab Sonett sports car, classic,

orange, rebuilt transmission and engine,*

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel

and some trunk welding, idle for one year •
$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home)

Dr. Ruth Westheimer
"Sexually Speaking"

You have seen Dr Ruth on the Tonight

Show and Late Night with David

Letterman and heard her on WYNY in NY

come see her in person Mon. May 7

Student Union Ballroom 8 PM
Tickets now available $2. 5-College

at Fine Arts Center $4. General Pub

GREASE - Solidlaterpattyl Black -eye? Only

two more shows - better get it right this

time

To the person with my leather jecketll

It's definitely worth the pricel (gas key is ir-

replacable) Please call 1 1
256-0924

Kevin H Chalapa ta libos Happy 25th Sags

Jen - Just wanted to say hi and I love you -

ciao bella - Leech

Jill Halpern Happy Birthday cutie, we love

you - love Angle & Kathy

Happy 20th Betty - Cravacel Movie? Orca-

Directions-Trippingl w BBS Love Jodee

Sam - Guess what killer? It's your birthday,

so we thought we would make you famous.

today IS your birthday, but tomorrow we
celebrate, so keep your pants onl Who
loves ya' babes? Liz Et Stace (that's who)
P.S. Thanks for the hugs! P.P.S. What
would you do without us?

Christine - You're the greatesti

We love you I

The Sisters of Alpha Chi

Carlos, Porque en el rocio de las

pegueneces el corazon encuentra su

manana, y se refresca. Feliz CumpleanosI
Maria

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses. Cases, Papers.

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

To Essex Mass or thereabouts on Friday

anytime. Share expenses. Call Eileen

546-4803

RIDERS WANTED

Roundtrip to NYC for $18. on May 5

daytrip 256-6782

ROOM WANTED

Room wanted in W Yarmouth for summer
call Brian 66&-3225

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Two housemates wanted for summer in

W Yarmouth $800 each by May 26. Call

Sue or Laura 546-9880

Share two bedroom apt male or female

Brittany Manor mid May with fall option 3rd

floor furnished call 253-2140

Roommate for 2 bedroom apt call after 6
pm ask for Karen 666-4896

Looking for 2 roommates for apt in Bran-

dywine ma\e or female 549-7797

Puffton, summer w/fall option 549-4430

before 11:00 pm, 545-3641 (8-4)

One bedroom In three bedroom
Townehouse Apts; clean quiet nonsmoker
549^4861

2 female roommates wanted for Brittany

Manor apt call 256-0945

2 people to shere room in Puffton for fall

549-3720 549 7845

Roommate wanted for Brittany Manor
to live with three engineers if interested call

6-9683 or 6-5388

Great place AC pool 125 mo fenr>ale room-

mate wanted call 549-1602 begin June 1

Hey PJ, Happy Donna Week. BJ loves you

so does the Megquier Fan Club

1 or 2 roommates wanted for 1 bedroom
in apartment on bus route. Available nowl
Fall option 666-4443 keep trying I

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house
near town & campus 117/nK) + 1/6 Max
546-6089 Kris 256-0566

Roommates wanted for summer In

Hyannis call Jay 546-8095 or 549-0729

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Free coffee and donuts, Monday and
Wednesday mornings. During finals period

after 6 pm. Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Area Govem-
ment.

TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283-3050

SEXUALLY SPEAKING

* Dr Ruth Westheimer
• Monday May 7. 1984 SUB 8 PM
• Tickets $2 5 college $4 general public
* tix available at Fine Arts Center

SUMMER RENTALS

Centrally located on campus kitchen

facilities cable TV furnished 250 single 150

double call Jim K 546-0047 or 545-2150

SUMMER SUBLET

1 bedroom evallable in Brandywine call

549-0116,6-6943,6-4239

Two bedroom Brandywine apt
available for sumemr sublet. Rent

negotiable call 549-6398

Two block from campus house with

many rooms, beautiful lawn approximately

100.00 rent great deal 549-7666

1 bedroom, furnished, Puffton for summer
sublet 549-5153

Brandywine swimming pool, air cond with

rent, call 546-4791, 549-1405

Double and single available in house on

McCellan St 156 -^ 253-3470

One or two rooms avsilable very

reasonable Puffton 549-0462 Chris Sue

Puffton Village 1 bedroom in a 3 bedroom
to sublet for summer only Rose at 549-1616

Two bedroom in three bedroom house
convenient location, rent negotiable call

now 549-3866

Crown Point furnished 2 bedrooms pool

Route 9 bus route next to JR's Price Chop-
per 253 3782

Dirt cheapl 3 bedroom Southwood
townhouse apartment call now 256-0660

Holyoke 2 rm apt w/ kitchenette furnished

to sublet for summer rent negotiable call

549 1616

Central Northampton 3 bedroom apt

June, July, August $425+ /month
584-2078

Brandywine Apt for summer sublet fur-

nished $95/month negotiable call 549-5955

or 549-6024 after 5

Best Deal subletting Southwood
townhouse cheap 256-8427

Two bedroom apt In Amherst Center
cheapl call now 549-7605

Need a place for summer? Fully furnish-

ed Townehouse apt. available very

reasonable call 549^5970

House in N Amh on bus rte 4 big bdrms
comp. furnished, color TV 2 desks, etc.

$325/mo or $85/bdrm/mo 6/1 - 9/1

549-5893

Beautiful Townehouse apartment to

sublet with free beer call 546-9615 answer-

ing machine

Brandywine two bedroom fully furnish-

ed airconditioned pool 549-0124 anytime

Brandywine June Aug rent negotiable call

546-6322 or 546-6324

Townhouse apartment for summer
sublet. $125 per person three p>eople call

546-5246

Summer sublet w/fall option spack>us 4

bedroom and 2 bath on bus route rent

negotiable call 256-8247

2 bedroom Townehouse apt fully fur-

nished, rent negotiable call anytime
546-Mqi

Fall option own bedroom Main St $115

included females only 253-5662

1 bdrm apartment 309 N Pleasant unsur-

passable convenience summer only

253-9247 evenings

Cheap summer sublet Rolling Green 1

room of 2 253-5467 evenings

One bedroom In semicoop house in

Amherst 150/ month 253 3545

Summer sublet w/fall option •

preferably two females, each get own
room, located on Main Street. On bus route

call Sue at 256-8304

1 large bedroom available in a house on

Nutting Ave rent $120. 549-7619

Two bedroom Colonial Village partially

furnished convenient I rent negotiable call

256-6608

Room • quiet house walking distance

negotiable 6-8912

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap

rent summer sublet with fall option

666-7518

1 bedroom Colonial VIII near pool with

fall option 253-5764

1 bedroom Southwood townhouse
summer sublet with fall option available

June 1 253-7031

Furnished Puffton Apart rent cheap close

to bus stop call 546-4966

Prealdentlal room available inexpensive

546-4191 546-7189 close to campus call

evenings

3 bedroom Northwood apt $340 avail

May 1st w/fall option on bus route call

666-8614

2 large bedrooms t clean So Amherst

house on two bus linf; quiet neighborhood

reasonable 253-5196

1 bedroom in 4 ho'xoom apt fantastic

location $125 call Crtmivn 253-3630

Summer suble '^ '.ling Qren two
bedroom furnish? . util incl AC Rich

6-6389

One bedroom ap
mer sub /fall option

w/fail option on

house 10 min wo
summer rent neg >

Presidential sum-
mo 549-6644

!m in 4 bedroom
campus $175/mo

53-36a) eve
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Gorilla make Big Green seeRed
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

Bring on Syracuse!

There was no Gorilla oversight on this

one, no looking past Dartmouth in anticipa-

tion for the dreaded Orangemen. None of

that, and after their 16-6 destruction of the

Big Green yesterday at Dartmouth, the

time is right and safe to get the wheels oil-

ed for Saturday's showdown with NCAA
defending champion and number one rank-

ed Syracuse in the Carrier Dome.
This game lasted about a half before 1 1th

ranked Massachusetts went to the locker-

room with a 9-3 lead at the break. Dart-

mouth would never come closer than that

six goals margin the rest of the way.

The (K)rillas would Sidd two more nets for

an 11-3 lead after three, before tucking

home their final five to Dartmouth's three

goals in the fourth quarter. Turn out the

lights and pack the bus for Upstate New
York.

But before things get too carried away,
note that Massachusetts trailed 2-0, early

in the game, as first Jenkins Marshall and
then Dave Burt, two of the three All-Ivy

selects the Gorillas knew they had to stop,

scored.

"We seem to be famous for coming out

loose on defense until we get stung," said

head coach Dick Garber afterwards. "Then
we really tighten up and play tough."

Tighten up they did, holding the Big
Green to one goal the rest of the quarter,

and shutting them out in the second and
third periods, before giving up three in the

Yale upends lIMass;
Baseball team at 15-23
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Ever feel like you've been going up and

down like a yoyo? University of

Massachusetts baseball coach Dick

Bergquist sure does. After taking a 6-1

decision from the University of Connecticut

Tuesday night, Bergquist's Minutemen
came back to London Field yesterday and

lost 7 3 to Yale. The split gives UMass a

record of 15 23 with eight games left in

their season.

"We're just not as consistent as I would

like. We looked very good against UConn,

but we didn't play good defense today

(against Yale). Perhaps the UMass-UConn
rivalry had them pumped up a little more,"

Bergquist said.

The Minutemen rcxle the hot bats of

Angelo Salustri (3 for 5, including a 2run
homer). Bruce Kingman (2 for-5, including

a homer), and Todd Comeau (2 doubles) to

the victory over I'Conn. giving them a split

of their two game series (they lost 4-0 to

UConn earlier). Tony Presnal scattered

nine hits and four walks, while striking out

eight Huskies to pick up his third win of the

season.

The Minutemen opened the .scoring in the

Yale game in the first inning when Andy

Connors doubled to left centerfield, Salustri

flied out to center, allowing Connors to tag

up and go to third, and Comeau drove him

home with a single to right.

The Elis, however, exploded for five runs

in the fifth. After John Saadi reached on an

error, and Jon Litner singled to left,

starting and losing pitcher Andy Clark (3-3)

misplayed a Terry O'Brien sacrifice bunt to

load the bases. Israel Rosales followed with

a single to right, scoring Saadi. Litner then

came home when Mike Luzzi hit into a

fielders choice, leaving runners on first and
third.

The next batter, Bill Moore, hit a

grounder to second baseman Jack Bloise,

hut Bloise's throw to get Luzzi at second

pulled Salustri off the bag, allowing another

run to score. After Brian Cole walked to

load the ba.ses again, Tony Paterno singled

to left to bring home Luzzi and Moore.

UMass cut the defecit to 5-2 in the seventh
when Todd Ezold doubled to left center,

went to third on a Dan Clifford fly ball, then

scored on a Tom Fabian fly -out. But Yale

got two more runs in the ninth when Cole

smacked a two-run homer to right field off

reliever Bob Kostro.

The Minutemen staged a late comeback in

the bottom of the ninth when Ezold singled,

P'abian walked, and pinch-hitter Sean Flint

singled to load the bases with one out.

Ezold then scored on a sacrifice fly by
Connors, and Salustri singled to load them
up again. But Eli reliever Tim Kotkiewicz

got Comeau to fly out to left to end the ball

game.

The UMass defense certainly didn't help

much, as they committed six errors, in-

cluding three in the crucial fifth inning.

That lack of defense led Coach Bergquist to

say, "I don't have any good comments
today; maybe Yale does."

Women's crew keeping busy
By ELLEN HASKINS
Collegian Staff

The Connecticut River slips through the

Pioneer Valley and carries on its waters
womens crews from the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst College, Smith
College and Mount Holyoke College.

Sunday afternoon shells from these schools

aligned for a 2000 meter challenge for the

Valley Girl Championship title. Smith
reigned the varsity and novice eight

competitions while the UMass women ruled

the varsity lightweight four event.

In the varsity eight competition, the

UMass shell was two seconds behind Smith.

Mt. Holyoke crossed third with Amherst
finishing fourth.

"It was our most powerful race," said

coach Maria Pbelkas, "Each race we
sharpen our technique and use our strength

more effectively."

The Smith crew may rest comfortably

with the Valley Girl victory cup, but they

will face a tough challenge against Umass

again for the New England Championship

title this Saturday in Worcester.

As one UMass oarswoman put it "We've

got the momentum to win. We moved on

Smith this past Sunday and we'll move by

them at the New England's."

Pulling for UMass in the varsity eight with

coxswain Beth Millette are from stroke seat

Ellen Haskins, Pamela Fullerton, Kirsten

Simonitsch, Elaina Quinn, Leandra Hen-

derson, Clare Narrod, Lisa Davidson and

Julia O'Grady.

The UMass lightweight four stayed strong

through the 200 meter course and out

pulled their Smith competitors in the final

50 meters. Dana Mikesell steered the

winning crew of stroke Tricia Newell, Ellen

Homola, Margo Cox and Traci O'Malley.

The novice eight race results found UMass
second to Smith with Mt. Holyoke third and

Amherst fourth.

Four of the novice rowers joined forces

with the lightweight four to finish second to

Smith in the junior varsity event.

Saturday both the UMass varsity and
novice eight crews launched to victory over
Lowell University on Lowell's 2000 meter
course.

"We are at the sprint of our season," said

Bpelkas, "we've been down on boats and

have pulled cbse, now we are starting to

pull by."

out-of-reach, final period.

"We did a real good job on defense," add-

ed Garber. "We just weren't paying too

much attention to them on those first two."

The offense didn't look too shabby either,

and after falling behind, tieing it up at two,

and falling behind again, 3-2, after one
quarter, the shooting came out.

Enter freshman Ed Boardman and
junior Ken Freedman, two who emerged
yesterday as another pair who know how to

find the net. Both came up with hat tricks,

Boardman getting two of his three in the

second period, to go along with steady Bub-

ba Sanford's own hat trick. Sanford also

got two of his three in the quarter, as the

Gorilla's attackmen forced a frustrated

Dartmouth into nine first half penalties,

(resulting in five power play goals), to jump

to their commanding 9-3 haiftime lead.

Freedman got his three in the second half

when Massachusetts pressed the Big Green
right into eight turnovers and put the game
away.
Garber said the strategy of having the

bigger three attackmen, in the persons of

Boardman, Freedman, and Sanford, take

their men to the net worked.
"They're pretty big guys, and strong,"

he explained. "We wanted them push the

ball towards the cage."

And not to be left out was the another

stellar netminding job by Massachusetts

goalie Gerry Moreau, who came up with, as

Garber put it, "a couple of big time saves."

So the Big Green is gone and the

Orangemen await. Saturday is going to be

one long afternoon, or one helluva day.

Collffian photo tn David P I>«ub«r

YER OUT — University of Massachusetts freshman Tom Fabian gets
thrown out at the plate in an earlier game against UNH. The
Minutemen went on to win that game but lost yesterday to Yale, 7-2.

SportsLog
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts...

There's only a few more weeks of the

National Hockey League and the Islanders

are still the team to beat. So many times,

they've been down but, like one of my
checks, just bounce right back... The
game with the Canadiens was a prime

example. It was a game the Islanders had

to win, and they did, with excellent

defense, and superlative goaltending form

Billy Smith...Game 5 tonight should be a

beaut, as the series goes back to the

Forum. Remember that Montreal, after

going down to Quebec in a tough overtime

loss, came back to beat Quebec in Quebec,

so they have shown some adversity also.

Meanwhile, Edmonton is sitting on their

Gretzkys waiting for the Montreal-New

York winner. They breezed through their

conference final series over the North

Stars, taking the last one in Minnesota, 3-

l... Watch for Edmonton to tune up
against the Wales Conference winner by
playing a much tougher team than anyone
in their conference. They have scheduled

a best-of-five series with the U.S.A. team
in the table top hockey game outside the
Hatch. There's only one problem, the
game doesn't do the Canadien national

anthem.

The NBA is into the second round of

their playoffs, with the key series being
the Celtics Knicks matchup. The Celts
blew the Knicks out in game one, but
remember that the Knicks were coming
off a tough 5 game series with the Pistons

and appeared to be tired. But, there will

be no more excuses for the men from New
York...A big surprise is the New Jersey

Nets. After knocking off the 76ers, they

have split the series with the Bucks so

far...They are being led by Michael Ray
Richardson, who has fought the battle

back from drug addiction. ..While some of

the Celts are happy that the Sixers won't

be in, the real ecstatic team must be the

Bucks, who have been knocked out of the

playoffs the last three years by the Sixers.

Althought April isn't really indicative as

to who's going to win baseball's division,

the Detroit Tigers are off to a fantastic

start. They are 19-2 after using the Red
Sox as a dish rag 11-2...Other surprises

include the Mets, who hold the top spot in

the NL east, thanks mostly to the

lackluster play of the other teams in the

division... Oakland is making waves in the

AL west. A's manager Steve Boros must
have a spell on Dave Kingman, who had

quite a good month, thank you.

Remember that this guy hit .197 last year.

Freud called that schizophrenia.

A few final items: ESPN televised 10

hours straight the NFL draft, which is

about as exciting as dinner on Little

House on the Prairie. I'm glad television

fills its valuable time with such im-

portance as who the Atlanta Falcons

selected in the 8th round...With the

Yankees and Mets at home this weekend,
the Generals of the USFL drew over

50,000. But owner M. Donald Trump
achieved an even higher status—he's on

this month's cover of GQ— or is that

banned from the bookstores, too?...
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Two halves of a barn in Hadley support each other in artistic balance. The barn was a victim

of a winter storm.

Olver ponders tuition amendment
By PETER ABRAHAM
uid LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian SUff

A spokesperson for Amherst state Sen. John Olver said

yesterday the senator is taking a "wait and see" attitude

toward the possibility of lowering the 15 percent tuition

increase the Massachusetts Board of Regents approved
last month.

The Massachusetts House of Representatives last week
passed an amendment to the state higher education budget

that calls for increases in tuition to be tied in with the cost

of living. This would reduce next year's possible tuition

hike to 6.3 percent, down from the regent's proposed 25

percent.

The Senate will vote on the amendment as soon as the

House of Representatives has gone over enough of the

budget to send to the senators, said an Olver aid. Kathleen

Merrigan said she does not know how long that process will

take.

Merrigan said the Amherst senator believes the Regents

should have documented their case better, to both

students and legislators before approving the tuition hike.

"We are asking to see a document by the National

Council on Education that shows Massachusetts pays lower

in-state tuition than most states now and still would pay

less after an increase," Merrigan said.

"The regents' decision seemed arbitrary to many of the

parties involved and with documentation they might have

made things easier for themselves," Merrigan noted.

Inside:

CIA in trouble again p.2

Dr. Ruth Westheimer to speak on Monday p.5

Rita Murphy remembers the past p.7

Gorillas prepare for No. 1 ranked Syracuse . . . p.l6

''Remember that grades are an indica-

tion of performance, not of individual

worth."
—Stephen B. Oates

Professor ofHistory

Senator Gerard U'Amico, D Worcester, co-chairman of

the Joint Education Committee, and Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' chief education advisor Gerald Indelicato have

said they hope a lower tuition rate can be negotiated.

And at a UMass Faculty Senate meeting yesterday.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said while he hopes the

measure passes, "we must be very careful about our

credibility."

"Because we are trying to maintain a first rate institution

of higher education, some people may now question

students' willingness to support (the University) finan-

cially," Duffey said.

Merrigan said Olver sent a letter to the Regents

requesting them to wait one month before voting on the

tuition hike, a proposal originally initiated by the Joint

Educational Committee.
"Senator Olver felt the Regents would have benefited

from more testimony by students and administrators,"

Merrigan said. "He thought that admissions and financial

aid officers should have had an input as to whether the

tuition increase would actually make it impossible for some

students to attend state universities."

Mark Shea, an assistant in the Student Government

Association President's Office, said the House amendment,

proposed by Amherst Rep. James Collins, has been en

dorsed by the SGA and the UMass faculty union, the

Massachusetts Society of Professors.

The 15 percent tuition increase approved by the Regents

would mean an additional $167 for in state undergraduates

with proportionally higher hikes for out-of state and

graduate students.

Coimmttee calls

Gted Center

"Number 1 slum'
fcy LAURA YEE
Colegian Staff

In declaring the Graduate Research ('enter as the

"number one slum area" on campus with a number of other

buildings close behind, a University of Massachusetts

Faculty Senate committee yesterday called for the

Administration to increase efforts against vandalism.

According to Vice (Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

L. Madson the University requested $234,000 in last year's

budget to be used for additional security of campus
buildings.

"The (iovernor and the Ek)ard of Regents are supporting

us (and) hopefully we'll get 50 percent of what we
requested." Madson said. "I^et's keep our fingers

crossed."

Service ('ommittee chairman and history professor Mario

DePUlis said, "I have talked to and seen many other state

universities in the country and this is one of the worst

maintained and deteriorating institutes of its kind."

"But with the help of Vice Chancellor of Admini.stration

and Finance John DeNyse and Vice Chancellor Madson, we
are turning this situation around," he said. "I hope."

The senate amended and passed the motion of the Service

Committee to "urge consultation with the administration

and faculty" to "establish standard operating procedures

for non residential buildings" to eliminate misuse and

vandalism. A second motion moved that "the director of

Public Safety provide extra security during nights,

weekends, and holidays to cover minimally secured

academic buildings," at a time when most vandalism oc

curs. DePUlis said.

"Some buildings are more slums than others," DePilUs

said. "The Grad Tower is number one. Closely behind is

Herter Hall, with Bartlett third.

"Handicapped facilities (in bathrooms) have been

dismantled with toilet seats ripped off. Gallon jugs of wine

kept in buildings are a fire hazard. People are having beer

parties and barbeques in classrooms."

DePillis said he has a list of vandalism that "goes on and

on.

"Four foot signs of obscenities on walls, tearing off of

bathroom doors, broken windows, unscrewing of water

faucets and smashed thermostats" are among his list that

amounts to more than a quarter of a million dollars in

damages to the University.

"Little (stolen equipment) gets recovered," DePillis said.

"Typewriters, calculators and soon micro-computers are

subject to theft."

DePillis attributes the high rate of vandalism to entrances

left unlocked when graduate students work late at night

and "people wandering around at night high on drugs and

beer."

Vandals are half students and half visitors venturing onto

campus, DePillis said.

"One great reform was the installation of studemt

security," DePillis said.

"Conditions are not only deplorable but intolerable,"

DePillis said. "As building coordinator for Herter Hall

-

one of the most heavily abused buildings I'm working to

make conditions good enough to work in."

Next Southwest Fest may be nixed
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

.' MO

Because of numerous complaints and disturbances at last

weekend's block party and concert, future Southwest

Festival activities will be markedly different, according to

the vice-chancellor for Student Affairs at the University of

Massachusetts.

"In contrast to the University's east side concert

Saturday, the situation on the west side was very dif

ferent. Between the block party Friday night and the

concert Sunday, the University recieved over 40 com-

pbints while 10 arrests were made," Dennis L. Madson

told LJie Faculty Senate ytawciuay.

"The type of behavior that occurred over the weekend
will not be tolerated," he added.

Madson said a combination of good weather, "spring

fever," and an estimated 60 percent of the crowd not being

from the University contributed to the problems over the

weekend.
While he ruled out a Southwest concert prohibition for

the future, Madson said "This kind of event will not take

place again. We hope to come up with a better set of

guidelines for next year."

Madson also said 18 physical plant workers spent eight

hours cleaning up the Southwest fields following the day-

long concert. The Southwest Area (Jovernment will be

billed for the cleanup, he said.

"I'll be meeting with the organizers to discuss future

events of this kind and the possibility of an event of a

different nature," he said.

Student Government Association co president Rick

Patrick said his office will work with Madson over the

summer to help plan future events and devise suitable

guidelines.

Madson said that a "significant number" of complaints

came from University students in addition to neigborhood

residents.
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World and National News

CIA accused in air strikes
WASHINGTON (AP) - The CIA ordered

an air strike against a suspected Salvadoran

guerrilla communications center inside

Nicaragua in February and then told a

Nicaraguan rebel group to take respon-

sibility for the attack, intelligence sources

say.

These sources, who spoke on condition

they be granted anonymity, said the CIA
assigned specially trained Nicaraguan
exiles to carry out the Feb. 2 raid. It is the
first known assault directed by the CIA

against a base allegedly used by leftist

Salvadoran guerrillas inside Nicaragua.

Just back from a trip to Central America,

Reps. Bill Alexander, DArk., and Wyche
Fowler, D-Ga., told a news conference

Wednesday that a leader of the Nicaraguan

Democratic Force, known by its Spanish

acronym FDN, complained to them that his

group had been ordered by the CIA to claim

responsibility for a raid against a

Salvadoran guerrilla target inside

Nicaragua, although the FDN had no prior

knowledge of the attack.

Riots plague Dominicans
SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic

(AP) — F'ood-price rioting that killed 54
people has left the Dominican government
with an obvious erosion of public support.

Increases in the prices of imported goods
and fofKi. in some cases by as much as 200
percent, set off the rioting April 23-25.

This country of 5.6 million — about the size

of Vermont and New Hampshire combined
— shares the ("aribbean island of

Hispaniola with French-speaking Haiti.

President Salvador Jorge Blanco finds

his government hampered by political op-

position from the left, right and even his

own party. He has repeatedly blamed the
protests in this city of 1.7 million and in 14

other towns on his opponents, but other

Dominicans said the anger was more than

political.

"Women are the ones who started it,"

maintained Barbarin Mojica Soto, the

secretary general of a 1 ,200-meml)er dock

workers union.

"They went crazy when they went to the

store to shop Monday, April 23 morning,

and found out how much prices had gone
up," he .said, adding that their outrage

spread quickly.

Basic items like rolls had gone up from 5

to 10 cents, sugar from 26 to 31 cents a
pound, and beans more than doubled to 65

cents a pound. The minimum wage is the

equivalent of about $75 a month.

AP l.a*rrphoto

NINE-ALARM FIHK - Flames en^lf an eight-story building in

downtown Philadelphia yesterday. The blaze spread to four other

buildinirs and caused thousands to evacuate the area.
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Nuclear plant releases gas Clarification . .

.

SAN ONOFRE, CALIF. (AP) -
Radioactive gas escaped briefly from the

San Onofre nuclear power plant, but the
dose was far less potent than that of a chest

X rav. an administrator said.

Correction
CORRECTION: Due to a typographical

error in yesterday's Collegian, SGA
Budget Committee chair Joseph Sparks
appeared to be "happy" about the senate

decision. He had said he wa.*; "unhappy."

An equipment failure allowed 107 curies of

radioactive xenon gas to vent during a 22-

minute period shortly after 1 a.m. Wed-
nesday, said Harold Ray, plant manager for

Southern Cahfornia Edison at the seaside

facility between IjOs Angeles and San

Diego.

Ray said a person standing on the plant's

boundary would have received a dose of .08

of a millirem of radiation. An average chest

X ray is about 10 milierems.

The malfunction was in a compressor
which puts gas from the reactor's waste

processing unit into storage tanks, said

Edison spokesman David Barron.

A quote by Interfraternity Council

President Greg Andonian was taken out of

context in a story in yesterday's Collegian.

Andonian said yesterday he feels Greek

activities are put on not only "to present the

Greek area as being good," but "because we

want to do them."

He also emphasized that "we support the

University education lO*) percent" and that

all activities are "for the University because

the University let us be on campus."
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This is the Year to Plan
Your Career!

Limited number
of graduate study awards.

Unique 1 year graduate program combines an internship with

graduate courses. Internships are available in community-

based residential or vocational program working with adults

who are mentally retarded or mentally ill or adolescents who
are autistic. Generous scholarships and financial aid available.

Bachelors degree required. Applications currently being ac-

cepted. Write or call: Donna J. McMaster, 9 Heaton Street,

Montpelier, VT 05602 (802) 229-0326.

RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
You mutt b* II to ontor

Opon til }

665-4937
24 Hour raped MoitofO
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Friday

MAX CREEK
Grateful Dead music

$4.00 cover

rusty nail
Saturday:

K.G.

formerly of the Sun-

shine Band
"Get down tonight"

"That's the way"
"Shake your bootie"

"Give it up"
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Administrators defend Student Activities budget
By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The director and business manager of the University of

Massachusetts Student Activities Office (SAO) yesterday

defended a $33,000 increase in their 1985 budget which
has upset members of the Student Government Associa-

tion.

SGA officers said the SAO budget is consuming money
that could be used for funding student organizations,

many of whose funding were cut by ten percent. The SAO
budget is finalized by Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson, while all other Student Activities Trust

Fund money is allocated by the Undergraduate Student

Senate.

Leslie G. Bridges, business manager of SAO, defended

the increased budget as a way of relieving pressure that

has been put on SAO and the Student Activities Trust

Fund.

"Everything and anything anyone has bought in the last

six years has increased. And like everything else.

Hatch ice cream
meets success
By RALPH ROBERTS.
Collegian Staff

As a result of early success by the make-shift ice cream
shop in the Hatch cafeteria at the University of

Massachusetts, plans are underway to establish a per-

manent dwelling for selling hand dip ice cream, according

to Hatch Manager Larrv Jeffers.

The shop, in its second week in existence, will remain in

the same location for the remainder of the semester. But it

must be moved before the beginning of the Fall semester.

According to Environmental, Health and
Safety regulations, the present location is too close to

corridor lanes, and does not have a standard water suppyl.

If the shop was put in the right place and utilized to its

fullest potential, it could create a yearly revenue in excess

of $100,000. said Richard Ellis. Campus Center Food
Services director at last night's Board of Governors
Meeting (BOG).

As of now. no places have been mentioned about where

the shop might be placed, but Jeffers said that he would

like to see it in a "high traffic area."

"Ice cream is frequently an impulse sale, so we must put

it in an area where a lot of students see it. If we tuck it

away in some corner, the shop could be a failure," Jeffers

said.

In addition to selling all sorts of ice cream dishes at the

new location, Jeffers said he'd like to see the place selling

continental breakfast items in the morning for students on

their way to classes.

He'd keep that very limited. Just coffee, donuts. and

maybe some pastries for students on the run who don't

want to wait in those breakfast lines in the morning," he

said.

Jeffers also said that the ice cream shop project will be

another concern over the Summer, and that he expects the

new shop to be open about 16 hours a day in the Fall.

Also at the BOG meeting, recently appointed Beverage

Manager, William Elmore, said he is already working on a

few ideas to enhance the Blue Wall's image, such as

bringing in "Blue Wall mug nights", getting rid of the

plastic beer cups, and improving the atmosphere of the

club.

BOG Treasurer Jerry Quill also questioned the potential

of the Top of the Campus (TOO Restaurant, and what

could be done to create greater profits within the TOC.

"Although Mr. Ellis and his staff are making a valiant

effort at generating profit in the TOC, the restaurant is

still losing money.

"It may help if we opened it up to student groups to rent

on the usually slow nights," Quill said.

Quill also said that it was important the board watch

carefully over the restaurant because it could create

substantial profits.

Collcffiui phoU> b.T Katie Watcn

Susan Schechter, author of WcymAm andMaU
Violence.

employee benefits and the cost of living have increased."

Bridges said employee salaries and insurance costs have

increased by $27,000.

Bridges also said the Student Activities fee itself has

also contributed to the increase. "The SATF (Student

Activities Trust Fund) has been stable for six years, with

each student paying $84 per year. For the things which

the fund supports, this is not enough. With this six-year

pressure of the fee not going up while everything else has,

something has to give."

According to SGA Co-President Rick Patrick, one of the

things which will "give" is student participation activities.

"Over the next few years, SAO's budget will continue to

increase, and money for students won't be there," he said.

SGA Treasurer John Mooradian said earlier this week

he is concerned with certain parts of the SAO budget, and

the vacant $19,000 per year program director position.

Mooradian said he would like to see students working in

this position at a smaller salary in an attempt tt) pick up

some money that could be used elsewhere.

"Our proposal to Madson was basically that (Student

Activities Office Director) Randy (Donant) refrain from

hiring this employee and hire a student for about $4000

per year, or two for $8000," he said.

"The students could then pick up some of the slack caus-

ed by the vacancy."

Donant disagrees. "I would like to believe students who
are not trained to work in that capacity could do the job.

Unfortunately I don't think they can, because this posi-

tion, and the fact that we need someone who is experienc-

ed, is vital to the University."

Donant also defended a question concerning an increase

in SAO's travel and auto expense. The $1000 increase

would serve as money allowing Student Activities Office

employees tu travel to conferences to "exchange ideas on

how other student activity groups are run," Donant said.

Madson is still considering this particular increase, he

said.

"I'm trying to hold the line on other budget cuts," Do-

nant said. "Because SAO's budget, above many others, is

heavily scrutinized, the pressure on this office is great."
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READY TO ROCK - Union Program Council members work on the stage for this Sunday's Spr-

ine Concert by the campus pond.

Researcher talks on health, age
By JEANETTE DeFORGE

Collegian Staff

Health is the most important factor of old age identity,

said Susan A. Eisenhandler yesterday in a lecture at the

University of Massachusetts.

In a speech entitled "The Curious Case of Old Age and

Identity," Eisenhandler discussed the results of her study

on "ordinary elders" in a community. She took a stratified

sample of aged people in a community and randomly in-

terviewed 50 of its members who were over the age of 60.

In her survey, Eisenhandler asked four major questions

from which she concluded, "most people did not define

identity with old age.

"

"Most elders shrugged their shoulders, (and said) I don't

know," in response to the question "What is it like to be

old?" Chronologic age is not important to aged people, she

said.

Eisenhandler said she received some "age resistance",

when asking "Do you feel your age?" She also said that 5

people said their age was "wonderful." Most people felt

they couldn't do as much and they couldn't do it as fast, she

said.

Most people related health to the question. "Do you think

of yourself as old?"

The loss of memory was discovered as an important factor

of old age, she added.

"The elderly are adamant about turning in their (driver's)

license, it shows a sen.se of independence. It (the driver's

license) is a symbol of being a part of the larger world." she

said.

Eisenhandler also mentioned few people participated in

any Senior Center Activities.

Ei.senhandler is an instructor and Ph.D candidate in the

University of Massachusetts sociology department. She

has presented several papers on various aspects of age and

identity.

Author: Society perpetuates battering
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

In order to overcome wife battering and other forms of

violence affecting 2 to four million women per year, there

must be economic and cultural institutional changes in

American society, according to a prominent leader of the

Battered Women's Shelter Movement in the United

States, who spoke last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Susan Schechter, author of ivomen and Male Violence,

discussed the rapid growth of battered women's shelters in

the united States and the societal conditions which per-

petuate and condone battering.

"Before the Battered Women's Sheleter Movement

started in 1974, there were only a handful of religious

shelters," Schechter said. "Now there are more than 500

shelters, hotlines, and counseling services."

She said historically, the Battered Women's Shelter

Movement is the first movement to: "unequivocally reject

the abuse of women" to say women deserve support,

options and resources, and that the responsibility for

violent behavior should be placed on the abuser, not the

victim.

"Before the Women's Movem-.nt and the Battered

Women's Shelter Movement, you would basically say that

•she' was the problem or that battering only happens in'

poor families, and that it happens infrequently.

"

"With the consciousness rai-sing sessions, we finally said

'she' is not the problem, the violence is the problem,and

that's what we have to change," she said.

Schechter said institutions such as the legal system, the

police and religion, give battered women a "very strong

message."

"When the police don't arrive, they're saying its not

important. The message is that it's not serious, it's not

important,and that the woman should go back home and

try harder," Schechter said.

She said many professionals in the medical field who deal

with battered women deny the seriousness of the problem,

and in one in four cases that can be labeled abusive, the

woman is given tranquilizers.

"The women come in beaten, the doctors medicalize the

problem and say there is something wrong with her and

give her tranquilizers, which is the last thing in the world

you need when you are being beaten up," she said.
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Skirts • Blouses • Shawls

India Print T-SKirts

Many styles of Chinese Shoes

EARRINGS - EARCUFFS

!)HEI^€ANTILE
Open Daily 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

18 C«ntT St.. Wortli««ip«o»

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

CONCERT WEEKEND SPECIAL
Bud 12 oz. suitcase Special Price

Busch 12 oz. suitcase $9.95 case + dep.

Old Milwaukee 12 oz suitcase $8.95 case + dep.

Becks light & dark $4.25 6 pack + dep.

O'Keefe Canadian $3.50 6 pack + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $4.99 Liter

Champagnes $2.99 + up 750 ml

Kegs and Beer Balls always in stock

All Beer and Wines Specials are COLD

v/ 1 '

Entire stock of

Botany 500 suits

20% OFF

famous maker Oxford button down
cotton blend long sleeve

and short sleeve dress shirts.

Reg to $21.50 jyiQW ONLY

Hampshire Mall, Hadley $11-99 to $14.99

1

Friday and Saturday

King of Hearts 7:10

Harold and Maude 9:00

Sunday to Tuesday

One Show Only!

Deer Hunter 7:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

|pooooooc>oooQOO''«^nnaooooooooooo«*wn

Soft Contact Lens Center
Extended wear soft lenses from $48. ea.

Daily wear Soft lenses fronn $25. ea.

Heat disinfecting units $12.95 reg. $30.

Check out these

Contact Lens Solution Prices
Opti-clean Reg 2.98 SALE 1.98

Sensitive Eyes System Reg 3.75 SALE 2.49

Adapettes Reg 1 .00 SALE .50

Soft Contact Lens Deluxe Cases Reg. 3.75 SALE 1.98

Many more Solutions on Sale COME & SEE
B & L Sunglasses 20% off

Vuarnet Sunglasses 20% off with this ad

Amherst Optical Shoppe 195 N Pleasant St 256-6403

Amherst Optical Shoppe 170 University Dr. 253-5412

in the Amherst Med Ctr.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooooooooaooooooooooi
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Southwest, Senate

spar on elections
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL

Collegian Staff

The Southwest Area Government swore in its new co-

presidents last night despite a motion passed by the

Undergraduate Student Senate that invalidated the

election results.

The Senate voted to invalidate the results of the elections

after the hopeful presidential team of Sharon Jackson and
Paula Williams said they were unfairly barred from the

ballot.

But Joel Rabinowitz, Southwest Area Government
elections coordinator and chair of the Undergraduate
Student Senate's Governmental Affairs Conmiittee, said

he advised the area government to approve the election

victory of co-presidents Bill Collins and Arthur Stevenson

because the senate acted improperly.

"I looked up the by-laws and discovered the senate voted

illegally, " Rabinowitz said. "I tried to inform them of that,

but I was not given a chance to speak," (at the meeting).

In support of Jackson/Williams,' Cassandra Edward, a

member of the Southwest Assembly, claimed she had been
given permission from former Southwest Area Govern-

ment President David McCarthy to have the deadline for

nomination papers extended from Thursday at 7 p.m. to

noon on Friday.

Rabinowitz said the Senate action was improper because

the by-laws require that complaints regarding elections be

taken to a committee under formal procedure rather than

to the full senate.

"The voting times were adhered to and claims of violation

are unfounded," Rabinowitz said.

"The SGA action was a reckless and halfwitted

powerplay," said Dave McCarthy.
The Southwest Assembly also passed a motion con-

demning "disrespectful and unlawful intrusion into the

affairs of Southwest," McCarthy added.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan said the Senate will look

into the matter further.

"There's a lot of confusion about what happened where
the elections are concerned." Sullivan said.

He said he believed most senators felt the

Jackson/Williams candidacy "did not get a fair chance."

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I

I

IL.

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 5/31 /84

Valid with Barb & Julie only

I

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

Styles by
''''""'"'"'

Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 548-5610

Friday
Afternoon

Readjustment
Attitude
Period

Chew and Screw

food served at 5:30 PM
all you can carry $1.00

Dr. Ruth: There's never too much sex
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

"I love to talk," the 53-year-old psycho-therapist says in a

heavy German accent. Then she giggles. "Tee. Hee. Hee."

She is Dr. Ruth Westheimer - known as "Doctor Ruth" to

her fans — the sex therapist of the radio world.

This Monday night Doctor Ruth will present "Sexually

Speaking" at the University of Massachusetts Student

Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.

And she will have plenty to giggle about. After hosting

her own weekly radio talk show on New York radio station

WNYN for more than three years, this month she will

begin to broadcast nationally over the NBC radio network.

Last week the 47" Grandma Freud travelled to Las Vegas
where she signed a contract that wUl bring her soothing

voice all over the United States every Sunday night. She
will al.so continue to appear regularly on The. Tonight Show
and Late Night With David Letterman.

Doctor Ruth is well known for her responses to explicit

sexual questions and her open mind toward sex.

"If it's in good taste, then there can never be too much

sex," she said in a Collegian telephone interview.

"Together with students, I will dispel some myths and

misconceptions that we have about each other," she said of

her presentation.

She will also show two short fUms, but would not reveal

their titles. "It would take away from all the fun if I tell the

titles."

The titles wUl appear at the end of the films, she said.

After her speech. Doctor Ruth will answer questions from
the audience. Questions must be written on index cards

that will be handed out and collected by ushers to insure

anonymity, she said.

Tickets to the event which is being co-sponsored by the

Governor's Program Council and the Distinguished

Visitors Program (DVP) cost $2 for five-coUege students

and $4 for the general public. DVP co-chair Mark
Zuckerman said a few hundred tickets are still available at

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall Box Office.

"We hope that some educational benefit will come out of

(Doctor Ruth's) presentation," said Mark Zuckerman, co-

chair of DVP. "But we aren't trying to educate students so

much as to have a little fun."

Amherst budget set at $22 million
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Town Meeting members overwhelmingly approved
Amherst's $22 million budget for fiscal year 1985 Wed-
nesday night.

Town meeting members voted to spend $4,718,194 for

elementary schools. They unanimously voted to spend
$3,427,603 for Amherst's share of the regional school

budget. Amherst is a member of the Amherst-Pelham
Regional School District.

Members also unanimously approved a $2.1 million ex-

penditure for public safety that includes police, fire and
medical services as well as inspection services budgets.

According to a Finance Committee report, $32,500 was
allocated for the Speed-Alcohol Enforcement Program
(SAP).

The Public Works Department's SI.08 million budget was
unanimously approved. The budget includes $22,500 for

the creation of an assistant superintendent position.

The town's $1.8 million operating budget for general

government was also unanimously approved. The budget
includes funding for various town boards, buildings and
salaries for town employees.

Finance Committee Chair Bryan Harvey said the effects

of Proposition 2Vi "have been fairly dramatic" but have not

approached the "turmoil" of other towns in the state.

In other town departments, Town Meeting members
approved a budget of $166,867 for en-

vironmental services, which includes areas such as tree

care and pest control, the Conservation and Historical

commissions and the Planning Department.

The human services budget was $526,386. which includes

$350.ii75 for public health. A budget of $254,737 was
passed for culture and recreation.

Town Meeting members approved a budget of $392,788

for library services, which includes $16,615 in state aid.

Town Meeting will continue 7:30 p.m. Monday at the

Amherst Pelham Regional Junior High School.

Police find fake bomb in Washington tower
By TOM MIDDLETON
and BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Following an anonymous
phone call at 11:15 p.m.

Wednesday, University of

Massachusetts police said

they found a replica of a

bomb on the 8th floor of

Washington dormitory in
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Southwest.

The Amherst Fire

Department, a UMass
Environmental Health and

Safety official and a State

police bomb expert were
called to the scene, police

said.

UMass Director of Public

Safety Gerald O'Neil said

the device was "a couple of

road flares tied together."

Floors seven through nine of

the building were evacuated

police said.

"In the opinion of the

people who responded, (the

evacuation) was sufficient."

director of Environmental
Health and Safety Don
Robinson said. The device

was taken to the

Massachusetts State Police

laboratory in Boston, police

said.

University police obtained

a warrant yesterday for the

arrest of two persons for

assault and battery of a man
with a beer keg Sunday
night, police said. The keg
was almost empty. The man
was knocked unconscious in

the as.sault that resulted

after an argument, with I ho

two assailants, police said.

A 31 year old South Hadley

man was arraigned in

Hampshire County District

Court yesterday after he

was arrested Wednesday on

a warrant issued by South

Hadley police, according to

Amherst police.

Police said the man was

apprehended on North
Pleasant Street about 12:20

p.m. in connection with an

alleged assault with a

dangerous weapon in South

Hadley early Wednesday.
The man allegedly pulled a

knife on someone in South

Hadley.
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FOURSEASOfS^
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mail

Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

BUD suitcase cans $9.99

BUD export bottles $9.99

BUSCH suitcase cans $8.99

SCHAEFER export bottles ;^7.50

GENESSE BEER export bottles $6.95

LABATTS beer or ale $10.99

VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RUM 1.75 L $9.99

GILBEY GIN 1.75 L $12.69

MYERS DARK 750 ml $7.99

RIUNITE WINES 750 2/$5.00

SEBASTIANI TABLE WINES 1.5 L $3.99

ALMADEN TABLE WINES 3 L $6.99

GALLO TABLE WINES 1.5 $3.99

And don't forget - your empties are welcome here.
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Sunday, May 6
Student Union Ballroom at Umass
3pm-Hamakor Israeli Folk Dance Troupe.
preceded by a SHUK- muse, siides. Israel information, food

beginnipg at 2Dm

ADMISSION Si 50 STUDENTS $2 50 OTHERS

We cordially mvite everyone to lom m the festivities with us '
"

Tickets available at Hillel
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Stoinhauser Bier is ;i Ger-nan .m.port \Mth a

jniyue difference — its authentic taste

Steinhauser is t)r<_-wed and bottled m Germany
according to the Purity Law of 1516 which

.illows only riatural ingredients barley rr.alt, hops.

yf' island pure .vater Then Binding Brauerei.
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a free flower

^ : Call now^

for
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549-6000
ext 653

EDirORIAL/OPINION

In search of the truth

My
knees trembled as I quickly

made my way down the corridor

and fearlessly entered that den
of iniquity known as the Campus Center
Store, home of the evil magazines.

My purpose was to purchase and peruse
this month's issue of one of those

magazines reputed to be the agents of so

much harm. Two female friends hzid advis-

ed me to buy Playgirl, so that they could

read it, but I decided instead on Playboy,

the magazine that seems to have become
the center of the controversy. Was the

magazine really a dangerous and
degrading periodical whose sole purpose
was the subjugation of women? Or was it

instead merely a classy men's monthly, fill-

ed with beautiful women and informative

articles? These were the questions that I

hoped to answer.

Walter J. Branson

As I presented my new acquisition to the

saleswoman for payment, I wondered at

the glance she seemed to .shoot my way.
Did she imagine that she saw a mad and
twisted rapist standing before her? Un-
sure, I decided not to ask her out and stroll-

ed over to a nearby couch t<^) begin my ex-

amination. On the cover I saw a muscle-

bound hunk and a beautiful blonde in his

arms. I opened to the first page. By the

time I got to page 50 I had passed by the

music and movies sections, letters to the

editor, and numerous shapely females

dressed in bikinis, but still no nudity. I

knew it had to be in there somewhere. And
yes, there it was on the very next page. I

breathed a sigh of relief. I had not bought

the wrong magazine. On page 85 I came
across the first cartoon. Now it is the car-

toons, of course, that have been accused of

promoting violence against women. This

particular item portrayed a Satyr of Greek
Mythology telling his naked lover that the

earth had moved because "we're on the

San Andreas fault." I was not amused. I

was not offended. I tore out the page to

give to my Greek Religion professor.

Moving onwards, I came to an article on
sexual communication co-authored by a
man and a woman. But of course it didn't

tell me anything that I didn't already know.

And then, at 3:58 p.m. on April 26, 1984,

on page 111, I fell in love. Her name was
Patty and she was 11 inches tall, sitting

down. Now those of my more cynical

readers will insist that I am confusing the

emotions of love and lust. However, being

the true romantic that I am, I firmly

believe in love at first sight and this was
surely the real thing, although she didn't

know I was alive.

Still, recognizing the importance of my
sacred mission, with a sigh I turned the

page in search of the truth. I passed more
pictorials, articles, and a cartoon showing
the Lone Ranger being sued for

"Palimony" by Tonto. I then decided to

read an article from start to finish. This

particular piece was about how t<j run a
computer program. The first few lines

were very interesting. I turned back to

page 111. I continued to encounter more
articles, advertisements, and non-

degrading cartoons. On page 172 1 learned

how to watch a baseball pitcher throw the

ball. I turned back to page 1 1 1. On the very

last page I looked over next month's com-

ing attractions, including an interview with

Jesse Jackson. Jackson, if you rememl)er,

is the presidential candidate who has made
social and economic equality for women
and minorities the cornerstone of his cam-
paign. I tore out page 111.

My conclusions were that the magazine is

both boring and non-offensive to anyone

who hasn't been talking to Jerry Falwell

lately. Any previous issues that depicted

cartoons making light of violence against

women must surely have been isolated ex-

amples of poor taste, and not pervading

trends. If the magazine has any redeeming

Quality it is the extreme physical beauty of

the women (and some men) portrayed, a

beauty shown complete, that is, without a
stitch of clothing. Satisfied that I had
achieved true understanding of the issue, I

closed the magazine and my investigation.

Walter J. Branson is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Letters

Enjoy the days before summer
To the Editor,

The wind is still, the sun beats down, and
our days are an hour longer. Time to take

out those books. God, they still look brand

new. Nine chapters to read, three papers to

write, not to mention the party this Friday

night. Remember way back on Jan. 30th —
you were out by 9:00 sharp so you'd beat

the rush. Hmm..., and only to find out you

were 122 on the waiting list. You would be

stuck with that 8:00 for the rest of the

year. Well... a few more classes, maybe a

final or two, but soon it will all be over. The
bags will be packed, your notes thrown

away, and the pictures torn off of the wall.

The room will look bare and you will pro-

bably be able to hear your echo, once again.

You'll lock the door, put the things in the

tar, and of course to your friends you will

say, "GOODBYE." But, what if they're

not there to get that last hug, to say, "see

ya' in the fall," or, "it's really been great"?

Why not take these last few weeks, send a

smile or two, a message their way, just let

them know that you care.

Sandra Shen
Southwest

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address

and telephone number, which will not be published. Please

type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

imitations and the volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and length.

Remembering the past

I
was only six then, but remember

it vividly. Strange, of all the mem-
ories of my childhood, this re-

mains. I've never been able to understand
why.

It was a wonderful day in May in

Weymouth. Mass. Never mind thj»t we
were at war in some country that I couldn't

spell. The weather was warm and the

Bruins were on their way to their first

Stanley Cup in 38 years. You have to

understand the Weymouth of old, back

then neighbors weren't strangers, they

were family and the Bruins, well it might

have been the baseball season, but anyone
in or around Boston knew the Bruins were
looked upon like Gods.

Rita Murphy
It was Monday, my mother sent me up to

Delorey's to get some bread. Back then

Delorey's was THE store. It was on the

corner and everyone, 1 mean everyone, in

Weymouth went there.

I remember hurrying to the store

because I just had to get home in time to

watch Bobby Orr, Phil EsfX)sito, and my
favorite. Ken Hodge play. It was a day
before the game, but I was determined to

get the best seat in the house.

"That picture will never leave

the mind. There it was, a
woman, blood, a body, an expres-

sion of a generation who
couldn't understand why if thou

shall not kill, thou was sent to

another country to destroy.
"

• •.•.•.•-•.'

I got in the chair at 5:30 p.m. just in time

to catch Leave it to Beaver. Six o'clock roll-

ed around and I turned on the news in the

hope that Bruins would be interviewed.

I could never understand it, war. I never

even tried. The war, jH'ople say t(Kiay, was
everywhere, and everyone was affe<'te<i by

it. But when you're six years old, there is

no such thing as war. There is only the

summer, the l)each, and the Bruins.

Back then 1 didn't even know what col-

lege was. Amherst didn't even exist in my
mind. I guess college, back then, was like

the war, far away.

May 4, 1970 college and war came
together. Blood, gfuns, signs, and 'who's

really to blame' all clashed, all combined
and out of it came a slap in the face to a
child who only wanted u» watch the St.

Louis Blues demolished by the Boston
Bruins. That picture will never leave the

mind. There it was, a woman, blood, a
body, an expression of a generation who
couldn't understand why if thou shalt not

kill, thou was sent to another country to

destroy. The arms in the air, the pain on
the face, the eyes of a child shutting.

"Where is Kent State mom, and why
would soldiers fire on people who only

meant to say 'no more killing, no more
war.

What does a mother say when a six year

old asks why? What does a president say

when millions of people ask why? Follow-

ing Kent State, Richard Nixon was asked

to comment, he said "Violence invites

tragedy."

Delorey's went out of business soon
after. It's a deli now, I haven't been in it in

years. My mother gets her bread from a

supermarket in the city next to Weymouth.
I don't get home much, but when I do and I

walk the streets I hardly recognize the old

town. There are no neighbors, just people

in houses nearby. People curse the Bruins

because they haven't won since Orr left.

The past is hardly ever mentioned, you see

Weymouth is one of those towns building

for the future. New houses are

everywhere.

They took away the w(K)ds next to my
house, the swamp is gone, the childhtxxl

forts are now only memories. My elemen-

tary school is now a Karate school. My
.Junior High is all Iwarded up.

1 smile when I see the kids playmg in

Great Esker Park, they are so innocent.

They are too young to have any memories
more than a week old. They probably have

never heard of Kent State. They've pro-

bably never heard of Amherst either.

They play their games, they laugh, they

shout, nothing disturbs, nothing worries

them, not the past, not the future, they

have only the present to think alx)ut.

Fourteen years later a woman sits in her

r(M)m and rememl)ers when the Bniins In-at

the Blues, when Bobby Orr flew through

the air like an angel in flight, when a town

went crazy because men on skates lifted a

cup to the rafters and when there were

"four dead in Ohio," and like the song

wonders "how many more?"

Rita Murphy is a Collegian columnist.

The stench of a good time

I
know the celebration of spring

extends to ancient time, though I

think the "celebration" I witnessed

this weekend is unique to our generation

and I find it sad. Spring was once a time

to revere the wonder of nature, to till the

soil and put constructive human energies

to work. This past weekend I witnessed

so much destruction and violation of

nature it sheds light on who is to blame

for what is going so wrong with the world

and this country. ^^_^_^

Brenda Bentley

Friday afternoon while lying in the sun

I was treated to dialogue I thought only

existed in low-budget teen-sex movies.

That is when I could hear anything at all

over the seven stereos blaring. And the

scent of spring consisted of beer and co-

coanut suntan oil.

I was awakened Saturday at 6:30 a.m.

by five guys who obviously hadn't been to

bed yet and wanted everyone in

Southwest to know it. I put on my runn-

ing shoes, walked down the stairs tippy-

toeing through pools of vomit, out onto

the pyramids and through the horseshoe

area which had been miraculously turned

into a dump overnight. I was sure the peo-

ple at the block party the night before had

so much fun they can't remember how

much fun they had and that their btxlies

were thanking them right at that moment
for celebrating the birth of spring.

Yet by noon the celebrators were at it

again. An overweight girl and a teenage

boy in black with a chain around his waist

debated in the elevator whether to just

get stoned and save the mushrooms for

later, or to go all out and do both.

It's now 5:30 Sunday morning. I was

awakened at 4:00 a.m. by one of those in-

spiring "tower wars" where males with

loud voices shout obscenities at the top of

their lungs for about 30 minutes. There

are still screams and shouts that can be

heard like sporadic bursts of gunfire in a

seemingly deserted war zone. Is this some

type of communication? What is it saying?

I keep reminding myself that I'm in a

special environment; immaturity is ex-

pressing its newfound freedom and

generational revolt. Somehow that isn't

very consoling. This is a university where

the intelligent and educated leaders of

tomorrow are supposed to be found, and

what's more, a university in the

strongest, richest country in the world.

Are we truly a culture of decadence and

violence, out of touch with nature and

ourselves? How especially bleak the

future looks at this moment, despite the

glow of sunrise.

Brenda Bentley is a UMass student.
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Hypercurricuhi

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Mon-
day which will carry Monday's and Tues-

day's events. Friday will carry Saturday

and Sunday.

AFRICAN LIBERATION DAY - Panel

discussion focusing on liberation

movements and U.S. perceptions towards

them. Includes South Africa and Namibia.

7:00 p.m. 2nd floor New Africa House.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH — All are welcome to join us for

our weekly Sunday service of worship,

praise and teaching from the Bible. May 6,

10:15 see C.C. schedule for room number.

SHABBAT SERVICES - 7 p.m. in the

Dukes Room. Student Union.

CONCERT: UMASS BRASS CHOIR.
WIND ENSEMBLE AND SYMPHONY
BAND — Walter Chesnut and Malcolm W.
Rowell, Jr. conduct a program which in-

cludes works by Dvorak, Elgar, Elliott,

Hindemith, Tull and Tanner. Students and

faculty will be featured as guest soloists and

guest conductors. Free. 8:00 p.m. at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

AMHERST CAMERA CLUB - CoUege

students may enter their colored

two slides in competition in the following

two categories: Nature— dominant yellow

(the head of man not accepted), and Color-
Winter scenes;— two slides. 7:30 p.m. at

Herter Hall.

ISRAEL INDEPENDENCE DAY
CELEBRATION - Sunday, May 6 -

Concert with the Hamokor Israeli Folk

Dance Troupe along with food, information

on Israel, slides and more! Join us in

celebration! Student Union Ballroom 3:00

p.m., May 6.

• •

Wednesday, May 16

4-7 PM

Free bus service

from Franklin

and Worcester
parking lots.

1

In event
of rain, meal

will be served
in all D . C

.

s .

COUNTRY BAR-B-Q
Non-Board Members - $4.75 in advance. Tickets
on sale now at Munchies, Snack Bars, Franklin
Meal Ticket Office.

!\\

\~-^ I

Your locally owned UpHcal Shop

Hjgh-Fashion

Nylor' Rimless

Frames

LiqhrA/»»ight

t >r ai; 'Idv

'oml,-)rt

rj(lr<-m»^lv

str.ncjdnd

ri'-xibK'

Worlds l.M.i

;nanrTU'>s,

LOGO PAfilS FBAMES.
SHEER ELEGANCE.

Ask for
FREE Con.'act Lens Demonstration

j
A^kJ • set of Eyeglasses

}

or Contact Lenses
or 40%
OFF the second *ct of prescriplion
eye((las»es or sunglasses when
purchased with a complete set of
eyeglasses at the regular price Of
ters preclude previous discoun |
ts. (Discount applies to lesser I
priced pair I

Hampshire Mali
(Across from KMART) 584-8324

MICRO CON — A one day science fiction

event. Discussions, videos, costume party,

refreshments. Members and interested

persons welcome. Noon to midnight CC
roomsl68. 170, 172May6.

2ND ANNUAL N.E. SAXOPHONE
SYMPOSIUM - Symposium features

recitals, clinics and demonstrations to

saxophonists of all ages and abilities, with

internationally-acclaimed guest artists.

Registration fee required. Saturday, May

5, at the Dept. of Music and Dance, F.A.C..

FACULTY CONCERT: PIANIST
NADINE SHANK - Free concert features

music from the Romantic period, including

the Tre Sonetti di Petrarca by Franz Liszt.

Guest artist will be tenor Thomas
Silverberg. Sunday May 6, 8:00 p.m. at

Bezanson Recital Hall.

UNITY SHOW - All ages admitted to a

dancin' good time to the Outpatients and

the Circle appearing at the Pulaski Club,

Easthampton. Wake-up a boring Sunday!

2:00 May 6.* at the Pulaski Club, 79 Maple
Street Easthampton.

Black Affairs
Collegian

Classifieds

Thev
Work

THEWOK
Rte. 9 Hadley, Ma.

Friday iVIay 4tii

The SIGHS

Saturday, iVIay 5th

J.S. BAND
tribute to Michael Jackson

Fri €r Sat Open till 2 a.m. 586-1202 proper attire required

available for private parties

>••••••••<

Professor remembers Cornell struggle

By DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Staff

Professor Homer L. Meade of the Afro-American Studies

Department at the University of Massachusetts could

never understand why he was treated with negative

reactions from people upon entering Cornell University as

a freshman in 1965.

"My going to Cornell." Meade said, "created a problem,

but the problem was not one of my making."

"It started to dawn on me that the reaction was .n reaction

to race. I was being victimized because of race and not

because of anything substantial which I was in fact

responsible for," Meade said.

The dense population of black students at Cornell

University then began to ask for an Afro-American

studies program in order to identify with themselves as

well as to fill a void in their education said Meade. "The

information we were asking is information that should be

given to everyone."

The result of a few black students wanting a "special

program" was met with antagonistic reactions from faculty

and students. Meade said. "It was antagonistic to an

extreme, such that the major question which is raised by

the Cornell black student building occupation was not

raised in the Newsweek article," Meade said of the April 23

issue oi Newsweek, detailing the event.

In a special report, Newsweek stated that 100 armed

black students took over Williard Straight Hall, Cornell

University's student union, to protest racism.

"The question is, why did students who secured a building

unarmed find themselves forced to arm themselves?" he

asked.

After being attacked by fraternity men who gained en

trance through a window which was supposedly guarded

by police, it became necessary for them to seek protection,

Meade said.

The ordeal which began at 5:30 on a Saturday morning

ended triumphantly with the participants leaving the

building a week later, at 2:30 on a Sunday afternoon.

Author discusses Jamaican film

Photo bjp Brian lH>nyc

Homer L. Meade describes his participation in

the take over of the student union building at

Cornell University in 1969.!«
I Amherst Flics presents: \

Citizen Kane at 7:00 pm

I

Suspicion atSOOpm

$1.50
Pri. Sat. Sun. Amherst College, Merrill 1

I

By MARILYN G. BOU
Collegian Staff

Author of the novel The Harder They Come and pro-

fessor of the Afro American Studies department at the

University of Massachusetts, Michael Thelwell, spoke

before a full house last night at Amherst College about the

film of the same name.

"The film is reclaiming a body of art about ourselves,"

Thelwell said. Thelwell said there was never a comprehen-

sive script for the film. "The film portrays thoroughly the

.Jamaican ghetto which has only come to be with our

generation," he said.

There is only one professional Jamaican actor in the film

with the rest of the cast being people who live in its day to

day existence.

"The film portrays the erosion of human rights as a con-

sequence of political and social injustice in Jamaica,"

Thelwell said.

The film was made in Jamaica in 1972. "It is not the

first film made in Jamaica but it is the first film of

Jamaica," he said.

Reggae music is an integral part of the film, Thelwell

said. "The music in this film is an expression of

resistance."

RENTout
OFOURS

Car • Track • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
549 2880

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Ba^t Mandarin Food

62-64 Main St.

Amharst

Al I LNHON SUMMl K

SISSION SUJDtNlS
V\KI1 IN(. PK(K.RAM
PLACtMLNT USI

F III siudcnls pljnmnn

(Ti^Tl\ 190A),

"B Core, during

Siimmci Sc^sion 1984

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Ow^ Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$6.96
2E3-7faB

IHUKSDAY.MAY 17.

7 PM.BAKILETT 61

( l>i session)

MONDAY, |ULY 2

7 PM.BAKILMI bl

(2iul session)

No one \Aill he .idniilleil

into tnnlish I 1 2 wilhoiii

this lest Biin)- ID .mil

\vi itins insiiumeni

<^^s^ Cocktail Lounge ^(^ AA''*'^
TONIGHT 99.3 HOT SPOT ! ^^fer

ALL DRINKS 99 ALLDAYI ALLNIGHT!
Ask for your Free "HOT SHOT!"

SAfuRDAYTroTpmn-OO am

100 FREE1st ± VFV/ Guests Receive 1st Drink.

Never a cover charge. ^^2 Rt. 9 Hadley

(across from Bread & Circus & Mt Farms Mall)

00^^

Now's the Hmc
to call

North Amherst
Motors

Ba^rt rmpm\r% I*

r«c«fidltl«nlng

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660

presents

May Special

STEIIMHAUSER

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

SUNDAY BRUNCH
AT THE PUB...

Beller than

Dreahfasi

in Bed.
From Eggs Benedict

to Cfobmeot Fnttoto

The best reason

for getting out of bed
is our terrific new
Sundoy Brunch

Four food-filled fun-filled hours

every Sundoy. 1 1 a.m. -3 p.m.

THE
PUB

l^K n.FASANTSl A.NUURSI .W ^
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The besthas a taste all its own.

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something
you have to stnve for. In everythingyou do.

And when you 've done it, when you Ve
found the best m yourself, taste it

m the beer you dnnk. Ask for

Bud Light:

S
BUi>

I LIGHT 1
<S6nAeuJeA -tBtuicA. She.

pingout

youtbestf

MSnutemen^
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Arts
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Trailers

About the creepiest kids you'll ever see in

your life turn up in the new horror film

Children of the Com, which is playing,

ironically, out at the dead mall. People

keep asking me, "Does that movie suck or

what?" Well yeah, it kind of does, but it's

still a fun, really low budget flick. Based on

a Stephen King short story from his book

Night Shift, the picture takes place in a

godforsaken town called Gatlin, where a

child evangelist has organized all the kids

into a violent sect. The film's opening is

fantastic; a flashback to the children's first

murder spree.

The flick at first works as powerful

analogy for the wrongs of organized

religion, but blows that in a ridiculously

convoluted ending that doesn't work on any
level. The poorly animated "special effects"

don't help matters. What further bungles

the movie is the excessive wordiness of the

screenplay, fhe kids all look right for the

parts, but lose all credibility during th«»

lengthy monologues. Artistically,

however, it's pouch. The murder scenes

are tense and bloody, and the camerawork
is inventive throughout. It's also got more
subjective camera shots than any movie

I've ever seen.

Our old buddy John Landis is back in the

news again. A Municipal Court judge last

week ruled that Landis and executive

producer George Foley will have to stand

trial for the accidental decapitation of actor

Vic Morrow on the set of Twilight Zone:

The Movie two years ago. Landis will be

arraigned in Superior Court on Tuesday, at

which time a trial date will be set. Being

the crack investigative journalist that I am,

I tried to get a quote from Landis.

Couldn't. Foley? Nope. Anyone involved

with the film? Out of the office. Anyone
who's ever produced, worked on or seen a

film. No answer. I did speak with Robbie

Chambers, a junior mailroom assistant at

Warner Brothers, who expressed only

minimal concern about the outcome of the

trial. So there you have it; the industry

remains brave and courageous in the

shadow of tragedy.

by Andy Gordon

I was mellowing out in my apartment last

night, consoling myself that even though

graduation is only a hip and a holler away,

there's no real rush to succeed. It will come

in time, and I shouldn't get so anxious about

it. Then my television started screaming at

me. "At 19 they gave Johnny the street,

tonight they're taking it back." Lights

flashed and sirens wailed as a young man
went running up a street waving a gun.

"Vinnie Spano is Johnny. Coming soon in

Alphabet City." Thanks, I needed that. I

went to high school with the kid and his

recent success is filling me with an ulcer-

provoking jealousy. Next he moves on to

Maria's Lovers, starring Nastassia Kinski.

I'm busting my ass trying to pass food

science and he's making out with Nastassia.

Where is the justice?

Local Best Bets: Good flicks this

weekend. The Amherst Cinema has a man-

datory double feature. King of Hearta and

Harold and Maude. The Mountain Farms 4

is today opening two soon to be forgotten

non-classics. Hardbodies and the first of a

slew of rap movies, Breakin. The Hamp-
shire 4 is getting IS Candles and a remake
o{ Mutiny on the Bounty. On T.V., WLMC
Springfield is pre-empting The 700 Club

and will have Rendezvous with The Spider,

which could be great.

TRAILERS Trivia: What do Melanie

Griffith and Jennifer Jason Leigh have in

common? The first correct answer will

receive a pair of passes to the new Colum-

bia Pictures moving picture Hardhodiea, or

a crumpled up sheet of blank scrap paper,

whichever they prefer. Last week I asked

who stole Manton's owl. The answer to

that is still not known. Several weeks ago

the student's prize stuffed owl was remov-

ed from his apartment. In its place was a

ransom note, signed Scorpio (from the film

Dirty Harry). As in that movie, Manton

was run around campus with a paper bag

with a five dollar bill in it. The owl has still

not surfaced. What kind of cruel, sick mind

is behind this has yet to he seen.

of mice and men
by John istefnbeck

may 3-5, 9-12 8pm
raf>d theater, universify of macfiachufiefte

tickets: fac box office- 545-25tl

Rush: amazing grace
RUSH
Grace Under Pressure

(Mercury Records)

By ED BEEN
Collegian Staff

There is both good news and bad news
about the new album from Canada's

premier rock trio. The good news is that it

is considerably more focused than last

year's Signals. The bad news is that Rush's

Grace Under Pressure lacks the strength,

both lyrically and musically, of earlier

efforts that shot the band to fame in the late

70's.

The main problem is the infusion of

keyboards that began sneaking their way
onto Moving Pictures and over-ran Signals.

Many of the eight songs contained on Grace

Under Pressure start off with great

promise, but get bogged down in the

heavily keyboard laden middle sections.

The album contains numerous nuclear

holocaustic overtones, and the color red (a

clear reference to "the" bomb) is used in the

lyrics, both in content and in the actual

printing of the liner notes. "Said red red

thinking about the overhead—the un-

derfed/couldn't we talk about something

else instead?" from "Red Lenses," is a good
example of this.

Drummer Neil Peart's lyrics have always

been a bit spacey, but that has been their

beauty, the constant question whether to

take them seriously, or chalk them up to

progressive rock philosphy. In "Early

Distant Warning," we hear "The world

weighs on my shoulder, but what am I to

do'.VYou sometimes drive me crazy— but I

worry about you." A multitude a bands

could have come up with this verbal gem.

True Rush fans have come to expect much
better.

Add to this the fact that bassist Geddy
Lee's voice (less screaming here, but one

that still takes getting used to), is much
better suited for the 2112 rock ideology,

and the satisfaction decreases.

The best moments on Grace Under
Pressure come when the band strips the

instrumentation down to three pieces, and

guitarist Alex Lifeson gets to break out

from the restraints that seem to bind him

for most of the album. On "The Body

Electric" and "Between The Wheels", he is

freed from the predominatly slick

production, (the first non Terry Brown

produced Rush disc), and power chords his

way through, recalling the energy of earlier

Rush masterworks.

Rush appears to be going through a mid-

life crisis of sorts. This is the band's 11th

album, including two live efforts, and I^ee

was recently quoted as saying that the band

is trying to break away from the concept

album format, do less extended works and

perform shorter more accessible material.

If the band is in a transitional phase, one

may wonder whether or not the final result

will be a disappointment.

Canada's premier rock trio: breaking away from the concept album

format.

UNIVERSITY orMASSACHUSETTS ATifMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^-

Judy
Collins

SATURDAY,
MAY 12, 8PM
TICKETS:

$11, $9, $7

SpcHisorpd 1(1 (Wrt

by ii cjrcint froni

Kollmorgen

Cor[x>ration

Elec:ttc) Optical

Division
4L

Five-College Students HalfPrice. Tickets Available of

Fine Arts Center Box Office, DATATIX Outlets and

Springfield Civic Center Call (413) 545-2511 or 1 -800-243-4842
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First Week
Poster Contest

1984

* Friday May 4th ^

An open competition to design a poster

for

FIRST WEEK
activities for Fall 1984

Please limit colors to 3

and keep original piece of art

in proportion to the final printed size

(no larger than 17" by 22"

Deadline is May 11, 1984

Any questions should be directed to

either Trey Williams at 545-2300 or

speak with Delphine in Student Affairs

Office at 545-3603.

Prizes will be awarded

Christie Brinl<ley

and

Ctievy Ctiase

m
If
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Budweiser exportbomes.. $9.95 + vso

Budweiser Light exponbomes

$9.95 + 1.50

BUSCh 12 oz. cans $9.50 + 1.20

Micheiob 12 oz cans $10.95 + 120

St. Pauli 120Z btti $13.75 + 120

Molson i2oz btti $12.95 + 120

Milwaukee Best 12 oz cans

. $7.00 + 1.20

Vodl<ai75L $8,25

Gin 175 L $8.25

Ron Rico Rum i75l $10.99

Almaden 4l $6.99

Sebastiani 3l $5.99

GaJiosL $5.99

I

I

not responsible lor typographical errors

Uriv»r»itY Drive, Amhertt, Mass.

jubt oast UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Friday, May 4. 1984
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D.C. Menu

Saturday, May 5

BRUNCH: 10:30-2:00

Scrambled Eggs
Breakfast Sausage

French Dip Sandwich

Jumbo Waffles/Syrup

DINNER: 4:00-7:00

Barbecued Chicken

Ratatouille

Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce

Sunday, May 6

BRUNCH
Omelet

Boiled Eggs
Corned Beef Hash

Hot Pastrami

on Pumpemickle

Shrimp Pillow/Due Sauce,

Soy Sauce, Fried Rice

DINNER
Meatballs/

Marinara Sauce

Roast Lamb/
Gravy, Mint Jelly

Egg and Cheddao"

Florentine

.Collegian 13

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farnir and Trade Jaffe
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1

4

7

11

ACROSS
Madison Ave.

output

Youth org.

Amulet of a type

Praise

13 Where the action

is

15 Author of

"Exodus"
16 Title In folk tales

17 Manual control

18 Church area

19 Pumice, for one
21 Floundered

23 Besmirch
24 Actress Lupino

25 White House
name

28 Eats with relish

32 Hurriedly, old

style

33 Recent, in

geologic terms

34 Small island

36 Statutes in stone

40 Lanka
41 Heroic poems
42 Show biz org.

43 Tangle

46 Stairway parts

47 Mat win

48 ' the cream
in my coffee..."

50 Secretary of yore

53 Balance
57 Retainer of a kind

58 In of

60 Canadian
tribesman

61 French cleric

62 Color qualities

63 Czechoslovakian

stream
64 Fat

65 Concern of

txx)kmen
66 Wood sorrel

DOWN
1 Goya's duchess
2 Charmer
3 Litigant

4 Short, In word
combinations

5 Satan's wares

6 Suffix in

chemistry

7 Alaskan capital

8 Asian boundary
range

9 Jazz form

10 Exploited

12 Harsh
13 ' should

have a good
memory"

14 Reached a point

20 Pool worker

22 Tokyo, once
25 Broadway winner

26 Earn

pittance

27 Paid a short visit

29 Resort on Sicily

30 Founder of

Trappist monks
31 Shankar's

instrument

33 Naval off.

35 Recipe abbrs.

37 Adjective for

Scrooge
38 Mayor, French

style

39 Intrinsic

property

44 Small piano

45 Pen point

46 Mystic characters

49 Novelist

Joyce Carol

50 Fountains of

youth?

51 Visayan island

52 Court garb

54 So
55 Pursue

56 Evening, on the

Tevere

59 Small dog

1 2 3

1

4 5 6 HI 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15
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19 20

1
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Weather

Hain. possibly heavy at

times in the mornni:.

becoming breezy vith

scattered showers md
thunderstorms this .>l

ternoon, highs 55 to t>5

west to east. Scattered

showers tonight, lows in

the 40s. Partly sunny and

breezy Saturday, highs in

the 60s.

"A box of rain mil

ease the pain anc

love will see yoi

throv^h...

"

—Robert Hantei
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CAR STEREOS • ALARMS
SUNROOFS

Sales and Installation

Call us BEFORE you buy.

SOUNDinmOTIOrt^ THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS

321 Main St., Amherst 253-9341

Friday. May 4, 1984
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4.75 To Start
Part-time positions available for dependable people to

take physical retail inventories in Boston and nort! areas.

Nationwide service needs people over 18 with pht e and

transportation. No experience necessary, only good nnath

skills.

Must have weekend availabilty. Daytime shifts and some

Vveeknights possible. Flexible schedule allows you to

average at least 40 - 80 hours a month.

Paid training on our audit calculators $5.00 per hour in 30

days provided you complete our training requirements. Op-

portunity for advancement. For more information call Mr.

Kreplick.

617-938-9119 or 692-3040

Summer employment. Full-time next January.

See Student Employment Office •

Return to:

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE COURSES
COURSES IN ARTS. SCIENCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 'NCLUDINGr

COMPUTER SCIENCE • LABORATORY SCIENCE • HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION •

CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES MANAGEMENT • GERONTOLOGY .P/W^^^

COUNSELING • SOCIAL SCIENCES • HUMANITIES • FOREIGN LANGUAGES • MANY

OTHER DISCIPLINES

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
SUMMER MINI SESSION • SPECIAL INTEREST WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS • SPECIAL

INSTITUTES • SUMMER THEATRE FESTIVAL • COMPUTER DAY CAMPS •

INDEPENDENT STUDY OPTIONS • CONTINUING EDUCATION

DAY, EVENING AND WEEKEND CLASSES
8 EVENING SESSIONS • 3 DAY SESSIONS

WESTCHESTER AND ROCKLAND CAMPUSES
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL THE DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL SESSIONS AT

(914) 636-2100 EXT. 592 OR RETURN THE COUPON BELOW.

MAIL-IN REGISTRATION NOW BEING ACCEPTED

D 71 5 North Ave. D One Dutch Hill Rd.

New Rochelle S'^^ff^u'Jnofi^
New York 10801

^o^i^/.^/o 2252
(914) 636-2100 ext. 592 (9^^) 359-2252

Yes, I would like further information on the following programs:

Name _
Address
City State Zip

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap
rent summer sublet with fall option !

666-7518

1 bedroom Colonial Vill near pool with

fall option 253-5764

Furnished Puffton Apart rent cheap close

to bus stop call 546-4966

Presidential room available inexpensive

546-4191 546-7189 close to campus call

evenings

2 large bedrooms in clean So Annherst

house on two bus lines quiet neighborhood

reasonable 253-5196

1~bedroom in 4 bedroom apt fantastic

location $125 call Carolyn 253-3630

Summer sublet Rolling Gren two

bedroom furnished all util inci AC Rich

6-6389

One bedroom apt In Presidential sum-

mer sub /fail option 356/mo 549-6644

4 bdrm 2 bath * 14 Swiss Vlg, fall option

$174 per bdrm per month, utilities included

Leaving some fumiture excellent cond.

256<K351 /256-1014

Brandywine one bedroom apt summer

with fall option pool 549-5825

1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option

avail June 1 549-1470

$86 sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2
bedrm Brandywine summer sublet available

June 1st thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 PM
2 bedroom Townehouse Apt available

June 1st - Sept 1st call 549-4585

2 bedroom townhouse in Sunderland to
sublet with fall option available call

66&4813 or 6e6«04
1 room available June - Aug 174 month
call evenings 256-1021

1 bedroom apt Colonial Vill avail June 1

with fall option 256-1334 eves

Apartment with fall option $147.50

month Colonial Village Apartment near bus

routes call Bill or Greg 256-0419 keep trying

Puffton summer sublet with fall option 1

bedrm in 2 bedrm apt mature, responsible,

female 549-4869

Townehouse summer sublet with fall op-

tion 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt call

George or Joe 549-0902

June 1st - Aug 31 room in large apt near

Amherst Center 165-f per month on bus

route call eves Colette 253-9747

1 bedrm in sm coophouse summer w/fall

option nonsmoking 140/mo + 253-5638

2 bedroom Crestview apartment across

from Puffton rent negotiable 546-9100

Two large bedrooms in 4 bdrm house
Good location on bus route possible fail op-

tion summer rent neg 256-1337

Sublet fall option 2 brm $330 per month
Sunderland summer rent negotiable call

between 9-11 am or other 666-4744

Two bedroom Brandywine apt cheap
summer sublet call Susie 549-2719

Riverglade - 2 bedroom, pool, AC,
3-8tory, bus, summer - fall option 256-1393

1 bd room in Sunderland
dishwasher /disposal 320 all utilities. Pool &
tennis 665-8315

Wanted: First summer-session sublet.

Near town-campus. Call 5-9 pm Sue S.

549-6040

One bedroom in three bdrm apt. in

house available end May - Sept 1 near town
& campus (Amherst) rent nego 256-1421

ask for Laura

1 bdrm apt Crestview summer sublet

w/fall option walking distance to UMass on

bus route AC avail June 1 3e0/mo 649-7826

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

People who will be able to offer students

rides at the end of this term, please call the

RIDE SERVICE 545-2145

WANTED TO RENT

2 bedroom apartment
Village call Karen 549-4684

in Colonial

Wanted Puffton or Presidential apt will

pay reward call 666-7518 546-5141

1 ned to rent a moped Juna-August.

Amherst area. Licensed driver. Call kelley at

546-4207 after 7:00 PM
Room wanted in N Amherst apt

preferably Puffton will take in June or Sept

Carol 549-3720

2 or 3 bedroom apt in Puffton, Bran-

dywine, Townehouse, or Colonial Village.

Will take in summer or fall. 546-6808, 6810,

6813

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline Is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone •^i.mber *^REE

iCollegian is

A CHEAP TRICK
I

Anyone witnessing arrest of male during .

concert during Cheap Trick please call I

546-3252 very important.

AUDIO

Alpine 7123 car stereo, AM/FM cassette

with auto-eject, Dolby. $170 549-6499

Stereo Vector Research 45 watt receiver

Technics turntable TDC4A speakers best

offer 546-6456

i

i

AUTO FOR SALE *

1973 Saab Sonett sports car, classic, I

orange, rebuilt transmission and engine,
*

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel

and some trunk welding, idle for one year, I
$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home )

'^

1974 Audi Fox automatic good condition I

new brakes, struts $800 firm 665-3509 after 4
6 PM
73 VW Superbeetle looks great, runs I

great Lt Blue $995. 549-4816

Auto for sale. Going back to Europe. Ford 1

Galaxy 500, PS, PB, AC, excellent condi- 1
tion, $900 or BO 256-1016 10 pm -^

1977 Toyota Corolla great condition new I

tires brakes high mileage call 256-031

1

4
1971 LTD 2 dr AC, stereo, $1000 rec invt

rns great must sell $495/ BO 546-8917

BINK'S JUMP

Binkley's Jump
at the Campus Pond

Friday

Noon
Be There

J

1

1

1
Seeking people w/house or apt .

(preferably near Wellfleet) who have room I

for me this summer. Kim 253-9389

i

1

CAPE COD

CONCORD

I need a room for the summer please call

665 2338 PM

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has I

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets^
ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality I

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call*

584-6712

FEMALE
ROOMMATE WANTED

To share room in Brandywine Apt for

more info call Jodi 256-1235

FOR RENT

i

i

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village I

available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util f
evenings 253-3075

1 furnished bedroom in 4 bedroom apt I

to sublet for summr and fall semester '84

Amherst 256-1205

Take 1 of 3 rms available in 4 bdrm
Amherst apt, summer/fall option, low

negotiable rent, 253-2083

Live across from Emily Dickenson
House 2 bedroom apt, 1 room available

summer/fall option 256-0681

1 bedroom apt available June 1 with fall

option $295 call 665-2338 PM
Two room apartment available im-

mediately Amherst Center $250 + per mo
perfect for one or two people call 253-3161

Summer sublet with fall option 2

bedroom Southwood apartment partially

furnished, pool, tennis, laundry. $427/mo.

incl. heat. Call evenings 253-5666

3 rooms available sublet with fall option

Amherst Center 256-1060

i

i

i

1

i

i

i

i

\

1

i

i

1977 Camero must sell $1900 549-0875 I

i

One year old twin bed, table and 4 chairs

best offer Wendy 584-2905

Sears apartment washer dryer excellent

condition 250.00 call evenings 665-8116

negotiable

Japanese Go Set. Almost new $40. Rich
549-4786, 665-7034

FOUND

Faith L Busiek. your UMass ID is at the In-

formation Desk in the Campus Center

3 keys on keychain that can be attached
to belt. In Puffton Village on 4/28. Has one
UMass key on it. Call Jeff 549-4071

Found: Jacket outside on the Metawampe
Lawn by the Hatch - May 2, 1984. Call

549-61 18 or 549-7789 after 5 Pm to identify

Purse found in Northeast area on April

30 call 6-5817 to identify

HELP WANTED
~

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA/EOE
Housekeepers weekends & weekdays thri

the summer. Positions available immediate
ly for reliable persons. Past experience

helpful. Apply Howard Johnsons Motor
Lodge Rte 9 Hadley

Waitresses and General Laborers apply

at the Rusty Nail 3 to 5 weekdays

Union Video is hiring a part-time summer
mgr. July-August 15 hrs/wk 3.35 hr. video

skills required an AA/EO employer apply
216 SUB by 5/9

International Environmental Org. seeks
commited individuals to represent our work
on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen-

tal shelf issues. Call Greenpeace at

256-6609. Salary $150 to $200 wkly.

Counter Help part time apply at Amherst
Deli start immediately

Alaska Summer Jobs - Good money$$.
Parks, Fisheries, Wilderness Resorts, Logg-
ing and much more. . .Summer Employ-
ment Guide. 1984 listings. $4.95 North
quest, 300 Union Ave, BIdg. 12 Campbell,
CA 95008

Part time sales. Audio background or

sales exper. necc. Also, p. time car stereo

installer. Apply at The Sound Co. 201 N
Pleasant

IDEAL LOCATION

Spacious 2 bedroom apt in Amherst
Center short walk to campus. Summer on-

ly. Call anytime 253 3591

LOST

One pair Birkanstock type sandals by
Campus Pond Saturday after NRBQ please

call Alex at 6-9029 no questions

6 keys on green plastic keychain at

Southwest concerts please call Chris

546-7503

Gold sorority pin shaped like a key, with

engraved letters KKT. If found call Amy W.
545-0320

Emerald and Diamond Ring must findl

Reward! Call Deirdre 549-1703

Gold watch near SBA on 5/2 @ 11:05

Reward! Call Lisa 545-0527

Large green duffle bag full of imp. per-

sonal items; wallet, books, etc. Please

please please call 665-3503

LUCIE B.

It's been the best year of my life. Love,

Michael

MOTORCYCLES

1961 Kawasaki KZS60 was $1200 now
$1000 great shape call 546-8965

X-lg bedroom in split

negotiable quiet 665-2127

level apt rent

Puffton Village one bedroom available,

need two people starting June 1 549 7686

Nonsmoking female for summer and fall

Please call evening 253-7806

2 roommates Brandywine June, fall spr-

ing semester cal! Sean /Joe 546-9354

Summer Sublet fall option 2 bdrm apt

$330/no neg Sunderland call 665-3959

FOR SALE

KZ-440LTD 16K miles well

6-speed trans 549-7719
cared for

PERSONALS

2 portable typewriters: Manual $15 Elec-

tric $25 545-0474 between 9-5

IBM Selectric III Typewriter almost new

$850 firm call Craig 665-4315

Browning Compound Bow w/arrows

and quiver. Call Duncan 253-9032

12 speed Fuji Royale, excellent cond. low I

mileage $300 or BO call Duncan 253-9032

Attention all Greeks: Greekfest - Don't

forget - May 2-8 fun and games parties

Great DEAL! Summer sublet - fall option 3

bedroom Swiss Village Apt furnished

253-3971

Dr. Ruth Westheimer
"Sexually Speaking"

You have seen Dr Ruth on the Tonight

Show and Late Night with David

Letterman and heard her on WYNY in NY
come see her in person Mon . May 7

Student Union Ballroom 8 PM
Tickets now available $2. 5-College

at Fine Arts Center $4. General Pub

GREASE - Solidlaterpattyl Black-eye? Only

two more shows - better get it right this

time

To the person with my leather jacketll

It's definitely worth the pricel (gas key is ir-

replacable) Please call! I 256-0924

Larr Bear Happy Year Anniversary!
Websters was good to us! Great memories!
I love vou forever! Pammv
veuBiers was gooa to usi \.

love you forever! Pammy
Sue - You're a very special person and
you're going to make a great sister! Get
psyched for 3rd degree! Love, Maureen
- Moosh - 20? We gotta get you out of here
caits. How's you tonight? From all the
Luthers

Friday May 4 see
Christie Brinkley and Chevy Chase in

"VACATION "

Mahar Auditorium 5, 7, 9, 11

Sponsored by Central Area Council

Congratulations to the new sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega. France, Cathy, Freddi,

Kathy, Stephanie, Susan, and Debbie!
Love, the old sisters of AXO
JT Happy 2 and 10 year anniversary!

Thanks for everything. I love you IZ

Murph, Thanks for being a very special

friend. Good luck with whatever lies ahead.
Love always, Tomas

Think you're a victim of consumer rip-

off? Call LSO 545-1995

Happy 1st yr Anniversary P.B. It's been
one beautiful year - with many more to

come. I'll love you forever. - Lar-Bear

UPC STAFF - Thanks for a wonderful year

of fun and friendship. Do it up this

weekend. XXXOO L.S.

Contact Lenses Replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. others available. Call with your
prescription. Dr. Spencer University Drive

256-8561

KAYVAN: To the dearest man I know,
Happy Birthday. Love Linda (Bunny & Pup
py too)

TO THE CAST OF GREASE: Thanks for

making my last Guild show one that I'll look

back on and smile. I love you all. Doug

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Cases, Papars.
acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low
rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

To Calif 1st week in June share expenses
and driving 256-8416

RIDERS WANTED
~

Roundtrip to NYC for $18. on May 5
daytrip 256-6782

ROOM WANTED

Room wanted in W Yarmouth for sumnr^er

call Brian 665-3225

Male seeks room (single or shared) in apt.

anywhere! For next fall-spring Dave
546-7738

Do you need roommates? We're 2

females looking to share townhouse apt for

fall-summer sublet possible please call Julie

6-8026 or Pam 6-8011

Room wanted for summer in Hyannis
near Dunfeys call Michelle 546'0527

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586 3682

Roommate for 2 bedroom apt call after 6

pm ask for Karen 666-4896

Looking for 2 roommates for apt in Bran-

dywine male or female 549-7797

2 people to share room in Puffton for fall

549-3720 549-7845

Roommate wanted for Brittany Manor
to live with three engineers if interested call

69583 or 6-5388

Great place AC pKX)! 125 mo female room-
mate wanted call 549-1602 begin June 1

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house
near town & campus 117/mo -t- 1/6 Max
546-6089 Kris 256 0556

Female roommate wanted to share sum-
mer cottage in Yarmouth 1050 by May 20
call ASAP Judy 1 617 648 0944

Responsible female wanted to share

room in Puffton-Annie 6-8309, Chris

6-8313

Roommate wanted for Hadley apt sum-
mer V* mile from UMass $185/mo call Paul

549-1636 after 6:00

Female nonsmoker wanted for 84 Brit-

tany call 546-8343 546-8275

$133/mth Southwood Apts, fall option

female Stacy 256-0638

Roommate to share downtown Nor-

thampton apartment 200/mth inc heat

584-7608 Meg

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a profec^iona'ly typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competiti 'e prices. M-F 9-2:30

Free coffee and donuts, Monday and
Wednesday mornings. During finals p>eriod

after 6 pm. Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Area Govern-
ment.

TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283-3050

SEXUALLY SPEAKING

Dr Ruth Westheimer
Monday May 7, 1984 SUB 8 PM
Tickets $2 5 college $4 general public

tix available at Fine Arts Center

SUMMER RENTALS

Centrally located on campus kitchen

facilities cable TV furnished 250 single 150
double call Jim K 545-0047 or 545-2150

SUMMER SUBLET

1 bedroom available .n Brandywine call

549 0116, 6 6943, 6-4239

Two bedroom Brandywine apt
available for sumemr sublet. Rent
negotiable call 549-6398

Two block from campus house with

many rooms, beautiful lawn approximately

100.00 rent great deal 549 7666

1 bedroom, furnished, Puffton for summer
sublet 549-5153

Brandywine swimming pool, air cond with

rent, call 546^791, 549 1405

Crown Point furnished 2 bedrooms pool

Route 9 bus route next to JR's Price Chop-
per 253 3782

Dirt cheapl 3 bedroom Southwood
townhouse apartment call now 256-0860

Brandywine Apt for summer sublet fur-

nished $95/ month negotiable call 549-5956

or 549-6024 after 5

Two bedroom apt In Amherst Center
cheapl call now 549-7605

Need a place for summer? Fully furnish-

ed Townehouse apt. available very

reasonable call 549-5970

Beautiful Townehouse apartment to

sublet with free beer call 546-9615 answer-

ing machine

Brandywine two bedroom fully fumish-

ed airconditioned pool 549^)124 anytinw

Brandywine June-Aug rent negotiable call

546-6322 or 546-6324

Townhouse apartment for summer
sublet. $125 per person three people call

546-5245

Summer sublet w/fall option spacious 4

bedroom and 2 bath on bus route rent

negotiable cal! 256-8247

2 bedroom Townehouse apt fully fur-

nished, rent negotiable call anytime
546-5001

Fall option own bedroom Main St $115

included females only 253 5662

Cheap summer sublet Rolling Green 1

room of 2 253-5467 evenings

One bedroom in semicoop house in

Amherst 150/month 253-3545

Summer sublet w/fall option -preferably

two females, each get own room, located

on Main Street. On bus route cal! Sue at

256-8304

1 large bedroom available in a house on

Nutting Ave rent $120. 549-7619

Two bedroom Colonial Village partially

furnished convenient! rent negotiable call

256-6606

Room - quiet house walking distance

negotiable 6-8912 ^_
iH^droom apt $250. available June 1 fall

option 256-0868 PM
Fall option 1 bedroom Colonial Village

253-3363 250 includes hot water

Large room with private bath in Puffton

Village. Ideal for couple. $210 per month

phone 549-69^

Two bedroom apt in Presidential sum-

mer only, furnished please call 546-5558 or

546-5693

One room available Presidential Apts call

evenings 549-5808

Fully furnished Brandywine Apt price

very negotiable call anytime 549-0569

W/fall option 3 bedroom house on Main

St. bus route and walking distance to town
and campus sublet for summer and or fall

option call 253-5893 after 6 pm. Asking 450

, but willing to negotiate
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Shooting for the upset
Gorillas head for Syracuse
"We 're going to beat them. We 're going to

crush the Orangemen. We're looking for
some juice for our Sunday breakfast-

Orange Juice.

"

-Massachusetts goaltender Gerry Moreau

By RUSS WHINNKM
Collegian Staff

To question whether <»r nui ihi.- i.- a Wij;

game is like questionini; that Pop*' John

Paul II is a reverent man Thrro is just no

need.

The Carrier Dome, (imagine The Cage 16

times bigger), has been opened and the

eleven) h ranked, number one in New
England. Gorillas take to the Dome turf

tomorrow for a shot at something every

team wants, to knock off the defending

NCAA Champion. top ranked

Syracuse Orangemen.
Only one team. Army, has beaten the

Orangemen in the past two sea«*ons. They

are 10-0 in this campaign and again possess

one of the deadliest offenses in the nation.

"They have what every coach in the

country has to say is the most explosive

offense." said I'Mass head coach Dick

Garber before the (lorillas hit the field for a

workout. "If they have a weakne.ss, it's

their close defense. They've given up a lot

of goals like that. Hut they just outscore

their opponents."

The (iorillas themselves are confident

that, if they play their own game, they can

beat Syracuse.

While none were quite as boisterous as

"Mohammed" Moreau, the squad knows an

upset is possible.

"We really have the talent," reflected

midfielder Perry Seale. "All we have to do

is have it running A 1 and we're going to

beat them." Adds attackman Ken
Freeman, he of the hat trick against

Dartmouth, "We have to play real smart.

They're a team that capitalizes on mistakes

real well."

Says Seale. "I'm really looking forward to

it. It's going to be a lot of fun."

Garber says Massachusetts will adjust

some for the game and will try some dif-

ferent tactics.

"We tried some new things against Army
and Dartmouth and they worked because

the players believed they could do it," he

says. "So we've got a few wrinkles for

Syracuse."

That may indeed be the best way to pull

off the shocker. To say that this Syracuse

team is immensely talented is an un-

derstatement. They own the player named
the Most Outstanding Player in the country

last year, in mid fielder Brad Kotz. as well

as another considered jiis; as good, at

tackman Tim Nelson. And that's just the

beginning of the Syracuse well.

There are those though among the (iorillas

that feel Syracuse is ready to be upset. One
is CO captain Stu Orns.who says, "We can

beat them. We're just the team to do it.

They're primed."

Every giant must fall. There could be one

loud crash Saturday.

Softball in Tournament;

face Rutgers this weekend
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. They are

halfway to their goal of making the NCAA
tournament. The University of

Massachusetts has their only real shot at

qualifying for the 16 team tournament by
winning this weekend's Atlantic 10 tour-

nament at Rutgers.

The winner of the Atlantic 10 gets an

automatic bid into the tourney. Qualifying,

winning the Atlantic 10 and mailing it to

NCAA were all goals for the Minutewomen
and now is the time to act upon them.

The chances are very slim of UMass
getting a NCAA bid if they don't take the

conference. UConn. which took two from
UMass and Adelphi, 20-0 in the Northeast,

look to beat out UMass if a bid is extended
to the Northea.st region.

UMass faces Rutgers at 4 p.m. this af-

ternoon as they begin their quest in the

double elimination tournament. UMass,
seeded first, comes to the Atlantic 10 riding

a 28 10 record.

Penn State, the Western Division winner

is 24-9. Temple is 23 9 and Rutgers is 18 11.

UMass split with Rutgers and Temple.
"We are going to go (to Rutgers) and play

our hearts out," head coach Elaine Sortino

said. "May the best team win. We feel that

we are the best team."

"We are going to seize every opportunity

to go out and set the tone offensively,

defensively and on the mound," she added.

"Nothing less than intelligent

aggressiveness."

Lynn Stockley (14 7, 0.99) heads up the

UMass staff with Cathy Reed, who has been
pitching very strong lately at 14-3. 1.20.

Allyson Rioux (SS) leads the team with a

.384 batting average, while Beth Talbott

(C) is at .356. Sally Maher (lb) is the only

other starter over .300 at .339.

"In all my years here," Rioux said, "this

team is the most skilled team we ever had
here. This is the deepest team we had here.

Player for player, the talent is here."

Sortino said. "We've waited a long time for

this. We have been playing since January
under leaky roofs on wooden floors and in

the cold."

"We're young, aggressive and ready."

Women's tennis places fifth

By STEPHANIE SCHMALL
Collegian Correspondent

It's been a wet season for the University of

Massachusetts Women's Tennis Team but

they have managed to squeeze in a few

matches between raindrops.

The women brought their season recort to

4-5 after winning 2 of 3 Atlantic Ten
Championship matches down in West
Virginia last weekend. They had no

problems beating Temple and URI but ran

into some trouble with George Washington.

UMass was a little rusty having played no

tennis for a week prior to facing George
Washington. Despite good matches. Lil

Sullivan i number 1 singles) and Chris

Frazier (number 2) were defeated by scores

of 6 1, 6 3 and 0-3, C-2, ii-?>^»ecuvel>. Kauiv

Walton of GW swept both sets from third

bingies player Anne Tauger. The UMass

doubles teams of Sullivan- Diana Biagioli,

Trish SuUivan-i""razier, and Maureen
Hanlon-Jillian Nesgos dropped to GW as.

well.

The team played much better against

Temple, topping them by a score of 5 to 4.

Split set situations sent both Lil SuUivan

and Chris Frazier into extended matches

but both fell to Temple in their third sets.

However, all the other singles players won
their matches with ease. Sullivan and

Biagioli were the one doubles winners for

UMass defeating their opponents by a

score of 6-3, 6-2.

UMass came in fifth place in the tour-

nament . repeating last year's performance.

Ppnn '^late came in first «Iiile GW, W.
Virginia, Rugers, Temple and URI cap

tured the numbers 2. 3, 4, 6, and 7

positions, respectively.

Collcipan photo bv Itavid P. IMibrr

MAKIN* HIS MOVE — University of Massachusetts junior mid-

fielder Kenneth Freeman heads toward the goal against Army
defenseman Mike Riccardi in last Saturday's UMass victory, 7-6. The
Gorillas travel to Syracuse to take on the number one ranked
Orangemen.

Green to play pro hoop?
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Rumor has it that University of

Massachusetts center Edwin Green could

be playing some professional ball next
season. Edwin is under consideration by
the European League and on the

American front the Knicks have ex-

pressed an interest in drafting the

Minutemen's number two all-time scorer.

I guess taking a language may help Edwin
out after all.

Speaking of the Knicks they pretty much
proved what happens when Bernard King
fails to score 40 points in a playoff game,
they lose and they lose big. "The Celtics

will take the series in five, maybe six. No
Knick can match-up with Keven McHale
and the New Yorkers' bench is weak at

best. Ernie Grunfeld, Trent Tucker and
the-one-and-only Eric Fernsten? Be
serious. I will admit Darrell Walker can

play.

Akeem Olajuwon proved you can't

believe everything he says by going into

the NBA draft, but Georgetown's Pat
Ewing will not go out for one reason —
Red Aurbach. In the final steal of his

vaunted career Red will trade, say Carlos

Clark and a slice of Boston Garden stale

pizza to some team for their first round
pick for 1985. If I was a general manager
in the NBA I'd hang up if Red called.

UMass lax goalie Gerry Moreau played
one hell of a game against the Army last

Saturday. The fans at the hill who were

sober enough to see saw Moreau make
several key stops in the late going that

preserved the biggest win of the year thus

far. It's a shame they had to lose to

Harvard or the Gorillas could be in the

coveted (as in playoffs) number eight

position nationally.

Lax mentor Dick Garber was named as

the eighth best coach in Division I ac-

cording to the Intercollegiate Lacrosse
Association. That rating will be sure to go
up after the Gorillas upset number one
Syracuse on Saturday. The Orange are

heading for a fall and no better than the

Gorillas to trip them up. Remehiber
where you heard it.

I have the fortune (or is it the misfor-

tune?) to be going to see the Red Sox
Saturday against Chicago. What can be
said, their infield can't pick up a wet
kleenex, Jim Rice isn't hitting, and the

Captain's not around to cheer on. At least

I know some Spanish and I can yell at

Jackie Gutierrez and he'll understand me.
Well, I could be like Cris Schuster and be
a Cubs fan.

New UMass football coach Bob Stull

seems like a good guy if first impressions
mean much. He knows his offense and
should open up the Minuteman attack

considerably. But having to play Division

I Ball State in the opener could be a
disaster. Teams playing with a new
system against a good team usually don't

do well.

One "final note, UMass 11, Syracuse 10

(OT).' .

Men's track preppingior Easterns
By M.E.MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
track team is preparing for this weekend's
Easterns with high hopes of finishing

among the top five. The Saturday meet will

be hosted by Central Connecticut State

College and held at the Municipal Track in

New Britain, Ct.

UMass won this meet two years ago and
last year finished third just behind top

school Southern Connecticut and runner-up
Lowell. Tho.se two schools could ver" well

grab top honors again with UMass, Mauie
and New Hampshire not far behind.

"We anticipate a close finish," said UMass
Coach Ken O'Brien. Lowell and Southern

are very strong in the sprints and will score

well. Our middle-distance runners and
jumpers will score for us and should keep us

close."

The Minutemen will send at least twenty-

seven tracksters to the event including the

two mile relay team which finished third at

last week's Penn Relays. Ted White, Mark
Themea, Tom Carleo and John Keelan
combined for the bronze with a quick

7:36.1.
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Thousands bask in the sunshine and enjoy the jazzy sounds of Spiro Gyra Sunday. ('•Ilcfflma photo br Mitch Urutch

UPC Spring Concert is orderiy, fun party
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

"What's this for?" asked the cashier after

he rung up the order that totalled $431.87.

The Union Program Council (UPC)
Hospitality Committee spent that money
for food to nourish the bands, crews and
volunteers who made this year's University

of Massachusetts Spring Pond Series a

"total success," said UPC Production

Manager Andy Porter.

Porter estimated that 8.000 to 10,000

people turned out for UPC's biggest event

of the year that featured The Persuasions.

Michael Gregory. Spiro Grya and Utopia.

Porter and other student government
leaders said they were pleased the event

went off smoothly after last week's South-

west Concert was plagued by arrests and
complaints of drinking, littering and
rowdiness.

"We had something to prove," Porter said.

"We put a lot of faith in the studenti* and it

paid off."

"We have shown that students can put on

a good concert," said former Student
Government Association Treasurer and
future UPC Business Manager Eric Nit

zsche. "We were well behaved and
everybody had a good time."

"I'm peaking right now." Porter said

during the closing moments of the concert.

Porter and his crew spent three days "in

the dark and rain" erecting an 88-foot stage

to accomodate the bands.

During the opening measures of Spiro
Gryra's performance, the crowd watched
the relese of more than 500 mulitcolored

helium balloons. "Everybody was com-
pletely psyched." said Ann Paglee, UPC
i'dvertising manager.
"We did something quite unusual," UPC

Talent ('oordinator Lance F'oley said of

Utopia's p«'rf.)rmance "We got our
!.iadliner grwup on wy by more than

i..i^ o. ' 'it-'i '!.« concert

••arted 1.5 minnf^s Iat»«.'

/iCior.jTi^- t < jrreni Husmess Manager,
John Pt lersi-n. the event cost "a little over
$40.()(K)toputon.

While the greatest expense goes toward

talent. UPC also pays for police security,

food, stage and equipment rental. T shirts

and costs that may be unanticipated,

Peterson said.

Undergraduate student Senate Speaker

Chris Sullivan said the concert's success

supports the Student Government
Association's case for student em-
powerment.
"This is an example of students running

something from start to finish," Sullivan

said. "They are making the entire

University community proud of what they

have done."

Student Government Association
Treasurer John Mooradian said an af-

ternoon by the Campus Pond and playing

Frisbee watching the concert in the 76-

degree sun was a nice change of pace from
his duties in the Senate.

"By its political nature, the senate is

necessarily a conflict situation," Mooradian
said. "But today there is peaceful

cooperation and harmony with nature."

Awareness days to educate public on disabled
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

The Handicapped Student Collective at

the University of Massachusetts will

celebrate its 10th anniversary today and
tomorrow with Handicapped Awareness
Days targeted at the University communi-
ty and disabled students.
'm'A « • B • • a • • •'•'•*•**'• •••••• •'• • ••••• •• •*•'•'•'•'

"It isn't the architectural

barriers that are most difficult

to overcome. It is the attitude

barriers.
"

— Laura Rauscher, of the

Handicapped Student Affairs

Office.

'.'.::•.::•

"People are aware that disabled people

exist but they are not aware of what their

lives are about," Laura Rauscher, assistant

director of Handicapped Student Affairs

said.

The Handicapped Student Affairs office

in the Whitmore Administration Building

offers transportation, counseling, and in-

terpretinsr servires, among' many nthrr

programs, to disabled students and faculty.

Workshops for the disabled community,

the general population, and for faculty will

take place on the Handicapped Awareness
Days in the Campus Center.

Rauscher said one event will be a long

and short route obstacle course around the

Campus Center.

She said this event is not to "rub
anyone's nose" in the difficulty of having to

get around in a wheelchair, but to

"acknowledge that there is some difficulty,

but it can be solved by access."

The Awareness Days have a "two-fold

purpose," creating awareness of the com-
munity, especially faculty, to disabled

students, and helping "disabled students to

learn to work together toward attacking

problems on campus," Rauscher said.

"I think disablc^d people have the respon-

sibility to -speak up for their needs," she

said.

Rauscher said being disabled is a form of

oppression in our society that needs to be

analyzed like racism and sexism.

"A lot of oppression comes from oiu-

values about health, beauty, and ap-

pearance," Rauscher said. "There is no

such thing as normal and those kinds of

v.-^lues used to limit disabled people's

potential

.

"We have goals and projections we
haven't begun to meet," Rauscher said.

For all disabled people. Rauscher said,

the question is the samr: access. This is

defined differently by eacf: group, she said.

But she said it is not important that all

biiildings on campus be accessible but all

programs must be accessible.

"It isn't the architectural barriers that

are most difficult to overcome. It is the at-

titude barriers," Rauscher said.

"Disabled people are alive and well and

growing in numbers each year. As they

grow, interests are varied. We want to par-

ticipate in every aspect of the campus," she

said.

The Handicapped Awareness Days "will

give j)eople the opportunity to meet each

other and find out that people are just peo-

ple. It is time to clear up some of the

myths.
"We are not judging people for having

ideas, but to the extent they are holding on

to them," Rauscher said.

A schedule of the days' events, spon-

sored by the Handicapped Student Collec-

tive and the Commuter Area Government,

can be obtained at the table on the Con-

course.
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Starters squash reserves

opener

in spring football
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"There isn't a lifestyle left thai does not br-

ing with it the baggage of some damned
obligation, or painful forfeiture of

freedom.
"

--Columnist Diane Lane, p. 5

Hampshire

readjusts for

older students
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

In response to declining first-year

enrollment and special needs of older

students, Hampshire College is developing

plans to renovate dormitories and make
better u.se of extra space on campus.

The private college in South Amherst is

planning more that $40,000 worth of

renovations to turn extra student rooms

and other vacant space into faculty offices,

a conference center, and an expanded day

care for children of students and college

staff, said public information coordinator

Russell Powell.

Powell said Hampshire College is ex-

periencing a "trend facing colleges

everywhere of the declining enrollment of

18-year olds." He also said enrollment has

declined because of a decision made in

January to raise academic standards "to

become more selective in admi.ssions."

The school's enrollment is under 1,000

now, and is expected to drop to 1,000 next

year, Powell said. In the past, enrollment

has fluctuated between 1,150 and 1,250

students, he said.

The renovations are a response to "needs

that have existed for a long time, " Powell

said. Those needs were outlined in the

college's 10 Year Report and the Ijong

Range Planning Committee's recom-

mendation in 1982 to 'strengthen the first

year experience for students," he said.

"The changes are intended to help

students adjust both socially and

academically," Powell said.

The day care center, which serves the

Hampshire faculty and staff, and is

"hampered by inadequate space," will be

expanded into Dakin House where a

student craft center currently exists. The

craft center will be moved to Prescott

House.

Powell said a group of older students .who

recently asked to live apart from the

general student population, will be assigned

space in Greenwich House. A conference

center willal.so be located in Greenwich

House, which will host faculty sponsored

programs and seminars. The center will

also be used by outside organizations,

Powell said.

Former fire suspect

will file lawsuit

Two multimillion dollar lawsuits naming

more than 20 defendants will be announced

at a press conference scheduled for today

by an attorney representing a University of

Massachusetts student charged with

setting a fire in Crampton dormitory last

December.
Charles DiMare, a lawyer with the student

Legal Services Office representing Yvette

Henry, a former Crampton resident

assistant and senior chemistry major from

Philadelphia, said the suits will be filed in

U.S. District Court in Springfield. They

will name as defendants the University,

including the UMass Police Department,

the Dean of Students and the Office of

Public Information, as well as the State

Police and the FBI who were involved in the

investigation of arson on campus last

semester.

Henry was arrested in Dec. 2 in connection

with one of 17 small paper fires discovered

last semester in all women's dormitory in

the Southwest Residential Area. Charges
against Henry were dropped because of

lack of evidence.
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Pleasant Street Theater/

Amherst Cinema
Film Nights
**EL NORTE''

Pleasant Street Theater, Northampton

Tuesday, May 8, 10 pm show ONLY

**THE BIG STORE",
**NIGHT AT THE OPERA"
& ''DAY AT THE RACES"

Amherst Cinema

Wednesday May 9, 7:00 pm
These films are free

and open to UMass students with a valid UMass I.D.
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Buy summer or fall

membership. Now thru May 18

ONLY $33 •75 reg. $45.00

XSPI=(:iAL30XC5l=l=
Buy both now & save $27
Reg. $90.

$:$

$63YOU PAY «PDO thru May 18
Summer Hours
Boyden only Summer workouts start June 4

M-F
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Feel Great!!

Look Terrific!!
>^«^

Expensive in

every way,

except PRICE!!

Hair^styling for today's men & women^
at reasonable

^ wfcuu^m

reJxa/7

Hours: Sat 10-4

Tues thru Fri 10-6

price;

$7.50 for a style

Marjon Hair Design ^
Rt. 9

Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

Q^ OF IH^ n,^
^° $1.00 Ofy.

^^^
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bt£ THl CHIIUNC ^'EV\. FILM FROM UNtVlRSAL.

FIRE-
STARTER

STEPHEN
KING

Handicapped

I
Awareness Days

Handicapped Awareness Days are

happening today and tomorrow on the

Campus Center Concourse.
Workshops, films, speakers

and special events. Look for

\ our table on the Concourse.
sponsored by the Handicapped Students Col-

A lective, the Commuter Area Government,
and the Student Activities Offices.u

Firestarter Stephen Kina

Located in the campus ^UNIVERSITYn^STORED

Employees at nursinghome picket management
By ANN HARRISON
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to draw attention to what

they consider unfair management policies,

union employees of the Anaherst Nursing

Home held a four hour informational picket

Friday.

The picket was staged in front of the

81 -resident facility at 150 University Drive,

by members of the New England Health

Care Employees Union District 1199 who
have been attempting to renegotiate their

contract with the nursing home manage-

ment since late March.

Four negotiating sessions have thus far

failed to address employee concerns in the

areas of patient and worker safety, train-

ing procedures, union security and wages,

according to Union members, who claim

that management negotiators are stalling

on an agreement.

"They are trying to keep the union as

weak as they possibly can," said union

negotiator Katy Noonan.

According to union organizers, the key

outstanding issues include a negotiated

wage increase and improved training pro-

cedures for nurses aides. The 60 union

employees at the home, who include

housekeepers, nurses aids, maintenance,

laundry and dietary workers, earn $4 to $5

an hour.

"That type of wage does not recognize

the skills of these people," Noonan said.

"It does not allow them a decent standard

of living."

Nurses aide training was also described

by union workers as being far from ade-

quate. Since nurses aides are not certified

by the state, it is the responsibility of each

institution to provide appropriate instruc-

tion, which the Amherst home does not do,

according to union representatives.

The Amherst Nursing Home Administra-

tion says that progress has been made at

the bargaining table, with agreements

reached on some regular and vacation

policies, as well as establishing a safety

committee, pregnancy-leave policies, a

union bulletin board, and religious holiday

substitution.

Betty Kravetz, owner of the Amherst

Nursing Home maintains that the picketing

was mainly over the refusal of the nursing

home to require every employee to join the

union.

Tomorrow the union contract is set to ex-

pire, and talks between union and manage-

ment are scheduled to resume. Union

representative Carl Meyer has suggested

that employees continue to work beyond

the contract expiration date.

"If negotiations begin to pick up," he

said, "no action like a work stoppage is an-

ticipated."

CollagUa pkoto hj Aady Halhr

Union employees picket outside Amherst Nursing Home Friday.

Judicial seminar addresses harrassment
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

At a judicial training seminar Saturday, University ad-

ministraUirs and staff told student justices and advocates

that instances of harassment are often settled through in-

formal channels, but that harassment is still a serious pro-

blem on campus.

A University of Massachusetts Legal Services Office at-

torney also warned justices that they run the risk of incur-

ring lawsuits when handing down punishments under the

University's harassment policy.

Student advocates, who defend and prosecute students

in University discipli?iary cases, and justices, who hear the

cases and recommei d punitive action to the administra-

tion, were required to attend the seminar organized by

student Attorney General Susan Gladwin.

UMass Ombudsman Albert Gadlin said that in sexual

harassment grievances brought by students against facul-

ty or adminstrators, informal settlements have usually

been reached through his office.

Gadlin said that since the current harassment policy was

instituted in November 1982, "we haven't had to have a

formal hearing yet on this kind of grievance."

But he acknowledged that the University has not had

similar success in identifying and dealing with harassment

of students by their peers.

Linda Sckalor, a counselor at the Everywoman's

Center, said, "there's no great support system in the

dorms to ease the pressure on someone who's being

harassed."

Other speakers said the problem is not lack of a support

network, but the fact that harassment is often subtle and

includes "socially accepted" behavior, which discourages

victims from bringing forth grievances.

Student Justice Stuart Eider agreed. "Imposing sanc-

tions is not the solution," he said. "People should be made

more aware of what they've done."

Sckalor, who has been organizing workshops on sexual

harassment in residence halls since last November, said,

"it's going to take a long time to educate people, to (get

them to) admit that harassment is as issue."

Legal Services attorney Charles DiMare told student

justices, "be careful in (punishing) students for harass-

ment. You may be liable even though you're just making a

recommendation.

New social sciences dean sought
The search for a social sciences new dean at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts is scheduled to conclude by mid-

June, the search committee chair said last week.

Melinda Novak, chairwoman of the search committee,

said candidates and applicants are now being reviewed to

fill the position of Dean of the Faculty of Social and

Behavioral Sciences in the College of Arts and Sciences.

The position will be vacated in August when Dean T.O.

Wilkinson steps down after eight years.

Applications and nominations were accepted from April

5 to April 27. The search is restricted to current

employees of the University's Amherst campus.

Novak said the committee is looking for someone who

can "effectively interact with the higher administration

and act as an effective spokesperson for the department."

Novak added the chosen candidate must also have a doc-

torate in social science, an established record of scholar-

ship and a sound administrative background. Names of

candidates and members of the search committee were

not available due to affirmative action guidelines set for

the committee, which is expected to reach a decision from

early to mid-June. ^,.,^ - CARL DEMROW
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Jobs, pay increase

for some majors
By TIM RYAN
ColU'gian Correspondent

Along with the large amount of job re<Tuiting on campus

thi.s semester, graduating students can also l(H)k forward

to an incH'ase of 3 to 6 percent in stiu-ting salaries this

year.

According to Clarkson Edwards, associate director of the

University IMacement Service, "this seme.ster has brought

many job recruiters who are looking for new graduates

because the recent economy brings more job opportunities.

And also the salary increases are becau.se companies are

ju.st recovering from the recent inflationary period and the

hiring of new graduates than that of more experienced

personnel."

Recent statistics from the March issue of Salary Survey, a

publication of the College Placement Council, show that

salary increases in careers in business, engineering,

sciences, and humanities and social .sciences are all up. The

three categories of biological sciences, economics and social

sciences are down a small percentage, reports show.

Also included in the Salary Survey are the average

monthly salaries in each of the major divisions. They begin

with humanities and social sciences at $1,100 to $1,500

($13,000 to $17,000 a year); sciences at $1,200 to $2,000

($15,000 to $24,000 a year); business at $1,500 to $1,800

($17,000 to $20,000 a year); and engineering at $2,000 to

$2,400 ($24,000 to $29,000 a year).

All the statistics from the Salary Survey are based on

offers made to college graduates from 162 participating

colleges and universities.

The University of Massachusetts participated in the

national survey. The University Placement Services

Office correlated the offers seniors reported and then sent

them into the College Placement Council.

"We would like to know all the offers that students

receive, so that it can be used for surveys and future class

studies," Edwards said.

Women's Forum
The Everywoman's Center at UMass is looking for

vohmteers and interns to staff the resource room at EWC for

the summer. Credit is available for most undergraduates and

college work study may be available for the summer. Ap-

plications must be received by May 24. For more information

call 545-0883.

The Everywoman's Center is looking for volunteers to

become Counselor Advocates four times a week. Credit may

be available. F'or more information call 545-0883.

Wonumshelter Companeras in Holyoke and Necessities in

Northampton, two battered women's shelters, are looking

for caring and comitted volunteers to become trained hotline

stafXcrs, provide informatian and referral, and crisis interven-

tion and advocacy services. Bilingual and bicultural

volunteers are especially needed. For information concern-

ing Necessities call 536-1629.

Monday — The Women's Issues team will meet at 4:30

p.m. in Campus Center room 804.

Laura Lewin, ex-stripper and author of "Naked is the Best

Disguise: My Life as a Stripper." will talk about the distinc-

tion between pornography and erotica at 7:30 p.m. in the

Bangs Community Center in Amherst.

Tuesday — Life Options: Family and Work, sponsored by

the Ever^nvoman's Center will be held from 7-9 p.m. in the

gallery of the Jones Library. For more infonnation call
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GYNECOLOGY
DEPARTMENT

Thinkyou're
^ pregnant?

Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancy Test. It's the
same as a hospital test.

You're on your own for the first time and life is a lot different

now If you think you might be pregnant, you want to know for

sure. This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy

Test. It's the exact same test method used in over 2,000

hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide. So you

know Predictor is accurate . . .^^.v<-..„. ,. -

Predictor can be used as soon as

nine days after you miss your period.

It's convenient and gives you results in

)ust one hour Think you're pregnant?

Remember, you can use Predictor with

confidence, it's the test method used in

over 2.000 American hospitals

Pn^naucyTest

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy
more accurately.

ATTENTION SUMMLR
SESSION STUDENTS
WRITING PROGRAM
PLACEMENT TEST

For students planning

EnglishV\l
(formerly 190A),

"B" Core, tluring

Summer Session 1984

"My body
is expecting"

An unwanted pregnancy can

make you (eel that you have no

say over what your body is

doing. But you do have a say.

And a Preterm counselor will

help you figure out what you

want to do about it . Call today.

Because some things are too

important to be left to your body.

Preterm. 738-6210.

preterm
The most exprnenred

rtprodiKtive hrallh c»re center

in the Northeast.

1*42 Beacon Street

Brooklme, MA 02146
A Ik t-nvd fMfi pro6i lirallht vr tudttv

Ifi-n C(tun»( liHK Si- HjbU Khijanitl

THURSDAY, MAY 17.

7 PM,BARTLETT61
(Isl session)

MONDAY, )ULY 2

7 PM, BART LETT 61

(2nd session)

No one will be admitted

into English 112 without

this test Bring ID anii

writing instiumeni

4.75 To Start
Part-time positions available for dependable people to

take physical retail inventories in Boston and nort! areas.

Nationwide service needs people over 18 with phc e and

transportation. No experience necessary, only good math

skills.

Must have weekend availabilty. Daytime shifts and some
Weeknights possible. Flexible schedule allows you to

average at least 40 - 80 hours a month.

Paid training on our audit calculators $5.00 per hour in 30

days provided you complete our training requirements. Op-

portunity for advancement. For more information call Mr.

Kreplick.

617-938-9119 or 692 3040
Summer employment. Full-time next January.

S«« Student Emolovment Offira
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LEARN TO FLY
inexpensively

earn your

pilots license

University Club

open to five

colleges. Cessna

based in

^ Northampton

Introductory Rides
666-2577546-4827

i Monday and Tuesday

One Show Only!

Deer Hunter 7:00

Take an active role in all

political and administrative

proceedings in the CC/SU
complex. Gain valuable ex-

perience as a

Board of Governors
employee. Pick up your ap-

plication today, return it by
Friday, May 11th 1984. We
are an AA/EE employer. (jJ

F R E E ! ! 1

FREE HEALTH COVERAGE
FOR UMASS EMPLOYEES!
Valley Health Plan costs eligible

employees nothing-and it covers

morel Isn't it time you tried

Valley Health?

Sign up at Personnel Office by

June 6 or call a VHP rep for

information - 256-0151
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Running on empty
and not sure

— Were you at Justin Ryan's last night?

— Yeah, I have a wicked hangover...

— Did you see Bob? He was with Joan

M. and...

It is with a certain amount of resentment

that I overhear this coversation, having just

come down from a two and a half week stu-

dying binge, and I eyed the two women
with suspicion. I am sitting in the Hatch,

staring sightiessly into a cup of water. I just

finished two exams, and am reliving the

hapless moment when I chose granite, gab-

bro, tiUite and basalt as a set of igneous

rocks, instead of basalt, andesite, rhyolite

and felsite. My temper is short and my
nerves raw.

Diane Lane
There is an obscure masochistic pleasure

in test-taking; in feeling for *'the outer edge

of the envelope" as Tom Wolfe wrote in

The Right Sti^. Why this should be so

escapes me at the moment. The shy buds

which are beginning to appear on trees br-

ing with them flowers, and spring and

fimds. Everywhere I look, I see glazed eyes,

ringed with lack of sleeo. Bodies are tense,

muscles slack with nervousness and

nausea. It is the last lap, the home stretch,

do-or-die.

For the moment though. I am free, and

try honestly to shake off the ill feeling that

lingers in my mind. The tests are done; I

keep telling myself. Yet I cannot shake it; I

am off into tomorrow and tomorrow and

next week, and I am exhausted and what in

heaven's name does Professor X really

want in the term paper? I can't sleep at

night, but am overcome by weariness in the

library with only a lumpy bookbag and a

windbreaker for comfort. It is an epidemic

unique to universities, this voluntary nar-

colepsy. People are nodding, napping,

sleeping and dozing. They are doing it in

the reading room, in libraries, on littered

couches in the campus center. One day I

almost tripped over a man who lay on the

tile floor of Goodell. In one hand he grasped

the iron railing, and in the other a copy of

"Symbolism in 19th Century Literature."

After checking for signs of breathing, I nod-

ded in sympathy and went on my way.

I have been considerably out of the

mainstream lately, a condition which, as an

incurably nosy person, is almost

unbearable. While buried in my bookish

pursuits I have, however, managed to keep

a finger on the pulse. I noticed an article a

few weeks ago lamenting the lack of stu-

dent participation at a tuition-hike-protest-

rally. Unfortunately, feelings of

powerlessness continually undermine such

nostalgic political frenzies. Students find

consolation in grades; and in teacher's

recommendations results they have im-

mediate control over. It is, however im-

measurable, something.

Socially conscious bickering has reached

a hysterical, end of the semester pitch and I

wonder again where tolerance has gone.

The relevance of cafeteria turnstiles being

located at penis level, as a unique male

discriminatory tool (no pun intended)

eludes me. Yet I do not contest the authors

right to exfwse their ignorance.

I want to talk about separatism, and how
1 sun convinced it cannot work, but life per-

sistently intrudes on lofty thoughts with an-

noying domestic questions I cannot shrug

off and which cloud the purity of my
arguments. When, for example, can I safely

remove the plastic from my apartment win-

dows? Did I remember to make an appoint-

ment at the internship office? Whose turn is

it to clean the bathroom?

It's no wonder I can't get anything done
— I look at the pretty woman with a Justin

Ryan's hangover and my jealousy at her

freedom returns. Taking it easy, hanging

out, getting a tan; I sorely miss the

thoughtless screw-up I used to be. Respon-

sibility has its rewards, none of which I can

dredge up on my way to work, watching

freshmen play frisbee.

I don't feel good about the tests, I can't

feel sure about my answers. 150 places to

nuike a mistake, did you say? My over-

wrought senses react to this news much
like my ears do to fingernails on the

blackboard. The brakes on this bus scream

my tension. I don't have time to exercise,

but I've gotta do something. I'm falling

apart. My jogging takes on a neurotic

aspect; evangelical sweat. 1 wish

desperately, for a moment, that I had never

come back to school. There's something to

be said for vegging out on MASH re-runs

and cheap wine, after all.

Ah, but it ain't true. Perspiration stings

my eyes, and my lungs feel ready to burst

with the unaccustomed intake of fresh air,

but I am leaving some tension behind on

the road. A challenge to my body relieves

the challenge to my mind, if only temporari-

ly. There isn't a lifestyle left which does not

bring with it the baggage of some damned
obligation, or painful forfeiture of freedom.

No pain, no gain.

I run harder than usual for the last mile.

Diane Lane is a Collegian Columnist.

Remember to give the gift of life

The next few years
crucial for Israel

To the Editor,

The American Red Cross Blood Services

of Western Massachusetts would like to ex-

press our sincerest appreciation to all blood

donors who gave of themselves during the

1983-84 academic year.

High School and College students are our

prize donors - YOU give 46 percent of the

blood we collect in Western Mass. That's

nearly half of the blood supply for our area!

We think that's wonderful in the Fall, Winter

and Spring, however, when Summer comes

and schools are out of session — the blood

supply is cut back by that same 46 percent!

Often times this is the reason for hospital

blood shortages and Region-wide Blood Ap-

peals during the summer months.

We would like for all of our student donors

to consider presenting themselves at local

bloodmobiles or at the Springfield Donor

Center at 235 Chestnut Street at least once

during your summer recess. Collectively it

will make a tremendous difference. The pa-

tients who require blood transfusion and we

at ^he Red Cross are indebted to our donors.

We thank you for your generous gift of life.

This summer please remember and give

bhod.
American Red Cross

Blood Services

Election years are always interesting.

Politicians are busy pointing their

fingers at each other over such

debacles as the budget deficit, Third World
dominos, and acid rain. However, there is

one issue that all politicians seem to agree

upon. This is the belief that U.S. support for

Israel must be absolute. This appears to be

useful in the eyes of American foreign policy

experts, but it is a relationship of usury that

is very dangerous for the state of Israel.

John Gilman
The special relationship between Israel

and the United States is hazardous on two

accounts. First, the unequivocal support of

the Americans encourages the hardliners

in the Israeli government to refuse to reach

an equitable agreement with the

Palestinians, and thus defuse the Middle

East lime bomb. It is not difficult to

imagine a complete peace between the Arab
countries and Israel if the Palestinians were
given a just settlement. Certainly, as many
of the problems faced by the Palestinians

are the result of a lack of true support on

the part of the Arab states, but it is the

Israelis that hold the key to the end of

Palestinian suffering. The continued

successes that Israel has experienced in

military confrontations with the Arabs have

lessened the sense of urgency that should

surround the question of the Palestinians in

the minds of Israeli policy makers.

However, each Arab defeat leads to two

serious consequences for the region as a

whole: it increases Arab animosity towards

Israel, and leads to a frightening inorea.se in

the quality and technological sophistication

of armaments in the Middle East. It is

difficult to envision anything but a tragic

ending to this situation if this upward spiral

continues.

The second, and in my mind, much more
omnious aspect of Lsraeli- American
relations revolves around the U.S.

government's motivations in the area.

United States foreign policy is still built on

the dubious theory of containment. The
spread of communism and racial

nationalism is seen as a threat to American

interests, and the suppression of either of

these is the goal of American policy in the

Third World. In the post Vietnam era, it is

considered preferable to find surrogate

powers to carry out these aims. In the

Middle East, due to the nature of the

region, this policy is immensely dangerous

for the regional that chooses to play this

role for the United States. The fall of the

Shah of Iran has led the U.S. to see Israel as

its new strategic bedfellow. To be sure, the

U.S. has made overtures to conservative

Arab governments in Jordan, Saudi

Arabia, and Egypt to take on the role

formerly played by Iran, but the results

have not be fruitious. The recent

castigation of the American efforts in the

area by King Hussein of Jordan demon-
strate the unpopular position of the U.S. in

the Middle East. Even strongly anti-

communist regimes such as Saudi Arabia

(which still does not have diplomatic

relations with the Soviet Union), have been

distancing themselves from the United

States.

If Israel continues to play the role of

American surrogate in the Middle East, it

may well find itself in a p)osition of defen-

ding American interests at the expense of

its own survival. Not all U.S. interests are

.synonymous with Israeli interests, and the

growing dependence of Israel on American

diplomatic, financial, and military

guarantees may limit Israeli room to

manuever in the event of a crisis in the

Middle East. For Israel, oil is not the most

vital question in the area, it is the survival

of the state of Israel. If it begins to meddle

in the affairs of the superpowers, it may
well find itself .sold out by America when
other regional collaborators are found that

are more palatable to the oil producers in

the area. The United States* true concern in

the Middle East is oil, and to protect it the

policy makers are not likely to be deterred

by sentimental feelings towards Israel. An
Israel abandoned by America, but with the

taint of American surrogate on it may be

hard pressed to continue to withstand the

pressures its current stands are

generating. If one does not like the odds of a

South African regime surrounded by hostile

countries, and isolated in world opinion,

then the prospects for an Israel without

U.S. support are less than rosy. When and

if American and Israeli paths diverge, the

future of Israel will be dependent on how it

behaves in the next few years. After all,

Israel only has to lose one war. and the

whole enterprise is relegated to the dust

bins of history.

John GUman is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Stockbridge overlooked again
To the Editor.

I am writing in regard to the Collegian arti-

cle titled "Sheep, pigs to highlight tour,"

April 30. As usual, the Stockbridge School

of Agriculture has received no credit. It is

true that some UMass students are helping

out with the Deerfield Dairy Facility tours,

but the majority of tour guides are

Stockbridge students.

The method which is being used to give

the children tours was also coordinated by

Stockbridge animal agriculture nruyors, with

the help of Mr. Bemie Hilton.

Stockbridge is indeed a very active part of

this campus and deserves to be recognized

as such.

Karen Neggera
Stockbridge "85

"

Sinking deeper and deeper and...

To the Editor,

I write to express frustration at the sorry

state of the library system at UMass (Col-

legian, April 20). It is hard to fathom the il-

logic that has dropped UMass near the bot-

tom in reserach capability.

A library system should be the nucleus of

any university. Such a slide (to rank 86th!)

is a reflection on the seriousness, or lack of

it, by the UMass administration. To put it

bluntly, the past five to 10 years of decline

in the library system make the past six

years of men's basketball resemble a Final

Four appearance.

As and alumni of Ohio State, part of the

'cultural wasteland' in the eyes of many
New Englanders, I find the reverse to be

the case with regard to the library. How
does the university expect to compete with

other research centers? Why are there no

reading rooms for graduate students?

Why must we be dehumanized by forking

over a student ID for a single journal in the

Goodell 'reading room?' Past experience

shows that many interesting articles are

found by random search. We need free ac-

cess.

I agree with English Professor Robert
Brogran that the research facilities are "an
exercise in futility." A sinking library is no
excuse for short-changing the students of
UMass. It is time to wake up.

Ralf Ratsaon
Amherst
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sale

ends

May 12
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GROOMING NEEDS

Cover Girl

Shape 'N Blush

$1.99

reg. $3.59

One-A-Day
Plus Iron

75 tablets

$2.79

reg. $3.99

Clairol

Frost & Tip Kit

Stri-Dex

Medicated Pad')

75 count

$5.59

Unisol

preservative-free saline solution

25 count

$4.39

$1.79

reg. $2.99

Turns
Antacid

3 roll pkq.

69
TUNIS

reg. $^.Zb

reg. $6.55

Bic

Shavers

5 count

59C

Vidal Sassoon
Protein Pac
Treatment

1 oz.

79C

reg. $1.79

reg. $1.19

Regular Strength

Anacin • 3

24 tablets

99
Neet Cream
Hair Remover

2 oz. tube reg, or cocoa butt

reg. $1.59
$1.89
reg. $2.85

SATURDAY ONLY!

Come to Archer Kent any

Saturday with a valid student

I.D. and v.e'll give you 10% OFF

your total purchases!

I |i|iiKiiiimiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniit|pRiitiinii||iniiiii|iiititii|itnitii|inm

Graduate

Student

Senate

Elections

May 7th and 8th

Campus Center Concourse

opposite the Blue Wall

9:00 - 4:00

Candidates:

PRESIDENT: Sanjiv Dugal

VICE PRESIDENT: Joseph Tim Clifford

Christos Karastamatis

f

VOTE
.^4111 '^itiitiiHiiiiri%iiiifttiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitniiiuiiniiiiiitihtiiiiiiiiniiii*itiiiiiiniiiint^
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> rV^fc^ CONTINUING EDUCATION
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HEALTH and BEAUTYAL

SALE
Crest 6.4 oz.

$1 .37
save 60*

A/*-*-*!^*' *' »M»MM ^

Silkienco

Colgate 7 oz.

Toothbrush shampoo or conditioner

BV $1.49
Save 79* ^

Scope 24 oz.

$2.23

DOUBLE MANUFACTURERS
COUPONS on HBA Items

P*̂

10

•nni>

HI I II t

a

Contac 10's

$2.12

' b.ihv

>,.l_—^

—

L-
V

Buf-Puf

1 sponge
' reg or gentle

• $1.70
Save $1.52

*^V

Secret Solid

2oz.

$1.73
Save $1.10

-^^

14 oz.

J Cr J Baby Powder

$1.83
save 77*

Open M-F9-4Sat 11-4 Located in Campus Center

I

HOT<KJr

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - 6 pm Campus Center

802

PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Planning events for next

year. Anyone who wants to help or just give suggestions is

needed. Also need people who want to dedicate services

next year. Refreshments. 4:30 p.m. 428 SUB

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR ISRAEL MEETING - 7:30

pm Campus Center 802

WMUA GENERAL STATION BODY MEETING - All

members must attend! Elections will be held during this

meeting. 7:30 Room 168C

CONCERT: VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE - UMass Vocal

Jazz Ensemble, directed by Horace Boyer. will perform

jazz and gospel music selections. Soloist: Geoffrey

Matteon. saxophone. Free. 8:00 pm Bezanson Recital

Hall

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION MEETING
— This will be our last meeting this semester. Plans for

the summer will be discussed. Everyone is welcome.

Check CC schedule for room number. #:30 pm Campus

Center

SCERA WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM - Join us to

evaluate our semester's work and make summer and fall

plans. New members welcome. 4:30 CC804

HANDICAPPED AWARENESS DAYS - Workshops

and events. Call for schedule, all day C.C. Koncourse

gretablast

out of tho

Collegian

MISS ifp»oviOl*SPf(no«i5!i'ioii

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
iwn>l*wsi> biami

$3200
mciuiMs mo«nHnO
ptut MA Slat* Tai

North Amherst Tire

A Auto Center

FuM S»rvic» Tir« Stor*

7S Sund«rl«nd Rd _^
IB -« No Amh«f«t. MA ^^

^

AcroM «fom W«tfOb«t Stor*

LAND
Terrific Bargain

10 acres ONLY $8000

Northfield -

Only 25 mi. to

Amherst.
For info and

terms just call owner.

802 257 4347 Days
802 254^9369 Eves.

3
O
(0

ROCK & ROLL

DYNAMITE RECORDS
NEED CASH?

We will buy your records

and tapes

Cash or Trade
and get 25% more

Thornes, a marketplace plusi

150 Main Street, Northampton 584-1580

>

CLASSICAL

llEj]OTCS:

Sale

items are

also available

in the Mini Store

^ UNIVERSITY^
-^STORED!

Simna Oelegmm an^ !B(iloon 'Oe/iitery Seri^ice

NEW IDEA for MOM'S DAY

INFLATED HEART BALLOON
sent UPS to her door. It will

float out of it's box with a card from you! \

Order by May 9f^
Call 665-7664
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k^ V*

Distinguished Visitors Program

and

Governors Program Council

presents

Dr. Ruth Westheimer

MONDTCYNlTE^SPfClAU***:

Time
Giant Bar Drinks

$1.65

Two T.V.'s

16 oz. Draft

85*

Free

Popcorn

J

Happy Hour Prices

4 PM to closing
AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

^^SEXUALLY
SPEAKING'

'

Monday, May 7, 1984 at 8:00 PM
Student Union Ballroom

Ticke $2. 5-College Students $4. General Public

Tickets available until 4 PM at FAC
at the door 7 - 8 PM

and all Datatix locations

'' HEALTH and BEAUTYAID
SALE - -

B & L 8 oz.

sensitive eyes

saline solution v
^O 11 ^ ^ L sensitive

Coppertone
80Z.

Lot. or Oil

B er L Daily

Cleaner 1 .5 oz

$2.35

.OC.1
®^®^^'eaning b & L Lens

reg. $3.64 solution
Lubricant .5 oz. $2.35

$2.11
reg. $3.64

DOUBLE MANUFACTURERS
^ CpyPONS on HBA ItemsHDR Cond. or bhampoo
reg. or extra body 7 oz.

u
TAMPAX

U $1.39
/C_-^\reg. $2.64 $3.09 reg. $4.05

Tampax 40's - reg - super

reg slender - super plus

$1.06
4.6 oz. Aqua Fresh

Opm> M-F»-4 Sat 11-4

Sato

item* arv

also available

in tt>6 Mini Store

Located in Q;ampus Uentef

QnmVERSITY
mSTORE^

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

k

$7.00
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 5/31/84

Valid with Barb Er Julie only C

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

Styles by'"^"'""'
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

Attention all RSO Groups

occupying space in the CC/SU
complex. All keys must be

returned or reissued by

September 30, 1984

or deposits will be forfeited!!

Please return keys in 415 SUB
during the following hours:

Monday 1:00 - 3:45

Tuesday 12:30 - 2:30

Wednesday 1:00 - 3:45

Thursday 12:30 - 2:30

Friday closed

any questions call the

'• Board of Governors at 545-0198

Blo^r. ^ >unt:' bv Ktrko Breathed

5AY. mKLB)f.
mAT't ThfiT

ifle^on Men usice...
n LOOKS UKe ... A
BIO FAoe \firrH a
[OUBUCHIN. ANP
BlOTUn

UMass Zone

'^---%^l [^

Mark Rollins

eVOLUTlON.HyH'^

The Strip Jim Walsh

-Sha^nas*

OooH, I juir LOVf

O.T. Derringer

\

Off Campus Sullivan & Gillbert
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D.CMenu

LUNCH
Swiss Turkey Sandwich

Squash Bake

DINNER
Roast Top Round

of Beef/

Mushroom Sauce

FYied Shrimp Dinner/

(Cocktail Sauce,

Tartar Sauce

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata with

Pocket Bread
Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Cheese Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Cocktail Sauce,

Tartar Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffc

CIIW4 tM Aagttn Ttawt SynMcMt

ACROSS
1 Plentiful

5 Lake formed by
Hoover Dam

9 Go on a journey

13 Inland lake

14 Ornamental tag

16 The days of old

17 Game for the

dexterous

19 Distress

20 Animal on a diet?

21 Tolerates

23 Stake

24 Breakfast food

25 Young blade

29 Arises

34 Inventor of

electrical

devices

35 Bit of sausage
36 Nabokov novel

37 Know one's

38 Minute pore

40 A Wilson

41 Anger
42 Biting

43 Mme. de Poitiers

44 Most ingenious

47 Law partner?

48 Author of

"Trinity"

49 Peccary, eg
51 Word of greeting,

m Israel

54 Hebraic or Arabic

studies

59 Nursery item

60 Joanne
Woodward's mate

62 Certain code
63 Moist clay

64 "Rule, Britannia
"

composer
65 Tres

66 Letters, from

Athens
67 Do a gardener's

job

DOWN
1 Indian VIP

2 Shiraz's locale

3 Opposite of

fiction

4 Actress Sommer
5 Dull fmish

6 Long-legged

herons

7 Of wings

8 Water droplets

9 Pool activity

10 Kind of runner

11 Putin-Bay's

lake

12 Recognizes

15 Catherine the

Great, eg.

18 Native-born

Israeli

22 Depend (with

"on ")

24 Homburg feature

25 Impassive

26 Bailey or Buck

27 Name in

cosmetics

28 Pacino and others

30 Works diligently

31 Leafy lunch

32 Commune in Italy

33 Kind of doll

38 Acts frugally

39 Ascot items

40 Evergreen

42 Flying prefix

43 Motherless one.

on the range

45 Roman god of fire

46 Actress Ritter

50 All (stage

direction)

51 Attempt

52 Mata
53 Nautical term

54 Vested garment

55 the night

before '

56 Hungarian name
57 Rattan

58 Prune, in

Scotland

61 Bar order
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LAST DAY
to place Collegian classifieds

is Monday May 14 by 3:45

DON'T MISS OUT

II

Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment
For Rent
For Sale

Found

Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost
Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Rider Wanted
Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent

•znz =cc as 3E acE ar -lu az=

Weather

Monday, becoming
cloudy, witii rain possible,

high temperatures in the

508. Monday night, hi^
will be around 46 degrees,

with rain likely. Tuesday

will remain cloudy, with a

chance of rain, highs in the

608.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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I
ARMY/NAVY

j

I

Clothing Sale
|

I
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday |

I 10 am to 8 pm (except Wednesday. 4 pm) |

I
Student Union Ballroom *

$

I
* Marine Rip Stop Camel Pants $10 - 13

*^

I

I * Brand New BDU Camel Pants $22 |

I
* Jackets $8 - 15 |

^ * Fatigue Pants $4 - 7.50 J
* Army/Navy Raincoats $10 - 15

* Down Filled Mummy
Sleeping Bags $25-30
* Airforce Sunglasses $5-7
* And Much Much More

|

This is the Year to Plan
Your Career!

Limited number
of graduate study awards.

Unique 1 year graduate program combines an internship with

graduate courses. Internships are available in community-

based residential or vocational program working with adults

who are mentally retarded or mentally ill or adolescents who

are autistic. Generous scholarships and financial aid available.

Bachelors degree required. Applications currently being ac-

cepted. Write or call: Donna J. McMaster, 9 Heaton Street,

Montoelier, VT 05602 (802) 229-0326.

<Moihcr^s (Day

"Buffet
at Xhc

Top o^ ific Campus O^gstaurant

featuring

a festive buffet from

$8.95 for adults

$4.50 for Children

\\{om \\n(l receive

a free flower

V \

v.^^

^ : Caii fiovt»m̂ / for

^X reserx'ations
jr-\

549-6000
^9 ext 639

GARDEN
ROTO TILLING

Prompt Reasonable Reliable

323-5120

4
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Now's the Hme
to call

North Amherif
Motors

r«««ndlfl*ntng

Rt 63, No Amherst

549-2660

^^^^^.^^^*4^^^********#.#.*¥****¥*¥¥*-
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SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, May 9th

Room 178, Campus Center
Applications and advanced sign-up at Student Employ-

ment Office, Rm. 239A, Whitmore.

The Association for the Help of Retarded Children,

Nassau County Chapter, operates a summer residential

camp for the mentally retarded in the Catskill Mts. at

Hunter, NY.

Positions available:

Male/ Female General Cabin Counselors

Male/ Female Counselors to work with our

profoundly retarded campers

Program Counselors to instruct Nature & Sewing

R.N.'s, W.S.I.'s, Office & Kitchen Staff

CAMP LOYALTOWN, AHRC
189Wheatlev Road, Brookville, NY 11545

(516) 626-1000, Ext. 31

We are particularly looking for energetic and empathetic

men to work with our male canpers.

4-

l^^^^H^^^************************"*

SPRING FEST '84
Wednesday, May 9, 1984

n-15am- 1:30pm
> >

''Finger Lickin Feast

Fried Chicken
Fish & Chips
& a special

COLD SALAD PLATE

also

Potato Salad

Coleslaw
Assorted Desserts

Select any entree & desse/t

tor only $3.00

UMass/Coke Treasure Hunt
Continues

• SONY TVs 5" • TVs • Radios

DLUEWALL BAR
HAPPY HOUR

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
^bCOOOOCOaOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOO'O'OO'OCOOOOOOO soooood

WANTED

Buying Gold ClaM Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Someone immediately to take lease on i

bedroom Brandywine apt 360/month

549 0667

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted Puffton or Presidential aot will

pay reward call 665-7518 546-5141

1 need to rent a moped June-August
Amherst area. Licensed driver. Call kelley at

546-4207 after 7.00 PM
2 or 3 bedroom apt in Puffton, Bran-

dywine, Townehouse, or Colonial Villace.

Will take in summer or fall

6813
546-6808, 6810,

Quiet, responsible graduate student
couple looking for a place, starting June.

Would share house or apartment, near

UMass. 545-1536 days, 253-9664, nights ex-

cellent references

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE

Coiiegian n

AUDIO 4 Part time sales. Audio background or

^^.-, A>j/r»« ^^ sales exper. necc. Also, p. time car stereo
Alpine 7123 car stereo. AM/FM cassette . installer. Apply at The Sound Co. 201 N
with auto-eject, Dolby. $170 549-6499

J Pleasant

Stereo Vector Research 45 watt receiver f still need a summer job? Work as an ac-
Technics turntable TDC4A speakers best 4 ^^^^^^ ^^ g nat'l voter registration campaign
offer 546-6456

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Buick wagon runs great body solid

70000 miles 500.00 549-7666

CAPE COD

needed to live on Main St. in

First call first serve. Call Cindy
Females
Hyannis.

6-6651

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

=
^
has T

and help to shape state environmental

policy. MASSPIRG is noe hiring full and
part-time summer staff for public education

and fundraising. $135-225/a week. Mon
-Fri 2-10 PM. Will train. Call Sandy
256-6434

UMass Sorority seeks housemother for

upcoming 2 years. Responsible female grad

student preferred. Free room & board with

salary 250$ per month. Call 545-2152 ask for

Toni or Mary
ENTERTAINMENT w .« ., .u- 1 o.Work this summer on energy policies,

toxic waste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No experience necessary. Paid train-

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality ^ '^,l.^,'''l J
^^0

": ^^^^"^.^
^'^

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call I $156-225/wk -t- benefits call bHb a/.J

584-6712 }
FEMALE

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share room in Brandywine Apt for ^
more info call Jodi 256-1235 ^

FOR RENT

LOST

Emerald and Diamond Ring must find!

Reward! Call Deirdre 549-1703

Gold watch near SBA on

Reward! Call Lisa 545-0527

Large green duffle bag full of imp. per-

sonal items; wallet, books, etc. Please

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village ^ please please call 665-3503

available June 1. Fall option. $195 -1- util
^ Lost 3

evenings 253-3075 ^
Live across from Emily Dickenson f
House 2 bedroom apt, 1 room available ^
summer/fall option 256-0681 #

rings in SOM area extreme sen-

timental value $500. reward call 549-7758

Would the person who removed my bike

from Hasbrouck April 30. I will pay for the

return of my boke. No questions call

323-6010

MOM AND DAD
X-lg bedroom in split level apt rent

negotiable quiet 666-2127

Puffton Village one bedroom available, T

need two people starting June 1 549-7686 T Mom and Dad - Just checking to see if

Nonsmoking female for summer and fall I vou read the WHOLE paper! Happy An

Please call evening 253-7806 ^
Summer Sublet fall option 2 bdrm apt 4
$330/no neg Sunderland call 666-3959

niversary one day late! (No paper on Sun-

days, sorry I) Love, Scoop

ROOM WANTED

Male seeks room (single or shared) in apt.

anywhere! For next fall-spring Dave
546-7738

Do you need roommates? We're 2
ferruiles k>oking to share townhouse apt for

fall-summer sublet possible please call Julie

6-8026 or Pam 6-801

1

Room wanted for summer in Hyannis
near Dunfeys call Michelle 546-0527

Desperate for a room in Hyannis area

for summer! Jennifer 256-1341

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house
near town & campus 117/mo -f 1/6 Max
546-6089 Kris 256-0566

Female roommate wanted to share sum-
mer cottage in Yarmouth 1050 by May 20

call ASAP Judy 1 617 648 0944

Responsible female wanted to share

room in Puffton -Annie 6-8309, Chris

6-8313

t

I

5/2 (^ 11:05 4 Roommate wanted for Hadley apt sum-

MOTORCYCLES

2 bedroom Brittany Manor available

June 1 with fall option $450 includes heat

call after 10 pm 253 5907

1981 Kawasaki KZ560 was $1200

$1000 great shape call 546-8966

now

N Amherst 2 bdrm bus rte 375-1- avail 6/1
^

NEAG ELECTIONS

mer % mile from UMass $185/mo call Paul

549-1636 after 6:00

Female nonsmoker wanted for 84 Brtt-

tany call 546-8343 546-8275

$133/mth Southwood Apts, fall option

female Stacy 256-0638

Roommate to share downtown Nor-

thampton apartment 200/mth inc heat

584-7608 Meg

Wanted: 2 females to share room in Brit-

tany Manor start Sept 256-0393

Female roommate for summer near

Amherst Center, on bus rte 11 8/mo
^ 2532763

^ 2 roommates wnated for Brandywine

^ apartment call 546-5435

4 Female roommate wanted Brandywine
starting May 25th fall option call 546-7098

For rent 1 bedroom in two bedroom apt

downtown Noho call Jennifer 584 5972

549-6894 eves

Summer housing available 496 No Plea

sant St 253-9015

FOR SALE

1973 Saab Sonett sports

orange, rebuilt transmission

car. classic

and engine

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel f
and some trunk welding, idle for one year, f

Elections for Northeast Area Govern-

ment officers will be held from 1 1 am - 2

pm and from 4 pm - 6:30 pm on Tuesday

May 8th in the barracks at the Worcester

DC All Northesr residents are encouraged

to vote.

PERSONALS

$2600 00 253-2174 (tape when not at home ) f Attention all Greeks: Greekfest - Don't

nnn ynnr nlTJ tw'" ^-'* ^''^"> '"^ A rh.lr. forget - May 2-8 fun and games parties

best offer Wendy 584-2905 GREASE - Solidlaterpatty! Black-eye? Only

Sears apartment washer dryer excellent two more shows - better get it right this

condition 250.00 call evenings 665-8116 time

negotiable ^

SERVICES

Japanese Go Set. Almost new $40.

549-4786, 665-7034

Rich

time 4
I To the person with my leather jacket!! 4
? It's definitely worth the price! (gas key is ir- ^

J replacablel Please call!! 256-0924 ^
A T.* nm*t% mu eiinflrnin honevbuns HaoDV

FOUND

keys on keychain that can be attached
^ ^^^p^ 21 st Buddy

I belt. In Puffton Village on 4/28^Has one
^ you're excellent I

- ^ To Beth my sugarpie honeybuns Happy

^ 20th Birthday Love, Todd

Hey Sue
3

Uivfass key on it. Call Jeff 549-4071 ^ ^^^^ g ^^^ opg n

Found: Jacket outside on the Metawannpe ^ Love ya, Lisa

Lawn by the Hatch - May 2, 1984. Call
^ ^^j congratulations with

549-6118 or 549-7789̂ fter 5 Pm to identify » py^ched

Purse found in Northeast area on April

30 call 6-5817 to identify

Nabisco! !

!

Business trips? Love, Rose
Get

HELP WANTED

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson

AA/EGE

Deadline May 11.

J:
.

.

ANNOUNCEMENT *
Martha Connors would like to announce

the engagement of her friend,

Miss Victoria L. Hamilton
to Mr. David Flood ^

Everyone is quite thrilled!!

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-
pus to get a professionally typeset resume.
Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.
Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Free coffee and donuts, Monday and
Wednesday mornings. During finals period

after 6 pm. Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Area Govern-
ment.

TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283-3050

SUMMER RENTALS

Centrally located on campus kitchen
facilities cable TV furnished 250 single 150

double call Jim K 546-0047 or 546-2150

SUMMER SUBLET

Two block from campus house with
many rooms, beautiful lawn approximately
100.00 rent great deal 549-7666

Crown Point furnished 2 bedrooms pool

Route 9 bus route next to JR's Price Chop-
per 253-3782

Two bedroom apt In Amherst Center
cheap! call now 549-7605

4 ri

T Brandywine June-Aug rent negotiable call

^ 546-6322 or 546-6324

^ Summer sublet w/fall option spacious 4

bedroom and 2 bath on bus route rent

4 negotiable call 256-8247

* Congratulations ^ 2 bedroom Townehouse

"°"»«»*'»«PTJ,S'n^'avail!b7eTm'm7d%\'e' J Contact Lenses Replaced. BauschT^b
Past experience X$25. Others available. Call with your

rent negotiable
apt
call

fully fur-

anytime

the summer. Positions avaiiaoie
'""J^Yonrfi *ok

,y for reliable persons. J^a^^t
jxpene^^^^^^^

'p^e'scription. Dr. Spencer University Drive
helpful. Apply
Lodge Rte 9 Hadley ,256-8561

^^^,-j—^^^7^;;5-Gi;^i^irUb^^^«^^ fTo the new brothers of Phi Mu Delta

-

at "he RusWjJaim^lwe^^ Congratulations and thanks again - signed I

Union Video irhlrii^^T^^^^^i^^^^ JdorVt^
mar July-August 15 hrs/wk 3.35 hr. video ^=
Ss rZ\rJ an AA/EO employer apply
skills requ

216 SUB by 5/9

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

4 nished,

546-5001

^ Cheap summer sublet Rolling Green 1

room of 2 253-5467 evenings

TOne bedroom in semicoop house in

T Amherst 150/month 253-3545

A Summer sublet w/fall option -preferably

A two females, each get own room, located

on Main Street. On bus route call Sue at

} 256-8304

Two bedroom Colonial Village partially

International EnviTonrnental Org. seeks
J Djggertations. Theses, Cases, Papers, furnished convenient! rent negotiable call

. . .. -1 _ «^ rt%r\racan^ niir work ^___^ ^, ,t^rar\*t\i%A An.r^amniie Inuu A256-6enR256-6608

bedroom apt $250.

option 256-0868 PM
available June 1 fall

Deli start immediately from

Aiiij^TsJi^^^i^ii^i^br'Go^^'^?^ Cathy Yates at 256^61

Parks, Fisheries, Wilderness R«orts,Logg- A
RIDE WANTED

:.!. J^M mnrh more. .
.Summer Employ-

ing and much more.

Fall option 1 bedroom Colonial Village

253-3363 250 includes hot water

Large room with private bath in Puffton
Village. Ideal for couple. $210 per month

4phone 549-6999

Two bedroom apt in Presidential sum- I
A 1.. < :-w-j _i •• E..0 rrra _.

CA 96008

One room available Presidential Apts call

evenings 549-5806

Fully furnished Brandywine Apt price

very negotiable call anytime 549-0569

1 bedroom in big beautiful apartment on

bus line in walking diefeBr.ce of campus and

town. $150/month or BO 256-0170

Summer sublet with fall option Colonial

Village, $150/month Craig 256-0078

Summer sublet ^*'tlh fall option 1 or 2

bedrooms available in huge beautiful house

100 yards from Hampshire Mall and bus

route rent negotiable call Jane or Lisa at

584-4309

Perfect summer sublet Amherst Center 1

large bedroom yard, pool, tennis. Rent

negotiable 549-5799

Furnished one bedroom Puffton apt

pool airconditioning laundry 549-7864

2 bdrm apt (take 1 or both rooms) sum-
mer/fall option 665-7604

Summer sublet only. Negotiable. Pool

bus stops call Staci 256-1288

Presidential Apt 2 to 3 people closest apts

to campus cheapest rate available all sum-

mer. Call Eric 546-6407 Andy 546-3279

Puffton summer sublet w/possible fall

option for more info call 549 6971 253 5046

What a bargain! Puffton apt 2 bdrm 2 bt

ideal location furnished A/C must see call

anytime 546-5298 or 546-5300

2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom house conve-

nient location rent negotiable call now
549 3856

SUMMER SUBLET
W/FALL OPTION

Brandywine 1 room for 1 or 2 persons fully

furnished call 549 2773 after 5 PM

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap

rent summer sublet with fall option

666-7518

1 bedroom Colonial VIII

fall option 253-5764
near pool with

J

1 bedroom in 4 bedroom apt fantastic

location $125 call Carolyn 253-3630

One bedroom apt in Presidential sum-

mer sub/

f

all option 356/mo 549-6644

Apartment with fall option $147.50

month Colonial Village Apartment near bus

routes call Bill or Greg 256-0419 keep trying

Puffton summer sublet with fall option 1

bedrm in 2 bedrm apt mature, responsible,

female 549-4869

Townehouse summer sublet with fall op-

tion 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt call

George or Joe 549^)902

$86 sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2

bedrm Brandywine summer sublet available

June 1st thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 PM
2 bedroom Townehouse Apt available

June 1st - Sept 1st call 549-4686

1 bdrm apt Crestview summer sublet

w/fall option walking distance to UMass on

bus route AC avail June 1 3e0/mo 549-7826

1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option

avail June 1 549-1470

Sublet fall option 2 brm $3X per nrwnth

Sunderland summer rent negotiable call

between 9-11 am or other 666-4744

Riverglade - 2 bedroom, pool, AC,

3-story, bus, summer - fall option 256 1393

1 bd room in Sunderland
dishwasher/disposal 320 all utilities. Pool £r

tennis 665-8315 ^_
Wanted: First summer-session sublet.

Near town-campus. Call 5-9 pm Sue S.

549-6040 ^
One bedroom in three bdrm apt. in

house available end May - Sept 1 near town

& campus (Amherst) rent nego 256-1421

ask for Laura

One bedroom apt in Puffton June - Sept

rent negotiable 546-5082

Ready now or June 1 1 bedroom in 2

tjedroom apt on bus line, near Puffers

Pond. Nothing down. Just $11 5 per month.

Fall option 549-0437

House in town for sumemr 3 bdrm cheap

call Sue 6-8142

Southwood apts 2 bedroom townhouse
w/fall option call 6-5370, 6-5195 after 3 pm

Two bedroom apt summer w/fall option

cheap, all utilities included 665-4953 even-

ings

One bedroom summer sublet with faH

option Cliffskje apt 666-7956

3 bdrm Townhouse apt avail for summer
at a reas rate 546-51 13

:

II
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Gorillas fall short at the CarrierDome
By RUSS WHINNEM

There was to be no upset of the

Orangemen.

But it was no Dome destruction either,

and perhaps the overriding frustration of

the Gorillas as they left the Carrier Dome

turf Saturday, besides the fact that they

believed they really could have beaten

Syracuse, was the fad that the 12 5 final

score wasn't indicative of what this game

was like.

While it may sound like nothing more than

sour grapes, this was a game into the fourth

quarter. Mas.sachusetts came out in that

period and within two minutes had hit net

twice, cutting the Syracuse lead to 7-5.

First, Matthew O'Reilly found an open

Tom Lukacovic and the junior beat

Orangeman goalie Tom Nims low. Then

when Mike P'iorini converted a Bubba

Sanford feed while falling down, it was

suddenly a two goal game.

But faster than you can say National

Champions, the Orangemen responded and

four seconds later it was 9-5. a four goal

lead again.

Syracuse attackman and leading goal

scorer Tom Korrie got both the goals, as he

took a Tim Nelson pass and found an

opening low from outside, and then came

across the middle and hit while in mid air to

restore the margin.

From there the Gorillas hit the goal post

for the fourth (count 'em. four) time, and

moments later the roof caved in.

Nelson came from behind the net on goalie

Gerry Moreau's right side and jumped up to

beat Moreau high left, to make it 10-5 at the

six minute mark.

Then Korrie surfaced again finding himself

wide open in front. Moreau never had a

chance when Randy Lunblad got the ball to

Korrie. Korrie raising his stick was the

most familiar thing Massachusetts saw all

day, as his goal was the sixth of the af-

ternoon.

Twenty-four seconds later. Nelson walked

through the Gorilla defense from behind

and stuffed home another for the 12 5 lead

at 8:27.

That left 6V2 minutes for Massachusetts to

put something together, and despite

pushing up the offense, they couldn't score.

"I think the key was our lack of scoring,

our extra man play, and the fact that they

converted their broken plays," said head

coach Dick Garber later. "That's the dif-

ference between a good team and a great

team."
Nowhere was that lack of scoring more

evident than on the extra man situation.

The Orangemen scored on three of the nine

The University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team will face the University of

New Hampshire in a makeup game today

at 3:00 p.m. at The Hill. The 11th ranked

Gorillas are 6-4 and fighting for an NCAA
playoff bid.

Gorilla penalties, while UMass was head

spinning 1-10 in the same situation.

"That was the ball game." said Garber.

Paralleling that was Syracuse's ability to

capitalize where the Gorillas didn't. The

Orangemen, smooth as silk around the

opposition's net made the most of op-

portunities.

Conversely, Garber felt that his team

should have been up at the half (instead of

trailing 5-3), after shooting 23 times,

despite a Syracuse defense that did an

effective job of stripping the ball outside.

"We could have beaten them," reflected

Ken Freeman later. "We had to play

mistake free, and we made mistakes."

So the trip against the number one team

had come up empty. For three quarters and

a little more the Gorillas were right there,

even out playing Syracuse for long strat-

ches of time. And as Massachusetts began

to think about UNH, that emptiness was

reflected a little deeper by the fact that this

one was a lot closer.

Starters whip subs as

football springs open
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts spring

football practice came to a close in the

usual fashion, the annual intersquad scrim-

mage held on Saturday at Alumni Stadium.

The game pitted the Minutemen starters

against the reserves who are trying to

unseat them. New coach Bob Stull had mix-

ed emotions about his first look at new
troops in a game situation.

The former Washington Husky assistant

was happy with the progress quarterback
Bob Simeone showed in leading the

starters to a 20-0 victory over the reserves.

"Simeone has made a lot of progress,"

said Stull. who was the offensive coor-

dinator for two Rose Bowl teams at

Washington.

The 6'2" 225 pound Simeone was the

Minutemen's starting quarterback during

the second half of his freshman year and
the first half of his sophomore year before

being benched because of erratic play. On
Saturday the sophomore from Farm-
ington. Connecticut completed 12 of 21

passes for 156 yards and two touchdowns.

On the negative side Sttill expressed

disappointment with the large number of

fumbles and interceptions that plagued

both units in the game.

"I thought the game was sloppy. We
wouldn't beat the worst team on our

schedule with all the penalties and fumbles

that occurred."

This jfame was a good way for the

veterans to establish themselves with the

new coach. One veteran that really showed
his worth was junior wide receiver Bob Si-

meone who hooked up with his brother Jim
on pass plays of 47 and 30 yards. The first

of the spectacular catch variety and the se-

cond for a touchdown.

With Kevin Jackson's graduation the

elder Simeone is the only legitimate wide

receiver on the squad. Two days before the

game Stull switched sophomore defensive

back John Crowley to receiver to alleviate

the problem.

On defense a couple of transfer defensive
tackles shined for the starter's squad. 6'4",

250 pound Ed Sullivan, a transfer from
Iowa and 6'2", 265 pound Mike Dwyer, a
transfer from Rhode Island both showed
they could make an impact next season.
They dominated the line of scrimmage
throughout the game and each collected a
few sacks.

These two players should play a big role

on the squad because of some recent hap-

penings. Starting defensive tackle Ken
Johnson left school sighting personal

reasons and middle guard Peter Tracy is

saddled with a knew problem.

Collcgimii photo hj Andy Heller

University of Massachusetts kicker George Papoutsidis hits one of
his two field goals in Saturday's intersquad game at Alumni Stadium.
The Starters were 20-0 winners.

Softballers lose two in tourney
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAY NEW JERSEY The inexperience of

the University of Massachusetts softball team finally

showed through despite their best efforts in a disap-

pointing Alantic Ten tournament this weekend.
Coach Elaine Sortino started only two seniors, short-

shop Alyson Rioux and center fielder Tina Coffin with

four freshmen and three sophomores composing the rest

of the lineup.

This combination started off the tournament in fine

fashion beating Penn State 6 to 2 on 11 hits in the first

game Saturday. But then the tent collapsed. Rutgers

demoralized UMass 7-0 on Saturday. And then Penn

State sent the top seeded Minutewomen home in third

place with a tough 5-3 loss Sunday morning.

The Nittany Lions took control of the last game, jum

ping out to a 4 lead and never looking back.

"It was a wierd weekend." Sortino said. "It's hard to

evaluate a weekend like this. I never expected the scores

to be like this."

With the two losses in the double elimination tourney.

UMass record dropped to 29 12 and the Minutewomen

saw their chances for a NC.XA bid fly out the window.

The tournament started out on the right foot as Coffin

lead off the first Penn State game with a single followed

by a Sally Maher sacrifice. A Rioux single and a Janet

Miller RBI single for a 1-0 lead.

From then on it was clear saihng for UMass. who set the

pace in rolling to a 6 2 win. Coffin went two-for-two with

a triple, Debbie Cole went two for three with a double

and Lynn Pekarski went two- for two with a double.

"I couldn't have asked for anything more." Sortino said

after the opener. "Everybody hit the ball well.

"Against Rutgers, we looked tentative at the plate. We
could have taken matter into out own hands but for some

reason we didn't."

Rutgers exploded for three runs in the fourth on a

triple, a single and two doubles, taking control of the

game and rattling the Minutewomen.
Rutgers rocked pitchers Cathy Reed and Lynn Stockley

for three doubles and two triples.

UMass on the otherhand. could only manage two hits by

Beth Talbott and Maher as they jjosed no offensive

threat.

However. UMass had another chance in the consolation

round against PSIT. But the Lions jumped all over

UMass taking a 4-0 lead enroute to another victory. Penn
State ended up losing to Rutgers in the final 8-4.

The Minutewomen. who have come from behind to win

only twice in 41 games this year, scratched out three runs

on a Carol Frattaroli inside the-park homerun, an RBI
single by Maher and a shot to short by Rioux in the

second and third innings to put UMass within one, 4-3.

Tennis men end season
By MIKE LEVINE
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's tennis

team finished their season
with two matches that coach
Manny Roberts and his

players will remember all

summer long- -an 8-1 pasting

of Central Connecticut,

followed by a 9-0 shut-out of

American International
College. The wins gave the

notmen a final record of 4-4

in Roberts' final season as

UMass coach.

The Central Connecticut
match saw the Minutemen
take five of the six singles

matches from the Blue
Devils. Steve Jordan, Marc
Weinstein, Earl Small,
Barry Katz, and Paul
Zaretsky were the winners
for UMass. The doubles

duos of Jordan/Wayne
Peterson, Weinstein/Small,
and Zarp'skv Jon DeKlerk

were all leading in their

doubles matches when rain

forced everyone inside.

Since UMass already had

five victories, the remaining

matches lost their im-

portance anyway.

The AIC match saw Jordan

win his last singles match

the easy way--by forfeit.

Peterson also won by forfeit,

while Weinstein, Small,

DeKlerk, and John Som-

merstein all won in the

straight sets. UMass also

won the doubles matches

easily, as Jordan and

Peterson beat Charlie

Mahar 6-2 6-1, Weinstein

and Sommerstein beat Dan
Oram and Dave Chesley 6-0

6-0, and Katz and DeKlerk
defeated Ali Medi and Ed
Odey6-36 0.

As for next Fall, prospects

look good for the team. Only

Jordan will graduate, while

Roberts has good freshman

coming in.
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Elections

Protested
by Tracay Bryant
Nummo Staff

Michael Naula
Nummo Corraapondant

Last week's Senate meeting was the stage for

heated accusations and protest against the Southwest
Assemblies' presidential elections.

Amidst many arguments and confusion it was clear-

ly established that certain election by-laws had been

violated.

The Senate has voided the elections, but now the

responsibility is on the Southwest community to de-

mand "a democratic and unbiased election," said

Michael Nauls, co-coordinator of the Malcolm X
Center, and Black Caucus Southwest representative.

The Southwest Assembly's Executive Board

postponed the April 23 and 24 election until May 1 and

2. It is still unclear whether or not they had the

authority to do this.

The original nomination deadline was April 9. But

because of complaints that publicity was not adequate

to Insure a fair and open election, Dave McCarthy, co-

proaident of Southwest Assembly, talked to Joe

Banowitz, Governmental Affairs chairman, and the

Southwest Executive Board reopened the nomina-

tiona for two days - April 26 and 27.

by Onalda Fox

Nummo Staff

Family Day
The CCEBMS program's 8th annual Family Day was

dedicated to the memory of John Wright, who would
have been a senior at UMass, but drowned last sum-
mer in Puffer's Pond.

"I wish that John could be here, but as a senior I

hope his memory will be kept alive here. Beautiful

things do last and the memory of John Wright will

last, " said Michael O'Neal in his dedication address.

In the past the CCEBMS program was not suc-

cessful in bringing parents to UMass and they felt a

need to acknowledge thoae graduating - Family Day
was establishing in 1976, Manuel Townes, Assistant

Director of CCEBMS said.

"The thrust being to recognize the outstanding

academic achievement of (minority) students; to let

people know that minority students do well, he said.

This years keynote speaker was Dr. David Graham
Du Bois, the stepson of the late W.E.B. Du Bois. Du
Bois is a Journalist from Cairo, Egypt who is a visiting

profesaor in Journalism and the Afro-American

Studies Program.

The message he gave to students was in the words
of W.E.B. Du Bois, 'Early learn what you want to do;

how fit you are to do it; ad whether or not the worid

needs it."

Du Bois said that in this money-oriented world too

many view education as just a degree for material in-

terest, aa a way to feel superior to those that work
with their hands. "Far too few view it as a privilege to

serve the community; to do work that this worid

needs done," he said.

Du Bois in his speech; "The Role of Parents in the

Effort to Support Minority Students through College"

said that many do not remember the struggle that

their parents endured in order for Third Worid

students to be where they are today. "It was with the

hope of bringing honor into their worid."

In a society full of racism, as victims Third Worid

people have an advantage: Education is not required

to see the connection between the classroom and the

worid, he said.

"They (parents) have the knowledge, experience,

and wisdom that your professor may not. They are

well-equipped to spell out the connection that will give

relevance to the real worid," Du Bois said.

He stressed the need for communication between

parent and child. "The dialogue must be open • it

must be done. It is a means by which the bond of

family and community are strengthened."

Du Bois said the college experience is a difficult one

and should be shared. "You (students) must find a

way to the community - students need the tie to their

roots, home and community."
The welcoming speech was given by Dr. Gloria de

Guevara, Director of Educational /Access and out-

reach. "This (Family Day) is a meaningful

tradition...the most important reason we are here is

that we are united to a dream...and to reach future;

remember (the past)," she said.

Carl Lowman in his senior perspective address said

that the power to change things for the better liee

within one's self. He spoke about the need of students

Continued on page 2
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Continued on page 3
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Liberation
Day

by Donatto Wilaon
Nummo Staff

The African Liberation Day Panel Discussion on Fri-

day, May 4, 1984 began with Dr. Alfred Moleah,

author of "Namibia, struggle for liberation," discuss-

ing Namibia's present status. He said, "The people in

Namibia continue struggling to survive."

Prof. David Du Bois discussed some aspects of the

foreign policy. He said, "The Reagan administration is

talked about because it is the present administration

that we are suffering from." The Reagan administra-

tion has to maintain a status quo, said Du Bois. Its ob-

jective is to neutralize and undermine the ability of ma-

jority rule, said Du Bois, referring to South Africa's

present condition.

Another objective is to undermine the role of the

United Nations which the administration hopes to

break up altogether, he said.

One way the adminstration can achieve this, Du

Bois said, is by maintaining and expanding U.S. trade

and to crush any efforts to attain an economic

boycott.

One may ask how the administration can get away

with such actions. The reason for this, is the "in-

digenous racism of the people in this country," Du

Bois said. The people have no knowledge of the

history of Africa, let alone knowledge of African

cultures. The role of the media is to keep America in

the dark about what's going on. He said this is also

done to make the Africans appear ignorant. "South

Africa is an example of the most powerful act of

racism on earth today," he said.

As Americans, our first responsibility is to stop and

turn around what is happ>ening to African people," Du

Bois said. We should begin this by providing areas

with news about Africa. "We should provide informa-

tion, to fill the gaps," he said. We should take in-

itiative individually and electively; by organizing cam-

paigns and boycotts.

We should also make sure that the issue of South

Africa is on the agenda of all perspective candidates;

and support those who are concerned Jesse

Jackson. He ended with "the two struggles are one."

Bob Moore then spoke on the perception of white

people in Africa. He began by saying, "If America can

accept the invasion of Grenada, then it is not surpris-

ing that what is going on in South Africa is accepted."

He continued with, "To understand, you must see the

truth in all problems." In the 1920's the major

manifestation was the color line, the manifestation of

the color line still exist today.

Most whites have grown up with the "Tarzan"

aspect of white supremacy, Moore said Disneyland

and Busch Gardens have jungle rides where the riders

are traveling down the streams of Africa and Black

savages come out of nowhere and frighten the riders.

Textbooks portray Africa ignorantly also.

Agreeing with Prof. Du Bois, Moore said, "Action

must be taken now," to put an end to racism.

Continued from page 1

to redefine their values and beliefs, and strive for what

they want. "Use the experience of the past and avoid

the pitfalls of the future. We (Third World people) are

on the rise. Whatever we want, this is the time to take

It. We have dominion over our own minds," he said.

Michael O'Neal said that his four years at UMass
were not easy; that without CCEBMS, and his family,

he would not be "walking out the door" as a senior.

Du Bois believes that our lives have been determin-

ed by monetary gains, but students should try to

remember that they are expected to be the leaders of

the future. "Leaders that remember from whence they

came."
While Guevara said that their is a need for unity,

equality and justice. "The struggle continues and

together we will win."

On Family Day the Shirley Graham-Du Bois Award,

the community service award, was presented to

Michael Nauls and Sylvia Kinn. Michael Nauls is co-

coordinator of the Malcolm X Center and Sylvia Kin is

treasurer of Afrik-Am.

Media Manipulation
by Tracey Bryant

Nummo Staff

There is one thing on the minds of many politically

"concerned" whites today: How to make sure Blacks

vote within the Democratic Party. They are trying to

figure out how to manipulate Jackson and the Black

voting population to insure a Democratic victory

-anything but Reagan, except Jackson.

They don't have any confidence that Blacks will

continue their loyalty to the Democratic Party after the

Party eliminates Jackson from the nomination. And

this lack of confidence is not illogical considering the

fact that Blacks have no reason, besides Jesse

Jackson presenting their interests, to be particularly

loyal to the Democratic Party.

What I really resent is the consistent attempt to see

and analyze Black people as a group that responds to

events but does not consider them. They refuse to

believe that Black people will continue to look after

their best interest even if their best hope is delayed.

Many "concerned" whites would like to believe that

'this is politics' and Blacks are 'politically un-

sophisticated.' We have always had to choose bet-

ween a rock and a hard place, even throughout

American political history. This decision is no more

difficult than many that have been made In the

political past by Black people.

Is it that these "concerned" Individuals and entities

lack confidence in Black people's political adroitness

or Is that the right choice for Black people Is not in the

interest of these "concerned" entities?

If these concerned people and Interest groups don't

really believe that their interests are tied to that of

Black people's, then It would be very necessary for

concerned parties to convince Blacks that their in-

terests lie with certain groups while denying any im-

mediate interest or gain in the outcome.

Of course the media would be chiefest in such an

endeavor having the perfect guise of fairness and ob-

jectivity. And the quickest way to sway a large group

of people being led for the moment by one person

would be persuade the leader.

A wise woman once said, "If you want to know

what a journalist Is trying to say or accomplishment,

read the last paragraph. " The first paragraph or so

simply explains the subject matter. To understand the

joumalist's perceptions and biases, bypass the quotes

and examine the journalist's paraphrasing and descrip-

tive analysis.

The following is the first few paragraphs and the

last paragraph of the May, 7, 1984 Time magazine

cover story on Jesse Jackson by Evan Thomas.

(Newsweek also did a cover story on Jackson.)

L*' U)iial

It is clear what this journalist is trying to do and why

it was the cover story. Many Blacks read this story and

had the same assessment. If we are politically un-

sophisticated, then the article is politically crude.

Although it was journalistically correct, it was not

honest. And that is our disillusionment with the

American news media.

There is the Jesse Jackson that blacks revere. He is

the embodiment of black pride, an incandescent force

glowing beside dull white politicians, demanding

respect and "our fair share. " He is the powerbroker

who is ignored or patronized at great risk.

There is the Jesse Jackson that many whites

distrust and some even fear. He is the former black

radical, the civil rights leader who threatened white

businessmen with economic boycotts, the presidential

candidate who called Jews "Hymie" and New York

City "Hymietown. " In his shadow, neither embraced

nor disavowed, stands Minister Louis Farrakhan,

leader of the Nation of Islam, a Black Muslim sect,

who has praised Hitler and seemed to threaten a black

reporter with death.

In recent weeks, these conflicting prerceptions of

Jesse Jackson have come to overshadow his

remarkable achievements in the Democratic primaries.

Almost overnight, he shattered the prevailing wisdom

that a black could not make a credible run for the

presidency.

But as his successes multiplied, so did concerns

about his candidacy. Would he raise the arm of the

Democratic nominee in San Francisco, or stalk angrily

from the convention hall? Would he bring at the black

vote for Democrats in November or sit sulking on the

sidelines? Would his efforts lead to black political

power or white backlash?

Much depends on how Jackson handles himself in

the weeks ahead. If he is intemperate in his public ut-

terances, if he locks himself into unrealistic demands,

he could wound the Democratic nominee, discredit

himself and further divide the races. But if he reaches

a rapprochement with the party's candidate, then

campaigns for him in a temperate and intelligent way,

Jackson could greatly enlarge the role of blacks in na-

tional potties. In that way, Jesse Jackson's candidacy

could turn out to be a powerful and positive force, a

reminder of the diversity and promise of American

politics.

-by Evan Thomas

Roving Reporter
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by Donette Wilaon
Nummo Staff

''Never Another

Battered Woman '^

IMSojbedKmn Aipha I^ bmlhas rekv^ photos by Segun Eubanks

On Thursday, May 2nd, 1984 the Everywoman's

Center sponsored a lecture/discussion on "Historical

perspectives of the Batered Woman's Movement and

Its relationship to Violence Against Women in our

Society." Author and Feminist activist, Susan

Schechter, led the discussion, with the goal of "rais-

ing consciousness of violence against women,"

Schechter made it clear that "the essence of being

victimized is when one's dignity is taken away;

helplessness, is (then) experienced. She also said that

many women, after they have been victimized, ex-

perience various feelings like rage, self-hatred, guilt or

terror. . . « ,ic

Twenty-five percent of the beatings last from 45

minutes to aboute 5 hours. Schecter said "women are

always caught in double binds."

The other forms of abuse besides violence that

women experience are emotional and economic. The

emotional aspect for example, is when women are in-

sulted and told things like, "if you were smarter,

thingswould have turned out differently." One aspect

of economic abuse is when the woman's check is

taken away or she is only given a limited amout of

money for groceries, the woman is then restricted.

Strong messages are sometimes used to make

women fearful. When the separation of a couple oc-

curs, and one morning the woman's dog is found

dead in her car. If a man is capable of killing an animal-

-to maintain control, he may also be able to kill a per-

son and/or sexually assault them Schecter said.

There are many after-effects of a beating. Worr^en

may loose their self-esteem along with the physical in-

juries. Women may alao become drug abusers as a

result of obssesive beatings.

What do the men gain/ They usually gain a feeling

of power, control, and in their opinions social stan-

ding.

Violence is socially created. Some men feel they

have the right to beat women because they believe

women are property. At one time it was legal for men
to beat their wives, but this law no longer exists.

Schechter, "doesn't feel that tradition died in a

year," (meaning with time). We are sometimes called

"advocates for chnange," she said.

Shelters for battered women are facing cutbacks.

Schechter said that "when there is fear in a relation-

ship, there is inequality." She further stated that all

women should become involved with what is going on

in society

When women go to institutions for help, they

are said to be hysterical neurotic or a hypercontriacts

she said. They are given a tranquilizer and sent home,

this is the process of re-victimization. She also stated

that many times, if the women is not hysterical, she is

often not believed.

Many people encourage women to return to their

abuser, because "he didn't really mean it, or it will be

okay." said Schechter. This is not always true,

becauae a lot of the beating continues, and the

women continue to suffer, emotionally and physically,

Schetcher explained.

Schecter said that what Is not really conaidered, is

that "thia victimization can happen to anyone."

Sometla)e8 the abuae involves burns, strangulazation,

cuts or stabs. She also said that the myth that bat-

tered wonDen experience a momentary loaa has to be

corrected. The feelings of loss are not often always

everiastlng.

Continued from page 1

According to Cassandra Edwards, a Black Caucus

and Southwest Area Government (SWAG) member,

McCarthy informed her that the new deadline for

nomination papers was Friday 12 noon. At approx-

imately 10:2J0 Friday morning Edwards slipped the

papers under the SWAG office door because no one

was in.

According to McCarthy, he told Edwards that he

would be in the SWAG office until 12 midnight Thurs-

day; making that the nomination papers deadline.

Benowitz stamped the papers invalid because they

did not meet the deadline he and McCarthy had

discussed.

Sharon Jackson and Paula Williams, the people the

nomination papers were for will be taking the

necessary steps to redress what they feel is unjust ac-

tions that impeded their democratic rights.
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Announcements
•••••••••••••••••••••*•
JEWISH WOMEN: 5 PERSPECTIVIES

A panel discussion on Jewish women's iden-

tities

Date: Thursday, May 3rd

Time: 7:CX) pm.
Location: Campus Center 162 - 172 at UMass
Sponsored by the Jewish Feminist Group.

"DO LORD REMEMBER ME"
Location: Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke

College

Date: Friday, Saturday May 5th and 6th

Time: 8:00 PM
Admission: 2:00 - Students, $3.00 - General

Public

NEAG OFFICER ELECTION

Northeast Area Government is having officer

elections.

Date: Tuesday, May 8, 1984

Time: 11:0 AM - 2:00 PM and 4:00 PM

-

6:30 PM
Location: The Worcester Dining Commons
in the barracks.

HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM

m»^»»«m.»<«.»iniminmin. i 1 1 Im ^»» iT-n

Tired of the Meal Plan?

YVONNE'S PLACE
Monday - Friday

12:30 - 6:30 pm

Date: Wednesday, May 9

Time: 12:00- 1:30 PM
Location: Campus Center 917

MALCOM X PICNIC THROWDOWNI

Date: Sat. May 12, 1984

Time: 0:00 PM - 5:00 AM
Place: Hampden Student Building

DJ's: Husky and Mix Master Mike

MALCOM X PICNIC

Date: May 12, 1984

Time: 10:00 AM- 5:00 PM
Place: Southwest Horseshoe
Featuring Inner-City Galaxy Band from NYC,
the Jamherst Breakers, a men and women's
basketball tournament, poetry readings, and
a day's full of activities.

Everywomen's Center at Umass/Amhest

is looking for volunteers and interns to staff

the resource room at EWC for the summer

and fall. University and community women
are invited to apply. Credit is available for this

work for most UMass undergraduate

students. College work-study may be

available for the summer. Summer applica-

tions must be received by May 24 at 4:00 pm.

Interviews can be scheduled as applica-

tions are received. Staffing of the resoure

room and orientation begin the week of May

27 - June 3rd.

A sample of treats include: il^Piill^ifO^

Fried Chicken

Island Cumed Fish

Vegitarian Platter

Fried Rice

Curry

Thursday - Friday

Student Discount Days

Lamb
Shrimp

Beef

Curried Goat

Free Dessert

Basement of the New Africa House

545-2012

New at Yvonne's,

Tuesdays and Thursdays

The LUNCH BUCKET:
a bucket full of chicken

with a roll, cole slaw and potato salad.

Friday is Soul Food day.

Coffee and Donuts are served daily.

WEST INDIAN COOKING AT ITS BESTII

CCEBMS/BCP SUMMER ADVISOR
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

24 hour live-in positions.

DUTIES: Responsble for residential ife of

students in the program, enforcement of

University and Summer Program policies.

QUALIFICATIONS: Experience working with

non-traditional and minority students.

Pick up applications from Greg Roberts,

CCEBMS, New Africa House and Manuela

Pacheco, BCP, Wilder Hall.

SCULPTURED CLAY MASKS

The Augusta Savage Gallery is hosting the

mask works done by Prof. Femi Richards'

Afro-American Studies 112
-"Sculpture/Clay" class.

COUNSELING SURVEYS

Please return you counseling survey as soon

as possible. Your response can help improve

counseling services. THANK YOU I

GOODWIN MEMORIAL
AMEZION CHURCH

TIME: Sunday School from 10-11 AM.
Sunday Services, 11 AM
-12:30 PM.

LOCATION: 41 Woodside Ave., a half block

off of route 9.

PASTOR: Rev. Samuel Henderson.

For more information: call the church at

256-0720 or the pastor in Springfield at

739-5450.

The Lesbian Union (L.U.) is open 9-5 daily. It

is a relaxed, comfortable space where

women can meet, talk, study and share.

Rap groups are held at the L.U. Thursday

nights at 7 PM. Peer counseling Hotline, at

545-3409, is open Monday-Wednesday

nights from 5-9 PM.

Along with the phone line, the office is open

to all lesbians.

SUPPORT GROUP FOR BATTERED
WOMEN

Everywomen's Center at UMASS will be

sponsoring a support group for battered

women, to begin in early June. The group,

which will run for 8 weeks (dates to be an-

nounced) will focus on some common issues

facing women who have been /or are in

(physically/mentally) abusive relationships;

such as fear, anger, making plans, family and

friends reactions, and trying to recapture

trust and security in relationships.

Confidentiality is assured.

For more information and to register for

the group, please call Everywomen's Center

at 545-0883.

JOB: ABC-TUTOR
"A Better Chance" House in Amherst needs

a live-in science tutor for the 1984-85

academic year. Room and Board are pro-

viding free in exchanging for a committment

to tutor academically promising minority

students attending Amherst Regional High

School.

Deadline: Send resume and transcript by

Ma 15 to: JoAnn James, 80 Valley View

Drive, Amherst, Ma. 01002
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Former arson suspect files suits for $13 million
UMass officials,FBInamedas defendants
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student

formerly charged with arson is seeking $13

million in two lawsuits filed yesterday

charging more than M defendants with

violations of her rights in connection with

her arrest and subsequent suspension from

the University last December.

Yvette I. Henry, 20. a senior chemistry

major from Philadelphia, was arrested Dec.

2 and charged with setting the 15th fire in

her dormitory, Crampton House, last

semester, which was discovered when a

student returned from a shower to find

papers on her desk on fire.

Following the arrest, Henry was held

overnight in jail, suspended and barred

from the University and fired from her job

as a Resident Assistant. She was later

permitted back on campus to attend classes

only in the presence of an escort. All

charges against her were dropped Dec. 23

for lack of evidence.

The suits, filed in U.S. District Court in

Springfield, seek $6.5 million each in

compensatory damages on a total of 17

counts charging law enforcement agencies

and University officials with violating

Henry's rights. The charges include false

arrest and imprisonment, illegal search and

seizure of her property, invasion of privacy,

defamation, negligence, illegal suspension,

eviction, interrogation and termination of

employment. The case, which requests a

jury trial, will not be heard for three to five

years, according to Henry's attorneys.

Defendants named in one suit include the

FBI, State Fire Marshall Joseph A.

O'Keefe, the University, State Trooper Jay

Bowman, Director of UMass Public Safety

Gerald T. O'Neil, associate Director Philip

J. Cavanaugh, Dean of Students William F.

Field, Executive Director of Housing

Services Joseph A. Zannini, police officers

and unidentified University personnel.

The second suit names the University,

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, News Bureau

Director Arthur S. Clifford, Field. O'Neil.

Cavanaugh and housing staff.

The complaints allege that the arrest of

Henry, a black woman, was based on racial

considerations in connection with a

psychological profile compiled by the FBI to

target suspects in the rash of more than 40

small fires found mostly in trash cans,

bathrooms and on bulletin boards across

campus last fall.

The evening of her arrest, Henry was

"induced by trickery and deceit" to ac-

company officers to a trailer near the

UMass police station, where she was

questioned for up to three hours without

legal counsel and then arrested, according

to the complaint.

Henry has suffered public contempt and

ridicule from "slanderous, false and

defamatory" statements issued to the press

and others that 'directly or by innuendo

"

falsely accused her of setting numerous

fires at the University, the suit stated. In

addition, Henry's academic record does not

yet reflect full credit for her fall courses,

which will affect her ability to graduate this

month as well as her future employment or

Cotlrcian photo br Andy Heller

Richard Cole (left) of Boston. Charles J. DiMare (center) of UMass
Legal Services Office and Harry L. Miles at Northampton discuss the

lawsuits at a press conference yesterday.

education, the complaint says.

In addition to compensatory damages, the

suits seek a mandate forbidding the release

of all records compiled during the in

vestigation and the erasure of any

references to actions against Henry from

her school record. They also seek an order

for the completion of Henry's academic file

as well as punitive damages.

University counsel Sidney Myers could not

be reached for comment, but Daniel Melley.

director of UMass community relations,

said the University believes proper

procedures were followed.

Henry's attorneys. Charles DiMare of the

UMass student Legal Services Office.-

Richard Cole of Boston and Harry L. Miles

of Northampton yesterday declined to

comment on efforts made to settle the ca.se

out of court. Depositions are scheduled to

begin in early July, they said.

Worried student

plans treetop vigil
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts senior's concern about

declining enrollment in the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture has driven him up a tree.

Richard Barrett, 23, a senior landscape operations major

from Millis, said he will stay in a tree off of North Pleasant

Street until Friday afternoon to draw attention to and

demonstrate the extent of his concern "to increase

enrollment and awareness of the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture."

"If one person more comes to Stockbridge, I guess that's

successful," Barrett said.

A few weeks after a Stockbridge Student Senate

meeting about declining enrollment in the school, Barrett,

who is also president of the Stockbridge fraternity Alpha

Tau Gamma, said he decided the best way to gain publicity

was to do something "zanny and crazy."

"At the meeting people just blew a lot of hot air about

what they should do to increase enrollment and I came up

with the idea of sitting in a tree for five days to increase

attention," he said.

lona Mae Reynolds, associate director of Stockbridge.

said 304 students are currently enrolled in the school's two

year program. Like other schools at the University of

Massachusetts. Stockbridge is limited by University space

and accomodations. Reynolds said 250 first year students

can be admitted into the program but only 154 freshman

are currently enrolled.

Barrett said enrollment has declined because people are

not aware of the educational opportunities that Stock-

bridge offers in fields such as turf management, landscape

operations, agriculture business management and animal

agriculture.

Barrett said his professors said he was "crazy "
but are

supportive and told him "to go for it, more or less." He

added thai he is not worried about missing classes because

he only has final projects due before his graduation later

this month.

Other Alpha Tau Gamma members said they will help

Barrett by sending food and other necessities in a plastic

milk carton to the four by eight foot platform located

Contircwed on page S

Dr. Ruth advocates

sexual frankness
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

Celebrity psycho sexual therapist

Ruth We.stheimer entertained more than 700 University of

Massachusetts students last night with her frank talk on

such topics as orgasm, contraception and masturbation.

"When I teach human sexuality. I never ask a personal

question," Westheimer said. "I never ask avstudent to

stand up and tell us with which hand do you masturbate.

"

Westheimer has captivated audiences over the past three

years through a weekly radio program over New York

radio sUtion WNYN. Over the past two years the 4'7"

therapist has made regular appearances on Late Night

With David Letter-man and The Tonight Show.

But. in her private practice as a professional psycho-

sexual therapist, Westheimer— known as Doctor Ruth to

her many fans— does ask detailed questions about her

patients' sex lives.

"When things go well in my office. I know what A. B and

C are doing tonight because I told them what to do," she

said. "I also know how X. Y and Z are masturbating

because I told them how."

During her two hour presentation. Westheimer at-

tempted to dispell what she called "myths and miscon-

ceptions" about sex.

"All of us come from a Victorian, puritan background,"

she said, referring to several myths and taboos society

holds regarding sex.

While discussing myths about contraception. Westheimer

criticized the withdrawal method of birth control as being

Continiwd on poxje S__ .

CollFiriain photo bv I^arrr ( ahan*

UP A TREE — Richard Barrett began yester-

day his five day vi|^l in a tree to call attention to

the declining enrollment of the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture.

INSIDE:
Seven chemical companies agree to pay $180

million to Vietnam veterans p. 2

Lacrosse defeats UNH 12-6 p. 12

"You'd be surprised how much being a

good actor pays off.
"

— Ronald Reagan)
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Agent Orang(
NEW YORK (AP) - Seven chemical

companies yesterday agreed to pay $180

million in a tentative out-of-court set-

tlement with 15.000 Vietnam veterans who

claimed injuries from exposure to Agent

Orange.

U.S. District Judge Jack B. Weinstein

announced the settlement as jury selection

was to begin in a class-action trial of the

veterans' damage claims. The payments

will go into special bank accounts and, with

interest, could amount to a $250 million

fund to pay the claims for damages from

exposure to the wartime herbicide.

Weinstein said he would withhold his

approval of the settlement until public

hearings were held to determine whether it

was lau*.

If the settlement is approved, the money

will be paid out over six years, and funds

will be kept in reserve for up to 25 years to

cover claims for future illnesses, said

Kenneth Feinberg. a court-appointed at-

torney who will help administer the set-

tlement.

The veterans contended they suffered

cancer, liver and nerve damage, skin

problems, sensitivity to light and mental

disturb'ances because they were forced to

handle Agent Orange, march through areas

sprayed with it and drink from streams

contaminated by it.

Wives of some veterans said they had

miscarriages because of their husbands'

exposure, and children of the ex-soldiers

allegedly had birth defects because of their

fathers' exposure.

The veterans did not specify how much

they sought in damages.

No information was available as to how the

payments will be divided among the

chemical companies. None of the defen-

dants' lawyers were present at yesterday's

court session.

Under the settlement, none of the

chemical companies admit liability for the

injuries. They had argued that if anyone

was at fault, it was the U.S. military for

misusing the product.

The settlement stipulates that both sides

reserve the right to sue the U.S. gover-

nment for misuse of the chemical.

However, only the veterans' relatives

have pending claims against the govern-

ment. A serviceman cannot sue the

government for claims arising out of his

service.

"We do have significant concerns about

the settlement. It would appear that the

government, for example, is not obligated

in any way and that could cause problems in

the future," said John Terzano, vice-

president of Vietnam Veterans of America,

in Washington.

But he added, "We think this would be a

stimulus to a legislative remedy also." He
attributed the chemical company's
willingness to settle to fear that they would

be found culpable.

El Salvador returns

show Duarte ahead
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) — Moderate

presidential candidate Jose Napoleon Duarte held the

lead yesterday over ultra right opponent Roberto

d'Aubuisson in balloting that drew hundreds of thousands

of Salvadorans to the polls.

Unofficial tabulations by both sides in Sunday's runoff

gave Duarte, a Christian Democrat, the edge over

d'Aubuisson, candidate of the Republican Nationalist

Alliance.

Christian Democrat unofficial figures show Duarte

winning with about 55 percent of the vote.

At a news conference yesterday, d'Aubuisson said

figures compiled by his party, known as ARENA, show

Duarte with a slight lead. He predicted an outcome so

close that neither party will be able to ignore the political

force of the other in the government.

The voting was largely free of rebel disruption and of

the bureaucratic bungling that marred the first round.

However. d'Aubuisson said ARENA has proof of many
voting irregfularities.
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VICTORY RIDE — Jose Napolean Duarte is

hoisted on the shoulders of supporters on his ar-

rival at the Christian Democratic Party head-

quarters in El Salvador Monday.
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Terrific Bargain

10 acres ONLY $8000

Northfield

mi. toOnly 25
Amherst.

For info and

terms just call owner.
802-257-4347 Days

802 254 9369 Eves.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00 * S

IL

(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 5/31/84

• Valid witn Barb & Julie only

i

CI

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

Styles by
'''""'"'"'

Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

4.75 To Start
Part-time positions available for dependable people to

take physical retail inventories in Boston and nort areas.

Nationwide service needs people over 18 with phc e and
transportation. No experience necessary, only good math
skills.

Must have weekend availabilty. Daytime shifts and some
weeknights possible. Flexible schedule allows you to

average at least 40 - 80 hours a month.
Paid training on our audit calculators $5.00 per hour in 30

days provided you complete our training requirements. Op
portunity for advancement. For more information call Mr.

Kreplick.

617-938 9119 or 692-3040

Summer employment. Full-time next January.

See Student Employment Office

LEARN TO FLY
inexpensively

earn your

pilots license

University Club

open to five

colleges. Cessna

based in

Northampton

546-4827 Introductory Rides 666-2577

Digest
By The Associated Press

»»:•-•*•.•.•.•.•.•.• »••••••

Former Tufts professor

sentenced for slaying
DEDHAM — A pudgry anatomy professor was given an

'18 20 year prison term yesterday for killing his young

lover with a sledgehammer—a crime the prosecutor said

he "would have gotten away with" if police hadn't staged a

massive investigation.

"The investigation has shown this defendant to be a

pathological liar," said prosecutor John Kivlan in seeking

the maximum sentence against William H. Douglas, 42. a

former Tufts University professor.

"Were it not for an unprecedented and exhaustive in

vestigation by the commonwealth, he would have gotten

away with it." Kivlan told Judge Roger Donahue in

Norfolk Superior Court.

"He pleaded guilty at the last minute because he

knew— body or no body— that the commonwealth could

prove he killed her."

Death penalty

laws called

unconstitutional
BOSTON — The Massachusetts Legislature, eager to

pass a death penalty statue in 1982 before Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis returned to office, approved a law that contains

several constitutional defects, attorneys told the state

Supreme Court yesterday.

Lawyers for three Worcester men accused of murdering a

state trooper asked the court to strike down the law on

several grounds. They said one unclear passage would

allow defendants to avoid capital punishment if the pleaded

guilty— but face the death penalty if they tried to prove

their innocence through a trial.

"I can't possibly conceive of a defendant who chooses a

course of defense that could lead to the death penalty,"

defense attorney Donald Deren said. "...As human beings

they would take the least line of risk."
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Reporters fromJSosto/i Globe

stress importance of business

CoUcfimn pkoUi b; K»Ay Hclkr

Gordon NcKibben, editor of the Boston Globe

Business section spoke last night about how the

media reports business.

By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

The better newspapers in the country take business

seriously because it is an important fact of life, according

to the Boston Globe business section editor.

A panel of four Boston Globe business reporters,

moderated by journalism professor James Boylan, ad-

dressed a small audience last nijght at the University of

Massachusetts about "How media reports business."

"The Boston Globe can and should cover New England

business better than anyone," Gordon NcKibben, the

business section editor, said. "That's our real reason for

being."

NcKibben said the Globe has a staff of 300 people, 20 of

whom work in the business section, originally called the

"Economy" section.

"Business economy coverage is getting a little more

respect," NcKibben said. "We're attracting some of the

very best reporters both in this region and all over the

U.S."

Jan Wong, the banking and finance reporter, said,

"There is usually money behind every story. Businesses

don't want to tell you anything. I find that really challeng-

ing."

Wong said it is hard to convey the excitement of repor-

ting business on pi4)er but it is exciting when one company

takes over another.

Ron Rosenberg, the high technology and computer

reporter, said, "The number of high technology stories

one can cover is so diverse."

He said the stories he writes now couldn't have been

written two to five years ago because the industry has

changed so quickly — both big and small companies are

now in people's homes in every way.

Kirk Scharfenberg, deputy editor of the editorial page,

said he writes mostly anti-business stories.

"(Big business) is such a dominant culture and almost no

one is speaking out against it," Scharfenberg said. "The

business page is not going to cover the wacko things on

the editorial page."

Speaker: Hasidic Judaism

does not exploit women
By TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

The Torah, the Jewish holy scripture,

describes the value of women as human
beings and dismisses any possibility of the

exploitation of women, according to the

Co Director of Chabad House. Shifra

Deren, Jewish women who spoke at a

recent panel discu-ssion at the University

of Massachusetts.

Deren. said that within the Hasidic

community, on which strictly follows the

Torah, the family is valued greatly.

"Family and children are the com

mitments in my life." she said. "It's a

lifestyle that I chose."

Deren discussed the stereotypes

associated with the traditional Jewish

woman's life.

"The husband is not dominant and the

wife is not passive, submissive." Deren

said. "In a typical Hasidic home, best

friends' or 'partnership' is appropriate for

husband and wife." she said.

"Every child is a source of blessing."

Deren said of her large family. Parents

giving the best they can means showing

children how to care, share and recognize

the needs of others," she said.

"The focus of Judaism is to make the

world a better place," Deren said. 'In a

broader sense, parents and children mean

teachers and students."

Ora Zehavi, an Israeli woman who has

been in the United SUtes only nine

months, spoke about the economic,

historical and political situations in Israel

affect in women. _^___

Women there must join the Israeli

Army, work to support the family, and

educate and help raise children, Zehavi

said.

'Still, womrn dress nicely, they go to

events, they are involved," she said.

Through radio, T.V. and newspapers.

"Women arc always speaking political."

sh«' said.

Women are involved in many volunteer

organizations to improve life in Israel,

Zehavi said.

"1 think it's harder for a woman to live in

Israel than it is to live in the United

States." she said.

There are many ways to be Jewish, said

Felice Yeskel. a lesbian and feminist. She

said friends once told her that being

Jewish is not what one believes, but what

one does and how one lives.

"I feel a sense of responsibility to a

people and a religion that has struggled

for many years." Yeskel said. But there is

something about the way traditional

Judaism is set up that is not right, she

said.

The Jewish community often excludes

lesbians, she said.

But the lesbian feminist community, in

turn is often very anti Semetic, she ad-

ded.

"It is often a very confusing and painful

feeling and process." Yeskel said.

"There is an emerging culture and

community of Jewish lesbians, Jewish

feminists," Yeskel said. "I feel like I'm

finding a tradition, rescuing a tradition

and creating a tradition all at the same

time."

* Treetop Vigil-

about 30 feet from the ground. Barrett said

he will sleep in a hammock about 50 feet

from the ground which will be covered with

a canvas to protect him from rain.

"I plan to do homework, reading and

maybe a little pruning perhaps," Barrett

joked.

One of Barrett's instructors, Dennis

Ryan, an assistant professor of Landscape

Architecture, said he supports his student's

action.

"I think it's unique. The whole idea is to

draw attention to Stockbridge and that's

fine," Ryan said. "I think Stockbridge has

icDr.Ruth
both physiologically and psychologically

dangerous. "He is worried wUl I puU out in

time,'
" she said. "She is worried 'will he

pull out in time."'

She recommended a system m which t)oth

the man and woman shared responsibility

for contraception by alternating the use of a

condom and a diaphragm with vaginal

cream.

"I believe in women carrying condoms m
their pocketbooks." she said. "They come

in aU colors now. They can match any

pocketbook."

Similarly, the male must be tramed to

insert a diaphragm into a woman properly,

she said. "If we can tram physicians to do

it then we can certainly train every good

Continxtedfrom page 1

been looked on as a second class citizen lor a

long time and there is no reason for it."

William Simard, 21, a senior turf

management major who is helping Barrett

in his endeavor, said, "I think he can make

it come off and get people interested. A lot

of people are interested in turf

management, landscaping and breeding

animals but they don't know where to get

the education."

Stockbridge. established in 1918. is one of

about six schools in the country that have a

two year program where students are

uught by university faculty, Reynolds said.

Burned poster found in dorm
By TOM MILLETON
and BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

At 2:33 a.m. Saturday, a burnt poster was

found on the door to a room on the 4th floor

of John Adams Dormitory. University of

Massachusetts police reported. An alarm

on the floor was sounded and the building

was evacuated before police arrived, they

said. The Amherst Fire Department and

Environmental Health and Safety officials

responded.

A man was placed under protective

custody Sunday after he was diagnosed as

being intoxicated after almost knocking

down the medical tent while chasing after

his dog at the Spring Concert, according to

police. During a scuffle with police an

officer's fingers were injured and the man

was subsequently placed in custody and had

to be carried into a cell, police said. The

man's dog bit someone and was taken to the

pound, police said.

Between 11:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. police on

foot patrol confiscated several small bags of

marijuana and three smoking pipes at the

Spring Concert Sunday, police said. No
arrests were made in the incidents, ac-

cording to police.

Several pieces of camera equipment

valued at $1,600 stolen from Mackimmie
Dormitory were recovered Sunday by

police after an anonymous call from an

emergency telephone in IjOt 21 near the

Southwest Residential area, police said.

The equipment, some of it damaged, was
left on the ground in the parking lot. pohce

said. The items were taken sometime

between 10 p.m. We<lnesday and 12 p.m.

Saturday fn)m a r(M)ni which had bwn used

for a photography workshop.

Amherst police reported they answered

142 calls over the weekend, and reportwl

that the Speed and Alcohol Patrol stopped

54 cars but made no arrests.

Police made two arrests involving erratic

operation of a motor vehicle. A 28 year-old

Belchertown man was arrested about 12:30

a.m. Saturday on Main Street and a 21

year-old Pine Grove resident was arrested

about 1 a.m. Sunday on Shumway Street

both for erratic driving and operating while

intoxicated.

Continued from page 1

lover."

During her weekly radio talk show in

which listeners ask her explicit sexual

questions. Westheimer said she tries to

answer questions with a sense of humor.

The funniest question she has been asked

during her broadcasting career came from a

man who said he had a "terrific relationship

with his girlfriend." she said. "He said to

me. she likes to toss onion rings on my
erect penis.'

"

"I giggled just like you did." she told the

audience. "I always try to visualize the

questions my listeners are asking me.

"

The presentation was co sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program and the

Governor's Program Council.

(UrflcKiaa pkotn by Larrr Cabuia

BECOMING AWARE - As part of Handicapped Awareness Day.

Kelli Connelly and Warren Gossels, both sophomores, tried to raise

their awareness of handicappism by riding in wheelchairs yesterday.
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SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, May 9th

Room 178, Campus Cantor
Applicttions and advanced aign-up at Student Employ-

ment Office, Rm. 239A, Whitnwre.
The Aaaociatton for the Help of Retarded Children,

Naaaau County Chapter, operatee a summer reaidential

camp for the mentally retarded in the Catskill Mts. at

Hunter, NY.
Poeitlont available:

Male/ Female Ger>eral Cabin Counselors

Male/ Female Counselors to work with our

profourKlly retarded campers

Program Counselors to instruct Nature Gr Sewing
R.N.'s, W.S.I.'s, Office & Kitchen Staff

CAMP LOYALTOWN, AHRC
189 Wheatley Road, Brookville, NY 11546

(516) 626-1000, Ext. 31

We are particularly looking for energetk: and empathetic

men to work with our male campers.

''"Handicapped
Awareness Days

Handicapped Awareness Days are

happening today and tomorrow on the

Campus Center Concourse.
Workshops, films, speakers

and special events. Look for

our table on the Concourse.
sponsored by the Handicapped Students Col-

lective, the Commuter Area Government,
and the Student Activities Offices.
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Grand Prize Drawing
at the

SPRING FESTIVAL
Blue Wall

11:30- 1:30 May 9th
LUCKY KEY WINNERS

drawing for the following prizes

2 Sony Watchman TV AM/FM
5 Magnavox 5 inch outside TV

3 Sony AM/FM stereo
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Treasure Chest
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Racism is too pervasive
Last semester a rash of small fires

plagued Crampton dormitory in

Southwest. The Federal Bureau

of Investigation (F.B.I.) was called in by

the chancellor and systematically narrow-

ed the list of suspects in the dorm, which

was more than 80 percent white, t« five

women. All five suspects were women of

color. The F.B.I, singled out its suspects

on the basis of a psychological study

which profiled the arsonist as being a

woman of color.

A Black Resident Assistant from

Philadelphia, was charged with setting

one of the fires in Crampton House on

December 2, 1983. She was arrested after

the F.B.I, analyzed a note allegedly left by

the arsonist. The F.B.I, specialists con-

cluded after a grammatical analysis that

have and therefore be racists.

Our educational system is the engine

that drives our major institutions and

therefore it has the potential to reinforce

or break down the pervasive influence of

racism. Thus far the educational

establishment in this country has not been

totally responsive to society's needs in

this regard. For example, it is common
practice in high schools to use I.Q. tests

reflecting white middlr < lass values as a

tool to track students. The Scholastic Ap-

titude Tests that colle^*' .idmissions of-

ficers use to gauge applu .mt's ability to

handle a college curriculum are culturally

focused such that individuals brought \i\)

in white middle class environments have a

decided advantage. Sadly, this is ap-

propriate considering the fact that most

SCERA Anti-Racism team
the note was probably written by a person

of color.

This semester, the Collegian print^l a

racist cartoon. Subsequently, the paper's

Black Affairs editor, wrote an editorial

condemning the paper's Board of Editors

for printing the racist cartoon. Shortly

afterwards she was suspended and then

reinstated.

Meanwhile, the Amherst College Board

of Trustees published a controversial

report which stated that students at that

white dominated institution of higher

learning are of a superior genetic

makeup, thus lending credence to the doc-

trine of white supremacy.

The descriptions supplied here are only

brief glimpses at a problem that plagues

both our society and our system of higher

education. Racism in the United States is

the result of this country's historically

biased social, cultural, economic and

political systems which have worked to

the advantage of whites at the expense of

people of color.

Racism is prejudice reinforced by the

power of a society's institutions. In our

society whites are in control of our

governmental, educational, judicial, in-

dustrial, military, and business institu-

tions. Clearly, our society has been

dominated by whites from the days of

slavery to the present. In this way our

society is eurocentrically based, and

because of this, only whites in the United

States can be racist. Certainly, if people

of color were in charge of our major in-

stitutions they too would have the power

necessary to enforce prejudices they may

college curriculums attenipt to address

the interests of white upjKr middle class

students.

Throughout the "average' " student's

educational experience, onv is t.-mirht that

Columbus discovered America. Imii nary a

whisper is heard of his having' presided

over the genocide of the Araw.ilv Indians.

We are taught to appreciate t \u- contribu

tions of men like (ieorge Washington and

Thomas Jefferson, but f«'w <'l n- learn the

work of W.E.B. DuBois and Harriet Tub-

man. The curriculum, stiKlrni l".dy, facul-

ty and administration at I Mas- all reflect

the racial inequalities thai |K'r\ ade higher

education in the United Stat«"-

Most of us study a traditional cur-

riculum; 93 percent of our <tud«'nt popula-

tion is white; our faculty is pr(Mi..minantly

white and male; and, our .idminist ration is

top heavy with white maU's.

The mere fact that pe<>|»U' "f cilor make

up 23 percent of this country's population,

and less than 7 percent <>l .-ur student

population, attests to the fa«t that educa-

tional opportunities are not comparable

for all members of our socict >

If this country is to coniinuc to move

forward we must change our attitudes

about race. Education |>rovi<les the im-

petus for progress, and in order for us to

effect real social change, wo must achieve

real educational reform. If we are to

flourish, racial inequity and awareness

must be priorities fc*- the students of to-

day, and the teaches of tomorrow.

The SCERA Anti-h<u .-w Team is a

recognize'! niuHrnt orqnvizatiov

Salvador election's impact
" "X Tlh Jose Napoleon Duarte as the

\/\/likely victor in El Salvador's

T f elections, the Administration will

undoubtedly be glad for an improved

climate to win additional military aid. Not

that the ideological differences with its old

protege Roberto d'Aubuisson are all that

substantial. Both Republican organizations

seem to share a minimal concern for human
rights. Why else would Reagan trash

human rights requirements, or try to tie

military aid to African food aid and low

income fuel assistance? Both were low,

last-ditch attempts to sever military aid

from humanitarian concerns, although the

latter maneuver stupidly suggested the op-

posite process. What motivates the Ad-

ministration and the CIA to support

Duarte is the prospect of aid, not the in-

justices which they have heretofore found

more convenient to ignore.

Thomas Pitoniak

Let's hope that Duarte and others can

accomplish real reforms in the government

and the military. But unfortunately the

right wing possesses a tenacious concern

for self preservation. As you may recall,

the Defense Minister is that great lover of

humanity. Gen. Eugenio Vides Casanova.

In an interview at the end of April, the

General had these grim words of warning:

"Whoever commits the error of trying to

change the institution at full speed will not

obtain anything." He is confident that the

military will be respected, with himself as a

prime mover behind a "new" El Salvador.

"After the elections, a united armed forces

will bring the nation together." (Times;

"Duarte Vows to Crush Death Squads";

May 1) One must wonder what changes will

occur with the armed forces as agents of

unity.

Duarte will assume the role of com-

mander in chief. But constitutionally, the

military chooses its own leaders; it has

committees to analyze unfavorable

elements and to identify potential threats.

They are deathly effective. Prof. R. J.

Henle reminds us in a letter in the April 23

New Y(rrk Times of the committee on the

media: "Recall the miliUry's destruction of

the two independent newpapers. with the

torture and murder of one editor and the

escape of the other into the Mexican em-

bassy."

It is similar in some ways to the

disproportionate roles of the military and

the CIA in the determination of our own

Central American policy. Among other

business, the CIA has been prodding rebel

groups by threatening to withhold aid.

Jose Davila Menbreno, a leader of the Costa

Rica based contra group Democratic

Revolutionary Alliance (ARDE). says they

have received "little envelopes from friends

that contained as little as $5000 or as much

as $60,000." The CIA has even threatened

to raid headquarters of sluggish rebels. It

won't deny that it has paid the head of the

Salvadoran Treasury $90,000. The head of

that police arm. Col. Nicolas Carranza. is

widely suspected of being involved in the

rightist death squads.

Of course, the Senate Intelligence com-

mittee has respected Casey's projects. In

response to requests to investigate CIA

death squad links, they assigned the task

to, who else, the CIA itself. Don't expect

too many revelations. Of course, this only

bothers those who have the audacity to

complicate anti communist hysteria by

bringing up the unpopular topic of human

beings and their right to live unharrassed.

Quick tell me about the planned Cuban

offensive.

If Reagan has his way, we may be off to

war in 1985. The greatest force holding us

back is the November elections; otherwise

the domino theory is the order of the day.

Witness Reagan's planned speech to accuse

Congress of being to blame if El Salvador

goes "down the tubes." Besides skirting his

own moral negligence, this is absurd. He is

already blessed with a complacent Senate, a

confused House, and a wonderfully unin

formed public. After all. what matters is

not how much human rights violations

decrease, but how much awareness and

concern is obscured by communophobia.

Mr. Duarte has spoken boldly against the

terrorism in El Salvador, and deserves

credit for speaking of negotiations with the

left. If he tries to clean up the military and

government, however, he will need real

help and support. Unfortunately. Reagan is

more likely to be concerned with using a

Duarte victory for political enhancement as

a champion of human rights. He will also

use it in his crusade for military aid,

meanwhile forgetting the original social and

economic problems which engender

revolution and instability. The people of

this world deserve a little more concern.

Thomas Pitoniak w a Collegian columnist

A UMass specialty

Letters

Ignorance isn't bliss

To the Editor,

I would like to respond to an editorial in

Tuesday's Collegian, written by Jonathan

W. Homes. Mr. Homes would like to know

why people are consistently arguing about

political questions while the sun is shining

and the break of spring is to be celebrated.

As there have been Collegian editorials in

the past that I have disagreed with. I still

respect anyone willing to go out on a limb

and state their case. I feel that I have not

practiced my democratic right (some would

say "obligation") to respond with my own

views. However, when Mr. Homes took a

political stand (whether he thinks so or not)

denouncing those who take political stands,

I was prompted to reply.

Someone please tell Homes that the sun

may be shining when the first bomb is

dropped. Luckily, there are those who

work to avoid human catastrophe before

the fact, rather than sitting on their rear

ends celebrating non-involvement and

blissful ignorance. Welcome to 1984 Mr.

Homes; it's your year.

Glenn Pierce

Amherst

In today's worid of technological

advancement, the overall success in

such fields as medicine have increased

beyond earlier beliefs. Man has discovered

ways to cure his body from diseases of all

kinds, from such major procedures as

organ transplants to simple techniques

such as brushing and flossing teeth. Hold

on, your saying! Right? What do heart

failures and cavities have in common? The

answer: both are health problems that ef-

fect a large majority of the American

population.

Contrary to popular belief, dental

disease, mainly in the form of cavities

(caries) and gum disease (periodontal

disease), is not normal, but it is common.

The fact of the matter is that seventy-five

percent of America's population over the

age of twenty-one have some form of

periodontal disease. Fifty percent of all

Americans do not get the professional den-

tal attention that they so vitally need.

Many people do not realize the implications

of poor dental hygiene and the conse-

quences that face them in the future.

In the past, a restorative approach was

taken in the field of dentistry. It was simp-

ly acceptable to get cavities and to lose

your teeth as you reached your fifties.

However, research into these two pro-

blems shows that they are easily prevented

by proper oral hygiene.

So why am I writing this article to you,

the UMa.ss student? I'm trying to awaken

.some of you to the fact that you have a

great resource within your gra.sp. The

University Health Service's IX-ntal clinic

and its peer-education program are truly

unique in the field.

The first part of this program is run not

orUy by dentists and dental hygienists, but

by concerned pre-dental students. Your

peers teach you the proper techniques of

brushing and flossing in an atmosphere

that is casual and not embarrassing. Pre-

dental students such as myself, can identify

with your problems and needs, therefore,

we can better assist you in solving them.

The class lasts only one hour; that's it!

Surely, you can find an hour in your busy

schedule to learn something so important.

The second part of the UHS Dental Ser-

vice is the clinic itself. This office is staffed

with several great dentists and dental

hygienists, all prepared to help patients

with general and specific problems. The

clinic's philosophy is to stress prevention.

Therefore, upon your requested visits to

the office, the hygienist reviews preventive

techniques previously taught to you in the

class.

The clinic does charge for some services,

but not the class. These costs are very

reasonable by today's price standards.

Detailed information can be obtained at the

clinic itself.

Even if you think you have no problems

with oral hygiene, you can always learn

something new. A visit to the short class

might just save you some problems in the

future.

Overall, the staff at the clinic will teach

you something not too many others will —
how to prevent serious and expensive pro-

blems before they start. Stop in and find

out what you're mis.sing.

By Steven M. Bobrowski
Central
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Buy summer or fall

membership. Now thru May 18

ONLY $33 •75 reg. $45.00

X-SI»l=<:iAI.3CJ{OI=l=
Buy both now & save $27
Reg. $90.

$63YOU PAY tpUO thru May 18

Summer Hours
Boyden only Summer workouts start June 4

AMTIQUEAMD
VINTAGE CLOTHHG

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233M0RTH PLEASAhT ST

,

GARDEN
ROTO TILLING

Prompt Reasonable Reliable

323-5120

Soft Contact Lens Center
Extended wear soft lenses from $48. ea.

Daily wear Soft lenses from $25. ea.

Heat disinfecting units $12.95 reg. $30.

Check out these

Contact Lens Solution Prices
Opti-clean Reg 2.98 SALE 1.98

Sensitive Eyes System Reg 3.75 SALE 2.49

Adapettes Reg 1.00 SALE .50

Soft Contact Lens Deluxe Cases Reg. 3.75 SALE 1.98

Many more Solutions on Sale COME & SEE
B & L Sunglasses 20% off

Vuamet Sunglasses 20% off with this ad

Amherst Optical Shoppe 195 N Pleasant St 256-6403

Amherst Optical Shoppe 170 University Dr. 253-5412

in the Amherst Med Ctr.

of mice and men
by John ^einbeck

may 3-5. 9-12 8pm
rand theater, university of masxiachiifiotfs

tioketfi: €ac box office 545-2511

Arts
.Collegian ?
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Performance Art for the '80s
"Interaction Arts"
Performance Art from NYC

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

A group of five artists representing "In-

teraction Arts" of New York came to the

University this past weekend for two days

of performa'nce art, a show Friday evening

with computer, film, solo & group im-

provization, dance, and art jokes, and a

workshop and slide presentation on Satur-

day afternoon.

Performance art is the rage of late in

New York and has been packing them in at

studios, stages, and galleries in Soho and

Off-Broadway, but the university com-

munity could only muster a small audience

for these young yet prestigious artists. But

the lack of numbers allowed a rarely

achieved interaction between the per-

formers and the privileged few who attend-

ed the events sponsored by the Graduate

Art Students Association and the UMass
Arts Council.

On Friday, "Interaction Arts" displayed

the talents of the individual members with

five acts, one right after the other. The

first featured Joe Lowery who performed

something of a detective story that blended

the suspense of Dashiell Hammet with the

lingo of Anthony Burgess in a computeriz-

ed Clockwork Orange. There was even a

standup comic spiff of Th^ Myth of

Sisyphm in between the video voice pro-

gram and prose narrative interweave.

The second act was no less intense,

featuring playwright Frank South and

choreographer Debra Wanner in a dance

routine which divided the audience's atten-

tion between a campus salesman for

American Express, Eurail Pass, In-

surance, etc. and an energetic dancer.

Wanner's dance was captivating and

liberating at the same time, and yet had to

compete with South's barker pitch which

he delivered with a kind of Jerry

Lewis/Tony Perkins angst. This act was

drawn out to the maximum absurdity, mak-

ing one wish we would never see another

advertisement or hear another sales pitch

again.

Next, Bill Gordh performed quick Dada

skits, interplaying infantile feelings with

complete nonsense to give the impression

of childhood and regression, a desperate

helplessness. I was caught slighly offguard

then as Bill Gordh departed and Jerri Allyn

took the stage. Wasn't that her on the

poster with the teddy bear?

As a woman's voice came over the

auditorium's speaking system and began a

monologue questioning the social defini-

tions of words like "queer" and "normal,"

Allyn would speak at times into the mike

and over the sound system, entering the

monologue and making it a di
. vrue, occa-

sionally joined by another fei • voice, to

emphasize certain points in their argument

against sexual stereotypes, gender

classification, and homosexual discrimina-

tion.

After a short dance film. Junction,

shown with the accompaniment of Bill

Gordh's guitar, the Smith Bros, performed

zanily to the accompaniment of a beer bot-

tle. If I were to explain their act, it would

only deform it. But it would go something

like the following: Three men, Lowry,

South, and Gordh, interact in a room with

chairs, beers, and a teddy bear.

Each in his own way and all together,

they portray relationships between in-

dividuals who have become so hopelessly

confused by their social malaise that they

are unable to act in any way other than as

fools. The Smith Bros, expose the shallows

of society by exploring the depths of the

human condition, until fading into a mean-

inglessness approaching death if only in its

overcoming the meaning of life. And yet

they make us laugh at the frailty of our con-

dition with a stage presence as spirited as

the Marx Bros.

On Saturday, the artists gave a slide

presentation documenting performance

art, before leading smaller group

workshops. During a question and answer

period. I asked "What distinguishes per-

formance art from theater?" From the

various responses the only clear distinction

was the different traditions and origins

between the two forms of performance.

This is the Year to Plan
Your Career!

Limited number
of graduate study awards.

Unique 1 year graduate program combines an internship with

graduate courses. Internships are available in community-

based residential or vocational program working with adults

who are mentally retarded or mentally ill or adolescents who

are autistic. Generous scholarships and financial aid available.

Bachelors degree required. Applications currently being ac-

cepted. Write or call: Donna J. McMaster, 9 Heaton Street,

Montoelier, VT 05602 (802) 229^0326.

ARMY/NAVY j

Clothing Sale
|

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
10 am to 8 pm (except Wednesday, 4 pm)

Student Union Ballroom

* Marine Rip Stop Camel Pants $10-13
* Brand New BDU Camel Pants $22
* Jackets $8-15
* Fatigue Pants ".

. . * $4 - 7.50

* Army/Navy Raincoats $10 - 15

* Down Filled Mummy
Sleeping Bags $25 - 30
* Airforce Sunglasses $5-7
* And Much Much More

»••.»•••<

OfMice andMen shines
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Staff

Critics and biographers agree that John

Steinbeck wrote his small masterpiece, Of
Mice and Men. with the idea that the novel

would be adapted for the stage.

This was done in fine fashion by the

University of Massachusetts theater

department under the direction of Harry

Mahnnken.
Steinbeck's tale of two drifters, Lennie

and George, who cling to each other and

the desperate hope of someday owning a

farm of their own, is an Arurican classic

and is required reading "i most high

schcM.ls and colleges. Thursday night's per-

formance at the Rand Theater brought

Steinbeck's novel to life in a way that

delighted and entertained the audience.

In the role of Lennie, the simple-minded

behemoth, Thomas A. Quinn turned in the

evening's finest performance. He cap-

tured, in great detail, the fears and joys of

this huge but gentle man, who could not

comprehend the world he lived in.

Quinn delighted the audience with Len-

nie's child-like antics and his faithful devo-

tion to his friend and traveling companion,

George.

Rick O'Neil put in a fine performance as

the small, quick-thinking George, caught

between his devotion to his friend and his

exasperation with Lennie's mental limita-

tions.

Quinn and O'Neil work very effectively

together to develop the feeling that, as

much as Lennie needs Cieorge to keep him

out of trouble, George also needs Lennie to

keep from l>eing alone in the worid, like the

other transient lalx)rers.

The relationship between the two men is

also emphasized by a very imaginative

stage design. The sets are angled upward,

away from the audience, which allows I^en-

nie to appear all the more massive, simply

by staying to the rear of the stage. By do-

ing this Quinn towers over O'Neil and the

rest of the cast.

In the role of Candy, the crippled old

ranch hand who gets caught-up in Lennie

and Georges' dream, T..I. Sheehan puts in a

solid performance. He gives to the

character of Candy an eccentricity that

makes his remenisences of the past and his

new-found hopes for the future, seem of

gre&t consequence, which of course, they

are not.

As Curley, the trouble-making bosse's

son, Christopher Darland is truly

despicable, which is of course indicative of

a fine performance.

Lee Hammond gives a fine performance

as the negro stable-buck living a life of

isolation and desperation in his room in the

barn. He is not jillowed to enter the bunk-

house of the white workers, and must con-

tent hisself to stay in his room and read

books.
- The University of Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Theater brings to life the

American classic. Of Mice and Men, with

style and professionalism.

The performance runs from May through

12 and begins at 8 p.m.

Thomas Quinn in Of Mice and Men

AIM**

In celebration of Mother's Day, the Wedding day and

upcoming graduation, we cordially invite you to our

fifth GENTLEMEN ONLY NIGHT
*r '^'^\^\WSK Thursday, May 10, 6-10 pm

^,^ / MJ4 ^'^^ ^^'' ^^^ 9'^^ ^^^''^ ^''^^^ appreciate.
'^^ - ^^* Refreshments served. Come Join us.

Calvin Klein underwear for women
has arrived.

Carriage Shops (upper level)

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-6915

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-4:30

LAST DAY
to place Collegian classifieds

is Monday May 14 by 3:45

DON'T MISS OUT

Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment

For Rent
For Sale

Found

Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost

Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Rider Wanted

Room Wanted
Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent
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FREE!!!
FREE HEALTH COVERAGE
FOR UMASS EMPLOYEES!

Valley Health Plan costs eligible

employees nothing--and it covers

more! Isn't it time you tried

Valley Health?

Sign up at Personnel Office by

June 6 or call a VHP rep for

information - 256-0151

E]ii(iti=.noitbz
SitKjirtQ Oeleqmm an^ ^Balloon 'Deli^rif Sen'ue

NEW IDEA for MOM'S DAY

INFLATED HEART BALLOON
sent UPS to her door It will

float out of it's box with a card from vou^

REMEMBER MOTHER'S DAY
THIS SUNDAY, MAY 13

Order by May 9^^ Call 665-7664

UkSS/kCmSElJS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl 6Cyl 8Cyl

$34.»5 $39.»5 $44.»»

Well ini'o'l ""P* 'esisioi spoik

plugs points & condenser ad|U5l

,dle speed set t.m.ng test boltery

end chotging system inspect ro'oi

distiibutor cop PVC volve ignHion

cables oit tiltet ond vopot cams

tet tiltef Includes tmission Te^l

ond Printout

Lube, Oil

& Filter

$-1599

includes 5 quarts

of 10-40 oil and

safety check

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center _

1— ••FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE" r-'--

78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba s Store 549-4704

jjjjjiffff i nK i
:

Attention all RSO Groups

;
occupying space in the CC/SU:

complex. All keys must be

returned or reissued by

September 30, 1984

or deposits will be forfeited!!

Please return keys in 415 SUB

during the following hours:

Monday 1:00 - 3:45

Tuesday 12:30 - 2:30

Wednesday 1:00 - 3:45

Thursday 12:30 - 2:30

Friday closed

any questions call the

Roard of Governors at 545-0198
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Attention All Students!

Earn $ money and gain valuable

professional experience in finance,

management, and public service while

you develop your communication

skills, organization and leadership

abilities. If you're interested:

Campus Center/ Student Union
Board of Governors

is accepting applications for the following coordinator positions:

• Special Projects • University Store Retail Services

• Building Operations • Space Economic Development

• Vendor Certification • Conference Services/

• Governors Program Council Accomodations

Jobs begin September 1984

Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline: Friday, May 11, 1984 at 4:00 pm
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer ,

• Display

• Finance

• Food Services

• Public Relations
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Off Campus
Sullivan & Gillbert

D.CMenu

LUNCH
Deli Beef Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Rotini/Tomato Meat Sauce

Roast Pork/Gravy,

Spiced Apples

Silver Palate Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Golden Carrot Bake/

White Sauce

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce with

Tofu and Mushroonis

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farnir and Trude Jaffe

t>\n* Lw Aagdn Tlw) SyOcIt

ACROSS
1 Bib. prophet

5 Actor Andrews

and namesakes
10 Bye-bye

14 Red pine

15 Legislate

16 Graduate's exam
17 Philippine sumac
18 on

(anticipate)

20 Worldly

22 Relatives on the

mother's side

23 Boxer Max
24 Against

25 Cause (oneself

)

to go
28 Baton experts

32 Kirghiz range

33 Grooves
35 Muumuu

accessory

36 Avocet's relative

38 Gain the day

39 Do a bouncer's

)0b

41 Callaocoin

42 On (revelling)

45 Biblical

preposition

46 Hold sacred

48 Stay

50 Menu choices

51 Kind of door

52 Acute and right

55 Convention
specialties

59 Start prematurely

61 Scrooge, to

friends

62 Rock star Ant

63 Like a shell

64 Silk, in Paris

65 Descartes

66 Ringlet

67 Vision or scope
starter

DOWN
1 PartolQED
2 Ancestry

3 Mideast leader

4 Elude a trial,

in a way
5 Students' goals

6 Close, to

Coleridge

7 Part of NEA
8 Do something

9 Unusual energy,

medically

speaking

10 Go .order in

Monopoly
"

11 In (bogged

down)
12 Moderate
13 Skiers milieu

19 Menu word

21 Leaf-cluster

decoration

24 Flying

25 Singing voice:

Fr,

26 Rock star

John
27 Cointosser's

choice

28 Threefold

29 Former queen of

Italy

30 Right: Comb form

31 Be a board

member
34 Skiers Phil and

Steve Mahre, e.g.

37 Objective

40 Most jittery

43 His nibs

44 Part of the daily

routine

47 "So
"

(honest)

49 Consume
51 Aligns

52 Gaping
53 Painting subject

54 Wash worker

55 Fairytale

character

56 Hautboy
57 Diamond or

Simon
58 Snicker

60 Jug lug

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8 9

1
10 11 12 13

14 15 16

Tt" 16 19

20 21 22

23 24 HBI
25 26 27 28 _ 29 30 31

35"

n 34 I
35

IT" 38 ^[39

lb
4(n '

41 Iir^43 45

46 1
4r 48 49

50 51 M^^H
52 S3 54 I 55 56 57 SI

59 M

1

61

62

1
63" 64

65" 66 67

s
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LAST DAY 1

to place Collegian classifieds

is Monday May 14 by 3:45

DON'T MISS OUT
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Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment

For Rent

For Sale

Found

Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost

Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Rider Wanted
Room Wanted

- » acE as ane

Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent
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Weather

Today, rain and possibly a

thunderstorm, highs in the

50s. Tonight, showers,

lows in the 40s.

Tomorrow, mostly cloudy

with a chance of showers,

highs around 60.
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presents:

"Friedhoffer,

the Mad Man of Magic"

in conjunction with the hilarious

"Slap Happy"
connbo-together, FREE!

Wed. May 9

1st show 12:30-1:00 pm
Student Union. . .

Campus Roaming, then. .

2nd show 1 :30 - 2:00 pm
Flagstone Terrace

Raindate: Thurs, May 10

Pleasant Street Theater/

Amherst Cinema

Film Nights
"EL NORTE"

Pleasant Street Theater, Northampton

Tuesday, May 8, 10 pm show ONLY

"THE BIG STORE",
"NIGHT AT THE OPERA"
& "DAY AT THE RACES"

Amherst Cinema

Wednesday May 9, 7:00 pm
These films are free

and open to UMass students with a valid UMass I.D.

Sponsored' ' '*^e Commuter Area Government

§99.300

HOW
^ SiSn up at a participatins merchant and be eli3ible to win our

2.

3.

Grand Prize, $9,930.

Show your Hot Spot button to any participatins merchant
and win an immediate discount.

Put a Hot Spot bumper-sticker on your car If we spot your
sticker, we'll announce your license plate number on the

air Then you call the station and you re a prize winner

WHAT

uavia b Knoto Dy uwayne Autery

'^jL

Open M-H iJ-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
mroRE^'iJ

NOTWATn
NOW )Ou H rcal^ ha<« the pOMCr

10 hear all your f»«onte muvc
on ttvs precmor lourxJ jy«tni

NOTUOa
Get t^e last hch n
vKcit n i>^ fm wtw a

coupon good 'or a

fr«e ic« cre«r

HOTOff TWOMU
These Waims txirsers

wM taitc even better

when *ou pay for

them wIt^ a f'tt coupon

HOT • SfKV HOM hot car you take it'

Anchovies' Heel Peppers' M«i« rt your o*yn w«y -
^^gj SCATS

with a fret pizza Free tickets tor

(wo 'or one o» the

lottest shows m town

MOT WHEUS NOW yoo can reaiN matte tracks on this

m»<tn(ftcent txcvcle

COlO CASH vcxj H Win a srano

total o» »9 930 i* you re our

Grarx) Pnre winr<er

HOT TO TKOT Go as 'a' and as 'ast as voor feet will lake

you m these high pertcxmarKt running shoes

Listen for details on

HOr<?POT

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash In advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount * Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Alpine 7123 car stereo, AM/FM cassette

with auto-eject, Dolby. $170 549-6499

Stereo Vector Research 45 watt receiver

Technics turntable TDC4A speakers best

offer 546-6456

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Buick wagon runs great body solid

70000 miles 500.00 549-7666

1974 Triumph TR6 great condition, ex-

cellent body and engine, many extras $4000

or BO 546-5616 Dan

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has
everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

" FEMALE
ROOMMATE WANTED

To share room in Brandywine Apt for

more info call Jodi 256-1235

FOR RENT

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util

evenings 253-3075

Live across from Emily Dickenson
House 2 bedroom apt, 1 room available

summer/fall option 256-0681

X-lg bedroom in split

negotiable quiet 666-2127
level apt rent

Puffton Village one bedroom available,

need two people starting June 1 549-7686

Nonsmoking female for summer and fall

Please call evening 253-7806

Summer Sublet fall option 2 bdrm apt

$330/ no neg Sunderland call 665-3959

2 bedroom Brittany Manor available

June 1 with fall option $450 includes heat

call after 10 pm 253-5907

Summer housing available 496 No Plea-

sant St 253-9015

Two rooms in house. Summer with fall

option. Walk to campus & town. Furnish-

ed. 125-150/mo Dan Jackie 549-6041

FOR SALE

1973 Saab Sonett sports car, classic,

orange, rebuilt transmission and engine,

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel

and some trunk welding, idle for one year,

$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home)

One year old twin bed, table and 4 chairs

best offer Wendy 584-2905

Jepanese Go Set. Almost new $40. Rich

549-4786, 665-7034

Puch 10 speed bicycle. Excellent condi-

tion - almost new. $120 or 80 call Bruce at

6-3263

Couch for sale beige convertible 85 or BO
546-5727 546-5368

Solid oak dresser, wall shelves 665-7920

Men's brown leather bike jacket not yet

broken in size 42 like new $60 546-5132

HELP WANTED

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor-

dinator. Application, description available

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA/EOE
Housekeepers weekends Er weekdays thri

the summer. Positions available immediate-

ly for reliable persons. Past experience

helpful. Apply Howard Johnsons Motor

Lodge Rte 9 Hadley

Waitresses and General Laborers apply

at the Rusty Nail 3 to 5 weekdays

Union Video is hiring a part-time summer
mgr. July-August 15 hrs/wk 3.35 hr. video

skills required an AA/EO employer apply

216 SUB by 5/9

International Environmental Org. seeks

commited individuals to represent our work

on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen-

tal shelf issues. Call Greenpeace at

256-6609. Salary $150 to $200 wkly.

Counter Help part time apply at Amherst

Deli start immediately .

Part time sales. Audio background or

sales exper. necc. Also, p. time car stereo

installer. Apply at The Sound Co. 201 N

Pleasant

Still need a summer job? Work as an ac-

tivist on a nat'l voter registration campaigri

and help to shape state environmental

policy. MASSPIRG is noe hiring full and

part-time summer staff for public education

and fundraising. $135-225/a week Mon

-Fri 2-10 PM. Will train. Call Sandy

256^434
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UMass Sorority seeks housemother for

upcoming 2 years. Responsible female grad
student preferred. Free room £r board with
salary 250$ per month. Call 546-2152 ask for

Toni or Mary

Work this summer on energy policies,

toxic waste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising
staff. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing. Hours 1:30 - 10:00 pm M-F
$156-225/wk + benefits call 586-8713

COUNSELORS, Excellent Maine Camp,
call Mrs. Fritts (201) 538-5409

Boston Excursion Boat Company needs
dependable summer help for snack bar and
catering. Call A.C. Cruise Lines
617-426-8419

LOST

Lost 3 rings in SOM area extreme sen-

timental value $500. reward call 549-7758

Keys on Sandy's Rainbow keychain if

found please call Sandy 546-5605

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Kawasaki KZ560 was $1200 now
$1000 great shape call 546-8966

NEAG ELECTIONS

Elections for Northeest Area Govern-
ment officers will be held from 1 1 am - 2

pm and from 4 pm - 6:30 pm on Tuesday
May 8th in the barracks at the Worcester

DC All Northeast residents are encouraged
to vote.

PERSONALS

Deer Minda
Happy #10
I love you I

Mitch

RJD Just wanted to say how much I love

you I Let's make the most of these next 3

weeks and look forward to a great summer!
Love you forever and always! ! ! Gues Who
XOXO

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses,

acceptance guaranteed,

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

Cases, Pepers.
on-campus, low

$300.00 REWARD

For recovery of Hifly 300 Sailboard taken

from concert at Sowest on Apr 29 call

Cathy Yates at 256-6761

RIDE WANTED

To Calif 1st week in June share expenses

and driving 256-8416

RODI. SUE

Congratulations Baby

The Collegian will love you
I love you

forever, Michael

ROOM WANTED

Male seeks room (single or shared) in apt.

anywhere! For next fall-spring Dave

546-7738

Do you need roommates? We're 2

females looking to share townhouse apt for

fall-summer sublet possible please call Julie

6-8026 or Pam 6-801

1

Room wanted for summer in Hysnnis

near Dunfeys call Michelle 545-0527

Desperate for a room in Hyannis aree

for summer! Jennifer 256-1341

Room wanted - looking for room in Hyan-

nis/Yarmouth area please call Patty

546 5275

Helpl Own bedrm. near campus sought for

fall. Senior PoliSci/JS student, neither

grind nor party animal. No cig. smokers,

please. Ian 6-6177 nights

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house

near town & campus 117/mo + 1/6 Max
546-6089 Kris 256-0566

Female roommate wanted to share sum-

mer cottage in Yarmouth 1050 by May 20

call ASAP Judy 1 617 648 0944

Responsible female wanted to share

room in Puffton-Annie 6-8309, Chris

6-8313

Female nonsmoker wanted in Brittany

for fall 64 call 546-8343 546^275

Roommate to share downtown Nor-

thampton apartment 200/mth inc heat

584-7608 Meg

Wanted: 2 females to share room in Brit-

tany Manor start Sept 256-0393

Female roommate for summer near

Amherst Center, on bus rte 118/mo
253-2763

Female roommate wanted Brandywine
starting May 25th fall option call 546-7098

For rent 1 bedroom in two t)edroom apt

downtown Noho call Jennifer 584-5972

Femele roommate wanted for fall in

Brittany Manor call 546-8152

Roommate wanted for Rolling Green 2

bdrm AC pool on bus rt summer and /or fa!!

M/F 202 inci Liz 256-8261

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Free coffee and donuts. Monday and

Wednesday mornings. During finals period

after 6 pm. Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Area Govern-

ment. _^__
TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283-3050

Fast accurate typing on IBM Selectric

$1.25/page 584-3866 Leslea

SUMMER SUBLET

Two block from campus house with

many rooms, beautiful lawn approximately

1 00.00 rent great deal 549-7666

Two bedroom apt in Amherst Center
cheap! call now 549-7605

Brandywine June-Aug rent negotiable call

546-6322 or 546-6324

Summer sublet w/fall option spacious 4

bedroom and 2 bath on bus route rent

negotiable call 256-8247

2 bedroom Townehouse apt fully fur-

nished, rent negotiable call anytime
546-5001

Cheap summer sublet Rolling Green 1

room of 2 253 5467 evenings

Summer sublet w/fall option -preferably

two females, each get own room, located

on Main Street. On bus route call Sue at

256-8304

Two bedroom Colonial Village partially

furnished convenient! rent negotiable call

256-6608

Large room with private bath in Puffton

Village. Ideal for couple. $210 per month

phone 549-6999

Two bedroom apt in Presidential sum-

mer only, furnished please call 546-5558 or

546-5693

Fully furnished Brondywine Apt price

very negotiable call anytime 549- 569

1 bedroom in big beautiful apartment on

bus line in walking distance of campus and

town. $150/month or BO 256-0170

Summer sublet with fall option Colonial

Village, $150/month Craig 256-0078

Summer sublet with fall option 1 or 2

bedrooms available in huge beautiful house

100 yards from Hampshire Mall and bus

route rent negotiable call Jane or Lisa at

584-4309

Perfect summer sublet Amherst Center 1

large bedroom yard, pool, tennis. Rent

negotiable 549-5799

Furnished one bedroom Puffton apt

pool airconditioning laundry 549-7864

Summer sublet only. Negotiable. Pool

bus stops call Staci 256-1288

Presidential Apt 2 to 3 people closest apts

to campus cheapest rate available all sum-

mer. Call Eric 546-6407 Andy 546-3279

Puffton summer sublet w/possible fall

option for more info call 549-6971 253-5045

Two bedroom spacious apartment

funrished rent negotiable call Beth 6-6491

Swiss Village summer sublet 2 bedrooms

inexpensive 256-1405 Joe Eric

3 bedroom townhouse apts rent cheap

call 256-0707 or 256-0660 evenings

Two bedroom ept fully furnished rent

negotiable 5 miles to campus call evenings

665-8114

2 bedrm in 2 bedrm furnished apt center

of town. Prefer serious student. Avail. June

$250/mo Jan/Barb after 4 pm 253-7818

Furnished room in house next to

Crestview, prefer nonsmoking male.

$130/mo incI util, call Vincent 549-1867

Rolling Green cheap clean 2 t>droom $400

month AC pool 253-2175
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SUMMER SUBLET
W/FALL OPTION

Brandywine 1 room for 1 or 2 persons fully

furnished call 549-2773 ifter 5 PM

T«^ ay.A.ET

Two bedroom apt en bus route cheap
rent summer si^blet with fall option

666-7518

1 bedroom Colonial Vill near pool with

fall option 253-5764

One bedroom apt in Presidential sum-
mer sub/fall^ption^5/mo^^-^^

Apartment with fall option $147.50

month Colonial Village Apartment near bus
routes call Bill or Greg 2S6-0419 keep trying

sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2

bedrm Brandywine summer sublet available

June Ist thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 PM
2 bedroom Townehouse Apt available

June 1st - Sept Ist call 549-4586

1 bdrm apt Crestvie^^ summer sublet

w/fall option walking distance to UMass on
bus route AC avail June 1 3e0/mo 549-7826

1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option

avail June 1 549-1470

Sublet fall option 2 brm $330 per month
Sunderland summer rent negotiable call

between 9-11 am or other 665-4744
» »" —

—

1 bd room in .^.Sunderland
dishwasher /disposal 320 ^ utilities. Pool Er

tennis 666-8315 v '

. li I

Wanted: First summer^•assion sublet.

Near town-campus. Call 'M pm Sue S.

549^8040

One bedroom In threa bdrm apt. in

house available end May " Sept 1 near town
Er campus (Amherst) rent nego 256-1421

ask for Laura

One bedroom apt in Puffton June - Sept

rent negotiable 546-5082

Reedy now or June 1 1 bedroom in 2

t>edroom apt on bus lir»e, near Puffers

Pond. Nothing down. Just $115 per month.

Fall option 549-0437

House in town for sumemr 3 bdrm cheap

call Sue 6-8142

Southwood apts 2 bedroom townhouse
w/fall option call 6-5370, &-6195 after 3 pm

Two bedroom apt summer w/fall option

cheap, all utilities included 665-4953 even-

ings ___^
One bedroom summer sublet with fall

option Cliffside apt 665-7956

3 bdrm Townhouse apt avail for summer
at a reas rate 546-51 13

1 bdrm 295 mo. oncludea utilities, swimm-
ing pool, tennis cts & dishwasher evenings

665-7920 with fall option

1 bedroom in 4 bedrodm apt to sublet for

summer and fall only, furnished 256- 1205

4 bedroom apartment on tms route sum-
mer sublet with fall option. 1 J4 baths, cable

TV 174 per room include*' <4N utilities call

after 5:00 546^9322 .^
3 bd apt fall option Amherst Center prime

location beautiful tal! ceHirij^ huge win-

dows fireplace June 1 2B6-im4

Summer sublet in Towneboase. Close to

campus. Call George 5^^9-0902.

WANtCO
I » ^11 ! IB — -. —

Buying Gold Class Ri<HpP** Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, StarffriB, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. DanM ^mith, 25 North
Pleasant St., Amherst, jaB>-fl710

Someone immediatety to take lease on i

bedroom Brandywine apt 360/ month
549-0667

Looking for used electric bass guitar
under $100 549-0363 Oarek call nights

Puffton-Rolling Green 3 bdroom will take
June/Sept 253-2175

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted Puffton or Piweidential apt will

pay reward call 665-7518 646-51 41

1 need to rent e moped June-August.
Amherst area. Licensed driver. Call kelley at

546-4207 after 7:00 PM
2 or 3 bedroom apt in Puffton, Bran-
dywine, Townehouse, or Colonial Village.

Will take in summer or fail. 546-6808, 6810,

6813

Quiet, responsible graduate student
couple looking for a place, starting June.
Would share house or apartment, near
UMass. 545-1536 days, 2S3-9664, nights ex-

cellent references

Rolling Green apartment or room
wanted RewardI Call Wayne or Dan
2S6-1356
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Sports
SPORTS NOTICE — There will be an informational

meeting for all those interested in being a basketball

manager for the men's basketball team on Friday May 11,

in the basketball office in Room 222 Boyden. If you have

any questions please contact the basketball office at

545-2610 or call Pete Bernard at 546-6899.

X'X'.'.'.v
•-•.•.•.•.•.••v.'

feorillas tame the Wildcats, 12-6
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

It wasn't the prettiest ol games, or victories, but it was

decisive, and fighting for a playoff berth as they are, the

Gorillas will chalk this one up without much argument.

Tenth ranked Massachusetts came into the game

looking to ring up some serious numbers against the

University of New Hampshire to help convince the

lacrosse poll masters that they are a much better club

than the score of Saturday's 12-5 loss to number one

Syracuse indicates. What they ran into was a pesky

UNH team that despite being outplayed by the Gorillas

all day long, managed to keep sticking in a goal here and

there to stop it from becoming a run away. What they

finally came away with was a 12 6 victory, as Ken

Freeman lead the way with four goals.

There were times when Massachusetts looked fantastic

and there were others when they hurt themselves with

missed execution. There were two. three, and four goal

leads built, but just when it seemed Massachusetts would

pull away, the Wildcats would pop up on the doorstep and

find an opening to keep it interesting.

Finally, after UNH had closed within three at 9 6. five

minutes into the final quarter. Freeman, ("I'm playing

with more confidence. "). turned a Matt O'Reilly pass into

paydirt just over a minute later, and then slammed the

door bv w arding off a stick to the head to fire a cross shot

past UNH goalie Andy Soma. It was 11 6 with six

minutes left and the game was, for all intensive purposes,

over.

"Today was not a picturesque win." head coach Dick

Garber would say later. "But 12-6 can't be all bad. UNH
is a good team."

Some of the highlights included the Tom Lukacovic

score, that saw Bubba Sandford rifle a perfect pass to

Lukacovic who rifled a lightning quick release home for a

3 2 Massachusetts lead in the second quarter.

Others included Mike Fiorini's play right before the

half, with the Gorillas leading 5 3, that lead to them

getting another moments later. Fiorini caused a UNH
defenseman fits who was trying to make a routine clear,

finally slapping the ball away and onto the stick of

Lukacovic. who in turn hit Sandford on the run. and

Sandford decked Soma before beating him for a 6 3 lead,

with only ten seconds left.

Finally, there was the play of Ben Stokes, the

sophomore netminder called to duty for two minutes in

the aecond quarter, in place of Gerry Moreau who was

Colleihaii photo by David P. Ucubcr

CRASHING THE CREASE — UMass attackman Mike Fiorini and a teammate don't seem to

find the ball at hand, so instead they try to push UNH defender Steve Zamojski (30) into the net,

while other UNH defenders try to ward them off in yesterday's 12-6 Gorilla victory

nailed with a slashing penalty. The moment was crucial

because with the score tied at two and UNH on the man-

up situation, a goal could've meant some momentum.

Instead it meant nothing for the Wildcats because Stokes

stepped in and made two big saves to keep it tied.

"Stoksie stepped in and did the job." smiled Garber.

Stokes himself, shrugged it off. "That's my job right

now. I've just got to be ready to play." he said. "I was a

little nervous out there, but you're always nervous. You

just have to make the plays."

Gorilla highlights aside, a side attraction was the

coaching match up, which as most people know by now,

features Father Garber against Son Garber, Ted.

While the younger Garber spent much of the afternoon

furious at the officials. ("It wasn't the cause of the final

score. ..but those guys should be refereeing J.V. games.")

round ofNCAA'
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The road trip continues for the University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team. The Gazelles, who

have played just three of their 12 games this season at

home face another road contest tomorrow, but the team

welcomes it.

UMass will be facing Yale University Wednesday at 4

p.m. in the opening round of the NCAA tournament. It is

the third year in a row that the Gazelles have qualified for

the NCAA tourney.

UMass won the national title in 1982 and finished fourth

last year.

"We are very happy we are still playing." Coach Polly

Keener said. "We just wish we were playing at home."

UMass earned the right to play Yale by topping James

Madison 8-7 in the ECAC tournament on Friday before

falling to fourth seeded New Hampshire in the title tilt in

Baltimore on Saturday. 8-4.

UNH. whom UMass topped 10-9 in their sea«win opener,

won the automatic NCAA bid while top-seeded Loyola and

the third-seeded Gazelles received at-large bids into the 12

team NCAA tourney.

The Gazelles, who are now 7-5 on the year, faced a must-

win situation against James Madison on Friday in the

ECAC semi-finals. UMass took a 2-0 lead before James

Madison came back to take a 5-4 halftime lead.

"It was pretty much even the whole way," Keener said.

However, second seeded Madison took a 7-5 lead with five

minutes to play. Linda Haytayan scored the Gazelle's last

two goals to give UMass the winning margin.

Pam Moryl scored three goals in the victor. Mary Scott

added two and Posy Seifert scored one.

Debbie DeJesus played a stellar game in goal and the

defense, co-captain Carol Progulske said, had one of their

better games of the season.

"We slowed James Madison down and didn't let them

run the fast break. Once we set up the zone (defense)

Minutemen travel toDartmouth
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

The final leg of a roller coaster 1984 voyage for the

University of Massachusetts baseball team commences

today with the ultimate destination, the galaxy of

respectability, no closer than a distant quasar.

Three doubleheaders (including today at Dartmouth)

and a single game with Amherst College await the

Minutemen. whose slate reads 15 23. For a club that

returned nearly everyone from last year's 20-17 squad.

.500 is now unreachable, a nightmare few envisioned

when the northern campaign opened in early April. For

the record, the Minutemen are 11 14 east of the

Mississippi River after 1 4-9 season-opening trip to New
Mexico.

"I expected to do better, especially with the northern

part of our schedule." said Coach Dick BergquLst.

"everyone expected to do better, so there is somewhat of

a disappointing feeling, but 13 wms Isn't too bad. We are

in a lough conference. Temple and URl are two of the

better teams in the East."

Todays opponent, the Big Green from Hanover. New
Hampshire, are struggling near the bottom of the

Eastern Intercollegiate Ba.seball League. However, four

of their top pitchers are freshman. The outfield is the

team's strength with leading hitter Steve Karol and

senior Pat Lavery.

For UMass. Andy Clark (3 3, 5.40. 46 hits and 37 runs in

36.2 innings^ and Bob Kostro (3-4. 9.26. 81 hits and 65

-uns in 46.2 innings. Ouch.) are the scheduled starters,

vith Tony Presnal getting the call against the Lord Jeffs

or. Thursday.
UMa.ss leftfielder Bruce Kingman. (.356. 29 BB. 36 hits)

enjoying a stellar campaign, was mjured over the

weekend in an off the field accident and will miss the

remainder of the season. Tom Fabian will replace him.

Following Thursday's inter city tangle with Amherst

the Minutemen travel to Boston Friday to take on an

improved Northeastern University. The season con

eludes Sunday afternoon at Lorden Field against the

Providence Friars, who have already set a school record

for most victories in a single season. They are a shoe-in

for the ECAC playoffs, along with Maine and UConn.

NOTES; Sunday was a glorious day for New England

intercollegiate hasphal' Thp Mainr Black Bears,

recognized as the finest team m \\v legion, swept a

doubleheader fmm tho \^^^ ranked .Miami Hurricanes in

Urono. behind luf pitching ol Hill bwUt. who aUowed oniy

his second earned run of the year in the first game, and

freshman Scott Morse, who hurled no-hit ball for 7 2/3

innings. _^___

we're tough."

Against UNH, who upset Loyola 9-5, UMass was flat at

the outset and UNH ran away with a 4-1 lead and took

control of the game.

"We were flatfooted on defense and we didn't contain

them," Progulske said. "The UNH game was kind of anti-

climatical (^ter the big James Madison win)."

New Hampshire countered the UMass attack with a stiff

defense and outstanding play by their goalie Robin

Balducci. "We were slow to begin with," Keener said,

"and had a lot of turnovers on attack."

"We are a young team," Keener said. "We have learned

a lot but we're still on the rise. We haven't had our peak

yet."

That's good news for UMass as they head into the

NCAA opening round tomorrow. The winner of the Yale

game faces fourth ranked Harvard on Saturday in Cam-

bridge.

"The Yale game is a toss-up," Keener said. "If we play

well, we can take them. We can't make a lot of mistakes."

Keener also said. "One thing our players can be proud of

is that they played their hearts out until the last whistle,

(in the UNH loss) and if they play like that, they'll do very

well."

Western Mass.
holds on for win
The Western Massachusetts Lacrosse Club narrowly

defeated the Narragansett Lacrosse Club up in Rhode

Island Sunday by a 15-14 margin in United States Club

Lacrosse Association Division play.

The Western Massachusetts squad, which evened its

record at 2-2, was led by the strong attack of two former

University of Massachusetts All Americans. Jim Weller

and Jeff Spooner. who along with Rob Carey of

Longmeadow, accounted for 13 of the goals, while adding

six assists between them on this productive afternoon.

Western Mass. goaltender. Tom Curran. another former

Gorilla, played well in stopping a strong Narragansett

attack. He'was adided by a steady defense led by Larry

Leckonbv and Rich McLoone.

The Western Mass. Club will face U.S.C.L.A. Division

leader, Brine Lacrosse Club, at 1 p.m. Sunday at Westfield

State College in their final division contest.

Soviets drop out of Olympics - See story on p. 16
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IT'S RAINING AGAIN—Students wait for buses in front of the Fine Arts Center yesterday

while using anything available to shield themselves from the downpour.

Graduate Senate electsnew vice - president
Presidentandtreasurerget unopposedwins
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

Christos Karastamatis captured the

position of vice-president and Greg Graham
was re-elected executive officer of the

University of Massachusetts Graduate

Student Senate after elections held this

week.
Incumbent president Sanjiv Dugal was re-

elected while Alison Huettner, a senator

from the Linguistics department, was
elected treasurer. Both ran unopposed.

Dugal thanked the Senate and said he

hopes to continue his hard work.

Karastamatis. a doctoral candidate from

Greece, defeated Joseph Clifford. He said

he hopes to increase communication among

graduate students, most likely through

expanding the graduate newsletter and

possibly producing more frequent issues.

Karastamatis added that, although

unionization efforts for teaching and

resource assistants failed this semester,

many problems do exist which must be

dealt with, possibly by a committee to

structure guidelines concerning the

availability 'and distribution of assistant-

ships.

Karastamatis has been involved with the

senate this past year, and has served on the

C«liefl>ii photo bv Brten K. Gontt

Saigiv Dugal, above, and Christos

Karastamatis, below, were
graduate student senate election

winners.

senate's political issues committee, the

Graduate Council and the Western

Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity

Committee.
Graham, a doctoral student from the

Sociology department, defeated Polymer

Science department senator Chris Lantman

to retain his position as executive officer.

Graham said he would like to serve on the

Legal Services Office governing board next

year and would also like to deal with issues

concerning assistantships and faculty

evaluation procedures.

"The questionnaire results should give us

(the senate) a better basis for information

to address graduate students' problems and

concerns," he said.

In the past year, Graham has worked to

uncover the then dormant student

grievance procedure, signed this fall by

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey. helped with

TA/BA organization efforts, observed the

teacher contract negotiations and served

one the Graduate Council, a position he

hopes to keep.

Huettner said she will call on her two

years as senator and finance committee

member to guide her as treasurer.

"I would like to see us fund a lot of the

groups which come to us moderately,

rather than a few of them a lot," she said.

UMass workers file status suit for benefits
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Dean of

Students William F. Field said last week

that University Childcare workers, who

have filed a lawsuit charging that their

employment status is incorrect, may b<'

reclassified by the end of June.

The union University Childcare

Employees Association filed suit April 24

to prompt the University to award full

employment status with related benefits to

some workers classified as temporary

employees.

William Newman, lawyer for the associa-

tion, said the suit alletres that the Universi-

ty is in contempt of a 1976 court order

because the administration is filling {jernia

nent positions with staff workers classified

as temporary.

Temporary workers receive no employ

ment benefits, nor are they recognized as

employees of the University.

The statements from Field, issued in a

memo, establishes a six week schedule tor

current childcare workers to submit af)-

plications and references for a review com-

mittee to conduct interviews and make
recommendations for full-time af)point-

ments.

Final approvals will be handled by the

vice chancellor for Student .Affairs and the

University Personnel Officp

"During the first phase of conversions of

positions from non-benefited to benefited

positions, fiscal restraints will require that

the benefited positions be full time, sup-

plemented by part time staff . . . and by

students and interns," the memo states.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson has said that 10 to 18 positions

are involved and $60,000 to $7r).0()0 will be

required to fund the full time status.

Elizabeth Perkins, director of Inivcrsity

Childcare said, "The actual number of posi-

tions converted to full-time is dependent on

the age makeup and enrollment of

children."

"I'm hopeful that we may re.solve this by

July 1," Perkins said.

Amherst reps

reject landfill

capping delay
By DAVID LINTON and
LAURA KOESTER
Collegian SUff

Amherst Town Meeting members Monday
night overruled recent recommendations by

the Town Manager, the Board of Selectmen

and the Finance Committee to delay cap-

ping the town's old landfill.

Town officials had hoped for a delay in

capping the landfill, located off Route 9, in

order to secure a $500,000 grant from the

Department of Environmental Quality

P^ngineering to help pay for the operation.

In overruling the recommendations, Town
Meeting members also disagreed with

Amherst Auto Part.s owner Gordon Palley

about the date of that company's relocation.

Capping the old dump means covering it

with a layer of clay to prevent rainwater

from seeping through the trash and

polluting underground water. Amherst

Auto Parts, which is located on part of the

landfill would have to be moved from the

site by September 1 in order for the town to

complete the operation by a December 1

deadline. Selectman Fred Steinbeck said.

But. Gordon Paley, president of Amherst

Auto Parts said yesterday, "It is physically

and financially impossible for me to be out

by Dec. 1."

At a special Town Meeting last April,

members permitted a zoning change to

allow Amherst Auto to move to a location

across the street. Palley said he has

already done "quite a bit since the land has

been rezoned."

The article requesting the capping of the

landfill was submitted through a petition by

the Amherst Citizens Against Pollution

(ACAP). The group largely consists of.

University of Massachusetts students.

Precinct three member Linda Lockwood,

who made the motion to cap the dump by

Dec. 1, said yesterday, "Amherst Auto

Parts has had ample opportunity to get off

the land. Most of the area is ready for

capping. It's absurd to hold up the whole

process for a small portion of land."

Norwood, a member of ACAP said ap-

proximately $600,000 was allocated to cap

the dump last fall but the action was held up

by negotiations with Amherst Auto for a

solution which would no* bankrupt the

salvage company, town Manager Barry

Del Castilho said the town will formally

notify Amherst Auto Parts to move before

Sept. 15 after reaching no agreement in

talks with Palley yesterday. He said

negotiations would continue to reach a

viable agreement.
' N
INSIDE:

Stockbridge student still in tree

despite rain p.3

Collegian editorial on the need for a

yearbook p.7

Women's Lacrosse plays Yale today

in playoff action p.l6

. "The school's ain't what they

used to be and never was.

"

I —WUl Rogers
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Mondale takes Maryland primary

;

Hart scraping through midwest
(AP)-Walter F. Mondale defeated Sen.

Gary Hart int he Maryland primary Tues-

day night and led connfortably in North

Carolina. Hart forged narrow leads in the

midwestem battlegrounds of Ohio and In-

diana in his now-or-never bid to slow the

former vice president's drive for the

Democratic presidential nomination.

Hart's campaign claimed Indiana, with

campaign spokeswoman Kathy Bushkin

declaring, "We needed to show we could

win in a northern industrial state," Still,

Ohio, with 154 delegates at stake, that was

the spotlighted race.

The Rev. Jesse Jackson was a distant

third in all four states. He was attracting

more than three-quarters of the black vote,

according to TV network interviews, but

failed to gamer significant white support.

The contests carried a prize of 368

delegates to the Democratic National Con-

was
lead

vention, and win or lose, Mondale

assured of a continuing commanding
over his rivals.

He began the day with 1,252.05 conven-

tion delegates, compared with 738.75 for

Hart and 237.2 for Jackson. Those totals

omitted Texas, where Mondale may have

won 100 or more delegates on Saturday. It

takes 1,967 delegates to win the nomina-

tion.

In Ohio, with 154 delegates at stake,

Hart led for 70, Mondale for 67 and

Jackson for 11. Hart had 43 percent of the

popular vote, to 41 percent for Mondale

and 14 percent for Jackson.

In North Carolina, with 75 delegates at

stake, Mondale led for 48, Hart for 25,

Jackson for 2. Mondale had 39 percent of

the popular vote, to 33 percent for Hart

and 18 percent for Jackson.

APLuerpkoto

FLOATING HOME—Residents of Williamson West Virginia look at

home that drifted away from its foundations yesterday in a swelling

flood.

Mass. to host Olympic torch;

47carrying flame on Thursday

Chinese studentsentencedto death
Peking. China (AP) - A high school

student who stole 31 cultural relics and

bashed a policeman with an iron bar during

a robbery has been sentenced to death in

Hunan province, the official news agency

Zinhua reported today.

Xinhua said Xu Fandi was sentenced

Monday but the Changsha Intermediate

People's Court suspended the execution for

two years because he was under 18 when he

committed the crimes last October.

In China's penal system, people under 18

who commit capital crimes often get

suspended death sentences, which are later

usually commuted to life imprisonment.

Xinhua said Xu broke into the Hunan

Provincial Museum last October, smashed

seven showcases and stole relics from a

collection of burial objects from the Han

Dynast. 206 B.C. 220 A.D.

Pobce recovered most of the stolen ar-

ticles, Xinhua said.

BOSTON (AP) — Forty-seven runners,

including two teenagers in wheelchairs, a

retarded youngster, a blind woman and

three former Olympic competitors will

carry the flaming Olympic torch in a 150-

mile relay through Massachusetts on its

way to Los Angeles.

The torch, a part of modern Olympics

ceremony since the Amsterdam games in

Massachu!>eiis jusi aiier miunight Tnur-

sday.

The torch, a part o /"modern Olympics

ceremony since the Amsterdam games in

1928, is scheduled to first reach the Bay

State in North Attleboro.

Euring the day, it will be passed from

runner to runner along a route from

Plainville to the Statehouse in Boston to

Southbridge, where it will be handed over

the Connecticut border.

Michael LaRocca, 13. and Warren Miklon,

15, will carry the torch in their wheelchairs

for a kilometer each. Lou Miano, a member

of the Telephone Pioneers of America, said

Tuesday.

LaRocca will be handed the torch in

Jamaica Plain at 11 a.m., and Miklon is

scheduled to carry it through Watertown at

about 1 p.m.

Miano said that Janet Rowley, a blind

Saugust woman who has won gold medals in

running events at the Special Olympics, will

carry the torch through Brookline.

Seven defendantsmay be triedforPope shooting
ROME (AP) A state prosecutor recommended Tuesday

that three Bulgarians and four Turks stand trial in con

nection with he 1981 attempted assassination of Pope John

Paul II. the Italian news agency ANSA reported.

State Prosecutor Antonio Albano filed the request with

the Court of Appeals in Rome asking trials for Segei

Ivanov Antonov, former station manager of the Bulgarian

state airlines in Rome, and two former Bulgarian Embassy

employees: Todor Ayvazov and Vassiliev Kolev. ANSA
said, quoting unidentified sources

Under Italian law. Albano's recommendation is not

binding. It is intended for consideration by Judge Dario

Martella. who is in charge of investigating the May 13.

1981, assassination attempt.

Consolo said he had not seen the recommendation and did

not know the exact charge but "it is probably for com

plicity " in the shooting carried out by Turkish terrorist

Mehmet Ali Agca. who is serving a life sentence in Italy for

the attack and is apparently cooperating with in-

vestigators.

Reaganprogram to bailoutnuclear industry
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration

offered Tuesday to help the troubled nuclear industry over

some regulatory hurdles but refused to bail out the few

utility companies that are facing bankruptcy because of

stalled atomic plants.

Energy Secretary Donald Hodel told nuclear and utility

industry officials that the administration will start par

ticipating in both state and federal licensing and

ratemaking proceedings "to assure that the national in-

terest is adequately considered by regulators.

Specifically. Hodel said the department hopes to have a

plan ready within the next two weeks to test whether an

acceptable evacuation of a 10 mile area around the com

pleted Shoreham nuclear power plant on Long Island is

possible.

New Gov. Mario Cuomo and the Suffolk County

Legislature have said an ability to evacuate the area -

impossible because of the large population on the island.
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Local district attorney says

Henry arrest was justified
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

While charges against former Crampton

resident assistant Yvette Henry were

dropped three weeks after she was charged

with setting fire to papers on a student's

desk, the local district attorney has said

that "given the same set of facts, I'd make
the same decision again" and arrest her.

In a February interview. Northwestern

District Attorney W. Michael Ryan detailed

the case's events and theories of in-

vestigators trying to solve the rash of more

than 40 small, suspicious fires on the

University of Massachusetts campus last

fall.

'.»Z':''.''.''y'Z'y.̂̂ ^^^!^^:^^^^:^J^!!^^^^^^^^^!^i^^^-

The FBI felt, "if we let this

woman go, the best she would do

would be to commit suicide. . .

and take a good portion of

UMass with her.

"

— W. Michael Ryan

The investigation's result included

Henry's arrest, and the 20-year-old

chemistry major from Philadelphia was

then suspended and barred from the

University, evicted from her room and fired

from her R.A. job. She was later permitted

to attend classes, in the presence of an

escort, before all charges against her were

dropped Dec. 23.

She is now seeking $13 million in com-

pensatory damages for rights and violations

and defamation in connection with the

arrest and subsequent administrative

actions.

Two other students were also arrested,

one acquitted, one fined for damages to a

fire alarm box he ripped from a wall, and a

janitor was found guilty of writing notes

threatening arson found in and around

Crampton. Those notes. Ryan said, were

one factor leading to Henry s arrest.

Ryan said investigators, who then in-

cluded the state fire marshal and the FBI,

felt there was a trend in the fires, which

started in trash cans and included bulletin

boards when the desktop fire was reported.

"They were getting more and more

serious, and the notes were getting more

and more threatening," he said, "at the

time, we thought the same person setting

the fires was writing the notes."

The FBI profile of the arsonist, compiled

from information investigators gave the

agency, said the person, probably a woman
because of the varied times of the numerous

fires in the all female dorm, would be a

middle child, who had lost her father at a

young age. Ryan said. Yvette Henry fit

that description.

According to the profile, the arsonist

"desperately wanted to be caught— if she

wasn't apprehended, she would do

something that would hurt a great number

of people." he said. "About the same time

we learned Yvette was a chemistry major

and could cause a fire or bomb explosion."

The FBI told investigators, "You may
have another Jonestown on your hands,"

Ryan said, referring to the mass murder

suicide in Guyana several years ago. He

said investigators had been informed that

Henry had planned a "going away party

"

scheduled for the night of her arrest, when

officials feared she would "kill herself and

blow the dorm up."

Ryan said oral statements from floor

residents questioned after the desktop fire

led investigators to suspect Henry, but

once written statements were requested

from the residents, they were more unsure

of what they saw.

Some had been talking to others, or

walking around—even the student security

guard stationed on the floor had gone

downstairs for a soda—so their testimony

was less concrete than had been orignally

thought, he said.

"The changes in the stories were not of

great substance, but they were of great

significance," Ryan said. And many
residents were upset once Henry was

arrested, and even helped raise bail, he

added.

Crampton underwent an administrative

search, legal when it is felt there is a danger

to public safety, according to Ryan, the

afternoon of the arrest. "We had to do

something quick—people were beside

themselves," he said.

Henry was broug*'* in for questioning, and

though her lawsuits filed Monday say, in

part, that she was interrogated without

counsel, Ryan said in February that she

was given that option.

"She was informed she had a right to an

attorney and if she wanted to stop the

questioning, she could stop it any time," he

said. "When police were questioning her.

questions were raised whether she had

asked for a lawyer, and response was she

didn't want one. (We thought) she was

playing mind games with the investigators,

and no one was too alarmed.

"The thought was (according to the FBI

profile) she would probably confess to

everything, which she didn't do," Ryan

said. "(We thought it was a game of cat and

mouse and she would keep it going... after a

couple hours it became apparent she was

not going to confess."

But the FBI felt, "if we let this woman go,

the best she would do would be to commit

suicide...and take a good portion of UMass
with her," Ryan said.

Figuring that the arsonist and writer of

notes, which read, for example. "Die

Crampton." were one and the same, in-

vestigators compared Henry's signature

from the dorm security log to the hand

writing on the notes, and they seemed

similar. Ryan said.

"No one was really interested in

convicting soTneone of setting UO

fires, but to stop the fires from
happening and get help for the

person who was setting them.
"

— W. Michael Ryan
I • • • • • •

The official analysis was sent to Boston but

because of delays, the results— which were

negative—were not obtained until Dec. 21.

two days before charges were dropped and

the semester ended.

"We heard on late Wednesday afternoon

that the handwriting was not the same."

Ryan said, noting that he then notified

Henry's attorneys that charges would be

dropped and a public statement issued.

"But we still had somebody (the note

writer) who was potentially suicidal. When
she (the janitor) was arrested, we dropped

the charges."

But on Dec. 2, Ryan maintains, in-

vestigators had established probable cause

for Henry's arrest.

"There was 1(X) percent agreement that

we had arrested the right person, but there

was still considerable sympathy among law

enforcement people," Ryan said. "There's

no question, based on the information they

had, that there was probably cause and an

arrest warrant was issued. The burden at

the trial would be proof beyond a

reasonable doubt...Eventually, we got all

our statistics together and the bottom had

fallen out of our case.

"No one was really interested in convicting

someone of setting 40 fires," he added, "but

to stop the fires from happening and get

help for the person who was setting them."

Senior class gettinggood response

to leaving $12,000 in Scholarships
By JEANNETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Members of the Senior Class Committee

and the University of Massachusetts

Development Office are soliciting funds so

that the Class of 1984 can leave, as part of

its legacy, two $600 scholarships.

"We set a goal of $15,000." Assistant

Director of Alunmi Affairs Larry Kocot

said. The scholarships will be offered to

UMass students on the basis of financial

need, he said.

"It was a challenge." Kocot said. "Other

colleges said we couldn't do it (raise the

money) because we didn't have enough
spirit."

Kocot said response to the soliciting has

been "really positive." with more than 40

percent (rf the contacted students offering

money.
"Students are responding better than

alumni," he said. 'This will hopefully

become part of an annual fund."

"Most seniors want to help out," said

Kocot.

Collegian photo b; Briaa K. Goay*

Students check out a variety of clothes for bar^in prices at yester-

day's Army/Navy sale held in the Student Union Ballroom. The sale

will be held af^in today and tomorrow.

$1000 of merchandise stolen
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Two paging units and chargers valued at

$1,000 were stolen from the head janitor's

closet of Washington Dormitory in South-

west between 2:45 p.m. Friday and 7:30

a.m. Monday, University of Massachusetts

police said. The lock core was removed to

gain entry they said.

All four tires of a car parked near Baker

Dormitory in Central were slashed and its

windshield wipers bent causing $500 of

damamge. police said.

A flute and its case valued at $500

belonging to a student were stolen from the

Old Chapel building between April 30th and

May 1st, police said. The items had been

locked and stored away, police said.

Police have the description of a man who

walked pa.st a room on the third fioor of

Patterson Dormitory four times with his

shorts unzipped. Police responded at 7:55

p.m. Sunday to the complaint and con-

ducted a search. The man had been seen by

many students police said, but he was not

apprehended.

A 26 year-old Springfield man was

arrested for trespassing after being noticed

at 4:19 p.m. Monday, police said. The man
was reported to have been lying on the

ground with his feet hanging out onto

Massachusetts Avenue, poUce said.

A $123 window of a car was smashed while

it was parked outside of John Adams
Dormitory in Southwest and the driver was

delivering a pizza, police said. The in

cident, which also ruined $23 worth of pizza

occured shortly after midnight Saturday,

poUce said.

At about 12 a.m. Sunday, police and the

Amherst Fire Department extinguished a

fire behind Field Dormitory in Orchard Hill,

police said. Several students were standing

around a fire after a cookout, pohce said.

Aggie tree sitterholds on
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts student

who is perched in a red maple tree on

North Plea-sant Street remains eager

despite yesterday's rain, to draw at

tention to the plight of declining

enrollment in the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture.

Richard Barrett. 23. a senior landscape

operations major in Stockbridge. ha.s been

in a tree in front of the Stockbridge

fraternity Alpha Tau Gamma since

Monday morning, and plans to remain

there until Friday. His biggest worry last

night was the weather. Barrett said he

got soaked in yesterday's rain, but was

not discouraged.

"I was scared Monday, thinking it would

be a flop, but today's media coverage has

encourage me," the MiUis, Ma. native

said.

"People have been really great." Barrett

said. "They drive by and ask 'Whaddya

need?' " During an interview people

honked their horns at him and waved.

Barrett plans to "read and relax" while

he is up there, coming down only to go to

the bathroom, and to change his clothes

after yesterday's downpour. His platform

thirty feet up includes a canvas cover,

climbing equipment, and a desk.

"If the weather improves. I've got plenty

of homework to do," he said. "I'll

probably do more hanging out than

anything, though. Mostly trying to figure

out what to say to you media guys.

"

Barrett said he was bothered by

television reports that he was protesting

something. "I'm just worried about

people not knowing about Stockbridge."

he said. "I'm not protesting anything."

Barrett said he thinks what he is doing

will help draw attention to the agriculture

school. Already, the wire services and

television stations have reported on his

temporary home.

Asked if he could imagine staying up

there past his Friday deadline, Barrett

smiled and said. "Come on."

Agriculture still stressed
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Agriculture is still important in our

technological world, and the University of

Massachusetts and Hampshire College are

proving this, said lona Reynolds, acting

director of the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture.

Hampshire College and UMass are the

only colleges in the five college area that

have agriculture programs, and UMass is

the only area college which offers a degree

in agriculture.

Hampshire College recently received a

$100,000 grant from the Jessie B. Cox

ChariUble Trust of Boston, mainly to

support sheep management research. Four

Hampshire College students have also

received Jessie Noyes Foundation

Scholarships to fund their work in

agriculture. The scholarships total $4,000

each.

At Stockbridge. a two-year school,

students get "hands-on experience,"

Reynolds said. The second semester in

Stockbridge lasts eight weeks, and then the

students "put to use what they have

learned," Reynolds said. They go out and

work on a job in their major.

Hampshire College's agriculture depar-

tment consists of the research and breeding

of sheep, and the training of livestock-

guiding dogs.

The agriculture department in Hampshire

College is "project oriented; the students

use the farm center as a lab," Russell

Powell, coordinator of Public Information of

Hampshire, said.

There are seven different agriculture

majors in Stockbridge which offer

associates degrees. They are Agriculture

business management. Animal agriculture,

Abroculture and park management (the

care of ornamental and shade trees,)

Floriculture. Fruit and Vegetable

Management, Landscape Operations, and

"We have the best Turf Management

(program) in the country," Reynolds said.

There are no agriculture majors offered at

Hampshire College. "Generally speaking

the students who work at the farm center

are majoring in natural science," Powell

said.

Reynolds said the job market for such

majors is good but there has been a decline

in enrolbnent at Stockbridge. Thirty to

thirty-five percent of Stockbridge students

continue schooling to receive a bachelors

degree.

"The feeling of many students in Stock

-

bridge is "I need the bachetors degree to

get a job, but I use what I have learned in

Stockbridge," said Reynolds.
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This is the Year to Plan
Your Career!

Limited number
of graduate study awards.

Unique 1 year graduate program combines an internship with

graduate courses. Internships are available in community-

based residential or vocational program working with adults

who are mentally retarded or mentally ill or adolescents who
are autistic. Generous scholarships and financial aid available.

Bachelors degree required. Applications currently being ac-

cepted. Write or call: Donna J. McMaster, 9 Heaton Street,

Montpelier, VT 05602 (802) 229-0326.

Wednesday, May 16
4-7 PM

Southwest Playing
Fields

Free bus service
from Franklin
and Worcester
parking lots.

jiw

In event
of rain, meal

will be served
in all D.C.s.

COUNTRY BAR-B-Q
Non-Board Members - $4.75 in advance. Tickets

!• I on sale now at Munchies, Snack Bars, Franklin
Meal Ticket Office.

.»—
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Move Yviirself^
AUYour Stuff,
And Save*Too!

It^ as easy as renting a Ryder truck,one way.
Com parr costs before you make plans for mewing at the end of
the semcstec

If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
use a Ryder truck, rentit-here. Iea\«-it-therr. Load up your
stereo. 10-speed. clothes: e^«rythin^. You'll still han/e room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their things to share the cost.

Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.
Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependa-

ble fleet in the world - Ryder. The best truck money can rent.

STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON --a^:?^^[
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL, INC.

s'iL',
The holder of this coupon is entitled to a '^'w^^'

15%DISC0UNT ^
on any ONE WAY rental of a Ryder truck. Present this coupon
to any Ryder location in New England and save even more.

•iV

One coupon redeemable f>er transaction. Not valid with other
'

^

promotions.

Call (413) 736-JB361 or your local dealer for information. I'KR?:
Expires 8/X/84 ^^yJIfc

r.<W«c?v,v-c''
Renters Signature_

n'r-v"!

^::x:.:^
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•overnor's

program
iQuncil

presents:

"Friedhoffer,

the Mad Man of Magic"

in conjunction with the hilarious

"Slap Happy"
conrjbo-together, FREE!

Wed. May 9

1st show 12:30-1:00 pm
Student Union. . .

Campus Roaming, then. .

2nd show 1 :30 - 2:00 pm
Flagstone Terrace

Raindate: Thurs, May 10

!

OiOOPOfr>Or><!*C^>CCC<»*'**ar^*='e><a<>ieiif*iO*^rtrt^^

SPRING FEST '84
Wednesday, May 9, 1984

11-15am- 1.30pm
f r

' 'Finger Lickin Feast

Fried Chicken
Fish & Chips
& a special

COLD SALAD PLATE
also

Potato Salad

Coleslaw
Assorted Desserts

Select any entree & dessert

for only $3.00

UMass/Coke Treasure Hunt
Continues

• SONY TVs 5" • TVs • Radios

DLUEWALL DAR
HAPPY HOUR

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
>oeeoooooqo'00ooccooooooeoooi»ooooooooooooooeeooooooooooooi^oeoooeooooooooooooocoooooo
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Black Affairs
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Solutions sought for hiring minorities
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Recognizing the existing biases and working against

these odds will help increase the number of women, blacks

and other minorities in federal and state leadership posi-

tions, according to a colloquium on the recruitment of

more women, blacks and other minorities for leadership

positions yesterday at the University of Massachusetts.

Participating in the colloquium were Theodore DiMauro,

former Mayor of Springfield, Mass.; Thurman L. Milner,

Mayor of Hartford, Conn.; Nancy Banks, Town Manager

of Acton, Mass.; Louis Hayward, former manager of

Amherst and Chief of the Municipal Data Management

and Technical Assistance Bureau in Boston.

David A. Booth of the Political Science Department at

UMass and chair of the colloquium said it is common to see

women in town elections. He added countless blacks have

followed the example of Wilson Goode and Harold

Washington, but on nation wide basis, white males tend to

hold the positions of town managers, chief administrative

officials and other top leadership positions. Blacks only

hold eight percent of these, he said.

Booth said some claim the rationale behind the small

number is not on the system but on the individual.

Affirmative Action which has been in existence for ten

years reflects the situation, Booth <aid. "It is ten years

out of date," he said. Because it was imposed by court

order. Banks said it is fulfilled only in body but not in

spirit.

Milner called Affirmative Action a set aside program.

"It sets aside instead of blending in, he said. He added
Affirmative Action is not an assistant type program, it

uses the same hiring process as the general hiring. "It

separates it does not make you part of the mainstream,"

he said.

Milner said women are now considered minorities so

employers can fill the Affirmative Action quota, after

reaching the 15 percent requirement companies stop hir-

ing even though they don't have colored minorities.

Milner who is the 322 black mayor in the country said in

reality he knew "Hartford would not elect a black mayor"
but he said he was encouraged by the negative feelings

blacks had. He said he was proving that it could have been
done.

Hayward said that since the 1950's, women and
minorities have been offered good opportunities in the

public sector. Like Milner, Hayward agreed that women,
blacks and other minorities must move around the

obstacles of union and social services in order to develop a

broader opportunity for themselves in the public sector.

When looking for a job. Hay\v'ard recommended to look

at the jurisdiction and at the agencies, find out about their

leadership track record and if they are willing to make
changes and adjustments when hiring black minorities and
women.

Milner said if racism and sexism did not exist he and the

other participants would not have been explaining how to

recruit women and minorities, "we would U* telling how to

recruit Americans, not classes of Americans."

Hartford's Mayor Thilman L. Milner speaking
yesterday on The Urban Management Profes-
sion: Recruiting more women, blacks and other
minorities for leadership positions.

4.75 To Start
Part-time positions available for dependable people to

tal(e physical retail inventories in Boston and north areas.

Nationwide service needs p>eople over 18 with phone and

transportation. No experience necessary, only good math

skills.

Must have weekend availabilty Daytime shifts and some

^veeknights possible. Flexible schedule allows you to

average at least 40 - 80 hours a month.

Paid training on our audit calculators $5.00 per hour in 30

days provided you complete our training requirements. Op-

portunity for advancement. For more information call Mr.

Krep(ick.

617 938-9119 or 692-3040

Summer employment. Full time next January.

Sea Student Emplovment Office

WILD
AMERICA
IS OUR
CAMPUS

Stimulating caraar onantad BS, MS
acondary and |r high achool oi turn

mar axpadition dagraa program*

Na«vfoundtar>d to Catifomia

Practical, croaa cultural 1 to 4 yaara

maM group camping Fiatd ttudiaa

and ar>countan witfi daap acological

problam* tociatv ar>d M<f Financial

ltd •r>d poatgraduata grant* availaMa

NATIONAL AUDUBON
SOCIETY

EXPEDITION INSTITUTE

I

I
I
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I
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«
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Mother's Day is May 12th
I Remember your mother

on her day.

Send a card from
A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

LAND
Terrific Bargain

10 acres ONLY $8000

Northfield

Only 25 mi. to
Amherst.

For info and
terms just call owner.
802 257-4347 Days

802-254-9369 Eves.

foooo«0«0a8o«oa0oo9000«««

LAST DAY
to place Collegian classifieds

is Monday May 14 by 3:45

DON'T MISS OUT

••••••••••••••••••e«eeeeeeeeeeeee«ee«e«e«eee«eee«%
e

: TONIGHT! MiV/> EVER Y WEDNESDA F>

Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment

For Rent
For Sale

Found

Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost

Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Rider Wanted

Room Wanted
Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent

eoooeoi

PUB MUG NIGHT
- Every Wednesday

35^ BEERS
Miller - Miller Lite

Music by
Rack-A-Disc

- Dancing -

No Cover

ALREADYANAREA TRADITION!

FEATURING...

theBESTof theBIGAPPLSl
e..,v .v.- .-.v .'.v .yy yyy yyy .•:•:•* .•:•:•* .•:••.•:•:• .•:•:•• .•:•:•• .•:•:• .•:

^MMMMM:^:<^:<^:^ ^^^ ^^^. ••». xx •

,\ SHOWTIME ^-^^„M,v- «

)DAY:
^LadiesNite.^ complimentary 1st drink 8.^ 10:30

FORiMk ALL NJGHT

iS^^

IS Ewl PlauuM S(. \<^lt0

LONG
FRIDAYANDSATURDA Yfrom 8-10

NEWENLARGED2-STAGEDANCEFLOOli
THE nOTTEST SOUND and MUSIC GOING! •

Poor Richard^ DANCE CLUB
DISCO • TOP 40 • nock
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Have you hugged your

teddy bear today?

Get your official 1984 Amherst Teddy Bear Rally tee shirt

now. On sale in downtown Amherst at Hastings, College

Drug Store, the Salt Box, House of Walsh and Chamber of

Commerce office (basement of Lord Jeffery Inn).

ADULT SIZES $7 CHILDREN'S SIZES $6

Amherst Teddy Bear Rally
Saturday, Aug. 4, Amherst Common

GA THERING for a CELEBRA TION of LIFE X

witti AMERICAN INDIAN

SONGS a POEMS

Wednesday, May 9, 1984, iCoilegian 7

m person

TRIBAL VOICE

with

JOHN TRUDELL

Traditional Indian Songs

by Quiltman, Madeline St Bark

FRIDAY MAY 11th 7PM

CAPE COD LOUNGE
Student

Union Building \

University of Massachusetts^

Amherst, MA -^^^^

sponsored by: American Indian ^^
Students' Association £t the Arts Council

Attention All Students!

Earn $ money and gain valuable

professional experience in finance,

management, and public service while

you develop your communication

skills, organization and leadership

abilities. If you're interested:

Campus Center/ Student Union
Board of Governors

is accepting applications for the following coordinator positions:

• Special Projects • University Store Retail Services

• Building Operations • Space Economic Development

• Vendor Certification • Conference Services/

• Governors Program Council Accomodations

Jobs begin September 1984

Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline: T'riday, May 11, 1984 at 4:00 pm
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer ^^^__

Display

Finance

Food Services

Public Relations

EDITORIAL/OPINION
••.•.•..•-•••.•.•.•••.•. '.•.•.•.•..•.< !_• • • • • • •
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DISRUPTION
By THE RlBtlS.

Scott Clark
HOT Foot V
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(THOSE PESIcyW ItLS)

The need for a yearbook
>,

The Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate holds the

future of the 115 year old

tradition in the palm of their

hands tonight as they vote on

whether or not to authorize a

combination grant/loan
package of $20,000 for the

1986 Index, the University of

Massachusetts yearbook.

Last week, the senate passed

the 1985 student activities

budget which included $16,000

for the Index, an amount the

yearbook editor in chief has

said is insufficient to put out a

worthy product.

While the Index has been

plagued in recent years by

mismanagement and missed

deadlines, the current 1984

yearbook staff has proven they

are capable of using the

$36,000 allocation to put out a

good book.

Some SGA senators have

urged the Index to try and be

self-supporting. At last

Wednesday's senate meeting,

several senators asked why the

Index could not be like the Col-

legian and sell advertisements.

This suggestion has one very

.important and damaging

ramification.

The Index should not cease

to be a yearbook and start to be

a magazine. When students

graduate they should be given

a book full of memories of peo-

ple, events and places, not

business estabhshments.

While the yearbook staff,

current and future, should

make every effort to ensure

that past management pro-

blems do not reoccur they

should not be held responsible

for past mistakes which their

predecessors have made.
The SGA should not give

away money easily, either.

They should work with the new
1985 Index staff to ensure

repayment of the money loan-

ed to them, by possibly offering

management advice and by
periodically auditing the year-

book and checking on their pro-

gress.

The Index has been an in-

tegral part of UMass for 115

years and should be given the

opportunity to prove it can con-

tinue for at least 115 more.

Unsigned editorials relect the

majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board ofEditors.

Letters

The cold, harsh realities of life
To the Editor.

Amidst all the clamor about such at-

trocities as Playboy in the Campus Center

store, subs in the pond and Libyans in

England has been lost an issue of utmost

importance. The lack of press on this

problem staggers the imagination con-

sidering its nearly global significance. I'm

referring to something that makes Ronny's

trip to China seem like a trip to the men's

room. I am of course talking about the

terrible torture of many of our fellow

students. This is going on right under the

roof of the Student Union Building. I heard

one student screaming in agony just this

afternoon. I refuse to believe that it has

been allowed to continue for more than a

Sifting through the rhetoric
The Commuter Area Government,

(formerly known as the Commuter
Collective), has been without a work-

ing democratic constitution for many mon-

ths now. The operation has been function-

ing under a provisional government, the

Commuter Area Junta, excuse me, I mean
Commuter Area Governing Board, which

continues to spend nrwney at a rate the

equivalent to more than $100 daily. This

board has made an effort for a new govern-

ment by drafting a new commuter constitu-

tion. I tried to sift through the poor gram-

mar and structual inadequacies to find the

"meaning" of the document. Let's take a

look.

Tim Rudolph
The good stuff starts with Article IL The
purpose of the organization is stated to

"represent the diverse interests of all

commuting undergraduates...." That must

explain the so called Progressive Film

Series. That must explain transfers out of

their accounts to Students Against

Militarism, Radical Student Union, and

Western Mass Latin American Solidarity

Committee, (with whom they share their

office). This last group are the folks

bringing you Rock Against the Contras,

remember the freedom fighters against

Soviet sponsored international communi.st

terrorism. It seems when you get through

the list of events the Commuter Area

Government does represent all the in

terests. in the words of SGA Treasurer

Assistant Diane Rossi, "the entire political

spectrum, from liberal to Marxist."

Moving quickly along. Article IV. To
govern commuters you get a 15 member
Commuter Area Governing Board to

govern you. Not bad. 15 students to

represent nearly half the undergraduate

population and spend 40 odd thousand

dollars in funds. More importantly, all

appointed or hired officers. Governing

Board members, senators, etc. are required

to "have a working knowledge of the

Commuter Area Governments anti

racist/anti-sexist philosophy." In essence.

this restriction ties in students elected at

large and those seeking employment to the

Commuter Area Government to a par-

ticular philosophy. This group is openly

seeking collectivism, vaguely reminiscent

of the Commuter Collective. Collectivism

and conformity producing an equality of all

members to the least common denominator.
Equality preventing individuality,

creativity, and exploration which equates

to statist oppression.

O.K. I admit it. I'm against collectives,

against socialism, and against communism.
I recognize that these philosophies

represent the greatest threat to the civil

liberties of the individual, and here we have
the threat to microcosm. Only communists
build walls to keep their subjects in. Only
Commuter area governments require their

subjects to "have a working knowledge"
and adherence to a policy not defined in the

document. This is discrimination pure and

simple. It is hard to rationalize

discrimination as a tool to get rid of

discrimination.

Before some of you start hooting and

hollering about anti-racist/anti-sexist

remember back to who conceived and

authored the Equal Rights and Opportunity

Provision of the new SGA Constitution. It

was me. Fm against discrimination in any
form, including reverse discrimination and

seemingly tacit restrictions which promote
discrimination.

Beyond the issue of discrimination, how
was an anti-racist/anti-sexist policy arrived

at. If restrictions were going to be em-

ployed. Fighting against anti Semitism is a

noble and nece.ssary cause. Isn't this

regarded as important enough? What
about anti-communism? Whoops, almost

forgot what group I was dealing with here.

I'm tired of these holier than thou self-

proclaimed saviors of civilization. Maybe if

they declared Amherst a Marxist- F'ree

Zone, then commuters could have
democracy and maybe some moderates and

conservatives would be added to the

spectrum.

Where's the democracy?

Tim Rudolph is a former SGA senator.

Return of the killer frisbee

week now. I would rather have bamboo
shoots jabbed under my nails than suffer

this pain much longer. I must expose the

perpetrators of these acts.

The mini store is doing it! They have

allowed the popcorn machine to remain

broken for more than a week. I break into a

cold sweat when I enter the building hoping

upon that it's been repaired. Each day my
heart breaks. How can they be so cruel as

to force me to study for hours on end

without a popcorn lover at UMass to help us

rectify this horrible situation in the same
way you helped stamp out cat juggling in

Mexico?

Mark Victory

Amherst

Duffey's unanswered questions
To the Editor,

UMass Amherst has a policy banning

classified research. That means that no

nuclear weapons research can be done

legitimately on this campus.

Thursday evening was the selectboard

hearing on making Amherst a nuclear free

zone. The Nuclear Free Amherst proposal

explicitly states that it does not prohibit,

"Basic research, the purpose of which is

other than the development of nuclear

weapons or components thereof."

The proposal therefore does not restrict

research any more than it is already sup-

posedly restricted by UMass policy. Yet

Chancellor Duffey felt it necessary to send a

statement against the Nuclear Free

Amherst proposal, asserting con-

tradictorily that it was wrong to restrict

research and that the proposal was
redundant anyway since such research is

already restricted.

Something's wrong here. Why the self-

contradiction? If the Act is in fact

redundant with regard to University

research, why bother coming out against it?

What does the Act threaten that's not

supposed to be going on anyway?

Deborah Kutenplon
Amherst

UMass has its share of top-ranked

athletic teams, and Zoo Disc is

certainly one of them. These athletes

have won much acclaim for their agile

wizardry with a piece of plastic. Likewise

there are many devoted amateurs who
spend summers on beaches and cam-

pgrounds polishing their skills. This article

is not intended to offend or repress these

groups in any way. The UMass frisbee elite

should be free to practice their chosen art

form. ^

Joseph
McCormack

However there is a huge, seething mass

of uncontrolable novices whose incredible

spastics with frisbees is undoubtibly the

leading cause of concussions on campus.

The worst ones insist on carrying a beer in

the other hand. Trying to escape anything

that one of them throws is like trying to

dodge a guided missile.

The killer frisbee epidemic is only just

.

beginning, but by the time spring concert

arrives, it will be so out of control that no

part of the campus will be safe. The health

service attempts to minimize injuries by

posting daily the Frisbee Index.

The Frisbee Index is the average number

of frisbees over one square-yard of UMass

land at any given time. Under three is con-

sidered safe, between four and six is con-

sidered hazardous, and seven or over is

rated worse than a nuclear accident.

UMass has been known to go as high as

ten.

During the Pond Concert Series last spr-

ing one student reported being struck by

three frisbees simultaneously. Whether

the incident was a deliberate assault or just

bad luck is not known.

On that same day, there were so many
frisbees flying over the pond area that Dick

Albert's Super Color Weather Radar in

Boston predicted major thunderstorm ac-

tivity for the week.

There is no doubt that something has to

be done, but what? This is one of those few

times where the Administration might be

useful. The Administration should outlaw

the use of frisbees, except by liscenced

frisbees users. A small application fee

would cover the cost of the program.

Frisbee enthusiasts would then have to

prominently display their liscences on their

clothing while frisbeeing. A Special

Frisbee Control Unit, attached to the

UMass police force, could then make
periodic sweeps of the campus, nabbing

violators and jailing them.

Of course there must be testing pro-

cedures to ensure that only qualified ap-

plicants receive liscences. Actual qualifica-

tions would be left up to the newly-

appointed Vice-Chancellor for Frisbee Af-

fairs. Applicants should at the very least

be required to take one Intro frisbee course

at Hampshire College.

Write your SGA senator before the

frisbee plague arrives.

Joseph McCormack is a UMass stiiderU

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address
and telephone number, which will not be published. Please
type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space
limitations and the volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and length.

P
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COMING TO SAVE THE WORLD
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Now's fhc rime
to call

North Amhertf
Motors

Uuptrt repair* It

rM*ndltl«iilng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660

*HSS tPPROVlOtlSPItllOl ViMON

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13

inctu<>«« mounting
ptu* MA Stal* Tti

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full S«rvtC« Tir» StOr»

78 Sund«rl«nd Rd
« No Amh«r»t MA ^ ' "^

Acrott *rom Watroba* Stora

549-«704_

AITENIION SUMMLR
SESSION STUDENTS
WKITIN(. PRCK.RAM
PLACEMENT TEST

For students planning

to tjkc___.^——4~^r^^

(formorlv 190A).

"B ' Coic, during

Siirnnu't Session 1984

THURSDAY. MAY 17,

7 PM.BARTLETT 61

(Isl session)

MONDAY, JULY 2

7 PM.BARTLETT hi

(2nd session)

No one will be admitted

into Enxtish 1 12 witlu)ut

this test Brins ID and

writing instrument.

of mice and men
by John {^teinbock

may 3-5, 9-12 8pm
rand theater, universrfy of masfiachusietts

tiokfits: fac box office- 545-2511

UNIVERSITY orMASSACHUSETTS ATXMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall /i

SATURDAY,
MAY 12, 8PM
TICKETS:

$11, $9. $7

S(x>ii5ored m part

l^vagrant frorji

Kollmorgen

Corporation

Electio -Optical

Division

JL

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at

Fine Arts Center Box Office, DATATIX Outlets and
Springfield Civic Center Call (41 3) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842

Tartuffe delights, entertains
By ANN HARRISON
Collegian Correspondent

Moliere's Tartuffe, first performed at

Versailles in 1664, was presented by the

Mt. Holyoke College Department of

/Theatre Arts in a series of seven shows at

'the Laboratory Theatre.

Banned by King Louis XIV for three

years, Tartuffe represents Moliere's attack

on the hypocritical piety of the Catholic

hierarchy in 17th century France. The ac-

tion of the play takes place in the Pariesan

household of a French aristocrate whose

family is trying to convince him that he is

being deceived by the seemingly devout

cleric Tartuffe. Through a series of

elaborate schemes, the aristocrate Orgon is

finally convinced that Tartuffe is not what

he seems. When Tartuffe is expelled from

Orgon's estate, he lays claim to the proper-

ty which the landowner has gifted to him in

a moment of misdirected trust. Orgon is

rescued from the results of his folly by a

last minute edict from his wise ruling

monarch.
Bob Komhiser gave an excellent perfor-

mance as the wiley Tartuffe, who
manipulates the gullible Orgon (played by

Paul Wildman). Komhiser brought to the

role the classic evil treachery of everyone's

favorite villian. His adroit transformations

from schemer to penitent Christian and his

ardent pursuit of Orgon's wife Elmire pro-

vided the best moments of the action.

Judging from the audience's response to

Tartuiffe's vigerous attempts at seduction,

Komhiser might well have stole the show

with this protrayal of carnal ferver. His

long suffering prey, Kim Mahaney played a

good foil to these advances.

The exaggerated ineptitude of Orgon led

a series of commendable characterizations

of foppish 17th century dandies. Wildman's

role as gentleman fool was greatly

highlighted with well executed period

costumes. It is difficult not t« regard a

character in red-heeled shoes, plumed hat,

elaborate brocade and lace as something of

an ass and Wildman rounded out the role

with slap-stick precision.

The other male supporting characters

were equally as farcical. They included An-

drew Hawley, who played Orgon's ritrer

inept young son, the suiter of Orion's

artslines.,,..
The University of Massachusetts Chap)el

Jazz Ensemble, directed by David Spomy,
will appear in its final concert of the season

on Thursday, May 10 at 8:00 p.m. in Bezan-

son Recital Hall.

Saxophonist Frederick Tillis, Director of

the Afro-American Music and Jazz Studies

Program at the University, will be guest

soloist. Tillis will perform two classic John

Coltrane compositions, "Equinox" and

"Naima."
The 19-member band will play a broad

range of jazz styles, including the music of

Count Basie, Mel Lewis, Thad Jones, and

Woody Herman. By popular demand,

there will be a repeat performance of Bob

young daughter played by Bill Collins and

Greg Alexander's Cleante who plays

staight man to the general absurdity of the

action.

The role of Orgon's hapless daughter

Mariane, promised as a bride to Tartuffe

was played by Karla Hendrick who appears

to have mastered the "pained expression.
'

Amy McCarthy rounded out this group of

capable performers as the sharp-tounged

maidservant Dorine who gives a rather

overpowering performance in the first act.

The beautifiilly executed period costumes

worn by the players in this drama were

complicated by the equally vivid set design-

ed by Oliver Allyn. The combination of the

flamboyant costuming and the garish color

scheme on the set highlighted the rather

frenzied pace of the action as the play pro-

gressed.

While the individual roles of the

characters and the production support was

of a generally high quality, Tartuffe ap-

pears to loose much of its biting satire out

of the historical context of the age. Period

pieces such as this rely heavily on the au-

dience identifying with the individual

characters yet underlying messages

sometimes get lost in the presentation.

Although the theme of carnal clerics is an

old and easily recognizable motif, some ef-

fort should have been made to give the au-

dience some appreciation for the amount ol

controversy Tartuffe attracted when it was

first produced.

What appears now as a quaint satirical

drama was actually a brazen attempt by

Louis XIV's favorite comedic artist to call

attention to the false piety of an intrenched

political force. While Louis XIV was the

figurehead of government authority, much

of the political power at the time was weild-

ed by Catholic authorities. As a satire of

this institution, Tartuffe was for Moliere, a

symbol of the freedom and dignity of his

profession. The scandle it caused emperil-

ed his fortunes and prompted his theatres

to be closed.

Such histories appear to exist indepen-

dent of the performances which prompt

them, yet audiences insight into the con-

text of the drama, perhaps through a brief

mention in the program, would have

elevated Tartuffe above the level of a pleas-

ing Thursday night diversion.

Arts
»:•:•:•:•:•:•;•

Winter's fans treated well
>:•:•>:•:•;•;•:

THE PAUL WINTER CONSORT
WITH UMASS CHAMBER CHOIR
Fine Arts Center

Tuesday May 1

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Last Tuesday, the UMass Chamber Choir

presented The Paul Winter Consort in a

two part concert. The first part featured

the consort and the second featured the

Consort and the Chamber Choir. Both

parts were well performed and the fans of

Winter's music were treated to an en-

joyable evening.

The Paul Winter Consort revolved

around the saxophone playing of Paul

Winter. Winter started the consort after

having achieved international success tour-

ing the world in the good name of the

United States. That was way back in 1962.

Winter and his ensemble were invited by

Jackie Kennedy to play at the White

House. Heavily influenced by Dave

Brubeck ("Take Five") and the Brazillian

musicians that he met on tour. Winter ex-

panded his musical horizons and sought to

create a broadbased ensemble that would

encompass a wide variety of musical styles.

When the consort was formed it involved

musicians such as Ralph Towner and Glenn

Moore. As the seventies progressed

Winter became more interested in making

music that reflected, for him, the earth and

it's beauty.

The consort at this point features Paul

Halley on piano. Glen Velex on percussion,

Eugene Friesen on Cello and John Clark on

French Horn. Both Velez and Friesen are

very good musicans. Velez makes the tam-

bourine sound like an entire drumset.

Friesen seems to be a classical celloist who

took an interest in avant-garde classical

music and then jazz.

In the first half of the concert the ensem-

ble performed mostly selections from

Winter's Sunsinger album. The music is

the ensemble's tribute to the sun. Alot of

the music was written by pianist Paul

Halley, whose own style often sounds like

the piano at a hotel piano bar. The consort

also performed songs from their upcoming

album of music made in the grand canyon.

It is an expression of their feelings for the

canyon. Alot of it sounded like accompani-

ment for a National Geographical special.

There was very little improvisation as even

the Brubeckian influence faded away.

The second half of the concert featured a

performance of Winter's "Earth Mass."

This mass was written on the request of the

pastor at the Cathedral of St. John the

Divine in New York where they often

record. This peice featured the Chamber
Choir. Unfortunately they were not well

liked, but what you could hear sounded

very nice. Under the direction of E. Wayne
Abercrombie they were always in tune, on

time and in general they sounded pretty

sharp.

The set started the French Homist John

Clark playing a variation of "Somewhere

over the Rainbow" from the balcony.

Other pieces that were played included

"Wolf Eyes." Unfortunately they had to

leave the wolf at home and had to use a

tape. They also played "Common Ground"

which they used to end the conert in a sing

along. One real highlight of the show was
celloist Eugene Friesen's duet with John

Clark. Friesen's playing is ju.st another

piece of evidence that the cello is being

redisovered as an instrument.

If you like the Paul Winter Consort you

will certainly go see them. For others I

would suggest that you think about

whether you want to listen to TV music.

Or even better, don't take my word for it,

listen to a recent album of theirs and judge

for yourself.

Mintzer's "Good News," heard at the

ensemble's December concert.

Band director David Spomy has a noted

reputation in the jazz world. He taught for

16 years at the Interlochen Arts Academy
where he initiated the jazz programs and

formed the nationally recognized Studio

Orchestra and his own 17-piece Dave Spor-

ny Big Band. He has been chosen to direct

the 1985 Westem District Jazz Ensemble

of the Massachusetts Music Educators

Association.

Thursday's concert is presented free of

charge by the Department of Music and

Dance. For further information call the

Music Office at 545-2227.

Percussionist Warren Gossels of the Chapel Jazz Ensemble. See Art-

slines.

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00 * B
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expiras 5/31/84

* Valid with Barb ft Julie onty (

FREE CONSULTATION P'oase ca" ^ «"

Styles by^^^'"^^
Deborah

66 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610
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Commencement 1984
10:00 a.m., Sunday, May 27

All Candidalvs
TluTc will Ix' 111) Ct'.inimiKi-mcnl uluiiivil li>i ^\v

j;roi' caiulidatcb C.iiulul.ili's slionUi asvmhk- In

M hiuilci>llej;c at Alumni Sl.uiiiini no l.ilci tli.m 'i

.1 ID j;radualii)n niiuninj; May 27 1MS4 Sii;ns will

hi- p()^l^.t^ indiiatm.i; sclinols .iiul CdinnuMKinunl

Maislials will issu>- spcxilu instnalions <iiul Jisinli

iiti' programs V]mw signal laiHlulatis uill lollow

llu CoiniiK'iKi'nu'nl Marsliais lo llic ,issi;^iuil .irras

ami iv st'ali'd

C.iiuliJalfs will receive iliplonui lovii-, limn ih.

Jians of ihi'ir sihonl nr lollcgc

Who is Fligiblr lo Parlkipdlc?

LnJeii^iiiihtale th\i;iiv miniiihilc^ wlio antiiipati- loin

pkting degree reiiiiiremeiils by the eiui ol llu i.ileii

liar year 1984 Questions toiuermnv; aeadema -ilal

us shoulil he directed to the Records Olliii' Jl <

Wluiinore 5t5U53'>

Mustt'f s Jef>ree candiiiales wlio liavc previouslx suh

mitted the Degree Application Form by April 27
li>84 111 the Office of Degree Rei|uiri ments staling

llie iiiUntion to ctuiiplele all reiiuireinenis Ques
lions concerning eligibility should Ix- directeil to th>

Office of Cradua'e Degree Requirements Room
A24':t Graduate Research Center 'a:v(K)24

rk)Clnral degree camiidales who has e compleleil iill

tiegree rec|uirementb by April 27 1984 Questions

concerning eligibility shi>uld be directed to the Ul

ficc of Graduate Degree Requirements Room A24M

Graduate Research Center 545<K)24

Faculty
Faculty anti stall should assemble at tin SOT I H
WEST end ot the stadium o'\ the gravel between llu

Facilities/Information Center and the stadium w<ill

Faculty will Ix' part of the processional anil w ill be

scateJ immediately m front of 'he candiiiates Iroin

each sch('M)l and college

Note: Conuufucenient '84 is on

SLSDAY. May 27.

I'urenls and Invited Guests Plan t«i Arrive hourly

— Spill e is limited
Since llu Cominciucmenl lixcn ises are opiii to the

publu and giusl se<iting is uilhoul leservalioii par

cnls ,md liK'iuis siioulii plan lo aiii\i larly lo cii

Mill' .;o< ul siiiling

llaiulii.ippeii Seating

\ lew 111,; iire.i loi the luiiidii apjn d will be joial'.'il on

both Mill s ol the staduiin on tin eastern 1111(1 west

em \\alk\\a\s Since seating is liiniled only unc pi-i

•.I'll >Hil\ llu I'ltl/HUn ^/d' //c(»(<//i il/7'ii/ ;,'(«'s/

ln\ ilalions

I ill 11 IS no liir. I I I llu' iiumbii ol guests who m.iy

alliiul tlu' 1 . rmiony .iiul tii kits .in not rii|iiind

Kach uiideigradu.iti'/sludi lit will nii i\i a |>ackit ol

siv formal imitations Studiiils .iri' urgid to iiiiour

age lluii guests to arrne e.ii l\ tor good se.ilmg

Caps, Go\% ns. and Hoods

i iiili'ionuhiiilf IX't^ivf I'tiiiiiuliiii^

Caps gowns tassels aiul invitations will be .i\ail

able at no chargi' |on presi-nt.itioii ot ^m I I) ,ind <in

iiouiuenunl ol llu' degue lamed and tlu iie|)aii

nient .iwardmg it) .it the Testlviok Amies Apiil

iO-May Z't Monday through Fridiiy Ma ni to 4

p lu On Comnuiuenu lit Day Nkiy 27 laps

gowns .ind t.issils nia\ bi' obtained atliT h <i in at

the SOL' I HWKST loriier ol Alumni Sladmm

MiisU-i > lX\i;n\' Cnnilulnii^

Caps gov ns. tassels ,ind m\ ilalions will In .i\>iil

able <it no ihargi- (oii piesiiitalion ol an II) .iiul .m

nouncement of the degue lariud .iiid tlu' ileparl

inenl awarding it) at the TexllxMik Annex April

U) May 2ii Mond.iy through I rid.iy ^l <i in to 4

p in On Commencenieiil D.iy M.iy 27, caps

gowns anil tassils. may Ix- obtained .illi i H a iii at

the S01;TMWF:ST corner ol Ahimni Stadium

Ohtinal /Je.yri'e Cmuliiltili^

Doctoral caps, gowns, tassils aiul mvilations will

be .ivaikible luilv <il tlu' Olliii' of Gr.iduali Degree

Kequiremeiils Rimmu A2 l*> Gradu.ile Researili Cen-

Schedule of Events Date

Stockbridge Commencement Sat., May 26

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 27

Nursing Commencement Sun., May 27

1984 Commencement Ceremony Sun. May 27

Time Place

1:30 p.m FAC Concert Hall

8:00 a.m. FAC Concert Hall

1:00 p.m. Rhodoilendron Garden Rain

stie: 329 Morrill Science Center

10 a.m.- 12 noon
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ter April .'}()•May 25. Monday through Friday, 9

a in through 4 p in . upon clearance by the Office

of Degree Requirements On Commencement Day,

laps, gowns, tassels, and hoods may be obtained

alter 8 am. at the NORTHWEST end of the stadium

(on the gravel area)

Doctoral candidates who plan to participate in the

Commencement ceremony must have a hood Each

I'll I) candidate s name will be announced over the

stadium sound system and lw(j officers of the Uni

versity will drape the hood on the candidate s

shouklers Doctoral hoods can be purchased nnly at

the Office of Graduate Degree Requirements, A249
Graduate Research Center at a cost of $26. (Five

College Doctoral Hoods will t>e available at S42.95 )

Doctoral IumkIs may be rented through the Univer-

sity Store

Rentals

Academic apparel for this year s University Com-
mencement may be renleii through the University

Store. All faculty members are urged to place their

orders as soon as possible THE LAST DAY TO OR
DER IS FRIDAY MAY 18 Paymeni must be made
at the time of order and there will be no refunds if

apparel is not used Academic apparel may also be

puichased For further information about rentals or

purchases please contact Connie Szelewicki at t!ie

I'niMMsily Store .^45 2614

.'\cct»nun«Kiations

M.iny iiiiti motels are already IxKiked for Friday

and Siiturday Ix-fore Commencement A limited

number of rooms in University housing will be

av.iilable for relatives ami other guests the nights ot

May 25. 26 and 27. Please contact the C«>nference

Sc-rvices Office Ml 8 Campus Center. .=i45-.U()0 by
May 111 There is <i $3 cash key dei^osit - lo Ix" re

turned when the key is returned

K«»od Services
(.Dllei soft lirmks aiul donuts will be .ivailable at

l>ot rotundas on the North side ol the stadium

Conunencenient Ceremony Schedule

9 a.m Robing for ConimeneenK'nl

Afiprupriate signs will Iv dispkiyed

Graduates should line up according to

.1,, >i s. liiM'l or collene.

9:30 a m Seating of Graduates

10 am Procession starts

12 n<K)n Ceremony ends

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extremely limited. Com-
mencement traffic will be directed to several park-

ing lots Uxated nearby and shuttle buses will trans-

port you the short distance to the stadium You will

be drop^x'd off directly in front of the stadium and

buses will return you to the lots immediately fob

lowing the ceremonies

Radio Traffic Control

In an effort to aid the traffic flow at Commence-
nu-nt WTTT radio in Amherst 1430 on the AM dial

will broadcast traffic reports throughout the morn-

ing. Please tune to 1430AM once you arrive in Am
herst for the best route to the ceremonies.

General Information

Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

Medical facilities will be ItKated in the van under

Section 8 of the stands

Public telephones will be located on the west side

of the Facilities/Informatitm Center.

Restrtxims are located at either end of the Facilities/

Information Center at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs

will be kxated on both sides of the stadium, on

eastern and western walkways.

For additional informatiiMV contact the Office of

Comnumity Relalitms 390 Whitnuire ,545 2560.

ALCOHOL IS NOT PERMIT-
TED IN THE STADIUM.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site. The cere-

mony will be held outside regardless of the

weather The ceremony will be delayed a

maximum of two hours in the event of heavy

rain In the event of torrential rains the cere-

mony will be cancelled. Listen lo local radio

stations early Sunday morning to hear if the

decision to delay or cancel has been made.
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Hypercurricuia
25 PLUS CLUB MEETING - Older students social and

meeting in the relaxing atmosphere of the Faculty Club,

located behind MorriU. Final meeting of the year. For

ingo. 545-2148. 4-6:00 p.m.. Faculty Club.

FILMS — Big Store, 7 p.m.. Night at the Opera, 8:30

p.m.. Day at the Races, 10 p.m. 3 Marx Bros, films. Free

to UMass students. 7-12:00 midnight. Pleasant St.

Theatre, Northampton.

ZILDJIAN CYMBAL CLINIC — CUnic wUl feature the

display and sale of more than 100 types of Zildjian

cymbals and gongs, as well as Calato Regal Tip sticks and

mallets. 3:00 p.m.. Old Chapel Auditorium.

15th ANNUAL CONCERT OF MUSIC FOR PER
CUSSION INSTRUMENTS — University Percussion

Ensemble, directed by Peter Tanner, and guests, Estela

Olevsky, piano; Dorothy Ornest, narrator; and Horace

Boyer, narrator, will perform works of Gardner Read,

John Williams, Mozart, and others. Free. 8:00 p.m.,

Bowker Auditorium.

BIKE CLUB MEETING - Final plans for tour 12th &
13th. Everyone welcome. CC904.

SALE — Army/Navy goods wiU be on sale. 9:00 a.m.-

8:00p.m.,May8, 10;9-4:00p.m.,May9, SUB.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS &

REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM MEETING - Join us to

elvaluate the semester and make sunwner & fall plan-

s-All welcome! 4:00 p.m., CC801.

LECTURE ON THE KIBBUTZ IN ISRAEL -
"Meeting Individual Needs in Collective Living: the

Social Structure of the Kibbutz" and "The Role of the

Kibbutz in the 1980*s" are the topics to be addressed by

Israel Maizel. 7:00 p.m.. HERT 111.

INFORMATION ABOUT ISRAEL - Israel Maizel will

conduct interviews and share information about

programs in Israel. Call Hillel for an appointment.

Watch for

Andy Gordon's
TRAILERS

every Friday!

m SPIiCIAI. 2.Sy. OI=l= t
Buy summer or fall

membership. Now thru May 18 ^

ONLY $33 •75 reg. $45.00

x-siik:iai.3Czoi=i=
Buy both now & save $27
Reg. $90.

$63

D
iY

The Place to be

il-l YOU PAY tpOO thru May 18
Summer Hours
Boyden only Summer workouts start June 4

LIMITED TO FIRST 500 MEMBERSHIPS

¥
¥
¥
¥

,«« %

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR

37 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MA

•!S»s5*!S=5<«eaft5!W^»*r

Need an Ice Cream?

5IEAIL

iCIE

CIPIEAM ®

Hurry!I

ARMY/NAVY
Clothing Sale

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
10 am to 8 pm (except Wednesday, 4 pm)

Student Union Ballroom
* Marine Rip Stop Camel Pants $10-13
* Brand New BDU Camel Pants $22
* Jackets $8-15
* Fatigue Pants $4 - 7.50

* Army/Navy Raincoats $10 - 15
* Down Filled Mummy
Sleeping Bags $25-30
* Airforce Sunglasses $5-7
* And Much Much More

thatch
ice cream shop
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= wants you to

fmWE YOURSELF

at these special one-way prices*

Call now and reserve

your brand new

1 984 GMC Vandura
TM

- AIR CONDITIONING
- AUTO TRANSMISSION
- POWER STEERING
- RADIO
- FREE MOVING GUIDE
- FUEL ECONOMY-AERODYNAMICALLY DESIGNED
- TAKES REGULAR GAS

I »rnj
I

.Ts^

Other size trucks
are avatlatrie for

comparatJte savings. Hertz
Chicopee 594-5186

Northampton 586-8391

Wednesday, May 9, 1984

Parking Notice
The Parking Office wishes to remind

the University Comnnunity that the

deadline for renewing parking

assignments for 1984-1985 Academic

Year is Friday, May 18, 1984. Any applica-

tion submitted after May 18, 1984 will be

assigned after all renewals and the

waiting list have been processed and will

be treated as new applications.

r

I

I

Wednesday
Amherst Cinema Night

IVIay 9th

A Marx Brothers marathon with 3 of their best known

films 7:00 Big Store/8:30 Night at the Opera/ 10:00

Day at the Races. Admission is free with a valid

UMass ID

I

I

I

Every Sunday &
Monday Night
iiiiiiiiiiiinininiiHiiHiiiiiiiiinHiiii

Look what's new at the

99 pitchers with a large pizza

QQ<I^ Bloody Mary's all day Sundayl

Every Tuesday
& Thursday

3-6,

9 'til close

2 in I Jumbo Drinks and Drafts

O for I
Bottled Beer and Pitchers

nilinMMIIMHMIHHMfMWIMI
Wednesdays Spaghetti NIghtl

Spaghetti with broccoli, eggplant and

mushrooms with soup or salad, and
beverage (glass of beer or wine)

ONLY $4.25
Fridays

IntHUWimniiiii i

Happy Hour!! 2 - 6
75* 1 Liquor Bar Drinks

Kronenbourg $1.00

Saturdays HOT NEW ITEM!!

Beef Nuggets
1 order free

with every pitcher of beer
10 'til close

55 University Dr. Amherst
549-5713

clip and save

Wedneaday, May 9. 1984.

Bloom CouirtT
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UMass Zone
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D.C. Menu
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LUNCH
Brown Derby Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Baked Ham/
Fruit Sauce

BBQ Beef Cubes
Sweet and Sour Tofu

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with

Lemon Wedge
Sweet and Sour Tofu

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tr«de Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Droop
4 Grumpy
crustacean?

8 Back numbers
13 Teller's station

14 An hour for

Vergil

15 Apotheosize

16 Bath's river

17 Site of first

Olympic games,
Greece

18 Monarchy in the

Himalayas
19 Prognosis

22 Leprechaun
23 Typist s

imperative

24 Prognosticators

26 Reddish shade
29 Declaimed
32 Conjecture

37 Pianist Peter

38 "blood, toil,

and sweat"

Churchill

39 Congruous
40 Short and sweet

41 Sorcerers of

old

42 Presumptions
44 Soothsayer

46 Four quarters

47 Task

49 Tease
54 Baba of fiction

56 Divine, as with

tea leaves

59 Bed down
61 Put-on

62 Oh, dear!

63 Regale
64 Peerless person

65 LitKary item

66 Powerful beam
67 Cincinnati players

68 Fed. retirement

org.

DOWN
1 Fully enjoy

2 Ancient Greek
shopping mall

3 Units of

heredity

4 Give someone a

lift

5 Sound of thunder

6 Seed shield

7 Grounds
8 Hazard
9 "Golden
Treasury" item

10 Touters
1

1

Viva voce exam
12 Ego
13 Bistro

20 Stipulations

21 Gaseous lamp

25 Rajahs spouse
27 Holdback
28 Like the Tower

of Pisa?

30 Gaelic

31 "He who can,

:GBS
'apor: Comb
form
Burn to a crisp

Solomonlike

Dan Tanna on
"VegaS"

36 Indians of

Nebraska
The Graces
Tenor, at times

'jeather

^ocessors
45 Golf iron

48 Fumble, in

baseball

Les Unis

Greek island,

site of an
oracle

Camel's cousin

53 Otherwise
54 Asian salt lake

55 Broad topped hill

57 Tommy of

Broadway
58 Availed

oneself of

60 Vane direction

32

33
34

35

40

42

43

50
51

52

'
1

2 3

1

4 5 6 7 • f 16 11 12

T 14 IS

16 17 '•

"iT" ?1 22

"2!" 24 25

H^^^^^^H^ 27 28 29 31

32 33 34 35 36

40

37

3a 39

41 42 43

44 4^

P
46 ^^^^H

H^^H^ 49 50 51 52 53

54 55 " 51

59 60 6i""*

1

62

63* 64 65^

I66 67 "

xc TC 2C SS acE az

LAST DAY
to place Collegian classifieds

is Monday May 14 by 3:45

DON'T MISS OUT
Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment

For Rent
For Sale

Found

Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost
Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Rider Wanted
Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent
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Weather

WEDNESDAY-partly
sunny with a chance of

showers, highs in the 60's.

Thursday, variable

cloudiness with a chance of

rain.
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G>llege is an
Investment...

Protect It!

...Buckle-Ujp

FACULTY
There's an alternative to the Textbook Anne)

Jeffer)?

AmKerst

BooksKop
We offer fast, responsive service on

your course book orders. . .as well as

being a full-service general bookstore.
Ftm Special Ordering

••tiKtont & faculty discounts

on trade books & supplies

CaM us with your sunrwner & fall orders:

253-3381

I*
FREE to UMass students

with ID *

I Wednesday to Saturday

I The Big Store 7:00

I
A Night at the Opera 8:30

I A Day at the Races 10:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

r5«>>!ir«-<<!5r5-6-;«5<-5?J>^^

'ii^ifA:

GARDEN
ROTO TILLING

Prompt Reasonable Reliable

323-5120

4

i

ARMY/NAVY
Clothing Sale

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
10 am to 8 pm (except Wednesday. 4 pm)

Student Union Ballroom

* Marine Rip Stop Camel Pants $10 -
13

'

* Brand New BDU Camel I'ants $22
* .Jackets $8 - 15

* Fati^rue Pants $4 - 7.50

* Arniy/Navv Raincoats $10 - 15

* Down Filled Mummy
Sleeping Ha^^ $^'^ 30
* Airfnrce Sunglasses $5-7
* And Much Much More i

Tonight ^^^ Cocktail Lounge ^^
FREELADIES 1st2 drinks

7pm - 1 am

* LIVE ENTERTAINMENT *
Begins 10:00 pm NO COVf:R

- 90' Drafts All Night Long -

A GREAT TIME NEVER COST LESS
322 Rt 9, Hadley across from Mt Farms Mall

Open 11:00 am - 1:00 am Mon - Sat

1:00 pm - 1:00 am Sunday

Wednesday, May 9

5,7,9, 11

Campus Center Auditorium

Sponsored by Alpha Zeta

Admission: $1. at 5; $1 50 7, 9, 11

2 Brittany Manor apt* available 1

bedroom each 1 with fall option, low price,

newly rennovated 253-3389

Townhouse apt - furnished roonr> (apt)

available CHEAP June - Aug Mike 549-4861

Brandywine 2 bedroom June - August
price negotiable call 546-6024 546-6019

64^6041

Possible fall great apartnrtent 5 min from

campus 549-1178 iceep trying

F«mala for own room Puffton $150.00 -f

Trish or Terri eves 549-4621

Four bedroom house, furnished, large kit-

chen, living room, pantry. Washer and
dryer. Near Look Park. $300 or best offer

686-9606

SUMMER SUBLET
W/FALL OPTION

Brandywine 1 room for 1 or 2 persons fully

furnished call 549-2773 after 5 PM

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom Townehouse Apt available

at a reas rate 546-5113

June 1st - Sept 1st call

use Apt
549-4686

Two bedroom apt on bus route cheap

rent sumn>er sublet with fall option

666-7518

1 bodroom Colonial VUI near pool with

fall option 253-5764

One bedroom apt in Presidential sum-

mer sub/fall option 356/nr>o 549-6644

sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2

bedrm Brandywine summer sublet available

June Ist thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 P*'

1 bdrm apt Crestview summer sublet

w/fall option walking distance to UMass on

bus route AC avail June 1 360/mo 549-7826

1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option

avail June 1 549-1470

Sublet fall option 2 brm $330 per month
Sunderland summer rent negotiable call

between 9-11 am or other 666-4744

1 bd room in Sunderland
dishwssher/disposal 320 all utilities. Pool £r

tennis 666-8315

Wanted: Rrst summer-seesion sublet.

Near town-campus. Call 5-9 pm Sue S.

549-6040

One bedroom in three bdrm apt. in

house available end May Sept 1 neer town
& campus (Amherst) rent nego 256-1421

ask for Laura

One bedroom apt in Puffton June - Sept

rent negotiable 546-5082

Ready now or June 1 1 bedroom in 2

bedroom apt on bus line, near Puffers

Pond. Nothing down. Just $1 15 per nwnth.
Fall option 5^-0437

House in town for sumemr 3 bdrm cheap

call Sue 6-8142

Two bedroom apt summer w/fall option

cheap, all utilities included 666-4963 even-

ings

One bedroom eummer sublet with fall

option Cliffside apt 666-7956

3 bdrm Townhouse apt avail for summer

1 bdrm 295 mo. oncludes utilities, swimm-
ing pool, tennis cts & dishwasher evenings

666-7920 with fall option

1 bedroom in 4 bedroom apt to sublet for

summer and fall only, furnished 256-1205

4 bedroom apartment on bus route sum-
mer sublet with fall option. 1 % baths, cable

TV 174 per room includes all utilities call

after 5:00 546-9322

3 bd ept fall option Amherst Center prime

location beautiful tall ceilings huge win-

dows fireplece June 1 256-1(X)4

4 bdrm 2 beth Amherst apt w/fall option

negotiable summer rent 256-1014

from June 1 with fall option two bedroom
apt on Sunderiand bus route 330/month
666-8314

Room available sumnwr poesible fall op-

tion. Rent negotiable. Call 2S6O011 even-

ings

1 bdrm 280 month includes utilities pool

tennis Cliffside apts bus route June 1 fall

option 666-2156

Two bedroom apt available one fall option

neer Puffton wood stove 549-0112

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom Southwood
townhouse, serious students please. Jeff

leave message 253-3497

TYPING
~

Professional Typing Service including:

theses, manuscripts, medical reports, dic-

taphone. Emergency service. Call 536-2336,
6-10 PM

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Starting, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Looking for used electric bass guitar

under $100 549-0363 Derek call nights

Puffton-Rolling Green 3 bdroom will take

June/Sept 253-2175

I need aa ticket for Lionel Ritchie at the

Centrum pleese call Sharon ASAP 546-9693

2-3 bdrm apt close to campus wanted for

fall will pay summer please call

6-5346/6-5349

WANTED TO RENT
~

Wanted Puffton or Presidantial apt will

pay reward call 666-7518 546-5141

1 need to rent e moped June-August.
Amherst area. Licensed driver. Call kelley at

646^4207 after 7:00 PM
2 or 3 bedroom apt in Puffton, Bran-

dywine, Towr>ehouse, or Cotonial Village.

Will take in summer or fall. 546-6806, 6810,

6813

Rolling Qraen apartment or room
wanted Reward I Call Wayr>e or Dan
256- 1366 __^^^__^_
Two females looking for apt for fall 84

preferably Colonial Village or surrounding

area will take for sumemr please call even-

ings 546-6824

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE ^^^^__^___^

ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

Today is the day - Sunny or Rainy - for

buying Vuamets and Raybans. Don't let

these fantastic bargains slip away. Look for

table in the CCC today or call Bruce

549-2879

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Saab Sonett sports car. classic,

orange, rebuilt transmission and engine,

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel

and some trunk welding, idle for one year,

$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home )

73 Buick wagon runs great body solid

70000 miles 500.00 549-7666

1974 Triumph TR6 great condition, ex

cellent body and engine, many extras $4000

or BO 546-5516 Dan

72 Chev Impale 200 or best 256-8809. It

runsi

1973 VW Superbeetle looks great, runs

great. Lt Blue $895.00 549-4816

1973 Van rebuilt engine sunroof radial very

dependable 666-3866 after 5 BO Mike

1971 Volkswagen Superbeetle excellent

condition sunroof light blue $800 call

646-5039

1974 Camaro high mileage but mint condi-

tion 549-6821 or 549-0482

!Puch 10 speed bicycle. Excellent condi-
tion - almost new. $120 or BO call Bruce at

6^3263

I
Solid oak dresser, wall shelves 666-7920

I Men's brown leather bike jecket not yet |
s broken in size 42 like new $60 546-5132 -

I Two 10-speed bicycles $66 each 253-2861

I Beds, desks, kitchen chairs, table and
other furnishings. Best offers. 549-0505

Apple II + . two drives, Micromodem,
printer and accessories. $1695 or best offer.

Call Keith 546-9349

LIGHTS OUT PARTY
TONIGHT AT 3C (10 PM)
WEAR YOUR PJ S

AND BRING CANDLES

I
FOUND

I
a* -- - ———

—

— — «

i 14K Gold Chain; pendant w/initial found 5

E 5/7 near Whitmore. Call Dolores 545-3436 §

HELP WANTED

'69 Chavelle Malibu
549-1178 keep trying

Classic $300

BOARDERS FOR FALL -84

WANTED

For home like atmosphere call Sigma
Kappa Sorority 256-6887 ask for Sylvia or

Louise

CHEAP, CHEAP, CHEAP

• Two bedroom opt on bus route *

it to sublet *
• Rate very cheap and negotiable *
• Please call 546-8861 •

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

ALL GUARANTEEDI 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

FEMALE
ROOMMATE WANTED

To share room in Brandywine Apt for

more info call Jodi 256-1235

FOR RENT

s
s
S

8
i

Large studio apartmant. Swiss Village
|

available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util
|

evenings 253-3075 §

Live across from Emily Dickenson •

House 2 bedroom apt, 1 room available :

summer /fall option 256^0681 {

X-lg bedroom In split level apt rent |
negotiable quiet 666-2127

2 bedroom Britteny Manor available

June 1 with fall option $460 includes heat

call after 10 pm 253-5907

Summer housing svaiiabie 496 No Plea-

sant St 253-9015

Two rooms in house. Summer with fall

option. Walk to campus & town. Fumish-

ed. 125-150/mo Dan Jackie 549^041

$380 caeh to the people v»^o take over my
lease - one bedroom Crestview 10 minute

walk to campus 3e0/mo -^ util 549-5949

Townehouse Apartment. 2 bedroom for

summer. $90 per person. Cell 546-8234 or

546-8024, evenings _^
Lrg bdl bdrm in spacious 2 bdrm apt. Avail

June 1 666-2236

Southwood Apts 1 bedroom townhouse

summer w/fall option very clean 256-8225

Beeutiful Amherst Center apartment

$400.00/month includes utilities 2 person

253-2157

2 roommates for house on Rt 9 Belcher-

town; on bus route; $140 plus utilities call

Mark 546-8422/546-9200

Two bedroom Southwood Apt available

for summer with fall option 253-7373

Summer sublet fell option 2 bedroom

Southwood Apt 2S6^J832

One bedroom apt Colonial Viliege

available 6/1 w/fall option 256-0909 even-

ings .^

—

Spacious 2 bdrm apt Squire Village June

1, fall option 666-7923

FOR SALE ~Z1

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor- :

dinator. Application, description available s

130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11. E

AA/EOE I
Housekeepers weekends Er weekdays thri E

the summer. Positions available immediate- E

ly for reliable persons. Past experience S

helpful. Apply Howard Johnsons Motor E

Lodge Rte 9 Hadley |
International Environmental Org. seeks E

commited individuals to represent our work £

on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen-
|

tal shelf issues. Call Greenpeace at S

256-6609. Salary $150 to $200 wkly. i

Part time sales. Audio background or
|

sales exper. necc. Also, p. time car stereo E

installer. Apply at The Sound Co. 201 N E

Pleasant ^___ S

Still need a summer Job? Work as an ac- E

tivist on a nat'l voter registration campaign E

and help to shape state environmental E

policy. MASSPIRG is noe hiring full and E

part-time summer staff for public education s

and fundraising. $135-225/a week. Mon S

-Fri 2-10 PM. Will train. Call Sandy =

256-6434 s

UMass Sorority seeks housemother for
|

upcoming 2 years. Responsible female grad |

student preferred. Free room & board with 5

salary 250$ per month . Call 546-21 52 ask for a

Toni or Mary _^__ [

Work this summer on energy policies,

toxic waste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing. Hours 1:30 - 10:00 pm M-F
$156-225/wk -»- benefits call 586-8713

COUNSELORS. Excellent Maine Camp,
call Mrs. Fritts (201) 538-5409

Government Jobe. $16,559-$50,553/year.

Now hiring. Your area. Call 1-805-687-6000

ext. R-9616.

Students I Summer jobs on cempusi Apply

to Telefund, Memorial Hall, 545-3509

Help wanted cook needed at local frater-

nity call anytime 253-9032 ask for Mark

Summer work out West 318/week call

for info 549-7529

Drivers wanted for mobile vending vehicles

summer Cape Cod Pete 584-9580

(Stubbs) Herr Goodkind: Tis I, Gan^eth of

Exeterl Art thou coming to England? Get

address & writel Greetings Greekl (D.D.)

Go to Collegian Office for address

The Honors Student Associstion would

like to thank Bart's for donating gift

Greek 246 - Party in honor of Dikaiopolis

comirig soon.

Problems with your employer? Call LSO
545-1995

Need a place to live next fell? Female

boarders wanted. Good food home-like at-

mosphere. For info call 545^0162/2092.

Keep trying I

Hi Mom. Here is your personal; was it real-

ly worth buying the (Collegian for? Love,

Pammy, Susie, Sharon

To Kurt from 2nd fir Moore - I think

you're adorablel Meet me at the Pub

tonight at 1 1 if you're interested. Love TSG

Brian, Dave, Dave, Frenkie end esp.

Scott - Thanks for making my first year

here the best everl Here's to next fall. Love,

Susanna

WE HAVE BALLS - basketballs, baseballs

softballs, footballs, tennis balls

racquetballs, squashballs

golfballs £r frisbees

THE SPORTING GOODS CO-OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 11 to 6 322 Student Union Building

WHATS YOUR RACQUET?

We have Tennis Racquets, Racqetball

Racquets, Squash Racquets £r BatsI

THE SPORTING GOODS CO-OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 1 1 to 5 322 Student Union Building

Female roommate wanted for fall in

Brittany Manor call 546-8152

Roommate wanted for Rolling Green 2

bdrm AC pool on bus rt summer arni/or fall

M/F 202 inci Liz 256-8261

Presidential apt two people needed share

one room 10 min walk, 111/mth/per + 20

I utilities call Tom 549-6726

I Moving to White Plains NY eraa looking

i for female roommate, just acquired job call

"
Vikki 549-6869

Two roommates wented for fall. Brit-

tany Manor call Cyndi 253-3032

1 or 2 roommates wonted Brittany Manor

male or female call 546-81 1

1

Summer sublet end fell one female room-

mate wanted to share large room in Rolling

Green $114.50 month everything included

fully fumished on bus route call 253-3422

SERVICES

RESUMES You don't have to go off cam-

pus to get a professionally typeset resume.

Come to Collegian Graphics Rm 105 CC.

Fast service, competitive prices. M-F 9-2:30

Free coffee end donuts, Monday and

Wednesday mornings. During finals period

after 6 pm. Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Area Govem-
ment.

TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283-3050

SUMMER SUBLET

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses, Csses. Papers.

ecceptanceguaranteed, on campus, low

rates, 584-7W4 Nancy

$300.00 REWARD

5 »»•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LOST

For recovery of Hlfly 300 Seilboard taken

from concert at Sowest on Apr 29 call

Cathy Yates at 256^61

RIDE WANTED

To Calif Ist week in June share expenses

and driving 256-8416

To Arizona end of semester

everything John 549-1358

share

Ride needed to the West Coest. Califor-

nia or the Northwest, Sometime efter May
24th will share expenses, call Cory at

546-8770

ROOM WANTED

Male seeke room (single or shared) in apt.

anywherel For next fall-spring Dave

546-7738

Desperate for a room in Hyannia area

for summer I Jennifer 256-1341

i Lost 3 rings in SOM aree extreme sen-

i timental value $500. reward call 549-7758

S Keys on Sandy's Rainbow keychain if
|

E found please call Sandy 546-5605 |

i Black and red pack at Pond Series jean- E

i jacket with ID inside 584-5662 reward |

E Patchwork sweatshirt lost at FAC on E

I 4/28. Call 546-4878 if found S

i Lost blue Jecket, Scituate High School |
I Football embroidered on it. If found please S

I please call 546-7744, great sentimental E
£ value. Reward no questions asked |

Peer! necklace deep sentimental value E

help pleasel Reward Terry 549-4071 S

Lost: Key Ring with approximately six E

keys if found call 546-3290 rewardll |

MOTORCYCLES 1

Room wanted
nis/Yarmouth
546-5275

- looking for room in Hyan-

area please cell Patty

Help I Own bedrm. near campus sought for

fall. Senior PoliSci/JS student, neither

grind nor perty animal. No cig. smokers,

please. Ian 6-6177 nights

Room wanted for fell preferably in N
Amherst apartment summer possible Carol

549-3720

Room wanted in Harwichport for sum-
mer neer Lincoln Lodge call Lori 5460527

ROOMMATE WANTED

s Yemeha 400 speciel 1982 - Mag wheels, |
I new reer tire, backrest, crashbars, 2 E

i
helmets and lock 6700 miles 6-6987 BO |

1981 Suzuki GS460 miles 7000 $750 or BO |
call Peter 549-7544 E

1980 Yamaha 400XS great condition 5000 |
miles many x-tras $1,000 or best call E

549-7581 E

1960 Yamaha XS400 special, cafe bars, E
$850 Chris after 5 665-4148 E

PERSONALS

Japanaaa Go Sat. Almost new $40. Rich

5494786,866-7034

I
Patricia M. Smith v^b have your ID. It's at

i the Collegian
^

Female roommete wanted to shere large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house

near town & campus 117/mo -»- 1/6 Max
546-6089 Kris 2560666

Female nonsmoker wanted in Brittany

for fall 84 call 546-8343 546-8275

Roommate to share downtown Nor-

thampton apartment 200/mth inc heat

584-7608 Meg

Wented: 2 females to share room in Brit-

tany Manor start Sept 256-0393

Female roommate for summer near

Amherst Center, on bus rte 118/mo

253-2763

Female roommate wanted Brandyv^nne

starting May 25th fall option call 546-7098

For rant 1 bedroom in two bedroom apt

downtown Noho call Jennifer 584-6972

Two block from cempus house with

many rooms, beautiful lawn approximately

100.00 rent great deal 549-7666

Brandywine June Aug rent negotiable call

546^322 or 546^6324

Summer sublet w/fall option spacious 4

bedroom and 2 bath on bus route rent

negotiable call 256-8247

2 bedroom Townehouse apt fully fur-

nished, rent negotiable cell anytime

546-5001

Two bedroom Colonial Village pertially

furnished convenient! rent negotieble call

25&eeo8

1 bedroom in big beautiful apartrrvent on

bus line in walking distance of campus and

town. $150/nr>onth or BO 256-0170

Perfect summer sublet Amherst Center 1

large bedroom yard, pool, tennis. Rent

negotiable 549-5799

Furnished one bedroom Puffton ept

pool eirconditioning laundry 549-7864

Summer sublet only. Negotiable. Pool

bus stops call Staci 256-1288

Presidential Apt 2 to 3 people closest apts

to campus cheepest rate available all sum-

mer. Cell Eric 546^407 Andy 546-3279

Two bedroom spacious apartment
funrished rent negotiable call Beth fr6491

Swiss Village summer sublet 2 bedrooms
inexpensive 256-1405 Joe Eric

3 bedroom townhouse epts rent cheep

call 256-0707 or 256-0660 evenings

Two bedroom ept fully fumished rent

negotiable 5 miles to campus call evenings

666-8114

2 bedrm in 2 bedrm furnished apt center

of town. Prefer serious student. Avail. June

$250/mo Jan/Barb after 4 pm 253-7818

Fumished room in house next to

Crestview, prefer nonsmoking male.

$130/mo incI util, call Vincent 549-1867

Rolling Green cheap clean 2 bdroom $400

month AC pool 253-2175

Summer sublet with fall option 1 bedroom

in 2 bedroom Southwood apt 253-7422

4 bedrooms available at Swiss Village

summer sublet with fall option call 253-5274

Brandywine two bedrooms rent

negotiable 546-5341, 54^7625

1 bedroom 3 bedroom house fall option

partially furnished laundry bus route

presently 2 male greds call eves 190 +

negotieble 256-6673

With fall option in Southwood townhouse

call 256O051 after 6:00 ask for Ed

w/fall option 1 br Crestview walk to cam-

pus on bus rt across from Puffton 549-7792

Puffton - 1 bedroom person needed for

summer $80 a month 546-8294

Double Brittany bedroom in three

bedroom apt with fall opt 256-7484

$160/per person

Two bedroom ept utilities included pod
bus route fall option $370 Cliffside 666-8601

2 bedroom townhouee in Squire Villega

for June July and August, big rooms best

offer Dave K 54^6461

Brandywine summer sublet fumished,

best offer, call 546-53K
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U.S. athletes upset at Soviet pullout
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer

United States athletes and coaches

Tuesday compared the Soviet Union's

pullout from the Summer Olympics to the

American-led boycott four years ago,

saying it could threaten the future of the

Games.

"If other countries follow the Soviet lead,

the Games will be reduced to nothing more

than a regional contest, similar to the way

our pullout in 1980 reduced the Moscow
Games to nothing more than regionals,"

said Al Oerter, a four-time gold medalist in

the discussion. "The Games are in real

jeopardy now.

"I'm amazed at the pullout because I

always felt it was their intention to come to

the United States and win every possible

gold medal, to embarrass us in our own
backyard, and at the same time to complain

about our air, our security, everything,"

said Oerter, who is trying to earn a berth on

the U.S. Olympic team.

Peter lleberroth, president of the Los

Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee,

said the United States was "paying the

price for 1980." Both he and Juan Antonio

Samaranch, president of the International

Olympic Committee, promised to work to

reverse the Soviet decision. The Olympic

deadline for announcing participation is

June 2.

Abie Grossfeld, gymnastics coach at

Southern Connecticut Sute University and

head coach of the U.S. gymnastics team for

the Summer Games, said, "Politics is

becoming much too involved in the

Olympics. I don't think we should have

pulled out in 1980. It was a political ploy.
'"

George Raveling, Iowa's basketball coach

and an assistant to U.S. Olympic Coach

Bobby Knight, called the boycott "another

step toward what ultimately could be the

demise of the Olympics."

"It just dramatized how much winning and

losing is over-emphasized in the world

today - obviously the Olympics have

become a political vehicle. We're not any

less guilty because we're the ones that set

the precedent. I don't think we can ob-

jectively sit here and point a finger at the

Russians.

"Each of us needs to sit back and take an

objective look at international competition.

We need to do something to rid ourselves of

the political element that has crept into

international athletics."

Jody Anderson, a competitor in the

heptathlon, said she feels "sorry for the

athletes because it is all political. Athletes

have nothing to do with it."

Long jumper Willie Banks said. "The

Olympics were originally a friendly com-

petition between countries. But it seems

they've become a political tool for the

powers that be."

Olympic wrestling coach Dan Gable said

simply. "I'm mad. We should never have

held these Olympics in Los Angeles because

we boycotted Moscow in 1980. If the

Olympics were held in another country, we

would not be having this problem. The gold

without the Communist nations is. without

doubt, a little bit tarnished."

Gable was one Olympian who believed the

Soviets may yet be a part of the Games.

"Just because someone says something,

don't count that official," he said. "I'm not

counting them out yet."

AP Lkacrphoto

GOT WHAT THEY WANTED—David BaUiger, right, president of

Southern California's Ban the Soviets cups his ear listening to a ques-

tion yesterday in L.A. Coalition members Nick Sorokin, left, and Tony

Mezeika sit in.

Gazelles open upNCAA tourney against Yale
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The opponent is Yale University, but the University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team wants another crack

at Harvard, who topped UMass 9-5 earlier this season.

But one game at a time. Yale is the opposition as the

Gazelles, 7 5. open the NCAA playoffs this afternoon at 4

p.m. in New Haven. Conn. The winner of this opening

round clash gets the right to meet Harvard Saturday in

Cambridge for the right to go to the Final Four on May 19,

20 at Boston University.

"We are trying not to look ahead." sophomore Chris

Kocot said. "We feel that we are in an easier bracket but

I'm sure that's the way Yale and Harvard feel. We have to

go out and play like it's our last game of the year."

Which it will be if the Gazelles overlook Yale.

The Eli have had an up and down year according to coach

Polly Keener and she called the game a toss-up.

"If we can play well, we can take them. We won't be able

to make a lot of mistakes. We have to play clean,

aggressive lacrosse throughout the game," Keener said.

Leader scorer junior attackman Pam Moyrl agreed. "We
have to capitalize when we get the ball and not throw it

away after the defense has worked so hard to get it for us."

The key factor in the game may be the defensive power of

the Gazelles, who like to settle back into a tough zone

defense.

Celts-Knicks clash
thinking and. game by

game. I've been able to

make some adjustments to

their defense."

After battling back from a

2-0 deficit to even their best-

of-seven National Basketball

Association playoff series,,

the Knicks visit the Celtics

for tonight's fifth game.

The teams split their six

regular- season games.

Boston got into the Eastern

Conference semifinals with

New York by beating

Washington in the opening

series. The Knicks did it by

eliminating Detroit.

When UMass can get its defense set up, there are as

many as eight (not counting goalie Debbie DeJesus) of the

12 players on the field working on defense.

'*We put all our strengths into the zone. " Keener said.

And when the Gazelles have been able to set up their zone,

they have been a tough nut to crack.

The problems come on the transitions and the fast breaks.

UMass has been very vulnerable to the fast break

throughout the season and want to stop this today.

"We have to stop them on the fast breaks. "
Kocot said.

"We have gotten in most trouble usually setting up the

zone."

So, it is a match with the Elis today at 4 p.m. for the right

to meet Harvard on Saturday. If UMass can beat Harvard,

they will be in the Final Four for the third consecutive

year.

But only if they get by Yale. "We can only take them one

at a time," Keener said. "The players are ready.

'But they will have to work their tails off to get it."

BOSTON (AP) - They are

like two adversaries who
meet regularly over a

chessboard. There are few

secrets about strategy, only

tactical adjustments to

counter each other's moves

"They're going to make us

beat them from out *o with

the guards, ohviou

Boston Coach K.C
"And we're not ^'

shots."

' said

)nes.

' the

"I just don't think

change things ov«

said New York

weapon, Bernard

"I've been doing a

»u can

light,"

big

:ing.

lot of
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The UMass rugby team (white and red), shown here against Cambridge club in April, will be
competing in the New England championships this weekend.
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Associate provost Cole

announces resignation
By JIM FINKLE and LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Johnetta B. Cole yesterday announced

that she resigned two weeks ago as

University of Massachusetts associate

provost for undergraduate education.

Cole, who is completing a one year ap-

pointment as a Russell Sage Foundation

professor at Hunter College in New York

City, said she plans to remain in that city to

teach and complete anthropological

research on women in America.

Johnnetta B. Cole
C'oll«|n»> fil' photo

She will work at Hunter College as a

visiting professor of anthropology while

remaining a tenured professor in the an-

thropology department.

However, she said she is unsure whether

she will actually return to UMass.

"I cannot say I am definitely not coming

back," Cole said. "This (coming) year is

very handy for me, but it does not cut the

tie with UMass."
She will continue to do field research in

New York for a book titled All American

Women that will examine whether "there

are enough experiences, attitudes and

values that American women share to

constitute a culture," she said.

Cole said that because New York contains

a diversity of women with the varying

backgrounds found throughout America, it

is an ideal place to conduct her research.

"It's a very exciting place to be," she said.

When Cole realized she would need to

spend another year away from the

University to complete her research, she

decided to resign from her administrative

duties because "the position demands that

someone be working there full-time." She

said that requiring someone to fill her

vacancy in an acting position for two years

could weaken that persons ability to do the

job well.

Fern Johnson, who became acting

associate provost when Cole left, said her

resignation from the administration is "a

tremendous loss."

"She went into an administrative position

and did something with it," Johnson said.

"She put that position on the map."

Johnson called Cole "a bright, dynamic,

wonderful person" who "had a golden

opportunity to do research after a period of

very intense administrative work.

"

"She has been very energized by having

this year to do her anthropology scholar-

ship," Johnson said.

As associate provost. Cole was responsible

for representing the University ad-

ministration on all academic committees

related to undergraduate education. She

was also a vocal supporter and principle

author of the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc

Committee's controversial general

education curriculum proposal.

"It was clearly unfortunate that the

proposal did not receive a more favorable

response from the faculty," Cole said.

When a new draft is considered next fall,

Cole said she plans to "make a response

along with my colleagues in the an

thropology department."

The Valley Woman 's Voice

in danger of folding , again
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

For the second time in six months the on-

ly feminist collective newspaper in the

Pioneer Valley, the Valley Women's Voice

is in serious danger of folding.

"The paper only has enough money to

pay its bills and put out the June issue,"

said the paper's coordinator, Joan Wilce.

The fate of the paper depends on

whether they can raise enough money to

hire a full-time coordinator and attract a

new staff," Wilce said.

"There is a tremendous amount of bum-

out and apathy among the current staff."

said Amy Hasbrouck, a writer and former

student intern at the paper.

But, said Buck McWilliams, one of two

advertising representatives, "The paper

needs more hierarchy and structure in-

stead of being a haphazard feminist collec-

tive.

"The paper was going to fold last

semester, but a couple of people decided to

keep it going. It always falls on the

shoulders of a couple of individuals."

The Voice has appeals for financial

assistance to the Arts Council, the

Graduate Senate and University of

Massachusetts Dean of Students William

F. Field, but the University administration

is not "backing it because it's a feminist

newspaper," said Voice member Ila

O'Brien.
Continued on page 5
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"The best thing about journalism is you're nei^er working,

but you're always working,

"

_ ^^f^ Bazinet
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ALL ALONE IN FRONT — John Brady, a freshman business major,

shoots hoop last week at the Southwest Residential Area basketball

courts.

Senate postpones yearbook

decision until next semester
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The fate of Index, the University of

Massachusetts yearbook, will remain

uncertain until the beginning of next

semester, due to last night's

Undergraduate Student Senate decision to

table until September 19 the question of ad

ditional funding for the book.

On May 2, Student Government Associa-

tion Treasurer John Mooradian proposed a

combination loan/grant of $20,000 to Index

from an SUA emergency fund to bring the

yearbook's funding up to the amount its

editor said is necessary to produce the 1985

edition. The Senate tabled that motion un-

til yesterday.

Last night's vote, according to SGA of

ficers, amounted to a oonmiitnicnt to give

Index the additional money m September

- provided the yearbook staff has, by that

time, demonstrated that it has overcome

management problems and can pay back

the $10,000 loan portion of the emergency

allocation.

"In September, we will know for sure

whether we will get a (1985) yearbook,"

said Budget Committee Chairman Joseph

Sparks. "If they do their job the way they

say they will, they'll have no problem get-

ting the money.

"if they can't do the job, we shouldn't

throw away another $20,000. Why should

we give them the money now, when we
don't know if they can do it?"

Imler Editt)r Kevin Fachetti said last

week that hi- and his staff planned to pay

back the loan by celling copifs of tho 1082

Continued on page 5
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Spark of Soviet boycott flares world tensions

Soviet boycott a threat Wy'^^^MW"! ,.v:;l Bulgaria first to follow

to future Olympicgames
Associated Press

Western government officials, newspaper • olumnists

and athletes said yesterday that the Soviet -i.K^ision to

boycott the Los Angeles Olympics could spell the end of

the modern Olympic movement.

"The Olympic games as we knew and loved them... died

yesterday of malice, greed and corruption," wrote sports

columnist Ian Wooldridge in the London Daily Mail.

Bulgaria yesterday followed the example set by the

Soviets the day before and announced it would not par

ticipate in the 1984 summer Games in Los Angeles.

Romania had already said it will take part.

Other Eastern Europe nations remained silent on their

plans for the July 28 Aug. 12 Games.

Western European leaders, including Spanish Premier

Felipe Gonzalez and Australian Sports Minister John

Brown, urged the Soviets to reconsider their decision.

But in Paris. Soviet Ambassador Yuli Vorontsov said the

pullout was "definite and irreversible."

In Moscow, the Kremlin said the action was justified by

the "arrogant hegemonistic course" of U.S. President

Ronald Reagan's administration. A Tass news agency

comment yesterday said Washington's policies put it "at

odds with the noble ideals of the Olympic movement."

In Munich, Willi Daume, head of the West German

Olympic Committee and head of the International Olympic

Committee's EligibUity Committee, urged IOC President

Juan Antonio Samaranch to go immediately to Moscow to

negotiate Soviet re-entry into the Olympiad.

In Paris. Mario Vasquez Rana of Mexico, president of the

Association of National Olympic Committees, said

Samaranch will go to Moscow on Friday.

A I' I.m«rrf>holo

Juan Antonio Samaranch, left, president of

the International Olympic Committee, and Peter

Ueberroth, chairman of the Los Angeles Olym-

pic Organizing Committee, talk to reporters out-

side the West Wing of the White House Tuesday

after meeting with President Reagan to discuss

the announced pull-out of the Soviet Union from

the 1984 Olympic Games.

Shultz charges Soviets fear defections
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State George

Shultz said yesterday he expects the Soviet Union will try

to influence the outcome of the U.S. election, possibly by

escalating violence in Central America in October.

But Shultz told a group of western Massachusetts

business people, political leaders and educators that he did

not expect the Soviets to have a major impact.

Shultz told an issues seminar arrangtni by Rep. Silvio 0.

Conte, R-Mass., that the Soviets were unable to affect the

outcomes of the most recent elections in West Germany
and Great Britain.

Reagan denounces
^communist terror'
WASHIN(;T0N (AP) - President Reagan, arguing the

United States is fighting a "communist reign of terror" in

Central America, declared last night that Salvadoran

guerrillas with Cuban support are poised to topple the

shaky El Salvador government unless the United States

provides more military aid.

"The simple questions are: Will we support freedom in

this hemisphere or not?... Will we stop the spread of com-

munism in this hemisphere or not? Will we act while there

is still time?" Reagan asked in remarks prepared for a na-

tionally broadcast address to the nation from the Oval Of-

fice.

In a speech devoted to convincing Americans he is pur-

suing the right course in Central America and to pressur-

ing Congress into supplying more military aid to that

region of turmoil, the president decried the "new isola-

tionists" who prefer a policy of "wishful thinking" to ac-

tion.

"As I talk to you tonight, there are young Salvadoran

soldiers in the field facing the terrorists and guerrillas in

El Salvador with the clips in their rifies the only ammuni-

tion they have," Reagan said.

Reporters attended the Shultz portion of the seminar

under the understanding from Conte's office they could

report on Shultz's statements but could not use direct

quotes.

Shultz also said he did not think the Soviets decided to

boycott the summer Olympics in Los Angeles because of

their stated concern about security for their athletes.

Instead, he said, the boycott may have l)een triggered

l)ecause of the United States' decision to boycott the

winter Olympics in Moscow four years ago as a response

to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

Soviets in withdrawl
Associated Press

Bulgaria yesterday became the first Eastern bloc coun-

try to follow the Soviet Union's example in pulling out of

the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles, as Americans used

shuttle diplomacy in a worldwide game of wits to keep

other nations in the Games.

A statement by the official Bulgarian news agency BTA
said the national Olympic Committee voted "unanimously

against the participation of Bulgaria in the Games because

of the existence of an abnormal situation in this American

city." Bulgaria is the closest Soviet ally in the Eastern

bloc.

A delegation selected by the Los Angeles Olympic

Organizing Committee was in East Germany trying to

convince officials that their athletes would be secure in

Los Angeles.

Other Olympic officials were meeting in California with

representatives of "three or four" countries friendly to

the Soviets, the president of the organizing committee

said yesterday.

But most Eastern bloc countries and Cuba were silent

on whether they planned to join the Soviet Union, which

announced Tuesday it was withdrawing from the Games

because of "anti-Soviet hysteria" and concerns for the

safety of athletes.

It was a case of the Americans going to great lengths to

keep some of their toughest opponents in the competition.

Soviet athletes captured the most medals in the past

three Summer Olympics, including 1976 when nearly 40

countries boycotted the Montreal Games to prot^'st a New
Zealand rugby team's tour of South Africa and IHHO when

then-President Jimmy Carter called for a boycott of the

Moscow Olympics to protest the Soviet intervention in

Afghanistan. F"ighty;one countries stayed away from the

Moscow Games.
East Germany was the No. 2 medal winner l)ehind the

Soviets in the 1980 Summer Games.

President Reagan said in Washington yesterday he was

greatly disappointed by the Soviet decision and called it

"unfair to the young people that have l)een waiting for so

long to participate in those games."

"It ought to be remembered by all of us that the games

more than 2,000 years ago started as a means of bringing

peace between the Greek city states," P. -sigan said. "And

in those days, even if a war was going on, when Olympic

year came, they called off the war in order to hold the

games.
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Digest
By The Associated Press

High tech report called

'disservice to industry'
BOSTON — A report questioning the high tech in-

dustry's impact on the Massachusetts economy contains

inaccurate employment data, is "naive on economic

theory" and is "so distorted as to be a disservice to in-

dustry," states Economic Affairs Secretary Evelyn Mur-

phy has complained.

But she acknowledges the report correctly notes that

high technology workers earn less than out-of-state

employees.

The 80-page union-supported study released April 23 by

the High Tech Research Group miscalculated total job

growth statewide by excluding several new categories of

workers, Ms. Murphy said at a news conference yester-

day.

The report said total jobs in the state increased by

721,600 from 1972 to 1982, but she said the number ac-

tually increased by 388,000. The survey also said one of

seven jobs could be attributed to high tech, but Ms. Mur-

phy said one out of four was correct.

OSund.aji5 9t. Worcester h HampshlreO ij

Tough drug bill

killed in Senate
BOSTON— Citing constitutional problems, the

Massachusetts Senate has killed a bill that would deny bail

to anyone charged with possessing illegal drugs with a

street value of $25,000 or more.

"This bill is offensive to any of us, all of us, who hold up

our hands every couple of years and agree to uphold the

constitution of the United States of America," Sen.

Edward Burke said yesterday after the senate voted 18-13

to table the bill, an action which usually kills a proposal for

the year.

Sen. Patricia McGovern, Senate chair of the criminal

justice committee, said no Massachusetts law has

prevented bail for a defendant since 1902 when the state

tried to pass such a law for people accused of treason.

Even murder suspects are entitled to apply for bail under

legal protection that dates back to the Magna Carta, the

Lawrence Democrat said.

"What we're talking about here is going against the entire

course of Western legal history. It's an abhorrent

thought," she said.

But Sen. Edward Kirby, R-Whitman, said that "not since

the Magna Carta has there been a threat to society like the
drug trade."
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Human relations

forum addresses

sexual harassment
By TAARA HOFFMAN
Collegian Staff

Students and faculty subjected to sexual harassment

within the University of Massachusetts community have

not been using the grievance procedures outlined in the

University's sexual harassment policy. Ombudsman

Howard Gadlin said yesterday.

Gadlin, who participated in a Human Relations Forum

that focused on the issue of the two-year-old policy, said

many people hesitate to pursue grievance procedures

vigorously because they fear retaliation from the

h&rRsscr

.

students fear their grades will be altered if they reveal a

teacher's identity, and employees fear they will be

demoted, transferred, or fired if they reveal their super-

visor's identity as a harasser, Gadlin said.

Myra Hindus, coordinator of the Working Women s

Program at the Everywoman's Center, who also par-

ticipate in the forum, added her charge that the current

policy protects repeat offenders.

Gadlin, who as Ombudsman informally negotiates sex-

ual harassment cases, questioned at what point he should

draw higher University officials into a confidential case m-

volving a repeat sexual offender.

Another issue discussed and currently being reviewed is

the vague definition of sexual harassment and how the

community interprets behavior that may be considered

harassment.
. x *u

"People are careful about their advances so that other

interpretations of what is said is reasonably plausible,"

Gadlin said. "Advances are ambiguous enough so that

people would hesitate to call them sexual harassment."

There is also concern about whom individuals pressing

grievance procedures should contact in order to file com-

^
According to the sexual harassment policy, individuals

who are harassed are urged to approach the head of their

CollcKiui photo bjr P>al l)*«naraii

GETTING HOOKED — Boilermaker foreman

Michael Jackson adjusts a crane at the baghouse

construction site near the Campus Center

garAge.

department, which implies the harassment is occurring in

an academic setting.
• . ..^.

Grant Engle of the Office of Human Relations, said the

supervisor closest to the problem is the person who should

take the appropriate actions."

Women's management roles examined
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Not being accustomed to working with other women as

peers creates conflicts for women in leadership positions,

said a woman who participated in a recent colloquium, held

at the University of Massachusetts to explore the

recruitment of women, blacks and other minorities m
urban management professions.

Nancy Banks, town manager of Acton, said she thought

she would never hold a leadership position because she

believed "being a woman would impede me from pursuing

my personal goals."
^ . j j •

She said that during the recession of the 1970 s she didn t

know if she didn't get a job because of her sex, or because

there were no jobs for anyone.

Then, she said affirmative action brought job training and

efforts were made to find a fob for women and minorities.

Chancellor stresses

varied curriculum
By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

. ,

For the University of Massachusetts to mamtam its

position among other schools during the next decade, the

general undergraduate education curriculum should

provide students with practical skiUs and information

beyond their majors, according to a newly released

publication.

In his annual report released yesterday, ChanceUor

Joseph D. Duffey stated that the general education issue,

focal point of undergraduate education, should keep

UMass from providing an undergraduate program which

"replicates a specialized graduate curriculum."

'The importance of general education extends well

beyond undergraduate training to graduate study and

research," Duffey stated in the report. "The difference

between good research and great research is often the

abiUty of researchers to reach beyond their discipluie for

models and paradigms."

The 32-page glossy publication, which wiU be

distributed to 46.000 people, including those who

regularly receive Contact, another UMass pubUcation.

also addressed the future of graduate education, and

research, and summarized the 1983 operating costs of the

University.
, .. rv «

"For this campus, the next decade is crucial, Duffey

stated in the report. "We must consolodate our

achievements of the last quarter century while managing

our present and future resources with care. We must

renovate and refurbish the physical structure of the

campus, and equaUy important, we must reassess both

what we do and how we do it."

The report includes an introductory statement and two

essays by Duffey- one on the role of undergraduate

education and the second on graduate education and

research. Some of the successful campus programs are

also highUghted in the report, whkh was edited by Mw-y

Young of the University relations and development staff.

"The advantages outweighed the disadvanUges," Banks

said, adding that because it was imposed by the courts, it

was onlv fulfilled bodily, not spiritually.

Now ten percent of the municipal managers m the country

are women, according to David A Booth of the politica^

science department at the University. Booth also said that

of the 150 positions in Massachusetts. 63 of them are fUled

by women. .

When she applied for the job of assistant manager of

Lexington, she said she "did not go through a screening

process
" However, "being a woman should not be used as

a crutch or used against your failures or successes. Banks

said. She added that being a female is a contributing factor

for getting interviews.

Banks said she felt she was the right person to do the job

as town manager of Acton. But she cited an incident in

which she offered to drive a group of men to a conference.

She said her male counterparts were threatened by her

offer and other incidents with the "powerful little woman.

Nursinghome staff

without a contract

during negotiations
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Union workers at the Amherst Nursing Home (AMH) are

now working without a contract after their 1982 contract

expired yesterday and administrators failed to extend it.

AMH management and the New England Health Care

Employees Union. District 1199 have been negotiating a

new contract since March.

"We now have no protection from wage reductions, losing

our jobs, or harassment." said Karl Meyer, a bargaining

unit member.
Meyer said despite the fact that "many union members

are extremely upset by the contract expiration." there are

no plans to strike before the next bargaining session

scheduled for May 17.

"By law. we must give ten days notice before we strike.

Although we have no current strike plans, we will take any

action that we feel is neccessary." said Meyer, who par-

ticipated in a strike in 1982 before reaching terms for the

current contract.

A press release issued by AMH's management states.

"Outstanding issues include: the requirement of everyone

to join the union, or having the option of donating (dues) to

charity...(and) the union dictating how managers will train

employees."

The release does not mention a requested $1 per hour pay

increase for the union workers, who earn $4 to $5 per-hour.

Nurse's aides, housekeepers, and laundry and main-

tenance workers at the nursing home are all eligible to join

the union, or are required to donate the equivalent of union

dues to a charity.

"The union wants the charity option taken away... (and)

the union desires language in the contract telling

management how it will train employees. Management

believes that the union should not dictate how

management will train their sUff, " the release states.

Bargaining unit members said although the union

workers train new employees in the use of specialized

equipment, management maintains that those workers are

not qualified to make any recommendations about training

procedures.

However. Betty Kravetz, co-owner of the nursing home,

said management trains new employmees.

Bargaining unit member Peg Vezina said, "We had an

incident just recently where a patient was dropped to the

floor because the machinery that was being used was

broken, and no one had been trained to recognize this or to

fix it."

Another union member. Lisa Winter, said the

management attempts to dissolve the union every two

years by not bargaining in good faith, "which happened in

1982 when workers went on strike after negotiations broke

down."
Bargaining unit member l^slie Jennings also said that at

a previous bargaining session. Kravetz had stated that as a

spiritualist, the spirits had told her that having a union was

no good

.

. L f

Although Kravetz acknowledged that the subject ot

spiritualism had come up during bargaining sessions, she

had no comment as to whether she considers herself to be a

spiritualist.
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A WHEEL GOOD TIME - Matthew and David, two

patrons of the Grass Roots Daycare Center near the

Southwest Residential Area, enjoy the tire ride.

Newstudy areas available
In order to address the "severe

lack of study space on campus,"

which has "reached crisis propor-

tions," two dining commons and

conference rooms in the Campus

Center will be open Sunday through

Thursday evenings through the end

of final examination period, accor-

ding to student president Rick

Patrick.

The Student Government
Association President's Office, in

coordination with the area govern-

ments, has secured the green room

in Worcester Dining Commons and

the north room of Berkshire D.C.,

Patrick said.

Beginning Monday, available

study rooms in the Campus Center

will be listed on the building's daily

schedule, as determined by the

scheduling office, said Campus

Center director Bill Harris.

- LAURA KOESTER

Camaro stolen;

room burglarized
University of Massachusetts police

yesterday reported the theft, sometime

Monday, of a 1977 Chevrolet Camaro from

Lot 21. across the street from the

Southwest Residential Area.

Also, a 1975 Camaro was recovered by

Holyoke Police Tuesday after it had been

reported stolen from campus sometime

Sunday, police said.

A wallet and its contents, valued at $40,

were reported stolen from an unlocked

room in Field Dormitory in the Orchard

Hill Residential Area between 1 p.m. and

6:30 p.m. Tuesday, according to police.

- TOM MIDDLETON

Financial writer

lecturing tonight

Stock market authority. Max Bowser, wUl

speak tonight on stocks and investments in

the Campus Center Room 917 at 7:30 p.m..

Bowser has appeared on the Financial

News Network, is regularly pubUshed m
financial journals, and is the author of the

nationally published Bowser Report.

His appearance will be sponsored "by the

University of Massachusetts Investment

Club. Refreshments will be served.
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JENSEN AM/ FM STEREO CAR
CASSETTE STEREO SYSTEM

A GREAT VALUE JENSEN 8 WATT AM/EM STEREO CASSETTE
RECEIVER WITH PUSH BUTTON TUNING. EADER CONTROL
LOCKING FAST FORWARD & REVERSE AND MATCHED WITH A
PAIR OF JENSEN 1283 4 INCH FULL RANGE SPEAKERS

$1gg99

/ILPINE. JENSEN AM/FM STEREO

CAR CASSETTE STEREO SYSTEM
AUTO REVERSE ALPINE 7150 AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE WITH
PATENTED CASSETTE GLIDE. LOCKING FAST FORWARD AND RE-

WIND AFC AND MATCHED WITH A JENSEN 1077 5 . INCH COAX
SPEAKERS WITH 20 OUNCE MAGNET AND PIEZO TWEETER

$23999

/ILPINE. PIONEER DIGITAL AM/FM

STEREO CASSETTE CAR MUSIC SYSTEM

$33999
DIGITAL AM'FM STEREO CASSETTE THE ALPINE 7162. WITH
POWER AMP FADER AUTO REVERSE 12 STATION PRESET AUTO
SEEK STATION LOCATOR SEPARATE BASS » TREBLE AND * PAIR
OF PIONEER 6904 6 1 9 80 WATT COAX SPEAKERS

JENSEN DIGITAL AM/FM STEREO

DOLBY CASSETTE WITH ELECTRONIC TUNING
JENSEN 520 - 10 WATT AUTO REVERSE DOLBY AM/EM STEREO
CASSETTE WITH BASS & TREBLE. FADER. ELECTRONIC SCAN
TUNING 10 STATION PRESETS. DIGITAL CLOCK. FEATHER
TOUCH CONTROLS AND A PAIR OF JENSEN S BEST 6«9
TRIAXIAL (03033) 100 WATT GREAT SOUNDING SPEAKERS

$49999

Student

remains

treed
Dean Jack Denison wasn't

at all dismayed to find one

of his students perched in a

tree yesterday.

"We're behind you 100

percent," Denison. the

head of the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture, told

Richard Barrett during a

noon visit to the foot of the

red maple where the senior

has perched ^O-feet off the

ground since Monday
morning.

Barrett, 23, a landscape

architecture major from

Millis, said he climbed the

tree to attract attention

and more students to the

two-year college affiliated

with the University of

Massachusetts and won't

come down until Friday

afternoon.

"He's a very nice young
man who has accomplished

just what he set out to do,"

said Denison. "He had kind

of a hard night with all the

r;i! ' we got, but iie's

surviving. It's been
received kind of nicely.

lx)ts of students have

stopped and looked at his

climbing equipment and

cars toot on their way by."

Despite an abundamce of

jobs for its graduates,

Denison said enrollments

have been declining at the

school. "We had a huge
increase in the late 1960s

when you had all those

student uprisings and the

back-to-the-land movement
was big. but we have lost

that peak." he said.

.Collegian 5

AlpineHigh Fidelity

DELUXE CAR MUSIC SYSTEM
INSTALLED

$ 109999
THIS HIGH FIDELITY SYSTEM FEATURES THE ALPINE 7146 AM/FM STEREO
DIGITAL RECEIVER WITH DOLBY. THE ALPINE 3011 - 5 BAND GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER, THE ALPINE 3516 - 18 WATT PER CHANNEL AMP FOR THE
ALPINE 6142 SPEAKERS. THE ALPINE 3518 - 40 WATT PER CHANNEL AMP
FOR THE ALPINE 6391 - 3 WAY FERRO FLUID POLYMER SPEAKERS AND -

YES. ALL INSTALLED FREE

* OUR FREE INSTALLATION SALE ENDS ABSOLUTELY ON MAY 12. 1984. APPOINTMENTS WILL BE MADE IN ORDER OF PURCHASE TO QUALIFY FOR FREE INSTALLATION ALL SYSTEMS MUST
BE PAID IN FULL BY MAY 12th. 1984. EVEN THOUGH INSTALLATION MAY BE SCHEDULED AT A LATER DATE ANY ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT NEEDED WILL BE A CUSTOMER S EXPENSE
ANTENNA INSTALLATION IS NOT INCLUDED IN FREE INSTALLATION CERTAIN PREMIUM DOMESTIC & IMPORTED CARS Wll L INCUR SOME EXPENSE FOR INSTALLATION

he Sound Compan

4.0.
diet

& study
S«ndMOO j^^"*^'
m.o. to: KLM
AsaoclatM.

2 Winter St.

Salam. MA
01970

•PRINOPIILO 447 SUMNER AVE at th« X 79«.S«M
Oo«n Thurs & tri Til 9 P M Op«n Sundays 12-5

CNICOPBI FAIRFIELD Malln«ar Caldors BtS-SSSO
Open Every Evening til 9 30 PM Open Sunday 12 5

AMNINST 20 1 N Pleasant Street t*0-0T44
Open Thurs A Friday Evenings Til 9 PM

REHTOm
OFOURS

Car • Tr«ck • Van

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63, No Amherst
5492880

In celebration of Mother's Day, the Wedding day and

upcoming Graduation, we cordially invite you to

our fifth

GENTLEMEN ONLY NIGHT
Thursday May 10, 6- 10 pm

Give her the gift she 11 truly appreciate. Peignoir sets,

teddies, camisoles and tap pants, bustiers, garter belts

and stockings, as well as a wide selection of basics.

Refreshments served.
Come join us

^S^B Calvin Klein Underwear
^«»i

fQf^ women has arrived
Carriage Shops (upper level)

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-4:30

549-6915

I

^"m;

GARDEN
ROTO TILLING

Prompt Reasonable Reliable

323-5120
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* Valley Women's Voice
Wilce said the Voice will hold an open

meeting on May 15 at the Everywomen's

Center to try to "get a sense of direction,

and assess the committment of the com-

munity to the Voice.

"

"If people aren't willing to support it,

there's no sense having it at all," she said.

"The paper plays a unique role in the

community," Wilce said. "We provide a

forum for women's issues, hands on ex-

perience for new writers, we provide an an-

nouncement service for non-profit groups,

a calendar of women's events, oppor-

tunities for student internships, and an im-

portant vehicle for advertising for all-

women services in the Pioneer Valley.

"What we really need is a coordinator

who will coordinate all the different func-

tions and ensure continuity from the

* Studentsenate-

Continued from page 1

volunteers. We had a strong collective

structure in the beginning, but it got

weaker as the initial founders left."

The Voice is a UMass student-run

business that has access to facilities of the

Student Government Association's Com-

munications Office. In addition, they have

office space at the Everywoman's Center.

Wilce, however, stressed the advantages

of breaking with the University altogether

saying that, "in order to create a new posi-

tion, we have to go through a lot of red tape

here."

"The paper is open to any and all women
— gay, straight or whatever," Wilce said.

"We need subscriptions, private donations,

people with grant writing and fundraising

skills, and above all new writers."

Health services launching

safety belt awareness drive
By RAE HEPWORTH
Colegfian Correspondent

While approximately 35 percent of

Amherst residents use safety belts, the

goal of a local campaign is to double that

number and increase public awareness of

safety belts.

Today, the University Health Services,

(UHS), has scheduled an Observation Day,

during which student volunteers will be

checking cars to see how many motorists

wearsafetv belts in the UMass area.

Mt i<! not scientitir. I'Hn spoke<sper<5on

Diane Wolfe said, "but we are trying to be

visible."

Wolfe said another goal is "to clear up

many of the myths surrounding the use of

safety belts." She said while many people

fear being trapped in burning cars, "less

than one half percent of all auto accidents

involve fire." If motorists wear safety

belts, she said, they are more Ukely to

remain conscious.

"College students typically feel confident

and invulnerable to such tragedies, yet the

statistics show that one out of every 70

babies born today will die in an automobile

crash." Wolfe said.

An educational workshop is scheduled for

10 am on Mav 15 at th«> North Village

Apartments for parents and their children

as part of the UHS campaign.

and 1983 yearbooks.

Approximately 2,400 undistributed 1982

copies are now stacked in the corridor out-

side the Index office. The 1983 edition has

not been printed yet.

"My main fear," Sparks said, "is that

when we come back in the Fall we'll see the

same stack of '82 books, with a nice stack

of the '83 books across the hall, and that

Contimoed from page 1

they'll start tiling the floor and ceiling with

the '84s and '85s."

But Fachetti said he was "absolutely con-

fident" that enough yearbooks could be

sold to pay off the loan, and that this year's

Index will be distributed on time. "We've

met all our deadlines," he said.

Not everyone advocated giving the Iruiex

staff a chance to prove itself over the sum-

mer.

'Of four students who talked to me,

three said 'no yearbook,'" said senate

member John Kovich. "I don't think we

should give them the money at all." But the

motion to table the issue until September

passed by voice vote.

Fachetti said, "The book is still not

secure..but I'm less worried than I was (a

week ago).

"It was the best we could do. If we hadn't

tabled it. chances are we wouldn't get the

money."
The Senate also voted down a proposal to

appoint a member of the Jewish Caucus to

the SGA summer coordinating committee.

Opponents of the motion said that Jews,

while frequently victimized by anti-

Semitism, are not underrepresented in the

SGA.

t

Nothing Else
FeelsLikeNavyFlying.

The thunderous roar

of jet engines rolls

across the carrier's

flight deck.

Throttles are at

full power, and you're

waiting for the signal

to launch.

Now. The catapult fires. G forces

press you back into your seat. Suddenly,

you're flying low and fast over the open

sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.

Nothing else feels like Navy flying.

Nothing. And when you become a pilot or

flight officer you're at the very heart of it.

Once you've earned your wings,

the Navy puts you in full control of a multi-

million-dollar supersophisticated

combination of jet aircraft and electronic

wizardry.

And Navy training makes sure

you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight

training gives you the ("

navigation, aerodynam

ics and other techni-

cal know-how you need

Leadership and

professional schooling

prepare you for the

immediate decision-

NAVY OPPORTl'MTY W 346

INKORM.ATKIN CKNTF.R
PC. Box ;>000. Clifton. NJ OTOl.S

Zj Please send me more information about
becominn a member of the Nav.il Aviation

Team. K^Al

\ame_
First

.\ddress.

Citv

making authority and

management respon-

sibility you have as an

officer in the Navy.

On the ground, as

a Navy officer, you

work with and supervise

today's most highly

skilled aviation professionals. In the air.

as part of the naval aviation team, you

have about the most exciting job anyone

can have.

It's a uniquely rewarding job with

pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year

— more than the average corporation

pays you just out of college. After four

years, with regular Navy promotions

and pay increases, your annual salary

climbs to $31,100. That's over and above

a full package of benefits and privileges.

Find out how much more a job in

naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the

-1 coupon. No other job

gives you the kind of

leadership experience

or fast responsibility

you get as part of the

naval aviation team.

And nothing else feels

like Navy flying.

' Pl*a«w Print f Ust

.Apt •

Stale. .Zip_

+C'olleKe, University

Age tYear in College- .(-.PA_

AMajor/ Minor

—

Phone .\umber_
Hrst Timir to (nilI \ret Code)

This IS for ffpneral ri'cruitrai'nt information You do not hflvp

to furnish anv of thr informatKin rfH^ursled Of courw. the

more we know ihf more w." ran help to determip*" the kinds

I
of N«v\ positions for which vou qualifv I

Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast

College is an
Investinent...

Protect It!

...Buclde-Hp

n
A iTiessa>^ fium Uiuvcrsity Hcctlth Set vices

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I $7.00
I (with this coupon)(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 5/31/84

Valid with Barb & Julie or\y

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

Styles by
'"""^"'™"'

Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome
-

Two For Ono 9 til ii
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mOWE YOURSELF

at these special one-way prices

Call now and reserve

your brand new

to by Dwayne Autery

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE-^

Poor RIchardLr^. °r..

TONIGHT!

1984 GMC Vandura
TM

AIR CONDITIONING
AUTO TRANSMISSION
POWER STEERING
RADIO
FREE MOVING GUIDE
FUEL ECONOMY-AERODYNAMICALLY DESIGNED
TAKES REGULAR GAS

»u »»£;,

Other Size trucks
are avaHabie for

comfxarabte savings Hertz
Chicopee 594-5186

Northampton 586-8391

THE HOTTEST SOUND and MUSIC GOING!

WITHMOREROOM TO BOOGIE!

•ENLARGED 2-STAGE DANCE FLOOR*

PoorRichardLi;*!^.'.°i"i

Looking back: Women's occupation of Collegian
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Six years ago this week, a group of women
barricaded themselves inside the Collegian

offices for more than a week to protest what

they claimed was censorship and

misrepresentation of "women's news."

In 1978. Julie Melrose, a leader of the

occupation and the Collegian Women's

Editor at the time, claimed news stories

and editorials generated by her department

were being censored by Collegian editors.

There was censoring of women's news."

she says. "Such basics as health in-

formation, like the dangers of using the Pill

and smoking, were not printed. Copy

stories were held three days and then they

labeled it dated news."

But according to Dorothy Clark, who was

the Collegian Managing Editor that spring,

women's news was not intentionally om-

mitted from the paper.

"To a degree that's true." she says.

"There was a definite lack of awareness of

women's news and women's history on the

part of the staff. As for it being a

systematic denial of women's access to

women's news in the paper, that was not

the way it was."

Several weeks before the twelve day long

occupation, Melrose said she and other

members of the women's community tried

to negotiate with the Collegian and in-

tegrate "women's news," or create a

separate women's page, similar to the

Black Affairs page.

"Women were protesting pornographic

ads and cartoons that were displayed in the

Collegian" says Janice Raymond, a

women's studies professor who partkipated

in the take over. 'There was an enormous

amount of effort from women's groups on

campus to meet with the Collegian editors

before the occupation to work out some of

the things in an open, public forum."

When negotiations between the CoUegian

and the women's groups failed, the women

brought their case before the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

"People in the senate were concerned that

a paper funded by student taxes was in- >

volved in censorship." Melrose says. "They

decided that the Collegian should give
*

separate space or have student funding

stopped." The Collegian no longer accepts

any SGA funding, as it relies solely on

advertising revenue.

John Hite. the Student Government
President in 1978, recalled that when the

women and the Collegian could not reach an

agreement, the Senate voted to cut off

funding to the Collegian because "they felt

the women's position was correct."

"The next morning, I vetoed it." says Hite,

who is currently the director of Alumni

Affairs. "The rationale was that cutting off

funds of a newspaper for political reasons

was a violation of the First Amendment."

A few days later the senate voted to

overrule Kite's veto, at which point the

CoUegian Board of Editors brought Hite. as

president of the SGA. to court.

Melrose says the CoUegian editors found a

judge who was "willing to issue an in-

junction saying that if the Senate did freeze

Collegian money, that could be violating the

Collegian's freedom of press by dictating

what should or shouldn't be in the paper."

Looking back on the matter, former

Managing Editor Clark says, bringing the

issue to court "really wasn't the proper

thing or smart thing to do."

"It was a cop out on the part of the Board

'of Editors," she says. "As I see it now. it

was an effort to take the heat off the editors

and shift it to the entire staff."

"They were asking for something to the

effect of four pages per week." Clark

recalled. "We had financial problems (at

the time) and the paper was small. Giving

up that much space would have limited the

rest of the paper.

"

"At the time." she says, "we termed

women to be a special interest group. The

argument was if we do it for women we'll

have to do it for every other group who

feels they should have space because they

are students."

Raymond said there was a need for

separate pages because there can be no

"power without some kind of autonomous

base."

"You don't get into the mainstream until

you get a center of autonomy to get the

issues across." she said. "So with no center

of autonomy, there was no power to have

meaningful integration of women's news to

take place."

Joe Quinlan. who was news editor that

semester, said Melrose "was more a

member of the women's community than

she was a member of the Collegian."

"Her views were very much from the

women's groups." he said. "She had very

strong beliefs and they were hard to be

understood by us in the news room.

On the night of April 30th. after un-

successful negotiations and a court decision

declaring the Senate vote unconstitutional,

50 women waited until the last Collegian

staff member left the office before they

locked themselves inside, marking the first

night of an occupation that would draw

international attention.

Inside the occupied office. Raymond
recalled, there was a lot of "high energy.

"

"Women started to learn the techniques of

putting out a newspaper," she said, "and

they started learning typesetting and

graphics and ultimately the Valley

Women's Voice came about.

During the occupation, the protestors

received international media attention,

hundreds of telegrams from women's

groups in the United States and seven other

countries, and prominent women activists,

Robin Morgan and Andrea Dworkin, came

to campus and spoke in support of the take

over.

Meanwhile, the Collegian staff operated

out of student apartments. prof»*sor's

homes and eventually. Goodell Library.

On the twelfth day of the occupation, with

the help of political science professor Jean

Elshtain and the Ombudsman at the time.

Bob Wellman, a compromise was reached

between the protestors and the CoUegian.

Elshtain, who had been appointed chair of

the Chancellor's Commission on Women's

News by acting Chancellor Bromery, drew

up a plan calling for a "fact finding mission"

to review and investigate the problem. The
commission, comprised of faculty, members

of both groups, and students, heard

testimonies and evidence aU summer long.

"There were some philosophical debates

about what campus newspapers should be

in terms of special interest or autonomy,"

Elshtain said. "The CoUegian people felt

very embattled. They tried to point out

that the staff was 50 percent women and

that they could not, in a sense, give special

treatment to one group that claimed they

represented all women but really

represented a faction of feminists."

"It was definitely an ideological difference.

"

Wellman said. "The women's group was

giving one perspective about what news

was and the Collegian brought another."

By the end of the summer, the commission

recommended "guaranteed space for

women's advocacy articles and features,"

that the Women's Editor job description be

rewritten, that the women's editor be

selected in accordance with the CoUegian

constitution, that the women's news editor

follow revised CoUegian pohcy for editorials

and budget meetings, and that the women's

editor have a wide measure of autonomy

with respect to guaranteed space.

In the fall of 1978, the CoUegian rejected

the recommendations of the Chancellor's

Commission on Women's News, claiming

once again that they would not cater to

special interest groups. Chancellor

Bromery refused to enforce the findings of

his commission, and later that fall. Julie

Melrose resigned from her position of

CoUegian Women's Editor.

SHADES HAPPY HOUR

Mewr* M 30 AM ' W AM ' '*•**

WEAR YOUR SHADES AND GET

TOP SHELF HIGHBALLS FOR $1.25!

& OTHER HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS!
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LAST DAY
ooooooooooooo

ifieds
I

of mice and men
by John {rfeinbeck

rr^y 3-5, 9-12 • 8pm

rand theater, universify of masfiachusciis

i iokcts: iac box office - 545-2511

to place Collegian classifieds

is Monday May 14 by 3:45

DONT MISS OUT

Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment

For Rent
For Sale

Found

Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost
Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Rider Wanted
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Room Wanted
Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent
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Canada's Bear ofBeers
is here!

Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.

An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor

no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Impofled by Van Munching & Co., Inc , New York, NY

Almost 10,000 students spent Sunday

with Spyro Gyra, and Utopia in the grand

finale of this year's outdoor concert series.
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Mcyve Ynirself;
AllYour Stuff;
AndSavetToo!

ICs as easy as rentiog a Ryder truck , one way.

Comparr costs before you make plans for moving at the end of

the semrstei:

U you re 18 or older and have a valid drivers license, you can

use a Ryder truck, rent it here. Icavr-it there Load up your

stereo. lO^speed. clothes: everything Youll still have room.no

doubt lor one or two friends with their things to share the cost

Compare that to the price of a plane tickeL Or even a bus.

Plus shipping. . .

Rent a newer Uuck from the besl-mainuined. most dependa-

ble neet in the world Rydet The best truck money can rent

Have you hugged your

teddy bear today?

Get your official 1984 Amherst Teddy Bear Rally tee shirt

now. On sale in downtown Amherst at Hastings, College

Drug Store, the Salt Box, House of Walsh and Chamber of

Commerce office (basement of Lord Jeffery Inn).

ADULT SIZES $7 CHILDREN'S SIZES $6

Amherst Teddy Bear Rally
Saturday, Aug. 4, Amherst Common

Letters

Vulgar graffiti must be removed
To the Editor,

Last week I visited the campus of the

University of Massachusetts with my son.

It was the first visit for both of us and we

were extremely impressed. The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian was among

the things which impressed us.

We were not, however, impressed by the

graffiti on the library walls. We were told

that the same kind of filth that we saw in

the library decorates the dorm walls, and

we cannot understand why students do not

rise up against this.

Graffiti per se is fun and intellectually

stimulating. But even this kind of graffiti is

out of place on the hallowed walls of a

library. Check out other universities;

you'll find UMass is unique in permitting

students to write pornography on the wails

of tax-payer funded buildings.

From all I have heard about and seen of

the University of Massachusetts, you have

much to be proud of. Allowing this

desecration of public buildings lowers your

esteem in the academic world and adds to

your probably-undeserved nickname.

Catherine A. Olohan
Stowe

Real proof of violence is lacking
To the Editor,

It seems that the current hot debate

among the hypersensitive UMass liberal

community concerns the "link" between

Playboy, Penthouse and Playgirl magazines

and violence against women.
Needless to say, I am quite shocked to

learn of this connection; I had thought that

sexual oppression on our campus would

disappear overnight when the Hatch

outlawed the sale of "sensual sausages."

Perhaps I should not make light of this

argument, rape is a violent, dehumanizing

crime and we must do all we can to reduce

its incidence. On the surface it seems

reasonable to assume that there could be

some cause and effect relationship between

pornography and rape. Actually a number

of studies have shown a relationship,

however they have found a negative, rather

than a positive, correlation.

One study (Goldstein, Kant and Hartman.

1974) found that sex criminals had less

exposure to pornography than non

criminals. It was found that sex criminals

typically came from families "characterized

by restrictiveness and repression con

cerning sex. ..they have heard less, seen

less, read less and talked less about sex

than comparable individuals who did not

commit such crimes." Another researcher

(Eysenck. 1972) found that the average

male had seen a picture of a couple having

intercourse by age fourteen, the average

sex criminal had not seen such a picture

until age eighteen.

In 1965 Denmark legalized all forms of

pornography. Soon afterwards all types of

sex crimes dereased. from a high of just

over seven hundred in 1965 and 1966, to a

low of just over three hundred in 1%9. The

decrease included all forms of sex crimes

(Commission on Obscenity and Por-

nography, 1970) including child molestation

which dropped from 220 to 67 cases a year

(Kutchinsky, 1972). Presumably, sexual

deviants found that they could vicariously

indulge their urges with pornography

rather than acting them out with real

people.

If hard core pornography will not lead an

otherwise normal individual to commit a

rape then I find it hard to believe that a

Playboy will. Some people may find these

magazines personally objectional, however,

I feel that they are basically harmless and

that their removal from the University

store would be a sppseless r»»stririion of the

personal freedom of choice of any students

who wish to purchase them. We have been

subjected lo many strident emotional

appeals against the sale of these magazines,

but so far we have not been presented with

any hard evidence which proves the sale of

these magazines leads to violence against

women. ,. _. ,,. ,,Kurt Stellwai^en

Northampton

From May 10th thru May 23rd

be our guest - choose from our Entree Specialties

and receive

4'" OFF EACH DINNER
In your party

(50* OFF CHILDREN'S MENU DINNERS)
WITH THIS COUPON
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Exompl*: 2 odulta and 2 children — aoch adult r«c«iv««

$1 off dinner and ooch children's dinner S0< off.

Dinner menu terved 1 1 a.m. -10 p.m. every day.

TRY THE NEW McMANUS FOR DINNER

Sun.-Thur«.

6 a.m. -3 a.m.

Fri £r Sat
24Hrs

Sup«r Stop ft Shop

Campus Shopping C«nt»f

Rt« 9, M«dl«v/Amh«r«t

eating piarr

Sonlor C»tii«n«

Discount*

2-6 PM 20%
All Other

TlntM 10%
Do«a not apply
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Soft Contact Lens Center
Extended wear soft lenses from $48. ea.

Daily wear Soft lenses from $25. ea.

Heat disinfecting units $12.95 reg. $30.

Check out these

Contact Lens Solution Prices
Opti-clean Reg 2.98 SALE 1.98

Sensitive Eyes System Reg 3.75 SALE 2.49

Adapettes Reg 1 .00 SALE .50

Soft Contact Lens Deluxe Cases Reg. 3.75 SALE 1.98

Many more Solutions on Sale COME & SEE

B Ef L Sunglasses 20% off

Vuarnet Sunglasses 20% off with this ad

Amherst Optical Shoppe 195 N Pleasant St ^6403
Amherst Optical Shoppe 170 University Dr. 253-5412

in the Amherst Med Ctr.
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EDITORIAL./OPINION
One graduating writer's last will and testament

I
have been writing columns at UMass
for three years now, and I constantly

run into problems with people who
think I have something against them. They

are often right. So here is a last will and

testament, to those who have made my life

difficult, or at least, exciting.

Josh Meyer
To the College Republicans. I leave

brains, so they can actually think for

themselves, and not mimic the stupid

policies of a deranged, 73 year old actor. If

there has ever been an unfortunate con-

tradiction in terms, it is a young

Republican, and I think they should know

that.

To the radical feminists who hate me for

being a (white) male. 1 leave a copy of the

Kama Sutra, or The Joy ofSex. so they can

learn that sexuality, or talking al)<)ut sex

isn't necessarily sexism, or degradation

and objectification of women.

To some of the Third World memt)ers of

our community, I leave several lH)oks on

journalism, so they can understand that

when we reporters criticize someone like

Jesse Jackson, it is because they deserve it,

not because they belong to one race, color

or creed.

To the "radicals," I leave a sense of

pragmatism, a firm grip on reality, and a

sense of individuality, so they can stop

their dogmatic complaining about

everything, and engage in constructive,

worthwhile dissent. 1 also leave them

"Question Authority" buttons so they can

question everyone, including themselves

not just the College Republicans.

To the Greek system members. I leave

them their own inflated egos and sense of

self-importance, and their own Creek Area

system, because they deserve it.

To my Journalistic Studies professors, I

leave a five year subscription to the (\>l-

legian and other college papers. The Col-

If-gian, so they can see why we (^ulU'ginn

staff members were always burnt out, and

the other papers, so they can finally admit

that we're not such a bad paper.

To my underclass friends, I leave my
seven point plan for having fun on week

nights, and my 27 point plan for weekend

fun and excitement.

To the Collegian, 1 leave the list of ar-

ticles I thought about, but never wrote. I

also leave to them all my news "clips,"

because they'll never help me get a job

anyway.
To ROTC cadets, 1 leave lots of books on

the Vietnam War, and shoe polish, so they

can practice obedience and patronization of

their superiors.

To Chancellor Duffey. I leave a high

ranking position in Washington. D.C^ so he

can stop throwing expensive cocktail par-

ties for his influential friends, and get a

real job.

To Vice Chancellor for University Rela

tions and Development Deirdre Ling, I

leave nothing, .since no one knows who she

is or what she d(K>s to earn $63,000 a year

anyway.
To the Office of Alumni Affairs I leave a

rich Class of '84 alumni, so they can finally

get large endowments.

To Whitmore administrators I leave a

bronzed copy of the Fifth Amendment (No

comment), als if they don't know it already.

To Dean of Students William Field, who

has l)een here for 23 years, I leave a

simplified version of the Student Code of

Conduct since he seems to have no working

knowledge of it.

To the gay and lesbian awareness

groups, I leave them their own newspaper,

so they won't harass the next Editorial

Editor for not printing every one of their

18,000 letters to the Editor about how

awful UMass is.

To Whitmore staff people, I leave a five

hour trip to "The Maze," at night, blind-

folded, so they can see how it feels to be a

student dealing with the Whitmore

bureaucracy.

To all graduating seniors, 1 leave my con-

gratulations on a job well done. It seemed

like no one wanted us to graduate, but we

might anyway. I also leave them automatic

laughing machines to leave on their least

favorite professor's desk.

Well, that just about sums it up. As

usual, 1 can exj)ect a flood of righteously in-

dignant letUTs in response to my article.

It's just too bad I won't be around to read

them.

Josh Mt'ye-r hm Iteen a Collegian rolummiii

Editor's Note: The author hi>pes Ihf ah(we

mentioned will take //ij.s in the lighthearted

manner that it wax intended.

1 Learning from the past
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'rstanding th«

Election years are very interesting.

It is the time when the U.S.-Israeli

relationship comes under its

closest scrutiny. Issues facing the Middle

East are easily misrepresented. Such was

the case with John Oilman's column in the

Collegian Tuesday.

Like many Americans Mr. Oilman labors

under the belief that U.S. support for

Israel is absolute. One has only to look at

American actions to see that this is not so.

The U.S. sold AWAGs to Saudi Arabia

after Israel's strong objection. Some

American arms sold to Saudi Arabia turn-

ed up in the hands of the P.L.O. m
Lebanon. This was in direct opposition to

the terms of the sale but Saudi Arabia still

gets American support. This year the

United States was willing to sell arms to

Jordan. It was only King Hussein's harsh

criticism of American policy that called this

deal into question, not Israeli objections to

the agreement.

Another misconception is that peace bet-

ween Israel and the Arab States would

happen tomorrow, if only Israel granted

the Palestinians a homeland. How can the

Arabs live in peace with Israel if they can-

not live in peace with each other? Not all

wars in the Middle East have been between

the Arab States and Israel. Arabs have

been fighting each other in Lebanon since

the early 70s. A deadly battle is taking

place right now between Arabs and Ira-

nians in the Persian Gulf. During the

Yemen civil war not only was Arab fighting

Arab but each side was supported by dif-

ferent Arab nations. And what of the

15 000 Syrian men, women and children

m^sacred by or. of their own President

in Hama in the e.- ly f>art of this decade.'

These are just a few of the conflicts ex-

isting in the Arab world.

The heart of the Arab-Israeli conflict is

not the Palestinian issue hut rather the in-

transigent refusal on the part of the Arabs

the only land to "liberate" was Israel pro-

per. Exterminating Israel is justified accor-

ding to the Palestine National Covenant

because "the claim of historical and

religious ties between Jews and Palestine

does not tally with historical reality..."

This statement not only denies Israel the

right to exist, it denies historical facts.

A third misconception is the view of

israel as America's "strategic bedfellow."

America is only now beginning to realize

that Israel is a strategic asset. Israel is the

only democracy in the Middle East. As
such it has much in common with the

United States. This is taken for granted in

America to a certain extent. American ef-

forts with other nations in the Middle East

have been and will always be haphazard.

Iran is a prime example.

Finally, it becomes tiring to see the

names of Israel and South Africa linked.

Israel was one of the first countries to de-

nounce South African apartheid at the

United Nations, a fact which is ignored.

Arab trade with South Africa is also rarely

mentioned. Paradoxically, the countries

with the power to influence South Africa

have not done so. South Africa uses Arab

oil. Instead of halting the flow of oil to

South Africa, Arab oil producers used their

monetary influence in Black African coun-

tries, forcing these nations to cut off rela-

tions with Israel in the 1970's. Many of

these countries are now reestablishing ties

with Israel. Zaire has already done so. The

Ivory Coast, Sudan, Gabon, Liberia and the

Central African Republic are also taking

steps towards renewing friendship with

Israel. The result of these ties have been

Israeli-African programmes designed to at-

tack the roots of poverty and not only the

symptoms. The three major areas of

development are medicine, agriculture and

community planning.

In this election year it is our fervent hope

that the electorate makes sound

He is in the twighlight of life now,

and he knows his time will one day

come. His 72 years have l)een filled

with seemingly endless struggles that have

viciously challenged tht- foundation of his

character. Trials and tribulations which

would have broken any other person have

scarretl his life. And yet,' through it all he

has endured, and he awakes each new day

with a twinkle in his eye and a childish grin

on his face that stirs your curiousity and

moves your heart.

Reuven M. Carlyle

Morris Waldman is his name, the fourth

of six peasant children bom in a small Rus-

sian border town, around the turn of the

century. As a chDd, scarlet fever took the

hearing in his right ear, while most of the

other village people lost their lives. It was

that early lack of medical care which instUl-

ed in him a life-long dream to be a doctor of

medicine - although he would never at-

tend school beyond the sbcth grade. It was

also the famfly's lack of food and clothing

that faied his soul with inspiration, ambi-

tion and dedication towards building a bet-

ter life in a better land. He once told me,

"We had no food or money or doctors to

care for us, but we had love in our family."

family."

In the mid 19208, fleeing the persecution

of Russian Jews and searching for

economic and social freedom, Morris along

with his parents and siblings - armed only

with an unshakeable family love - came to

the land of opportunity. It has been over

half a century since Morris first set foot on

Ellis Island in New York City harbor. Yet

even to this day as he passes by the

historical sight, his eyes seem to enter a

different time zone of history, remember-

ing his past struggles and thanking God for

his difficult yet happy 72 years.

He remembers how, a long time ago, as a

16-year-old barely able to speak English, he

managed to buy a comer grocery store in

Newark, N.J. He remembers the Great

Depression, when his only meal each day

was a sandwich from his store, and he

remembers trying desperately to help feed

the hungry of Newark. He remembers how

his dreams of education were withered

away by the harsh reality of necessary food

and clothing for his family. But the

memories are not all sad. He takes pride in

his ability to help educate his children and

grandchildren, and how they in turn bring

him the greatest gifts of all - love, respect

and dignity.

Morris is a warm and humble man. A
stock five feet two inches at best, with

wom hands and slightly hunched shoulders

from almost 40 years of hard physical labor

in his comer grocery store. Over the years,

he has become a connoisseur of classkal

music and fine art and he knows the

labyrinth of the stock market like the back

of his hand. Yet still, his greatest pleasure

comes from the simplidties of life, such as

making children laugh and sharing a sunny

day with his grandchildren.

When exams have gotten me down and

the life of a student does not find me in

high spirits, I think about Moms Waldman

and his lost dreams of a formal education.

And if I ever forget about the millions of

people around tlve world who can only

dream of an education, my weekly phone

call from Morris will remind me when he

says, "My dear grandson, share with me

what you have learned."

Reuven M. Carlyle is a UMass stvdent

The time for equality h now

tT^S the riiho Israel to exist. The judgementsin thev„tingbooth^The,edeci.

PdSe Literation Organization was sions cannot be made on the bas,s of the

.t^.lL in 1%4 before Israel held the half-truths and misinformat.on.

»S^ «™pJ^ terflries. At that time Wi,W Skek.1 is . mlUl ^vl-^^

To the Editor,

Last week I intended to have a pleasant

evening at the Comedy Night at the Blue

Wall. It was anything but that. Most of

the humor was at the expense of Lesbian

and Gay men which deeply offended me.

What do people find funny about people

dying of Aids? It's hard for me to un-

derstand why people can't see that Gays

and Lesbians want to live free and

productive lives without harassment and

to he able to show affection to their loved

one when and where he or she wishes to.

Gays and Lesbians are Uwking for the job

security that comes as a right to every

heterosexual and is protected by law. but

a homosexual can be fired because of who

he or she expresses his or her love to.

They can be denied housing because the

landlord does not want a "queer" living

underneath their roof. Everywhere Gays

and Lesbians look they see heterosexual

advertising, men and women showing

physical affection towards one another

and yet they are accu.sed of flaunting their

sexuality when they only hold hands while

crossing the campus.

While most couples can go to a bar up-

town for a date with their loved one a Gay

or Lesbian must wait for a PGA dance or

go to Springfield if they wish to dance or

show affection. The PGA puts up posters

for their dances and workshops, yet in five

minutes they are ripped down by

homophobic people who either can't

understand homosexuality, or to amuse

the friends with whom they ate with at

the time. We no longer accept racist, anti

Semitic, and ablelist slurs. The time has

come to reject homophobic slurs as well.

John Boden
Orchard Hill /
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EAST SIDE
East Side gov't news

Central Area Government
Today is the last day to apply for the posi-

tion of Greenough Artist-in-Residence, a

part-time, live-in position in the Central/Or-

chard Hill Residential College. The position is

funded by the Central Area Council, and

compensation includes a two-room furnish-

ed dormitory suite, reserved parking, use of

facilities, and a stipend of $375.00 per

semester. All resumes and portfolios must be

submitted to Baker B 22 or B-30 by 5:00

p.m. Wednesday, May 9. For further infor-

mation please call Share Garay at 6-6375 or

5-2080.

Do you remember your first day at UMass
as a freshman? Lost, confused, disoriented?

Well, you can help make this fall's incoming

freshmen's first day a lot easier by getting in-

volved in your dorm's New Students

Assistance Program. Beginning this fall, ap-

proximately six students from each dorm in

Central /Orchard Hill will arrive a few days

early in preparation of a more comfortable

and memorable first day for freshmen. If in-

terested, contact your residence director.

The last Central Area Council meeting this

semester will be held Monday, May 14 at

7:00 p.m. in Chadbourne. All are invited.

Orchard Hill Area Government
This Saturday is BOWL DAY. We're all set

for the event. All we need is sonr>e coopera

tion from the weather. The bands will start at

12 and run till 5. During the day residence

halls will be selling food and sponsoring ac-

tivities. In the afternoon the traditional Tug-

of-War will be held. If you're interested in

this keep your eyes posted for more info.

We could also use extra help with security

for the day. If you'd like a free T-shirt and

food contact Mike at 6-6669, Mary at 6-6677,

or Laura at 6-6766. They'll be glad to have

your help for the day.

OHAG meetings are every Sunday nite at 9

P.M. in Field Main Lounge. Come down and

meet us. Perhaps your dorm doesn't have a

representative and you could fill it. Give us a

try.

We'd like to thank the UMass Music

Theater Guild for their spectacular and pro-

fessional performance of GREASE. We're

glad to have them each year because they

just keep getting better and better.

There will be a Photo Contest going on
prior to Bowl Day. Prizes will be awarded.

More information will be posted in your

dorm.

It's been a great year for Orchard Hill.

We'd like to thank everyone for all their help,

support, and cooperation in our numerous
activities. Next year looks great with it being

the twentieth anniversary of Orchard Hill.

For those not returning to Orchard Hill, we
hope we've helped to provide an environ

ment conducive to both your work and

recreation. For those who will be back we'll

greet you with another full slate of ideas, ac

tivities, and topics. Good luck with exams,

future endeavors, and summer plans.

Sylvan Area Government

Sylvan Area is proud to announce the new
officers for the 1984-85 year: Co-presidents

Dave Bassi and Marty Matfess, Vice-

president Michael Oduro, treasurer Scott

Clark, and secretary Paula Loughlin. We

hope that all Sylvan residents enjoyed the

East Side Concert as well as Sylvan Day,

both were sponsored by Sylvan area Govern

ment. Have a great summer and we hope to

see you next semester.

Northeast Area Government

North East area Government meets
Tuesdays in the Mary Lyon Lounge at 6 p.m.

All interested people are encouraged to at-

tend. Currently N.E.A.G. is working with

Sylvan area Government in planning a coffee

house and welcome back dance for the fall

senr>ester. Planning is also starting for other

fall events. Anyone having suggestions or

wishing to help, please attend Tuesdays

meeting ir contact David Valade at 545-5419.

East Side Arts
On May 10 there will be a final nr>eeting for

the executive staff of the East Side Event.

This will be followed by a meeting of the East

side Arts Council.

There will be a photo contest this Thurs-

day in Dickinson Main Lounge. For more in-

formation call Bill at 6-6893.

East Side arts council is also proud to

sponsor a B.F.A. show in Wheeler Gallery.

The exhibit will feature works by David
Schock. The opening will be from 3:00 - 5:00

on Sunday. The show will run from May 13

-18.

On Sunday May 13 there will be an out-

door "Jazz Fast" in co-ordination with the

Brown brunch, featuring the "New
Morr>ents Jazz Ensemble". The event will

run from 1 :30 - 3:30.

A photo essay by Mark Richardson will be
featured in a B.F.A. Exhibit, sponsored by E.

side Arts Council. The opening will be from
3- 5 in the Wheeler Gallery, and the show will

run from May 20 - 26.

A great opportunity! Are you a com-
munication or Educational media major, if

you are then EastSide Audio-Visual depart-

ment may be the place for you. EastSide A-V
is looking for a intern to maintain equipment;
develop and work with staff concerning pro-

gramming events; and train others in the use
of A-V equipment. For further info contact
Mr. K Henry at 545-0290 or Ms Allen at

545-0422.

Men's Center
The coordinator will be responsible for

promoting the atmosphere and reputation of

the Center as being pro-feminist, and sen-

sitive to issues of all men. S/he will work
with other Center members, university

resource personel, housing staff and student

government organizations to identify com-
mon goals and objectives which will respond

to the needs of the diverse student popula-

tion. Applications and job descriptions are

availabe in Brett 130 or Johnson 103. Ap-
plication deadline is May 1 1

.

•I

Residential Calendar: May 10 — 20

May 10 May 13 May 14 May 16

Daryl Storrs will present an M.F.A. thesis

exhibit in Hampden Gallery.

The Student Union Gallery presents a stu-

dent film and video festival from 7-9 p.m.

in tho Sti)df»nt I'ni'>n r,all(>ry. Work? hy

James Burke. Glenn Cardamone, Scott

Haller. Jeff Jemison and Pat Peek will In-

.shown. Please come aiul enjoy the films

and videos. Discussion and questions en-

couraged. Refreshments will be served.

Coffee House:
8:00-12:00 p.m.

Field main lounge

Final Meeting for the Executive Staff of

the E. Side Event. Room 162 Campus
Center 6:00 p.m.

East Side Arts Council meeting 7:30 p.m.

room 163 Campus Center.

Photo contest: from 2:30-5:30 in Dicken-

son main lounge. For more information

call Bill 6-6893.

Ann Taulbee will present an M.F.A.

thesis exhibit in Hampden Gallery.

Baker, Chadlt)ourne Greenough tri-domi

picnic. Food. fun. and bands will k)egin at

12:00 p.m.

O.H.A.G. meeting in Field main lounge.

9:00 p.m.

B.F.A. show Wheeler Gallery featuring

figurative works by David Schock. Open-

ing from 3-5 on Sunday.

Outdoor Jazz Fest in co-ordination with

Brown brunch featuring the "New
Moments in Jazz Ensemble" from 1:30 to

3:30. Free.

Last Central Area Council meeting will be

in Chadbourne at 7:0<) p.m.

Ann Taulbee will present an M.F.A.

thesis exhibit in Hampden gallery.

B.F.A. exhibit featuring works by David

Schock. Wheeler Gallery.

Movie: "In the Shadow of the Bomb" 8:00

p.m. Hampden Theatre.

Ann Taulbee will present an M.F.A.

thesis in Hampden Gallery

B.F.A. show. Wheeler Gallery, features

figurative works by David Schock.

May 15

Ann Taulbee will present an M.F.A.
thesis in Hampden Gallery.

B.F.A. show Wheeler Gallery, featuring

figurative works by David Schock.

May 17

May 11

Applications for two jobs in the S.G.A.

presidents office are in rm. 406 Campus
Center.

Applications for Mens center co-ordinator

position are due. (applications must be

returned to Brett 130 or Johnson 103).

University Dancers will perform at 8:00

p.m. in Hampden Theatre.

Daryl Storrs will present an M.F.A. thesis

exhibit in Hampden Gallery.

May 12

Bowl Day: Bands will begin at 12:00 and
run until 5:00. All activities will take place

in Orchard Hill.

"Lets Beat Homophobia": Sign a petition

for heterosexual suppjort of Gay and Les-

bian march (petition support drive table

will be located in the C.C.C.)

University Dancers will perform at 8:00

p.m. in Hampden Theatre.

Ann Taulbee v^rill present an M.F.A.

thesis in Hampden Gallery.

B.F.A. show Wheeler Gallery, features

figurative works by David Schock.

May 18

Ann Taulbee will present an M.F.A.

thesis in Hampden Gallery.

B.F.A. show Wheeler Gallery, features

figurative works by David Schock.

May 20

B.F.A. exhibit featuring a photo essay by

Mark Richardson will open from 3-5 in

Wheeler Gallery. The show will run from

May 20-26.

As ON CAMPUS concludes its first

semester of updating residential news and
information; we only hope it responded to

both the needs of the students, ar>d the

groups and governments which represent

them. Your input would be greatly ap-

preciated, and taken into consideration in

the semesters to come, so please take the

time to respond by campus mail to the

following questionnaire.

1

.

Do you feel ON CAMPUS is a necessary

information source?

2. Do you feel the "Collegian" adequately
covered residential news and affairs before
ON CAMPUS?

3. Do you feel ON CAMPUS would benefit

from being distributed more regulady?

4. Do you feel ON CAMPUS fairly

represents all residentially based groups?

5. How would you change or improve ON
CAMPUS?

6. Any additional comments or sugges-

tions?

Thank you for your support in our first

semsester.
John Philip Forti

EastSide Editor

Jack Murgia
West side Editor

(Please mail responses to John Forti /Brett

Offices as soon as possible)

Study for finals

in the D.C.
Tired of crowded libraries where you can't

concentrate? Or noisy dorms where you

can't hear yourself think? Well thanks to the

efforts if SGA presidents Rick Patrick and

Jim Keller among others, study space is now
available through finals time. While efforts

were made to open Franklin Dining com-

mons for the residents of Central and Or-

chard Hill, the request was denied.

Worcester and Bertcshire however; will be

open from 8:30 to 12:30 p.m. on the follow-

ing days:

Monday May 7 - Thursday 10

Sunday May 13 - Thursday 17

Sunday May 20 - Wednesday 23

For more information call the S.G.A.

Presidents Office at 5-0341

HA VEA GREA T SUMMER

WEST SIDE
SWAG News

John Adams, Kennedy, and Washington

dormitories all received funding at the May
3rd SWAG meeting, as the new SWAG of-

ficers were sworn in despite a storm of con-

troversy surrounding the validity of the May
1st and 2nd elections held throughout

Southwest. Last Wednesday the
Undergraduate Student Senate pased a mo-
tion invalidating the Southwest Assembly

elections.

The controversy is centered on the

Jackson/Williams candidacy that claims it

had permission to pass in nomination papers

by noon on Friday. Dave McCarthy, outgo-

ing president of SWAG, claims that he told

them the deadline would be extended until

midnight on Thursday. McCarthy says that

he stayed in the SWAG office until 1:30 am
on Thursday night, but did not receive the

papers until he found them under the SWAG
office door in Hampden Center the next mor-

ning. The protest by those in support of the

Jackson /Willimas candidacy was voiced at

the Undergraduate Student Senate meeting

the following Wednesday and resulted in the

invalidation of the elections.

According to Joel Rabinowitz, however,

the SGA motion is illegal and has no bearing

on the election results because it was passed

in violation of the SGA constitution's by-

laws. Rabinowitz, Southwest Area Govern-

ment elections coordinator and chair of the

Undergraduate Student Senate's Govern-

mental Affairs Committee, said that the by-

laws require that any complaints regarding

the elections must be taken to a committee
first before it can reach the senate floor.

Why did the senate act so quickly? Senate

Speaker Chris Sullivan says that the large

amount of confusion concerning the elec-

tions may have been partly responsible. Mc-

Carthy thinks it may have been more than

that. McCarthy says that the reason why the

Southwest Assembly's autonomy was
violated may be personal. "I am not the most

well liked (person in SGA),. . .that goes back

to when I was writing for the Collegian."

Meanwhile the Southwest Assembly has ap-

proved the election results while, according

to Sullivan, the consensus of the senators is

that the Jackson /Williams Candidacy did

not get a fair chance.
In any case the assembly voted to approve

the elections, confident that the SGA motion

is invalid. The new officers, co-presidents

Arthur Stephenson and Bill Collins, co-vice-

presidents Jo Bonne Kaplan and Catherine

Turner, treasurer Eric Ericson, and Publicity

Chair Tom loradi, were sworn in on a pur-

chase order and took a vow to ".
. never

take Southwest Area Government into

debt."
The new officials invite all students

residing in Southwest to drop by the SWAG
office in Hampden with any comments or

suggestions that thev have.

Southwest Fest
After a long and tumultuous week of

events. Southwest Week was proclaimed

more or less a success. Between 10 and 20

thousand people attended the concert on

Sunday afternoon and about 1 ,000 showed

up at the block party on Friday. While many
at the meeting felt some of the incidents

were blown out of proportion, there was a

general concern among the members of

SWAG that some measures must be taken

to prevent the problems that occurred at this

year's block party if it is to be held again. The

organizers of Southwest Week would like to

thank the Hampden Theatre crew for their

help at the concert and Loretta Messenger of

the Student Activities Office, "without

whose help," said McCarthy, "anything

could have been done."

Southwest Arts
Here's what's happening at Hampden

Center:

On May 11 and 12 the University Dancers

will perform at 8:00 pm in the Theatre. This

original piece choreographed and performed

by the University Dancers consists of stu-

dent works and senior projects.

From May 6 to May 1 1 Daryl Storrs will

present an MFA (Masters of Fine Arts)

Thesis exhibit in Hampden Gallery featuring

recent lithographs by the artist. The work

combines a sharp observation of nature with

a rich orchestration of pattern and space and

offers an excellent example of how the

medium of lithography can be used as a vehi-

cle tor personal expression.

May 13 May 18 Ann Taulbee will also pre-

sent a MFA thesis.

The final scheduled event of the spring

series is In The Shadow of The Bomb on

May 16 at 8:00 pm in Hampden Theatre. The

nuclear threat from the physician's perspec-

tive is presented by Physicians for Social

Responsibility and dancer Linett Desmett.

Music, dance and film highlight this inter-

pretive piece combining a potential

holocaust. If you have any guestions about

any of the shows call Betty Cervantes at

545^2803.

DaryrI V. Storrs

M.F.A. Thesis Exhibition

Hanrtpden Gallery

iimi
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Beautiful Australianremake
By COUNT RAMIN ZAHED
Collegian Correspondent

Years ago, when I used to go sailing with

Mel Gibson, I kept telling him to make a

movie about the sea. You can imagine how

happy I was to discover that he was

starring in the latest remake of the classic

Mutiny On The Bounty.

The 1984 version, called The Bounty,

directed by Australia's Roger Donaldson, is

based on a novel by Richard Hough. This

film basically does the same thing that

Greystoke did to the old Tarzan movies:

Donaldson tries to dig deep into the

characters, adds a wonderful score by

Vangelis, uses extremely beautiful shots of

the South Pacific and Tahitian natives and,

voila, we have another impressive fihn.

The plot, for those who missed the original

1935 version with Clark Gable and the 1962

remake with Brando, is as follows: the

British naval ship Bounty was sent out to

Tahiti in 1787 in the command of Captain

William Bligh. The mission? To bring a

shipment of breadfruit for the slaves in

Jamaica. Upon their stay in Tahiti, the

sailors develop a fondness for the native

women and the easy life. Under the

leadership of Fletcher Christian, played by

our old friend Mr. Gibson, they revolt and

put the captain and a few crewmen on a

small boat, assuming that they would soon

perish.

Captain Bligh (Anthony Hopkins),

however, survives and faces court-martial

in England for losing the ship; thus

providing us with the flashbacks. The
scenes in the court also allow Laurence

Olivier and Edward Fox to shine in their

small parts as the Senior officer in charge of

the court and the prosecuting officer,

respectively. Meanwhile, Christian, the

crew, and their Tahitian friends sail to

Pitcairn Island.

The two earlier versions of the movie gave

rather one-dimensional perspectives to the

leading roles. Bligh was portrayed as

sadistic and disciplined, while Christian was

heroic and liberal. Donaldson allows the

characters to be more realistic. Bligh is

portrayed with a level of sympathy, and

Christian is more confused than valiant.

Although the performances are very

strong, one still doesn't know whether to

feel for the mutineers or to abhor their

savagery. When the pulp materif.l is taken

out of a legend, this problem of confusion

usually arises as it did in the recent

Greystoke.

Not to worry, though. The Bounty offers a

lot to lovers of the sea and picturesque

geography. The king of the Tahitian tribe,

played by Wi Kuki Kaa, is a superb

character.

Ignoring a few minor problems, The

Bounty fulfills anyone's expectation of a

romantic sailor native-sea movie. I knew

Mel wouldn't let me down.

A piece by David Schock, which will be exhibited in Wheeler Gallery.

artslines.••

A B.F.A. Degree showing of works by

David W. Schock will be held in Wheeler

Gallery (located in Wheeler dormitory)

from May 13 to May 19th. The gallery is

open to the public Monday through

Thursday. 7p.m. to 11 p.m. The opening

will be held between 3 and 5 p.m. on May

13. For further information contact Debbie

Pepper at 545-2745.

Edward Albee's The Zoo Story will open

this evening at Hampshire College's Emily

Dickenson Theater. The play wiU be

performed nightly through Saturday, May

12. All performances will begin at 8 p.m.

Admission is $2 for the general pubUc and

$1.50 for Hampshire students and staff.

For reservations and further information,

call the Theatre box office at 549-4600. ext.

351.

American portrait miniatures from the

collection of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tan-

nenbaum will be on display at the Mead Art

Museum at Amherst College through June

21. The exhibition is the first in a series of

small shows which will feature works from

the collections of Amherst College Alumni.

For further information, call 542-2335.

The UMass Choral Union, conducted by E.

Wayne Abercrombie, will perform works

by Leonard Bernstein and Benjamin Britten

on Tuesday, May 15 in the First

Congregational Church on Main Street in

Amherst. The program will include such

works as Bernstein's Chichester Psalms.

An orchestra will accompany the 90

member Choral Union. The performance

begins at 8 p.m. and is free of charge. For

further information, call 545-2227.

Johnny rocks the blues
JOHNNY WINTER
Guitar Slinger

(Alligator Records)

By JACK BRESNAHAN
Collegian Correspondent

It sometimes seems that the term

"wailing" is used all too loosely when

describing the way someone plays guitar.

But Johnny Winter is a man that helps

define ands puts into perspective that

euphemism. He is certainly someone by

whom all others in his genre could be

judged. His sordid personal life has proven

that he is a tenacious survivor, while

musically he is almost without compare.

Guitar Slinger comes four years after his

last effort, Raisin Cain, and similarly has a

strong rock feeling, though it's definitely

the blues.

This new band is comphmentary to

Johnny's playing, giving him room to cut

loose. The drummer, Casey Jones, and

bassist Johnny B. Gayden. (one time with

Staple Singers), are longstanding members

of Albert Collins' Icebreakers. They are

completely familiar with that Texas blues-

edged guitar. Also appearing are The
Mellow Fellows Horns, whose heavyset

"Big Twist, " is a favorite of Dan Akroyd.

The band is rounded out by other seasoned

musicians Ken Saydak and horn arranger,

saxaphonist Gene Barge. Making a cameo

appearance is harp player Billy Branch,

another veteran of the Chicago blues cir-

cuit.

The songs are an interesting collection,

and none of thorn were written by Johnny.

They must have had to blow the dust off of

some of these when they brought them out.

Where el.se but on a blues song ("B(x)t Hill")

could the credits say the writer and

i

publisher art' unknown. Winter also does

Earl King's "Trick Bag," a song about a

woeful relationship, on this album. He
utilizes the slide as is customary on the

httle known "Iodine In My Coffee," by

Muddy. The harp helps bring out the

Chicago sound in this one. "Mad Dog,"

finds Johnny barking and howling, in-

terdispersed between searing leads. On "I

Smell Trouble," he finishes off in the un-

mistakable style of Junior Wells. The slow

one on the album is "Kiss Tomorrow
Goodbye," which he originally did on his

Before The Storm album of 1973. The
version is less country, and is a much better

arrangement. Probably my favorite is

"Lights Out." with a driving sax and

straight-ahead wailing coming from the

depths of Johnny's soul.

As if Guitar SUnger were not enough.

Texas Guitar Slim also appears on Sonny

Terry's new album which also features

Willie Dixon. Not only is Johnny back in

the spotlight, but by cooperating with one

another as these albums indicate, bluesmen

are helping ensure that thebluesstay alive.

Johnny Winter appears this Saturday. May
12th. at The Country Squire, Rte 83,

Ellington, Connecticut.

Look what's new at

K^aurant
tvery^unaay ct AAd*
Monday Night IJSJ Pi^chers with a large pizza
..••••••••I ^^^^ ^^^^
iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiMMiMiii

^

Eve»'V Tuesday
& Thursday
llllilllllllilHIIIH""""*""

3-6,

9 'til close

QQC Bloody Mary's all day Sunday!

^ in I Jumbo Drinks and Drafts

O fQf I
Bottled Beer and Pitchers

Wednesdays Spaghetti Night!
•"" " "•"""

Spaghetti with broccoli, eggplant and

mushrooms with soup or salad, and
beverage (glass of beer or wine)

ONLY $4.25
Fridays
iiiiiiiiimfiiiHiiii

Happy Hour!! 2-6
75^ 1 Liquor Bar Drinks

Kronenbourg $1.00

Saturdays HOT NEW ITEM!!

Beef Nuggets
1 order free

with every pitcher of beer

10 'til close

55 University Dr. Amherst
549-5713

crip and save
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^^^^ ^ challenges you to

7X)0-9X>0

BEAT THE CLOCK
9:00-10:00 10:CX)-11:00 11:00-CLOSE

50c Drinks 75« Drinks 1.25 Drinks 1.75 Drink;

75c Food 1.25 Food 1.75 Food Reg. Price -Food

Tonight - Thursday Nighl

KICK^%FF
LOUNGE

Catch Stanley Cup Action
Tonight in the Kickoff Lounge
Islanders vs Edmonton 8 PM

^'^//y

•^w J1-- -ag -ag :ar s L -^ r ag *

.Thursday, May 10, 1984
Thursday. May 10, 1984

,

iCollegian i?

Mother's Day is May 12th

i Remember your mother

on her day.

Send a card from
A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

s»<s

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
n T

- " ""^

TUESDAY and

THURSDAY NITES

$3.00 all the draft beer

you can drink

9 pm - 12 midnight

Jlappy Jlour

^0^
s^

\

t;round floor student union

LAND
Terrific Bargain

10 acres ONLY $8000

Northfittid -

Only 25 mi. to
Amherst.

For Info and
terms just call owner.
802-257-4347 Days'

802-254-9369 Eves.

ATTENTION SUMMER
SESSION STUDENTS
WRITING PROGRAM
PLACEMENT TEST

For students planning

(formerly 190A),

"B" Core, during

Summer Session 1984

THURSDAY. MAY 17,

7 PM.BARTLETT 61

(1st session)

MONDAY, |ULY 2

7 PM.BARTLETT 61

(2nd session)

No one will be admitted

into English 1 12 without

this test. Bring ID and

writing instrument.

Hypercurriciila
"Hypercurricula," a listing^ of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

FREE CONCERT: UMASS CHAPEL JAZZ EN
SEMBLE - Directed by David Sporny, the Ensemble will

play a broad range of jazz styles, including the music of

Count Basie, Mel Lewis, Thad Jones, and Woody Herman.

8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

FIELD HOUSE COFFEEHOUSE - Field Main Lounge

will be the site of an evening of activities including music

and improvisation. Free food and drink. Stop by and give

us a look. 8-12 p.m., Field Main Lounge.

INTERESTED IN LEARNING ABOUT STOCKS?
Come listen to Max Bowser, expert on mini priced stocks.

7:30 p.m.. Campus Center Rm 917.

STUDENT FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL - Students

involved in film and video invite you to their opening at the

student union gallery. Works by James Burke. Glenn

Cardamone. and Scott Haller will be shown. Viewingsand

discussion. 7 9 p.m.. Student Union Gallery.

<^;\^^

*^ .- toS
'

\c«

Attention RSO Groups

be a part of the

Summer Orientation Issue

of the Collegian.

The deadline

for advertising

is May 11th

ARMY/NAVY
Clothing Sale

LAST DAY
10 am to 8 pm

Student Union Ballroom

* Marine Rip Stop Camel Pants $10-13
* Brand New BDU Camel Pants $22
* Jackets $8 - 15

* Fatigue Pants $4 - 7.50

* Army/Navy Raincoats $10 - 15

* Down Filled Mummy
Sleeping Bags $25 - 30

* Airforce Sunglasses $5-7
* And Much Much More

r
>>'j.'5i^-*>:;^.-'SS5i<?<S<^^

I

STUDENT FILM

and

I VIDEO FESTIVAL

THURSDAY, MAY 10

7-9 pm
at the

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
Student Union Building

1^ Works by:

} James Burke,

^ Glenn Cardamone,

^ Scott Haller, and Pat Peek

I
1^ Viewings and Discussion
5; For more Information call 545-0792

I

.^^S)

.-^ »

Th,v«oru)-
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Juim.i««.
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Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Softball Quarter Finals Winners

Crimson Crew vs Lucky 13

. Untouchables vs Cell Debris

: The Stompers vs The Dings

Marv Lvon's Cubs vs The Beepers

5 CoRec Softball

Infection vs Bluejays

J East Side vs Untouchables

3 Mismitt Kids vs Exercise Science

\ Grad Fac
' Bioya vs Rising Stars

Cell Debris vs Damn'd

Say Hey vs Busters

Standard Deviation vs Education

Men's Soccer Finals

Latin Brothers vs Victory

Semis Women's Soccer

DFST vs 2 East

Drillers vs All Stars
Grad Fac

International United vs Imploders

Mostly Foreigners vs Hellenic

Q}

iU'Rds^ijoul
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ler April SO.May 2?>, Monday lliri)Ui;h Friday 9

.1 m through 4 p ni., upon clearance by Ihe Office

..I Degree Rec|uirements On Commencement Day,

laps, gowns, tassels, and hoods may be obtained

.liter K am at the NORTHWEST end of the stadium

(Oil the gravel area)

Doctoral candidales who plan to participate m the

CommencemenI ceremony mu.sl have a hood. Each

I'll D c.indidale s name will be announced over Ihe

stadium siuind syslem ami two officers of the L'ni-

versily will drape the hood on the candidate s

shoulders Doctoral hoods can be purchased o/i/y at

Ihe Office of Graduate Degree Reiiuirenients A249

Graduate Research Center at a cost of $26 (Five

College Doctoral Hoods will be available at $42.95.1

Doctoral hoods may be rented through the Univer-

sity Sloie

Ronluls
Aiadeniic ap|>iirel lor this year s Lniversity Com-

mencement may be rented through Ihe L'niversity

Store All lacultv members are urged to place their

orders as soon as iv)ssible THE LAST DAY TO OR-

DER IS FRIDAY .MAY 18. Payment must be made

.11 the time of order and there will be no refunds if

.ipparel is not used .-Xcaileinic apparel may also be

purchased. For lurlher information alxnit rentals or

purchases please contael Connie S/clewitki at the

lniversity Store .S45-2619

.Viioniinodulions

Mam are.i motels .ire .ilre.idy booked lor Friiiay

.md Siiturday Ix'lore CommeiKemeiit A limited

number ol rooms in University housing will be

.iv.iilable for relatives and other guests the nights oJ

.M.iy 25 2t> .md 27 I'le.ise contact Ihe Conference

SiTvices Oflice, 9I.S Campus Centei .i4.'v.UU0 by

M.iy It). There is .i S'l c.ish kev deposit - lo be re-

lumed when the key is returned

I iHKi Serviics

Coliee soft drinks and donuts will be av.iilable at

bot rotundas on the North side ol llu' stailium

C oiiinioiucment Ceremony Schedule

" .1 111 Robing lor Conimeiuenunl
.\ppropri.ili' signs will be displ.iyeil

Gr.uliiales should line up .iccording to

, , If... I or eollene.

" <<i .1 in Seating ol Graduates

lo am i'rocession starts

12 noon Ceremonv ends

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extremely limited. Com-

mencement traffic will be directed lo several park-

ing lots located nearby and shuttle buses will Irans-

p.V) \nu tlu' short distance to the stadium. You will

i>r liropped olf directly in front of ihe stadium and

buses will relur:i you to the Ii>ts immediately (ol-

iowmg the ceremonies.

Radio Traffic Control

In an eltorl lo aid Ib.e tr.Ufic flow at Commence-

ment VVTTT radio in .\mhersl 14^0 on the AM dial

will broadcast traffic reports throughout the mum-

mg, f'iease tune to 1 i.iOA.M once you arrive in .Xm-

hc-rsl for llie best route to :!ie cereinomes

General Information

Diplomas will K- mailed to graduates in the iall

.Medical lacilities will be locateii in the \an uiulcr

Section s of Ihe stands

Public telephones will bo located on the west suic

Ml the Facilities. Intormalion Center.

Reslr.M.ms .ne located at either end of the Facilities

Information Center at the south end of the stadium.

Viewing .ireas for those confined lo wheelchairs

will be localeil on both sides of the stadium on

eastern and western walkways.

For additional information contact the Office of

^Community Relalionji ;H)0 Whitmore 545-2560.

ALCOHOL IS NOT PERMIT-
TED IN THE STADIUM.

RAIN DATE
Then' is no alternative ram site. The cere-

monv will be held outside regardless of the

weather. The ceremony will be delayed a

maximum of two hours in the event of heavy

rain In the event oi torrential rains the cere-

mony will be cancelled. Listen to local radio

stations early Sunday morning to hear if the

decision to lielav or cancel has been made

Thursday, May 10, 1984
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D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Austrian Raviola

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese
On Wheatberry
Soybean, Com

Tomato Casserole

DINNER
Fried Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak

Special

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Mushroom

Fondue Bake
Fried Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

ei«M Lm AaittH TiMi »y<lMli

ACROSS
1 City in NW
Switzerland

6 Bow
11 Cap, cent or coal

14 Broadway
personage

15 Like a shell

16 Devon river

17 Athletes' summit
meeting

19 Author Yutang

20 Towel word

21 HallotFamer
Rixey and
namesakes

22 Chess move
23 Sea eagle

24 Minimizing ending

25 Florida feature

26 Soup seasoning

28 Scottish

landowner

30 Earth's envelope:

Abbr

33 Prepare, as

citrus fruit

35 Take the

offensive

37 Refrain syllable

38 Totaled the bill

40 Billing sound
41 Leather armor,

in old Rome
43 Carry on
44 Hesitant sounds
45 America's Cup

competitor

46 Road sign

48 Kicker's stand

49 Writer Harte

51 Headrest,

in a way
55 Words of

contempt
57 Norman Vincent

58 Admiral Halsey,

to friends

59 One of a

Latin trio

60 Award at 17

Across
62 Cfianey

63 Ironwoods
64 Weld
65 Fleur-de

66 Highlanders

67 Porches of yore

DOWN
1 Swim, British

style

2 Atfilete, at tinries

3 Unyielding

4 Unties

5 "The king
"

6 Performed,

1 7 Across style

7 Peoples of

Northern Europe

8 Opera highlights

9 Family rooms,

for short

10 Newspaper
necessities

11 Event at 17

Across
12 Gooff
13 Sandhill, in

Devon
18 Assaulted

verbally

22 Spring months, in

Paris

25 City in cen.

Wyoming
27 Cochise, for one

28 "Music, "to a

comedian
29 Designer of note

30 Ocean; Abbr
31 Famed ancient

city

32 Athletes

endurance tests

34 Actor Ayres

36 Altos or Gatos
39 Immemorial
42 Treats for kids

47 Relaxed

49 ol the ball

50 Composer of "La

Valse

52 Stereo feature

53 Silver, in Spam
54 Mademoiselles
55 Base or foot

follower

56 Port in SE China

57 Type of type

60 Decline in vigor

61 The Guggenheim,
tor short
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LAST DAY
to place Collegian classifieds

is Monday May 14 by 3:45

DON'T MISS OUT

i

Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment
For Rent
For Sale

Found

Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost

Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Rider Wanted
Room Wanted

Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent

as acK acB acE =cc aKE ax:

Weather

Today will be sunny,

with highs about 65 to 70.

Tonight, mostly clear with

lows again in the 40s.

Tomorrow will be mild

with increasing cloudiness

and a chance of showers.

Highs in the 60s along

south coasts and well into

the 70s inland.

ANSWER TO PflEVIOUS PUZZLE
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adirondack music

"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

What do you do when you have over 100 open and

demo car stereos that you want to get rid of????

Some missing knobs, some faceplates, all working

with full mfrg. warranty.

You Blow Them Out!!!

Sony XR 25 indash auto reverse players from $79.95

Pioneer indash players from $49.95

Clarion indash players from $49.95

other players from $19.45

There are many, many spectacular values. Car stereo specials

priced below original dealers cost. Car stereo speakers from

$5.00 pair.

Truly tremendous values this weekend
only at Adirondack Music

Don't forgot about our orphan speakers room where you can

buy a $500 speaker for $5.

Need home stereo gear? Check out these fantastic values.

Vector Research VCX 400 cassette decks $199.00

Dolby B Dolby C solonoid controls and all logic circuitry

Vector Research 9000 receiver, digital 160 watts receiver mfgr,

sugg. value $750.00 V^ price - $375.00

Toshiba SA 2500 receiver 50 watts DC amp
Vz original retail $125.00

Kenwood Super System Special

Kenwood 60 watt Receiver

Cassette Deck
Turntable

Speakers

all for $399.00

"Tell CATE what?"
"About your class, silly."

"What about my class? Like my midterm
that we didn't get back yet?"

"Well yeah, sort of. CATE is a guide for

students to pick out some hip teachers."

"Oh yeah, I get it, put out by the
faculty, right?"

"NO space-cadet, where you been? It's put
out by the students - LIKE YOU - for other students."

"Oh yeah? Sounds good; I wish I knew about it

last semester, I ended up with a couple of duds.
But wait a minute, what do you mean I'M putting

It out?"

"C'mon Voltaire-brains, chill out; it's a joint

effort, but you have to do it if you want a good
guide."

"Of cosmic significance, uh?"
"Right, that's it - 'OF COSMIC SIGNIFICANCE' -

just make sure you fill it out and get it back to

the STUDENT UNION. You can fill them out there in fact.

"Okay, I'm cool. How about this:. . .

(whisper, whisper, whisper)"

"Whew! I don't know about you. You've had a lot of

fantasies, BUT THIS, Is choice! I bet they publish It!

Go on, do it.

Celtics do Knicks, lead 3-2
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston Celtics, led

by Larry Bird and Kevin McHale, charged

to a 27-point lead early in the second half,

withstood a New York comeback and went

on to a 121-99 victory over the Knicks last

night, taking a 3-2 lead in their National

Basketball Association playoff.

Bird finished with 26 points and McHale

z2 as the Celtics moved to within one vic-

tory of advancing to the Eastern Con-

ference final, with the sixth game in the

best-of-seven series shifting to New York
Friday night.

Bird, who also had 10 assists and nine re-

bounds, triggered the early Boston out-

burst by scoring 10 of the Celtics' first 14.

* Men*sand Wom€n*s track
Continvied from page 24

held at Monteville, Ct.

The Minutewomen were impressive, set-

ting a meet record and breaking three

school records as they finished among the

top of the twenty-three schools who scored.

The four by 400 team of Sue Goldstein,

Deb Smith, Barbara Cullinan and Leah

Loftis set a meet record as they finished

first in 3:50.78. Cullinan, Loftis and Colds-

tein were together again, along with Kayla

Morrison, and set a school record in the 400

relay as they captured second place with a

time of 48.77.

Morrison set a school record in the 100

meter dash when she ran 12.42 in the semi-

finals; a shade slower in the finals, she

finished second overall in 12.46. Morrison

continued breaking rtn^ords as she finished

second in the 200 meters with a time of

25.32.

Goldstein and Loftis finisheil second and

fifth respectively in the 400 meters, 56.85

and 58.03.

Coming up this weekend is the ECAC's
at Penn State.
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SPIiCIAI. 2S7. OI=l=
Buy summer or fall

membership. Now thru May 18

ONLY $33 •75 reg. $45.00

_X-SPI=(:iAL305COI=l=
Buy both now & save $27
Reg. $90.

¥

¥
¥.

¥

$63

P

YOU PAY i^lJO thru May 18
Summer Hours
Boyden only Summer workouts start June 4

M-F

•4A

7-9. 12-1,

:30-5:30 pm
'_•.• -•-•-• .•-•-• -^•-» -•••••

LIMITED TO FIRST 500 MKMBKRSHIPS
OFFER WILL NOT HE REPEATED IN THE FALU

•:•:•.• -iv.

HOWTOSERVEABUFIAIO.

INTRODUaNG CALGARYCANADIAN BEER.
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MASSACHUSETTS APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl 6C, 8Cyl

$34.»» $39.>5 $44.»»

Well iniloll new 'e»i!''o' '•P""'

plug* points S condeniPr od|uSt

idle speed set timing test boltery

and chofging system inspect ro'oi

distributor cop PVC volve ignmon

cobles oir til'et ond vopoi cans

ler liltef IrKludes tmission Test

ond Printout

Lube, Oil

& Filter

$-1599

includes 5 quarts

of 10-40 oil and
safety check

North Amherst Tire
^ & Auto Center -

'•FULL SERVICE TIRE STORE"
78 Sunderiand Rd. No Amherst. MA

Across from Watroba's Store 549-4704

Sports

Notice
There will be an in-

formational meeting for all

those interested in being

basketball managers for

the men's basketball team

on Friday, May 11 at the

basketball office in Boyden

222 at 3:30 p.m..

If you have any questions,

please contact the

basketball office at 545-

2610 or Pete Bernard at

5466899.

.Thursday, May 10, 1984

Tufts
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By TIMOTHY RIVIERE
Collegian Staff

Zoo Disc, the University of Massachusetts

men's ultimate frisbee team, travels to

Tufts University in Medford this weekend

to compete in the first National Collegiate

Ultimate Championships. A field of ten

teams, representing the nation's five

regions will clash in Medford.

Joining Zoo Disc wiU be Stanford. Chabot.

University of Kansas, Michigan State,

University of Pennsylvania, Glassboro

State. University of Texas, Syracuse and

host Tufts. This will mark the first time a

tournament has sported college teams from

all regions.

Zoo Disc qualified for the Nationals by

winning the Northeast Regionals two

weeks ago in Albany. N.Y.. Zoo Disc

defeated a pesky Syracuse squad. 21-13 in

the finals. Syracuse jumped out to a 5 3

lead before Zoo put it in gear and cruised

into half time with an 11 6 advantage.

Prior to the finals. Zoo Disc walked

through pool play on Saturday beating

Yale, Brown and Albany. The quarter-

finals saw Zoo Disc matched with

Wesleyan. It was a relatively easy win, 15-

5. and they went on to the semis and Brock-

port. Brockport played well in the first half

staying within striking distance at 9-8. The

second half belonged to Zoo Disc as they

advanced to the finals by winning 18-11.

The "Road to Medford" has not yet tested

Zoo Disc but the Nationals promise to be

challenging. Zoo Disc brings their 30-6

record to Tufts anticipating stiff com-

petition. . . ^

Senior Robert Barnicle puts it mto per-

spective; "You can compare us to

Georgetown, we're the favorites and

everyone is looking to bump us off. We've

got to be strong and meet the challenge."

The spring season started on a positive

note in late March when Zoo Disc placed

second in the April Fools Fest m
Washington D.C.. losing in the finals to

Kaboom 15-12. WhUe starting off weU Zoo

Disc has been able to keep their objectives

in mind.

"Winning the Nationals has been our goal

all season long." claims senior Ed Fleck,

"and anything less than a strong per-

formance will be disappointing." The key to

Zoo Disc's success this season has been its.

man to man defense. By playing tough

defense Zoo Disc has been able to force,

opponents into making offensive mistakes.

The Defense has tightened as the season

has progressed and there will be no holding

back this weekend.

"There is no reason why we can't win this

thing if we continue to come together as a

team and realize that we all must make

personal sacrifices for the good of the team"

adds Geoff Rockwell.

Colleihan file photo

STRECHIN' FOR THE DISC - Members of the University of

Massachusetts Ultimate Frisbee team go for the disc in earlier competi-

tion Pictured is Tom Bavlock (far left, in black), Bruce Todd (screened

in middle), and Robert Bernide looking on. Zoo Disc travels to Medford

this weekend.

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom Colonial VIII near pool with

fall option 253-5764

$86 sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2

bedrm Brandywine summer sublet available

June 1st thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 PM
1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option

avail June 1 549-1470

Sublet fall option 2 brm $330 per nnonth

Sunderland summer rent negotiable call

between 9-11 am or other 666-4744

On« bedroom in three bdrm apt. in

house available end May - Sept 1 near town

& campus (Amherst) rent nego 256-1421

ask for Laura __^_
One bedroom apt in Puffton June - Sept

rent negotiable 546^5082

Brandywine 2 bedroom June August

price negotiable call 546-6024 546-6019

546-6041

Possible fall great apartment 5 min from

campus 549-1178 keep trying

Female for own room Puffton $150.00 -f

Trish or Jerri eves 549-4621

Or>e bedroom super summer sublet in

Brandywine pool, tennis courts, partially

furnished, rent negotiable Valerie 549-6766

2 bedroom Southwood townhouse
sumemr sublet fall option August - free

386/nw 256-6041

Practically on campus I New 2 bdrm apt

w/fall option 549 5613

Puffton 3 bedroom apartment. Summer

sublet, close to campus 549-1219

Ready now or June 1 1 bedroom in 2

bedroom apt on bus line, near Puffers

Pond. Nothing down. Just $115 per month.

Fall option 549-0437 __^
Two bedroom apt summer w/fall option

cheap, all utilities included 665-4953 even-

ings

One bedroom summer sublet with fall

option Cliffside apt 666-7956

3 bdrm Townhouse apt avail for sumnr>er

at a reas rate 546-5113

4 bedroom apartment on bus route sum-
mer sublet with fall option. 1 % baths, cable

TV 174 per room includes all utilities call

after 5:00 546-9322

4 bdrm 2 bath Amherst apt w/fall option

negotiable summer rent 256-1014

from June 1 with fall option two bedroom
apt on Sunderland bus route 330/month
665-8314 "»

Room available summer possible fall op

tion. Rent negotiable. Call 256-0011 even

ings

1 bdrm 290 month includes utilities pool

tennis Cliffside apts bus route June 1 fall

option 665-2156

Two bedroom apt available one fall option

near Puffton wood stove 549-0112

Two bedroom apartment In Colonial

Village summer sublet fall option

Four bedroom house, furnished, large kit-

chen, living room, pantry. Washer and

dn^^er Near Look Park. $300 or best offer

586-9506

1 bdr apt near Puffers Pond $200/m fall

option 549-7522 (day) 542-2363 (n)

Room in quiet house walking distance

very negotiable 546-8912 keep trying

Summer sublet 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm Brittany

call 546-6660 after 6 PM
Brandywine 2

$350/ month or 80
6235

This is a great deal - 2 room Southwood

apartment starting June 1st we will be very

very neg. tennis courts and pool - call Mitch

2564)967

TYPING

Professional Typing Service including:

theses, manuscripts, medical reports, dic-

taphone. Emergency service. Call 536-2336,

6-10 PM

bdrm apt cheap
+ utilities call 6-9643,

telephone 256-8597

2 bedrm Cliffside apt for June 1 w/fall

option. Pool, tennis, bus rt. $340 neg mc

utilities 665-4566

3 rooms In house - 2 with fall option close

to town & campus $170 549-5519

Brandywine two bedroom fully furnish-

ed 75/mo per person 549-0124 anytime

Convenient Amherst Center 2 double

rooms rent negotiable call 6-5661 eves

2 bedroom apt. Presidential, summer rent

negotiable, Russell 253-9632 Bill 546-6270

Full townhouse for 1, 2. or 3 persons call

Mike 546-7399

Townehouse summer sublet only.

Subletor and /or roommates wanted_iJ

bedroom, fully furnished Jim 546-6301

anytime

Spacious 2 bedroom apt. Furnished

private and quiet 467-9632

Brandywine 1% bedrooms cheap call

549-4824

One bedroom - prime location I House by

Puffton. Two people 100/month June 1st

Mary or Melissa 549-0528

Amherst Center apt for 1 person furnish-

ed June 1 to Sept 1 call 256-6079

Brandywine '2 bedrooms tor summer and

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

2-3 bdrm apt close to campus wanted for

fall will pay summer please call

6-5345/6-5349

Experienced Painter sash and trim skills

prefered call after 5:00 666-2666

WANTED TO RENT

1 for fall furnished call 549-2773 after 5 PM

Wanted Puffton or Presidential apt will

pay reward call 666-7518 546-5141

Two females looking for apt for fall 84

preferably Colonial Village or surrounding

area will take for sumemr please call even-

ings 546-6924

Need a place to live in Chatham from
6-15 to 9-15 please call Christine 549-1616

WELCOME BACK MIKE JOEII

Gainsvllle Green won't be seen But

Zona's always near So grab a spoon, we'll

party soon Cause everyone's glad you'll be
herel T.Q. Er R.J.M.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% discount • Phone number FREE ^^_^^^^_^_

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Saab Sonett sports car. classic,

orange, rebuilt transmission and engine,

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel

and some trunk welding, idle for one year,

$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home )

1974 Triumph TR6 great condition, ex-,

cellent body and engine, many extras $4000

or BO 5465516 Dan

72 Chev Impale 200 or best 256-8809. It'

runsi

1973 VW Superbeetle looks great, runs]

great. Lt Blue $895.00 549-4816

1973 Van rebuilt engine sunroof radial very
|

dependable 665-3855 after 5 BO Mike

1971 Volkswagen Superbeetle excellent]

condition sunroof light blue $800 call,

546-5039
;

1974 Camero high mileage but mint condi-

tion 549-6821 or 549-0482

'69 Chevelle Malibu Classic $300^

549-1178 keep trying

76 Fiat 131S w/'78 engine runs great,!

good mpg, needs some work $650 253-3339
j

BOARDERS FOR FALL '84

WANTED

For home like atmosphere call Sigma
Kappa Sorority 256-6887 ask for Sylvia or

Louise

CHEAP. CHEAP, CHEAP

it Two bedroom apt on bus route *
it to sublet *
it Rate very cheap and negotiable *

• Please call 546 8861 *

CHEAP SUBLET

Summer $80 mo + nice house Amherst

near bus dishwasher 2 singles 253 5237

keep trying

ECKANKAR PRESENTS

"The Ancient Science of Soul Travel"

room 804 CC 7:30 today

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTER'AINMENT has

everything bands, DJ's lights, banquets
ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

MAX BOWSER
• speaks on Stocks *

• and Investments *

• Thursday, May 10 CCRm 917 7:30 PM '

!!!!! Tonight!!!!!
• Refreshments will oe served

FALL HOUSING

Rooms now available for all university

women in close to campus sorority house.

Ask for Lisa 8 or Sue G at 545 0527

FOR RENT

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util

evenings 253-3075

Live across from Emily Dickenson
House 2 bedroom apt, 1 room available

summer/fall option 256-0681

X-lg bedroom in split level apt rent

negotiable quiet 665-2127

Two rooms in house. Summer with fall

option. Walk to campus & town. Furnish-

ed. 125-150/mo Dan Jackie 549-6041

$380 cash to the people who take over my
lease - one bedroom Crestview 10 minute

walk to campus 360/mo -t- util 549-5949

Lrg bdl bdrm in spacious 2 bdrm apt. Avail

June 1 665-2236

Southwood Apts 1 bedroom townhouse

summer w/fall option very clean 256-8225

Beautiful Amherst Center apartment

$400.00/month includes utilities 2 person

253-2157

2 roommates for house on Rt 9 Belcher-

town- on bus route; $140 plus utilities call

Mark 546-8422/546 9200

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom

Southwood Apt 256-0832

One bedroom apt Colonial Village

available 6/1 w/fall option 256-0909 even-

ings^

Spacious 2 bdrm apt Squire Village June

Ma I! option 665-7923

Furr 'd efficiency apartment, carpet,

AC, . rr,er, fall option, $205 (Belcher-

towni 323 6704

1 bedroorn apt $250 available June 1 fall

option 256-0968 PM

-bed house Sept 1 $700 plus utilities,

[large lot, in Hadley on busline. Skibiski

Realtors 584-3428

[3 bedroom townhouse on bus route sum-
fmer sublet fall option call 665-4896

'Brittany Manor apartments - two
[bedroom - cheap summer sublet with fall

[
option avoid waiting lists!! Call: 256-1351

2 bdrm N. Amherst bus route 375 +
available June 1 549-6894

Swiss Viiiage apartment, cheapll Sum-
mer, fall option four bedrooms. We'll give

you August free! I 2560052

FOR SALE
~

Japanese Go Set. Almost new $40. Rich

549-4786, 665-7034

Two 10-speed bicycles $65 each 253-286 1

Beds, desks, kitchen chairs, table and
other furnishings. Best offers. 549-0505

Apple II -I- , two drives, Micromodem,
printer and accessories. $1695 or best offer.

Call Keith 546-9349

Two twin beds great shape $100 or best

offer Debbie 549-5998

Huge drafting table with parallel edge
$40.2560560

Full bed $100 unfinished dresser $50 both

six months old 549 6500

Couch for sale t}eige convertible 85 or BO
546-5727 or 546-5368

Womens size 9 boots skis bindings poles

$125 or BO Maureen 545-0239 or 549 7621

Guitar - Gilberto six string classical and
case excellent condition $150 549-7697

FOUND

14K Gold Chain: pendant w/initial found

5/7 near Whitmore. Call Dolores 545-3436

HELP WANTED

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor

dinator. Application, description available

130 3rett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.

AA, EOE
Housekeeptirs weekends & weekdays thri

the jummer Positions available immediate

ly fo' reliable persons. Past experience

helpful Apply Howard Johnsons Motor

Lodge Rte 9 Hadley

International Environmental Org. seeks

commited individuals to represent our work

on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen-

tal shelf issues. Call Greenpeace at

256-6609. Salary $ 150 to $200wklv.

Part time sales. Audio background or

sales exper. necc. Also, p. time car stereo

installer Apply at The Sound Co. 201 N
Pleasant

UMass Sorority seeks housemother for

upcoming 2 years. Responsible female grad

student prfifo-'-ed. Fi>?e room b board with

salary 250$ per month. Call 545-2152 ask for

Toni o r Mary

Work this summer on energy policies,

toxic waste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Share's political outreach and fundraising

staff. No experience necessary. Paid train-

ing. Hours 1:30 - 10:00 pm M-F
$156 225/wk + benefits call 586-8713

COUNSELORS. Excellent Maine Camp,
call Mrs. Fritts (201) 538-5409

StudentsI Summer jobs on campus! Apply

to Telefund, Memorial Hall, 545-3509

Help wanted cook needed at local frater-

nity call anytime 253-9032 ask for Marie

Summer work out West 318/week call

for info 549 7529

PARTTIME WEEKEND: Production

workers needed to fill-in for employees on

vacation /leave. Church Seat Company,
Division of Bemis Mfg. Company, Palmer

Road Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-5511

LOST

Patchwork sweatshirt lost at FAC on

4/28. Call 546-4878 if found

Lost blue jacket, Scituate High School

Football embroidered on it. If found please

please call 546-7744, great sentimental

value. Reward no questions asked

Pearl necklace deep sentirrtental

help please! Reward Terry 549-4071

Somewhere in Southwest. About 30

slides. Please call 2561472

LOWEST RENT AROUND

Summer sublet with fall option 3

bedroom apt. $360/month summer rent

negotiable. Scenic view and pool 666-7914

keep tryingllll

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Suzuki GS460 miles 7000 $750 or BO
call Peter 549-7544

1980 Yamaha 400XS great condition 5000

miles many x-tras $1,000 or best call

549-7581

1980 Yamaha XS400 special, cafe bars,

$850 Chris after 5 665-4148

'80 KZ-440 LTD 900$ 6 speed mag wheels

in great condition, always kept under

cover, approx 66 mpg

PERSONALS

Patricia M. Smith we have your ID. It's at

the Collegian

Need a place to live next fall? Female

boarders wanted. Good food home-like at-

mosphere. For info call 545-0162/2092.

Keep trying!

WE HAVE BALLS - basketballs, baseballs

softballs, footballs, tennis balls

racquetballs, squashballs

golfballs Et frisbees

THE SPORTING GOODS CO OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection

"

M-F 11 to 5 322 Student Union Building

WHATS YOUR RACQUET?

We have Tennis Racquets, Racqetball

Racquets, Squash Racquets £f Bats!

THE SPORTING GOODS CO OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 1 1 to 5 322 Student Union Building

TIM
You are wonderful

and I love you
Lisa

Sherry, I miss you. Good luck with finals.

Have a wonderful summer. See you in class

with the ultimate tan. I love you. Greg

Contact Lenses Replaced. Bausch and

Lomb $25. Others available. Call with your

prescription. Dr. Spencer University Drive

256 8561

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases. Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584 7924 Nancy

$300.00 REWARD

For recovery of Hifly 300 Saiiboard taken

from concert at Sowest on Apr 29 call

Cathy Yates at 2566761

RIDE WANTED

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house
near town & campus 117/mo -- 1/6 Max
546-6069 Kris 256-0566

Female nonsmoker wanted in Brittany

for fall 84 call 5468343 546-8275

Roommate to share downtown Nor-

thampton apartment 200/mth inc heat

584-7608 Meg
Female roommate for summer near

Amherst Center, on bus rte 118/mo
253-2763

For rent 1 bedroom in two bedroom apt

downtown Noho call Jennifer 584-5972

Female roommate wanted for fall in

Brittany Manor call 546-8152

Presidential apt two people needed share

one room 10 min walk, 111/mth/per + 20
utilities call Tom 549-6726

Moving to White Plains NY area looking

for female roommate, just acquired job call

Vikki 549-6869

Two roommates wanted for fall. Brit-

tany Manor cal l Cyndi 253-3032

1 or 2 roommates wanted Brittany Manor
male or female call 546-811

1

Summer sublet and fall one female room-

mate wanted to share large room in Rolling

Green $114.50 month everything included

fully furnished on bus route call 253-3422

Cool female roommate wanted to share

summer sublet/fall option Puffton call

549 26:«

Roommate wanted for Southwood apt
rate negotiable information call

Margaret 546 1411

Summer sublet/fall option North
Amherst 150^ 5 min to bus close to

campus 549 0146 ^^
Brandywine summer sublet 1 room open
for fall 549 7697

Brandywine female to share room possi

ble fall option call 549 1405/546-4791

SERVICES

Free coffee and donuts, Monday and
Wednesday mornings. During finals period

after 6 pm, Commuter Lounge. 216 SUB. A
service of the Commuter Area Govern

ment.

TYPINCT Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283 3050

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Type Rite. 253 5111

SKIS FOR SALE

Must sell Roasignol 190 cm $70 or best

offer Mike 256-1201

SUBLET ON BEACON HILL

One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt. female

pnly. Avail 5 15 to 8-31. Great location

237/per mo inc. utilities 546-5124 or even

ings after 8 pm 617-720-4427

value

Lost: Key Ring with approximately six

keys if found call 5463290 reward!!

Black loose-leaf notebook with one

notebook inside. Lost in either Whitmore

Cafeteria or by the phone in Whitmore on

May 7th. Reward. Call 549-1014 or 5869576

'White purse Saturday May 5th at JR's im-

portant set of keys, can't replace some. If

[found PLEASE call 546-7217 or 256-0027

keep trying

Collie-Retriever (Columbus) lost 5/1

1 Long hair, curted tail, smart. 256-0550

To Calif 1st week in June share expenses

and driving 256-8416

To Arizona end of semester share

everything John 549-1358

Ride needed to the West Coast. Califor

nia or the Northwest, Sometime after May
24th will share expenses, call Cory at

546-8770

Ride needed to central NJ May 18 or 19.

Will share expenses. Call Lisa 6-5966

I need a ride to Needham and back this

weekend. If you can drive me home call

6-6111 Claire

To the Cape Friday may 11 after 12:00

share expenses! Please call Marjorie

546 5090

ROOM WANTED

Male seeks room (single or shared) in apt.

anywhere! For next fall-spring Dave
546-7738

Room wanted - looking for room in Hyan-
nis/Yarmouth area please call Patty

546-5275

Help! Own bedrm. near campus sought for

fall. Senior PoliSci/JS student, neither

grind nor party animal. No cig. smokers,

please. Ian 6-6177 nights

Room wanted for fall preferably in N
. Amherst apartment summer possible Carol

549-3720

Room wanted in Harwichport for sum-
mer near Lincoln Lodge call Lori 546-0527

Room needed for two in West Yar-

mouth /Hyannis area. Call Tom or Mike

253-9668

ROOMMATE WANTED
— — • - —

' ' '
"""

I

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

SUMMER SUBLET

Brandywine June-Aug rent negotiable call

546 6322 or 546 «24
2 bedroom Townehouse apt fully fur

nished, rent negotiable call anytime

546 5001

Presidential Apt 2 to 3 people closest apts

to campus cheapest rate available all sum-
rT>er. Call Eric 5466407 Andy 546-3279

3 bedroom townhouse apts rent cheap
call 256-0707 or 256-0660 evenings

Two bedroom apt fully furnished rent

negotiable 5 miles to campus call evenings

666-8114 __^
1 bedrm in 2 bedrm furnished apt center

of town. Prefer serious student. Avail. June
$250/mo Jan/Barb after 4 pm 253-7818

Summer sublet with fall option 1 bedroom
in 2 bedroom Southwood apt 253-7422

4 bedrooms available at Swiss Village

summer sublet with fall option call 253 5274

Brandywine two bedrooms rent
negotiable 546-5341, 546-7625

With fall option in Southwood townhouse
call 2560051 after 6:00 ask for Ed

Puffton - 1 bedroom person needed for

summer $80 a month 546-8294

Double Brittany bedroom in three

bedroom apt with fall opt 256-7484

180/per person
^

^^.z. . .
.

•fiifO bedroom apt utJlMfilnclUitel pod
'b^Toute fall option $370dp>idq<8M6O1

2bedroom townhouse in $C|uin»Village

for June July and August, b|g roviima best
lOffar Dave K 5466461 "

.^
_^_ .

—

fi *-,-.

Brandywine summer sublet fumished,

best offer, call 546-5382
_i— .

•

I 4-J--
2 Brittany Manor aptt avMawe 1

twdroom each 1 with fallofftton, kMr price,

newly rennovated 253-^8!^
^
^^^ A-

Tpwnhouae apt - fumif^i^ room (apt)

Available CHEAP June - Au^V ike 649-4861

If" iWi*ito
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Gazelles nip Yale in overtime, 6-5
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

"They know how to handle intensity."

The words of University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse head coach Polly Keener

quite accurately describe the Gazelles 6-5

overtime victory over Yale in New Haven,

Connecticut.

Sophomore Bunny Forbes gave the

Minutewomen the victory about three

minutes into the overtime period, sending

them into the next round of the NCAA
tournament against Harvard University.

Things did not start too well against the

Lady Elis. who were quick off the starting

blocks. Yale started off with an aggressive

style, giving them a 2-0 lead early on.

Keener and UMass then changed their

strategy by sending in an extra attacker

and the new offensive set worked. Yale had

trouble adjusting to the increased play and

found themselves in a deadlock when the

teams went to halftime.

Early, tough pressure led to an extremely

intense second half, with both clubs

working very hard. The Gazelles jumped

ahead at one point but the Lady Elis would

have none of that, as they battled back to a

tie.

These two evenly matched teams fought

hard for the rest of the game, but both

sides' adrenalin canceled each other out and

the overtime began.

The ability to handle intensity was never

more evident than in freshman Lana

Nesmith, who made a critical interception

deep in UMass territory. This theft led to

lIMass holding the ball and setting up for

their game winning shot.

Forbes then got the ball at just the right

position and fired it in the net, giving the

G:'./.pl!e« the victory.

Linda Haytayan led the scoring for the

Minutewomen with the hat lrick(3 goals,

lor anyone who doesn't know). d junior

Pam Moryl added two.

The big story, however, w.is the UMa.ss

defense. Nesmith, and seniors Patty Shea

and Carol Progulske all played outstanding.

But it was goalie Debbie DeJesus that

Collcipan photo by Rrimn K. Gonyt

MAKIN' HER MOVE — University of Massachusetts' Pam Moryl faces three Boston College defenders

earlier this season. The Minutewomen traveled to Yale yesterday.

shintnl when UMass needed it the most.

"Debbie was stopping the ball at critical

times, and Carol and Patfy were in-

credible." said Keener.

"The team played consistantly well the

entire game. We've been working hard on

that the whole season."

Against Harvard.' which will be in Cam-
bridge. UMa.ss will he playing a club that

he;i< them earlier in the season, but that is

deceiving. It was U'Mass' second game and
they were still ironing out the rough spots.

1 he leani is ready to play mem agam. but

it's going to he tough." said Keener.

'Harvard's skills are stronger than Yale's."

But the Gazelles, who also have shown a

knack for coming from behind, will still

need the outstanding defensive play to

advance in the NCAA's.
One thing is for sure, they will always

have the intensity.

Men's track places third;

ECAC'S next on agenda
By M.E. MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

track team captured third-place last

weekend at the Ea.sterns held in New Bri-

tain, Ct.. finishing just h)ehind champion

Lowell University and runner-up Southern

Connecticut.

Having already captured the Easterns in

Cross-Country and Indoor-Track, Lowell

completed a triple-crown sweep as they

defeated powerful defending-champ
Southern by twelve points, 139-127.

UMass' 99 points pushed the Minutemen

way ahead of their nearest rivals. New
Haven and Central Connecticut, who tied

for fourth with 43 points.

The Minutemen had expected to finish

behind the two powerhouses but the wide

margin between third and fourth was a sur-

prise.

"It was a real good day," said Coach Ken
O'Brien. "Most of our scorers finished

higher than expected and we just ran away
from some of the field."

Ted White took first-place in the 800

meters, posting a time of 1:54.9 and adding

to the championship he had captured in-

doors in that event.

Rashid Piggitt leaped to a victory in the

long-jump. 22' ;V' and then teamed up with

Darrin WhitLaker. Ferde Adaboe and

Rawle Crichlow in the four by 100 relay,

achieving third-place. 43.5.

Whittaker and Adaboe both figured in

the triple-juni}), finishing second and third

respectively, 45' 6V2" and 45' 4".

Senior Ro<i LaFlamme continued his win-

ning ways \n the steeple-chase, finishing

first in a time of 9:19, while Neal Dickson.

Brian Osborn.' Mark Themea and John

Okerman tean < i -'.v, to take the bronze in

the four by 400 relay.

In other highlights: Themeas's second-

place finish in the L500 meters, 3:56;

Wayne Levy — second-place in the lO.O(M)

meters. 31:31; and Crichlow's third-place

SportsLog

(ollcinan photn rnurtmy nf Sportii Infnrmatioi.

Ted White, 800 meters champion
at the Easterns held this past

weekend in New Britan.

in the 200. 22.17.

Manv of the scorers have qualified for

this weekend's New Englands to be run
Saturday and Sunday at Dartmouth.

Ai.so HI actiuti la.si weekend, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts women's track team

captured fifth-place in the New Englands

Covtirnu'ii on page 21

By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Just a few thoughts...

Yes. this is the final column of the Sports

Log for the semester. If you look back to

the previous columns, you know where

they are. either lining your parakeet's

cage or surrounding any accidents the

Irish Setter may have "done," there were
a lot of predictions...Some were right on

the button, some way off the mark. Lets

hope that next semester I will do my
homework a little more and get some
more stuff right.

One area which I was way off on was the

NHL. The Islanders are really the

epitome of a perfect hockey team. They
go against the Rangers, tough, physical,

and beat them. ..They then face the

Capitals, who possesed a great defense,

and beat them...Then they played

Montreal, riding high after beating the

Bruins in three straight (I had to put it m
one more time) and playing a very con

servative style of play, and beat them.

Edmonton is next for the Islanders. This

column has been quite critical of the

Oilers, and with good reason. Sure, they

have the best record in hockey and score

quite a few goals. In fact, they have

actually counted more goals than rallies in

front of the Student Union, but that's

debatable...The Islanders have beaten the

Oilers the last 15 times, including a four

game sweep last year in the finals...Look
for the Isles to take it in five at the most,

as they should get the fifth Cup in a row.

The NBA playoffs are in full swing, with

the KnicksCeltics matchup drawing the

most people. Boston, after fiying out the

first two games, ran into a brick wall

known as Bernard King. King looked

awesome in game 4. hitting for 43 points,

and the Knick.^ proved that they look very
goo«l vviln him playing well, and very bad
with him playing poorly. ..It's kind of like

hackysack. When that hacker is out there

hacking- or sacker. sacking, whichever

you prefer--it is poetry in motion. But

when he she is a little slow afoot, that

sack goes in all directions.

The Celtics, as a team, looked pitiful the

past two games. Where they really bit

the preverbial big one was at the free

throw line. Gerald Henderson and Cedric

Maxwell are each at about 50 percent from

the stripe in the playoffs... It doesn't look

like Michael Jackson will invite them to

the Pepsi hot shot contest... If I may
switch subjects, it looks like Michael and

his brothers will be in Boston this sum-

mer, with tickets rumored to cost 30

bucks a pop. The question is. can we
afford to be the new generation.

Look for the winner of the Celts-Knicks

series to take on the Lakers, who got an

early Christmas present in the form of

Derick Harper. It seems that Harper,

with about 7 seconds left in the game on

Sunday, thought that his team was ahead

and proceeded to run out the clock. The
only problem is that the game was tied at

the time... Dallas' coach Dick Motta said it

best when he just "wanted to go out and

tackle him."

Finally, a quick word of thanks to all the

people who gave me the ideas to work
with, especially my roommates, Glenn and

Bill, who had the courage to hold their

heads up when others would belittle

me. ..Also, thanks to all the people who
rooted for the Bruins (Tim & co.) so I

could have the last laugh and especially

the man they call Flip, who is still in shock

after the loss of Moses and the other-

s... Lastly, thanks to my editor, Gerry

DeSimas, who gave me the freednni to

write no. I am not accepting an acnd«»my

award.

See you in September.

No more need be said.
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Rochester biologist to headUMass academics
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

After more than a year without a perma-

nent provost, a search committee announc-

ed it has found a suitable candidate for the

highest academic position at the University

of Massachusetts.

Noted biologist and University of

Rochester provost Richard O'Brien will

become vice chancellor for academic affairs

and provost at UMass, subject to the ap-

proval of the University Board of Trustees

and State Board of Regents.

O'Brien, 55, will become the Chancellor's

chief academic adviser and internal ad-

ministrative leader when he fills the posi-

tion vacated by Loren Baritz last April.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey has approv-

ed the committee's choice. Final approval

by the UMass Board of Trustees and the

Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher

Education is "almost positive and just a

technicality," said search committee chair

Richard S. Stein, a UMass chemistry pro-

fessor.

Samuel F. (^onti, who has been acting

provost since last September, may fill a

newly formed position of vice chancellor of

research and graduate studies. Stein said.

Stein said alK)ut 220 candidates went

through "intense scrutiny and criteria for

the most qualified candidate."

"The committee was looking for so-

meone who has the respect and stature for

a leadership position and who has had ex-

perience in the type of tasks he'd deal with

here," Stein said. "We didn't want to ap-

point someone too narrow. We looked for

someone who could appreciate lK)th the

arts and sciences, someone who could in-

teract well with the faculty."

The committee met O'Brien when he and

seven finalists came to Amherst recently.

The candidates were narrowed down and

Duffey approvetl the committee's decision.

O'Hriet) has met with the campus deans,

administrators, and faculty, as well ;is

UMass President David C. Knapp, the

trustees, and the regents. Stein said.

"Various people had different opinions but

overall, the decision was favorable." he

said.

The committee had chosen final can-

didates six months ago, but none were

chosen. "None were acceptable," Stein

said. The committee had to find new can-

didates, he said.

O'Brien dei'ided to accept the UMass pro-

vost seat because he was not picked to be

president of the University of R(K-hester,

Stein said.

O'Brien earned an undergraduate degree

in VM) in English literature at the Univer-

sity of Reading in P^ngland, and a Ph.D. in

chemistry in 1954 from the University of

Western Ontario.

Pornography foes

encounter protest
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Emotional arguments broke out Thursday in the Campus

Center when an ant i pornography group picketing in front

of the University Store clashed with a counter group

protesting censorship.

Peggy Shaw, a sophomore STEPEC major who began

picketing against pornography at 10:30 a.m. yesterday,

said the picket was an educational picket.

"It's not a protest advocating censorship," she said. "We
feel the channels used so far, the BOG (Board of Cover

nors) and the SGA (Student Government Association),

aren't getting the message across quickly enough.

Everyday women are being hurt by pornography and

men's definition of women is being perverted by it."

John Wrisley. a 21 -year old theatre major who picketed

in the counter demonstration beginning at 3 p.m.

yesterday, said by choosing the University Store as their

location to picket, the anti pornography group was

"putting political pressure on the store and the Univer-

sity."

Julie Melrose, a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on

Campus Violence that has done community education

about pornography all semester, said the anti-pornography

demonstration was held to bring the issue of violence

against women back into focus.

"There's a certain point when a political struggle reaches

a level of verbal debate," Melrose said. "When the real

issues are lost in the struggle, one of the ways to bring the

issue back to violence against women is by communicating

through guerilla theatre."

Mark Nolan, a junior industrial engineering major

watching the picket, said it was "good they (the anti-

pornography protestors) were taking the time to exercise

their freedoms."

"I do disagree with what they're doing," he said. Por-

nography "doesn't have a negative effect on women but on

society. It creates all sorts of anxieties - anxieties about

wanting something you can't have."

Peter Lee, a 19-year-old COINS major from Natick who
participated in the counter demonstration, said holding a

picket in front of the store was "exposing people to undue

pressure."

"If you're protesting men's magazines you have to look at

the articles that tell women how to control your man, " he

said. "If they're not trying to censor, then picketing and

standing outside the store is a wee bit offensive."

Tom Dworkin, the first male to picket in the anti-

pornography protest yesterday morning, said "men feel

peer pressure not to picket" against pornography because

"men are taught to be real proud of their sexuality, and

many men connect pornography with sexuality."

"I'm accepting responsibility because it's a male

problem," he said. "Pornography contributes to a society

that contributes to an attitude of violence against women.

If you're a woman and you look at women being hurt, it's

psychic violence against you."

Sarah Bain, a 21 -year-old interior design major from

Minnesota, said "pornography hurts as much as you want

it to hurt."

As for the "women who are in the magazines, that's their

life and their job," she .said. "I buy Playboy for my
boyfriend at school prices, I read it.

University Store Manager Winthrop Cummings said the

pickets did not interfere with yesterday's business very

much.
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S.E. Chase (top) demonstrates in an anti-

pornography picket outside the University Store

yesterday while demonstrators against censor-

ship counter-demonstrated.

Senior pond party

lacks liquor license
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

In a break from recent years, no beer will be provided for

the senior event this year.

The event will be free for seniors and food and alcohol will

be permitted. University of Massachusetts Student

Activities Office Program Advisor Kenneth Abert said

yesterday.

Formally called the Chancellor's Reception for Seniors,

the Senior Day Event is scheduled from 3 to 7 p.m. at the

Campus Pond on May 25. Live entertainment from the

Armstrong Brothers and the Sex Execs will be featured,

Abert said.

"It will be much like the Pond Series and there will be no

bottles and kegs. The University will not supply alcohol

this year," Randy Donant. director of the Student

Activities Office, said. "The idea is to turn the en

tertainment into a big barbecue kind of thing.

"

The rain date will be Saturday. May 26.

Abert said a student committee met with administration

officials in March and decided to alter the program. The

administration played no part in the final decision, he said.

The committee made the decision not to provide beer.

"The committee just wanted to make it more of a picnic

atmosphere," Abert said.

Undergraduates are welcome to attend the ceremonies

but will have to pay for the meal, he said. Seniors will

receive invitations from the chancellor.

The event will cost the SAO approximately $8,000.

Former SGA President Jim Murphy, a member of the

student committee that planned the event, said the

committee had to address a number of concerns such as

alcohol consumption and safety, along with the goal of

making it free for seniors.

At the initial meeting with students in March, ad

ministration officials expressed concern about alcohol

consumption, crowd control and safety. Murphy said.

"The solution we had hoped would be was to make it a

free event." Murphy said. "There were also complaints

from seniors who don't drink beer."

Abert said the committee was open to all students.

Advertisements were taken out in the Collegian in March

to help plan the event, he said.

^ ^
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Leather factory ignites city
PEABODY (AP) - An explosion that

"sounded like an atomic bomb" sparked a

fire in a downtown leather company
yesterday, and high winds quickly fanned

the blaze through two city blocks and sent

flames 60 feet into the air.

The Air Force rushed foam-carrying

trucks to battle the roaring blaze, and
hospitals reported at least 11 people were
treated for injuries, with one in critical

condition.

"It blew up right in front of my eyes," said

Salem patrolman Bertram Trumblay, who
was driving his cruiser through a nearby

cemetery when the building exploded. "It

sounded like an atomic bomb."

Firefighting units from nearby suburbs, as

well as foam spreading units from two Air

Force bases and Boston's Logan Airport,

were called to battle the fire as it spread to

surrounding buildings.

"The wind is our biggest enemy," said

Peabody P'ire Chief Nick Gerakaris. "We
can't get the water to the fire."

The explosion apparently occured in the

lacquer room of the Henry Leather Co., a

rambling, multi-storied wooden structure

that extends three blocks to the rear of

Main Street. The company also was the

scene of several small fires last November.

The fire quickly spread to a neighboring

building that houses several small

businesses. Two other buildings behind the

leather company were also engulfed in

flames as the inferno spread.

Much of the downtown area was
evacuated, and power and telephone

service was cut. Black smoke was visible 10

miles from the scene, and flames could be

seen leaping from the tops of buildings.

Heat from the blaze melted the headlights

on a firetruck and siding on a nearby house.

Salem Deputy Fire Chief James
McDonnell said investigators were
checking to find out from the building's

owners what chemicals were in the

building.

S 3
Wednesday, May 16

4-7 PM
Free bus service

from Frank! in

and Worcester
parking lots.

Non-Board Members - $4.75 in advance. Tickets
on sale now at Munchies, Snack Bars, Franklin
Meal Ticket Office.
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Tirestarter' begins in Bangor
BANGOR, Me (AP) - Stephen King's

hometown has swapped its rough-hewn,

logging town image for the trappings of

Tinseltown for the world premiere of his

new movie, "Firestarter."

Tuxedoed gentlemen escorted women in

furs and evening gowns up Main Street on

New 'embassy'

in Jerusalem
JERUSALEM (AP) - In this city where

only two nations have opened an embassy,

the Christian Lebanese Forces militia is

unfurling the flag of Lebanon from an

eighth floor window facing the Israeli

Parliament.

The establishment of a Lebanese forces

"information office" here is an open act of

defiance of Lebanese President Amin
Gemayel and his government's recent tilt

toward Syria.

It is also concrete evidence that Israel

intends to continue open ties with its long

time allies in the Christian heartland north

of Beirut, despite Lebanon's abrogation of

its 1983 accord with Israel.

Wednesday to the red-carpeted entrance of

the Bangor Cinema for the official debut of

the film, based on the novel by the 37 year-

old, best-selling horror writer.

A few dozen bystanders were on hand as

producer Dino DeLaurentiis, child star

Drew Barrymore and King— perhaps the

city's best -known resident since the

legendary Paul Bunyan—emerged from

limousines.

"Geez, what a good time, " dead-panned the

formally attired King as he walked into the

theater.

"Hi," said Miss Barrymore as she walked

by wearing a flaming red three-tiered

taffeta dress with cap sleeves.
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Veterans provide access to Frost Trail
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Colle^an Staff

University of Massachusetts Veterans
Service Organization (VSO) members
have recently completed the first phase of

construction of a special path for the

handicapped on the Robert Frost Trail

near Cushman Brook in Amherst.
VSO President Alec McLeod said about

1,000 yards of the trail are accessible to

people confined to wheelchairs as a result

of the effort.

Lane's Quarry of Amherst donated nine

truckloads of a special trap rock dust to

spread on the trail. McLeod said. A group

of campus veterans volunteered time to

put it down and tamp it, he said.

According to McLeod, this is the first

phase of making the trail accessible to

people with different physical handicaps.

"Our next plan is to construct a special

rope guide rail along this part of the trail

so that blind people can use it," he said.

"Several of us who work at the Vets

office thought this would be a good thing

to do for the community and a good way to

bring area vets together," said VSO
member Martin Murray.

Wheelbarrows, rakes, shovels and a

pickup truck were donated by the

Amherst Conservation Committee, the

Amherst Highway Department and the

Hitchcock Environmental Center.

"Peter Westover. head of the Amherst
Trails Committee, was a big help in

organizing some of this project for us. and

we're working with the Lion's Club to get

the rope railing in place." McLeod said.

( olleipan I'hotu by And* llrlirr

Veterans work on the new handicapped trail in Cushman Park.

"The Veterans Service Organization is an

RSO (Recognized Student Organization)

that serves the estimated 800 Vietnam
veterans going to school at the Univer-

sity," Mcljcod said. 'This is one of the

activities we're doing to get vets together.

"About ten vets and several people who
were just walking on the trail have been

working on this for about three

weekends," McLeod said. "We've

received a lot of support from the local

community with donations, and everyone

who worked volunteered their time."

The VSO also sponsors a Veteran's Road

Race every fall that is similar to Run for

Ritter, McLeod said.

Steam shutdown to prevent 'catastrophic loss'

By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

To ward off what a Physical Plant

supervisor calls "catastrophic losses" this

coming winter, the main steam line at the

University of Massachusetts will shut down

for a week at the end of the semester.

Physical Plant Work Management
Supervisor Howard C. Fay said if repairs

were not done during the week of May 27.

many problems could arise in the winter.

"The damages would be incredible," Fay

said. "There would be no heat and the

campus would have to shut down and would

not be able to reopen for at least 3 to 4

months."

The steam line, which runs underground

from the coal fuel plant generates power for

campus heating and cooling operations.

During repairs, "every building on campus

that requires steam will be shut down,"

Fay said. More than 90 buildings will be

without hot water and air conditioning that

week, including the Murray Lincoln

Campus Center and the Whitmore
Administration Building.

University Health Services will not be

affected. Fay said.

The repairs will cost about $180,000,

according to Physical Plant Director Roger

Cherewatti.

He said the steam hnes have been plagued

by leaky pipes for "too long." Crews will be

working 12 hours a day until the job is

completed, he said.

"Whether or not the job is completed, the

steam is going back up on June 1 or I'll be

shoveling coal myself," Cherewatti said.

Extensive work will also begin on steam

pipes in the Southwest Residential Area.

Those repairs will require more time. Fay

said.

University Apartments, Lincoln Apar

tments and Prince House, which will be

affected by the shut down, will be provided

with portable steam generators for hot

water and air conditioning. Fay said.

"But heads of residence staying in other

dormitories will be without domestic hot

water use." Faye said. "We are setting up

facilities in the stadium locker room. We'll

provide curtains and dividers and a security

guard."

William Harris, director of the Campus

Center, said the Hatch and the Coffee Shop

will be closed during the week of the shut

down but other operations will run as usual.

"Not much will be going on that week.

"

Harris said.

Town to buy mountain conservation site

By BOB BURGESS
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting approved

Wednesday night the acquisition of 22 acres

of land for conservation use at a cost of

$270.00.

Town meeting members voted 131 45 to

purchase Mt. Pollux from owner Howard

Atkins. Some members expressed concern

that taxpayers' needs were disregarded.

Nancy Gordon, a town meeting member

from Precinct 4. said yesterday the town's

approval "indicates that now we have

purchased land which is not suitable for

development at the expense of land which

could be developed."

Gordon said not enough time was given to

debate the purchase. "All too often the

town has approached questions of ex-

penditures as if no one was paying for

them." she said.

Conservation Commission Chairman Carl

Carlozzi said the town would be "making a

big mistake "
if it did not buy the area.

"If anyone has ever stood on the peak and

seen the spectacular view of Amherst, they

would think twice about this opportunity."

Carlozzi said.

Marchers: *have a gay day'
By REBECCA THATCHER
Cdlegian Staff

A march and rally to promote the

recognition and empowerment of gays and

lesbians will begin at noon tomorrow in

Northampton.
The march, beginning at the Bridge Street

School and ending at Pulaski Park in

downtown Northampton, will be followed

by a rally featuring speakers and music.

Jane Cleland. a spokesperson for the

Lesbian and Gay Liberation March Com-

mittee, said the march is being held both for

celebration and political reasons.

"The purpose is to make the gay and

lesbian community visible, to empower

gays and lesbians and to build coalitions,

"

she said. "It's also for fun have a gay day.

It's on us.

"It's for politics and it's for power and it's

for celebration with consciousness."

The march is being held after a legal battle

with Northampton authorities, who
originally said the march could not be held

on a Saturday.

Cleland said the march is being sponsored

in solidarity with other progressive groups.

"Eighty, 90, or 100 groups have endorsed

us," she said.

Gay and Lesbian Activists (GALA), the

committee that is sponsoring the march,

was founded in 1982 to promote the

freedoms and rights of gays and lesbians.

"To pursue our goals we are engaged in

internal education and outreach to other

lesbian and gay groups." she said.

A group of 110 "peacekeepers" will be on

hand to assist the marchers and to keep

space between hecklers and demonstrators,

she said.

Cleland said the "peacekeepers" were
trained through role playing learn how to

diffuse hostility.

Most of the $270,000 will be raised through

taxes, with $20,000 donated by a private

group. But Carlozzi said he expects at least

50 percent reimbursement from the state,

and possibly up to 80 percent.

Carlozzi and Selectman Allen Torrey

called Mt. Pollux "a special piece of land.

"

that the town "had as a significant part oi

its master plan" for years.

Town meeting member Isabelle Callahan,

from Precinct 7, said the town already has

800 acres of conservation land, in addition

tothe new land.

"We're spending money like a bunch ol

drunken sailors." Callahan said. "Someday

you're going to meet Proposition 2V2 head-

on and you will have to make some very

hard cuts."

Torrey said the town has never spent so

much money for conservation land. But

"with the reimbursement, it's a once in a

lifetime opportunity."

In addition to other land acquisitions, town

meeting members approved 120-47 to

appropriate $15,000 for a study of the

development of the old landfill on

Belchertown Road. The proposal, by a

majority of the selectmen, to eventually

turn the landfill into "a multi-use

recreational area" met opposition by many

members.

Elizabeth Cramer, of Precinct 7, said there

was not enough discussion on this proposal.

Selectman Fred Steinbeck said the area

was too close to Route 9 to be safe for

children, and proper lighting was

unavailable.

Town Manager Barry Del Castilho said the

plan to build baseball fields, basketball

courts, and parking lots would cost about

$500,000.

CampusCenter

BOG elects

new officers
By RALPH ROBERTS
('ollegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Campus
Center Board of Governors elected three

new officers for the fall semester last night.

Newly elected chair Bob Abele and
treasurer F>an Hegler both won their

positions unopposed. The vice-chair race,

however, had four candidates. KarinaGray
came away with the victory.

All three winners expressed eagerness for

next semester's work and s »w next fall as a

key transitional phase.

Abele. who will only be in office for one

semester before graduating said he had a

"unique opportunity to set strong

guidelines for the board."

"It's definitely going to benefit the board

that I'm leaving after one semester. In

years before, the head people have had a

tendency to slack off in their second

semester.

"This way I'll be able to advise the next

chair coming into office. Our programs

won't be halted over the summer. We'll

have the same person coming back." Abele

said.

In the vice-chair race, four candidates

made speeches lasting about five minutes

each before Gray was elected by secret

ballot to the seat.

"I'm so psyched! I think I was elected

because I put a lot of time in at the office.

That's exactly what I plan to continue

doing." (iray said.

"Besides serving the board by being a

watchdog over the University ad-

ministration. I would also like to develop a

constructive relationship with ad-

ministration." Gray said.

Hegler also saw a need for close com-

munication with the University ad-

ministration, especially since student fees

may be on the rise again next semester.

"The Campus Center Trust Fund has a

projected $300,000 debt scheduled for "85,"

Hegler said. "We don't want students

paying any more than they have to. After

all, just getting by is tough enough."

The elections mark the first time in many
years that two officers were women.

Board memberSteve Davis said this may
bring a new image to the board. "It's good

to see two women in executive positions on

the board. They're both highly capable

candidates who will no doubt demonstrate

excellent leadership for the entire board."

While the bulk of the new officers' work

will not start until next semester, Abele

said the board will be fairly busy

throughout the summer keeping an eye on

the administration, 'making sure students'

interests are constantly watched out for."

"We need to get an early jump on fixing

Campus Center leaks, doing a thorough

cleaning job of the building, and making

sure student utility space is protected from

space hawks." he said. "I would like to even

get a little more space."

Scuba gear taken

from UMass Cage
University of Massachusetts police

reported $850 of scuba equipment including

wet suit jackets, regulators and vests were

stolen from the Curry Hicks scuba room

between 4 p.m. Tuesday and 7:45 a.m.

Wednesday. The case is under in-

vestigation, but police have no suspects.

A 20-year-old Missouri man was arrested

for driving without a license, driving at

night without headlights, failure to stop for

a police officer and speeding after a chase

that led police to Hadley.

Univeristy police found the man sleeping

in his car in Parking Lot 34 and asked him

to unlock and open the door, police said.

The man started his car and drove west-

ward to Hadley.

The man was speeding, lost control of his

car, and hit a guard rail at an intersection,

police said.

At that point, the car flipped over, came to

a rest on its wheels, and the man jumped

out and was pursued by police for a half

mile through flooded fields before being

caught, police said.

-TQM MIDDLETON
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"Tell GATE what?"
"About your class, silly."

"What about my class? Like my midterm
that we didn't get back yet?"

"Well yeah, sort of. GATE is a guide for

students to pick out some hip teachers."
"Oh yeah, I get it, put out by the

faculty, right?"

"NO space-cadet, where you been? It's put
out by the students - LIKE YOU - for other students."

"Oh yeah? Sounds good; I wish I knew about it

last semester, I ended up with a couple of duds.
But wait a minute, what do you mean I'M putting
it out?"

"G'mon Voltaire-brains, chill out; it's a joint

effort, but you have to do it if you want a good
guide."

"Of cosmic significance, uh?"
"Right, that's it - 'OF GOSMIG SIGNIFICANGE' -

just make sure you fill it out and get it back to

the STUDENT UNION. You can fill them out there in fact."
"Okay, I'm cool. How about this:. . .

(whisper, whisper, whisper)"

"Whew! I don't know about you. You've had a lot of
fantasies, BUT THIS, is choice! I bet they publish it!

Go on, do it. . .

\

Can we build one for you?
Now serving "quality" foot long subs.
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•f you believe that a sub should be more than just a lot of bread It's

time to vis r jf^E AWHERST DELICATESSEN
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ICE CREAM
POPCORN

Y
S

Do yourself a favor at Shimmy's - it's yummy!
- Make your choice of Shimmy corn from

one of our 24 deHcious flavors

- Blend fruits, nuts, candies or cookies with

a giant portion of lucious ice cream to give

you a taste like none other

Riverside Park Shopping Plaza

Rte. 63 North Amherst
(take right at traffic light past Pinochio's Pizza)
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FOURSEASOJS^
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

Just a quick jaunt from free bus stop at Hampshire Mall

BUD cans or bts $9.99

MICHELOB cans $10.99

ROLLING ROCK bts $8.99

GENESSEE BEER bts $6.95

RED, WHITE, BLUE cans $6.99

UTICA CLUB bts $5.99

RINGNESS. . light or dark. . $13.99/cs or $3.99/six

VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99

JACK DANIELS 750 ml $8.99

KAHLUA 750 ml $10.99

BLACK VELVET 1.75 L

$12.99 less $3.00 rebate $9.99

RIUNITE WINES 750 ml 2/$5.00

SEBASTIANI TABLE WINES 1.5 L $3.99

ALMADEN TABLE WINES 3 L $6.99

FRANZIA WINES 4 L $6.99

And don't forget - your empties are welcome here.

BEER BALLS
OTHER SPECIALS

KEGS
ICE

RT. 9 HADLEY
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Caucus elects coordinators
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Increasing Caucus membership,
solidifying the community, working

together with Third World organizations

and developing a network of communication

between the Caucus and these

organizations, are the top priorities of the

new elected coordinators of the Third

World Legislative Caucus of the Student

Government Association (SGA) at the

University of Massachusetts.

George Vazquez was elected as the in-

ternal coordinator of the Caucus, while

Marylin G. Bou and John Ruddock were

elected as external coordinators, for the

1984 85 school year.

Vazquez has been a member of the

Caucus for over a year, he has co-chaired

the SGA budgets committee and was also

the campus leader of the new State Student

Association of Massachusetts (SSAM/.

Bou has been a member of the Caucus

since she became a student last fall and is a

correspondent for the Collegian. Ruddock

is the president for the Students for Jesse

Organization on campus and has been a

member of the Caucus and the SGA for two
and a half years. In addition, he is the

political advocate for the Commuter Area
Government and is founder and production

coordinator of UHURU, the Third World

performing ensemble of UMass.

"The three are soon to become premier

decision makers of the Third World Caucus

in the future and are also seen as the future

leaders in the Third World community,"

said Robert Teixteira outgoing Caucus

chair for a year.

"Students need to realize the in-

terrelationship of Third World students

affairs and the Third World Caucus,"

Ruddock said. He added their hope that

"upon realizing the need for participation

(students) will invest their energy in

making this concept of uniting students

groups and the Caucus a reality." The

three agree there is a high caliber of apathy

on the part of Third World students on

campus, but Bou said. "We must deal with

it in a constructive manner."

To solidify the community, she said she

will "work with the Third World

organization, get them to listen, respect

and work constructively with one another

and (get them to) work closely with the

Office of Third World Affairs."

Vazquez, whose job will be to chair the

Caucus in the SGA, said the Caucus must

redefine its goals and objectives before it

helps others. "The goals and objectives

reflect the interest value of the mem-
bership," he said, adding that with set goals

the Caucus will allure and maintain its

members. The three said increasing the

membership of the Caucus will be one of

their top priorities. In doing so, Vazquez

said he will be able to be more selective on

who represents the Caucus on the SGA
floor. When Third World organizations

send members to the Caucus, it will ac

curately reflect the interest of the Third

World community when expressing views

and concerns."

( ollrfian Photo bv Kitir Watten

Passing on the power, to continue the struggle. Marilyn Bou (left),

Robert Teixteira (center), and John Ruddock.

Leader runs as independent
DARLENE JACKSON
Collegian Staff

Due to the success of Reverend Jesse

Jackson's campaign, Dennis Serrette, an

Afro-American trade union and community

leader for 20 years is running for the

presidency of the United States on an in-

dependent ballot, said Mary Rivera,

coordinator for the Massachusetts and New
England Area Dennis Serrette campaign

Tuesday at the University of

Massachusetts.

Our question is what is going to happen

after the Democratic Party Convention and

when Jackson is no longer on the ballot in

November. Rivera said.

"The Serrette campaign is an opportunity

for the millions of people who are registered

to vote for someone Uke Jesse, who aren't

registered to vote for someone like Mon-

dale, to have the opportunity to vote, to

buUd an independent third party," she said.

It is time for a third party in this country.

she said. The reason why many people

don't vote for either the Republican or

Democratic party is because they are not

represented by either party and the votes

will go nowhere, Rivera said.

Jackson's campaign has opened up several

issues, such as racism and poverty in this

country from the point of view of the

people, as well as registering blacks and

Latinos to vote, she said.

Serrette's independent campaign stands

for the right of people to decent jobs,

decent health care, education and housing.

He stands against militarism, for a

slashing of the military budget and a

nuclear freeze, against U.S. intervention in

Central America, the Middle East and

Africa, and against racism, sexism and anti-

gay bigotry, she said.

'The campaign is very successful," she

said. He is on the ballot in ten states and

has had the backing of a broad coalition of

independent third parties around the

country.

Africa discussed
By MARANN CASSELL
Collegian Correspondent

The current trends taking place in

Southern Africa. South Africa specifically,

and the role the United States plays in

these trends were discussed in a panel

discussion, as part of the African Liberation

Day recently held at the University of

Massachusetts.

Speaking on the panel were Abdulrah Man
Mohammed Babu of Amherst College.

Abraham Gora of the Azanian Pan African

Confederation. Alfred Moleah of Tempa
University. David G. DuBois of UMass. and

Robert Moore of Amherst College.

Gora said that the important request for

any liberation is "the oppression must first

and foremost become unattainable to people

mentally— it is only then that you can

remove it physically." He added. "You
cannot change a situation unless you are

conscious of it. You must be clearly con-

scious of your situation, because a slave can

only decide to free himself if he understands

that he is a slave and has been exploited,

and that his position Ls man-made and is not

some divine ruling from somewhere."

Gora said colonialism has existed in South

Africa for over 300 years, and it is time for

change. "It has been said that in the Bible.

Jesus said, if somebody smacks you on the

right cheek, you must turn the other, but

those people forget that the Bible tells you
that you must also do that 70 times 7,

because there is a limit to it."

Speaking on the concerns of Liberation in

Naimbia, Moleah said that the South-

western African People's Organization

(SWAPO) arms struggle is the only answer

to South Africa. He also said Reagan's

foreign policy to Africa, especially to South

Africa, has aided the oppression in Africa.

SUMMER JOBS
AVAILABLE

Evening telephone

sales for Fine Arts

Center series

subscription,

^pprox. 20 hrs. per

week from June 4

-July 13. Work
study preferred.

UMass students

only. Descriptions

and applications

available from Dave,

207 Hasbrouck thru

Wed. May 16. call

545-0190.

«iss irpiiovioi«isPKiiO"isn'ion

RADIAL
TIRES

Pl55/80ni3

$3200
inciudm mounting
plu* MA Stat* T(i

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Sarvic* Tir* Stor*

TV Sund*rland Rd
-m No Amh«rtt MA ^

"
"^

Acroat from Watroba* Stora

549^704

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

BMt Mandarin Food

82-M Main 8t.

Antharst

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We uM FRESH
VegatabiM from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$6.96

Friday
Afternoon

Readjustment
Attitude
Period

Chew and Screw

food served at 5:30 PM
all you can carry $1.00

iCWlO

presents

May Special

STEINHAUSER

Proper ID a Must
57 N. PiMtant St.

283-6141

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a

Fall Work Study Positions

available in Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Clerical, 10 hours per week,

day and evening hours

If interested, call 545-0222

a
a
a
•

•
a
»S

Friday and Saturday

I The Big Store 7:00

g A Night at the Opera 8:30

I A Day at the Races 10:00

I
Sunday - Tuesday

I Terms of Endearment 7:00

I Mommy Dearest 9:20

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

I
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THEWOK
Rte. 9 Hadiey, Ma.

Fri.9layll
& Sat. May 18
The Return of

A.T.
DOE

Special Drink Priee^-
Come early for

best seats
Fri €r Sat Open till 2 a.m. 586-1202 proper attire required

available for private parties

of mice and men
by John ^rteinbeck

may 3-5. 9-12 8pm
rand theater, university of mas£achii£2efts

iiokefs: Cac box office 545-2511
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RT. 47 SUNDERLAND
YoM mu»t hm II to •»»t«r

Open III }

665-4937
34 N«wr rap»J Mastof*

iy^^

rustv nail PROUDLY PRiSiNTS

rwh-

Tonight:

GIRLS NIGHT OUT
and THE RADIATORS

5* drafts 8-9 pm $3.00 cover

Saturday, May 12:

THESTOMPERS
$6.50 cover

All tickets available Wednesdays in the Campus Center

U-S.NAVYMEDICINE
MEDICALSCHOOLSCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM

Are you currently in medical school and seeking an

avenue to continue your education without financial

burden, a Medical future that affords a practice with-

out administrative and financial worries? If so, the

Navy has an outstanding opportunity for you in the

Medical School Scholarship Program.

BENEHTS
• Full tuition and educational fees

• $479.00 per month stipend

• Commission as a United States Naval Officer

• Internship and Residency training available upon

graduation

OBLIGATION
• Three years active duty service as a Navy Medical

Officer after graduation.

• 45 days of required annual active duty that can

be spent in Navy clerkships (required, elective,

clinical or research ) or at Officer Indoctrmation

School.

BASIC QUALinCATIONS
• U.S. Citi:en • Ex«:ellent professional references

• Enrolled in AMA approved medical school

For further information, write or call:

LT. John Romac
Medical Officer Program
Leo W. O'Brien Federal Bldg

Albany. NY 12207
(S18) 472-4424

AO'
.<^'

danc^'

Friday

"i984"

5oyN£ ^UOHf^.

NIGHTdUBDING
Live D.J. from WMUA
MIX MASTER MIKE

Happy Hour Prices 91 ^ Cover

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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A new Olympic tradition

Those mystifying machines

I
must confess that 1 have become
somewhat of a pinball addict.

Those intervals between classes

and studying and Collegian work, coupled

with the spare quarters from paying for a

Glx)be or Times with a dollar bill almost

every day, have gotten to me.

1 am absorbed in the game to the point

where 1 get carried away sometimes. I

have been seen vigorously triggering the

"tilt" light in disgust after watching the

spinner hit "subtract a ball," meaning I

have lost not quite twenty seconds after I

first pulled the plunger. I curse on occasion

• though not nearly loud enough for anyone

to hear me over tlie outrageous cacophony

of beeps, bings and whooshes in the

Campus Center arcade.

Ian Polumbaum
Rut there arc apparently folks quite a bit

worse off than I am. From time to time a

sharp noise can be heard over the electronic

din. It is not the ball bouncing up and

hitting the glass, nor the satisfying pop

signifying a replay, but the unmistakable

sound of someone's hand smashing down on

the top of a machine.

What spurs these disconsolate souls to

wreak such impassioned revenge on

gleaming masses of circuitry? Perhaps it is

the unsporting behavior of the machines

themselves. Some of them even gloat when

they win! "The battle is over...Mars is

supreme," proclaims one. "Too much

English." says Eight Ball Deluxe when a

hapless opponent tilts.

One would expect the video game scene to

be a bit mellower. It is here that one oc-

casionally finds a player totally warped on

LSI) or psilocybin. enjoying the sounds and

colors immensely and running the high

score up to 32 million in the process.

But here, too, fists fly when people lose.

What did I do to deserve this? Donkey

Kong must wonder from time to time.

Whatever the cause(s). I fear that one of

these days the consequences will be worse

than a loud noise and a little embarassment.

I am waiting for shards to fly and everyone

to turn and stare just for a moment before

going ba( k to their consoles.

But I am hesitant to suggest to these guys

(I have yet to see a woman slug an arcade

machine) that they take it easy, to warn

them that they might mutilate their hand or

find themselves in large debt to the

University. I've gotten one black eye this

semester, from an unfriendly Frisbee. and

the last thing I need is to incur the wrath of

a flipper head scorned.

So I just watch (and listen) in amazement

a.s some people display their tendency to

feed coins to basically inanimate objects and

then assault them.

Of course, most arcade-goers don't react

so strongly to the realization that they've

just wasted another quarter. Some just

walk away muttering. I do my best to

shrug and smile.

After all. in the final analysis the machines

always have the last laugh. They get our

money.

Ian Polumbaum is a Collegian columist.

It
has happened again. For the

fifth time since the Mexico City

Olympics began the trend, politics

have invaded the supposedly sacred Olym-

pic Games.
In 1968, Tommie Smith and John Carlos,

of the United States track and field team,

raised their black-gloved fists on the medal

stand as a protest against the treatment of

blacks in the U.S.A.

In 1972, Palestinian terrorists disrupted

the Munich games, and shwktKi the worKi,

when they murdered 11 members of the

Israeli Olympic team.

Brian Frates

Four years later, the 197fi Montreal

Olympic Games were boycotted by over

twenty-four nations. The nations were

protesting the South African tour of a

rugby team from New Zealand.

At the 1980 Moscow games, the lJnite<i

States boycotted in protest over the Soviet

union s military presence in Afghanistan.

Over 60 nations joined the iKJycott.

We now find that the Soviet Union (and

(me can expect the Eastern Bloc nations to

follow suit) will not send :i delegation to the

1984 Olympic Games '" 1h> held in Los

Angeles. They claim 'hat the United

States has "flaunted Olvnipic tradition."

The question Olympic ofticials must now

ask themselves is whether "r not there is

any Olympic tradition left

For far ten) long fH)litici:iiis. U)th Olympic

and national, have hel<l tbr fate of the

Olympic Games in their h;ii' ts. It is a

shame that politicians niakr e decisi(ms

which so greatly affect the ir; s. What of

the athletes for whom Pif-'" '• CouU'rtin

Letters

GATE is a needed voice
To the Editor,

The Course and Teacher Evaluation pro-

ject (C.A.T.E) at UMass is a way to insure

student input into teacher performance

and course quality. It has run into two dif-

ficulties. The first one is from most of the

faculty, whom, even though not directly op-

posed to C.A.T.E., are also not going to

promote it. The students also have not

taken much initiative as the 10 percent

response to the evaluations sent out have

shown. It is obvious that the best

evaluators of a teacher and course are the

students themselves. The evaluations ad

ministered through the faculty at the end

of each semester is strictly for departmen-

tal use and even a court battle waged

against them last year by the Academic Af-

fairs Committee could not change that.

It then becomes interesting to ask why

there is so much resistance to such a pro-

cedure when the purpose becomes to serve

the students instead of the departments?

The answer. I believe, is a hard one to

swallow, for there is no one to blame and is

also not in the self interest of any single

group but is basic to why we are here. It

then becomes evident that we are our own

worst enemies when it comes to taking con-

trol of our education and especially our

lives. Responsibility is the key to a work-

ing democracy and at the same time is a

frightening burden as our experience with

C.A.T.E. at UMass has shown us. One can

then imagine how much harder it must be

to live democratically outside the Universi-

ty-

Pedro D. Reissig

SfiA Academic Affairs Committee

Picketing is only the first step

To the Editor:

For some time now I have wanted to

write a letter about the pornography pro-

blem on campus. So I went to the campus

store and looked at the magazines being

sold. Then the seriousness of the problem

hit me. I went to the library to look up the

definition of pornography. It read, "1.

description or portrayal of prostitutes or

prostitution 2. obscene or licentious

writing, painting, etc." Next I looked up

prostitute: "1. A woman who offers her

body for hire for purposes of sexual inter-

course; a harlot; whore 2. One who offers

his senrices solely for financial gain or for

unworthy purposes." Not only are Pen-

thouse and Playboy pornographic, but all

forms of advertisement that attempt to ex-

ploit us or manipulate us.

The picketing of the campus store has in-

spired me to write this letter in support of

the protesters. Don't stop with the obvious

exploitation of the human body; go to the

roots and stop commercialism. Let's end

the lust for money, for it wreaks havoc and

poverty upon the human soul, and only cor-

rupts our civil liberties.

Libby Hubbard
Amherst

revived the idea of the Olynii :• Games?
Shouldn't they have some say as to what
goes on at the Olympics? It is ^liv:' 'v unlike-

ly that either American or Sowci athletes

wished to boycott the 198(» and 1984

games, respectively. Yet, thf American

delegation was notably absent in M(»scow,

and one can expect the same \o hold true

for the Soviets in Los Angeles. It would

seem that the Olympic Games serve as lit-

tle more than a soapbox from uhicli the

politicians of the world can make known
their causes.

In order for the Olympics to uphold their

true tradition, all of the nations of the

world must he represente<l. 1
1'. ;us has lH»en

the case these last two years, nations from

only one side of the "Iron Curtain" attend

the games, then the games are not the

event Baron de Coul)ertin plannnl them to

1k>. They are not a ct)ming tt)gether of the

world's greatest amateur athletes (even

this i.ssue has been questioned). Rather,

they are simply another tournament in one

sport or another.

In order for the Olympic Games to return

to their profK'r glory, the politicians who
seek to control their destiny must Ix- shut

out of Olympic decision making. The Olym-

pics are an athletic showca.se, not a political

arena, and should be treated as such.

Whatever is to Ih" done mu.st Ik- done

soon. The 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul,

South Korea are fast approaching. In this

age of jK)litical maneuverings, the shooting

down of a South Korean airliner last year is

sure to have some effect on those Olympic

games. One can only hojH' that the games
will have returned to their torm( i i^lory by

then. If they have not, then a new Olympic

"tradition" will have surely b<irui\.

Brian Frates is a UM'is^ '<tudent.

Can't hide from the truth
'ou're going to miss me when

you graduate," I brightly

informed you and Markus, as

we walked home from a meeting last

week. You replied by each grabbing an

arm and a leg. and tossing me into a near-

by hedge. Minor cuts and scratches aside,

let me admit that I got what I deserved,

for "You'll miss me when you graduate"

has become my solemn refrain, of late.

It's a refrain that came in handy recent-

ly, when we took one of our impromptu

sojourns to Judie's, for {M)povers and

wine.

Elizabeth
Luciano

"Tell her we want a window seat," I

demanded under my breath, as the

hostess approached us.

"You tell her. You're the one who

wants to .sit there," you said.

"I can't. I'm shy."

The hostess began to lead us to a table

towards the back of the restaurant. You

cleared your throat loudly.

"Excuse me. I think we'd prefer a seat

near the window," you said. After she

left, you hissed across the table, accusing

me of being a whimp.

"Don't call me names. You'll miss me
when you graduate," I whined.

Then there was the time we had one of

our Newman Center Sunday brunch bets.

I claimed that Sarah Purcell was on

"Falcon Crest." You correctly maintain-

ed that she wasn't, and won. As usual,

damn it. So when we meandered down to

the basement cafeteria, Boston Gbbe in

hand, I doled out all of $3.00 for our

breakfasts.

"Maybe I'll wrin next week," I sighed.

"No, you won't. You're a loser," you

said, comfortingly.

"Just wait 'til June, when you have to,

buy your own brunches," I said. "You'll

miss me, after you graduate."

Not all of our conversations took place

over food. For instance. I km^ked on

your door at 2 a.m. one night, after being

dropped on my head by a prince who turn

ed out to be a toad. Usually asleep by mid-

night, you were still awake, reading a

trashy, private-eye novel.

"I figured you might stop by," you
grumbled.

"Thanks," I sniffled.

"You're not going to do anything

.stupid, like cry, are you?" you grumbled

some more.

"Of course not," I said, and promptly

did so at great length, in your arms. For-

tunately, you're not the kind of insensitive

lunk who says not to cry. What you did

say, when I came up for air ten minutes

later, was,

"You're acting like a jerk."

"I know." I admitted, wiping my nose

on your shirt, "but you'll miss me when

you graduate."

I've been bugging you, lately, to be-

queath .something to me. when you leave.

You .said that you needed all your tee

shirts, and to justforget about the stereo.

What I haven't told you is that I want a

piece of you to keep for myself, when

you're gone. So I'm buying your old

refrigerator since I needed one, anyway.

I gave you the check, yesterday, with

"sexual favors" written on the "memo"
line.

"Very funny, Elizabeth," you said.

"How am I supposed to cash this?"

"That's your problem" I snickered un-

sympathetically.

"You're acting like a bitch," you said.

"Yes," I agreed, "but you'll miss me
when you graduate."

Let me be honest. What I've really

been meaning to say, through all the bit-

ching and whining, is that I'm going to

miss you. A lot.

But happy graduation anyway to

everyone—you'll be missed.

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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Petition For

Heterosexual Support of the

Gay and Lesbian March
This is a petition for heterosexual support of the gay and lesbian march Saturday, May 12, 1984. It is very im-

portant for people of all kinds to fight oppression of all kinds. It is said that gays and lesbians make up 10% of a

given population. Presently homosexuals do not have the same constitutional rights as so called "straight people.

For example homosexuals can be fired from their place of work if their boss finds them undesirable on the sole

grounds of their sexual preference. Also a gay or lesbian can be evicted from their place of residence because of

their sexual preference. Laws such as these must be changed. It is up to you to beat homophobia.

David C. Martin

Heidi Nordberg

J.K. Norcott

Lance Mann
Sheila P. Donohue
Thonnas A. Raskin

Stephen Shuster

Grace Olshansky

Jeffery P. LaRoche
Jeffery L. Stoluff

John Laskevich

Andree Kehn
Laurie Mullen

Heidi Salz

Leslie Kim Loe
Elaine D. Mosgofian

Stephen Keye

Y Carolyn Krason

^ Laurel O'Hillet
^ Tracy A, McGarry

Mary Stack-Dunne

Linda L. Marston

Dorann Lomp
James M. Bock
Patricia Daley

M. Jane Pagen
John Bode

Ellen Reynolds

David A. Rego
Lee C. Knowles
Lauren Powers
Ellyn Kestnbaum
Jorge Syiek

Mary C. Catanese

Linda Colby

Clare Bouzan
Frederica Kelly

Sara Joan Frankle

John Share
Larry Tafe

Tom A. Dworkin
Deborah Woncman
Samantha Garrett

Michael J. Denomy

Gladys Rodriguez

James F. Bonilla

John Breckenridge

Shirley provost

David Thomas

Danica Chipman-Carter

Beth Lait

Glenn Dodes
Anne L. Bidner

Francis E. Byrne

Richard K. McRae
Karen V. Murk
Mary Fulker

Carol Meya
Doug Medeiras

Geri Breg
Allison Campbell

Marybeth Hennessy
Faith Lally

Simon Barnes

Kathleen Reilly

Stephen A. Hilt

Linda Landry

Gertie Frank

Dawn Henderson

Laura Eve

Dave Menche

Francis Trainor

Marc Ponaszuck
Geoffrey Curran

Geoffrey A. Feller

Donna Motley

Jessica Heimer

Kathleen A. Ego

Jean Carroll

Deirdre Desmond
Christine M. O'Connor

Catherine M. Alman

Kate Griffin

Brian M. Delaney

Ann Conyngham
Heidi Snyder

Fern Spierer

David Smargon
Charmaine Wijeyesingae

Brian Stacy

Leslie Power
Michael Cerrato

Julia Maycock
Carolyn Frimpter

Heidi Holland

Margie Boone
Stacy A. Roach
Mary McGarry
Gregory Field

Priscilla Andrew
Natalie Krebs

Avery Schroeder

Tira Pandolf

Lisa Gannon
Michael Karpinski

Rachel Somers
Leslie Kincaid

Susan Goldman
Rosanne Beaurivage

Diana Tetens

Kara M. Lucciola

Frances Trainor

Janice Ribeiro

Sarah Phalon

Kim Rosa

Michael Jackman
Jeff King

Henry Rinehart

Joan Goldberg

Frances Hamilton

Daniel S. Oster

Craig Brown
Karl Meyer
James Leone
Susan J. Manning
Lisa F. Cohen
Kathleen A. Burke

Marica Balint

Eric C. Arnold

Nancy M. Deppert

Margaret Stanne

Nicholas Komar
Gerald Weinstein

Randy Sailer

Patricia Coleman
Maria Calcaterra

* John Bode

I Jessie T. Prunier Thank You For Your Support

Robert M. Samuels
Margie Boone
Dan Avery

Ava Gips

Patricia Savas
Jeanne Antill

Aime DeGrenier

Melanie Brickell

Brian C. Miller

Paul Selkirk

Scott Moseley

Diane Schenk
Jeanie Gido

Debra L. Korzec

David J. Audenon
Ramin L. Zayas

Kaj Mulder

Jacqueline Perez

Leah Gordon,

Stephen Gielda

Trish Hickey

Maria R. Barros

Beth Tobin

Joy McCarty
Kate Neave
Elizabeth Krauss

Stacy Gardner

Dianne H. Haben
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Arts

Trailers
Not a regular TRAILERS this week. Next

week or sometime I'll have the usual spew

and a rag on Hardbodies (All right I admit

it, I saw the thing— but didn't pay for it).

This week though, for the benefit of film

students or undergraduates interested in

film. I'd like to briefly comment on the

dozen or so film classes I've taken here and

in the area that deals with production and

theory.

RHETORIC OF FILM — Freshman year

feels like a long time ago and I only vaguely

remember taking this class, although my
transcript confirms that I did indeed. In

any case, I'm pretty sure it was a lot of fun

and about the easiest way in the world to

get rid of a B core requirement.

INTRO TO MASS MEDIA - This and all

those other stupid intro courses are vir-

tually useless. If you come out learning

anything you didn't already know then you

started out pretty hurting. Mass media

affects the way people think about things?

Really'.' Wow! Except to fulfill Com
munications requirements, these course":

are good for nothing but easy As.

Incidentally, ComStu majors have to be real

wary about expecting to be taught the

by Andy Gordon

things they need. As a rule, majors will get

an education through their own initiative

alone. Which is not to totally rag on the

department; it has some really sharp people

in it, but most of them are students, not

faculty.

UNDERSTANDING
FILM/DOCUMENTARY FILM - These

two classes in the school of education rotate

and are often uncertain, but when they are

taught, they're fairly easy to get into and

very interesting. A filmmaker named

Liane Brandon teaches them and is a good

person for film students to know, as she has

the real scoop on how movies are made;

budgets, hassles, film stock. Unfor-

tunately, the courses are real basic, but

they're perfect for underclassmen just

getting their feet wet.

POLITICS THROUGH FILM - Another

good course. One of the few theory courses

that really makes its points and deals with

links between film and society accurately.

They show great movies too, including

RoUerhaU and Ordinary People.

HISTORY OF FILM — A ridiculously

difficult class to get into, considering how

lame it is. The films they show are about

JJ' ff

The East Side Arts Council and

Residential Education East

presents. . .

The New Moments
A Jazz Experience

Sunday May 13th 1:30 - 3:30

outside Brown House in Sylvan Area

in coordination with Brown Brunch

FREE

\ Jessie I . rrunier iii^Aiii^ m ^^ ^m 'w^- -—' — ! Julie Cirillo vj

UNIVERSITY orMASSACHUSETTS ATilMHERST

FineArts Center
Concert Hall i^

Judy
Collins

SATURDAY,
MAY 12, 8PM
TICKETS:

$11, $9. $7

Sponsored in part

hv a grant frotTi

Kollmorgeti

Corptiratidn

Electro -Optical

Division

4.'

Five-College Students Half- Price. Tickets Available at

IneArts cfnter^Box Ottice.DATATIX Outlets ono

Springfield Civic Center Coll (41 3) 545-2511 or 1-800-243-4842

the worst, although spewhead film in-

tellectuals enjoy talking them to death (let's

lace it, artist or not, Ingmar Bergman is a

gloomy old fuck and I don't like watching

his movies). The class should really be

called HISTORY THROUGH FILM, as it

deals more with film as a sociological

document than as a technical medium. If

you must take it, make sure your discussion

leader is a grad student, not one of the

bigwigs, who are just such authorities

about how to make good films (so let's see

them try themselves, the spewheads).

FILM AND LITERATURE - This

English class is fantastic. Jack Shaddoian

definitely knows more about movies than

most ComSpew teachers. The pictures

shown are often questionable but he seems

to make even the lamest appearing film

interesting for reasons you never would

have picked up. Take it for fun if nothing

else.

AVANT GARDE FILM - In general the

only thing I dislike more than avant garde

films are people who enjoy them. Blurry,

random images spliced together in short

pieces ranks just behind the sun as things I

like to look at for a long time. But

nevertheless the class was slightly more

interesting than I had anticipated. One

annoying thing— everything, everything,

was related directly to sex; doors, fruit,

shoes. Come on. give us a break.

FILM PRODUCTION (Hampshire

College) — Hampshire has some dynamite

equipment, whicli is the sole reason to take

this or any other Hampshire film class. All

the stereotypes are true— students there

are pseudointellectual bonehead flaky puffs

and don't know anything about anything.

Sitting through film discussions there is

tantamount to torture and most of the films

they emulate so much are certain migraine

inducers. Show them something with

recognizable characters, continuity and,

God forbid, good, focused exposures and

they bum.
FILM PRODUCTION - Now we're

talking. Nancy Florian is an excellent

teacher and the students in the class are

extremely sharp (I'd say all destined for

some sort of success in the industry).

Unfortunately, the course is just about

impossible to get into and one semester is

not nearly long enough to learn everything

a burgeoning filmmaker must know.

Another problem, and this is the case with

all production courses, is that since so much

of the work is stuff you have to do on your

own (shooting, editing etc.), too often

students are subjected to screenings of shit

films about the dadaist film movement and

African guys trying to cash money orders.

TELEVISION PRODUCTION - Another

education class. The equipment isn't as

modern as that in the ComSpew dept., but

at least you don't have to auction off your

first born for a place in the class. Not a

hard class to get into, and a lot of fun for

even those not interested in careers in the

T.V. industry.

SCREENWRITING (Smith College) - A
class that'll keep you on your toes. Usually

an interesting blend of socialites and

hardcore man haters, there's always

someone to attack anything you'll ever

write for the class. Four credits and easy to

get into, and a swell way to get invited to

Smith parties.

FILM CRITICISM - When I was a fresh-

man, Steve Murphy, then film editor of the

Collegian, warned me to never, never take

this course. I didn't, and from what I

understand I'm psyched.

There are a slew of other related classes,

which either voluntarily or not I did not

take. If you're really interested in a career

in the industry, probably the best thing you

could do would be to create an independent

study based on whatever concentration

you're most likely to follow and take the

"free time ". so to speak, to develop your

skills. If it's production, pick up a Ham-

pshire course for four credits and use of

their equipment. In any case, as I said, it's

initiative alone t hat will get you through.

Local Best Bets: If you missed last

week's Stephen King horror film, this

week's starts Uxiay. FirenUirter features

Drew Barrymore as a little girl who can

make things burst into flames just by pic-

turing them in her mind (when she hits

adolescence her boyfriends are gonrui

bum). Martin Sheen, George C. Scott and

Heather Locklear also turn up to walk

around and mumble. It's at the Mountain

Farms tumbleweed factory. Also opening

at the Mountian Farms today is Sean Penn

in Racing unth the Moon, which I hear is

very good. Elizabeth McGovern and

Nicholas Cage also star. The Amherst

Cinema still has that dandy Marx Brothers

triple feature, based on the Queen albums

of the same names.

THE'BEST'OF'EVERYTHING

(2.

JAZZ
SofoH Vooqhon

BROADWAY
Sophisiico'ed lodies

WINNERS CIRCLE
faos'on C^iofTibe' Moiic Society

CHAMBER MUSIC
uilliord String Quorte'

ORCHESTRA
Minnesota QrcheVro

SAMPLER
Roy Chorlei

THEATER
Romeo and Juliet

DANCE
Swan Lake

AND MANV OTHER
FINE PERFORMANCES

(«.

1984r85 S
FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL
UNIVERSITY OF AAASSACHUSETTS AT AAAHERST

MCA/ISA FIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS HALF-PRICE

For more Information call (413)S45-251

1

It fitc)

I
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COMPUTERIZED BUY-BACK

ONLY AT
Half Price

Paid on

Hundreds of

Titles

Half Price

Paid on

Hundreds of

Titles

THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MAY 14 -25

9:00-4:00

Monday - Friday

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE

Attention RSO Groups

be a part of the

Summer Orientation Issue

of the Collegian.

The deadline

for advertising

is May 16th

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed the

day before they take place except Monday which will

carry Monday's and Tuesday's events. Friday will carry

Saturday and Sunday.

TRIBAL VOICE WITH JOHN TRUDELL - In con-

cert: American Indian poetry and music with traditional

songs by Quiltman, Madeline and Bark. A celebration of

life and the sensitivity and strength of the Indian spirit.

Free and open to the public. 7:00 p.m. tonite, SU Cape

Cod Lounge.

CONCERT: UNIVERSITY CHORALE - Directed by

Dick duBois. the Chorale will perform Spanish songs.

American spirituals, and works by Haydn. Schutz, Brah-

ms, and duBois in its last local concert before departing

on a three-week concert tour of Spain and Portugal.

Sunday. 3:00 p.m.. Bowker Auditorium.

CONCERT: UMASS OPERA WORKSHOP - Aft««

Chicken Little by Alec Wilder and scenes from operas of

Mozart will highlight the spring performance of Opera

Workshop. Concert is free. Saturday. 2 and 4:30 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall.

CONCERT: UNIVERSITY YOUTH WIND EN-

SEMBLE - Malcolm W. Rowell. Jr. will conduct the

University Youth Wind Ensemble in a free concert

featuring works by Arnold. Tull. Nelhybel. Berlioz, and

Fillmore. Free. Tonite. 7:30 p.m.. Bowker Auditwium.

K

jfinny!

X J

/

X

/

X.

Open Sunday

<Moihcr^s "Day

'Buffet
at ifie

lop of the Campus O^gstaurartt

featuring

a festive buffet from

\^^>^ 11:30 a.m. to 3:^0 p.m.

on {V£ay 13tli

$8.95 for >iduit$

$4.50 for Children

CVfom \vi(l receive

a free jUnver

^^i Caii now
for

_,^ reservations

•^^^^^ 549-6000

ext 659

I governor's
• -^ ^ro^rcim

bund4r
h

presents:

"Friedhoffer,

the Mad Man of Magic"
in conjunction with the hilarious

"Slap Happy"
combo-together, FREE!

Fri. May 11

1st show 12:30 - 1:00 pm
Student Union

2nd show 1:30 - 2:00 pm
Flagstone Terrace

»-».• .•-•-•

SI»l=<:iAI. 2S/. OI=l=
Buy summer or fall

membership. Now thru May 18

ONLY $33•75 reg. $45.00

X-SPI=(:iyVL30XOI=!=

^..•:

5^iS

5
-I

Buy both now & save $27
Reg. $90.

$63

I

YOU PAY tpUO thru May 18
Summer Hours
Boyden only Summer workouts start June 4

M-F

7-9. 12-1, LIMITED TO FIRST 5(K>MKMBF.RSHII'S
30-5-30 pm 0FFF;R Wll.l. NOT BK KKI'KATKI) IN THK

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

VSfni^&jot^^
Skirts • Blouses • Shawls

ladia Print T-SKirts

\\

Many styles of Chinese Shoes

EARRINGS EARCUFFS

IHCI^CANTILC
Open Daily 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

AMhcrst CarrUgc SiK»p»

IS C«ntOT St., Nartfc«»pto«
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$15.95
Hooded

Sweatshirt

50/50

Red

Maroon

Grey

White

Navy
^ JohrfC

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^

Sharon S ' Photo by Dwayne Autery
Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE*

Look what's new at

Every Sunday 8-

Monday Night
IIIHIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

K^aurant

Jjy^ pitchers with a large pizza

99<^ Bloody Mary's all day Sunday!

E^ery Tuesday
& Thursday
MIIIIIUIillllllMllllllllillllll

3-6,

9 'til close

^ in I Jumbo Drinks and Drafts

2 for m
Bottl®<^ ^66'' ^^^ Pitchers

IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIMIililMI

Wednesdays Spaghetti Night!

Spaghetti with broccoli, eggplant and
mushrooms with soup or salad, and
beverage (glass of beer or wine)

ONLY $4.25
Fridays
iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii Happy Hour!! 2 - 6

75* 1 Liquor Bar Drinks

Kronenbourg $1.00

Saturdays HOT NEW ITEM!!

Beef Nuggets
1 order free

with every pitcher of beer

10 'til close

55 University Dr. Amherst
549-5713

clip and save

I ^TACMUOt

Budwelser export bomes $9.95 + 1 50

Budweiser Light export bomes

$9.95 + 1.50

BUSCh 1202. cans $9.35 + 1.20

Michelob 12 oz cans $10.95 + 120

Milwaukee Best 12 oz cans

! $7.00 + 1.20

Vodka 175L $8.25 S

Gin 175 L $8.99 S

i

Almaden 4l $6.99

Sebastiani sl $5.99 g

GallosL $5.90 I

not responsible for typographical errors
Univenity Driw, Amhertt, Mass.

Just past U^ss Stadium, from SW dorms

I

Blooir. ( >urt:' bv Wrk^ \l> "athed

LumrveooT Hcveve.'rm"
fl eorru of bMP me %xmU CMkT€MJ
Lummp,

l£T'S

\

fiMi..UbnN TO m..
ir'dAHOftX.A vicioue

MemfmoR.fi mAH

\ —- ?rfvc,.

UMass Zone Mark Rollins

/NiTTAD Of ^irdC- CorJC^/u^EC) About THE
u\iEa^AL Pay serwffN/ fo^ale /Vvdmme

PRoFeSSoRS
OR THE LACK OF A DAy
CMe Cf/vTF/^ FOR CHILDREN
OF STvOfMTS AND
fA Cl/LTy.

\^/Of^y A&ovT wH'cy

M^Zin£S M£ sold

IN THE CA/^PUS SWUf

/ASdur SctreWiMG THAT
IS HARMFUL TO Pe)PLF.

W/Vy ^OT gAN THE

SALE OF CCARmEs
/i'v/D Alcohol or4

Trie Strip Jim Walsh

/Vfjrr Ck^y. thtiv i ^nd
7W weeK wiin A iab

cor TO ^Ave A ae^A
A\p CAo^ oefh/M fi^''Mf:

Shac^ast

you didri + ^et yoor

moTHftQCftKd vet

O.T. Derringer

ThonK heai/ens^ f^\)

moThfK

J. con /femem be^ —

oUeady sent ^y ono^

o dozen RoscsQ'^<3 <^

OH Thank 6ocd

C»ce cr>ildf«n lO

cOe// coho/ u)aul<J

you hkt^ deaffta^^

Off Campus Sullivan & Gillbert

n-yi, n " ow. t>3i fewfe*-' H4vt A

M.fii*y

|>--v. V 'v »' ^l!>->. V 'v " ^y

1 CAIU rn ">

ms&^

1 --Ijv-"^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

DC MENU LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza/

Sausage Topping,

Hamburg Topping

Pepperoni Topping

BASICS LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza/

Eggplant Topping

Tuna Topping

Chopped Chick Peas

DINNER
Meatloaf Vi'.ardi

Seafood and Shell

Casserole

Fruit Plate with

Cranberry Bread

BASICS DINNER
Creamed V^table

Croquettes with Sauce

Seafood and Shell

Casserole

ACROSS
1 Summarize in

away
6 WWII service

woman
10 Hacks
14 Giraffe's

relative

15 Ancient city,

SE of Rome
16 To

(exactly)

17 Davis of films

16 Sediment
19 Reddish-brown

20 Vane letters

21 Askew, in folk

language

24 Loons relative

26 Half of a

half-and-half

27 Hairnets

29 Short drapery

33 Silver or

Traveller

34 Party poppers

35 Land measure
37 Cow-headed

goddess
38 Suffragette and

family

39 Military insignia

40 Pince

41 Sohochum
42 Linguine

43 Lawmaker
45 Snowbirds
46 Always, to a poet
47 Office worker

48 What it rains

when it pours?

53 Beau, in France

56 Center of rotation

57 "Ridi Pagliaccio,

"

e.g.

58 Did sums
60 Entreaty

61 Time period

62 Come from

behind

63 Brazil's neighbor

64 Some merinos

65 Dude

DOWN
1 Court attire

2 Makes do (with

•out")

3 Classify

4 To the point

5 resistance

6 Squander
7 Dismounted
8 In a skillful way
9 High, narrow

passages
10 Bizet's gypsy

11 At the pinnacle

12 Swain
13 Wash,

personages

22 Lib. arts degrees

23 Alack's partner

25 Sea of Antarctica

27 Part of a leg

36 S'^me things to

cjjnt
29 P-ylltlcian's

target

::0 Aesthetically

pretentious

31 String game
32 One of the Muses
34 "The Censor"

36 Historian's topics

38 Link

39 Companion of

safe

41 Yucatan Indian

42 Celestial

phenomena
44 Bahamas' capital

45 Lively dance
47 Froths

48 "Dogpatch"
creator

49 Car part

50 Stadium feature

51 Attracted

52 Dreadful

54 Pell's partner

55 Bucolic poem
59 Crackle

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 i *

1

1I 11 m"^
14 tT" '•

17 1i 11

^21 22

^24 25

k
34

I 26

P177 28

P

20 30

-1"
33

I
41 42

35

37

P

31

40

447
43

r

I
49

46 I I
5441 50 51 52 ^H53 55

56

1

57 sa 59

60 61 •2

63 64 65

Weather

Partly sunny, windy and

mild today with a chance of

showers in the western

hills, highs in the 70's.

Fair tonight, lows 45 to 55.

Saturday, partly sunny

and warm, highs 70 to 80.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

LAST DAY
to place Collegian classifieds

is Monday May 14 by 3:45

DON'T MISS OUT

Audio
Auto For Sale

Calculators

Entertainment

For Rent
For Sale

Found

Help Wanted
Instruction

Lost

Motorcycles

Personals

Ride Wanted
Rider Wanted

Room Wanted
Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted

lOOOOOOO

ed to Rent

ooooooooooooooK
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GA THERING for a CELEBRA TION of LIFE

witfi AMERICAN INDIAN
SONGS a POEMS

J

in person

TRIBAL VOICE

with

JOHN TRUDELL

$3.00
T-Shirts

plain or printed

assorted colors £r logos

quantities limited

located on sale tables

in the front of the store

!

Traditional Indian Songs

by Quiltman, Madeline 8- Bark

i

FRIDA Y MA Y 1 1th 7PM

CAPE COD LOUNGE Student

Union Building

hUniversity of Massachusetts p^

Amherst, MA

sponsored by: American Indian '^^

Students' Association 8- the Arts Council

Sharon S. - John C. photo by Dwayne Autery

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

TJJNIVERSITY
ESTORE-^

f^^»^^»^^^^^4^^^^^^^^
apt
call

fully fur "^

anytime-^
^ 2 bedroom Townehouse
* nished, rent negotiable

J
546-5001 ^

4^ Prasidential'Apt 2 to 3 people closest apts J*
*' to campus cheap>est rate available all sum V
» mer. Call Eric 546-6407 Andy 546-3279 >j

^ 3 bedroom townhouse apts rent cheap k,

^ call 256-0707 or 256-0660 evenings »*

* Two bedroom apt fully fumished rent V
* negotiable 5 miles to campus call evenings >(
* 665-8114 j*
H' 1 bedrm \n 2 bedrm furnished apt center ^
* of town. Prefer serious student. Avail. June V
* $250/mo Jan /Barb after 4 pm 253-7818 >j

^ Summer sublet with fall option 1 bedroom ^^

H- in 2 bedroom Southwood apt 253-7422 »*

^ 4 bedrooms available at Swiss Village V
* summer sublet with fall option call 253-5274 >j
4-Brandywine two bedrooms rent >-
* negotiable 546^5341, 546-7625 >*

- With fall option in Southwood townhouse V
» call 256-0051 after 6:00 ask for Ed ^
* Double Brittany bedroom
* bedroom apt with fall opt
* $160 /per person •^

4- Two bedroom apt utilities included pool ^
» bus route fall option $370 Cliffside 665-850 1 T*

^2 bedroom townhouse in Squire Village '^

^for June July and August, big rooms best ^
» offer Dave K 546-6461 j-

Summer sublet 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm Brittany

call 546-6560 after 6 PM
Brandywine 2
$350/month or BO
6235

bdrm apt cheap
+ utilities call 6-9643,

Convenient Amherst Center 2 double
rooms rent negotiable call 6-5651 eves

2 bedroom apt. Presidential, summer rent

negotiable, Russell 253-9632 Bill 546-6270

Full townhouse for 1, 2. or 3 persons call

Mike 546-7399

Townehouse summer sublet only.
Subletor and/or roommates wanted. 2

bedroom, fully furnished Jim 546-6301

anytime

Spacious 2 bedroom apt. Furnished

private and quiet 467-9832

Brandywine 1%
549 4824

bedrooms cheap call

in three
256-7484

Brandywine
best offer, ca

summer sublet
546 5382

furnished.

]f2 Brittany Manor apts available 1

bedroom each 1 with fall option, low price,

newly rennovated 253-3389

^Townhouse apt - furnished room (apt)
"^

,»
available CHEAP June - Aug Mike 549-486 1 ^
Brandywine 2 bedroom June August k-

price negotiable call 546-6024 546-6019 •*

546-6041 ^
4-Poasible fall great apartnr>ent 5 min from >j
campus 549-1178 keep trying

''^

-.«
1^Female for own room Puffton $150.00
^Trish or Terri eves 549-4621 ^
Four bedroom house, fumished, large kit- -^
chen, living room, pantry. Washer andj^^
dryer. Near Look Park. $300 or best offerV
1^
586-9506 ^

* <i
^ 1 bdr apt near Puffers Pond $200/m falP^

* option 549-7522 (day) 542-2363 (n) -^

Room in quiet house walking distance^

very negotiable 546^12 keep trying i^

Puffton 3 bedroom apartment. Summer
sublet, close to campus 549-1219

One bedroom - prime location! hHouse by
Puffton. Two people 1(X)/month June 1st

Mary or Melissa 549-0528

Amherst Center apt for 1 person furnish-

ed June 1 to Sept 1 call 256-6079

Summer sublet fall option 2 br townhouse
in Southwood call 256-0630

With fail option 2 bedroom apt in

Southwood call 253-3111 Dan

Puffton summer sublet w/possible fall

option for more info 549-6971 253-5045

Southwood 2 bedroom apt available Jun 1

- Sept 1 inexpensive 546-3282

Rooms in large house for rent 1 poss fall

option Main Street on bus route rent

negotiable begin June 1 256-0967

Rolling Green 1 bdrm Sue 546-1223 or

Jodi 256-0807 after 7 pm
5 bedroom house kitchen living room bath
off 116 in Sunderland 5 min from campus
$660 mo 665-3918 fall option

One bedroom Rolling Green close to

cheap pool air conditioning call 256-6905

5 bedroom house in Amherst next to

Swiss Village, on bus route partially fur-

nished only $75 a month call Dan 256-6761

4 rooms in N Amherst house 100+ per

room 549-6056

Brandywine 2 bedroom summer sublet
rent negotiable call 546-5088 546-5186

2 rms in house with fall option 586-7037
call eves

V
3 bdrm Townehouse apt fully furnished *«

one mile from campus. Call before 12 am or "^

after 8 pm 549-0307 -^
Furnished room in house next to-^
Crestview, prefer nonsmoking male.j^
$130/mo inci util, call Vincent 549-1867 V
Beautiful, furnished room near AmhersfV
Center, on bus route MUST SEE! $140.00 >j
inclusive Mary 253-7317 evenings

Puffton single room - for female rent

negotiable call 546-1146 or 546-1100

SUMMER SUBLET
WITH FALL OPTION

Brandywine 2 bedrooms for summer and
1 for fall furnished call 549-2773 after 5 PM

TO SUBLET
~

$86 sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2
bedrm Brandywine summer sublet available

June 1st thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 PM
1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option
avail June 1 549-1470

Sublet fall option 2 brm $330 per month
Sunderland summer rent negotiable call

between 9-11 am or other 665-4744

One bedroom apt in Puffton June - Sept
rent negotiable 546-5082

Ready now or June 1 1 bedroom in 2
bedroom apt on bus line, near Puffers

Pond. Nothing down. Just $115 per month.
Fall option 549-0437

Two bedroom apt summer w/fall option
cheap, all utilities included 666-4953 even-
ings

One bedroom summer sublet with fall

option Cliffside apt 666-7956

3 bdrm Townhouse apt avail for summer
at a reas rate 546-5113

4 bedroom apartment on bus route sum-
mer sublet with fall option. 1 !^ baths, cable
TV 174 per room includes all utilities call

after 5:00 546-9322

4 bdrm 2 bath Amherst apt w/fall option
negotiable summer rent 256-1014

from June 1 with fall option two bedroom
apt on Sunderland bus route 330/month
666-8314

Room available summer possible fall op-
tion. Rent negotiable. Call 256-0011 even-
ings

1 bdrm 280 month includes utilities pool
tennis Cliffside apts bus route June 1 fall

Two bedroom apt available one fall option
near Puffton wood stove 549-0112

Two bedroom apartment in Colonial
Village summer sublet fall option
telephone 256-8597

2 bedrm Cliffside apt for June 1 w/fall

option. Pool, tennis, bus rt. $340 neg inc

utilities 665-4556

One bedroom super summer sublet in

Brandywine pool, tennis courts, partially

furnished, rent negotiable Valerie 549-6766

2 bedroom Southwood townhouse
sumemr sublet fall option August - free

385/mo 256-6041

3 rooms in house - 2 with fall option close

to town & campus $170 549-5519

House - available June 1st - fall option 5 +
bedrooms on bus route, walking distance
to town and campus, heat included call

256-0992

2 people needed for 1 bd in 2 bd Bran-
dywine apt $70/prsn for summer sbit call

546-9406 or 546-9403 keep trying

Summer sublet with fall option $295,
utilities included 256-1482 Kevin

TYPING

Professional Typing Service including:

theses, manuscripts, medical reports, dic-

taphone. Emergency service. Call 536-2336,
6-10 PM

VERY CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET

This is a great deal - 2 room Southwood
apartment starting June 1st we will be very

very neg. tennis courts and pool - call Mrtch
256-0967

WANTED
~

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Experienced Painter sash and trim skills

prefered call after 5:00 666-2666

WANTED TO RENT
~

Wanted Puffton or Presidential apt will

pay reward call 666-7518 546-5141

Need a place to live in Chatham from
615 to 9-15 please call Christine 549-1616

Responsible women needed summer
housing great location cheap rent call

549^823

-
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Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •15 consecutive days 10% discoun • C'rnor -.r^ber ^ree

* 1974 Triumph

AUTO FOR SALE Fall option
a-

Cafeteria or by the phone in Whitmore on ^,
May 7th. Reward. Call 549-1014 or 586-9576 ^

D
fall option fall option 3 >j

bedroom apt., 10 min walk to campus sum- ''^

TR6 great condition, ex'-^mer sublet with fall option call 549-6993, -^ White purse Saturday May 5th at J R's im-

portant set of keys, can't replace some. If

found PLEASE call 546-7217 or 256-0027

keep trying

$300.00 REWARD

X cellent body and engine, many extras $4000>f keep trying

T »r on R^A-R^IR nan 'Vb.: .<or BO 546-5516 Dan

72 Chev Impale 200 or best 256-8809

runs!

1973 VW Superbeetle looks great,

great. Lt Blue $895.00 549-4816

j^^ Brittany Manor two bedroom July August
itVrent free fall option 256-1062

'^One bedroom in house near Amherst
runsJt^B'^*^'' available June 1. 145 -t- call

J~
256-0796

1973 Van rebuilt engine sunroof radial very »^ FOR SALE
dependable 665-3855 after 5 BO Mike -^=============

» 1971 Volkswagen Superbeetle excellent^J^ Saab Sonett sports car classic,

condition sunroof light blue $800 callC"^"^^' '!?"? ^^^"^JI^^'^" ^"^,.«"9!"t'.

Collie-Retriever (Columbus) lost 5/1

Long hair, curled tail, smart. 256-0550

Somewhere in Southwest.
slides. Please call 256-1472

Lost - Denim Jacket/pr glasses - reward

call Peter 546-9075

546 5039

'69 Chevelle Malibu Classic
549-1178 keep trying -^Japanese Go Set. Almost new $40. Rich •^

S^For recovery of Hlfly 300 Sailboard taken 4-

5<.from concert at Sowest on Apr 29 call

^Cathy Yates at 2S6-6761
J

2 RIDE WANTED »
y^
^ To Calif 1st week in June share expenses

About 30 ^and driving 256-8416

}^To Arizona end of semester share

yi everything John 549-1358

r]rRide needed to central NJ May 18 or 19.

V^Will share expenses. Call Lisa 65965

1977 Toyota Corolla 4 speed great condi

tion $1400 call 256-0311

^. ' , , . u„.»ii Gold chain bracelet hopefully with small^rame good shape, needs one rocker panel ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ,^^^ ^^ ^ 21 call Jenni at J^ Chicago -
I need a ride to Chicago after

$300^t^°mU^"5^7r t^Jhi'n n°nt^^^^^^ ^ 54642EC reward ^.^av 25 at 6 p.m. I'll share driving and ex-
9J00 V$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home ) i* ______________^^ *r senses. I travel light. Please call Cris at

LOWEST RENT AROUND ij- 545-3500 during the day and 546-6672 at

Summer sublet with fall option 3 ^^ "'9^^^ '^OOP ^nr»ng J
bedroom apt. $360/month summer rent - ROOM WANTED
negotiable. Scenic view and pool 665-7914 ^
keep tryingllll ___^__ t^ Room wanted - looking for room in Hyan-

76 Flat 131S w/'78 engine runs great, ^^549-4786 665 7034

good mpg, needs some work $650 253 3339 '^two 10-speed bicycles $66 each 253 2861
1972 Camero new tires and trans, must sellV
- $500 549-6934

BOARDERS FOR FALL
WANTED

84

'Apple II + , two drives, Micromodem,
"VPnnter and accessories. $1695 or best offer.

LCall Keith 546-9349

j^Two twin beds great shape $100 or best

Voffer Debbie 549 5998

<J
^

"^ 1981 Suzuki GS460 miles 7000 $750 or BO J^ Room wanted In Harwichport for sum- 4.

MOTORCYCLES
. nis/Yarmouth

5^546-5275
area please call Patty

* r Z iin
: Z ;7~F Jy^40. 256-0550

Z. For home like atmosphere call SigmaV

4-

4-

Louise

'itHuge drafting table with parallel edge V
, . . ._. <i

1 Kappa Sorority 256-6887 ask for Sylvia or jy Full bed $100 unfinished dresser $50 both k-

T I ,...!:- Vsix months old 549-6500 »*

call Peter 549 7544 mer near Lincoln Lodge call Lori 545-0527

* BOOZE Er SEX VNew double bed - great price call Jodi

>j 549 2638

1980 Yamaha 400XS great condition 5000

miles many x-tras $1,000 or best call

549-7581

1960 Yamaha XS400 special, cafe bars,

$850 Chris after 5 666-4148

^^ Room needed
^ mouth/ Hyannis

1^253-9868

for two
area. Call

in West
Tom or

Yar-

Mike

ROOMMATE WANTED 4-

Roommate needed for fall 84 2 brj,^ Electric Guitar Vantage black with case

Southwood apt 117 mo heat incI availableV mint condition $175 Josh 546-6534
summer also 256 0970 -^Almost new double bed. bu7eau, desk,

CHEAP. CHEAP, CHEAP

•k Two bedroom apt on bus route
* to sublet

* Rate very cheap and negotiable
* Please call 546 8861 ^

'80 KZ-440 LTD 900$ 6 speed mag wheels X^Female roommate vvanted to share large
J

condition, always kept under rf^bedroornin house Hadley $175.00 includes
^^ utilities 5863682 ,^

V*Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house ^
+ 1/6 Max

in great

cover, approx 65 mpg 549-7719

new. ^ , ^ X o . « ocAnooo iw 1977 Suzuki 750 - new tires brakes

^ bookcase and sofa. Best offers. 256-0883 ^ sprockets chain etc with helmet $1000 or J^"««^^" ^ S^"^^'"*'
Double bed like new and dresser best offe

Sandy 256-0358

FOUND

^ BO 6-6128

>« 1963 Yamaha special SOcc mint condition^ only 3000 miles $500 or BO call Alan at

CHEAP SUBLET

Summer $80 mo + nice house AmhersfV
near bus dishwasher 2 singles 253-5237 >(
keep trying

^ Gold —-^—-—-—=——=:^=^=;=_ -- —
•around May 1st call to identify 546-9756, ^ patricIa M. Smith we have your ID. It's at X^one'r^m 10 ^r^ waTk!7lT/m'th/"per Vx^ =^"®" ^ "-- "-"—:— ^ Utilities call Tom 549-6726

J
Summer sublet and fall one female room- 4.

bracelet outside Student Union PERSONALS

X^For rent 1 bedroom in two bedroom apt *

yi downtown Noho call Jennifer 584 5972 ^.

Presidential apt two people needed share

546-6089 Kris 256-0566

^Female nonsmoker wanted in

Ij-for fall 84 call 546 8343 546 8275

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Men's Center now hiring fall student coor

^dinator. Application, description available

j^ 130 Brett, 103 Johnson. Deadline May 11.= '>*AA/EOE
RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has 1- 'p-''^:^-

^ ^ ,. ,.

everything bands, DJ's, lights, banquets^ Housekeepers weekends & weekdays thn

Ai I r;i IARANTFFm 2«i6-0739 -il the summer. Positions available immediate
ALL uuA^MiNj ttu ZOO-U/J3 V,

^^^ ^^-^^^^ persoos. Past experience
WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality >jf,Q,f^,| ^pply Howard Johnsons Motor
service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712
>f Lodge Rte 9 Hadley

kf International Environmental Org. seeks

»*commited individuals to represent our work

the Collegian

Need a place to live next fall? Female^
boarders wanted. Good food home like at ''^mate wanted to share large room in Rolling •

mosphere. For info call 545-0162/2092. J^Green $114.50 month everything included

Keep trying! •^.fully furnished on bus route call 253 3422

FALL HOUSIiMG • i^uiiiihudu muiviuuaia y\j i apt v>.»vn » »*»• •••w..> .^

.. ^. , .. . . -^on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen- V
Room* now available for all university y*^g, 5^3,^ issues. Call Greenpeace at '

women in close to campus sorority house

J Ask for Lisa B or Sue G at 545-0527

» _
FOR RENT

»
!^ Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

1^ available June 1. Fall option. $195 + util

» evenings 253-3075

Live across from Emily Dickenson
* House 2 bedroom apt, 1 room avai

'^ 256-6609. Salary $150 to $200 wkly.

'^Part time sales. Audio background or

>( sales exper. necc. Also, p. time car stereo

I*
installer. Apply at The Sound Co. 201 N

V Pleasant ___^

WE HAVE BALLS - basketballs, baseballs

softballs, footballs, tennis balls

racquetballs, squashballs

golfballs Et frisbees

THE SPORTING GOODS CO-OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 11 to 6 322 Student Union Building

WHATS YOUR RACQUET?

We have Tennis Racquets, Racqetball

Racquets, Squash Racquets £t Bats!

^ Cool femele roommate wanted to share

J/"summer sublet/fall option Puffton call

j^549 26:»

^Roommate wanted for Southwood apt

^rate negotiable informetion call

i^Margaret 546-1411

T\.Summer sublet/fall

J Amherst 160+5
}^campus 549-0146

min
option North

to bus close to

THE SPORTING GOODS CO OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 1 1 to 5 322 Student Union Building

Roommate: Cuando un amigo se vn

2^ Brandywine summer sublet 1 room open
^for fall 549 7697

*r Brandywine female to share room possi-

JV'ble fall option call 549- 1405/546-4791

J^2 men and 1 woman have a 5 bdrm house

^for fall. We are looking for 2 or 3 room
mates. Preferably easy going people who

4-

•^UMass Sorority seeks housemother for

•^upcoming 2 years. Responsible female grad ^ queda un espacio vacio. Gracias"por todo. J^seek a healthy mix of studying and partying ^
"V student preferred. Free room & board with j^ ^^y g extranar mucho TQM Ana y^call Mat 546-7087 4.

lable "^ ^'^^ ^^^ ^' month. Call 545-21 52 ask for -yt

,Toni or Mary
*summer/falljoptionJ56:^ -^^^^^ ^^,^ summer on energy policies.

Summer with tan
^^^^^^ ^gste & utility ripoffs, with Mass Fair

Happy Birthday
teenager

Martha Love a non- . 1 or 2 roommates wanted for fall in Brit-

P'tany Manor call 546 8111

* Two rooms in house
» option. Walk to campus Er town. Furnish

ed 125-150/mo Dan Jackie 549-6041
-Share's political outreach and fundraising

'staff. No experience necessary. Paid train-

1:30 - 10:00 pm M
+ benefits call 586-8713

i^ $360 cash to the people who take over my >j jng . Hours

» lease one bedroom Crestview 10 minute , $156-^5/wk

» walk to campus 360/mo + util 549-5949
>* COUNSELORS, Excellent Maine Camp,

* Southwood Apts 1 bedroom townhouse '^ call Mrs. Fntts (201) 538-5409

^ summer w /f all option very clean 256-8225 ^ s^dents! Summer jobs on campusi Apply

)f Beautiful Amherst Center apartment to Telefund, Memorial Hall, 545-3509

» $400.00/month includes utilities 2 person \l

» 253-2157 ,., ..., ,

J 2 roommates for house on Rt 9 Belcher . summer work out West 318/week call

4. town; on bus route; $^40 plus utilities call>^^^^
.^^^ 549-7529

4-

-ti. Jan Devushka Happy Belated Birthday J^P"^ ,^\?^^,T"''"^'^
^°' '^" '""'"'^'

L next year I'll be on time looking fon«/ard to a .^"° ^aii &w wxzi

•^ geat summer love Bob **

Steve, Are you "smitten?" I am. Happy 5^1 female to share 3 bedroom In Puffton

first anniversary. Liz ^549-7845 for fall

I love you bug! Lets never fight again you ^i We heve e nice 3 bedroom house in a

mean the world to me love Sue V"pleasant neighborhood, 1 mile from cam

y^ Mark - You're my favorite Ryan and

^ you so. Lin (6/1 & 5/181)

Roommate wanted for 1 furnished

]ove J^bedroom in 4 bedroom apt for summer and

^^fall only reasonable Amherst 256-1205

Central Northampton on bus room in^" r Help wanted cook needed at local frater- ^ Dave Stamer Jow Walsh you're both ter-
ri-aoartment starting J^^^^ 1 584-138— -^ nity call anytime 253-9032 ask for Mark ^ rific Thanks for the fun in Flonda Jrs never *J"apartment starting June

1
xw

1
joi

~ ^ made Brittany Congrats on graduating J^ ^=:===
k- good luck love Kathy ^t SERVICES

Mark 546-8422/546-9200 r Happy Mother's Day. Lisa B. You're the

V best I Luv, Karen
— . ... „ .^PARTTIME WEEKEND: Production

Summer sublet fall option 2 0®^'^°°^ <1 workers needed to fill-in for employees on
Southwood Apt 256-0832 Jj vacation /leave. Church Seat Company,

One bedroom apt Colonial Village j* Division of Bemis Mfg. Company, Palmer >j Greenjeans misses you II We'll go dnnking j^ service of
^ k- ... —^^ ...^, .,^ r^^.^

J^ for sure. Love ya TGL ^^
ment.

tV Free coffee and donuts, Monday and
^ Wednesday mornings. During finals period

llene G - Happy 20th! You can buy. Mr J^ after 6 pm, Commuter Lounge, 216 SUB. A
Commuter Area Govern-the

available 6/1 w/fall option 256-0909 even -^ Road, Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-5511 ^
ings -^ Boston Excursion Boat Company needs •* rroo

Spacious 2 bdrm apt Squire Village June . dependable summer help for snack bar and ^ 545-1

1, fall option 665-7923 "^catering. Call A.C. Cruise Lmers
^^ Hapf

House Painting; Boston,
* Furnished efficiency apartment carpet, <t 617-426-8419

J AC summer, fall option, $205 (Belcher-^ Summer Jobs

» tovvn). 323-6704

» 1 bedroom apt'^^oT^^^^^l^e June "Mai.
, ^^^ ^-^^^ ^^^ ^^^ outdoors. 7362193

Problems with your Isndlord? Call LSO^^ TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
995 3^ after 7 pm 283 3050

>j Happy Birthday Waveyll Hope you havojc Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

jT a wonderful day!! Wove and best wishes,']^ vice. Type-Rite. 253-5111

V The Amazon Woman T^ Fast accurate typing on IBM Selectric

^ Cape, Connecticut, NY, NJ; No experience ^ ^^^^ Happy B-dayl It's been a great yearrt. $ 1.25/page 584-3866 Leslea

IV necessary, we will train. $150 - $250 a and we're looking fon«/ard to another. It on- .

* option 256-0868 PM

5-bed house Sept 1 $700 plus

large lot, in Hadley on busline.

Realtors 584-3428

utilities, L. FARM HAND
SkibiskV 665-4791

call Scott's TRee Farm
•^ ly gets better

^ and Freckles

Love ya, the fellow BBOC*?" SKIS FOR SALE

4-

4-

4-

»

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

»
4-

»
4-

4-

4-

4-

4>

4-

4
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

LOST

''°'^N :firoton"c:°g^"^"'''"""^Lost blue jecket. Scituate High School
iblet fail option^aiib^:^^^

,-^ Football embroidered on it. If found pleasemer sut
two

Brittany Manor
-P-^^^J^lt withfafl^Pifse

bedroom - cheap summer
-^,

option avoid waitingJists!|Call^j562^T^ ^
2 bdrm N. Amherst bus route 375 -^

available June 1 549-^4
cheapll Sum <t>-ost

call 546-7744, great sentimental

value. Reward no questions asked

Pearl necklace deep sentimental value

<^ help pleasel Reward Terry 549-4071

3^ Must sell Rossignol 190 cm $70 or best J
>j Christine DZ, Get psyched for initiationlj^ offer Mike 256-1201 ^

^ Love your Big Sister ^ SUBLET ON BEACON HILL

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

_ Key Ring with approximately

Swiss Village apartment, ^^•P'' r*"";^1*keys if found call 546-3290 rewardi!

mer. fall option fourbedgo"^^ We II g-vj^ ^_^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^
_____-_

you AugusHreen256:00K ^ notebook inside. Lost

SIX

•^Dissertations. Theses,
>* acceptance guaranteed,

>t rates, 584-7924 Nancy

•^ Here

J^ One bedroom in 3 bedroom apt.

!]I pnly. Avail 5-15 to 8-31. Great location

*<" 237/per mo inc. utilities 546-5124 or even

in

one kj

either Whitmore •*

is your
finals. Love ya

4-

4-

female *"

4>

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

Brandywine June-Aug rent negotiable call**

personal: Good luck on X^ 546-6322 or 546-6324 »
- Schneckv rC *

onTampus'Tw 3^ ings after 8 pm 617-720-4427

RANDEE LOPATE

SUMMER SUBLET

-—-•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^L.^^^^^^JIj
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Post looks to endLax playoffhunt
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

A victory on Saturday and a little bit of help from the

lacrosse pollsters would certainly nfiake University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse coach Dick Garber and his

Gorillas very happy come Sunday.

It has come down to the final game of the season for the

10th ranked Gorillas as they play host to C.W. Post on
Boyden Hill at 2:00 p.m. Saturday afternoon.

UMass with a 7 4 season record will do some scoreboard

watching as they vie for the coveted number eight ranking

that means a berth in the NCAA lacrosse playoffs,

currently owned by Delaware. They are also competing
with Maryland, which holds the number nine spot, and
Navy, which is just one point back at number 11.

Massachusetts has the advantage of a tougher schedule

over Delaware, something the pollsters should take into

account.

But. first things first. C.W. Post is no pushover, as

evidenced by their 13-10 victory over Division III cham-
pion Hobarl, and one and two goal losses respectively to

Harvard and Army, which have put them at an even 6-6.

"Post is like Hofstra and Adelphi. They come from the

hotbed of lacrosse on Ix)ng Island. That's the reason we
play them. They are a significant Division I team who is

committed to a major schedule. We played them last year

and I know they're tough. I don't consider them a weaker
team," said Garber.

C.W. Post is led by attackman Sal Malte.se, a speedy rider

who scored six times against Hobart. Jim Povich is a good
midfielder and Pete Sanders is an accomplished

stickhandler.

Massachusetts is still number one in New England, two
points ahead of Brown, who defeated UMass earlier in the

season. Take Monday's victory over UNH and a Saturday
win, and the New England Championship should be theirs.

"As it boils down, because of other things, we have to win

( ollvinan I'hotn hv Divjd P I»«ubrr

UMass Lacrosse coach Dick Garber gives instructions to his team. The 10th ranked Gorillas

face C.W. Post Saturday.

this game for the N.E. Championship and to be compared
with Delaware. Maryland and Navy. Also. 8-4 is a nice

reversal from last season (5-10), " added Gart)er.

"We have to start gearing up for them. We've got a

couple of our middies back (Co-Captain Stuart Orns and

Neal Cunningham), and we ran three lines against UNH
instead of two. In our style of play, when we get the ball

we like to control it," Garber said.

FinalFour looms. .

.

Gazelles going for it all
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

They will be meeting for the second time

this season. But there will be more at

stake this lime around when the

University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team meets Harvard Saturday at

1 p.m. in Cambridge in the NCAA
quarter finals.

The winner of tomorrow's match-up
earns a berth in the Final Four to be held

next weekend at Boston University.

The fourth ranked Crimson defeated

UMass 7 4 in the Gazelles' second game of

the year after UMass blew a 4 1 halftime

lead.

"We want revenge," UMass co-captain

Carol Progulske said. "We were inex-

perienced. We didn't have the killer

instinct."

"In the first half, we played our game."

attackman Mary Scott said, but in the

second half they took us out of our game."
But that was in April and even though

Harvard sports a 12-1 record, the Gazelles

are confident that they can take the

Crimson.

"People have gotten more confidence

with each game. They have gjown and

have more experience," Pam MoyrI, the

team's leading scorer said. MoyrI leads

the Gazelles with 43 goals and 15 assists

for ,58 points.

"The team has jelled together now,"

Progulske said. "We know what to expect

from each other. Pressure situations have

helped us."

Indeed, this is a different team than the

one that collapsed in the second half

against Harvard in April.

"Early in the season, everyone said

UMass would be poor and we kind of

talked ourselves into mediocrity,"

Progulske said. "Now we know we can do

the job."

UMass, now 8-5, got the job done against

Yale Wednesday taking the contest in

overtime.

"They were tough," interim coach Polly

Keener said of Yale. "They played right

into our hands."

Against Harvard, Keener said the

Gazelles "Have to be strong throughout

the game. I want them to play the kind of

game that they can feel good about in the

end."

Tomorrow's game is also a rematch of

last year's quarterfinal match in Amherst
which UMass won 7-6. Last year, UMass
went onto the Final Four and finished

fourth. The Gazelles ended with a 12-5-1

record. The year before UMass went 10-0

and won the national title.

Stat uHitch — MoyrI leads the team with

58 points while co-captain Linad Haytayan
is second with 28 goals and 14 assists for

42 points. Sue Kosloski h.xs 10 goals while

Mary Scott and Runnv Forbes have 8.

UMass outslugged, 8-7
By PETEK ABRAHAM
CoUepan Staff

There are those who claim the game of

baseball is boring, and there are those who
saw the University of Massachusetts play

Amherst College yesterday.

The Lord Jeffs, on the power of three

home runs, took a tight 8-7 victory over

UMass at Lorden Field before a good

crowd, but it wasn't easy.

The Minutemen, after battling back from

being down 5-0, came to within a run of the

Jeffs as sophomore outfielder Mike
Tomasello made his varsity debut a suc-

cessful one with a two run homer in the

eighth that DH Tony Szklany followed up a
batter later with a vicious shot to right that

cleared everything to make it 8-7.

The Mmutemen, who fall to 15-24,

started the ninth with their version of

Goose Gossage on the mound, 6-3, 205
pound Jeff Jensen.

Jensen got into a minor jam walking a

batter and (ouch) hitting another as he

couldn't control a blazing fastball, but he

settled down getting hot-hitting (4 for 5)

Jeff Templeton to strike out, throwing a

ground ball that shortstop Angie Salustri

turned into an out at the plate, and then sit-

ting down catcher Bob Foote with another

strike out.

The Minutemen managed but three

ground outs in the ninth but Jeff coach Bill

Thurston knew he was in a same.

"In this place you never know what' II

happen," said the excitable Amherst men-

tor. "They hit us hard, and we hit them
hard."

Amherst started strong off of loser Tony
Presnal (3-7) as Templeton followed a two
run homer to right by Kyle O'Brien with a

blast to right center to make it 3-0. The
20-3-1 (and first ranked in Division 3 in

New England) Jeffs then made it .5-0 in the

fourth.

In a little-league like bottom of the fourth

Massachusetts started by getting Dan Clif-

ford to first on a single, and then to third

on a passed ball. Szklany dribbed a

grounder to first that scored a run before

starter Carmen Monks allowed two walks

and a wild pitch that scored Jack Bloise

prior to giving way to Steve Harris.

Harris walked a pair before Steve

Messina doubled in Andy Connors and

Salustri to make it 5-4.

Amherst scored two in the seventh

before Tomasello and Szklany made it close

in the eighth.

"I'm proud of the way the guys came

back today," said UMass coach Dick Ber-

quist. "Jensen has a hell of an arm and the

underclassmen showed me a lot."

Messina, who now needs one RBI for the

UMass record, was 3 for 5 and Clifford was
4 for 4. The Minutemen play two at Nor-

theastern today, a pair at home against

Providence Sunday, and two more at home
Tuesday against Dartmouth.

Seniorshope to give softball two more victories at Adelphi
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

For four seasons, these two women have

been starters and fixtures at their

positions. Both have gathered All

American honors at one time or another.

And both will play in their last game for the

yellow, maroon and white of the University

of Massachusetts softball team tomorrow.

Centerfielder Tina Coffin and shortstop

Allyson Rioux. the only seniors on Elaine

Sortino's 17 member Minutewoman squad,

will be makini{ (heir final appearances in

UMass uniforms as Massachusetts takes on

Adelphi University in a season ending

doubleheader Saturday at 1 p.m. in Garden

City, Long Island.

"This is something that I never thought I

would experience," Coffin said of her final

game. "I just never thought about it."

"1 just hope we can win and .e can finish

the season and my career on a high note."

Coffin, a second team All American out

fielder in her sophomore year, leads the

team in stolen bases with U . She is batting

.290 with 12 RBIs, 38 hits and four doubles.

Rioux, an All American at shortstop,

leads the team in batting with a .372

average. She also leads the team in RBIs
(30), hits (45). homers (3) and doubles (6).

But more than individual honors, these two

seniors want to tinish up with a win. And a

win would never be sweeter than one over

Adelphi. Coming off a disappointing

performance at the Atlantic 10 cham-

pionships, where UMass took third, the

Minutewomen feel that they have
something to prove.

"This game means a lot to the team."

Coffin said. "We have a chance to prove

something to ourselves and the people in

the region and across the country. If we
beat this team, it will prove a lot.

"It will say we can beat the better teams.

As good as we have been, we haven't

proved it like we have wanted to."

Massachusetts comes into the game with a

29-12 record and has a shot for a 30 win

season for the second straight year.

Adelphi, still in the running for a NCAA at-

large playoff berth, is ranked first in the

Northeast region with a 37-5 record.

"We want to go out and play as well as we
can possibly play and end the season on a

positive note," head coach Elaine Sortino

said.

Adelphi nipped UMass 1-0 in March down
in South Carolina and Sortino said that

game could have gone either way.

"This game is important to us," Coffin

said.

For Coffin and Rioux, it's more than

important. It's their last UMass game.

That says it all.
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rollripian pholfi h% Katir V^atterA

These marrhers led the (iay and Lesbian Activists (GALA) parade in Northampton Saturday.

Gays demonstrate in Northampton
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Despite periods of intermittent rain, at least 1.500 people

marched Saturday in Northampton to rally for Gay and

lesbian rights.

Although the official crowd estimate was 1.500, organizers

of the march estimated 12400. almost double last year's

turnout.

The march began at Bridge Street .^-hool and ended as a

rally in Folaski Park. In spite of the presence of counter

demonstrators, there were no arrests or violent incidents

of any kind.

Most bystanders expressed neutrality or approval: "This

is very thrilling. It's a historic thing, " said one bystander.

A University of Masschusetts employee said "Gays have

been persecuted throughout the ages. They should never

Im' persecuted again."

However, one Northampton resident called the march "a

disgrace. It's unnatural and degenerate. pAeryone has

the right to be what they are. but they don't have to fiaunt

it."

An employee of Florsheim shoes said it would have been

better to hold the march on Sunday because 'The day

before Mother's Day is usually very busy."

{•Employees of Sze's looked on and clapped as marchers

went by. "If I weren't working. Id be marching," one

worker said.

According to Gay and Lesbian Activists (GALA)

organizers, the march was held to "throw off the cloak of

invisibility which characterizes our lives as gay people.

We have to as.sert ourselves in a dramatic way to make up

for all the times we're avoided, ignored and put down."

Another purpose was to draw connections between the

oppression of gays and lesbians and racism, sexism, im

perialism, anti semitism, and economic discrimination.

The march was endorsed by nearly 60 groups, including

the Northampton Committee on Central America and the

New .lewish Agenda.

The rally included taped and live music, dancing,

speakers, and an alternately festive and serious at

niosphere. (iALA member Kim Christiansen asserted

"U ? cannot maintain our rights unless we organize and

fight. We are tired of being tolerated - or not tolerated in

this town. We are an important part of the community."
Originally, Northampton town officials denied GALA a

man-h permit for Saturday because they could not

guarantee public safety and they anticipated traffic and

congestion problems.

".Anytime establishing a g<K>d business climate becomes
more important than insuring people's right to freedom of

assembly, freedom of speech, right to unionize, right to a

humane en\ ironment we all lose," Christiansen said.

Hen Schatz of the Massachusetts (iay Political ('aucus

said, "We are very close to getting a Civil Rights bill to

prohibit discrimination against gays. People should write

letters to their legislators in support of the bill."

Armando Gaitar of "El Comite " in Boston said gays are

oppressed in housing, work, and in social situations. "We
have lost many people through suicide, alcoholism, and

mental illness. " He spoke of the "internalized shame, fear

and oppression which tears our psyches and souls apart.
"

TA's low pay affects quality of teaching
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

A decline in the numl)ers and quality of teaching

assistants (TAs) and teaching as-sociates could lower the

quality of education at the University, accordinjj to .some

faculty, administration and Graduate Student Senate-

members.

Low pay offered to the graduate student TAs at the

University of Massachusetts can drive some of the most-

qualified students to other universities that will pay them

more, said one UMass profes.sor.

"Stipends for grad students (TAs) haven't l)een rai.«!ed

since 1979, when it was raised from $3,400 to $4,400,

where it has remained." said psychology- prof. Harry

Schumer.

"Other state universities nationwide raise their stipends

while we remain the same," Schumer said. "We're no

longer competition."

Schumer added that increasing student enrollment,

coupled with a steady number of TAs, will make it harder

for professors to give individual attention to students, and

"there will be more and more use of multiple-choice tests

and larger class sizes."

'Students will become ju.st another number," he said.

Gregory Graham, executive officer of the Graduate Stu-

dent .Senate, said that with inflation rates of the past ten

years, "real wages (for TAs) have declined 40 j)ercent."

The numl)ers of TAs. especially in some departments,

are declining also. Graham said.

"There are variations across campus but generally, the

numl^>er of TAs has not really increased and enrollment

has gone up." Graham said. "It's especially a critical pro-

blem in the social sciences. What I hear from deans in the

social sciences is that it is extremely difficult to recruit the

best students because of funding."

Schumer added that while TAs are becoming a scarce

commodity in the .social sciences. TA allocations are in-

creasing in the School of Management and the School of

Engineering.

Schumer said that when he raised the issue at a P^aculty

Senate meeting. Acting Provost Samuel Conti "only told

us 'yes, it's an issue and we should form a task force.' and

nothing else."

But P'ern L. .Johnson, acting associate provost for

undergraduate education said. "We're working on in-

creasing TA stipends for fiscal year '86."

Inside:
SGA faulted for infantile image p.7

Gazelles bound for NCAA quarterfinals

Stockbridge student returns toearth . p.3 p.l6

Students may pay
monthly school bill
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

Beginning next semester, students at the University of

Massachusetts will have an alternative to paying their

semesterly tuition and fees bills in one lump sum before the

beginning of the term.

The University is offering a payment plan that will divide

annual charges into tenths and will allow students to

budget their payments over a ten month period.

Under the payment plan, students will receive a monthly

bill from a Rh(xle Island management firm, instead of one

complete hill from the University.

The new program, to be implemented by the Bursar's

Office, will be effective immediately." according to Vice

Chancellor of Administration and F'inance John L.

DeNyse. beginning with the 1984 85 school year.

DeNyse said the program was conceived "at the request

of an awful lot of students and parents to find every way

possible to pay their bills."

The program, to he sponsored by Academic Management
Services. Inc. of I'awtucket. Rhode Island, has no interest

charges and will cost students $40.00.

The plan includes life benefit coverage, "which

guarantees payment of the unpaid balance of the budgeted

amount in the event of the death of the enrolled parent."

according to a letter sent to students by the Bursar's

Office.

That letter estimatetl next year's tuition and fees for

Massachusetts residents as $1980 and non residents as

$4710.

It is intended to be a positive thing,' Bursar Robert R.

Mishol said Friday. "It isn't permanent, but we expect it

to w«)rk out."

AlthouKh the initial consideration was student needs, the

University's cash How was also a deciding factor. .Mishol

said. "The committee, which was formed last semester,

felt this was "the fairest, most equitable plan." he said.

"I'm very much in favor of it." said DeNyse. "I hope it

will help a lot of people."

Amherst appoints

Dean of Faculty
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

An Amherst College chemi.stry professor was apfv)inted

Dean of F'aculty at that sch<K)l la.st week, according to an

Amherst ('ollege spokesperson.

Richard I). Fink whs apfKiinted to the post by Acting

F'resident (J. Armour Craig, according to Terry Allen,

associate secretary for public affairs at Amherst.

F'ink will take office July 1. He has served as Acting

Dean of Faculty fi)r the past year while Dean Mary
Catherine Bateson was on leave. Bateson has resigned the

post, effective June 30, and will re.sume her position as

professor of anthrof)ology at Amherst.

"Obviously he has the confidence of his colleagues and

the confidence of the administratit)n. Professor P^ink is

well known and does good work. Everyone is very pleased

he has been made permanent dean," Allen said.

The new dean has l)een on the faculty of the chemistry

department since 1964. He has .served as chairman of the

department for three years.

Fink has a B.A. degree from Harvard College, a Ph.D.

from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and an

honorary master's degree from Amherst College. He is a

member of the American Physical Society, the American

Chemical Society, the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science and Sigma Chi.

Fink, a specialist in chemical physics, has been published

extensively in professional journals and has been the prin-

cipal investigator for research projects funded by the

Petroleum Research Fund of the American Chemical

Society, the National Institute of Health and the National

Science Foundation.

"To limit the press is to insult a nation; to

prohibit reading of certain books is to

declare the inhaMtants to be eitherfools or

slaves."

— Claude HdyHmsJ
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Future lack of garbage dumps f

may threaten environment

A
AP LMcrphoto

MOTHER'S DAY VISITOR — President Reagan has lunch with some

of Washington's other elderly Sunday, at the Jeanne Jugan Home for

the aged. Reagan can be seen on right side of table.

BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts com-

munities face a trash-filled future with

broadening water and other environmental

pollution because the state is running out of

space for garbage dumps, say waste collec-

tion industry and state officials.

In addition, of the state's 203 private and

public dumps and landfills, an estimatd 70

percent violate some environmental regula-

tions, at least 30 are considered illegal

because they haven't been inspected by

state authorities, and landfill seepage has

contaminated water in 11 communities, ac-

cording to state officials.

"We are in a bind," Beatrice Nessen of

the state Department of Environmental

Quality Engineering said in an interview

published Sunday.

"We don't have an adequate staff. Our
record is that we don't shut down a landfill

unless we have to. Our action is of last

resort. Our record is one of delay, delay,

delay..."

"For the short term, we have some very

serious problems in the northeast part of

the state, which are symptomatic of the

larger problem, state Environmental Af-

fairs Secretary James Hoyte said in

another interview.

Eastern Massachusetts alone daily pro-

duces 10,000 tons of garbage, enough, say

authorities, to fill the 60-story Hancock

Tower, the tallest in New England, in three

weeks.

"It will end up on the roads and streets,'

said hauler Frank Sarno of Sarno Disposal

of Burlington about the prospect of halting

collection because of no place to dump gar-

bage. "It won't be a pretty sight."

Private haulers want the state to use

eminent domain to seize land for new

dumps, a step officials are hesitant to do.

Communities without landfills have

resisted establishing new dumps.

Correction

The funds for senior day are drawn from the budgets of

the chancellor, vice-chancellor for student affairs, the vice-

chancellor for university relations and development and

commencement fees, not from the Student Activities Of-

fice as reported in Friday's CoUegian.
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Town citizensban nuclear weapons
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published daily Monday through tViday excluding vaca-

tions, exam periods, or holidays. Subscriptions are

available for $18 at 113 Campus Center. University of

Massachusetts. ,\mher8t, Massachusetts. Postmaster: Send

address changes to the Mn.tsurhuMftls Daily ('olU'ginn, 113

Campus Center. University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

MA 01003.

BOSTON (AP) - Citizens in small U)wns across

Massachusetts are waging a quiet campaign to slow the

global arms race by declaring their communities off-limits

to nuclear weapons.

Activists like Dean Airs, a Falmouth carpenter, are in

the forefront of a worldwide movement to create

"nuclear-free zones" — town by tt)wn and village by

village. In the end, they hope to leave no room on the
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Toilet malfunction

annoys astronauts
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - The astronauts are

annoyed and NASA is embarrassed. After five years of

research and $12 million worth of engineering, the space

shuttle's toilet still doesn't work.

The billion-dollar shuttle has made 1 1 trips into space

so far. The sophisticated toilet has malfunctioned on 10

of the voyages.

Breakdowns are so consistent that some astronaut

crews have renamed some of the settings on its control

panel "outhouse mode" and "flying debris mode."

"It has been very disappointing," Dan Germany, crew

systems manageer for the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration's Johnson Space Center, said last

week.

"Nobody likes to think that the world's greatest right-

stuff guys can't go up there and go to the bathroom."

On one mission earlier this year, Robert "Hoot" Gib-

son had to use a crowbar to unjam the toilet. Last year,

astronauts Sally Ride and Fred Hauck had to fix it with a

camera bracket.

Officials at General Electric, which designed and built

the toilet, are reluctant to talk about it. They referred all

questions to the shuttle's chief contractor, Rockwell In-

ternational.

planet for weapons-making.

"Our eventual goal is to declare the entire Cape a

nuclear-free zone," Airs said in a telephone interview last

week. And at the opposite end of the state, clustered

around the university towns of Amherst and Northamp-

ton, allies are trying to keep weapons out of the Connec-

ticut Valley.

As far as can be determined, nuclear activity already ex-

ists in none of these neighborhoods.

"The movement is certainly coalescing," said Rich

Schreuer, a Northeastern University graduate student

who helped last year to lead a losing battle to declare a

nuclear-free zone in Cambridge, one of the few conri-

munities in the state where work on weapons research is

carried out.

By the reckoning of the Cambridge-based Mobilization

for Survival, there are now 14 nuclear-free zones in

Massachusetts and campaigns are underway in 19 other

communities.

Last year, Leverett, New Salem, Heath and the

Martha's Vineyard towns of Tisbury, West Tisbury and

Gay Head U)ok the step, banning the manufacture or

transport of nuclear weapons within their limits.

Earlier this year, they were joined by Shutesbury,

Ashfield, Williamsburg, Nantucket. Provincetown,

Somerville, Newton and Brookline.

The details vary from town to town. Some have passed

binding local laws; others have merely certified public opi-

nion through referendums. Similarly, the language of each

policy differs, but many follow the suggestions of a na-

tional clearinghouse, Nuclear-Free America, based in

Baltimore.

At town meetings and elections in coming months, the

issue will be posed in the Connecticut Valley communities

of Amherst, Belchertown, Hadley, Longmeadow and Nor-

thampton.

It is also coming up in Wendall, Worthington, Green-

field, Scituate and in the Cape Cod towns of Barnstable,

Bourne, Chatham, Dennis, Falmouth, Mashpee, Orleans,

Sandwich and Yarmouth.

AO,ts .«-^'-<^.

GET OFF YOUR BUTT. . .

and make this summer pay off for many
summers to come. Start your own spor-

ting goods distribution business and earn

generous multi-level commissions by
sharing this opportunity with others. Call

256-8664 for an appointment to learn
more about this rapidly expanding

operation. A $20. investment will get

you off and ''unnin^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Greeks see

'conflict'

on new rules
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Residents of the Greek Area at the

University of Massachusetts support new

rules implemented by the administration,

but many feel a compromise should be

worked out regarding their im

plementation. said the recently-resigned

president of the Interfraternity Council.

Gregg Andonian said in an interview a

week after his resignation that the new

rules "came fast and furious" at the Greeks,

but fraternity and sorority members
"realize they are needed to make our

community a better one."

"Greeks, in my opinion, should do things

because they want to. not because they

have to," Andonian .said. "We support the

administration in their efforts, but a conflict

has developed."

The Greek Affairs staff, headed by

Michael Schardein, have enforced old rules

with increased frequency this year. These

rules apply specifically to parties in chapter

houses and to keeping up grade point

averages. This is Schardein's first year at

UMass.

Andonian said he resigned from the IFC

because of this conflict and from what he

termed "the inability of myself to confront

the problem and deal with it in a con-

structive manner."

"It would be better for all involved if these

rules were enforced gradually instead of all

at once." Andonian said. "Some seniors

here were going wild a few years ago and

now they are faced with a totally different

situation, we should have more time to

adjust."

Andonian said he feels the IFC "has the

ability to deal with the problem. We just

don't. 1 resigned because I'm not the ad

ministrative type I guess. We support

everything the school is trying to do. we

don't want another Amherst College here."

said Andonian in reference to the recent

closing of Amherst College fraternities by

their Board of Trustees.

Andonian. a sophomore in Beta Kappa

Phi, is being replaced for the semester by

IFC vice presidents Dave Donovan and Jay

Flynn. Selections will be held next semester

for a new president.

"The IFC has done a lot on our own."

Andonian said. "We are trying to make the

Greek area a more attractive alternative to

every student. We've set some rules for

ourselves regarding rush and grades. We
are trying.

"

"In the future the Greek area will become

better because of the changes both and the

IFC and the administration are putting in.

Both sides just have to work together,

"

Andonian noted.

( ollririan photo hy Mitrh Drantrh

WORTH THE EFFORT — Nicholas Cokas, a senior economics major

makes his dog Skilo work for his snacks yesterday, as C ynthia Christen-

son. a senior fashion marketing major, looks on.

Women's Forum)
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— The Everwoman's Center at I Mas.s

is looking for volunteers and interns to

staff the resource room at EWC for the

summer and fall. Interns and volunteers

provide information alxiut area services

and events; me<iical and legal referrals; do

occasional crisis intervention; and up-date

and maintain resource and referral infor

mation. Oedit is available for this work

for most UMass undergraduates and col

lege work -study may be available for the

summer. For more information concern-

ing job description and applications, con-

tact Sandy Mandel at 545-0883.

— Everywoman's Center at I'Ma-ss

will be sponsoring a support group for

battered women beginning in early

June. The group will run for eight weeks

and will focus on some issues facing

women who have been/are in

(physicaliy/nu-nlally) abusive relalion

ships. Confidentiality is as.sured. For

more information and to register for the

group contact the Everywomen's Center

at 545-0883.

Tuesday — Carole Johnson will

discuss "Comparable Worth and Pay

Equity lis the second of a three-part

series titled "Working Women in the 80s"

from 7 to 9 p.m. in the gallery of the .lones

Library.

Tuesday — A movie and discu.ssion titl-

ed "A feminist perspective on revolu-

tionary Nicaragua" will l)e held at

Hampshire College at 8:0() p.m. in

Franklin Patterson Hall.

Tuesday — WMl'.\'s investigation pro

gram at S:(M) will be a debate on por-

nography. Listener participation is in

vited.

Stockbridge

student back
on the ground
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts senior who

literally went out on a limb to publicize

declining enrollment in the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture came back to earth

Friday after spending five days in a tree.

Richard Barrett. 23. a senior landscape

operations major, descended from its

temporary home, a 50 foot red maple tree

Friday after spending five days perched on

a wotKlen plank to try and call attention to

the Stockbridge program, which has seen

enrollment steadily decline in the past few

years.
"

"It was fun. but I'll probably never sleep in

another tree," said the senior from Millis

who was doused with champagne by some

of his fellow Stockbridge students.

Barrett began his tree top sit in Monday,

and despite a steady rainfall on Tuesday,

remained in the tree except for the few

times he had to go to the bathroom.

"I went up to just spread the word about

Stockbridge. ..(the attention) was a lot

better than I ever expected." said Barrett,

who was cheered by about 40 to 50 people

upon his arrival to the ground.

Jack Denison, dean of Stockbridge said

the "excellent publicity " had already reaped

some results. Denison said two students,

attracted by Barrett's stunt, made calls to

the school's admissions office during the

week to inquire about its program.

Stockbridge is just a "small entity in

relation to the big (UMass) campus, and

this kind of publicity is excellent." Denison

said.

"Something like this get« the press in

ter;'>ted without an » negative aspects. In

the past there's beer a little problem with

public relations at the University. This is

better than any drug busts, rapes, or

jumping off buildings." he said.

Sto<'kbridge currently has 304 students in

the two year program, about 200 shy of the

school's capacity, according to school of-

ficials.

Barrett, who is also president of the

Stockbridge fraternity Alpha Tau Gamma,

said he wasn't sure what would come out of

his actions when he started his climb

Monday at 9 a.m.

"I only had second doubts at 9:05. but after

that the hardest part was Tuesday when it

rained.

"People would walk by and say 'hey tree

guy. tree guy'. Everyone was really

supportive." Barrett said.

Mostly everyone who watched Barrett

return to earth agreed his feat was one of

the best things to happen to Stockbridge in

recent memory.

"When he told me he was going up there I

didn't think he'd go this far. everyone's

psyched. Who knows, it worked this good

maybe he should stay up there another

week." said William J. Simard. 21, a senior

Stockbridge turf management major from

Holyoke.

Mark A. Noonan, 21. a urban forestry

major from East Longmeadow, and an

alumnus of St<x:kbridge said Barrett's

actions have gone a lot further than the

story of a man sitting in a tree.

"After the first day. people were getting

over the novelty, then ihey started talking

about and asking 'what is Stockbridge?'.

The whole thing has increased awareness of

the school." Noonan sid.

Bruce MacDougall. dean of the College of

Food and Natural Resources, said Barrett's

vigil "shows the spirit of the Stockbridge

school." and has been "great" for the whole

University.

Stockbridge was formed in 1918. and

currently features majors in turf

management, landscape operations,

agriculture business management and

animal agriculture.
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MOTHFR'S DAY GATHERING — Members of Lambda Chi Alpha invited their mothers over for a family

barbecue Sunday. Many moms from 35 families showed up for the event, and are shown here enjoying the

food and good weather. .
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Attention Seniors!
The 1984 Index will be distributed this fall.

If you would like the yearbook

to be mailed to you,

J please send your pernnanent

address and $2.50
check for postage and handling to:

Index, 103 C.C.

4

4

4

by May 26.
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cpon Sunday

1.

Cocktail Lounge

Monday is NICKEL NITE!

Every Other Drink O 7 pm - 1 am

Choose any drink in our extensive bar.

No cover charge.

322 Rt. 9 Hadley

across from Mt. Farms Mall

Open 11:00 am - 1:00 am Mon - Sat

1:00 pm - 1:00 am Sunday

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00 ^
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 5/31/84

* Valid with Barb ft JuIm or>(y

FREE CONSULTATION Ploase call for an

-^ , , appointment
Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

$29.95
Heavyweight

Rugby
with embroidered

"UMass"
assorted colors

Wednesday, May 16

4-7 PM

Southwest Playing
Fields

Free bus service

from Franklin

and Worcester
parking lots.

'I

u

Siiaron S. 1 iioio uy uyi/vo/iib A-\u.:6ry

Locate'^ '.r. the Carr^pw Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

f^.UNIVERSITY
SkMSTORE^

Non-Board Members - $4.75 in advance. Tickets

on sale now at Munchies, Snack Bars, Franklin

Meal Ticket Office.

^m ^^E

J 5
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j $ Part Time Summer Jobs $
j

1 Many positions in the retail auditing field being held open for
[

I UMass students. RGIS inventory specialists has 4 offices in
|

I Eastern Mass. We need dependable people with transportation |

I and phone. No experience necessary - only basic math skills.
j

I $4.75 to start with salary reviews to $6.00. Must have weekend

I availability; daytime shifts and some weeknights possible. Flex-
j

I ibie schedule. Opportunity to work full-time next January

I break. Great reference for your future.

I Contact Student Employment of office nearest you.

I Boston north to 128 - 938-9119

I Boston and south - 699-4014

North of 128 - 692-3040 West of 494 - 366-6471

Monday, May 14, 1984
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurriculfc," a

listing of events held at

the University of

Maaaachuaetts and sur-

rounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed only on

the day they are taking

place.

BIKE COOP EVENTS -
Last opportunity of

semester for purchases or

tool rental — Friday. We're

offering workshop Thurs-

day eve, and trying to open

for summer. Sign up at

Coop.

HILLEL COUNCIL
MEETING - 6 p.m. Dukes

Room.

WMUA GENERAL STA-

TION BODY MEETING -
Last meeting of the

semester. People who plan

to be here this summer are

especially encouraged to at-

tend. 7:30 p.m. 101 Campus
Center.

C.U.S.P. GENERAL
MEETING - Come to the

LAST Psychology Club

meeting. Elections will be

held for all positions so get

those campaign speeches

ready! New members are

always welcome. 7:00 p.m.

Tobin 304.

rsUMMER JOBS
j

I
AVAILABLE

I
Evening telephone

I
sales for Fine Arts

I
Center series

I subscription.

J
Approx. 20 hrs. per

I
week from June 4

-July 13. Work
study preferred.

UMass students

only. Descriptions !

and applications
j

available from Dave,
j

207 Hasbrouck thru
j

Wed. May 16. call I

545-0190.
I
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tf it was
worth 4 years,

Its worth
another second*

...Buckle-Up!
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Do You Like To Do

Summer Child Care?

Referral Services:

Evenings, weekends, days

List your times available

and other information

on our Summer Babysitting List.

Come to University Child Care/

Child Care Office

First Floor Bulletin Board,

Berkshire House

SPI:C:iAI. 2S'/. Cl=l=
Buy summer or fall

membership. Now thru May 18

ONLY $33 •75 reg. $45.00

X-SI»liC:iAI.30XOI=l=
Buy both now & save $27
Reg. $90.

YOU PAY $63
Summer Hours

^0

¥

thru May 18

I

Boyden only Summer workouts start June 4
M-F

7-9, 12-1, LIMITED TO FIRST 500 MEMBERSHIPS

M
:S:

p5fONDAYNlTESPECiAr

fjine
Giant Bar Drinks

Monday and Tuesday
Terms of Endearment

7:00

Mommy Dearest

9:20

DOWNTOWN AMHERS

t

$1.65

Two T.V.'s

16 oz. Draft

85*

I

Free

Popcorn

Happy Hour Prices

4 PM to closing

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

$21.95

Hooded Sweatshirt

with sewn on

5" Tackle Twill
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IbOARD of GOVERNORS PRESENTS
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SPECIAl GUFSIS

THE WILDCAT
O'HALLORAN
BLUES
ND

.<k

Y

formerly

THE MUDDY
"^WATERS BLUES

BAND
1 THESE BLUES VETERASS
I HAVE PLAYED ALL OVER

THE WORLD WITH ARTISTS

IIKE ERIC CLAPTON. THE

ROLLING STONES, AND
^ j^^^ JOHNNY WINTER

AS A THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF BLUES IN THE BI.UEWALL

FREE!
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John C. Photo by Dwayne Autery

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

f} .UNIVERSITYmSTORE^
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COMPUTERIZED BUY-BACK

ONLY AT
Half Price

Paid on

Hundreds of

Titles

Half Price

Paid on

Hundreds of

Titles

THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MAY 14-25

9:00 - 4:00

Monday - Friday

FAST • EFFICIENT • RELIABLE

EDITORIAL/OPINION
• ••.•-•.•••.•,
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A year of controversy and endless bickering
The "student government: who

cares?" sentiment expressed in

a column in March recently

abated, at least temporarily, after the stu-

dent senate provoked storms over two

issues: pornography and the UMass year-

book.

But on the whole, the SGA has found it

difficult to convince people that beneath (or

should I saw above) all the bull, significant

things get accomplished. In many minds,

"SGA" is synonymous with endless petty

bickering, parliamentary disputes and per-

sonal pt)wer struggles.

Ian Polumbaum
This is a shame. The Public Policy Com-

mittee's valiant fight against tuition hikes,

though it did not have the desired effect,

showed that there are people in the SGA
who do more than pay lip service to student

interests. The same can be said for the

plans to educate students about religious

cult activity on campus and the investiga-

tion of Student Activities Office sper Jing

— assuming the latter is progressing, not

just being talked about.

Unfortunately, during much of the

senate proceedings I covered for the Col-

legian this spring, discussion of important

issues was overshadowed by the ranting

and raving of people with chips on their

shoulders.

While waiting for newsworthy decisions

to be made, I have been treated to a

senator resigning because he didn't get his

way in the elections and to innumerable

procedural snafus, including an absurdly

long debate over whether President Rick

Patrick violated SGA bylaws in reappoin-

ting the Student Attorney General.

Senator Jay Flynn's obsession with rules

notwithstanding, this dispute was fueled by

a few senators' animosity toward Patrick.

There was also an hour of debate on a

proposal, eventually approved, to restruc-

ture the agenda so that senators could

more easily get motions brought to the

floor.

The proposal arose from the belief that

Speaker Chris Sullivan wields too much

power, that nothing gets voted on unless he

wants it to. More than one senator has said

to me that Sullivan's wanting to "run

things just his way" reduces the SGA's ef-

fectiveness.

This criticism might be taken more

seriously if not for the way it has come
forth. The motion to change the agenda

was made by one senator preoccupied with

carrying on a personal vendetta against

Sullivan.

No one who has been to a few Senate ses-

sions is not familiarwith this character. He
stalks around like a caged lion, asking ques-

tion after question after question, sear-

ching for a way to back whomever he is in-

terrogating into a corner, inevitably draw-

ing an "out of order" reprimand — and

never passing up an opportunity to insult

the Speaker.

His alleged antics involving campaign

posters, a 4 a.m. video session, a shoving

match with another senator (with whom he

carries on a constant infantile feud), and a

Collegian reporter have made his name a

household word in these parts (thus he is a

public figure of sorts, vulnerable to being

dragged through the mud in this column).

The Senate spent most of the first

meeting I covered (Feb. 29) bickering over

whether to issue an official reprimand for

some of this senator's escapades.

Parliamentary procedure was used in-

geniously to block the censure.

Hence that is what appeared on the front

page the next day. What I have left off the

front pages, perhaps mistakenly, is Public

Policy chair Fran Pheeney announcing she

is "sick and tired of all the petty power

struggles," Finance co-chair Beth Miller in-

terrupting debate to say, "I'm sick of all

these vindictive questions and answers,"

and Senator Hugh Grogan lamenting "our

tendency to undercut our fellow senators,

to forget that we're on the same side."

Again, the SGA is far from a useless

body. (Remember - they funded all those

concerts!) It is much more than "a sinecure

away from the real world," as the April

Fool's Collegian put it. But one hopes that

next year it will do a better job of proving

this to everyone.

Ian Polumbaum is a Collegian columnist

who rep(rrted on SGA senate meetings this

semester.

Coming home
"You can never go home again " — Thomas Wolfe

"The more things change, the mare they stay the same.

"

— Anonymous

Wandering back on campus after a year of life in the

"real world," 1 thought about these quotes and their seem-

ing contradiction. I say "seeming" because in their own

peculiar ways, each describes my own impressions of

UMass after being away for one year.

Some things at UMass will never change. After receiv-

ing the Collegian at home for the past 50 weeks, I'm happy

to report that the SGA is just as misguided, unrepresen-

tative, and out of control as ever. It would seem the SGA

is destined to be little more than a paper tiger for the rest

of its life.

John F. Hudson

Letters-

Banning magazines is wrong
To the Editor.

The people demonstrating against pornography are ad-

vocating banning magazines from the Campus Center and

the University. This is censorship and violates freedom of

speech and of the press. Also, they say that the portrayal

of women in the magazines is violent, etc. Banning the

magazines will not change this, which they say is the pro-

blem. They should work to change the content. If they ban

Hustler, Playlxyy. Playgirl. etc., what is next? Family Cir-

cle, Time, Newsweek,...

Strider Pineo

Sunderland

Discrimination does exist

To the Editor,

I have been a Commuter Area senator for barely a

month, but in that short time I have never witnessed such

a flagrantly absurd statement as that which was uttered

by Student Senator Robert Teixeira. in front of the entire

student senate on their final meeting of the semester. At

issue was a motion to amend the new Senate (k)vernment

Associations constitution in order to allow the newly form-

ed Jewish Caucus to appoint a member/senator to the

SGA Coordinating Committee. The Coordinating Commit-

tee functions as the SGA when it is not in session, such as

summer and winter breaks. ^
Mr. Teixeira. chair of the Third Worid Caucus, was

vehemently opposed to this motion and to the argument

that Jewish students suffered discrimination on this cam-

pus and therefore needed a guarantee to be represented

on liie coordinating committee. Senator Teixeira stated

"I don't think Jewnsh students have been discriminated

against on this campus.
'

If Mr. Teixeira had been reading

the Coilegvan, he would have not^d several instances of

violent and sick acts of anti-semitism reported earher this

year at the University. What bothers me is why a senator,

who has supposedlv spent his entire senate career fighting

discrimination and oppression, and who presently chairs a

caucus dedicated to protect the rights of minorities and to

figh'irg raci^-p woui(1 make such a ridiculous ana unin-

formed statement. I trust that most student* are aware

that anti-semitism has and does exist at UMass. and

hopefully those who don't, like Mr. Teixeira. will soon

learn otherwise.

Unfortunately, all that we can ask now from Senator

Teixeira is for an apology and a promise to research other

forms of discrimination, like anti-semitism, and to work

towards their abolishment.

Dennis Martin
Amherst

Why can't people take a joke?

To the Editor.

1 have been intending to get this comment printed since

the first time I read a column in the Collegian. The view I

hold is one of a secure individual who feels no requirement

to defend himself. My complaint is aimed at all the sorry

people who can't take humor in stride.

I believe that people who can't take a joke are the most

insecure form of misguided souls in existence. They are in

the category of the lowest forms of plant life. Humor is a

medium intended to alleviate friction, and should not be

looked upon as a means of being offensive. All of these vic-

timized souls complaining about the depredation they have

endured in the name of humor are enough to cause one to

regurgitate on his Nikes.

I fail to understand how these supposedly intelligent in-

dividuals can take offense in something that is meant to

make them laugh. Whether a joke is directed at women,

homosexuals, animals, blacks, or the dead, it .should be

weighed only on its ability to make people laugh. Anything

that can get a chuckle should be vnewed as a positive ac-

tion. But instead these snivelers take things out of context

and complain about the poor taste of cartoons m the ( nl-

Iffjian. Can anyone who takes a cartoon seriously be taken

seriouslv?

The criticism of the comedians in the Blue A all last

week is just one example of such feehle thought. I don't

really care about John Boden's sexual preferance, but I

wonder about his sense of humor.

Jon M. Shepeluk
Southwest

The various sub-groups on campus — gays, blacks,

feminists, radicals, etc. — still seek to alienate and disen-

franchise themselves from the overwhelming majority of

people on campus. I know that they don't seek to do this in

their various causes and crusades, but it happens. Ask

John Doe or Mary Smith what they think about oppression

and discrimination on campus and they'll look at you with

a blank stare, shrug their shoulders, and sigh. Realistically

they know that they have more "imponant" things to

worry about.

How have things changed? Why can't alumni go home

again? Priorities change. New values develop. A year ago,

saving the world was on my top 10 list of things to do.

Now keeping my job, acquiring new skills, and living in-

dependently keep me nicely busy. And to a point that's

sad. But as any graduate will tell you, once you leave the

Happy Valley behind you, burning issues often become

vague memories.

Physically, things on campus have changed also.

Buildings are remodeled, barriers removed, and put up.

And the people change too. They look so young. And ques-

tions like "whatever happened to...? dominates all my con-

versations while back on campus. When you think about it,

UMass is like one large turnstyle, forever moving, even

changing.

So on my return to this campus one year after leaving, I

feel a little confused, slightly nostalgic, and happy with the

realization that UMass is really now just a memory for me,

a happy one, but a memory. When I got out I kept thinking

to myself how wonderful it would be to return as a student

and do the four years all over again. But I now realize this

is unrealistic. I went home again and realized that you

cant go back home. And if you live your life in the past, if

you live your life attached to the Happy Valley and all its

wonderful, exciting fallacies, you won't grow. You'll he

cheating yourself and those around you. Goodbye UMass
— it was fun w^e it lasted.

"...those days are gorve forever, over a long time ago.
"

— Steely Dan
John F. Hudson (

'8S) was a columnist for three years
and now works us a umter for Honeywell Inc.

All letters must be sipied and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double spaced

at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations

and the volume of mail, we regret we are unable

to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters

are subject to editine for clarity and length.
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Judy Collins still charms
JUDY COLLINS
Saturday, May 12

Fine Arts Center

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Judy Collins knows how to give a classy

performance.

Only the word class could describe her

singing, the confident way she interacted

with the audience and the way she ac-

companied herself on the piano Saturday

night.

The tone of her performance was ef

fectively set during her first song. "Bright

Morning" when during a total blackout she

sang the entire song from off stage. In just

that one song, she calmed the audience

down, showed them the range of her voice

and let them know exactly what kind of

show they were in for.

It was a mellow night as Collins performed

some of her best known such as "Both

Sides". "Amazing Grace" and "Send in the

Clowns", a song she said had been recorded

by every person who could sing, but which

she thinks was written for her.

She charmed the audience by encouraging

them to sing along on some of her songs and

telling them tales of her childhood efforts to

practice the piano and her desire to become

a classical pianist.

But. she said, Mozart began to pale once

she discovered the guiUr and folk songs.

Collins, however, demonstrated her in

credible ability as a pianist during the

second half of her show. But, for most of

the concert she was accompanied by her

band with Warren Odze on drums. Zev

Katz on bass and Shelton Beclon on piano.

Collins' sweet and clear voice practically

bounced off the walls of the Center with its

power. Each word was clearly audible. She

has supreme control over her voice and

sang such notes as are rarely heard from a

performer on stage, except during operas.

In one song, she held a note for awhile,

said. "I never used to be able to do this

when I was smoking but now it's very

easy." and continued to hold the same note

without taking a breath.

Collins made an effort to make each song

personal, as if she was talking about her

self. One left the concert feeling as if she

had just met and gotten to know the real

Judy Collins personally. Collins, a very

good story teller and songwriter, kept the

audience laughing whenever she spoke.

When the concert ended, it seemed as if she

really didn't want to leave the stage

because she was having so much fun.

But. as in almost any performance, there

were a few flaws, not with Collins herself,

but with her selection of songs. CoUins is a

very gifted songwriter and has written

numerous songs. However, she performed

songs which were too closely associated

with other singers; "The Rose." "I Won't

Last a Day Without You," "City of New
Orleans." and "Memory" were a few.

Although she varied the songs somewhat,

she didn't vary them enough to make them

her songs. It would have been so much

better if she could have used all her own

original songs, and material associated with

her. She didn't need to depend on othe

singers' material. Her songs. "Shoot First"

and "Running" were a couple of the best

songs in the show.

Another problem was her pianist, who was

also her musical director and backup

vocalist. Becton had an annoying and

distracting manner of directing the other

two musicians. His signals should not have

been so obvious. At times I felt as though I

were watching a symphony conductor on

stage.

However, Collins showed that she loved

being on stage and she was unflappable on

it. During the first act. just as she was

going to sign a few love songs, her shirt

came partly unbuttoned. "Oh! I'm coming

undressed. Just at the right place in the

show." she laughed.

Despite the flaws, watching Judy Collins

perform was a great way to spend a

Saturday night. And hopefully it won't

take her another five years before she

decides to come back to Amherst.
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(board of governors presents

SPECIAL GUESTS
THE WILDCAT
O'HALLORAN
BLUES
.ND

formerly

^THE MUDDY
« •yWATERS BLUES

BAND
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FREE!

Culiins sings sweet and clear.

artslines.

The Fine Arts Center of the University

of Massachusetts has announced its

1984-8r) season. The Center has l)een

responsible for some of the most exciting

arts events that have taken place in the

area, and next year's .schedule promises to

carry on a tradition of high-quality enter-

tiiinment.

The fall season opi'ns (K-toln'r i> when the

Houston Ballet returns to Amherst to [kt-

form "Swam Lake." Their "Sleeping

Beauty" sold out the Center last fall. Thi.s

full-length production of "Swan Lake" will

Ix" accompanied by the Houston Ballet Or-

chestra. On Noveml)er 5, another dance

company, Canada's Royal Winni^)eg Ballet,

will perform a program representing the

works of many renowned international

choreofijaphers

.

The fall season opens Octolier 9 when the

Houston Ballet returns to Antherst to per-

f<.rm "Swan Lake." Their "Sleeping Beau-

ty" sold out the Center last fall. This full-

length production of "Swan Lake" will l)e

accompanie<i by the Houston Ballet Or-

chestra. On November 5. another dance

company. Canada's Royal Winni|K»g Ballet,

will perform a program representing the

works of many renowned international

choreographers.

and tlie I'hilly Pops on Octolier 19. The

Boston c:hamber Music Society on Octolier

13. Dizzy Gillespie on October 24, Sarah

Vaughn on IX*ceml)er 1, and violist Paul

Neubauer on IX*cember 7.

For more information call the FAC Ik)x

office at .545-2511.

THE»BEST»OF»EVERYTHING

Q.

JAZZ

BROADWAY
Sophiiticoied lodies

WINNERS CIRCLE
Boslori Clamber Musi'. Society

CHAMBER MUSIC
yliiarr) S'ring Qoorte'

ORCHESTRA
Minnesota OcHestro

SAMPLER
\ Roy Chorles

THEATER
Romeo ond Juliet

DANCE
Swon Lake

AND MANY OTHER
FINE PERFORMANCES

\lmm^

1984-85 S
FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL
UNIVERSITY OF AAASSACHUSETTS AT AAAHERST

MC/VISA FIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS HALF-PRICE

For more information call (413)545-251

1
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The besthas a ^ste all its own.

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something

you have to stnve for In everything you do.

And when you 've done it, when you Ve

found the bestm yourself, taste it

m the beer you dnnk. Ask for

BudUghf

mgout

yourbesi
TM

W

Muuitemen

Move^bursd^
All%ar StiiiX,

And Save*Too!

^^m-

I

Ifts as easy as renting a Ryder truck , one way.

Com parr costs before vou make plans for moving at the end ol

the aemestec
U you re 18 or oJder and have a valid drivers license, you can

use a Ryder truck, rent it here, leave-it there. Load up your

stereo. l6-speed. clothes: everything Youll still haveroom.no

doubt, lor one or two (riends with their things to share the cost

Compare that to the pnce of a plane ticket Or even a bus.

Plus shipping.

Rent a newer truck from the best-mainuined. most dependa-

ble neet in the world Rydec The best truck money can rent

STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON --^/??^^[^.
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL. INC. "

iS|R^-
The holder of this coupon is entitled to a

'*JSl^

15%DISC0UNT ^
on any ONE WAY rental of a Ryder truck. Present this coupon

to any Ryder location in New England and save even more.

\

One coupon redeemable per transaction. Not valid with other

promotions . -,,.^-5.

Call (413) 736,8361 or vour local dealer tor 'ntormation^^^ ;_<gg
,— ,. I 1 1 1 , »-»r-1..^.»^ -- -o ^'MTT-^ - ti

^L::f:;F' w^ •^x.

Expires 8 '30/84

ART SUPPLIES

25% OFF suggested list price

Rembrandt"
Watercolour

^A.-'->:

%::
'*«'

fct-^A^'^

\

vV.>»

v\atprcolour

look

.^•>*.

w
'X

hen you're looking lor

professional qualityV V professional quality

ncolour, ask tor Rembrandt When you're

mg tor watercolour to meet your most

tme reouirements. ask for Rembrandt

jmtawuM.

miA(0^

H.8tl

looking tor watercolour to meet your most

<'xaf tmg requirements, ask for Rembrandt

Whether using brush ,
spong

<'xaf tmg requirements . asK lur iNc>Muia...j.

Whether using brush ,
sponge or

J

.iirbrush. ask tor Rembrandt Rembrandt I

provides a comprehensive selection of 72 ^

transparent colours From rich, real-lite colou"

to the most delicate washes, vou can achieve

perfection m the most subtle detail.

Superior Dutch quality assures
/^««irMi«t Center

most caretuilv selected pigmvnts
i QQatSd IH the Uampu& v^o

.hP hieHf'st decree ot liehttastnf-.^ *- «.^ .^^ » <.»^ w ^

For your Art &
Engineering needs.

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

onK thp

Meldmc
n.nlah

"
Located in the Campus Center

^-^ VmVERSITY

5 Days Onl'

TIMEX
May 14

through

May 18

10 - 4:30

Over
400

watches
to choose

from 30% OFF

\

list price

Sale located on the
concourse in front of the

store

^XJNIVERSITY

Stuacnt
iHottt

i&l>?intinf|

S«ifiai«<B

STUDENT NOTES

will close for the semester

Wednesday May 16

at 7:00 p.m.

Please pick up all notes

by this time.

The print/copy shop will

remain open through

Thursday May 24.

Watch for summer hours,

STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING SERVICE
401/403 Student Union

545-2271

-^ *r TT V*!' «i» ^1*- S»f« |l «— • -
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Basic Student Health mmmmmmimt^m^mmmmmmm

Eligibility: Amherst, Hampshire,

Mount Holyoke, Smith and UMass Students

Coverage Period: June 1-August 31

Fees: $60 if paid before June 1

$75 if paid during June

Comprehensive
^^HH^HH^^ Dependent Health Plan

Eligibility: Dependents of UMass Students

who are enrolled in the 1983-1984

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan

Call them
cashier today

at S^'2671

Coverage Period: June 1 -August 31

Fees: $120 if paid by June 15

QV<.
OF THE H.^-.

^^ $100 OFp
'^^

THE DO-IT-YOURSELF
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN KITmmm

.TM

't

-!fc
!«*^|

Everything you need to know to

run for the highest office in the land

indiiidtik: •(HUmI IS hsk-ral Ik.mo (-,»Tiri.s.»»i St«riiirM i«l CVUkU* K.m

K (ill < .ini(*ill .Mh! M.rtiha < •• « 'tidii

tverybody for President

by Gil Campbell and Martha Gorman

Located in the Campus
Center ^.UNIVERSITY
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YOU'VE BEEN KISSED.
I
Come pick your kiss up on concourse today 9- 4

S Kim Acker Rose Circeo

a Bob Alexander Bert Clearly

5 John Allen of 617 Jill Clemmer

5 Judy Anderson

sTim Anderson

Q Felice Apolinsky

E Linda Arnold

SChuck Auger

E Thomas Barbeau

9 Bruce Barishman

s Andrea Barry

SBrian Bartkus

BMark Bavelock

sBrenda Bentley

SBernice

2 Bill Berstein

5 Lauren Bertsch

sAmy Bial

i Marshall Blake

S Lisa Boisseau

g Michael Bolland

B Sue Bonaseto

s Steve Bonasoni

S Angie Bonilla

Boola and Andy

E Jim Bowers

S Martha Brennan
S Sheri Brodie

5 Sue Brown
STara Bhtavnani

s Bubba

E Bucko
5 Cheryl Burbank

S Edward Burke

S Wendy Bussiere

X Lauren Canuel
D Mark Carey

S Jeffery Carr

S Laurie Carroll

S Rich Carter

9 Brian Cashman

S Elise Cassuto

S Chris Chadwick
S Russell Channen
S Chris Ann

§ I Chi Omega)

i Diana Churchill

Ben Cohen
Jonny Cohen
Sue Colen

Joe Commare
Jim Connors

Kyle Cooper

Karen Fieldstad

Scon Flagel

Foo
Angela Forster

Kyler Foster

Jean Fountaine

Scott Fountain

Sandt Fraas

Chris Ann Frazier

Michael CosseboomNeil Freidman

Kathy Costalos

Karen Crowley

Linda Crowley

Jerry Cryan

Lisa Culhane

Pamela Cushman
Reid Cutting

Bob Dacey
Gene Daley

Mike Davis

Rob Dean
Chris Deehy
Peter Dion

Dylan M. Dobbyn
Michele Dolan

Dearest Don
R.J. Donovan
Dave Doran

Bob Doyle

Holly Dubow
Bhanu Durvasula

Naresh Durvasula

Paul Earsy

Paul Eberly

Nick Economou
Gary Edelstein

Gail Ela

Mary Elia

David Elkins

Amy Ellis

Bill Fabre

Sue Fairbank

Scott Ferris

Cindy Feinburg

Gail Feinstein

Vicki Feinstein

Brian Ferri

Ron Friend

Bob Frye

Peg Fuller

Vinnie Furtado

Joanne Galipault

llene Garber

Jon Gazziniga

Laura Gendron
Shari Genn
Brenda George

Rick Hensen
Dawn Hersey

Cynthia Hester

Alison Hiers

Karen Hill

Dear Hope
Peter Houseboy (XO)

Joanne Horkan

Rebekah Hulse

(Buildings and

grounds)
Chris Husgen
Garry Hutchings

Eric Jaeger

Ron James
Jamie and Gordon

and Jonathan

Sam Jeffries

Lind Jhong

James G. Geruntho J'"i and Kris and Andy

Grace Giagoli

Brian Gillis

Vivian Glassman
Lorrie Glovsky

William Goetz

Amy Beth Gonick

Rich Gonzalez

Francine Graff

Richie Greenwald

John Grippo

Andy Grodin

Danny Gunn
Lee Hacohen
Jenny Haddon
Lisa Halligan

Mark ^ ^
Dale Hamson
David Hanlon

Kevin Hanrahar

Maureen Harrin'ito

Jennifer Harter

Dave Hautenan

Doug Hayes

Jackie Hebert

Irish Hennessy
Hally Henry

JoHess
Gail Johnson
Mary Johnston
Steve Jordon
Dave Kampner
Adrian Kaplan

Susie Kaplan

Tina Kaplan

Joan Kashman
John Kells

Anne Kelly

Jaimie Kessler

Liz Kimmel
John Rising

Laura Klaus

K'eif" Barrie

Tim -'vnollmeyer

Rich.ird Knowlton

Elizabeth Kogos
Sher-il Kogo
W.z 1/ Koster

Bob bert Kostro

ChuT^'"'»s Kostf

K.P.'i. Jt.--

Stephen Krebs

Caria Kszaszc

Killer Lamb
George Lane

Marty Lavadinho

Levin Lautz

Lucy Lazetera

Peter Lazzari

James Lee

Karen Lennon

Mike Leonard

Mike Lesher

Paul Lesser

Lauren L'Esperance

Danny Levy

Elina Liedes

Megan Light

Kurt Lindhieme'
Mary Lobeiio

Todd Lombard

Jennider Lomp
Francine Lopes

Tony Lopes

Lisa Lovell

Mark Lozouski

Laura Lufty

John Lynch

Melissa MacDonnell

Michael Mahoney
Brian Maimone
Yolanda Maldanado

John Malley

Jim Malloy

Alison Maloon

Rob Mansfield

Michael Marona

David Marberger

Tom Marino

Suzanne Missent

Bob Moffett

Alf Molina

Emile Molineaux

Mary Molloy

Yasmin Moran
Diane Morris

Susan Morth

Bonnie Moscovitz

MSGT. Don Moss
Kate Mullin

Randy Mulsman
Bitlie Munro
Jack Murgia

Chris Murphy

Larissa Potapchuk

Andrew Prescott

Corey Prince

Kathy Prunier

Dan Puschak

Brian Quigley

Marty Rasnick

Dave Rath

Petra Reckert

John Reese

Maureen Regan

Matt Segal

Beth Selbst

Michael Shandein

Stephen Shea

Cathy Sheedy

Steve Sheraton

Geoffrey Skur

Debbie Sidman

Beth Simon
Jennifer Simon

Jody Wexler

Patti Wheaton

Ted White

Bill Whittemore

Sam Wilkins

Timothy Willett

Dan Williams

Thomas William

Wilson, Jr.

David Winmill

"Bonehead" Sinnott Jeff Woods
Tom Sinnott Bus Wright

Suzanne Sklar

Patricia Small

(Knowlton)

Don Smith
Jackie "Jane" Reisgean Smith
Ron "Rat" Restani oavid Snowball
Mark Rich

Pete Riddell

Scott Wylie

Evan Yampolsky

Jenny York

JeffYoung

Michael Zarbo

Jow Zawawt
Zelle

Patty (K.Q.) MurphyMargie Ricker

Steve Murphy Richard Riley

Sutu Nath

Cynthia Needham
Dave Needham
John Neville

Karen O'Callaghan

llene O'Dea

Elizabeth Zwerling s
m

>/•-

Marvn Martini

David r/assicott

Wendy McAfee
Kathleen McCarthy
Scot McCracker

Johr IV. -Ronald

Maihe ' --Grail

Tim McKi 'wn
Stevp ^'ci.sina

Karen Miller (Leach

John O'Donnell

Hillary Olson

Vicki Olson

Stephen Ossen

Debra Packard

Christine Paganuzzi

Jill Parks

James Paul

Bill Paulson

Matt Peterson

Eric Peterson

Jeff Juneau
Peter Petras

aren

Marlane Phillips

Lisa Pil<e

George Pilibosian

Ginny Pimentel

Lisa Cuthanp

John Pisano

o ^/l^rshail,^^^^„
p^ p^^^^^

Alan Robbins

Pamela Robbins

Chris Robinson

Flicka Rodman
Dianne C. Rossi

'sweetie''

Penny Routh

David "Boomer"
Bowinski

Dave Ruane

David Russell

Dick Rymsza

R. Sean Saganey

Ed Rush

Dave Sage

David Salem

Terr/ Samuel

Mardez Sanchez

Srikant Sastry

Eric Saundergeld

Doug Schapero

Peter Schapero

Laurie & Reed

Schimelfing

Stephen Schipam

Alan D. Schirch
Stephaf' ^-obudziB Crusty Schmidt ^. ,., ^„
Jane Podolak ponna Schneckloth^'"^

Wendell

Jonathan Polleys j,^ gchromm
^^^^^ ^^ennrng

Kathy Porter schlomo Schwartz
Bruce Wenn.ng

Kathy Soucy
Kim Sousa
John Spinney

Allison Spitzer

Lori Swanson
Aaron-Mac

Fillabuster-Von Staats

Peter Stark

Mark Steil

Andy Stone

Ed Struzziero

Sue, Rm. 339-Van Meter

Suite 206 (McNam.)
Sue Tesoro —
Todd Thomas sponsored S
Kandi Thompson 5
Sherwood Thompson Q
Lisa Turesky »--- •
Jennider Turner

Mark L. Twomey
Tom Uschok

Demetri Valhouli

Tammy Vogel

Ann Voorhees

Robert Voss

Bucko Wall

Maureen Walsh

Leigh Warren

Lisa Wary
Dana Weaver

Beth Weinberg
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Off Campus Sullivan & Gillbert

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffc

dW4 lot Asfctn Tlmn Syadkilc

ACROSS
1 Affair for men
only

5 Farm equipment
industrialist

10 Oil flask, of old

14 Heavenly bear

15 Musical group

16 Way in

1

7

Cadge
19 A Fitzgerald

20 Jewelry purchase

21 Island near Java

22 EB White's forte

24 Reserve

26 Greek god
27 Bag or board

28 Tractable

32 Part of a ships

tX)W

34 Waft
35 "You're a better

man than

36 Yearn for

37 A Bailey

38 Look over

39 Mrs , in Madrid

40 Grayish in color

41 Bower
42 Warmer of a sort

44 To love, in Avila

45 November losers

46 Curtain

speeches

49 Kind of crane

52 Sorry'

53 Refrain syllable

54 Be contiguous

55 Collector's

assignment

58 Clock

59 Bathsheba's

husband
60 Beginning with

tasse

61 Colloid

62 Actress Spacek

63 Algerian seaport

DOWN
1 Mine shaft

features

2 Characteristic

3 ". your

country can
do 'JFK

4 Jay. to a Scot

5 Fondness
6 Place for an eleve

7 Small case,

European style

8 Kind of room,

for short

9 Heavenly

10 Port on the

Black Sea
11 She gets what

she wants
12 More than one

Prefix

13 Historians'

concerns
18 Lessen
23 Dispatched

25 June bloom

26 Columnist
Cleveland

28 Having wings

29 Orwell concept

30 Composer of

"Symphonie
Espagnole

"

31 '-'on. title for a

crmer professor

32 Yesterdays roast,

today

33 Peak, in

combinations
34 Acts of

derring-do

37 Duck billed

mammal
38 Certain exam
40 Asperse
41 Orwofthe

Plain People

43 Clay worker

44 Unenthusiastic

attitude

46 Actress
Lanchester and
others

47 Pasture grass

48 Luxurious fabric

49 Spanish cat

50 '...carry

stick"

51 Legendary
Roman king

52 Bargain sale

warning

56 Biblical lion

57 Tokyo, in

other times
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Weather

Showers may continue to-

day, and it will remain

cloudy, with temperatures

in the fiOs. Tonijjht will \n>

cold and clammy, tomorrow

sunny, with loud music and

frisbees prevalent. es[)ecial-

ly in dormitory areas and
around the campus pond.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS nJZZLE
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[The Collegian
is now accepting

applications for the

following positions:

Associate Managing Editor (5)

Copy Editor (5)

Layout Technician (5)

Librarian

Associate News Editor (3)

Associate Editorial Editor

Associate Womens New Editor

Associate Sports Editor

Associate Black Affairs Editor

Associate Arts Editor

I

(

I

Today is the Last Day!

to place Collegian classifieds

Audio
Auto F'or Sale

Calculators

Entertainment
Eor Rent
For Sale

Found

Ilelp Wanted
Instruction

Lost

dotorcycles

'^ersonals

riide Wanted
Rider Wanted

Room Wanted
Roommate Wanted
Services

Summer Sublet

To Sublet

Travel

Wanted
Wanted to Rent

Deadline is 3:45pm

DON'T MISS OUT
lOOOOOOOOOOOW
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THE SHORTEST DISTANCE _
BEIWEENYOUR ENaNEEnNG
DEGREEANDMANAGEMENT

COULD BE OuCS.
If O.C.S. (Army Officer

Candidate School) looks tangential

at first, look again. Look at it from

management's point of view.

Management wants engineering

skill plus leadership ability in the

people it moves up the ladder.

O.C.S. is a great place to

get staned on leadership. It is a 14-

week challenge to your mental

and physical toughness. And if you

pass the tests, you will come out

strong, sure and in great shape—
a commissioned officer in the

Army, ready to exercise the leader-

ship that civilian companies put such a premium on.

If you are about to get your degree in engineering, the O.C.S. chal-

lenge could be your best next step.

To find out more about O.C.S., call the Commanding Officer in

your area: CPT Wittenburg, 1-413-785-0350

ARMY.
BEALLYOU CAN BL

I

Summer Jobs Available

Evening security workers/ushers wanted

for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

5, 12, 19 for approx. 5 hours/shift (linnited

number of additional hours available also)

Work study preferred but not required.

UMass students only. Fine Arts Center is

an AA/EO employer. Description and ap-

plications available from Dave, 207

Hasbrouck, 545-0190^thru FrL 5/25. i

LEARN TO FLY
inexpensively

earn your

pilots license

University Club

open to five

colleges. Cessna

based in

Northampton

546-4827 Introductory Rides 666-2577

G)Uege is an
Investment...

Protect It!

...Buckle-Up

rwe-.-i tJ-at Ct »--k.>-i'.^ Val W« V^a. Vm«'.^—r9 <

Feminist Graphic Artist

needed to design a poster

of the Fall '84

Women's Film Festival

({"^rys^

Contact Liisa
^

in the Women's Leadership Project
^

Student Union 415 f

or call 545-0254 ?

C/::^c?)'"^3i9 «>^^'0"'*cviPcr^ <»'"^:iiP ^^r^^c^^'^^K* z^c^^c^'^'^i^ ftc^w^:vip <^

United Areas Council
presents

Destructive Cults in America
What makes a cult destructive? A destructive cult recruits deceptively

and obtains members through systematic, manipulative techniques of

thought reform or mind control. Members are totally controlled by

authoritarian leaders who have no regard for society's laws, ethics or

morals. Leaders live in splendor while members work long hours under

deplorable conditions gaining more money and members.

Film and Panel Discussion

Tonite at 7;30 PM
CC 164

Sponsored by the Grad Student Senate, SWAG, SAG,

GHAG, CAG, NEAG, and the Commuter Area Gov't

One bedroom Rolling Green close to

cheap pool air conditioning call 256-6905

5 bedroom house in Amherst next to

Swiss Village, on bus route partially fur-

nished only $75 a month ca ll Dan 256-676 1

4 rooms in N Amherst house 100+ per

room 549 6056

Brsndywine 2 bedroom summer sublet

rent negotiable call 546-5088 546-5186

2 rms in house with fall option 586-7037

call eves

June to Sept one person in house large

room across Puffton price negotiable

549-7516

Townhouse apartment 2 bedrooms.

June 1 - Aug 31. Rent negotiable 546-9659,

546-9605

Female roommate wanted furnished

Puffton apartment call 549-0496

Room(s) 4 rent. Swiss Village, very

negotibale. Furnished to the hilt! Cindy

256-1474

Southwood 2 bdrm w/fall option summer
rent negotiable 253-5517

SUMMER SUBLET
WITH FALL OPTION

Brandywine 2 bedrooms for summer and

1 for fall furnished call 549-2773 after 5 PM

TO SUBLET

3 bdrm Townehouse apt fully furnished

one mile from campus. Call before 12 am or

after 8 pm 549-0307

Beautiful, furnished room near Amherst

Center, on bus route MUST SEE! $140.00

inclusive Mary 253 7317 evenings

Puffton single room - for female rent

negotiable call 546-1146 or 546-1100

$86 sublet 3 or 4 people needed for 2

bedrm Brandywine summer sublet available

June 1st thru Sept 1 call Michelle 546-4917

after 11 PM
1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option

avail June 1 549-1470

Room available summer possible fall op-

tion. Rent negotiable. Call 256-0011 even-

ings

Two bedroom apt available one fall option

near Puffton wood stove 549-0112

Two bedroom apartment in Colonial

Village summer sublet fall option

telephone 256-8597

2 bedrm Cliffside apt for June 1 w/fall

option. Pool, tennis, bus ri. $340 neg inc

utilities 665-4566

One bedroom super summer sublet in

Brandywine pool, tennis courts, partially

furnished , rent negotiable Valerie 549-6766

3 rooms in house - 2 with fall option close

to town ft campus $170 549-5619

House - available June 1st - fall option S +
bedrooms on bus route, walking distance

to town and campus, heat included call

256-0992

2 people needed for 1 bd in 2 bd Bran-

dywine apt $70/prsn for summer sbit call

546-9406 or 546-9403 keep trying

Summer sublet with fall option $295,

utilities included 256-1482 Kevin

w/fail option great location 253-3630 Gail

eve $180 mo
Squire Village 2 bdrm townhouse great

for 4 people or less fall option 665-41^

Brandywine one bedroom apartment
summer sublet, possible fall option

549-5825

Choose usil Needed immediately 1 or 2

people to share large bedroom in brand

new Sunderland duplex $100/mo call

665-3072 after 6 pm

Colonial Village 2 bedroom summer/fall

option. On bus route . 256-0088

To sublet cheap 2 rm of 4 avib pay 2 mo 1

free fall opt Mike/ Doug 253-2083

One bedroom apt Cliffside 150 includes

everything pool and tennis 665-4576

Cliffside summer sublet fall option 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom. Responsible female

180/mo inclusive. Available June or July

your choice. Summer rent negotiable

665-3509

Two bedroom apt summer sublet with fall

option rent neg 665-4201

TRAVEL
~

Plane ticket 1 way BOS. to L.A. 80 Tom
549-0661

TYPING

Professional Typing Service including:

theses, manuscripts, medical reports, dic-

taphone. Emergency service. Call 536-2336,
6-10 PM

VERY CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET

This is a great deal - 2 room Southwood
apartment starting June 1st we will be very

very neg. tennis courts and pool - call Mitch
256-0967

WANTED
~

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Experienced Painter sash and trim skills

prefered call after 5:00 666-2666

Old, cracked, salted, unrepairable

cowboy boots. Drop off CCCTWTh

WANTED TO RENT
~

Wanted Puffton or Presidential apt will

pay reward call 666-7518 546-5141

Need a place to live in Chatham from
6-15 to 9-15 please call Christine 549-1616

Responsible women needed summer
housing great location cheap rent call

549-6823

2 people looking to share an apt in Puff-

ton or Brandywine for fall 84 call 6-5290 or

6-9705

Monday, May 14, 1984 .Collegian i5

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive day* 10% discount • Phone number '=REE

ADVERTISINGf

^The last chance to advertise in the Col-

legian is TODAY at 3:45 pm

AN OFFER YOU
CANT REFUSE

Great summer sublet - 2 bedroom apt in

Townehouse June - Aug best offer - fully

furnished. All luxuries available call

549-0709 now!

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Triumph TR6 great condition, ex-

cellent body and engine, many extras $4000

or 80 546-5516 Dan

76 Fiat 131S w/'78 engine runs great,

good mpg, needs some work $650 253-3339

1972 Camero new tires and trans, must sell

- $500 549-6934

73 Mustang Convertible it runs, great

summer car, great project car, almost in-

spectable, $350, 80 545-3117

77 Toyota Celica GT coupe 86k 5 spd

AC /rear dgf excel cond inside and out great

gas mileage $2350 neg 256-1456

BOARDERS FOR FALL '84

WANTED

For home like atmosphere call Sigma

Kappa Sorority 256 6887 asic for Sylvia or

Louise

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Madhatter Booze Cruise - featuring the

Castoways and DJ. Prizes for best hats 1st

prize $75. Leaves Boston Harbor June 8 for

info. Milte 546-6031 ltd. tix

FALL HOUSING

Rooms now available for all university

women in close to campus sorority house.

Ask for Lisa B or Sue G at 545-0527

FOR RENT

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

lavailable June 1. Fall option $195 + util

4evenings 253-3075

^Southwood Apts 1 bedroom townhouse

^summer w/fall option very clean 256-8225

#Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom

Southwood Apt 256-0632

IFurnished efficiency apartment, carpet,

TAC, summer, fall option, $205 (Belcher-

Ttown). 323-6704

3 bedroom townhouse on bus route sum-

4 mer sublet fall option Coll 665-4896

iFall option fall option fall option 3

^bedroom apt., 10 min walk to campus sum-

^mer sublet with fall option call 549-6993,

f keep trying

Brittany Manor two bedroom July August

rent free fall option 256-1062
^

TOne bedroom in house near Amherst
I Center available June 1. 145-t- call

256-0796

Summer sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom

apt w/2 bathrooms. Summer rent very

4cheap. Call 256-8247

fTwo bedroom apt at Brittany Manor
summer sublet with fall option. Call

253-7728

One bedroom apt, 3 mo sublet or 15 mo
lease. Quiet, V* mi from UMass, bus. 360

mo 549-2641

42 bedroom avail June 1 with fall option

4 Brittany Manor summer rent negot call

l atter 10. 253-5907

4 Female wanted nonsmoker for summer

Asublet and fall option, own room, pool, bus

route, $150/month plus utilities, call

^ 253-7806 evenings summer rent negot.

One bdrm apt. at Cliffside, all-electric,

dishwasher, bus route, pool, tennis courts,

quiet, summer sublet with fall option

665-3735

Wood desk $60. light blue rug $55 both in

excellent condition call Laurie 549 6358

One year old twin
Wendy 584-2905

bed. Must sell $65

FOUND

Found! Ring in NOPE girl's locker room call

546-8352 to identify

HELP WANTED

International Environmental Org. seeks

commited individuals to represent our work

on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen-

tal shelf issues. Call Greenpeace at

256-6609. Salary $150 to $200 wkly.

COUNSELORS. Excellent Maine Camp,
call Mrs. Fritts (201) 538-5409

StudentsI Summer jobs on campus! Apply

to Telefund, Memorial Hall, 545-3509

Help wanted cook needed at local frater-

nity call anytime 253-9032 ask for Mark

Summer work out West 318/week call

for info 549 7529

PARTTIME WEEKEND: Production

workers needed to fill-in for employees on

vacation /leave. Church Seat Company,
Division of Bemis Mfg. Company, Palmer

Road, Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-5511

Summer Jobs - House Painting; Boston,

Cape, Connecticut, NY, NJ; No experience

necessary, we will train. $150 $250 a

week. Work with peers outdoors. 736 2193

FARM HAND call Scott's Tree Farm

665-4791

Housefather wanted for local sorority for

fall '84 semester, free room & board in ex-

change for minor repairs. For more info call

256-6874 ask for Jody

Still need a summer job? Work as an ac-

tivist on a nat'l voter registration campaign

and help shape state environmental policy.

MASSPIRG is now hiring full-time summer
staff for public education and fundraising.

$135-225/week. Mon-Fri 2-10 PM. Will

train. Call Sandy 256-6434

2 positions 9 40 hrs/wk working on

course and teacher evaluation guide good

writing and editing necessary applications

available in 420 Student Union deadline

May 17th @ noon more info call 545-0341

SGA is AA/EEO

HEY MWF TRAMP CLASS

I had fun and I know you did tool Lets

try to keep in touch with each other. Good
Luck on finalsl Thanks for the memories. In

the future lets watch out for those big fluffy

buns. Joel

LOST

Lost blue jacket, Scituate High School

Football embroidered on it. If found please

please call 546-7744, great sentimental

value. Reward no questions asked

{ Black loose-leaf notebook with one

I notebook inside. Lost in either Whitmore

5 Cafeteria or by the phone '^ Whitmore on

Mav 7th. Reward. Call 549-1014 or 586-9576

Somewhere in Southwest. About 30

Please call 256-1472

reward
^ slides.

^ Lost - Denim Jacket /pr glasses

f call Peter 546-9075

Gold chain bracelet hopefully with small

heart pendant lost Tu Ap 21 call Jenni at

546-4282 reward

,Summer
bedroom

Beautiful gold watch (Caravelle Bulava

Quartz) deep sentimental value. If found

please call 256-1098

LOWEST RENT AROUND

sublet with fall option 3

apt. $360/month summer rent

negotiable. Scenic view and pool 666-7914

keep tryingll

MOTORCYCLES

1980 Yamaha XS400 special, cafe bars,

$850 Chris after 5 6654148

"80 KZ-440 LTD 900$ 6 speed mag wheels

in great condition, always kept under

FOR SALE

1973 Saab Sonett sports car, classic,

orange, rebuilt transmission and engine,

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel

and some trunk welding, idle for one year,

$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home )

t Japanese Go Set. Almost new $40. Rich

t 549^786, 665 7034

New double bed - great price call Jodi

^ 549 2638
^

Electric Guitar Vantage black with case

mint condition $175 Josh 546-6534

Almost n^^Td^iiblTbed bureau, d^k,

bookcase and sofa. Best offers. 256-0«O

cover, approx 66 mpg 549-7719

1977 Suiuki 7B0 - new - tires brakes

I sprockets chain etc with helmet $1000 or

80 6-6128

! 1963 Yamaha special 50cc mint condition

I only 3000 miles $500 or 80 call Alan at

{ 546-5332

79 Suiuki PE 176 best offer call 665-4340

after 3 pm
Yamaha 175 enduro 500 miles - like new

on/off road w/helmet $500 549-0159

Patricia M. Smith we have your ID. It's at

the Collegian

PERSONALS

Need a place to live next fall? Female
boarders wanted. Good food home-like at-

mosphere. For info call 545-0162/2092.

Keep trying I

WE HAVE BALLS - basketballs, baseballs

softballs, footballs, tennis balls

racquetballs, squashballs

golft>atls Ef frisbees

THE SPORTING GOODS CO OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-FlltoB 322 Student Union Building

WHATS YOUR RACQUET?

We have Tennis Racquets, Racqetball

Racquets, Squash Racquets Er Bats!

THE SPORTING GOODS CO OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 1 1 to 5 322 Student Union Building

Hey Patty Ritter You didn't think I was
going to let you leave without a personal

did you? Thanx 10/17

Michele, Don't ever forget: Blue Wall Hap-

py Hours, proctoring, buttercreme mints,

"the nose", and of course Newman Center.

I'm really gonna miss ya next semester!

Love, Jane

Last chance to place a classified ad is TO-
DAY, before 3:45 pm. Don't miss out!

Brian, Only you could have made my last

year at UMass so special. You're one in a

million kid! Congrats with ATEfT and Hap
py Birthday! Love always Lori

Caryn Happy 20th I'll miss you and always

love you Alan

Sue Mad Happy Birthday you mad dog!

Didn't think I'd do it, did you? Love, Karen

Cindy, You're a great neighbor and an in-

credible huggerl Hope you get everything

you want in England. I'M miss yal Jim

Learn about the Moonies and other

destructive cults. UAC presents "Destruc

tive Cults in America" film and panel

discussion. Tonite at 7:30, CC 164

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses,
acceptance guaranteed,

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

Cases, Papers,
on-campus, low

RIDE WANTED

To Calif 1st week in June share expenses

and driving 256-8416

Ride needed to central NJ May 18 or 19.

Will share expenses. Call Lisa 6-5966

Chicago - I need a ride to Chicago after

May 25 at 6 p.m. I'll share driving and ex-

penses. I travel light. Please call Cris at

545^3500 during the day and 546-6672 at

night Keep trying

Need ride to Logan Airport or Boston
Tuesday May 22, between 12:00 and 5:00

pm must catch 8:00 flight call Mike at

546-1456

RIDERS WANTED

Driver* to drive car to Milwaukee area

some expenses paid. Call 367-2473 even-

ings

ROOM WANTED

Room wanted
nis/Yarmouth
546-5275

- looking for room in Hyan-

area please call Patty

Room needed
mouth/Hyannis
253-9868

Cape Cod -

Lyn 256-8606

for

area.

two
Call

in West
Tom or

Yar
Mike

need place for sumrrier call

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house

near town Ef campus 117/nr>o -- 1/6 Max
546-6089 Kris 256-0556

Female nonsmoker wanted in Brittany

for fall 84 call 546-8343 546-8275

Roommate wanted for Southwood apt

rate negotiable information call

Margaret 546-1411

Summer sublet/fall option North
Amherst 150 -»^ 5 min to bus close to

campus 549-0146

Brandywine female to share room possi-

ble fall option call 549-1406/546-4791

We have a nice 3 bedroom house in a

pleasant neighborhood, 1 mile from cam-

pus. We need roommates for this summer
and fall 549-6621

Roommate wanted for 1 furnished

bedroom in 4 bedroom apt for summer and

fall only reasonable Amherst 256-1206

Central Northampton on bus room in

apartment starting June 1 584 1381

Female wanted for single in Puffton

$128 summer sublet fall option furnished

549-4537

Single room in convenient, quiet Squire

Village townhouse call 666-3175

•••Martha's Vineyard^**
roommates wanted summer '84

reasonable call 546-1175 or

617-693-6565

One female roommate wanted to share

a two bedroom Brandywine apartment call

546-5186 or 546 5088

Female roommate wanted for 2

bedroom apt, call 549-271 9

3 rms in 4 bdrm condo 9/1 lease/credit

references required 6-10 pm 256-0768

SENIORS

The 1984 Index will t)e distributed this fall
^

If you would like the yearbook to be mailed^

to you, please send your permanent ad-*

dress and $2.50 check for postage and

handling to: index, 103 CC by May 26.

SERVICES

TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283 3050

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser

vice. Type-Rite. 253-5111

Fast accurate typing on IBM Selectric

$1.25/page 584-3866 Leslea

SKIS FOR SALE

Must sell Rosslgnol 190 cm $70 or best

offer Mike 256-1201

SPENDING THE SUMMER IN DC?

So am II Let's share an apartment call

ASAP 665-8126

SUMMER RENTALS

Centrally located on campus full kitchen

facilities cable TV furnished 250 single 150

double call Jim K 545-2150 546-0047

SUMMER SUBLET

Brandywine June-Aug rent negotiable call

546-6322 or 546-6324

2 bedroom Townehouse apt fully fur

nished, rent negotiable call anytime

546-5001

3 bedroom townhouse apts rent cheap

call 256-0707 or 256-0660 evemngs

1 bedrm in 2 bedrm furnished apt center

of town. Prefer serious student. Avail. June
$250/mo Jan/Barb after 4 pm 253-7818

Summer sublet with fall option 1 bedroom
in 2 bedroom Southwood apt 253-7422

4 bedrooms available at Swiss Village

summer sublet with fall option call 253-5274

Two bedroom apt utilities included pool

bus route fall option $370 Cliffside 666-8601

Brandywine summer sublet furnished

best offer, call 546-5382

2 Brittany Manor apts available

t>edroom each 1 with fall option, low price

newly rennovated 253-3389

Female for own room Puffton $150.00 -t-

Trish or Terri eves 549-4621

Four bedroom house, furnished, large kit

chen, living room, pantry. Washer and
dryer. Near Look Park. $300 or best offer

586-9506

t1 bdr apt near Puffers Pond $200/m fall .

option 549-7522 (day) 542 2363 (n) f

Summer sublet 1 kxlrm in 2 bdrm Brittany I

call 546-6660 after 6 PM -

2 bedroom apt. Presidential, summer rent

negotiable, Russell 253-9632 Bill 546-6270

Spacious 2 bedroom apt. Fumished
private and quiet 467-9632

One bedroom - prime location! House by
Puffton. Two people 100/month June 1st

Mary or Melissa 549-0528

Amherst Center apt for 1 person fumish-

ed June 1 to Sept 1 call 256-6079

Summer sublet fall option 2 br townhouse
in Southwood call 256-0630

With fall option 2 bedroom apt in

Southwood call 253-31 1 1 Dan

Puffton summer sublet w/p>ossible fall

option for more info 549-6971 253-5045

Southwood 2 bedroom apt available Jun 1

- Sept 1 inexpensive 546-3282

Rooms in large house for rent 1 poss fall

option Main Street on bus route rent

negotiable begin June 1 256-0967

Rolling Green 1 bdrm Sue 546-1223 or

Jodi 256-0807 after 7 pm
5 bedroom house kitchen living room bath

off 116 in Sunderland 5 min from campus
$650 mo 66&3918 fall option
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Cra^eUesbeat Harvard
5-4oiiMorylp>«J

By ED CUNNINGHAM
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE. MASS. At the outset of

every lacrosse season there are hundreds of

teams preparing for a successful campaign.

Few have dreams of a national ranking or a

shot at the national tournament. As they

say every year at this time when the dust

settles and the NCAA quarter finals of

women's lacrosse are history... and then

there were four.

The four finalists for 1984 are Maryland,

Delaware, Temple and the University of

Massachusets.

Interim UMass head coach Polly Keener

had said time and time again that this was a

young team with a lot to learn and work on.

"They learned," stated Keener. "They

have the capacity to play under pressure

and they have gained a tremendous amount

of experience."

An early season 7 4 loss was revenged on

Saturday. The Gazelles defeated Harvard

in the NCAA quarterfinals by a one goal

margin 5-4 to advance to the final four.

The locals traveled to Cambridge and

pounced on the Crimson right away, scoring

the first two goals of the contest. At the

end of the first half UMass was still up by

two, but the score was 4-2.

The game became a power vs. power
struggle with neither team willing to fold.

Harvard was able to push two goals by the

stingy UMass defense and the score was

knotted at four.

The game remained tied until the 1:07

mark. If the end result was not fitting, it

was at least typical for this team. The

spf'ond leadipi» scorer for the

Minutewomen, Linda Haytayan had the

first shot but bounced it off the post on the

near side. The ball rebounded out into

someone's awaiting stick. At the end of

that stick was the leading scorer for UMass,
Pam Moryl. Moryl wasted no time in

sailing the game winner into the twine, for

the game winner.

The locals have a week to prepare for next

Saturdays game at Boston University

which will be their toughest of the season.

UMass (9 5) faces undefeated Maryland (15-

0-1), the number one seed in the tour-

nament.

Temple wiU face Delaware on Saturday as
well and the exact order of the top four
teams in the nations.

Sports
I • • • •.• • < ivXXvWrWrWW'X-WW'Wr:;:?:!:!:^^

Gorillas top Post, fall short of playoffe
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

There will be no playoffs this year for

the University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team, despite an impressive 18-8

drubbing of C.W. Post here Saturday

before a small, but enthusiastic crowd at

mud-drenched Boyden Field.

The lacrosse pollsters determined

yesterday that UMass should stay in its

tenth position in the country, and that

Delaware would receive the last playoff

spot up for grabs.

It was not a disappointing season for

Garber's Gorillas. They went 8-4 on the

year, a good comeback after last year's

unfortunate 5-10 season. They defeated

some impressive teams, the likes of Ar-

my, Hofstra and Cornell, but also lost

some games they could have won (a 9-8

overtime loss to Brown at home).

They did play well Saturday. The

defense was strong, the offense ran the

fast break well, and they dominated ball

control for much of the second half. They

played well enough in fact, that some of

the seniors playing in their last game for

UMass were happy even if they didn't

earn a berth.

"It's been a great comeback, even if we
don't make it. We played a great last

game," said Co-Captain John Mincone.

"It was great to win our last home
game. In the second half, we came out and

scored a lot. Everyone played really

well," added Mincone's defensive part-

ner, Barry (Sleepy) Cain.

Finally midfielder Rich (Vito) Messina

summed it up for most of the seniors.

"We played very well. We were very ex-

cited to play our last game at home. I lov-

ed playing at UMass and I loved my four

years here."

The game itself was a contest for the

first half and was even in Post's favor

after the first quarter.

"It was a good win. In the first half,

they came to play. They dominated early

and outplayed us. We regrouped and ran

more lines at them. We finally got the fast

Collcipui photo bv Brian K. Gonyc

Seamus McGovern fires in his first goal of the season despite the efforts of the Post defense. The Gorillas

won the game 18-8, but finished at -10 on the season, short of an NCAA playoff berth.

break going. The defense was tough, and
has been tough all year. These guys (Min
cone, Cain and Tommy Aldrich) play a

one-on-one and don't get beat," said

Coach Dick Garber.

The (jorillas came out almost as slug-

gish as the weather.

Post came back with two quick goals,

before Peter Martino tied it up half a
minute later with the first of his two on

the afternoon. But Post responded back,

to take a 3-2 lead after one quarter.

Bubba Sandford and Ken Freeman
sandwiched fast break goals around
Messina's screen shot to put the Gorillas

up 5-3.

C.W. Post came up with a goal six

minutes later to trim it to 5-4, before Mike

Fiorini put UMass up by two again. Post

hung tough, and scored 11 seconds after

that goal to end their first half output.

Tom Lukacovic (four goals) and Greg

Fisk both put in Fiorini passes to give the

Gorillas an 8-5 halftime lead.

Martino opened up the second half scor-

ing with an unassisted run down the mid-

dle of the field. Post cut it to 9-6, before

UMass uncorked a barrage of goals.

Lukacovic and Fiorini both got their se-

cond of the game assisted by Hatton, off

Post mistakes. Lukacovic then got the hat

trick from Messina on a backhand shot to

make it 12-6 UMass.

Seamus McGovem got his first tally of

the season, 27 seconds later off a Stu ()rns

pass. Sandford finished off the third

quarter scoring, which the Gorillas

dominated at both ends of the field with

his second fast break score.

In the fourth quarter, Lukacovic got his

fourth, while Sandford and Freeman
(writh two in the quarter) both got hat

tricks around two garbage goals for Post

to make it an 18-8 final.

Minutemen take two from Providence Friars
By SCOTT H(X)D
Collegian Staff

Alleluia. Rejoice and be glad. For the

University of Massachusetts baseball team
has risen. And just in time to turn what
was, at midseason, a rapidly sinking ship

into a full-throttle U-boat.

Yes, they are 18-25. But yesterday's

doubleheader sweep of the number two-

ranked team in New England, the Pro-

vidence College Friars, indicates that

maybe, just maybe, these gfuys aren't as

bad as their record indicates. Perhaps the

first three-quarters of the season was just a

bad dream and now reality beckons with an

obliging hand.

WTiatever, yesterday's 7-5 and 4-1 twin-

killing was a result of near flawless

Minutemen baseball. Clutch hitting and
masterful relief pitching can claim partial

credit. The balance goes to outstanding in-

field defense, which bailed UMass out in

the second gjame with three doubleplays,

and an excellent five-inning performance

by starter Jim Knopf, also in the nightcap.

In the opener, UMass reached Pro-

vidence's Chuck Howard (a no-hitter to his

name a few weeks ago) early, scoring twice

in the first on three singles and two Friar

errors and once in the second on a leadoff

homer by Dan Clifford. UM could have and

should have garnered more in the second

inning, loading the bases after Clifford's

blast, but Todd Comeau, who led the UM
single season hit record of 54, set by Doug

Welenc in 1969 in the nightcap bounced in-

to a 6-4-3 DP.
Providence stormed back in the fourth,

scoring five runs on six hits, including five

singles. When the Friars elected to lift

Howard after five, the Minutemen took full

advantage in the sixth, battering a wild

John Hindle for four runs, two coming

home on an Angelo Salustri double to left.

Matt Subcoz, who came on in the fifth,

retired eight consecutive Friar batters to

pick up the win.

Celtics beat Knicks, advance to semifinals
BOSTON (AP) Larry Bird scored 28 of

his career play-off high 39 points in a

devastating first half as the Boston Celtics

rolled Sunday to 121-104 victory over the

New York Knicks, moving into the Eastern
Conference finals in a bid for a 15th

National Basketball Association cham-
pionship.

Robert Parish scored 22 points and Dennis
Johnson 21 as the Celtics overwhelmed the

Knicks in the seventh and deciding game of

their conference semifinal.

Proving that the ninth time is always a

charm, Jim Knopf tossed aside the memory
of eight frustrating starts to pitch well

enough to face only two batters above the

minimum in five innings of work. The hit-

ters managed sin^e tallies in the first,

third, fifth, and sixth to provide the sup-

port.

Softball postponed

The University of Massachusetts ended

up their season Saturday with a long bus

ride. Saturday's doubleheader with

Adelphi University was washed out by the

rain ending UMass' season at 29-12.

The Minutewomen left Amherst at 11:30

Saturday morning with the game still on

only to drive to Stamford, Conn where

Coach Elaine Sortino called to check with

Adelphi officials, who then at 1:30 called

the game citing wet field conditions and the

possibility of injuries.

- GERRY deSIMAS
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What happens to a dream deferred?

Does it dry up

like a raisin in the sun?

Or fester like a sore -

And then run?

Does it stink like rotten meat?

Or crust and sugar over -

like a syrupy sweet?

Maybe it just sags

like a heavy load.

Or does it explodeP

"What's happening Nigger" they said to me.

Lying there in pain and agony.

Being beaten brutally by a white man.

For stealing some of his tasty good ham.

Next thing I knew, I was dead.

With my wife and children at home. Never

again to be fed.
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A Black news service
;

publication connected
!

with the Collegian \

for the so/e purpose !

of distribution
'

Dare to look inside!
by
Tracey Bryant

Oneida Fox
Donette Wilson Nummo Staff

NUMMO NEWS wants to know has anyone in the

community learned from the past acts of racism that

have plagued our campus this year and years past.

Most did not get treated in the sensitive manner that

they warranted.

These few examples merely represent the more

numerous everyday incidences of racism that are ig-

nored, overlooked, or laughed at.

The people perpetuating racism are the ones who
cry, 'You're overreacting, you're paranoid; and anti-

white.
'

They further insult our intelligence (and humanity,

by tring to Justify - and in actuality defend, their racist

statements, decisions and policies.

By pleading ignorance and hiding behind structure

they explain to us that WE misunderstood, and

misinterpreted what they insist is constructive

criticism or light humour.

"Racism is prejudice reinforced by the power of a

society's institutions. " Since the days of slavery

whites have controlled American society. They con-

trol the government, the educational and judicial

systems; the industrial, military and business institu-

tions.

"...If this country is to continue to move forward we

must change our attitudes about race. Education pro-

vides the impetus for progress, and in order for us to

effect real social change, we must achieve real educa-

tional reform. If we are to flourish, racial inequity and

awareness must be priorities for the students of today,

and the teachers of tomorrow.
"

(Quotes taken from the SCERA Anti-Racism Team

editorial on racism as printed in the COLLEGIAN on

Maya, 1984.)

The following pages review a few examples of

racism that were brought to light in the past year.
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Retrospective on Racism

What is the meaning of this cartoon?

School finances aided Jackson's History visit?

by Peter Abraham
Collegian Staff

The speech given last Thursday night at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts by Democratic presidential

hopeful Rev. Jesse Jackson was partially funded by

University sources using student funds.

A total of $2,250 was spent on the speech with the

Board of Governors (BOG), the Student Government

Association's (SGA) Finance Committee and the Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs office contributing

$1,250. Afrik-Am, a Recognized Student Organiza-

tion, (RSO) added the remaining $1,000.

John Ruddock, president of Students for Jesse, a

new RSO, requested money from the Department of

Public Safety (through the division of Student Affairs)

and from the Board of Governors. Ruddock, accor-

ding to the Registrar's Office yesterday, is not cur

rently a student at UMass and was withdrawn on

November 8. 1983.

Records in the SGA treasurer's office reveal that the

BOG contributed $400, the vice-chancellor's office put

up $350 and the SGA finance committee gave $500,

all of these from funds collected from students for the

purpose of student affairs.

The breakdown of the $2,250 budget, provided by

Eric Nietzche, (spelled Nitetzche in the original

articlelSGAi Treasurer, shows that $350 went to rent

out the Fine Arts Center for the speech, $300 went for

sound equipment, $250 a piece paid for publicity and

the work of the physical plant (barriers and trash

cans), $400 went to simulcast the speech to the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom, $100 went toward "hospitality,"

$50 paid for the printing of tickets and $100 each went

for badges and miscellaneous costs.

"He (Jackson) is coming to UMass not so much as

a presidential candidate, but as a Black History Month
keynote speaker because of his longstanding commit-

ment to black history and culture," said Sharon

Davies, Five College Campaign coordinator for

Jackson, in an interview prior to the speech.

Ruddock maintained before the visit by Jackson

that "(the speech) is going to be on black history,

political and social changes that have been made in re-

cent years." But that contradicts the speech's em-

phasis, which was clearly on Jackson's political cam-

paign.

"No honoria, no financial endorsement is being

made by the Students for Jesse, the SGA or any

University affiliate. We are providing support service,

for him to come to a forum for cultural expression

which we feel is needed," Ruddock said before the

speech.

Jackson was supposed to be the keynote speaker

for the initial presentation of Black History Month, but

the fiery minister only briefly mentioned that celebra-

tion, instead spending most of his time attacking

President Ronald Reagan's policies and boosting his

own candidacy.

For all intents and purposes it was a campaign rally,

complete with signs reading "We Love You Jesse,"

Black History Month would have made an excellent

topic for a man with Jackson's qualificatios, but it

would appear his speech was an appeal for votes.

People at the speech were handed cards asking for

contributions to Jackson's campaign fund. The cards

were addressed to Jackson's local headquarters.

"John Ruddock came to me asking for funds to

simulcast the speech and because I thought it would

be a big part of Black History Month, so I gave (the

funds) to him," said Mike Reilly, chair of the BOG.

"As it turned out it was basically a campaign rally,'

Reilly noted.

Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor of Student Attairs,

said too that Ruddock asked for funds. "The sponsor-

ing student organization (Students for Jesse) (spelled

Jessee in the original article) asked for security per-

sonnel and we responded with two uniformed officers

(who were on overtime) and members of the Public

Safety office administration staff," he said.

So what happened is that Ruddock asked for, and

received, $750. The SGA, as mentioned, added $500.

When George McGovern, another Democratic

hopeful, was on campus the day before Jackson,

neither the SGA or the BOG gave any funds at all. The

security costs, according to Madson, "were small."

Why was John Ruddock, a non-student, allowed to

solicit money? Can Ruddock be the president of a stu-

dent group? Ruddock could not be reached for com-

ment yesterday.

Jesse Jackson may have fooled people into thinking

he was only going to speakabout Black History

Month, and if that is the case, the University is at fault

for giving money towards his interest. Why were peo-

ple allowed to hand out cards asking for money? The

speech, from every accent, was a campaign rally, not

a historical talk

This University needs to examine its procedures for

providing funding for political candidates and to stu-

dent groups that support candidates. A public univer-

sity should not have to give funding for candidates

with campaign chests more substantial than student

resources.

The questions arise as to whether student monies

should be used in support of any candidate and does

the appearance of Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey on

the stage constitute an endorsement? Students ap-

pear to have little actual say as to where the SGA,

BOG or Student Affairs money goes after represen-

tatives are elected, and it is doubtful that most intend-

ed their money to be used in support of any particular

candidate.

from the Wednesday, Feb. 8, 1984 issue ofthe Cottegian

Jackson's part of

History

from the ^^^- ^^ '^^"^ ^^'^^ Cottegian

TO THE EDITOR,

Regarding Peter Abraham's news analysis of Feb.

8 It Is amazing to see how Abraham's criticisms seem

to arise only in the face of doubt. If Mr. Abraham is

deeply compelled to provide students with informa-

tion about what their money is financing, I suggest he

research the whole picture and not just sketch out his

own biases.

Students paid thousands of dollars for repairs on

the chancellor's house. Students funded the largest

(monetarily speaking) little 'mini' store. Furthermore,

for years a large chunk of the Student Government

Association's (SGA) budget has gone to UPC,

whether or not they fill their quota of 'good line-ups',

as long as they keep a running deficit. Funds have also

been provided for other performances when the

nature of the performance was previously unknown.

All recipients of such funds were not students.

The point is that students have constantly funded

proceedings while being totally ignorant of allocation

procedures as well as being totally removed from any

decision making process.

Peter Abraham chooses to hit the limelight by mak-

ing himself shine with the print of the front pages. By

doing so he attacks a major event which aroused

numerous people, many of whom pay their SATF

quota, and do in fact have a right to choose who tliey

want to come and speak. No reasons implied, the elo-

quence of an orator does not depend upon the condi-

tions or topics of their performance.

Jesse Jackson did in fact start off Black History

month with a boom. He addressed Black History and

more importantly the historical factors affecting pre-

sent situations. The realm of disussion did encompass

cultural, political, socio-economic, and historical

issues of humanity, all of which are directly related to

the sentiments surrounding Black History Month. It

would be violently ignorant to pretend the Jesse

Jackson is not the presidential candidate that he is.

Should he have come and acted as if he was net the

man, who besides being an extremely competent can-

didate, is an important figure in Black history as it

moves through the present? I believe this was

Abraham's notion, to separate one's beliefs from

one's self.

Mr. Abraham should first analyze his own realities

before trying to divide and condemn what is mean-

ingful for others. Maybe self-analysis could provide

some insight about the extent to which his cultural

biases push him to interrogate such a humane perfor-

mance eliciting hope and harmony.

AMY MARION
AMHERST

Explanation for

editor's suspension
A week ago today, a nationally syndicated cartoon

was printed on the Editorial /Opinion page of the Col-

legian. Many readers, especially members of the Third

Worid community, were offended by the content of

the cartoon. Two days ago, Yadira Betances, the

editor of the Black Affairs page of the Collegian, wrote

an editorial criticizing the newspaper for printing what

the Third Worid community felt was a blatantly racist

cartoon. Yadira was subsequently suspended from

her position by me. However, I have rescinded that

suspension.

The editorial cartoon generated a somewhat unex-

pected response. In making the decision to print the

cartoon, the Editorial page editor felt that It portrayed

a desperate situation which still exists In parts of

Africa, through no fault of the people living there. By

printing the cartoon, the editor felt he was making the

community more aware of this situation. His Intent

was not to offend any members of the community.

Unfortunately, many people were offended. The

content of the cartoon could understandably be Inter-

preted as racist, although that was not the Collegian's

Intention. The Editorial /Opinion page serves as a

forum for the free discussion of important Issues. The

cartoon In question tried to do this by using "shock

value;" some believed it went too far.

Continued on page 2
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Collegian insensitivity purposeful?

Now, Big Brother (Collegian editors) may deem that

the following words must be censored or abridged.

But, rest assured that if critics of Collegian policy are

suppressed within the Collegian institution, they could

come out when the powder keg Is Ignited.

Recently, by many accounts, the UMass Daily Col-

legian Board of Editors have temporarily degenerated

this student run newspaper into a racist and reac-

tionary mouthpiece spouting ugly sensationalism and

OnA^elllan double talk. Let me explain.

First, their degeneration began on 2/2/83, the day

the Rev. Jesse Jackson appeared on campus as the

keynote speaker in a celebration to kick off Black

History Month. The Collegian editorial staff, in all its

arrogance, denied Yadira Betances, the Collegian

Black Affairs editor, her right to write the cover story

on the front page of the Collegian. Instead, they

assigned their so-called objective reporter Peter

Abraham to cover the story while denying Yadira one

of two complementary tickets in their attempt to keep

Black Affairs from covering the news event.

Well. If I do say so, I feel the above was nothing ^ut

an insult to the UMass Third World Community as

well as the Black Affairs staff. It is well known that the

Black Affairs staff, by tradition and respect, were

always the writers who covered major news stories af-

fecting the Third Worid community on the front pages

of the Collegian.

Second, the spouting of their sensationalism and

double talk manifested itself with the front page prin-

ting of a so-called "News Analysis" entitled "School

Finances Aid Jackson's History Visit" (P. Abraham

2/8/84) and the printing of a racist cartoon on its

editorial page.

The article turned out to be nothing but a partisan

editorial against the Jackson campaign, an editorial

which belonged on the editorial page. Even where Mr.

Abraham neglected to be balanced. For one example,

Abraham seeked the opinion of Michael Reilly on the

Board of Governors (BOG), who contributed money

for a live videocast to over 800 students in the Campus

Center Auditorium. However, that is one opinion.

Abraham did not ask members of Afrik-Am, the stu-

dent senate, or of Student Affairs for their opinions.

These groups contributed far more money for produc-

tion costs than the BOG. So much for balanced...jour-

nalism. ^ „ . ^ .J I.

Also, Mr. Abraham nor the Collegian should have

the right to peer into a student's personal academic or

administrative record. This kind of activity should be

left solely to the University administration and the

SGA registrar, not to peeping Toms.

As for the editorial cartoon implying that Arabs and

their nations are responsible for starvation in Africa,

no words can express my shock and anger. Perhaps a

history lesson is needed. Starvation in Africa is a

direct result of European and American Colonialism

and Neo-Colonialism. There was never wide-spread

starvation In Africa until the Europeans invaded and

imposed a foreign social, political, and economic

system upon Africa. For example, Africans were forc-

ed to grow cash crops for European markets Instead

of food for themselves. These economic relationships

and many more with the Capitalist Worid still exist.

Starvation will end when these imbalanced relation-

ships end. Arabs are in no way responsible for these

colonial relationships, rather, they too are a victim of

them.

The Collegian owes the Arab, African, and Universi-

ty community an apology for their insult. Imagine

what would happen if the cartoon read "Zionist

League gives America money instead of feeding starv-

ing Palestinians. " Imagine the outcry this would

arouse.

However, the Collegian's racism and double talk

has not ended. Yadira Betances was suspended last

Wednesday after printing an editorial concerned itself

with the credibility of a newspaper that prints racist

cartoons. The bossman has rationalized that Yadira

has criticized the paper by "implying that the Col

legian is racist." This act, he said, ws "injurious, and

not in the best interest of the newspaper."

This is outrageous. In a meeting with members of

the Third World community on Thursday, Dec. 16th,

Collegian Editor-in-chief Joel Myerson answered yes

when asked if the Collegian was institutionally racist.

Well, isn't It ironic that the same person who suspend-

ed Yadira for critiquing Collegian racism has now ad-

mitted to Collegian racism.

Many questions must be answered. How was

Yadira's editorial damaging? At the least, has not her

editorial helped te Collegian's credibility? And, isn't

their a double standard at work here? Why weren't the

editors who allowed the printing of a blatantly racist

cartoon and a front page editorial suspended?

I don't know about you, but I am permanently of-

fended. Maybe now Is a time for change. Perhaps an

independent editorial board should be estblished to in-

sure responsible journalism. Or, maybe a complete

restructuring of the Collegian Is needed, I sure hope It

happens soon before the powder keg begins to burn.

Robert Teixeira, Coordinator, Third World Caucus

from the Feb. 2IJ98^
is.sue ofthe Cottegian

Editor's response to

racism charges

As the Editorial page editor, and the person respon-

sible for printing the cartoon "that screamed racism,"

two Fridays ago, I feel compelled to respond. Much

controversy has erupted surrounding the printing of

the cartoons and the events that followed.

Editors of the Collegian, Including myself have been

accused of being not only ignorant and insensitive in

deciding what to print, but of being racist ourselves. I

apologize that the intent of the cartoon was misread,

and seen as offensive to members of the community.

It was seen as a detrimental attack on Democratic

nominee candidate Jesse Jackson and on those peo-

ple starving in Africa. The national syndicated cartoon

(which, incidentally was printed in many papers of all

political bents) was not meant to be racist by the

author, and I certainly did not intend on printing offen-

sive, or even objectionable material when I decided to

print the cartoon. There are many Africans who do

suffer at the expense of American and European

multinational corporations. That was why I printed the

cartoon; because it raised questions about the

legitimacy of political contributions from outside the

United States. My Interpretation was that the cartoon

was not a negative stereotype but a reflection of so-

meone genuinely concerned with the problem of star-

vation in developing nations. To me, the cartoon had

political Implications, and that was all.

The cartoon did present a lie In that Rev. Jackson

did not accept campaign funds from the Arab league;

the funds were donated to Operation PUSH (People

United to Save Humanity), an organization Jackson

had been director of prior to his candidacy. Being an

Internationally syndicated cartoon, I assumed the

allegation to be accurate, and for that I apologize.

The response to the cartoon by members of the

UMass Third Worid comunity was overwhelming,

which leads me to believe that I made a mistake in

judgment. To say, however, that I intentionally, or

even ignorantly, printed the cartoon is to make an un-

true and unjustified personal attack.

To be aware means to not make stereotypical

generalizations. Unfortunately that ideal has been

completely neglected in this case. No critic even men-

tioned all the strong anti-racism articles and efforts

that have been undertaken this year by the Collegian

staff as a whole, and by myself as the Editorial Editor.

If anyone had bothered to ask, they would have learn-

ed that I spent a good part of last year co-authoring a

book on racism awareness training for people of all

races so that they may better understand and address

issues of prejudice and oppression. On the basis of

this, and other effort I have undertaken, it would be

unfair to accuse me of racial ignorance and insensitivi-

ty.

It is very hard for an editor to judge how something

printed will be perceived by the public. UMass is

diverse enough to generate controversy over any

issue. But the issue of racism that has been raised this

time is a parlicularty ugly one because there are no

two sides to the problem of racism. While the laws of

segregation that legally subordinated blacks and other

minorities have been repealed, racism still remains a

subliminal cancer that plagues the majority of

American citizens, black and white. Racial prejudice

and oppression permeate the fabric of American

society so deeply that sometimes those who claim to

be most aware of the problems are the ones who are

least willing to confront them In society and within

themselves.

I strongly believe that myself, and the Collegian as a

whole has confronted the issue. We hope to eliminate

the type of attitudes that prompt the printing of racist

material, but we also understand that In order to

eradicate or discredit racist viewpoints, the issue of

racism itself must be confronted, and brought into

discussion in a public forum such as the Collegian

editorial page. But to bring up any subject matter con-

Continued on page 6

Continued from page 1

Yadira Betances was obviously deeply offended by

this cartoon. Considering the situation, I can ap-

preciate her need to respond to the cartoon as quickly

as possible. She acted as one who has suffered the

pain and indignation of racism.

I suspended her because of her method of respon-

ding not because she doesn't have the right to ex-

press her opinion. The Collegian policies are very

clear and are necessary to maintain the high stan-

dards the paper has set for itself. No staff member

should publically criticize the paper before bringing

the Issue to the Board of Editors. An issue which can-

not be resoh/ed by the Board can then be discussed on

the Editorial /Opinion page. A suspension questions

whether or not a violation has occurred. In my opi-

nion, there was a question at the time. In light of the

events leading to that suspension, I cannot justify

making it permanent.

Joel Myerson is the Collegian Editor in chief.

Editor's note: The integrity of a newspaper depend',

on the legitimacy of its constitution. The suspension

was invoked solely on the interpretation of the Editor

in Chief. ^^ ^

from the Tuesday, Feb. 2L 1984

issue ofthe Cottegian.

Although NUMMO NEWS agrees

with the above statement we feel that

the legitimacy of a constitution can

not be the sole basis for defining the

integrity of a newspaper.

A paper can not maintain its integri-

ty if its definition does not match its

actions (i.e., "a campus newspaper").
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Yvette from the Dec, 5, 1983 issue ofNummo News

On Friday, December 2, at approximately 6:00 pm.,

officers from the state and university police depart-

ments took Yvette Henry, a 20 year old Crampton

Resident Assistant, into custody in connection with

the rash of fires that have plagued Crampton dor-

mitories this semester. Two hours later officials ar-

rested Yvette Henry and charged her with two com-

plaints alleging burning the property of another.

Friends and family of Henry, particularly from the

Third World Community were shocked and outraged

at the circumstances surrounding the investigation

and arrest. Aside from the official announcement,

police have not released any information concerning

evidence of witnesses against Henn/.

Students and faculty got together to help raise

enough funds to get Henry released from Franklin

County Jail in Greenfield, Ma. Bail was set at $10,000

and the group successfully raised the $1,000 needed

for bond late Sunday afternoon. Henry will be arraign-

ed Monday morning in Northampton District Court.

BlackWoman Arrested in Crampton Fires

by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Correspondent

The arrest of Yvette Henry took the Third World

community by surprise. Reactions of those who knew

Yvette were that of shock and outrage. A resident of

Crampton dormitory who asked not to be identified

said that when the police announced Yvette's arrest

more than half the people in the room broke down cry-

ing. "We just could not believe that Yvene could do

that."

Reaction was similar to all those who know Yvette

as the news of her arrest quickly spread on a national

level. We at Nummo News believe that the Black com-

munity and in fact all of the community must take a

long hard look at this investigation and arrest. We
must ask a lot of questions and demand a lot of

answers before we accept the conclusion of the

authorities.

First of all, let us consider some facts. Yvette Henry

is a senior at the university. For three years she has

maintained a high grade-point average in a very dif-

ficult major. Chemistry. Yvette has never been in any

sort of trouble with the police and has a perfect record

as a citizen.

Now let's ask some questions. Considering Yvette's

circumstances, why was her bail so high? Why did

police wait until late Friday to arrest Yvette, causing

major difficulty in abtaining a bondsperson and get-

ting access to funds? If Yvette is only charged with

two out of twenty fires, why are police so anxious to

pin a// the fires on her? Think about these questions.

More facts: In a letter dated December 2, 1983 from

the office of Dean William Field, Yvette Henry was

suspended and Garret/ from the university. There have

been actual cases where male students were caught in

the act of rape and were not suspended or barred.

Why did they suspend and bar Yvette?

Why Is it that Black administrators could get no in-

formation from police, student activities, or the

Dean's Office? Yet immediately after the arrest

Philadelphia's largest radio station, WKYW began an-

nouncing the arrest every fifteen minutes.

We need answers to all these questions. But there

are two more very important facts that we must ex-

amine. 1) Of the five suspects the police announced,

a// of them were Third World women. In a study done

by the university a few years back, vandalism was

described as mainly "a white male problem. ' Yet a//

five suspect were Third World women?
The second and perhaps most important fact Is that

since Yvette was arrested, there have been three more

fires, one of them in Crampton. The police have label-

ed these "copy cat" fires. What proof do the police

hae that these fires were not set by the original ar-

sonist? If Yvette is innocent until proven guilty whyi

are the police so eager to brush these latest fires off? If

the original arsonist Is still out there aren't the police

putting the safety of all of us in jeopardy?

We must seriously consider the facts and find

answers to these questions and more. Nummo News

believes that Yvette Henry should be immediately

reinstated so that she may have the option of com-

pleting the semester. We feel that the university

should continue extensive investigations of the most

recent fires to find any possible connection. Finally,

we must demand that the police present sufficient

evidence to the community so that we may be

assured of our safety on campus.

Lastly, due to the vast publicity of the case, there is

no way that Yvette can come out of this without being

seriously affected. Glenn Silva, UMass student At-

torney General said, "I believe irreputable damage has

been done to her character and she may never be able

to continue her education." Yvette and her family

needs the support and help of community and friends,

regardless of the outcome.

from the Dec, 5, 1983 issue ofNummo News

by Segun Eubanks

Nummo Correspondent

In Nummo News editorials of December 5 and 12,

1983, some questions were raised concerning the

Yvette Henry case. Questions such as why Yvette was
held for three hours and interrogated (without the

presence of a lawyer) before her arrest.

Answers to some of these questions have been un-

covered and have received publicity all over the na-

tion, with the exception of Massachusetts. There

seems to be a black-out of information in this area

from the local press, including the UMass student-run

newspaper the Collegian.

In a Collegian editorial (February 2, 1984) concern-

ing the treatment of the case by area newspapers the

article stated "As a student-run newspaper on this

campus, our goai is to inform the public of prominent

news events affecting the lives of people of the univer-

sity - the bad news as well as the good."

Although we at Nummo feel that this goal is a noble

one, we also believe that simply reporting the news is

just one job of a responsible news organization.

Suspension violates

dueprocess

TO THE EDITOR,

The Collegian's policy of suspending members of its

staff for "performance of official duties In a way to be

injurious to the best interest of the newspaper" before

guilt has been determined, violates the due process re-

quirement on which the United States' judicial system

is built.

I suggest that you clean-up this part of the Col-

legian's constitution containing this phrase, as it may

be a source of further embarrassment to your paper.

Finally, the Collegian may do well to review Its policy

about what It prints. My wish Is that Yadira Betances,

the Black Affairs editor will never have to write

another editorial criticizing the Collegian for its insen-

sitivlty to the Third World community.

EUGENE BULL
THIRD WORLD CAUCUS

Protest from

a CommunityMinister

I am not writing this letter as an alumni holding two

degrees from this Institution, nor as member of the ad-

ministrative staff. I am writing as a member of the

community at large, because I feel a responsibility to

raise some question - not because they stem from a

consensus of the community or represnt a popular

cause, but because moral conscience dictates it.

I realize that there are many facts of which I may riot

be well Informed. If my concerns stem from Ig-

norance, then perhaps they will be answered in order

that the community at large may be enlightened.

On this campus two students are charged with two

separate offenses. One, a young Black female charg-

ed with two complaints alleging burning of property of

another. She was arraigned before District Court

Judge Richard Connor on Monday, December 5,

1983. On this same date another student, a white

male, was arraigned in Court Room Number One at

9:00 a.m. for allegedly raping a fourteen year old child.

One question to be considered Is the value placed

upon the separate offenses that would regulate the

respective actions taken by the university. In the case

of Ms. Henry, she was withdrawn from the university

and issued a no trespassing order, barring her from

setting foot on campus.

In the case of Mr. Briggs, it Is my understariding

that he remains a student in good standing until the

jury reaches a verdict after hearing the facts in his

case. Are we then to believe that justice shold be car-

ried through in the latter example but not in the

former? Or should we believe that the university takes

stern sanctions against a student only when there has

been national coverage and community outcry to con-

vict someone? Or should we believe that If you are

charged with sexually abusing and debasing the body

of a 14 year old child, and potentially scarring that

child's mind, that this is not worthy of, nor requires,

university sanction? I personally believe that the alleg-

ed sex offender should have his day In court before

being sanctioned by the university. So I applaud them

for their sense of judicial reasoning and fair play in Mr.

Briggs' case.

Is there a reason why Ms. Henry has not been af-

forded the same fair treatment? Or do we have two

victims - both female - one a 20 year old college stu-

dent accused of a crime and the other a 14 year old

child who has been raped? Does justice fall short

when a female Is Involved, or does justice fall short

when one Is a female and black? Is there a different set

of standards applied when the subject is a white male,

or a football player, who is accused of doing nothing

less than raping a child? It is my fervent hope and

prayer that these are not the standards applied in this

case.

Much was made earlier about the psychological

profile of an arsonist. If the experts are willing to con-

sider this profile, I hope they will consider the follow-

ing profile.

Continued from page 3

cerning racism is to risk having your own attitude

towards it misjudged.

Each year, similar conflicts arise between the Col-

legian and groups on campus who feel they've been

subject to adverse press coverage and prejudice. This

time, critics have charged that the Collegian Is helping

to ignite "a powder keg" that will explode,

presumably into a situation of Increased racial tension.

We hope that this won't be the case, and will do

everything In our power to encourage positive

dialogue and Improved relationships between

ourselves and those we have offended - something

beneficial to everyone.

Josh Meyer is the Collegian Editorial Editor

from the Feb, 22J984

issue ofthe Collegian,

Cartoon is questioned

TO THE EDITOR.

I would like to know where the Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian along with the managing editor and also the

editor of the editorial /opinion page have acquired

their ethics. They have repeatedly felt justified In prin-

ting cartoons that are RACISTI As a Collegian cor-

respondent and also a student of this University I am,

needless to say, outraged.

They have Insulted my Intelligence and my people

by thinking they have not offended us. I would like to

see nothing less than a front page apology directed to

the Third World and minority community.

If they continue to feel justified in insulting a par-

ticular community on this campus, then I would like to

see them not print at all. It Is an insult to the entire

campus community to be exposed to trash.

At the beginning of this semester, racist cartoon

number one was printed. The result of this was that

the Editor of the Black Affairs page felt the need to

write an editorial to somehow raise the conscience of

the community.
She was subsequently suspended for her actions

because she did not go through correct "procedures,"

meaning she did not show It to her supervisors so that

they could discuss her editorial.

At that time I called for the suspension of Josh

Meyer, who is the editor of the editorial /opinion page.

This did not occur because the Editor-in-Chief, Joel

Myerson, did not feel that the cartoon was injurious to

the Collegian as stated in the constitution of the Col-

legian. This was also the base of reasoning used to

suspend Yadira Betances, the Black Affairs Editor.

The result of the confrontation after the first car-

toon was that Betances would be consulted when

controversial cartoons and stories concerning the

Third World community were presented to the Col-

legian. The question I now ask however is what good

Is a consultalon when if she does find something of-

fensive such as the cartoon printed on Wednesday

and her advise is disregarded.

The Black Affairs page Is currently celebrating its 10

year anniversary. The page itself was started because

of a cartoon that the minority and Third World com-

munity considered offensive and racist. How many

times are we as a community to be subjected to this

behavior?

MARILYN BOU
AMHERST

'fW^J^mKHAN'S WFND CLAIMS ME COULP TAKE Cm 0U(^ RAINBOW COWJflON AND
RcAlLY WHIP IT IMIt) SO^^ETWNG."

Justifying the Wrong One by Segun Eubanks
Nummo Correspondent

Letter to the Editor,

I am writing this letter in response to the recent

issue concerning alleged racist cartoons printed In the

Collegian. To begin with, I would like to correct two
basic points made in the letter written by Mr. Joel

Myerson (Tuesday, May 1).

First of all, Mr. Myerson's explanation about the Ku
Klux Klan cartoon was a good one. However, there

was no mention what-so-ever about this cartoon In

the letter written by Marilyn Bou (Friday, April 27).

The cartoons Ms. Bou objected to in her letter was
the Hitler/ Farrakhan cartoon ("printed on Wednes-
day" the 25th) and a cartoon "At the beginning of this

semester" depicting Africa in a very negative way.

Therefore, It would seem that Mr. Myerson elo-

quently defended a cartoon that was not even in ques-

tion.

Secondly, Mr. Myerson said that Louis Farrakhan

(spelled wrong by Myerson) was quoted by the media

as saying that Hitler was a "wickedly great man". This

Is only partially correct.

All the headlines in major newspapers only quoted

the "great man" aspect and clearly implied that Far-

rakhan in some way worships or idolizes Hitler,

although this is far from the truth.

The media also associated Farrakhan with the

assassination of Malcolm X and has strongly implied

tha he wishes the same for Milton Coleman, the black

Cartoons taken out ofcontext

TO THE EDITOR,

Last Friday, a letter to the editor by Marilyn Bou

questioned my ethics and the ethics of several other

editors of the Collegian. However, rather than explain-

ing her objections to two editorial cartoons published

last week, she chose instead to attack me as racist,

self-righteously assuming that her opinion about the

cartoons is proof that they are racist. I think she has

misinterpreted the cartoons and also does not unders-

tand the nature and purpose of an editorial page.

The first cartoon, drawn by Thomas Oliphant, a na-

tionally syndicated cartoonist, deals with the recent

trial in Greesboro, North Carolina, of members of the

Ku Klux Klan accused of murdering several anti-Klan

demonstrators. Even though there was overwhelming

evidence against the KKK members (including a tape

showing the killings), they were found not guilty. The

cartoon pictures two men In robes winking at each

other, with the caption "Free at last, free at last (a

quote from Martin Luther King, Jr.). The tragic irony

of the quote seems obvious: the American legal

system has once again prevented America's minorities

from being free from racism.
^ ^.. . » _

The second cartoon, also drawn by Oliphant. ques-

tions Jesse Jackson's relationship with Louis

Farakhan, who was quoted as wying that Hrtler was a

"wickedly great man." As a Presidential candidate,

Jackson's relationship with Farakhan hasxobe ques-

tioned. By refusing to disassociate himself from

Farakhan, Jackson has left himself open to being

assumed to agree with Farakhan's views. This type of

guilt by association is one of the drawbacks of being a

public figure. Ms. Bou's objections to the cartoon may
In part be due to the face that she Is an active member

of the Students for Jesse group on campus.

The editorial page exists to allow the free expression

of people's views. The opinions expressed represent

the author's or cartoonist's opinion, not the opinion of

me, the editor of the editorial page, or the Collegian.

Although possible controversial cartoons are shown
to several editors, the editorial page editor still has

final say over what is printed. We try to print

everything that we receive, which Is the responsibility

of an editorial page. Hopefully, the editorial page

urges people to think about issues that are important

to others in the community.

Many people on this campus are quick to condemn

the Collegian as racist, sexist, anti-Semitic,

homophobic, etc., because they don't agree with

something they read on the editorial page. Some of

the opinions are prejudiced, but that doesn't mean

that they shouldn't be expressed.

These opinions exist, and not printing them will do

nothing about erasing them. The editorial page should

be a clear reflection of the community, not a collection

of Ideal statements or of opinions that agree with the

editors'.

JOEL MYERSON
Collegian Editor-in-chief

reporter who leaked the story of Jackson's negative

remarks about Jews (Newsweek, May 7, 1984). All

these factors leading to "guilt by association" for Rev.

Jackson and thereby hurting his presidential cam-

paign.

It seems clear to some that the media has exploited,

lied, and exaggerated these issues in order to cripple

the campaign and the strong movement that has

grown from it.

That Is racism and bias and this is, I believe, what

Ms. Bou is referring to about the cartoon.

In printing the cartoon the editors, at the very least,

are supporting the racism and bias of mass media.

It was Mr. Meyerson, not Ms. Bou who misinter-

preted the cartoon. For Mr. Meyerson to assume that

the cartoon was not racist is a product of his own ig-

norance. And ignorance is no excuse for racism.

In closing I would like to point out that most good
journalists (I would place Mr. Myerson in this

category) usually write with consistency not con-

tradiction. However, Mr. Myerson made a clear con-

tradiction when he implied that Ms. Bou was biased

because of her affiliation with Students for Jesse

Jackson. First of all this is irrelevant, for we are all af-

fectd by our environment and surroundings. Second-

ly, If Ms. Bou is biased then certainly Mr. Myerson, as

EdItor-ln-Chief, must be biased in defending the Col-

legian. It seems he forgot the all-important rule:

What's good for the goose is good for the gander.

Nummo News would like to extend a special

good-by to Michael Nauls who did so much
for the communitv thi'i past year
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Bryant Lewis would like all who read his Roving

Reporter caption to know that he meant it purely in

jest.
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Editorial
Ignorance

isnot Justifiable
by Donette Wilson

Nummo Staff

I have been living in Grayson dornnitory for the past

three semesters, and as the days go by, I find that I am
faced with ignorant racist attitudes daily. When I 'irst

entered the university, I had no problem adjusting to

system.

One day, the confederate flag that hung, so proud-

ly, on the wall in the room next door, was called to my

attention, by a friend. I immediately went to the oc-

cupants of the room and asked one of the young men

"why is the flag on the wall?" The response that I was

given was that "the flag represents my heritage." I

asked the young man to be more specific and he said

that his forefathers fought and died for "freedom of

choice." I then asked him, "The choice to do what?"

He responded, "THE CHOICE TO HAVE SLAVES IF

THEY WANTED TO." If that is not racist, I don't

know what is.

Another day, I was passing through Field Dor-

mitory, and on one of the doors, I found, to my sur-

prise, a postcard with "Greetings from down home
Dixie," written on it. The card had a confederate flag

and a few examples of southern life. For instance,

there was a "soi thern mansion." There was a child,

who just happened to be Black, sitting on a bale of

cotton, with cotton pickers, who again just happened

to be Black, standing in the background, looking as

though they really enjoyed their work. I was insulted

and I didn't really know how to act being a Black

woman.
As I walk around the UMass campus, I notice the

confederate flags hung proudly everywhere. I only

wish that people would take other's feelings into con-

sideration. At least take a history course and find out

what does the Confederate flag represents. I was told

by the young man next door that this flag is only there

for the sake of decoration. After being confronted

about something like that and I see it still there, I can

only conclude that there was some truth to the

response that I received. I have labeled the young man
a racist and that will never change until that flag is

removed from the wall and put away in a box, and
then thrown out. And if there is some real truth to his

feelings, burned.

During the fall semester of 1983, many more racist

acts were performed. One day, I went into one of the

bathroom stall in my dormitory and written above the

toilet was "If Black is beautiful, then I just created a

masterpiece." I don't think that things like that are

leally amusing.

Around Christmas, my floor decided to hang stock-

ings. A fireplace was drawn and the lounge looked

very festive. One day after returning from a long day

of classes, the last thing I needed to see was

something that would upset me.

I went to the lounge to see if my "secret santa ' had

left something for me, and surely santa did. Written in

the drawn flames of the fire place was the name
"Yvette Henry." I was so outraged at the insensitive

attitudes of the people here at UMass.

I feel as thourgh this society cannot exist without

Racism, and I am going to hollar "RACISM" every

time I feel that something offensive is done to me. I

hope that all racist acts are dealt with by every person

that has been injured by them.

What has really changed?
Have you noticed how many times the Third World

community "misunderstood" and "misinterpreted"

material and actions in this past year? Has anyone
noticed how many defense letters of explanation have

had to be written by the Editorial page editor and the

Editor in Chief of the Collegian?

Where's there's that much smoke, there's bound to

be at least a small fire.

In this last issue of the semester reviewing past in-

cidences of racism on campus, Nummo News does

not intend to attack the 3Collegian, although it would
seem so. The Collegian is simply the most visible in

stitution on campus by nature of being a newspaper;

so it is easier to retrace their steps.

Also most of the publicized incidences have occur-

red within Collegian because their actions are more
visible to the public eye. By far, the Collegian is not

the only institution on campus that has wreaked
havoc with the dignity of the Third World.

But Nummo News would like to ex-

tend our appreciation to all those who
protested any or all of the racist m
aterial and incidences that have oc-

cured this year.

We urge everyone to learn about

history, racism, and to widen their

cultural perspectives so that they can

better discern the information they

received.

Is (Are) doing their job to

eradicate racism?

1. The UMass faculty

2. The Administration

3. The Police

4. The Collegian

5. UMass Students

H— No!!!!!!!!!!

Nummo News hopes that the above
statements will be taken in the heavy-

hearted manner that it was intended.

Thanks Josh!!!

Note to the Collegian: We at Nummo
News do feel that you are part of an in-

stitutionally racist system. But we hope
that in the future you v^'ill take serious

strides to eradicate the racism therein.

As the Year Unfolded

by Oneida Fox

Nummo Staff

As the year unfolded at UMass, one would think

that this was the year that racism '"ran rampant."

The year opened with an epidemic of fires

(predominantly in Crampton House, Southwest)

which brought in the Federal Bureau of Investigation,

who ingeniously narrowed the suspects from 26,000

students (less than 6 per cent Third World) to five

Third World women in Crampton House. The FBI with

efficiency in mind charged a Black Resident Assistant

in Crampton with setting one of the fires in that dorm.

Legal ethics and procedures were abandoned; which

subsequently led to her arrest.

After she was officially ostracized from the UMass
campus and made headlines nationally, the charges

were dropped because of lack of evidence. She is

presently suing university officials and others con-

nected with her arrest for $13 million.

What happened to Yvette H^nry is a violation of

human rights; instead of being innocent until proven

guilty, she was guilty and then proven innocent. This

act should have made the issue of racism a sensitive

one, but served only to make acts of racism more bla-

tant.

The Collegian printed a cartoon that depicted Africa

as underprivileged and Jesse Jackson accepting

money from the Arab League to further his presiden-

tial campaign. When the Black Affairs editor wrote an

editorial denouncing the cartoon and the Collegian

Board of Editors, she was suspended. The justification

given was that she did not follow the proper pro-

cedures in printing the editorial. After two days the

editor-in-chief of the Collegian, ignoring proper pro-

cedure reinstated her.

The previous cartoon was the beginning of many
more statements the Collegian believed would make
light of an issue, that clearly is no laughing matter;

and ignorance can not defend.

Jackson is then accused of illegally using university

money to further his own political interest.

From the above, one would believe that whatever

message was intended by these racist staments was
gathered, but the Collegian was not yet satisfied.

More racist Third World statements continued to pour

in: enough clearly was not enough.

Last month Jackson was libeled once more in a car-

toon. Farrakhan and Hitler are represented with

Jackson and are going to shape up the Rain-bow

Coalition - in other words Hitler is Jackson's man.

The preceding are just a few illustrations that have

plagued this institution of learning - whero students

seem to recapitulate the errors of the past - for this

academic year.

This year's incidences prove that some sleeping

dogs should not be allowed to lay. It is important for

feelings of frustration, hostility and anger (i.e., racism)

to be placed out in the open. In order for people to

redress the fact that racism exist in a blatant way,

once the initiative to surface it is present.

Racism will not end until those capable of being

racist stop and take a good look at their history, and
learn that apathy can be as detrimental as malice.

In general people have to first admit that there is a

problem, and work to improve it. The problem will not

go away on its own and neither will Third World peo-

ple.

Face it we are here to stay, try to make the best of

it; learn to live with us and not ridicule us!

NOTHING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Good-bye TraceyBryant our fearless leader!!

neida. Donette. Judu andShree willmiss you!!
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UMass/Amherst adopts

own Latin motto today
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

For the first lime in its 12-year history,

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst will have its own motto,

"knowledge is beneficial to the Com
monwealth." following an official an-

nouncement today.

The slogan, "reipublicae scientia prodest"

in Latin, was written by senior classics

major Karen McDonald. 22. of Ralls. Texas.

It was selected from 114 entries in a

contest offering $100 for a motto that would

represent the educational purpose of the

University better than the current saying it

shares with the state, according to the

professor who came up with the motto idea.

"We felt often times the University was

presented in a negative way in the public

eye. and a lot of the good things that

happen on campus were not presented in

the press," added Vincent Cleary, a

professor of classics. "We felt this was a

positive thing to do for the school."

Cleary said the new motto was chosen

because it had good rhythm and was

"catchy and apt." He said the entries were

narrowed first to 50 then to 10 finalists,

most concerning knowledge, duty, light or

truth. Some were ruled out for being too

ColleiriaB pKoto by Larry Tabuia

FAR FROM HOME — School of management professor Ron Mannino

tries to convince the swans outside the school of management to return

to the Campu8 Pond.

Tianjin exchangeplanned

UMass reaches out to China
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

After three years of planning and

negotiation, the University of

Massachusetts and Tianjin University of

China signed a formal agreement yesterday

"for a reciprocal exchange program and

cooperation in academic and research ac-

tivities.

According to the agreement, "Both

universities will try to develop friendly

relations on the basis of equality and mutual

help."

Areas covered under the agreement

include teaching, scientific research

materials, laboratories and research

centers, terms under which faculty may

give visiting lectures, joint research

programs, exchange of graduate students

and advanced scholars, and mutual visits

and correspondence.

The agreement does not specify the

number of faculty of students who will

participate in the exchange.

The idea began with a visit to Tianjin

University in 1981 by former UMass

Provost Loren Baritz, Director of Inter

national Programs Barbara Burns, and

Professor Teng of the Asian languages and

literature department.

Tianjin University is primarily a

technical university. "We are very strong in

engineering, but we are sUrting to develop

a liberal arts program." said Dr. Shao-Xi

Shi. president of Tianjin University. There

are currently 8500 Chinese students,

although Shi said the number will be

brought up to 15,000 students by 1990.

There are 87 students from mainland

China now attending UMass, Burns said.

"Scholars started coming here after nor-

malization of relations between the U.S.

and China in 1979."

"Higher education receives very strong

support from the Chinese government.

Students pay only for their books." *^*"

said.

Shi

close to other schools' mottos, he said.

Runner-up mottos in the contest include

"Educentur omnes." or "let all be educated"

by graduate student Linda Yuretich. and

"cumsapientia officium." meaning "with

knowledge, duty" by Jerry Jungster. a

graduate mathematics student.

The entries were evaluated by a nine

member committee composed of faculty,

graduate and undergraduate students, a

librarian and Roger Roche, the director of

design and production services at UMass.

Roche said the motto will be designed in

Latin typeface and will be used in brochures

and publications from the Amherst campus.

The official state seal and motto, and

Indian logo encircled by the slogan "with

the sword he seeks peace, but only under

freedom" in Latin, will still be used on

llniverstiy correspondence, since changing

this seal would require approval from the

Board of Trustees. Roche said.

McDonald, who will graduate in December

with a classics degree concentrating in

Greek and Latin, said she was "shocked" to

learn her motto had been chosen.

"I was trying to come up with abstract

ideas for knowledge," she said, explaining

her choice of words which refer to "all kinds

of knowledge" at the University.

Panelists sound warning on

cults' recruiting tactics

By BOB BUR^iKSS
Collegian Staff

The "heavenly deception" used by cults

like Rev. Sun Myung Moon's Unification

Church to lure people into membership was

discussed last night at the University of

Massachusetts. Former Unification Church

member, the national director of a cult

awareness group, and a psychologist

familiar with the circumstances surroun-

ding young peoples' "susceptibility"

discussed people's attraction to cults.

Speaking hours after a U.S. Supreme

Court decision not to hear Rev. Moon's

appeal on his tax conviction. Doug Lenz. a

former "Moonie" said. "In a cult, your

spiritual essence is the most important

thing. They take you in, teed you. and

make you believe that the cult's beliefs are

the absolute truth."

Lenz. a doctoral candidate at UMass. said

these beliefs are based on lies, or what is

called "heavenly deception." From the time

a person is first approached by cult

recruiters, through the initial in-

doctrination period, to the 18 or 19 hour

work days, cult members make the new

member feel that he or she is "spirituaUy

important."

But the real reasons, Lenz said, concern

money.
"I was too valuable to the church, working

long hours and making as much as $2,000

per week, for it to allow me to see anyone

not in the church." he said.

While traveling cross country after

graduating from the University of New
Hampshire. Lenz and a friend were ap-

proached by a Moonie. They listened to

what he had to say. wh>''h ine'iulLil a free

meal, and were eventually taken to a camp

in northern California to spend a weekend.

Lenz said "that weekend" turned into two

•'•#'ifcrf-

Collcrian photo by ¥mm Madakk

Dr. Michal Langone

years of devotion to Rev. Moon and the

Unification Church, before he waa

"deprogrammed" with the help of hia

parents and former Moonies.

The third panel member. Dr. Michal

Langone, said that "susceptibilities" in

people aging from 18 to 25 is what make

them prime targets for cults.

"In your age group, stress is not un-

common. And when you are under stress,

you are open to other ways of looking at the

world, because you don't feel your ways are

working" Langone said.

INSIDE:

Sri Lanka kidnappers announce they will release

Ohio couple P- ^

Childcare workers circulating petition p. 3

A last look at men's lacrosse P- 16

ft

"Someday I will go to Oregon.
— Peter Abraham
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Sri Lanka kidnappers say

they will release Americans
COLOMBO. Sri Lanka (AP) - The kid-

nappers of an American couple said

yesterday they have agreed to free the

newlyweds. abandoning their demand for

$2 milUon in gold but asking for the release

of 20 jailed comrades.

The Eeelam People's Revolutionary

Liberation Front said in a statement

released in Madras, India, that it had

"directed our comrades to release the two

Americans in custody." It said the decision

was in response to appeals by Indian Prime

Minister Indira Gandhi and the top elected

official of India's Tamil Nadu state, M. G.

Ramachandran.

The Tamil separatist group has "assured

us they would release the couple" today,

said K. Chockalingam, chief secretary of

the Indian state in Madras.

The U.S. Embassy in Colombo and the

American consulate in Madras said they

had received no word yet on exactly when

the couple, Stanley and Mary Elizabeth

Allen, would be freed.

Soviet bloc will hold itsown games

AP [.aarrphola

SOCCER FEVER — Italian policemen, dressed in riot gear, fire tear

gas against more than 10,000 soccer fans fighting for position to buy

tickets to the Cup of Champions between Liverpool and Rome at the

Olympic Stadium Monday. At least 10 people were injured, including

three policemen.

Sports officials in Poland said yesterday

that Soviet bloc nations are preparing to

sponsor sports events in various countries

to substitute for the Los Angeles Summer
Olympics, which are being boycotted by the

Soviet Union and some of its allies.

Meanwhile. President Reagan said

yesterday he did not think there was "any

action that I could take that would be

prudent," to get the Soviets to change their

minds and return to the Games.

"Naturally I would do anything if I

thought it could have a result. And I have

encouraged citizen groups and our people to

do this," he said at a White House news

conference.

Asked what he thought was the real

reason for the Soviet boycott, Reagan

replied: "Again, you'd have to ask them.

The reasons they have given are absolutely

false and we've been able to prove it. The

Soviet claim that there might not be suf

ficient security... we were able to prove no

one in the history of the Olympics has ever

done as much as we're doing to ensure

that."

A Polish official, who like other Polish

sources spoke on condition he not be

identified by name, said alternate sports

events would not be held at the same time

as the Los Angeles games to avoid conflicts

with the Olympic charter, which specifically

forbids "counter-games."

Sports officials from the Soviet Union and

its allies met last week to discuss organizing

a "counter-Olympics," but decided instead

to divide events among Communist nations,

said a Polish sports journalist. He declined

to say where the meeting took place.

So far. eight Communist countries have

withdrawn from the Olympics, but Poland

is not one of them.

In Mo.scow, the Soviet Union's top sports

official said today that his country's decision

to withdraw from the Summer Olympics is

"irrevocable."

Missile 'traitor' gets life sentence

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) James

Durwood Harper Jr., who pleaded guilty to

selling U.S. missile secrets to communist

agents, was sentenced yesterday to life in

prison by a judge who called him a

"traitor."

U.S. District Judge Samuel Conti said

Harper has never expressed regret for his

crimes. The judge said he would recom

mend Harper never be paroled, calling him

"a traitor to this country."

Digest
By The Associated Press

Plant owners reach agreement

on Seabrook reactor financing

CAMBRIDGE - Owners of the Seabrook nuclear power

plant unanimously approved a plan yesterday they said

should save Seabrook's first reactor and avert bankruptcy

for the plant's main owner.

Work on Seabrook I was halted abruptly April 18 when

Public Service Company of New Hampshire was unable to

borrow construction cash. Work on Seabrook II ended

earlier.

The 16 utility owners of Seabrook announced the

agreement following an eight-hour closed door meeting.

Robert Hildreth. of Merrill Lynch Capital Markets, said

the plan eliminates the main obstacle of earlier proposed

solutions to the Seabrook crisis - making other owners

responsible if Public Serice was unable to meet its

payments.

House Democrats step up

attacks on Speaker McGee
BOSTON — Democratic House Speaker Thomas McGee
was challenged yesterday to answer allegations that his

aides have tried to help Republicans run for the House in

an effort to bolster McGee's re election campaign.

McGee refused to act on an unusual petition for a party

caucus signed by 39 House Democrats loyal to Rep. George

Keverian. Keverian is challenging McGee for the

speaker's position next fall.

"I have not encouraged anyone to run against any in-

cumbent Democrat," an angry McGee said in an im-

promptu news conference outside his Statehouse office.
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4 and 5-way Speakers

ranging from 20 to 300 watts
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University childcare workers

petition for benefit status
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of

Massachusetts Childcare Employees

Association are currently circulating a

petition with a list of demands related to

their lawsuit against the University to

upgrade the employment status of 22 non-

benefited childcare workers.

Claire Hamilton, association member and

lead teacher at the North Village center,

said the petition is a result of a lack of

response and concrete information from

University administrators.

The petition lists seven demands for

"improved, quality daycare." Hamilton

said, including the demand that all current

03. or non benefited, positions become

benefited, that there be no reduction in the

daily nutrition program, and that parent

fees not be increased.

Hamilton, a benefited worker, said she

became involved "because I was concerned

and convinced that benefiting these

workers will increase the overall quality of

daycare.

Collcfiui photo by DsTid P Deuber

HERE, CATCH! — Kyle Cambell, 4, of Amherst practices his

Lacrosse playing at Boyden Field.

Police arrest man with fake ID;

seek diningcommons table thieves

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police

reported that a 19-year old Wellesley man
was arrested at the Blue Wall bar entrance

at 4:30 p.m. Friday and charged with

possession of an altered license and

marijuana.

Three circular tables totalling $225 were

stolen from the Franklin Dining Commons
between 6 p.m. Thursday and 8:30 a.m.

Friday, police said. The incident is under

investigation, but there are no suspects,

police said.

A 19-year old Easthampton man was

arrested at 2:15 p.m. Saturday near John

Adams Dormitory for transporting alcohol

and disregarding a stop sign, police said.

A 28-year old non-student was given a

Apply soon for Fulbright grants

Those interested in applying for the 1985-

1986 Fulbright grants fro graduate study

abroad should apply soon since at leat 500

applications are expected by the October 19

deadline.

Selection for the grants is based on the

applicant's academic record, the quality of

the proposed study plan, knowledge of the

language and culture of the country in-

volved and personal qualifications.

Applicants must be U.S. citizens who wiU

hold a bachelor's degree before the

Everywomen's Center extendshours
The Everywoman's Center will be open

extra hours for students studying and

researching women's issues.

The Center will be open from 7 to 10 p.m.

on Wednesday. 4 to 10 p.m. on Thursday, 4

"If these positions are not upgraded to

full employment and benefit status, we're

going to have a greater turnover in staff

and we may lose high quality teachers to

other local daycare centers." she said.

The petition was initially circulated last

Wednesday. Hamilton said, and completed

petitions will be collected at the end of the

week and presented to Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey.

The chancellor is currently overseeing a

program to review childcare positions and

staff for the eventual purpose of changing

some non benefited positions to benefited

ones.

In addition to the petition, association

members met with University Dean of

Students William F. Field last Wednesday

to discuss their demands. Hamilton said.

"The association is concerned that the

chancellor's program allows staff to apply to

a system, not specific positions. We have

had very little official information as to

what will happen. " Hamilton said.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson has said that an

estimated 10 to 13 positions will become

benefited at a cost of $60,000 to $75,000.

Handicapped Affairs offers grant
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Office of

Handicapped Student Affairs is now ac

cepting applications for a $325 grant to be

used for a study or project related to

disability Issues.

Laura Rauscher. assistant coordinator for

the Office, said the grant is sponsortni in

memory of Dr. Anthony Melchionda. a

former University Health Services

physician who also assisted the local

Stavros Foundation, a handicapped ad

vocacy group.

Melchiondas widow. Michelle, was largely

responsible for esUblishing the grant.

Rauscher said.

"After my husband's death in February of

1983. his friends and colleagues in the

community made contributions for the

grant." Melchionda said.

"This is the first grant and we hope to

keep the fund going in the future, but we

haven't yet worked out all the details." she

said.

Any disabled student can draft a proposal

for a project and turn it in to the Office in

231 Whitmore before June 1. Rauscher

said.

The project must be related to a disability

topic. Rauscher said.

"I'm hopeful that this program may

ultimately be helpful to anyone who is doing

related disability work or research,"

Melchionda said.

In addition to working for the University

for 11 years. Melchionda was also the

director of Hampshire College Health

Services for three years.

The final decision will be made during the

first week of June by Melchionda and the

Office of Handicapped Student Affairs.

Rauscher said.

trespass notice at around 4 a.m. Monday,

when he was found sleeping in the

basement of the Old Chapel.

Gauges, a gas cap, a stereo system, and a

stick shift ball valued at over $100 were

stolen from a car in P lot. There are no

suspects, police said.

A 35 mm camera valued at $100 was stolen

Friday night from a 4th floor room in

Kennedy dormitory.

A false fire alarm was reported on the 16th

floor of Kennedy at 3:40 a.m. Saturday.

The alarm was reportedly caused by a

vandalized smoke detector.

At 3:13 a.m. Saturday on the 10th floor of

John Adams dormitory, a fire alarm was

triggered by a damaged water standpipe.

There was some water damage, but no

value was given. The case is under in-

vestigation.

Women's Issues advocate

leavesSCERA for UConn

beginning date of the grant.

Those interested in more information

should contact Professor Joseph Lake at

545-2052 or 437 Herter Hall.

This year, the three UMass students who

received Fulbright grants were: Scott

Lindell in fisheries and genetics, to

Sweden; Barry Keehan in managment

studies, to Japan; and Leslie Stainton. with

a Master of Fine Arts, to Spain.

-TAARA EDEN HOFFMAN

to 10 p.m. on Friday. 2 to 10 p.m. on

Sunday. Next week it will be open from 4

to 10 p.m. on Monday. 4 o 10 p.m. on May

22, and 7 to 10 p.m. on May 23 and from 4 to

10 p.m. on May 24.

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

After coordinating the Women's Issues

Team and the Anti racism Team of the

Student Center for ^Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCERA) for three years at

the University of Massachusetts. Tildy

Turchinetz is leaving to attend the

University of Connecticut graduate school

of social work.

As a full-time professional advocate for

SCERA. Turchinetz organized students to

work on oppression issues. She was an

organizer of the recent anti pornography

conference at UMass.
Turchinetz said women have gained

much in recent years at the University but

there is still much to be done.

"There have been a lot of victories, a lot

of strides have been made." she said.

The student government's commitment

is demonstrated by their funding of the

Women's Leadership Project and the

Women's Issues Team, she said.

The University has an "amazing"

women's studies program and one of the

best women's centers in the country, she

added.

But, she said, there are very few women

professors, and the standards used to hire

professors and award tenure are biased

towards men. she saiu.

Also, she said, the problem of violence

against women on campus is not given

enough attention.

"We worked on it and they gave us a few

call boxes and a few lights." she said. Too

may women don't take night classes or go to

night meetings because they are afraid.

"More lights wouldn't change that." she

said, "but it would help."

Turchinet said it is very important for men

to be involved in pro-feminist groups and

organizations such as Men Against Violence

Against Women.
"As they say. men are a large part of the

oroblem and they have to be a large part

of the solution. " she said.

"The year long campaign against por

nography organized by the Women's

Issues Team has been successful because

it has touched everybody.

She said the ridicule the campaign has

been subjected to is also a demonstration

of its success.

The connection between violence against

women and pornography is a hard thing to

recognize, she said.

Heidi Holland, a member of the Women's

Issues Team, said Turchinetz will be

missed "not just in SCERA but in other

parts of the University she has affected."

Turchinetz graduated from UMass in

1981 with a degree in legal studies, and

was involved in the Women's Issues Team

and the Radical Student Union as an un-

dergraduate.

( olletcian photo by I^trry Cabmna

Tildy Turchinetz leaves SCERA
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SUN SYSTEMS Qvility commission urges

cultural diversity requirement
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The addition of a Human and Cultural

Diversity course requirement for all

University of Massachusetts students was

suggested by the Chancellor's Comnussion

on Civility at a forum yesterday in the

Campus Center.

The commission did not reach a decision

as to what type of classes would be

required, however, and the suggestion was

only the first step in the process to make

new core requirements.

The commission would like to begin

requiring the diversity studies in the fall of

1985, said Joel Naroff, chairman of the

General Education Council, which is

developing ways to rearrange academic

programs at UMass.

Psychology Professor Ervin Staub,

chairman of the subcommittee on civility,

said he believes students must learn how

people from different cultures make

judgements. Students should also study the

products of other cultures and aspects of

their philosophy, he said.

Students will also learn social principles

of war and why and how cultures hurt each

other, Staub said.

He also said the greatest resisUnce to a

core requirement comes from the faculty.

Grant Ingle of the Office of Human

Relations said a questionaire given to

students showed that many believe there is

a problem on campus in dealing with

diversity and they also want to learn about

other cultures.

The General Education Council has

proposed that courses studying the cultures

of European, African, Asian, Latin

American, Middle Eastern and Native

American peoples should be offered as part

of the program. Courses studying women

should also be offered, the council said.

Fern Johnson, acting associate provost

for undergraduate education, said she was

concerned that "students can end up Uking

a course involving their own culture."

In response to Johnson's concern. Meyer

Weinberg, education director of the Horace

Mann Bond Center for Equal Education,

proposed a uniform course which discusses

diversity in general. The Chancellor's

Commission deemed this proposal im

practical becau.se of the wide range of topics

that would have to be discussed.

RUGBY SKIRT and TANK TOP

Separates that go together for your active lifestyle.

The Tank Top is specially patterned and cut for

women in bright stripings that coordinate beautifully

with RuggedWears cotton skirts.
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I $ Part Time Summer Jobs $ |

i Many positions in the retail auditing field being held open for
|

I UMass students. RGIS inventory specialists has 4 offices m
|

I Eastern Mass. We need dependable people with transportation
|

i and phone. No experience necessary - only basic nnath skills.
|

I $4.75 to start with salary reviews to $6.00. Must have weekend
|

I availability; daytime shifts and some weeknights possible. Flex-
|

I ibie schedule. Opportunity to work full-time next January
|

I break. Great reference for your future.
|

I Contact Student Employment of office nearest you.
|

I Boston north to 128 - 938-91 19 |

1 Boston and south - 699-4014
|

I North of 128 - 692-3040 West of 494 - 366-6471 |
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Attention Seniors!

I The 1984 Index will be distributed this fall.

If you would like the yearbook

to be mailed to you,

I please send your permanent

address and $2.50
check for postage and handling to:

Index, 103 C.C.

by May 26.

DANCE CLUB
DISCO • TOP 40 • RDOi

I TQNJCfJTf i

I : SENIORNIGHT! : 1

I iCompUnientary 1st Drink 8-10:30 (w/ I.D.

:

^••••••••••••••••••••* ••••**** *************

8 toll-"

1 50' DRAFTS ($2.50 Pitchers)

h^^^^^ ALLNIGHT! ^^^^^^

I WEDNESDAY:

^5«M NO

^mWEtiLARGED2—SrAGEDANCEFW0lt\
1 THE HOTTEST SOUND antf MUSIC GOING! I

Poor Richard^ DANCE CLUB
CISCO • Tod 40 • Rock

V*****»*************************************'
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Letters

Setting the record straight
To the Editor,

Despite our continued efforts toward

educating the campus community con

cerning our stance on the First Amendment
and our goal to persuade the stores at the

University not to stock Playboy, Pen-

thouse, and Piaygirl, there still seems to be

considerable confusion and misinformation

about this issue, and far too much eager-

ness to shout "book banning" and "cen

sorship" before a serious examination of the

facts.

First and foremost, it is important to

recognize that this is not a First Amend
ment issue. The First Amendment
prevents the government from interfering

with the freedoms of speech and press. It

imposes no limitation whatsoever on

private action, such as the private action

involved with a bookstore operated for the

benefit of UMass students and supported

by their student fees. According to a

statement that appeared in the Daily

Hampshire Gazette two weeks ago by Dean

Alfange. a political scientist who teaches

Constitutional Law at UMass. the First

Amendment says nothing about what a

bookseller can or should sell. Clearly, then,

the First Amendment is not an issue here.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Campus

Pornography has never proposed the use of

the courts or the power of the state to

institute a "ban" on pornographic materials

at the University. We have rather

proposed that the stores on campus, as an

act of prevention of violence against women
and children— in response to student

sentiment as expressed through the

Undergraduate Student Senate—eliminate

the sale of products which there is reason to

believe may contribute to such violence.

The difference is an important one, to us as

well as to our critics, as we would not

support the use of any possibly un-

constitutional action. We are not

suggesting that the University community

obey a dictate imposed from without. We
are suggesting that the University com

munity voluntarily institute a moral action

from within.

Second, it is important to keep in mind

that the University Store has always

practiced selective purchasing, which

apparently to some people constitutes

"censorship." The University Store does

not carry every single magazine that is

published. It decides, it selects, which ones

it wishes to stock. This is not a matter of

censorship. It is simply a matter of choice.

-gaagagasgasasagagagayavJ^ag^agMgagaasaggv-av^

5 Days Only

TIMEX
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/I SALE I*
May 14

through

May 18

10 - 4:30

Over
400

watches
to choose

from 30% OFF

From

$13.99

reg. $19.99
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$48.99

reg. $69.99

list price

Sale located on the
concourse in front of the

store
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The same freedom of choice that any

bookstore merchant exercises, the same

freedom of choice any library exercises, to

decide which books and magazines to

acquire. If one insists on calling this

freedom of choice "censorship," then one

must accept that the University Store has

always operated under a policy of "cen-

sorhi p."

The Univeristy Store refuses to carry—or

censors, if you will—certain published

materials, such as Hustler magazine,

publications put out by the Ku Klux Klan

or anti-Semitic materijds. As one manager

of the University Store told us, he would
not stock such materials because he
operates according to his own biases and
does not think these products are ap-

propriate for the University Store to carry.

We of the Ad Hoc Committee are simply
asking the managers of the University

stores to remove woman-hating literature

by applying the same standards that keep
them from stocking racist and anti-Semitic

literature.

Ad Hoc Committee on CampiLS Por-

nography

Regents don't understand library

To the Editor,

Ralf Ratsson's complaint of May 7th about

inadequate support of the library, to which

I had referred in a Faculty Senate meeting,

should not be directed at our present

University administration, which gave top

priority to the library budget request. The
problem is with the Regents, who lump our
request in with those requests made by
other commonwealth-supported in-

stitutions of higher education, and in

comparison with these it looks very large.

They seem not to reahze that library

budget serving the need of a major research

university has to be of a totally greater

magnitude from those libraries serving the

nerds of mainly undergraduate institutions.

There is also a simUar lack of understanding

in the administration and legislature of the'

Commonwealth.
Students and alumni could be our best

advocates for a better understanding of

those concerned with granting our library

budget requests. Comparison of our budget

with that of other industrial states such as

Ohio and Michigan, even when these are

still in a recession with heavy unem-

ployment, should eventually be persuasive.

Please note that my given name is not

Robert as referred to in Mr. Ratsson's

letter.

Howard O. Brogan
English Dept.

No congratulations on this one
To the Editor,

Although Josh Meyer's column Thursday

was intended to be read in a "lighthearted

manner. " I found it tasteless and maybe
more appropriate for the personals section.

The Editorial/Opinion page has always

been reserved for the voicing of sensitive,

well-authored points of view. For some

strange reason. I've always thought the

columnists learn from their experiences to

provide the reader with objective points of

view to promote healthy journalism and

enhance a paper's credibility. Through the

flammable nature of this column, Mr.

Meyer (whom I've always considered a

responsible journalist), has created a gap in

that credibility which makes me sad.

Somehow the intent of his piece brings to

mind the addage 'Do as I say. not as I do."

I'm sorry but congratulations on a "job well

done" are not due here and I'm sorry that

Mr. Meyer has to leave his education here

with so many unresolved feelings about the

University. Was it necessary to share his

personail cynicism with all of us?

Ann Voorhees
Amherst

Graduate to Carbur's
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Now that you've survived coundessy

all-nighters, constant cramming, and
endless exams, you've graduated to I

Carbur's Five-College Club.

Why not treat Mom and Dad to one..

'^.Za formidable, five-decker feast

featuring shrimp salad, seafood salad,'

.sliced baked ham, turkey breast, roast

beef, lettuce, tomato, and your choice^

of dressing!
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Pomp and Circumstance'
you could ask for!
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Puffing their lives away
Smokers cramp my style. It's

tough to act suave and look like

you have a grip on things while

reeking of damp tobbacco residue. You

don't have to be a smoker to experience

this scene again and again. Part of the

problem is that people who would normal-

ly be so sweet as to bake you a cake if you

were not feeling well or do some other

sacrificial act in your behalf, suddenly

decide to drop every courtesy they ever

learned and proceed to torch up a butt. I

don't know, maybe I should thank them

for giving me a dose of essence de

damp soot after shave.

Dode B.Levenson
^

Then there are those who try and make

up for the fact that they smoke by

claiming that they alivays dump out their

ashtray— like it really makes a difference.

I then have to wonder aloud if they have

ever been in the same room with one of

their ashtrays for more than a few

seconds. The tragic truth is that you can

be in a coliseum -sized room, and there

could be you on one side and the ashtray

on the other and you'd know it. Why?
Because there is a thick, smokey paste

that is formed when the hot cherry of a

Marlboro grinds with the cheap plastic of

the average ashtray.

Typically, the smouldering cloud

manages to seek out my nostrils and

deposit its foul stench on my clothes, my
hair, and my books. My mouth begins to

form a flavor that best resembles a molten

tire which has been baptized in hell. Do
you have any idea how hard it is to con-

centrate on anything when the odor of

stale cigarettes is tugging incessantly at

your nostrils? A smoker sure doesn't. If

s/he did, then there wouldn't be such a

widespread problem.

Now I hear the whine of the cigarette

smoker every time s/he breaks open

another pack. "You don't understand. I'm

addicted. Id love to quit, but I can't help

myself." It's at this point where I begin to

question how they got themselves in such

a morbid situation in the first place. The
list of excuses is as long as the waiting list

for housing. "My parents smoked, so I

guess I just picked it up." It's a damn
good thing for your sake that your parents

didn't make a habit of torturing baby

puppies, now isn't it? You'd be wanted in

all 50 states.

"I did it because I thought it was real

cool. I thought the opposite sex dug it."

Yeah, well I think that everyone on this

campus would agree that torching up is

the best aphrodisiac, especially when
coupled with those sexy bright yellow

teeth.

Think I'm being a little too hard on them?

Not a chance. They have their own
sections in restaurants, for crying out

loud. They have their own section on

planes, in movie theatres, trains and

many other places. My goodness, they

even have their own toothpaste! I think

we've catered to the smokers long

enough. I've had it with going to people's

homes smelling like a weU used ashtray. I

really begin to care when I feel nauseous

because I carry their nicotine calling card

on my clothes.

The main problem is that smoking is so

interwoven into our social culture that it is

almost unquestionably tolerated

everywhere you go. Some people might

explain that they are only one person, and

if they quit there will be plenty of others

to more than make up for it. To these

people I would give this piece of

proverbial advice: Our environment is

like the spider's web; even the smallest

dew drop can make the entire web ripple

from side to side.

So give us a break, take up chess or

something, chew gum, play sports, I don't

know, use your imagination, it's certainly

more novel than lighting up. Try and do

something that will allow you to leave

your mark on people— but preferably in

some form other than that of a stale

cigarette.

Dode B. Levenson is a Collegian ataff

member.

There is help for Bulimia sufferers

Things to do, yesterday

I
have been at UMass for three and a half

years, and I've had so many enriching

experiences that I'll never have room to

remember them all. I've had so much fun I

should be arrested for it.

Now that I'm leaving, I don't want to go .

I'm trying to hold on to a past and a pre-

sent that I've cherished so much I don't

want* to trade it in for anvthing, even a

great job in the real world. (Although I

don't nave any job yet). I must leave, but I

relinquish my grip unwillingly. There is so

much here I haven't expenenced yet, so I

guess I'll write about a Tew of the things I

always wanted to do myself (or at least

write about).

Josh Meyer
I wish I had investigated why the clocks

are never on time at UMass, and why so

many other things never seem to work the

\/ay they should.

I wish I went to "The Maze," the

underground pips, and the other secret at-

tractions at UMass (of which I have seen a

few).

I admire the physically disabled students

of UMass, and their incredible courajje in

achieving an education at such hardship. I

regret never volunteering with the office of

Handicappeti Student Affairs so I could

help out, get to know them, and learn from
their strengths and convictions.

I wish I had gone down to Florida for one

Spring Break, instead of staying at school

to catch up on work, while never suc-

ceeding.
I wisn I could have done more, personally

To the Editor,

The 19-year-tld sophomore's eyes fran-

tically darted about in Munchys while

looking at the shelves. What would be most

satifsying? What foods could be devoured

within the short walk back to the dorm?

What would most easily "come up?" The

last question pounded into the young

woman's mind as she reached for the pint of

French Vanilla ice-cream. The ice-cream

was expensive, but worth every cent in

flavor to her. In the back of her mind she

knew that it was a waste though, as soon it

would be purged and flushed away.

This portrayal of a woman suffering from

buUmia. the hinging disease, is not a true

account, but certainly could be considered

reliable information about what is hap-

pening on our college campus today.

Bulimia can be defined as recurrent

episodes of binge eating, followed by self

induced vomiting or purging through the

use of laxatives and diuretics. Some of the

symptoms include inconspicuous eating.

swollen glands, and a percieved inability to

stop eating voluntarily. There are many

women suffering from this disorder at

UMass, and evidence shows that it is

prevalent in many of the dorms. Some

women are known to binge and purge up to

18 times a day. but help should certainly be

sought even if the number of times is

minimal.

What can we as part of the University do

to help these women who are suffering?

Most importanlty we should accept the fact

that we are all different and should be

accepted for who we are, and not what we

look like.

Help is available at UMass through such

groups as the Everywnmen's Center.

Women on this campus should realize that

they are not alone and that other women at

the University are deahng with eating

issues. Although many suffer from this

disease, by getting help, it can be over

come.

Pamela Orenstein

and at my jobs to fight racism, sexism and
other forms of oppression. I wish people

would have taken the efforts I did make as

sincere attempts at consciousness-raising.

For the most part they did not, but such is

the nature of armchair radicals.

I wish I had spent more time studying. I

v*dsh I had gotten up before noon on at

least one weekend, and perhaps even have

made it to the library. But as one famous
author. Hunter S. Thompson once said,

"Acting like an animal takes away the pain

of being a man."
I wish I had taken the chance to express

my gratitude and appreciation of those pro-

fessors and staff wno really tried to help

and advise me. I wish I had taken all those

courses I always wanted to, but blew off.

And I wish I hadn 't taken some of the ones

I did.

1 wish I had the time to tell all my friends

how much they have meant to me. I wish

that everyone nad the time and inclination

to do likewise.

There are a lot of things I wish 1 had done

when I was a student at UMass. Thinking

about them so that I may learn from my
mistakes and omissions helps— regretting

them does not. Now, as I graduate, I

should try to remember that commence-
ment means a time of beginning and of

change (Webster's Dictionary). While it

means much more than that, I'm glad I can

think about leaving with ootimism.

Because even though I know I'll miss this

weird place, I'm psyched to be entering the

real world.

Josh Meyer is the Collegian editorial page
editor and a graduating senior.

The Power of Students
The recent announcement by the

United Technologies Corporation

stating that they will not be return-

ing to UMass is a success not only for those

of us against militarism (UTC is the second

largest Defense contractor) but for student

•empowerment as well. It is extremely im-

portant that the students become more
aware of the corporate takeover of public

higher education and the long range im-

plications of such changes.

Paul Hetznecker
Increasingly this institution like many

across the country has become beholden to

big business in order to supplement funds

for education which have been dramatically

cut back under the Reagan admini-stration.

Nowhere is this corporate control more

evident than our own Board of Regents, the

central decision making authority over the

states system of higher education. Board

members include the ex chairman of the

High Tech Council and ex chairman of the

Mass. Business Roundtable. directors of

Wang, Analog Devices. EG&G, and Bank of

Boston. The makeup and decisions of the

Board have, since its inception in 1980,

reflected the interests of big business in

this state and have thus been a matter of

much discussion and controversy. There

has, however, been very little discussion

regarding corporate contracts with the

University, whether it be with Conference

Services, academic departments or any

other area of the university system.

Every year big business pours millions of

dollars into the University. Specifically

UMass signs approximately 125 research

contracts with major corporations annually.

Not only are many of these contracts

shaping the direction and priorities of the

University, they are doing so at the ex-

pense of its autonomy. A case in point is

the Polymer Science Department.

Although the department is reputedly one

of the best in the country, the department's

relationship with its contractors is

shockingly one sided. Academic excellence

means very little if those who profit from

academic research have more control over

what is being done than those who actually

conduct the research.

The University cannot publish or disclose

any research under this contract without a

three month prior notification and the

consent of the company. Finally Exxon

holds patent rights to all research con-

ducted during the project and is not

obligated to pay any royalties to the

University. Other contractors with the

department include Mobil, Texaco, Mon
.santo. General Motors, Union Carbide,

Eastman Kodak, Goodyear. DuPont and

Xerox, all of whom have direct or indirect

interlocking boards with Exxon. What may

appear to be somewhat diverse research

interests from various industries may in

fact be the boundaries for this area erf

scientific knowledge as prescribed by the

profit seeking interests of big business.

While it is clear that the corporate

takeover of public higher education has

benefited the sciences and high tech related

fields, it has become more and more evident

that the price for this takeover may in fact

be the very essence of public higher

education. academic freedom and

autonomy. This is an area in which

students should be greatly interested and

involved because it is your education, your

future and ultimately your freedom which is

being infringed upon by this corporate

takeover. "Therefore I propose that the

llndergraduate Student Senate and the

Graduate Student Senate establish a

permanent joint committee with the Office

of Grants and Contracts and the University

admini-stration to review all current and

future contracts, grants, gifts and in-

vestments that the University has with

private industry and the Federal Gover-

nment. The establishment of such a

committee would be a very important step

toward creating an empowered student

body and a more democratic university.

Whether it be weapons research, in-

vestments in South Africa or the main-

tenance of academic freedom, the business

of the Univeristy if your business.

Paul Hetznecker is a UMass stxident.

All letters must be signed and include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space limiUtions and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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Fall Work Study Positions

available in Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Clerical, 10 hours per week,

day and evening hours

If interested, call 545-0222

Summer Jobs Available

Evening security workers/ushers wanted
for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

5, 12, 19 for approx. 5 hours/shift (limited

number of additional /hours available also)

Work study preferred but not required.

UMass students only. Fine Arts Center is

an AA/EO employer. Description and ap-

plications available from Dave, 207

JHasbrouck, 545:0190_Lhru Ftl 5/25.
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Just Fun Arcade
presents y

the Br
e

.This

Thursday Night

Free Play Party
Hop on the bus

(Northampton 7:35/8:05)

GBk

^*«''eo%
Cocktail Lounge

Tonight

LADIES 1st 2 drinks 99e

7 pm - 1 :00

Tom Gehrke Live!
10:00 pm no cover

Rt. 9 Hadley across from Mt. Farms Mall

MAY 17, 18, 19, 20

sidewalk sale days

31st AMHERST JAYCEES

community fair

MAY 17, 18, 19, 1984

Thursday. May 17
'All Day Lony Sidewalk Sales

throughout downtown
2:00 9 00 pm Rides opt^n

Friday, May 18
' All Day Long Sidewalk Sales
throughout downtown
2 00 pm Fair Opens: Booths. Food.

Games, Prizes, Crafts and Rides by Fannelli

Shows
7:00 pm Coronation of King and
Queen

Saturday, May 19
'All Day Loiig Sidewalk Sales

throughout downtown
10 (X) am Parade from Community Field

through Center to Amhi'rst College

10 00 am Rides and B(X)ths open

11 00 am Merchants" Auction part 2

1 30 pm Demonstration by the

Hampshire Gymnasts
3:30 pm Demonstration bv the

Hampshire Gymnasts
4 30 pm Oompah Band''Commumtv

Band Concert
Midnight Fair Closes

Sunday. May 20
'All Afterncxin 12 5 Sidewalk Sales

Sponsored By Amherst

Downtown Council

In Co-operation with WTTT
WT

Thursday!! p*" ^'''^^^ ^^^^ ^?
• Just Fun Arcade

in the Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley

Play all the machines

• from 8:30 - 10:30 ao f\f%
2 hours of fun for ^fc UU

Do You Lil<e To Do

Summer Child Care?

Referral Services:

Evenings, weekends, days

List your times available

and other information

on our Summer Babysitting List.

Come to University Child Care/

Child Care Office

First Floor Bulletin Board,

Berkshire House

'^

N|\A®'

Oe^
\e^

mv.6®°

^o\

545-1336

216 Student Union
Summer Hours:
M-P 1Q-2

If it was
worth 4 years,

It^ worth
another second.

...Buckle-l^!

There's No Plaice [jkv Downtown vVnlicrst Massachusetts

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00 * s
(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 5/31/84

VancJ with Barb & Julie only

I

I

FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

Styles by'^'°*"''"'"'

Deborah
65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

Arts
>:•:•:•:•:•.•;- ».••-•-•.•-•-••
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Art and omnicide
The SHADOW of the BOMB
University Gallery

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
CoUegian Suff

A visit to the University Gallery at the

Fine Arts Center will most certainly keep

the pressure of finals in perspective, for the

current exhibition showing through June

10th, The Shadow of the Bomb, reminds us

of our common humanity (as opposed to

individual concerns) by expressing the

ultimate threat against us: the threat of

nuclear annihilation.

Grades become relative, if not entirely

irrelevent, when we are confronted by the

images in The Shadow of the Bomb, for

they bear the grim truth that the

University is in fact a nuclear target. You,

at least I. would be terrified if someone

pointed a loaded gun at us, but somehow we

seem unperturbed by this unseen menace.

This, then, is the tour de force of the

exhibition and. furthermore, the raison

d'etre for the new political art fast

emerging out of the ruins of Modernism: we

need to be made aware of the world around

us and its immediate implications for us.

Shadow of the Bomb illustrates the scenario

between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. who

have, in effect, planned to carry out a

holocaust so vast and unilateral in

dimension that there is one word to

describe it: omnicide, the death of all.

However this rapidly developing critical

sensibility in the art of the Atomic Age be

found in antiquity; for instance, in the epics

of Homer, it has made the lessons of the

past all the more significant in the present.

In describing The Shadow of the Bomb,

Sally Yard determined that the diverse

works on exhibit were "united by the ill

ease with which they look to the future,

whether with humor, irony, urgency, or

bluntness.... instill(ing) in us a sense of

loss."

But the unifying aesthetic lies deeper

than these mere poetic devices. What these

artists have accomplished is the sublime, so

that we. their audience, can penetrate the

appearance of a secure world to its un-

derlying destructiveness. Through the

medium of art. we can have some sense of

the supersensible, not through reason

which has been abandoned by those who
plot Mutually Assured Destruction, but by

the aesthetic experience. Not through the

beautiful, but through the sublime.

To a greater or lesser degree all three

installations at the University Gallery

succeed in attaining the sublime, but most

noteworthy is Robert Morris' shocking

Jornada del Muerto (the name of the place

where the first atom bomb was tested)

which means "a journey of death." This

installation piece conjures up the Four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse by seating

four black helmeted skeletons. Slim

Pickens style, on phallic warheads enclosed

in a shroud of black curtain with full-sized,

curved mirrors reflecting it all.

As you walk through the exhibit, the

leering doomsday riders appear to loom in

and out at you. I mention this so that you

will walk through the installation since it is

somewhat intimidating and we're not all

that comfortable with its fun house interior.

When I saw this show at the Hirshhorn

Museum, one had no choice other than to

walk through it as it was installed around a

passageway. In this case, it is the cen

terpiece of the gallery and one tends to look

at it from outside.

Accompanying the installation are a

sequence of six panels with photos

depicting the dark history of the atomic

bomb. Mirrors on the back of these panels

give glimpses of Leonardo's Deluge

drawings. The entire main gallery has been

painted black with a white line motiff from a

blanket design of the Hopi Indians, the

people of peace and the indigenous people of

the Southwest bomb sites. The University

Gallery has made considerable and pain-

staking efforts in setting up this elaborate

installation, an effort which this major work

by Robert Morris deserves. Also on display

are Chris Burden's Cost Effective Micro-

Weaponry That Works and Michael Smith's

Goverment Approved Home Fallout

Shelter Snack Bar.

For those who enjoy their voyage

through the underworld at the University

Gallery, you should also attend the other

half of the exhibition at the Mt. Holyoke

College Art Museum. I think in some ways

it is even better, with multiple works more
evenly presented by the thirteen artists

including Morris. Nancy Spero, and Alex

Grey.

This show features a sample of the

awesome, however gruesome, en-

vironmental installation concept piece by

Edward Keinholz. The Non- War Memorial.

Keinholz proposes that 50.000 army surplus

uniforms be filled with clay and strewn

rendomly like dead bodies over a 75-acre

tract of meadow which would be cleared

and plowed under. Over a decade the

"bodies" would rot and eventually the

defoliated soil would sprout seed once

again. Rather than immortalize war with a

stone monument. Keinholz's work would

typify humanity's transcience especially in

the event of a nuclear war by means of an

artwork approaching equal scale.

If you prefer flowers and scenic vistas to

bodies and ashes. The Shadow of the Bomb
may not be for you. But the issues

presented in this exhibit cannot be ignored

as easily as you might think, for if the bomb
falls again, not only will grades be rendered

obsolete, but also flowers... and scenic

vistas... and. for that matter, life itself.

Self-portrait by Polanski.

Roman Polanski speaks

Robert Morris' J<ymada del Muerto, one of three insUllations in The

Shadmv of the Bomb at the Univeriity Gallery.

ROMAN by POLANSKI
by Roman Polanski

450 paf^es. $17.95. Hardback.

William Morrow and Company.

By DAVID I. TAYLOR
Collegian Staff

If there was an Oscar for the most

criticized. most victimized. most

misrepresented and misunderstood director

it would belong to Roman Polanski. Child

molester, rapist, pervert, sick ex

ploiter— Polanski has been called them all.

The world, and especially America, with

blind ignorance has never even given the

man a chance to speak up against their

uninformed prejudice. Finally Polanski has

attempted to answer his critics with

Roman, his autobiography. 450 pages of

honest reply to the vicious and callous

public and business that in its stupid and

petty gossiping forgot that artists are

people too.

The opening of the book deals with the

young Polish Jew in Krakow, forced onto

family after family when Nazi occupation

caused his own family to be split up. From

the beginning Polanski had an energy and

vitality which could not be suppressed.

Indeed his whole life could be seen as a

reflection of this early reaction against the

conformity of Nazism— Polanski has never

denied that he is unconventional, that he is

different, and a reactionary. His film

training began at the Lodz film school in the

fifties, where as well as directing he fell

with enthusiasm into acting.

As well as documenting the career of the

young Polanski, Roman gives a fascinating

insight into the violently unstable history of

Poland. Polanski's formative years were

spent in a country torn by internal and

external squabbles, an environment so

often the breeding ground for artistic

excellence, but also a suffocating leach to

that same excellence if it remains within the

system.

Polanski got out. He went to Paris and

bepan his career in commerical film-making

with Knife in the Water. From Paris, after

attempts to return to the filmic wasteland

of Poland, he went to London and finally to

the United States. It was in the commercial

film capital of the world that Polanski

finally settled. His films were not merely

artifacts, they were big business concerns

and deserved Hollywood's fullest attention.

Roman plots the rise of the poor victimized

Jewish boy to international jetsetting

playboy. But throughout the book one

cannot but help see the excitement of the

boy with his new toy—money. Obvious,

too, are the spongers and sharks that

flocked around the new Golden Boy of

Hollywood, the same who would so

hatefully denounce him later, when he most

needed their support.

The energy that pushed him through to

the heights of Hollywood was able to show

its true form when the pressure seemed to

relax in the early seventies. Polanski's

driving force was his intense love of life—an

enevery that redirected itself as he

matured, and adapted into a passionate

desire for women. "Was it the sexual urge

that had somehow been at the root of it

all?", Polanski asks at the end of his book.

But the sexual urge was just another

manifestation of the man's desire to please,

to be acceptable in a world that was unable

to accept the man he was.

The true depth of the book is most ap-

parent in Polanski's description of the

circumstances surrounding the death of his

pregnant wife, Sharon Tate, by the Manson

"family." This episode in his life has been

used and abused by the press so heartlessly

that Polanski himself is as much a victim as

his wife. The American press showed its

true contemptibility by its despicable

handling of the murder. A man's wife and

child were murdered by an insane monster,

and yet that same poor man was held

responsible and his life was trashed by the

childishly gossiping media. These are the

true perverts. Polanski was good copy and

his pain was immaterial when it came to the

gratification of the scandal hungry public.

When Polanski jumped bail in Los

Angeles, after pleading guilty to having sex

with a minor, it was not because he feared

the penalty for his "crime." It was because

his fair trial was jeopardized by prejudice

and media misrepresentation. What he did

was wrong, and Polanski was the first to

admit it . But the true f'^cts of the case could

never be presente'' because the judicial

powers had been tainted by a predispositon

to belief in the fantasies concocted by the

press. Hollywood feeds on fantasy, and is

unable to comprehend where fact becomes

fantasy. In such a world, justice cannot

exist.

Polanski is an artist. But he is also a

human being. The artist and the man are

inseparable, but not so the arti.st and his

works. Polanski's films have been confused

with his life, and it is only with the

publication of Roman that we can get any

idea of the truth behind the lies of

Hollywood. He is not a monster. He is not

a pervert. He is unconvenlional but not

immoral. But most of all. he is a film maker

of great talent, whose private life has been

badly misunderstood and misrepresented.

It can only be hoped that Roman will

remove at lea.st a little of the violent

prejudice that exists in this country against

a man who mistakenly took the freedom and

ideals of America as representative of an

honest land.
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Commencement 1984
10:00 a.m., Sunday, May 27

All CandidalCN
Tlurc will Ix no Ci.mmfiKcmonl rchoarsiii lor Jo-

gree caiulidak-!. Candidates should asscinhic hy

bthool/coUegi' al Alunim Stadium no later than M

am graduation nit>rnnig. May 27 19K4 Sign;* will

bo posted indicating schools and Ct)nimencinient

Marshals will issu*- specific nistriictions and dislnh-

ule programs L'}xm signal candidates will lollow

the Oniimencemenl Marshals lt» the assigned areas

and he seated

Candidates will receive diploma covers Ironi the

deans of their school m tollege

Who is Eligible t«> Participate?

L'nderiiraduate cie^iici' mutiidales who anticipate c«»ni

pleting degree requirements by the end ol the calen

dar year 1984 Questions concerning academic stat-

us should be directed l« the Records Oil ice 21 *

VVhiimure 545-0555

Muster s degree candidates who have previously sub

mitted the Degree Application Form by April 27

1984 to the Office of Degree Requirements stating

the intention to complete all requirements Ques-

tions concerning eligibility should be directed to the

Office of Graduate Degree Requirements RiH.ni

A249 Graduate Research Center 545-0024

Doctoral degree candidates who have c»»mpleted all

degree requirements by April 27 1984 Questions

concerning eligibility should be directed l») the Ol

fice of Graduate Degree Requirements R(M)m A249

Graduate Research Center 545-0024

Faculty

Faculty and staff should assemble at the SOUTH
WEST end of the stadium on the gravel between the

Facilities/Information Center and the stadium wall

Faculty will be part of the prc.cessional and will be

seated immediately in front of 'he candidates from

each school and college

Note: Commencement '84 is on

SINDAY, May 27.

Parcnts^nd Invited Guests Plan to Arrive Early

— Space is Limited

Since the Commencement Exercises are o|x-n to the

public and guest seating is with«.ut reservation, |wr

ents and friends should plan to arrive early to en-

sure giMxl stating.

Handicapped Seating

Viewing area for the handicapixd will Iv l«M.ated on

l-H>th sides of the stadium on the eastern and west-

ern walliways. Since seating is limited, only one /vr-

M>n itHty accottifxtnv the luindnupivd iiiiesl

Invitations

There is no limit t ) the numlxr of guests who may

attend the evrcniony and tickets are not required

Each undergraduate/student will receive a fmket of

si.\ formal invitations Students are urged to enctuir-

age their guests to arrive early for gixnl seating.

Caps, Gowns, and Hoods

L'ndergiaduate Deiiree Candidates

Caps gowns, tassels and invitations will Ix' avail-

able at no charge (on presentation of an ID and an

nouncement of the degree earned and the dejwrt

menl awarding it) at the Textl^nik Annex. April

30-May 25, Monday through Friday 9 am. to 4

p.m. On Commencement Day May 27. caps,

gowns, and tassels may Ix- obtained after 8 am at

the SOUTHWEST ct)rner of Alumni Stadium.

Master s Degree Candidates

Caps, gov ns, tassels, and invitations will be avail-

able at no charge (on presentation of an ID and an

nouncement of the degree earned and the depart

nient awarding ill at the Textbook Annex, April

30-May 25, Monday through Friday. 9 a.m. to 4

p.m. On Commencement Day, May 27, caps,

gowns, and tassels, may be t)btained after 8 am. at

the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

Doctoral Degree Candidates

D<Ktoral caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will

be available on/y at the Office oi Graduate Degree

Requirements R(K)in A249, Graduate Research Cen-

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Rh(xlodenciron Garden Rain

site: 329 Morrill Science Center

1984 Commencement Ceremony Sun, May 27 10 a.m. -12 noon

Schedule of Events Date Time

Stockbridge Commencement Sat., May 26 1:30 p.m.

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun., May 27 8:00 a.m.

Nursing Commencement Sun., May 27 1:00 p.m.
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ter, April 30May 25, Monday through Friday 9

a.m. through 4 p.m., upon clearance by the Offict-

of IX'gree Requirements On Commencement Day.

caps, gowns, tassels, and hoods may be obtained

after 8 a.m. at the NORTHWEST end of the- stadium

(on the gravel area)

Doctoral candidates who plan to participate in the

Commencement ceremony must have a hood Each

PhD. candidate s name will be announced over the

stadium .s4>und system and two officers of the Uni-

versity will drape the hood on the candidate s

shoulders. Doctoral hoods can be purchased only at

the Office of Graduate Degree Requirements A249

Graduate Research Center at a cost of $26 |Five^

C«)llege Doctoral Hoods will be available at S42.95.i

Doctoral hmids may be rented through the Univer-

sity Store

Rentals
Academic apparel for this year s University Com-

mencement may be rented through the University

Store All faculty members are urged to place their

orders as sotm as jx)ssible THE LAST DAY TO OR
DER IS FRIDAY MAY 18 Payment must be made

at the time of order and there will be no refunds if

apjwrel is not used Academic apparel may also be

purchased For further information about rentals or

purchases please contact Connie S/elewicki at the

University Store 545-2619

Accommodations
Many area motels are already b<x)ked for Friday

and Saturday before Commencement A limited

number of rcwms in University housing will Ix-

available for relatives and t)ther guests the nights of

May 25. 26, and 27 Please contact the Conference

Services Office, 918 Campus Center 545 :U(H) by

May 10 There is a $5 cash key defx)sit - to be re

turned when the key is returned.

F«M>d Services

Coffee. s»)fi drinks and domits will Ix- available at

b«»t rotundas on the North suie of the stadium

Commencement Ceremony Schedule

9 am Robing for Commencement
Appr»>priate signs will Iv displ.iyed

Graduates should line up according \o

their vhool or coUeRe

9:30 am Seating of Graduates

10 a.m. Procession starts

12 noon Ceremony ends

Parking
Parking at the stadium is extremely limited Com-

mencement traffic will be directed to several park-

ing lots Icxated nearby and shuttle buses will trans-

port you the short distance to the stadium You will

be dropped off directly in front of the stadium and

buses will return you to the lots immediately fol-

lowing the ceremonies.

Radio Traffic Control

In an effort to aid the traffic flow at Commence-

ment WTTT radio in Amherst 1430 on the AM dial

will broadcast traffic reports throughout the morn-

ing Please tune to 14:}0AM once you arrive in Am-

herst tor the best route to the ceremonies

General Information

Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the fall.

.Medical facilities will be hKated in the van under

Section 8 of the stands

Public telephones will be Uxated on the west side

of the Facilities/Information Center

Restrooms are kxated at either end of the Facilities/

Information Center at the south end of the stadium.

N'iewing areas for those confined to wheelchairs

will be located on both sides of the stadium, on

eastern and western walkways

For additional information, contact the Office of

Community Relations, 390 Whitmore, 545-2560

ALCOHOL IS NOT PERMIT
TED IN THE STADIUM.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain .site The cere-

mony will Ix- held outside regardless of the

weather The ceremony will be delayed a

maximum of two hours in the event of heavy

rain In the event of torrential rains the cere-

mony will be cancelled Listen to local radio

stations early Suiuiay morning to hear if the

decision to delay or cancel has been made.

ISl
Wednesday, May 16

4-7 PM

Southwest Playing
Fields

Free bus service
from Franklin [•
and Worcester
parking lots.

Hypercurricula

In event
of rain, meal

will be served
in all D.C.s.

\«.'

COUNTRY BAR~B-Q
Non-Board Members - $4.75 in advance. Tickets
on sale now at Munchies, Snack Bars, Franklin
Meal Ticket Office. I>

V—-^^^ I

POETRY & MUSIC FROM
LATIN AMERICA - An
evening of poetry and music

from Grenada, Honduras, El

Salvador, and Guatemala

with Caldwell Taylor,

Roberto Sosa, Armando
Martinez, and Zoe

Angelesey. 7:30 p.m.,

Grace Parish Hall.

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH -
Come join us for our weekly

service of WORSHIP.
PRAISE, and teaching from

the Bible. We'll be here all

summer. Come check us

out! Sundays, 10:15 a.m.,

see CC schedule.

UMASS KARATE CLUB
— Summer training— all

students, faculty & staff

welcome. Call S. Grimes at

5-1376.

AT&T PHONE DROP OFF
— AT&T will be set up in

CC165 for students who
need to drop off phones.

Students will not be able to

pay their bills at this

location. 10 5:00 p.m.,

CC165.

WORKING WOMEN IN

THE 80's — a series of

presentations sponsored by

the Working Women's
Program at the

Everywoman's Center. The
series consists of three

sessions. Comparable
Worth and Pay Equity will

take place Tuesday, May 15,

and wUl be facilitated by

Carole Johnson. For more
information call 5-0883.

Talks are free of charge.

Tuesdays. 7 9 p.m., Jones

Library gallery, 43 Amity

Street, Amherst.

CONCERT: UNIVER
SITY CHORAL UNION -
Music of Leonard Bernstein,

Benjamin Britten, and

UMass composer Robert

Stern will be performed by

the University Choral

Union, Chamber Choir, and

chamber orchestra. E.

Wayne Abercrombie con-

ducts. Free. 8:00 p.m..

First Congregational
Church, Main St., Amherst.

LUNCH WITH THE
RABBI — Informal lunch

time get together. All are

welcome! 12 noon, Suffolk

Room.

What is Lily Tomlin doing in Steve Martin's body?

When rich, eccentric Edwina Cutwater died,

a crazy guru tried to transport her

."^^^^ soul into the body of a

beautiful young woman.

But the guru goofed.

And Edwina's soul has

accidentally taken over

the entire right side

of her lawyer,

Roger Cobb.

He still controls

what's left.

Now, Edwina and Roger

are living together—

in the same body.

He's losing his job.

He's losing his girlfriend.

And he just can't seem to get

her out of his system.

No matter how hard

he tries.

RTIN LILY TOMLIN

A STEPHEN FRIEDMAN p.odu(.,on a CARL REINER f,im "ALL OF ME"

^—VraONlN&Ma scee^ioy by PHIL ALDEN WON w^,. b, HENRY OLEK—
^^;e^;;^ovel * IWO" by ED DAVIS Mus,c by PAT C WILLIAMS

Assocce froduce. PHIL ALDEN ROBINSON Muced by STEPHEN FRIEDMAN o„«.ed by CARL REINER

W!^GSR<UD A UNIVERSAL Release
Piesentotioo —•"• • •*~ -

FREE SCREENING
Courtesy of Kodak

WEDNESDAY, MAY 16TH
7:00 PM

Seating is on a first come, first admitted tiasis

AMHERST CINEMA
30 AMITY STREET
sponsored by

AMHERST CINEMA

FREE WRITING
TUTORING - The South-

west Writing Center offers

free confidential peer

tutoring for all University

students. Bring any
assignment or writing

project. Drop in; no ap-

pointment needed. 7-9:00

p.m., Pierpont Dorm,

AMHERST RAILWAY
SOCIETY - Colour sUdes of

late steam and early diesels

from Buffalo to Boston and

sundry points between. All

are cordially invited. 8:00

p.m., Eng. East
Auditorium.

NATO AND THE
WARSAW PACT - As a

wargamers club, we
simulate past, present and

future conflicts through the

medium of detailed board

games and model miniature

armies. All may participate.

6:00 p.m., CC.

FINAL EXAM STRESS -
Learn ways to deal with

pressure and stre.ss of exam-

taking tonight on WMUA
91.1 FM on UMass Hotline.

6 7:00 p.m.. ON THE AIR.

CONCERT: FACULTY
BRASS QUINTET - Free

;concert will feature music of

Reynolds, Scheidt, and

Ewald performed by Walter

iChesnut and Jeffrey

Holmes, trumpets; Laura

Klock, horn; David Sporny,

trombone; and George
'Parks, tuba. Concert marks

the final event in the music

department's '83 '84 concert

season. 8:00 p.m.. Bezanson

Recital Hall.

SUMMER JOBS
AVAILABLE

Evening telephone

sales for Fine Arts

Center series

subscription.

<\pprox. 20 hrs. per

week from June 4

-July 13. Work
study preferred.

UMass students

only. Descriptions

and applications

available from Dave,

207 Hasbrouck thru

Wed. May 16. call

545-0190.

WILD
AMERICA
IS OUR
CAMPUS

StKTHilating carear orwntsd BS. MS
Hcondary and |r high school or torn-

mar expadition dagraa programa

Newfoundland to Catifornia

Practical, croaa cultural 1 to 4 year*

mall group camp<ng Field itudiea

ar>d ancountart with daap ecological

problerm. eociatv and mM Financial

aid and poatgraduate grants avail ' a

NATIONAL AUDUBON
SOCIETY

EXPEDITION INSTITUTE

Sharon, CT 08089 12031 38*05:L.
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Summerweight
Sports Shirt

$15.95

John C. - Photo by Dwayne Autery

Move limrself;
AllYour Stuff,
And Save,Too!

ni

IVb as easy as renting a Ryder truck,one way.
r^A>n>»r_ r-nm^lm Ksf^^riB unil tnak* nian* Cnr fTinVintf at th^ md OfComparr costs before you mAke plans for moving at the end of

the semester
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can

use a Ryder truck, rentit-here. leaveit therr. Load up your
stereo. 10-spced. clothes: everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, lor one or two friends with their things to share the cost
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or ewn a bus.

Plus shipping.
Rent a newer Uuck from the bestmainuined. most dependa-

ble fleet in the world Ryder The best truck money can rent.

^rk
(MS

Located In the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 ^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON -

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL INC.
-^WB^,

The holder of this coupon is entitled to a i*><nKc

15%DISC0UNT ^
on any ONE WAY rental of a Ryder truck. Present this coupon «M^i
to any Ryder location in New England and save even more. ^^^|

One coupon redeemable per transaction. Not valid with other

promotions.

Call (413) 736-JB361 or your local dealer for information.

Renters Signature Expires 8/30/84

l7::.-A'££;:|;:i?'A^-t3^,;. %:*:..-

rmt'

END OF SEMESTER INFORMATION

I AST I1AV 0\ i I ASSI S VVt'thu'stlrtv M.u M«

FINAL IXAMS

Final fxanis will iM-qiM at 8 a in «»n S.uuulav Mav 1
'

uith thf last »'\ani hfginninq al 10 '.iO a m «»n Iiulav

Mav 25 Thursddv, Mav 17 and Ftidav Mav 18 art- ifad

inq aA\.s and no t lassf* «n •xams ar«' si heduU'd F oi in

formation on spptifii exams t all the Inforniation Data

Bank at 545 1 555 or the Schediilinq Ofliri' al 545 2b05

RtSIDENCE HAllS

All studpnis must leave the residence halls hv b p m
Fridav. Mav 25 Graduatinq seniors mav siai. until 4

p m . Sundav. Mav 27

Til I l»M()NI S

Residence hall room telephones will be shut off beqin-

niii<| Iridav. Mav 25 Seniors in the halls uill have their

phones shii« off on Sundav. Mav 27 Anv inipottanl tails

should he made before then

MAll

first Class I' S mail and pat kaqes received al C enlral

Mail after residence halls < lose will be foruarded to sin

dents' home addresses Anvone uanlinq niaqa/ines sent

In a home address should send a t hanqe of address card

to lln' publisher loruardinq cards mav be filled out al

C entral Mail in 306 (»oodell. but cannot be guaranteed.

All other mail uill be discarded

LIRKAKIt S

The Cioodeil and Universitv Tower libraries are open

Mondav through Fridav be«jinn»n<j nn readinq davs from

8am to midnight. Saturday from 8 am. to 10 p in . and

on Fridav. Mav 25. from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

X..-i'

GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS
Enjoy The Summer

I)ININ(. C OMMONS AND MUNt HY S

The dining c«»mmons viill be open through Friday. May

25 Dinner viill be served that day until 6:30 p.m. at

Vl<»r< ester and Hampshire commons, and until 7 p.m at

Berkshire and Franklin commons Mnnchy's stores uill

be open through May 24 from 8 a in to 9 p.m. at

Wfucesler and Franklin, and from 7 am. to 9 p.m. at

Mampden On May 25 they uill close at 5 p.m.

GRADUATION

For information on graduation, call TIPS al 545-1540.

aid ask for tape 1530

BUS SCHEDULES

lIMass buses, as uell as PVTA bus routes 301 to Mount

Holyoke. Hampshire and Amherst colleges and 702 3

to Northampton, uill run on their present schedules

through Sunday. May 27 Summer schedules uill begin

on Monday. May 28. For schedule information, call

586 5806

FALL 1984

Registration Day uill be Tuesday. September 4 The first

day of classes uill be Wednesday. September 5.

"J^

TIPS ^M<- a service at the Dean of Students Office

Tuesday, May 15, 1984,

I

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins
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Colietiian is

DAILY CROSSWORD PUULE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tmde Jaffe

Cintlm AafHt* Tlact Sjratcste

H.

ACROSS
1 Part of POS
5 Ostrich's

Australian

cousins

9 Ray of

the films

13 Concept, m
Cannes

14 Publisher Conde
15 Eddy
16 Mother of

Helen of Troy

17 Like a big

spender

Parts of univ

buildings
• The— and

the Sea"
Uniforms for

KPs
22 TV producer

Norman, et al

Plat abbreviations

Alien

Like some
resources

33 Zodiac sign

34 " such
man be trusted",

Shakespeare

36 Gaseous Comb
form

37 500" race place

39 Help

41 Do a sewing )ob

19

20

21

24

26

28

42 Weeds
43 Credo
45 Quagmire
46 Like few fenders

49 Upon even terms

51 Antique auto

52 "Ars ,.."

53 Creed
56 More pretentious

59 Dear, to Hans
62 Like an owl

64 Knowing
65 Wears out

66 Tiny opening

67 Wine Prefix

68 Idaho, to some
69 Replied Abbr

70 It abuts Neb

DOWN
1 Creep
2 Concert halls

3 Like a he man
4 Sideboard item

5 Backed up, as
a rule

6 Certain clays

7 Apphed
8 Originate (with

from")

9 Barley beard

10 Beach resort

11 Scott

12 Ransom Ell

builder of

51 Across

15 Maria

18 Biblical

possessive

23 Feel peaked

25 French plane

JWWI
26 — Root, lawyer

and statesman

27 Gaseous element

28 Hungry
29 Darkness at

30 Like a nitwit

31 Flynn

32 Shabby
35 Lug
38 River into the

North Sea
40 Crossed again,

as a stream
44 Camel color

47 Certain tides

48 Sped
50 Round houses
52 Lecherous looks

53 Followers of

53 Across
54 Freight mover
55 Japanese word

for 54 Down
57 Cloth made from

bark

58 An age
60 Sicilian sight

61 Mark or matches
63 Eric, the Vikmg

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8

1
9 10 11

1

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

^7?~ 23 24 25 |HH
?6 71 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36

37 38 39
4^^^^ 41

4? 43 44 1 45

46 47 4S 49 50

51 52

53 54 55 56 57 58

1

59 60 61

W^ 63 64

65

1
66 67

6S

li
69

70~^

Weather

A chance of showers in

the western hills today,

otherwise, partly cloudy

and cool, high tem-

peratures in the 50s.

Mostly cloudy tonight,

variable cloudiness
tomorrow. Temperatures

continuing on the cool side.

I>ows tonight in the 40s,

highs tomorrow in the

upper 50s to 60s.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

m
I

Iiiiiiiiil Bill I

r¥TEmiA H

1

ouay UDULJUU uli
ayuutJ own -

OQUU UbiyULl LIUUIJ
uyy uyciyu \m5

uyu uuijiju

Quyy ubiyy uyoiJ

r f

The Collegian
\

is now accepting
j

applications for the i

following positions: i

Associate Managing Editor (5) i

Copy Editor (5) i

Layout Technician (5) I

Librarian

Associate News Editor (3)

Associate Editorial Editor

Associate Womens New Editor

Associate Sports Editor

Associate Black Affairs Editor

Associate Arts Editor
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Final Women's Softball

statistics for 1984 season
NAME POS G AB H 2B HR RBI BT AVE

Allyson Rioux SS 41 121 24 45 6 3 30 .372

Missv Oman lb 8 27 5 1 4 . 370

Beth Talbott C 36 96 1^ 33 5 1 16 .344
Sallv Maher lb 40 12^ 24 42 5 2 21 .331

Amv Straut lb 8 10 2 3 1 2 .300

Tina Coffin CF 41 131 30 38 4 1? .290
Emily Bietscn OF 3 3 78 14 21 1 8 .269
Lynn Pekarski 3b 17 38 4 10 1 9 .263

Janet Miller OF 34 90 9 22 4 14 .744

Pobin Read 3b 27 78 7 19 2 15 .244

Ann Ringrose OF 1

9

36 1

2

8 3 . 222

Carol Frattaroli IF 40 116 14 24 6 1 8 .20"

Anne King C 29 55 4 11 4 11 .200

Debbie Cole 3b 38 93 13 18 2 4 .194

Cathy Reed P 10 .000

Pitchers 26 .000

UMASS
OPPONENTS

NAME

41

41

1096
980

177 304
74 157

40
14

8 157
1 56

277
160

PITCHING STATISTICS

G GS CG IP H

Womenssoccer recruits

R ER BE

Krista Stanton 6 10 33 5 5 1 1

Lynn Stockley 24 22 19 148 67 78 39 25 51

Cathy Reed 20 19 13 121 .66 74 30 23 32

UMASS
OPPONENTS

41

41

41
41

3 2

35
280.67
272.33

157
304

74
177

49
145

90
76

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Success breeds success. It's a lot easier to

recruit after a 12-2 3 season, a New
England championship and a third place

finish nationally. And it shows.

Women's soccer Coach Kalekeni Banda is

already reaping the benefits of last fall's

banner season. Banda has come up with

eight new players for the Minutewomen.

One of the mo.st impressive finds is Leah^
Eicher, a Fairfax, Virginia native that has

been going to school in Geneva, Swit-

zerland. A forward from La Chatignerate

High School, Eicher has played on the

Swiss National team.

Four AU-Americans will be coming to

UMass next season. Debra Belkin, a

member of the U.S. National team from

Needham, Jolie DePauw, another member
of the U.S. National team from Arlington,

Virginia, Carolyn Micheel, from Columbia,

Maryland and sweeper back Christine

Scmitt from Northport, New York will be

here this fall.

Belkin, DePauw, and Micheel are all

forwards.

. Other recruits include Catherine Spence,

an AH New England player from Hartford,

Conn., (forward), LisaMerlo, an All Region

forward from Boca Raton, Florida, and

Monica Seta, an AH Region forward from

Cincinnati, Ohio,

The Minutewomen graduate only two

seniors, Mary Szetela and All- American

Stacey Flionis, one of the team MVP's from

last fall.

Lori Stukes, a junior All-American, was

also chosen as team MVP by the team.

Junior forward Chris Taggart was also an

All American pick in 1983.

Things are looking good for Banda in 1984.

"I'm tickled to death (with the
recruiting)," Banda said.

* Softball

-^
. . ^

^ An cUtIst bouRqEoisiE phoTO of qRAdtATJNq ColUqiAN ^
<i$TAFf memBers will bE taIcen at 9 p.M. TodAy IN tIie^

-^ newsroom For tomorrow's pApER. ^

^J).l).if.l^^).t).if.lf.lf.l).l).lf.l).Jf.lf.lf.l}.if.l}.}f.if.if.l}.>f.3f^

including

the first sweep in five years of Rhode

Island.

But coming off the emotional high of the

wins that put UMass in the Atlantic 10.

UConn swept two from UM and Temple
pounded UMass 6 before UMass took the

second game 7-0.

And to top off the season of frustration,

UMass wasn't even given the chance to

make up for its third place Atlantic 10 finish

when Saturday's doubleheader with

(\mtinufd fnnu pngt Iti

Adelphi was cancelled.

"I feel especially bad for the two seniors,"

Sortino said. "I would have loved to see

them go to the national tournament and

have their team with them."

Their team has a great future, though.

With just Rioux and Coffin gone and the

other 15 gaining valuable experience, youth

and inconsistency should not be such a

problem for the Minuewomen who will

again be shooting for the NCAA tour-

nament.

.•-•-• .•-«
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Buy summer or fall

membership. Now thru May 18

ONLY JpOO • 75 reg. $45.00

X-SI»l=<:iAL305Ca=l=

jUijiJtMionLiiMHinnrwinnnnniionnnnnniTfririwnTrrTrTiTrTrr^^''^^''^^^'
'

Buy both now & save $27
Reg. $90.

$63YOU PAY fpUO thru May 18
Summer Hours

^''^M-f''"^^
Summer workouts start June 4

Soft Contact Lens Center
Extended wear soft lenses from $48. ea.

Daily wear Soft lenses from $25. ea.

Heat disinfecting units $12.95 reg. $30.

Check out these

Contact Lens Solution Prices
Opti-clean Reg 2.98 SALE 1.98

Sensitive Eyes System Reg 3.75 SALE 2.49

Adapettes Reg 1.00 SALE .50

Soft Contact Lens Deluxe Cases Reg. 3.75 SALE 1.98

Many more Solutions on Sale COME & SEE
B & L Sunglasses 20% off

Vuarnet Sunglasses 20% off with this ad

Amherst Optical Shoppe 195 N Pleasant St 256-6403

Amherst Optical Shoppe 170 University Dr. 253-5412

in the Amherst Med Ctr.

eoeoooooooooooooooooi

Southwood 2 bdrm w/fall option summer
rent negotiable 253-5517

4 bdrm 2 bath SwiM VIg apt w/fall op
S tion 3 bdrms available 253-3851 , one bdrm

253 2063

' One bedroom summer sublet with fall op-

tion Cliffside apt 665-7956

I Cheap summer sublet, any offer con-

I sidered with fall option call Dave 665-3605

I Big 2 bedroom furnished apartment June

I - August BO Dave K 546-6461

I One bedroom available in apartment in

Amherst Centre ca ll evening 253-2683

Furnished bedroom to sublet for sum-
S mer, fall option, cheap! Amherst, Chris

256-1205

With fail option. 2 bedroom apt at Cliff

-

I side. Great view, swimming pool, tennis

I courts. $360/month all utilities included.

Call Thomas at 665-4493 eves.

3 bdrm Townehouse apt fully furnished

one mile from campus. Call before 12 am or

- after 8 pm 549-0307

I TO SUBLET

I 1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option

I avail June 1 549-1470

I Room available summer possible fall op-

tion. Rent negotiable. Call 256-0011 even-

ings

Two bedroom apt available one fall option

near Puffton wood stove 549-0112

Two bedroom apartment in Colonial

Village summer sublet fall option

telephone 256-8597

House - available June 1st - fall option 5-^

bedrooms on bus route, walking distance

to town and campus, heat included call

I

Convenient Amherst Center 2 doubles

$90 negotiable summer only 6-5651 6-4992I
I
I
I
I
I Brandywine Apt best offer call 549-2636

One bedroom in two bedroom, beautiful

sunny house. Only one block from campus
and Amherst Center. This is a steal! Call

Cathy 549-2742

256-0992

I
I

I.

1 room in house. Walk to campus & town
110/mo + util 546-9960 or 549-1730

2 people needed for 1 bd in 2 bd Bran-

dywine apt $70/prsn for summer sbit call

546-9406 or 546-9403 keep trying

Summer sublet with fall option $295,

utilities included 256-1482 Kevin

w/fall option great location 253-3630 Gail

eve $180 mo

I Squire Village 2 bdrm townhouse great

for 4 people or less fall option 665-41 iffl

Brandywine one bedroom apartment
S summer sublet, possible fall option

549-5825

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Choose usil Needed immediately 1 or 2
p>eople to share large bedroom in brand

new Sunderland duplex $100/mo call

665-3072 after 6 pm
To sublet cheap 2 rm of 4 avib pay 2 mo 1

free fall opt Mike/ Doug 253-2083

One bedroom apt Cliffside 150 includes

everything pool and tennis 665-4576

Cliffside summer sublet fall option 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom. Responsible female

180/mo inclusive. Available June or July

your choice. Summer rent negotiable

665-3509

Two bedroom apt summer sublet with fall

option rent neg 665-4201

Colonial Village 2 bedroom summer/fall
option. On bus route. Partially furnished

256-0088

Summer sublet room in house in

Amherst fully furnished $90 per month in-

cludes utilities 323-5974 after 5 pm
4 bedroom sublet w/fall opt $140/month
neg utilities included 253-5956

2 bedroom in large house close to town
and campus summer w/fall option 160 --

negotiable 256-0407

TRAVEL
~

Plane ticket 1 way BOS. to L.A. BO Tom
549-0661

8

I
I

8
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

NYC to Seattle one way plane ticket only
$170 call Megan 546-6649 "

TYPING

Professional Typing Service including:

theses, manuscripts, medical reports, dic-

taphone. Emergency service. Call 536-2336,
6-10 PM

Practically on campus! New 2 bdrm apt

w/fall option 54S-5613

WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,

Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Experienced Painter sash and trim skills

prefered call after 5:00 666-2666

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted Puffton or Presidential apt will

pay reward call 666-7518 546-5141

Responsible ^omen needed summer
housing great location cheap rent call

549-6823

2 people looking to share an apt in Puff-

ton or Brandywine for fall 84 call 6-5290 or

6-9705

$60.00 reward grad student looking for eff

apt for Sept, reasonable rent Nancy 5-2245

days leave message

.."^^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 cons<»cutive days 10% discount • Phone number pree _^^^^^

I
I

8

8
I
I

AN OFFER YOU
CANT REFUSE

Great summer sublet • 2 bedroom apt in

Townehouse June - Aug best offer - fully

furnished. All luxuries available call

549-0709 now!

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 Camero new tires and trans, must sell

g $500 549-6934

'73 Mustang Convertible it runs, great

I summer car, great project car, almost in-

I spectable, $350, BO 545-3117

1 77 Toyota Celica GT coupe 86k 5 spd

AC /rear dgf excel cond inside and out great

gas mileage $2350 neg 256-1466

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..iere tor tne sa^" times and especially the

good times. The memories will always be

remembered and the future has a lot more.

Friends forever, good luck! Love your little

friend.

HELP WANTED

BOARDERS FOR FALL "84

WANTEDI
I
I For home like atmosphere call Sigma

I Kappa Sorority 256-6887 ask for Sylvia or

Louise

I ENTERTAINMENT

I RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

I everything - bands, DJ's, lights, banquets

I ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

I WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

I service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

! 584-6712

! Madhatter Booze Cruise - featuring the

Castoways and DJ Prizes for best hats 1st

I prize $75. Leaves Boston Harbor June 8 for

I info: Mike 546-6031 ltd, tix

FALL HOUSINGI

I
Rooms now available for all university

women in close to campus sorority house.

8 Ask for Lisa B or Sue G at 545-0527

I FOR RENT

5 Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

i available June 1. Fall option. $195 ^- util

I evenings 253-3075

I Southwood Apts 1 bedroom townhouse

I summer w/fall option very clean 256-8225

I Furnished efficiency apartment, carpet,

AC summer, fall option, $205 (Belcher-

I
town). 323-6704

One bedroom in house near Amherst
S Center available June 1. 145+ call

256-0796

Summer sublet w/fall option 4 bedroom

I apt w/2 bathrooms. Summer rent very

I cheap . Call 256-8247

8
Two bedroom
summer sublet

253-7728

apt at Brittany Manor
with fall option. Call

SOne bedroom apt, 3 mo sublet or 15 mo
lease. Quiet,^„^. % mi from UMass, bus. 360

i

mo 549 2641

2 bedroom avail June 1 with fall option

Brittany Manor summer rent negot call

[after 10. 253-5907

I
Female wanted nonsmoker for summer

[sublet and fall option, own room, pool, bus

jroute, $150/month plus utilities, call

1
253-7806 evenings summer rent negot.

lone bdrm apt. at Cliffside, all-electric,

[dishwasher, bus route, pool, tennis courts,

Iquiet, summer sublet with fall option

I

1665-3735

2 bedroom apt in Brittany

available for fall call 256-1279

Manor

!~One bedroom available in beautiful

house furnished 1 mile from UMass
549-7865

Itwo bedroom apt Lantern Court

lavailable 6/1 w/fall option 666-7526

I
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International Environmental Org. seeks

commited individuals to represent our work

on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen-

tal shelf issues. Call Greenpeace at

256-6609. Salary $150 to $200 wkly.

COUNSELORS. Excellent Maine Camp,

call Mrs. Fritts (201) 538-5409

Students! Summer jobs on campus! Apply

to Telefund, Memorial Hall, 545-3509

Help wanted cook needed at local frater-

nity call anytime 253-9032 ask for Mark

Summer work out West 318/week call

for info 549-7529

PARTTIME WEEKEND: Production

workers needed to fill-in for employees on

vacation/leave. Church Seat Company,
Division of Bemis Mfg. Company, Palmer

Road, Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-5511

Summer Jobs - House Painting; Boston,

Cape, Connecticut, NY, NJ; No experience

necessary, we will train. $150 - $250 a

week. Work with peers outdoors. 736-2193

FARM HAND call Scon's Tree Farm

665-4791

Housefather wanted for local sorority for

fall '84 semester, free room & board in ex-

change for minor repairs. For more info call

256-6874 ask for Jody

Still need a summer job? Work as an ac-

tivist on a nat'l voter registration campaign

and help shape state environmental policy.

MASSPIRG is now hiring full-time summer
staff for public education and fundraising.

$135-225/ week. Mon-Fri 2-10 PM. Will

train. Call Sandy 256-6434

2 positions @ 40 hrs/wk working on

course and teacher evaluation guide good

writing and editing necessary applications

available in 420 Student Union deadline

May 17th @ noon more info call 545-0341

SGA is AA/EEO

8

8

I

8

8

KAREN S.

To the best roommate: You've helped me
through so much, Kar, and I just want to

say thanx! Here's to best friends, surviving

the first year and a successful "Mint Julep"

day! I love you! - Meryl

LOST

Lost blue jacket, Scituate High School

Football embroidered on it. If found please

please call 546-7744, great sentimental

value. Reward no questions asked

Gold chain bracelet hopefully with small

heart pendant lost Tu Ap 21 call Jenni at

546-4282 reward

Beautiful gold watch (Caravelle Bulava

Quartz) deep sentimental value. If found

please call 256-1098

MATT ZELEK STUD

To the kid who drinks 8

nights/week...thanks for the memories.

GH. Brian, band-wagons, MTV, messy

everything, schmokin bones (who me?),

giving each other shit...you will be missed

by many thanx Steve

MOTORCYCLES

8

FOR SALE

!

1973 Saab Sonett sports car, classic,

sorange, rebuilt transmission and engine,

Iframe good shape, needs one rocker panel

land some trunk welding, idle for one year,

$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home )

New double bed - great price call Jodi

549-2638

Electric Guitar Vantage black with case

mint condition $175 Josh 546-6534

Almost new double bed, bureau, desk,

J bookcase and sofa. Best offers. 256-0883

Jwood desk $50, light blue rug $56 both in

1 excellent condition call Laurie 549-6358

lone year old twin bed. Must sell $65

IWendy 584-2905

IWaterbed 4x7 apt-size 3 month old $150

JDan 256-1279

'80 KZ-440 LTD SOW 6 speed mag wheels

in great condition, always kept under

cover , approx 65 mpg 549-7719

1983 Yamaha special 50cc mint condition

only 3000 miles $500 or BO call Alan at

546-5332

79 Suzuki PE 175 best offer call 665-4340

after 3 pm
Yamaha 175 enduro 500 miles - like new

on/off road w/helmet $500 549-0159

PERSONALS

8
FOUND

I Found! Ring in NOPE girl's locker room call

S 546-8352 to identify

FRIENDSHIP

..Jl

I Lori - You might be leaving Amherst but

I you will never be forgotten. I will always be

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

8

1

Patricia M. Smith we have your ID. It's at

the Collegian

Need a place to live next fall? Female

boarders wanted. Good food home-like at-

mosphere. For info call 545-0162/2092.

Keep trying!

WE HAVE BALLS - basketballs, baseballs

softballs, footballs, tennis balls

racquetballs, squashballs

golfballs £t frisbees

THE SPORTING GOODS CO OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 11 to 5 322 Student Union Building

WHATS YOUR RACQUET?

We have Tennis Racquets, Racqetball

Racquets, Squash Racquets & Bats!

THE SPORTING GOODS CO OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 11 to 5 322 Student Union Building

Eileen B. Manley Good luck with surgery

Love Randa Maggie & Monique

Scary, have a jolly B-day and a borgie gorg

time! Love L and S

Bimbo Happy 20th! Keep in touch next

semester. If you don't I'll find ya and I'll kill

ya! Love ya Lori

To Lauribell a southern belle Happy 22

Love Demelsa and Mattfree

Adrienne, Jenny. Henry, How could I

leave UMass without leaving my first friend

here a personal? Remember. . .basics

lunch, yucky roommates, Sugarhill Gang,

Joey D's, fake ID's, RA interviews, bulk

nuts and rasins from Price Chopper,

Midori, Gloria Stevens, and of course the

Collegian? I can't believe how far we've

come! I hope we're still having this much
fun in 20 years. Good luck with everything -

Lynn, B.B., Berger __^
Happy Birthday Kers have a good one

love ya "Cool"

Nancy, I'm going to miss you! Love ya

"Cool"

Graduating Gormanites (past and pre-

sent) congratulations and lots of luck!!!

Love Steph and Anna

Mark McGaunn - brother of mine, Con-

grats on graduation & the accounting gig!

Much success, fame and money to you in

the future! Love, brother of yours, Scott

Hey. . .Vickie, Sue, Shari, Marybeth, Tori,

Sharon, Leslie, Ginny. . It's been a great

year, lets all get back together in the fall

OK? Enjoy the summer!) Love, Martha and

George _^__

Rose Licciardello - your graduating and

we will miss you so much. You are what

makes college better than just going to

school. We love you very much! Love,

Scott and Karen

Holly D.

you! - S
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emale wanted for single in Puffton

|

$128 summer sublet fall option furnished

-

549-4537 S
Squire'Single room in convenient, quiet

Village townhouse call 665-3175

One female roommate wanted to share

a two bedroom Brandywine apartment call

546-5186 or 546-5088

2Female roommate wanted
bedroom apt. call 549-2719

for

8

8

8

3 rms in 4 bdrm condo 9/1 lease/credit
|

references required 6-10 pm 256-0768

Female wanted for fall to share Ig

bedroom in Squire Village. Call anytime

Dawn 665-8534

House in Dennisport near beach call Mikel
546-5067, Dan 546^4308 ASAP |
3 bedroom apartment in Amherst Center |
1 single plus one summer sublet only, both |
available June 1. For more information call

Debbie 256-8064 ^
•

Brandywine, 65 a month, female only to

share room, call anytjme &46-7J^
Female nonsmoker roommate wanted _
for fall share room quiet Brittany apt |
165/mth 256-1338 or 546-8582 keep trying |

SENIORS I
The 1964 Index will be distributed this fall. I
If you would like the yearbook to be mailed |
to you, please send your permanent ad-

""

dress and $2.50 check for postage and

handling to: Index, 103 CC by May 26.

I

SERVICES

I'll stop the world and melt with

To all of the 81-82 Gorman Basement
Dwellers: Kevin, Don, Jim, Steve, Dupo,

Pam, Debbie, and Stephen Best of Luck

with everything Wayne

Contact Lenses Replaced. Bausch Lomb
$25. others available. Call with your

prescription. Dr. Spencer UNiversity Drive

256-8561

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Cases. Papers,

acceptance guaranteed, on-campus, low

rates, 584-7924 Nancy

RIDE WANTED

To Calif 1st week in June share expenses

and driving 256-8416

Chicago - I need a ride to Chicago after

May 25 at 6 p.m. I'll share driving and ex-

penses. I travel light. Please call Cris at

545-3500 during the day and 546-6672 at

night Keep trying

Need ride to Logan Airport or Boston

Tuesday May 22, between 12:00 and 5:00

pm must catch 8:00 flight call Mike at

546-1456

RIDERS WANTED

Drivers to drive car to MihAraukee area

some expenses paid. Call 367-2473 even-

ings

8

8
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TYPING Fast, Accurate,

after 7 pm 283 3050

I
I
I
I

CHEAP call Amy |

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser

vice. Type-Rite. 253-5111

SPENDING THE SUMMER IN DC?"

So am II Let's

ASAP 865-8126
share an apartrr>ent call

SUMMER RENTALS

Centrally located on campus full kitchen

facilities cable TV furnished 250 single 150

double call Jim K 545-2150 546^)047

I

8

SUMMER SUBLET

Brandywine June-Aug rent negotiable call

546-«22 or 546-6324

2 bedroom Townehouse apt fully fur-

nished, rent negotiable call anytime

546-5001

1 bedrm in 2 bedrm furnished apt center

of town. Prefer serious student. Avail. June

$250/mo Jan/Barb after 4 pm 253-7818

4 bedrooms available at Swiss Village

summer sublet with fall option call 253-5274

Two bedroom apt utilities included pool

bus route fall option $370 Cliffside 66&«01

Brandywine summer sublet furnished,

best offer, call 546-5382

ROOM WANTED

Room needed for two
mouth /Hyannis area. Call

253-9868

in West Yar-

Tom or Mike

Cape Cod -
I need place for summer call

Lyn 256-8606

Male needs room (single or shared) for

fall pref. near campus call Jim 256-1472

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 Brittany Manor apts available 1

bedroom each 1 with fall option, low price,

newly rennovated 253-3389

Female for own room Puffton $150.00 +

Trish or Terri eves 549-4621

Four bedroom house, furnished, large kit-

chen, living room, pantry. Washer and

dryer. Near Look Park. $300 or best offer

586-9506

1 bdr apt near Puffers Pond $200/m fall

option 549-7522 (day) 542-2363 (n)

Summer sublet 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm Brittany

call 546-6660 after 6 PM
2 bedroom apt. Presidential, summer rent

negotiable, Russell 253-9632 Bill 546-6270

Spacious 2 bedroom apt. Furnished

private and quiet 467-9832

Amherst Center apt for 1 person furnish-

ed June 1 to Sept 1 call 256-6079

With fall option 2 bedroom
Southwood call 253-3111 Dan

apt in

8

I
I
I
I

Female roommate wanted to share large

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes

utilities 586-3682

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house

near town Et campus 117/mo + 1/6 Max
546^6089 Kris 256-0566

Roommate wanted for Southwood apt

rate negotiable information call

Margaret 546-1411

Summer sublet/fall option North
Amherst 150-1-5 min to bus close to

campus 549-0146

Brandywine female to share room possi-

ble fall option call 549-1405/546-4791

Roommate wanted for 1 furnished

bedroom in 4 bedroom apt for summer and

fall only reasonable Amherst 256-1205

Central Northampton on bus room in

apartment starting June 1 584-1381

I

I

I

Southwood 2 bedroom apt available Jun 1

- Sept 1 inexpensive 546-3282

Rolling Green 1 bdmn Sue 546-1223 or

Jodi 256-0807 after 7 pm

One bedroom Rolling Green close to

cheap pool air conditioning call 256-6905

5 bedroom house in Amherst next to

Swiss Village, on bus route partially fur-

nished only $75 a month call Dan 256-6761

2 rms in house with fall option 586^7037

call eves

Townhouse apartment 2 bedrooms.

June 1 - Aug 31 . Rent negotiable 546-9559,

&<i6-9eo5 a
furnished

I

8
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Female roommate wanted
Puffton apartment call 549-0496

Room(s) 4 rent. Swiss Village, very

negotibale. Furnished to the hilt! Cindy

256-1474
8

8
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Dartmouth travels to Amherst for doubleheader
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Two months and 43 games ago, the

University of Massachusetts baseball team

found themselves smack in the middle of a

desert oasis called Albuquerque, New
Mexico, a mere 2,500 miles from home and

5,000 feet above sea level. They proceeded

to lose nine of 13 games, two by the

ridiculous counts of 23-8 and 15-10.

They limped home and immediately were

swept in three by Temple, surrendering 22

runs in the final two games, and blanked by

UConn. 4-0. On Tuesday. April 3. at 6 p.m.

the slate read 4-13.

Slowly, but surely, the picture began to

change. Victories over Holy Cross and

Boston College, followed a week later by an

encouraging doubleheader split with New
England power Maine and a doubleheader

sweep of UNH were evidence of said

metamorphosis. The exclamation point was

imprinted Sunday with a doubleheader

sweep of Providence, the second-ranked

team in New England.

And now the closing day is upon us. Ivy

leaguer Dartmouth College journeys south

from Hanover, N.H. to engage the

Minutemen in a doubleheader today at

Lorden Field at 2 p.m.

Since the UConn whitewashing. UMass is

1412, probably a more realistic indicator of

their true abilities and carries a three game
winning streak into today's clash with the

Big Green, including the sweet sweep of

Providence.

"It was definitely the most successful one-

day performance this season and along with

the victory over Maine is surely one of the

highlights this year, " said UMass Coach

Dick Bergquist. "It proves we can play

with anybody."

Pitching: Post bombing Camodia
presented a prettier picture than these

guys after the New Mexico experience. Not

when you give up 45 runs in the final three

days. The lowest ERA is 4.19, that

belonging to senior Tony Presnal (who

starts for the final time today). The most

wins on the staff belong to reliever Matt

Subocz, who has pitched only 28.1 innings,

yet has yielded 37 hits, 23 runs. To his

credit, Subocz gets the ball over the plate,

as evidenced by his miniscule six walks.

Freshman Jeff Jensen looks like a Goose

Gossage clone and possesses the best arm
on the staff. With a 9.12 ERA. Bob Kostro

fell below expectations. In 52.1 innings, he

was drubbed for 87 hits, 70 runs (53 ear

ned), and has walked 41 while whiffing only

19. Overall, the team ERA was 6.62 in

316.2 innings. Ten times in the northern

campaign the opposition recorded seven or

more runs. Big years are expected of

Kostro. Andy Clark and Jim Knopf in '85.

The Hitters: Individual records were set

bv Todd Corneal) (tie for most hits—54 in

one season— will probably get the record

today) and Steve Messina (40 RBI's eclipses

old mark of 37). Comeau was superb at

.378, 32 RBI's. 12 doubles and 15-for-15 in

stolen bases. Messina rebounded strongly

from a subpar '83. Freshman Sean Flint, 7-

12 (.583) in a brief stint at the tail end, looks

like a good one.

Bruce Kingman also rebounded from a

subpar '83 (.211) to hit .356 with 29 BB's and

only 18 whiffs. Jack Bloise. smoking at .414

on April 4. has tailed off to .294. In all. five

regulars are hitting over .300. Disap-

pointments include Jeff Cimini, who has

struck out 33 times in 103 AB's. The

Minutemen showed surprising team speed,

stealing 79 bases in 98 attempts.

A record of 18-25 may not sound like

much, but it's a long way from 413. The

entire starting unit, save pitchers, returns

except for third baseman Andy Connors.

Presnal is the sole pitcher graduating.

Mens lacrosse : Disappointed, but optimistic
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Suff

The epitaph to the 1984 University of Massachusetts

men's lacrosse team should read - A very good team that

almost went to the NCAA's.
Although Coach Dick Garber tells his players at the

beginning of every season that if they don't make the

playoffs, it isn't the end of the world, there has to be

some disappointment among the players and coaching

staff since they come so close (only three points behind

playoff bound number eight Delaware in the poll).

"As far as the tournament goes, that's a big thing to pull

off. I think we are as good, if not better than the team
that made it."

"Overall 8-4 is a great season, a good turn around from

last year (5 10). One low spot was our lass to Harvard (10-

7 at home). But we bounced back and won some big

games and played great at Syracuse." added Garber.

As far as statistics go. UMass outscored their op
ponents by a l.'J4 92 count. Gerry Moreau was solid in

goal all season long and finished with a 7.3 eoals against

average.

The defense was tough all season. All American Barry

Cain is bound to be selected once again. Tommy .Mdrich

is only a sophomore, who is still improving. CoCaptain
John Mincone was solid in front of the crease, keeping

foes away from Moreau.

In the offensive department, junior playmaker Bubba
Sandford led the Gorillas with 17 goals and 19 assists for

36 points.

Junior attackman Mike Fiorini will also return next

year. He finished with 19 goals and 16 assists for 35
points. The third member of the offense. Tom Lukacovic
led the team in goals with 23.

Midfielders Greg Fisk and Karl Hatton. the two best

shooters on the team, according to Garber. both had good

Colleipan photo h; Brian K. (rf>ny«

OUT OF THE CAGE — Goaltender Gerry Moreau (29 with the ball) looks for a teammate to

clear it to. Defenders (left to right) Tommy Aldrich and Barry Cain look for a breakout, while Co-

Captain John Mincone keeps the UNH attackers away from his goalie.

seasons with 25 and 19 points respectively.

"We graduate 10 people, a very significant crew.

Otherwise, we have a good nucleus coming back. The
attack is in good shape, but on defense we lost two of our

starters. It looks like Aldrich and (ierry Byrne, who was
hurt for most of the season will return. We also have on

paper, a good group of freshmen coming in. We're op-

timistic it will be a good crew," concluded Garber.

Softball team concludes a

frustrating season at 29-10

CoUeflaii photo b.T Andy Heller

LEGGING IT OUT— Third baaeman Debbie Cole
beats the throw to first base in an earlier season

game at Holy Cross. The minutewomen finished

the season with a strong 29-12 mark.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The record looks very good. So do the accomplishments.

But for the high expectations of the University of

Massachusetts softball team, it wasn't enough.

The accomplishments are many. Vermont Invitational

champions. 15 game winning streak, another 20 plus

winning season (29-12), qualification for the Atlantic 10

championships, four Atlantic 10 all conference picks (Lynn

Stockley, Carol Frattaroli, Sally Maher and Allyson Rioux)

and one player (Rioux) who should be named All-

American.

However, the Minutewomen didn't do two things that

they wanted to. They didn't win the Atlantic 10 and

qualify for the NCAA tournament.
They didn't do it because UMass was too inconsistent on

offense and on the mound. And when they fell behind,

they didn't have the experience to catch up.

"I think it was a frustrating season," UMass head coach

Elaine Sortino said. "I'm not sure why there was a lack of

consistency. Some days we were great. Other days

mediocre."

Sortino cited, tiiough, a lack of run production as a factor.

"The potential is certainly there. The confidence of the

young people has to grow."

This was a young team. Seniors Allyson Rioux (ss) and

Tina Coffin (cf) stood out with four sophomores and three

freshmen in the starting lineup.

Offensively, some of the youngsters struggled at the

plate. In some games, they were superb. In others not so.

The loss of junior Missy Oman in the eighth game of the

season hurt. Oman was hitting .370 with two triples before

getting hurt against Bowling Green.

Rioux, an Ail-American pick last year was steady all

season long while Sally Maher rebounded from a slow start

to finish over .300.

The pitching was strong but not as strong as many had

hoped. Stockley (15-8. 1.18 ERA) and Cathy Reed (14-4,

1.32 ERA) were brilliant at times (they both threw no-

hitters over Harvard) and at other times they were

hammered.
Defensively, Sortino couldn't ask for more. "I couldn't

have asked for a sounder infield." Maher played first for

the second year after starting the year in the outfield

before Oman got hurt.

Frattaroli made some super plays at second while Rioux

dazzled the opposition at short, as usual. Debbie Cole ate

up most of what came her way to third.

The season started off well with a strong trip to South

Carolina where UMass went 9-4. "We held our own there,"

Sortino said. "It was an extremely difficult trip. They
showed a great deal of character."

However when UMass came back up North, the in-

consistency began. UMass split with Providence losing 8-2

and winning the second 3-2. After losing to Rutgers (1-0)

and Miami of Ohio (2-1) UMass rattled off 15 straight wins

C<mtinued on page U
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GOT HIM!- Local

residents. Jacob and
Jajion Glazier, bring in a

carp from the Campus
Center pond.

i'littrgiiin pki>lo fcy Brxan Cronyr

Graduate student

wants the boot
Today is the last day of classes at the University of

Massachusetts, and if you want to kick off your boots and

celebrate, send them over to the Campus Center Con-

course, where they may someday become part of "a new

art form."

Yul Anderson, a UMass graduate student in the future

studies department, has set up a table on the concourse

and is collecting "old cowboy boots" from any passersby

who wants to offer them.

Anderson said he is taking his endeavor very seriously.

He has received many promises for boots, he said, and he

is willing to correspond with anyone over the summer if

they can give him their boots.

A graduate of the Dartmouth College drama depart

ment, Anderson said he would like to enter the fashion

industry when he leaves UMass.
He said the new art form is "somewhat related" to his

career interests, and was inspired by his future studies.

Howe-ver, he said he could not elaborate further.

-TIM RYAN

Local bus line union may strike
By LAURA KOESTER
Collegian Staff

Union members of Western Massachusetts Bus Lines,

which operates a route from Amherst to Northampton,

have recently filed a complaint with the National Labor

Relations Board (NLRB) and are threatening to strike

before the end of the semester if conditions don't improve,

according to one member of the newly created union that

includes a number of University of Massachusetts

students.

Paul Marquis, a former union member, said company
president John Herlihy has been "actively involved in an

intense and underhanded campaign of intimidation and

harrassment against those involved with the unionization."

Because most of the passengers on the Amherst to

Northampton route are students, staff and faculty, a union

strike could have a big effect on the UMass community,

according to a member being distributed by the union.

That route is financed by student fees through the Pioneer

Valley Transportation Authority, and the bus line

currently employs 30 UMass students and 15 former

students.

Herlihy has refused to recognize the union, voted in on

Dpcpmber 7, 1983, because "students should not be

allowed to participate in a union." "There is a 60 to 70

percent turnover rate in student employees each year.

Out of 100 students who have worked for us in over four

years, there is not one full time driver working now,"

Herlihy said. He said that in an operation hke the busline a

union is not "appropriate."

However, Marquis, feels Herlihy is manipulating the

numbers and that the student/non-student classification is

merely a "convenience." "Students work under the same
conditions for the same rate as other employees," Marquis
said. The union was established due to sub-standard

working conditions, fluctuating personnel policies, minimal

benefits and lack of job security," the memo said.

The first step they have taken is to file unfair labor

practice charges with the NLRB because Herlihy 's refusal

to negotiate with them is in "direct violation of Federal

Law, which requires an employer to "negotiate in good
faith" with a duly elected representative."

Among the issues the union would like to see addressed in

a contract are benefits such as overtime and sick time

compensation, a formal grievance procedure, job bidding

clarification, job descriptions, a promotion policy, and
affirmative action guidelines, and a retirement/pension

plan.

UMass sends out its acceptance slips
Although there are only 3,950 spaces available, as of

yesterday more than 10.000 letters of acceptance have

been mailed to worthy candidates to attend the University

of Massachusetts beginning next fall, said David Bosquet,

Associate Director for Undergraduate Admissions.

"Ideally, only about 40 percent of those accepted will

themselves accept our offer of admission to the Univer-

sity," Bosquet said.

Eight members of the admissions staff review the total

number of applications, but only one staff worker decides

whether a candidate will be accepted, he said.

According to admissions office figures, both median
Scholastic Aptitute Test scores and the high school rank of

accepted freshman have risen by several percentage points

over last year's.

The office received more than 17,000 applications for the

fall, "up a little from last year, when we received 22

percent more than the year before. " Bosquet said.

"Letters of acceptance started going out in January and

continued to be sent until April 15. We also have some

applications that are incomplete, and we're waiting to get

additional information from those people before we make a

decision," he said.

Bosquet said that SAT scores are most often the cause of

incomplete application packets, possibly because the

scores either haven't been noted on high school transcripts

or mailed directly to the University.

Besides the 10,000 letters of accepUnce, 1 ,600 candidates

have been placed on a waiting list. If fewer than 3,950

candidates decide to attend the University, then those on

the list will be accepted, he said. Otherwise, the list will be

dissolved and those candidates will be notifed they will be

eligible for January admission.
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BOOTS ANYONE?— University of
Massachusetts graduate student, Yul Anderson,
waits in the Campus Center for anyone willing

to part with an old pair of cowboy boots for **a

new art form" he is working on.

Inside:

.The year in review for UMass by

Anne McCrory p.3

James Baldwin: A real learning ex-

perience p.7

Andy Gordon's final trailers p. 13

"The last thing we can say is

that we have done our best and
we offer no apologies.

"

—Joel Meyerson and Bill Wall
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Soviets continue to reject assurances

African sportshead criticizes Soviets
Associated Press

A top African sports official Tuesday criticized the Soviet

Unions withdrawal from the Los Angeles Olympics, and

the president of the International Olympic Committee said

he would continue to seek a reversal of the Soviet position.

Meanwhile, the official Soviet news agency again rejected

U.S. assurances that visiting athletes would be safe at the

Los Angeles Olympics and repeated charges that the U.S.

government had supported anti- Soviet "terrorists" who
would threaten athletes at the Games.

Amadou Lamine Ba, secretary general of the Supreme

Council for Sport in Africa, said in Yaounde , Cameroon,

that he believes "Africa plans to participate" in the

Olympics, barring unforeseen developments before the

June 2 entry deadline.

Mondale spurns Reagan

for hisweak policies
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Branding President Reagan's

Central American policy a failure. Democratic presidential

candidate Walter F. Mondale on Tuesday called for an end

to U.S. military exercises in the region and immediate

negotiations seeking withdrawal of all outside forces.

"If Mr. Reagan wants a military solution, he will end up

committing our country to direct miUtary intervention,"

the former vice president said in a speech to the World

Affairs Council.

"There is only one conclusion," said Mondale. "Mr.

Reagan's failed policies are leading us toward war in that

region."

4th graders accuse

5 youths of sex assault
QUINCY, MASS. (AP) Five Boys ages 10 to 12 have

been accused of cornering two fourth grade girls in the

basement of a Catholic church and sexually assaulting

them, authorities said.

Authorities said the girls, aged 9 and 10 years old. went

inside St. Boniface's Cathohc Church to use the bathroom

last January and were trapped by the boys.

Three of the boys are charged with assault with intent to

rape and indecent assault and battery on one of the girls,

said Norfolk District Attorney William D. Delahunt.

At the same time, Lamine Ba said the council's executive

committee would meet in Upper Volta June 16-17 "to

analyze objectively the situation and decide the position to

Uke." He said that he knows of no national Olympic

Committee in Africa which has shown "the intention to

abstain from participating at the Games."

Lamine Ba called the Soviet withdrawal, "a sovereign act

which is not for us to approve or disapprove," but added

that withdrawals by African countries "on the request or

influence of the Soviet Union... is not envisioned for the

moment."
In 1976 at Montreal, 26 African nations boycotted the

Olympics to protest New Zealand's participation after a

rugby team from that nation had toured South Africa,

which has a racial policy of apartheid.

Guilty church worker

awaits sentencing
BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS (AP) A spokeswoman for a

church sponsored task force says it will continue to offer

sanctuary to Central American refugees despite a church

worker's conviction on charges of transporting illegal

aliens.

After deliberating for three days, a jury on Monday found

Stacey Lynn Merkt, 29, of Colorado Springs. Colo.. guUty

of transporting and conspiring to illegally transport three

Salvadorans into the United States.

Ms. Merkt could be sentenced to up to 15 years in prison

and a $9,000 fine, but prosecutors said she would probably

be given probation as a first time offender. Defense at-

torneys said the verdict would be appealed.

"I am not a criminal, and neither are those arrested and

deported" by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Ms. Merkt said after the verdict was announced.

"It's a sad day when church people in this country are

persecuted for helping refugees, but in El Salvador they'd

be dead," she said.

Lee Holstein, a spokeswoman for the Chicago Religious

Task Force on Central America, a network of churches

which have agreed to act as sanctuaries, said the

prosecution of Ms. Merkt has not discouraged par-

ticipation. She said task force membership has increased

25 percent since Ms. Merkts's arrest and the number of

member churches has reached 125.
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RIDING THE COMEBACK TRAIL—
Democratic presidential hopeful Gary Hart

casually chews on a piece of straw while

horseback riding in Denver yesterday. Hart was
later to learn he had won the Nebraska and

Oregon primaries in his bid for the nomination.
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Arson, tuition, activism

highlight news year

Collegian 3

By AhfNE McCRORY
Collegian News Editor

Arson, activism, administrative actions,

news. Some ofit is the reciprocation ofdai-

ly life at the University of Massachusetts,

some ofit makes history at the school and in

the state. This year hcLs been full of both,

and covering it all, while trying to main-

tain high journalistic standards and re-

main students at the same time has not been

easy. But it has been worth the experience.

And now, for the year in reveiw:

News Analysis

ARSON. The top news story of the year

without a doubt, from both its regularity

and its magnitude. Its events and implica-

tions ranged from Sept. 25, the date the

first suspicious trash can fire in

Southwest's all-women Crampton House

was reported, to May 8, when a woman
charged with setting one of the dormitory's

17 fires last fall filed two lawsuits seeking

$13 million in damages for violations of her

rights. Charges against the senior from

Philadelphia were dropped three weeks

after her arrest.

The "arson crisis," which continued

minimally into the spring semester, was
never solved.

TUITION. The Board of Regents

wanted to increase it 15 percent for next

fall, the Legislature tried to delay the

Board's vote and failed, and our Amherst

Rep. Jim Collins succeeded in passing an

amendment through the House to curb the

hike to about 6 percent, if the Senate con-

curs. The chancellor has attempted to re-

main uncommitted on the increase pro-

posals, but his own attempt to slap a flat

$50 hike on everyone's bill last fall cannot

be forgotten.

Student protests along the way have

gained varying amounts of support and

success, though in general the task of pro-

moting student interests has fallen on a

few among the apathetic. While cost in-

creases are to be expected, their intent

must be evaluated with concern for the

right to a public higher education.

PROTESTS. Against tuition. United

Technologies Corp. on campus, Latin

American speakers, and most notably,

Grenada. The US government action to in-

vade the tiny Carribbean nation resulted in

two rallies on the UMass campus, both

vocal, with demonstrators on both sides of

the issue, and more student involvement

than almost any other singular event on

campus this year. Take note, Ronald

Reagan.
FRATERNITIES. They're gone from

Amherst College now. or soon will be,

despite protests, a sit-in and even a hunger

strike. But students were overruled by

their trustees, and the small liberal arts

school now joins Colby and Williams col-

lege in having a social scene sans Greeks.

PORNOGRAPHY. What is it, what

does it cause and should it be banned from

campus stores were the center of this con-

troversy, originating with a group called

the ad hoc committee on campus por-

nography and then moving to the
Undergraduate Student Senate and the

Campus Center Board of Governors (BOF).
Proponents of the action lectured on

degradation and violence against women
and its alleged connection with por-

nography, while others charged that the

banning of Playboy, Playgirl, and Pen-
thouse would be censorship.

The issue has culminated, for the time be-

ing, with senate plans to put the question

out to students on the fall election ballot,

while the BOG declined to recommend that

the stores cease selling the material. Ac-

tivists note that community education and

awareness were their main goals, which

members say they feel have been reached.

THE INDEX. They've had problems: the
'82 Index still sits outside ou»" Collegian of-

fices, and the '83 book remains at the

printers, though the current staff seems to

be on schedule. So the action by the senate
budget committee to first axe all funding
and later recommend only $16,000 of the

$38,000 originally sought seemed unfound-

ed to the staff, who claim more money will

have to come from somewhere if next

year's seniors are going to get a book. The
senate will take up the issue again and con-

sider proposals for reallocations of funds in

September.

A NEW PROVOST. Finally. University

of Rochester Provost Richard O'Brien will

fill that post here, beginning Sept. 1, after

two temporary provosts held office in the

year and a half since former provost Loren
Baritz went on sabbatical and then assum-
ed another position at another school. The>

provost, a joint title with vice chancellor

for academic affairs, is the highest

academic position at the University and the

absence of an administrator to fill it had
more than a few people on campus concern-

ed. Welcome, Provost O'Brien.

ELECTIONS. Election year is half over,

its impact quite visible on the UMass cam-

pus by the more than 3,000 voters who
registered for the March 13 primary as

part of "UMass Big Vote '84," as well as

the active students campaigning for their

candidate around campus that month. Sen.

Gary Hart took Amherst, with George

McGovern second and Jesse Jackson third.

McGovern, the 1972 Massachusetts victor,

spoke on campus to a packed Student

Union Ballroom audience Feb. 1, and Jesse

Jackson followed on Feb. 2 in the Fine Arts

Center with a political speech and keynote

address for Black History Month.

MISCELLANEOUS. The Stockbridge

student who spent a week in a tree, a

Hampshire College student who majored in

frisbee, and two write-in candidates for a

Sylvan house presidency who promised to

jump in the Campus Pond Monday if, and

only if, the Collegian would send a

photographer. (We didn't.) Yes, the year

was an interesting one for us in many
ways, and hopefully we allowed you to

learn the same. See you in the fall.
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BINKLEY'S DARE—Carl Engvall of Butterfield fame and known to

his friends as "Binkley" attempts to jump the Campus Center pond last

week. To his chagrin the jump failed. Asked why he would ever at-

tempt such a crazy thing, Binkiey replied: "because it is there.'*
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FIRE ONE—University of Massachusetts professor Paul Goldsmith
and the Five College Radio Astronomy class try out the ''rats" radio

telescope outside the graduate research tower.

Faculty Senate in review
By LAURA YEE
Collegian Staff

Once every two weeks, a group of about

50 of the same professors gather to meet

with administrative heads and discuss

problems involving the faculty and

academics that ultimately effect students

and University at large. As with most

problems, including the senate, solutions

often do not arise without conflict and

bickering first. But the senate usually

News Analysis

manages to resolve its conflicts and dif-

ferences to reach unanimous decisions that

seek to benefit the school.

Some University of Massachusetts

organizations may look back at the past

academic year with a degree of dismay and

disappointment when they realize some of

their goals have not been reached. But not

for the Faculty Senate, a legislative and
decision making and problem solving body
who served fellow faculty members,
students and the university this year.

Committees are the thriving lifelines of

the senate. When a problem arises, a

committee is formed. The Rules Committee
devotes itself to solving bylaw problems,

the Space and Calendar Committe resolves

conflicts in scheduling and allocating space,

and the Graduate Council works on

issues that arise in the graduate programs.

The list of committees continues, and in

elude not only professors and ad

ministrators but also students.

During the past academic year, the

senate confronted a number of issues

ranging from the simplicity of approving

departmental courses to solving opposing

stands on certain is.sues including a man-
date to force professors to pay a $25 fee for

lost keys that was left unresolved.

The senate's 1983 84 record of

achievement warrants merit for a job well

done. Last fall the group got tired of being

pushed around when classroom space was
taken and converted for non-academic uses.

As a result, they passed a motion that

required the administration to consult with

them before allocating classroom space.

Imagine anyone actually getting the ad-

ministration to do something?
And when fellow colleagues, students

and even Acting Provost Sam Conti were
embarrassed and laughing at the ap-

pearance of advertisements in the Spring

scheduling booklet where no one knew
"who dunnit," the senate had the Rules

Committee investigate the implications of

the ads. It was settled that the ads remain

in the booklets, on the conditions of the

committee, but this did not stop committee

chairman Chester Davis from calling the

ads "cheap and chintzy looking."

The campus mud problem "unnerved"

political science Professor Irving Howard,

and when Arnold Freidmann, campus
planning committee chairman, started to

collaborate with Physical Plant director

Roger Cherewatti. only good things

resulted. This committee actually got

Cherewatti to become a member (whether

or not he'll be an active member remains

questionable) and $47 million is on the way
for renovations, repairs, and deferred

maintenance.

This is not to say that the meetings

always went smoothly or without dispute.

The issue of the state Legislature ap-

propriating $3 million for the initial con-

struction of a multi-sports facility sent the

senate into an uproarious debate. Some
supporters condemned faculty members of

being "anti-sports" when they opposed the

facility, but as Secretary Robert E. Jones

said, the issue is one of priorities. "To spend

$3 million seems, to many people, an

inappropriate use of funds, when there are

so many other critical needs," Jones said.

And "critical needs" prompted Mario

DePillis, service committee chairman, to

designate the Graduate Research Center as

"the number one slum area on campus." His

committee's efforts to lessen vandalism and

increase security, but moreover, to abolish

barbeques and beer parties in classrooms

will not go thankless. Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L. Mad.son wants

everyone to "keep our fingers crossed"

since the chance of getting the requested

$234,000 for additional security of campus

buildings looks very optimistic.

For the fall, the senate will be faced with

the controversy over the General Education

proposal concerning possibilities of

changing the academic curriculum.

"We spent much of the year on the

general education proposal but finished it

too late for this year." Jones said.

Regardless of the heated disputes or

conflicting opinion of issues, the fervor of|

the faculty members continues to "take care

of a large number of small, but nevertheless*

significant, problems," Jones said.

"Dispute in the faculty senate meetings

help publicize other problems," he said.

Lawyers to discussUS politics

By MARY SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collegian Staff

Civil Rights lawyers Arthur Kinoy and

Lewis Gurwitz, defenders of McCarthy-era

Red Scare victims and inmates who rioted

at Attica Prison, will give their per

spectives tonight on political issues facing

the United States, tonight at the University

of Massachusetts.

Kinoy and Gurwitz are 'people's

lawyers," who" have had a profound impact

on the legal (and) political system in the last

20 to 30 years," said Charles DiMare,

director of the Legal Services Office, a

sponsor for the event.

Kinoy and Gurwitz will discuss U.S.

intervention in Central America, the in-

vasion of Grenada, and the continuing

repression of Native Americans, DiMare
said.

Kinoy, a professor at the Rutgers

University School of Law, will have copies

of his recently published book Rights on
Trial available for sale after the lecture.

The book chronicles his involvement as a
"People's lawyer," and includes such legal

battles as the defense of union leaders and
members unjustly condemned by Sen.

Joseph McCarthy's anti-communist
crusades of the early 1950s, representation

of Mississippi Freedom Fighters, and the
pre-Watergate uncovering of the Nixon
administration.
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Fall Work Study Positions

available in Undergraduate

Admissions Office.

Clerical, 10 hours per week,

day and evening hours

If interested, call 545-0222

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••if
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Summer Jobs Available

Evening security workers/ushers wanted

for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

5, 12, 19 for approx. 5 hours/shift (linnited

number of additional hours available also)

Work study preferred but not required.

UMass students only. Fine Arts Center is

an AA/EO employer. Description and ap-

plications available from Dave, 207

Hasbrouck, 545-01 90jLhru Fri^5/25.

I

I

I
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^^^ Cocktail Lounge ^^
Watch For. . .

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
ALL SUMMER LONG!

Every Monday Every Tuesday

NICKEL NITE LADIES NIGHT

every other drink 5^ Ladies 1st 2 Drinks

We have the lowest prices ggcy^

In the area 7 days a week!
Rt. 9 Hadley across from Mt. Farms Mall
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$3.00 Special Value
T-Shirts plain or printed - limited quantities

Sale Shirts located on special tables

in front of store
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SPI-CIAL 2Hy. OI=|:
Buy summer or fall

membership. Now thru May 18

ONLY epOO • 75 reg. $45.00

X-5l»li<:iAL305Ca=l=
Buy both now & save $27
Reg. $90.

$63 thru May 18YOU PAY
Summer Hours

^^y^^" ^"'y Summer workouts start June 4
M-F !.;.-!

7-9, 12-1, LIMITED TO FIRST 500 MEMBERSHIPS
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The Sisters and Pledges of

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
would like to express

sincere congratulations to the

Graduating Class of '84!

Good Luck. . .

Sharon S. - John Cruise - Photo bv Dwavne Autery

assorted colors

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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Cocktail Lounge

Friday & Saturday

't#
LIVE BANDS!

9:30 No Cover

We have the lowest drink prices

in the area 7 days a week!

Rt. 9 Hadley across from Mt. Farms Mall
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LABORATORY nCHNKIAN
OiMiiistry

GTE Laboratories, the central research and development facility

of the entire Corporation of more than 60 communications, prod

ucts, research and service subsidiaries in the US and 19 coun-

tries around the world, is currently seeking a talented Technician.

You will be responsible for carrying out experiments under super-

vision of professional staff members. Candidates must have the

ability to work under minimal supervision and be able to analyze

results of experiments and suggest alternate approaches to solv-

ing research problems This position will require maintenance of

laboratory equipment and ordering of supplies.

To quality for this position you must have a backgrour>d In

organic, inorganic, physical, analytic or polymer chemistry as

well as prior latxjratory research experience as part of an

undergraduate or summer work position.

GTE Latx)ratories offers an outstanding benefits package in-

cluding a company-paid medical/life/dental insurance plan, a

pension plan, paid holidays and vacations

Please send your resume to Paul Houle. Employment Represen-

tative, GTE Laboratoftes, Inc., Box COL 40 Sylvan Road,

Waltham, MA 02254. We are an equal opportunity employer, M/F.
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Amherst's bid for no nukes causing debate
By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Staff

Amherst rpay become one of several New England towns
which have declared themselves "nuclear free zones" if

town meeting members approve article 65 of the town
warrant, but the issue has raised some eyebrows in the

University of Massachusetts academic communitv.

I e • • • • • I
» • • •_•_•_•>••••••••

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey has called

the act "laudable, " but said it "puts an un-

necessary and unwarranted restraint on
freedom to do research.

"

v.v.v.v.v.v.'.v.v.v.y.v
*

•.•.•.•.•..•.•.•.•.•.•

Of the 33 Massachusetts communities where nuclear free

zones are proposed or have been passed, only the Amherst
ordinance could actually have some effect, since some
nuclear-related research is conducted at UMass.
And at a public hearing on the act last month, a

spokesperson for UMass read a statement from Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey which called the act "laudable," but said

it "puts an unnecessary and unwarranted restraint on

freedom to do research."

Article 65, or the Nuclear Free Amherst Act, says, "No
nerson, corooration. public or orivate educational facility,

laboratory, institution, or other entity shall intentionally,

knowingly, or having reason to know, engage in the
production of nuclear weapons or components m
Amherst.

The act also calls for the town to divest itself within one

year of its passage of any investments in industries or

institutions which are engaged in nuclear weapons

production. Section four of the act calls for the establish"-

ment of a committee which would review contracts in the

town b> the U.S. Department of Defense, the Enerjrv

Dept. and the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration. This portion of the act worries academians

most,

"The problem, at least in my view, is that such a com-

mittee can abuse its powers and harass people if they

choose to do so," said Leroy F. Cook, chairman of the

UMass physics department.

But proponents of the act say they don't expect anyone

to build a nuclear warhead in Amherst and that it is largely

a symbolic statement.

"The act would actually effect little activity inside

Amherst but that doesn't mean it's not important," said

Daniel Smith, a visiting social science professor at

Hampshire College.

"The act does not prescribe limits on basic research. It

would affect applied research of the kind not done at the

University (of Massachusetts)," Smith said. "I don't see

why academic research would not be beyond moral

responsibility. Academic freedom should not be promoted

into an abstract good into itself like other freedoms."

Cook said he thinks the act is redundant in view of the

provisions already in place at UMass prohibiting classified

research. "I believe it is a statement by a group of people

which indicates their beliefs on nuclear war," he said.

Hajime Sakai, a professor of physics at UMass said the

impact of the power of the committee is not clear. He said

research at the University is already reviewed by the

Office of Grant and Contract Administration.

According to Camille G. Supka, coordinator of the

contract Office, professors must submit proposals for

contracts with industries, foundations and federal and

state agencies with the office for fiscal and administrative

review.

She said out of 1,125 proposals totaling $56.8 million

submitted to the office in fiscal year 1983. only 780 con

tracts totaling $25.2 million were actually awarded.

Francis Fortino. one of the sponsors of the act, said the

opponents, including Duffey. are strictly interpreting the

Cocktail Lounge
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Hampshire Mai

Hadley

wording of the act

.

"We're essentially doing for the whole town what the

University has done for itself by banning unclassified

research," h'ortinosaid.

The Board of Selectmen have not endorsed the act

because opponents and supporters of the act are currently

discussing a compromise amendment to ensure its passage.

If the proposal does not pass, Fortino said a referendum

on the issue would be possible in the fall.

"The ultimate goal is to put pressure on the powers that

be with the proliferation of nuclear freeze zones to force

elected officials to at last go back to the negotiating Uble

for arms control," he said.

There are now 15 nuclear free zones in Massachusetts

and efforts are underway in 8 other communities. Locally

Leverett has joined the movement to ban nuclear weapons.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^^^^^^^^^^^^^^w.»:*.'.';';'

"The act does not prescribe limits on

basic research. It would affect applied

research ofthe kind not done at the Univer-

sity. I don't see why acaxiemic research

should not be beyond moral
responsibility."

—Prof. Daniel Smith
Hampshire College

v.^vA^v//^///A^v.v.v.^v.v.^•.•.•.•.•.•.v.^v.v.v.v.v.v/.V.V.^Y.YVtV>

I Belchertown passed a nuclear free zone resolution

Tuesday and Hadley, Northampton and Longmeadow will

also address the issue in the coming months at town
meetings and elections.

The action on the issue varies from town to town. Some
have passed binding local laws banning the manufacturing

or transport of nuclear weapons. The Amherst act wUI
carry the force of law. Others have only passed resolutions

declaring public opinion through referendums.
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A learning experience ends
By MARILYN G. BOU
Collegian Correspondent

Sitting with James Baldwin after the last

class on the History of the Civil Rights

Movement. I had what many would call an

enlighting and honorable experience this

semester. The internationally reknowned

author, who just finished his first and

hopefully not the last semester as a five

college visiting lecturer, provided his class

with an experience many said they will not

soon forget.

"If I could write and teach at the same

time I would possibly consider a permanent

position (in the five college area). You must

be there for the students or else you are

cheating them," Baldwin said.

In response on how he felt about the class,

Mr. Baldwin said, "Now that it is over, I

feel as if my students and I have been on a

journey together." In class Baldwin told

students and the many visitors who often

came to class of the struggle which

progressive Americans often had with

perservative ones. Baldwin said he feels he

has enlightened all those who have at-

tended his lectures. "It now poses a

responsibility on both of us. This being, to

keep the faith and change this world." At
the beginning of the course, students felt

there was an atmosphere of expectation

prevailed.

The class met every Tuesday and not only

openly discussed but also gained knowledge

on the history of the civil rights movement.
"Baldwin is thoughtful. His character I

feel, demonstrates his thoughtful concern

for all humanity. Through his abilities as a.

scholarly writer, lecturer and teacher he

expresses his deep-rooted feelings about

oppression which are clearly embelished in

his soul," said Kenneth Johnston a senior

communications major.

Baldwin who said he was frightened at the

beginning of the course because this was his

first teaching experience now said he feels

"I have learned a lot from my students,

they taught me about people in this

country. I feel a bond between myself and

them."

AP LittrrpKnlit

CAMPAIGN HUGS-Democratic presidential hopeful Rev. Jesse Jackson

gives a big hug to seven-year old Nena Royale during a youth rally at San

Francisco State University Tuesday.

Oakland needs volunteers
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

Addressing the root causes of thousands

of homeless black people, police killings,

infant mortality and unemployment, the

black community of Oakland, California has

made a call on volunteers to work on the

Oakland Summer Project.

Ten thousand black people wander the

streets or hole up in one of the city owned

boarded up houses, according to a press

release from the project organizing com-

mittee.

Since July of 1983, organizers from the

UHURU House and the surrounding black

community have seized an abandoned

house, fixed it up and used it to house a

homeless black mother and her children,

said the press release.

In addition, UHURU House organizers

built a tent city in a city park frequented by

homeless black people who then organized a

park council to get rid of drug pushers, and

served over 1000 meals from the Joyce and

Jeffrey Wheeler Free Food Program.

The press release said the tent city and

food program were widely supported by

people throughout the San Francisco Bay

Area. However. "Every project was

viciously attacked by the police, causing

injuries and destroying property." Many

arrests were made, but charges were later

dropped, the release said.

"Twenty years ago this summer, eight

hundred volunteers poured into Mississippi

to help our people make critical advances in

the organizing work in the rural areas and

to take back across the land the realities

they had learned in Mississippi. Now our

people are mainly in the cities, often in the

north, and still catching hell." said Omah
Yeshtela. former SNNC leader from Florida

and leader of the Oakland Struggle.

"The Oakland Summer Project will be an

eye-opener, it will allow any progressive to

go beyond discussion, study and in-

tellectuals endeavor, to roll up their sleeves

and learn the real work of building a

movement at the community level. We
have a strong black community with a

proud history, and we have a solidarity

movement within the white community

which provides crucial resources and

pohtical support," Yeshtala said. The

Oakland Summer project is modeled after

the Mississippi Summer Project of 1964

which was organized by the Student Non-

Violent Coordinating Committee to bring

supporters from all over the country to help

build the Civil Rights Movement of 1964.

Projects will include helping to build a

Freedom School, a free medical clinic and

building community involvement with the

current programs from the UHURU House,

the Burning Spear Community Grpahics

School, and African People's Free Childcare

Collectives. Participants will do community

organizing for tenant's rights and work to

get out the vote for a Community Control

Housing Initiative.

Volunteers will undergo a training session

in regional centers before coming to

Oakland. A reunion and commemoration of

Mississippi Freedom Summer is planned for

June.
YoT more information, please contact

UHURU House. 7622 MacArthur Blvd.,

Oakland. Ca 94605. Telephone (415) 569-

9620.

••••••••,.•.••.••••.•••.' '••».•.•;•.•.•
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James Baldwin renown author and five college visiting lecturer speak-

ing at the University of Massachusetts last fall.

Note from editor's desk
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

As the Spring '84 semester comes to a

close leaving behind the strenuous efforts

made to pass classes, or to understand what

one learned in relevance to our lives, let us

not forget one important point: The
struggle continues for the Third World

community at the University of

Massachusetts as well as in the American

society.

This struggle has been waged for cen-

turies now. It can be dated as far back as

when our forefathers were forcefully

brought to the new world to be enslaved in

a "civilized" society.

The struggle reached its zenith during

the turbulant Civil Rights Movement when
a population then called Negro and

demoralized by a second class citizenship,

took the laws into their own hands to make
sense out of the "greatest nation in the

world."

Twenty or so years later, the struggle

continues despite what the media and the

society says. Yes. we gain some rights and
it looks very impressive on black and white,

but in practice everything is the same.

Little black children are still mentally

crippled when they are not allowed to play

with their white friends. Black men and

women are still enslaved when they don't

get a position despite their qualifications

because of their skin color. Young black

men and women are still embottled to a life

of drugs, poverty and social ills because

they are not totally accepted in their

America.

I'm not bringing this crude reality to the

surface in order to end the semester on a

pessimistic note. If I've done that, I

apologize. But my purpose is to instill in the

minds of Third World students that

everyone should join the struggle to assure

the existence and ultimate survival of the

race in the United States.

There are internal forces trying to turn

back the clock of justice in trying to enslave

Third World people in ghettoes. We must
never let this happen. It is up to the young
and educated to liberate the community of

the chains of racism and prejudice.

The summer is ling and it can be used
beneficially for the growth of our com-
munity. Let's not waste the most precious

time of our lives by packing our education in

a vacation sack then picking it up next fall.

That's not the way to get tKiucated. If

you're enrolled at the University for this

reason then you're wasting your time and
denying the right to be educated to

someone else who might have aspirations.

The best education one can receive is

when one is teaching others to help

themselves. Therefore use this summer to

put in practice the abilities you've been

learning this year in order to help the

community bear fruits. Be a role model.

Teach the young to grow up feeling proud of

their skin color and their heritage. Help

yours understand what is meant when our

government enacts a new law indirectly

affecting us. How indirect is it'.'* How soon

will it come knocking on our doors, ripping

us apart?

The summer can also be used to brain-

storm new ideas and suggestions to bring to

the numerous Third World organizations.

When we students return next fall, we will

confront the same administration and the

same foes that have haunted us through the

year. These foes, like a nightmare, will

always haunt us. Forever. That's why it's

imperative to start acting today. The time

has come. Let's not be weighted down by

the negativism reflected of ourselves in our

society.

Taking Rev. Jesse Jackson's slogan, let's

remember "You are somebody. You are

somebody. You are somebody." And as a

dear friend always reminds me, think of the

things that you want in life and not of the

things that you don't.

Thank you,,.

The Black Affairs staff wishes to extend

their thanks to all who have contributed to

the department. We also send a special

thank-you to all the members of the

minority and Third World community for

the support given to us while we were

weathering several storms this semester.

At this time we send our congratulations

out to the minority and third world

students who have been elected to key-note

positions for the upcoming semester, we

also wish you luck! Also a sincere

congratulations we send to the graduating

third world students, we thank you for

your friendships and good times, we send

you off with the best of luck.
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Mortar Board
Mortar Board is a national honor society of college seniors.

The society recognizes the qualities of superior ability, outstan-

ding and continued leadership and dedicated service to the col-

lege, university or community.

Founded by The Ohio State University, Swathmore College,

The University of Michigan, and Cornell University in 1918, the

Mortar Board now has 183 active chapters across the country.

The Isogon Chapter of the Mortar Board was installed at the

University of Massachusetts in 1955. Those students who have

shown qualities of academic excellence, leadership, and ser-

vice are honored with membership. This year the selection

committee reviewed approximately 250 information sheets

from those students who merited eligibility.

The Mortar Board is pleased to announce the newly tapped

members for 1984 - 1985:

John T. Smoiek

Dulce Moreira

Anthony Francis Betros

Kirstin Jahn

William T. Rudolph

Maureen Micek

Laurence Francis Roberge

Mitchell Roye

Susan Gladwin

Mark Keeley

Karen Ahlers

Lori Ann Rubenfeld

Raymond Choiniere

Susan Connell

Beth Solomon

Jody Leshne

Grace Cucchissi

Peter Olsen

Stephanie Moll

Steven Cooperstein

David Stebbins

Darleen Martin

Mark Zuckerman

Michael Rosenthal

Karyn Zucker

Frederick Marsh

David Rego
Catherine Sotir

Imanuel Arin

We thank all who expressed interest in the Mortar Board

Honor Society. This year, a great number of qualified Juniors

made the competition most keen, and the decision quite dif-

ficult. To each applicant; you have every reason to be proud of

your accomplishments during your college career. Certainly

you are a credit to yourselfand to the University. We know you

will continue to strive for excellence. The Mortar Board ex-

tends its best wishes for a successful future.

James Pisini Charon Riel

President Selections ChsirnRrfinn
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Supplemental Health Benefits Plan
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Academic guidelines
The following proposal is scheduled to

be presented to the Faculty Senate at

tomorrow's meeting.

"Each year an inordinate number of

complaints and disputes about grades and

'course procedures come to department

heads, deans, the Provost's and Ombuds
Offices, and the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA). The great majority of these

disputes could be avoided if faculty

members took note of the minimal

guidelines suggested below.

Academic
Matters

This column suggests possible ways of

minimizing some of the confusions and

mis understandings that lead to

grievances. All courses cannot and should

not be conducted identically. These

guidelines are meant to be helpful. They

are suggestions, not prescriptions. They

do not intend to limit faculty freesom, to

determine course structure of modes of

evaluation.

Make available an up to date syllabus

to each student. Students look for the

following information in your syllabus:

your course objectives, your expectations

and any special requirements for papers,

projects, lab reports or exams, your

attendance policies, your grading criteria

and the approximate weight of each

course requirement in the final grade,

your examination schedule and any make-

up or rescheduling policies, your policies

on academic honesty, your office, phone

and mailbox numbers.

Try to avoid major changes as the

semester progresses.

Since grading policies often tend to be

a focus of confusion or misunderstanding,

take special care to articulate your

grading criteria and invite students to

discuss related questions with you early in

the course.

Avoid further misunderstandings by

reminding students of their respon

sibilities in your course. For instance,

remind them that it is their responsibility

to take exams at the scheduled times and

know the location of their exams, to make
alternative arrangements in advance if

they have a legitimate reason for not

being able to take an exam, and to provide

appropriate explanation and documen-

tation if they miss an exam without

making prior arrangements. Remind
students also of your policies and official

University policy on make up exams.

Announce field trips and other special

meetings, preferably in class and in

writing. If these require activity on

holidays and or weekends, state this

clearly.

Unless it is your custom to return

exams, lab reports, papers and projects,

retain all of your grading materials for

timely review with students both during

the semester and after final grades.

Students have the right to discuss their

grades with faculty: they should be ap-

prised of your grading policies, see their

work, and hear your evaluation of their

work directly.

-Academic Matters Council

Waste not, want not
Did you ever wonder why it takes the

Physical Plant so many personnel to mow a

lawn? One person to mow the lawn, and the

other two to hold up the truck! Did you

ever wonder why the Physical Plant

decided that the grass bare areas in front of

Knowlton and The Insititute for the

Advanced Studies of the Humanties needed

to be reseeded in late November and early

December? They did a very thorough job -

they even put a flimsy fence around the

areas where the students were not to walk.

Unfortunately, the effort was wasted. As

soon as the grass sprouted, and before they

should have been, the string fences were

removed. In no time the grass was tromped

down. In all my years of landscaping I have

never heard of planting seed that late in the

season.

Good luck class of 1984

Evan L. Fielder

The other day I was walking down the hill

from the Sylvan area, when I noticed a

commotion about halfway down it looked

like a serious accident. In reality it was

simply the Physical Plant personnel picking

up the grass clippings, pebbles, and other

debris that winter leaves behind. What

astounded me was the method they u^ed to

do it. Picture this if you will: One man with

a push broom standing on the slope of the

grass hill (I imagine his role in this

scenario was to sweep the litter down the

hill into the asphalt ditch that runs along

the Sylvan road. I couldn't be sure though.

The following column is directed to the

graduating class of 1984.

Although we graduates are leaving with a

solid education, each of us is leaving the

University with a different education.

Emanuel S. Ellis

A major part of that education has been

the courses we have taken. Those of us who

are liberal arts majors have enjoyed an

especially diverse education but everyone

else has been a part of a diverse education

as well. To fulfill our minimum of 120

credits, most of have taken at least 40

different courses. As if this were not

diverse enough, it is with these vast

educations and social experiences you may

wonder what brings us together. It is our

collective experiences at the University

which unite us.

Most of us began our association-as-

freshmen at the University with the

summer orientation program. We learned

so much about the school then we often

wondered how we would ever get to know
where each building was, let alone get there

in time for class. Most of us have by now

learned not only where every soda machine

is but we also know when it is refilled.

At the end of orientation we learned an

entirely new factof-life, that of pre-

registration for classes. It was no easy

matter to decide from the over 200 page

course description catalogue. And then,

just when we thought it was over, we had

to learn how to read and use the schedule

book so we could fill in the registration form

correctly. Those of us graduating have

apparently learned the necessary skills of

scheduling and may deserve extra credit.

After all we have made it through not only

all the courses but we have lived through

eight preregistration sessions and eight

add-drop periods as well.

because as long as I watched the operation,

he did nothing.) In the ditch were two men
with shovels who were putting the stuff

into a bucket loader which followed them up

the hill as they moved. When the bucket

was about half full the machine backed off,

crossed the road, and dumped the load into

a dump truck which was parked on the

sidewalk. Of course, with an operation of

this proportion, there had to be a super-

visor. I wasn't disappointed- -he stood on

the hill talking to the man with the broom.

His yellow pickup was parked in front of

Johnson House.

This scenario seems typical of most

operations the Physical Plant conducts.

What should occupy the time of two maybe
three men. and a pickup truck, ends up

taking five men. a pickup, a bucket loader,

and a dump truck.

Have you ever wondered why it seems

that tuition is always going up? Have you

ever wondered how long the University of

Massachusetts can continue to be the

"Bread Basket" of under employed labor

(union or otherwise), if the cost of attending

said university becomes so prohibitively

expensive as to preclude the possibility of

many from attending?

As a student who faces potential yearly

tuition hikes, this blatant waste infuriates

me. and I should think, many others. There

are, I'm sure, other ways of cutting the

school budget in order to minimize the

effects of rising costs. However, it would

seem logical to start with the most obvious

areas first.

Evan L. Fielder u a UMass student.

After pre-regfistering for our classes we
can all remember the first days of class. No
discussion of this would be complete

without mention of the syllabus. This was

not only a schedule of exams and assign-

ments but it was an overview of what the

course was about. The purpose and ac-

curacy of these is like a job-description - it

tells the employee what the employer says

you will be doing. We students may
compare with the employee of our

professor. We have been paid with a

lasting education instead of a check.

Often, upon reading the syllabus, there

was mention of a research paper due at the

end of the semester. If you have done
research then you have probably dealt with

our staff of reference librarians. Many of us

here today might still be in the library

looking for reference material if it were not

for this excellent staff. We all know the

challenges of doing research among our

nearly two-million volumes, journals and
documents. We are testimony that not only

is it possible to conduct research and
survive the challenges of the experiences at

this University, but it is downright

WORTHWHILEl

The feelings we have developed are

unique. The completion of requirements is

felt in all of us. A great sense of ac-

complishment should be felt as well. We
have accomplished what not everyone is

priviledged to do even in this modern day

1984. We have accomplished what we came
here for. We have accomplished an out-

standing education.

This is what unites us - and in conjunction

with our social life and backgrounds, this is

what separates us and makes us individual.

Hopefully, as we leave here we will

remember not only these differences, we
will all remember something deeper - we
will all remember what it means to

graduate from the University of

Massachusetts.

Emanuel S. Ellis is a graduating senior.

Education before insults
As the semester winds down to an end,

most of us would like to reflect back upon

the more positive experiences of the year.

Or if not so positive, we usually try to attain

an understanding or perspective on what

perhaps made the past months negative.

But this is not true of an on-campus

pubhcation, namely. Nummo News which

may have intended to do such through its

Laura Yee

"Retrospective on Racism" but failed.

Instead, Nummo used this time of con-

clusion and resolution to further oppress

itself and the Third World Comunity.

I understand that Nummo's purpose is to

educate, to be a voice for and by the

minority community on many social

awareness issues, particularly black and

minority issues. But its last i^sue of the

semester does not come close in reflecting

this.

Instead of capping the end of semester

with optimistic and positive tidings for

achieving awareness of minority students

on an even larger spectrum, Nummo
wholeheartedly devotes three of its pages

to condemn and settle personal vandettas

with the Collegian.

As a minority student who has felt the
pangs of racism, I am embarrassed and
disappointed but more so, outraged that

Nummo has failed to be representive of its

people. Nummo Net/;* cannot say with any

degree of dignity, respect or honesty that

their purpose is for the plight of minority

students. By using itself to plough through

the dregs and dig up the dirt of a sup-

posedly resolved conflicting past

tastelessly, Nummo perpetrates itself not

as a resource for creating minority

awareness but to use its power as a tool to

personally attack others.

By reprinting numerous Collegian articles

and political cartoons that supposedly

scream "racism" without fair justification of

purpose and content, Nummo not only

proves itself unprofessional, but is cheating

the minority community out of a facet of

communication.

It's Nummo which screams racism that

inflicts oppression upon itself by creating a

forum for the exchange of attacks and

insults instead of providing a common
ground for minority awareness.

Don't narrow the margin, widen it.

Laura Yee is a member of the Committee
for the Collegiate Educatin of Black and
Minority Students and a Collegian staff

member.

Letters Policy

All letters must be si^ed and include

the writer*8 address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67

characters per line. Due to space limita-

tions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge un-

published letters. All letters are subject

to editing for clarity and length.

Beware of mind control

Letters

'Distorted'view of senate meeting
To the Editor,

In response to his letter "Discrimination

does exist" May 9, Denis Martin, for per-

sonal or political reasons, completely

distorted and misquoted the comments

that I made at last week's Student Senate

meeting.

First of all. if Mr. Martin listened careful-

ly. I said that I agree with members of the

Jewish Caucus that Jewish culture and

religion are oppressed in this country and

at UMass. The definition used by the

Jewish Caucus of being Jewish was that of

a religous and cultural entity. Also, when

Mr. Martin quoted me, he left out the

words "Jews as a white ethnic group."

Second, as a Jewish student, it is absurd

to think that I do not think that anti-

semetism doesn't exist or to think that I

was "vehemantly opposed" to having a

Jewish Caucus representitive on the SGA
Coordinating committee. Also, I was quite

alarmed at the leadership of the Jewish

Caucus for allowing Bill Collins to be the

spokesperson for the Jewish Caucus on the

Senate floor. Mr. Collins, who is not

Jewish, has never been a friend of the

Third WoHd Caucus. At last months SGA
Budget hearings, he spoke out against fun-

ding the anti-oppression payroll of

SCERA, funding the Womens Leadership

Project, and trashed Nummo News. It was
this and other kinds of divisive activities

like comparing the Jewish and Third World
Caucuses that were responsible for the

raising of tension on the Senate floor last

week.
Robert Teixeira

Sunderland

Humor yes but oppression no
To the Editor,

Regarding the letter Monday by Jon M.

Shepeluk titled "Why can't people take a

joke?", I would like to respond. I fail to

understand how anyone can laugh at a joke

that is offensive to a person of an oppress-

ed minority group. Mr. Shepeluk writes,

"Whether a joke is directed at women,

homosexuals, animals, blacks or the dead.

it should be weighed only on its ability to

make people laugh." I think it is sad that

people should find humor in the very real

plights of oppressed women, blacks, and
gays. Mr. Shepeluk, have you heard the

one about the white male heterosexual? I

thought not.

Jeannt Shaw
SouthweHt

Stereotypes are way off base
To the Editor,

Andy Gordon is a talented, well-informed

columnist who is probably headed for suc-

cess in film criticism, but on the topic of

student criticism he is woefully ignorant. I

am referring to his column May 11, in

which he wrote (about Smith film students),

"usually an intersting blend of socialites

and hardcore man-haters", and (about

Hampshire students), "all the stereotypes

are true—students there are pseudo-

intellectual bonehead flaky puffs and don't

know anything about anything."

First of all, I've met several dozen Smith

students, and none of them was a hardcore

man-hater, nor for that matter a softcore

manhater (I guess the distinction is that

one group reads Playgirl and the other

Co^mo). Perhaps Andy is a hardcore

paranoic.

Secondly, any stereotype of Hampshire

students is bound to be wrong, because

besides its normal annual turnover of old

and new students, Hampshire's student

body is also altered by an extra 40 percent

each year; that is, about 40 percent of the

new students who enter end up withdraw-

ing from the school. Within a few

semesters the "student type" changes con-

siderably; and as a person who enrolled m
Hampshire in 1980 and still spends a lot of

time there, I can state with some convic-

tion that both the general attitude and the

spectrum of personality types at Hamp-

shire are comj)letely different today_thaa_

Moonies! Jonestown! E.S.T.! Persuasion!

Coercion! Mind Control! These were the

bases for an exceptional panel presentation

put on by the United Areas Council Monday
night. Dr. Michael Langone, a psychologist

affiliated with the American Family

Foundation, Priscilla Coates. of the

Susan Nordyke

they were four years ago.

Furthermore, Andy's specific

characterizations are all wrong: "pseu-

dointellecutal" implies a cold, cerebral

type, but anybody who attended last

week's Hampshire Music Festival knows

how warm and emotive students there are,

at least in 1984, and in general the emo-

tionally charged political issues prevalent

at Hampshire reveal the humanistic (as op-

posed to intellectual) emphasis of its

students; "pseudo" here, along with

"bonehead" and "don't know anything

about anything," implies that students

there aren't well-informed, thoughtful, or

intelligent, but Hampshire's grad-school

acceptance rate disproves this. Finally, the

term "flaky puffs" reveals Andy's

preference for the lack of individualism and

commitment—as well as the desire to be

streamlined—that characterizes so many
thousands of UMass students. Or maybe

Andy just doesn't like the way Hampshire

students dress.

Andy's comments might have been

ironic, because he does pay indirect

homage to Hampshire by advising film

students to "create an independant study

based on (their) concentration," which is

after all the heart of Hampshire's approach

to education. But I can only suggest he

stick to his topic, and leave stereotyping to

ignoramuses like me.
Jimmm Erickson

Northampton

Citizens' Freedom Foundation, and Doug
Lenz, a graduate student here, shared their

opinions and experiences concerning the

forces of mind control. Specifically, they

focused on the widespread occurrence of

cults, or cult-like groups, and the harm
which can result if individuals involved with

these groups lose the freedom to examine

themselves in a different perspective and

acquire all the facts about the group.

Analyses and comparisons, they said,

reduce the chance or amount of deception

and coercion by group leaders and other

members.
Persuasion occurs in many forms. On one

extreme, salesmen encourage us to buy a

product; on the other, hundreds of people

took part in a mass suicide at Jonestown.

Underlying both extremes are tactics

relying on people's gullibilities and easy

acceptance of "truths." Not until the person

becomes aware can he or she then question

the situation, make reflections and com-

parisons, and then judge it.

Last year I attended a class at Stanford

called "the Psychology of Mind Control.

"

Psychologist Phil Zimbardo was the in-

structor. Zimbardo is known particularly

for his prison experiment, in which

students took the roles of guards and

prisoners. Within a few days the ex-

periment was cut short because the

"guards" became extremely violent and

aggressive, and the "prisoners " broke down

from the oppression. Cut from all outside

influence, they made the prison their

reality.

One of Zimbardo's prime objectives in the

class was to make us realize that the only

correct answer to the questions "Would I

ever do that?" or "Would that ever happen

to me?" is simply "I don't know." Forces of

persuasion can be so powerful in such

complex ways that it's impossible to know

the extent to which they will affect in-

dividuals. He, like the panel members,

stressed the need to be aware of the forces

and the fact that any of us can become a

target.

All universities should offer a course

which deals with the influences and effects

of mind control. A panel presentation is a

good start; an in depth course is even

better to allow students to recognize in-

fluences and gain the ability to question and

therefore reduce their vulnerabilities.

UMass with its especially diverse student

body and large psychology department is in

a perfect position to set up this kind of

course and invite many interesting and

knowledgable guest speakers.

Perhaps the best thing to walk away from

college with is the ability to think for

yourself. Directly related to this is the

ability to show at least some skepticism of

any persuasional force, whatever form it

may be in: Salespeople, parents, the

media, cults.... The list is endless; the

powers are unhmited. It's up to the in-

dividual to realize those powers.

Susan Nordyke is a UMass student.

Just want ^o hear good news
To the Editor.

To read a newspaper these days,

amongst the tangled webs of media net-

works and information this, information

that, data bits and data banks, is no easy

task. We inevitably have to discard much

of it. and hopefully pay attention only to

what we need. I would say that what I

want from a newspaper or television repor-

ting is a minimal amount of factual infor-

mation sprinkled in a larger group of words

somehow managing to strike an inner

sense of compassion while trying to heed to

objective interpretation.

First of all, it does me no good to hear the

same stories everyday about the same vic-

tims or casualties and the same promises

and rhetoric. It actually causes me harm as

each day that I read the paper, I loose faith

and become more disillusioned. Its as if no

one cared because all they do is add up

their little daily facts and print it up "as it

was," as if it were the last word. Somehow
I believe that there is more to current

events than just names and numbers.

It strikes me that todays news is like

yesterdays history books in that it goes

through a process of editing and selection

from already subjective interpretations,

(not description for it's not a laboratory ex-

periment that's being documented.) which

at l)est gives us a partial, factual account.

The compassion I hope gets stirred in the

readers doesn't come from the mere
"facts" anymore, yet somehow it seems

crazy that we pick up the paper each day

and there is little that moves us, and I don't

think its the lack of suffering in the world

that prevents us from feeling much.

Pedro D. Reissig

Amherst

A 'blight on the University'
To the Editor

I'd like to applaud Kurt Stellwagen's letter

in Thursday's Collegian, in which he ad

dressed the lack of any sound basis for the

so-called "pornography " dispute. I would

like to add that, while there is some

evidence that pornography reduces peoples'

"sensitivity" to the issue of rape, there is no

evidence that this increases the incidence of

rape (as the Denmark experiment seems to

confirm). The connection between an in

dividual'* "sensitivity" to the issue and that

individual's behavior as a citizen has yet to

be demonstrated.

I also question the tact that the "anti

porn" group has taken. By labeling

magazines such as Playboy as por-

nographic, it seems that they are at-

tempting to promote their own views

through an emotionally loaded rhetoric that

isn't appropriate to the situation. Playboy

and the other magazines mentioned are not

pornographic by most peoples' standards.

I question Stellwagen's use of the term

"liberal" in reference to this group. Their

behavior is more in line with Joe McCar-

thy's self-serving attempts to get

everybody stirred up about Commies that

didn't really exist. This line of thinking is a

blight on the University as a whole.

David Anderson
Northampton

81.2%
In a recent survey of UMass

undergrads, 81.2 percent said

they read the Collegian

regularly, and half of those said

they read it every day.

That's more than three times

the UMass readers of fiuiy other
area paper!
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Northeastern University

IS close to where you live

or work this summer.

We have five conven-

ient locations; a wide ' -

choice of part-time under-

graduate college courses; and four,

five,and ten vweek sessions. For a degree,

for career advancement , or simply to

learn something new , Northeastern has

It all in the Summer Quarter. Classes

start the week ofJune 18; registration,

the week ofMay 29. Hurry, find out more.

For a free Summer Schedule Guide,

call us at 437-2400, or our

24.hour line 461-1400.

^Northeastern
University
University Collegc/Lincob College
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THE»BEST»OF»EVERVTHING

(2.

JAZZ

BROADWAY / n
Sophisticated Lodiei 1 \J .

WINNERS CIRCLE ^^*--^

Boston Chombe' Music Socie'v

CHAMBER MUSIC
uiliiO'd String QuOrte'

ORCHESTRA
^Alnnesota Ochesiro

SAMPLER
Ray Cho'ies

THEATER
Comeo ond Juliet

. DANCE
^«l Swon Loke

(2)
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I $ Part Time Summer Jobs $
|

I Many positions in the retail auditing field being held open for
|

I UMass students. RGIS inventory specialists has 4 offices in
|

I Eastern Mass. We need dependable people with transportation
|

I and phone. No experience necessary - only basic math skills.
|

I $4.75 to start with salary reviews to $6.00. Must have weekend
|

I availability; daytime shifts and some weeknights possible. Flex-
|

I ibie schedule. Opportunity to work full-time next January

I break. Great reference for your future.

I Contact Student Employment of office nearest you.

I Boston north to 128 - 938-9119
|

Boston and south - 699-4014 |

North of 128 - 692-3040 West of 494 - 366-6471
|
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AND MANY OTHER
FINE PERFORMANCES

1984-85
FINE ARTS CENTER CONCERT HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AAAHERST

MC/VISA FIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS HALF-PRICE

For more information call (413)545-251

1

j

I

I

SUN SYSTEMS

Located in the Campus Center

r

RUGBY SKIRT and TANK TOP
Separates that go together for your active lifestyle.

The Tank Top is specially patterned and cut for

women in bright stripings that coordinate beautifully

with RuggedWears cotton skirts.

Jl

X
ll|im$0 ofBlal0t|

32 M«n Street • Amherst • 9«)AM - 5J0 PM Mon. • Sat. • 2S3-3361

-Arts
• • • •»»i»i< >•••*••• »••••

' *.***.*.* I •.».•.•.•.•.•.•,•.•,•.•.•.«

Trailers
After years of grovelling to the movie

studios to spare me some meager bits of

information, now they're coming around.

It's the eve of my last column - ever and I've

got press releases coming out of my ears.

Most are useless and silly at best, many are

a tad late (Hardbodies and Children of the

Com came and went), but I'll share some of

the interesting ones.

The "Star League of Planets" must be

protected from it's enemy, the KO-DAN,

in Universal's new picture. The Last

Starfighter. The release reads, "Imagine, if

you will for a moment, that certain video

game machines with their digital sounds

and effects on which the space wars of

tomorrow are played out, were actually

placed on this earth by alien planets; forces,

perhaps, whose sole intention is to prepare

select players to enter a step beyond the

game and into an actual inter-galactic

sphere to be the Starfighters and space

warriors of now. Could this happen?" No,

it couldn't. Next.
Warner Bortheis has acquired worldwide

distribution except Japan to the Francis

Ford Coppola, George Lucas presentation

of Mishima, it was announced Monday by

Warners president Terry Semel. A
biography of the Japanese novelist Yukio

Mishima (who kUled himself by ritual

suicide in 1970), the film is to be directed by

Paul Schrader. The picture will be made in

Japanese, which is odd, as nowhere in the

press info does it even imply that Schrader

knows Japanese. The film is scheduled for

release over a year from now. The box

office opens at noon.

In a fairly controversial decision.

MGM/UA announced last Thursday that it

will not release the film Bolero, starring Bo

Derek. After the film received an X rating

from the Motion Picture Association of

America, MOM demanded Director John

Derek to cut the film, which he sub

sequently refused to do (good boy John,

by Andy Gordon

stick by your guns). Said Richard B. Graff,

president of MGM distribution. "It is the

policy of present management not to

distribute X-rated motion pictures." The
Dereks and Cannon films, the production

company, will have to shop around for a

new distributer now. Anyone interested

should contact the Derek's during the

week.

One of the better segments of TwiUght
Zone: The Movie was Joe Dante's "It's a

Good Life", about a little boy with a lot of

power. Dante is now directing Gremlins, a

light thriller/adventure, for producer

Steven "I own everything" Spielberg.

Written by recent NYU graduate Chris

Columbus (whose recent Reckless kind of

sucked), the picture stars Zach Galligan as a

youngster whose father brings home a rare

pet from Chinatown. Also starring in what
could be one of the big, summer hits

(alongside Spielberg's Temple of Doom) are

Fast Times at Ridgemont High's Phoebe
Gates and Judge Reinhold.

The outrageous cast and technical credits

behind the new baseball film. The Natural,

should be reason enough to catch it.

Opening Friday in the area, the picture

stars Robert Redford, Robert Duvall and

Glenn Close and was directed by Barry

Levinson (Diner). Caleb Deschanel (The

Black Stallion, Being There) photographed

the film, and from what I understand one

sequence involves a camera built by

steadicam inventor Garret Brown that flies.

I'd like to see that. Redford hasn't acted in

a film for over four years now and did the

film he says, "as an homage to my father,

who loves baseball and taught me to love it

as a child."

Another amazing cast is assembled for

Italian director Sergio Leones new epic.

Once Upon a Time in America, about the

Jewish mafia in the early part ot this

century. Reminiscent of the Godfather

films, the picture stars Robert DeNiro and

Lance Guest as Alex and Dan O'Herlihy as Grig in a silly film you not

I will ever see.

The. tops! And all

our grc are he< 'ed

In the direction of great

success!

Joe Dante on the set of Gremlins. Check out the size of that camera.

James Woods as boyhood cohorts in crime

and their wheeling dealing is traced

through five generations. Also starring in

the picture are Treat Williams, Elizabeth

McGovern. Burt Young, Joe Pesci and

Tuesday Weld. Leone, you may recall, was

the guy who made all those old spaghetti

Westerns. Hopefully he's grown out of that

extreme close-up phase, because if he

hasn't I'm going to personally fly to Italy

and crack him in the nose.

On the homefront, here at UMa.ss several

student films are going to be screened

tomorrow night in the South College

classroom. Among the films to be shown
are Drew Ogier's The Vidiot, And the Days
Go By, The Edge, The Hand, Four Week
Wami7ig (based on the Collegian editorial of

the same name) Gone Fishing, and others.

The informal screening will begin at 7.

Attendance is mandatory for friends of the

filmmakers.

It is expressly forbidden in Collegian

policy for staff writers to read letters

written to the editorial dept. that concern

them. I knew someone would write in

about my column Friday, though, so I

peeked. Sure enough, a Hampshire College

student resented being categorized as a

,
pseudointellectual bonehead flaky puff who
doesn't know anything about anything.

Can't blame the guy for that. Actually, he

raised several good points, and I'd like to

kind of apologize. To set the record

straight, the Hampshire students in my
class are homehead flaky puffs who don't

know anything about anything. Many of

their other students are actually pretty

sharp, and as evidenced during last

Thursday's student film festival there, they

do have several decent filmmakers. In fact.

Circular Notions, a short by Todd Miller,

was beyond words.

This doesn't come even near being related

to film, but there's several questions and

comments I've had on my mind for some

time now. 1) Don't people who walk slow

through the Campus Center suck? Maybe
it's my N.Y.C. bred sense of urgency to get

places, but I honestly feel that people who
use the area between the C.C. vending

machines and the Hatch to wander around

and chit-chat should have large knives

plunged into the base of their miserable

spines. 2) Why is it it takes three times as

long to get a speedie cheeseburger as a

jumbo cheeseburger? I'd always assumed
the "speedie" referred to the quickness of

its preparation. Maybe not. And speaking

of Hatch f(xxi, has anyone else noticed that

one out of ten pizzas they make tastes like

balloons? That's right, balloons. The Uste

that stays on your tongue after you blow up

a balloon. And what addictive chemical is it

that they put in the Veal Parmagians? I'm

i^oing to have to stockpile a sack of them
just to make it through the next couple of

months.

In closing, I would like to reprint a few of

my favorite movie quotes. "Life is made up

of small comings and goings, and for

everything we take with us there is

something we leave behind." Summer of

42. "Everyone has the right to make an ass

of himself. Don't let the world judge you

too much." Ruth Gordon in Harold and
Maude. "You're a dreamer, Boog." "Well,

you know what they say. you don't got good

dreams you got nightmares." Mickey

Rourke in Diner. And this quote from

Aidam Quinn in Reckless should have

particular significance for those graduating.

"There's something I've got to do. I've got

to go. I don't know where- just

somewhere, out of here, and I've got to go

now."

TRAILERS Trivia: No question, but

tacked tt) the ceiling above the Collegian

Arts Desk are two pairs of passes to a

sneak preview of the film Making the

Grade, and whoever grabs them can have

them. As I close this column for the last

time, I'd like to say it has been an honor

amusing and informing those who enjoy

this column, and pissing off those who do

not. Take care; and remember my name.

Derrick Taylor, father of UMass student David I. Taylor, prepares for

a spot on the British Cycle Team in the 1984 Summer Olympics. Jolly

good! ^__________^____—__^_____—

.
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Sidewalk Sale Davs
a
CoMMUNiiY Fair

THURSDAV, May 17

•All Day Long Sidewalk Sales throughout downtown

2:00-9:00 pm • Rides open

FRIDAY, MAY 18

*AII Day Long - Sidewalk Sales throughout downtown

2 00 pm - Fair Opens: Booths, Food, Games. Prizes.

Crafts and Rides by Fannelli Shows
7 00 pm • Coronation of King and Queen

i€Ll»l •'

Come to Delano's

and cool off

with your favorite beverage.

57 N. Pleasant St. 253-5141

J M

Men's & Women's

O.P. Sportswear

O
C
E
A
N

P
A
C
I

F
I
C

swimsuits, hawaiian shirts, hats, pants,

shorts, and much more

Saturday Clothes
Open Mon - Sat 10-6 Sun 12 5

266 N. Pleasant St. 253-9729

Great Spring Sale

SAVE
Assorted Nail Polishes & Lipstick. 95^

Bic Pens 19^

Colgate Toothbrushes 39^

Scholls only $13.99

with manufacturers $4.00 coupon

50*^ off coupon

on all Suntan products

Notebooks - 5 subjects $1 .89

150 sheet Notebook $1 .29

Zorries: 99' Adults, 79' Children

Keri Lotion 6.5 oz $1 .99

COLLEGE
D=fUG
9 9 .MMiKt. 9-6 S«I 9 ^ Sur- ^•^_i^a^B

4 MAM SnCET MMHBST Ptm 2S^2U^

LAST CHANCE DEALS
Orphan Speakers

from $5.00 ea.

Orphan Car Stereos

from $10.00

One of a kind

Cassette Decks, Receivers and

Turntables all at Sidewalk Sale

Special Prices!

Maxell UDXL II C-90 Tapes

2 for $5.00

Watts Disc Preeners

a $10.00 value

Record Cleaner $1.00 each

Be trendy Pierre Cardin

AM/FM Radios a $29.95 value

$9.95

Video Tape from $5.99

Nikko NP 500 II Turntables

a $129.95 value -$64.95

All items limited quantities and

subject to prior sale -

Thanks —

'THE STIREO PROFESSIONAIS'

adirondack music

SATURDAY, MAY 19

•All Day Long - Sidewalk Sales throughout downtown
10:00 am - Parade from Community Field through
Center to Amherst College
10:00 am - Rides and Booths open
11:00 am - f^^erchants' Auction - part 2
1:30 pm Demonstration by the Hampshire Gymnasts
3:30 pm Demonstration by the Hampshire Gymnasts
4:30 pm Oompah Band/Community Band Concert

Midnight - Fair Closes

SUNDAY, MAY 20

•All Afternoon 12-5 - Sidewalk Sales

May 17.18.19.20

Collegian is

Sidewalk Sale Days
O £^ May 17.18.19 ^
Community Fair

The Place to be

Time
AIVr

^l-'.

AMHERST'S BIGGEST LITTLE BAR

37 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MA

<^(^lm
sut

f>
^SjM
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Be original Express yourself Join in on

today's high fashion look with your very

own 14K gold fingernail by IMG. Or

wear a diamond nail for that special

occasion 13 N PtMtam SlrM«. Amharal
2S40M1

SCLLMO OOCD JEWELHV
AT UNBEATABLE PNICES.

SIDEWALK SALES
20% - 40% Off selected

SPRING CLOTHING
20% - 40% off selected

CHINESE SHOES
Wildlife T-Shirts

originally $11.95 $12.95 $6. each 2 fOf $10,

20% off all Bedspreads

20% off Bamboo Blinds

INDIA PRINT T-SHIRTS regularly $5.95

$5.00 each 2 for $10.00

MANY GIFT SPECIALS

Û4

=*«= =M= e^<=

AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

in the Carriage Shops Since 1975

On Campus Delivery Now Available 549-3717

OVERSTUFFED SANDWICHES
FOOT LONG SUBS

FRESH SALADS AND SOUP

1 KNISHES. PICKLES AND KOSHER HOT DOGS
BAGELS AND LOX

NEW YORK CHEESE CAKE

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET

Qr*«t Qlfls - QrMt PrtcM

/HEIXANTILF
AMNBtST CAHMAGf SHOPS

u&

L AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 549-6314

flW TMHI « MUKnuWiO

10-50% Off
select items

yarns - needlework - notions

Check out our Bargain Table

The Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St.

549-6106

Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30
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Millbury Street School
A B F A Pholographv Exhibit bv

Mark Richardson
M*v 20 to 24 1984

Oparang Reception Sunday May 20 1984

2 00 to 5 00 pm

Wnee't" GjHery

University of Massachusetts AmhefSt

€OM>IEi\rEIliEi\T
WEEKEi\U

Wc still have a few scats

available.

(all 549-6000 cxt. 639
for reservations.

Featuring a new/special

(iradiiation Menu.

rO.\GRATrLATIO.\5^

L

of the
CAMPUS
Restaurant & Lounge

WIN
TWO ROUND-TRIP AIR FARES TO EUROPE

onICELANDAIR

ICELANDAIR /S

**SNEAK PREVIEW^*
CLIP THIS A[J AND BRING IT TO THE THEATER FOH F^Htt ADMISSION FOR TWO

Thursday, May 17 8:00 PM
Mountain Farnns Theater Russell Street, Hadley

>i f icet.»ND*m »' I'f' I'f =<' " it '' ' ..'H'lPt

: •.~,iH T Y .!>• 'UA.ti ft ,f NT f Oil Oljf lilir. f*»<lSmOM
•,r,v :-' RK - '• •.'^ pf 'RO'' AMD PAl ' milBf WA^KlNrtTOKi
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CONGRATULATIONS
COLLEGE SENIORS!
You will soon be entering the

Business & Professional World, and

we have a Special Credit Offer,

just for you!

If you havf staiiit'd a position after grackiation, we will

issue you a MasterCard or \'ISA Card with an initial

(.fed It line ot S500.

It you have not already secured empknment, we would

like to have you complete .m application. We will reserve

vour Credit Card until you notify us of your

employment.

To appiv hn your BayBanks MasterCard or X'lS.A Card,

lust complete and return the coupon below.

iMrasf return this coupon to the HayB.ink^ Consumer Credit

Divisu^n, H.H'Bank Ti>vver, 1300 Main Street, Springfield, MA
01115

I am interested m applying for a BayBanks MasterCard or

\ ISA ( ard Pleasi' M-nd me an appiuation.

Name.

Addre'

Citv'Tou n Zip.

( ('llt>"C.

Telephom- No

Ba/Banks

MAY 17. 18, 19, 20

sidewalk sale days
&

31st AMHERST JAYCEES

community fair

MAY 17, 18, 19, 1984

Thursday, May 17
* Al! Day Long Sidewalk Sales

throughout downtown
2;00 9:00 pm Rides open

Friday. May 18
* All Day Long Sidewalk Sales

throughout downtown
2:00 pm Fair Opens: Booths, Fcxxl.

Games. Prizes. Crafts and Rides by Fannelli

Shows
7:00 pm Coronation of King and
Queen

Saturday, May 19
* All Day Loi.g Sidewalk Sales

throughout downtown
10:00 am Parade from Community Field

through Center to Amherst College

10:00 am Rides and Booths open

1 1 00 am Merchants" Auction part 2

1 :30 pm Demonstration by the

Hampshire Gymnasts
3:30 pm Demonstration by the

Hampshire Gvmnasts
4:30 pm O'ompah Band/Community

Band Concert

Midnight Fair Closes

Sunday, May 20
•All Afterncx)n 12 f) Sidewalk Sales

Sponsored By Amherst

Downtown Council

In Co-operation with WTTT
WT

I

There's No Place Like Dcnvntown y\pi^hcrst, MassachusC'ttS

We're just another RSO, but we've got the presses

So, here *ssome drivelfrom ourMJl.

Collripan photo by Brian (tonvr

Colleg^ian Spring, 1984 Board of Editors: (left to right) Yadira

Betances, Joel Myerson, Lisa Mosley, J. P. Shanahan, Gerry DeSimas,
Josh Meyer, Drew Ogier, Anne McCrory, Bill Wall, Miriam Zoll, Dave
Deuber. (Missing: Andy May)

And, ifyou want more:ournames!!!

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

The end of the 1983-84 academic year is

rapidly drawing to a close as the Collegian

prints its last edition of the semester, and,

for many staff members, it will be the final

effort of one of the most enjoyable ex-

periences of their college career.

It takes an enormous amount of effort to

publish a student-run daily newspaper and

it is a testimony to the more than 200 people

who comprise the staff that the paper will

come out day after day informing the

community it strives to serve. Although not

always perfect, the staff does its best to

produce a professional paper given the

constraints of limited time, money and

academics.

The past year has been a tumultuous one

.'or the community and for the paper. There

have been many controversies and some
sour moments but overall it has been a

positive, enjoyable learning experience.

One of the main purposes of the University
is to provide a forum for the sharing of
diverse ideas and experiences and we at the
Collegian have done our best to live up to
that ideal.

Much thanks has to go to those staff

members and editors who persevered
through thick and thin with the un-
derstanding that despite it al! we were
having one of the best times of our' un-
dergraduate careers and all the critics

should simply try to do a better job
themselves. As editorial editor Josh Meyer
said "I could have easily been less hated,
but I'd feel like I wasn't doing my job."

So be it. Those of us who are graduating,

such as myself, let's continue the tradition

of past Collegian staffers and excel in our
chosen field (yah, right). And to those who
are staying, may you have the best possible

time and never give up on the paper,

because without you it couldn't happen. Bye
now...

Business

Mike Altneu

Glenn Cameron
Lit (.'hiasaon

Steve Gogonia

Joe Gorruai

Tom Haley

Kathy Kelly

Gail Kleinman
Amy Kraailowaki

Jim I.Ambert

John I/evy

Eric Mann
Chris Miniff

Janet Morir*n*t'"i

Adriennc Newman
Andrea Paifsley

David Rath
Mark Koden
Jennifer Saccone

Lori Silver

Jodine Netzler

Elizabeth Younf;

Jacqueline Green

Sherry Sharfman
Vicki Silva

Sue PincuB

Lii Zwerling
Steve Silva

Jeff Hammond
Kevin MrMahon
Gina Piazzia

Eric Levy
Rena Herman
Tom Quayle
Cathy (hilaon

Jim Kiatuben

Maureen Majerewaki

John Fuller

Day Graphics

Joy McCarty
Lynn F^iBent>er|5

Maraha Wilcon

Martha Connora
Michele Phelan

Shelley Witkievncz

Beth Bazinet

Ellen Nahifpan

Jim Rice

John Wields
Faye Whitney-Loasier

Night Graphics

Marianne Walah
Mat Atkins

Ed Tausky
Peter Soderberg
Leslie Clark
Will Hopkins
Jon O'Hem
Ansel Zinter

Amy Keefe
Ellen Waxman
Doug Chapman
Sue Gianetti

Norm Arhin
C^nor Plunkett

Judy Hayden
Tim Riviere

Merrianne Hrycin
Kim Foster
Laura Zig^man

Pamela Smith
Jane Hirahberg

Suzanne I>ewis

Leslie King
Lissa Kieman
Laurie MacDonald
Mike Lennon
Cathy Hall

Ann Hacker
Beth Ann Moskov
Lisa Reynolds
Shaunecn Vail

Beth Poudrier
Karen Darr
Warren Gagnc
Mike Schuster

Photo
PanI DcsMaraia
Andy Heller

Pam Madnick
Brian Gonye
Kate Walters
Larry Cabana
Tom Kndia
Mitch DranUh

Copy Editors

Steve Howe
Mary Sheila I.>oughlin

Ian Polumbaum
Ralph Roberta

Jim Finkle

Layout Techs

Steve Anderson

Sue Banker!
Will Hopkins
Librarian—Tracy Hatch

Training Coordinator

—Tom Middletor

Sports SUff
Gerry deSimas
Adam Nazimowitz
Tony Betros

Bob Brock
John Badger
Rich Brunelli

Ed Cunningham
Kevin Delura

Michele Dolan

Scott Hood
Ellen Haakins

Tom Kelly

Matt Luczow
Dan Leberfeld

Mike Levine

Martin E. Murray
Brian Murphy
Ellen Richard

Rasa Whinnera
Scot Cooper
Ed Hayward
Tom Scollins

George Martins

Jay Holzman
Charisse Feinerman

Ariel Fowler

Editorial

John Kenney
Rita Murphy
John Gilman

Thomas Pitonfak

Elizabeth Luciano

Brooke SUtea
Michele Dolan

News Staff

Peter Abraham
Ken Bazinet

Liaa Marie Cantwell

Julia Maycock

John Yonce
Jeannette deForge
Laura Yee

Paul Desmond
Jill Lang
David Linton

Sean Casey

Larry Bouchie

Bob Burgeas

Risa Freeman
John Vincent

Dan Sobel

Greg Brown
Mary Cresse

Tom Kelley

David Muniz
Camden Pierce

Virginia Warfield

Robin Mandel

Laura Koester

Brian Sullivan

Nancy Bukar

I>on Narey
Dave Chevan

Charles Francis Carroll

Arts
Christine Marini

Peter Wissoker
Andrew Gordon
Edward Been

Women's News
Taara Hoffman
Rebecca Thatcher

Lisa Stratnuley

Meliss;i Graham
Diane \mm

Associate Managing Editors

Paul Baaken
John O'Connell

Cris Schuster

David Summersby
Gerry DeSimas

Collegian
Spring 1984

Board of Editors

Hill Wall

Maruufxng EdiUw

Joel Myerson
Editor \n Chief

J.P. Shanah.in

Priidurtum M'lnntffr

Andrt-w May
Bus\ns»» Manager

J(wh MfVtT

Edttonal Eiiitiir

Drew Ogier A Dave Deuber Anne MK'ron
Sewn Edlttrr

Gerry deSimas
Sports Edxtor

Miriam Zoll

Wamm '» Ittnim Editnr

Usa Musley
;4rf.s FJditor

Yadira Betances

HUirk Affaxr* Edilirr

Some of the Collegian stafFs graduating seniors. On to gpreater glory

. .Good Luck!
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University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Commencement 1984
10:00 a.m., Sunday, May 27
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I AC CoiKcrt HiiU

FAC CfiKiTl Nil II

KhocitukMHlron Gijrilcii Ram
s//t'. H29 Morrill St ivnce Center

1984 Coninioncomcnt Ceremony Sun. .May 27 10 a.m.- 12 noon

Schedule of Fvents Date Time

Stockbridi;c ConinicncenK-nt Sat., May 26 1 3()pni

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sun. May 27 8:00 am
Nursing Commencement Sun May 27 1 (»() p.tn.

O
Stadium Plan
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1 Apni ill \\d\ J'l .Mniul.iy iliriHiv;li l-ritiay y

,1 111 ihinimh 4 p III upnii ili-arantf by the Office

' M I Kit|inri im Ills On OimnuiKi-nient Day

uiis l.issils and liooiis may Ix- iitilained

,i'ii ' s ,1 111 .il llu- NOKTHWHSr i-nd ni the stadium

,1 111 llu '^r.iv I'l .ireal

DiKinial eandiiiates who plan In parliiipali- in the

(.nmnuiaenunl len-mony nitisl ha\e a hooil Kach

IMi I) landidale s name will he .innouneed over the

sl.idniin sound system ami two oflieers of the Ini-

\i rsilv will drape the hood on the candidate s

sluHilders Doiliiial hoods can he purchased i"i/\ at

the Office of Graduate IX-i-ree Rec|uirements A249

Ciraduale Kesearch Center at a cost of ^2fy |Five

C'olli-'.^e Doctoral Hoods will he available at S42 95 I

DmlnLiI lionils iii,i\ hi nnleii throui;h the L'ni\er

slt\ SInli'

Kentals
,\i.iileinK .ipp<iril lor this year s L nnersily Conv

meiKiinent in.iy he n-nled thrinn;h the Iniversity

.ston- .Ml laeullv members are ur\;ed to place their

oidirs ,is soon as possible THK I.A.ST DAY TO OR-

DKR IS FRIDAY .MAY IS raymeni must he made
.It the lime ol order and there will be no refunds if

.ipparel is not used Academic apparel may also be

purch.ised For further inlormalion about rentals or

purchases please contact Connie S/elewicki at the

Inuersily Store !>45 2(-il9

AitoninuKiutions
.M.iny .III a motelh are .ilready hooked lni Friday

.iiul .Siiturday Ivfnre Commencemenl A limileil

miinber of rooms in I'niversity housin\; will he

.iN.nlable lor relatives and other uuests the mj;hls nt

May 2r> 2tv and 27 Please contact the C^>nference

Services Office n|S Campus Center *i4% .U(H> by

.\1.iy lit There is a $.5 c.ish key deposil to he re-

till Illll uhiii the ki'\ IS returned

I «mmI Sfrvki's

Coiiei soft drinks .ind doinits will he av.ul.ihle at

Im'I voiimd.is on the North side ol the si.idium

Cuninienieniciil Ceremony Schedule

i|
.1 111 Rohnij; lor Commencemenl

Appropriate sij^ns will Iv displ.iyed

Gr.ldu. Ill's should Illll- up .iiinidinc In

, li.». >l or college

M <i) ,1 111 Se.itini; of Ciraiiuates

I() .1 111 Procession starts

12 nonii Ceremony ends

Parking
Parkinj; at the sladium is extremely limited. Com-

mencement traffic will lie directed to several park-

im; lots located nearby and shuttle husis will trans-

pi irt vou the short distance to the stadium You will

l>i dropped off directly in fremi of the stadium and

buses will return you to the lots immediately fob

lowim; the ceremonies

Kutliti Traffic Ctmtrol

111 .111 iltort to aid the traffic flow at Comnience-

ment WTTT radio in Amherst l-iM) on the AM dial

will broadcast traffic reports throuj;hout the morn

inc Please tune to 1 430AM once you arrive in Am-
herst lor the best route to the cerenumies.

Cieneral Information

Diplomas will Ix- mailed to k;raduales in the fall.

.Medical facilities will Ix- lixated in the van under

Sei tion H of the stamls

Public telephones will he located on the west side

ol the F.icililiesi Information Center

Kestroonis are located at either end of the Facilities/

Information Center at the south end ol the sladium

\iewiiii; .in-.is for those confineil to wheelchairs

will be loc.iled on both sides of the stadium, on

cistern ,u\i.\ western walkw.ivs

For additional inh>rmation contact the C^ffice of

Comnninity Relations WO Whitmore =>4n-2n60

ALCOHOL IS NOT PERMIT
TED IN THE STADIUM.

RAIN DATE
There is no alternative rain site. The cere-

mony will he held outside re\;ardless of the

weather The ceremony will he delayed a

maximum of two hours in the event of heavy

rain In the event of torrential rains the cere-

mony will be cancelled Listen to lixal radio

stations early Sunday morning lo hear if the

decision to delay or cancel has been made.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

The UMass Zone Mark Rollins
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The Strip

L'-'-'Zo/N/E-:

by Jim Walsh

GOOD LOC>C W^TM FlNWJS/

Shag^ast'
O.T. Derringer

<

U/eii +ots *s it

The i'a^r rvrrflh/

OOiy riNAi OppoPtONlivj
\J^^\^\EH By opusTCfedRiN&cR.

ln*iptR^ By Hoiyyi*JOO<i6od£WBR(i
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Off Campus Sullivan & Gillbert

Attention Seniors!
The 1984 Index will be distributed this fall.

If you would like the yearbook

to be mailed to you,

please send your permanent

address and $2.50
check for postage and handling to:

4-

\ Index, 103 C.C. :
* *

\ by May 26. \ I

0)UegUm

At thehome ofthe one and only

DrewOgier

Getyour official

'MR.T'
stamp witfi a small donation

Saturday at 3:00

Weather

Variable cloudiness and cool

with highs in the mid 50s.

Tonight, partly cloudy.

Lows from the mid 30s to

the mid 40s. Thursday, a

mixture of clouds and sun.

Highs mostly in the 60s,

except in the mid 50s along

the eastern coastal areas.

This Summer, take

FOUNDATIONS
of

FEMINISM
woST 201

Summer Session I

6/5 - 71 13

Mon - Fri 9:30 - 1

1

Instructor: Judith Branzburg, PH. D.

\.
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TONIGHT
UMASS

LACROSSE

FINAL
Showing video clips of this

years lacrosse season.

$1.00 Bar Drinks

(all night long)

- sponsored by UMass Lacrosse Team

Also Tonight

"LADIES NIGHT"
All women are invited to

DRINK FOR FREE
from 8:00 - 9:00 pm

OPEN BAR
The staff of

Never Stop
The Party

Am$^t

would like to thank all

of you for an excellent year

Have a great summer & we look

forward to seeing you in the fall!

OPS
AT JUSTIN RYAN'S

iPLAYOFF HOTSPOT
"We'll show every game"

(overlapping games will be taped and shown at a later time)

50^ DRAFTS during all events

1.00 skins & wings

Catch the Action

NHL - Stanley Cup Series

NBA Playoff's

Check out our giant screen TV

Sun, Mon, Tues, Wed, and Thurs nights

MANDATORY DRINK SPECIAL

BEAT THE CLOCK

STARTS AT 7:00 downstairs

8:00 upstairs

50* Drinlcs 75* Food

J^ Jf Jf Party at JR's!!-¥' >^^

This Week g®* yo" down.

Graduate to Carbur's

'f Five-College Club
^^2^)

Now that you've survived countless^
'all-nighters, constant cramming, and

(w^ endless exams, you've graduated to^ Carbur's Five-College Club.

Why not treat Mom and Dad to one.

..A formidable, ifive-decker feast
>^ featuring shrimp salad, seafood salad,
rlL sliced baked ham, turkey breast, roast

beef, lettuce, tomato, and your choice
of dressing!

Served with all the
Pomp and Circumstance'^

you could ask for!

Foi you Magna-Cum Laudes, the Rib-it

Room specializes in prime primejib and
^sumptuous seafood. ;j"&^=^ .^?

<

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
AT THE ELMWOOD. RT 9 HADLEY. MASSACHUSETTS (413)586-1978

The Committee

reque<«ls the pleasure ofyour company

at apost-firtutsparty

for the student.^ of

U/MASS. AMHERST

Friday, May 25th, 1984

STUDIO54

254W 54

NewYork City

Doors Open 9:30PM S^^Harp

Complimentary admission for two witii

tiiis ad untU 10:30 • after 10:30-$12 p.p.

clip this ad for admission

Sf^^^s
PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

IF"

$7.00 *
u

(with this coupon)

$10.00 with
Shampoo and
Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair
Expires 5/31/84

L Valid witf) Barb b Julie only c I•1mwM
FREE CONSULTATION Please call for an

g\. I
appointment

Styles by
Deborah

65 University Drive

Amherst, MA 549-5610

STUDENT
AIRFARES

round trip from

LONDON ^3^1

PARIS ^:^l

MADRID $399

LUXEMBU^C-
$469<

AMSTERDAM
'^^?.

ZURICH $398

STOCKHC '.r

CARACAS -r 293]

BOGOTA $429

National Student
{

Travel Bureau

of the USA
266 1926

Council Travel /CIt

729 Boylaton St

suite 201

Boston, MA 02116

juuooonnnnnnnnn r^inrn ' '

•"""

Soft Contact Lens Center
Extended wear soft lenses from $48. ea.

Daily wear Soft lenses from $25. ea.

Heat disinfecting units $12.95 reg. $30.

Check out these

Contact Lens Solution Prices
Opti-clean Reg 2.98 SALE 1.98

Sensitive Eyes System Reg 3.75 SALE 2.49

Adapettes Reg 1.00 SALE .50

Soft Contact Lens Deluxe Cases Reg. 3.75 SALE 1.98

Many more Solutions on Sale COME Ef SEE

B & L Sunglasses 20% off

Vuarnet Sunglasses 20% off with this ad

Amherst Optical Shoppe 195 N Pleasant St 256-6403

Amherst Optical Shoppe 170 University Dr. 253 5412

in the Amherst Med Ctr.

Hooded
Sweatshirt

$15.95

Pewter Topped
Tankard
$12.95

Many other

styles of

glassware

available

Sharo- 3 PhoXn Dwayne Autery

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the uampus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

^. r •*-*<.•. f^ * St M ^- .

tHiti^
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Graphics
As another long hard

year draws to an end.

I'd like to take this op-

portunity to again

thank all those in

Graphics for making

this past semester so

easy and rewarding for

me. You really put out

for me and I'm grateful.

Thanks Faye and the

day day crew (including

Maddog Rice and his

happy trails sing

alongs)for doing it all

without me ever know-

ing.

Thanks also to the

night (and sometimes

mourning) crew for

working much to long

for much too little.

And finally a special

thanks to Bill (thats

right) Wall, Joel Gets

get lunch) Meyerson,

Ed (Tim's alright)

Tausky, Mat (smoke a

bowl) Atkins, Lesley

(3:00 am) Clark, Peter

(good guy) Soderberg,

Will (records gone,

need a job) Hopkins and

last but certainly not

least Marianne (flying

fingers) Walsh, I never

could have made you.

Although my desk

leaves Graphics my
heart does not. Enjoy

the summer. You too

UP.
Sincerly,

J. P. Shanahan

P.S. Pam get a job.

00^

Now** the Hme
to call

North Amherst
Motors

rvc«ndlll«nlng.

Rt. 63, No Amherst

549-2660

IBV, Wally, and Lumpy toolRemember

I
always, the Theory is relative, the 5th

Dimension is eggplant, worm boys are out

'and I love you. Happy Travels. Love, Mom

Rachael Lynn, Best of luck at UMichI I'm

'gonna miss you sooo much! Lots of Love,

' Donna

TEH, I didn't think it would happen, but I'm

^glad it finally did. I hope this is only the

beginning. We culd have a great time

together. JLM

Pooma Don't worry about music poets

( corner knows you appreciate. Love Beer-

^ trice

fTo the Collegian Staff (and esp«cially

tthe editorial ataff ) Keep up the great work

^next year! Don't let anyone get you .down

(or anything), because you're involved in

^one of the best things UMass has going for

kit. And for all you editors who've stuck it

kout this long hard year, I'll deal with y'all

.later. Josh (Biff)

To the 6 in 6: We made it and we all still

love each other— how about thatll Good
iluck to all of you I! Love, No.5

* Attention Apts 89-94 Puffton You're the

^ best neighbors. We are going to miss you!

^ Love Apt. 93

* Michael my best buddy in the worid. I'll

^ miss you over the summer I love you.

* l_aura (My lowly secretary) I'm so glad that

^ we have nrtet, you certainly made the wait

-it worthwhile 1 1 Enjoy your summer. I'll be
* thinking of you. Easton is not that far away
*

. . . Bill (your humble president)

"^ Becky, Jan, Liaa, Ranee, Laura, Laura,

t| Kate. Carol, Phil and Tom - It's been a

^ great semester, kids ... but the best it yet

M to comel Have a great summer; I'll miss all

"^ of you very much. Love always, Nancy.
M
•It Fried clama? Little push, or what? Hey,
* sorry if I've been a shithead. Talk?

.^ Juat laat ni'jht. I waa reminded of Juat

-t^how bad thinga had gotten and just

^how sick I had become. . . good luck

^with arts Chris, go wild: 2 more
^ Thursdays at the Drakel Love and other

¥ indoor sports Leesa
M —
^ Mare T. — Your my best buddy. I'll miss

* you and Charlie when your not close by.
'

Love, BAT

piniiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" iiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif

TONIGHT! I

I

y(mWENLABGED2-SrAGEDANCEnXX)eh^
I THE HOTTEST SOUND and MUSK GOING! I

Poor Richard^ DANCE CLUB
CISCO • Tod 40 • Boa

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs;

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days

8:45-2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

10% discount • Phone nun^ber CREE D
® ALL QUALITY SUNGLASSES

I'm leaving soon - forever - If you want
® genuine Raybans and Vuarnets - you better

act now. Look for my table today in the

® CTi:

ANNBUG WERTH
® r= —
Ann - expect a letter EVERY day! Do not be

(g surprised if I show up in Bethesda! Stay

sweet. Vince

ANNEMARIE DUGGAN

®

@

®

Hey Pok! Happy 21st! Have a wild crazy

wonderfully fantastic birthday! We'll

celebrate whenever you're ready, but no

where near the FAC. Have a great one.

Love ya Booboo

@

®

®

AN OFFER YOU
CANT REFUSE

®

®

®

Great summer sublet - 2 bedroom apt in

Townehouse June - Aug best offer - fully

furnished. All luxuries available call

549-0709 now!
APT. WANTED

3 bedroom apartment wanted in com-

plex, lease starts anytime. Please call ASAP
for a free gift with your offer: 253-3658

ATTENTION ATHLETES

®

®

The Wellfleet Beachcomber needs doori

persons. Call (617) 349-6055 or 3696. Or

write ROB 1082 Wellfleet, MA 02667

®

®

®

fx

®

AUDIO

Sanyo Portable AM/FM cassette. Cheap
$25. 586-9882

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Mustang Convertible it runs, great

summer car, great project car, almost in-

spectable, $350, BO 545-3117

77 Toyota Celica GT coupe 86k 5 spd

AC/rear dgf excel cond inside and out great

gas mileage $2350 neg 256-1456® yf

'

'.?)

®

®

®

®

®

®

1974 Mustang II blue good condition ex-

cellent body and interior runs well $950 call

253-7131

1973 VW Superbeetle looks great,

great. Lt. Blue $795 549-4816

runs

1974 Triumph TR6 excellent body and

engine, many extras $4000 or BO 546-5516

Dan

A.W.M.

To my favorite eunuch and optimal per-

sonal slave Andrew W. May! You're releas

ed from my service for the summer. Have a

great one and keep shaving. Gratefully,

you're master G.J.C. ^^^_^
®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

BE SERIOUS!

For sale: Perkin-Elmer Bantam 560 terminal

with Modem - $275.00 cash will talk. If you

need one next semester you'll find none

cheaper. Must sell by Friday. Call 546-6917

before 10 am or after 9 pm

BEST DEAL IN TOWN

2 roommates wanted for large

bedroom in 3 bedroom house on Fear-

ing St. 2 bathrooms, fireplace, 2 blocks

from Campus. Subletting for the sum-
mer only, no fall option. For more info,

call B49-4792

BISCUITS

®

®

®

To the hearty biscuit lads, who can

always find an excuse to mix up the batter.

Ay, lads, we have baked the biscuit, now

we have to eat it. Its been scary, its been

horrifying, its been great. Now we know

why we canr>e to college. I'm going to miss

working overtime with the auxiliary

darkroom crew, you folks always helped

me to see clearer somehow. Good luck to

all, and to all a good night. - Drew

BLAKE-0

I "heard it through the grapevine" that

you quit smoking. . .have fun in Utah. I will

think of you in Oregon whenever I hear the

Romantics. Love, Michele

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

BOARDERS FOR FALL
WANTED

'84

For home like atmosphere call Sigma

Kappa Sorority 256-6887 ask for Sylvia or

Louise

CAROLYN LEE

Look out Hong Kong Barhop Judy's

sweeties? Love Karina & UMass men

COLLEGIAN AD REPS

-Thanks your patience Tom) Have a
great summer - I'll miss you next
-Adrienne

year

COLLEGIAN EDITORS

The time has come to say good bye. .

.To the out-going Baord, thank you. It's

been great working and partying with you.
The Bleeding Heart, Andy, Jim, TWP,
Gerry, The Cheerleader, Lisa, Yadira,

Miriam, and Drew. We can all be proud of

the job we've done. To the new Board,
good luck. You're a little green, but I guess
we all were once. Good luck. The TOC
opens early. Joel

T!!r^ COLLEGIAN COMRADES^ ^
To the Collegian Board of fun people
Thanks for making it a fun semester and

understand I was only trying my best. Hey,

lighten up! (How did you ever put up with

me, Joel?) To those who are graduating,

good luck, McDonald's is always hiring if all

else fails. To the new board, have the best

time especially James and John, no white

sp.3ces but continue the class struggle. On-

ward comrades, eh Miriam? Dave, Drew,

Yadira, Gerry, Lisa, Andy, Ann, Miriam,

James, Joel, and the original fun one.

Josh -bang it up. - Bill

CRUST

To the crustiest roommates a lad could

have, the Weaseldogs of Fearing St - Let

me tell you, its been quite a year. Good luck

on the adventures, John & John, I'll be
waiting for you in California. As for you.

Crusty, I'll deal with you later. - Drew

DAYS OF COOLIDGE 2

Andy - Remember good 'ol Mom, nights

w/out a bed, rosewood. Danielle - soup &
Parmesean cheese, heeening & Lite ber.

Glenda - our life is a blowdryer & so much
more! Congrats & good luck! Love, Laura

DICKINSON DORM SECURITY

Thanks to the best student security

staff ever assembled. Missy, Dave C.

Dave L., Wendy, Caria, Lynne, Mary,

Joan, Heather - have a fantastic summner
and good luck on finals! Take care, Michael

DICKINSON S-EAST
~

Fellow 6-Easters, good luck on finals!

Matt, Greg, Celeste, Debbi, Mark, Dan,

Randy, Dode, Pat, Cindy, Cindy, Missy,

Deanna, Jon, Itaru, Jersey (Ken), Kevin,

Pam, Tammy, Cris, Lynn, Katie, Kirsti,

Heather, Tom, Beaver. Tim—Have a great

summer - Mike

DYNAMITE WOMEN
Rita - drink up friend! You're awesome
-awesome. . .awesome. Robin - JR's loss is

Idimar's scoop. . .I'm following you.

.Maura - White Line, Lifeguards, DC men,

DARE to be yourselfm roomie. LUV,

HATCH

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT has

everything - bands, DJ', lights, banquets
-ALL GUARANTEED! 256-0739

WICKED AND WILD DJ's 3 years quality

service, GUARANTEED lowest price call

584-6712

Madhatter Booze Cruise - featuring the

Castoways and DJ. Prizes for the best hats

1st prize $75. Leaves Boston Harbor June 8

for info: Mike 546-6031 ltd, tix

UMMB/FAC movie night Old Chapel

Aud Thursday 5/17 7 pm
Messy Marvin - So when is the party crew

taking you back? Love you lots! Felix and

the little giri from Brooklyn

FALL HOUSING

Rooms now available for all university

Iwomen in close to campus sorority house.

Ask for Lisa B or Sue G at 545-0527

Think you'll need a renter in the fall?

Clean, responsible non-smoker will need a

place. Prefer No. Amherst or Amherst Ctr.

Call Chris 5-8 pm tel. 367-2154 or Box 142

Montague

Thanks for all of your hard work -You've

all been great (except for your addition

4-Barrel you have always been there for

me. No one could have a friend more

special. Love Kouchie

FALL ROOM WANTED

FOR RENT

One bedroom in house
Center available June
256-0796

Summ«>. sublet w/rali option 4 t>earoom

apt w/2 bathrooms. Summer rent very

cheap. Call 256 8247

Two bedroom apt at Brittany Manor
summer sublet with fall option. Call

253-7728

2 bedroom avail June 1 with faH optk>n

Brittany Manor summer rent negot call

after 10. 253 5907

Female wanted rwnsmoker for sumnDer

sublet and fall option, own room, pool, bus
route, $150/ month plus utilities, call

253-7806 evenings summer rent negot.

2 bedroom apt in Brittany Manor
available for fall call 256-1279

Two bedroom apt Lantern Court
available 6/1 w/fall option 665-7526

Looking for a place in Boston? One
bedroom off Commonwealth Ave near

Greenline available June 1st with fall op-

tion. Call Donna 546-6225

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
apt at Colonial Village. Pool, fantastic bus

service 10 minute to campus. $300/month.

Come and see it! 256-8763

Free June rent Irg 1 bdrm all ult inci $320

666^2966 aft 5

Fall option with summer sublet Colonial

Village $1 50/

m

onth Craig 256-0078

Summer sublet two rooms available in

large house near Amherst Commons call

Debbie at 256-1077

Townehouse for summer. Two
bedroom, $90 per person, $360/month.

Call 546-8234 or 546-8024, evenings

5 bed house in Hadley on busline $700

plus utilities for Sept. Northampton 4 bed
summer sublet near Smith College. Call

also this summer for Sept houses. Skibiski,

Realtors Northampton 584-3*^28

Have your own room in quiet, spacious

apartment, right in Amherst. $275/mo. in

elusive. Starts September. 545-1536

253 9664 Keep trying!

Brittany Apt, 3rd floor. Save $$$ by taking

over 10 month lease. Call Ed or Paul at

256-0888

Don't be bored this summer. Take ad

vantage of the summer special at Karate

Health Fitness 256-0080

2 bedroom apartment available for

summer with fall option 420/month
heat included Southwood complex
253-7373

Puffton Village 2 bdrm
sub/fall option 549-6377

apt summer

Large studio apartment. Swiss Village

available June 1. Fall option. $195 -t- util

evenings 253-3075

Southwood Apts 1 bedroom townhouse

summer w /fall option very clean 256-8225

Furnished efficiency apartment, carpet,

AC, summer, fall option, $205 (Belcher-

town). 323-6704

••Parting Out^**^^^^ for year thru 85

Southwood Apt laundry rm in Wdg - pool

bus route heat and hot water included 2

large bedrooms call 256-1072

Cape Cod, three bedrooms available in

Falmouth call Rich 253-7666

Large double bdrm in spacious 2 bdrm
apt, quiet, bus route 666-2236

2 bdrm N. Amherst bus route avail 6/1

375-^ 549-6894

I Cape Cod space for 1 male, Falmouth

$500/8ummer call 546-5039

FOR SALE

1973 Saab Sonett sports car, classic,

orange, rebuilt transmission and engine,

frame good shape, needs one rocker panel

and some trunk welding, idle for one year,

$2600.00 253-2174 (tape when not at home )

I

Almost new double bed. bureau, desk,

bookcase and sofa. Best offers. 256-0883

Wood desk $60, light blue rug $55 both in

excellent condition call Laurie 549-6358

One year old twin bed. Must sell $66

Wendy 584-2905

Waterbed 4x7 apt-size 3 month old $150

Dan 256-1279

73 Olds 88 new batt. and tires $200

549-6600

Twin bed best offer 549-6500

Used furniture, good condition. Loveseat

and matching chair, wall unit, dinner table,

red rug great for dorms, end tables

549-0542

Lg. 5 cu/ft fridge great condition $75.

6-5982 ^__
Bookcase bunkbeds make into twins also

asking 100.00 call 666-8125

Used desk big, lots of drawers great con

!
dition call Sherry 549-5920

\ Bed for sale
1549-5384

great condition. $25 or BO

Mattress and box spring for sale great

price call Elise 549-3949

75 Ford Granada must sell $250 or best of

fer 549-7622 ask for Gary

near Amherst
1. 145-t- call

ISgl bed, dresser, rugs.

549-4460 keep trying!

Best offer call

I
Colonial style couch good condition must

sell $40 or best offer for dorm or apartment
call 253 5288
Couch and desk for sale best offer call

256-0924

Apple II plus, 2 disk dr, Z80 card, 80 col,

64k RAM, serial/aut dial modem,
soft/manual $1750 Cheng 348-5966, 5-3033

Rust rug 6x9 $25 bed with box spring $15
Craig 256-0078

T^o roundtrip tickets Ft Lauderdale or

vicinity good for one year call Mike 6 5083

FREE RENT

Just kidding but negotiable 2 bdrm
Townehouse fully furnished one mile from

campus call 666-4956 or 546-9939

FRIENDSHIP

Lorl - You might be leaving Amherst but

you will never be forgotten. I will always be

there for the sad times and especially the

good times. The memories will always be

remembered and the future has a lot more.

Friends forever, good luck! Love your little

friend.

FURNITURE FOR SALE

Excellent condition! Price negotiable call

Caryn or Sherri 549-6709

GAIL K.

The Collegian would never have been the

same without you - nor will it ever again!

Thanks for all the years of help. Good luck

to you. Happy Graduation, belated Birth-

day etc. . .Hope I got them all. Cathy

GOOBER Er ANDREA

The dynamic duol You two have been a

great help to me this semester (like all

semesters) Hope you'll beoth be back next

semster Jennifer with less problems &
Andrea with the next hairstyle of the sum-

merl Miss both of youl Cathy

®
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UNIVERSITY OF MARKET HILL ®

To the comrades of 1801 salutations. It's

been a fun year living in the slum, in-

credibly, the place still stands. Good luck to

each of youl Jobs, hah, we rely on good

vibes instead. I'll get to the bowl this week,

I promise, but let's kill the atrium. It's time

to go meese-hunting. All the best, Bill

HELP WANTED

International Environmental Org. seeks

commited individuals to represent our work

on wildlife, acid rain, toxics, and continen-

tal shelf issues. Call Greenpeace at

256^6609. Salary $150 to $200 wkly.

COUNSELORS. Excellent Maine Camp,
call Mrs. Fritts (201) 538-5409

StudentsI Summer jobs on campus! Apply

to Telefund, Memorial Hall, 546-3509

Help wanted cook needed at k>cal frater-

nity call anytinrw 253-9032 ask for Mark

Summer work out West 318/week call

for info 549-7529

PARTTIME WEEKEND: Production

workers needed to fill-in for employees on

vacation /leave. Church Seat Company,
Division of Bemis Mfg. Company, Palmer

Road, Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-5611

FARM HAND call Scott's Tree Farm

666-4791

Housefather wanted for local sorority for

fall '84 semester, free room & board in ex-

change for minor repairs. For more info call

256-6874 ask for Jody

Still need a summer Job? Work as an ac-

tivist on a nat'l voter registration campaign

and help shape state environmental policy.

MASSPIRG is now hiring full-time summer

staff for public education and fundraising.

$135-225/week. Mon-Fri 2-10 PM. Will

train. Call Sandy 256-6434

2 positions O 40 hrs/wk working on

course and teacher evaluation guide good

writing and editing necessary applications

available in 420 Student Union deadline

May 17th @ noon more info call 545-0341

SGA is AA/EEO
.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mobile vending vehicle drivers wanted

Cape Cod Pete 584-9680 - summer 1984
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HEY AL PALI

We did it! We made it through freshman 9
year alive! Never forget all the good times

we had together. You are one heluva chick %
and the greatest friend a giri could ever

have! Love, Val Pal ^
HEY POOK r== %

Hey Roomie Thanks for being the best

roommate ever and for being the best! Love ^
you! Love Booboo PS Puffton watch out

here comes 41 1

1

s4;a A^^^-V ij "j^ «# *s:<i^f''-4^^s:<4 y^. * •/,'. '« *V ' «* ^^4'*'»' *i*^^
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Fun time with lounge hoop, hall sports,

drinking or whatever. I didn't do it - I'm in-

nocent next yr take over! Later Howster,

Makrys, Richster, Frates, Paul and the rest

of the crowd.

JEFF CHANNEN

Happy Graduation to a great ex-

roommate even if you did always make me
watch dull MTV videos. Enjoy your cigar;

may microwaved hotdogs follow you
always. Good Luckl Love, affection, £r lust,

Elizabeth PS - Perhaps my bruises will heal,

oh tormentor.

®

Jeff Channen
* itit May 19 • 9
Happy irthday to you
Happy birthday to you

Happy Birthday dear Jeff

Happy Birth lay to you -

Randi Lynne

0^

JEFF MARK/MARK TABAKIN

® To two of our favorite brothers. The par-

ty wont be the same without ypu. We love

@ you and we'll miss you, Suzy and llene

J.S. FANCLUB

To all you guya - on the 3rd floor of Chad-

bourne - Thanks for all your encourage-
nr>ent about Sportscasting. I'm sure Jackie

Gutierrez and Mark Aguirre would ap-

preciate it Love, Michele

JOEL MYERSON

Well the time has finally come to say

good-bye, good-riddence! Good luck to

you in the future, what ever you do if you

do. Congratualtions on your Graduation,

you fooled the whole school. Always
remember the extra work you left on my
desk! Your unappreciated slavel

JULIE COHEN

Happy 20th Birthday! Have a great day! I

luv ya! Your Roommate

JULIE S.

L.B. - I'm glad everything is working out.

I'm looking forward to a terrific summer.

@ Love you a lot. Eric ^^^
J.W.

JodI - For all the years of friendship we've

had & many more to come. Thanks for

making the memories special. I'll miss you
next year. Remember to go after your

dreams and don't let anyone get in your

way. (See you June II) Love ya, Lori

KARATE ENTHUSIASTS
~

Take advantage of the summer special

at Karate Health Fitness. Full-time facility,

superlative equipment. 256-0080

KISSES FROM HATCH

Mom, Dad, David - I nr^de it! I'll make

you proud of me! Reidinger-Tanabe, my
forever friends, thanx. England's Garrett

Collins - welcome back. Let's do it up for

summer! Oh Kelley OYE. . .Bond, I want

Grey Jacket Man! Garcia & Lee Kim - keep

scooping - keep me posted. . .Congrats to

little Jose, Yim, Robin Bye Knipe, cousin

Scott, Tara, Ginny, Bid, men. . .Pollow. .

.Bond. . .Love, Hatch

ii LINDA, CHEN, RANDI AND JOEY-tt

I'm going to miss you all. have a great

® summer Come visit me at Goochies. Love,
Joy^*** •••• •••• ••••

® LIVE IN LUXURY

@ Summer sublet June thru Aug. 1

bedroom Brandywine Apt low rent

@ negotiable call 66&^7928

LOST
® ===

Lost blue jacket, Scituate High School

@ Football embroidered on it. If found please

please call 546-7744, great sentimental

g. value. Reward no questions asked

Gold chain bracelet hopefully with small

a heart pendant lost Tu Ap 21 call Jenni at

546-4282 reward

@ As you pack your belongings have you
come across my Skyr skijacket? Missing

@ since 3/29 royal blue w/redwhite piping ski

patches on both sleeves Reward 546-ffi50

@ I lost my specs! Thin tortoise shell rimmed
glasses in black case - please help! Call

Jane 546-6801

®

®

®

Gold chain with "J"
please call 546-9868

charm lost last week

LOWEST RENT AVAILABLE

Need an apartment for this summer?
One available in Brandywine. Right next to

the pond. Very cheap rent. Partially furnish-

ed. Call Tom 253-2284 or call Sean or Joe
546-9355 call soon!

LUCIE B.d

g. Did you think I forgot? Congratulations.
® Love, Michael

® MAKE ME AN OFFER

®

(».

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, AC, furnished,

pool, busroute. Rolling Green 253-9431

best offer

Sue Well Yankee Doodle some Americans
still have a sense of adventurel The V.P.

MICHAEL L.

No distance is too great; all of my love

now and forever, Lucie

MISS GORGEOUS

You said you'd keep "t Searched"
forever. If you leave hating me the pain that

goes with hating me will last just as long.

Call me please

MOE AND THE BARBARIANS

Congratulations 3 South you've done it

all. Thanks for making my last year the

best. I won't forget you. Good luck I love

you all yours truly

MOTORCYCLES
~

"80 KZ-440 LTD 900$ 6 speed mag wheels
in great condition, always kept under
cover, approx 65 mpg 549-7719

1983 Yamaha special SOcc mint condition

only 3000 miles $500 or BO call Alan at

546-5332

79 Sutuki PE 175 best offer call 666-4340

after 3 pm
Yamaha 175 enduro 500 miles - like new
on/off road w/helmet $500 549-0159

NIKKI HUMMEL/GARY GILBERT
"

Congratulations you two. . .oh on your
Graduation! We're going to miss youl Nikki

thanks for being a great RA and friend! We
love youl Love 411

NO NUKES IN FT. LAUDERDALE~

To Gina, Yola, and Diana, Thanks for an

awesome Spring Break. Gina - I'm glad you
asked everyone to "stop by", especially

those three guys from Oswego. With love.

The Atomic Woman

PAPA GINO'S PARTNER ~
Cria - Even though we didn't get there that

often again this semester. . .Have a great

summer no matter where you are going!

Any more summer affairs? or make that

long distance ones awaiting this year? Keep
in touch. See you in Sept. and we'll have to

keep all those plans idle until next semester!

Cathy

PERSONALS

Need a place to live next fall? Fenr>ale

boarders wanted. Good food home-like at-

mosphere. For info call 545-0162/2092.

Keep trying!

WE HAVE BALLS - basketballs, baseballs

softballs, footballs, tennis balls

racquetballs, squashballs

golfballs ft frisbees

THE SPORTING GOODS CO-OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 11 to S 322 Student Union Building

WHATS YOUR RACQUET?

We have Tennis Racquets, Racqetball

Racquets, Squash Racquets ft Bats!

THE SPORTING GOODS CO-OP
"Your Sporting Goods Connection"

M-F 1 1 to 5 322 Student Union Building

Graduating Gormanitas (p>ast and pre-

sent) congratulations and lots of luck!!!

Love Steph and Anna

Hey. . .Vickie, Sue, Shari, Marybeth, Tori,

Sharon, Leslie, Ginny. . .It's been a great

year, lets all get back together in the fall

OK? Enjoy the summer!! Love, Martha and
George

To Nancy, Allison, Ricky, Rzz, Bret,

Brad, Nuf, Andy, Heather, Heidi, Eric,

Tom, Chaz, Keck, Geoff, Mona, Gerry,
and Maggie, Thanks for nuking my 4
years at UMass so special. I'm goona miss
you all very very much! I love you Donna

Judy Cohen I'll miss you good luck at

UMass Love Amy Julie Faitell you're the

best roommate good luck next year Love
Amy
To my friends, especially in IVCF, ROTC
and Crabtree, thanks for a very special

year. All the best for the future. Lynne

Maggie Malone, Congratulations! Take
care during the summer. Love RME
Monique Beauchamp Congratulations

good luck we will miss you Love RME
Lisa Happy 19th Birthday It has been a

great semester with I hope for alot more
Love always Paul

To someone who has made the best

years of my life the time that we have spent
together at UMass. Heres to a great

sumemr at the Cape Melissa! Love, alwyas
David

Carmine Thanks'for a great year I love you
Cara

•••Keith*** Thanks for helping me with

Accounting how alx)ut shushi this summer
good luck with Marriot C.V\/.

1

Caroline, Thanks for being sucj a great

friend. Get ready for Finals and all-nighters

(casually speaking Old Maid or UNO?)
You're the best! Love Robyn

Robin Cr Sue I will miss you guys so much
I will never forget all the great times we've
had! Love Terry

TARAaki - Howarski? Get out your ID

since 20 you will soon be! Happy Birthday!!

AM
Mike you're a better man than I am. Hope
your sumnDer is excellent. I'll miss you my
friend Deb

To Ken and M.B. It was great, we'll have
to do it again sometinr>e. Thanks, Paul

Mary: Let them all talk. We're better than
that.A friendship is something determined
by us, no one else. Jill

Ken: Good luck in Fitchberg Paul: just

good luck. See you both in DC Jill

Shqueetie: You made this semester so
special. Life won't be the same without
you. I love you. Fifi

Danielle, Smile! We'll be friends foreverl

Great summerl Love, Renee

Kimba and Paula: Good luck with gradua-
tion! I'll miss you, Renee

Tiana: Thanks for making my first year a lit-

tle happier. I love ya. Kim

To the sisters of KKG: Th anks for a great

semester! Love, Spring '8'. pleadges (we're

psyched!)

To Court, Daria, Brian, Eric, Liiaa,

Peggy. Here's to wild nights, togetherism,

separatism and the revolution. Enjoy your
respectibe summertime destinies,
Nicaragua, the west coast, Massachusetts.
Love, Becky

Congratulations to the Co-Captains; K
Dougherty & T. Sbarra from Lew
Mai Cr Sessy the countdown is really here.

Let's get out of here. Luv ya Lizzy

Linda Maz This is it Big Timel Congrats
Graduate. Love Sheila & Tim

Daryl: Happy 3 mos teehee Just for the

BodI OK you're right Luv Jackie

Karen Hawkes, you're a great daughterl
Congratulations! Have a great summer!
Love always. Mom
New Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau, con-
gratualtions! Get psyched for tonight! We
love you! Sisters of SDT
Jeannie Happy Graduation I We're going

to miss you Love, Terri & Pete

Dave It's been a fantastic three semesters!

I'll see you in a year! You better write back!

Love, Jane

Dear Myra, I love you. Thu past couple of

years have been the best. Let's hope for

many more Love Chris

To the Dheads of 40 - Its was a great

senior year, I hope we always stay tight.

"Later Babe" feets PS Vito hows that

NOW account doing?

Michele - Thanks for the memory, they will

never be forgotten love Chris

Pooky - It's never too late, what evers go-
ing to happen will happen, t am going to

miss you Love Pumpkin

To the fifteenth floor Coolidge you are

the best thanks for such a great year you
are the best! Love you Patty

Jaime my cute little "S" bunnyl I love you
can't wait for this summerl Love Patty

Bubba Good luck in all your exams. Have a

Happy Birthday and a nice summer and
most of all. . .thanks for everything! (smile)

Love Toots

In search of the perfect men the adven-
ture continues tonight at JRs

Dear Audrey: Graduation congratulations
to a very special friend. I'll miss you next

fall. Love, Michele PS "Want to take a ride

to Wastfield?"

Wanda Thanks for making my senior year s

o sp>ecial. Monique

Maggie You've been a great roomnrtate

and a wonderful friend. I'm going to miss
youl Monique

Joy Suzanne Sue Marc Sean Pat Kevin
Tuck Thanks for a great semester have a

super summer see ya next year love Kelly

Kirstie Er Cindy It's been a great semester
8- I'm really gonna miss you two! Let's

never forget: "Have thumb, will. .
." Cool!

& "Age" talk! You & Umas haven't seen
the last of mel Love, Cindy

Tracy, remember the baby powder? The
laughter, the tears? How about that school
paper, the Collegian something? Drink and
get drunk and remember mer RM
Julie, Take a look at me now, and this

summer too? Andy

Carole you're devine. Congratualtions
and good luck! We'll miss ya lots! PS Get
higher baby! Love Bridge, Mar, Donna,
Laurie, and Linda

Rebecca, I love you! Thanks. Eric

Richelle S. Todd Bods unite! PFO

Tim you're a great big brother Happy
Graduation Love Elizabeth

Hey Sandy and William: I hope you can

snorkle! V.I. 85 last one in is a rotten eggi

Love Martha

Hey Consolini! Thanks for a great yearl

Seven down. . .to go. I luf youl Bridge

To my Big Bro, How'd I ever get lucky

enough to get a friend like you? This 1st

year wouldn't be complete without you.

Remember: between us there will never be

goodbye. Thanks for giving me the world. I

guess this means. . .see you later. Good
luck at UL. your little bro.. . .ARD

Watch out California here come Snoopy
and Lucy

J - "Keep smiling, keep shining know-
ing you can always count on me, for

sure that's what frienda are for." ILY - L

Dearest Suale, Thanka for being there

-always. Psyched for Fail 84 Liz

GEDS huh? AAAAA just thought urn you

should um know that

Andy This one's for you because you are

very special! Donna XOXO
Chria my fingers are crossed. Thinps will

only get better. Congrats! I love u Lwlee

Coolidge Staff, It's been great! Leaving

staff, good luck, new staff welcome! Retur-

ning staff, get psyched! Kirk, I'll miss you.

Love ML __^
To the "broads" of Club B - The past four

years have been excellent! Apartment life

just won't be the same next year. I'm really

going to miss ya congratsi See ya later bye

LZ

Don't be bored this aummer. Take ad-

vantage of the summer special at Karate

Health Fitness. 256-0080 Fun, coed
workouts

Hey Laguna Lady - You are the best, I'm

going to m'*s you - friens forever, Kerry

Laguna Beach, Manhasset, and
Cohasset - The distance may be miles, but

in thought we will always stay together as

one! Cindy, Denise and Kerry

Yo Chicksl Happy Garduation. It just

won't be the same. Love, Kara

Jodi - You've been a large part of my col-

lege life - my entire life. No one could ever

take you place. Anne - Thanks for sticking

it out with us. Hope we madeit worth your

while - you made it worth ours. Deb - We
made the right choice when we chose you.

Such a short time and so many great

memories already. I love you all - Ellen

To all my friends who are graduating

-Idalyn, Ellen N., Jodi. Ellen W., Miriam,

Ellen Z., Nadine, Chris. Kim, Peggy, Ainge,

Sue N., 2F, 38, Lynn and Joan S. I'll never

forget ya. Good luck to all interior designs*

Have a great summer, love, Marsha W
Idalyn. Ellen €r Brenda, Thanks for the

great semester, it went too fast especially

because we never did the Nike promotion.

What's she getting at? I thought you died

I'll miss you guys alot - you're the best

ever. Love ya. Marsha

To my roomies - thanks again for putting

up with me - let's hope we can do it again.

Here's to all night talks and early morning

bong hits - love you guys. Ana

Thanks to Margie. Ar>gia, Linda. Fred-

dy. Jill. Paul and all of SABA for a "wild

timel I" It's been great guys, I'll miss you

all I Love Katha __^
Liaa. Good times hooping it up for 3 years.

A lot of bus rides and boring practices, but

it was worth it. Good luck in the future. Get

a job will ya. Great fun at the concert. No
more driving buzzed, OK? Nice pad. Scott

Mik - Fun laughs and frienship I'm glad I

shared it with you! Always Lin

Tool, Mr Fabuloua. Mr Wong from

wherever. Qhandi. Remember she who
forgets her umbrella gets rained on. Don't

get mad, get sarcastic. Thanx for my best

semester. Love, Me

Lisa MacDonny. we love you and we'll

miss you! 1st floor Greenough

Naomwah, I love you. Geno

Connie, you're a sweetheart! Thanx for be-

ing a friend when i needed one most. I'll^

miss you. Good luck in Fla. Love, Joyce

Dianne King chasiubaogunghayfot-

choydinrtsumwoaini chen rewind congrats

Mrs. Ruby. Mrs Jackson & Mrs Lit-

tlefield - some of the best times ever

-we've endured & learned it all. Have the

best summer -yol F-ehhl Love always,

your Collegian Roommate

Courtney - yes - four years of fun! Let's

keep going this summer. . .Barney, Steve,

and even hyermaine and his pals!! Can you

believe the miracle? haron

Lynnski - Good luck with those cowboys in

Reno! I'll miss ya! Lester

Hey Smiling Drummerl This one's for

youl Surprise! You didn't think I'd do it, did

you? Love, Jill

Chuck H. It's been fun. Want to see you

again. Can we arrange something? Patrice

253-3363
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- PT Just couldn't let the semester end
^ without a happy B-day wish. Don't really

know what to say about Monday. Still love

you. Be happy and good luck with your

finals & summer. Ungaphrumptz GRF
®

®

®

Qreaney, It's been real. . .luv ya. Joyous

Hare'a to Phi Sig

Witch

love you Vito! Love,

® Roland seven months today I hope we
share many more months together! I love

@ you! Forever Monique

Nancy & Lucie. We'll never forget all the

good times we've had, (PAD Run, Blob &
Slue, hinging, Neil's wall & laughing) We'll

miss you! best of luckl Love Sheila Et Besy

®

®

®

@

®

@

@

®

®

Riders needed to R Lauderdale Florida

area. Leaving May 25th call Jon 546-6673

DM My Iriah Jersian Thank you for a

wonderful three years. Good luck in the real

worid. Kepp the memories close and

always remember if you ever need a wife,

your Mom knows a great bonnie Irish lass.

Love always. Me
Hey. Cheryl PI Thanx for making the past

3 years the best! You are a fantastic person,

and I love you alot! Keep in touch. Babe!

Love, RED G

Marianne Wolfenden - You've made liv-

ing in Webster a little less hellish. I'm going

to miss you this summer. Love always

Scott

Hey Nancyl Here's your personal (as pro-

@ mised) It's been great knowing you. Love,

Glenn

® Ellia. I wish I knew what to say. I'm going

to miss you very much while I'm gone. ! will

® always be thinking of you and the day I'll se

you again. With love, Brian

9 Dave. Laura, Joel, Neil. Rod. Artie. Eric

and Sid, Frank and Rhonda, Moore

a House 3 Long-Shirt, SWAG, and everyone

else that matters - Thanks for a great

semester and for being there when I needed
® you. The Caged Lion

®

@

Happy Birthday Nick Cr John Good luck

Nick Love Terry

6 Floor Washington everyone have a great

summer and remember Sept 5 is my birth-

(S)
day Joe

Kathy: Two semesters have been great!

^, Good luck next year and let's keep in touch

love always Joe

@ Patty Congratulations but the library won't

be the same without A L.K. love Bob

® Ken W 7W Webster you wanted a per-

sonal here it is SWEDENBOUNDI Good
® luck always love C, L, & G

Bob, Scott. Kevin Ef other spuds have a

® great summer - Lisa

Megan, Lets not say goodbye Lets just say
® au revoir OK? Love, your Buddy Marie

®
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51 R.G.

To the beat roomies anyone could want:

here's to good times had 6f more to come.

Birdie King, Fitzwilly's, the "winter car ,

Dynasty, TB, KS, RB, shopping for

"baagains", laughing at everything. .
I've

never seen a bigger bunch of saps in one

place. Di - Good luck with Matt & the in-

ternship. Deb & Shirl - What can I say? I'M

miss you all. H-women live! Love ya Lon

RENA Er JODI '~~~Z

It was good working w/both of you this

semester. See you next fall, (at least maybe

Rena) Jodi - good luck with selling. If you

don't like it, I'll keep a job open for you.

Cathy _^^^^_______
REWARDII ~ZZ

Halpl I need a place to live this sumn>er,
Falmouth area please call 6-7734 keep try-

ing!

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female roommate wanted to share large I

bedroom in house Hadley $175.00 includes]
utilities 586-3682

Amherst summer sublet 1 rm in house I

near town & campus 117/mo -»- 1/6 Max
546-6089 Kris 256-0566

Roommate wanted for Southwood apt I

rate negotiable information call'

Margaret 546-1411

Summer sublet/fall option North
Amherst 150 -»^ 5 min to bus close to

campua 649-0146

Brandywine female to share room possi-

ble fall option call 549-1405/546-4791

We'll give $100 CASH if you live in Roll-

ingGreen & let us take over your sublet &
fall option keep trying we're des-erate! call

now -546-6667

We'll give CASH reward if you let us take

over your lease - sum sublet Et fall option

for RIVERGLADE apts PUFFTON or ari

apartment in Amherst Center call now!

546-6667 keep trying

RIDE WANTED

® To Calif 1st week in June share expenses

and driving 256-8416

Chicago -
I need a ride to Chicago after

May 25 at 6 p.m. I'll share driving and ex-

penses. I travel light. Please can Cris at

545-3500 during the day and 546-66/-^ at

night Keep trying ^^^^_____

@

®

®

® ROOM WANTED

9

®

®

®

@

®

Room needed for two
mouth/Hyannis area. Call

253-9668

in West Yar-

Tom or Mike

Cape Cod -
I need place for summer call

Lyn 256-8606

One female roommate looking to share

room in North Amherst call Cindy 253-303:^

A quiet reaponslble female lookirig for a

room for summer w/fall option in Puffton

or sunounding area Helen 256-6495

Helpl I need a place to live beg in August^

single room preferred, out m the country

call 2560940 until end of May ask for John

Central Northampton on bus room in

apartment starting June 1 584-1381

Female wanted for single in Puffton
$128 summer sublet fall option Turnished

549-4537

Single room in convenient, quiet Squire

Village townhouse call 666-3175

Female roommate wanted for 2[
bedroom apt, call 549-2719

Female wanted for fall to share Ig!

bedroom in Squire Village. Call anytime

j

Dawn 665-8534

House in Dennisport near beach call Mike]

546 5067, Dan 546-4308 ASAP
3 bedroom apartment in Amherst Center]

1 single plus one summer sublet only, both!

available June 1. For more information callj

Debbie 256-8064

Brandywine, 65 a month, female only to|

share room, call anytime 546-7133

Female nonsmoker roommate wanted |

for fall share room quiet Brittany aptj

165/mth 256-1338 or 546-8582 keep trying

Brandywine apartment 1 roommate
|

wanted also summer sublet $75/monthl

549 3892 per person

Townehouse apt summer with fall option

non smoker, grad or older student preferred

549-6834

2 roommate(s) wanted for fall in Brittany

call Cyndi 253-3032

Brandywine 2 roommates to share

bedroom for summer and fall option

549-6289

Moving to Philly?? So am I and I need a

female roorpmate I am employed call Vikki

549-6869

Roommates wanted to ahare house in

North Amherst near Puffer's Pond for sum-

mer with possible fall option call 549 7839

Don't be bored this summer. Take ad-

vantage of the summer special at Karate

Health Fitness 256-0060

1 female, nonsmoker for Puffton apt star-

ting June 1 546-4445, 546-4363

Female for own room Riverglade 150 +

available immediately Lisa 256-8373

Roommate wanted (male) to share room

in Southwood call 253-3176 for info

Female roommate wanted to share fur-

nished Bnnany Apt beginning in fall Col-

leen 6-1457, Laura 6-9714

Seek female to share room in apt near

Amherst Center 118/mo + %
2532763

cape Cod - Dennisport 6/1 9/1 100

yards from ocean. Call Joe 549-7569 or

253-9C15

Martha's Vineyard roommate wanted

for summer in Edgartown call 546-8960 now

Two roommates needed for fall to share

bedroom in two bedroom Brittany apart

ment call evenings 256-1356

" SCOTT & RICH

WOBIN looking fona/ard to sunny days on

the deck and warm nights in your new bed.

Come to the beach to pick up your Col-

legian extra, A Strawberry Sunday, on me

ANDY PORTER. Thanx for making these

last 2% years wild ones. Hold down the fort

pope! Whenever the red rag hangs from an
open mouth we will be there, for we are tru-

ly the three sickest bastards that ever lived!

We will miss you, Adam and Jay

Paul Green and Jay Hollandl Well

gentlemen we made it! It has been a great

four years. You two have made a college

experience a truly "educational" one! What
are we going to do for the next four years? I

propose heavy doses of stimulating intox-

icants! Have fun ar>d go wild! Adam Todd
,

To all who participated in OHAG this

year - thanks and have a nice summer Cara

Rve North Grayaon thanks for a great

year! Love. Cara

Stolfa - What can I say? Its time to follow

the ye!lowbrookroad sober thanks for

everything your the best roomie i could ever

have had! Take care love Jo

To those I care about most in the worid -

Jim, Jules, Dave, LMC, Crissy, Hannah,
Pam, Karen, Burgers and Sue, Jill, Julie,

Jane, Paula, Maura, Marty, Mike, Lumpy,
Laura, Bridget, Kathy, Sue, Drew, Lisa,

The Bag, Gallagher, Manton, The Owl,

Dean, Dana, Sandy, Maureen and
everyone who made the past four years so

wonderful. The thought of leaving is

becoming harder as each day goes by. Take
care-Andy

"Life is made up of small comings and
goings, and for everything we take with us,

there is something we leave behind." -

summer of 42. Best of luck to the old Van
Meter gang. I'll miss you very much. - Andy

Linda Murray congratualtions! I'm going

to miss you being up here! Love, Suzanne

MMF - Looks like we made it! Thank you
for the best three months anyone could

possibly dream of. Here's to a summer of

high phone bills and long car rides. I'm go
ing to miss you. I love you. An;y

% utilities

This is a public apology for Saturday

night. Anyway, thanks for the good times

& memories. I'll never forget you guys

especially when you were nice to me. I II

miss you both! Love ya, Lori

SDT SENIORS
~~~~~

"So long farewell, we hope you liked Sig

Delt. .
." "You know you'll miss us" Good

luck! We love you! Sisters and Pledges of

SDT

MORE PERSONALS

Looking for female(s) to share house in

Yarmouth call Diane 545-0162

Likey. Look no further. I'd never disap-

point you. Love always, Likey

KS - Just wanted you to know how special

you've become over these past months in

spite of everything. Don't let anyone or

anything keep you from doing what you

want. You're or^e of a kind. I'll miss you

too. LS

Joan Galanek looks like you made iti Con-

gratulations! LOve ya, KERS

Fielders do it! I airj talking about Kevie,

Huskin, Fish, Russell, Mark, Alphie. I'm

yours, Colt, Jack, doin it in Jacksonville,

Josh. Thanx for giving me the cfisnce to

contiue the tradition. I'll try and car^y on i

yourname as best I can but noone con be

like you. Good luck, Rita

SENIORS

The 1984 Index will be distributed this fall.

If you would like the yearbook to be mailed

to you, please send your permanent ad-

dress and $2.50 check for postage and

handling to: Index, 103 CC by May 26.

SERVICES

TYPING Fast, Accurate, CHEAP call Amy
after 7 pm 283-3050

Typing/Word Processing. Next day ser-

vice. Typ>e-Rite. 253-5111

fast accurate typinmg on IBM Selectric

$1.25/page 584-3866 Leaiea

SPENDING THE SUMMER IN DC?

So am I! Let's share an apartment call

ASAP 666-8126

SUMMER RENTALS

Centrally located on campus full kitchen

facilities cable TV furnished 250 single 150

double call Jim K 546-2150 545-0047

SUMMER SUBLET

Southwood 2 bdrm w/fall option aummer ^
rent negotiable 253-5617

4 bdrm 2 bath Swiss VIg apt w/fall op-

tion 3 bdrms available 253-3851 , one bdrm

253-2063

Big 2 bedroom furnished apartment June
- August BO Dave K 546-6461

One bedroom available in apartment in

Amherst Centre call evening 253-2683

Furnished bedroom to sublet for sum
mer, fall option, cheap! Amherst, Chris

256-1205

With fall option. 2 bedroom apt at Cliff

-

side. Great view, swimming pool, tennis

courts. $360/ month all utilities included.

Call Thonws at 6664493 eves.

Room(s) 4 rant. Swiss Village, very

negotibale. Furnished to the hilt! Cindy

256-1474

Convenient Amherst Center 2 doubles

$90 negotiable summer only 6-5661 6-4892

One bedroom in two bedroom, beautiful

sunny house. Only one block from campus
and Amherst Center. This is a steal! Call

Cathy 549-2742

Brandywine Apt best offer call 549-2636

1 room in house. Walk to campus & town

1 10/mo -I- util 546-9960 or 549-1730

Possible fall great apartment 5 min from

campus 549-1178 keep trying

Last Chance to love in the best location in

Amherst. One bedroom in a beautiful apart-

ment right between campus and town.

Must see to believe. $100/month 256-0170

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom Brandywine
apt furnished, 150 negotiable call now
549-6396

One bedroom summer sublet with fall

option Cliffside apt 666-7956

Free rent for two weeks Cliffside $130 per

person all utilities included fall option

666-4644

Last chance 1 bdrm townehouse cheap

must see Tim 549-0038

Brandywine June-Aug rent negotiable call

546-6322 or 546-6324

2 bedroom Townehouae apt fully fur-

nished, rent negotiable call anytime

546-5001

1 bedrm in 2 bedrm furnished apt center

of town. Prefer serious student. Avail. June
$250/mo Jan /Barb after 4 pm 253-7818

4 bedrooms available at Swiss Village

summer sublet with fall option call 253-5274

Two bedroom apt utilities included pool

bus route fall option $370 Cliffside 665-8501

Brandywine summer sublet furnished.

best offer, call 546-5382

Four bedroom house, furnished, large kit-

chen, living room, pantry. Washer and

dryer. Near Look Pari<. $300 or best offer

586-9506

Summer sublet 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm Brittany

call 546-6660 after 6 PM
Amherst Center apt for 1 person furnish-

ed June 1 to Sept i call 256-6079

With fall option 2 bedroom apt in

Southwood call 253-31 1 1 Dan

Southwood 2 bedroom apt available Jun 1

- Sept 1 inexpensive 546-3282

One bedroom Rolling Green close to

cheap pool air conditioning call 256-6905

5 bedroom house in Amherst next to

Swiss Village, on bus route partially fur-

nished only $75 a month call Dan 256-6761

2 rma In house with fall option 586-7037

call eves

Female roommate wanted furnished

Puffton apartment call 549-0496
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Summer sublet 2 bdrm apt in Squire VIg

$300/mo fall option call 665-3111 (^

One bedroom in two bedroom
Southwood apt can be shared by two peo- (3)

pie fall option 2537422

Free half a month's rent two bedroom (S)

available June 1 pool tennis basketball

courts bus route fall option low rent in- @
eludes utilities hear Cliffside 665-8601 call

now 9
Brandywine 2 bedrooms furnished, pool,

June-Aug best offer 546-5464 or 5489 ®
Puffton 3 bedroom negotiable 546-9620

546-7705 546-9156 546-9879 furnished ®
Three bedroom Townehosue apart-

ment reasonable rent call 546-9615 answer- ®
ing machine

Don't be bored this summer Take advan- ^

tage of the summer special at Katate Health

Fitness. Fun, coed workouts 256-0080 ®

"with fall option bus dishwasher pool (§)

two bedroom cheap! Wall to wall carpets

call eves 665-2469" @
1 bdrm July/Aug
$335/mnth 549-7739

sublet w/fall option

®
3 bedroom apartment in house in

Amherst Center sumemr sublet only one®
bedroom a double $400 month 253-5156

For summer Townehouse apt 549-5962®

100/month per person 3 bedroom

1 bedroom w/fall option $115 inci all call

Steve 256-8270

Lawn Parties? Yes at house in N Amherst

across from Townehouse. 3 bedrooms, Ig

kitchen, backyard, very negotiable rent

549-5440

Brandywine one or two bedrooms
available, pool, air-conditioning, negotiable

549-7868, 546-7684

Two bedrm Southwood townhouse part

furnished 546-7167

Cheap summer sublet Main St near

Amherst Ct cheap! rent negotiable call

now! 5464752 or 546-4747 after 7:00

Very cheap rent - nice apartment - Squire

Village Beth 6-6491

Pufton apt 3 bedrm 2 rooms open cheap

call 546-7041 or 549-7846

1 space available in Amherst Center

apt. - cheap! I call 256-0681

Perfect sumemr sublet Amherst center 1

large bedroom, yard, pool, tennis, rent

negotiable 549-5799

Half mile from campus - threoe bedroom
furnished apartment - rent negotiable

(cheap) call 5466572 or 546-6576 anytime

Large bedroom in large furnished apt

on Nutting Ave very close very cheap I

549-7619

With fall option 2 bdrm at Cliffside apts in ®
Sunderland $400 incis all 666-4644

Summer sublet large bedroom in br ®

Sunderiand apt. on bus route must sublet

by May 24th! Rent negotiable Please call ®

546-8972 Connie or Beth anytime!

BRANDYWINE $70/mo first come first®

serve 6-8196 evenings or 1 467-3954
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SUUMER SUBLET/FALL OPTION

Summer sublet/fall option - excellent

house on SouthAmherst bus route. Half

mile from Amherst College. 2 bedrooms,
big living room and kitchen. Huge backyard

253-7131

SHUTTERBUQS

Congratulations to the new Photo Staff

for their great work this semester, we know
we'll be seeing lots of great photos in the

paper next year. Good luck Andy, go crazy!

- Dave and Drew

SIXTH FLOOR WASHINGTON

You guys had better keep up the partying

® tradition if I don't come back next

semester. Good luck and have a great sum-
® mer I'll miss you Cheese

@ SPECIAL FRIENDS

Lynn, Marcia, Kim, Roger, Judy, Dave,
® Jake, Bob, Bill - Thanks for making all of

my memories so sweet. I love you all

® -Adrienne

Ellen-here's your personal. I'm going to

@ miss you this summer. I love you Barry
SPORTS STAFF

Real interesting yr - with Russ' 'real'

^ beats, Pete gags, never ending NY-Boston
(and CT) debates, the Log, the Ant, Hoods

^ unique leads, KD, MD, ER, go puck, Hart-
® ford -- All don't wk too hard thus summer

-The Boss

SHALOM
® Hillel - Saul Perlmutter, Emily - all the best!

Congrats to DVP Stu, Francine B Suzanne
® Siff. Rhonda a special thanx. Smile Mike

D. Good Luck to a new council make
® Treasury Dance! L'HITRATOT, Tracy

@ THIRD FLOOR BROOKS

Thanks for a great semester! Good luck

^ on finals and have a wild summer - Love,

Adrienne

9
^""^^^^^^

TONY

(§ The time with you in the past year have
been sp>eciai, this semester has been

^ wonderful and the past month has been a

dream come true. I'm looking forward to

@ the many minutes and hours with you in the

future, and I'm thankful for every minute I

have with you today. No happy anniversary
® greeting is necessary because every day

with you is a celebration. I'm tickled green

® with you and I intend to love you for the

longest time (oh-oh-oh). I love you - Your
@ lady with the stomach
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TO SUBLET

Puffton w/fall option female 1 bdrm in 2
bdrm apt after 6 pm 549^4869

2 bdrm apt summer w/fall option AC, new
dishwasher, on bus route only $350/month
Sunderland 665-7596 aft 5

Don't be bored this summer. Take ad-
vantage of the summer special at Karate
Health Fitness. 256-0080

Puffton sublet for more info call 549-6971

or 253-5045

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH AC, furnished,

pool busroute. Rolling Green 253-9431 best
offer

4 bdrm 2 bath Sw'ss Village apt. $150
per bdrm F>er month leave most kitch, liv.

furn 256-0089 fall option

2 bedroom in Sunderland AC carpet right

on bus route $350 roomy clean 665-7598

TRAVEL

Plane ticket 1 way BOS. to L.A. BO Tom
549-0661

NYC to Seattle one-way plane ticket only
$170 call Megan 546-6649

TYPING

1 br Puffton to share sublet w/fall option
avail June 1 549-1470

Room available summer possible fall op
tion. Rent negotiable. Call 256-0011 even-
ing

Two bedroom apt available one fall option
near Puffton wood stove 549-0112

Two bedroom apartment in Colonial
Village summer sublet fall option
telephone 256-8597

House - available June 1st - fall option S +
bedrooms on bus route, walking distance
to town and campus, heat included call

256-0992

2 people needed for 1 bd in 2 bd Bran-
dywine apt S70/prsn for summer sbit call

546-9406 or 546-9403 keep trying

Summer sublet with fall option $295,
utilities included 256-1482 Kevin

w/fall option great location 253-3630 Gail

eve $180 mo
Squire Village 2 bdrm townhoiise great
for 4 people or less fall option 665-4128

Choose usi! Needed immediately 1 or 2
people to share large bedroom in brand
new Sunderland duplex $100/mo call

665-3072 after 6 pm
To sublet cheap 2 rm of 4 avib pay 2 mo 1

free fall opt Mike/

D

oug 253-2083

One bedroom apt Cliffside 150 includes
everything pool and tennis 665-4576

Cliffside summer sublet fall option 1

bedroom in 2 bedroom. Responsible female
180/mo inclusive. Available June or July

your choice. Summer rent negotiable

665^3509

Two bedroom apt summer sublet with fail

option rent neg 665-4201

Colonial Village 2 bedroom summer /fall

option. On bus route. Partially furnished

256-0088

Summer sublet room in house in

Amherst fully furnished $90 per month in-

cludes utilities 323-5974 after 5 pm
4 bedroom sublet w/fall opt $146/month
neg utilities in'-iuded 253-5966

2 bedroom in large house close to town
and campus «jmmer w/fall option 160 +

negotiable 256 0407

Practically on campus! New 2 bdrm apt

w/fall option 549-5613

Professional Typing Service including:

theses, manuscripts, medical reports, dic-

taphone. Emergency service. Call 536-2336,

6-10 PM
WANTED

Buying Gold Class Rings, Gold and Silver

Jewelry and Coins, Sterling, Comic Books,
Baseball Cards. Daniel Smith, 25 North
Pleasant St., Amherst, 256-0710

Experienced Painter sash and trim skills

prefered call after 5:00 665-2665

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted Puffton or Presidential apt will

pay reward call 665-7518 546 5141

Responsible woman needed summer
housing great location cheap rent call

549-6823

2 people looking to share an apt in Puff-

ton or Brandywine for fall 84 call 6-5290 or

6-9705

Brittany Manor - 2 bdr apt furnished sum-

I mer sublet w/fall opt call 256-0928

Quiet Grad student couple would share

house or apartment, starting June.
545-1536, 253-9664 keep trying!

T^o bedroom apartment available in

Southwood summer sublet/fall option call

Laura 256-6225

WILLY ftO'S GOING TO VAILI

Rider(s) w?«nted for a cruise to Vail, Col-

orado shorti,' after May 22. Share ex-

penses. You'll never hear the same Dead
tape more than once. A good time, even if

you come right back. Bill 665-8580

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

17, 20 Townehouse; 6F, 3C, 8H Bran
dywine; the Puerto Rican- Latin crew;

Robin and Karlin; Pete B; Sue F. and Greg
S; Sammy; Michael, Lenny and Skip; Scott

M; A. P.M.; and Tom L—Thanks for all the

memories! Love you all Cindy Schwarzstein

and Kerry Salvador

GO AWAY
Nuke the Collegian, especially the

classifieds. "I can't even think. " The
essence of humanity is absurdity and
nothingness and M & M's (not green ones).

Love, Day Graphics

CANT SAY YOU'RE NOT FUN
~

Hey Stacyl Who believes it is six months
this Friday, I'm happy. . .Let's make the

rounds one more time. Too bad about
Europe but that won't stop us. Looking for-

ward to having more fun, wherever we are.

Love. Bill

COLLEGIANAIRE'S DISEASE

Collegian staffers-Good luck to
graduating seniors. Business Staffers
are the greatest. Goodbye Lori, Dave ft

good luck. Janet Er Kathy see you next
year? Maureen, Cathy Er Jim thanks-
Mike

COLLEGIAN CHADS ET. AL

Congrats Cr Best of Luck! Anne-the best
Editor-in-Chief in my book. Rita-you taught
me everything & anything I know. David-
tennis anyone? And Josh-you know the
Globe wants you! Love, Laurayee

JACQUELINE

Becky-Becky-Becky:Weasel alert. Great

times we'll always remember (eating, drin-

ing, chasing LM, MM, Hairspray) we'll miss

your big mouth!! Love, Karensue and Liza

ALLYSON RIOUX. Noone is more deserv

ing of future success and happiness than

you. Good luck! P.S. That wealthy man in

your future is one lucky gentleman.

ADAMZO-just come to bed thanks for

everything. Love M & M
Monlque-Congratulations. Call me from
Arizona. Love Maggie

Randa-Thanks for the memories there is

still another year.

Mark, you are everything! Here is the per-

sonal you have been waiting for. You are

what I have always been waiting for. I love

you!

Thanks for making my formal the best

(clutch). I'm looking fonA^ard to spending

more time with you. Glenn

HATCH

Oh my God I can't write it soon you will be
gone. Graduating! No jokes now Tracy, this

is trom the heart, I'll miss you. Go out and
take the world by storm. You deserve it all

Thanx for the friendship, it'll be treasured

for ever. Best of luck, UMass and me will

never be the same. Never. Remember me
when you're rich and married. Love, Rita

Tommy-I love you! May we have many
more years together Happy 1st anniversary.

Love always, Beth

Hey Guys remember: My baby can't

sleep. What do you want to know
everything?; We'll always have it; Hey
ladies! MDA; Do a Blast! Cranka the tunes

the Fix; Madonna, Michael Jackson, Big

Chill, The Christmas Tree, What Happa?
Fee Bee Beans, Leave the curling iron on! I

love you all (Betty)

Dana From Wheeler: My guard is down,
and I'm CRAZY about you! Thanks for

everything, especially for reading the per-

sonals! Don't forget to make flight ar-

rangements to LV! Love you! Linda

Sisters of AXO: You're the greatest! I! I'll

miss you sooooo much next semester.

Save room for me for spring! Love you,

Pondy

Cheryl, Karen £r Maureen: Thankx for a

great year. Have a good summer, and a

great Jr. year!! See you in '85- I'll miss you.

Love, Bounce

Collegian Pros Jim, Maureen, Cathy and
Faye. Like always, you've kept this place

running. We'd be lost without you. Thank

you. Joel

Peeeeaty B. Jap so many memories ... so

little time. Love and friends forever John
r

Attention all graduatesi Justin Ryan's is

having a graduation party on Sunday May
20 at 8:00 p.m.! Super Beat the Clock
prices on food and drink! Don't miss out
on the biggest grad bash in town!

Alix It's been fun, exciting and very in-

teresting. I hope we can always stay close,

even if we do disagree about an awful lot.

Love always, Joel

Lisa to the best roomate and an even better

friend Happy Early Birthday! Love always,

Stacev

John- Let's forget the past and make this

summer a special one. I like you alot! Lisa

John Hubbe are you a turtle? You're the

best big brother. Good luck! MJ

Sull-Don't ever forget about our plans for

bermuda (I'll bring the ice cream) Con-
gratulations on graduation - I'm very proud

of you! All my love, Sull

Lorissa ft Robyn from Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma. I am really glad I met you both. I can't

remember when I've had a better time in

the R.R. Call me! We'll get together over

the summer! Keep smiling! Luv, Dode

Carlos Enrique Felicidades. Te Ex-

tranaremos. Te Queremos mucho. Tus 2

roomates

Beth, Adam, MaryJane, Chad, Rick,
John C, Denser, Wendy, and John B.

Thanks for a great semester. Best wishes.
Marie

Claudia £r Hugh: Congratulations! I'll

miss you! Love Lourdes

Hi Linda B. and Sue Lev-i! Can we please

stop this "Lucy" stuff? Who just wants to

have fun? I'm sure we'll contiue to this

summer. Love, Cynthia P.S. to Amy B.

Here's to 1-H!

Emile, I know you don't care, but I'm nam-
ing the baby after you

Hey Leonor-Only 4 more days for the il-

legal "visitor" from N.J. Happy 20th. We
love ya! Seta, Lynette & Chris

Dedda-Always remember who taught you
everything you know!! You'd be nowhere
without me. Thanks for being part of a

great year. Love J. P.

Colleen, I really do love you, Stephen

Stephen, I'll miss you this

Robert. I love you. Colleen

summer.
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David HERE IT IS!! Thanks for the®
"subtle" hint. I just wanted to say these

past two weeks have been excellent!!. . .
®

More to come, hmmm, sounds exciting.

Ginger ®

LCD: Tune in next semester for the further @
misadventures of Debbie and Lisa!

Remember, there's more to life than vodka ®
and sex - food perhaps? Thanks for being a

pal, puttng up with me, etc. Love, your®

blatant roomie - DJS

To the biscuit lads-The professional
^

bakers union has offered us a charter for

next semester after officially recognizing

our contribution to society let's get psych

ed! Miss you Josh, the biscuit lady.

Sean: Gotta paper to write, just came up§)

for a book. Oh well, so much for work!

Whens the spaghetti "dinner"? The pasts'

few weeks have been great, but whose
bandanna was that? Love, Debbie s)

Eric and Brian: Don't you wish you were
I rish? Guess who ^i

To all my friends have a great summer!
With Love, Backo

»

2)

is

Happy 20th B-Day Judy Love, the only %

one who's equivalent to a double scoop.

Dave, Happy Birthdayl Thanks for ruin-

ing another surprise. It's been an "in-

teresting" year. Thanks for living through it

all. Here's to a great sumir.e'^. Love, J.B.

Hawker
.

.

Sarah and Drea: Good luck next

®

@

@

®
semester! Don't forget to come visit!

Love, Vik @
Lisa, Good luck and all that stuff, have an

artsy future full of drugs, sex and sex, more®

sex. You'l' be missed. Rita M.

Suzanne: Have a good summer!! I hope^)

we like Baker! Love, your new roomate,

Vicki 3
PAS Stockbridge will never be the same
again. Neither will I. Good luck at Oak Hill.

Love me.

To the Biscuit Lads (and Anne, the
Biscuit Lass), and all honorary members-
thanx for having fun with nr>e, and helping

make this the best year so far! It's been
crazy in ways only we'll know about, but
then again, who cares what anyone else
thinks. Good luck to those of you who are

staying, and to the rest of the world, watch
out for those of us who are graduating!

Josh

Y & E Thanks for everything! You've been

the greatest friends, and you will be miss-

ed. Best of Luck. Love, Lesley

ColleguBn an staff: Briefly, good -buy and

good luck to all of you. A sp>ecial thaks to

my advisers - let's promulgate Collegian

success in the real world now. I'll miss you,

Anya

Greg -don't look at me now when con-

I templating what being news editor does to

you! I hereby leave you my unruly desk and

hopefully the incentive to do the damn
good job of which you're capable. See you

in the fall! Anne

To all my friends who are staying, and

leaving: Let's continue to do expensive

drugs, do ridiculous things, and flaunt con-

vention wisdom. Cheers, Biff Wellington.

Stockley— Think of some quotes this

sumer -Best of luck Allyson, Tina-Always
something different every game-l hate

'buoy' _
Dave McCarthy coi.vtrats on your grad.

It's been a log wait if anyone deserves to

leave you do! The SGA, SAO, and UPC all

thank you! Most of all the hungry people in

the Third World thank you! Who else could

spend $12,000 to raise — ? Luv ya, from

Ron & Nancy

Have you heard, it's Lucy Lazetera week

(Day No. 4) Lucy, she wants to have fun!

Love Sue and Lin

Kate Mullin. . .Happy graduation! You've

finally made it! Have a wonderful summer
and a great time in Europe . . . this place

won't be the same without you. I'll just

you! Love always, Nancy
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Embryo- Here's your personal Jakcie ^
Madison, Meryl, Laura, Stinky, or

whatever. Love ya, just quit complaining q
Waa Waal!

Michael Ryan. I mean Riley. Here's your

personal I

T.S. I can't believe that we've really made
it! Best of Luck! Love LLL

To Diana Meyer: Congratulations on

graduating, on getting a great job, and on

making it through UMass without taking it
®

too seriously! We've had good times, but I

hope to see you lots more out in the real

world. You're a hot shit, and I love you

very much. Your older brother Josh. P.S. ®

see you at graduation! _

®

®
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Afew fond farewells
at the semester's end

By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

The sportswiter has looked around and

found that not only the day, but the

semester has ended. The sportswriter

h«is heard and seen many things over the

past few months. One such are the

goodbye's. Some have been local, others

national. The sportswriter looks around

again and thinks it is time to remember

one more time. It seems the appropriate

time.

SUGAR RAY
The fourth round knockdown came as

much of a shock as his retirement an-

nouncement immediately after he beat

Kevin Howard. But actually, if there was

one boxer, who, after showing such un

sharpness in a comeback bout, was to call

it quits, don't you think it would be Sugar

Ray. He knew and knew early that it

wasn't there and decided that you don't go

on with what you don't have. It was an

intelligent decision by a classy fighter.

EDWIN GREEN
The bittersweet end came for Edwin on

March fourth. The Cage gave him what

he deserved with continual rousing

ovations. He had given what he had for

four seasons, with much of his remem-

berances being based on his slam dunks

and blocked shots. By his senior year,

there was no doubt who was the crowd

favorite, Edwin had it hands down.

JOHN HEMPLE
This one came as a surprise. His

sophomore year here was not one filled

with joy. His transfer out opened him up

for even more criticism than his faltered

stats had. The escalation in criticism was
probably unfair. People often tend to look

at only the bad when someone makes a

disappointing decision.

REDAUERBACH
The Redhead leaves his spot on the

Celtics this year after five decades. Let

no one dispute that this man leaves as the

greatest General Manager anywhere in

sports in modern time. Not to mention

that he is indeed one of the greatest, if not

the greatest coach ever in any sport. He
will be sorely missed. But, at the same

time, let no man doubt that he will not

continue to have a hand, however small, in

the Celtics.

ERNIE ROTH
The Grand Wizard of Wrestling. Says it

all, doesn't it. He passed away this

semester, and the wrestling world had

lost a popular face. Hasn't everyone

wondered at least once, what The Grand

Wizard was like outside the ring'.'

PERHAPS THE OLYMPIC GAMES
It will be a dark summer. Politics are the

game and athletes are the pawns. The

Games are the most sacred of all sporting

events. Four years or more of blood,

sweat, and tears, only to be taken away

from powers higher up. And doesn't it

seem strange that an event that perhaps

does the most to bring nations together is

currently being crippled. The deep hope

of the sportswriter is that things will

change and the games can be rectified,

saved. For this year though, the Gold will

be tarnished. Hopefully, the polish to

restore their shine won't be to hard to get.

funds being raised...

Rink still in future
By TOM KELLEY
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of

Massachusetts may have a longer wait than

they think before ice hockey becomes a

reality on campus. In fact, most of us will

probably be alumni.

It was alumni who in fact brought their

support to the state legislature, which

resulted in an appropriation of three million

dollars as part of the Capital outlay budget

signed by Governor Michael S. Dukakis at

the beginning of the year for the planning

and construction of a multi sports facility

including a skating rink.

John RUey. a 1978 graduate ol UMass

and Fran Guiliano, a 1959 grad. tirst came

to David C. Bischoff. Dean of Physical

Education, with a fund raising plan that

would provide scholarships for hockey

players in ar effort to bring back the team

that was folded in 1978 due to the lack of a

rink on campus and lack of scholar

ships.They were told that there would be

no team with no rink.

"Sk) we went out and got them one" said

Riley.

Riley and Guiliano, both former hockey

players feel strongly about the fact that

their former sport no longer exists at

UMass and would like to see its revival.

"UMass was national champions in 1972

and now they don't even have a team." said

Riley. "It broke my heart and it s and

embarrassment to the University."

Riley is quick to cite that a rink would

benefit the whole university with

recreational skating and intramurals and

Bischoff estimates that the rink would be in

use eighteen hours a day. But according to

the dean, actual construction will not begin

for two and a half to three years. The

process for getting lae three million dollars

out of the state coffers and into construction

is a multi faceted action.

It involves a plan to be presented to the

Division of Capital Planning and

Operations, a feasibility study, putting

contracts out to bid and obtaining the

money from the state. According to

Bischoff each process takes time, but that

the process is moving along. More definite

plans, he said, will be available in the Fall.

Although both students and alumni

would like to see a rink a lot sooner than

four years from now it looks as though they

will have to wait.

Riley asked for student support for the

rink and said that "The students out there

better raise a fuss if something doesn't

happen by September in the way of definite

progress."

But. as Field says. "Don't sharpen your

skates."

The White Sox win ugly. We write ugly. Have a good sum-

"^ ""•
-Th^ Boss
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ATTENTION

ATHLETES

The Wellfleet

Beachcomber
needs doorperson

Call

(617) 349-6055

or 3696

or write POB 1082

Wellfleet, MA
02667

* baseball
After Dartmouth tied it in the third, the

Minutemen moved out to a 3 1 advanUge

on a bases loaded single by Steve Messina,

who was later ejected for disputing a call at

home in the fifth. Dartmouth cut the deficit

to two in the sixth on single by Karol (3-for

3) tocenterfield.

MINUTEMAN MEMOS: Coach Uick

Begquist heads a six man selection com

mittee for the NCAA basebaU tournament.

Continiied from page 28

which concludes with the College World

Series June 15. The committee conducts

conference calls every Monday and will

make their final selctions for the 36-team'

field on May 21. 25 of the berths go to the

co-(erence champions. So far. Grambling,

Lamar. Appalachian St.. and North

Carolina have all qualified. The regionals

begin May 24 and 25. Eight teams go to

Omaha for the World Series.

iiiss ippnovioiispir.no* s'l'iON

RADIAL
TIRES

P155/80R13
:wh'1«wa» Diem)

3^3200

I CAR STEREO PACKAGE

I
$99

I
I
I AM/FM Car Cassette

and your choice of

any pair of car speakers

incluM* mounting
Olut M* Stsi* Tai

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full S«rvic« Tir» Stor*

78 Stindarland Rd
» • No Amh«rtt, MA ^' "^

AcroM from Watrob** Stor*

549-4704

Wide selection of Co-Axials, Tri-Axials,

4 and 5-way Speakers

ranging from 20 to 300 watts

THEO'S AUDIO
Hampshire Mall

§ Wednesday Only! May 16th

I Sneak Preview! All of Me 7:00
§ starring
i Steve Martin & Lily Tomlln

Tuesday to Saturday

May 17-19

I Th^>Calne Mutiny 7:00

I Dr Strange Love 9:10

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Hadley, Mass^ (413) 586-9855^_

SUMMER JOBS
AVAILABLE

Evening telephone

sales for Fine Arts

Center series

subscription.

Approx. 20 hrs. per

week from June 4
-July 13. Work
study preferred.

UMass students

only. Descriptions

and applications

available from Dave,

207 HasL'Ouck thru

Wed, fV''-* ' 16. call

545-0190.
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Gazelles in second straight final four
Face undefeatedMarylandin semis
ByGERRYdeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Senior co captains Carol ProKulske and

Linda Haytayan have been there before.

They were both members of the 1982

National championship team and both were

veterans of last year's F'inal f'our Gazelle

sq< ad that finished fourth.

Both thought that returning to the Final

F'our would be an almost unattainable task.

Both are happy that they were wrong.

The University of Massachusetts women's

lacros.se team returns to the P'inal Four for

the second consecutive year as they take on

top-ranked Maryland in the semi finals

S&turday at 3 p.m. at Boston University.

"I definitely thought the goal of the Final

Four was unattainable at the start of the

season," Progulske said. "That's what

makes it so rewarding to be there. It's

better than the other ones."

UMass. after posting a 6-4 regular season,

finished second at the ECAC cham
pionships, losing to UNH, 8-4. But the

tenth ranked Gazelles were still chosen to

play in the NCAA tournament. UMass
topped Yale 6 5 in overtime and nipped

fourth seeded Harvard 5 4 on a Pam Moryl

goal with 1:07 left in the game.

"I thought it would be a rebuilding year,"

Haytayan said. "But we weren't lucky. We
deserved and earned what we got."

The Gazelles have a tall task facing

Maryland. 15-0-1 on the year. The winner

of that game faces the Temple Delaware

winner Sunday at 5 p.m.

"We have a chance, there is no doubt.

"

interim coach Polly Keener said. "We will

have to be on our toes and play our very

best. Maryland is a real strong team."

Massachusetts wants to exploit their

strengths to topple the Terapins.

"Defensivily." Progulske said, "mainly we

have to slow down Maryland and spt up in

our zone. We feel very comfortable in our

zone and it's very difficult to penetrate.

Goalie Debbie DeJesus. who Is averaging

10.1 saves a game has been peaking, ac

cording to Progulske. DeJesus has been

making some big saves in the two NCAA
playoff games.

Offensivily, on paper, it looks like a two

man atack and if you shut down Moryl (46

goals. 15 assists. 61 points) and Haytayan

(30 goals. 15 assists. 45 points) you shut

down UMass. Not quite.

"It takes the entire team to set up."

Keener said. "All of the attack has the

ability to score." Sue Kosloski has 10 goals,

13 points. Mary Scott 8 goals, 10 points and

Bunny Forbes, who scored the winning goal

again.st Yale, has eight goals and 10 points.

"We have to use everybody and move the

ball around." Haytayan said. "The attack

has to be confident."

Pam Hixon. who has been on sabbatical

coaching the US field hockey team will

rejoin the team today and help the team

through the Final Four at BU.
So Massachusetts is the lone New England

representative in the Final Four. "It's a

whole new season." Haytayan said. "Once

you get to the Final Four, there are four

exceptional teams. It all depends on whose

ready and what team comes togetl.ir."

Dukes players charged
PITTSBURGH (AP) Four
Duquesne University
basketball players, including

a Lynn. Mass., student and
leading scorer Emmett
Sellers, were arraigned

Tuesday on charges of

raping .a business school

student, authorities said.

Sellers, 20, a sophomore
guard from Newark, N.J..

was charged with rape,

involuntary deviate sexual

intercourse, simple assault

and terroristic threats, said

university spokesman
Kenneth Service.

Also charged with the same
offenses were Greg
Harrison, 18, of Lynn; Ron
Stevenson, 19. of Pitt

sburgh; and Eric Compton.

18, of Long Beach, N.Y. All

three are freshmen.

Sellers, Stevenson and

Harrison were three of the

Dukes' four leading scorers

this past season, when the

p redom inan t ly u n-

derclassman team finished

with a 10-18 record in the

Atlantic 10.

The four were arraigned

late Tuesday morning before

Pittsburgh Magistrate
Donna Jo McDaniels and
released on a nominal bond.

A hearing date was set for

May 25.

Service said the four were
arrested by campus police

and charged with raping an

Minutemen drop season finale,

as Comeau squeezes in a record
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

It was inevitable it would end this wav.

For openers there was the lousy weather,

which for the upteenth time this season

recked havoc on the University of

Massachu.setts baseball team, forcing

yesterday's scheduled doubleheader with

Dartmouth to be reduced to a single

regulation nine-inning contest. And then

there was the same which saw the Big

Green, storm back from a 41 defecit in the

sixth, to score once in the tenth to nip

UMass. 6 5.

But twas' not all bad news for the

Minutemen. Todd Comeau, given new life

when Dartmouth rallied for three runs in

the eighth to seize a 5-4 lead, drilled a line

drive single up the middle in the ninth for

his 55th hit of 1984. breaking Doug
Welenc's 197^ record by one. Next for

Comeau. ^hdl^U one double short of tying

the Minutemen record with 12. is Mike
McEvilly's career hit record of 157. set from

1977 80. Prior to his historic hit. Comeau
wa.s for 4 with ' wo flyouts, a popup, and a

fielder's choice.

For the rest of the Minutemen, however,

the final result can only be described as

disappointing. But tht y should be used to

this kind of defeat as it was their fourth

high-scoring, one-run defeat in three

weeks.

Tony Presnal. pitching well in his final

start for UM. sailed into the eighth with a 4-

2 lead. That quickly disappeared as the

Lavery connection (brothers Pat and Jim
from Arlington, Mass.) did the honors. Pat

singled sharply before Jim drove Presnal

downtown to right to knot the score. After

an out, Steve Karol walked and stole

.second, then scored the go-ahead run on a

Scott Tuitt single.

The Minutemen rallied with two outs in

their half of the eighth to tie it. 5-5. Tom
Fabian and Sean Flint each rapped singles

to put men on first and second. Jack Bloise

then bounced to second baseman Ray
Bascio. who let the ball roll between his legs

into centerfield as Fabian scored. Jon

Martin, who pinch-ran for Flint, was

gunned down trying for third.

Jeff Jen.sen. who relieved Presnal in the

eighth, walked the first two Big Green

batters on eight pitches to open the tenth.

After throwing his ninth straight ball to

Todd Twachtmann. Jensen was lifted for

.Mat Subocz, who seconds later was ripped

for a game-winning double by Karol. UM
mreaiened in the bottom hall, gettmg Todd

Ezold to third with two outs, but Jeff

Cimini, pinchhitting for Martin, bounced to

second to end the game.

UMass grabbed a quick 10 lead in the first

on a run-scoring single by Angelo Salustri.

Covtinued on page 27

Collegian photo by Brian (ionyr

TAKE THAT!—Linda Haytayan, right, knocks the ball away from a

New Hampshire player in a game earlier this season. The
Minutewomen head to Boston to face Maryland in the Final Tour of

women's Lacrosse Saturday. The Gazelles are tenth ranked in the na-

tion.

18 year old student at

Wilma Boyd Career Schools

who was living on

Duquesne's campus. The
woman allegedly was
assaulted in a dormitory, an

all-male facility, he said.

The woman told police she

was searching for a friend at

around 2:30 a.m. Tuesday

when she encountered a man
who pushed her into a

dormitory room. Service

said. She told police the

man and three others

performed "various sexual

acts" with her. he said.

The woman was treated

and released from a nearby
hospital. according to

Service.

The four were attending

summer school, which began
this week. Service said.

Each lived at St. Martin's

Dormitory.

Service said the campus
was in a state of "dismay.

shock, surpri.se."

"It's really a very un-

fortunate incident.

Everybody's deeply con-

cerned about it and we want

to make sure the right thing

is done and the rights of

everyone are respected," he

said.

Service said the school

planned to announce
disciplinary action by the

end of the day.

Afew sporting thoughts
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Not that it really matters but...

Larry Bird is the MVP. by far. sorry

Bernard.

The Oilers are only kidding themselves if

they think they have a chance against the

Islanders. Two goals in two games?
C'mon.
UMass basketball is going to be a lot

better than many people think next

season. They have .500 potential but are

still a good big man away from contention

in the Atlantic 10.

The Minuteman baseball team swept
New Hampshire, split with Maine and

UConn and swept Providence. All four of

these teams are competing for a NCAA
bid this weekend in the ECAC tourney.

Maybe we should bag the A-10...

Detroit, if they go just ..500 the rest of

' the year, will win close to 96 games. The
race is over, unless the Tigers fall to

injuries and Baltimore heats up.

The Red Sox'.' Are you serious. Boggs
has two RBIs, the shortstops have as

much power as an SGA resolution, the

righthanded pitching is a joke, and Jim
Rice isn't coming through.

After a slow start Atlanta's Dale Murphy
is heating it up. first in the National

Iveague in homers (9). and rising in RBIs.

Still, Ted Turner is scratching hLs head

over Phil (6-1) Neikro.

. . .The Red Sox? Are you
serious?. . .the shortstops have

as much power as an SGA
resolution. . .

II I

Tell with a straight face the Knicks have
a good bench. Louis Orr. Ernie Grunfeld,

Ray "You mean it's a game?" Williams,

and Trent Tucker. The Knicks also need a

power forward and he's not numed Truck
Robinson.

Bye the way, ha ha ha New Yorkers Ha
ha ha. You should have to declare you
idolize Red Aurbach. imitate L.arry Bird in

your driveway, and love the Celts to get in

to UMass. Got to CCNY or something.

Kinda lost in the shuffle has been UMass
women's lax. Saturday they play in the

Final Four against a great Maryland

team. Let's get one national champ this

year anyway. Go get 'em.

Thanks Gerry. Anne. Bill. Joel and the

rest of the Collegian crew. My roomate Al

"Mr. Georgetown" Hope. Joe. Dan, Cy
.Mlard and especially Jill for a gre u first

year here.

Go get the Bucks and then the Lakers

boys, no apologies to Mike Barnicle for

this column, and yes. someday I will go to

Oregon and it isn't to chop wood.

I
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Students need to use skills to fight for peace

When today's graduating class arrived on the campus in

the first week of September 1980. we were in the middle of

an election year and the newspapers were reporting what

candidates Reagan. Carter, and Anderson had had to say

in their Labor Day speeches.

But the newspapers were also following some other big

stories too. Oneof these was the political unrest in Poland

and the fate of the trade unions there. And the otner was

the negotiations to free the American hostages in Iran. By

the end of that month. Iran and its neighbor Iraq were at

war. At the same time, hidden away in the inside pages,

there was a brief story about the problems of El Salvador.

Joseph Duffey

As students returned to Amherst in later years, these

foreign countries were still in the news. In September

1981 for example, our government was supporting the

government of El Salvador against rebel groups, and

Solidaritv was calling for free elections in Poland By

September 1982. Iran and Iraq were spendmg one biUion

dollars a month to fight each other. El Salvador was m

turmoil, and Beirut was being evacuated because of the

conflicts in Lebanon.
. , r u

A year later, when these graduates came back for their

senior year, there were battles in the streets of Beirut, the

U.S. envoy was meeting with the rebels in El Salvador,

and the war between Iran and Iraq continued even more

bitterly than before.

Arms Buildup Continues

While war and dissension have raged in so many areas of

the world, our own government, as well as that of the

Soviet Union, has continued to build up arms. In par-

ticular, both countries have devised ever more powerful

nuclear weapons and ever more ingenious ways to use

To pay for our share of these weapons the 1982 budget

proposed spending $1.6 triUion for military purposes over

the following five years. This is a sum so large that it is

hard lor us to visualize. But if we had begun spendmg $1

mUUon a day from the moment Christ was born, and had

continued at that rate, we stUl would not have spent half of

that $1.6 trillion.
^ • .u

Obviously, similar sums of money are being spent in tne

Soviet Union, and now many other countries also commit

substantial resources to join the nuclear club. All of this

money could be better spent. Here in America, one person

in seven lives below the poverty threshold. The costs of

education increase but federal funds to help pay for it

don't. We have the best medical facilities in the world, yet

many diseases are still incurable.

And in other countries, millions suffer from hunger and

disease. During every minute of 1984. 30 children will die

for want of food or medicine: yet every minute the worlds

military budget will use $1.3 mCUon for weapons and other

supplies.

Public Concern a Hopeful Sign

This picture is grim. Clearly we must change it. For

tunately. the increasing public concern about nuclear

weapons during the years I have been reviewing is a

hopeful sign. And one of the most valuable recent

publications is the 1983 pastoral letter of the Catholic

bishops.

This letter. caUed The ChaUenge of Peace, makes clear

that no task is more essential than establishing peace m

our time. The bishops know that there are times when

countries must go to war in order to defend themselves

against enemies. But any such war must be Umited to

defense and it should not threaten the Uves of whole

populations.

The Challenge of Peace

Nothing can be more immoral than such calculated

destruction of ourselves and our world. We must turn

from preparing for this possibiUty . We must turn to acts of

calculated creation. Most important, we must take up the

challenge of peace with the energy and ingenuity we have

brought to the chaUenge of war. We must say "no
"
to an

arms race that robs the poor and needy, and "no" to the

moral danger of weapons which put before us the in-

defensible choices of constant terror or surrender.

To say "no" we will need to sumnion all our moral courage

and technical means. HappUy. the technical means to

pursue peace are available, and those who are graduatmg

today have learned some of them and some of the ways to

use them.
Constructive Uses of Knowledge

New graduates who have studied the social sciences know

about the ways to change opinions and negotiate the many

political, economic, and social agreements that will be

necessary if we are to change our course of action.

Those who have studied science and technology have

skills urgently needed if we are to make arms treaties that

are effective and verifiable. Moreover, they know the

power of radioactivity and so they make the effects of

nuclear war clear to those who doubt its devastation.

Those who are trained in languages can talk to people of

other nations and convince them of our commitment to

peace Those who have studied other of the humanities can

explore and help us to understand the historical,

philosophical, and spiritual causes of our condition.

And the skills of those who graduate with professional

qualifications in agriculture and industry are essential if

we are to make good use of all our resources for peaceful

purposes But while we have the technical means to work

for peace, we shall not be able to do so without moral

courage . So much of our wealth and so many of our leaders

are committed to the present arms policy that change will

be neither easy nor quick.

The Courage to Say No

Moral courage wUl be necessary to counter powerful

opposition from those who believe that nuclear arms

contribute to our safety. And moral courage will also be

necessary to carry on in the face of the setbacks that are

certain to occur.

Often, we think of moral courage as the quality of heroes

and heroines. We think of writers and scientists who have

risked their careers to tell the truth, or of Martin Luther

King who had the moral courage to continue his campaign

for civil rights, and of Mother Theresa, who devotes her

life to serve the dying.

Yet inspiring as these people are. we should remember

that moral courage is a daily virtue, too. All of us know of

people who have sacrificed their immediate interests for

the sake of their behefs.

inis sort of daily commitment to unselfish goals is

essential if we are to take up the challenge of peace. And

we mu^ take up this challenge because, as the bishops

remind us in their letter, it is no longer an optional com-

mitment.

Peace Is The Only Option

Peace is the ancient goal which has long eluded us. but if

we do not now work for peace on Earth we are likely to

have no Earth at all. Peace is no longer merely the absence

of war; it is the condition of our survival. We must, then,

wage peace with conviction and commitment. But because

opinions wUl vary about how peace is best achieved, we

must work for it with civility and charity, also.

The challenge of peace is clearly a demanding task. But

no graduating class has ever had a more inspiring or

essential goal.

Dr. Joseph Duffey is the chancellor of the Univertity of

Massachusetts at Amherst.
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As our class enters the world
To us. the class of 1984, commencement means much

more than mere graduation from a university. It is, accor-

ding to Webster's dictionary, the act or time of a beginn-

ing. It means progress, a transcendental step from one

realm of society to another. And with this change comes a

restructuring of our lives, and a whole new set of

freedoms and responsibilities.

To put our newly expanded horizons in perspective, we

must take time out to reflect on where we have been, how

we have gotten to where we are today, and how our past

and present will help to determine where we are going.

Josh Meyer
While we see this first job or post-graduation period as a

monumental break with a secure and enjoyable past, we

must also see it as a time of opportunity. This notion of

breaking with the past must I)e rejected, because we must

never stop being students. If there is one universal

achievement of everyone graduating here today, it is our

ability to educate ourselves, remain aware and look

toward the future with the willful determination to

establish our own course of action.

But to understand our commencement and our future, we

need to assess the worth and meaning of our college

careers. These past four (or five) years have been perhaps

the most influential and formative years we have ex-,

perienced so far. Wben we entered UMass, many people

tried to make our transition into college easier. Everyone

gave us their version of what to expect. But they could

not have prepared us for what lay ahead. That was

something we had to experience for ourselves, with the

help of those around us. Our first year was a rite of

passage experienced by each of us, yet it was different for

every one of us. Our first collective learning experience

v.x.xv:::::::v::v:v::>xxv:v:-:::::-x

If there is one universal achievement of

everyone graduating here today, it is our

ability to educate ourselves, remain aware,

and look toward the future with the willful

determination to establish our own course

of action.

We have learned that education means to question con-

ventional wisdom, no to memorize facts and digest them.

We have learned that education occurs perhaps more out-

side the classroom than in it. We have tapped into the

wealth of knowledge, culture, arts and sciences that make

this a great and thriving university, and we have emerged

from the process more inquisitive, and appreciative of

things new and different.

With graduation comes an acute awareness of the tran-

sient nature of college. Semester and summer breaks,

changes of address and social settings, and new friends

and opportunities had always been part of the experience,

but things seemed so much more precious to us in our

senior year. They were not taken for granted anymore.

But the realization that we were soon leaving only

heightened our mixed feelings of anticipation, anxiety,

confusion and even fear. A stage of inner conflict and in-

tense re-examination of our priorities became epidemic.

We looked back on our time spent here, to see if it was

spent wisely.

Have we been successful in our pursuits? Did we

achieve our goals? Did we study enough? Or too much?

Did we take advantage of all the resources available to us?

We must not forget that to isolate

ourselves, and respond passively to change,

is to risk having our lives governed byforces

outside ofour control. We cannot allow this

to happen. We must take action ourselves,

ifwe are to determine our individual and

collective fate.

Sunday. May 27. 1984, .Collegian 3

was probably the shock of l)eing in an alien place, with

thousands of others in the same predicament.

In that first year we learned a great deal. We learned to

survive in an impersonal place, where no one was going to

take us by the hand and tell us what to do. We were given

as much freedom and lack of supervision as we could han-

dle, and then some more. Along with this freedom came
added responsiblity both to live independently and to play

an active role in our own educations.

We have not received a spoon-fed education, rather, we
have learned to educate ourselves. We have learned how

to pick from thousands of courses and come up with a

coherent curriculum (most of the time). We've earned the

satisfaction of succeeding in a task or challenge we have

set for ourselves. Many of us have had a semester where

nothing seemed to go right; our courses were over-

subscribed, or too overbearing or irrelevant, or we might

have faced a sudden withdrawal from school due to an

oversight like an unpaid dental bill. And we've come

through all the stronger for it. Through adversity comes

the strength of character which typifies the UMass
graduate.

Did we engage in worthwile extracurricular activities, like

lobbying against the rising cost of public higher education

or fighting for a de-escalation of the nuclear arms build-

up? And what about fun? Did we have enough of it? The

answers to these and many t)ther questions remain to be

seen.

But today is not just a day for retrospection. We look

now to the future, and what it holds for us. As we hopeful-

ly entor the work force, we will ask ourselves another set

of questions. Will we continue to strive for knowledge and

the enrichment that comes from experience? Our time

and committments will l)e more rigidly structure<l, and we
won't have as much free time. But will we continue to

educate and inform ourselves, and work to improve

ourselves and that which is around us? Granted, we will

expend much energy on our careers, but will we also de-

fend our ideals, and strike out against injustice and op-

pression? Or will complacency prioritize our lives?

(ieorge Orwell, commenting on the dual problem of en-

croaching totalitarianism, and the passivity of man said in

1943 that, "We underrato the danger of this kind of thing,

because our traditions and our past security have given us

a sentimental belief that it all comes out right in the end

and the thing you most fear nerer really happerui.
"

Well, this is not true anymore. Our past security has

been threatened too many times for us to be complacent.

Those things we fear most are lurking right around the

corner. The belief or the hope that good invariably trium-

phs over evil breeds passivity and a false sense of security,

and we cannot afford that. We must not forget that to

isolate ourselves, and respond passively to change is to

risk having our lives governed by forces outside our con

trol. We cannot allow this to happen. We must take ac-
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THE LONG ROAD TO SUCCESS--The Class of

'84 heads out today to the real world. Keep your

chins up, kids, it could get ugly out there.

tion ourselves if we are to determine our individual and

collective fate.

Sowhat does this mean for us, the class of 1984? It

means we must take this awareness, education and ac

tivism with us when we leave and apply it to all that we do

in our lives. At this university we have acquired the

wisdom and strength of charactor to enable us to con-

triVmte greatly to society, not just within our chosen fields,

but as well-rounded citizens. The future of our country

and the world needs us, and we are ready and able to meet

the challenge. We may not change the course of history by

ourselves, but we do have the moral responsibility to try.

Josh Meyer is the Collegian's gradwiting editorial editor

and this year's student commencement speaker.
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Start at the top when you shop for
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Congratulations
Class of 1984

Delano's is a U-Mass Tradition

Please stop by and say Hello!

Enjoy our delicious sandwiches, omelets and burger's or try

our salads, soups and chowders.

For the real hungry we offer full course meals

from steaks, chicken and pasta

Dress Casual Non-Smoking Section

Full Liquor All Major Credit Cards

57 No. Pleasant St. across from the Fire Station 253-5141
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UMass strategic vision: quality in information age
To leave the campus today isn't to end

your relationship to the University of

Massachusetts but is simply to alter it by

exchanging your role as student for your

equally vital role as an alumnus.

As a graduate, you can continue to play a

critical role in the University's life,

especially in its future. So let me walk

through a few of the major elements in the

University's strategv' for the five years to

David C. Knapp
come. I hope this will equip you to begin

thinking about the basis for your own in-

volvement in the University's enterprise.

The University's public mandate for

these 1st 20 years has been expressed chief-

ly in quantitative terms simply because the

problem the University was asked to solve

was quantitative: namely, to supply affor-

dable university opportunities to the large

number of qualified young people who
reached college age in the sixties and
seventies.

For this rea.son, the University's suc-

ceess in these years, l)eyond its proven

academic stature, was gauged largely by

such quantitative measures as the number
of programs, the numl)er of students, the

number of our graduates.

F'or the next five years, however, the

University's objectives will be chiefly

qualitative. Precisely hou^ we use our

resources will drive our thinking. Thus,

the University's definition and distinction

are likely to advance significantly.

The signs of the University's current

surge in quality are easily seen: growing
support for our research, highly favorable

national evaluations of our graduate pro-

grams, rising suppt)rt for the University's

unique role as the only comprehensive

graduate research institution in the state,

the Medical Center's standing as one of the

finest schools of its generation; and such

signs of faculty distinction as Guggenheim
and Rockefeller fellowships, Fulbright pro-

fessorships,and post-doctoral awards by

the National Endowment for the arts, the

National endowment for the Humanities,

and the >'ational Science Foundation.

More than anything else, though, the

University's qualitative emphasis responds

to the major condition of life in this state at

this time: namely, the emergence of the in-

formation society.

For many of us, this society is now a

workday reality. Within our culture, there

is a stronger emphasis on the (juality of life

as well as on material .security. Within our

public life, there is a new sense of citizen-
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TAKING THE WIDE VIEW - As we look beyond the campus to our
future, let us not forget the times that made UMass great.

The learning doesn't stop here
Just a few years ago. commencement day

used to mark a sharp break in our

graduates' experieine. They j)ut school

and formal learning behind them. They

stepped into the life and work that stretch-

ed l)efore them. They left one world. They

entered a new and different one.

Today, this old pattern no longer holds.

Learning and working are no longer

separate. Learning and living no longer

Michael Dukakis

belong to different worlds. Once distinct,

these elements in our experience have

begun to flow together.

No longer does education begin and end

at the edge of the campus. More than ever

before, the community extends into the

University. Through cooperatives and

partnerships, col laboratives and learning

exchanges, through new electronic net-

works and the magic of the computer.

Consequently, ail of us must be teachers

today. All of us are students as well, today

and tomorrow.

Wl' must continue to teach. We must

continue to learn. And we must work

together to do the things that make

teaching and learning and the creation of

knowledge possible.

So I'm asking you to regard this day as

an opportunity to renew your commitment

to learning.

Pleast don't use this day merely to put

school behind you, but use it to put a life-

long commitment to learning ahead of you.

I^member, something important has

changed in the chemistry of our popular

support for education. The nation has pos-

ed a challenge to our educators to improve

the quality of the American learning ex-

perience. University presidents, corporate

executives, elected officials, the leaders of

the professions, the civil rights movement.

the women's movement, the labor move-

ment - all have joined in this challenge.

And these same forces are working to meet

it.

But they cannot do it without you. You
are closer to the schools and universities

than anyone else. You are closer U) the

learning experience. You are closer to the

future. You are the future.

As CKtvernor. I want to match this

challenge with an inviUition to you. I want

you to take what you've learned here at the

University of Massachusetts and put it to

work here in our home state.

I want to keep you involved in education.

Take a course. Offer to speak to the class

of a favorite high school teacher or return

here to speak to the class of a favorite pro-

fessor. Offer to help with a class [)roject or

get involved in a student's field work.

Serve as a tutor or a mentor for a student

at a high school or college near your home
or office. Help a student a few years from

now to do what you're trying to do this

week: make sense of a complex and
challenging job market.

Run for the school committee or help a

friend or a neighbor to do so. Go to the

school committee meetings, or the

meetings of the University's Board of

Trustees. Go back to school - return here

for a day, for a weekend. Serve this

University in the future as an active and

well-informed alumnus. The University

alumni enjoy a growing reputation in this

state. Share in this reputation and help to

improve it even more.

I'm sure you've got the idea: To be a

citizen of the future, you have got to carry

your own education portfolio.

If we can do this, then we can meet the

two vital challenges that flow from educa-

tion: the challenge of economic growth, the

challenge of our quality-of-life.

Somehow, and I won't pretend to know
precisely how it happ)ens, we have two

ship, an outgrowth of the will and ability of

more people to gather their own evidence

and make their own judgments.

Once of the major changes lies in the way
people assign value to what they do and

what they experience.

The industrial society has placed a

premium on quantity—on size and volume,

concentration and economies of scale. In-

deed, its definition of quantity itself was a

quantitative one: bigger is i)etter. This

definition has affected the economy, the

culture, and the policy. To a degree, the

expansion of the University in these psisl

20 years has fit this theory of value.

The information society, however. })ro-

mpts us to place a higher premium on
qualUy — on originality, distinctiveness,

uniqueness, the new, the different, the

enriched and improved. It also stresses

utility, accuracy, intelligence in design and
soundness in purpose.

Through a qualiUitive strategy, the

University will pursue three major goals:

First, we will continue to stress (juality in

all of our work, especially in our academic
programs of research, scholarship and
teaching.

Second, as we do so, we will address the

conditions of the shift to an information

.society. This change creates new jobs, new
opfK)rtunities, new forms of wealth, and

new ways of doing things. However, it also

erodes older jobs, older opportunities, and
older ways of doing things. Thus, the

emergence of the information society—in

our culture and polity as well as our
economy— is lK)th a creative and destruc-

tive force.

Consequently, the Lhiirersity's ehligation

is to enable the Commonwealth 's citizen.^ to

negotiate this transition on humane, effec-

tive, and optimistic terma.

Third, the University will work to foster

the use of three vital resources: knowle<ige,

intelligence, and strategic vision. These
are classsic strengths, but they also hold

particular value for the University and for

the Commonwealth. The University is par-

ticularly suited to foster and use these

resources, because they correspond so

closely to the University's traditional mis-

sions of research, teaching, and public ser-

vice.

You've seen the life of the University at

close hand. In the future, you will see it at

a slight distance. As you move into the

community, I hope you will still Ix" able to

regard the ' 'niversity, know what it works
to sUmd for, and shape ways to involve

yourself in what we're d(»ing. 1 am also

eager to know what you think of the course

we are charting.

David ('. Knapp is the president of the

I hiiversity of Miutsachusetts.

The struggle continues on

for an affordable education
Today marks the end of one of the most

enjoyable chapters in our lives, and for

many of us it is a relief in that we are

through with the struggle of paying the

ever-rising tuition and fee expenses, albeit

thousands of dollars in debt.

But for those who come after us, it will be

;ill the harder to make ends meet each

.semester, as tuition spirals upward and

financial aid decreases U> minimal levels.

The cost of attending this "public" univer-

sity has grown a[)preciably each year we

Bill Wall
have been here, concurrently with the

Keagan Administration's onslaught
against public higher oducatit/n and finan-

cial aid. Is this a harbinger of things to

come as public universities turn away the

very people they are created to serve*/ A
university is supposed to l)e a marketplace

of ideas, but the time is rapidly ap-

proaching when education will only be

available to the highest bidder.

l.'nrieniably, this university is in dire need

of financial resources to maintain and im-

{)rove its physical and intellectual assets.

But the (juestion comes down to who
should pay for a public university, the state

or the students. If one feels students

should "pull their own weight" and should

refrain from taking government "han-

douts", then tuition is too low. But if one

believes that the state benefits from

possessing a well-educated populace, that

philosophy should be reflected in efforts to

keep this a truly public university. If access

is effectively denied because of economic

reasons, we are penalizing those who could

most benefit from a college education and

ultimately desire to better their existence.

It is often said that students are not here

to get an education, that idle pursuits are

their raison d'etre. Therefore, the cost

should be raised because then only those

who genuinely want a college education

will make the effort to pay for it. But how
beneficial is it to a student's academic

development for he or she to interrupt it in

order to earn money? What good comes of

missing classes and study time because of a

part-time job needed to help pay the bills?

Too often observers call for economic

restrictions l)ecause of a perceived notion

that students are wasting everyone's time

and money. Tightening up of academic re-

cjuirements would do a far better job of

eliminating those who are not serious alxnit

their education than by just raising the

price for all.

We who are graduating must do our part

to ensure this school remains public despite

those who would close the door if your dad-

dy's wallet is not up to par. The University

of Massachu.setts can and should compete

with the Boston Universities and lU)ly

Crosses of the world. But let us not equate

academic excellence with a school's price

tag. If the state adequately performs its

designated role as supporter of its main
public university, the future will be bright

for this i>otentially great campus. But if the

state atnJicates its responsibility, the

University must look either to its students

for funds, with the attendant damage to ac-

cess for lower-income students, or l)ecome

relegate<i to a second-class status. We must

challenge those who would deny this sch(K)l

its position as a premier public university,

and we must f)ersua<le tht).se who have the

power to continue improving it to do so. If

not you, who?

The recent economic health of this state

is unparalleled around the country and this

university has done its part in supplying

the brainpower so vital to its continuance.

Clearly, the state has a vested interest in

seeing the University remain top-notch,

and thus is obligated to finance that goal.

Raising tuition and fees is not the way to

assure continued improvement in the life of
the University.

We graduates have seen the decline in

the availability of financial aid resources.

Promises to match tuition increases wnth

more financial aid are ludicrous when one
con siders the millions of dollars in unmet
financial need on the Amherst campus
alone. Thus it is up to us to work with
others to ensure that the place we were
graduated from does not become an
enclave of the privileged, but a place where
those with aspirations for a quality educa-
tion are welcome. The challenge is clear

and we must not ignore it.

Bill Wall is the Collegian's graduating
vnanaging editor.

dynamic conditions in Massachusetts that

drive each other and feed on each other.

One is the remarkable appeal of the quali-

ty of our life. Our land. Our water. Our
ideas. Our values. Our traditions. Our
spirit of knowledge and curiosity. The
richness of our culture.

The other is our remarkable record of

economic growth in the last 10 years, as

our state has literally remade the face and

direction of the American economy.

One thing I do know: Where economic

growth and quality-of-life come together

with the greatest force is in education.

Education enriches us all. Its riches are

spiritual. Its riches are material. And
these forms of wealth sustain each other.

W^at we all want and need in this state is

a chance to work and create and achieve.

WTiat we all want is the time and capacity

to dream. What we all want to keep alive

throughout our lives is what you now feel

today: the sense of possibility.

So, as we say on this day, commence. Or,

as you'd put it in the classes and coffee

shops of UMass, Go for it!

Michael Dukakis is the Governor of
Massachusetts.
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Activism lives on

at the University
Rallies, demonstralions. scathing editorials, counter

demonstrations we've seen them all here at UMass.

Some think student activism is dead, here and elsewhere.

They may be partially correct— there is not as much blind

adversity to the "establishment" as there was in the

Sixties. Things seem to be getting worse on campus and

on a national level. A local resurgence of conservatism and

emphasis on education tor employment's sake, and outside

our sheltered world, an escalation of the nuclear arms race.

Things are getting more complex and harder to explain.

But there are things being done about it.

Student activism has indeed taken a turn, probably for

the better. We are now working to reform the system, not

curse it from outside its walls. Yes, the Nuclear Freeze

rally, the Co ed bathroom rally, and the Grenada rally and

counterdenionst ration will be remembered as examples of

activism on campus. But most of the work is done behind

the scenes. Students are doing more — organizing activist

groups, lobbying the Statehouse for such things as more

accessible, better quality public higher education, and

establishing discussion-^preups in order to better un-

derstand our world and the role we as students play in it.

Student activism at UMass is alive and well. It exem-

plifies students willing to take an active role in shaping

their futures. We have become a force to be reckoned

with.

—Josh Meyer
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Jesse Jackson speaking at the Fine Arts Center

last February. A majority of this year's

Democratic presidential aspirants spoke at the

University this year.

I. Z. DRAUGHT SCHNAPPS
Miller 90 Doc McGillicuddys L25

Sirohs 90 Peppermint 1 00

Heinekcn 1 25 Apple 1 00

BOTTLED BEER SPECIALTY SHOTS
Bud 1 25 Mudslide ISO
Miller 1 25 Miles of Smiles 1.50

Lite 1.25 Apple Pie 150
Michelob 1 40 Jellybeans 1 50
Becks 1 75 •Hot Shou 150

MOST VODKA. GIN, RUM, TEQUILA DRINKS I 50

Alabama Slammer

White Russian

Toasted Almond

Melon Ball

Martini

Manhattan

Bloody Mary

Old Fashioned

MOST CALL BRANDS 1.65 LtS JUST ASK!

FUNNYBONES
is open at 1 1:00am for lunch and cocktails

Call for Entertainment Schedule

ALL SUMMER LONG
across from Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley

Seniors receive

alumni ^ant
As a reward for academic excellence, 60 University ol

Massachusetts students recently received $600 Alumre

Scholarships to help them pay for their senior year.

The scholarships are awarded yearly from money

(Jonated by UMass alumni. Prospective recipients muA
liave junior status (at least 60 credits) in a four-year

undergraduate program and a grade point average of 3.5

or higher.

Jon Hite, director of alumni affairs, said last week that

this program started nine years ago, when "almost all

financial aid was need-based. The alumni board felt it was

a good idea to create a scholarship fund that was merit-

based on nothing but a student's academic performance."

Since then, Hite said, 425 students have received alumni

scholarships totaling $225,000.

Scholarship money comes from general alumni contribu-

tions, those not restricted by donors to a specific purpose,

e.g. financing a certain department or a building, and in-

creasingly from donations intended for scholarships, he

.said.

In soliciting contributions, "the University is concen-

trating to a large degree on its younger alumni," whose

college experience is still fresh in their memory, Hite said .

Ian P<Aumbaum is a Collegian ataff imnntter.
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shorts, and much more

Saturday Clothes
Open Mon Sat 10-6 Sun 12 5

266 N. Pleasant St. 253-9729
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So you thinkyou are educated... Think again!
An old joke states that B.S., M.S., and P.H.D. stand for

Bull Shit, More Shit, Piled Higher and Deeper. Unfor
lunately, that joke has a lot more truth to it than the

^rraduating seniors would like to aHniit. After spending

lour years and thousands of dollars they would like to think

ihey are educated. One wishes that were so.

The University of Massachusetts does a fine job turning

out engineers, journalists, historians, chemists, etc.. .but it

does not turn out thinking, creative, adaptable, open-

minded, whole people who are enthusiastic about learning.

The qualities utilized in elementary school are the ability

to memorize information for tests, the ability to realize

what the teacher wants and regurgitate it in papers, the

ability to look at the world and see it in artificial distinc

tions, and the ability to outcompete one's fellow students.

I Mass continues to reward people with those qualities.

Kevin DeLuca
Large lectures taught from a textbook and graded by

multiple choice tests demand nothing more from the

student than a memorb.ation of the text the night before

the test.

TtKj many professors think of themselves as omniscient in

their subject of expertise. They teach their courses as if

objective facts really existed and, of course, their views

happen to coincide with the "facts". It is actually quite

amusing to have a teacher of English who teaches one

interpretation of a text as being "right". Unfortunately,

these self-appointed possessors of truth only teach

students to rgurgitate the bile that they feed them. Such

teachers should have to wear a warning label: "Tiiinking

for yourself could be dangerous to your grade."

By dividing knowledge into majors, UMass is creating

artifical distinctions that both mislead students and limit

them. If anyone thinks such assumed opposites like

science and English really operate in their own separate

vacuums, let them read literature written before Charles

Darwin published Origin of Species and literature written

after and then try to still think .science does not influence

literature. On the other hand, the scientific term Oedipus

ciimplex has a distinctly literary origin.

If the concept of majors is to be accepted as a necessary

evil, professors should at lea.st emphasize how interrelated

each field is, especially when fuzzy distinctions are made
within a major like that between American Romanticism

and American Realism.

"At a time when a person's horizons

should be expanding, students are forced to

narrow their focus to a particular major.

Society praises those of unlimited
vision... yet chums out specialists.

"

These artificial distinctions hurt students by encouraging

them to concentrate in one field— they must fulfill the

requirements of a major in order to graduate. At a time

when a person's horizons should be expanding, students

are forced to narrow their focus to a particular major.

Society prai.ses those of un'imited vision like Francis

Bacon, Benjamin Franklin, and Albert F]instein, yet churns

out specialists.

Being a specialist might not only prevent students from

becoming geniuses, it might also prevent them from

earning a decent living, for in these days of technological

revolution, where each person can expect several major

career changes, it is the adaptable, flexible person who Ls

going to thrive.

Competition. The myth is that America was built by it

and an unfortunate fact may be that the world was

destroyed by it. The student is forced to compete and so

learns to cheat and to associate education with anxiety and

fear of failure. What the student does not learn is to

cooperate and to associate thinking with plav.

Competition produces lonely individuals who cannot love

their fellow human beings because they are led to believe

that they are competing with them. Of course competition

is just an illusion. Actually people spend their whole lives

C(x)perating with other people to get their food, shelter,

clothing, luxuries and a meager amount of happine.ss. But
they are taught tnat they are competing.

Competition is a lot like mistrust. People are also taught

not to trust strangers. This doctrine has sunk in enough so

that the Russians will not be trusted even though it would

save the world, yet people trust .strangers with their lives

every day — barbers, bus drivers, drivers of other cars,

owners of handguns, Ronald Reagan, etc....

In the class riK)m, competition should be a little less

emphasized and cooperation and communication among

people should be encouraged. Who does it help to produce

excellent students who are emotional cripples? When

somet)ne asks a UMass graduate. "What are you?" let not

the answer be "A journalist" but let it be "A unique and

happy part ol the universe." Of cour.se it sounds corny.

SiK-iety teaches people to deal with verbal expression of

deep emotions by labeling them "corny" .so they can be

more easily dismissed.

The administration of lIMa.ss will probably be reluctant to

make actual changes like eliminating grades and majors. It

would make UMass too much like Hampshire t'ollege and
UMass students certainly do not want that. That would

mean freedom, which demands responsibility.
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"When someone asks a UMass graduate,

'What are you?' let not the answer be 'a

jounialist ' or 'an accountant ' but let it be 'A

unique and happy individual.
'
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.Attitude changes, however, could quickly be adopted.

Professors and students should think of the professor as

only one of many minds in a class. Students should be

•MKouraired to disagree with the profe.s.sor's opinions.

When it com» .-. to projects and papers, the student's motto
should be "Please my.self, not the profe.ssor."

Our natural curiosity makes learning one of the easiest

and most enjoyable activities available to us — until we

reach organized education where tiie competition of the

.system leaches pi«ople to asscx-iale learning with anxiety.

PtHjple need to regard learning as play. As the seniors

graduate, most of them wJl be relieved that their

education is over that is t(M» bad. It is hoped that a few will

happily feel t hat a lifetime of thinking lies ahead of them.

Keinn DeLuca is a person

It's been a great four years
Time tlies, t»r so goes the fK)pular saying.

Academically speaking, nothing could be

further from the truth. "The responsiblities

of U'ing a .student, as we all know, can

Itecome overwhelming at times. After four

years of exams, pa}>ers. and that most

dreaded time of all, finals, graduating feels

Jim Fein
H.S though I've just emerged successfully

from a long battle of sorts. In fact, it

seems only yesterday that:

1 was a I'Mass freshman, in Amherst on-

ly a few days, when I was sent home along

with 12,000 others living on campus during

"The F^vacuation." UMass had run out of

water and we were instructed not to return

until further notice.

Had I made a mistake in enrolling in a

school so many of my high school friends

called "Zoo Mass"?
Four years later I can answer this ques-

tion with a resounding NO! I have found

my stay here at the U'niversity to \ye a most

rewarding experience, both academically

and socially.

I am fully convinced of UMass's national

reputation as an academically sound in-

stitution of higher learning. All of the

departments in which I took courses were

at least competent, while a few excelled.

The fact that 1 have not even come close to
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Congratulations to all Graduates!!

Treat yourself or someone else to

a gift of fine lingerie.

For her: nightgowns, robes, ted-

dies, camisoles & tap pants, bras

& bikinis, Calvin Klein

unoerwear!

For him: 100% cotton pyjamas by

Christian Dior, silk undershirts,

briefs and bikinis!

taking courses in all of the existing depart-

ments speaks strongly for the wide variety

of academic opportunities present here.

And what of social opportunities?

Socially speaking, I l)elieve that l^Mass is

second to none. With such a large number

of college-age {)eople present in the Five

College Area, the possible ways in which to

spend one's spare time seems unlimited.

There are so many organizations, clubs,

and athletic teams on campus; so many
movies to see, games to watch, concerts to

attend, bars to frequent, and parties to go

to that a decision on what to do during

one's free time is often difficult.

It is often said that college years are the

best years of a person's life, and I am in-

clined to believe so. In the future, when I

reflect back upon my college experiences, I

will have many memories, some of which I

would like now to mention:

Orchard Hill Bowl Wars and Southwest

Tower Wars. The Pyramids. Football

games. Basketball games. Lacrosse

games. The UMass Minuteman Marching

band.The Coed Bathroom Rallies.The
Nuclear Freeze Rally.The Newman
Center.Smith and Mount Holyoke College

parties.Off-Campus Parties. Protests and

Student Demonstrations.The Bars.Happy
hours (at the Blue Wall and T.O.C.).Food

Fights. Standing in Lines.Guest Speakers

(Tip O'Neil, Ted Kennedy, Gary Hart,

Jesse Jackson, Billy Graham,

WE ARE OUT OF HERE-A couple of seniors pick up their outfits in

preparation for the big day.

etc.). Snowball Fights. All Nighters.
Romances.

I was once told a college education is a.s

much a social learning ex})erience as an

academic one. I most wholeheartedly

agree.

UMass has changed some during the past

four years. The administration has banned
alcohol at all athletic events and closed the

Campus Center on Halloween Weekend.

The average student has become more
studious over the interim, while the quality

of the incoming freshman class keeps im-

proving each year. Political activism and

social awareness have both increased

markedly over the past four years.

In light of these changes, I believe the

quality of life and the education here at the

University has improved l)eyond the

respectable level it was at when I first

enrolled here. I hope you l)elieve it too.

After all. how can we exjKvt |>eopie to

resf)ect our diplomas, if we don't respect

the sch<K)l from which we earned it?

Thanks for a qreai education, UMass.

Jim Fein is a graduating Collegian staff

member.
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Come and see for yourself.

233 N. Pleasant Street, Carriage Shops, upper level

Amherst 549-6915
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Arts at UMass
had a dynamic
year of talent

It doesn't take long to notice that UMass isn't exactly

located in the middle ol a big, on the move city. It would be

easy to inter, then, that if you decided to attend UMass,
you'd have to kiss things like the ballet. Broadway shows
and big name musical acts goodbye tor tour years, right?

WrongI

Amherst may not be a bustling metropolis, but every
year, UMass students have the opportunity to see

Lisa Mosley

nationally acclaimed plays, art exhibits, dance companies

and musicians, without ever leaving campus. This year

was no exception.

During the past two semesters, the University hosted all

manner ol performers and performances, from AV'j<a to

the Holi's. UMass large diverse student and faculty

population makes it a desirable place for touring per

formers and artists to stop at. The I'niversity's many
excellent theaters and galleries, as well as the dedicated,

professional (and mostly student) groups that keep them
running, also make UMass attractive to performers and

exhibiters.

The Fine Arts Center alone, for example, houses the

University Gallery, the Curtain and Hand Theaters (where

Theater Department productions are performed),

Bezanson Recital hall and the impressive 2,100 seat Fine

Arts Center Concert Hail, in which most of the "name"
theater troups, dance troupes and musicians that come to

the University to perform.

Noel Sporny. Fine Arts Center Tublicist, said of83-84" at

the FAC: "Everything went great. We had a really suc-

cessful season."

This comment comes as no surprise, considering the

impre.ssive line-up of talent that stopped at the FAC this

past year. The fall season opened with three sold-out

performances of the Tony Award-winning Broadway
smash Evita and the year continued with consistently

spectacular talent : the unusual yet extremely entertaining

mime mask troupe Mummenschanz, the classic mime
Marcel Marceau. the Boston Symphony Orchestra under

the direction of the brilliant Seiji Ozawa, Jazz, prodigy

Winston Marsalis and the ever popular Judy Collins, just

to name a few.

'
t
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ROCKING THE HOUSE--The B-52'8 danced the night away last November at the Fine Arts

Center, one in a series of well-received artistic performances at the University.

The FAC Concert Hall was also the site of several

fabulous sold-out rock concerts, all brought to the

University by the Student run Union Program Council.

Elvis Costello, who was booed off stage here just five years
ago, was this year's main attraction - the show sold out a

few hours after the box office opened.

Thanks to UPC, UMass students also got to see the top
acts in new dance music (the B52's), rockabilly (the Stray
Cats), reggae (Eddie Grant and UB 40) and funk (Chaka
Kahn).

Lance F^oley, talent coordinator for UPC, was pleased
with this year's performances, and with his organization:

"The people that work with us are the ones who make it

happen - I'd like to thank all the great people who put in

untold unpaid hours just for the pleasure of others."

Excellence in entertainment didn't .stop with the per-

forming arts this year, though. The University's six

galleries always had somthing iupressive and out of the
ordinary to offer. Like the fresh from New York, multi-

media, multi- artist stand against nuclear war called The

Shadow of the Bomb, which was shown in the University

Gallery, Or the exhibitions and lecture by the man
generally conidered to be the finest video artist working

tfxiay, Nam June Faik (who is, by the way, in residence

here this year) in Southwest's Hampden Gallery.

Even the Distinguished Visitors' Program, usually

a.ssociated with lectures, brought the multitalenled actor

dancer-director Geoffry Holder (better known as the man
from the 7 IP commercials) for a delightful performance at

Bowker Auditorium this spring.

Dazzling as this past year's talent line-up was, next year's

promises lu be equally impressive. Critically acclaimed

plays like Night Mother and Brighton Beach Memoirs and

such talented performers as Ray Charles will headline the

FAC's '84-85' season, and if this year was any indication,

UPC and the University Galleries will also have many
exciting offerings.

I'Mass. It may not be Manhattan, but it certainly is

western Massachsetts' cultural oa.sis.

Lisa Mosley is the Collegian's graduating arts editor.
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So 1et's lift a glass in

honor of the class of

1984.

The Alumni Office

UMass mirrors the American times ofchange
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collegian Staff

Oh, how the times have changed.

In the days when Eisenhower was

president, UMass was known for its ex

cellent agricultural school, there were strict

curfews for all women, the dormitories

were single sex and there was very little

student political activity.

Today UMass in several areas is ranked

among the top ten schools in the nation, the

curfews have disappeared, the majority of

the dormitories are co-ed, and UMass is

often referred to as the "Berkeley of the

East."

Miriam ZoU

During the fifties, when the jitterbug

was the dance craze and panty raids the

latest fad, there were about 3,000 students

at UMass. The administration, in keeping

with the educational philosophy of in loco

parent! (in place of parents), implimented

codes of conduct and strict disciplinary

rules.

Under in loco parenti, says current Dean

of Students William Field, who was a

psychology professor in the 1950s, fresh-

man women had 7 p.m. curfews, upperclass

women had 10 p.m. curfews, and men had

no curfews.

Astrid (Sandy) Hanson, a 1952 graduate

who is currently the conductor of a Boston-

based group, the Acapella Singers, says she

remembers the curfews well.

"We were running for the curfews,

literally running, from the car we were

driven home in because they would stand

there, flicking the lights on with 20 to 30

couples standing there kissing," she says.

As a senior, Hanson, whose son and

daughter currently attend UMass, joined

Alpha Kappa Theta, a sorority where "we

slept 18 together on the top floor with no

heat."

"We were running for the

curfews, literally running, from
the car we were driven home in

because they would stand there,

flicking the lights on with 20 to

30 couples kissing.

"

—Astrid Hanson, '52

Fraternity and sorority parties were the

"big thing on the weekends," she says. "The

guys wore white bucks and khaki colored

pants, very few wore blue jeans. We wore

white sneakers, white ankle socks that

came up to the calf, skirts, sweaters, and

more often than not you wore a string of

pearls."

Less than a decade later, the intensifying

Civil Rights Movement drew thousands of

college students into the deep south to help

with voter registration drives. However,

according to Dean Field, during the early

sixties political activity at UMass was

minimal.

"In the late fifties we became a

University in terms of behavior," he says.

"We increased by more than 1,000 students

per semester, and every year we had to

build new academic buildings and dor-

mitories. We had to double the size of the

faculty every five years. It was very

growth oriented."

But while the physical appearance of the

campus underwent massive renovation,

including the construction of the Orchard

Hill and Southwest residential areas, in loco

parenti and curfews remained the same.

And although new buildings attracted

students to campus, the Greek system still

remained as an important part of students'

social life.

For Linda Ronney, who attended UMass
from 1%0 to 1%3, the Hatch, the student

cafeteria in the Student Union Building,

was the "central meeting place, besides the

fraternities."

Like Hanson, Bonney said she remem-

bered curfews and strict dormitory rules.

"We had housemothers on each floor who
oversaw the whole dorm and she was in the

lobby making sure no one got in and out,"

she said. "If you were going out. you had to

leave an address and phone number of

where you were."

But for men like Shean O'Leary, who was
a brother at Phi Sig in the early sixties,

there "really wasn't any supervision" in the

dorms and "everything was wide open."

"Women couldn't go into the men's dorms

and vice-versa." he said, "but we'd have

exchange suppers with the frats and

sororities that would wind up as a party."

O'Leary said while he was at UMass from

1960 1%5 the Vietnam War had really not

become an issue yet and that students were

not very active.

On the day John F. Kennedy, was
assassinated in Dallas, Texas, O'Leary said

he remembered "a lot of confusion" on

campus.
"When JFK was assassinated, they

closed school around noontime and I

remember going home," he said. "I

remember coming out of my Shakespeare

class and someone had a radio that said he

was shot but O.K. Later that afternoon I

found out. It was scary."

The confusion that followed Kennedy's

assassination escalated as the war in

Indochina continued and the draft began.

There were race riots in Watts, Detroit,

and Newark, and student demonstrations

against the war and restrictive ad

ministration policies spread to campuses

throughout the country, including UMass.

"The Civil Rights Movement was the big

thing that transformed the University."

says Dean Field. "The second part was the

women's movement. As that took place,

you saw the push to get rid of all the rules

that went with residence halls, to get rid of

in bco parenti."

When Cynthia Olken Crutchfield started

school in 1966, the dorms were single sex,

she wore skirt and sweater outfits to class,

and she had a curfew of midnight on week

days and 1 a.m. on the weekends. By the

time she graduated in 1970, students were

wearing jeans and sweatshirts to class, the

dormitories were just turning co-ed by

floors, and there were frequent student

protests and sit-ins.

"It was almost like going to school to get

an education was secondary," Crutchfield

said. "Being a political activist came first.
"

"The year I graduated was the year of the

student strike all over the country. At our

graduation, we wore black armbands and

we sang "We Shall Overcome," the theme

of the Civil Rights Movement, instead of

the national anthem."

In 1969, Crutchfield recalled, black

students occupied Mills House and

demanded it as a separate place for

themselves. Today it is the New Africa

House, a black history resource center and

home for the Afro American department.

In 1970, "fighting the Board of Trustees all

the way. " Greenough dormitory in Central

residential area became the first co-ed dorm

at UMass. and in that same year. Crut

chfield became the first student member of

the Board of Trustees.

The tragic shooting deaths of lour Kent

State University students in May of 1970
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"The civil rights movement
was the big thing that

transformed the University.

The second part was the

wom£n's movement. As that

took place, you saw the push to

get rid of all the rules that went

with the resid£nce halls, to get

rid of in loco parenti.

"

—Dean William Field

was a turning point for faculty and students

at UMass.
The weeklong student strike following

the shootings became a forum for other

issues. Dean Field says. "Once it started,

people started deciding other things should

happen. It was a matter of free child care

and the protest against the war became a

protest for freedom in people."

Jerry Quarles, after serving a year in

Vietnam, arrived at UMass three weeks

before the Kent State shootings.

"When you walked around campus, there

was no one there." he said. "People weren't

in classes, they were at home."

While he was in Vietnam, Quarles said,

the girl he was seeing wrote him and said.
"

'we're not ag.ninst the GIs, but against the

whole war.' 1 came back and found out the

ANDY'S PIZZA
#i pizza in town

CONGRATULATIONS
to the Class of 1984

stop infer dinner

PIZZA, GRINDERS, SALADS

& a complete dinner menu plus beer &
wine

1 75 University Drive, Amherst

Tel. 256-8148, 256-8147

folks weren't against me."

As the seventies rolled on, the war at

home and in Vietnam ended. At UMass,

construction of three new residential areas

was finally completed for the 20,000 or

more students then enrolled.

The late seventies, according to Jackson

Katz, a 1982 graduate with degrees in

philosophy and women's studies, was "a bad

time" for students who were politically

aware.

"There weic financial aid cutbacks,

tuition increases and the renewal of draft

registration," he recalled.

In 1981 , Katz was involved with a student

coalition effort to resist administrative

attempts to ehminate co ed bathrooms in

CO ed dorms.

"In retrospect, it might look Uke a silly

and trivial issue in light of the growing

problems we face in this world, " Katz says,

"but at the time we felt the need to protest

the disregard for our input."

Katz said the "party school image"

UMass developed in the late seventies is

not altogether "inaccurate," however, he

said, most large universities, including the

elite status schools, can be considered party

schools.

Julia Courtney, a 1984 graduate with a

degree in communication disorders, says

the number of ideas students are exposed to

at UMass compared to other schools has

been a positive experience for her.

(Courtney says one of the best things

about UMass was that she could "always go

see a speaker, find a free movie, or go to

another college."

When people ask her about "Zoo Mass,"

the nickname given to UMass in the late

seventies, Courtney says she wants "to

shake people and tell them this place is

great."

"There's so much learning going on

here, " she says, "Its the best place to live

and sometimes I wish I could be a full time

student forever."

Miriam Zoll is the Collegian's

(jradunting Wtrmm's News Editor.
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AND NOW FOR REALITY — It's time to find out why we spent so

many years at the University, not exactly a thrilling prospect. Bye

now...
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Class of '84

UMass Insignia Needlework

A Memory that lasts a lifetime.
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Men play

to mixed
reviews in

past season
Hy BRIAN C. Ml- lU'HY
Collegian Staff

This past year of sports at UMass wasn't

too kind to those of us who no longer get to

play in the land of the make belive. The

Class of '84 went out on a somewhat sour

note, but we have not been deprived. We
have been very fortunate to have witnessed

some of the best who ever played at the

University of Massachusetts.

In my span as a college student (although

some will suggest I wasn't one) I was lucky

enough to watch (iarry Pearson perform for

three seasons. I watched Jim Reid and Bob

Pickett make UMass a football team no

team could take lightly.

I witnessed first hand the transformation

that UMass men's basketball made, from

Ray Wilson to Tom McLaughlin to Ron

Gerlufsen. I watched Edwin Green im-

prove each and every year, breaking

records until he became the second all time

leading scorer at UMass. I also watched

John Hempel become a nationally known

basketball player until he very recently

decided to transfer to another school with a

BIG TIME basketball program — St.

Johns.

I was lucky to watch college baseball, and

although UMass will never be confused

with Arizona State, a good brand of

baseball is played here. And there's noway

I could not mention Jim Weller. Without a

doubt he is the finest lacrosse player I have

ever seen. .Anyone who ever sat on Boyden

Hill and watched him play will agree he was
outstanding.

No sirree, I have not been deprived. But

alas we move on and enter the real world,

but the memories can't be taken from us.

The UMass football team had a disap

pointing season finishing up with a 3-8

record, 2 3 in the Yankee Conference. It

was a season of tough breaks and tough

luck.

The tone for the season was set in August

when star fullback and punter Demo
Drougas of Peabody was told he had a

congenital neck injury. The physicians told

Drougas that the injury was life-

threatening if he stepped on the football

field again. Stunned and disappointed,

Drougas ended his football career before it

actually started.

The loss of Drougas and the problems of

the quarterbacks. Jim Simeoneand Barrett

McGrath, resulted in an anemic offense that

could muster less than two touchdowns per

game.
This past season marked the last for

several key players for UMass. Tri-

captains Richard Jenkins, Gary Freker and

Grady Fuller played their last games for the

Minutemen.

The season also was the last for Coach Bob

Pickett. In his six seasons at the helm of

UMa.ss. he compiled a 36 28 record. In

1978, his team finished second in the nation

for Division I AA. He also led his teams to

,
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BASELINE FOR TWO--Horace Heysmith in action earlier this

semester at the Cage. The men's basketball team will not play at the

Cage next year due to renovations.

four Yankee Conference titles. Pickett was

a pro, he cared for his players, and he can

only be described as classy.

The Class of '84 was witness to some
frustrating seasons of basketball, but this

past season was encouraging, exciting, and

fun. First year Head Coach Ron Gerlufsen

picked up the pieces from the previous

coaches and molded the team into a solid

basketball squad. UMass finished their

season with a 12-17 record, 6-12 in the

Atlantic 10.

For the past five seasons, UMass had been

the laughing stock of college basketball.

But this year it changed. The

Minutemen won nine of their first ten in the

friendly confines of the Curry Hicks Cage.

Edwin Green. John Hempel and Carl Smith

became the darlings of the crazed in the

Cage.

Smith won us over when he double-

pumped in the lands of the redwoods to win

two games. Green blocked and

tomahawked his way through four years

here, and he wound up the #2 all-time

scorer at UMass. He moved past a man by

the name of Julius Erving in the process of

this feat. (I still can't understand why the

Doctor hasn't received an honorary degree.

Take notice Joe D. if you're reading).

However, all wasn't that rosy for UMass

hoop fans. Next year, the Cage will be

renovated and the team will play in

Springfield. Also, John Hempel elected to

transfer out of the school, to move on in his

basketball career.

Lacrosse had a successful season this

spring, winding up at 8-4. The Gorilla crew

came oh so close to making the playoffs for

the national championship, as they ended

the campaign ranked tenth nationally.

Bubba Sandford. Mike Fiorini and Tom
Lukacovic did the bulk of the scoring, and

anyone who watched the good guys edge

those crewcut men from Army knew just

how much lacrosse meant to this school.

It was a fun four years. It's gone now. but

life goes on. I'm leaving, and I'm happy

about it. But my memories as a sports fan

at UMass won't die. They'll be remem

bered as a special part of my life.

Seven varsity sports slated for elimination
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The quantity was there in University of

Masschusetts athletics, but not the

quality. Nationally competitive teams were

too few and far between to suit both

students and administrators. So changes

have been made, big changes.

As of September four sports, the men's

and women's ba.sketball teams, the football

team, and the m> n's lacrosse team, will be

support to the highest

i NCAA for a Division 1

given scholarsh;

level allowed b\

school.

Combme this

Bob StuU as

Gerlufsen as ho

the renovation

the recent hirings of

.ball coach and Ron
mentor (last year) with

if the venerated Curry

Hicks Cage and " tinuteman sports look to

be on theupswinK^

Eight sports, ;.eld hockey, men's and

women's socrer, r!ien's track/cross country,

baseball, women's lacrosse, and softball. all

will also be given increased scholarship aid

to varying degrees.

The women's track, cross country,

gymnastics, volleyball and swimming teams

will be given some in state tuition waivers

and additional support.

"The key to reversing the trend is

scholarships." said UMass athletic director

Frank Mclnerny in explaining the new-

program.

The price UMass is paying for this? Seven

sports, men's and women's golf, men's and

women's tennis, wrestling, and men's and

women's skiing, will be cut back from the

varsity to the club level. A move com

parable to playing in Fenway Park and then

being relocated to the Amherst Common.
It's just not the same.

The savings this move will generate will

be about $75,000, all of which will go toward

making the other sports more competitive.

The expectations of UMass' short range

plan".' Dominance in the Yankee Conference

in football, title contention in the Atlantic

10 in basketball and national title con

tention in lacrosse.

The other sports are expected to do well in

the East and make a run at national

prominence. The new club sports are given

the task of being competitive within their

new level.

"The athletic administration has been

working on this plan for nine months," said

Mclnerney. "It has received the en-

dorsement of the athletic committee of the

Board of Turstees. Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey, President David C. Knapp. and the

university Athletic Council."

All students receiving tuition waivers and

playing for the newly downgraded sports

will continue to receive aid until their

contracts run out. All coaches will also be

paid under their present agreements.

The dividends for the major sports include

a dramatic increase in atheletic scholar-

ships. The football team goes from 60 to 70

free rides, the basketball teams will retain

their 15 each, the men's lacrosse team goes

from none to 14. field hockey goes from one

to four, men's soccer gets its first four,

women's soccer has three more added to its

original single scholarship, and the men's

track/cross country squad will receive four.

3 Final Four
squads this

year for

thewomen
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

1983-84 was a banner year for women's

athletics at UMass as three teams made it

to the Final Four in their respective sports

and several players earned Ail-American

status.

The field hockey team, the Women's

soccer and women's lacrosse teams all

qualified for the Final Four while the

women's basketball team improved and the

Softball team gethered the most wins ever.

The latest Final Four entry was the

women's lacrosse team who took fourth

place at Boston University last weekend.

The Gazelles were not expected to get

anywhere near the Final Four this year.

But the team grew stronger as the season

went on. They nipped Yale 7 6 in overtime

on Bunny Forbes goal in the first round and

then upset fourth seeded Harvard 5-4 on a

Pam Moryl goal with 1:07 left to go to the

Final Four.

In the semi-finals, top seeded Maryland

jumped out to a quick 5 lead enroute to a

9 3 win. Delaware took third place after

they jumped tgo a 6-3 lead in a 9-5 victory.

Still, it was an accompUshment for UMass
to be there. Moryl and co captain Carol

Progulske were named All- Americans for

the second straight year. Moryl scored 51

goals this season. Co-captam Linda

Haytayan was the closest to Moryl with 33

goals. Moryl was also named and Ail-

American in field hockey in the fall. Pam
Hixon's team finished third with a 2-1

overtime win over Northwestern in the

consolation game.

All American goalie Patty Shea, who
played the Northwestern game with a

cracked bone in her arm, and two-time AU-

American Megan Donnelly were mainstays

on the Minutewomen (15-3 2) squad, that

lost 3-2 in overtime to national champion

Old Dominion in the semi finals.

The women's soccer team also finished

third with al-0 win over UConn. which gave

Kalekeni Banda's boosters the New
England title. UMass. (12-3-3) lost a tough

2-1 decision to National Champion North

Carolina in the .semi finals. Sta^-ey F''onis,

Chris Taggart and Lori Stukes were All-

American picks. Flionis is the only senior in

the group.

This wasn't the first year that the field

hockey or women's lacrosse team had been

in NCAA playoff action. The field hockey

team, under Hixon. finished second in 1981

to UConn and tenth in 1982. The women's

lacrosse team, also under Hixon. took

second to Penn State in 1979. took fourth in

1980. sixth in 1981. won the NCAA title (10-

season) with a 9-6 win over Trenton State

in 1982 and took fourth in 1983. The soccer

team took '"ifth in 1982.

However, success was felt in other

women's sports. The softball team posted

the most wins ever in a 29-12 season. The

rattled off a 15 game winning streak and

ahd four players. Sally Maher (IB). Carol

Frattaroli (2b), Allyson Rioux (ss) and Lynn

Stockey (p) named to All Atlantic 10 team.

Rioux, a second team All-American choice

last year, has an excellent shot to be named

All-American this year.

The women's basketball team continued to

improve under first year coach Barbara

Stevens. Sophomore Barbara Hebel made

the Atlantic 10 second All Star team as the

women improved to 10-17 after a 5-22

season the year before.

The women's gymnastics team posted a

fine 10-6 record, took third in the Atlantic

10 under the able leadership of senior Robin

Low.
These women's teams have set high

standards for their precessors but with

increased scholarship aid. the future looks

as bright as the past, if not brighter.

Support the SiUy Old
Gumper Bunnies.


